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THE PLATE.
Tl>e Durham Heifer, the subject of our Plate, was exhibited at the Smithfield Show on the 14th of De-

cember last. She was four years and eleven months old, and was fed on grass, turnips, and oil-cakes. She was

the property of Mr. George Peach, of Great Haughton, near Northampton, who obtained the Gold Meuai, for

her as being " the Best Beast in any Class," and fifteen sovereigns as being " the Best Fat Heifer." A Silver

JMedal was also adjudged to Mr. Dent, of Milton, near Northampton, as the breeder. This beautiful animal

won three prizes, and was the subject of universal admiration.

ORIGINAL LETTERS.

No. I.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

SxR,—Although the subject of Agricultural Dis-

tress has been long sounding in the ears of the

legislature, and throughout all classes of the peo-
ple of this country, no sympathizing friend has
yet apjieared with a readiness and ability to give
effectual and speedy relief ! The subject has been
so long complained of, and so often reiterated, that

many persons regard it only as an old tale which
would last for awhile and then die away. And the

farmers a,re generally reproached as a croaking set,

who will always cry out in time, and before they
are hurt ! This however, is but an ignorant and
senseless affirmation, made for the most part by
those who are fattening upon the spoils, and con-

suming the substance of the land which the farmer
cultivates, without contributing any proportionate

share of the burthens which the land has to

bear.

The long continuance of the complaint, and the
increase of the evil year after year, with no ap-
parent prospect of better things at hand, seems at

length to have produced conviction in the most
sceptical on the subject, that Agricultural Distress

does really exist, and that to an unparalleled extent
in the nation ! I say to an unparalleled extent,

because, that former complaints \ieve real, and
obliged very many of the landed interest to create
obligations, which are still undischarged, and in

many instances are increased" to such an amount
as renders it almost, if not altogether hopeless that
they will ever be able to repay them. . And this is

no singular case among agriculturists, but a very
extensive one, and soon will, and must become
extensively known, if things remain as they are.
How far the currency bill has produced this

state of things, I will not undertake to prove. But
this I do think, that when the currency was
changed, the rate of interest on the debt of the
nation, and also generally, ought in ^'ws^iee to have
been reduced in the same proportion, as things be-
came altered in value by that change. And unlesi
this i^ done now, the obligations created by mort-
gage, &c., will never be discharged, and the
moneyocracy will become the actual possessors of
the nation. They are virtually so now, and are
very fast swallowing up all.

But is this to bs the panacea for all the evil of
Agricultural Distress ? No, Sir—the evil is com-
plicated, and has been long coming on by a com-

bination of causes, of which the currency bill may
have been, and doubtless is one. The land is sur-

charged in a variety of ways.

There is the burthen of the poor—which bears

in a very far greater proportion on the farmer
than on any other class of people in the kingdom.
In like manner, the highway, composition, and
county rates ; all which lie much heavier on the

farmer than the proportion which in justice he
ought to bear. And then there is that great state

pauper the Church establishment, for the main-
tenance of which, that most oppressive, and un-
just impost, the tithes, is levied and continued on
the land, in a manner in which it ought never to

have been imposed. There is a great outcry
against the tithes in Ireland ; but what are the

tithes in Ireland compared with the burthen in

England ? The poor Catholics of the sister coun-
try are commiserated ; but the poor Dissenters

and farmers at home, may sink under the oppre-

sive weight of the massive golden church estab-

lishment, with none to pity, or to help them ! Mr.
Bather, at the Shropshire Agricultural Society, ex-

claimed loudly against the landlords and farmers,

as if they were the cause of their present distress,

and had the remedy in their own hands 1 But
why did not Mr. Bather descant a little upon the
reverend and lay tithe eaters ? Why ought the
landlords and the farmers to accommodate them-
selves to their " altered circumstances," and the
tithe'eaters to revel in their luxuries, and receive

their amount of composition as when the produce
of the land was more than double its jiresent

price ? How long 'will the landlords and farniers

sit still and let the present tithe system wrest their

property from their hands ? How much longer are

the tithe eaters to be allowed to rewi ire the spoils of
the landlords and farmers, and to impoverish both
thelandai\A its cw/Zttotors, without contributing one
mite, or risking any capital for the purchase of

stock, or cultivation of the soil ? A great portion

of the land in the fen and maish districts of the

kingdom, has been rescued from the waters and
made productive to the supply of the nation, in

corn, cattle, &c. ; at an immense cost for drains,

banks, rivers, mills, &c. And then the tithe of

the /^rorfj<ce raised at all this cost and risk of the

undertaking, (in many instances not less than 201

B
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an acre) goes to &foreigner, who like the drone in

the hive, consumes the honey, but labours not to

obtain it '.

But, my Lord Darlington says, " the clergyman

must have his stipend." Yes, the clergyman must
feed and indulge himself in luaiiries and ease, if the

landlords and farmers starve! Why so tender of

the tithe eaters, my lord ? And why so hard upon

the landlords and farmers, Mr. Bather ? Let the

clergyman have his stipend. But let it be accord-

ing to the apostolic model, the voluntary offering

of the people to the minister who preaches the

Gospel to them—and not to a foreigner who sends

his proxy to do the work, and pays him in many
cases worse than a clerk's wages in a merchant's

or an attorney's office. Let the clergyman how-
ever have his stipend. But let the system of raising

it be altered. Let the whole tithe system be revised,

and instead of comsuming the capital and industry

expended on the improvement of land ; let it be
the tenth of the annual value to the landlord ; and
then let the clergyman take his moiety only, and
not the whole as now ; and let the poor have their

moiety also ; and this will confer a national benefit ,-

and if the clergyman has not so large a stipend as

he has now in many cases, the national religion

will not suffer by it, and he will have much more
Ihan the primitive ministers of the Gospel had !

Now if there be one burthen upon the land—one

impost upon th&farmer, which tends more to im-
poverish the soil, and to drain the. pocket, and ex-
haust the resources of its cultivator, than another,
surely. Sir, it is high time it was removed ! And
that the tithe is such a burthen, and unnatural im-
post, is allowed by the universal consent of all

agricultural writers. Why not rouse from your
apathy then, landlords and farmers, and from
Johnny Groat's house to Land's End, make your
voice to be heard, in seeking relief from this great,

unnatural, and oppressive burthen ?

I know it is hard to rouse you, and to bring you
to a concentration of opinion upon this point; but
dire necessity will in the end do it. You Sir, have
once and again expressed your surprise at the pa-
tience with which this evil has been borne. Far-
mers, you know Sir, are a rural population ; and
that our habits and employments are laborious,

simple, and domestic. And that it is much more
difficult to bring a population so circumstanced to
act in concert together, than the dense population
of trading and manufacturing districts ; who seem
to derive a sort of mechanism from their employ-
ments, which they quickly bring into operation
upon any point on which they are fixed.

Thus also it is with the tithe receivers, and great
money lenders. They all act in concert, and seem
all to have concerted together against the landed in-

terest of the kingdom. Many arc laid under obliga-
tion to tithe receivers for lenity shown them as to the
time of payment ; or for loans lent on mortgage,
or otherwise ; for they are rich as a body, and
many of them great money lenders! Some have
family connections by marriage, on hope of pre-
ferment to some good living for some part of their
family, who have been brought up for the church

;

and the system is so interwoven with landlords
and farmers, in a variety of ways, that it has be-
come the great Leviathan of the nation. And to
make liead against it, is a hard thing ! It has be-
come a " stranded Leviathan" in Ireland, to use
the phrase of Mr. Bather , and if it be suffered to

remain as it is, in England, it will make landlords
and farmers too, become stranded Pigmies ! In
conclusion, Sir, I would say, seek an entire altera-

tion of the tithe system at home. Seek also a re-

duction in the interest of money, such as the al-

teration of the currency demands. Seek likewise

poor laws for Ireland. Seek it injustice to Ireland,

and for the sake of her almost starving peasantry

;

and seek it in justice to yourselves, that Ireland

may comsume more of her own produce at home.
I am. Sir, your constant reader, &c.

A Farmer in the Fens of Cambridgeshire.
Dec. 2.

No. II.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir,— I am a constant reader of your magazine,
and look forward to each number with anxiety,

hoping, according to the old adage of " Necessity

being the Mother Invention," that in these neces-

sitous times some one may find out some remedy,
or at least kindle some well grounded hope of re-

turning prosperity in the breasts of the despondent
farmers ; but alas ! I turn over page after page,

read speech after speech, and still little or no con-
solation do they afford me, except perhaps that

the distress of the times is the means of develop-

ing such .1 character as that of the Marquis of

Chandos, whose manliness, and zeal in the cause,

far transcend my powers of eulogy. But, Sir, much
as I admire his devotion to the cause, much as I

feel grateful to him, still I cannot but think, that

his advice to his constituents, not to sleep on their

posts, but that as they have much to do they must
instantly begin to act, and continue in one straight

forward and constant course, that course being, to

petition parliament to redress their grievances,

—

must only lead to disappointment. For, have not
the speeches from the Throne, at the opening of

the several past Sessions of Parliament, noticed

and regretted the depressed state of the farmers,

and lecommended inquiry into the cause with the

hopes of speedily relieving them .' Had not the ar-

guments of the Noble Marquis for the Repeal of

the Malt Duty been unanswerably answered ? Did
not Lord Grey declare in the House of Lords that

anxious as he was he knew of no means of relief

but reduction of rent ? Did not Lord Althorp de-

clare, that beyond the New Poor Law Act, he could
suggest none ? Would Sir Robert Pill's Bill, for

the equalization of local burdens, those which press

upon the farmer, have been more than a flea bite

compared to the distress? (Query? Mr. Editor),

or can we expect much attention to such petitions

when we read of one of the most talented of the

present bunglers congratulating the country upon
the improving state of the Agriculturists ? No,
Sir, I much fear, that it is out of the power of the
legislature, interested as all its members must be,

to afford any ; and I may state this opinion with
more confidence having it confirmed by the declara-

tion of Lord Stanley at the Liverpool Agricultural

Meeting. But I should not have troubled you
with these remarks had I not a little pet plan, from
which, I must confess, visionary as it may appeal',

I expect a great benefit to accrue, and that too

speedily when taken up by the landlords and far-

mers of England. The Noble Marquis, in his pre-

face to his toast of prosperity to the Royal Bucks
Agricultural Association, uses these words :

—" I

confess, it is hard upou us, that of all the occupa-
tions of the state. Agriculture alone is depressed,

—

yes, the staple of the land is suffering, while all

other branches of industry increase and prosper
;

it is not, believe me, of their prosperity that I com-
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plain but of our adversity ; and from the de-
pression we must endeavour to rid our our-

selves, if we would not sink under it." Bet-
ter advice in my humble opinion could not have
been given, or come from a higher quarter, and I

sincerely wish that I could persuade the Noble
Marquis, to agree with me as to the means of

effecting so desirable a riddance. I would invite

him to inquire with me into the cause of the un-
precedented prosperity of the manufacturers at this

moment, and to whom they are indebted for their

prosperity ; I think that we should find not to the
liberality of a free trade Parliament, but solely to

their own exertions ; to the successful application

of capital to their machinery by which they are en-

abled to undersell their neighbours, and conse-
quently to command every market of the civilized

world. And, Sir, why cannot we employ this

power to rescue us from impending ruin, nay I

will ask why do not we employ it, for I read in

every provincial paper that Mr. Handley, M. P., I

believe for one of the Divisions of Lincolnshire,
stated at the Grantham Agricultural Meeting, hav-
ing seen a steam-plough working in Lancashire,
and turning up an acre of wet land, nine inches
deep, in one hour and fifty minutes. Such power
being therefore in existence I would beseech the
Noble Marquis and every other landlord to inquire
how far it would be desirable to employ it. Whe-
ther the making them in lieu of horses, which no
human labour, I believe can make, would not afford

much useful and profitable employment; whether
the land which is nowemployed in keeping so many
horses would not be more beneficially employed in
feeding human beings, and whether the introduc-
tion of machinery for agricultural purposes would
not produce moral effects almost I fancy incalcul-
able. Mr. Herschell observes in his discourse of
Nat. Phil. " that the improvement eflTected in the
condition of mankind by advances in Physical
Scienes, as applied to the physical useful purposes
'of life, is very far from being limited to their
direct consequences in the more abundant supply
of our physical wants, and the increase of our
comforts. Great as these benefits are, they are
yet but steps to others of a still higher kind. ****

The ideas once conceived and verified that great
and noble ends are to be achieved, by which the
condition of the whole human species shall be per-
manently bettered, by bringing into exercise a
sufficient quantity of sober thought, and by a pro-
per adaptation of means, is sufficient of itself to
set us earnestly reflecting what ends are truly great
and noble, either in themselves or as conducive
to others of a still loftier character, because we
are not now as heretofore hopeless of attaining
them. It is not equally harmless and insignificant
whether we are right or wrong ; since we are no
longer supinely and helplessly carried down the
strearn of events, but feel ourselves capable of
buffeting at least with its waves, and perhaps of
riding triumphantly over them ; for why should
we despair that the reason which has enabled us
to subdue all nature to our purposes, should (if

permitted and assisted by the providence of God)
achieve a far more difficult conquest ; and ulti-

mately find some means of enabling mankind to
bear down those obstacles which individual short-
sightedness, selfishness, and passion, oppose to all

improvements, and by which the highest hopes are
continually blighted, and the fairest prospects
marred." I dare scarcely trust any reflections of
my own to stand contrasted with such as I have
quoted, still 1 cannot quite check my pen from
leading me into those fields of speculation in which

when restrained within the limits of reason, Mr-
Herschel assures us, it is allowable to indulge. I
cannot but contemplate that hearth which a
waning fortune had been driving to despair, now
made happy by the prospect of returning plenty,
their dormant energies aroused ; nor can 1 repress
my fancy leading me to those hordes of self-
banished families, whose courage has urged them
to^ seek a home in savage climes, now animated
with the hopes of once more seeing their native
homes, for

They still have hopes, their long exertions past.
Here to return—and die at home at last.

Nor can I turn my fancy from those shores, where
our extended commerce is offering her cheapened
merchandise, is decomposing the hard rock of
ignorance, and fitting it for the reception of the
divine seed, the Word of God. My fancy knows
no higher flight, I must therefore descend to reality
and subscribe myself,

Yours, &c., &c.
NEAR WREXHAM.

No. III.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir,—I have lately noticed in your Magazine
accounts of several great meetings that have been
held in different parts of the country for the pur-
pose of considering the cause of the present dis-

tressed state of agriculture with a view to pro-
vide a remedy.
The meeting which it is my intention of notic-

ing, however, is the one held at Shrewsbury,
where the Earl of Darlington presided, as the
speech which his lordship there delivered appears
to me highly objectionable, as it tends to mystify
a very plain subject, and to give rise to hopes that
can never be realized.

His lordship commences by stating, that there
were a great variety of opinions as to the cause of
the distress under which agriculture now labour-
ed, but that it was right to hear the opinions of
all before they attempted to apply a remedy. He
then proceeded to ask the all-important question,
" What it was the farmers most complained of .'"

This was certainly a most necessary inquiry, and
it was of the greatest importance to have it

correctly answered, as before the seat of the dis-

ease was satisfactorily ascertained no remedy was
likely to be applied with success ; his lordship

answered, and his audience acquiesced in the

answer " low prices of produce." If the question

has been correctly answered, it very naturally

suggests another, what is the cause of the present

low prices ? This question is also answered by
his lordship, " scarcity of money." Now let us

inquire whether the low price of wheat, for

example, is really caused by the scarcity of

money, or whether it is not rather caused by the

supply being greater than the demand, as the

coming to a proper understanding on this point is

of great importance, as scarcity of money affects

the demand for wheat much less than any other

commodity with whicli we are acquainted, it being,

in the strictest sense of the term, a necessary of

life.

I shall in the first place take it upon me to state,

without the fear of contradiction, that there has

been more wlieat produced from the last three

cro])s, and ofcourse offered for sale, than ever there

were at any former period in the history of Great

B 2
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Britain in any three successive j'ears ; we have not
only had three full crops, but the quantity of wheat
now sown in most places double, and in a great

many quadruple, within the last forty years,

besides the immense and annually increasing
quantities imported from Ireland : I admit the con-
sumption is greatly increased, and that it never
was greater than at present, as our manufacturers
were never in a more prosperous condition ; but
this only goes to prove that the market is glutted,

and that wheat must obey the laws of supply and
demand like every other commodity. Why, for

example, was oats last year so high-priced in pro-
portion to wheat .' Or, how does it happen that
wool has been as dear for the last three years as
ever it was during the war if money is so scarce ?

Was it not because the supply fell short of the de-
mand .'

Our next inquiry must be, what is the value of
wheat ? and what is the price we have a right to
expect and calculate on for a series of years with
average crops. This is a most important inquiry,
and one which every agriculturist ought well to
consider. Lord Darlington states that some were
of opinion that the fall in prices was occasioned
by the sudden transition from war to peace.
"But," says his lordship, " that certainly might
have accounted for it in the first year of peace,
but not in the twenty-first." I differ from his
lordship entirely

;
prices rose very much during

the war on account of the extraordinary demand
for grain ; when that extraordinary demand
ceased to exist, prices, as a matter of course,
began gradually to fall back to their original
level. All over Europe prices rose very consider-
ably during the war, but they have again gradu-
ally receded to the level at which they stood ten
years before the French revolution. Now for the
ten years preceding 1789 the average price of
wheat in England was about 45s per qr., what
should prevent it again receding to the same
point ? prices may rise when the crop is deficient,

but they may, and in all probability will, continue
to fall below that point when we have a succession
of good crops, as at present.

His lordship goes on to agree " that the war
virtually ended in 1814. Granted, and prices fell

after the crop of 1815 was reaped, because the
crop was abundant, and the extraordinary demand
had ceased. His lordship then states, " that 1817
and 18 were years of as great prosperity as the
farmer ever knew, or could expect to know :" this I

do not altogether admit, but I shall state matters as
they really stood : 1816 was the most unproductive
crop we have reaped, without exception, since
179y ; of course prices were high, but then the
farmer had little to sell ; foreign could not be im-
ported at that time till wheat reached 80s per qr

;

1817 was only a degree better ; at least I know in

the northern part of the island the crop was very
defective ; prices of course kept high ; the supply
did not equal the demand: the crop of 1818 was
good

;
prices kept up; stocks, being low, owing to

the two preceding bad crops, until we were
deluged with foreign corn in the summer of 1819

;

1819, 20, 21, 22, were all good crops, the supply
being fully equal to the demand

;
prices gradually

fell till they reached the level at which they stood
before the war ; in the summer of 1823 it became
evident that the crop was to be deficient, and
prices began to rise rapidly in the month of June;
the crop turned out bad, as was expected, and
prices continued high ; the crops of 1824 and 5
were good, and, as they succeeded a bad crop, we
had full prices, as stocks had again got low ; 1826

was the extraordinary dry year ; winter-sown
wheat was a good crop, but all others very defi-

cient
;
prices for wheat continued fair ; oats and

barley were scarce and dear ; 1827, 28, 29, 30, and
31 were all deficient crops, considerably below an
average, and considerable quantities of foreign
grain was required to supply the demand ; prices
continued proportion ably high ; 1832 was an ave-
rage crop ; 1833, 34, and 33 rather above an aver-
age; the supply is now greater than the demand,
in consequence of an accumulation, particularly

of wheat, and the present low prices are the con-
sequence. I must therefore, after travelling over
the same ground, as Lord Darlington, come to a
different conclusion, as he is of opinion, that,
" whenever money was plentiful prices were good,
and when it was contracted prices were low."
Now, I should say, whenever corn is scarce prices

are good, and whenever it is plentiful prices are

low.

If Lord Darlington's hypothesis is right, he may
probably be pursuing a proper course in endeavour-
ing to make money more plentiful if he possibly

can, but if he is wrong, as I am very much con-

vinced of, the altering the standard of value from
gold to silver will have very little effect in reliev-

ing the agriculturist.

But, if 45s per qr is likely to be the average
value of wheat—if, as Lord Darlington has stated,

the cost ofproduction cannot be reduced,—iftithes,

poor-rates, and other local burdens which press

on agriculture cannot be materially diminished,

—

if the altering the standard of value from gold to

silver is likely to prove of none effect, what, then,

is to be done ? That is the question—Lord
Darlington answers, alter the standard of value.

So answer I—but not from gold to silver, but from
gold to wheat, and this will, without doubt, give

substantial relief to the agriculturists. I shall

give an example how this alteration would work,
and what amount of relief might be expected from
it.

Lord Darlington read a statement of Lord
Western's, in which he supposed, a farm of 100

acres, which, during the war, was let at 35s per

acre, or 175^: the average of wheat from 1797 to

to 1819 was 80s per qr ; the land, therefore, was
let at the value of 3^ bushels of wheat per acre

;

3j bushels of wheat at present is worth I6s, which
for the hundred acres would make 801 instead ot

175^; this would make a difference on tlie rent of

95/ ; the labourers can't eat more bread or work
more work than they did during the war ; so if

they get the same quantity of produce it is as

much as they have any right to, and as much as

the farmer can afford to give, the same with all

other expenses. If Lord Darlington would intro-

duce a motion to that efiect in the House of Com-
mons, and if the Marquis of Chandos and Mr.
Cayley would have the goodness to support it,

there is no calculating on what might be the con-

sequence, but even if they failed they still might
have the power of doing uncalculable good by
taking payment of their rents in this way, and
thus showing an example to the landowners in the

kingdom, of liberality and justice.—I am, sir, your
obedient servant, Q. E. D.

East Lothian, Dec. 3, 1833.

No. IV.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Having heard that an Artist, has taken

the likeness of the fat heifer, the pi'operty of Mr.
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J. Mantly of Wolland, Devonshire, that won the
first prize at the last cattle show, at Exeter, with
the intention of having it prefixed in the next
number of your valuable magazine, I am induced
to trouble you with a few lines on the subject.
The North Devon bullock is admired for its beau-
tiful symmetry, as appears by the likeness above
mentioned, the eye is very prominent, in truth it

is without a fault, as to shape, perhaps it may ap-
pear diminutive to a superficial observer, when
compared with the Durham ox ; but the Durham
Goliah on a close examination will not appear so

gigantic as one might imagine at first sight, the
beauty of the Devon is that it is good in its good
points. Mr. Mantly informs me, that he will pro-
duce more beef with the North Devon cattle from
a certain quantity of ground, than any other
breeder can with other breeds. The Devons will

graze twenty pounds per quarter ; I recollect see-
ing a few ribs of an ox killed by the Duke of Nor-
folk, that he purchased of Mr. Mantly that mea-
sured six inches of pure fat.

The old adage that '• all is not gold that glitters"

is not inapplicable to the North Devon breed of
cattle, for many are sold, as of that breed, without
any other pretension to the title than a red coat
and a pair of horns ; the Mantly's however are
famed for having the breed in its purity ; and what
is most remarkable they have on every occasion
that they have been exhibited gained a prize ; they
have not failed in one instance; such uninterrupt-
ed success denotes something beyond the common.
Mr. F. Mantly, the uncle of James Mantly, has in

his possession a cap awarded by the Bath Society
for the best lot of neat cattle. Lord Somerville
sold a pair of oxen that he purchased of Mr.
Mantly, to King, who gained with them the first

prize at Smithfield ; so did another pair which the
late Duke of Bedford sold to Gibblet. The uncle
and nephew gained eight prizes last year at Exeter
and tivelve this year, a clear demonstration, that

their stock is not of an ordinaiy sort. I shall not
fatigue you with further details, their cattle need
only to be seen and be admired, Saul the King
of Israel, was, we are told taller by a head than
any of his fellows ; the Mantly's have certainly

cogent reasons to be gratified on finding that their

labours have not been in vain, though they do not
wish to grow taller than their compeers.
The speech of Mr. Pyle of Tallaton, at the last

Agricultural Meeting, at Exeter, appears to me, to

be replete with sound sense, and gives one an idea
of an independent yeoman'; and it is to be hoped
that lanllords and tenants may profit by his ad-
vice—reciprocity of feeling, candour and openness
in all matters between them will tend greatly to
smooth_the ruggedness of life with both, and above
all, let Agriculturists unite in their efforts to make
known their present difficulties, and their labours
must ultimately be crowned with success.

Yours obediently,
Devonshire, DEVONIAN.

Nov. 23, 1835.

No. V

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sin."—As you give opinions on all sides of ques-
tions, I beg to offer, through the medium of your
valuable publication, a few observations upon that
much engrossing subject at the present moment,
viz. the House of Commons taking into consider-
ation the distress of the agricultural interest, with

a view to discovering the cause thereof, and ap-
plying a remedy.

It appears to me. Sir, that the cause is obvious
enough and also the remedy ; except in the in-

stances where hungry cold clay soils, and other ste-

rile tracts have been brought into cultivation by
the cxorbirant price of grain that once was at-
tained : in these instances a complete remedy can-
not be found without evident injury to the com-
munity generally, as it is impossible to keep such
lands in cultivation but by keeping up the price of
produce to an extravagantly high standard

—

endeavouring to continue that soil under the plough
which a skilful and prudent cultivator would re-
ject at no rent at all, if he could get tolerably good
land to farm at a fair rate.

The supply of corn it is plain has now out-run
the demand, and therefore the price has become
low ; it is not remunerating because the farmer
cannot make sufficient with which to pay his rent.
Then the cause of his distress is the high rent

!

Lower his rent and there is the remedy,—the na-
tural and only rational remedy. Other things may
be done, and much has been done by government
to relieve the depression which has prevailed.
Taxes to an immense amount have been taken off

since the war which bore heavily upon the land :

indeed not much more can be done in this way,
except by a repeal of the malt tax, and that is im-
possible without providing a substitute, which
substitute must be a property tax, the tax that
landlords were so anxious to be relieved from,
when before imposed, and which the two great
parties, one of which must hold the reins of gov-
ernment most likely yet for a long time to come,
unite in condemning, and if moved would undoubt-
edly unite in resisting, and that succesfully. This
however, I think ought to be done, to do away
with the vexatious and injurious restrictions of the
excise in the process of malting, and allow of the
labourer brewing his own beer ; though by no
means am I of opinion that this step would of it-

self much relieve the distresses of the farmer ge-
nerally, though it might do something. Yet this,
with other means:— as equalizing the land
tax ; commuting tithes ; throwing the mainten-
ance of the poor generally over the whole commu-
nity, by a rate according to property, but admi-
nistered locally under the directions of the poor
law commissioners, with a less limited power to
magistrates in urgent and pai'ticular cases than
they possess by the poor law bill as at present in

force, &c. &c. would do much ; and the rest that
is necessary, viz. reducing rents, must, injustice,
be done by the possessors of the soil ; those whose
estates are clear can do it very easily, and as to
the mortgagee who has perhaps almost as much
interest to pay as he can obtain by rent, that is

his misfortune, but as in the case of all other bad
bargains he must bear it himself, and cannot justly
expect that because he is so unpleasantly situated
he has'a right to demand of the legislature to adopt
any o.nd every means to support the price of pro-
duce, that he may still keep up his rents and pre-
serve him from that reverse of fortune which any
other speculator must inevitably submit to.

A change also in the currency appears a favour-
ite remedy at thi^ time with many. It docs not
appear to me that that would have any material
effect : indeed, according to your table of prices of
wheat, and amount of Bank of England notes in

circulation at the same time at various periods,
it would appear that the currency has almost no-
thing to do with the question ; and to disturb the
present apparently healthy regulation of the circu-
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lating medium ( for trade and manufactures it is

acknowledged, on all hands, are thriving under it

;

and surely agriculture tf it does not now feel the
benefit of the thrift of these it must shortly?)
for the purpose of satisfying some few speculative

minds upon this point, would, it appears to me, be
extremely unadvisable.

Already, perhaps, my letter has extended to too
great a length, I shall therefore here terminate
my remarks, and resuming the subject beg to
trouble you again another day.

Strand Dec. 5 1835, REFLECTOR.

No. VI.

CURING BACON.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE,

Sir,—The very large quantities of bacon which
failed of being cured last year, has induced me to

make the following observations, trusting they may
be of use to those who are concerned in the curing
of that valuable provision. The poor man who has
by hard earnings, economy, and care, raised his pig
for winter food, and has even deprived himself and
his family ofmany necessaries of life, to procure food
for it, in hopes of afterwards securing them substan-
tial provision, is in general the sufferer ; and the
loss to him is incalculably more, than it is to a more
opulent person ; but the failure frequently manifests
itself also amongst the farmers, as well as the poor

;

and I have beard of farmers who have had more or
less bad, for twelve years successively ! Some at-

tribute this to a defect in the salt, and others to some
peculiar pre-disposition in the flesh to putrify ; but
I am inclined, after some years of im/ai^ing practice,

and acting upon a principle which has been equally
efficient for between thirty and forty years, to at-

tribute the principal part of the failures of curing, to

neglect. I have known bacon bad, while the hams
which were bought and salted by another person were
perfectly cured : which proves that it does not arise

from any general pre-disposition to go wrong, and I

have salted with salt, bought of a Salter which did
not fail to cure, while much of his own was bad, and
quite unfit to use, which makes me think that the
blame is not to be attached to the salt.

My plan is the following : The pigs are hungered
at least twenty-four hours before they are killed,

thirty-six is perhaps better j—they are then killed as
speedily as possible, and suffered to remain other
twenty-four hours to cool. They are cut up, and
conveyed to lead bowls, and having wiped salt over the
swartii (skin) side with the hands, taking care to

stop the salt and saltpetre into the " shank ends,"
in order that it may effectually reach the bone. The
flesh side is then turned uppermost, covered Avith

salt and sprinkled with saltpetre, (the proportions
are for a twenty-stone pig, a stone of the former,
and a pound of the latter) ; after laying about a
week, the bacon is all removed ; that which laid up-
permost is put lowest, and more salt is added to

those parts from which it may have disappeared. In
about three weeks, or a month, it is fit to hang up to

dry, and it has never in a single instance failed of
being effectually cured. The circumstances which
must especially be attended to, are the following :

the pig must fast before it is killed ; it relieves the
resfels, which if loaded, would tend to putrefaction :

it must be as little irritated as possible when killed,

and the more speedily it is eftected the better
;

humanity and interest alike demand it. Let it be
thoroughly cool, before it is salted, and place it in

lead vessels, if at hand, but do not rub it ; it only ex«
cites the putrefactive process, and you can never rub
the salt through the skin. Stop the salt well into the
" shank ends," and above all let the place be cool

and airy, (much depends on this,) and remov« it,

and add salt as above directed, frequently. By at-

tending to these precautions, I believe, uncured
bacon will seldom occur, and if a single poor man's

family have their bacon cured in consequence of these

simple remarks, it will amply repay,— Sir, your
obedient servant,

Yorkihire. A FRIEND OF THE POOR.

No. VIL

TO THE EDITOR OF "THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE."

Sir,—Will you, or some of your intelligent cor-

respondents, be so obliging as to inform an inexpe-

rienced farmer in these difficult times, by what rule

the relative quantity of nutriment in tale wheat, oats,

peas, malt dust, bran, &c, for feeding stock, can be

ascertained ? We all know that we can buy a large

quantity for comparatively little money, as bran and

malt dust for instance ; while, at the same time, we
may really be buying the dearest article relatively to

the quantity of nutriment contained in them.

An answer in your next Magazine to this inquiry

will greatly oblige, your's truly,

A HERTFORDSHIRE FARMER.
Bee. 9.

No. VIII.

TO THE EDITOR OF " THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE."

Sir,—Being a subscriber to your-valuable publi-

cation, I beg to ask two plain questions. What
is become of the land-valuers who were em-
ployed by the whole of the proprietors some
twenty-five or thirty years ago to double their rental?

I beg further to ask of the tenantry of England, if

those gentlemen or ' others have been over their

farms to re-value within these last four or five

years ? I shall make only one remark—that agri-

cultural produce has been at a low ebb for the last

twenty years.—Yours, respectfully,

Dec. 11, 1835. .JUSTICE.

A Sporting Character.—A wealthy old bachelor,
of Jewish extraction, has lately settled in a noble
mansion in the Queen's County. His habits are
most eccentric. He lives in almost total seclusion, and
in all his household expenses observes the strictest eco-
nomy. The neighbouring gentry in vain offered him
the advantages of their society. He would neither give
nor take dinners, nor join in the usual amusements of
the country. He does not patronize fox hounds, has
little affection for beagles, a more than O'Connell an-
tipathy to greyhounds ; nevertheless, he is a sportsman,
and keeps a pack of dogs, but they are bull dogs

—

enormous monsters, which he imported in a caravan,
and keeps barred up in iron cages like the wild beasts
in a menagerie. His main delight consists in feeding-
these beautiful pets with meat well cooked and carefully
separated from the bones, lest any injury should befal
their teeth. He also keeps a numerous establishment
of game cocks, betwixt whom and the sweet creatures
in the kennel all his parental cares and afl'ections are
divided. This genius is reported to be worth half a
million of money.
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THE ADVANTAGE AND ECONOMY
OF RAIN-WATER.

We are not aware of any article of common con-

sumption which may be productive of more comforts

to a family than rain-water. We do not take in view

the blessing- o( water in the abstract; nor shall we
enter upon any inquiry at present into the qualities

of this apparently bland and simple fluid, which, how-

ever, contains within itself the elements of the most

tremendous energy of combustion. Our object is to

state a few facts connected with the subject of rain-

water alone ; and we hope to show, beyond the pos-

sibility of doubt, that, in domestic economy, it may
be rendered of infinitely greater importance than has

hitherto been believed.

It will be but just, however, to premise, that our

remarks do not allude to anything absolutely new
;

there are many persons who are practically aware of

that whicli we are about to suggest ; our aim is sim-

ply to extend, not to originate, a practice, which we
are sure is appreciated by all who have adopted it,

and will be so, just in proportion as it shall become
further known and understood.

Rain-water is valuable in every situation where it

can be collected in sutficient abundance. In London,
and in large towns, it is apt to be contaminated with

soot ; but from this and Cither impurities it can be

freed by a process hereafter described. Wherever it

can be obtained pure, or rendered so, it is water in

the very best form. To the gardener it is all but

indispensable ; his plants can scarcely be in health

without it ; but every thing flourishes, particularly

the beautiful gems of the parterre and flower-garden,

if an ample supply of this gift of nature be at his

command. The housewife and laundress are perhaps
more indebted to it for their immediate comfort than

any other persons, because of its great softness, and
the facility which it consequently affords to the many
important operations in which they may employ it.

All other water contains a greater or less proportion

of chemical solutions of lime which render them hard,

or (to speak more correctly) tend to decompose soap,

and to deposit that mineral matter upon the skin,

which induces a roughness, at the least, if not a lia-

bility to chap.

Rain-water is generally supposed to be unpleasant

to the palate ; if, however, it be carefully collected,

in the first instance, and properly filtrated, it is

found by experience to be the pleasantest water that

can be drank. We were in the habit, some few years

since, of visiting a family where the rain from the

roofs was caused to pass through a canvass strainer,

in texture like that of a cheese-cloth, into the water-

butt ; there it deposited any impurities which were
not caught by the cloth, and every day a few gallons

were filtrated by one of the newly invented portable

apparatus. The water was perfectly bright and pure
;

its flavour (if the term be admissible) was most deli-

cious ; in fact, it was the finest water we ever tasted,

not even excepting that of pellucid mountain streams
or the lakes. Nothing of the vapid insipidity of

common rain-water remained, nor will that ever be per-

ceived if the fluid be properly collected and strained.

^Ve now come to the principal object of this paper,

which is to direct the reader to a certain mode of
collecting and preserving a large stock of this estimable
gift of nature.

If this article meet the eye of a resident of that

chalky but most fertile granary of the metropolis, the

Isleof Thanet, at the north-east point of Kent, it will

be sufficient to mention a rain-water tank, to insure

his instant assent to our unqualified assertion, that a

greater convenience can scarcely be attached to a

homestead. In some parts of Berkshire also we shall

meet with approvers, because a few tanks are found

there ; but with the exception of the two districts

above referred to, the real rain-water tank appears

to be scarcely known. It is therefore our intention

to urge the general adoption of a plan, which can be

perfected at an expense trifling if compared with the

great advantages it secures.

The reservoirs or tanks for rain-water are gene-

rally constructed of a cylindrical form, somewhat
resembling a shallow well ; they are sunk in the

ground, and should be built, with the best bricks,

nine inches in thickness. The brickwork will be

rendered most secure if it be put together with the

best Parker's cement ; but good mortar, made up
with two or three parts of finely sifted sea-coal ashes,

and one part of the best lime (particularly that from

thoroughly burnt limestone), will do extremely well.

The internal surface must, however, be accurately

and entirely covered with a coating of the cement,

of at least one-third to one-half of an inch in thick-

ness. From one thousand to five thousand gallons

of rain-water may thus be collected, and secured

from dirt and dust; and if the fluid, in passing into

the reservoir, be made to run through a filter, pre-

pared by putting into a deep tub a quantity of well

washed sea or river sand, to the depth of a foot or

more, over that a stratum of bruised good charcoal,

and finally a layer of clean gravel stones, it will be

efiectually sweetened, and purified from all extra-

neous matters. This tub might either be bored at the

bottom with an augur-hole, to let the water pass by

means of abroad funnel into the tank, or be furnished

with a false wooden bottom, pierced with holes ; the

intervening space would then be filled with water,

which a common tap, passed through a stave just

above the true bottom of the tub, could convey away

into its under- ground recipient,

A tank, we have said, is built in the ground : the

opening at top is always secured either with flat

stones or with a brick arched dome, in the centre of

which a stone is let in, and fitted in a groove. This

stone is moveable, and is occasionally taken up when
it is found needful to clean out the tank. But if the

purifying filter were employed, the water would be

so effectually cleansed, that little or no deposit could

ever be formed, and it therefore would keep well for

a very long period.

A few pounds would cover the first expense of a

medium sized tank ; and we believe that a sum
under ten pounds in the whole, would also furnish it

with a pump and pipe, by which this purified and

salubrious water could be introduced into the dwell-

ing, and be thus always ready to be applied to the

several purposes of domestic economy, to which

water, and particularly soft water, is so indispensably

requisite.

Under common circumstances, nine-tenths of the

rain-water which falls on every dwelling and its

offices are wasted; by the plan suggested, a large

portion of it would be saved, and be rendered avail-

able in the best and most advantageous manner.

Calculations in Favour of Railways—It has

been correctly calculated from accurate statistical ac-

counts, that the land required for the anniial support

of one horse is sufficient to maintain a family of eight

persons ; therefore, it must be evident to the meanest

capacity, that, as the number of horses can be lessened,

so will the quantity of subsistence for human beings

be increased. Now let us suppose, that in the space

of six years the services of 100,000 horses would

be dispensed with, a calculation not exaggerated, the

produce of such land, under cultivation, would be

sufficient to nourish 800,(X)0 persons more than are

now enabled to procure the bare necessaries of life.
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CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

A general meeting of deputations from tbe Local

Ao-ricultural Associations was held on Tuesday,

Dec. 15, at the Freemasons' Tavern, Great Queen-

street, for the purpose of forming a Grand Central

Society, to be under the direction of a Board of

Agriculture.

Soon after eleven o'clock between four and hve

hundred noblemen and gentlemen, members of the

different deputations, assembled in the great room,

William Ormsby Gore, Esq., M.P., in the chair.

The Chairman opened the business of the day by

briefly stating the object for which they were met

too-etber, and he enforced on the meeting the absolute

necessity of union among the agriculturists, whether

landlords or tenants, throughout the empire, in order

that they might obtain, by remedial measures on the

part of' the Legislature, complete relief from the

severe pressure of that distress under which the

ao-ricultural interest was now suffering. A series of

resolutions would be proposed to the meeting for

consideration, and, if approved of, for adoption, with

a view to the formation of a Central Agricultural

Society in this metropolis. The Honourable Gen-

tleman then called on iNlr. Richard Spooner to move

the first resolution.

I\Ir. R. Spooner said it was known to all whom he

had tbe honour of addressing, that public meetings

of this sort could not be conducted without some

previous preparation. Some few ofthe gentlemen who
had been deputed from the different counties there-

fore met yesterday, and with great care and attention

drew up some resolutions, having for their single

and simple object the formation of a central associa-

tion in London, for the protection of the agricultural

interest of Great Britain. Their Honourable Chair-

man had stated, very forcibly and very properly, the

necessity of union. He agreed with bis Honourable

Friend, that they ought to be united in opinion on

the subject-matter of the resolutions which he should

have the honour of proposing. No rational being

could for one moment doubt the first assertion con-

tained in these resolutions—namely, that the landed

interest, and especially the laborious and meritorious

tenants connected with that interest, were in a deeply

depressed state, and that it was the first duty of

Parliament, and of all parties, to endeavour to alter

that condition, and to place it where the true interests

of the country required it should be placed—upon a

firm and stable footing of prosperity—that being the

only firm and stable footing upon which the pros-

perity of all other classes could ultimately be foun-

ded. (Cheers.) Upon that question, he apprehended,

there could be no difference of opinion. And, then,

as to the necessity of forming a central association

he likewise expected an equally unanimous determi-

nation, because he believed they were all perfectly

well aware that hitherto the want of strength on the

part of the landed interest was to be attributed to a

want of union amongst them (cheers) ; to the want of

a point of common concentration ; and to theii not

being able to bring their rights, interests, and just

claims before Parliament in a full, complete, and

efliicient way. (Cheers.) The resolutions he should

have tbe honour to submit to the meeting would first

declare the existence of agricultural distress; next,

the necessity of forming a central association ; and

then they would deal with the several details which

it would be necessary to adopt for the purpose of

carrying tbe second resolution into full operation.

The provisional committee, however, did not wish

these resolutions to be adopted without consideration.

On the contrary, the resolutions were quite open to

amendment, and the committee were ready to adopt
any suggestion that might be made and approved of

by the meeting. Before reading the resolutions, he
must be allowed to state, that however desirable

union might be, yet he should abhor union if it were
to be purchased by a compromise of principle. (Loud
cheers.) He should abhor union if, in order to obtain

it, they were to leave out of consideration any point

which was essential to the furtherance of the object

they had in view. (Cheers.) He should abhor union
if, having met there for one simple purpose only,

and having effected that purpose, they should depart

without stating their views, both as to the cause of

the distress under which they weie laboiiring, and
as to the proper means for remedying that distress,

to which it was incumbent on them to call tbe atten-

tion of Parliament. He merely stated this in the

beginning, because he knew that after the formation

of the Central Society should have been effected, it

was the intention of several individuals, and espe-

cially of one noble lord (Chandos), whose talents

all present must most highly respect, and who had
come among them to give them the benefit of those

talents (cheers)—to lay before the meeting some
views which they, in common with a very large ma-
jority of the thinking part of this kingdom, enter-

tained on those two points—the cause of the distress

and the remedy. (Cheers.) Having said this, he would
proceed to read the whole of the resolutions, which
would afterwards be put from the chair separately.

If any gentleman should be disposed to move an
amendment on any of them, he would earnestly en-

treat him to abstain from all extraneous topics until

the whole of the resolutions in their present or amen-
ded form should be passed. From the adoption of

those resolutions he believed very great advantages
would be derived, not to the pgricultural interest

only, but to all the other interests in the State.

CCheers.)

The following resolutions were then read, and
having been put one by one from the chair, were
adopted unanimously, without any amendment.
On the suggestion of Lord Wynford, the name of

Sir Percival Dyke, Bart., was added to the list of

the Committee.

" 1. That notwithstanding the efforts of the Local
Agricultural Associations, the distress of that great
and important portion of the community which com-
prises the three branches of landlords, tenants, and
labourers, has been rapidly increasing since the peace,
and has now reached a degree threatening the destruc-
tion of the landed interest, and all connected with it, it

is therefore the opinion of the deputation here assem-
bled, that a Central Society for the Protection and
Encouragement of Agriculture, and totally divested of

party or political feeling, be formed in'the Metropolis,

to be called ' The Central Society of Great Britain and
Ireland.'

" 2. That ' The Central Agricultural Society' shall

be under the effective direction of a President, six Vice-
presidents, and a Committee of forty members, with a
chairman and deputy-chairman ; the whole to be elect,

ed annually, and that nine form a quorum ; that in ad-
dition to the above-named forty members, each Local
Agricultural Association subscribing 5/. annually shall

be entitled to depute yearly two of their body, who shall

be privileged to vote and act as members of the Com-
mittee ; that the Presidents of each of the Local Agri-
cultural Associations, Peers of- Parliament, and County
representatives, being members of ' The Central So-
ciety,' shall, ex-officio, be members of the Committee

;

and that the secretaries of each of the Local Subscribing

Associations shall be ex-officio members of the Society.

"3. That the Committee shall be elected annually

at a general meeting of the Central Society, to be
holden in London for that purpose in each year on the

last day of the Smithfield Cattle Show.
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" 4. That the Committee shall have the power of

admittiag members up to the 1st uf January, 1836,
after which period no individual shall be admitted a
member unless two-thirds of the Committee present

vote for his admission, or unless he be recommended
by the Agricultural Association of his own district.

" 5. That in the formation of the Committee for the

ensuing year, one member of each District Association

be first inserted as members of such Committee ; that

the following Noblemen and Gentlemen shall form the

Committee of 1S36, with power to complete the number,
to draw up the rules, regulations, and bye-laws, for

the constitution and management of the Society, and
to appoint the President, Vice-Presidents, and Officers.

" 6. That R. Montgomery Marten, Esq., and R.
Broun, Esq., the secretaries, be e^-officio members of

the Committee.
" 7. That in case any gentleman now named should

decline acting, the Committee (having reference to the

respective counties in which such vacancies shall have
occurred), shall have the power to fill up the vacancy
until the next annual meeting."

The Secretary having read the names of those who
had consented to become members of the Association,

amongst whom were Lord Gage, Tord Teynham,
Lord Farnham, Lord Wynford, tlie Earl of Darling-
ton, and many other noblemen and gentlemen of

distinction.

The Chairmax said it was now his pleasing duty
to congratulate the meeting on the formation of the

Central Agricultural Association (cheers), an Asso-
ciation aS'ording a combination which liad long been
wanted—a combination of all the various Agricultu-
ral Societies which were distributed throughout the

countrjr, each in itself weak, but all, when imited

into one body, in the shape of such an Association as

that which he had then the Jjonour of addressing,

certain to carry weight and to command attention.

(Hear, hear.) He also begged leave to congratulate

the meeting on the perfect unanimity which had pre-

vailed, as well on the day previous as on the present

occasion. It was highly satisfactory to tinl, that,

throughout the whole of their proceedings, there

had not been a single dissentient voice. (Hear, hear.)

Every resolution that had been proposed had met
with the entire approbation of the meeting. The
Society being formed, he found by the advertisement,

in consequence of which the meeting had been con-

vened, that the next point to which they were invited

to direct their attention, was the cause of agricultu-

ral distress, and the measures necessary to be adop-
ted for its relief. If, therefore, any gentleman wished
to deliver his sentiments upon that subject, he sliould

be happy to hear him. (Hear.)

Earl Stanhope being generally called for, rose and
said, that it afforded him great satisfaction to be pre-
sent at -that numerous and most respectable meeting,
composed as it was of persons coming from all

parts of the kingdom, possessed of great practical

knowledge and experience upon the subject which
they were called on to discuss, and animated by tlie

most patriotic desire to assist in the proceedings o*

any meeting convened, as that meeting was, for the
purpose of consulting as to the cause of the unex-
ampled and intolerable distress under which the agri-

cultural interests of the country were then suffering,

and of considering the means by whicli that distress

might be removed or palliated. CCfteers.) After the
allusion wliich had been made by the gentleman who
so worthily filled the chair, to the advertisement by
wbicli the meeting had been convened, it would not
be considered as out of order if he addressed to the

society some few words on that j)art of the subject,

which was of primary and paramount importance,

namely, the cause of the unhappy situation of the

landed interests, which every one must so deeply
deplore, (hear, hear,) which every one so severely
felt, and which could not be allowed to continue
without imminent danger of leading to a disastrous
and tremendous conclusion. (7Veu)-, hear.) He beoo-ed
to assure the meeting at the outset that there was no
one in that assembly, or in the country, who felt
more deeply impressed than he did with the advan-
tage of unanimity, well knowing that it was from
union alone that the agricultural classes could hope
to obtain relief. (Hear.) And if that meeting were
what it professed to be, and what he really believed
it Was, not in name only but in substance—a oeneral
meeting of the agriculturists of England, he would
ask whether, having once assembled, it was prepared
to separate without expressing any opinion whatever
either as to the cause or remedy for the evil ofwhich
they had all so much reason to complain (cheers) 1

He begged to be allowed to say a ver}^ few words as
to one of the imputed causes of the distress but
which he did not believe to be the true one. No
man had more strenuously opposed than himself the
alteration of the former corn laws, founded as he
believed those laws were,upon the only sound and just
principle upon which such laws could be established,
namely, a perfect exclusion of all foreign corn from
the markets of this country till the prices in this
country were such as to show an absolute deficiency
in the amount of the produce. (Cheers.) Subsequent
experience had confirmed the correctness of the
opinions which he then expressed. But however
mischievous the principle of allowing foreio-n corn
to be imported at all times might be—creatino- as it

did a nominal price, much higher than the price in

reality, still it could not be fairly contended that the
corn laws were the cause of the present distress,
and for this simple reason, that for a considerable
period of time the prices of native corn had been so
low, and the removal of duty on the importation of
foreign corn in consequence so high, as in point of
fact to amount to a positive prohibition. What then
was the cause of the unparalleled distress under
which the agricultural interests were labourino- ? It
was to be found in that great edict of confiscation
familiarly known by the name of Peel's Bill. (Great
cheering.) To that measure, adopted as it was now
confessed to have been, in entire ignorance of
what its probable workings would be, recommended
by false hopes in those who brought it forward, and
holding out false expectations to those by whom it

was supported—to tliat measure, which had oblioed
many persons to sell their patrimonial inheritances,
was to be attributed the general distress of the agri-

culturists
;
(hear, hear,) and the highway-robbery

which had been committed under its provisions was
designated by the mild and gentle phrase of a trans-
fer of property. (Cheers.) What was a highway rob-
bery but a forcible transfer of property (cheers) ?

This then he maintained was the cause of the depres-
sion of the agricultural interest ; and he proved it to

be so, not only by the absence of every other cause,
but by this theory—that the resumption of cash pay-
ments having greatly contributed to reduce prices,
had in a still greater degree contributed to lower
wages. (Hear, hear.) A proof of the correctness of
his view of the subject was afforded in the effect

produced, in the year 1818, by an issue of Exchecjuer
bills. \Vhat took place in the following year ? In
1819 the late Lord Liverpool induced Parliament to

increase the annual taxation of the country to the
extent of £3,000,000. Let any minister of the pre-
sent day, whether Whig or Tory, endeavour to make
a similar experiment, and what would be the result ?

He would find it to be practically impossible. An-
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other proof was to be found iu the course which
Parliament took in the year 1822, when by the issue

of small notes some alleviation was afforded to the

distress under which the country had been suffering

in consequence of tlie measureof 18l9.CHear, /tear.}

They stood now, fortunately, in a very different

situation with respect to popular opinion, to what
they did at the period to which he had just referred.

It was at the commencement of that year when an ad-

dress was moved to the crown in reply to the gener-

ous speech which had been delivered from the throne,

that he (Lord Stanhope) suggested an amendment to

the effect that the House of Lords should pledge it-

self to institute an inquiry into the cause of the dis-

tress which at that time existed, and also into tlie

efiect produced by the alteration of the currency.
\V hat support did he then receive? He was deter-

mined to take the sense of the house upon the ques-
tion, and found himself left in a minority of three.

(Hear, hear.) But at a later period of the session,

the ministry of the day, without having the candour
to acknowledge that they were mistaken in their

views, and without explaining their motives or in-

tentions, made that alteration in Peel's bill which
was the sole cause of the prosperity of which the
Chancellor of the Exchequer in the following year
made so great a boast. (Hear, hear.) At that time,
which was indisputably one of general prosperity,

the price ofwheat was double what it was at present.

It mattered not whether prices were high or low,
provided that a proportion between prices and pay-
ments were equally sustained. (Hear, hear,) He
defied the ingenuity of man to devise a mode by
which the distress of the country could be relieved
other than by reducing payments, including the pay-
ment of the interest on the public debt, to the level

of the present prices, or else to raise those prices to

a level with the payments which the agriculturists

were called upon to make. [Cheers.) What was the

present price of wheat 1 The last average was 36s.

for the imperial quarter, being, as all whom he ad-
dressed well knew, but 34s. for the quarter measured
by the old-fashioned Winchester bushel. (Hear,
hear.) Compare this with the price of wheat at

any former time. In the ten years of peace which
elapsed between the close of the American war and
the commencement of the French revolutionary war,
the average price of wheat was about 50s. per quarter.
Even a century ago, in 1735, he found, from the
best sources of information which were open to him,
thai the average price of corn was 4s. per quarter
higher than it was at present. (Hear, hear.) He re-

peated that it was a matter of indifference whether
prices were high or low, provided there was a just
proportion between prices and payments ; but if tlip

price of corn was factiously reduced, the land would
not long be capable of sustaining the debt of the
country. If it were determined to afford no protec-
tion to the land—be it so ; but let those who had
money in the funds, or in savings' banks, be pre-
pared to endure the loss of it. It was urged as a proof
of the goodness of Peel's bill, that it had received
the support of both factions in Parliament. The same
argument had also been subsequently applied to the
new Poor Law Bill—a measure second only to Peel's
bill in the oppressiveness and cruelty of its provi-
sions. This junction of parties to support particular
measures, reminded him of a story which was told of
George III. That monarch was reported to have said—"I believe that Pitt is generally right; it is

possible that Fox may occasionally be in the right

;

but when Pitt and Fox agree togetlier, then I am
perfectly sure that both of them are wrong." (Laugh-
ter and cheers.) He was disposed to think the same

of the two parties in the legislature, when he found
them uniting only to carry such measures as Peel's

bill and the Poor Laws" Amendment act. (Cheers.)

With respect to the question of the currency, a

cabinet minister had said to him—"Ifwewereto
vote by ballot in both houses of parliament, you
would carry your opinions by a great majority."

( Great cheering.) It appeared then that it was the

force of party, from wliich he (Lord Stanhope) had
the happiness and the honour to be altogether ex-

cluded, that prevented the true expression ofopinion

in the legislature. (Hear, hear.) If that were the

case, it was time that the country should raise its

voice loudly and generally for a remedy of the

grievances under which it was labouring. (Hear,
hear.) When he spoke upon the subject of the

currency, and when he deprecated the operation of

the bill of 1819 as productive of all the ills and all

the distresses which had since ensued, he begged
it to be distinctly understood that be had never pro-

posed an alteration of the standard of value. He
had never considered the proposal which was made
that a half sovereign should pass for a whole sove-

reign in any other light than as an extreme injustice.

It might be a very convenient mode for debtors to

pay their debts at the rate of 10s. in the pound, but

it was not u measure founded injustice, and conse-

quently not a measure that he would either propose

or support. (Hear, hear.) Rather than assent to such
a measure, if he were obliged to continue the cur-

rency as it now was, he would adojjt the triple

ratio—the equitable adjustment as proposed by the

late Mr. Cobbett. He (Lord Stanhope) would pro-

pose not to alter the standard to the extent of 50
per cent., or to any indefinite amount, but to

replenish the country with paper (great cheering)—
paper of a valid description. (Reneiced cheering.)

On a former occasion he (Lord Stanhope) had pro-

posed the establishment of a silver standard of
value, which he believed would be sufficient to give
great relief. He would not now propose to make
any alteration in the paper of private banks, but he
would propose the establishment of a new medium
of circulation in paper (cheers), so secured that the

holders of it should not be exposed not only to any
subsequent loss, but to any present inconvenience.

(Cheers.) He would propose also the issue to an
immense extent of the lowest denomination of Ex-
chequer bills. (Hear, hear.) In effecting this

change in the currency they would be greatly raising

the nominal, though not the real, price of corn

;

(hear, hear;) and, consequently, unless a corres-

ponding alteration were made in the present corn-

laws, they would greatly facilitate the importation of

foreign corn. (Hear, hear.) Upon that point, how-
ever, he would not then dwell at any length, it was
enough for him to say that he had prepared, with

great cnie—enlightening himself with the opinions

and advice of those who best understood the subject,

— a series of resolutions, which it was his intention

to propose to the House of Lords, to be considered

by a committee of the whole house, whenever he
received that support, either in parliament or out of

it, which would enable him to act with any hope or

expectation of success. (Cheers.) He had also

prepared a series of resolutions with regard to the

new poor-law bill, embodying provisions which he

believed would be acceptable to all the poorer

classes, and generally conducive to the well-being,

prosperity, and tranquillity of the country. (Hear,

hear.) To that end it would be necessary to repeal

the odious and oppressive bill which had unfortu-

nately established in this country an arbitrary, un-

constitutional, and irresponsible tribunal, upon
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whose decision depended the happiness or wretched-
ness of all tbe humbler classes. There was another

point in connection with the question of the cur-

rency to which he begged leave most especially to

direct their attention. As he had already intimated,

the immediate effect of altering the currency would
be to raise the price of all articles of consumption,
and of corn amongst others. (Hear, hear.) Such
he was ready to admit would not only be the effect,

but the object and design of an alteration of the

currency. If the price of wheat rose 10s per qr.,

it undoubtedly followed that the price of bread
would rise in a much greater ratio. That being the

case they were bound to the country, and especially

to those most useful and most laborious members of

the community, to whose industry they owed all that

they possessed—he meant the labourers in husbandry,
the poor cultivators of the soil—to take measures to

prevent any great increase of prices till a corres-

ponding increase had been made in tlie amount of

wages. (Hear, hear.) Not long since he had read
in that excellent newspaper The Morning Herald, a

stateir.ent which proved beyond all possibility of
doubt that which he (Lord Stanhope) had before
supposed to be the case—that the price of the quar-
tern loaf was at present nearly double as liigh as it

ought to be in proportion to the price of wheat, and
in consequence the consumer had not the full ad-
vantage of the low prices. He believed tiiat the
great luminaries of the age, the political economists,
were tiie guilty cause of this evil. (Cheers.) In
ancient times the price of bread was fixed in pro-
portion to the price of grain, and even in the present
day, in many of the Continental States, the retail

prices of provisions were from time to time fixed
by the magistrates in proportion to the wholesale
prices. By this means fraud was prevented, and
the poor protected. (Hear, hear.) Alluding to the
Marquis of Chandos, who was present, the noble earl

said that there was no one in that assembly, in that

metropolis, or in the kingdom, who venerated more
highly than he did the talent and patriotic zeal of
his noble friend (hear, hear) ; no one felt more
strongly than he did that which lie was sure all

whom he had the honour to address must feel from
the bottom of their hearts, the gratitude which the
noble marquis deserved, and always would receive,

for his zealous, persevering, unremitting, and most
patriotic exertion on behalf of the agricultural inte-

rests (cheers ;) consequently there was no one from
whom he diii'ered with greater pain. But differ

from him he must upon this point, if the noble
marquis thought that they should merely state their

grievances to Parliament, and ask for a committee of
inquiry. (Cheers.) He (Lord Stanhope) thought
they ought to demand redress. (Great cheering.)
He believed, that unless redress were granted—full,

effectual, and speedy redress— it would be found
impossible for the country (however anxiously dis-
posed it might be to do so) to fulfil peacefully and
honourably all the engagements it has formed (hear,
hear ;) he believed it would be impossible to continue
much longer the payment of the interest of the na-
tional debt. (Hear, hear.) He was totally at a loss
to conceive what benefit was now to be anticipated
from the appointment of a committee of inquiry.
He had himseli brought forward a proposition of the
kind in the session of 1830: nearly six years had
since elapsed, during which nothing had been done •

and now they had arrived at a ])eriod at wliicli delay
might he fatal. (CJteers.) With that feeling he
("Lord Stanhope) should proiiose to tliose wlio

thought they could bring forward any proposition

upon the subject, with a reasonable expectation of

receiving the support of parliament, that they should
move, in the first instance, that their resolutions

be adopted and printed, and subsequently that they

should be taken into consideration not by a select

committee, but by a committee of the whole house.

(Hear, hear.) The noble marquis would recollect

that a committee was appointed in 1833, of which he
was a distinguished member. He (Lord Stanhope)
attached great importance to the report, or rather to

the evidence upon which the report of that com-
mittee was founded ; for the report itself, though
it gave in some respects a candid view of the situa-

tion of the country, came at last to this most lame
and impotent conclusion—that relief to the landed
interests was to be hoped i'or, not from the active in-

terposition of the Legislature, but from its cautious

forbearance. He knew it was a good maxim to
" let well enough alone ;" but it was from the report

of the committee of the House of Commons that he
learnt, for the first time, that where evils were ac-

knowledged to exist, no attempt should be made to

remove them. (Hear, hear.) The report of that

committee had since been appealed to by Sir Robert
Peel; but was Sir Robert Peel a,ware that the na-

tional debt was not contracted in gold, and could

not be paid in gold 1 (great cheering) and for this

simple reason, amongst others, that all the gold in

the country—nay, all the gold in the world, did not

equal the amount of our national debt. (Cheers.)

They were often reminded that Earl Grey, in his

parting speech, on quitting the reins of government,
had told them that the greatest relief that could be
afforded to the agriculturist would be by the reduc-

tion of rents. This was the same sort of comfort as

would be afforded to a lame man, who, in complaining

of not being able to walk, should be told by his

physician, " Oh, the remedy for that is to sit quietly

in your chair." (Laughter and cheers.) It was, in

fact, totally impossible that any great relief could
be afforded by the reduction of rents ; for he had
calculated, that even if the whole of the rent were
taken oft", the reduction in the price of bread would
not exceed three-farthings in the quartern loaf. He
might be asked why, entertaining these opinions, he
did not appear to support them in his place in par-

liament? To such a question he could only reply,

that he seceded from his exertions in parliament on
principle, finding that he did not receive, either in

or out of the house, such a supjiort as could make
him useful. Finding, also, that his opinions were
scoffed at by those who were the authors of calumnies
against the agricultural interests, and that he was
accused, when he stated facts, of making statements

exaggerated and unfounded. (Hear, hear.) Under
such circumstances, as an humble individual, he
washed his hands of all responsibility upon the sub-

ject, and withdrew from his labours in parliament.

Leaving to those vi-ho remained behind him the

undisputed, undivided responsibility of the calami-

ties, nay of the convulsions which he believed would
necessarily follow the resistance of all propositions

for affording relief to the land. {Cheers.) When he
saw a different feeling obtain in men's minds, when
he found the country alive to the importance of the

landed interests, he shoald return to his post, and no
exertion should be wanted on his part to jtrocure that

relief which had now become so imperatively neces-

sary. (Cheers.) In the course he had pursued he

liad never been actuated by a selfish object. He
always had acted, and always would act, as an inde-

pendent man, asking for nothing, caring for nothing,

and wishing for nothing that any government had it

in its power to bestow. (Cheers.) After some fur-

ther observations, the nobl« earl expressed an ardent
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wish that all whom he had the honour to address,

casting aside party feelings, and acting without re-

ference to party denomination, should zealously and
cordially co-operate to procure the passing of such

measures as were necessary to the safety, the secu-

rity, nay, even to the existence of the country.

(Cheers.) In discussing their own grievances, and

considering of the means by which those grievances

might be redressed, he conjured the agriculturists

(and upon this point he ielthe could not lay too much
stress) never for one moment to be forgetful of the in-

terests of that useful and meritorious clnss, upon

whose industry and whose welfare the prosperity of

the whole community depended—he meant the agri-

cultural poor, the industrious labourers in husbandry.

(Cheers.) The noble earl concluded by moving a

resolution to this effect :
" That nothing can remove

the present overwhelming distress but tlie adoption

of some measure which will either raise the price of

produce to the level of tlie burdens imposed, or

bring down the burdens to the level of the present

prices." (Great cheering.)

Mr. WooDHOusE seconded the resolution. lie had
heard it remarked that the question of the currency
ought not to be mixed up with the question of agri-

cultural distress ; but the fact was, that the two were
so intimately blended that it was impossible to dis-

cuss the one without referring to the other. (Hear,
hear.)

Lord Teynham was proud to see the British Lion

of agriculture at length aroused ; and he trusted that

she would never sleep until she had obtained that re-

dress which was due to her from the legislature of

the countr3^ (Clieers.) He had united his best

efforts witli the strenuous exertions of the noble and
learned lord now present, (Lord Wynford,) to effect

some modification of that harsh measure, the poor-law
bill, which operated so severely upon the working
classes of the community. The agricultural labourers,

the bold peasantry of England, once their country's

pride, and he would not now say their shame, were
the foundation on which a great and powerful asso-

ciation must be formed. Let landlord, tenant and
labourer be united, and all that could be required in

justice, and on principle, for the relief of the agricul-

tural interest must he done. He, therefore, should

submit that measures should be taken to investigate

the condition of the agricultural labourer, by a com-
mittee of this association, in order that at a future

meeting the labourers themselves might be enabled

to state their grievances, and petition for redress.

There were two causes that reduced the price of ag-

ricultural produce ; one was the increased produce
of Ireland. He considered it would be the duty of

members of paliament next session to propose, among
the first things to be done, that the poor-laws should
be taken into consideration, in order that some general

code might be formed, which should he apj)Iicable

to the whole empire ; and he knew of no man more
capable of bringing forward such a motion than the

noble lord who sat at the right of the chair.

Lord Stanhope said he had already prepared a

a series ofresolutions upon the subject, tobe brought
forward in parliament when it could be done with
effect. (Cheers.)

Lord Teynham proceeded to comment with con-
siderable severity on the new poor-law bill, describ-

ing it as an Algerine act, and stating that its effect

Lad been to cover the whole land with dungeons,
and houses without windows. (Criesof" no,no, chair,

chair ! and hisses," from many parts of the room,)

Mr. Herbert Curteis, M.P. rose to order: The
two noble lords had alluded to the abuses of the
poor laws, although the) knew that they were speak-

ing in the presence of many gentlemen, who, in par-

liament had been the warm supporters of that measure.

(Cheers.) He (Mr. Curteis) had given it his feeble

but hearty support, and he believed that in his own
county the bill was working extremely well. [Cheers.)

If, therefore, the noble lord, (Teynham) persisted in

his remarks, he (Mr. Curteis) should undoubtedly
claim his right to answer the noble lord forthwith.

(Loud cheers, and criesof" Chair, chair.")

The Chairman could easily understand what were
the feelings of the hon. member for West Sussex on

hearing a favourite measure of his attacked. The
meeting had been convened on an agricultural sub-

ject, and it had been decided that neither party nov

political topics should be introduced. (Cheers.) If

he had perceived that politics were alluded to in the

slightest degree, except as they referred to the sub-

ject of agricultural distress, he should have con-

sidered it his duty instantly to put a stop to it. He
would now particularly request those gentlemen who
might find it necessary to allude to questions which

might happen to have a distant bearing on agricul-

tural subjects, that they would couch their language

in a style that might not give offence to any indi-

vidual. (Cheers.)

Lord Teynham could assure the hon. member for

West Sussex that he did not intend to make any re-

ference to anything that had been done under the bill

in the county of Sussex in particular. [Mr. Curteis :

" No, no ! in the country generally !"]. Though
the hon. gentleman knew as well as he (Lord Teyn-

ham
J)

did that his own ]iarish in Sussex was in such

a state of disorder at the present moment that

—

(No,

no, order, chair.)

The Chairman: I call the noble lord to order.

Mr. H. Curteis: I rise most distinctly to con-

tradict that assertion of the noble lord. (Hear, hear.)

The Chairman : I have called the noble lord to

order. (Hear, hear.)

Lord Stanhope rose to order. It was undoubtedly

true that in what he had had the honour of addressing to

the meeting, he alluded more than once to a subject

intimately connected with the landed interest, and

which he considered of paramount importance—he

meant the situation of the labourers in husbandry as

being affected, in thehon.memherfor Sussex's opinion

favourably, but as he (Lord Stanhope) thought un-

favourably—b}' the poor laws. He wished, however,

tlie noble lord who had been called to order, to con-

sider that the resolution now before the meeting re-

lated solely and exclusively to the question of the

currency, and that that question ought therefore to

form the sole subject of his remarks.

Lord Teynham made several ineffectual attempts

to address the meeting again : but the calls for Lord

Wynford were so loud and general, that he finally

gave way and resumed his seat.

Lord WvNroRDCwho on account of his infirmity

kept his seat while speaking) observed that he was
among so many who belonged to that house to which
he unworthily belonged, that he almost fancied him-
self in the House of Lords. He believed no one

would doubt that he was a sincere friend to agricul-

ture, and he had to complain of being as feebly sup-

ported in his efforts to serve that interest as his noble

friend had been. Three or four years ago he moved
for a committee to inquire into this very subject.

He was snrry that committee was not granted. He
would not say why it was not, though that reason

v.as not unknown to him and the knowledge of it

had made him quite as sick of party as his noble friend

could be. He had determined during the remainder

of his life, on no occasion to he influenced by any

party, but to act upon tlie dictates of the best judg-
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ment he was capable of forming" on whatever subject

might come before bim. To the resolution proposed

by his noble friend he did not see any objection, be-

cause it was couched in general terms and proposed

no specific mode of redress. If it had, he should

have objected to it, because he thought as a member
of parliament that he ought not to have concurred in

it. He was not fond of pledges. (Cheers.) He
id not wish to go to parliament fettered. (Cheers.)

And if he might be allowed as an old man, to suggest

(and he was sure the gentlemen present who were
members of the House of Commons, would excuse

him for making the sugg'estion,) he would say that it

would be better for them to abstain from giving

pledges. (Hear.) One man thought the state of

the currency was the cause of all their misfortunes,

while other men ascribed those misfortunes to very

different causes. Now although he was of opinion

that the alteration of the currencv was the first or

proximate cause of agricultural distress, yet he be-

lieved that that distress would have ultimately arisen

even altliough the currency had never been altered.

(Hear, hear.) It was impossible that such a state

of things could exist in any countr)', as that of the

produce of one-third of that country being untaxed,

and yet being allowed to enjoy all the privileges of

the general market, and all the protection which the

existing laws were calculated to give it, without pro-

ducing great evils to the agricultural interest.

(Cheers.) He confessed for one that he should wish to

see committees in both Houses of Parliament, on the

subject of agricultural distress. (Cheers.) He
knew the industry witli which everv question affect-

ing the interests of the country was examined in the

house to which he belonged. He thought that every
person connected with agriculture should have an
opportunity to state liis opinion as to the cause and
the remedy of the distress which that interest en-

dured. But he was very anxious that they should

all abstain as much as possible, from giving opinions

on the subject at meetings like the present, because
every opinion given by any man at that meeting,

however right it might be, would he firmly believed,

raise up many enemies against him. (Hear, hear.)

He therefore wished that the)'^ could have closed

their labours that day with merely forming a com-
mittee of the general society, without expressing
their opinions upon the agricultural question until

they had retired to a private room to confer and con-

sult with those who would assist them in both houses
of parliament, and who, of course, must be their

friends. (Hear, hear.) However the resolution

could not be objected to, because it stated that which
no man could doubt, namely, that in some way or other
the agricultural interest could only be relieved by
raising the prices of agricultural produce, or by bring-
ing down the burdens of the country to a level with
tlie present low prices. (Cheers.) He would not
speak on this topic now, because he was afraid tliat

in the warmth of their discussions they would broach
opinions tliat would ^ive great alarm elsewhere.
'I'hey must consider that whatever the agri-

culturists were formerly, they were not now
strong enough in the House of Commons at least [a
voice, " There is the evil "]. He wished, therefore,

before any resolutions of any sort should be proposed,
that they should desire both Houses of Parliament
to grant them committees, where every one would
liave an opportunity of ex])ressing his opinions.

They would then be much more likely to make an
impression on the mind of the country, by the re-

ports of those committees, than they should be by

declaring their opinions on the subject now. He
firmly believed that those towns which were not

peculiarly connected with the home trade or the
foreign trade, felt as much the distress of the
agricultural interest as the agriculturists them-
selves (hear, hear .') ; and he was anxious to

go before the committees of the two Houses
with some of those persons, in order that they may
be examined on that point. He had no doubt that

those persons would tell the committees and the
country that the present meeting were not only
fighting the battle of the agriculturists (though even
tljat was a great and noble fight, when it was con-
sidered that the interest of the peasantry of the coun-
try were connected with it,) but that their opera-
tions were extended to all classes and descriptions
of the people. (Cheers.) The foreign trade of this

country must, at no distant period, he feared, be
much diminished, if the accounts which were now
received of what was doing in Germany and in
America were true. (Hear, hear.) " Let us, then,"
to use an expression of Ear! Grey on a memorable
occasion, " put our house in order (cheers); let us,

when our foreign trade is gone, be prepared for that

which will be alone sufficient for us." (Cheers.) He
believed that they would find persons in the towns
who, if examined, would tell the committees that the
home trade was suffering so much from the depres-
sion of agriculture, that if relief were not afforded

to the landed interest, they themselves would soon
feel all the evils that afflicted that interest now.
Thus they would have the voice, not only of one
description of people in the support of their cause,

but of all the industrious classes of the community.
If, too, they would speak out , he doubted not that

the fundholders themselves felt some appreliension

for their incomes (laughter and c/ieers), v^hich how-
ever, he hoped to God would never be affected.

No man was more anxious than himself to preserve
the national faith ; but the fundholder might ere
long be induced to feel that the best mode of pre-
serving the faith of the country was to enable the
country to keep its faith. (Loud cheers.)

Mr. Balls, of Burwell, rose to address the meet-
ing, but the calls for the Marquess of Chandos were
so general that he immediately gave way.

The Marquess of Chandos gladly availed himself
of the opportunity of following the noble and learned
lord whose opinions on the question before the meet-
ing appeared to be so nearly similar to his own. The
complaint which had always been made against the
agriculturists of this country was that they were
not a united body. It had always been his earnest
hope that every thing that could possibly savour of a
difference of opinion should be withdrawn, for from
want of union their efforts to obtain that relief wliich

they had a right to demand (and wliich he hoped in

God they would soon have) had always failed. They
must then, above all things, go before Parliament
united ; if they did not, they would, in all proba-
bility, meet with the same result as they had met with
last session. It was not for him to express in that

Hall his opinion as to what might be or not the relief

which the agricultural interest required. Different
opinions existed to a great extent amongst tliem»

selves on that subject ; and he would not be the man,
connected as he was with the farmers,to throw discord

into that assembly, or to propose one measure that

could liurt the feelings of any man, or render it pos-

sible that the members of the Agricultural Associa-

tion sliould be disunited. (C/ieers.) He would implore
the meeting, before they ])roceeded further, to con-
sider whether, being, as they were, united up to the

present moment, it would not be better to defer the
discussion of the cause, or causes, of agricultural

distress. {Hear, hear.) He had no hesitation, how-
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ever, in stating what it was that he himself had

thought of doing. After the failures which had

taken place, and after the defeats which the farmers

had experienced, no man who felt an interes in the

question could he easy in his mind until he saw-

some hopes of redress. After consulting then, as he

had done, men of every opinion—political characters

as well as private individuals on the subject—he

had come to a conclusion, under the cognizance of

many members of parliament, that it would be best

to move as early as possible in the ensuing session

of parliament for a select committee to enquire into

the causes of agricultural distress, and to report

thereon, for the purpose of giving immediate relief.

It was before that committee that witnesses on all

sides could be examined, and it would be the duty of

that committee, both to their constituents and to the

people at large, in their report, to set forth what
they considered to be the real cause or causes of the

agricultural distress prevailing throughout the coun-

try. If the difficulties had arisen in the House of Com-
mons owing to the differences of opinion tliat existed

there as to the cause ofagricultural distress, what must
the difficulties be in that room, where there was so large

an assembly of persons interested in the question ?

Therefore, without giving, directly or indirectly,

any opinion whatever on the currency question, or

on any other question (but which he should be pre-

pared, as an independent member of parliament, to

give in his place), he would again implore the meet-
ing, for the sake of unanimity, and for the sake of their

going forth to the country as an united body, to al-

low a committee at once to be called for, and at tlie

bar of that committee to plead their cause. (Cheers.)

If, however, that view of the subject should not co-

incide witL the opinion of the majority of the meet-
ing, he felt that he should only have done what he
considered his duty in expressing the opinion he con-

scientiously entertained as to the course which they

ought to pursue ; and he should reserve to himself
the right to take that course, if in his judgment he

considered it would relieve the distress and promote

the prosperity of the agricultural interest of this em-
pire. (Cheers.)

Mr. Baixs supported the resolution. It was plain

that things could not long continue as they were at

present. Either the burden must be reduced or the

means of sustaining it increased. (Hear, hear.) He
had listened to the whole of the proceedings of that

day with interest and attention, but there was one
part of the speech made by the noble earl (Stanhope)
which had excited his utmost astonishment, and
made an impression upon his mind deeper than any
thing he had ever before heard. Was he not mis-

taken when he understood the noble earl to say that a

cabinet minister had told him that if the members of

parliament had voted by [)allot upon the question ofthe

currency, as connected with agricultural distress, a

large majority of both houses would have been in

favour ofhis view?

Earl Stanhope : The hon. gentleman understood
me most correctly. Such was the statement made to

me by a cabinet minister. (Cheers.)

Mr. Balls was to understand then, upon the au-
thority of a Cabinet Minister, that a vast majority
of both houses of the collective wisdom of parlia-

ment, if left to the exercise of their own unfettered

judgment, would declare that the state of the cur-

rency was the cause of the distress under which the
agricultural interests were then labouring. (Cheers.)

This afforded matter fordeep consideration, and it was
necessary that it should be well and maturely pondered.
The noble and learned lord (Wynford) had said that

the farmers constituted the most amiable class of so-

ciety. It was that amiability which had been their

ruin. (Hear, hear.) They had not been impor-
tunate—thay had not been turbulent—they had not
wielded the bludgeon or hurled the brick-bat, but had
entreated so gently, in voice so faint and meek, in

whispers so low and soft, that the ministers of the

day had always found it more convenient to listen to

the louder and more threatening petitioners, and to

pass by the prayers of the meek and gentle unheeded
and uncared for. (Hear, hear.) It was time that

the farmers of England should adopt a bolder and
more determined tone. (Cheers.)

jMr. Cayley, M. P., wished to express his entire

and cordial concurrence in the sentiments contained

in the very able and eloquent speech which had been
made by the noble earl (Stanhope) who sat on the

right of the chair ; but at the same time he must
coincide in the propriety of the course of action

pointed out by the noble marquess (Chandos). He
had long been of opinion that the only mode by
which the agriculturists could hope to obtain a re-

dress of grievances must be by the formation of such
a union as that which he trusted had taken place that

day. (Hear, hear.) He fully concurrred in the ob-

servation of the Cabinet Minister referred to by the

noble earl (Stanhope,) that if the votes of the House
of Commons were taken by ballot, a large majority

of its members would be found to coincide in

the opinion thnt the state of the currency was the

cause of the depression of agriculture. (Cheers.)

But whilst men's votes were liable to be scanned,

and as long as they were liable to be taunted with

breach of political faith, he feared it was vain to look

for any successful support of that doctrine in parlia-

ment. What had been the fate of all the motions
which had been brought forward upon the subject ?

In 1822 Lord Western had only 40 members of the

House of Commons who would support him. In
1830, Mr, Davenport had only eighty. In 1833,
Mr. M. Attwood had a majority of some 300 against

him ; and in the last session of parliament he (Mr.
Cayley), on bringing forward amotion for the estab-

meat of a silver standard of value, found only 180
to support him. Thus it would be seen that little

encouragement had hitherto been afforded to sup-
porters of agriculture in parliament ; but backed by
such an association as that which had just been
formed, and which he had then the honour of address-
ing, he should look for brighter days, and should
not despair of seeing the legislature brought
to declare the truth of propositions which every in-

telligent member had felt, though not always dared
to admit to be true. (Hear, hear.) High prices

were spoken of as an evil ; but it should be remem-
bered that they were only nominal ; and on the other

hand, he would ask of what value were low prices

if the labourer had no money in his pockets ? (Hear,
hear.) High prices, with good wages, were infinitely

more advantageous to the working classes than low
jirices and little or no wages. The agricultural la-

bourers at present employed were, no doubt, well
off ; but Iiow many were not employed 1 Formerly,
at the hiring fairs, it was the care and business of

the farmer to go round and to seek in every corner,

in every place of resort in the neighbourhood, for the

labourers he wanted ; and it not unfrequently hap-

pened that he was disappointed by finding none.

The case was widely different now. The fairs were
thronged by wretched emaciated creatures, who pur-

sued the farmer and entreated, nay, almost prayed
ed upon their knees for employment, even of the

most trifling and least lucrative description. (Hear.)

It was a just observation that the interest of master

and servant could not be separated, and for a long
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time past they had been suffering together. For the

last ten or fifteen years the wages of the labourer
had been paid, not out of the profit but out of the

capital of the farmer. (Hear, hear.) He wanted to

restore the profits of the farmer, and he knew it

could not be done except by adopting one of the two
alternatives suggested in the resolution proposed by
the noble earl (Stanhope.) (Cheers.) Jt had been
said that Parliament could do nothing to remedy the

evil. Such an assertion was only adding insult to

injury. (Cheers.) It had been asked, too, " Why
does not the farmer come down in his style of living?"

Gracious God! if any one saw how the farmers of

England were now living, such an observation would
never be heard. (Cheers.) It was necessary that

the agricultural interest should arouse itself and
make its grievances and its distresses more generally-

known and more generally understood. (Cheers.)

Parliament had hitherto done everything it could to

baffle inquir3% and to conceal the effects of the exist-

ing state of the currency ; and the Association miglit

rest assured that the Legislature would yield nothing
unless the feeling of the country were strongly ex-

pressed upon tlie subject. (Cheers.) The motto of
tlie agriculturists then should be, union and determi-
nation, (Great cheering.)

Mr. R. Spooner rose for the purpose of briefly

alluding to what had fallen from the noble marquis
(Chandos), whose name must always be received

amongst the friends of agriculture with unbounded
respect and gratitude. (Hear.) But he was sure
he sliould forfeit whatever good opinion he might
happen to possess in the estimation of that nobleman
if he were to shrink from telling him ihat he dis-

agreed with him in the advice he had that day given
to the meeting ; and before he sat down he should
call upon the assembly to reject the advice of the

noble marquis, and unanimously to ado]it the reso-

lution of the noble earl. (Hear.) That resolution

declared either that the burdens which bore upon
the agricultural interest must be reduced or the

means of sustaining them increased. He thought
it was not incumbent on the society to pause even
for one moment before it consented to the adoption

of a resolution embodying sucli a plain and simple

proposition. (Clieers.) He thought indeed it would
be unbecoming a society formed as that had been,

to separate without some expression of its opinion

(cheers) ; and when the noble marquis recommend-
ed them not to declare their views or express their

wishes, but merely move for a committee of inquirv,

he (Mr. Spooner) for one, declared that he would
not consent to approach P;u-liament with a concealed

object. (Cheers.) He should be glad for Parlia-

ment to go into an inquiry intp all the causes of dis-

tress ; but he stated fairly and boldly before hand
that the state of the currency was one of the main
causes. The hon. gentleman then went into a veiy
lengthened discussion of the currency question, con-
tending throughout that the measure of 1819 had
been productive of the principal evils under which
the agricultural interests were then labouring.

Mr. TloBiNsoN, ]M.P., conceived tliat the question for

the consideration of that hall and of the legislature, was
not whether agriculture ought or ought not to be re-

lieved, hut iiow it ought to be relieved. (Hear, hear.

)

He believed that no class of the community could be
indifferent to the distress of agriculture ; for altliough
commerce and manufactures mipht for awhile be more
prosperous, still it was impossible that any one interest

could long suffer without at last materially affecting-

the ottier. (Hear, hear.) He thought then that the pro-
per question for their consideration on tliat occasion
was, wliat remedy ought to be adopted. ( Hear, hear.)

He confessed he had been astonished to hear from the

noble earl, that a cabinet minister had so libelled the
house of commons as to declare, that its determination
on a particular question would have been different if the
mode of voting had been seci-et instead of public. ^Vho-
ever that cabinet minister might be, he (Mr. Robinson)
would assert that no man ever uttered a more gross or
unfounded libel upon that branch of the legislature to
which he (Mr. Robinson) belonged; and when his
hon. friend the member for Yorkshire (Mr. Cayley)
stated his own opinion as coincident with that of the
cabinet minister, he would only invite his hon. friend
to get up and state it in the House of Commons, when
he (Mr. Robinson) would venture to say he would be
overwhelmed with a degree of reprobation— [The con-
clusion of the sentence was not heard, in consequence
of the loud and conflicting cries of " no," and " yes,"
from all parts of the room.] He trusted that the ob-
servation dropped from his hon. friend lightly and in-

considerately (hear, hear); for he conceived that a
more gross libel upon any body of men could not be
uttered, than to state that they voted one way whilst
their opinion was the other. (Cries of " no, no,'" and
cheers.) With this general vindication of the house, he
would not dwell longer upon the subject than to ob-
serve, that he never himself gave a vote in parliament
upon any subject that he would not have given had he
been underthe seal ofthe ballot. (//crt)-.^ Butafterwhat
had taken place he certainly should recommend his

hon. friend (Mr. Grote), when he brought forward the
subject of the ballot in the next session of parlia-
ment, to propose that the mode of voting in the house
of commons should be by ballot, as well as the voting
for members to serve in parliament. (Laughter and
clieers. ) He came now to the resolution proposed by
the noble earl (Stanhope). In some respects he ad-
mitted that resolution to embody a perfect truism, not
only with respect to farmers, but with respect to every
cl-ass in the community ; because it was plain and ob-
vious, that unless a man's means were proportioned to
his expenditure, he must be a destitute man. But the
great question that he wished to have resolved remained
behind—namely, in what manner was relief to be af-

forded. Now he (INIr. Robinson) was of opinion, that
without such an alteration of the standard of value, as,

according to the declaration of parliament, would
amount to a breach of the national faith, it would be
impossible to raise the price of agricultural produce by
any legitimate means (disapprobation) ; and even sup-
posing that the legislature should be induced to alter
the standard of value, had they then security that the
labouring- classes, in whose welfare the noble earl had
expressed himself so deeply interested, would obtain
labour and wages commensurate with the increased
price of provisions. (Cries of " Yes." ) He should like

to know from the noble earl, who had no doubt deeply
considered the subject, whether he felt a perfect security

upon that point? He (Mr. Robinson) deprecated the
bill of 1819 as much as any man ; he believed that the
right hon. bart. (Sir R, Peel) by whom it was brought
forward, as well as the whole country, was at that time
under a delusion upon the subject ; but after the lapse
of so many years, he entertained conscientious doubts
as to how far it would be practicable to return to such
a state of the currency as existed before the passing of
that measure. (Disapprobation.) At the same time he
should have no objection to the institution of an inquiry
l)efore the House of Commons as to how far it might be
deemed possible or advisable to establish a conjoint
standard of silver and gold combined with an issue of
one and two pound notes by competent persons, afford-

ing g-ood and sufficient security. (Cheers.) That was a
point connected with the report which had never yet

been fairly considered in parliament. (Hear, hear.)

Although he (Mr. Robinson) was a ship-owner, and
the representative of a manufacturing- constituency, he
had always contended that the main-stay and greatest

source of the prosperitv of the country consisted in its

agriculture. (Loud cheers.) He did not wish to see one
of the tillers of the soil converted into a spinner or a
weaver. (Hear, hear.) He believtd that the theory of

neglecting agriculture at home, and importing all our
grain from abroad, was absurd, and as long as he had
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a vote to give, would never lend his assent to it.

(Cheers.) But as reg'arded the present resolution he

feared if it were agreed to, it would only appear to par-

liament as the opinion of this meeting' that no relief

could be afforded except by altering the standard,

{cries of " No, no,'") and thus he feared it would tend

to prejudice instead of benefit the cause of agriculture.

( No, no.) Under all the circumstances, he thought the

course pointed out by the noble marquis (Chandos) was
decidedly the best.

After a few words from Earl Stanhope in explana-

tion.

Sir John Scott Lillie expresFed his determination

to support the resolution, and in doing so he did not

conceive that he was supporting a proposition for a

breach of the public faith. (Hear, hear.)

j\lr. H. CuRTEis, M.P., was sorry that his sentiments

Were not likely to be in full accordance with those of

tliat assembly. He felt great difficulty in giving his

adhesion to the proposition then l)efore them. He was
ready to admit that he thought one of the great modes
of benefiting agriculture would undoubtedly be to re-

duce all national expenditure ; but at the same time he
must beg to be understood as not giving his adhesion to

the doctrine that day advanced relative to the currency.

Upon that question he begged distinctly to be under-
stood as not being committed ; and although he was
perfectly aware that the majority of that room would
probably be of a different opinion, yet he would main-
tain there was a large portion of those as deeply inter-

ested in the interests of agriculture as any of those pre-

sent, and were as anxiously watching everything that

might tend to benefit or prejudice the land, who took a
very different view of the nature of the remedy that

should be proposed and adopted for the existing evils.

If it were meant to be maintained that the only possible

remedy that could be mentioned was an alteration of

the currency, he begged to tell the gentlemen who en-

tertained that opinion, that representing, as he did, al-

most exclusively, an agricultural population, and con-
sidering, as he did, the agricultural interest to be the

paramount interest in the country, he should be sorry

to hear that they were resting for an amelioration of

their grievances upon so very slender and frad a reed.

CDisapprohation.J He appealed to the noble lord whe-
ther he thought there was the remotest chance of

carrying his views, even supposing them to be correct,

through the house to which he belongs? {Cries of
" Fes.") The noble lord, of course, knew much better

than he could pretend to do, what prospect there would
be of success ; but he would appeal to the hon. mem-
ber for Yorkshire, whether, from his past experience,

he had the slightest expectation of convincing a majo-
rity of the House of Commons that his views relative to

the currency were correct. {Criesof" Yes.") He heard
gentlemen around him cry " Yes," but he heard it not

from the lips of the hon. member. Undoubtedly he had
that day heard the strongest argument he had ever met
with in favour of the adoption of the vote by ballot.

That question, upon which he had always entertained

great doubt, he had always opposed in parliament,

but—
The Chairman : Pardon me ; now we are touching

upon a political question which can have nothing to do
with the matter properly under our consideration.

(Hear, hear.)

Mr. CuRTEis was aware that at all public meetings
it was bad taste to oppose the chair; but, on this occa-

sion, he must take the liVjerty of saying that he some-
what diftered from it in opinion. (Great disajiprobatioii,

and general cries of " chair. 'J The hon. member for

Yorkshire had touclied upon the subject of the ballot,

so had the noble lord ( the hon. member for Worcester),

and several other gentlemen who had taken part in the

discussion.

Colonel SiBTHORP rose to order, and pointed out how
necessary it was that the authority of the chair shoulil

be supported. The gallant member had not concluded
his remarks, when
Mr. CuRTEis rose to order amidst much confusion.

He appealed to the chairman, as a member of parlia-

ment, whether it was fair for a gentleman to get up, as

the gallant colonel had done, to prevent another from
addressing the meeting?
The Chairman explained that the hon. member for

Sussex (Mr. Curteis) was out oforder when he proposed
to enter into an argument upon the subject of the ballot.

Other gentlemen had only alluded to it incidentally,
and then it was not irregular. (Crenerat cries of" Ques-
tion."J
Mr. Curteis then proceeded to observe, that all he

ivished to do was in a manly, straightforward manner
to mention, that in several agricultural meetings in his

own county, he had professed opinions similar to those
which he had just expressed ; and he thought it would
be unmanly in him to-morrow to return to those who
sent him to parliament, and to say, that although he
had been present at this general assembly, he was afraid
to get up and express what his honest convictions were.
fClieers. ) He yielded to no man in ardent attachment
to the agricultural interests ; and on several occasions,

without considering the party to which he was politi-

cally attached, he had given his support to measures
brought forward by the noble marquis (Chandos) op-
site. (Hear, hear.) On the present occasion he merely
wished to say that he could not allow this resolution to

be can'ied without expressing his conviction that there
was a considerable portion of the agriculturists who did
not take exactly the same views of the subject as those
which had been so prominently, and he would say, so
ably and so eloquently put forward by the noble earl.

Having stated this, and wishing also to guard himself
against being supposed as standing committed to the
currency question, it would not be his wish to break in

upon the unanimity of the assembly. (Cheers.)

After a few words from Mr. Cayley in explanation.

The IMarquis of Chandos asked whether he was to

understand that the resolution proposed by the noble
earl, in any way, directly or indirectly, pledged mem-
bers of parliament upon the subject of the currency?
The Chairman having read the resolution, said it did

not allude to any specific measure whatever, and, con-
sequently, could not be taken as binding any one upon
the subject of the currency.

Earl Stanhope said that no person who voted for the

resolution could be pledged to anything further than
the resolution itself. (Hear, hear.)

The resolution was then carried, with only two dis-

sentient voices.

The thanks of the meeting having been voted to the
chairman, the meeting broke up soon after four o'clock.

Draught of Horses.— It is very important to

be able to ascertain correctly the draught of horses
under every circumstance, not only to ascertain their

relative strength and muscular powers, but also the

state of the roads and the merits of different imple-
ments of husbandry, especially of the draught re-

quired for the different kinds of ploughs. This was
felt at the late ploughing match on Mr. Niblett's

farm, when Sir John Byerley, who was present, sug-
gested the employment of the Dynamometer, as an-
swering perfectly the proposed end, and, on Ids return
to London, he ordered one to be made by Messrs.
Cottam and Hallen, the eminent engineers, which he
lias presented to the Agricidtural Association of

Gloucestershire. The draught of horses varies from
150 to 250 pounds, and sometimes, though rarely, ex-

ceeds the latter number. The instrument presented by
Sir John, goes as far as one ton ; so that the draught
of eight horses, and of course any lesser number, can

be accurately ascertained by it. These instruments
are so useful, so simple, and at the same time so cer-

rect, that no intelligent agriculturist should be without
it.

—

Gloucestershire Chronicle.

The Forking Emporium.—One hundred and fifty-

two thousand hogs were slaughtered last year at

Cincinnati, nnd the papers of that city say the num-
ber will be much larger this year. The value of the

pork exported the past year was not less than tico mil-

lions of dolkcrs !—American paj>er.
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MR. CAYLEY'S LETTER TO THE
MARQUIS OF CHANDOS,

On the necessity of union and co-operation
among the agriculturists, if they would ob-
tain relief from their distress.

(Read bij Lord Chandos to the Buckinghamshire Agricul-

tural Meeting, October 21.)

Wydale, jNIalton, Oct. 10, 1835-

My Dear LoRD,^Each succeding- year, I am afraid,

ursres on us more and more the sad conviction, tliat

there is no hope for the British farmer but in tiie united

and unremitted exertions of all his friends. U'hose ex-

ertions, it is true, have hitherto signally failed of suc-

cess : but failure in a cause like this, instead of breeding'

dispair, should tend rather (as your Lordship, by your
own conduct, has practically shewn,^ to redouble our

efforts, and stimulate our energies afresh. It is on the

direction of our efforts for relief that I venture now to

address myself to your Lordship ; and for so doing,

I offer no apology to one who has shewn so warm an
interest in the well-being- of the farmer. The session is

over ;—our Parliamentary labours have ceased for

awhile ;—yet, reaching our homes in the country, such
is the picture of agricultural misery and depression
spread before our eyes, it becomes our duty, instead of

yielding to that quiet and repose so natural and so

welcome to us all, after months of close confinement,
—to be investigating the extent, the sources, and par-

ticular modes of the distress ; and as friends of the far-

mer, to be preparing for the ensuingParliamentary cam-
paign. The principle object of this letter is to consult

your Lordship, and also to throw out some suggestions
as to the best means of concentrating the greatest

amount of the agricultural strength in Parliament, on
the first motion respecting agricultural distress in the

ensuing session. In using the term agricultural strength
I do not, of course, merely mean county members,

—

but all members representing constituencies engaged in

production, which finds its principal custom in the

home market—the great basis of which is agriculture.

Now it appears to me that a very efficient, and at the

same time a very simple way to concentrate our forces,

would be— 1st, to bring forward(unless under very pe-
culiar circumstances) onlij one motion during the session

but so worded, that it might embrace the conflicting'

views of all who are well affected to home industry.

—

2ndly I should propose, that this motion related to the

causes which have depressed the agricultural interest.

The existence of its distress has been already acknow-
ledged : let the causes of it be as unequivocally ex-

pressed, and the farmer will then be no longer doubtful
which side to join, or which set of opinions to support.

Indecision, from an ignorance of the source of their

distresses, has paralyzed the efforts of the farmer for re-

lief more than any other cause. To be firmly united,

they must be firmly convinced of the truth and the
right for which they contend : and to be successful

they must be united. To give it its full weight, your
Lordship should be the member to introduce such a
motion—and I sincerely, most sincerely, trust you will

consent so to be.
Two or three motions were made last year relating

to agricultural distress, chiefly by your Lordship and
myself; the disadvantage of such an arrangement is,

that members, not very earnest upon the subject, fancy
they will satisfy their constituents if they vote once a
session on distress ; two-thirds perhaps vote for the
first motion, the remaining third reserving themselves
for the second motion, of which notice may have been
given. Tims are our forces divided, and party politics

win the day against the true interests of the country.
It behoves us to provide a remedy for this evil : the
remedy being either to secure such an addition of votes
(and which are legitimately on our side) as will carry
relief; or to shew the diiferent distressed constituencies

who are their friends and vvlio are not.

In addressing your Lordshij), 1 have taken it for

granted, from t!ie high position you hold on the ques-
tion, that it is your intention to bring forward some mo-
tion respecting agricultural distress eai'ly next session,

In what shape you propose to do this I am wholly un-

acquainted ; but if i have rightly interpreted your sen-

timents since the large majority against your motion
for a repeal of the malt tax, you will not be disposed to

attempt that mode of relief ; and your late speech at

Aylesbury confirms me in this view. Then with re -

spect to any general reduction of taxation that is u-ithin

our reach, especially after upwards of 40,000,000/ has

been reduced since the peace, and has left us in even a
worse state than when the reduction commenced, we
can scarcely hope for relief in that way. Still less is a
penny or tioo in the pound reduction in the county rates,

likely to go to the root of the evil. The farmers are daily

becoming convinced that the evil is far deeper seated.

Those in the county you yourself represent, have of

late shown great anxiety on the subject of the cause of

their disasters, and have unequivocally expressed their

conviction, that the real bottom of the evil has been the

change in the value of money ; the diminution in the

amount of the currency, arising out of Mr. Peel's bill

of 1819. Those of the southern counties likewise, within

the last two yeai's, have been fast coming' round to the

same conclusion ; and I can bear testimony that the

northern counties are not behind in the same opinion :

—an opinion which has been the result of increasing

distress, and the total failure or inadequacy of the re-

lief expected from other sources. At the same time I

do not deny that there is a discrepancy of opinion

among members of Parliament, as to the modes and
chances of relief. This is the difficulty I seek to obviate,

for in these differences only it is, that our weakness, as

a body, consists. Under these circumstances would it

not be wise that a motion should be made, in a mea-
sure, to comprehend the views of all the parties well

affected to our agricultur.; and home industry, without

offending the feelings or prejudices of any 1 and thus

we should be able to concentrate our combined forces

on a given point, and put into operation the " pull all

together," which can alone help us out of our misery.

We are quite strong enough, if ice be only united. The

relief of agriculture is anything hut an unpopular ques-

tion, except among trading politicians and philosophers.

All the conntry towns, and a majority of the working
classes, are in reality with «s ; they are as sick of the tin-

certain employment induced by bad profits, as they are of
ingenious theories.

In the event of your Lordship inclining to the line

of conduct which has just been suggested, (and I do
not think it would run counter to any of your views),

would you object to bring forward a motion worded
somehow thus ?

—'
' For a Select Committee to inquire into

the causes which have produced the long continued and
still existing depression in British agriculture, with a
view to their immediate removal." Such amotion, it ap-

pears to me, would be satisfactory to all our friends.

No one else, I think, would be inclined to offer any
other for the consideration of the House. I for one
should not : but should be most content to fight (as in-

deed on this subject I always have) under your lordship's

banner, under circumstances to command the greatest

chance of success, in that great pitched battle, for the

very existence of our agriculture, which must sooner
or later be fought within the walls of Parli-ament.

In introducing a motion of this kind, it would not

devolve on the mover, as an absolute necessity, to enter

into currency or any other topic, to which there might
not be a leaning in his own mind. Every one would
see, by its very terms, that it was left open to any
member to explain his own views. It is only ichen con-

cealment is desired that it becomes necessary to place

limits on the discussion of an inquiry into a subject

like this. The committee you would be asking for

would have the exposure of truth, and truth alone, in

view—to which no honest man ought to object.

When the truth was fairly exposed, and it could be no
longer denied what the source of the distress really

was, there would then arise another question of equal

importance, but one in which the sufferers could much
better help themselves at another election, viz.—-whether

Parrunncnl, knowing the source of lite evil, and of its con-

tinuance, would consent to grant the relief required. If

it refused the relief, or if ,it knew its duty so little as to
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allow the first interest in the country—the solid foun-
dation of the prosperity of the whole—an interest with
which twenty millions of our population are as closely

identified as the plougher of the soil and the sower of

the seed

—

if it k)iew its duty so little ns this, I trust the

coj)stitueitts of the country know their duty better.

The melancholy fact, my dear Lord, is that our
agriculture cannot go on as prices now are. Three-
fourths of the arable soil in Great Britain cannot pay
the expenses of cultivation at the present rate, much
less leave a surplus for rent. A state of things like this

is not only ruinous to the parties, but is dangerous to the

institutions of the country. Men lose their respect for

the government under which they live, in nearly the

same degree as their interests are neglected and them-
selves forsaken by their rulers. Can it be our duty, at

such a crisis, either as members of the legislature or as

private individuals, to remain supinely tranquil and
with our hands behind us] Surely not ; on the contrary,
every nerve should be strained, every effort united,
without consideration of party politics, to efi'ect a de-
liverance from our dreadful condition. The farmers,
as a body, are worse off this year than last. I ventured
a year ago to predict the present fall in wool, stock,
barley, and oats; as the scarcity of them ceased, they
were sure to fall to the level of wheat. I said that

barley, if it were an average crop, would be below 23s
per qr. In my own neighbourhood it sold last market
for 2ls. How fearfully has the anticipation been re-

alized ! And yet the harvest and crops have fallen far

short of what were expected. Every market, notwith-
standing, prices tumble down. Oats, 14s a quarter,
which last year were 24s and 26s. Sheep unsaleable,
and wool fallen 25 per cent ! The only consolation for
us is that the upland fanners and breeders will see that
they are to form no exception to the general rule which
lias brought down their neighbours in thousands to the
earth ; under this conviction our numbers will be
strengthened for the contest.

No better opportunity, therefore, has occurred for a
cordial junction of the agricultural forces. I have
even some hope that the landlords are rousing themselves

from their apathy, alarmed for their property, now that

corn wont pay its expenses—now that wool and stock,

out of which, and which alone, rents have been paid for

the last three or four years, are fast falling to a leval

with corn—now that the last shilling of their tenants'

capital is gone. Half a century hence, who will be-
lieve the blind infatution with which the landlords of
this country have yielded themselves, hand-bound and
tongue-tied, a prey to the crafty devices—the slow con-
suming poison administered by the political economists
and the monied interest? The returns lately moved for

by J\Ir. Dillwyn will also tend to dispel many delusions,

and assist the inquiries and tlie conclusions of such a
committee as has been suggested, and which, I fain

would trust, under your Lordship's auspices, must now,
from the urgent necessity of the case, be triumphantly
carried, in despite of any Government, whether Whig
or Tory, which, in the enjoyment of its own fixed in-

comes, and in the iron-heartedness of its power, should
insultingly attempt to crusli this righteous demand

—

this the last hope of the suffering farmer. I have the
honour to be. My dear Lord, your very faithful

servant, E. S. CAYLEY.
P.S. The objects of this letter being public, I shall

not object to its publication. I can see no objection,
but tlie contrary, to the whole country knowing our
plans and determination to seek redress in the best way
we can. It is a fair stand-up fight in which we have to

engage. Relief, when it is carried, will be wrung from
Parliament by no coup de main or cunning policy, but
by imperious and acknowledged necessity. Publicly
it will have this advantage,— it may be the means of
bringing the minds of the farmers to some nucleus, and
inducing them to urge a similar and simultaneous prayer
to Parliament. Ifwe can only get the country gentlemen
and farmers and provincial tradesmen to he unanimous,
we sluill soon see their representatives mianimmis likewise.

Sufficient time will elapse between this and the next
session, for communications to pass on this subject be-
tween the members and the constituencies.

ON THE HUSK, OR HOOSE IN
CATTLE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sin,—About a twelvemonth ago, I sent you some
account of this disease, which, as you considered of
sufficient importance for insertion in the Mark Lane
Express (for which I feel obliged) and as several other
papers copied it from your columns, perhaps some fur-

ther particulars attending' it, which have come under
my observation, may not be uniuteresiing to some of

your readers, and may tend to afford, or elicit from
others, additional information as to the cause and cure
of this extraordinary disease.

I have this Autumn had another attack of the husk
among my cattle. It made its appearance about the

same time as last year, but did not prove so fatal in its

effects. The symptoms were precisely similar, being,
cough, with frothy discharge at the mouth, short breath-
ing, weeping' of the eyes, hanging of the head and ears,

and continual inclination to rub (either on the ground,
or over a rail or fence,) the throat. About ten or a
dozen cows and heifers were effected this year, but
have all recovered. My weaning calves of this year
were affected, but very slightly. The only remedies I

applied in the present year were, making them inhale

lime-dust, and spirit of Turpentine diluted and poured
into the nostrils. But although I have taken consider-

able pains to ascertain the comparative merits of seve-

ral remedies, particularly in the previous year, I am
unable to speak very confidently as to the efl'ects of any
of them ; all I know is, that in 1834 fourteen died and
several others were so weakened and stunted from its

effects as to be worth only about half what they would
otherwise have been ; and that in 1835, with similar

treatment, all have recovered ; and not only so, but
when the disease goes off, those to which no remedy
has been applied, appear to recover as well as the rest.

It may be worthy of remark that the seasons in 1834
and 1835 were in this part of the country similar, both
being' dry Summers and growing Autumns.
At one time I thought the disease contag'ious, but

from all 1 have been able to observe myself and learn
from others, I am of opinion that it is epidemic but not
infectious ; that the cause is in the state of the atmos-
phere, as with the cholera'* and other epidemic diseases,

and probably taken by inhalation.

One circumstance, which at first led me to think it

contagious in addition to having numbers attacked
about the same time was, that in each year, one of the
fatting calves in the pens, where they had nothing but
milk, became affected with a cough, and indications of

consumption ; but on examination when killed, I found
the lungs ulcerated, but in both cases entirely free from
worms.
Out of the fourteen which died in the previous year,

1834, two or three which had been as bad as any, but
had rather stronger constitutions, remained in a dwind-
ling state for some weeks after the disease had gone off

from the others, and on examination, when they died,

the worms appeared to have either died or left the

lungs, but left them too much diseased and ulcerated
from their ravages, for recovery. The head and throat of

these were swelled previous to death, like those of a
sheep in the last stage of the rot. I have found the

cows have soon recovered when they have been housed,
and fed on hay and grains, but this has happened to be
about the time of year when the disease seems to go off

naturally ; so that this kind of diet may or may not
have any effect on the disorder. At any rate, as dry
food is recommended by some cattle doctors, it is

worthy of further trial.

At the time the disease was at its height in 1834, Mr.
Brown, surgeon, of Lewisham, who happened then to

be attending my family, took considerable interest in

the progress of the disorder, and examined the lung's

and windpipe of one which had died. He found a few

* Dr. Jenkins, in his Treatise on the Cholera, re-

marks that it rages most in seasons when the progress

of vegetation is most rapid.
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strag-grhng' worms enveloped in frothy matter, witliin
the wmdpipe, which appeared either to have crawled
or been coug-hed up ; at the bottom of the windpipe,
and throughout the main air vessels of the lung-s were
clusters ofworms knit up together, sufficient in quan-
tity to fill a common sized tea-spoon. The inner mem-
brane at the lower end of the windpipe, was eaten
away, and the lobes of the lungs considerably ulcerat-
ed, To the naked eye the worms appeared to be a
sort ofAscarides, about as thick as a thread, and from
an mch to an incli and a half long- ; on using a strong
magnifying glass, they appeared about the size of a
common eel, sufficiently transparent for us to observe the
cn-culation of blood through their veins; and in shape
pretty much like a leach ; when first taken out they
appeared rather dormant, but warmth seemed to revive
them. The animal from which they were taken, had
been dead about six hours. jMr. Brown appeared to
doubt whether any remedies could be applied suffici-
ently strong to destroy the worms, without endanger-
ing the life of the animal, but recommended as anex-
penment, giving twenty grains of calomel and a little

scaniony, and make them inlmle gas made from
muriatic acid, mangonese, and vitrol, similar to thatused
m fumigating apartments to prevent infection in fevers
and other contagious diseases. These remedies I tried
without any perceptible ertect. In referring to an old
work on cattle medicine, he found in the margin the
following note. " Young clover will expel all kinds
of worms in cattle."

In my former letter I mentioned several remedies
which had been recommended by writers on cattle
medicine and others

; I will now enumerate some others
which I have since met with : and so much from the
P™ofsIhavehad of their efficacy, as for the purpose
ot affording an opportunity to the bettei- judgment of
others who may have their cattle affected in a similar
manner, to select sucli as they think proper.
Mr. Clater of Retford, in his " Every man his own

Cattle Doctor says, " The Hoose or cough in cows
and young cattle, proceeds from their taking cold
eitlier after calving, or from being kept in a warm
hovel and afterwards exposed to the inclemency of the
weather. The symptoms are shortness of breath :

continual motion to cough or hoose—difficulty of
respiration, which seems to press hard upon the dia-
phragm and abdominal muscles," and recommends the
following drink

—

Balsam of sulphur, 2 oz. ; Barbadoes tar, 1 oz.

;

2 eggs
;
ginger, aniseed, cummin. Elecampane roots,

grains of paradise, and liquorice-root, each 1 oz. in pow-
der

;
salt of tartar, ^ oz. ; honey, 4 oz.

;
given in ale

or^ gruel, with a glass of brandy."
" Let this drink be repeated every otiier, or every

third day, for three or four times. If it be at the com-
mencement of the disease, one or two drinks are gene-
rally sufficient. When this disease is of long standing

^^u f^JY""^
removed without first a purging drink of

lib of Epsom salts, 2 oz. of ginger, and ilb of treacle,"
'^''^

ffl]!f."''"^'?°^
'^peaking of the " hoose in calves,"

says, 1 Ills disease most commonly attacks young
calves the first year, while at grass in the summer. Insome dry summers it has carried off large numbers.Upon examination after death, the author has frequently
caused the gullets to be laid open, an.l found a
>u,r/t,>/u>orms netted or matted together. Tiiese, by
the r constant ticklmg motion, cause the young animal
to be almost in a constam state of hoosing or cough-
g by which the powers of .ligestion are so mucli in-

ured, as to render the chewing of the cud impractica-

iJn^ni h n ,

'"°''"' '^"]'*'1'«>' «'-e "ot applied, they

fonowfl ."• T'^'-T^ ''^^ ^ ^--oi'sumptive patient. The

IliTl ^. r"''
" •" ''^ ^°"""' i^ffeolnnl in destroying

iiiche kind of vermin.

pink, half an ounce.

«;£"* °''
V"'^*^ "'^"^ '^"^^"' and put them into npitcher with a quart of boiling water ; cover themdown and let them stand till next morning, strainthem through a cloth and add, ginger in i.owder, half

ItnhViT' '^""/'*;l''
MM^owdered, 2 0Z.5 hnseed oil,

-J table spoons-full ; mix and give it warm.

The calf must fast two hours before, and two
after the drink. Repeat it every other, or every third
day. This is a proper dose for a calf six or eight months
old, and may be varied a little according to the age of
the animal, and continued for three weeks, then leave
oft' a week and repeat it again if the calf still remain
unwell.

" Worms in horned cattle are not very common, ex-
cept in the above cases. In many instances where
calves have been so bad of this disease, as to baffle the
power of other medicines, it has instantly given way
on their taking one tablespoonfull ofspirit of turpentine
without being mixed with any thing. It may be re-
pented every third morning for three"times."
Now by Mr. Clater's description of "opening the

gullet," and " the powers of digestion being so mucli
injured as to render the chewing of the cud impractica-
ble," it appears to me, that he found the worms oosing,
or swallow, or passage to the stomach, and not in the'

windpipe and lungs ; and the remedies, such as worm-
wood, savine, &;c., are such as are generally used for
worms in tiie stomach and intestines, whereas on ex-
amination of those which died of mine, and which was
done very carefully in almost every case, the stomach
itself and the passage thereto was perfectly healthy and
free from any kind of worms, and their appetites were
good while they had strength to stand up to eat.

In the "Complete Grazier," this disease is treated
on asfollows :

—
" Cough :—Wlien calves are exposed at

too early an age to all the vicissitudes of the weather,
before they acquire sufficient strength to undergo the
changes of this climate, they are liable to take frequent
colds, the consequence of which is, a cough that often
proves fatal if neglected. For curing this malady, it

has been recommended to pour half a table spoonful of
spirit of turpentine into the calf's nostrils, the nose
should be smeared with tar, and the animal kept within
doors for a few hours, repeating this tieatment as often
as the cough becomes troublesome."

This work says nothing about worms, but treats it as a
common cold or cough. Another remedy recommended
is assafoetida dissolved in hot water, a quarter ofan ounce
at a dose every other morning, without food for an hour
or two before and after.

Inhaling the fumes from burnt tar, and tarring the
nostrils are also recommended. Mr. Cleeve, a friend of
mine, near St. Albans, has just informed me, that a
neighbour of his has found assafoetida, (I suppose the
common solution) vinegar, and aloes, in equal quantity,
and poured it into the nostrils, a most effectual re-
medy.

If it will not be trespassing too much on your space,
and the patience of your readers, I beg to conclude by
giving a short account of an experiment tried on a cow,
when choked with a piece of Swede turnip, with com-
plete success, by Mr. W. Moorey of Peckham to whose
skill in the performance of the operation great credit is

due. The probang and chock-rope had both been used,
but the shape of the obstruction was such that they both
slipped by without removing it; the cow became hoven,
or blown, as is generally the case by the efiTorts to swal-
low, and stabbing was had recourse to, which gave
temporary relief and time for the operation : which
was, to open the throat and ousing, and take out tlie

piece of turnip, the outer orifice was then sewn uj). The
cow was kept for a few days on gruel and then turned
out to graze. The only inconvenience which occurred
afterwards was, that the food oozed out from the swal-
low through the incision before it grew up, and re-

quired emptying by cutting the stitches, which was
done two or three times. This occurred last JNIarch,

and I have the cow now quite souml.
I am Sir, respectfully your's,

I.ewishum, Nov. 16, 1385. GEO. COLGATE.

Singular Fact.—Five thousand bushels of wheat
have just been received in New ^ork from Liverpool,

which were shijjjjed from that port iii 1831. A sani))le

was exhibited, which appeared to be in perfect order.

—

New York Paper.

c 2
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ON THE APPLICATION OF THE
POINTS BY WHICH LIVE STOCK
ARE JUDGED.—TO THE SHET-
LAND BREED, &c.

Hy Mr. James Dickson, Cattle Dealer, Edinburgh.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.^

The Shetland cattle inhabit the Shetland Islands.

These form the northernmost group ofislandsbeloaging-

to Scotland. They have a barren and wild aspect when
viewed from the sea, and tlieir interior presents little

else than pools of water and bare rocks ; not a tree

or a shrub is to be seen on them, and the herbage is

as comparatively poor as their aspect is barren. The
small islands, however, called the Holms, are cover-
ed with better pasture. But poor as the islands are,

they contain a peculiar breed of cattle and horses
both very diminutive in size. The cattle are com-
paratively valuable on account of the fine quality of
their beef. Their symmeti-y is not quite correct ac-

cording to the rule which we have laid doM n for judg-
ing cattle ; the line oftheback being rather hollow : the

ribs are pretty round, the tail bead droops, and the fore

(juarters and belly are fully too large. This form,
which indicates starvation, may accordingly have
arisen from the coldness and wetness of the climate,

and the scantiness of food ; for if we look at the kind-
ly touch, the sleek soft hair, the fineness of the mus-
cle, the fulness of the eye, and sharpness of the
horn, they ought to feed pretty well ; and, accord-
ingly, they do feed fat on tolerably good pasture.
Their colour is uniformly black, light red, or black and
white. They are naturally the smallest breed of cat-

tle in the kingdom, weighing generally from 16
stones to 20 stones the four quarters, and when
extra fat from 25 stones to 30 stones. I have seen
them fat at 14 stones or 15 stones. The beef is of
the very finest quality throughout, being as small in

tlie grain as mutton ; the fat well intermixed, and
the flavour most delicious. In fact, in point of
quality, they are without exception the finest cattle

that are bred in the kingdom. The cows are not
great milkers ; but the milk is very rich.

To THE Orkney and Caithness Breeds.—The
Orkney Islands lie to the north of the coast of Caith-
ness, which is the northernmost county in Scotland.
The climate is cold, and variable, and late ; but frost

and snow continuing only a short time on the ground
tlie grass gets leave to grow. The pasturage is bet-

ter than in the Shetland Islands. The county of
Caithness lies generally low, and having no high
land to the north, to screen the low land from the
strong north-west wind, which blows almost inces-

santly in spring, the grass cannot be expected to be
early.

The cattle of Orkney, though much larger than
those of Shetland, are much less symmetrically
shaped, and not so fine. The back curves above the
straight line, and is narrow ; the ribs are flat ; the
hind quarters thin ; all the bones coarse, and those
in the body prominent ; the head diMops, and the
horn short and blunt. Their general s}numetry and
poor coat indicate them to be slow feeders, and in-

capable of early maturity.

The Caithness cattle are not unlike the Orkney.
They have narrow backs, flat ribs, and as a natural
consequence, large bellies, and narrow chests. Many
of both the Orkney and Caithness cattle are trained
to work, and are kept till above seven or eiglit years
old, when they are sold quite lean, and fattened oft'

afterwards. They are then called " runts," a Scot-
tish phrase which technically means " an old cow
that has given over breeding,"—a phrase not inex-

pressive of the old useless appearance of this breed

of cattle. I have seen these runts bought for

very little money ; but nevertheless they pay the

feeder well, because having age, they feed rapidly

on good pasture, and the beef is pretty good. A
great many of them are exposed for sale at the Kyle
of Sutherland market, and thence driven south to the

Scotch and English markets.

Many spirited agriculturists hare of late years

greatlv improved both the cattle and the face of the

county of Caithness. There is much turnip land in

this county, which being sown with turnips enables

the feeders to feed their own flock. Many of the

fattest beasts find a ready market in Caithness in

summer during the herring fishery. This species of

national industry has increased so much in this

quarter, that perhaps not fewer tlian 80,000 people

are employed in it annually on the coast of Caith-

ness. The fishermen make good wages, and are able

to live well on butcher meat.

Should steam navigation be introduced for the con-

veyance of live-stock from this quarter of the coun-

try, the breeders will be enabled to feed off" all their

stock, and send them direct to the Edinburgh mar-

ket, instead of exposing their lean stock for sale, or

depending only on the immigration of fishermen in

summer, for the principal consumption of their fat

stock.

Improvements have chiefly been eflfected by
stewards brought on purpose from the south coun-

try, or south country farmers taking farms in that part

of the country. The Messrs. Home of Stirkoke and

Langwell have Berwickshire stewards, who have set

examples of management to their neighbours. Mr.
Traill of Ratter is one of the most spirited improvers

in this county. Mr. John Patterson, in what is

called Lord Rae's country, now the property of the

Duke of Sutherland, has made great improvements

at Leangill.

To the North Highland Breed.—In the counties

of Sutherland and Ross are many breeds of cattle.

The native breed is called " North Highlanders,"

which are scarcely distinguishable from the cattle of

Orkney and Caithness ; in East Ross and Cromarty,

is found the large breed of Banff' and Aberdeenshire
;

and in many other p=irts the " West Highlanders"
are ibund. Of the West Higliland breeds, the

breed from the island of Lewis, belonging to Ross-
shire, is a smaller breed than the runts of Orkney
and Caithness, and it possesses very little if any

better symmetry or quality. But the Dunrobin
West Highlanders form the pride of Sutherlaudshire.

They are bred by, and belong to the Duke of Suther-

land at Dunrobin Castle ; hence the name.

The Dunrobins are well known both in England '

and Scotland as superior West Highlanders. They
attain to great size on the pastures of Dunrobin,

which are considered as fine grazing land as in

Scotland. I remember a lot of sixty four-year

olds being shewn about twelve years ago at the Oc-
tober Falkirk Tyrst. They liad the most sprightly

and splendid appearance of any north country cattle

I ever saw. They shewed beautiful symmetry,

straight level backs, round deep carcasses, great

substance of flesh, strong fine bone, tine coats of hair

with small muzzles, quick eyes, and large sharjje

pointed spreading horns. The only fault which could

have been found in their symmetry was the large

proportion which the force bore to hind quarters.

They were fine fat, and would have weighed fitty-

five stones the four quarters, and were purchased by

the late Mr. Henry Lee of Scaterawiu East Lothian,

an eminent feeder of cattle, for 18 guineas a i)iece.

JMr, Lee sold them by public sale some mouths after.
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wlien they averaged about 23/ a-piece, as they were
considered very superior animals in every respect

;

but on being Icilled they did not prove well. They
wanted weight, quality, and fat to their appear-
ance, and turned oft" very large hides. I have heard

it maintained, that the large hides and horns evinced,

that they had a dash of Irish blood in them. In these

respects, they certainly did resemble the Irish ; but

not at all in the general appearance. 1 have seen a

lot ofcows and young cattle of the same breed on
the farm of Skelbo, belong to the Duke of Sutherland.

These I considered equal to the Dunrobin cattle.

Skelbo is an excellent management. It had been
improved by the late Duke as a pattern and stimulus

to his tenantry. It is situate on the side of Little

Ferry, and carries excellent crops of corn and tur-

nips. I understand that Sir William Watkins Wynne
of Wynnesty in Wales, purchases three-year old

Dunrobins every year, and uses them for his own
table after feeding them two years. The last lot of

that age I ever saw sold was for twelve guineas

each.

A small breed of cattle called " Skibos," are bred

on the property of Skibo in Sutherlandshire, belong-

ing to Mr. Soper Dempster. They are nearly as

small as the Shetlanders, but much more symmetrical
and beautiful, and nearly as fine in quality of beef.

The tenants on the property of Skibo have the privi-

lege of driving those which they have to dispose of

for payment of rent, to the estate of Dunnichen in

Forfarshire, a property which belonged to the

late celebrated George Dempster, " the honest
Scotchman, " as he was familiarly called by
George the Third, but now to Mr. James Whit-
shed Hawkins, to dispose of by public auction.

Thither gentlemen from all parts of the low country
go to the annual sales, and give exorbitant prices for

these small creatures, to fatten for the use of their

own tables. Skibos are exceedingly neat, having
Straight level backs, pretty round ribs, small bone,

sharp muzzle, keen bright eye, and fine small sharp-

pointed spreading horns, with a soft thick hairy

coat, and sweet touch ; they possess most of the good
properties of a fast feeder. Looked on from above
downward, they are rather narrow, and perhaps
long, for their breadth ; but when extra fat they

cover the tops of the ribs well, and show remarkably
fine points. The beef is of the finest (juality. These
annual sales take place in the beginning of October.

After being kept two winters and a summer on
good keep, they attain to the weight of from thirty

to thirty-five stones ; and if kept for another year,

they may be forty stones. The drove consists of
from 200 to 300 stots, never queys, of two and three
year olds, and a few older ; but the youngest fetches

the highest proportionate price ; and of all the

colours of black, red, dun, and brindled, the black
and red coloured are generally the best feeders, and
the most symmetrical. The prices given at these
sales are (juite fanciful.

The horned cattle in East Ross and Cromarty,
though like the homed Aberdeenshire, are rather

smaller, and something like the smaller sized runts,

and the best of them might feed, if very fat, to fifty

stones ; but their ordinary weight runs from thirty

to forty stones. Great numbers of cattle might be
fed in this district, as it it is one quite suitable to

corn and turnip husbandry, but ready markets being-

situate at a great distance, raise a barrier a<^ainst

their being generally fed, although many of the lots

which are driven to the south are in prime condition.

There is a spirited farmer who farms extensively in

East Ross, Mr. Archibald Dudgeon of Arboll, from
East Lothian, who feeds a good many sheep and

cattle, which he brings to the Edinburgh market
once a-year, about May, from a distance of upwards
of 200 miles. I have seen him show very superior
sheep of difierent breeds, but the distance is too great
for heavy cattle to travel without injury. What an
advantage would steam navigation pi-ove to j\Ir.

Dudgeon and others similarly situated, as a means
of conveyance to a ready market like that of Edin-
burgh ! Although the district is well adapted for

feeding, it will never become an important one as
such without the assistance of steam navigation,
which in this quarter should be conducted in a par-
ticular manner. To use a st^am-ship to advantage
in this quarter, the supply should be confided to the
Edinburgh market, for the want of cheap coals in
that part of the country precludes the possibility of
a profitable voyage to London. Driving the cattle

to the London steamers at Aberdeen would knock
them up when ripe fat nearly as much as to a greater
distance in a leaner condition. But even under
present circumstances, breeders preparing stock for

dealers or feeders in the south, never can put tliem

in too high a condition. They may depend upon it

that they will be repaid for extra keep, as high con-
dition will never be found fault with by dealers. On
the contrary it will be appreciated, though from no
other consideration, than that good condition enables
an ox to travel well ; and if well driven, much of the

firmer part of the condition will remain, though
part of the softer portion must of course be lost in

the driving.

The North Highlanders are found in the counties

of Caithness, Sutherland, Ross, Inverness, Crom-
arthy, and Nairn.

To THE AsERDEENsinnE Breeds.—There are vari-

ous breeds of cattle in the county of Aberdeen ; but
the kinds which more properly belong to it are three,

—the polled cattle of Buchan, called Buchan dod-
dies, the large-horned cattle of Aberdeen, and
the small-horned or Brae cattle of Aberdeen.

The Buchan doddies are an esteemed breed of
cattle. They are generally symmetrical ; the back
being straight, and nearly level, but having the top
of the rump and the tail-head a little too much elevat-

ed ; ribs roundish, being a little flat near the back
bone. The side view is pretty rectangular, the de-

viations occurring by the brisket being deeper than

the flank, the rump and tail-head being higher than
back and shoulder tops, and being a little light at

the buttocks. When viewed from above, the back is

a little too narrow, and is wedge-shaped from the

hooks to the shoulder. They have a good eye, and
are generally good handlers, having a strong boned
frame, capable of carrying much beef, which, when
ripe, is placed pretty well upon the best points.

Their colours are generally black, sometimes red,

dun, and brindled, with scarcely any white. Their
appearance indicates substance of muscular flesh and
gaiety of disposition. When fed they attain from
fifty stones to sixty stones at four years' old, and
some even to seventy stones or eighty stones, and in

some instances 100 stones at five or six years' old.

The beef is of fine quality, adapted either for the

cutting up or the shipping butcher, particularly the

latter, and it is always in demand for that purpose,

and tliey find their way to every part of the south

country. I once had an opportunity of seeing at

Cartel Haugh Show, near Old Deer, some fine speci-

mens of bulls, cows, and heifers. There are always

some fine lots of these doddies shown at Aiky and

other fairs in that neighbourhood. The last time I

was in Smithfield market I saw a lot of twenty very

fine Buchan doddies, which had been bred and fed

near Peterhead. They fetched 23/ a-piece, and were
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of as good quality as any cattle in Smithfiekl that

clay, and were early sold. They had been conveyed
from Aberdeen to London in a stenm vessel. This

mode of conveying fat cattle to the London market

is an invaluable privilege to breeders and feeders in

that part of the country. Indeed, it will there en-

tirely change the prevailing mode ot managing cattle.

Instead of kee])ing them in a lean condition for two
or three years in order to prepare them for travelling

by age, they will be fattened on the spot, and sent

otf to London. To accomplish this desirable end in

a short time, and thereby insure a quicker ju-ofit,

they should be fed from the moment they are dropped.

This improved method of feeding will cause the cul-

tivalion of a greater breadth of turnips, and perhaps
potatoes. Bone-dust will secure an abundant sup-

ply of the former ; and when the London market is

at command, the London prices will repay for extra

feeding. Captain Barclay, in Kincardineshire, jMr.

Stronach in Aberdeenshire, !and Mr. Miln, of JMill of

Boyndie in BanS'shire, send fine well fed cattle to

London.
The Brae breed of Aberdeenshire cattle is a mid-

dle-sized horned kind, of pretty good symmetry, and
rather plain skinned, but they are favourites with

the graziers in Aberdeen, Banff, and Morayshires,

as they are clever travellers, and seldom exceed in

weight from thirty stones to fifty stones when fat.

They also cut well up for the retail butcher. Moray-
shire is not a great breeding county, the graziers

purchasing these brae cattle at the markets in East

Ross and Cromarty. These brae cattle are well

suited !br wintering on half turnip and straw, and
feeding off in summer on grass. Their beef is of

fine quality, and, from their moderate size, they are

much liked by butchers for summer killing. I have
frequently observed that no beef is better mixed, or

cuts better up.

In the interior of Aberdeenshire, towards Huntly
and Keith, and through many of the low-lying

grounds elsewhere, is a large horned, heavy breed,

called runts. They have large frames, strong bones,

long legs, a gaunt appearance, smooth hair, large

hooves, and the top of the head surmounted with

very thick, broad long spreading turned up horns.

The colour is generally black, with some patches of

dead white about the belly and face. The muzzle is

• thick, and the eye dull and heavy ; they stand high

on the legs, are long in the body, and have great

ends and small middles. They attain to fully as

great weights as the Buchan doddies. IMany are

worked in the plough till seven or eight years of

age, and then sold to be driven south or fed at home.

Some of these cattle are bred by the Duke ofGordon.

Earl of Aberdeen, Earl of Kintore, Earl of Aboyne
and others.

The show of the Highland and Agricultural Soci-

ety, which took place in October 1834, at Aberdeen,

clearly proved that the Buchan doddies are displac-

ing these large horned runts ; and no doubt properly,

for they are a finer breed of cattle. There was a con-

siderable display of bulls and cows of the doddies,

aud but a few of the horned breed. This change in

the breed is ascribed to a change of management of

cattle during the winter in this district. Formerly

all the cattle" were housed in winter, and it mattered

vot ^vhether they had horns or not, for they could not

iajure one another when each was separately tied

up ; but now it is found better for their health, and

the preservation of their travelling condition,

to feed them in straw yards ; and as hatred

and envy are their besetting sins, the doddies

are less likely to gore one another than the

horned, although even they can " give each other

plaguy knocks," but not, asin the prize ring, " with
all the love and kindness of a brother." The su-

perior kindly disposition of the doddies to fatten is of

itself a sufficient inducement to warrant the change.
A considerable quantity of butter and cheese are

manufactured in Aberdeenshire, for the Buchan
cows are good and steady milkers, although the milk
is not very rich. The curing of beef, for which the

heavy cattle of Buchan are well adapted, might be
successfully prosecuted in this quarter.

While alluding to the subject of salting beef, I

cannot refrain from making a few observations on
the quality of the salt which is in this country used
for that purpose. It is well known that the salt

manufactured in this country from sea water is

bitter and liarsh to the taste. The rock-salt also is not

devoid of the bitter taste.

The salt from St. Ubes, or what is called bay-salt,

is somewhat similar, though not so pungent. The
salt, on the other liand, which is manufactured from

sea-water in Holland, has not the slightest bitterness

or harshness to the taste. It has a pleasant pure

saline taste. It is crystallized in large tables, is quite

liard and dry, and emits a jingling sound whea
handled in quantity. It is said that the Dutch possess

some secret in purifying the salt after it is made
and to prevent this being made known, they will a -

low no strangers to visit this department of the salt

works. It has been suggested to bring a Dutch
purifier of salt from Holland. But if there is really

any secret unknown in this country the Dutch
government would not likely permit such an exporta-

tion. Now it is well known that in making salt

from sea-water, the salt which is made on Sunday is

very like Dutch salt, because on that day the water

gets more time to evaporate. So that if more time

were taken to make salt from sea-water, it would
probably be as good as desired. As the process is

at present conducted, the diflerenco in the taste of the

Dutch and British salt is obvious in tlie curing of

butter, and no substance will retain a taint in its

manufacture so strongly as butter. The Dutch but-

ter retains its butyraceous flavour after being salted,

and although it will keep untainted as long as desired,

it has the taste of what fresh butter would have on
being eaten with salt ; whereas the British salt but-

ter of commerce tastes as if it had been pickled in

bitter brine. There is as much difference between
these two states of butter as between fresh beef
eaten with salt and salted beef, 'i'here is no art ia

preserving butter from a putrefactive taint by im-

mersion in brine, as herrings are usually preserved
;

but there is a difficulty, it seems, to salt butter in

this country, so as to retain its delicate flavour like

the butter of Holland, at least it has never been at-

tempted by the butter cuiers. Now this difficulty

cannot arise from the quality of the butter ; for as

delicate and rich butter can be and is made in Bri-

tain as in Holland : the difference of taste, then, in

the two kinds of butter, must be ascribed to a dif-

ference in the quality and use of the salt. But why
need there be a difference in the salt, wheu the Dutch
make salt from the water of the same ocean ? This
is the question. There is no doubt tliat the bit-

ter taste of our salt arises from a salt of magnesia
which is probably not driven oft" by the (juick evapo-

ration used in producing common salt, for we have
seen that the Sunday salt has no bitter taste, and it

must therefore have no salt of magnesia. Slow
evaporation would thus get quit of the evil. It would
get quit of it both from sea-water and rock-salt. Salt

being so bulky and so low-priced an article, a large

([uantity must be disposed of it to repay the labour

attendant on its manufacture. I suspect the above
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difficulty of obtaining pure salt lies in this considera-

tion. No analyses, then, of the Dutch snit, however
ingenious, can discover any otlier thing- than the ab-

sence of the salt of magnesia, and we know already

by our sense of taste that salt does not exist in it.

Till, tlierefore, a method is discovered of extracting

or neutralising the salt of magnesia during the pro-

cess of quick evaporation, for time will not be allow-

ed for a slow one, we must be content to use an in-

ferior article to the Dutch.

Dutch salt consists of three varieties, a very lai-ge

crystalled, a smaller crystalled, and a fine crystalled.

'Ihe whole is purely saline, and free from bitterness
;

so all the three may be used for preserving butter,

and beef, but the finest is used for preserving butter,

being mixed intimately with the mass. Tlie larger

is used for curing meat and it is admirably

suited for that pui-pose, the large crystals melt-

ing slowly in the tub, the pickle is supplied

slowly to the beef, which absorbs no more of it

than is requisite for its preservation ; and the beef

is thus preserved tender ; whereas the forcible in-

troduction of salt into beef, in the shajie of brine,

hardens the fibre of the meat, and renders it dry by
tiie displacement of the natural juice, and the bitter

])rinciple of the salt injures the flavour of tlie meat.
The pure saline solution, gradually supplied by the

large crystals, j)reserves the meat from putrefaction,

but without injuring its texture or neutralizing its

flavour. It would therefore be of national impor-
tance to take time and render our salt as inoxious as

that of Holland, particularly for the preservation of
tliat delicate article—butter.

To THE Angus Breed.—This is a polled breed of

catlle, and are technically called " Angus doddies,"
They are like the Buchan doddies on tiie one hand,
and the polled Galloways on the other. They form
an intermediate breed as to external characters. This
breed has been much improved to what it once was,

most probably through the intervention of a cross with
tiie (jalloway. Thirty j'cars ago Lord Kinnaird,the
grandfather of the present nobleman of that name,
broughtbulls from Galloway to cross with Angus cows
to his farm of Idvies, now the property of Mr. Henry
Baxter, advocate, in the central district of the

county ; others followed the same course, so much
so that it is questionable whether a dodded Angus
beast can now be found without a dash of Galloway
blood. The characters of the generality of Angus
cattle are these :—back depressed a little over the
loins, the rump and tail-head a little too high, and
the top of the shoulder a little below the level line

;

the buttocks too thin, and the brisket not forward
enougli. Looked from behind and before, the body
IS not broad enough, the hook-bones being too nar-
row, tlie ribs flattish next the back, and the hind and
fore legs too close together. Viewed from above,
the breadtli across the shoulder narrower than across
the liooks, the body being a little wedge-shaped. The
legs are of moderate length and well-boned ; the
muzzle a little coarse ; the eye good ; the ears a little

too fliick and hairy : of course the head is hornless,
but tufted witli hair, and the whole pretty well
shajied, though not pleasantly set on the neck, which
is rather too small at the onset of the head. Tlie
hair is short and smooth, the hide thickish, and the
touch, tliough not harsh, not sweet. General colours,
black, black with a few dead white spots on the
belly and face, dark red of a dull and rich hue, and
yellow red. These characters indicate a quiet dis-

position, and rather slow feeding. The common
breed is capable of great improvement. Such of
them as are in the possession of Mr. Hugh Watson of
Keillor, the Messrs Mustard, JMr. Bowie of Mains of

Kelly, shew how blood,—a refinement in the tone of

breeding,—can bo attained in any breed by judicious

care in the crossing with the same kind. l?ut even
yet the breeders ofAngus cattle cannot with certainty

depend on like producing like, the true criterion ofa

finished breed.

Mr. Watson has bestovi-ed for a long time much
trouble and care in selecting a beautiful stock of
cows and bulls. In consequence lie has shortened
the legs, beautified tlie symmetry, rendered the coat

finer, and the touch sweeter, and improved the jioints

of laying the beef on best parts. lie has shewn
some fine specimens with these imjiroved characters,

particularly a pair of four and half year old oxen at

the Highland Society shown at Perth in 1829 ; and a

heifer of the same age, a most extraordinary animal
for quality and substance, and weight in proportion

to her height. Her brisket was only eight inches

from the ground. I understand that she was sold

for 501 in London, whither she had been sent at the

request of the Highland Society. Her fore-quarters

weighed 74 stones, and the tallow was equal to the

weight of a quarter. Mr. Watson also shewed a

pair of oxen, of the same age, at the Highland Soci-

ety show at Kelso in 1832. These were considered

by judges superior to the pair shown at Perth, and
perhaps they were the best oxen of the breed that

ever appeared. They were afterwards slaughtered

in Edinburgh, and turned out 105 stones the four

quarters. There is a remarkable appearance, though
not a very pleasing one which a very fat Angus
beast exhibits, the smooth glossy skin appearing as

if it were quite stuiTed out to the full stretch.

Were the breeders in Angus to bestow half the at-

tention which Mr. Watson and a few others bestow,

the breed would soon display a different appearance
in point of quality. It ought to be a pleasure to any
breeder to possess animals of the finest quality. But
too many are afraid to lay out a few pounds on a good
bull, and would rather employ any one that can only
get a cow with calf, and buy every sort of calf that is

polled that comes in their way. Nay, they will even
buy a horned calf, if cheap enough, and make it

polled by a cruel operation of extracting the embryo
of the horn. This random mode ofbreeding makes very
unequal lots of cattle when brought into the market.
They are so unlike one another in appearance and
value, that the purchaser invariably points out the

worst animals in the lot, by which to depreciate the

value of the rest. In some respects these breeders

are like the Irish farmers who will uot winnow, but
will obstinately persevere in selling the light corn
and chaff along with the better grain. They of

course always receive a low price. In like manner,
these breeders will not assort their lots to suit the

taste of different customers ; they will not break

their lots, as they call it, tor the purchaser must
take the whole overhead, rubbish and all, or want
them. And, as to the breeding of bulls, no selection

is generally made, the calf of a cow which is a great

milker, if it happen to be a bull calf, is sure to be
kept for a bull, regardless of the bull that got him,

though he should not have one single good point on
him. Now, no mistakes can be greater than these,

and no injury is so hurtful to the breeder aa that

arising from the use of an inferior bull. A good
bull may get a good calf by a very inferior cow ; but

an inferior bull can never get a good calf by any

cow. This holds good in every breed of cattle, and

more strikingly in an inferior breed. I once saw a

short-horned cow which had, by chance, been bulled

by a very ugly North [ligliland bull; the calf (a

quey,) was black, though the cow was a beautiful

roan, and it was fed till three years old. The same
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cow bad a lieifer calf, the following year by a sbort-

horn bull, which was fed for two years. Both were

sold at the same time ; the two-year-old fetched 18/,

the three-year-old only 10/, besides losing one year's

teep. These remarks are not intended to apply

only to the breeders of cattle in Angus, for I know
Other counties in which this careless system is pur-

sued much more systematically than in Angus ; but

that being a fine country for breeding, both by soil

and husbandry, it is not unreasonable to expect a

better system to prevail there than in poorer districts.

There is an immense number of cattle fed annually

in Angus, and there is no breeding district whicli

contains such a vast flying stock, many of the cattle

bred in the north being fed off in this county. In

the spring months more than one-half of the Glasgow
market is supplied from this county, to the amount
of three hundred head a-week. Some of the feeders

fatten from 50 to 200 head of cattle in winter. The
principal feeders are Mi'. Watson of Keillor, Mr.
Dalgairns of Ingliston, Mr. Kirkaldv of Fullerton,

Mr. Mill of Woodhill, Mr. Inches of Cardean, Mr.
Farquharson ofBaldovie, Messrs.Proctor ofGlammis.
The age of feeding off is generally four years, and
some of the best, which are sent to Glasgow, weigh
60 or 70 stones. Many of the feeders in Angus do

not breed at all, and they either purchase for them-
selves, or from dealers who select lots among the

cattle in Aberdeenshire. Mr. Peter Watson at

Kirriemuir frequently dealt in this manner, and I

have known him get 201 a piece for Aberdeenshire
cattle to be fed off in Strathmore.

The Angus cattle have extended over the whole
county of Kincardine, and a large portion of

the south of Aberdeenshire, to the exclusion of the

large horned breed, for similar reasons to those

already given for the partiality of the Buchan breed.

They have also found their way in many parts of

Fifeshire. Large droves are annually sold to English

dealers in the great markets in the county, at the

Falkirk trysts, and at All-Hallow Fair at Edin-

burgh, who graze them and send them onwards, as

tliey attain condition, to the English fat markets,

and ultimately to Smitlifield. They almost always

pass in England under the denomination of Gallo-

ways, or if fed in Norfolk, they are called Norfolk

Scots.

THE IPSWICH PLOUGH.

"I hope that one of the consequences of this ploughing
match will be, to show the farmers that it is not tlie best mode
of eeonomising tlieir means to make four horses and two men
just do the work wliich might be done by two horses ar)d one
man."

—

Lord Stanhy's speech to the Liverpool Agricul-
tural Association.

To THE Editor of the Maidstone Gazette.

Sin,—Amongst the important benefits of the news-
paper press, is the facility it affords for the immediate
discussion of those matters of interest that from time to

time occur. In your remarks, in the last Gazette, upon
the ploughing match of the Rochester and Gravesend
Agricultural Association, when alluding to the two-
horse ploiigh exhibited there, you appear, though not
a farmer, to be well aware of the importance of ascer-

taining the comparative merits of two and four-hors-

plous'hs, and kindly offer your columns for discussing
the subject. I avail myself of the offer to provoke en-
quiry, whether four horses are necessary to plough the
greater part of the land in this county ? an enquiry
particularly called for at this period of agricultural de-
pression.

INIany years ago I adopted, and have continued to

this time, the use of Ransom's plough, but my example
has not been followed,—a notion being entertained that

the Kentish plough only was adapted to Kentish land,
and whenever the two-horse plough was mentioned,
the remark was, "It cannot plough the land." This ob-
servation is no longer made, for after two exhibitions of

its powers in competition with upwards of thirty turn-
wrist ploughs, drawn by the most powerful teams in this

neighbourhood, and managed by the most experienced
ploughmen and drivers,—it is reluctantly admitted that

it can plough the land.

The difficulty of overcoming prejudice is proverbial,

and fresh objections are started to this simple and effi-

cient implement. It is urged that the use of it does not
admit of a less number of horses being employed. It

might as well be said that if the land were ploughed by
steam, the same number of horses must be kept for the

other purposes of the farm. There can be no doubt but
that the ploughing of every acre of land with double
the requisite number of horses, is done at double cost

to the farmer.
Another objection is, that the seam made by the light

ploug'h is not sufficiently deep to bury the seed. Ad-
mitting this objection to be valid, it can only apply to

grain sown upon the furrow ; but the fact is, that in

nine cases out of ten, the seam of the Kentish plough is

obliterated before sowing, by a favourite operation in

this country, called creasing. The seam left by that

ploughing which you witnessed was intended to be so

effaced. But this objection is of no force, as there are

thousands of acres of land, in other counties, sown up-
on the seam left by the Ipswich plough.

These are the objections now made to the two-horse
plough, and which I think must be admitted to be
trifling. In combating them I have sometimes re-

ferred to my own crops, in proof that no injury neces-

sarily attended its use, hut it has been said that these

afford no criterion, on account of their being so highly
manured.

Whilst thus advocating the merits of this plough, I

readily admit that the only objection to the turnwrist is

its great waste of animal power, and consequent loss to

the farmer. No plough can do its work better, and
there is one kind of soil—that in which large flints are
imbedded—-where it excels all others, as from its great
weight and steadiness it forces its way through obstruc-

tions which would break or throw out lighter ploughs.
This soil is, however, at the present low price of corn,

scarcely worth tilling, and is comparatively of small
extent. Upon all the other land in Kent, the two-
horse plough is, in my opinion, fully sufficient.

I have thus, Sir, thrown down the gauntlet in defence
of the two-horse plough, which 1 should not have had
the courage to do, if hundreds of spectators had not
witnessed its performance two succeeding years, at the

ploughing matches of the Rochester and Gravesend
Association. It is possible that these ploughing matches,
instituted for the encouragement of the labourer, may
ultimately materially benefit the farmer, by directing

his attention to an implement, the use of which would
enable him to plough his land at half the present ex-

pense, I remain. Sir, your obedient servant,

Hermitage, Nov. 11, 1835. THOS. BENTLEY.

Vegetation.—M. Reum, in a treatise on vege-
tation, while he enumerates the causes which act upon
it, mentions that of minerals. First, he says, that plants

never fructify in distilled water ; then that a root which
meets with a pebble in its progress under ground, turns

itself round it, and is much injured if detached from it
;

and in Wirtemberg', when a willow is planted, a stone

is put in with the slip to make it grow stronger and
faster. He adds, that when a tree appears to languish,

heaping stones all round it will frequently cause it to

recover : and if one or two roots be planted, and char-

coal dust be put in the hole with it, and the other be
inserted with powdered talc round it, the latter will

succeed much better than the first. Plants always
thrive best in soils oxydized by iron, such as basalt,

porphyry, &c.
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ROYAL BUCKS AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

PUBLIC MEETING AT AYLESBURY.
A meeting of the members of this association was

held on Wednesday, Nov. 25., atlhe Georg-e Inn, Ayles-
bnry, to receive the report of the deputies of this asso-
ciation, appointed to meet those of other agricultural
associations, and to consider the steps which the agri-
culturists ought to take in the present aspect of their

affairs. One of the principal resolutions of the meeting
of ileputies was, it will be seen, repudiated by the Bucks
Association.

The Marquis of Chandos was unanimously called to
the chair. The noble lord expressed his great anxiety
tliat this meeting, and all others coming in contact with
any deputations from associations of other counties,
should strictly confine themselves to the question of
agricultural distress.andnot mix up that question with
that of any alteration of the currency. If the currency
question were mixed up with tliat of agricultural dis-
tress, he felt convinced that the consequence would be
a total defeat in the House of Commons. He was hap-
py to find that this opinion of not making a change in
the currency identical with relief of agricultural distress,

was supported throughout the country by those who
expressed themselves publicly, and tlie private opinions
which he had received from many quarters confirmed
liim in the prudence of the view that he had taken
Upon the subject of the currency he had never given
an opinion, and he begged still to decline doing so

;

but he wished most emphatically to impress upon the
minds of the landed proprietors, ami farmers present,
and upon the minds of all, who, through the medium
of the press might peruse on account of their proced-
ings, that if the two questions were pertinaciously
mixed up together, one result would be the inevitable
consequence, viz., that to prevent the appearance
of giving the slightest indirect encouragement
to a change in the currency, the question of agricul-
tural distress itself would be thrown overboard by
the House of Commons, and the farmers would then
be completely ruined. In his opinion the best line of
policy which the agriculturists could adopt was to move
for a committee of the House Commons to inquire into
the causes and trace out the sources of agricultural dis-

tress, of the ruin of the farmers, and how those evils
could best be remedied. Having been before defeated
on a motion for a repeal of the malt tax, he would not
again bring forward that question, for he did not wish
to place the agricultural interest on any question in a
minority in the House of Commons. He was at all times
glad to devote his best efforts to the landed interest, and
he hoped that their proceedings that day would be
unanimous, and that the persons forming the Royal
Bucks Agricultural Association would show by their
example that they had at heart the interests of the far-
mers throughout the country. (Hear.)

Mr. MEDLF.v(a banker at Aylesbury) stated, that
140 members of parliament were of opinion that, when
entering into the subject of agricultural distress, the
state of the currency must be taken into consideration,
and expressed his regret that the noble lord then in the
chan- had refused taking upon himself the presidency of
the " General Agricultural Association." If he did
not consent, he was afraid they would be obliged to ap-
ply to another noble lord.

The iNIauquis of Chandos said he was afraid he
could not alter his original determination not to become
president of the General Agricultural Association.

Sir W. Young, M.P., wished to know whether, by
receiving the report of the proceedings of the meeting,
when the association was honoured by the presence of
deputies from various other agricultural associations,
tliey, the members of the Bucks Association, were to
be considered as personally bound by the resolution of
the meeting of deputies ? (No, no.)

I'he RIahquis of Chandos—Certainly not.

The Secretary then proceeded to read tiie resolutions
adopted at the meeting of deputiess. On coming to

that which related to propriety of forming a Central
General Agricultural Association in London.

JMr. R, Parker objected to the constitution of a
central ag-ricultural union in London. His principal
ground ofobjection rvas, that such a union would cause
a discrepancy of opinion between the different parties
now seeking to remedy agricultural distress ; and the
second ground of his objection was, that this union
wouldgiverise to a good deal of additional expense.
He was of opinioa that the county of Buckingham
having been the first to take up the cause of agricultu-
ral distress ought to stand alone, and not be in any way
a party to the formation of a central union in London.

Colonel PiGOTT was of opinion that it would be bet-
ter to leave the General Agricultural Association to be
formed of deputies from different provincial associa-
tions. They would find it more beneficial to hold their
meetings in some large central town in one of the mid-
land counties of England than in London.
A Landed Propuietor, whose name we could not

ascertain, agreed with those who attributed the non -

relief of the agriculturists to a want of union among
their partisans, and that union would not be brought
about by the formation of a permanent association in
Loudon, and he therefore concurred in the opinion ex-
pressed by Mr. Parker.

J\Ir. Medley totally disagreed with the whole of
what had been stated by the three preceding speakers.
If their opinion were to be adopted, no relief could be
obtained for the distress of the agriculturists. He in-
sisted, from the strongest grounds of conviction, that
the county of Buckingham of itself could do nothing,
and that, by uniting with a general association in Lon-
don, they could do every thing they pleased. He re-
gretted to see that the landed aristocracy and gentry
were disunited in their opinions upon this question. If
union were essential, and all admitted tiiatitwas, there
could be no point of union which offered so many ad-
vantages as London, where, during the session, all the
members of parliament were congregated, and with
which the greatest facility of communication existed.
The agriculturists ought to place themselves in such
an altitude as to be enabled to lay before parliament
at one view a combined and explicit statement of the
evils which afflicted the agriculture of the kingdom
generally

; for unless they could agree in a description
of the nature of their sufferings, how could they expect
parliament to agree in devising a remedy for tlieni ?
The present union of the agriculturists was in effect
little better than disunion, each party taking their own
peculiar view, and asking relief after their own peculiar
fashion. But if they were really and truly united, the
consequence would be that they would sow dissension
amongst the ministry, and that would give them all
they wanted. Being of this opinion, he hoped that the
formation of a general association in London would
meet with the unanimous approval of that assembly.

Sir W. Young, M. P., in reference to the plan of
general combination amongst the as-riculturists of
England, winch was first publicly broached at the meet-
ing at Framlingham, andsinceatthe meetingof deputies
at Aylesbury and elsewhere, said that he felt the strongest
objectiontotheformationof any regularboard, union, or
combination of deputies of this description. His ob-
jection was mainly founded on the unconstitutional
nature of such a combination. Indeed the legality of
it was very doubtful. He was an enemy to political
unions of all kinds, which he thought inconsistent with
the regular and ordinary administration of government

;

and, being thus opposed to political unions, he filt

himself bound to, in consistency, to state his objections
to that which was, in fact, a political union, for the
avowed purpose of accomplishing certain and specified
objects. He principally objected, however, to that
part of the plan of the union which makes it a perma-
nent body : and he for one would most positively de-
cline taking part in the proceedings of any union, either
in London or elsewhere, which assumed to itself the
character of a permanent body. {Hear, hear.)

The Rev. Mr. Young said that the General Associa-
tion was intended to be purely an Agricultural Associ-
ation, and that, of course, its object waa merely the
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discovery of a remedy for the distress under which the

agriculturists now laboured. However, he could not

see any reason why they sliould make it a permanent

association, nor wiiy, if permanent, they (the members

of the Bucks Association) need entang-le themselves

with any of its other schemes. They were all agricul-

turists, and they oufyht to unite, and give as mucli

effect as they could to the formation of this association

in London, which they could do vyithout, as it appeared

to him, in any way compromising- their independent

existence as a separate and distinct society. (Hear.J

jMr. jMedley said that a memorial had been sent to

the Kin? that very day, inviting- his Majesty to

become Patron of the General Association in Lon-

don ; and when such was the case there was, he

was 'sure, no cause to fear that the association was

formed for political purposes, or that it was justly open

to the objections that had been started respecting its

legality.

Colonel PiGOTT again entreated them not to repudiatt

this resolution, which had been ag-reed to at the lase

meeting. He urged them to remember how all impor-

t-ant it was to them that the friends of agriculture should

be banded together in one strong body, and of wha;

injury it might prove to their hopes that even the

semblance of disunion should be exhibited by them.

The resolution for joining the agricultural union in

London, which was carried at the meeting of the r2th,

was then put, and lost there being 10 for and 17 against it.

The INIarquis of Ciiandos then said the reason lie

refused to become the Chairman of the Central Board

was, that he considered he could better discharge his

duties towards the farmers of Bucks by attending en-

tirely to their interests. He felt greatly the honour tiiat

had been conferred upon him by the offer made to liim

by tlie Central Association, but as he considered that by

not accepting it his sphere of usefulness might be less

limited, he had respectfully declined it.

Sir W. Young said that he, as well as the Marquis of

Chandos, had been invited to attend the Central

Association, and in common courtesy he did not think

they could altogether decline attending a meeting of

such importance. For his part he should attend it,

without pledging himself as a consenting party to any-

thing that should be expressed or done by the order ot

this central board.
i , .^ j .i

The JMarquis of Chandos said he would attend tlie

meeting in London, but he should do so simply as a

private"individual, as he considered it would be a great

want of courtesy for any person belonging to the Bucks

Association to refuse attending the meeting, which was

to take place in London. He would attend it solely

for the purpose of giving information, without pledg-

ing himself to any resolution which might be adopted

A resolution which had been proposed at the meet-

ing of deputies by INIr. Spooner, and agreed to at tiiat

meeting, respecting the proper standard of value was

then read, in which it was then asserted that nothing

but an alteration of the currency could save the far-

mers from ruin. , . , • ^ i

Mr. Barker moved that the resolution be rejected.

He did not wish to give any specific opinion as to the

effect of the currency upon agricultural distress; but

as he thought that every petition to government to de-

vise means for removing the present distress of the

a"-ricultural interest ought to be unaccompanied with

any mention of the currency question, he moved the re-

icction of the present resolution.
, ,• j x .

Mr Medley said that the farmers were blind to their

own interests—that they should go to the root of the

evil and that was the state of the currency.

Sir W Young said, that though he agreed with the

original resolution, he did not wish to mix up tlie ques-

tion of currency with that of agricultural distress.

After a few words from the Kev. Mr. Pigott and Mr.

Manby, the original resolution was rejected, their

numbei-s being 15 against it, and 8 in favour ot it.

The Marquis of Chandos then said, since this reso-

lution had been passed, he wished to know whether the

association considered him bound by it, as to the course

he might pursue in the House of Commons ? (No, 7w,)

In the House of Commons, he should move for a com-
mittee to inquire into the state of agricultural distress,

without himself giving any opinion as to the cause
of it.

Mr. Manby, and several other gentlemen, said they

did not consider the Marquis of Chandos bound by the

present resolution to any vote that he might give in a

committee of the House of Commons on the subject of

the metallic question.

The meeting then came to an unanimous resolution,

that it was due to the interests of the British farmer,

that a system of poor laws should be immediately in-

troduced into Ireland.

A vote of thanks was then passed to the Chairman,
and the meeting separated.

TO SIR WILLIAM YOUNG, BART., M.P.

448, West Strand, London, Nov. 27.

Dear Sir William,—This morning's Herald con-
tains a speecli of yours at Aylesbury which has grieved
me much, because, if your new of the subject be cor-

rect, mine must be wrong in urging tiie formation of a
Central Association. Had you favoured the deputations

at Aylesbury with the views developed on the 25th, we
sliould then have been prepared to discuss the subject,

and I should most indisputably have demonstrated that

I had no jyolitical and most certainly no personal object

in view, for I have already given more of my time and
money (speaking relatively as to their value) to procure
relief for the agricultural interest than any other indi-

vidual in England. The resolution passed at Aylesbury,
negativing that adopted by the deputations, is so unfair

towards Mr. Broun and myself, tliat were it not that

we have higher objects to regulate our conduct than
any paltry feelings of jealousy, I for one would leave

the farmers to find advocates of their interests, who,
however much more able than myself, could not be
more disinterested. I rejoice however to find that

other counties do not display the same spirit as Bucks,
and that Lord Wynford (one of the highest lawyers
England ever had), Lord Farnham, Lord Gage, &c.,
and other noblemen and gentlemen, have cordially

seconded our efforts for the removal of a distress

which the local sources have failed to accomplish, and
which your own experience in parliament must have
convinced you can only be obtained by a union of
the proprietors and occupiers of land—a union wiiich

at present even yoxir own association does not present.

P.S. Allow me to express my gratification that you
have avowed yourself in favour of a conjoint standard
of silver and gold, but my letters this morning from
Aylesbury indicate a contrariety in your proceedings on
the 25th inst. ; for although you negatived by a small
majority (17 to 10) the resolution passed by the assem-
bled deputies at Aylesbury on the 12th inst., for joining-

the Central Association, yet you appointed a deputation
of five members to attend the general meeting in Lon-
don at the Freemason's Tavern on the 15th of Dec,
when 1 trust I shall be enabled to prove that no politi-

cal views can or ought to be associated in a cause so

hallowed as that of procuring relief for agricultural

distress—a sentiment which I doubt not you will cor-

dially concur in.

I beg to remain, very truly yours,

R. M. MARTIN,
To Sir William Young, Bart., M.P.

CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

To THE Editor of the JMark Lane Express.

Sir,—With reference to an observation made in the

letter addressed to you by the Editor of the Buck .

Herald, commented upon in your leading article of last

week, viz., that " in the name of certain associations, 1

liad proposed to tlie INIarquis of Chandos, the chair of

the proposed Central Association," permit me to remove
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an erroneous impression which appears to have gone
abroad, with reg'ard to the resolution moved by me at

tiie Meeting of Deputations, at Aylesbury, on the 12th
inst., for the purpose of divesting the nascent '• Royal
Agricultural Society of Great 13rita;n and Ireland,"
of all party objects and feelings, and to procure for it

the supi)ort of all who have a stake in the soil, whether
they be Whigs or Tories, Liberals or Conservatives. It

is proposed that the society, when finally organized,
shall, (like the " Highland Agricultural Society of

Scotland") be under the direction of a president, vice-

presidents, directors, and committees, to be chosen

annually in rotation, from its members. Such being the

case, 1 did not propose that Lord Chandos should be-
come the chairman (i, e. president) of the society, but
I submitted a resolution to tlie effect that, his lordship

should be invited to become the chairman of the pro-
visional committee for org-anizing it. The meeting
unanimously resolved that Lord Chandos slwidd be in-

vited to become the chairman of the provisional com-
mittee. That resolution will be laid before the deputa-
tions, when they assemble in London on the 14th of

next month, to arrange the proceedings for the general
meeting on the day following ; and if approved of by
them, the resolution will then be communicated to Lord
Chandos, when his lordship will have it in his power
either to accept or decline the request made by the agri-

cultural body.
Sir William Young, at the meeting at Aylesbury, on

Wednesday last, expressed an opinion that the central
society would border too nearly on a political and un-
constitutional society, for him to give it his support.

Whether Sir William has gathered his opinions of the
central society, from the pages of the j\lorning Chroni-
cle, or Courier, I cannot say, but I hope I do not vio-

late the confidence of a private letter in stating that
Lord Wynford, whose opinion as an eminent lawyer,
will have due weight, cordially approves of the forma-
tion of the Society, has signified his intention to be
present at the JMeeting on the 15th December, and
that he shall be ever ready to promote the objects of
that meeting by every means in his power. Sir Wil-
liam's oi)inion as to the illegality of the society is only
the eclio of an opinion expressed to my coadjutor, j\Ir,

jMontgomery JNIartin, some time ago, in Downing-
street. But upon the same principle the Highland
Society should be put down, the Bucks Agricultural
Society should be put down, the Royal Society should
be put down, and every other society that has for its

objects the advancement of the intelligence, the indus-
try, and the happiness of the nation.

Though a small number (17 to lO) of the Bucks
Agricultural Society has negatived the resolution,
which was, I believe, carried unanimously by the depu-
ties from the other counties who met at Aylesbury, that it

is advisable that a Head Society, as a centre ofcommuni-
cation for the Local Societies, be formed in London,
(wliilst at the same time Lord Chandos, Sir William
Young, and Messrs. Grenville Pigott, T. S. Harcourt,
INIcdley, Rolfe, and Brickwell, were appointed a Depu-
tation to take part in the proceedings on the 15th Dec.)
st;ll I have no fear that the Central Society will be
formed, and formed upon principles, and for objects,
which no honest man will hesitate to support. 'J'oo

long has it been the policy of all classes of society to
act in opposition to the advice of one who has devoted
a long and useful life to speed the plough, viz., " that
Agriculture is the cuieai art which every government
ouglit to protect, every proprietor of land to prac-
tise, and every inquirer into nature to improve."
In seeking that this great art, by which the nation is

nourished and sustained, sliall receive the protection of
tiie government, sliall be practised by every jn-oprietor
of land, and improved l)y every inquirer "into nature,
the promoters of a National Agricultural Society pro-
pose 1 hope nothing for wliich they may be ashamed to
tlirow themselves upon the kindly feeling, and the good
sense of their countrymen.

In addition to the Societies api)roving of the forma-
tion of 'he Central .Society, enumerated in your itapci-

of last week, letters have been received fi'oni the Brid-
lington Association, stating that, at a meeting of that

body, held on the 14th instant, very numerously attend*
cd, it was unanimously resolved to support and co-ope-
rate with the Central Society ; also from tlie Thirsk
Association mentioning that at a general meeting held on
the 16th, it was resolved that the Central Society will be
of the greatest utility to the agricultural interest, and that
it do receive their cordial support. Communications ap-
proving of the same object have been receivetl from
East-Kent, aiid-Kent, Brigg, Ashby de la Zoucli,
Sudbury, &c. Yarious noble Lords, jMembers of the
House of Commons, and landed proprietors, have also
during the last week sent in their adhesion to the So-
ciety, and letters to the same effect are daily being re-
ceived,

With many thanks for the able assistance which you
have rendered to the cause in which we are embarked,
I remain. Sir, faithfully yours, R. BROUN.

448, West-Strand.

PETITIONS TO BOTH HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.

Prepared at a meeting of the Committee of the York
Agricultural Association on Thursday, Nov. 14,
on the subject of agricultural distress, were laid for
signature in t!ie outer Merchants' Hall. The follow-
ing is a copy of the petition to the House of Commons,
which is similar to the petition to the other branch of
the Legislature.

To the Honourable the Commons of the United Kingdom
of Great Britian and Ireland, in Parliament assem-
bled.

The humble petition of the owners and ocupiers of
land, and persons interested in the prosperity of agri-
culture, residing in the county of York.

Sheweth,

That your petitioners belong to the most numerous,
and most peaceful class of his Majesty's subjects.

That their patience has been unexampled, amid dis-
tress unparalleled.

That no effectual steps have hitherto been taken by
Parliament to ascertain the real nature and causes of
their distress, now of near 20 years continuance, occa-
sionally suspended by vicissitudes of seasons and visita-
tions of Providence.
That they lament to think, that during this long pe-

riod, the ear of Government, on matters connected
with home industry, has been lent to political adventu-
rers and theorists, and the monied interest, rather than
to tliose who have a solid and permanent interest in the
productive welfare of the country.
That your petitioners are at a loss to conceive whv,

in an age of improvement, not only the grievances of
the most important interest in the empire; but the very
worst of grievances, viz.:—penury and ruin, should
alone go unredressed.

'fhat the depression has at length arrived to a pitch,
which, under the burden of our fictitious debts and en-
gagements, can no longer be borne. A considerable
extent of the arable soils in England at tlie present
prices can pay neither their expenses, nor rent.
That it is impossible, that evils of the magnitude

under which your petitioners suffer, can havearisen with-
out an adequate cause ; that cause, uninquired into,
has, indeed, been sometimes attributed to the opera-
tions of bountiful nature, for the purposes only, accord-
ing to the views of your jjetitioners, of preventing the
exposure of the truth ; it is in vain attemjiting to re-
move an effect without previously ascertaining the
cause.

Your petitioners, therefore, earnestly entreat your
Honourable House, in no spirit of party, but in the
spirit of consulting the country's best and most lasting
intersts, and in strict justice to firitisli agriculture, "the
first of all its concerns," at once to institute a bold and
unflinching inquiry into the causes of agricultural dis-
tress, with a view to their immediate removal.
And your petitioners will ever pray, &c.
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THE FAILURE OF THE TURNIP
CROP.

Sir,—The general failure of the turnip crop,

through the southern and midland counties, as

well as partially in the East-Riding, has produced

considerable anxiety; and it is attributed to a black

caterpillar, in the former places, and to the exces-

sive drought of the months of July and August, in

the latter. In the North-Riding, the principal

crops have looked pretty well until the com-

mencement of the present month, when they

changed their beautiful green, and healthy appear-

ance, for a diseased yellowness, and dying of the

primary leaves. Being informed by a respectable

turnip-grower, that the turnips were much in-

fested with the maggot-grub, I examined the bulbs

of some turnips in a field where they looked re-

markably healthy, and to my surprise, I found that

the fibres attached to the bulb, were thickened^ to

nearly the size of a finger, and as many as nine

were thus unhealthily enlarged, at a single root.

This disease is, I believe, the same as is designated

in some districts, by the somewhat uncouth appel-

lation, of " fingers and toes ;'' so that it will ap-

pear that the North-Riding has not altogether

escaped the effects of the season. Knowing this

unnatural appearance to be the result of some

diseased action, I carefully preserved some of the

tubers, and dissected them ; but examined several,

before I could discover any thing but an appa-

rently sound enlargement of the fibre, and no

maggot-grub nor any traces of such insect ever

being there, could I discover. I, therefore, adopted

a different plan ; I broke some of the tubers which

were somewhat approaching to putrefaction, in

two, and found some minute white worms, with

black heads, about the thickness of a fine needle,

and very much resembling the young of the com-
mom earth-worm, in its first state. In order to

ascertain whether they were, or not, I immersed

one in salt-water, knowing that the touch of salt

will destroy a worm in a few minutes ; but it

seemed only to have acquired new life by this ap-

plication, which did not otherwise affect it. I had

my suspicions that these were the young of the

wire-worm ; and by taking up a root with the

earth by which it was surrounded, I found several

wire-worms attached to the unhealthy parts, and

the defects they left, after eating the plant, were

precisely similar to those left by the worms in

question, only much larger in extent. There is a

grub which attacks the bulb itself, and raises small

tubercles upon those parts of it which are exposed

to the air.but which never seriously affects the health

of the plants. In order to be certain that the two
kinds of grub were different, (although their ap-

pearance at once decided that,) I put both to the

test of quick-lime ;—it destroyed this maggot-

grub in five minutes, while it produced no sensible

impression upon the wire -worm in twenty. I now
considered I had gained a point; all my doubts

that it was the larva; of the wire-worm were dis-

sipated, and then the enlargement of the fibres

are easily accounted for. The wire-worm attacks

them, and deposits its eggs under the cutis of the

fibre, which causes an extravasation of the juices,

and something analogous to a fungus deposit,

takes place, which of course arrests the growth of

the plant, and takes for its maintenance the

juices, which otherwise would have supplied the

plant. It may be asked, what practical informa-

tion do my examinations afford ? and I answer,

they have eluciated the cause of a disease, which

has hitherto been unexplained, at least, so far as

my agricultural reading extends ; it has there-

fore, added to our knowledge, and left the way
open to other experimentalists, to devise a cure.

But it has done more ; it has proved that salt will

not destroy the grub ;—lime will not ; and by sub-

sequent trials, I find that soot, and sulphur, are

alike ineffectual. By way of conclusion I may say

this disease in its most virulent form, will grow
the turnip out of the soil, when it will separate it-

self from the tubers, and die away. There are

(from my own observation) two kinds of wire-

worms, one yellow, and slightly resembling a cater-

pillar, but perfectly smooth ; the other quite

straight, and its colour white. These worms are

remarkably agile, and very tenacious of life.

Those beautiful birds, the Water-Wagtails, are

great destroyers of them, as well as Sparrows,

but the former are much more expert at the busi-

ness, being running birds, and much quicker in

their motions, than the latter, which can only hop.

I once witnessed an in>tance of sagacity in these

birds, which will be interesting to the naturalist.

The Wagtails were following the plough very

close, and catching the wire-worms, with which,

as soon as they had got their little bills full, they

flew away. The sparrows watched them, and as

they fiew, darted at them. The Wagtails in thier

fright dropped the worms, and the Sparrows in-

stead of pursuing the birds, flew down to the

ground and secured the worms.—Yours, &c.,

Thorpfield, Oct. 26, 1835. M. M. M.

QUANTITY OF SEED,
(From Sinclair.)

Oats.—The quantity of seed for a crop of oats,

is generally from four to five Winchester bushels

per statute acre ; though in Devonshire even
eight. The amount must depend upon the rich-

ness of the soil, and the variety that is cultivated.

The potatoe-oats not having any tail-oat, like the
ordinary sorts, and tillering well, require much
less seed, in point of measure, than the other
sorts ; and may be safely trusted, when the land
is equally well cultivated, with as small a quantity

of seed as barley, namely, from two-and-a-half to

four bushels. It is, however, to be observed, that

as oats in general are cultivated on weak and in-

ferior soils, and in cold climates, the quantity of

seed should be increased in proportion as these
circumstances operate.

Beans.—In the culture of beans, different quan-
tities of seed are used in England and Scotland.

In the former, three bushels per acre ard^consi-

dered to be a sufiicient quantity, if drilled, and
four when broad cast ; but in Scotland, four

bushels are required when the beans are sown in

drills, and five bushels when sown broad-cast.

Perhaps this may be partly owing to the difference

of climate, beans being sown early, and exposed
to much severity of weather. Besides, it is

maintained in Scotland, that unless the rows of
beans close effectually over the land, weeds will

unavoidably grow, and flourish, after the cleans-

ing process is finished. The land will thence be-

come foul, so as to defeat the very object of the

drill husbandry ; the crop will be proportionably
injured, by being robbed of its nourishment, and
the soil will be left in a wretched condition, com-
pared to that in wliich it ought to have been
placed.

Peas.—When drilled four bushels of seed are

considered to be sufficient, but when sown broad-
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cast, from four to five bushels are supposed to be
necessary. jMuch, however, must depend upon the

size of the pea, the luxuriance of its growth, and
the peculiar qualities of the variety sown, for three

bushels of the grey pea, as seed, are found equal

to four of the white.

Clover and Rye-Grass.—It is not advisable to

sow at the same time, a mixture of light and

heavy seeds as clover, and rye-grass. It is im-

possible that it can be done correctly ; and it is

much more prudent, to go once over the ground,

with each sort of seed. The usual (piantity per

statute acre, is from ten to twelve pounds of red

clover seed, and about a-half or two-thirds of a

bushel of clean and well dressed rye-grass seed.

If the rye-grass is cut young, it is not injurious to

the soil.

On the whole, seed ought not to be distributed

with too rigid economy, as a full crop of any

grain whatever, is cheaply purchased, by giving a

sufficiency of seed ; while a scanty crop, besides

being in itself unprofitable, is sure to poison the

land, by facilitating the growtli of weeds. There
is a happy medium, however, in this, as well as

every thing else. For a crop may not succeed,

when the plants are too numerous in the ground,

any more than when they are too few. Their

over luxuriance may likewiee be prejudicial, by
retarding the ripening, and hazarding the safety of

the crop.

with their own eyes." It may be asked bow the

young plant escapes injury whilst the insect is upon
it ? By close observations of many trials, I am of

opinion that the seed leaf is impregnated with the

soda, giving it an unsavory relish to the insect, as I

observed hundreds of them tasting the leaves and soon
jum])ing' to others, where meeting with nothing more
palatable, continue the search for more agreeable
food for hours. I have w atched them, and not seen
a single plant destroyed, whilst every one has been
more or less tasted. If it be objected that wheat or

other grain steeped in arsenic or lime does not con-
vey either into the stalk or ear, it must be remem-
bered that the turnip fly, ('or beetle more properly,)

only attacks tlie seed leaf, which is, in fact, the root

of tlie young plant, supplying it with nourishment
until the rootlets strike into the earth, then the true

leaf appears and the plant is safe. Messrs. Tetterell

disolved four ounces of soda in ten quarts of water
—this was sufficient for twelve quarts of seed, which
absorbs a great portion of the solution in about three

hours ; it was then put into a bag and allowed to

drain twelve hours, at the expiration of that time

every seed had germinated : the sowing followed

immediately. I have only to add, that whatever
merit there may be in this discovery is due to " Agri-

cola." I am Sir, your obedient servant

Abberton. INQUIRER.

EFFECTUAL METHOD OF DESTROY-
ING THE FLY IN TURNIPS.

To THE Editor.

In May or .Tune, 1834, a letter signed "Agricola,'

was copied by the Chelmsford Chronicle from the

Enloiiwlogiciil Magazine, detailing a variety of expe-

riments in proof of the eggs of the turnip fly being

deposited on tlie seed. Of this fact, any person may
satisfy himself, by using a strong magnifying glass

;

a microscope will, of course, sliew tliem better. In

order to destroy the vitality of the eggs, the author

of tlie letter steeped the seed for twelve hours in salt

and water, but this long period destroyed the seed
;

he then tried three hours steeping, and was success-

ful in saving his crop of turnips, but the insect still

appeared. In a report of the proceedings of the

llinckford Agricultural dinner, this discovery and
remedy is attributed to Rlr. Fulcher : surely lie

must have been the author of the letter to the Entomo-
logical Magazine. I have carefully i-epeated the

experiments of Agricola upon every description of
turnip seed, some of wliich did well with salt, but
otliers were more or less injured. I then tried lime,

lime and salt mixed, and arsenic, but with no better

success, the insect still appearing, and many of the
plants sickly and withering. jMy attention was then
directed to find a substitute for the salt, which should
not be injurious to the seed. Knowing tliat alkalies

were gi'nerally beneficial to vegetation, 1 made a

solution of common waslurg soda and water, in

which the seed was steeped but a short time. The
young plants shot up with surprising rapidity, and
were soon out of harnr's way ; the insect was still

there, but it was powerless. These facts were com-
municated to Messrs. Tetferells, of Plum Hall,

Colchester, who have used soda for several large

fields on tlieir three farms, on the Mersea road, with
unvarying success ; their crop of turnips is unri-

valled in Essex. These gentlemen are known to be
practical farmers, and will be reatly to sliow their

fields to any person who may be desirous of "seeing

WEST SOMERSET AND TAUNTON
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.—
CATTLE SHOW.

The Annual Exhibition of Live Stock took place on
Friday, the 27th of November, in the Castle Green
Yard, which was attended by a great number of the

Gentry and Yeomen of the neighbourhood.

THE DINNER.
In consequence of the room at Sweet's Hotel, not

being spacious enough to contain the number of per-

sons intending to dine (so rapidly has this association

increased in strength and importance) Miss Sweet,
anxious tliat all should be accommodated, hired the

Assembly Room, where upwards of 130 sat down to a
very sumptuous dinner provided by her for the occasion.

13. ESCOTT, Esq., in the chair, supported on his

right by Sir T. B. Lethbridge, Bart., and on his left,

by F. Popham,Esq. Among the company, we noticed

E. B. Portman, Esq., Dr. Blake, E. A. Sanford, Esq.,

;\I.P., Rev. T. S. Escott, V. Reynolds, J. Snowden,
Esqrs., T. Gould, Esq., Gordon, Esq., Robert
Mattock, Esq., Rev. W. P. Thomas, Col. Cooper, A.
Crosse, Esq., Revds. \V. Wood, W. Fenwick, and W.
Chilcott, Capt. Maher, Byrns, Esq., G. Bucknell,

Esq., Y. Lang-worthy, B, Lament, Esqrs. Perry,
Esq., .T. Bunter, Esq., H. J. Leigh, Esq., and a
largo number of very influential agriculturists. JNIr.

T. D. Coles filled the \'iee-President's chair.

After the usual loyal toasts—the " The Navy and
Army," " The Bishop and Clergy," &c,, &c„ the

healths of several gentlemen present were drank, and the

following gentlemen addressed the meetine: :— Colonel

C:ooi)er, the Rev. T. S. Escott, the Rev. W. P. Thomas,
the Rev. \V. F. Chilcott, Dr. Blnke,E. A. Sanford, Es
Sir T. B, Lethbridge. air. Portman, Mr. Coles, Mr.
Popham, Mr. HaucAck, the Rev. W. Wood, Mr.
Somers, i\Ir. Crosse, and INIr. H. .T. Leigh. vVs the

speeches f;:enerally bore upon the .same subject, vvliich

was more fully discussed at the meeting next day, and
we omit them for the purpose of giving a more full re-

l)ort of the proceedings which then took place.

The following premiums were then awarded.
Premium given by K. A. Sanford, Esq., iM.P., for

the best ox, owner's own breed, iMr. John Bult, Dod-
hill.—Premium given by C. J. K. Tynte, Esq., M.P,,

for the bgst cow and offspring, Rev. W. Wood,
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StaplegTOve.—Society's premium best fat ox, Mr. H.
Brown, of Stawel.—Best breeding- cow, l\Ir. C. Gibbs,

Bishop's Lydeard.—Best fat heifer, BIr. E. Bond, of

Oak.—Society's premium, bull, jNIr. J. Bond, jun.

—

Heifers under 22 months, i\Ir. J. Bond, Bishop's

Lydeard.—Fat wether sheep, Mr. ']'. Bond, Bishop's

Lydeard.—Breeding ewes, JMr. I. D. Coles, Pyrland.—
Boars, Mr, Colman, Hoveland.—Sows, Rev. W. Wood,
Staplegrove.

The premiums were awarded to labourers, &c., in

Agriculture, as follow :

—

The premium of two sovereigns to William Vinsom,
of Brom])ton Ralph, for having supported the largest

family by his own industry.

The premium of one sovereign to John Stone, of Yar-
combe, for having supported the largest family with the

least parochial aid.

The premium of one sovereign to William Gallop,
of Pitminster, having worked the longest time, viz.,

45 years, on a farm occupied by a subscriber.

The premium of one sovereign to John Chidgey, ser-

vant to Mr. Edward Bond, having lived with him nearly
eight years, with a good character.

Sheep-shearing Premiums, adjudged. May 27th, 1835,

presented Friday, 27th Nov., 1835.

1st Premium—3 sovs. to John Williams, of Creech.
2nd do 2 do. to Wm. Chester, of Stogumber.
3rd do 1 do. to George F'udge, of Kingston.
4th do ^ do. to Henry Harper, of Cheddon.

The Premiums for Rams were awarded,
1st Premium—3 sovs. to Mr. Hancock, of Hales.

2nd do 2 do do ditto .

.

3rd do 1 do. to Mr. J. D. Coles, of Pyrland.
Ploughing Match, 21st Oct., 1835.

1st Premium—2 sovs. hat and favour, J. Anning.
2nd do 2 do. to Thomas Birch.

3rd do Ij do. to James Forward.
4th do 1 do. to Herbert Harper.

5th.—A premium of two sovereigns to James Fry, being
the best manager in the class which had won the

highest prize at former ploughing matches.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS. LARGE
MEETING OF LANDHOLDERS AND
FARMERS IN SOMERSETSHIRE.
An unusually large meeting of landholders and

agriculturalists, was held at Taunton, on Saturday,
Nov. 28th, for the purpose of deliberating on the means
of relieving the prevailing distress in agricultural

life.

At twelve o'clock it was found that the number of

persons present required a much larger space for the

meeting than could be afforded at Sweet's Hotel, where
they had before met, and again intended to assemble.
Permission having been obtained for using the Assize
Hall for the purpose, the Nisi Prius Court was in a few
minutes filled in every part, presenting a body of be-
tween six and seven hundred persons, many of whom
consisted of the most opulent landholders and farmers
of the county.

John Goui.d, Esq., of Amberd House, was requested
to take the chair, and he very kindly consented to

undertake its duties. After a few appropriate remarks
on the object of the meeting, and the necessity of
permitting every gentleman a fair and uninterrupted
hearing.
A. Crosse, Esq., rose to propose certain resolutions

which he had very unexpectedly been called upon to

submit to the meeting. After stating that the present
state of the markets defied all chance of remunerating
the grower, the expense of producing an acre of wheat
being at least 5/. (Mr. J. Hancock, begged to correct
the speaker, by observing he was prepared to show it

could not be cultivated for less than 6/,) and showing
that on the best lands the average produce afterwards

would produce very trifling, if any rent whatever ; the
worthy gentleman enforced the objects of the meeting,
submitting his resolutions. In most of them he
cordially concurred, but in those which adverted to the
policy of enlarging our circulating medium, by an issue

of government paper, he candidly confessed his mis-
givings of opinion. Mr. Crosse in the course of a long
and sensible address, adverted to tlie exertions of Sir T.
Lethbridge, in ameliorating- the condition of the farming
interests, and felt happy in the opportunity of express-
ing his opinion, that the hon. baronet never advanced a
sentiment to the truth of which his feelings did not con-
scientiously respond, or ever contemplated an action
of the duty and honour of which he did not previously
feel perfectly satisfied. ( Cheers and applauses.) After
considerable expatiation on the object of the meeting,
Mr. Crosse proposed the following resolutions.

Mr. Crosse then submitted the resolutions, which
will be found at the end of this report, with the addition
of a clause advocating a revision of the currency, but
which the meeting rejected on Sir T. Lethbridge 's

amendment.
JMr. J. Hancock, in seconding the resolution, ob-

served that the present low price of the produce of
lands was in such a state as to bring ruin and loss on
all occupiers, as well as on many of those who farm
their own estates. He would read to the meeting a
statement which related to land of a superior quality,

that is the average of a mixed farm of arable, meadow,
and pasture, of the best farms in the Vale of Taunton
Dean. The rents of these now averaged about forty

shillings per acre, from which it will be perceived, that

the lands of the best quality, after paying rates, taxes,

manure, labour, blacksmiths, carpenters, and all ex-
penses relating to the outgoings of a farm, leave but a
very small rental ; consequently farms of a second rate

quality do not pay their expenses, and those farms of
an inferior quality are at present worth nothing. If

there be any error in this statement, he considered that

it was on the favourable side of the landholders, having
made no allowance for bad seasons, for harvest, and
failure of other crops, which is particularly exemplified
in that of the failure of the turnip crop this year (on
which his loss this season was at least 300/. ) A great
portion of the land in the Vale of Tauntom Dean is very
much injured by the high hedges, and the large growth
of timber trees in those hedges, preventing a free

circulation of air, harbouring birds, and laying the corn
very much from wind and rain previous to the harvest
near the hedges, which occasions at least two bushels
per acre deficiency on the average. In illustration of
his statement, he had presumed land to be in a fair state

of cultivation, and to be kept so, which is the para-
mount duty of all landlords, so that their farms are kept
by manure and good management in a fair state of
husbandry ; and to take a just, fair, and moderate rent,

according to the very depressed state of agriculture

(that is the very low price of farming produce.)—The
expense of the five following crops taken to commence
at ftlichaelmas, in a fair state of cultivation, on one
acre, yearly :

—

The expense of an acre of wheat, on the average, of the
best farms.

Ploughing headlands, furrowing up, and £ s. d.

drawing out, per acre 6
Lime and carriage 15 hogsheads per acre,

imperial measure, at 2s 6d per hhd 1 17 6
Ploughing, dragging, rolling, harrowing in

the seed per acre, sometimes ley wheat and
sometimes fallow 1

One year's parish ratas 6
Seed wheat, 2-2 bushels per acre, at 5s per b. 12 6
Tithes in general 12 6
Weeding, per acre 1

Reaping, harvesting, and thatching 12 6
Thrashing, winnowing, and carriage to

market' 16
Interest of money for one year 7

Without rent £6 11
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'2nd.—Ci'op of turnips out of wheat erish.£ s. d.

From four to five ploughing's, at 6s 6d per acre 18
Drag'ging-, harrowing, and rolling', after every

ploughing- 10 6
Throwing- up the dung- to heaps in the court-

ledges, and turning per acre 1

Drawing out the dung- (10 loads per acre),

at Is 6d per load 15

Spreailing, per acre 2
Seed and sowing 2
Hoeing and weeding, per acre 5
Parish rates 6
'i'ithes 5
Wear of gates, hurdles, fences, &c 3

Interest per year 7

£4 4 6

3rd,—Barley crop.

Two ploughings, at 6s 6d per acre 13

Dragging, harrowing, rolling, and healing

the seed after each ploughing 8

Seed barley, 4 bushels per acre, at 4s per b. 16

Sowing barley and grass seed, per acre .... 6

Grass seed, per acre 9
Parish rates 6
Weeding and repairing fences 2
IMowing, harvesting, and thatching 10
'J'ithes at 35 bushels per acre Oil
Thrashing-, winnowing, and carriage to

market". 8
Interest, per year 7

£4 10 6

4th.—Crop of young grass.

Parish rates 6
Weeding and fencing 1

Tithes 5
Interest, per year 7

£0 19

5th.—Second grass.

Parish rates 6
Tithes 2

Weeding and fencing 1

Interest, per year 9 7

£0 16

Outgoings brought for-

ward :— £ s. d.

1st. Wheat 6 11

2nd. Turnips .... 4 4 6
3rd. Barley .... 4 10
4tli. Young grass. 19
5tli. Second ditto. 16

Without rent £17 1

Incomings or produce :-
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of the country. I beg to return my best thanks for the

kind indulgence you have shown me. {Great djyplause.)

The Chairman having put the resolutions secMt/m,

the four first were unanimously agreed to. On putting

the 5lh, viz.—" That it is the opinion of the meeting,

that the distress which has of late years been so severely

felt, not only by the farmers, but by all the other in-

dustrious classes of the community, has not been the

effect of unavoidable circumstances, nor of an ordinary

course of events, but we believe is attributable to the

operation of an act of parliament upon the currency of

the country, which by prematurely enforcing a return

to cash payments at an old standard of value, and

thereby diminishing the quantity of the circulating me-

dium, has increased two-fold the previously enormous
weight of the public burthens."

Sir T. B. Lethbridge, Bart, rose amidst very consi-

derable applause, and observed, that although the pre-

ceding resolutions in which he had concurred might be

considered to have been embodied in more suasive

terms, yet they had his approbation, but the one now to

be considered contained principles and opinions not

calculated to assist the meeting in attaining its object

with the legislature. There was a fallacy in the

resolution and he could not sanction it. He would en-

deavour to show in what the error consisted, though it

was somewhat difficult to cope in argument with a gen-

tleman of so much talent and research as had been dis-

played by him in support of the views which he advo-

cated. He would, however, endeavour to show what
he thought was the right course to be pursued. At the

last meeting, he was taken in some degree by surprise,

but he was better prepared now to sustain the opinions

which he then entertained on the subject, and quite

ready to encounter the chastisement which those who
differed from him might think fit to inflict. One learned

gentleman had attributed to him, by a letter in The

Taitntoti Courier, signed " J. B. Bernard," and not to

liim only, but to the vast majority who felt and be-

lieved with him, all manner of strange things, and ad-

vised the yeomanry of this part of the country not to

place any credit on his advice. He was, no doubt, a

clever and learned doctor, and had written many books

about all manner of things, and like another learned

doctor of times gone by, who after writing an elaborate

work, entitled " De omnibitsrebus," wrote another book,

of the same description, by way of supplement, entitled

" De quibitsdam aliis." The same learned g-entleman

has, in The Taunton Courier, expressed himself among
other points very wildly on the'subject of the present

meeting. By the bye, Tlie Tiuinton Courier has de-

served the thanks of all parties, for it lias properly pub-
lished opinions on all sides, which enables the truth to

be come at, for it is discussion by which that object can

be always best attained. He entertains, it seemed, a

great horror of the House of Commons and the monied
mongers, as he calls them, who he affirmed prepon-

derated in that assembly. (Cheers and laughter.')

He deprecated all trust on that house. He was
even in agony and quite rampant at the thought of

petitioning the legislature. " Approach it not," he

says, " they are all a set of very sad fellows, and you
must have noconfidence whatever in them." (Laugliter

and cheers.) Nevertheless, gentlemen, those thus so un-

courteously spoken of are the very gentlemen whom you
and the electors of a reformed parliament, have thought
fit to entrust with the representation of your riglits and
interests, and the liberties of yoiu' country, and to con-

fide in them because they liave been elected by the

people. (Applause.) The learned gentleman has no
right to find fault witli me for putting forth my opinions

in the plain and unvarnished way I have done. Tlie

question is whether we shall address the legislature in

those terms which are not only likely, but are sure of

commanding attention, or whether we shall compro-

mise our claims to the respect of Parliament, by pre-

scribing a chimerical source of relief. (Hear, hear.J

My excellent neighbour, Sir. Crosse, whose talents and
honourable feelings must always command respect, and
whose very clever address they had just heard, had,

notwithstanding his great ability, overlooked the fact of

hisjbringing forward resolutions, the main feature of

which he did not approve, and therefore all his speech,
forcible as it was, must be blotted from your memories.
Another worthy neighbour, whom he sliould feel as

proud to call his friend as any individual whom he
knew, Mr. Hancock, of Halse, had told them, perhaps
very correctly, about the expense of cultivating the

land for wheat, and no one was a better judge of farm-
ing expenses in general, but with great discretion, had
not said one word about the currency ; and why ! be-

cause he had the good sense to avoid saying anything
about a subject which he did not understand. Another
gentleman, who followed Sir. Hancock, had entered

largely into the question of the currency, or tlie monetary
system, as it was called. But this is a very nice sub-

ject—and it was to the fallacies contained in the speech
of this gentleman, that he (Sir Thomas) wished more
particularly to reply to, because they were specious

—

they were captivating ; and from the talent with which
tliey were urged, were likely to mislead this meeting,

and to induce them to carry to the foot of tlie Legisla-

ture opinions neither founded in fact nor likely to be
received with any favour, and might prevent our re-

ceiving any relief, for, if we voted impossibilities, we
must expect disappointment. He fSir ThomasJ recol-

lected well when wheat was fifteen shillings and a guinea
the bushel, and those were tiiought fine times ; the

farmers were all gentlemen ; they took their turtle

soup,

—

(cheers and laughter,) and not unfrequently
their Madeira ; he did not blame them for it, they had
a right to indulge themselves. They thought they

could afford it ;^ and I would ride in a coach and six if

my means were adequate to the expense ; but before I

do so, I must look to my pocket, and see if I can ho-
nestly afford myself this luxury. Mr. Pitt was the great

financier of that day, but he left us a bill to pay, and we
are now contending who shall pay this old bill. (Cheers

and laughter.) It must be paid, gentlemen, by some-
body ; tliat, no one,—no English heart, will deny. The
Bank restriction which enabled Mr. Pitt to raise the

wind to carry on his gigantic wars, was no doubt a
great cause of the mischief which, ever since, has so

severely operated on the agricultural classes, but by no
means the only cause ; and we now propose going to par-

liament to ask them to revise the act of 1819, Sir II. Peel's

Bill, which was to remedy tlie effect of 1797, and which
has been the means of driving away from this country
thousands who have expatriated themselves, and ruin-

ing very many families, and when this evil of 1819 has
nearly, if not entirely reached its utmost possible extent,

and done its worst. Thus a measure which took place

so far back as 1819, is now put forward as the only
cause at this day of all our suffering. I am (said Sir

Thomas) quite astonished at this. You have a debt to

cope with, and a duty to perform in paying it which
you cannot get rid of, but in the way which belongs to

every honest Englishman. (Cheers.) The worst part of

the miscliief is past; like a man in his grave, its course
is run ; it is powerless of further evil j but that which it

has cast upon us must be borne. \ ou have many of

you drank the last dregs of the cup ; and would you
now, at the moment when you have reached the acme
of your misfortune, call on the Legislature to return to

a trumpery paper currency, which, while it lasted

cheated every poor man who could not judg'e for him-
self? He remembered well an old servant of his father,

who had saved sixty pounds by long and faithful ser-

vice. This he had deposited for safety, as he thought,
in one of those paper establishments, with which the

depreciated currency had overstocked the country. All
was lost ; and many thousands, like Jiim, had in the
same way been robbed of their all. An interesting

story had been told by Mr. Falkner, who had said that
one heifer had sold tlmt daij in Taunton market for 6/.

63. which, twenty years ago, would have fetched 13/.

lie (Sir Thomas) would himself very much like to get
13/. each for his heifers, but not in a depreciated cur-
rency, wliich would not mend his gains, for, according
to the worthy gentleman's own shewing, the currency
was now enlianced one half, consequently 61. 6s. now
in real gold, was nearly as mucli as 13/. in a paper cur-
rency, which was tiiu grand remedy which he called

upon parliament to apply to our difficulties, and which,
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over and over again, he and all who argued with him
tried to shew, was all that was wanted to remove them.
He remembered, when in parliament, doing a thing
which he was ashamed of, all his life afterwards.
(Cheers and laughter.) He had agreed with a great
majority of the House of Commons in voting that a 1/.

note and one shilling were of the same value, the same
thing as a guinea! Mr. Vansittart, the Chancellor ofthe
Exchequer, told them it was, and they were blind
enough to believe him, because generally speaking, it

was so beheved, and no question had then arisen as to

the quantum. What (said Sir Thomas) could make
me such a blockhead (great laughter and cheering) I

cannot now imagine, ftir, Vansittart was a man of
considerable talent ; but if he were again Chancellor of
the Exchequer, and I were a member of the House of

Commons, I would rather see him hanged than follow

him. (Laughter and cheers.) If I have a sovereign in

my pocket now in 1835, I know its value here and
everywhere else, the gold standard being the same
nearly all the world over ; but if I have a bit of paper
in my pocket, I know not how to estimate its worth.
And here, in a powerful appeal, the Hon. Bart, called

on the meeting to take care what it did. The character
of Englishmen stood high, all over the world, and we
could not be too wary how we acted on the subject of
the currency, lest we should impair that enviable esti-

mation in which we were held for national virtue and
moral integrity in every civilized country. Some say
the evil which prevails lies with the monied interest,

others with the commercial and manufacturing ; but 1
advise you, as an old stager—(c/ieersJ—not to be mis-
led by fine speeches and dazzling- tropes and metaphors,
but to be governed by the dictates of an honest spirit,

and of sound good sense. One would suppose by the
the arguments of some persons that they thought
wheat alone was to pay the whole of the interest of the
national debt, and furnish the revenues of the state.

Does wheat, at 37s. a quarter, do this ? One of the main
averments in the resolutions is g-rounded upon this

fallacy. It seems as ifput forward to dazzle and mislead.
It says, because 100 years ago wheat sold at 38s. the qr.,

and about 20 years ago it sold for 83s. and now that it sells

for 32s. per qr., therefore the currency has done all this.

And further it leaves you to infer that you must tiiere-

fore be totally unable to pay the interest of the national
debt, which, one hundred years ago, it says, was 100
millions only ; then, twenty years again, it was 600 mil-
lions: and now that it is 800 millions, I will ask.
Gentlemen is the interest of the national debt paid by
the sale of wheat ? Are there no other means to raise

it ? The argument must mean this, or it means nothing.
Surely, gentlemen, never was there so poor an attempt
at deception—it looks dazzling in the eye—its false

colouring ^/ares—but where is the truth?—it lies in a
nutshell. You know it does. Did you not ever hear of
such things as the customs, and the excise, and the ge-
neral taxes ? And does not the monied man as well as
the farmer, eat, drink, and lie down on a taxed bed?
Indeed, they feel the taxes so much sometimes, that
they cannot sleep for thinking of them.

(
Cheers and

laughter.) Our revenue arises from these customs and
excise, and general taxes, and therefore is it fair to put
the taxation of the farmer so prominently forward as
being the only distressed party in the country ? Never-
theless, I do not say that you are not to go to the legis-
lature and ask for such relief as it can afford. Parlia-
ment is composed of men of honour and property, and
they vnll consider and deliberate to do what is right,
and we are bound to use their credit for that inclination,
for,as I havesaid before, they are elected bythe people.
(Cheers.) The alteration of the currency by repealing
Peel's bill now, would give you no more relief than to
any dealer in coffee, snuff, and tobacco. The hon. bart.
said some of the means of relief rested with themselves,
such as a more careful mode of expenditure, a lowering
of rents to a fair degree—a different course of cropping.
If wheat won't pay, try flax ; he had known one hun-
dred acres this last year grown, and the farmers had
been well paid. [Here a farmer asked the lion. bart.
where they were to get dung? and he received for answer,
that if he would hire him (Sir Thomas) as his bailiff,

he would tell him where. This created a good laugh
.J

The hon. bart. then concluded by calling on the meet-
ing to leave out [all the resolutions after the fifth, and
said, " if you do this, you will do a wise thing, and will

not only ensure respectful attention with parliament,
but will attract attention in other parts of England, to

what has been done in West Somerset, and thus by
simultaneous proceedings produce a more powerful
effect ; but if you persist in the delusion, of following
the currency, as the only cause of your distress, and
will not take my advice, I will not march through
Coventry with you. (Cheers and laughter.) You must
take your own course, and when you get to the foot of
the legislature, your petitions will only create their

mirth and not their sympathy. Gentlemjen, I have, I
trust, replied with some argument as well as declama-
tion to those who have preceded me, and I conclude by
saying, " petition Parliament by all means, for what
they can do, but avoid to ask for follies which they can-
not grant."

This address of the hon. bart. was received with great
attention, and effected a complete alteration in the
opinions of many, and was much cheered.

E. B. PoRTMAN, Esq. was received with warm de-

monstrations of respect on seconding the amendment.
The hon. gentleman observed, that it was the duty of

every one who had especially directed his attention to

the subject, to come forward at this juncture, and con-
tribute to the common stock of information according
to the best of his experience and ability. This was by
no means a new subject with him. He had fought in par-
liament side by side with the hon. bart. who had just so

ably addressed them, and though hopeless of success
in contending for the interests of agriculture, had per-

sisted night after night until they were at length left in

a snug minority of nine, Mr. Portman adverted to the

low price of produce, and to the question of the cur-

rency as applicable to the relief of the suffering farmers,
and contended that the return to a paper currency
ought to be deprecated by every honest man, and by
no one more than the agriculturist himself. Mr. Port-
man argued that the fostering of the question in ParHa-
ment would necessarily lead to diastrous results. A
demand for gold would [instantly ensue—the landlords
must look to their tenants for the supply ; those who
could obtain it must meet its enlianced value, and such
as were in arrear must inevitably sink in their land-

lord's solicitude for his own preservation. Almost every
interest except that of agriculture, has now recovered
from the blow inflicted by the sudden return to cash
payments, and it appeared, therefore to him, unwise to

urge upon the attention of Parliament the considera-

tion of a question, from which, not only no good could
arise, but which if thus untimely pressed might invali-

date the claims to respect, and defeat such means of re-

lief as the legislature had it in their power to bestow.
The hon. gentleman then went into some details as to

the operation of the currency to show that the gold
standard was the true criterion by which to adjust

the value of every description of marketable goods,

whether merchandize or farmingstock, and having now
come back to that standard, we might expect our
markets for farming produce to be as steady as they

were for the hundred years between 1697 and 1797,

during which the average of wheat was from 5s to 5s 6d
the bushel. All are agreed in one point—the universal

depression of produce, and that it is impossible for

farmers to go on at present prices. Parliament cannot

interfere between landlord and tenant. They must ad-

just their debtor and creditor accounts in that spirit of

fairness and kindly feeling towards each other, which
it is their mutual interest and bounden duty to

adopt. Their interests are identified. The one can-

not prosper while the other is in adversity, but can tlie

man who industriously tills his farm with his bestefforts,

support himself and those associated with him in his

rural labours? At the present prices, were the land his

own, in very many instances he certainly could not.

But if parliament can effect no pood in providing a

better market for your produce, it might relieve them
in another way ; the abundant harvests for the last few

years, for which he sincerely thanked heaven, had, in
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co-operation with large quantities of produce from Ire-

land, thrown down the markets ; the Irish grower
sent over his produce under advantages which we had
a right to call upon the legrislature to investigate and
adjust, so as to place both the Irish and English grower
on equal terms. In Ireland they were exempt from
several burthens which weigh heavily on the British

cultivator. The Irish are not compelled to support their

poor ; and though bound to pay their tithes, yet, unhke
the English farmer, who honestly meets that claim, the

Irish cultivator avoids it by every stratagem in his

power. If the population of England require fifteen

or seventeen millions of quarters of wheat to meet its

annual consumption, how can it be wondered at, when
Ireland by increasing annual supplies at last pours into

our market lier three millions of quarters in addition to

the produceof harvests, each for four years being equal
to our average consumption! (Hear, hear.) Then
(saidMr.Portman) let us go to parliament and honestly
tell them our grievances, which he was sure would com-
mand the liveliest sympathy and attention ; and let us
ask firmly and respectfully for a full and unrestricted

inquiry into the cause of our complaints ; let us urge
them in terms which will come upon them with the effi-

cacy of an order to set about an immediate examination
into our case, and forthwith to apply a remedy ; let us
point out the -peculiar disadvantage which oppress us,

not with a view to throw impediments in the way of the
prosperity of other interests

—

(applause)—but to show
the unfairness of being obliged to contend with the
same class of interests which, from local position, are
exempted from burthens peculiarly weighing upon us.

The hon. gentleman then adverted to the necessity of
introducing poor laws into Ireland, and contrasted the
better arrangements in respect of the poor in the north
of England with those in the South ; in the North, a
pauper, and consequently a poor rate, were hardly
known ; we had mismanaged and demoralised our poor,
and had no right to seek in general taxation for that
reUef which the examples elsewhere showed we might,
by a better system, accomplish for ourselves. Our
manufacturers at Manchester now wanted hands, and
he had seen an advertisement for one hundred ; he
hoped, therefore, that our poor would find employment
without emigrating. The hon. gentleman concluded an
admirable address which repeatedly elicited applause,
by giving his opinion that high prices must not be looked
for, and recommended every tenant honestly to state

his condition to the landlord, and by mutual conces-
sions to adjust their interests with feelings of benefi-
cency, and sympathy for each other on terras of well
considered justice.

E. A. Sanford, Esq. M.P. on rising, was greeted
with very great applause. The honourable gentleman
observed, that he considered they were much indebted
to those gentlemen who had been the original promoters
of the meeting, for having afforded the inhabitants of
that neighbourhood an opportunity of calmly and
openly discussing a question, which now appeared to

engross a large portion of public attention. The views
of those gentlemen had been laid before the meeting
with great clearness and intelligence, but they had
been most ably answered by the eloquent and lucid
statements of his honourable friends. Sir T. Lethbridge
and Mr. Portman, and he indulged a hope that the pro-
ceedings of that day would tend to remove any impres-
sion which might exist in that neighbourhood, that we
were to expect relief, by a depreciation of our currency,
frorn the distress now so grievously oppressing us, as
Agriculturists. Opposed as he had been to the man-
ner in which the chanf?e from a paper to a metallic
circulation had been effected in 1819, and sensible of
the misery which had been produced by the alteration,
still, having now, it may be hoped, passed through the
most severe portion of the trial, he could not consent
again to place the country in so fearful a position, as
might arise from a recurrence to depreciation ; but
would rather hope that parliament would use our past
xperienee as a warning neveragain to al 1ow the govern-
ment to tamper with the currency. The nation, how-
ever, had a full right to demand of parliament an un-
restricted and searching enquiry into the effects that

change had produced, and for such an inquiry he had
always voted. The reason alleged for refusing it had
ever been, that parliament ought not to allowthe inquiry,
unless it was prepared again to make an alteration, as
unreasonable expectations might thereby be excited and
very serious mischief created. The force of this argu-
ment he did not allow, and he was still prepared to

support a full and entire inquiry. He had stated on the
previous day that he feared it was not in the power of

the leg'islature, to ensure them a better price for their

wheat, and this opinion was founded on the fact, that
the amount of duty now to be paid on the importation of

foreign corn is greater than the price of the grain when
sold in our markets; itmust act therefore as a prohibition,

and proves that the present low price could only pro-
ceed from a superal)undant supply of our own growth,
and although parliament was bound to protect them
from undue foreign competition—with the competition
of home-grown corn, it could not interfere. Still he
considered however difficult, if not impossible it might
be for parliament, by any enactment, to give them a
more remunerating price for their wheat, yet it was
bound to endeavour to lighten those burdens which
peculiarly affect the agricultural interest, and he
sincerely hoped another session would not be allowed
to pass by without a commutation of tithes having been
effected. He thought also that the Irish landlord, and
the Irish farmer ought to be placed on an equality with
their fellow countrymen in England, who ought not to

be subject to burdens from which they were exempt

:

he therefore felt a hope that ere long a provision for the

poor would be legalized in Ireland, and such a measure
should have his constant support. (Cheers.) It was true

that the labouring people ot that fine country could be
living in the most abject distress, surrounded by abund-
ance which they had assisted in creating, but in which,
from extreme poverty, they were unable to share, being
compelled to export the produce of their labour to the

already overstocked markets of England ; for this griev-

ance the agricultural population of this country had a
right to ask of parliament a remedy. It was a source of

great satisfaction to iiim to find that his opinions were
entirely in unison with those of so large a portion of his

constituents as had that day been assembled. Should
it be their pleasure to address the legislature in ac-

cordance with the resolutions which had then been
adopted, their petition should have his warmest support,

and he knew he might also state for his hon. friend and
colleague who was unhappily prevented from attending
the meeting, that he also would most heartily support
it. The hon. gent, then begged to take that opportunity,
it being the first time since his return from abroad that

he had met so large a number of his constituents, of ex-

pressing how deeply he felt the kindness which had
been shewn him by re-electing him in his abscence. It

was not in the power of language to acknowledge in

terms sufficiently expressive of his feelings how highly
he valued the confidence they had reposed in him, and
how greatly he felt the debt of gratitude increased by
the generous and spontaneous manifestations made in

his favour when he was in a distant country. Such
kindness deserved, and would throughout his life excite

in him the strongest desire to shew that he was not un-
worthy of it ; and in whatever manner he could pro-

mote the interests of the electors of West Somerset,

whether in or out of parliament, there was no personal
sacrifice from which he should shrink in testifying the

sincerity of his esteem for them, and gratitude for their

conduct, (Cheers and continued applause).

Sir T, Lethbridge's [amendment having been put
and carried unanimously, the meeting, after voting
thanks to the chairman for the exemplary manner in

which he had sustained his duties, separated at half-

past four o'clock.
Resolved,

1st.—That as agriculture is a grand source of the

wealth of nations, no country can be in a prosperous
state whose agriculture continues for any length of time
to bring loss and rnin upon those who are engaged
in it.

2nd,—That this meeting" therefore views witli the ut-

most alann and apprehension, the long continued dis*
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tress and increasing' difficulties under which the agri-
cultural interest of this country labours.

3rd.—That this continued depression which has al-
ready brought total ruin upon many thousand farmers,
and has reduced almost to a state of insolvency a large
portion of those who yet retain their stations, will, if

remedial measures be not promptly adopted, effect
such a further destruction of agricultural capital, as
cannot fail to be productive of the most ruinous conse-
quences to the landed interest.

4th.—That it becomes the imperative dutv of all

persons who are interested in the prosperity and wel-
fare of the country, and particularly of those who are
more immediately connected with the landed interest,
to promote a prompt, dilligent, and unrestricted en-
quiry into the cause of such extensive and increasing
distress, and to urge, by every constitutional means, the
redress of a grievance, which is gradually undermining
the strength and resources of the nation ; and is calcu-
lated to lead to the most serious crisis that this coun-
try has ever experienced.

5th,—That though successive governments have en-
deavoured, by a reduction of taxes, to diminish the ex-
cessive burthen unnecessarily thrown upon the people,
the existing taxes demand for their payment more
corn and other produce of the land than was required
during the most expensive period of the late war ; and
this meeting believes that no reduction of taxes which
can be effected under present circumstances, will afford
any substantial relief; and that the only means of re-
storing the present, and securing the future prosperity
of the country, will be found in the equable distribution
of those vastly increased local burthens which now
press almost exclusively upon the land.

6th.—That these resolutions be printed and published,
and that they be inserted in the principal journals of the
West of England—that a subscription be entered into
for the purpose of defraying the necessary expenses,
and that the chairman be requested to carry these re-
solutions into execution.

7th.—That a petition, embodying the substance of
these resolutions, be prepared ; and that E. A. Sanford,
Esq., be requested to present the same to the Com-
mons House of Parliament.

THE QUANTITY OF MALT CONSUMED BY
THE UNDERMENTIONED BREWERS OF
LONDON AND VICINITY, from 10th Oc-
tober, 1831, to 10th October, 1835.

1831. 1832. 1833. 1834. 1835.

Barclay and Co
Hanbury and Co
Wliitliread and Co
Rcid and Co
Combe and Co...,. ...

Calvert and Co
Hoare and Co
Elliot and Co
Meux and Co .........
Taylor and Co
Cliarrington and Co. .,

Steward, Head, and Co.
Goding and Co
Gardner
Tliorne ,

Bricheno
iCourage and Donaldson
Coding, Thomas
UVood and Co
IHazaid and Co
M'Lcod
Pickell

'^ar^is, Thomas
i^axton

More
iaiford and Tonliam.

.

tale

iiidimond.,

italnes

qrs.
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DIS-AGRICULTURAL
TRESS.

It is very gratifying to find that there is

an increasing disposition among landowners

and occupiers to exclude the currency

question from any inquiry which may be

entered into on the subject of agricultural

distress. Meetings are daily taking place,

which we regret our limits will not permit

us to notice ; there is one, however, to which

we invite especial attention, as being one of

the most important, if not the most important,

-which has hitherto been held, and which

will be found reported at great length in

another part of our magazine ; we allude to

the meeting of landholders and farmers at

Taunton, in Somersetshire, on Saturday the

28th ultimo. This meeting presented a body

of between six and seven hundred persons,

the majority consisting of landowners and

land occupiers. Landlords and tenants were

there met together for the purpose of consi-

dering the best means which could be adopted

for obtaining relief from that distress under

which most persons admit the tenant farmer

especially to be suffering at this time. The
cunency was, as usual, introduced, and would
have proved a stumbling block, had not the

good sense of the meeting avoided it. Ac-
cording to the report, Mr. Falkner was the

only person who went at length into the sub-

ject, with a view to show that the present low

prices were attributable to our money system,

and that nothing short of a depreciation of the

currency could possibly restore high prices,

which he considers absolutely necessary to up-

hold the agriculture of this country. His
speech was by no means calculated to bring

conviction home to the mind of any man who
was previously unacquaihted with, or unpre-

judiced upon the subject. So far from it, in our

opinion he betrays throughout a want of con-

fidence in himself, and particularly in the

following observations ;—he says, " I feel very

confident that the state of the currency is the

seat of the present disorder of the farmer's

affairs, and that none of the topical remedies

which have been suggested will give him any
efhciiebt relief. At least nothing less than the

removal of all the burthens which noto piess

directly or indirectly upon him." Here then

is a direct admission that a removal of those

taxes which press upon the farmer will aflord

him relief. The advocates of a depreciation

one and all agree that its tendency would be

to occasion a rise in prices. A rise in prices

must be beneficial to landlords as well as te-

nants, inasmuch as it would enable them to

obtain higher rents. The landlord, therefore,

who opposes any measure tending to pro-

duce a rise in prices must be blind to his own
interest, by resisting a plan calculated to

increase his rent-roll. So long as the num-
ber of landlords who advocated relief to the

tenant farmer by a reduction of rent and tax-
ation to meet the reduced price of agricultu-
ral produce was small, it was easy to set them
down as an isolated body of men, posses-

sing crotchetty notions at variance with the

positive experience of practical men ; but

now that we find the most opulent and intel-

ligent landowners at almost every meetiiig,

deprecating any steps to occasion an artificial

rise in prices, when we find the depreciation

of the currency advocated from the year 1819

up to nearly the present moment by several

journals conducted with great talent and abi-

lity, at length abandoned, even by the Herald

itself, it is not too much to conclude that it

would be prejudicial to the general interests

of the country, and therefore injurious to the

agriculturists themselves, to make such an

attempt. At the Taunton meeting Sir T.

Lethbridge, Mr. Portman, and Mr. Sandford,

all considerable landowners, deprecated any

tampering with the currency, although it

might possibly lead to a temporary improve-

ment of their rent-roll. Sir T. Lethbridge ably

and eloquently pointed out the injustice which

must result from a return to a depreciated

currency. But, says the tenant farmer it is

utterly impossible to pay the present rent

with wheat at 4s. 6d. per bushel. We do not

doubt that such is the case in most instances,

and the remedy, say we, is an instant reduc-

tion of rent. By the tenant, a farm must be

regarded in the same light as a wharf, a yard,

a mill, or warehouse applicable to a specific

purpose. He must calculate all his outgoings

as near as may be ; he must estimate the pro-

bable amount of his crops at existing prices;

and he should pay to his landlord only so

much for rent as may remain after paying his

outgoings, retaining a proper per centage for

capital invested, and supporting himself and

his family. If nothing remains, so much the

worse for the landlord ; it will not be a novel

occurrence. Numerous instances could be

adduced in which the amount of the poor-rate

was so large as to leave no rent, and the farm I

has been let rent-free. In these cases, had
|

wheat been at 8s. per bushel, instead of Gs.,

the land would have afforded a rent; so, if

the poor-rate had been 2s. per acre instead of

20s. Rents must be reduced to the level of
!

prices, and Parliament must remove all the i

burthens to which the land is particularly
I

liable. The peculiar situation of the te- '

nant, which precludes him from moving his

stock, &c., from one farm to another, as

furniture or stock in trade may be removed
from one house to another, leaves him in a

great measure in the power of his landlord,

who, in scarcely any instance, reduces his

rent so as to correspond with the propor-

tionate decline in the value of produce

Thousands and tens of thousands of farmers

have been reduced to beggary, and compelled

to leave their farms, their last shilling having

been taken for rent, who, if they had held by

a corn instead of a money rent, would have

at this time been supporting their families in

comfort and respectability. Landlords .should

follow the example of Mr. Gould, which is

thus noticed in the Taunton Courier

:

—
A very equitable and benevolent principle prevails
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In tbe arrangements of farms belonging to J. Gould,
Esq., Chnirman at the great Agricultural Meeting at

Taunton. On letting an estate, he goes over it with
the proposed tenant, acre by acre, and both agree

upon what ought to be the produce. The rent is then
fixed according to the immediate market price ; but
if a decline takes place, the rent is lowered accord-

ingly in the same proportion. This seems an
amiable conformity with the precept, "Live and let

live."

BONDED CORN.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Plymouth, Dec, 3 1835.

In the extract from the Times which appeared in

your last paper, the objections advanced against the

proposed measure for manufacturing foreign wheat
into flour and biscuit for exportation are of so feeble

a character, that if no better can be found they will

almost amount to an argument in favour of it. They
are stated to be reasons urged against it by "the
trade." Now it is well known that witli the ex-
ception of a few owners of bonded warehouses who
profit by a system ruinous to their neighbours, "the
trade" in general are strongly in favour of the mea-
sure from a conviction of the benefit to be derived
from it.

It is stated as the main ground of objection to it,

that gross frauds would be practicable under it.

As the writer has not stated the nature of the frauds
which he anticipates, or in what way he supposes
hey could be efl^ected, it is impossible to meet him
in detail, but whoever reads attentively the plan
proposed for carrying the measure into practice,
which appeared in the Mark Lane Express of Oct. 19
must see, that fraud to any considerable extent
would be impossible. In fact tlie bulk of the article

in propertion to its value would of itself be a safe

guard against it, and there would be no possible ad-
vantage from attempting it commensurate with the
risk. Besides the bare possibility of fraud is no ar-

gument against the enactment of a just and necessary
law. The laws of the customs and excise, are very
liable to evasion, which is proved by almost every
day's experience, but the legislature does not there-

fore cease to enact them. Let the penalties as re-

gards corn be severe and rigidly enforced and there
will be no frauds of any importance.
A similar measure to that now suggested is in

operation in regard to sugar under bond which is

allowed to be refined under certain regulations for

exportation, foreign metallic ores are also allowed to
be taken out of bond for the purpose of being smelted,
and there is no reason why the same system should
not be adopted with regard to foreign corn without
prejudice to the revenue or the agriculturist.

Another suggestion against the measure in the
article referred to is, that it would be impossible for

persons in this country to compete with foreigners
in the supply of our colonies, since the charges in

transporting the wheat hither would make the cost to

the English manufacturer 15 per cent, beyond what
the foreigner would have to pay. Now supposing
this difference to exist, it would be more than com-
pensated in the saving of time and expense to the
British ship-owner, in having his vessel laden at

Lome instead of going to Hamburg and ports in the

Baltic for her cargo. Besides it may be expected
that the superiority of British skill and capital will

neutralize this advantage possessed by tlie foreigner,

and let it be recollected that the Baltic and even
Hamburg are generally inaccessible during a great

part of the winter, while the trade might siill be
going on from tliis country to the West Indies and
South America. But the best answer to this ob-
jection is the fact before our eyes, that a great trade
in this line has been for years carried on in the
Islands of Guernsey and Jersey. These Islands
being exempt from the operation of our corn laws
this branch of trade is becoming of great importance
to them, and from being found so profitable is rapidly
increasing, steam-mills of great power are erecting
with a view to its extension, and it is an instance
of peculiar hardship and injustice as regards the
people of this country, that they should be denied a
privilege enjoyed by'a small section of their fellow
subjects who are far less burthened with imposts
than themselves.

Let the people of this country have the same op-
portunity of trying it, and if it should not succeed,
they will derive the satisfaction of having brouo-ht
tbe matter to the test of experiment.
But the objector in warning us against the efl'ects

of competition, seems to overlook one most important
feature in the case, namely, the advantage we should
often possess over the Americans in the manufacture
of flour, who it is well known export upwards of
a million of barrels annually, chiefly to our West
India Islands, and South America. At the present
time the price of wheat in America is quoted at 44s
to 48s per quarter, while wheat under bond, equally
good, may be bought in this country at about 26s to

28s per qr. and of course could be rendered in the
shape of flour at least 35 per cent, below the Ameri-
can price.

Yet with these facts before us, we are persisting
in the gross absurdity, of tieing up our own hands,
with manifest injury to all classes of the community,
merely from deference to the chimerical fears of the
agriculturists, who in truth, are themselves severe
sufferers by it, inasmuch as it keeps dormant, and
wasting away in bonded corn, an immense capital, a
great part of which would otherwise be at this

moment invested in English corn, and tend to coun-
teract the present depression.

W. C.

Agriculturai, Distress. — At the great annual
court of the Duke of Bedford, for his manor of
Hardwicke, on Monday, after dinner the subject of the
prevailing agricultural distress was, of course, a promi-
nent feature in the conversation. The usual complaints
were made against the g'overnment and Parliament for

not affording relief; when ^Ir. Carpenter, of Mount
Tavy, himself a large landed proprietor, on his health
being drank, asked how they could apply to Parliament
for relief when there were no taxes to complain of which
bore exclusively on agriculture, and pronounced the
only true remedy to be a reduction of rent. " Rents
must come down," said Mr. Carpenter, and the senti-

ment was applauded by all present.

—

Falmouth Packet.

Fountain Tree.—There are few rivulets, and
only three springs, in the island of Ferro, one of the
Canaries ; and these are on a part of the beach which
is nearly inaccessible. To supply the place of foun-
tains, however, nature bestowed upon this island ii

species of tree, supposed to be nearly allied to the
laiiriisindica, possessing properties unknown to trees in

all other parts of the world. These fountain trees were
of moderate size, and their leaves were straight, long,
and evergreen. Around the summit a small cloud
perpetually rested, wliich so drenched the leaves with
moisture, that they constantly distilled upon tlie ground
a stream of fine clear water. To these trees, as to

perennial springs, the inhabitants of Ferro resorted,

and were thus supplied wth a sufficient abundance of

water for themselves and for their cattle.
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

Tlie Annual Show of the Gloucestershire Agricul-

tural Association took place on'.Thursday, Nov. 26th,

at the New Market, which was fitted up in the most

commodious manner for the occasion. We believe we
may safely aver that no exhibition of the kind ever g-ave

srreater satisfaction as to the quality and quantity of the

stock produced. It was computed that nearly nine

hundred persons attended, and among'st the company
we observed many of the first rate breeders and feeders

from the adjoining counties, as well as from distant

parts. The Judges who kindly acted upon the occa-

sion were Mr. John Turner, of Noke, near Leominster,

and Mr. James Walker, of the Park, near Malvern,

who were engaged the whole of the preceding day in

awarding the premiums, and we have great pleasure

in stating that their decisions gave greater satisfaction

than is usual in such matters.

DAIRY STOCK.

To Mr. John Price, of Pool House, Hanley,

for the best dairy cow, (Hereford) £8
To Mr. William Woodward, of Bredon's

Norton, the second best ditto (short

horn) £4
Miss Strickland, of Apperley Court, Mr. William

Jones, of the Sheephouse, Mr. Niblett, of Haresfield,

and Mr. ftlorris, of JMaisemore, contended also for this

prize.

To Mr. William Woodward, of Bredon's

Norton, the best pair of heifers under 4

years old (short horn) £5
Mr. John Price, of Pool House, and Mr. Pike, of

Mytton, were also competitors.

To JMiss Strickland, for the best pair of heifers

under 3 years old (short horn) £5
Mr. John Price and Mr. William Woodward con-

tended also.

To Mr. William Jones, of the Sheephouse, for

the best pair of heifers, under 2 years old

(shorthorn) £5
Bliss Strickland, Mr. J. Price, and Mr. Pike, entered

also.

To Miss Strickland, the best bull, under 3 years

old, (short horn) £8
No competition.

To INIr. Joseph Stallard, of Redmarley, the

best bull of more than 3 years old (Here-

ford) £10
IMiss Strickland, Mr. John Price, and Mr. Edward

Barnes, also entered.

This premium was the gift of Messrs. Wells, Ferris,

and Witts, the Judges of last year.

Mr. Baker's premmm.
To ]Mr. John Price, the best bull, cow, and

offspring, (Herefords) £10
Mr. William Jones and Mr. Edward Barnes entered

also.

FAT CATTLE.

Premium—the gift of W. L. Laim-ence, Esq.

To IMr. Polhill, of Eyford, for the best fat^ox

(shorthorn) £10
Additional as breeder £2
Mr. John Crump, of Hasfield, Mr. Pike, of Mytton,

INIr. John White, of Abloads Court, Sandhurst, Mr.
D, S. Hayward, of Frocester, Mr. Edward Barnes, of

Tirley, Mr. Thomas Brunsdon, of Cheltenham, and
Mr. Walters, of Barnwood, competitors also.

The Judges particularly commended Mr. Walters's

Hereford ox, and the oxen generally in this class.

To Miss Strickland, for the best fat cow, (short

horn) £8
As breeder also £2

Mr. Brown, of Minety, Mr. Peacy, of Chedglow,
Mr. Edward Barnes, of Tirley, Mr. Niblett, of Hares-
field, and Mr. William Woodward, of Bredon's Nor-
ton, were also competitors.
The Judges expressed their admiration of the whole

of the fat cows exhibited for this premium, and desired

that it might be said that their selection was made with
diflficulty.

Premium of J. W. Walters, Esq.
Mr. Charles Nind, of Harles, near Winch-

comb, for the best fat heifer, (Hereford) £10
Bred by Mr. Willtam Doe, of Ditchford
Hill, Worcestershire.

Mr. William Friday, of Longford, also showed iot

this premium.
SHEEP.

To Mr. William Hawkins, of the Hawthorns,
for the three best long wool ewes £5

Rlr. John Crump, of Ilasfield, and Mr. William
Slatter, of Stratton, also entered.

To Mr. Joseph Hall, of Coates, for the three
best long wool shear hogs £5

Mr. William Hawkins also entered.
To Mr. William Slatter, of Stratton, for the

three best long wool theaves £3
Mr. William Hawkins, Mr. John Crump, and Mr.

Thomas Hall, also entered.
Premium, the gift of C. W. Codrington, Esq., M. P.
To Mr. Thomas Hall, for the best long wool

ram £5
Mr. W. Slatter entered also.

To Mr. W. Jones for the best short wool
ram, £5

No Competition.
PIGS.

To ]Mr. John Beach, of Redmarley, for the

best fat pig £2
Mr. John White and Mr. D. S. Hayward, also con-

tended.
HORSES.

To Mr. Thomas Hall, of Througham, the best

cart stallion £5
No competition.

To Mr. ! Brown, of Minety, for a cart mare
and foal £5

No competition.

Premiun, the gift of C. W. Codrington, Esq., M. P.
To Mr. Webb, of Haresfield, for the best cart

mare, rising 3 years old £3 3

CHEESE.
To Mr. Wiliam Hawkins, for the best hundred

weight £3
To Mr. Leonard, of Water End, the second

best ditto £2
MECHANICS.

To JNIr. Anslem Bailey, of Churcham, for a
skim plough £2

LABOURERS.
To Samuel Newman, recommended by Mr,

Joseph Stallard, of Redmarley, the first

premium, for having lived with him
twenty years, and brought up nine chil-

dren, without parochial relief £3
To Samuel Aigne, recommended by Mr. Wm.

Woodward, of Bredon's Norton, the se-

cond premium, for having brought up
seven children, without parochial relief. . £2

To Hannah Davis, recommended by C. B.
Smith, of Whaddon, for having lived for

eighteen years as dairy maid in his ser-

vice £2

THE DINNER, AT THE KING S HEAD.
At half-past four o'clock nearly one hundred gentle-

men sat down, the President of the Association, the

Right Honourable Lord Segrave, in the chair ; the

Secretary, John Kemp, Esq. Vice President. Amongst
the company were the Hon. Craven Berkeley, M. P.,

C. W. Codrington, Esq. M. P., E. Holland, Esq M. P.,

W. Goodrich, Esq., W. L. Lawrence, Esq., J. AV.

Walters, Esq., AV. Polhill, Esq., E. Hopkinson, Esq.,

H. N. Trye, Esq., J. C. Hayward, Esq., D. J. Niblett,

Esq., &c. &e. After the cloth was removed upwards
of thirty gentlemen joined the party.

A number of appropriate toasts were drank and the

evening passed off with the greatest good humour and
conviviality.
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HORSEMANSHIP.

THE RESTIVE OR RESTY HORSE.
No description which ever yet appeared on

paper has given a correct idea of the subject un-
der consideration ; and for the best reason in the

world, namely, that those who have written upon
it were most profoundly ignorant of what must
constitute its very essence, practical knoivledge.

There are various degrees of restiveness in horses :

the first arises from a trifling degree of obstinacy

of disposition, which will manifest itself in the

following manner :—If, on returning from a jour-

ney, the rider should attempt to reach home by
a different road from that to which the horse has

been accustomed, and which the horse suspects

does not lead to his stable, he will testify symp-
toms of unwillingness to proceed according to his

rider's wishes, even to the extent of rearing; but,

if pulled round, will go on without further

trouble. Many horses, good tempered and will-

ing in general, will show disobedience to this ex-

tent. I rode, for two years, a good little Irish

horse, which would occasionally rebel in this way,
and which, nevertheless, was, on the whole, a
pleasant horse to ride.

There are others which will carry this disposi-

tion to a much greater extent, will resort to dis-

obedience oftener, and are consequently more
troublesome, and more dangerous.
The next degree of restiveness arises from a

lazy, bad disposition. I will exemplify it. Seven
or eight years ago, I accidentally purchased a

thorough-bred grey mare for a trifling sum. I

met with her in a large town in the North of Eng-
land, and she (like most restive horses) went
quietly and even willingly in the street, and so

long as she entertained no suspicion that it was
intended to take her far from the stable. I resided at

the distance of several miles, and sent my servant

the following day, to fetch her home. As soon as

they reached the outskirts of the town, the

mare refused to carry him further ; and the man,
not being a superior rider, dismounted and led her.

This circumstance, however, he did not mention
to me. In the stable, this mare was as quiet and
as good tempered as possible ; it was not till after a
lapse of several days that I got upon her back,
and had not proceeded one hundred yards before I

began to suspect her disposition. She pointed her
ears forward, breathed hard, and was prepared to

stare and affect to be frightened at any object
which came in her way. However, I did not let

her perceive that I noticed these indications of
vice, or we should have come to battle sooner, as

an animal of this description very soon discovers
if the rider be timid or awkward. We had pro-
ceeded about four miles, when she thought proper
to shy at a post, started and turned suddenly
back. I twisted her round several times, gave
her the steel once only, and she went on.

About a mile further, she refused to pass [a

stable-yard ; I resorted to the same expedient
and with the same success. I was enabled to

ride her afterwards with little trouble ; but, as

she possessed neither sufficient speed nor power for

my purpose, I sold her. This animal's restiveness

proceeded entirely from a cunning and lazy dispo-

sition; but she was not the less dangerous on that

account.

A friend of mine, a few years since, after bar-

gaining for a fine chestnut mare, reserved the con-

dition, that I should ride her a few miles. She

went unwillingly, and when about two miles from

home, refused to proceed further. I sat quietly

on her back ; and, in the course of a few seconds,

she began to move stern foremost, and continued

this retrograde motion for about twenty yards,

when I twisted her round several times, placed

her head in the direction I wished to pursue, and
gave her the steel very freely. About two miles fur-

ther brought me to an inn by the road-side, when
she made a rush to the stable-yard, and endea-

voured to crush my leg against the wall : this

I frustrated by bending her head to the wall,

where, however, she endeavoured to remain : she

hung like a dead weight, and appeared as sulky

and as savage as possible. I adopted those modes
and manoeuvres which the reader will find de-

scribed under the head, Management of the

Restive and the Vicious Horse, and reached the

end of my journey. As I expected, this mare

came home without manifesting restiveness, or

vice of any kind. She was a very dangerous

brute, and a bad goer into the bargain. I have

often heard it very thoughtlessly and very igno-

rantly asserted, that restive and vicious horses,

when once reduced to obedience, generally evince

superior powers of speed and strength ; or, in

other words, are superior animals ; which is quite

a mistaken notion, as the qualities just mentioned

must depend on animal organization : there must
be the requisite form to produce these effects.

Many restive horses will go well enough in

company. Some years ago, a dealer offered me a

very fine-looking horse at what I thought a very

moderate figure, or price, and I was disposed to

purchase him ; but made a previous trial, the sine

qua non. The animal appeared well calculated

for hunting, and he was represented as perfect in

the business. On going to meet the hounds with

him, the dealer's brother accompanied me, on ano-

ther horse ; and allliough the animal on which I

was mounted manifested no unruly disposition as

we proceeded to the fixture, there was something in

his manner which excited my suspicion, which, in-

deed, is the case with most, if not all, restive

horses. A hare was soon found; and the horse

went well, and took several fences in good style.

At length the dealer's brother and myself became

'

separated, when, as I expected, the horse in ques-

tion displayed—not the cloven foot—but a most

villainous disposition. Tlie next jump he refused;

and although I ultimately forced him over or ra-

ther through, I was brushed out of the saddle by

a young and pliant oak. However, I never quit-

ed the bridle ; and, having re-mounted, was anxious

to proceed. I readied the next fence witliin

about thirty yards, when the animal refused to go

at it : a battle was the result ; and tliougli, after

much trouble and punishment, I forced him up to

it, I could not induce him to rise : lie blundered

through it. There the matter ended : I returned

the horse. But it frequently happens that a

restive horse will go well with hounds. A friend

of mine had a restive brute, one that kicked, on
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mounting, tremendously, and was altogether of a

savage disposition ; yet, when the fit of kicking

was over, no horse could go better with hounds.

The last restive brute which I possessed, was a

Friend Ned mare, well and powerfully formed,

and an excellent hunter. She was the most cun-

ning and the laziest animal upon which I ever sat

;

and her vicious habits arose from those disposi-

tions. When I purchased this mare, she was very

low in condition ; and although I gave her a gal-

lop, prior to riding her home, she made no signal

which excited ray suspicion. I allowed her to go

very gently home ; and was not surprised at her

sluggishness, which I concluded arose, in a great

degree, from want of condition. It so happened

that business took me from home, and I did not

ride her again for several weeks. In the interim

she had been well fed ; and, as I afterwards

learned, had thrown my servant several times in

her exercise. I mounted her again early one

morning, not entertaining the slightest idea of the

pranks she was about to play ; but 1 had not rid-

den many hundred yards before I met the mail

coach, when she instantly turned short round and

galloped in the direction for her stable. The trick

was performed so suddenly, and I was so unpre-

pared for it, that she had galloped twenty yards

before I was prepared to oppose her. On placing

her head in the right direction again, she affected

to be much alarmed at the coach : she ran side-

ways, kicked and plunged, and exhibited all those

vicious and dangerous antics for which horses

of this temperament are remarkable. I now
became fully aware of the disposition of the

animal with which I had to deal. After pass-

ing the coach, she affected to run away;
and, as the road was clear, I let her go, sitting

firmly upon her, and having her well in hand.

She soon slackened her pace, and dropped into a

trot; and she would soon have dropped into a

walk, had I not given her to understand that in

this I should not indulge her. I trotted her on
smartly : she placed her ears pointing forward,

an evident manifestation of ill-will ; and every

now and tlien made a sudden start, or rather slde-

jerk, as if she took fright at a stone, a heap of

dirt, a stump, or any thing which happened to

present itself. It will be as well here to re-

mark, that this lazy brute knew the mail coach as

well as her rider ; and that either at it or the

other objects just mentioned, she was no more
alarmed than myself. It was all affected, under
the impression that she would thus, by alarming

or throwing her rider, be enabled to return home ;

and had she been suffered to return, she would
not have made the least hesitation, had she met
fifty coaches. Indeed, had I suffered her to pro-

ceed at her own pace (about three miles an hour),

I might have accomplished my journey with the

bridle loose on her neck, as she would have gone
as quietly and as safely as possible. However, I

wished to proceed at the rate of eight or nine

miles an hour, which she was very unwilling to

perform ; and, as she kept playing her tricks,

on coming to a bye-lane, I turned into it for the

purpose of fighting the battle fairly. The lane

was little frequented, was sandy, and destitute of

walls or other objects which could place me in

danger. I took her fast by the head, put her into

a gallop, and compelled her to increase her pace

by the very free administration of the steel. For

some time she made her side-jerks most viciously

;

and on all these occasions she received the spurs

in return, as severely as I could give them. We
thus proceeded about a mile, the mare gradually

giving up or submitting, till at length when I pulled

up she was completely beaten. The punishment

she had received was severe, and she went as quiet-

ly and as submissively as possible for the remainder

of the journey. I am no advocate for coercive

measures except where they become indispensa-

ble : this was one of those cases.

By way of illustration, I will here observe, that,

some years prior to this period, I had a fine bay

horse (by Champion) remarkably powerful and

uncommonly high-spirited and playful. He, be-

ing in high condition, would dance and caper, and
play pranks enough to alarm a timid horseman,

particularly by the cover side, when drawing for

a fox ; but it was mere frolic and play ; he had

not a particle of vice in his composition ; he was
an excellent tempered animal. It would have

been cruel to have punished him for a display of

his frolicsome disposition, as the moment the fox

went away, all was right.

The mare above-mentioned I rode for one sea-

son with the hounds : she jumped remarkably

well, could go a good rattling pace, and was the

best creeper I ever saw, a circumstance arising en-

tirely from her extraordinary cunning and lazy

disposition. But she was an unpleasant animal

to ride : she was continually manifesting an ob-

stinate unruly temper : if you wished to take your

own line of country, she would rebel against such

a proceeding ; and, in fact, before she could be

ridden with confidence or pleasure after hounds,

it became necessaiy to administer a similar pun-
ishment to that already described.

This mare was a very greedy feeder ; no crea-

ture could be quieter or better tempered in the

stable : her object was to eat as much as possible

and avoid labour. A child might ride her, if the

bridle were laid loose on her neck, and she

allowed to proceed at her own space. Such was
her antipathy to move along at any thing like

speed, that when pressed forward, she would
throw her fore legs about in such a manner as to

speedy-cut and come down.

THE VICIOUS HORSE. \

Of course what has been stated in the few pre-

ceding pages might have been placed correctly

enough under the present head, since restiveness is

a vice of the worst description ; but as there are

vicious horses of a different temperament, I have

chosen to ramify the subject for the purpose of

more clear elucidation.

The celebrated horse Lottery is vicious, in tlie

sense it is here intended to be understood. He
possesses an unruly, savage temper, both in the

stable and out of it : he would worry his groom
and throw his rider. He will bite, kick, and
plunge ; and, in consequence, his running was al-

ways uncertain. He was one of the finest and

the fleetest racers that ever appeared on the turf

;

and when he happened to be in temper for running,

beat every opponent with great ease. As like
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]irotluces like, many of his stock have inherited the

bad temper of the sire ; and on this account I

should always decline breeding from a vicious or

restive animal on either side.

Lottery indicated a vicious disposition from ear-

liest life ; but, having, in his exercise, thrown the

lad who rode him, he galloped off, and was not se-

cured without difficulty : this circumstance ren-

dered him more unmanageable : so much so, in-

deed, that iiis running could never afterwards be

depended on : whence his name, Lottery, beiug

originally called Tinker.

Orthodox, a very uncertain racer, seemed to

unite the qualities of the restive and the vicious

horse. On being brouglit to t'le post to start,

there was a glaring timidness of expression in his

eye, which was very remarkable, and which could

be compared to nothing which ever fell under my
observation. lie evidently entertained a most in-

veterate antipathy to the severity of the race-course,

and frequently tried to avoid it by bolting.

Mameluke, like Lottery, was naturally vicious :

and his running, therefore, like that of the latter,

could seldom be relied on,

Wellington was originally good tempered. I

saw him when a yearling, and never saw a better

tempered animal : he was very improperly ma-
naged, and became vicious : when first brought on
the turf, he ran as kindly as possible, but became
very uncertain afterwards.

Vicious horses vary in disposition ; and some
that are dangerous in the stable are pleasant

enough on the road, the turf, or the field. Mayfly

was very vicious in the stable, but I never saw
him run vmkindly. Clinton wa' quiet enough in

the stable, but would frequently rear and plunge

on the course, and generally started in a savage

unruly manner. Clinton possessed more than ordi-

nary cunning. He would carry his groom quiet-

ly ; but when the jockey came to mount him for

the race, he would plunge and rear, and try to un-

seat his rider, in which I have seen him more than

once succeed. He ran several severe rac^es,

wherein the whip and spurs were freely adminis-

tered: whenever, therefore, he observed the silk

jacket approach, he seemed to be well aware tliat

the whip and spurs might follow.

What, for the sake of distinction, may be called

a restive horse, will be uniformly found to possess

a superior degree of cunning, and they resort to a

variety of unpleasant, provoking, and dangerous

tricks, from a thorough laziness of disposition. The
vicious horse will rear, kick, or plunge, from a

fiery or bad temper : such animals are generally

vicious in the stable ; while the restive horse very

seldom shews either vice or bad temper except

when put to work. The restive and the vicious

horse are distinguishable by a peculiai expression

of countenance : the eye of the latter will indicate

bad temper, and this suiister expression is very

often assisted by a ])eculiar movement of the ears

;

in the eye of the former will be discovered a de-

gree of intelligent cunning, which will be vainly

sought in a horse of any other temperament or dis-

position.

Amongst vicious horses must be classed those

which are apt to run away ; a vice which uniform-

ly arises from inefficient breaking or improper

treatment ; and when once a hofse has played this

prank, he will try to repeat it.

Generally speaking, vicious horses appear to

inherit a bad temper from nature. Bad tempered
horses may be often rendered obedient and sub-
missive by proper treatment ; but when animals of
this description fall into the hands of ignorant pas-
sionate men, they become vicious. High-spirited
horses will become vicious in such hands.

I scarcely ever saw a vicious or restive horse
that had not a broad forehead.

Race-horses which manifest an unruly disposi-

tion are frequently castrated, which has sometimes
the wished-for effect, but fails in many instances.

A vicious horse is never to be trusted ; and al-

though such animals are not uncommon on the

race-course, their proper place is the off wheel of
a stage coach.

Instructions for the Management of "Restive and

Vicious Horses, as loell as for the Rider's Con-

duct in all dangerous Situations.

In the first place, let it be well impressed upon
the mind, that the horse possesses much greater

strength than his rider, and that, consequently, in

all our contentions with him, we should meet his

power by scientific skill, in which case, we are

sure to acquire the ascendancy with little risk or

danger ; but if force be opposed to force, the horse

immediately understands the nature of the contest

;

he will dispute the matter stoutly, he will place

the rider's neck or limbs in jeopardy ; and, if he
ultimately yield, it will prove but a drawn battle,

which the animal will seldom fail to renew on the

first favourable occasion. When the efforts of an
unruly horse are met by the requisite skill, he does
not understand the mode by which he is frus-

trated ; he therefore loses his confidence, and sub-
mits.

Of all vices in a horse, rearing is the most to be
dreaded. We shall be told by grooms and others

that the most effectual method of curing a horse

of this dangerous vice is to slip off, pull the ani-

mal over backward, and administer punishment
while he is on the ground. I liave seen this me-
thod successfully practised ; and I am inclined to

think that it will answer the purpose in all cases

where it can be effectually accomplished. But it

is not easy of accomplishment, unless by a mas-
terly horseman, and a mode which cannot safely

be recommended in general. It must also be re-

collected that a vicious horse, after being com-
pletely subdued by one person, will seldom fail to

dispute the point with a strange rider. This is

the most unfortunat'd part of the business, and
which renders all animals of this description un-
certain and dangerous.

In the first place, I would never advise any
person to purchase a vicious horse ; since, what-

ever good qualities the animal may possess, they

are neutralized in a great degree by his vices,

while the use of him is always attended with dan-

ger. But when it so happens that a person finds

liimself in possession of a horse of this descrip-

tion, if he feel desirous of trying the experiment

of reducing him to obedience, he will find the fol-

lowing instructions well calculated for the^purpose.
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When a horse is addicted to rearing, kicking,

bolting, plunging, and the like, the modes of iiorsc-

manship which I have described in preceding

numbers must be brought into action, steadily and

forcibly applied, in which the advantage of good

hands will be strikingly conspicuous.

The operation of the hands is intended to pre-

vent and deter an unruly or vicious horse as much
as possible. The rider's arms must be pressed

firmly to the body, the reins separated and taken

into both hands, tlie hands a little up. In this

position, the ider should not pull at the horse,

unless the latter attempt to force the hands and

get his head ; on the contrary, the horse should

have liberty to move forward, but not to get his

head down, since, with his head in that position,

he would be enabled to kick most violently

;

while, with his head held well up, he is prevented

from kicking with any degree of violence, and he

can only make a bolt upon all fours, something

like the awkward jump of a horse at a standing

leap when his head is confined, but not quite so

rough ; for, there being no bar in the way, the

horse does not attempt to jump perpendicularly (if

I may be allowed the expression) but forward,

evidently intending to force himself out of the

rider's hands, and spring from under him. There-

fore, when you perceive the horse inclined to play

jhese tricks, you, as a matter of course, prepare

yourself for the encounter in the manner just de-

scribed, applying both hands to the reins, &c.
The body must be kept upright, but very flexible,

soastoaccompany every movement or action of the

horse, and be thus prepared to repel every effort

he may make (the corresponding motion, so fre-

quently mentioned, can never be too strongly im-
pressed on the mind of the rider). Your balance

will be assisted by the close adherence of the

thighs ; the legs kept close to the horse, but not

severely pressed till you feel the necessity ; for the

horse will be in alternate motion with his fore and
hind legs, and you know not whether he will

rear or kick. If he lifts his fore legs, thrust

your rump out behind, by which you are pre-

pared if he rears ; as the fore feet come to the

ground, slip your breech under you, and you be-

come ready for his kicking or springing forward,

the legs being in a situation to grasp at the instant,

while a steady hold with the hands operates as a

restraint upon the horse, and keeps him from falling.

Every unruly or vicious horse will be found to

adopt or put in practice his own peculiar mode of

ofibnsive or defensive operations : some rear, others

kick, some turn short to the left, others to the

right ; some run sideways against a wall, some
refuse to do what they are required, others will

only offer battle when they perceive they have the

advantage of situation. But it is not possible to

enumerate all the stratagems to which a horse will

resort for the purpose of foiling or throwing his

rider. However, of all the means resorted to by
the horse for the accomplishmem of his purpose,

rearing is the most dangerous : a rearing horse

will sometimes rise so unexpectedly and so rapidly,

that the rider has very little notice or time to pre-

pare himself:—some of them will rear so high as

to be in danger of falling backwards ; but a horse

addicted to this violent rearing is scarcely ever

known to kick ; the rearing, therefore, is what yoii

have to guard against, and when he takes you
unawares, your body must instantly incline for-

ward close to his neck, your hands forward, on
each side, so as even to clasp him round the neck,

should that be rendered necessary—and it will

where a horse resorts to such desperate rearing.

Nor are horses very easily cured of this very

dangerous vice; that is, if they be viciously in-

clined, and determined rearers. Some will rear

from playful excitement, but this amounts to no-

thing, as they never rise to any alarming height.

When a determined rearer is playing his vici-

ous pranks, an active and a thorough horseman
may, when the horse's fore legs are in the air, slip

of, on one side, (keeping the rein in one hand) and
pull the horse over backward. This operates most
powerfully in subduing the horse, and he will sel-

dom give you an opportunity of repeating it ; that

is, he will be careful how he rears again with the

same rider. But such an experiment should never

be attempted by any but an expert and clever

horseman, one who feels perfectly conscious of his

ability to perform it with safety to himself. And
after all, it only remedies the evil as far as relates,

to the rider who performs it; since if a determined

rearer, after having been thus subdued, passes

into^the hands of another person, he will generally

have recourse to his old but not forgotten tricks.

A person, named Godwin, who resided at the

village of Daresbury, in Cheshire, purchased a
vicious rearing horse ; but as the animal was well

calculated for a hunter in all other respects, and
Godwin being a good horseman, he took the horse

into the fields in order to induce him to commit
the fault, that he might have a proper opportunity to

administer the remedy. Godwin threw the horse

backward, and while the animal was on the ground,
he kept him down for some little time, during
whicli he applied severe correction. Godwin
mounted again, and the horse went as quietly as

possible. This man rode him after Sir H. Main-
waring's hounds, and no horse could go more
steady, and few could perform so well. He was
purchased by the gentleman just mentioned, and
came into the hands of W. Head, the huntsman,
when he refused obedience, and again took to

rearing:—I never recollect having seen a more
vicious or determined rearer. The huntsman, be-

ing a good horseman, contrived to subdue him,

but not till after a number of struggles for the

mastery had ensued between them, as Head did

not resort to the dangerous expedient of pulling

him backwards. I afterwards saw this horse

carry the huntsman very steadily, but evidently

more from fear than good will, as was ajjparent by
the expression of his eye. I believe the horse was
quiet in the stable, which is the case with many
similarly unruly horses.

In preference to the dangerous experiment of

pulling a rearing horse backward, I recommend
the adoption of the following method :—whenever
you perceive the horse's inclination to rear, sepa-

rate your reins and prepare for him : the instant

he is about to rise, slacken one hand and bend or

twist his head with the other, keepmg your hands

low. This bending compels him to move a hind

leg, and of necessity brings^ his fore feet down.
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Instantly twist him completely round two or three

times, which will confuse him very much, and
completely throw him off his guard. The moment
you have finished twisting him round, place his

head in the direction you wish him to proceed,

apply the spurs sharply, and he will not fail to go
forward : if the situation be convenient, press him
into a gallop, and apply the spurs and whip two
or three times (but not more) severely. The horse

will perhaps not be quite satisfied with the first

defeat, but may feel disposed to try again for the

mastery. Should this be the case, you have only

to twist him, &c. as before, and you will find that

in the second struggle he will be much more easily

subdued than on the first occasion—in fact, you
will perceive him quail under the operation. It

rarely happens that a rearing horse, after having

been treated in the way described, will resort to

his tricks a third time. But, on going into other

hands, and having another rider, he will be very

likely to have recourse to rearing.

All vicious horses have a favourite side, which
they are prepared to defend, and they therefore

must be attacked on the other.

It has been already observed, that a horse ad-

dicted to rearing high, seldom, if ever, kicks
;

and, on the contrary, a horse given to violent

kicking, is scarcely ever known to rear. If you
follow the directions given in the fifth paragraph
of this article, he will not be able to kick, or

at least only in a trifling degree ; and finding

himself foiled, he will not long continue the battle.

In this case, twisting the horse round will have
the desired effect ; and indeed there are few cases

of unruly horses where it will not : to accomplish

which you must twist him round on his weak
side, as he will be prepared for you on the other,

and you would not be able to move him round
;

but in no case correct a horse beyond the just

measure of punishment, let it also be well-timed,

and administered without passion—lest you pro-

voke him to further resistance. Whatever feeling

influences the rider's mind, it will not fail to have

a corresponding effect on that of the horse ; and,

consequently, cruelty, anger, and revenge, will

operate most powerfully against that concord

which should subsist between the horse and his

rider. With an unruly horse, the rider should be

as cool, as firm, and as philosphic as a Stoic. The
moment the battle is over, let the horse and his

rider become friends : the horse, being ashamed
from defeat, will be thus soothed and brought into

good temper; and, as all provocation has ceased,

he will feel no disposition to renew the conten-

tion.

PnESERVATiON OF POTATOES.—A farmer in the

neifrlil)ourhood of St. Alban's, an extensive potato-

irrower, has lately discovered a cheap and simple

mode of preserving' that valuable root. A pit is dug'

the required depth, the l)ottoui of which is lig'htly spread
with g'as tar, over which is placed a layer of tanner's

Ijark to the depth of lliree inches ; the usual quantity of

wheat straw is then laid over tiic top. By these means
he has this year preserved two pits ; the one has recently

l)een opened, the produce of which, from its soundness

and freshness, has been justly praised by hisnoif^hbours.

It is likewise worthy of mention that the bark after this

process, proves an excellent top dressing for wheat,

even superior to soot.

HOPS.
An Account of the Duty on Hops of the Growth
OF THE Year 1835, distinguishing the Districts,

AND the old from THE NEW DuTY.

DISTRICTS.

Barnstaple. .

,

nedlord
Cambiidge

,

Canterbury .

,

Chester ,

Cornwall . . .

,

Derby ,

Dorset
Essex

,

Exeter .. ..,

Gloucester.

.

Grantham...
Hants ,

Hereford ...

Hertford
Lincoln . .

.

Lynn ,

Carried for

ward . . .

.

DUTY.

£ s.

28 16

142 18
26 2

989/5 9
10

13 14
30 17
16

2131 19

14 15 8

6 10
3 4 4

4386 1 10

22734 11 10

57 19 6

350 3 4

18 4

128914 15 iO

DISTRICTS.

Brought for-

ward
Northampton .

Oxford
Plymouth
Rending
Rocliester . ..

.

Salisbury
Salop
Stourbridge. .

.

Suffolk
S urrey
Sussex
Uxbridge
Wales, Middle
Wellington ...

Worcester . .

.

Total....

£ s. d.

128914

26
5

8
144681
2464

1083
791
3

127458
9

95
31

34b0

15 10

8 6
10 2

6

1

8 6
10
2 10
15

17 2
17 4
14 4
13 2

7 U
409055 18 3

Old duty, at Id 12.20th3 per lb.....;£235.207 2 113 14-20tli9.

New duty, at|d8-20ths perlb 173,848 15 3 6-20ths.

Total ^409,055 18 3

G. F. COTTRELL, First General Accountant.

Excise-office, London, Nov. 27, 1835.
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AGRICULTURAL MEETINGS.—WHAT
MUST THE FARMERS DO ?

(To the Editor of the Yorkshire Gazette.)

Sir,—The various agriculturixl meetings which
are now holding, and have lately been held, have ex-

cited considerable interest, and the cry is, that the
farmers are bestirring themselves ; and so they are,

when compared with the listless inactivity they ma-
nifested, in anything wherein their interests were
concerned, some three or four years ago ; but after

all they are nearly powerless. Their weakness con-
sists in this, they have no unity of purpose—they
have no head. Scarcely two societies are baseil

upon the same principles ;—scarcely two agree as
to the nature or extent of the relief they want. I

make these observations in consequence of the re-

fusal of tlie York Agricultural Association to send
delegates to the proposed Aylesbury Meeting, be-
cause I think that a want of mutual communication
between the various associations, and a knowledge
of their views, feelings, and principles, are such
serious defecs, as to paralyze the exertions of the
whole.—The jNIarquis of Chandos has, indeed, by
his indefatigable exertions, proved himself to be
" the farmer's friend," and the agricultural interest
has every thing to expect from his support, pro-
vided his efforts are stoutly and perseveringly se
conded. From previous letters which I have ad-
dressed to you, (and here I beg to express my
thanks for your readiness in giving publicity to any-
thing likely to prove beneficial to the Agricultural
interests,) it will be remembered, that my opinions
of agricultural distress, and its remedy, were, that
much of it rested with the landowners themselves,
•and that the destruction of the large-farm-monopoly,
was the principal (though not the only) means by
which our distress may be alleviated. The increase
of the poor-rates, and consequently of the expense
at which the farmer raises his corn ;—the diminished
consumption of farm produce, and the undue in-

fluence of the large farmers on the markets, I have
stated, are the causes of our depressed condition,
and the results, in a great measure, of the system of
letting large farms.

At a recent meeting of the Manchester Agricul-
tural Society, I am glad to find this subject was in-

troduced by J. Forenby, Esq., of Everton, in a
speech replete with sound reasoning and good sense

;

and which at once evinced a deep interest in the
welfare of Agriculture, and an extensive practical

Knowledge of its wants and prospects. To that

speech I refer the farmers, and will just quote
the conclusion. " The conclusion he drew from
these facts was, that it would be adviseable, where
it was practicable, to divide large farms into small
ones, and this important consideration he wished to

press upon the attention of the landowners present."
To this we find a sort of interrogating reply, by a
Mr. Dixon, who is represented to have inquired

—

" if large farms were to be divided into small ones,
where would be the men of capital, reading, and in-

telligence? On the contrary, his opinion was, tliat

if farms were made sufficiently large to require and
induce the introductio7i of persons of intelligence and
capital, agriculture would be much more improved
than by making large farms into small ones." Now
if these assertions are correct, what relief would dis-

inheriting the small farmers, and sending them to

the poor-house afford to agriculture ; for to the poor-
house they must go if tlieir farms were taken from
them. It might possibly favour the monopolists, but
it would terribly affect the welfare of the community,
and add to the present agricultural burdens. But is

there no intelligence, no reading, amongst the small

farmers 1 What folly to suppose this ! There are
ignorant persons among them, certainly, but there
are certainly as many in proportion, and more,
amongst the large farmers, who frequently commit
their concerns to an hireling bailiff. But he inquires

about capital. Now the temptations which large

farms hold out to persons to take them above the ex-
tent of their capital have been the ruin of thousands,
and in short the result has been, that scores of farms
are tlirown into a state of ruinous sterility, which had
they been apportioned out so as to meet the capabi-

lities of small capitalists would have been abundant
and productive, and have afforded an independent
livelihood, and constant employment to hundreds of
families. But all their " capital" would never have
been able (supposing large capitalists would engage
in agriculture) to maintain the vast numbers of home-
less small farmers, which this consolidation of farms
would throw upon their support.

But Mr. Dixon must never have considered his

position, when he says, " the making of small farms

into large ones" would " require and induce the in-

troduction of persons of capital and intelligence."

Where, I beg leave to ask, would they be in-

duced to come from? Would they leave manu-
facturing, tlieir trading, or their commercial profes-

sions to improve agriculture ? The small capitalists

he would certainly exclude ; he admits it. But who
engaged in any profitable employment, would leave

it for any agricultural speculation? And if they

should, what improvements are we to expect from
persons unacquainted with the very theory of agri-

culture. His plan would send to their parishes

those who understood and had been bred up to farm-

ing occupations, and introduce ignorant inexperi-

enced persons, who would destroy the very vestiges

of British agriculture. But this is not a question of

improvement, but of the wealth and existence of the

agricultural community.
But we now come to the question—what must the

fnrrcers do ? Let them rally round a head, and let

them endeavour to impress upon the landowners
the evils of the large farm system. It is not high

rents, it is a poor rate of from 2s 6d to 3s in the

pound, and which is equal to 5s and 6s in the pound,
when farm produce was selling at double the price

at which it is going at present, and the less con-
sumption of farm produce, both caused principally

by the ruined small farmers, and diminished demand
for labour, which produces our distress.

I trust this subject M'ill be entered into at your
meeting at York, (for although it is on the day of
the publication of this paper, yet this will be read
b}^ the principal part of the farmers, ere they as-

semble) and it it appears to be necessary I have no
doubt but the landowners, ever ready to do their ut-

most to render a service to agriculture, will adopt
the plan of dividing large farms, to the extent of

one hundred and fifty acres each. I remain, your's,

A Practical Agriculturist,

Yorkshire, Nov. 10th, 1835. W. E. N.

Patent HonsE Shoes.—A newly-invented horse-
shoe has just been invented by Mr. Gregory, formerly
of this town, and late of Ilminster, veterinary
surareon, wliich promises to be of vast public benefit. A
patent has been obtained for it in concert with another
person. The shoes are produced by steam eng'ine ope-
ration, at the rate of three thousand per hour, and are
sold at two-pence each ! (being: about one-fourth the ge-
neral cost of a horse-shoe !) An intelligent coach pro-
prietor of this town affirms, that having tried them on
horses over a rough road, he has found them to last

longer than those of ordinary manufacture.

—

Taunton
Courier,
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THE LANDOWNERS AND
CORN-LAWS.

THE

Mr. Editor,—I have read, very attentively. Earl

Fitzwilliam's Second Address to the Landowners on
the Corn-laws. This subject is of vital importance
to all those who are so unfortunate as to have their

capitals vested in tillage, as well as to the land-

owners themselves. To a certain extent the interests

of both are the same, and many of the arguments
used hinge upon expected good or evil to the pre-

sent occupiers of the land, as must naturally be the

case in discussing this question—a question which
demands the deepest consideration, for its import-

ance is second to none ; and I am feelingly con-

vinced of the truth ofMr. Burke's remark, that " it is

dangerous to make experiments on the farmer,

whose trade is a very poor one, and whose capital is

much weaker than is generally imagined." I pro-

pose to examine the strength of his lordship's rea-

soning, particularly as the authority of his high rank
and individual respectability may possibly give

more weight to his opinions than his arguments
might gain ; I mean with those well-meaning per-

sons who have not much considered the subject, and
with that large class who are predisposed to his

lordship's views by their own separate interests.

It does not seem to be his lordship's intention to

recommend a free trade in all the products of indus-

try, nor does it appear that he contemplates any
protecting duty at all for corn, but merely " such a

duty as may be fairly levied for purposes ofrevenue."
Now, surely this is very unreasonable in the present

state of things. Almost all writers on political

economy freely admit the just claim of the English
grower to such a duty on imported corn as would
" countervail the peculiar burdens to which he is

subject." Mr. Ricardo allows also a drawback on
exportation, " which he must have to place him in a

fair state of competition in the foreign market, not

only with the foreign producer, but with liis own
countrymen, who are producing other commodities."

(Protection to Agriculture, page 53.) This is

cjearly justice only, and no favour, so long as the

peculiar burdens remain ; but it would be better to

obviate the necessity for all this by taking them off,

if possible (as the aggregate amount of them miglit

be matter of dispute), and so to equalize general and
local taxation, that every class might bear its fair

share. If the above scheme (of Mr. Ricardo'sJ
were adopted for the grower of corn, no other class

of producers could justly claim any protecting duty

at all, except on the proof of their peculiar burdens.

It is well known, however, that almost every home-
made commodity is protected, at present, by duties
varying from 15 to 60 per cent, on the importation of

similar articles ; but this is seldom mentioned, and
all the odium of monopoly is thrown on those con*
nected with the land. I scarcely know what to

think of the noble earl's serious proposal to the land-

owners to surrender all corn-laws. I have always
considered " that the restrictions on the import of
foreign corn were part of a whole system of restric-

tion, devised and continued for the purpose of en-

couraging both domestic produce and domestic ma-
nufacture ; that the grower of corn is no more a

monopolist—no more a gainer by protection than is

the watchmaker, the hatmaker, the shoemaker, the

glover, the manufacturer of paper, of silk, of brass-

work, of woollen, of cotton, of porcelain, of car-

riages, of everything. Destroy the whole system of
protection and prohibition and even then you will

have to consider whether the burdens upon the land
are not unfairly laid—whether the produce of the

land, malt for instance, is not taxed in a degree
which, although the tax is paid by the consumer,
unduly encourages the consumption of other articles,

to which, but for the tax, malt would be preferred.
Is it just that the land should bear so large a propor-
tion of the expense of maintaining the roads, and
of administering criminal justice, when the large
towns, the congregation of masses in manufac-
tures, contribute so much more than the land to
the production of crime'!" " I contend, then, that
before you determine to take off the restriction on
the import of foreign corn, you ought to look at the
burdens to which the landholder is subject, and at
the difference of degree in which those burdens,
whether local or public, press on the landed proprie-
tor and the manufacturer respectively. Consider
the land-tax, the malt-tax, and the payment of tithes—for tithes are admitted, by all political economists
who have written on the subject of free trade in
corn, to be a tax peculiarly burdensome, and for
which the land is intitled to equivalent protection."
" The amount of poor-rates paid in 1823, which,
though it may refer to a somewhat remote period,
will yet show the proportionate pressure of that im-
post upon land and upon trade. The total amount
of poor-rates paid in 1823, in England and Wales,
was 6,7O3,000L Of this, dwelling-houses paid
1,762,000/.; the land 4,602 ,000/. ; and mills and
factories only 247,000Z.—namely, one-eighteenth
part of the payment of the land. I ask, therefore,
can it be said, after such a statement, that the local
burdens are fiiirly apportioned between the landed
and manufacturing interests? And have not the
proprietors of the land a right to claim, on this head
alone, that degree of protection for their property,
which is equivalent to the excess of contribution to
which the land is subject."—(Sir R. Peel's Speech
in the House of Commons, March 19, 1834.)

The theoretical objection to restrictive laws in
general, is this, that they may sometimes interfere
with the natural direction of capital, and thereby
tend to diminish the sum of national profits ; still

protection is allowable so far as to compensate for
any peculiar burdens, either on the land or manu-
factures. The question of general free trade, on the
equitable principles of Mr. Ricardo, w^ould be a fair

subject for discussion, if there was a chance of ob-
taining a trade really free in everything (corn in-

cluded.) There are certainly some objections to
the present system of corn laws, pointed out by his
lordship, such as s* tendency to encourage the em-
ployment of English capital in speculating exclu-
sively in foreign corn ; also to raise the average
price for the whole year (including foreign and
English corn) to the consumer, more than the
average price to the home grower. They excite much
odium at home and abroad, and therefore afford no
safe ground of security or confidence to those inter-

ested in their continuance ; still an unrestricted free

trade in corn would be unjust, botli to the land-
owners and to the present occupiers, who cannot
withdraw their capitals. It would be unjust and
impolitic ; for by opening our ports, under the pre-

sent circumstances of Europe, we should not obtain

a trade in corn really free, as the restrictive systems
which prevail in France, Spain, Portugal, &:c. would
not allow of "reciprocity" in the corn trade. France,
for instance, permits the exportation of her corn
only until the price reaches 49s per quarter, and then

it entirely ceases ; and our own corn would certainly

never be admitted into France, unless her prices

were such as to indicate scarcity. This is not a free

trade ; and shall we permit other nations to send

I

their occasional surplus corn here, whether tDanted
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or not, whilst they will never take any of ours,
Jwwever cheap, unless they may choose to do so ?

Such a trade in corn would be not only unfair to our
growers, hut it would subject us, as Mr. Malthus
well observes, " to more cruel and distressing vari-

ations than the most determined system of prohibi-
tions." (See Malthus' Grounds of an Opinion, &c.,
page 12 to 15 ; see also Huskisson's Letter to a

Constituent, jiassim.) His lordship is under a great
mistake as to the present state of the English farm-
ers, and the eftect which the fall of price bas bad on
their capitals. I refer him to the reports of the two
last parliamentary committees on agricultural dis-

tress, particularly that of August, 1833. His lord-

ship saj's, "the average is now 40s. per quarter,
and the occupiers of the soil have ceased, for many
months, to reap the benefit which they were tauglit

to expect from the protecting statute, nevertheless they
are in a situation quite us prosperous as whenwheat was
at 64s." I ask, how can this be 1 Have the rents,
tithes, poir-rates, price of labour, and other out-
goings, fallen in proportion 1 Have all the various
commodities required in the consumption of the
farmer's household fallen equally 1 Certainly not

;

nor will they so for a long time, if ever ; and during
the transition, the farmers' capital must melt away.
Corn is relatively low, and the occupiers of the soil

are far from being as prosperous as when wheat was
at 64s. The assertion seems like a cruel mockery

;

it shows, at least, an utter disregard of facta, and a
great lore of theory. His lordship evidently ex-
pects permanent low prices from a repeal of the
corn-laws, and yet he thinks the alteration in the
value of land will be " exceedingly trifling,"
and that " the fall of rents will not be great, except
in a few cases." Now I ask, did not the doubled
war-prices of corn double the rents'? and if corn
fall permanently to the old prices, must not rents fall

to the old standard too 1.—nay, lower ; for as taxation,
general and local, cannot fall equally, how can rents
be kept up even to the old standard "? They are not
yet at that standard, but probably 30 or 40 per
cent, higher, having been fixed on the basis of 64s
per quarter for wheat. I always admired and praised
the (supposed) disinterested conduct of those land-
owners who, like his Lordship, advocate a free-trade
in corn ; but if they really expected nearly the same
rents, and to have corn and the produce of the land
cheap at the same time, no such praise is due to
them, for then they would gain by it. But this is
idle and absurd ; for with a free trade, the English
grower could not recover from the consumer, as
heretofore, by an addition to the price of his pro-
duce, the amount of those burdens and taxes, direct
and indirect, which affect him peculiarly, as com-
pared with his foreign competitor ; and this must, in
the end, fall on rent. A little reflection on the na-
ture and causes of rent will show, that if prices fall

with only average crops, rents must fall in proper-
tion, unless, indeed, improved methods of tillage
are discovered, so as to make the capital and labour
applied more effective; and without this, falling
rents must be accompanied by the abandonment ol"

the least productive soils. His Lordship thinks that
none but the inferior soils will be thrown out oF
cultivation ; and " these lands," he says, " are
either unusually sterile, or unusually expensive to
cultivate." First, as to sterility, I assert that they
afford as much produce as the average returns of the
corn-exporting countries, as stated by Mr. Jacob—
namely, eightfold. Sterility, therefore, is not the
cause why they cannot be kept in tillage. Some of
them aflbrded a profit fifty years ago, with prices
aa low as at present j such prices will not do now,

because they are become " expensive to cultivate ;"

but this is entirely the effect of increased, direct and
indirect, taxation, which has the same effect as sterility

precisely. If these lands were naturally more " ex-
pensive to cultivate," or naturally more sterile, than
foreign lands ; or if the English cultivators posses-
sed less skill or industry than foreigners, then, in-

deed, the reasoning, and attempted illustration, by
a comparison of old expensive machinery about to

be superseded by new, M'ould a])ply to the case ; at

present it does not, since the best machinery may be
made expensive by taxation. The whole of the ar-

gument here is a misrepresentation, and unjust to-

wards the owners and cultivators of such lands. If
even one class of land should be driven out of til-

lage by foreign competitors, who carry less weight
(of taxation) the owners of it will be unjustly treat-

ed. His Lordship seeius to think cheap corn, how-
ever produced, the summum bonuin ; but it is not so

much cheapness, as the ability to purchase, which is

desirable. Look at Ireland and Poland. If corn is

made cheap by importation, and the demand for la-

bour and wages should fall more than corn, certainly

nothing would be gained by it. " The history of the

country for the last 170 years clearly proves, on the

one hand, that cheapness produced by foreign im-
port is the sure forerunner of scarcity ; and, on the

other hand, that a steady home supply is the only safe

foundation of steady and moderate prices." (Hus-
kisson's Letter to a Constituent ; Chichester, 1814,

pages 7 and 8). Again (pages 10 and 11), " I ad-

mit, that if unlimited foreign import were now again

allowed, bread might be a little, though a very little,

lower than it now is, for a year or two ; but what
would follow 1 The small farmer would be ruined

;

improvements would every where stand still ; infe-

rior lands, now producing corn, would be given up,

and return to a state of waste ; the home consump-
tion, and brisk demand for all the various articles of

the retail trader, which contributed so much, even
during the pressure of war, to the prosperity of our
towns, especially those which are not connected with

manufactures or foreign commerce, would rapidly

decline ; farming-servants, and all the trades which
depend on agriculture for employment, would be
thrown out of work ; and the necessary consequence
would be, that wages would fall more rapidly than

the price of bread. Then comes some interruption

to the foreign import, coinciding with the decay of

agriculture at home, and corn is suddenly forced up
again to a famine price." Unlimited free import of

foreign corn must certainly cripple the English

grower, and all connected with land, under the pre-

sent weight of taxes. Now, one-third of the whole
population are directly employed on the land, and
many more are dependent on it for a living

;
per-

haps, altogether, two-fifths of the people ; can it then

be the interest, the permanent interest, of the monied,

manufacturing, and other classes, to ruin such a

large portion of the people ? The cry of the large

manufacturing capitalist for cheap corn means low
wages ; and it may suit his temporary purpose ; but

his interests are not so inseparably connected with the

welfare of the country as those of the landowner

and of agriculture. His Lordship seems to dislike

the idea, that " low prices are inconsistent with the

national welfare ;" but facts are stubborn things

;

and it seems to be proved that low prices are inva-

riably followed by an increased rate of mortality, and

vice versd, amongst manufacturing " operatives" as

well as agricultural labourers. (" Inquiry into

the Expediency of the Existing Restrictions on the

Importation of Foreign Corn, 1833, by John Barton).

And why should this surprise us 1 It is written
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*' Man shall not lire by bread alone." Many other

things are necessary to him, and as the price of corn,

ctBteris paribus, regulates wages, low corn must make
low wages ; and the labourers' power to purchase
other necessaries is less than before : his command
oyer corn is the same ; but his command over otlier

things is less ; therefore his situation is decidedly

worse. I have said that the price of corn, in like

circumstances, regulates wages, and that when corn
is relatively low, the receiver of wages suffers, be-

cause his command over every thing but corn is less.

It is certain also, that the price of corn chiefly regu-

lates rent, and when corn is relatively low as com-
pared with other commodities, the receiver of rent

must suffer ; because, altliough his command over
corn remains the same, yet his command over otlier

things, and especially luxuries, is less than before,

and he must suffer proportionally more than the re-

ceiver of wages, inasmuch as he spends a smaller

proportion of his income on corn, and the produce of

land ; indeed, the proportional expenditure in these

things is, probably, in the inverse ratio of income.
The landed gentlemen residing in the country miiy,
" as expenders of income, be more benefited by a

reduction of the price of provisions, especially of

grain, than the ether classes of equal fortune resid-

ing in, or near, the metropolis," us consumers; but
as producers and sellers (through their tenants) they
must be still more benefited by a rise in the price of
provisions, and especially of grain ; for this must
cause a rise of rent, and thereby increase, on the
whole, their power of purchasing. Why have the
landowners of late gone to reside on the continent
so much? To get cheap bread and meat"! No; but
to obtain those comforts which they have a right to

expect, and which they always had, until hocus pocus
changes of the currency, and other tricks, transferred

to the tax-gatherer and mortgagee that portion of the
produce of their estates which used to be their share

in theform of rent. Will cheap bread and meat at

home bring them back 1 No ; but falling rents will

drive away more of them ; all, perhaps, except those
Leviathan landlords—" Ces grands proprietaires,

qui peuvent se croiser les bras, et qui n'ont d'autre
aff"aire que leurs plaisirs, leurs revenues sont si grands
qu'ils excedent tous les besoins ; mais leur nombre
est toujours petit compare a latotalite." (J. B. Say.)

Before we decide whether cheap corn and low
prices, in general, would be beneficial to us, we
should consider the peculiar state of this country.
" During the twenty years beginning with 1794, and
ending with 1813, the average price of British corn
per quarter was 83s. ; during the ten years ending
with 1813, 92s. ; and during the last five years of
the twenty it was 108s. In the course of these
twenty years the Government borrowed near 500
millions of real capital, for which, on a rough ave-
rage, exclusive of the sinking fund, it engaged to
pay about 5 per cent. But if corn should fall to
56s. a quarter, and other commodities in proportion,
instead of an interest of 5 per cent., the Govern-
ment would really have to pay an interest of 8, 9,
and for the last 200 millions, 10 per cent. This can
only be paid by the industrious classes of society
and the landlords—that is, by all those whose no-
minal incomes will vary with the variations in the
measure of value. The nominal revenues of this
pai-t of society, compared with the average of the
last five years (ending 1815) will be diminished one-
half; and out of this nominally reduced income they
will have to pay the same nominal amount of taxa-
tion." (Malthus' Grounds of an Opinion, &:c. &:c.,

pages 38 and 39.) " If we consider with what an

increased weight the taxes on tea, sugar, malt, &c.,

would in this case bear on the labouring classes of
society, and what proportion of their incomes, all

the active, industrious, middle orders of the state,

as well as the higher orders, must pay in assessed

taxes, and the various articles of the customs and
excise, the pressure will appear to be almost into-

lerable. Indeed, if the measure of value were really

to fall, as we have supposed, there is great reason to

fear that the country would be absolutely unable to

continue the payment of the present interest of the

national debt. Even if tlie price of corn be kept up
by restrictions to 80s. a quarter, it is certain that the
whole of the loans made during the war, will, on an
average, be paid at an interest very much higher than
they were contracted for, which increased interest

can of course only be furnished by the industrious

classes of society. I think that very much the largest

mass of the people, and particularly the industrious

orders of the state, will be more injured than bene-

fited by this measure." (The Opening of the Ports,

pages 40 to 42). Whether we open the ports or not,

much of the above described suffering must now be
our lot ; for the " sound currency" people, with
their allies and supporters—the vampire-race of loan

jobbers and Jew money-dealers have outwitted, and
deluded, the owners of real property, to the great

injury of the producing classes, and the permanent
degradation of the landed and agricultural classes

in particular. The interested, selfish, and cunning-

advocates of free trade amongst the monied, com-
mercial, and manufacturing classes, must be highly

delighted to have as an ally a large landed proprie-

tor of his Lordship's high rank and character, but

how must they laugh in their sleeves at his Lordship's

simplicity in supposing that " the alteration in the

value of land will be exceedingly trijling," and that

the " fall of rents will not be great, except in a few
cases, after a repeal of all Corn Laws!" But the
dull perception of the landed and agricultural people
is well known, and their patient endurance not less

so. Sir Robert Walpole, in his time, compared them
to sheep, who always came very quietly to be shorn ;

the manufacturers, he said, were like pigs, if he
touched but a bristle of them they were all in an
uproar, and then there was, he said, " more cry than
wool!" His Lordship asserts that there exists at

this time " general prosperity" amongst the indus-
trious classes ; but as he asserts at the same time,

that farmers are quite as jjrosperousnow, with wheat
at 40s. per quarter as when it was at 64s., which is

notoriously unfounded, the former fact is doubtful

;

indeed how can " general prosperity" exist when
so large a body as the agriculturists are going to

ruin ! The following is a curious passage :
—" We

have for some years been so much accustomed to hear of
the Corn Laws as a sort of national code, that many
of us imagine that the system is as old as the com-
mon law and the constitution itself, and that it forms,
as it were, part and parcel of our political exist-

ence; while, on the other hand, the more experi-

enced must be perfectly aware that it is of recent
introduction and novel in England." Now what is

meant by this 1 Surely not, that all Corn Laws ore

of recent introduction and novel in England, as the

uninformed reader might suppose ; if so, I refer him
to a " Compendium of the Laws passed from time

to time for regulating and restricting the Importa-
tion, Exportation, and Consumption of Foreign

Corn, from 1660; printed for Ridgway, 1833."

Perhaps it means only that the present form of Corn
Law is of recent introduction ; but, as now worded,
it is calculated to mislead the ignorant and unwary,

and it ought to be more explicit. I cannot imagine

why hia Lordship should confine bis efforts to ob«
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tain free trade in corn only, instead of taking up
the broad principle of general free trade, on the plea

that the capital and industry of the people might be

employed to the greatest advantage ; this would be

more plausible, but would prove, I fear, visionary

also. If free trade is to begin with corn, as some
propose, justice requires the previous removal of all

peculiar burdens on the land; even now it is suffer-

ing frona unfair competition with untithed, unrated,

and comparatively untaxed, Ireland, Canada, Man,
and Channel Islands. Should the general good of

the nation be found clearly to require the partial evil

of sacrificing (by free import of corn) a large por-

tion of the land-owners, farmers, and their labourers,

be it so; but at present the evil only seems certain,

and the expected good, contingent. The adoption of

abstract theories frequently disappoints expectation.

Should the " stern path of duty" demand the sacri-

fice, we must submit; but let not his Lordship ex-
pect to convince either landlord or farmer that it is

for their good. By a debtor and creditor account of

a farm, as it stood seven years ago, and for the past

year, I might easily show that farmers are not now
nearly "as properous as when wheat was at 6-is.per

quarter," and might prove the necessity for a large

reduction of rent with low prices ; but I fear our
modern economists pay more attention to theories

than to facts and experience. Political economy is

a noble science ; but our present professors of it

seem likely to bring it into disrepute. It was said,

I think by one of the ancients, " that there was no-

thing, however absurd, which had not been asserted

and maintained by some one of the philosophers;"
this remark seems equally applicable to our present

race otpsuedo philosophers. As one proof, among
many, I refer the reader to a whimsical production,

called " An Address to the Farmers of the United
Kingdom, on the Low Rates of Profit in Agriculture
and Trade, 1831," by R. Torrens, Esq., M.P.—

a

writer, who has occasionally proved himself capable

of better things.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

TERR^ FILIUS.
West Sussex, Nov. 2:4, 1835.

THE MALT TRADE.

The following is an extract from the Appendix

to the Fifteenth Report of the Commissioners of

Excise Revenue Inquiry :

—

TO SIR HENRY PARNELL, BART., CHAIRMAN.

" Twickenham, Sept. 10.

" My Dear Sir,—I am afraid .that the evidence
which I gave on the question of the malt duty did not
seem quite so clear as I could have wished it ; and I

am fain to trouble you with a few lines in explanation,

relying on your goodness to excuse me. The desire of
government must, of course, be to levy the tax upon
every quarter of malt which is made, and with equal
fairness jto each trader. For this purpose it has im-
posed certain restrictions upon the trader, and ap-

pointed particular guages to be taken, whereby the

tax or duty is estimated. In despite of these restrictions

there is abundant evidence to prove that fraud is fre-

quently practised : and it would be most desirable

if such alterations could be made in the manner of
charging the duty, that it might be levied with greater
certainty to government, and at the same time hold out
less inducement to the trader to practise fraud. To
obtain this I would at once take ofl' all restrictions in

the manner of working grain. I would let the maltster

use his own juderraent, and if he could, out of one

quarter of barley make two quarters of malt. It can"
not matter to government how much the maltster makes
of his barley, provided he pays regular duty for every
quarter of malt. Besides, the present restrictions have
this injurious effect:—the trader does not like to be de-

prived of the use of his judgment, and be told that he
shall only work corn in such or such a manner, although
his experience may have pointed out a way to him, by
which, without defrauding the revenue, he might pro-

cure greater profit to himself. I do not say such is the

case, but every man likes to use his own judgment in

his own affairs. 'TaKe off then all restrictions about
liquoring the corn on the floors and so forth, (let the

Excise officer still continue to guage the corn, if that

would be any satisfaction,) and let the duty be levied

when the malt is made, that is on the last day on which
it will be on the kiln, as near as possible to the time of

its being thrown off. For this purpose a book might
be kept at the malt-house, in which the maltster should
be compelled to enter the hour in which he means to

throw the malt oft" the kiln, and let the penalty for his

omitting so to do be treble or five times any of the

present penalties. The maltster should give twenty-
four hours' notice of his intention to throw oft' the kiln,

and during that twenty-four hours the officer should
come to gauge the goods—leaving, if the maltster so

direct it, a copy of his charge. The allowances to be
made for heat and roots must be a matter of considera-

tion, but I should think about twelve per cent. I can-
not see any objection to this plan ; the government
would, it appears to me, ascertain with greater pre-
cision the actual quantity of malt made, and the trader

would not have opportunities of practising fraud. The
room into whicli the malt would be thrown from the
kiln should be adapted to the size of the kiln, and sepa-
rated from the room where the malt would be stowed
away or kept for sale, by a partition of four or five feet

in height. The partition should not be higher, a? it

would inconvenience the labourers in throwing the malt
from what might be termed the shifting-room. Care
should be taken that no other malt be in the shifting-

room, except that thrown from the kiln. Let the

penalty for throwing oft' from the kiln, without such
twenty-four hours' notice, or of sprinkling malt already
thrown off be five times the amount of any present
penalty.
" I must now endeavour to prove that the present

system of charging the duty by different guages on the
floors and in the cistern is incorrect. The guages on
the floors at one period allow one-third, and at another
one-half. I will not say much about those guages, for

in my opinion the maltster can even now work his corn
so as to get what increase he wishes ; the restrictions

Only make it a little more difficult. The guage in the

cistern causes the incorrect charge, for the state and
quality of the barley and the heat of the atmosphere will

affect the rise or swell of the corn when in cistern. I
will make the calculation by my cistern. I gene-
rally put in steep forty quarters, and the depth of corn,
in inches, is twenty-eight ; the rise to be in proportion
with 17^ per cent., should be about five inches and six-

tenths, whereas it is generally between six and seven
inches, and sometimes eight ; when it rises eight inches
I am charged two quarters, three bushels more that I

have steeped ; and if it only rose five inches six-tenths,

I should be charged three bushels less. If, in the first

case of my cistern rising' eight inches, I wished to over-
come the extra charge of two quarters three bushels, I
should be obliged to force the corn to work on the
floors, and strive for increase, which would be injurious
to me as the consumer of malt ; in the latter case of its

only rising five inches six-tenths, the closer I worked
the less duty I should have to pay. 1 will place the

calculations in juxta-position that you may be able to

see at once the different results, calculating the first

rise of my cistern, not at the extreme of eight inches,

but the more general one of seven inches, and work ac-
cordingly for increase, but still for as small an in-

crease as would be consistent with my interest as a
consumer. My next calculation will suppose the cis-

tern to rise five inches six-tenths, and work the corn

closely.
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First Calculation, Cistern rising 7 inches.

In. Qrs. In. Qrs.

25 ffive 40 35 give 50 6-8

Deduct allowance of l?^ percent. 9 4-8

41 2-8

41 2-8 increase within 72 hours to 63
Deduct one-third 21

42
63 increase afterwards to 80

Deduct one half 40

40
Cistern charg'e 41 2-8

First charg'e on floors 42
Second do. do 40

3/123 2-8

Divided by 3, to make charge for duty. ... 41 3-4

or 1 quarter 3-fourths more than was
steeped.

Second Calculation, Cistern rising 5 inches 6-lOf/is.

In. Qrs. In. Qrs.
28 g-ive 40 - 33 6-10 give 48

Deduct allowance of 17^ per cent. 8 3-8

39 3-8

39f increase within 72 hours to 60
Deduct one third 20

40
60 increase afterwards to 70

Deduct one-half 35

35
Cistern charge 39 5-8
First charge on floors 40
Second do. do 35

3/114 5-8

38 5-8

or 1 quarter and 3-eighths less than steeped.

" Surely that calculation proves that the error in the

present system is in the cistern cliarge. It may be true

that in the first calculation I got the increase of one
quarter and more, and therefore pay no more duty than
I have made malt ; still it is injurious to me as a con-
sumer, and forces me to work the corn for increase, and
which I otherwise would not. This very compelling the

trader to work for increase appears to hold out some
inducement to the not strictly honest to attempt fraud,

and even the fair trader must use his best endeavours
to convert his quarters of barley into as many possible

quarters of malt, leaving the sagacity of Excise-officers

to make a correct or erroneous charge. In my case,

who work for weight, not increase, the paper which I

left on ray examination proves that I am overcharged
;

if my plan were adopted I expect that better malt
would be made, ami, from want of temptation, less

fraud practised ; still there are some who would at-

tempt fraud, and in this way, either by throwing the
malt from the kiln before the officer came to gauge, or
by sprinkling malt already thrown oft" ; in either case
heavy penalties should be enforced, and the officers of
excise use the greatest vigilance. It must be consi-

dered that porter or brown malt is worked in a diffe-

rent manner to pale malt, of which I have been treat-

ing, and therefore some alterations would be requisite

in tliis plan, but the system might still be adopted. The
present law makes a great distinction between malt,
and ])orter or brown malt.

" 1 commence malting for the season about the mid-
dle of October; and, siiould you desire it, shall have
great pleasure in keeping correct gauges of the corn
from the time I steep till the time I throw off' the kiln,

and send the result to you ; at the same time I fear,

that the trouble which the perusal of this letter will

cause you will make you wish that you had not trusted

to examine me at all ; but if on the other hand there

should by [chance be any idea contained in it, which
you may be able to turn to some useful purpose,! shall

be amply repaid for writing it, and believe me.
Yours, very truly and faithfully,

G. B. COLE.

ON DRILLING, OR DEPOSITING THE
SEED IN LINES.

(From Sinclair.)

The system of drilling-, or placing the seed of

grain and other vegetables, in regular rows, by ma-
chines invented for that purpose, is no new disco=^

very. It has been practised from time immemorial
in the East Indies, and has likewise been long known
in Spain. The introduction of that mode of sowing
into this country, is justly attributed to the cele-

brated TuU, wlio founded it on the erroneous doc-

trine, that tillage, even without manure, would pro-

duce an endless succession of abundant crops. That
theory is fortunately abandoned ; but the practice of

drilling, being now estRblished on sound principles,

and sanctioned by experience, is progressively in-

creasing, much to the advantage of the farmer.

In discussing the subject of drilling it is neces-

sary to make a distinction between leguminous, or

green, and culraiferous, or grain crops.

nniLLINO LEGUMINOUS, OR GREEN CROPS.

There is no question, but that the culture in rows
is best calculated for them, because, 1. It carries off"

the extra moisture in wet soils ;—2. it exposes more
surface to atmospheric influence, by which the soil

is ameliorated ;—and 3. it gives an additional oppor-

tunity for the vegetation, and the destruction of

weeds.
Beans should be drilled, not only on loamy soils,

but even on strong and rich clays. When drilled,

from the manner in which the plants grow, the pods
are placed on the stem from the root upwards, and
of course they must derive essential benefit, w'hen

filling, by the admission of air through the open
space left between the drills. The soil is likewise

meliorated by the hoeing, and weeds are effectually

destroyed.

Drilling for turnips is likewise greatly to be pre-

ferred. The superior facility aff"orded by the drill

culture, of simplifying and expediting hand labour
;

the advantages of applying recent and moist manure
directly to the seed,—the more regular and correct

adjustment of the number of plants to be left on a

given space ; and the more equal admission and cir-

culation of air among the plants, entitle the drill sys-

tem to a decided preference.

Potatoes, also, ought to be planted in rows by all

farmers, whatever plan gardeners or cottagers, on
small patches, may adopt. There ought to be a dis-

tance of from 24 to 30 or even 36 inches between
each row, so that the fibres which nourish the plants,

may not be disturbed by the hoeing, for if they are

injured, the stems will be puny, and the bulbs few
and small. Drilling is greatly preferable to dibbling

potatoes, as appeared from an experiment, expressly

made to ascertain the advantage of each mode of

culture.

The drilling of carrots has not been found to an-

swer in Suff"olk ; but it has succeeded in the experi-

ence of Mr. Butterworth and others, in Scotland, and

of M. Chaieauvieux, in Switzerland, with very wide

intervals. This useful plant can thus be cultivated

with profit, on soils where otherwise it would haidly

be practicable ; the drills furnishing an artificial

depth of soil, in which this root can be raised. Four-

K
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teen inches between the rows is recommended as the

proper distance.

In regard to peas, whether sown with a mixture
of beans, or not, drilling is to be preferred to the

broad cast system, though the hoeing is attended

with diificulty, owing to the plant falling so early

down upon the surface. The rows ought to be from
20 to 27 inches asunder, and the intervals repeatedly

Land-hoed. Any weeds that may grow among the

peas may be pulled up by the hand. It has been
found that peas properly drilled, and carefully hoed,

were at harvest, nearly as clean as the beds of a gar-

den, and the produce, both of grain and of haulm,
quite satisfactory ; whereas the head-lands, which
had been sown broad-cast, had a miserable crop of

grain, thinly scattered among a multitude of annual
weeds, and scarcely worth reaping.
As to tares, they are sometimes drilled, particu-

larly when sown in spring, but broad-cast is the
more general practice, when sown in autumn. AVhen
drilled the rows should be fifteen inches apart ; and
in strong tenacious clays, this crop when repeatedly
Land hoed, is said, in dry seasons, to be more pro-
fitable than beans.

DRILLING CULMIFER0U3 OR CORN CROPS ; WITH OBSER-
VATIOJfS ON THE ROW CULTURE, fOR CROPS OF
GRAIN.

The question, whether it is most expedient o^'

profitable, to raise culmiferous crops, according to

the broad cast, or drilled system, has agitated the

agricultural world for a number of years ; and as it

is a point, respecting which there still exists a great

diversity of opinion, it may be proper here to detail

the arguments on both sides, that the reader may be
enabled to form a decided opinion, which ought ge-

nerally to be prefei'red ; and in .what particular

cases, either the row, or the broad-cast system of

culture, ought to be adopted.

The arguments against drilling are, 1. That it is

not likely to be profitable on a small scale, on ac-

count of the expense of the machinery for the ditler-

ent operations of sowing, hoeing, &c.:—2, That these

operations must often occasion delays, incompatible

with the hurry of an extensive autumnal or spring

sowing, at least in wet seasons, and on wet soils,

however little it may be felt in dry seasons, and on
dry soils ;— 3. That it is not so well calculated for

steep lands ;—and, 4. That the grain is more liable to

be shaken by winds, and the harvest to be later on
drilled fields, than on those which are sown broad
cast, and, consequently, that it is not so well calcu-

lated for a windy and a northern climate.

Some other objections were formerly urged against

drilling, which the recent improvements in the sys-

tem have effectually removed. For instance, it was
anciently the practice to earth up the plants, the

consequence of which was, that in rich soils, the

vigour of the soil was exhausted on the stems or

foliage instead of the fruit; and though the straw
was strong and abundant, the grain was often defec-

tive in quality, or greatly diminished in quantity

;

whereas, now, it is a maxim in the school of Holk-
liam, " That white straw crops Avill be injured, if

earthed up upon any soil."

It is likewise urged, that it might not be practic-

able in many districts, to find a sufficient number of
labourers to hoe the drills, were all the crops on a

farm to be subjected to that process. But in the

present state of the country, with an overflowing,
and unemployed population, a new source of occu-
pation to the peasantry would be most desirable,

provided their employers were remunerated for the

expenses they incurred ; and where there is a

scarcity of male labourers, women and boys have,
in many agricultural districts, as in Gloucestershire,

been taught the art, and have been found most ex-

pert at hoeing.

It has further been urged, against the use of the

drill machine, that where seed has been steeped, and
encrusted with lime, as a preventive of the smut,
the lime destroys the brushes, and impedes the regu-

lar delivery of the seed. But this objection is

easily removed, by using crops, instead of brushes,

or by steeping the seed in a solution of the sulphate

of copper, in a manner to be afterwards described,

in treating of the diseases of grain, (see the Ad-
denda} ; and the seed, in that case, might be sown
in a few hours after the solution has been applied,

without lime, and with a certainty of preventing
smut.

It is also contended, that the drill machine does
not answer where the soil is too full of small stones,

which may prevent the coulters from sinking to pro-

per depth, so that the seed may not be sufficienly

covered, to produce an abundant crop ; but Mr. Wil-
kie of Wimpole maintains that there is no difficulty

in drilling stoney land provided a proper drill ma-
chine called "a clever drill" is made use of. The
levers can be " weighted" at pleasure, and thus

will answer in almost any soil, however stony, be-

cause that sort of soil is generally loose below, and

better to drill on than even heavy cloddy land. The
seed also will stand a better chance of being

covered.

Tlje introduction of the drill system is, by many
of the most distinguished agriculturists, considered

to be the most important of all modern improve-
ments, and to be well entitled to universal adoption.

It is principally recommended on the following

grounds: 1. That the broad cast system is a less

perfect, and a less economical mode of cultivation,

than that of drilling, for the seed can neither be de-

posited in the soil, with the same exactness in regard

to depth, regularity, or proportion, nor be so placed,

that the crop can afterwards be improved in its pro-

gress to maturity ;•—2. That in light soils drilling

has the important advantage of giving the grain a

good hold of the ground, and of giving all the seed
the same depth of soil, by which the frost is pre-

vented from throwing out the plants in spring, or

the wind from loosening the roots, after the stem
gets high, or when the ear is filling

;
—3. That the

plants of wheat in drills protect each other through
the winter, and hence, that a field in drills will be
more forward in spring, and sooner ready at harvest,

than a field sown broad-cast;—4, That by the im-

proved practices in drilling, the use of manures,
(rape cakes in particular), is both encouraged and
economized, so as to diminish the quantity necessary,

and to increase its powers, by bringing it into imme-
diate contact with the plant ; and that a heavy croj)

of drilled corn, where the weeds are thoroughly de-

stroyed, will be found much less injurious to the

fertility of the soil, though raised with less

manure, than the same crop grown broadcast,

with a greater quantity of manure, but encum-
bered with weeds ;—5. That it gives an oppor-
tunity for cleansing the ground, even when the

crop is growing ;—of completely extirpating annual

weeds ;—of checking the growth of root weeds ;—
and of preventing weeds in general, from being in-

jurious to the crop ;— 6. That if the land is not hoed,

but hand-weeded, less damage will be done to the

crop, by the weeder's feet passing between the rows
of plants, than by treading upon them, as must ine-

vitably be the case, wlien working promiscuously

over the ground ;—7. That the progress of the
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grain, after the sacrifier lias worked upon the soil,

is attended with the most beneficial effects :—8.
That drilling- is peculiarly calculated for inferior
soils, and brings their produce more nearly on a foot-
ing with that of fertile land, than could otherwise
be obtained ;—9. That the pulverization of tlie soil,

between the rows of autumn or winter-sown wheat,
is- of the greatest benefit to the clover seeds sown in
spring, and that the admission of air between the
rows is of use to the corn crops, as well as to the
grass seeds sown with it ;—10. That drilled crops
of white corn, from tlie greater strength of their
Straw, are less apt to lodge, or to be beaten down in
wet seasons; and are much less subject to other
casualties, in particular to the diseases which wheat
is unfortunately liable;—11. That the expense of
cutting down a drilled crop in harvest is uniformly
less tlian one which is sown broad-cast since three
reapers will do as much work in the former case, as
four in the latter ;— 12. That drilled crops are more
equal in growth, and that in general they produce a
cleaner, and more regular sample for the market ;

13. That drill crops can be harvested to more ad-
vantage, and sooner conveyed to the barn or to the
corn-yard, than if tliey had been produced under the
broad-cast system, in which less attention is paid to
the destruction of weeds ;— 14. That drilling may
be of use in regard to tlie grub, and other vermin,
for that the hoeing in spring, the treading of tlie'

hoers, and the stirring of the soil by the ho°es, must
give a check to their depredations.

In regard to any saving of seed, which by some is
considered an advantage, Mr. Coke of Holkham is
decidedly of opinion, that such an idea is founded
on erroneous principles, and that any economy of
that sort ought not to be attempted. It is indeed of
use to have the roots matted together, provided that
there is substance enough in the soil to nourish tlie

plants; and it is found, that wheat thrives best on a
firm and compact bottom, which prevents the roots
from being long and straggling.

Innumerable instances might be brought forward
of heavy crops having been produced under the
drill system, by those who have bestowed much
care in trying the experiment ; and it has often
answered, even on a greater scale, when properly
executed. But its success must depend upon the in-
telligence, attention, perseverance and capital of the
farmer.

As it has been carried to the highest ])erfection,
and cultivated to the greatest extent on the farm and
on the estates of that distinguished agriculturist, Mr.
Cote, of Holkham, it may be proper to give a short
account of his practice.' He uses the Rev. Mr.
Cooke's drill, which is drawn by a single horse, and
sows six rows at a time, and an acre in an hour. His
wheat he sows at nine inches asunder, his barley at
six inches three quarters. The quantity of seed
which he sows per acre, is three bushels of barley,
and six of oats. In regard to wlieat, the average
quantity which ho prefers, is four bushels per aci^.
By depositing such a quantity of seed, there is no
occasion to earth up the plants, for the sake of pro-
moling tillering. On rich soils, it is the practice to
draw the diills from north to south, because the rays
of the sun when in his greatest altitude strikino-
directly between the rows of corn have a ]iowerfu1
effect in strengthening the straw, and by absorbino-
the damp from the earth become ajiowerful auxiliary
in preventing mildew. On poor soils, on the other
haud, the lines should be drawn from east to west,
if the nature of tlio ground will admit of that plan
being followed.—Cooke's fixed drill-harrow is used
once in spring, the haud-hoe is used twice, the land

is cleared of weeds, but the soil is not earthed up,
nor accumulated against the corn. The hoeings cost
about twenty pence each per acre. 1'lie largeness of
the crops, particularly of barley and oats, raised
even on poor land, under this system, is hardly to be
credited

; and they are sometimes also of a superior
quality.

RESULTS OF THE SPAYING OF
COWS.

By M. Levrat.

{From the Veterinarian.)

The Veterinarian for August last contains a
memoir on the castration of cows, accompanied
by several cases. These cases, however, were
drawn up a very little while after the operation,
and could only indicate the immediate effects of it.

It may be useful, now that more than a year has
passed, to describe the present state of the
animals.

The cow which was operated on in June 1833,
yields, when she is at grass, the same quantity of
milk that she gave on the preceding year.

'I'hc second, operated upon in November 1833,
gives when at grass, eleven 2}ots (qy. quarts) of
milk.

The third, spayed in December 1834, yields,
when at grass seven pots and a half.

The fourth, operated upon in March 1834, gives
more than nine j^ots. This cow, that was mis-
chievous, and ditficult to milk, seemed to be cured
of her vicious habits by the operation ; but she
soon became as bad as ever, and is obliged to be
hobbled in order to be milked.
Two of these cows shewed symptoms of oestrum

as before. In one of them it was not periodical,
as in other cows ; the other, that had, as already
related, a large yellow mass in the place of the left

ovary, has been at heat several times. She has
gone to the bull, which has quieted her for awhile,
but the heat lias returned at irregular intervals.

May not these facts lead us to believe, that the
ovaries have only a secondary influence on the
developcment of the oestrum, and that the uterus
exerts the principal influence in the production
ofit.

In neither the one nor the other ofthese cows did
the milk undergo any alteration in quantity or
quality during the period of ooestrum; while in
cows that have not been spayed there is always a
change to a greater or less degree.
As to the quality of the milk fron cows that have

been spayed, M. Francillon says, that it yields

more and better cream than before.

The cow of M. Perdonnet, operated on in Jan-
uary 1834, continues to give when at grass, the
same quantity of milk which she did at the time of
the operation ; but the milk, which had lost its

cream for a few months after the operation, is

now become richer than it was before. She has
been at heat once only, and her milk did not un-
dergo any change at tJiattimc.

Rec. Sept. 1835.

The Sussex Ox, bred by Mr. J. Fuller, lately of

Mays Farm, and exhibited by his son, Mr. P. Fuller of

Laughton, which obtaiurd the first premium in class

l,at the Lewes Fat Stock Show, on Tuesday last, at-

tracted the greatest attention, and was universally ad-

mired for the beauty of its symmetry. It was pur-
chased by Mr. Henry Myrtle, butcher, of St. James's
Street. Brighton.

e2
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THOUGHTS ON THE EXTENSION OF
DRAINING.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

There is perhaps no circumstance which so ob-

trusively forces itself on the attention of the agri-

culturist as he travels along the highways of Scot-

land as the neglect of draining. In arable as well

as in pastoral districts, among mountains as well

as on the plains, this neglect is very striking.

Many a field under the plough presents dark spots

or blotches on the face of its acclivities, or still

darker bands or patches on its more level parts
;

and many more fields in pasture show unequivocal

symptoms of hidden water by the growth of semi-

atpiatic plants which varigate their surfaces in

lines and clumps. Perhaps it would be too strong

to assert that there is not a thoroughly drained

yhr/H in all Scotland, but there is no hazard in the

assertion that a thoroughly drained parish does

not exist in it. Startling as this intelligence must
be to the agriculturists of England and Ireland

who have long been accustomed to hear the hus-

bandry of Scotland lauded as the most perfect

system of agriculture in the world, it is no news
to many farmers in Scotland. Full well they know
that much improvement has yet to be effected by
draining, and that in its train alone follows every

other improvement. Far be it from our intention

to depreciate Scottish agriculture. It is the most
perfect system in existence. And it has made
Scotland to be admired and envied by the world.

Much of this ])erfection and state of admiration
and envy in which Scotland is held must be at-

tributed to draining- partial as it has been. Though
silent and secret in its operations, like wholesome
medicine, draining has renovated the constitution

of the soil, and suffused a healthful bloom over

the face of the country. But since partial drain-

ing has effected such great and pleasing effects,

what may not be expected for Scotland from
thorough draining ! The humidity and variability

of the climate, operating upon the inferior soil

which occupies a large surface of this country,

must always render draining a desirable improve-
ment. Indeed, with these pre-existing evils, it is

difficult to conceive that period when draining

sliould be overdone in Scotland. It is probably
impossible, even by draining, entirely to counter-

act the effects of these never ceasing evils, but it

is not impossible to ameliorate a humid climate

and a bad soil by judicious draining. With
draining, as hitherto executed, the climate is much
drier and milder than it was lialf a century ago.

Agues and miasmata are diseases now unknown to

our rural population. The recent mildness of the

winters, the absence of frosts and snows of long
duration, and the presence of hibernal vegetation,

indicate less ability in the soil to emit those dank
exhalations which return in rain and snow from
the atmosphere in its changeful flittings over our
narrow island. This theory is at least as philo-

sophical as the ascription of our gentle winters to

the abruption of the polar ice. Those vast fields

and mountains of ice may no doubt affect our
climate generally with their frigid influence, and
if that influence is commanding, it should be
strongly felt in the ensuing winter, for the whale
ships have this summer been unable to penetrate
their barriers. But changes of climate are often

partial, as may be witnessed in situations which
are exposed to or sheltered from particular aspects.

There is therefore no unreasonableness in ascrib-

ing even a general change of climate to extended

and simultaneous ameliorations of soil over a
whole country. Were draining extended to its

utmost pitch of ability, it is impossible to antici-

pate the exact degree of favourable change which
the climate would experience ; although the ob-

vious connexion existing between the climate and
the soil, would warrant the anticipation of an im-
portant change. But which of them possesses a
prevailing influence .' The climate certainly in-

fluences the soil. The humid climate of Scotland

renders the soil humid. And the dry climate of

Egypt doubtless renders its soil dry. But is the

influence reciprocal .' The influence in this case

as cause and effect is not so obvious. But, at least,

does not a dry soil produce a less humid climate ?

We say so, and the general belief so tends. May
not the excess in drought of the Egyptian soil and
of the great sandy deserts in Africa, prevent rain

falling in those countries ? We say so, and the

fact can be scientifically explained. No farther

proof, then, is required to induce to the belief,

that were draining prosecuted till the soil of Scot-

land were rendered dry, the climate of Scotland

would be less humid by the change. At least

this much may be safely asserted, that effectual

draining would render a humid climate less nox-

ious to every kind of crop ; and such degree of

security ought to be a sufficient inducement to

drain extensively and effectually. But an examina-
tion into the manner that humidity affects the

soil, will enable ns to ascertain how draining first

amelioi'ates the soil and then the climate.

When rain falls on the ground, part of it runs
off into ditches and thence into rivers ; but the

greater part is absorbed. Plants consume much
of this absorbed water ; some of it descends into

the bowels of the earth, and some only as far as

the superior strata of alluvium and rock, by which
it is repulsed to a lower level, where it afterwards
finds its way to the air in springs thiough the

cultivated soil, and thence into rivers ; but a
greater proportion of it only descends as far as

the subsoil, which, if impervious, retains it. That
which makes its appearance in springs is generally

essily led away in drains made for the purpose.

Much skill and capital have been expended in this

species of draining in this country. The benefits

are, that few sjmngs are now to be seen on culti-

vated land, and it is likely those benefits will be
permanent. What flows into rivers is ready to be
evaporated again into the atmosphere from the

ocean, and returned to the earth in rain ; but that

which is retained under the soil on impervious
layers of earth remains to effect incalculable mis-
chief. While hidden water remains, manure,
whether putrescent or caustic, can impart no fer-

tility to the soil ; the plough, the harrow, and
even the roller, cannot pulverize it into a fine

mould ; the grass can contain no nutriment for

live stock, as the finer sorts disappear, and their

places are usurped by coarse aquatic plants ; the

stock can never receive a hearty meal of grass or

straw from land in such a state ; they are always
hungry and dissatisfied, and of course remain in

low condition ; the trees acquire a hard bark,

stiffened branches, and soon become the prey of

numerous parasites; the roads in the neighbour-
hood are constantly soft and rutted ; the ditches

and furrows are either plashy or like a sponge
full of water,—suitable receptacles for the new,
and the frog ; the circumambient air is always
damp and chilly, and from early autumn to late

in spring the raw hoar-frosts meets the face like

a wet cloth morning and evening ; in winter the
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frosts incrusts every furrow and plant with ice,

not strong enough to bear one's weight, but just

weal< enough to give way to every step, while the

snow lies Inrking in crevices behind the sun till

late in spring,— fit feeding ground of tlie wood-
cock and snipe ; and in summer musquitoes, green

flies, midges, gnats,and gadflies torment the cattle,

the labourer and his horses from morning to

night, whilst the sheep get scalded heads and
eaten up by niagjots during the hot blinks of sun-

shine. Would that this were an exaggerated pic-

ture ! It may be seen in part, if not in whole, in

every parish in Scotland. Look in the mountain-

ous region of the Highlands, into the extensive

sheep walks of the Lowlands, into the Lammer-
muirs, Pentlands, Ochils, Campsies, and Sidlaws,

nay, into the cultivated plains of every county,

and part of this picture will somewhere present

itself to the view. Look into every one of the

counties of Scotland, and see the many thousands

of acres which require draining on every hand, and
which are lying in the dead thraiv for want of it.

Even in the choicest spots—for the richest

portions are but spots in size in this favoured
land—favoured by Providence in the industry,

skill, and prudence of its inhabitants—draining

would act as a charm. The Carse of Gowrie is

flooded with surface water in winter, and so is

Berwickshire ; and in East Lothian which con-
tains a great proportion of naturally dry and rich

soils, the stronger land will scarcely grow red
clover for want of draining. The lands lying on
both sides of all the roads leading from Edinburgh
to Glasgow, to Ayr, to Dumfries, to Kelso, to

Perth require extensive draining. In a word we
repeat, that the eye cannot be turned round in

any direction without filling upon land that would
be greatly improved in fertility by effectual drain-

ing. This sweeping accusation could be easily

substantiated by many particular references ; and
its vindication rests on the incalculable loss which
agriculturists incur by neglecting thorough drain-

ing.

After reflecting on these statements, it will be
acknowledged that draining has not been prosecut-
ed in this country even to the extent which it might
be, and far less to the extent that would amply
repay its cost. Tlie cost would no doubt be con-
siderable ; but if it were executed in a substantial

manner, we maintain that the increase to the first

crop would repay the whole expense to the farmer, be
that what it may. Butthe tenantought not in justice
to bear the whole expense of sucli a fundamental
improvement of the land. The landlord should at

least share alike with him, and lessen the burden
to each.

The kind of draining which would be most ef-

fectual, is not difficult to choose. The greatest
obstacle to fertility, is the stagnant water spread
extensively upoh a retentive subsoil ; and the only
kind of draining which is efficacious for its removal,
is not the very deep and distantly placed drains,
which arc admirably suited to the removal of
springs or spouts, as they are called, whether
superficial or deeply hidden, but the more shallow
drain frequently repeated, for deep drains at con-
siderable distances cannot draw water at those dis-

tancesffom impercious su/jsoils. The depth and the
distances between the drains, depend entirely on
the impermeability of the subsoil. But it is easy to
fix the minimum depth. No kind of drain, on any
pretext, ought to have a smaller depth of stones than
eighteen inches nor a smaller depth of earth above
them than one foot, so that }io drain should be less than
thirty inches in depth, nor need the maximum of

shallow drains exceed threefeet. The width should
allow a man to work freely in them. The distance

between the drains has been fixed at the breadth
of a ridge, tliat is in every furrow. Where broad
ridges are used in clay land, sncli as in the Carse

of Gowrie, the distance is often too great to do

much good. Where it does not exceed fifteen or

eighteen feet, according to the tenacity of the sub-

soil, the distances may be considered proper.

Much has been urged in favour of making the

the drains, up and down the declivity. We confess

we see no particular charm in the perpendicular

position, on the contrary, we sec many objections

to it. AVe hold it to be a maxim in draining, that

rapid descents of water in drains is incompatible

with the maintenance of good workmanship.
Water descending rapidly any where gutters the

ground, and so it will in any drain. Besides, the
perpendicular position is not the most favourable

for intercepting the water in its descent ; because

it is very rare that a declivity presents only one
declination, it is almost always attended with two,

one up and down, and another from side to side

in the hoi-izontal direction. Down such a de-

clivity the water will take a diagonal direction,

guided by the degree of the lateral declination.

Now, it is as obvious as any demonstration in dy-

namics, that drains placed in parallel lines declin-

ing down the face of a declivity, having a two-
fold declination, that is diagonally, will afford a
much more easy passage for a current of water,

than any other direction. The more easy the

egress of the water, the more gently will it run
away, and the more effectually will it dry the land.

The only reason for placing drains up and down
is, that the furrows are so placed ; but it would be

better to make the ridge run diagonally, th n al-

low water to run quickly in a drain in a perpen-

dicular direction. Small round stones, or broken
stones, should in every case be preferred to tiles,

and they should be carefully j)laced by the hand.

It is only were stones cannot be obtained, but at

great labour and expense that tiles should be used.

iMany tiles which we have seen in this country are

not trust-worthy. They are either too much or

too little burnt. We have seen a night's frost

break the whole tiles laid down for a drain.

Luckily they were broken before they were used
;

but why are such spongy tiles sold to deceive the

public ? There is no doubt that many drains have

already been formed with such tiles, for the disposal

of which, the tile-maker ought to be amerced in

heavy damages. Good tiles will last for ages.

Tiles have been taken up in Lincolnshire whose
age is unknown. Tiles should never be laid in

clay land without soles, for in time they will assur-

edly sink into it. Stones should, if possible to be
obtained, be always placed above tiles to retain

them in their places, and the remainder of the

drain filled with ston-s, dried peats, gravel, or such

like porous substance, especially in clay land,

otherwise the clay will bind over the tiles in a few
years.

This species of draining possesses the advantage

of being applicable to every kind of soil ; and it

will certainly relieve any soil which is afflicted

with stagnant surface water. If generally prac-

tised, it would eftectuully drain the whole country,

and remove the chief obstacle that exists to perfect

fertility of the soil. Were the soil thus fertilised

the produce of the country, whether in corn, straw,

green crops, or pasturage, would be increased

manifold. Wheat and live-stock would then be

so abimdant, and of course cheap, that every

labourer would be enabled to consume wheatcn-
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bread and bu'cher-meat ; and constant employ-
ment be provided foi- agricultural labourcis for

many years. Nor is such a national scheme of im-
provement chimerical. Many proprietors possess
the means, many farmers have yet the means of
accomplishing to in their estates and farms, and
those who have n't, should be assisted by the
state. IVfuch public money it is feared, is thrown
away on doubtful expediencies, and much applied
to j)ernicious purposes, which if employed in

draining the land, would increase its resources
beyond credibility. One sheep additional kept,
or one quarter of corn more raised, on an acre
would add millions a year to the wealth of the
country.

ADDRESS TO THE LANDOWNERS OF
ENGLAND ON AGRICULTURAL
DISTRESS AND ITS REMEDY.
]My Lords and Gentlemen,—The period has now

arrived when apathy is absolute wickedness, and
wlien neg-lect of the duty you owe to your country-
men is at once both hazardous and dangerous. The
fact can no longer be concealed fioni you or from me,
tliat a crisis is at hand

;
your interest—nay, j^our

very existence as men of property and standing-, is

at stake
; you are hemmed in on all sides, the rich

and overgi-Qwn manufacturer on the one part, and tlie

impoverished farmer on the other ; and, in fine, all

England has its eyes upon you, to see what line of
conduct )-ou will adojit in this emergency.

The farmers, who have been the stay and safeguard
of this nation ; whose loyalty has been proverbial,
and whose adherence to the religion, laws, and cus-
toms of their countiy have in evil times rendered
them the scoff of every traitor ; who have supported
vou at all times to a man, when they knew well,
often, that all you aimed at was political ambition

;

whoJ)ave, when called upon, filled the ranks of your
yeomanry troops for the protection of the country,
and this at much expense, and without a murmur

j

in fact, who have stood by you constantly, upheld
you against all sedition and rebellion, and were ever
your best, warmest, and most devoted friends,—these
men, I now tell you, if you do not already know it

well, are on the point of individual bankruptcy and
universal ruin.

Year after 3'ear tlie crisis has been approaching
them nearer and nearer; the prospect, instead of
brightening, is gloomier than ever; they have been
hop'uig against hope ; they have beheld their neigh-
bours, one by one, sinking into despair and beggary,
and have felt ruin at their gates and their very
hearths

; their capital has sunk to nothing ; their
comforts have become lessened ; their labour, their
toil, their anxiety, their studied and niggardly eco-
nomy, has availed them nothing ;—yet still they have
continued their trust in uou, their hereditary protec-
tors ; tliey have relied on you to the latest moment,
and have ever carefully abstained from all illegal and
improper combinations, and from all acts of outrage
and violence.

Yet with what good reason might they rise up to

a man against you, the landowners of England, and
accuse you, openly and before God, for all their

miseries and misfortunes 1

They know w'ell that for centuries you and your
ancestors have had the privilege (which they do not
call in question) of rctaiuing and possessing the soil,

and they think you owe them, at least, gratitude for
their care in tilling it under you. They know, more-
over, that for centuries you have had almost irre-

sponsible legislative power—at least, have been but
little opposed— in all your political measures; and
seeing therefore that, notwithstanding this, you have
been unable to protect them and yourselves, they are
now wishful for you to try some new T[)\an, independent
of legislature, and which shall come at once, and in

a direct manner, from your pockets into theirs

!

Seeing, also, that the manufacturing interest has
arisen, prosjiered, flourished, and obtained jiower,

without your assistance at all—nay, almost in direct

opposition to your wishes ; and that our great mer-
chants have become as princes of the earth, with but
little of your aid, and chiefly by their own worth and
enterprise, they are ready to accuse you (knowing
they are themselves not inferior in industry or ho-
nesty either to the manufacturer or the merchant^ at

once of wilful blindness, or, what is equally hurtful,

of wilful ignorance, in managing and conducting
their afl'uirs.

If they had been a rash, unthinking, extravagant,

and speculative class of men, they might in this case

have gained conviction by experience, and have been
led to reproach themselves for their present degrada-
tion and misfortune. But (he fact is, my lords and
gentlemen, that there is no tenantry in the world
more exemplary than that over which you have the

honour to possess power. They are a class of people
who are to the utmost degree careful and economical
in all their expenditure ; they can accuse themselves
of no extravagance in their domestic arrangements;
their liouses are frugally and humbly furnished ; they

labour themselves, and their wives, their sons, and
their daughters are likewise made serviceable in all

farming or household labours; the}' never give rich

banquets, nor attend theatres, nor ride about in cha-

riots, with rich liveries, like their upstart neighbours,

the manufacturers. Nay, on the other hand, they

are miserably poor—they have lost all heart and spi-

rit ; in s])iteof all their efforts, and their desire wicce/y

to live, they are unable any longer to maintain their

ground, and are yearly in dread of a workhouse or a

prison.

This, gentlemen, is no exaggerated statement; it

is the truth, and nothing but the truth. I call upon
you, then, to inform the British nation, from your
places in the House of Peers or Commons, how it is

that the farmers, an integral interest of this realm,

are thus rapidly retrograding to the position of the

mere hushcmdman ; whilst the manufacturer is wal-
lowing in wealth, and revelling in the greatest

abundance!

Each year the King's speech (which is, in truth,

the Minister's speech), congratulates the country on
the manufacturer, and laments the poverty of the

agriculturist. Whig, Whig-Radical—Tory, or Ul-
tra-Tory Administration, it is all the same in this

respect. Yet, year after year, the evil remains
without a remed)'. You gain )-our seats in the House
of Commons by the sole efforts of the farmer, and
yet, with an insolent effrontery (which in this day
will no longer answer}, you wade through the ses-

sion in defiance of him; offer him no apology for

blighting his hopes and thwarting his desires; in-

stitute no inquiry into the cause of his distresses,

even though every other minor subject is eagerly

canvassed, and innumerable expensive commissions
are allowed, for no earthly purpose whatever, save
of impoverishing the nation ; and what is worst of

all, you openly mock at his entreaties, and insult his

poverty with contumely and scorn.

Suffer me tlien to instruct you, as briefly as my
present letter will allow, on the present possible

means, of immediately improving the condition of the

farmer, I will not attempt to beat about the bush.
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but will endeavour to strike home to 3'ou at once. I

will canvass no merely political gew-gaw.whicli j-ou

get up for election purposes solely, but will inform

you, if you will listen with patience, of some useful

but unwelcome and unpalateable truths, which it will

do you good to hear and attend to. At the same
time, allow me to premise, that I for one have no
interest whatsoever in the present discussion : I

never received one farthing of profit from any one of

you, nor from t\e farmer either. What I do now is

faithfully and humbly in the love and service of my
countrymen.

I may premise then, generally, that one of the

chief and pressing causes of the farmers' present

distress, originates in the extremely low and unre-

munerating price of corn. The production is clearly

too great for the consumption. This may arise partly

from the circumstance, that during tlie high war-
prices, great quantities of the old primitive grasses,

L e, the old pastures, were liastily ploughed up, in

order to allow the farmer the highest scale of profits.

^V'^]leat was tlie order of the day, and every thing
was sacrificed to its growth. The consequence is,

that now, when corn is too abundant and therefore

low in price, and when grass land would be far more
profitable, the farmer feels unable to remedy himself,

for he does not j)Ossess the capital, and therefore

cannoc afford the number of years, necessary to allow
his lands this necessary change of produce.

Gi-eat quantities of land were also then enclosed
;

and in addition to this, the increased skill of the far-

)uer has enabled it to produce an infinitely greater

abundance than formerly. Yet when we consider
the increased number of manufacturing operatives
in large towns—tlieir increased wages—and conse-
quently their increased demand for the necessaries of
life, this ought to be no argument; but it is to be
feared ('tl)ough Poulett Thompson refused tbe in-

quivy) that an immense quantity of corn is yearly

imported into this country from Guernsey, Jersey,
the Isle of Man, and other places.

Be it remembered also, that the English farmer has

but a very small chance of contending with the Irish

and the Scotch farmer in the market.

In these other countries labour is extremely cheap,

and faxes of the various kinds that press on land

much smaller. A Scottish labourer but seldom sits

down to flesh meat ; his chief food is milk and oat-

meal ; he uses but little of beef, bacon, cheese, ale,

tea, cakes, and other little luxuries, which the poor
of England think necessary

;
poor rates, moreover,

are next to nothing ('and then do not fall in a direct

way), highway rates are small ; and, altogether, his

yearly expenses (I mean such as are of a necessarii

kiudj, are but one-half those of the English farmer.

The same argument ap)>lies to the Irish farmer. Thus
it is that he can afford to sell infinitely cheaper than
we can, and is better remunerated by small prices,

or at least is better able to bear a cheap market, than
the English farmer.

The poor laws in England, again, under which
Scotland and Ireland do not suffer, were here intro-

duced by Queen Elizabeth, for the protection of the

sick, the aged, the idiot, the blind, and deformed,
but have in latter years been perverted to the most
nefarious and disgraceful purposes.

The improvement of roads in England has also

entailed a greater highway rate.—Again, the diffu-

sion of luxury—among all classes—force the farmer,

do as be will, into an increase of his expenditure.

Take the question then as you will, the farmer's

burthen is every way increased— his power of meeting

the landlord, at present prices, is every way dimin-

ished—and year by year his prospects, instead of

improving, become darker and more alarming.

One fact must ever be borne in mind. Fifty years

ago—(before the French war, and all those other

hug-bears, which the speculative writers and the

House of Commons' theorists conjure up to mystify

and perplex us) corn was selling at a higher price

than 7101V—for then it was in the market at above

40s.

Yet at the present moment our national debt has

got an increase of 1,000,000/,—our rates of different

descriptions are trebled,—and the rent of land is at

least double. Can it be wondered then that the

farmer is starving, and his prospects in ruin 1 Let

this state of things go on, and England must sink into

the dust before other nations—her farmers will be-

come common labourers under certain great masters

—the infamous vassalage and villainage system will

be renewed—the villages will all sink into decay,

and only two orders will exist in this once happy
country^, the very rich, and the very poor. But, my
lords and gentlemen, this state of things shall never

be, if England is but true to herself, and the farmers

select for themselves proper champions. You must
remember, the truth must fall upon you in your pri-

vacies, that intellect and civilization are rapidly pro-

gressing 3 that the mists are falling from the eyes of

the ignorant all over the world, and that man is now
awakening to a consciousness of his own individual

dignity and majesty. Can you trample him into the

dust then, and he not rebel against it 1 Mere politi-

cians, whether of one set or the other of the aristo-

cracy, may blind us for a season ; may amuse us at

an election ; may delude us with fictitious hopes

;

but believe me, the day is coming when truth and

justice are to be scrutinized, and when your con not

to the poor farmer will be eagerly looked into.

You may hoodwink the farmer, by long and tedi-

ous discussions which amount to nothing—you may
make long speeches and hard divisions on a malt

tax, which, after all, is but a local good, and, at any

rate more beneficial to the landlord than the tenant

—

with long poor law inquiries, which are all false

and futile save in their glaring cruelty and injustice

—with long arguments about the salvation which

must accrue to the farmer, from a silver currency,

which is but the crotchet of one man—and you may
talk, (why not act ?) loudly about the benefit which

must result from an agricultural inquiry, and also

institute agricultural associations which also are more

for the landlord's benefit than for the farmer's ; hut,

after all this delusion is past, the truth must come

out—aye, and it will be sounded in your ears as

with a voice of thunder—" EVERY LANDLORD
IN ENGLAND MUST REDUCE HIS RENTS !"

" That is the question !'' That iothe {\u-mer's panacea

—his salvation from ruin, and the only boon which

the landlord can offer him. This it is which will at

once relieve his wants—afford him that capital of

which he has been plundered—allow him to pay his

rents and taxes with greater ease—give him equality

of comfort and wealth with the tradesman—and make

the farmer, as hitherto, the boast and pride of tliis

great country.

Your election promises are as nothing—words are

at all times easy offerings—but it is by your deeds,

as I before hinted, that tlie electors must judge of

you. In fine, if they will take the advice of a well-

wisher, they will only vote at the next election for

that man who promises in the first place to reduce

Ills rents, and afterwards to exert himself in the

House of Commons for a coumiission to enquire and

examine into the lands of Great Britain, towards a

just and equitable rental being established.
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Again, it is not by returning a 5 per cent, or a 10

per cent, discount on your laud, that good can be

done, whicb )'ou can wilbdraw as you please, eitber

from pique or avarice, and whicb at tbe best is bat a

crumb to a hungry man ;—no, it is by meeting tbe

farmer half way, and joining witii bim in an honest

manner, in tbe losses arising from depreciation of

produce. This is but justice, and what the farmer

has a right to demand. But you will ask, how is

this great sacrifice to be borne 1

I answer at once, hy reducing your eiyenses ; by
moderating those terrific extravagances and consum-
ing luxuries, whicb a London residence, and London
prodigality, with all your continental abominations

entail upon you; by reducing the superabundance of

our overgrown establishments, your servants, your
horses, and your chariots ; by ceasing to vie with one

another in the madness of your pleasures and de-

baucheries ; by limiting altogether your rich wines
and gorgeous entertainments, your blandishments of

theatres, operas, hells, clubs, race courses, and all

those other monstrous luxuries, to which your in-

comes give you no right—and which, be it ever

distinctly borne in mind, are wrung from tbe sweat-

ing forehead and agonizing privations 6f your impo-
verished tenants.

If you will not do this, the work of beggary and
destitution must continue. I trust, however, that

wisdom and truth will influence you ; or if you re-

fuse, in conclusion, I warn you, that every market
town in England shall have a FARMERS' UNION.
They must all link together under one central head,

tliey must be organized and united together, (and
when did oppression not produce union 1)—they

must all to a man give up their farms, and throw
themselves on their country—and they must beard
Injustice in his den ! Such things I fervently hope
may never be

;
you can hinder it.

Finally, my lords and gentlemen, ponder well on
these things, and believe me your firm friend and

faithful servant, PHILO-AGRICOLA.
Guisbrough, Yorhshire, Nov. 16, 1835.

COPY OF A LETTER ADDRESSED TO
THE CHAIRMAN OF THE CAM-
BRIDGESHIRE FARMERS' ASSO-
CIATION, AND OF HIS REPLY.

Kirby Hall. Boroughbridge, Oct. 17.

Sir,—As a member of the Boroughbridge Agricul-
tural Association, I take the liberty of addressing

you, and hope that, though an utter stranger, you
will consider me justified by the importance of my
subject.

Tbe society to which I belong has, in common
with all others in this part of the country, had its

attention forcibly drawn to the great and increasing-

depression under which the agricultural interest is

at present labouring ; and as the first step towards
the removal of any evil is to ascertain with certainty

its cause, a resolution was passed at our last quarter-

ly meeting, requesting members of the society to

procure all tbe information possible on the subject

;

such information to be communicated and discussed

at our next meeting (Jan. 1836.) With this end in

view, I have addressed myself to you, as presiding

over the society which has the reputation of being
the most extensive and active of all that have been
established of similar description throughout Great
Britain, aud shall feel greatly obliged by an answer
to the following queiies :—

1st. What are the causes of the present ruinously
low prices of agricultural produce?

2nd. What measures hold out tbe greatest proba-
bility of permanent relief to the agriculturist?

I assume that the distress which is pressing so

heavily on tbe northern, cannot be unknown to tbe

midland counties, and that tbe attention of tbe Cam-
bridgeshire Association has been specially directed

to matters so vitally affecting the interests of all

proprietors and occupiers of land. If this should
not be the case, or if you should consider tbe com-
munication of a stranger as undeserving of reply, I

shall be sorry to have given you the trouble of read-

ing the above from. Sir, your very obedient servant,

H. S. Thompson.
To tbe Chairman of the Cambridge-

shire Agricultural Association.

Duxford, Cambridgeshire, Oct. 30.

Sir,—I feel much flattered by tbe compliment
whicb, through me, you are pleased to pay to tbe Agri-
cultural Association over which I preside ; and it

gives me great pleasure to find that our exertions

here to produce amongst our brother farmers
throughout tbe country an acquaintance with the

cause of our common distress, are not likely to be al-

together unavailing.

It would be needless to enter into the various mat-
ters which have led us to believe tiiat we cannot with
justice attti'ibute our present deplorable situation to

high rents, to over production, to superabundant po-

pulation, or, indeed, to any other of tbe theories of

modern political economists ; they may, indeed, in

in some places and upon some occasions, have as-

sisted to promote it—we are free to admit that they
have undoubtedly done so—but they are not the evil,

nor can we look io any alteration in circumstances
affecting them for its efficient remedy.
To proceed, however, to answer your questions in

tbe order in whicb they are proposed in your letter.

You ask, first, " What are the causes of the present
ruinously low prices of agricultural produce?"

This question, we contend, will admit of but one
answer—that answer we assert to be as obvious aa

cause and effect can possibly be. I will endeavour
to condense it in a few words : we say then, that

any abstraction from tbe circulating medium of a

country, in other words, any contraction of its cur-

rency,* must compel a reduction in the value of

whatever is the produce of labour in that country, by
a sum equal to the amount of that abstraction : thus,

if there be fifty thousand quarters of wheat in the

market to sell, where there are two hundred thousand
pounds topurchasetbem with, wheat will necessarily

be worth twice what it would fetch if there were
only half two hundred thousand pounds in the

pockets of the buyers, wheat being a perishable com-
modity, of daily consumption, and one which must
be sold ; and therefore we argue that, as it is capable

of proof that the existing circulating medium of this

* The wiseacres who have bored us to death about
the " wholesome state of the currency" are begiuning
to be ashamed of the intolerable nonsense of such clap-

trap fustian. Why, the whole gold in circulation does
not amount to an eighth pari of one yearns taxes ! If

they really meant us to have a metallic currency, why
did they not at once apply the sponge ? They were
guilty of just as great an act of dishonest} in arbitra-

rily reducing the value of the fee-simple of every man's
estate one-third, aud we might tlien not only have had
the wholesome currency they talk about in good ear-

nest, but a free-trade too, possibly without mischief.
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country is less by one hundred millions* than it

was in 1818, the whole of that sum is taken from the

value of tlie produce of British industry : hence,
not the low price of wheat only and of every thing
else, the pi'oduct of labour, and of labour itself, but
hence also the other obvious and mischievous re-

sult—tlie enormous increase of the national debt and
of the taxes ; Ijecause, though the figures repre-

senting the amount of them may remain the same,
it takes double tho quantity of corn, &c., to pay
them with that it required twenty years ago.

With regard to your second question—" What
measures hold out the greatest probability of per-

manent relief to the agriculturist ?" Knowing the

disease, we almost necessarily know the cure :—we
believe that nothing can produce permaneace in

prices, or give us remunerating ones, hut a circu-

lating medium much more extended than tlie pre-

sent, to be regulated in its amount by the amount of

the national debt, and to be kept as nearly as possi-

ble at a stated sum ; such extension to be produced
either by legalizing every where the tender of the

Bank of England note and the re-issue of small

notes by the country bankers as well as by the Bank
of England, or by recoiniug the metallic currency,

so that a sovereign of the value of twenty sliillings

should at most be not more than two-thirds of the size

of the present one : there would, perhaps, be this

additional advantage attending the adoption of the

latter expedient, it would have a tendency to bring
English absentees (of whom there are a great many
thousands) home again ; millions of money annually
sent abroad would, probably, be spent in this coun-
try, and, nationally considered, nobody would be
damaged by tlie change but the mere money-owner,
whose business it is to reduce the price of every
thing to the lowest farthing, and who is now fatten-

ing upon what he has already accomplislied in this

way, to the ruin and starvation of every body else.

This is the remedy ; but as useful and powerful
auxiliaries of a measure of this kind, protectinn must
be granted to British industry ; so long as we have
a national debt, which, by the way, will not be very

long-lived if we continue to go on as we do, the

means must be granted to the people of paying it.

Our manufactures therefore, our shipping interests,

and, in short, all the industrious and producing
classes of the country, whatever be their denomina-
tion, and of course including the farmer, must be
eflectually protected from unfair foreign competition

by adequate duties, or if need be by total prohibi-

tion. Tlie immediate consequence of adopting mea-
sures of this nature would be good prices, good pro-

fits, and good wages ; the great thing for us (o con-
sider is how to accomplish objects so desirable to

the whole nation ; to us no better plan suggests it-

self than thiit of uniting all the farmer's societies

throughout the empire, and showing ourselves in

such force that the Legislature—whoever may hap-
pen to be at the head of the Government—may be
compelled to entertain the subject, and to do us

that indispensable and obvious justice wliich the

smallest portion of common sense should liave long
ago dictated ; for ourselves we have resolved to

support no candidates to represent us in Parliament
who are known to entertain views of an opposite

kind, and if all the societies in the country were to

act upon similar principles, we should not see mo-
tions like those of the Marquis of Cliandos and Mr,
Cayley, in the last Session, treated so unceremoni-

ously as they were.
I am happy to say that sinee I received your let-

ter two others have reached me—one from F*'. a st Suf-

folk, and the other from Buckinghamsliire—request-

ing deputations from the society of tliis county to

attend meetings at Framlingham on the 3rd, and
Aylesbury on the 12th, and it is my intention to be
present, if possible, at both.

I would have given your letter an earlier answer,
but I thought it right before doing so to submit it to

the Committee of our society.— 1 have the honour
to be, sir, your obedient servant,

WM.THURNALL.
To H. S. Thompson, Esq.,

Kirby Hall, Borougbbridge.

* Bank of England circulation less in 1832
than in 1818 9,719,260

Country Banks, ditto, ditto 19,000,000
Bills of Exchange, ditto, ditto 87,000,000

115,719,260
Allow for gold and silver 15,719,260

Total deficit 100,000,000

EARLY CESTRUM, AND IMPREGNA-
TION IN A HEIFER.

By Mr. W. A. Cartwright, Whitchurch.

(From the Veterinarian.)

In my last letter to you I said that Mr. Wilson
informed me that a Mr. Robert Grindley, of Penley,

had had a heifer that calved when she was about
fifteen months old, and that she died in calving. I

have this day seen Mr. Grindley, who says that this

heifer of his was of the pure ])urham breed, and
could not be more than twelve months old when she

calved.

When bulled she must have been feeding at the

pail, and impregnated by a bull of his neighbour's
(Mr. Griffiths) chat had broken out of his pasture,

and was at least nine score weight a quarter. He
also says that the heifer did not die in calviiig, but
that the calf was a very large one, and ably ex-

tracted, with great difficulty, by iVlr. Hampson,
veterinary sui-geon, Ellesmerc, who was some
hours in cutting it away. She is now doing very
well and in calf again, and Mr. G. believes she
will not be above two years old ere she next

calves.

A Mr. Knight, who resided some years ago in

this town, had a heifer that brought a calf when
she was fourteen or fifteen months old.

Being at D. Poole's, Esq., of Marbnry Hall, the

other day, I was mentioning these circumstances

to the cowman there, who said that they had, two
or three yars ago, a Manx calf, not above three or

four months old, that was frequently shewing a

desire for the bull, and which was dui'ing the win-

ter time. She was not allowed any intercourse

with the bull until she was older, when she con-

ceived.

I am, from the facts mentioned in this and my
last letter,^inclilicd to think that the circumstance

of calves seeking the bull, and becoming impreg-

nated at so early a period, is not so rare a fact as

we might be led to imagine, and have little doubt

but many similar cases will be sent for your in-

sertion.

In the manufacture of English cheese rennet is

commonly employed to coagulate tlio caseous matter

;

but in tho manufacture of Dutcli cheese muriatic acid

is employed, to which, it is said, its pungency and

1 freedom from mites are to be inferred.
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RUTLAND AGRICULTURAL CHRIST-
MAS SHOW.

The Annual Christmas Show of this truly useful

Agricultural Society was exhibited in the Riduig House

at Oakham, on Tuesday, Dec. 1, and never since its

establishment has it produced one on an equality with

the present. The animals shown were of the very first

description, comprising- oxen, steers, cows, heifers,

sheep, and pigs. The number of visitors exceeded that

of any former year,—tlie receipts for admission at six-

pence each amounting to 33/ 10s 6d. The prize beast

of the first class (to Stafford O'Brien, Esq.) was sur-

rounded during the wliole of the day by a host of com-

petent judges, who expressed the greatest admiraton of

the proportions of the animal,—nor was the second

prize (to the Marquis of Exeter) without its admirers
;

indeid, all declared that they never witnessed a better

exhibition of cattle, nor so many that really deserved

premiums. About three o'clock, the members and
iriencls of the society retired to a sumptuous

DINNER,
prepared by Mr. H. Stimson, at the Crown Inn.

Sir Gerai'd Noel, Bart., tlie president of the society,

officiated as chairman, and Stafford O'Brien as vice
;

and amongst the company present we noticed G. J.

lleathcotc, Esq., M. P., II. llandley, Esq., M. P., Hon.
Col. Lowther, M. P., E. W. Wilmot, Esq., Henry
Dawson, Esq., Henry Wilson, Esq., R. W. Baker,

Esq., J. E. Jones, Esq., Bevan, Esq., Augustus
O'Brien, Esq., J. Wetheral, Esq., &c. &c.

After the usual loyal toasts had been drank, Mr.
Smith, of Burley, the Secretary, was called upon to

read the award of the Judges (i\Ir. Stokes, of Kings-

ton, Warwickshire, Mr. Bennett, of Bickerings Park,
Bedfordshire, and J\Ir. Farrow, of Loughborough,
Leicestershire,) which was as follows :—

CLASS I.—To the feeder of the best Oxen or Steer of any
breed or weight, under five years of age, without restric-

tion as to feeding.

The first ]ireininnis of 15 sovs, to .StaflfoiJ O'Brien, Esq.,
of Blatherwyclie Pailc, near Wansford, a 4 ycni s and 6 months
old Heietord Ox, bred l)y liimself, and fed by him on oil-

cake, beannieal, turnip?, rarrots, and Iiay.

The second premium of 7 sovs. to Lord Exeter, of Btugh-
ley, near Stamford, a under .1 years ami six montlis old Din-
ham Steer, bred by bis Lordsliip from ArchHulve. dam by Em-
peror, and fed by bin on oil-cake, bean and barley tiour, ear-

rots, Swedish turnips, and hay.

The other competitors in this class were R. W. Baker. Esq.,

of Cottesmore, near Oakliam ; and .Mr. JohnSraitli, of Heck-
ington, near Sleaford.

CLASS It.—To the feeder »f tlie best Oxen or Steer of
any breed or weight, under five years of age, that shall
not have had, from the 1st of February, 1835, to 1st Au-
gust, oil, oil-cake. corn, pulse, seeds, or meal of these.

The first premium of 10 sovs. to R. W. Baker, Esq., of
Cottesmore, near Oakham, a 4 years and 2 months old Dur-
ham Ox, bred by himself, and fed by him on grass, hay, tur-
nip?, carrots, oil-cake, and bean-flour.

The second picmium of 5 sovs. to Mr. S. Cheeth-\m, of
Hamblcton, near Oakham, a ?, ycirs and 10 months old Dur-
ham Steer, bred by Mr. J. Wilkinson, of Lentan, near Nottiug-
hani, and fed by him on bay, clover, tares, and vegetables
only, previousto tbe 1st of August, and subseiuently oil-cake
and beau-meal.
Tbe other competitors in this class were Mr. Hotchkiu, of

Edenham, near Bourn ; and Mr. C. Smith, of Burley, near
Oakham.
CLASS III —To the feeder of (he best Oxen or Steer of
any breed or age, under 90 stone, that shall not have bad,
from tbe \rt February, 183.i, tu the time of showing, oil,

oil-cake, corn, seeds.' or pulse of these.
The first premium of " sovs. to I\Ir. C. Smith, of Burlev,

near Oakham, a 3 years and 10 months old Hereford Steer,
fed by him on bay and carrots.
The second premium of 3 sovs. to Mr. Uotchkin, of Eden-

bam, a 3 yars and 10 montlis old Twin Steer bred by himself
from a bull of bis own, and fed by him on vegetables onlv.
The other competitors in this class were R. W. Baker. Esq.,

of Cottesmore ; Mr. It. Ilealey, of Laughton, near Falkiiig-
ham ; Sir .'nhn Palmer, Bait., Carlton, near Rockingham ;

aud Mr. Jidin I'ryer, of Hamlilctnn, near Oakham.
CL \SS IV.—To the feeder of the best Oxen or Steers of
any breed or weight, under five years of age, that shall
not have bad, frnm tbe 1st February, 1835, to thi- lime of
showing, oil, oil-cake, corn, pulse, or meal of these.

The first premium of 10 sovs, to Mr. H. J. Uudkin, of

Langham Lodge, near Oakham, a 3 years and 11 months old

Steer, bred by Mr. John Almond, of Langham, and fed by
him on grass and vegetables only.

Tlie second premium of 5 sovs. to R. W. Baker, Esq., of

Cottesmore, a 4 years old Ox, bred by the Earl of Lonsdale,
from Mr. linker's bull Gainsborough, and fed by him on grass

only till 19th of October, since then upon carrots, turnips,

bay, and clover.

The other competitors in this class were Mr. Hotchkiu, of

Edenham ; Sir J. Palmer, Bart., of Carlton, aud Mrs, Eaton,

ol Keltou. near Stamford.

CLASS v.—To the feeder of the best Cows or Heifers «f

any breed or weight, under five years of age, without re-

striction as to feeding.

The first premium of 7 sovs. t» R. W. Baker, Esq., of Cot-
tesmore, a 4 years and 10 months old Durham Heifer, bred by
himself, and led by him on grass, hay, turnips, carrots, oil-

cake, and bean-meal.
The second p'.emium of 3 sovs. to Sir J. Palmer, Bart,, of

Carlton, a 4 years and 8 months old Heifer, bred by himself,

and fed by him on grass and turnips only.

The other competitor in this class was Mr. II. J. Rudkin,
of Langham Lodge.

CLASS VI.—To the feeder of the ln'st fat Dairy Cow,
above five years of age, that has calved twice at least at

their full lime, without restrictions as to feeding.

Tlie first premium of 7 sov?. to ."Mr. Needliam, of Water
Newton, near Wnrsfovd, a 7 years and 9 months old Cow,
bred by himself from a bull of bis own breeding, aud fed by
him on oil-cake, grass, tmnips, cabbages, and clover.

The second premium of 3 sovs. to Mr. Hotchkin, of Eden,
ham, a 10 years old Cow, bred by himself from a bull of his

own, and fed by him on about 4 ewt. of oil-cake and Swedish
turnips, since the 1st of August.
The other competitor in this class was Mr. John Coverlcy.

of Castle Bytbain.

CLASS VII.—To the feeder of the best long- woolled fat

Wether Sheep, one year old, without restriction as to

feeding.

The first premium of 7 sovs. to Mr. Wm. Pawlclt, of Bar-
nack, for 3 under 20 immtlis old Leicester Wethers, bred by
himself, from raios hired of Mr. Pawlett, of Tinwell, and fed

by him on vegetable foo 1 only, viz. clover, turnips, cole, cab-
bages, and carrots.

The second premium of 3 sovs. to Mr. H. Stimson, of Oak-
bam, for 3 under i3 months old Leicester Wethers, lired by
himself, and feil by him on turnips, cabbages, 2 stone of oil-

cake, and one bushel of beans.

The other competitors in this class were Lord Exeter, of
Burgbley (highly commended) ; E. W . Wilmot, Esq., of Pick-
well ; and Mr. C. Bowman, of Greatford.

CLASS VHI.—To the feeder of tbe best long-woolled f.at

Wether Sheep, one year old, bred within the limits of this

Society, that have not at any time eaten oil, oil-cake,

seeds, corn, pulse, or meal of these.

The first premium of 5 sovs. to Mr. Wm. Pawlett, of B.ir •

nack, fir 3 under 20 months old Leicester Wethers, bred by
himself, from rams hired of iMr. Pawdett, of Tinwell, and fed

by him on vegetable food only.

The second premium of 3 sovs. to Mr. R. Smith, of Burley,
for 3 under 20 months old Leicester Wethers, bred by bimself,
from rams hired of Mr. R. Garratt, and fed by him on clover,

cole, and carrots.

Tbe other competitor in this class was E. W. Wilmot, Esq.,
of Pickwell.
CLASS IX.—To the feeder of the best long-wooUed fat

Wether Sheep, two years old, fed within tbe limits of this

Society, that have not at any time eaten oil, oil-cake,

seeds, com, pulse, or meal of these.

The first premium of 7 sovs. to Mr. Painter, of Burley, for
3 under 31 months old Leicester Wethers, bred by himself,
from rams hired of Richard Cresswcll, Esq., and fed by bim
on grass and vegetable food only.

The second pi emiiiin of 3 .sovs, to Sir. Burgess, of Ridling-
ton Park, for 3 under 34 months old Leirester Wethers, bred
by himself, and fed by him on vegetable food only.

The other competitor in this class was Mr. Bradshaw, of
Burley (commended).

CLASS X.—To the exhibitor of the best pen of five breed-
ing Ewes th:it have suckled lambs up to the 1st of July,
1S35, and tl<at hive been fed on grass and seeds only for

six months prev/ous to the time of showing.
The first premium of 5 sovs. to Hon. Colonel Lowther, M.

P., of Cottesmore, for five Leicester Ewes, bred by himself,

and fed by him on grass onlv, at his Barleythorpe estate.

The second piem-nm of 3 sovs. t ) K. W. Wilmot, Esq., of
Pickwell, for five Leicester Ewes, bred by himself, aud fed

by him on grass onlv, and suckled their lambs until the 20tb

July, 18.'i5.

The other competitors in this class were W. Sherrard, Esq.,

of Laiigliam ; Mr. It. Smith, of Burley (commended) ; and
Mr. Hayes, of Wissendine.

CLASS XI,—To tbe feeder of the best fat Pigof any breed

or age, weight under 20 stone.

(
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The first premium of 5 sovs. to Mr. T. Chapman, of Whit-
wcll, a 34 weeks olil Pig, bred by liimseif, and led by him on
wheat Hour, and a little barley-meal.
The seeond premium of 2 sovs. to Mr. VV. Stimson, of Oak-

ham, a 46 weeks old Pig, bred by himself, and fed by him on
barley-meal.

CLASS XII.—To the feeder of the best fat Piar of any
breed or age, wci;,'ht untler '20 stone, bred williin the
limits of this Society.

The first premium of 3 sovs. to IMr. J. Stimson, of Oakham,
for a 32 weeks old Pig, bred by Ihe Rev. IJ. Finch, and fed

by him on meal, tkc.

The second premium of 2 sovs. to E. \Y. U'ilmot. Esq., of

Pick well, for a 14 months old Pig, bred by himself, and fed by
him in the straw-yard with the other store pigs : had neither

milk, corn, or Hour, until Nov. 1st, 1835 ; since then it has
been fed on liarley-nieal.

The other cojupetitors in this class were Mr. Hayes, of
^\'hissendine ; and Mr. T. Lester, of .Manton.

CL.VSS XIII.—To the owner of the best Cart Stallion

from any county, that will attend at Oakham once a week
during the season of 1836, and cover as many mares as

may be offered to him, (not beyond a reasonable number,
and at a reasonable price).

A premium of 10 sovs. to .Mr. D. Housin, of Muscom, for

an 11 years old brown Cart Stallion.

Jlr. Billing's, (ofllston,) 9 years old Cart Stallion allowed
to be the second and succeeding horse, in case Mr. Honsin
neel'^cts the restiiclions of the society.

The other competitors in this class were iMr. .T. Berridge of

In?ersby; R. W. Baker, Esq., of Cottesmore ; Mr. Hotchkin,
of Edenham ; Mr. Stapleton, of \Vest Deeping; Mr. Good-
win, of Ayston ; and Mr. King, of Seaton.

Offered hy E. W. Wilmot, Esq., of Pickwell.

To the Laboiirer in Husbandry who has brought up the

greatest number of children without parochial relief, and
can produce the best character from his emiiloyer.

The tirst premium of 3 sovs to Thomas Barfield, of South
LuH'enham, who has worked upon the farm (now in the oc-
cupation of Mv. \V. Springthorpe) for 5^i years, has brought
up a family of nine children, is now in his 71st year, and liaa

never received any parochial relief.

The second premium of 2 sovs. to John Fa;ilks, of Lang-
harn, labouier, who has brought up five children, with a sick

wife, without parochial relief; has worked upwards of 40
years upon the farm now in the occupation of W. Sherrard,
Esq., Langham, and still continues to do so.

The third premium of 1 sov. to W. Chamberlain, of

rSurley, labourer, who has lived and worked upon the Burley
Park Farm, near Oakham, for 39 years, is 51 years old, lias

brought up eight children, and has never at any time received
parochial lelief, and still bears an excellent charac'er.

The following competitors were highly commended by the

Stewards:—Thos. Heinfries, of Eagleton ; John Freeman, of

Ketton ; and Zachariah Wright, of Cottesmore.

Offered by Mr. Robert Smith, of Burley.

To the Shepherd, whose master is a n ember of this Society,

wholiad raised on the 1st of June, 1835, the sireatestnum

ber of lamtis, in pioportion to the number of ewes ])ut to

the tup on the farm, not less in number than fourscore.

The first premium of 2 sovs to William Gretton, shepherd

to E. W. Wilmot, Esq., who raised from 210 ewes put to the

ram, 243 lambs.
Tlie second premium of 1 so». to John Speed, shepherd to

IMr. Bradshaw, of Burley, who raised from ISO ewes put to

the ran', 1 IS lambs.
The other competitors were Wm. Weston, shepherd to Mr.

Clarke, of Burlev; C. Coulson, of Burley, shepherd to l\Ir,

C. Smith ; John Harrow, shepherd to .Mr. Painter, of Burlev-
and John Wright, shepherd to Mr. Burgess, of Ridliugton
Park.

Also by Mr. R. Smith.

A Silver Medal to the breeder of the best pen of ewes in

Class 10, to the Hon. Col. Lowther. M.P.
SwKEPsr.VKF.s.—A Sweepstakes of 2 sovs., for the best

Beast of any breed, age, or weight, was won by Stafford

O'Brien's, Ksq. Hereford Steer, shown in Class 1.—Competi-
tor, Lord Exeter's Bed Steer, shown in Class I.

A Sweepstakes of 1 sov., for the best Sheep of any kind,
liieed, or age, was won by E. W. Wilmot's Shearling Wether.
Competitors, Lord ('"xeter's and .Mr. Bowman's Shearling
Wethers, all in Class 7.

A Swe<!pstake9 of ! sov. for the best pen of flve breeding
Ewes, as in Class 10, was won by E. W. Wilmot, Esq.—Com-
I'ctitor, Mr. R. Smth. of linrley.

Extra Stoc k.—Sheep were exhibited by W. Sharrard,
Esq., of Langham, IMr. Wm. Pawlett, of I5arnack, Mr. Bow-
man, of (Jreatford, Mr H. Stimson, ol Oakhau), and Mr. 11.

Sn.ith, of P.urley.

Mr. Lcstor, of .Manton, exhibited a fifteen months old Pig,

which was supposed to weigh .lO stone ; another was rxhi-

bited by Mr. Hayes, of Whissendine.

The Chairman g'ave "Prosperity to the Rutland
Agricultural Society."

Sir G. Heathcote said, he hoped they would excuse
him breaking tliroudi the regular routine of toasts,

wlicn they heard the health he was about to propose,

and think with himself that it was seasonably brought
forward, and he was confident that it would be drunk
with the g-rentest plaudits ; he alluded to their excellent

President;—they had all known him for many years in

t!ie various capacities in which he had officiated in this

county—as an upright honest and independent repre-

sentative,—a liberal landlord,—and tlie munificent

patron of agriculture. lie was sure they would all

cordially join with him in wishing that he might long
continue to fulfil them, and that they might have many
opportunities of seeing him preside at these anniversa-

ries, he gave " Sir Gerard Noel, Bart."

Sir Gkrard Noel said, he should not liave presumed
thus early to rise to address them, were it not for the

extreme compliment which had been paid him, and to

prevent an ebullition of enthusiasm which had not been
paid to the far more worthy toasts which had preceded.

He felt it his duty, whilst he held tlie presidency of the

present company, to enforce the order of the Society,

and lie therefore desired that there might be no rising- or

cheering. He thanked them for the honour they had

conferred upon him, which had been done with as mtich

cordiality as his small merits deserved—that of serving

the interests of the Society,

Toast—" The Vice Presidents of the Society."

Col. Lowther returned thanks for himself.

G. J. Heathcote, Esq., IM.P., said, as his hon. frieiid

had only spoken for himself, it became his duty again

to address them. He felt deeply the kind manner in

which they had received the toast, and tendered them
his best thanks. It was one of his most pleasiiig; duties

to come amongst them at these annual exhibitions, as

he was convinced these societies were of the greatest

possible value, both in an agricultural and moral point

of view. In an agricultural point of view, it excited a

competition for the production of the finest cattle ; and
in a moral point of view, it brought the landlord and
tenant together in honourable competition, and reward-

ed the moral and industrious labourer. The interests of

the landlord and tenant were the same, and he hoped
that good landlords would always meet with good
tenants, and that good tenants would meet with good
and liberal landlords. (Cheers.) By the rides of the

society, he was not allowed to touch on any political

point, and he would merely say that he wished them
better times and better prices, and that those times

might speedily arrive. He hoped they would have the

same success as they had to-day in the wider field of

Smithfield, where most of the cattle which had been

shown would go, and concluded by wishing them a

happy return of the day.

The Chairman said the next toast which he would
give was the Judges, Messrs. Stokes, Bennet, and Far-

row. He would just add, that their judgment had been

given witli such propriety and impartiality as to meet
with the full approbation of the successful candidates,

and those who had not been so fortunate.

JMr. Bennett returned thanks.—They had been ex-

ceedingly gratified in attending this exhibition, and
though his own residence was sixty miles distant he had
come with tlie greatest pleasure* If the society con-

tinued to prosiier as it had done during the last two or

three exhibitions, it would soon be, if not the very first,

the second in the world. He could speak with more
certainly if lie were acquainted with tlie societies of

INIanchester, Liverpool, 6cc., but within his knowledge
it was surpassed by none excepting Smithfield, and he

must acknowledge that tliat show was chiefly indebted

to Oakhiun for its i)rimest cattle. lie felt flattered in

having an opportunity of thus coming amongst tiicm,

to witness so good an' exhibition of stock, and such a
good exhibition of good old JCnglish faces.

Toast—" The Stewards of the Society."

]'L \\'. Wii.Mor, at the request of his associates, rose

to return thanks. He said, they had fearlessly and
honestly exerted their best efforts for the interests of the

society,—and they took it as an earnest that their efforts
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had been successful, and as a ^reat gratification to

themselves,—when they saw the superior stock which

had been exhibited to-day, the number of people assem-

bled to witness it, and the respectable assemblage of

g'entlemen who had met them at dinner. He was con-

vinced, more than ever, that exertion and unanimity

were only wanting to make them the rival of the great-

est society tn the world. He wislied particularly to im-

pres on their minds that the meeting to settle the bill of

premiums would be in .Tanuary,—and he earnestly re-

quested that all would attend so as the subject might

be canvassed by all parties, and then they would not

fail of having such a bill of premiums as would give

satisfaction to all,—and he hoped, the next time, if pos-

sible, they might have better success than to-day. In

the name of the Stewards, he begged to thank them for

tlie honour they had shown them, and returned their

best thanks.

The Chairman gave " the Secretaries and Trea-

surers," and Mr. H. J. Rudkin, of Langham Lodge,
returned thanks ; after which " the Successful Candi-

dates" were given, coupled with the name of Stafford

O'Brien, Esq.
Stafford O'Brif.x, Esq., returned thanks. Though

he felt greatly honoured by being the successful candi-

date at this years's exhibition,—he felt it a far greater

honour to preside as Vice-President at this meeting.

(Cheers.) He alluded to a book recently published by
Mr. Baker, who had kindly sent him a copy, and
though he agreed with that gentleman in his opinion

that there was a great quantity of the primest cattle

bred in the county of Rutland, yet he differed with him
when he alleged they were also reared here. He knew
the county of Rutland, perfectly well, and had passed

over he might say every acre ; and he did not think the

county at all adapted for the rearing of cattle, when
brought in competition with Durham, Hereford, and
several other counties he could mention. No place,

however, he agreed with Mr. Baker, was able to com-
pete with them in the breed of sheep. That g-entleman

(Mr. B.) had been the greatest advocate for the in-

terests of agriculture, that the county could boast of,

—

and under his active, energetic, and enterprising direc-

tion the Society had made a rapid improvement, and
he now, without any exception, considered it the first

in the world, as, since its establishment, it had borne

off the first prizes for five successive years at Smithfield,

two of which he had the honour of obtaining himself.

Under this opinion he confided to Mr. Baker the 15/

which had been awarded to him, as the first premium,
to be applied by that gentleman to the best interests of

the society. (Loud rhcers.) He concluded by pro-

posing a toast which the worthy president was wont to

drink with the greatest zest, and which he was sure he

would not now let pass by without adding his tribute of

applause ; he gave " the Ladies of the County of Rut-
land." (Louddpplanse,)
The Chairman gave " the unsuccessful candidates,

and also the Grantham, Leicester, Lincoln, and other

societies, and success to them in fellowship with the

Rutland Society."

H. Wilson, Esq., of Harlaxton, as a member of the

Leicester Society, returned thanks, and said, it would
be highly gratifying to the Leicester Society, if the

Stewards, or other gentlemen, would favour them with

a visit at their next show.

Mr. Shield, of Frieston, near Grantham, acknow-
ledged the compliment paid to the Grantham society,

and expressed his wish that some of the members of the

Rutland Society would attend their next show, to con-

vince them that they were not able to compete with this

county. His wish was to see such a show as would en-

able the small farmer, and even the honest labouring

man, to compete with the more wealthy farmer—where
a man could compete without being at any extra ex-

pense in feeding. As it was, they came here now loaded

with oil-cake, and all sorts of artificial feed, which
precluded the poor farmer from a fair competition.

Mr. Bennett, in reference to a remark made by the

previous speaker, that the feeding was not taken into

consideration by the Judges in awarding the prizes, said

that Mr, Shield was in error, for that had been particu-

larly attended to that day, and one of the prizes had
been awarded to an animal which had been fed on ve-

getable food only ; and they had classes of all descrip-

tions. Oil cake, it was true, had done great things in

bringing cattle to a state of perfection, but he never
knew oil cake to make a bad constitutioned animal a
good one,—it never gave solidity to flesh of an inferior

quality,—or symmetry and proportion to a deformed
and misshapen animal. If the classes were a little

larger, and they had a greater number of each shown,
they would in a great measure do away with feeding
on oil cake. The samples of animals and sheep they
had seen that day fed on vegetable food only would be
a credit to any county in the kingdom, and they could i
not expect to see much improvement after this, for they I
had already come to a state of perfection. (Cheers.) "

Staffoud O'Brien, Esq., proposed a toast, A'hich he
begged to couple with the name of ]\Ir. Handley. It

referred to a question on which there were many con-
flicting opinions ; but it did not allude to anything of a
political tendency. The toast was strictly agricultural.—" Success to the new Islington Market." Those who
had witnessed the cruelty and evils practised upon the

cattle in Smithfield market, would feel anxious for the

Success of this undertaking. (Cheers.)

Mr. Handley said, the last time he had met them on
a similar occasion he was pregnant with his new off-

spring ; he had now g-one his prescibed time, and had
brought forth ; and they must all acknowledge that it

was a monstrous fine baby (laughter) ; and he nowcon-
signed it to their fostering care and favour. He had
taken up the subject solely on the idea that it would
advantage, in a great measure, the interests of agricul-

ture, and put an end to the horrid cruelty and torture

which the poor animals endured in Smithfield ; and he
was convinced, from the great mass of evidence he had
been doomed to hear in committee every day on the

subject, through two long and protracted sessions, that

agriculture would be materially advantaged by the

alteration. The brutality, the inconvenience, and the

monopoly now experienced at Smithfield, would be
done away with on the opening of Islington market,
which he believed would be in February. (Cheers.)

He called upon the society to give the new market a
trial—to send their stock there until they were con-
vinced that it was either superior or inferior to Smith-
field ; and he sincerely hoped that good prices would
meet them. His offspring was now in their hand, and
it must either prosper under their smiles, or sicken and
die under their frowns. The meeting to-day, and the

stock which had been shown, would demand commen-
dation from every quarter ; and he hoped the landlord
and tenant would still continue to act in unity, in en-
deavouring to improve and bring to perfection so great

a staple commodity of the country. He felt great plea-
sure in meeting, for the first time, such an advocate for

the interests of agriculture as Mr. O'Brien ; and he
was confident, with such an advocate, Islington market
would have nothing to fear.

Mr. Shield gave—" The Father of the County, and
his associate, the Members of the County of Rutland."

Sir Gerard Noel returned thanks. The recollection

of his long service in the House of Commons was asso-

ciated with the most pleasing sensations. He had had
the honour ofbeing a member of that house longer than

|

any gentleman, and he therefore styled himself the
|

Father of the House of Commons ; and he felt great
pleasure in knowing that, during the long period of his

service, he had not lost the esteem and favour of the
county he had the honour of representing ; and he
hoped when he had grown too old in the service any
longer to fill the situation with benefit to his consti-

tuents, he should have the prudence to retire, and give
place to some one else better able to fill the responsible

situation. ( Cheers.)

G. J. Heathcote, Esq., acknowledged the compli-
ment paid to his father, whose anxiety to promote the
best interests of agriculture was too well known to the

present meeting to need any comment from him.

H. Handley, Esq., M.P., rose to propose the health
of a gentleman well known amongst them, whose ener-

getic exertions for the welfare of agriculture might have
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been more fully expatiated upon by some of his neigh-
bours, but not more appreciated than it was by himself,

—he g'ave the health of R. W. Baker, Esq. ( Cheers.J

11. W. Bakkr, Esq., acknowledgred tlie compliments
paid him by the hon. gentleman, and also by the worthy
vice. He took a survey of the origin and rapid pro-
gress of the society, which at first originated in a plough-
ing matcli, when he had great difficulty in bringing to-

gether nine ploughs ; but by honest perseverance the

nine ploughs were increased to between twenty and
thirty, and the result was a greater improvement in cul-

tivation than had ever been previously witnessed. In
the last summer he had distributed prizes for ploughing,
381 10s ; for the best cultivated farm, a cup filled with
crown pieces, 43/ ; to 105 occupiers of small allotments,

21/ 2s : in all, 102/ 12s for the encouragement of spade
culture and good husbandry. He congratulated the

society on the extraordinary show of good animals,

—

and that throughout the day not a single iola of dissatis-

faction had arisen to damp their ardour. He scarce
knew how to express the pleasure he felt on Mr.
O'Brien's munificent return of the prize money that had
been awarded to him, and begged to tender the warmest
thanks of the society. He hoped they would soon be
able to form a class, ^here the farmer underforty acres,

might sucessfully compete with the more opulent
farmer, and where even the labourer might come in for

a greater share of competition,— for without labourers
the owners of landed property were as nothing ; and
however humble their means, there was not one of them
but could do something for his poorer neighbour.
(Great applause.)

G. J. HEAxncoTE, Esq., gave—"Success to the cattle

which will be sent from this meeting to Smithfield, to

compete for the prizes there."

The CuAiKMAN gave—" Lord Lonsdale and the Cot-
tesmore Hunt ;" and also " The gentlemen who have
this day honoured us with their company, unconnected
with this county."

Col. Lowther having retired, Mr. Bevin (of Lon-
don) returned thanks. After which Sir Gerard Noel
retired from the chair, and was succeeded by E. W.
Wilmot, Esq., who gave the health of Mr. Cheetham,
the retiring steward.—Mr. C. returned thanks, and said

he should leave his stewardship in such hands as would
not lead him to regret retiring from the office.—The
following toasts were then given in succession, "The
Press," " The noble Lord Spencer," " The Marquis of

Chandos," &c.—After which the conviviality of the
evening was kept up to a late hour and the company
separated highly gratified with the day's entertainment.
Mr. Baker's bull, Gainshoro, won two premiums at

Oakham some three years ago, and four of his breed
were shown, three of which won first prizes, and the
other a second prize.

REMARKS ON THE MODE OF BREED-
ING HORSES AND ITS ADVAN-
TAGES.
The celebrated Hugo Meynell (grandfather to the

gentleman of the same name, who resides at Hoarcross
Hall, in Needwood Forest, and hunts that neighbour-

hood), who raised that remarkable fox hunting fabric,

at Ciuorudon, Leicestershire, which faded away in the

hands of Mr. Osbaldeston, was the first to improve

the speed of the fox-hound, and give a new character

to the highly animating diversion for which he is used.

Since the days of the celebrated sportsman just men-
tioned, no pains have been spared to increase the speed

of the fox-hound, and, in consequence, corresponding

fleetness or celerity became indispensable in the horse

also : for the elite (very liglit weights,) thorough-bred

horses would answer the purpose ; but as full blood

horses, generally speaking, are not eijual to welter

weights, particularly over a heavy or stitF country, it

became an object of the first consideration to procure
horses with sufficient speed and power to carry the lat-

ter up to the modern hound. The Earl of Sefton, who
became master of the Quorndon establishment on the

retirement of Lord Foley, was the first, we believe, who
took a second horse into the field ; an example which
has been since very generally adopted ; his Lordship
rode about sixteen stone, and for a horse which could
carry him up to his own hounds (the Quorndon) for

fifteen minutes, he did not hesitate to give five hundred
guineas ; for a nag which could thus bear him along
for twenty minutes, he gave eight hundred guineas.
Horses of this description, capable of carrying welter
weights up to the fleetest hounds in the kingdom, are
very rarely seen in the racing stud ; but may be pro-
duced in the manner already described, and a market is

always open for such animals, where they will fetch

priees according to their capacity—particularly of car-
rying weight. As much power and as much blood as
possible should be the maxim of the breeder ; and when
what is called a half (which will generally be three-

quarters) bred mare is put to a thorough-bred horse,

the produce is not very far from fall blood, the qualities

of the horse generally preponderating, particularly in

the case of a filly foal. Any person who has followed

hounds can scarcely fail to have noticed how blood tells

in a distressing run ; and ho'V very few, if any, of the
basely bred nags live to the end of it.

From what we have stated, the advantage to the
agriculturist, of breeding annually a foal or two of this

description, may be easily perceived ; a ready sale, a
good price, and little risk in the system.

However, let it be well impressed on the minds of

those who may think proper to adopt the plan which
we have pointed out, that we are no advocates for sub-
jecting young things to hard work at the usual early

period. The racer is frequently backed when only a
year old ; and at this time, when his bones have at-

tained no solicUty, his tendons no firmness, however
light the weight may be which is placed on his back,

he can scarcely fail to sustain injury. Two-years old

races are common all over the kingdom : in these cases

something more than 8st. is placed on their back :

they go off at score, and run half a mile (the general

distance) as it were, upon a wind : how often have we
seen two-years old pull up lame from such overstrained

exertions, and never afterwards recovered ! The most
important stakes in the country, the Derby, the Oaks,
and the Doncaster St. Leger, for instance, are exclu-

sively for 3-years old ; and how often does it happen
that the winner of one of these splendid prizes is never

able to come to the post afterwards, at least as a suc-

cessful racer ? Nor is this all : from these precocious,

or rather premature, exertions arise curbs, spavins,

splents, foot lameness, diseased fore legs, which we
see propagated from the sire to the progeny, or a pre-

disposition for similar diseases, which seldom fail to

make their appearance when the animal becomes sub-

jected to exertion ; hence may be traced the indifferent

and bad fore legs, so common with such of our horses

as have any pretensions to breeding. All this can ex-

cite no surprise, when we consider that the horse does

not attain maturity till he is seven years old :

being pressed to the severity of exertion when in a state

of comparative infancy, the evils already noticed are

to be expected, if lliey are not the necessary results.

Such being the case with the racer, let those who
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breed for the hunting field be careful not to subject

their rising hopes to severe exertion till they have ac-

quired sufficient strength for the purpose. At the same

time, let it not he understood that we would have the

young animal run wild, that he should continue un-

restrained till he had acquired maturity : quite the

contrary : we well know, from experience, that if a

colt be suifered to enjoy unlimited freedom till he is

t'vo or three years old, he becomes very troublesome to

manage ; and therefore at as Qarly a period as possible

we would subject them to the head stall and gentle

handling; which, however,' should be judiciously ma-

naged, and nothing like play or trick be allowed to de-

base it : horse play is always dangerous, and frequent-

ly degenerates into incurable vice. This gentle hand-

ling should be continued till the animal has attained

the age of two years, when he should have a very light

weight put on his back, and gently led about for a

reasonable period ; he may be gently longed ,- but, to

whatever exercise he is subjected, it should never be

so long continued at one time as to disgust him—by
which the best tempered nag in the world may be ren-

dered the reverse. Thus, by timely, constant, and

gentle means, the young animal is brought or beguiled

into the requisite submission, without those violent

outrages on his temper and disposition which we

so frequently see inflicted by unreflecting and barbar-

ous ignorance.

At three years old the animal may be frequently

ridden, but not put to violent exertion : he may also

be taught to jump t;i hand : we would thus proceed till

he had attained his fourth year, when we should be

tempted to shew him hounds—merely shew him hounds,

as we would by no means recommend him to be ridden

with them. At five years, he might be tried with a

short or slow run ; and, after ha\ang attained his

sixth year, he might be regularly hunted. At this pe-

riod, if not before, plenty of customers would be found

for him, and a good price obtained. A farmer bring-

ing two such nags annually into the market would find

it to answer his purpose ; it would make up for that

pecuniary deficiency which he now experiences in the

price of his grain.

If the young animal were yoked to light and

easy draught occasionally, during his course of proba-

tion, we are not aware that any injurious consequences

would be likely to result from it.

It is the practice of those who breed for the turf to

give the foal, from the earliest period of its existence,

as much milk as possible ; and, if its dam beincapnble
of affording- an abundant supply, the nutritious beve-
rac;e obtuiued from the cow is rendered subservient
to the object in view : nor is this all ; since, as soon
as tlie young animal can be induced to feed on corn,

it is supplied with the choicest oats wliicli can be
procured with an unsparing- hand. By such means
the growth of the foal, like forced vegetation, pro-
ceeds rapidly, and it attains, if not an unnatural, at

least an extraordinary size. But, if it thus is'niade

to assume the appearance of more advanced age, if a

two-vears old is thus forced into an apology for an
animal a year in advance, it is our decided opinion,

that the creature feels the approacli of old age at an

eariior period also : furtlier, we are mucli inclintd to

think, that, although the animal under such treat-

ment attains an extr-aordinary size at an early period
of life, inasmuch as tlie increasing firmness of the
bone and tendon cannot keep pace -tvith the super-
abundance of muscle which is thus forced upon them.

the creature, tliough it assumes the appearance of

vear beyond its age, is not a year increased in

strength. To this artifici-al forcing of nature in the

young racer, and the severe exercise to wliich he is

consequently subjected, may he mainly attributed

the " breakings down" wliich so frequently occur in

the earlv part of the animal's life : this also we con-

sider the source of the b-ad fore legs so prevalent on

the race-course—some scores of lamentable instances

we could mention from memory.
If the system of bringing out the racer at two

years old (or even earlier) be continued, it is not

likely that tlie practice which we have just described

(of artificially forcing nature) will be abandoned
;

but we feel convinced that, if those who choose to

breed hunters and superior harness and saddle horses,

will judiciously assist the operations of nature on

animal life, instead of committing a physiological

violence, they will bring their animals to market in

a much superior form, and at a clieaper rate, though

not quite so early.

A foal should be well supplied with that univer-

sally nutritious fluid, milk; and, if the dam be una-

ble to afford the requisite supply, recourse should be

had to another source, or the injurious effect will very

soon be perceptible iu the appearance cf the young-

animal. In such case, milk from the cow will answer

the purpose, but milk from another mare would be

preferable ; instances, indeed, are not wanting where
a foal reared entirely on extraneous lacteous supply,

has in due time proved a superior horse : for ex-

ample, Cade, a bay horse, foaled iu 1734, bred by
Lord Godolphin. lie was got by the celebrated

Godolphin Arabian, and his dam Roxana dying

shortly after his birth, he was brought up by hand

—

whence his name, Cade. In Octoher, 1740, he won
the King's Plate at Newmarket, and afterwards be-

came a favourite stallion, was the sire of Match'em,

Changeling, Young Cade, and a great number of

celebrated racers: he proved more valuable as a

stallion than a racer ; but, as he must have suffered

in early life from the manner in which he was reared,

scarcely a doubt can be entertained that his valu-able

properties would have been much enhanced had he

been reared according to the ordinary process of na-

ture.

But to continue.—We would have the foal well,

indeed abund-antly, sapplied with milk ; and though

we should, for some time, be content without the

administration of corn to it, we should feel no hesi-

tation in giving the dam a daily feed, even though

she were placed in the best pasture possible. What
is generally called a luiiLriant pasture ; that is, mea-

dow land which produces an abundance of coarse

grass ; we consider h)' no means the best kind of

vegetation to promote the object in view. The mare
will afford much milk pastured upon such grass, but

it will be found much inferior in ({uality to this fluid

produced from the harder upland grasses, which
contain more nutriment in a smaller space ; this,

with the addition of corn, daily, would answer the

purpose, without giving corn to the young sucking-

foal : if the dam be fed in the manner just described,

the foal could scarcely fail to thrive and become
vigorous. A luxuriant pasture is apt to produce

roaring in the highly or tliorough-bred horse. A
much esteemed friend of the writer, who was fond

of a bit of blood, as well for the hunting field as for

tlie course, took it into his head to manure his pad-

docks ; they could not he understood as upland, and
we cautioned him against the effects likely to result

from thus imparting greater luxuriance to the her-

bage which grew in them. However, he persevered,

and for some years afterwards, half the young things

reared.ia these paddocks became roarers.
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Having spoken of the evil effects of tlie present

system of forcing young racers upon tbe course at

too early a period, we may in this placebo allovred

to express our regret that it is likely to continue.

We further regret that good stakes are not proposed
and made for horses beyond the age of three yeu-s.

The winners of all the present great stakes must be

three year olds ; when they are, as well as all supe-

rior horses, excluded, as it were, from the course.

Some of the cups are 0])en to them, it is true
;
yet

most of these are handicapped ; and we think that

person guiltv of an error iu judgment who subjects

a sterlingly- valuable horse to such a process, where
he is doomed to labour beneath a weight which must
reduce him to the level of a jade, and where, indeed,

his superior pretensions are generally over-rated.

AORICULTURAL DISTRESS.

TO THE MAllQUIS OF CHAND03, M.P.

It is very mortifying", my Lord Marquis, to find that

at all the eatings, drinkings, and meetings, to talk (for

that is all) upon the distress which now prevails

throughout jthe agricultural interest, no one has taken
the bull by the horns, or fairly submitted the real cause
of that distress. They are always beating about the

bush. Tiie cause iiselt is well known to your Lordship,

and to the kingdom at large ; but somehow or other every
one seems shy and very backward in coming forward
to develope that cause, although they feel it is now dis-

org-anizing every species of property. It is that insa-

tiate monster the National Debt, with its eight hundred
millions of principal, its twenty-eight millions of
interest, its reckless annual expenditure of sixteen
millions, and its frightful unfunded debt of thirty

millions. It is this insatiable monster which is withering
and Jdestroying all our most valuable institutions, has
demoralized the labouring classes, degraded and dis-

graced tlie British flag, towed the proud Lord Durham
unsaluted through the Straits of the Dardanelles in a
filthy, smoky steam vessel, prostrated Turkey, up-
rooted and scattered the ill-fated Poles, snugly seated
the enterprising French into the watch-box of Algiers,

opposite Gibraltar, established the Prussian commer-
cial Icag-ue, will soon send forth a combined Russian,
Dutch and Amencan navy into the JNIediterranean,

and, perhaps, finally expel our flag and com-
merce from that sea into which, in better days,
no nation upon earth dared to peep, without our
especial leave and license. This is the monster—

-

this is the cause which requires tackling, as well
for the security of the fundlords as the landlords ; for

be assured, my lord, the property of the one is no more
secure than the property of the other ; and I verily be-
lieve the Chancellor of the Exchequer sits dally at

Whitehall shaking in his shoes, in expectation of a
communication from the Old Lady in Threadneedle-
street (sent, perhaps, by a dirty Jew orange boy,) to
inform him Exchequer Bills are at a discount, and
Crown debtors paying them into the bank for taxes,
the herald of a convulsion too frightful to contemplate

—

the restoration of barter. My Lord, for nearly 30
years I have foretold the present state of things, and re-
ceived for my reward, neglect, and even persecution, in
quarters I had rendered, and still could render, the
most essential services. I forgive it jfrorn my heart.
The fulfilment of my predictions conveys to me no
pleasure, But, my Lord, is there no remedy which can
restore this country to the prosperous, moral, and re-

ligious state of 1792, and make it once more respected
abroad, and united at home? 1 consider it by no
means difficult if proper measures are honestly adopted.
Let a given number of men, of good practical common
sense, of great moral courage, of undoubted integrity

and unremitting industry, your lordship at their head,
be nominated by the country, or a committee appointed
by both Houses of Parliament, if it be preferred, to

draw up an honest " Biil of Sacrifices," taking as their

basis and guide the admirable Statute of Mr. Pitt,

called the Consolidated Fund Act, passed in 1797, the

Land Tax Repemptlon Act passed in 1787, and the

National Expenditure in 1792. Let them ascertain

our ways and means, abolish party, and make
it an indictable offence to assume nicknames,

whether Tory, Whig, or Radical. Let this

Bill, so prepared, be submitted to the consideration of

the country, and when by combined wisdom and honest

intentions it is perfected, let it be laid before the King
(God bless him), in the humble hope he will (thereby

securing the safety of the throne), forthwith forward it

to both Houses of Legislature, accompanied by his
" cungti d'tlire " to pass it without delay. When strug--

gling for a seat in Parliament under the most adverse
circumstances, this, and this alone, was my ultimate
object. In such a safe and salutary remedy I should
still be most happy toco-operate to the utmost of my
humble ability. But, although I have no hope of such
a consummation, yet, come what may, I will never spend
my time, or waste my breath, with the little shilling men,
the currency men, the crotchetmongers, or the political

economists, who will meet and talk, talk and meet, till

we are reduced to the state of the Christians at Con-
stantinople, debating points of faith while the infidels

were battering down their gates.

The importance of the subject will, I trust, plead a
sufficient excuse for using your name to a communica-
tion which I intend to make public, not being able,

from official duties, to attend the general agricultural

meeting- in London.—Believing me in great sincerity

your Lordship's very obedient and faithful servant,

SA:MUEL WELLS.
6, Sergeants's Inn, Dec. 7.

MURRAIN, COMMONLY CALLED
BLACK-LEG.

By Mr. John Tombs, Pershore.

(From the Veterinarian.)

Sep. 7th, 1834.—I was requested by a farmer,
near Eversliam, to look at a calf that was very
lame in the near fore-leg. When I saw him he
was lying down and moaning

; pulse very quick
and rather weak ; dribbling from the mouth

;

severe lameness of the near shoulder, with a swell-

ing and crackling noise of the part. I bled copi-

ously, and inserted several setons over the swell-

ing. The skin was quite insensible, as the calf

did not evince the least pain when the setons were
inserted. I gave sulph. magnes. (i oz. ; zingiber
oz. ss : the animal immediately vomited it all up. I

then horned down a quantity of tepid water, which
shared the same fate.

After repeated doses of physic were given, purg-
ing took place.

\Ath.—I was surprised to hear the animal was
living, and the setons discharging. Givo vegetable
tonics.

Oct. 3(7.— 1 revisited my patient, who appeared
cheerful. It ate and drank well : pidse 40. On
opening an abscess at the inferior part of the

scapula I discovered some rotten flesh ; I traced

this putrid flesh by cutting through the common
integuments to the spinous process of the fourth

or fifth dorsal vertebra : the greater part of the

antca ami postea spinatus and trapezius muscles

was completely decayed, and I removed it with

the scalpel, leaving the scalpula in some places

quite bare ; the spine of the scapula about its mid-

dle was diseased, which I excised. During the

operation hemorrhage took place from two small

arteries, which was suppressed by ligatures ; a

ghastly chasm was left in the shoulder, which 1

filled up with tow previously dipped in tinct.

myrrh, and confined it by sewing the integuments
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as closely together as possible. In four days the

stitches were cut, and the tow removed ; the \yound

had a healthy appearance, with the exception of

the diseased part of the spine of the scapula, to

which a solution of zinc was applied. Digestive

ointment to the sore.

17M.—The reparative process going on rapidly.

25^A.—The spine of the scapula has partially

exfoliated. On examination I found a sinus ; I

enlarged it, and extracted a portion of bone, and

used a solution of zinc.

Nov. 20th.—The wound has healed some time
;

the calf is now upright, sound, and healthy.

PAPER CURRENCY.
Sir,—A worthy friend of mine, who is a zealous

advocate for a new paper currency, asserts that it

would be a just and equitable reversal of the evils

inflicted by the restoration of cash payments

through the famous bill of Sir Robert Peel. If

there is any force in the observations made in my
former letter, such a measure would be no re-

versal, at all, of any alleged injuries, but the in-

fliction of a series of new ones, which would fall

with the heaviest weight on the heads of their

projectors. The restoration of cash payments was

a just, and honourable measure, to which the na-

tional faith was pledged, and which was called for

by none more vehemently, than by the opposi-

tion, or liberal members of Parliament. It was,

however, the occasion of much distress and incon-

venience, chiefly by the increased burthen which

it gave to the public debt. For if the bill of Sir

Robert Peel had not passed, the depreciation of

the bank paper would have taken a most rapid

course, and none can tell the point which it would

have reached. I heard it asserted, by some lead-

ing persons at the Bank, that gold would have im-

mediately risen to 6/ the ounce. It is well known
that in proportion to the depreciation of notes,

would have been the lightening of the debt in

which they were paid and rice versa, but that all

the pecuniary concerns of the kingdom would

have remained in a state of ruinous instability. I

have always considered that return to a metallic

currency, under all the circumstances of the case,

to have been an act unparalleled in his history

of nations or of statemen. But it had all the in-

convenience which attend every extravagant

debtor, \\hen he endeavours to settle his accounts,

and pay his debts. I have thought that it was a

situation in which our equitable departure from

strict justice might have been vindicated, and that

if the new sovereigns had been coined at 41 the

ounce, instead of the old standard, the expecta-

tions of the nation would have been fully answer-

ed, and many evils avoided. This would, how-
ever, have been the composition, and not the pay-

ment of a debt, so the course pursued was at the

least most honourable. I may say, moreover, that I

never saw the wisdom or necessity of the sort of

war which was proclaimed against paper. If the

payment of one pound notes in cash on demand,
had been enforced by a summary process, I see no

valid reason for their prohibition. They would

even so, have served to break the shock. But the

establishment of a compulsory currency, under

present circumstances, would in my judgment, be

an act of gratuitious wickedness and folly.

Then, can the occupiers of the land have no
national assistance ? Sir Thomas Lethbridge has

I think wisely confined their hopes to an alteration

in rents, a composition for tithes, and a change

in the corn laws. 1 will take the inverse order ;

and I entirely agree with you, that though the

change of the system would occasion some present

inconvenience, (and that perhaps not so great as

is apprehended; yet that its continuance will be ,
increasingly injurious. The graduated scale of
duties was one of Canning's showy plausibilities, ^
which ovei'looked one of the most important cir-

cumstances of the case. This artificial scale con

-

nccted with the bonding system, throws all the

power of speculation from the home to the foreign

corn, and subjects the farmer and the consumer
to an uncalled-for depreciation at one time, and an
injurious rise at another, before the speculators ^
can reap the fruits of their outlay. I need not

explain to you how the system works both ends
of the speculation against the public. I even
doubt whether it is not injurious to the import-

ing merchants ; for the magnitude of the interest

at stake has produced results which, with kindly

seasons, have for a long time hindered the specula-

tors from obtaining their object of high prices and
low duties, whilst the store of bonded corn serves

as an incubus to prevent the English farmer from
obtaining those prices, which the state of things

would otherwise have naturally afforded them.
The importers get all or nothing—the farmers, as

a body get nothing at both ends—and the public

are the dupes and the victims of this lying system
of plausibilities.

our ear." Which keeps the word of promise to

And breaks it to our hopes.''

Forihese reasons I hold that this first hope to the

agriculturists arises from an entire freedom in the

importation and exportation of corn, subject to

such constant and moderate duties as they have a
right to demand, and the nation is called upon to

grant.

As to tithes, the agriculturists should certainly

seel< for the establishment of a fixed system, by
which gathering them should be prevented, as well

as arbitrary alterations. But it seems to mc that

they have less interest in their actual amount. The
great impediment to a reform has hitherto arisen

from the apprehension on the part of the occupi-

ers, that the tithes would be increased by any
proposed valuation—and so they would. But this

would bft merely a temporary evil, and might be
met by a provision, that wherever the tithes were
increased under a lease, it should be deducted
from the rent. Afterwards the comparative rate

of tithes would not signify, for the rent will always
be regulated by them. If by any legal provision

the tithes were permanently lessened the rents

would rise, and thecontrary if they were increased.

The landlord will always get all that the tenant

can afford to pay—and this being the natural con-
dition of landlord and tenant, cuts off any hope of

legislative interference, or of voluntary agree-
ments to reduce rents. J S.

Dec. !), 183.5.

The poor rates are in a course of trial.

The Jei'sey farmers, following the example of their

neig'hbours, are petitioning the States for a prohibition

of French produce, and for other measures to protect

the agTiculture of the country. They especially com-
plain that the exportation to England of potatoes, which
are the principal agricultural produce of the country.

is now at an end, owing to the extensive cultivation of

the root.
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SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW.
The thirty-seventh annual adjudication of prizes, and

of gold and silver medals to fat cattle, slieep, and pigs,
took place on Thursday, Dec. 10, in the Repository-
yard in Goswell-street.
The stewards, Mr. Thomas Chapman, Mr. Thomas

C. Beasley, and Mr. Samuel Druce, classed and ar-

ranged each animal in the exhibition, and a number is

placed on the standings of those to which the judges
have awarded a prize.

Those agriculturists who have been favoured by a
view of the grand exhibition, state this is one of the
best that has taken place.
The judges, Mr. Samuel Bennett, of Bickering-park,

near Woburn ; Mr. Laxton, of Morburn, near Stilton
;

and ftlr. Edward Franklin, of Ascot, near Tetsworth,
Oxfordshire, after deciding the prizes by the numbers
affixed over the animals, requested the secretary to read
to them from the certificates the names of the success-
ful candidates, as follow :

—

CATTLE.—Class I,

For the best ox of any breed, under five years old
and no restriction as to feeding, awarded a premium of
20 sovereigns to Earl Spencer, for his four years and
ten months old Durham ox, fed on hay, mangel wurzel,
Swedish turnips, and oil-cake.

A silver medal to his Lordship as tke breeder of the
above ox.

The other competitors in Class I. were, Alexander
Robertson, Esq., of Balmacassie, near Ellon, a four
years and six months old Aberdeen and short-horned
ox, bred by John Garden, Esq., of IMill Ardiethen,
near Ellon, Aberdeen ; fed on turnips and grass, and
travelled by steam-boat to London.

Sir Francis Lawley, of Middleton Hall, near Coles-
hill, Warwickshire, a four years and two months old
Hereford ox, bred by liim, and fed on hay, turnips,
meal, and oil-cake. Highly commended by the
judges.

Stafford O'Brien, Esq., Blatherwycke-park, near
Wandsford, Northamptonshire, a four years and six
months Hereford ox, bred and fed by ditto, and fed on
hay, carrots, turnips, beans, meal, and oil-cake. The
ox was commended by the judges.
James Trevor, sen., Esq., of Broughton House, near

Aylesbury, for his four years and eleven months old
Hereford ox, bred by John James, Esq., of Woonton,
near Kingston, and fed on grass, hay, and oil-cake.
Commended.
William Trinder, Esq., of Wantage, Berks, a four

years and nine months old Durham steer, bred by Lord
Sherborne, of Sherborne, and fed on grass, hay, tur-
nips, and wheatmeal. The judges commended this
animal.

Class II.

For the best ox of any breed under six years of age.
weight ninety stone and upwards, not to have had cake>
corn, or distillers' wash, previous to the first of August.
The first premium of twenty sovereigns to James T.
Senior, Esq., near Aylesbury, for his four years and
two months old Hereford ox, bred by the Rev. J. R.
Smythers, of Lynch-court, near Leominster : fed on
grass, hay, and 6001bs. of oil-cake.
A silver medal to Mr. Smythers as the breeder of the

above ox.

The second prize often sovereigns, to John Beasley,
Esq., of Chappel Brompton, near Northampton, for his
five years and three weeks old short-horned ox ; bred
by T.C. J3easley, Esq., of Harmston, near Lincoln, and
ted upon hay, turnips, and l,7151bs of oil-cake.
The other competitors in this class were as follow ;—

Sir William Wake, Bart., of Courteen-hall, near North-
ampton, a four years and eleven months old Hereford
ox

; bred by S. Smith, Esq., of Stanton Lacey, near
Ludlow; fed upon grass, hay, and l,3791bs of oil-
cake.

R. W. Baker, Esq., of Cottesmore, near Stamford
;

a four years and two months' old Durham ox, bred and
ted by him on grass, liay, carrots, turnips, about four
bushels of bean-flour, and l,120Ibs of oil-cake.

Class III.

Fort he best ox of any breed under five years of age
;

under ninety and above seventy stone weight, not to
have had cake, corn, &c., as in Class II. The first

prize of fifteen sovereigns to the iNIarquis of Tavistock,
of Oakley, for his four-years and two months old Here-
ford ox ; bred by Mr. F. Back, Newhouse, near Lud-
low

; fed on grass, hay, turnips, mang-el wurzel, one
quarter of bruised oats, two bushels of meal, and 1,100
lbs of oil-cake.

A silver medal to Mr. Bach, as the breeder of the
above ox.
The second prize of ten sovereigns was awarded to

J. T. Senior, Esq., for his three years and eight months
old Hereford steer, bred by William Jellicoe, Esq., of
Beighterton, Staffordshire; fed on grass, hay, and
5001bs of oil-cake.

The other competitors were Mr. John Slater, of
Haselbeach, near Kettering, a three years and eight
months short-horned ox, bred by Mr. William Bryan,
of Six-hills, near Loughborough ; fed on grass, hay,
and 6201bs of oil-cake. Highly commended, but dis-

qualified on account of overweight in this class.

J. M. Bailey, Esq., of Shenley House, near Stoney
Stratford, for his three years and two months old Here-
ford ox, bred by George Wells. Esq. of Creden Hill,

near Hereford, and fed on grass, hay, and SOOlbs of oil-

cake. Commended.
Sir WiUiam Wake, Bart., of Courteen Hall, a three

years and eleven months old Hereford ox, bred by E.
C. Jeffries, Esq., of the Grove, near Pembridge, Here-
ford ; fed on grass, hay, and 9461bs of oil-cake.

Class IV.
For the best ox of any kind, not exceeding four years

and three months, under 70 stone weight, and not to

have had corn, cake, &c., as in Class II. The first

prize of 10 sovereigns to J. T. Senior. Esq., for his three
years and seven and a halfmonths old Hereford ox, bred
by William Jellicoe, Esq., of Beighterton, and fed on
grass, hay, and 6001bs of oil-cake.

A silver medal to JMr. Jellicoe as breeder.
Second premium of five sovereigns to William J.

Bailey, Esq., of Shenley House, for his three years
and six months old Hereford ox, bred by W. H. Apper-
ley, Esq., of Withington, near Hereford, and fed on
grass, hay, and SOOlbs of oil-cake.

The other competitor was Mr. Joseph Kirkby, of
Epping Bury, a four years old Highland Scot—fed on
grass, hay, and 4001bs of oil-cake.

Class V.

For the best fat cow or heifer under five years of age,
free-martins and spayed heifers not qualified. A prize

of fifteen sovereig-ns to Mr. Geo. Peach, of Great
Houghton, near Northampton, for his four years and
eleven months old Durham cow, bred by Mr. Dent, of
Milton ; fed on turnips and oil-cake.

The other competitors were, R. Wm. Baker, Esq., a
four years and ten months Durham heifer, bred by him-
self, and fed on grass, hay, carrots, turnips, bean-flour

and oil-cake. Commended,
Mr. Wm, Towns, of Kingston, Surrey, a two years

and nine months old Durham heifer, bred by himself,

and fed on hay and oil-cake, and never had a calf.

Commended.
Richard Rowland, Esq.. ofCreslow, near Aylesbury,

a four years and nine months old Hereford cow, bred

by Wm, Clarke Esq., of Hennor, near Leominster, and
fed on grass, hay, and oil-cake, never had a calf. Com-
mended.

Class VL
For the best fat cow of five years old and upwards,

free-martins and spayed heifers not qualified. A prize

ef fifsccn sovereigns to Mrs. Strickland, of Tewkesbury,
Glocestershire, for a five years and one month old
Durham cow, bred on her farm at Tewkesbury.
No other competitors in this class.

SHEEP.—Class VII.

For fat long-woolled wethers, one year old, that have
never eaten corn, cake, seed, or pulse. A prize of ten

F
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sovereig-ns to IVIr. Wm. Pawlett, of Barmouth, near
Stamford, for his three twenty months old Leicester
wethers, bred and fed by him.
The other competitor was WilUam Faulkner, Esq., of

Bury Barns, near Burford, three twenty-one months
old long--woolIed wethers, bred and fed by him.

Class VIII.

For fat long-woolled wethers, one year old, any how
fed. The first prize often sovereig'ns to Wm. Pawlett,
Esq., for three twenty months old Leicester wethers,
bred and fed by him.
The second premium of five sovereigns to Richard

Bird, Esq., of Beeston, Bigg-lcswade, for his three
twenty-one months Leicestet wethers, bi-ed and fed by
him.
The other competitors ere Mr. Robert jMasters, of

AVeedon Beck, near Daventry, three twenty-one months
Leicester wethers, bred by JMr. John Polterton, of
Stone, near Daventry.

jMr. Henry Stimson, of Oakham, near Stamford,
three under twenty-two months old Leicester wethers,
bred by him.

Class IX.
For fat long'-wooUed wethers, two years old, any how

fed. A prize of ten sovereigns, to Mr. John Painter,
of Burg-hley, near Oakham, for his three thirty-two
niontlis old Leicester wethers.
The otlier competitors were, Mr. R. Rowland, of

Creslov/, near Aylesbury, three thirty-two months old
Leicester wethers, bred hy J. H. Langston, Esq., of
Sursdon House, near Chipping Norton. Commended.
Richard Foster, Esq,, of Southborn, near Driffield,

three under thirty-three months old Leicester wethers,
bred by him. Commended.
Mr, H. Stimson, of Oakham, three under thirty-four

four months old Leicester wethers, bred and fed by
him

.

Geo. Worth, Esq., of Newnham, near Rugby, three
thirty-three months Leicester wethers, bred and fed by
him ; and

William Taylor, Esq., near Chigwell, three thirty-

two months old Cheviot wethers, bred and fed by him.

Class X.
For fat siiort-woolled wethers, one year old, any iiow

fed. The first prize of fifteen sovereigns to Stephen
Grantham, Esq., of Stoneham, for his three twenty
months old South Down wethers, bred and fed by
him ; and a silver medal as the breeder thereof.

The second prize of five sovereigns to the Duke of
Richmond, for his three twenty months old South
Down wethers, bred and fed by him at Goodwood.
The other competitors were, Thomas Ellmore, Esq.,

of Beddingham, Sussex. Three twenty months old
South Down wethers, bred and fed by him. Highly
commended.
The Hon. Peter J. Locke King, of Woburn, near

Chertsey, three twenty-one months old South Down
wethers, bred and fed by him.
Lord Exeter, three South Down wethers, twenty-one

months old, fed and bred by him at Burghley,

Class XI.

For fat short-woolled wethers two yearsold, any how
fed. The first prize of ten sovereigns to Stephen Gran-
tham, Esq., for his three thirty-two months old South
Down wethers, bred and fed by him; and a silver
medal as breeder of the same.
The second premium was awarded to Wm. Ridge,

Esq., of Upper Stoneham, near Lewis, for his three
thirty-two months old South Down wethers, bred and
fed by him.

The other competitors were, John Ellman, or Glynde,
near Lewes, for his three thirty-two months old South
Down wethers, bred and fed l)y him. Higlily commend-
ed by the judges.

This pen of sheep won a match of ten sovereigns
against three thirty-two months old South Down
wethers, bred and fed by T, W. Coke, Esq., of
Holkam.
The Duke of Richmond : three South Down wethers,

thirty-two months old, bi^ed and fed by him. Highly
commended.
Three South Down wethers, thirty-two months

old, bred and fed by Thomas Ellman, Esq.,—Com-
mended.

Three thirty-three months old South Down wethers,
bred and fed by Mr. Jonas Webb, of Barbraham, near
Cambridge. Commended.
James Mardell, Esq., of Wheatherhamsted, three

thirty-three months old South Down wethers, bred
by Sir T. C. jMiller, Bart., of Troyle, near Alton,
Hants.
The Honourable Peter Locke King, three thirty three

months old South Down wethers, bred and fed by him
at Woburn, near Chertsey.

PIGS.—Class XIL
Pigs of any breed, of the same litter, above four and

under nine months old. The first prize of ten sovereigns
was awarded to the Earl of Harborough for his three
Neapolitan and Chinese pigs, aged 22 weefcs, bred
and fed by him on barley, wheat flour and skim-milk.
A silver medal as the breeder thereof.

The second prize to Mr. Elias Guerrler, of Stepney-
green, Mile-end, for his three Norfolk pigs, bred by
Mr. William Dowling, Twig-folly, Mile-end ; fed on
milk and oatmeal, aged twenty-seven weeks.
Mt, F. Farmer, of Thoydon-mount, near Epping, for

his twenty-eight weeks old Neapolitan and Surrey pigs,

bred by JMr. G. Creswell, of Sutton, and fed on barley
meal, milk, and steamed potatoes. One of them com-
mended.

JMr. G. Chandler, Kingston, Surrey, three seventeen
weeks and six days old Surrey pigs, bred and fed by
him on meal, milk, and water. Commended.

William Orchard, Esq., of Hornsey, three twenty-
one weeks and five days,old J^ssex and Hertfordshire
pigs, bred and fed by him on barley meal, rice, flour,

and wash. Commended.
Mr. Luke Guerrler, of Stepney-green, Mile-end,

three thirty-two weeks old Essex pigs,

Mr, William Temple, of Heston, Middlesex, three
thirty-two weeks old Berkshire pigs, bred and fed by
him.

EXTRA STOCK CATTLE.
A silver medal to the Marquess of Exeter, for his

three years and three months free martin Durham
heifer, which also won the 10/ match against Earl
Spencer's three years and six months free martin Dur-
ham heifer, his Lordship allowing the Marquis six stone

for the difference of age. The judges highly com-
mended.

Earl Talbot's five years old Hereford ox. Highly
commended.

EXTRA STOCK SHEEP.
William Pawlet, a silver medal for his twenty months

old Leicester wether.
A silver medal to the Duke of Richmond for his forty-

our months old South Down wether.

EXTRA STOCK PIGS.
A silver medal to George Chandler for hts tweniy-

two months old Surrey pigs.

The above Is one of the most splendid shows ever

witnessed. The yard is bi-illiantly illuminated with

gas, so that the visitors can witness the exhibition with

as much facility in the evening- as by day-light.

THE DINNER.
On Monday, December 14, the members of this Club,

in celebration of its thirty-seventh anniversary, dined
at the Freemasons' Tavern. The company was more
numerous than it has been for many years past. Earl
Spencer presided, supported on the right by the Mar-
quis of Chandos, and on the left by the Chancellor of

the Exchequer.
The cloth having been removed, the following toasts

were drunk :
—

" The King," " The Queen and Royal
Family," and " Success to the Smithfield Club." The
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noble chairman then proceeded to distribute the prizes

to those whom the judffes had declared to be the suc-

cessful competitors. The announcement by his lord-

ship of the award of the great prize of twenty guineas
to himself for his Durham ox, was received with great

cheering.

Mr. HiLLiAUD proposed " The health of Earl Spen-
cer, as a successful competitor." Three times three.

His Lordship, in returning thanks, said he believed

that the advantage to the country of such a club as this

was very considerable. It enabled farmers to see the

perfection to which cattle and sheep could be brought.

He should think that there were few who could attend

the exhibition, without observing some points of excel-

lence which had not been submitted to their examina-
tion before. Were there not such a club in existence,

he feared the breed of cattle and sheep would rapidly

degenerate. (Clteers.) When his lordship annonced the

prize to Mrs. Strickland,

Mr. HiLDYARD rose, nobody being" present to answer
for JMrs. Strickland, to return thanks for the honour
conferred upon her, and as it was rather an unusual
thing for a lady to be a breeder and feeder of cattle, he
thought it would be interesting' to inform the meeting
who Mrs. Juhana Strickland was. Mrs. Srickland was
the daughter of the late Sir G. Strickland, who was
celebrated for his breed of Durham cattle even before
tlie time of the celebrated Messrs. C. and R. Collins.

At the baronet's death tliere was a very large herd of
his breed of cattle. There were two or three sons, but
as neither of them had a taste for attending to the stock,

the two daughters, out of respect to their father's me-
mory, kept up the breed, and brought them from the
north to a beautiful situation near Tewkesbury, where
they have continued the breeding and feeding of cattle,

an excellent specimen of which has been exhibited in

the cattle-yard. Gentlemen, I believe you will agi-ee

with me, that it is much to the credit of these ladies,

who, instead of following the habits of their own class

in society, in rolling about the metropolis paying un-
meaning morning calls, devoted their mornings in

looking after their stock, and distributing comforts to

the surrounding poor. I think, gentlemen, you will

join me in good wishes that jMrs. Strickland may long
be permitted to follow that useful course of life which
she has pursued for many years past.

In announcing the prize obtained by Mr. Grantham
for his Southdown slieep. Earl Spencer spoke in terms
of high commendation, not only of the symmetry of the

animals, but also of the beautiful texture of the wool.
It is no small proof of the excellence of I\Ir. Grantham's
stock, that he should have obtained the superiority over
Mr. Ellman's sheep, which had previously gained a
lOl. match against Mr. Coke.
The distribution of the prizes having been completed,

" The Duke of Richmond's health" was drunk with
three times three.

The Chairman then read a list of the names of the
new subscribers ; that of the Marquis of Chandos, pro-
pased by his lordship, was amongst them. The list was
an unsually long one, and his lordship congratulated
the club on having obtained so great an accession to
their numbers.

The ]\Iarquis of Chandos said he rose with great
pleesure to propose " The health of their Chairman."
(Cheers.) The noble lord's health had been already
drunk, in his capacity of a successful competitor ; he
now called on them to drink the health of his lordship,

as the " President of the Smithfield Club." Drunk
with three times three.

The CiiAiHMAN said, he did not expect to be called
on a second time to return thanks. He had received
their approbation in one capacity—he again was hon-
oured with it in another ; and he really did not know
which to prefer, (A laugh.) He was pleased with his

prize ; he was also much pleased to occupy the situa-

tion of President of this Club. It was an office that he
thought conferred great honour on the possessor. For
the farmers of England to have chosc^n him as Presi-

dent of this, the principal farmer's club in the country,
was one of those honours to which he attached consi-

derable importance. He was always most anxious
for the prosperity of the farmers. (^Applause.) He was
a farmer himself, but he hoped that consideration alone
did not influence him. He thought it of importance to
the prosperity of this country that agriculture should
prosper. (Cheers.) And the reason why he should al-

ways be ready to exert himself to promote the interests

of agriculture was, because he derived much pleasure
from it.—He entered into its pursuits ; he was in the
same boat with them ; he engaged as a practical farmer
to a considerable extent; then he was dependent for
his income on farming, for his property was all derived
from the land. (Applause.) He might have diflered
with some as to which was the better course to pursue
for the advancement of the interests of agriculture, but
his and their object was the same, and he assured them
that none could have more deeply at heart than he had
the interests of the farmers of the country. (Cheers.

)

The following toasts were then drunk: — "The
Stewards," " The Judges of the Stock," " The unsuc-
cessful Candidates," and " Mr. Coke."
The Chairman gave the " health of Lord Chandos."
The Noble Marquis said he considered his election

this day a grear honour, and he assured them that he
would go every length possible to promote their wel-
fare. (Cheers.)
" The Manufacturers and Commerce of the country ;"

" Prosperity to the Labourers of England ;" " Live,
and let Live" were next drunk, with much applause.

jVIr. HiLLiAiti) proposed the " health of the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer." One or two individuals at-

tempted to get up a cry of " O'Connell," but it com-
pletely failed ; the cheering was general and most cor-
dial.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said he would
return thanKs for the honour just conferred on him, if

they would allow one to intrude upon them who did
not belong immediately to themselves ; but who, ne-
vertheless, did belong to a country which was a part of
the United Empire. (Hear.) He came amongst them,
not only for his private gratification, but also to derive
from them the benefit of example and information. He
should go to his countrymen and say, " elsewhere in
that great country to which we look for example, I
have seen the various classes of society united—politi-

cal distinctions cease—and all rushing onwards in the
discharge of one common duty." (Cheering.) He
thanked them for the honour done him, and he trusted
they would allow him to attach himself to them, so that
he might in future attend as a member of the Smithfield
Club. (Great cheering.)

The Chairman then proposed the " health of Mr.
Bennett," the late M.P. for AVilts.

Mr. Bennett returned thanks.
Two or three other toasts were drunk, after which

the company withdrew.

Sussex. — The piece of plate offered for the best

cultivated farm in Sussex, at the last cattle show at

Lewes, was proposed in consequence of similar pre-
miums in Scotland, and this Mr. T. Ellman kindly pro-
moted by announcing his intention of becoming- a com-
petitor. Berwickshire, Boxburghshire, and the Lothians
have long been greatly distinguished for the advanced
state of their agriculture, called mixed husbandry, or

live-stock and tillage united, and the result is prema-
nent fertility, from the large quantity of manure sup-
plied by the cattle in the yards, which arc well managed,
the result of education, practical skill, and sutticient

capital, and not from felicities of climate, in which the

southern counties have a decided advantage. It is also

much to be attributed to the patriotic, [liberal, and ac-

tive patronage of the proprietors at large, particularly

of the Dukes of Northumberland, Roxburgh, and Buc-
cleuch, &c., and the establishment of agricultural soci-

eties. The farms on an average consist of 500 acres,

and some much larger, let on leases of 15, 20, and 30
years, and many young gentlemen from various parts
of England are received for instruction, which cannot
be sufficiently learnt from books, though Mr. Robert

F 2
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Brown's Treatise on Agricidture and Rural Affairs can
be recommended, and their education is commonly
completed by attending- a course of ag-ricultural chy-

mistry at Edinburgh, In reg-ard to the conditions of

farm servants, those unmarried are generally lodged
and boarded in the farmers' dwellings, and those mar-
ried are supplied with a cottage and vegetable garden
each, belonging to the farm, receive 41 in lieu of keep-

ing sheep as formerly, and a specified number of bush-
els of corn, with the keep of a cow, purchased by them-
selves. And in return they work in any way directed

;

and have to keep a daughter or woman full grown,
ready also to work when needed on the farm, at fi'om

8d to Is a-day. Thus being paid principally in corn,

the money value oftheir wages rises and falls without
inconvience to those labourers with their masters' gains
at market ; and the result is mutual confidence and at-

tachment, orderly conduct, and freedom from incen-
diarism.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

" Nature, in her productions slow, aspires
By just degrees to reach perfection's lieiglit."

SOMERVILLE.

Sir,—The annual show of fat stock at Arundel,
took place on Tuesday, the 8th inst., when the
following premiums were awarded :—A piece of
plate, value ten pounds, to the owner of the best

fat ox, without restriction as to feeding, the gift

of his grace the Duke of Norfolk, to BIr. Hugh
Penfold, of Wiggenholt. A piece of place, value
ten pounds, to the owner of the best fat Sussex
ox, fed on succulent food only, the gift of the
Corporation of the Borough of Arundel, to Mr.
George French, of Angmering. A piece of plate,

value ten pounds, to the owner of the best fat

steer, under five years old, without restriction as

to feeding, the gift of Lord Dudley Stuart, M.P.,

to Mr. John Drewett, of Peppering. A piece of

plate, value ten pounds, to the owner of the best

fat Sussex steer, under five years old, fed on suc-

culent food only, the gift of the Earl of Surrey, to

JMr. Thomas Duke, of Lyminster. A piece of plate,

value seven pounds, to the owner of the best fat

Welsh runt, without restriction as to feeding, to

J\Ir. Challen, of Hardham. A piece of plate, value

five pounds, to the owner of the best fat Welsh
runt, fed on succulent food only, to Mr. John
Duke, of Courtwicli. A piece of plate, vr.lue five

pounds, to the owner of the best fat Scotch runt,

without restriction as to feeding, to Mr. Harwood,
of Amberley. A piece of plate, value seven pounds,
to the owner of the best fat cow, five years old or

upwards, bred in Sussex, without restriction as to

feeding, the gift of the tradesmen of Arundel, to

Mr. James Field, of Arundel. A piece of plate,

value seven pounds, to the owner of the best fat

open heifer, under five years old, bred in Sussex,
without restriction as to feeding, the gift of the

tradesmen of Arundel, to Mr. Searle, of Amberley.
A piece of plate, value five pounds, to the owner
of the best fat open heifer, under five years old,

bred in Sussex, and fed on succulent food only,

the gift of the tradesmen of Arundel, no entry. A
piece of plate, value five pounds, to the owner of

the best pen of five full-mouthed, or six-tooth fat

Southdown wether sheep bred in Sussex, without
restriction as to feeding, the gift of the tradesmen
of Arundel, awarded to Mr. W. Newland, of Tor-
tington, a gentleman famous for many years past
as a successful competitor for the premiums at

this annual exhibition of fat stock, A piece of

plate, value five pounds, to the owner of the best
pen of five four-tooth fat wether sheep of any de-
scription, fed on succulent food only, the gift of
the tradesmen of Arundel, to Mr. George Burcher,
bailiff to Miss Bushby, of Goring. A piece of
plate, value five pounds, to the owner of the best
pen of five two-tooth fat Southdown wether sheep,
without restriction as to feeding, to Mr. John
Duke of Courtwick. A piece of plate, value five

pounds, to the owner of the best pen of five fat

ewes of any description, each having brought up a
lamb since the 1st of December, 1834, without
restriction as to feeding, to Mr. Henry Upton, of
Binsted. A piece of plate, value five pounds, to

the owner of the best pen of five fat Southdown
ewes, each having brought up a lamb since 1st of

December, 1834, without restriction as to feeding,

to Mr. Thomas Suter, Tortington. Three of the

above premiums were awarded to his grace the

Duke of Norfolk, but on this event, as well as on
former occasions, his Grace had directed that the

premiums awarded to his stock should be given to

the stock next in merit. The stock exhibited by
his Grace on this day certainly reflected the highest

credit on Mr. Corney, the farming steward, and
forcibly illustrated the invincibility of practical

knowledge with steadiness and industry of pur-

pose, when combined with adequate means of pur-

suit. The one-and-twenty months old Southdown
wether sheep, shown by Mr. John Duke, of Court-

wick, were universally admired. They were bred
by Mr. Wra. Olliver, of Courtlands, and were a

fine specimen of size, fatness, and weight, and
quality of wool. They were estimated to weigh
fifteen stone, of eight pounds to the stone. I

mention this latter circumstance for the especial

information of a gentleman living at Pembroke,
whom I once had the pleasure of meeting, and
I trust a friend of mine in that neighbourhood,

who is a reader of your magazine, will call his at-

tention to the fact.

The Earl of Surrey presided at the dinner, and
presented the premiums to the several successful

candidates. The judges were, Mr. Harmer, of

Brighton, Mr. Maidwell, ofEpsom, and Mr. Gains,

of Portsmouth ; and the stewards, Mr. John Heas-
man, of Angmering, Mr. Allin, of Arundel, and
Mr. John Halsted, of Walberton. The noble

chairman was supported on his right by the Lord
Lieutenant, Sir Richard Hunter, and Captain Pe-
chell ; and on his left, by W. G. R. Graitwicke, Esq.

the Rev. Edward Turner, and the Rev. Charles

Kinleside. The company consisted of a numerous
attendance of the gentry and yeomanry of the

neighbourhood.
There were also several premiums awarded to

industrious labourers and shepherds producing
satisfactory certificates of long service and good
character ; but in this department, which is so

excellent in principle, the noble chairman ex-

pressed his intention of introducing several im-
provements, and this promise his lordship seems
disposed to follow up with all promptness, as he
has fixed a meeting, having this purpose in view,

for the first Arundel market day in Janmry. The
noble lord appears fully to enter into the senti-

ments which the following paragraph contains,

and which I have taken from a very clever little

work, called " Cottage Comforts." " It is very

desirable that the labouring classes of society

should be respectable and comfortable in their

circumstances ; that they should be able to provide

themselves with decent habitation, wholesome
food, and suitable raiment. The happiness of I

every benevolent person is advanced by observing
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and by promoting the happiness of those around
him, and in proportion as its population is thriv-

ing and contented, in that proportion is a nation
secured both from invading foes and internal dis-

cord."
Now this excellent plan of rewarding the me-

ritorious labourer does advance the morals and
promote the happiness of the better conducted
part of our humble fellow creatures. My shep-
herd, I am proud to say, obtained a premium from
the hands of the noble chairman for attentive and
skilful conduct in his occupation. On ray return
home from the dinner, about 8 o'clock in the
evening, I went into the man's cottage, for the
purpose of congratulating him on his success, and
although he was not in the house, I had no diffi-

culty in discovering that he had been home and
communicated the welcome intelligence. The
countenance of his wife expressed everything
which satisfaction could depict ; and the happy
looking children, with their bright eyes and smil-
ing faces, quite satisfied that their father, from
this event, was become the first man in the realm.
Some days have now passed since the occurrence,
but still the man, woman, and children are yet
happy in the merits of the former having been ac-
knowledged in so substantial a manner by his su-
periors.—The beef of this day, with the exception
of a few large and plain oxen, sold off pretty rea-
dily at from 48. to 4s. 4d. per stone of eight
pounds ; and the mutton from 4s. to 4s. 6d. The
day was particularly favourable for the purpose,
and the awards of the judges, together with the
arrangements of the stewards, gave general satis-
faction.

The Chichester Christmas Cattle Show was on
the following day, Wednesday, the 9th inst., of
which society his grace the Duke of Richmond is

president, when the following premiums were of-
fered :

—

Class 1. Oxen or steers of any breed, that shall
not have had any cake, corn, meal, seeds, distil-
lery wash, or grains, before the 1st of August,
1835.—To the feeder of the best fat ox or steer, a
premium of 10/. To the feeder of the second best
fat ox or steer, a premium of 11. Neither of the
above prices were awarded, the stock shown not
being of sufficient merit.

Class 2. Oxen or steers of any breed, fed on
succulent food only. To the feeder of the best fat
ox or steer, a premium of 10/. To the feeder of
the second best fat ox or steer, a premium of 11.

The first was awarded to Mr. James Hack, of Chi-
chester, the second to Mr. Ring, of Petersfield.

Class 3. Runts.—For the best fat runt, fed on
J5ucculent food only, a premium of 10/. For the
(Isecond best fat runt, a premium of 11. The first
jwas awarded to Mr. John Neale, the second to Mr.
flWilliam Upton.

\ Class 4. Steers under four years of age, fed on
fSmcculent food only.—(Welsh runts not qualified
llto show in classes No. 1, 2, and 4.) To the feeder
I.Df the best fat steer, a premium of 11. Awarded
l|to Mr. John Mundy, of Petersfield.

\.
Class 5. Fattened cows or heifers (free martins

lUnd spayed heifers not qualified), that shall not
lave had any corn, cake, meal, seeds, distillery
>vash, or grains, before the 1st of August, 1835.—
To the feeder of the best fat cow or heifer, a pre-

.
nium of 8/. To the feeder of the second best fat

(

::ow or heifer, a premium of 6/. The first to Mr.
. iPhomas Sherrin, of Petworth, the second to Mr.
i
ames Hack, of Chichester.
Class 6. A premium of lOL to the feeder of the

icst pen of five full-mouthed, or six-toothed fat

Southdown wether sheep, without restrictions as
to feeding,—Awarded to Mr. Rnsbridger.

Class 7. To the feeder of the best pen of five

four-tooth fat Southdown wether sheep, without
restrictions as to feeding, a premium of 8/.

—

Awarded to Mr, William Upton.
Class 8. A premium of %i. to the feeder of the

best pen of five two-tooth fat Southdown wether
sheep.—Awarded to Mr. Walter Calhoun, of Bin-
derton.

Class 9. A premium of 8/. to the feeder of the
best pen of five fat Southdown ewes, each having
brought up a lamb since the 1st of December,
1834, without restrictions as to feeding.—Awarded
to Mr. Walter Calhoun, of Binderton.

Class 10. A premium of 6/. to the feeder|of the
best pen of five fat ewes of any description, each
having brought up a lamb since the 1st of Decem-
ber, 1834, fed on succulent food only.—No entry.

Class 11. A premium of 10/. to the breeder of
the best pen of ten Southdown ewes in lamb, the
quality of the wool and the completeness of the
animals to be taken into consideration. The ewes
are to remain in the flock and to be folded till

within one month of the show.—Awarded to his
grace the Duke of Richmond, who declined ac-
cepting the premium, which was then given to
jMr. Walter Calhoun, of Binderton, as the owner
of the pen of ewes next in merit.

Class 12. A premium of 8/. to the breeder of
the best six-tooth Southdown ram, the quality of
the wool and the completeness of the animal to

be taken into consideration.—Awarded to Mrs.
Huskisson, of Earthara.
Class 13. A premium of 8/. to the breeder of

the best four-tooth Southdown ram, the quality of
the wool and the completeness of the animal to be
taken into consideration.—Awarded to Mr. Walter
Calhoun, of Binderton.

In classes 6, 7, 8, 9, and 12, there was no com-
petition, but in class 13, Mrs. Huskisson con-
tended with Mr. Walter Calhoun. The gentleman,
however, beat the lady hollow ; a circumstance
which speaks far more for the breed of his sheep
than it does for the gallantry of his behaviour.
The six-tooth sheep shown by Mr. Rusbridger, in
class 6, were of the primest description, and ob-
tained general approbation. There was also a
show of boars for a bet of five pounds, between
two amateurs of this sort of stock, living near
Chichester. The judge appointed to decide this

matter was a hog-jobber in the neighbourhood,
but the contending parties seemed both deter-

mined to be the winner, and so flabbergasted the
judge elect by the conclusive arguments they each
advanced in favour of their respective animals,
that the arbitrator at length concluded that there
must be great merit on both sides, and so returned
the deposit money to both of the competitors. All

disinterested persons, however, thought that one
hog came ioo far north for his opponent. The
sum of ten pounds was liberally given by Mr. Os-
borne, to be awarded in three premiums to la-

bourers producing certificates of long service, and
bringing up their families without parochial relief.

The first premium of five pounds was awarded to

William Aylirg, servant of Mr. Wyatt, of Chid-
ham, for 29 years' service, and having brought up
eleven children without any aid from the parish.

The secDud premium of three pounds was awarded
to Francis Humphrey, servant to Mr. Henry Sad-
ler, of Langford ; and the third premium of two
pounds was given to Thomas Gardiner, servant to

Mr. Dcrvey, of Appledram. This example, alike

judicious and generous on the part of Mr. Osborne,
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had the effect of setting this most desirable princi-

ple (of rewarding meritorious labourers) on foot,

and sixty pounds were immediately subscribed to

be devoted solely to this purpose next year, when
a ploughing match, &c. &c. is to take place. At

the dinner, which took place at the Swan, the

noble president was supported on his right by the

Earl of Surrey and Lord George Lennox, and on

his left by Charles Dickens, Esq., and Lord March.

The judges on this occasion were Mr. John Ell-

man, of Glynde, Mr. Northease, of Tiverton, Dor-

setshire, Mr. Gains, of Portsmouth, and Mr. Har-

mer, of Brighton. I am, Sir,

Your obedient and very humble servant,

AGRICULTOR.
Sussex, December 17, 1835.

THE CURRENCY.
TO E. S. CAYLEY, ESQ., M. P., NOHTH YORKSHIRE.

My dear Sir,—I turn from the out-pourings ofparty

politics, and personal remarks, with great satisfac-

tion to your letter, not that I Lave the vanity to sup-

pose that any observations I may make upon the

Subject of the currency, would induce you to forego

your opinions, but because it is agreeable to one who

is inquiring after the truth, to compare his senti-

ments with those of another, who argues so reason-

ablv and temperately upon the points under discus-

sion ; and I cannot but express a wish that the better

cause had an abler advocate.

You take it for granted, that I do not deny, that

when the Bank Restriction Act gave to the directors

of the Bank of England the power to issue paper free

from the liability to convert it into bullion, the pro-

bability was that they would do so.

I refer, therefore, to Sir J. Graham's pamphlet,

for the purpose of comparing the two years issue of

the Bank before 1797, with the two years after that

period. The result is as under :

—

Year. £5 and upwards. Less than j£5 .

1795 13,539,163

1796 .... 10,909,694

24,448,857

1797 11,506,445

1798 .... 11,909,424

1,448,240

1,465,450

23,415,869

Thus, in notes of 5/. and upwards, the Bank re-

duced their issues after the restriction act : if the

IL notes be added, they increased them. This issue

was probably made to supply the place of gold ; and

I find the opinion confirmed by the fact, that Bank
notes, till the latter part of 1800, bore a small pre-

mium, as compared with gold. I can, however, af-

ford to concede the point, for if the issue were less

in 1795-6, than in 1798-9, the price of wheat was
higher than in the latter period. This brings me to

your propositions. " Prices are raised," you say,

" by an increase in the quantity of circulating money
the amount of commodities remaining the same, &c.

&c. &c." Sir James Graham labours hard to prove

this : he takes the amount of Bank of England notes

aad the price of wheat from 1792 to 1809, and places

them in juxta position to each other : but it probably

occurred to him, that, because two things were con-

temporaneous, it is scarcely a logical inference to

assume that one is cause, and the other effect. He
therefore takes the currency of one year, and the

price of wheat in the succeeding year, but there are

as many variations, contrary to the theory, in the one

case as in the other ; and, if he had taken (which is

a fair mode of trying the question) the price of wheat

in one year, and the currency of the succeeding year,

he would have been on nearly the same grounds,

fully prepared to argue on either side of the question.

He next takes two shorter periods from 1819 to

1822, and from 1822 to 1825
;
yet in these two ta-

bles, whether the currency and wheat of the same

year be taken, or the currency of one year and the

wheat of the preceding year ; or, conversely, wheat

and currency, the same result follows in each case.

Witli perfect deference, therefore, to so high an au-

thority, I submit that, on such premises, either

opinion must be abandoned,— either is true, or both

are true, which is impossible.

I have objected, in a former letter, to these prac-

tical views of the subject ; which may be (I do not

say they are) selected for the purpose of supporting

previously formed opinions. You have, however,

furnished me with a datum, in the case of the in-

crease of gold from tlie American mines, on which

the question may be fairly stated.

I read in your letter, that for 200 years before

these mines were opened, the price of wheat was 10s

the quarter, and that after this event, the quantity of

gold was quadrupled : that wheat rose to 40s the

quarter, and remained so for 200 years. T do not

suppose that wheat was always iOs or 40s in each

and every year ; because the sun and the rain must

have equally affected the harvests, as in these, our

days ; but that, taking the average, before and after

the fresh supply of gold, the result was such as you

have stated. I will, therefore, in accordance with

this principle, take the currency and price of wheat

for given periods, from 1798 to 1830 ; averaging the

amount of Bank of England notes issued in each

year, by the number of years in each period; and

averaging the price of wheat in a similar manner. I

take Bank of England notes, as the test of currency,

on your authority ; some greater tyro at figures than

myself, may perhaps supply the remainder. I adopt

Sir James Graham's figures, as far as they go, to 1819

inclusive : after that period, those of Marshall. I

give your proposition a great advantage in this, be-

cause I take no notice of the gold issued, to avoid

any difference of opinion as to the quantity in circu-

lation. The first two periods contain six years each
;

the remainder, five years each, and the Bank of Eng-

land notes are stated in millions only. The first year

of the different periods is inclusive.

Average amount
of Bank of England

Notes. Av. price

Years Millions. of Wheat.

1. From 1798 to 1804 14 77s.

2. From 1804 to 1810 17 78s.

3. From 1810 to 1815 24 100s,

4. From 1815 to 1820 26 77s.

5. From 1820 to 1825 20 55s.

6. From 1825 to 1830 20 61s.

Or, again, I take the average amount of Bank of

England notes, and the average price of wheat for

20 years before 1797 ; and the same also for the past

year. They are as under :

—

Average issue of

Bank of England
Notes. A V. price,

Years. in Millions. of Wheat.

1. From 1778 to 1798 9 48s,

2. 1834 18 40s.

From these statements, I am led to infer that the

price of wheat is not governed by the amoimt of the

circulating medium.
I may also observe, that the fall of prices com-
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menced from the moment the Government ceased to

borrow. In those loans a fictitious paper found a

resting place, and the industry of tlie country was
mortgaged to pay the interest of them. While this

process was going on, and while a Government Con-
tractor was in every market, the demand continually
exceeded the supply, and prices rose ; but the cause
having ceased, the effect ceased also ; nor will any
tampering with the currency, by forced issues of

paper, by whatever means produced without these,

ever permanently raise them.
But the experiment was tried in 1816 and 1822

;

and your account of those transactions shows how it

failed. The history was concluded in 182.), by tlie

ruin of thousands, and by bringing the country within

48 hours of barter. Let us now pur.sue a wiser

course ; and do that in 1836, which ought to have
been done in 1825.

Reduce the taxes, and the local burthens upon
agriculture ; and place them equally on the monied
and the landed interests. Two tricks have already

been played with the currency, and have failed—be-

ware of the third time. Whether the standard of

value were rightly fixed by Peel's Bill, it were need-
less to inquire : a change would not undo an act of

injustice, but would commit it afresh. Suppose the

plan of depreciation to succeed to its fullest extent,

it could only affect contracts already subsisting ; for

all future ones would immediately be regulated by
it. The private creditor, who lent his hard cash, or

the tradesa)an who gave credit but yesterday, would
be deprived of their just due to the extent of the de-

preciation ; if tlie object be to reach the Fund-hoUler,
it were, at all events, more open and straight-forward

to do it by direct, than by indirect means, and leave

private creditors uniouched. But the purpose may
be attained lionestly, if the monied class be made
contributory, equally with other classes, to the gene-
ral expenditure of the nation, and there is no just

reason, why they should be exempt.
In conclusion, I beg to express a hope, (I own

the motive to be a selfish one,) that our intercourse,

which commenced in public, may be extended to the

social communications of private life.

I remain, my dear Sir, very faithfully your's,

Kesgrave, Dec. 16, 1835. R. N. SHAWE.

A SMEARING MACHINE.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY JOUKNAL.

Sir,—From the unprecedented demand for white

wool to supply the increasing consumption of our

manufactures, which is at this moment much greater

than at any other period, since the introduction of

the woollen manufacture into Scotland, a great pro-

portion of the sheep farmers in the Border counties

have been induced to abandon the jiractice of smear-

ing their flocks with tar and butter, and to adopt the

much-approved-of system of salving with powdered
crude white arsenic, and black soap, in the propor-

tion of one pound of arsenic to three of soap, whicii

are mixed up with seventy bottles of water, and has

been found sufficient for threescore and ten sheep,

being at the rate of a bottle for each, the expense of

which does not exceed seveniience a-score. How-
ever, in place of soa]) and water, I would with much
confidence recommend that the arsenic should be
mixed with butter and cocoa-nut oil, and only to

that extent wliich is necessary to give fixity to tlie

arsenic, which I have no hesitation in pronouncing,

is a salve calculated to produce wool of tho purest

possible description. It is a well-known fact that a

successful lambing time very much depends upon
the condition of the ewe ; and it must appear evident

to every one experienced in store-farming, that sheep

under this treatment are much more likely to thrive

in a stormy winter, or in a high and exposed situa-

tion, than those to whom the arsenic was applied

witli water and a mere fractional jiart of soap, and
their wool will not only be considerably finer, Lut
very materially increased in quantity, independent
of any additional weight that may liave been added
by the applicaticai of the butter and cocoa-nut oil,

and will be found to possess in a greater degree the

felting i)roi)erties, consequently much more valuable

as a clothing wool, or indeed for the manufacture of
any description of goods to whicli the material can
possibly be applied. In consequence of the vessels

of tlie skin in tups being in a state of high activity

at the time of smearing, (the tups being then in sea-

son), the absorbent power on the surface of their

bodies is very great, which explains the dififerent de-

grees of effect which the smearing ingredients exerts

on the ram in comparison with other kinds of sheep.

It is well known that grease or any unctuous sub-

stance acts as a protection to the skin, from the

power of any caustic or eating substance, which is

unquestionably the nature of rock arsenic and other

smearing materials. Of all salvings hitherto intro-

duced for producing white wool, the arsenic is al-

lowed to be decidedly the best. Mr. IMurray of

Kedmure, and the Messrs. Oliver of Williamslee,

Peeblesshire, had the merit of being the first who
tried the experiment in Scotland ; the moment it is

applied, all vermin of every description die instantly

;

and it is the opinioa of many of the most experienced

in sheep-farming, that stock under this treatment will

in a very great measure be exempted from the loup-

ing-ill, a disease which kills thousands annually

upon lands which are much infested with tick, and a

slight repetition of the salve early in March upon
the forespald of the sheep would more than probable

be attended with the most beneficial effects. From
the nature and properties of the composition, many
of the diseases which unsmeared flocks are liable to

be infected with, are at once eradicated or prevented
by the application of the salve, which also destroys

ail inclination for rubbing against foggy or grassy

banks, and thereby prevents the wool from getting

imbedded with imjinrities wliich are not unfrequent-

ly found to such an extent, that the wages of labour

in picking it sufficiently, adds so much to the price,

that too often the manufacturer is obliged to apply it

to an inferior purpose, and even when the material

has been carefully looked over by the most discern-

ing eye, previous to its being submitted to the pro-

cess of manufacture, it fre([uently happens that thou-

sands of the impurities make their appearance in the

finished article, wliich in a great measure renders it

unfit for the purpose for which it was intended.

Sheep salved in this manner are seldom or never

found to die in consequence of their falling awald, or

the wool to peel off jirevious to clipping time ; how-
ever, many and very frequent objections have been

made to this mode of smearing, on account of break-

ing or shading of the wool, wliich never again closes,

except the salving material possess some adhesive

properties which the one in question certainly does

not ; in consequence of this, many farmers of late

years have allowed their flocks even in high and ex-

pospd situations to winter, without a salving of any

description whatever ; this practice, except in seme

very peculiar situations, can seldom, with propriety,

bo continued above a year or two, as under this

treatment the (juantity and quality of the wool in-

variably falls oft^', and seldom fails to produce akempy
fleece j or, in other words, the wool gets imbedded
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with dead white hairs, which renders it unfit for any
valuable purpose, and thereby materially reduces the
value of the fleece. To obviate this objection, I
would, with no small confidence, recommend the use
of a salving- apparatus, which might be constructed
for a few shillings, from a piece of brass tube of that
diameter which could readily be admitted between
the skin and wool, without breaking the staple of
the fleece ; the apparatus will require to be pointed,
shut at the end, and a slit cut in the tube half the
length, the other half to be constructed upon the
principle of a syringe which can be readily filled
from the vessel containing the smearing material, and
when inserted between the skin and wool of the
sheep to be salved, the slit will require to be upper-
most, when a slight pressure with the hand upon the
piston will at once discharge the liquid into the other
half containing the slit, which, upon being turned
upside down, the tube will at once be discharged of
Its contents ; and before it be withdrawn, the piston
should be forced down to the utmost extremity of the
tube to prevent the possibility of any of the material
being left. Various other instruments might be
adopted, such as the common syringe, or one with
one or more holes in the side ; the first, however, is

quite superior in principle to the two latter, and I
have no doubt whatever, if the Highland Society
were to ofier a prize of five pounds or guineas, for
the best model of a machine for smearing sheep, that
before next season, one would be produced of so
efficient a construction, that a sheep could be salved
with the same despatch that a printer can at this mo-
ment throw oflf a newspaper. Your giving a place to
the above in your widely-circulated publication, will
oblige, sir, your most obedient servant,

R. BOYD.
Marmion Place, Banks of the Leithen,

7th December, 1835.

Cows Fed on Fish.—Afr. De Capel Brooke, in
his interesting travels in Lapland, mentions a fact at
which the English farmers will be much surprised, viz.,

that the cattle in Lapland, or Finmark, are uniformly
fed on fish. ^I already, he remarks, fancy to myself
seeing the English farmer's mouth open, and hearing
him express his pity that a poor beast should be born to
exist in such a country, and on such a diet. His sur-
prise at the same time will not be lessened, when he
hears that the auimals not only devour this kind of
food with the greatest eagerness, but thrive and do well
upon it. What will our great cattle feeders say to this ?

or how would they look if they were told, that by the ex-
tension of our fisheries, a beast might, perhaps, be
fattened in a shorter time, and more economically upon
cod fish than by the old fashioned means of oil-cake? or
that instead of manuring the ground with sprats, they
may be introduced as an advantageous substitute for
turnips, for our sheep in winter ? It appears that horse
dung, when it can be procured, is also boiled up with
the fish bones, and greedily eaten by the cattle, in Lap-
land and Norway. As the process by which the food
is prepared for the cattle is curious, it may not be un-
interesting to the English farmer to read the account.
About five o'clock in the evening, a large iron pot is

regularly placed on the kitchen fire, partly filled with
water, into which is immersed a large quantity of fishes
heads and bones, with the addition of some hay ; and
this is to boil gently for some time, till a kind of fish

soup is prepared. The pot is then taken to the cow-
house by the maid-servant, and its contents are placed
before the animals by being poured in their mangers.
I was much surprised to observe the extreme relish and
greediness with which they devoured this ; both sheep
and cows appeared equally fond of it. The milk is of
a remarkable rich flavour, and the beef and mutton
very good.

ON BAR SHOES.
By Mr. E* Charles, Clarges Street, London.

(From the Veterinarian.)

A BAR shoe is a nearly circular piece of iron, ap-
plied to the foot of the horse, and is so called be-
cause, when first used, a bar was most probably
welded across the heels of a common shoe.
The diseases, to the cure of which the bar shoe

is most frequently applied, are com and sandcrack ;

and the effect sought to be produced is, the crea-
tion of a space between the shoe and the foot, so

that no part of the weight of the animal shall bear
on that portion of the foot which requires protec-
tion.

In a foot to which a bar shoe has never been ap-
plied, there is little diflSculty in keeping a shoe,

however clumsily it may be made, from bearing on
the diseased part ; because, the frog being In most
cases higher than the heels of the crust, the bar
of the shoe rests upon it, and the heels of the crust

are thereby relieved entirely from the pressure of
the shoe. But when, by the constant use of a bar
shoe, the frog is worn down level with the heels of

the crust, it becomes necessary that the shoe should
be made to adapt itself to the altered state of the

foot. This is done by making the shoe consider-

ably thinner for the diseased or tender part, and
leaving it thicker over the frog, that it may come
in contact with that organ, while still at some dis-

tance from the heels.

Another advantage is gained by this form of

shoe ; viz. a perfectly flat gound surface : the quar-
ters are also preserved, which under other circum-

stances, are almost sure to be destroyed ; and when
the frog and quarters are worn away, the difficulty

of keeping the shoe from bearing on the heels is

increased in proportion to the length of time the

shoe is worn. Hence, it often follows, that a horse
that wears a bar shoe once, wears it for ever, as it

actually produces the disease it was meant to cure.

I am perfectly aware that it is much easier to

shoe horses on paper than it is in the forge ; and I

also know, there are some feet which can only be
shod so as to make them go sound in the very sort

of shoe I would condemn as generally mischievous,

viz., one of which is bent up to keep it from touch-

ing the heels, instead of being made thin over the

heels, more particularly the outer edge of it,

which is opposite the crust ; but these owing to

several causes which do not properly belong to this

subject, are getting very rare ; and some of them
have no doubt, been produced by being shod, in the

first place, with the shoes they are now compelled
to wear.
Now, though I must confess that the art of shoe-

ing at some forges in London is brought nearer

perfection than it ever has been before, yet I was
led to make these remarks, by having lately seen

several bar shoes, which had been put on at some
large establishments, totally devoid of principle,

both in the construction and application, and yet

finished in a very superior manner, and highly

creditable to the makers as mechanics. This is a

state of things that ought not to exist at the pre-

sent time ; and though I am fearful this will not

be read by many who are entrusted with the im-

portant duty of fitting and putting on the shoe, I

think their employers may derive both honour and
profit, would they attend to this branch of the art

themselves ; instructing those who are ignorant

of the principles of shoeing, and confirming, by
judicious explanation, those who are doing the

thing properly, in many instances, I am afraid by

mere accident.
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SMITHFIELD SHOW—PRIZE CATTLE.

Subjoined are the weights of some of the Oxen aixl

Sheep which obtained prizes, with the names of the

butchers by whom they were purchased.
No. St. lb.

Air. Grantham's three Southdown Wethers, -\

which obtained the gold medal, as "the/,
2i n

best pen of Short-woolled wethers," also f ^ OO 6
ten sovs. and a silver medal, were pur- /"q on q
chased by JNIr. Giblett, of Bond-street, \"^ ^

and weighed -J

Mr. Painter^s three long-woolled fat Wethers 1 , qq 5which obtained a premium of ten sovs. and In -i n q
a silver medal, also purchased by Mr. ^q 17 7
Giblett, weighed y ^' '

Mr. Senior's Ox, bred by W. Jellicoe, Esq.,
which obtained a prize of ten sovs., was
purchased by Mr. Bridge, of Lambeth,
and weighed 124st.

Loose fat 18st. 41b.
Mrs. Strickland's Fat Cow, which obtained

a premium of 15 sovs. and a silver medal,
was purchased by Mr. Randall, of Oxford-
street, and weighed 172st.

Loose fat 24st.
The Marquis of Tavistock's Ox, which ob-

tained a prize of fifteen sovs. and a silver
medal, was purchased by Mr. Sylvester,
Chancery-lane, weighed l65st.

Loose fat , 25st. lib.

Sir F. Lawley's Ox, purchased by Mr. Gib-
lett, weighed 184st.

Mr. Senior's Hereford Ox, bred by the Rev.
J. R. Smythies, which obtained a prize
of twenty sovereigns, was purchased by
Mr. Giblett, and weighed 169st. 2lb.

Mr. Beasley's Durham Ox, which obtained
a prize of ten sovereigns, was purchased
by Mr. Smith, Drummond-street, and
weighed 232st. 5lb.

Loose Fat 27st.41b.

No. St.
Earl of Harborough's Pigs, 22 weeks' old,

"I , 97
which obtained a prize of ten sovereigns, I „ „'

were purchased by Mr. Sheppard, Skin- M
^5

ner-street, Somers Town, and weighed . . J
Mr. Peach's Durham Heifer (of which a

plate is given in this Magazine) was pur-
chased by Mrs. Somers, Somers Town,
and weighed 159st.

Mr. Chandler's Surrey Pig, exhibited as ex-
tra stock, was purchasedby Mr. Wilcocks,
Tottenham Court-road, and weighed .... 15st.

Earl Talbot's Hereford Ox, exhibited as
extra stock, was purchased by Mr. Shep-
pard, New Cut, and weighed 238st. 61b.

Loose fat 19st. 51b.

DRAINING,
It has been often said that he who makes a

blade of grass grow where a blade of grass never

grew before, is a benefactor to his country, and
surely it is not less true that he who makes a

portion of the soil produce double or treble the

amount of grass or grain which it produced be-

fore, is no less his country's friend. Following out

this view we recommend to our agricultural friends

to make themselves acquainted with the system of

draining now being carried into effect upon the

lands of Rotchell, in the immediate vicinity of this

town, by Mr. Robinson, from the county of Cum-
berland. It is now, wc believe, about 2.5 years

since a W. Elkingham, in Lancashire, (if we mis-

take not) discovered by accident a mode of drain-

ing, for which he received a patent, and in refer-

ence to which he published a treatise ; and though

his discovery was followed out by himself with
success, and, since the expiry of his patent, has

been followed out, with not less success, by many
others in England, we are not aware that it is well

known or much practised in this part of the coun-

try. Mr. Elkingham's system, as followed out by
iMr. Robinson, is, to a certain extent, simple,

and in common with what has been done by many
in this district, namely, to cut a pretty deep drain

along the most hollow part of the land requiring

to be drained, but instead of simply cutting all the

other drains presumed requisite a certain depth,

and then covering up the whole, he carefully ex-

amines the various strata excavated, and if he is

not satisfied when he has cut a reasonable depth,

that he has caught the spring, he perforates, or

taps, as it is technically expressed, by means of a
long iron bar, in the hope that he will hit upon it,

knowing that the water will rise to the height of

the source from which it proceeds, if required. In
this he may not always succeed in his first at-

tempt, but by perseverance, we understand, he
seldom or ever fails in his purpose, though he has

sometimes to bore to a very considerable depth.

If we mistake not he mentioned to us that he had
bored not less than 21 feet from the bottom of a 6

feet drain, before the water followed the instru-

ment. The instrument itself is remarkably sim-

ple. It consists of a long square bar of iron, if

we may use the expression, with two cross bars,

and by means of a screw these cross bars can be

fastened higher or lower as the arms of those by
whom the instrument is wrought may require.

The square of this long bar is not more than an
inch and a half, and in adhesive soils the aperture

made will scarcely exceed two inches, but this has

been found sufficient, and when once made in the

proper place is certain to be kept open b}' the

power of the water rising from the spring. We
cannot at present enter at length into this subject,

and, besides, we are aware that though description

might seem plain to ourselves who have visited

Mr. Robinson upon the grounds, it could not con-

vey a clear conception to those who had no other

information upon the subject; we are certain,

however, that they who visit Mr. Robinson at

Rotchell will find themselves amply repaid for

their time and trouble. They will find Mr. Ro-

binson at once discreet and intelligent.

—

Dumfries

Herald.

TO PRODUCE A FINE SAMPLE OF WHEAT.

Select for your seed the best stock adapted to

the soil that you can procure, (white and red mixed
is mostly to be preferred, but they should be grown
seperately and mixed afterwards,) cure it pro-

perly to prevent smut, let your land be dibbled and se t,

and in the Spring well hoed and kept as clean as a

neat garden, this will admit a free circulation of air to

the plant, and cause many grains to come to perfection

which would otherwise be shrivelled : as soon as the

grain is arrived at maturity, let it be cut, (if you wait

till it is fully ripe, it will make weak flour, more parti-

cularly upon light soils,) and if tlie straw be dry, stack

it immediately, not waiting for the hardening of tlie

kernel, which process should always take place upon
the stack, as exposure to the sun injures its colour: it

ought always to remain upon the stuck till the kernel

becomes dry and hard, and get it into tin- barn when
the air is dry, let it be thrashed out ujjon a good oak

floor ; if the weather be dry whilst tliresliing, expose it

as much as possible to the air, and if the weather be

damp exclude all tiie au- you can.

A MiLLEii's Observation
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

NORTHUMBERLAND.
Since my last report the weather has been, and

continues, very changeable, as is very usual at this

season of the year, with frequent gusts of wind

and some heavy rains, which have saturated the

earth, and filled the springs plenteously with water,

so that the thrashing mills have now got into full

action, and will have to work double shifts for

some time, to enable the poor farmer to discharge

his arrears with his landlord, as it now takes

double the quantity of wheat to raise the same

sum it did some few years ago, the prices being

nearly one-half less—the best price for wheat here

is 4s 4d, barley 3s to 3s 4d, oats 2s 4d to 2s 8d per

bushel; beef 5s to 5s fid per stone, mutton 4d to

5d per lb.

Turnips prove a very failing crop in general ;

potatoes are also a very deficient crop, which will

be found a great loss to the poor labourer.

Wheat will be found an average crnj) in general,

with some exceptions—barley, also, a full average.

Oats rather below an average, owing to the very

dry summer. Beans a bad crop. Peas a full ave-

rage one.

I am no politician, nor do I pretend to know ranch

about politics, only I perceive something particu-

larly wrong in our system. At present the agri-

culturists are sinking to the lowest ebb of degrada-

tion and ruin, whilst the manufacturer and me-
chanic ai-e reaping the benefit of their industry. I

envy no man's prosperity— I rather rejoice to see

our manufactories and our commerce flourishing :

but still at the same time I should like to see the

agriculturists have some small part of the pros-

perity with their wealthy neighbours.

In my humble opinion, which every true Eng-

lishman has a right to express in a respective way,

Mr. Peel's bill has been the sole cause of our agri-

cultural distress, to the advancement of the manu-
facturer and mechanic : from clear proofs he was

the cause of my capital being reduced nearly one-

half, and unless that bill be repealed, the landlord

must be content with about half of the present

rents, or the English farmer sink to the lowest ebb

of degradation and ruin.—Z)ec.4.

GLAMORGANSHIRE.
The agricultural operations on the farm during

the past two months have been chiefly confined to

the sowing of wheat, or taking up the potato or

mangel crops, which operations have been very

considerably impeded by the heavy rains that have

fallen, amounting to a greater depth than we have

noted for many years. In October the extraordi-

nary quantity of 8 in. i fell, and in November, 5

in. 7-10 ; on the 26th of October we had 2 in. in

little more than 24 hours. We need scarcely re-

mark that after this excess of moisture the land is

completely saturated, and rendered unfit for the

plough except on dry soils. In too many instances

the wheat seed has been deposited in a very un-

favourable manner. October proved also cold and
ungenial, and the grain vegetated very slowly.

Latterly the temperature has been higher.and the

wheat braired has shot forth and now looks
well on dry soils. Tlic breadth of wheat sown is

less than usual, still it is much greater than the

present price requires. Turnips are a very defici-

ent crop, and the bulb increased very slowly in

the autumn fiom the cold weather. The grass

land seldom produced less keep than in the pre-

sent j ear. In former dry summers the pastures

are generally very productive in the autumn, but
in this season it has been otherwise, and they

have been unusually bare in stock of every de-

scription, and consequently low in condition. The
consumption of hay must be great before May,
and we expect it will become scarce. At our re-

cent fairs the show of fat stock has been less than
has ever been known, and good beef is worth 5d
and mutton 5^d to 6da lb, but store cattle are un-

saleable. The corn market is still low, especially

for wheat, although some small improvement is

lately visible. The price is under 5s a bushel,

which is greatly below the cost of producing it.

Barley about 3s 6d, and oats 2s 6d.

We hail with considerable satisfaction the pros-

pect of a Central Board of Agriculture being es-

tablished in London. Such a measure cannot fail

to be of signal service to the agricultural public,

not as a political engine, which we would strongly

deprecate, but as a measure which would bring to-

gether the landed proprietor and the leading agri-

culturists, whether Whigs or Tories, from all parts

of the kingdom, to investigate, like other classes,

any public measure which immediately aft'ect their

own interests.

—

Dec. 3.

FIFESHIRE.

The weather for the past month has been very
mild and rather showery, but pretty favourable for

out-door work. The young wheat that is above
ground is well planted and healthy ; but a great

part of it has not yet sprouted, and the breadth
sown is not nearly so great as usual. On dry land

the pastures have all the greenness of spring, and
as potatoes and turnips are both scanty, cattle are

still to be seen in the fields. The prices of grain

are uncommonly low—down to what they were in

a former century—and the present state and pros-

pects of the farmer are truly distressing and
gloomy. Every body has his own particular

panacea to prescribe for relief, but the only medi-
cine we have any faith in, for giving immediate and
lasting relief, is an immediate and permanent reduc-
tion of rent. Potatoes are still bringing high prices :

butasthere was a very extensive failure of the crop,

it is only the few individuals who were so fortu-

nate as to have even ordinary crops who will be
benefitted by the high rate at which they are selling.

—Dec. 1.

DUMFRIES-SHIRE.
Most of the potsito land intended for wheat was

sown during the first half of the month, which was
dry though cold. The continued rains and drenched
state of the soil since the 15th, have prevented fur-

ther progress, and there will probably be little more
sown in Dumfries-shire this season, the low prices
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affording no encouragemeot to run the risk of failure,

which in most situations of this county frequently

attends spring sown wheat. For a good many years

past, the braird at the end of Novemher has not ap-

peared so backward ; nor, indeed, perbaps has there

been so small an extent sown.
Sheep improved on turnips during the dry wea-

ther, but the late heavy rains has been most unfa-

vounible for them. It is in such weather, and dur-

ing storms of snow or frost, that there seems no doubt

but that a portion of grain, say to the extent of tliree

half-pence or two-pence worth of oats per week, may
be very profitably given in addition to the turnips.

Without such addition and gieat care, it will be

found that in an unfavourable season few of the Oc-
tober black-faced wedders can be put in condition

fit for the Liverpool market.

Catttf, Markets.—These have continued, both at

home and in the South, in a most depressed state.

Tlie average sales have been lower during this

month than they have been at the same season for 33
years ; nor can the oldest farmer remember a year

in which so many cattle were weekly left unsold in

the Dumfries market during November. In Nor-
folk, the demand has been of late better, and a

smaller number of Scots cattle than usual at tliis sea-

son remain unsold ; but the prices have not im-

proved, owing mainly to the scarcity of turnip, and
the consequent high expense to be incurred by fat-

tening exclusively on oil-cake and grain. The prices

of Smithfield being fully above those of the average

of the last ten years, and 15 per cent, more than

some of extreme depression, gives a reasonable liope

that our lean stock will obtain better prices in the

spring—at least when the season of grass ap-

proaches.

Sheep.—The markets for Scots ewes in Yorkshire,

in the beginning of the month, became most deplora-

ble,—numbers were left unsold, and, for tlie first

time almost ever known, many lots returned to Cum-
berland and this county to be wintered. There
seems to be a complete overstock of breeding

sheep over England, added to which the pastures in

the latter autumn have been very unproductive.

The store farmers heremight be much discouraged,

were it not that wool, in price and demand, is con-

tinuing firm ; and tlie consumption of butcher meat
in the manufacturing districts being great, is an im-

portant circumstance in their favour.

Tl)e Liverpool markets have been very low for

the half-fed old ewes which have been sent from the

county; but for the turnip-fed wedders and year-old

sheep, which may be ready for Christmas, and like-

wise for well-fed bullocks and heifers, there is

almost a certainty of good demand and remunerating
prices, which now nearly reach 6d. per pound.
Every year we may expect that greater quantities of

good stock will be early ready for the market, and
tinis better regulate the supply during the season.

Thepracticeof stall-feeding Galloway cattle is yearl}-

on the increase, though as j'^et too small a proportion
of the best stots are kept for this purpose.

GnAiN.— Barley has been largely exported at from
3s. to Ss. 2d. per imperial bushel. The sample is

inferior in quality to expectation, and the weiglit

averages only 52 or 531bs ; but the produce per acre

being considerable, more money will be realized

from tlie grain than last year. The shipping season
for wheat and oats has not commenced, but the prices

of Liverpool indicate only the extreme low rates of
4s. Cd. to 4s. 8d. per bushel for wheat.

IRELAND.
In giving a report of the produce and state of the

crops, it gives us satisfaction to have reason to ad-

mit, that there is a better system of husbandry
more generally practiced in many parts of the

country, and that a spirit of industry is fast ex-

tending, especially in such counties and districts

as have been blessed with a resident gentry. In-

deed, it is interesting to observe the different

shades of civilization wh'ch are to be witnessed

where the natives have been encouraged to pursue

industrious habits, and where the want of employ-
ment has left them inactive and ignorant :—in the

oriner case, a few acres are advantageously culti-

vated and produce food for hundreds—in the latter

hundreds of acres only support a few head of cat-

tle, or supply firing to an impoverished and com-
fortless population ; because, there is neither capi-

tal or skill to bring such land into profit. This we
should be happy was otherwise, but although much
has been suggested by intelligent and practical

men, which, if put into practice, would reclaim a
great extent of waste lands, and give bread to an
immense population in the western parts of Ireland,

yet the work is but slowly progressing. Gloomily,

however, as this state of the Western part of the

Island exhibits, it is cheering to find, that the

Northern and Eastern Counties are treading fast on
the heels of the Sister Country in agricultural im-
provement ; which must naturally extend itself in

every direction for the general benefit of the coun-

try. This was precisely the case fifty years since

in England—Mr. Coke of Norfolk, introduced an
improved system of husbandry among his tenantry,

which was proved so beneficial that it was adopted

before 20 years almost by every county in great

Britain. Sir John Sinclair was as zealous in the

cause in Scotland as were the agricultural Patriots

in England, and that part of the empire, seeing

the great advantages to be obtained from a good
system of husbandry, by their perseverance and in-

dustry, brought cultivation nearly to the height of

improvement. We therefore confidently hope
that Ireland, having so many advantages of soil

and climate, may yet have to boast of her supe-

riority in husbandry; and this we are satisfied will

soon be the result, if the example of the few spirited

individuals in the cause of patriotic improvement
now residing in the country will be followed.

With respect to the Crops generally, there is,

except very partially, no deficiency, and it may be

truly asserted " there is plenty to eat, but little

means to purchase." This abundance of food,

however, does not seem to be beneficial to the com-
munity generally, for all classes complain of the

want of money, and none gain by the excessive

low prices of provisions except artisans and labour-

ers, who still receive high wages, notwithstanding

they can support their families at nearly half the

expense they were enabled to do some j'cars ago.

Most Landlords have reduced their rents, and taxes

are usually moderate, yet this is not suflScient to

ensure a profit to the farmer who embarks his

capital and industry, at a risk, in agricultural pur-

suits, )'et an unreasonable part of the community
expect cheap bread, although it causes the ruin of

those who produce it. We are well acquainted

with the expense of raising and saving corn and

other crops, and we are satisfied that the present

prices! of grain will not pay first cost—even admit-

ting the land at the lowest rent that the proprietor

can possibly afford it ; and was it not for the in-

troduction of clover leys as a preparation for wheat,

these few years past in the corn districts, farmers

living solely by raising grain must have been long

since obliged to throw up their lands. It may,
however, be supposed, from the title of our peri-

odical, we are solely advocating thefarmer's cause.
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and that of land proprietors, in deploring the de-
pressed state of agriculture ; but an unprejudiced
and impartial view of this subject, will satisfy every
rational person that there is a reciprocal interest

with respect to trade and manufactures, necessary

to be upheld throughout every community ; and in

order to maintain the separate interests of each
they should have equal advantages. On this prin-

ciple it was argued by some politicians, that the

present prosperity of our manufacturers would be
certain to rise the sinking interests of agriculturists,

but in this the latter have been disappointed ; for,

notwithstanding there must be an encreased de-

mand for land produce, in consequence of the
encreasing wealth of the manufacturing population,

yet the importation of foreign grain being either

admitted or smuggled, inundates the home market
and depresses our prices below what the article

can beraised at. The question, then, is —How are
we to meet this depression ? It is said the rents

must be still lowered, and the land relieved from a

great portion of its present taxation. This we'll

admit, will in some degree lighten the expenses,
but will it be an effectual remedy for the existing

depression ? Certainly not. For we can enumer-
ate many instances in which crops of wheat, even
on good land, have not paid the costs of cultiva-

tion, and others, where cattle have been sold for

less money than was expended in feeding them.
It may be said, what has this last observation to

do with the reduced prices of grain .' But let it be
recollected, that the poverty of the cultivator of
the soil, inconsequence of these low prices, often

obliges him through necessity to dispose of his

live stock also prematurely, by which an over sup-
ply of beasts are brought to market, consequently
a fair price for a few prime ones only is obtained.

Thus it is that poverty creates poverty, and not
even industry or a good system can counteract the
difficulties to be surmounted under existingcircum-
stances. In fact, the remedy rests solely with the
legislature.

Having little to observe as to the State of the
Crops at this season,we shall takethe opportunity of

making some observations on '• Rural Economy "

—as in this it must be admitted, many of our far-

mer require some " hints; " and being confident

that often as much is gained by good management
of a farm, as by good cultivation. For example

—

why should cocks of hay be allowed to remain in

the fields till the bottoms are injured by damp, and
their tops saturated with rain ? If cocking is

necessary, which in some cases maybe so, surely
a few weeks are sufficient to season the hay, pre-

paratory to its going into a rick, yet in many
farms it is left out two or three months, during
which time it loses much of its valuable proper-
ties, and also diminishes much in quality. There
is also a practice of stacking corn in the fields for

the purpose, it is said, of securing it, and seasoning
the grain fit for large ricks. This, however, can
be better eifected, and equally safe, by putting the
sheaves into stooks, and if the weather be
showery, to hood or cap them ; by which method
much less grain will be wasted, and much expense
saved ii] the harvesting. In the stooks the grain
will receive the full benefit of the sun and air,

which in stacks is excluded, and when those lat-

ter are afterwards removed, the grain will shed
much more than had the sheaves been saved in

stooks : indeed, the stacking of corn in the fields

is seldom to be seen except in Ireland.

The timely weeding of corn and other crops is

much neglected ; and as it is well known that " one
year's weeds, brings seven years' seeds," it is the

worst ofmanagement to allow them to grow at any
time : they also much impoverish the land and di-

minish the value of the growing crop, whether of
corn or grass. We have however observed with
much surprise, meadows and pastures overrun
with luxuriant weeds during last summer, although
one man with the scythe could cut down loads of
them in a day, which might be converted after-

wards to valuable manure by adding them to the
fermenting dung-hill !—In fact, this is the chief
reason that grass cannot be so expeditiously saved
in Ireland, for being so full of weeds, these latter

require a much longer time to wither, and until
this is effected, it is not safe to put the hay together
in large quantities. There is also another error
often committed, in not shutting up grass land suf-
ficiently early, by which mode the advantage of
early cutting is obtained, and afterwards a good
bite of aftergrass also. This system secures the
improvement of the land by pasturing a heavy
stock of sheep for several months. If such mat-
ters therefore, relating to rural economy, are not
duly estimated by the farmer, we have little hopes
that his his pursuits will prosper, even were
the prices of produce 20 per cent, higher than at

present.

Many fields of potatoes are still undug, although
perfectly ripe, which is judicious both as to this

crop and that which is to follow (if wheat,) for

much wet or severe frost will prevent it being
sown at this favourable time. We regret to see

the lazy-bed system practised on newly broken up
leys in many districts :—it is far preferable to

drop the potatoe sets into cuts made by a narrow
spade, as practised in the County of Kilkenny

—

then to lay on rotten manure, or ashes, and trench

the ridges. The sods being thus cut, will receive

moisture more freely and rot faster, which will

consequently insure a more luxuriant growth of
crop. The sowing of wheat is generally deferred

later than was usual some years back ; and this is

attributed to the mildness of the winters for some
years past, the farmer being apprehensive that by
sowing too early, when vegetation is not likely to

be checked, the crops might hecome winter proud.
No doubt this often happens, and requires con-
sideration : but eating oflFthe plants in Febuary,
or early in March, is an effectual remedy in such
case against a superabundance of straw being
produced, and of ensuring a more productive crop
of corn, and of better quality, than had the plants

been permitted to shoot up too quickly. This sys-

tem cannot be recommended, however, on shallow
or arid soils, for should a dry spring follow, the
plants would not sufficiently cover the ground in

time to resist injury from drought; and in such
case a deficiency, both of straw and corn, would be
the result.

The turnip system is partially introduced in

some counties, particularly in the North of Ireland
where generally a spiiit of improvement is fast ex-
tending. We are sorry however to observe, that

the woiking class of farmers seem not as yet to

appreciate the advantages of this root, at least it

appears so from their neglecting its cultivation.

In some places where sown the plants are not
afterwards hoed out to proper distances, therefore
but few of the roots arrive at a profitable size. It

is idle to sow this crop when every thing necessary
to promote its growth is not in due time perform-
ed. The great abundance of hay now secured,
should encourage the accumulation of manuremade
by well fed cattle.—This, as Young says, should
be esteemed the " gold dust of the farmer." B.
'—Irish Farmers' Magazine.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

CHIPPENHAM CATTLE SHOW was fully at-

tended, and the stock exhibited gave great satisfaction.

The fair, as well as the great market, happening- on the

same day, the town was more numerously attended by
farmers, factors, and dealers, than was ever before

known, and business to a very considerable extent was
transacted ; in fact the great improvement which has of

late taken place in the town was visible to all, Joseph
Neeld, Esq., M.P., who has on all occasions so liberally

exerted himself for the benefit of the town and neigh-

bourhood, was present ; as were also H. G. Boldero,
Esq,, J\1.P., ; .Tohn Neeld, Esq., M.P. ; with many of

the neighbouring- gentlemen. The Judges, Messrs. E.
Wm. ilich, James Stratton, and George Toghill,

awarded the premiums and bounties as under

:

First Class.—Fat Cattle.—"[St prize, value 5/, to

Mr. Samuel Ferris, Bulkington ; 2d ditto, 31. Mr.
John Brown, Minety.—1st bounty, 3/, Mr. John Dark,
Broughton ; 2d ditto, 2/ ditto

Second Class.—Dairy Cows.— 1st prize, value 5/, to

Joseph Neeld, Esq., Grittleton; 2d ditto, 3/, Mr.
Richard Blackford, Malmesbury.—1st bounty, 21, Mr.
Rich, Chippenham ; 2d ditto, Mr. Christopher Beaven,
Highway.

Third Class.—Bulls.—1st prize, value 5/, to Mr.
Chapman Wick ; 2d ditto, 3/, Joseph Neeld, Esq.,
Grittleton.—1st bounty, 21, Mr. Daniel Holbrow,
Knockdown ; 2d ditto, 21, Nr. John Little, Biddestone,
3d ditto, 21, Mt. Christopher Beaven, Highway.
Extra Stock.—A bounty of 3/, to IMr. John Dark.

Broughton, for two breeding heifers ; ditto of 21, Mr-
Thomas Henley, Preston, ditto ; ditto of 21, JMr. D.
Holbrow, Knockdown, four fat wethers; ditto of 1/,

Mr. Witchell, Church Yatlon, for hilt in farrow ; ditto

of 1/, i\Ir. Stephens, HuUavington, for cart stallion
;

ditto of 1/, Mr. Henley, Scanley, for fat pig.

The premiums will be distributed at a meeting of the
subscribers, to be held at the New Hall, Chippenham,
on Friday next, when resolutions will be entered into

for the show of cattle for the year ensuing.

A remarkably fine heifer, only four years old, was
killed by Mr. Harris, of Higliworth, on Tuesday last.

It was grazed by JMr. Geo. Akerman, of Little Bluns-
don Grove Farm ; her weight was 19 score lOlbs per
qr., loose fat 1801bs., hide 1361bs. She was pronounced
by good judges to be one of the finest cutters ever seen
in that neighbourhood.

ASHBOURN FAIR.—There was a large supply of
store stock, which met with rather a dull sale ; there
were but few fat beasts shewn, which fetched 5M to
6d per lb ; the quantity of sheep penned was not great,
and sold at 5^d to 5^d per lb. Horses were limited in
number, aud of an inferior description. Three prime
fat heifers were shown; one belonging to Mr. E.
Etches, fed by Mr. Wood, of Yatshill, Staffordshire,
which won the silver cup and six guineas stakes at
Rugeley cattle shew ; one belonging to Messrs. Mar-
pies, fed by Mr. Smith, of Swarkestone ; and one be-
longing to Mr. Bridden, of Tissington, fed by Mr.
Hassall, of Hartshorn, in this county. They were al-

lowed by judges to be three of the best heifers ever
shewn in Ashburn. Mr. Wm. Tomlinson and Mr.
Wm. Miers shewed a prime fat wether sheep, which
won the prize at Rugeley cattle shew ; two ditto by
Messrs. Marple, bred and fed by Mr. Gould, of Pils-

bury ; and two ditto by Messrs. Spencer, bred and fed

by Mr. Smiih, of Blore. The whole could not be ex-
celled for their beauty and symmetry in this county.

SALISBURY.—Our annual great market, or Gild-
ing Tuesday, as it is calle<?, on account of the fattest
ox having his horns gilded, took place on Tuesday last
when the cattle exhibited were of the finest description •

indeed such a show has not been seen in Salisbury for
many years, there being between 700 and 800 head in
the market. The largest ox was purchased by Mr.
Spencer, of Southampton, but the fattest beast (that
with the gilded horns) was purchased by Mr. Judd
butcher, of this city. The next in size and weight was
purchased by Mr, James—all realizing very high
prices. Some excellent beasts were also purchased by
the other respectable butchers in this city ; and the
whole had a very quick sale, at the high price of from
lis to 13s per score. Prime heifers fetched from 8s
to 10s per score. Cows, from 7s to 9s. The sheep
exhibited were also remarkably fine, the primest fetch-
ing 6id per lb., and inferior ewes and coarse horns, 5d
to S^d. Some fine oxen from Somersetshire 'at-
tracted particular attention, and were admitted by the
best judges to be equal to any exhibited in our market
for many years. We understand they were bred by Mr.
BrowH, of Butleigh, near Glastonbury.
At BOTLEY CATTLE MARKET the premiums

were adjudged as follows :—Five sovereigns, to Mr.
George Atkins, of Barton, for the best fat ox ; three
sovereigns to ditto, for the best fat heifer ; a piece of
plate, value 1 sov., for the best fat pig, to Mr. Ben-
ham ; a purse of 20s. for the best fat pig, shown by a
labourer, to Thomas Shawford. Mr. Atkin's ox and
heifer were considered excellent, and as there was no
competition for the two first prizes, there was no hesi-
tation on the part of the judges as to who was entitled
to them, and therefore Mr. William Barfoot, of Chicken
Hall (whom Mr. Atkins deputed to take his place at
the table and to receive the prizes, as well as to state
that the money would be preferred to the tankard and
soup ladle), made a very suitable address on receiving
it. The competition for the pigs was great, there
being many extraordinary fine ones shown.
YORK CHRISTMAS HORSE SHOW. — This

great mart for horses of all descriptions, openly com-
menced on Tuesday, Dec. 15, though on the previous
day much business was done in the several yards of the
inns of the city. The show of hunters was rather thin,
but there being several buyers, from the South in par-
ticular, they were readily sold at great prices. In
short, we are told that nothing like a good hunter
could be obtained for less than 100?. ; many fetched a
still higher price. The inferior horses were very nu-
merous, but the high priees of the hunters had an
eflFect upon the nominal value of them, though they did
not sell so high, in proportion, as the others. We un-
derstand that there were several of our army agents
present, and also an agent from Don Carlos, of Spain,
who seemed either not to know the difference in horses,
or to think that any sort would do for the Spanish In-
surgents. Upon the whole the aspect for breeders was
very good ; for the dealers had visited the neighbour-
ing villages, some days before, and had made consider-
able purchases.
We are informed that the prize heifer shown by Mr.

Fussell, of Laycock, and the Hereford Ox, fed by Mr.
Unthaiik, of Tottenham Park, Wilts, both exhibited at
the last Bath Agricultural Meeting, together with a
Buffalo Heifer, also fed by Mr. U., are now slaugh-
tered by Messrs. Wyatt and Hill, of Marlborough, and
are allowed by all judges who have seen them, to be
three of the most complete carcasses ever killed in that
town or neighbourhood.
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MONTHLY REPORT OF THE
WOOLLEN TRADE.

Dec. 1.—The state of the woollen trade of Leeds,

during November, has borne a pretty close resem-

blance to the weather experienced in the same period,

that is, it has been dull and heavy. The trade of tliis

month seldom bears any better character, though, we

think, this year, it has been more than usually flat. Se-

veral causes contributed to this ; two are most promi-

nent. The weather, though wet and unpleasant, has

been mild and warm for the season, and the sale of

winter goods has been considerably checked in conse-

quence. The demand for double milled goods has still

further been considerably affected by the substitution

of pilot and mohair cloths, especially in the metropohs,

where the gentlemen appear to think that bear-skins

are a very appropriate accompaniment to the ladies'

boas. The trade in middle priced and fine single milled

goods has also been checked by the increasing con-

sumption of buckskins, which have been so much in

demand during November and October, that they have

been bought, or ordered, whilst in the loom ; as these

are chiefly manufactured in the neighbourhood of Hud-

dersfield, and in Saddleworth, the trade of those places

has been marked by considerable animation.

Notwithstanding the general dulness of the Leeds

trade, there has been a great deal doing in army goods

and low cloths generally ; whilst in Petershams an un-

usual quantity has been sold throughout the season.

The dulness of which we complain is in fact principally

confined to the trade in middle and fine woollens, both

single and double milled, and this has been so much

counterbalanced by the activity of other branches, that

we believe if the trade of the woollen district of the

West-Riding be taken as a whole, there has been a fair

average amount of business done in November. The

change of taste is unfavourable to Leeds generally,

most of its manufacturing establisliments, as well as a

large proportion of those in the surrounding villages,

being occupied with the very description of goods su-

perseded by that change.

As a relief to this rather sombre account, we may

state that the demand for the United States is expected

to be fair ; shipments to some extent have already been

made, and during this month, the general belief is, they

will be considerable. Should this expectation be

realised, and we have strong reason to believe that it

will, the winter months will pass over without any

great relaxation of manufacturing operations, as the

spring demand for the home market may be calculated

upon in February, and the stock of suitable goods in

the hands of the wholesale houses and the drapers can-

not be great. We say cannot he great, because the

kinds of goods usually wanted in the spring have been

just those which have been scarce during the autumn
;

and though they are now accumulating in the ware-

houses, the American trade may fairly be expected to

reduce them ; and we greatly doubt if an average stock

will be found in the manufacturers' hands on the open-

ing of the spring trade.

Wool is looking upwards in price. An actual ad-

vance, indeed, has taken place on the lower qualities-

say from Is lOd to 2s 6d per lb. This description of

wool has been deficient in quantity for several years,

and has been for the same period disproportionate in

price to the finer qualities. It is also that kind of wool

which is most affected by the state of demand for comb-

ing wools, and it is in these qualities of colonial wools

that the woollen and worsted manufacturers alike deal.

The briskness of the stuff trade during the last threa

montlis had its effect on the late sales of colonial wools,

and, in consequence, all the clothing wools of cor-

responding qualities have risen in price. In the quali-

ties above 2s 6d an advance, though not so considera-

ble, has taken place, and from 2s 8d to 3s wools may
be quoted a shade higher. We much doubt, however,

whetlier any advance corresponding to the advance on

wools under 2s 6d will be effected, and we are quite

sure it is most undesirable. The trade in middle and
fine woollens, for the reasons already given, and for

others which we could name, will not bear any addi-

tional burthen. The advance on wools in the spring

season has been seriously felt by the manufacturers for

several years back, and has invariably been accompa-
nied by a diminished demand, and by contracted pro-

fits. Let the causes be what they may—whether, the

sul)stitution of other articles of wear, or increasing and
successful foreign competition,—the trade in the qualities

alluded to has regularly proved itself unequal to bear
up against a rise of wool ; and should the eager expec-
tations entertained in some quarters of a rise in middle
wools be gratified, we think it requires no gift of pro-
phecy to prognosticate that it will materially cramp
the trade. Of this, at least, we are sure— there is so
strong feeling amongst the manufacturers on the sub-
ject, that they would, in the event of arise, greatly con-
tract their operations. Tiie woollen trade, though fair

for many months back, has little buoyancy ; it does not
partake of that onward energy which has for some years
characterised the flax, cotton, and worsted trades, and
though we hope better things of it in future, we are

bound to say that it is not equal to any additional pres-

sure, either from a rise in wool, or a more vigorouscon-
tinental competition.

Wool, JNIarket.—A correspondent in the Morning
Chronicle says, " A considerable consternation has
within these few days manifested itself in the wool mar-
ket, which seems to forbode an eventful change in this

branch of our national commerce. At an exhibition

which it had been determined should from hencefor-
ward be held annually, a sample of wool of Prince
JMetternich's flocks was so very much superior to any
thing that had hitherto been brought to market, that

the usual purchasers could not be prevailed upon to

make an offer for any sort whatever—probably fearing,

and not without cause, that the whole of the Prince's

wool would be of a similar quality, which would greatly

affect the value of those sorts which have hitherto been
considered the best. It was at the same time well

known that the Prince's success was owing to a Mr.
Barthels, of whose knowledge, scientific as well as

practical, the Prince had wisely availed himself. This

gentleman had devoted eighteen years to the study and
practice of cultivating, improving, washing, &c. of

sheep, which enabled him to form and act upon a sys-

tem entirely his own. But ignorance, jealousy, and
envy (generally the opponents of any new system,

however beneficial,) so obstructed his anxious desires

of benefitting his country, that Mr. Barthels resolved

to leave his ungrateful countrymen to their old habits

and deep-rooted ])rejudices, and to carry his acquire-

ments to Australia. This being the cradle of Great
Britam's future greatness in this branch of her com-
merce, I have no doubt ]Mr. Barthels will be received
witli cordiality, and that capital will not be wanting to

support his exertions. At first it was reported that he
had gone to the United States, but public as well as

private acco ants contradict this statement, and declare

his having g-one to Australia. From this you may judge
of the importance attached to this gentleman, now
that he is gone ; and you cannot wonder at the back-

wardness of the purchasers, although years must elapse

before the effects could be seriously felt."
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE

DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

The Com Trade tliroiighout the month in Mark
Lane, as well as the influential Country Markets, has

exhibited no symptoms of animation or novelty to

relieve the dull uniformity which has now so long

pervaded the proceedings in grain. Owing to the

damp and humid state of the weather during the

early part of the montk', wliich materially affected

the condition of the wheat samples, tlie fine dry qua-

lities have suffered less depreciation in value than

other descriptions, but still these parcels formed so

small a proportion of tlie receipts from the farmer,

that he has been realizing ruinously low prices for

his produce, totally inade([uate to his remuneration,

even had he not to deduct the amount of rent from

the nett proceeds. On the other liand, barley, beans,

and peas have been bearing a more than relative

value, and compensating him in some degree for the

sacrifice he has been obliged to submit to in the dis-

posal of the more staple commodity ; as however
was natural to anticipate, the high rates of barley

have induced an influx of the article on the various

markets, and the currencies are fast receding to their

proportionate value. The depressed character of the

markets and tlie small modicum of rent which land-

lords in many instances are enabled to obtain, lias

aroused many of tlie larger landed proprietors and

tenants to unite in order to concert speedy and ef-

fectual means for their relief. JMany parties, some

of whom are actuated by political and interested mo-

tives, others from erroneous impressions on the sub-

ject, are adverting to the abstruse question of the

currency, and depicting in strong colours all the

miseries emanating from Sir Robert Peel's bill of

1819, and the consequent alteration in the monetary

system, instilling into the minds of the farmers,

who, not reflecting on the point, are readily impesed
upon, that their only escape from pending ruin, is

reverting either to an issue of paper, or substitution

of a silver for a gold currency, or, in other words, a

debasement of the currency, thinking to verify the

trite axiom of " two evils to choose the least ;"
all

however tliat is urged, is mere verbiage, affording

an opportunity for eloquent and oratorial displays,

but tlie arguments like the currency recommended
are devoid of intrinsic and sterling value. At the
late agricultural meeting, the Earl of Stanhope ap-
pears to have discovered, that unless the farmer's

means were proportioned to hisexjjenditure, he must
become destitute, one of the few observations of liis

lordship, wliicli are not to be contraverted ; hia lord-

ship concluded his speech by monng a resolution

to the effect, " That nothing can remove the present

overwhelming distress of the farmer, but tlie adoption

of some measure whicli will either raise the price of

produce to the level of the burdens imposed, or bring

down the burdens to the level of the prices ;" in

order to eflfect the former, a fictitious capital is ad-

vised to be created, by debasing the currency, or a

paper issue of money, destroying our foreign credit,

and affording merely temporary relief; to eflfect the

latter, a modified system of taxation, tithes, and rent,

must be resorted to. Tampering with the currency

has been ever found a dangerous and fallacious ex-

pedient ; while the latter plan of " bringing down
tlie burdens" on the above principles is the only

practicable method of aflfordiug substantial and per-

manent relief.

The supplies of wheat have been large, and ex-

ceeded those of the previous month by more than

25,000 qrs. The closing month of the year is gene-

rally one in which farmers are compelled to thrash

out freely in order to meet their pecuniary demands,
and if barley or other grain is not held, wheat must
be brought to market. The millers, as the supplies

also of flour have been liberal, have not bought fieely,

and the trade has ruled dull with a depression in the

finer qualities of Is
;

good secondary descriptions

having suffered a decline of 2s to 3s, and inferior os

to 4s ; but prime selected parcels are worth nearly

as much money at the close as they were at the com-
mencement of the month.

The principal shipments of bonded wheat Lave
been to Madeira, Malta, Guernsey, and St. Johns,
the prices realized being extremely low ; Prussian
hard wheat offering at SOs to 22s. The amount of

bonded corn in the kingdom, which is 614,754 qrs,

exhibits a decrease during the month ending 5th of

December of 5,607 qrs.

The price of Town-made flour remains nominally

unaltered, and though SSs is still the top quotation,

it is hardly in any instance realized, the general

prices being 34s to 36s. Ship's (jualities have met a

slow sale at the previously depressed currencies,

good country (jualities being taken at 29s. Several

shipments of bonded flour have been made to the

West India Islands and IMauritius, and the article

continues to meet a partial denuind for export. The
stocks have diminished in the kingdom upwards of

7,000 cwts., and few parcels of sweet are offering on
the London market ; sour qualities are worth l^s to

1 9s per barrel.

The oiily uJteiativu iu the duties Los been an in-
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crease of J s 6d per qr on barley. The duties being,

on wheat, oOs 8d : barle3% 19s lOd ;
oats, 19s 9d

;

rye, 27s 3d; beans, I6s 9d; peas, I6s 9d.

The arrivals ot barley have been considerable, and

have exceeded those of November by iipwards of

26,000 qrs, the receipts during the week ending the

12th of December having amounted to 24,400 ;
being

one of the largest supplies ever received at the port

of London within a similar period. Finer qualities

of Chevalier formed a small proportion of the bulk of

the imports, and have suffered less depreciation than

the intermediate qualities of malting, which are 4s to

5s per qr cheaper than at the beginning of the

month. Chevalier being 2s to 3s lower, but at these

reduced rates maltsters came more freely forward,

and the stands have been tolerably well cleared of

all the better descriptions ;
distilling and grinding

sorts have hung on hand at a decline of 2s to 3s per

qr ;
good grinding samples being as low as 23s to

24s, and Irish, weighing 27 to 28 stone, noted at 21s

to 23s per qr. The crop of barley is no doubt abun-

dant, and as prices are still bearing a higher relative

value than wheat, we may look forward to large sup-

plies of the article during the months of January and

Pebruarj' ; indeed, in reviewing the gradual increase

in the consumption of malt in London and its vici-

nity, as annexed, it has become of material import

hat not only the yield of the grain should be pro-

ductive, but a greater breadth of land should be cul.

tivated with the article, as the inquisitorial and

unjust character of the law relative to malting, forces

the maltster to select only the most kindly qualities,

w^hich will malt within the period limited by the

Excise. The following is the amount of malt con-

sumed in London and its vicinity during the last

five years :

—

1831. 1832. 1833. 1834. 1835.

qrs. qrs.

622,549 604,477

qrs.

588,688

qrs. qrs.

662,713 699,990

The stock of bonded barley in London has dimi-

nished during the month ending 5th of December

873 qrs, and in the United Kingdom 3,843 qrs.

Prices in bond have sustained no variation, being

noted at I3s to 15s per qr.

The Malt trade has been dull and declining, and

is Is to 2s per qr. lower for the finer qualities; brewers

having got well into stock, have refrained from ap-

pearing at market, and hence the languor which has

pervaded the transactions in the article.

The supply coastways has been liberal, and the

show of other samples good. The new malt meets

general approbation, the last growth of Barley malting

tender and kindly.

The importation of oats has been on a very limited

scale, particularly of Irish ; the supply from them

having been 24,6.57 qrs less than during October.

In the early part of the month the trade exhibited

little animation, dealers and consumers weekly

anticipating larger supplies. Good fresh English,

Scotch and Irish feed however maintained their for-

mer quotations, and only the light, inferior and illcon-

ditioned Irish receding in value to the amount of 6d to

Is per qr; towards the close ofDecember, good fresh

qualities were saleable at fully the previous curren-

cies, and the trade firmer, the weather continuing

cold, and the consumptive demand increasing. The

opinion still prevails in Ireland that the price of

oats will advance, and prevents the rates in that

countr}^ from attaining a point which permits of gen-

eral business being transacted
;
prices free on board

remained steady at from 9s to 10s 3d as in quality.

The export of bonded oats has been confined to a

few hundred quarters to the West Indies. The

amount ofbonded cats in London on the 5th of Dec.

was 83,935 qrs, which with the arrivals, shows a

diminution of 644 qrs as compared with the previous

month.

The damp weather having affected the condition

of Beans at the beginning of the month, prices reced-

ed 2s to 3s as the supplies were liberal ; the cold

weather having however improved them with rather

an increased demand, the prices have not further

given way, remaining firm at the depression. Old

scarce, and fully as dear.

Wliite peas have remained steady with a good de-

mand, but maple and grey have declined Is to 2s

per qr.

During the month of December the following

quantity of grain and flour has arrived in the port

of London :

—

Wheat,
qrs.

English... 47,706
Scotch 76
Irish 722
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the wants of Languedoc and Provence represented

as extensive, and unless the arrivals of wheat were

extraordinarily large and unforseen, a decline was

not anticipated. Large supplies had arrived, but the

market remained steady. At JMarseille the market

remained stagnant, contrary winds continuing to

prevent the arrival of the various shipments destined
for that port.

The Italian markets remained nominally unaltered'

At Naples, Barletta wheat had receded, but remain-
ed steady at '2'2s 6d to 23s. At Leghorn white Tus-
can wheat was held at 42s 4d ; red, 36s 6d. Roman
Beans, 26s 6d ; nev>^ Egyptian, 23s 6d perqr.
la the United States of America the business trans-

acting in wheat and flour had become more animated
;

at Baltimore wheat had sustained a material improve •

raent in price, owing to the prevailing opinion that the
crop througliout the State was considerably less than
an average growth, and the supplies were soon ex-
pected to fall off ; red qualities were noted at from
47s Sd to 51s 4d per qr, with a free sale. Flour was
also improving, and Howard-street qualities noted at
29s 3d per barrel. At New York, Genesee wheat was
held at 51s 4d; North Carolina, 45s lOd to 47s Sd.
Flour had advanced 7d per barrel, and Western Canal
was quoted at 29s lOd to 30s 4d per barrel. Cloverseed
in request for shipment at improving rates : at New
York, 5d to Sid per lb ; Baltimore, 24s 2d to 25s 4d
per bushel, or about 66 lbs.

At St. Petersburg the trade in Rye was firm, and as
the stocks were limited, and not reckoned to exceed in
first hands 10,000 tschets, prices were likely to be
maintained, the second Autumn caravan from the inte-
rior not having reached the capital. Ehstlaod expe-
riences a dearth of rye, and will require supplies from
St. Petersburgh, as the failure in the crops of 1833 is

not yet made up. An imperial Ukase has extended the
period of the free import of grain and meal into the
havens of the government of Ehstland and the city of
Narva until the first of January, 1837 ; but a similar
permission doss not appear likely to be granted to St.
Petersburgh, and, therefore, the free importation will
cease from the first of next month. Linseed was firm,
and the exports of the article this season had amounted
to 234,543 tschetwerts, exceeding those of the previous
year by 92,171 tschets. The quantity of the new seed
to be received the ensuing year will not be equal in
quality to the growth of the past season, but
the quantity is satisfactory ; the vessels which
had been surprised by the frost, have had a
passage cut through the ice. At Riga, the cold
weather had surprised the shippers, and upwards of SO
vessels were frozen in, but as it occurred that so many
ships were included in the same mischance, the cutting
through the ice to insure their departure had been at-
tended with only a trifling expense to each captain.

I Linseed on delivery in spring, was held at 39s 2d, with

I

half the money in advance, and 42s Id with 10 per cent.
Hempseed 28s 8d, with all the money paid, and 30s Id

I

per qr with 10 per cent, advanced. At Konisberg, the
I river Pregel was frozen, and navigation suspended.
I

Some sales of old granaried wheats had been made at 1 Ss
to 19s, the fine high mixed qualities being held at 25s.
Linseed, 40s to 43s, Peas, 15s to 17s. At Danzig the
closing of the navigation of the Vistula had suspended
business, prices remaining firmfor all the betterqualities;
the weather, however, has relaxed, and a few supplies of
rye and wheat have reached the city from the nearer
ports on the river

; fine high mixed wheat was held at
25s 6(1 to 27s ; other descriptions, 22s to 25s. In Po-
land the quality of the new wheat is good, but fine
parcels comparatively scarce, and held at much higher
rates than could be obtained at Danzig. The finer
samples of old wheat arc held in the more distant parts
of the country, and cannot aff'ord to pay freight, unless
the currencies considerably improve. At Stettin the
Oder was frozen, prices of wlieat were about 23s, oats
los, and the stocks of grain limited. At Rostock a de-
mand having been experienced from Norway and Den-

mark for barley, prices remained steady at the ad-
vanced rates of 15s 6d, wheat only being quoted at 20s
6d. At Wismar fine qualities of wheat had been in re-

quest at 21s 3d for spring delivery, weighing 62 to
63lbs : barley was held at 14s to 15s for best descrip-
tions. In Holstein and Denmark no variation in price

of grain has taken place, but rapeseed was receding in
value, prices being noted at 32Z. At Hamburg prices
of wheat were unaltered, Marks being noted at 21s 9d
to 24s 2d per qr, weighing 61 to 63lbs. Peas saleable
at 19s to 20s. Beans, for spring delivery, were held at
18s 6d, and 17s 6d for large. Cloverseed firm at the
improved rates, red, 44s 9d to 48s, extra, 49s 8d, white
as high as 69s Id per cwt. Linseed cakes steady at 61

6s to 6/ 183 2d long shape. At Rotterdam the prevail-
ing opinion of the trade appears to be, that the mea-
sures proposed by the King respecting an additional
impost on the admission of foreign grain into Holland
will be carrif^d into a law, and the holders of wheat are
in consequence looking forward to an artificial improve-
ment in the prices.

SJMITIIFIELD SHOW.—We have just received

the subjoined weights—
Earl Spencer's Free Martin Heifer w^as pur-

chased by Mr. Alder, of Esher, Surrey,
and weighed 130st. 2lb.

Loose fat 18st.

The Marquis of Exeter's Free Martin Hei-
fer, which was exhibited in competition
with the above, was purchased by Mr.
Comfort, Islington, and weighed 144st. 4lb.

Loose fat 20st. 2lb.

Earl Spencer's Durham Ox, which obtained
the first prize of twenty sovereigns and a
silver medal, was purchased by Mr.
Strachan, Dean-street, Westminster, and
weighed 208st.

Loose fat 24st.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.

nRITISH. Dec. 1. Jan.1.

Wlieat, recJ, Essex, Ken
White
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THE POLITICAL COMPANION
TO

THE FARMER'S JMAGAZINE,

[Our object in .ippcuding a Political Companion to tlie Farmer's Magazine, was to put our readers in possession of the

opinions of tlie most talented journalists of the day, on both sides of any important question which might come under dis-

cusssion. Wc trust, therefore, that in giving insertion to articles, which seem opposed to the agricultural interest, we shall

not be considered as acquiescing in the doctrines therein advanced, our sole purpose being to enable our readers to estimate
the truth or detect the fallacies of the arguments advanced.

—

Ed. Fabmer's Magazine,]

THE CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
|

(From the Times.)

We had at first intended to make some remarks

upon the proceedings of the agriculturists, as re-

ported in yesterday's Times, and on the speech of

Earl Stanhope. But really we cannot, and fortu-

nately we need not. With the utmost respect for the

landed interest as a mighty and invaluable public

body, and with sincere personal esteem for the uohle

lord who stood forward to represent it on this occa-

sion, it would be impossible for us, consistently with

an outward observance of such sentiments, to express

our opinions freely with regard to their arguments
or their measures. We are unable to write seriously

about the currency question in connexion with the

distresses of agriculture. We have not command of

our own muscles, and we have too much pity for

those of our neighbours, to undertake a discussion

on the subject of " equitable adjustment ;" and with
those who recommend a reduction of the taxes af-

fecting agriculture, we can hold no logical commu-
nion, when they affirm that an entire alolition of rents

would not make three farthings' difference in the

price of the quartern loaf! For all that, we wish
heartily well to the landed interest, and would be its

advocate even on the present occasion, if we could
understand the meaning of the proceedings.

THE CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

(From the Morning Herald.)

The great object which we have long advocated,

of a real and searching parliamentary inquiry into

the causes of " agricultural distress," with a view to

a remedy, now seems as if it could be no longer

baffled or evaded. Heretofore the agriculturists

were deficient in that union and combination of effort

which was absolutelv necessary to overcome the ob-

stacles that an adverse government threw in their

way, and to defeat the machinations of the ^^'hig

political economists, who, with the most lieartless

inhumanity, have ridiculed the sufferings and mocked
tlie distresses of that most industrious, orderly, loyal,

and meritorious portion of his INIajesty's subjects,

the farmers and yeomen of England.
But union and a common spirit and principle of

action are no longer wanting to the agricultural body.
The report of a groat mteling held yesterday at the
Freemasons' Tavern, which appears to-day in another
part of our paper, will show that the phut of com-
bined operations is at last established in the metro-
polis by the creation of a " Central Agricultural As-
sociation for England and Ireland." Let this asso-

ciation be conducted with prudence, intelligence, and
uncompromising firmness, and a very' different re-

ccj)tion will be given to the petitions and demands
of the agriculturists in the next session of parliauient

from that which they experienced in the last.

There was a time when the ministerial journals
never adverted to the claims of the agriculturists
without making them the subject of stupid ribaldry
and unfeeling sneers. It was a common practice
with them to call the f\irmers " clods," and other
contemptuous names, and to represent them as an
exceedingly ignorant and benighted class, who were
" unphilosophical" enough to complain of their dis-

tresses, instead of patiently sitting down under
them, and deriving consolation from the lessons of
political economy. AVe suspect that the ministerial

journals will learn to treat tlie agriculturists with
more respect, and to pay somewhat more of serious

attention to their claims, upon finding that the
" cause of the British plough" has become tlio rally-

ing cry of a great association in the metropolis, who
will liave recourse to every constitutional effort to

prevent the government and the legislature from any
longer treating that cause with contempt and neglect.

Having- advocated the cause of the agriculturists

through evil report and through good report for years
past, as a cause intimately connected with tiie in-

terests of the nation at large, we rejoice to observe
the public strength which now collects around it,

and which, guided, as we trust it will be, by united
discretion and energy, cannot fail to discomfit the
unpatriotic—the un-English party, who could see the
plough rotting in the unfinished furrow—the home-
steads of rural industry sinking into ruin—the culti-

vator of the soil consigned to the gaol or the work-
house, and the beautiful fields of England made de-

solate, for the benefit of " science," and tlie advan-
tage of the foreigner

!

The real friends of the agriculturists will advise
unity of action above all things—it was by such unity
that the inhabitants of (owns carried the repeal of the
house-tax. Therefore did we approve of the advice
given by the JMarquis of Chandos to the landed in-

terest and the farmers to avoid identifying tlie ques-
tion of agricultural distress with the question of the
currency. The broadest basis for moving parliament
to institute an inquiry into the causes of the distress

should be taken. When a committee is granted,
then will be the proper time to offer evidence as to

the causes. If, as we believe, the Currency Bill is

one of the great causes of the low prices of produce
under a heavy pressure of taxation, evidence to tliat

effect can be given ; or if it can be shown, on tho

other hand, that the Currency Bill is not one of tlie

causes of agricultural distress, then will tho mind of

a large portion of society be disabused of an erroi'

that in the presant state of things, becomes more pre-

valent every^ day.

Independently of tlie currency question, here are
many matters worthy the consideration of a parlia-

mentary committee, os connected with the le\\^;i or
at least the 'mitigation, of the distre^^jjeg of the a<^ri-
cuUurists. We alluded f'.le 6ther day to a niorG
c.fiuitable arrangement of the land-tax— besides
which, the comnautatioa of tithe—the mitigation of
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tbe local burdens of tlie farmer, consisting- of county-

rates, &c., and a poor-law for Irelanj^, ought all to

be taken into the account. It is well enough for jMr.

Spring Rice, our very superficial Chancellor of the

Excbequer, to exhibit the returns of Irish produce

exported to this country, as proofs of tbe prosperity

of Ireland. But when we hear periodically of

thousands of the Irish populatian dying of famine in

the midst of plenty, we look at those returns as most

melancholv evidence of Irish destitution and misery.

If the great mass of tbe Irish population had the

means of becomiag consumers of their fair propor-

tion of the corn, tbe bacon, tbe butter, &c. produced
in that country, the markets of this country would
not be inundated with Irish corn and other produce.
All these matters, as connected with tbe question of

agricultural distress, are proper subjects of inquiry

befor« a committee of parliament, and we hope the
" Central Agricultural Association," though con-

fining their efforts, in the first instance, to obtaining

a select committee upon agricultural distress, will

keep them in view, and be prepared with such in-

formation as maybe made available to the elucidation

of the truth during the progress of a legislative in-

quiry.

THE CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

(From the Courier.)

Whatever may become of what is called the agri-

cultural distress, it promisesm the mean time, to put
an end to the distresses of others. Tbe functionaries

who are to manage the Central Institution in Lon-
don, have, we take it, got into rather snug birtlis

;

and will most probably get a sleek and comfortable
look, notwithstanding the " unexampled depression"
of their constituents. That skilful alchymy, by which
golden sands are extracted from the waters of bitter-

ness, is no where so well understood as in England
;

and whether it be true or not, as Mandeville said,

that piivate vices are public benefits, there can be
no question that in this happy land public misfortune
is always rendered productive of private advantage.
However, the agriculturists are their own masters

;

and if they choose to be good-naturedly fooled out of
their money, it is their own affair. We should be
glad were any one of the patrons or founders of the
new institution to explain what benefit resulted to

agriculture, or to any one except its functionaries,
^ from the establishment of the Board of Agriculture.
And yet it had Arthur Young for its Secretary—

a

man who had done ten times more to promote agri-

culture, and who was incomparably better acquainted
with its principles and practices than the whole host
of those, though it were multiplied by 50, engaged in

the present project. We suspect, however, that the
scheme, magnificent as it may at first sight appear, is

not destined to be very long lived. Most prosperous
landlords will have nothing to do with it, and a brief
experience will teach those in a different situation,

that the employment of stipendajy " howlers" in
London, is more costly than productive.
We should be anxious to promote, to the utmost

of our power, any scheme that promised to relieve

any part of any distress the agriculturists may really

suffer, without compromising the interests of any
other class. But it is quite clear that the leaders at

the late meeting here, as well as at most of the other
meetings in the country, have no such object in view.
They do not say a word about any practicable mea-
sure of relief. They seem even to have thrown over-
hoard the malt tax. A reduction of the standard, or
a modification of what they call Peel's bill, is now

their single, as it always was their sovereign, specific.

And though Lord Chandos, at yesterday's meeting,

deprecated the introduction of any such topic, it

formed the staple of Lord Stanhope and jNIr. Cayley's

speeches ; and appeared to be the only thing about

which the meeting cared a straw. We are glad that

the Association has thus early manifested its views.

Its leaders have fairly thrown off the mask ; and we
think better of the vast bulk of the agriculturists,

who have been truly said to be, mhiimeqiie male cogi-

tuutes, than to imagine for a moment that they will

connect themselves with, or in any way support a

junto, who call upon tlie legislature to benefit them
by—robbing every one else ! But they will certainly

call in vain. Any government inclined to support

their views would merit all the worst epithets

lavished on O'Connell and the Catholic Priests, and

would in a fortnight be trampled under foot. The
British nation will never submit that all contracts

should be vitiated, and that ever_y individual to

whom money is owirg, either by the state or by any

one else, should be plundered for no better purpose

than that some few hundreds of improvident land-

lords might get a licence to defraud their creditors.

This is impossible, so long, at least, as there remains

amongst us the smallest respect for justice, or even

the baser principle of self-lovie.

THE CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

{From the Globe.)

We could wish the career of the " Ro)'al Agricul-
tural Society," which was opened by the yesterday's

meeting had been auspicated, wore it but by a glimpse
or two of that clear intelligence which broke forth

at more than one of the local meetings throughout the

country.

We could wish to have heard delegates from the

Shropshire meeting, where the landowners were ad-

vised to come with clean hands into parliament,

having previously strengthened their case for legis-

lative assistance by doing all that private justice

would dictate in behalf of their tenantry-. -We could

wish to have heard delegates from the West Somer-
set meeting, where Mr. F. Popham pointed out in

one brief sentence tbe necessity of clearing away
that ]n'evious illusion which exists both amongst
landlords and tenants, and which incapacitates all

whom it affects from viewing deliberately the reali-

ties of their present situation. ''In his opinion,"

said that gentleman, and the words are deserving of
due meditation, "they never would go on well till

both landlord and tenant forgot war-prices." Let all

classes connected with land assure themselves that

those are not friends of their future interests, how-
ever they may be flatterers of their present per-

suasions, who encourage them to misteike recollections

for liopes—the feverish flush of prosperity', occasioned
by the unprecedented impulse given to agriculture

during the war, for a natural or wholesome condition,

or one which can be restored by Lord Stanhope's
recipe of replenishing the country with paper. An
artificial currency at home was perhaps an unavoid-
able incident of a struggle which imposed lavish ex-
penditure abroad, while at the same time it closed the

continental ports to those commodities in return for

which the precious metals flow into this country. It

was, however, one of those imperial remedies of a
desperate crisis which would be mortal in habitual

use. The sot flies to the brandy-bottle to re-excite

his exhausted powers—exhausted by the very stimu-

lant to which he resorts for renewed vigour.
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THE CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

(From the Mark Lane Express.)

Sincerely devoted to tlie interest of the Bri-
tish faroior, we hail willi as much satisfac-

tion as lie liimselfcan do, the slightest possi-

ble prosiject of amendment of his present
distressed situation. We sliould, however,
deem ourselves highly culpable if, for the

purpose of obtaining his momentary approba-
tion, we should either Hatter his prejudices,

or suffer a delusion to be practised upon him
by raising false hopes, and thereby abstract-

ing his attention from those remedies whicli

we firmly believe can alone afford him relief.

It is well known that for a long period ihe

advantages which would result to British

agriculture from the formation of a " Cen'ral
Agricultural Society" in the metropolis, have
not only been felt buf pointed out by us. A
" Central Agricultural Society" has been
formed, and would to God we could congra-
tulate the tenant farmers throughout the Jiing-

dom upon the fact. Having some knowledge
of the sentiments of those gentlemen who
were taking the lead in the organization of
this society, and impressed with the belief

that the real object was the advancement of
their own peculiar views on the currency, we
urged, in our last number, the propriety of
testing them on this subject, at the meeting
of the 15th inst. We did so from a convic-

tion that the agitation of this question would
prejudice the cause of the agriculturists, and
also from a rumour liaving reached our ears,

that it was the intention of those who were to

play the leading part at that meeting, from
prudential motives, to keep that question in

the back ground for the present. In this

opinion we do not stand alone ; the Marquis
of Chandos having expressed the same senti-

ments, and which have been adopted by the
Buckinghamshire, and other agricultural asso-

ciations. Thecourse suggested by uswas, how-
ever, rendered perfectly unnecessary by the
open declaration of those gentlemen who had
been previously appointed to move the reso-

lutions. Mr. Spooner, as will be seen from
the report, moved the whole of the resolu-

tions, ^even in number, seriatim, which were
all seconded by another gentleman. Earl
Stanhope next moved a resolution, which, as
it was aptly observed by Mi. Robinson, M. P.
for Worcester, " embodied a perfect truism,
not only with respect to farmers, but with re-

spect to every class of the community; be-
cause it was plain and obvious, that unless a
man's means were proportioned to its ex-
penditure, he must be a distressed man."
The resolution w;.s to this effect

—" That no-
thing can remove the present overwhelming
distress but the adoption of some measure
which will either raise the price of produce
to the level of the burthens imposed, or bring-

down the burtliens to the level of the present
prices." We api)reliend no man will dispute

the proposition contained in this resolution,

taken abstractedly, but the noble Earl has

liimself explained the sense in which it was
understood by him, and by those who voted
with him. Lord Teynham having, in the
course of his address to the meeting, been
called to order, the Noble Earl observed, that
" He wished the Noble Lord who Jiad been
called to order to consider that the resolution
now before the meeting related solely and ex-
clusiveli/ lo the queAion of the cinri nci/, and
that this question ought therefore to form the
sole object of his remarks !" The resolution
was adopted by the meeting; we must, there-
fore con ;idcr it as the decluration of an inten-
tioi] to press for an alteration of the currency.
The Marquis of Chandos urged in powerful
language tlie withdrawal of the resolution,
but in vain. We know, however, from per-
sonal communication with several persons who
were present, that a disinclination to divide
the meeting, and thereby weaken the effect in-
tended to be produced, alone prevented an
expression of dissent on the currency ques-
tion, and we feel persuaded that if the Mar-
quis of Chandos had taken one side of the
room, and Earl Stanhoj)e the other, the fate
of the Noble Earl's motion would have been
very different. Upon a careful examination
of the speech of Earl Stanhope, in moving
the resolution, some strange and startling-

propositions will be discovered, and a won-
derful discrepancy will be observed in the
opinions expressed by other noble lords and
gentlemen who, if they did not hold up their
hands against the resolution, at least did not
dissent. His Lordship ascribes the fall of
prices entirely to Peel's Bill, and maintains
that nothing short of its virtual repeal can
raise prices, and relieve ti.e distress of the
farmer. Having occasion a short time since
to refer to Evans's and Ruffy's Fanner's
Journal, we observed a letter dated Dec. 1813,
and which appeared in that journal on the
lOtli January, 1814, entitled, " On the Ra-
pid Decline in the Price of Corn," and
in looking tlirougli the file for that year we
found innumerable communications upon that
subject, some of tiiem containing statements
of tlie increased cost of raising agricultural
produce at that time, as compared with cer-
tain previous periods, and showing the utter
impossibility of growing corn at the then
prices. Of the truth of these statements wc
entertain no doubt, knowing that a fall in the
price had commenced, and being also aware
that rent and expenses never decline as ra-
pidly as the value of produce. Surely it will
not be contended that Peel's Bill, passed in
1819, occasioned the distressed condition of
the agriculturists in 1813. There are some
statements nmde by liis lordship which appear
to us not only irreconcilable witii facts but
with each other. He says, " the resumption
of cash payments having greatly contributed
to reduce prices, had in a still greater degree
contributed to lower wages." Now, we are

bold enough to contend, not only that the re-

sumption of cash payments has not affected

the value of labour more than any other ar-
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tide, but that taking the country through,

where the labourer is paid without recourse

being had to the poor fund, the wages of la-

bour have not been reduced in proportion to

the price of wheat. His Lordship expresses

a degree of kindness for the labourer which

we doubt not he sincerely feels, and for which

he deserves the highest credit : and after ob-

serving that " If the price of wheat ruse 10*.

per quarter, it undoubtedly fol/owed that the

price of bread would rise in a much greater

ratio," h& goes on to say, " they were bound
to the poor cultivators of the soil to take mea-
sures to prevent any great increase of prices

until a corresponding increase had been made
in the price of wages:" and this he proposes

to eft'ect by fixing the price of bread ; a plan

too chiii;ericai, as it seems to us, to deserve

notice. Again he says, " It mattered not

whether prices were high or low, provided

that a proportion between prices and pay-
ments were equally sustained.'' So say we.
Such was the opinion of Earl Grey's admin-
istration,—such was the opinion of Sir R.
Peel's,—and such is the opinion of the pre-

sent administration. Why, then, does not

his Lordship direct his energies to the attain-

ment of an object in which he would be sup-
ported by almost the whole body of agricul-

turists, and aided by the government of the

country, rather than waste his strength and
mislead those who place confidence in him,
by seeking to depreciate the currency, a mea-
sure in which he will be resisted by men of

all political creeds. And here we would in-

vite attention to the following able remarks
of Mr. R. Baker, of Writtle, made at the late

meeting of the Chelmsford Agricultural So-
ciety, where .332 agriculturists sat down to

dinner, and at which the Marquis of Chandos
was present ; he said

—

" I was looking' last night at an able report respect-

ing this county, which is not generally known, pub-
lished by \'ancouver in 1795. In that report he gives
a description of lands in this district—tlie average of
rent, the aggregate of the composition for tithe, and the
amount paid for poor-rate, together with the price paid
for wages. lie omits nothing of this nature which can
throw light upon the matter. Now on referring to this

report, 1 find that the rents of that period averaged 1-ls

6d an acre

—

(Hear, hear, and cheers.) The tithe compo-
sition was 3s 6d, (Hear) and the poor-rates 4s upon the
rack rent. {Hear.) Now wliat was the situation of the

occui)iers of that period as compared with those of the
present time ? I will say that there has been an increase
of expenditure on landed property—and also an increase
in the expense attending the tithe impropriations : I
will give you 25 per cent, for that, which is more than
it will bear out. I will add 25 per cent, to all those
statements of Vancouver, and I ask you, tlien, has
rent descended to that principle 1 {Loud cheers and cries

of No') has the tithe descended to if! (Cheers.) That
the poor-rates cannot have done so I know, because
witli a diminished capital, instead of a diminished poor-
rate, we have had a licavdy increased charge of this

nature. {Hear, hear.) I say, as IMr. Disney said, that I

consider the poor-rates in the light of a public charity,
and therefore that the pul)lic purse ought to support
them. I say let them collect that rate in the shape of a
public tax, because every one in tiie State ougl.t to

bear his fair share of that impost, which is not ttie case
now. I say, too, that it is the duty of the landlord to

reduce his rents to the standard of 1795. (Loud cheering.)

That it is the duty of the tithe impropriator also to re-

duce his tithes to thesame level {continued cheering) ; I

say it is the duty of the occupier to reduce liis expendi-
ture to the same sum as it stood to that period.
{Cheers.) And I say it is the duty of the labourer to

reduce his wages to tlie standard of that period also.

When you have tried this, then I say in addition go to

Parliament and ask them to give you relief. {Loud
cheers.)

The advocacy of relief by reduction of bur-
thens is not confined to the Chelmsford meet-
ing ; there were many who dined at the Free-
masons Tavern, on Tuesday last, after the

formation of tl e Central Society, who, had
they possessed the flow of language which
nature has given to some of the most zealous
advocates of a depreciated currency, would
have given expression to opinions of an oppo-
site character. We wish that every individual

deputed by the local associations to attend
that meeting had declared his sentiments a.s

boldly as Mr. Wilson, of Allerton Hall, who
was deputed from the Leicestershire Agricul-
tural Societ}'. We took a short note of his

observations, which, although they may not
be literally, will be found substantially cor-

rect. They were as follows :

—

" After the eloquent address we have just heard, it

may appear presumptuous in so humble an individual

as myself to oflFer any remarks, but I feel I should be
wanting in that manliness which has been so highly

eulogised by the honourable gentleman who has just
sat down ; I should be wanting in duty to that large
and most respectable body of men, who have done me
the honour of sending me to represent their opinions
on the present occasion, if in paying my tribute of
thanks to the gentlemen who have so ably contributed
to the formation of this Society, and in expressing my
gratification at the splendid elocjueuce I have heard, in

advocating so good a cause, I did not express the re-

gret I feel, a regret which I know will be deeply felt

by many in the county from which I come, that that
eloquence was almost exclusively confined to the ques-
tion of the currency. Fearing it should go out to the
public at large that this Central Board of Agriculture
considered that the only object it had in view—the
only means which the Agriculturist had to look for

relief, we, gentlemen, conceive that question is more
properly the subject of enquiry of Parliament, and in

its hands would leave it. There are other subjects, and
those of much importance, well fitted to their labours,
to which they will pay attention ;—such as examining
the Fiscal regulations which materially atfect the Lau-
ded Interest—examining what effect the importation
of hides and tallow has upon tlie Home produce— ex-
plaining the Local burdens which press more or less

heavily in different districts ; such for instance as the
County Kate, which in Leicestershire, as appears from
late Returns, amounts to 10S,.'i30/. 3s. on the land,
while 783/. 2s. only is upon Mills and Factories. If
this were all, it would be too insignificant to complain
of ; the same principle affects us more grievously in

the Poor Rate,—for instance, in 24 parishes, in one
county, containing above 44,000 acres—in a popu-
lation of 3513, 1121 only are agricultural. I must
apologize for intruding so long, but could not re-

frain from attempting, however feebly, to counter-
act an impression from going abroad that might
be prejudicial to this Society. I must congratulate
the Meeting on its establishment this day ; I trust
it will be countenanced, and its usefulness extended
from one end of the kingdom to the other. Let us
go on in the good work we have begun. Let us not
rest until we have procured that relief which is justly

oui- due, that protection we freely yield to all other

classes. Let it be borne in mind|we seek none but that
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which IS in proporiion to the burdens we bear, and is

consistent with the welfare and prosperity of all other
interests.

Lord Wynford was of opinion that altering

"the currency was the lirst or proximate
cause of agricultural distress, yet he believed

t/iat that distress tvoidd have ultimately arisen,

even although the currency had never been al-

tered." Lord Teynhani thought that " one
cause of agricultural distress was the increased
importation of produce fioni Ireland." It is

a remarkable circumstance, that of about 3o
members of Parliament who were known to

liave promised their support before the meet-
ing of Tuesday last took place, 28 voted for

Mr. Cayley's motion on the currency in the
last session of Parliament.

In making these observations, which may not
be in accordance with the sentiments of many
of our readers, we are actuated by noollicr mo-
tives than that of preventing grievous disap-
pointment which the tenant farmers must feel,

if, by the mistaken course of their leaders, the

next session should be lost in useless investi-

gation and idle discussion, and at the end of
anotiier year they should lind themselves in
no better situation than they now stand. We
say reduce rents and burthens of every descrip-

tion to the level of prices, and tenants will not

complain.

ON THE CONVERSION OF FOREIGN
WHEAT IN BOND INTO FLOUR.

(Trom the Public Ledger.)

In the city article of yesterday's Times we find

some observations respecting the conversion into

flour of the foreign wlieat now in bond, on wliich we
deem it necessary to offer a (ev,- comments. We
sljouhl have had more pleasure in recurring to the

subject if our contemporary had at once taken what
we consider to be the only equitable vie^- of the

question, and had given his powerful aid in promo-
tion of the plan suggested ; although nothing can be
fairer than the manner in which the objectionsto the

proposal are put by him. The Times says :

—

" The plan which the Government is said to have in

contemplation for allowing" foreign wheat to be taken
out of bond for the purpose of Ijcing ground into Hour
is the subject of much discussion in the corn and flour

trades. An argument in favour of the plan has already
been made ])ublic, and it seems but fair, therefore, to

state t]ie reasons wliich are urged in the trade against
it. 'J'lieir main ground appears to be the gross frauds
whicli would be practicable under it, and the persua-
sion that the ]ilan could not be carried into effect with-
out (h'triment to those interests which the corn laws de-
signed to protect.

" Tliere are, it is said, 500,000 quarters of wheat
now lying in bonil in London which can find no mar-
ket, and it is therefore proposed, by tlie supporters of
the measure, to get vld of it l;y converting it into flour

and biscuit, cxpecliufi' that purchasers for exportation
will be foiuid for it, releasing thereby the amount of

capital now lockal uj), whicli could be devoted to other

purjxises, givinfrpj'ofituble employment to millers and
bi'^cuit-bakcrs, and enabling the supply trade of those

articles to be carried on direct from hence with New-
foundland and other places.
" fhe obiectors, in answer to tiiis, say that these an-

tii-ipations are fallacious, as the continental markets

could not be undersold. The fishery colonies, it is

stated, are supplied now, as they have been for many
years, from the north of I^urope, chiefly from Ham-
burgh. What is there, then, they ask, in the proposed
plan, to warrant the expectation that those supplies can
be offered on more favourable terms in London than
they have hitherto been obtained at Hamburgh and
elsewhere? To the original cost of the wheat from
which the flour and biscuit is to be made must be added,
it is argued in continuation, the freight and charges,

and the greater exxtense of making the biscuit here than
in Hamburgh—about 15 per cent, on the value of the
article; all which additional items must be incurred
without any advantages to the buyer to counterbalance
it. The merchants chiefly connected with Newfound-
land despatch their vessels, it is said, from Dorsetshire

and Devonshire by the north passage, that they may
call at Hamburgh, and there take in the requisite sup-
plies ; not only biscuit and flour, but beef and pork,
which are there obtained at very low prices."

We have so often shown how easily fraud may be
guarded against, in carrying out the plan, that it is

not worth while to repeat our observations on that

point, especially as our contemporary does not go
into it on the part of the objectors. It is no beg-

ging of the question, therefore, to assume that the

conversion and shipment can take place without any
fraud on the agriculturists of this country. This
being granted, the question of remuneration to the

propietors of bonded wlieat, after the grain has been
converted into flour, or biscuit, for exportation, is

one affecting them. If they see their way clear in

obtaining a market, of what value are the opinions of
those who think differently ? It is the capital of the

proposers, and not of the objectors to the plan, that

would be risked in the adventure.

But these objections, worthless in application,

are not even valid in themselves. In the first place,

if it were a question of competition—which it is not

— it must be obvious that mucli time and money
would be saved by the importation of wheat, in large

quantities, from Dantzic, and other places, and then

rnaufacturing it in England for exportation to the

colonial fisberies, in the vessels employed in the

Newfoundland and neighbouring trade, instead of

sending those vessels to Hamburgh for their sup-

plies. And this we have on several occasions de-

clared to be the case, without having had our state-

ment impugned in a single instance. We speak

with a perfect knowledge of the subject when we
again declare, that the merchants connected with the

iVowfouudland trade in Devonshire, Dorsetshire, and
elsewhere, would infinitely prefer the victualling of

their vessels at home, if they could use lionded

wheat, to despatching them via Hamburgh ; notwith-

standing the collateral advantages obtained by their

purchasing other stores, besides provisions, at Ham-
burgh, to the general detriment of the English ship-

chandler, and the tradesmen from whom he receives

Ills supplies. Are the "objectors" agriculturists 1

If so, bow can they be so blind as not to perceive

that, if these vessels took in stores of flour and bread

in England, tliey would complete their victualling of

beef, pork, butter, ike, from British produce also ?

Thus, then, we meet the objections oftered, before

giving a reason that, if nee''ed, would outweigh all

opposition to the proposed plan. Wliich is, that the

holders of bonded wheat have no choice— if the

question of competition were really one of any value

they have no choice in the matter— for the grain iu

bond, placed there, much of it four or five years

since, at a cost of about a million sterling, is abso-

lutely decaying iu the warehouses. It has already

deteriorated iri value to an immense amount, and if

not speedily used will be only fit for swine.
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THE AGRICULTURISTS.

(From the Standard).

When last Ireating of the ag-ricultural question,

we mentioned that "the greuter breadth of land,

•which, according to Lord Fitzwilliam's statement,

has been laid under grain, is at once a proof and a

promoting cause of agricultural distress. It is proof

how little the subject is understood, even by the

most intelligent, that the Tines actually uses the

fact allegedly Lord Fitzwilliam, and, we believe,

truly alleged, as an argument on the other side

—

" Yet are there some difficulties to be cleared away
upon this question, before we can satisfy ourselves

thoroughly as to the truth even of this postulatum of

the agricultural writers. If farm produce has of late

years not fetched remunerating prices, how conies it

that, according to Lord Fitzwilliam, a greater breadth
of sod has during that period of constantly accumulat-
ing complaint been brought under the plough than
formerly 1 They surely will not tell us that the prospect

of loss was what induced the farmer to extend his ope-
rations over a larger, and therefore (had his complaints

and those of his landlord been strictly true) a more
losing, surface. If increased cultivation has not been
stimulated by a remunerating price, what, we ask, is

there which can have caused it 1"

The question of the Times can be easily answered
—necessity. The farmer is in a very different position

from any other tradesman ; he cannot, when profits

fail to remunerate, invest his capital in stock for a

few months, and retire into ready-furnished lodgings.

He has not a capital which eats nothing, and wliich,

if it does not afford some interest, at least

makes no demand upon his pocket. The far-

mer cannot retire from his farm, as the manufac-
turer may from bis manufactory. Whether he cul-

tivate, or do not cultivate, he must pay rent for the

land to which he is legally wedded as it were " for

better, for worse," " for richer, for poorer." He
must pay rates, he must pay taxes ; he must feed the,

stock in which the greater part of his capital is in-

vested ; he must keep in repair those frail farm
buildings and frail instruments of agriculture,

which absorb the rest of his capital. Nay, if he
will not, by employing them, i'eed his labourers,

in his farm kitchen, or in their own cottages,

he must feed them in the workhouse. He cannot
hand them over to the manufacturer, as the manu-
facturer is generally kind enough to hand over his

dismissed labourers to the farmer. The mistake of
the Times consists in supposing that men never toil

except for a profit, 'J'his, however, is by no means
the case. Men are often placed in such unhappy
circumstances, that tlieir best hope is not to realize

a profit, but to render their loss the least possible
;

and this is precisely the condition of the Englisii far-

mers. They have employed the most extraordinary
exertions to make good, in quantity ot jiroduce, tlie

diminution of its value in the market ; and one of the
means first employed, with tljat object, has been to

strain the use of their capital to the utmost, by-

bringing into cultivation, with a view to the market,
every acre previously reserved for luxury, or enjoy-
ment, or domestic use ; and it is in tiiis way that the
breadth of arable land has been increased, and, we
believe, in this way only.

ft is another proof how little this subject is gene-
rally understood, that men actually believe the new
Poor Law Bill to be a benefit to the agriculturists.
We must, indeed, acquit tlie Times, which has nobly
stood forward for the poor, of any participation in
this error > but other honest and intelligent writers

have lapsed into it. We are of opinion that the

mischief of the Poor Laws' Bill already works
against the agriculturists to an extent ill compen-
sated by any diminution of rates ; and we are per-

suaded that if the bill be persevered in, in the spirit

in which it has been liitherto applied, sooner or later

it will leave the land of England not worth cultivat-

ing, even at a bounty. The awfully increasing dis-

proportion between the rich and poor is a prime ele-

ment in the distress of the agriculturists ; and what-
ever tends to aggravate that aisproportion, will infi-

nitely add to the farmer's distress. Adam Smith
says, that a fifth of produce added to, oi' taken

from, t!ie market, will diminish prices one-half, or

double them, as the case may be. Now, the pro-

fessed effect of the New Poor Laws in promoting
economy among the middle and lower classes, will

not be confined to the diminution of one-fiftli of con-

sumption, probably not to one-half of the consump-
tion of these classes. We have been informed by an
intelligent baker, wlio has resided for twenty-five

years in what may be called an average part of Lon-
don, whose bread has lost nothing of its excellence,

who has had no quarrel with his customers, and no
new rival in his neighbourhood that, notwithstand-

ing a considerable increase in the population—not-

withstanding the present low prices of all kinds of

grain, and the general activity of trade—his busi-

ness has fallen off full twenty per cent, since the

passing of the New Poor Law Bill. The baker in

question supplied no parochial establishment ; and
when questioned how could the New Poor Law
afiect his business 1 replied, that many of his

customers, and some of them who wore good
clothes, too, were so frightened at the prospect of
being starved outright in a workhouse-gaol, that they
began to half starve themselves at home. Families,

he said, of six persons, husband, wife, and children,

that used to buy their ten quartern loaves a-week,
did not now take five. But this is a view of the sub-
ject wliich we have not room to prosecute to-day

;

but we earnestly recommend it to the friends of tlie

agriculturists. By bringing down the dietary of the

people—by starving two or three millions of their

countrymen, the landlords and farmers Avill starve

themselves. It is a melancholy consolation that all

these contrivances to widen the disproportion be-
tween the rich and poor, will, assuredly, and b) an

eternal law of nature, lead to a convulsion, in which
all property will be swallowed up

,

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

(From the Morning Herald.J

We cannot think that those persons are the real

friends to the suffering farmers of England who in-

sist ujioii the currency question being so mixed up
with that of agricultural distress, that the latter

ought not to be presented to the consideration of
parliament unless in connection with the former.

Our own opinions upon the consequences of the

alteration in the currency effected by the bill of 1819,
have been too often repeated not to be well known.
We have seen no reason to change that opinion ; but
we are equally well convinced that to obtain a fa-

vourable hearing in parliament to the claims of the

agriculturis s, it is necessary that the question of

agricultural distress should be placed before the

legislature on its own merits, and not identified

with another question, which can only tend to di-

vide the farmers' friends and gave a triumph to their

common enemy.
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Judg-ing from some of the recent proceedings i»

agricultural societies at Aylesbury and elsewhere,

we are disposed to think that some emissaries of the

government liave got into those societies, for tlie

purpose of breaking up the strength of the agricul-

tural interests by sowing dissension among them.

The Marquis of Chandos has, on more than one oc-

casion, lately advised tlie advocates of agricultural

relief to avoid the fatal error of blending the two
questions ; for nothing can be more certain tban tli;it

any such attempt must lead to the failure of the in-

tended application for legislative inquiry and relief.

At a recent meeting his lordship expressed his great

anxiety that the meeting then assembled, and all

others coming in contact with any deputations from
associations of other counties, should strictly confine

themselves to the question of agricultural distress,

and not mix up tliat question with that of the alter-

ation of tlie currency. " If the currency ques-

tion," he emphatically added, " were mixed up with

that of agricultural distress, he felt convinced that

the consequences would be a total defeat in the

House of Commons."
The union of these two questions will, indeed, be

the disunion of the friends of the farming interests.

We before adverted to the example of this which
was afforded by Mr. Cayley's motion of last Session

—a motion which, by blending currency and corn,

divided the Conservatives, and gave to the un-

patriotic enemies of the British plough a decided

triumph.

Let, then, the friends of the farming interests

profit by experience. Let them rally with a common
watch-word round a common banner, and let them
not, like the theologians of Antioch, be employed in

discussing abstract questions, and refining upon theo-

retic subtleties, wliile the battering-ram of the enemy
is thundering at the gates-

The noble lord, to whose opinions upon this sub-

ject we have already alluded, proposes what we
think all reasonable persons must consider the pru-

dent and proper mode of proceeding. He proposes

to move for a select committee to inquire into the

causes of agricultuial distress with a view to a

remedy. If that motion be carried, as we have no

doubt it will, unless the question of the cur-

rency be mixed up with it, then it follows that an

opportunity will be given to examine evidence as to

the effects which the bill of 1819 may have had in

lowering prices, and thereby contributing to bring

about the present state of unexampled agricultural

distress. If there are other causes they will also be

inquired into ; and if, upon full and fair investiga-

tion, it should unhappily appear that the distress is

of such anatureas that parliament cannot give it any
effectual relief, at all events the real state of the case

will have been demonstrated, and the legislature will

have relieved itself from the serious charge of being

indifferent to the sufferings and evincing a callous

contempt for the prayers of a large and most valua-

ble portion of his Majesty's subjects.

THE AGRICULTURISTS.

(From the Norwich Mercury.')

We would especially point the attention of the

occupiers of land to the letter signed J. S. which

appears in our Journal to-day. We agree with our

correspondent in the belief tliat the most intelligent,

and indeed the great majoi ity of the farners are not

so lost to their real interests as to bo deluded by the

bubble of the currency. Their trade is simply af-

fected by the two principles—demand and supply

;

their only protection against the evil they are suffer-
ing is an adequate reduction of rent, tithe, and taxes.
The other expences, seed-corn, labour, and trades-
men's bills fall with the price of their commodity.
Establish the power of growing with a sufficient

profit above the outlay

—

lohich is only to be done by
climinishing the outlay—and the trade will then stand
upon the same foundation that all other trades are
placed. As it is, they have been and are now the
victims of a falsely so called system of protection, yet
which they have all along been trained on to expect
an average rate which has rarely been reached and,
never supported, and to which their expences have
been thus screwed up. In this simple but clear and
true statement lies the whole question. The wisest
men among them see this—and to those who do not
fact and experience have afforded no instruction.

If any journal in the kingdom has a right to the
title of the Farmers' Friend, it is our own. We may
honestly boast that we have written more and taken
more pains to elucidate every question connected
with agriculture since 1813 than any other, scarcely
excepting those who devote their pages wholly to
agricultural reports. AVe once more then, urge the
tenantry to consider what they have gained by com-
mittees and delegates from Mr. Webb Hall's abortive
association scheme, down to the " agitation" project
which is now on foot. In tiieir present depressed
circumstances a false light, which has led them on
in hopes of relief from extraneous quarters, when
the r ght road lay in an opposite direction. A new
species of delusion is just now beginning. The
writers of agricultural reports are endeavourino- to
circulate the belief that from the consumption of
wheat in other ways than the subsistence of men,
owing to its cheapness, the surplus will be absorbed
and prices rise before the next harvest. This may
possibly happen, but we rather suspect it is only a
part of the same juggle to draw the attention of the
himer from lessening his expences to the hopeof hio-her
prices. Let him look to Earl Fitzwilliam's unan-
swerable statement on this head for an answer to the
fallacy. If prices rise, the warehouses will open
and foreign grain beat down the price of the home
growth. And this effect must always follow, for the
instant the high price brings into action the low
duty, the supply will exceed the demand. It has
been shown a hundred and a hundred times that such
must be—observe, must be—the inevitable result

;

and thus it is that protective laws become no protec-
tion at all.

The bitterest enemies of the landed interest, and
of the farmer more especially, are those who would
call off his attention from these truths, and set his
mind and money gadding after committees of delega-
tion and inquiry. All inquiry is satisfied by the fact
that the kingdom has been supplied, and more than
supplied, by its own growth and the growth of Ire-
land and the Colonies for the last three or four fair

reasons. This is the truth, the whole truth, and no
selief—no effectual relief—can he had but from di-
minution of rent, tithe, and taxes.

THE CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

(From the Standard.)

Whatever difference of opinion, and it must be
slight if any, can exist, as to the proceedings at the
agricultural meeting yesterday, every friend of the
Uritish farmer must rejoice that a general association
has at length been formed, and that it is determined
to press an inquiry upon the legislature.
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TURF INTELLIGENCE,

It is commonl}' remarked, that racing is a

genuine English amusement, and this generally

and justly received opinion might have been ex-

tended so as to embrace whatever relates to the

horse in form and manner ; for, although the at-

tention of the breeders of this country has been

mainly directed to the saddle and the harness

horse, j'et our heavy draught horses, though sus-

ceptible of great improvement, are superior to those

of any other countr3\ It is true, tie persevering

Bake\vell, to whom the English farmer is originally

indebted for the present improved state of his

stock, committed an unfortunate mistake when he

imported the huge Norman marsh horse for the

improvement of the Leicestershire breed ; it was
an error in judgment; which, however, proved

his ignorance of the physiology of the animal

whose valuable qualities he was anxious to in-

crease. Rlr. Bakewell was evidently unacquainted

with the nature of the bone, tendon, and muscle

of the varieties of the tribe ; he was not aware,

that, even in regard to mere bulk, to leave solidity

out of the question, the leg bone of the thorough-

bred was superior to that of the dray horse. We
are of opinion, there is not a brewer's horse to be

found whose bone below the knee would measure

so much as the same part in his Majesty's horse.

The Colonel, Mr. Theobald's Laurel, Sir T. Stan-

ley's Battledore, or Mr. Batson's Plenipo. How-
ever, we will leave the farmer to the improvement
of cattle for heavy draught, while we take a review

of the subject more immediately the object of our

miscellany.

That like produces like is a generally admitted
axiom, the truth of which is borne out by the evi-

dence of facts ; thus the Amei'icans evince as
ardent an attachment to whatever relates to the
horse as their English progenitors ; and, although
for reasons too obvious to need enumeration in
this place, they have not yet equalled the English
racer, or brought the various ramifications of the
Turf to that degree of perfection which charac-
terizes its various departments in this country, they
have made rapid strides in the progress of improve-
ment, and have been successful in producing a
sort of horses, which, in that almost everlasting
pace, the trot, leaves those of every other country
at an immeasurable distance. This perfection in
the trot has not been attained so much by the
kind of horse used for the purpose, as to the mode
of his education ; from the time the young animal
is handled, he is subjected to this pace, and not
being allowed to gallop, the trot becomes so ha-
bitual, that if urged to greater speed, he endea-
vours to increase this pace, but never breaks
from it.

Since the peace, wliich put a period to the most
obstinate and bloody war which ever desolated

EurojJC, the intercourse of the natives of England
and France has been more cordial, and friendship

more sinceicly cultivated, than at any former pe-

riod ; and to this circumstance may be attributed

that partial or local zest for racing, which has
been lately manifested on the other side of the

Channel. However, the taste of the two countries

is essentially different ; and as it has hitherto been
found impossible to induce the French to adopt
the English style of pursuing the fox, we are of

opinion, notwithstandingpresent appearances, that,

should any circumstance transpire to induce the

numerous English residents to leave that country,
horse racing would entirely fade away.

In the present dull and languid state of racing af-

fairs, owing to the intervention of winter, and other

causes which wc noticed in our preceding publica-

tion, we may at least discuss suggested improve-
ments, if we shoidd not succeed in prevailing upon
those more dee])ly interested in Turf affairs than
ourselves to adopt them.
We have repeatedly stated it as our opinion that

the racer is brought upon the Turf at too early a
period of life ; and we may here observe that,

owing to the premature exertions to which he be-

comes thus subjected, he is often driven from it

before he has attained maturity—frequently so

shattered as to be rendered useless or of trifling

value ever afterwards. If what may be called the
trading part of the Turf are determined to per-
severe in this pernicious system, what possible ob-
jection can be offered to the provision of good
stakes for racers beyond the age of three years ?

The most important stakes in the country, parti-

cularly the Derby, the Oaks, and the Doncaster
St. Leger, are specifically appointed for three-year-

olds ; and the superior competitors in these races,

are afterwards excluded from any si)]endid prizes

if we except a few of the Cups, most of which,
however, are handicapped, and a superior horse
thus deprived of his fair and legitimate pretensions.

It may be remarked, that a horse of well-known
and acknowledged superiority, would run away with
every thing, if some means were not adopted for

counteracting his superior powers ; but, as these

are generally over-rated in the handicap, a grievous
punishment is inflicted on a noble animal merely
on account of his excellent qualities. Surely a
more eligible method might be adopted in the ma-
nagement of these matters than that so commonly
resorted to at the present moment. But, above
all, why not provide good stakes for horses beyond
the age of three years ; such a system would not
operate injuriously on the present three-year old
stakes, but would increase the interest of the race
course, and most likely prevent many good horses
from retiring so early from the active operations
of the Turf. Plenipo and Queen of Trumps,—are
they to be broken down by unreasonable weight,
or abandon a calling in which they have so pre-
eminently distinguished themselves ?

Printed bi/ Joseph Rogerson, 24. J^orfolk'itreet, Strand, liondon.
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THE PLATE.
MR. S. GRANTHAM'S PRIZE SOUTH-DOWN WETHERS.

These tlireo beantiful sheep, thirty-two months' old, bred by Mr. Grantham, of StoneUam, near Lcwcs, were exhibited

at til" Smitlilield Show, on the 14th of December last, for which he obtained thrkk prizes, namely, the tirst premium of ten

sovereigns, as the feeder; a Silver Medal, as the breeder; and the gold medal, as beini; the best pen of South-Down sheep

in the exhibition. The beautiful symmetry of these, sheep, and the excellence of their breeil, was the subject of universal

admiration.—They were slaughtere.l bv .^Ir. Giblet, of Bond Street, and weighed. No. 1, twenty-one stone; No. 2, twenty

stone six pounds; No.' '.i, twenty stone three pounds —Mr. Grantham's stuck is of the very lirst class, and held in the' highest

estimation : he has now found it necessary to have a public day for letting, as his' tups are eagerly sought after by tlie lirst

agriculturists in the kingdom ; they may be seen from July till tlit end of September.

ORIGINAL LETTERS.

No. IX.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE REPORT OF
THE POOR LAW COMMISSIONERH
— (Continued.)

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FAHMER's MAGAZINE.

Sir,— I left my last observations on the report

of the Poor Law Commissioners, at the evidence
of,the master of Aylesbury work- house, whose
evidence it seems respecting old Erlttrand old

Hearn was made a strong-hold by the commission-
ers in justification of the separatioii of old and in-

firm married paupers. The commissioners then go
on to cite a passage from the report of Mr. Hawley
(an assistant comniissioner) in favour of their own
views on this subject, and which may have been,

and undoubtedly it •was, quite conclusive to the

minds of the commissioners, but I must think they

go a little too far in accusing those who hajjpen to

differ from them on this principle, of being ill-in-

formed persons. People who live in glass houses
should certainly discourage the practice of throw-

ing stones, instead of being found among the first

to adopt this resource, either as a means of de-

fence or recreation.

In my former letter my objections to the pro-
ceedings of the commissioners as regarded the
workhouse arrangements, related entirely to the

treatment of the adult paupers, and as, since I

wrote that letter, I have had several opportunities
of ascertaining the treatment exercised towards
the pauper children in a neighbouring union, and
as I have derived unmeasured satisfaction from
the arrangements of that department, it would, I

feel, be disengenuous on my part if I did not men-
tion the great object attained by the poor law
amendment bill, in respect of the moral education
of the young, and tlie decided advantage it derives
from a comparison with the former state of things.

The work-hnusc to which I now allude was origin-

ally built by three adioining parishes, for their

mutual accomodation .md benefit, and was regu-
laterl nnder Gilbert's Act, up to the time of the i)ass

ing of the amendment hill, when the old union
was dissolved, and the three [larishes became united
v^rith about thirty other parishes, and then this

house was selected as the receptacle for the infant

paupers. Now, diuiiig the existence of the abuses
of the old poor law system, a cirmunstance oc-

curred to me connected with the work-honse 1

have just mentioned, which I shall now relate for

the purpose of illustrating the evils of that system,

both as regards the neglect of the children, and
the extensive means of provision it occasioned for

the destitute. In the autumn of 1832 I had an ap-

plication from the governor of the above work-
house, to purchase a horse which I had offered for

sale, and the price I asked for the nag was twelve

pounds, which his Excellency seemed to think was
a little too much money. At that time it happened
that I wanted a boy to drive plough, and as I knew
he had one among his household that would do
for my purpose, I made him the offer that this boy
should come and work out the mare. This offer

was immediately accepted—my mare went to the

work-house, and the work-house boy came every

morning to my farm, according to the agreement
for three shillings a week, and this three shillings

a week vms consequently paid to the governor for the

boy's board in addition tn three other sMllings a week
paid by the parish to ivhich the boy belonged. It is

true that in order to avoid this sort of traffic in

labour, that the three parishes which belonged to

the house had a standing rule, that no labour was
to be so supplied to either of the united parishes,

but as the parish in which I live did not happen to

belong to this union, it did not, of course, come
within this restriction. The above is not an iso-

lated instance of the destructive system—hundreds

of similar cases at that time of the day were to be

met with. But now for the boy himself. He was
an illegitimate child, and had been born and bred

in this work-house. At that time he was about

sixteen years of age. He did not know a letter of

the alphabet, neither did he know even a word of

the Lord's prayer ; he was well fed and determin-

edly lazy, and I have since ascertained that he was
in the habit of amusing my other lads and boys

with stories of the most disgusting nature, of oc-

currences in which he was a party concerned at

the work house; and I do regret, (because I should

like to edify the sticklers for a continuance of the

old work-house system,) that common morality

prevents me more miiuitely mentioning this poor

boy's revolting narratives. Now let us contrast

the moral condition of this boy with the children

I have lately had the pleasure of seeing at this

house. I have on more than one occasion ex-

amined them in their religious instructions, and
not oidy do they know the Lord's prayer, of which
my poor workhouse boy at the age of fifteen did

H
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not know one wonl, but on my putting to them
the |)nnei|)al and leading questions from the crea-

tion of the world, and even to the death of Moses,
and the accession of Joshua, I did not fail in any
one instance of obtaining a correct and reasonable

answer from one or the other of the class, which
consisted of about twenty boys, of from ten to thir-

teen years of age.

It must, however, be quite unnecessary to pro-

ceed with this comparison—no reasonable j)erson

can doubt for a moment the improvement effected

by the amendment bill in this department, and
future generations will bless the day when the

cultivation of the human mind was extended to

the pauper children of the community.
In mentioning the expedient of migrating

families of labourers from the southern agricul-

tural districts to the northern manufacturing
towns, the commissioners call the attention of the

Secretary of State to the steps they have taken to

forward this object. These proceedings appear to

have been conducted alike with discretion and
zeal, and not only have the commissioners fully

established the fact, that the manufacturing towns
do at this moment furnish a ready market for a

considerable additional supply of labour, but from
the information they have obtained, and published,

they have also excited a spirit of enterprise for

this undertaking. The guardians of an union in

this part of the world adopted a capital plan in

this respect. They selected an active and intelli-

gent labourer from one of the parishes belonging
to the union and sent him to Manchester in order

to ascertain if there was employment to be found,

at what rate of wages, and to inform himself of all

matters relating to such an enquiry. 'ITie result was,

the man returned fully impressed with theconviction

that there was plenty of work, and of such a nature

that an agricultural labourer would find no diffi-

culty in turning his hand to, and at wages much
higher than those paid by the farmers. This man
with his family has since gone off to Manehester

;

some of his friends intend to join him in the

spring, and many others are anxious to be afforded

the means to make the same experiment, and I

have no doubt that this new market for labour

will eventually absorb a great portion of the sur-

plus supply of that commodity in the overpopulat-

ed agricultural districts.

The successful issue of this attempt is to be at-

tributed to the good management with which it

was conducted. Had a cart load of paupers been
sent off to Lancashire, and turned out in the High-
street of some large mannfacturingtown to provide

work for themselves, without the means of sub-

sisting until work could have been obtained, the

probability is, that they would have been speedily

reduced to indigence and want, and consequently

immediately would have proceeded to beg their way
Jjack to their parish, where their " tale of woe"
would have been sufficient to prevent any others

from making a like attempt. After having dis-

posed of the subject of migratiom to the manufac-
turing districts, the commissioners mention the

more serious undertaking of Foreign or Colonial

emigration, on the principle of which they do not

seem to entertain a very favourable opinion, and
they publish a table which they truly state " dis-

plays the very small extent to which parishes have
resorted to this provision." Now the com-
missioners do not mention the circumstance of

their refusing all assistance to parishes where the

paupers were desirous to emigrate to the United
States. I have not the means ofknowing how exten-
sively this fact operated to discourage Foreign I

emigration, but in a parish which adjoins that in
which 1 live, and which parish I find mentioned
in the table I have above alluded to, as having applied
to the commissioners for their assistance to send
twelve persons to Canada, did, I know, apply for

for aid to send nearly thirty to New York, but
when for this destination the commissioners re-

fused assistance, the paupers themselves, with the
exception of twelve,—declined leaving home for an
English colony.
The policy of this proceeding on the part of the

commissioners, opens a wide field for difference

of opinion. For my own part I confess I cannot
make the distinction, and it appears to me, if it

be ivise to encourage emigration to Canada, it must
be also right to facilitate this object to New York,
or elsewhere. There maybe numerous reasons why
the English government should prefer emigrants
proceeding to one of our own colonies, but if a

case should occur, (and such a case did happen in

the parish I have mentioned,) by which a number
of paupers being refused assistance to emigrate to

New York, as the only alternative of such a refusal

were to remain at home, I cannot perceive any
reason that would justify the accepting such an
alternative. I now come to the mention in the re-

port of that part of the amendment bill, on which
I have had more difficulty in forming an opinion

of my own, than I have had on any subject con-

nected with the principle of this bill. I mean the

bastardy clause.

I confess my opinion is entirely with the clause

as it originally stood in the bill— before the amend-
ment in the House of Lords—and I should now be
glad to see the statutory provisions repealed under
which proceedings may be taken by the parish

against the putative father. I know, a person

holding this opinion, may be much misrepresented,

and harshly dealt with, even by amiable and well-

disposed people. This is an unpleasant reflection,

for however irrmaterial a matter it may be to differ

in opinion with the thoughtless and the ignorant,

or to be attacked by the profligate and the vicious,

it is nevertheless a matter of deep regret to differ

with the enlightened and well-disposed, who per-

sist in regulating their opinions by an amiable

theory rather than by stern practical results.

What, I ask, has been the effect of the late bastar-

dy laws ? Increase of poverty, and increase of

crime, and a consequent defalcation of morality

and virtue—of continency and honour. Take a

single instance of betrayed confidence. Bring be-

fore you a ruined and forsaken female, and you
naturally forget the perverted principle which has

been mainly the means of herfall, and call only to

your mind the vile and heartless seducer, and the

strong and natural question which arises to you is,

" is this wretch to escape punishment, and to

avoid retribution, and is the betrayed and forsaken

to be left in poverty and in misery ? Who can
reply in the affirmative ? On the other hand
take a more extended view of the effect of the late

legal protection to the weaker sex. Deliberately

weigh the fact that seventy-five out of every hun-
dred marriages in the lower walks of life, under
this system have been compulsory, arising from
fornication ; and think on the circumstance that

the twenty-five (out of every hundred; forsaken

owe their fall from virtue to example, created by,

and hope of, gettingmarried, arising out of, the lia-

bility of the seducer to support the offspring; and
also bear in mind that the seventy-five marriages

being compulsory, are generally imprudent and un-
happy.
Ought not a principle so destructive to be destroy-
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ed ? Who can reply in the negative ? If we allow

our feelings of sympathy to protect the weaker and
to follow with retribution of this sort the stronger
offender, as the means of preventing this prevail-

ing crime, we shall assuredly grasp at the shadow,
but if the course is followed to which reason points

as the real means of prevention, and which certainly

appears to me to be found in the original clause of

the bill, we shall truly then deal with the substance

of the evil. Cases of hardship will undoubtedly
at first appear, instances of depravity and suffer-

ing may come within our knowledge, which may
for the moment cause us to doubt the justice and
wisdom of a proceeding which has been adopted in

our minds after the most confirmed reflection
;

but let the principle be followed, harsh as it may
seem—neither looking to the right hand or to the
left, and it will be at no protracted date that we
shall have the satisfaction of being convinced that

we aie pursuing the right course, and the instances
of evil ('which will immediately arise out of the
pursuit, to virtue, j and without which no good
and moral object can be again attained, will be-

come less and less. In conclusion, of these obser-
vations on the above subject, the commissioners
add, " it appears to be commonly overlooked in

the complaints on this subject, that for the injury
of seduction, the courts of law afford a remedy;
and to any objection which might be made, that
this remedy is too costly, or is otherwise out of the
reach of the poor, we submit that the proper re-

medial course of legislation, would be to render
justice, dispensed by proper judicial functionaries,
accessible to the poorest classes of the community."
The force and desirableness of this last suggestion,
must, I think, be admitted by all. Under existing
circumstances it would be an insult to feelings al-

ready outraged, to point out to a betrayed and
poor female the protection a court of law would
afford her,—such a protection would be about as

accessible to her circumstances, as the shores of
Great Britain were accessible to the power ofNapo-
leon Buonaparte, and consequently it would be a
most barbarous enactment to remove one tittle of
the present liability of the seducer, before a remedy
more severe in its nature . but different in form
and purpose, was provided for his punishment.
The last paragraph in the report is as follows

—

" In concluding this our first annual report, we beg
to assure your lordship that our labours are sus-
tained by an entire conviction that the act in every
main provision, will fulfil the beneficent intentions
of the legislature, and will conduce to elevate the
moral and social condition of the labouring classes,
and promote the welfare of all." Now, I do hope,
and believe, that the " tnain provisions" of the bill

can promote beneficent views, and elevate the
moral and social condition ofthe labourers,'" if they be
applied with humanity and discretion. But if

these provisions be placed in the hands of incon-
siderate and unfeeling men, if the immeyise power
which this bill confers on those who are selected
to administer its purposes, be perverted and abused,
cither by ignorant or unprincipled officers,—for
the effect to the community will be the same
whether the perversion arises from ignorance or
crime—then indeed may we apprehend the worst
of evils to follow. It is true we shall know the
quarter to look to for retribution, not to the legisla-

ture, but to its servants. And on the other hand
if the purpose of thebill succeed, and if it be mildly
w«ef7 it will succeed, then, although the nation will

acknowldege the wisdom of the legislature in ad-
dopting such means as the occasion required, will

nevertheless turn with feelings of gratitude and

pride to those men who from their sagacity and
prudence, their honesty and undivided purpose, be-
came the instruments of its successful application.
There can be no doubt but that difficulties ofan ex-
treme nature will present themselves to all persons
in authority under this act, and motives, and con-
duct, even when regulated by strict humanity and
principle, will be misrepresented and traduced,
and that restrained vice and compelled industry
will be discontented and clamorous under their
new circumstances. Let, however, the remedy be
pursued, guided by the conviction that no injury
can equal that which is perpetrated feither by an
individual or a society of individuals) for the pur-
pose of breaking down aud subjugating the human
mind—or of robbing men of self reverence—or to
to attempt to bring them to a stand, more in fear of
outward authority, than of the awe that would be
created by the cultivating of reason and conscience
in the soul.

I am Sir, your obedient
and very humble servant,

Smsex, Jan. 5. AGRICULTOR.

No. X.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir,—I have been a constant reader of your va-
luable publication the Farmer's Magazine, and
have read many excellent letters on agricultural
distress, but have never been fortunate enough
to find one that could point out an efficient remedy
for our relief. The one I have just been perusing
is signed Q. E. D. That gentleman's letter goes to
prove, that it is rent that is a burden to the
farmer. I will grant that rent is a burden among
the many he has to contend with, yet it is not one
of any consequence when compared with labour

;

it is that in my humble opinion that oppresses us
so much. For instance, where I now reside, when
wheat was 80s per quarter we paid our labourers
15s per week and they were contented ; now
wheat is 40s per quarter we pay 12s, and in most
cases 13s (id. How does that agree ? we have but a
reduction of one-fifth on our greatest outlay, and
a reduction of one-half on our greatest produce

;

we know men must live, and they cannot live on
less than 12s as provisions now are, and support
a family

; yet if things are to continue as they
now are we must fail, that is certain. What is

then to become of the poor .' You may say there
are plenty more fools to take your business and
support them ; that is all very good, but men will

not continue to ruin themselves long with their
eyes open. For instance, one ofmy farms consists
of eighty acres of heavy land, on which I keep
four horses, and pay 18s per acre rent; last year I

sowed half with wheat which will produce me
more than 200 quarters ; 16 acres was clover, and
12 acres canary, and 1 could show you that I shall

notwithstanding this great crop, (for such I be-
lieve you will acknowledge it,) lose money. What
is the result } I must lay this land down and graze
it with sheep, and of course by that means throw
four or five men out of employ. Now if this sys-
tem is adopted throughout England, which I be-
lieve you will acknowledge is the most judicious,

what a burden of poor we shall have to maintain,
and of course the price of wool and mutton must
fall, and then we shall lose by feeding this land. If

then neither farming or grazing such land answers,
what is to be become of it ? and as a great part of
England consists of heavy land, and of course has

H 2
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its propoition of poor, they uuist starve or the

extra poor rales be put upon the good soils and
thus oppress the.ii. It you think this worthy an
answer you will oblige your'srespeetfully,

A KENTISH FARMER.

No. XI.

AGRICULTURAL SHOWS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

If an apology be deemed necessary for my ad-

dressing you, I presume I have only to state that I

am equally desirous with yourself to see the pros-

perity of the agricultural interest. In some late

numbers of your valuable periodical, I have read

very pleasing accounts of shows of agricul-

tural stock, and ijloughing matches in diflferent

places ; and feeling a conviction that exhibitions of

this nature have a bereficial influence on agricul-

ture, I beg to proprose one question. What are

the i)robable advantages, and what the effects on
the agricultural interest have periodical shows of

stock, ploughing matches &c.? I am living in a

county where we have nothing of the kind, but

am anxious to see one established. If you or one
of your correspondents would communicate his

sentiments in answer to the foregoing question,

I should be greatly obliged.

I am, Mr. Editor, your obedient servant,

A SUBSCRIBER.
Salop, Jan. 9, 1836.

wet and low land, sheep fed upon such land will

invariably take the rot. From an attentive con-

sideration of every circumstance, it is evident that

superabundant moisture of food is the real cause
of this disease ; and the only preventives are ab-

sorbents. The best absorbent is good grass or

clover hay, peas, or beans : these I tried with
success in the years 1829, 30, and 31, when several

of my neighbours lost the greater part of their

flocks. And I will venture to say that sheep will

remain sound on the wettest land and in the worst
of seasons, if taken up at night and fed with good
dry food.

I am not surprised at the author losing his sheep

after feeding them upon land which had been pre-

viously watered. The celebrated Mr. Bakewell
was of opinion, that after May-day he could com-
municate the rot at pleasure by flooding, and
afterwards stocking his land with sheep ; the

flooding and warm weather causing an abundant
and unsubstantial herbage. If the butter-cup was
the cause of the disease, it would occur every year,

whereas it never happens but in a wet and warm
season, except on land that has been artificially

flooded, or not judiciously laid dry.

I am not going to deny that sheep and other ani-

mals will eat earth, but when they do, it shows a

depraved appetite, and is a certain proof of the

presence of disease, which earth is sure to

increase.

If you think the above worthy to appear in your
useful Magazine, it is at your service.—I am, Sir,

your most obedient servant, J. H.
Manor-Farm, Bedfordshire.

No. XII.

ON ROT IN SHEEP.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—As your Magazine is taken in the neigh-

bourhood in which I reside, through my recom-
mendation, I naturally feel anxious that you
should maintain its reputation, which I consider

to be somewhat injured by your injudicious inser-

tion in your last number, of a letter " On Rot in

Sheep." The writer of that letter says, " it is

surely no longer believed that it is wet or cold

which affects the animal." And adds, " I am
inclined to believe that the butter-cup is the plant

which is the cause of the mischief;" and as a

remedy recommends " earth as good for sheep" ;

and thinks that he lost his sheep in 1833, which
he put into a field of old grass, which had been
previously watered, in not stocking the field suffi-

ciently ; thus by the length of the grass preventing

the sheep from getting at the worm casts or other

earth." He then very seriously goes on to speak
of hogs, and maintains that earth is good for them.
The author also recommends earth as necessary
for cattle and horses : indeed, it appears with him
to be a panacea for all diseases. I wonder he did

not go further, and recommend his readers to eat

earth, and bring forward, in proof of its efficacy,

the case of the natives of New Zealand, who
are said to eat earth to prevent the pangs of
hunger.
Now, as these remarks may probably mislead

the young and inexperienced agriculturist, I beg,

as a practical farmer and grazier, to give my opi-

nion of the cause, and to state what I have always
found to be a prevention of the rot in sheep.
"When the autumn is warm, sultry, and rainy,
causing a luxuriant and unsubstantial herbage on

No. XIII.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir,—I threatened you in ray last with another

infliction,—a few more observations from me upon
the subject of legislative measures for the relief of

agriculture.

On the propriety of interfering with the currency
as one of the means I expressed in my concluding
remarks, an opinion that it would be unadvisable.

,

Reflecting still further upon it, I am the more con-
firmed in that opinion. Some have named those who
advocate a change in the currency, " Currency Doc-
tors ;" I, however, shall not so term them, but only
beg leave to hint that there is a pretty decided im-
pression upon the minds of a very large majority of

influential men, that there has already been enough
of currency doctoring,—already enough of tamper-
ing with that which but few understand at all, and
which hardly any are able so to explain as to

definitely convey their meaning to others upon the

subject. To be sure the meaning of the gentlemen
who are now loud in their demands for a change is

pretty definitely evident ; they would depreciate the

currency, thereby hoping iu the same proportion to

raise the price of agricultural produce. In this,

however, 1 think they would in a very great measure
be deceived. They might be transientl)^ gratified by
a trifling- advance ; but a reaction would most likely

very shortly lake place, and leave them as they were.
And no wonder, the demand being an unnatural one,

not resulting from the actual wants of the commu-
nity. But suppose prices were actually raised

for a longer period than I deem possible (for they

could not be permanently advanced whilst we re-

main at peace with all the world, as at present),

what would be the consequence 7 In the like pro-
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portion that the cost of living would be enhanced,
just so much would the cost of manufactured articles

be enhanced, which the farmer must buy, (and where
would be his gain 1) or the manufacturer must fall

into distress for want of demand for his goods,
hands unemployed, and all the concomitant evils

following, which must then return upon the farmer,
and perhaps with twofold eifect,—prices reduced
again to the present rates now complained of, and those
prices paid in a depreciated currency

!

In short, common sense dictates that the price of
any article must be governed by the demand, that

demand being caused by the consumption; the arti-

cle being consumed and more demanded to be also

in its turn consumed. The mere creating of more
money cannot permanently increase the price,—the

mere facility of being able to buy and sell a thing

over and over again, and passing it from hand to

hand, whether the article be a manufactured one, or

meat, or bread, does not consume it ; the mouth
and wear and tear, must do it, and thus the demand
is created. If you make a parcel of rags current in

the shape of notes, those who would have them must
produce something in exchange for them. Value for

value must still be the order of dealing, let whatever
be the thing which represents the goods. Increase
the medium, the supply of goods being the same,
more of that medium must be given to represent the
thing passed from one hand to another in the like

proportion that you have increased it ; decrease it

less is necessary accordingly.
I may not have so extensive a vision as these gen-

tlemen, but it appears to me that no good end can
possibly be attained either for themselves or any
other class of the community by a change, and they
are deluding the occupiers, the tenant-farmers, by
false hopes which cannot be realized. Rents must
and ought to be greatly reduced ; it is but fair, it is

but honest. It is unworthy of landlords as men to

take advantage in times like these of the law-shac-
kled and soil and local attached occupier, and drain

every sixpence of capital he possesses from him, and
leave him only the poor-house, in which to pine the

remains of life away ! It may be said that I am too

severe upon the landlords, and that how many of
them have made large returns to their tenants at

their audits ? Some of these no doubt have made
handsome returns from right motives (and I honour
a really humane act let it come from whom it may),
but it is not the legitimate mode of sustaining an
efficient and respectable tenantry. It is a mode
which only deludes to further loss and ultimate ruin.

Lower rents at once to what the tenant can afford to

pay with things as they are ; and then he is unfet-

tered, and will improve the soil he tills, because he
will be secure of reaping the benefit thereof; he will

then bring forth all the capabilities and energies of
himself and his occupancy, and be the just pride of
his landlord's estate, as far as an occupier can be,
(and he ought not to be less !) an independent te-

nant.

But I find that I am proceeding, perhaps, at too
great a length for your columns ; under your indul-
gence something further in the same strain, arising
out of the subject commenced with, I shall trouble
you with in another letter. REFLECTOR.

'Strand, Dec. 16, 183.5.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE
PARSNIP.

BY COLONEI, LE COUTP.UR, OF BELI-E VUE, JERSEY.

The culture of this admirable root is almost pe-
culiar to the channel islands : it is raised witli ex-
treme care in Guernsey and Jersey ; the crop in

either being excellent, both for domestic purposes,
and for cattle.

J'or this last purpose it has been cultivated for

centuries, being considered the best root for fattening
all sorts of cattle, and swine. Draught horses re-

(juire no oats, if fed daily with twenty pounds weight
of parsnips in addition to hay or chaff; and cows
with forty pounds weight per day at two feeds, in

addition to hay and straw, will yield a beautiful high
flavoured butter of a rich yellow colour, even in the
de])th of winter.

The meat of oxen fattened by them is superior to
any other ; and that of pigs is peculiarly rich and
sweet, swelling to a great size in boiling ; they only
require to be fairly tried, to obtain general cultiva-

tion in suitable soils. Of this it is necessary to

speak carefully, as it is almost doubtful, whether
parsnips could be grown at all in poor stoney or
flinty soils, if shallow, as they absolutely require a

deep soil in which to vegetate freely. It is not so

absolutely necessary that the soil should be rich as

that it should be deep, for by the drill system of
husbandry, and placing the manure into the bottom
of the furrow, at nine or twelve inches depth, or

deeper, if possible, even in poor sandy soil, a beautiful

and heavy crop of parsnips have been obtained, where
almost no other root would have succeeded.

The ordinary mode of culture, is to prepare the

soil by a slight ploughing early in September, to

break up the ley. In January or February it is

ploughed a second time with a slight plough, fol-

lowed immediately on the same furrow by a heavy
one, which, in some cases, turn eighteen inches of

soil. Into the bottom of tJiis deep furrow, stable

manure is pushed. The soil is thus as completely
stirred as if it had been trenched with a spade.

The seed is then sown broadcast, and well har-

rowed in. The moment weeds appear, the parsnips

are carefully hand-weeded, which operation is re-

peated twice ; but is now becoming exploded as

being too expensive ; hoeing answering all the pur-

pose, and being infinitely more expeditious, as well

as cheaper. It is a peculiar property of this root to

slioot down to any depth, to seek for manure ; some
intelligent farmers having declared, that they have
seen them four feet long, and as thick as a man's
leg, in rich light soils. The ancient mode of taking

them up, by means of a three-pronged fork, singly,

was so slow and toilsome, as to deter some from
their cultivation ; but a new method has lately been

introduced, which affords a large saving of time and
labour, by means of a plough, with a rather blunt, or

worn-out furrow slice, not sharp enough to cut the

parsnips, which are thus forced or drawn out of the

ground by the mere pressure of the turn furrow

against the soil, without being scarcely ever touched

or hurt by the plough. The parsnips are then

forked out like potatoes, and collected into heaps.

Two men, with a plough and a pair of horses, will

thus take up half an acre in a day.

It may not be uninteresting to state the result of

an experiment which I made in 1833, in order to in-

troduce the drill system of husbandry for parsnips.

Half an acre of deep rich loam was pared, and

burned, between the 5th and 11th of April; the

ashes were then spread over the whole : over one

half of the piece of ground fiveloadsof stable manure
were added, when the whole piece was ploughed

about twelve inches in depth, aud was then brouuht

into fine tilth by harrowing and rolling. Tlie seed

which had been in moist sand a fortnight, and was
just germinating, was then sown in drills, two feet

aj)art. This came up in seven days, some seed thiit

was put in dry, only came up sixteen days later.

On the 8th of June, the parsnips in the drills were
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thinned out to four inches apart, and were after-

ward horse-hoed, with the hoe-plough twice, an

hour's work ; and a man was two days cutting out

the weeds from hetween the parsnips. During the

remarkable drought which ensued, the small parsnips

were drawn to thin them out, which thinning pro-

duced 3074 pounds, which were given to the cows,

then very badly off for grass, which was more like

hay than green food, but the parsnips preserved

them in full richness of milk and cream. The crop,

notwithstanding the drought, produced upwards of

thirteen tons the acre. It is worthy of remark, that

the part manured with the ashes alone, was as fine

as that to which the stable manure had been added to

the ashes. Two rows of the Alteringham or cattle car-

rot were greatly inferior in point of size and produce

to the two rows of parsnips on either side of them ;

there was also this remarkable difference to be ob-

served ; the carrots were always infested with weeds,

the parsnips not so, owing no doubt to this circum-

stance. The small divided leaf of the carrot casting

no shade, and filling no space, encouraged, as it

were, the growth of weeds ; whereas, the large

spreading leaf of the parsnip, covering the soil, and

smothering all other vegetation, destroyed them :

hence, also, the parsnip has another advantage over

the carrot, as its ample foliage, draws larger nourish-

ment from the dews and atmosphere, which was
clearly evinced by their superiority of size and pro-

duce. Fresh sea-weed ploughed into the soil is

fouod to answer remarkably well as a manure for

parsnips, and they have succeeded very well by
being made as Swedish turnips are in the Lothians.

They must be housed dry like potatoes ; they are the

best preparatory crop for wheat.

IjOndi)n, 4th Jan. 1836.

TO THE LANDLORDS AND FARMERS
OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Gentlemen,—The meeting of parliament is at

hand, and although many meetings have been held,

and much has been said botli as to the causes and

cure of the intolerable distress which has long

been pressing the agricultural interest of Great Bri-

tain to the earth, I cannot say that any thing very

satisfactory as to either point has as yet been brought

forward at them. Now it occurs to me that one
very evident cause, and indeed the most powerful of

all, has been almost totally overlooked, and to this I

would now call your attention, as it is one which

not only can be remedied, but which parliament is

called upon by every tie of justice to see remedied

without further delay of an instant. The cause to

which I allude is the enormous import of Irish corn,

and the cure for it is the enactment of a system of

poor laws for that miserable country. No one who
considers that Yorkshire, Lancashire, Lanarkshire,

and wany others of the most populous counties in

Great Britain, are principally supplied with grain

from Ireland can doubt that this import is the lead-

ing cause of the over supply, and of the consequent
ruinously low price of every kind of grain. This,

I take for granted, will scarcely be denied by any of

you, and therefore will not waste time in bringing

forward arguments to prove it. That the enactment
of a system of poor laws will cure this evil may not

be so clear to every one, and therefore I proceed to

show how it will have that effect. At the present

moment the Irish peasantry scarcely ever taste the

corn which they raise, and, under present circum-
stances, it is mvinifestly impossible that they ever
can do so. Their miserable farms, if they deserve
the name, are so rackrented that every bushel of corn
must be sold to pay their landlord, and there being

no market but England for their produce, of course

it all goes there. This proceeds clearly and solely

from the want of a poor law ; for, if such law existed,

the landlords would no longer have it in their power
to exact the present exorbitant rents, which are only

got by compelling the peasantry to subsist upon the

smallest quantity of the cheapest kind of food that

can possibly support life. A poor law would take

this power out of their hands, and would assign a

portion of the land to those who are the instruments

of raising it by the sweat of their brows, a right

which is due to them by every law human and di-

vine. For whose benefit, then, is the present system

maintained ] Why, for the sole and exclusive benefit

of the grasping absentee landlords of Ireland. They,

and they alone, reap benefit from it, while its conse-

quences are the indescribable misery and starvation of

their wretched tenantry and the sacrifice of the inter-

ests of the agriculturists of Great Britain. The imme-
diate result of the enactment ofa poor law would bean
immense falling off in the export of corn from Ire-

land, and the consequent removal of the glut which

now oppresses every market in the kingdom ; and be

it kept in mind that it would be at the same time an

act of such plain and evident justice as well as po-

licy, that scarcely any one, either in or out of parlia-

ment, can now be found hardy enough to oppose it.

Besides the lessening of the export of produce

which would take place, there are other collateral

advantages of immense importance which would re-

sult from the measure now advocated. In the first

place, it would relieve England from the enormous

and daily increasing influx of the Irish people, who
are now driven by starvation from their own country,

thus increasing the poor rates of England, which are

necessarily burdened with their support.

Secondly, it would be, beyond all comparison, the

most direct and efficacious means of putting an end

to the disturbaiices of Ireland, which no one, who
has ever been there, can doubt are mainly caused

by misery and starvation. It is true that the ill-used

influence of the priests, instigated by the political

agitators, is an active cause of these disturbances
;

but were tlie misery of the people relieved the priests

would not find their minds as readily disposed to fol-

low their directions. When people are in danger of

dying of hunger (and thousands of the Irish pea-

santry are only saved from this fate by the charity of

their almost equally destitute neighbours,) strange

thoughts will get into their heads.

Thirdly, were the disturbances in Ireland put

down, there is not a doubt that some millions might

be saved which are now required to maintain an

army of 30,000 men in that country. This again

would enable government to make an immense re-

duction in taxation, and probably be the means of

the malt tax being taken off. But I find I am
making this letter too long for the columns of a

newspaper, and must therefore sum up shortly what

I liave further to say. This is merely to call upon

you earnestly to take the view which I have sug-

gested of the cause and cure of your distress into

your serious consideration, and, if you are convinced

that it is the true one, to lose not a moment in peti-

tioning parliament on the subject, and instructing your

friends there to insist upon its being immediately at-

tended to. Depend upon it more good will be ef-

fected by such a line ofproceeding than by petitioning

for the removal of the malt tax, which no government

can grant under the present circumstances of the

country without risking a national bankruptcy.

I am, respectfully, gentlemen, your sincere well

wisher, MERCATOR.
Benoick-on-Tweed, Jan. 14, 1836.
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PROPOSALS FOR A REDEMPTION OF
TITHES.

Bv C. HiLLYARD, Esq.

The wLole amount paid for the redemption of

clerical tithes to be paid to commissioners appointed

to receive the same, to be invested in sucli securities

as they may be empowered by act of parliament.

Of course, the sums to be paid for the redemption

of tithes must depend on the annual value of the

tithes. The mode which I have suggested for ascer-

taining that value, in my proposed commutation of

tithes, would, I am induced to believe, be as just and

fair both tor the tithe owners and tithe payers as any

other that can be devised. The important con-

sideration is, what is to be the price of wheat, which
is to govern the price of redemption. Most certainly,

it ought to be the average price, which, under the

fullest and fairest consideration, may be expected for

five or seven years to come. Some may think it

would be fair to take it at the average price for the

five or seven years past. I do not think this would
be quite fair for the landowner ; for the situation of

this country is now very different from what it was
seven years ago. Ireland sends double—or perhaps

treble—the quantity of wheat to this country that it

formerly did. Immense quantities of fen land, from
being effectually drained, now produce most abundant

crops of wheat, while they formerly produced only

uncertain crops of oats. Much down and common
land is now inclosed, and produces wheat. Add to

these circumstances, that the system of agriculture

is improved ; that the land (excepting the very poor

soils, the produce of which will not repay the ex-

penses of cultivation), now produces more grain than

it formerly did. Under all these considerations, it

appears to me, to be quite out of the question to

expect, for some years to come, anything approaching

to high prices for corn. The present price of wheat
would certainly be too low to govern the price for

redemption, for land cannot be bought at such

corresponding low price of produce ; besides which,

the present very low price of wheat is, in a

great degree, caused by two successive abundant
crops; and, when that superabundance shall have
ceased, the price must rise. With great difference I

give my opinion as to what may reasonably be expect-

ed to be the average price ofwheat for the next five or

seven years ; but my humble opinion is, that 50s per

quarter, little more or less, may reasonably be ex-

pected to be the average price.

In my computations for the farm of 200 acres

—

half arable and half pasture—mentioned in my pro-

posals for a commutation of tithes, I computed the

annual value of tithes, with wheat at 7s per bushel,

to be 54J 9s 8d ; with wheat at 63 3d per bushel,

it would be 48/ 12s 9d. The sum to be paid for

redemption, at twenty-five year's purchase, would be

1,215/ 18s 9d.

Supposing a parish, containing 2,006 acres of land,

the whole belonging to one individual, was estimated

to be worth (tithe free,) to rent the value of four

bushels of wheat per acre, at 6s 3d per bushel, whicli

would be 25s; and supposing that 1,500 were arable,

and 500 acres pasture, the annual claim for tithes on
such land would be 414/ 9s ; tliat would be Is 5jd,

per acre. The amount for purchasing the redemption

would be 11,111/ 5s (5/ lis l^d per acre), which
I amount, if invested in securities to bring in four per

cent., would produce for the incumbent of the living

an income of 444/ 9s per annum —say 400/. The
landowner's nominal income from such a farm would
be 2,055/ lis; but deducting the common average

out-goings, for repairs of buildings &c., it cannot be

estimated at more than about 1,900/ per annum ; so

that the living would be between one-fourth and
one-fifth of the net rental of tlie parish. The
incumbent of such a living would surely have no

reason to complain of such an arrangement for the

redemption of the tithes. I am aware that some
individual land-owners and occupiers of land will

probably object to persons inspecting their land

for the purpose of estimating the fair rent for it

;

but such objections ought to be no obstacle to prevent

the accomplishment of so great a national good as the

Commutation, or Redemption of Tithes. The value

of the tithes of all descriptions of land ought to be

estimated by the value of the produce which can be

raised from it, by common husbandry; that value

ought also to govern the estimation of rent; on
which basis they should form their estimate as to the

equivalent to be given for commutation or redemp-

tion. They should not be influenced in their

valuation by any existing rents. If an individual

chooses to let his land at less ren than it is worth,

that is no reason why the tithe claimant should have

less than the fair value of tlie tithes. Or, should an

occupier of Land, on account of convenience of occu-

pation, or any other cause, give a higher rent than

the land is actually worth, that is no reason that he,

or his landlord, should pay more than the fair value

of the tithes. If tithe payers and receivers choose to

goon under amicable agreements, they should not be

compelled by the act to break up such agreements ;

but tithes should not be permitted to be taken in

kind after the time specified in the act.

The many great public benefits that must arise

from a fair Commutation, or Redemption, of Tithes,

are so well known, that it is quite unnecessary to

dilate on them.

I have made out four different accounts of the

quantities and value of the different kinds of produce

to be obtained from farms of 200 acres each, of

different soils and value ; also, all items of expenses

of cultivation ; but, as such lengthened accounts

would be uninteresting to many to whom I intend

sending this, I will only give a summary of my cal-

culations.

No. 1.—Statement of the effect of an abatement of two-

thirds of the rent of a very poor clay land farm of

200 acres—150 arable and 50 pasture— (if tithe free),

at 14s per acre, with the average prices of corn re-

duced as follows—wheat, from 56s per quarter to

40s ; barley, from 30s to 22s ; beans, from 32s to

26s ; oats, from 20s to 15s ; with meat reduced to the

corresponding low price of corn.

Value of produce
at the higher

prices £703
Expences,380/6s

;

rates and inte-

rests of capital,

70/ ; rent, 140/, 590

Occupier's in-

come, with full

rent £113

Value at the lower
price £515 3

Expenses, 308/.

10s ; rates, &c.
57/; rent, 46/.

133 412 3

Income with one-
third rent ....£103

Rent should be, with wheat at 50s per quarter . . £125
Tithes—according to my proposals—2s 2|d per

acre £22 4s,

No. 2.—200 acres of clay land, at 25s per acre—180

arable and 20 pasture—with an abatement, for low

prices, of two-thirds of the rent.

Value of the produce.
with the higlier

prices £900
Expenses, 470/ ; rent,

250/ 720

Occupier's income,
with full rent .... £180

tlieDitto with

lower £659 10

Ditto ^— expenses,

388/. 10s ; rent,

84/ 472 10

Ditto—witli only
one-tliird olrent£187
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With wheat at 50s per quarter, the rent should be 220/

-41/. 16s per
per annum.

If titheable, should be 4s 2^d per acre

annum.
No. 3.—200 acres of good turnip land—180 arable and

20 pasture—at 35s per acre : rent reduced one half,

in consequence of low prices. Six -course system.

Value of produce
with the higher
price £1102

Expenses, 430/;

rates and inte-

rest, 95/ ; rent,

350/ 875

Occupier's income £227

Ditto with the

lower
Expenses and

rates, 439 ; rent,

175/

£810

614

Occupier's income £196

per annum
Fair rent, with wheat at 50s per qr, would be £300
If titheable, 6s per acre £60

No. 4.—The same 200 acres, at 30s per acre, with

wheat at 50s per quarter, and other grain in propor-

tion. Four-course system.

If titheable. Commutation
60/ per ann. ; one-fifth

of the rent.

Redemption should—if 25
years' purchase be
thought fair—be 1,500/.

Value of the pro-

duce £1053 9
Expenses,497/9s

;

rent, 300/ .... 797 9

Occupier's income £256

I am quite aware that no statements of produce,

and expenses of farming, can be made applicable to

all parts of the kingdom. The above have been sub-

mitted to some intelligent farmers of this county, who
have pronounced them to be, in their judgement,

quite fair.

In making out these statements of all the in-com-

ings and out-goings of these different farms, I have

had these objects in view : to show to those who
know little of rural affairs, that it is not in the power
of landlords, as many persons suppose it is, to com
pensate tenants for very low prices of corn, by abate

ments of rents :— to show to the advocates for a free

trade in corn, that it is quite impossible for the occu-

piers of land to obtain a decent maintenance for

themselves and families, and to maintain the poor of

their parish, with such low prices of »corn as there

must be with an unrestricted importation of foreign

corn—to show the proportion of the value of the

produce of the land for the commutation of tithes,

and the proportion of the value of the land which I

propose to be given for the redemption of tithes.

Lastly, I wish strongly to impress on the minds of

young farmers about to enter on farming on their

own account, that they must not expect anything ap-

proaching to the prosperous farming times of 25

years ago ; that a decent maintenance is the utmost

that can reasonably be expected, and that only to be

obtained by industry, frugality, and a constant atten-

tion to their business.

Amongst the many national advantages to be ob-

tained by a commutation, or redemption of tithes,

there would be this. There is a great deal of infe-

rior old pasture land, with very bad herbage, that

would, were it not for the extra demand made for

tithes, repay the expenses of ploughing up and taking

two crops oif it, well cleaning it, liming it, draining

it if needed, and then sowing—say three parts of it

—

down again with grasses suited to the soil; thus

finding additional emjdovment for the poor of the

parish, and thus enabling the occupiers to keep as

much stock, or more, on three parts of tlieir farms, as

they had formerly done on the whole.

C. HILLYARD,
President of the Northamptonshire Farming and

Grazing Society.

Thorpelands, near Northampton, May 13, 1835.

P. S.—Tithe valuers perhaps, ought to have oaths

administered to them that they have not or will not ac-

cept any fee. Clergyman ought to be accommodated
with a few acres of land to keep a cow, &c.

CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At the meetings of the Society which took place

on Monday and Tuesday, the 11th and 12th instant,

the following address to the King was read and

umanimously adopted, and it was resolved that it

should be signed by Earl Stanhope, as Chairman.

On the part of the meeting, his lordship was request-

ed to present the same in person to his Majesty:—
TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT

MAJESTY.
Sire—The Central Agricultural Society of Great

Britain and Ireland, recently formed in the metropolis of

the empire, for the protection and encouragement of agri-

culture, venture to approach your Majesty witii pro-

found sentiments of loyalty to your Royal Person, of

unswerving fidelity to the Throne on which it has

pleased Divine Providence to place your Maiesty, and
ofdevoted attachment to the constitution, of which the

landed interest has ever been prominent as the most
strenuous supporters in times of popular commotion or

of national distress.

It is with feelings. Sire, of the deepest regret and
most serious apprehension, that we announce to your
Majesty the alarming and almost intolerable depression

under which the agricultural interest of this great king-

dom is now suflering,— after twenty years of peace, an
enforcement of rigid economy, and a repeal oftaxes to

the amount of many millions. Thousands of industri-

ous families have been hurled, by no fault of their own,
from comparative affluence into utter destitution

;

capital has been rapidly absorbed without a prospect of

remuneration, and manyof our ancient yeomanry have
been compelled to seek, in distant climes, that support
which their intelligence, their industry, and their good
conduct ought to have procured for them in their

native land.

We presume not. Sire, to indicate the causes which
have produced such melancholy and fearful results

;

we acknowledge, with grateful humility, that the Giver
of all Good has been bounteous to us far beyond our
deserts, in granting to us abundant harvests, peace
abroad, and tranquility at home ; and we are fully per-

suaded that there has been no want of prudence, indus-

try, or skill on the part of the agriculturists, to merit the

deep distress with which they have been so long
afflicted.

But, Sire, we should be deficient in duty to our
country and to ourselves, we should depart from our
much valued national character, were we to sit down
quiescent under the effects of new but false principles

of legislation, and make no efforts to remove either

present difficulties, or to avert impending dangers, par-

ticularly when we feel assured, that the Legislalure has
the power of granting" us relief. We seek no exclusive

advantages over our fellow subjects,—we desire to see

agriculture, manufactures, and commerce go hand in

hand, for on the prosperity of all three depends,
the welfare of our social state, and on their firm union
is based the peace and the integrity of the kingdom.

Neither, Sire, have we any political party, or selfish

objects in view,—they are alien to our nature,—they

are hostile to our interests,—and diametrieally opposed
to the well being ofthe community whose reliefwe seek

;

and it would ill-become any class of Your Majesty's

subjects to approach the seat of truth, of honour, and
of impartiality, for the sake of obtaining any objects

which are not conducive to the weal and happiness of

the nation.

It is therefore. Sire, with renewed protestations of

loyalty, that we avail ourselves of one of the many ad-

vantages of our free and hallowed constitution, which
permits us to approach the throne in respectful

suppliance as Petitioners for relief of the distress now
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oppressing" Your Majesty's faithful subjects. We are
fully aware of the restraints which the wisdom of our
ancestors devised for the limitation of the prerogative of
the Crown, and while reverencing- such wisdom, we are
equally disposed to uphold and maintain the power so
judiciously vested in the Sovereign, for instructing
his Ministers to inquire into justly alleged griev-
ences.

We therefore, Sire, most humbly pray, that Your
Majesty will no longer suffer the most important inte-

rest of the state to be neglected, as it has hitherto been,
but tha*t Your ^lajesty will graciously be pleased to re-

commend to Parliament to take into its immediate deli-

beration the causes of the grievous distress which now
overwhelms the agricultural interest, with a view to pro-
vide speedy and effectual redress.

And, as in duty bound. Your Majesty's Petitioners
will ever pray.

By order of the Society,

(Signed) STANHOPE,
Chairman.

The following- Petition to the House of Commons,
as prepared by the Sub-committee, was also read and
unaniniouslv adopted ; and it was resolved tliut ]Mr.

Benott should be requested to present it to the House
of Commons, as early as possible after the assem-
bling of Parliament ; and that Mr. Wodehouse, Mr.
Cayley, Sir Charles Broke Vere, Sir E. W. Wilmot,
Mr. Ormsby Gore, and Mr. Sheldon, &c. be requested
to support the same.

To the Honourable the Commons* of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, in Parha-
ment assembled

:

The humble Petition of the Central Agricul-
tural Society of Great Britain and Ire-

land
;

Sheweth,—
That your Petitioners view, with extreme regret and

anxiety, the severe and almost intolerable distress which
now afflicts all the Agricultural classes, and which ap-
pears to have arisen mainly from legislative measures,
and not from causes which are beyond the control of
Parliament.
That the distress of those classes will, by its con-

tinuance, disable them from bearing their present bur-
thens, and thus render impossible the collection of tlie

revenue, and ultimately lead to national bankruptcy.
That discontent, which is the natural and necessary

consequence of severe distress, endangers and tlireatens

to destroy all our existing institutions, and to plunge the
country into anarchy and revolution.
That your Petitioners are not influenced by any party

views, or by any selfish considerations, and claim only
that redress which is justly due, which is required by
the interests of all other classes, and which is essentially
necessary to the prosperity and safety of the whole com-
munity.
That the interests of the retail dealers, and of a large

and important class of manufacturers throughout the
country, are inseparably connected with those of the
agricultural classes, of whom the consumption and ex-
penditure are very materially reduced by a continuance
of tlie present distress.

'i'hat tlie present distress very much affects also the
interests of the fundholders, as it will ultimately render
precarious, and, perhaps, impossible, the payment of
the dividends.

'J'liat tiie labouring classes, for whose welfare it is the
bounden duty of Parliament to provide, suffer the most
grievous distress when deprived of work, througli the
inability of the owners and occupiers of land to employ
as many labourers as are requisite for its due cultivation,
and that the continuance of theiremploymentis rendered
very precarious by the rapid reduction of agricultural
capital.

That the agricultural classes have endured their se-

vere and unmerited sufferings, in the hope, which has

* A similar Petition will be presented to the Lords.

been hitherto disappointed, and which past experience
almost forbids them to form, that Parliament would re-

dress their grievances.

That the patience which they have hitherto shewn
lias its limits, which it cannot be expected to exceed,
and your Petitioners contemplate with awe, and with
alarm, the situation in which this country would
be placed, if a convulsion should ensue, and all the
bonds which unite the community should be dis-
solved.

That your Petitioners are entitled to expect that the
sufferings of the agricultural classes will receive the im-
mediate and impartial consideration of Parliamant, with
reference to all the causes from which their distress has
arisen : and your Petitioners are fully of opinion, that
nothing can remove the present overwhelming distress,

but the adoption ofsome measure which will either raise
the price of produce to the level of the burthens impos-
ed, or bring down their burthens to the level of the pre-
sent prices.

Tliat the distress and discontent of the country are
such that relief cannot be delayed without the most im-
minent danger.

That your Petitioners consider the redress of griev-
ances to be one of the first and most important duties of
Parliament, and most earnestly pray that Parliament
will forthwith adopt measures to grant speedy and
effectual redress to the agricultural classes of the com-
munity, and thus to restore the country to its former
prosperity.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By order of the Society.

STANHOPE.
Chairman.

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF SPEED.

From The Physical and Chemical Journal of Science,

and the Arts of Husbayidry in France we make the
following extract, which will be found no less curious
than useful, and cannot fail to interest our readers:

—

Feet per second.
The ordinary rate of a man walking 4

Of a good horse in harness 12
( Or 2,000 toises (yards) in 8 minutes.)
Of a reindeer in a sledge, on the ice. . .

.

26
Of an English racehorse 43
Of a hare 88
Of a man casting a stone with all his

force 60*
Of a good sailing ship 19
Oftiiewind 82
Ofsound 1,038
Of a cannon-shot (24-pounder) 1 ,300
Of the air which returns into space so
divided 1,300

Extraordinary Pig. — For some time past con-
siderable curiosity has been excited by a pig, the
property of Robert Edger, Esq. of Siiotton Cottage, in

the county of Durliam, which, witiiout having been fed
in any but the ordinary manner, had attained such a
growth as to become quite a matter of curiosity to the
surrounding country. The animal was of the prick-
eared breed, and was killed last week ; and although
only 13 months old, liad attained the surprising weight
of 41 stones 31bs. Its length from the insertion of the
ears to the end of the tail was 6 feet 3 inches, and its

girth 85 inches; and although of such unwieldy dimen-
sions, its symmetrical proportions were admired by nu-
merous acknowledged judges.

* We believe this calculation to be incorrect. A stone
cast with the strength of a man's arm will outstrip a
hare.
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ON THE STATE AND PROSPECTS OF
AGRICULTURE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE GLOBE.

Gloucestershire, Jan. 9, 1836.

Sir,—You Lave, on several occasions, inserted

my observations upon subjects of great importance :

the state of agriculture at the present time, and its

future prospects, now demand attention. Previous

to the meeting of parliament, the debates of which
generally engross your columns, I now forward to

you the following reflections, which I hope may be
found to contain words of truth and soberness, for I

always hold the opinion that those who overstate a

case are certainly its eneuiies, perhaps its worst, un-

less their audience be void of discernment.

Much has been said upon agricultural distress, and
many the remedies proposed : your columns would
be unfairly trespassed on by any complete detail of

the merits and fallacies of the various prescriptions

;

but ifyou will permit me the privilege of occupying
at this time a moderate space, I will endeavour to

drop a few sparks of information upon subjects which
but need them to ignite and diffuse a beneficial and
cheering warmth over our industrious and most im-
portant agricultural population.

First, then—Let the legislature, as I have ever

held it to be its bounden duty to do, carry out into

full effect what is called the curse of the Almighty,
and secure to our people, who will generally as a

consequence be loyal, the opportunity of fulfilling

the beneficent decree of our God—" In the sweat of

thy face shalt thou eat bread." Inattention to this

most important and economical principle by the

government of our land— I I'efer to no particular

dates—has, without the formality of expressing it,

inflicted upon a large portion of our people one of

the worst sources of evil, and what may be denomi-
nated the curse of man—idleness. We have also

cmnbined, through the same inattention, which I con-

sider criminal, two descriptions of idleness : one
arising from foolish giving of money, the other from
the inhuman withholding of the means of living by
honest industry. I support my first position by the

county of Sussex, the second by the kingdom of

Ireland, the land blessed by Heaven with matchless
fertility ! cursed by man with unexampled misery !

!

Is there no such word as responsibilitii ?

On these momentous questions, affecting the daily

happiness of millions, our favoured land has by a

noble effort opened one eye, and seen the smaZfer evil.

Let England now resound from shore to shore with
a cry to which every class and every party may re

spoud, "Secure employment to Ireland, bodily as

well^as mental, and peace will follow in its train."

I will not enter on the question whether man has
an inherent and abstract right to employment by the
nation, but I will state what is of far more importance
—he has unquestionably a practical, right, with the

power to enforce it, which he will exercise : that

power, however, is the commission of crimes of sucli

extent and degree tliat civilised society stands
aghast at the bare contemplation of them. Viewed
in all its endurances, I think the forbearance of
Ireland has been wonderful : with English ideas it

is difficult to realise the distresses which the Irish

Commission on the state of the poor proves.
As a British farmer, then, I ask, first, for the prin-

ciple of the 43d of Elizabeth for Ireland. Let not
her untaxed, and, by rebellion, her untithed produce
also, come into competition with our hard-earned
crops. I seek not tithes for Ireland, or exclusion
of ber prodnce : in name united, in comfort, in em-
ployment, and in consequent plenty and peace, let

her also be compactly joined ; but her non-payment
of tithes is an additional power of injuring the

British farmer. Can this not be seen, with its cruel

aggravation 1

Commutation of tithe for England stands next upon
the list. Lord Althorp's principle of commuting is a

most beneficial one ; if tithes exist, a commutation pro-

portionate to rent for land is tlie least injurious princi-

ple to cultivation ; and cultivation is the mother of

employment, with the various blessings it entails.

Our own blessed and bounteous harvests have
lowered prices of grain almost without precedent.

Wisdom would store part of this abundance for time

of need, but confidence on this subject is destroyed.

It is not clbar that the present corn laws are relied

on; they are, however, suitable to the fears of the

people, and work well, if not unexceptionable in

principle.

With currency what have farmers, as a class, to

do? I have the highest respect for Lord Western.

Before the passing of Sir Robert Peel's bill I was
aware of its power over price, I am still aware of it.

I believe the previous departure from the double

standard to be an aggravation of the bill of 1819 ; but

these acts have been long done. A metallic standard

is, however, good, and change again is evil anew
;

remedies must on this head, be found in economising

cuirency ; a good system of banking, and conjidence

between man and man, based upon sobriety, will ac-

complish this. With good and sound cement, and
careful building, our narrowed base, with the irre-

pressible energy of Englishmen, will accomplish

much. The course pursued has enabled us to reduce

some of the interest of tlie debt—it has kept our

credit at a premium, even to a Quixotic standard— it

has kept us probably at peace, the first of blessings

—

but it has unquestionably deranged most sadly many
of the older contracts between man and man, which
equity, could it separate them, ought to repair, and
which demand private consideration.

Still this is a question which pervades every class
;

which is not confined to one. I cannot shut my eyes

to the activity of our manufactures, or to the price

of wool ; the agricultural interest have no strength

to spare to urge the rights of the productive classes

at large—let them, therefore, concentrate their

strength, not to demand inquiry, which we have very

recently had, but, in the first place—poor rates to se-

cure employment for Ireland.

Your obedient servant,

GEORGE WEBB HALL.

The Duchess of Kent has sent the following answer
to an application made for patronizing the Isle of

Thanet Agricultural Association:
—

'• Ramsgate, Jan.

7, 1836.—Sir, 1 have received and laid before

the Duchess of Kent your note of this date,

relative to the formation of an Agricultural

Association in the Isle of Thanet, for the encourage-
meet of servants and labourers. Her Royal Highness
very readily accedes to the desire expressed that she

should be the patroness of it, as such requests are always
most congenial to her feelings. Her Royal Highness
is happy to close her visit to the island by being asso-

ciated with the gentlemen and farmers in establishing

so useful a society, and one so calculated to carry in-

formation, zeal, and reward, among those valuable

members of the community, the farm-servants and
labourers. Her Royal Highness will give every year

a prize of 51. to that labourer who shall be considered to

have brought up most creditably and usefully the

largest; family, without receiving parochial relief. Her
Royal Highness has directed Messrs. Austen and Co.

to pay annually to the treasurer, the sum I have just

nameil.

—

John Conrov.—Directed to " Thomas May-
hew, Esq., Nether-court.
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ON THE MANAGEMENT OF NEW
LEYS.

(To the Editor of the Irish Far7ner's and Gardener's

Magatine.)

Sir—As I have remarked through many parts of

the country much mismanagement in the laying down
and treatment of new leys, I beg leave to offer,

through your pages, a few observations on this

branch of husbandry, so important towards insuring

a profitable rotation of crops, if in every respect

judiciously managed ; on the contrary most detri-

mental to the interests of Agriculture, if conducted
in a slovenly manner.
New leys may be considered under two heads,

—

viz.—permanent, and temporary ; the former to re-

main as long as they can be continued in a profitable

turf ; the other, as a temporary relief to the land

after an exhausting corn crop, and to be ploughed

up as soon as this object is effected. This I am
satisfied every experienced agriculturist is acquaint-

ed with ; but it seems there are differences of opinion

as to the best mode of laying down land with seeds

—some asserting they should be sown with, and
others without a corn crop. This no doubt, is a

matter that would be highly satisfactory to ascertain,

and having made many experiments on both modes, 1

shall submit them to your readers in order further to

elucidate this subject.

Many years ago I observed that grass seed suc-

ceeded best where the corn crop was light, and still

better in places where there was no corn sown at the

same time, and this induced me the following year,

to lay down an acre on land prepared for barley,

without corn, and the remainder of the same field in

the usual manner. The hayseed and barley were
sown in the middle of April, and on the acre of seeds

there was excellent feeding for sheep in July,

which continued in profit till the end of October.

Onthe other part of the field there was a good crop

of barley, and the seeds hit tolerably well, but the

bite for sheep during the autumn was of little value.

On the following spring I observed that the surface

of the former was covered as closely as if it was a

two year old ley, but where the barley had grown
there were many misses and the plants weak, and
when mown the following June, did not produce
more than one half of hay in proportion to the single

acre as stated. This naturally induced me to make a

calculation—how such a system would be beneficial

generally. I therefore practised it for several years

afterwards on a small scale, and found the result

equally favourable. No doubt there was a loss sus-

tained by the non-production of corn, but I consider

this was fully repaid by the first year's feeding, and
the extra hay produced the following year, allowing

for the expenses saved of seed corn, sowing, reaping,

&c. and sending the grain to market. But the great

advantage of this system was proved in the succed-

ing years, for the grass was much more abundant,

and the crops produced when the land was broken
up, were much more profitable where this system
was practised, than on land where com and grass

seeds had been sown at the same time. Another
corroborative proof of what I have advanced occur-

red the other day. On observing a field of grass

land studded with hay cocks, while the adjoining

ones had the appearance only of ordinary produce, I

asked the farmer who owned the property what caus-

ed the great quantity of produce on that particulnr

field. His reply was—that the field had been %i-orn

out, and " that he was afraid to put corn in, as he

was sure he would have a bad crop," and he added,

" that he laid it down two years ago with grass seeds

only." I am satisfied there were five tons an acre of
good hay on the field in question !

With respect to this system being followed with ad-

vantage when permanent leys are necessary I have
no doubt ; but adopt it in temporary leys it may not

be altogether so judicious, except in cases where
the land is too poor to expect a remunerating: corn
crop, when it may be beneficially sown either with
red or white clover. It has however been asserted,

that the corn is a protection to young seeds ; but this

I have proved to be otherwise ; and I recollect well
in the dry spring of 1833, I laid down 20 acres of

land in Worcestershire with spring wheat, and seeds
of different sorts, and I uniformly observed, that in

all places where the corn failed, or was thin, both
the clover and grass seeds grew freely ; but where
the wheat was luxuriant, a great proportion of the

grasses failed. This evidently shows that the power
of the sun and a free circulation of air promote
vegetation even in the most tender plants. The free

growth of the grass seeds when sown without as a

crop, I attribute to the open and pulverized state of

the soil during its early vegetation : on the contrary,

when overpowered by a corn crop it lies nearly in-

active in the ground, during the growth and matur-

ing of the corn crop, at the expiration of which time

the land becomes so consolidated, and sometimes foul,

that the tender plant of the grasses can scarcely find

nutriment : besides, the soil must be materially ex-

hausted by producing the corn crop. It often hap-

pens also, that seeds fail entirely from being smother-

ed by a rank crop of corn, or that this latter crop

suffers from the luxuriance of the red clover coming

up through it ; therefore one or the other is often

partly sacrificed, especially in a wet harvest. These
are, therefore, matters worthy of consideration,

which I hope some other of your correspondents will

take the trouble still further to elucidate.

The next matter worthy of attention is—what is

the most advantageous way of converting new leys

to profit ? Should they be mown or fed the first

year—and what stock is most appropriate for this

purpose ? Reason and Judgment, I think, will at

once decide on this question—feed with sheep the

first year in order to thicken the grftss, sweeten the

herbage, and improve the quality of the soil, for this

is the period to effect this improvement, and not

when the land becomes consolidated after being mown,
and carting off all the substance it is capable of pro-

ducing. It may be argued, however, that by mowing
the first crop a quantity of hay seed is distributed on

the land, which would supply the deficiencies from

the failure of grass seeds at the first sowing. To
this I reply, that if such failure should occur, it

would be a far better mode to harrow the surface in

spring—sow some fresh seeds, and then roll the sur-

face ; for it cannot be expected that seeds falling on a

hard soil in the heat of summer, can have a fair

chance to vegetate, except in a most favourable sea-

son. 1 am. Sir, however, well aware how reluctant

the generality of farmers are to forego acrop of corn,

and how difficult it is to persuade them that a green

crop will pay them much better in many cases, taking

all matters into consideration.

Let us then see how this matter stands. An acre

of new ley (a full crop,) would feed 20 sheep in six

months—that is, it should turn off two lots of ten

each. Supposing those to average 8s a head profit,

which is a moderate calculation, tiie land will pay

8/. an aero, and be so much improved that the follow-

ing year it will cut one-third more hay than had it

been mown the first season ; whereas, if cut tlie first

year, there would follow but a light crop of after-
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grass, and the second year a much inferior meadow,
and the land would he much deteriorated by such

mismanagement. These observations are equally

applicable to red clover leys, which should not be

cut unless the land on which they are produced is in

good heart ; and in no case Is it ad visahle to mow the

second crop unless for seed, for it seldom turns out

good food for cattle, and the land is much impoverish-

ed by the practice.

With respect to cutting the first crop of red clover

for liay or soiling, the best fanners are satisfied that

the land is as much improved by producing a smother-

ing crop as it would be by being fed with sheep,

and this has been proved on a variety of soils. The
second growth, however, has seldom this fertilizing

property, as it neither throws off its leaves so abun-

dantly, nor is the heat so late in the season sufficient

to cause their decomposition or fermentation on the

surface, as is the case in the first crop. It however
requires good management to feed off red clover by
sheep, for if not well kept down when in a succulent

state, it will start into seed—the stems grow hard,

and little beneficial to any sort of stock. It is there-

fore judicious to turn in a heavy stock ofsheep at the

commencement, and should those not be sufficient,

to check too great a luxuriance of growth, a few

heifers or horses will be necessary to effect this. The
field may be divided by hurdles into three or four di-

visions, and the sheep and cattle changed occasion-

ally in such a manner as will economise the keep,

and more effectually improve the land.

Either red or white clover leys should be ploughed

up the second year after sowing for wheat, or if not

in sufficient condition for this crop, oats may be sub-

stituted the following March. It is not advisable to

allow it to remain a third year without ploughing, as

their roots, which are the ciiief part of the manure
obtained by the introduction of the crop, become too

dry for this purpose, nor will they usually produce

more than half the quantity of green food after the

second year. I have found the American cow grass

to do well for a few years, but as a preparation for

wheat it does not appear to possess any advantages

over the biennial red clover.

I never have experienced any advantage in sow-

ing white (Dutch) clover in preference to red for a

temporaiy ley, except being a better feeding grass,

or when the land became tired of the latter sort, in

consequence of sowing it oftener on the same land

than every 7 or 8 years. The crop however should

be managed in the same manner as red clover as a

ley for wheat, but it is more profitable to feed than

to cut the crop, as it is not productive for hay, or so

valuable as red clover. Both those grasses afford an

early bite, and may be pastured in April if not in-

tended for meadow, provided the land be dry, but

the flock should not be permitted to remain longer

than after the top grass being eaten off', or no injury

to the crop is likely to follow.

AGRICOLA.

Animal Weatiier-Glass.—In Germany there are

now to be found, in many country houses, an

amusing application of Zoolog'ical knowledg-e for the

purpose of prognosticating- the weather. Two frogs

are kept in a glass jar about eighteen inches in height,

and six inches in diameter, with the depth of three or

four inches of water at the bottom, and a small ladder

reaching to the top of the jar. On the approach of dry

weather the frogs mount tiie ladder ; but when wet
weather is expected they descend into the water. These
animals are of a bright green.

BEET-ROOT SUGAR, AND GREAT IN-

CREASE OF ITS MANUFACTURE
IN FRANCE.

" The manufactories of beetroot sugar, almost to-

tally neglected for several years after the peace, were
set to work gradually. In 1820 there were no more
than fifty-seven of them throughout France. At that

period, however, the process of extraction from beet-

root had not been brought to such perfection as to

enable the sugar produced by it to compete with the

colonial article ; but in the course of time that pro-

cess has undergone so great an improvement, that

within the last five years the sugar made out of beet-

root has become in every respect equal to that of

colonial origin, so as not to be at all distinguishable

from colonial sugar. The cultivation of the beetroot

has, therefore, almost suddenly acquired a very con-

siderable extent in France, and the manufacturing-

establishments have so rapidlv increased, that they

now number no less than 407. These yielded, in

18o4, 30,000,000 kilogrammes of loaf sugar, a quan-
tity sufficient for the wants of one-half of the popu-
ation of the country. It is expected that their

produce for 1835 will amount to 40,000,000 kilo-

grammes. The price of the article in the retail shops
is 1 fr. (lOd) the paund, for which reason, as you
may imagine, it is much more generally in request

than colonial sugar, although the competition has
necessarily brought down the price of the latter very
considerably. The manufacturer of beetroot sugar
however, just now derives the larger portion of his

profit from exportation. He has found the laws
made for the benefit of the refiner of colonial sugar
just as applicable to his own, so that without having
like the colonial importer, to pay the enormous duty
of 50 francs for every 100 kilogrammes of the raw
material, or any duty at all besides the land tax in

the cultivation of beetroot, which is comparatively
trifling, he is entitled to the drawback which the law
intended to benefit the refiner of the colonial produce
only. People in France will care little whether the

sugar they use is extracted from a cane or a beetroot,

provided it answers their purpose equally, and they
find the one description as cheap as the other. It no
longer is a question to enable the country to supply
itself with the article, in case it be again prevented
from drawing its supplies from a distant colony.

The object now is of a much more permanent import-
ance to the various interests of the country. The
owner of land not fit for the cultivation of corn or

any of the other more essential necessaries of life,

devotes that land to the cultivation of beetroot, which
prospers on an indifferent soil as well as, if not better,

than in the best. The capitalist may lay out his funds
in the working ef a sugar manufactory, and the mer-
chant may speculate in the exportation of beetroot

sugar as he did in that of colonial origin. The planter

alone may find reason to complain, but, at all events,

he will not be ruined. And after all, why should
the mother country remain dependent entirely upon
him 1 Has he not gathered riches for centuries past
at her expense? And does he not do bis utmost to

bully Europe into a perpetuation of that revolting

system of slavery which has too long disgraced his

meridian of Christendom, by threatening her repeat-

edly with an entire cessation of colonial supplies,

should the detestable system which he looks upon as

the source of his own prosperity, be put an end to 1

I dare say that with you in England it is not likely

that the sugar trade will have to undergo any cliange.

You cannot afford space for the cultivation of beet-

root, and you would much rather be dependent on
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your colonies, so loiif;' as you have any of your own,
i'or your supplies of their native produce, than on the

continent of Europe, But it is easy to foresee that

elsewhere the beetroot system will speedily become
exceedingly prevalent. Every country of the con-

tinent that can afford to do what France does in this

respect (and I know of none that cannot) will set

about imitating her example, so that in the space of

a few years I should not wonder if there be as great

a revolution in the sugar S3rstem of the world as was
operated in navigation by the power of steam."

[The above is from a Correspondent of The Times,

at Paris. How it is that we, in England, have hi-

therto been so careless of the cultivation of tliis

valuable esculent, we know not, save and except that

at tlie time our ingenious neighbours were first pro-

mulgating the success of their experiments in sugar

extraction from the root, our arable lands could not

well have been more profitably devoted than they

then were to the production of corn. Added to this,

the experiments themselves, although successful in

some respects at first, yet in others, failed of that

perfect result, at which, after twenty years of assi-

duous attention, they have now arrived. Such being
the case, and the evidence of the practicability, as

well as certain profit of the manufacturer being com-
pletely established, we are curious to know, now
that wheat is less than 5s. a bushel, and that (saving

the assertion of The Times' Correspondent) we have
vast tracts of land, still in a state of uncultivation,

why it is that no ingenious chemist of this country,

or practical manufacturer from France, has not set

our Farmers more extensively to the production of
beetroot, than its present almost exclusive applica-

bility to cattle fodder liad warranted. Prompt, as we
have heretofore been, almost to a fault, in copying
the elegancies, nay the frivolities, of French civili-

zation—it appears strange, indeed, that the beetroot,

which among our neighbours now finds its way in

its chemical derivative, to the table of the peer as

well as the peasant— it appears strange, we say, that

this vegetable should not be more cultivated among
a " nation of shopkeepers." where the solid advan-
tages of utility have been almost invariably first

consulted, in preference to the refinements of taste.

The great extent of our arable fields, at present yield-

ing little or no profit to the occupier—the spirited

enterprise for rail-roads, which, when they get in

train, will be quickly throwing out of cultivation the
lands which now supply provender for horses—the
varied uses to which the root may be assigned upon
the failure of the new one— all conspire to render
the cultivation of beet, upon a grand scale, a

matter of the first attention among our agriculturists.

They know full well tliat, applied even as they now
ap])ly it, it is a most valuable article of consumption

;

but when they come to read the above, and ascertain
the extraordinary capabilities it possesses, under the
good guidance of science, in a country, too, not pro-
verbial, certainly, for its farming developments, they
must be indeed of a class with the rustic, who stood
still on the bank till the river might flow by—if they
do not soon vary with beet their growth of corn, and
invite, from one of the lOO establishments now in

France, some skilful artisans, to set a new manufac-
tory of sugar speedily on foot in tjiis countiy. We
should imagine, at the present juncture, nothing
more acceptable could accrue to our rent-ridden te-

nants, in the way of raising their droojiing spirits,

than a wholesale call for beet—an article of such easy
culture—of su(!i sure returns—and of such indifferent

favouritism to ,3oil,

—

Taunton Courier.']

TO THE LANDOWNERS OF GREAT
BRITAIN.

(From the Morning Herald.)

Permit me, without preface or apology , to state to

you that which all your agricultural meetings appear to

require—the specific cause of the depressed price of
grain, and its remedy.
That the resumption of cash payments—or, in other

words, the enactment to destroy the moral faith of man
with man, called Peel's Bill—has been the main cause
of reducing the value of everything below its merits,
except fixed money incomes, is now matter of undis-
puted fact.

Inexperienced in the practice and concerns of life,

and encouraged by the authority of a statesman profess-
ing himself a " Stern Path of Duty JMan,"but certainly
never a vigorous one, metalic currency was based
upon the ruins of many an excellent and virtuous bank-
ing establishment, and the circulating medium of the
country was annihilated, because the vicious operation
of a few of them had alarmed the timidity of my Lord
Liverpool. The woful experience of thousands attests

the truth of this. I do not take upon me to say what-
ever I may think of a return to that state of currency
from which we have departed, but I have no diffidence

in asserting that that Bill first reduced wheat toils pre-
sent price—and the Government of the country, or its

agent, the Bank of England, keeps it there. You can-
not be a stranger to the course of this establishment, or
if you are, I can vouch to you as a truth, it has been
continually at work in its vocation to keep down tlie

price of corn. The merchants in that trade have had
their credit wantonly impeached by this compound of

power and folly, who in the plenitude thereof, avowed
that they stigmatized the trade by rejecting the bills of
exchange of two of the most notoriously opulent of its

merchants, that the trade in corn might be repressed.
Their efforts were eminently successful ; they broke the
spirit and wounded the independence of its merchants,
and the commodity, under the persecution, was given
up to panic and to sacrifice. The sapient body, to stay
the consequences of their acts, promulgated their will-

ingness to advance loans of money to farmers on their

corn-ricks, which when applied for, were generally, if

not totally, refused. Of myself, I can state to you that
I was solicited by one of the branch agents of this esta-

blishment to apply to them for a loan of money on a
stock of corn in granary, and with personal security in

addition ; I did so, and the answer to my application for

20.000/, given by the then Governor, " Samuel Drewe,"
in 1829, was, " Were he to lend money to a corn mer-
chant, the people might think hardly of them for en-
hancing the price of corn." This was the avowed ob-
ject of their offer, and they only shrunk from the respon-
sibility when the means of attaining that object were
pointed out to them, and when they were put to the
test. They professed to wish it done, but they dared
not do it. The trade thus discredited the bills of its first

merchants ; rejected by the Bank of England, tiieex-

ami)Ie was followed by every petty Bank in every town,
and a general prohibition against dealing in corn was
established. Deprived of the aid of middle men, to

whom the very health of the price of corn belongs, the
whole of the agricultural produce of the kingdom has
been, according to the necessities of the producers, sold

to the consumers at whatever price it would bring—de-
l)res'<ion has increased depression, until the coarse
meal of oats has been sold at a higher price per stone

than the finest wheaten flour.

Corn has ceased to bean article ofspeculation, and it

will, in all probability, continue to be so, until defective

ciops, or a bad harvest, compel it to be otherwise. Nor
will it afl'c'ct this view of the subject, to know that bar-

ley and oats have, under the same circumstances, borne
high relative prices. They will not do so this year

;

mother are they grain so subject to be speculated in as

wheat, both of them lose in quantity ; and barley ^when
kept) ceases to be of use for malting, its most valuable
purpose.

These remarks show that we are now, exclusive of
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that which mfty be in the possession of the af^ricultur-

ists, without any stock of wlieat in granary.
We have no reserve in case of deficiency, and no re-

source but in an importation.
We shoukl always have a large stock of corn, and, if

possible, of our own growth.
The present Corn Law induces speculations in for-

eign in preference to British corn, its graduating duties

affording the two-fold temptation of an advance in

price, and a reduction of duty.

This law should be abolished, and a fixed duty insti-

tuted ; and if that were 20s per quarter on wheat, and
in proportion for other grain, it would be gladly

paid by the foreigner for the privilege afforded him.

Let the Government of the country give such encour-
agement to the trade in corn as it gives to all other

trades. Let it be left to the prudence or interests of

its merchants to absorb the cheap abundance, for the less

abundant and dearer time, fear not their cupidity, the

subject is too comprehensive to admit of monopoly, and
certain gain is too desirable to allow it to be retained to

the injury of the commonweal. Let Government, in

the true principles of free trade, forebear to interfere

with the honourable proceedings of the community,
and they will not only save themselves, the country, and
you, its landholders, from anxiety and loss, but promote
the welfare of the most important part of the population,

without diminishing the comforts or the resources of the

rest

Dec.2l. A CORN MERCHANT.

STATE OF AGRICULTURE.

(From the Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle.)

Some writers have puzzled themselves in the en-

deavour to account for the cheapness of corn, but it

is simply owing to abundance, and the abundance to

the recent improvements in agriculture here and in

Ireland. No species of production can be the object

of long continued attention, without ways and means
being discovered of increasing the supply, and di-

minishing the cost of production, and consequently

the exchangeable value. And it would have been

strange, if, while improvements were daily taking

place in every department of arts and manufactures,

agriculture alone had remained stationary, the amount
of its produce as low, and its price as high.

The truth is, great and gratifying as have been the

imp»OTements in manufactures, they do not, perhaps,

greatly exceed those which hav«, during the last ten

or fifteen years, been introduced into agricultural

operations. It is only about twenty years since the

first steam-engine was erected in East Lothian for

thrashing grain, an example which for some years

was followed by few, but during the last eight or ten

j'ears they have rapidly increased, and we know for

certain, that there are now uj)wards of sixty in the

county. Judging from present appearances, there

will not in five years hence be a farm in the county

of the extent of IdO acres and upwards, and destitute

of water-power, without its steam-engine.

In East Lothian—we speak chiefly of East Lothian,

because better acquainted with its concerns than

those of other counties ; but agriculture is every

where rapidly progressing—tile or furrow draining

is but an introduction of yesterday, and already

thousands of acres have undergone this admirable

improvement. So lately as the summer of 1832, fur-

row-draining was, we believe for the first time, prac-

tised in East Lothian, and in one field only. Tlie

field in question had been previously thoroughly

cross-drained, lime and manure had been poured into

it with a liberal hand, but all without avail. At
length drains wure put into every other furrow, and
immediately two pickles grew where but one would

grow before ; the first crop repaid the whole expenses
incurred. On tlie same farm 100 acres, or all that

requires it, have since been furrow-drained, partly

with stones and partly with tiles. On another farm,

with which we happen to be acquainted, 200 acres

have been tile drained, partly in every alternate fur-

row, the two intervening ridges being thrown into

one, and partly in every furrow, during the summers
1833, 34, and 35 ; and on a third, 100 acres have
been similarly dealt with, during the two last sum-
mers. We have ascertained that there are upwards
of three millions of drain tiles at present annually
manufactured in the county ; and yet the tile-works

in existence occasionally find it impossible to supply
the demand, and others are about to be erec ed.

Three millions of tiles are sufficient to drain 2,000
acres, putting a drain in every alternate furrow.

It is now about ten years since rape-cake was
brought under the notice of agriculturists in this

part of the country, and it has been for some years

in extensive use. One agriculturist, we know, who
manures the whole of his fallows with it, at an an-

nual expense of 600/. Some hold that it is useful

for one crop only, and affirm that it bears the same
relation to common stable dung as a manure, that a

dram does to a beefsteak as articles of human sub-

sistence. The agricultutist in question, however,
who speaks from experience, thinks differently, and
is of opinion that rape-cake has added three or four

shillings to the value of land situated at a distance

from towns where it is diflicult to obtain a sufficient

supply of manure. As another proof of the intelli-

gent readiness with which everything likely to prove
an improvement is adopted, we may instance Che-
valier barley, which, though only introduced three

or four years ago, was last year almost the only va-

riety cultivated in East Lothian.

These facts are sufficient to show that, amidst
other improvements, agriculture has not been stand-

ing still. And as improvements in manufacturing
machinery have led to a fall in the prices of manufac-
tures, so to improved modes of agriculture are we
indebted for the blessing of plenty at present enjoyed
by the country. And we conceive they may also be
received as proofs that agriculture, in the extensive

meaning of the term, so far from being in a backward
and depressed condition, is really thriving beyond
all former precedent. Individual landlords and te-

nants are no doubt suffering, but not because agricul-

ture is not in a promising state ; but because of

arrangements entered into years ago, in the expecta-

tion that the high prices caused by temporary cir-

cumstances would be permanent. It would be no
more reasonable to say that the cotton manulactures

are in a drooping state, because the price of cotton

goods has fallen, than that agriculture is in distress,

because agricultural produce fetches less in the mar-
ket than it did some years ago. When cotton fell in

price, those who happened to have large stocks in

hand, or to have contracted for supplies before the

fall, no doubt suffered loss—many were perhaps

brought to ruin ; but it did not follow that the cotton

manufacturers were, as a body, engulfed in destruc-

tion. Nor because individual farmers, witli old

leases on their hands, cannot fulfil their contracts

V. ith the present prices, can it fairly be agreed that

agriculture is in distress. The capital which is so

ungrudgingly expended in agricultural improve-

ments, and the energy and ability displayed by agri-

culturists, is a symptom the reverse of discouraging

witli respect to the condition and prospects of agri-

culture. When the price of every commodity has

fallen so greatly, landlords cannot expect to receive -

the same nominal rents as when the prices of every
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article of consumption were from one-tbird to one-
half higher.

Those who are most diligent in the improvement
of their estates will, as formerly, receive the highest
rents. It will not do for them to imitate the lazy
Lawrences of the south, who walk about with their

hands in their pockets, and then complain of want.
But it is from the south that the cry of agricultural

distress has chiefly proceeded ; that is, from those

who resolutely adhere to the imperfect and expen-
sive custom of their forefathers, and refuse to adopt
the most self-evident improvements—who still con-
tinue to employ from three to five horses at one
plough, and thrash their grain with a couple of sticks

cut from the nearest plantation. It is ridiculous to

hear such men complaining of distress. A spend-
thrift may as reasonably complain of empty pockets,
or a drunkard of the effects of his dram-drinkincr.

FRENCH AGRICULTURE.
M. Ducliatel in addressing the Council of Agricul-

ture, Manufactures, and Commerce, stated as follows :

" You have assembled in the midst of the most favour-

able circumstances. Never was the state of the coun-
try more prosperous ; agriculture suffers it is true from
the effect of the low prices of grain, but this suffering-

emanates from causes, with which the laws have no
power to combat, and which will continue to operate
even amidst the most brilliant prosperity. Notwith-
standing this transient depression, agriculture continues
to progress, and at no period more rapidly, every day
new systems are being developed, and implements
improved ; it possesses abundant sources of riches, and
the produce of the beet root is beginning to dispute in

quality the sugar of the tropical regions.

Government has encouraged by every effort the

establishment of agricultural institutions, communicat-
ing to the agriculturists a spirit of emulation and ad-
vancement which they too often require, (or which too
often fails them.")
He then alludes to manufactures, instancing that the

beauty of the manufactures, and the improvements in

producing them speak the progress they have made.
He then commences refering to the rail roads, by say-
ing, " the iron railways are the most brilliant creation
of genius of our age, and strongly recommends their

adoption as beneficial to agriculture, to manufactures,
and commerce." (Tiiis part of his speech forms a
curious contrast with tlie reasons assigned by the Prus-
sian Government forbidding their formation, or that of

companies favouring their progress ; and the contem-
plated railroad from Berlin to Potsdam is consequently
prohibited.)—M. Duchatel concludes thus :

—
" 'J'he

most efficacious means of augmenting the power of
labour, is instruction. Since 1830, the attention of the

Government has been directed towards its disemination
among all classes of society ; but the general establisli-

mentsofpubhc instruction, are they sufficient for all

wants ? are there not institutions specially founded to

promote the interest of agriculture, and likewise certain

branches of industry? it is thus, that we ah-eady have
veterinary schools, and schools of art and trade; what
new protection then can be given to agricultural in-

struction 1 is there room to create in some of our grand
centres of manufacture schools of industry ! In order
to form an assemblage of knowledge and information
on these subjects so deserving of interest, 1 cannot bet-

ter forward such designs, than by addressing myself to

an assembly, where the wants of agriculture and
industry are appreciated with so much wisdom.

" Vou are aware that acommission composed of great

parts of the members of the council of agriculture has

been commanded l)y the king to prepare the basis of a

"Code niral." 1 have consulted resi)ecting the prin-

cipal questions witli the general councils of the depart-

ments. The couacil of agriculture will doubtless not

fail in comprehending this important matter within the
circle of its labours." After whicii the general council
separated to nominate each their president. The order
of the day on their re-assembling is, the consideration of
the question respecting railroads.

SMITHFIELD MARKET.
(From a Correspondent.)

A very serious controversy has arisen, calculated
to furnish employment for the gentlemen of the long
robe, between the corporation of the City of London
and certain salesmen in Smithfield market, who have
determined in consequence of the inadequate and
shameful accommodation provided for the stock sent to
Smithfield for sale, to resist the demands made by the
corporation on tolls and pennage on that portion of the
city property contiguous to Smithfield, which is called
the impyovement to the market, in which place the sales-
men are obliged to stand ankle deep in mud and water
to say nothing of the wretched state in which their
sheep arekeptduring the greater part of the night and fol-
lowing day, till sold, after having travelled many miles
without rest. On this improvement, as they call it, it

is quite evident the corporation has no legal authority
to hold a market, or to exact pennage, or tolls, and that
all sales effected there are illegal, as regards both
buyers and sellers, who are liable to prosecution.
The following opinion given by Mr. Serjeant Shep-

herd, the Recorder, and the Common Serjeant appears
quite conclusive on this subject, and on this authority
the salesmen have determined to abide :

—

" We are of opinion that the corporation have no
legal authority to make use of their lately-purchased
freehold estate, by way of extension or enlargement of
the present Smithfield market, no toll can be legally
demanded or taken on such extended market place, nor
will a sale there operate as a sale in market, overt. The
market is granted to the city to be held in Smithfield •

and the law is most clearly laid down in the case of
Weyhill-market, reported in 3 Mod. Rep. 108, and in a
very moderate decision of Curwen v. Salheld, that
where the place in which the market is to be held is

limited, the market cannot be held out of that boundary.
In case such an enlargement of the charter market
should be made by the city, it would be an usurpation
on the crown, [for which they would be answerable in

an information of quo warranto, in which judgment of
amoval of such usurped franchise would be given
against them, and they would be fined at the discretion
of the court for such usurpation."

It is of great importance to the public that all such
arbitrary claims as those above alluded to, with many
others demanded by the corporation, alike injurious to

the trade and commerce of the city of London should
be set at rest, and it is greatly to be desired that the
Blunicipal Reform Bill, may amply provide the means
of getting rid of such an injurious impost, as well as re-
lieving the public from such an abominable nuisance
as Smithfield market now is, to the metropolis generally.

Since 1828 the manufacture of sugar in France from
beetroot has very considerably increased ; at the above
period tliere were only 58 manufactories, while at pre-

sent tliere are 407. In less than seven years the native

produce of the article has increased from four millions

of kilogrammes Ceach kilog, being equal to about 2ll)s.

3oz. English), to 30 millions of kilogs, and may be cai-

culateil at the termination of 1835 at equal to 40 mil-

lions of kilogs.

His Majesty has become Patron of the East Sussex
Association for the encouragement of industrious la-

bourers, and also of the \Vest Sussex Association, agri-

cultural and an annual subscriber of 20/. to each.
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ARRIVALS of GRAIN into the Port of LONDON
for the last FIVE YEARS, during' the three

months ending' 31st Dec. in each year.
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HORSEMANSHIP.
THE STIRRUP.

It has already been shewn tliat the stirrup

is of the most essential service ; and as I

differ in opinion from all preceding writers

respecting its general utility, I shall, before

I proceed further, give the reasons upon
which I maintain my doctrine, produce those

in opposition to it, and thus enable the

reader to draw his own conclusions or decide

for himself.

Those who have given their opinions to the

world were militarj and manege horsemen,

and the language they hold respecting the

stirrup is this, that " it should be of that

lenrjt/i so that the weight of the foot onlji rests

in it ; the foot placed no further in the stirrup

than the ball ; and that the stirrup conduces not

in the least to the safety of the rider." Many
years have elapsed since I first perused, with

much surprise, the maxims here laid down.
Of their incorrectness I have been perfectly

convinced by very considerable practical

experience, which has mainly influenced me
in publishing the observations contained in

the present essay.

The ancients would appear not to have
been acquainted with the use of the stirrup

;

at least if an opinion is to be formed by the
statues which have reached the present times.

Yet, I am inclined to think, that if they were
unacquainted with the stirrup, they made use
of some substitute ; but, as antiquarian re-

search is not called for in this place, I shall

proceed to the more immediate object in view.

The Turks, the Persians, the Arabs, the Cos-
sacs, and, indeed, all barbarous nations
where the horse is found, make use of the
stirrup ; and, in opposition to our professed
riding-masters, use it short. I am not point-
ing out the mode of riding just noticed as a
pattern of imitation ; I mention it to show
that these barbarous people, directed by ease
and convenience, find the short stirrup an-
swer these purposes better than the long stir-

rup. Let it, however, not be supposed that I

am an advocate for a vcrtj short stirrup ; as
the old proverb says, there should be reason
in all things ; the middle course will

generally be found the best ; I advocate nei-

ther the very lonrj, nor the very short, stirrup
;

but that precise length which I have found
most consistent with ease and safety, from
many years' experience, as well as from num-
berless practical experiments, made for the
purpose of ascertaining the point in question.
According to the instruction of the riding

masters, the foot should be placed in the stir-

rups as far as the ball, or roots of the toes.

the bearing of which should be merely the
weight of the foot, or less if possible ; wc are
then told something about the muscles of the
thighs grasping the saddle, or operating to

secure the seat by the firmness of their hold,

the riding masters forgetting, that, by the

extension or elongation of the muscles caused
by the weight of the lower extremities, they

arc utterly deprived of the power of contrac-

tion, which can alone enable them to have
any hold of the saddle. Let any person who
feels interested in the business, ride a horse
over a leap (or jump, according to modern
phraseology) having the stirrnp of that length

so that the ball of the foot merely rests in it;

if the rider has a good balance, and the jump
merely mechanical, as at the bar, (or in-

stance, he will get over without a fall ; but,

let the same person then shorten the stirrups

one inch, or half an inch, and repeat the
jump, ho will find that his seat is not only
more pleasant, and more firm, but by thus
bearing more weight in the stirrup, the mus-
cles contract, and enable him to sit so close

to the horse as to appear of one piece. Fur-
ther, should there be any hesitation on the

part of the horse, or any thing awry in the

jump, he will still maintain his seat, which,
under such circumstances, would be almost
impossible with the long stirrup.

The harried professors thus express them-
selves :

—" the knees must be stretched down
and kept back, which will occasion the rider

to sit on his fork or twist ; the legs are to

hang near the horse's side, but not to

touch ; the heel is to be sunk as low as pos-

sible, and the toe raised. This ivill givefirm-
ness and strength to the muscles of the legs and
thighs J" I have lived many years in the

world ; I have read much ; but I never re-

collect any thing more absurd having fallen

under my notice. In the first place, it may
be observed, that, resting the weight of the

body on the " fork or twist" cannot well fail

to produce rupture in many instances ; and
hence we see the cause which has, at times,

thinned the ranks of our cavalry, and which
it is endeavoured, at this moment to counter-

act with belts, &c. Further, when the thighs

and legs are stretched down, the heels sunk
as low as possible, and the toes raised, how
is it possible that the muscles of the legs and
thighs can acquire firmness and strength,

when, by being thus stretched out, they al-

together lose their compressive force !

The fact is, that the stirrup, without being
unreasonably short, should be of that length

that will enable the rider to sit with his knee
a little raised, thus giving him in reality
" firmness and strength in the muscles of his

legs and thighs," while he is fundamentally
supported by the bearing of his foot in the

stirrup.

I never saw a single instance of a hunts-

man or whipper-in riding with long stirrups,

and they are continually placed in situations

where the strength of their seat is tried.

Goossy, huntsman to the Duke of Ixutland,

rides with remarkably short stirrups, as did

his predecessor, Shaw, one of the best riders

across a country I ever saw. Sebright, who
some years since hunted the Quorndon pack,

is at present huntsman to Lord Fitzwil-

liam, rides as well as Shaw, and, like him,

uses short stirrups. Similar remarks will apply

to Richards, Payne, Shirley, Head, and many
I
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other liuntsmen whose performances I have
witnessed.
On the race course a firm, strong^, and

steady seat is indispensablj' necessary—but
who ever saw a jockey ride in long stirrups,

and his heels sunk as low as possible?

Consequently, if long stirrups are utterly

inconsistent with riding after hounds, on the

race course, and in all critical and trying

situations, they cannot be advisable for the

road, or, indeed, for any useful purpose,
under any circumstances.

The stirrup should be of that precise
length by whicli the rider will perceive that
he can accomplish the firmest grasp with his

knees and the calves of his legs, without
loosening the thighs from the saddle. The
foot home in the stirrup, and placed horizon-
tally, that is, the heel not sunk lower than
the toe.

As to the idea entertained by timid and bad
horsemen of the danger of placing the foot

home in the stirrup, it is quite unfounded.
The seat will be much firmer with the foot

home ; and, in order to dispel all kind of
apprehension, in case of a fall, of the foot

becoming entangled, let the drop or spring
stirrup be used, and the spring bar at the
saddle also, articles which may be procured
at any saddler's shop, and a glance at which
will convey a much more correct idea to the

mind, than can be accomplished in several
pages of description. I cannot conceive how
the foot of a man could become entangled in

the common stirrup, unless, indeed, he wore
buckles, or something improper about his

eet. A boy's foot might perhaps go through
the stirrup. The greater part of such accidents
have happened to boys, who have placed their
feet—not in the stirrup, but in the stirrup-

leathers.

THE SEAT AND THE BALANCE.
The seat is the conformation or disposition

of the several parts or members of the rider
in correspondence witli the position or motion
of the horse. For instance, when a horse
plunges, kicks, or jumps, if you have not a
strong muscular hold with your legs and
thighs, assisted by a corresponding motion or
exertion of the body, you will be unhorsed.
The very perfection of the seat is, to be ready
and prepared for every emergency without
much eflort : and, by way of contradis-
tinction, it may be observed, tliat a person
may kit prepared for a horse's rearing, and
would tumble over his head should the ani-
mal fall on his knees. Agnin, a person pre-
pared against kicking only, would be in
danger should the horse rear. The art
of horsemanship, therefore, is to give the
rider confidence and safety in all positions,
and under every circumstance.
When seated in the saddle, the body should

be upright, and the shoulders thrown back,
the foot well home in the stirrup, and the
latter of such length as to elevate the fork of
the rider above the pommel of the saddle
when he raises himself or stands in the stir-

rup. He will thus have an easy, pleasant
seat, his knee somewhat bent, and his foot

placed horizontally in the stirrup. The rider

thus acquires an easy, elegant, and firm seat,

by wliicli he is enabled to bring the muscular
strength of his legs into operation in a sort of
involuntary or spontaneous manner, and is

consequently prepared for every emergency.
It is true, this position of the rider difPers

from that of the manege, inasmuch as it is

neither so stiff, so formal, nor so insecure.

Tlie disciples of the manege will start at this,

but it is not the less true on that account

;

for, let it be recollected, that manege riding
is systematic to a mechanical degree, and
that the rider is always prepared for the
operation of the horse ; even the capriole, the
most difficult and most notable feat in the

whole system, is rendered easy to sit, since

the ridet, aware of what is coming, delibe-

rately prepares himself for it ; it takes place
too in the school, upon an animal trained

expressly for the purpose. But on the road,

and in the field, the case is difl'erent ; for

instance, in trotting smartly along the road,

a spirited horse, in high condition, will start

occasionally at the sudden flightof abird from
the hedge, or other trifling circumstance ; the

animal will start on one side so suddenly as

to disarrange the seat or position of the rider,

and he will be very apt to ""come to the

ground with the long stirrup and the stiff

perpendicular position of the manege, or
may, perhaps, receive a serious injury from
the pommel of the saddle. In the field, vari-

ous circumstances are constantly occurring
against which manege riding is but a poor
protection.

The great security of a horseman's seat is

the grasp of the knee and the calf of the leg ;

and of the decided superiority of the position

which I have described, compared to that of
the manege, any person may easily convince
himself by getting on the back of a horse, and
trying the experiment. With the stirrup the

length 1 have pointed out, and the foot

placed in it according to my directions, he
will perceive he has a firm bearing, and a
strong grasp of tlie horse's sides ; on the con-
trary, with the stirrup long, and heel sunk as

low as possible, he will find himself unable
firmly to grasp the sides of the horse, or, in-

deed, of exerting the mucles of the legs and
thighs laterally, as they are rendered incapa-
ble of it by that perpendicular stretch or ex-
tension, which they cannot fail to experience
under such circumstances.
The head should be upright, chest thrown

a little out, back a little hollow ; the arms,
from the shoulders to tlie elbows, should hang
perpendicularly by your side ; the elbows
bent, so that the left hand should be situated

about two or three inches above the pommel
of the saddle; the arm above the wrist, may
lightly rest against the body ; and the wrist

so bent that, the thumb being upwards, rest-

ing on the first joint of the fore finger, may
point between the horse's ears. The right

hand, holding the whip, should be placed
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rather lower than the other, in order that it

may not obstruct the operation of the bridle.

Hence you will perceive the nose and the

breast will be perpendicular, the knee and
toe advanced a trifle beyond this imaginary
perpendicular line. The sight of the foot

should be, in a great measure, obstructed by
the knee. The whip, if carried with the lash

downward, should not touch the hind quarter

of the horse ; it may be carried with the lash

upward, near the rider's shoulder, the hand
taking tlie other end between the linger and
thumb, after the manner in which a pen is

held.

A person will, no doubt, feel stiff and awk-
ward when first placed on the back of a

horse, which, however, will subside in a

much shorter time than might be expected.
Nor is it, indeed, necessary that a person
should always ride strictly in the above posi-

tion ; but, inasmuch as it constitutes the

fundamental principle of the science of

horsemanship, the rider should well under-
stand it, and can afterwards exercise his

judgment when to use the power of which he
feels himself capable.

When seated in the saddle, the thighs

should be inclined as much inwards as feels

pleasant to the rider ; the same may be said

of the legs and the toes. There are, however,
situations on horseback where a trifling devi-
ation of the legs and toes becomes advisable,

which will be pointed out in their proper
places.

It will be easily perceived, that the seat

which I have described removes the weight
of the body (in a grtat degree) from resting

on the absolute fork, and consequently rup-

tures become much less liable, to say nothing
of the superior ease, gracefulness, and secu-

rity of the rider. In the position in which
the horseman is placed in the book published
under the name of Allan (already noticed) it

would not be possible to ride without great

pain and great danger.
The rider should always be in a position to

maintain the seat and preserve the balance
also ; by the latter is meant the preservatino

of the body from inclining to one side or the

other. The seat is keeping firm in the sad-
dle at such times as the body is liable to be
thrown on the horse's neck, or over his head,
tumbling backwards, &c.

To preserve the balance, the body must
keep in the same direction as the horse's legs

;

for instance, in trotting or galloping round a
course, the horse will be found to lean in-

wards, and therefore to preserve the balance
the body of the rider must take a correspond-
ing position. Similar remarks are applicable
should the horse move in a circle, &c.

In order to acquire the correct balance,

practice in circles (the longe) is very useful,

beginning on large circles, and an easy trot,

contracting the circles and extending the pace
by dejirccs. The tyro should practice, in the

first instance, withoutstirrups; and, when he

has acquired confidence, let bim quit the

bridle-reins, (the master or an assistant at-

tending to the longe), and he not will fail to

acquire a good balance and firm seat. The
circles should be worked both to the right and
left. A little practice with the hands placed
behind the back, will throw up the chest, and
give the rider an elegant position.

THE HANDS AND THEIR
ACCOMPANIMENTS.

I have already observed, that the essential

principle of horsemanship mainly consists in

the corresponding motion or position of the
rider with that of the horse ; that is, the

motions of horse and rider should be in

unison, or complete correspondence with
each other ; and for the attainment and pre-

servation of this desirable object, the rider

must be principally indebted to the operation
of his hands.
The judicious application of the hands

constitutes the excellence of horsemanship.
In the case of restive or vicious horses, the

hands are the principal security of the rider,

and baffle or counteract the efforts of: the

horse.

It may be further remarked, that the ease,

the grace, and elegance of horsemanship
arise from the hand. By it the rider lightens

the mouth, raises the forehand, and directs

the motion of the horse.

This subject is not sufficiently attended to

by horsemen in general, and by grooms in

particular; indeed, a groom is rarely seen
who understands the correct application of
the hands; and the same observation is ap-
plicable to many of those who make a living

by horse-breaking. Most of the latter are,

indeed, persons who have been originally

grooms, and cither from bad conduct, or some
other cause, having lost their situations, re-

sort to horse-breaking as the means of a live-

lihood.

The circumstance of defective hands origi-

nates a preference to what are called snaflle-

bridle horses. Persons who prefer snafHe-

bridle horses know not how to handle the

reins, since there are no horses but what will

ride much pleasanter with a double bridle,

when the rider understands the proper

management of it.

In order to acquire the correct and complete
operation and effect of the hands, an expert-

ness in managing the reins is indispensable.

Like other operations, it requires practice be-

fore the rider can well understand the business

— before he can accommodate his hand to the

mouth of the horse. For instance, it can
scarcely have escaped the notice cf any per-

son, as the circumstance is by no means an
uncommon occurrence, that when an inexpe-

rienced or awkward horseman has hold of the

curb-rein, it prevents the horse from standing

quiet, owing to the pain which the animal

experiences. He, at length, loosens the curb-

rein, when the horse bc(;omes quiet, because
the irritation and pain ceases. Now, to what
does this amount.' Not that the curb was
improper, but that the rider did not under-

I 2
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stand the mauagement of it ; Jic held the

curb-rein too tightly for the feeling or sensi-

bility of the horse's mouth, and consequently

rendered the animal uneasy. The same de-

gree of tightness or pull at the curb with a

horse of a less delicate mouth would have

produced no uneasy sensations in the horse,

and he would, therefore, have remained quiet.

Hence the necessity of aceonimodating the

hand to the feeling of the horse's mouth ; and
as this feeling varies in different horses, so

the operation of the hand should vary accord-

ingly. What are called hard-mouthed horses

are unpleasant to ride ; but, as their mouths
have been rendered insensible from improper
treatment, the defect may be remedied by the

judicious operation of the hand.

In my observations, I have had the com-
mon double bridle in view ;

yet it must not

be forgotten, that other bridles are used,

which will be noticed hereafter; and in the

management of which the rider could be at

no loss, after having made himself well ac-

quainted with the previous instructions.

If it be thought desirable to change the

reins from the left to the right hand, it should

be performed in the following manner: turn

the thumb of the left hand towards the right,

put the fore-tinger of the right hand down-
wards, between the reins in the place of the

little finger of the left hand, and lay the reins

smoothly through the right hand ; by which
the fore-finger separates the left reins from
the right, and the superfluous reins hang
downward through the hand ; the thumb
presses the left reins between the first and
second joint of the fore- finger. The whip
still remains in the right hand, but may be
easily shifted if the rider wish it. Should the

reins become shorter by this method of shift-

ing them, they should be allowed to slip to

their proper length. Shifting them again to

the left hand is performed by placing the

third finger of the left hand downwards be-

tween the left and right reins, laying them
smoothly through the hand and letting the

ends hang over the fore-finger (as at first)

secured by the thumb. Practice of this sort

is advisable ; and shifting the reins will re-

lieve the left hand when cramped or tired.

Occasionally the reins must be separated,
and held in both hands, in order to increase
the power of the rider. When a horse refuses
obedience to one hand, the other should be
applied to the reins ; hence all raw young
horses are rode with both hands ; and when-
ever both the hands are called into action at
the reins, it is only necessary to take the off

bridoon (snaffle) rein into the right hand
; put

the three first fingers over the rein in ques-
tion, by which you will receive it between
your little and third finger, pressing it be-
tween the fore-finger and thumb.
When a horse is passing over slippery,

stony, or uneven ground, the safest method is

to apply both hands to the reins, which will
enable you to give much more support to the
horse in case of his stumbling. Applying

both hands to the reins is requisite in the case
of restive or vicious horses, a subject which
has been noticed.

Shortening and lengthening the reins are
operations too obvions to need detail ; in fact,

where redundant verbosity is used in the
description of evident trifles, it serves to con-
fuse the reader, and render unintelligible

what was already sufficiently plain. Yet
such is the case in all the publications which
have hitherto appeared on the subject of
horsemansliip.

The judicious operation of the hand is a
great attainment in horsemanship. The hand
is connected with the reins, the reins to the
bridoon (snaffle) and curb ; the latter operat-
ing on the bars of the horse's mouth, and the
former on his lips ; hence, scarcely a finger

can be moved but the mouth of the horse is

affected by it ; this constitutes what is tech-

nically and justly termed the corsespondence.

A good and masterly hand will make the
hard untutored mouth partake of its sensibi-

lity,which is what the professed masters would
call dressing the horse ; but as the highest
dressed horses, when rode by heavy insensi-

ble hands, become as heavy and dead as the
hand of the rider, so may the tutored hand,
if neglected, abandon its excellent quality,

and conform itself to the deadness or callosity

of the horse's mouth. Hence it sometimes
happens, that horses which gave their owners
every satisfaction at first, so alter from the
bad hands of themselves, or their servants,

tliat they are under the necessity of parting
with them.

In order to convey a correct idea in what
manner the hand operates to produce the
proper effect on the mouth of the horse, 1

must observe, in the first place, that the reins

should be held in the manner already de-
scribed, and the hand so placed that the ends
of the fingers are opposite to the centre of the
rider's body, about the height of the elbow ;

the reins collected to that precise length,

that contracting the muscles of the hand
would rein the horse back, and the eas-
ing of them would enable him freely to

advance. I am, of course, supposing the
horse has a good and delicate mouth ; or

what the French would call un cheval du bon
appui.

If the hand be held steady as the horse ad-
vances in the trot, the finger will perceive, by
the contraction and dilatation of the reins, a
trifling pull occasioned by the measure or

cadence of every step. This trifling pull or

sensation, which is equally felt in the hand
of the rider and the mouth of the horse, (by
means of the correspondence) is, in the lan-

guage of the school called the appui ;* and
while this appui is strictly maintained or con-
tinued, the horse is in perfect obedience to the

rider, and is directed with so much ease, that

he seems to obey the will (as it were) rather

than the hand of the rider.

* Appui—which may be translated, in this case,

the rest of the horse's mouth upon the hand.
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For preserving a medium effect on the

mouth, the hand should be only half shut,

the joints of the finger next the wrist or

knuckles being nearly open. Hence, by ex-
tending and shutting the fingers, you acquire

sufficient power to control or direct a well-

broken and obedient horse.

The power and effect of the hand will soon
be perceived by a little practice. The de-

gree of appui depends on the relative situation

of the hand, and position of the horse : the

raising of your hand increases your power,
and the raising of the horse's head di-

minishes his power ; and as the situation of

the hand, in point of elevation, so power-
fully operates on the mouth that every quar-
ter of an inch has a perceptible effect; so

has its situation if carried to right or left. In

order, however, to avoid as much as possible,

moving the arm or hand, the motion of the

wrist will produce such positions of the hand,
as, being accompanied by the corresponding
aids of the body, &c,, will effect whatever
may be required for a well broken horse.

Aids are certain positions of the hand,
body, legs, and sometimes the whip, which
direct the horse agreeably to the will of the

rider ; the hand is the principal, the others
are called occotnpaniments, which increase
the power and efficacy of the hand. There-
fore, as the positions of the hand are described,

the corresponding aids will also be pointed
out.

The first position of the hand (the left

hand) is, the thumb upwards, the little finger

downwards, so that yon can just see the ends
of the fingers, and placed as already observed
a little higher than the pommel of the saddle.

The aids applied to this position of the hand
are such as affect the action and position of

the horse, as raising his head, and, in the

school, working the croup, &c.

The second position of the hand directs the

horse to the right ; for the accomplishment of
which, turn the little finger to the right, the
thumb to the left, the nails upward, which
will carry the operation of the reins nearly
three inches more to the right, by which the
left reins will press the neck, and the right
reins will become slack, and the horse will

move to the right. To give greater efficacy

to the motion, the body aids by turning to the
right, and, if necessary, likewise inclines,

the right leg aiding, at the same time, by
pressing it against the side of the horse be-
hind the girths.

The third position of the hand is the second
reversed, and consequently directs the horse
to the left. It is thus performed ; turn the
little finger to the left, the thumb to the right,

when the back of the hand will be upwards.
The right reins will press the neck, the left

reins become slack, and the cllcct will be to

move the horse to the left. The correspond-
ing aid is turning the body to the left and
pressing the left leg against the hors&'s side,

in a similar manner to that which was direct-

ed for the right.

These aids are to be applied in proportion
to the effect you wish to produce, and great

exactness, uniformity, and delicacy, are re-

quisite to correctness of execution. By way
of illustration : these aids, properly managed,
will turn the horse on three distinct and
separate pivots; first, on his centre, by which
is meant that point directly under the seat of
the horseman, in which the fore-feet take the
place of the hind, and the hind of the fore.

Secondly, on the fore-feet, in which the fore-

feet keep their ground, and the hind-feet move
round them. Lastly, on the hind-feet, which
keep the centre, whilst the fore-feet describe
the circle. Further, conceive a circle of
twenty yards diameter, and the number of

circles which can be described within its cir-

cumference ; hence it will be easily perceived
that so many degrees of operation these aids

will have to perform. The smaller the circle,

the greater must be the degree of aid, and
vice versA ; and although upon a large circle,

the aids are scarcely perceptible, yet, if they

were not called into operation the horse would
move in a straight line.

Whether you move to the right or left, let

the aids of the hand, body, and legs, exactly
correspond, and practice as much to the one
hand as the other ; or, at least, practice till

you are equally expert with both. At first pro-

ceed slowly, for you will thus much sooner
acquire the proper method; and when you
turn rapidly, the aids must be strongly given
accordingly.

Many horses wi!l at first testify reluctance
to being thus twisted about; (and, indeed, it

will never be absolutely necessary, except in

the manege or military riding,) in which case
apply the other hand to the reins ; for

though the delicacy of the operation will be
superseded, that is of much less consequence
than the non-performance of it. Should the

resistance of the horse require a considerable

strength of the hand, your power to force him
to compliance increases in proportion as the

hand is taken from the body ; so that when
you pull in the direction from the horse's

mouth to the horse's croup, your power is

very much greater than when you poll in a

line to the centre of your body. The other

aids must be given in proportion, and the

rider must be guided in a great degree by his

own discretion.

The fourth operation of the hand is to in-

duce the horse to rein back. The first posi-

tion is sufficient for this purpose. The reins

being properly adjusted, the j)ressurc of the

finger, or closing the hand will be suflicicnt

for delicate moutlied horses ; but, in order to

give greater efficacy, turn the knuckles a little

down, and draw in the belly, the body rather

inclining forward, which will give the hand
greater cficct, without provoking the horse fo

rear, which would be likely enough to hap-

pen with horses which do not readily ohey
the hand, particularly if the rider lean back
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to acquire more power, which would place

liiiu in great danger, because he would not be

in a situation to act under such circum-
stances. The horse would, perhaps, be pulled

backward upon the rider.

In reining back, should the horse not rea-

dily obey, play with his mouth by moving the

fingers. This will induce him to raise his

head
;

gently close your legs, which will

bring him together, (make him unite) and
then the closing of the fingers will induce him
to rein back. The instant the horse is con-
strained to back, the body, if in a proper posi-

tion, will incline forward, and tho fingers

must be eased, otherwise the horse must be
backed till he falls. Therefore, as soon as

the horse yields to the hand, the body and
hand should yield to the horse, that he may
recover his balance, and the little alarm the

operation has occasioned him, when you may
gently invite him to back again.

Reining back is principally required in the

army and the school ; practising it a little,

however, will tend to make any person a

more complete or finished horseman. But
the practice must be conducted with mild-
ness and good temper, and not continued too

long at a time, lest the horse should become
impatient.

Let it be recollected that the hand must al-

ways maintain a determined firmness ; it must
not yield to the craving of the horse to get

the ascendency. For instance, a horse will,

if permitted, abandon that delicate corres-

pondence which produces the appui, and
loll a dull weight on the hand. A horse,

however, well broke, after being ridden for a
while with a dull heavy hand, will generally

fall into this habit, and is consequently liable

to fall down and break his knees, and, per-

haps, the rider's neck or limbs. A horseman,
therefore, should always use a light and lively

hand. Should the horse persevere in his

attempts to attain the ascendency, the reins

should be shaken to induce him to raise his

head, the correction of the hand must be
given severely, in the following manner:
yield the hand so that the reins become slack,

then give them a smart pull or snatch in an
upward direction, which will make him raise

his head, and the apprehension of your repeat-

ing it wiildeter himfromputtingitdownagain.
Having spoken of the7?r»2ne** of the hand

in a direct sense, a few words more on the
subject, collaterally, or by way of qualifica-

tion, become necessary ; since, although the

hand must be sufficiently firm and decisive to

enforce the requisite submission, yet it

should be susceptible of a delicate and sen-
sitive feeling, soft, pliant, and discriminat-

ing, in order to accommodate the horse under
every circumstance. By the feeling of the

hand the rider should become aware whether
the horse wishes to disengage himself from
the restriction of the hand, or whether he
desires a momentary freedom for his own
ease. For instance, he will remove your
hand if he wants to cough ; he will move his

head if cramped by too long confinement, to

drive off" flies, &c, under such circumstances
the horse is entitled to all reasonable indul-
gence.

Further, in addition to the properties
already enumerated, the hand should possess
an enlivening, animating quality, which the
horse will easily understand and readily

obey. This is a light movement of the
fingers and the muscles of the hand, which
is communicated to the mouth of the horse,

raises his expectations, and keeps him lively.

It also eases and refreshes the horse's mouth.

THE ALLOTMENT SYSTEM.
At a meeting of the Somersetshire Agricultural

Labourers' Friends' Society, held in the Bath As
sembly Rooms, the Bishop of Bath in the Chair, in

the course of the proceedings several speeches hav-
ing been made, the following calculations were sub-
mitted by Dr. Parry :

—

The number of acres in England alone, ac-
cordingto population returns, are 31,770,615

Of which those under cultivation, or which
are capable of cultivation, are supposed to

amount to 29,000,000

According to the same returns, the labourers

employed in Agriculture are 744,407
The labourers not agricultural 500,000

Total 1.245,357

If 744,407 labourers in agriculture have, of the

above amount of acres under cultivation, &c., J acre

each, 186,102 acres will be required, or about 1-155

part ; or, in every 1000 acres, 6 acres 100-155.

Should these labourers receive only 20 perches

each (and 30 perhaps is the present average), then

would be required only 93,051 acres, 1-310 of the

whole, or about 3^ acres in every 1000.

Or, secondly, supposing all the labourers, agri-

cultural and not agricultural, were admitted, and had
each i acre, then 311,339 acres, or rather more than
1-93 part of the whole cultivated or cultivable lands

in England would be required ; or, at 20 perches

each, only 1-186 part, being as 10 70-93 and 5

70-186 acres in every 1000.

Now, if the produce of one acre, thus cultivated,

may be valued at 20L, and in some cases it is reck-

oned at 261., 271., even up to 60/., it is clear that the

whole value of the land thus cultivated by the sur-

plus labour of the agriculturists alone, at | acre each,

is 3,722,040/. ; or, divided amongst them is 51. per
head, or, reckoning 10s. for the rent of each allot-

ment, 41. 10s. ; and in the same proportion for the

smaller amount.
If, again, the labourers, agricultural and not agri-

cultural, were occupying ^ acre each, the money
value of the whole produce would be 6,2^6,7801.

;

or deducting as before, 4l. 10s. per head.

Now it will be observed that, on the supposition

of the whole labouring population being possessed

of ^ acre each, and that the money amount obtained

by the surplus labour bestowed on field gardens
equals, as it may faii-ly be presumed to do when the

system is in operation throughout the kingdom,

6,226,780/., such amount is only 159,754L short of

the whole sum expended/ur the relief of the poor, in

tlie year ending March 25, 1833 (6,486,534/,) ; or,

deducting 1-10 as the charge of rent paid, there then

remains only 882,442/. as a balance on the side of the

late poor law expenditure, above the amount which
may, it appears, be fairly within the reach of the

surplus labour of those who may be benefited by the

introduction of this system.
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AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

[from a correspondent of the chronicle.]

The numerous meetings on this subject, at all of
which it is unanimously asserted that the agricultural
interest is much depressed, although there is great dif-

ference of opinion as to the cause, deserve attention,

and as all seem to point at some Legislative remedy,
it is very important, particularly to the farmer, that

the measure, be it what it may, should not be a delu-

sive one.

Though in inquiries of this sort you seldom hear any
party mentioned except the landlords and tenants,

whose interests are said to be the same, there are other

interests deeply affected ; the evil, if it exists, spreads

far and wide amongst tradesmen and manufacturers,
and falls heavily on the poor agricultural labourers.

Much confusion has arisen on this subject by con-

founding the character of landowner and landlord, and
farmer and tenant ; the interests of landowner and
farmer are as directly opposed to each other as the in-

terests of buyer and seller in any other commodity

;

they are two distinct and independent characters

;

they have each their own separate commodity to dis-

pose of ; each seeks to obtain, by barter, a portion of

the other's ; the landowner's capital is his soil, that of
the farmer his skill, industry, and money or stock

;

the landowner stands ia need of the skill and industry

of the farmer, and the temporary use of his money or

stock ; the farmer requires the temporary occupation
of the landowder's soil, but neither of them contem-
plate parting with any portion of his realized capital.

The landowner has no more right to possess himself of

any portion of the farmer's money or stock, than the
farmer has to retain any portion of the other's land

;

their bargain is, or ought to be, about the surplus of
the produce of the soU which shaU remain after the

costs of raising it and converting it into money have
been satisfied.

When the bargain is settled, the parties become
landlord and tenant, and such a change has taken
place in their relative positions, that it would seem
reasonable to expect that they would mutually exert

themselves to render the surplus produce of the land
as large as possible. Is this so in practice? It is to

be feared not.

Before we proceed further, let us see how this sur-

plus, if any, is produced : the land in the hands of the

owner is liable to tithes, land-tax, county, church, and
parochial rates ; these attach the moment the plough
eaters, and must be paid ; the farmer, his labourers,
and stock must be supported, or there can be no pro-
duction, and if no production there can be no surplus

;

the securing and converting the produce into money is

equally essential to a beneficial result ; all these outlays
must be provided for, before the farmer can have any
interest for the use of his capital, or the landowner
fairly claim anything for the use of his land. It is

obviously, therefore, under a just system, the interest

of the landowner and farmer to render these outlays
as low as is consistent with good husbandry ; but the
landlords have been the makers of the laws, and have
devised a thing called rent, which they exact whether
there is any surplus or not ; if their rent is not paid
they take not only the produce on the land without any
regard to the outlay of the tenant, or of interest for

the use of his capital, but they seize upon his stock
also ; whereas, if the outlay has absorbed the whole
produce of the land, the landlord in justice ought not
to claim any rent, and if the outlay exceeds the pro-
duce, the loss should be mutual, and borne in the same
proportious in which the profits were to be shared

;

the landlord has no better right, in common honesty,
to a part of the tenant's capital than the tenant has to

a portion of the landlord's soil ; if matters stood on
this sound footing, the interest of the landlord and
tenant would be identically the same ; as matters now
stand a complete severance is effected, and the question
tion is, how can these conflicting interests be recon-

ciled, or at least rendered innoxious to each other.

This can only be done by relieving the tenant ; and as

it is not at present to be expected that the landlords
will relinquish their power of exacting rent, the relief

must be of such a nature as to secure an adequate sur-

plus in the hands of the tenant.
It is, I believe, very generally admitted that for

several years past the landlords have been taking their

re«/s from the capital of their tenants; and the laud-

lords' cry has been, that the distress of their tenants
and labourers is occasioned by what they term the
ruinous low prices ; but let me caution the tenants and
farmers generally against expecting any relief for

either themselves or their labourers from any measure
having for its object an increase in the price of agri-

cultural produce ; its prices are, no doubt, at this time
low, but they are only relatively so; they are low
when compared with the tenant's outlay. Yet they
will be lower, they must and will, in spite of any
Legislative attempts either to raise or to sustain them,
approximate nearer to those of other countries ; and
why cannot the farmers of England obtain a surplus
from prices which are liigher than such as are remune-
rative to the foreigner ? Are their skill and industry
less? Have they less capital at their command? Are
their implements inferior ? Are their labourers less

laborious ? Are their markets more remote ? In all

these respects they have a decided advantage over the

farmers of every other country ; then, why are not the
higher prices they obtain remunerative ? Simply be-

cause their outlay is greater ; and why is it greater ?

The answer is equally simple, it is because the cost of

every article they use cr consume is aggravated by a

system which raises the revenue by taxes on articles

of use and consumption instead of from realized pro-
perty, the only fair subject for taxation.

It has been customary for the advocates of the pre-

sent system, when pressed on this point, to admit that
taxes on articles of use and consumption have the effect

of raising the price of the taxed article about 30 per
cent, on the amount of the tax, and this is made out in

the following manner:

—

£. s. d.

Say an article is taxed to the extent of . . 100
Add the charges of the merchant over pro-

ducer, for interest and extra risk, 10 per
cent. .. . .. .. 10

Increase
The cost to the wholesale dealer being in-

creased to

He adds forinterest, risk, &c., 10 percent. 11

Increase

The retail dealer having to pay .

.

Charges for interest, extra risk, &c., 10

per cent

110
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these four necessaries are divided into four classes,

represented by the four letters, A, B, C, and D, and
instead of speaking of millions it be, forthe convenience
of calculation, assumed that their several and respective

annual sales amount to the sum of five hundred pounds
each, on one of which a tax of 30 per cent, ad valorem

(a very low estimate) is imposed, it will not be difficult

to see the effect of its operation on all other articles,

£ s. d.

Suppose the sales by A to B as represent-

ing all the customers of A to be .... 500
Add a tax of 30 per cent, ad valorem .. 150

The direct effect of this tax, taken on
the lowest scale of 33 per cent, is ... . 46 10

Increase

,

696 10

196 10

B, or the customers of A, having been accustomed
to pay him only 500?., now find that A's charge is in-

creased from 500. to 696/. lOs. The customers of A,

that is, B, immediately, as a matter of course, add the

196/. 10s. to the price of their own articles, increasing

the charge, which had before been only 500/. to

696Z. 10s. ; the effect of which is as follows :

—

£. s. d.

The amount of B's sale, say to C, as re-

resenting all his (B') customers, were
formerly only 500

Increase, to countervail the additional

charge of A 196 10

On the 196Z. 10s. the consumer will be
charged 33 per cent., because, as ar-

ticles of use and consumption gene-
rally pass through three hands at

least, he will have to pay, in the shape
of interest and risk, &c., at least ... 64 5 10

Increase

.

760 15 10

260 15 10

Take C's original charge to D., as re-

presenting all his customers, at .... 500

Add, to cover the greater charge of B.

,

260 15 10

Add 33 per cent, on 260/. 15s. lOd 86 2 7

846 18 5

Increase 346 18 5

The original charge of D 500
Add additional charge of C .346 18 5
Add 33 per cent, on 346/. 18s. 5d 114 10 2J

961 8 7i
Increase 461 8 7i

Total increase 1,265 12 10|

To which must be added the effect of the re-action on

A., in consequence of the increase in the prices of all

other articles ; for whatever may be said to the con-

trary, tradesmen will endeavour to indemnify them-

selves against the increased prices of the g-oods they are

obliged to purchase, by increasing the prices of those

they sell.

From tlie foregoing statement it is obvious that every

pound paid into the Exchequer, raised by taxes on con-

sumption, abstracts from the pockets of the people in

payment of the tax, and by increased prices on all arti-

cles, upwards of 9/. It is this that occasions the distress

ofthe farmer and his labourers. 'J'he farmers' articles are

of a nature that will not admit of being raised in price in

proportion to the articles he and his labourers use and

consume—he therefore is the sufferer : but as the evil is

one inflicted by the Legislature, and the Legislature has

the power toremove it, not only has the Legislature the

power to remove it, but it would, by removing it, and
raising the revenue from property, render the greatest

possible beuefit to property itself. But the landowner
cannot, or will not see this. As long as taxes are

confined to articles of use and consumption, he fan-
cies that he in some degree escapes, because they
fall Iieaviest upon industry which he cannot consent
to relieve ; although, by relieving it, he would himself
be benefited, for it is obvious that if all taxes on articles

of use and consumption were repealed, 100/ in the
hands of the landowner would procure for him as many
of the necessaries and luxuries of life as at present cost

him 370/, indeed, we may safely say 400/ ; in other
words, an income of 1,000/ a year would be equivalent to

one of 4,000/.

Again, let us suppose 1/ to represent the whole re-

venue paid into the Exchequer, and that the whole is

paid by property, but that in order to raise that 1/ there
are 9/ abstracted from the pockets of the population
What proportion of the 9/ falls on the slioulders of pro-
perty ? One-third at least : so tliat property prefers pay-
ing 3/ rather than 1/, because so long as it continues to

pay 3/ it compels industry to pay 6/, out ofwhich it is

weakenough to suppose it will be indemnified by the
high prices it expects to receive forthe produce of its

land, and, say the mortgagors, ifaproperty taxis sub-
stituted for taxes on consumption, half the lands in the
kingdom will change hands. Indeed ! I conceive the

very reverse must happen, because the working of the
soil and the cost of living to the landlord, as well as of
his tenants and labourers, would be less ; and the mort-
gagees, the absentees, and accumulating capitalists,

who now comparatively escape, would bear their fair

share of the burden which now falls heavily and dis-

proportionately on the incumbered landowner ; this is

clearly and distinctly implied in the very term " Pro-
perty Tax." It is the opulence, and not the poverty,

of the country that bear the imposts; the mortgagees,
and not the mortagors ; the substantial, and not the

nominal proprietor ; but suppose that in consequence
of taxes being repealed prices are reduces ; suppose
tithes put on an equitable footing, which never can be
done till the Corn-laws are repealed, and a property-
tax substituted for all other taxes, and all pretences for

high rents removed, it should happen that the mortgage
interest of a few improvident mortgagors is unpaid, and
the mortgagees foreclose ; suppose a few estates, under
such circumstances change hands, what of that? The
land is still there, the mortgagors have received its full

value or more, is there any thing unjust in requiring
such mortgagors to surrender it? and is it not mon-
strously wicked to keep up, unnecessarily, a system of

high prices to the impoverishment and ruin of the in-

dustrious, in order to maintain a few improvident mort-
gagors in possession of what is not their own ?

The farmer's remedy and his only relief is a •' Pro-

perty-tax," in lieu and substitution of all others, and the

yeomen of England will again be, as they formerly

were, the boast and glory of their country. A. L.

December 12.

Extraordinary Heifer. — A veiy fine heifer,

of the short-horned breed, was slaughtered in

Durham, on Thursday week, by ]Mr. Cornwell, the

butcher. She was an animal of singular beauty and
symmetry, and was bred and fed by Mv. Hoult, of

Rushyford. That gentleman did not intend her for the

butcher, but wished to keep her for a breeder. As she

turned out barren, however, he reluctantly abandoned
his original purpose. She was 4 years old, and though
not fattened for the knife, her carcase is supposed to

weigh upwards of 80 stones, of 14lbs to the stone. We
have seen some surprising animals which have been
fed to very great weights ; but we never beiield one
wliich possessed greater propensity to fatten than this

or greater capability to be rendered one of the most
extraordinary of her species. Her carcase merits the

attention of all amateurs in the science of stock-breed-

ing, and particularly of the admirers of the short-horn-

ed kind. She was descended from the stock of C. Ma-
son, Esq., of Chilton. We understand that clever and
rising young artist, Mr. R. Robson, jun., is now en-

gaged in painting a portrait of the animal—than which,

though it may sound strangely to delicate ears, he could

hardly have a fairer subject for his pencil.
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LETTER FROM A. G. SPIERS, ESQ. M. P.
FOR PAISLEY, TO R.MONTGOMERY
MARTIN, ESQ., SECRETARY TO THE
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

Culcreuch, Dec, 18, 1835.

Sin—I had the honour of receiving your circular,

dated the aSd ult., inviting rae to become a member
of the Royal Agricultural Society, proposed to be

instituted in Loudon. If I could persuade myself
that the sole objects of this projected institution were
similar to those of the Highland Society of Scotland,

i. e., to improve the science and encourage the prac-

tice of agriculture itself, and generally those arts con-

nected with it, then I would not hesitate to add my
name to those ofthe noblemen and gentlemen who have
already agreed to become members ; but when I per-

ceive, from the very origin ofyour Society (the political

resolutions of the meeting of deputations at Ayles-

bury, on the 12th ult.), that the chief purpose for

which it is founded is the combination of agricul-

turists " as a body" with a view to check and con-

troul the Government of the country, and from
your choice of a leader, in tlie person of a Noble
Lord who has honestly, but, as I think, upon very
erroneous grounds, stood forward as the champion of

monopoly and restriction, I deem it my duty not

merely to refrain from all connection witli such a

society, but also to state frankly that its principles

are in my opinion hostile to the true interests of

Britain, and, moreover, that under the guise of an

agricultural association, its projectors have no other

object in view than to create a powerful instrument
for accomplishing the political ends of the Tory
party.

I have long been of opinion that the present Corn
Laws—prejudicial as they confessedly are to the

commercial interests—are beneficial neither to land-

lord nor tenant ; in other words, that high duties will

not produce high prices—that to promote the inte-

rests of one class of the community at the expense
of the rest is ultimately prejudicial to all—and
hence, that the sooner every restriction and mono-
poly, and all taxation affecting the price of food, or

that of the raw materials of our manufactures, are

abolished the better. In making any changes, I am
well aware that the varied and complicated interests

of Britain render it necessary to proceed with great

caution, yet I do not admit the impossibility of esta-

blishing the prosperity and welfare of the whole em-
pire on a surer basis than it now stands, by a

thorough revision of that restrictive system which
has so long, in my opinion, cramped the energy of

the nation and given to foreigners an undue advan-
tage ; and, tlierefore, I can give no support, directly

or indirectly, to a society which is avowedly insti-

tuted for the purpose of exclusively protecting what
are termed the agricultural interests, " of pressing
those interests on Government or Parliament," and
of combining and directing the exertions of the agri-

culturists, " as a body," " whenever any measure
may be l)rouglit forward by Govei-nment, or the Le
gislature, which may be thought injurious to the

prosperity of agriculture." I am satisfied tliat the

prosperity of the nation at large is the best

foundation for the prosperity of the agricultural

classes, and that it is a mischievous delusion to in-

duce these classes to look for a rise of rents or of

prices from any legislative measure ; or, indeed, to

look for a rise of rents or prices at all. Their true

friends should encourage a better and niore scientific

system of tillage—a reduction of rents commensu-
rate with the reductioD of prices of commodities gene-

rally—as much relief as possible from taxation, and an
abrogation of all commercial restrictions—the pros-

perity of trade and commerce affording the surest

prospect, by an increased consumption of agricul-

tural produce, of improving the condition of the

agriculturist. A landowner myself, I entertain ge-

nerally the opinions of one of the most enlightened

and soundest-thinking men in England on the Corn
Laws, my Lord Fitzwilliam, and as his Lordship
happens to be one of the largest landowners in the

countr}'' he cannot surely be considered likely to

promulgate opinions, or countenance doctrines ini-

mical to that class with which he is peculiarly and
intimately connected.

If I cannot consistently entertain the views, apart

from politics, on which your proposed society is

based, still less can I be a party to those views of a

political nature, which, I am sorry to add, appear
to me to have had a more predominant influence in

the projection of the institution, than any conviction

either of its necessity or its ultimate utility in re-

moving agricultural distress. You have assembled,

apparently at the bidding, at all events under the

direction, of the INJarquis of Chandos—a nobleman
violently Conservative in liis politics, hostile to the

present Liberal Ministry, and a decided advocate

of the Corn Laws, and of restrictions and monopo-
lies. You have assumed the necessity of union for

mutual protection and efficiency, based on the two
following resolutions ofthe Aylesbury meeting, passed

under the auspices ofthe same nobleman :

—

" That heretofore all efforts to obtain from the

Government, or from Parliament, efficient relief for

agricultural distress have failed, and inquiry has

twice been refused, owing to the divided state of the

agricultural body and their want of co-operation.
" It is therefore advisable that the various agri-

cultural associations now scattered throughout the

kingdom, and hitherto powerless from want of union,

do concentrate their forces and form a grand central

society, or board of agriculture, in London."

Your very first object is stated by yourselves to

be protection to one class of interests, and the forc-

ing of those interests on the notice of the Govern-
ment or the Legislature

;
your next object is avowed

to be the " calling forth combination and direction

of the exertions of the agriculturists as a body ;"

to oppose Government, if thought necessary, or to

force measures on its attention. Such appear to be

your real and great aims. Merely subordinate to

these objects is the protection of a hall, of meetings,

and of a quarterly publication, &c., devoted to the

agricultural interests, which appears in your pro-

spectus. The only conclusion which I can draw
from these premises is, tliat your association is really

meant to be a Tory combination to overawe the Go-

vernment and the Legislature—to force upon both

any measure, however faulty in principle or perni-

cious in tendency, which ma^'- be calculated to serve

Toiy purposes—and, in short, to erect, as it were, a

powerful Tory battery, from which all that appears

to me really based on sound principle in politics,

and all that is projected by a Liberal Administration

for the good ofthe people—including, of course, tho

agricultural classes—may be most effectually as-

sailed. Nothing, in my opinion, can be more objec-

tionable in principle, or more pernicious in practice :

and instead of giving the scheme that countenance

and support which you claim for it, the duty of

every Liberal politician ought to be to denounce and

oppose it.

In conclusion, may I ask if the agriculturists can

expect the other classes of the community to remain
" disunited," and therefore " powerless," wlien
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they see the agriculturists combining undei* the

leading of noble Lords and Gentlemen ^ Tlie ex-
ample may be followed, and tliis projected society

will have whatever credit may result from leading

the way in that most pernicious consummation

—

placing one class in a state of enmity or war with
another,—I have the honour to be, Sir, &c.

A. G. SPIERS.

HOP DUTIES.
Tlie following are extracts from tlie six-

teenth report of the commissiners of Excise
Inquiry :

—

" From tlie inquiries which we have had oppor-
tunities of making on the subject, (the hop tax), we
have reason to think that the arrangements made by
the department for tlie charge and collection of this

head of duty are well adapted to their object, whilst
they have the recommendation of being carried into
effect with the greatest degree of economy that the
case will admit of.

" From the following return of the expense of its

collection in each of the last three years, it will be
seen that such expense amounts to a very small per
centage on the revenue derived from a good crop.
" A return of tlie total amount of the expense of col-

lection of the hoj) duty for the thi-ee years
ending 5th January, 1835:

—

Amount,
r 1833. . £3,316 4 11

J:

Years ending Jan. 5 < 1834.. 3,432 11 10^
(.1835.. 3,675 13 7

" G. A. COTTRELL,
First General Accountant.

"Excise Office, London, 21st May, 1835.

' We should also state tliat the result of our in-

quiries hasbeeuto satisfy us that the hop-growers were
not subject to any inconvenient interference by the
officers of Excise in the process of their opera-
tions. For the purpose of further ascertaining the
general feeling of the growers upon this subject, we
directed a circular letter to be addressed to the seve-
ral Members of Parliament representing counties in
which hops were principally cultivated, requesting
them to communicate with their constituents, and to
acquaint us with the result of their inquiries. The
answers returned to these communications will be
found in the appendix ; and it will appear from them
that the growers are generally satisfied with the pre-
sent arrangements for the collection of the duty, and
are not desirous of any change either in the rate of
duty or in the regulations under which it is charged.

" In referring, however, to this tendency to in-
crease of cultivation, it should be borne in mind,
that hops are included amongst those articles of gene-
ral consumption, the supply of which is in a great
degree confined to the home grower, by a customs
duty amounting almost to a prohibition on their im-
poriation from foreign countries. We have not the
means ofascertaining the extent to which tlie price
of hops is thus artificially increased to the consumer
in England, but whatever mav be the extent, there
can be no doubt that the addition as far as it goes,
inflicts an injury on the public as consumers, by un-
necessarily limiting llie supply, and enhancing tlie

cost of the article produced. The amount and effect
of the customs duty on hops, thouglinot the immedi-
ate object of our consideration, being thus inci-
dentally brought under our notice, we have felt our-
selves called upon to express our opinion, that the
attempt in this, as in similar instances, to interfere

with tlie natural course of demand and supply, by a

system of prohibitory duties, is opposed to the

soundest principles of general policy. It may be

added, that the high customs duty (8/ lis per cwt.)

on hops, has not only the immediate effeet to which
we have above adverted, of raising unnecessarily,

tlie price to the consumer, but also further operates

to his disadvantage, by preventing liim from taking

the full benefit which might result from a reduction

of the excise duty, since, under a system of mono-
poly such as that which is secured to the home
grower by the prohibition against a foreign supply,

tliere would be little prospect that a diminution of

Excise duty would be followed by a corresponding
diminution of price in the market; and, under these

circumstances, there seems to be no reason why the

revenue should not benefit by the present amoimt of

duty, more especially as hops are comprised in that

class of articles to which we have already referred

in our seventh report, as being more fitting subjects

for taxation than those which may be reckoned
among useful manufactures."

[Extract from a Speech of H. Hundley, Esq.,

M.P,, taken from the Boston Herald of

Dec. 24, 1835.]

" He (Mr. Handley) now wished to call the atten-

tion to a subject, in which he conceived they were
deeply interested, and on which he had long desired an
opportunity of addressing them. lie alluded to the

ruinously low prices of tallow. {Hear.) He had fre-

quently, when standing amongst the sheep-pens of

Smithfield, been much struck with the trifling and dis-

proportionate disparity in price between sheep weigli-

ing say 241bs. per quarter, and others weighing 301bs.,

the quality of meat being similar, and differing mainly
in their relative degrees of fatness. The butcher now-
a-days turned away from those points which hereto-
fore first drew his attention, and the observation of
the passer-by, on viewing such a show of Ciiristmas

meat as their shops had that day exhibited, was no
longer one of admiration at the perfection to which the
animal had been fed, but a sorrowful exclamation of
" what waste !" (Hear, hear.) In fact, the fifth quar-
ter, formerly denominated the butcher's profit, no lon-

ger remunerated him ; and as he could not, any more
tiian other tradesmen, afford to purchase at a loss,

the difference fell exclusively on the grazier. (Cheers.)

It was well known to many of his friends, that this

subject had occupied his attention during the last ses-

sion of Parliament, and he had in the course of some
observations he had made in the House of Commons,
vvhen the Chancellor of the Exchequer introduced his

Budget, endeavoured to draw his attention to it. On
communicating with a most intellis'ent gentleman con-
nected with the manufacturers of soap, he found that

they, so far from benefiting' by our loss, were them-
selves in an unprosperous state, and complaining hea-
vily of the prejudicial operation of the Excise upon
tlieir trade. He iield in his hand a memorial from tiie

soap manufacturers to the Lords Commissioners of the

Treasury ; they complained of the inefficiency and in-

justice of the system of Excise, which the illicit trader

easily evades ; of the obstacles which it presents to

economy and improvement in tiie manufacture, to com-
petition with tlie foreigner and an extended export
trade, which tlie cheapness and abundance of the raw
material in this country would otherwise enable them
to effect. He would not trouble them with reading
other parts of their memorial, which ably argued their

case, but pass to their conclusion, in which he was sure

they would readily concur ; namely, to repeal the du-
ties upon soap, and in frreat part to replenish the Ex-
chequer by an increased duty upon the import of
" the great raw materials of soap, tallow and palm
oil." (Cheers.) It appeared that the annual pro-
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duction of tallow in the United Kingdom was
100,000 tons, and the imports from Russia 50,000,
on which there was at present a duty of 3s
4d per cwt., which it was proposed to raise to 10s, or
101 per ton. It mig-ht be urg-ed that we must calcuhxte
on some decrease in the Russian supply, but he appre-
hended not ; for independent of his belief that they had
hitherto made far more exorbitant profits at their ex-
pense than the amount of the proposed difference of
duty, he had recently been informed from a Russian
correspondence, that not only were they largely ex-
tending- and improving' their flocks, but that in some of
the more remote provinces, where relig'ious tenets

forbade their eating" the flesh of sheep, they were
grazed in larg-e quantities for their wool and tallow
only. (Hear, hear.) A^ow, it was gratifying- to him
to believe that the grazier might here find some
relief, at all events a palliative, not only not
at the cost of any other British interest, but to the
positive gain of the community at large, of the lower
classes in particular, and at a loss to the revenue so
trifling in amount as compared with the advantage
gained, that none but the most niggardly and perverse
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and such he was sure
their present one was not, could possibly refuse.

(Laughter and cheers.) The consumer, in the first

place, would save the whole of the soap duties, which
amounted he believed to 650,000/, and 50,000/ cost of
collection. The additional tallow duty, letting alone
palm oil, on the quantity now imported may be esti-

mated to yield from 300,000/ to 350,000/, and though
this would be eventually paid by the consumer, he
could not complain, for he would gain on soap what
he lost on candles, and the consumer of both articles

was one and the same person. To the extent of this

latter sum the grazier would be benefited, and it was
to this sum he called upon them to urge their
claims by petitions to the legislature. Political
Economists migiit rail at the false principles of
taxing the raw material. If, however, they estimated
those philosophers at no higher rate than he did, tliey

might let that pass. (Loud cheers.) As for the foreign
trade, he saw nothing so congenial in Russian policy,
nothing so consolatory in a Russian tariff as to desii-e

to sacrifice at its shrine the interests of the British
grazier. (Cheers.) It was not very long since they
enacted an import duty of 12^ percent, aimed at British

goods, and the ruin of many would bear testimony to

their former exclusion of our refined sugars. As re-

spected Great Britain, and he looked no further, it was
' but the transfer of a tax, and supported by them, he
would, both in Parliament and out of it, do his utmost
to force it upon the hivourable attention of the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer. (Cheers.)

[Speech of Sir li. Price at the Hereford Agricul-

tural Meeting.^

Sir R. Price rose, and said that he had attended

most carefully to the petition, during the time it was
being read, and must say that it was moderately and
respectfully worded, and that he should with pleasure

present it, and give it his best support ; but at the same
time, although he trusted something might be done for

them by the legislature, yet he should be wanting in

candour if he shrunk from stating to the meeting, tlrat

he did not anticipate that any i^-reat good could result

from it ; and as \w. ditl not look forward himself for any
substantial relief from parliament, he would not hold

out to them any delusive hopes, which would only in-

duce the landlords to ask, and the tenants to promise,

higher rents than could be afforded, and would thus

greatly increase the embarrassments un<lor wliieh botli

parties at present laboured. lie (Sir Robert) firmly

believed, that no legislative enactments could effectually

remove the grievances which oppressed the landed

interest ; they were beyond tlie reach of government

;

they (the agriculturists) must therefore look to other

means to better their condition. He was sorry that one

part of the petition hinted that parliament had been
negligent of the agriculturists ; he declared that from
the time he (Sir R.) had first a seat in the House of
Commons, the then government, and every succeeding
government up to the present time, whether composed
of Whigs or Tories, had ever shown an anxiety to pro-
mote the welfare of the landed interest of this country.
Every administration, he believed, had had the will, but
wanted the power, to remove the depression which,
from time to time affected the agriculturist. There had
been committees appointed to inquire into the causes
of distress, and the most diligent investigations had
taken place. He admitted that much had not been done
in the way of that relief ; but some salutary measures
had passed, such as the repeal of the duties on win-
dows, affecting tenants who rented up to 200/ per year,
which shewed the anxiety of parliament to lessen the
burdens of the farmer. Sir Robert commented at some
length, on the state of the currency, from the passing
of the Bank Restriction Act, which he characterised as
an act of injustice to the creditor, to the time of Sir R.
Peel's bill, which on the other hand he considered as a
measure of great hardship against the debtor. He de-
precated any new attempt to interfere with that very
difficult and dangerous question, which, without eflfect-

ing any permanent good, would have the effect of un-
settling all contracts, and only lead to a repetition of
the hardship and injustice which he had previously de-
scribed. He believed if the present government re-
mained in office, or Sir R. Peel and his adherents came
in, that all parties were agreed that there should be no
more tampering with the currency. [A person in the
room put a question to Sir Robert, relating to the fund-
holders, and stated that the great fundholder did not
pay his fair proportion of taxes.] Sir R. Price said, it

was a mistake to suppose that the fundholders did not
bear an equal share of the public burdens, and it was
also a mistake to put them down as the most wealthy
part of the community, when the fact was, that the ma-
jority of the fundholders were persons in the humble
and middle classes of society, such as widows, orphans,
old decayed and retired tradesmen, with small annui-
tants, depositors in saving's banks, and members of be-
nefit societies, whose hard earnings had been put out
on the faith of public credit. He considered it would be
gross injustice to tax those persons exclusively, and
leave mortgagees and others to escape, who were re-

ceiving interest in full. With respect to the great ques-
tion before them—agricultural distress—he considered
it useless to disguise the fact, that it must be dealt with
at liome, they must forget war prices, and the landlord
and tenant must come to an equitable arrangement.
(Tliis observation was received with vehement cheer-
ing-.) Sir Robert proceeded and said, that though he
believed that the only thing that could effectually re-

move the evils under which they then laboured, was a
fair adjustment of rents, yet there were some measures
within the reach of the legislature, the enactment of
which would tend to better the condition of the farmer.
There was one instance in which the legislature may
interfere with effect. He wished to see settled on equi-
table terms the long agitated tithe question. He trusted
he should not be misunderstood ; he did not wish to

cast the slig-htest reproach on the clergy. He believed
the great majority of them had been moderate, and had
not taken all to which they were legally entitled. 1 1 was
the system of which he spoke, a system which not only
greatly interfered with the proper cultivation of the soil,

but, from the uncertainty of the tithe laws, occasioned
innumerable disputes between those who ought to live

on the best terms. On a shght misunderstanding be-
tvveen the parties, if there were the least feeling of ill-

will, an exchequer process was almost the inevitable

consequence, and the utmost precaution of the one i)arty

was scarcely sufficient to guard against such an in-

fliction. (Cheers.) He assured the meeting, that in any
measure brought before parliament, calculated to ame-
liorate the condition of the agriculturist, he should,
while he had the honour of a seat in the house, be al-

ways found at his post, giving it ins best and most cor-
ilial support.

—

(The hon. baronet resumed his seat amidst
general applause.)
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Hereford Agricultural Meeting.—The following

is a copy of the petition agreed to at the meeting' :

—
" To the Honourable the Commons of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland in Parlia-

ment assembled.^'

" The humble petition of the owners and occupiers

of land, and persons interested in the prosperity of agri-

culture, residing in the county of Hereford.

Sheweth—" That your petitioners belong to the most
numerous and most peaceful class of His Majesty's

subjects. That their patience has been unexampled

and distress unparalleled, and which is daily increasing.

That no eifectual means have hitherto been taken by
parliament to ascertain the real nature, and cause of

their distress, now of nearly twenty years continuance.

That it is impossible that evils of the magnitude under

which your petitioners suffer, can have arisen without

an adequate cause. Your petitioners, therefore, ear-

nestly entreat your honourable house, in no spirit of

party, but in the spirit of consulting the country's best

and most lasting interests, and in strict justice to

British agriculture, ' the first of all its concerns' at

once to institute (by means of a select committee,

chosen from your honourable house,) a bold and un-

flinching inquiry into the causes of agricultural distress,

with a view to their amelioration. And your peti-

tioners will ever pray."

THE AGRICULTURAL INTEREST.

TO THE FARMERS AND LANDOWNERS OF THE COUNTY OF

HEREFORD.

Gentlemen,—Feeling a more than ordinary interest

in the welfare of that truly valuable portion of this

great country, known as "The Agricultural Interest,"

I cannot refrain, whatever motives may be attributed

to me, whether of presumption or otherwise, from offer-

ing a few remarks upon the proceedings and opinions

of those Gentlemen who addressed you at your meeting
on Wednesday. In the first place, allow me to con-

gratulate you upon the formation of the petition ; and
that the individual, or more, who framed it, showed a

wise and sound judgment in avoiding any allusion to

the currency question, although it was strongly urged
by INIr. Smythies ; nay he, in the fulness of his wisdom,
boldly, and in the most unqualified manner, declared
that to Peel's bill the whole of the distress you are now
and have been suflTering was to be attributed, and that

the repeal would, without any other proceeding, not
only rescue you from your present difficulties, but place
you in the sunshine of prosperity. It is more particu-

larly to remove such an impression from your mind,
and to guard you against this dangerous but too plau-
sible nostrum, that has induced me to obtrude myself.

I will not disguise from you that it was Peel's bill tend-
ed very much to reduce the price of agricultural pro-
duce, but not to the extent that some persons suppose

;

the long war in which we were engaged, coupled with
a combination of extraordinary circumstances, caused
the produce of land, of whatever denomination, to

reach the most extravagant prices : with the conclusion
of that war, prices immediately declined, but not so in

proportion did rent, tithe, and other local taxation.

Well and justly then did Sir Robert Price, with a man-
liness which scorned popularity at the expense of prin-

ciple, declare to you that Parliament had not turned a
deaf ear to your complaints, but that for real and sub-
stantial relief you must " look at home." W^hat, let

me ask you, but that ruinous rotten system of paper
currency, created an artificial state of property and so-

ciety 1 What generated the high prices of land, and
raised up between you and your landlord a middle man
wlio, to gratify his employer, too often made you a
stepping stone to increase his wealth and gratify his

ambition ; and I look upon it as one of the greatest
evils you have now to contend with is the baneful sys-
tem now pursued by landlords, backed by these worthy
land-agents, as they term themselves, of discarding

tenants who, with industry and capital are compelled,
to save themselves from ruin, to ask an abatement of

rent ; the notice is received, the paid agent is applied

to, and without further hesitation an assurance is given
that another tenant can be met with who will gladly
take it and require no reduction. If such is the case

now, how much more so would it be if you had a de-

based currency ; every landowner's agent would be
tlien regularly besieged with paper adventurers, and
each parish haunted by the voracious tithemen ; rents

and tithes would soon be increased in proportion to the

value of the produce ; you would rarely see a piece of

gold ; the substance would be vanished, and we should
have the horrid scenes of tlie year eighteen hundred
and twenty-five again enacted.
Mr. Smythies told you tliat the reason that the manu-

facturers were so flourishing was, that the cotton spin-

ners could purchase the raw material for a bill at two
months, which the seller could discount, and the manu-
facturer, after he had passed it through his loom, could
again sell for another bill, which he could discount at

his banker's, and thus pay the original bill; one more ex-

traordinary light seemed to have burst upon this gentle-

man, for in his second speech he told you, that the arti-

san was buying for sixpence a loaf which cost nine-

pense in production. Why, gentlemen, until within a
very short period there was not a bank in either Liver-
pool or Manchester that issued a note ; if he is not dis-

posed to take Sir Thomas Lethbridge's dogmas for anxi-
oms, I ask, is there any reflecting portion of the com-
munity who is disposed to pay him a greater compli-
ment? Fine speeches and Latin quotations do very
well for display, but they are ill calculated to point out
what you want to know, viz. a remedy to an admitted
evil. I would here implore you to weigh well, and re-

ceive with great caution anything, however plausible,

that comes from any individual, I care not what or who
he may be, calculated to create an unfriendly feeling-

towards your manufacturing countrymen ; depend upon
it you are both links of one great chain, and that your
permanent prosperity is beyond all doubt unalterably
interwoven ; he who dares to throw the firebrand of
discord is a decided enemy to both. Away then with
this worse than idle cant! leave the manufacturers and
tlieir two months bills to themselves; be united, and
seek a remedy where it is to be found ; be prepared to

point out to that committee which you have petitioned
the House of Commons to grant you, the true source of
the depression of the wheat markets ; you will find it

in the not overproduce of Ireland, but in the misgovern-
nient for years of that unhappy country, which compels
its inhabitants to dispose of that produce which they are
rendered too poor to keep for themselves ; misery and
starvation stalk through the land while every port in

England and Wales is filled with its produce. Call
then upon your Legislators to give that country, so
long neglected, a well digested Poor Law. Call upon
them to burst the bonds of a desperate faction, that
spreads its baneful influence like a pestilence over her
fertile plains, and demand with more than common firm-

ness the adjustment of the Tithe question, both in Ire-

land and in the land of your birth. Look then " at

home ;

" point out to your landlords the evil of turning
out an industrious tenant, merely because he can ob-
tain another ; tell him , for he ought to be told, or he is

not worthy to be a possessor of an estate if he does not
listen to reason, that your successor must be in the same
state as yourself, or he must work out and impoverish
the land. Let landlords dispense, if not altogether, in a
g-reat measure, with theoretical agents ; let him meet as
his forefathers did his tenantry at the audit day, and cul-
tivate that good feeling which ought to exist between
tliem. Away with the visionary schemes of men who,
to gratify their ambition, have purchased land, and
borrowed money to pay for it, and who would hail with
ioy any measure that would enable them to screw out
of the hard earnings of their fellow /creatures the means
of satisfying their grasping ambition. With every senti-

ment of sincere attachment to your interest.

I am your obedient Servant,
RICHARD DAVIES, Hop and Seed Merchant.

Hereford, December, 2ith, 1835.
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AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

We believe it may be asserted with confi-

dence that amongst those who look to the le-

gislature for the relief of agricultural distress,

the propriety of the course pointed out by the

Marquis of Chandos is becoming daily more
apparent; and the probability is that in the

next session a committee will be appointed to

inquire into the causes of agricultural dis-

tress. Assuming that such will be the case,

it may not be uninteresting to advert to the

committee which made its report in 1833, and
to inquire what circumstances have transpired

dnring the last two years cJid a half, to in-

duce a hope that another committee, whicli

must have recourse to nearly the same chan-
uels for information, shall be enabled to de-

vise an effective remedy for tlie distress of

the tenant farmer. A great outcry is raised

against the Whigs as being ho'tile to the

agricultural interest, and the Tories are

pointed out as the only true friends of the

farviev. To this, as part of a system of elec-

tioneering tactics, there may be no objection,

as upon such occasions any means will be
resorted to which may be calculated to pre-

judice the cause of an opponent. But the

great object to be kept in view is to prevent
the tenantry from being deluded into t!ie belief

that any particular set of politicians can legis-

late so as to improve their condition. For
the information of such of our readers as may
have forgotten them, we subjoin the names
of the individuals constituting the committee
of 1833, which concluded a report in the fol-

lowing terms, " In conclusion, your com-
mittee avow their opinion that hopes of me-
lioration in the condition of the landed in-

terest rest rather on the cautious forbearance
than on the active interposition of Parlia-

ment."

Lord Viscount Althorp
Sir James Graham
Lord John Russell
Sir Robert Peel
The Marquis of Chandos
Mr. Littleton

Sir Richard Vyvian
The Earl of Ormelie
Sir John Sebright
Mr. Baring
Mr. Dominick Brown
Sir John Dalrymple
Mr. Cayley
Sir Matthew White Ridley
Sir Charles Lemon
Mr. Robert Clive
Mr. More O'Fcrrall
Sir Edward Knatchbull
Mr. Ashford Sanford

Mr. James Buller

Mr. Wolryche Wliitmore
Mr. Mathias Attwood
Mr. Bennett
Mr. Mildmay
Lord Viscount Milton
Mr. Bethell

Mr. Gilbert Heathcote
Lord Viscount Howick
Mr. William Denison
Mr. Childers
Sir W. Brown Folkes
Mr. Brigstock
Lord Henniker
Mr. Robarts
The Earl of Kerry
Mr. John Murray
Mr. Stanley (Cheshire)

These gentlemen, most, if not all of them,
principally interested, and some to a very

large extent, in the prosperity of the agricul

tural interest, after having sat for a very long

time, having examined a great number of

witnesses, to whom they put nearly 13,(J00

questions, arrived at the conclusion that little

if anything could be expected from the active

interposition of Parliament. Wo are sensi-

bly alive to the benefits resulting from a good

understanding between landlord and tenant,

and the advantages which will accrue from a
union for their mutual interests. But it must
be for their mutual interests. Nothing short

of a determination upon the part of land-
lords to reduce their rents to such a level as
will enable their tenants to live, can possibly
maintain that union. An investment in land
cannot be viewed in a difterent light from
an investment in any other species of pro-
perty, and if from any accidental cause the
value of the property becomes deteriorated,
it is the owner, and not the occupier who
must sufler the loss. The committee of
1833, a committee of landlords, who may
be said to have been sitting for the purpose
of inquiring how they could best advance
their own interests, inasmuch as any improve-
ment in the condition of the tenantry must
produce that effect, did not point out one sin-

gle measure of relief which was not before
well known to every man who had inquired
into the subjeol. It is stated in the report
that " the poor-rate is heavier, the county-
rate is heavier, the highway-rate has in-

creased ; and the evidence would lead to the
conclusion that the outgoings of the farmer are
generally larger than he can afford to pay
during the present prices of agricultural pro-

duce, without a sacrifice of the profit on his

capital which he is entitled to realize." The
tenant far7rier, if fairly dealt with, should not
suff'er from the increase of the rates; instead
of being taken out of the profit on his capital,

they should go in diminution of rent, being im-
posts which deteriorate the marketable value
of the estate, either for sale or for letting. It

is the peculiar nature of the business of the
farmer, whose return for the investment of
capital takes four, five, or six years, as it may
be, to realise, which places him at the mercy
of his landlord. There is one passage in the
report of 1833, the production of which alone
is well worth the time devoted to the subject
by the committee, and which embraces the
principle upon which alone we rest any hope
of relief to the tenant farmer. It is the fol-

lowing :
—" In Scotland, where rent and wages

of labour are the only outgoings borne by the
tenant, the farmer, on the whole, appears to

have suff'ered less than in England from the
fall of prices; and Corn Rents, which have
lately come into more general use in that

country, protect the tenantry under lease from
the effects of a falling market : but the la-

bourer in Scotland being paid principally in

kind, and receiving only a small portion of

his wages in money, has not gained so much
as the labourer in England by the altered

value although his nominal earnings have not

been much reduced." Rent and labour, the

only outgoings borne by the farmer in Scot-

land, being the one altogether and the other

principally paid in kind, of course vary in

value as the price of corn does, but it does
not recjuire a larger number of bushels io ss.-

lisfy the landlord's claim for rent or to meet
the wages of the labourer, in one year than

another. If the committee for 1836 will but
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adopt this principle, and endeavour to devise

some means whereby rents may be regulated

according to the value of produce, and the

outgoings in the shape of titiies and rates of

every kind removed from the shoulders of the

tenant, it will go far to restore the prosperity

of the working agriculturists.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE IIEHEFORD TI:MES.

Sir,—I read, in your paper of last week, a quotation

from a communication which was sent by me to the

Board of AgTiculture in the year 1816 ; and 1 am in

consequence led to address the following' observations

to you :—I was in London in the preceding year, where
I found almost every person, with whom I conversed
upon the subject, strongly impressed with an opinion,

that the g-reat and immediate depression tlien anticipated

in the price of agricultural produce of every kind,

would be highly and immediately beneficial to every
class of society, exclusive of the land and tithe owner
and farmer ; and all were astonished to find that I en-
tertained a widely different opinion. Government had,
during many years previous to that period, expended
annually an enormous sum of money,—the rents of the

land and tithe owners had been very high,—the farmer
had been living in affluence,—and his labourers had
heen well paid,—trade of every description had been
apparently flourishing,—and an enormous amount of

taxation had heen levied without difficulty ; when the

farmer suddenly became incapable of employing his

labourers, except at comparatively very low wages, or

to meet the demands of the land and tithe owner ; the

shop of the tradesman consequently became, to a great

extent, suddenly deserted ; and the manufacturer, ex-

clusive of the comparatively few who then worked for

a foreign market, soon felt the ill effects of this state of

things. A kind of g-eneral paralysis followed, and the

country sunk, as I foresaw it would—and as I in my turn

was surprised that others did not generally foresee

—

into a state of great debihty : froni that state it has long
ago perfectly recovered, and the distress of the present

period is much less extensive ; and as far as the inte-

rests of the farmer are concerned, capable of being
considerably diminished, though certainly not by any
interference of the Legislature, except to a very small
extent. The former may be, and I think ought to be,

exempted from all expenses in the repairs of turnpike
roads ; and those who require roads, upon which they
can travel ten or twelve miles an hour, ought to pay
for the benefits which they receive. The tithes oug-ht to

he commuted ; but I have too good reason to fear that

strong opposition will be made to any proper change of
the present tithe laws, though certainly not by the la-

houring clergy. Poor laws ought also to be introduced
into Ireland, to defend the English labourer, both in

agriculture and manufacture, from competition with the
starving wretches driven by famine from that oppressed
and most unhappy country. But a reduction of the

amount of jmyments now claimed by the land and tithe

owner, proportionate to the decreased value of ag^ricultural

produce, can alone efficiently relieve the distresses of the

farmer.
To this point I wish particularly to draw the attention

of those who in their public speeches have expressed so
much regard for the prosperity of the farmer, and feel-

ing for his sufferings.

It has been objected, and may be ohjected, that a
great many landowners, many of whom have lieavy

mortgages upon their estates, cannot afford to reduce
their rents. This is, I fear, but too true, and to a fearful

extent amongst every class of landowners ; but I do
not think that such persons are very likely to extricate
themselves from existing difficulties, hy iiaving their
estates beggared by beggared and ruined tenants.
Government have gone far in excluding all corn of
foreign growth, except under a heavy tax, in the

opinion of many too low, for the protection of the in-
terests of the landowner ; though not a shadow of
doubt exists, or ever has existed, in my mind, that the
operation of the Corn Bill has heen highly injurious to

the farmer, in having caused him to raise much corn
tchich has not repaid his expenses, and for ubichthein'
creased consumption of animal food and potatoes has
greatly diminished the demand.
The English farmer lias now to contend with the

Irish farmer, or, perhaps, more properly, with the Irish

landowner, for he appears to take almost every thing
which the soil produces, except a few potatoes. The
soil of that country is generally fertile, and a vast
extent of it, which has not yet been cultivated, is

capable, with a proper outlay of capital, of being
cultivated with advantage. The wages of an Irish

agricultural labourer, who has the good fortune to find

employment through nearly the wliole year, does not
exceed 7d a day, without any portion either of meat or
drink ; and so great a number are usually without em-
ployment, and ready to work at any price to escape
starvation, that in an account recently published by
Mr. Inglis, of a journey through every part of Ireland,
taken with the view of obtaining correct information
respecting- the state of that unhappy country, he states

that a person offered to find two hundred day la-

bourers, who would engage to work for four-pence a-
day. I particularly recommend Mr. Inglis's work to
the attention of your readers. His feelings towards the
Roman Catholic religion and priesthood are evidently
hostile, and he represents the latter as intolerant

bigots ; but he gives them credit for strict attention to

their duties, and as liberal to the distressed poor. JMr.

Inglis has the credit, which I think he well deserves,
of having written impartially, and his work was recom-
mended to me by a gentleman : he is a clergyman of
the Established Church, and a Tory.
The exports, both of corn and of animal food, from

Ireland are increasing with accumulating' rapidity, and
steam vessels convey its produce, at a very small ex-
pense, to those seaports of England, which have the
most ready communication with the manufacturing and
populous districts, where the English agriculturist has
to contend, upon very unequal terms, with the Irish.

Underthe precedingcircumstances, what can Govern-
ment do 1 Appoint a committee to enquire into the
causes of agricultural distress, and cause a long and
protracted discussion in the House of Lords and Com-
mons

; and thereby be enabled to obtain very correct
information of that wiiich every person of common
sense and information already knows, that many land-
owners are distressed owing to having outlived their

incomes, and that many farmers, who have been com-
pelled to sink a part of their capital in payments to the
land and tithe owners, have become poor and dis-

tressed. The recently formed Agricultural Association
may possibly succeed in leading the public to believe
that the present administration have neglected doing
their duty, and thereby cause them to lose the confi-
dence of the farmer and freeholder, and their places.
Whether the country would or would not be benefited
by this, is a question into which I shall not enter

;

but it is sufficiently obvious, that the formation of an
association of landowners and farmers, for the purpose
openly enough avowed by some of its members, of
causing the price of the necessaries of life to he raised,
and their own revenues to be increased, cannot fail to
cause the formation of hostile associations amongst the
inhabitants of the great towns and manufacturing dis-

tricts, where inimical feelings towards the land and
tithe owners are already more than sufficiently strong.
The rival manufactories which are rising in different
])arts of the continent of Europe, prechide the possi-
bihty of the receipt of very high wages by the English
manufacturer, who therefore cannot continue to com-
pete with his foreign opponents, unless he can obtain
the necessaries of life on nearly as advantageous terms.
The operative manufacturer therefore cannot fail to
view without (jvery hostile and I cannot avoid think-
ing very just hostile feelings, the agricultural as-

sociation ; which appears to me much better calculated

to cause a revolution, than to relieve the distress of the
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tairmer, ivhOj whatever may be the price of agricultural
produce, nuiy be oppressed by a bad landlord.

Some of your readers may perhaps be disposed to ask
me, what I conceive oug'ht to be done ? I would re-

co.nmend others to do that which, I believe, I have
found it my own interest to do ; and as my tenantry
have done. I employed, many years agro, a very able
and eminent land-surveyor, Mr. Tench of Bloomfield,
who possessed alike my confidence and that of my
tenants, and who was previously well acquainted with
my property, to say what amount of rent each farmer
would be able to pay, consistently with his living com-
fortably and properly ; and I authorised Mr. Tench to

promise on my part, that if tliey would cultivate their

farms properly and highly under his instructions, by
raising- abundant g-reen crops, and sowing' no greater

extent of g-round with corn than they could properly
manure, I would make any amount of deduction from
their rents, in the event of a decrease in the price of

agricultural produce, which he should think equitable.

My estates, have been, and are highly cultivated, and
afford a much largei supply of animal food, and at

least as much corn, though that is grown upon a much
less breadth of tillage ; my tenantry are, I believe, all

doing well, and some of them, who have been active

and economical, have, I knov/, saved a good deal of

money, bad as the times have been ; and taking into

consideration the improved annual value of my pro-

perty, I confidently believe that I have obtained
greater pecuniary advantages, than I could have ob-
tained by acts of rapacity and oppression.—Your
obedient servant, T. A. KNIGHT.

Downtoii,Dec.lS, 1835,

ISLE OF SHEPPY AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

This Society held their first meeting on Monday,
Dec. 21, when nineteen ploughs contended for three

prizes, in a field belonging to jMr. Thomas Coveney,
Norwood Farm, Eastchurch. The Judges, Isaac
Wildish, Jun., James Fullagar, and J. H. Smith, Esqrs.,

awarded the Ist prize of 4/ to (No. 9), — Tappenden,
the servant of INIr. Edward Swift, of jNIinster ; the 2nd
of 21 10s to (No. 16), — Carpenter, the servant of Mr,
Edward Bigg, of Eastchurch; and the 3rd of 1/ 5s to

(No. 1), — Hart, also the servant of jNIr, E. Biggs.
The others were much commended, as was a Scotch
swing plough, sent by Admiral Fleming ; with all, the
contest was keenly contended. The 1st prize of 2/, for

bringing up and weaning the greatest quantity of
lambs, was given to — Hodges, the shepherd of Mr.
JMatson.of Eastchurch; and the 2nd prize of 1/ to J.

Whitehead, shepherd to Sir, Burford, of jNIinster ; a
prize of 2/ was given to J. Atkinson, a labourer, for

having been a member of a benefit society thirty-eight

years; Wm, Mantle, labourer, a prize of 11 10s for

twenty-four years' servitude on one farm, under IMr. R.
Foord, of Eastchurch ; to Richard Kennett, 30s for

having brought up, creditably, ten children, besides
having lost several in infancy ; Thomas INIorrant, a
single man, I/, for fourteen years' servitude under J,

Batchelor, Esq., of Queenborough ; JNIary Knapps, 1/,

for thirteen years' servitude under Mr. Lester, of Sheer-
ness ; and to Edward Cripps, aged thirteen years, 10s,

for one year's servitude under Mr. Henry Pym, of

Leysdown. There was no candidate for the girl's prize

under similar circumstances.
The Dinner,—About sixty gentlemen sat down to

dinner ; Delamark Banks, Esq., chairman, supported
by Admiral Hon, C. E. Fleming, C. White, Esq., —
Sackett, Esq., Jolin Pratt, Esq., Thomas Burford, Esq.,

and many other respectable gentlemen ; John iNIatson,

Esq., officiated as deputy chairman. On the cloth being
removed, the prizes were delivered to the candidates,

they were suitably addressed by the chairman, and the

secretary G. B. Chambers, Esq., who encouraged the

unsuccessful to go on perseveringly, that they miglit

be successful next year; whicii business being con-

cluded, the Chairman gave " the King," " the Queen,"

" the Princess Victoria, and the rest of the Royal
Family." The health of Admiral Fleming having been
griven with three times three cheers, he rose and ac-
knowledged the compliment, by assuring the company
of his anxiety for the prosperity of the society, which
he was convinced, from personal observation in Scot-
land, was capable of, and would, he had no doubt, do
a great deal of good. He begged to propose the health
of their excellent chairman, with the honours he was
so justly entitled to. The toast having been drank most
cordially, the Chairman assured them they should have
his continued support, and that he would do every thing
in his power for the Isle of Sheppy, and he was con-
vinced tliere was not a man in the island he could not
call his friend, Rlessrs. G. Morrison, Sackett, G. B.
Chambers, and many other gentlemen addressed the
meeting, describing the benefits such societies had
been productive of in other places, and urging its being
well followed up here. jNIany excellent songs were
sung, and the company separated at a late hour, much
delighted with the proceedings of the day.

THE CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Sir—The formation of a central agricultural society,

1 certainly hailed as a blessing to the depressed agricul-

turists, and expected that they would go into parliament
the next session, firm and united, but I confess I am
much disappointed with the first meeting. I always
considered the society to be organized, not to be the

tool of this party of quacks, or that, but to concentrate
and unite the opinions and influence of the agriculturists.

But contrary to all sound policy—all the expectations

entertained by the farmers, instead of simply asking for

parliamentai-y inquiry into the cause of agricultural

distress, they begin to discuss that cause themselves !

I do not admire this uncalled for throwing down the

gauntlet of discord, the very first nieeting, I hope that

the currency question or any particular view of agri-

cultural distress, will never again be mooted there, or

we shall be just where we commenced. That the agri-

cultural interest is terribly depressed, there can be no
diflference of opinion, and no party in the House of

Commons can refuse a fair inquiry into its cause, if we
ask for it unitedly, and unconnected with any other
opinion, or pre-considered resolution. If it turns out
to be the currency, then let that alteration be steadily ask-

ed for, but not ti'Uthen. To be useful, the inquiry must
be a local one ; the commissioners must cotne to the far-
mers' , and practical persons must be examined, in pre-

ference to theoretical, or the object of the commission
will be defeated by interested persons, for the farmers

are too much in the habit of setting still to goto any
considerable distance. An opportunity shoiild be given
all practical persons by ettending at the principal mar-
ket towns, and they must compel the attendance and evi-

dence of the farmer's, to render it at all useful. All the

evidence that is offered must be received, come from
what quarter it may, and I should like the laliourers

also to be examined. Let all throw their mite of infor-

mation into the scale, and let the best be selected and
promptly acted upon. Your's &c.

A YORKSHIRE FARMER.
Dec. 30, 1835.

I calculate that the milk and butter of a cow will pay

the rent of three acres of land of average quality, and,

if she can be supported upon half an acre, tliere will bo

tiieutwoand a half acres out of every three rent free

for you to make tlie most on, with plenty of manure to

cultivate tbem, besides any profit that may be derived

from pics, poultry, &c., and it is from fully considering

this that I have repeatedly asserted that every tenant on

these estates might, if they followed the instructions giv-

en to them have their potatoes, their grain, and their

jiork for lliemselves, in place of selling the two latter to

pay their rent as they have heretofore in many cases

l)een obliged to do.

—

Essay on the improvement to be made

in. (lie Cultivation of >':>mall Farms, by Wm. Blacker, Esq.
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ON THE CAUSE OF ROT IN SHEEP.

By Mr. William Hogg, Shepherd.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.J

For more than half a century I have been en-

gaged in the management of sheep. During that

jieriod I have not been inattentive to the misfor-

tunes, the evils, and the ailments to which sheep
are liable; and, amongst the rest, the rot has not
a little occupied my attention ; and with the
greater assurance I can point out its symptoms,
its progress, and termination, as I resided a long
time on a farm where it was tl.e prevailing disease,

and from which, all who were connected with the
concern dreaded the greatest annual loss.

Diseases of every kind among sheep, are very
often raised or invigorated by improper manage-
ment, and none is easier brought into existence
by harsh treatment than the rot. Hence, in many
cases of this disease, it is difficult to determine
whether it proceeds from the morbid qualities of
the soil, or from some adventitious event in the
animal's life. The case first laid down considers
it as inherent in the pasture ; the causes after-

wards noticed, tlie exciting reasons which imme-
diately bring it into existence.

As distinct families of this animal, for several
descents, assume the same shape and figure, in so
far as this disease proceeds from a particular for-

mation of the system, it may be reckoned heredi-
tarj' ; but the force and freedom with which the
lungs heave, is the surest criterion to determine
the absence or piesence of this disorder ; but still

the original or predisposing cause exists in the
qualities of the pasture ; it is this which marks
the peculiarities of the constitution, gives that flow

of spirits which actuates the animal, and adjusts

every movement in the system.
I lay it down as a position which need not be

doubted, that pastures abounding with soft grossy
nourishment dispose to this disorder. Grasses of
this description spring early, rank and juicy, are

eagerly eaten at that season, when all other green
herbage is absent ; the scarcity of verdure, and its

own succulence, induce sheep to eat it very close

to the surface ; the soil vigorous and strong,
pushes constantly forward more of the delicious

sward
;
yet till late in the season, it never attains

luxuriance, as the pasturing stock constantly keeps
it bare. Other grasses firmer and more consistent

in the blade at last arise, but are coarser, and in

proportion as they are so they are rejected, and
the soft tathy verdure still constitutes the princi-

pal part of the food ; the animal's taste by degrees
is perverted, it can i-elish no other food than this

raw watery sustenance, which imparts no consist

ence or vigour to the muscular and more essential

parts of the body ; and all its influence is directed

to the increase of the viscera, and every inability

arising from constant repletion.

The stomach and bowels increasing to an extra-

ordinary bulk, become an unmanageable weight,
too weighty for the constituent parts to carry about
with ease, or with that facility necessary to its

thriving, and by degrees the animal assumes a bad
shape, that is, the belly and hind quarters become
heavy and lumpish ; the fore quarters, low,

narrow, and contracted. The lungs are obstructed
in their full play, and very often one of their lobes

adheres to the ribs ; this farther impedes their

motion ; at every respiration the cells of that
master organ are neither sufficiently filled nor
emptied ; for want of vital air the blood is tainted,

every extraneous humour increases, a general de-
bility prevails, and symptoms of the rot appear.
But feeding on raw immature sustenance to such

excess, and so constantly as sheep once habituated
to it ordinarily do, operates another way for the in-
troduction of this disease ; the fluid contained iu
the unripe food engenders a good deal of serum in
the abdomen, and even diffuses it through many
parts of the body, and this not being a natural
fluid, farther debilitates the constitution. The
animal now lounges about on soft tathy spots.

Immediately that general waste of body falls into
a morbid tumour imder the chin ; but this is a
late symptom. A violent diarrhoea then appeal's,

when the animal dies.

But feeding on such unwholesome grass, to the
exclusion of every other kind of food, always con-
fines the animal on such low damp spots as pro-
duce it ; while at every inspiration plenty of rank
miasm is drawn in, which settles in the lungs, and
loads their cells with a phlegmy viscid matter,
which, with difficulty, is coughed up, especially

when the animal is excited to motion. A consump-
tion is then completely formed, for which as far
as I know, or ever observed, there is no cure.

The softness and immaturity of the grasses,

upon which the animal feeds, is the predisposing

cause to this disorder : but where this is unaided
by any accidental cause, though it has for a long
while been preparing the system for the reception
of this disorder, yet has as yet been unable to give
existence to the disease itself, till some exciting

cause occurs, which directly fixes it in the consti-

tution ; and this exciting cause proceeds either

from the severity of the seasons or improper ma-
nagement.

It would be tedious, and in several cases almost
impossible, minutely to explain how such a cause
operates to produce this disorder ; but it must be
understood, that a certain degree of force or
energy in every sheep's constitution is necessary
to keep the funtions of life moving in a healthy
orderly manner ; but when the regular operation

of these is any ways impeded, by any cause what-
ever, the rot on soft tathy pastures is always the
consequence- I shall briefly mention those be-

longing to the first clsss, viz. unpropitious seasons
—heavy and protracted storms of snow—rapid

transitions from frost to fresh, and vice versa.

Hence the old adage

—

" RIony frost an'mony thowe,
Make mony weary rotten ewe."

Wet seasons, especially wet autumns—immoderate
falls of rain, cause drains, cleughs, and burns to

overflow their natural boundaries ; in such places,

the soil never omits to send up a hasty flush of

new grass, which is particularly detrimental to the

health of the pasturing stock—a new braird of

grass rising late in the autumn, or on fat places,

even in the month of December. This also has
a bad tendencj', for it sinks the animal spirits.

The exciting causes of the rot from rude and un-
gentle usage may be classed as follow :—An im-
moderate heat, often got by severe dogging ; I

have several times known the lamb get this im-
proper treatment, yet the constitution struggles

on for three or four years, and yields to the rot at

last—too long indulgence on flat grassy pasture
which has been recently flooded—grazing on land
which has been formerly, or is at the time,

pastured by cattle. The rank grass of a deep
green colour, springing from the spots on which
they drop their dung, is vastly deleterious, as is

also that kind which rises round the borders of
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their foot-marks, after being soaked with stagnant
water. This last cause affects not individuals, but
whole parcels; and in general any misfortune or
slight disease, which has for a while interrupted
the animals thriving on all soft tathy pastures, is

almost sure of introducing the rot.
I have read of instances, which were said to be

well attested, of sheep rotting very hastily when
transferred from their native hills in Scotland to
rich English pasture. Excei)t bad usage when
taking them up, I can think of no other cause that
can satisfy myself for this rapid waste of constitu-
tion

; but let it always be remembered that a severe
heat, wliich is often accompanied with other base
usage, will break up the soundest constitution, es-
pecially at that important crisis, when it is removed
to a pasture quite different in its qualities from that
on which it was bred.

I have only to remark on this part of the sub-
ject, that the predisposing cause, by its long and
uninterrupted influence, may produce this dis-
order ; but its existence as a disease is oftener be-
gun by the intervention of auxiliary causes.
The seeds of the disease may have struggled

with the constitution for some seasons, but when
the following external symptoms are exhibited, it
is a plain declaration that all the ingredients ne-
cessary to constitute the rot are condensed and
formed into disease, and that death will immedi-
ately ensue. I shall mention them in the order in
which they generally appear.
About the latter end of February or beginning

of March, the wool loses its healthy brown colour,
becomes bleached and dead-like ; then follows con-
siderable prostration of strength ; late in leaving
the tathy spots, and early on them next morning
—probably would not leave at all if not urged
away by the shepherd ; falls always back in the
ranks when the shepherd moves them forward ; a
sullen, lustreless eye, looking steadily at the shep-
herd

; an cedematous swelling under the chin.
This last is a late symptom.
When dissected, the internal symptoms arc

;

Lungs entirely wasted, often hanging like empty
bladders to the base of the trachea; in somecases,
when not so much wasted, the interior of each
lobe full of tubercles ; liver, in all cases that ever
I saw, increased to an extraordinary weight and
size, studded all over with hard white spots ; cut
any of its ducts, and the flukeworra issues out by
hundreds, immersed in a bilious-like liquor. Seve-
ral of this insect are also to be seen distributed
among the other viscera ; but I never saw them
within any but the liver. These creatures I con-
sider as the consequence, not the cause, of the
rot

;
lor they also exist in the livers of healthy

sound sheep. Besides, the fasciota, of which this
IS a variety, is peculiar to the intestines of other
animals

; but their extraordinary increase, in cases
of this kind, is no doubt owing to the diseased state
ot the liver, in which they multiply to such im-
niense numbers, and their multitude and activitym it diminish the strength, and accelerate the
death of the animal. Inthe quantity of tallow there
is not much decrease, not near so much as the ex-
treme debility before death would seem to an-
nounce. That which enwraps the stomach and
kidneys, as well as the fat dispersed through the
system, has lost its suety qualities, and become a
tough yellowish-coloured substance, altogether
mfusible by heat ; in some more, in some less, but
always a quantity of scrum loose in the abdomen,
in which the bowels Hoat. Over the carcase are

I
sundry yellowish spots, which are not unfrequent

I

where fat should exist.

Excess of fluid existing in those varieties of
grass,* which the animal selects for its food, and
a deficiency of those firm consistent varieties,

t

which are peculiarly adapted for strengthening
the stomach, for animating and establishing the
muscular system, I take to be the radical cause of
this disorder

; yet secondary or exciting causes
may operate with such force and vigour as to un-
hinge the best constitution, and dissolve the best
constructed parts, and, when this is done, the rot
is always the consequence.

Cheese.—Mr. Editor,—For thirty long years
have I been a dairy farmer, and nothing has so much
surprised me as that people should have been so lent'
fiudijig out the real nature and poisonous quality of
the ingredient commonly called Annatto, which is

used to redden cheese. It is a fact known to most
cheese makers, that the original intention of colour-
ing cheese was to disguise its real q uality : and it is all

very well for those who cannot make good cheese, to
use this stinking stuff, in order that one bad smell may
counteract the other. All real good dairies of cheese
are best when in their pure and unalloyed state—per-
fectly white—alike free from smell or colour. I have
always bsen in the practice of making part of my
dairy white and part coloured, but my dealers in-
variably tell me the white is best

; yet, such is the
force of custom or prejudice, that red cheese is still

preferred in many places to white. It is pleasing to
find, however, that where white cheese has been once
introduced it is always preferred. I recollect read-
ing, in my younger days, of one of the Spanish
monarchs, who was ever so fearful of being poisoned,
that he accustomed himself to taking a daily potion
(in order to prevent the operation of a single dose of
poison,) for so long, that at length he could not live
without it. Will the cheese eating community take
the hint? A FARMER.

* Among the kinds of grass which peculiarly dis-
pose to this disease, may be mentioned the several
kinds of meadow-grass, woolly soft grass (IIolcus
lanatus) ; butitmustbe recollected that those grasses
are more or less noxious in proportion to the wet-
ness of the season, or to the frequency with which
they have been inundated by water ; for this element,
in its purest and most simple state, leaves a dele-
terious deposition in the grasses over which it floats.

This is neither a sediment, nor, as far as the human
sight can judge, can it be called an impurity. It is

a very fine transparent colouring, nearly resembling
the cobwebs which float through the air on a fine

autumnal day. It was known, as well as ite poi-
sonous effects on sheep, to our forefathers, by the
name of Lace. I have often noticed this sparkling
appearance by the sides of wells, whose waters were
newly emitted from the interior of the hill ; and I
once knew of a sheep which habituated itself to such
unwholesome food completely rotten at a year and a
halfold.

t That sj)ecies of feeding which imparts a suffi-

cient flow of spirits to the animal's consistence and
activity to those parts adapted for motion, are the

different heaths, ling, deer-hair, all the varieties of
bent, &;c. A due proportion of these, eaten along
with soft and often unripe grasses, accelerates the di-

gestion of every dry's food, checks the preternatural

increase of the viscera, and opposes the generation
of vicious humours through the whole system.
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THE LATE SIR JOHN SINCLAIR, Bart.

We cordially embrace the opportunity now afforded

us to pay a tribute of respect to the memory of a fellow-

citizen, so distinguished for his public services, so esti-

mable for his private worth.
Sir John Sinclair was born at Thurso Castle, in the

county of Caithness, on the 10th of May, 1754. He
received the rudiments of a classical education at the

High School of Edinburgh, and having carried on his

studies at the Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow,
he completed them at Oxford. At Glasgow he was a

favourite pupil of the celebrated Adam Smith, who
admitted him to familiar intercourse, and from whose
conversation, as well as lectures, he imbibed a taste for

political inquiries.

On the two first occasions which called forth his

talents as a vvriter, his object was to rouse the sinking
energies of the country in times of great disaster, and
embarrassment. At the close of the American war,
the suspicion rapidly gained ground, under the in-

fluenc of Dr. Price and Lord Stair, that the finances of

the country were embarrassed beyond recovery, and
that a national bankruptcy was inevitable. In reply
to this dangerous assertion Sir John wrote a tract en-
titled Thoughts on the State of our Finances, which es-

sentially contributed to restore the credit of Great
Britain on the Continent. It " deserved letters of gold"
was the strong language of the British Minister at the

Hague, to express his sense of its importance. In 1780
Sir John wrote his vindication of the British navy. No
great victories had for a long period been gained at

sea, and so general was the panic spread by the expected
junction of the French and Spanish fleets, that even
T,ord Mulgrave, though a Lord of the Admit alty, was
understood to have been carried away by the torrent of
despondency. In a pamphlet entitled Thoughts on the

Naval Strength of the British Empire, Sir John Sinclair

so effectually revived the public confidence, that Lord
Mulgrave himself returned him thanks for a defence of
our naval service so powerful and so well timed.

It was in the same year, 1780, that Sir John was first

chosen to represent his native county ; and, with the
exception of a short interval he continued in the House
of Commons till the year 1811, a period of above thirty

years.

During a visit to the continent in 1785-6, Sir John's
activity and perseverance enabled him to obtain infor-

mation upon several points of great national utility ; in

particular on the art of coinage and on the manufacture
of earthenware and of gunpowder. He described the
last of these improvements to histfriend Bishop Watson,
Professor of Chyniistry at Cambridge, before commu-
nicating it to the Board of Ordnance ; and so import-
ant was the service rendered to the public, that the
bishop in his memoirs represents his subordinate share
in the transaction amongs this strongest claims to public
gratitude.

Among the earhest and most laborious of Sir John
Sinclair's literary undertakings was his History of the
Public Revenue, from the Remotest Eras to the Peace of
Amiens—a work which supplied the necessary data for
effecting various improvements in our financial system,
and especially for the introduction of the income-tax,
without which the war could never have been brought
to a successful issue.

It was on Sir John Sinclair's suggestion, that in 1793
l\Ir. Pitt projiosed in Parliainijiil the issue of Exche-
quer-bills for the relief of the commercial interest, then
labouring under great distress. How soon and how
eflPectually credit was restored by that politic measure,
all merchants old enough to recollect the crisis must
willingly, and many of them gratefully, acknowledge.
Nor was Sir John's diligence in executing his plan in-
ferior to his sagacity in devising it ; much depended
upon a large sum of money reaching Glasgow before
a certain day ; by applying every stimulus to all the
agents he was enabled to accomplish this important
object, contrary to the expectations of his most sanguine
friends. Meeting the Prime Minister the same evening
in the House of Commons, he began explaining to him
his success, when Mr. Pitt interrupted him—" No, no,

you are too late for Glasgow ; the money cannot go for

two days."—It is already gone," was Sir John's
triumphant reply ;

" it went by the mail this afternoon."
When the panic was over, he proposed to Mr. Pitt that

immediate measures should be adopted for preventing
the recurrence of the same disaster, and that the whole
of our banking system should be reconsidered with a
view to stop the over-issue of paper money, which he
foresaw as the consequence of the Restriction Act. JMr.

Pitt replied, that otlier subjects then required his whole
attention ; and thus, in spite of warning, the deprecia-
tion of the currency was sufi'ered to proceed unchecked
and uncontrolled.
The gratitude of the JMinister was in proportion to

the magnitude of the service. He desired Sir John to

specify some favour to be conferred upon him by the

Crown. Here was a valuable opportunity for gratify-

ing personal interest or family ambition, but the boon
which this true patriot solicited was a benefit to his

country ; he requested the support of Government to

his intended proposition for the establishment of " a
Board of Agriculture."
Over this great national institution of which the

farming interest justly designate him " the founder,"
he, without emolument, presided for many years. To
the exertions of the board this country is indebted, in a
great degree, for its rapid progress in the art of hus-

bandry. A spirit of enterprise and of invention was
excited among the farming classes, and a dignity at-

tached to agriculture which it never had before ac-

quired. Agricultural associations suddenly sprung up
on every side ; reports were published, in fifty volumes
octavo, describing accurately every county in the

LInited Kingdom, and the substance of the information
thus accumulated was digested, by Sir John himself,

into his Code of Agriculture, a work which has now
reached the fifth edition, has been reprinted in America,
and translated into all the chief languages of Europe.
To illustrate the degree of energy diflTused among the

owners and occupiers of land by the labours of the

Board of Agriculture, it will suffice for us to state, that

during twenty years prior to the establishment of the

board, though peace and war, prosperity and adversity,

had alternately prevailed, the number of enclosure
bills was only 749, whereas during the twenty years
subsequent to its formation the number amounted to

1,833, giving an increase of 1,134 bills, or, according to

the best calculations, 2,268,000 acres of additional cul-

tivation. The necessity for these numerous and expen-
sive bills might have been prevented by one compre-
hensive enactment, and Sir John at! one time was able
to inspire the two rival statesmen of those times with
such a portion of his own zeal for agricultural, that

both of them promised if the other consented, to attend
a committee, of which Sir John was to be chairman,
for the arrangement of a general enclosure bill. This
was perhaps the only instance in which those inveterate

opponents were prevailed upon to combine for one ob-
ject. Unhappily, after the whole plan had been ma-
tured, Mr. Fox was persuaded by his friend Burke to

withdraw his consent, and thus was frustrated a scheme
of public usefulness at the only time when it appeared
likely to succeed.
Among the labours undertaken by Sir John Sinclair,

the most arduous, and perhaps the most successful, was
The Statistical Account of Scotland. So little had the

subject been at that time attended to, that the very
term " statistics" was of his invention (see Walkvr's
Dictionary.) No word then in existence could ade-
quately express his practical adoption of the great
Roman statesman's axiom, " Ad consilium de republica
dandum, caput est nosse republicam." The work was
first commenced in 1790 ; it was prosecuted uninter-

ruptedly for seven years, during which a correspon-
dence was carried on with all the clergy of the church
of Scotland, amounting nearly to 1,000; and it was
brought successfully to completion by the gradual pub-
lication of twenty-one thick octavo volumes, in which
a separate account is given of every parish in North
Britain. Attempts have been made in various parts of

Europe, in Spain (1575), Sweden (1630), Germany,
England, and especially in France, both under Louis
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XIV., and even under the auspices of the Emperor
Napoleon, to produce a work of the same kind, but
nowhere hitherto with the least approach to the same
success. Hence the celebrated Comte Hautrive, in his

Ekmenis of PoliticuL Economy, atHrms, that " Scotland
is the country in which the spirit of statistical research

has been brougrht the nearest to perfection." The ser-

vices of the Scottish clergy on this occasion were so

strongly represented to the Crown by the honourable,
the candid, and high-minded originator and conductor
of their labours, that a royal grant of 2,000/. was pre-

sented to the society for the benefit of their families
;

and Parliamentary assistance to a large extent was
afforded them for the augmentation of small livings.

Sir John made no attempt to derive even a partial com-
pensation by the sale of his performance, for the im-

mense expenditure he had incurred, but generously

made over the whole work to the abovementioned body,
A new edition, under their direction, is now in pro-

gress. Let us hope that in the latter parts of it those

acknowledgments will be made to the father of statis-

tical philosophy which have hitherto been unaccounta-
bly withheld. We may remark that the successful

efforts of an individual to anatomize society |formed
Lord Colchester's chief encouragement to propose that

great national undertaking—the general census.

Along with his agricultural and statistical inquiries

Sir John Sinclair from time to time exerted himself for

the extension of the British fisheries. Having reason
to believe that large quantities of herrings annually re-

sorted to the coast of Caithness, he advanced a sum of

money towards enabling certain enterprising individuals

to decide the question. Their report was so favourable,
that he prevailed upon the British Fishing Society to

form a settlement in that county. In proof of his own
disinterestedness, it may be noticed, that he made choice
of a situation at a distance from his own property, and
from which he could derive no personal advantage. By
his exertions, also, a grant was procured of 7,500/. from
the forfeited estates of Scotland towards the construc-
tion of a harbour in the Bay of Wick, where fishing

vessels might receive protection. The fishery thus es-

tablished and encouraged has ever smce continued
rising in importance. It employs, on the coast of Caith-

ness alone, about 14,000 individuals ; it produces an-

nually above 150,000 barrels of herrings ; and being
since extended to the neighbouring- counties, has be-

come the most productive fishery in Europe.
The more elderly friends of Sir John Sinclair will

well remember seeing him, a tall athletic figure, in a

military garb. His pretension to that costume was
grounded on an important benefit to the public— that

of raising, in 1794, a regiment of fencibles. Corps of

that description were in general restricted to the de-

fence of Scotland ; but Sir John's first battalion, con-
sisting of 600 men, served in England also ; and the

second, 1,000 strong, in Ireland. The latter corps fur-

nished above 200 volunteers for the expedition to Egypt.
Among the measures recommended by Sir John Sin-

clair in ParUament, he always himself attached peculiar

value to the grant for forming bridges, roads, and
harbours throughout Scotland. 'I'he success of that

measure may be attributed to a suggestion made by
him, that no assistance should be granted by the public

except in cases where the private parties interested be-

came bound to pay one-half of the expense. It may
be mentioned, to the honour of the Lord Register ( Mr.
William Dundas,) that although he moved in the House
the appointment of a committee upon the subject, he
uniformly attributed the " whole merit of that noble
work of improvement to the right hon. baronet with

whom the idea had originated."

To the other public servicesof Sir John Sinclair may
be added, that he originated and long presided over

the Society for the Improvement of British Wool, and
introduced, at his own risk, into the north of Scotland,

the Cheviot breed of sheep, of which so many millions

have, in consequence, pastured on our Highland hills
;

that, by his speech and pamphlet in answer to the Bul-

. lion Committee, he prevented, during war, those em-
. barrassnients in our finances which it was afterwards

. admitted must inevitably have resulted from the pro-

posed return to cash payments ; and which he con-
stantly maintained would not only be destructive during-

war, but most impolitic and injurious even in time of

peace, being thus as much opposed to the ruinous en-

hancement, as he had before been to the alarming de-

preciation of money ; and lastly, that he suggested in the

Ilouse of Commons the appointment of a committee on
the famine in the Highlands, and by prevailing on them
towave the want of precedent,and grant reliefwithout de-

lay ,hewas the means ofsaving thousands from starvation

.

The value of the various services above enumerated
has been acknowledged from all quarters by the most
competent judges. King George III. honoured him
with friendly notice and correspondence, conferred

upon him the dignity of a privy councillor, and is un-
derstood to have intended for him further marks of

Royal favour. \'arious agricultural associations pre-

sented him with pieces of plate. Out of thirty-three

counties in Scotland no less than twenty-five voted him
their thanks. The magistrates of Thurso, the town ad-

joining his own residence, publicly and gratefully ac-

knowledged " that amidst other pursuits of a more ex-

tensive tendency, the improvement of his native country
had been the pecuhar object of his care and attention ;"

and the freeholders of Caithness passed resolutions

thanking him for having brought to a completion mea-
sures " which laid a solid foundation for the future pros-

perity of the county." .

The reputation of SirJohn Sinclair is not only British,

but in the strictest sense European. Diplomas have
been presented to him from societies, philosophical and
agricultural, to an extent almost without example.
They amount in all to twenty-five.

We have spoken of Sir John Sinclair as our fellow-

townsman, because his latter days have been spent

among us in literary retirement. Occasionally he ad-

dressed the public upon subjects of political discussion,

but his time was chiefly occupied in the intercourse of

domestic life, or in preparation for a work which he had
long projected on religion. He was of opinion that a
treatise by a -layman on the evidence of Christianity

would be more favourably received, both at home and
abroad, than the performance of a clergyman, and he
resolved that, as his long life had been spent in the

service of his country, his latter days should be devoted
to his Redeemer and liis God. In the work thus piously

]u-ojected and zealously prosecuted he had m-ade con-

siderable progress, but its completion was anticipated by
death. Talia agentem atque medhantem mors praneiiit.

" The funeral of the venerable baronet took place

within the chapel of Holyrood Palace, on the 30th of

December, and although it was the wish of the family

that the ceremony should be strictly private, yet the

Lord Provost, magistrates, and Town Council, in their

robes, and a deputation from the Highland Society of

Scotland, of which Sir John was a distinguished mem-
ber, solicited permission to join the procession on its

entering the precincts of the palace, an unexpected

tribute of respect which the friends of the deceased, we
believe, did not decline, and which strongly marks the

feeling which his loss has occasioned in the metropolis

of Scotland. SirJohn is succeeded in his title and estates

by Sir George Sinclair, the present member for Caith-

ness.

—

Edinburgh Advertiser.

Church Property. — Until a very few years

ago, the entire parish of Wiveliscombe, iu Somerset-

shire, consisting of between 8,000 and 9,000 acres of

good land, belonged to the bishoprick of Rath and

Wells, and constituted the far (jreater portion of the

revenue attached to that See. The late Bishop let the

whole of the said property to his son for a term of three

lives, at a nominal rent. The present Bishop, finding

his revenue reduced to a mere trifle by this proceedmg

of his predecessor, agreed to make over the property

in fee to the late Bishop's family, on condition that

40,000/ in money should be settled on the bishoprick ;

and an Act of Parliament passed through an unre-
FoRMED Ilouse of Commons and a Tory House of

Lords enabling the parties to fulfil this engagement.—
Chronicle.

K 2
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EDUCATION AND CRIME.

The annual meeting of subscribers, teachers, and
scholars of Friar's Mount Sunday School, took place at

that establisliment, in Church-street, Bethnal-green,

on Monday evening-, Under-Sherift" Pearson in the

chair.

Several youths who are receiving' education at the

institution recited Scriptural and moral pieces with

g-reat effect, and particularly five boys, who had com-
mitted to memory, and who spoke large portions of the

dialogue from " Pilg-rim's Progress," with an emphasis
and i)roiiriety which would have reflected no dishonour
upon the scholars of half the boarding schools in Lon-
don.
Mr. Edward Wentworth, the Superintendent of the

school, gave a long account of its progTess, from the

time of its formation in 1804, by the Chairman's fatlier

which, on account of its simplicity, deserves to be re-

corded. From his statement it appeared that since its

institution upwards of 20,000 Sunday school scholars

had received their education there, besides 4,000 daily

scholars, and that it had given birth to another estab-

lishment in the neighbourhood, which in 17 years, had
received 14,000 Sunday and 3,000 day and infant scho-
lars ; so that since the late Mr. Pearson had reared
Friar's Mount School, it had given the blessings of edu-
cation to upwards of 40,000 of the youth of both sexes.

There was still in the school above 1,300 children, who
received their education at the hands of gratuitous

teachers, and at an annual expense of 150/. (AppUiuse.)

Mr. Wentworth proposed a vote of thanks to the chair-

man.
Mr. Pearson stated that to find himself, after so

many years' absence, in the room where he had often

assisted his late father in extending the blessings of edu-
cation to the youth of that poor and populous district,

raised emotions which he could scarcely describe. His
attachment to the institution of Sunday schools was
with him of so early an origin, that (it must almost be
termed one of the instincts of his nature ; but his sub-
sequent experience in life, so far from weakening the
impression, had only convinced him, that of all the
cliarities which adorned this charitable nation, Sunday
schools were the most important, realizing the very
characteristic of mercy, and blessing alike, those who
gave and those who received. A great outcry had of

late been raised in consequence of what had been term-
ed the enormous increase of crime in the nation.

—

{Hear, hear.) He was sorry to find by the printed
evidence taken before the committee of the Lords,
that even the respectable chaplain of Cold 13ath-fields

prison was disposed to take a gloomy view of the in-

fluence of education upon the humble classes. It was
true he drew a, distinction between education which
did, and education which did not inculcate good prin-

ciples, but he (the chairman) contended that education
in itself prepared the mind for the reception of good
principles; and if the reverend chaplain had followed
out his calculations to their natural results, he might
have shown that though the quantity of education which
he ascribed to the criminal population of the metropo-
lis might not be sufficient to fortify them against the
seductions of crime, it formed an excellent soil for the
discipline and admonition, and instruction and reflec-

tion of a gaol to work upon ; and that although the
temptations from without might for a time overcome
the power of resistance, yet, the " still small voice" of
conscience lived within his bosom, and, exciting a de-
termination to reform, exempted him from a recom-
mission of crime, to a much larger extent than
was the case of the brutally ignorant and un-
educated part of the community.

—

(Hear, hear.) The
evidence of the chaplain stated that out of 967 prisoners
he examined in 1834, of those uneducated— i. e., not
taught to read and write

—

First imprisonment ^^ 1 1 04
Second imprisonment. ... 46 J

Those who could read and write

—

So that while 44 per cent, of the entirely uneducated
criminals returned to the commission of crime, and
were subjected to second imprisonment, only 25 per
cent, of such criminals as could read and write returned
agam to the gaol ; thus giving a biilance of 19 per cent.
in favour of the reformation of even the partially edu-
cated over the entirely uneducated portion of criminal
society. In the progress of his official duties as Under-
Sheritf he had had occasion to investigate the proportions
which education and crime appeared to bear in rela-

tion to each other, and the statistical returns submitted
to Parliament appeared to sustain some extraor-
dinary inferences, showing that education, particularly

Sunday school education, had considerable influence
in diminishing crime where that species of instruction

most generally prevailed. He was aware that argu-
ments deduced from statistical tables were calculated
to mislead unless carefully watched, and these tables,

compiled as they were from returns made at different

periods, must be rather taken as an approximation to

accuracy than as an authenticated calculation upon
which implicit reliance might be placed. I\Ir. Pearson
then read the following statement :

—

^
^
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suit of strict iaquiries enabled him to say that almost
an incredible small number of children from Sunday
schools were committed to that gaol, very much less

than the proportion which those schools bore to the
juvenile population of the metropolis. This afforded
great encouragement to those who were engaged in the
work to extend the sphere of their exertions, and would,
he trusted, hold out an inducement to the Philanthro-
pist to aid the benevolent and useful undertaking. It

•was a disgrace to the metropolitan county, the resi-

dence of Royalty, the scat of Government, the empori-
um of commerce, the residence of the noble and the

rich, to give Sabbath instructioa to no more than
52,000 children out of a population of 1 ,300,000, while
with the same population York had 177,000, and Lan-
caster 198,000 scholars; and the poor, but virtuous
principality of Wales, with scarcely more than double
the population, maintained more than three times the

number of Sunday school scholars in the metropolitan
county, fCheering.)
A subscription was then entered into by the visiters,

and the meeting broke up.

TITHES.

The following circular has been just issued from
the Home-office, witli the view, we conclude, of ob-

taining information for a measure to be brought for-

ward in tlie approaching session. We have tbouglit

it right to publisii the description of the information

sought, as it may form in some degree an index to

the character of the measures contemplated. It

seems, however, next to impossible that any plan

can be properly digested in sufficient time to be laid

before parliament, and carried through, the rough
materials of which are yet to be collected.

" The favour of an answer is requested to the fol-

lowing queries, which answer you will please fill in,

in the columns on the other side, according as the

tithe is taken in kind, or compounded for on view of

tlie crop just before harvest; or compounded for by
a money payment per acre ; stating whether let on
lease, and for what term, or only compounded from
year to year, And if any part is subject to a modus,
or composition real, or prescriptive payment, you
will be pleased to state the quantity and culture of

land so subject, and the amount per acre, under the

proper column.

" 1. Quere. The county in which the parish or

estate is situate to which these queries apply.
" 2. State the name of parish, and name and dis-

tance of market-tow^n usually frequented for sale of

produce.
" .S. State how many acres does the said parish or

estate contain, distinguishing the numbers of acres

of arable, meadow, pasture, or sheep-walk, and wood
land.

" 4, Is the parish or estate the property of a lay

or ecclesiastical impropriator 1

" ;). State, under the appropriate head on the other

side, whether the tithe is taken in kind, or com-
pounded for on view of each crop every year, or com-
pounded for by an annual average money payment,
or by a corn rent ; and state, in either of the two last

cases, whether on lease, or the payment varied from
year to year.

'' 6. In the first case state the amount of average

market value of the tithe so taken in kind during the

last seven years, without any deduction whatsoever.
" 7. State the scale of jirices at which the above

value is calculated.
" 8. State whether the whole parish or estate is

subject to rectorial and vicarial tithes, and if to vi-

carial tithes, state the amount in value of each de-

Bcriptiou separately, and (if any) the quantity and

culture of land subject to any modus, composition
real, or prescriptive payment, and the amount of any
such payment per acre.

" 9. if the tithe is taken in kind, slate the expenses
of collecting, thrashing, and carrying the same to

market.
" 10. State the amount of all rates and taxes to

which such tithe is subject; and the two sums re-

ferred to in Nos. 9 and 10, when substracted from
the marketable value of the tithe, will give the net
value of the tithe.

" 11. If compounded for on view of each crop,

state the average annual value of the whole of the

produce during the last seven years, without any de-

duction whatsoever ; and also the prices on whicli

each value was calculated ; the amount of such com-
position for such description of land, and whether
the same has been made subject to rates ; and if so,

state tlie amount of such rates, which, deducted from
the composition, will give the net value of the tithe.

If you cannot answer such question in detail, give

the whole composition.
" 12, If under composition by a money payment,

or on a corn rent for several years, or from year to

year, state the amount of such composition, when
such composition was made, and for what term.

" 13. What was the scale of prices on which such
composition was calculated 1

" 14. Is such composition received clear of all

rates, or subject to them 1 and if the latter, state the

amount of such rates, and the net value of such com-
position received by the tithe-owner."

Consumption of Food, &c., in London. —
The consumption of animal food in London is very

great ; but, to form a proper idea of its extent,

the average weight, as well as the number of the ani-

mals, must be ascertained. About the year 1700, the

average weight of the oxen sold in the London market
was 370lbs ; of calves, 50lbs ; of sheep, 28lbs ; and of

lambs, ISlbs; the present averjige weight is, of oxen,

SOOlbs; of calves, 140lbs ; of sheep, SOlbs ; and of

lambs, SOlbs. The number of oxen annually consumed
in London, has been estimated at 110,000; calves,

50,000 ; sheep, 770,000 ; lambs, 250,000 ; hogs and
pigs, 200,000 ; besides animals of other kinds. Smith-

field is the principal market for the above articles ; and
the total value of butchers' meat sold there annually,

is stated at 8,000,000/.—The quantity of fish consumed
in the metropolis is comparatively small, on account of

the high price which it generally bears ; but this will

probably be remedied, though some kinds of fish, at

particular seasons, are cheap and of good quality.

There are, on an average, annually brought to Billings-

gate-market 2,500 cargoes of fish, of forty tons each,

and about 20,000 tons by land carriage ; in the whole

120,000 tons. The supply of poultry being inadequate

to a general consumption, and the price consequently

high, that article is mostly confined to the tables of the

wealthy. Venison is sold chiefly by pastry-cooks, at a

moderate rate, but the chief consumption, which is

considerable, is among the gentry and proprietors of

deer-parks. The annual consumption of wheat in

London may be averaged at 900,000 quarters, each

containing eight Winchester bushels ; of porter and ale

2,000,000 barrels, each containing 36 gallons ; spirits

and compounds, 11,000,000 gallons; wines, C5,000

pipes; butter 21,000,000 lbs; and cheese, 26,000,000

lbs. The quantity of coals consumed is about 1,200,000

chaldrons of 36 bushels, or a ton and a half to each

chaldron. About 9,600 cows are kept in the vicinity

of London for supplying the inhabitants with milk, and

they are supposed to yield 7,900,000 gallons every year ;

even this great quantity, however, is considerably in-

creased by the dealers, who adulterate it by at least

one -fourth with water before they serve their cus-

' tomers.
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DRAINING.

We mentioned in our paper two weeks ago, that a

process of draining, by means of tapping or boring, was
being carried into effect upon tlie lands of Rotchell, in

the immediate neighbourhood of this town, which, in

our opinion, was well worthy the attention of the agri-

culturists in this part of the country, where this system,

though not perhai)s altogether unknown, has not, till

now, in so far as we are aware, been practised by any.

From the time we first conversed with Mr. Robinson,
the contractor, and observed his operations, we were of

opinion that much good would result from the general
adoption of the principle ; and we are now fully con-
vinced, that by the process of tappingin draining, there

is more, both of national and individual wealth, than in

almost any discovery connected with agriculture which
has been made for a length of time. Already does the
experiment at Rotchell show a surface suflficiently firm

and dry for the plough, where, but till lately, the sports-

man might well have calculated upon dislodging a
snipe. It would perhaps be folly to say that all wet
soils might be advantageously redeemed by this pro-
cess. In some soils, running upon rock, the system is

impracticable, and in others, though not altogether
impracticable, the poverty of the soil, compared with
the expense of draining it, would render the adoption
of the system highly injudicious ; but in our cold, deep
lands, hitherto comparatively unproductive under til-

lage, from an excess of moisture, and in our deeper
soiled bogs and meadows as yet unfit for the plough,
there is not a doubt that this mode of draining would
prove highly beneficial. We are aware that it has been
said that meadow lands are nationally more productive
or valuable in yielding hay, than they would be in til-

lage—as requiring no manure, and affording it to other
soils ; and to this argument we would have g'iven much
weight, if the country had been in the same state in

which it was a few years ago, when almost none, ex-
cept those in the immediate vicinity of towns, could
give their lands a sufficient quantity of manure ; but
now that bone dust may easily be had every where, the
value that attached to meadow hay, as yielding manure
for other portions of the land, is not sufficient argument
why a quantity of our very richest soils should yield

only a scanty crop of hay, instead of a luxuriant crop
of grain. Nor would the improvement to the atmos-
phere, in this cold climate, by the removal of the super-
abundant moisture, be a triflingconsideration in the bene-
fits produced. We have said that in some soils running
upon rock, the system of draining by boring is imprac-
ticable, and hence, in many districts in Galloway,
where the soil lies chiefly upon whinstone or granite, or
some other species not less easily operated upon, we
despair of its being of much avail ; but where the spring
coses from freestone, as in many parts of Dumfries-
shire, the system is not only not impracticable, but
easily followed out. The freestone is easily bored •

and, when the spring is caught, it is easily conducted
along the rock by means of a small groove, cut in the
rock, and covered with flat tiles or slate. Mr. Robin-
son mentioned to us that he had often been very suc-
cessful in draining of this description. The great ad-
vantage, however, in the system of draining recom-
mended, is in grounds where the springs run along a
porous stratum at a considerable depth from the sur-

face, having a stiff or retentive soil above ; and as our
last notice was rather hurried, we will now endeavour
to be a little more particular in our description of the
mode by which the system is carried into effect. Hav-
ing, as we said, cut a ditch of moderate depth along
the most hollow part of the ground, which it is wished
should be drained, following every curvature which
the most hollow part requires, the person in charge of

the work is enabled, from one of three circumstances,
or rather, perhaps, from a combination of the whole, to

ascertain whether boring is requisite. He will see whe-
ther the surface along eitlier or both sides of the drain
is becoming dry,—whether the water is oosing from the
sides or bottom of the drain, and whether the under
part of the soil excavated is of such a porous nature as
properly to conduct or draw off a spring. If any of

these observations are not satisfactory, and if deeper
cutting is not convenient, or too expensive, then tap-
ping or boring is applied ; and if this is not successful
in one spot, it must be persevered in till the spring is

caught. Should the spring, when caught, seem too
much for one bore, which is seldom the case, it is only
requisite to make another bore near to it, in the line

from which the spring proceeds. Having succeeded
thus far, it is the business of the drainer to mark, in the

course of a day or two, how far from the centre drain
the ground is dry where it was wet or moist before, and
carrying a drain from the centre drain towards the spot
where the moisture of the surface shows that the spring
is not yet properly carried off, it is his business again to

cut along the seeming line of the spring, in the hope of

catching it, which, if it does by common cutting, is so

far fortunate ; but if he does not, he then taps or bores
till he catches the spring in this place also, and thus

proceeds towards the higher parts of the grounds to be
drained, until he has completed his work. The whole
is then laid with tiles and covered in, and rich and flow-

ing crops are soon found, where before, inferior crops,

or sour and scanty grasses were the only productions.

In most cases it is not convenient, and not necessary, to

procure any other soil to fill up the drains than that

which has been excavated ; but in the centre drain of

stiff retentive soils, much should be done to procure a
more porous substance to lay upon the tiles, otherwise

much injury may be done to the hollow part of the

field—more especially when it is ridged across the drain

—from the lodgment of heavy falls of rain. This will not

be severely felt immediately after draining, as all soils

when once acted upon require a portion of time to as-

sume their original solidity. That original solidity will,

however, sooner or later, according to the nature of the

soil, be attained; and if the tiles, which, generally, in

the centre drain require to be pretty deep, be covered

three or four feet, or perhaps more, with a retentive

soil, it is unreasonable to expect that the drain can pro-

perly draw off the water from above. In the old sys-

tem of draining, the precaution recommended was sel-

dom necessary, as the drains were generally filled with

stone sufficiently near to the surface to prevent the in-

jury we have pointed out; and where a porous soil

cannot conveniently be obtained, and stones are plenty,

it would be a good practice to fill up the drain to a
given height with stones ; but this would require to be
done with great caution, otherwise the tiles would be
apt to be so much injured as nearly to destroy the

whole benefit of the operation. We are fully sensible

that in the remarks we have made we have not nearly

exhausted the subject they embrace ; but if we have
said enough to draw attention to the theory of draining

by tapping, and to induce our agricultui-ists to put it in

practice, our object in writing is completely gained.

In our previous notice we recommended a visit to Mr.
Robinson, at Rotchell—a recommendation we cannot
at present give, as Mr. R. is not now there at work

;

but we understand it is his intention to return in the

spring to carry on his system of draining on a scale

more extensive than he has yet done on their lands.

—

Dumfries Herald.

Mr. Shillito, of Barrow, near this town, has been for

some time past feeding his pigs with frumenty, or
wheat crushed in a mill constructed for that purpose,
and mixed with hot water, adding one bushel of polard
to six of corn. Wheat weighing I75 stone net, at 14s
per coomb, which is the utmost that could be made of
it, is the cheapest article that can be used for fattening

either pigs or other stock, and there is no doubt that the

stock on hand will be greatly reduced [in this manner,
Mr. Beck, of Lexham, in default of turnips, has this

year steamed the tops of his mangel wurzel for fatten-

ing beasts, and found that they were devoured with the

greatest avidity. It is fouud, also, that steaming hay
is very beneficial, particularly if it be at all damaged in

getting up, in which case the process gives it almost the

freshness and sweetness of the best new-mown hay.

—

Bury Post.
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SHERIFF COURT OF FORFARSHIRE.

DAVID KYD, TENANT OF BONNYTON OF INVEHAniTY, V.

D^.VID SCOTT, TENANT OF KNOX OF ARBIRLOT.

This is a case involving a question of importance to

agriculturists and seedsmen.
In the siji-ing of 1831 the defender sold and delivered

to the pursuer eig'ht bolls of perennial rye-g'rass seed,

which Mr. Scott had obtained from the previous year's

crop of a part of his farm. The defender retained for

his own use a similar quantity of the same parcel of

seed to be sown on his own farm of Knox. The seed

whicli the pursuer so purchased was, in spring 1831,
sown by him upon tliree divisions of his fami of Bon-
nyton ; and upon two separate divisions he sowed an-
other quality of perennial rye-grass seed obtained by
him from a merchant in Dundee. The defender also

the same spring sowed the grass-seed retained by him
upon two divisions of his farm of Knox.

In the season of 1832 the whole of the rye-grass

seeds so sown, both on the pursuer's and the defender's

farms, yielded a good first year's crop, but the result

the second year was very dissimilar and extraordinary.

On the deiender's farm the second year's crop of rye-

grass, season 1833, was an excellent one, so much so,

that in the spring of the following year there remained
a sufficient bottom of rye-grass to have yielded a third

crop ; and in the season of 1834 the rye-grass sprung
thick, and was in a shot state among the corn crop over
all the field. On the pursuer's farm, however, the se-

cond year's crop of rye-grass from the defender's seed,

proved a complete failure—^ nothing but weeds and
natural grasses having appeared, while the crop from
the rye-grass seed obtained by the/ pursuer from Dundee,
and sown in the same soil and situation, was a fair

average crop. The pursuer in consequence raised the
present action of damages against the defender, con-
cluding for 21/, as the estimated loss which the pursuer
had sustained in consequence of the defender's seeds
having failed in yielding him a second crop, t. e. from
these being annual instead of perennial, as represented
and warranted when purchased.

In defence, it was averred that the seed sold was the
produce of a field which had yielded three successive
crops of rye-grass : and that the quantity of the same
parcel of seed which the defender had sown on his own
farm had produced two good crops in succession ; and
he therefore maintained that the seed delivered to the
pursuer was clearly of perennial quality , and that he,

the defender, was not responsible for the after failure of

the seed which the pursuer received from him, but that

such failure was to be imputed to the pursuer's own
management, and to the inadaptation of the soil of his

farm to second year's grass and other causes.

The parties joined issue upon these facts and pleas
;

a voluminous proof was led for both parties, and joint

memorials on that proof were lodged, upon advising
which, the Sheriff Substitute, with concurrence of

Sheriff L'Amy pronounced tlie following judgment on
the merits, assoilziesing the defender, and finding him
entitled to expenses subject to modification.

Note by the Sheriff'.—The Sheriff is inclined to hold
that the seeds were sold as perennial grass seeds.—This
is not only explicitly admitted in the defences (while
the relevancy of the subsequent attempt to retract or
modify that admission may be questioned) but the price

asked and .paid could only apply to perennial grass
seed.

But the main question is, whether, in point of fact

the seeds sold and delivered to the pursuer were peren-'

nial or only annual rye-grass seeds. Now, the Sheriff

is decidedly of opinion that the seeds were perennial

;

for it is clearly proved that tiiey were part of the same
parcel or crop which the defender smved on his lands, and
which produced a second cro]), with an appearance of a
third one ; and further, that the defender had no other

grass seeds on his farm ; but unless they had been pe-
rennial no second crop could possibly have been pro-

duced. There is thus decisive proof that the seeds sold

and delivered to the pursuer were perennial.

'J'he pursuer's case consists of a proof that the seeds

which he sowed produced only one crop ; the conclu-

sion drawn from that circumstance being, that the

seeds which he received from the defender were not

perennial. But the fact that the pursuer had no second

crop is by no means decisive, seeing that it has been
satisfactorily proved that the seeds which he used were
part of the same parcel which the defender sowed, and
which yielded a second crop, thereby affording demon-
strations that the seed was of the description repre-

sented. What may have been the true cause of the

failure of a second crop in the pursuer's case it may be

difficult to trace with an approach to accuracy. But
if the seed delivered was truly of the description bar-

gained for, the defender is not answerable for the fail-

ure. Various causes why no second crop was obtained

have been assigned for the defender, and attempted to

be proved, and in particular, that the seed which he

delivered did yield a second crop, and that the seeds

which failed were got from a different quarter. But
whatever may be thought of the proof on that head, yet

assuming that the failure arose from the seeds furnished

by the defender, various physical causes have been as-

signed by the defender to account for the failure of a
second crop, for which assuredly the defender would
not be answerable ; viz. the improper manner in which
the seeds were kept before being used ; that they were
sown too sparingly ; that the soil in which they were
sown was wet or otherwise unfavourable, and the ex-

posure cold ; and, that the land was ploughed up too

early, and before it could be well ascertained whether

a second crop might not have been produced. But
whether these, or any of them, are proved and shall be

held conclusive, or whatever other physical cause may
be assigned for the failure of a second crop on the pur-

suer's land, it cannot affect the defender, if the same
parcel of seed, when used on the defender's farm,

yielded a second crop—a fact of which there can be no
doubt whatever.
The Sheriff does not propose to award full expenses

to the defender though the successful party. The case

made out by the pursuer, until it was met by the de-

fendant's proof, might have been held to be conclusive,

and the pursuer could not, perhaps, be sufficiently

aware of the strength of the defender's case, till after

the proof was led. It cannot, tlierefore, be said that

the pursuer acted very rashly, on the contrary, the de-

fender required to make out a case to meet and over-

come the facts adduced by the pursuer, and for that

reason may not be entitled to full expenses. On the

other hand, the defender has been successful ; and, as

the same seeds, if pi-operly used and sown in a favour-

able situation of the farm, must, in all probability have
produced a second crop, the defender is entitled to ex-

penses under modification.

Whisky.—The sale of Scotch whisky is virtually in-

terdicted in England. The rate of additional duty
of 5s per gallon which is exacted on all Scotcli spirits

imported into England is at least equal to the value of

the commodity, exclusive of duty ; and so liigh an im-

post amounts to a practical prohibition on the export of

Scotch whisky to the English market, the best to which
it could be sent, and thus operates most injuriously to

the interests of agriculture, by excluding a great por-

tion of the produce from an important department of

the commerce in grain. It is well known that this ex-

clusion of Scotch spirits from the English market was
a concession to the West Indian interest. The largest

distillers in Scotland too had an interest in limiting

competition. To favour these two classes the whole
agricultural Interest of Scotland have been cast into

the shade and disregarded, and their industry has been
cramped, and the comforts and morals of a large por-

tion of the commun ity have been narrowed and seriously

damaged. What we contend for is, an equalization of

the duty on I$ritish spirits throughout the whole
extent of the three kingdoms; in other words, a

reduction of the duty on whisky consumed in England
to what it is in Scotland or Ireland, whetlier distilled

in Scotland, in P^ngland, or in Ireland.

—

Berwick Ad-
vertiser.
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AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

TO THE EDITOB OF THE STANDARD.

In the consideration of this important question, a
brief review of the erroneous tiieories and opinions

which prevail, will enable us more clearly to trace the

causes, and to propose the means of lessening the exist-

ing evil.

Some are of opinion that if tithes were done away
with, farmers would prosper. Were all farms subject

to tithe, it mig-ht be difficult to combat this opinion
;

but its refutation is clearly shown by the simple fact,

that complaints of depression are by no means confined
to the farmers who pay tithe, but equally apply to those

who cultivate tithe-free land. That a commutation is

desirable is so obvious as to be generally admitted ; but
those who fancy that a commutation, or even the anni-
hilation, of tithe would now give prosperity to agricul-
ture, grasp at a delusive shadow.

Foreig'n corn having been long virtually excluded
from British markets, estabhshes the fact, that foreign
competition is not the cause, and also that the existing
corn laws are practically eflective ; but it must be ad-
mitted as a great hardship to the English farmer, that
the produce of Ireland, where labour is comparatively
so low, poor-rates unknown, and taxes so light, should
be admitted, without any countervailing duty, propor-
tioned to the unequal charges of production.

Various changes in the currency are proposed.
Some advocate the more abundant issue of paper,
others a change from gold to silver, as the standard
value. Conflicting as opinions are upon the subject,
one thing is certain, that every change in the currency
has hitherto been accompanied by disastrous events

;

nor can it be denied that money is abundant, at a rea-
sonable rate of interest, to all those who can give good
security.

Others have suggested, as a remedy for the evil, a re-
duction of the land tax ; but it is so manifest that
farmers ascertain what taxes they will have to pay, and
agree for the rent accordingly, that it would be a waste
of time to proceed with this part of the subject in dis-

cussion.

Having thus excluded some of those erroneous theo-
ries and opinions, from the indulgence of which nothing
but disappointment can ensue, let us proceed to the
main question, agricultural distress ; or, in other
words, the insufficiency of farming produce to pay the
charges of production, the consequent sinking of the
farmer's capital, and his inability to employ or to pay
the labourers required to cultivate his farm. Iron,
indigo, cotton, sugar, can each be sold in any quantity
at prices materially advanced ; not so with wheat. Wliy
this difference ? Simply because for the former articles
the demand has exceeded the supply ; for wheat the
supply has fully met, and probably exceeded, the de-
mand.

Various causes operate to lessen the consumption of
grain. To meet the extraordinary demand, and conse-
quent extravagant prices, during the war, a great ex-
tent of inferior land was brought into tillage ; the
tillage remains, but the navy and army, which con-
sumed the produce, are dmndled into comparative
Don-existence. In the mean-time, the vast increase of
potatoes as a substitute for corn ; of turnips, mangel-
wurzel, &c. as a preparative for grain, instead of the
unproductive fallows which formerly prevailed ; of
tea, coffee, and sugar, instead of milk and oatmeal

;

the vast increase of canal navigation, enabling one
horse to do the work of twenty ; the substitution of
steam power in the place of liorse and manual labour

;

the continuance of the tax on malt, which the improvi-
dence of ministers in the mismanagement ofthe national
revenue still renders necessary—these circumstances,
together with a long succession of favourable harvests,
sufficiently explain the heaviness of the market foragri-
cultural produce.
But are there no other causes for farming depression

within the power of government to alleviate ? "A
Farmer's Friend," in the Standard of the ITtli instant,
seusibly proposes to " get rid of the tax on soap, and to

put the tax on tallow." This may not accord with the

prevailing folly of free trade, but it would enable many
farmers to abandon the ruinous system of ploughing
bad land ; by the inevitable result of cause and effect

it would raise the price of grain and lower that of

butcher's meat ; and it would lessen the expense of

collecting the revenue, besides getting rid of the annoy-
ance and frauds attending the excise on soap.
There is also another boon, which, if granted, would

operate immediately and extensively in favour of tlie

agricultural interest. Abolish the post-horse duty, and
an increased demand for horses, and consequently for

hay, corn, and pasturage, would immediately ensue

;

the breeding of horses would become an important ob-

ject to farmers in remote districts, whilst those in tlie

vicinity of towns, or public roads, would find a new
and beneficial remuneration by hiring out their horses.

The post-horse duty restrains the public from the free

use of their horses, and the farming of it (a mode of

collection notoriously iniquitous, despotic, and uncon-
stitutional) tends to emigration, and materially checks
travelling in Great Britain. In repealing this odious

impost, the benefit will not be confined to the farmer,

but it will essentially add to the comfort and conveni-

ence of the middle classes of society. The gross

revenue, which, as stated in yesterday's Standard,

amounts in England, Scotland, and Wales, only to

231,020/., is such a mere trifle, compared with the mass
of fraud and oppression it occasions, as not to deserve a

moment's hesitation; besides, it may 'reasonably be ex-

pected, that by the indirect taxation it would occasion,

added to the tax on additional horses, tlie apparent
deficit would be amply supplied.

Dec. 31, 1835. AMICUS ANGLIC.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I remember to have seen in some reports of

agricultural proceedings, held in various places during
tlie past summer, that a gentleman had discovered a
preparation for the Straining in Sheep iii Lambing. I

cannot find any of the papers referring to it. I am
therefore ignorant to whom inquiry is to be made upon
the subject, but as the matter is one of public interest,

I have no doubt this application to you wdl draw the '

attention of some of your numerous readers who will

give me the required information. As the lambing sea-

son is near approaching, I shall be glad to know
where it is to be procured, that myself as well as otlier

lamb-gi'owers who have heard of it, may have some in

readiness, in case we should experience so unfortunate
a season as many of us did last year ; it will be most
desirable, indeed, to be in possession of any thing to

prevent such severe losses as occurred last season. Re-
lying upon your readiness to afford information to your
agricultural friends,—I am, your obedient servant,

A SUBSCRIBER.
Grantham, Lincoln, Jan. 6, 1836.

Steam Conveyance.—Not only our agriculturists,

but our nurserymen and seedsmen, are likely to receive
very considerable advantages from the facilities of
steam conveyance. As a proof of this, we may mention
that one of our active townsmen lately shipped in

in the Nithsdale not less than 400,000 plants for the
north-west of England or AVales; and that this was
but one of many shipments of a similar kind which lie

or others have made. Sending plants from tliis district

to England or Wales is not, we admit, entirely the re-

sult of the establishment of conveyance by steam, as our
ordinary traders have for many years been more or less

employed for this purpose ; but, from the great delay to

which ordinary traders are liable, it is evident that the

communication by the steamers gives a security for the

freshness of the plants upon their arrival which cannot
Otherwise be depended upon. The steamers also afford
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a facility and despatch of communication to the seeds-
man hitherto unknown. In iUustration of this we may
mention that the individual to whom we have referred
lately wrote a letter to Liverpool for seeds upon a Mon-
day, and received his order in sufficient time to vend a
considerable quantity of them on the first Wednesday
following-.

—

Dumfries Herald.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

TO THE MARQUIS OF CHANDOS, M. P.

(From the Morning Herald.

J

Precisely as I foretold, my Lord Marquis, the landed
interest have ag^ain had their meetiiifrs and their talk-

ings, their eating's and their drinking's, but without ar-

riving at any determinate conclusion, or any fixed prin-
ciple of co-operation. f]ach seemed to have his own
particular nostrum, while all is left to the " wisdom of

Parliament," that same wisdom which has ag'ain and
ag'aiu assembled for a similar purpose, particularly two
years since, when it was occupied many weeks, and
finally separated without being- able to draw up are-
port, or daring to give the real cause of the distress, al-

though obvious to every member. The same result
will follow in the eniuing- Session, unless some master
mind has the moral courage to make a stand and pre-
serve the country from convulsion. However, we shall

see. Patience, you know, my Lord, is a great virtue.
" Oh but," I hear your Lordship exclaim, " you have
forgotten that a ' Royal ( ?J Central Agricultural As-
sociation' has been formed, and a Committee of forty
appointed." I am truly sorry such a proceeding should
have taken place, and I was forcibly struck with the
observations of Mr. Sheldon, M. P., on the subject of
this exclusive Association. As reg-ards the word " Cen-
tral," its very name is odious ; it savours of all the un-
digested pranks and projects of the Scotch philosophers,
the political economists, and the detested and detestable
Poor Law Amendment Act. I g-reatly mistake if this

Association is not illegal ; I am satisfied it is unconsti-
tutional. Both the Statute-book and the records of the

King-'s Bench furnish proofs that a combination or con-
spiracy of few or many, to raise the price of the neces-
saries of life, is an indictable offence. Trials, convic-
tions, and punishments have taken place for such prac-
tices. This association may"and will embarrass any Go-
vernment ; but it will never obtain relief, or enforce an
alteration in the currency if the members of the Govern-
ment wish to retain their heads upon their shoulders. It

is this conviction which makes the commercial and ma-
nufacturing- interests (with the King- of Prussia at their

head) behold the formation of the Association witli

feelings of indifference, perhaps of contempt. With re-

gard to the Committee of forty, the number will seem
ominous and very Ali-Baha-isli to those who have read
the •' Arabian Nights' Entertainments." I wish they
may not obtain the name of " The Forty Thieves." Not
only is the name of this Association objectionable, but
its initiatory proceedings were equally so—the adoption
of the appellation " Royal" witliout permission—the
very improper and unauthoriset^l application by one of

the self-elected Secretaries to the King for his individual
patronage of an association which may terminate in

setting one class of the King's subjects against the
other—an application answered most properly by Sir

Herbert Taylor, in terms which did great credit to his

Majesty's foresight and discernment—the petition for

apartments in our tax-eating dens—the e.rclusiieness

evinced throughout their proceedings—in short, the

whol« thing savours of Whitehalljobbery. In order to

obtain redress of grievances for all the suffering classes

of the country, the sul)ject must be taken up in a very
different manner, and 1 think by very different peo-
ple. This exclusive Central Association will but
mystify the premises and probably serve the wishes of

Government by embroiling conilicting interests in an
open afl'ray.

But, my Lord, the general prevalence of agricultural

distress is by no means an admitted fact. I heard it re-

cently disputed myself at a very large public meeting.
Comparisons are made between the prices of the year
]8'21—2 and 1834—5. In the former period, say your
opponents, all produce was below a remunerating price,

not wheat only, but meat, barley, oats, hops, and wool.
Whole parishes were then thrown out of cultivation to

my knowledge. Distresses for rent and fore-closures

of mortgag'es swept like pestilences throughout the land.

Is this, continue your opponents, now the case ? This
ought, as it re-adily may be combated by the landed in-

terest, and undeniable proofs given of the fallacy of
those arguments. Again, it is absolutely necessary to

convince the Government (and when I use the term
Government, I mean no particular party) of the exist-

ence of this general distress, wiio are very ready to see
the two great interests of the kingdom divided ; delud-
ing themselves with fallacious hoi)es that distress is not
generally prevalent because the taxes are paid, the re-

venue flourishing, and the old dropsical hag in Thread-
needle-street still casting favourable glances to Down-
ing-street. Your Lordship litis too much good common
sense not to know that those symptoms are in truth the

very causes which promote and increase the evils which
are the subject of complaint. I would also premise
that the manufacturing interest ought to be convinced
of the 7-eanntentions of the landed interest in forming-

this " Central Association," having power to " levy

money" and call forth " representation." The amount
of the home and foreign consumption oug-lit to be fairly

and honestly ascertained, without which knowledge no
honest mode of relief can be obtained beneficial to both
interests. But above all, my Lord Marquis, the Aris-

tocracy and the Clergy must abate, not their rents and
tithes, but tiieir pride and their exclusiveness. They
must believe there exists persons who can save and
serve the country, not bred in the purlieus of Whitehall

or nurtured in the corrupted atmosphere of the aristo-

cratic dining rooms, drawing rooms, and club houses.

The working- classes must be propitiated. The country

gentlemen (l\Ir. Cobbett very justly observed) will

never see the day when the working classes will be
again united to them, unless they shall cordially take

the lead in common with those working classes. This

I am in hopes they will yet do, otherwise every day of

their lives will make their own inevitable ruin more and
more manifest. But whether they do this or not (a
task rendered ten-fold more difficult by the Poor Law
Amendment Act), the consequences of a continuance

of the present system will be the same. Prolongation

will only tend to make the catastrophe more dreadful

than it otherwise would have been. If the monster debt

remains the same, with a gold currency of 3/ 17s lO^d

per oz., it will regularly go on producing misei-y upon
the back of misery, and irritation upon the back of irri-

tation. It is that cause, my Lord (turn and twist it as

you will), which is constantly at work, the remedy for

the evils of which, I once more repeat, is neither phy-
sically nor morally, nor unconquerably difficult (al-

thong-h painfully labourious), if the proper steps are

taken, grounded upon tlie precedents and provisions al-

ready to be found in the Statute-book, and even in the

Sacred Volume itself. What tremendous mischiefs

must result from the monstrous proposition of putting

out an unlimited and irresponsible issue ofpaper money ;

and no means could be devised for limit or control. It

is the very csssence of paper money to extend its quan-
tity. Suppose the paper thus increased to reduce tin-

value of the currency only one-third; of course all

contracts whatever, public or private, foreign or do-

mestic, would be reduced one-third, till at length the

discredit of the paper would (as was the case in France)

become so notorious that foreig-n nations would keep

nloof from any commercial dealings with this sunken

nation. I think that any project for getting out new
quantities of paper will not succeed. VVithout it, how-
(!ver, the interest of the debt and the expences of the

State, with wheat at 4s 6d the bushel, (whatever may
be said in Downing-street) cannot be paid out of the

taxes. In all human proba1)ility the whole ot the inte-

rest of the fun led and unfunded debt, all the smecures,

pensions, and salaries, and the expences of a thunder-

ng standingr army, will continue lo be made up by
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taxes, by loans from the Bank, by Exchequer Bills, by
every species of contrivance, to the latest possible mo-
ment, and until the whole of the paper system, amidst

the war of opinions, of projects, of interests, and of pas-

sions, shall g-o to pieces like a ship upon the rocks. This

was ;Mr. Cobbett's prediction, and this is now the dreaded

catastrophe I would lend a helping- hand to prevent

;

and I can confidently assure the Editor of that most
sapient Journal, the Globe newspaper (who lias been

pleased to be somewhat facetious on my former letter

to your Lordship), that I am prepared at the proper

time, and in the proper place, to submit the plan of a

safe, honest, and efficient remedy, in co-operation, how-
ever, with other industrious, well-intentioned, and cou-

rag'eous individuals, who, in common with myself, have

long- foreseen the battlenow about to be foug-ht between
the landlords and the fundlords—the one the victims of

j)ride and obstinacy, and the other of self-interest and
delusion. SAMUEL WELLS.

Sergeant's Inn, Jan. 1, 1836.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,— My professional avocations railing- ^ me
into the counties of Kent and Lincolnshire, I have
frequently heard that the rents on the estates of

Earl Stanhope and Col. Sibthorpe—who as far as

can be learned from their speeches at agricultural

meetings, entertain the deepest feelings of commis-
seration for the distressed condition of the agricul-

turists—are screwed up to the highest pitch. As
these statements may have originated in some un-

•worthy motives, and are calculated to prejudice these

gentlemen in the eyes of the public, and to weaken
the eifect of their efforts in favour of the agricultural

interest, perhaps some of your readers may be pos-

sessed of information which will enable them to set

this matter right, by communicating the truth through

the medium of your journal.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

A LAND SURVEYOR.

PRACTICAL PLAN OF IMMEDIATE
RELIEF TO THE TENANT FARMER.
The tenantry on the estate of Moncreiffe having

invited Thomas G. Mackay, Esq. to a public dinner,

in testimony of their sense of the kindness and libe-

rality uniformly experienced by them in his manage-
ment of the estate, as well as of their high respect

for the general excellence of bis character,—the din-

ner toolc place on Friday week, in Cameron's Hotel,

Bridge of Earn. In addition to the tenantry on IMon-

creiffe Estate, several gentlemen and a number of

tenants in the neighbourhood not connected with the

estate were present, spontaneously and cordially

concurring in this mark of their esteem. The even-

ing was spent in the most agreeable manner, and at

a late hour the company separated, highly gratified

by the opportunity they had enjoyed of evincing their

regard for their distinguished guest, and for the family

of Moncreiffe.

Mr. Arnott of St. Magdalene's was in the chair,

and Mr. Condie of Hiltown acted as croupier ; and

it is butjust to those gentlemen to state, that both of

them performed their respective duties, in a manner
which conduced highly to the good feelings and fes-

tivities of the evening.

The dinner was excellent, and the party were so

much pleased with the arrangements Mr. Cameron
had made for their comfort and enjoyment, that the

chainnan took an opportunity of expressing his en-

tire satisfaction with the good cheer that bad been
provided for them, on so short a notice.

In the present time of extraordinary depression in

the agricultural interests, it is verv gratifying to

have to record to the honour of the family of Mon-
creiffe, and those entrusted with the management of

the estate,—that lately, and without solicitation on

the part of the tenants, an arrangement has been en-

tered into, by ichich the ichole rental of the estate is

converted into grain on fair and liberal principles ;

and the tenants are thus secured in the same quantity

af the produce of their J'anns being equal to the rents

now payable by them, as was necessary to discharge their

obligations on that head when they entered into their

bargaiyis. This example of consideration and gene-

rosity it is to be hoped, will be generally followed.—
Perth Courier.

AoRicuLTURAi, DISTRESS.—Extract from a letter

on this subject, addressed to the Editor of the

Hampshire Counti) Paper:—"Deeply rooted is the

evil of which we have to complain ; the disease has

taken so firm a hold that the remedy, which on the

onset might have been simple, must now be of a de-

cisive character. It is to a combination of remedial

measures, and not to the abolition of one or two ob-

noxious imposts, from which general relief is to be

expected. Reductions of rent would be an immediate
and great source of relief; but tenants must first as-

sist the landlords in obtaining measures which will

enable them to reduce. Equalization of taxes, both

local and general ; a fair adjustment of tithes ; im-
position of poor laws in Ireland, would go a great

way ill giving them this power ; and to these objects,

with the abolition of one or two unjust and hateful

imposts—malt tax for instance—it would be well

for us to fasten our expectations of relief, rather than

in a return to a currency of rags, which, now that

confidence is lost, or rather the mad delirium of the

war subsided, could have no effect in raising prices,

in the face of an increased annual supply of one-third

more quarters of wheat which now appears to be de-

rived from England, Ireland, and the Coloniers, as

compared with years in which farm produce bore

such extravagant prices.

A New Discovery in Chymistry.—We have
to notice the discovery of another of those active

vegetable principles which every fresh analysis of

plants brings to light. This substance, which has
been termed diatase by its discoverers, MM. Payenand
Persoz, occurs in barley which has just begun to ve-

getate. It has little or no action upon any organic
matter, excepting starch, upon which it is so consider-

able as to render 2,000 times its weight of the latter

soluble in four times as much warm water. If the

proportion of the diatase be increased to about 1 -200th
of the weight of the starch, and the whole heated to a
temperature less than that of boiling, it will be found
that the starch has been wholly converted into a mix-
ture of sugar, with a gum resembling gum arable. The
latter is now employed, in the great hospitals of Paris,

as a substitute for gum arable. The fact has been long
known, though not previously accounted for, that beer,

equally strong, may be brewed from a mixture of malt
and barley, as from malt alone ; and distillers have
availed themselves of this circumstance. The starch of

the barley is, by the action of the diatase of the malt,

converted into gum and sugar, and the latter, when
fermented, furnishes the alcohol or spirit. In organic

analysis, diatase, from the extraordinary power which
it possesses of rendering soluble so vast a proportion

of starch, will render valuable service, as it will enable

the chymist to separate the smallest portions from fo-

reign substances.

—

The Analyst.
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SOME ACCOUNT OF THE FAIRS IN
SCOTLAND.

EAST-LOTHIAN OR HADDINGTONSHIRE.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

1. Haddington jMarkets.— Haddington, the

county town, is a considerable one, containing

5,883 inhabitants. It is sixteen miles to the east-

ward of Edinburgh, on the great London-road,

by Berwick-upon-Tweed. It is a royal burgh,

but being a country town, its trade is entirely de-

pendent on agriculture. Its grain market, a stock

one, held on Friday, is one of the principal in

Scotland ; and, as the town is situate in one of

the finest districts in the country, the grain pre-

sented is generally of the finest quality, and fetches

the highest prices. Its old fairs are now nearly

gone into disuetude, and are unworthy of parti-

cular notice. The only cattle markets in it are

those established by the East-Lothian Agricultural

Society a few years ago. The first is held on a

Friday in April, the day being fixed by the Society

by public advertisement. Along with a show of

stock for premiums of bulls, stallions, fat cattle,

and sheep of different descriptions, and also

grazing-stock belonging to the members of the

Society, there are generally from iwo to three hun-

dred fat cattle shown of different breeds, both

short-horns and north country cattle. Should

cattle be in demand in England, English dealers

attend, but the principal purchasers are the

fleshers from Edinburgh, though a fcw are picked

up for Glasgow. This market is improving and
well worth the attention of those who wish to

buy prime fat stock. The second of these markets is

held on the Friday preceding All-Hallow Fair at

Edinburgh. Some years ago north country dealers

attended this market, but, being so near All-

Hallow, it has latterly been nearly deserted. The
third is held in December, on a Friday fixed by
the Society, when premiums are awarded for

different sorts of fat cattle and sheep ; and also a

market for fat stock is held. About the same num-
ber is presented as at the market in April. The
quality of the whole stock at this market is of ge-

neral excellence. The fleshers of Edinburgh and
Glasgow buy them all up. The premium stock

are first-rate, and would do honour to Smithfield.

Their carcasses cut conspicuous figures at the

stalls of the fleshers, who purchase them for the

Christmas and New Year's feasts of the gentry

who frequent Edinburgh at that season.

2. Dunbar Hiring Markets. — Dunbar is a

considerable sea-port town of 4,735 inhabitants,

situate on the north-east point of the county ; 28

miles east of Edinburgh, and 30 from Berwick-
upon-'l'weed, on the great Edinburgh and London
mail road. It is a royal burgh, and has a weekly
corn-market on Tuesday. Many of the inhabitants

are in the sea-faring line, and engage largely in the

herring-fishery wheH the herrings approach the

Frith of Forth. The fairs in this town were held

chiefly for the hiring of single farm and domestic

servants, immediately after the terms of Whit-
sunday and Martinmas ; but according to an

agreement among the farmers and servants in

East-Lothian, married farm-servants are hired on
the farms. The few cattle that are bought and sold

at markets at Dunbar, deserve no particular at-

tention.

The ploughmen in East-Lothian are married

men, and their characters stand liigh for good be

a house and garden, for which they must provide

a shearer for twenty days, who gets victuals. The
shearers' victuals consist of oatmeal porridge and
milk at breakfast and supper, and a wheaten loaf

and beer at dinner. They must also provide a wo-
man or boy, the woman being preferred, to work
field-work in summer, who receives eightpence a-

day when employed. Coals are drawn to them
free of carriage and tolls, and they may keep pigs

confined in a stye. They receive of corn, nine
quarters of oats, eighteen bushels of barley, and
eight bushels of peas ; 80O yards along a drill of
potatoes, the servants supplying the seed, but good
servants are frequently encouraged with 1,000
yards. As much land as will sow one peck of lin-

seed, which may cover from eighty to ninety yards,
along a fifteen-feet ridge ; but on many farms this

allowance is relinquished, and a guinea given in

lieu. A cow is kept for them all the year round
;

and, where the land is so clayey that little turnips

are grown, hay is given instead. There is a very
good practice among the ploughtnen of this coun-
ty of insuring their cows, which deserve imita-

tion. If a cow happens to die before she is nine
years old, the owner is reimbursed by an insurance
club among the men, to which they subscribe a
small sum annually ; butif after that age, the risk
is the owner's. There is no money wages given.
We have heard it alleged that the farm cottages in

East-Lothian are inferior in comfort and conve-
nience to what the men deserve. This might have
been the case many years ago, and perhaps is so
still, in many cases; but the same remark would
have then applied as well to farm-houses. Now,
however, it cannot be denied that the style of the
farm-houses is greatly improved. Farm-steadings
are now of a very superior construction, and
when improvements of this kind are executed,
the servants' cottages are never neglected. The
danger consists, in our opinion, of going to the
opposite extreme of making cottages too capaci-
ous, by giving servants two-storied houses. Their
furniture, in that case, becomes quite unsuitable
for such houses. It is no kindness to put a man
into a house which he cannot afford to furnish

;

and, on the other hand, useless furniture is a
drain on the poor man's pocket, and a great toil

to him when he unhappily has to move to a new
abode. All that a farm-cottager really requii-es is

a " but and a ben,"—comfortably floored with
pavement or brick, and roofed with lath and
plaster—not divided by a partition wall, but much
more comfortably by the furniture, which can be
arranged to form two sleeping-apartments, with
fire-places, one to be occupied as the ordinary
cooking room, and the other containing within
it a store-room for meal, potatoes, and milk.—

A

large window to each apartment, and a small one
where the store-room should be—with an inner
door on one side of a small hall or " hallan,"
within the outer door. An outhouse behind for
the pig and coals is a great convenience. No good
servant should be deprived of these comforts, nor
compelled to uphold superfluities.

3. GiiFORD Fairs.— Gilford is a small village
situate at the base of the Lammcrmuir Hills, hard
by Ycster House, the seat of the Marquis of
Tweedale, and is eighteen miles south-cast from
Edinburgh, six south of Haddington, and eighteen
Trom Diinse in Berwickshire over the Lammer-
muir Hills by Longformacus. There are three
fairs held yearly in Gilford, and these are the only
ones of im])ortancc in Jiast-Lothian. The first is

held on the last Tuesday of March, principally for
haviour and expert workmen. Their wages are ; i the sale of ewes at the lambing. The ewes are
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chiefly of the Cheviot and blaclc-faced breed from
the adjoining Laminerniuir Hills. From 2,000 to

3,000 are shown mostly by the breeders, who sell

their best ewes at this season, the principal buyers
being the East-Lothian farmers and graziers, al-

though some graziers attend it from different

counties, who take grass pai'ks for the summer,
and feed off both ewes and lambs for the butcher.

The age of the cast ewes from the Lammermuir
Hills does not exceed five years, being younger
than tlie west and north country ewes ; and, being
sound oft' these hills, they thrive well, and make
themselves fat on good grass after they have fed

off their lambs, while the north country ewes
when sold are six or seven years old, and do not
get fat. This advantage makes graziers give the
preference to Lammermuir and other south
country ewes. Old ewes require very fine keep to

feed off. Occasionally a few lots of wethers and
hogs are shown, but this is principally a ewe
market. Very few cattle or horses are shown at

this fair.

2d. The second fair is held on the third Tues-
day of Juno, at which is a good show of wethers
and hogs, with a few ewes and lambs, and occasi-
onally a few fat lambs, from 3,000 to 4,000 of
different kinds being generally exposed to sale from
the Lammermuir Hills, and high parts of East-
Lothian. The lower part of the county not being
a breeding district, the sheep shown at this fair are
principally purchased by farmers, from the low
districts, who graze them and feed them for the
Edinburgh market. Sheep from the hills are,
however, seldom full of condition as to get prime
fat off the grass, but with a month or two on tur-
nips, they come very prime to the market by New
Year. The wethers from the high parts of Lam-
mermuir, and the hogs from the side of the hills,

coming off sound and hard land, make rapid im-
provement when they get to good keep in the low
country. There is generally a pretty fair show of
cattle at this fair, say from 400 to 500, mostly
ehort-horns, which are not so well bred as those
on the south side of the hills. They are generally
two-year olds, and are mostly purchased by far-
mers and feeders in the low country. There is

sometimes a good display of north country glaz-
ing cattle, and a few lots of short-horns are
brought by dealers from the southern districts,

and when the season is favourable for grass, they
meet a ready demand ; but this of course depends
entirely on the state of the pastures, which also
regulates the prices in tlie sheep market. Very few
fat cattle are shown at this fair, although there is

sometimes a fair show of indifferently bred milch-
cows. The aged cows are purchased for the Edin-
burgh market, and the younger sorts for countiy
use. There is generally an excellent show of
horses at this market, and numbers of buyers and
sellers from Edinburgh and the surrounding coun-
try attend, and do a great deal of business.

?>il. The third fair is held on the first Tuesday of
October, when a large show of sheep, principally
of draft or cast-ewes, is presented, the great bulk
of them being Cheviots and black-faced— the
Cheviots predominating, with a few lots of Lei-
cester and half-bred ewes, and wethers and hogs.
The number of the whole varies from 3,000 to

4,000, most of them being from the Lammermuir
Hills. Several of the Cheviot lots come from Gala
Water, and other pastoral districts in the south,
and some of the Leicester and half-breds from
Lauderdale. The principal purchasers are farmers
from the low parts of East-Lothian, who keep no

breeding-stock, and buy in ewes at this season,
and put Leicester rams to them, and their produce
makes excellent lambs. The lambs from the
Cheviots, or black-faced ewes bought at this fair,

are lambed in March, and ready for tlie Edinburgh
or London markets. Such lambs are very superior
when allowed to suck till they attain nine and ten
lbs. per quarter, when they suit the London market
well, where some of them, of late years, have
brought very high prices, in May and June, when
lamb begins to decline in ])iice in the Edinburgh
market. This opening to the London market by
steani-navlgation, holds out a strong inducement
to East-Lothian farmers to buy Cheviot and
black-faced ewes in October, as the lambs from Lei-

cester, and half-bred ewes, being first ready for the
Edinburgh market, before May, and being much too
small for London, are worth a good price in Edin-
burgh ; but the lambs, from Cheviot and black-

faced ewes wintered in East-Lotliian, becoming
ripe ordy in May or June, their weights then suit

the London prices. Consequently considerable

shipments are made of lambs at that season,

which, without such an opening, would have
to be sold in Edinburgh, at the then low Edin-
burgh prices.

Ewes, although bought at high prices at this fair

lor some years past, have paid well, principally

from the high prices of lamb and wool. When
they are well-wintered, and full of condition at

the time the lambs are taken off, and when they
are well-pastured for about six or eight weeks
after, they become early ready for the Edinburgh
market ; and thus by the sale of both lambs and
ewes a great advantage is derived over the spring-

l)0ught ewes, which are much later in getting ready
for the market, and must encounter the competi-
tion of stuck from the high districts. Highland
farmers have now found out, that light stocking

pays them better than heavy, and by that means
they can now send their lambs and ewes into the

market nearly as early as the spring-bought ewes
and lambs of the low country.

There is a pretty good show of cattle at this fair,

mostly short-horns, a number of which are shown
by south country dealers, who purchase them at

Jedburgh and other markets in tlie southern dis-

tricts ; the remainder are six- quarter and two-year

olds bred in the country, with a few lots of north

country bred cattle. If turnips are a good crop in

East-Lothian, a few farmers who care not to go
far from home to purchase stock, create a good
demand at this fair. Very few milch-cows are

shown at this season ; but those which are new-
calved, or at the calving, generally meet a ready

demand from the Edinburgh cow-dealers. There
is also a good show of horses, and a number of

dealers from Edinburgh and the surrounding
country attend both as buyers and sellers, and ge-

nerally transact a good deal of business.

One of the East-Lothian agricultural shows is

held at Gifford at this market. Premiums are

awarded to Leicester, Cheviot and black-faced

tups and ewes, and Leicester gimmers ; and there
are always some very fine specimens of each kind
of stock shown.

Fairs occur at North Berwick on the last Tlmrs-
day in June, and the last Thursday of November ;

at Stenton on the last Thursday in October ; and
at Cockenzie on the first Thursday in November;
but they are of no importance, and ought to

be abolished. Linton, however, appears a very
eligible situation for a market, being in the middle
of the county, and on the great leading road
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through it. Wc conceive that a monthly market
established there on a similar principle to those at

Kelso, Coldstream, and Dunse, which wc have al-

ready described, wonld be of essential service to

the feeders of stock in East-Lothian. If it were
held on Alonday morning-, the dealers who attend
Edinburgh and Morpeth would have time to bring
the stock forward for the weekly markets on
^Vednesday, at both these places.

ON SHOEING HORSES THAT STRIKE
OR CUT.

BY MR. MOORCROFT.

To prevent a horse from striking- the foot or shoe

ngainst the opposite leg, by which it is often bruised

and wounded, is an important point, inasmucli as this

accident occurs very frequently, and as it not only

blemishes and disfigures the leg, but also endangers
the safety of the rider.

The parts struck in the hind leg are the inside of

the fetlock joint and the coronet ; in the fore leg, the

inside of the fetlock joint and immediately under the

knee ; which latter is called the speedy cut, from
its happening only when a horse goes fast.

Young horses when first backed generally cut their

fore legs, tliough naturally they may be good goers.

'J'his arises from their placing the foot on the ground
too much under the middle of the breast, in order

the better to support the burthen to which they are

unaccustomed ; but bv degrees they acijuire the me-
thod of balancing the weight with the foot in the

same direction it would naturally have if they were
without it. It may therefore be laid down as a rule

with such horses, that until they regain their natural

method of going, the edge of the inner quarter of the

shoe should follow the exact outline of the crust, but
should not be set within the crust, nor should the

crust itself be reduced in thickness ; as both these

practices tend to weaken the inner quarter, and to

deform the hoof. And here it must be observed, that

the outer edge of the shoe should in all cases of

soimd feet follow exactly the outer edge of the crust,

except just at the heel, where it should project a

little beyond the line of the hoof.

Horses with narrow chests have their legs near to-

gether, and are apt to cut when they begin to tire
;

and with these the practice just mentioned should

always be employed. Horses that turn their toes

much outwards are, of all others, most subject to

cut. It has been asserted that this defect also hap-

pens to those who turn them much inwards ; how-
ever, the author does not recollect to have met with

a single instance of the kind in the course of his

practice. In horses of the first description it has

been long observed, that the inner quarters of the

hoof were lower than the outer, and that tlie fetlock

joints were nearer to each other than in horses whose
feet pointed straight forwards. These two facts pro-

bably led to a conclusion, that if the inner quarters

were raised to a level with the enter, and so much
the more as I hey were made proportionally higher,

that the fetlock joints would be thrown farther apart,

so as to admit of the foot passing by the supjiorting

leg without striking the joint. Accordingly, for the

last two centuries at least, it has been usual to m-ake

the iiuier (juarter of the shoe higher than the outer
;

not only has this been the general practice, but it

has been regularly recommended by every writer

from chat time to the present ; and notwithstanding

tliis method has very frequently failed of success, yet

repeated disappointments have never led to the ques-

tioning of the trutii of the principle. Nay, indeed,

the reliance placed upon it has been so strong, pro-

bably from the simplicity of the reasoning on wjiich
it is founded, that, in the cases where it most parti-
cularly disappointed expectation, its failure was ge-
nerally attributed to the practice not being carried
sufficiently far, and accordingly the shoe has been
still more raised on the inner quarter, and the edges
of the crust and shoe have been filed away. When
with these expedients it likewise failed, the last re-
source has been a circular piece of leather placed
round the joint to receive the blow of the foot.

It is now about four years since that a shoe with
the outer quarter thick and the inner one thin was,
for the first time, in the practice of the author at
least, em|)loyed in a case which baffled many attempts
on the old plan.

On the first trial the horse ceased to cut, nor has
he ever done it since ; which can only be attributed
to his having constantly worn the same kind of shoe.
This circumstance did not then excite in the mind of
the author any doubt as to the propriety of a prac-
tice which had so long been generally acknowledn-ed
but was rather considered as an extraordinary excep-
tion. However, other bad cases, which occurred
occasionally since that period, were treated in the
same way, and with the same success. These facts,

at length, led the author to conclude, that a practice
which was so uniformly followed by success, in cases
where the established one as uniformly failed, must
necessarily repose on a better i>rinci])le ; although
for a long time he was completely at a loss how to
explain it ; for if the action of cutting did principally
depend upon the faulty position of the fetlock joints
and the feet with respect to each other, and it ap-
peared to be generally agreed that such was the fact,

it should seem that a means, which by raising- the
outer quarters would throw the fetlocks still nearer
to each other, would necessarily increase the defect
in question ; but as the reverse of this actually takes
place, it might induce a suspicion that there exists
some other cause of cutting which has been hitherto
overlooked.

A minute examination of this point would far ex-
ceed the limits allotted to this division of the work

;

and, therefore, at present the author will confine
himself to that part of the subject only which is ab-
solutely necessary to be understood.

For horses, therefore, which cut their hind legs,

the shoe at the outer heel should be half an inch in

thickness, according to the kind of horse and the de-
gree in which he cuts. The web of the shoe should
gradually become thinner until it reaches the toe,

which should be of the ordinary thickness, and from
which it should slope oft', and end in a tij) in the
middle of the inner quarter. Tin's shoe, in point of
efifect, would be equally projier for the fore feet, were
it not that in such horses as are used for the saddle,
the fore feet, being more charged with weight than
the hind ones, are much more liable to be injured,
and a horse thus shod on the fore feet might go un-
safe ; therefore it is expedient to let the inner quar-
ters of the shoe be thin, and reach to the heel, but
the outer edge should be bevelled off, so as to slope
inwards. The same kind of shoe is equally w-ell cal-

culated" to prevent the speedy cut; observing to

bevel off still more strongly tlie part which strikes,

and not to put any nails thereabouts. And here it

may be proper to remark, that in sound feet the heel

of tlie slioe should reach as far on the heel ofthelioof

as to admit of the anglo formeil by the crust and the

bar resting fully upon it ; but it should not be car-

ried (juite as far as the end of the heel of the hoof.

In order to ascertain what would happen to ahorse
shod with different kinds of shoes, the following trials

were made .-

—
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Experiment I.—A horse with a narrow chest, who
had never cut, and having parallel shoes on his fore

feet, was trotted at about the rate of eight miles an

hour in a straight line over ground sufficiently soft

to retain slightly the impression of the shoes, but not

to admit the feet to sink into it.

Two parallel lines were drawn along the track, in-

cluding between them the prints of the shoes. By

these it was found that there was regularly a dis-

tance of nine inches and a half between the outer

edo-e of the near fore shoe and that of the near off shoe.

Experiment II.—Shoes thick in their inner quar-

ter and like a tip, reaching only half way on the

outer quarter, were then used ; and it appeared that

the distance between the outer edges of the prints of

the shoes, taken as before, were regularly reduced to

eight inches and a half.

Experiment III.—The same shoes were placed on

the opposite feet, so that ihe thick heel was on the

outer quarter ; aud the result, under circumstances

exactly the same as the foregoing experiments, was

that the distance between the outer edges ofthe points

of the shoes was regularly increased to 11 inches.

To account for these results, it is necessary to at-

tend closely to the different effects produced by the

weio-ht of the fore part of the body acting upon the

two fore feet, when raised on the inner or outer

quarters, during the opposite states of rest and ac-

tion. And first, with regard to shoes raised on the

inner quarter : whilst a horse so shod is standing

still, the fetlock joints are certainly thrown farther

apart than when any other kind of slioe is used.

Hence it was concluded, that the limb which sup-

ported the body would have its fetlock joint thrown

so much outwards as to keep it completely out of the

way of the foot in motion. But it appears that the

impressions made on the groiind by such shoes are

an inch nearer together than those made by parallel

shoes, and two inches nearer together than those made
by shoes]raised on the outer quarter. And this may be

thus explained : when the horse is at rest, the weight

isjsupported equally by the two fore feet ; but the in-

stant one foot quits the ground, the weight is sud-

denly transferred to the other, and by the outer quar-

ter being lower than the opposite one, the fore part

of the horse has a tendency to fall over the outside.

To prevent this, the moving foot is suddenly brought

close to the fetlock of the supporting foot, in order

to relieve it by catching the weight, and the foot it-

self is placed on the ground too much under the

middle breast. The same circumstance occurs to

both feet in their turn ; and the horse, being thus in

constant danger of falling to one side or the other, is

constrained to bring his feet near together to pre-

serve his balance, and in doing this strikes the foot

against the opposite fetlock.

It frequently happens, that the more the toes are

turned outwards the nearer the fetlock joints are

brought together, and the more the horse is disposed

to cut. However, this is true only to a certain ex-

tent ; for if this faulty position of the lower part of

the leg be carried artificially beyond a certain point,

instead of producing an increased degree of cutting,

in most instances it remedies the defect altosetlier.

TLe reason of this is just the reverse of what takes

place when the inner quarter is raised ; that is to

say, when the weight of the fore part of the body
rests only upon one leg, it bears too much upon the

inner quarter, from its being lower than the outer

quarter ; and thus the horse has a tendency to fall

over to the inside of the supporting leg.

To prevent this, the moving foot is thrown farther

from the supporting leg, in order to maintain the

balance, and thus the foot misses the fetlock joint.

RAPID PROPAGATION OF DOMESTIC
QUADRUPEDS OVEil THE AME-
RICAN CONTINENT.

Humboldt observes, in his travels*, on the au-

thority of Azzara, that it is believed there exist in

the pampas of Buenos Ayres twelve millions of cows,
and three millions of horses, without comprising in

the enumeration the cattle that have no acknowledged
proprietor.

In the Llanos of Caracoas, the rich hateras, or pro-

prietors of pastoral farms, are entirely ignorant (>f

the number of cattle they posses. The young are

branded vrith a mark peculiar to each herd, and some
of the most wealthy owners mark as many as fourteen

thousand a year. In the northern plains, from the

Orinoco to the Lake of JMaracaybo, M. Depons rec-

koned that 1,200,000 oxen, 180,000 horses, and

90,000 mules, wandered at large. In some parts of

the valley of the Mississippi, especially in the coun-

try of the Osage Indians, wild horses are immensely
numerous.
The ass has thriven very generally in the New

World : and we learn from Ulloa that in Quito they

ran wild, and multiplied in amazing numbers, so as

to become a nuisance. They graze together in herds,

and, when attacked, defend themselves with their

mouths. If a horse happens to stray into the places

where they feed, they all fall upon him, and do not

cease biting and kicking till they leave him dead, t

Hogs, sheep, and goats, have likewise multiplied

enormously in the New World, as have also the cat

and rat, which last has been imported unintentionally

in ships.

The dog, introduced by man, which at different

periods became wild in America, hunts in packs, like

the wolf and jackal, destroying not only hogs, but

the calves and foals of the wild cattle, and even de-

stroying horses.

The rapid propagation of domestic animals over the

continent of America, within the last three centuries

only, is a fact of great importance in natural history.

The extraordinary herds of wild cattle and horses

which overran the plains of South America sprung
from a very few pairs first carried over by the

Spaniards; and they prove that the wild geographical

range of large species on great continents does not

necessarily imply that they have existed there from
remote periods.

—

Lyell's Geologii.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE
EXPRESS.

Sin

—

I shall feel obliged ifyou or some of your sub-

scribers will, for the satisfaction of myselfand several

of my neighbours, inform me through the medium of

your journal, how it is that the name of the Marquis of
Chandos, who we all consider the " farmer's friend,"

is not found in the list of names put forth as mem-
bers of the " Central Agricultural Society."

I am. Sir, )'our obedient servant,

A BERKSHIRE FARMER.

To TunNip Growers.—A turnip of the green
topped kind was pulled a fortnight ago from the lands
of Mv. Whitfield, of Cantlop, Salop, measuring 44
inches in circumference, and weighing when cleared
from leaves and soil, 231bs.

* Pers. Nar., vol. iv.

t UUoa's Voyage, Wood's Zool. vol. i. p. 9.
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COMPARATIVE VIEW OF OXEN AND
HORSES FOR THE PURPOSES OF
HUSBANDRY.

(From the Irish Farmer's Magazine.)

This subject has been treated on by many prac-

tical and intelligent men, yet it does not appear
that any positive decision has been formed as to

tlieir relative merits or value generally for this

purpose, and this in consequence of the indivi-

duals who have given them a trial not having suf-

fici*intly considered circumstances and localities

in adopting each respectively. That the horse is

faster tiian the ox cannot be disputed, but then

tiie former can do but little more work daily on
strong land than the latter, consequently on tiie

score of labour on such tliere is but little difler-

ence, as two good oxen will be equal to the same
number of horses, for tlie purpose of plougliing

for several months in the year. It must however
be admitted, that in hot weather oxen or heifers

cannot endure fatigue, also that their pace is

usually too slow for harrowing to advantage, and
for carting on the road ; and although they may
be shoed for this latter purpose, they can with

difficulty be trained to work as fast as horses.

These disadvantages which we have stated are still

more evident on light soils, for on such horses

will plough at a much better pace than on strong

land, but the gait of oxen will be nearly the same
at all sorts of work, and on all descriptions of

land, and even should the greatest expedition be
necessary, work cannot be pushed forward by
those who solely depend on oxen for all farming
purposes.

We do not however mean to assert that those

who admit this superiority of the horse for labour

should justify the rejection of the ox for agricul-

tural purposes ; for it will be found that on many
farms it will be highly beneficial to have teams
both of one and of the other: and when it is con-

sidered at how much a cheaper rate the latter can

be supported, and that ihey are annually improv-
ing in value, and afterwards also feed quicker than
tliose not put to labour, these qualities will be
more than equivalent to their deficiencies in the

comparative work of the two animals. Oxen or

heifers will work well on hay and Swedes, and
should any accident happen them, the loss will

not be so heavy as when a horse is so far injured

as to be unfit for work. Besides the outfit for a

team of the former is not so expensive as that of

the latter, which are also annually decreasing in

value. Good three-year old bullocks may be now
bought in from eight to ten pounds a head, and
an expert person at the business will break tiiem

to the ])lough in a week or ten days, and after

working for three or four years, tlieir value will

often encrease two-thirds of their original cost;

neither are these beasts so subject to lameness,
colds, and distempers as the horse; it therefore

may be safely asserted, that the advantages of

using oxen or heifers for agricultural purposes arc

much greater, especially in this country, than is

too generally sui)pGsed.

In England the disparity of prices between the

ox and the horse is mucli greater lliun in Ire-

land, and this is often the reason tlie for-

mer is so much used in many parts of that

country. On the strong clays of Herefordshire,

Sussex, and Shropshire, four oxen are thought ne-

cessary, and are still used, but it has been proved

that two, well yoked to a suitable plough, will do
the same quantity of work effectually. No doubt,

could it be proved that it requires four oxen to do
the same work as two horses, there would be no
advantage in adopting them in preference. Mr.
Lawrence, an intelligent writer on this subject,

however, observes

—

" I will pledge myself, without hesitation, that a

pair of well-bred sound oxen, driven by a steady
and experienced man, will, barring- accidents, con-
tinue annually, the quantum of labour above stated,

during three years, or from four or five, to eight or

twelve vears of age ; have in the interim, sufficient

respite from labour, and quit it, at the conclusion, in

good and saleable condition. The reason assigned

for the inadmissibility of oxen on clays, respects

only the common bred species, and such as are in-

sufficiently fed. I should much doubt, that the ge-

nerality of Scotch plough horses equal in speed the

best English draught oxen, at least we do not find

such to be the case here."

These remarks are most deserving of attention,

for urdess a docile, thrifty, and well-fornied ani-

mal is chosen for this work, there will be not only

much difficulty in breaking them in, but likewise

keeping them in condition during the time they

are working. Mr. Cully on this subject also ob-

serves

—

" The author and his brother in partnership, at

this time, employ about one hundred and fifty oxen
in tlie draught, which is mentioned here, as a proof
that they approve of drawing oxen, in many cases,

after more than thirty years' experience ; they use

them in carts singly, and two in a plough, with cords,

without a driver, wliere they go equally as well as

two horses, though not quite so swift, and I am
happy to add, that the working of oxen is becoming
more general every day, as many of our neighbours

are following this example."

Oxen will not however answer all farming pur-

poses so well as horses—they are not sufficiently

fast for harrowing effectually, nor do they work so

well on the road : but this in the arrangement of

the number of teams necessary to accomplish the

farming work can be easily regulated. With
respect to the quantity of food consumed foi the

support of the ox or the horse, there is but little

difference, but it is the quality of this article in

which the diffierence of expense consists, for oxen

will thrive well in winter on any dry fodder that

is clean and sweet, getthig at the same time a fair

allowance of mangel wurzel or Swedes, but the

horses will require the best hay and corn, regular

care and cleaning after their work, besides an an-

nual expense of shoeing.

Mr. Parkinson in his " Treatise on Live Stock,"

recommends the following mode of treating cattle

when young, intended for the yoke

—

" Whether calves are reared at the kit or with the

cow, it is proper to tie them up, if oidy for a week

or fortnight, as they thereby become obedient to a

rope ever after, and are learnt to be led.

" It is a good way to tin young steers, intended

for the draught, togetlier by the heads, the rope used

being of a soft kind, or it will quickly render their
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beads sore. Attacbed to tbe rope, tbere must be a

piece of cbain, about two feet aad a half or three feet

long, according to the size of tbe cattle, with a swivel

in the middle, to turn as tbe cattle change sides, to

prevent tbe rope twisting into knots. Some people

put them in yoke, and hoops ; but when loose in a

pasture, I have known many accidents to happen to

young steers so treated ; for if there be any deep

ditches, hollows, or boles, they are liable to jiush

one another in. There is also one inconvenience at-

tending tlie use of tbe yoke for draught oxen, when
employed to cart bay or corn ; for it is observed they

will not stand, but will keep eating, and will require

a person constantly by tbeni. Nevertheless, I am
very partial to yokes and hoops, for diS'erent rea-

sons : in the first place, they are cheap and simple
;

and, secondly, I am of opinion, that a pair of oxen
abreast would draw as great a weight as three such

oxen one before another in harness : nor do I see

any necessity for using horse-harness for oxen to

draw in ;—a cart saddle becomes tbe back of an ox
just as well as a cocked bat would do bis bead. The
ox is weak in tbe back, tliough very strong in tbe

neck ; but, as he draws by tbe withers on tbe upper
part of his neck, not by tbe shoulders, a horse-collar

IS very improper for him. The manner of an ox's

drawing is tjuite contrary to that of a horse ; tbe lat-

ter is strongest in his back, where tbe former is

weakest ; but tbe strength of tlie ox is so prodigious

iu bis neck, that, could beget bis bead under, be will

almost overturn a bouse. Leather collars, housings,

back-bands, a horse's bridle, tassels, &c. would be-

come a pig as well as an ox ; at an annual expense
of at least from 3/. to 4/. 15s., including keeping in

order and repairs ; while yokes and hoops may be
obtained, at the highest charge, for lOs., and kept in

repair for lis. (Jd. or 3s. a year ; and tliey are, at tbe

iraine time, more becoming. I have known many
instances of oxen drawing a weight in deep dirty

roads, that would nearly have laid a horse fast, par-

ticularly iu woods; for a beast is scarcely to be
laid fast in dirt, as be will roll tbrouglij and by
drawing in yokes and hoops, side by side, they are

nearer their work ; tbe advantage of which may be
seen in the conduct of the carter driving a team of

horses single, wlio, if bis cart or waggon gets fast

in a mire, takes off bis fore liorses, and puts them as

near to tbe cart or waggon as be can fasten them
;

but it requires little penetration to perceive that tbe

nearer tbe power is to tbe burthen tbe lighter it must
draw on all roads. Oxen wlien double, quarter with
much less difficulty than horses ; they are naturally

surer footed, and not so liable to slip, by their feet

being cloven. Wlien tbe young steers have been
accustomed to go side by side, as directed, if the
person using oxen for draught have two pair well
broken, and these young steers be put in the middle,
one pair before and another behind, tliere will not
be the least diibculty iu breaking them in, for being
in company with other cattle, they will readily walk
forwards. At all times observe not to put them to

any work that requires irregular pulls, such as lead-
ing dung, where tbe cart takes more power than tie
shaft oxen can exert ; for on such occasions the car-

ter is obliged to use tbe whip, which frightens the
young steers, and these, finding themselves fast, will

l>robably draw back, and even take the strength of
the two fore oxen to keep them straight. Therefore,
dragging tbe barrow or scarifies is the best employ-
ment, until they liave been accustomed to labour

;

for tliev ouglit to have little occasion to use exertion,
nor slinii!d they be at all forced, for some time, but
left entirely to themselves, the driver taking no no-
tice ot them, till they begin to draw, when he should

give them encouragement. Every driver ought to

feed the cattle he drives, as cattle and all animals

readily know the persons from whom they receive

their food; but animals have more discernment than

many people are aware of, and arc very sensible of

good or bad treatment."

We shall now state more particularly the dis-

advantages of the use of oxen for ploughing, in or-

der to bring the subject fairly before our readers

—

and as it has been discussed very closely by some
of the most experienced men, we will endeavour

to draw such conclusions from their respective ar-

gunieiils and practice, as may further satisfy those

who have their doubts or prejudices. Oxen, in-

dependently of being slow, are soon blown in hot

weather, but the latter objection is of trifling con-

sideration in Ireland, v.'here there is but few weeks

usually of excessive heat in tbe year. Tlieir slow

pace however is a great disadvantaj^e if used for

seed sowing, and they also poacli the kmd more than

horses : nor does it appear that even iu light soils

tliey can be made to quicken their gait ; and as

expedition is at this work often of great import-

ance, teams of oxen alone should not be depended
on. It is then naturally asked, why use them for

this purpose, for it is asserted by some feeders

that a bullock could be fatted duiing tbe year, be

might otherwise be turned to draft and would pay
better selling out fat. In this opinion however we
cannot agree, for beasts of this description will

grow till tbey are five or six years old, and cer-

tainly will feed faster and to a much greater weight

when they have attained their full size, than if

forced into maturity when too young. Cannot
then the intermediate time be beneficially em-
ployed, even admitting those animals merely pay
for their keep, by turning them to labour ? This,

however, should be done in a judicious manner,
for if over worked or under fed the object desired

cannot be effected. A working ox should have

sufficient grass or odier food to fill himself quickly,

in order that he may have sufficient time to lie

down to rest; in thecommencement also he should

only be worked according to his strength and
years, and not put to liard labour till well broken
in to his work, and in summer not yoked in the

beat of the day. At this season the ox team may
go out at five in the morning and work till eleven,

and tbe horse team finish the day in a press of

business—compensation may be made for this

extra work to tbe ploughman, which will ulti-

mately save the extra expense of a second person
in this depaitinent. When at hard and constant

labour, oxen should get some bruised oats and cut
hay, that they may fill Uieir stomachs quicker and
more effectually digest it, and regularly watered
three times a day if necessary. With resjiect to

yoking oxen, an intelligent writer makes the fol-

lowing observations, which being applicable to the

Irish system of management among many of our
farmers, we shall extract :

—

" A sort of boast is often made, of drawing oxen
single, like horses ; but I think it a most horrid
practice, either in horses or cattle. I will give a
few reasons, by comparison. Can any person sup-
])Ose, if the mail-coacli were drawn by four horses
single, one before another, that it would perform the
number of miles in tlie same time, and with equal
ease? I a,m of opinion, it would be with some diffi-
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culty, if they performed it ia twice the time. Or,

were the horses in a broad-wheeled waggon, which
is drawn by eight abreast, and sometimes by ten,

put one before another, it is a doubt with me whe-
ther they could draw the waggon, with the weights

laid upon it, at all, on difficult ground, up hills, or

in mud. Mr. Cully mentions single-ox carts; the

adopting of which would be a vile practice, much
worse than the other: not a single argument has

been adduced in their favour that will bear the test

of examination. In the first place, a pole to draw
the cart by, costs much less than shafts, the yoke

and hoops less than a cart saddle ; harness for two
carts, and four oxen in harness, would cost at least

201. ; in yoke and hoops, about 20s. One man, with

four oxen, either in a large cart or waggon, would
take as much or more weight than the four oxen in

four carts, while tlie four carts require each a driver

;

and, as all friction must consume power, less will be

lost in a cart with two ora waggon with four wheels.

A heavy carriage, when set going, will run with

very little assistance from the team, if properly made
and loaded, as may be seen in the very heavily laden

stage-waggons, on hard turnpike roads, proceeding
for a long distance together, and not above two of

the horses, out of eight or ten, with their traces

tight. Eitlier a horse or an ox in a cart is always in

distress ; he has no relief from the shaking of the

shafts : and it is observed by the stage-waggoners,
that the shaft horses a:e lower in condition, with the

same keep and hours of working than those that draw
in the traces. But, from my own knowledge, I can
speak decidedly as to this matter, having fully tried

the experiment when I lived in Doncaster, and car-

ried ale to Sheffield. The tolls at the turnpike-bars

being less for six carts than for six horses in a broad-

wheeled waggon, and having heard a great deal, and
seen much in authors, in favour of single-horse carts,

I thought, by adopting the use of them, to save
money at the bars ; I therefore got six carts, which
were driven by two men, the usual load being given
to each horse in proportion to what he drew before
in the waggon, namely, a ton a horse, besides the

carriage.
'' The result was, the horses, with the same hours'

work and the same feed, appeared much injured, and
the chafing of the cart made their backs sore ; and I

found that to keep them in as good condition as when
in the waggon, thej could not trail more than half

their usual burthen. Again, when I lived in Ire-

land, where they use cars in all farming business, I

made one waggon and three large carts; each cart

carrying as much dung at one load as eight cars
;

consequently, one man and two horses to the fields,

which were near the fold-yard, in the same given
time took out as much dung as eight horses and
eight men or boys."

By this it is evident that the mode of yoking
the oxen in cars or carts is a very material consi-

deration, but as it is not advisable to employ them
in this way, except through necessity, being too

slow, it is unnecessary to dwell on tliis matter.

It does not however follow that oxen cannot be
trained to go fast, and even if this cannot be ac-

complished spayed heifers may be substituted,

which being lighter and more active, will, except
in warm weather, do as much work as horses, if

well fed. The choice of cattle or horses should

however depend in a great measure on the nature

of the soil to be cultivated, for a horse team will

do one-third more work on light soils than oxen,

but on heavy land, as already stated, or where
deep ploughing is necessary, the powerful chest of

the ox will accomplish as much as the activity of

the horse.

We would not however, under any of the cir-

cumstances already stated, recommend the use of

oxen or heifers for agricultural purposes, unless on
farms where there were ample means for their sup-

port by artificial food throughout the year, for

were they to be supported on natural grass or hay
the expense would be nearly equal to that of horses,

as by such a system a large proportion of manure
is collected, and the animals maintained at half

the cost incurred by the usual mode. It is, how-
ever, extraordinary that the accumulation of ma-
nure is seldom taken into consideration, although

it is one of the great advantages which result from

the soiling system, and we have no doubt that

even if tliere were no other benefit the practice

would be worth pursuing.

Lord Somerville's valuable observations on the

breaking in and management of working cattle,

and the comparative view of the expense, Sec. of

both animals is worthy of notice :

—

" At the last meeting, in 1803, of the Dublin So-

ciety, his Lordship was informed, by a spectator of

undoubted veracity, that several ploughs were en-

tered for the prizes given ; and, to the surprize of

every one, the oxen beat the horses in speed ; they

were worked in pairs only, without drivers. These
animals were not selected from the breeds most es-

teemed for labour, but from the oxen of that country.
" The following is his Lordship's method of work-

ing oxen : the animals are broken in at three years

old, their first half year's work being easy. At six

years old they are sold to graziers, and in eight

months the}' come to Smithfield good beef. In the

intervening period his work is done at the rate of

about eighty acres of tillage to four oxen ; and his

twelve oxen, exclusive of the three-years old steers,

will work thirty acres of land per week, when not em-
ployed in carrying lime or manure, which is ten

acres per week for each four oxen, or five acres for

each pair, that is, two acres per diem for four days in

the week, for each team of four, allowing them two
resting days. Thus their daily labour is completed

in seven hours and a half, which gives them sixteen

hours for rest. Lord S. remarks, that if they were

allowed corn, they would probably do more work
;

and, if they did less, he would not employ them at

all. He allows one horse to every 100 acres of land,

for extra work, and no large number.

" Comparative expense of keep, and general savings.

1. " Oxen are easily sup-

ported, during the se-

verity of winter, on
straw, turnips, & other

vegetables. Besides,

as ruminating animals

possess stronger diges-

tive organs, everything

capable of aflbrding

nourishment is extract-

ed from their food.

2. Every day that oxen
are employed, they earn

more than their keep ;

while, if properly fed,

they will require no
other care.

1. Horses require to be
fed with hay, oats, or

beans, articles which
can only be purchased

at a heavy expense.

The digestive powers
of a horse are weak, so

that, upon an average,

two-thirds more are

necessary for him than

are required by an ox,

in order to afl'ord the

same nourishment.
' 2. A horse not only re-

quires more stable at-

tendance than oxen,

but also often exhausts

the property of little

farmers, who exert

themselves in order to

I fine team.
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3. The gear necessan^

for a pair of oxen may
be procured at a very
moderate price.

" 4. At the end of five,

six, or seven years,

during which they vrill

Lave more than com-
pensated the cost of

keeping them, they are

in prime order for fat-

tening ; and, when fit

for sale, produce to

their owner a hand-
some sum, varying in-

deed according to the

state of the markets,

but ultimately bringing

him a considerable

clear profit. The same
event will follow, if,

through accident, the

beast is lamed, or ren-

dered unfit for work."

3. The harness of a

team is, in general,

an expensive article,

especially when the

vanity of the owner in-

duces him to have it

decorated with paltry

brazen ornaments.

4. Horses become less

valuable every year

they are kept. They
are liable to spasms,

farcy, glanders, foun-

dering, cankers, and a

host of diseases too nu-

merous to be here spe-

cified, from all wliich

oxen are exempted,
(these animals being
subject to few dis-

eases, except a scour-

ing, or looseness, that

reduces their value)
;

while horses are,

by sudden illness, or

lameness, speedily di-

minished in value,

from forty to _/'oMr gui-

neas, and at length be-

come food for dogs,

their hide only being

in any degree service-

able to mankind."

Although in the foregoing view we think tlie

writer has overvalued the advantages of ox in pre-

ference to horse labour, yet it proves sufficient to

shew that the more general introduction of these

animals for this purpose would be found most
beneficial to the pocket of the tillage farmer, and

this more especially in Ireland, where so large a

proportion of the land is strong and deep, and the

climate cool and moist. Cattle, it is known, en-

dure wet much better than horses, and these latter

cannot, in deep ploughing or strong ley, get over

the ground much faster than the former, especially

if the Devons are used, or others equally active

and docile, there is no doubt of their superiority

for work— all matters taken into consideration.

It appears from the writings of many travellers

in the interior of Africa, that the ox is the princi-

pal animal employed hoth for travelling and the

labours of husbandry, and one of them observes,
" that being longer legged, and rather more lightly

made than the ox in England, travels with greater

ease and expedition ; walking three or four miles

in an hour, trotting five, and galloping, on an

emergency, seven or eight." A cross from this

breed might, then, be advantageous to improve
our native cattle for this purpose.

Calves intended for the yoke should be made
tractable and docile at an early period, and there

is no doubt, although not naturally so, these

habits may be acquired by proper attention in

early management. In breaking them for labour,

it should be done by gentleness and in company
with experienced and well-tempered oxen. Bulls

are often used for tliis purpose, being stronger

than oxen, but tliey are not so tractable, and
usually are uncertain in their disposition. Be-
sides it would be necessary to keep them in dif-

frent feeding houses, such is their propensity to

fight with each other. The following animated
picture is drawn on this subject by the Editor of
" British Husbandry":

—

" Cattle are like most other animals, the creatures

of education and circumstances. We educate them
to give us milk, and to acquire flesh and fat. There
is not much intelligence required for these purposes.
It fares with the ox, as with all our other domesti-
cated dependants, that when he has lost the wild
freedom of the forest, and become the slave of man,
without acquiring the privilege of being his friend,

or receiving instruction from him, instinct languishes,

without being replaced by the semblance of reason.

But when we press him into our immediate service,

—when he draws our cart and ploughs our land,—he
rapidly improves upon us ; he is in fact, altogether a

different animal : when he receives a kind of culture

at our hands, lie seems to be enlightened with a ray

of human reason, and warmed with a degree of human
affection. The Lancashire and the Devonshire ox
seem not to belong to the same genus. The one has
just wit enough to find his way to and from his pas-

ture ; the other rivals the horse in activity and do-

cility, and often fairly beats him out of the field in

stoutness and honesty in work. He is as easily

broken in, and he equals him in attachment and gra-

titude to his feeder."

AGRICULTURE IN EAST LOTHIAN.
" Sin,—In the new statistical account of the

parish of Dunbar, under the head of ' Husbandry,'
I observe the following :

—

" ' The soil being dry it is easily pulverised, and
cleared of rooted weeds ; therefore there is compara-
tively but little fallow. The rotation of crops is, 1,

Turnips upon two or more ploughings dunged, and
generally fed off; when carried off a compost of lime
and earth is generally applied. 2. Wheat, with
clover and rye-grass seeds. 3. Grass fed ofiT with
cattle or sheep, 4. Potato Oats. 5. Beans drilled

and dunged. 6. Wheat. Instead of oats, wheat is

sometimes taken, and then the rotation is confined

to four crops. This course peculiar to the parish,

has been called the Dunbar system; but objections

have been raised to it. Wheat every second year
it is said, exhausts the soil ; the answer is, that the
food of plants in the soil may be exhausted by any
kind of crop, while the soil itself cannot be ex-
hausted. Where there is a command of manure, there

is 110 system which will so richly repay the labours

of the husbandman. It was adopted here, on one of
the best farms, for many years, without any diminu-
tion either of quantity or quality ; and in order to

ascertain whether soil is injured by frequent crops of
wheat, the glebe of Dunbar was properly dressed
either with sea-ware, street-dung, or soot, and
cropped with wheat for five successive years. The
result was, an extra crop every year, and the land
left in such a condition that at may produce a crop or

two of any kind without additional manure. The
least crop in the succession was on the third year,

10^ bolls per acre ; it promised to be the greatest,

but it was lodged flat as the surface soon after it came
into ear. All the other crops in the succession were
above 12 bolls per acre. One season, exactly suited

to the soil, there were 16J bolls per acre ; and the

last of the five years, crop 1834, there were 14 bolls

per acre. It was ascertained that, on each of three

of these years, there were more than three hundred
stones of straw per acre. The soil is a sandy loam.

There is another field in the parish which has pro-

duced oats four successive years, with increasing
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produce and fertility, Hence it seems to follow,

that land properly cultivated and manured may pro-

duce abundantly the same kind of crop in regular
succession. If the food of plants is exhausted in

exact pi'oportion to the weight of crop produced, it

is worthy of investigation whether the advantage of

changing the kind of crop does not arise from one
kind giving oft' food for another kind, but solely

from the different, modes of cultivation which dif-

ferent kinds of crop admit of at diff"erent seasons.'
" With regard to the Dunbar system. Sir John

Sinclair, in his ' Husbandry of Scotland,' published

in 1812, state that the late Mr. Hume, Eastbarns,

whose farm was amongst the best in Dunbar parish,

after practising this system for fourteen years, found
that though by the force of manure he could grow
abundance of straw, yet the grain at length turned

out liker rye than wheat. In short, this rotation is

very seldom pursued in East Lothian. To have a

sequence of wheat, or, indeed any kind of culmifer-

ous crop, is now generally reprobated, alternate hus-

bandry, or the system of having leguminous and cul-

niiferous crops to follow each other being the grand
medium by which agriculture has attained its present

improved state. To have five crops of wheat in suc-

cession may justly be termed ' too bad.' As to the

food of plants, that is a subject on which the farmer

does not trouble himself; but he knows that if he
drain, clean, and manure his land in a proper man-
ner, it will yield him as good a crop as the soil is

constitutionally capable of producing, provided phy-
sical circumstances, such as heavy rains, excessive

droughts, furious winds, and similar events, do not
intervene, and prevent nature from performing her

usual functions.—I am, &c.

" East Lothian, 9th Dec, 1835." " N."

Here Sir, is an extract from the statistical account

of the parish of Dunbar, written by a reverend

gentleman well known to all of us—and, opposed to

it, is the criticism of an anonymous writer, whom I

cannot believe to be the person to whom rumour as-

signs it. The author of the " Statistical Account"
describes a system of husbandry pursued in the

parish of Dunbar, and his anonymous critic rebuts

the statement, by telling us that the same system does

not prevail every where in East Lothian ! The for-

mer writer again states what he knows to be the

practice of some agriculturists in his own neighbour-

hood, and the latter would beat him to the earth, by
relating how one farmer found it to be for his interest

to depart from that particular system.

Now, I think. Sir, I may safely challenge you to

produce, from the dirtiest records of anonymous
criticism, an attack more silly or unfair. Is it not

exactly, Mr. Editor, as if you were to say that the

cultivation of the l)op-plant is found profitable in

Kent, and I thought I could dumbfounder you, by
gravely asserting that agriculturists could not grow
it successfully in every part of Britain ; or to deny
that a certain course of mercantile enterprise, under
particular circumstances, had conducted many to

wealth and honour, because, forsooth, I could point

one man who had failed from obviously not attend-

ing to some of the most important elements which
enter into the calculations of every intelligent mer-
chant.

It is not necessary that I should here defend the

Dunbar system of agriculture. That it is practised

successfully in the parish of Dunbar is a well known
fact which should have secured tlie author of the

Statistical Account of that parish from unfair criti-

cism ; and that the practise is found to be a good one

cannot be questioned by any man who knows the

high rents paid for land in that parish—who has
seen the luxuriant crops that wave over its fields

—

or who reflects on the number by whom it is ap-

proved, among a class of men who, for industry, in-

telligence, and respectability, will not suffer by com-
parison with any fanners in any parish in the three

kingdoms. At the same time I shall feel much grati-

fied ifN will condescend to explain why he cannot
perceive that the Dunbar system is alternate—that

the author of the Statistical Account expressly ad-
mits the advantage of changing the crops—and that

it is there proposed to ascertain correctly the cause of
that advantage ; but if N should be unwilling to go
so far as to confess the weakness of /u's humanity

—

that an extreme desire to find fault was the cause of
a temporary blindness—perhaps he will be pleased
to point out how far, in respect to leguminoxis crops, the
system he reprobates deviates so greatly from the
more admired system pursued in the rest of East
Lothian.

Having inquired, too, very particularly respecting

that experiment at which N appears to be so greatly

horrified, I found tliat the long series of abundant
culmiferous crops had actually been obtained—that

the qualities of the produce could stand a most
favourable comparison with any corn of the same har-

vest, either in the barn, the mill, or the bakery ; but
I was also delighted to learn, that since the Statisti-

cal Account was written, a sixth culmiferous crop
had been reaped oft' the same field, exceeding in

quantity, and equal in quality, to aoy of the preced-
ing ones. Yes Sir, that field, without any additional

manure, yielded last harvest a culmiferous crop ofnine-

teen bolls per acre. What N will say to sucii an astound-
ing fact, I am at a loss to conjecture ; for if his ex-

pression of " too bad," was applicable to the fifth

culmiferous crop, I am sure his invention will be
racked in order to find a term sufficiently expressive
of his detestation of this further descent of the
reverend experimentalist, into what, no doubt, will

appear to N to be the unfathomable depthsof agricul-

tural depravity.

For my own part, Mr. Editor, I see nothing in

this experiment that is erroneous in the process, or

astonishing in the result. Agricultural chemistry,

it is well known, is only in its infancy ;—there is

not a man,Whose opinion is worth listening to, who
will venture to say, in so far as the ground is con-
cerned, whether vegetation depends most on the ele-

mentary principles contained in the earth, or on the

texture of the soil, or on a fine, but to us, inexpli-

cable combination of both. On the present occasion

the experimentalist has attempted to obtain those

elementary principles, or that texture of the earth in

one way, which every agriculturist endeavours to

arrive at by another. He appears to have succeeded
;

and that man must therefore appear truly ridiculous

in the eyes of every disciple of the inductive school,

who presumes to say that this experimentalist's ap-

peals to Nature have been unwise, simply and solely

because her responses to him have been so very fa-

vourable.

I am quite aware Sir, thai however innocent or

even laudable such attempts may be as those of the

reverend gentleman to do good must appear in the

eyes of many, they are eminently calculated to excite

the deepest hatred in the hearts of all tliose " System

Builders," who, like the Hercules of the olden time,

are always disposed to write the neplus ultra on the

limits of their own narrow survey ; and in that of

the man, located on some upland dry hill, to which
soil and climate forbid the Dunbar system to ap-

proach ; but should N be in either or both of these

predicaments, for his comfort I beg to remind him, that

L 2
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his learned lurubrntions may enjoj- a respectable

place on the slielves of those lunar museums, where,

it is said, all things forgotten on the earth are care-

fully preserved ; and that on his own bleak domains

and amid all the beneficial changes made on the sur-

rounding lands, no one will be angry with him for

quietly adhering, as tenaciously as he pleases, to ex-

ploded errors and venerable follies.

I need not remind you, Mr. Editor, of a most

eventful period in our country's history, when tlie

present distress of our farmers, from the pressure of

hio-h rents and low prices, was experienced in a more

than equal degree, by our merchants and manufactu-

rers, from imperial edicts and continental rivalry

Kor is it neccessarj' that I should recal to your re-

collection how our Liverpool and Manchester fellow-

subjects triumphed over every difficulty, enriched

themselves, and assisted so greatly to save their

country, by casting aside old theories of commerce,

bursting into new fields of enterprise, and trampling

ing on those barriers which the system-mongers of

other days bad laid down as the boundaries of the

mechanical powers, and tlie utmost limits of the

English mechanist's invention ; but I hint at those

times, and at the struggle and the triumphs of the

merchants and manufacturers of those days because,

under an impression that the energies of Nature are

inexhaustible in all her departments, I verily believe

that along a similar path, marked out by well-con-

ducted and hone<tly appreciated experiments—at as

great a distance as ma)' be from the " Systems of

Husbandry" for 1812—and as near as possible by
the side of the " Food of Plants"—our justly much
valued agriculturists are in like manner to achieve

for themselves that comfort and prosperity which
they are so richly entitled to arrive at and enjoy.

Ea$t Lothian, Dec, 1835. O.

THE AGRICULTURAL QUESTION.

It is really surprising to wliat an extent the real

state of this most important question still remains

under great misapprehension ; but this arises from a

want of understanding of the various facts connected

with it, and of the legitimate inferences which

these would lead.

" No tampering with the currency" is the general

cry ; but this is neither desirable nor necessary. It

was the Bank Restriction Act of 1797 that most seri-

ously depreciated the currency, and by 1819 the act

had become indispensable, by which cash payments
were again restored. But was not the currency

undermined by the act whicli took away the silver

standard, leaving only one in gold? We had formerly

a double standard of cash payments, as other nations

also have still ; and when gold liad become scarce,

credit was firmly upheld, and sudden panics and runs

on tlie bank counteracted, by payments in siker.

It has been repeatedly found, that in such circum-

stances even the Bank of England was pressed, for

want of a silver standard, of fixed value compared
with gold ; and if this were again restored, it would
prevent much evil.andenable the banks to issue freely

and with safely to all concerned.

Then if banks of issue were permitted to associate

with any number of partners, all responsible to the

extent of their property for the notes issued by tiiem
;

and if such banks were to give public security before

issuing, and to le restrained from overissues by the
stamp office, these measures would fuither secure the
public interest in that part of the currency which con-
sists of bank-notes.

And how is it that l^ese measures of safety to the

public and security to the national credit have not

been adopted, so as to, lead both to the solidity and

extension of the general currency of the united

empire, in conformity with the augmented population

and the growing demands of manufactures, com-
merce, and agriculture ? Here is the great desi-

deratum.

It is our wise policy in respect of manufactures to

protect those of the nation, and to encourage indusfiy

and persevering skill at home. We hetir of the same
policy as to agriculture, and yet the warehouses and

capitals of merchants are taken up with Foreign corn,

by which the best market is preoccupied with the

produce of orher nations, which has long supplanted

British grain,—is now going to waste in the stores,

—

but is likely to come out surreptitiously on the public,

in an illegal manner and unsafe condition, to the

farther and ruinous depreciation of the corn of the

United Kingdom. Now, why is this permitted?—why
are not the import dues on foreign corn, which are

considered necessary to protect the agriculture of the

kingdom, equalized and paid immediately on import-

ing ?— or ~t least, and in all cases, before taking out

foreign corn in bond for any purpose whatever ?

As to British grain, and especially to _tliat grain

which ripens in late bad seasons, when oats and

wheat are liable to frost or mildew ; and which has

also the very high merit of coming witli greatest ad-

vantage after the most beneficial system of improve-

ment of the lands, and of introducing sown grasses

with most competent effect, besides contributing most

essentially to the morals and comfort of the people, in

furnishing them with homebrewed ale and beer for

private use,— it seems astonishing that barley should

be taxed up to its full value when made into malt for

these purposes, however the duties on spirits may be

regulated.

But on these important subjects a few facts may be

staled, which, on the Agricultural Question, are now
urgently necessary. If these /ucis aie settled first, by

a general understanding, then a few queries would

bring out the merits of this most important subject in

detail, and lead to a clear and safe result. Now the

facts are as follow—being made applicable to the

County of Dumfries in particular, in order to be more

easily scrutinized, and also because Dumfries-shire

may be considered, in point of agriculture, as ap-

proaching to an average of British climate, soil, and

husbandry— viz ;

1st. The Population has increased in the last

80 years, computing from 1755, so as to have

doubled.

The Produce, however, has fully more than kept

pace with the population ; and has been considerably

improved, both in quality and variety also.

2d. The Soil of most of this County is let to

farmers, and whatever the value of the lands may be,

they are mostly to be considered as part of the farm-

ing capital.

The Farm-houses and other accommodations are

also commonly paid for by land proprietors ; and the

amount of these, and of the value of the land, may
fairly be considered as the landholder's part of that

capital.

3d. Live Stock and Implements are the portion of

that capital which the farmers have themselves to

supply, along with the means of occupation and im-

provements for some lime, until the returns come in.

4th. The Land-rents had risen rapidly till the

peace, and the prices of land produce had given en.
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couragement to improvement, and remuneration to all

concerned it. But abatements of rent have been of

necessity allowed by most landlords. Indeed, tiie

present rents of land are about 20 percent, lovverthan

in 1814 ; and if tliey be any thin^ above the land-

lents of 1808, it must be very little indeed,

A progressive rise of land-rents continued to take

place in this county, with various inrerruptions, from

1656 ; but there is little or no rise for about 27

years.

5th. Nearly all the farm lands are enclosed and

subdivided, and in. trim for a new start in the im-

provement of tiie soil, if remunerating piices can be

expected for the produce, and regular markets. But
the warehouses and capitals of corn-merchants are

pre-occnpied with foreign produce in bond ; and some
of this foreign grain is in a state of deterioration,

wliich it is proposed to take out and grind into meal

and flour, to prevent it from being lost.

The Currenci was very properly restored by the act

of 1819 returning to cash payments ; but the silver

standard has been taken away, and gold only made
tlie legal tender, instead of the double standard.

Banks of Issue are neither required to put in secu-

rity, nor restrained from over-issues by the law and

the puiilic authorities ; and the Bank of England
hesitates to advance money on the bills of such Banks :

and now does not sue!) a state of things require seri-

ous revision 2

6ih. What has repeatedly happened may again

occur. By subsidies, or payment of imported grain,

or foreign loans, or investments in the mines or funds

of other nations, or by remittances to our countrymen
residing abroad, or by mercantile transactions when
profit niay be made—the gold of this country is liable

to be drained away ; and there is no agio, nothing to

prevent it. Tiie fact is also now regularly published
;

and in such a state there is always a risk of some de-

gree of panic, some lun upon the Bank of England
;

the danger of which leads to call in and contract the

Bank discounts and paper in circulation ; and the in-

evitable consequences aie a diminution of the prices

of labour and necessaries, and of all the returns of

the productive classes. Now, in such a state, when
in fact there is not gold enough to answer the de-

mand, a silver standard con.bined with the gold would
effectually prevent all these evils, and even the dread
of them. It was a rash and ill-advised measure to

prohibit so valuable an auxiliary in support of the

national credit and currency ; it is esseutial to both

that we return to it.

7th. Common sense will lead to the conclusion,

that, if any start in the prices of agricultural produce

continue to go to foreigners or to corn-merchants,

and the treasure of the kingdom go abroad in payment
of foreign corn, the agriculture of the united kingdom
is not treated with proper favour, nor even with fair-

ness ; and this objectionable system tends to lessen

the home produce, and to hurt the state of our ex-

change, all under (lie childish illusion, that the trea-

sure thus exported may enable foreigners to purchase
our manufactured goods, though they are generally

decided against this system ; and tiie greatest manu-
facture in the kingdom is thus sacrificed to the sense-

less hope that other manufactures may ))artly gain,

peihaps, in some degree in the couise of events—^a

hope on which foreign courts have theniselve;; put a

seasonable extinguisher.

8lh. 'I'he County of Dumfries-shire contains 644,385
acres P^nglish measure, one-third of which has been

at some time in culture, and one-fourth of which is

now laid out into fields and farms, enclosed mostly,

and subdivided for cultivation. The landholders

allow the soil, and the farm luildings, as their part of

the agricultural capital ; and the amount of these,

moderately computed, is equal to five and a half

millions sterling ; on which they certainly do not

draw, of yearly rents, much, if any, above two

hundred thousand pounds, liable to various burdens

which reduce the returns very considerably, not leaving,

it is believed, above three per cent, of tbe valvie of the

lands and houses, their portion of the farming capital

of this important county. They have reduced
the rents h^ abatements as above stated, 20 per cent,

in the Iast20 years ; and the question is, how far they

can still be called on to reduce farther, if an improve-

ment of the currency, by more ample security in the

standards and in the issues, be possible ?

9th. The farmers' proportion of agricultural capital

is moderately computed for the whole county of Dum-
fries, at one million sterling ; and all is ready for pro-

ceeding vigorously in the course of improvement for

the great advantage of every class and every interest in

the united kingdom ; only let them have fair play in

the sea ports ; give them a secure and extending cur-

rency to answer the growing demands of the kingdo m:
repeal the most injudicious taxes on malt, so far as

used for private consumption ; raising, if necessary,

the duties on spirits, &c. ; and by this repeal extend-

ing the culture of barley, and relieving that of wheat,

now overdone ; and the agriculture of the united king-

dom will be relieved without hurting any other inte-

rest, but rather to the benefit of all of them.

10th. It may be asked here, how we are to make
up for the want of the mall duties ? and government

has itself answered this question, in practice : for it

lessened the burden of interest on the national debt,

when matters were not so favourable as now, by re-

ducing the navy 5 per cent, to 4 percent, stock ; of

course giving the fair option to accept, or be paid oflf;

Now, why not carry this measure farther, wdien the

banks allow only two per cent, on deposits 1 This

would make some provision for the deficiency ; and if

not enough, why not endeavour to prevent some part

of the enormous expense incurred by the nation, by a

heavier tax on tobacco and other foreign luxuries 1 It

is really a miserable aspect that is presented to us, in

the annual expenditure of the poor for a poisonous

weed, rendered necessary only by vulgar and filthy

habits—the amount not being much, if any thing, be-

low the whole of the malt taxes ; or what may excite

astonishment, not much below the whole provision for

the poor of the united kingdom. It would do honour

to any government that would look into this state of

things—taxing luxuries of all kinds, and foreign pro-

duce, except in so far as the materials of useful in-

dustry are concerned, or the health and comfoitof the

people.

I Itli. The union with Ireland has hitherto done

no good to Scotland or England, and especially to

Dumfries-shire ; and it never will nor can do good to

either of the three kingdoms, till a fiim and strong

government enforce the laws, restoring peace, and al-

lowing capital and industry to settle in tluit rich and

populous country. Till this is done, there is nothing

done there ; and the agiicultuie of Britain must con-

tinue to be discouraged by its connection with lie-

land, instead ofth;it mutual benefit and support which

the union should aftbrd. \IME.\ES.

5th January, 1836.
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THE FLOCK - MASTER'S COMPANION
AND SHEPHERD'S GUIDE, by a Prac-

tical Shepherd, ^^'hittaker and Co., Lon-

don.

The following extract will be read with consi-

derable interest and benefit at this particular pe-

riod ; every master should furnish his shepherd

with a copy ; it may be the means of saving him
many pounds during the lambing season.

THE LAMBING SEASON.
All breeders of sheep should be provided with a

suitable fold-j'ard for their ewes during the winter
season, and the time of bringing forth their young,
with a hut at one corner, for the shepherd, in which
should be a fire-place, as the shepherd ought to be in

attendance at night as well as at day, during the
lambing season, in case of accidents, wrong presen-
tations, &c, which is often the case, and for want of

assistance both ewe and lamb may be lost. The
shepherd should also be prepared with proper things

to make some nourishing gruel, such as the fol-

lowing :

—

Take— Boiling water, two quarts;

Oatmeal, two ounces

;

Common gin, three ounces;
Powdered ginger, half an ounce.

To be made in the form of gruel, and tbe ewe to

Lave half a pint twice or three times a day, when
necessary, after a bad time of lambing. In cases

where sheep are weak, &c. this is a good cordial, and
the shepherd having a fire can warm it as he wants
it. The shepherd should also have in readiness some
of the following oils, in case an ewe should get torn

in being roughly handled whilst extracting the lamb.

When that is the case, the sheep should be dressed

immediately, to prevent mortification taking place.

The following oils will prevent it if applied immedi-
ately :

—

Take—Linseed oil, one quart;

Spirits of turpentine, half a pint
;

Oil of vitriol, one ounce

;

Tincture of myrrh, four ounces.

Method of miiing :—Puthalf the oil into a common
brown pipkin that will hold t«vice the quantity, then

add the vitriol, and stir it up with a stick, and put
in the turpentine, and then the rest of the oil, and
the tincture of myrrh, and stir it all up together

;

and when cold, put in a bottle for use. When these

oils are used, let some be put into an old cup, and
tie a small piece of tow or fine linen rag upon a small

cane or stick ; then dip it in the oils and anoint the

parts torn. This is the finest thing that can be used
amongst sheep or stock of any kind.

Natural Presentations.—In all natural presen-

tations, the nose and the toes of the fore feet are the

parts which first come forward and present them
selves. When this is the case, the ewe generally

lambs with ease and facility by herself, although in

some cases assistance is necessary.

In the shear-hog, it being the first lamb, the pas-

sage is narrow, and some assistance may be occa-

sionally necessary; but it should be done by a per-

son who understands such business. "Ewes should

never be meddled with unless absolutely necessary, and

then it should be done in a cool deliberate manner.

Unnatural Peesentations.—In unnatural pre

sentations great care is requisite, as the life of the

ewe is at stake. Various are the ways in which
lambs present themselves ; the following are some
of the most common, with the mode of proceeding ia

such cases :

—

1. When twin lambs are in such a state as to come
forward at tbe same time, the ewe should be placed
upon that side where the lamb is least advanced, by
which means it will be pushed back with more ease,
and the other lamb more easily brought forward and
extracted ; but in all cases, the operator should not
be too ready in lending his assistance, but give the
ewe time, as nature will accomplish what art can-
not.

2. When the lamb presents the hind legs first,

which is often the case, it is best to take the lamb
away in that situation, without attempting to

turn it.

3. When one foot presents itself, with the other
and the head back, put it back gently, and get the
other foot forward, then the head, and leave the ewe
a little while to herself, and she perhaps will lamb,
if not, it must be carefully taken away.

4. When the head presents itself with both feet

back, the head must be put gently back, and the
feet brought forward, one at a time, tlien all will

be right.

.5. When the feet present themselves without the
head, the feet must be put gently back with one
hand, and the head brought forward with the other.

6. When the shoulder presents itself, the ewe
must be a little raised in the hind quarters, and the

lamb worked gently back with the hand, till you can
get hold of one foot, then bring it forward and get
the other foot, and lastly the head, then take away
the lamb gently, but do not pull unless the ewe is in

pain.

7. This is a dangerous presentation, and requires

a skilful person to get the lamb away. When the
side presents itself, it may be discovered by feeling

the ribs, the back, the belly, and by the soft yielding

substance of the part, and the falling down of some
portion of the umbilical cord ; here the operator

should endeavour to get the hind legs forward, if

possible ; this must be left to his judgment. But if

the hind legs can be got forward, it is the best me-
thod of getting the lamb away, and which is recom-
mended in all such cases, as the hinder parts of the

lamb are the smallest.

8. It happens sometimes that the lamb must be
taken away by pieces, which must be done with a

blunt pointed knife, and a small hook, which is after-

wards introduced to catch hold of the divided por-
tion, which is to be brought gently away ; the hind
part of the ewe should be raised during the opera-
tion, by which it will be performed with greater

ease.

9. Where there is a dead or decayed lamb, it

should if possible, be extracted, although, in some
cases, it is left to rot away ;—this is highly impro-
per, and detrimental to the ewe.

10. When twin lambs, it sometimes happens that

the feet of one and the head of the other present

themselves, which are mistaken as belonging to the

same ; this may be easily found out ; by pulling

gently at the feet great resistance will be felt, then
if the ewe be held with her head to the ground, and
the hinder parts a little raised, an alteration will in-

stantly take place, and the lamb which presented it-

self with the feet, will drop back, whilst that with
the head will come forward, and the lambing take

place in a proper manner.

Cautions.—The natural position of the lamb pre-

senting itself, as well as the unnatural, is now de-

scribed, so that it may be easily discovered whether
the lamb presents itself right or not. It is therefore

recommended in all wrong presentations, that are

at all critical, the taking the lamb away backwards,

,
that it is with the l.-id feet first.
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It is further advisable in all cases where Iambs
have come in a vrrong' position, and have need of

assistance, the practice of taking the lamb away back-
wards, as the two hind feet only, are to be got for-

ward ; whereas in attempting to bring the lamb
forth by the head and the fore feet, the former is

liable to turn back, and cause much difficulty, when
there seldom is any in bringing it away backwards,
it being so much smaller in the hind than in the fore

2)arts.

Observe, in assisting to bring away the lamb back-

wards, to pull straight forward, but remember, tha

when assistance is required, and the lamb in a na
tural position, that in drawing of it away, you should

pull in rather a downward direction, to the udder

part of the ewe.

Using rams of the most approved kinds, witli

smaller and finer heads, in the breeding of lambs, as

also not letting the ewes get too full of condition pre-

vious to their lambing, and keeping them on succu-

lent opening food, will enable them to lamb with

more ease and freedom.

After-Pains, Heaving or Straining.—This is a

complaint to which the ewe is very liable, and fre-

quently proves fatal ; it mostly happens in ewes that

are fresh and in high condition, and is caused by the

irritation and contraction of the uterus, as the same
pain which nature uses to expel the lamb, occasion-

ally continues for some hours, or even a day or two
;

in which case the parts mostly receive great inflam-

mation and mortification, which is generally brought
on sooner or later, according to the extent of the in-

jury the parts have received. It has frequently been
known that ewes in this state have been kept alive a

long time, the wind being in the north, and they
have perished the moment it changed to the south.

You may frequently know ewes to be lost by remov-
ing them suddenly from poor to rich keep. Though
they have lambed without any assistance, they after-

wards are seized with heaving pains ; this sufficiently

proves the impropriety of keeping ewes too full dur-

ing their lambing ; but from whatever cause this

may happen, the best mode of relief is to anoint the

vagina with the oils recommended previously, and
administer the following drink twice a day :

—

Take—Tincture of opium, one drachm;
Infusion of carscarilla, three ounces

;

Camphor, half a drachm.

Falling down of the Uterus.—This accident oc-

casionally happens after a difficult delivery. The
pain is so great as to force part of the uterus out

through the orifice of the shape, so as to fall down.
This complaint is well known to experienced shep-

herds ; the parts must be returned as soon as possi-

ble, and properly confined by means of a bright wire

staple about one inch in the square ; tliis is to be sharp-

ened at the point, and forced through both sides of

the shape, and the two ends turned with a pair of

plyers, similar to a pig's ring, as this will keep it in

its proper place. At the end of a week this may be

taken out, and the ewe marked, so that after she has

brouglit uj) her lamb, she may be fattened, as it is

not proper for such ewes to have lambs again.

The DiiOPriNG of Lambs.—In some cases when
lambs are first drojiped, they appear as if quite dead,

then the lungs should be immediately distended

with fresh air, which may be done by opening the

lamb's moutli, and blowing into it with your own.

On dropping, tlie ewe should be suffered to lick

them, and let the lamb suck, or if too weak, it should

have ewe's or other milk giv n to it, being left in

sight of tlie ewe. \Vhen the lamb droops or hangs

its head, it is a bad sign. The twin ewes, after their

lambs can walk, should be removed to their pastures,

as they should not be too much crowded.

Substitute Lamb.—It is not an easy matter to de-
ceive the sheep, although it is done by different arts

and devices, which are highly necessarily ; as some
lose their own lambs, and a foster lamb is then re-

quisite, as well for the ewe as the owner. In doing
this, rub the head and different parts with some of
the slime from the ewe or dead lamb, then take off

the skin and fix it upon tlie foster lamb, put it to the
ewe when hungry, and shut them both up in the
dark, as tiie attachment will be sooner formed ; but
watch if the lamb sucks, as by sucking, the attach-

ment of the ewe becomes greater. When that is

properly effected, they may be turned to the rest of
the flock ; but when in the flock, see that the lamb
does not stray away, as it may cause indifference in

the ewe. The skin should be left on for some days,

but the shorter the time the better, as injury may be
done to the Iamb by keeping it on too long.

Castrating the Male Lambs.—This business is

best performed when the lamb is about from four to

six or eight days old, according to their strength. It

is often done both at an earlier and later period, even
from the day it is lambed to six months old. There
are different ways of performing this operation. The
general practice now, and it is believed the best, is

by cutting off the end of the scrotum, the testes are

then to be carefully sloughed or drawn out in a pro-

per manner, and a few of the before-mentioned oils to

be applied within the scrotum. The operation in

this way is mostly performed by the shepherds.

Should bleeding ensue after the operation, the best

mode to stop it is by small pledgets of tow dipped in

the oils, and forced into the orifice.

Supporting the Ewes and Lambs.—As soon as

the lambing season is over, and about all the lambs
drawn or castrated, the most particular points are

over ; the ewes with their lambs should be put upon
portions of warm dry land, where shelter is pretty

good, and the state of the grass or feed favourable, so

that they may meet with no injury from the severity

of the season, or want of good keep. They should be
disturbed as little as possible, as remaining quiet is

of great consequence, for by tliis necessary care and
attention there will be much less loss of lambs. It

is also requisite to have supplies of early green food

of the turnip or artificial grass kinds, as by these

means the milk of the ewes is greatly promoted, a

circumstance of material consequence, for if lambs

are stinted at this early period, they never do so well

afterwards. The best way is to have plenty of rye-

grass, cole, rape, &c. ; they then go from the rye to

the water meadows, (if you have any,) if not, to the

layers, being constantly in hurdles, with full room to

fall back. You should liave two or three hurdles

with the slats upright, so that the lambs may run

through with more ease to eat the tops ofsweet mor-

sels, before the ewes ; by this means they will do

well till they are weaned.

Weaning the Lambs.—This requires some nice

attention, but is generally understood by sheep

breeders, and requires but little to be said about it.

It is generally performed when the lambs are about

four or five months old, at which time they are taken

from the ewes, and confined in a ]iretty good pasture,

and the ewes put quite out of hearing, where they

cannot disturb the lambs. They will be a little un-

easy at first, but that will soon disappear. Their

pasture should be fresh and good, and the lambs will

^iroceed with their growth without receiving any

check.
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A TREATISE ON THE NATURE OF TREES
AND PRUNING OF TIMBER TREES. By

Stephen Ballard. Simpkin and Maisball, Lon-

don.

We subjoin the following extract from this unique

little work, whicli should be in the possession of

every resident in the country, interested in the sub-

ject :—

Mr. Thomas Baylis, who is well acquainted with

the natiire of trees, and by whom my attention was
first directed to the baneful effects of pruning, plant-

ed a bed of about five hundred Pear trees, at Led-

bury, in the county of Hereford. Sixty of these

trees were left entirely unpruned ; all the others

were pruned, with naked stems, as trees generally

are in nurseries. The sixty unpruned trees had no
advantage in soil or situation

;
yet, on an average,

their growth in a few years was at least three times

greater than that of the pruned trees. The unpruned
trees were much better formed, for transplanting into

orchards, than the pruned ones ; their stems were
furnished with strong thorny branches ; these

branches, in addition to the other good offices they

had performed and were performing, to enable the

trees to outgrow the pruned ones so far, made excel-

lent natural fences for each against injury from cat-

tle. It is not my intention to enter into an argument

about the management of fruit trees, this experiment

with the pear trees is only mentioned to show that

the opinion that pruning decreases the quantity of

growth, has been confirmed by experiment ; but I

cannot refrain from stating my regret at the present

deplorable state of tlie orcharding in this count}-. The
great ignorance of the nature of trees displayed in

the management of apple and pear trees, almost dis-

mays me in the attempt to point out the errors that

are fallen into by the cultivators of timber-trees.

The apple and pear trees, in this county, are gene-

rally rendered fruitless at an early age through ill-

treatment. The apple tree, in particular, dies over-

powered bv the numerous injuries inflicted on it by

its misjudging and officious cultivators. At a time

of life when it should be in its greatest prosperity,

it is falling to pieces with premature old age ; its

limbs are, one after the other, blown from its rotten

trunk ; and it may truly be said, that the apple-tree

seldom dies a natural death , its death being gene-

rally occasioned by an accumulation of injuries.

The Mushroom Stone. — It was sent to Mr.
Thornburn, of JNIurth, from Calabra, in Sicily, with di-

rections to g-ive it a little water when it appeared dry,

which was generally three or four times a week, in dry

weather; and, in the course of a fortnight after I re-

ceived it, a couple of mushrooms made their appear-

ance, which grew to be very large ; I think about niiie

inches in diameter. They were porous beneath, in

place of gill, as in the common mushroom ; conse-

quently they appeared rather to be a species of Boletus

than a species of Agaricus. However, they were of ex-

cellent flavour, and the ship captain who brought the

stone home told me that it produced three mushrooms
at sea, which he said were very fine. In three or four

weeks after the two above mentioned were gathered,

three or four more came up, and so on , for the first year.

The second year it was not quite so productive ; and,

in 1833, my successor informed me that the mushroom
stone was nearly exhausted. I think eight or ten of

such stones would supply an ordinary family with

mushrooms for two or three years.

—

Gardener's Maga-
zine,

STATISTICS OF DUMFRIES CATTLE
MARKETS.

(From the Diimfries Times.)

" We take the merit this week of presenting to

the public the annexed interesting view of the Dum-
fries cattle market transactions during the last three

years, on the general accuracy ofwhich the fullest re-

liance maybe placed.

Kumber of cattle shown in Dumfries market from
January 16, 1833, ii!l December 30, 1835

—

1833.—Total number shown, 46,364 ;

deducted, supposed to have been twice

shown, l-5th part, 9,272 ; leaving

actually sold, 37,092, which, at an

average of 6/, 10s per head, amounts to £240,098

Passed through from Galloway for the

South wiihout stopping at Dumfries,

5,692, which at an average of 8/, lOs

per head, amounts to £48,382

Total, £289,480
1834—51,304, deducted, supposed to have

been twice shown, l-5th leaving a total

actually sold of 41,044, which at an

average price of 6i per head amounts

to £246,264

Passed through from Galloway for the

South without stopping at Dumfries,

4,309, which, at an average price of 8/.

amounts to 34,472

Total, £280,736

1835.—46,640, deduct, supposed to have

been twice shown, l-5th, leaving a

total actually sold of 37,312, which, at

an average of 4i, 15s per head, amounts

to ? £177,232

Passed through from Galloway for the

South, without stopping at Dumfries,

3,650, which, at an average price of

61, 10s per liead amounts to j^23,725

Total, £200.957

1833, £289,480
1824, 280,736

1835, 200,957

£771,173

" The cattle actually sold in Dumfries market dur-

ing the last three years, thus appear to liave yielded

no less a sum, even at the low price quoted, than

£771,137 sterling. From the tables it will also be

seen that the value of the cattle which passed through

the town of Dumfries on their way to the south,

without stopping or being sold in the market, during

the period, would amount to £106,579—making a

total of £877,752.* This is altogether exclusive of

tlie value of the immense quantities of stock sent to

the south from the ports of the district by steam con-

veyance, and by land by the different roads eastward

of Dumfries, besides the great numbers sent to the

Edinburgh, and Glasgow, and other northern mar-

kets. The value of the black cattle exported from

this district therefore, during the period mentioned,

may be safely estimated at fully one million and a

half of jiounds sterling.*'

* Dur contemporary has fallen into a numerical in-

accuracy in adding the assumed value of the cattle

driven through Dumfries to the sum of £771,173,
in which sum, by his own showing, it is actually

included.
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We will not differ from our contemporary in re-

gard to the number of cattle exposed for sale in the
Dumfries market in the course of the three years to

which the above extract refers,—and thus far his

statistics may afford some information to the general
reader,—but we are much inclined to differ from him
in regard to some of his hypotheses, and some of the

conclusions to which he has arrived. He sets out,

as the reader will observe, upon tl)e supposition that

not more than one-fifth of all the cattle shown have
been shown twice. Now, if any one will for a mo-
ment reflect upon the frequency with which the

words " a considerable number remained unsold,"

or words of similar import, have been used in the

\veekly reports, and take into account that by the job-

bers who have pasture at no great distance from town,
many cattle are exposed not only twice, but three or

four times, or perhaps still oftener, before they are

sold : and still further, take into account that graz-

ing cattle passing from one jobber to another, or to

some of our more speculative farmers, are often

sold several times in the season, he must we think,

come to the conclusion that not nearly four-fifths of

the number shown have been sold only once and ex-

ported from the district. Besides, how many of those

sold are young cattle bought to supply the place ofmore
aged stock, and actually not sold for exportation for

twelve months, or perhaps two j^ears from the date

of the purchase? We have no proper data to go
upon to say with certainty the real proportion between
those exposed for sale and sold for export ; but had
our contemporary assumed three-fifths instead of four-

fifths, we suspect he would only have been approxi-
mating to the truth.

There is another circumstance in our contemporary's
report which particularly calls for attention,—that is

its total silence in regard to the number of cattle

sold or exported which are not bred within the range
of country to which the report refers. How many of

thein, we would ask, are Highlanders, either grazed

in the locality only for a season, or driven direct

from the north 1 How many of them are Ayrshire

cows, Irish cattle, or some other breed 1 In short

howraanyof them cannot be considered as cattle draw-
ing wealth into Dumfriesshire or Galloway ? Wiiere,

then, taking all these circumstances into account, is

the million and a half obtained by this district

for cattle exported from it within the time specified.

One word more with our contemporary upon this

subject. The last published statement of the annual

value of land and houses in ti)e different Counties in

Scotland which has come under our observation,

makes Dumfries-shire £'i9.5,O00, the Stewartry of

Kirkcudbright £2 13,000, and the county of Wigtown
£14.S,000— in all £650,000 ])er annum. Now'if the

whole annual value of lands and houses iri these

Counties is only £650,000, does it stand with reason

that its produce—not only exclusive of all the black

C'.ittle that are consumed in it, but exclusive also of

slieep, swine, and grain— is nearly the amount of the

M'hole value, JMaking every reasonable allowance for

tiie sums re(iuisito beyond rent to carry on farm ex-

penses, this surely is a statement that cannot be re-

ceived without stronger proof tlian our contemporary
has adduced.

But granting for a moment our contemporary's

conclusions about the million and a half, we would
ask iiim how he conies to another conclusion in the

same article, though not in the part we have quoted,

namely, that the agriculturists are struggling in diffi-

culties. Surely it'black cattle alone yield nearly tjie

amount of tlie value of the land they possess, their

distress cannot bo great ! It is, however, in our con-

temporary's conclusion as to the value of the cattle

sold for export—not the distress of the agriculturistar

—that we chiefly differ from him, though even in the
alleged distress of the agriculturists we think there
is more said than merits implicit belief. Of this

perhaps more anon.

—

Dumfries Herald.

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
(From the Scotsjrian.)

We have great pleasure in publishing the follow-
ing letter addressed by Sir George Mackenzie to the
Secretary of the Agricultural Association. It proves
what we anticipated, that many gentlemen who are
anxious to see the agriculturists raised from their
depressed condition, resolutely disclaim all con-
nection with the wild scheme of debasing the cur-
rency.

" Edinburgh, Jan. 10, 1836.
" Sir.—I have been prevented by various circum-

stances from writing to you sooner, in reference to the
proceedings of tiie Central Agricultural Association.
My object in becoming a member was to assist in ob-
taining, if possible, a Committee of the House of Com-
mons to inquire i;ito the real cause of Agricultural dis-

tress, without troubling itself with the proposal of a
remedy until the cause was clearly brought forth. 1

find, however, that it is taken for granted by the pro-
moters of the Association, that nothing can relieve agri-
cultural distress but a change in the currency. Since
I last wrote to you, I have paid more attention to the
matter than I had previously done, and am now satis-

fied that such a change in the currency would not re-

lieve distress ; and would besides, do much harm to the
country generally. I have tried the experiment for the
last five years, ofproportioiiins; renttothepriceof produce

;

and my tenants have no complaints to make. They are
busy improving theirfarms, and reclaiming waste land

;

and are envied by all their neighbours who pay fixed
rents. I am, therefore, entirely of opinion that it is the
true policy of landlords not to attempt to bolster up
rent, but to reduce it to a level with other tilings in the
manner I have done ; and that nothing else can relieve
the agricultural interest. As every thing is lowered in
price, so also ought land to be lowered ; and let the
landlords live within their incomes, and cease to re-

gard superfluities as necessaries of life. I have there-
fore now to request that you will withdraw my name from
the list of the members of the association ; and I have
the honour to be. Sir, &c.

"C. S. MACKENZIE."
" R. Montgomery Martin, Esq., Sec, &c."

We are glad to observe, from the following abridged
account of their proceedings, that the Highland and
Agricultural Society of Scotland steadily adhere to

their rule to exclude political subjects from their

discussions. The society lately formed in London,
calling themselves the Central Agricultural Asso-
ciation, is neither more nor less than a combina-
tion, formed with a view to effect a change in the

currency.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIETY OF SCOTLAND.

The Anniversary Meeting of this National Asso-
ciation was held in their Hall, on Tuesday Jan. 12,

at which tiiere was an unusually full attendance of
the members, including a largo proportion of the

noblemen and gentlemen of rank, ])roperty, and in-

fluence at present in Edinburgh and the vicinity.

The Most Noble tlie Marcjuis of Lotliian, Vice Pre-

sident, ill the chair, supported by the Earl of iMorton

and the Earl of Glasgow.
The society, as the first business in the order pre-

s ribed by the charter, proceeded to ballot for the

admission ofnew members, when the following, with
many others, were duly elected :—The right hon.
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Alexander Lord Elibank, the hon. Roger Rollo, Sir

Charles Lamb, of Beauport, Bart., Robert Blane,

Esq., Grougar, 2nd Life Guards, Edward Ellice,

Esq., yr., of Ardmellie, Charles Henry Forbes, Ksq.,

of Kingerloch, Alexander Carmichael Gibson, Esq.,

yr., of Castle Craig, William Hunt, Esq., yr., of

Pittencrieft" and Logie, Richard Trutter, Esq., of

Hapland, ad%'ocate.

Sir John Stuart Forbes, Bart., the Treasurer,

submitted a most distinct andsatisfactorj^ view of the

funds of the Society, and of its income and expen-
diture during the last year, under every head of

charge, from the detailed rep'^rt and state audited by
Mr. Russell, the Society's accountant. The pre-

miums awarded during the year exceeded 1,200Z.

Thereafter the Treasurer noticed, that an applica-

tion had been made on the part of the Society to his

JNlajesty's Government, with a view to obtain assist-

ance from certain funds at their disposal, applicable

to purposes in Scotland. The Society's claim rested

entirely on the public utility of its objects, and the

manner in which its funds were appropriated. Tliese

had been fully recognised by the Government—the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, at the interview the

Secretary had with him, had given attention to every
detail, as ])ad Mr. Steuart, M.P., one of the Lords of

the Treasury, a member of the Society, within whose
department the applicatiou immediately came ; the

Treasury minute in reference to it, is expressed in

the most favourable terms, and there seemed now no
doubt that some assistance would be soon obtained,

This would be of much consequence, looking to the

great falling off which had taken place in the revenue
of the Society, owing to the reductions in the rate of
interest.

The Honorary Secretary gave a concise report ofthe

proceedings of the Directors, and the premiums
awarded by them since the iialf-yearly meeting- in

July. Since their meetings were resumed for the

season, the Directors and different committees have
been occupied in determining on the claims for the

premiums offered bv the Society for competition, in

the year which has just expired. As the names of

the successful candidates will be forthwith published
in the newspapers, it was unnecessary, the Secretary

observed, to advert now to the premiums in derail.

They have been awarded in most departments of the

practical agriculture of Scotland ; and it is gratify-

ing to observe, that the competition progressively
increases. In the year 1835 there was six hundred
and seventy nine individuals who had entered the list

as competitors. Were we further to take into com-
putation the practical ploughmen wlio had competed
for the Society's Medal to the best plougliman at

thirty eight competitions, reported within the year
by the Society's resident members in the different

districts—(fifty or more ploughs having started at

many of these competitions)—the competitors, in-

stead of six hundred and seventy nine, would be
nearly treble that number.

Lord Greenock, Chairman of the Geological

Committee, reported the proceedings of tliat com-
mittee.

Dr. Neill said, that he had been requested to an-

nounce the decisions of the Committee appointed to

examine into the merits of essays, reports, and com-
munications submitted to the Society in the course of

the year, on subjects connected witli woods and

plantations, and on various subjects relating to hus-

bandry and rural improvement. In a very interest-

ing statement, in which Dr. Neill detailed the merits

of the communications, he noticed tliat the premium
of twenty five sovereigns, or plate of that value, had
been awarded to Mr. Lawson, the Society's seeds-

man, for having raised and sold the g'reatest number
of plants of Larii Communis, or larch fir, from seed
procured from healthy native trees in the Tyrol or
other regions of the Alps, to which it is indigenous.
Dr. Neill gave a variety of very interesting details

upon this subject.

The Secretary brought up from the Directors the
following Resolutions, which were thereupon moved
by Admiral Sir David Milne, second ijd by the Earl
of JNIorton, and unanimously adopted.

Resolved.
1st. That the thanks of the Society be given to the

most noble the Marquis ofTweeddale, for his attend-

ance at the late general show of live stock at Ayr,
and for the energy and zeal displayed by him in

forwarding the objects of the Society on that oc-
casion.

2d. That the thaaks of the Society be given to the

Lords Lieutenants, Vice Lieutenants, and Conveners
of the counties of Ayr and Wigton, Renfrew and
Bute, and to the other Noblemen and Gentlemen of
the Committee who officiated at Ayr, for their active

co-operation in carrying into effect the wishes of the
Society and the purposes of the meeting.

3d. That this Resolution be conveyed to Thomas
Francis Kennedy, Esq., of Dunare acting Convener
of the Local Committee, with the expression of the

obligations of the Society for his personal exertions,

through which the arrangements for the meeting were
followed with such complete success, &c.
The Earl of Glasgow, as Lord Lieutenant of Ayr-

shire, expressed his acknowledgments for the resolu-

tions now adopted, and for the patronage conferred

by the Society in the district on the occasion referred

to. Ayrshire had not shown itself insensible to that

patronage, and when the Society next visited the dis-

trict, the advantages of their support ^ould be found

to have been realized in a considerable degree.

Mr. Charles Fergusson said, in reference to the

mention which had been made of his name, in con-

nection with the gratifying success which had at-

tended the Ayr show, tliat few situations could have
been more agreeable to him, from the personal and
local interest which he necessarily felt in the recent

visit of this society to the county of Ayr, than to

have acted as chairman of tlie directors upon that

occasion ; and he was happy to think that the antici-

pations which had been founded on the energy and
zeal that belonged to the county, had in no degree

been disappointed. He was, moreover, happy to

take this opportunity of stating, that the immediate
effect of the Society's late patronage had been, to

originate a General Agricultural Association for the

county of Ayr, on the model of this national Society,

from whose exertions he could not doubt that very
beneficial results might be expected to accrue.

j\lr. Fergusson reported from the Directors, ii

reference to the general show which takes place at

Perth in the ensuing autumn, that everything re-

lating to the adjustment of the premiums and con-

ditions of competition had been arranged.—Fifeshire

gentlemen have obtained the additional premiums
they requested, and appear determined to shew what
may be doue with the peculiar breed of their district

at a comparatively early age,

Mr. Norman Lockhart reported that the prepa-
ratory^ arrangements for the general show of live

stock fixed to take place at Dumfries, in 1837, had
been matured, and that tlie premiums had some time

ago been published for the information of intending

compttitors and the public. These premiums are

on a scale which does high credit to the counties of

Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, and Wigtown, not less

for their liberality than for the promptitude with
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which the district had come forward with the aux-
iliary funds for this their second meeting. Some
suggestions had been received for additional pre-

miums fer certain classes of sheep, which would
receive the immediate attention of the Directors.

Mr. Lockbart added, that a local Agricultural Asso-
ciation was also in course of being formed in this

district, which would be in full operation by the

time of the Society's visit in 1837, and that their

cordial co-operation in the business of the show
might be CTcpected.

Professor Low said, that he had been requested,

,
and that he had pleasure in complying with the re-

quest, to state, that application had been made for a

general show of live stock at Inverness. This ap-

plication had come, in the first place, from the Lord
Lieutenants of the counties of Inverness andCromarty,
the Hon. Colonel Grant of Grant, and Mr. M'LeoJ,
member of parliament for Sutherlandshire. Biittlie

Directors had been, at the same time, apprised that

a requisition to the like eifect was in the course of

extensive signature by the proprietors and tenants of

the northern counties. Professor Low stated tbat

he Iiad a sincere gratification in making this state-

ment, because it was the evidence of the value at-

tached to the Society's exertions in this branch of

rural improvement, and of the desire tliat existed of

seconding those exertions in a part of Scotland in

which the Highland Society, from its very constitu-

tion, must take the warmest interest.

The meeting warmly recognised the claims of In-

verness to a priority of consideration as soon as the

standing resolutions allowed.

Professor Low then stated, that as chairman of the

committee for superintending the society's publica-

tions, he availed himselfof the opportunity presented

to him of expressing the gratification felt by tbe com-
mittee on publications, at the state and prospects of

this branch of the society's labours. The papers on
every branch ofrural economy received and published

by the society under the name of Transactions, con-

tinued, he was happy to say, to increase in number,
variety, and interest. And in place of the doubts
which once existed as to tbe means of the society to

supply materials for a Quarterly pablication of their

Transactions, the doubt now was, whether these ma-
terials could be comprehended within the limits

hitherto assigned to them.

Professor Tk.aill was charged by the Directors to

lay before the society a commuuicution from the

Duke of Buccleugh, being the first report made to

his Grace, of the experiments at the agricultural

garden established by his orders at Dalkeith Park.

This communication is made in consequence of a

request at a general meeting in July, that the Duke
would do the society the favour of giving them
notice of the results from time to time, for the in-

formation of the mfimbers, and to be given to the

public through the medium of the society's Transac-
tions. Tbe Professor noticed some of the more
remarkable facts appearing from the present rejiort

-—among which the Italian rye grass was conspicu-

ous— it arrives at maturity sooner after sowing than

any other perennial grass— its produce is nearly

double that of common rye grass, and, in 1834, it

ripened two crops of seed. The cordial thanks of

the meeting were voted to the Noble Duke for this

interesting communication, and for his readiness on
all occasions to [iromote the objects of the society,

and the best interests of agriculture.

Mr. Robinson, Secretary of tlie Royal Society,

chairman of the committee on machinery, reported

the dift'erent articles which had been brought before

them; several appeared to them to possess consider-

able merit, and to be deserving of reward from the

society.

Subsequent to the last meeting of tbe committee,

a communication has been received from Lord Wil-

loughby de Eresby, with a model and description of

a machine for compressing peat, invented by his

lordship, accompanied by certificates from persons

who had used the fuel resulting from it, and who had
found it applicable to the use of the smith's forge

and other purposes. There has also been received a

machine on a new construction, by Mr. James New-
bigging, at Crosstore, adapted to the draining of bogs

and meadows, by supplying a declivity, where, owing
to the flatness of the surface it is otherwise unattain-

able. The merits of these machines will be consi-

dered by tbe committee at their first meeting.

Mr. HoRNE of Langwell, from the committee on
the veterinary school, mentioned that, from the offi-

cial report of Mr. Dick, the able and zealous lec-

turer, tbe attendance at the present session has been
greater than any preceding. There are sixty-four

students, twenty of whom are practical men ; and of

these one is from New York, one from London, and

one from Lincolnshire, showing that tbe benefits of

the school are not confined to Scotland.

The Secretary read a letter from the Slarquis of

Tweeddale, expressing his regret at being unable to

attend tbe meeting, having to preside at the Quarter

Sessions at Haddington. His lordship suggested

some points connected with the draining as meriting

investigation.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR l836.

PRESIDENT.

His Grace the Duke of Gordon, G. C. B.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

The Most Noble John William, the Marquis of Lo-

thian.

The Most Noble John the Marquis of Breadalbane.

The Right Hon. Randolph, Earl of Galloway.

The Right Hon. Thomas Robert, Earl of Kinuoull.

Sir John Stuart Forbes of Pitsligo and Fettercairn,

Bart., Treasurer.

R. Macdonald Seton, Esq., of Staffa, Hon. Sec.

Charles Goidon, Esq., of Drimnin, Secretary.

Claud Russell, Esq., Accountant.

The Very Rev, George II. Baird, D. D., Principal

of the University of Edinburgh, Chaplain, &c.

BERWICK-UPON-TWEED.—EXPORTS.
GRAIN SHIPPED, THE YEAR COMMENCING 1ST SEPT.

1820
1821

1822
1823
1S24
1825

1826
1827

VVlieat

qrs.

Barley'

qrs.

1828119.

1829
1830
1831

1S32
1833

729 6,

274 11

,866i 4,

,417] 7

72931,
976133,

,219 22,

,777 27
175 42,

271 23,
396' 32
248:23,

,486 32,

730 32,

Oats

qrs.

28,662

48,630
34,624
42,456
45,887

27,644
9,268
15,113

45,012

859| 28,280

699 1 32, 94

7

,962

101

461

14,713

22,978
33,571

Rye
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CENTRAL TITHE ASSOCIATION.
On Tuesday, Jan. 12, a meeting of this association

was held at Brown's Hotel, Palace Yard, Westminster.

C. E. Branfill, Esq., of Upminster Hall, Essex, in the

Chair.

The Chairman stated, that at a meeting held at the

same place in May, 1834, composed of delegates from
the different counties, at which meeting several mem-
bers of parliament were present, the association had
been formed ; and as there had lately been certain

questions issued from the government to the different

parishes on the subject of tithes, it had been considered
expedient to call a meeting of the association to con-
sides what steps ought to be taken against the assem-
bling of parliament, which would soon take place.

The Secretary of the association, Mr. Hamlvn, ob-
served that it was desirable, that the tithe-payers should
join this association, which would be made a focus for

concentrating their efforts, and a means of communica-
tion with the legislature in obtaining redress, 'i'he an-
nual subscription from members was five shillings each,
which would be found sufficient for the purposes of the
association.

Mr. Eagles, ^Author of " A Legal Argument" on
tithes,) proposea that the committee of the association

meet once a month, and that a general public meeting
be called soon after the meeting of parliament, of which
due notice should be given; which was afterwards fixed

for the 13tli of February next. IMr. E. then drew the
attention of the meeting to the distinction between the
produce of land, and the produce of capital and labor

;

and contended that as far as tithes were made a claim
on the latter, they were an infringment on both law and
justice. If labor and capital were to be subject to

tithes, why not tithe the productions of cotton mills, or
any other manufactories which have been built on the
landl
— Bradly, Esq., said he was happy to be able to

inform the meeting that district associations had been
formed, and others about to be formed in Kent, and
several other counties, the subject, he said, became
every day more and more imposing. In many cases
the tithes were completely absorbing the entire property
of the parish. In the neighbourhood where he resided,

the sum of ten shillings an acre was exacted, every year
for tithe on farms vihich were let for several years at no
rent at all, the titheman had virtually ejected the land-
lord. In one parish in East Kent, the adowson had
been bought by the present incumbent for 900/, and he
now takes 2,500/ a-year for tithes. Such instances were
not unusual, indeed such a state of things was past en-
durance.
A gentleman asked, whose valuation the 2,500/

a-year was ]

Mr. B. replied, i\Ir. Bearblock's.
Mr. Coi.GAii:, (Author of a pamphlet intitled

"I'ithes, or no Tithes, that's the Question !") said that
Mr. Adamson and himself attended as delegates
from the Market Gardener's and Farmer's Society

;

having been a])pointed by that body to act in concert
with the Central Tithe Association, No class of men
were more punished by tiie operation of tithes than
market gardeners and farmers near London, they em-
ployed a large portion of capital and labor on a small
breadth of land, and consequently tithes operated as a
tax on the produce of labor more than on the natural
produce of the land.

A discussion then ensued, as to what ought to form
the basis of a commutation ; in the course of which it

was contended with considerable force and ability,

that land, and its natural capability of production, and
not what might be expended upon it, or put into it

ought to form the groundwork on which to fix a com-
mutation : and that tithing the stock in trade of the

shopkeeper or manufacturer, would not be more unjust
than tithing the stock in trade of the market g-ardener,
&c. The prevailing opinion of the meeting was, that
any scheme of commutation at any thing like an equi-
valent to the present enormously overgrown claims for

tithes, would be resisted as a monstrous attempt to per-
petuate oppression.

FLOUR MILLS IN AMERICA.
Amid the multitude of machinery with which the

Genesee is studded, the flour establishments are con-
spicuous. There are now within the city of Rochester
twenty-one mills, with ninety-five runs of stone, capable
of manufacturing five thousand barrels per day. Twenty
thousand bushels of wheat are daily required for these
mills when in full operation, 'i'he immense consumption
of the raw material occasioned by such an extensive ma-
nufacture, furnishes to the rich wheat-growing region
around Rochester a ready market, while it draws con-
siderable supplies from tiie shores of Erie and Ontario.
Besides the wheat drawn from the surrounding country
and from Ohio, some of the Rochester millers imported
this year from Canada (subject to heavy dutv) about
100,000 bushels.

Three of the above-mentioned mills have been erected
this year, and considerable improvement has been made
in some of the others. 'J'hese three mills contain seven-
teen runs—which, with the seventy-eight runs in the
other eighteen mills, form the total of ninety-five runs.

As has been remarked in tlic " Traveller's Guide,"
published by Davidson of Saratoga, "some of the
Rochester mills are on a scale of magnitude unsurpas-
sed in the world ; all are considered first rate in the per-
fection of their machinery, and so effective is the whole
flouring apparatus, that there are several single runs
of stone which can grind (and the machinery connected
therewith bolt and pack) one hundred barrels of flour

per day!" And such is the chai-acter and extensive
demand for the article, that, beside the quantity ship-

ped for foreign countries, the " Rochester brands," may
be seen equally at Montreal or Washington—at Quebec
or New York—at Boston, Hartford, Barlington, or
Bangor.—The total amount of capital invested in the
twenty-one mills exceeds half a million of dollars

(540,000) as was ascertained on a late accurate exami-
nation by Thomas H. Rochester, Esq., one of a Com-
mittee appointed by the Common Council to collect the
statistics of the city. Williams' " Annual Register" for

1835 mentions the Rochester mills as only fourteen in

number, with sixty-four runs of stone—but, by the state-

ment here made, it will be seen that the mills are one-
third more numerous, and the capital invested about
double the amount given in the Register. The avidity
with which mill property has been sought, and the ad-
ditions made to it during the present season, indicate

clearly the strong confidence of our citizens in its per-
manent worth.

The vvater-power of the two great falls at Rochester
is estimated as equal to 1,920 steam engines of twenty
horse power. The total value of this water power, cal-

culated according to the cost of steam-power in Eng-
land, is almost incredible to those unacquainted with
such subjects—amounting as it would to nearly ten
millions of dollars (9,718,272) for its annual use!

When in connection with this vast water-power we
consider the great facilities which Rochester enjoys (by
lake, canal, and river) for receiving wheat and other raw
materials from, and shipping flour and other manufac-
tures for, all desirable points either in the United States
or the Canadas, we may more fully appreciate the im-
portance of our present milling and manufacturing es-

tablishments, and confidently anticipate the continued
prosperity and prospective greatness of the city.

THE TIMBER TRADE.
We subjoin the following interesting table of the

amount of the importations of timber and deals from all

parts of the world into the port of I,ondon, during the

year 1835, with the number of ships employed in the

trade, and their amount of tonnage ; to which is added
the gross amounts of the gross imports of the ports of

Liverpool, Bristol, and Hull, with the number of ships

and their tonnage. The value of the timber trade to
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the North American Colonies will, from the number of

vessels and amount of tonnage, be duly estimated, since

all the North American Colonial ports receive our

home productions in exchang-e for timber or lumber.

Compared with these advantages to the mother coun-

try, the loss of the timber trade with the Baltic and the

North Sea must be obvious, as the results of our mo-
dern mock free trade system will, if fairly taken

prove :

—

f
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FRENCH CORN AVERAGES.
The following are the averag'e prices of wheat in

France, at the end of December in each year, during

the under-mentioned 17 years, from 1819 to 1835 in-

clusive, the whole reduced into English measure and

money,
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

KENT.
At this season we have little to notice in farming

concerns, having, owang lo the present frost, not

much else to do but cart manure on the land, for the

approaching spring crops. The wheats with us were
mostly above ground before the frost set in, and if

we had been favoured with snow to cover them it

would have been of great service, as it would have
sheltered them from the severe weatlier, as the late

sown are at present a very tender plant. The year

now commenced looks very gloomy for farmers ; as,

at the prices corn is now fetching, there can be no
doubt in the breast of any one, but we are fast re-

ducing our capital, for the rent must be paid out of

it, otherwise the landlords must go without, for what
is received of corn, &c., will all be devoured witli

the expenses. The corn markets this week have at

last taken a turn for the better, but it is uncertain
how long it will be so, we must not flatter ourselves,

but it is well known that there has been a very great

deal of corn thrashed for so early in the season, and
sent to market ; it is generally allowed that our wheat
will be under the average as respects quantity.

Our cattle markets have of late been very scantily

supplied with both beasts and sheep, and prices are

higher. We had some excellent Christmas stock,

quite as good as in any former year.

Amongst hops there has been a great deal of busi-

ness done, but particularly amongst the better sorts,

and prices quite as good, but the inferior hang on
hand although the holders are wishing to sell.

We have very little doing amongst wools at the

present moment, but there is a good deal in the hands
of some growers.—Jan. 11,

GLAMORGANSHIRE.
The winter set in about the middle of December,

and occasionally the frost has been unusually severe.

From the 20th to the 26th it was more intense than

, we have known it for many vears, Fahrenheit's ther-

mometer frequently sinking below 20 degrees ; and
oil tbe morning of the 25th it was observed that it had
been during the preceding night as low as 17 de-

grees, which is the greatest depression we have
known in the vale of th's country for the last 20
years. The ground Iras been covered witii snow for

the last two or three days, whicli is now disappear-

ing. Such sharp weather at, and previous to, Christ-

mas day, occasions the frequent remark that tlie

present was an " old-fashioned winter," which never
iails to ensure abundant crops. It is far more ac-

ceptable at tliis season of the year than in the spring

for all farming operations, but it may be observed
that notwithstanding the absence of hard winters of

late, the crops have not been deficient. The plough
has been nearly at a stand for some weeks ; but the

frosty weather, although not of long duration, proved
acceptable for removing manure, and grass land ought
to have experienced some benefits from it, the im-

provement of this portion of the farm being generally

greatly neglected The other operations on the farm
have been limited to the tJirashing and marketing of

corn, the sale of which it is difficult to effect even at

the present low prices. In fat stock there is not yet
any great improvement in the price, the deficient
crops of turnips and hay having forced them to mar-
ket, which has hitherto been well supplied as to

quantity ; but in the spring we expect they will be
found scarce.

The continued depression of the farming interest

has at last awakened the landed proprietors to the
subject, and meetings, we observe, are held in various
parts of the kingdom to petition parliament for an
inquiry into the cause of this distress. While we
are ready to acknowledge the difficulty of removing
the piessure by any legislative enactment alone, we
still think that some effort should be made by the
government to mitigate it. In political, as well as
in animal, economy, the seat of a disease should be
first ascertained, and half the cure has been very
properly ascribed to the discovery ; and thus far, at

least, the claims of the agriculturists cannot justly
be rejected. Yet we do not perceive any disposition
to make even this concession to the thousands of
occui piers whose property continues to disappear.
Had they adopted the menacing attitude of many
other classes, — the householders of London, for

instance,—some remedial measure would have been
enacted long ago; but years of patient suffering and
humble and constitutional applications for relief, meet
no attention. 'I'here is, we are sorry to say, a latent

feeling cherished by a certain set of politicians, not
far removed from power, to pull down the landed
interests, and who seem to consider that it is essen-
tial for the well-being of the state that the British
farmer should be reduced in the scale of society, and
brought back to the habits and living of his fore-

fathers ; while the same party loudly clamour for the
advancement and improvement of all other classes.
It is not enough for these economists that our " mer-
chants be princes, and our traders become the honor-
ables of the land," but it is necessary that our jour-
neymen, artizans, and mechanics, have their public
buildings, their trade unions, mechanics' institutes,

&c. &c. The British husbandman, on the contrary
is proscribed from any parti tipation in these improve,
ments ; he alone must return to his former state of
vassalage, must be brought again to the smock frock
and wooden clogs of his ancestors, and be kept in
ignorance ; levelling him down to the miserable and
destitute condition of the Irish cotter, is now the
order of the day ; and the object sought for by these
politicans, is being rapidly accomplished by their
measures, aided by the increased facilities of com-
bination between the two countries. We trust the
English landholder will not tamely submit to this

degradation of their tenantry, but will exert the in-

fluence they still possess in averting from themselves
and those dependent upon them, the ruin which is

fast approaching.— Jan. 13.

STRATHMORE.
The month of December commenced with dull hazy

weather from the west, which has formed the most
prominent feature of atmospherical phenomena through
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out the month. On the evening of the 5th, however,

we experienced a pretty heavy fall of snow, which was

again speedily dissolved, and a few nights of intense

frost occurred about the 24th—the thermometer hav-

ing during- that night sunk as low as 26 degrees of Fah-

renheit, which induced us to believe that we were about

to be visited by something of that severity of tempera-

ture which had previously set in on the Continent of

Europe. But soft and mild weather has generally

prevailed ever since, and consequently considerable

progress has been made since the date of our last in

the ploughing of clover-ley, which is now in a forward

state. Attending to winter stock, especially to that of

the feeding byre, and sheep upon the turnips, together

with the thrashing out of grain, and carrying it to an

unremunerating market, are now the principal objects

of the husbandman's attention. Candlemas rents,

however, we must again remark, will speedily be

looked for, and it would require a great degree of ex-

ertion on the part of the tenantry to be properly pre-

pared to meet them at the present low prices, although

the barn-yards were of inexhaustible extent ; but, when
we recollect that these in general are limited enough,

even were prices considerably higher than they are,

and that there are still many farmers who do not enjoy

the benefits arising from a grain rent, it can scarcely

be supposed that the scene around the " farmer's ingle"

during the winter evenings, should now exhibit all that

joy and contentment which was once supposed to be

the Tie plus ultra of ruril felicity.

We are glad to hear that so many of the landlords in

the Carse of Gowrie are now following the example
given long ago, by many of the proprietors of Strath-

more, in adopting a grain-rent ; but we would beg
leave to remind them both, that these conversions of

money-rent into grain do not now in general aftbrd

the necessary relief to the tenantry ; for although, in

so far as the landlord's demands are concerned, the

same namber of bolls will always meet them, when no

minimum is fixed, it is very different with regard to

servants' wages, and the other necessary expenses of

tear ajiJ near connected with the management and im-

provement of a farm. These for many years past may
be said to have been a constant quantity, to use a

mathematical phrase; whereas the number of bolls

destined for the payment of such expenses (profits

being out of the question) bring at present only about

two-thirds of the money they brought when the triple

boll was 75s ; and the deficiency of a third of such ex-

penses is no inconsiderable sum, and quite sufficient to

compel any farmer to join in the cry of agricultural

distress. We are happy to see, however, that land-

lords both in Scotland and England are now seriously

bestirring themselves, and many of them taking more
just and rational views of the subject than has in gen-

eral been hitherto the case : and that they no\T acknow-
ledge the impossibility of obtaining any thing like u-ar

prices in the midst of universal peace and jilenty ; and
consequently that the only real source of relief to the

farmers lies with the proprietors themselves, provided

the foolish competition that we see so often displayed in

the taking of farms would permit them to exercise their

rational and generous principles.

Jan. 6.

It must be of great advantage to agriculturists to

procure cheap and efficient manures. Last year, se-

veral farmers in the neighbourhood of INIontrose,

tried the raising of turnip with crushed shells, from

the village of Ferrj'den, at the rate of from 39 to 40

bushels per acre, and the crops have turned out

equal to those raised with bone dust or farm yard

manure. Several experiments are also made with it

as a manure for wheat, which we hope will prove

equally successful. The proprietor of Rossie has

erected a machine near Ferryden for grinding shells.

—Perth Courier,

MANUFACTURES OF SPAIN.

Numerous manufactures of various kinds have

been established in Catalonia within the last twenty

years ; those of cotton and silk are, however, the

most extensive. Catalonia had about 200 paper-mills

at work prior to the revolution in the Spanish Ame-
ricas, which countries consume an immense quantity

of Spanish paper every year, principally for the pur-

pose of making cigars ; these states have of late

years been supplied with paper made in Genoa and
other parts of Italy, in imitation of the Catalan

fabric. The silk manufactories of Valencia, Murcia,
and Granada, occupy a great portion of the popula-

tion of these provinces. 'Iliere are numerous manu-
factories of coarse woollen cloths in Arragon and
Castile, and to protect which heavy duties have been
imposed on the importation of low woollens. Fine

cloths are likewise made in Gnadalaxara and Alcoy,

the latter establishment is very extensive. In the

northern provinces tanning is one of the most active

branches of local industry ; the linen trade formerly

carried on in Galicia and Asturias has of late almost

entirely ceased. Coarse pottery is made iu various

parts of Spain. The iron forges in Biscay were
formeily very numerous, but owing to the high

price of fuel, and general want of encouragement
aifbrded the proprietor, the works are now reduced

to a very limited number, and hardly any of these

concerns leave a profit at present.

The woollen stufis manufactured in Spain are for

the most part inferior in quality, owing to want of

attention in preparing the wool, the colours dyed
seldom being permanent.

Cotton manufactures have greatly increased in

Spain of late years, and cotton spinning is carried

on in ]Jarcelona to a considerable extent. The
calicoes made in Spain are mostly common ; the

printed patterns are good, but the colours seldom
stand.

The greater part of the silk stutis manufactured in

Spain are stout and good in quality, but want lustre,

owing to the raw material being got up in a very
imperfect manner, and badly thrown. Ribbons and
handkerchiefs are amongst the best made articles in

Spanish silks.

Spain can never succeed in a manufacturing point

of view, until a thorougii improvement in her agri-

cultural system shall have increased population,

and rendered labour more abundant and cheaper

;

there will then exist no necessity for clogging indus-

try with so many vexatious regulations. At present

the dearness of provisions, the expense of manual
labour, added to the numerous holidays, the difficulty

and high rates of conveyance from one province to

the other, with the multitude of taxes imposed, first,

on the raw material, then upon the manufactured
article, and lastly, on its sale, form a combination of

causes which cannot fail to impede the progress of

manufacturing operations in every branch.

—

Mining
Journal,

Almanacks. — The Bijou Almanack is indeed a

veritable bijou. Only imagine an almanack which

would lie commodiously within a very small vinai-

grette, containing six portraits, and six poems by

L. E. L., perfectly legible with the naked e)'^e. Mr.

Schloss merits the highest credit for this specimen

of the art of printing, and we have no doubt will meet

every encouragement.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

SHERBORNE MARKET was fully attended by
dealers and competitors for the prizes to be awarded to

the owners of the best samples of wheat and other agri-

cultural produce. A considerable quantity of corn was
pitched ; the barley was particularly fine, and sold

freely, but not at advanced prices. The cattle market
was also well supplied, and a fair share of business

transacted. Messrs. Goodenough, Green, and Way,
were the umpires, and the prizes were awarded as fol-

low :

—

Sovs,

To Mr. Samuel Blake, for the best load of Wheat 2

To Mr. Thomas Ensor, for the second best ditto. . . .5

To Mr. Robert Stiby, for the best load of Barley. . . .2

To IMr. Caleb Loader, for the second best ditto. . . .J
To Mr. Samuel Blake, for the best load of Oats. . . .2

To Mr. Edmund Bishop, for the second best ditto. .^

To Mr. Thomas JMiller, for the best load of Beans. .2

To Mr. William White, for the second best ditto 3

After the business of the day was concluded, a large
party of agriculturists and tradesmen partook ofa dinner
at the Angel Inn, which was excellently served by Mr.
A 1 ford, and gave the utmo&t satisfaction ; on which
occasion Mr. J. M. Thorne acted as chairman, and Mr.
Ensor as vice-chairman.

MELTON PLOUGHDAY FAIR, on Monday
last, was but thinly supplied with horses ; good
horses were scarce, and made high prices. On
Tuesday, the fair was well supplied with beasts of al)

kinds ; fat ones were much in demand, and readily

sold at an advance in price, some realizing 6d per lb.

A good show of cart horses
;
good ones fetched high

prices. Nag horses were much in request. The
corn market was brisk : wheat on the advance.

ST. THOMAS MARKET, CRIEFF, was well

attended, the day being favourable. There were
about 150 cattle in the market, most of which were
in good condition, and sold freely, the demand being
fully greater than the supply. Good fat brought from
6s to 6s 6d per stone Dutch : beasts of this descrip-

tion were all bought up in tlie early part of the day.

Lean stock was scarce, for which there was little or

no demand. There were about 30 stones of cheese

present, which sold from 5s to 5s 6d per stone. Lint
sold at from lis to 18s per stone, there being about
120 stones in the market.

PRESTON HORSE FAIR.—As compared with
the show of horses at the fair in January, 1835, we may
safely say that the quantity exhibited at the present
fair has been much larger. Of the quality of the cattle

we believe there has not been noted any great improve-
ment. But the prime horses are never seen in the pub-
lic streets ; and we learn that the supply of this supe-
rior kind of stock has been good. With respect to sales

and prices, it seems allowed by all that horses of the
first class have been much looked after, and that sellers

have had no reason to complain on the score of prices
;

(200 guineas is the largest amount we have heard been
given.) The second class and inferior kinds have been
numerous, but the sales were not easily made, although
a slight reduction in price would have been sabmitted
to.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF EAST LO-
THIAN.—The members composing the East Lothian
Agricultural Society, have engaged apartments in the

Market Place of Haddington, for a Library, Reading

room, Secretary's office and Committee room. The
Reading room will contain all the chief periodicals
connected with agriculture, and such newspapers as
contain the earliest and best accounts of the state of
the markets. The Society already possess a good
library, to which additions are being daily made through,
donations and the Society's fund.

FECUNDITY EXTRAORDINARY.—A re-

markable instance of fruitfulness occurred at Ded-
ham on Sunday last :—A ewe, of the true Leicester

stock, belonging to Mr. William Downes, was
slaughtered (having evinced svmptoms of stupor),

when it was ascertained that she was pregnant with
4 ewe and 2 tup lambs ! none of which were in the

least deformed.

BAKING MACHINE,—An American has obtained
a patent for a machine to make ship-biscuits. The ex-

pedition with which they cutout the biscuit, says the

Aberdeen Herald, is almost approaching the marvel-
lous—one of the large-sized machines being capable of

throwing off at the rate of from four hundred to five

hundred in one minute. An experiment was recently,

made, and from the time the wheat was put into the

mill to grind, until it was turned into well baked bis-

cuit, 25 minutes only elapsed.

IMPORTANT TO HOP-PLANTERS. — We
have already stated that the Commissioners of Inquiry
into the existing laws have recommended the abolition

of the duty on foreign hops, which, being 8/ lis per
cwt., operates as a protecting duty to the planters of this

and other counties. If the recommendation of these

Commissioners be adopted, it will be extremely disad-

vantageous, if not ruinous, to the English planter ; and
it is necessary both landlords and tenants who have hop
plantations, should be prepared for any attempt so per-
fectly uncalled for, and so destructive to their property.—Hereford Journal.

CREDITORS ON TURNPIKE ROADS, NOT
INJURED BY RAILWAYS.—When the Liver-
pool Railway was opened the creditors of the Prescot
turnpike road became alarmed for their money, which
they had called in. The Treasurer could not pay them,

he had no funds—for the road was indebted to him.
But mark the consequence—within five years after the

opening of the Liverpool Railway, the Treasurer's debt
of 2,400/. has been paid oflT, besides 3,000/. of bond
debt. Such is the flourishing state of the funds of the

road, that the trustees intend to pay off 1,000/. of their

debt per annum. This is owing to the increase of traffic

on the road consequent on the Railway.

—

Tyne Mer-
cury.

A SMEARING MACHINE.—In a long article on
sheep-smearing, and on machines for that purpose,

which appeared in the Journal of 16th December last, it

was stated that if the Highland Society were to offer a
prize for the best model of a machine for smearing sheep,

that before next season, one would be produced of so

efficient a construction, that a sheep could be salved

with the same despatcli that a printer can at this mo-
ment throw off a newspaper; be that as it may, we
have just learned, that on the 30th November hist, Mr
Robert Nisbett, Innerleithen, laid before tiie committee
of the Highland Society, one of his single barrelled

smearing machines with one aperlure, which was highly

approved of by them. From various testimonials, it

was shown to be very superior in smearing, to any other

M
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plan now in use. Mr. Nisbett makes no pretensions as

to what may be the best materials for smearing-, but

confines his claim to the notice of sheep-farmers, as the

inventor and maker of a machine for operatmg effec-

tually.

The Average Price of Wheat through-

out THE Kingdom for the Year 1835,

HAS BEEN ONLY 39s. 7d. PER QUARTER,

AND THE Average Price of Wheat sold

ON the London Market, 42s. 3d.

The average of 39s 7d is the lowest aggregate rate

since the year 1780, when the general average was

35s 8d, equal to 36s 9d imperial measure. In 1786,

the average was 38s lOd, equal to 40s Imperial mea-

sure, since which the average has only been twice as

low as 41s 2d and 41s 9d, Winchester measure, or

42s 5d and 43s imperial measure, and which occurred

iu the years 1787 and 1792.

RETROSPECT OF THE WOOLLEN
TRADE.

It would hardly be possible to offer an opinion more

favourable as to the general transactions of the year

1835, than by saying- that they differ widely in every

respect from those of the two preceding years. The

excitement of 1833, and the consequent languor of 1834,

have alike been avoided ; and we appear to have fol-

lowed that happy middle course which has conducted

us to the end of the year in a state of activity, constant,

regular, and beneficial.

The old stocks of goods which had accumulated

during the year of excitement, and had stuck fast

during the year of depression, have been worked off

;

and new stocks have been kept down to the point just

adequate to meet the effective demand which has pre-

vailed all this time for the home and foreign supply.

At the present moment stocks of both wool and goods

are very bare in the hands of manufacturers, who are

not disposed to make up more than they have an im-

mediate prospect of selling, nor to purchase more than

they want immediately to make up. In fact, they have

found out the philosophy of that simplest, yet most

original of operations—from hand to mouth.

Of the various channels into which the produce of

our industry has flowed, we consider the supply of the

home trade is entitled to take precedence, as well for

extent as for soundness. So low had the old stocks of

goods become reduced that new supplies were absolute-

ly wanted ; they were not only sold as soon as produced,

but worn as soon as sold. No serious niistake can ever

be made during a state of things like this.

Foreign demand has been good, also, upon the whole,

but subject to greater fluctuation, probably somewhat
more speculative in its character, and, perhaps, not

quite so satisfactory in its results. The trade to the

North of Europe may have a right to stand first in a

claim of exemption from these quahfications. The
demand for Germany has been steady, and it is under-

stood that the stocks left over the season are not exces-

sive. The great drawback upon an effective demand
for the supply of that country and the Netherlands, is

the continued extravagant price of English wool, of

which the goods required for those markets are princi-

pally composed. The importers in this case do not like

to put their hands to tlieir mouths,but rather keep them

in their pockets ; fearful that an article so very much
out of proportion in price vrith every other article of

raw produce, cannot possibly remain so permanently

;

and that the longer the reaction is postponed, the more
violent it will prove. In Portugal the re-opening of

the markets after so long a period of civil commotion

caused an extensive demand for goods, which has con-
tinued throughout the year ; and, as may naturally be
expected, the trade has been somewhat overdone ; the
markets are consequently now glutted j and whatever
may be the issue of pending negociations respecting
duties, it is probable that some interval will be required
to elapse ere the equilibrum of supply and demand
there can be restored. The United States of America
are in a situation somewhat similar, although more so

for certain descriptions of goods than for others. The
effect of the strife between Andrew Jackson and
Nicholas Biddle led to a general, but by no means a
universal suspension of shipments to that country. The
consequence was, that when commercial enterprise was
resumed, there was less room for its employment in

some articles than in others, and those which have been
most overdone have gone to the wall. Cloths are, per-

haps, the worst : they have stuck on hand sometime,
except at a dreadful loss. The great fire may have
lightened the market, only we fear it has lightened the

purses at the same time. IJut the whole system of trade

to that market, and to the Brazilian markets, still more,
requires a consideration into which we cannot now
enter.

The prices of wool during all this time have suffered

no very great fluctuation. As usual they were lowest
at the period just preceding the clip ; and as usual

again, they have since got up. The supply has been
abundant, as will appear on comparing the imports last

year with those of preceding years. The augmentation
is constant, regular, and striking ; shewing that what-
ever probable increase of consumption may arise, there

need be no fear as to supply. The following article on
the subject of the wool trade is translated from a
Swabian paper, whei'ein it appeared at the close of the

year :

—

" In forming an opinion as to the probable course of

the wool trade next year, it may be necessary again to

review the transactions of the years 1833 and 1834,
more particularly as the events of the latter year have
given rise to the present situation of this very important
branch of commerce.
" In 1833, the rage for buying wool was so great,

that any one, judge or no judge of the article, thought
he could not employ his capital better than in the pur-
chase of wool. It was quite natural that under such
circumstances this trade otherwise so fair, should lose

its character for solidity, and become the game of wild
speculators and swindlers ; since persons with capitals

hardly reaching 20,000 dollars, purchased wool to the

extent of 300,000 to 400,000 dollars ; and prices were
forced up in such a manner that the rise from June to

November equalled 30 to 40 per cent. This rise, there-

fore, was not the effect of consumption, but of specula-

tion ; and, of course, could not be permanent. The
consequences are well known : they produced the great

catastrophe of the many failures which occurred in

October, 1834.
" The wool trade of this year has exhibited a state

altogether different. The prices of wool have not been
driven up too high ; wool dealer and manufacturer both
went cautiously to work, and no one bought beyond his

means. Although the wools of Saxony, Prussia, and
Silesia have been pretty well sought up, and those of

former country ane now hardly to be had, yet prices

have advanced in due relation only : the advance may
be taken at 10 to 15 per cent., and this, even, not upon
all qualities.
" The present demand for wool in Germany, as in

England and France, is great : in the latter country in

consequence of the reduction of the duty from 33 to 22
per cent. ; and the sales of cloths, especially in the

German markets, are very extensive. The sales of wool
in the English market, from the time of the clip to the

present period, have been important, and not without
profit. In France and the Netherlands the manfactu-
rers are in a state of the greatest activity, and there ap-
pears no ground to expect that the prices of wool will

give way : on the contrary there is promise of a very
lively Spring. Stocks in England are not large, and
the produce from Spain must, in consequence of the
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prevalence of civil warfare, for the present, or for some
time to come, prove extremely insignificant. In addi-
tion to this, the competition which has latterly arisen

between France and England in the cloth manufacture,
may also tend to maintain the prices of wool ; the more
so because the injurious depression of prices by the
Eng'lish manufacturers, which has hitherto been usual,
will thus receive a check. Even in the last fair pur-
chases were made by several French houses in Meck-
lenburg- of more than 2,000 cwt. of wool. In Berlin

and in Austria much larger quantities were purchased
for France ; and in some cases better prices were ob-
tained than the English paid. The French demand was
for the superior Electoral sorts, but more particularly

for fine combing wools, and was directed also to ordi-

nary wools amongst the rest.
" If, from all this, it may be concluded that no fear

needs be entertained of a fall in the prices of wool, it

is on the other hand to be wished that the growers would
neither encourage nor try to realise expectations for

the next clip beyond those which the present state of

things warrants ; otherwise the trade might again easily

be brought into a stagnant condition, by which they
themselves might again be sufferers in the end."

We consider this a tolerably fair exposition of the

matter. The advance since the clip may be somewhat
exaggerated at 10 to 15 per cent. ; and it may be well
if it be so, as it will be all the easier to come down
again to the level next May. The growers, we suspect,

will hardly give themselves the trouble to elevate their

expectations even so high as this present advance ; at

all events if they take past experience tnto their

reckoning.
But the writer of the article has committed one sin

of omission ; in his calculation of probable results he
has quite overlooked the triumph of modern science in

the application of the microscope to the properties of
wool. And he has no excuse to offer ; the great dis-

covery has been wafted over in the columns of ' the
only provincial English paper which is ever seen in the

North of Germany ;' for Mercury aflimis it, and Mer-
cury is a veritable god. This discovery must have an
important influence upon future wool markets. Hence-
forward it can be said of no man that he is " no judge
of the article." Simple demonstration supersedes the

necessity of long practised skill. The Microscope be-

comes to wool what Phrenology is to the skull ; cha-
racter in the one case, and quality in the other, can be
determined at a glance. The organ of mill-ativeness

is a serrated fibre. The quality and value of wool will

henceforward be determined like the age of a horse

—

by an examination of its teeth. The spectacle of the
wool fairs will acquire new interest. The picturesque
old towns of Germany, crowded with strangers from all

parts, each one attended by his microscope bearer, like

knight and squire of old, will be a sight, as Sir Charles
would say, " pretty to see."

But we know no reason why the benefits of scientific

research should stop here. May not that which has
been done for quality be extended also to quantity?
The microscope is an effective instrument in the one
©ase : by the telescope new realms of wool may be
discovered. Here is a field for enterprise! And let

no apprehension be entertained as to a corresponding
increase of consumers. The completion of the railway
to the moon will open new markets in abundance.
The German wool growers may wonder how it is that

theirs are the only prices which do not fluctuate ; whilst
each interval between cHp and clip is employed in first

getting them up, and then getting them down again.
They may have wondered, also, how it came to pass
that the man with 20,000 dollars only, could make pur-
chases of wool to the extent of 400,000 dollars. They
are simple as their own sheep, and know not the re-

sources of ingenuity. We could even imagine a case
on the spur of the moment which might enligliten them.
We would suppose, only, that a dealer in wool was at

the same time an importer of English goods. The pur-
chase of English goods on credit we all know is an ex-
ploded system : they will, of course, be ordered on the

usual terms of prompt payment. But this prompt pay-

ment is not altogether so prompt as some simpletons
might imagine. It means, of course, bills at three
months ; and then, there must be a decent interval al-

lowed for the goods to get fairly into the importer's
possession. Say, therefore, four months cash are the
terms ; and if tiie money be forthcoming, in cash, at
the end of the four months, why really there is no in-

terest lost, and the imjjorter may consider he has ful-

filled his engagement. Here, then, we have hitch the
first : four months. But a large importer, a constant,
regular customer, may think himself at liberty to enjoy
a little extra latitude. If he can only keep up a con-
stant payment, on open account, he may find it possible
to hang back gradually two months in arrear ; and,
after all, what is it? he will pay the difference of in-
terest in account current, and the man with such a
cuetonier ought not to be over nice. Here, then, we
have hitch the second, two months. Four months and
two months are six months. It might happen, further-
more, that even at the end of the six months the cash
is not ready. But if the creditor should press, what
might the importer say? " Oh ! if you will not wait,
you must draw upon me three mondth : you get cash
immediately in Laundon for your draft." Here, then,
we have hitch the third : three months. Six months
and three months are nine months ; and all this, our
man of sheep will see clearly, is a ready-money tran-
saction.

Now then, let us see what becomes of the goods.
They arrive, in regular course, without delay, and are
sold ; converted into cash immediately. The importer
has no need to stick out for a profit, nor even to boggle
at a loss ; nor need he wait the tedious process of a
private contract sale : there are auction rooms every
where ; in Hamburg as well as at other places. He
gets his cash ; and he can lay it out in wool : that is

the main thing. He may lose five or ten per cent, on
the goods ; but what of that, if he gain ten or fifteen

per cent, on his wool ? There is a balance of profit in
his favour still ; he has the nine months time for

payment ; he has all this time to realise his wool

;

and the manufacturer may have the satisfaction to learn
that he is cutting out all the rest of the world in price,
the rest of his own customers included.

This is a beautiful operation ; but there are only
certain favoured regions where it will flourish. In Lan-
cashire, for instance, it will not do at all. The Man-
chester men have an awkward trick of holding out their
hands about the 10th of every month. This is very un-
handsome, and would justify any liberal man in turning
his back upon them, and leaving them in disgust, for
localities where enlightened principles of trade are bet-
ter understoed.
Amidst other circumstances which render the wool

trade especially open to speculation, one is that it re-
quires no preparation, and that it is of general demand
amongst all manufacturers. The manufacturer, after
making his purchase, has then to consider what use he
will make of it. If he convert it into a brown cloth, he
knows right well that he restricts his market to the
buyers of brown cloth, and that the buyer of blue cloth
is no customer of his. So likewise, with the various
descriptions of goods to which his purchases can be
applied. Herein he has a judgment to exercise ; a risk

to run. But the wool dealer has none of this : brown,
blue, black, or motley; thick or thin, twilled or plain,
broad or narrow ; all alike bring customers to him

;

and the plague is in it if he do not find a purchaser
amongst them all. Here is the advantage of the wool
dealer over the manufacturer ; hence the temptation to

speculate in vvool •, and hence, too, it is, that in a rising

market wool is always more susceptible than manufac-
tured goods: every manufacturer is anxious to antici-

pate the advance by providing himself in time. But
with all appliances and means to boot, the speculation,

even in the most skilful hands, does not always answer.
We have heard the losses of one house, a Hebrew house
too, estimated at ten thousand pounds within the last

two years. The amount of loss shews at once the
strength of the house, the fallibility of calculations how-
ever skilful, and the precariousness even of the wool
trade.

M 2
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE

DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY.

For the sake of the farmer, and the general promo-

tion of the agricultural interest, we should have

greeted with rejoicing the formation of a " Central

Agricultural Society" in London, whose sole object

was the advancement of scientific agriculture,

awarding premiums for the invention and improve-

ment of implements of husbandry, and as a general

board to take into consideration the most effectual

means of affording permanent relief to the tenant
;

a Society, in fact, based on the principles of that

union of excellence and intelligence, termed the

" Highland Society." The London Society, how-

ever, opened its proceedings by making the question

of a revision of the currency, the " head and front"

of the meeting, from which " all sweets" were to

flow in redressing the complaints of the farmers ; at

the same time sounding the tocsin of alarm, and en-

deavouring to convince the agriculturists that they

are on the brink of a precipice, over which nought

can save them from being precipitated but an ener-

getic effort of forming themselves into unions, and

agitating the government, until some additional boon

is granted for their especial relief. These acts of

dictation and declamation, and in too many instances

the coalition of large landed proprietors, who have

the same political bias, would give the semblancie,

that the Society, sub rosa, is intended to be brought

to bear, as a powerful engine, against the present

administration, who, their opponents are fully aware,

have it not in their power to afford any substantial

mitigation of the grievances which oppress the

farmers, except as regards the commutation of tithes,

and who would, themselves, were they in office,

discountenance not only any legislative interference,

but likewise any effectual attempt in altering and

diminishing the present oppressive payment exacted

by the clergy. The opinions so decisively adopted

respecting the currency have not been responded to

as was anticipated, and many of the most respect-

able country agricultural societies in this country,

as well as the Highland Society in Scotland, have

declined the honour of being classed with the Lon-

don Central Meeting; the tone, in consequence, of

the Society is changing, no specific measures being

now recommended, urging only unanimity, and the

junction of that interest which was at first strenu-

ously denied as ever having been disunited, that of

landlord and tenant. In France, the farmers are

suffering as in England, from the low prices realized

for their produce, and complaints and petitions have

been made to the Council of Commerce on the sub-

ject, to which the Minister, M. Duchatel, has re-

plied " that agriculture it is true suffers from the

effect of the low prices of grain, but this suffering

emanates from causes with which the laws have no

power to combat, and which will continue to operate

even amidst the most brilliant prosperity. " In

England local taxation on the farmer has been much

lessened, and the poor laws modified, and with the

exception of the burthen of the national debt, the

other means of alleviating the farmer rests in the

hands of the very men who are instigating their

tenants to apply to parliament, or, in fact, any other

source rather than themselves who alone can contri-

bute in freeing them from their thraldom by a just

arrangement of rent, cancelling old leases, and

re-letting the land at rates in accordance with the

current value of wheat, making a fair adjustment on

the same principles as those adopted in Scotland,

well knowing that no government, constitutionally,

can control prices which must be alone regulated by

supply and demand. No real benefit can accrue to

the farmers from factious principles, their condition

depending entirely on the points above alluded to,

and we would not have them led astray with vision"

ary notions, that the government can or will assist

them. Much depends on their own personal exertion

and science, much on the hearty and sincere co-ope-

ration of their landlords, and an equitable adjust-

ment of the tithe system. An alteration of the cur-

rency would be only the means of affording tempo-

rary relief, to plunge them eventually deeper into

misery, only tantalizing severely their hopes, with-

out a chance of ultimate realization. These ephe-

meral means, therefore, cannot be too strongly de-

precated, emanatiij as they do from the machina-

vaaMrig-A'iigas si^ssia^stsLt^
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tions of political empirics. The reward of the

farmer's toil and anxiety must be based on surer

foundations.

The supplies of wheat throughout the month have

been extremely limited, and upwards of 26,000 qrs

less than during December. The early part of Janu-

ary the weather proved extremely cold, and as

millers were fearful the internal navigation might

become impeded, and the operation of the water-

mills suspended, they were inclined to buy more

freely, having only previously purchased to the extent

of their immediate wants, and have been therefore

out of stock, having, perhaps, neglected the period

at which they might have come into the market at

the lowest figures
;
prices, inconsequence, advanced

Is per qr, as the month advanced, and by the pay-

ment of the dividends money became more plenty,

the low prices of wheat attracted a little speculative

attention, which, in conjunction with a very scanty

supply and orders from the northern counties to

ship the better qualities, induced factors to advance

their demands fully 2s per qr more, which millers

very reluctantly acceded to, and though the rise

rather checked the speculative purchases, and less

briskness was manifested in the trade, yet at the

termination of the month, notwithstanding an in-

crease in the arrivals, the improved rates were sup-

ported for all the better descriptions, ordinary sorts

barely realizing the previous terms, and unless the

imports of wheat are very extensive, the currencies

are likely for the present to be supported. Bonded

wheat has met with a revived demand, in conse-

quence of the advanced prices in the United States
;

owing to a deficiency in the crops, holders are ask-

ing higher rates, but the offers generally are too low

to tempt them to quit their stock, and therefore many
of the shipments which have been made are on

owners' account. Old Danzig wiieat, of high-mixed

quality, and in good condition, obtained only 26s,

and Barletta the same rates ; Neustadt red wheat

of fine heavy quality, realized also similar prices.

The exports have consisted of about 5,000 qrs of

wheat to New York, 7 to 800 qrs to Malta, a iev/

hundred qrs to Madeira, and upwards of 500 qrs to

Sydney.

The improved character of the wheat trade has

caused flour to continue firm at the top quotations,

and ship qualities, which were offering at very de-

pressed rates, have rallied Is per sack for the in-

termediate descriptions ; the highest prices therefore

noted last month remain unaltered. Bonded flour

has been in request, and the ai rivals from the Baltic

and Elbe have met ready sale ; the shipments have

been to New York, Boston, and the West Indies

:

prices continuing firm, and in some instances good

parcels obtaining an advance.

The averages have not sustained much variation.

The duty on barley has advanced Is 6d, the same on

rye, 3s on beans, and Is 6d per qr on peas. The

duty on barley in the official averages is noted at

19s lOd, when it ought to be 2l3 4d, and has re«

mained so for the last fortnight. We have had occa-

sion more than once to notice the inaccuracy of the

government returns, and if erroneous in those figures

which meet the public eye, it throws discredit on

the totals published from the inspector's returns, and

on which the trade are totally dependant, as only the

products are printed without the detail.

The arrivals of barley, though less than the pre-

vious month, have been fully adequate to the de-

mand ; but as fine Chevalier descriptions, and prime

samples of common malting barley, have formed a

small proportion of the supplies, these qualities have

experienced an impi'ovement of fully 2s per qr.

Chevalier sorts having been saleable at 34s to 35s

:

tlie intermediate parcels of malting barley have, how-
ever, participated little in the advance ; distillers

bought freely, and fine lots obtained Is per qr more
money

;
grinding samples have maintained fully the

previous rates. Bonded parcels experienced a par-

tial demand for export at 15s to 16s 6d, a kw hun-

dred quarters being shipped to the United States

and Lisbon.

The ale brewers purchased freely the better qua-

lities of malt, fine samples in consequence advanced

Is per qr ; the porter brewers have also been in the

market, but not being inclined to accede to the top

quotations, the trade the last fortnight though steady,

is less animated. The supplies latterly coastways

have been liberal.

The importation of oats exceed that of the previous

montli by 28,000 qrs, principally from Ireland ; the

article, however, has met a steady demand, and the

supplies falling oft' about the middle of the month,

English and Scotch qualities realized an advance of

Is, and Irish of 6d per qr ; the arrivals having, how-

ever, increased, the market has become languid, and

the quotations barely maintained, except for good

fresh horse corn. In Ireland the establishment of

numerous branch banks, called Agricultural Bankst

in order to afford accommodation to the farmers, are

enabling them to controul the markets, and forcing

up prices in a higher ratio than the currencies

realized in this country ; the free on board sales,

therefore, are limited, as prices are in many instances

demanded which would leave the importer to our

market Is to Is 6d per qr minus. Occasional pur-

chases of bonded oats are being made for the West

Indies, and a few hundred quarters have been ex-

ported to the United States. Brew oats are held at

13s to l5s; feed, at lis to 12s ; fine, I3s.

New beans having come more plentifully to hand,

have receded Is per qr, but remain saleable at this

decline ; old being extremely scarce, have supported

their currencies.

Peas have been a dull trade throughout the month -,

white boiling qualities having receded 2s to 3s per

r, and grey and maple Is.
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The diflFerencewMch exists in the stock of bonded

com and flour at the end of the year 1835, as com-

pared with the similar period of 183-1, shows a ma-

terial diminution in all articles during the past year.

In wheat, 55,749 qrs j barley, 112,934 qrs ; oats,

91,669 qrs ; rye, 1,658 qrs; peas, 2,216 qrs; beans,

36,147 qrs ; flour, 121,635 cwts.

During the month of January the following quan-

tity of grain and flour has arrived in the port of

London :

—
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that the immense fall of snow which had been ex-

perienced at Danzig- had prevailed all over the coun-

try, and the parties in the interior appear to be so

sanguine that the river communications with the

Vistula will be navigable next spring, tliat they are

building already the barges upon which they intend

floating down their wheats ; if this succeeds, and it

seems probable, upwards of 20,000 qrs of fine Vol-
hynian wheats will be added to the store, but which
it is re|)resented will not be obtained under 28s per

qr. Rye is noted at I5s. At Rostock, as well as

Wismar, the prices of the best qualities of wheat are

ruling extremely low, and parcels weighing 63 to

641bs may be purchased at 20s 6d to 2ls 6d. Rye
is noted at 18s, and peas at 18s 3d. In Holstein

and Denmark, wheat of good quality can be bought

at 20s to 21s. Rapeseed is scarce, and the better

parcels are held at 321 per last. Tares are to be

procured at 21s. At Hamburg the wheat trade has

sustained little variation. Rapeseed has been in re-

quest, and is held at 331 per last for spring delivery.

Cloverseed has been firm at the advanced rates ; fine

new red being noted at 50s to 53s ; white, 63s to

69s per cwt. In Holland the adoption by the cham-

bers of the projected law for levying an additional

duty on the import of foreign grain, has improved the

value of the stocks on hand, and prices were tending

towards an advance, though the measure is still much
deprecated by the merchants.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.

BRITISH.

Wheat, red, Essex, Kent, Suffolk

White..
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. .

.

White, do. do
West Coiintrv Red
White, ditto

Northiiuiberland and Berwickshire Red
White, ditto

Irish Red
Ditto White
Barley, M alting, new

Chevalier, new
Distilling .

Grinding
Irish

Malt, Brown
Ditto, Chevalier

Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale
Ditto Ware
Peas, Hog and Grey
M aple

White Boilers

Beans, small

Harrow

Jan. 1. Feb. 1.

Ticks
Mazagan 30

Oats, English feed 17

Short small 21

Poland 21

Scotch, Common 18

Berwick, &c 21

Potatoe, &c. .J 21

Irish, Feed ISs (Td to 17s Od

DittoPotatoe 18s0d 21s Od

DittoBlack 16sOd IBs 6d

a.

to 3"

42
34
37
34
37
33
36
3?
34
30
33
26
25
2t

49
60
55
60

30
32
39

42
40
39
32

21

23
24
24
27
28

16s Od
193 Od
16s Od

34 to 40
36 45
33
35
32
35
34
35
30
33
29
32
24
21

21

40
58
46
58

30
30
32

34
30
29
30

18

21

21

18

2!

21

to 18s Od
228 Od
199 6d

PRICES OF FLOUR,
Per Sack of 290 lbs. Jan. 1.

s. s.

Town-made 34 to 38
Norfolk, Suffolk, Kent, and Essex .... 27 29
Sussex and Hampshire 27 29
Superfine 31 —
Lincolnshire, Ydrkshiie, and Stnckton. 26 28
Northumberland. Berwick, and Scotch. 26 28
Irish 26 28
Extra 29 —

IMPERIAL AVERAGES

Feb. li

34 to 38
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PRICES OF HOPS IN THE BOROUGH.
January I. February 1.

^ s. ^ s. ^ s. ^ s.

East Kent Pockets 5 5 to 6 15 5 5 to 6 15

Mid-Kent Pockets 3 15 6 6 3 15 6 6

Weald of Kent Pockets 3 15 4 10 3 15 4 10

Sussex Pockets 3 10 4 3 10 4

Yearlings, Bags 33 42 33 42
Old Olds 18 110 18 110

SMITHFIELD MARKET.
Per 81bs. to sink the offals.

January 1.

s. d. s. d.

Inferior Beef 2 2 to 2 4
Do. Mutton 2 4 2 6
Middling Beef 2 8 3 2
Do. Mutton 2 10 3 2
Prime Beef 3 8 4 4

Do. Mutton 3 4 4 4
Veal 3 6 5
Lamb
Pork 2 10 4 4

Febuary
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THE POLITICAL COMPANION
TO

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

[Our object in appending a Political Companion to the Farmer's Magazine, was to put our readers in possession of the

opinions of the most talented journalists of the day, on both sides of any important question which might come under dis-

cusssion. We trust therefore, that in giving insertion to articles, which see.n opposed to the agricultural interest, we shall

not be considered as acquiescing in the doctrines therein advanced, our sole purpose being to enable our readers to estimate

the truth or detect the fallacies of the arguments advanced.—Ed. Farmer's M.^gazine.]

IMPORTANT TO THE LANDED INTEREST.

(From the Tipperary Constitution.)

We beg to call the marked attention of our readers

in general, but more especially those who belong to

the landed interest, to a matter of a most important,

and, at the same time, startling nature, which we
are about to bring under their notice. It will be at

onceperceived by the information which we shall lay

before them, that a very insidious attempt is about
beine made, by which the value of landed property

will be deteriorated, in as much as a considerable

branch of the agriculture upon which it mainly de- 1

pends, will be seriously affected. But it is not alone

the great possessors of landed property who will

feel the pernicious effects of the projected measure
;

every class of society in this country—the holders of

free grain, the farmer, the trader, the manufacturer
and the peasant, all will be more or less operated
upon by its injurious tendency. Not to keep our
readers any longer in the dark with regard to our
meaning, we extract the following from the Liver-

pool Albion of the 12th instant:—
The holders of Foreign wheat on bond, are industri-

ously pursuing- a plan of organization to obtain from
parliament liberty to grind the stocks on hand, and ex-
port the produce.—This measure, we believe, experi-
ence has shown to be fraught with so much mischief
to the fair trader, that we shall continue to give it our
consistent and most strenuous opposition.

Some of the most active of the advocates of this mea-
sure here were, a few years ago, when the then Govern-
ment were seeking information as to the expediency of

adopting some general measure of this nature, most
violently opposed to such a scheme, and it met with
their decided disapprobation. At that time they mani-
fested sincerity in their opinions, for they were not
holders of foreign wheat—now they hold largely.

This proposition to obtain the infraction of a law, by
a side wind, would probably never have been support-
ed here, had not the fraudulent, but gainful traffic in

Foreign corn, througli the Isle of Man, been stopped
by the legislature in the last session. To accomplish
this measure, it is well known we took a leading part.

The imports of corn from the Isle of Man into this

port alone, were, in

1833. .ll,970qrs. Wheat 2,202 qrs. Barlev
1834.. 13,595 do 1,524 do and

to June 30, 1835. . 9,618 do 5,117 do

•while from tlie 1st July, when the importations of

Foreign corn into that island ceased to this date, the en-

tire quantity only amounts to 2,597 quarters wheat, and

1,315 quarters Barley -, but the accession to the stock

of bonded wheat at this port, in a few weeks after the

repeal of the Act before alluded to, amounted to 17,411

S[liarters by vessels destined to call at the Isle of J\ian

or orders.

From these statements our frieads, the Irish millers

and merchants, will be enabled to judge of the sincerity

of the advocates of this scheme, in their assertions, that
" their plan is a direct bounty to the Irish and English

millers to export flour made from Irish and English

wheat, and is therefore a bounty to the Irish and Eng-
lish farmers."

There have already been purchases of Irish flour, in

this market, for the purpose of being exported to the

North American States, and these will go on exten-

sively as soon as the navigation to our colonies opens
;

but how the letting loose of 500,000 quarters of Foreign

wheat, to be manufactured for a like purpose, can ope-

rate as a bounty, or increase the export of British or

Irish flour, we must leave to wiser heads than ours to

determine. We again recommend the millers and mer-

chants of Ireland, to communicate on this subject with

their parhamentary representatives, that they may be

prepared to oppose the application whenever it comes
before them.

Upon the intelligence of such a projected measure

reaching them, the Limerick Chamber of Commerce,

and the Clonmel Commercial Association, with a

promptitude and decision which is highly creditable

to them, immediately assembled, and expressed in

strong terms their opinions condemnnatory of them
;

and passed energetic resolutions to oppose and frus-

trate, if possible, by every legitimate means of pe-

tition and remonstrance so designing and perilous

an expedient. We call earnestly upon the landed

proprietors to imitate such an example ; nay more, to

outrival them by the vigour and perseverance of

their exertions ; for it behoves the commercial bodies

of this country to look with apprehension on the

comino- evil, and to endeavour to avert the threatened

mischief ; far, far more imperative is it upon the

gerat landed proprietors, tbe peers, and the repre-

sentatives of the people, to be up and stirring, and

unite in one firm, consistent opposition to the inroads

of an interested speculation which may benefit the

few by the injury of the many. It is a question of

vital importance to their tenantry, and the aristo-

cracy should recollect thatin furthering their interests

and protecting their rights, they are best securing

and advancing their own. The property of the land-

lord must increase or be depressed in the same ratio

with that of the farmer ; for there is an identifica-

tion of interest between them, that never can be

separated ; and any blow that is aimed at tlie latter

must strike home at tlie rent-roll of the former. It

is tlierefore imperp.tive on the landed proprietors to

raakea vigorous stand against this measure. The re-

presentatives ofthe manufacturing towns in England

will support it in obedience to the cry of their con-

stituents for a cheap loaf; our representatives have

their own and their electors interest at stake in it.

Let them then meet, consult, and petition against its
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introduction amongst us ; let them in their places

in parliament, expose the selfish and interested nature

of the intended plan, and then vote resolutely against

it, and thus protect themselves, their tenantry, and
the commercial interests of this country from the in-

fliction of a serious and manifest injury.

The following are the spirited resolutions entered

into at Limerick and Clonmel :

—

Clonmel Commercial Association.—At a meeting'

of the Clonmel Commercial Association, held the 4th

of 1st month (January,) 1836.

Letters and other intellig'ence have been submitted
to this Body, mentioning that an application is intended
to be made to the legislature for liberty to manufacture
the Foreign wheat, now in bond, and export flour in

place of it, and that those interested are concerting mea-
sures to effect this object.

That when permission was before granted, to admit
Foreign wheat, then in bond, to be manufactured, and
for every quarter of wheat released for this purpose, a
proportion of flour was to be exported, still admitting a

part of the produce to home consumption, the operation
of this liberty was attended with very injurious effects

to the legitimate holders, fair traders in, and manufac-
turers of, British corn, and led to frauds of an extensive
and destructive nature.
And as no impediment now exists to exporting bond-

ed wheat, and manufacturing it elsewhere, we look on
the present contemplated scheme, as opening a door
that will be used as a cover for fraud ; enabling holders
of bonded wheat to introduce a part of its produce into

home consumption, to the manifest injury of the far-

mers, present holders, fair traders in, and manufacturers
of, British wheat.
Resolved—That in case of such an apphcation being

made that petitions to parliament be prepared and pre-
sented on our behalf, stating our views on the subject,

and soliciting the protection of the legislature, from the
injurious effects of such a scheme.
Resolved—That our president be instructed to com-

municate with such Peers, Members of Parliament,
Landed Proprietors, Commercial Bodies, and Mer-
chants as may be considered most interested and influ-

ential, calling their attention to the subject, informing
them of our opinion, and requesting their co-operation
in opposing the project, and thereby preventing its de-
preciating tendency.
Chamber of Commerce,—Limerick, 18th Dec. 1835.

—Information having been laid before the Directors of
this body, that meetings have been held by speculators
in Foreign grain, to petition the legislature to grant
permission to grind the Foreign wheat now under lock,

for exportation in bond, and that active measures are
now in progress in the diflferent ports in England to

effect this object.

Resolved—That the operation of a partial law, such
as now contemplated, when tried in 1825, led to fraud
of the most extensive and destructive nature, and in-

stead of serving the interest of the importers of Foreign
grain, effected but an uncertain relief, while it did in-

jury to the legitimate trade of the kingdom.
Resolved—That at any time the manufacture of

Foreign wheat for exportation would be injurious to the
agriculture and the trade of these kingdoms ; but now,
at a time when both are depressed to an unprecedented
degree, such a measure would at once entail incalcula-
ble loss on the farmers, the millers, and the agricultu-
rists of Ireland.

Resolved—That a petition to the legislature on this

subject be prepared, and presented at the opening of
Parliament.
Resolved—That the different Commercial Bodies all

over Ireland be presented with copies of these resolu-
tions, requesting them to co-operate with us, and to en-
gage the attention of the agricultural interests in their

districts to a subject of such vital importance to them.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.
It has been for some time the practice of certain

Tory Journals to arrogate to themselves the title of

" the farmer's friends," and to brand not only the

whigs but all the conductors of liberal journals

who take a different view of the means by which
the condition of the tenant is to be ameliorated, as

enemies to the landed interest, and eagerly seeking

its destruction. To such we recomvnend the

perusal of the subjoined able article from the
" Old England," a paper established for the ex-

press i)ur\)Ose of upholding atid inculcating high Tory
principles.

We have ever shown ourselves alive to the reality and
severity of agricultural distress. Regarding the agri
cultural interest as the most important subject of na-
tional concern ; as the basis of national prosperity, and
the permanent security for our national glory and pre-
eminence, we have ever held up its condition and pro-
spects as the most vital question which can engage the

attention of the Legislature, or of tliose who study the
diffusion and perpetuity of public happiness. We have
not, however, closed our eyes to the fact that among
those who talk most vehemently on the subject are
some whose motives are questionable, and whose state-

ments are consequently liable to suspicion. It cannot
be denied that among both landlords and occupiers
there are some whose difficulties arise from improvi-
dence orill-managemeat. Those who raised money on
mortgage to purchase, during the height of war prices,

land which will not now defray even the interest of the

money so raised, can only claim the commiseration due
to all disappointed speculators. Those practical far-

mers who have not availed themselves of the improved
and economical modes of husbandry which have en-
abled more enterprising or alert competitors to under-
sell them in the market are only sufl^ering the natural
penalty of the purblind and the tardy. It is in agricul-
ture as in every other pursuit ; if discoveries are made
which reduce the cost of production, the market vnll

decline, to the inevitable injury and ultimate ruin of

those who from prejudice or ignorance neglect to avail

themselves of the advance of knowledge. When the
application of science to machinery enabled the manu-
facturers of cotton goods, for instance, to produce their

commodity at a lower rate than formerly, the price of
such goods necessarily became reduced in proportion,

and if any manufacturers had persisted in the costly and
inartificial system formerly in practice, they must in-

fallibly have been victims to the success of their rivals.

So it is in the production of food. The apphcation of

science to the process of agriculture within the last

twenty years has been scarcely less ingenious, per-
severing and successful than to any branch of our manu-
factures, and it is undeniable that the reduction of prices

has to a considerable extent been owing to the opera-
tion of this cause,
A reduction thus occasioned is certainly no cause for

lamentation or alarm. It argues equal prosperity to

the producer, and a more abundant supply to the con-
sumer ; it is a national benefit, and an injury to such
individuals only as have wilfully or negligently brought
their difficulties upon themselves, At all events, it is

perfectly clear that such fluctuations are utterly beyond
the reach of legislative control. No sane man can
think that any legislature can or ought to tax the ingeni-

ous, enterprising, or economical farmer in order that he
may not be able to bring his corn to market at a
cheaper rate than his neighbour who displays none of
these qualities, or possesses them in an inferior degree.
This is not a question of free trade or restriction ; it is

not between the foreign and the home grower ; it is

simply between the enterprising and the prejudiced, the
diligent and the slothful, the economical and the pro-
fuse. We do not ask at what rate the French or the

German, or the Pohsh, or the American farmer can
afford to sell his produce and set that standard up for

the regulation ofthe British farmer, but whether any Bri-

tish farmers can successfully prosecute their calling in the

present state of the market; and if we are answered in

the affirmative, we then proceed to inquire who are
they who cannot, and why can they not?

We are aware that, if we accept the statements of
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some among the most prominent members of the Agri-
cultural Associations, we shall receive a flat and most
decided negative to our first question. If we are to take
the statements and calculations of jNIr. Cayley, for in-

stance, without qualification, we should believe that the
cultivation of land cannot be carried on without abso-
lute loss, irrespective of rent altogether ; that if rents
were annihilated to-morrow, the possessions of land-
lords reduced to such lands as they hold in their per-
sonal occupation, and every occupier endowed with
the fee simple of his farm, cultivation would still be a
losing pursuit. It is impossible not to suspect such a
representation of inordinate exaggeration. Two simple
facts convict it of absurdity ; one, that on numerous and
extensive estates, which it would be easy but invidious
to specify, every individual tenant finds himself able,
not only to meet the demands of his landlord, as well
as all other charges on his occupation, but fully to

maintain that becoming respectability which every
friend to his country must wish to see enjoyed by the
yeomanry of England ; the other, that if a return were
made of the price fetched by all the agricultural landed
property sold during the last season, it would be found
that the average exceeded, rather than fell beneath,
thirty years' purchase on the actual rental. No one can
believe, under such circumstances, that land is really
less than worthless.

Startled by these obvious inconsistencies and exag-
grerations ; impressed with the deepest consciousness of
the vital and paramount importance of the agricultural
interest ; aware of the utter impracticability of any at-

tempt to revert to a paper currency ; and painfully
alive to the inextricable embarrassments in which the
encouragement of delusive hopes among the farmers
must entangle any administration which may be formed,
we have over and over again pressed upon the sincere
friends of the farmer, as well as upon the farmer him-
self, the necessity of boldly, unsparingly, and narrowly,
mvestigating the second question we have submitted.
We make no apology for renewing our importunity.
We have seen, in an Edinburgh paper, an able article
on the subject, which fully confirms the vit w we have
taken of the causes of much of the existing distress.

'I he writer deals in facts, and facts are stubborn things.
He enumerates the improvements which have been ef-
fected of late years in the husbandry of East Lothian,
and demonstrates that they have enabled the agricul-
turist to produce his staple at so reduced a rate of ex-
pense, as to account for a very considerable reduction in
the market without infringing on his due profits. The far-
mer who does this must necessarily drive his rival out
of the field, and his exclusion is beyond the reach of
legislative redress. If one farmer employs three, four,
or five horses to do what another eflfects by two— if he
employs two labourers when another employs one—if he
wastes his seed and his land by broadcast turnips—if he
allows straggling hedges to occupy and impoverish
valuable land—if he persists in inefficient and obsolete
modes of drainage—if he threshes his corn by the
clumsy and tedious apparatus of a couple of sticks cut
from the nearest plantation, while his neighbours ein-
ploy steam or water powei , what help can he expect
from Gods or men ] He is the victim of his own obstinate
prejudices or impenetrable ignorance, and however we
may deplore his gradual but inevitable ruin, we
cannot but admit that he has no one to blame but
himself.

We renew, therefore, earnestly and sincerely, the ad-
vice we have formerly given to the Agricultural Asso-
ciations, and to all who would prove themselves the
farmers' friends. Let them apply themselves, not to
the diffusion of opinions about the currency, which,
whatever may be their abstract justice, can never be
reduced to practice ; and which, if acted on, could only
afford a temporary relief, but to the circulation among
the farmers of plain and practical information as to the
state of husbandry in various districts, and the resources
which art has opened to them for the more available
application of their means, carry to the homes of those
who, from their position and habits, are unable to col-

lect imformation for themselves, the results of more
fortunate experience. Much is said of the prodigious

benefits which the agricultural society of Scotland has
conferred upon the farmers of that country ; and it is,

in fact, scarcely possible to exaggerate them. But why
do we hear so little oithe means by which these objects

have been attained? Why do we see so little effort

made to copy or to emulate them ? Contrast their pub-
lications with those circulated by the Cayleys and the
Bernards m the south. They are not filled with inter-

minable dissertations, or rather mystifications, about
political economy and the currency thimble-rig; they
contain practical details of experiments in every de-
partment of the science of agriculture ; they tell the
farmer how his neighbours drain their land, fatten their
cattle, or arrange their rotation of crops ; what new
manure has been tried : what new varieties of grain or
grass have been introduced ; what are the actual or pro-
bable necessities of the market. This is what the farmer
wants, and not soporific lectures, which seem to ema-
nate from the pragmatical sciolism and prosy pompo-
sity of a Robuck, grafted on the georgical propensities
of Triptolemus Yellowley. Most confidently do we
hope that the robust and masculine sense of the Enghsh
agriculturists will spurn this mischievous drivelling,

and imitate the practical wisdom of theu" Scottish

brethren.

THE AGRICULTURISTS.

(From the Maidstone Gazette.)

" Man is the sport of circumstances, when
The ciicumstances seem the sport of men."

—

Byron.

By the nature of his avocation, removed as he is

" far from the busy hum of men," the farmer is more
liable to be imposed on than persons of almost every
other profession. From the absolute necessity ofcon-
stant personal superintendance over the affairs of his

farm, he may be almost said to live out of the world
six days of every week, and only to come out and
wrestle in worldly knowledge with his more bustling-

countiymen on market days. We may add to this,

that generally speaking the farmer has a distaste for

politics. He loves to cultivate old English feelings,

and he would rather extend his hospitality to all

around him, and exchange social sentiments with his

old friends by his own fire-side, than be appointed

principal wrangler to the most powerful faction that

ever existed. So long as he can gain an honest and
respectable subsistence by his industry, his know-
ledge of business, and bis capital,—he never even
murmurs, and we would defj' the most smooth-
tongued corruptionist to make a political tool of him.
There are times, however, which, as George Wash-
ington once said, " try men's souls." When the

farmer finds that all his industry is exercised in vain,

that all his professional knowledge is of no avail, and
that his capital is fast sinking— it is not surprising

that the very nature of the farmershould be changed
;

and that, from a domesticated, quiet, and contented

man, he should become a very discontented one.

Burke says that the most insignificant insect in the

creation, endeavouring to rescue itself from cruelty

and oppression, is a respectable object in the e)'es of

its creator ; and the farmer, living as he does in a

land of plenty, and knowing that he practises fru-

gality and economy, and works late and early, to

maintain an honourable station in life,—would be
more contemptible than any beast of the field, if he
were to remain contented, under present circum-

stances.

In order, however, that he may take the proper

steps to relieve himself, and direct his discontent in

a direction that will be likely to remove its causes,

he must, first of all, ascertain what the causes are 1

He need go no further than bis own farm-buildings
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to find a practical illustration of these causes. He
will see, perhaps, a dozen sturdy willing horses in

his stables, whose business it is to work hard, in

order to raise the crops of the farm, and who would

never jib noi grumble, providing they have the fair

share of food, lodging, and attention, to which their

industry is entitled. These are the types of the

farmers. In the stock-yard will be found an equal

number of black cattle, who seem to have reversed

Moliere's maxim, and to live only for the purpose of

eating. These are the unproductives, the sinecu-

rists, the pluralists, the non-resident and overpaid

parsons, the lady pensioners, the unnecessary place-

holders, and the whole tribe of tax-eaters,—t!:e only

allegorical distinction, between these persons and

the stock, is, that the stock at their death generally

repay people for the trouble and expense they have

occasioned during their lives, but the genus of un-

productives proverbially never die. In the farmer's

burn will be found a host of lesser and still more

worthless vermin. These are the human rats, the

toad-eaters, the tuft-hunters, the conductors of Tory

newspapers, and the bangers-on of aristocracy,—for

whom no employment is too dirty—no mode of living

too nauseous.

What would a farmer do, if he found that his live

stock were daily getting fatter and more comfortable,

while the ribs of his horses, the more valuable

animals, were in danger of cutting their skins'!

Would he not make an inquiry into the matter"! If

he found, by that inquiry, that this state of things

was caused by the stock eating too much, and the

horses eating too little, what would he do next ?

Would he take part with the stock, on their promising

to refrain from devouring so much in future ; would

he endeavour, like the Frenchman, to teach his horses

to live without eating ; or would he not rather side

with his tried friends, who were starving, and take

measures for stinting the idle, in order that the in-

dustrious might get the fair reward of their labor ?

What is now the position of the farmer ? Having
discovered that he himself was daily growing poorer,

while the parsons and the corruptionists were dailv

growing richer, he three years ago, set about in-

quiring into the cause. He was told that it was in

consequence of heavy burdens and low prices. It is

impossible to raise the prices, as it is to teach his

horses to live without eating. What then will relieve

him? He must reduce the burdensof the country. He
must lend his aid towards procuring a reduction of

rents, the abolition of tithes, of sinecures, of unneces-

sary places, and of unmerited pensions. It is as ab-

surd that he can expect (even if he were unfair

enough to try) to throw the burden from his own
shoulders on to those of the manufacturers,—as to

suppose that he can benefit himself by taking the

scanty allowance from the horse that turns his

threshing machine, and giving it to the horse that

draws his plough. The farmer and the manufiicturer

must rise and fall together, and (although it may be

some time in adjusting itself) every thing that

benefits the one must ultimately benefit the other.

If the manufacturer gets cheap bread, the farmer and

his men get cheap manufactures, and vice versa. It

is not so, however, with the unproductive classes.

It is their interest that there should be dear bread

and cheap manufactures. This would be also the

farmers's interest, if his rent and tithes were regu-

lated by the price of corn. It is notorious, however,

that the parsons and the landlords stick to their

high-price rents and tithes, let the price of corn be

what it mav. It is their object to get high rents

and tithes, with high prices, if possible ; but at all

©vents—high rents and tithes ; and when, as at pre-

sent, the low prices are ruining the farmer, they will

tamper with the currency, enact another set of use-

less corn laws, or do any thing but what they ought
to do.

It is this class of gentlemen who are now endea-

vouring to bend the simple farmer to their interested

purposes by cajoling him into joining agricultural as-

sociations, whose real object is that of supporting

the present corrupt and unjust system of taxation,

by which the property and industry of the poor only

are taxed, while the rich contribute comparatively

nothing to the expenses of the state. The following

is a remarkable passage as to the objects of these

associations. It is from a new paper called " The
Agriculturist," published under the encouragement
of the central agricultural association in London, and
will make the farmer open his eyes :

—

" We unhesitatingly tell the landlords of the United
Kingdom, that if they now waver, they are lost,—their

power—their property—aye, even their persons are in

danger I Gladly do we rejoice at the cry that has gone
forth from the metropolitan press, against rents ; the

Times, and the Chronicle, the Globe, and the Courier,

the Sun, &c.—journals of every possible shade of poli-

tics, have, under the accursed influence of the monetary
interest, concentrated their power in the metropolis,

and harked each other on in the shout of " down with

rents,"—Down with rents ! If rents are to be an-

nihilated, what becomes of the aristocracy? Can the

monarchy be upheld without that intermediate class of

society, which equally poises the scale between a fierce

democracy on the one hand, and an unbridled despo-
tism on the other ? Fatal delusion ! Aye, fatal even
to those who plan, and endeavour to carry into effect,

their terrific projects ; for with the downfal of our
balanced Constitution, a debt of £800,000,000, created

in a depreciated currency, would notwithstand the first

moment of convulsive anarchy—an anarchy in which
every tiling that makes life worth preserving would be
sacrificed. Our lands would be untilled ; workshops
silent ; our manufacturers beggared ; our peasants

starved. Fire and famine would desolote the land ; our
green fields would be fertilised with the bodies of the

best and noblest of our fellow creatures, and our beau-
tiful rivers empurpled with their gore ; until a devasta-

ting and sanguinary struggle would be terminated in a
long night of despotism, when some iron-clad heel

would trample with impunity on the dearly-earned

liberties of our country."

Here's a terrible clutter. Let us just see what it

is all about. It seems that the real cause of the

farmer's distress is seen and acknowledged by all

classes, and that the organs of every party cry
" Down with the rents," of course meaning, "reduce
the rents." The champion of the landlords considers

lowering the rents equivalent to annihilating them.

This annihilates the aristocracy, which annihilates

the monarchy, and knocks down the national debt.

He at length launches us in into " convulsive anar-

chy," and starts oft' on a voyage of discovery after

untilled lands, silent workshops, beggared manufac-
turers, starved peasants, fires, famines, green fields

fertilised with our fellow creatures, beautiful rivers

empurpled with gore (!), devastating and sanguinary
struggles, long nights of despotism, iron-clad heels,

and "all that sort of thing."

Now this fustian may be very well adapted to raise

the sensibilities of young ladies in a fashionable

novel—but it is not precisely the sort of logic which
will impose on slow thinking people, who judge of

these matters by the old fashioned rules of common
sense. From what we know of the farmers, they are

not to be caught with such nonsense.

The farmer has no greater enemy than the man
who would disguise from him the truth, from the fear

of offending his prejudices. All we ask is, that the

agriculturist will consider carefully before he again
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suffers himself to be made the tool of the landlords.

The more he considers, the more convinced will he
be that he can only gain relief by a reduction of rent,

tithes, and taxes.

TITHES.

(From the Mark Lane Express.)

In another part of our paper will be found
an article entitled " Proposals for a Re-
demption OF Tithes," by C. Hillyard, Esq.,

to which we invite the especial attention of

our readers. Mr. Hillyard is president of the

Northamptonshire Grazing Society, and is

very generally known as one of our best and
most intelligent practical agriculturists. His
whole life has been devoted to agriculture and
all subjects connected with it; his devotion
to the cause cannot be for an instant doubled,
and his pen has been frequently exercised in

advocating the interest of the British farmer,
and in communicating useful practical infor-

mation. It is scarcely necessary to observe
that in addition to the general feeling which
subsists as to the advantages which would re-

sult from a commutation of tithes, the circular
which has been recently issued from the
Home Office, and which appeared in our
paper of Monday last, seems to indicate an
intention on the part of Government to take
some steps upon the subject in the ensuing
session. Mr. Hillyard's brochure should be
circulated as extensively as possible, not
only for the purpose of making known the
sound practical view which he takes of the
subject, and for the purpose of eliciting the

opinions of others upon his plan, but also of
inducing others to follow his example by com-
municating their views on the question.

It affords us much satisfaction to find that
the opinions of Mr. Hillyard, as to theincreased
qnantity of tvhent produced, and the conse-
quent effects upon its present price, coincide
with the opinions very recently advanced by
us. In the introductory part of his article he
says

—

" Ireland sends double—or perhaps treble—the

quantity of wheat to this country that it formerly
did. Immense quantities of fen land, from being
effectually drained, now produce most abundant crops
of wheat, while they formerly produced only uncer-
tain crops of oats. Much down and common land

is now inclosed, and produces wheat. Add to these

circumstances, that the system of agriculture is im-
proved : that the land (excepting the very jioor

soils, tlie produce of which will not repay the ex-

penses of cultivation), now produces more grain than

it formerly did. Under all these considerations, it

appears to me, to be quite out of the question to ex-
pect, for some years to come, anything appi-oaching

to high prices for corn. 1'he present price of wlieat

would certainly be too low to govern the price for

redemption, for land cannot be bought at such cor-

responding low price of produce : besides which,
the present ver)!- low price of wheat is, in a great

degree, caused by two successive abundant crops
;

and, xuhen that superabundance shall haie ceased, the

price imist rise,"

From this it will be perceived that he

ascribes the present unnaturally low price of
wheat to an extraordinary supply, which will
speedily adjust itself as soon as that supply
shall be in some degree lessened. His obser-
vations upon the mode in which rent should
be estimated, although expressed in half a
dozen words, are conclusive and incontroverti-
ble. Speakingof tithes he says

—

" The value of the tithes of all descriptions of
laud ought to be estimated by the value of the pro-
duce which can be raised from it, by common hus-
bandry

; that value onght also to govern the estimation

of rent."

The value of the produce which can be raised
upon tie land is the crierion for estimating
the amount of rent, which we have always con-
tended for when discussing that question. It
would be a work of superogation to advance
arguments for the purpose of proving how
great the benefit to agriculture would be
were the amount of tithe to be paid perma-
nently fixed. We prefer quoting the closing
observations of Mr. Hillyard, and at the same
time observing that we shall be most happy
to give place in our columns to communica-
tions upon the subject of tithes, by the speedy
and final settlement of which question we ieel
confident more benefit would be derived both
by landlord and tenant, than from any other
measure affecting the landed interest, which
can emanate from the legislature, be the
Government Whig, Tory, or Radical,

" Amongst the many national advantages to be ob-
tained by a commutation, or redemption of tithes,
there would be this. There is a great deal of infe-
rior old pasture land, with very bad herbage, that
would, were it not for the extra demand made for
tithes, repay the expenses of ploughing up and taking
two crops off it, well cleaning it, liming it, draining
it if needed, and then sowing—say three parts of it

—

down again with grasses suited to the soil ; thus
fii.ding additional employment for the poor of the
parish, and thus enabling the occupiers to keep as
much stock, or more, on three parts ot their farms, as
they had formerly done on the whole."

GUERNSEY AND JERSEY.
(From the Public Ledger.)

The importation of French agricultural produce
into the islands of Guernsey and Jersey is at length
felt to be a hardship by the resident farmers, and
excites their opposition. Its operation on our own
corn-market has been the importation into England
of large (juantities of French corn, via Guernsey and
Jersey ; or the release from local consumption of
that produced in the islands, their home markets
being supplied with the Fiench grain. In either

case it has led to a direct evasion of the English
corn laws. The Guernsey and Jersey farmers

—

principally tlie latter—have now put forward a pro-

ject for stopping the continued importation of French
produce, as most injurious to their interests, and as

unnecessary as far as the local consumption is con-

cerned ; vvliich project, it appears, is resisted by the

British residents—tliose whose food is somewhat
cheapened by tlie present state of things, and whose
commercial transactions would be likely to be affected

by any change. Public meetings are now holding
at Jersey on the subject.
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THE REVENUE.
{From the Morning Chronicle.)

We lay before our readers the Revenue Accounts,

from 5th January, 1835, to 5th January, 1836.

The Revenue of the year ended 5th January, 1835,

was 43,043.876i. For the year just ended, it is

42,430,207/.

The transference of several branches of Rerenue
from the Excise to the Customs, accounts for the

increase in the Customs of the year of 1,686,211/.,

and of a decrease in the Excise of 1,621,295/.

On the Year's Taxes, the decrease is 374,091/. In

the Stamps, too, there has been a decrease of 12,925/.

The increase in the Post-office is very great—57,000/.

The decreiseon the year amounts only to 613,669/
—a sum beneath the calculated amount of reductions.

The Revenue for the quarter ended 5th January,
1835, is 11,399,561/.; for the quarter just ended
1 1,572,528/. The increase on the quarter is 383,749/

;

the decrease 210,782/, leaving a balance of increase

on the quarter of 172,967/. The increase is in

stamps 64,085/: and Post-office 22,000/'.

We have already alluded to the transference of the

tea duties from the Excise to the Customs. The
public must be aware that of late years there have
been very large reductions of taxation. Considerable
branches of the revenue have been altooether cut off,

others have been materially reduced. Where, there-

fore, the amount of receipts is sustained, it is a proof
of the increased and increasing resources of the

country. Of one thing we are certain, that to those
who have imputed principles inconsistent with good
faith and good government to our present rulers—to

those who have exhausted all terms of reproach in

describing them as Jacobins and Democrats—ene-
mies to order, prosperity, and peace—the present
state of the country must be gall and wormwood.
There is a dilemma from which they cannot escape.
They must either admit that peace, prosperity, ex-
tension of commerce, and improvement of manufac-
tures can exist concurrently with ignorance, incapa-
city, treachery to the King, and treason to the con-
stitution ; or, they must admit that, the ends of good
government being attained, the existence of a good
government cannot be greatly controverted.

in the mean time, to accept permission only so to

manufacture the stock of bonded wheat on hand,
which would allow a fair trial of the experiment
without the slightest risk of compromising any
other interest in it. They have little doubt that

such an experiment would be so satisfactory and
conclusive in its results as to lead to the enact-

ment of a general law on the subject. The chief

argument by which they seek to reconcile the

English agriculturists to the measure is, that a

large proportion of wheat of home growth would
be used along with the foreign, in order to produce
flour of the requisite fineness for the West Indian

and South American markets. From the efforts now
making in a trade of so great extent and importance,

the measure will probably be forced on the atten-

tion of the Legislature in the course of the approach-

ing session.

BONDED CORN.

(From the Times.)

The leading houses in the corn trade, both in

London and in Liverpool, are earnestly occupied on
the means of bringing to maturity a plan, which is

said to have been already under the consideration of
Government, by which foreign wheat under bond is

to be allowed to be manufactured into flour and ex-
ported. Many of them are extremely sanguine on
the subject, and believe that it will become the me-
dium of introducing a new and valuable branch of
trade into this country, without prejudice to the
agricultural interest. They conceive, too, that
under proper regulations no fraud can possibly be
committed under it. They are preparing, conse-
quently, a series of resolutions, which are to un-
dergo discussion at meetings of the trade, to be
convened for this purpose. The ultimate object at

which they aim is that of establishing of the prin-
ciple that all foreign wlieat now bonded in this

country, or hereafter to be brought into it, may
either be manufactured into flour for exportation,
or reserved for the home market, at the option of
the importer. But they would be content, it seems,

STATE OF FRENCH AGRICULTURE.

(From the Morning Chronicle.)

M. Duchatel opened the Sessions of the Council

of Agriculture, and of the General Councils of Ma-
nufactures and Commerce, on Tuesday last, in a

Sj)eech which affords some indication of the progress

of opinion in France, in favour of the abolition of all

unnecessary commercial restrictions. The agricul-

tural interests of France, like those of our own coun-

try, are suffering from one of the causes which are

most conducive to the prosperity of the manufactur-
ing classes, namely, the abundance and consequent

low prices of every kind of grain. The Minister

candidly told the Council that he could do nothing

with a view to relieve them from this state of things.

It was not in the power of Legislation to propose a

remedy for it. He stated at the same time, that

amidst this general depression in the prices of pro-

duce, agricultural improvements were making the

most rapid strides throughout the kingdom. New
methods of cultivation were every day devised ; new
implements were invented ; and the growth of sugar

from beet-root was becoming so extensive and so

perfect as to enter into competition with the sugar

of the tropical countries.

RENTS.—To THE Editor of the Globe.—Edin-
burgh, Jan. 16, 1836.

—

Sir,—Your valuable paper has
brought forward much on the distressed state of theagri-
culturists. The subject is no ways difficult in my ap-
prehension. It simply resolves into the fact that rents
are too high. I am decidedly of opinion that landlords
are in no way to blame for that—the fault lies entirely

with the tenants. Whenever a farm in this country
falls out of lease, there are always a variety of offers

for the new lease. The landlord generally selects the

highest offer who is possessed of capital sufficient to

stock the farm properly, and who also must find security

for payment of the first year's rent. Surely a tenant
who can do so should be best judge as to the rent he
should pay. He is possessed of considerable capital,

which he must deprive himself of if he gives too high a
rent. I think I haveplainly established that the tenants,
and not the landlords, are the cause of the rents being
higher than they probably ought to be. You would
render a service I think to the public, if you would put
this view of the case into the hands of some persoil

who would prepare something for the public ; it might
be of use—it woiUd relieve the landlords of a great

share of the blame which is laid on them by persons

who do not reflect on the subject.— I am, Sir, your
most obedient servant,—A Friend to Justice, and
NOT A Landed Proprietor.
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TURF INTELLIGENCE.

No person possessing the smallest particle of

that soft medullary-like substance, called brain,

will deny tl)at, to the emulation of the turf, we are

mainly indebted for a breed of horses far superior

to whatever before appeared upon the surface of

the earth ; and that in a general national view

the turf establishment is second to no other institu-

tion. We have tlirough life experienced the ut-

most delight from watciiing its operations ; like

other sublunary concerns, where opposing inte-

rests come in contact, it is liable to abuse ; but,

as we are very well aware that false accusations

have been frequently brought against it, we have

always come forward with alacrity in its defence

on occasions similar to the late attempt of the

Grizzly Muff of the London press, and his atten-

dant Mocking Bird, when these Screech Owls en-

deavoured to excite an alarm by the clumsily-fab-

ricated report of a rascally offer made to Mr.
Mostyn in regard to his filly. Queen of Trumps.
However animated by the same feeling which in-

duces us to expose the machinations of ignorant

literary mountebanks, we equally extend our un-
qualified reprehension to all dishonorable attempts

in turf affairs which come within our reach. It is

with heartfelt regret we place before our readers,

the following statement of one of the basest trans-

actions which ever disgraced the turf. It recpiires

no comment, at least on the present occasion— it

speaks very plainly for itself—deliberately- con-
cocted fraud breathes throughout :

—

THE DELICATE INVESTIGATION IN
IRELAND.

" Turf Club, Dublin ; 9, Upper Rotland-st.,
5th Dec. 1835.—At a meeting of the Turf Club,
held at this house, this dav— present. Lord Howth,
Colonel Westenra, Colonel Armstrong, Hon, Captain
Vaughan, Mr. Gustavus Hume, Mr. Casey, Mr. Pur-
cell, Mr. Pottinger, Mr. Rutledge, Mr. G. Knox,
Mr. Osborne, Mr. V. Blake, and Captain De Mont-
morency— it was moved that Colonel Westenra and
Lord Howth resume their office as stewards, when,
in consequence of the unavoidable absence of Mr.
Maher, it was moved by them that Colonel Arm-
strong be appointed to fill his office.

" The following resolution was then passed :—Re-
solved, That taking into consideration the question

that lias been raised, and the public jiroceedings

which have taken place, respecting the identity and
ages of Caroline and Leinster, both the property of

Mr. Edward Ruthven, a member of the Turf Club,

the Stewards are bound, in justice to h-m, and in

vindication of the character of the Club, to require

Mr. Ruthven to produce before them both Leinster

and ('aroline, at such time and place as mav be most
convenient for all parties, to be fixed on by the

Stewards of the Turf Club ; and we beg to call on
the Stewards to carry this resolution into effect

G. W. Vaughan
W. Casey
Gustavus Hume
Peter Purcell

H. De Montmorency

Thomas Pottinger

J. Osborne
D. W. Rutledge

George Knox
Val. O'C. Blake

" On this resolution being presented to the Stew-
ards, they directed Mr. Hunter to write to Mr. Ruth-
ven officially their approval of the above, and to re-

quire Lis compliance with the same, as per annexed
letter :

—

" 9, Upper Rutland-street, 5th Dec. 1835.
" Sir,— 1 am directed by the Stewards of the Turf

Club to inform you, that objections having been
made to them by Lord Miltown, Mr. Hendrick, Mr.
J. Kelly, and Mr. Henchy, as to the ages and iden-

tity of Leinster and Caroline for the Sligos, Pagets
Sweepstakes on Tuesday, and match, Fusileer v.

Caroline, for all which races your horses came in

first in the last October Meeting, they deem it neces-

sary to inform you, that they will enter into an in-

vestigation of those cases on Monday, the 28th of

December, at 12 o'clock, at the Turf Club House,
Kildare ; and in pursuance of the foregoing reso-

lution, unanimously agreed to at a meeting of the

members of the Turf Club, held here this day, they

call upon you to produce Caroline and Leinster on
the above-named day, at the time and place already

specified, when the Stewards will be in attendance

to give their final decision on the races in' dispute.

I am further directed to request you will, without

loss of time, send me an immediate answer to this

communication. I have the honour to be. Sir, your
most obedient servant, J. R. Hunter, Sec.

"Edward Ruthven, Esq., M.P."
The inquiry into the identity of Caroline and Lein-

ster, which has excited so much interest in the sport-

ing circles in this and the sister country, was resumed
on Monday last, before the Stewards, Earl Howth,
the Hon. Colonel Westenra, and John Maher, Esq.,
and the following well known members of the Irish

turf:—Hon. Captain Vaughan, Colonel Armstrong,
Captain Hume; Messrs- J. W, Digby, Hendrick, Ro-
bert Brown, A. Mansfield, Watts, Pottinger, O'Connor,
Henchy, P. Purcell, J. R. Hunter, H. Hendrick,
Disney, Hutchins, R. Holmes, R. Hunter, &c. It

will be recollected that the last meeting of the stewards
closed with a resolution of the arbitrators, that, in or-

der to bring the question of identity to a conclusion, it

was necessary that Mr. Ruthven should produce the

horses described by him to be Caroline and Leinster, in

order that they might be seen by the English wit-

nesses. Lord Miltown having stated that he could not
bring his case to a close unless this was done. A no-

tice of this resolution was given to Mr. Ruthven, who
declined to obey it. Having introduced the matter so

as to enable our readers to connect the previous pro-

ceedings with those about to be detailed, we shfdl

shorten the account by stating that after Lord Mil-
town, Mr. Hendrick, and Mr. Kelly (the parties op-
posed to Mr. Ruthven in the investigation), had de-

clared their willingness to abide by the decision of the

Stewards, Mr. Ruthven's letter was read, withdrawing
himself from the Club, and certificates of character for

the English witnesses were produced. No one appear-

ing for Mr. Ruthven, and the stewards having in con-

sequence decided on treating it as a -prima facie case.

Lord Miltown called Mr. Walker, a veterinary surgeon,

who proved that he examined the filly called Caroline,

at the last meeting at Naas ; that she had an old three-

year-old mouth, with six teeth full shot out, and that

the boy who brought her said, she had won a good deal

of money in England. This witness also spoke to Mr.
Ruthven's extraordinary politeness to him previous to

his looking at the mare. This evidence was partly

corrobornted by Mr. George Watts, and a Mr. Greene
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was in attendance to speak to the same point, but was

not called.

Earl Miltown then stated that, on Mr. Walker de-

claring his belief that the filly (which beat with such

great ease his colt, one he had reason to think a good

one) had a three-year-old mouth, with regret he (Lord

Miltown) had to suppose that there must be some

fraud. His lordship wrote to Mr, Charles Greville, at

Newmarket, to know if a filly, answering the descrip-

tion of Caroline, had been sold there lately, and re-

ceived a reply. His lordship proceeded to read the fol-

lowing :

—

" Newmarket, Oct. 26, 1835.

" Dear Miltown—I think it is possible I may
have discovered what you want. Becassiiie, three

years old, was bought by Osbaldeston, of Payne, at the

end of July : he told Payne he had purchased her for

a friend ; she was sent to Manchester the end of July

or beginning of August, whence it is probable she went

to Liverpool, and was shipped for Ireland ; in many
particulars she exactly answers your description ; she

is chestnut, slight, bloodlike, with white down her face,

stilty on the fore legs, frequently in season, but she

is light, and not " rather a dark chesnut." With
respect to lop ears, there is great difference in the

statements, some asserting, and some denying, that

she has lop ears ; however, the animal may be easily

identified if it be Becassine, as she has a black spot

upon one of her quarters ; has one white heel behind,

and some white above the girthing place, besides white

hairs on many parts of her body. If the filly should

bear these marks, if you choose to send over

here you can easily procure some one to identify Be-
cassine. " Very truly yours,

" C. Greville.''
" Newmarket, Oct. 27, 1835.

" Dear Miltown— I think it right to add to my
letter of yesterday, that Becassine is pinioned at the

elbows and turns out her toes, one of the points you
mentioned, and there seems to be a doubt whether I

stated correctly that she has a white heel behind. Sir

Sir M . Wood says she has none—Sir Francis told me
that she has ; but the marks I have told you of will

easily prove the identity of the mare. I am going to

town on Saturday. •' Your's very truly,
" C. Greville.

" I understand the mare was purchased by Osbaldes-
ton the end of July or beginning of August, and de-

livered at Manchester ; what became of her after no-
body here knows."

" Suby Hall, Welford, Nov. 8.
" Dear Miltown—I received a letter from Gre-

ville this morning requesting me to send you an ac-
count of the sale of Becassine, I bought her of Sir

Mark Wood, during the last July meeting, and after

she had been some little time in my possession, Osbal-
deston wrote to me in London, asking me whether I

would sell her, and what I would take for her. I re-

plied 250?., which he agreed to give, and appointed a
day and hour to pay me for her. When he gave me his

cheque for the money, he told me " the mare was for

a friend, and requested me to write to Cooper, at New-
market, to desire him to get a man to take Becassine
to the Railway Hotel at Manchester, where a person
would meet him, pay him his expenses in coming from
Newmarket, and take the mare from him." I dare
say Cooper has this very little letter by him. The fact

is, as soon as I had got my price for the mare I paid no
attention to what was said, and whether Osbaldeston
told me the name of the person for whom he had bought
the mare or not I cannot remember ; my impression is

that he did, but as I could not swear to it, it is, per-

haps, better to say nothing. I also think the name of
the man to whom she was to be delivered at Manches-
ter was mentioned, but Cooper, or the man who took
her, could tell you this. 1 fancy it was Jones, but, as
I have before stated, it was a matter of no consequence
to me, and I peud no attention to it further than writ-
ing what Osbaldeston told me, to Cooper.

*• Your's very truly,
" George Payne.

" I ought to have added that the mare was sent to

Manchester, and there met by some one, and delivered

to him,"
Earl Miltown read the following extract of a latter

from Mr. Tattersall, of London, without any commu-
nication with him—as also one enclosing an extract

from a letter of a Mr. Lucas, of Liverpool—
Extract ofa letter from Mr. Tattersall, dated London,

30th November :

—

" Being anxious to assist your Lordship, if in my
power, to detect the rascally business, if true, about
Becassine, I see by yesterday's Bell's Life Mr. Osbal-
deston says, " that after the mare's arrival at the

town of Manchester, he had a very advangeous offer

for her from a dealer who was then shipping other

horses for America, and that he closed with him, and
that she was on board, and on the point of sailing, &c."
Now, my Lord, there never was an American horse

dealer in England ; nor, from what I can learn from
the American gentlemen who have been over (all of

whom I know), that there is such a thing in America,
at least one who ever deals in English horses. Mr.
Weatherby buys for one or two—I buy for all the others,

and insure every horse and mare by its njime. If, there-

fore, either of the gentlemen, four or five of whom
were buying at the same time, I should have insur-

ed her, as all the insurances are done in Loudon : they
will not do one at Liverpool. I will write to Mr. Lucas,
the Repository, at Liverpool, to whom all the horses

go before they are shipped, to inquire if she ever came
to his place, and also to enquire if such a mare was ever

shipped from Liverpool. There is a very gentlemanly

man at Liverpool, the American Consul, F. B. Ogden,
Esq., who if your Lordship makes use of my name,
will give you every information ; he can, perhaps, tell

you more than Lucas, as all Americans go to him.
Extract of a letter from Robert Lucas, of Liverpool,

dated Dec. 4, addressed to Mr. Tattersall :

" I am in receipt of yours of the 1st, and have since

been making all the inquiries in my power on the sub-
ject. I have also showed your letter to Mr. Ogden
and Mr. Corben. We are all perfectly satisfied no
American horse-dealer has been over from America
this year buying horses ; indeed it is a question whe-
ther there ever was one calling himself a dealer, over
from America for the purpose. Secondly, we are

almost positive no thorough-bred horses have been
shipped the last six months, but what some of us are
aware of."

Several witnesses were then examined when the
case being closed, Mr. Hunter, the Secretary to the
Club, read the decision of the Stewards, which was
as follows :

—

" Having most carefully examined the evidence pro-
duced before us, we are of opinion, that in reference to
' Leinster' and Old Bill, as also to ' Caroline' and Be-
cassine, a case of identity has been proved, and we con-
sider Air. Ruthven's refusal to produce those horses for
examination here as conclusive of the facts of substitu-
tion alleged against him.

" We are, therefore, of opinion that neither Caroline
nor Leinster are entitled to any stakes in the races for
which they may have come in first ; that the second
horses in those races should be deemed the winners

;

that the bets should go accordingly, except in the match
between Caroline and Fuslleer, in which the bets are
off.

" In conclusion, we feel imperatively called upon to
remark, that in consequence of Mr. Ruthven's with-
drawal of his name from the Turf Club, it does not be-
come a part of our painful duty to recommend to the
Club any further proceedings in this matter.

(Signed) "JOHN C. WESTENRA,
JOHN MAHER,
HOWTH.

" Stewards of the Turf Club,"

"Kildare, Nov,29, 1835."

Printed by Joseph Rogerson, 24. J^orfolk-street. Strand,
London,
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THE PLATE.
The Heifer which forms the subject of Plate was a Free-Martin of the Durham breed, bred by the

Marquis of Exeter. She was exhibited at the late Smithfield Sliew as Extra Stock,—obtained a Silver

Medal, and was universally admired for her almost perfect symmetry. She attracted more than usual
attention in consequence of a Match for £10 having been made between the Noble Mar(iuis and Earl
Spencer, who also had a Free- Martin Heifer of the same breed, bred by himself, the comparative merits of
which were to be decided by the Judges at the Smithfield Shew. Both the animals were white, and when
examined apart from each other, seemed so nearly equal, that it appeared difficult to decide which would be
tlie winner. The Marquis's Heifer was Three Years and Three Months old, and Earl Spencer's Three
Years and Six Months. Six stone were allowed by his Lordship to the Marquis on account of the diirerence

of ag^e. Although Earl Spencer's Heifer possessed vast merit, nevertheless upon close investigation and
examining them side by side, the superiority of the Marquis's animal was very manifest, and she accord-
ingly won the Match, The well-known character of botli their Lordships as eminent breeders, added to

the similai-ity in the appearance of the animals, gave to this Match an unusual degree of interest. The
dead weights were given in the Farmer's Magazine for January last, but there was an error in the account
of Earl Spencer's. It should have been 140 st. 2 lb,, instead of 130 st. 2 lb.

ORIGINAL LETTERS.

No. XIV.

THE NECESSITY OF POOR LAWS
FOR IRELAND FOUNDED ON THE
REPORT OF THE IRISH POOR LAW
COMMISSIONERS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMEr's MAGAZINE.

" When we g^o to besj at a gentleman's house, it is

always the wife that asks relief, and the answer is fre-

quently ' go from the door, woman ! What do you
want here? Why do you annoy us in this manner?'
The farmers are kindlier by far, it is the humhlesort that

live on the road-side that itre really good to us ; but half
the gentry, God help them ! have no Christianity in them
at all."— Taken from the Evidence received by the Irish

Poor Law Commissioners.

Sir,—In a formei- letter I endeavoured to show
the direct interest which the English owners and
occupiers of land had to obtain Poor Laws for

Ireland, and I now purpose to make a few ob-
servations on that subject, which have occurred to

me from reading several extracts from the report
of the Irish Poor Law Commissioners.
To talk of the poverty or distress—being relative

terras—of the Irish peasantry would only be an
insult to their sufferings ; there is only one term
applicable to their state, and that is destitution

—

destitution the most awful and destructive that
can be imagined.

Tell me not of the tyranny of the Emperor of
Russia or the poverty of the Siberian Serf as
illustrative of abused power and human depriva-
tion ; these are indeed instances of mercy and
of plenty when compared with the oppression
exercised by the Irish landowners and the wretch-
edness of the Irish poor.

I have, I confess, up to the present time always
entertained—to a considerable extent—the ob-

jection so often advanced in opposition to Poor
Laws for Ireland—that is to say, the abuses which
have crept into the English Poor Laws since the
institution of those laws in the reign of Elizabeth
and the consequent destruction of the spirit of in-

dependence and industry brought about by these
perversions, and thus rendering necessary a com-
plete reversion— I ought, perhaps, to say revolution
—of recent principles in relief of the poor—at the
risk of more danger and discontent—than would
be likely to arise from the real distress of the
pauper inhabitants of any county where a legal pro-
vision for the poor had never gained a footing.
This objection and vein of argument has hereto-
fore been the Goliath of the Irish landlords, but I

do hope and trust,—and which is far better I be-
lieve, too,—that the report of the Irish Poor Law
Commissioners will be as fatal,—not only to the
above argument against Poor Laws for Ireland,

—

but as fatal to all other arguments that can be ad-
duced by the ingenuity of interested men—as the
stone and sling of Israel's Bard were fatal to the
giant who defied the favoured people of our
Maker. In England, we read constantly of the
horrid crimes committed in Ireland, and wonder
at the depravity of human nature—and thus we
are imperceptibly led to the impression that it is

the very nature of an Irishman to be cruel and
vindictive—in fact, we think that he can commit
deeds as a sort of pastime to himself, at which our
feelings happily revolt. We feel, that although the
catalogue of crime committed in England now and
then affords an instance of diaboIic.il wickedness,
still it is quite obvious to our minds that these few
instances sink into a shadow when compared to

the " bloody men and guilty deeds" of Ireland

—

and thus we erroneously conclude that they arc
beings of a different caste from ourselves. J3ut

here we overlook the real truth. We all ktiow
that the sleek and well-fed mastift—the favourite

N
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of a rich master and the delight of the cook

—

generous of her employer's viands—would he
much less disposed to commit larceny at a
butcher's shop than the gaunt and half-starved

cur, (whose allegiance to a poverty-stricken razor-

giinder is accepted only on the terms that he
boards himself) would he disposed to commit
felony by killing a sheep—and yet we forget or

neglect to acquaint ourselves of the ten-fold

provocation to crime the Irish poor at this mo-
ment endure. Oh no ! it is not their nature to be
Avorse than ourselves—by nature they are open-
hearted and generous, but by oppression and
cruelty they are rendered

—

%vliat, they are.

It is true I had some notion of the misery of
these poor people from various narratives I have
at different times obtained from them when I

have by chance employed some of them during
the harvest, or when I have happened to meet with
them on the roads. But, in order to show that
I had formed no idea of the real extent of their

wretchedness arising from oppression and want,
I will here give as nearly as I can, in their own
words, a statement I had from two Irish families

who harvested for me in 1831 ; and then I will

compare this history of themselves, with the
history of some others contained in the report of
the Irish Poor Law Commissioners, and also in the
Clonegath meeting, and which will leave no doubt
in the mind of any reasonable person, but that the
families I shall first speak of, although their mode
of gaining a subsistence was wandering and pre-
carious, still they were, compared with those
spoken of in the documents to which I have be-
fore alluded, well off. These families— I mean
those who harvested for me in 1831—consisted
collectively of two men, two women, and about
five or six children ; the men and women vverc

all strong and healthy, because

—

as they said—
they live well, They were natives of the county
of Clare, where they each had a cabin and potatoe-

gardcn of nearly an acre in extent, and the rent

they each paid was 5/. per annum. These gar-

dens my informants told me they managed to

plant during the March month and the first fort-

night in April. This grand object of planting
being accomplished their attention was immedi-
ately turned to crossing over to England, leaving
the cnre ot their gardens and cabins to some old re-

lative orfriend, and this trust they told me was al-

ways faitlifully fulfilled. When they arrived in

England they immediately set about begging their
way to the market-gardens round London, which
gai'dens afforded them employ until the forward
haying season commenced in that part of the
world ; and when this means of employment
ceased round London, they usually got off to the
adjoining counties, where they generally found the
haying lasted till the commencement of harvest,
when, of course, they could obtain plenty of work
at high wages. Immediately the harvest was
concluded they set off to a hop-growing county,
where they joined the hop-pickers, and next, as a
finish to their round, travelled back to the London
market-gardens to help to get up potatoes, where
they remained as long as employment was to be
found, and when no work was to be had, begged
their way again to some port for the purpose of
getting back to Ireland to pay their rent from their

former savings, to subsist on their potatoes during
the winter, and to live in hopes of again crossing
the Channel in the spring. Well, surely one would
think this was all hard enough and quite suffi-

cient difficulties and hardships for human nature
to bear up against. I know I thought so, and I

wondered at the quiet contentment of these poor
soids when they assured me they were quite
cntbely well to do, and wished I could see the situ-

ation of some of their poorer countrymen. I con-
fess I doubted that such existed, but I am sorry to
say that those doubts no longer remain in my
mind, and the assertion, of my Irish labourers,
that if I could see the state of some of their afflicted

neighbours I should think them badoff quite entirely,

is confirmed by the following authenticated facts :

—At the Clonegath Meeting, the Rev. Mr. Phelan,
in speaking of the horrors occasioned by " driving
estates," proceeded as follow :

—" On one of
these instances, where the old occupiers were dis-

possessed, an adjoining farmer allowed one of the
ejected families to construct a temporary hut on
his ground until Providence should enable the
afflicted family to procure some other residence.

Soon after the agent of the landlord, both of the
farmer and the ejected poor man was passing by,
and, seeing the hut, and learning the use it was
made for, he rebuked the farmer very sharply, and
asked how he dare allow such a thing to be done.
The farmer, with more humanity than prudence,
replied ' Where will the poor people go ? sure
they must go somewhere.' 'Sir,' said the agent,
' you should not allow the land to be disfigured.'
' Then,' said the farmer, ' how can they live, or

where will they go"!' The agent replied, 'what
the devil do I care ! cant they eat each other ?"

JMr. Phelan proceeds—" Allow me to request

your particular attention and the attention of the

gentlemen of the press, some of whom I see pre-

sent, while I state facts over which humanity
must shed a tear—facts that prove stronger than

any language—the absolute, urgent, and immediate
necessity of Poor Laws—facts that have united

men in calling for a poor-rate whom no other

argument would convince as to the expediency
of that measure—facts, I repeat, which appeal to

the heart of every humane man in England and Ire-

land for sympathy and redress. In this one parish

in which I now speak there have been ejected

within the last few years by three or four land-

lords 178 families, amounting to 992 individuals,

including 224 widows and orphans. If I am asked
what has become of those people that have been
ejected, I answer that a considerable number,
particularly of the aged and infirm, lived but for a
very short time—the shock they received when
driven from the spot that gave them birth—the

destitution into which they were plunged soon
terminated their sufferings ; others, after enduring
every species of wretchedness and privation,

sank at length beneath the weight of their afflic-

tions into a premature grave ; others again sought

a refuge in the adjoining villages, where they soon
increased the burden of the humane and chari-

table ; many took shelter among their friends and
relations in the neighbourhood. I am aware of
many instances in tliis parish where there are

families lying and rising in one miserable apart-

ment only of a few square feet. My professional

duties enable me to say that the mortality which
prevailed among the unfortunate people, and the

privations they had to endure were truly deplor-

able
—

"

I take the following from evidence received by
the Irish Poor Law Commissioners : Widow
Kilboy, in the county of Mayo, says—" My
husband, who was a labourer, has been dead for

ten years ; he left four young children without

any means of support but my industry. He once
dealt in buying oats to sell again when he had

dressed them into meal. This gave me some skill
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in the business, wliicli lias been of use to me
since, persons engaged in that business employing
me to tend oats in the process of kiln-drying. I

am obliged for this purpose to watch it without
intermission for twenty-tour hours ; remaining
up during the whole night, and am paid from 7d

to 4d for each kiln-cast, according as tlie business

may he pressing or slack. The most I could

attend to is four kiln-casts in the week, and on the

average of the whole year I may be employed
nine months. When I get constant employment I

slo p as opportunity offers between the taking oft'

of one cast and the putting on of another. I

have been three weeks without lying on a bed, not

sleeping but as I took a start of sleep in the kiln

at such times as I have mentioned ; and this at

the wages as I have stated, at most 2s 6d per week.
Since my children have grown up (the eldest is

now fourteen) they have given me some relief by
helping me, but we receive no additional pay-

ment. I never lay in a stock of potatoes, but buy
from week to week as I earn the price of them.
In summer potatoes are dearer than any other

season of the year, and I have then less employ-
ment. Of coarse I am more distressed then thaw
at any other time of the year; still neither I or

any of my family have ever begged, though I am
sure most of the beggars live better than we do.

However little 1 earn we endeavour to live on it.

Sometimes when I was earning nothing persons
who are in the habit of employing me have lent

nie money to be repaid in work when they would
have employment for me. At such times we have
lived on much less food than usual. We have often
lived on one meal of dry potatoes m the day. I and
my four children have often lived on eight stone
of potatoes for a whole week—about sixteen stone
would be sufficient for us.—(Mr. Loftus says

they have been accustomed to live on so much,
and be content with it, but if they could afford it

they would consume twenty-four stone.)—We very
seldom at any time of the year have milk with
our potatoes ; we sometimes have a salt herring,

but we eat them three times di-y for once that we
have any thing with them ; and it is not the best

even of potatoes that we have

—

%ve buy the cheapest

and worst sort of lumpers that ive may have them
plentiful. lam not able to clothe my children, and I
have never been able to send them to school. A
family had been attacked by fever ; the com-
missioner found the father and four out of five

children sick, and altogether on one bed of moist

rotten straw, and their only covering a single fold

of what is called a poverty-blanket. Their only
attendant was the fifth child, a girl of eleven years
old. No person would come into the house.
Their neighbours used to leave some i)otatoes

within a few yards of the door : this ivas their only

support—medical attendance uas quite out of the

question. Another instance follows— Molowney
says that in the mountains of this parish when the
])otatoes fail they bleed the cattle and eat the blood.

l^ltrick Byrne says—"My first take was 28s per
acre, and when my lease was out my landlord
raised the rent to 4.5s 6d. As I was lothe to

leave the place I was born and reared in, I strove
to keep tiie roof over my poor mother's head ;

however, with ail our industry and hard work,
what was not in the land could not be taken out of
it ; we could not pay the rent, so of course we
were put out. The old woman went to the land-

hu'd and told him he got all the produce that came
off the land ; and he knew very well he got the

very corn after it was cut, drawn away by his own
carts and horses ; that the cows we reared went

to pay the rent ; all would not do 1 and the only
answer she got was that the ground was his, and
the money hers, and as she could not pay the rent

he fixed on it, she could go somewhere else. She
is now seventy years of age, and it is hard to see

her depending on me when I can rarely get em-
ploy!"
Now does not humanity shudder at such statements

as the above 1 and do they not carry conviction to

the mind of every reflecting person of the necessity

for a legal protection (or, in other words, a legal

provision, of a sufficient portion of the necessaries

of life) for these poor oppressed and suffering

wretches ? John Locke, in his treatise of Civil

Government, truly observes, " that he who makes
an attempt to enslave me tliereby puts himself into

a state of war witli me ;" and again he says,

—

" whenever violence is used, and injury done,
though by hands ap])ointed to administer justice,

it is still violence and injury however coloured
with the name, pretences, or form of law, the end
whereof being to protect and redress the innocent
by an unbiassed application of it to all who are

under it ; wherever that is not bona fide done war
is made upon the sufferers, who having no appeal

on earth to right them, they arc left to the only

remedy in such cases—an appeal to Heaven."
These just sentiments of Locke's strictly apply

to the present situation of the Irish Aristocracy in

respect to the present state of thousands of the

Irish paupers. Is not violence and injury done to

these poor creatures by hands appointed to admi-
nister justice ? and thus is war declai'ed by the
rich against their destitute brethren -. for if it be
not violence to drive human beings in a complete
state of destitution from house and home to

starve in a ditch—/ say if this be not violence, I

readily confess I am ignorant of the meaning- of
the term. The agent tells the farmer the estate

must not be disfigured. What are the poor crea-

tures to do? asks the humane farmer ; and for this

one question the good man secured to himself our
blessed Saviour's promise to the giver of a cup
cold water. "What remedy does the Belial heart
the agent suggest? Why, for the poor souls to eat

each other. Truly this is giving hungry people but
a dangerous propensity ! Cannibals, I have no
doubt, like other carnivorous feeders, prefer the

fd and wellfed to the half-starved and lean, and
consequently, by adopting the advice of the
steward — when these wretched mortals had
become epicures at man-eating—although, per-

haps, they might be satisfied with a dinner from
off one of their own associates during the week-
days, still they would at least have a desire either

for a Lord or a Duke as a Sunday's repast, and in

the end perhaps their appetites would even aspire

to the Lord-Lieutenant himself as a Christmas
meal. Mr. O'Connell—I am glad that name is

written, for I had a hard task to give him so re-

spectful a cognomen—has promised to bring forth

a measure of Poor Laws for Ireland during the

])resent session. I sincerely hope he will redeem
this ])romise ; but, if he should be found wanting,

surely the government cannot allow the session to

pass over without securing some remedy for the

present monstrous evil ; for if the rcjjort of the

Irish Poor Law Commissioners be read by one-

twentieth part of the community, no government,

I am convinced, would i)e able to resist the strong

feeling that would thus be created in favour of the

measure.
Above all, I trust the report will be read by our

kind-hearted Sovereign, for he has expressed him-
self interested for the condition of the labouring

N 2
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classes of Sussex, and has liberally subscribed to

several societies in this county established for re-

warding meritorious labourers, and consequently
it is only reasonable to conclude that his Majesty's

sympathy would graciously extend—in such an
increased degree as the nature of the circum-
stances require— to his starving and degraded
Irish subjects. To such of your readers as

have not seen more of the report of the Irish Poor
Law Commissioners than the above passages
whicii I have copied off—and the report abounds
in like instances of distress—it will be some
matter of surprise to learn that on the whole the
commissioners seem opposed to the introduction of
Poor Laws into Ireland. They talk of the moral
degradation which might follow in the train of
measures benevolently intended, but ill-judged,

when applied to a nation possessing the habits and
being in the peculiar situation of the people of
Ireland. They also speak " of further investiga-

ting the causes of destitution which have come
under their notice. What occasion there can be
for this investigation I am at a loss to imagine,
for they (the Commissioners) have themselves in

their own document fully shown the causes of
destitution, viz., the low wages of labour and the

exorbitant rent of land ; and there are the natural

effects of the political anomaly of having a legal

provision for the poor in one part of the United
Kingdom only.— I am Sir, your obedient and very
humble servant, AGRICULTOR.

Sussex, Feb. 3, 1836.

No. XV.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir, — An opinion prevails very generally
amongst all classes that little more is necessary
for the cure of agricultural distress, than a reduc-

tion of rents ; and it has been maintained in public

and in private, that as the landowners are a small

body of men, their interests ought not to stand in

competition with those of the great majority of

the people ; in other words that it is expedient

and reasonable, to sacrifice them for the public

good. On this last point I shall only observe, at

present, that any argument tending to prove this,

must ajjply equally to the f'undholder.

I will now attempt to shew, that a reduction of

rents, (however necessary and unavoidable,) can-

not restore prosperity to agriculture, nor, (with
present prices, prevent large tracts of land from
going out of cultivation with the ruin of tens of
thousands of landlords and farmers, and hundreds
of thousands of labourers, and others dependent on
such lands. If high rents were the only grievance,

the universal adoption of corn-rents would remove
it entirely ; but the evil is much more deeply
seated and inveterate, for nothing can enable the
British ciiltivato. to support the direct, and indi-

rect taxation peculiar to England, with the prices

of the continent. The ruin and removal of the

present occupiers, with the transfer of the soil of
England to the mortgagees, will not alter the case

at all, so long as the public debt and taxes, and
the prices remain as at present. The reasoning of
Mr. lluskisson still applies to the state of this

country, (debate on the Corn-Laws, May 24, 1814.)
"The noble lord, (Lord A. Hamilton,) deceived
himself if he imagined tliat we could return to the
state in wliich we were before we entered on tlie

contest. This was one of the most dangerous

errors that could be entertained. The whole ex-
penditure ofthecountry at that time, only amount-
ed to 16 millions. He (Mr. H.) was confident that
our peace establishment must entail on us a per-
manent charge of nearer sixty, than fifty millions.
And would this produce no alteration in the money
value of articles > When gentlemen talked of the
increased price of bread, did they forget that
e\ery thing else had risen in proportion, and that,
not in consequence of the high price of bread, but
the amount qt taxation . It had been said that the
obvious remedy was for the landlords to lower
their rents. If even the whole rental of the coun-
try were remitted, it would be impossible for the
country to return to the prices before the war."
(Speeches of the Right Hon. W. Husskisson,
pages 299 and 300.) I assert without fear of re-
futation, that our agriculture cannot go on ivith

continental prices, and the present amount of public
debt and taxes ; and were the whole rental of the
kingdom remitted, it would not affect the general
question, nor lower the price of bread to the con-
sumer. It would have no other effect, as Mr.
Malthus has observed, than to enable those far-
mers whose lands now pay a rent to live like

gentlemen, and they would have to expend that
portion of the general revenue which now falls to
the share of the landlord." (Ricardo,— essay on
the Profits of Stock, page 20) " Is it credible that
if the price of corn were to gradually fall to 45s or
50s a quarter, it would answer to us to go on im-
proving our agriculture with our increasii g popu-
lation, or even to maintain our produce in our
actual state .' It is a great mistake to suppose
that the effects of a fall in the price of corn on cul-

tivation, may be fully compensated by a diminution
of rents. Rich land which yields a large neat
rent, may, indeed, be kept in its actual state, not-
withstanding a fall in the price of its produce

;

as a diminution may be made to compensate for
its fall, and all the additional expenses that belong
to such a rich and highly taxed country. But in

poor land the fu7id of rent will often be found quite
insufficient for this purpose. There is a good
deal of land in this country of such a quality that
the expenses of its cultivation, together with the
outgoings of poor rates, tithes, and taxes, will not
allow the farmer to pay more than a fifth or sixth
of the value of the whole produce in the shape of
rent. If we were to suppose prices of grain to

fall from 75s to 50s a quarter, (or at this time
from 60s to 40s) the whole of such rent would be
absorbed, even if the price of the whole produce of
the farm did not fall in ])roportion to the price of
grain, and making some allowance for a fall in the
price of labour. The regular cultivation of such
land for grain, would be given up, and any sort

of pasture, however scanty, would be more bene-
ficial both to the landlord and farmer. Every di-

minution of price (of produce) not fully and im-
mediately balanced, by a proportionate fall in all

the necessary expenses of a farm, will tell in the
computation ; and if after all these outgoings are
allowed for, the price of produce will not leave a
fair remuneration for the capital employed, accord-
ing to the general rate of profits, no sufficient

motive can exist to continue the cultivation of such
land." (Malthus. Observations on the Corn Laws,
and a Rise and Fall inthe price of Corn on Agricul-
ture, i)ages 18, 19, and 20.) I cannot think that a

great fall in the price of corn can be " fully," much
less " immediately balanced by a j)roportionate

fall in all the necessary expenses of a farm." That

there has been yet no proportionate fall in the
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wages of the labourers is well known, and it is

made a subject of rejoicing, by the advocates for

low priced corn, and amongst them by Earl Fitz-

william, who flatters himself and tries to persuade
the landowners, that rent will fall but little under
low prices ot corn. But if the aggregate money
amount of a farm's produce is to fall permanently,
(one-third suppose,) and the landlord and labourer

are to receive still the same, or nearly the same,

amount in money, it is evident they will receive

more than their share of the produce ;—this may
bo to them a subject of rejoicing, but not to the

imfortunate occupier, whose capital must be taken

away by it; and I admire not that obliquity of moral
feeling which can rejoice at the robbing of Peter

to pay Paul. When 1 consider the eifect of more
prosperous times on the habits of the English la-

bourers, and how many of the articles now ne-

cessary to them are little influenced by the fall of

corn, either because they are aff'ected by taxation,

or consist wholly or in part, of foreign materials,

I expect no adequate reduction of wages so long

as emyloyment'is found. From Sir F. M. Eden's
work on the Poor Laws 1 find that in a labourer's

family of about an average size, the articles of
house-rent, fuel, soap, candles, tea, sugar, and
clothing, are generally equal to the articles of

bread or meal ; on a very rough estimate the whole
may be divided into five parts; of which two con-
sist of meal or bread, two of the articles above
mentioned, and one of meat, milk, butter, cheese
and potatoes. These divisions are of course sub-
ject to considerable variations,- arising from the
number of the family, and the amonnt of the earn-
ings. But if they merely approximate towards
the truth, a rise in the price of corn (and conse-
quently a fall,) must be both slow and partial in

its eft'ects upon labour. Meal, milk, butter, cheese,

and potatoes.are slowly affected by the price ofcorn;
house-rent, bricks, stones, timber, fuel, soap,

candles, and clothing, still more slowly ; and as

far as some of them depend in part, or in the

whole, upon foreign materials, (or are objects of

taxation) as is the case with leather, linen, cot-

ton, soap, and candles, they may be considered as

independent of it; like the two remaining articles

of tea and sugar, which are by no means unim-
portant in their amount. It is manifest, there-

fore, that the whole of the wages of labour can
never rise or fall in proportion to the variations in

the price of grain; and that the eflFect produced
by these variations must be very slow in its oper-

ation." (Malthus, as above, page 6.) " It is, un-
doubtedly true, that corn might be just as suc-

cessfully cultivated, and as much capital might be
laid out upon the land at the price of 20s, per
quarter, as at the price of 100s., provided that

every commodity, loth at home and abroad, were
j)recisely proportioned to the reduced scale. But
to infer from these truths that any natural or arti-

ficial causes, which should raise or lower the

value ^ of corn or silver, (or of gold, our present
standard,) might be considered as matters of indif-

ference, would be an error of serious magnitude.
Practically, no material change can take pla:e in

the value of either without producing both lasting

and temporary eft'ects, which have a most power-
ful eifect on the distribution of property." (Mal-
thus, as above, page 13.) If, then, a fall in the

price of corn can only operate slowly and dispro-

jjortionately on the wages of the labourer, it nmst

do so on those of the artisan, and on the articles

supplied by him, many of which arc probably

raised by taxation. On general and local taxes»

" on taxes on farming stock," " on taxes on the

necessaries of farmers," a fall in the price of corn

will have but little influence; therefore, if corn

continue low, it will very seriously aff^ect the con-

dition of the fanner, whose trade has always, (on

a long average) been, comparatively, a very poor

one. As I cannot agree with you, Mr. Editor, in

thinking any reduction whatever, of rent or

tithes, (however necessary) can alone effect a

cure for agricultural distress, neither can I think

with you, that abundant crops have caused such

low prices, (except partially so of wheat) because

the crops of barley, oats, beans, and peas, have

been difficient for several years ; yet even of these

the jjrices are low, considered as the prices of

scarcity. Besides most products of British indus-

try (unless the objects of direct taxation) are

equally low, and have been progressively falling in

price, ywri passu with corn, ever since the passing

of Peel's bill, and more especially, since the com-
pletion of that measure by the final withdrawal of

the one pound notes. The whole eircidation of

England has been reduced nearly one half, and

that of the rural districts, two thirds , this seems

suflRcient to account for the fall of corn, and all

commodities ; but if any one doubt, let him com-

pare the aggregate amount of Bank of England

issues, and of country bank notes, with the prices

of corn, making allowance for years of dearth, or

of abundance ; and also the variations in the

prices of other commodities, allowing for remis-

sion of duties, or other accidental causes, from the

year 1815 to the present time, and all doubt will

cease.

To talk of restoring prosperity to argriculture

by any reduction of rents and tithes alone, is to

support delusion, and to deceive the people of

England, and particularly the farmers, to their

ruin. Let taxes, as well as rents and tithes, be

brought down to the price of corn, or if the pre-

sent amount of taxation is to be kept up, let it be

paid in a currency of the same value as that in

which the money was borrowed. There is no
alternative but this or ruin for agriculture.

The present state of things ought not to excite

surprise, since it was distinctly foretold by those
" currency doctors," Mr. Cobbctt, Sir John Sin-

clair, Mr. Attwood, Lord Western, Sir James
Graham, and others. 1 am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Sussea;, February, 1836. TERR^E FILIUS.

No. XVI.

TO THE EDITOR OF "THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE."

Sir,—In your valuable publication, I often read

letters, essays, and reported speeches, on that

much engrossing subject Agricultural Distress,

and on the best mode of relieving the cultivators

of the soil from their supposed embarrassments.

These articles arc frequently couched in very

strong language, abusive to the land-owners, and

threatening serious consequences to them if they

do not so permanently reduce their rents as to re-

store prosperity to their tenants.

I do not know what good purpose such violent

language can answer, for the writers can know
very little of human nature, if they suppose that

so large a class of persons as the owners of lands

are, (both great and small) can he brought to act

on any other than the universal principle by which

all others are governed, that of making as great

advantages of their property as they can ; indeed
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their arguments can apply to such only as hold
land under lease, the tenant at will can quit his

farm at a short notice, if he finds it a losing con-

cern, at least as easily as the manufacturer can
give up his manufactory, or the merchant his

ships.

I am old enough to remember that some 40 or 50

years ago many held tlieir farms on long leases at

very low rents, and when afterwards agricultural

produce advanced to very high prices, I never
heard an instance of a tenant's going to his land-

lord and saying, " I occupy your land on terms
very inadequate to the value of its produce ; I

know that you cannotnowlive on your income, and
are involving yourself and family in debt, whilst

I am filling my pockets, therefore I will make an
addition of tent per cent, to the rent." If such
was the case in any instance I shall be much
obliged to either of your Correspondents if he will

point it out ; but if such a circumstance never oc-

curred, with what face can tenants, now that things

have taken a different turn, ask for abatements.
If they insisted on the pounds of flesh when they
had it in their powers, have they not set examples
to their landlords, which they cannot blame them
for following.

Is it quite so clear that farmers are suflFering to

the extent complained of? We hear of very few
bankruptcies or insolvencies amongst them, cer-

tainly not more than occur with persons in any
other lines of business. The only depressed arti-

cle of their produce is wheat, and I shall endea-
vour to shew why that is so low in price.

I have read much on the low prices that wheat
has borne for the last few years, where various
causes have been assigned for the depression, but
I think the true one has not been hit upon, namely
the increased and increasing cultivation and use of
potatoes.

This root now forms by much the greater part
of the food of the poor, is in common use at the
dinner tables of the middling classes in lieu of
bread, and is also introduced (fried) at the break-
fast tables of the rich.

I live in a manufacturing town where a great
number of young women are employed ; they tell

me that few of them allow themselves more than
one sixpenny loaf of bread a week, and even that
is probably composed in part of potatoes ; the
whole of their other food, with the exception of
tea and an ounce or two of butter, is potatoes.

The large farmers, whose complaints are loudest,
although they in general rent their farms cheaper
than the small ones, seldom cultivate the root to
any extent themselves, (the attention required
would interfere too much with their sporting pro-
pensities, and enjoyments at markets and fairs),

but let their potatoe grounds in small parcels at

high rents to inferior persons, who manage them
chiefly at their leisure times, the farmers manur-
ing the land, doing the plough labour, and hauling
the produce home to the cultivator, or to the per-
sons to whom he disposes it.

This person retains sufficient for the use of his
family, and sells the remainder, except the refuse
with which, with the aid of a small quantity of
barley, he keeps and fattens one or more pigs, ac-
cording to his means.

I believe it is ascertained that the quantity of
wheat grown does not by any means keep pace
with the increased population, and yet more is

grown than is wanted, which I think Ihave clearly
accounted for. No doubt, the increased quantity
imported from Ireland has its eflfect, but I believe

the chief cause is the growing use of the potatoe
as a substitute, and whilst that continues there is

but one way of advancing the price of wheat,
namely, by reducing the quantity produced to a

level with the demand, and employing the lands
for other purposes.
The poor man says that 2401bs of potatoes does

as much good in his family as 601bs of wheat; now
if we take the average produce of an acre of wheat
at 11 cwts, and an acre of potatoes at 1.30 cwts,

which I believe is a statement in favour of the

wheat crop, it will appear that one acre of pota-

toes produces about as much food as three acres

of wheat ; or in other words that the productive
land in the country to the extent of tlie potatoe

cultivation, is equal to a threefold increase.

Under these circumstances what can Parliament
do ? Can they force the jjcople to relinquish the

use of potatoes and fall back on that of wheat 1 Or
is it not sufficiently obvious that the farmers alone

can remedy the evil (if an evil it be) by applying
their lands to other purposes.
Should these remarks merit your notice, I may

perhaps pursue the subject in another epistle.

AUDI ALTERAM PARTEM.

No. XVII.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir,—As a ccmstant reader of your valuable

publication, I forward a few remarks in answer to
" A Subscriber," -who through your pages solicits

information, on the good arising from agricultural

shows of stock, ploughing matches, &c. Having
witnessed the establishment and proceedings of

one of the first societies in England, induces me
to give an opinion on the good arising from such
societies, which have in their object the encourage-
ment of good breeding, cultivated by the diflerent

modes adopted by difTerent societies ; some by
offering premiums for breeding stock, others to

the produce, [regulated by certain restrictions in

the different classes, according to the wish of the
society ; by age and manner of keeping, &c., &c. ;

which is productive of great good, by bringing to-

gether the specimens of the diflerent herds and
flocks which are kept in the neighbourhood, where
such societies are established, at once pointing
out the sort of animal or animals that possess those
qualities most worthy of encouragement ; then by
the award of premiums, you produce a spirit in

the breeders of the neighbourhood, who not only
compete at the annual meeting, (as a school for

the young farmer,) but at the fairs and markets
around, will be found that improvement in the

breeding and feeding of such animals, that it will

at once establish the. neighbourhood as famous for

good cattle, both in store and fat order. The com-
petition in the different classes of such societies

affords much information, even to the more en-
lightened, by bringing together the breeds of many
counties as specimens of their choice, showing the
different propensities each breed of animals possess
over those of their neighbours, leaving the se-

lection of breed to those who wish to establish

themselves as breeders, or supporters of the good
that may arise from the attention of the farmer to

this great point, but more particularly in the breed
of sheep, as they are capable of great improve-
ment in every district, and will repay the breeder
instantly. I have seen the astonishing effect of

good breeding over that of the careless j—for in-
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stance, the one-year old sheep fed upon vegetable

food only, have surpassed those of an ill form that

have been fed till two years old, and without re-

striction.

I am of opinion that if the carrot, turnip, and
mangel wurzel, be properly cultivated, they will

surpass any artificial food that may be iatroduced,

as a system, knowing that cake or corn never gave
solidity or good form to an ill-bred animal. Pre-

miums also for the different vegetables grown in

the district, would lead to animprovementin their

respective qualities, in the advancement of whicli

the ploughman would take an active part, there-

fore none need more encouragement or example.
In this neighbourhood they are amply rewarded,
by the exertions of R. W. Baker, Esq., who has
been most sanguine in the formation of a plough-
ing match, held annually at his residence at Cot-

tesmore, since which great spirit has been pro-

duced in the hearts of the ploughmen, who are

seen daily striving to advance their skill for the
iie.Kt annual meeting, which must uiuloubtedly
profit th3 farmer. As a proof the rapid improve-
ment made since the commencement, would con-
vince the most prejudiced, and at once agree that

the men of Rutland are now equal, if not superior
to those of any other county in England.—I fear I

have taken too great a liberty with your pages, but
being a warm supporter of your valuable publica-
tion, must plead the excuse of your friend

Feb. 15, 1836. RUTLAND.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE
EXPRESS.

Sir,— Since my last you have pretty well an-

swered the attack made upon you by the dictators of

the Agriculturist. Their descending to something-

very like abuse, and imputationsof luiworthy motives

to you and those connected with the Mark Lane Ex-

press, upon, I believe, no grounds whatever, but be-

cause you as an honest journalist took a common
sense and just view of the change in the currency

scheme, advanced as a panacea for all the evils tbac

are supposed to afflict the agricultural part of the

community, and finding it false, denounced it ac-

cordingly, is unwortln'of men advancing themselves

forward as the advocates of an interest in the king-

dom—so, I may almost say, solemn, and so intimate-

ly connected with the other great interests, all of

which are of equal importance, and unquestionably

deserve equal protection, and the most dispassionate

consideration for their interests in the investigation

of causes, and the adoption of measures for the relief

of any other individual branch so supposed to be
suffering from inadequate protective laws or regula-

tions. One would have thouglit that they would
have guarded their cause by a more dignified and
conciliatory attitude in their assumed advocacy, than

that which they have bodied forth in the columns of

the " Live and let Live" journal. 1 may not he a

judge in such matters, but tlieir principles, though

thpy may deem them orthodox, seem to me either no
principle at all, or, to say the least of them, of a very

suspicious char;icter. They taunt you with Whig-

principles. What a dishonour ! To my simple

mind it appears tnnt-.iraount to taunting you with

honesty. However, (though I know I noed not

trouble myself,) heed them not, the snug, well-found

ship, The Ahirk Lane Express, if conducted, as 1

have but little doubt it will, with that abdity it has

latterly displayed, will long ride under easy canvass

among her contemporary barks, long alter sucli crazy

suddenly got-up ventures as the Jgriculturist, are

silently sleeping at the bottom of the literary ocean,
and their performances no more remembered.
A Whig JNIinistry have given the agriculturists a

committee upon agricultural distress, but the cur-

rency-changing gentry are left alone in their glory.

Something like unfortunate beings suspected to he
tainted with some contagious malady, there they
stand, looked upon by friends and foes alike, as ob-

jects only of pity, and dangerous to come into con-
tact with. There will, I have no doubt, be a fair

and full inejuiry made, and I trust that such parties

as those you liave very judiciously pointed out in

your leader of last IMonday, will be called before
the committee. I am glad that a committee has been
granted, because of the outcry that has been made,
and instigated by the rack and war-rent-supporting

needy embarrassed landlords, though I think quite
unnecessarily, and at a useless expense to the

country, because partial distress (and only partial it

is, and local, and so it will be found without pretend-

ing to the gift of foreknowledge,) is well known and
acknowledged, and its extent and locality ; and
therefore, what remained for the legislature to do,

or to be called upon to do, was to consider what
might be proper to be done for the removal of that

distress as far as possible, without prejudice to any
other of the great interests of the state. Had the

agriculturists only called upon the ministeis and
parliament to do this, I shrewdly think they would
have gained quite as much, and not unlikely more,

and that more speedily than by the course pursued.

The inquiry may (and will I trust) be a searching

one, and the perusal of the report by the country at

large may have a different efiect to that anticipated

by those who ex))ect to derive great benefit from it.

I know your space for original matter is now more
limited on accountof the important m<itters discussed

in parliament, I shall tlierefore make only two or

three more remarks. Whatever legislative enact-

ments may be made, supply and demand will govern

prices ; and the rent of the land must be according

to the marketable value of that which it produces.

It ought not to be tolerated in this country that the

price of corn shall be made to rise, hut by the

natural demand arising from the industry and healthy

prosperity of all classes of the connnunity. Isqual

justice certainly the farmer ought to have, and that

I think he cannot say but he has, when it is called

to mind the many taxes from which Le has been re-

lieved since the peace, and the enjoynicnt of so heavy

a protective duty upon foreign corn by the present

corn laws.

Another circumstance occurs to me at this moment,

which nniy account to a very considerable extent for

the great productiveness of our harvests of late

years. It appears to me that really very bad h-arvests

cannot now occur so frequently as formerly under

our improved husbandry. All kinds of grain are

now sown generally duee weeks or a month earlier

in their resiiective seasons, and therefore are fit for

cutting three weeks or a month earlier, thereby

having the advantage of being stacked or housed in

the best part of the summer. The extensive drainage

too over the whole kingdom, and which is progress-

ing more and more every year, (underdraining being

now found to he the ground-work for all improve-

ments, particularly upon arable land,) has tended,

and is tending greatly to ameliorate our cliinate ; so

that wo cannotnow, "it ai)pears to nie, be visited any-

thing like so freiiuently with had harvests, and when

such do take place they cannot he by many degrees

so fatal to the hopes of the farmer.

Many other things rise in my mind, which support

mo in the conviction that supply alone keeps down
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price, and that no tampering with the currency can

permanently raise it without raisinj;; the price of all

other products of the industry of our country in the

same proportion ; and then, where would be the

real benefit to any body, who ought in justice to be

benefitted by any legislative enactment'!

REFLECTOR.
Strand, Feb. 12, 1836.

ON THE DEGENERACY OF THE
POTATO-

BV MR. WILLIAM PATON, GREENABY, BRED, ISLE OF
MAN.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.}

Nothing need be said on the value of the potato,

and consequently, on the importance of investi-

t;ating the causes which may either deteriorate

its qnality or lessen its productiveness.

For some time past there has been much com-
plaint relative to its being infected with a disease

called the taint, and inquiry has very judiciously

been courted concerning the cause of it, and the
means by which it may be prevented. Some of
the correspondents of this journal have assigned
reasons for its existence, which must be admitted
to be plausible, and to a certain extent correct

;

but after making a variety of experiments, and
gathering information from different potato
growers 1 have been led to form conclusions re-

specting the causes of this disease, which do not
yet appear to have received the attention which
they seem to myself to merit. While most cor-
respondents have noticed the injurious influence of
external causes in producing the taint, they seem
not to have directed their attention sufficiently to

those which arc inherent. I believe it will be found
that where this disease has been most prevalent,

it has affected most seriously those sorts of po-
tatoes which, from their superior quality, have
been cultivated for the greatest length of time,

and that it has been most destructive among those
sorts which are marked by peculiar delicacy. This
clearly shows that there must be some cause of

the disease in the potato itself, which may indeed
be increased by external causes, bnt which, at the

same time, must be regarded as independent of
them. With these views, I consider that the
means of preventing the taint must be applied both

to the removal of wliatever of an external nature
may be found injurious to its health, and also to

the counteraction of its internal causes of disease.

Among the external causes of the evil in ques-
tion, may certainly be considered an unfavourable
state of the atmosphere, though from my own ob-
servation, I am inclined to think that this rarely

produces a deficient crop, if all other circumstances

are favourable. External drought, from being ad-

verse to the vegetation of the sets, may, and no
doubt sometimes does, subject them to the taint.

There is also reason to think that external moisture,

when accompanied with colds, by chilling the sets,

produces a similar result, but these are causes over

which we have no control. From the use of un-

fermented manure, the same effect will, in all pro-

bability, L^ometimes follow, and in cases in which
the land has not been svfficiently pulverised before

being planted, the evil complained of has been
found to prevail extensively, and probably through
the sets not being sufficiently protected from the
influence of the air when the weather has been
too dry to be favourable to vegetation. As far,

however, as my own obsesvations have extended,
those injuries which the potato itself receives, are
the most powerful external causes of the disease

in question ; and among those by far the most
powerful, their being cut when prepared for plant-

ing, and their being deprived of their first and
stro7igest shoots, which too often happens in con-
sequence of their sprouting before they can be re-

moved from the place in which they are preserved
during winter ; also in undergoing partial fermen-
tation before and after being cut. These must be
regarded as serious injuries, which, although they
may not so materially affect the coarser and har-

dier sorts, I have found to be exceedingly destruc-

tive to the more delicate, and particularly those

which, by reason of their superior quality, have
long been cultivated. We now come to what I

consider the very root of the evil, namely, a pre-

disposition in thepotato itself to receive the disease in

question. This predisposition I conceive to result

from its havingdegenerated in consequence ofhaving
been subjected to a long course of artificial cultiva-

tion ; and, therefore, that our attention must be

directed mainly to the means of preventing this

degeneracy, while we endeavour to remove all such
external causes of the disease as may be under our
control. That the potato, in common with all

other cultivated productions of the vegetable

world, has a tendency to degenerate when the

laws of nature are deviated from, must be granted ;

and, considering that it is not a native of this

country, it is reasonable to expect that it will de-

generate in proportion as means are neglected to

prevent it from doing so.

This tendency to degenerate is well known to

exist even in trees which are cultivated by graft-

ing ; and to such an extent, that many of the first

sorts of apple-trees which were formerly cultivat-

ed with the greatest care have long since become
entirely worthless.

With respect to the potato, nature seems clearly

to have made provision for the permanent health

as well as for the productiveness of her own off-

spring, in the seed contained in the berry which
the plant produces from its stalks ; and conse-

quently, by our endeavouring to perpetuate any
particular sort of potato by continually cutting

and planting its tubers, it is reasonably to be ex-

pected that we shall injure its general properties

and powers, and thus gradually render it less fit

for food, and more liable to disease. As I have
already observed, extensive observation has fully

satisfied me that the taint by far more frequently

attacks the long cultivated, and more delicate

sorts of potatoes, than any others ; the former I

conceive, because their vegetative powers have be-

come enfeebled and disordered by a long course
of treatment opposed to nature ; and the latter,

because the very delicacy of their constitution

renders them more liable than the hardier sorts to

disease.

If the foregoing observations should be deemed
correct, it will follow that, in order to be as cer-

tain of obtaining as good a crop of potatoes as it is

possible to be, the ground before being planted,

should be thoroughly pulverized ; the manure should

be u)ellfermented ; the sets should be whole potatoes,*
and never deprived of their first shoots, nor allowed

* I would recommend for sets, under all circum-
stances, old potatoes somewhat under the middling
size, or about as large as a walnut, which may either

be separated by riddles, or selected by the hand at

the time of digging.
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to ferment ; and lastly that a constant succession of
new sorts should be raisedfrom the berries of the old

ones. The newly raised sorts would doubtless ad-
mit of being cut with safety for several years, and
would be but little affected by other external in-

juries, unless peculiarly delicate, as they would
possess all the health aud vigour of a plant propa-
gated according to nature's lavs. By attending

to these few suggestions, the experience of several

years of extensive observations warrants me in

saying, that a full crop of potatoes may, under all

ordinary circumstances of the weather, at all

times be secured. I would, however, particularly

recommend the raising of a succession of new sorts

from the seeds contained in the berry of the most
approved old ones, as I firmly believe that the dis-

ease complained of is mainly to be attributed to

this having been too generally neglected. In the

year 1833, I raised from the berry a great variety

of new sorts. In 1834, the best of them were se-

lected, and planted separately. At the present
time, although planted late and cut, they are dis-

playing an extraordinary degree of health and
vigour ; while, in the same field, and almost by
the side of them, some of the old sorts are not only
feeble, but both tainted and curled ; thus un-
answerably proving the necessity of having re-

course to the assistance of nature to counteract
the evils arising from a long course of artificial,

and in some respects injudicious, cultivation. On
another occasion I will, in all probability, send the

readers of this Journal an account of the future
stages of this experiment.

PARING AND BURNING.
The process of paring and burning consists in

paring off, by means of a spade or plough, the

sward or turf of the soil, and burning it, either in

heaps or by setting fire to the turfs on edge, and
then spreading the ashes upon the surface.

The process must be performed while the wea-
ther is sufficiently dry to allow of the combustion
of the turf. It may be begun in the month of
April, or, if the weather be dry, earlier, and may
be continued throughout the summer as conveni-
ence or the state of the weather allows.

The instruments employed in this operation arc

either a species of spade, pushed along partly by
the hands and partly by the pressure of the breast,

and thence termed a breast-plough, or by a plough
so formed as to cut and lay on its back a thin

sward or turf.

The spade or breast-plough is a triangular-

shaped spade, about 9 inches in length, and 10 or
12 in breadth. It is fixed to a strong handle, with
a cross handle at top, upon which the workman
presses with his breast, holding the cross handle
at the same time. When he has pushed it for-

ward and under the sod for about two feet or
more, he suddenly turns it over, and reverses the
sod. He then proceeds as before, pushing and
turning over the sod as he advances. Workmen
with similar spades follow each other, and thus

the whole turf is turned over. The depth of

the sod cut is generally from 1 J to 2 inches, or

a little more. There is generally a raised edge on
one side of the sj)adc, which facilitates the

operation.

This instrument performs the work satisfactorily,

though it requires considerable manual labour.

When the ground, however, is rocky or unccpial,

it is the best method of effecting the purpose.

But in those cases where the land is tolerably level

or free from obstacles, as in the fenny districts of

England, where paring and burning are practised

to a great extent, it is common to substitute a
species of plough, formed so as to pare off a thin

sod, and reverse it.

The turf being cut an inch or more in thickness,

is set up on edge to dry, and after it has remained
in this state for a time sufficient to render it dry
enough to burn, it is either set on fire as it stands
on edge, or it is collected into heaps. The heaps
are set on fire and left to burn, being so covered
as tli;it they shall burn with a smothered heat.
By this slow combustion the whole heap is equally
consumed. But there is often difficulty in getting
these heaps to burn, in which case it is necessary
to employ straw, furze, and other substances, to
maintain the combustion.
When the heaps are burned, the ashes are spread

abroad upon the surface, and as quickly as possible
covered by a shallow ploughing.

Upon the land thus ploughed may be sown a
crop of rape or turnips in the same season, to be
eaten upon the ground with sheep. This is the
best mode of treating land that has undergone the
process of paring and burning. Further, the
after-management of land so treated should be as
gentle as possible ; for having called the produc-
tive powers of the soil into ])owerful action, we
must be careful not to avail ourselves of this to rob
and exhaust it.

Much dispute has arisen on the advantages and
evils of paring and burning.

While it is by some contended that it must ex-
haust the soil of its permanent sources of fertility,

by dispelling the soluble matter which it contains,
it is contended by others that any loss of soluble
matter from this cause is more than compensated
by the increased productiveness of the soil, and
the consequent means afforded of adding to its

fertility by the greater quantity of manures pro-
duced, and that, in truth, experience does not
prove that the soil is exhausted of its permanent
powers of fertility by this process.

But whatever advantages may result from the
practice under certain circumstances, it is known
that an injurious use is frequently made of the
temporary fertility produced; and that, although
in many cases it may be an advantageous method
of stimulating the productive powers of the soil,

there are many others in which this stimulus is too
powerful.

The cases in which paring and burning havcbeen
found to be always hurtful, are those of a siliceous

sand, with a thin covering of sward. A soil of this

sort is frequently seen to be reduced to a caput
mortuum by the operation. In this case, the
scanty vegetable matter which such a soil contains
being driven off by heat, or exhausted by a few
crops of corn, nothing remains but the barren sand
of which it was composed.

All thin soils, however, are not thus injured by
paring and burning. Thin chalky soils, and in-

deed the thinnest calcareous soils of any kind,

rarely suffer, except under great mismanagement,
from paring and burning. The heat probably acts

upon the limestone by dispelling the carbonic acid,

and this calcareous matter, converted into quick-
lime, produces an immediate action upon vegeta-

tion. If snih land is gently treated and laid

down to grass, it will be covered again with a
sward, the growth of which will (juickiy repair tliu

loss of vegetable matter. Thin chalky downs in

England have been subjected to a constant repeti-
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tion of the process of paring and burning, without

any apparent diminution of their fertility.

Again, in the decj) peaty and fenny soils, the

process of paring and burning may be carried on

to a certain extent without injury, lierc there is

a great excess of vegetable matter, and the loss of

a part of it at the surface is not attended with sen-

sible injury. The loss is more than compensated

by the increased produce ; and if such lands are

laid down to grass, without having been too much
exhausted by cropping, the production of fresh

sward will soon replace the waste of vegetable

matter.
Cold clays too have been often much improved

by paring and burning. Such soils do not gene-

rally contain much vegetable matter, and when
that portion of it which is contained in the turf is

expelled, a more than corresponding benefit is

derived by improving the texture of the soil itself.

*' The process of burning, " says Sir Humphrey
Davy, " renders the soil less compact, less tena-

cious and retentive ot moisture ; and, when pro-

perly applied, may convert a matter that was
stiff, damp, and, in consequence, cold, into one
powdery, dry, and warm ; and much more proper

as a bed for vegetable life.

"

"The great objection made by speculative

chemists, " continues he, " to paring and burning
is, that it destroys vegetable and animal matter,

or the manure in the soil ; but in cases in which
the texture of its earthy ingredients is perma-
nently improved, there is more than a compensa-
tion for tliis temporary disadvantage ; and in some
soils, where there is an excess of inert vegetable

matter, the destruction of it must be beneficial

;

and the carbonaceous matter remaining in the

ashes may be more useful to the crop than the

vegetable fibre from which it was produced.
"

" All soils which contain too much dead vegeta-

ble fibre, and which consequently lose from one-

third to one-half of their weight by incineration,

and all such as contain their earthy constituents

in an impalpable state of division, i. e. the stiff

clays and marls, are improved by burning ; but in

coarse sands or rich soils containing a just mixture
of the earths, and in all cases in which the texture

is already sufficiently loose, or the organizable

matter sufficiently soluble, the process of torrefac-

tion cannot be useful. All poor siliceous soils

must be injured by it.
"

The deductions of science here accord witli

practice. But even in those cases where paring

and burning may be recommended, great injury

is yet to be dreaded from exhausting- by severe

cropping the productive powers of the soil thus

stimulated. In this manner immense injury may
be done, and has been done, and an instrument of

beneficial improvement, if discreetly used, con-

verted into a mean of ruining the soil.

When any kind of land is for the first time made
arable, a good reason may perhaps exist for this

mode of rendering it as soon as possible produc-

tive. But after land has been brought into a state

of regular culture, it is difficult to believe, not-

withstanding the authority of so many farmers in

England, that paring and burning are good as a

regular system. Great crops are doubtless raised

in the l''cns and other parts where this system pre-

vails, but greater crops still are raised in the north

of England and in Scotland, on inferior soils, and
with a less favourable climate, where the system
of paring and burning is unknown.
But while paring and burning may be thus in-

judiciously and too indiscriminately practised, and

without the precautions that should attend it,

there is no season why we should not avail our-

selves of so powerful an instrument of improve-

ment, when it can be beneficially employed.

The cases in which it may be safely used seem
to be :

—
1, In the case of cold clays, marls, and calcare-

ous soils, when broken up for the first time.

2, In the case of moors, where there is a con-

siderable stratum of peat, and which are broken up

for the first time.

.3, In the case of deep peaty soils, where there

is an excess of undecomposed vegetable fibre.—

•

Loiv's Agriculture.

EAST-RIDING AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The following Premiums will be given, at

the Agricultural Show, to be held at Bk-

VERLEY, on Wednesday, the 27tli day of

July.

To the labourer in husbandry (who has not occupied

more than half an acre of land) who has brought

up and placed out to service the greatest number
of children, without receiving parochial relief £.»

To the second ajiproved candidate 3

To the third ditto 2

To the fourth ditto 1

The premiums to servants in husbandry, being un-

married persons, will be extended to those who
have lived in several places, provided they have

lived not less than four years in each service ; to

produce certiiicates from their masters or families,

or in case of their death or removal, from two re-

spectable persons of each service. £,.

To the first candidate 4

To the second ditto 3
To the third ditto 2

To the fourth ditto 1

Tlie same regulation shall apply to female servants

and the following rewards given :

—

£ .

To the first candidate 3

To the second ditto 1

The same regulation be applied to female servants in

farming service, and the following rewards given :

£
To the first candidate 3
To the second ditto (not living in service as

Housekeeper) 2

To the third ditto 1

To the shepherd who has reared the greatest pro-

portionate number of lambs from not less than

100 ewes 3
To the shepherd who has lived the longest time

in one service 3

Any person obtaining the highest premium, in any
one class, or the second premium for two consecutive

years, shall not be eligible to again compete in the

same class for the following year.

All competitors must have lived with families re-

sident in the East- Riding, or town and county of

Kingston-upon-Hull, during the periods of their ser-

vitude.

The second premium will not be given unless there

are four competitors ; the third, unless five ; and the

fourth, unless six.
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For the best bull, of any age, from any part of the

kingdom , £10
For the best two-year old or aged bull 5
For the best yearling- bull 3
For the best cow in milk, or in breeding state ... 5
For the second best 3
For the best two-year old heifer 3
For tbe best yearling- lieifer 3
For the best tup, of any age, from any part of the

kingdom (,)/. by tlio Association, and i)l. added
by Yarburgli Greanie, Esq., of Sewerby) .... 10

For the best aged tup 5
For the best Sliearling tup 5
For the best pen of five breeding ewes 3
For the second best ditto 2
For the best pen of live shearling- weihers 3
For the best pen of five shearling gimmers 3
For the second best ditto 1

For the best coaching mare 5

For the second best ditto 2
For the best mare for breeding hunters 5
For the second best ditto 2

For the best mare for breeding i-oadsters 5
For the second best „ . 2

For the best cart mare 3
For the second best ditto 2
For the best boar 2
For the second best ditto 1

For the best sow 2
For the second best ditto 1

For the best three-year old coaching colt 3
For tlie best two-year old ditto 3
For the best 3-eariing- coaching colt 2
For the best three-year old coaching filly 3
For the best three-year old hunting colt 3
For the best stallion for getting coach horses ... 5
For the best stallion for getting huntei-s 5
For the best stallion for getting roadsters 5
For the best stallion for getting cart horses 3
For the test yearling stviUion colt by i\Ien-y Legs,

(given by Robert Denison Esq. of Kilnwick
Percy) 5

The second premium will not be given for cattle

unless there are three shown.
The bulls to be kept in the East-Riding, and to

serve tiie cows of the members at not more than one
pound each for six months.

'I'he tup obtaining the premium " for the best tup

of any age from any part of the kingdom" to be let

on the ground to the liighest bidder.

The premium to the breeding cows, best heifer, the

breeding ewes, and Shearling Gimmers, will not be
granted to any cattle fed on any other than green
food for four calendar months previous to the show,
certificates to that effect to be produced, signed by
two neighbouring farmers.

All stock must be the property of persons resident

within the East-Riding, or town and county of

Kingston-upon-IIuU, (except bulls and tups liired

for twelve months) and no stallion will he considered

qualified unless he has served exclusively within the

same limits during the preceding season, certificates

of which must be produced to the s-atisfaction of tlie

secretary.

The committee reserve the power of withliolding

any of the j)reiniums, should the judges consider

there is not sufficient merit, or not in adherence to

the preceding rules.

The entry for the premiums to close oh the Satur-

day previous to the show.

SWEEPSTAKES.
The following Sweei'STakrs are also in-

tended to be opened ;

—

Ten shillings each for the best bull.

Ten shillings each for the best cow.
'I'en shillings each for the best yearling heifer.

Ten shillings each for the fat steer, under four years

old.

Ten shillings each for the best aged tup.

'I'en shillings each for the best shearling tup.

Then shillings each for the best pen of five suckling
ewes.

Ten shillings each for the best pen of five shearling
gimmers, for breeding.

Ten shillings each for the best pen of five wethers.
Ten shillings each for the best pen of five shearling

wethers.

Ten shillings each for the best boar.

Ten shillings each for the best sow.
Ten shillings each for the best two-3'ear old coach-

ing colt.

Ten shillings each, with 101. added by James Hall,

Esq., of Scarborough, for the best three-year old

coaching colt, bred by, or the bona fide property
of the shower twelve calendar months previous to

the show.
Ten shillings each for the best two-year old coach-

ing filly.

Ten shillings each for the best three-year old coach-
ing filly.

Ten shillings each for the best two-year old hunting
colt.

Ten shillings each for the best three-year old hunt-

ing colt.

Ten shillings each for the best coaching mare.
Ten shillings each for the best hunting mare.
Ten shillings each for the best mare for breeding

roadsters.

Ten shillings each for the best cart mare.

Ten shillings each for the best stallion for getting

coach horses.

Ten shillings each for the best stallion for getting

hunters.

Ten shillings each for the best stallion for getting

roadsters.

Ten shillings each for the best stallion for getting

cart horses.

Ten shillings each for the best yearling stallion

coaching colt.

The entries will be made by the secretary,

to whom the money shall be paid, and to close

on tlie Saturday previous to the show.
All female stock shown to be the bona fide

property of the shower.
All stock intended to be shown to be on the

ifround by 10 o'clock, and a fine of 2s. 6d. if

after that time ; at half past 10, no stock will

be admitted except stallions, which will come
on the ground at 12 o'clock.

No stock to be removed from the show
ground before 1 o'clock, except stallions,

which may be removed after they have been
shown. J. B. BAINTON.

Beverley, Jan. 1836. Hon. Secrclary.

Prices of Labour.—The factory operative, in

England, works 69 hours per week, for wliich, ou au
average, he has 1 Is of wages ; in America be works 78
hours and has 10s ; in France, be v/orks from 72 to 84
hours and has 5s 8d ; in Prussia he works from 72 to

90 hours and has 5s 8d ; in Switzerland, he works from
78 to 84 hours and has 4s 5d ; in the Tyrol, he works
from 72 to 80 liours and has 4s ; in Saxony, he works
72 hours and Iias4s6d ; in Bonn, in Prussia, he works
94 hours and has only 2s 6d.

—

l''acU>rij Commission,

Report,
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COMMUTATION OF TITHES.

ABSTRACT OF THE BILL TOR THE COMMUTATION OF

TITHES IN ENGLAND.

[Note.—The words printed in Italics are proposed

to be inserted in the committee.]

Clause 1 . Appoints three commissioners—two by
one of his Majesty's principal Secretaries of State,

and one by the Arclibishop of Canterbury, under his

hand and episcopal seal.

2. They are to be styled, " The Titlie Commis-
sioners for England and Wales;" and, by summons
under tlieir hands, may require tlie attendance of all

such persons as they may thinlt tit to call before
them upon any matter brought before them as here-
inafter mentioned relating to tlie tithes ; or, in lieu,

may require any person to make and subscribe a de-
claration. No person to travel more than ten miles

from the place of his abode.

3. The Board to have a common seal, and its

awards to be received as evidence.

4. The commissioners to report to the Secretary of

State, and the annual report to be laid before par-

liament.

5. The said commissioners may from time to time

appoint such persons as they may think fit to be as-

sistant commissioners for carrying this Act into ex-
ecution, at such places and in such manner as the

said commissioners may direct, and in like manner
may remove such assistant commissioners, or any of

them at their discretion ; not to appoint more than

nine such assistant commissioners to act at any one
time, unless the Lords-commissioners of his Ma-
jesty's Treasury shall consent to the appointment of
a greater number.

6. No commissioner or assistant commissioner to

sit in parliament.

7. Commissioners to appoint secretary, assistant

secretary, clerks, and other officers.

8. No comissioner or assistant commissioner, se-

cretary, or other officer or person so to be appointed
shall hold his office for a longer period than Jive

years.

9. Every commissioner and assistant commissioner
to make the following declaration before one of the

Judges :

—

" I, A.B., do declare. That I will faithfully,

impartially, and honestly, according to the

best of my skill and judgment, fulfil all the
powers and duties of a commissioner [or,

assistant commissioner, as the case maybe]
under an Act passed in the sixth year of
the reign of King AVilliam the Fourtli, in-

tituled [here set forth the title of this Act].

Notification of appointment to be sent to Clerks
of the Peace.

10. The commissioners may delegate to tlieir as-

sistant commissioners, or to any of ihem, the powers
given to the said commissioners (except the power
to do such acts as are required to be under the seal

of the said Board).
11. Reasonable expenses of witnesses are to be

paid.

12. The owner of any lands and owner of any
tithe may contract witli each other, in manner here-
inafter mentioned, for the commutation of tithe for

an annual rent-charge to be agreed upon between the

contracting parties, in full satisfaction for such tithe.

No such agreement, so far as the same shall relate

to any tithes due to any ecclesiastical person, not
being a corporation aggregate, in right of his benelice
shall be of force for any longer period than during

the incumbency of such person iu such benefice,

unless the same shall have been confirmed during
his incumbency, by the patron of the benefice, and
the ordinary of the diocese, or by the commissioners

;

and no such agreement, if made with the consent
only of the owner of an estate in any land or tithes,

less in the whole than an immediate estate of fee

simple or fee tail, shall be of force for any longer
jieriod than during sucli particular estate, unless the

same shall be confirmed by the commissioners.
13. In this Act, the word " person" shall comprise

all corporations sole and aggregate ; and the word
" tithes" shall comprise all tithes, compositions real,

moduses and prescriptive payments in lieu of tithes, J

dues, oblations, and obventions ; and every benefice I

sha'l be taken to be within that diocese by wl.ich it ^

is surrounded, or with which it has the longest com-
mon boundary : and the word " lands" shall com-
prise all messuages, lands, tenements, and heredita-

ments ; and every person in the actual occupation of

any lands or tithes, not let to him at rack rent, or

any person in the actual receipt of the rack rent of

any lands or tithes, either on his own account or as

mortgagee or other incumbrancer in possession shall

be deemed the owner of such lands or tithes respec-

tively ; and the words " rack rent" shall mean any
rent not less than threefourths of the full improved
annual value of such lands or tithes ; and every per-

son for the time being entitled to present to the next
vacancy of a benefice, shall be deemed the patron of

the said benefice : with some provisos.

14. When the same person is owner of lands and
owner of titlies, he may be dealt with in both cha-

racters.

1.5. When ownership of lands or tithes or patron-

age is vested in the Crown, the Lord High Treasurer,

or First Lord Commissioner of the Treasury for the

time being, where the value of such benefice is of the

yearly value of twenty pounds or upwards in the

King's books, and where such value is below the

value of twenty pounds in the King's books, the

Lord Chancellor or Lord Keeper, or First Lord
Commissioner of the Great Seal for the time being,

shall for the purposes of this Act be substituted in-

stead of the patron.

16. In case the patron or owner of land is a minor,
(he guardian or committee to act.

17. To every contract which shall be entered into

for the commutation of tithe, there shall be parties

as well as the owner of the lands whereof the tithe is

proposed to be commuted, as also every owner of any
tithe arising from or upon such lands, or any part

thereof
J
andincaseat the time of tlie entering into any

such contract, the said lands or any part thereof shall

have been demised and let to farm, or agreed to be

demised and let to farm to any ])erson, such farmer

may, with the consent of the other parties to the said

contract, join in and be a party thereto, &c., with
various provisos.

18. DiflFerent owners may concur in one contract,

if the land of every owner be sufficiently distin-

guished.

19. Every contract shall be engrossed or written

on parchment, and shall set forth the names and de-

scriptions of the several persons parties thereto, and
sliall state in what right such persons are respectively

made parties thereto, and shall specify the lands

whereof the tithe shall be intended to be thereby

commuted, &:c.

20. I'pon the 11th day of October next following

the completion of any such contract, the lands spe-

cified therein shall, during the continuance of such

contract, be absolutely discharged from the payment

of all tithes ; and instead thereof shall be payable
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tlienceforth the clear yearly sum agreed to : and such
yearly sum shall be payable by two half-yearly pay-

ments on such days in every year as shall be agreed
to, or if no such days are mentioned in that behalf,

then on the 6th day of April and llth day of Octo-
ber in every year, the first payment being on the 6th

day of April next after the lands shall have been
discharged from tithe ; and such rent-cliarge may be

recovered at the suit of tlje party entitled thereto,

his executors or administrators, by distress and en-

try, dec.

2 1 . Rent-charge to be liable to parochial and coun-

ty rates.

22. Parochial meetings may be called, at which
owners of tliree-fourtlis of the uncommuted tithes

may agree to bind the whole parish, if not appealed

from

.

23. Assistant commissioners may attend to advise

terms of agreement.

24. All agreements to be made known to patron,

bishop, and commissioners ; and consent of bisho])

and patron to be made known to commissioners, and
published.

25. Appeals from parochial agreement may be

made to commissioners within one month ; costs of

appeal to be paid according to the decision of the

commissioners.

26. If no agreement, land owner or tithe owner
may call on commissioners for an award ; and the

commissioners shall hereupon proceed to make and
confirm such award, and to assess and certify the

costs thereof, and by whom payable and in what pro-

portions.

27 . The award shall be binding on all persons and
for ever, as if an agreement of the same tenor had
been made between the parties in manner herein-

before mentioned, with the consent of the patron of

the benefice or ordinaiy of the diocese, such consent

not being necessary.

28. Value of tithes to be calculated according to

the average rate and clear value of tithe during the

seven years ending at Michaelmas next preceding the

making of the said valuation. Tithe taken in kind,

according to the clear value thereof, after making
all just deductions on account of the ex])enses of col-

lection or otherwise. Composition tithe according

to the amount of composition or rent agreed to be

paid for the said tithe, whether such composition or

rent lias or has not been actually paid. All these

tithes to be valued as chargeable to parochial and
county rates.

29. In cases to be modified, notice in writing shall

be given that the sum paid for tithe or by way of
composition upon an average struck during the said

period of seven years, does not fairly represent the

sum which ougiit to be taken for calculating a per-

manent commutation thereupon, the commissioners
sliall also ascertain, as nearly as may be, the average
rate and gross value of such tithe, if the same Lad
been taken in kind during the whole said period of
seven years, without having regard in the valuation

to any such composition or agreement, and without
making any deduction on account of the expenses of

collection or otherwise : and in every case in which
the average sum paid or agreed to be jiaid during
the last seven years, as aforesaid, shall appear to be

less than sixti/ pounds for every hundred pounds of
the average value of the tithe so estimated, if taken

in kind during tlie same period of seven years, the

sum taken for calculating a permauent commutation
thereof shall be, sixty jjounds f<u- every hundred
pounds of the value of the tithe taken in kind ; and
in every case in which the average sum so paid, or

agreed to be paid, shall appear to be more than

seventii-jive pounds for every hundred pounds of such
average value of the tithe taken in kind, the sum
taken for calculating a permanent commutation
thereof shall be seventy -ji ve \)om\f}iS for every hundred
pounds of such value of the tithe taken in kind, and
the average sum so paid, or agreed to be paid, if

more than sixty pounds and less than seventy-five

pounds for every hundred pounds of such average

gross value of the tithe taken in kind, shall be taken
without alteration for calculating a permanent com-
mutation thereof.

30. The tithe of hops, fruit, and garden produce
is to be valued according to the average rate of com-
position for the tithe of hops, fruit, and garden
produce respectively during seven years ending
Michaelmas next before such valuation.

31. All lands, whereof the tithe shall be commuted
under this Act, which shall be newly cultivated as

hop grounds at anv time after such valuation, shall

be charged with an additional sum of fifteen shillings

per acre over and above the amount of the rent-

charge, charged has herein provided, wliilst not cul-

tivated as hop-grounds ; that no such additional sum
shall be charged or payable during the year next after

such new cultivation, and halfonly of the said additi-

onal sum during the year next but one after such new
cultivation, and that all lands, whereof the tithe shall

have been separately valued as hop-grounds, and
which shall cease to be cultivated as hop-grounds at

any time after such valuation, shall be charged from

the eleventh day of October next following the last

crop of hops grown on the said lands, in lieu of the

rent charge charged tliereon as hop-grounds, with the

rent-charge, which, in the judgment of the commis-
sioners, shall appear to be the avsrage rate of com-
position for tithe within the district.

32. Commissioners may employ surveyors, and
enter on lands for the purpose of valuing tithes.

33. As soon as admeasurement, plan, and va-

luation shall have been made, the commissioners

to deposit the same at some convenient place within

the said benefice, they are also to attend to hear ob-

jections thereto, aud determine any objections which
may be made, &c.

34. Old phms and surveys may be used if the com-
missioners think proper.

35. The commissioners to determine all disputes,

subject to appeal by an issue at law, or by taking the

opinion of a court of law or equity thereon, and dis-

puted rights may be compounded or referred.

36. Owners of particular estates, less than fee

simple, may charge the costs on the estats for twenty
years.

37. The determination of the said commissioners

touching any difference, concerning which no power
of bringing an action or of stating a case is given, or

which shall not.be over-ruled by the event of the

trial, shall be final and conclusive on all persons con-

cerned.

38. Proceedings not to abate by death of parties.

39. In case of deaths of parties before actions

brought, &c. the same to be carried on and defended
in their names.

40. After such proceedings shall have been had,

and all such differences, if any, shall have been finally

determined, the said commissioners sliall make an
award in writing under their hands concerning the

premises, containing all the particulars directed to be
inserted in contracts executed under this Act. No
such award shall be of any force until it shall iiave

been confirmed by writing undcT the hands and seal

of tlie said Tithe (Commissioners. Three copies of
every award and contract under this Act confirmed
by the commissioners shall he made, aud sealed with
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the seal of the said commissioners ; one copy to be

sent to the clerk of the peace for the count)' within

which is the benefice whereof the tithes have been

so commuted, to which all persons interested may at

all reasonable times have recourse ; another copy
shall be deposited in the registry of the Consistory

Court of the diocese witliin which the benefice is

situated ; and tlie other copy shall be deposited witii

the incumbent and church or chapel wardens, or

other proper officers of the benefice for the time beinj
to I)e kept by them and tlieir successors in office with

the public books, writings, and papers of the bene-
fice, to which all persons interested therein may have
access.

41. Rent-charge may be apportioned on separate

fields and closes.

4y. The Comptroller of Corn Returns shall cause

an advertisempnt to be inserted in The London Ga-
z«tte, stating what has been during seven years, end-

ing on the Thursdaii next before the twentif-ninih day

of September then next preceding, the average price

of British wheat, barley, and oats, computed from

tlie weekly averages of the corn returns.

43. That every contract for the commutation of

tithe which shall be entered into, and every award

which shall be made and confirmed i)ursuant to tlie

provisions of this Act, shall be taken to be made and
confirmed respectively, according to the prices of

wheat, barley, and oats, as the saine sliall bo ascer-

tained by the advertisement so to be published next
before such contract shall have been made, or such

award confirmed, so that every rent-charge agreed or

awarded to be paid by any such contract or award
shall be deemed at the time of the entering into such

contract, or the confirmation of such award, to be of

the value of such number of bushels and decimal

parts of a bushel of wlieat, barley, and oats, as the

same would have purchased at the prices so ascer-

tained, in case one-third part of such rent-charge

had been invested in the purchase of wheat, one-third

part thereof in the purchase of barley, and the re-

maining third-part thereof in the purchase of oats.

44. All parties entitled to any such varied rent-

charge shall have the same powers for enforcing

payment thereof, as are herein contained concerning

the original rent-chai ge.

4"). When rent-charge is in arrear for twenty-one

days after quarterly days of payment, the person en-

titled thereto may distrain, with various provisos.

46. When rent-charges are in arrear for forty days

after half-yearly days of payment, the persons inter-

ested may enter into possession of the lands.

47. Powers of distress and entry to extend to all

lands within the benefice occupied by the owner, or

under the same landlord or holding.

48. Spiritual persons vacating benefices may re-

cover arrears of rent-charge.

4'J. Advertisements, contracts, and awards, not to

be liable to stamp duty.

.iO. Contracts for the composition of tithes sub-

sisting, and tithes due, be/ore this Act, not to be af-

fected.

.51. Act not to extend to Easter offerings, &;c., or

to payments instead of tithes in London, or to per •

manent rent-ciiarges by custom or Act of Parliament.

52. False evidence to be deemed peijury ; with-

holding evidence a misdemeanour.

5;^. Costs of ecclesiastical titlie owners may be

charged on the benefice lor twenty years.

•54. And be it enacted, that this Act shall only

extend to England.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS—ITS EX-
TENT — ITS CAUSES — AND THE
MEANS AND PROSPECT OF RE-
LIEF.

We would be going in the face, not only of our
own admission last week, but in the face of the
general assertion of the country, were we to deny
that there is distress among our agriculturists

;

but whilst we assent to this, we are by no means
prepared to admit that this distress is either sogreat
or so general as many boldly assert; and we found an
opposition to those who arc clamorous on this

point, upon the events which we daily see passing
around us. Looking into these, we do not find

that the removal of tenants from their farms is so
common as general distress would imply ; and
were all the removals that take place minutely in-

quired into, we would find that a great pro])ortion

of them originate in the caprice cither of land-
lords or tenants at the cx[)iry of leases—in the
misfortunes of farmers by foolish acts of caution-
ary, or by loss in the sale of their produce—in

prodigality ; or some other cause than an undue
proportion between the value of the produce offarms
and the rentcovenanted to be paid. Slioiddit besaid
that our tenantry, generally, though not sold out,

are struggling in difficulties, we would reply, that

this has been so long said, that it is not now worthy
of belief. Had it been as true some years ago that

distress generally prevailed, as then loudly as-

serted, it must, ere now, have proved ruinous, not
to a few only, but to many. Besides, in our inter-

course with society, we do not find our tenants so

dolorous, as great distress would necessarily im-
ply. Meet with them on market days, and you yet

iieai the hearty laugh which shews that they ai'C

not " ill at ease. " Look at the respectable ap-

pearance of themselves and of their families on
public occasions, or visit them in their dwellings,

and experience the'r kind, their ample and highly
comfortable fare, and you must come to the con-
clusion that their farms are yet capable of afford-

ing them something more than the mere necessaries

of life. ^Vere rents unpaid, this position would
not hold good ; but we appeal to proprietors, and
other's, whose business it is to collect the rental of

the country, whether farmers generally do not
pay as regularly and as well as they paid years ago.

If asked how we account for this, considering the

acknowledged fact, that the rent ofland has not fal-

len in the same i)roportion in which the value ofpro-

duce has been diminished, we would answer, that if

produce be now lowei* than it was a few years ago,

it is more abundant; not merely from the great

improvements that have been made in the country,
but from the introduction of bone manure, by
which the farmer is enabled to raise a breadth of

green crop, before unknown, and consequently to

feed an extra amount of cattle or of sheep, and,

as a still farther cunsequence, to raise an extra

amount of grain—an increase which will, it is pre-

sumed, nearly, if not altogether, indeninify him
for the diminution in price. The diminution in

l)rice, may, indeed, in a great measure, be con-
sidered the result of an increase in (juantity ; the

golden rule in arithmetic—less requiring or giving

more—and more less— applying strictly to produce
and price. It is not necessary however, in this

theory, to assume that the increase of quantity

should fully meet the reduction in price, as there

are somethings in which the farmer himself has

the benefit of the reduction. The amount of capi-

tal at interest in stock is less. His servants or
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labourers are now more easily engaged. His general

expenclitiirc is not so great ; for in proportion as

sliopkeepcrs, tradesmen, or others, with whom he
niTiy deal, can purchase farm produce cheap, they

can afford to sell or give, at a reduced price, the

articles which the farmer requires. To these cir-

cumstances we may add, that there is now more of

industry, and less of prodigality, than was witnes-

sed—say 20 years ago, when many of our farmers

indulged, we would almost say to midnight riot,

every time they attended a public market, and
brought up their families in extravagance, and in

a foolish expectation of the future. Now we behold

them, generallj', from a consciousness we shall say,

of the folly of an expenditure they can ill afford,

retiring to their homes with the setting sun, and
exacting a fair portion of industry from their

children. This is unquestionably a change, but
will any one say that it is a pity they are not now
enabled to hazard a broken neck at midnight, or

to bring up their boys in idleness and extravagance,

ere they have learned to hold the plough by which
they propose to earn their bread,— the consequence
of the former system being, that they had generally

ceased to be regarded as gentlemen, when they had
reached the age of men.
We shall, however, grant, notwithstanding all

that we have advanced, that there is in many cases

a continued diminution of the farmer's cajjital,

and in many instances much difficulty in making
up the rent—denying only that distress exists to

the extent alleged ; and having granted this, we
])roceed to inquire what are the real causes of this

state of things ? IMany, we arc aware, would at

once throw us back npon a fact we have already
admitted, namely, that rents have not fallen in the

ratio of produce ; but this we hold is not a philo-

sophic or satisfactory cause of the difficulties ex-

perienced in the agricultural world. Had high
rents been continually obligatory since the estab-

lishment of peace in 1815, we would not have dis-

puted the position that the great reduction in the

price of produce is the true cause of the difficulties

which our agriculturists experience ; but since

that time almost all the land in the country has
been let once, or more prohable twice, much of it

oftener, and within the period in wl ich agricultu-

ral distress has been a leading theme. Nor arc we
at all aware that those farmers who have recently

entered upon leases are one whit more exempt
from difficulty than those who have been a con-
siderable number of years in possession. Instead,

then, of accounting for the amount of agricultural

distress which may prevail, from the fall in produce
beyond the fall of rent, we should rather
inquire how it is that rents have not fallen

to the rate which the price of produce should
dictate to the farmer to offer to the i)ropri-

etor of the soil .' A full inquiry into this, would,
we suspect, lead us into an extent little suited

to the columns of a newspaper • but, anxious to dis-

abuse the public offalse impressions, we shall try, as

shortly as we can, to place the subject in what we
consider its proper light. The cause, then, in our
ojiinion, is com[)ound, not simple; or in other
words, we hold that the difficulty experienced is the
result ofa combination of circumstances ami springs
of action, rather than of any one circumstance,
or any one jirinciple of action in the Innnan
mind.
The first circmnstance we shall mention, which

in our opinion tends to the evil couq)lained of, is

thcacknowledgedfact that we are an increasing and
almost overpeopled country, not only in our com-
mercial but in our agricultural districts ; for though

much is said about the numbers who emigrate to

America or other distant regions, they ai-e as small

dust in the balance compared with those who re-

main at home ; and to this increase in population

there seems no positive limitation. The extent cf

agricultural possessions is, on the contrary, deter-

mined : improvement may render these more pro-

ductive and valuable, but the boundaries arc by
nature defined, and consequently where many
wish accommodation, only some can be supplied.

Nor is the demand for the jjosscssion of lands con-
fined to the natural succession and increase of the
agricidtural classes of society. There are always
a number who have amassed a smaller or greater

amount of capital in the commercial world,
either at home or abroad, who are desirous of
spending the autumn of life in rural retreat, and
these competing with the ordinary class of agricul-

turists are sure to increase the evil which an
overdemand is calculated to produce. It is evident
therefore, that any one really desirous to possess

will bid as freely as he dare, knowing that others

will be actuated by the same consideration: and that

if he does not thus freely offer he cannot hope to

succeed. It may be said that this may induce a

person to offer freely, but not beyond wliat he con-

siders the real value of a farm. There is however
another circumstance which should not be forgot;

men of comparatively limited capital already en-

gaged in agriculture may continue in a farm and
sustain a snaall loss, and after all not bo so much
injured as if they had sold out and lived exclusively

upon their capital, or at least take as much from
their capital as is necessary, with the interest ol it,

to procure them decent support ; they know besides

that if they should sell out they must part with
many things at a considerable loss, should they
soon again, as they generally design, return to

agricultural pursuits.—There is moreover in man
uot on]y an amorpai rice, hnt au amor /oci,—an at*

tachmentto the place of his nativity, or to the

situation where he has for a length of lime tore-
side, the beauties of which he has often looked
upon with pleasure, and the society of which has
becom.e dear to him from continued intercourse

—too oft inducing him to go almost beyond his

judgment ere he say farewell. And if discomfited

hci-e, and virtually forced to complete in another

quarter, there is then too generally either an
ignorance of the real value of the lands for whith
he offers, or a vain, but ultimately delusive hope,

that he will, by judicious in;provemcnt or dexter-

ous management, make the lands more productive

than they have hitherto been, which leads him
to bid beyond the proper mark. The law of hypo-

thec, too, it wo;dd be vain to deny, has an influ-

ence in keeping laud somewhat higher than it

would otherwise be. We lay little stress upon the

influence which this law has in inducing a dis-

honest person to offer more than the value of a
farm that he may obtain i)ossession, and having
obtained it gain the protection of his landlord

against those to whom he staiuls justly indebted,

as it is well known that this is the exception and
not the rule ; but were there no right of hypothec,

proprietors would be much nu)re chary whom they

trusted, and consetiucntly there would be less

comi)etition, that is, fewer offerers worthy of being

accepted, the result of which would be a reduction

of rent,—the market value of any thing, as every

one knows, dcpeniling upon the relative proportion

of su])i)ly and denuind. Such are some of the cir-

cumstances and ]>rinciples of action which in our

opinion operate in keeping land fully higher than

the price of produce seems to admit. Whether
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there Is any cure, or any which it would be proper
^o adopt, we shall now shortly consider.

The amount of duty upon foreign grain for the
last few years has been equal to a complete pro-
hibition, with the exception of Canada, the sup-
plies fi'om which have not been of great amount

;

it is evident, therefore, that if any efficient relief

can be granted, it must be by other means than
an alteration in the Corn Laws. With regard to

the taxes which i)ress directly, or in any degree
exclusively, upon the agriculturist, they are so
trifling, that it is equally evidenttheir removal could
afford no great relief. The Malt Tax, it is true, is

virtually a burden upon agriculture, as the increas-
ed price from the duty imposed tends to diminish
the consumption of grain, and consequently the
demand ; but notwithstanding what has been ad-
vanced by the Marquis of Chandos, and others
who adhere to his views, we are not satisfied that
the agricultuiists would receive any real, at least

any permanent relief, by the adoption of his
scheme. AVere the Malt Tax removed, and an ad-
ditional duty laid upon spirits in lieu of the benefit
which the distiller would i-eceive, it would, we ad-
mit, increase the consumption of malt liquor, and
would thus seem to benefit the agriculturist by
leading to an increased demand for grain ; but if as
we think, the increased use of malt liquor would
lead to the diminished use of ardent spirits, the
amount to the agriculturist would ultimately be
more nearly balanced than may at first be ima-
gined. But even were it otherwise, it would only
be for a short time, that the relief would be felt.

If men in off'ering for farms now are apt to run
beyond the proper mark, in order to obtain pos-
session, they would in future take the benefit re-

sulting from the alteration in the Malt Tax into
account, and again run beyond the proper bounds.
Nor would an alteration in the currency of the
country, even if rendered agreeable to the exploded
nostrums of a certain class of political economists,
thereby unhinging all the private relations of so-
ciety, afford the farmers of the country any real
relief. As soon as present leases expire, men in
competing- would take this change also into ac-
count, and be induced to offer more freely than
they would otherwise have done. In leases, in
regard to which the rental depends upon the price
of produce, there would not be even temporary re-
lief, as the increased price of the article, resulting
from the depreciated state of the currency would
only tend to increase the lental of the land—not
the profits of the tiller of the soil. In regard to re-
lief from reduction of rents, or liberty to depart
from leases when these are held to be unprofitable,
v» e think there can be but one opinion. However
much it may be the duty of landlords to relieve
tenants in distress, rents and leases are entirely
conventional—they are matters in which the Legis-
lature has no more right to interfere than it has in
the ordinary transactions of the mercantile world.
If there is any one circumstance tending to keep
up an undue proportion between rental and pro-
duce with which the Legislature could with any
seeming propriety interfere, it is in our opinion
the law of hypothec ; but whilst we would admit
the legality of interference on this point, we would
much doubt the strict justice, the policy, or the
humanity of the deed. No man, we think, will
deny that land is the great staple of the nation.
The Government may apply to the profits of mer-
chandise, or many other means, in the days of
prosperity and peace ; but the source to which
they could successfully apply in the days of diffi-

culty and of war would be the proprietors of the
soil. Our mercantile affairs might soon become
deranged,' our merchants, our artisans, our machi-
nery might soon take shipping from Bristol to

Baltimore, or from Hull to Hamburgh ; our lan-

ded proprietors might alone remain capable of
being operated upon by the hand of legislation. Is

it not, then, an act of common justice, as well as

an actof policy in the Government to protect those
now on whom they might alone be enabled to call

in the hour of difficulty and distress ? We have also

said we doubt much if the removal of the law of
hypothec would be an actof humanity. How many
industrous individuals have, from this circumstance,
been enabled to enter upon and continue in farms
who otherwise must have remained in the most
humble situations in life ? How many of the

younger branches of the families of farmers have
from this circumstancebeen enabled to enter upon,
and continue in possession of farms, who otherwise
must have remained drudges with their fathers,

or have been forced to emigrate from their native

land ? Without this the proprietor would not ac-

cept,—would not indeed be justified in accepting,

offers which he now receives from those who have
realized, or who can procure from their friends

enough to enable them to enter upon possessions,

but who could not offer a sufficient guarantee
through the currency of a lease. We do not mean
to assert that were the law of hypothec annulled,

land would remain untenanted or unproductive;
but that it would be apt to fall into a less numer-
ous and less amiable class of men. Those who
had by any means been put in possession of wealth
would become the principal possessors of the soil,

if of an avaricious disposition, heaping wealth up-
on wealth, whilst the poorer, but often more noble

part of our population would be forced to be their

dependents. And here the policy of the Govern-
ment continuing the present law of hypothec
again strikes into view, as the generous, though
not extravagant, expenditure which is necessary
to the revenue of the country would receive a
check. It is true that the extensive and avaricious

holders of the soil would not live for ever, and that

their wealth would fall into the hands of others

whose prodigality would probably equal the avarice

of those from whom that wealth was derived, and
thus the fisc of the country would not be materially
injured ; but it is not clear, admitting our position

that one selfish or sordid class of farmers would
succeed another, and one class of prodigals
succeed another, and that thus we would have an
ugly combination of avarice and prodigality, in-

stead of that beautiful moral picture which we now
behold in our industrious, generous, and com-
paratively happy though not rich class of agricul-
turists .' From these remarks we come to the con-
clusion that, in so far as difficulty is experienced
in the agricultural world, no full or effective re-

lief can be attained by legislative means ; and that
in so far as it is practicable, the means, if adojjted,
would engender evils greater than those which at

present exist.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has assured Mr.
Barneby, M.P., who was deputed at the recent Brom-
yard meeting to present a memorial on the subject,

that it is not the intention of Government to make any
alteration in the hop liut^.—Hprefoni Journal.
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HOUSEMANSHIP.
AIDS, CORRECTIONS, ANIMATIONS, &c.

It will be perceived, that, while describing the

operation of the hand in the preceding chapter,

the subjects which comprise the present article, or

division of the work, were necessarily brought

before the reader ; but as they were noticed only

as far as diey were intimately or inseparably con-

nected with the subject, it becomes requisite to

proceed to further elucidation.

In the first place it may be observed, that aids

are the indication of the rider's will to the horse ;

they request the animal, assist him, and, at the

same time, prevent him from acting in opposition

to the desire of the horseman. When the positions

of the legs and body deviate from the seat, (as

already described under a separate head) for the

purpose of giving assistance to the hands, they are

called aids ; but when, for the purpose of main-
taining the seat, or preserving the balance, they

are necessary variations of position, and will be
found as many as the variations of the positions

of the horse, to which they should always corres-

pond, in order to ensure not only the ease, but
also the safety, of the rider.

The aids of the legs possessing a progressive

strength, produce effect accordingly, and are thus

to be applied or given:—the leg being brought
nearer to the side of the horse, is the first degree,

or lightest aid. Placing the leg further back,
with the toe turned a little out, is the next. The
lightest touch with the calf of the leg is the third

;

and so on, increasing the degree of pressure ac-

cording to the force or strength of the required

aid. The strongest aid is the application of the

spur ; when the leg is strongly applied without
effect, drop the toe, by which the spur will come
in contact with the side of the horse ; it should be
slightly applied,* and if not effective, should be
followed by giving the spur smartly, which is

called a correction.

Aids with the whip are used, when requisite, to

assist or give greater effect to the heel. These
consist of gentle taps on the hind quarters, and
sometimes on the shoulders. When given on the

near side, the hand must be applied behind the

back, with tlie whip held by the fingers somewhat
after the manner in which a pen is held, or cross-

ing the bridle-hand when intended for the

shoulder.

Corrections are given by the whip and spurs.

The common uses of the whip and spurs to ani-

mate and quicken a horse are not called correc-

tions, even though they should be applied with
severity. Correction is administered for dis-

obedience, obstinacy, and vice ; and should be so

applied tliat the horse may be sensible for what
he receives them. For instance, should your
horse kick at the application of the whip to his

flank or quarter, you sliould, at the instant, ad-
minister the correction sharply ; should he kick

at it, give it more severely ; by which the animal
is made sensible of his fault, and punished for it

at the same time.

In the phraseology of the school, called a scratch.

Good-tempered, well-broken horses seldom re-

quire correction ; nor indeed should it ever be
administered but when imperiously demanded

;

its general application must depend much upon
the sense and feeling of the rider. It sometimes
happens that correction avails nothing, as there are

some horses, when determined not to yield to the

whip and spur, will sooner die than submit ; and
when the whip and spur have been smartly applied

several times without effect, (as will often happen
with restive horses) other methods should be
adopted, which have been already pointed out.

The method of applying the spur is to lower tlie

toe, that the spur may be given full ; and, if neces-
sary to apply the spurs with force, remove your
legs from the sides of the horse, by which it is

evident your strength for the purpose in question
is much increased.

When you correct with the whip, lift the arm
high, apply the whip with force, and let the stroke

take place behind the girths, round the belly.

Sometimes correction is applied forward to the

shoulders, but is much less effective than the for-

mer method.
Some horses disregard the whip, but answer the

spur; others disregard the spur, but are fearful of

the whip : but tliey are not numerous ; few horses

indeed, are indifferent to the spur.

Anunulions are requests or stimulations for exer-

tion, life, and spirit, and proceed from the hand,

the legs, the whip, and the tongue. The first has

been already described as one of the properties of

the hand. Animations of the legs are an applica-

tion of them to the sides of the horse to induce him
to increase his action. Animations of the whip
are slight applications of it to quicken the horse

—

switching the whip in the air, without touching the

horse, will very often answer the purpose. The
animation of the legs and whip may be regarded

as menaces indicating punishment, if disregarded.

The animation or clucking of the tongue is too

well known and too common, not to be well un-
derstood. It is an animation which is pleasing to

the horse, as he answers it cheerfully. Of course,

if too frequently used, it loses its effect.

Soothings are the opposite of animations. They
pacify horses that are timid and easily frightened,

and those that have mucli spirit and fire in their

constitutions. They are very effective; but not so

often used as they ought to be, since the whip and
spurs are frequently applied, where sootiiings

would much better answer the purpose. A horse,

as I have already observed, is a friendly creature,

is fond of being carressed, and seldom makes an

ungrateful return for kindness.

Tiie voice sooths by the soft mildness of its

tone, which is well conveyed to a horse in the

words

—

Poor Fellow !— Good Bot/ ! and the like.

The hand sooths by patting. The legs and body
by a relaxation, sitting quite at ease. Let it be

indelibly impressed on the mind, that patience and

good temper constitute two very essential, very

effective, and very beautiful principles in the ma-

nagement of the horse. NVhenever a rider suffers

irritability and passion to prevail, if he be not abso-

lutely foiled by the horse, the business will

finish in an unsatisfactory manner on both sides.

Persevering mildness will not only accomplish
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every purpose, but will establish a consummate
friendship between the horse and his rider.

NATURAL PACES OF THE HORSE.

These are the Walk, the Trot, and the Gal/op.

There are liorses, it is true, which are called Am-
blers, and there are others which will Canter ; the

latter is a short gallop ; the former may be called

(tor the want of a better expression) an artificial

movement ; they are both, however, acquired from

the instruction of man.

THE WALK
Is performed with less exertion than any of the

other paces of the horse, and is the slowest. Tlie

action of the walk is the alternate motion of the

legs, marking four distinct beats as each foot in

rotation comes to tiie ground ; which is performed

in tlic following order :—The off fore foot leading

iirst, marks one; the near hind foot, two ; tlie near

fore foot, three; and the off hind foot, four.

Though the feet follow each other quick, yet the

slowness of the action causes the beats to be flat.

The excellence of the walk consists in tliat degree

of union which supports tlie horse's head, and raises

his feet without shortening or retarding the step
;

and that degree of animation also, which quickens

the step and sharpens the beats, without falsifying

the time or altering the action. No horse can per-

form well without the permission or assistance of

he rider :—for instance, if the head be not sup-

ported, the horse moves in a sluggish manner, and
does not raise the foot sufficiently to put it well

out, and place it down flat ; the step consequently

becomes shortered, and the horse is liable to catch

or touch with his toe. On the other hand, if the

head is supported too high, the horse cannot put
his foot out, and the step will be shortened and
retarded. Should you animate the horse, to

quicken his step, in this situation, he would break

time, and proceed into the trot.

THE TROT.

This is a more animated and quicker pace than

the walk, and is thus described :
" the oli" fore foot

and the near hind foot, mark one beat ; and tlie

near fore foot and the off hind foot, mark another

beat ; so that the action of the trot is two legs

crosswise off the ground, and two legs on, which,

in alternate change of situation, mark the time of

one, two." It is a difficult matter, however, to

ascertain exactly whether, in trotting, the horse

really does move in the manner described. I

never could completely satisfy myselfon thishend;

but have sometimes been induced to suppose that

two legs on one side were raised together, and the

horse thus performed the first and second beat.

On mentioning the subject to a military riding

master, he replied, " that is impossible, as the

horse, in that case, must fall on his side." This

assertion does not appear conclusive, since we see

that human beings or bipeds are under the positive

necessity of using this lateral motion in their pro-

gression, nature having admirably contrived that

while one foot is raised from the ground, the super-

incumbent weiglit is supported by the other side.

Will not this reasoning apply to the trotting of the

horse ? However, let the matter be as it may, the

perfection of the trot consists in its suppleness,
which gives the horse a free use of his limbs ;

next, in the union, by which the labour is more
equally distributed ; then the action, which should
be true and equal (by which is meant that the

liberty of the fore-quarters is not to exceed that of
the hind; nor the hind the fore, otherwise the one
will distress the other,) the knee up, the haunches
bent, springy and pliant, the step measuring exact

and true distances, marking a regular time of one,

two.

In the trot, the horse leads with a foot either

right or left, as in the gallop, by which the leading
side is a little more advanced than tlie other. Most
horses lead with the otf leg ; but if from fatigue or

other cause, the horse changes from the leg to

which he has been accustomed, it becomes very

perceptible to the rider by the unpleasant motion
which is thus produced.

THE GALLOP.
As the trot proceeds from the walk, so the gallop

may be said to proceed from the trot ; since, if you
animate your horse beyond the trot, he gallops.

The action of the gallop is thus performed :

—

Supposing the horse to be leading with the off leg,

the near fore foot is first raised from the ground,
then the off fore foot. These coming to the ground
in the same order, the near fore-foot marks one
beat or time ; the oft' fore foot passing the other,

while both are in the air, comes to the ground more
forward, and is the leading foot, which marks the

second beat. The hind feet follow in like man-
ner, the near hind foot making a third beat ; and
the off hind foot, passing comes to the ground more
forward, and marks a fourth beat. So that the

action of the gallop is the two fore legs leading

close after each other, and the hind legs imme-
diately following in like order ; which, when true,

mark a regular, sharp, and quick time, of one,

two, three, four.

The perfection of the gallop consists in the sup-
pleness of the limbs, the justness of the action, and
the regularity of the time.

The gallop is not true, when the horse's legs do
not follow or accompany each other in the order

described ;—that is, when the horse leads with the

right foot before, and the left foot behind ; or with
the left foot before and the right foot behind.

Likewise a horse is said to be false, if, in galloping

to the left, he leads with the right foot ; also, if in

galloping to the right, he leads with the left foot.

For, though his feet follow in exact order, and the

gallop would be just, if on a straight line ; yet, on
circles, or round sharp turnings, the leading foot

must be that to which he is going; since the horse

is not secure on his legs in tliese situations, unless

the haunciies are united and tlie croup in ;—that is,

the hind feet describe a circle something less than

the fore feet, which secures his balance while he
bends, and at the same time prevents his bending
so much as he otherwise would be compelled to

do, and which would consequently render his feet

liable to slip from under him.

Finally, the gallop when disunited, as also when
extended to speed, loses its harmony and regu-

larity of time ; as, in these cases, the fore legs

measure less space from each other; as also the

hind legs ; vvhich render the beats quicker in each,
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and leave a space between tlie beats of the foie

legs and the beats of the hind legs. It is higlily

imprudent to turn a sharp corner on the full

gallop.

THE STOP,

Or the Iialt, as a soldier would say, should be

governed by circumstances, and must depend prin-

cipally upon the speed at which you are going. I

am perfectly aware tliat I shall be told by military

men, and by professed riding masters (who pride

themselves on their knowledge of the manege sys-

tem) that the stop in horsemansliip, is an instan-

taneous prevention of action, without the least

previous indication given to the horse, whereby the

animal may become acquainted with the intention

of the rider. The following is the language of the

school upon it :
—" In the manege it is beautiful

in effect ; shows the great superiority of the rider's

hand over the horse ; thereby gives iiim confi-

dence, confirms the horse in obedience, unites liim,

supples the haunches, and bends the houghs. The
perfection of the stop consists in the action ceasing

at the finish of a cadence, without breaking the

previous time ; tlie horse being so balanced on his

haunches, and the animation still alive, that, with

liberty given, the horse can advance with the same
rapidity as before."

Now, the sudden stop in any pace faster than

the walk, cannot fail to have an injurious tendency
;

and mischief can scarcely fail to result from tlie

practice of it, particularly if the horse be moving
rapidly. It will be very apt to spring the sinews

behind, sprain the back, or hurt the loins. The
military service may require the sudden stop when
the horse is in rapid motion, for aught I know

;

but, let it be recollected that I do not profess to

give instructions to our cavalry ; and, under
ordinary circumstances, I regard the sudden stop

as a species of foolery, from the practice of which,

as I have already observed, there can scarcely fail

to result the most injurious consequences.

When the rider wishes to stop his horse, he
should close his arms to his body, taking his pull

at the bridle according to circumstances, at the

same time pressing the calves of the legs and knees

against the horse (according to the pace, &c.)

bearing moderately in the stirrups, and leaning

his body back. lie will thus perceive that he pro-

cures a very firm seat, one which gives him great

strengtli, and enables him to accomplish his object

in the easiest and the best possible manner. More-
over, let him not endeavour to stop the liorse too

soon, unless to avoid a precipice or other danger
Let us reflect for a moment on the sudden stop at

full gallop, with a weak horse and a heavy rider !

LESSONS FOR FORMING THE HAND,
AND ACQUIRING A CORRECT SEAT
AND GOOD BALANCE.

The word Lessons would seem to imply the use

of a school, and the assistance of a master ; and
both are highly to be recommended where they can
be procured. In many large towns there is a
building for the ])urpose of a riding school. The
teaclier should be a man of good sense ; and should

be fully aware that for horsemanship on the

road or tiie ordinary purposes of life, or for riding

to hounds with ease, gracefulness, and safety,

manege riding is not a requisite preliminary, nor
indeed are the principles of it at all applicable.

Should the learner not be able to obtain the use of

a riding school or the assistance of a teacher, a
grass field will answer the purpose of the former

;

and the proper application of the instructions con-
tained in these instructions, will enable him to sup-
ply the place of the latter very effectually. Let him
mark out with strong pegs (which can be easily

seen) an oblong square, about sixty yards in length

by thirty broad, upon which he can receive the in-

structions of a teacher, or teach himself, with the

assistance of almost any person.

When children are to acquire the art of riding

or horsemanship, they must, in the absence of a
professed master, be attended by a good tempered
groom, or some such person, who, if he will

follow these instructions, the object in view can
scarcely fail of accomplishment. It may fre-

quently happen too, that grown up persons,

utterly ignorant of horsemanship, may wish to

acquire the art of riding ; in which case the as-

sistance already pointed out becomes necessary, at

least in the early stages of the business. There
are others, who, having frequently been on horse-

back, are nevertheless timid or awkward, and
anxious to acquire greater skill for the purpose of

riduig with confidence, ease, and safety. There
are others in the habit of riding, who, having ac-

quired bad methods on horseback, have only to

study the instructions here given to become expert

and elegant horsemen.

A quiet, good tempered horse, with a delicate

mouth, is to be preferred for the purpose of instruc-

tion, and in the case of children or very timid per-

sons ; the teacher should be mounted also for the

purpose of riding by the side of the pupil, in order

to be able to give the most prompt assistance ; un-
less indeed, the longe is made use of in the first

lessons, which is much the safest and best method.

What I mean by this is, that the liorse should move
in a circle, a long rein being held in the left hand
of the assistant or teacher and a whip in his right.

Where there is no riding school, a large barn, or

other building, with a level earth floor, of sufficient

extent to allow the horse to form a circle of ten or

twelve yards in diameter, would be a good place

for the learner to take or practice his first lessons,

as the intrusion of strangers might be thus prevent-

ed. However, whether in a building or field, let

the pupil commence thus :—Let him approach the

horse and mount. Having placed himself on horse-

back, according to previous directions, let the pupil

adjust his clothes ; let the stirrups be taken a>vay,

but his legs nevertheless placed in the same posi-

tion as if his feet were in die stirups or as nearly

so as possible : let him then invite the horse to

move (according to previous directions) and com-
mence with the walk, the assistant or teacher hold-

ing the long rein in his left hand, the horse describ-

ing a circle around him.

By thus commencing without stirrups, the

learner will accpiire a good balance, and a firm

grasp with his knees, legs, &c. After the pupil

has acquired sufficient confidence he may trot, and

this he will generally be able to perforin before the

finish of the first lesson. As he improves in his

o 2
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balance and grasp, he will of course invite or press

the horse to increased motion or pace—from the

walk to the trot, from the trot to the canter or short

gallop—always keeping his eyes on the circle a

trifle before the horse. Let him circle to tlie right

and left alternately.

In order to enable the pupil to throw his chest

well forward, he may practice with his arms placed

behind his back. After having acquired a good
firm seat, he may use the stirrups, of the length

a.ready described under that particular head;

and to the practice of circles may be added that of

crossing from one side to another without altering

the horse's pace, which will improve his seat as

also his handling of the reins. In riding schools,

there are figures on the wall for the purpose of

directing the pupil ; but, if he crosses to the right

and left and vice versa, it is all that is required,

and this can be done as well without figures as with

them.

At first a lesson of half an hour's duration is

sufiicient, which may be increased to three quarters,

and ultimately to an hour, resting a few minutes

occasionally ior the purpose of relief both to the

horse and rider. I strongly recommend also occa-

sional practice without the stirrups : indeed the

commencement of every lesson should be thus per-

formed.

As soon as the learner has acquired sufficient

confidence he should finish each lesson with the

leaping bar, beginning with it low and increasing

the height by degrees, but never beyond four feet

:

nor should the horse be put over it more than six

or seven times each lesson, lest the animal become
disguested, as no horse leaps willingly under such

circumstances. Let the horse be walked quietly

up to the bar, and take the leap standing, and as

the learner becomes familiar with this department
of the art of horsemanship, he can walk, trot, can-

ter, or gallop to it, just as he pleases. It is gene-

rally said, that it is much more easy to sit the fly-

ing leap, than the standing leap, and such is the

case under ordinary circumstances ; but it is, never-

theless, strictly coriect that the learner should com-
mence with the standing leap, as it is much less

alarming to him. The matter is quite different

with an experienced horseman. A learner will

contrive to keep on the horse in a standing leap,

but the increased force or animation of the horse

in the flying leap would alarm him, and he would
be very liable to fall. Where the leap is of con-

siderable height, the horse should be put briskly

at it.

The subject now brings me to the position of the

rider while leaping, which, however, in the modern
phraseology of sportsmen, is c^\Gdi jumping.

LEAPING.
This is an operation which is highly interesting

to youth, and it must be admitted that there is

something pleasing and even picturesque in it when
well performed. I have many times observed bold

riders after hounds, who nevertheless sat very

awkwardly over their jumps ; and for leaping to

be accomplished in a proper or masterly manner,
practice, judgment, and dexterity are requisite.

The horse should come fairly up to his jump, and
should receive just that degree of support from the

rider as is consistent with correct performance, and
no more. It is a pretty art to put a horse well

over his jumps.
I directed that the pupil should take his early

lessons in horsemanship without stirrups ; but in

going over the bar, I recommend the use of stirrups

in the first instance, which will give the rider more
confidence, (since it is much more easy to

jump with stirrups than without them) and after a

lesson or two, I recommend him to practice with-

out them.

As I have, in the preceding pages, repeatedly

mentioned, that the great secret or art of horseman-
ship consists in the rider taking a corresponding

position to that of the horse, I must remind the

reader, that, in leaping, the truth of this maxim is

strikingly exemplified. The position of the rider

should change with that of the horse ; for instance,

when the horse is brought to the bar, tlie rider's

body, should be upright, his legs applied firmly to

tlie horse's sides, a trifle backwarder than a per-

pendicular, (by which the rider acquires a stronger

hold with the knees and the calves) by which the

toes become rather sunk, and if the toe be a little

turned out, it will strengthen the muscular grasp.

The stirrups should be of that length, so that, after

you have assumed the position just described, you
bear very little in them, but which will receive the

usual weight which you bear in them as the horse

lands on the other side. The hand of the rider

should be placed in the centre, and low, the reins

not too short, but that just by the pressure of your

fingers you can feel the horse's mouth.* In this

position the rider should approach the bar, when the

pressure of his legs and movement of the hand will

invite the horse to rise, and as he rises, the body of

the rider must come forward so as to preserve its

perpendicular, or perhaps describe a very trifling in-

clination forward—the back kept in, the head firm.

At the instant the horse takes his spring from his

hind legs, the rider should slip his breach under
(as it were) or forward, and let his body go very

freely back—the hands down, legs close— till the

horse's hind legs have come to the ground.

By way of elucidation, I will state the reasons

for the particular directions which I have given in

regard to leaping. I desired the hand to be kept

low ; since, if it were elevated, it would raise the

horse's head and nose, and straighten his neck, in

^vhich position he would not be able to unite or

gather himself for the purpose of rising and taking

his spring. Let us for a moment look at a horse

when at liberty in the field, since it is no uncom-
mon circumstance for a horse to jump over the

fence from one field to another ; in this case the

animal is unrestrained, and will perform the act of

leaping in a manner the most pleasant and easy to

himself, the most natural and the most correct. It

will be perceived tiiat the horse lowers his head,

draws himself together, rises and takes his spring
;

and therefore when riding over the bar (or any
other leap) the nearer we can approach the natural

position, the more likely we are to perform the leap

* Under the head " Riding to Hounds," more
has been said upon the subject of leaping, as in

hunting jumps are presented under all possible

forms.
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correctly, with ease and safety to the rider and also

to the horse.

If a horse is forced to leap with his head held

lip (or even too tight) he cannot clear the jump

—

he cannot do otherwise than make an awkward
business of it, and if he gets over, most likely all

the four feet will come to the ground together,

making what is called a hucli leap, which is very

unpleasant to the rider and also to the horse. I

have seen horses which had contracted the habit

of buck leaping ; but such horses never leap well,

and are unpleasant to ride.

As to what is called lifting a horse at his jumps,

(a term constantly in the mouth of ignorant and

unskilful liorsemen) three times out of four it ob-

structs, rather than assists, the horse. Lifting can

only be put in practice by a skilful horseman.

When the horse rises, his mouth should be felt as

lightly as possible, if at all, (I am supposing the

standing leap) tire hand, however, should support

him gently from the moment he has taken his

spring till he has fairly landed, the bearing of which
should be tighter or more heavy as his fore feet

come to the ground, which will materially assist

both the horse and his rider. In the flying leap,

as the horse goes with force, he will require more
support from the hand, but precisely in the same
way. The manner in which I have seen lifting

practiced by ignorant riders is merely lifting or

pulling up the horse's head, by which the animal

is in general disabled from clearing the leap.

When, in hunting, horses become fatigued, they

require greater support from the hand, and may
be materially assisted, if lifted judiciously.

The raising of the hand when the horse is rising

at the bar, in those who are learning to ride, arises

from fear ; they attempt to hold on by the bridle,

which method however, they must abandon, or they

cannot succeed. The hand raised in this situation

prevents the rider from leaning his body back

;

and if the horse makes a resolute or strong leap,

the rider must be plucked or pulled out of the sad-

dle upon the horse's neck.

The close application of the legs to the sides of

the horse is so obviously necessary as to require

no explanation. It will be perceived, page 187,
that 1 direct the toe to be inclined downwards,
which is contrary to the rules of the manage, the

teachers of which direct the heel to be sunk, and
the toe to be raised. To place the matter beyond
all doubt, let any person get on horseback, try

both positions, and then judge for himself. lie

will find, with the heels sunk as much as possible

(for such are the manege instructions) the muscles
of the legs become extended or stretched, and lose

all compressive force or grasp ; with the toe in-

cl ning downward, and the heel consequently

raised, he will find himself enabled to grasp very

firimly with the knee and the muscles of the legs,

as I have already observed in the preceding pages.

In fact, in one case you ride by the balance ; in

the other, you are enabled to give great assistance

to the balance by the compressive force of tlie

muscles,—you may get safely over by the balance

if all goes right and smooth ; but, should the horse

swerve, or any irregularity occur, your seat will be
disordered at least, and you are very likely to be

thrown.

With respect to the back of the rider being
hollow ; were the body to be brought forward with
a round back, it could scarcely assume the leaning

position backward in time ; whereas, if the back
of the rider be hollow when the horse springs for-

ward, it will naturally fall into the proper position,

if the hand be not raised to prevent it.

If the head be not held firm, the action of leap-

ing might occasion the rider to bite his tongue, or

possibly cause a wrench of the neck

.

Slipping the breech forward (under you as it

were) gives the body more liberty to lean back ;

and unless the body is well back when the horse's

feet come to the ground, the shock will move the

rider forward, and in consequence, the horse loses

the support of the hand, and both are in danger of
falling. If you assume an upright position, or

move your legs from their proper situation, before

the leap is completed, you can scarcely escape dis-

order, loss of balance—perhaps a fall.

By leaning the body very freely back, the rider

not only assumes the corresponding motion of the

horse, but can also take firmer hold with his legs.

A little practice will soon convince the learner of

the truth of what I have just stated.

Let it be recollected that when the leap is well

performed, the rider sliould be able to carry over

the bar a shilling or halfpenny under each foot,

each knee, and one under the rump. The seat

should be close ; if the breech or seat be ever so

little raised from the saddle, there must be some-
thing wrong.

Leaping may be regarded as the very essence of

the science of horsemanship, since it is upon the

same principle that the seat must be maintained
in all violent exertions or difficult situations of the

horse.

ON BREWING.
The following is extracted from ' A Practical

Treatise on Brewing and on Storing lieer, deduced

from Fortj/ Years' Experience,' by Mr. Black :

" jNIost brewers use the soft water
;
yet some pre-

fer the bard. Hard water, in my judgment, never ob-
tains so good an extract from the malt ; many how-
ever, think that the beer brewed from it is not so apt
to fret as that which is brewed with soft. I am of
opinion that a good fermentation, and subsequently
good storing, will at all limes prevent fretting in the
beer. I should, therefore, recommend soft water.
That which runs over chalk or limestone, and which
is free from sulphate of lime (gypsum), is best.

Where the water is hard, I would recommend throw-
ing a little vegetable alkali (subcarbonate of potash)
into the liquor in the copjjcr before mashing. In
adding this salt, take care that the water does not
turn turmeric paper red ; should it do so, the salt is

then added in excess, and will do harm. I do not
attribute the flavour of either the Burton or Scotch
ale to any thing in the water.

" I would never recommend the month of October
as the best brewing month, particularly for keeping
beers. Fine open frosty weather will always be found
more favourable to fermentation, aiul such weather I

would always select for brewing keeping beers. In-

deed, I am pretty sure that the beer brewed in frosty

weather will always be found sounder than tJiat

brewed in muggy weather. In frosty weather the

fermentation, if other causes do not prevent it, will
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always be vigorous and bealtliy ; and a vigorous and

healthy fermentation is indispensably necessary for

all beers intended ibr keeping, or exportation to a

warm climate. I liave often seen in the month of

October more inert fermentation than in any otber

month in the year. And, as already stated, this fer-

mentation is the most deceitful which can occur. I

would, therefore, defer brewing any keeping beers

until it can be done in frosty, or, at all events, cool

open weather, which may be expected in December,
January, Febuary, and INIarch. During these months,

all keeping beers should be brewed, and when brewed
tbev should be exposed as little as possible to the

action of atmospheric air."

On the important topic of drugs (for, in the de-

clining state of beer brewing, as well as in human
consumption and other maladies, the doctor is called

in;, our authority otters the following observa-

tions :

—

" Although, generally speaking, I object to every
kind of drug in brewing, it would be folly to suppose
that we can at times dispense with them. When
eveiy thing is going on well, no drug is necessary;
but when sickly, a ciiemical remedy must be applied,

and it is only then a brewer has it in his power to

shew his skill by using proper remedies. He must,
therefore, have some knowledge of chemistry, so as

not to make use of any thing which may hurtful, or

perhaps cause combinations which might turn out to

be poisonous, VVe all know that sugar by a very
simple chemical process is converted into oxalic acid
—a deadly poison : so that a brewer, having no
knowledge of chemistry, might from ignorance con-
vert the saccharine of ins worts into poison ; or, by
improper combinations, make his beer very deleteri-

ous. No man, therefore, without some knowledge
of chemistry, is justified in trying experiments with
an article of general consumption. The law, as it at

present stands, forbids the use of chemical remedies;
but I should suppose that its object is merely in-

tended to prevent the use of deleterious ingredients,

or substitutes for malt and bops. There is no law in

France to prevent the flavouring of wines in any way
the manufacturer may tliink proper, and there are
very few French wines which aie not in some de-
gree artificially flavoured. When harmless ingredi-
ents, therefore, are employed for the purpose, I can
see no objection to their being used ; and if tlie law
of this country did not forbid their use, I believe the
introduction of more deleterious ingredients would
soon be discontinued. How many travellers do we
see traversing the country in all directions for the
purpose of selling drugs to brewers, and that in such
quantities as to make something like an apothecary's
shop of a man's stomach. One drug is for the pur-
pose of making the beer keep—a very desirable ob-
ject—another for giving flavour ; anotlier to produce
vinocity, &c. &c. ; and the ignorant brewer is always
induced to try them, by being told by these itinerant
gentlemen that such and such eminent brewers al-

ways use them, and cannot do without them ; although
perhaps those eminent brewers have never seen or
heard of sucli ingredients. Other brewers in the
country are anxious to impart what is called the
London porter flavour, and are told that it is impos-
sible to do so without the use of tliese noxious drugs.
1 firmly believe, however, that no house of any re-

spectability in London makes use of any other ingre-
dient than those authorised by law, and yet tlie

different flavours ofthe respective liouses, proceeding
frour tlieir various modes of working, are easily dis-
tinguislied by a good judge. Any brewer, therefore,

using such drugs, without knowing their component
parts, may absolutely, although very innocently, be
making chemical combinations which will convert
his beer into slow poison. Quite as good beer may
be brewed from malt and hops alone, as can be pro-
duced with the assistance of any other ingredients
whatever. But when we hear people say, 'Why
cannot you give us beer of the same flavour as such
another beer ?' I reply, ' That the law will not
permit it ; such beer is flavoured with ginger, cori-

ander seed, iris (orrice) root, &c., all harmless in-

gredients, but prohibited by law.' This law, as

already stated, was made, I believe, for no other

purpose than the prevention of the use of deleterious

ingredients, or substitutes for malt and hops. Were
it altered, however, so as to permit the use of

harmless flavouring ingredients, not one half of the

quantity of deleterious drugs would be consumed,
which are now resorted to by ignorant brewers.
Why should the brewer in England be prevented
form giving to his ale a bouquet, after the manner
that the French give a bouquet to their wines'! I am
surprised tliat this is not more practised in private

brewing, where there is no such restriction ; for

instance, a pine-apple, raspberry, or strawberry fla-

vour given to ale would be very pleasant, and im-
part to it a &ou(/Met similar to the French champaigne.
There is also a substance which was, some time ago,

in almost general use in porter, viz. sulphate of iron

or salt of SI eel. The law, however, has imposed
severe penalties on the use of it, and a test is ap-

plied for detecting its j)resence. The sulphate of

iron is called, in the trade, heading, and gives to

the beer a fine frothy top, which adheres to the pot

or glass from which the beer may be drank. It also

imparts to the beer a sharpness of taste, generally

much liked by porter drinkers. This heading when
ap])lied in small quantities, little more than a quarter

of an ounce per barrel being necessary to pi oduce
the eftett wanted, is not in the opinion of medical

men deleterious, excepting to those of plethoric

habits, who do not generally drink beer ; on the con-

trary, it is deemed to be a good toiiic, and in foul

beer would make it more wbolesome than it would
otherwise be. It is certainly not a substitute for

either malt or hops ; and as people in general pre-

fer porter which carries a good head for a long time,

there is no good reason why it sliould be so severely

p!ohibited by law. A substance is, I understand,

made and sold by a chemist in London resembling

capillaire, of which he sells considerable quantities.

I am told that about one quart of this, when put into

a barrell of thirty-six shillings beer, gives it a full-

ness equal to that at forty-eight sliillings ; and thus

those that like very sweet beer are imposed upon.

This, therefore, is certainly a substitute for malt, and

should be looked after accordingly."

Montreal, Jan. 3.—At the opening of the navi-
gation in the Spring of 1835, and for some few weeks
after, very little spirit was exhibited in Wheat and
Flour, and prices were unusually low. Lower Canada
Wheat of the crop 1834, which was upon the whole of
indifferent quality, did not rate higher at the early pe-
riod of last Summer, than from 4s to 4s 6d per minot,
and that of Upper Canada which was mostly of prime
quality, about 3s per bushel at the shipping ports on
Lake Ontario. As to Flour, best brands Upper Canada
fine were dull at 22s to 23s, and the trade confined al-

most entirely, even at these low rates to a trifling con-
sumptive demand. The prospect for the season was at
this period most gloomy. The Wheat crop of 1834 had
been, in Upper Canada particularly, uiuisually heavy,
but the depressed state of the English market, both in

Wheat and Flour, forbid the expectation of a shipment
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thence of either article, except at a riiinous loss. In-
deed intelligence was early received of an intention to

ship large quantities of Wheat, lying in bond at home,
to Quebec and Montreal, which intention was subse-
quently carried into execution to a considerable extent.

The low price of Flour in New Yoik at this period ex-

cited some apprehension that heavy quantities would
be exported thence to Halifax, for the supply of that

and the other lower ports. Under such a combination of

descouraging circumstances, tiic millers, though their

stocks of Wheat had been laid in at unusually low
rates, had good ground to apprehend a disastrous sea-

son's business. In the month of July however brighter

prospects began to dawn upon the trade. Flouradvanced
in New York ; heavy contracts were made for future de-

livery there ; the receipts of Wheat as well as Flour from
Ohio, a great grain-growing and manufacturing state,

began sensibly to diminish ; on investigation it was dis-

covered that of the crop of 1834, an unusual proportion

had been manufactured and sent to market in the fall of

that year, occasioning a sensible deficiency in the

balance of that crop for the manufacture of 1835.

Speculation, always rifeamongour enterprising neigh-
bours, was now alive, from the Atlantic markets
through the whole west and south. Bread stuffs, as
also every description of coarse grains, produced in the
country, reached a price in the markets of the United
States, tmprecedented for a long period. Up to the
moment of the new harvest, and until its product in

the shape of new Flour reached the markets, this state

of things continued presenting a degree of activity sel-

dom before witnessed. It was but reasonable to sup-
pose that so much excitement in the States, would
direct the attention of their millers and speculators to

the fine Wheat-growing istricts in Upper Canada
;

and such was the fact, purchasers from the United
States appeared in all those disiricts, and large as was
the quantity there for sale, it did not exceed their

wishes. The number of bushels purchased in

Upper Canada and transported to the United States
has been estimated at 300,000, and of Lower
Canada probably about 50,000 bushels, all of which, on
its introduction into the United States, was chargable
with a duty of 25 cents, or Is 3d the Winchester bush.
This was not the whole of this unusual and apparently
unnatural feature of the trade. Flour of Canadian

manufacture, was also sought for, and favourite brands
of fine, in large quantities, were purchased, transported

to the States, and a duty of 7-8ths of a dollar per brl

paid, much of which passed inspection there as super-

fine, and yielded a fair profit, no doubt, on the invest-

ment ; we have also good ground for congratulation,

that remunerating prices to the manufacturers have
been generally obtained, and fair returns to the shippers

to Halifax, Newfoundland, and New Brunswick mar-
kets have also been received. In July the price of fine

averaged about 26s, super. 30s 3d ; in August, fine,

2Ss, super. 32s ; September, fine,27s 6d, and super.30s.
The crop of 1 835 in the Lower Province has proved con-
siderably below an average, and both the quality and
condition are generally so inferior as to render it unfit

for shipment to Europe ; the demand for consumption
still keeps up prices, old Wheat being now worth 5s
6d, and new of tolerable quality, 5? per minot. In
Upper Canada the crop is reported to have been above
the average of late years, but in many districts very
poor as regards quality, being sprouted and otherwise
damaged. The demand, however, from the States dur-
ing last Summer having nearly exhausted the stock of

old Wheat there, the price of new is maintained, and 3s

to 3s 3d per GOlbs is paying at the shipping ports at

the head of the Lake Ontario, and 3s 6d to 3s 9d per

60lbs at Cobourg, &c. Even in the event of the state

of the home markets warranting shipments from hence
next season, but little Wheat would be found in cither

province in a fit condition to transport. It is, there-

fore, probable that the demand will be limited to what
is required for the consumption of the provinces, and
what may be exported in the shape of Flour to the

Lower Ports and West Indies. The Flaxseed pro-

duced in this province over and above what was re-

quired for the next year's seed, has, until within the

two last years, been chiefly used in the crushing mills

in the province. It was long the custom with the

country people to barter Flaxseed for Liverpool salt,

minot for minot ; of late, however, an active demand
has sprung up for the article for shipment to New
York, and it promises to become of some importance
in our commercial intercourse with that city. All

offered for sale here since last Autumn, has been
readily taken at prices ranging from 6s 6d to 7s 6d per

minot.

COMPARATIVE TABLE,
Shewing the relative Value of Irish Grain in London, Liverpool, and Glasgow.

WHEAT.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Lynch Court, near Lecnninster.

Jan. 23, 1836.

Sir,—In my last letter to you on the subject of

Agricultural Distress, I promised at some future

time to send you my opinion as to the measures
which I considered most likely to relieve it, I will

now endeavour to redeem my pledge ; hut before I

do so, I must beg to say a few words upon the ob-

servations you have made at different times in your
paper aud endeavour to show that your views of the

subject are erroneous, and that the plans you recom-
mend will be ineffectual in producing the anticipated

result. In a letter addressed to you by Mr. Knight
of Downton Castle, (and which has run through the

whole radical press of the kingdom, accompanied by

your encomiums) he states, that the only thing neces-

sary for the relief of the farmer is a reduction of rent.

Now Sir, you stated, I think in your last paper, that

some of the parties concerned in the Mark Lane Ex-
press had been practically concerned in agriculture,

to them then I appeal for the truth of the following

observations:—If a man occupies a farm purely arable,

or two-thirds of which shall be arable, he cannot con-

tinue to cultivate it, unless he returns four rents, if

therefore, you were to reduce the existing rents one-

third, you would only diminish the outgoings of the

farmer one twelfth. Now Sir, I would ask any man
occupying such a farm, whether a reduction of one-

twelfth of his expenditure would make the balance

of his account a favourable one "? Thus it appears,

that a reduction of one-third of the present rents

would be of no avail in redressing the grievances of

the arable farmer, and even you Sir, I think, will ad-

mit that such a reduction is wholly impracticable. I

am most ready to admit that Mr. Knight is a very

good landlord, and I have no doubt there are hun-

dreds of others as good as he, only they may not have
trumpeted their own fame quite so loudly ; but it

must be borne in mind, that Mr. Knight is placed in

peculiarly favourable circumstances as to his pro-

perty, he received his estate late in life when his

habits were formed, from an elder brother, who was

a bachelor, consequently it descended to him unin-

cumbered by jointure or by raising money to pay the

fortunes of younger children, consequently he has it

in his power to do more for his tenants than those

landlords can, whose estates are encumbered and

who have a family of younger sons to educate and

put out into the world. I have no doubt that if even

the ineffectual reduction I before mentioned of one-

third of the rent was to take place, it would in two
or three years place one-third of the landed property

in the hands of money lenders ; and the farmers must

not expect that these men, who are total strangers to

them and who have only taken their estates as secu-

rity for money advanced by them, will make better

landlords, than those who have been brought up with

them from their infancy and whose fathers have, per-

haps, sustained the relative situations of landlord

and tenant for years. I am convinced that any re-

duction of rent, adequate to the altered price of agri-

cultural produce, is perfectly chimerical and imprac-

ticable ; but supposing for the sake of argument that

it were practicable, who would be the losers by the

alteration 1 In this case the gentlemen of landed

property must lower their establishments, must dis-

charge their servants, lay down their carriages and

diminish their expenditure in every way, the loss of

which would fall most heavily upon the merchant,

the manufacturer, and the tradesman. If rent is to

be lowered the price of every article in common use

must be lowered also, and this will so reduce every
body's income, that if the interest on the national
debt is to remain the same, it would absoi-b so large
a portion of the general income as to render it im-
possible to collect it. I am convinced in my own
mind that tlie only effectual mode of relieving the
distresses of the farmer is either by raising the na-
tional income to something like what it was when the
debt was created, or by reducing the interest of the

debt so as to bear a fair proportion to the altered

money value of agricultural produce. As the latter

plan would probably create much opposition, and
would at present be attended with much difficulty,

and as I am, by no means desirous of setting up
theories however fair in themselves, that are not
immediately reducable to practice, I shall confine
my observations to tlie first proposition ; though I

do not see any reason why the interest of the debt
should not be reduced ; the greater part of it was
funded at or about fifty and that paid in depreciated
paper, so that the public did not, in fact, receive

more than thirty-five pounds in gold for every hun-
dred for which we are now called upon to pay three

per cent, or about seven per cent, interest on the

money actually received. As money can now be bor-

rowed at three and a half, I do not see why the pub-
lic creditor should be better off than the rest of the

monied interest. But this is by the bye ; as 1 said be-

fore it will bebetterto address ourselves to the more
practicable plan of raising the national income. I

proposed last sessions to the members of the present

government, that instead of increasing the already

overgrown national debt, by raising a loan of twenty
millions to pay the West India merchants for the

emancipation of their slaves, the lords of the treasury

should issue that amount in one pound notes which
should be made a legal tender for all taxes and duties

payable to government, and that country bankers

should be allowed to give them in exchange for their

five pound notes. If this plan had been adopted I

have no doubt the situation of the farmer would al-

ready have been very different from what it now is,

as it would have enabled the country banker to have
made advances to the farmer by means of which he

would have been empowered to withhold his produce

from a glutted market, and thus have prevented

that ruinous depression in price, at which, under
existing circumstances, he has been obliged to dis-

pose of it. Besides this advantage, government
would have paid six hundred thousand a year inte-

rest on this twenty millions, which might have been
applied to the reduction of such taxes as pressed

most heavily on the farmer ; such as the remainder

of the county rates, the statute duty, &c. This
measure was free from all the objections urged
against an unlimited issue of one pound notes by
country bankers, as the holders would have had the

same security for them as they have for the funded
property. That opportunity, however, is gone by

;

the Chancellor of the Exchequer did not choose to

adopt my plan, nor did he condescend to assign any
reason for rejecting it. The same object may yet be

obtained by the treasury issuing one pound notes in-

stead of exchequer bills, by which the interest would
be saved. To explain the whole advantage of this

measure, I find would extend my letter far beyond
the bounds which a newspaper correspondent has

any right to occupy in your columns. I will, there-

fore, content myself for the present with merely
throwing out the hint, which others may improve
upon, and conclude my letter after having made one

observation on your leading article last Monday.

You congratulate the Scotch farmers on their pros-

perity, which you attribute to their superior skill.
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Do you mean to assert that the land in Scotland is

better farmed than it is in Essex, Norfolk, or the Isle

of Thanet? I think it would be more fair to ascribe

it to tlie only advantage which they possess over the

English farmer, namely, to a small note circulation, it

is very extraordinary that if one pound notes are so

jjrejudicial to the national welfare, that the shrewd
and sagacious Scotch should have resisted their anni-

liilation in that country so strenuously, that Sir Ro-
bert Peel dared not urge the matter further, for fear

of losing his bill. A s I have already trespassed too

far upon your columns, I will only add that I re-

main, Your obedient servant,

J. R. SMYTHIES.

ARCHBISHOP WHATELY'S PLAN FOR
SETTLING THE TITHE QUESTION.

A correspondent wiiting: on this subject, after caution-

ing- the Conservative party against interposing' " vis-

ionary and speculative obstacles to any measure (from

whatever quarter it may come) by which the substantia]

and tangible evils of the existing state of things may be

remedied," proceeds to say
—

" If tithe be commuted
into land-tax, and if this land tax be bought up by the

state from the church, the money paid will be as much
the absolute, independent, and untangible possession of

the church as any other ecclesiastical property it has

ever held : and if this money be afterwards expended

in the purchase of land, that land will be as much the

independent estate and possession of the purchasers

(namely, the church, through its acting body, the com-

missioners), as any college estate, house, rent, mano-

rial right, or other liereditament. The whole gist of the

proposed measure is this .—Will capital be forthcoming,

to realize the benefits proposed by the Archbishop's

plan 1 If it be not, such matters will be employment

for tongue and pen for half the session, and there an

end. But it the resolution be evinced to cut the Gor-

dian knot by the only possible means, viz.—money,

then the Archbishop's labours may eftect the redemp-

tion of the Irish clergy, and the peace of their coun-

try."

PROPOSAL FOR ESTIMATING THE
RENT OF LAND BY THE MARKET
PRICE OF WHEAT.
In making this estimate, the following particulars

must be accurately ascertained :—The quality of the

land, and its state of cultivation. Whether it has

on it all necessary buildings. Whether titheable or

tithe free. The annual amount that it pays for paro-

chial rates. The distance that the land is from tlje

market where its produce is to be sold ; and wiiat

price per bushel may reasonably be expected for

wheat—wliich, in the long run, governs tlie price of

all grain, and of meat too. Therefore, as the price of

wheat rises or fills, so does the actual value of the

rent of land. The value of rent for the different

qualities of land will vary from two to six bushels

per acre—the regulating price to be annually that

which has been the average price of a market agreed

on for the past year. Supposing it is agreed that 7s

per bushel may be expected, the rent of the different

qualities of land may be thus calculated :

—

Very poor land 2 bushels . . 14s. per acre
Poor 3 ditto.... 21s.
Fair quality 4 ditto.... 28s.

Very good 5 ditto. . . . 35s.
Extraordinarily good 6 ditto .... 42s.

The intermediate qualities may be raised by the cor-

responding fractional parts of a bushel : thus—a me-
dium quality, between fair and very good, 4^ bushels,
3 Is. 6d. per acre ; approaching nearer to very good,
4J bushels, 33s. 3d. per acre. This method of esti-
mating tlie rent of land may appear complicated and
troublesome, and therefore I do not expect to hear
that many farms will be let in this way, although I

believe it to be the fairest between landlord and te-

nant. Some years ago, a great portion of the ste-
wards of landed proprietors were composed of law-
yers, land surveyors, and others, who knew little or
nothing of the real quality of land, or the proper cul-
tivation of it. All the object in view of such ste-
wards was to increase the rental of their employers;
on which increase it was then a common practice for

them to receive a commission ; so that industrious
tenants under their controul, whose farms appeared
neat, were liable to have their rents raised ; and the
crafty, or negligent, whose farms appeared unsightly,
theirs not raised, but perhaps lowered, which is ex-
actly the reverse of what juststewards betweenland-
lords and tenants ought at all times to do.

Some years ago, I proposed a commutation of tithes

to be made out by the same mode as I proposed for

estimating rents, and I still think that a fairer plan
cannot be adopted ; every farm in the parish being
valued according to the quality of the land, and not
according to its state of cultivation. Suppose a farm
of 200 acres, 100 arable and 100 pasture, coming un-
der the description of very good land, if tithe free,

and only moderately burdened with poor, the rent
should be equal to the value of five bushels of wheat
per acre ; if the average price was 7s. per bushel, the
rent would be 35s. per acre. Take one-fifth of the
arable and one-ninth of the pasture, thus :—100 acres
arable, 500 bushels—one-fifth, 100 bushels; for the
pasture, one ninth, SSj together, 155| bushels, at7s.

per bushel, £54. 8s. 6d. per ann.—about 5s. 5d. per
acre. In iMay, 1835, I printed all the particulars of
my plan for a commutation and redemption of tithes

;

having several copies left, one is at the service of any
person interested in tithes.

I cannot refrain from inserting here a question in

figures, which I have found many were not aware of.

Suppose a parish, going to be enclosed, containing

2000 acres, 1000 arable, lOOO pasture, the tithe-owner

claiming one-fifth of the arable, and one-ninth of the

pasture ; I have found that most to whom I have
stated this, have thought, as the quantities were
equal, that if one-seventh of the whole were taken,

it would be the same as taking a fifth and a ninth
;

which it is not. as thus :—One-fifth of 1000 is 200
;

one-ninth of 1000, 111 one-ninth ; together, 311 one-

ninth—one-seventh of 2000, is 285 five-sevenths

—

difference, 24 acres and about a half.

It has often been asserted in the House of Com-
mons, and elsewhere, that permanent low prices of

corn would not affect the farmers, that landlords on-

ly would be affected by it, for they must lower their

rents ; this I trust I shall be able to jirove by the

following statement to be a most mistaken notion.

A Summary Calculation of the Value of the Produce
of Farms, of different descriptions of land, with

Wheat at seven, six, and five shillings per bushel

;

the prices of other grain in proportion ; the profit

arising from Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, and Poultry ; the

amount of Rent and Expenses ; and the Occupies'

Incomes. Also supposing that each farm was tithe-
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able, the amount to be 'paid per acre and per annum
according to my mode of estimating- tlie Value of

Tithes—
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At present, otber grain is not ftillen in proportion

to the low price of wheat; but I feel convinced that

it must come down to the prices in these calcu-

lations, should the average price of wheat be five

shillings per bushel for two years from this time,

December, 1835.

In the above statement, the whole amount of value

of the produce of each farm is calculated ; therefore,

if the occupiers consume in their familes, corn or

meat, or corn by any other horses than one to ride

to market, or cart horses, the value of such corn or

meat must be considered as part of their incomes

;

which, according to my calculations, will be on poor

clay farms, (with my lowest valuation of produce,)

not more than sufficient to feed, and plainly clothe,

their families, or to give their children a better, if

so good an education, as all charity ciiildren now
have. The occupiers of good turrip. or good
grazing land, need not despair of getting, with in-

dustry and good management, and good judgment of

stock, a comfortable maintenance ; for the demand
for grain and meat must ever continue, both of which
they can produce at less expense than the occupiers

of poor land.

The produce of a poor clay arable land farm, and
the profit of the stock kept upon it, ought to amount
to seven rents, as thus :—one for the landlord ; four

and a quarter expenses ; and one and three quarters

for the tenant's maintenance. On a poor sand farm,

where the expenses are less, six and a quarter will

do. On fair clay land, four and a quarter: one
landlord ; two and a quarter expenses ; one tenant.

On good turnip land, three and a half: one land-

lord ; one and three quarters expenses ; three quar-

ters tenant. There is a difference of opinion as to

the size that farms ought to be : most, who consider

the question as it regards the public interest, are

against large fai-ms ; believing that there is not a

proportionubly equal number of labourers kept on
large farms, as there is on moderate sized ones ; be-

sides which, it is argued that two farmers' families

might be maintained where there is only one. Per-
haps there are not, on the generality of farms of five

hundred acres, double the number of labourers em-
ployed as there are on farms of two hundred and fift}^

acres. As the question regards landlords and te-

nants, the size of farms must depend on the nature

of the soils, the parts of the country in which the

farms are situated, and the competency of the te-

nants ; for landlords cannot be expected to let large

farms to tenants with small capital.

Some years ago, a talented, but over-zealous advo-

cate, injured the agricultural cause, by proposing that

there should be a duty of forty shillings per quarter

on the importation of foreign wheat ; this certainly

was a most unreasonable proposition. I was, from
the first, quite satisfied with the present scale ofdu-
ties, although I felt sure it was a protection against

importation, to fifty six shillings per quarter only,

instead of sixty, as it was intended to be.

Taking into consideration the large supplies that

must come fi-om Ireland, even if the condition of the

lower orders should be so improved that they shall

consume double the quantity of wheat they now do
;

for whilst their condition is improving, they will so

improve the cultivation of the land, as greatly to

increase its produce ; the increased supply from
the effective draining of the fens of this country

;

the lessening the demand for wheat from the

labourer's allotment system, which has increased

the consumption of potatoes in labourers' families,

and decreased the consumption of bread : under all

these circumstances, without there should be in some
year a general failure of the crop, or the country be

involved in war, or until there is a very great increase
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of tlie population, the average price of wbeat in this

country must be low, and consequently low rents

must be submitted to.

Low prices for agricultural produce will certainly

be beneficial to some classes ; but the question is,

will low prices, witli our high taxation, be for the

general good ] I think not ; for the lower the value

of the produce ol the soil, the higher in reality it

makes tlie amount of the national debt, and thus adds

to the weight of taxation upon that class which pays

so great a portion of tbe interest of it. If the in-

comes of landlords are to be so reduced by their rents

being- lowered to correspond with wheat at five shil-

lings per bushel, and tenants are not able to get more
than a bare subsistence, the manufacturers must find

the demand for tlieir goods very materially lessened.

Whether, with such low jirices of produce, and con-

sequently such a reduced circulation of money, a

sufficient amount of taxes can be raised to continue

paying, for any length of time, the full amount of in

terest of our enormous national debt, I leave to the

consideration of those who are competent to form a

more correct ojnnion on the subject than I am.

I attended tlie great agricultural meeting in Lon-
don on the 15th December 1835, where, as I ex-

pected, I heard nothing satisfactory how agriculture

could be i-elieved by any legislative enactments.

Some new.spapers are continually giving statements

of the coBiparalive prices of wheat in England and
on the continent. It is not the price of food in any
country that proves whether it is cheap or dear, tlie

proof is the relative value which the wages of the

labouring classes bear to it. The prosperity of a coun-
try, the contentment, coniibrt and happiness of its la-

bouring classes, is not to be estimated by the low
price of food.

For twenty years have I continually, in diflPerent

publications, been soliciting the Government to take

oflfthe burthen I'rom the occupiers of land from duty
on the turnpike roads; to reduce county rates, and
to do away witli the law of settlement by servitude;

tliis having been done, and a general amendment of

tlie poor laws, all the relief which the legislature can

now give to the present agricultural distress, is, to

enact laws for a commutation, or, if practical, a re-

demption of tithes ; to establish poor laws in Ireland

;

and wlien the finances of thecountr}' will admit of it,

to take off the duty on malt, but to lay an additional

duty on distillation, to prevent Gin from being-

cheaper than it is at present. Coidd these things be
done, rents might be lowered to correspond with

wheat at six shillings per bushel, and farmers might
be able to get a fair maintenance ; but not at five, for

situated as this country is, labour, and other expenses,
cannot be reduced in proportion to such low price of
wheat.

Agrculture would be benefited if landowners
would live more in the country instead of living and
spending- the chief part of their incomes in our over-
grown metropolis, or fashionable watering places,

and if they would not fancy th-at every thing they
want in the country, except bread and meat,must (to

be good) come from London. Were there more of the

Old English Gentlemen now in existence there

would be more of the old English contented pea-

santry. And if landlords would request their tenants

to take farming men and boys into tlieir families as

they formerly used, it would bring up the rising ge-

neration of the peasantry to more orderly habits, and
in a very great degree prevent that great source of

evil amongst them, improvident early marriages

Thej'outh of agricultural parishes Iraveof late years

with the young females of the parish, the greater

part of them have been obliged to marry; and thus,

in the agricultural population, the chief part of the

marriages of late vears have not been of men and wo-
men, but of boys and girls. A very great portion of

our National Debt was contracted by expenses in-

curred in a long war for the protection of property

;

it is not fair, therefore, that persons should evade pay-

ing by taxes their just share of those exj)enses by
living and spending their incomes in a foreign coun-
try.

About eighteen months ago I printed and gave
away one hundred and fifty copies of a Summary of

Practical Farming. Having been requested by many
persons to re-print my little work, 1 have made many
additions to it, have sent it to the printer's, and ex-

pect that it will be at llidgwayand Sons, Piccadilly,

London, the beginning of next month. Believing

that the present agricultural distress will be brought

under the consideration of Parliament immediately

on its assembling, I have had some copies of the

concluding- part of my little pamphlet struck off to

enclose to some Members of both Houses of Parlia-

ment, thinking it possible that it may afford them
some useful information.

C. HILLYARD,
President of the Northamptonshire Farming

and Grazing Society,

(Established 1819, for the encouragement of good
ploughing, good sheidierding, and lor the general

good conduct of farming l-abourers.)

Thorpelandf, near Northampton, Jan. 1836,

UPTON'S STEAM PLOUGH AND LO-
COMOTIVE CARRIAGE.

This Steam Plough is worked by Upton's Patent
Lever Steam Engine, and his Air Furnace iJoiler.

If a single-shared plough, the space occupied by
the entire machine will be four feet by ten feet ; if

for trench ploughing the dimensions will be the

same ; if for ploughing two, three, or more paral-

lel furrows at once, then the breadth and length

will be about five feet by twelve feet.

The work done by the trenching plough will he
equal to any spade husbandry ; and that by the

parallel shares will be found very superior to any
horse ploughing ; inasmuch as the ground will not

be trodden and rammed down by horses' feet ; and
as the steerer, or ploughman, &c. will ride on the

machine, the land will be left as open and light as

possible, and resemble that of garden culture. To
the steam plough, a harrow, drill, and seed box,

can be attached when requisite, and the entire

operation performed at once going, when it is for

the last ploughing, without trampling the soil.

The spots left in the angles of the ield by Up-
ton's Steam Plough will be smaller than by any
horse plough, as the steam plough will turn, if a

single share, in thrice the breadth and length of a

common wheelbarrow ; and if a three sliared

plough, it will turn in the space of a small one-

horse cart. The simplicity of construction, and
small number of parts composing this steam

engine and boiler, and the great safety and secu-

rity of the latter, will prevent the necessity of fre-

quent or expensive repairs, as the only parts of the

ai)i)aratus most liable to wear and tear are the

plough-shares, the soles, coulters, and harrow

been'^under no contruul after six o'clock in the even- I
tines, which will only require the same repairs as

ing ; consequently from an unrestricted intercourse 1
if drawn by horses.
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The engine and its boiler are calculated to last a

considerable time before any repairs could be

wanted, unless from accident or unfair usage ; and
whenever from long use, very much worn, if the

boiler were to burst, it could only extinguish its

own fire without injury to any person close to it.

The plough will require one steady man to direct

or steer it, aud a tractable boy to attend the fire

and turn the steam off and on occasionally, the

engine being of the most simple and eflacient con-
struction. The water tank will require replenish-

ing now and then, and perhaps fuel will be re-

quired two or three times in the course of the day,

and the boiler is admirably constructed for burn-
ing either wood, peat, or coke ; or coal may be
used.

The single plougli is calculated to do two acres

per day, and as the person will not be fatigued by
walking over the rough ground, nor have any
horses to rub down and feed after coming home
from the field, they could remain out a longer
time.

The double plough would do four acres, and the
three-shared plough would do about six acres per
day. The counter, or trench plough, would do
about two acres per day ; but as it would be equal
in power to the double shared plough, it would
require the same quantity of fuel and expense.
The land cultivated by this plough would doubt-

less be found from its efficiency to produce crops
nearly, if not quite, equal to spade husbandry, and
it would in such case pay for the steamer the first

season.

As to the expense there would be required one
good steady ploughman, who never ought to re-

ceive less than 2s 6d per day ; and a tractable boy
or lad, as fireman, at Is per day, as under :

—

s d
One Man, per day 2 6

„ Boy, do 1

3 6

If coke is used as fuel, the single plough
would require about 12 bushels per
day, which at 6d, the London price, is . . 6

Ploughing two acres per day, at 4s 9d is. , 9 6

Now it will appear manifest, that if two acres can
be ploughed per day, with a single shared plough,
for 9s 6d, six acres per day could be ploughed at a
cheaper rate in proportion, inasmuch as there
would only be the same number of people em-
ployed as before :

—
Thus, Wages per day, as before 3 6

Fuel do do 3s per acre. . 18

Ploughing six acres per day, at 3s 7d is £"'1 1 6

As the ground would not be trodden and ram-
med by horses or men in the various operations of
ploughing, harrowing, sowing, &c. there can be
no doubt that superior crops would be obtained

;

and in some soils deep ploughing is very beneficial,

which could be done by steam better than by
horses, for steam never tires ; and as for treading
the ground, it is generally very detrimental ; for it

is frequently observed, that in some soils, where
ever a horse's foot hole is left, corn seldom thrives
so well, and in many instances in retentive land
and cold seasons, perishes.

The expense of ploughing with horses may be
considered as under, assuming the average team
of 3 horses :

—

Cost per day 5
One Ploughman, per day 2 6
One Driver 1

Total cost for one acre 8 6
By Steam 3 7

Difference per acre by steam, and better
work done 4 11

The locomotive engine is so contrived, that the
ploughs can be detached from it, and sent away to
the fold yard, where a common dung cart ready
loaded may be taken by it to the field. Thesteerer
may then tilt this cart in the usual manner, and
drav^' out as much manure to form one or as many
heaps as he pleases, or tip and shoot the residue,
or the whole load at once, if required. The steers-
man can then take back the empty cart at a quick
pace, and fetch another loaded one if wanted.
With regard to the expense of hauling ma-

nure :—Suppose the average distance is one-third
of a mile out and one-third of a mile back, and
that the time taken up in tipping the load and ex-
changing carts would be equal to one-third of a
mile more, making one mile in time and distance
per load. Now as some teams do regularly twenty
miles of ground per day, when hauling on the
road, and twenty loads per acre are used by many
at a dressing, it would amount to twenty loads or
one acre per day, at only two miles per hour,
average time for one team, therefore say

—

s d
Team per day 5

One man to drive and tip . , . 2 6

By horses per day, per acre. 7 6

The steam engine, if the ground be not very hilly,

would go at four miles per hour, or forty loads per
day, which at the same per day for man, boy, aud
fuel, comes to 9s 6d, the half of which is, per
acre, as before shown, 4s 9d.

The locomotive engine would take the carts &c.
loaded with produce to market, at four miles or
more per hour ; and might be so modified by fur-

ther improvements as to be made subservient to

many of the farmer's wants. It might, perhaps,
be available for the cutting of roots and fodder for

stall-fed, and other cattle ; for threshing, winnow-
ing, grinding corn, and pumping water, &c. &c.

In case of the last ploughing, when it is intended

to sow aud harrow in the seed at once going, the

same power would effect the whole work, only re-

quiring the aid of the boy, who must otherwise
be engaged in driving the harrow horses, but
which horse labour, and horse injury done to

the soil would be done away with, and a further

saving per acre effected by the steamer.

The additional boy at the steam harrow would
be required to lift up the harrow occasionally, and
take up the weeds, andput them in a basket bung
to the machine, until arrived at the headland
where a spare cart might be placed to receive them,
and which the engine would take out of the field

every evening, or as manj' times per day as neces-

sary. As to the quantity and quality of work
which such a steam engine would do when com-
pared with animal power ; assume a regular breadth
for the furrow slice of eight inches, and from four

to nine inches deep, according to the tenacity and
stony qualities of the soil. At the above breadth,

but at less deptli, a horse plough would make as

many bouts per acre as would amount to twelve

miles and a half, e.xclusive of ridgings and balks.

The steamer would go twice as fast, aud being
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more easily managed and controlled than horses,

would not be so liable to get out of line, and would,
I think, do the work better ; besides not having the
fatigue of walking.
Some idea of the saving to be effected by Upton's

steam plough may be obtained by the following
calculation for a farm of 200 acres :

—

s. d. £ s. d.

200 acres per ann. once over per
at 3 7 acre 35 16 8

150 ditto and harrowing again

2nd time 3 7 .. 26 17 6

150 acres, and harrowing and
seeding again, 3rd time .... 3 7 .. 26 17 6

50 acres fallow, 3rd time 3 7 . . 8 19 2

60 do. hauling manure 4 9 .. 14 5
60 days ditto to market 6 10 .. 20 10

30 days harvesting (long days) 10 . . 15

90 half days, equal to 45 days,

cutting fodder, &c 4 8 .. 10 10

Cost for ploughing alone about
15s lOJd per acre £158 15 10

Now to compare this with horse ploughing, 200
acres, all arable land, would require ten horses for

tillage, with four men and two boys per annum,
if the land is to be well worked and kept going,
besides other hands for occasional work.

£ s. d. £ 8. d.

Therefore 10 horses kept at

20d. per day each, is per
annum 304 3 4

Ditto wear and tear of har-
ness and shoeing per an-
num 45 16 8

350
Four good men and two

boys, as before 218

By Upton's steamer, the
expense of tilling 200
acres would be as before
stated 158 15 10

To which may be added one
additional man and a boy,
all the year round, at

same wages as before . . 57 5
And one pair of oxen, for

furrowing, ridging, and
earthing-up, and sundry
other purposes, at 20s.
per week the pair 52

568 8

2G8 10

Saving in the tillage of 200 acres of l

arable land, per annum /

300 7 2

Say purchase of 10
horses, for 200
acres arable land
at £25 each

Do. for harness,
plough-gearing,
and for ploughs,
harrows, &c,. .

.

£
250

100

Purchase of one
of Upton's Lo-
comotive steam
ploughs, with 2

shares

£350 £350

It was stated by Dr. Parry, at Bath, that Eng-
land alone contains 29,000,000 of acres of cultiva-
ted land ; and for the sake of showing how steam
would benefit the agriculturist, hy placing him on a

par ivith the manufacturer, it may not be unreason-
able to assume that 20,000,000 of acres are now
under cultivation by the plough ; and apportioning
20 acres of arable land as the labour of each
horse,with the accompanying number of attendants
the following calculation exhibits nearly the exact
difference between horse and steam ploughing :

—

20,000,000 acres ploughed by
horses, at £568 8s for 200
acres, will be about £2 16s
lOd per acre, or, in round
numbers £56,833.333

Deduct for variation of soil

and circumstances, one-
third 18,944,444

Total cost by horse-plough-
ing 20,000,000 acres, aver-
aging about 37s lid per
acre £37,888,889

The same ploughed by steam,
at £268 Os lOd for 200
acres, will be about £\
69 95 d per acre, without
any abatement for varia-

tion as above, or for

20,000,000 acres, in round
numbers, is 26,791,266

Total saving on 20,000,000

of acres by steam plough-
ing, at least £11,097,223

N. B.—Price of two-share plough, £350
; price

of three-share ditto, ^£'450.

TO FARMERS AND THEIR LAND-
LORDS.

For the Shrewsbury Chronicle.

Mr. Editor,—Allow me through the medium of

your paper to offer a few bints for the consideration

of the committee of the Shrewsbury Agricultural As-
sociation, and the respectable body of farmers in this

county. At recent meetings much was said on tlie

causes of agricultural distress—much altercation

took place as to its origin—and many remedies were
suggested ; but after all their talk, the force of the

poet's lamentation is felt—

-

" Truth would they teach to save a sinking land.

All shun, none aid you, and few understand."

Now, farmers, you well know it is proverbial, that
" actions speak louder than words." I am about to

snggest to you something to be done. Methinks in

times like these, every likely means ought to be used

to save those who cultivate the land from utter ruin
;

and I cannot help thinlsing that the plan 1 shall pro-

pose will, if carried into execution, have a beneficial

eilect on the agricultural interest generally.

Should not erideavours bemade to eatablish a periodical

shew of Live Stock, Implements, Ploughing Matches, &;c.

in this county? The meetings for the above pur-

poses may be connected with the Agricultural Asso-

ciation now formed, or be independent of it, as may
be deemed expedient. It will be said, of what use

can be Agricultural Shows to relieve the fiirmer 1 In

reply, I say, they will exert a beneficial influence on

the farming interests

—

First— 15y encouraging improvements. If the

breeds of Cattle were improved, and the land better

cultivated, the farmer would iiave superior stock to

bring to market, and obtain larger crops and of better
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quality. It Is well known good ajiticleo will com-
mand purchasers, even in bad times.

Second—By rousing a spirit of emulation among
the agricolturists. There is nothing like stimulus in

furthering improvement in any art or science.

1 am aware a great deal of prejudice exists in the

minds of farmers, generally, as to any new plan or

S3'stem ; and that they are too fondly attached to the

modes of farming practised by their fathers and

grandfathers. But it is becoming pretty well known,
OLD FASHIONED FARMING WILL NOT PAY PRESENT RENTS.

Nothing, in my humble opinion, would tend so much
to remove prejudice as periodical meetings, when
farmers would assemble, and have an opportunity of

seeing with their eyes, what they would not believe

from hearsay. Here a knowledge of each other's

plans may be obtained ; and means which have been
successful to their respective ends ought to be com-
municated. I recollect when the Shropshire Agri-
cultural Show was discontinued, that it was said to

be an exhibition that opened the gentlemen's eyes too

much ; but as I am not aware of any particular secret

in fanning, my deliberate conviction is (and I speak
advisedly) that the gentlemen's eyes need opening
YET still more. Those landlords who farm a portion

of their own estate, are the most ready to meet the

exigencies of the times ; and others who have pur-

sued farming for amusement or speculation, are giving

up their farms, finding it to be a losing concern. At
an agricultural meeting a short time since. Lord Stan-

ley is reported to have said, " that farmers must look

for the relief of the agricultural interest to their land-

lords, and not to anything that can be done in parlia

ment."
Farmers ! if this be true, it becomes you to look

to yourselves. Let your mottos be, "Temperance,
Industry, and Economy," and use every means di-

rect and indirect, that are likely to influence Agricul-
tural prosperity. Should this letter be responded to,

and the proposed plan approved, I intend to elicit

the attention of landlords and gentlemen to the sub-
ject. I have thought it best to address the farmers
first, in the hope of ascertaining their feelings witli

regard to the measure. The landlords have professed

themselves willing to assist you, and I believe their

lirofessions to be sincere, and I have no doubt, the

gentlemen of Shropshire will come forward to raise a

fund when the objects are fully considered. I beg to

apologise, Mr. Editor, for trespassing so far on your
columns, and remain,

Your obedient servant,

A WELL-WISHER TO THE FARMER.
Juiiuary 11.

The Journal die Commerce gives a curious table of the

increase of the consumption of sugar during the last few

years.
Colonial Sugar. Beet root Sugar. Total.

1828 61,255,232 .. 4,000,000 .. 65.255,232
1831 67,542,792 ,. 10,000,000 .. 77,542,792
1832 62,669,638 .. 15,000,000 .. 77,669,638
1834
1834

66,251,481 .. 20,000,000 .. 86,951,481
69,000,000 . . 30,000,000 . . 99,000,000

The average annual consumption by the French colonies

of articles imported into them from France is calculated

at about 50,000, OOOf., divided as follows :—Wines and
liquors, 6,000, OOOf. ; oils, 2,400, OOOf.

;
jewellery,

500,000f.
;

paper in a variety of shapes, 500, OOOf. .

pottery and glass, 500, OOOf. ; skins in a variety of

shapes, 2,500,000f. ; iron ware, l,600,000f. ; cotton,

thread, silkjWooUen,and felt manufactures, 20,000, OOOf

;

grain and flour, 3,000, OOOf. ; and misscellaneous ar-

ticles, 13,000,000f.

—

Galignani's ]\lcsseiiger.

PALSY IN CATTLE.
LECTURE BY MR. YOUATT.

(From the Veterinarian.)

If, gcntletricn, you should hereafter practise on
the diseases of cattle as I imagine and hope is your
intention, you will meet with plenty of cases of

palsy : few or none of them however, will be rc-

fcrrible to any cerebal influence or cause, and I

am not aware that the records of veterinary medi-
cine will afford one case of hemiplegia in these

animals. You will not be surprised at this, when
you recollect the distinction which I endeavoured
to draw, in the last lecture, between the prevalent

causes of hemiplegia and paraplegia—palsy of one
side and one extremity of the frame—or, in other

words, disease of one or both of the motor
columns : the first produced by some change in

the structure or functions of the brain—the lattei"

referrible to injury of the spinal chord.

Why not Hemiplegia in Cattle?—Comparing
the average weight of the ox with that of the horse,

the brain of the former is not more than one-half

so large as that of the latter ; but the medulla ob-

longata of the former is larger than this origin of

the spinal chord in the latter, and the relative in-

crease of bulk in the ox is, agreeably to the destiny

of that animal, made up of evidently greater de-

velopment of the lateral portions of the superior

(posterior) superficies of the part—that portion of

it which is devoted to the involuntary and never-

ceasing movements of organic life. If we next

proceed to compare the spinal chord of these two
animals, we shall find that the breadth of that of

the ox is somewhat smaller than in the horse ; and
that the difference consists in the lesser develop-

ment of the motor columns on the inferior (an-

terioiv superficies of the chord. If, then, in the

horse, comparatively few cases of hemiplegia oc-

cur, we can readily imagine that they will be rarer

still, or perhaps altogether absent in the ox.

The different Causes of Palsy in the Ox.—
The ox is comparatively little affected by the usual

exciting causes of palsy in the horse. Neither the

rapid nor the violent exertions of the muscular
system are required from him, to which the horse

is often doomed ; and from mechanical injuries

arising from falls or cruel blows, he is in a man-
ner exempt ; but he is liable to the influence of

other causes, and of one more than all the rest,

—

too frequent exposure to cold and moisture.

Symptoms.—I will suppose you to be hereafter

settled in a low, marshy, woody country. Early
in the spring, and late in the autumn, and at every
sudden and considerable change of temperature,
you will have palsy prevailing among the cattle in

your neighbourhood. Sometimes the attack will

be mild, and the progress of the disease slow. The
animal will cease to feed—he will low pitcously

—

he will stand with his back bowed—he will stagger

as he walks—he will almost drag his feet behind
him, or the pastern will be flexed forward ; it will

bend to the ground, and the animal will walk
upon it. The weakness will gradually increase

during a day or two—he will struggle against the
complaint as long as he can—the weakness will be
referrible to the hind legs principally or alto-

gether— it will shift from leg to leg, until at length

he will fall, utterly unable to rise again.

At other times the attack will be more sudden
;

it will be so especially with milch cows that have
been housed in the winter and turned out too early

in the spring. It is scarcely credible what mischief

one cold sleety night will eflect. The cows are
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left, perhaps, apparently quite unafFected—at all

events with nothing very serious the matter with

them ; and on the nextinorningfive or six of them
will be found chilled, palsied, and will continue

helpless during several weeks. I knew one that

did not get up for more than two months : she lay

on her belly with her hind legs stretched out be-

hind hei-, and had we not confined her, she would
have sadly excoriated herself by travelling about

the cow house in this position. She got up at

last, VOT-y much emaciated ; and being brought as

soon as possible into tolerable plight, she was sold.

When they are once down, it is impossible to

calculate how long they will bear up against the

debilitating influence of the disease. The appetite

will return— it will become as good as ever ; and
these miserable animals will drag themselves along

many a yard on their chest and belly in search of

food. There is a case upon record, in which a

cow was cruelly kept in this state eighteen months.
They become, as you may suppose, sadly excoriat-

ed ; but they are much more so if they are slung
;

and he who is actiuainted with cattle well knows
that by this constant pressure on the abdomen

—

the elasticity of the belly which supports the enor-

mous and heavy paunch being no longer called in-

to play—inflammation of the rumen will oc-

casionally be produced, and the animal will perish

sooner than it otherwise would do.

Connexion bf.twken Rheumatism and Palsy.
—But was not this rheumatism—lumbago ? Very
j)robably it was, in the first instance at least, for

there is an intimate connexion between these dis-

eases in cattle, and some other of our domesticated
animals. I do not profess satisfactorily to account
for this ; I am merely stating the fact. The dis-

ease is often primarily rheumatism—inflammation
of some of the joints ; and that is necessarily con-
nected with a great deal of pain, and lameness as

the consequence of pain. To this rapidly succeeds
structural derangement ; the ligaments become
thickened and rigid—the bursee are loaded with a
glairy fluid—the periosteum becomes thickened,

and the perichondrium too, and the whole joint,

is enlarged. It is still rheumatism essentially, of

the stifle, the hip joint, or the lumbar vertebra;
but palsy soon associates itself with or succeeds to

the complaint, and loss of nervous power follows

the difticulty or pain of moving. If the limb is

but little used, or can be but little used, the supply

of nervous influence is gradually lessened. This
is agreeable to an invariable law of nature, that

the supply of vital energy is proportionate to the

demand for it ; it may be increased, or it will

rapidly diminish, according to the changing cir-

cumstances of the part.

DrFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CaUSES OF PaLSV
IN THE Horse and in Cattle.—You have then
gentlemen, a useful lesson here. Palsy in the

horse was traced to injury or inflammation of the

spinal chord, or certain portions of it, and that

injury or inflammation producing congestion or

disoi-ganization. Palsy in cattle is generally at-

tributable to such causes as weaken or destroy

the irritability or the energy of the nervous sys-

tem—the direct influence of cold and wet upon the

spinal chord—or the propagation of the chilling

debilitating eff'ect from the fibrils distributed over

the surface of the body to the centre of the nervous

power— or the lessened demand of power, from

the inability to flex and to use the limbs in conse-

quence of rheumatism or other affections of the

joints. You will see, then, the importance of

these inquiries into comparative pathology : they

will provide you with interesting facts on which
your practice may be securely based, and guard
you against the false analogies by which you might
otherwise be led astray. We shall have sufficient

proof of this as as go on.

Further description of Palsy in Cattle.—
There are two periods in the life of the cow when
she is more than usually subject to these paralytic

attacks, and when they are, most of all, severe

and likely to be fatal. The poor beast, not strong

in health, is left in some exposed part of the farm
until within a few days of her expected time of

calving, or, perhaps, she is not taken in at all.

The pains of labour come upon her—the cold blast

blows over her, and she is in that state of excita-

tion and yet of general debility which accompanies
parturition. She becomes suddenly palsied—at

least the parts nearest to those concerned in par-

turition yield to the ungenial influence to which
they are exposed. I will not say that the uterus

loses its power, but the animal is unable to assist

its contractions by any voluntary effort ; and the

progress of the labour is delayed, completely ar-

rested, and the calf or the mother, or both, are

sacrificed.

Again:—she has got through her calving, but

she experiences that relaxation and debility to

which, to a greater or less degree, our artificial

treatment has subjected our domesticated animals,

and, in this state, she is left quite exposed to the

pitiless blast ; or she is not so well taken care of

as she should be, or she has been suffered before

her time of parturition, to attain a dangerous

state of condition and plethora, and she too be-

comes suddenly palsied—" she drops after calving."

She has altogether lost the use of her hind ex-

tremities ; and there she lies for ten days or a
fortnight, before our remedial treatment restores

to her the power of moving, or there perhaps she

lies never to rise again.

Dr. Powell relates a case of palsy in the human
being, which well illustrates the usual character

of the same disease in cattle. "A watchman on
quitting- his duty after a night of severe cold, was
attacked by sudden and violent general pains in his

limbs, which soon departed, and left him in a state

of universal palsy of the muscles of voluntary

motion. He had lost all command over the

muscles of his limbs or trunk. His circulation

was not aff'ectedin any cognizable degree, and his

mind retained its usual powers. All proper reme-
dies were tried, but he died."

Palsy in Calves.—Calves, if they are turned out

too soon at weaning time, and young stock gene-

rally, if thoughtlessly and cruelly exposed to the

inclemency of the weather, are very subject to

palsy. It begins with gradual loss of appetite

;

stiflhess of the limbs ; difficulty of walking
; pain

at every motion, expressed by plaintive lowings
;

trembling of the loins and hind legs ; tenderness

of the loins, the animals shrinking under the least

pressure on the part; at length (unless they have

been removed to some comfortable shelter, and

otherwise properly attended to) they fall totally

helpless, or they drag their hind limbs along, and

rapidly pine away and die.

Causes continued. Tail Slip.—Some singu-

lar causes of this disease have been assigned, and

among the rest that supposed origin of almost

every aliment of cattle, tail sooken, or tail slip.

Professor Dick, of Edinburgh, has given a very

humorous account of this. " Is there loss of ap-

petite, of flesh, or of strength ?—The tail is ex-

amined, and the disease is pronounced to be the
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tail slip : is the animal hide-bound ?—it is the

effect of the tail slip : or has paralysis of the ex-

tremities commenced ?—it is produced by the tail

slip. The disease soon passes along the cow's

tail to the back, and the animal loses the use of its

legs."

The tail of the ox, like that of other animals,

was given to him partly or principally as a de-

fence against the attacks of the insects by which
he is annoyed. It is formed like a common whip.
The bones become gradually smaller towards the

tip of the tail ; at their termination is found a soft

space, and beyond this a firm cartilaginous portion

to which are attached the long hairs by means of

which the flies are driven away. The bones are

the handle of the whip, the soft part is the con-

necting medium between the handle and the thong,

and the cartilaginous portion with the hairs form
the lash. The country people or the country
practitioners, unable to comprehend this, are

frightened at the soft place which they find, and
imagine that a portion of the tail has slipped from
its natural situation, and that some great mischief

must ensue, and, generally, loss of power in the

whole spine.

Stagnation.—Mr. Knowles gives a more scien-

tific and erudite account of the matter. He calls

this disease " The Crook," and says that it begins

at the heart. "The heart is the cistern of the

bloodvessels, and the blood being thrown too fast

from the cavity of the heart into the arteries, and
the arteries throwing it too fast into the veins,

they become overloaded; then, when a coldness

is brought on the whole frame, by cold dry winds,

this disease comes on, by which the whole body is

disordered, one vessel forcing another, till a stag-

nation is brought on." What measures these

gentlemen adopt in order to remove the evil we
will presently inquire ; but it is time to proceed
to the lesions which are found after death.

Post-mortem Appearances.—We have more
opportunity of observing the lesions after death in

these animals than in the horse. They are mostly

slaughtered while they may be of some use to the

butcher, rather than left to die ; but we must not

say what always becomes of those to whom the dis-

ease and not the knife puts an end. There is

usually inflammation both of the membranes of

the spinal chord, and of the chord itself about the

dorsal-lumbar, the lumbar and the sacral regions.

In lingering cases I have seen decided thickening

of the membranes—they have been studded with

tubercles—hard concretions have been found upon
them, and at some point or other the membranes
of the chord have been considerably dilated, the

substance of the chord has been softened. In the

cow that was paralytic eighteen months the spinal

marrow belonging to the four last dorsal vertebr»

and the whole of the lumbar ones was softened
;

it was mixed with bloody decomposed matter, and
surrounded by a thick yellow serosity.

Generally the aff"ection is confined to the motor
surface. The difl^erence between the inferior (an-

terior) and the superior (posterior) surfaces of the

chord, and of the membranes covering those sur-

faces, is very remarkable. Perhaps the horizon-

tal position of the chord in the quadruped may, in

some measure, account for this. In some cases

however, the whole of the chord will be similarly

affected. I have often inquired of the butcher,

when I could get him to put confidence in me with

regard to these things, and the answer I have re-

ceived has been, that he does not recollect a case

in which the" pith" has not been more or less af-

fected, and sometimes he has been compelled to
remove it, or a part of it, from the spine, before
he could expose the meat for sale.

Occasionally there is much infiltration of the
muscles of the loins and thighs, with effusion of
bloody fluid into the abdomen ; and occasionally
there are bony enlargements of the vertebra, or
scirrhous tumours attached to them, which suffici-

ently account for the impairment or loss of rolun-
tary motion.

Consultation.—Here, gentlemen, you will not
forget the kind of animal you have to do with,
and the destiny of that animal. Sooner or later

he must find his way to the butcher, and the profit

of the master depends upon the condition in which
the animal reaches that bourne. It will make but
the difl'erence of a few shillings whether the horse
arrives at the knacker's yard covered with flesh

and fat, or reduced almost to a skeleton, and, there-
fore, unless the manifest sufferings of the animal
warn you to desist, you protract your attendance
almost to the last moment, hoping for some fa-

vourable change which may enable you to rest(Jre

your patient to his owner once more fit for his

service. It is a very different matter here. If the
beast is in tolerable condition, it will not much
concern the owner if the final disposal of him is

somewhat hastened ; but if the disease, as in the
present case, is one that interferes not with the
wholesomeness or the saleableness of the meat, it

will be of considerable consequence to the proprie-
tor, whether the patient is at once disposed of, or
kept lingering on until there is little flesh left

upon its bones, and that little good for nothing.
You will, therefore, most carefully examine the
nature ofthe case and the probability of a success-
ful termination of it.

After a few years practice you will probably be
able to consult your own experience in the treat-

ment of this disease : and I will tell you what that
will be—that if the progress of the disease has been
slow, and you have been enabled to combat it,

while the animal can still toddle about you will

generally succeed ; but not so soon after the palsy
has been perfectly established, and the animal has
been down more than two or three days. Also
after a case of sudden attack if the patient has not
been down longer than this time, but not so surely
afterwards. Therefore with the consent, or at the
request of the owner, you will see what the medi-
cal treatment of a few days will effect ; but you
will not prolong it if rapid emaciation is coming
on, or the character of the disease and the value
of the meat appears to be changing ; and one thing

[

I am sure that you will not do—you will not brutally
fracture a limb in order to conceal from the but-
cher or the public the true cause of the lameness.

Treatmi NT. Bleeding.—To a considerable de-
gree the different character of the disease in the
horse and in cattle will require a different mode of
treatment. There has not been so much exposure to

external injury, nor will there be so much inflam-
mation of the spine and its membranes, exciting
general fever, and thus destroying the patient :

but ifthe attack is sudden and acute, or chronic
rheumatism is degenerating into palsy, there will
generally be fever to a certain extent, and there
will be latent inflammation, which in order to pro-
cure a successful termination, it will be necessary
to subdue : therefore bleeding will be generally in-

dicated. The indications of debility must be of a
decisive character in order to forbid this remedial
measure. If you bleed at all, you will probably
abstract the vital fluid somewhat copiously. You
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will not forget the golden rule, in most cases

—

the altered character of the pulse must be your
signal for stopping the bleeding. One bleeding
can rarely do harm, and it may be productive of

incalculable good : it will certainly do so if there

has been effusion of blood or inflammation in the

spinal cord. It may do good even if there has
been serous effusion, for the absorbents may be
roused to do their duty : they are the secondary
depletions that wear down the strength of the

patient.

Purging.—The animal system of nerves can
rarely be seriously affected without the organic
ones speedily sympathizing. There is not a more
constant accompaniment of paralysis in the quad-
ruped than constipation, and even more so in

cattle than in the horse. It is exceedingly difficult

to remove, and until it is removed there will not

be the slightest remission of any of the symptoms.
It is a remark confirmed by every day's observa-
tion, that the return of the natural action of the
bowels is the first symptom, and the almost certain

pledge, of returning health. Still I should be loth

to administer any acrid purgative. A pound of

Epsom salts, with half an ounce of ginger, should
be administered after the bleeding, and with the
important precaution of pouring it, by means of a
long-necked bottle, or Read's patent sjTinge,

slowly down the throat, in order that it may not
acquire sufficient momentum to break through the
floor of the oesophagean canal, and fall into the
rumen and be lost. Smaller doses consisting of
half a pound of Epsom salts and four ounces of
sulphur, should after this be administered once
every six hours until the bowels are opened ; and
the purgative effect should be for a while kept up
by a repetition of the sulphur.

Aromatics with the Purgative.—I have re

commended a large dose of the aromatic with the

purgative—no less than half an ounce of the pow-
dered ginger—the best aromatic and tonic that can
be administered to cattle, and here peculiarly ap-

plicable from its influence on the muscular coat of

the intestines, while the power of the purgative is,

perhaps, principally exhausted on the mouths of

the excretory ducts, while the impulse of the aro-

matic is often speedily diffused over other and dis-

tant parts of the frame. In addition to this is the

fact, that when the medicine from being care-

lessly administered, has for a while, been lost in

the rumen, that half insensible viscous has at

length been roused to action by the aromatic and
its contents, in an unusual and unnatural way,
have been propelled through the manipius and
into the abomasum, and so purgation has at length
been established, and the animal saved.

I am glad that, with a little difference in the
minutiae of pi-actice, I am corroborated here by
the opinion of my friend Mr. Sewell, of Brighton.
He refers to the sudden chills from exposure to

cold. "I have found," said he, " they laboured
under great prostration of strength, with consti-

pated bowels and fever ; my practice was to give

opening medicine, with, in the intervals between
the physic, cordials to stimulate the stomach and
induce the animal to feed, as there appeared great

indifference to take food. Thick gruel was fre-

quently given with the horn with ginger and ani-

seed combined. From what I have seen of cattle

under disease, I thinktheyrequire andwill do better

with cordial than the horse, when given in certain

and appropriate stages of disease." These are

valuable hints, and they arc founded on the pecu-

liar temperament of cattle, and the structure of

their stomachs. We should neither of us, however,
go quite so far as Mr. Knowles, who gives in one
dose four ounces of mithridate, two of grains of
Paradise, two of flour of mustard, two of turmeric,

a quart of ale, and ha.f a pound of treacle, and all

this " in order to bring heat into the small pores,

and give motion to the whole of the blood vessels."

Palsy of the Sphincters.—One caution, how-
ever, I would give you. I have spoken of consti-
pation being the usual accompaniment of palsy,

and the removal of that constipation the signal of
the commencement of recovery : if, however, at

the first attack, or during the progress of the dis-

ease, the sphincter of the rectum or the bladder
should become paralyzed, and the foeces or the
urine, or both, should be discharged involuntarily,

the chances of recovery will be so materially
lessened, that it will become )'our duty to advise
your employer to have the patient slaughtered
without delay, and while her carcass may be of
any value.

You will cause a sufficient quantity of warm
gruel to be frequently offered to your patient, and
to be forced upon her if she will not voluntarily

drink it. You will likewise cause injections of

warm gruel to be frequently administered, in each
of which a few ounces of Epsom salts have been
dissolved, and to which a little ginger has been
added. They may be useful, but from the pecu-

liar construction of the lower and larger intes-

tines in cattle, they cannot be so generally or so

extensively serviceable as in the horse.

Aperients (continued).—Well, gentlemen, you
have bled, and you have physicked, and you are

continuing to stimulate the mucous coat of the

intestines by the exhibition of sulphur combined
with an aromatic. You will do this with much
propriety during the whole course of the disease ;

you will possibly promote the absorption of any ef-

fused fluid either in the cerebral or spinal mass ;

and you will keep up a gentle and manageable
counter-irritation, which cannot fail of being,

to a certain degree, useful ; and the action which
you are exciting and keeping up in the muscular
fibre of the intestines and absorbents may con-

tribute to or prepare the way for the return of

healthy action to other parts. Sulphur in cattle

is like castor oil in the human being, its employ-
ment will generally be beneficial, and rarely and
almost never pi-ejudicial.

Derivatives.—Palsy in cattle is in many
instances connected with, or consequent on, or

still essentially identified with rheumatism. This
indicates a course of treatment which 1 cannot

say would be altogether useless, but which would
be much less eflScicnt in the horse. Can we stimu-

late extensively and safely any other tissue or sys-

tem ? The integumental at once ijresents itself

:

it is extensive enough, and a sympathy seems to

exist between it and every other system. Can we
increase the insensible perspiration ? If we can,

we are combating the disease with powerful

weapons. We arc calling into action a derivative

which in extent and degree of influence is un-

equalled. Is there any diaphoretic as it regards

cattle ? I believe that there is, and one on which

considerable dependence may be placed. The
tvhite antimonial powder (I so designate it in dis-

tinction from the black sulphuret of antimony so

much used in horse-practice,) the pulvis antimoni-

alis of the human practitioner, I do regard as a

valuable diaphoretic in cattle :—l have generally

used it in combination with opium and ginger. I

have, or fancied that 1 have, both soothed and
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roused my patient—I have lessened the morhid ir-

ritation and the pain wiiich existed in the spinal

chord or its membranes, or the muscles nearest

the affected part—I have accomplished this by the

influence of the sedative, while by increasing the

energy of the capillary vessels of the skin, I have

given an outward direction to the mischief, and

have disposed the parts and the system generally

to return to a state of healthy action.

Warmth, Clothing.—There is one auxiliary

here, without whose co-operation all other ap-

pliances would be powerless, and of whose influ-

ence, and almost of whose name we seem to be in

a manner ignorant in the greater part of our prac-

tice on all our quadruped patients—I mean Com-
fort. I am as ardent an advocate for proper venti-

lation as any one can be ; I want no close confined

cow-house or stable, or kennel; no stationary em-
poisoned atmosphere : but I do want, and I de-

mand for our patients, comfort ; a comfortable

habitation, a comfortable bed, comfortable cloth-

ing, and comfortable food; and from the peculiar

temperament of cattle, I particularly demand it

for them. I believe that, with the exception of

the rot in sheep, more than half the losses of the

farmer are attributable, directly or indirectly, to a

neglect of this. The palsied cow—place her if it

be possible on a somewhat inclined surface that her
urine and her foeces may be as little as possible

sources of annoyance ; bed her up warmly ; cloth

her warmly; supply her with warm gruel
;
give

her, but not in too great quantities, the food she

likes best; turn her once or twice in the day ; ad-

mit the external air in sufficient quantity to carry
away every unpleasant or unwholesome effluvium,

but suffer no current to blow upon her : thus you
will adopt the best means to insure the eff"ect of

your internal remedies.

External Applications.—Little dependence
can be placed on most, perhaps I may more pro-

perly say on any of these, except in the early and
curable stage of the disease ; and then they must
be thoroughly rubbed in, or they will not pene-
trate through the thick skin of the ox ; and many
a hearty rubbing with a brush or a wisp of straw,

must take place over the whole of the lumbar
region. Turpentine and hartshorn, and tincture

of cantharides, must form the basis of your lini-

ments. From setons I have never derived ser-

vice : blisters have seldom risen well. A mustard
poultice has done more good than either of them :

hut that on which the chief dependence is to be
placed is a charge, covering completely the loins,

containing the full proportion of cantharides, and
from its adhesive quality continuing, for many a
week, gentle and constant stimulous and warmth,
and much mechanical support to the part.

Strychnine.—^The nux vomica and the essential

principle of it have been celebrated for their power
in the cure of palsy.

Weshouldexpect much from them, and especially

from the strychnine ; for it seems to be a point
established by experiments on animals, that it

exerts its especial and principal influence on the
spinal marrow, acting as a stimulous : and when
it has produced death, effecting it by msans of in-

flammation and congestion of the spinal chord.

Now, in affections like palsy in cattle, which would
appear to proceed oftener than otherwise from the

debilitating effects of cold suddenly or too habitu-
ally applied, this would be the medicine to which,
probably, we should first and with the greatest
confidence resort. Our continental brethren have
done so, and they were successful. I will give you

the first recorded case of it ; this is but common
justice to M. Taiche :

—
Successful Case of theUse ofStrvchnine.—

"On the 22nd of October, 1824," says he, "a
working ox lay down several times while at work,
and was with considerable difficulty induced to get

up again.
" On the 23d, the difficulty of rising was still

greater, and he was left at home.
" On the 25th he was unable to rise.
" On the 26th I was requested to see him. He

was five years old, and of moderate size and con-
dition. He was lying down, and it was impossible

to raise him ; his skin had a dry harsh feeling,

and stuck to the ribs ; his loins, of the ordinary

temperature, were tender when pressed upon ; his

hind limbs retained their natural sensibility and
feeling, but the power of moving them was in a
manner gone. The other functions did not seem
to be affected. No fracture or dislocation of the

spine could be detected after the most careful ex-

amination. Three drachms of the spiiit of sal am-
moniac (lipuor ammonias) were administered, and
a stimulating liniment was ordered to be rubbed
into the loins. This was repeated on the 27th and
28th.

" On the 28th he was raised with great difficulty ;

he supported himself for a little while on his fet-

locks, and when he was forced to move he went
on his fetlocks. He presently fell down, and made
some ineff'ectual attempts to rise again. The same
treatment was pursued.

" Nov. 2d.—He was nearly in the same state. I

then prepared a decoction of seven drachms of the

nux vomica, boiled in a quart of water, and ad-
ministered it to the animal.

"3<f.—Nine drachms were given in the same
way. He got up twice in the course of the day,

and staggered a pace or two.
" 4th.—He lifted himself on his hind limbs, his

fore ones appearing to be weaker than ever.
" 6th.—The countenance and appetite wore good ;

the pulse was weak and slow ; the general tempe-
rature moderate, and the sensibility of the skin

natural : he made few efforts to get up but lay

quietly on his litter.

" 8th.—He got up without assistance several

times, but he found that he could not walk, and
quietly lay down again.

" 10th.—He could walk a few steps, and was
evidently improving.
" I5th,—He was apparently well. I advised that

he should be fattened and sold as soon as possible.

He did fatten quickly and satisfactorily, and was
driven to Paris."

Unsuccessful ones.—This case was imposing,
and yet marvellous. Two doses only of the medi-
cine were given, but they were enormous ones,

and what we should have thought would have de-

stroyed the patient at once.

1 had a case of palsy in a cow some little time
afterwards. I bled her and purged her, and then
gave a decoction of six drachms of nux vomica. I

gave it with some degree of fear and trembling,

although I had read, in Orfila, that the same quan-
tity had been given to a goat without inconveni-
ence. It had no effect on the cow. On the next
day but one I repeated the dose ; that had no
effect ; it neither alleviated nor increased a single

symptom ; and the animal died two days after-

wards.
I had another opportunity afterwards of putting

the power of the nux vomica to the test. I gave
three successive doses, on alternate days ofan ounce
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of the nut, but likewise witliout effect. Wehave not
many of these cases in the vicinity of the metropo-
lis, and therefore I have had no chance since of

putting the power of the strychnine to the trial ;

and I do not know that I should attempt it had 1

the opportunity, unless, after a fair confession of
the truth, I had the full permission of my employer,
or he would sell me the animal at such a price as I

could afford to give. ?We want some experimental
farm, with a veterinary school attached to it, where
these experiments, and many others on the dis-

eases that destroy so many valuable animals, might
be fully and fairly made. The private individual

can scarcely be expected to consent that his pro-

perty should be I'iskedin this way ; and the prac-

titioner would not be justified inthus risking it

without the consent of the owner.
The Cure of Tail-slip.—I promised to tell you

what means of cure were adopted by the believers

in tail-slip. The lower part of the tail has slipped

out of its place ; there has been great derangement
of the parts, and the mischief is extending over
the whole of the spine. Well, what is done ?

" Why, "says Professor Dick, "they cut offthe cow's
tail, to besure, andthus get rid atonce of the disease

and the cause of it. Some, however, less cruel or

more scientific, make an incision into the under
surface, allow the wound to bleed freely, and then
bind up the part, filling the wound with a mixture
of tar and salt. But does not this often effect a

cure ? Why, the stitimlous of the knife and the

salt and the tar are no trifling matters ; and if

only a little is wrong with the animal, the cow at

once springs upon her feet ; or if much blood is

allowed to escape, relief is given, as it would have
been by blood drawn from any other part."

I cannot help admiring how profoundly Mr. Par-
kinson treats of this disease. " If j'ou take hold

of the tail and turn it upwards, the end will drop
down, or with your fingers you may perceive a
separation of the bone. The remedy is, to cut a
piece off the tail end, and let it bleed. Farriers

open the tail and put in some kind of salve through
ignorancQ, and by way of making a bill ; there

being no necessity for this, as I have made a cure

by cutting the tail only : but ever since I have dis-

covered the great efficacy of chamber-lie, in all

cases I have given that, for it is a security against

any farther complaint."
Well, but neither the operation nor the chamber-

lie are always effectual. The extremity of the tail

has not only slipped out of its place, but the ani-

mal is bewitched. Why, then a small piece of the

rowan-tree is bound round the tail, and the cow is

got up and held up by main strength ; and a black
cat is procured and made to pass three times round
the cow's body, over her back, and under her
belly. The cat mews and scratches might and
main ; and after having sufficiently m.auled the

poor patient, and frightened her out of her wits,

and out of the disease too, contrives to make its

escape, carrying away every ailment, real and ima-
ginary.

Gentlemen, I will not detain you longer with
this nonsense.

in a certain village in that county has raised his

rents. We commend this to the notice of Mr.
Cayley, who said a short time since, that " if

prices were raised, landlords would not be so

wicked as to increase their rents."

Reduction of Burthens no relief to the
Tenant.—It appears from a letter addressed to

the Editor of the Bucks Gazette of Saturday last

that a person of the name of Jones stated at the

late meeting of the Bucks Agricultural Society

that in consequence of the reduction in the poor-

rate, effected by the New Law, a certain landlord

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAIDSTONE
GAZETTE.

Sir,—In reading your valuable paper, I was much
gratified in seeing- that T. Rider Esq., had deducted 20
per cent, from his tithes in Boughton, which already
were exceedingly low. If you deem a striking con-
trast worthy a space in your next, I will furnish it.

The Rev. Isaac Mossop, rector of the poor parish of
Smarden, advanced his tithes for the last year, 10 per
cent., and demands a further advance of 20 per cent,
for the present year, whereas our late rector, at different

times, deducted 25 per cent., making a difference of 55
per cent. The parish, of course, respectfully declined
to comply with his ungi'acious demand ; the Rev. Gen-
tleman is now taking his tenth of milk, &c. I should
like to ask. Sir, which is most likely to pull the church
down? I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

Smarden, Jan. 14, 1836. An old Tithe Payer.

BIRMINGHAM, 1st Month, 27th.

In taking a review of the Corn Trade for the past

year, it will be observed that the progressive decrease

in the value of Wheat (which we noticed at the end
of 1834, as a remarkable feature of the preceding four

years,^ continued to the close of 1835, the average
for December, 1834, being 41s Id, but for the same
month in 1835 only 36s 5d. From 1830 they stand

as follows :—1830, 663 6d ; 1831, 61s 8d ; 1832,
55s 2d ; 1833, 48s 5d ; 1834, 41s Id ; 1835, 36s 5d.
The last is considerably below the general average
of France for the seventeen years terminating with
1835, which was 40s 6d, the lowest during the pe-
riod being 33s 8d for the past year, while ours is far

lower than it has been for half a century, notwith-

standing the general admission that the last year's

crop in England does not exceed an average, whilst

in Ireland it was decidedly deficient ; indeed, the

almost universal accounts appear to indicate that the

surplus growth of that country this season (beyond
what is required for their own consumption), will be

but small,—an impression that derives confirmation

from the inconsiderable import of Irish Wheat since

harvest : the same remarks apply in some degree to

Scotland, where the greater portion of the grain was
secured in bad condition ; and an expectation pre-

vails in both countries, that their principal cities will

require an importation from England, before another

harvest. The additional consumption, consequent

on the increase of population, the relatively low price

of Wheat compared with other grain, and the general

trade of the country being in a stale of prosperity,

must be great. The English grower has for the last

four or five years, been almost wholly protected from

foreign competition, yet the price in London is 8s

per quarter lower than in New York. This state of

things affords a striking illustration, not only of tlie

inefficiency of a selfish attempt at monopoly, in con-

ferring benefit on its promoters, but that it increases

to them the evils intended to be remedied, at the

same time inflicting incalculable loss and injury on

the rest of the community.

We have to note a decided improvement in our

rates the last few weeks,—say 6d per bushel, our

present prices being,—for good English, Ss 4d to

5s lOd ; Irish, 43 lOd to 5s per 62 lbs at Birming-

P 2
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ham. Our free stocks of Wheat, and all grain in

store at Gloucester, are lighter than for some years

past, with hut little on the way. Notwithstanding

the general tine condition of the Wheat, and the ex-

tremely low price, but little speculation has yet taken

place with us ; but the last week or two some in-

quiries have been made with that object.

Although we have heard a few complaints of the

yield, there is no reason to suppose the estimate of the

Barley crop at the time of the harvest, was at all too

favourable, the quality proving unusually fine, and

the quantity decidedly more than an average. The

demand having kept pace with the supply, and a

considerable rise taken place in the country markets,

from which this is principally supplied, the value oi

good qualities has recently rather advanced, with a

prospect of present prices being at least fully main-

tained ; as in addition to the increased consumption

of Malt from the briskness of trade, the fineness of

the quality of the Barley will make our maltsters de-

sirous of increasing their stock, and render the far-

mers less anxious to bring forward the whole of their

growth during the present season. The quantity of

Irish fit for malting purposes, imported into Glouces-

ter this season, has been unusually small. The
carefully selected samples have given satisfaction to

our maltsters, and we think future parcels of this

description will be purchased by them with increased

confidence. The crop is considered quite an average

one in the south of Ireland, but there is a greater dif-

ference in quality, compared with English, than in

the average of previous years. Some shipments of

this grain have been made from Scotland to the north

of Ireland, since harvest.

It was supposed by most persons conversant with

the trade, that the produce of Oats would prove con-

siderably above an average, both in quantity and

quality. In England, we believe this expectation has

not generally been realized ; but the growth in this

part of the country is not sufficient permanently to

affect our prices. In Ireland, the quality has proved

by no means so good as was anticipated, being mostly

inferior to last year ; we therefore think the produce

cannot be great, notwithstanding there are some par-

ties who still maintain that the crop of this grain in

Ireland was a very good one. There is, however,
ground to suppose that the exports of grain from
Ireland have reached their maximum, and that, except

in years of extraordinary abundance, they will not

again equal those in 1832 and 1833, not only on ac-

count of her rapidly increasing population, but from

the apparently well-grounded belief that a greater

proportion of the inhabitants will be enabled to con-

sume a larger quantity of other food than potatoes.

We may remark in addition, that the extended cul-

tivation of Flax must take an increasing breadth of

the best land from corn. The Scotch appear likely

to have but comparatively few Oats to spare for ex-

port this season. English, with us, are worth 18s

to 28s per imp. qr; Irish, 40 to 42 lbs quality, 19s

to 21s ; 37 to 39 lbs, 18s to 19s ; Black, 17s 6d to

18s 6d ; Welsh black, 18s 3d to 19s ; white, 17s 6d
to 19s 6d per 312 lbs at Gloucester, fine qualities in

great demand, and none on sale.

Beans have proved in some districts a better crop

than was anticipated, but old were reduced to so

narrow a compass that the consumption of new has

been unusually great ; and it is anticipated that they

will again be scarce, before we can have recourse

to another crop ; and that a foreign import will be
required. They may be purchased, to be laid down
in Gloucester, at from 2ls to 23s per imp. quarter,

in bond. Our present price of New English is 14s

to 15s per 196 lbs. Notwithstanding the great pro-

duce of Peas, the supply of neither white or grey has

exceeded the demand, till within the last few weeks

;

they are now dull, with a tendency to decline : white

boilers are 40s to 44s per imperial quarter
;
grey and

grinding, I3s 6d to 14s; white, 14s to I5s per

196 lbs.

Although the inquiry for course Flour for feeding

purposes has rather lessened, we continue to expe-

rience a tolerably free sale, at 18s to 19s per 280 lbs

at Gloucester. Irisli fines of first Brands are only

worth 31s to 33s per sack ; intermediate qualities,

almost unsaleable at the usual diflference in price.

The following amount of Imports into Gloucester since the opening of the Canal exhibits a material increase in

those of Barley and Oats, while the quantity of Wheat, during the past year, has been trifling
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The quantity of Corn, Meal, and Flour, imported into Great Britain from Ireland, in the years 1826 to 1834.
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ECONOMIZING FOOD FOR HORSES.
(From the Irish Farmer's Magazine.)

^ It is a most mistaken notion that horses, kept for

laborious purposes, can only be supported in strength

and condition by corn and hay—for the result of

many experiments has proved otherwise. The late

Mr Curw-en, the Irish tourist and eminent agricul-

turist, fed his horses chiefly on steamed potatoes, and

cut straw also steamed, mixed together, and given
warm. No doubt, this root is more nutritious wlien

prepared in this manner ; but it certainly is too

windy and bloating without the additioB of hay and
corn. Many farmers in Scotland steam all sorts of

food given to horses, and find it economical, notwith-

standing the expense of fire and extra labour, which
is a strong fact in favour of the system. Oats are

steamed also to make them more nutritious ; but,

except in cases of sickness of the animal, or not be-

ing able to masticate hard grain, the practice is not

advisable. It is necessary to keep horses for labour

in good working condition, and too much soft food,

be it ever so nutritious, will not effect this object.

As a remedy also, to bring unhealthly and poor horses

into flesh, steamed food is admirable ; but to keep
tliem so, and to enable them to pay for their keep,

com and bay, in its natural state, is necessary.

There are, however, many roots and vegetables

besides potatoes which, if given in proper propor-

tions, will be found both beneficial and economical in

feeding horses ; viz. :—Swedish turnips, carrots,

parsnips, and mangel wurtzel, all of which may be
given washed and sliced. The tops of French furze

bruised, and a small proportion of oats added, is ex-

tremely strengthening to these animals, and will

make their skins sleek and healthy. The last year's

shoots are used for this purpose, which may be passed

through the straw-cutter, and cut very small; then

mixed with corn, which will induce the horses to mas-
ticate all altogether. Horses that have been badly

treated and hard worked will not recover their con-

dition without the assistance of some green vegetable

or steamed food, even should they be served with

suflicient corn and hay, and these to keep them so

are occasionally necessary. Straw or red clover cut

should be always given with corn ; but there is a

diff"erence of opinion whether oats should be broken

before being mixed with the chaff". Beans certainly

should, otherwise these animals would suflfer much
injury, both in their eyes and teeth, in masticating

such bard food ; but it is said, and we think justly,

that chaff being mixed with the oats is sufficient to

prevent the horses from swallowing the latter too

quickly, and that a certain degree of mastication is

necessary, in order to promote the gastric juices so

necessary for digestion.

AVe consider Swedes by far the cheapest food for

horses, and, although not quite so valuable for tlie

purpose as carrots, yet the facility for raising the for-

mer crop, and their moderate cost, makes them gene-

rally preferable. Potatoes, if steamed, are a more
nutritious food, but, if given raw, are by no means
so, and in this state often cause cholic and other in-

ternal complaints ; and it even appears that the wa-
ter from boiled potatoes is injurious to horses—be-

sides, Swedes can be raised at two-thirds less ex-

pense than potatoes, taking the extra quantity ofpro-

duce of the former, and their less expense of culture

into consideration. The chaff" from wheat after win-
nowing is good food for horses, mixed with sliced

roots or with corn ; and it may be generally observed
that chaff", either of hay or straw, is necessary when
on dry food, to promote the health of those useful
animals ; and, if on green roots, to counteract any
bad consequences from too much succulent food.

Peas or vetches are not good food for horses, but
may be given in small quantities with advantage, if

broken, with Swedes or carrots. In a green state,

howetter, vetches are the best horse food yet discov-

ered, provided it is given when it has formed the

blossom and not let to ripen its seed—it is, there-

fore, necessary that crops should succeed each other,

that a continuation of this valuable food may be ob-

tained. When hordes are soiled it is better they

should be housed at night in an airy stable, for the

grass they pick up in the early part of the spring

will do them but little service, and the pasture much
injury, and some hay occasionally will materially

benefit them. If at severe work, some oats or beans
will likewise be necessary. Red clover should not be
given to horses till infull blossom, and by soiling them
with it one acre will feed more than two would do
by permitting it to be pastured ; the valuable ma-
nure made under this system is also a matter of the

utmost importance to the farmer. B.

ON RECLAIMING WASTE LAND.
BY MR. WILLIAM AITON, HAMILTON.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

Having always considered agriculture to be the

most important branch of industry in which a
nation can be engaged, in so far as to raise from
its own soil a due supply of food for its own popu-
lation, I have often endeavoured to draw attention

to the subject, by detailing what seemed to me
best calculated to promote the interest of that

science. It is for that purpose I now try, through
the medium of this Journal, to call attention to

what seems to me one of the most interesting

branches of husbandry which is far from being yet

duly attended to, namely, the general melioration
of the soil, and in particular the reclaiming of a
still greater portion of waste land, so as to render
the nation independent of foreign states for the
supply of grain, roots, and dairy produce, which
every person conversant in rural matters, or in

true political economy, must see to be a matter of

primary importance. Every man will, no doubt,
pursue the line of business that he thinks best

calculated to secure his own interest in the cir-

cumstances in which he is placed, without much
regard to national prosperity; but when any
branch of national industry of such importance as

the raising of grain from the soil is overlooked,

the government ought to take measures to protect,

encourage, or even to enforce, due attention to

the raising of every possible species of food at

home, to all the extent of national supply.

I am aware that speculativs economists have
recommended not only the neglect of waste land,

but proposed that the cultivation and cropping of

all land of an inferior or medium quality should be
abandoned, and such land turned into pasture

;

and that we should trust to foreign markets for

such grain as we may need, beyond what can be
raised from land of the best quality. But a mo-
ment's reflection may serve to convince every man
that is not led astray by whim or party feelings,

that an advice so absurd as that offered by these

economists, was never given by men of sound
minds ; for if their directions on that subject

were to be acted upon, some hundreds of thou-

sands of the most industrious and virtuous of our

farmers, with their children, servants, and others

whom they employ, and who are depending on the

cultivation and cropping of inferior land, would
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all be thrown out of their present employment,
and have their courses in life to commence anew.;

and where, I would ask, could these people find

employment or subsistence ? not in the cotton

factories nor on the loom, for these are already

overstocked with hands ; and no poor-rates that

could be raised could keep so many people alive,

or carry them over the Atlantic.

Every person capable of ordinary reflection

must see, that if the cultivation and cropping of

inferior land, and that of a medium quality (which
comprehend more than two-third parts of all the

arable land, ) were to be abandoned, that land

could be occupied with nothing but a sheep stock,

or with cows of the worst description. Dairy
cows, or those of an improved breed, and horses,

cannot be supported without fodder in winter and
spring ; and that cannot be raised from such land,

unless it is manured and cropped as at present.

We might get a precarious supply of grain from
the Baltic, and some butter and cheese from Hol-

land, but we could not procure milk without
keeping a dairy stock. We could not grow pota-

toes without dung, or have dung without straw,

or straw without cultivating and cropping the

land. If the land in question were turned into

sheep-walks, a shepherd and his dog might man-
age all the land that now gives employment and
support to thirty or forty families ; while the

herbage would, after seven years or so, decline in

value, and ultimately be covered with moss, which
would reduce the rent so as to ruin the proprietors,

and of course deprive the manufacturer and mer-
chant of their best and surest customers. In a

word, the abandonment of inferior lands seems
to me to savour more of bedlam, that even the
ravings of the late Mr. Cobbett against the use of

potatoes, which exposed him to so much ridicule.

The clamour raised by the economists, and so

loudly reiterated by town and village demagogues,
against the corn-laws, so necessary to protect

agriculture, and induce the farmers to improve
the soil, displays great ignorance and want of

patriotism ; for it is very uncertain if we could
find anywhere grain to the extent we would need
if their advice were followed. But if we could

procure the grain, the price, which has always
been paid in specie, or bills on London, would soon
drain the precious metals from Britain, and place

her in the mercy of foreign states, not only as to

price, but they might enact something like the

Berlin and Milan decrees, or Jonathan's non-in-

tercourse act, and thereby compel us, in the hour
of necessity, to sell our birthright and best inter-

ests for a mess of pottage.

That we may easily raise, to great advantage,
from our own soil, all the grain, roots, &c. neces-

sary for even a greatly increased population, must
be evident to every one who has paid due atten-

tion to that subject ; and which I shall endeavour
to shew in a few short paragraphs.

It has been ascertained, by parliamentary in-

quiries, that on an average of twenty years, the
grain raised from our own soil has fallen short of

national supply, to the extent of four weeks con-

sumpt every year ; or, in other words, our grain

falls short one-thirteenth part of what is required

to supply the population. But if we could so im-
prove the soil as to make it yield one quarter in

addition to every twelve quarters now r.iiscd, we
would become independent of the foreign market
for all the necessaries of life, that our soil and cli-

mate are capable of producing. And surely no

man at all conversant in husbandry can doubt,

that it would be easy to raise far more than would
supply that deficiency.

Every person who has reached the fge of fifty

years, and that has paid the least attention to the

progress of agriculture, will admit, that the pro-

duce of land has been far more than doubled

within that period ; and every intelligent farmer
will also admit, that our arable land is capable of

producing double its presentproducc in the course
of twenty years. If so, we certainly err greatly in

purchasing, in a foreign market, any part of the
grain we need.

But besides what might be raised to advantage
from the land now under cultivation, it is well

known that we have in Britain and Ireland several

millions of acres of waste land that are capable of
being rendered profitablj' productive of much
grain, roots, and rich herbage, but which are still

neglected. I need not point out such land, as it

abounds in almost every rural district in the three

kingdoms. It is therefore surprising that when we
have such treasures in every county, and so many
people conplaining for want of employment, and
going to America to find it, that we sliould allow

our waste land to remain in statu quo, and send
our money to foreign markets for the grain such

land would produce, and the cultivation of which
would give bread to many people, mend the cli-

mate, and enrich the proprietors. A reasonable

attention to this subject would more become our
legislators, than the party squabbles they have
been so much engaged in for some years past.

Fortunately the possibility of reclaiming waste
land to advantage, is no longer merely a matter

of opinion, but has in many instances been carried

into effect with profit. I could easily point out

many instances of successful cultivation of such

land, but shall at present only mention a few cases

of spirited exertions, that I have lately witnessed

on the borders of the counties of Peebles and Lan-
ark, where the land is from 700 to 80O feet of

altitude, and from whence coal and lime are rather

distant.

A very spirited and well-arranged improvement
of waste land has been begun on the muirish part

of the farm of South Slipperfield, in the parish of

West-Linton, by Mr. William Forbes, advocate,

under the direction of Mr. Alexander Goldie, W.
S., Edinburgh. The land there selected for im-

provement extends to 1000 acres, which had been

till now occupied as a sheep-walk, and into which
neither spade nor plough had ever entered. The
native soil is dry and sandy, but covered with

a thin stratum of moss, and which is deeper where
the ground is level and moisture detained : the

whole yielding much heath and coarse herbage,

but mostly so smooth on the surface, and the accli-

vity so moderate, as easily to admit of being

ploughed. This muir has been laid off into five

farms, of abopt 150 acres each, with two cottage

settlements of about 10 acres each ; and above 150

acres have been formed into broad belts of planting

between the farms, and these well inclosed with

substantial stone-fences. Four excellent and suit-

able steadings and a cottage have been built on

the four farms already let, and excellent roads

have been made to each. The proprietor makes

subdivision fences when required, on the tenants

laying down the stones, and piiys the price at the

kiln of 25 bolls of lime to each acre of the land.

The tenants pay no rent for the first throe years of

their leases, and only the interest of the proprie-

tor's outlay on the farm (say 18/. or 20/. each) for

the fourth and fifth years; and a rent which may
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average about 7s 6d per acre, from that to the end
of the leases of nineteen years. But each tenant

is bound to break up and crop ten acres every

year, till he go over the whole land he occupies.

Three of the tenants and the cottager, who are

only in the first year of their respective leases, have
each a few acres in crop ; and where they had
limed the land, and given it two ploughings, their

oats are medium crops, of six or seven bolls per

acre ; but where the land was not limed and twice

ploughed, the seed sown will not be reaped. One
tenant had obtained leave from his predecessor to

lime, jdough, and so<v two acres the spring pre-

vious to his entry, and his first crop on these two
acres yielded him 12 bolls of oatmeal ; and his

crop of this year, now reaping (Kith September
1833, ) extends to eighteen acres, one-half of which
will average six bolls, and the other half nine or

ten bolls per acre. All these tenants have excel-

lent crops of potatoes and turnips. One of the five

farms is retained by the proprietor.

As the highest rent offered for the whole 1000

acres, to be occupied as a store-farm, was only

80/. per annum ; as all the improvements executed

by the proprietor will not cost more than 2000/

;

and as the whole land will (if rates do not vary
from what they are now) yield from 10s to 15s per

acre of rent, after the expiry of the present leases,

besides 200 acres of planting, the improvement
cannot fail to be profitable ; while the reflection

of having turned a desert into a fruitful field, orna-

mented a district, and improved its climate, given

employment to many people at first, and to several

families permanently, must yield the learned pro-
prietor lasting satisfaction.

Another interesting improvement was a few
years ago made by the late Sir Charles Lockhart
of Lee, and Mr. Charles Cunningham of Newholm,
near Dunsyre, which falls to be described. The
water of Medwyn, having a very irregular course
through an extensive haugh, had rendered it a
marsh so much overflowed with water in winter,
that it was of very little value, and some places of
it could not be gone through with safety. But by
opening a proper channel for the water for nearly
four miles, the whole haugh has been, or can now,
by making a few side-cuts, be rendered dry, and
capable of being cnltivated with ease, and to great
advantage. Some of the occupiers of part of that
haugh have not, it is true, from their leases being
near an end, proceeded in bringing part of the
haugh into crop. But Mr. Cunningham has brought
his part of it (about forty acres)into a state of
complete improvement, and rendered it productive
of the very best of all sorts of grain crops, roots,
and grass. And Mr. Hamilton in Boreland has,
during this and last year, broke up about fifty acres
of the same haugh, and it has yielded him luxuri-
ant returns of oats. He is preparing to break up
twenty acres more next year ; and some other
tenants are beginning to follow his example. The
haugh altogether extends to between three and
four hundred acres ; and what has already been
cropped, has yielded ten times the produce it did
formerly.

Mr. John Allan Woddrop of EUsrickle has, on
his estate of Garvald, in the parish of Linton, con-
verted several fields of marshy land into dry
ground, from which he is reaping crops of oats,
barley, hay, potatoes, and turnip, all of the best
quality.

Mr. Daniel Brown, one of Mr. Woddrop's
tenants, has, within the last five years, broken up
about sixty acres of waste land, part of which had

been formerly cropped, but had since been allowed
to become wild, and part of it is new land, and he
has reaped excellent crops of grain and roots from
every part of what he has broken up.
Mr. William Bowie, in a new farm in that neigh-

bourhood, the property of Mr. Richard Mackenzie
of Dolphinton, has begun to break up some fields

of waste land, from which he is reaping valuable

crops. Some others of Mr. Mackenzie's tenants

have improved, and are now improving, patches of

waste land, which has amply repaid their labour,

as well as ornamented and enriched that estate.

Mr. David Brown, in Easton of Dunsyre, is now
reaping an excellent crop of oats from about forty

acres of waste land, that had either never come
under the plough, or that had been neglected for

about fifty years, and had become waste, yielding

little but heath.

These spirited and generally successful improve-
ments, all situated near to each other, and near to

the extensive improvements on the estate of Sir

Thomas Carmichael of Skirling, those of Mr. Wil-
liam Aitchison of Boreland, and others, afi'ord

altogether an agreeable specimen of the culture of
waste land, which, if persevered in as begun, will

soon render large tracts of bleak and poor lands

productive of the food of man, and ornaments of

the district in which they are situated, as well as

serve to stimulate other proprietors of such waste
lands to fulfil a duty to themselves and to the na-

tion, by turning deserts into productive soil.

TIMBER.

The following observations are extracted from a

work lately published by Mr. Smeaton, civil engi-

neer, entituled " The Builder's Pocket Manual " :

—

Felling Timber.—Something may be done towards
theprevention of decay, by felling the timber at a pro-

per season. A tree may be felled too soon or too late,

ia relation to its age, and to the period of the year.

A tree may be so young that no part of it shall have
the proper degree of hardness, and even its heart

wood may be no better than sap wood, or a tree may
be felled when it is so old, that the wood, if not de-

cayed, may become brittle, losing all the elasticity

of maturity. The timber grower is more likely to

adopt, from interested motives, the former of these

errors, and fell Lis timber too young. His object

is to obtain as much timber as possible, but a tree is

not in its maturitv when it ceases to grow, for after

this period its fibres gain firmness and density. The
time required to bring the several kinds of trees to

maturity varies according to the nature of the tree

and the situation in which it may be growing. Au-
tliors differ a century as to the age at which oak
should be felled, some say 100 and others 200 years,

it must then be regulated according to circumstances.

But it is necessary to say that the timber trees

should be felled at a proper season of the year, that

is to say, when their vessels are least loaded with
those juices which are ready for the production of

sapwood and foliage. The timber of a tree felled in

spring, or in autumn, would be especially liable to

decay; for it would contain the element of decom-
position. iMidsummer and midwinter are the proper
times for cutting, as the vegetative powers are then

expended.
'i'here are some trees, the bark of which is valua-

ble, as well as the timber, and as the best time for

felling is not the best for stripping the bark, it is

customary to perform these labours at different pe-
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riods. The oak bark for instance is generally taken
off in early spring, and the timber is felled as soon
as the foliage is dead, and this method is found to be
highly advantageous to the durability of the timber.

The sapwood is hardened, and all the available ve-

getable juices expended in the production of foliage.

Could this plan be adopted with other trees, it would
be desirable, but the barks are not sufficiently va-

luable to pay the expense of stripping.

Seasoning Timber.—As soon as the timber is

felled it should be removed to some dry place, and
being piled in such a manner as to admit a circu-

lation of air, remain in log for some time, as it has

the tendency to prevent warping. The next process

is to cut the timber into scantlings, and to place

those upright in some dry situation, where there is

a good current of air, avoiding the direct rays of the

sun. The more gradually the process of seasoning

is carried on, the better will be the wood for all the

purposes of building. Mr. Tredgold says, " it is

well known to chymists that slow drying will render

many bodies less easy to dissolve, while rapid dry-
ing, on the contrary, renders the same bodies more
soluble. Besides all wood in drying loses a portion

of its carbon, and the more in proportion as the tem-
perature is higher. There is in wood that has been
properly seasoned, a toughness, an elasticity, which
is not to be found in rapidly dried wood. This is an

evident proof that firm cohesion does not take place

when the moisture is dissipated in a high heat. Also
seasoning by heat alone, produces a hard crust on
the surface, which will scarcely permit the moisture
to evaporate from the internal part, and is very inju-

rious to the wood. For the general purposes of car-

pentry, timber should not be used in less than two
years after it is felled, and this is the least time that

ought to be allowed for seasoning. For joiner's

work it requires four years, unless other methods be
used, but for carpentry natural seasoning should
have the preference, unless the pressure of the air

be removed."

WASTE LANDS.
Subjoined will be found a statement of the quantity

of waste lands, or uncultivated soil, which still exists

throughout various parts of the country. The docu-
ment has been furnished to us by a society for the en-

couragement of industry, which meets somewhere in

the City, and one of whose objects is to persuade the

Government and the public that it is much better to

employ the people in cultivating waste lands in Eng-
land, than to send them to New South Wales or the

Canadas. On this subject there are two points for

consideration :—the interests of the emigrant, and the

interests of the countr}^ That the condition of the
emigrant would be greatly bettered by his being set

down in either of the countries alluded to, and bet-

tered far beyond what it could be in this country, we
think there can be no doubt ; for in both there is

every encouragement to the emigrant, while here tax-

ation is daily grinding the faces of the poor, and ex-
tracting from them almost every penny, which the ex-
ertion of honest industry can procure for them. With
regard to the interestsof the country, again, the ques-
tion is more doubtful, or ratlier becomes a selection of

difficulties : for that the cultivation of waste lands is

not pi-ofitable may easily be guessed from the capital

of the country being diverted to difierent objects,

while on the other hand, nothing is more self-evi-

dent than that every able-bodied man who emigrates
to a foreign clime carries along with him, not only a

certain portion of labour which is lost to the country,

but a considerable portion of capital also, and that the

country is in consequence a loser to such extent by
the transaction. Which of the losses incurred by it is

the greater—that of furnishing means for the support
of those who can find no work, and are in conse-
quence unable to maintain themselves, or that which
arises from the direct loss of capital and labour in-

curred by emigration, we leave to others to deter-
mine :

—

1825.
Table of the larger Quantities of Waste Land, and

Counties containing the same, in the United
Kingdom

; about two-thirds of which are converti-
ble into arable, gardens, meadows, and pasture,
and one-third for planting young trees ; and the
future procuration of turf, peat, etc, for fuel :

—

ENGLAND AND WALES.
Acres.

Brecknock 80,000
Cardigan 80,000
Carmarthen .... 60,000
Carnarvon 60,000
Cornwall 190,000
Cumberland . .

.

150,000
Derby 100,000
Devon 300,000
Durham 100,000

Glamorgan ....

Lancashire^ ....

Lincoln
Montgomery . .

.

Northumberland
Surrey
Westmoreland .

Wilts
Yorkshire

Acres.

60,000
200,000
180,000
100,000
160,000
170,000
110,000
200,000

600,000

SCOTLAND.
Acres.

Aberdeen 450,000
Argyle 600,000
Ayr .., 292,000
Banff 300,000
Berwick , , . o . . . 430,000
Bute 400,000
Dumfries 320,000
Elgin 200,000
Forfar.. .., 220,000

Acres.
Inverness 750,000
Kirkcudbright . . 200,000
Lanark 195,000
Perth 550,000
Ross 545,000
Roxburgh 100,000
Sutherland 600,000
Wigtown 100,000

IRELAND.
Acres

.

114,110
172,070
565,570
122,460
189,930
113,490
135,020

156,000
160,000

Acres.
Antrim 218,000 Limerick
Cavan 160,500 * Londonderry
Clare 104,400 Mayo
Cork , 361,000 Roscommon..
Donegal ... 417,920 Sligo

,

Down 126,170 Tipperary ....
Fermanagh .... 1 20,500 Tyrone
Galway 532,040 Wexford
King's County. . 348,440 fWicklow....
Leitrim 128,200

N.B. The unprofitable land in the United King-
dom, of which Scotland contains 8,523,930 acres,

comprehending the surface occupied by roads ofevery
class, lakes, rivers, canals, rivulets, brooks,'&c. towns
and villages, farm-yards, and all other vacant spots,

as quarries, ponds, and ditches, hedges and fences
of all kinds, cliffs, craggy declivites, stony places,

barren spots, woods and plantations, are 15,301,994
acres.

* The greater part of this county belongs to com-
panies in the City of London. We trust that we
shall be able to count on the aid of these bodies.

t The other counties, which we have not included
in this estimate, contain, notwithstanding, in the

aggregate, a very considerable quantity of waste
land ; and while we observe Yoikshire, JMayo,

Sutherland, &c., with such gigantic proportions, let

it be recollected that even the diminutive Rutland,
though smallest of English counties, contains of this

portion of national asset 1,000 acres !
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TITHES.

The following statement has been handed to us by a

gentleman who requested its insertion, as a rare oc-

currence, and well worthy the g-eneral attention. Tlie

names of the parties, which are given in the original,

we shall omit for obvious reasons. The writer says

"You no doubt recollect that in the year 1830, the

tithe composition in our parish was valued and fixed by
and (the latter gentleman the noted par-

son's man.) At that time, wheat was selling at from
30s to 34s per coomb, and every one but our rector

thought it was set at its full value, and it is known to be
higher than any in our neighborhood of the same qua-
lity of land. What must be your surprise when 1 tell

you that on Monday, the 7th December last, the farm-

ers met at the Inn, for the purpose of paying
their money, in the great hope, if not in the great

expectation of an abatement of 20 or 30 per cent.

The term of valuation having expired at JNIichael-

mas, 1834, the last year they were under no bargain.

At the meeting they were told by the lawyer,

( ) that he had no authority to offer any
abatement, but on the contrary, they would find

that the rector was not satisfied with the tithe they were
now paying. The rector, though he did not choose to

receive the money of the farmers themselves, came and
dined with them, and when some attempted to remon-
strate with him on the exorbitant tithe they were pay-

ing, he said he did not wish to interfere with the har-

mony of the evening by going into the subject, but
would appoint a day for the purpose. " Accordingly,

the farmers were summoned for a particular day, each
at a diflferent hour, when the rector demanded—'"now
wheat is selling at the miserable and ruinous price of

18s. per coomb, an increase of from 10 to 15 per cant.

( according to circumstances ) upon the valuation of

1830, and not satisfiad even with that, he would not

agree with us for that advance, if we were disposed to

give it, unless we would submit to the following scale,

which he proposed. " It was this :

—

" If a coomb of wheat and a coomb of barley together

drop to 28s. the two coombs, mind you, he would be

satisfied with the present advanced tithe, and if the two
coombs dropped below 26s he would then reduce 5 per

cent, and if below 24s 10 per cent, and so on. But on

the other hand, if the coomb of wheat and coomb of

barley rose to more than 33s value, he should advance

5^ per cent, and if to more than 36s 10 per cent, and so

on—the reduction to be for every 2s the two coombs
may fall, and the advance to be for every 3s they may
advance. So here are the major part of us larger occu-

piers thrown upon the casting system again. Let the

sticklers for supporting the dignity of the church estab-

lishment look at this, lind think whether it is not high

time that the land of this nation should be relieved from

such a curse as this—and a very great curse it is, that

when it shall have pleased Providence to reward the

industry of the producers with good crops, that the

clergy should continue to be allowed by the laws of this

country to tear from them the tenth of their skill, capital,

and industry ; throwing the labourers out of employ, to

be maintained out of the poor's rate. I believe nearly

every other clergyman around here has made some
abatement, such as 10, 15, 20, and one 30 per cent.—

Norwich Mercury.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE
EXPRESS.

Sir,—In your valuable paper I read an account of

the Central Agricultural Society's meeting, held at

the Freemason's Tavern, Dec. loth. I am happy to

find something is going to be done to relieve the

farmer. I beg leave to suggest a few plans, which

1 have no doubt, if put into operation, would tend

materially towards it, and which is, the better culti-

vation of the soil ; though it might not be in the

power of many farmers to do it at present, but it

might be done between landlord and tenant. I am
sorry to see that many farmers do not put more than
one-third of the manure on their farms now, which
they did a few years back, and the result will be,
that in a few years we must have recourse to fo-

reigners for corn, though plentiful at present. I

have made this remark to many of the farmers, and
the re])ly is with one and all, that they cannot afford

to manure well now, the times are so bad. Where
that is the case, I should say it would be better for

the landlord to allow so much per acre for manure,
than to let tlieir farms be run out. There is another
great error prevailing with many farmers ; that is,

not paying more attention to the breeding of good
stock. It is often to be seen in market that one far-

mer sells his three-year old cattle for almost double
the price that his neighbour can get for his, where
the land of both farms is equally good, or would
be with good management. I have always noticed
that a farmer that breeds prime stock is also a good
cultivator of the soil ; while, on the other hand, he
that is deficient in one, is so in both. There are

many estates much neglected by the landlord in the
way of drainage, for no land that stands in need of it

can be brought into a high state of cultivation.

There are many instances to be met with where one
farmer is getting 35 bushels of wheat per acre, and
his next neighbour only getting 15, with only the

fence between the fields ; and in two cases out of

three, the land of the latter could be made to produce
equal to the former, with proper management.
There is much land to be met with, where several

improvements might be made in the same field—as

drainage, more manure and working the soil better,

and not let it get full ofcouch-grass and other noxious
weeds, occupying by far the gi-eater part of the

land. The grass land on many farms is more ne-

glected than the ploughed land, from the want of

drainage, manure, and letting off the surface water
;

and in dry soils, from want of irrigation, where it

might be done with little expense. Perhaps it will

be said, that every one has a right to do what he likes

with his own ; but my opinion is, that it is as much
the landlord's duty as his interest to see that his

land is made the most of, as it is his right to call on
parliament for relief.

A SHROPSHIRE FARMING SERVANT.
3rd February,

Preserving Grain.—A discovery of considerable

importance has been announced with regard to

preserving grain. To preserve Rye and secure it from
insects and rats, nothing more is necessary than to fan

it after it is thrashed, and then to stow it in the granaries

mixed with chaff. In this state it has been kept more
than three years without experiencing the smallest al-

teration, and even without the necessity of being turned

to preserve it from humidity and fermentation. The
experiment has not yet been made with wheat and
other kinds of grain, and they may probably be pre-

served in chaff with equal advantage.

IiMroRTANT TO Bakers. — A mechauical knead-
ing trough has lately been invented by a baker of

the name of M. Fontaine, at Paris, for which he has

obtained a patent from the French Government. The
chief advantages derived from this new invention are,

that from 30 to 800 pounds of dough can be kneaded in

the small space of time of 15 minutes, with the labour

of only one man, and that without the least fatigue. It

also causes the dough to be much better kneaded, con-

sequently the bread is much better made than by the

process usually adopted. This invention is the fruit of

long experience.
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AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL
COMPANY.

On Tuesday, the twelfth annual general meeting
of the proprietors of shares in this undertaking was
held at the company's house, King's Arms-yard,
Coleman-street, to receive a report from the direc-

tors, and on other affairs.

Johu Smith, Esq., in the chair.

The Secretary read the report. It stated that the

company's commissioner in Australia had reported
very favourably with respect to the land granted to

the company. The locations at Liverpool Plains
and in Peel's River possessed every advantage
which was to be met with in the colony of New
South Wales for pasturage, &:c. The report stated

that the number of sheep on the company's lands,

including fine-wooUed and otiier descriptions,

amounted to 47,270, of horses to 370, and 2,840

head of cattle. The stock of sheep on the lands

consisted wholly of young, fine, improved woolled
sheep. There was an increasing demand for horses

for the Indian cavalry, and the company had a con-

siderable quantity of land under cultivation, with
crops of wheat, hay, maize, tobacco, &.c. The co-

lony had suffered from drought, but rains had fallen

abundantly, and the crops of wheat when the last ac-

counts left looked well. The operations at the coal-

mines were going on actively, and there had been
sold in the last year 8,490 tons. The sales of wool
from the company's flock had realized, including six

bales of skin wool, 5,3501. The remainder of the

last clip, amounting to 156 bales, had just arrived.

One circumstance, the report stated, had operated

injuriously—the want of an adequate supply of con-
vict labour. The directors had obtained the consent
of Lord Glenelg to assign 150 convicts to the com-
pany, in addition to those already employed on their

lands.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the re-

port, said a great advantage had been obtained by
the assignment of a number of convicts to the com-
pany. This was the more important as Gen. Bourke
was compelled to assign convicts to those who
bought lands in the colony, and the company had in

consequence been left without an adequate number.
It was perhaps not generally known that when con-

victs were allotted to individuals, and behaved well

for some time, they were entitled to tickets of leave,

which gave them liberty to work wherever they

pleased. The supply now given by Lord Glenelg

would enable the company to prosecute with vigour
the works of the coalmines and other objects. Al-
though coal had been discovered in Van Diemen's
Land, still a preference was given to that raised in

Australia. The flocks and cattle on the company's
land were in a healthy state at the date of the last

advices.

The report was adopted, and directors and auditors

W'ere re-elected to fill those offices which had become
vacant by rotation.

Thanks were returned to the governor, the deputy,

and the Court of Directors and the meeting ad-

journed,

THE FARMER'S CREED.
BY SIR JOHN SINCLAin.

Let this be the farmer's creed ;

Of stock secure the choicest breed.

In peace and plenty let them feed.

Your land sow witli the best of seed,

Let not it dung- or dressiiif;' need.

Inclose and draw it with all speed

And you will soon be rich indeed.

COMMUNICATION FROM MR. WIL-
LIAM BLACKER.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE IRISH FARMER's AND
gardener's magazine.

Sir—I perceive in your article, " On Leasing and
Cottage Holdings, " in your present Number, (Jan-
uary, 1836,) you make allusion to a letter 1 ad-
dressed to the Editor of The Highland Society's Jour-
nal, and published by him in the Number for Sep-
tember last, from which you quote an opinion ofmine
(in which, however, you do not agree), " that the
reduction of rents had been made with a sparing
and very reluctant hand ;" and you argue, from
my having stated at the Markethill Dinner, " that I
had often felt myself called on to stand up in defence
of the landlords of the North of Ireland, and to op-
pose tlie indiscriminate abuse which the Press in
England makes it almost a practice to apply, with-
out reserve, to the landlords of Ireland generally

—

and which, so far as regards the principal landed pro-
prietors of the northern parts of the kingdom, I know
to be quite undeserved," &c. Now, I beg to assure
you I am fully sensible of the friendly spirit of all

your comments in regard to me, and therefore am
quite certain your observation as to the latter state-

ment being indicative of a change of mind, was not
meant to accuse me of any inconsistency ; but as some
of your readers may take the matter up in that point
of view, I beg to state that any apparent disRgree-
ment which may have struck you, between the two
declarations, is most easily explained ; and if you re-

fer to my letter, or publish it entirely, for the perus-
al of your readers, you and they will both plainly see
that thejirst declaration was applied to the landlords
of the empire generally ; and the last declai-ation was
limited to the landlords of the North of Ireland only,

and but to a portion of that limitation. Therefore,
tliere is no inconsistency ichatemr in excepting any
small portion from a general charge. Again, as to the
correctness of the fact as regards the landlords of the
empire—Will you or any otlier person assert, that

rents have been reduced at all equal to the fall in

price of agricultural produce 1 If this is not the case,

(as every one must admit, speaking generally in re-

gard to the rents of the empire,) therithe abatements
certainly cannot have been made with a free and liberal

hand—and I cannot be much blamed for applving
the epithets sparing and relnctant, if the abatement
that has been made is certainly under the 7nark.

I should not wish to be led into a controversy
which I really have not time for; but I think you
will see, on referring to my letter, that you do not
deal fairly with my statements. You assume it to

be evident that, by increasing the number of small

farms, a proportion of the working classes would be
thrown out of employment. Now, the very reverse

is the case. Large farms are almost exclusively

worked by horses. The allowance of human labour

to the hundred acres, in Scotland, is four men and a

boy. Now, divide the hundred acres into twenty
farms, of five acres each, and, if they go on the house-

feeding system, they (the small farms) will have
sufficient and well-remunerated employment for

themselves, twenty in number, with their wives

and families, according to the average of five to a

family. No man without considerable assistance from

his family, can cultivate five acres without the help

of horse work. Thus, you may safely say, there is

six times the quantity of human labour employed by
tlie small farms than is employed in the large.* I

* From this, it appears evidently, that if the en-

tire kingdom was divided into fi ve acre farms, there
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must further remark, that your argument, as to the

state of agriculture in France—or in Kildare and
Kilkennj-—has no reference whatever to what I liave

written. In order to guard, as I thought, sufficiently

against any possibility of mistake, I distinctly state

in the letter alluded to—" I, however, 'wish it to be

understood that, in arguing for the small farmer, I al-

ways suppose him to have the skill and the means to

crop his land properly. If he has not these he must
be supplied with both one and the other, which the

plan I advocate is calculated to furnish ;" and as you
charge your example with both ignorance and ina-

bility, all my arguments remain untouched by your

remarks. I beg to repeat that, in this repl}', I merely

mean to set myself right with yourself and j'our rea-

ders, and feel certain, if you read over my letter more
particularly, you will find I am not liable to the con-

clusions you have drawn.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

WILLIAM BLACKP^R.

STATE OF AGRICULTURE.

[The subjoined article is from the last number

of tlie Edinburgh Review. We are aware that it

may not be approved of by all parties, but it con-

tains so much valuable information that we do not

scruple to give it.

—

Ed. Farmer's Mag.]

The increase of manufactures and commerce in

Great Britain since 1760 has been so very extraor-

dinary—so unprecedented in the history of industry

—that it has engrossed the almost undivided atten-

tion of most inquirers into our progress in wealth

and civilization. But, how paradoxical soever the

assertion may at first sight appear, we are not sure

that the improvement and extension of manufactures

can, all things considered, be truly said to have ma-
terially exceeded the advances made in agriculture.

The results of manufacturing and commercial im-

provement—the great towns, the factories, ware-

houses, docks, and other vast establishments, and

the increase of population and of wealth to which
they gave birth—ariest the attention of every one,

and impress the mind with the most exalted ideas

of their productive powers and capacities. Com-
pared with them, the results of the most improved
and skilful agriculture escape the public attention.

They are spread over a wide surface ; they have
nothing striking or imposing about them ; a crop of

three quarters an acre does not appear very different

from one of four quarters ; and a country imperfectly

cultivated, especially if it be well wooded, may

would not be anything like population to occupy
them; and though you seem to assume, that I would
wish spontaneously to cut up all the large farms to

this extent, I am not aware that any thing I have
said or done, can justify such an opinion. I have
merely advocated it as a measure ofnecessity, to give

employment where employment could not otherwise

be had ; and so far from wishing for it, I describe

as one of the advantages which the allotment of un-

reclaimed lands would occasion, would be," that the

farms instead of being subdivided, would by degrees

be enlarged, and the comforts and indeperdence of
the whole community would be gradually increased

by the operation of natural causes, without constraint

or violence," viz : by the small holders going of
themselves to the new allotments, and leaving their
respective holdings to be divided among those they
left behind.

seem, to a common observer, to be little inferior to,
if it do not surpass, one that is cultivated in the
most approved and efficient manner. It is only when
we survey them in the aggregate, when we bring
the scattered and singly inappreciable results of
agricultural industry into a collected mass, that we
become duly sensible of their magnitude and ex-
treme importance ; and that the panegyrics of the
ancients on agricultural industry seem to be almost
as correct as they are eloquent.
The insular situation of Great Britain, and the

rigidly enforced regulations under which the trade
in corn and other agricultural products has long
been conducted, afford the means of establishing
some most important conclusions as to the progress
of agriculture. If the population has been greatly
increased, if all classes be at present better and more
liberally fed than at any former period, if the con-
sumption of corn by horses be at least three or four
times as great as about the middle of last century

;

if, we say, all these things have been accomplished,
not only without any increase, but with an actual
cessation of importation, is it not a clear proof that

agriculture has been wonderfully improved ? It may
not be possible to 'poiut out the difi'erent modes in
which the grand result has been brought about, or
to measure the exact influence of each, but of the
result itself there cannot, under the circumstances
supposed, be the shadow of a doubt. We shall briefly

show that such has been the case.

As to the increase of population in England and
Wales, since 1700, it is exhibited in the following
table, calculated by Mr. Finlaison of the National
Debt OflBce.

Population of England and Wales, from the year
1700 to the year 1830, including the Army, Navy,
and Merchant Seamen :

—

Years.

1700
1710
1720
1730
1740

Population

5134516
5066337
5345351
5687993
5829705

Years,

1750
1760
1770
1780
1790

Population Years

6039684
6479730
7227586
7814827
8540738

1800
1810
1820
1830

Popula.

9187176
10407556
11957565
13840751

We regret we have no similar account of the po-
pulation of Scotland since 1700 to lay before the
reader. Its population at the period of the Union
in 1707 is generally supposed to have been about
1,050,000 : but it was not till 1755 that it was esti-

mated with sufficient accuracy. At that epoch the
population was ascertained, from returns communi-
cated from the different parishes to Dr. Wedster, to
be 1,265,380. In 1801 it was found by the census
of that year to be 1,599,068 ; and in 1831 it had in-

creased to 2,365,114, or to nearly double its amount
in 1755.

Taking the population of England and Wales in

1755 at 6,259,707 (the mean between that of 1750
and 1760), and adding to it the then population of
Scotland, we get 7,525,180 for the population of
Great Britain in 1755. But the population in 1831
was 16,539,318, showing that in the interval there
had been added to it the prodigious number of
9,014,139 individuals, or that it bad increased in
the ratio of nearly 220 per cent ! An increase of
this sort is unparalleled in any other European
country, and is to be matched only by the increase
that has taken place in the United States.

Now, we affirm that the improvements that have
been made in the agriculture of Great Britain since

1755 have sufficed to provide an ample supply of

food for this additional nine milliuns of inhabitants ;
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and if we suppose, which is certainly a moderate
estimate, that they consume, one with another, to

the value of 81 a-year of raw produce, it will follow

that the progress made in agriculture, since the

middle of last century, has added the enormous sum
of 72,000,000/. a-year, or more than twice the total

value of the cotton manufacture, and nearly three

times the interest of the national debt, to the free

disposable income of the country. It, will not be

difficult to show that such is undoubtedly the fact.

Mr. Charles Smith, the well-informed author of

the tracts on the corn trade, estimated the population

of England and "Wales in 1760 at six millions,

which the previous statements show was very near

the truth. He then estimated the consumers of each

sort of grain, the quantity consumed by each in-

dividual, and, consequently, the whole consumed by
man, as follows :

—

S
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the population, the improvement that has taken place
in the interval in the style of living of all classes,

would have a good deal more than sufficed to swallow-

up the entire imports from Ireland, and to account
for the cessation of exports. The proofs of this im-
provement are abundantly obvious. Out of the

6,000,000 of people in England and Wales in 1760,
Mr. Charles Smith tells us that 888,000 were fed on
rye. But at present we are quite sure there are not
50,000 wlio use that species of grain. The rye eaters

have universally almost been changed into wheat
eaters ; and except in the county of Durham, where
a mixture of wheat and rye, called maslin, is grown,
the culture of rye is almost unknown. Nearly the
same may be said of the consumption of barley. In
the northern counties of England, at the middle of
last century, and for long after, very little wheat was
used. In Cumberland, the principal families used
only a small quantity about Christmas. The crust
of the goose pie, with which every table of the county
is then supplied, was, at the period referred to, al-

most unilormiy made of barlejoneal.* But no such
thing is now ever heard of even in the poorest houses.
Almost all individuals use wheaten bread, at all

times of the year. It is, in fact, the only bread ever
tasted by those who live in towns and villages, and
mostl}'', also, by those who live in the country.

It has been the same every where throughout the
kingdom. In Cornwall, from thirty to forty years
ago, the small farmers, with the agricultural labour-
ers, and those employed in the mines, almost invari-

ably used barley ; but at present they do not use it to

any thing like the same extent as formerly, and in

many extensive districts it has been entirely aban-
doned. t The same thing has happened in Somerset-
shire, and in every other county where either barley
or oats was formerly made use of. Wheat is now
the all but universal bread-corn of England ; and in

some of the manufacturing towns, within the last few
years, the use of the inferior sorts of wheaten bread
has been a good deal restricted ; and is rejected, in-

deed, by all but the very lowest and poorest classes.

But great as has been the change in the quality of
the food made use of in England during the last

thirty or forty years, it is inconsiderable compared
with the change that has taken place, during the
same period, in Scotland. At the end of the Ameri-
can war, no wheaten bread was to be seen in the
farm-houses, country villages, and minor towns of
Scotland, and but little even in the largest towns.
Oat cakes and barley bannocks were then univer-
sally made use of, but, at present, the case is widely
different. The upper, and also the middle and lower
classes in towns and villages, use only wheaten
bread ; and even in farm-houses, it is very exten-
sively consumed. It is stated in the first of the
works mentioned at the head of this article, that a
field of eight acres sown with wheat, in the vicinity
of Edinburgh, in 1727, was reckoned so great a
curiosity, that it excited the attentioii of the whole
neighbourhood, and that numbers of persons came
from a great distance to see it I Even so late as the
American War, the wheat raised iu the Lothians and
Berwickshire did not amount to a third part of what
is now grown in them; and we shall certainly be
within the mark, if we affirm that the wheat culture
has increased in Scotland, generally, iu a tenfold

proportion since 1780.
But the change that has taken place during the

last half century, in the consumption of butcher's

* Sir F. M. Eden on the Poor. Vol. I., p. 364.

t Evidence of Edward Coode, Esq., Report of
1833 on the State of Agriculture, p. 169.

meat, is still more extraordinary than that which has
taken place in the consumption of corn. The quan-
tity made use of has been wonderfully increased, and
its quality signally improved. From 1740 to about

1750, the population of the metropolis iluctuated

veiy little ; amounting, during the whole of that pe-

riod, to about 670,000, or 675,000. Now, during the

ten years ending with 1750, there were, at an aver-

age, about 74,000 head of cattle, and about 570,000
head of sheep sold annually in Smithfield market.

In 1831, the population had increased to 1,472,000,

or in the ratio of about 218 per cent. ; and at an
average of the three years ending with 1831, 156,000
head of cattle, and 1,238,000 head of sheep, were
annually sold in Smithfield ; being an increase of 212
percent, on the cattle, and of 217 per cent, on the

sheep, as compared with the numbers sold in 1740-50.

It consequently appears that the number oi cattle and
sheep consumed in London has increased, since 1740,
about in the same proportion as the population. The
weight of the animals has, however, a good deal more

than doubled in the interval. In the earlier part of

last century, the gross weight of the cattle sold at

Smithfield did not, at an average, exceed 370lbs.,

and that of the sheep did not exceed 281bs. : where-
as, at present, the average weight of the cattle is es-

timated at about SOOlbs., and that of the sheep at

about BOlbs.* Hence, on the most moderate com-
putation, it may be affirmed that the consumption
of butcher's meat in the metropolis, as compared with
the population, is twice as great at this moment as

in 1740 or 1750.

In most other parts of the country, the increase in

the consmmption of butchers' meat has been even
greater. In thinly peopled agricultural districts

very little is consumed, but in manufacturing and
commercial towns it is quite the reverse ; and their

vast increase during the last half century more than

justifies the inference, that there has been, at least,

a corrresponding increase in the consumption of
butcher's meat.

In this respect, too, the change in Scotland has

been quite as great as that with respect to bread.

So late as 1763, the slaughter of bullocks for the

supply of the public markets was a thing wholly
unknown even in Glasgow, though the city had then
a population of nearly 30,000 If Previously to

1775, or perhaps later, it was customary in Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, and the principal Scotch towns,
for families to purchase in November, what would
now be reckoned a small, miserable, half-fed cow or

ox, the salted carcass of which was the only
butchers' meat they tasted throughout the year. In
the smaller towns and country districts, this practice

pi-evailed till the present century, but it is now al-

most everywhere abandoned. The consumption of

butchers' meat in Glasgow, as compared with the
population, does not at present differ materially

from that of the metropolis. We do not, indeed,
believe that the command of the people of any coun-
try over food and all sorts of conveniences, ever in-

creased, in any equal period, half so rapidly as that

of the people of Scotland has done since 1770.
A portion of the increased supply of butchers'

meat has been derived from Ireland ; but being
mostly thrown on a single maiket, that of Liver-

pool, this portion appears much larger than it really

is. If we estimate the imports of butchers' meat into

* Sir F. M. Eden on the Poor. Vol, III.. Appen.
p. 88.—Middleton's Agricultural Survey of Middle-
sex. 2d edit., p. 541.

t Cleland's Statistical Account of Glasgow. 2d
edit., p. 192.
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Great Britain from Ireland, at a tenth part of the in-

ci'eased quantity produced in this country since 17(30,

we shall not be within, but decidedly beyond the

mark.
It results from the previous statements,—1st, That

the population of Great Britain has been considera-

bly more than doubled—that the prodigious number
of nine millions of individuals have been added to it,

in the interval between 1755, or 1760 and 1831.

2d, That the supplies of corn, and other raw pro-

duce obtained from Ireland, are quite insufficient to

provide for the increased number of horses kept in

the country at present, over and above those thac

were kept in 1760. 3d, That the population is now,
and has been for some years past, incomparably

better fed, consuming a much greater quantity of

wheaten bread and ot butcbers' meat, in proportion

to its amount, than in 1760, or at any other period of

our history. And, 4th, That the ports have been

shut during the last four years : and that, conse-

quently, the vast additions made to the population,

and the signally improved mode of living, have both

been provided for by the extension and improvement
of British agriculture. There is not one of these

propositions liable to either cavil or dispute—they

are all bottomed upon unquestionable evidence.

And, having established them, we shall now briefly

enquire into the nature and influence of the more
prominent of those agricultural improvements, the

result of which is, in the aggregate, so astonishingly

great.

1. Enclosures are, probably, entitled to rank

amongst the first of these. The extent of land occu-
pied by wastes, commons, and common fields, about

the middle of last century, was surprisingly great,

and was, indeed, a standing reproach to the country.

So late as 1770, fully three-fourths of the surface of

Bedfordshire consisted of common fields, and of

common or waste land ; and yet it was not, in this

respect, at all in a worse condition than many other

counties. Wastes and commons are not cultivitted
;

common fields are, it is true, subjected to the plough,

but property in them is so much subdivided and in-

termixed, that it is altogether impossible to cultivate

them to any good purpose. But, since the conclu-

sion of the treaty of Paris in 1763, a wonderful pro-

gress has been made in wiping off this stain on the

rural economy of the country ; and in nothing, in-

deed, has the progress of improvement been more
remarkable than in this particular. The first enclo-

sure act was passed in the reign of Charles II.

From the Revolution to 1797, the progress was as

follows :

—

Acts passed. Acres enclosed.

Queen Anne's reign.. . 2 1,439

George 1 16 17,660
George II, 226 318,778
George III. to 1797. . 1532 2,804,197

It appears from this statement, which is taken from

the Report of the ' Commons Committee of 1798, on

Waste Lands,' that each enclosure act that passed

during that period of the reign of George III., which
terminated with 1797, enclosed, at an average, 1330

acres. Now, the official returns show, that from

1798 to 183!^, both inclusive, 2103 enclosure acts

were passed ; and supposing each to have enclosed,

as before, 1834 acres, the total would amount to

3,848,490 acres; making, when added to the quan-

tity enclosed previously to 1798, an aggregate of no

less than 6,652,687 acres enclosed since the acces-

sion of George III. in 1760. But as it seems pro-

bable that tlie earlier acts applied to a larger extent

of land than the later ones, we may, perhaps, esti-

mate the total extent of land enclosed and subdivided

by act of Parliament, from 1760 to 1832, at6,000,000

acres. And it may be safely affirmed that, in conse-

quence of its enclosure, the produce of this immense
extent of land has been increased at least from eight

to tenfold

!

2. The introduction of fallows between successive

corn crops, was a very great improvement on the

previous practice ; but the substitution of green

crops for fallow, on all but stiff clay lands, has been
the greatest of all improvements ever made in agri-

culture ; and has effected as great and beneficial a

revolution in it as the introduction of the steam-en-
gine and of the spinning-frame has done in manu-
factures. There is abundant evidence to show, that

the culture of turnip, as a field crop, was carried

on to some extent in several English counties

in the latter part of the 17th century. But the prac-

tice spread only by very slow degrees ; and it was
not till its introduction into the county of Norfolk,

in the reigns of George I. and George II., when it

was prosecuted on a large scale by Lord Viscount

Townshend and others, that its signal importance

became obvious. At the period referred to, the

whole northwestern part of that county, which has

long been one of the best cultivated districts of the

empire, consisted of mere sandy wastes, sheep-walks,

and warrens, worth little or nothing. These were

converted into highly-productive arable land, by en-

closing, marling, and the aid of the turnip-husban-

dry, which is, as it were, the corner-stone of the

Norfolk, or improved system of husbandry. The
same practices that had produced such splendid re-

sults in Norfolk—that had made sandy wastes yield

the most luxuriant crops of wheat and barley—have

been gradually extended, with similar effects, to

many other parts of the kingdom. The produce in

corn of the light soils, in all the moderately well-

cultivated districts of the empire has, in conse-

quence, been more than trebled ; at the same time

that a vast supply of green-food has been obtained

for the feeding of cattle and sheep, and the produc-

tion of the most valuable manure.

3. But, signal as has been the improvement in

arable husbandry since 1760, the improvements made
in stock husbandry, or in the breeding and

fattening of cattle, have been still more consider-

able. No efforts for this purpose seem to have been

made with judgment, and proper perseverance, till

after 1750, when Mr. Bakewell, of Dishley, in

Leicestershire, began his career. Mr. Culley, of

Northumberland, soon after entered on the same

course ; and the signal success by which their

efforts were attended, roused a spirit of emulation in

a host of othsrs. But the rapid increase of manu-
factures and Commerce, and, consequently, of the

town population, after the Peace of Paris, in 1763,

by creating a corresponding demand for butchers'

meat, gave the principal stimulus to the improve-

ments that have since been made in stock-husbandry.

It |is not easy to over-rate their importance. We
have already seen that, at an average, the weight of

cattle and sheep has been a good deal more than dou-

bled since about 1750 ; so that a stock of 5,000,000

head of cattle, at present, would be more than equal

to one of 10,000,000 at that epoch. But the number,

as well as the weight of cattle, having been very ma-

terially increased in the interval, the supply of

butchers' meat must have increased in a correspond-

ing proportion, or been at least trebled. There has

also, owing to the same cause, been a very great in-

crease in the product of wool. Tlie supply of the

latter article, produced in England and Wales, in

1800, was estimated at about 348,000 packs, of

^lOlba. each. But, owing to the increased size of
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the animal, and the greater weight of the fleece, the

same number of sheep that produced 384,000 packs

in 1800, were estimated by the best informed wool-

growers and wool-staplers, to produce 463,000 in

1830, being an increase, in the interval, of no less

than 20 per cent.* It is true that the quality of the

wool has rather deteriorated, for it seems to be im-

possible to procure both a heavy and a fine fleece.

Taking, however, the increased weight of the carcass,

and the increased weight of the fleece into account,

sheep are believed to be more profitable at present,

than at any former period ; and, for the last three or

four years, they have been the most productive

species of stock kept in the kingdom.
It would be curious to trace how, in husbandry,

as in other things, one improvement grows out of,

and is dependent on, another. The grand improve-

ment in modern agriculture—that by which it is

mainly distinguished from the old—the universal in-

troduction and superior management of green crops,

may be in no inconsiderable degree ascribed to the

anxiety of the farmers to procure an abundant and

suitable supply of food for their stock ; the increased

demand for the latter being, as already stated, oc-

casioned by the wonderful growth of commerce and
manufactures.

The superior attention paid to stock-husbandry in

England may, also, it is probable, be to some extent

ascribable to the circumstance of the Tithe pressing,

with comparative lightness, on pasture land ; whilst

it falls, with its full weight, on arable land, and ope-

rates powerfully to prevent the outlay of capital upon
it. But, however accounted for, there can be no
doubt, that in all that belongs to the breeding and

rearing of cattle, horses, sheep, and pigs, the Eng-
lish are, at present, superior to the Scotch, and to

every other people.

It may be worth while to remark, that much injury

has arisen from injudicious attempts to improve na-

tive breeds of cattle. This has generally been oc-

casioned by prematurely endeavouring to increase

their size, which is always determined by external

causes, such as the climate, the quantity and species

of food the animals can readily obtain, &c. It is to

the immensely increased supply, and better quality

of food, that the increased weight of our cattle is

principally to be ascribed. An improved system of

breeding would have improved the symmetry of the

cattle, and increased their aptitude to fatten; but,

without an increase of food it would not have mate-

rially added to their size. In point of fact, too, the

latter is an inferior consideration. The grand object

that the prudent agriculturist should keep steadily in

view, is the obtaining of the greatest possible return

for his outlay ; and he will prefer that kiad of stock,

and that breed, of any kind, that will pay him best

for the food consumed. The value to which an ani-

mal may ultimately be brought, is a subordinate con-

sideration ; the profits of breeding, as of every thing-

else, being determined, not by the absolute price of

the produce, but by its price as compai-ed with the

expenses incurred in bringing it to market. Mr.
Culley's opinion is, that ' of all animals, of whatever

. kind those wliich have the smallest, cleanest, and

finest bones, are in general the best proportioned,

and covered with the best and finest grained meat
;

I believe they are, also, the hardiest and healthiest,

and most inclinable to feed ;—able to bear the most
fatigue, while living ; and worth the most per pound,

when dead.t It is certain that animals, whether too

* Mr. Luccock's Tables, revised by Mr. Hubbard.
See the Report of 1829, on the Wool Trade.

+ Observations on Live Stock, p. 222.

large or too small, will gradually accommodate them-
selves to the size best adapted to their pastures

;

but while the larger animal becomes unhealthy, and
degenerates in its form and valuable properties, the
smaller animal increases in size, and improves in
every respect.

The preceding remarks apply exclusively to Eng-
land and Wales. But though the progress of agri-

culture there, since the middle of last century, lias

been exceedingly rapid, it has been slow compared
to its progress in Scotland. Previously to the
peace of Paris, in 1763, agriculture, almost every
where in Scotland, was in the most barbarous and
depressed state imaginable. There was no rotation of
crops ; fallows were unknown, except in one or two
counties ; the processes and implements were alike

wretched
; great numbers of cattle perished every

spring; the occupiers were in extreme poverty;
and famines were every now and then occurring,
that sometimes laid waste extensive districts. At
the beginning of last century, and for long after,

lands, even in the Lothians, were uniformly divided
into infield and outfield. The whole manure made
on the farm was laid on the former, which was
ploughed and cropped without intermission, so
long, at least, as it would bear any thing. Neither
turnips, clover, nor potatoes had been so much as

heai-d of; but corn followed corn in an unbroken
series. In the Countriiman's Rudiments, written by
Lord Belhaven, and published in 1723, we are told

that the infield of East Lothian, where wheat is

sown, is generally divided by the tenant into four

divisions, or breaks, as they call them, viz., one of

wheat, one of barley, one of peas, and one of oats
;

so that the wheat is sown after the peas, the barley

after the wheat, and the oats after the barley.'

Here we have a rotation with three consecutive corn

crops, and a crop of peas once every four years. As
might be expected, the returns were about three times

the seed. It is of importance too, to observe, that

this trifling return, was obtained at a great compara-
tive expense. At this period, and for about half a
century after, there was no instance in Scotland of a

plough being drawn by fewer than four horses.

Most commonly it was wrought either by six horses,

or by four horses and two oxen ; and in some of the

more backward districts, a still greater number of
animals, sometimes as many as ten or twelve, were
yoked to it. This was ascribable partly to the awk-
ward and clumsy form of the implement itself;

partly to the weakness of the cattle, their diminutive
size, and the improper manner in which they were
yoked; and partly, and principally perhaps, to the

ignorance of the cultivators. On the whole, how-
ever, the work was at once very expensive and very
ill performed ; the ridges were crooked and twisted,

and so much heaped up in the middle, that a great

deal of land in the hollows between them was lost to

any useful purpose.*

About the middle of the century we begin to find

symptoms of amendment. In Maxwell's Practical

Husbandry, published in 1756, an improved system
is laid down and inculcated. He pronounces it to

be bad husbandry to take two consecutive corn

crops ; and he further informs us, that the best far-

mers in East Lothian after fallow take a crop of

wheat, after the wheat, peas, then barley, and after

that oats. This is still very bad ; though a material

improvement on the practice described by Lord Bel-

haven. It shows, too, that down to 1757, neither

turnips, potatoes, nor any sort of cultivated herbage,

formed any part of the system even of the best far-

Rural Recollections, p. 196.
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niers in East Lothian. The famouf? Lord Stair is

said to have been the first who introduced the tur-

nip culture into Scotland ; having- raised turnips on
his estate of New Listen, near Edinburgh, about the

middle of last century. But I\Ir. William Dawson,
tenant of Frogden,in Ro-sburgli.shire, has an unques-
tionable title to be considered as the real father of

the improved Scotch husbandry. Being a farmer,

and cultivating- for profit only, his ex-ample had in-

finitely more influence over his neighbours than it

would have had, had he been a landlord. He com-
menced raising turnips at Frogden, in 1759. They
were at first sown broad-cast, but he set about dril-

ling on a large scale in 1763, and his success stimu-

lated others to adopt the same system. ]Mr. Dawson
was also the first who introduced, not long- after

1760, the practice of ploughing with two horses

abi-east without a driver; nor is it easy to exaggerate

tlie obligations the agriculture of Scotland owes to

his sagacity and enterprise.* liut even in the Lo-

thians, the four horse plough continued in general

use till about 1780; and it was not finally super-

seded by the two horse plough for several years after.

Li the other parts of the country the former kept its

footing still longer than in the Lothians. Nothing
contributed more to pave the way for this important

revolution in the method of ploughing, tlian the

signal improvements made u|)on the construction of

the plough by Small, about 1770.

From the close of the American war, the progress

of improvement in Scotland has been rapid beyond
all previous example. This has been owing to a

variety of causes, but principally to the extraor-

dinary progress made in commerce and manufactures,

since that period. In tlie distracted state in which
Scotland was formerly placed, there could be no con-
siderable progress ; but, after the battle of Culloden
had extinguished the hopes of tlie Jacobites, and the

abolition of hereditary jurisdictions had paved the

way for the introduction of a regular system of go-

vernment, a spirit of industry and enterprise began
to be diifused on all sides. A good many branches

of trade and manufacture carried on in England were
introduced into Scotland soon after the peace of

1763 ; and not a few of them were prosecuted with
much success. Their progress was checked for a

while by the American war ; but after the treaty of

Paris, in 1783, they acquired more tlian their former

vigour ; others were introduced, and all of them
have since continued, with few, and those but tran-

sient, interruptions, to advance witli a rapidity tliat

could not previously have been supposed possible.

'Ihis unprecedented extension of manufacturing
and commerci'dl industry, occasioned a corresponding-
increase of wealth and popuhation, particularly in

towns and villages. Improved accommodations of
all sorts began to be in universal demand ; and,
besides tlie greater quantity of the inferior sorts of
food required to supply the increasing population, a

novel, or at least a vastly increased market was open
for wheat and butcher meat. These circumstances
had the most astonishing influence over agriculture.
Tlie new, and constantly increasing markets, esta-

blished at their very doors, stimulated the farmers
to put forth all their energies, and to avail themselves
of discoveries and jjractices to which they had hi-

therto been total strangers. In a tew years tlie

face of the country was completely changed; and its

productive capacities increased in a degree that the

most sanguine projector of any previous period could
not have conceived possible.

The following statement of the comparative weight

* Survey of Hoxburgh, pp. 69 and 90.

of the produce annually afforded under the system
of farming followed in East Lothian, as described by
Lord Belhaven, and that which is now followed, is

taken from a paper by Mr. Oliver of Lochend, near

Edinburgh, one of the most intelligent practical far-

mers in the empire.
' The mode of cropping at the former period

(1723) was first, peas ; second, wheat ; third, bar-

ley ; fourth, oats ; the produce being about three

seeds, but to prevent all cavil, say four seeds. This,
taking the seed for each acre* at one boll,t over a

farm of 100 acres, is 400 bolls. The quantity of
straw for each boll of such a crop could not exceed
fifteen stones ; which, on 400 bolls, gives 6C00
stones, or forty-two tons, fifteen and one-fourth cwts.

of straw to be consumed by the stock, and returned
to the land in the shape of manure. But, upon a

farm of 100 acres, cultivated as at present, viz. a

fourth turnips, a fourth wheat or barley, a fourth clo-

ver or rye-grass, pastured or made into haj^ and con-

sumed on the spot, and a fourth oats or wheat, the

account would stand thus :— fifty acres of wheat,

barley, and oats, at eight bolls an acre, which is not

above the average of the crops of the best district of

East Lothian, and such only was cultivated when
Lord Belhaven wrote ; this, allowing, as before,

fifteen stones of straw for each boll, gives 120 stones

per acre, which, over fifty acres, makes in all 6000
stones of straw, being equal to the quantity produced
by the whole 100 acres under the old system. Now,
suppose that the twenty-five acres of clover and rye-

grass are made into hay, which, however, is not the

best mode, nor that usually followed, and that each

acre yields 200 stones, the total quantity will ba

5000 stones, or thirty-five tons, fourteen and one-

tenth cwt., and add to th s 500 tons turnip, being- the

])roduce of twenty-five acres at twenty tons per acre,

which is by no means above a fair average crop.

Upon these data, the weight of the materials pro-

duced annually, as food for cattle and manure, under
the old and new systems, will be as follows :

—

Old System, Straw, 6,000 st. or 42 tons 15^ cwt.
(Straw, 6,000 42 15i

New System, { Hay, 5,000 35 14 1-lOth,

( Turnips, 70,000 500

' Thus making the weight of materials for food and
manure under the new system in round numbers 577
tons, while, under the old system, the quantity is

only 42 tons, leaving a balance in favour of the new of

533 tons per annum, being more than twelve times the

whole quantity produced under the old ! Nothing-

more is recessary to show the superiority of the new
system, in so far as keeping up the fertilit}' of the

soil is concerned ; and upon this depends the pro-

gress of agriculture. As to the question of compara-

tive profit, it would be easy to show, from unques-

tionable data, that the new system is as superior to

the old in this respect, as it is in the supply of ma-
nure; but this must be abundantly obvious to every

one who contrasts the almost imperceptible advances
made in agriculture, and in the accumulation of agri-

cultural capital, for many centuries, with the extra-

ordinary progress during the last fifty or sixty years,

or since the new system began to be introduced.'

We have thus endeavoured, first, to show, by the

increase of population and otherwise, that there must

have been a very extraordinary increase in the pro-

duce of the soil since 1760 ; and, in the second

place, we have endeavoured to point out the more

* The Scotch are, equal to 1,261 imp. acres, is

here referred to.

t An East Lothian boll of wheat is equal to near

four bushels; a boll of b;irley to near six bushels.

Q
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prominent of tlie modes in which this increase has

been brought about. But, before noticing the

present state of agriculture, it may be right to say a

few words in reference to a statement often made,

thougli really destitute of any good foundation ;—
that is, tliat the wonderful improvements to which

we have adverted, were almost wholly owing to the

high prices of the late war. But these improvements

began both in England and Scotland about 1735 or

1760, and they had been generally introduced, and

had made a great progress, before prices sustained

the smallest advance. Thus, we have already seen,

that no fewer than 2,80-1,000 acres were enclosed in

England and Wales between 1760 and 1797 ; that

that also was the era of the great improvements made
in stock husbandr}' by Bakewell, Culley, &c. ; and
that during the lapse ofthe same period, the culture of

turnips, potatoes, clover, and artificial grasses was in-

troduced into Scotland, four-horse ploughs discard-

ed, and the most signal revolution effected in the

rural economy of this part of the empire, of wliich

history has preserved any account. Now, it is of

the utmost importance to bear in mind, that, while

all this was going on, from 1760 down to 1793,

•prices continued abnost stationary. Thus, taking the

Eton market for a standard, the price of wheat, per

Winchester quarter, from 1753 to 1795, was as fol-

lows :

—

At an average of the ten years, from
1733 to 1765, wheat, £i 19 3^ per qr.

1765 to 1775, 2 11 3| do.

1775 to 1783 2 7 8i do.

1783 to 1793, 2 14 3|* do.

And had 1793, which was an extremely bad and
dear year, been excepted from the average of the

last decennial period, prices in it would have been
as low as in the preceding. It apjiears, therefore,

from evidence, which is beyond all question, that

there was no rise of prices during the thirty years

ending with 1795; and yet, duringthat period, above

2,200,000 individuals were added to the population,

and agriculture made an astonishing progress. This

would have proved conclusively, eren though it had
not been corroborated by the experience of the last

twenty years, that an increasing price of corn is not

in any respect indispensable to ensure the continued
and rapid advance of agriculture. All that is re-

quired to ensure this is a regularly increasing demand
for the products of the soil ; and this was afforded

between 1760 and 1793 by the growth of population,

especially in towns and villages. It should also be
remembered that, towards the middle of last century,

there was, owing to the miserable state of the roads,

and the difficulty of communication, a great differ-

ence iir the prices of corn and other farm produce in

different parts of the country. But the construction

of new and comparatively smooth and level roads,

canals, 6cc., did mucli to annihilate this difference in

the rate of prices ; and conferred on the more dis-

tant parts of the country advantages that had been
hitherto engrossed by tiie districts in the immediate
vicinity of large towns. A spirit of emulation and
improvement was in consequence universally dif-

fused ; routine practices were tlirown aside ; and all

classes began to make the most astonishing efforts to

outstrip each other in the career of improvement.
It is unnecessary for our purpose to enter into

any statements with respect to the causes of the high

prices that prevailed during the greater part of the

late' war ; and, particularly during the half-dozen

* Seed Table of Prices at Eton, in M'CullocIi's
Com. Diet.— Art. Corn.

years ending with 1814. They no doubt gave a

powerful stimulus to agriculture ; its previous pro-

gress being not merely maintained, but considerably

accelerated.

The heavy fall of prices that took place con-

sequently to the opening of a renewed intercourse

with the Continent in the autumn of 1814, was as

sudden and severe as it was unlooked-for by most

persons. In the first instance, it was productive of

much distress, of the ruin of many landlords in em-

hairassed circumstances, and of multitudes of ten-

ants paying money rents, calculated on the footing,

that the prices that had been realized during the

j)receding six years would be permanent. This,

however, was not the situation of the great body of

the agriculturists, by whom the fall was comparatively

little felt. It was indeed, supposed by many, that

agriculture would certainly retrograde : that a great

deal of inferior land would be thrown cut of cultiva-

tion ; and that, unless yj rices rose again to something

like the war level, we should be dependent on the

Continent and America for a large portion of our

supplies. We question whether any individual had

sagacity at the outset to forsee what has actually

taken place. There is an elasticity about the indus-

try of a great nation that enables it to recover from

the rudest shocks. No inconsiderable portion—we
believe we may safely say the greater part—of the

wonderful progress made in manufactures and com-
merce since 1814, is clearly ascribable to the subse-

quent fall in the price of corn and other articles of

food. But it is quite impossible that agriculture can

be long depressed, where manufactures and com-
merce are flourishing ; and in no very lengthened

period, it began to revive. The property tax, which
pressed heavily on the land, was struck off; rents

were reduced ; and the farmers exerted themselves

to meet ihe new order of things by fresh efforts of

skill and industry, and by proscribing useless ex-

pense. We do not pretend to say that this has

been the case in all districts : but there is incontesta-

ble evidence to prove, that, taking Great Britain

generally, agriculture has been astonishingly im-

proved since 1814. How else could the extraordi-

nary increase of population that has taken place in

the interval be provided for ? We showed, in an

article on the ' Reportof the Agricultural Committee
of 1833 ' (No. 118, Art 1), that there was either no
increase, or none worth mentioning, in the quantity of

foreign corn retained for home consumption during
the ten years ending with 1830, as compared with

the previous ten years ; and yet the population in-

creased during that interval from 14,391,000 to

16,539,000. Now, it is impossible that a result of

this sort could have taken place without either a

very great increase of agricultural ]iroduce or a

striking and almost unprecedented falling oft' in the

demand for corn. But the latter supposition is out

of the question. Instead of there being any decline

in the consumption, the statements previously made
show, that the fact is completely tlie reverse; and
that the consumption of wheat and butchers' meat is

decidedly greater at this moment than at any former

period—a result inexplicable on any other hypothesis,

save that of a vast improvement having taken place

between 1820 and 1830.

Still, however, the Agricultural Committee of

1833, and by far the greater number of the witnesses

examined before it, laboured hard to jirove that agri-

culture was in a depressed and declining state; that

the capital applied to the soil was rapidly diminish-,

ing ; and that a great diminution of supply might be

confidently expected. We endeavoured to show in

the article referred, that the complaints in question
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were certainly very much exaggerated, if not altoge-

ther unfounded. Theexperienceof the two additional

3'ears that have since elapsed has more than verified

our statements. The increase of population in Great
Brit lin from 1800 down to 1 8.30, has been at the

rate of about 15 per cent, each t:^a vears ; or of I5

per cent, per annum. A ratio of this sort is not
easily changed, and there is no reason to think that

it has been sensibh^ affected since 1830. Now, 1§
per cent, on a population of 16,539,000 (population

of Great Britain at last census), gives an annual
increase of no less than 2-18,000 individunls; so that

it may be concluded that there are at present (Jan.

1836) about 1,200,00 '> persons in Great Britain

more than were in it when the late census was taken
;

and about 500,000 more than when the Committee
of 1833 framed tbeir Report. And yet very little

foreign corn was imported in 1832, whilst in 1833,
1834, and 1835, the ports were all but hermetically

sealed to the foreigner. It is of importance, too, to

observe, tliat, notwithstanding the sinister auguries of

the Committee, and notwithstanding the greatly in-

creased demand for corn, evinced bv the rapid in-

crease of population, the supply has been increased

in a still gi eater ratio. This is evident from tlie de-

cline of prices, which have sunlc from 53s 8d in 1832,
to less than 38s at present !

This wonderful result, so different from what was
expected, is partially, no doubt, a consequence of the
unusually productive harvests of the last two years;

but it is ascribable, in a far greater degree to the in-

fluence of improvements, with the exception ofsome
counties in the south and west of England, which con-
Jinue in a comparatively stationary state,improvements
have been every where canied on with extraordinary

spirit. Among the jirincipal of tliesemay be specifi-

ed improved drainage, a better rotation of crops, the

general use of bone manure, and the opening of new
channels of communication by steam boats and other-

wise. Drainage lies at the bottom of almost every
amelioration ; and it is prosecuted to an extraordinary

extent, and with surprising success. The practice of

furrow draining is now widely diffused over the north

and fast of England ; and it has been introduced,
vvitliin the last half-dozen years, into this part of the

country, and is carried on upon a scale that will

hardly be believed by those not acquainted with the
facts.—Landlords and tenants are every where avail-

ing themselves of this new discovery. Perhaps,
however, Ayrshire is at present, in this respect, at

the head of every county in the empire. It has a

great deal of wet clavey soil, suitable for this im-
provement

; and so well is its value understood,
that many millions of drain tiles are now annually
manufactured in the neighbourhood of Kilmarnock
and other parts of the county, though the supply
be still unequal to the demand. The Duke of Portland
and some other landlords drain for their tenants on
their paying an extra rent of -Is and 5s an acre ; and
this is said to be decidedly under the additional value
given by the drainage to the land. The practice is

rapidly extending in Lanarkshire, Dumfries-shire,
and other Scotch counties, and has already had, and,
no doubt will continue to have, an astonishing in-

fluence over their productive capacities.

A better rotation of crops is also every whei e in the
course of being adopted. The iiighprices of the war
tempted the farmers to sow wheattoo frequently, and
without proper preparation ; the fertility of the soil be-
ing in consecjuence materially impaired in many dis-

tricts. This was particularly the case in the Lothians.
But tliis defect in the managOiuent is now nearly ob-

viated. Clover and artificial grasses are kejjt longer
down; barley is sometimes substituted for wheat. Tiie

fertility of the soil is preserved ; and taking even the
best of the old improved land, it now produces, at
an average, a larger amount of food.

But, ot all the recent improvements in agriculture,
tlie introduction and general use of bone manure is

perhaps the most important. It first began to be
eniployed on a large scale in Yorkshiro and Lincoln-
shire : and, in the latter particularly, its influence
has been all but miraculous. Most part of the Wolds
of Lincolnshire, an extensive tract of country,
stretching from Spilsbury north to Barton on the
Humber, consisted, when Arthur Young wrote his
survey of tlie county, of mere wastes, occupied by
rabbit warrens. Could he now revisit the Wolds,
he would hardly recognise a single feature of their
former stiite. The warrens have disappeared, and
in their stead we find some of the finest farms and
best managed land in England. This signal improve-
ment, though it did not begin, has been carried to its

present pitch of perfection by the use of bone manure.
We are informed, in the late elaborate report of the
Doncaster Agricultural Association on this manure
that, ' before bones were generally used with turnip
seed, many thousand acres (in the wolds of Lincoln-
shire and Yorkshire) were annually sown for that
crop without anyr manure whatever, from the impos-
sibility of getting fold manure for more than a third
or a fourth part of their fallows. The turnips upon
such unniauured land were consequently very in-

different
; and the benefit of such feeding upon their

tops, for bottoms tliey seldom had any, was verj- trifling.

Since the use of bones has, however, become general,
the turnip crop has been in many instances tenfold,

and in few, less than/bt/ror /jce-lold its former bulk.
All the succeeding crops of grain and seeds have
been amazingly increased ; and, upon the four or
five shift system, there is no doubt, the land will go
on progressively imjiroving, requiring a less

quantity ofhones annually, from its increased fertility

and power.'

'i'his, be it observed, is the testimony of practical
men, well acquainted with all the circumstances

;

and it is decisive as to the extraordinary value and
importance of bone manure on light chalky soiU-. A
single farmer in the Wolds of Lincolnshire (Mr.
Dawson of Withcall, near Louth), has generally about
600 acres of turnip, dressed almost entirely with bone
manure. They are excellent, and furnish a vast sup-
ply of food for cattle, and of manure for other land,
besides preparing and fitting the ground for bearing
the most luxuriant crops of wheat and barley.*

In Scotland, the introduction of bone manure is

more recent ; but here, too, it has already had a sur-

prising influence. It is every where in fact—in the
Lothians and Berwickshire, as well as in the most
backward districts—working wonders. From the
comparative facility with which it is conveyed to

rugged hilly tracts, it enables estates to be improved
and fertilised (liat must otherwise have remained in

a state of nature. Besides large quantities of bone
dust imported, bone mills are now constructed in the

vicinity of every consi.iorable town in Scotland, for

tho jn-eparation of this most valuable manure.
We have previously noticed the influence of new

roads, and other improved means of communication,
on the progress of improvement during the first 35
years of the reign of George III. But during the

last few years, there has been, in this respect, a still

more astonishing change. The application of steam
to navigation, has given to a voyage by sea the expe-
dition, and almost the certainty, of mail coach travel-

* Kennedy and (irainger on the Tenancy of Land,
vol. i, p, '269,
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ling-, at comparatively little cost : and steam packets

for the conve\'ance of bulky and heavy articles, as

well as passengers, are now established all along the

coast. The markets of London and Liverpool are

thus brought, as it were, almost to the door ofthe oc-

cupier in the remotest districts. Formerly, it was
the practice for farmers in Scotland to send up cattle

and sheep half-fed to the Norfolk fairs, where they

were bought by graziers to fatten for the metropolis.

But this practice is already much fallen off, and will,

at no distant period, be known only by report. Cat-

tle and sheep are now fattened ac home, and are

sent up from the eastern ports, either alive or

slaughtered, to London by steam. The advantages
of this are great. The crops of turnips acquire a new
and greatly increased value, and their culture is, in

consequence, much extended. Nor does the cost of
conveying the full-fed animal to its destination

amount to a founli-part of what it formerly took to

convey the half-fed annimal to Norfolk. All the

ports of any consequence on the western coast of
Scotland are now almost weekly visited by steamers
from Liverpool ; and such has been the influence of
this newly opened intercourse, that we are well as-

sured that, in the extensive tract of country stretch-

ing from Greenock round by the jVIull of Galloway
to the Cumberland border, to the distance of 10 or

15 miles inland, the turnip culture has been increased
in a ten-fold proportion since 1820. This stimulus
will, it is probable, be still farther augmented by the

formation of railroads. It is clear, indeed, that

contiguity to market has already become of compara-
tively little importance. At no distant period means
will be aftbrded for bringing the most remote and
secluded districts fairly into competition with those

that are most favourably situatea. The productive
energies of both will, in consequence be more fully

developed ; nor is it easy to conjecture what the re-

sult may be.

It is, notwithstanding, supposed by several, that

if prices should decline still further, or even if tliey

continue at their present level, production will be
seriously checked. But the previous statements
show that there is really nothing to warrant any
such conclusion, Hitherto despite the heavy fall of

prices, improvements haye been prosecuted on the

most stupendous scale ; and the fair presumption is,

speaking generally, that they will continue to be pro-

secuted even though prices should fall still lower. It

is difficult to estimate the influence that necessity and
a desire to preserve one's place in society have in

making men inventive and economical ; or to specify

the point at which production will be contracted by
a lowering of prices. In 1823 and 1824, when Up-
land or Bowed Georgia cotton brought in Liverpool
from Cjd to lOjd per lb., manyofthe most intelligent

persons, both in this country and in America, were
firmly of opinion that the price would not indemnify
the planter, and that the production of cotton would
certainly decline. This notion was in fact, at the
bottom of the great cotton speculation in 1825. Ex-
perience has since shown the utter groundlesness of
the opinion ; for though the price of cotton has not
risen, except now and then, for a short time, during
the interval, the exports of cotton wool from the
United States, which, in 1824, amounted to

142,369,663 pounds, had increased, in 1834, to

384,717,907 pounds, exclusive ofa greatly increased

quantity used at home.

Of course we do not mean to say that the jirice

may not fall so low as to check improvement ; but
certainly there is no evidence to show that we have
already touched that point, or even come very near
it. It should also be recollect.,d that, notwithstand-

ing all that has been done, there is still a vast field

for agricultural improvement in Britain. We showed
in a former article (No 120, Art. 6,) that it was the
opinion of practical men of the highest respec ability,

and intimately acquainted with the state of agricul-
ture, that the raw produce of tlie island might be
well nigh doubled without any greater proportional
expense being incurred in its production. And any
one who has ever travelled through the country, or

has compared the state of the Lothians, Northumber-
land, Lincoln, Norfolk, and other well farmed coun-
ties, with very extensive districts in the south and
west of England, and with Wales, will be satisfied

that the above is anything but an exaggerated state-

ment. It is singular, indeed, how very backward
many districts are, as compared with others. In
numerous counties, four and five horses and two
men are still emyloyed to do that which is better

done in others by two horses and one man ; and in

many parts the drill husbandry can hardly be said to

be introduced. This shows that we are possessed of

vast capacities not yet brought into activity, and that

the career of improvement may be continued for au
almost indefinite period.

It is not, however, to be doubted that there is at

present considerable distress amongst ' landlords
whose estates are embarrassed, and amongst tenants

holding under leases commencing when prices were
higher, and whose rents have not been sufficiently

reduced. But admitting all this, still the extraor-

dinary progress of agriculture proves beyond the

possibility of doubt, that, speaking generally, the

capital applied to the land has not been diminished,
whilst it has gained immensely in productive efficacy.

The distressed classes, however, are sufficiently nu-
merous and important to entitle their representations

and petitions to the favourable consideration of Par-
liament ; and to whatever relief may be given them
consistently with a due regard to the rights and wel-
fare of others. But this, we are afraid, will not

amount to much ; and we are sure that its amount
will not be increased by the formation of local or

general Associations. INlinisters needed no such
stimulus to induce them to do all in their power to

benefit agriculture. But by forming Associations,

and affecting to dictate to Parliament, the attention

of all classes is made alive to the proceedings of the

agriculturists—every thing they may propose, even
though it were not really objectionable, will create

suspicions in the public mind, and be exposed to a

severe scrutiny ; at the same time that an unfounded
prejudice is excited against the whole class. This
is the more to be regretted, seeing that the vast ma-
jority of the agriculturists have nothing whatever to

do with these Associations. They are got up by a

few jobbing individuals anxious to burrow in the

snug situations they may be made to afford ; and are

principall}' patronized by embarrassed landlords, who
are much more anxious to discover a mode by which
they may evade payment of a part of their debts, than

of alleviating what they are pleased to call the dis-

tress of the agriculturists.

Tlie reduction or repeal of the malt tax, and the

degradation of the standard, seem to be the principal

measures recommended by the agricultural agitators

as specifics for the distress of the farmers. But it

cannot surely be necessary for us to enter into any
lengthened statements to show that neither the one
nor the other can be entertained by any government.
The malt tax is one of the most productive and least

exceptionable of our taxes. It is impossible indeed
to specify any tax against which some plausible ob-

jections may not be urged ; but we defy any one to

show how FIVE MILLIONS a-year may be raised with
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so little injury eitber to the agriculturists, or to any
other class, as by the malt tax. The question, it will

be observed, is not between the malt duty and no
duty. In the present state of things it is impossible
to repeal, or even materially to reduce the malt duty,

without imposing- some other duty in its stead j and
no substitute has been, or can be pointed out, that

would be so little injurious. It is said that no efficient

reduction has been made in the maK tax for a very
long series of years ; but there is not, we take leave

to snj, the shadow of a foundation for any such
statement. The beer tax was to all intents and pur-

poses a malt tax ; as completely so in fact as if it

had been laid on malt. Now this tax, which produced
annually about three millions, has been repealed

;

and, adding to it the 8s a-quarter deducted from the

direct duty on malt in 1823, it may be truly affirmed

that the malt duty has been reduced at least sixty

per cent within the last tew years. The duty, be-
sides being moderate, is fair and equal. It is paid
by the consumers of beer, and by none else, an J no
one can say that it interferes in any degree with the

proceedings of the barley growers. The case is very
different indeed with the duties on glass, on paper,
and on various other articles. If the situation of the
revenue will admit of taxes being taken off, it is clear

that those ought to be selected, in preference, for re-

peal or modification that are most injurious to in-

dustry ; and if so, the duties on glass, on paper, on
timber, and a dozen more, will be repealed before
any one tliinks of interfering with the malt tax.

Something might have been found to say in fa-

vour of the proposed I'epeal or modification of the
duties on malt had the price of barley been depressed,
as compared with that of wheat or of any other spe-
cies of grain. But every one knows that it is quite

otherwise. Barley bears at present, and has borne
for several 3'ears past, a higher price, relatively to

wheat, than it did formerly; and is consequently,
where the soil is suitable for both crops, the most ad-

vantageous. 'J'his shows that it is not injuriously

affected by the duty. The barley growers have, in

truth, no reason whatever to complain. If there be

any class more depressed than another it is the cul-

tivators of wheat on clayey lands. The compara-
tively high price of barley, and the high prices ob-

tained for sheep and wool, of which the barley

growers furnish the largest supplies, render their

situation the most prosperous of any class of culti-

vators. And it would be preposterous to think of

relieving the pressure on the wheat growers by giv-

ing a bonus, not to them, but to their more pros-

perous rivals.

We shall not practice on the patiencf of our readers
by dwelling on the folly and flagitiousness of the pro-
posal for enfeebling the standard, or, which is the

same thing, for tampering with the currency. No
government, that has the smallest respect for either

public or private honesty, will ever give the least

countenance to any such project. A degradation of
the standard would, we admit, be beneficial to land-

lords whose estates are encumbered—but how 1 By
enabling them, with the connivance of the stale, to

cheat their creditors ; that is to jjay a debt of 1,000/,

with 730/ or 500L Any legislature which should
sanction such a scandalous breach of faith, which
should vitiate the measure of value— the standard

relied on in all contracts—that one class of its sub-

jects might be benefited at the expence of another,

would basely betray its duty, and would deserve to

be aup])ressed as a nuisance. It is to no purpose to

say that the value of money was enhanced by the re-

turn to cash payments in 1819. That return took no

person, or at least, it ouglit to have taken no jierson

by surprise. It had been declared in fifty acts of

Parliaments, that cash payments were to be resumed
within six months after a definitive treaty of peace.

Every lean had been contracted under this condition
;

and the legislature might as well have declared that

it was not bound to pay the interest of the debt, as

that it was not bound to pay it in coin of the stan-

dard weight and purity.

It was impossible, therefore, for the legislature to

have refused returning to cash payments ; and, what-
ever may have been the influence of that measure at

the time, is now matter of history, and is beyond the

reach of human power to obviate or repair. Sup-
posing that it raised the value of money, that money
has been the standard during sixteen years. Nine-
teen out of every twenty of the existing contracts,

obligations, and estimates, have been framed and en-

tered into with reference to it ; so that, whether en-

hanced or not at the outset, to interfere with it now
would not be to repair injustice, but to commit it a-

fresh— it would be to rob and plunder the present

race of creditors, on pretence that the individuals

who happened to be creditors sixteen years ago, had
gained an undue advantage!

But we take leave totally to deny that the return to

cash payments made any sensible addition to the

value of money. If we ask where are the proofs of

its having done so ? we are referred to the fall that

has since taken place in the price of most articles.

But this is plainly no proof at idl. Prices may no

doubt be reduced by a rise in the value of money
;

but they may also be reduced by a decline in the cost

of production ; and we contend that this has been

the sole cause of the entire fall that has taken place

since the resumption of cash payments. We defy

the advocates of the opposite opinion to specify a

single article, eitber of domestic or foreign growth
or manufacture, that has fallen in price since 1819,

the fall of which may not be satisfactorily and com-
pletely accounted for by circumstances peculiar to

its production or supply, or both, independently al-

together of variations in the value of money. We
unhesitatingly affinn, there is no such article. The
fall that has taken place in agricultural and in colo-

nial products, in manufactured goods, &c., is entirely

ascribable to improved and cheaper methods of pro-

duction ; to the abolition of monopolies, the reduc-

tion of taxes, the opening of new and more abundant
sources of supply, or to some such cause. Not a

tittle of evidence has been or can be brought to show,
that the fall of prices has been owing, even in a so-

litary instance, or in any degree, to a rise in the value

of money. This is an opinion for which there is no
foundation whatever— a phantom conjured up, that a

wholesale robbery might be perpetrated, undercover

of the speculation and alarm caused by its appear-

ance.

It is needless to say anything about legislative

protection. In this respect, the omnipotence of Par-

liament has been exhausted in behalf of the agricul-

turists. Protection cannot be carried farther than

monopoly—and that they have enjoyed for these four

years past. We have always said, that even the ab-

solute exclusion of foreign corn could do the agricul-

turists no real service—that it was merely amusing

them with hopes of advantages never to be realized
;

and if they be not now convinced of the truth of

this, they must be as impervious to the evidence of

fact as they have hitherto been to argument.

It is not, therefore, in the power of any govern-

ment, however disposed, materially to relieve the

pressure on the agricultural classes. But whatever

it can do will no douht bo done. A commutation of

tithes, effected once for all on a fair i)rincii>le, would
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he an important and a valuable measure ; but, as-

suredly, its tendency would be to reduce, not to raise

the price of corn. We incline also to think that the

duty on the sale of landed property by auction ought
to be repealed. Its amount is not very considerable;

but, as Dr. Smitli truly stated, it comes entirely out

of the pockets of tliose who are least able to bear it,

—that is, of tliose vi'ho are obliged to sell. But it is

upon arrangements amongst themselves, that the agri-

culturists must mainly depend for relief from any
real grievances under which they may at present
suffer. Where necessary, rents ought to be reduced
and they ought in all cases to be rated in corn or

other farm produce, and made convertible iuto

money, at the current prices of the day. But we pro-

test against all indiscriminate plans of reduction. No
two occupiers of any estate are in exactly the same
condition ; and in reducing rent, care ought always
to he had that industry, skill, and economy be not
discouraged to pamper sloth, routine, and extrava-
gance. 1 he statements we formerly laid before tlie

public (No. I'iO, Art. 6) are more than sufficient to

show, that, in many parts of the kingdom, tlie land-
lords ought, before leducing rents, to try what may
be done by enforcing improved and more economical
modes of management. In the southern counties,

especially, there is great room for this. No farmer
who employs teams of three, four, or five horses,

where two would suffice, is entitled to Jiave one far-

thing taken from his rent. If he ask it, his landlord
may reply,— ' Do as the farmers do in other parts of
the country—employ two horses instead of four— do
more work by the piece—cut down every superfluous
expense—endeavour to introduce the improved sys-

tems of other counties—and if, after you liave done
this, the farm be still too dear, I shall willingly make
the necessary abatement.' No landlord ought to go
farther than this. If he do, he will act injuriously
for himself and the public interests, and will be justly
responsible for the continuance of practices that are
a reproach to tlie agriculturists of the present day.
Something of this sort must be done, otherwise the
rental of all unimproved and expensively managed
farms must come down to the level of 1792. fhe
agriculturists need not cry out for help to others.

No stranger can render them any material assist-

ance ; but they may help themselves. And, till tliey

have put forth all their energies, refo^'med wliatever
experience has proved to be defective in their prac-
tice, and pared down all unnecessary expence, they
have no right to expect that their complaints should
meet with much either of attention or of sympathy.

Should the next, or any succeeding harvest be a

bad, or an indifferent one, the pric<^s of corn would
rise, it might be, to double their ])resent elevation.
That, however, would no way invalidate any of the
previous statements as to the extraordinary improve-
ment of agriculture. We believe, too, that it would
make an end of the Corn Laws. At present they are
virtually suspended by the wonderful increase of our
home supplies. But, if they ever again become
efficient, assuredly they will not long survive. I'ho

manufacturing and commercial classes have become
too numerous, intelligent, and powerful to submit to

pay a heavy tax on their food, not for any purpose of
public or national utility, but for behoof of the agri-

culturists.

HOW TO DESTROY THE RED WORM.
An intelligent farmer has informed us that he has

tried many ways to destroy the red worm, but none
has proved so effectual as snif. Lime, he observes,
does not mix sufficiently with the soil when first ap-

plied, and it is only when in a caustic state that it

will destroy these worms. One ton of salt per acre

is necessary for this purpose, and should be sown
on the land a month at least before the crop that is to

follow. If on old ley, it is better not to apply the salt

on the first year of being broken up, for the worms do
not leave the sod until the vegetable matter it con-
tains, and on which they feed, is decomposed ; there-

fore, they do but little injury to the corn crop the

first year. However, on the laud being pulverized
the second year, the salt will have full power to act,

as it will mix through the soil and corrode both ve-
getable and animal matter.

We have heard ofsome experiments made with salt

for this purpose, which have not succeeded ; but we
must suppose the quantity applied was not sufficient.

We also think lime may be advantageously used for

the destruction of tlie red worm, if laid on the land

fresh slacked and in dry weather, after being well

fallowed for late turnips or wlieat. 'i he application

of salt is, however, cheaper ; and on land on which
lime would not he beneficial as a manure, the former
might act better in this respect also. On soils that

will admit of a light paring and burning, this ope-
ration will tend much to destroy the red worm ; but
the land should be well pulverized afterwards, in or-

der to mix the ashes produced with the part not
scorched. Potatoes or turnips should follow this pre-

paration, and there is little riskof the corn crop after-

wards. On spongy or porous soils, an admixture of

marl, limestone, gravel, or chalk, will be found ad-
vantageous, as they will consolidate the land, and
make an application either of lime or salt more effi-

cacious.

—

Irish Farmer's Manizine.

A MARE STARVED TO DEATH FROM
DISEASED JAW-BONES.

BY MR. W. A CARTWRIGHT, WHITCHURCH.

(From the Veterinarian.)

A cart mare, between twenty and thirty years of
age, the property of Messrs. Cross and Jagger, in
this town, began to quid her food when out at

grass ; she would nip it off very well, but, when
she began to grind it, she dropped it from her
mouth. She continued to do so for about a fort-

night, until the field was nearly covered with
quids, when she died from sheer want. Whilst she
was alive there was the peculiar smell from her
mouth that indicated diseased bone ; but, after

carefully examining her mouth, 1 could onlydetect
two ulcers of the cheek opposite the last of the
grinders, one on each side. Lhcse ulcers were
dressed with a solution of nit. of silver, and the
teeth rasped.

Post-mortem appearances.—The ulcers on the
cheeks were of little consequence ; but, for about
an inch beyond the posterior molar tooth, on each
side of the inferior jaw, the upper surface of the
continuation of the last alveolar cavity was quite
ulcerated through, and the bone carious for an inch
down eacli surface : the evil was evidently pro-
duced originally by the upper jaw-bone rubbing
against it. The teeth were worn down almost to a
level with the jaw ; but the ulcerated parts did
not come in contact so much when the jaws were
opposed to each other as when they vvercmosed
from one side or the other in tlic act of grinding.

There was no other disease to account for her
death, for every part was perfectly sound, except
much attenuated. She was starved to death.
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BONDED WHEAT AND FLOUR. j

To THE RIGHT HON. the LORDS COMMIS-
SIONERS OF HIS MAJESTY'S TREASURY.
The Memorial of the Chamber of Commerce, in

THE Port of Plymouth, respectfully

SHEWETH,
That there are at the present time about five hun-

dred and sixty thousand quarters of foreign wheat,
and one hundred and thirty-four thousand barrels of
fori'ig-n flour under the king's lock, which were im-
ported in expectation that it might be required in

aid of the growth of this kingdom. Contrary, how-
ever, to former experience, the produce of the

United Kingdom, for the last four years, has been
more than equal to tlie consumption, and chiefly from
this cause, and tlie restrictive enactments which ex-
ist, this foreign wheat and flour have been lying,

most of it for several years, in warehouses, in-

volving consequences most ruinous to the importers,

by granary rent, labour, deterioration of quality, and
decrease in price, wliich, with interest of money,
amount in some instances, nearly to the value.

That those results are mainly to be attributed to

the above causes, which prevent the manufacture in

the United Kingdom of foreign wheat into flour and
biscuit, for the purposes of exportation only, the
duty thereon being prohibitory, (although it is per-
mitted to be done in the islands of Guernsey and
Jersey, &c. and in the British Colonies,) thereby
driving a profitable and legitimate branch of manu-
facture and of commerce, out of the hands of the

people of this country, who have to bear the taxes
and burthens.

That for several years past, there has been a large

trade carried on from the ports of Dantzic, Ham-
burgh, &c. from the United States of North America,
and from the British Channel islands, for supplying
the British West Indies, Newfoundland, and South
America, with flour and biscuit, and at the present
moment, encouraged by the prohibitory operation of
our laws, large additional steam-power mills are

erecting in those countries , for increasing the supply
of tliose articles for exportation.

That it may be presumed those injurious restric-

tions to which we have adverted, originated, and
are continued, from the opinion, that the permission

to grind foreign Avlieat in this country, may operate

prejudicially to the agricultural interest : but your
memorialists believe this is entirely a mistake, and
that the contrary is the fact, as will appear from the

following considerations :

—

First.—As there is a largo capital locked up in

bonded wheat and flour, there is no doubt, but were
it liberated, a great proportion of it would be laid

out in the purchase of English grain ; to which the
present low prices would be a strong inducement,
and thus, by taking the surplus out of the market,
tend to increase the price of English wheat.

Secondly.—The knowledge that there is such a large
slock of foreign corn in hand, induces [the farmer at

times, to push his produce prematurely on the mar-
ket, from tlie fear that in the event of a rise in price,

from any disaster happening to the crops, or other
contingency, the heavy stock of foreign wheat. &c.
will be brought forward, and depress prices.

Thirdlif.— It is well known, that when Britisli

ships goto Hamburgh and other ports for flour and
biscuit for tlie supply of our colonies, they, at the

same time, take considerables (piantities of beef, pork,

butter, and other agricultural jiroduce, and articles of

foreign manufacture, from the same places, thus de-

priving the Hritish agriculturists and inanulacturers,

of their accustomed demand for these articles.

That it appears to your memorialists the remedy
for these evils is simple, and easy to be carried into

practice, and for which there is a precedent in the

Grinding Act of one thousand eight hundred and
twenty-four, (5th Geo. 4th, cap. 70,) the outline of

which is as follows :—For every specified quantity
of foreign wlieat delivered out of bonded warehouses,
there shall be acomensurate quantity of flour return-

ed in a limited specified time, into bond, for the
purpose of being exported. To effect this object it

is not necessary that the produce of the identical

parcel of wheat taken out, should be returned, but
flour made from English wheat might be substituted
for it. The quality to be equal to tine flour. The
operation to be under the superintendence of the

customs, and confined to the princij)al sea ports.

The whole to be subject to such checks and regula-

tions, and pi elected by penalties, as will effectually

prevent any fraud.

That a similar provision should extend to the

flour now in bond, which not being fit for bread by
re«son of its being out of condition, might be ad-
vantageously used in paste and starch, for our
manufacturers, and other purposes, and the same
quantity of British flour replaced in bond for expor-
tation.

Thus, not only without injury to the British agri-

culturists, but with positive benefit to them, might
the holders of foreign wheat and flour, be relieved

from the pressure of a burthen, wliich, in many
instances, threatens to deprive them of its whole
value; and if a permanent measure, facilitating the

manufacture of foreign wheat and flour were
found to bedesirable, after the result of the experi-

ment on that now in bond were ascertained, it might
become an important public benefit.

That the United Statesof America exportannually,
upwards of a million barrels of flour, much of it to

British dependencies, and to places that would take

these articles from Great Britain if we could supply
them'on equal terms ;—also that at the [iresentmoment,
bonded wheat is thirty-five to forty per cent, lower
in l'".ngland, than wheat of the same quality in the

United States,—and that freights from hence to the

VV^est Indies, and Brazils, where ships go mostly in

ballast, are always at a less rate than from America :

—all which evidently shews that England could not
only supply those colonies on equal, but on consider-

ably lower terms than is now done.

The circumstances at the present moment are par-

ticularly favourable for having this legitimate branch
of business restored to this country ; and whilst

benefitting its colonies, and its shipping, would be
adding to the employment of capital, and of produc-
tive labour.

Your memorialists therefore, respectfully, but most
earnestly request, that your lordships will be
pleased, immediately, to take this important subject

into your consideration ; and by introducing a bill

into parlian;ent, sanctioned by his Majesty's
Government, facilitate its passing into a law ;

—

thereby relieving your memorialists, and others

from a heavy loss arising from the circumstances
herein siated, and allowing this nation to partici-

pate in a branch of commerce, from whicli they

are, at present, as your memorialists conceive, un-

justly and unwisely excluded.
MORLEY,

Dated Plyinouth, 29th of Jan., 1836. Chairman,

In trnnsmilting the annexed copy of a Meirorial

wliich has been presented to tlie Lords of tlie

Treasury, the (^oMiniittee of the Clianiber of
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Commerce at Plymoutli, respectfully submit to

"all interested in the question, the ^'following ad-

ditional observations :

—

That the measure sought for, being confined to

the Wheat and Flour now in Bond, it would serve

as an experiment, by which the working; of such a

system would be ascertained without danger to any

interest ; and if not found to answer, it need not be

carried further ; but i( it succeed, it might put this

Country in permanent and successful competition

with the Americans and other Foreigners, and the

Merchants of the Islands of Jersey and Guernsey.

A strong argument in favour of the measure is,

that it is strictly analagous to that which has been a

considerable time in operation, with the most bene-

ficial results, for refining sugar, smelting of Foreign

Copper Ore, and sawing of Foreign Timber,

The manufacture of Foreign Wheat in Bond for

exportation is allowed in France, and now proceed-

ing there with considerable activity ; and if the pro-

hibition should be continued in this countr}^ the

Wheat in Bond here will probably be sent abroad to

be manufactured, and we shall exhibit the singular

anomaly of throwing into the hands of Foreigners an

advantageous branch of business, which might be

carried on by ourselves with manifest advantage

to many classes of the community, and with

injury to none.

The principal, but as it appears to us, vev}' wealc

objection to the measure, is, that it would be liable

to fraud, by the passing of Flour for export, of a

quality inferior to that prescribed b}^ the regulation

but it is submitted, that there is no foundation for

this apprehension.

The very circumstance which gave rise to it, was,

we believe, a single attempt to pass inferior Flour,

which was instantly detected, and it served to shew,

that detection was inevitable, and that there could be

no prospect of advantage proportioned to the risk.

Besides, the bare possibility of fraud is no argumeut

against the enactment of a just and necessary law,

—

the laws of the Customs and Excise are very liable

to evasion, as proved by daily experience, but the

legislature does not, therefore, cease to enact them.

Let the penalties, as regard corn, be severe and
rigidly enforced, and there will be no frauds of im-

portance.

An argument has been put forth in opfosition to

the plan, that it would interfere with the Irish wheat
growers and millers, who might otherwise derive

benefit from an export flour trade. Now, to say

nothing of the selfish character of this opposition,

its absurdity is consjjicuous. For how can the Irish

miller, with the average cost of his Wheat at 40s to

50s per qr, ever hope to compete, successfully, with

the millers on the continent and in the Channel Is-

lands, with their wheat at 25s to 30s perqr? Is it

not obvious that the Irish millers could carry on a

lucrative export trade by grinding Foreign wheat
wliile there is no chance for them with wheat of their

own Country? In short, this opposition seems to

be calculated to embarrass and injure the holders of

Foreign wheat in Bond, without any prospect of ad

vantage to the classes whose interests are pretended

to be advocated : and if any advantage had been to

be derived by Irish millers from an export trade,

why have they not availed themselves of it in times

past, particularly of late, when the prices have been

so low ?

It is a strong fact in confirmation of what has been
stated in the Memorial, that in the course of last

year, about 25,000 barrels of flour, in addition to a

considerable quantity of biscuit, were sent from

Dantzic alone to Britain, which was doubtless, re-

exported to our Colonies ; and preparations are now
in active operation for greatly extending this branch
of commerce in Dantzic, as well as in Hamburg and
the Channel Islands. Thus we are supinely allow-

ing the Inliabitants of other Countries to enjoy a

lucrative trade, wliich might be easily carried on by
ourselves, with manifest advantage,

Plymouth, 10th February, 1836,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir,—As one of the most important measures that

ever occupied the attention of the Legislature, as

regards not only the interests of the owners and oc-

cupiers of land, but also the interests of those who
consume its produce, is now about to occupy the

attention of Parliament, having been introduced by
Lord John Russell to the House of Commons on
Tuesday last, by a Bill for the Commutation of Tithes

in England and Wales, I beg leave to offer a few
observations on some of its leading features, as far

at least as can be gathered, of the nature of its pro-

visions, from the public prints.

It may, perhaps, be considered somewhat prema-
ture to enter on a discussion of its merits before the

Bill is printed and its provisions known, but as my
observations will apply chiefly to the principle and
machinery of tlie measure, and not to its detail, I

feel the less hesitation in stating thus early my opi-

nions, which if they only have the effect of calling

forth, from the better judgment of others, their own
refutation may not prove entirely useless ; and I

shall be most glad to find that the volume of the

Bill when published, turns out to be more generally

satisfactory than its preface appears to warrant,

I freely confess mj^self to be an enemy to

the whole system of tithes, as an ecclesiastical

demand ; I disown all authority of civil govern-

ment in matters of religion, and I submit to the

payment of tithes and every other ecclesiastical

impost, not as a moral obligation, as in the case

of rent or any other voluntary contract, or con-

tribution levied by the state for the benefits of

civil government, in which all participate ; but pre-

cisely as I would surrender my purse to a well-armed
highwayman, as the least of the two evils. Civil

government I take to be, the condensation of the

public will by a systematic delegation for public

good—to govern the actions, and not the thoughts, or

consciences of men—to regulate the affairs between maii

and man, not between man and his Maker—to legis-

late for this world, not for the next. Religion is not

an affair to be managed by proxy, as there can exist

no relation between the jiroxy and the principal.

The utmost duty of the state in this respect is to

afford eqval protection ; all beyond this is impious

and unwarrantable usurpation ; neither can it be de-

fended on the ground of expediency, as it will only

tend to defeat what it affects to defend, the best in-

terests of religion. The present state of both Eng-
land and Ireland at this moment is, I think, strong

evidence of the truth of this position.

Under these impressions I can never feel luUy sa-

tisfied with any measure which has not for its ulti-

mate object the entire and vnqualified extinction of tithes.

But, nevertheless, I should be inclined to hail as a

great boon any intermediate plan, which appeared at

all calculated to put an end to the evils of the pre-

sent system, which are so ruinous to the interests of

agriculture and injurious to the cause of religion;
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particularly if it appeared at all calculated to facili-

tate a fair and final settlement of this great ques-
tion.

As Lord Jolin Russell appears to have confined
himself to the question of tithes, simply as tithes

apart from any consideration of appropriation or
otber ecclesiastical or political views, it presents
itself chiefly as an agricultural question ; or, in

other words, an adjustment hetween the land-owner
and tlie tithe-owner—between the one-tenth and the

nine-tenths.

Now, although I have always looked up to Lord
John Russell as being- honestly anxious for a consi-

derable reform both in church and state, and should
have been s^lad to have seen his popularity increased
by a satisfactory measure respecting titlies, 3-et I

must confess that Iiis plan of commutation appeais
to me to be defective both in principle and ma-
chinery, not calculated to atford the relief it pro-

mises, in many respects utterly impracticable, and
will leave many of the objections to the system just
where it found them.

I dare say we (the tithe-payers) shall he likened
to the soldier at the halberls, very difficult to please :

so said Lord Althorp when the Deputation from the

Central Tithe Association pointed out what they con-
sidered to be the defects of his Commutation Bill.

" '1 hree or four different measures,'' said his Lord-
ship, " have been proposed, all of which have been
rejected." And, why is it 1 For this plain reason :

that, like the cat-o'-nine-tails, let the drummer hit

how and where he would, we feel the tithe as a most
galling and intolerable scourge, and which neither of
the measures proposed was calculated to mitigate,

much less remove.
Some tithe-paj'ers say, " Let us not be over nice

lest we get nothing ; let us take what we can get,

and be satisfied." What! are we then asking some
great favours 1 By no means. Tithes are a griev-

ous wrong; the public voice demands that the wrong
shall be redressed. Then why do right by halves]

It ought not to be forgotten that this is to be a final

measure. As an abolitionist, I should say, the longer

commutation is delayed the better. The continued

depression in the prices of the production of the

land, and tlie accumulation of public animosity to-

wards the injustice of tithes, will in a very short

time render any scheme of commutation unneces-

sary, by settling the whole question at once.

Lord John Russell is reported to have said,

" There are two things to be borne in mind : tlie one

is, the principle upon which we ])ropose the settle-

ment of this question ; the other, the machinery by
which it is intended to carry it into effect." His
Lordship, however, immediately turns his matters

the other way foremost, and sets his machinery be-

fore his principle. " I propose," contiaues his

Lordship, " in the first place, that a Board of three

Commissioners be appointed, two to be nominated

by the Crown, and one by the Archbishop of Canter-

bury." Now, this brings me to one of my great ob-

jections:

—

This professes to be altogether a temj oral mea-

sure ; every consideration of any thing, even

approaching to the spiritual interests of the church is

studiously avoided ; then what shadow of pretence

can there be to trouble (he archbishoji in this matter,

particularly with the lay tithes? Is not the king the

proper and ostensible temporal bend of the church 1

or, to speak more literally, " tlie only temporal head

under Christ," i should have thought a suflicit-ntly

powerful representatire. Now it does not apjiear to

me that out of this trinity of commissioners, the

church will, at any rate, have the best two in three.

Many of the worst political evils with which nations

have everbeen afflicted, have arisen from the supersti-

tious weakness of kings, operated upon by the subtlety

of designing priests ; take the origin of tithes in

England as an instance, and as this is to be a perma-
nent measure, although there is not the slightest dan-
ger from present parties, it may be well to be on our
guard for the future. If I am not greatly deceived
in my ideas of the mechanism of the measure, this

great defect in the first motion will be likely to run
through the whole gear, and render it not at all cal-

culated for the manufacture of measures of justice.
Next comes the principle ; and here lies my prin-

cipal objection. If this is to be an adjustment be-
tween tlie landowner and tithe-owner—between the
one tenth and the nine-tenths, as a permanent mea-
sure, (mind this,) what can form so correct a basis

as the inherent value, the fee-simple, the rental ofthe
land. Oh, but, says Lord John Russell, " It is our
intention to interfere as little as possible with existing

interests. It seems obvious," continues his lordship,
" that the principle should be, to take the annual
value of tithes, and have it commuted for an equiva-

lent in some other species of property less objec-

tionable in its manner of payment. Tithe is a claim

on the produce, and bears no relative proportion to

rent, and therefore it would be unjust to change the

claim into another which was never contracted for

nor calculated upon."
If I riglitly understand this part of the proposed

measure, the prospect of relief is very obscure. If

"equivalent" means equal caine, the relief will be from
paying in money to that of paying in meal. As a

tenant I should consider the measure scarcely worth
a straw ; and the landowners would be better off

without it.

Let us just apply it to the parish of East Church,
in this count)^ where the tithe-owner has virtually

ousted the landowner of his inheritance. The over-

grown claim to tithes has rendered the land not
worth a shilling to rent. The one tenth has swal-

lowed up the other nine. The bill will relieve the

tenant by allowing him to pay—just the same. And
not only so, but it will leave his goods and chattels

liable to the distress warrant of the titheman ; no
very desirable equivalent for the tithe-waggon. It

will indeed reh'ei'e the owner of theland in such cases

of all his earthly troubles and incumbrances for ever,

except the possession of the title-deeds.

I cannot see the weight of Lord John Russell's

objections to taking rent as a basis of commutation
;

and as to taking a retrospective estimate of value for

seven years past, I am quite satisfied it is altogether

impracticable. Tithe will still be a tax on capital.

To use his lordship's own words, it will still be " a

penalty upon capital and industry, and the greatest

punishment upon those who lay outthe greatest capi-

ta! and employ the most labour ; and according to the

spirit of the tithe-law which ajipears to suppose cul-

tivation a crime, it vi'ill go still further, as it will be

an infinite punishment for a finite offence. It ought

to be borne in mind that this measure proposes to

give a certainty for an iincertainty. Tithes are no in-

heritance any more than a milk-walk, or a deputation

to fish or kill game ; a sort of indefinite nondescript

privilege, to " have and to hold "a tenth of such pro-

duce as tlie will of the cultivator allows them to get

hold of; a claim which has been encroaching from

time to time from the tenth of tlie increase, to the tenth

of the gross produce ; and, after having shifted the

burden ofsupjiorting the poor, repairing the churches,

and tlie whole weight of taxation on the nine-tenths,

till the string has been strained too tiglit even for its

own purpose, like the toad in the fable, it has been
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swelling and swelling, till there was great danger of

bursting, and then is to be settled by an " eqidva-

lent !"

Lord John Russell observed, that it would be un-

just for the law to convert the claim which was now
on the produce, into a claim on the rent ; but this

would go far towards upsetting his principle if ap-

plied to it ; for here is a precarious, uudefinable

claim which has become so universally unpopular

that its future existence is in a state of jeopardy,

converted into a permar.ent claim, which is to have
precedence of all others, with power to .seize and
enter on the land ; so that, in future, the claims on

the land are to stand :—Church, No. 1 ; Poor, No.
2 ; and, if there is any thing left, (which there

would not in such cases as that of East Church)
the Owner will come in No. 3.

I do not tliink with Mr. D. W. Harvey, that it

would prove any concession to the landed interest, be-

cause 25 to 40 percent, ofi'the gross amount of tithes

for the last seven years, is not more than adequate to

the depreciation at the present time, with little pro-

bability of an advance, except from short crops ; but

I agree with him that it promises no relief to the

consumer, on the present scale of cultivation, but

there are thousands of acres now lying comparatively

fallow, which would spring into cultivation directly

it became released from tithes as a claim on its pro-

duce. The additional charge on hop land, gardens,

and orchards, is an evident tax on what is put into

the land, rather than on the land itself. A great

proportion of hop land is very little, if any, more
profitable to cultivate, on an average of years, than

land used as sheep-walk, on account of tlie great

outlay required, and the uncertainty of the crop
;

and market garden and other cultivation requiring a

great portion of labour, is just what the legislature

ouglit to encourage. It ought to be at a premium
instead of a discount.

Leicisham, Your's respectfully,

Feb. 18, 1836. GEO. COLGATE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Mr. Editor,—I beg through the medium of your
very useful and widely circulated miscellany, to seek
for information on a subject of general interest ; al-

though it may not be strictly speaking of an agricul-

tural character. I mean the valuation of property,
with a view to its assessment, for the relief of the

poor &c.
As my present application arises out ofa particular

case, I will beg leave to state the circumstances of it,

and trust that some of your intelligent correspon-
dents will be kind enough to favour me with rei}lies

to the following questions in your April number.
The Parish 1 have in view is principally agricul-

tural, and contains about 4000 acres. Its population
is nearly 2000, and includes all the professions,-—the

different kinds of tradespeople, &c., &c. There
are Inns and Public Houses in the place, and Fairs

and IMarkefs are periodically held there. There is

consequently a demand for the land immediately
contiguous to the town, jjarticularly the small in-

closures which let for a much higher rent than that

occupied for farming purposes only.

The first question I would beg to propose is,

whether this land usually called accommodation
land, should be valued at itsactual rental, suiqiosing
the same to be done with the farmer's land, or onl\

at the same rate as that of a similar quality occupied
by the latter 1

It will happen that land which might be let as ac-

commodation land is included in farms, and of no
more value to the occupier than the rest of his farm,

would it in that case be proper to value it as if so let,

or should it be assessed only at the same rate as his

other land I

My next enquiry respects the Ijouses, and taking

them at their clear annual value, after allowing what
m-.iy be necessary to keep them in repair, I would
beg to ask what allowance or deduction should be

made from such annual value in consequence of their

being perishable property 1

I apju-ehend that there are no statutory directions

for the valuation of property for the above purposes 1

If tliat should be the case I should be glad to be in-

formed of it.

I am, jMr. Editor, with much respect, one of your
constant readers from the commencement of your

Publication, and A RATE PAYER.
Lincolnshire, Feb. 19, 1836.

ON ROT IN SHEEP.

Mr. Editor,—In your Journal of last week, I

observed a quotation of a very clever article upon
this subject ; and it is greatly to be regretted that the

country press does not more frequently devote a

column to such decidedly useful information. It is

not in order to find fault with the learning and re-

search which that article displays, or to smile at the
simple remedy of the Lammermuir farmer, that I

have ventured on these few remarks; but because I

am convinced of the great justness of them, and that

if judiciously carried into effect, in a short time we
should hear nothing of rot. Drugs, I am convinced,
from a fair experience, and by repeated trials which
many respectable farmers in this county have kindly
undertaken, are of no avail—or, if any, very little

;

because, when the disease is observable to us, it has
attained a stage scarcely admitting of arrest ; and if

arrested, is generally effected by a change of pastur-

age, and a return to dry food, which can receive very
little assistance from medicine. With the idea of
tlie writer of that admirable article to which I have
alluded, that the rot has its cause in the butter cup
( ranviiculus), which is described as being excessively
acrid, producing in some animals, soreness of the
mouth and even capable of raising blisters, I am as
little satisfied : for we often find sheep attacked
with rot when feeding in pastures in which tliey by
no means prevailed, but are absolutely scarce. The
remedy of the Lammermuir farmer will furnish, I

think, a better solution ; and even its occasional
failure assist us to a better, and perhaps, the right

mode of application. He states that common salt is

a decided cure. " The dose, an ounce and a half,

given in three-fourths of an English pint of water, to

a sheep with an empty stomach, for three or four
mornings." The writer of tlie article above referred
to says " Lime-water is also good ; I have seen both
given." Now putting aside the question of how
flukes in slieep are generated,and worms in the annimal
frame universally, (which has hitherto puzzled, and
will jjrobably puzzle, the inquirer to the end of time,)
let us rather pay attention to the method wliich Na-
ture, in her unrestrained state adopts, to keep under
this evil in the animal economy. Every observant in-

dividual must have been struck with the predisposi-
tion of animals, at certain times, to eat earth ; but if

tliey had observed more closely they would liave dis-

covered that they would not eat any kinds of earth,

and that those they did eat, were in their nature ab-
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solvents, and capable, with the union of the acids of

the stomach, of becoming salts, or such as in them-
selves contained alkali, which, in similar combination,

would produce a still more active medicinal effect

upon the system. This instinctive action must, at

one time or other, have been observed by us all ; but
if these animals were left to themselves, and not con-

lined by hedge row or dike, but were at liberty to

select what and where they pleased, can we imagme,
that that instinct wliich directs them to tliis substi-

tute, should fail to lead them to some spot where the

proper remedy might be found scattered witli a more
liberal hand and purer I Such an omission in nature

we never find. Such a compelling to unnatural ap-

petite is adverse to her rules. Look to tliose im-

mense interminable pastures of Western America,

out of which, in the course of a season, it would be

almost impossible for the herds they feed to escape,

were they so disposed. They are provided, here

and there, with extensive salt licks, to whicli the ani-

mals repair, and around which they generally subsist,

and the shores of lakes (salt lakes), in America,
Africa, and India, attest to the periodical visits of all

kinds of graminivorous animals who have no salt

licks scattered amidst their native plains and forests,

and if carnivorous animals are also found, shall they

not also follow the instinct of their nature, and where
the prey is, be collected together ? That these are

facts, no one doubts, and are closely connected with
the instinct of animals, to eat eartli, which we find

to be the case at home. Now the question we have
next to do with, is, the cause of this instinctive

Jiabit ? and here it is the researches of chemistry will

greatly avail us. It has been remarked, by a close

observer, that " in some countries which are not

blessed with mines of salt or salt waters, the neces-

sities of tlie inhabitants have forced them to invent a

method of extracting tlieir common salt from the ashes

of vegetables ; and the ingenious Dr. Fothergill ex-

tracted plenty of it from the ashes of fern—a custom
now commonly practised by the poor in many parts

of this country, who use it as ash balls as a substi-

tute for soap. But the experiments of Kirwan and
Dr. John, of Berlin, have most satisfactorily assured
us of the presence of alkali in grasses, to an extent
that perfectly astonishes us : and were it not that it

would be out of place here, many quotations of their

labours and of others might be made with much in-

terest and jjrofit. One thing may be noticed, that

vegetables contain most alkali just before they seed.

Hence it seems to follow, that mucli of the nourish-

ment of vegetables, as food for animals, depends on
the presence of alkali or salts : and that sucli sLould
be the case, is in perfect agreement with modern dis-

coveries. JVIr. Boyle discovered common salt in

blood and urine, and " I have observed it," says Dr.
I 'rownrigg, "not only in human urine, but also in that
of cattle;" and he further remarks, "the dung of such
animals, as feed on grass or grain, doth also contain
j)lenty ofcommon salt." It therefore may be con-
cluded, that if it is necessary to the animal economy,
we should find it in animal "food, and this we find to

be the case. And how necessary it is to the animal
economy, we scarcely need the discoveries of mo-
dern science to tell us, when we reflect on the in-

stinctive eftbrls whicli the wiiole of the graminivorous
portion of the animal creation make to obtain it.

Jiur why, you ask, is this effort made ] This was the
orig-inal (juestion, and the answer to me ai)i)ears to be
this:— 1st. We find the rot jirevail at those times
and places where vegetation is most rajiid and luxu-
riant. 2d. We find that a very rapid growth of

vegetation is unfavourable to tiie formation of the

salts necessary for grauiinivorous life. .'5d. Tiiat

lacking it in their daily food, unless a substitute is

found, the stomach, for want of a corrective, pro-

duces a depraved state of health favourable to the

developeraent of the disease, of which the appear-

ance of flukes is but one, and probably one of the

last stages. The method nature adopts to guard
against this tendency to decay, by impregnating
vegetation with salt, has been interrupted : and if the

substitute instinctively sought for be denied, the con-

sequence which we witness, I apprehend, must fol-

low as cause and effect.

This view, I think, does no'; militate against the

simple recipe of the Lammermuir farmer, nor is it

opposed to the advantages vi'e find in removing sheep
from a rich, luxuriant pasturage, to dry food, gather-

ed at the proper season, and naturally impregnated
with salt, nor to their removal to drier land, where
the growth of vegetation is slower, but the saline

properties better prepared, all of which we know are

among the best methods of cure. But cannot some
more efficient method of giving salt be found than

directed above. Sheep are naturally fond of it, will

lick it readily, and as I conceive the entire success

of the remedy depends on its use in the earliest stage,

at a period of disease when the best informed gi-azier

could detect nothing amiss, I would suggest to place

in each field a lump of rock salt, the larger the better,

that slieep, with the first impulse, may run to it ; or

if rock salt cannot be had, the Spanish method, men-
tioned in your quotation of last week, will answer
just as well. In another part of the field I would
throw down a heap of chalk, and with these two re-

medies at hand, the instinct of the animal will cor-

rect the faults of nature, and oftentimes the thought-

lessness of man. I may be allowed to add, that there

are some gentlemen in this county who have adopted

this suggestion, and some have told me, with a success

far surpassing their expectations ; while others have

gone so far to think that, if uniformly adopted, we
might hear nothing more of rot.

Should these remarks draw further attention to the

subject, or induce any to try the remedy, so cheap

and of little trouble, they will have answered their

end. Your obedient servant, B.

THE CATTLE MARKETS OF FRANCE
COMPARED WITH THE LONDON
SMITHFIELD.
The Beef of the first quality at Secaux sells for 53

centimes the j kilogramme, equal to a'jout 3s 8d the

stone of 8lbs, sinking the oflfal ; the second quality at

48 centimes, corresponding to 3s 2d the stone. Cow
Beef sells for 47 centimes, equal to about 3s Id the

stone of Slbs.

Veal is sold at 74 centimes, equal to 4s lOd the

stone, and Mutton for 69 centimes the i kilogramme,
equal to 4s 6d the stone.

At Ruffee, Beef of the first description fetches 52
centimes the ^ kilogramme, equal to about 3s 7d the

stone, sinking the offal ; and the second description 47
centimes, corresponding to 3s 2d the stone.

Veal is sold for 72 centimes, equal to 4s lOd the

stone. Mutton at 70 centimes the i kilogramme,
equal to 4s 9d the stone ; and Pork at 28 centimes the

I kilogramme, equal to Is lOd the stone.

The market of Maison Hlauche quotes Beef of the

finest quality at 54 centimes the i kilogramme,

cciual to about 3s Sd the stone of Slbs. sinking the

offal ; and the second description at 50 centimes the ^
kiloicramnic, corresponding to 3s 4d the stone.

Mutton sells for f)8 centimes the i kilogramme,

about equal to 4s 6d the stone of Slbs. sinking tte

olfal ; Veal at 72 centimes, corresponding to 4s 9d the
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stone ; and Pork at 26 centimes the i kilogramme,

equal to about Is 8d the stone.

From the foregoing facts, the following results are

deduced, -viz.—that

First—the extreme price of Beef, at Secaux, of the

first description, being 3s Sd the stone, the currency

and weight of France being reduced to that of England,

which compared with the extreme price of Beef of the

first quality at Smithfield on Friday last, which was

4s 8d the stone, shews a difference of exactly Is per

stone between the price of Beef at Secaux and at

Smithfield ; the price of Veal being equal to 4s lOd the

stone, which as compared with that of London, which

is sold for 5s 8d, shews a difference of Is 2d per stone
;

and Mutton being sold for 4s 6d per stone, when com-

pared with that of Smithfield, sold for 4s lOd, gives a

difference of 4d per stone.

Secondly—Beef at Ruffee being sold for 3s 7d the

stone, when compared with the Beef sold at Smithfield

on Friday last, which obtained 4s 8d the stone extreme

price, gives a difference of Is Id psr stone ; Veal selling

for 4s lOd the stone, and that at Smithfield realizing

5s Sd, gives a difference of Is 2d per stone ;
the Mut-

ton fetching 4s 9d the stone, and the meat of the same
denomination at Smithfield being sold for 4s lOd ex-

treme price, gives the difference of only Id per stone
;

and Pork selling for Is lOd the stone, and that at

Smithfield fetching 3s 4d per stone, gives a difference

of Is 6d per stone.

Thirdly—the Beef at the market of Maison Blanche

being sold for 3s Sd the stone, when compared with

that sold in London, gives a difference of Is 2d per

stone ; Mutton being quoted at 4s 6d the stone, when
compared with that of London, gives a difference of 4d

per stone ; Veal selling for 4s 9d per stone, when
compared with that sold at Smithfield, gives a differ-

ence of lid per stone ; and the Pork fetching is Id the

stone, and that at Smithfield selling for 3s 4d the stone,

gives a difference of Is 8d per stone.

A CASE OF ACUTE FOUNDER IN
BOTH FORE FEET.

BY MU. GEORGE CLELAND, ROSEWELl, MID-

LOTHIAN, N. B.

(From the Veterinarian.)

On the 2nd of August, 1831, I was called on to

attend a black mare, of great value, that had been
ill for about three weeks, the property of Sir

John Hay, Bart. I found her pulse above 70 per
minute, and her breathing was very laborious.

Both soles of her fore feet were burst, and there
was an oozing from the coronets. I was informed
that she had been bled often, and poultices ap-
plied to her feet ; her body was all covered with
sores, particularly about her elbow, occasioned by
striking with hind feet ; her head and hock joints
were also much cut and bruised. I dressed these
parts with a mixture of oil and tine-benzoin, made
into a liniment with Arn.enian bole, in order to
keep off the flies.

It was supposed, by every person that saw her,
that she would never recover, but must die from
her wounds and dreadfully emaciated state; but
her owner being anxious, if possible, to save her
as a breeding mare, she was, with difficulty, got
into a loose box, lined or almost filled with straw :

laxiitive and fever medicines were administered;
and she was ordered to have little food besides
mashes and gruel, and occasional clysters. I care-
fully detached both soles, and also the side walls
of both fore feet, and every portion of the diseased
laminte was well cleaned ; and then, being washed

with a lotion of sulphate of copper, the whole was
dressed with a digestive ointment, and large

poultices of linseed meal applied, which were
changed twice every day. She was attended by a
son of mine (a pupil of Mr. Dick)*for the first four-

teen days and then delivered over to the care of

a blacksmith, as we were at a distance of nearly

eighteen miles from her.

January 1S32.— I visited her for the last time:

her feet were looking well, al.i.ost of their natural

size, and having their proper concavity. She had
not yet been out of the box. I measured both fore-

feet, and went to the blacksmith's shop, and had
two fore shoes made for her, and shod her in the

box ; and when T led her out I was pleased and
surprised to see how well she went. I was not

content with this, but had her put into harness,

and was still morfe^ pleased with her action and
way of going. She is still living and doing well as

a breeding mare ; but she has a little of, what you
gentlemen in the south call, navicular disease.

Incendiarism.— A placard, showing the loss

of wages to labourers and others by the wilful de-

struction by fire of a stack, containing fifteen loads

of wheat, has been circulated in the neighbourhood
of Hedingham, and is well calculated to convince the

unthinking incendiary—if a creature so dead to every
human feeling be not im]iervious to common sense

—

that in making the midnight attack on his master's

propert}^ he is raising his hand against himself, and
adding to the misery of his famil}^ whose wants he
would probably plead in mitigation of his cowardice
and crime. Ihe following is given as the probable
loss of wages in the destruction of the stack contain-

ing the quantity above stated :

—

£ s. d.

Taking Stack into Barn 1

Threshing, at 2s 2d per quarter 8 2 6
Dressing, at 2d per quarter 12 6
Loading, carrying out, and imloading . . 1 l7 6
Grinding and Dressing at the Mill, at7jd

per bushel of 5s the quarter 18 15
Making into Bread and baking 450 bushels

of Flour, or 7,500 loaves of bread .... 15

Probable loss of labour to Thatcher on
three loads of Straw 18

Attendance of Cattle in making the Straw
into muck 1 10

Carting muck on to Land including stir-

ring over and spreading 1 7

Total loss of Labour 49 2 6

riiis 49/, if circulated, as it would otherwise liave

been, amongst the labourers and tradesmen of a small

rural parish, would have supplied many a comfort
to the poor, who, when gazing on the rising flames,

must necessarily have cursed the miscreant whose
folly had deprived them of a meal. And what does
the owner of the stack lose? Absolutely nothing.

He is insui'ed to the full amount; and the loss of the

7,o00 loaves, together with the value of the bran
and pollard, falls, as the placard observes, exclu-
sively uj)on the jioor. This simple statement, inde-

pendent of tlie fears and apprehensions vi-hich ever
track the steps of the guilty, ought to convince the

incendiary that his crime admits of no palliation,

and that its effects, however secretly the act may he
perpetrated, will fall upon the heads of his own
friends and family.
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COURT OF EXCHEQUER.
LANG V. SPICER.

Tliis was a case under the bastardy clauses of tlie

new Poor Law Amendment Act, the 57tli section of

which enacts, " That every man who, from and after

the passing- of the Act, shall marry a woman having

a child or children at the time of such marriage,

whether such child or children be legitimate or il-

legitimate, shall be liable to maintain such child or

children as part of his family, and shall b? charge-

able with all relief, or the cost price thereof, granted

o or on account of such child or children, until the

tame shall respectively iittain the age of sixteen, or

until the death of the mother of such child or children,

and such child or children shall, for the purposes of

this Act, be deemed a part of the Imsband's family

accordingly." The facts had been drawn up in the

form of a special case, in order to save both parties

unnecessary expense, and now came under the con-

sideration of the Court in the special paper. The
facts set forth in tlie case, were as follow :—That
the plaintiff in 1832 had an affiliation order made
upon him for the maintenance of a bastard child at

the rate of 2s. a week. That sum he had conti-

nued to pay to the parish officer of Portsea, near

Portsmouth, until March, 1835, some time after the

passing of the new Poor Law Act. He was then

advised not to pay any more, the mother of the child

having married to a labourer in November, 1834.

The plaintiff was summoned before the Mcyor of

Portsmouth, who decided that he was still liable to

pay upon the order of affili-ation. The plaintiff re-

fusing to pay, l^ihe mayor issued a warrant for his

apprehension, upon the execution of which, tlie

money was paid, ind an action for assault and false

imprisonment was commenced against the mayor.
The damages were laid at 10/. in the special case.

It was admitted that the husband of the woman by
whom the plaintiff wss alleged to have had the il-

legitimate child, received L5s. wages, out ofwliich

he maintained his wife and his own child. The
mother regularly received the 2s. weekly from the

parish for the child born before marriage.

Mr. Thesiger argued the case for the plaintiff, and

contended that the words of the act were too clear

to admit of any doubt as to the meaning of the Le-

gislature. Bv the 57th section of the act, the hus-

band of a woman who had an illegitimate child at

the time of her marriage was to be " liable to main-
tain such child as part of his family." That provi-

sion was clearly exclusive of all extrinsic aid towards
maintenance. The act in ([uestion showed that the

object of the legislature throughout was, to make the

woman a more rigid guardian of her own chastity,

by multiplying the pains of immorality. If they

were to construe the 57th section to mean that the

child should have a step-father and the ])utative

father both liable for its maintenance, it would
operate as a premium upon bastardy.

Mr. Dampier, for tlie defendant, submitted that

the 57 til section of the act was not intended to have
a retrospective operation. The order of affiliation

made upon the plaintiff" in 1832 was to last during
tlie life of the child to a certain age, and the statute

could not weaken the force of that order without

express words to that effect. The husband of the

woman was to bo "liable to maintain," &c.; but

the statute said nothing as to when that liability was
to commence. It might be upon the death of the

putative father, or, in case the woman had not heen

able to fix upon a father, or the father fixed upon
had become insolvent.

The Court were unanimously of o])iuion that

under the act in question the putative father of a
bastard child was not liable to be called on for any
pa^-ment for the maintenance of the child, where the

mother had, as in the present case, married, and her
husband was in a condition to support it. The
business of the Court was to interpret strictly ac-

cording to the words and the legal meaning of the

provisions of. acts of Parliament. The mother's
marriage to a man able to maintain her child, sus-
pended the order as regai-ded the parish, which be-
came exonerated, at least during the life of the hus-
band, or until the child became chargeable to the

parish.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff, with 10/.

damages.

Great Agricultural Meeting at Faringdox.
—A meeting- of the landholders in tlie neighbour-
hood of Faringdon was held at the Crown Inn, in
that town, on Tuesday, at three o'clock, T. M.
Goodlake, Esq., in the enair, to draw up petitions

to both houses of Parliament, praying- that they would
be pleased to appoint a Committee to inquire into the
best means of relieving the distresses of the agricultural
interest' The Hon. Chairman addressed the meeting:,

at considerable length, in a speech replete with elo-
quence and good old English feeling-. After stating
that he had considerable doubt whether the Corn Laws
had ever been of any real advantage to the agricul-
tural, whilst it was certain that they did materially
retard the commercial interests of the country, he gave
it as his decided opinion thai the remedy lay rather with
the landlord than with the Legislature ; and that a liberal

reduction of rents would do more to bring back prosperity
to the farmer than all the Parliamenlary enactments in
the world. (This sentiment was most enthusiastically
received by the meeting.) The hon. Gent, added, that
any landlord, who affecting to compussionale the distresses

of his tenants, advised thetn topetilion Parliament, and at
the same time withheld from them the effectual remedy
which he had in his power to bestow, did so merely to pro-
mote his own interests, and reminded him of the monkey
in the fable, who, under the pretence of benefiting- the
cat, thrust poor Grimalkin's paw into the fire in order
to procure the chestnuts for himself.—Thanks were
voted by acclamation to the Chairman, and the meet-
ing, after signing the petitions, separated much gratified
with the proceedings of the day.

" Money Makes Money."—This homely, though
most true adage, was never more clearly exem-
plified than in the late great advance in cask butter.
The hilly farmers, without capital, were compelled to

sell their salt butter in November, and early in Decem-
ber, to meet their Ciiristmas rents. Tlie price then was
from 8d to 9d—-very little so high as 9d, and some
lower than 8d. Within the last three weeks it has ad-
vanced to 13d by tlie cask, and it is retailed at 14d ; so
that they who have been able to hold their stock will

g-ain about 5d a pound. A hilly farmer, renting 25/ or
30/ a year, will often sell four casks of butter weighing
from 801bs to lOOlhs ; so that the nionied farmer will

have an advantage of 7/ or 8/ over the poor one. The
great advance in tiiis article is not only attributable to

the unusually dry summer of 1835, but to to the very
great lieat which occasionally prevailed, at which time
no butter could be made at all. We iiave heard of se-

veral large farms where scarcely any butter was made
for tliree weeks successively. At Carmarthen, the be-
ginning of the week, they were shipping butter busily

for the English market.

—

Merthyr Guardian.

Bets are pending in Exeter, that wheat will be 7s per
bushel, by the 1st of Maj. Anil iu the same way, that
it will attain tliat price by the 1st of June.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

At DORCHESTER CANDLEMAS FAIR there
was an unusually larg-e supply ofcow cattle. The follow-
ing' is astatementof the state of business in g'eneralatthis
fair :—cows and calves were in demand, and sold well.

Barreners from 15 to 20 per cent, hig-her than at the
neig'hbouring- markets a fortnight or three weeks ago.
Fat bullocks fetched on the average about 10s per
core. jNIutton and lamb were in short supply—the
former 7d the latter 8d per lb. Pigs were in great
abundance, many from the west country, as low down
as Bodmin—the sale was brisk at higher prices. Horses
were a poor show and met with a dull sale. Cheese
and butter were on the advance—the demand was good.
The wool sellers stood up for 22d. per lb, some few
small lots only were sold from 8d to 20d per lb. Wheat
trade on the advance, say 6d per bushel higher. Barley
rather flat, from 28s to 32s per qr. Oats from 22s to

26s per qr. Peas and beans rising, the former from 21s
to 23s per sack of 4 bushels ; the latter from IBs to 20s
ditto. Red clover seed high, from 56s to 70s per cwt.
Trefoil from IBs to 21s per qr. Rye-grass from 34s to

48s per qr. Hop and rye from 24s to 30s per qr. On
the whole this was a selling fair, there being a great
demand for almost everything-.

DEVIZES CANDLEMAS FAIR, happening on
the same day as Bath Fair and Melksham market,
there was not so good a show of stock, &c., as is

usually exhibited ; and the sale was dull in consequence
of the stock of hay in hand being in many quarters
small. Of horses there were a great many, but very
few good ones ; those that were good for any thing
were eagerly sought after, and maintained good prices.

The greater number of beasts and horses exhibited,

were of a very inferior description. Heifers sold at

from 7?. to 11/. a-head ; oxen, from lOZ. to 17/. There
has been an advance on horned cattle of 10s each, since

this time twelvemonth.

BATH FAIR was attended by a considerable num-
ber of dealers. Tlie supply of fat cattle being very
limited, the whole were soon disposed of at advanced
prices. Fat sheep were readily picked up at from 63d
to 7d per lb ; the number at the fair being inadequate
for the supply of the purchasers. There was a large
quantity of lean stock, which sold tolerably well

;
good

grazers realizing high prices.

EXETER FAIR produced a larger number of bul-
locks ; sales were brisk, and the prices obtained were
generally satisfactory. The fair wore a very business-
like appearance, and the sales effected were very nu-
merous. The first-rate fat beasts realized 10s per
score, the prices descending with the quality, from 9s
6d to 8s 9d per score. The lean stock appeared
in a thriving condition, and sold, the best plough
oxen from 30/ to 35/ the pair ; steers from 20/
to 25/ the pair ; barren heifers varied according
to their quality, from 6/ to 9/ each. The num-
ber of cows and calves was small, and of rather an
inferior description

;
prices were from 8/ to 11/.

ASHBOURN CANDLEMAS FAIR was well sup-

plied with barren Beasts, which sold well at high prices.

Fat cattle were very scarce, but what few there were
fetched good prices. There were but few fat sheep,
which sold at Gjd per lb. The horse fair was well
stocked with horses of the \<aggon kind, as also hacks,
but mostly of inferior quality.

WIRKSWORTH FAIR was well attended, there

was a tolerable show of cattle, but not quite so much
much business done as might have been anticipated

from the briskness of several late fairs. There appears

a general scarcity of fat beasts which maintain a ready

sale at advanced prices.

DUMFRIES HORSE FAIR.—The show of horses

on Tuesday was not very great, but a number of very
good animals were picked up by the dealers at the dif-

ferent portals ere they reached the Sands. The show
on Wednesday was more extensive, including a fair

proportion of good horses which were readily picked up
by the dealers, a great number of whom were in atten-

dance. The show consisted chiefly of draught horses,

and inferior animals for saddle or harness, the number
of good saddle or harness horses being rather limited,

and much below the demand. The prices obtained for

good animals were fully higher than those of the Can-
dlemas fair of 1835. We may state generally, that

sound drauerht horses ranged from 18/ to 40/, a number
of good colts having reached the latter sum, and a few
brought even a fully higher price. The best order of

roadsters gave from 40/ to 50/. The sale of inferior

roadsters was slow, and many remained unsold.

There were few horses in the Glasgow market, on
Wednesday ; the attendance was not large and sales

were dull ; few draught horses brought higher prices

than 25/. Pigs were selling quickly ; six months old

pigs were 9s to lOs each ; fed pigs, 24s to 25s ; among
the stocks of young pigs there were several of a brown
colour, much like the colour of hares, called Dutch
pigs, for which 9s was asked. There were a few female
servants in the market ; the wages till Whitsuntide, for

good servants, vverefrom 30s to 21.

SHERBURN, NEAR MALTON. - From its

vicinity to the Wolds, the chief sheep district in

this part, and its central situation in regard to the

agricultural and grazing villages both in the North
and East Ridings, this market promises to become one
of first-rate utility. Nearly 300 fat Sheep, and up-
wards of 60 head of Cattle of a superior description

were shown, the greater part of which went off readily

at an advance in price. This market has only been
established within the present year, (by permission of

the Hon. M. Langley, the lord of the manor,) and it is

now considered a matter of surprise, that a situation

possessing so many natural advantages, should have
been so long overlooked.

The petitions adopted by the Agricultural Associa-

tion formed in this county, have been signed by 1840

persons, and will be immediately forwarded, one to

Lord Abingdon for presentation to the House of Lords,

and the other to R. Palmer, Esq., M. P., for presen-

tation to the House of Commons.

—

Reading Mercury.

SOUTH HAMS.—The young wheat has generally

a healthy appearance.

—

Exeter Gazette.

PLOUGHING MATCH.—On Tuesday the 9th

inst, the annual Ploughing Match for the hundreds of

Dungeeddy and Kemes Pembrokshire, took place in a

field on J5oulston near Haverford West. Soon after

10 o'clock 32 ploughs entered the field, and moved
round the headland to their respective stations, which
had been appointed to every one by lot, according to
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the nrranfrements of tlie manaft'ers. On the sig-nal being'

given for starting-, they all moved off in funeral time,

every nerve being- strained to draw the straightest

furrow. After each man had backed his ridge, the

pace improved, some say the young ones went too fast

and the old ones too slow ; be that as it may, it was a

most g-ratifying sight to every beholder, the morning
was not propitious, but towards noon it cleared and
held up, so that the men worked in their shirt sleeves.

The teams did credit to their several owners, and if any
fault could be found, it was with the horses being too

fresh.

After the work was finished, the judges awarded the

l)rizes as follow :

—

Frst prize to Isaac James, ploughman to ]\Ir. Gibbon,
Rogers hook.
2d do. To James Lewis, ploughman to ]Mr. Gwyther,

Farthens hook.
3d do. To John Phillips, plougnman lo INIr Rees,

Arnolds Hill.

4th do. To WiU'am Prickett, ploughman to Sir R.
Phillips Bart, Picton Castle.

5th do, To Thomas John, ploughman toR. J.Ack-
land, Esq., Poulston.

6th do. To William INIorgan, ploughman to R.J.
Ackhmd, Esq., Boulston.

7th do. To William Lobston, ploughman to R. J.

Ackland, Esq., Boulston.
8th do. To James Griffiths of Hencoed.
After the business of the field was done, the company

returned to Boulston farm, lent the managers for the
occasion, where a dinner was provided, and during the
evening resolutions were entered into to support and
encourage ploughing matches. It was also resolved
tliat the ploughing match for February 1837, should
take place at Hare's Head, in tlie Parish of AViston, and
a cattle show held on the same day in the village of
Wiston.

THE LATE STORM.—The damage done during the

late hurricane and by the extraordinary high tide of

Thursday last, is greater than was at first supposed*

An immense number of boats and barges have been
swamped in the Thames, and cargoes consisting of

goods of all descriptions lost, while large quantities of

corn in tlie granaries, and goods and furniture in the

warehouses and dwellings along shore, have been spoil-

ed or destroyed by the irruptions of the flood.

The violent gales have been very general throughout
England. The damage done on the Yorkshire coast is

considerable. By the swelling of the waters consequent
on the continued gale from the north-west, many of the
lower streets of Hull have been inundated, and the
cellers filled with water. On the Holderness coast
large districts have been laid under water. An agri-
culturist of Kilnsea estimates his loss at upwards of
1,000/. Some of the occupiers contemplate giving up
their farms in consequence of the great injury they have
sustained. The shore is strewed with wreck, and the
keel of a sloop has been found in a field a mile from the
usual boundary of the sea.

In the neighbourhood of Clay nearly one thousand
acres of land have been inundated, and the streets of
that town have been nearly filled with the wrecks of
boats and timber which has been torn up by the roots.

BREACH IN THE BANKS OF THE GREAT
RIVER OUSE, NEAR LYNN, NORFOLK.—The
utmost consternation prevails in the neighbourhood of

Lynn, in consequence of a breach in the eastern bank
of the great river Ouse, which conveys the highland
waters of the coiinties of Huntingdon, Cambridge,
Bedford, and Buckingham, as well as the waters of the

Bedford Level, to sea by the port of Lynn. This fright-

ful catastrophe was occasioned by the late violent galei

accompanied by an unusually high tide. The breach is

situate in the parish of Magdalen ; it took place early

on Thursday morning, and has excited the most seri-

ous apprehensions, the safety of many thousand acres
of fertile land being dependent upon the security of the

banks of this river. The extent of the breach through
which this water was rushing is not less than 140
yards.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

OXFORDSHIRE,
The weather througli the last month has proved

variable, sometimes frost, at other times rain, but not

in abundance; an the 29th ult., and on the 2nd inst.

we h-.id heavy falls of snow, which melted gradually,

otherwise we should have seen a high flood, as it

was, the meadows were partially, though not entirely

flooded, and for the first time this season. The se-

vere frost we experienced at Christmas has cut up
vegetation rather severely, and the wheats are look-

ing extremely bleak in many situations ; upon tlie

whole, we do not consider this crop as loolving by
any means prosperous ; but much will depend on
the weather during the two succeeding months ; at

any rate none will require to be eaten down or mown
oft" this season.

Tlie crop of Swedes proves every day to be worse
than we could have supposed, when the grub injured

the bulb, great numbers have rotted (a very unusual
thing for tliis crop. ) Altogether, we neverremem-
ber any thing [like so failing, and we may almost

add, when compared with former ones, so worthless

a crop ; the loss is beginning to be severely felt

—

artificial food is obliged to be had recourse to in

order to make up the deficiency ; notwithstanding,

on account of the wool bearing a good jirice ( two
guineas per todd and upwards, ) store sheep sell bet-

ter th-an could have been expected. Beef and mutton

are scarce, so much so, that butchers have some

trouble to meet with the number of animals they

require for their customers. Wheat has at length

taken a start, prime old, yesterday, making 6s per

bushel. We have in more than one preceding report

ventured to predict that in consequence of the quan-

tity of straw required to produce a bushel of wheat,

the supjdy must fail, and an advance in price be the

consequence. We have had no import of wlieat from

the continent for many months, and but little lately

from our neighbours the Irish
;
yet there is no want

of wheat in the country, therefore we consider

we are fully borne out in the statement we have so

re])eaiedlii made, namely that the soil of the United

Kingdom was fuLlij adequate for the supply of our

population, even if it was much greater than it is.

Now what will those garret writers and wiseacres

say to this, wlio have been crying out that h was

quite necessary to have a regular import of foreign

corn to make a sufticient supply to meet the wants of

tlie consumers? We might adduce the fact that

some thousands of quarters of wheat have been, and

are now, given to cattle of all descriptions ;
but

enough has been said to prove the folly as well as

the consummate ignorance of those pretended alarm-

ists. We trust this fact of the country being able to

maintain its inhabitants, will be steadily /)r<ii)f(i be-

fore the committee now silting ; and that pructicat
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men will be summoned to give evidence out of every

county in England.

BEDFORDSHIRE.
During the montlis of winter there is little to re-

port concerning cultivation wliicli affords us much

pleasure to communicate, or which can excite any

interest with our readers in receiving it at our

hands.

We have had this year a good full portion of real

winter weather, though not upon the whole scarcely

a usual quantity of rain. The frost, however, has

sometimes been intense, and for several days back

the wind has been blowing pretty severely from the

north north-east ; so that vegetation may generally

be considered to be very backward, the young wheat
making but little show while the tares and clovers

are less discernible than in the autumn. The turnips

throughout have been a bad crop, and what few are

left are fast rotting upon the ground, the purple top

kind in particular. Our farmers are, therefore, put
to great inconvenience in keeping their sheep, and

to a cost for artificial food, which they can ill afford.

The consequence will be, that while the consumer
considers he is put to a higli price for his meat, the

grazier of mutton will have great difficulty in getting

half remunerated for his immense outlay.

The winter, upon the whole, must be considered
rather favourable than otherwise, for the greater part

of the land of this county, and farm work is pretty

forward, the early kind of oats being chiefly sown,
while great progress has been made in dibbling and
drilling the beans and peas, and if the present dry
weather should continue, some of our farmers will be
induced to sow barley even before this montli termi-

nates. Perhaps it is full early if we could secure

sufficient dry weather in next month for the opera-

tion, but of late years February has produced more
fine weather than March, and of this crop, in parti-

cular, the manner of putting it in is of more import-

ance than the exact time, providing you are not

late, against which ( if quality is to be regarded)
every effort should be used.

Our farmers vary much as to their statements con-

cerning the relative good properties of the Chevalier

barley ; most, however, are agreed that it does not

produce equal to the commoner sorts, and that they

consider themselves by no means compensated for

the deficiency of crop by the increased price which
it commands. Others, however, ( and especially

those situated upon the unkind soils for quality,
)

most adhere to the Clievalier stock.

Wheat has gone up from its extreme depression
about Is per bushel, but is still far too low to be at

all remunerating to the grower, and it is now too

late for any improvement in price to do any material
good to our most needy tenant-farmers for this year,
and our fear is, that many of them are gone past all

recovery.

We most sincerely congratulate however, the farm-
ing public upon one ot''er effort being made to obtain

a redress of grievances from parliament, either by
obtaining some mitigation of the severe and grossly

unjust restriction of the currency, or by the removal
of those burdens which now press so unfairly upon
agriculture: our own conviction is, that agriculture

may and ought to be relieved from both these sources.

At any rate, the efforts which are now making will

put some of the consistent Whigs , and the pledge-
breaking Tories, once more to the test, and we trust
that the eyes of the whole country constituency will
be kept upon tliem.

NORTH RIDING, YORKSHIRE.
I am glad to say that we are beginning to improve

ill spirits, prices are rather improving, not that I

wish to hunger the poor, far from it, neither do I

wish to be ruined myself. I have no doubt but the

creditors of tlie farmer have been watching him some

time, particularly the joint-stock banking companies,

who have such extensive means of knowing his cir-

cumstances ; but now, as prices are rising, and that

government have condescended to pay some attention

to the greatest interest of the state (what a condescension .')

I hope we shall do better. I have read with much
interest the parliamentary debates. Was much

pleased to find that the Marquis of Chandos and

Lord J. Russell were determined (at least to all

appearance ) to put partii out of the question. Now
this is as it should be. Farmers, manufacturers,

Tories, Whigs, Radicals, are we not all English-

men 1 then why should one party wish to ruin the

rest ; but it appears that some think that the princi-

pal relief must come from the landlords. I think not,

though I have not one yard of land that I can call

my own; and, if you knew me, you would believe

me, when I say that I ask no favour of any landlord.

I am sorry that they have not done justice to their

tenants during those depressed times ; in too many

cases they have been too much occupied, to attend to

the wants of their tenants. There are many ex-

ceptions ; but then, why should the landlord reduce

his rents, and the cotton spinners &c., not reduce

their profits ( I do not mean the operatives, their

masters will take care of thatl^ I read in the York

Herald, that a certain colonel said that the difficulties

of the farmer was owing to their being too extrava-

gant, living as they did during the war. Now 1 would

ask the colonel, how he would like to be brought

down to a sergeant during peace ; and does he not

think that farmers wish to keep their places as well
as lie does. No, my brave colonel, let us all ad-

vance. I do not like retreating, whatever you may.
J also noticed in your paper a letter recommending
a fixed duty on corn of Ids per qr, instead of the

present scale. If your correspondent had said 20s,

we should have agreed ; but the corn laws should

not be so often agitated, it causes the farmers to be-

come too much addicted to politics (m3'selfan in-

stance,^ instead of minding our farms. I am quite

convinced that if there was a law enacted, that there

should not be one bushel of any kind of grain im-

ported into England, and that every encouragement
should be given to improving farmers, we should be
an exporting country. How many acres of waste

land are there that would pay for cultivating, and how
many are there ready to cultivate them 1 how many
are there going to America, &c. 1 These are ques-
tions which ought to be studied by our rulers, in-

stead of who are to be in place.

We have had a very mild winter, so far, which is

rather extraordinary, as I understand that there has

been a great fall of snow southward. Turnips are

likely to be sufficient for the stock. The quantity of

stacks in the stack-yards are a full average number
at this time of the year. The money in the farmers'

pockets very little (Ijudge by my own. ) Beef and

mutton are advancing. Good horses are high priced.

Labourers wages the same. Farmers means of

paying them rather lower.—Feb. 17.
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GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FOR FEBRUARY.

Tliis month commenced with its wonted charac-

teristic humidity. During the first ten days, the at-

mosphere was either fogg)% misty, cloudy, or shed-

ding at intervals, drizzling rains ; and occasionally,

between these short periods, evanvescent afternoon

sunshine ^ subsequently, however, the weather has

been the most March-like of tliat of any February we
—who hare entered our grand climacteric—recollect

to have ever before witnessed. Hence, as even the

misty showers were not sufficiently heavy to mate-

rially impede the progress of tillage, ploughing, and

sowing of oats, and other Lent seeds, have, with

other field labours, proceeded to a much greater ex-

tent, than has been usual, in tijis month ; whilst the

growing wheat plants plant well, and are described

as being, though not exuberant, strong, healthy, and

otherwise manifesting a promising appearance, and

the whole range of green vegetation—with the ex-

ception of there being, in Norfolk, and some other

districts, complaints of a scarcity of winter turnips :

as displaying, for the time of year, an unusually fresh

and animated appearance. Depastured sheep and

beasts, the ewe flocks, bullock herds, and live farm

stock in general, are also described as unusually

healthy, and doing well, with much less than an or-

dinaiy quantity of fodder, so that, as far as relates to

his tillage, the general promise of his wheat crop, or

the health of his live stock, the farmer has not much
cause to complain. Of sheep rot, we have no com-

plaint whatever. Notwithstanding, however, these

favourable circumstances, and that the currency

theorists are trying to persuade fai-mers that a ray of

hope glimmers for them, in the agricultural atmos-

phere, through his Majesty's speech to parliament,

the delusive pretensions of a Central Association, its

late meeting at Freemason's Tavern, &c., there is, as

many of them seem to be aware, still a gloomy mist be-

fore their eyes ! The discerning part of them, indeed,

seem to be willing to dispense with all legislative in-

terference — except a wholesome commutation of

tithes, and other church exuberances—the whole of

which they one and all seem to wish to be wholly

abolished, and the clergy to be liberally subsisted out

of the general taxes, rather than depend upon the

theoretical interference of a parcel of currency

doctors ! We have read, in the course of the month,
both in the Norwich INIercury, and, indeed, several

newspapers, and other periodicals, accounts of an

agricultural meeting, held at Lynn, on the HGih

ultimo, not attended, at its commencement, by more
than 120 persons, composed of both landlords and
tenants ; and whom the editors asserted, " at no time

numbered 200 !" This meeting, we regret to inti-

mate, like many others that had preceded it, seemed
to be too much mixed up with the currency question,

whilst the violence of some of the speeches—espe-

cially those of Dean Wood, who did not seem dis-

posed to content himself with making one speech

—

was represented as clamorous in the extreme. " Can
you"—he was said to have asserted, while address-

ing the meeting—" can you show one year since 181 j

that vou have not clamoured'! You tlien had a pro-

tecting duty of 21 3 (id, when wheat was (i3s per qr !

There," he subjoined, " is the point ; and where

stands the man that will say 1 am not on sound

ground"! What was the late corn law," he con-

tinued, " but a prohibition, and a good one it was
said to be! But what was its effect 1 Why, the

moment the corn came above a certain price, the fo-

reign merchant poured his grain into your market,

and, for a long time, swamped it. You," he added,
" had better been content with the old law. But
how has that law worked, in operation! Why by a

fraudulent average, in this very town. A merchant
here returned that he had bought 200 quarters of
wheat at 32s per quarter, whereas he had only bought
11 quarters at 18s, and another returned that he had
bought 121 quarters, whereas he had bought none !"

These were certainly, if true, fraudulent transactions;

but, witli all deference to the Dean, we do not recol-

lect the prices of sound wheat to have been so low
as 18s per quarter, at any period of the present cen-
tury. We, however, conceive that agricultural

prosperity is rather to be revived by the mutual
concurrence of landlord and tenant, to the valuing

system, according to the nature of soils, state of roads
leading to and from market, local prices of produce,

&c., than by any other legislative interference, ex-

cept the abolition of tithes, and allowing the clergy

a respectable subsistence out of the general taxes !

There has been, too, a ridiculous farrago going the

rounds of the newspapers, in the shape of an extract

from the Edinburgh Review, which signifies that the

supplies of corn and other raw produce from Ireland,

are not quite sufficient to provide for the greatly in-

creased—instead of, by the use of steam, decreased

number of horses kept in the country ; seeming to

take no notice that the cause of the depressed price of

wheat is an increased consumption of the potatoes sent

from Scotland to England, and that this farinacious

vegetable has, with the aid of hard pudding, or

dumpling, nearly superseded the use of bread, on
the dinner table of the humbler, and a very great

proportion of the middle classes of society.

" In an answer to a letter of Mr. Eyers^ written

by Mr. Coke, in January, 1821, we find," says the

Norwich Mercury, of the 5th of Feb., current year,

the following passages. " I conceive that my agri-

cultural friends," says the venerable Osiris of Nor-
folk, we might have said of British tillage, " mistake
their own interest, in calling for protecting duties,

hy way of remedy, for the distress under which they

labour. I am more than ever convinced that nothing

can avail but a diminished expenditure and its

natural consequence, diminished taxation. The
efficiency of these protecting duties is no longer

matter of theory. They were laid on in the latter

part of 1818, since which the market has been your
own

;
yet what have they done for your prices ? If

the abundant produce of these realms,'' he subjoins,
" be capable of receiving a direction to the mouths
of our abundant population, then has Lord Liverpool

rightly considered us as justly punished for our in-

dustry ; and Lord Sidmoulh wiser than all the great

sages of Antiquity!" Again, as the Editor of the

Norvrich Mercury said, in the course of the month,
" We are not combatting the general feeling. We
are desirous only to have the landed interest, espe-

cially the tenantry, exempt from the disappointment,

attendant on absurd propositions. Parliament can

do but little for agriculture, if to raise the price of

its commodities be its object. If not, down must
come rent, and its fixed elements tithes and taxes."

As relates to the month's value of farm-produce,

the prices of both fat stock, most kinds of corn, as

also hops, poultry, and dairv-ju-oduce, liave been
looking a little upwards, whilst those of milcli cows
and horses have been a little on the advance : of hay
and straw about stationary.

H
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The following is a brief retrospect of the supplies

and prices of Smitbfield cattle market, from the

commencement of the year to the 22nd instant :

—

Beasts. Sheep. Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

Jan. 4 2325 27100 — 240 320

8 395 3840 — 280 310

11 2280 22320 — 200 220

15 476 3650 — 220 340

18 2885 24550 — 280 370

22 520 3600 — 210 340

25 2760 18100 — 310 330
29 425 3100 — 200 230

Feb. 1 2650 2080® — 200 230
5 476 3150 — 220 235

8 2390 18500 — 190 240

12 520 4160 — 250 410
15 2750 22700 — 220 380

' 19 620 3100 — 250 410
22 2680 20700 300 265 140

Total. 24152 199370 300 3335 4555

The prices of meat, per 81bs., were on

Jan. 4. Feb. 22.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Inferior Beef 2 2 to 2 4 .. 2 4 to 2 6

Ditto Mutton ..2 4 to 2 6 .. 2 8 to 3
Middling Beef . . 2 8 to 3 2 . . 2 10 to 3 2

Ditto. Mutton .. 2 10 to 3 2 . , 3 4 to 3 8

Prime Beef 3 8 to 4 6 .. 4 2 to 4 8

Ditto Mutton ,.3 4 to 4 4 .. 4 4 to 5

Veal 3 6 to 5 .. 4 0to5 2

Lamb — to . . 5 4 to 6 4
Pork 2 10 to 4 4 . . 3 6 to 4 8

The following is, as nearly as can be ascertained,

a statement of the numbers of beast sent to Smith-

field, from different sources, from the commence-
ment of the present year, to the 22nd instant inclu-

sive

—

via., St. Alban's road, 4,500 ; via., other

northern roads, 3,590 ; from Norfolk, with a few
from Suffolk, Essex, and Cambridgeshire, 6,350

;

from the western and midland districts, 2,010 ; from
Scotland, 990 ; from Sussex, Surrey, and Kent,

820 ; and most of the remainder, the numbers of

which cannot be accurately ascertained, on account

of their not entering the market in regular droves,

from the stall-feeders, marshmen, &c., near London.
From the commencement of the year, till the

grass-fattened sheep are out of their wool, the sheep
and lambs are sent, in about equal numbers, from
the southern parts of our northern districts, from
Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Cambridgeshire, Kent,
Sussex, Surrey ; by the sheep-feeders, near London,
and our western and midland counties.

The butchers complain that the Norfolk beasts

have hitherto, this season, carried less internal fat,

consequently come lighter to the scale, than has been
usual at this time of year.

The Smitbfield annual supply, on the average of

five years, has consisted of about 168,837 beasts
;

1,369,229 sheep ; 26,000 calves; and 34,000 pigs.—
The estimated annual value of fat stock, sohl in

Smitbfield, is £5,230,000 !—Feb. 24.

HEREFORD AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The meeting of this Society, on Monday Feb. 8, was
numerously attended. The show of bulls was splendid.

For this exhibition Mr. Charles Bulmer had kindly
allowed the Society the use of a meadow, in front of
Moorfield Place. This meadow is admirably adapted
for the exhibition having two of its sides fenced with
large palings, along which the respective stocks ex-

j^'-ibited were arranged : so that the spectators ou the

outside had excellent views of the animals. We
would suggest, however, that should Mr. Bulmer re-

peat his kindness on future occasions, it would be more
satisfactory to the farmers, if the animals were to re-

main in their situations for an hour after the judge had
gone round, as we heard several of our county breeders

regret, that from the Beasts having been moved off

directly after the judge left the field, they had not had
an opportunity oitoxiching the animals. The exhibition

altogether was very fine, the different animals eliciting

the admiration of the spectators, particularly of the

Agriculturists. The attendance of the company at an

excellent dinner at the Hotel, was, as usual, very full,

and it was determined not to join the Central Agricul-

tural Society in London ; we regret to state that P.

Jones, Esq. of Sugwas, intimated the funds of the In-

stitution were far from adequate to the expenses, and
we hope the hint will cause an immediate accession of

subscribers to the society. The successful candidates

for the Premiums, were announced as follow :

1. Best Yearling Bull, prize value 5 guineas, to Mr.
T. Yeld, of Broom.

2. Second best Yearling Bull, prize value 3 guineas,

to Mr. John Walker, of Burton, but he having gained

the second prize last year, was disqualified.

3. Best Two-year-old Bull, prize value 5 guineas, to

Mr. John Bate, of Elsdon.
4. Best Three-y«ar-old Bull, prize value 5 guineas,

to Mr. John Morris, of Stockton.
5. Best aged Bull, prize value 5 guineas, to Mr.

William Williams, of Cowarn Court, but Mr. Williams

being said to be disqualified, the judge certified that the

next best was that of Mr. W. Stedman, Bedstone Hall

Salop ; the committee however have yet to determine
whether Mr. Stedman was qualified or not.*

6. Best cart stallion, prize 5 guineas, to Mr. W.
Vevers, Yarkhill ; the cup to be delivered next Michael-
mas, on proof that the horse has been constantly used
during the present season in this county ; a second
horse exhibited by Mr. Vevers, was much approved of.

In addition to the above successful candidates, the bulls

sent by the following amongst our eminent breeders
were deservedly admired : Mr. J. Adams, Mr. T.
Fowler, Mr. T. Galliers, W. C. Hayton, Esq., Mr. J.
Hewer, Mr. T. Jefferies, Mr. J. Lewis, Mr. J. Morris,
Mr. J. Matty, Mr. C. A. Mason, Mr. M. Newton,
Mr. W. Palmer, Mr. Perry, Mr. Price, Mr, Roberts,
Mr. Stedman, Mr. Tully, Mr. Turner, Miss Tomkins,
Mr. R. Yarworth, Mr. Yeld, &c. &c. The awards
of the judge, Mr. S. Scotson, of Liverpool, gave uni-
versal satisfaction.

Death of a Famous Waterloo Hero.— On
the 12th day of February died at Strathfieldsaye, of
old age, Copenhagen, the horse which carried the Duke
of Wellington so nobly on the field of Waterloo. He
was foaled about the time of the battle of Copenhagen,
from which he got his name, and was remarKable for

gentleness and spirit united. He lost an eye some
years before his death, and has not been used by the
noble owner for any purpose during the last 10 years.
By the orders of his Grace a salute was fired over his

grave, and thus he was buried as he had lived, with
military honours. This horse has long been a great at-

traction to strangers, who were accustomed to feed him
over the rails with bread, and the Duke himself pre-
served an especial regard for him, which cannot be
wondered at upon considering that he bore him for 16
hours safe through the grandest battle that has occurred
in the history of the world. The late amiable Duchess
was likewise particularly attached to him, and wore a
bracelet made of his hair.

* The folloioing is a Copy of the Judge's Certificate

:

—" Being requested by the Stewards and Committee
to state, which aged bull of the number shown at the
Hereford Agricultural Meeting yesterday, was entitled

to the prize, as Mr. Williams' bull, No. 2, is said to be
disqualified, I do hereby certify, that in my opinion the
bull. No. 10, is entitled to rank as the next best to Mr.
Williams'. SAMUEL SCOTSON.

Witness, Thos. J. Bell.—Dated February 8th, 1836.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY.

During' February tlie wheat trade throughout the

leading- markets of the kingdom, have exhibited a

degree of aaimation, that has not been witnessed for

many months ; indeed agriculturists generally, in

addition to the improvement realised on the jn-inci-

pal commodity of their produce, have experienced
another cause of excitement, originating in the for-

mation of numerous agricultural societies, and have
thus had various opportunities afforded them of par-

tially dissipating and relieving the gloom and de-

pression, under which they have for so lengthened a

period laboured. lleS|)ecting tlie ultimate benefits,

which the tenant farmers are likely to receive by
the institution of agricultural meetings, for the ex-

press purpose of seeking redress from parliament,

and a mitigation of those burdens now oppressing
them, we have before avowed ourselves extremely
sceptical, and the opinions often expressed on the

subject have been fully substantiated by most of the

speeches delivered in the Houses of Lords and Com-
mons, on the appointment of the agricultural com-
mittees. Though this object of obtaining relief from
the legislature, may be thus rendered abortive, yet

we trust the societies will be still upheld, and
eventually prove, by more sensible and legitimate

means, advantageous to agriculture, in promoting
an improved S3'stem of cultivation, as the deprecia-

tion in the value of the produce of the land, can be
alone counteracted by corn tithes, corn rents, or a

fair adjustment of rent equivalent to the receipts,

and by a scientific course of tillage,—that is, a chemical
analysis of the soils, and the adaptation of appropri-

ate manures, by a persevering system of draining,

especially of tile-draining, and by giving fresh and
renewed vigour to the exliausted superficial soils,

by trenching, and causing the ''earth to teem with
more than two, aye, threefold, the abundance, than

has been reaped from the previous S3^stem of culture.

This is no visionary notion of the land possessing
the embryo power of yielding a much higher ave-

rage rate of produce, than is at present returned,

for if proofs were really required, among the many
which might be adduced, is the instance of tlie ex-

periment made some years since by the celebrated
French chemist, Lavoisier, who cultivated 240 acres
of land, in La Vendee, on chemical principles, in

order to set a good example to the farmers, and his

mode of culture was attended with so much success,
tliat lie obtained a third more of a crop than was
yielded by the usual method, and in nine years his

annual produce was doubled. The application of
chemical knowledge to agriculture, has in this coun-
try been almost totally neglected, thougli the most
valuable agent whicli tlie agriculturist can possibly

acquire. Analytical chemistry will teach him to

appreciate tlie real value of his farm, to turn every
acre to the best account, and bv transporting and
transposing the different soils, how each may he
rendered more productive, Tlie analysis of the s^ils

wi'l be followed by that of the waters, which may
spring from, or flow througli, his land ; and he will

discover those best adapted for irrigation. The jieat,

the marl, the lime, and other manures must be sub-

jected to the same experiment, before he can avail

himself of the advantages which might be derived
from tliem, or before he can be certain of producing
any particular effect. The necessity of analysis to

the farmer, is evident from the trite knowledge of

the circumstance, that some kind of lime is injurious

to land, and would render land hitherto fertile,

actually sterile. Besides, a knowledge of tlie first

principle of chemistry, will teach him when to use

lime hot fi'om the kiln, and when slacked ; how to

promote the putrefactive process in his composts,

and at what period to check it, so as lo render the

fertilizing qualities most effective ; exhibiting like-

wise, the difference in the properties of marl, lime,

peat, dung, mud, ashes, alkaline salt, sea-water, soap-

waste, oil cakes, animal matter, &c., and conse-

quently which are most suitable for the different kinds

of land. Thus we have endeavoured briefly to point

out a few of the leading facts, exemplifying the high

import connected with a knowledge of the chemical

properties of bodies : it would in truth be discover-

ing to the agriculturist a hidden treasure, and con-

ferring upon him a new and distinguished character
;

and our country gentleman, as has been observed by
an intelligent writer, " instead of devoting them-

selves wholly to the fowls of tlie air, and the beasts

of the field," would be qualified to cultivate their

estates upon scientific principles, and to e y their

retirement with philosophic minds.

The supply of Wheat from those counties, which
usunlly export to the London Market, have been,

during the past month extremely limited, exhibiting

a deficiency as compared with January, in which the

importations were also very moderate, of 4,o00 qrs,

and compared with December a diminution of

21,000 qrs. The speculative attention attracted to-

wards wheats, as noted the previous month, has con-

tinued throughout February, which in addition to

some orders for shipment to the North, and the short

stocks of the millers compelling them to come upon
the market, has caused a very favourable change in

the aspect of the trade, briskness, instead of the

usual dulness, having characterised the proceedings

of the principal market days, enabling factors to

realise an advance of 6s to 7s per qr., on the finer

qualities, and 4s to 5s on the secondary and inferior

descriptions ; and clearances generally effected at

these improvements. An opinion however, appears

to prevail, that the speculative feeling in favour of

wheat commencing thus early in the year, while the

stocks are still large, and the season not sufficiently

advanced to offer any criterion to judge from as re-

gards the growing crops, th;it the article is likely lo

be affected too much by increased supplies, to

render much chance of the enhancements of the cur-

rencies being maintained, and that speculators are

not likely to follow up the advanced quotations ; as

the frilling oft" in the imports, is not to be attributed

to want of stocks, but that the bulk of wlieat now-

held, is in the liands eitiier of larger farmers or mer-

cliants, who have in tlieir power to refrain from

bringing their samples to market, and thus a tempo-

rary diminution is ex])erionced in the l^ondon, as

R 2
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^vell as the country markets, where prices are depen-
dant, in great measure, on the currencies realized in

tLe iMetropolis. JMuch life has also prevailed in

bonded wheat for shipment to the United States, the
American currencies still continuing to rule high

;

the accounts ofthe weather,and state'ofcrops from also

New South Wales being extremely unfavourable, a

few small cargoes have been exported to that dis-

tant part of the world. The principal shipments have
been about 6,400 qrs. to Baltimore; 1,800 qrs. to

New York; 600 qrs. to Philadelphia
; 2,800 qrs.

to New South Wales; 1,900 qrs to Van Diemen's
Land, and 2000 qrs to ]\Iarseille. The offers have
been generally low, and principally confined to tlie

lower Baltic red wheats at 24s to 26s ; and 28s, 30s,
to 32s for Danzig. Holders, however, as the demand
has improved, have increased their demands, and tlie

bulk of the exports have therefore been on owners'
account ; samples are now for the most jiart, either
withdrawn from the market, or the rates asked are
much liigher than the offers. Speculators having
waited already to so protracted a period, are now
willing to await the issue of events, than to submit
to the heavy loss which must be even at present made
in order to realize.

The improvements in the wheat trade has enabled
millers to advance the price of flour ; town made
qualities being noted at 40s to 42s, which shows a
rise of 4s per sack, and country marks have increased
in value 2s to 3s per sack. The supplies of flour-

coastw^ays havebeen on a very limited scale, being up-
wards of 5000 sacks less than during the month of
January, and 15,000 sacks less than December.
Bonded flour has experienced much enquiry, but
there are few parcels offering, and prices have ad-
vanced fully Is per barrel ; from 2000 to 3000 cwts.
have been shipped to New South Wales, and 600 to

70O to Ntw York, besides 1000 to 2000 cwts, to

the Mauritius ; from 18s to 23s per barrel are the
prices paid according to quality.

The averages have sustained little variation, the
duty on Wheat has declined 2s per qr. On barley,

Is 6d, and the same amount on oats, and has advanced
Is 6dper qr., on rye and peas.

Though the supplies of barley have been moderate
and less than last month by 7,500 qrs., yet the trade
has been dull and languid : the brewers at the close

of January got well into the stock of malt, which
caused malsters to be generally shy of purchasing,
Chevalier qualities in consequence have receded Is
per qr,, and common malting runs Is to 2s, but
selected parcels of the former description ofbarley to-

wards the end of the last month experienced a
demand at steady prices. The distillers have pur-
chased several parcels at the decline of Is 6d per qr.,

but in grinding descriptions there has not been much
business transpiring and prices are nominally un-
altered. Bonded barley has met some speculative
attention, and 3,000 to 4000 qrs have been bought
for shipment to the United States at 13s 6d to 14s.
The large brewers having refrained from pur-

chasing, the malt trade has continued heavy at a
decline of Is per qr on all descriptions.

The supply of oats from our own coast, has ex-
ceeded that of January by 5,800 qrs, while from
Scotland the arrivals are nearly 1,000 qrs less, and
from Ireland a falling off appears, amounting to

34,400 qrs, making a total diminution during the

month, of 29,500 qrs. And in comparing the im-
portations of the article since harvest to the present
period during 1834-35, and 1835-36, it appears that
we received from :

—

Michlms.1834,'^ Engsli. Scotch. Irish. Total,

to end of Feb. > qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs.

1835. J 30,428 157,299 356,861 544,588

Michlms. 1835 >

toendofFeb.f 79,331 49,133 216,982 345,446
1836. >
Exhibiting on the aggregate this season, a dimi-

nution of 199,142 qrs; having imported 108,166 qrs

less from Scotland, and 139,879 qrs less from
Ireland than last year, though from England there is

an increase of 48,903 qrs.

In the earlj' part of the month, dealers and con-
sumers anticipating increased supplies refrained

from purchasing, and the oat trade remained lan-

guid, though needy customers in some instances sub-

mitted to an advance of 6d per qr; towards the

middle of February the arrivals augmented, but were
met by a free demand, purchasers being out of

stock, since which the trade has remained firm at an
additional advance of 6d, making the quotations 6d
to Is per qr dearer thim at the close of January.

The material difference, which appears in the im-

portation of oats this season, would lead to the infer-

ence that the stocks must be considerable both in

Scotland and Ireland ; as the agricultural banks in

the Sister Isle have enabled farmers to withhold
their produce for the present, in hopes of a further

rise in the prices, which are already higher in pro-

portion than our quotations, the rates demanded
free on board being 10s 6d to J Is 6d according to

the distance of the ports ; Galway's have been sold

at 9s to 9s 6d per barrel. A partial enquiry is expe-
rienced for oats in bond to ship principally to the

West Indies. Stale qualities have been sold at 9s
;

good Danish, Swedish and Russian are worth lis to

12s. Friesland 12s to 13s. Brew 14s to I5s.

Old Beans are extremely scarce and would realise

the top quotations. New qualities have proved
saleable, and at the commencement of the month ob-

tained Is per qr more money, which improvement
they have maintained.

White peas have sustained little alteration either

in price or demand, and maple have supported their

previous quotations ; but hog peas are Is per qr
lower than in January.

During the month of February the following

quantities of Grain and Flour have arrived in the

Port of London.
Wheat. Barley. Malt. Oats,
qis. qrs. qrs. qrs.

English 27,514 34,448 27,893 20,996
Scotch 50 2,980 SSO 12,931
Irish ... 343 22,670

Total in Feb. . 27,564 37,428 28,616 66,597

Total in Jan... 32,183 44,949 33,702 86,142

Total in Dee... 48,504 60,924 39,864 57,568

Foreign in Feb

Beans. Peas. Linseed. Flour,
qrs. qrs. qrs. sacksi.

Eng'lish 8,531 3,846 39 30,142
Scotch 148 43 ... 270
Irish

TatalinFeb. . 8,679 3,889 39 30,412

Total in Jan. , 8,514 6,584 16 35,507

Total in Dec... 8,175 5,662 287 45,955

Foreign in Feb ... 3,590 brls. 458

In France the principal grain markets have main-
tained a very steady appearance, and as the better

qualities of Wheat are scarce, advanced rates have
been in many instances realized. In places the

scarcity of good samples is accounted for by the

stores in the barns being exhausted ; some farmers

not having yet taken down their stacks, and those

who have, ai"e bringing to market that portion of the

grain which has been more or less affected bv the
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weather while in the rick ; secondary and inferior

qualities therefore are now forming the bulk of the

samples offering. Little credit seems attached to

the conflicting reports regardini;- tlie progress of the

young wheats, the impression l)eing that they are for

the most part exaggerated, and that the season is not
far enough advanced to form an opinion of sufficient

probability to influence the currencies : the fields in

various districts present a more favourable appear-

ance than last season, as weeds are not seem striving

with the wheat plant, and threatening to choke it in

its growth. In the southern departments wheat con-
tinues at remunerating prices, and induces the

shippers still to export from the western parts of the

kingdom. At Marseille, the law prohibiting the

manufacture of the Barletta wheat into flour for ex-

port has given considerable umbrage to the merchants,
as the Odessa wheat, which is now used, produces
an inferior quality of flour, and requires admixture.

Owing to these new restrictions, the Neapolitans

are availing themselves of the advantage and ex-

porting to Algiers Barletta flour. The quality of the

Barletta wheat is decidedly superior, and might be
grown with advantage in our own country. At
Grignon, in France, successful experiments have
been made in its cultivation, and the samples are

fine, and realizing 36 francs the IJ hectolitre, or

about 53s 7d per qr for seed, the top quotation at

Paris for native qualities being '24 francs, or about
35s lOd. M. Bella, director of the experimental
farm at Grignon, announces that he has a summer,
as well as winter Barletta wheat, both qualities of

which may be depended upon for tiieir growth.
The prices of grain in the Italian markets have

sustained little variation ; all the speculative busi-

ness has been transacting at Naples, where wheat and
oil are articles of speculation, in some degree similar

to the funds on the Stock Exchange, otherwise the

demand for Barletta wheat has been confined to the

local wants, with the exception of the export of some
Barletta flour to Algiers. At Leghorn rather consi-

derable sales appear to have been effected during the

past month, white Tuscan wheat being noted at 39s
5d, red ditto at 32s to 35s 6d. The wise and politic

measures adopted by the government of Tuscany, in

remitting the duties on the import of foreign goods, is

represented as having had a very beneficial effect on
commerce, and reviving the mercantile importance of

the city. At Genoa the transactions in grain were
confined to the local wants. The market at Trieste

Las supported throughout the month the former quo-

tations, though crushing seeds had partially receded
in value, owing to the decline in the price of Olive
oil. Italian and Banato wheat was noted at '26s to

3ls 3d per qr.

From Sydney the reports are extremely unfavour-
able of the state of the crops, the long-continued
drought having, at the date of the last advices, de-

stroyed all hopes for the harvest ; wheat had ad-

vanced to 13s per bushel, and at Launceston and
Hobart-Town the markets, owing to the unfortunate

state of the agricultuial expectations in New South
Wales, had further improved in price, extensive

purchases having been made for shipment to Sydney,
at 10s to lis ; many holders of wheat, however, would
not accept even lis tid per husliel, as they antici-

pated a further enhancement in the currencies.

In Canada the prices of Wheat remained firm at 4s

6d to 5s 6d per minot for Lower Canada red, of Upper
Canada quality there was none offering ; Hour re-

alized 30s to 31s per barrel, superfine. 'I'iie farmers

in the interior country markets were obtaining re-

munerating rates owing to the demand on the part

of the Americans, not only for Wheat, but also for

Barley.

In the United States the inland water communica-

tions were generally re-opened, but the supplies had

only been moderate of grain and Flour. At New York,

Flour had advanced, and common to good brands

were noted at 33s Id to 33s 9d per barrel. There had

been no arrivals of Wheat and the only quotations

was that of North River quality at 48s ; Genesee of

best quality having obtained 53s 2d to 55s. Some
Rye had been received from Rotterdam, which ob-

tained 36s 8d ; Cloverseed was dull, and Jd to §d
per lb cheaper. At Baltimore, Wheat was noted at

52s 5d to 53s 2d per qr, and Flour jOs 4d per brl.

At St. Petersburg the graiu trade was dull, and

by the advices received from the interior, as to the

crops, it appeared there would be sufficient grain

for the food of man, and sufficient feed for cattle ;

and therefore no probability existed of the port of

St. Petersburg being re-opened for the free admission

of foreign grain. Linseed met with less attention,

but was held at 42s lOd for best qualities. At Riga

considerable i)urchases had been made of Linseed for

English account at 40s, 41s to 42s. In grain no-

thing transpiring. At Danzig, prices of fine high

mixed Wheats have rather improved and the supe-

rior qualities of 1834 comparatively scarce, being

noted at 29s, new do 28s, and the stccks limited, but

of older Wheat, good weighing 611bs, and of useful

quality, but colour rather faded, there were a good

many sam])les on hand, which might be bought

much lower. There does not appear much chance of

the Volhynian samples being obtained under the pre-

sent current prices, as the holders have been at con-

sideiable outlay in storing, &c., and the transport has

become hazardous and expensive, the Insurance

Offices having refused to insure cargoes in the flat

bottomed country barges. In the Lower Baltic

ports the grain and seed trade has sustained no vari-

ation, previous currencies being supported. In

Holstein and Denmark the Rape plants have been

much affected by the weather. At Hamburg, with

the exception of the purchase of some parcels of Up-

land Wheat, ex-granary, for manufacturing into

Flour for export, there was nothing passing in the

grain trade. Beans had found purchasers at 18s 6d

to 20s. Cloverseed firm, as the stocks are small, and

when the demand commences for the consumption,

there will be little left of good quality for export ; a

parcel which had been shipped from Bohemia, and

was on its passage down the Elbe, has been counter-

manded and re-freighled to Prague, the supplies for

the local wants having become so limited.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL
BRITISH. Fb

s.

Wheat, red, Essex, Kent, SuDfolk 3t

White 35

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. .. 33

White, do. do 3o

West Countiv Red 32

White, ditto 35

Northunibevland and Berwickshire Red 34

White, ditto 35

Irish Red —
Ditto White —
Barley, Multinft. new 29

Chevalier, new 32

Distilling I*
Grinding 21

Iri^h 21

AIhU, Brown f^
Ditlo, Chevalier "

Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale 4b

Hitto Ware :>»

Peas, Hog and (irey "• f
White Boilers

^^
Beans, small ^*
Harrow 30

Ticks 29

Mazagan 30

MEASURE.
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Feb. 1. March 1.

Oats, English feed IS
Short small 21

Poland 21

Scotch, Common 18
Berwick, &c 21

Potatoe, &c. . , 21

Irish, Feed 16s0dto 18s Od
Ditto Potatoe 19s Od 223 Od

Ditto Black lOsOd lOs 6d

d.

22 to

24
25
25

16s 6d to 19s 9d
19s 6d 23s Od
16s 6d 20s 6d

PRICES OF FLOUR,
Per Sack of 280 lbs. Feb. 1. March 1

.

s. s. s. s.

Ton-n-raade 34 to 38 36 to 42
Norfolk, Suffolk, Kent, and Essex 27 30 30 34
Sussex and Hampshire 27 30 29 33
Superfine 31 — 33 —
Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, and Stnckton. i.6 29 29 32
Northumberland. Berwick, and Scotch. 26 29 29 32
Irish o 26 29 29 32
Extra — — — —

An Account of the Quantity of Grain and Flour
imported into the United Kingdom during; the

month ending the 5th Feb. 1836; the Quantity on
whicli the Duty has been paid for Home Consump-
tion, and the quantity remaining in Warehouse.



THE POLITICAL COMPANION
TO

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

[Our object in appending a Political Companion to the Farmer's Magazine, was to put our readers in possession of the

opinions of the most talented journalists of the day, on both sides of any important question which might come under dis-

cusssion. We trust, therefore, that in giving insertion to articles, which seem opposed to the agricultural interest, we shall

not be considered as acquiescing in the doctrines therein advanced, our sole purpose being to enable our readers to estimate

the truth or detect the fallacies of the arguments advanced.

—

Ed. Farmer's Magazine,]

THE AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE.

(From the Morning Herald.)

Without indulging in any Utopian schemes for

bringing hack their golden days of vanished prospe-

rity to the farmers of England, we have from time to

time pointed out some of the means by which the

deep and extensive distress that now afflicts the

agricultural classes might be in some degree alle-

viated. In doing so we have not proposed that in

relieving the interests ofone industrious society that

government should sacrifice those of another. In
truth, the interests of all classes of the community,
though to the eye of superficial observation distinct,

are so intimately interwoven and blended with each
other, that the injury inflicted upon any one of them
extends, by a sort of social sympathy, to the rest.

The distress of the landowner affects the tradesman
;

the profits of the shopkeeper suffer from the poverty
of the farmer. In the failing resources of other

classes the useful industry of the mechanic, the or-

namental talents of the artist, and even the learning

of the scholar, receive less encouragement and re-

ward. The whole fabric of society is one of mutual
dependence and mutual support from the solid foun-

dations to the high and glittering pinnacles.

Agricultural industry is only despised by those

who are themselves of mean and despicable intellect.

That industry is the root of all the rest. The learned

Thebans of the modern school of political economy
are accustomed to speak of the landed interest—of

farmers, their understandings and pursuits, with

pedantic superciliousness and flippant contempt.
Yet mankind must have bread before books—sub-
sistence before knowledge—the necessaries of life

before its conveniences and embellishments. The
agriculturist sows the acorn which, in course of time,
furnishes the material that the ship-builder forms
into the stately vessel to bear the bales of the British
manufacturer over the seas, and to return laden with
the silks of India, the spices of Arabia, and the gold
of Ophir. To carry the produce of the plough as

well as of the loom, commerce spreads her thousand
sails upon the ocean—but our pseudo-patriots fling

contemj)t upon the British plough, and treat the Bri-
tish farmer as no better than an alien in the land which
his industry has enriched and adorned.

In a little work called " Reasons and Plans for the

Encouragement of Agriculture," which is written

with ability and good sense, and with no undue
leaning to the agricultural interests at the expense
of others, very different sentiments are inculcated

from those with which the Gamaliels of political

economy inspire their pupils. It is there said,

—

" Every one who has a spark of patriotism in his

soul, must wish to see the tillers of the soil—the

peasant to supply our armies—the yeomen to protect

our rights and liberties at home, prosperous and

contented." How this patriotic object can best be

effected has caused much variety of opinion among
those who are sincerely anxious for the relief of the

farming interests. For our own part, we cannot flat-

ter the hopes of the farmers so far as to favour the

presumption that it is possible, by the magic " om-
nipotence" of parliament, to let in a sudden tide of

prosperity on the land which will run over sands of

gold ; but we have shown that something can be

done in lessening the fiscal burdens which the farmer

has to bear, especially in regard to local taxation. In

the report of the Committee of the House of Com-
mons of last session on county rates, the following-

passage occurs:—" The poor rate is heavier—the

county rate is heavier, the highway rate is increased,"

and the evidence would lead to the conclusion that

the outgoings of the farmer are larger than he can af-

ford to pay during the present prices of agricultural

produce. Hence it becomes important that parlia-

ment should watch with jealousy those burdens which

are imposed by law on the land, and which it is

within their competency to revise and modify. In

the same report, as the little work which we have

quoted reminds us, it is recommended that the county

rate should be reduced by making it no longer liable

to bear the whole charge of criminal prosecutions,

but which should be paid out of those funds to which

the general mass of property throughout the country

contributes more equally than it does to the county

rate. The highway rate it is proposed to reduce

prospectively, and at the expiration of existing local

acts, the roads leading to and over county bridges or

turnpike roads should be repaired at the expense of

their respective trusts, and, according to the report,

for this reason, namely, " that the gross expenditure

on highways in England and Wales is, in round

numbers, one million and a half sterling, of which

two-thirds are levied directly on the land. A fresh

valuation of the property on which the county rate is

levied is also recommended in all cases where no

valuation has been made within the last fourteen

years. The object is stated to be to make property

in towns contribute in proportion to their growth in

wealth and population, and so far relieve landed

property and tlie farming tenantry from an undue

pressure of the county rate." All these suggestions

are good as far as they go. The relief they can afford

must be partial and limited, but still it will be some

relief. Along with these a better and more equitable

arrangement of the land-tax—a commutation but not
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a confiscation of tithe—nnd a poor-law for Ireland,

may do much good ; but the whole taken altogether,

though tending greatl}' to alleviate distress, will

hardlv he sufficient to restore prosperity.

Another means of affording relief to the agricul-

tural interests, to which we have alluded more than

once already, is the placing a tax on Russian tallow,

which would, as we showed on a former occasion,

and as Mr. Handley since proved, in a speech that

appeared in our columns, assist one branch of Bri-

tish manufacture, which is now in a declining state,

by allowing the removal of the tax on soap, without
any very sensible diminution of the revenue. In the

debate upon the repeal of the excise on candles, we
find the following observations of Mr. Hume re-

corded :—" I would suggest to the noble lord the

expediency of talcing off the tax on soap altogether,

and imposing an adiiitional duty on Russian tallow,

by which we should prevent Russia from taxing-

England, as she now does, to the amount of 600,000/
a-year, which might he put into the pockets of our
landed proprietors without the least mischief—for to

Russia we owe nothing." We do owe Russiasome-
thing—we owe her our hatred and contempt for her

cruelty to the brave people of Poland—for her vio-

lation of the faith of treaties—her perfidious and
circumventing policy, and her most illiberal and
restrictive tariflp which she now extends to the fron-

tiers of Poland
;

yet we pay her 600,000i a-year,

that ought to go into the pockets of our own landed
proprietors.

We need not here repeat the arguments which we
formerly addressed to the public and the legislature

upon this subject. A calculation is made in the

pamphlet before us, of which we have only room to

copy the results. They are as follows :

—

" Excise duty on soap, direct and indirect £825,000
From this deduct the proposed tallow duty 350,000

And the public will gain 275,000

The agriculturists will gain 350,000

" The labourer will gain, by decreasing the expense
of cleanliness, by the consequent increase of comfort
and health.

" The manufacturer will gain by having an open
trade, and the removal of the trammels of the Excise,
and the total abolition of smuggling,

" And the revenue, by a transfer benefiting nearly
every class in the state, will only lose 250,000/ out
of 1,500,000/ surplus, and thus in all probability
only a temporary loss, as the encouragement that

would be given to foreign trade, from an important
branch of which the manufacturers are at present
excluded by the vexatious operations of the Excise
laws, would very speedily replace so small a sum."

THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE.
(From the Morning Post.)

The appointment of a committee of the House of
Commons to inquire into the situation of the agri-
cultural classes, with a view to devise a remedy for
the distress in which they are generally involved, is

an occurrence from which the landed interest of Eno--
land cannot fail to derive much gratification. The
agriculturists have now a fair opportunity of show-
ing, by evidence, that certain reductions of the taxes
more immediately affecting them, which the Whisrs
refused to accomplish when they had an opportunity
of doing so, would have prevented or greatly miti-
gated the distress under which they at present la-
bour

;
and to this point, we respectfully suggest,

their efforts ought principally to be directed. The

debate of last night must have proved to them that

it is only by directing and confining tlieir attention

to practical measures, and by completely and at cnce
throwing overboard all the systems of idle theorists.

the_y can hope to obtain anv measure of real and sub-
stantial relief.

'J'he able speech of Sir Robert Peel claims the

special attention of the agricultural body. The right

hon. baronet is identified with them in feeling as he
is identified with them in respect to his most im-
portant interests, and the doctrine which pervades
his excellent address of last night is the same as he
has always proclaimed, viz., that no distinct class of

the community can rightfully claim that the general

relations of society should be disturbed for their

especial benefit, or can rationally expect that their

peculiar interests could he promoted by such a dis-

turbance. Ujjon the subject of the currency, Sir

Robert Peel is entitled to a degree of deference,

greater even, if that be possible, that he could fnirly

claim on account of the perfect possession of the

subject which his own talents and opportunities have
enabled him to acquire. He represents upon this

subject all the living statesmen of Great Britain—all

the men, of whatever party, who have at any time
been called to consider it under that awful sense of

responsibility for the general welfare which high

office only can impart, and with that extensive and
universal information as to the various interests of
the community which an elevated station in the go-
vernment of the country only can afford. We trust,

therefore, that upon this topic the committee just

appointed will not waste its time. Tliere are many
subjects for its consideration which, if less compre-
hensive, are likely to be more productive of beneficial

results. The system of taxation, for instance, as it

affects the agricultural compared with other classes

of the community ; the peculiar pressure of poor-

rates, county rates, and other local charges upon the

owners and occupiers of land ; the effect upon British

agriculture produced b)' the absence of any legal

provision for the poor in Ireland, the abject and im-
poverished condition of the Irish labourers, and the

quantity of exportable productions reared upon Irish

estates— all these are subjects well worthy of the at-

tention of an agricultural committee, and calculated

to occupy its attention fully, and to occupy it in a

manner wliich will afford some prospect of results

practically beneficial. From any theories, or any
collection of theories, however complete, on a me-
dium of exchange regarded by all competent judges
as permanently and unalterably fixed, no practical

consequences of any kind could be expected.

There is some reason indeed to think that tlie noble
mover of the committee would not be very sorry to

see it entangle itself in speculative inquiries of the

nature to which we have allr.ded. Anything, we be-
lieve, would be nioie agreeable to the present minis-

ters of the crown than the close and accurate inves-

tigation of questions of real utilit)^ In saying this

we do not mean to impeach the constitution of the

agricultural committee, as appointed on the motion
of the noble Secretary for the Home Department. It

contains a considerable prejionderance ofmen known
to be identified by syrapath)- and interest with the

welfare of the agricultural classes. The noble lord,

however, permitted one to be added to the original

number, without a division, to the committee he had
appointed, and successfully resisted, bv a majorit3-of

seven, the addition of three other names to that body.
We institute no invidious comparison between the

respectable gentleman whom the noble lord adopted
as a member of bis committee and the equally re-

spectable gentlemen, whom he rejected, when we
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mention that the former is known to entertain pecu-
liar views in relation to the currency, and to be con-

nected willi the trading- nore ilian with the agricul-

tural interests of the country, while the three latter

—namely. Lord Darlington, Mr. Wodehouse, and
Sir C. Burrell—have, so far as we know, no indi-

vidual crotchets or special lobbies, but are eminent
members of the agricultural interest. The facility

of admission in the one case contrasts rather inaus-

piciously with the division of the house, and tlie

victory, by a majority of seven, in the other ; and
the whole circumstances taken together would almost

justify the suspicion that the noble mover of the

committee would not be much displeased to witness

the distraction of its councils and the frustration of

its practical ends.

If such a scheme have entered into the imagination

of his IMajesty's ministers, we feel confident that it

will prove abortive. The good sense and practical

information of the committee, as actually consti-

tuted, afford a sufficient guarantee that such a pro-

ject would certainly sustain a complete and dis-

graceful defeat.

THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE.

(From the Standard.)

The committee is appointed—appointed with full

powers to inquire into the whole subject, in all its

breadth and bearings ; and though not precisely con-

stituted as could be wished, still the presence of such

members as the Marquis of Chandos, Sir Robert
Peel, Sir J. Graham, I\Ir. Mattliias Atiwood, Lord
Stanley, Lord Francis Egerton, the Earl of Lincoln,

and a few more whom we might name, afford a

pledge that the investigation will be prosecuted pru-

dently and honestly ; and from a prudent and honest

investigation of their sufferings and their claims, the

agriculturists of Great Britain have everything to

hope, and nothing to fear. 1 et it be once shown to

the people of England that so large and so meritori-

ous a class of their countrymen are unjustly ag-

grieved, and to treat the grievance as beyond re-

medy, were to distrust the power or the will of the

British nation to dojustice— a diffidence, which we,
at least, never have entertained, and never will en-

tertain.

Notwithstanding that Lord John Russell had en-

gaged to leave the committee wholly unfettered, as

to its researches, and deliberations, and notwith-

standing that the Marquis of Chandos had rivetted

his lordship to the pledge by reciting it, and giving

an acknowledgment in his thanks—notwithstanding
thisclearand satisfactory understanding Mr. Thomas
Attwood was pleased to attempt giving, at least, a

bias to the inquiry, by proposing an amendment to

the efifect, that the currency question should form a

principal subject of the committee's consideration.

Nothing could be more mischievous than this amend-
ment, however it was intended. The currency ques-

tion was not proposed to be excluded ; therefore, so

far as the change in the currency is connected with

the distressof the agriculturists—and the connection

is close, if not essential—it will properly come un-
der the notice of the committee. But, we believe,

that it were an unprofitable squandering of the com-
mittee's time ; and, what is much worse, a giving a

false direction to its pursuit to go further.

The change in the currency may Have caused the dis-

tressof the agricultural class; but, it does not follow

that to reverse tliat cliange would repair the evil.

Compensation in sucli cases is not only easier, but

more promising of effectual relief, than simple resti-

tution. However, it is unnecessary to argue this

matter, because we believe, that in the present state

of the public mind, and indeed, until every other

means of restoring the agrcultural interest shall

have been fairly tried, without success, any interfe-

rence with the currency is a moral impossibility.

We may regret this, and we do regret it ; but it

were to be blind to the most common instincts of

mankind, not to see that where the monied class

—

and the man who has saleable goods, or lOOL in mo-
ney, or 100/. due to him, or the smallest sum in stock,

is as much a member of the monied class as the Mil-
iumaire—will not consent to a measure of partial re-

lief, confiscating, for tlie benefit of others, no incon-
siderable portion of theii- wealth or capital. Who-
ever, therefore, directs the agriculturists to the res-

titution of a ])aper currency, rather than to a claim
of compensation, in some other quarter, for their

losses by the bill of 1819, renders them the sinister

service of misleading into the road of disappointment
from a path of possible, and even probable relief.

This seemed to be the universal opinion of the

house, for Mr. Attwood could not find a seconder,

and his amendment of course fell to the orround.

THE AGRICULTURAL INTEREST.

(From the Norwich Mercury.)

Our readers are not now to learn the studious, not

to say the laborious attention, we have for so many
years given to the concerns of agriculture. We
trust we have established and confirmed in the

minds of the landed proprietory, the tenantry, and
tlie labourers, that we have their joint and several

interests profoundly at heart. It is necessary to re-

cur to these facts, because in the proceedings of the

society calling itself central, which has sprung up in

London, v.^e think we read an attempt ( abortive it

will surely prove) to set up separate claims, and to

dissociate rather than unite the several classes of the

kingdom in a vain, however honest endeavour, to

rescue from their depressed state the owners and
cultivators of the soil; we use the word "vain" in

reference to the means proposed by the society, for

God forbid it should be so in any other sense ; we
read this empirical process in their proceedings and
we wish emphatically, to divide the persons from
their transactions, for it is impossible not to respect

both the men and their motives. Earl Stanhope,

who is in truth the head and fountain of the whole,

is a nobleman of no mean capacity, alike earnest, in-

dustrious, acute, and upright. His views, we know,
are most philanthropic. It is therefore with con-

siderable reluctance that we can bring ourselves to

demonstrate the faulty construction of a set of reso-

lutions, bearing the signature ofsucli a nobleman
heading so respectable an association. But it is of

the utmost consequence to the landed interest in its

tiiree classes, that the foundation upon which they

build, should be laid thoroughly open to general in-

spection—that done, let the landed interest and the

public at large be the judges. It is their own cause

we plead.

We have then in the petition transmitted to us

last week by Edmond Wodehouse, Esq., the mani-

festo of the society—the syllabus as it were of their

lecture, the short' abstract of their principles, which

may lead us to appreliend their intended practice.

Let us examine its contents.

Tlie first clause declares the distress of the agricul-

turists. Is this all 1 No. It also declares that the

distress has "arisen mainly from legislative mea-

sures, and not from causes which are beyond the con-
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troul of parliament. " Tbis is difficult to disprove,

because the averments are general. Had the reso-

lution boldly denounced those which it is intended

to cover not conceal, had it said, the adoption of a

gradual scale of duty, admitting foreign corn at all

times, and Peel's Bill have ruined agriculture,

Cwhich is we presume what is intended^ there would

have been tangible ground. But these disputable,

not to say disproved points, the petitioners are too

wary to disclose. The reservation is hardly fair and

straightforward, but we must take it as it stands.

We therefore say at once, the distress [;, e. the low

price of wheat] has not " arisen from legislative

measures, " but " from causes beyond the controul

of parliament."

We assert, nor do we fear contradiction, that tlie

proximate cause of the distress of agriculture is to

be traced to a supply more than equal to the de-

mand. Observe we say the proximate cause. The

causes of this cause are a succession of favourable

harvests, and improved and extended cultivation in

England, Scotland, Ireland, and the Colonies, Now
we^dare not, nor even do not aver, that legislative

measures have not contributed to the prosperous

agriculture of the Empire, but surely this effect fur-

nTshes no just ground of complaint 1 The country

desires to see the Colonies, Scotland, and most espe-

cially Ireland, raised in the scale of wealth and com-

fort,' which begins by increase of production. In

this sense the petitioners are right, but this is exactly

the opposite sense to that in which they wish to ap-

pear right. They wish to establish that the legisla-

ture' has done mischief, not good, and it is in this

they so egregiously fail in the outset. But to take

the two postulates—the graduated scale and Peel's

Bill . The experience of between thirty and forty

years had proved a certain importation indispensable

to the support of the population—indispensable to

the preventwn of famine. Fixed duties had been

tried—first high "and then low. What followed ?

Why a short "home supply—high price for a short

duration, opening the ports, and then a long and

ruinous depression. This scheme obviously failed.

The graduated scale was then tried, and though

fluctulition, perhaps we may be justified in calling

it extreme fluctuation, was not absolutely avoided,

yet the price was steadier, until the plenty of the

last three years threw down the price, irrecoverably,

so far as we have yet seen. The British and Irish

grower and the English colonist have had the mo-

nopoly of the market, but supply exceeds demand,

and nothing parliament could or can do, short of

decreeing the exclusion or destruction of a portion

of the crop, can give relief. And what has been the

consequence to landlord, tenant, and labourer ? Why
an artificial and suppositious standard of value,

never reached, has kept up an artificial but real

standard of expences, rent, tithe, taxes, &c_. which

have drained the operative, the farmer's capital into

other men's pockets, and disturbed and vexed all

their several relations. The landlord is compelled

not only to reduce, but subsequently to remit as a

benevolence a part of his rent— the tenant is thus de-

graded, and the labourer is unemployed. Now had

things found their level, that to whicb they are ra-

pidly approaching—the level estab'ished by the im-

mutable law of supply and demand, none of this

would have occurred. The farmer, to use a phrase

in the petition to which we shall presently come,

would have " brought down the burthens (namely

the expences attending a farm) to the level of the

present prices, " at mice, not by driblets ruinous to

himself without benefiting the the other orders,

Tbis was the course we recommended at the peace

—this was the course we have ever since been

urging—and this was the course which would have
saved the agriculturists. Again reader observe—all

that we assume, all that we take for granted is, that

the legilsature cannot, will not, dare not interfere to

impede the agricultural improvement and progres-

sion of Scotland, Ireland, and the Colonies; and if

it do not so interfere, the progression of an im-

proved and improving agriculture will continue to

feed the markets, in fair average seasons, to the ut-

most limits of demand.
Now then for the other measure—Peel's Bill. In

our postcript of November 28 last we showed, that

an increased circulation of paper could have little or

no effect upon the price of corn. After so recent,

and we hope so clear an exposition of the fallacy,

there can be no occasion for us to go again over the

same grounds. They are simply these—capital is

superabundant—the banker will not lend to the

fanner, because Lis trade is not pros[ierous, nor will

the merchant speculate in English corn, because

there has been little or no probability of a rise, and
because foreign affords the best (bad is the best)

chance. There is yet another truth which puts our

position past controversy, A table has been con-

structed, we believe originally by the Editor of The

Mark Lane Express, whose clear views and courage-

ous assertion of them does him high honour—"show-
ing the average prices of corn, and the average

amounts of bank circulation from 1797 to 1832. It

is well known that the circulation of country banks

contracts and diminishes with that of the Bank of

England, because they being liable to be called upon
to pay their notes in gold or bank paper, must, of

course, regulate their issues by the means they pos-

sess of obtaining those equivalents. From this table

it appears that in 1801, the price of whei.t was 51 I5s

per quarter, and the issues of bank notes fourteen

millions; in 1822, it was 21 5s with an issue of

seventeen millions; in 1824, 2J with twenty-one

millions of paper. Thus the highest price was at-

taiaed with the very lowest issue of bank-notes, and
the very lowest with the largest. But on a further

inspection of the table, it suflSciently points out the

cause; the j'ears of high price were years of a de-

fective harvest, 1801, 1805, 1812, (when the price

was 61 5s the issue twenty-three millions), and 1817.

If the quantity of issue were an effective cause, how
happened it that in 1817 the price reached only 41

I5s when the issue was the very highest the kingdom
ever knew, namely, thirty millions? and how did it

occur, if Peel's Bill were an operative cause, that

wheat bore the same rate in 1815, four years before

it passed, that the same grain did in 1825, 1829, and

1832 1 How happens it that barley was last year so

high , and wheat so low 1 What can account for the

fluctuations of wool 1 Not the currency, but the sim-

ple state of demand and suppply"

Tlius we have demonstrated that the first position

of the petition ends in what logicians call reductio

ad absurdum—In plain English, that it is stark non-

sense. To proceed

—

That extreme distress may lead to convulsion we
are but too ready to admit. That the continuance of

distress will disable the distressed from paying taxes

is also a truism ; but it is a mere though a miserable

truism. What must be the end 1 Why the reduction

of taxation by means of the reduction of establish-

ments. Amen and so be it. The Reformers have
reduced five millions after the Tories (Sir R. Peel

himself) had declared further reduction impractica-

ble. Between thirty and forty millions have been

reduced since 1816. The Reform Ministry, if per-

mitted to remain in power, will pursue the same
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career, if not, the people will enfoixe reduction.
The Central Association will not forward the good
work an atom.

There is no greater nor no more popular fallacy

in political economics than that which lurks under
the passage in the petition we now cite.

"That the interests of the retail dealers, and of a

large and important class of manufacturers through-
out the country, are iiiseparably connected with those

of the agricultural classes, of whom the consumption
and expenditure are very materially reduced by a

continuance of the present distress.''

It is true, perfectly true, that the prosperity of the

whole is bound up together. But what is the mean-
ing of this resolution 1 Give us higli prices and we
will give you a brisk trade. But how are the means
of this brisk tradeto be thus furnished ? W Uy first from

the manufacturers. Give us a higli price for our

corn—our conimodit}-— and we will return part of

that high price to you for your manufactures— your

commodity. This sort of reciprocity acts precisely

like the enlarged expenditure of Government in

consequence of fin enlarged taxation. Government
first comes to the country, and says, pay me a million.

—The country pays it. Government then comes and

says build me a fleet, and I will lay out your million

in the purchase. It is clear the individuals compos-
ing the nation would have been as rich either with

the money originally in their pockets, or with tlie

ships in their possession—but in this case they first

part with their money, and then give the produce of

so much labour, the fleet, to get it back again. In a

word, they give their labour for nothing. So when
the landed interest says give us a high price for your
bread and we will give you that money back again

for your clothes, it is no less clear the manufacturer

gives first his money and then his labour to get the

extra price back again

—

or it is at best a money
change of equivalents, the price being merely arbi-

trary and nominal. Not to perceive this (which the

Central petitioners appear not to perceive) is to be
alike shallow and ignorant of the first principles of

barter and exchange. Such is not the way to enrich

either class, If the corn grower can add a bushel

per acre to his production, thai is so much clear

gain, so much additional wealth. For admitting

ab'mdance to produce low price, as the price of all

other commodities fall with the price of subsistence,

he will be able to command just as much as the ad-

ditional value of his additional bushel will purchase.

Mere elevation or depression of price in any otlier

sense reduces itself to a mere exchange of equiva-
lents, and becomes therefore only nominal.

The danger to the fundholders from agricultural

distress, as it is called, there is strong cause to doubt
—and for this reason. The revenue of a country is

neither more nor less than a per centage ON ALL
ITS PRODUCTIONS. Now we see that although
it must be admitted, two bushels of wheat are re-

quired to pay the share of taxes paid by the landed
interest whicli one at double the price would pay,
there are abatements, and no very slight abatements.
Half the taxation has alreadxi been reduced since wheat
was at seventy or eighty shillings a (juarter upon an
average. An increasing population must almost
necessarily create a proportionately greater produc-
tion. Taxation is not only therefore less (perhaps
proportionately less) but there is an indefinitely aug-
mented fund of production to draw from—agricul-

tural in part—else how has supply equalled demand,
and brought down price 1 and of manufactures still

more considerably.—The assertion " that the present
distress very much affects also the interests of the

fundholders, as it will ultimately render precarious,

and perhaps impossible, the payment of the divi-
dends," appears then to be altogether a gratuitous
and not very probable assumption on the part of the
Central Petitioners.

The next paragraph, which relates to the non-em-
ployment of labour, is another truism—lamentable
enough, God knows : but what then? Ifwant of em-
ployment necessarily follows the abstraction of tlie

tenant's capital from his pocket, REDUCE HIS
FIXED EXPENCES, rent, tiliies, and taxes.
His fluctuating expences, labour, seed, horseproven-
der, tradesmen's bills, all the other components of
of price fall with the fall of the price of subsistence,
they have already fallen— i/ie remedi/ lies then with
the Landlord, the Parson, and the Goiernment, What
is the use of puling about the employment of labour
being " rendered very precarious by the rapid reduc-
tion of agricultural capital." The remedy. Gentle-
men and Clergy of the Central Association, lies
mainly with yourselves, at least so far as your' own
postulate is concerned. Had not the farmer been
gulled since 1816, by jrrotecting laws, his capital
would not have been rapidly reduced, because he
would haie of his own motion, " reduced liis own ex-
pences to the level of the present (that is to say, the
existing) prices." But the petitioners overleap a
very material truth in the liope of strengthening
their case, by the assumption that labour has gone
out of employment, mainly because the farmer's capi-
tal has been drained away from him. That farmers
should be blockheads enough to maintain the la-
bourer in the condition or a pau])er (for the man
and his family must be clothed and fed) at an ex-
pense nearly equal to that he would incur by employ-
ing him and reaping the benefits of his labour 'is

credible only to a limited and small extent. The
fact is, labour, like wheat, has felt the force of the
law of demand and supply. Labourers have multi-
plied, while the area of employment has not been en-
larged. Hence a glut in the labour market, hence
the greater appearance of the want of employment
far more than from the drain upon the operative
capital of agriculture, heavy though it has but too
surely been.

AVe come now to the only single sentence of decently
common sense in the whole petition, and which is in
truth Earl Stanhope's first resolution, namely :

" That nothing can remove the present overwhelm-
ing distress but the adoption of some measure which
will either raise the price of produce to the level of
the burthens imposed, or bring down the burthens to
the level of the present prices."
"I hope here be truths" as tlie clown savs in

Shakespeare. Why to be sure. Gentlemen, you are
perfectly right, if a man cannot get the cost for the
article he makes, he must reduce the cost— and what
is more, he will. Now it is as palpable as the lio-ht
of day, that nothing, save the visitation ofdearthlby
Providence, can raise the price of corn , the cost of
producing it must then be brought down to meet the
price. We have shown the elements of price that
have and those that liave not conformed. Down
must comerent, tithe, andtaies If the farmer be bam-
boozled by any other hope, lie will be drawn away
from his true interests by a Jack o'lantern, and the
little property he lias left will sink with him in the
bog into which he will be allured. Let not the Land-
owner or the clergyman conceive we are opposing
their interests. We are merely showing the case as
it stands. In morals, in physics, in commerce, or in
art, we must take the facts as we find them, no mat-
ter to what they tend. The facts must direct our
reason and our practice—all other is but false philo-
sophising. There is no truth more important to the
calculations of the landed interest than this.
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The only point in which we agree then with the

Petitioners, is in the general lamentation for the

calamit)^ which has fallen upon the landed interest,

and in a more confident belief than it vent res to ex-

press, that Government and the legislature will do

all that legislation can do for them. But if (as we
imagine) they shall be delivered from some part of

the malt tax "(a doubtful and at any rate a brief re-

source,) if certain of the taxes that bear directly

upon agriculture, be changed for others less direct,

still it will be found the case of the Waggoner and

Hercules—he may pray to the greater power, but he

must set his shoulder to the wheel and help himself.

Associations and a Central Society may be beneficial

inasmuch as they open his eyes to scientific improve-

ment and enlarge the knowledge and practice of his

art. But if they lead him from home, if they take

money out of his pocket and teach him to expect aid

which cannot be extended to him, such as we have

shewn this nonsensical petition would persuade him

to believe, he will only find himselfin a worse situation

than he stands at present—with less property, more

exhaustion, and more exasperation, at which indeed it

is one of the many fanlts of this most faulty composi-

tion before us to point with too great force and ap-

parent reliance. IVIenaces, even in the shape of hints

and apprehensions, neither can nor will do anything

in this case. FAR.vEns of England ! Take Earl

Stanhope's alternative proposition—follow it sternly

and steadily. Bring down the burthens to the level of

the present prices, &ni you -will he safe -there is nei-

ther safety nor success to be assured in any other

course.

THE CORN TRADE.
(From the Liverpool Times.)

A plan has for some time been under discussion in

this town, bearing on the Corn Trade and the Agri-

culture of the United Kingdom, which from its

feasibility and importance we shall lay before our

readers, and to which we beg to call the attention of

the sliipowners of this port, as well as of all persons

interested in the trade with the West India Colonies,

and in the agricultural prosperity of England and

Ireland. After a good deal of discussion, the out-

lines of the plan have been agreed on, and at a

meeting of merchants held on Thursday last, they

were embodied in the form of resolutions, and made

the subject of a memorial to the Board of Trade,

which now lies for signature in the Exchange News-

room, and has already received the signatures of

many of our most intelligent and respectable mer-

chants. The plan, as will be seen from the follow-

ing statement, divides itself into two parts, the prin-

ciple object of the first part being to relieve the

holders of foreign corn, now in bond in this kingdom
;

and that of the second to open a new outlet for

British and Irish wheat, and thus to remove, as far

as possible, the depression under which the agricul-

ture of the kingdom is at present suffering.

Our commercial readers are all aware that the

British Colonies in the West Indies, as well as the

Island of Newfoundland and some of the South

American States, have been for many years supplied

with flour from the United States, and that neither

Enoland nor any other nation has ever yet attempted

to compete with the Americans in this branch of

trade, which now takes off about 900,000 barrels of

flour every year, of the value of more than a million

sterling. The comparative dearness of corn in

England and Ireland rendered it impossible for the

British corn grower to compete with the American,

whilst the nations of the Baltic having few mills and

no great commercial enterprize, have not hitherto

sent their corn in a ground state to the West Indies.

Hence, with the exception of a moderate quantity of

flour sent from the Canadas,the Americans have long

enjoyed the sole command of the market. Within

the last year, however, a great change has taken

place. From the deficiency of the harvest in the

United States, the price of wheat, and, of course, ot

flour, has greatly risen in the American market,

whilst from the abundance of English and Irish har-

vests, it has fallen in as great a proportion in this

ccuntr^-. The price of wheat in the States at pre-

sent, according to the memorial which lies for sig-

nature in the Exchange Room, is from 4'2s to 46s a

quarter, whilst the average of all England is only

37s. Thus even English wheat is at present cheaper

than American, and as for bonded foreign wheat it

may be bought in Liverpool at from '25s to 28s per

quarter. Already English flour has begun to be ex-

ported to the West Indies, and if the foreign corn

now in bond in this country was allowed to be
ground into flour, and exported, the holders would,

of course, be relieved from what threatens to be a

ruinous speculation, the English shipowners would
be benefited to the amount of the freight, the Eng-
lish and Irish millers by the grinding, and the West
Indians would obtain their flour one-third cheaper

than at present. This, therefore, is an object of the

greatest consequence to all the parties, and accord-

ingly it is with the holders of foreign wheat that the

first part of the plan originated, the object of which
is to have a hill passed similar to the Grinding Bill

of 1824, authorizing the grinding of the 600,000

quarters of corn now in bond in this country for the

purpose of exportation.

There are, however, several eminent houses in this

town, interested in the British and Irish Corn Trade,

who strongly object to the transference of this new
market for grain from the corn growers of the British

Empire to foreigners, and who contend that British

interests ought first to be looked to. For their satis-

faction the second part of the plan has been devised,

the object of which is to secure first, the interests of

the English and Irish corn growers, and secondly,

those of the holders of foreign grain. The man-
ner in which these objects are to be effected is as

follows :

—

It is proposed, that when the prices of British

grain are depressed, as they are at present, every
person exporting a barrel of British flour shall re-

ceive, as a bonus for so doing, a certificate authoriz-

ing him to release, at any future timevi-hen he thinks

best, as much foreign grain as can be liberated by
the amount of duty which was payable on the import
of a barrel of flour at the time when his export took

place. Let us suppose that the barrel of British

flour is exported to-day, and that the duty on a bar-

rel of foreign flour this day is 25s 8d. The exporter
having received his cer ificate or debenture, may
immediately bring out of bond a barrel of foreign

flour, and sell it in the market free of duty. But in

place of this, he has the option of keeping the certi-

ficate until the price of British corn has risen, and
until the duty on foreign corn has fallen, and then
he is authorized to bring out of bond not only one
barrel, but as much more as the sum of 25s 8d will

set free, which may be a barrel and a half, or even, if

the price has risen greatly, two barrels. Thus, as a

bonus for exporting one barrel of British flour at the

present time, when the prices are greatly depressed in

the home market, he receives the privilege of intro-

ducing one and a half or two barrels of foreign flour

into the home market, when prices have become
better. The certificate or debenture may also be
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made saleable in the market, like an Exchequer
bill, and thus be transferred from hand to hand at

pleasure.

The advantage of this plan to the British and Irish

corn-grower and miller is, that it gives to the holders
of foreign grain a strong motive for exporting British

flour, and is thus likely to raise Ihe present very low
]irices of Britisli ])roduce ; whilst the advantrge to

the liolder of foreign grain is, that it gives him the

power, when prices have risen, of introducing, duty

free, a quantity of foreign corn more than equal to

that exported when they were low. It is tlie opinion

of persons well acquainted with, and deeply interest-

ed in both the British and foreign corn trades, that

the plan would be found very beneficial to all parties

interested in the trade, whilst its advantages to the

shipowners, who at present find it difficult to obtain

freight from this country to the West Indians

themselves, are too obvious to require any observa-

Upon the whole, we think, that this scheme af-

fords, what was omitted in tlie Corn Bill, a very

salutary bounty on the export of Bri ish and Irish

Flour, when the price becomes so grievously de-

jiressed as of late ; and we see no phm so well calcu-

lated to raise prices now, nor one so likely to prevent

the recurrence of such low ones for the future.

THE CORN AND FLOUR TRADE.

(From the Liverpool Times.)

The plan for the permanent relief of the British

Agriculturist, developed in the last number of our

paper, has been laid before some of the members of

Government, and also before many noblemen and

gentlemen connected with the landed interest, and

has generally been received by them with favour. In

those cases where it has not it has been rather be-

cause the question was not clearly understood than

because any objection to the plan could be sliown to

exist, or because any flaw was discovered in the

reasoning on which it rested. The plan certainly

requires consideration before it can be appreciated

or even fully understood, but the advantages to all

the interests involved in the scheme are sufficiently

great to render it worth the effort. When once un-

derstood the mode of working will be easily seen,

and the chances of success and advantage be easily

calculated.

As this article may fall into the hands of some
who have not seen the plan as described in our last

paper, we republish it for their information, before

making a few additional observations upon it. It is

as follows :

—

" It is proposed, that when the prices of British grain

are depressed, as they are at present, every person ex-

porting' a baiTel of British flour shall receive, as a bonus
for so doing, a certificate autliorizing him to release, at

any future time when he thinks best, as much foreign

grain as can be liberated by the amount of duty which
was payable on the import of a barrel of flour at the

time when his export took place. Let us suppose tluit

the barrel of Jiritish flour is exported to-day, and that

the duty on a barrel of foreign flour this day is 25s 8d.

The exporter having received his certificate or deben-
ture, may immediately bring out of bond a barrel of

foreign flour, and sell it in the market free of duty. But
in place of this, he has the option of keeping the certi-

ficate until the price of British corn has risen, and until

the duty on foreign corn has fallen, and tlieii he is au-

thorized to bring out of bond not only one barrel, but

as much more as the sum of 25s 8d v/ill set free, which

may be a barrel and a half, or even, if the price has

risen greatly, two barrels. Thus, as a bonus for ex-

porting one barrel of British flour at the present time,
when the prices are greatly depressed in the home
market, he receives the privilege of introducing one and
a half or two barrels of foreign flour into the home
market, when prices have become better. The certifi-

cate or debenture may also be made saleable in the
market, like an Exchequer bill, and thus be transferred

from hand to hand at pleasure."

It will at once be perceived by those who examine
this plan that its principal result on the English and
Irish agriculturist will be to equalize prices by di-

minishing the chances of ruinous depression at one
time, and those of extravagant elevation at another.
As soon as prices fall materially and unduly it will

be the interest of the merchant to export British flour

to the West Indies, to Newfoundland, or the Slave
States of Suutli America, and as soon as they have
risen considerably it will be his interest to introduce
his foreign grain into the British market, without
waiting for the lowest possible rate of duty. The
English and Irish farmers will thus have a new
market for their produce, when the prices in this

country make it most desirable for them to have it,

and the English public, instead of seeing the averages

worked by all manner of tricks, almost up to starva-

tion prices, before a quarter of foreign grain is libe-

rated, will see it gradually introduced as soon as the

prices rise, and that in the manner and the quantities

most likely to preserve the corn trade from ruinous
fluctuations.

At present the English and Irish corn-growers
have no mode of disposing of any part of their pro-

duce except in the home market, and this must ever
be the case, unless some plan can be devised by
which it can be made the same thing to the exporter

whether he exports British or foreign flour. The
export of British flour to the West Indies at the

present time is a mere accident, and must cease the

moment that prices fall in the United States, or rise

(as they are doing) in this country. Without some
such bounty as that recommended in our last paper,

the export will not last three months ; but, with the

aid of such a bonus, it may become a permanent
branch of trade. The privilege of introducing a

barrel of foreign flour duty free into the British

market, in return for every barrel of British flour

exported, might itself be sufficient to induce num-
bers to take their chance of a profit on the export to

the \Vest Indies ; whilst the privilege of introduc-

ing much more than one barrel for everj^ barrel ex-

ported, gives the prospect of a double profit to the

exporters, and will probably have the effect of ren-

dering the trade both durable and extensive.

We have already shown how the first part of this

plan would benefit the British corn-grower when
prices are low, and we shall now show how the

second would benefit the public when they rise. The
interest of the holders of bonded grain in a rising

marke: is to hold out as long as possible, and to

raise the averages to the highest possible point. The
interest of the holders of corn certificates would,

however, be to get cheir corn into the market before

the general holders of bonded corn could afford to

compete with them. Hence bonded corn would

come earlier into the rising market, and the markets

would never rise to the extravagant prices which we
have occasionally known. Steady prices are for the

interest of all parties, and this scheme, by taking oft"

surpluses, and promptly supplying deficiencies,

would effect that object, so far as the irregularities of

the season and the pre ent working of the corn laws

render it possible.

It must not be supjiosed, even if we take no part

ill this trade, that it will remain in its present state.
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Last year 28,000 bils of flour were exported from Dan-
zig to the British West Indies ; the Hamburgers have

gone even more extensively into the trade ; and the

corn-growers of the channel island of Guernsey
have also began to export flour to the same colonies.

Another consequence of the export of flour from the

North of Germany is, that the merchants of Ham-
burg have begun to send salt beef, pork, and other

provisions of the same sort, along with their flour,

as part of the cargo, and thus threaten to drive the

Irish provision merchants out of the colonial market.

If English merchants are to be allowed to go into the

trade now is the time, whilst flour is dear in the

United States, and before the merchants of Ger-

many and the Baltic have occupied the market.

When once they have got possession it will be no
easy thing to drive them out, or even to compete
with them.

Since tlie first part of this article was written, we
have leaint that the Liverpool memorial has been
laid before the Board of Trade, and referred by the

Board to the Lords of the Treasury for their consi-

deration. When the answer of their lordships is re-

turned we shall lay it before our readers.

BONDED CORN.

(From the Times.)

It appears that some correspondence is carrying on
with the Board of Trade by the leading merchants

and members of the corn trade in Liverpool and in

London on the subject of the proposed measure for

allowing foreign wheat in bond to be ground into

flour for exportation, and that they expect to succeed
in carrying at least some modification of such a mea-
sure into eflfect. They have also devised some plans

by which, as they conceive, any objections to it on

the part of the agricultural interest may be removed.
It has been projiosed, among other expedients, that

the preliminary operations should be carried on with

English wheat, for which an immediate demand
would thus be created, and a preference perhaps es-

tablished for the flour produced by it in the West In-

dian and American markets. In return for this they

have proposed that a privilege should be granted to

them of taking- out of bond, free of duty, as much
foreign wheat as would berepresentedby the amount
of duty, treating- as foreign, of the English wheat
ground into flour for exportation, the parties being
permitted to select their own time for doing tliis.

Thus, for example, supposing the rate of duty on
foreign wheat, as regulated b) the averages, to be
30s tlie qr, at the time when a given number, say

1,000 of quarters of English wlieat are exported in

the shape of flour, the merchant or exporter would in

that case liave his option of eitlier taking out ol'

bond immediately 1,000 quarters of foreign wheat,
or of waiting for the chances of fluctuation in the
amount of duty. If it fell to 20s, be would then be
allowed to take 1,500 qrs of foreign wheat out of

bond ; or, on the other Iiand, if the duty rose to 40s,
and he then thought proper to close his operation, he
vvould only release by it from bond 750 quarters of
foreign wheat. Intermediate fluctuations of duty to

be regulated of course upon the same plan. The
exporter, on certifying the shipment of the flour,

would receive a debenture, which would be transfer-

able, for tlie release from bond of a corresponding
quantity of wheat to the duty payable at the tinip of
the shipment. Others, however, foresee much diffi-

culty in this plan, and content themselves with urg-

ing the experiment of grinding into flour for expor-
tation the quantity of foreign wheat now in bond,
under such regulations as might be thought proper.
All further operations of the kind they would leave to
be determined by the success of that experiment. A
deputation has been appointed to carry on the com-
munications with the Board of Trade on the subject.

THE AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE.

(From the Times.)

The agricultural committee agreed to on Monday
last by the House of Commons, is in the nature of a

sop to a hungry dog, or of a toj'to a wayward infant.

Facts may be thereby collected no doubt—some well

founded, otliers more apocryphal ; but when gentle-

men come to the chapter of remedies—that is to say,

the only description of remedy which will be consi-

dered by those who seek for it worth a single straw

—

viz., the bolstering up of rents through artificial de-

vices, of whiclithe modus operandi is to be the raising

the price of agricultural produce by special act of

parliament, whilst all other commodities but corn are

left to find their own level !—it is tolerably easy to

foresee how the agricultural committee must finish,

even without the aid of currency doctors from Bir-

mingham to precipitate its doom.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

(From the Suffolk Chronicle.)

Our Suffolk Tories, after all, like their prototype,

the magnanimous Tom Thumb, have

—

First made Giants

;

Then they slew them."

All their agitation, all their plots and counterplots

,

all their bombasting ravings that the present Go-
vernment were the worst foes to the agricultural

Interes , have, like the mountain in labour, pio-

duced only a ridiculus mus ! A committee of en-

quiry into the causes of Agricultural depression

was all they sought for—and sure they were that no

Liberal ^linistry would grant them so preposterous

a demand. But lo! and behold ! without even the

awful denunciations of the Central Agricultural So-

ciety, which was to make them tremble in their seats

—without even a single petition being presented

—

the Government most willingly appeased their ire,

and fettered their tongues, by nominating a Com-
mittee of Inquiry on the third day after the opening

of the Session. This unexpected, and we believe,

unwished-for compliance, has literally left the Cen-

tral, and all the Branch Societies throughout the

country nothing to do. No repeal of the taxes which

press most heavily on agriculture can be dem-anded,

until the committee have made their report. How-
ever urgeut maybe the necessities of the tenants for

relief—the same amount of rents, the same amount

of taxes, and the same amount of tithes must be

paid—and theory will be, wait! wait till the cause

of your distress can be ascertained.
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TURF INTELLIGENCE.

In our last number we had occasion to
notice the suspicious transactions that have
lately taken p!ace in the Sister Island, which
have appeared in several publications under
the title of " Delicate Investigation," not a
very appropriate appellation certainly. The
nioment Mr. Ruthven received the slij^htest

intimation that doubts were entertained of
the genuineness of Caroline and Leinster, lie

ought to have solicited that inquiry from
which he shrunk in a manner that could not
fail to excite suspicion, even if no ulterior
proceedings had been adopted ; but to the
honour of the Turf Club of Ireland, the matter
was not suflered to sleep itself into oblivion :

a candid, fair, and impartial investigation
has taken place, which exhibits the business
in so clear a light, that no further doubt can
be entertained upon it. Some of the papers
reported the death of Mr. Ruthven, and when
the account appeared before our orbs of
vision, we concluded the " Delicate Investi-
gation" had broken Ins heart ! The report was
untrue; for we find that tliis gentleman,
whose name is tagged with M. P., has since
appeared amongst an assemblage of his con-
stituents, and, on being accused of shrinking
from inquiry, complained of ill-treatment,
and begged his political friends would sus-
pend their judgment till he had established
his spotless integrity, and received ample
justice from a jury of his country! Bah!
What jury could be so eligible as the honour-
able and independent Turf Club of Ireland,
before whom Mr. Ruthven refused to plead ?

It is painfully suspicious to hear professed
turfites prating about appeals to a jury of
their country on turf affairs. Mr. Ruthven
shirked the question when it was brought be-
fore the most competent tribunal possible;
but we will wait, nevertheless, to observe the
manner in which this gentleman may attempt
to redeem his pledge, before we proceed to
make those observations upon the case, and
the parties concerned, which it imperiously
demands, and which it shall not fail to receive
at our hands: we are public centinels, and
will not fail in our duty.

Steeple Racing has become very v>rcvalent,
and indeed very general, and we regard it as
an interesting addition to the already esta-
blished ramifications of the turf. Cocktail
racing originated, no doubt, in the best possi-
ble feeling

; but, inasmuch as it opened a
field for gross and disgusting fraud, it soon
became evident that more than ordinary sus-
picion must attend all its movements. After
tlie affairs of Tom Paine, of Mercury, of
Tawpy, Miracle, Sawney, Agnes, Go.ssoon,
Fitzjames, &c.,&.c., and the more recent busi-
ness of Swing, Napoleon-Ie-Grand, &c., &c.,
who could avoid regarding cocktail racing

with unqualified disgust? If it be not desira-
ble to prevent it altogether, let it be put on a
very difl'erent footing : for instance, let welter
weights be placed alike on all tiie candidates
for this species of secondary fame, and the
race or stakes open to any and all competitors.
To Hurdle Raciiifj, the same illimitable

scope for swindling does not present itself be-
fore the eyes of the base-minded and the stu-
dious rogue; the best horse, if judiciously
ridden, will not fail to win, if all be on the
square, and there can be but little temptation
for fraudful dealing. Therefore, if a hurdle
race or tvi'o be deemed requisite as a sort of
finish to the meeting or the season, in the
name of all that's liberal, let not the gallant
spirits who are emulous to exhibit their feats

of equestrianism on the velvet turf of the
course, be denied this inoffensive, if not
praise-worthy, amusement.
We are glad to see steeple racing encou-

raged ; we are glad to see it cherished and
patronized by men of the first rank and station

in society; and we rejoice to see the con-
ditions of the stakes not narrowed up by local

prejudice, but made as comprehensive as
possible, and the whole system rendered so
far unexceptionable

But, to show the imperturbable ignorance
of those spuriously-illegitimate disciples of
the press, who profess to convey intelligence

to the public on turf affairs and field sports :

these cunning literary mountebanks,have deno-
minated the amusement under consideration,
" Steeple Chases T' Can any thing be more
ridiculous ? To the Normans we are indebted
for our language of the chase, the original of
which is still to be found, if not "in very
choice Italian," in the vernacular idiom of
the period, and distinguisiied at the present

day by the appellation of Norman-French;
and if recourse be had to the musty moulder-
ing records of ages passed away, it will be
found that the word chase, implies the pur-
suit of somr animal; whereas, in the diversion

of which we are speaking, a number of horses
are matched against each other to cross a
certain extent of country, and he who
reaches the goal first is deemed the winner

;

consequently, it is a race across hedge and
ditch, instead of a race upon the course.

Prior to this period, we were indebted to the

mock " London Sporting Reporter," the

Newmarket literary charlatan, for a number
of absuiditics and gross misapplications; and
we sincerely believe that his title to the au-
thorship of steeple chasing is omnipotently

indisputable.

In regard to the word steeple, it may be
observed, that although it has become a mis-

nomer, its application was originally as cor-

rect as possible. When steeple races were
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first introduced, the steeple of some distant

church, (which might be distinctly seen)

formed the goal ; thus it was agreed to start

from a given spot, and reach the steeple

agreed upon. However, our cross-country

racers have abandoned the benefit of clergy,

and have substituted flags for those vener-

able muralities with which the country is

everywhere embellished.

It seldom happens that a professed jockey
is a superior workman over a country, and,
therfore, this class of diminutive mortals are

not exactly calculated for that kind of eques-
trianism which is necessarily called into

operation in steeple racing; yet, we are of
opinion, we could select a few from amongst
the numerous body of these truly elite, who
would venture at such an undertaking, if well
paid for the trouble : Tom Nicholson, if he
be not equal to Chifney, to Rushing Robin-
son, Sam Darling, or Day, is, at least, a
fearless horsenmn ; and we would not hesitate

to back him against any of those we have
enumerated, for a start, or, indeed, for the

use of the spur. Those who cannot follow
hounds are not calculated for steeple racing;
we never saw Nicholson in the hunting field,

but we have repeatedly observed jockies at-

tend the fixtures, watch the draw, see the fox
found, and return home. We have seen a
few ride well to hounds, particularly Simeon
Templeman. But steeple racing was not in-

tended for the employment of the Newmarket
dandy jocks, such as Pavis and Co., or the
accomplished horsemen of Yorkshire, such as

Darling, and his fraternity ; on the contrary,

it was meant for the emulous spirits of the

chace, whose noble daring is equally conspi-
cuous after hounds, or in the arduous struggle

of the steeple race.

The knowing ones in the good old city of
Chester are adepts at handicapping ; but,

fearful lest the Queen of Trumps might spoil

their sport at the ensuing meeting, they al-

lotted her a weight (8 st. 121b.) which her
owner was not likely to accept, and accord-
ingly Mr. Mostyn has declined to risk the
unscrewing of his splendid filly—over an ex-
cellent course certainly, but which moist
weather or rain renders very heavy, particu-

larly that part of it whicli is formed on the

margin of the river Dee.

Red Rover, up to the early part of last

month, the favourite for the Chester cup,
receded considerably on the betting list, in

consequence of a report of his having become
" dead nmiss ;" however, when we consider
the quarter whence this suspicious report

was bruited, (the Manchester Sporting Re-
porter, who, like his Brother of the Metropo-
lis, is no conjuror in turf aflairs, though
skilful enough, for ought we know to the

contrary, in the art of hgerdevKtin,) we are

scarcely inclined to alter our opinion on the
subject. Jupiter was therefore placed at the

top of the list, for what reason we at a loss to

discover; his performances could not have
entitled him to such an enviable distinction :

^vhile we are not aware of a superior horse
that ever belonged to the same family—the
weight placed upon him (8st2lb) may, per-
haps, be considered favourable. Red Rover
has, however, reascended, as will be seen
in the list.

In our next publieation we shall be en-
abled to make a few definite observations
respecting the Liverpool Trade Cup, as the

acceptances will be declared ere these re-

marks meet the eyes of our readers, (March
1) when, of course, business will assume a
tangible shape. It is true, betting lists have
been hawked about, upon which, of course,

little dependence could be placed, when the

acceptances were unknown.
In the Liverpool Craven Meeting one

pound less has been allotted to the Queen of

Trumps, (8st. 1 1 lb.) than the weight which was
oflered toherby the Chester Cup ;

yet, we are

disposed to think she will not accept on this

occasion, but that Mr. Mostyn will reserve her
energies for the July Meeting at the same
place, because the prize (the Trade Cup) will

be much more valuable, and the Cambrian
Queen will be consideiably advanced in the
fifth year of her age. On this occasion, she
will have to meet the crack horse of the day,

Touchstone, should he accept the weight,
9st. 71b., enough in all conscience for the

straight run in of half a mile. General
Chasse appears in the list, (as he does also in

that for the Craven Meeting, with the

same weight,) with 9st. 41b. placed against
him. Can Touchstone give General Chasse
31b over Liverpool course? We think not.

The General acquired unfading laurels upon
this course ; he has run over it many times

;

knows it well, and has always appeared to

advantage upon it. Queen of Trumps, Touch-
stone, and General Chasse, are no ordinary
trio : " When Greek meets Greek, then comes
the tug of war." Yet, it must not be forgot-

ten, that in a handicap, the object is to bring
(he nags as nearly together as possible, to

reduce a superior animal to the level of a jib

or a jade; and, therefore, in handicap racing,

an inferior horse is likely enough to bear
away the prize. By way of illustration, it

may be remarked that Red Rover appears in

the list now under consideration very favoura-
bly weighted, 8.st. 101b, and is five years old.

Mundig, as a matter of coarse, appears in the
brilliant array, with 8st. 71b. placed opposite
his name, which is 71b. less than the weight
awarded to Queen of Trumps, according to

the acknowledged estimation of such matters,

that is, allowing .31b for the latter, as being of
the feminine gender,—and Mundig a winner
of the Derby ! a striking acknowledgment of
the truth of our prediction, that the powers of
this horse were reduced almost to nothing-
ness by his distressing achievement on Epsom
Downs. It remains to be seen (and it will

soon be ascertained) whether Mundig will

continue on the turf.

Pliuted by Joseph Uogerson, 24, Norfolk-street, Strand,
LuJidoii.
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THE PLATE.
The Durham Ox, the subject of the Phxte, was the property of Eaul Spencer, and was exhibited at the

Smithfield Shew in December last,—was four years and ten months old,—fed on hay, mangel-wurzel,

Swedish turnips, and oil-cake; and obtained a premium of Twenty Sovereigns as "the best Ox of any

bleed." A Silver Medal was also awarded to his Lordship as the Breeder.

ORIGINAL LETTERS.

No. XVIII.

TO THE EDITOR OF "THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE."

" The operations of policy far surpass tlie labours of
Her(iu]es, preventing many ei'ils ivhich valour and might
cannot even redress. Unhappy ai'e the people who are
g'overned by valour not directed by prudence, and not
mitigated by the gentle arts."

—

Fenelon.

Sir,— The formation of agricultural associations
tlioughout the country appears to me to be a cir-

cumstpnce that must be viewed with pleasure by
every person connected with rural pursuits, and
alttiough it may be said with some truth that
ev'ery association lately formed appears to have a
separate object of its own to forward, and, conse-
quently, that there is little unanimity of pursuit
or pur])ose, even among persons most connected
with the landed interest ; still the very communi-
cation and intercourse, necessarily attendant on
such a state of things, cannot fail, I think, of
producing some desirable effect.

The Central Association now established in Lon-
don must be considered entirely political. This is,

I apprehend, the sole purpose of that societj, and
I confess I am one of those who think that some
good may result in consequence of the attention
which must be bestowed by the Government to all

representations proceeding from so influential
a source; and, accordingly, I entirely dissent to
your observations on the subject, which I found in
your Magazine for January as preliminary remarks
to your Review of the Corn Trade for that month.
But it is not my pi esent purpose to enter at any
length on this subject, as I wish now to speak
of that department of these societies whicli has for
its object the rewarding of meritorious labourers,

—

but I must say, that so far from condemning any
step as yet taken by the Central Association, tiiat

I coincide completely with the principles its sup-

porters have laid down for the regulation of their

future proceedings. I will now speak of the asso-
ciations having a local tendency only. I feel, it is

true, a strong inclination to dwell on the subject of
the Central Association, or, in other words, to have
a batch of politics ; but this inclination I must resist

for the far more grateful task of endeavouring to

interest your readers on the subject of Premiums
to Labourers, and on some other matters connect-
ed with the bettering the condition of the working
classes. It may not be unacceptable to some of
your readers, who happen to be engaged in form-
ing societies of this nature, to give at length the
rules and regulations of two associations which
have just been formed in this part of the world for

the express purpose of rewarding skilful and well-

conducted labourers. One of these associations

is at Chichester, of which the Duke of Richmond
is the President, and the other at Arundel, of
which the Earl of Surrey is President. When I

say the above two noblemen are the Presidents of
these Societies, I wish to be understood, that they
do not hold this office nominally and ostentatiottshj,

h\xt practically ai\d usej'ully, by attending the meet-
ings of their committees, and taking generally an
active part in the proceedings, thus forwarding by
the influence of their presence and example an ob-
ject always desirable in its nature, but especially

desirable at the present moment, when the opera-
tion of the Poor Law Amendment Bill has c r-

tainly a temporary tendency to restrict the means of
the labouring classes. Thus, then—for a time at

least—is another difliculty added to the circum-
stances of the poor—and thus is a new necessity

created for an additional stimulus to moral conduct
and habits. Now, it appears to me, that tliis ob-
ject will be most eft'ectually obtained by jiublicly

acknowledging and substantially rewarding the

industrious—the honest—the sober—and the skil-

ful. The natural bias of the luinmn mind tends

most decidedly to the possessing of the good opi-

s
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nion of one's fellow mortals. This is the distinc-

tion at which we all aim. This is the distinction

which every superior mind ouglit to hold out to

its inferior, and this, in truth, is a principle of
action which has been completely neglected—

I

may say has been annihilated—by the late system
of Poor Laws in England.

It has been said that these societies will work
no good end, because it is impossible to instil a
laudable ambition into a degraded mind. This
may be quite true. But I apprehend no one will

assert that a degraded mind cannot be reclaimed,
or that the acknowledgment and distinction of
virtue will not at all times discourage vice.
Surely the thirst for distinction to be obtained by
laudable pursuits and virtuous conduct has a much
more decided effect on every civilized society than
any fear which arises from the punishment of
crime can produce. Burns, the Scotch poet, in
his "Advice to a Young Friend," truly says

" The fear o' Hell's a hang'man's whip-
To hold the wretch in order."

and again he says
" 111 not say men are villains all

—

The real hardened wicked,
Who liave no check but human law,
Are to a few restricted."

and I will be bold to say, with the exception of
those last alluded to by the poet (the no-check but
human- 1aw-men,) that the moral conduct of the
lower orders will be improved by the reward sys-
tem, when the principle becomes generally
adopted. A few days ago, in a conversation I was
holding with a labouring man as to the present
difficulties of persons in .his situation in life, I

made use of an e.vpression—as advice to him

—

which appeared afterwards to me to be of very
questionable nature, on account of the great pro-
bability of its being misapplied. I said to the man
you must learn to abridge your wants as much as
possible. That we certainly must was the reply.
Now, if this man understood me to mean that he
ought to restrict any desire vvhich he might enter-
tain to support himselfand his fa.mi\y on sul/statitial

and wholesome food, or to shelter himself and them
in a warm and comfortahle habitation, and to be
clothed in decent and svfficient apparel, and these
necessaries to be obtained by his honest and unre-
mitting labour, he certainly attributed to ray
words a meaning that I was far from intending
to convey. The notion of bringing the poor to a
coarser food I repudiate with disgust. Such a
sentiment is the immediate offspring of cruelty
and folly. To degrade the body is truly to debase
the mind, and there is no degradation that I am
aware of which can exceed that which has a
tendency to induce human beings to be satisfied
with a diet at which a brute would turn in dis-
gust,—or to be contented with raiment less capa-
ble of bestowing comfort than the natural clothing
of quadrupeds afford to them,—or to quietly ac-
cept a shed as a domicile neither impervious to
the wet nor a shelter from the wind. If any
doubt the demoralizing effect of such a state of
things, I will instance the poor of Ireland as a
case in point. Let me recommend a perusal of
the Report of the Poor Law Commissioners for
that unfortunate country, and then let me ask if

the return to a coarserfood be any longer thought
to be desirable.^ Oh, no! it is not the laudable
desire of the hard-working, the frugal, and the
sober to partake of substantial fare, to be covered
with decent raiment, and to be housed by a clean
and comfortable dwellinrj, which is in any degree

the cause of our present distress ; indeed, the
fact is exactly the reverse ; but this distress may
with some justice be attributed to the luxurious
indulgence of the thoughtless and the depraved,
to the pompous vanities of the upstart drones of

society, and to the unprincipled extravagancies
of vapid profligates.

The glory of these mighty kingdoms must be
supported by the multitude, and not by any small
band or knot of persons. The multitude consists

of the labouring part of the community, and thus
it is the real strength of the nation which it has
been proposed to reduce to a coarserfood. As if
men coarsely provided for erer were, or ever will be

good citizens ! No, before you can make the

labouring part of the community—who, with
God's blessing on industry, produce the substan-
tial necessaries of this life—be satisfied to exist on
i'efuse and garbage, you must at least occasion in

their minds the same happy compromise that the
Fox in the Fable made with his own inclina-

tions, viz., that the grapes are sour. And to

accomplish this end there will be found some
little difficulty. Labour gives a rest to the senses,

and, consequently, it will be a hard task to flatter

the olfactories of a working man with a grub in

the gutter to the prejudice of the fumes from the

porridge-pot, or the savoury effluvia from the oven.— Coarser food, indeed ! Odious expression ! Let
us, like Sterne's Recording Angel, drop a tear of
pity upon the word, and blot it out for ever.

The following is a list of the premiums, and the

regulations and conditions of the West Sussex
Association for the encouragement of industrious

and meritorious agricultural labourers residing in

the Western Division of the County of Sussex, or

within twenty miles of the City of Chichester :
—

Class A.—For labourers who have brought up
the largest families respectably, with the smallest

amount of parochial relief.— First, bl j second, 4/

;

third, 3/; fourth, 21; fifth, \l.

Class B.—For single men who have lived the

longest in one place with the best characters.

—-First,

fifth, \l.

-First, 5/; second, \l ; third, 3/; fourth, 21
;

Class C.—For widows who have brought up the

largest families respectably, with the smallest

amount of parochial relief.—First, 61 ; second, 3/ :

third, 21.

Class D.—For female servants who have lived

the longest in one place, with gbod characters.

—

First, 4/ ; second, 3/ ; third, 21; fourth, 1/.

Class E.—For labourers who have placed out at

respectable service their daughters at an early

age, and who have remained in that service, with
good characters.— First, 4/ ; second, 3/ ; third,

21 ; fourth, 1/.

Class F.—For shepherds of flock-masters who
have the care of not less than ten score of ewes,

who have reared the greatest number of lambs
with the least loss, regard being had to the cir-

cumstances both as to the farm and flock.—First,

5/; second, 3/ ; third, 2i ; fourth, 1/.

Class G.— For the best ploughmen.— First, 4/

;

second, 3^; third, 21.

Class H.—For the best sheep-shearers.—First,

3/; second, 21; third, 1/.

Class I.—For single men under twenty years of

age, who have lived the longest in one place, with

good characters.— First, 'SI; second, 21 ; third, 1/.

Class J.—For female servants under 20 years of

age, who have lived the longest in one place, with

good characters.—First, 3/; second, 2i; third,!/.
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Class K.—For boys under sixteen years of age

who plough the beat.— Fhst, 1/ 10s ; second, 1/.

GENERAL CONDITIONS AND REfi U LATIONS.

The certificates to be referred to a sub-com-
mittee of seven, who are to decide upon tlie merits

of the respective candidates—three to be a

quorum.
The Committee to appoint the Judges of the

Sheep-Shearing, which will talvc place in June,

and of the I'loughing Matches which will Ite held

on the 7th of September.
The Committee to be empowered to defray the

expenses of every candidate they may tliink

deserving, provided always that the total amount
shall not exceed 10/.

The Sub-Comnuttee to be empowered to call for

ad<iitional certificates if they think fit.

That every candidate shall transmit to the Secre-

tary—at least a fortnight previous to the day of

decision—a certificate of general good character,

sobriety, and regularity of , attendance at Divine

Worship, signed by the employer of such labourer,

the Guardian, Churchwarden, or Overseer of

the parish wherein he is resident,—and the Offi-

ciating Clergyman,—or by four respectable house-

holders of the said parish.

That with respect to Classes A. and C. a further

certificate be produced at the same time of the

length of service under one" employer, the number
of his or her children, and the amount of paro-

chial relief that has been received by such labourer

or widow.
That with respect to Classes E. and D. a certifi-

cate must be produced of the length of service

under one employer, as well as of general good
character, signed by the employer.

That with respect to Class E. a certificate must
be produced of the names of all the daughters, the

ages at which they were respectively placed out at

service, and their ciiaracters, signed by the em-
ployers of such girls, and by the churchwardens
and overseers.

That a General Meeting of the Society be held

on the 7th of September at Chichester, on which

day the prizes will be awarded, and a certificate

signed by the Chairman will be given to each suc-

cessful candidate.

I will now take the rules and premiums of the

Arundel and Bramber Association, because, as

these rules and premiums differ very essentially

from those of Chichester, it will enable such of

your subscribers who happen to be engaged in

getting up societies of this descrii)tion, to select

from both those premiums and regulations which
may appear to them to be most desirable.

Class A.

—

Agricultural Servants.—To the

single man who has lived the longest time in the

same service either in or out of the house, 3/

;

second, 21.

To the single woman who has lived the longest

time in one service 3/ ; second, 2/.

To the lad under eighteen years of age who has

lived the longest time in one service—as /lired

servant living in doors.— First, 21 ; second, 1/.

To the girl under twenty years of age who has

lived the longest time in one service, and whose
character is without stain.— First, 2/ ; second, 1/.

Class B.—The same premiums to tradesmen's

servants under like circumstarces.

Class C.—Siiepiierds, Carters, & LAUouKr.us.

—To tlic shepherd on the Hills above twenty-two

years of age who has lived five years in the same
occupation, with the same master, and who can

produce the most satisfactory certificates of in-

dustry and skill.—Firi^t, ;">/
; second, M \ third, 2/.

To the shephei d on tlie Lowlands above twenty-

two years of age, who has lived five years in the

same occupation with the same master, and who
can produce the most satisfactory certificates of

industry and skill.— First, 5/ ; second, 3/ ; tliird, 2/.

To the shepherd on the Hills under twenty-two
years of age, who has lived five years with the

same master, and who can produce the mcst
satisfactory certificates of industry and skill.

—

First, 21; second, 1/; third, 10s.

To the shepherd on the Lowlands under twenty-
two years of age, who has lived five years with the
same master, and who can produce the most satis-

factory certificates of industry and skill.— First, 21;
second, 1/: third, 10s.

*^* No person will be considered a shepherd
entitled to compete for the premiums who has not
the care of tcji score ewes.

To the carter who has lived the longest time,

and is still living with the same master or mistress,

and wlio can produce the most sa^sfactory testi-

monials of habitual sobriety.—First, 3Z ; second,

2/; third, \l.

To the labourer who has worked the longest

time for the same master or mistress, or on the

same farm.—First, 3/; second, 2Z , third, 1/.

Class D.—Garden Cultivators.—To the five

cottagers wliose cottages and gardens consisting of

not more than a quarter of an acre shall be kept
and cultivated in the neatest manner, and the

general appearance of whose crop, making due al-

lowance for the natural quality of the soil, shall

be most satisfactory to the judges appointed to

view them 1/. each.

Class E. — Plouhhing to take place 7tii

October, 1836.—To the man who ploughs h\

acres of clover-ley in the best manner, with two
horses, without a driver, and who has lived three

years or upwards in his jdace.—First, 3/ ; second,

21 ; third, 1/. For the second premium the man
must have lived two years in his place, and for

the third one year.

To the ploughboy or lad who ploughs | an acre

best, under twenty years of age.— First, 2/
;

second, 1/ ; third, 10s.

Class F.—Hedging.—To the man who makes
one rod and a half of the best hedge and ditch

against all sorts of cattle.—First, 21 ; second, 1/.

Class G.—Sheep-Shearing.—To the man "vho

shall shear ten hogget sheep in the best manner
and in the shortest time.—First, 3/ ; second, 2/ ;

third, \l.

To each unsuccessful adult competitor will be

given 3s ; and to each lad or boy Is (id for his loss

of time.

Each candidate must bring with him a certifi-

cate (as under) of good conduct, to be signed by

the Minister of the parish where he resides, and

by at least one of the parish officers.

We the undersigned do hereby certify that A.B.

labourer of this parish is, to the best of our know-
ledge and belief—first, a regular attendant at Di-

vine Worship ; secondly, not one of those who
waste their money and time while they corrupt

their morals in ])ublic-houses or beer-shops ; and,

lastlv, that his (or her) conduct is good, -.uid such

as to render him (or her) a fit sui)ject for an

honourable reward and distinction.

Minister of the Parisli,

Overseer, Churchwarden, or Guardian.

Claims for prizes, together with certificates of

S 2
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any facts required to be proved, roust be delivered

at the Committee-room in Arundel, between the
hours of ten and eleven o'clock in the forenoon of

the first of August, or to some member of the
Commitlee not less than two days previously.

The right is, however, reserved to the Com-
mittee, if it shall think fit, of enlarging the time
for receiving claims and certificates.

Printed forms for claims and certificates may be
had of the several members of the Committee
at any time after the first of March.
Seven days notice will be given to the success-

ful competitors for prizes previously to the annual
meeting.

Competitors for prizes who may feel them-
selves aggrieved by the decision of the umpires
may appeal to the committee at the annual meet-
ing previously to the distribution.

The determination of the Committee in all cases
to be final.

It has often been said that comparisons are
odious, and I fully admit the truth of this observa-
tion ; but, on the present occasion, I must risk the
odium of comparing a few of the leading princi-

ples of the above associations, with tl)e hope that
these remarks may be of some use to such of your
readers as may be embarked in a like undertak-
ing. It will be observed, that by the rules of the
Arundel Society, it is imperative for every candi-
date to produce a certificatefrom the minister of the

parish, (a copy of which certificate is given above)
befoie he can be admitted as a competitor for any
prize.

The Chichester Society requires a like certificate

from the clergyman, orfromfour respectable house-
holders.

The Chichester Society does not require a cer-
tain length of service with one master in the case
of shepherds and ploughmen, &c., &c.
The Arundel Society makes length of service a

qualification in all cases where it is practicable to

do so.

The Chichester Society bestows its rewards in
instances of large families brought up with the
least parochial relief.

The Arundel Society does not consider it wise to

offer a premium on increase of population, and
accordingly bestows its prizes without any refer-
ence to large or small families.

These are the main features of difference in

these too laudable institutions, and I mention them
for the consideration of other* engaged in a like

pursuit, without any observation of my own on the
comparative merit of either.—I am, Sir, your obe-
dient and very humble servant,

Susseje, March 4, 1836. AGRICULTOR.

A PLAN FOR
No. XIX.

THE EXTINCTION OF
TITHES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMEr's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—In order that tithes may cease for ever, and
that it may be effected without being- detrimental to

the interests of any, it is proposed (if it be admitted
that a claim to tithes can be made out), that a valu-

ation of alltitheable property shall be taken, and that

three shillings, two shillings and sixpence, or two
shillings in the pound on the rental, as the legislature

shall think proper, as an equivalent for tithes, shall

be specified ; that a calculation of the value thereof,
according to the interests of the present incumbents,
shall be made, and that the Government shall buy up

these tithes, and pay the full amount thereof over to
their proper owners : and that in order to defray the
expense incurred, a tax shall be levied on all tithe-

able property, similar to a land-tax, and to be re-

deemable in like manner j and at the demise of the
present incumbents, the glebe shall go with the pro-
ceeds of the parish into the general fund.
As regards lay impropriators, there appears, on

the first view of the case, to be a difficulty ; but it

must be allowed by all, tiiat these tithes have been
misappropriated, seeing they are not applied to the

support of ministers of the gospel, nor to the pro-

motion of religion in any shape or form : therefore

the first transfer of them to secular purposes, was a

direct prostitution of them from their original design,
and consequently an alienation of the revenues of

the church : this being tlie case, all those who have
been dealing in tithes from the commencement of

this traffic, have been manifestly in palpable error

and culpable for their neglect in not examining the

nature of the property they were about to purchase,
especially those who have happened to purchase
them within the last twenty-five years, when the
voice of discontent and alarm has been sounding
fi'om one end of the nation to the other. I therefore

contend that the first possessors of them have been
paid tenfold for their outlay, and those who have j)ur-

chased them more recently, have done it with their

eyes open, and consequently have none to blame but
themselves : as it is, I would leave it to the wisdom
of the legislature to determine, and give them their

just due.

It must be evident to every discerning person,
from what transpired at the Exeter meeting for a

commutation of titlies, and also from the disposition

which a large majority of the people have manifested
at different other places where meetings have been
held for that purpose, that the day for a commutation
for tithes is gone by : I would not say with the

learned Lord Ebrington, that " concession now, after

so long a delay, would lose half its weight and half

its value," for I am strongly of opinion that any con-

cession, short of abolition, would lose all its iceighl

and all its value.

The bishops may talk about equallizing the reve-

nues of the church, and of giving to each of her mi-
nisters a proper maintenance—they may propose to

do away with pluralities, and non-residences, Sec,

but are these the essentials of the prayer of the peo-

ple? Will these reforms in church discipline (how-
ever laudable and how much soever it might have
tended to her honour and to the advancement of re-

ligion, if it had been carried into eflect some twenty
years ago) redress the wrongs and ease the burdens
of the people ? No, nothing will satisfy the people
now, in this enlightened age, but a total extinction of

tithes.

It will be in vain to tamper with the disease, seeing
it is become so direful in its aspect ; unless a proper
application is had recourse to, and an efficient remedy
prescribed, it will soon show itself in a more malig-

nant form, when all future prescriptions will prove
abortive.

As enough has been experienced, and said, and
written, on the evils of tlie present system, I need
not enter into detail of the facts of the case, but shall

conclude by earnestly lioping that such measures (by
the wisdom of the legislature, under the guidance
and direction of the Great Head of the Church) may
be adopted, as shall secure the general weal, the pro-

motion of religion, the safety, honour, and welfare,

of our Sovereign and his dominions.

A FARMER AND SUBSCRIBER.
Feb. 25, 1836.
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No. XX.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

GUsgow, March 18.

Sir,—In reply to tbe numerous enquiries from the
South, concerning- the stock of grain and prospects
of the trade iu this quarter, I beg to hand you a few
remarks, which you may perhaps find room for in

your extensive!}' read pages.

Since the first of January, with an occasional few
days' dulness, we liave had a ])rogressivo advance
of about 6s to 7s per quarter on wheat, a very slight

improvement on barley, while oats have been very
steady.

During the whole period of the advance, our bakers
liavc been steadily increasing their stock, and not-
withstanding the enormous consumption whiclt is

going on, 1 liave no hesitation in saying, that the
quantity of wheat held by them, is greater than at
any former period.

Tlie stock of wheat in the hands of merchants and
speculators is also very great. On the 31st Decem-
ber, 1835, tlie stock in granary was 66,000 qrs, and
since that time at least 15,000 qrs must have been
added to it, principally fine English red wheats, mak-
ing a stock of upwards of 80,000 qrs ! a quantity
quite beyond precedent.

Our stock of spring corn is by no means heavy
;

on the 31st December we had only 20,000 qrs of
oats in store, and since that time about 20,000 qrs
may have been added, making together but a mode-
rate stock for our extended consumption.
Of barley it may be said we have no stock, so tri-

fling is the quantity in store.

During the last three years there has been a con-
siderable quantity of Irish flour brought to this mar-
ket, which has hitherto been sold from the ship ; at

present, however, a stop having almost been put to

its use by the extravagantly high prices asked for it,

an accumulation to a considerable extent has taken
place.

Last year's crop has turned out better, in this quar-
ter, than was expected, and there is still a greater
portion than is usual at this day of the year, in the
barn-yards.

We have a dreadfully unwieldy stock altogether,

and unless we have a very backward spring, our pre-
sent prices will be maintained with great difficulty.

Hitherto the weather has been cold and boisterous,
but tliere has been no sharp frosts, and though the
young wheat is backward, our farmers are not at all

alarmed, as it is still healthy at the root, and the
weather yesterday and to-day is assuming a more
settled ajjpearance.

1 am, Sir, most respectfully, W. R.

No. XXI.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

yileitoii Hall, March 10, 1836.

Sin,— As tlio imposition of an additional duty on
foreign tallow, and the repeal of the soap duty, are
iihout to be brought before tlie House of Commons, I
think that the loss the grazier sustains when the price
of fiit is below that of meat, which it formerly
equalled, cnnnot be too generally known ; the follow-
ing calculations, which 1 will thank you to insert in

the Farmer's Magazine, nre formed upon data ac-
knowledged to be correct by practical men, shew the

effect the variation in price of that article Las upon

diflerent descriptions of land. The value of hides
has also considerably decreased from the numbers
which are annually imported. The increase in price
both of meat and tallovv, at the present moment, can
only be attributed to the shortness ofthe supply, which
the total failure of turnips in those counties which
usually fill the London markets at this season, has
occasioned. Surely the time has arrived, when the
profits of the English farmer are annihilated—when
the land is overwhelmed with the most oppressive
parochial assessments, of which the fundholder, the
merchant and manufacturer, do not bear their fair

fair proportion ; as appears from the Parliamentary
Returns, which state that out of £8,606,301 93,
lands and dwelling-houses contributed so large a
part as £8,070,147 18s; that the landlord and the
tenant have a right to expect not only a more equit-
able distribution of these burdens, but also that those
fiscal regulations which admit the produce of foreign
nations—such as timber, bark, tallow, hides, rape,
&c. &c.—at such low duties, as to deprive the home
grower of all profit, should be revised.

I am your obedient servant,

H. W. WILSON.

Good Grazing Land, worth about 40s per acre, will

feed 2 Beasts, of about 64 st, 14 lb to the stone,

on 3 acres ; the fat in each may be calculated at

one-eighth or 8 st. which at 3d per lb less than that

of meat, which itj^has often averaged, amounts to

28s each.

Two on 3 acres, or 16 st, fat at 3d per lb, s. d.

56s ; one-third No. of acres 18 8
One and a half Sheep, per acre—taking the

tallow cake, the fat on tbe kidney, and
parings of neck, chine and loins, at 20 lbs

each, at 3d,—5s ; or per acre 7 6

Loss, per acre 26 2

Or, allowing that the Grazier ought to make three
rents—one for himself, one for expenses, and one
for the landlord—from 20 to 25 per cent, on the
rent on land of less value, say about 32s per acre.

1 Beast of 50 st. to 2 acres—the fat 6 st, s. d.

at 3d per lb—21s; the half 10 6
1 Sheep, per acre, as above 5

Loss, per acre 15 6

Price, 2jd lower.

2 Beast, as in the first instance, 16 st fat, s. d.

at 2Ad—16s 8d ; one-third 15 6^
IJSheep 6S

Loss, per acre 21 9^

On average store and feeding land—meat at 5d,
fat 3d.

Half a Beast of 8 score and 10 lb per qr, s. (/.

7 st fat, 141b to the st, at 2d less 8 2
Half a Sheep, taking lowest possible

average of 12 st fat 1

Or, one-third less, I3s 3d per acre direct loss, be-

sides that which the grazier loses indirectly by
selling his stock when not thoroughly fat, wliich

he sometimes is induced to do under present

prices, large and very fat animals not being so

valuable per lb as smaller ones.

Beast and Sheep fed on artificial food will average
more fat than is here calculated.
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No. XXII.

ASSOCIATION OF THE TENANT
AGRICULTURISTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE F-ABMEU's JIAGAZINE,

SiH,— 1 was born and bred a farmer. My bands
have all my life been more accustomed to bundle the

plough than the pen, and therefore I trust you will

correct any mistakes I may commit in -writing. For-

tunately for me I farmed in times when produce was
in great demand, and consequently fetched liigh

prices. 1 jealized a small independence, and retired

from business. In mj' retirement I have amused my-
selt by perusing the various agricultural publications

vvliich have appeared, and in watching the changes
which have taken place in the agricultural world.

1 have seen with regret the declining state of tlje

farming class, and I have contemplated with as much
eagerness as those who were actually in business,

any prospect of amendment. I have read with in-

finite satisfaction the proceedings of the Highland
Society of Scotland ; I have seen tlie benefits which
have accrued from many local establishments in Eng-
land, and, consequently, when I first saw the an-

nouncement of the intended establishment of a Cen-
tral Agricultural Society in London I anticipated the

most beneficial results from it. I have narrowlj'

watched the proceedings of this Society ; I have
carefully perused all the documents put forth by it,

and I regret most sincerely to be compelled to state

that never was a favourable opportunity of establish-

ing a society which might have contributed largely

to the improvement of agriculture, and, consequently,

to the bettering the condition of the practical farmer,

been so lamentably thrown away. The early decla-

rations of the society convinced me that the acting

parties were perfectly unacquainted with the means
which were necessary to be adopted for improving
the condition of the working farmer. But the last

declaration put forth under the authority of the So-

ciety has perfectly astounded me. Looking to the

importance which this society attached to the landed

interest, and the vast exertion, which was considered
necessary to rescue it from the grasp of the jHOjn'eJ

interest, I conceived that attention to the agricultural

interest alone would have been sufficient occupation
for the society. I now, however, perceive that the

society undertakes the advocacy net only of the agri-

cultural interest but also of the manufacturing, com-
mercial, and maritime or shipping interests. "Nov.-,

Sir, I consider these other classes as much entitled

to protection as the agricultursl class ; but when I

look at the extent of the agricultural class,—when
I contemplate their difficulties, and when I reflect

upon the incalculable advantages which, as it seems
to me, might result from a society wdiich was pro-
perly oiganized for practical purposes,— I do feel

persuaded that the individuals who can so soon lose

sight of the main object for which the society was
established, are neithei' capable of, nor calculated

to benefit the farmer. I am one of those who think

that the new Poor Law Act is calculated to do much
good both to the former and the labourer. I live in

a district where its practical benefit has already been

experienced. It is, therefore, with much regret I

perceive the society endeavouring to promote a new
cause of dissatisfaction amongst the labourers, bj'

setting forth the injustice of their not being represent-

ed as a distinct class. I am perfectly astonished that

the g'^ntlemen, whose names have been announced as
members of the Central Society, should sutler opi-

nions to be promulgated under their authority, not
only calculated to excite dissatisfaction but also to

promote those ]irinciples of representation which mo-
derate men of all parties deprecate.

If the agricultural labourers are to be represented
as a cla!?s, it follows as a matter of justice that the

operatives of every class must also have their repre-

sentatives. What then does this proposition amount
to less than unieersal suffrage 1 So then, the Central

Agricultural Society, certain members of which have
taken so much pains to prove that it is not a political

society, is actually advocating universal suffrage,

and tliat under the authority of Earl Stanhope, Lord
Darlington, Earl \Vinchilsea, Lord Wynford, and
other noblemen of tiie like conservative principles. I

am fully persuaded that the society will not serve the

tenant, wlio is the person really suffering. I should,

tlerefore, pro]jose the formation of a society of /«?;««£

farmers and farmers occupying their own lands,

for the benefit and protection of the tenantry ,\Gx\v\ng

the landlords, who are already sufficiently powerful,

to take care of their own interests. Such a society

might be established at a very trifling expense. Its

objects should be strictly practical. If, Mr. Editor,

any of your numerous readers may feel disposed to

promote such a society, in which tenants might dis-

cuss freely and without restraint their situation, and
their own interests, I am perfectly at leisure, and
will most readily take upon myself the arrangement
of the details, until the society shall have been
established ; and I think the result will be productive

ofmore practical benefit to the working farmer than

the theoretical notions of the landlords, bankers, and
others, constituting the Central Agricultural Society.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

Feb.ii5. AN OLD FARMER.
P. S. I give you my name and address, and per-

haps you will permit any letters upon the subject to be

addressed to me at your office, and forward them to

me by post. [We shall be liappy to receive any

communications, and will forward them without

delay.—Edit.]

SALE OF NORTH DEVON CATTLE.
On 'Wednesday, March l6, the sale by auction, by Mr.

J. JMogi-idge, of the Farming Stock of i\Ir. Francis
Quartly, of Molland, took place; and, as a breed of

pure North Devon Cattle it had acquired such celebrity

that it was attended not only by a great number of the

Gentlemen Amateur Breeders of Devon and the ad-
joining districts, but it also attracted several from Nor-
folk and many other counties. Mr. Quartly's breed of
cattle have for many years been considered as pre-enn-
nent ; of the correctness of which there can no longer
remain the least doubt, from the great and unparalleled

prices for which they have now been sold.—The 21-

months-old Bull, which obtained the Sillifant prize at

Exeter in November last, was sold for 97 guineas

;

another Bull, 18 months, old, fetched 83 guineas ; one
Cow obtained 53 guineas ; ten Cows were sold for 37l
guineas and a half ; one two-year-old Heifer went for

50 guineas and half ; another for 30 guineas, and an-
other for 28 guineas ; one yearling Heifer sold for 23
guineas, one for iBg, one for l8, and one for }7^; and
one Heifer Calf for 2I5 guineas. Curly (the admired
Cow) sold for 53 guineas ; she was the dam of the

highest-priced Bull : the Heifer Calf also sold for 2l.j

guineas.—The above stock of cattle consisted of 73
head, 15 of which were calves; and, together, they
l)roduced the sum of £l62l l3s Gd—prices unprece-
dented in this county.—The whole of the stock, includ-

ing Horses and Pigs, were sold in less than four hours
;

which, together, obtained the sum of £l8l9 Is 6d.

Several lots were purchased for His Grace the Duke of

Norfolk ; as were others for Mr. Coke, of Holkham
;

many lots were also bought by difierent gentlemen in

Cornwall and Somerset ; and many of the very prime
blood were purchased and retained on the farm by Mr.
John Quartly, who succeeds his uncle.
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THE SHEEP.—SPECIES AND
VARIETIES.

The origin of the domestic sheep has been souglit

lor bv naturalists in various wild races :

—

1. Ovis musmon—The jMusmon.
'2. Ovis amnion—The Argali.

3. Ovis tragelaphus—The Bearded Sheep of

Africa.

The musmon of the Mediterranean islands, is yet

found wild in Corsica and Sardinia, in the mountains

of European Turkey, in Crete and other islands of

the Archipelago. It does not differ greatly ia its

characters, but it differs widely in its liabits, from

the domestic races of Europe.

The Argali or wild sheep of Asia, inhabits tlie

mountains of central Asia, and the elevated plains

of Siberia northwards to Kamschatka. It has horns

of great length; its colour is gray, and it is covered
with wool beneath a close hair.

The bearded sheep of Africa is found in Barbary
and tlie mountainous parts of Egypt. A variety

introduced into East Fiieslaud, and crossed by the

common breed, is said to have produced the large

prolilic sheep of the Texel.

To these wild races might be added Olus montana,

the Rocky-mountain sheep of America, an animal of

great size, and inliabiting the mountainous parts of

North America. But it is believed that the Rocky-
mountain sheep of America is the same as the argali

of Asia.

These are the wild animals of the race of .sheep

that have been yet discovered. Which of them, if

any, has given rise to the domestic races, has been
matter of dispute. In different countries difrerent

kinds of sheep are domesticated, and may have been
derived from the wild races in the countries v;here

tiiey are found, and in some cases produced by in-

termixtures which cannot be traced.

The domestic sheep of Europe is usually termed
Ovis aries. The female goes witli young twenty-one
weeks, and generally brings forth her young in

spring. She produces one, and often two, but rare-

ly more than two, at a birth. Siie yields milk in

quantity sufficient to nourish her young. Her milk
produces little cream; but the quantity of caseous

matter which it yields is comparatively large. This,

when made into cheese, is wholesome, but strong-

fasted.

The sheep appears to attain his most perfect state

as to size and form in the temperate zone. He is

there covered with wool, whereas in warmer coun-
tries he is more covered with hair, as he also par-
tially is in the colder countries, where his size is

likewise diminutive. The wool of the sheep falls

off and is renewed every year ; and the period of its

falling oft' is early ia summer.
In its natural state the sheep has horns ; but in

the domesticated races the horns frecjuently dis-

appear, and the most valued breeds are entirely

destitute of them. The sheep is a very hardy crea-

ture with regard to the effects of temperature, its

thick coat of wool defending it well from cold and
moisture. It has been known to live for along time
under snow. It is a harmless and timid creature,

and in its domesticated state is deiiendent upon man
for protection and food. In mountainous countries,

however, where it is less domesticated, and must
trust greatly to its own resources, it manifests its

instinctive powers of self-protection. It scratches

up the snow with its feet in search of food; it is

conscious of an impending storm, and takes tlie

means to secure itself from its violence; it is wary
and vigilant, and numbers have been known to com-

bine for defence against beasts of prey. But though,
under these circumstances vigilant, and in cases of
necessity bold, all the habits of this creature lead it

to submit to the dominion of man, and from the

earliest times accordingly it has been the subservient

instrument of our race.

W^hether the wild race of sheep be all of one spe-
cies, as some naturalists suppose, or of different

species, as others maintain, the domestic races with
which we are familiar in this island are believed to

be of one species ; and what we term breeds are

merely varieties produced by different conditions of
situation, food, and culture.

These conditions, however, produce a great diver-

sity in the size, characters, and economical uses of
the animal. Judging from general aspect only, we
might believe that the diminutive creature of the
Zetland islands, of the size of a little dog, is a dis-

tinct species from the large sheep of the Homnev
marsh; 3'et the species are believed to be the same.
The sheep, like the other animals necessary for

human support, is fitted to adapt himself to the phy-
sical circumstances with which he is surrounded.
In a country of heaths and scanty herbage, he is

small, agile, and hardy. In a country of plains and
rich herbage, he becomes of great size, unfitted for

active motion, and less capable of providing for his

own wants.
In the British islands, attention has long been

paid to the culture of the sheep. In many parts it

remains almost in its natural state; but in others it

has been brought to all the perfection with respect to

form, earlv msturity, and disposition to feed, which
appears to consist with the nature of the animal.

Besides tlie properties of size and form, sheep are

distinguished from each other by the nature of their

wool. Sometimes it is short and fine, and fitted for

the making of cloths ; and sometimes it is long, and
suited to the making of worsteds and coarser fabrics.

The main divisions of what are termed breeds in

tliis country are into the sheep of the mountains,

lower moors, and downs,—and the sheep of the

richer plains. The varieties of the former class have

sometimes horns, and are sometimes destitute of

horns ; they have sometimes short wool and some-

times long wool : the true sheep of the plains are all

destitute of horns, and have long wool. The follow-

ing may be enumerated as the principal breeds of

this country :

—

1. The Zetland sheep.

2. The Dun-woolled sheep.

3. Tlie Black-faced heath sheep.

4. The Moorland sheep of Devonshire.

5. The Cheviot sheep.

6. The Horned varieties of Fine-wooled

sheep of Norfolk, Wiltshire, and Dorset.

7. The llyeland sheep.

8. The Southdown sheep.

9. The Merino sheep.

10, The Devonshire Notts, the Romney-
marsh sheep, the Old Lincolnshire,

Tees-water, and Old Leicester.

11. The New Leicester and improved Tees-

water sheep.

The Zetland sheep exist in the islands whence
they take their name, but, with some change of clia-

racters, extend to tlie Faroe islands and the remoter

Hebrides. They are the least of all our races of

sheep. They are generally without horns. The
wool is adapted to the making of the finest fabrics,

and forms a fine fur. Mixed with the wool, how-

ever, is a coat of coarse liair, which, when the wool

falls off, forms a covering to tlie animal. The like

character is possessed by some other sheep in the
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extreme north of Europe ; and it is probable that it

is from this source that the fiue-woolled sheep of the

remoter Highlands has been derived. These little

creatures are very hardy, and may be suited to the

scanty pastures where they are reared, but they are

not deserving of more extended cultivation.

The Dun-woolled variety of sheep seems to have

been once very generally extended. There is more

or less of a dun colour of the wool, sometimes on

the face or legs, and sometimes in patches on the

body. Remnants of this original race are yet found

in Scotland, in Wales, and in the Isle of Man. A
similar breed extends to Normandj'^ and other parts

of Europe. The wool is soft and fine, and the mut-

ton good ; but in other respects the breed does not

deserve cultivation.

The black-faced heath sheep are the natural inha-

bitants of a country of mountains and heaths. Their

wool, though shaggy and coarse, is light, weighing

from 3 to 41b the fleece. They are of the smaller

class, but they are the hardiest, boldest, and most
active of all our sheep: they have horns, and their

legs and faces are black ; they feed readily when
brought to good pastures, and their mutton is in

great esteem.

This race of mountain sheep is found on the high-

Jands of Yorkshire, on the mountains of Cumber-
land and Westmorland, on the mountains in the

south of Scotland, in Argyllshire, and all northward

through the western and central highlands. The
best examples of the breed are usually found in

Tweeddale and the adjacent districts.

For an elevated and rugged country, where the

chief pasturage is heath, tliis breed is exceedingly

well suited. The objection to it is the little value

of the fleece, which is tlie coarsest of the wools pro-

duced in this country, 'i'his circumstance has, in

many districts, caused a substitution of the Cheviot

for the black-faced breed. But although the Che-
viot breed is superior to the black-faced in weight
and value of the wool, it is not possessed of the

same hardy qualities ; and the black-faced may,
therefore, be cultivated with advantage in situations

to which the Cheviot is unsuited.

The black-faced breed, though well defined, loses

many of its characters when naturalized in a low,
marshy, or less heathy district. Its wool becomes
less coarse; the darkness of its colour diminishes;
its legs and face become spotted or grey ; and its

horns sometimes disappear. Hence this breed is in

some places so changed in its external characters, as

to have lost much of its resemblance to the parent
stock.

The moorland sheep of Devonshire, termed the

Exmoor and Dartmoor, derive their names from the

districts of Devonshire where they are foimd.
They have horns, white legs and faces, and long-

wool ; they are hardy, and supposed to be suited to

the wetundrained country which they inhabit : their

wool weighs about 41bs the fleece : they are of the
smaller class of sheep, and their form is bad.
The next mountain breed to be mentioned pos-

sesses very distinct characters. This is the Che-
viot, so termed from being reared on the mountains
round Cheviot, whence it has been very widely
extended to other elevated districts.

The Cheviot sheej) are heavier than the black-
faced ; they are without horns ; the wool is fine,

and the weight of the fleece is about 31bs and up-
wards. The sheep, like those of other mountain
breeds, are light in the fore-quarters. They are
hardy, active, and well suited to an elevated
country.

Tlie mountains where this race of sheep is indi-

genous, though high, are mostly covered with a
green sward, and thus difi"er from the heathy moun-
tains of other parts. The nature of this range of
pasturage may have contributed to give its peculiar
characters to this breed, though it is probable that
some cross, of which the history is now lost, may
have added to the effect. The Cheviot sheep have
been greatly improved, but the breeders having
directed attention more to the form and size of the
animals, than to the quality of the wool, the latter

has diminished in fineness, though it has increased
in quantity.

The properties to be desired in a mountain breed
are, that it shall be hardy, of good form, of suflScieut

size, and with good wool ; and for a combination of
these qualities, the mountain breed of the Cheviots
has not been equalled in this island.

The horned varieties of fine-wooUed sheep, though
reared in a comparatively low countiy, are allied to

tlie sheep of the mountains, lower moors, and downs.
Of this class of breeds the Norfolk prevails in the

counties of Norfolk and Suffolk. The sheep of this

breed have large spiral horns and short wool. They
differ from the black-faced heath sheep and the

moorland sheep of Devonshire, in having short

wool, and from the Cheviot in having horns. They
are tolerably suited to the dry pastures where they
are chiefly found, but they are of a bad form, having
thin bodies and flat ribs ; they are of about the same
weight as the Cheviots, and the wool is about 2lbs

the fleece ; they are of a restless disposition, and are

considered to be slow feeders ; they are generally

giving place to the Southdown, which are in all

respects a superior breed.

The Wiltshire sheep are distinguished by large

spiral horns, but the legs and faces are white, and
they are heavier than the Norfolk. Their wool is

fine, weighing about 2§lbs the fleece ; and they are

the largest of our fine-wooUed sheep. The county
of ^Vilts, where they are naturalized, consists in a

great part of downs, and this breed was regarded as

hardy, and well suited to the nature of the pastures

;

but it has been gradually giving place to the South-
down.
The sheep of the Dorset breed have small horns,

with white legs and faces. Their wool is heavier

and less fine than that of the ^Viltshire sheep,

weighing from 31bs to 41bs the fleece and more.
They are a hardy race of sheep, being chiefly bred on
the open downs of this part of England. They are

remarkable for the ewes admitting the rams at an
earlier period than any other sheep, and on this

account they are valued for producing lambs for

winter consumption.
The Ryeland breed is so named from a district in

Herefordshire. The sheep are very small, white-

faced, and without horns. The wool is very fine,

weighing about '21bs the fleece ; the ewes, when fat,

weigh from 12lbs to 141bs, and the wethers from
121bs to 16lbs the quarter; their flesh is delicate,

and they may be said to be suited to the stunted
pastures on which they are reared.

This breed has been crossed with the Spanish
Merino, and tlie produce brought into extensive
notice under the name of Merino-Ryeland or Anglo-
Merino. Great exertions were made to extend this

cross; but, though it produced good wool, it has
altogether declined in favour. There are other

breeds allied to the Ryeland, which, like it, have
fine wool, and are bred on soils yielding light

herbage.

The Southdown is a breed of fine-wooUed sheep,

now greatly esteemed, and extensively diflfused on
the light soils and chalky downs of England. They
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are without liorns : their legs and faces are grey,

and, like the sheep of the mountains, they are light

in their fore-quarters. Tlieir wool is fine and short,

being froin '2 to 3 inches in length, and weigliing,

on an average, about S^lbs the fleece. Their flesli is

of excellent flavour ; thev are a hardy class of slieep,

kindly feeders, and well suited to the species of

pasture on which they are chiefly reared ; they are

about the size of the Clieviot sheep, the wethers,

when fat, weighing about ISlbs the quarter.

These sheep have been reared from time immemo-
rial upon the chalky soils of Sussex ; they have

spread into other districts of light soils and downs,

and also into some to which they are not well

adapted.
IMuch care has been bestowed on the cultivation

of this breed, and it has accordingly been much im-

proved ; but attention having been mainly directed

lo the form and fattening properties of the animals,

the quality of the wool has declined, though its

quantity has increased.

In the class of fine-woolled sheep is the Merino or

Spanish breed, now partially naturalizeJ. They are

originally natives of the northern provinces of Spain,

and were introduced into this country in the year

1788. In the year 1792, the rams were made to

cross the Ryeland, the Southdown, and otlier fine-

woolled breeds of England. His Majesty king

George III. had introduced rams of the Merino
bleed from Spain, and cultivated it with care. In

the year 1804, the sales which tlien began of his

Majesty's stock, attracted great attention to the

breed; and, in the year 1811, a society was formed
for the purpose of encouraging and extending it.

The result of the crosses with the native sheep has

not in any degree fulfilled the expectations formed.

The wool of the native sheep has indeed been im-

proved in quality ; but this has been accompanied
bv defects in the characters of the animals them-
selves not to bo compensated bv the increased value

of the fleece. The sheep of the mixed breed have
nearly all proved defective in their forms, slow
i'eeders, and less hardy than the parent, stock.

Flocks, however, of the pure Merinos have been
preserved, and the progeny of these has remained
superior to the new or cross-breeds. The natural-

ized Merinos retain their natural characters, though
the wool becomes longer and heavier than in Spain,

and the body more large. But the entire form of

the Merino as a feeding animal is had, the animal

small, and the return in mutton deficient both in

quantity and value. It is vain that some breeders
still contend for the superiority of the })ure Merinos;
the general jmlgment of farmers is against them, and
with perfect reason.

Could the breeders of this country look more to

the fleece than the weight and value of the animal,
as in Spain and the parts of Germanv where the

JMerinos have been naturalized, the culture of the
breed might become profitable. But the breeder in

England finds it his interest to direct attention

mainly to the weight and value of the flesh ; and
while this is so, it will be more advantageous that

this country import tjie wool of other countries than
that the feeders eitlier adopt an inferior animal, like

the iMerino, or sacrifice the more essential properties

of the native sheep.

Tlie races of sheep that have been mentioned may
be said to be proper to mountains, lower moors, and
clialkj"^ downs. The slicep of the lower plains are

of a larger size, and more productive of flesh and
wool, and they are all, it has been said, destitute of

horns.

The first of these breeds to be mentioned is the

Devonshire Notts, of which there are two varieties.

The first, the dun-faced nott, so named from the
brown colour of its face, is a coarse animal, with
crooked back and flat sides ; it bears a fleece of
lOlbs of wool, and is supposed to average, when fat,

at 30 months old, about 221bs or more the quarter.

The other variety is the Bampton nott, which has a

white face and legs, but in other respects resembles
that last mentioned, producing, however, less wool
and being a better feeder. Both of these clumsy
breeds have been improved by crosses with the New
Leicester.

The Ilomney-marsh breed has existed from time
immemorial in the tract of rich grazing land on the
southern coast of the counties of Kent and Sussex.
The sheep of this breed are very large, have white
faces, and yield a heavy fleece of long wool of good
quality of its kind. These sheep are favourites

with the London butchers; but tJieir breast is

narrow, their extremities coarse, and in other re-

spects their form is defective. The}' have been
crossed by the New Leicester, which has had the

effect of diminishing their size and lessening the

quantity of their wool, but of improving their gene-

ral form, and giving them a better disposition to

fatten. Some breeders of experience, however,
question the good effect of this cross, maintaining

that, besides the decrease of weight and deteriora-

tion of the fleece, the cross is less suited to the cold

and open pastures of the marsh.

The old Lincolnshire sheep, where they yet exist

without intermixture, are a large coarse class of

sheep, with hollow backs, flat ribs, and a hanging-

belly. They are slow feeders and tlieir mutton is

not esteemed. But they yield a very heavy fleece

of long wool.

The Teeswater breed was formerly the stock of

the part of England near the river Tees. It is now,
however, so entirely changed by crossing with the

Dishley breed, that the old unimproved race of the

Tees is scarcely now to be found. They were a

very large race of sheep, arriving at the greatest

weight of any other breed, and, like all the large

kinds, being very prolific of lambs. The wool they

produced was long and heavy to the fleece.

The old Leicester is a variety of the coarse long-

woolled breeds which still exist in several of the

midland counties. The sheep of this variety feed to

a great weight on rich pastures, but they are coarse

slow-feeding animals, and have generally either

given place to improved kinds, or had their own
characters changed by crossing.

Tiie improved Dishley breed is very generally

termed the New Leicester, from having been formed
by Mr. Bakewell of Dishley, in the county of Leices-

ter. This gentleman was the son of a considerable

farmer; and, about tlie year 1735, had begun to

turn his attention to those improvements in the form

of feeding animals, by which he became so distin-

guished. The precise steps which he followed in

the forming of his breed of sheep are not known, as

he ciiose to observe a species of m^^sterv upon the

subject. He is supposed to have derived his first

sheep from Lincolnshire ; but liowever this may be,

it was by a steady breeding from the best- formed

animals, until the properties aimed at had been

acquired, that Jie gradually corrected the defects,

and improved the form of tlie animals. He was well

aware of tlie external diameters whicli indicate a

disposition to feed, and, by a steady course of selec-

tion continued during a lifetime, he obtained animals

of superior feeding properties to any that had been

before cultivated. By constantly breeding, too,

from individuals of his own flock, and consequently
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near of blood to each other, he gave a permanence

to the characters of his breed which it retains to the

present hour. jMr. Bakewell adopted the practice

of letting out his rams for the season, and this con-

tributed to the general diflusion of his breed. Suc-

cessors to INIr. Bakewell have continued the same

system, and bestowed the utmost care in maintaining

the purity of their flocks ; and thus from the county

of Leicester as a centre, this breed has been spread

to eveiy part of England, where the breeders have

thought fit to receive it; and it has entirely changed
the character of the greater part of the long-woolled

breeds of this kingdom.

The sheep of the new Leicester breed are infe-

rior in size to the otlier varieties which they have
supplanted. The wool is but of moderate quality,

and in weight it falls short of tliat of the larger

breeds ; it weighs from 71bsto 81bs, and has a length

of pile of from 5 to 7 inches. The value of the

breed, therefore, does not consist in the size of the

individuals, or the quality or abundance of their

wool, but in early maturity, and aptitude to feed.

In this latter property, the New Leicester has not

been surpassed or equalled by any otlier breed of

cultivated sheep.

The improved Teeswater is derived from the old

breed of the Tees. The sheep are smaller than

those of the older race, but still they are a weighty

class of sheep. They are the largest of all the im-

proved breeds, yield a good fleece, and, like the

breed from which tliey are derived, are very pro-

ductive of lambs. The Teeswater breed owes its

impro^-ement chiefly to crossing with the new Lei-

cester ; but the same long-continued care has not

been bestowed upon it as upon the other, and, tliere-

iore, although feeding to a greater weight, the ani-

mals are not so complete in their form, nor so well

adapted for general cultivation as the impi-oved

Leicester.

The breeds of sheep, then, of this country, may be
divided into two classes,—the sheep of the moun-
tains, lower moors, and downs,—and tlie sheep of

the plains.

The sheep of the first class have sometimes horns

and sometimes want horns. The finest of them
Lave no horns, namely, the Cheviot and the South-

down. One of them, the black-faced heath breed,

has coarse wool; one of (liem, the moorland sheep

of Devonshire, has long but not coarse wool ; and
all the others have sliort and fine wool.

Of the moorland and down breeds, as they may be

called, the hardiest is the black-faced heath breed,

and this property points it out as the most suitable

for a high and rugged country, wliere artificial food

cannot be procured.

The breed next to this in liardy properties, but

surpassing it in the weiglit of the individuals, is tlie

Cheviot. Where the pasture contains a sufliiciency

of grasses, this breed deserves the preference over

any other known to us for a mountainous country-.

The next breed deserving of cultivation is the

Southdown. This breed is suited to the chalky and
sandy downs of the south of England. It is in this

respect a very valuable breed, but it is unsuited to

the more rough and elevated pastures, to which tlie

black-faced and Cheviot are adapted.

These are the moorland and down breeds, which
appear to be the most deserving of cultivation in

this country. Of the larger breeds of the plains, tlie

New Leicester is the best adajited to geuernl culti-

vation ; and wherever an improved system of tillage

is established, this admirable breed may be intro-

duced.

—

Ltnv's Agriculture,

ON PREPARING SOILS FOR GREEN
OR FALLOW CROPS.

BY MR. PATRICK SIIIRREFF, MUNGOSWELLS, BY
HADDINGTON.

(From the Third Report of Drummond's Agricultural.

JMuseiun.)

Amongst the changes that have taker, place in

British Agriculture, the frequent introduction of
wide drilled grain or fallow crops may be regarded
as one of the most important. They not only
have directly augmented, to an iinmense extent,
the means of human subsistence, but also in-

directly, by furnishing, through the medium of
live stock, animal productions of various kinds.
They have rendered a repetition of naked fallow
less frequent on all soils, and entirely superseded
it on some descriptions. Their efficacy, however,
as fallow crops, depend much on the execution of
the operations attending the culture of them ; and
this department of rural economy is particularly

calculated to call forth the skill and promptitude
of the agriculturist.

The green or fallow crops alluded to consist of

a variety of plants, differing from each other in

many respects ; but the preparation of soil for

their reception being pretty uniform, the subject

shall be considered under the following heads :

—

L Pulverization of soil aids the retention of
contained moisture, and absorption of that which
nature from time to time supplies, and is so essen-

tial to the prosperity of fallow crops in dry weather,
that it may be ranked as one of the leading prin-

ciples of their culture, if not of agriculture gene-
rally. An imperfectly pulverised or cloddy soil

exposes additional surface to the action of sun and
wind, which facilitates the escape of moisture by
evaporation, and deprives spring sown crops of
free access to air, dew, and gentle rains, as their

roots do not generally enter surface clods, and are
consequently circumscribed in their range. In
short, a cloddy surface directly aggravates the evils

of drought, and diminishes the benefits of moisture,
and is so unfriendly to the growth of the crops
treated of in almost every stage of their existence,

that copious and frequent rains can alone counter-
act the want of pulverization.

Soil is consolidated by moisture, pressure, and
drought, and pulverized by the expansive proper-
ties of water and agricultural operations. Copious
rains seldom fail to consolidate soil not of silicious

or peaty nature, and if immediately followed by
pressure from animals, andimplements, or drought,
their ])ulverization, howe\'er perfect it may have
been, is destroyed. It is difficu't to explain this

progress of consolidation, which is perhaps some-
what analagous to what takes place in the jirepa-

ration of building mortar.* The effects resulting

from a combination of the mentioned circum-
stances have been known to agriculturists from
the remotest ages, and familiar illustrations of
them are afforded by mud walls, and perhaps swal-
low nests. Agricultural writers have reprobated
the performance of field operations, when the soil

is in a wet state, and almost every husbandman
can testify from experience that the effects are per-
nicious.

Water has been found to attain its maximum of
contraction at a temperature of 39 or 40 degrees.

* Hence the origin of the term sour, which in

Scotland is often applied to soils in such a state,

although acidity does not exist.
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and to expand when it rises or falls from this

point. By tlic expansive properties f f water, the

particles of earth when saturated with moisture,
are separated by the agency of frost in winter, and
sunshine in summer. Clay soils aflbrd striking

examples of the expansive powers of water ; the

effects of which are manifest after frost, and similar

effects can be traced after powerful sunshine.

Mud walls and swallow nests also illustrate the ex-

pansion of water, both being durable when kept
dry, and soon tumble to jjieces when exposed to

rain. The injurious effects to pulverization, arising

from pressure of soil, when in a wet state, is per-

haps in some decree connected with the properties

of uater. Particles of soil, when saturated with
moisture, are distended and emollient, and if acted

on by pressure, water will be expelled ; the parti-

cles lose their porosity, and become consolidated.

AVhen soil in this state is acted on by drought, it

becomes hard, resembling the nature of brick, and
its complete pulverization can alone be restored
by the expansive properties of water. Clay soils

sustain much greater injury than silicious ones
from pressure when wet : owing, jjcrhaps, to the
particles of the former being more attenuated and
emollient than those of the latter. On such prin-

ciples, the following system of operations seem to

rest—
The plough, harrow, and roller, are the imple-

ments employed to obtain pulverization, and act
by friction or rubbing. Soil, intended for a green
or fallow crop, is usually ploughed in autumn,
with the view of decomposing living- vegetable
uiatter, and exposing a larger surface to the effects

of frost. As soon as the soil is sufficiently dry in

spring to admit of beneficial operations, it is re-

ploughed lengthways, or across, as circumstances
point out, and immediately harrowed, and rolled

by a light meadow roller, drawn by one horse.
If the soil partakes of considerable tenacity, it is

innuediately harrowed and rolled a second time.

In some cases, where soil was adhesive from
drought, a heavy roller, drawn by two horses, has
been used with much effect, immediately after the

plough, when harrowing followed by a light roller

succeeded. By such operations, light soils are

brought to a fine tilth ; and when a second spring

ploughing is given, followed by harrowing and
rolling, those of firm texture btcouie pulverulent.

In very dry weather it is necessary, however, to

execute the various operations with such rapidity

that the extent gone over by the plough, at each
half- day's journey, should be completed before
leaving the field, and on such occasions the roller

may be kept in motion if necessary, /ro?H mornbaj
till night by a cJmnge of horses. Should the newly
exposed surface be damp, and little evaporation
going on, the rolling ])roceRS must be delayed, and
harrowing proceeded with. If rain falls gently,

and the soil beneath continues dry, the plough may
be kept in motion, and harrowing delayed. If the
soil is wet, or the clouds portentous of much rain,

ploughitig should be suspended, as, under such
circumstances, it seldom fails to be destructive of
pulverization. In short, the system advocated is

to avoid pressing the soil when wet, and to expose
as little surface as possible to the evaporising ef-

fects of sun and wind, by harrowing and rolling

as soon after the plough as o]>crations can be per-

formed. Soils so treated arc always found jjulve-

rulcnt, and generally to retain sufficient moisture
to germinate seeds without the aid of rain.

It may perhaps be objected to this mode of pul-

verization, that if rain falls after the application of

the roller, the soil is again cemented, and that the
process is intricate and tedious. After an expe-
rience of nearly twenty years, I have not found
soil particulary injured under such circumstances,
provided it is perm tted to dry before operations
re-commence. It is, however, difficult to describe
in language the precise state of dryness at which
the different operations should be executed, and
perhaps a thorough knowledge of them can only be
acquired by practice. In clear sunshine, or windy
weather, the harrowing and rolling should follow
in rapid succession after the plough, and rolling
mny be pci formed whenever the soil does not ad-
here to the implement. There is no other system
by which pulverization can be so certainly at-
tained ; and farmers maj' simply test its efficacy
by pressing with their feet masses of soil saturated
with water, moderately damp, and parched by
drought ; or by rubbing with their fingers bread
newly baked, three days old, and thoroughly dried
by exposure to heat. It both cases, the first will
be consolidated, the second crumble into dust,
and the third into small lumps.
The common mode to pulverize land is to plough

it over, and wait for rain to assist the harrowing
of it. This mode often answers well, and depends
on rain falling for success, and without rain the
crop is lost.

2. Extraction of root weeds is effected by
the same means as pulverization, and both maybe
attained simultaneously. Root weeds are, how-
ever, chiefly extracted by carding the soil, conse-
quently the harrow is more liberally used, and the
roller less so, than when seeking pulverization,
and a class of implements are much employed,
called grubbers, which are also useful in pulveri-
zing.

After the spring ploughing in has been com-
pleted, the harrows usually pass four times over
the field—twice length-ways, and twice across

—

when the roller is employed, and again the harrows
twice in one direction. The root weeds are now
carefully picked by the hand, and removed from
the field in carts. Ploughing, harrowing, rolling,

and picking, are repeated till the roots disappear.
Thus the object is attained piecemeal. The plough
penetrates to the depth of six or seven inches, the
harrows to three or four : hence the necessity of
repeating the process. Freeing soil of root weeds
by means of the plough, harrow, and roller, often
requires considerable time to complete the i)ro-

cess. The plough is well calculated for bringing
to the surface root weeds that are deep in the soil.

But it is defective by cutting those which come in

contact with the coulter, and by burying such as

happen to be on the surface, and it is perhaps
owing to these defects that root weeds arc so dif«

ficult to extirpate.

The grubber class of implements penetrates soil

to a greater depth than the common harrow, and
is easier drawn in proportion to the execution ef-

fected. It brings deep lying root weeds to the sur-

face, like the plough, without re-burying any of

them. In short, grubbers, as extractors of root

weeds, unite in some degree the valuable proper-

ties of })lougl) and harrow, without their defects,

and greatly assist them in expedition and efficacy.

The most useful grubber is Finlayson's self-

cleaning liarrow, which has been extensively used
here since IH'J.'i, when I first introduced it into

Scotland. 'The next in utility with which I ain ac-

quainted is Kirkwood's grubber, and it was my
fortune to give this iini)lemcnt the fiivt practical

trial it ever had, when on the eve of sending it to
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a friend in Kent, with a view of cultivating his

hop grounds. Both implements, I believe, are

figured and described in the Quarterly Journal of

Agriculture, vol. 3, and also in the second edition

of Loudon's Encyclopa;dia of Agriculture.

At the time of trying Kirliwood's grubber it had
soms defects which, I understand, have not been
remedied ; and, although possessing superiority

over the self cleaning harrow in facility of re-

moving the implement from the ground, and re-

gulating the depth of tlie tines, it appears to me
little better than an ingenious evasion of Mr. Fin-

lay son's patent, at the expiry of wliich a superior
implement might be constructed combining the

merits of the two. But in the meantime I give a
decided preference, founded on experience, to the
self-cleaning harrow.
The preceding paragraph was written in January,

1832, and I have lately seen such an implement as

it predicts. The implement is the self-cleaning

harrow, in shape, size, and strength with the ap-

paratus which facilitates the regulation and lifting

of Kirkwood's grubber. It is superior to either of

the implements.
The self-cleaning harrow or grubber is employed,

after ploughing, in spring, passing twice over the

field—once length-ways, and once across. The
soil is then rolled, harrowed, and hand-picked. A
second ploughing in spring is usually given, fol-

lowed by the self-cleaning harrow passing once
over or twice, according to the prevalence of root

weeds, which another rolling, harrowing, or pick-

ing never fail to extract.

When extraction of root weeds is pursued in

connection with pulverization, I have been in the

practice of applying the self-cleaning hairow from
time to time, as the land was ploughed in spring,

followed immediately by a single turn of the com-
mon harrow and wooden roller. In this state the

field remains until it has all been gone over, when
the self-cleaning harrow is passed across its former
course, followed by the roller, and a double time

of the common harrow, and then hand-picked. By
these means the objects sought for will often be

obtained. But in extreme cases the whole opera-

tions must be repeated. In others, re-ploughing,

with a single turn of the self-cleaning harrow, fol-

lowed by the common harrow, will suffice.

The use of the self-cleaning harrow and roller

must be regulated by circumstances, which the

farmer can alone judge of ; and with a liberal use

of the harrow it is a difficult matter to retain

moisture in the soil.

In many parts of the world root weeds are not
collected by the hand, and the sun is entrusted

with their destruction. But the humid atmosphere
and weak sun of Scotland is seldom equal to such
a task, and in a majority of instances hand-picking
is the best mode of removing root weeds.

3. Formation of drills is effected either by
the common plough, or that with two mould
boards. The latter forms a drill at one stroke, the
former by going and returning in the same track.

Of late years, the common plough has been used in

forming drills at one stroke, and in this respect

has superseded the double mould boarded one.

The formation of di ills by one stroke of the com-
mon plough, generally requires the preparation of
from eight to twelve dril's before the operations
of manuring, &c. commences. A (hill is then
formed at one stroke, by the plough pasi^ing up
contiguous to the last formed pre])aratory drill,

with the mould board inclining towards the un-
drillcd portion of the field. A^'hcn the plough

reaches the extremity of the field, it turns to the
left hand, and passes down the first made prepa-
ratory drill, forming a new one with manure or
seed in the centre. In this manner, the plough
forms a drill for receiving manure or seed in its

centre in passing up, and one with manure or

seed in its centre in passing down, until the field

is completed. The depositing of manure or seed
in the drills, is encircled by the plough, which
may either form drills with the mould board in-

clining to or from the undrilled portion of the

field, but the first way is the best by aiding the

covering of manure.

There must be a limit to the width of drill,

which the common plough can form at one stroke.

Something will depend on the plough, its guide,

and the soil ; but I have found no difficulty in

forming drills thirty-one inches asunder. It re-

quires a good ploughman to form drills with one
stroke of the common ])lough, and although they
do not in the first instance appear so fiinshed as

when formed with a double stroke, the most criti-

cal eye cannot make a distinction after the roller

or harrow hath passed over them.
The formation of drills by one stroke of the

plough, as hath been described, was practised here
many years, and, when compared with the old

method, it has much to recommend it. There is,

however, a glaring defect in the process which I

have succeeded in remedying.

By attending to the description given of forming
drills for the reception ot manure or seed, it will

be observed that the loosened earth is deposited

on the right hand side of the ploughman; and on
forming the drill with manure or seed in the

centre, the same loosened earth is again deposited

on the right hand side ; thus the earth forming
one side of the drill is twice loosened and manured,
while that forming the other side remains station-

ar}'. This defect is obvious in every case, and
more esijccially when soil is not well pulverised.

The remedy is found in working the field into

divisions, by furrows or feinings, and keeping
ploughs employed in forming with one stroke,

drills for the reception of manure or seed, and
others following in the same direction, forming
drills with manure or seed in the centre. By this

method all the earth is once removed, and both
sides of the drill equally loosened. The operations

do not, as in the other case, proceed in a circle,

but still with equal facility and dispatch, and with
better effect on the soil, both as regards pulveri-

zation and extraction of root weeds ; as the whole,
instead of half the drill, is operated upon.

4. Formation of ridges, distinguished from
that of drills, consists in disposing soil into broad
parallel sections. The formation of ridges, by the

ordinary process of ploughing, is universally un-

derstood. But the formation of them, conjoined

with that of drill-making, is perhaps a new fea-

ture in agricultural operations, to the invention of

which I lay claim.

The formation of ridges cannot be altered when
forming drills by the double mould-boarded
plough, nor by the common plough at a double

stroke, or by moving the earth of one side of the

drill twice ; and the ])rocess of drill-nuiking at one

stroke, in which one plough follows in the direc-

lion of another, is the only one by which the form
of ridges can be effected. When ridges require to

be raised or gathered up in the drilling jjrocess, a

drill is formed by a double turn of the plough in

the centre of each ridge. The jdough then forms

drills for the reception of manure or seed, by
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passing up one side of a ridge, and down the ad-
joining side of tiie next ridge, till l)Oth are com-
pleted, leaving tlie furrow dividing the ridges un-
touched. Drills, with manure or seed in the centre,

are formed by the plough giving a double stroke
to the first formed drill, in the centre of each ridge,

and afterwards passing up one side of the ridge

and down the adjoining side of the next, till reach-
ing the furrow, which is divided and cleared by a

double turn of the plough. In this manner ridges

are raised as effectually as by the ordinary jjrocess

of ploughinsj. In short, by this system of drill

making, ridges may be altered in every form, pre-

cisely as by the common mode of ploughing. There
is, however, one peculiarity meriting notice.

The mode of raising or gathering up ridges just

noticed, supposes the ridges to contain an odd
number of drills—one in the centre, and an equal

number on each side. When ridges, containing

an even number of drills, recp.ire to be raised, the
regulating or first stricken drill, is not in the centre,

but on one side of ridge, which must have an even
number of drills on one side of the regulating

drill, and an odd number on the other. Suppose,
by way of illustration, the ridge requiring to be
raised to contain eight drills, four must be on one
side of the regulating drill, and three on the other.

In this case, regulating drills must be formed on
two adjoining ridges, so as to leave space for

three drills on each side of the intermediate fur-

row, and on the third ridge so as to leave space
for four drills on each side of the intermediate
furrow ; and so on over the field, forming the re-

gulating drill on each ridge, so as to leave space
alternately for three or four drills on each side of
the intermediate furrows. In this manner the
process goes on as if the ridges contained an odd
number of drills, and the effect on the furrows is

the same.

5. Application of manures is effected chiefly

by the cart ; and that of farm-yard manure, pre-
vious to the formation of drills, is so well known
that it is unnecessary to describe it. There is,

however, a mode of applying a bulky commodity,
such as compost of lime and earth, which I have
found advantageous, and which is t:ot generally
practised.

The application of lime cofnpost commonly
takes place in autumn, or during frost in winter,

and when not accomplished in these seasons, dry
weather in spring maybe chosen for the operation.
In applying compost it is usual to commence at
one side of the field, and complete ridge by ridge
till the whole is gone over. In this way each ridge
in turn is submitted to the pressure of the cart
wheels and horses' feet passing to and fro, by which
the pulverization of the field is materially injured.
To avoid this I have been in the practice of che-
quering the field in the manner of a chess board,
by marking the ridges across with the plough, and
then reserving a ridge for a road, by depositing
the compost latitudinally on each ridge. Suppose,
for example, that three heaps of compost are
formed from one cart-load. In this case the fourth
ridge becomes a road, and the carts deposit com-
post across three ridges on each side—thus every
seventh ridgo becomes a road, and the pulveriza-
tion of the others in a great measure preserved.
By this mode of applying compost a firm road is

soon formed, facilitating transport, and limiting
the soil, the pulverization of which has been de-

stroyed by pressure to a few ridges, which can be
again restored to a fine tilth by & liberal use of the

plough, harrow, and roller, without disturbing the
rest of the field.

Farm-yard manure, when applied to green crops,
is commonly deposited in the drills at the time of
sowing, being drawn from carts into small heaps,
and spread into the bottom of the drills by boys
and girls. 'I'o preserve accuracy in application the
cart loads should be formed all of one size, and
have a space marked off for the contents of each
going over. The dung for each row of heaps may
be apportioned for these four or five drills. A re-
flecting person will therefore vary the size of cart
loads and number of drills to each row of heaps,
as circumstances point out. The spreading of
maniu-e is best attained by marking off a cross
section of drills for each individual. This affords
opportunity of checking negligence on the part of
the spreaders, and insures a regular and perfect
application of manure, while each individual can
be tasked to his ability.

The number of individuals employed in spread-
ing, must be proportioned to those filling the carts.

A general rule cannot be laid down on this head,
as much depends on the nature of the manure and
quantity applied. In general, matters proceed
with dispatch, when three men are loading and
two emptying carts, the number of which is re-
gulated by the distance of transports.
Having detailed a system of preparing soil for

grain or fallow crops, which I have extensively
practised for many years, and can testify to its effi-

cacy, I do not, however, contend for its general
application, as circumstances may occur to war-
rant its modification.

If I am right in stating vegetable prosperity to
be checked by pressing soil, when met by undue
exposure to evaporation, and want of pulverization,
the application of steam power may accomplish
much for British agriculture.

The present system requiring a progression of
field operations, through almost every day of the
year, they are often completest when the state of
the soil is unfit for their execution, and every re-
flecting and candid farmer will admit, that much
of the present labour required to extract root
weeds and obtain pulverization, results from pre-
vious ill-timed operations. Steam power would
admit of delaying operations till soil was in the
best state for their execution ; and the advantages
of its introduction may be expected to residt as
much from beneficial effects on the soil, as from
saving of labour. P. S.

Mungoswells, by Haddington.

AcRicuLTunK.—Trifolium Inx'arnatum.—The fol-

lowing is a further testimony to the productiveness
of this valuable grass :

—"In answer to your (INlessrs.

Wrench's) question about sowing Tritolium in the
spring, I have no hesitation ni saying it answers ex-
ceedingly well, for, on referring to my book, I find
I drilled two acres on the 7th day of April last year
—on June lOlh there was a very full crop ; and, al-

though a very unfavourable season, I cut it for seed in

August, and have the grass now by me ; the piece of
ground where it grew has at present a very fine plant
on it that shed from the former seed, and Has had no
I)r('pnratioii whatever.—G. K.—Trotswerth, 20lh Feb.,
183«."

Impounding Cattle.—By virtue of an act passed
last session, a person impounding cattle is bound to

provide thein witli food, and any person entering for

the purpose of attending to liis cattle, is considered not
guilty of trespass. This proviso is included in the act
for preventing cruelty to animals.
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BEDFORDSHIRE.
Prow Kennedy and Grainger's Customs and Practice of

Tenancy in tlie different counties, published in 1828.

la many parts of this county the soil is peculiarly

well adapted for tlie growth of vegetables ; and from

its being naturally one of quick or early production,

a number of acres are devoted to horticultural pur-

poses, for the supply of the London, Cambridge, and
other neighbouring markets. The county presents

an alternation of gentle hills, and beautiful, exten-

sive vales. The soil is generally sandv ; it formerly,

in several places, produced nothing- but forest wood,
but the greatest part of what used to consist of waste

land and chases, is now cultivated, and is become
very fertile.

The eastern side of the county is chiefly a sandy
Joam, witli the exception of some spots where the

soil is poor and hungry, and of the worst kind of

clay. There is a limited proportion of grazing land
in Bedfordshire, but the greater part of it is verj'

good. The chief articles of produce in this county
are corn and vegetables ; and it is especially noted
for early peas.

PnACTicE OF Tenancy.—The most usual time for

entering upon a farm is at iNIichaelmas ; but some
takings are at Ladv-day : the farms are most com-
monly let upon a short lease of seven years.

The rents are paid lialf-yearly : the highway-tax
is half paid, and half worked out ; the poor-rates are

generalljr lieavy ; they are collected, in some places,

once a month, or as often as tlie money is wanted.
In districts where the land is cliiefly used in grazing,

the neighbouring arable parishes suffer much in con-
sequence of the superabundance of hands, and the

difficulty of finding employment for them. With re-

gard to tithes, they are chiefly paid by composition
;

in some places, where inclosures have been made
by act of Parliament, tlie tithes have been ex-
tinguished, in consideration of an allotment of land.

CUSTOSIS BETWEEN LANDLORD AND TeNANT, AND
THE INCOMING AND OUTGOING Tenant.—A tenant is

generally restricted from breaking up pasture land
;

he is likewise bound to feed all hay and straw upon
the premises : this latter restraint is now much
more general than it used to be, owing to the great
inconvenience occasioned within a few years past,

in various places, from the want of it : there are
some farms, however, which are still free from the
restriction ; but as the leases terminate, it is gene-
rally imposed upon the new tenant.

With regard to tiie mode of farming—the quantity
or rotation of crops, there is no general rule, nor as

to the proportion ofwheat allowed to be sown.
A tenant quitting at Michaelmas, is at liberty to

plough and sow the wheat ; and one leaving at Lady-
day, to sow the spring corn

;
provided, in the for-

mer case, the grain can be sown by Michaelmas-day,
and in the latter by Lady-day : the outgoing tenant,
however, has the option, in both cases, of either
sowing it himself, or of allowing his successor to
come upon the land and do it instead.

When the outgocr sows the crops, they are gene-
rally valued to the incomer, so as to include all the
labour bestowed upon them, provided he chooses to

take them ; but if he refuses them, the former is

obliged to hold tlie land lie has sown till harvest-
time, and spend the straw of the crop upon the
premises, having barn and yard room allowed him
for that purpose. Where, however, a tenant is free

from this restriction, the corn and straw are gene-
rally carried off elsewhere ; but under either custom,
the incomer has a right to make use of all the dung
he finds upon the premises, free of expense, no pay-

ment for it being required. The incomer pays for

the grass seed.s according to their value, and that of

the labour, and likewise for fallow-ploughing, or any
spring-ploughing, which his predecessor, quitting

at Lady-day, had not time to sow : but with respect

to any fallow, either for wheat or turnips, when the

outgoer takes the crop, there is no demand made
upon the incoming tenant.

Mode OF Cultivation, Lmplements, &c.— Owing
to the nature of the soil, turnips can be very profit-

ably cultivated, and tlicy are generally grown
tiirougliout the countjs especially the Swedish tur-

nip, which is produced in great quantities, and of

very excellent quality. The rotation upon the sandy
soil is— first, turnips ; second, barley ; third, seeds

;

fourth, wheat. On the loamy soil, beans or oats are

generally sown after the wheat ; and upon the clays,

beans and wheat are the principal produce.
It is a very common practice to lay clay upon the

land, which is found greatly to improve a sandy
soil, and it is frequently applied as a manure for

turnips, but it is requisite it should be spread out

in the winter, in order that it may be purified by the

frost: the clay, in many respects, changes the nature

of the soil, and its effects continue to operate for

many years. The drill is now much used, owing
to the lightness of the soil

;
great part of the wheat

is planted by the dibble, in the same manner as

beans ; and this practice has been proved to answer
a better purpose than sowing or drilling, as the wheat
finds a firmer rooting, and the ground does not re-

quire nearly so much harrowing, in order to cover

the grain. Tlireshing machines are now much dis-

used, being seldom seen in any part of the county.

Tlie plough which is now in most general use, is

the Ipswich jilough, with cast-iron tips.

With regard to the draining, it is chiefly laid in

with bushes and straw, and generally at the expense
of the tenant. The outbuildings, which are very
neatly thatched and weather-boarded, aie most com-
monly kept in repair at the charge of the landlord.

The Corn Trade. — (From the Lincolnshire
Chronicle).—We are happy to say that our market hill

was more numerously attended on Friday last, than for

some time past. The demand for wheat and barley was
brisk and the prices of the two previous markets were
firmly maintained, so that we have a fair prospect of the
continuance of the improvement eflfected in the last two
months. IMurmuring' amongst the agriculturists, is

becoming' fainter and fainter, and will we doubt not,

ere long die away. The principal thing- now needed to

give stability and permanency to the farmer's comforts,
is a rig-id attention to the following aphorisms :

—
Hand to the Plough :

Wife to the Cow,
Boy to the J\Iow.

Maid to the Sow,
Will pay the Rent now :

But—Man with his Tally-ho,
Wife squalling Pian-o

!

Girl with her Satin-oii

!

Boy at Tatts or at E. O.!
Is splash, dash, and must end in ruin-oh

!

Unrivalled Lincolnshire Sheep. — Farmers,
g-raziers, and others will have a famous treat at

Brigg, on Thursday tlie 10th day of March next, as

Henry Healey, Esq., of High Risby, will on that day
have his extraordinary large sheep shown and slaugh-
tered at the Lion Hotel. It is supposed he will weigh
73lbs per qr—and clip more than 141bs of wool, and for

symmetry and all that can be wished for in a slieep, he
is allowed by judges to be witiiout a parallel.
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ON FORMING NEW LEYS.

To the EiUtnr of the Irisli Favmer's and Gardener's

Magazine,

Sir.—From a paper in the last number of your
very interesting- periodical, 1 have been induced,

hastilv, to throw together a kw crude remarks on
the subject of pastures, acquired from some degree
of practical experience, which, from my observations

and the general importance I am disposed to attach

to it, appears to have claimed less attention than any
otlier branch of husbandry.
From the great depreciation in the value of pro-

duce, I resolved, some years since, to convert tlie

principal portion of my farm into a permanent sheep

pasture; but differing very widely from the mode
so generally adopted, of throwing out land to reco-

ver itself, (as it is termed) which, in this instance,

it miglit, perliaps, have been thought could very

well have been done, from my farm being at the

time in a high state of cultivation—but as I was
satisfied, complete success, with the greatest amount
of profit, must mainly depend upon the most enricli-

ing preparation of soil I could attain to, accom-
panied by a clean course of tillage, for two succes-

sive seasons the land was cultivated with drill

potatoes, and each winter, thrown into drills, to

keep it dry, and expose as much of the surface as

possible to the ameliorating influence of the frosts.

I had been previously engaged, for a considerable

time in making various experiments, in the produce,
as well as early and late growth of different descrip-

tions of grasses, and for the purpose of acquiring
additional information, had corresponded with an
eminent agriculturist in England, who I was aware
chiefly directed his attention to this subject. By
his reply I was happy to find he entirely coincided

with me, in concluding that no grasses could be

found to rival the cocksfoot, meadow foxtail, and tall

smooth-stalked meadow grass, which, for the bene-
fit of the practical agriculturist, I give in by their

English names; and which, in all my experiments,
invariably proved, beyond all comparison, to aftbrd

the most abundant produce, througliout the entire

season, and from their hardy nature, continuing to

vegetate during the greater part of the winter.

However, he recommended me to make an addition

of some sweet vernel, dogstail, and fescue grass,

which having obtained, I sowed two fields, one with
the addition of these descriptions, and the other
without, adding about 6lbs of perennial clover per
acre. The quantity 1 use is from six to seven
bushels per Irish acre, with tliis description of
clover. The ground having been kept very dry by
the drills, throughout the winter, it was in the
highest state of tilth, so that I could avail myself of
the earliest opportunity to give it a slight ploughing
and harrowing to level the drills, and after a turn of
the roller, the seeds were sown. It is most essen-
tial lo hare the surface as level as possible, so that
the seed may fall evenly over the ground, which is

never so effectually accomplished when put in after

the harrow, as they lie in the hollows, and conse-
quently come up patchy. After a double strike of
the harrow, it was again rolled, and the work com-
pleted. 'Ihe vegetation was most rapid and yielded
an abundant crop of hay, which being carted off as
soon as ])0ssible, was succeeded by a most luxuriant
after-growth, which proved a seasonable supply for
early ewes. I soon, however, discovered that tlie

grasses I had been induced to add no way answered
my expectation ; for wherever they were found
growing the verdure was scanty and the growth
tardy and diminutive compared with the luxuriance

of those of my own selection; so that since that

period I have never used any other description than
the cocksfoot and meadow foxtail ; for finding it very
difficult, and being too often disappointed in not

being able to procure genuine seed of the tall and
smooth-stalked meadow grass, in London, 1 have
wholly discontinued it, and now use an equal quan-
tity of each. The principal part of my seeds are

gathered in the neighbourhood, by women and chil-

dren, at 4s per bushel; for being indigenous, they
are found flourishing in great abundance every
where around us. 'ihe abundant produce of my
pastures soon satisfied me of the benefit of this sys-
tem, which I have steadily pursued until now. Nearly
the whole of my farm is converted into paslui-e; but
I find it much preferable, as soon as the grass is

sufficiently high for the scythe, to cut and carry it

into the liousa for feeding, rolling it well imme-
diately afterwards, which assists in giving the roots

a firm hold of the ground, so that I never sustain

any injury from feeding it down with sheep, when a

good covering is left to protect the young roots from
the influence of severe frosts in the winter. By this

means the annual weeds, which, with all the care

that can be bestowed, it is imjjossible to guard
against, are entirely destroyed. The air being al-

lowed a free circulation, encourages the growth of
the delicate and backward plants, which otherwise
would become choked by the closeness of the crop
and weeds, leaving the ground in many places desti-

tute of grass. I have sprinkled a small quantity cf
rape with the grass seeds, eating both down toge-
ther ; but the drops from the leaves, with the shade
of the plants, proved more prejudicial than any
benefit derived by either the hind or the stock,

added to the additional trouble of cutting the rape
stalks, with the chicken and other weeds, which
must be expected to spring up.

'I'hose who may be induced to make a trial of this

mode of culture will, I am persuaded, be repaid 100
per cent : and I venture to assert, will be rewarded
by obtaining the most luxuriant pasture, with as

close and even a turf in the second season as the
oldest lea can afford.

Should these few hasty and undigested remarks
be found deserving of insertion in your magazine, or

any way prove useful to the agriculturist, who,
while every other class of the community appear to

be amply rewarded for their industry and exertion,

are, I feel persuaded, weighed down and contending
with complicated difi!iculties and discouragements,
probably, on a future occasion, I may be induced to

communicate some remarks on the fiiilure of our
staple produce of the soil, with the advantages
resulting from the application of bone manure, which
I have employed with grest success in the cultiva-

tion of turnips. A Downshiue Agricultuiiist.

Essex.—A Prolific Siikep.—An ewe belonging
to ]\Ir. J. II. Hudson, of Barnston, near Great Dun-
mow, which was itself lambed on the 1st April, 1830,
has produced in the course of five years and eleven
months twelve lambs, viz. :—On the 14th February,
1831, it lambed one, which being born on St. \'alen-

tine's day, the owner bestowed upon it the name of

Valentine. On Good Friday, 1832, it a.^-ain lambed
one; this is called Friday. On the 4th March, 1833,

it had two lambs, these were named Hob and .loan. On
jMarch 10, 1834, it again lambed two, these are named
Tom and Jerry. On tlic 13th j\Iarch, 1835, it had
three, which the owner calls Shadrach, iMeshach, and
Abednego. On the 1st of the present month it again
lambed three. J'he last six are alive and with their

mother
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COUNTY RATES.

Through the kindness of our Armagh Correspon-

dent we have procured tlie copy of a Petition to

Parliament, forwarded from thence, the subject of

which we consider of such importance that we lose

not a moment in laying it before our readers, hoping

that the country gentlemen who may still have to

assemble in the Counties wherein the Assizes have

not as yet been held may be induced to take up the

matter, and support, by corresponding Petitions,

the prayer for redress of the palpable grievance

which the Gentlemen of the County of Armagh have

put forth with so much temper and firmness, and

which we are only surprised has not much sooner

been brought under the attention of Parliament. The
Grand Jury assessments in Ireland must amount to

fully one million sterling, and the entire revenues of

customs and excise of the kingdom are little more
than three millions—so that the owners of property,

in lands and houses, it thus would appear, are

actually paying one-third more of taxation than any

other class of persons whatever, which certainly is a

grievance that ought to be redressed. Our limited

space prevents us from indulging in further obser-

vations, and we shall therefore content ourselves

with merely referring to the document itself, which

will be read with interest, if we are not much mis-

taken, in every part of the empire, and perhaps may
be the means of making the payers of county rates

in England, who are aggrieved in somewhat a similar

way, to take up the subject, and to unite in pressing

it upon the attention of the legislature :

—

" To the Right Honourable and Honourable the Com-
mons of the I'nited Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, in Parliament assembled.

" The Petition of the undersigned members of the

Grand Panel of the County of Armagh,

" Humbly sheweth,
" That for a long period of time Grand .Juries in

Ireland have been made tiie medium of imposing taxes

for the constuction and repair of roads, building gaols,

court-houses, bridewells, infirmaries, lunatic asylums,

&c. &c., and hkewise for the expense of maintaining

tlie prisoners and patients therein, salaries of public

officers, costs of prosecutions, &c., and for many other

objects of a public nature.
" That the taxes so raised by Grand Juries for the

purposes aforesaid, have been levied off lands and
houses, according to an ancient rule of applotment,
without in any manner whatever affecting any other

species of property.
" That by this other mode of taxation, the entire

burthen falls upon the landlords of said lands and
houses so taxed, and is a direct deduction from the

value of their property and the income arising there-

from.
"That the grievance which landlords have thus a

right to complain of as being subject to a taxation from
which all their fellow-subjects are free, has already in-

creased to such a degree, that the county assessments

have in several places become nearly equal, or even
more than the entire rent of the land so assessed

amounted to sixty or seventy years ago, though the

price of wheat is at present lower than it averaged then,

or has ever done since.
" 'i'hat your petitioners nevertheless perceive, that to

the excessive taxation thus shewn already to exist, there

is now a further addition to be made under the new
constabulary act, for superannuation of constables,

salaries of stipendiary man-istrates, and an encreased

estabhshment of police when tlieuglit necessary by the

government— all of which cannot fail ultimately to in-

crease most materially the county assessments.
" That your petitioners, belonging chiefly to that

class of the community which is thus evidently ag-
grieved, have for a long succession of years, been the

passive instruments of carrying into effect this unjust

principle of taxation ; but at length forced by the loud
complaints which are made of, and to them—and the
public feehng which has been excited by the increasing
amount of the assessments they are forced to impose,
your petitioners are induced to apply to your honourable
house for redress, and most respectfully beg leave to

represent
" That landlords, whether of houses or lands, contri-

bute to the general taxation in hke manner as any other
class of his Majesty's subjects in this part of the united
kingdom, and that it is evidently unjust, in the highest

degree, to charge them solely for objects, the benefit of
which all others equally enjoy.
" Your petitioners beg also to state, that it is not

merely in regard to taxation tlie Grand Jury laws are

defective ; but are also most erroneous in principle, and
inefficient in practice, as regards tlie repair of the public
roads of the county, being that branch of the expendi-
ture which more particularly falls under your peti-

tioners' observaiion—in which resjiect they beg' to refer

to the evidence given before a committee of your
honourable house on the Board of Works, during last

session, page 279, by William Blacker, Esq. Your
petitioners are also of opinion that a general turnpike
bill should be passed, by which the enormous expense
of separate local acts might be evaded, and the pas-
sengers be made to pay for the convenience and use of
the public road he enjoys.
" Your petitioners likewise complain that the Armagh

Grand Jury are now called on to repay a larg-e sum,
expended in putting the act, commonly called 'the
Million Act,' in force ; and they have been, in like

manner, called upon formerly to repay government
advances underthe Cholera Act, and for which purpose
they are sorry to perceive a demand is made upon the
Grnnd Jury of the city and liberties of Limerick, to the
extent of five thousand six hundred pounds sterling.

And your petitioners further perceive that the intro-

ducers of sundry bills into your honourable house, for

the employment and support of the poor, and building
poor-houses for their accommodation, &c., all contem-
plate to raise the expenses thereof by means of baronial
assessments, upon the same principle as Gand Jury
taxation.

" Your petitioners, therefore, tiiink themselves called
upon most respectfully, but most decidedly, to protest
against the principle of levying', by a partial assessment
on the property of landlords, sums of any kind, whether
large or small, for these or other objects, with which
they are in no way connected more than any other class
of the community ; and they do earnestly entreat that
your hononrable house shall adopt some more equita-
ble principle of providing for the public burdens, by
which all may equally contribute to what all equally
derive benefit from.—And your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

" Alexander, W^ M. Bond,
Leonard Dobbin, Roger Hall,
G.H.A.Molyneaux, A.J.Kelly,
Wm. H. Algeo, Alex. Hamilton,
Arthur Tuom, Barnet INI'Kee,
John Whaley, Robert Hardin,
Maxwell Cross, Edward Obre,
Charles Hunt, Charles Fox,
Wm. John Hancock, Thos. Dobbin,
A. St. George, W'm. Jones Armstrong,
John Barnes, Francis Stringer,
W. Blacker, W. Blacker, of Armagh,
Thos. Atkinson, John Thompson,
R. S. Thomson, Wm. Olpherts,
J. M.Stronge. Foreman, John Robert Irwin,
Thos. Molyneaux, Thos. Knox Armstrong."
M. Close,

A Rare Cow. — The celebrated " jMaddresfield
Heifer," the property of Mr. Payne, of this city, was
put up by public auction, by Mr, Hobbs, at Bromwich
farm, on ^londay. There was a respectable and nu-
merous attendance of company, but the heifer was not
sold, the highest bidding- being 54/, at which sum Mr.
Payne would not consent to part with her.— Worcester
Herald.
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HOUSEMANSHIP.
THE FLYING LEAP.

The position in the standing leap is applicable

also to the flying leap. It is easier to sit by an

experienced horseman, because ihe horse's body
preserves a more horizontal position, occa-

sioned by the animal taking his spring at a

greater distance from the 1 ar and going further

over—the rise and fall are not so distinctly mark-
ed. In consequence, the rider has no occasion to

bring his body quite so forward when tlie horse's

fore legs rise, as the spring from the hind legs im-

mediately follows. Therefore, keep your body
upright, keep your hand down, take hold with your
legs in the manner described under the preceding

head ; and as tlie horse springs slip your breech

forward, and your body will not fail to take

the corresponding motion of leaning back. Let

your body become upright, keep your knee and
legs firmly grasped till the hind feet have come to

the grouud, bearing the horse's mouth nicely in

your hand as he alights.

The horse should rather canter than go full

gallop at a flying leap ; and yet it should be done
in a determined manner both by the horse and his

rider : if the rider hesitate, or manifest any timidity,

the horse will immediately perceive it, and will be

very apt to swerve or refuse tlie leap, and conse-

quently endanger the rider. Never allow your
body to come forward even at the commencement
of tlie flying leap, lest the horse should not come
fair at it, refuse, or stop, in which cases, with your
body forward, you would be very liable to be
thrown. If the horse jumps willingly, allow him
to take his own jiace at it, if odierwise, take the

horse fifteen or sixteen yards from the bar, place

his head fairly towards it, touch him with the

spurs just as he starts but not afterwards:—he
will most likely trot a few steps, and strike into a
short gallop for a stroke or two before he springs.

If the horse be very sluggish, the smart applica-

tion of the spurs just before you turn his head to-

wards the leap, (but not when he is going at it),

will not fail to give him the requisite animation.

If you are suspicious that lie will be likely to

swerve, apply the right hand, as well as the left, to

the bridle, by wliich means yon will be much bet-
ter able to keep his head straight ; when the horse
is about to spring, let go the bridle with the right

hand.

A horse requires but little support from the
hand till he is over his leap and coming to the

ground ; his head should be merely kept steady,
till he IS landing, when the support of tlie hand is

highly proper, as it eases the horse, and also tlie

rider, and assists in bringing the body of the latter

upright.

Many persons, in taking a flying leap, elevate
the right hand as the horse comes to the ground,
which the riding master will say, throws the body
out of square; but it should be recollected that

the left hand is drawn a little forv\ard by the

horse's landing, and thus a counterbalance is pre-

sented. It amounts to little whether the right

hand is elevated, but I never perceived that injury

resulted from it.

THE RESTIVE HORSE.
In a previous article, I spoke of vicious and un-

ruly horses, under which description the restive

horse might be correctly enough placed ; but, as

there are many vicious and unruly horses, which,

strictly speaking, cannot be called restive, so, I

have thought it best to treat resti\eness in the horse

under a separate head.

Kestiveness arises from a cowardly disposition

or bad temper, which stubbornly refuses obedience
where the horse perceives the rider has not suffi-

cient skill to force or compel him to perform his

wishes. Restive horses are very cunning, and are

for ever on the watch for opportunities of putting in

practice their evil propensities. They feel, as it

were, for the firmness of the rider's seat and the

strength of his resolution ; and if they perceive that

they are likely to be successfully opposed, they

will wait till an opportunity and situation are pre-

sented where they can commence hostilities with

advantage ; and they are certain to defend them-
selves stoutly on the point upon which they expect

to be attacked

.

It will frequently happen, on bringing a restive

horse out of the stable and mounting him, that,

before he has moved far, he will breathe harder than

usual, place his ears forward, and affect a degree

of alarm ; and at the first object which appears to

suit his purpose, he will pretend to be frightened.

He commences his attack by stopping, turning short

round, and, if allowed, will return very quietly to

his stable. Some restive horses select a windmill

at which to affect alarm, others a house or build-

ing, others a tree, and so on ; but not one of them
will proceed far, if he perceive he has a timid and
unskilful rider on his back, without selecting some
object at which he may stare and startle as a pre-

lude to his tricks, for the purpose of returning to

the stable.

There are other restive horses, which will pro-

ceed quietly enough till they come to a public

house, a stable, or a farm yard, to which they will

go up ; and, if opposed, will offer battle. Such
horses are very dangerous in unskilful hands ; as,

if diese are not suffered to proceed to the place

which they have marked out to stop at, they will

sidle up to the wall, rush into a stable or even a
house if the door happen to be open, and that

too with obstinate and determined violence. These
efforts, however, are easily counteracted by skill,

but not by the whip and spur; for, under these

and similar circumstances, the use of the whip and
spurs is worse than nothing :—and even should a

very resolute strong man force a horse to obey by
dint of mere strength, flogging and spurring, the

horse seldom seems to think that he is completely

subdued, but will, onthe first convenient oppor-

tunity, try the matter again. It is the skilful,

judicious, and well-tiinerl operation of the hands

which completely subdues the horse : twisting him
about, confuses him, (as I have already observed)

and when he is twisted round several times he be-

comes giddy, loses entirely his power of opposition,

and obeys the rider's will. Let it, however, not

be forgotten, that there is an awkward and an ex-

pert method of twisting the horse ; and if the for-

mer mode is used, the contest will be prolonged,

perliaps become doubtful, and at all events, place

the rider in danger.

When a restive horse endeavours to force yoii
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against a wall, &.c. do not pull him from it, but
bend his head to it, by wliich the side of tiie horse,

next the wall, is forced into a concave position,

and he is thus prevented from injuring the rider.

The instant the horse is perceived sideling to any
object, you may turn his head to that object, and
back him from it, but bending his head to it is

preferable. Should he rear, you will adopt the

method already described for counteracting his

efforts. But horses of this description seldom
rear.

Most of these restive horses will go well enough
in a town (except passing their own stable) but
they will not go far from it, if they can avoid it.

A friend of mine accidentally purchased a mare
which he thought uncommonly cheap, and indeed
the price was low. She was a handsome dark
chestnut, and at his request, I mounted her for the
purpose of riding her a few miles. She went very
well in the town, but I soon perceived an altera-

tion when I left it and was proceeding on the road.
I fully expected she would prove restive, and I was
not deceived. Yet we had proceeded nearly five

miles before she offered battle ; the contest did
not last long, and she carried me very well the rest

of the journey ; but the owner, could not be pre-
vailed upon to mount her in consequence of my
report, but immediately sold her.

Many of these restive horses will go very well
in company. A dealer once offered me a horse at

what I thought a very moderate price ; and I felt

disposed to purchase him, if, after trial, he pleased
me. He was a fine grey horse, the dealer repre-

sented him to be a superior hunter, and from his

strength and form it seemed very probable. It

was agreed that I should meet the hounds with
him the following day, and the dealer accompanied
me. All went on tolerably well till, in the com-
mencement of the run, the dealer and I got sepa-
rated, when he refused the next jump ; and, al-

though he afterwards took it, the time occupied in

manoeuvring him enabled the hounds to get so far

ahead, that I was not able afterwards to reach
them.

There is another description of horses whose ob-
stinate disposition amounts to a species of restive-

ness, I purchased a little black Irish horse, which
I rode for some weeks, several times after the
hounds, and I was well carried. Happening, how-
ever, one afternoon, on my return home, to have a
little business which took me out of the road, on
attempting to turn down a lane, the horse refused.

He reared in a trifling degree ; then, placing his

off fore foot in advance seemed to bid me defi-

ance. I twisted him to the left several times,
placed his head in the direction I wished to pro-
ceed, applied the spurs sharply, when he sprung
into the gallop, which I compelled him to con-
tinue for several hundred yards, in the first part of
which I administered the whip and spurs twice or
thrice. The horse never attempted a similar prank
with me ; but got master of my servant, under
similar circumstances, who was never afterwards
able to ride him.

InallcontestswilIuhehorse,llie great object of the

rider should be to counteract or frustrate tiie inten-
tions of the horse, and protect himself from injury.
As the horse is weaker on one side than the other.

so the rider may be said to be also ; for instance,

most men possess more strength in the right liand

than in the left; more power of grasp on one side

than the other* ; and an unruly horse has gene-
raly cunning enough to perceive on which side he
is held the firmest, and will therefore attack your
weak side : the horse will be found so well pre-

pared on one side for resistance that it is not ad-
viseable to attack him on it. Instead of attempt-

ing to prevent his efforts on that side, pull him
round on the other, and place his head in the direc-

tion you wish to proceed : the spur may be used,

but seldom succeeds. On the contrary, the horse

generally turns round again ; and you, in like man-
ner, attacking his unguarded side, turn him round
two or three times, and act in the manner which I

have already described, and it will very rarely fail

10 have the desired effect.

Some horses will stand still and obstinately re-

fuse to go forward, in which case, if you cannot

turn him round, rein him backward, which may be

easily accomplished ; and on no account contend
with him on the particular point upon which he is

prepared to dispute or resist. He must be foiled

by counteraction. In cases where the horse can
neither be moved forward nor backward, allow him
to stand still, sit quietly on his back, and in the

course of a few minutes, he will move forward

Whenever a person purposes to contend with a

horse with a visw to cure him of some species of

vice, he should select a situation calculated for the

purpose, a clear open space, where consequently

there can be no danger of the rider being crushed

against walls, trees or other obstacles. And it is

necessary to remark, that restive horses are artful

enough to take all advantages ; and, where they

can, will sidle to other horses, carts, rails, &c.
Under such circumstances, let me repeat, turn his

head directly to the object, and back him from it,

but use neither whip nor spurs.

It should be the rider's object to discover the

temper and disposition of the horse, by which he

will be enabled the better to direct his movements.
There are horses so abject in spirit tiiat they may
be whipped out of their tricks, others, (and by far

the greater part) require different treatment ; and
I am by no means an advocate for the whip and
spur under any other circumstances than where
they are absoluely necessary ; and, generally speak-

ing, unruly horses are much better mauceuvred and
overcome without them.
When the horse shies at any object, let the rider

keep his eye directed to the horse's ears. This

observation should be steadily kept in mind, in all

cases with vicious horses :—the ears are strong in-

dications to the rider of the intentions of the

horse.

I have often been much surprised that so very few
persons seem to be acquainted with the astonish-

ing efficacy of the hands in the management of

a restive or unruly horse, and particularly of the

masterly manoeuvre of twisting round; the failure

* The bone of the knee with which the rider
grasps or presses more strongly will he found more
prominent than the other ; so it may be equally
observed that, where the muscle is the most exer-
cised it will be the largest and the most power-
ful.
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of which I never yet witnessed ! Cirooms, and
generally tliose whose principal business it is to at-

tend horses, kr ow nothing about the matter. How
often have I seen one of this class upon a stub-
born horse, display much more obstinate stupidity
than the animal he was endeavouring to render
obedient ! In such cases, the whip and spur are

vigorously and unmercifully employed, the rider is

admired by tlie gaping crowd for his courage, the

contest becomes doubtful and dangerous in tlie

liighest degree ; and should the rider ultimately

succeed, it may be considered as a respite, or sus-
pension of hostilities : the horse does not consider
himself subdued, and will not fail to renew the en-
counter at no distant period.

When a horse has been subdued, the rider should
not exult in his triumph by administering the whip
after the battle is over, and the horse has given in.

A friend of mine, a year or two back, succeeded
in rendering an unruly horse quiet, wherein he
very injudiciously made a free use of the whip and
spurs. Tiie horse submitted, and the rider was
requested not to apply the whip again ; however,
after he had stood for some seconds or a minute or
two, he gave the horse another stroke. The latter

recommenced the struggle, whicli he finished by
throwing his rider ! It tlien became a much more
difficult task to render the horse obedient.

PLUNGING.
I have already remarked that rearing is a most

dangerous vice in horses ; and the same observa-
tion will, in a great degree, apply to plunging

;

which, iiowever, very fortunately, principally occurs
at the period of breaking, when the animal is ren-
dered incapable of doing much mischief, by the
systematic preparations which are made for the
purpose. No horse can continue plunging for any
length of time, since the violent exertion necessary
to produce it soon exhausts his strength. When a
horse intends to plunge, he sets up his back, swells
his body as if to break his girths, cringes his tail

between his quarters, and in this position kicks and
plunges as long as he can hold his breath ; and
since he holds his breath all the time, it is an opera-
tion which cannot last long. A horse cannot
plunge more than five or six times before he must
pause to breathe ; and if he be unsuccessful, and
the rider remains firmly seated on his back, his
next attempt will be shorter, and he will soon give
It up altogether. If, however, the rider should be
unhorsed, the animal will try the experiment again
as vigorously as possible.

With a plunging horse, the rider must take firm
iiold widi his legs, and take care that the horse, in
getting his head down does not draw the rider's
body forward. There is no danger of the horse
rearing; and therefore, if the body be kept well
back, and the horse held firmly, the rider will
maintain his seat, and the horse, if young, (that is,

when breaking) may perhaps attempt to plunge for
two or three days, but with decreased violence
every successive time. One principal care of the
rider should be, to hold the horse firmly so as to

prevent him throwing himself down, which, siiould

the animal get his head loose, would be very likely

to occur. A horse, with proper treatment, seldom
plunges violently.

There are, however, sometimes seen aged liorses

which may be called vicious plungers. When one
of this description commences plunging, the rider

may sit out the fit of plunging, if he think proper;
but, if he force the horse into a gallop after the

first or second plunge, the business will be sooner
brought to a conclusion, and with less risk to the

rider. If tlie situation happens to be convenient,

I would gallop the horse for half a mile or more,
and give him the steel and the lash very freely for

the first two hundred yards. He will not be much
inclined to plunge afterwards with the same rider.

I have seen some brutes, when they could plunge
no longer, make every effort to throw themselves
down, and tiius, if possible, to fall upon their riders.

Generally speaking, however, horses are afraid of
falling, and even when they throw themselves
down in plunging it helps to subjugate them. But
the moment they are on their legs, the rider should
be on their back.

THE RAT.
(From Johnson s Vermin Destroyer, and Gamekeeper's

Directory.)

Of rats there are three distinct varities found in

this country :—the large brown rat, the black rat,

and the water rat. They are all predaceous: they

will destroy young game, young chickens, young
ducks, and young pigeons. Their depredations

on the labours of the farmer are well known, as

well as the mischief which they commit in houses,

warehouses, mills, &c.
We are told that the black rat was formerly very

numerous in this country ; but since the introduc-

tion of the large brown rat, their numbers have
greatly diminislied, being compelled to give way
to their stronger and fiercer competitors. The
large brown rat will form the principal object of

consideration, an animal too well known to need
minute description.

Daring summer they reside principally in holes

on the banks of rivers, ditches, and ponds : but, as

winter comes on, they approach the human habi-

tations, and very often take up tlieir abode in barns,

corn stacks, &c. They have haunts or runs in the

walls and under the floors of old houses, where
they frequently injure the furniture ; and they have
even been known to gnaw the extremities of in-

fants while asleep. They swim with ease and will

dive after fish.

Rats increase very fast :—they will bring forth

three times a year, and produce from ten to fifteen

at a birth. 'Jliey are numerous in most large

towns ; and though they seek the fields on the ap-
proach of summer, it generally arisen from a dimi-

nution of food about farm houses, &c. as well as

from the insecurity which they feel from the re-

moval of the corn-stacks, the clearing of the barns

Sec. at the same time that plenty of food is presented

abroad in the fields. When a colony ofthese animals

happens to take possession of a field of standing

corn, they make dreadful havoc.

These animals will attack young poultry, and
even the old, if pressed by hunger ; and their vo-

racity is sucli that they have been known to fasten

on the fatter parts of living stvine ; nor are infants

in their cradle always free from theirattacks. They
will destroy young game, and, indeed, the rat may
be regarded as a general marauder.

T 2
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Rats become uncommonly bold from impunity,
but they are easily destroyed or driven away when
the proper means for that purpose are adopted.
There are various methods of taking or destroying

these creatures :—the most effective of which will

be detailed.

The weasel tribe pursue the rat as fiercely as the

hare ; but the rat, unlike " the poor timid hare,"

does not resign itself to its fate : it is interesting to

to see the small weasel attack a large rat. The
latter will get away, if possible ; but finding escape
out of the question, it turns upon its invincible as-

assailant and fights while it is able, crying out all

the time. From the active motions of the rat in

this contest, as well as from its evident superiority

in strength, a spectator might suppose that the

business must end in the defeat or destruction of
the weasel : but, after a time, the efforts of the

rat evidently grow languid, while the weasel may
be perceived sticking like a leech, its teeth fast

liold of the rat about the head or neck. The bat-

tle lasts no great length of time ; for, when once
the weasel has got hold, all the efforts of the rat

are not sufficient to dislodge it.

The ferret, it is well known, is in general use
for the destruction of rats, assisted by the terrier

;

and this was a kind of business or employment
followed by numbers throughout the country.
These professed rat catchers, however, have very
greatly diminished in numbers, as well as in

repute, since it was often found that premises
which they had visited, and had been paid for

clearing, were seldom long without a fresh colony.
The fact is, the men thus employed were suspected
of turning down rats upon the premises for the
purpose of obtaining employment. But professed
rat catchers are still to be met with, particularly
in sea-port towns.

I quote the following from General Hanger,
afterwards Lord Coleraine :—" When I was aid-
de-camp to my most worthy patron, protector, and
friend. Sir Henry Clinton, then commander in

chief at New York, one day, at dinner, he told

Colonel Phillips that the rats were so numerous in

his quarters, that he had been forced to liave the
bottoms of the doors lined with tin, for that they
had very nearly eaten through the door where he
kept his papers ; and he asked Colonel Phillips

if he knew of any person who could destroy them.
Colonel Phillips, who was a loyal American in our
service, replied, that some years before the Ame-
rican war commenced, a rat catcher who had been
transported from England, came and lived as gar-
dener with him, at his estate at Phillipsbourg,

about twenty odd miles from New York, and a
very good gardener and good servant he was.
Colonel Phillips was requested to enquire whether
this man was to be found within our lines. In a
few days he was found, and sent 1o head quarters.
I attended him to see that he performed his duty :—seven wooden fall traps were made—such traps
as are used to catch vermin alive. These traps are
called hutch traps, fall traps, and box traps; they
should be made two feet high, eight inches long, and
of a proportionate height and breadtli, with a door at

each end, and a bridge in tiie middle with a trig-

ger to it, which, when the trap is set for catching,
holds both the doors up, by keeping the handles

of the doors close down to the top, by a string

which is fastened to the opposite side, and which is

fixed by a flat piece of wood to a notch in the trig-

ger, when the trap is set for catcliing. Tliese traps

are to be set in the main runs, in which the rats

constantly travel from one room or out-house to

the others ;—first preparing them after the follow-

ing method. Purchase half a pint of oil of ani-

seed, and half a pint of oil of caraways ; those are

two cheap medicines; now comes a third, which is

very dear, but then only a small quantity is neces-

sary, a bottle as long as your finger being suffi-

cient : it is oil of Rhodium. This will cost about
ten,shillings. Dab the trap on each side within

well, with the oil of caraway and oil of aniseed,

and with tlie tip of your finger dipped in the oil

of Rhodium, in four or five places—it is enough,
as the oil of Rhodium has a powerful smell. The
food with which the traps are to be baited must be
thus prepared :—grate a very dry loaf of bread
so fine that the rats cannot carry any of it away
with them ; and to every double handful put about
ten or twelve drops of oil of caraways, by a few
drops at a time, rubbing the bread between your
hands well, so as to impregnate the whole. You
should taste the bread, and be guided by your taste

not to make the bread taste too strong of the oil of

caraways. It is a mistaken notion putting oil of

aniseed into the food ; it will make the food too

strong, and they will not feed freely. Oilofcara-
wai/s, and oil of caraways ojtU/, must be mixed in

the food. The doors of the traps must be fastened

firmly up, so that they cannot fall down ; then for

the two or three first days, lay a table spoonful,

spread about very near each door of the traps, and
by degrees, put the food further into the traps.

After a few days, you must lay a table spoonful

on f/ie bridge of the trap only. After this method
you are to proceed until you observe that the rats,

frequenting the traps constantly, run and feed

freely; dabbing the traps every day with the oils.

This will take eight or ten days. When you are

sure that they run and feed freely, after the house
is quiet, and every one is gone to bed, you may
tile the traps up and begin to catch, reserving one
spare trap near you, to put down in the place of
any one you may take up with rats in it. You must
leave all the doors open, sit down very quietly and
listen. The doors ofthe traps, when they fall down,
make a considerable noise, wiiich you will distinctly

hear. When you hear one trap strike, you must
be prepared with a canvas bag, with a large

mouth to it, so as to admit one end ofthe trap
;

hold the bag under the trap, whilst another person
tilts the trap, with the lower end open, perpendicu-

larly, and shoots the rats into the bag, shaking the

trap well, and striking the sides of it with your
hand. Open the upper door by degrees, look

well, with a light, into the trap, to see that every

rat be shaken into the bag ; then gathei your hands
roui d the mouth of the bag, swing it, and then

strike it very hard against the wall or floor, so as

effectually to kill every rat in it. In this you must
be very particular, for in it lies the very strength

ofthe art. If you let even so little as one rat es-

cape, either out of the trap or the bag, you will not

catch one more rat that night ; and you must fasten

the traps firmly up, and begin to feed them again^
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which will take four or five days at least. I for-

got to mention that when you hear the doers

of one of the traps fall down, when you take it up
you must carry another trap with you, and lay it

down exactly in the same place, putting a little of

the food on the bridge. The lirst night the man
and myself ( for I sat up the whole night) caught

very near three hundred. On the following nights

he caught a great many more, and continued until

he had totally freed the house of them, and, I

make no doubt many of the adjoining houses also.

'' A few days before this man began to prepare

to prepare to catch, I said to him, Mr. Maddison,

if you will honestly impart to me this secret, I will

give you two guineas. I judged it prudent, at the

same time, to give him a gentle hint, that if he de-

ceived me, the strong hand of power was with me,

and I should recommend him to the care of the

provost marshal at the jail for one month. The
man very honestly replied— ' Sir, take these three

bottles of oils, and I will tell you also how to make
the food. I will not for four or five days come near

the house : you shall anoint the traps yourself, and
feed them also.' I did as he had instructed me
for five days ; in the afternoon he called and asked

for me ; we examined the traps, and he then de-

termined to begin catchiag that night, without doing

any thing himself previously to the traps. This

convinced me of his honesty, and that he had im-

parted the real secret to me."

Having given this great rat-catching secret in the

late General Hanger's own words, I will add an

observation or two in the way of elucidation. He
speaks of the expense of the oil of Rhodium ; it is

a dear article, no doubt : but, having tried the ex-

periment, 1 have no hesitation in asserting, that it

is not essentially necessary ; nor, in fact, could 1

perceive aiy difference when it was altogether

omitted ; and at the same time, it may be justly

remarked, that a small quantity only of either the

oil of aniseed or the oil of caraways should be

used—sufficient merely to act as a pleasant per-

fume, and by no means to make the odour very

strong ; the rat possesses powerful olfactory organs,

or very acute sense of smell, and, consequently,

what would be scarcely recognizable by the human
nose, would make a powerful impression upon the

olfactory nerves of the rat. These oils merely at-

tract the rats from a distance by their powerful

smell, but it is the deception, after all, which con-

stitutes the great secret. The rats are led on by
degrees, and at length become confident from re-

peatedly feeding with security, and are thus com-
pletely deceived. It is, however, a singular fact,

that if a single rat happens to escape, it will be
some time before any of them can be induced to

enter the trap again. The rat which has escaped
has some mode of communicating the danger, and
the whole colony take the alarm. The rat is both

a very bold and a very cunning animal ; but,

aware, from hescditary instinct, that he is the object

of general persecution, and, as if conscious of the

varied and superior means which man employs for

his destruction, he becomes the most suspicious

animal in nature.

But General Hanger's process is rather tedious

and irksome. At the same time it may be justly

remarked, that, if rats are fed in the manner de-

scribed, they may be taken without having

recourse to the use of the oils. However, the me
thod is nnpracticable under many circumstances,

and the reader will find in a subsequent page, a

much more easy mode of accomplishing the

object.

When rats become very numerous on board ships,

and it is astonishing to what an extent they will

carry their depredations, stoving is frequently em-
ployed, which is securing all the hatches, stopping

all holes and crevices, and making the a essel air-

tight, as it were; it is then filled with the vapour

of burnt brimstone, or burnt charcoal in stoves; the

rats are thus unable to breathe, and, consequently,

die.*

On the return of the Valiant man-of-war from

the Havanna, in the year 1766, the rats had in-

creased to such a degree, that they destroyed a
hundred weight of biscuit daily. The ship was

at length smoked, and six large hampers were

filled with the rats which had been thus killed.

As it is not at all likely that rats can be en-

tirely extirpated in this kingdom, so those who are

troubled with them must not suppose that by

destroying them once they will be for ever rid of

these troublesome and mischievous vermin.

Houses or buildings situate in the country are very

liable to be visited by rats on the approach of

winter ; as their food becoming scarce in the fields,

they naturally enough follow the corn home, or

approach human habitations in search of sub-

sistence.

My residence is in the country, and I have

periodical visits of rats, and adopt the following

mode of ridding myself of these uninvited and un-

welcome guests. They come at the end of autumn,

or beginning of winter, and at first are very shy ;

however, finding themselves unmolested, they soon

become bold, even to an im|)udent degree. As
soon as I perceive they are reconciled to their

quarters, and have made one or more regular runs, I

procure a handful of newly-ground malt, with

which I mix a handful of good sweet oatmeal, and

an ounce or an ounce and a half of arsenic.f I

make the whole into a dough with water, and then

into pills about the size of a pea or horse-bean.

These pills I drop or throw into their holes, in a

seeming cureless manner, taking care thus to place

them out of the reach of poultry, dogs, pigs, and,

indeed, of every living thing but the rats. The rats

never refuse it. It would appear to create thirst,

as the animals leave their holes in search of water,

and on these occasions seem incapable of much
exertion ; they will suffer a person to approach and

kill them.

The seciet, in this case, as in the other, is the

deception, though in a different manner; in the

first case, their suspicion subsides from feeding for

some time in security, and they arc thus deceived ;

in the second case, the pills appear as if they had

dropped in liieir way by chance. If you put the

pills upon a plale near the mouth of their holes, or

in any other formal manner, it is ten to one if a rat

* Bugs may be completely destroyed in the same

manner.

t If too much arsenic is used it will produce

vomiting-, and the r;it will recover.
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will touch them; but when the rat finds them, as

it were acciilentally dropyjed into his hole, or liis

run, he will eat them very gieedily.

The quantity of malt, oatmeal, and arsenic,

which I liave mentioned will make pills sutficient

to destroy hundreds of rats. It may happen that

all the rats are not killed ; be this as it may,
should any of them have escaped the pills,

they will not fail to quit the premises ; and, in-

deed, if constantly served in the same manner, it

would appear that their visits would be less fre-

quent ; for some years, I had more visits than one
from rats during twelve months ; these visits after-

wards became annual ; and it is now two years

since a rat was seen about my premises.

On one occasion, by way of experiment, I al-

lowed the rats to remain unmolested for a consi-

derable period. They made their way under all

the floors about the premises ; they bred most
numerously—one very large female burrowed into

the ground immediately underneath one of my
wooden dog kennels, to whicli a pointer was ge-

nerall chained, and there formed a nest. My
colony of rats appeared very flourishing; and the

animals grew audaciously bold from impunity. It

is true, the cat killed a few of them ; but they did

not seem to take much alarm from this ; and, in

fiict, the cat after being severely bitten, testified

but little inclination to meddle further in the

business, as if overfacedby the numbers and auda-
city of the rats. I have seen them towards even-

ing, not only approach the door, but come into the

kitchen, three or four at a time. They made their

way through the floor of the pantry ; they might
be seen in the horses' mangers, claiming their share

of oats; they ascended to the pigeon loft: and I

prepared some pills. On the third day after the

pills had been placed in their holes, not a living

rat was to be seen about the premises ! Every one

of them, however, could not have been killed, as I

had not used a sufficient number of pills—not,

perhaps, for one half of them. This is the easiest

method with which I am acquainted of getting rid

of rats. It requires no preparatory feeding; I

have tried it many times, botli on my own premi-

ses, as well as on those of my neighbours, and
never knew it to fail. Good sweet wheat flour,

mixed with arsenic, will answer the purpose ; but

as newly-ground malt emits a very fragrant smell,

of which rats seem to be fond, I think it preferable

to wheat flour. But neither the one nor the other

will answer the purpose unless placed as already

directed, that is to say, in a seeming careless man-
ner. At the same time, let it be duly impressed

upon the mind, tiiat it should be so placed that

nothing can reach it but the rats. Mice may be
destroyed in the same manner ; but the pills

should be made smaller.

Should there be one hundred rats about the

premises, I firmly believe half that number of pills

would be quite suflicient tochearthem. There

would not be a pill for each, it is true, but those

which escaped the poison would not fail to take

the alarm, and would immediately decamp— fur-

ther, tliey will not very soon return. I never used
more than fifty pills, I think, to the largest colony
of rats I ever encountered. This is, as I have
already observed, decidedly the easiest, the most

speedy, and the best way of getting rid of rats If

employed on board ships at sea, the rats, when
some of their fellows are poisoned, cannot quit the

vessel. This amounts to nothing, as a few pills

can be placed as long as any rats remain alive, and

they will not fail to take them. If malt be not

procurable, sweet wheat flour, or sweet oatmeal

will answer the purpose.

If a pill or two be wrapped or twisted in a bit o/

paper, and carelessly thrown in the way of the

rats, they will rarely fail to be thus deceived. Mice
also.

A very worthy friend of mine, (now no more)
employed a professed rat catcher to clear his pre-

mises of these vermin, wliicii the man accom-
plished, but in effecting this desirable object, he

poisoned a piy;, three pea fowls, and an old fovou-

rite wild duck.*
The steel trap and wire cage are used for catch-

ing rats, but seldom with much effect. If one

happens to be caught, you will rarely catch a

second. I have known them successfully caught

with the hutch trap, with various baits, but they

should be fed for several preceding nights. If

fish, for instance is used for the bait, fish should be

placed repeatedly in the trap, securing it so that the

doors cannot fall. When their suspicion is com-
pletely disarmed, they will feed freely, and may be

caught in the same manner as described in the

cjuotation from General Hanger.
A gentleman travelling through Mecklenberg,

about forty years ago, was witness to a very singular

circumstance in the post house at New Ilargard.

After dinner, the landlord placed on the floor a

large dish of soup, and gave a loud whistle. Im-
mediately there came into the room a mastiff", a

fine Angora cat, an old raven, and a remarkably
large rat, with a bell about its neck. They all

four went to the dish, and, without disturbing each

other, fed together ; after which the dog, cat, and
rat lay before the fire, while the raven hopped
about the room. The landlord, after accounting

for the familiarity which existed among these ani-

mals, informed his guest that the rat was the most
useful of the four, for the noise he made had com-
pletely freed the house from his own fraternity.

If a rat be caught, and his skin singed so as to

cause considerable pain, and he be turned into his

hole again, he will make much lamentation, and
the rest will forsake the place.

Rats are supposed by some to possess the

faculty of foreseeing danger. It is said they will

quit ships which are in a sinking state ; and
it is related, that a traveller, in passing an old mill,

happening to pause for some purpose, observed a

large rat come from the mill, approach the mill

stream, looking up and down in all directions, as if

to survey it. It returned into the mill, and in a

* My friend resided at a short distance from an
extensive marsh much frequented by wild ducks.
He ke]>t tame ducks, and was surprised one eveniiio-

to observe a wild duck amongst them in the yard.
The wild duck attached itself to a young- drake, tliey

paired, and bred regularly. It resigned its unlimited
liberty for love, and became quite tame ; it had con-
tinued four years in this state of domestication, when
it was unfortunately poisoned by the rat catcher.
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few seconds emerged again with a number of

smaller ones, they all plunged into the stream, and
were lost to the traveller's view ; the mill fell down
before he got out of sight

!

Rats are so voracious, that there is scarcely any-
thing which they will notdevo'-.r; they have been
known to attack human beings wlien confined in a

dungeon, and to kill and devour them. It is very

well known that when rats have been met in num-
bers, so far from giving way, have compelled

the passenger to fly before them.

A gentleman of my acquaintance who resides in

a neighbouring tovvvi, and who is extensively con-

cerned in the wine and liquor trade, was, about

sixteen years since, very much infested with rats.

Upon his premises there was a kind of apartment,

made of brick, arched, with a large aperture at the

top. This was converted into a rat trap, by plac-

ing a small board in such a situation that when a

rat reached the end of it, where the bait was fas-

tened, the centre became overbalanced, and the rat

was precipitated into the vault below. The board,

disencumbered of the weight of the rat, riglited

again ; and thus in one niglit, forty-tlu'ee rats

were caught. In the morning, when the vermin

were observed, one of the servants, a son of the

Sister Island, immediately volunteered his services

to dispatch them. A ladder was placed for his

descent which the man desired might be drawn
up the moment he reached the bottom. He had

armed himself with a shillaleh, and descended

with the utmost alacrity, quite pleased with the

business lie had undertaken : the rats in the mean
time had gathered 'themselves together at one end

of the place. Tlie ladder was drawn up; but no
sooner did the poor fellow move one step towards

the rats, than, setting up their backs and squeaking

loudly, they flew at him with the utmost fury.

The man was almost petrified with alarm; he was
deprived of the power of using his cudgel, and

those above lost no time in getting him out of the

place. He was speechless for a short period ; the

poor fellow was killed a few weeks afterwards by
a fall from an upper story ; but during the short

time which elapsed, he did not recover from the

effects of the fright—such an effect had it made
upon his mind ! A terrier bitch was lowered into

the vault, and the rats did not fail to attack her as

soon as she approached them. She went to work,

however, and killed the whole ultimately ; but such

labour did it appear, that she paused, and even lay

down for a few seconds, as if for wind, before she

had completed the business.

Notwithstanding the fierceness and courage of

the rat, when he becomes captive he loses his

spirit. Men are occasionally seen with a number
of rats in a wire cage, into wiiich they will unce-

remoniously put their hands, and take hold of the

rats with impunity. It has been supposed there is

some secret in this, and so there is ; it is the fol-

lowing, the man puts his hand into the cage with

confident firnuiess ; the rats have lost their spirits

with their libeity, and make no attempt to bite.

However, should a person attempt the same ma-
ncDUvre in a hesitating or timid manner, tlie rats

will resume courage from such timidity, and will

not fail to seize his hand.

If when a rat is at large, he be seized firmly with

the hand, and grasped very strongly, he will not

bile—in fact, he is thus deprived of the power.

Rats are numerous in London, and as their re-

treats are for the most part under ground, in the

sewers, large and small, they are not easily de-

stroyed—or, at least, they would be very difficult

to exterminate. Some few years since, several

criminals made their escape from one of the prisons

in London, by contriving to get down into one of

the main sewers,* which emptied itself into the

Thames. After they had pursued their subter-

ranean route for some little tuue, their progress was
opposed by rats, which appeared in such numbers,

and attacked the cidprits so fiercely, that they cried

for help, and were at length taken up tlirough one

of the gratings, and conveyed back to prison.

" Some few years ago, an old man in the pro-

vince of Scania (Sweden) proceeded alone in the

winter season to fetch home some hay, which

was stacked in a morass at some distance from his

residence. In this, however, a great number of

rats had taken up their abode, and had so exca-

vated it, that when the poor fellow mounted to the

top, he sunk down headlong into the middle of the

stack, from whence he was unable to extricate

himself. Two day afterwards he was found dead,

and devoured to tlie very bones by these destruc-

tive creatures."

KIRKALDY AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

[If our space would enable us to act in com-

pliance with our wishes, we would give this report

in full. Such not being the case we trust that

the omission will be ascribed to the right cause.

—Ed F. M.]

After the exhibition about 150 gentlemen friendly

to the object of the association sat down to an excel-

lent dinner provided in the Town Hall. The chair

was occupied by Lord Rothes, who was supported

on his right by P. B. Ainslie, Esq., Moubray,
Esq., Rev. Mr. Murray, who said grace and re-

turned thanks. Provost Laiidale, 6cc., and on the left

by J. B. Fernie, Esq., of Kilmux, Mr. Tullis, Blebo

&c. The croupieis were Mr. Henry Fergus, Links,

Mr. Ballingal of Tieaton, and Mr. Kussell of Coul.

After the cloth was removed the following toasts

were successively given from the chair, and enthu-

siastically responded to. The King—Tune, God
save the King. The Queen—Tune, Juliana. The
Princess Victoria and the rest of the Royal Family

—Tune, The Lass o'Rirhmond Hill. The Army and

jVavy—Tune, Rule Britannia. The Kirkaldy Agri-

cultural Society, and prosperity to it—(Drunk with

all the honours, and one cheer more)—Tune, Lea
Rigg. The President of the Society, Robert Fer-

guson, Esq., of Raith — Tune, Rendezvous, Tlie

.fudges, who had that day so ahly acijuitted them-

selves—Tune, A man's a man for a' that.

Mr. Fernie of Kilmux, as one of the Judges, felt

hound to acknowledge thecompliment, and in thename

of Lis bretliren and of himself to return their best

thanks for the mark of respect shown them. He
was bound to say, however, that their duties had been

* The main sewers arc, I believe, suffitieiUly

large for a man to stand upright, or nearly ho.
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comparatively easy, in consequence of the excellent

arrangements on the part of their secretary and stand-

ing committee. The general appearance of the stock,

notwithstanding the pressure of the times, was in-

deed most gratifying. He trusted that in awarding

the prizes they had acquitted themselves to the satis-

faction of all—they had, at any rate, he felt entitled

to say, given tlieir best attention to tlie subject, and

acted' with the strictest impartiality. (Cheers.)

The Clekk here read over a list of the subjects

for which prizes had been awarded, and the names of

the successful competitors.

The Chairman begged to propose, for the appro-

bation of the company, the health of a gentleman

whose name, he was sure in that assembly, required

to be coupled with no eulogy of his—known and

appreciated as his services were to the whole of

them. He alluded to their excellent Secretary, Mr.

Hutchison. (Mr. Hutchison's health was received

with marked enthusiasm.^)

Mr. Hutchinson said that he had certainly been

most unexpectedly called to his feet. He begged

to thank them, which he assured them he did most

sincerely, for the great compliment they had paid

him. He had always felt the deepest interest in their

institution ; and whatever tended to its prosperity,

he could unaffectedly say was to him a source of

much individual happiness. Having said this much

he trusted that gentlemen would not be backward in

the introduction of professional subjects. Agricul-

tural improvement was naturally slow of travelling,

farmers were entitled to hesitate before they era-

barked in expensive experiments, and it ought no

doubt to be one of the great objects of such meetings

as the present not only to combine the scattered rays

of knowledge but to canvass freely the different opi-

nions held on subjects not yet brought to the test of

general experience. There were many subjects

which had strong claims upon their attention, as the

Chevalier barley and the Hopetoun oats—the disco-

verer of the latter, Mr. Sheriff of Mungoswells he

was happy to have it in his power to say was present

among them. (Land cheering.) Again there was

the subject of the Italian rye grass, a plant which

few of them had as yet tried, but from which great

advantages he thought might justly be anticipated.

Another subject which lie thought richly merited

their attention was the selection of proper specimens

of turnips from which to raise seed, a circumstance

which if duly attended to by farmers, in ]dace of the

hap-hazard way they proceeded at present, depend-

ing for their supplies from general seed-dealers, he

feft assured would make a difference in the value of

the crops of many of them, of some 41. an acre. He
had taken it upon him to throw out these hints in the

hope that some of the gentlemen present might be

induced to enter upon the discussion of some of the

topics he had referred to. If they did not, so much

did be feel the importance of giving a practical turn

to their proceedings, that however inadequate, he

himself would venture to embark in it. (Loud cheer-

ing.) Meantime he begged to propose the healtli of

a Gentleman for whom they all entertained great re-

si)ect and felt deeply indebted to—so much so that

one of their number (Mr. Davidson) was understood

to be ready to subscribe 500/. to build a monument

to him. (Great laughter.) He need not say that he

meant Mr. Sheriff of Mungoswells, the introducer,

if not the actual discoverer of the Hopetoun oat.

{Drunk ivith enthusiastic cheering.)

Mr. Sheriff believed that there was not a farmer

in the whole world who would not be proud to re-

ceive a compliment from such a meeting as the pre-

sent; but to him, who had no individual claims upon

them, it was indeed most gratifying. He begged to

tender them a thousand thanks.

Mr. J. Prentice next proposed *' The successful

candidates." (^Drank with all the honours.)

Mr. Davidson returned thanks.

The unsuccessful candidates were next toasted.

Mr. R. Stocks rose to propose " The health of Lord
Loughborough, the Vice-President of the Society,

and the Members of the Committee."
Mr. James Russell, Coul, returned thanks.

Mr. R. Ballingall, Treaton, claimed a bumper to

the health of their noble chairman. Lord Rothes—

a

nobleman who resided among tliem in his native

county, and devoted no small portion of his energies

to agricultural improvements. (His Lordship's

health was drank with great applause.)

Lord Rothes said, that although he was as yet but

a young and inexperienced agriculturist, he assured

them he took great interest in rural pursuits, and was
particularly delighted in having the honour to be-

long to the Kirkaldy Agricultural Society, of which,

from the specimens already afforded of its infantile

prowess, the most magnificent hopes might justly be
entertained of its adult maturity. (Cheers.)

Mr. Hutchison rose to propose that they should

toast the Landlords of Fife. He need not say that

the Fife lairds were a highly respectable and influ-

ential class of individuals, and one whose interests

were in many respects identified with those of the

Fife farmers. He thought, however, that on such
occasions as the present, it bad been too much the

custom to turn forvrard only the bright side of the

picture, and entirely to overlook, if not to cover up,

those parts which were more darkly shaded. Such
a mode of procedure, he need not to say, was in-

jurious to the landlords themselves. It tended to

confirm them in their prejudices, in place of afford-

ing them the means, as an impartially dravrn picture

would do, of rectifying their errors. (^Cheers.) He
verily believed that there was not a landlord in Fife,

nor any where else, who did not think himself a good
landlord, and who was not generally found ready to

rise up and say, that his invarible maxim was to live

and to let live, although, notwithstanding, his tenant

judging not from words but practice, might come to

a very different conclusion. (Great cheering and

laughter.) There were no doubt, on tbe other hand,

cases the reverse of this where the landlords were
less prone to boast of their good deeds than to per-

form them, and where they had generously come for-

ward and agreed to commute their money into grain

rents. (Cheers.) Did he condemn the individuals

who refused to depart from their bargains 1 No
;

he condemned the system which placed the tenants

at their mercy. He was not one of those who advo-

cated partial reductions of rent ; such reductions

were generally inadequate, ancl the system had

proved the curse of the tenantry. What was the

fact—had it not encouraged men to come forward

and make offers for farms—ay, such offers as they

knew very well they had no rational prospect of ful-

filling, but they trusted, forsooth, to the clemency of

the landlord. (Hear, hear.) Such a system could

not be too strongly condemned and reprobated.

(^Cheers.) It was entirely destructive of the inde-

pendence of the tenantry, and, if persisted in, couhl

not but prove fatal to the dignity—nay, the respec-

tability—of the agricultural profession. It was,

moreover, highly injurious to the good relationship

which, it was exceedingly desirable, should always

exist between landlord and tenant— tlie former, in

respect to the latter, sunk his right of choice in the

indulgence of a mercenary spirit far too short-sighted

to prove otherwise than ultimately highly disadvan-
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tageous even to his pecuniary interests. Was it to '

be expected in such a case that the parties would
long remain on a good footing with each otlier? The
thing was impossible ; for each having indulged in

false hopes, mutual disappointment and personal dis-

like became the inevitable result. Here, then, was
the root of much evil, but how was it to remedied?
Ho would say, let the landlord learn to know the

value of his land—let him fix liis rent as a merchant
fixes the selling price of his goods, and wait the ar

rival of a respectable customer. {Cheers.) He knew
that many landlords already acted upon the principle

he had indicated, and he would say long may they

continue to do so, as he felt firmly convinced that it

was only by some such plan that a respectable ten-

antry and a proper system of agriculture could be

maintained. But when he spoke of the landlord fix-

ing his rent and choosing his tenant, he meant that

all this should be done in a fair and liberal spirit. He
did not certainly intend that the laird should screw

up tlie darling object of his choice to a rack rent.

(Laughter.) Before he sat down he might be per-

mitted to notice one example of liberality on the

part of a landlord which, he had no doubt, would
afford them much pleasure. Lord Murray had that

day presented to their society, through the hands of

Mr. Ainslie, a donation of twenty pounds. He did

not value the money so much as the spirit in which
it was bestowed. With their leave, he would, there-

fore, join with " The Landlords of Fife the name of

Lord Murray." (Drunk with enthusiasm.) Tune

—

Garb of Old Gaul.

Mr. Ainslie felt himself unexpectedly called upon
to return thanks in the name of his noble relative and
the Landlords of Fife—he said unexpectedly, as lie

was not at all aware, nor did he expect, that the do-

nation he had handed to their Secretary in the fore-

noon, in tlie name of Lord Murray, would have been
adverted to. He might be permitted, however, to

avail himself of the opportunity thus aflbrded to make
one or two remarks by way of reply to the speech of

their worthy Secretary. That gentleman had told

the landlords well of their duty, and (o act kindly to

and encourage their tenantry. Such kindness, bow-
er er, he looked upon as by no means disinterested,

as he held that it was utterly impossible to separate

the interests of landlord and tenant, which were in-

deed as closely combined as any two interests could

well be. He would say, indeed, that the landloid

who was not kind and indulgent to his tmiantry com-
mitted suicide on his own interests and happiness.

(Cheers.) He felt pleasure in observing the manner
in which allusions to the new practice of grain rents

had been received by the company, and he felt con-

fident that no one who reflected at all on the subject,

but must admit that the j)rinciple involved in it was
the fair and honouroble one. It was, indeed, tlie

only tenable principle

—

that of mutual advantage,

which constituted, he would say, the back bone of
agricultural as well as commercial transactions.

AVliatwerethe relations between landlord and tenant,'!

The one bestowed his capital and industry, and the

other his land ; and was it to be supposed that the

former was not entitled to live without abject depen-
dence upon the latter—nay, he was entitled to much
more—he would say that he was entitled, not only

to enjoy a state of moral independence, but to thrive

and become rich. (C'/ipecs.) lie would repeat that

grain rents constituted the only common sense sys-

tem, because if tlie one jiarty ])rospered the other

shared in the advantage, while, on the other hand,
when there was loss it was but fair lliat both sliould

I)articipate in the sufl'ering.

Mr. Fernie of Kilmux said, that u toast had been

shortly before put into his hands, in the introduction

of which he could scarcely expect to be able to do
justice. It was the Farmers of Fife, and the cause
of Agricultural improvement. Being a farmer him-
self he was certainly entitled to speak of that class,

nor was there anything in liis relationship to prevent

hira from telling his mind as others had done, as to

wh .t he thought of the duties of a landlord. (Hear,
hear.) He knew well that the tenants had performed
their duties to tlie letter. They had a great deal to

struggle against. The manufacturer when hard
pressed generally was enabled to bring machinery to

bis aid, but this was impossible with the farmer,
who, nevertheless, liad done every thing he could,
lie felt assured, to meet his obligations, as he had
done a great deal in improving the aspect and in-

creasing the crops of the country. It was an ac-
knowlowged fact that the agriculture of Scotland sur-

passed that of every other country in the world. He
liimself in observing the agriculture of other nations
had seen abundant evidence of it. Now he would
like to know to what this superiority was owing but

to the greater cajjital, skill, and energy of the tenan-

try. It was painful, however, to think of the suffer-

ings of this meritorious class, and he trusted be
might anticipate with Professor Nichol the speedy
arrival of a time when the term agricultural distress

would be again unknown. (Cheers.)

P. B. Ainslie, Esq., rose to propose " The Com-
mercial and ]Manul\icturing Interests of the County.''

They had already drunk to the prosperity of Agri-
culture, and to that most important element of it, the

Tenantry, and they had already heard the sentiments
of Mr. Fernie as to the superiority of our agriculture

over that of other countries, and how much that su-

periority was owing to the skill and abilit}' of the

Scotch farmer—sentiments in which he most cor-

dially agreed. There was another interest, however,
to which he was going to call their attention, and
situated as he then was among intelligent and libe-

ral-minded men, he would fearlessly say that it was
not inferior in importance to that of agriculture it-

self, or any other interest whatever. (Hear, hear.)

He stood before them as a British merchant of thirty

years' standing. Until within the last twenty years
the commerce of Great Britain has been compara-
tively insignificant. Now, however, our manufac-
turing and commercial system had risen to vast

magnitude. (Load cheers.) We had become the

emporium of the world, and exchanged the products
of our industry and enterprise with those of almost
every nation under the sun. It therefore appeared
to him worse than folly on the part of agriculturists

to endeavour to undervalue the immense importance
of our commercial greatness. Indeed commerce was
the handmaid of agricultural prosperity ; and he had
no hesitation in saving, that every improvement
which took place in manufactures or commerce was
a positive gain to tlie agriculturist ; as, on the other
liand, every discovery in agriculture, by increasing

and cheapening the necessaries of life, became an
immense hoon to the coinmercialist and manufacturer.
(Cheers.) He would say, then, that the three great

interests of this country— the commercial, the manu-
facturing, and the agricultural—were indissolubly

united ; and that no misfortune could overtake the

one without being felt by the others. Togo minutely

into the grounds of this opinion, however, would
lead hira further than at present might be expedient.

(Cries of '^ iVo, jii)/) Did they want, then, an ex-

emplification of the important relationship in which
commerce stood to agriculture, he would refer them
to the example of this very town. Within the space

of a mile and a half around where they sat there
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might be congregated together a population of some

twenty thousand human beings, immediately depen-

dent on commerce and manufactures for their daily

means of support. Now, supposing that each of

these consumed of agricultural produce, taking the

estimate of the Edinburgli Review, the value of 8/.

annually, here they had a market provided by the

town of Kirkaldy alone, at the very doors of the Fife

farmers, which afforded them customers for an amount

of agricultural produce, equalling in value 160,000/.

per annum, hut suppose that by any means the

purchasing power of Kirkaldy could be augmented

to 200,OOOZ. annually, was is it not clear that the

agriculturists would participate in the advantage ?

( Cheers.) He would now repeat that in liis judgment

the interests of agriculture could not be dissevered

from those of commerce ; and it argued either weak

heads or bad hearts on the part of those who would

say any thing else.—The toast was drank with loud

and prolonged cheering.

Mr. William Millie had listened with intense

delight to the prodigiously luminous speech of the

gentleman who had just sat down, and, as a manu-

facturer, felt called upon to respond to it. As to

ao-riculturul distress, he could boast that he knew a

little of farming. He had spent part of his youth

with a worthy grandfather, who used to say to him,

" Be aye stepping about and looking on, Willie,

lad ; and nae doubt but by and bye you'll learn."

(Great laughter.) Now, although he had not alto-

gether neglected his worthy relative's injunction,

there was one part of the science ^^ hich Le confess-

ed he had not yet learned, and that was how to make

money by farming. (Cheers and laughter.) He need,

therefore, scarcely add, that his wonderment was

less at the farmers complaining of exorbitant rents,

than at how the deuce they managed to pay any

rent at all. (Laughter.) But a great many means

bad been suggested for the relief of agriculture, and,

among the rest, a committee of the House of Com-

monshad been appointed to inquire into the subject.

That committee consisted of twenty-five English-

men, four Irishmen, and four Scotchmen; and this

he took to be a great compliment to the Scotch and

Irish—the Parliamentary estimate obviously being

that any four of them were equivalent, in point of

work, to no fewer than five-und-twenty John Bulls.

(Cheers and langhler.) Among the rest of the con-

jectures on agricultural distress, there had been a

great deal of talk about the currency. Now, so far

as he could divine, the currency and the comet xcere

about equally related to the subject, and he confessed

both to be much beyond the reach of his mental

powers to grapple with. What he really believed to

be the cause of the depressed condition ofagriculture

was simply this,—that somehow or otlier the supply

of produce hud become more than equivalent to the de-

mand for it ; and, although the landed interest might,

perliaps, at present be envying the situation of the

manufacturer, he could assure them that the latter

from a like cause had often his seasons of difficulty.

He was not inclined to say much more on the sub-

ject, for, like a worthy clergyman, he held it be good

policy always to leave off while bis hearers yet re-

tained an appetite for his discourse. (Laughter.)

He might mention, however, a circumstance which

would'seem to indicate that there was at least one

branch of agriculture now beginning to pay better.

When in Cupar market yesterday, he had seen a

gentleman who had sold four cattle for sixty pounds,

which in April had been purchased for twenty-five

pounds. Now, he would beg of them to contrast this

with last year, when they were devilish glad to get

back, after feeding the animals for some three or four

months, the same price which they paid for tbem.

Nay, he himself had purchased a lot, and netted

exactly a guinea of loss upon the head of them.

{Laughter.)
Mr. Hutchison said, that as he understood that

Rlr.Fernie, of Kilmux, had experience of the Italian

rye-grass, he should like much to be favoured with

that gentleman's observations on the subject.

Mr. Fernie said, that he scarcely felt justified on
entering upon the question at the spur of the mo-
ment, he had much rather write upon it. Upon the

whole he certainly entertained a favourable opinion

of the Italian rye-grass, and thought it would prove

a great acquisition to those who kept sheep. He
had sown out three acres giving to each six pecks of

seed. He conceived it was apt to grow rather thin,

and would recommend two bushels of seed instead

of six pecks. His crop did not seed well, and it

was a grass he considered which was very apt to

shake, and therefore which required to be cut early.

His was rather neglected, he being from home on

permanent duty at the time. (Laughter.)
Mr. HiiTcHisox, from liis small experience, enter-

tained very high hopes of the Italian rye-grass. The
plant with him soon distinguished itself over the

common sort by its greater greenness and freshness,

and so marked was this, that during winter the dif-

ference might be perceived at a mile of distance.

Mr. Moon, who was with him in February, pulled a

handful of this grass which measured from his wrist

to the points of his fingers, while the common sort

did not exceed the length of his little finger. Where
the two grasses were sown with clover—in the one

case he saw nothing but clover, and in the other

nothing but Italian rye-grass.

Mr. Sang.—As they had just been engaged in dis-

cussing the merits of the Italian rye-grass, he would

state to tliem that three years ago he sowed a pound
and a lialf of it. It was then uncommon, and he had

from it a crop of seed by the end of June. After

that he allowed the stubble again to rise, and he bad
another crop the same year. I'he year following he

had two crops, and this year it appeared to him to

promise nearly as well, only he thought that it was
somewhat thinner, and perhaps from the readiness of

the plant to shed its seed, the spaces were even to a

considerable extent filled up with young plants. He
(Rlr. S.) considered the Italian rye-grass as one of

the best and sweetest grasses which had yet been

introduced. He suspected that Mr. Fernie's soil may
have proved too strong for it, as it seemed to require

soft and easy land. He had plenty of Italian rye-

grass seed for sale

—

(hear, hear)—but he was going

to say that his seed was much inferior to a sample
he had seen that day in the iiands of Mr. Davidson,

of ]5urntisland, whicli, in point of quality he did not

believe was surpassed by any seed in Great Britain.

He thought that the quality of the seed was of still

greater consequence than the quantity sown per

acre.

Mr. FiHNiE agreed with Mr. Sang, that the plant

in (|uestion had a tendency to grow rather thin—to

length rather than to branch off so as to give a body
and thickness to the crop. He thought that in order

to be used with advantage, the seed ought to be
mixed with the common sort. The field on which
he sowed the six pecks per acre consisted of a soft

rich soil. He had, however, sown some of the same
grass this year on a portion of his very worst land,

so that his experience would shortly include the

two extremes in that respect.

Mr. R. Stocks rose to propose the health of Mr.
Ainslie. As an example, shewing how much agri-

culture was indebted to commerce, he would instance
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lahd in the neighbourhood ofKirkaldy that now gave
41. and 5/. of rent, but which in his younger days
yielded nothing but birds' nests. (Laughter.)

Mr. John Haigh had been entrusted with a toast

to j)ropose. It was the Highhind and Agricultural

Society of Scotland, and the sister societies of the

county of Fife, The Highland Society was a society

such as he verily believed no country in the world
but Scotland could produce. There was no similar

society in England. Aye, to be sure they had lately

got up their grand Central Agricultural Association

—

{laughter)— an association which aspired to be a

board of controul over the government. (Cries of
" No, no," a7id " Yes, ves.") It was an association

which had drawn its first breath in politics—an at-

mosphere poisonous to the existence of such an in-

stitution, and whose morial remains would ere long-

be consigned to the grave. (Hubbub.) But it had

been the wise jn-actice of the Highland and Agricul-

tural Society never to interfere—never once to touch

upon politics—the under currents of which had been

entirely left by it to contend for mastery among
themselves. Its grand and beneficent object was
simply those magnificent results which flow from the

improvement of the soil of our native land. Into

that soil it had struck its roots, and sent forth its

buds and branches, giving noble indications of fruit

many days hence. (Cheers.) He could talk for an

hour on the subject of the Highland and Agricul-

cultural Association. (Cheers and laughter.) But
he would not venture to intrude so long upon their

time. (Cheers.) They had that night ah'eady heard

of the beautiful union which existed between agri-

culture and commerce. They had heard the glorious

and philanthropic sentiments of Mr. Ainslie in words
so divine, that it seemed as if they actually proceeded

from the other world. (Immense laughter.) He would
say that Mr. Ainslie's opinions smacked strongly of

the liberality of the south. (Cheers. ) Our agricul-

ture was comparatively unfettered. We had no local

taxes, no county rates, no tithes. It seemed, therefore,

that our agricultural system was less involved and

more simple in its nature than that of our southern

neighbours. All the burdens he had just adverted

to, by the wisdom of our forefathers, had already

been u<isely turned oier, not tipon the landlords, hut

upon the land. 'J'iie whole question of agricultural

distress with us, then, resoUed itself into an affair of
rent. (Cheers.) The increasing practice of adopting

grain rents would no doubt prove so far salutary'

;

but let it not be supposed that it was enough merely to

have grain rents. It was possible for landlords to

drive too hard bargains even with these. They must
not only have grain rents, but grain rents on a fair
and moderate footing. (Loud cheering.)

At eight o'clock, when we left, the card of toasts

was still unexhausted, the ranks of the company
little thinned, and the current of eloquence flowing

strongly onwards.

ON THE APPLICATION OF THE
POINTS BY WHICH CATTLE ARE
JUDGED, TO THE FIFE BREEDS, &c.

BY MR. JAMES DICKSON, CATTLE-DKALEB, EDINBUnClH.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

The ordinary breed of cattle in Fifeshire is called

" Fifeshire Runts." 'J'he old celebrated breed is

called the " Falkland " breed. Falkland used to be

the Aivourite hunting seat of the kings of Scotland,

and in that neighbourhood the slock used at tlie

royal table were kept. It is said that the Falkland

breed derived its origin from the Devon, Sussex,
or Hereford cattle, some of which had been im-
ported into Scotland by royal command. Be the
origin what it may, it is not unlike those breeds in

form and character. The Fife Runts have a rather

ragged outline, the line of the back being below the
level line, and not straight, the general symmetry
not being equal to that of the Angus or many of the
northern breeds. 'J'he legs are rather long, and bone
coarse ; the hair is smooth, and the skin handles
rather hard ; the horns are long, flat, and thick ; the
features of the face are strongly marked, and in ex-
pression ratlier dull. Their general appearance is

opposite to gaiety. As might be expected, after
this description, they have not an aptitude to fatten

at an early age ; but, when aged, from three to five

years, they feed to great substance and heavy
weights. They are useful for ship beef. This de-
scription applies to the presently prevailing Fife-
shire breed, but the old breed which is udw uncom-
mon in that county, is of a much finer description.
They are finer handlers, have finer bone, more gay
in their appearance, having the horns long and sharper
pointed; more beautiful symmetry, better quality of
beef, and greater aptitude to fatten than the present
breeds. ^Vhen aged, the common breeds feed to

great weights, but it would be of no use to attempt
to feed them when young, as they are deficient of
quality and aptitude to fatten. Some of the very
heaviest cattle bred in Scotland are bred in Fifeshire

;

but 1 must say they want many good points to make
them profitable cutters to the retail butchers. They
are much better suited to the shipping butcher. In
the fat markets at Cupar in spring, I have seen many
large lots of well fed cattle, but quality and symmetry
are not to be looked for in the common Fife breeds.
Tlie butchers, however, are seldom deceived by
them, as they are general good weighers.

The cattle of Kinross-shire is much the same as

those in Fife, and so are some in Clackmannanshire.
jMany of them in those counties are fed at distilleries,

such as by the Messrs Yong at Burntisland, Mr
Stein of Killbeggie, Mr Moubray of Cambus, and
others. The refuse from the malt distilleries has not
the feeding properties of that from raw grain. The
saccharine matter in the grain is almost wholly ex-
tracted by the process of malting ; but the processes
of the distiller, however ingenious, cannot extract

the whole nutritious matter from raw grain. This
great difference in the nature of distillery refuse
make,' a similar difference in the quality of the beef
fed on it. Malted refuse renders the beef and tallow
soft, and unlike to well fed beef; whei-eas the refuse
from raw grain fattens as well as Swedish turnips,

both as to weight, fatness, firmness, and quality.

Hence, at the latter distilleries, stakes for tying up
cattle to feed let much higher than at the former.
Fine beasts are thus fed by Messrs Haig at Lochrin
distillery, near Edinburgh.

On comparing the old or Falkland breed of Fife

with the present breeds which cover that county, its

superiority is very apparent ; and its character was
well exemplified by the large ox which was shewn
by Mr Bruce of Kennett, and which gained the pie-

niium for the best ox exhibiting the greatest weight,

svrameti-y, and fatness, at the Highland Societies Show
at Stirling in 1833. Negligence or oversight alone

in the breeders of Fife must have deprived them of

the good old breed for the present inferior race of
cattle. It is satisfactory, however, to observe that

they have become sensible of their error, for now
l)reeding stock of the old breed are increasing in the

hands of many breeders in various parts of the

country. Colonel Lindsay of Bolcaires, Mr Kussel
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of Balwhargh, Mr Fernie of Kilmux, Mr Thompson
of Pusk, and other spirited farmers, have now breed-

ing stock which realise good prices.

Good as certainly the old breed of cattle in Fife is,

still the lower poitions of that county are admirably

adapted for the rearing of short-horns, which are

indubitably a superior breed of cattle to either of the

Fife breeds. It is not easy to account for the aver-

sion to short-horns, which most of the breeders in

Fife have no hesitation in evincing. Had this

aversion arisen from a disappointed experience in

short-horns, there would be some reasonable ground
for maintaining it ; but when it is well known that

good thorough bred short-horns have never yet got

fair play in that county, I cannot but choose to

ascribe that aversion to prejudice. Some breeders

no doubt have tried what have been designated short-

horn cattle ; but most of them which 1 have seen in

Fife have only the name of that breed, but do not

possess its characteristic properties.

To THE West Higuland Breed.—With the ex-

ception of the aboriginal breed of cattle, a few of

wliich polled, and of a dingy white colour, are still to

be seen in tlie park of the Duke of Hamilton at

Cadzow, the West Highland or Kyloe breed is the

oldest in Scotland. Its primitive site was probably

in the Hebrides in the Isle of Skye, where it liad

long been kept from intermixture with the breeds of

the mainland, by the independant position wliich the

chiefs of the Hebrides affected to maintain against

the kings of Scotland and Norway, Be that as it

may, the purest Kyloe blood is to beseen in the Isle

of Sk) e to this day ; not tliat it is in Skye that the

largest of the breed is found, for the richer pastures

of Ross, and Perth, and Argyllshires have promoted
its growth to a considerable size ; but, when any
breed of kindred blood is desired to be improved,
the smaller and purer lace of Skye is always resorted

to for the purpose of improvement. It is pleasing

to observe the desire for retaining the blood pure so

universal among the breeders of West Highlanders.

Besides the qualities of the bull, great attention is

paid in selecting fine cows, which will hardly be

parted with at any price so long as they are capable

of vigorous reproduction.

The character and propeities of West Highland
cattle are much to be admired. The back is straight

and level, the carcass deep, witli the brisket well for-

ward, and wide, and the buttocks well tilled up. The
top of the back is broad, and its breadth is pre-

served from the rump to the top of the shoulder.

The legs are short, with a strong broad fine bone.

The muzzle is fine, with the nose a little turned up,

the eye full and sparkling, the ears thin, broad, and

hairy, and pricked, and the head surmounted with

wide-set, fine long tapering sharp-pointed white

horns, gaily set off at the points, the ti{)s being black.

The coat is shaggy, with long fine soft hair, not the

least curled, and the top of the head, mane, dewlap
and tail-end ornamented with the same kind of long

hair. Colours are black, sometimes red, dun, and
brindled, all of a rich hue. The skin is mellow, and

the touch kindly. They have great aiuitude to fat-

ten at an early age, laying the beef, which is of the

finest quality, on the most valuable points. Taking

them all in all no breed which I have yet noticed ap-

proaches in character and jiroperties so near the

short-horns as the West Highlanders. The climate

of that part of the country which they inhabit is not

cold, but wet and boisterous ; and, as a suitaT)le

protection against the elements, their shaggy coats

are well adapted. They are first-rate grazers, feed-

ing on grass with great ra{)idity on their native pas-

tures, and, when they are brought into the arable

districts, they thrive equally well on turnips. The
usual weight which they attain, when fat, is from
thirty to fifty stones, according to the size of the

particular variety, for tliere are several varieties of

them among the Western Isles. These varities also

exist as breeding stocks in Argyll, Perth, Stirling,

Dumbarton, Ross, Inverness, and Sutherland shires.

In every situation they are the finest native breed of

cattle in Great Britain ; for a combination of quality

of beef, aptitude to fatten, and purity of blood.

Should they be fed on from the time they are dropped,
they could be disposed of in fine fat condition at

three years' old, at from forty to fifty stones.

According to the present system of farming in the

Western Isles, the pastures are overstocked in sum-
mer, and the young cattle are starved in winter.

Could this system be altered, so as always to be in-

creasing the condition of the cattle, the breeders

would very much serve their own pecuniary interest,

and promote the health and comfort of their cattle.

Thousands of these cattle are presented to market
every j'ear, and fed and slaughtered in every part of

Scotland and England, to thesouthwardof their native

latitude. They are generally presented in lean con-

dition ; but would the breeder relinquish the over-

stocking system, they would, on the whole, draw
more money than they do, and command at all times

a ready market ; for purchasers will be found for

sucli fine cattle in the worst of times, when the

coarser and larger breeds would be neglected. When
fat they are beautiful cutters up for the retail but-

chers, and are excellent for summer killing, and pro-

fitable for family use. The beef always fetches the

highest price per stone in the markets.

I may mention the names of some eminent breeders

of West Highlanders. Mr. M'Donald once had fine

specimens on the far-famed Island of Staffa, the in-

teresting resort of summer visitants : as also his late

father, Mr. Colin Macdonald of Boisdale in South
Uist. In 1812 and 1813 Staffa sold his three years

old at Dumbarton at thirteen and fourteen guineas

a-piece. Having kept a score of his three years old,

he sold them in 1814, when four years old, at Dum-
barton, to Mr. Wilson, factor to the Duke of Ham-
ilton, for twenty guineas each. At this time Staffa

kept from eighty to a hundred breeding cows. In
18 15 he sold a bull for 130 guineas, for which he re-

fused two years before 200 guineas : and about the

same time he received 100 guineas for another bull.

These prices certainly indicate that Staft'a's stock

were of a very superior description, and that he must
be classed amongst the most eminent breeders of

U'est Highlanders. The late Mr. Mackinnon of
Corryhattan in Skye, had a large and fine breeding
stock of the true Skye breed ; and his stock was
often resorted to as a source from which a supply of
superior bulls and breeding stock could at any time

be obtained, and always realised high prices. The
late Mr. Macdougal of Macdougal and Lome, and
the late Captain jMacdougal of Kerrera, were good
bleeders. Colonel Cami)bell of Knock in Mull has
also a good stock. Colonel Maclean of Coll, Mr.
Donald Campbell, late of Auchnacraig, and Mr.
Stewart of Auchnashannig, all possess good stock.

On the Island of Islay the Kyloes are particularly

large. Mr. Campbell of Islay is a great improver
and breeder, and one of the most spirited and liberal

landlords in Scotland. It would be well for Scot-

land were all landlords similarly disposed. His
stock of cows is ver}' extensive, and of a superior

cast. He has sold bulls at great prices, from 100 to

200 guineas a-piece. The colours of his cattle are

mostly red and dun. In this island Baptain Walter
Campbell of Sunderland, and Mrs. Campbell of
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Balnabie, each kept about 100 breeding- cows. IMr.

M'Niel of Losset is also an extensive breeder. The
pastures of Islay are fine, and, from its mild climate,

the island is called " fertile Islay." Mr. Campbell,
the proprietor of the Island of jura, whicli is more
barren than Islay, is an extensive breeder. lie will

sometimes show from 80 to 100 four-year olds at

cue time. On the islands of Colonsay and Oransay,
lying- on the north and west sides of Jura and Isla,

Mr. M'Neil, the proprietor, is an extensive breeder,

the most extensive, I believe, in the Western High-
lands, having from 150 to 200 breeding cows, from
which he shews some excellent lots of cattle. On
the island of Giha, betwixt Islay and Cantire, some
first-rate Kyloes were bred by Rlr. IM'Xeil, the late

proprietor, who shewed at Dumbarton fairs one of the

best lots from that quarter. There are good lots bred
in the small islands of Scarba, Luin, Suel, Shuna,
and on the mainland in Argyll, in Cantire, Knapdale
and Lome. Mr. Malcolm of Pottalloch, iu Knap-
dale, on the Crinan Canal, has a very superior stock.

I have seen his stock of beautiful cows, above 100
in number, and also sixty three years old oxen, very
fine fat, about forty-five stones each, which had been
wintered on hay and grass, without turnips. They
were sold at Dumbarton fair, in the June following,
at 14/ a-piece, when they had evidently lost condition
during the winter. The summer grazing of the

West Highlanders is much superior to their winter
keeping. I have seldom seen so fine a lot as these

were, in the August I saw them, when tliey were
grazing in a grass field of about eighty acres. On
this gentleman's property are 1000 acres of improved
land, wliich must have incurred great expense to

bring- into cultivation. Several hundred acres had
been reclaimed from the common moss, which now
carry as fine pasturage as perhaps any whei-ein Scot-

land. The farms -and cattle in Mr. Malcolm's own
hands are managed in a very superior manner. I ob-
served a very fine lot of four years old oxen winter-
ing in the wood of Bunaw, belonging to the Bunaw
Company in Argyllshire. Frost continues but a

short time, and but little snow falls in this part of

the country. Kain, particularly in autumn, is the

principal atmospherical infliction, and against such
the shaggy coats of the Kyloes are an admirable de-
fence. The aged cattle are almost all wintered in

the fields and woods, and in January I have observ-

ed them grazing in the Island of Mull, as if it had
been iu summer ; and v.-hat appeared extraordinary
tome was to see them feeding within w-ater mark of
the tide, on sea-ware. They are extremely fond of a

particular species of sea-ware, which is said to be
of benefit to them in winter. The pasture on some
of these islands, particularly tlie Strisbnish Islands, is

as fine as that in gentlemen's lawns around their

mansions, -and it continues green all the year round,
the snow lying but a few hours at a time, and the

temperature always favourable to vegetation. Colo-
nel Roderick Macneil, of the Island of Barra, has
long possessed, and still possesses, one of the truest

bred stocks in the Western Isles.

Some fine West Highlanders may be seen about
Inverary or Lochfine. The Invarary variety of

Kyloes bred by the Duke of Argyll, were once famed.
In Perthshire Lord Balgray has shewn some fine

lots ; and Lord Lynedoch tas frequently shown fine

lots in Perth markets from Balgowan. A fri^^nd of

mine one year at Midsummer m-.uket, at I'erth,

bought ten such from Lord Lynedoch. They were
black, with white horns, and were great beauties.

After being fed the foUoAving winter, they were

taken thick fat to Glasgow market, in April, when

they were pronounced to be the liandsomest lot of

cattle that had appeared in it for some years. Sir

Neil Menzies of Castle Menzies is a spirited breeder.

He obtained the Highland Society's premium, at In-

verness, in 1831, for the best pair of West Highland-
ers. The late Mr. Donald Stewart of Auch used to

show fine cattle. On tlie Breadalbane estate in

Argyllsliire, Mr. Mackay, Ardmady, has a fine stock.

Adjoining Ardmady is the farm of Dignish, which was
some time occupied by Mr. Colin M'Nab, and when
his stock was sold off some years ago the cows fetclied

20 guineas a-piece. The present tenant of Dignish,
Dr. Maccallum, in 1828 sold a bull two years old to Mr.
Macdonald, Fort William, for eighty guineas. On
the farm of Burravourach in Glenorchy, Mr. Thomas
Waters has also a good stock. Mr. Lome Campbell,
chamberlain to the Duke of Argyll, has also capital

stock. ]\Ir. David Skirving of Garleton, in East
Lothian, shewed two superior dun oxen, which he
had bred and fed, at the Highland Society's show in

Edinburgh in 1827, and obtained the first prize for

the best pair of West Highland cattle. The
mothers of these oxen were two dun cows, pur-
chased in calf, at Doune fair, by Mr. Hutchison, at

Haddington, for Mr. Skirving, from Mr. Peter M'ln-
tyre, then in Glenartney, on the Drummond Estate,

belonging to Lord VVilloughby d'Eresby. Both pro-
duced bull-calves ; and as they were from the stock
of a first-rate breeder, they were castrated and re-

solved to be kept till 1827, to be shown at the High-
land Society's meeting- in Edinburgh ; and he suc-

ceeded in his wish, thereby proving that true blood
may always be relied on to produce its like. They
were purchased by Mr. Thomas Taylor, flesher, in

Edinburgh, along with other two crosses, for 170/

and Mr. Taylor resold one of them to Mr. Little Gil-
more, befoie it left the show-yard, for 50/. It was
to be sent to Sir James Boswell of Auchinleck, on
the occasion of his coming- of age, to be roasted

whole. Mr. Taylor slaughtered the other, and it

produced seventy-four stones of beef the four quar-
ters, and fourteen stones of tallow. Tlie current
selling prices of the best West Highlanders at Dum-
barton, are from 12/ to 14/ for four, and from 10/

to 11/ for three-year olds.

One of the finest points possessed by West High-
landers is their fine coat of hair. This is an essential

point for a breeder to consider. A good coat is a

great safegaurd to cattle twice a-year, in spring
and autumn. Cattle which have been well kept
during the winter, and turned out in the spring on
pasture on cold bottomed land, or in cold wet clays,

will assuredly be affected for some weeks after, with a

catarrhal fever, if they are not protected with a good
covering of hair. In like manner, a good coat is an
excellent protection in nights of early frost, or rainy

days in autumn. An -animal with a poor coat affect-

ed under these circumstances, will cease moving
about in search of food. He will stand under some
sheltered spot, with his four feet drawn together,

his back raised, his eyes dull, and probably water-
ing and grinding his teeth. On the other hand, he
with the shaggy coat will move about, keeping his

blood in circulation, and exciting the animal heat by
filling his paunch and promoting digestion, regard-

less alike of the rain or the hoar frost, when it drops

from his sides, or sparkles on the points of his hairy

covering. Improvement of the hair promotes im-

provement of tlio hides of cattle. Thin silky hair

will always be found to cover a thin papery hide.

Long soft mossy or downy hair springs from a thick

soft iiide, smooth and jileasant to the touch, like

chamois leather. Such hides make the best leather

for shoes and harness, and will realize the highest

price in the market. This point regarding the hide

is too much neglected by breeders.
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The smaller sized West Highlanders are very use-

ful to many south country farmers, who purchase

them rising two and sometimes three years old, to

graze on poor moor lands growing coarse grass.

Many thousands of them are bought at the Falkirk

trysts, and other fairs, such as Doune, Dumbarton,

aiid All Hallow, for that purpose. Part of the

grazings are left rough for them in winter ; and, in

severe"weather, they are provided either with hay or

straw on the ground, and, in some instances, turnip,

with liberty to retire into shelter at night, if they

choose. Where they have proper sheds to eat their

turnips in, they thrive in this way most rapidly.

After two winters and a summer's keep, they will

attain the weight of from thirty to forty-five stones,

according to age. They always meet a ready market

from retail butchers, being admirably adapted to

summer killing ; and feeders generally contrive to

have them ready to suit the warm weather. The

greatest objection to these animals being at all put

into a straw-yard to feed is their restless jealous dis-

position, which makes them too desirous to fight

with or attack one another with their sharp-pointed

ready-set horns. The most profitable way is to for-

ward them on grass as much as ])ossible, as they

are most excellent grazprs. The smallest sorts are

called in some parts of England "bog-trotters,"

which will get fat on rough coarse herbage, where no

other breed can. I have seen very fat lots of them

fed on high coarse pastures. A lot of twenty was

lately sold by Rlr. Symon Hunter, of Guardmoor,

one of the highest farms on the Lammermoor Hills,

to Mr. John Plummer of Edinburgh, at 16/. a-piece.

As a striking instance of what the West High-

landers bought in this way, may attain to, I may
instance the'very fine dun ox shewn by Rlr. Spear-

man of Wharton, near Rothbury, Northumberland,

at the Show of the Highland Society at Kelso in

1832. This ox was bought among a large lot at Fal-

kirk, which cost 4/. 8s each, then six quarters old.

The next year be was observed to outstrip his com-

panions in size and condition, and to encourage

his natural aptitude to fatten, ]Mr. Spearman fed

him afterwards with superior food. In 1834

he was slaughtered, and yielded the extraordinary

weight of 152 stones 8 lb. the four quarters, and

I believe nearly twenty stones of tallow. His

price was eighty guineas.

Had the breeder of this ox been aware of its very

superior properties, he would certainly never have

made him an ox. The value of such an animal as a

bull would have been incalculable. Mr. Spearman

has frequently bought superior lots of West High-

landers, out of which he has selected particular ani-

mals, and fed them from 80 to lOO stones,

TuE Ayrshire Breed.—This breed originally

arose in Ayrshire, the county which gives its name

to it. It is not a very old breed, but the exact period

at which it was distinguished as a separate one, and

by what means it was first established, is not well

known. But however it originated, it is certain that

it attained a high character as a breed eminently fit

for dairy purposes. Indeed, it is no uncommon

thing to hear it asserted that the Ayrshire cows are

the best milkers in the kingdom. That this assertion

is strictly true, I am inclined to doubt, but I cannot

doubt that they have somehow acquired that cha-

racter, and that is sulficieut proof or warrant with

many to furnish their dairies with them ; and being

thus impressed, they live happily under the idea that

they possess the best class of cows for dairy pur-

pose that can be found. A gentleman of my ac-

quaintance once had the misfortune to excite the

ire of his friend, who prided himself on his stock of

Ayi'shire cows. They were certainly neat animals

but small, and had, no doubt, cost him a handsome
sum of money. He happened to suggest that, on

his rich pastures, if milk and butter were his only

objects, tliat a smaller number of well bred short-

horn cows would yield him as much milk and but-

ter as all his Ayreshires. He looked incredulous.

It was explained to him that the larger breed would
individually consume more food, and give him in re-

turn, more milk, and that he would thus incur fewer

risks of death in his stock. He appeared not to be

satisfied at the time with this explanation, but it

nevertheless shook his faith in Ayrshire cows, and at

length he tried a few short-horns, and when he found

lie could sell his short-horn bull-calves, and queys in

in calf, at large prices, and at a ready market, he

fairly jilted the Ayrshires. The truth is, the Ayr-

shires have been too much bepraised as milkers. Let

us observe the practice of those who make there

livelihood by the disposal of dairy produce, and we
will find that they do not prefer the Ayrshires as the •

most jjrofitable milkers, but generally purchase the

short-horns. The large dairies in London are almost

all filled with short-horn cows, they being the

favourite on account of their profitableness. In Liver-

pool it is the same ; and tlie dairy farmers in

Cheshire now prefer them. The large Caledonian

dairy at Meadowbank, near Edinburgh, began with

a stock of many kinds of milch cows, but soon found

that the Tweedside short-horn cows were the most
profitable. The reason for the choice is obvious.

Individually the short-horn cows are much larger

than the Ayrshire ; they consume more food, it is

true, but not more in proportion to their size ; but

they give more milk, take up less room, and give less

trouble in proportion to the quantity of milk wliich

they give.

The external characters of the best of the Ayr-

shire cattle are, a straight and nearly level back, the

top of the shoulder being a little below the level line,

and there is an evident tendency to depression over

the loins. The ribs are pretty round, and the body
deep ; but there is a deficiency in the filling up of

the buttocks. Viewed from before and behind, the

carcass is rather narrow, particularly before ; viewed
from above, the shoulder is much narrower than the

hooks, which gives the body a considerable wedge-
sliape, and the top of the shoulders a sliarpness.

The legs are short, and the body looks long for its

height. The muzzle is fine, the face broad but
rather short, the eye complacent, and the horn short

and turned upwards, though not gaily. The ex-

pression of face, though gentle, is rather unmeaning.
The colours are red and white like the short-horns,

though not so rich, and mixed in some instances with

black ; but they are arranged in irregular blotches

and patches, which are seldom round and never
grizzled. The skin is smooth and thin, and the

handling, though good, wants the mellowness which
a thick soft skin possesses. The thinness of
the skin, and fair handling, indicate a disposi-

tion to give milk, and a tolerable feeder. The
beef is well mixed, and of good quality, but Ayr-
shire oxen never die well to the butchers. Few Ayr-
shire cattle are kept to be fed, the bull calves being

fed for veal, which is excellent, and much of it

reared in Strathavon, in Lanarkshire, and the quey-
calves are kept to renew the cow stock. Tlie breed,

in its uses, is therefore altogether confined to the

dairy. The best Ayrshires are found in the district

of Cunningham.

The Highland Society's Show at Ayr last autumn
("183.5, ) broughtout a large display of Ayrshire stuck.

There were milch cows, queys, and young and aged
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bulls. They were all in fair keeping condition ; but
it could not fail to strike a stranger that all their

breeding animals were very small. They all bore
the characters of a small dwarfy breed, wanting sub-
stance and strength. Whether the Ayrshires were
ever larger I cannot say, but when the best stock of
the country wanted size, it is certain that breeders
must, at least at present, prefer small breeding ani-

mals. The want of size and strength are of them-
selves sufficient characteristics to cause strangers to

doubt the great dairy powers wliich the Ayrshires

are said to possess. For my part, after seeing them
at Ayr, I was very much inclined to the opinion of

them, expressed at the show, by an eminent breeder
of short-horns,—"that the Ayrshire cow was only
fit for cottars or moor-side farmers, and not for the

large farmer." Tliere were but few fat Ayrshire
oxen shewn ; all were good bensts, but there was so

much difference of symmetry and general appear-

ance between them, that it was difiicult to ascertain

which was the true breed, and wliether tliere was a

dash of other blood in them. The best ox of them
all, in my estimation, appeared the likesl to a short

horn. But I may mention that a large dairy farmer
in Ayrshire confessed that Ayrshires were now get-

ting too small, but that those exhibited at the Show
at Ayr were not the best stock of the country.

I have heard it asserted by persons whom I other-

wise considered intelligent judges of stock, that the

Ayrshire cows owed their milking properties to the

wedge-shape of their bodies, that is, while they are

vride behind, and capacious for the formation of
milk, they are narrow in the shoulder and chest.

They are certainly wedge-shaped, as I have already

stated ; but this appears to me an extraordinary
reason, at least an uns itisfactory one, that they
should therefore be good milkers. That a wide
hook, a broad pelvis, and deep flank are essential re-

quistes in every good breeding cow, every one
knows. This conformation is absolutely necessary
for the proper enlargement of the calf, and the con-

venience of a large udder. This peculiar conforma-
tion is desirable for a good breeder and milker of

every breed of cattle. Where tliere is naturally an
abundance of food, an abundance of milk will natu-

rally be looked for ; and, to show that Nature is not
inattentive to this relation, slie produces the young-

large in proportion as the mother is large, in order

to consume the large quantity of milk; but these cir-

cumstances have no regard to the narrowness of the

chest, which confines the play of the lungs, nor
with a sharp shoulder, which is only necessary to

animal of speed. But as a decided proof that the
milking properties of cows have no relation to the

breadth of their slioulders, I need only instance the

case of short-horn cows, which are capacious behind,
produce large calves, yield a great quantity of
milk, and yet have broad shoulders and wide chests.

But, after all, the best breed for dairy purposes
must be decided, not by reasoning, nor by references,

but by obtaining the great object for which it is de-

sired—namely, profit fron dairy produce. One
should tliink lliat that breed v.hich returned tlie

largest produce for the sMme quantity of food would
be the most profitable. Where sweet milk alone is

disposed of, this criterion would be strictly applica-

ble; but wliere butter is desired it miglit not be
applicable. We have already seen that milkmen
ptefer short-horns, but so do the butter-miikers in

Cumberland ; but the butter makers in Clydesdale
prefer Ayrshires, But it may be desired to dispose

of cheese instead of milk and butter ; and for tliis

purpose, the cheese-makers of Ayrsliire prefer the

Ayrshire cows ; but we have seen that the cheese-

makers in Cheshire prefer short-horn cows. So
that different ideas must actuate milk, butter, and
cheese makers in different parts of the countiy.
The ([uantity of milk said to be given by Ayrshires
has certainly been exaggerated. Some writers have
stated it at 'J.OOO Scotch pints (1,000 gallons )a-year
from one cow. Perhaps a few cows might yield that

quantity, but from what I have heard practical
farmers say, tliat from 1,000 to 1,500 pints would be
nearer the actual quantity. I have known many short-
horn cows give twelve Scots pints (sis gallons)
a-day for several months in summer, and I have
known of anotlier, a cross between a Galloway cow
and short-horn bull, belonging to a steward of a farm
in Berwickshire, which yielded twenty pints a day
during the best of the season, and she had to be
milked five times a-day to keep lier easy. She would
regularly come at the appointed time to the gate of
the field to be eased of her burden. Tliese are re-

markable instances ;* but 10 pints (5 gallons) a-

day for the whole summer is no uncommon produce
of milk from a short-horn cow. lam also inclined
to doubt the quantity of butter which Ayrshire cows
yield, as stated by some at '2571b or at the rate of nearly
5 lb a-week all the year round. I have known of a
very small Angus cow give weekly, during the best
of the season, 9 lb of butter; and a calf of hers got
by a short-horn bull, when a cow, yielded 12 lb of
butter a-week ; but these again, are rare instances.

I suspect from 190 lb to 200 1b altogether in the
year, or 3J lb or 4 1b a-week, all the year round,
would be much nearer the ordinary quantity, and
that is a good gift.

The Ayrshire breed has spread over a large extent
of country, in the counties of Ayr, Lanark, Stirling,

and Renfrew, completely ; and partially in Dum-
bartonshire and West Lothian ; and, I believe, Wig-
ton ; besides being scattered in small lots over most
of the lowland counties of Scotland.
The Galloway Breed.—There is no county of

the name of Galloway, that being the designation of
a district of country comprehending the counties of
Wigton and Kircudbright. The Galloway is a poll-

ed breed, though some years ago many of them were
horned ; but the polled being the less likely to in-

jure one another in the drove, the horned have been
gradually wed out. Sometimes yet a small horn is

exhibited, attached only to the skin. The Galloway
is a symmetrical useful breed of cattle. The back is

quite straight and level, at least the top of the
shoulder stands more to the level than in the Angus
breed. The ribs are well rounded, and the quarter
is longer than in the Angus, whicli makes the loins

short coupled. The body is deep, the brisket being
well forward, and the buttocks well filled down to

the hock. On being viewed before and behind, the
body is broader than the Angus, the buttocks being
round, the back across not flat but rounded, and the
body wide across the brisket. A'iewed from above, the
breadth of the hocks is carried forward to the shoulders
more than in the Angus. The head is rather large,

and looks coarse, though it is finer set on the neck
tlian the Angus. The muzzle is not fine, the eye
dull, shewing no white, and indicating sulkiness

;

* 1 may mention a remarkable instance of precocity
in the giving- of milk, in a quey from this «xtraordinary
milker. The quey when two years old, before it had
taken liie I)ull, or had ever seen a bull, for there was
none kept on the farm it was bred, dropped an uddtr
and gave milk. The owners thought some disease had
aflVcted the udder when tiiey saw it enlarging, but on
endeavouring to rub it and strip the teats, with a view
to relieve it, i)ure uiilk came, and continued to come all

summer, as abundantly as if the quey had borne a calf.
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the ears thick and hairy, and the crown of the head
surmounted with a large round knob, tufted with
hair. 'J"he colour is mostly black, with sometimes a

line of a dull dusky hue running- along the back.
The legs are short and strong, and few breeds carry
the beef so near to the heels as the Galloway. The
skin bandies kindly, and is well protected with soft

longish hair. The beef, when well and long fed, is

of first rate quality, fetching the highest prices at

Smithfield. The wliole carcass shews great sub-
stance, and indeed I may say that no cattle bred in

Scotland shows more substance than the Galloway's;
the beef being placed mostly on the back and hind
quarters, the most valuable parts of a fat ox.
The Galloway, as I have already observed, has

been crossed with tlie Angus to improve it, and now
the best Angus are as good as they ; they a>c indeed
scarcely distinguishable. It would require a very
good judge of both to distinguish them. Both
might, and do, mix in tlie same drove in England, and
are sold together, and denominated Galloways. But
the general run of the Galloway cattle is better than
the Angus. They are more like one another, shewing
a greater purity of blood, and were a single beast run
off the lot, it would be a fair sample of the rest, and
the sample would be a good one. The same proper-
ties could not be observed in the case of tlie Angus.
I have also said that the Gallowaysare like the Buchan
doddies, but they scarcely attain to the weight ofthem,
though they are of finer quality. The former cut up
beautifully with the retail butcher, the latter is better

adapted for strong ship beef.

Few Galloways are fed in the land of their birth.

being driven away at two and three years old, to the
pastures of Norfolk and Suffolk, to be purposely fed

for the Smithfield market, where they pass under the
name of Norfolk Scots. From March to July fully

one-third of the cattle in Smithfield are of this de-
scription. They are much liked by the London
butchers, being admirably adapted for cuttino- up
when thick fat, or " hard fat," a term indicative of
an animal of fine quality. But I do not think that

they arrive at early maturity, as tliey do not get ripe

till four years old, except when extra fed.

The best queys in Galloway are kept for breeding
cows, the rest are spayed, and sent along in droves
with the stots. The spaying used to be delayed till

the queys were a year old, but now it is generally
performed a few months after their being calved.
These spayed heifers never attain to the size of the
stots, but, like all heifers come earlier to maturity, and
produce beef of the very finest quality. The Gal-
loways not only occupy Galloway proper, but the

southern portion of Ayrshire, and a considerable part

of Dumfrieshire. As I have already remarked, they
have been taken to Forfarshire to improve tlie Angus
breed, but few of them are now to be found in that

county in a pure state. Galloways are kept in a

pure state in Sutherlandshire, by Mr. Alexander
Craig of Kirton, near Golspie, on that tract of land
lying between the Little Ferry and Golspie, which
has been lately so much improved by Mr. Craig, Mr.
Sellers, and others. Some j'ears ago Mr. Craig got
a few cows and two bulls from Galloway, which lie has

since increased to a stock of from fifty to sixty breed-
ing cows, which I have seen, and I must say that I

never saw a lot of Scottish cows, which I admired
more. They are very like one another, and showed
excellent symmetry, and some fine points. I saw
them in August, when they were in high condition,

almost fit for the butcher. They were stated to be
fair milkers. They seemed suitable to that part of
the country, and they inspired their ])roprietor with
confidence in the breed. I recollect of Mr. Craig

selling a lot of three-year-old Galloways, to Mr.
Brown of Linkwood, a distiller near Elgin, for 111 a-

])iece, the price of cattle being low at the time. They
were fed on distillery offal to April, when Mr. Brown
was bid only 14/ a-piece for them. He preferred
driving them to Aberdeen, and sending them on con-
signment by Steam to a Smithfield salesman, who
obtained 19/ a-piece for them. After deducting 3/

a-head of expenses, he still got 2/ a-head more than
he was offered at home. But, it may be observed,
that Mr. Brown being a malt distiller, the offal was
much inferior to the offal of raw grain. Mr. Craig
showed some of his Galloway stock at the Highland
Society's Show at Inverness in 1831, which were
much admired, and gained a premium. A few of the

three-year-olds were purchased by Mr. Dalgairns of
Ingliston, in Forfarshire, for about 21/ each, and
were afterwards sold by him in January 1832, in

Glasgow market, for 25 guineas a-piece. They
were very superioroxen, and suppose! to weigh fully

70 stones each.

Tliese which I have now but shortly noticed, com-
jjrehend all tlie principal breeds of cattle in Scot-
land. As my intention was only to describe Scottish

cattle, I shall not attempt a minute description of
those in England, particularly as there are many there

whose characters I have never had a proper oppor-
tunity of studying. ]\Iy determination is to say

nothing of live stock at all but what I know from
my own observation and experience ; and as long as

I adhere to this rule, there can be " no mistake.

"

But as the largest portion of our Scotch cattle go to

England, it may be interesting to know in what parts

of England they are chiefly to be found ; and as

many cattle from Ireland now find their way to this

country, and as I have seen a considerable number
of all kinds in Ireland, a few words upon their cha-

racters may not be irrelevant.

The short-horns have spread themselves over the

counties of Northumberland, Durham, Westmore-
land, York, and Northampton. They have partially

obtained footing in Cumberland, Cheshire, Lincoln-

shire, Norfolk, and Suffolk, and in several of the

midland counties. Numbers of them are sent from
Lincolnshire, under the name of " Lincolns, " to

the London market. They had been purchased in

the northern counties, and fed off on the deep
moist pastures in that county, where they attain to

great size and heavy weights. The dairies in all the

largest towns in England are supplied with short-

horn cows, as being the steadiest milkers, and after-

wards the best feeders, of any breed. The Gallo-

ways, Angus and Buchan doddies, find their way in

droves to Norfolk and Suffolk, where they are fat-

tened for the London market. They are much ad-

mired, and fe'ch the highest prices. The North
Higlilanders occupy the coarse and upland pastures

in the elevated lands through the middle of England,

Northumberland, and Yorkshire ; and many pass

into Wales. And the West Highlanders are to be
found grazing in the low pastures of the midland

counties, particularly Leicestershire, as far as the

neighbourhood of London, and to the east and west
of that line in most of the lowland pastures. 'I hey
are great favourites in the country markets in Eng-
land, and, along with the North Highlanders, make
excellent cutters up for summer killing. Such is

the dispersion in England of the different breeds

raised in Scotland.

English Bpfeds.—In regard to the breeds pecu-

liar to England which I have seen, I admire the

Herefords the most, because they show when fat,

symmetry and points the nearest in resemblance to

those of the short-horns. Their colour is red, with
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almost always much wbite in their faces, and some
are white backed. Their horns are white, and longer
than the short-horns. They carry the heef well on
the back, and although a heavy breed, they generally

sell at the top price at Smithfield. I have seen some
beautiful lots of them shewn there about Christmas.
The Hereford cow, being, however, a very bad
milker, and the calf consuming all the milic, this

breed of oxen must be less profitable to the breeder

than the short-horns. The Herefords pay the feeder

better than the breeder.

The long-horns occupy several of the midland
counties of England, particularly in Lancashire.

Thev are mostly of a dark red colour and brindled,

with white along the back, and long, spreading, and
sometimes drooping horns. They have good coats

of hair, fair symmetry, having the back well covered

with beef, and get to great weiglits ; but they are

rather coarse in the bone. They are good grazers

and pretty well liked by feeders, but still the Scotch

cattle are preferable as grazers. The late Mr. Bake-
well cherished the long-horns in preference to all

others, and maintained their superiority ; but experi-

ence now generally awards the palm of merit to the

short-horns.

The Sussex cattle are a large breed, generally of

a red colour, with no white upon the face, but

having larger horns, plainer skins, larger bone, and
being deficient in symmetry, points and quality,

when compared with the Herefords. They are well

adapted for the shipping line, and are frequently

bought by the shipping butchers, wliile the Here-
fords are purchased by the cutting up butchers, who
always give the highest price for the best quality.

The Devons have a pure rich red colour, with
while horns. They possess fair symmetry and
points, and, consequently, are of middling quality

;

but not equal to the Herefords as cutters up. Some
of them have been tried in Scotland, but they do not

seem to take in that country. I have seen them
grazed along with short-horns, and had no chance
with them as feeders. I have also seen them killed

;

they are fleshy, but want that fine mixing so common
in Scottish cattle and short-horns. They are prized

in some parts of England, as in Devonshire and
Norfolk, for yielding richness and quantity of but-

ter. It is certain that very little agitation causes
the cream to pass into the state of butter. Lord
Lynedoch imported a large lot of North Devon cows
from Mr. Coke of Norfolk a (ew years ago. Some of

them, on being exposed to sale, found no purchasers.
Devons are also fwourites in some parts of England
for the draught. They have been tried in Ireland,

particularly in the county of Mayo, where several
breeding stocks are kept. There tliey are small but the
beef is better than that of the native Irish cattle.

They have probably been imported from North
Devon.

The Suffolk cattle are all dun coloured, and they
very nearly resemble the Angus in external charac-
ters. The cows are said to be greater milkers than
the Angus, but no wonder when one observes the

superior pastures of Suffolk. Very few oxen of the

duns are fed fat, the bull calves being fed for veal,

and the cows purposely kept for making btitter for

tlie London market : hence the proverbial poverty of
the Suffolk cheese.

The Welsh cattle resemble the smallest and
coarsest sorts of our Fife and Aberdeenshire runts,

having thick horns, thick coarse plain hides, and nar-

row backs, and, in my ojiinion, they are a very in-

ferior breed of cattle. This is the description of
many which I have seen fat at Smithfield, and lean at

Epping Forest and Rumford markets. They appeared,

however, very like one another, which is a proof that

no intermixture of blood exists in them. But graziers

and feeders out of VVales (for in that country the

prejudice in favour of their own cattle exists in a

very strong degree,) who can find Scottish West
Highland cattle, never tliink of buying Welsh. The
agriculture of Wales being far behind most parts of

the kingdom, inferior cattle may be expected to ac-

company inferior husbandry.
Irish Breeds.—The native breeds of Ireland de-

serve a separate uotice. There are apparently three

breeds of cattle in Ireland : one inhabiting the

mountainous parts, and being of small size, and com-
monly called the Keny breed ; another, a small but
larger breed than the former, to be found chiefly in

the north of the island ; and the third is to be found
in the low rich plains in most of the midland and
southern counties. The two last are evidently both
long-horns, but they do not appear to have had a

common origin.

The Kerry breed is as small, and not unlike the

Skibos of Ross-shire. They have small bone, sharp

muzzle, quick piercing eyes, long sharp pointed

horns turned upwards gaily at the points, fine hairy

coats, and are as wild as hares. When let alone

they are quiet enough, but if the least irritated or

raised no fence can contain them. They are great

milkers for their size, and on that account the heifers

are in constant demand, fetch good prices, and make
a good poor man's cow. In this latter respect they

are like the Ayrshire cows. Droves of Kerry heifers

may be met with in many parts of the low country,

ready to be disposed of in lots of one or two to small

farmers and families in towns who keep cows.

The cattle in the north of Ireland are a shapeless

inferior sort. A few of a symmetrical shape may be
occasionally seen, but the generality of them are cer-

tainly worthless, and I should conceive dull feeders.

They have large heads, long horns, coarse bone,

coarse thick hides, of every variety of colour, but

mostly white on the back, with dewlaps, and the

body is quite thin when viewed before or behind.

Large droves of them, three and four years old, are

weekly exported to Liverpool, as grazers in England,

of the value of 51 a-piece. I was informed by the

owner of a steam packet at Warrenpoint near Newry,
that eight hundred liead of them per week, for six-

teen weeks, had been shipped from that port to Liver-

pool alone. The freight was 15s a-piece. Many of

the heifers are in calf, and frequently bring forth

their young on board ship, so ignorant are dealers of

their existent conlition, and so careless are the breed-

ers of the promiscuous intercourse between the

sexes.

The breed of the plains, with long horns, is a

large and valuable breed. They have straight level

backs, strong bone, thick and rather hard hides with

plenty of hair, placid eye and countenance, grea.t

substance with thick shoulders, short coupling, and

backs well covered with beef. Their colours are va
rious, mostly red and white, coarse ugly roaued,

with wliite along the back. When fat they are mucli

liked by the shipping butchers. Liverpool and

Alanchester fat markets are almost wholly supplied

with them ; but the finest description of them are to

be seen in Smithfield market, Dublin. The quality

of the meat is middling, strong in grain, but juicy,

and the flavour is always pleasing. As grazers in

England, they are never preferred to tlie Scottish

cattle, but in their own deep land pastures and moist

climate they feed very quickly. It is perhaps owing

to fast feeding that the grain of the flesli is larger,

and it is this jtroperty which makes the meat take so

well at Liverpool for the shipping. Many are also

V
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sent fat to the Glasgow market, where the heavy parts,

such as shoulders and rounds, are salted for hams,
that city having long been famed for beef-hams.

The hides of these cattle, on account of their thick-

ness, give 10s to 20s a-piece more than the hides of

short-horns of the same weight. Upon the whole,

they are a useful breed of cattle, but they have not

the fine quality of the Scottish Galloways or West
Highlanders, which take so readily in London. But
the Irish cattle can be brought to great weights. I

saw a lot in Dublin market of five-year olds, wliich

were estimated to weigh 110 stones each, and were
sold for 32/ a-piece.

I consider the price of cattle fully as dear in Dub-
lin as on the borders of England and Scotland. A
lot of cross heifers, of about forty stones each, sold

for 121 10s each, and at the time they would not have
brought the same money in Edinburgh or Morpeth.
The best beef in either of these markets did not ex-

ceed 6s or 6s 3d the imperial stone, that being in the

beginning of April. At that time the grass was so

fine round about Dublin, that I saw a large lot of

cattle grazing in the Phccnix Park. On returning to

Scotland a few days afterwards, there were Tew
symptoms of vegetation. But indeed, throi^-hout

the whole midland and southern counties of Ireland,

such as Meath, East Meath, Tipperary, Kilkenny,
Carlow, Limerick, Leitrim, Roscommon, and other

counties, the pasture to Scottish eyes is indescribably

good. I have often thought, and not without a feel-

ing of envy, that were such pasture in Scotland, or

were Scottish farmers and their stock in Ireland,

what a mine of wealth might not that country become
to the whole kingdom ! But it is impious to indulge
in impossible wishes.

The Irish beef being strong in the grain, stands the

salt, and is therefore well adapted for the supply of

the navy. During the war, salting of Irish beet was
carried on to a very great extent. Much chicanery,

it is true, was practised by the contractors for beef
upon the feeders of cattle, who were principally the

small farmers, and it was lamentable to hear how they
were duped and cheated

; yet a similar disposition is

frequently shown by the latter, under unproToked
circumstances, to poor labourers who were under their

power, thatourpity for them strengthens into a satis-

faction that they had received retributivejustice from
superior hands. Such is the prevailing desire to over-
reach one another among the lower orders in Ireland,

that until their moral habits are raised to a higher
degree, no peace can be ensured, and no confidence
established, in that country. Many of the most fear-

ful contentions amongst families have entirely been
engendered by moral turpitude.

Isle of Man Breed.—The cattle from the Isle of

Man might be expected to be a sort of distinct breed,

because we frequently find that where little inter-

course takes place between an island with the main
land, the cattle on it naturally assume the characters

of a distinct breed. They become like one another,

and show that they have had a common origin, like

the West Highlanders in the Isle of Skye, formerly
alluded to. With these ideas in my mind, I was
anxious to see the cattle of the Isle of Man, hut
what was my astonishment when 1 beheld in them
the most mixed breeds I ever saw, particularly in a

cargo which arrived in Liverpool as I was one day
waiting at the Brunswick Docks the arrival of a

vessel with cattle from Ireland. They beggar de-

scription. I was impressed on seeing them that the

worst cattle of all breeds and colours and shapes had
been collected together. There was not one good
beast amongst them. To satisfy my curiosity about
the value of them, I asked the price at the owner

;

he answered, 8/ a-piece. I should have thought
them dear at bl, although they were all above three
years old,

Al.DERNEY AND JerSEY BreEDS, A feW COWS of
the Aldernay and Jersey breeds are to be seen in

Scotland, kept as dairy cattle for supplying butter

to gentlemen's tables. Their milk is certainly very
rich, and tlie butter is equally so ; but the cows are

not adapted, in my opinion, to this climate. They
are mostly of a light brownish-red colour, mixed
sometimes with white, and sometimes with dun and
white, with short horns, and have a timid cast of
countenance. Their hair is short and smooth, and
the skin very thin and papery. When viewed from
behind, their body appears like two boards nailed

together, " as thin as a lath.
"

Fuench Breeds.— I have seen some French cattle.

They are not unlike the Guernsey breed. They are

ill made, but give excellent milk, and get very fat on
the rumps, but they are always thin on the ribs, and
the beef is generally of a yellow hue.

Agricultural Petitions. — Sir, Editor, — The
farmers have, as in duty bound, stated their distress

to the legislature. Last week Sir Robert Peel re-

marked, that the Committee might perhaps make a Re-
port at the end of the Session, but it would be merely a
report. I hope, therefore, none of my brother farmers
are looking for help to that quarter. Deceived as we
were by our representatives, on the malt tax question,
we have now only to look for safety, in the reduction of
rents and expences. Rents must come down ; wheel-
wrights, blacksmiths, and harness makers bills, must be
reduced to the Peace prices, and all trades inust mode-
rate their charges. With bread at five pence the loaf,

and meat at sixpence a pound, and all articles of life,

cheap in proportion, we may manage to live if our land-
lords stand by us. Therefore let all be exhorted to look
no more to Parliament. Agrestis.

Agricultural Stock.—Last week the sale of the

cattle, &c. of Mr. Tench, of Bromfield, in this

county, took place, and it has not surprised us that ex-
traordinary prices were obtained for many animals,
because for more than 20 years Mr. Tench has been a
pre-eminent breeder and farmer. One cow and calf

sold for 60/ 10s ; a three-year old heifer in calf, 52/

;

a three year old heifer in-calf 40/ ; two-years old
heifers, 30/ 10s, and 29/ each

;
yearhng heifers,

20/ each ; two-year old bullocks, per pair 42/ 10s. The
bullocks, of their age, were acknowledged to be the
best ever seen by the company present. Yearling
bullocks 19/ per pair; a two-year old bull sold for 90/,

and a yearling ditto for 80/. The Southdown ewes
averaged nearly 40s each ; not more than market price.

One ram sold for 40/ 10s. During the sale, it was
generally remarked by the company that they never
witnessed a more respectable attendance, comprising
400 to 500 agriculturists :—among others was the Earl
of Lisburne, who was a considerable purchaser •, Thos.
Andrew Knight, Esq., was also present, and many of
the gentry in the neighbourhood. The two-year old
bull was purchased by W. Oakley, Esq., of Oakley,
near Bishop's Castle ; and we doubt whether a land-
lord could better assist his tenantry than by thus en-
abling them to improve the quality and symmetry of

their cattle. The result of the sale, and the warm and
generous feeling evinced towards Mr. Tench, must be
highly gratifying to him. JMuch regret was expressed
that a gentleman who had lived upon a farm 39 years,

has at last resolved to quit it; and the most ardent
wishes for his prolonged health and activity were ex-

pressed again and again. Broome, the auctioneer, was
in his glory at such a sale. He expects old times to re-

turn ; but farmers must not be misled by the sale and
dispersion of this extraordinary stock,

—

Shrewsbury
Chronicle.
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PALSY IN SHEEP.
(From the Velerinarian.)

Palsy is not of so frequent occurrence in sheep,
as in oxen ; for in their general management they
are more exposed to the vicissitudes of the seasons,
and hardened ag-ainst the influence of sudden atmo-
spheric changes. Nature has also given to them,
for their own benefit and for ours, a thick coat of
wool, which, under ordinary circumstances, may
bid defiance both to cold and wet : yec there are

times when the}' seriously and fatally experience the

benumbing power of the former.

The ewe at yeaning time, enfeebled by the process
of parturition, more than usually susceptible of im-

pression from external agents, and less able to

struggle against those which are injurious, is care-

lessly left in a bleak and exposed situation ; at night
comes " a frost, a killing frost," and, as the shep-
herd with true pathology calls it, " she is chilled,

chilled to the very marri)w."

The lamb, just dropped, is perhaps naturally

weakly, or, if strong, yet suddenly changes the
temperature of the mother's womb for one perhaps
below the freezing point, and lies for hours on a bed
of snow. True—nature has kindly given to these

little ones, and to young animals of every class, a

power of resistance against the cold—a degree of

insusceptibility to its benumbing influence—but the
vital power must necessarily sink under an attack

like this. The farmer carelessly examines his flock

at night, but thinks not of the bitter biting blast to

which they will be exposed ; and in the morning he
finds many of them dead, and more deprived of all

power of motion.
The Prockss of Mischief.—The heat is rapidly

abstracted from these neglected and abused animals

by the cold bed on which they lie, and the cold air

around them. It is abstracted fir more rapidly than
it can be supplied, and the general sens^bilit3^ and
every vital manifestation, is diminished, and be-

comes inactive; the power of voluntary motion is

suspended—the nervous influence of the organic

system is withdrawn—the vital current is arrested,

and life is fled. One universal palsy leads on to,

or is another word for death*. If the full depress-

* Some of the most appalling accounts on lecord

of the rigidity suddenly produced by excessive cold,

are contained in Labaume's history of the disastrous

campaign in Russia, translated some twenty years

ago by the author of these lectures, in order to wile

away a few idle hours.

The French army was retreatini> from Viasma
" suffering- yet more from the cold than from hun-
ger. They abandoned tht^ir ranks to waim them-
selves by a fire hastily kindled ; but when they

would rise to depart, their frost-bitten limbs refused

their office, and a partial insensibility crept ovef
them. We heard some of them faintly bidding tlieir

last adieus to their friends and comrades—others,

as they drew their last breath, pronounced the names
of their mothers, tlieir wives, their native country,

which they were never more to see. The rigour of

the frost soon seized their benumbed limbs, and pe-

netrated through their whole frame. Stretched on

the road, we could distinguish only the heaps of

snow that covered them, and which at almost every

step formed little undulations like so many graves."

They at length approached the Niemen. " Some
had lost their liearing, others their speecii, and many
were reduced by excessive cold and hunger to a state

of frantic stupidity. Some were so weak, that, un-

able to lift a piece of wood or roll a stone towards

ing effect of surrounding cold is not produced, yet

the energy of the nervous system has been so fear-

fully impaired, that the stimulus, and the power of

being acted upon, whether with reference to animal

or organic life, are for awhile suspended ; and if in-

deed they ever return, they return slowly, and with

considerably diminished energy. For many an hour,

and often during many a day, the blood loiters, and
the muscles are rigid, or tlieir contractions are in a

manner powerless ; and there follows a compound
of rheumatism and of palsy—the last predominant
and most obstinate. After all, the animal rarely re-

gains its for/ner condition and value, but continues
a mortifying and disgraceful exhibition of the care-

lessness and inhumanity of the farmer. How much
has he yet to learn with regard to the treatment of

the lamb and its mother ! In some seasons the mor-
tality among these animals forms no inconsiderable

item in the catalogue of his losses, and the circum-
stances which contribute to general agricultural dis-

tress.

Mr. Garland, in the first volume of " The Veteri-

narian," describes this infantile palsy, if I may so

call it, in the lamb. He says that " three lambs
were dropped on the 23d of ISIarch, without any
assistance. In each there was a complete loss of

motion on the left side. They lay quietly on the

affected side, but when lifted up, and thrown on the

opposite side, their struggles were incessant." This
hemiphlegia in the lamb, while we have little or no-

thing of it in the horse or the ox, is a circumstance

for which I confess that I am unable perfectly to ac-

count. One thing, however, we know, that the

sheep has hydatids in the brain far oftener than any
other domesticated animal. A disposition to the

generation or shelter of this parasite in the cranial

cavity, is one of the pests of the sheep. Were there

congenital hyatids here?

Lesson to the Farmer.—In the beginning of the

lambing great numbers of these animals die from
cold. A warm thick hedge towards the nortli, or a

temporary shed of hurdles or of faggots, however
rudely constructed, and ultimately costing little,

would have aff"orded almost alt the shelter which was
required. Well ! the farmer feels the consequences
of his folly and inhumanity. His expected flock of

lambs has been materially diminished, and he deter-

mines to make tl e most of what remains ; but with

consistent want of thought or calculation of conse-

quences, he again goes the wrong way to work, and
he kills them with kindness : for, scarcely recovered

from their former debilitated state, he now puts

them where there is the best flush of grass, and he

decimates them by inflammation.

•Advice to the Veterinarian.—When, gentlemen,

you begin to be consulted, as you will ere long, with

respect to the diseases and the general management
of all domesticated animals, your inquiries into the

nature and causes of disease will enable you to give

your employer many a valuable hint, and, by dimi-

nishing the casualties to which liis live stock is ex-

posed, you will materially lessen the aggregate of

distress.

'J'reatment.— W^ell, gentlemen, there is a little art

in treating these poor palsied beings, and especially

the young ones ; for although they resist the cold

longer than the adult animal, yet they have not

the fires which they had kindled, they sat upon the

dead bodies of their comrades, and with a liaggard

countenance stedfastly gazed upon the burning coals.

No sooner was the fire extinguished, than these liv-

ing spectres, no longer possessing the jiovver to rise,

fell by the side of those on whom they had sat."

U 2
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strength to bear the re-action which follows when
the vital heat once more begins to be produced. The
means of relief are simple, but should be cautiously

applied. The little patient may be put into a ham-

per, and carried home, wrapped up in straw, and

thus the little portion of warmth which yet conti-

nues to be eliminated will not be dispersed. After

awhile he may be brought, but very cautiously, into

a warm room, or placed at some distance from the

fire : a little warm gruel may be administered, with

a small quantity of ginger ; or, if he does not soon

beo-in to rally, a little ale may be added to the gruel.

I would hardly allow any thing stronger. Mr. Gar-

land recommended that his patients shoald be bathed

in warm water for a quarter of an hour every day.

" This," he says, " was of considerable benefit, and

in a few weeks they were enabled to stand ; but

when we ceased to bathe them, they became rapidly

worse than before, and were killed." Moderate
warmth is the principal restorative ; but as soon as

the lamb begins to recover, and is able to toddle a

little about, he should be returned to his mother,

who has, in the mean time, been removed to a more
comfortable place, and her care of him and her milk

will gradually accomplish a cure.

DiARRHCEA.—The organic system, however, does

not appear so soon and so perfectly to rally as that

of voluntary motion. The limbs lose their rigidity,

but the digestive organs imperfectly discharge their

functions. The frequent, or, to a certain extent, the

almost invariable consequence of this exhaustion, is

diarrhoea, difficult to arrest, and soon assuming a se-

rious character. The best, and indeed the only, safe

and efficacious remedy that I know, is that which,

differently prepared by different persons, goes under

the name of " the sheep and calves' cordial." It is

composed of prepared chalk as an antacid, the aces-

cent principle often sadly prevailing in these pa-

tients, and at this time ; catechu, as an astringent

:

ginger, as the very best stomachic and tonic that we
have—a tonic because a stomachic ; opium in the

form of laudanum, allaying the irritability of the

exhalent vessels, and the inflammation of the mu-
cous membrane of the intestinal canal ; and pepper-

mint water as a menstruum, a vehicle, and yet, by
its stimulant and tonic power, preventing the forma-

tion or assisting in the expulsion of those gases,

which in every derangement of the digestive organs

are so annoyingly and dangerously extricated in the

stomachs of ruminants. The proportions of the in-

gredients would probably be one pound of the pre-

pared chalk, half a pound of powdered cathecu, four

ounces of powdered ginger, and a pint each of the

laudanum and peppermint water.

Palsy at Weaning-time.—Two or three months
afterwards comes another dangerous season as it re-

gards the lambs—the time of weaning, and especially

if the weather should be cold. They are then often

turned into some distant and, perhaps, upland pas-

ture, that the mother and the young ones may be out

of the hearing of each others bleating ; and that the

food may not be too plentiful or stimulating until the

lamb is somewhat accustomed to his new kind of
nourishment. Notwithstanding every precaution,

however, purging will come on, and cold will be

taken, and there will be weakness of the limbs gene-

rally, and especially of the hind limbs, and an ap-

proach, at least, to palsy. Possibly this may be
somewhat connected with the state almost of aban-

donment in which they were left when newly drop-

ped. There remained a certain debility, or possibly

predisposition, to palsy. Mr. Garland says that,

when other lambs of the flock to which he referred

became two months old, they were attacked by a

similar affection. The treatment will be simple. If

the weather or the locality demands it, the animal

should be placed in a more comfortable situation ; a

purgative, consisting of Epsom salts with ginger,

should be administered ; and then a dose or two of

the " cordial" will usually set all right.

Caution.—The palsied ewe at yeaning, or the

palsied lamb at weaning-time, should undergo no

protracted course of treatment, especially if they are

in tolerable condition. The result of the treatment is

not always certain ; there may be considerable dete-

rioration of value, or, after all, the patient may be

lost. Therefore, if immediate success does not at-

tend your remedial measures, honesty to your em-
ployers will suggest the hint that the animal may
with most advantage to the owner be sent at once to

its destined place.

TinvARTER-iLL OR SnAKiNG.—There used to be a

singular cerebral or spinal affection among one or

two-shear sheep, which fortunately has, in a manner,

disappeared in our country. It was called, I know
not w hy, thivarter-ill. In some districts it was more
appropriately named trembling or shaking. There
was a peculiar uncertainty in the gait and walk of

the animal, every limb seeming to give way ; and
this gradually degenerated into shaking palsy. The
patient at length fell, and could with difficulty rise

again.

The Lea ping-ill.—From the apparent eccentricity

of motion in some cases, it was called the leaping-ill.

The sheep would neglect their food, stand still, stare

stupidly around them, and then all at once leap up
as if to clear some hedge or ditch. The neck would
often become stiffened, and turned on one side. The
animal would become weaker and weaker. The use

of its limbs, and particularly of its hind limbs,

would gradually be lost, and, at length, it would fall

to rise no more
;
yet even as it lay it would occa-

sionally abandon itself to the most singular contor-

tions. Then would come some moments of remis-

sion, and the poor animal will set to work and eat

every thing within its reach ; and many a day, and
occasionally some weeks, would pass (if the owner
was brute enough to let them), the palsy becoming
more confirmed, the animal wasting every day, but

the appetite remaining unimpaired.

Locality, Causes, and Treatment.—This disease

was usually confined to poor and overstocked farms,

and was most frequent in March and April, when
the winter's food was gone, and that of the spring

had not sufficiently grown. It was often sudden in

its attack, like all other species of palsy. After an

unusually cold night several of the sheep would be

found in the morning trembling, or down and unable

to rise. Some would fall, and die in a few minutes.

Others would drop, and lie many hours or days

shivering or struggling. In some it would appear

in the form of, or soon become, palsy of the hind

legs ; in more, one side only would be attacked, and

others would be lame in one leg only. It seldom
attacked sheep in good condition, but the weak and
half-starved ones were its principal victims. Warmth,
bleeding, and physic, were the only remedies, but in

most cases the evil was past all cure.

Hogg's Description of it.—The Ettrick Shepherd
gives the best account of it. He saj^s that fifty years

ago its ravages were so considerable that the farmer

believed the disease to be infectious, as well as here-

ditary ; and that it was as unsafe to buy from a stock

in which the thwarter-ill had appeared, as from one

that was liable to the rot. Mr. Lawrence, quoting

from Lisle, says, " some years the sheep will be apt

to be taken with the disease they call the shaking

;

some farms are more subject to it than others : it is
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a weakness which seizes their hinder quarters so

that they cannot rise up when they are down. I

know no cure for it. Some years a hundred of a

flock have died of it."

Variety of the Disease,—A very similar com-
plaint used to be prevalent, and is still observed, on
several parts of Salisbury Plain. From ati unusual

coldness of the season, or on certain exposed and
bleak situations, or from starvation, or neglect of

various kinds, an endemic or epidemic disease

breaks out. It commences with slight staggering
;

a certain degree of stupidity ; a gradual wasting ; a

weakness of the loins ; the animal continually slip-

ping and falling; dragging his hind legs behind him
more or less ; one leg evidently more affected tlian

the other; occasional grinding of the teeth; the ap-

petite unalfected ; diarrhira ; death. The post-

mortem examination presenting usually softening of

the spinal marrow in some part of it, and mostly

about the lumbar region ; but not unfrequently hy-

datids in the brain, sometimes one or two con-

siderable ones, at other times groups or bunches of
them in the ventricles, or in the scissure between the

lobss.

Connected with Hydatids—I confess that I am
much disposed to attribute these cases of real or

spurious palsy to pressure on the brain by hydatids;

and those hydatids, if not owing their existence, j'et

ihe suitableness of their locality, to damp and un-
healthy pastures, neglect, starvation, or hereditary

predisposiiion. I have treated of this at length

when speaking of the hydatid in the brain of sheep

;

and while we must not abandon the individual cases

that come under our notice, we must found our hope
of eradicating the disease from the farm or the dis-

trict on the adoption of a more rational, and humane,
and profitable way of managing our sheep.

Connected with Cutaneous Disease.—Girard
speaks of palsy as very common among the sheep in

various departments of France, and in Germany
;

but he connects it with other complaints—the sheep-

pox, of which fortunately we know but little in Eng-
land, and the scab, of which we occasionally see too

much. He describes it as preceded by intolerable

itching. The animal violently rubs himself against

every object with which he can possibly come in

contact. He works himself into a perfect rage and
fever ; he stands and shivers from head to foot, and
sometimes falls into an epileptic fit, but of no great

violence or lengthened duration. This pruritus com-
mences about the tail and the croup ; it rapidly

spreads over the loins and the back, it extends to the
head, and reaches to the very feet. He bites him-
self, he tears away the wool, he abandons himself to

every kind of violence. By and bye his intellect is

evidently affected—he has a wild and wandering look,

and the slightest disturbance frightens him beyond
measure. He strays hither and thitlier ; he stops
every moment in order to bite or rub himself; his

walk is vacillating, staggering ; the uncertainty of
gait is sometimes referrable to the four extremities,

sometimes to the hind ones, and, at other times, both
are affected. Every motion is attended by an in-

creasing degree of uncertainty. He falls on his

knees ; he falls completely down, and remains a con-
siderable time before he is able to rise ; at length he
falls to rise no more, but even then he seeks for

something to eat, and, if it is brought, he will live in

this miserable state eight or ten days.

Pathological Explanation.—How shall we ac-

count for the paralytic state of the patient, which
forms the closing scene of this sad disease! Is the

nervous system completely exhausted by the long

continuance of intolerable irritation? I can readily

conceive of the spinal cord and its membranes shar-

ing in this intense inflammation, spreads everywhere
around them, and invading every part to which the

nervous fibrils are sent. I can conceive this ulti-

mate exhaustion of sensorial power to be the natural

or necessary consequence of cutaneous, and, per-

haps, deeper seated erythism like this.

The repelling of Cutaneous Eruptions.
Among the causes of palsy in the human being is

the sudden repelling of extensive or acute cutane-
ous eruptions. We have occasional elucidations of
this in our country. There is no more effectual re-

medy for the scab in sheep than the mercurial oint-

ment : I was going to say that there is no other re-

medy on which dependence can be placed. It needs
not, however, to be used in the concentrated state in

which it is generally applied. It needs not to be the
strong mercurial ointment of the Pharmacopceia.
Mixed with four or six times its weight of lard, it

may not relieve the disease so speedily as in its con-
centrated state, but it will do so more perfectly and
more safely. I have known many instances of pty-

alism and nervous affection from the undue use of

mercury, and more especially from that of arsenic.

The French, however, pay little attention to this, and
when palsy eventually occurs, they attribute it to

the cutaneous eruption, and not to the remedy. They
consider the eruption as the first stage of or prepa-

ratory to the appearance of palsy, and they bleed and
physic, and use turpentine embrocation on the spine.

Strange German Operation.—The Germans have
somewhat of the same notion, and they resort to a

very singular and cruel method of cure. They
judge, and perhaps rightly, that this is a disease not
simply of the integument, but that the subcutaneous
cellular tissue is, if not essentially, yet speedily in-

volved. They make an incision into the skin of the

back at the posterior region, and introduce into it a

canula ; and then, by hard blowing and some mani-
pulation, they separate the skin from the subjacent

tissue, and then inject oil of tarpentine. Tliey ex-

cite speedy inflammation, and enough of it too ; and
the affection of the integument is relieved or disap-

pears, and the spine never becomes affected. This
seems a butcher-like way of proceeding, and I do
not think will be speedily adopted in our country

;

but we may perhaps derive from it a useful hint

with regard to the application of stimulants in some
cases of scab (for there are several distinct kinds of

it), and also the possible efficacy of blisters along

the spine in cases of palsy of this patient : I acknow-
ledge, however, that I should not expect much be-

nefit from them, for I should rarely, if ever, be able

to produce vesication.

Our Path.—On the whole, our efforts must be
directed to the prevention of this spinal affection

:

our prognosis should always be very guarded, or

distinctly unfavourable, and our advice should usu-

ally be to cut that short which we may probably be

unable to cure.

Desideratum.—Here again we sadly need—the

sheepmaster and the country demand—the esta-

blishment of experimental schools. Until we have

them, we shall know little of the cause and the

treatment of many a disease of cattle and of sheep,

for we have no right to sacrifice the property of our

employers, nor are we called upon seriously and in-

conveniently to sacrifice our own.

American Cheese.—We observe, from the American
papers, that there was presented, on the 1st of January
last, to Mr. Jackson, President of tlie United States, by
a Mr. Thomas S. Meachan, of Washington, a cheese

weighing no less than fourteen hundred pounds

!
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ENGLISH AND RUSSIAN TALLOW.

(From the Portfolio.—Bidguay.)

At a time when there is so much disposition

shewn by the legislature and the community at

large, to devise some measure of relief for the

Agriculturists, without injuring the commercial
operations on which the prosperity of the nation,

and, consequently, of the agriculturists themselves,

immediately depends, we are surprised that atten-

tion has not been directed to the agricultural pro-

duce imported cither at a low rate, or duty free,

from countries which tax, or wholly exclude our
manufactures, which they are only encouraged to

do, by our free admission of their produce to com-
pete with our's, while they refuse the correspond-

ing facility to our manufactures.
The rate of and mode of levying duty on tallow

and soap, is at present most injurious—an expen-

sive and cumbersome, and withal inefficient orga-

nization for collecting the excise duty on soap, in-

jures that manufacture by its regulations, while it

diminishes the revenue by its costliness. The ex-

port commerce of soap is arrested—the home con-

sumption is restricted ; tallow from Russia com-
petes with our home supply, or at all events by
its comparative cheapness allows Russia to in-

crease its price by various modes before it is ex-

ported. The repeal then of the excise duty on
soap, and the substitution in its stead of a heavier

duty on tallow, would greatly improve the soap

manufacture, afford a temporary advantage di-

rectly to the agriculturists, and if in the long run
the price fall even lower than it is at present,

which it is to be hoped it will, still the home
grower would occupy a relatively superior posi-

tion. If such a measure were adopted, we see

other great political and commercial consequences
which indeed are our inducements for entering

into the subject, namely, the blow that thus will

be struck at the puUtical projects of Russia, and

the new commercial field that will be opened by
the simultaneous reduction of the duty on oil

—

these questions we have already treated and will

return to again, for the present we will address

ourselves to the specific proposition which we now
put forward, which is, to impose a higher duty on
foreign tallow, and to do away with the excise

duty on soap if possible.

1st. The inevitable effect will be to enable the

cattle-feeder to have a higher price for his cattle,

as the quality of home-fed tallow is much superior

to foreign, and the price of the former is only

kept down by the great importation of the latter,

which is used to mix with our own tallow.

2nd. As soap and candles are articles which
form large items in the expenditure of all classes,

it would be advantageous to have them made as

cheap as possible ; and they will certainly be
cheaper if the whole duty were placed on tallow,

because the expense of collecting any excise duty
is much heavier than a customs one ; and the va-

rious restrictions necessary for the former, renders
the soap-maker's process much more expensive
than it would otherwise be.

3rd. The increased cost occasioned, as we thus

shew, is an immense barrier to an increase of ex-

port of soap and candles, which might (if the duty
on them were lower) extend to five times the pre-

sent amount, for, in consequence of our high prices
of these articles, France supplies nearly the whole
coasts of the Mediterranean and a great portion
of America. This is a question of first-rate im-
portance in a commercial point of view.

4th. The removal of all duty on soap, will form
a saving to the country in the collection of reve-
nue, equal to about 50,000/., being the expense of
collecting the soap duty.

5th. The increase of duty on tallow, will, no
doubt, drive soap-makers to find other oleaginous
substances as substitutes, as soon as our own pro-
duce of tallow is not sufficient ; and in this search
they will encourage the importation of cocoa-nut-
oil from our own colonies, of palm-oil, and olive-

oil, from countries which take payment entirely

in our own manufactures, while Russia, from
whence we draw all our foreign tallow, takes only
a proportion of the value of it in our manufac-
tures, and those the least profitable to us :—even
this branch of export to Russia, is gradually de-
creasing.

The objections that are generally urged against
any increase of duty on tallow, are

—

1st. That it will prevent the importation of
foreign tallow altogether, and thus raise the price
of soap and candles.

2nd. That it will thereby curtail Russia's ability

to take manufactures from us, as she depends on
her tallow for payment to us.

3rd. That any increase of duty, to the extent we
advocate, would be a total reversal of the princi-

ples of free trade, which our present, and many
past governments have held out to foieign na-
tions as the main feature of British commercial
policy.

With regard to these two first objections, we
would ask any person at all acquainted with the
trade of Russia, whether it is possible for Russia
to find a market, in any part of the world, for the
tallow she supplies to us:—we assert that she
cannot :—we also assert, that from the nature of
her system of agriculture, the Russian farmer must
continue to feed cattle and to make tallow;—that,

if the duty we lay on here, should force down the
prices in Russia, all that will happen, will be, that
instead of there being five or six profits made out
of the tallow, for as many different dealers, brokers,
melters, and merchants, &c. through whose hands
it passes before we get it, the first producer will

find means to sell it more directly (as it is sold in
every other country from whence we get any)
to our own merchants, and thus those various
profits and various local imposts and export duties
(which the Russian government authorize and de-
mand) will be saved to our community, and in-
stead of falling into Russian hands, will fall into
our own revenue.
But even supposing that the Russians cannot

supply us with tallow at the same rates, we deny
that tallow is an ingredient which, of necessity,
we must have for the manufacture of soap. Cocoa-
nut, palm and olive-oil are all better and all

cheaper substances, except the latter, which is in-

controvertibly the best of all, ^Ahich we are pre-
pared to shew may be got at rates 30 per cent,
under the present prices, if it should become an
article in which British capitalists, with their en-
terprise, would find (from increased consumption)
enough of scope for the employment of capital. If

we want any proof of these assertions, we find it

in the following facts, which the statistical returns
will prove :—A very few years ago neither palm
nor cocoa-nut oil were used in this country

;

whereas now the annual consumption of the former
is upwards of 13,000 tons, and of the latter 400
tons, and is increasing every year. As to olive-

oil certainly none is used here for either the pur-
poses of making soap or for lighting, because, like
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those other articles, our manufactures have not
yet found it cheap enough, and the reason for that

is, that the high duty (lately, though not suffi-

ciently lowered)* discouraged mercantile specu-
lators from seeking for extensive fields of supply
at cheap rates, which fields are to be found in

many parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa, but prin-

cipally in the Turkish provinces, if once there

were inducements held out to import the article

largely. We need give no better proof of the

correctness of this assertion than by mentioning
the following facts :—Great Britain imports of

olive-oil only about 8,000 tons annually ('two

years ago only 6,000 tons), at prices varying from
50^. to 60/. per ton, while the French import an-

nually from 30,000 to 35,000 tons, at prices fully

15 to 20 per cent, lower. Out of this quantity,

they apply more than 20,000 tons to the manufac-
ture of soap, which soap, being infinitely better

than British soap made from tallow, they export

to Turkey, Egypt, Greece, and many other coun-
tries, both in the north and south of Europe, to

which we do not export any soap at all, and have,

hesides a preference given to, and a greater de-

mand for, their soap in the markets of South and
North America. If any one reason beyond ano-

ther exists for the earnest desire of France has
shewn to secure to herself so much of the Medi-
terranean coast of Africa, it is because she finds

there such valuable sources of supply of olive-oil,

which, in its raw and manufactured state, she
supplies to other nations.

It is impossible to place a limit to the immense
supplies which we may find of olive, palm, and
cocoa-nut oils, which at this moment would be
used for the great majority of the purposes to

which Russian tallow is applied, were it not for

legislative enactments. The former would be found
in the Asiatic, European, and African provinces of

Turkey, the Morea and Greek Islands, Spain, and
Portugal, where now a large proportion of the

olives rot on the ground. The two latter articles,

for making oil from, are to be found in endless

quantities in \Vestern Africa and India— all these

countries take our manufactures readily, and ivant

but opportunities to take these to a greater extent,

and to give us their products in return, while the

country which supplies us v\ith tallow takes from
us little else than yarn she needs, to supply her

manufactories, to exclude our stuffs not only from
her own empire, but from the Asiatic market, and
that little only until she can supply herself with

yarn of her own manufacture. But we have been
led away from the consideration that our own
home supply of tallow would by any increase of

duty on foreign be augmented very largely ; be-

cause it tvould tJien answer the farmer s purpose to

keep a greater proportion of live stock. In fact,

within these few j'ears past, improvements in

agriculture have greatly increased the home sup-

ply of tallow, so much so as to cause a decrease

in the consumption of foreign tallow throughout
the kingdom. But for this extraordinary home
production, during the last year, the price of tal-

low must have risen to an alarming height.

We have now to answer the third and last ob-

jection. It is true that any increase of duty on a

* The reduction is, however, only nominal, the

duty on Gallipoli oil having been retained, and no

arrangement having been made with Turkey for the

exportation of oil from that country, tliough the

tariff shows a reduction of duty per ton of 4/. 4s., yet,

in fact, that 'reduction is inoperative.—See Portfolio,

No. XI.

raw article is contrary to the doctrine of free-trade.
Of that principle we are the decided advocates,
we do not question it, but we state the grounds
upon which we conceive this measure is advise-
able ; happy would it be for this country if nei-

ther laws, nor regulations, nor duties, interfered
with the exchange of man's industry and nature's
bounty, but involved as we are in the toils of com-
mercial legislation, must we bear the burden they
inflict without taking advantage of the chances
they offer ?

It is argued that we ought to keep all our im-
port duties as low as possible in order to induce
other nations to lower theirs in favour of our ma-
nufactures. Well, we have kept our duty on tallow
low ever since the last war ; and what has been
the result .' Have our exports increased to Rus-
sia, from whence we draw our ahnost sole supply?
The very reverse is the case upon the aggregate,
for they have been annually decreasing, except on
cotton twist, and some dye stuffs on which we have
the least profit, for whereas in 18ii7 Russia took
from us cotton and woollen mamifactures to the
value of upwards of 300,000/.; she in 1834 took
of the same goods in value only 175,0OOL Even
cotton twist, the increase is very trivial, for in
1827 the export value was 930,000/. and in 1834
1,030,000/. This article she takes for her own
manufactures, which she sends to compete with
ours in her Southern Provinces, in Persia and
Eastern Turkey. During all these years, and ever
since the last war, our importation of tallow has
been increasing, and for thirteen years past, the
price has also increased ; thus in 1820 (from which
year only we have returns) the importation was
40,000 tons, in 1834 it was 65,000 tons. In 1822
the price averaged 35/. per ton ; in 1835 it aver-
aged 43/. per ton, thus showing the necessity of
seeking for the supply of oleaginous substitutes

from some other countries. It is remarkable fact,

that while nearly thirty articles which form large

items of consumption in this country have all

fallen in value during the last ten years, at a ratio

varying from 40 to 50 per cent., tallow has increaed
in price fully 12 per cent., notwithstanding all the
decrease of consumption from the introduction of
gas, by which also oil has been rendered so much
cheaper. Be it known too that the Russian go-
vernment assists the Russian meichants in hold-

ing back their supplies of tallow in order to keep
up the price in this country.

It has been argued in favour of low import du-
ties, that although any country trading with us
may not take our manufactures in return for her
])roduce, still as she may apply herself with them
elsewhere at a much greater cost, she is annually

a loser of the difference between that greater cost

and what she would pay us, and that thus in time
she will see her error and turn to us at last. We
ask, whether this is a sound doctrine in reference

to countries that are bending all their energies to

become manufacturers themselves, and that have
facilities to become so by having labour and fuel

cheap.

In Russia and Prussia, where this is the case,

it is not the demand of the public which can in-

duce the government to alter their tariff' in our

favour; for these governments arc themselves the

proprietors of all the new manufactories which
they are supi>orting with all their power, and are

supplying with every species of information and
new invention, got from this country, by having

agents regularly established in all our manufac-
turing districts, whose whole business is to obtain
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sketches, models, and details of every new pro-

cess or improvement.
In a former article we have endeavoured to show

that, by raising the duty on Russian produce, you
reproduce the circumstances that preceded the

death of the Emperor Paul, and that forced Alex-

ander to abandon the continental system of Napo-
leon—that is, that you raised such an opposition

of the nobles to the government, that a continu-

ance of the policy which had interfered with ex-

portation to England became impossible ; so now,
by such a measure, Russia would be brought to a

state of absolute dependence on England, and must
of necessity abandon her aggressive projects. Eng-
land, it is true, possesses ample means of coercing
Russia, but the difficulty is to get such a govern-
ment as ours to do any thing at all. Now, here is

a case where various internal and powerful inte-

rests are deeply involved, and where, for once, the

views of the agriculturists coincide with measures
conducive to our external security.

Lord Ashburton and the Central Agricultural

Society.—Tlie following- extract from the Chelmsford

Chronicle, refers to observations made with the authority

of the Central Society, on his lordship's speech upon

the appointment of the Lord's Committee upon Agri-

culture :

—

" Now we do not intend to argue on the coiTectness

of Lord Ashburton's opinions in this respect—on politi-

cal questions, it is well known, we often dissent from
him—but we think it an act of justice to observe, that

thoug-h he is " no long^er dependent on the honest votes

of the Essex farmers," he is not so dead to their interests

or so intent on g'uarding- his " breeches pocket," as the

cuiTency writer would imply. We have the best au-

thority for stating that his lordship lias given strict com-
mands to his agent in this county, to reduce the rents

of his tenants to that point at which he conscientiously

believes they will be enabled to cultivate the soil at a
fair remunerating profit. " Investigate the subject

closely"—says his lordship
—
" but give the tenant a cer-

tain and effectual reduction." This shows that his lord-

ship is at all events sincere in his opinion, and is pre-

pared to back it, as a landlord who deprecates the cur-

rency question ought, with sacrifices from his own rent-

roll. In conclusion we must observe that this bespat-

tering with contumely every man who will not consent

to an alteration of the currency, is but ill calculated to

insure the stability of tlie Central Agricultural Associa-
tion, or promote the objects for which we thought it was
originally established.

The facts having been disputed which we lately ad-

duced in forming a comparison between the British and
French farmers, stating that though the English cur-

rencies of Wheat exhibited a greater depreciation than
those in France, yet the prices of rye, barley, oats and
pulse, have to the utmost participated in the latter king-
dom, in the decline of wheat ; live stock also realising

proportionably less rates, while in England summer grain
live stock and wool, have been selling at much higher
relative prices than those of wheat; we have now an-
nexed the comparative currencies of g-rain and meat at

Paris and London, taking even the high quotations of

wheat for the past week, which fully corroborates the

previous statement.

Paris.—Wheat per qr., 25s 2d, 29s 9d, to 35s lOd ; Rye-
14s 7d, to 17s 9d ; Barley, 14s 7dto 16s 2d; Oats, 14s

7d, 17s Id, to 19s 2d.

London.—Wheat per qr., 39s, 45s to 52s ; Rye, 32s to

36s ; Barley, 23s to 36s ; Oats, 18s, 24s, to 28s.

Comparing the highest price realised for meat in

England, and the rates in France, it appears that in Lon-
don beef is Is to Is 2d per stone dearer ; Veal lOd to Is

2d ; Mutton, 4d to 6d, and Pork Is 6d to 2s per stone.

ON WEEDS* IN CATTLE.

BY MR. M. rOTTIE, YOKER, NEAR GLASGOW.

(From the Veterinarian.)

In my practice there occur a great many cases of
what are termed weeds in cows. The principal part

affected is the udder ; but the disease is not the

same as the ordinary garget, or udder clap. (Jarget

begins in the udder ; weed is preceded by some in-

ternal commotion. The mode in which 1 treat this

latter affection with most success is rather at vari-

ance with the rules prescribed by the prevailing

doctrines of the present day ; and it is, therefore,

that I beg to ofier one or two brief remarks,

I'he cow takes a shivering fit, which may last from
two to twelve hours. This is succeeded by a hot

fit. The temperature of the body rises, sometimes
sloR'ly, at other times quickly ; the cow hangs her

head, and refuses food ; her eye is red, pulse quick,

breathing a little hurried, and the back is arched.

The cow, in short, is fevered. Before the hot fit is

established, or very soon afterwards, the secretion

of milk ceases, and a portion of the udder is hot,

painful, and swollen. Subsequently an abscess forms

in the udder, or one or two quarters become cold,

black, and insensible. A large portion is dead
;

upon cutting into it no blood escapes, and no pain is

expressed. The intensity of the fever, and the dis-

organization of the udder almost invariably bear a

certain relation to the duration of the cold fit. The
longer the cow shivers, the more serious are the ul-

timate consequences.
When I first commenced practice, I tried bleed-

ing, purging, and the other auxiliary remedies
against inflammation ; and I dare sav I frequently

mitigated the violence of the disease : but I soon

found that these measures would not arrest it. They
would not prevent disorganization of the udder.

Now, if the case is obtained in the beginning, while

the patient still shivers, a single drench is all she

requires. In a quart of hot water, or hot milk, give

one ounce of the seeds of the caraway, and as much
powdered ginger. Clothe the bod}^ and give little

food. The cow, in general, will be well next day.

But if there be any dulness or constipation, let a

purgative combined with an aromatic be given, and
as much cold water as the cow will take. But let

her not stand exposed to any current, especially after

drinking. Chilled water is safer, but cows will

seldom take enough ; and rather than this should

occur when purgation must be established, it is bet-

ter to give the water cold, and drive them about for

a little after drinking.

If the cow has been shivering several hours, and
the udder has become affected, still the stimulant

may be given. If jiernicious at all, it is only after

the fever is fully developed. After awhile it may
be prudent to bleed, and it is good to give a purga-

tive along with the stimulant. But if the udder has

become affected, however slightly, these means will

have little efficacy without much attention to the

diseased organ. It must be fomented in earnest.

Fomentation, as usually applied in cases of thiskind,

is a mere mockery. In the first place, the water

ought to be so hot that the hand cannot remain,

though it may be dipped in it. A large bucketful

of this should be placed under the udder, and its

* By " the weeds" the Scotch practitioners mean
acute inflammation of the udder when the term is

applied to cattle, and diffused inflammation of the

subcutaneous cellular tissue in horses, and particu-

larly in coltst

—

Edit.
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temperature maintained by frequent supplies. Then
it must be applied for an hour at a time, three or four
times in the course of the day or night. A blanket
or large woollen rug, and two persons to hold it,

are requisite. Place one on each side of the cow,
each liaving hold of the cloth, folded into a conve-
nient breadth ; dip the middle portion into the water,

and let it be tightly and closely applied to the udder,

so as to suspend as well as foment it. It need not

be lowered oftener than once in eight or ten minutes.

At the end of an hour, the udder and adjacent pnr s

should be well and quickly dried with cloths. The
tumefied portion of the udder should be rubbed witli

ammonaical liniment, or with strong spirits : I some-
times use whiskey. Until the next fomentation, the

rug or blanket is to be tied over the udder or loins,

so as to suspend the udder. The wet warm cloth is

to be covered by another, to prevent evaporation.

The mild stimulant may be applicant after every fo-

mentation, and the repetition of this process must be
proportioned to the intensity of the inflammation.
When the animal is tractable one person may apply
the fomentation by tying the blanket over the loins

and injecting the water under it. Poultices are not
often useful. To d& good, they must be large and
moist ; their weight is not compatible with complete
suspension of the udder.

I know not the cause of weed. It is most common
after calving, and during wet, changeable weather.
Exposure to cold is the immediate cause of the shi-

vering fit.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

Glasgow, March 7th, 1836.

Sir,—Having received numerous inquiries from
the South about wjieat, and it not being convenient
for me to answer them separately, I have thought of

this method of answering them all at once, providing

you will be kind enough to favor this with a corner

in your most valuable paper ; the parties cannot fail

to observe it, being all regular readers of the Mark
Lane Express.

In the first place, I cannot but congratulate you
on the good weather you seem to enjoy in the South,

it is very different here,—almost constant rain or

snow, with occasional touches of frost, are what we
are experiencing.

As regards the last year's crop of wheat then, ex-

cept in the South of England where the weather was
dry and warm, it turned out a very inferior one, as

regards quality ; in the North, and especially all over
Scotland and Ireland, the season was generally cold

and wet, and the wheats got in in inferior damp con-

dition, a considerable portion is so much out of con-
dition as to be fit only to be given to the cattle ; in

this (juarter we are obliged to procure supplies of

good dry samples from the South to mix with ; the

low price, too, of wheaten bread, in comparison with
that of oatmeal and potatoes, has caused a great extra

consumption of that article, so that before another

harvest 1 fear we shall have but short supplies and
high jirices. Shall we be relieved, then, when the

next harvest is reaped, should the season prove
favourable 1 Not as regards wheat, for the usual

quantity of it is not sown, the low price of the pre-

ceding years has induced the farmers to sow other

sorts of grain and produce this season in preference
;

I speak of Scotland and Ireland [jurticularly. Take,

for instance, tlie Linlithgowshire Agricultural Re-
port for last month as a specimen ; it says, " I'he

young wheats, which do not much exceed one-third

of what was sown last year, look sickly from the
long tempestuous wet weather ; from these circum-
stances, and when all the other great staple articles

of the kingdom are at such high rates as to aftbrd an
opportunity of investing money in them to advan-
tage, it is rather surprising that more should not be
doing in wheat, for notwithstanding the late advance
from the low point to which it liad reached, it is still

at very low rates, and with an inferior present crop,
great extra consumption, and a different crop in pro-
spect, I should say that there is no article so safe at
the present rates, or one under all circumstances more
likely to yield a handsome return for the money in-

vested than good wheat.
I remain, yours, respectfully,

A CONSTANT READER OF THE
MARK LANE EXPRESS,

Turnips.—There are three most essential requi-
sites to obtain a good crop of Swedish Turnips. First,
the land must be congenial to the growth of them

—

clean, full of mould, and not very clotty. Secondly,
a proper quantity of good manure, well covered in
the land, and not exposed to the atmosphere so as to

lose its nutritious qualities. Thirdly, seed raised
from a sort proved to be good, drilled at the proper
depth and distance, and at the proper season. With
these indispensable requisites, with favourable wea-
ther, and if the plants are not injured by the fly, and
well hoed (twice or thrice, if necessary,) a good
crop of Swedish turnips fwhich is of greater value
than it is generally supposed,) is almost sure of
being obtained ; but if there is a defieiency of any
of these requisites, it will be advisable to sow com-
mon turnips, and if there should be a deficiency of
most of them, not to sow any; for half a crop of
turnips, with a full crop of weeds, puts the land
into a bad state, and by expenses takes money out
of the farmer's pocket for as wasteful purpose as if

he ploughed the cash into the land. Swedes wanted
for stall feeding should be sown the latter end of
Ma)-; for sheep feed they may be sown as late as
JNlidsummer; common turnips from Midsummer to

the middle of Jul}'. The greatest weight of Swedes
is to be got drilled on ridges, twenty-seven inches
asunder, and left twelve or fourteen inches apart.

For sheep in the spring, drilling on a flat surface, in

rows fourteen inches asunder, care being taken that

the manure is well covered, answers very well, and
the turnips are not so liable to be injured as Swedes
even sometimes are, during a winter with a repeti-

tion of frosts and thaws. By having nearly twice as

many turnips on the flat as on the ridges, it might be
supposed that a greater weight might be produced.
I have tried the two ways, both sown at the same
time, and found the ridged turnips so much larger,

that they produced the greatest weight per acre.

A Swedish turnip is doubled in weight by a small

increase of its girth.* I have often been somewhat
incredulous as to some of the reported weights per

acre of Swedish turnips; for having been for some
years past in a sweepstakes with Lord Althorp, I

consider, from the weights we have produced, five

and twenty tons per acre a good crop for regular

tillage land that has, the previous year, borne a crop

of white grain. I recommend that land intended

* ^Vith Northumberland ridges a certain degree

of fallowing is carried on during the growth of tlie

turnij)s. As to a broad-cast crop of Swedes, I think

that quite out of the question with a good system of

farming.
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for turnips—but think it not so necessary ior corn

—

should be ploughed up at the beginning of winter;

and, if it is free from couch and intended for Swedes,

a small quantity of dung ploughed in (not too deep-

ly), will produce good effects. After numberless

trials to prevent the ravages of the turnip fly, the

only way which I found at all successful is, to col-

lect all the weeds I can find on the farm, and lay

them in heaps all round the field sown with turnips;

on the plants coming up, and showing the least ap-

pearance of being attacked by the fly, the heaps to

windward are set on fire, brimstone is put in the

fire, and thus the strong smoke whicti is very offen-

sive to the insect, is wafted over the crop. If this is

continued till tlie turnips get into rough leiif tliey

will be safe. No one has yet been able to prove

where the fly is produced. Some assert that it

comes out of the earlh ; others, that it is bred in the

seed. I made an experiment two years ago, which
satisfied me, and all those I showed it to, that it

comes out of neither. When my turnips were sown,

I covered a piece of land with a large square of thin

gauze, which I so fastened down that no insect could

creep under it. Under the gauze, the turnips were

not touched by the fly; all round it, they were eaten

and destroyed by it. Where the insect is generated,

is not known; it flies in the air like other insects,

and although it may appear strange to us, it has the

power to discover that there is food for it as soon as

the turnip leaf appears above the ground. Most
Swedish turnips run too much to top, and produce

many worthless fangs at the root. By getting, a

few vears ago, seed from Sweden, I have got a kind

that produces a small toj), with tap root only; and
having' widely circulated my seed, the Thorpeland

Swedes are well known in many distant counties.

Each year [ sow a small quantity of any sort well

spoken of, but have not yet met with any I like so

well as my own.

—

Hillyard's Summary of Practical

Farming.

MANGEL WURTZEL.
To the Editar of the Irish Farmer's and Gardener's

Magazine.

Sir.—As I have these last few years perceived

that the Irish farmer is beginning to appreciate the

value of winter green crops, and to understand their

mode of cultivation, I hope you will consider a few ob-

servations on mangel wurtzel worthy of notice. Hav-
ing grown a great variety of those crops, I have fully

ascertained the merits of each respectively. Mangel
wurtzel merits a very high rank among bulbous roots,

not only for its nutritious properties, but from being

much suited to milking cows, and if judiciously

given, not injuring the flavour of the milk. It is

also a valuable root for feeding cattle, and will also

feed store pigs, with a small proportion of steam
potatoes occasionall)^ There seems, however, to he
some difference of opinion as to the relative value of

this crop and Swedes for these purposes; some
maintaining that the former is the best, and others

the latter. For myself, I think the choice should be
made according to the nature of the soil on wliich

these winter greens are to he sown; if strong, deep
and loamy, mangel wurtzel will be most productive,

but if gravelly, light, or porous land, the crop will

be uncertain, and not of half the weight or produce
as if sown with Swedes; it also would require

double the manure to raise it. No doubt there is

more risk in the Swedes being cut off by the fly,

which makes it a more precarious crop than mantrel

on any soil ; but this enemy is not so destructive in

our climate as it is in England; therefore, if the

land be suited to its cultivation, this objection can
be counteracted by good management, which I pur-
pose more fully to point out in a communication to

you next month. My object at present is to show
on what soils mangel may be planted with success;
the time and mode of doing this work, also the treat-

ment of the crop while growing.

As I have stilted, strong and deep land is most
suited to this plant, but any soil, if sufficiently fer-

tile, may, by deep ploughing and a sufficient quan-
tity of farm-yard dung, be made to produce a fair

crop. The matter then to be considered is, whether
to embark on this extra expense, in order to attain

mangel wurtzel on inferior soils, or to cultivate

Swedes or other turnips, which could be raised on
such soils by a much less quantity of manure, and in

many cases, by peat ashes, bone dust, burnt clay, or

a compost heap, none of which will be half so ex-

pensive as farm-yard dung. I am decidedly of

opinion, that the crop should be suited to the nature

of the soil; otherwise, it is not only precarious, but
will seldom remunerate the cultivator. Mangel
wurtzel is a more exhausting plant than Swedes,
and the necessity of carting it off the land for con-

sumption, makes it still more so; whereas, Swedes
may he consumed by sheep on the land, and conse-

quently much improved in this way. On rich and
deep soil, however, I have always found mangel
much more productive, and is still more so from the

large quantity of leaves it throws out in the autumn,
which is likewise excellent food for milch cows.
Indeed it may be safely calculated, that this crop will

yield one-third more food than Swedes on good land.

It appears to me, that the great error which
farmers fall into in Ireland, is sowing mangel too

late, and Swedes too early. The seed of the former

should be put into the land in March, and the latter

not till the end of May, or early in June. I have
ascertained this fully from the most practical farmers;

and especially as regards Swedes, the time of de-

positing the seed must be observed, to ensure a good
and productive crop. If sown early on rich soils,

the leaves become mildewed about July, by which
the plants are much checked in their growth, and on
arid or light soils the bulbous root will get hind-

bound and stunted, and will not afterwards grow to

a good size; the rind will also become thick, and the

bulbs mis-shapen.

The best mode of managing a crop of mangel is to

prepare the land in drills, about three feet asunder,
in the same manner as for potatoes; and when the

dung is covered in, and the drills rolled down, to

dibble the seeds, two in each hole, at six inches

distance in the drills, and if on strong land to close

them with a garden rake, or if on light soils with the

roller. This will ensure sufficient plants, even
should an unfavourable season follow, which, when
strong enough, should be hoed out at twelve inches

distance, leaving the plants to stand singly.* Dur-
ing this process all vreeds should be cut away, and
if the land be foul with couch or other root weeds,
the horse hoe should be used in the furrows, and the

soil taken from the drills, and then thrown back

* Great care should be observed not to deposit
the seed of mangel too deep—half an inch on strong,
and less than an inch on porous soils, will be suffi-

cient. An implement is easily constructed for this
purpose, to make four lioles at the same time at the
top of the ridge ; or a common dibble may be used
with a guard across, to mark the depth the seed
should be put ,in, and thus the entire can be evenly
deposited.
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when the weeds are destroyed. If this is effectually

done, a third hoeing will seldom he necessary.

The leaves from mangel may be taken off in the

latter end of September, and the roots will throw out
fresh ones before the severity of the winter. These
roots do not resist tlie severity of frost so well as

Swedes, therefore it is necessary to draw and stack

them before they receive any injury in tliis way.
The tops should' be cut off within an inch of the

crown, and eitlier ploughed into the land for manure
or given to the milch cows, or pigs. I I'lave been in-

formed by an experienced agriculturist, that when
the roots are given to milking cattle, about two
inches from the crown should be cut off, as it is this

part of the bulb that causes bitterness in the milk

—

and this I think is worthy of attention. It is how-
ever advisable to give these roots in small quantities,

at the commencement, using salt at the same time,

and to correct their properties, by giving, at inter-

vals, bran mashes, grains, steamed potatoes, or other

prepared food; as mangel in large quantities will no
doubt be most injurious to the taste both of milk and
butter.

Mangel wurtzel, steamed, will not injure the fla-

vour of the milk so much as if given raw, and in this

state is better food for pigs, some bran or di-y food

being added. It is not however considered near so

nutritious or wholesome for sheep, nor so good for

working horses, as Swedes or carrots; but, as our

soil and climate are much suited to its growth, there

is every inducement for its extensive cultivation.

In cases where the seed cannot be sown in March,
where it is to remain, it may be sown in a conve-
nient patch of ground, and transplanted in JMay, and
by this mode excellent crops are obtained, especially

should a dripping season follow after the plants are

set out. I have also often tried this system with
Swedes with ecjual success.

I have not cultivated the yellow mangel wurtzel;

but from what I can learn, it is not so productive,

nor does it keep so well as the red, late in the season.

The quality is, however, more saccharine, which
makes it more valuable for feeding cattle. It may,
therefore, be advisable to try it in a small propor-

tion on deep and fertile soils, oa which alone it

should be cultivated. AGRICOLA.

ON BONE MANURE.
BY MR. M. M. MILBURN.

It has been said, that while our manufactures

are constantly advancing, and imi)roving, our agri-

culture is stationary. Now never was assertion

more unfounded, and unsupported by facts. Any
individual who has impartially examined the his-

tory of agriculture for the last twenty years, can-

not but observe, that the greatest improvements
have taken place, both as regards the management,
the production, and the quality of agricultural

produce. It is true, that further than the taking

up of commons, and the reclaiming of wastes, the

land has not been increased in extent, as the ma-
chinery of the manufactures has, but the labour

has been diminished, other produce has been in-

creased very considerably, and land, once thought

barren and worthless, is now productive and fertile.

The mode of management too, has undergone a

complete revolution ; materials and combinations,

once wasted as useless, have been found to pos-

sess the greatest nutritive and fertilizing powers,

and rendered available to agricultural uses. To
nothing does this remark apply more forcibly than

to bone manure. Well may be remembered the
ridicule which was cast on those who used it when
first introduced, and the wonder of their neigh-
bours when they saw its effects, and although that

disposition to ridicule is more subsided, yet many
are still remarkably sceptical as to their utility, and
consider a trial of them to be a risk of the failure

of the crop.

Waiving for the present the relative value of
farm-yard and bone manure, there is a striking
difference in the carriage, and laying the one upon
the land, as compared with the other. Let it how-
ever be understood that what I say applies to the
soils generally denominated " turnip and barley
land" only, as to say that any manure, is equally
favourable to all soils, is to claim lor it a pre-
eminence which is in fact due to none yet disco-
vered, nor indeed is likely to be due to any that
ever can. To manure land with farm-yard manure
is a serious consideration as regards cartage, both
in reference to the expenditure of time, and la-

bour;—it is to be carted from the yard to the
mixen, there to be turned ; then to be led and
spread upon the land. The farmer too is anxious
that his land shall be manured in as little time as

possible after it is ploughed, lest the drought
should so penetrate the soil, as to prevent the
germination of the seed, hut let him use whatever
activity he may, in using putrescent manures, it

must occupy considerable time. Here then ap-
pears one of the advantages of bones ; a pair of
horses will bring <it one time as much as will ma-
nure five acres of land, and can with the seed be
drilled upon the land in three hours' time. Bones
possess another advantage over farm-yard manure,
and it is this. Dung, especially when fresh, as re-

commended by Sir Humphery Davy, lightens the
earth , and exposes it to the effects of the drought

;

a serious defect in a dry season, while the differ-

ence produced by bones is scarcely perceptible.

The farmer may however justly urge that he has
his manure, and it must not be wasted, while he
has to buy his bones at a rate considered dear

;

this is quite true, but it is equally true, that it is

by far too common for farmers from mere parsi-

monious motives to " make their manure do," and
lay out as little as possible in the purchase of any
other, forgetting that this is eventually his own
loss ; let him use his manure as far as it will go,

and let him lay it on pretty liberally,— let him pur-
chase bones for manuring the rest each alternate

rotation, and he will find himself very consider-

ably the gainer.

Hitherto I have gone on the supposition that

bones and dung possess etiually fertilizing powers,
but I think experience has proved that upon light

sandy soils, the former has a most decided supe-
riority, and particularly so when the soil slightly in-

clines to peat. To enter into a chymical disquisition

of the properties of bones, would be uninteresting

to the new practical farmer, I shall not therefore,

attempt it, in the present article, but endeavour to

show to the practical man, from actual experi-

ments, its effects upon different soils, and in re-

lation to other manures.
The first experiment was made upon a shallow

sandy soil, inclining to moor. The bones were
" half inch" and drilled upon the land, along with

the turnip seed at the rate of two quarters, (six-

teen bushels,) per acre, along with a small quan-
tity of quitch ashes. Upon another part of the

same field, and adjoining to the above, two or

three lands were manured in the usual way, with
farm-yard manure. I cannot precisely say the
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weight of the manure laid upon the land, nor in-

deed is it material, but as a proof that it had a

sufficient quantity, I need only say that the person

who spread it upon the land, had very strong pre-

judices against bone manure, and laid on rather

more, than less, tLin usual, declaring that " he

would give them a fair trial." The result was, that

the turnips sown with the bone, had the most de-

cided advantage over those sovtn with the other

manure, inasmuch as the furrow to which it ex-

tended could be distinctly marked out. It has been

said that bones are valuable as a manure only to

the crop immediately succeeding their use, and

that they do not affect any future crop, forgetting

perhaps, that when the sheep-farmer has obtained

his turnip crop, he has effected his purpose, as the

eating of that crop on the land is the best manage-
ment the soil can receive. Now, the barley crop

that succeeded the turnips in question, was also

decidedly superior to that grown on the dunged
part of the field, and much excelling any ever

grown upon the land previously, and the same dis-

tinction in favour of the bones was perceptible

even to the clover ley which followed.

The second experiment was made on a sandy

soil, rather inclining to gravel, and having a con-

siderable portion of iron in its composition. The
bones were drilled, at the same rate, (sixteen

bushels per acre), without any ashes, or other ma-
nure ; and in the same field some seed was sown
with well rotted dung, and the rest with a com-
post of fresh soil, and stable dung well mixed.

Over the former, the bones had considerably the

preference, but between them and the hitter there

was no comparison in their favour.

Experiment the third, was made on rather a
stronger and deeper soil ; more tenacious but not

clayey ; drilled at the same rate per acre as in the

former-case, and also without any ashes, &c. ; and
on an adjoining piece of ground, in the same field,

the turnips were sown with manure in its fresh,

unfermented state, as recommended by Sir H.

Davey in his lectures on Agricultural Chymistry.

The boned turnips here, however, were rather

smaller, than in the two former instances, and not

quite so luxuriant; but between them and the

fresh dunged ones, there was no comparison, in-

deed they were undeserving the name of a crop.

Now the above experiments were carefully made,
and with ijractical views, and occurred in three

successive years, and so satisfied was the person

who tried them of their value that he now employs
them constantly, and never have they been known
to fail except in a single instance, when they were
taken off by the grub, and to which I shall pre-

sently allude. It may be remarked, that in all the

above instances, the turnips were firm, regular,

and covered all the land, though they were not so

large in bulb, as w hen sown with other manure.

A comparison has been made between home and
foreign bones, to the disparagement of the latter ;

it has been urged that the foreign ones have been
laid long in the earth, or bleached in the heats of

a continental sun, and are to appearance so dry,

as to be almost deprived of nutritive properties
;

while the former arc full of their fat or juices, and

to some of them are even attached coagulated

blood, and the remains of the muscles. This may
at first seem convincing, but in one of the cases

above alluded to, they had a fair trial given to

them
;
part of one of the fields in question, was

sown with one kind, and part with the other ; the

diflference was slight it is true, but there was a dif-

ferenccj and that in favour of the foreign. A mo-

ment's reflection will give a reason for this. All

manure must be so decomposed as to separate the
fibrous, from the soluble matter, before it can be-

come in a state for acting as food for plants, and
all the advantage of bones in the abstract, depend
on their fermentation, and consequent decomposi-
tion. For the old and partly decomposed foreign

bones, are sooner in the state required to become
food for the young turnip plants, than those which
are fresh, and although in the latter there was a
greater quantity of fat, &c., even that, must un-
dergo considerable changes, before it can act as

aliment to the plants. What does the farmer learn

by this ? That if he uses recent bones, he must
also use other stimxdants to the soil, in the form
of lime, or manure, or he must drill them with

ashes as they materially expedite the growth of the

yoi-mg plants until they get out of the way of the
beetle. Here I may remark, a reason is offered,

why bones are the most profitablj in light sandy
soils. Sandy soils are by far more adapted to de-

compose any vegetable or animal matter with
which they may happen to come in contact, than
any other, and the truth of this is proved by the

frequency with which they require to be supplied

with manure, and hence bones are in such soils

more rapidly and easily decomposed, and rendered

available for vegetable nutriment.

Thorpfield, near Thirsk, Yorkshire.

(To be contimied.')

Sir R. Newman.—The elevation of Mr. New-
man, of Mamhead, to the Baronetcy of the United
Kingdom, has excited the greatest satisfaction in the

minds of the liberal party in Devon, without the slight-

est feeling of disapprobation being manifested even by
the Tories. Sir Robert is a man of great wealth, but

this is the least of his merits. He is a sound, liberal,

and consistent politician, a kind landlord, in the truest

sense of the word. Not a r^nt discounter, throwing
back 30 per cent, of that which he knew he could not

expect to i-eceive ; but regulating his rents by the good
old English maxim of " Live and let Live." He for-

merly represented the city of Exeter for about fourteen

years, with a consistent patriotism that has endeared

him to the people of that city. He is a man of refined

miud and amiable manners, and his place at Mambead
is one of the finest in the West of England. Mamhead
Hall, which he has just finished (at an expence of

100,000/, it is said), being one of the most classic spe-

cimens of Tudor architecture now in existence. It

stands in one of the finest sites in Devon.

Bread Cutting Machine.—On Friday, we had
the pleasure of examining a newly-invented machine
for cutting loaf bread, the credit of which is due
to Mr. Blaikie, an ingenious gun-maker in Glasgow.
It is being exhibited at present in a liouse in East Re-
gister-street. In its machinery .it is quite plain and
simple ; and nothing could well be more easy and satis-

factory than its operation. The loaf being placed in

the proper receptacle, the operator raises the handle of

the machine, when, by a simultaneous motion of the

internal machinery, the loaf is shifted forward to the

proper place, the size of the slices having been previ-

ously determined by fixing the index hand of the regu-

lator at the desired distance. The handle being then

brought down, the slice falls into a box beneath. A
quartern loaf may be cut in this manner in half a

minute ; and cut too as smooth and even almost as

polished marble, and without breaking it into crumbs,

as is unavoidably the case by cutting bread in the ordi-

nary way.

—

Scotsntaii.
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EXTRACTS FROM A RUSSIAN COR-
RESPONDENT.
St. Petersburgh, 1st October, 1835.

Russia is essentially a new country, presenting
inexhaustible resources for agricultural enterprise :

her territory extends beyond the region of vegeta-
tion northward to the genial clime of the silk-worm
and olive, including millions of acres of the finest

land untracked by human footstep—even a very
great proportion of the vnst domain of the nobility is

neither pastured nor cultivated. So prolific is the
soil under the worst description of management, that
a good harvest reduces corn prices below the cost of
production. Some years ago 1 had occasion to visit

one of tlie provinces oF the Ukraine, called the
Granary of Europe : at that time a quarter of rye
cost ,Ss

; of oats. Is ; of wheat, lis ; a fat sheep, 2s
3d ; and an ox really for the butcher, 25s to -HTs

;

15,000 acres of the finest land were let for tlie season
for pasturing large lierds of cattle destined to be
killed for their hide and tallow, at Is 2d per acre ; the
best beef was fd peril). Formerly large quantities
ofcorn were exported from the Baltic and Black Sea
ports—that export is now very limited, as countries
more favourably situated by their geographical posi-
tion, and producing excellent corn, as France, Bel-
gium, Holland, the countries watered by the Rhine,
the Elbe, Denmark, Pomerania, Prussia, and Poland,
are amply capable of lurnishing to Great Britain
whatever supply a bad harvest mav render necessary,
before our inland communications are released from
the iron chains of an Arctic winter.

'I"he Russian corn trade is now very insignificant

:

two failing harvests in our principal grain districts,
and consequent high prices, induced foreign specu-
lators to seek other markets ; and except what is

shipped from Odessa to the markets of Turkey, the
Levant, and the coasts of France and Spain, "in the
Mediterranean, the commerce in corn for export is

very insignificant and confined to home consumption.
Under these altered circumstances, many of our
landed gentry possessing estates exceeding in ex-
tent an English county—even Yorkshire—have be-
come sheep breeders, and possess flocks of jNIerinos

varying from 10,000 to 50,000. I know two French-
men, who have more than 100,000 fine-woolled ani-

mals
; and one admirably regulated German establish-

ment, which received some weeks ago 230 pure
Electoral Saxon rams as a remount. Besides the
low prices and diminished export of corn, other
causes influenced the great extension of wool-grow-
ing. They are—the great increase of cloth manu-
facturers in Russia ; the transfer of many of the
Polish woollen fabrics within the Russian terriority,

great privileges and encouragements being granted
by the present Minister of Finance to manufacturing
industry

; the settling of many Austrian, French,
Prussian, and Saxon sheep-breeders in the fertile

provinces of the South ; the better management of
flocks by Saxon and Austrian shepherds ; the better
preparation of wool by these foreigners, it being now
produced on many estates, washed, sorted, and
packed in the Saxon manner, sent by the frontier to
the great fairs of Olmutz, Prague, Leipsic, &c.,
where it is sold, and finds its way to Hamburgh and
Holland, to Belgium, France, England, and America,
as wool of Saxon, Prussian, or Austrian growtli.

Under such improved circumstances, the demand
for Russian wool has greatly increased ; and it is

quite clear that Russia, ere many years, will become
a leading mart for the wool trade of Europe ; the

cheapness of production, her favourable climate, and
vast resources, insure her this important place.

Nothing is wanted but a greater share of knowledge
dispersed amongst the majority of her landowners
and their agents. Much fine is also sent by the sea

from Odessa ; a less proportion of fine, and a very
large quantity of coarse, are forwarded by St. Peters-
burg ; and Russian wool, scarcely known six years
ago beyond the frontier, is now seen in large quanti-

ties in the principal markets ofmanufacturing Europe.
There were shijiped at this port last year 6500 bales
—up to this time the number is trebled. An
American, who has already shipped twelve cargoes
from Hamburgh this season, is now purchasing
largely. Besides the immense flocks of Spanish and
Saxon sheep in Russia, there are vnst numbers of
middle and coarse woolled animals found in every
province, belonging to small farmers, the peasantry
and the wandering tribes of Tartars, C'almucs, and
other nomadic races, who exist in the interminable
steppes of the countries bordering on the Black and
Caspian Seas, and watered by the majestic Wolga
and other noble streams. These people possess
herds and flocks of camels, horses, horned cattle,

sheep, and goats, hundreds of thousands strong; and
they sell their tallow, hides, horns, wool, downy hair,

at the periodical fairs of the interior. The flesh is

cast to the winds.

Some small lotsoflong-wooUed Leicester, Lincoln,

and Teeswater sheep have already been introduced
into Russia, and are doing well. A parcel of Lei-

cester wool, grown in this neighbourhood, was lately

sold here at Is lOd per lb, washed on the sheep. A
flock of 600 Teeswater, settled in one of the mildest

provinces, is prospering. Samples of this wool have
been circulated amongst our leading amateurs, and
has found much favour, it being much softer than the

Leicester, and equally long. Long-woolled sheep
are not wanted here for their Smithfield qualities :

the pigeon and the sheep, being typical of holy things,

are little eaten by this people. The animal which
will find favour here must have a long, heavy, soft

fleece. Even a lot of twenty-five Lincolns, bought
near Wisbeach last i\Iay, were shorn here ; they

yielded 13§lbs of wool in the grease, and found much
favour with our amateurs. Merino wool sells now
from 2s to 2s 3d per lb ; the superior clips reach 2s

8d ; they are very coarse, coarse wool, cleanwashed
for export, is 10 per lb. When it is considered that

land is almost rent and tithe free, and exempt from
taxation—that labour is extraordinary low, and nine-

tenths of it done by vassals, you will conclude that

sheep-breeding is profitable, when conducted sys-

tematically, and by well-informed persons as flock

managers. Much however remains to be done before

such a consummation. Great part of the wool pro-

duced in Russia is sold at provincial and local fairs,

whither it is brought in the most filthy state. Much
of it is torn from the backs of the animals ; then it

falls into the hands of the middle-man, who washes,

sorts, and packs it for sale to the manufacturers, the

wool-merchant, or the exporter. Itinerant merchants

contract for large quantities of wool before clipping-

time, on very favourable terms ; and large fortunes

are rapidly acquired by all those connected with tlie

trade in wool—the producer, the itinerant agent, the

middle-man, and the manufacturer. The trade is

yet in tlie first stages of its infancy ; and I do not

hesitate to say, that if sheep-breeding, wool-sorting,

and the commerce of wool, were undertaken on a

respectable scale, in a favourable situation, by com-

petent persons having ample means, a gold mine

would be open to them.

It is difficult to convey a correct notion as to the

general character of sheep management, as it varies

in different provinces, green food for winter is rarely
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provided—in the south, never; hay and straw, with

a sprinkling of salt, are the luxuries of Russia
Merinoes. In the Baltic provinces, where the land-

ed gentry are decidedly amateurs, and generally well

informed, potatoes, beet-root, and carrots are grown
for the flocks ; the}' get also the refuse of the distil-

leries, which are very numerous, and almost invari-

ably found on large estates. The soil and climate of

this district are favourable for sheep-breeding ; and
the Leicesters are already there in small numbers

;

and a society for improving wool is established.

The pastures of the South are exceedingly abundant,

luxuriant, and aromatic : the latter quality thev con-

tain in an eminent degree. Many peasants pos-

sess several thousands of bee-hives, and conduct an
extensive commerce in honey and wax, &c. &c.

ACCOUNT OF ALSIKE CLOVER (TRI-
FOLIUM HYBRIDUM.) By Mr. G.

Stephens, Land Drainer, Edinburgh.

This plant was iirst discovered growing luxuri-

antly on the sides and in the bottoms of ditches,

at Alsike Inn, ten miles from Upsala, in Sweden.
It was named, classed, and fully described by
Linna?us, in his Flora Suecsica, at page 258. It

has since been described in the botanical works of
Liljeblad, Hartmann, and Wahlenberg, and of
Danish and German authors. Its trivial name,
hyhridum, is derived from its appearance being
something between that of the common red
clover (T. Pratense), and the common white
(T. repeiis ) ; but it is quite a distinct species, and
easily distinguished from both ; nor does cultiva-

tion alter its character. It was supposed to have
originated from the accidental union of those two
species, and it is probably for this reason that it is

called Bastard clover, in the second volume, No.
129, of Swedish Botany, where it is accurately
delineated, and its usefulness as an agricultural

plant fully described. It is also described in the
Swedish Royal Patriotic Agricultural Society's

Journal of 1780 and 1782, as a plant well worthy
of the attention of agriculturists. Its properties

of growing higher, having its leaves more luxu-
riant, and striking its roots deeper, and remain-
ing longer in the ground than the common clover,

render it not only suitable for hay, but for laying

down land to permanent pasture. The hybridum
grows wild in Finland, Denmark, Germany,
France, the northern part of Italy, and Portugal

;

but it has never been discovered growing wild in

Great Britain. It is likewise partially cultivated in

Denmark, Flanders, Finland, and some of the

German States, where its hay is generally mixed
with straw ; in which state it retains its colour and
smell, and never moulds. I have known the
plant a considerable time, but never paid particular

attention to it, till during my annual vis^its to

Sweden in the last three years, when I observed
its growth, and the soil on which it thrives best.

Its natural soil is a calcareous loam, which effer-

vesces with vinegar. \\ hen cultivated, it grows
well in mild soils that are properly managed.
Baron Wrangel of Akerby, in the province of

Nericia, who has cultivated it for more than
twenty years, says that, " if sown in well managed
land of not too strong a nature, it yields a crop of

hay of from 360 to 340 imperial stones per im-
perial acre, for ten or fifteen years successively,

but the land must not be grazed by sheep or
horses during the first two or three years." The

seed is sown early in spring, before the ground
gets too dry or the wheat too strong (being sown
among wheat or rye), and it comes to perfection
in the third year ; but as the crop is often heavy,
and when the weather is showery, it is inclined to
fall down, a small quantity of Timothy-grass seed
{Phleum pratense) is generally sown along with it,

to support it and insure a full crop in the second
year. The cause of its failure in the second year,
in Sweden, is, that the summer months being
generally very dry, the drought prevents part of
the seed springing till the autumn or following
spring. But the climate of this country being
more moist, it is reasonable to expect that the
whole of the seed sown will spring at the same
time, and consequently produce a good crop the
second year. The roots of this species of clover,

going deeper into the soil than those of the clover

plants now in use in this country, will enable it to

resist the uprooting effects of the alternate sun-
shiny days and frosty nights which prevail here in

March and April. This plant throws up many
stalks from the same root, which are not so

strong as the common red closer, but stronger
than the white, and having more lateral branches
than either. The lower part of the flower is

white, fringed round the upper extremity with a
red ring, which gives the plant when in full

flower a beautiful appearance. The plant pos-

sessing these hardy characteristics in Sweden,
there cannot be a doubt of its being a perennial,

which will stand our changeable climate better

than any other trifolinm hitherto cultiv. ted in

Great Britain, and with our superior agriculture,

the crop will be here equally, if not more pro-

ductive, than in its native country. All kinds of

stock eat it eagerly, either in a green or dried

state, which is a sure indication of its nutritive

properties. I sent a small quantity of seed to the

Highland Society last year, which Mr. Lawson in-

forms me he has cultivated with success, and I

also distributed some among various gentlemen
for the purpose of experiment.

[The genuine Linnean plant of this name does
not grow naturally in Britain, Sir James Smith
having ascertained that the T. hyhridum of Hud-
son's Flora Anglica was not the plant of Linnreus.

Mr. Lawson has cultivated a small quantity of

this clover for two years at IMeadowbank Nursery,
In the first year the seed was sown on the 17th

April 1834, produced flowers on the 25th August,
and rij)ened the seed early in October, the height

of the plants being twenty inches. In 1835 the

same plants were in full flower on the 18th June,
and ripened seed early in August, the height being
two feet. The forage was abundant, and eaten

greedily by ahorse. Its botanical characters are :

—head globular ; stalked
;
pods four-sided ; tuft

of the calyx nearly equal ; leaflets ovate, and a

little sen-ated ; stems branchy ; habit of growth
not so upright as red clover ; roots fibrous.

Loudon states its introduction in Britain in 1777,

and that it is described in Michell's Nova Genera
Plantarum.]

YoRKsniRE.—Upwards of 1,300 valuable trees were
blown down, during the late awful gales which
visited the eastern coast, in the Earl of Tankerville's

park, at Chillingham. At Alnwick, the well-known
and largest ash tree in the country, called the Broom-
tree, and supposed to have been planted 400 years ago,

which stood in tlie churchyard, was torn up by the roots

during' the recent gales, carrying away the wall, and
doing much damage.
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MANAGEMENT OF BEES.

(To the Editor of the Perthshire Courier.)

Sir,—By inserting the following directions for
the manageineni of bees during the spring months,
you will, besides obliging the subscriber, confer a
benefit on a certain class of the readers of your
widely circulated paper.
About this season of the year, when the weather

becomes somewhat mild, the bee master ought to

have every hive in his apiary lifted from the stool

and their state examined into—both as respects
their external as well as their internal condition,
to examine as to whether the bees are in a healthy
state, and as to their being a sufficient quantity
remaining to enable the bees to outstand, it may
be an inclement spring, and also to clear away
from the stool any filth that may have been con-
tracted there dui'ing the winter, and to see that

the hive be well protected from the severity of the
weather. If the hive weigli 201bs. Dutch or there-

by, it may safely be presumed that no assistance

is necessary, and it may be re-placed upon the
stool, plastering up the skirts as formerly. If it

should not, however, weigh more than iSlbs an
additional supply ought to be given occasionally
during March and even April if the weather be
unfavourable or vegetation late. Indeed when the
spring is backward, I would recommend that some
honey be given those hives that are considered to
have plenty of provisions, as it not only enlivens
and exhilarates the bees, but enables them to have
their brood much farther advanced than they other-
wise would. If the weather be open and mild, bees
commence working about the beginning of March,
but much depends upon the situation as well as
the earliness or lateness of the season, that is to
say, whether vegetation be in a forward or back-
ward state.

Some hives, when examined into at this season
of the year are found almost destitute of inhabit-
ants—although pretty well stocked with honey
—and the novice in bee-husbandry is at a loss to

comprehend the cause. This apparent desertion
might arise from various causes. Some hives by
reason of their long confinement by cold and
stormy weather, become unhealthy and diseased,
and at length, when the weather permits the bees
to venture from their hives, being unable to fly,

they tumble over the stool in great numbers and
soon die upon the cold ground. Other hives are
deserted on account of their having lost the
Queen, and when her death occurs in the winter
season, the bees being unable to raise a new
Queen from want of larves, the loss is irreparable
and the bees gradually quit the hive. There are
many hives too, which, in the earlier part of the
spring, appear to be strong and vigorous enough,
but, by the end of that season, instead of having
increased, they have considerably decreased in
number. On examining such hives I have invari-
ably found a Queen, but the workers were very
few. The cause of this decrease was quite evi-
dent—for scarcely any young brood could be no-
ticed in the cells. From this it might be reasonably
conjectured that the Queen was somehow or other
diseased and unprolific. Such hives however if

reinforced by some four or six thousand bees in
swarming time, may turn to good account by the
end of the honey season. It is to be regretted
also that many hives perish by famine, that worst
of all diseases, which it is in the bee-master's power
to avert, but from his carelessness and negligence
in not attending to their wants are allowed to go

to ruin. Particular care should be taken by bee-
masters in the spring when the ground is covered
with snow to confine their bees, by fixing in the
entries of the hives perforated lead, as the influ-

ence of the sun often entices the bees to go abroad,
and numbers of them by alighting upon the snow
get benumbed and sojn perish. Often before an
apiary have I seen hundreds of bees perishing upon
the snow from the owner's inattention in this re-
spect. In winter, hives should have very small en-
tries, as warmnessis of the utmost consequence to
bees. The apertures should not be larger than what
is sufficient for the ingress or egress of two bees a
breast. For this purpose small pieces of wood
ought to be fixed in the entry, that, as the season
advanced, it could be enlarged as required. In the
spring too, when the weather is mild and when
but little provision can be collected in the field,

strong hives are apt to fall a plundering and pil-

laging their weaker neighbours. When any the
smallest symptom of robbing appears, the first

step the bee-master ought to take is to narrow the
entry, which will probably enable the infested
hive to repel their invaders. If this plan however do
not succeed, the hive must be removed to ano-
ther apiary not less distant than a mile, otherwise
there is every chance of its being totally ruined.
When the months of March and April are over,
then does nature's lap teem with opening flowers,

almost to exuberance, from which bees can extract
the sweet nectar abundantly, and then may the
bee-masterexclaim in the words of Bonnar—* Fare-
well famine, farewell robbers.'

I am, &c. L , a Constant Reader.

Bank?, of the Tummell, itk March, 1836.

Sheep are most assuredly a highly important
and necessary stock, on all arable farms. They be-
nefit the strong soils by Summer folding; and the

light soils by their treading and their dung, whilst
consuming green crops. Excepting for fat lambs,
none but Leicesters are bred in this county, and a

great many of them, in my opinion, have been bred
too fine; tliey are very handsome and get very fat,

hut are too short and too fat on their loms and fore

quarters for the London market, which is our chief
dependence for the sale of our mutton. They are
now, however, getting them longer, with more lean
meaf, so as to make a good saddle of mutton ; and
getting rid of thin necks, which generally denote
delicate constitutions. My idea of a useful sheep is,

that it should have a long, straight, and flat back, a

good scrag, and head up, good fore quarters, and
good inside thighs to produce good legs of mutton,
and with all these, a good fleece. Till within about
five and thirty years, it was the custom in this and
adjoining counties, to keep the wether sheep till they
were about three years old. On the introduction of
the Bakevvell breed, thev have been sent to market
at about two and twenty months old ; but within
the last year or two, it has been found that by
cutting Swedish turnips in the field for them, they
may be fat enough to go to market at fourteen months'
old. If tliis practice sliould become general, an
immensely larger number of sheep will be bred, and
in many cases, this further advantage will be
gained :—most fields have parts of them where the

corn and turnips grow weaker than on others ; these

parts may be assisted by having turnips grown on
the stronger part consumed on the weaker. Con-
noisseurs will say, such young meat is not so good-
flavoured ; for eating in winter, when all meat should

he well kept, it may not be, but for summer, when
it must be eaten fresh or be liable to taint, the
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youngest meat is the most tender and best. It must
be admitted that the South Down mutton from age

is the finest-flavoured meat, without being too fat in

the primest part, the back, but South Down mutton

fed in Northamptonshire will not have the same fine

flavour as tliat fed on the South Downs ;
the animal

thereis kept in great exercise while procuring its food,

and is much longer getting fat; thus its flesh becomes

faster upon it—like a horse in good condition—and

not so frothy as the flesh quickly put on. It is from

this cause, in my opinion, that the South Down mut-
ton has acquired its celebrity for fine flavour. I am
convinced we can in this county make a much greater

weiofht of mutton per acre with Leicesters than witli

South Downs; but for the purpose of folding, to

manure large arable f\irms, there is no breed of sheep

equal to the Downs. Leicesters are more indolent

animals; they like a good bite to fill their bellies

quickly, and lay down to rest. The South Downs
are more on the move, herd much together, and lay

their dung where it is not wanted, under the hedges.

Full thirty years ago, I gave my opinion in tlie

Farmer's Journal, that for different soils, and differ-

ent parts of the kingdom, there were two breeds of

sheep tiiat were decidedly supei'ior to all others, the

South Downs and the Leicesters ; and that opinion

I now retain. Useful as sheep are for grazing,

there should be store cattle kept with them ; otlier-

wise, all the fine-bottom grass of a pasture will go;

and the top and coarser grasses left. It is dangerous
in some pastures to stock so hard with sheep as to

make them eat herbage which will disagree with

them, and which they would reject if not pressed by
hunger to eat it. Daises are injurious to young
sheep and lambs, often giving them the gurry, which
is attended with fever and thirst, and if they can get

at water, they will drink such quantities as to prove
fatal to them. Sheep will (excepting in very liot

weutlier), do very well without any water. If at the

time of lambing it is necessary that the shepherd's

hand should be introduced it should first be rubbed
over with some strong oil or spirit; from introduc-

ing into the ewe's inside a hand, sometimes almost as

cold as a stone, many have been lost. Ticks and lice

often so infest tegs in Winter and Spring, and make
them so uneasy as to prevent their thriving; these

vermin may be destroyed by opening the wool in two
rows on each side, and putting in sheep ointment of

half the strength of that used to cure the scab; or

dipping them, all but the head, in a poisonous solu-

tion,* which should afterwards be carefully thrown
on ploughed land.

—

Hillyard's Summary of Prac-

tical Farming.

DUTIES ON SEEDS.
The duty on the importion of foreign agricultural

seeds is a subject, not unworthy the attention of Par-

li-Jment, as the impost has been levied originally at

the instigation of a fewinterested parties connected,

most probably, with the more southern portions of

the country, to the detriment of the rest of the agri-

culturists, particularly those in Scotland, where a

considerable quantity of grass-seed is consumed,
the system of succession crops requiring the renewal

of the seed at least once in three or four years

;

* Receipt for Dipping 50 Lambs.—lib of arsenic to

51bs of soft soap boiled in nine gallons of water;

then mixed with about 15 gallons or more of cold

water, to make it the proper strength, which is as-

certained by dipping in a live shenp-tick, and after-

wards putting it on the palm of the hand ; if it lives

about one minute and then dies, it proves th9 mix-
ture to be of a proper strength.

taking likewise into consideration the increase of

live stock consequent on the rapid augmentation of
the population, artificial feeds have been rendered a

point of material interest to the grazing farmer.

During the past week Mr. S. Mackenzie presented
to the House of Commons a petition from some far-

mers in the northern districts of Scotland, praying
for relief from the prevailing agricultural distress,

and pointedly alluded to the exactions made on the

imports of clover and other grass seeds. The amount
of duty, as will be seen by the annexed statements,

cannot liave been sufficiently large to affect the

revenue to any extent, whereas it acts directly

onerous on those parts of the country, where in

ordinary seasons such seeds cannot be ripened ; it

not only enhances the price of the home grown, but
also of the foreign article, and induces the farmer
often to use seed of inferior British quality from
not having arrived at a perfect state of maturity, as

he can obtain it at rather a lower price than the good
seed which has been received from Germany, Hol-
land, France, or America. Indeed the duties on
some agricultural seeds are quite prohibitory ; on
Clover, Lucerne, Trefoil, in fact all grass seeds, it

is 20s per cwt. ; Mustard seed, 8s per bushel

;

Caraway, 30s per cwt. ; CJanary, 60s per cwt. ;

Coriander, I5s per cwt. ; Anniseed, 60s per cwt.
;

Tares, 10s per qr. On crushing seeds the duty has

been reduced to Is per qr, as not considered mate-
rially to interfere with the agricultural interest, as

we are almost totally dependant for Linseed and
Rapeseed on foreign growth.—The quantity of Clo-
verseed received from abroad at the ports of Lon-
don, Liverpool, and Hull, during the last six years

is as follows :

—

1830 1831 1832 1333 1834 1835
cwts. cwts. cwts. cwts. cwts. cwfs.

49096 148554 48308 38452 39792 51672
producing an annual average of 62,000 cwts., or as

many pounds sterling to the revenue, and taken out

of the pocket of the farmer, who is the only

consumer, with the chance of the failure in

yielding a profitable return for his seed, which as he
is more northerly situated becomes tiie more precari-

ous. Again, as regards Tares, which form so valu-

ble a resource for feed, we are obliged to import
more than half tlie quantity of seed sown in this

country, and the heavy duty of 10s per qr checks
considerably the cultivation of the article.—We
have annexed the importations of foreign Tares

compared with those received from England, Scot-

land, and Ireland at the port of London, observing
that at Hull the proportions in favour of the foreign

article is much greater

—

1830 1831 1832 1833 1834 1835
qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs.

British 2725 2641 2947 3492 2179 5240
Foreign 5326 1641 6309 3188 5873 8272

The Tares grown in Germany and Denmark are

all spring quality; the Winter Tare, though often

sown from seed received from England, and the cul-

tivation attempted in the finest soils in Holstein,

which is the garden of Denmark, has gradually

failed in the produce, owing to the severity of the

winter. The Spring Tares, however, are generally

of good quality, and large and fine from particular

districts, especially in tlie marsh of Holstein, in

Brunswick, the neighbourhood of the Saale, &c.
We may conclude by observing, that Mr. Mackenzie
shrewdly remarked, in asking the Chancellor of the

Exchequer to repeal the tax on foreign seeds, he felt

confident of the support of the President of the

Board of Trade, as the hon. member had already

laboured so praiseworthily in relieving all raw mate-

rial from severe and excessive import duties.
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DISEASES OF LAMBS.
These young animals are subject to a variety of

diseases, either from insufficient keep, too much
millf, or cold weather, allowing them to suck other
ewes, or giving them cow's milk warm from the

animal, which is apt to coagulate and form a hard
substance in the maw, by which many good lambs
are carried oif.

DiARRH(EA OR ScoL'RiNG.—This is vcry destruc-

tive amongst Iambs in some parts, from 24 hours
to about a week old, and many die in six hours after

they are taken. It for the most part comes on
when they are about 24 hours old, and lasts about
two days, in which time it mostly kills five out of

six, if proper medicines are not applied at the

commencement. This disease begins with severe

griping pains, frequent purging, and the lambs
very much blown up with wind in the stomach and
intestines ; and if the disease goes on for some time
without relief, the diarrhoea becomes more htation-

ary, the purging accompanied with a copious de-

jection of mucus of the intestines, with griping
pains, and the young animal daily pines away. It

is proper for the mother to have a gentle purge or
two of the following form :

—
Take,—Epsom Salts, two ounces.

Elixir of Vitriol, one tea spoon full.

Water, half a pint.

Give this to the mother and change her pasture.

Then prepare the following and give to the
lamb ;

—

Take,—Compound Cinnamon Powder, two scruples.

Prepared Chalk, one scruple.

Carbonate of Soda, one scruple.

Tobe given in a little gruel. This is of suffici-

ent strength for a lamb from 24 hours to a week
old, and it may be repeated every four hours till

the symptoms are abated ; or the following :
—

Take,—Cinnamon, two ounces.

Opium, one drachm.
Ginger, one ounce.

Boil in three pints of ale for la minutes, and
add.

Carbonate of Soda, two drachms.

Let this be strained off, and, when cold, two
table-spoons full may be given two or three times

a day. A lamb six weeks old may have three
table-spoons full.

Cgstiveness.—This complaint is mostly accom-
panied with fever ; the lamb appears dull and
heavy, and eats very little.

Take,—Epsom Stilts, half an ounce.

Dissolved in a little water, with a tea-spoon full

or two of castor oil.

If the lamb is weak and does not take sufficient
support, it must have the gruel given to it as di-

rected in page Ifi two or three times a day.
Staggers.—The most thriving of the lambs are

affected with this complaint, and it often proves
fatal, especially when about three or four months
old. Sometimes they are seized with a giddiness,
fall down and cannot get up again without help.
Sometimes they appear convulsed, and very rnuch
distressed. Lambs have been opened, that have
been killed while in this way, when the blood ves-
sels about the brain have appeared a little tinged
and distended with blood, more so than in health.
In this complaint, it is proper to bleed and give the
following purge—

Take,—Epsom Salts, one ounce.
Elixir of Vitriol, half a drachm.
Hot Water, two ounces.

To be given when cool. After the operation of
this medicine, give the following ball, and keep the
lamb under shelter :

—
Tiike,— Calomel, four grains.

Gentian, half a drachm.
Syrup enough to make a ball.

MrcRiMs.—This disease proceeds by breeding
repeatedly from the same kind or family of shecj).

When first attacked with this complaint, they run
in a sort of canter about the pastures with their
tails cocked, and if the hand be put upon the loin

or back, they instantly sink down, which shows
that the disorder is in the back. When sheep ap-
pear to be once affected with this disorder, it is

dangerous to breed with them, as great loss is

sometimes the consequence.
The Rickets.—This disease is something like

the last, and nothing can be done except changing
the breed of sheep. When they become rickety, it

is the best plan to kill them.
Stiff Joints.— Sometimes lambs are affected

with a stiffness in the joints about the middle of
summer. It is caused by tiie impoverished state

of the ewes, or change of temparature, in conse-
quence of which they are stunted at the time they
are disposed to grow ; by which means their joints

swell and become painful and stiff, but they gene-
rally recover.

COMPARATIVE MANURES,
The last report of the East Lotiiian Agricultural So-

ciety notices a comparative trial of different kinds of

manure by Mr. John Brodie, Aimsfield-mains. Mr.
B. had part of a field which had previously carried
turnips, sown with wheat. Spring' 1835, and manured
as follows :

—

1st, 10 cart loads of street manure, per Scots
acre, at 5s 6d £2 15

2d, iton rape dust, at llOs 2 15
3d, 8 cart loads of farm-yard dung, at 7s ....2 16

The produce was as under :
—

1st, 6 quarters of wheat, weighing GOjlhs. per liushcl

and 345 stones (tron weight) of straw.
2d, 6 ditto, 5^ bushels, weighing eOslbs. per ditto, and

285 stones ditto.

3d, 5 ditto, 7i ditto, weighing- GOglbs. per ditto, and
266 stones ditto.

Thus proving" rape dust superior to street manure
and farm-yard dung for raising wheat—a matter of
great importance to farmers, especially to those in re-

mote situations—a cart loaded witli rape dust going so
much farther than one with street mauure. Here it

may also be stated that JMr. B. had a comparative trial

of different kinds of manure given to the turnips which
preceded the vfheat crop. The respective manm-es
were applied in the following proportions per Scots
acre :

—

1st, 20 cart loads of street dung, at 5s6d £5 10
2d,^ ton rape dust at 110s £2 15

3 qrs bruised bones, at l9s. ... 2 17
5 12

3d, 16 cart loads of farm-yard dung, at 7s ... 5 12

Mr. B. remarks tliat " the whole turnips brairded

beautifully, and from the first, till the time of lifting, it

was impossible to decide which would be the weitrlitiest

crop. I therefore determined, on tlic last week of No-
vember, to take up alternate rows of the whole, and
weigli each separately after the roots and tops were
taken off, and the result was found to be as follows :

—

1st, 2 Scots acre manured with street dung- (,'wt. I b

produced of common globe turnip 30J 92
2(1, ditto, with rape and hone dust 304 99
3d, ditto, with farm-yard dung 312 30

X
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LETTER TO LORD JOHN RUSSELL ON
THE TITHE QUESTION.

My Lord,—I believe that both the government
and the parliament are desirous of effecting a just

arrangement between the tithe holders and lithe

payers ; but it ajjpears to me that neither the sub-

ject of complaint nor the principles on which it

ought to be removed, nor the difficulties that in-

tervene, have been sufficiently considered or right-

ly understood. I shall attempt to set them forth

briefly and distinctly, thinking that upon a subject

of such importance the sentiments of any person
who has long and dispassionately considered it,

will not be unacceptable.

It cannot be controverted, that where one party
complains of a grievance, it can have no claim to

have a greater advantage conferred on it, to the
detriment of the other party, than the removal of
that grievance. What is the grievance arising

from tithes to the owner of land? Not the exist-

ence of such a charge, for that is of such extreme
antiquity, that not a single family in the kingdom
can show that they possessed land before its exist-

ence. The land has been universally purchased
subject to that charge, and the price given for it

has been so much the less than would have been
given for it otherwise. The purchaser of impro-
priated tithes has as sound a title as the purchaser
of the land : the clergy have an indefeasible life

interest, the more to be respected, because they
are debarred from other professions if stripped of
what they now enjoy. The fee simple of the
church tithes is in the State, subject to the life

interest of the incumbent; except in cases of pri-

vate advowsons, where there is a concurrent title

to the fee, which the State could not resume with-
out indemnifying the patron for his interest. To
remove, therefore, or diminish by a compulsory
act, the charge upon land, would be to make a
present to the landowner at the expense of the
titheowner. Yet the landowner, has no just
cause of complaint against its existence; and the
occupier, where land is let, must know (if he is

not deficient in intellect), that if that charge were
removed, his rent would be increased to an equal
amount. The just complaint is solely this, that if

the occupier should be disposed to make an un-
usual outlay of capital in very deep drainage, or
rearing a more expensive breed of live stock, or
purchasing adscititious manures, he is taxed upon
the produce of that extra expenditure, and that
such a disposition to expensive agriculture did not
e.xist in earlier times, and operates against im-
provements which would be beneficial to the
country. It is the duty of the legislature to seek
how to remove that evil with as little injury as
possible to the titheowner, whether he be a lay-
impropriator or a member of the clergy. It is,

however, to be observed, firstly, that no retro-
spective deduction can be made on account of
improvements; secondly, that if the tithe-payer
is to be relieved from the tithe of the produce of
an extra application of capital, on the other hand
the tithe-holder ought to be defended from the
defalcation consequent on unhusbandlike neglect
and impoverishment of the land; and that the
payment of tithe must be limited, if by compul-
sory arrangement, to the tenth of that which the
land would produce, if properly treated in a plain
husbandiike manner; that is, cleaning the land,
ditches, and furrows, and laying the produce of
the hay, straw, and green crops on the land. It
is evident that if the occupier be allowed to apply

extraordinary means, without paying for increase
of produce, he ought not to be allowed to pay less

than the average, if he diminish the produce by
waste and neglect.

This being the only just ground of complaint,
and just basis for its removal, let us see what diffi-

culties stand in the way of an arrangement.

Any skilful surveyor can say what ought to be
the produce of any given soil (quality and situa-

tion considered) if farmed in due course, ap-
plying the hay, straw, and green crops, and keep-
ing the land and watercourses clean, without hav-
ing recourse to extraordinary expenses; and it is

clear that, if the tithe be fixed permanently to that
amount, the owners and occupiers of land can
have no just cause of complaint, and that to give
them more advantageous terms would be to enrich
them by taking from others who have as just a
title to their respective properties; and although
parties, if left to arrangements amongst them-
selves, may make concessions, the legislature

cannot, without injustice, compel an arrangement
on any other basis. If the adjustment of the bar-
gain be left to voluntary agreement, the same
causes that have operated to reduce the annual
payments in particular situations, will operate to

reduce the final composition there also : but if a
compulsory arrangement in unjust terms be held
out, the party who would derive the unjust ad-

vantage will, of course, not accept of any other.

All that is necessary for effecting this is to

enable the lay impropriator and the incumbent
(with the consent of the patron and ordinary, to

prevent fraud) to make a voluntary permanent
arrangement with the landowner, fixing the an-
nual value to be paid: and, where they cannot
agree, to allow them to employ a sworn valuator,

upon the princijjle above stated, the expense of
the valuation being thrown upon the party de-

manding it, or rather on the State, as theimprove-
of the land (v.hich is sought) is of national im-
portance. But that arrangement and valuation

must make a distinction for the future as well as the
present between land when ploughed and when in

grass—viz, that the tithe shall be so much when
it is ploughed, and so much when laid down in

permanent grass; and it must specify each field,

or at least tract of land of like quality separately,

or great cause of complaint will arise hereafter, if

the land should be sold off and partitioned under
an equal charge, though of unequal quality. That
valuation being agreed upon between the parties,

or determined by an impartial and sworn arbitra-

tor, and the amount made a permanent rent-

charge on the land, the owner and occupier will

be relieved from all the real grievance of tithes.

Any further complaint would be only an unjust

clamour and a desire of appropriating another
man's possessions. It would be just, however,
where land is now deteriorated by neglect and
waste to allow a deduction for three or four years

while it is recovering, before it pays the average
charge on land of such quality.

Let us now consider the injustice of, and the

obstacles to, any other mode of proceeding.

In some parts of the kingdom the clergy have
been in the habit of taking less than the value

;

in others, of receiving a fair remuneration : and
it will be found that where they have received

least, the tithe is most unpopular, because its

unpopularity has been the cause of their taking

less ; and that, where they are fairly paid, there is

little if any complaint. For instance, in a part of

the kingdom where the agricultural population
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are better satisfied than in any part of England,
the tithes are generally let upon their calculated

value. If a plan be adopted of forcing those who
live in a part of the kingdom where the full value

or thereabouts has been usually paid, to take less,

the most cruel subversion of all the comforts of

those persons must ensue, by stripping them of a

portion of tlie income on which they had calcu-

lated for life ; and a gift will be made of that

which is taken from them to persons who have
not been complaining, and have no reason to

expect such a boon. On the other hand, the com-
pulsory increase of the income of the clergy,

wherever they may have been in the habit of

taking very little, will occasion greater dissatis-

faction to the grumblers, who will think they
could have made a better voluntary arrangement.
Here, therefore, would be a grievous curtailment

of the income of many persons, to the total sub-

version of their domestic habits, without giving

general satisfaction or any evident advantage to

the nation. What justice is there in ruling that

because at one extremity of the kingdom local

circumstances may have induced the tithe owners
to take less than their due, those who live at the

other extremity, where such circumstances have
not been in operation, shall be stripped of the

income they have enjoyed without interruption or

complaint .' Such a proceeding strikes at the

security of all property. It might with equal

justice be decreed that because in one part of the

kingdom landlords may have been contented with
such a rate of rent, they shall not in another take

a higher; that because land sells here for 24 years

purchase, it shall not sell there for 33. And what
is the fact ^ Does the land where low tithes are

taken sell for more years purchase ? Decidedly
not ; in such counties it sells for 24, and in York-
shire, where the demand of full tithe is usually

expected, it sells for 33, and even 36 years pur-

chase.

If you lay the charge equally on a whole parish,

or even a farm, whicli may contain many varia-

tions of soil, great cause of future complaint
would arise on the dismemberment of the farms,

and the charge must be unjust at first as regards

a parish.

If you do not distinguish between the future

charge on grass and arable land, great injustice

will be done; liecause those whose land happens
to be in grass will be charged little, and may im-
mediately plough it up ; those who have now ara-

ble land will be charged much, and will not be

relieved if they find it necessary to lay it down
hereafter; and hence, considerable injury would
arise to the holder of soil which is from its nature
expensive to till.

Large tracts of lands are under a modus for hay,

and titheable when ploughed ; other large tracts,

which belonged to the privileged monasteries, are

free when occu[)ied by the owner, and titheable

when let. By no arrangement can the tithe of

these lands be settled, but by their paying when
ploughed, or when let, as above proposed ; and it

is utterly impossible that the fee simple of the
right of tithe on such lands should be valued, so

as to sell it, and discharge them entirely; though
the sum which they shall pay annually, whenever
chargeable, may be easily fixed.

If an average of any number of late years be
taken as the test of the value of the tithe, a bonus
is given to the man whose land has been neglected
and impoverished, and a lieavier charge imposed
on that which has been fertilized and well man-

aged, doing injustice to the landowner, which
would be obviated by valuing the charge at the
tenth of the average produce of the soil, when
duly treated, without extraordinary expense, al-

lowing a deduction during a few years, for the
recovery of any land now impoverished.

Any attempt to regulate tithe by rent must be
unjust— 1st, because tithe bears no relation to

rent ; the produce and tithe of two fields being
often the same, though the rent of one is high on
account of the labour of tilling it being small,
and of the other low, on account of the labour
being great—2dly, because rent in some degree
depends on the disposition of the landlord. A
man seeking popularity for electioneering views
may find it for his interest to lower his rents,
but he has no right to drag down his neighbour's
tithe also to promote his views.

No redemption of the rent charge by the land-
holder can be eff'ected with justice; nor is it de-
sirable. With respect to modus land, and land
free in the occupation of the owner, it is impracti-

cable ; with no land can it be effected without an
evident advantage to the present holder of grass

land, to the disadvantage of him who holds arable.

To the clergy it would be very hard ; because if

the capital be placed in the funds, they will have
worse security ; if laid out in land, which would
be worse for them than the funds, they will be
burdened with the cares of a property which they

may be unable to let, and not have capital tu cul-

tivate, which may have been impoverished by the

previous incumbent, and which is burdened with
repairs. If at all to be redeemed, there is but one
fair mode of proceeding ; that the purchaser should
pay that amount of Three per Cent. Consols which
will on the day of the purchase yield the same in-

come as the rent charge—the money to remain in

the funds, till the incumbent patron and ordinary

agree on some more eligible investment. The
rent charge, or present right of tithe, is worth
more years' purchase than land, because it is not

burdened with repairs of buildings, and the rate

at which land sells in its immediate vicinity could

not be a fair price ; but when land notoriously

sells in one part of the kingdom at 24 years' pur-
chase, and in another at 33 and 34, how can it be
just that it should be redeemed at a fixed number
of years' purchase throughout the kingdom ? Take
the case of a person having a tithe income of 400/

a-year in a quarter of the kinglom where about
the full value is usually paid ; if reduced to 75 per

cent, there remains to him but 300/ a year. If that

is redeemed at 25 years' purchase he will receive

7,500/. What is to be done with it.' If placed in

the Three per Cents, at 91, it will yield him 213/ a
year, in the place of his 400/. If laid out in land

at the market price, in Yorkshire, which is 3,'?

years' purchase, it will yield 227/ a year, with a

deduction of 10/ per cent., at least, for repair of

buildings, and, in truth, not much more than 200/;

and, further, if the clergy be compelled to invest

the money in land, the market will rise against

such large investments. At all events the income
of such a person will be cut down to about one-

half what it is at present, whether he be a clergy-

man or a lay impropriator. Take the further case

of such a man liaving also an estate in a clay coun-

try, where, from the low price of corn and the

greater expense of tillage, he isprcparing to lay

down a great ])art of it in grass ; he will be forced

to pay hereafter an undue burden on account of

the land having boe:i lately ploughed. Supj)ose

him to have other farms, where the land is more
\ 2
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favourable, and good tenants, who have bought
rape dust and malt dust to lay on abundantly ; he
will be charged there in perpetuity on account of

the good crops lately laised by his tenants ; and
on all sides his income will be curtailed, both as a

landowner and a titheowner.

Take the opposite case of a man having 4O0Z a

year tithe property, in a quarter where only halfthe

real value is obtained, and land sells for 24 years'

purchase. His tithe is to be raised 25 per cent, and
becomes 500/ a year ; redeemed at 25 years' pur-

chase, and laid out in land in his vicinity at 24

years' purchase, he remains with a I'ental of above
500/ a year, subject to deductions for repairs. Sup-
pose the same man to have an estate of grass land

greatly impoverished by bad tenants and neglect,

he will redeem the tithe thereof for a small fraction

of what is value would have been if ploughed and
properly treated, and may immediately plough it

up and apply manure to it ; and the income of such
a person will be increased in the opposite scale,

though there was nothing in the circumstances of

his case that entitled him to any advantage at the

expense of others.

Is it desirable to disturb the existing state of

things to bring about a result so unjust .' and is it

not more desirable to adopt the plan above pro-

posed, by which no flagrant injustice will be done,

and yet the only real cause of complaint will be
effectually removed—namely, the check on im-
provement and extraordinary application of cap-

ital ?

There remains to consider, if the value be fixed

as above proposed, bow it should be paid. If you
were certain of starting from the medium point,

and that the market would fluctuate about equally

up and down, a corn rent would be just; but the

price of wheat is proved by experience to be a

false criterion of the value of tithe, because in the

last three years the price has been low, in conse-
quence of the abundance of the crops ; and the

real value of the whole crop, and, consequently, of

the tithe, has not been materially less on account
of the low price. On the other hand, a great rise

in the price, in consequence of a bad crop, would
make a corn rent too high ; and unless there be
an equal fluctuation, one party or the other would
suffer accordingly. It would, therefore, be proba-
bly best for both parties to fix half the value in

money and half in kind; but no one kind of grain

is a safe criterion. Wheat may be low ; oats,

barley, beans, and beef high : therefore the more
articles are priced the fairer the payment will be.

For instance, to represent a payment of 9s 4d, say
(it matters not whether the prices here supposed
are correct or not ) :

—

s. d.

Cash 4 8

One-eighth of a week's agistment of a full sized

beast, at 4s 6

One pound of beef 5

A quarter of a pound of wool (!

A quarter of a stone of hay G

One-eighth of a bushel of wheat at 5s 7*
One-eighth barley at 4s 6

One-eigbth beans at 4s G

One quarter oats at 2s 6d 7^
One quarter a labourer's daily wages at 2s G

9 4

or such of the above items as it may be found con-
venient to include. The quantity of each article

which the tithe of an acre or tract of land shall

represent having been permanently settled, it will
be only necessary to set every seven or fourteen

years the value of the articles, taking the grain at

the average price of the county return for the last

period of seven or fourteen years, and the price of
the prime samples of the other articles, if included,

which will be more easily ascertained than the
average, may be set by a sworn arbitration in each
parish, to the best of his judgment, and he might
be named by the tithe payers and rector, if they
can agree ; and if they cannot, by the Secretary of

State.

The only remaining difficulty would arise out

of small tithes and vicarial tithes. Where there is

a Vicar, the small tithes of all persons having land

should be included in the consideration of the pay-
ment to be fixed, and the rector would willingly

abandon the small tithes of cottagers without land.

Where there is a Vicar, the arrangement should
equally be made in gross with the rector and vicar;

and if they cannot agree as to the amount to be
secured out of the whole to the vicar, the sworn
arbitrator must be called in to adjust a fixed pay-
ment for him.
The only other point that suggests itself is the

necessity of saving existing leases. Where the
tithe-owner has leased the tithes to the landowner
for his life, or for a long term, the legislature can-
not without injustice annul such agreements, in

order to compel the parties to make a new agree-
ment on a different basis ; and, therefore, in such
cases, though the permanent arrangement may be
made immediately, it cannot be brought into oper-

ation before the termination of such leases (except

by the consent of both parties ) with any semblance
of justice.

I earnestly entreat the government and the legis-

lature to weigh maturely these considerations, and
not by a hasty measure to produce grievances

greater than what they are desirous of removing.
A LANDOWNER AND TITHEOWNER.

P.S. The case of hops should have been sepa-

rately considered ; as far as this cultivation de-

pends on great application of expense, it calls for

some relief ; but if other parts of the farm are

robbed to fructify the hopgarden, which is usually

the case, it is a diversion of the manure from its

proper course, which furnishes no ground of com-
plaint. Tliere seems to be no mode of dealing

with the cultivation of the hops but the fixing a

certain additional sum per acre for all land on
which they shall be grown. B.

Islington Market. — It appears from an ad-

vertisement in the Norwich Mercury, that nearly 500
farmers of the county of Norfolk, whose names are

g-iven, headed by the Duke of Norfolk, Lord Lyne-
doch, Mr. Coke, General Fitzroy, Sir J. Astley, IM.P.,

Sir W. Folkes, M.P., and E. Wodehouse, Esq., M.P.,
have determined to support the Islington Market,
that journal says that it is but due to Mr. John Sayer of

Sculthorpe, to whose continued exertions the proprietor

of Islington market was previously so much indebted,

to state that he has been indefatigable in obtaining the

large list of supporters to which we have alluded. The
tolls which will be levied.and which cannot according- to

the Act be increased, are, forbeasts 2d each ;
forsheep Is

2d per score, including pens; the whole of which
charges are paid by the salesman out of his commission ;

—that tlie lairage is .3d per head on beasts, and Is per

score on sheep, per diem. On any day not being a 7mir-

kel day they may occupy the lairs ;^-but in order to

render every accomodation to Graziers sending stock

to the Islington cattle market, Mr. Perkins has deter-

mined to charge only one night's Inirage on cattle

coming into his lairs on the Saturday, though they re-

main in the lairs till after the market is over on the

Monday.
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THE TITHE BILL.

[We cannot subscribe to all the doctrines laid

down in this letter, but coming from an individual

who has attained so high an eminence in his pro-

fession as Mr. Preston lias, it is entitled lo great

consideration, and besides does really contain

some valuable information

—

Editor Farmer's
Magazine.]

Sir,—Allow an individual whom the public have
in more than one instance honoured with their ap-

probation, to call your attention to the measure of

tithe commutation now depending in the House of
Commons of the United Kingdom.
On examining the provisions of the bill it is

collected, that the burthen of the tithes will, in

many districts, be doubled, and in other districts

trebled. Even the clause for voluntary commu-
tation is open to great objections to all those dis-

tricts (like Norfolk and Suffolk, and the western
counties^ in which rent is almost universally the

measure for estimating the value of tithes to be
paid to the tithe-owner, especially the clergy.

This clfiuse assumes that the full value of the

produce is to be the foundation of the value of

tithe ; and the value, of course, includes in its esti-

mate the increased and improved value by the
outlay of capital, the employment of labour, the

purchase of manure, however costly, and all other
items which attach on the cultivation of the soil,

and even on the poor-rate, and on seed ; and it in-

cludes the value of produce, as in the price of
beer and other articles of consumption it is aug-
mented by taxation. In the result the cultivated

lands of the lowest rate of rental value, whether
the value depends on locality, nature of the soil,

distance from manure or from market, will bear
the highest rate of contribution towards tithes

;

for an amount of increased number of rents must
be obtained by the farmer to enable him to carry

on his cultivation and pay his outgoings ; and this

calculation will absorb all or a large proportion of
rental value.

There is a gradation of rental varying between
two rents and 10 rents. Produce equal to two
rents, or even one-and-a-half with interest of capi-

tal, tithe, and poor-rates, would answer for good
grass lands ; three rents may be allowed, and an
ample compensation for arable lands of the highest

grade, say 4d per acre ; four rents may suffice for

medium lands. The produce must range at the

rate of five rents, at least, for land under 13s 4d
per acre. For lands under that rate, the produce
must be from seven to 10 times the amount of

rent.

In Norfolk, Suffolk, Surrey, and the west of

England, it will be found that the owners have
their tithes increased to a degree bordering on
ruin. :

If the ijnactment ended, as it ought in justice to

do, with a power to make voluntary commutations,
the legislature might be justified in pasing the bill

into a law ; but the compulsory clause violates all

the rules by which parliament has usually been
governed in enacting laws affecting pioperty, and
making important changes in its value.

It is quite clear that, with a compulsory clause,

you cannot expect a commutation on any other

terms, at least after a short experience of the work-
ing operation of the act, than those prescribed by
section ; for if the incumbent would consent to

commutation on more just terms, he could not

bind the patron or ordinary, or, as a consequence,

his own successor, without the concurrence of his

patron and ordinary. The latter, in justice to the

Church Establishment, and the former, in justice

to himself, his family, and frequently his creditors,

would not give his consent, except on the advan-

tageous terms prescribed by the legislature ; and
then the commutation must be founded on the

value of produce, without the least regard to the

amount of rental value ; and the amount of rent

must in all cases depend on circumstances, and
will not admit of any unitbrm standard.
Did the clergy, as a body, ever receive or expect

to receive for their tithes a portion of the rental

value, approaching even to one-third part of the
amount .' and would the value of the tithes of this

kingdom have been increased as they have been
within the last sixty years, had such a claim for

tithes to tithes been generally enforced ? True it

is, the tithe-owner has, by established law, a right

to one-tenth part of the gross produce ; but,

though such be the right, it has been well under-
stood that its enforcement would never have been
toterated. And have not the tithe-owners uniformly

benefitted by the increase which has taken place

in the last 60 years in the productive powers of the

soil, from artificial improvements andan improved
system of husbandry .' Has not every increase of

rental value given to the tithe-owner a correspond-

ing increase in the value of the tithes } Have not

improvements uniformly raised the value of tithes

while the owner or cultivator has not derived

more than a reasonable rate of interest on his

capital, withdrawing the capital itself only by slow

progressive means through a long term of years ?

The clamour which has been raised, often un-

fairly, against tithes, has been urged on the ground
of the injustice that the tithe-owner should re-

ceive a large portion of the produce of the farmers,

including income from improvements arising from
capital in money, and the labour, skill, and indus-

try of the owners and occupiers of the soil.

The principle of the depending bill is to arrest

the progress of the evil by excluding all such par-

ticipation on the future increase.

If it be expedient to avert future evil, is it not

equal justice not to fix and perpetuate the right,

even in districts in which it has not already been
exercised, of taking this undue and unjust advan-

tage of useful and praiseworthy application of one-

half (and in former times it was four-fifthsj of the

best employed capital of the kingdom ; a capital

with its progressive increase skill and science is

employing in cultivation of the soil and in diffusing

all the comforts of domestic life to the hardy
labourer and his family ?

Not only is the extreme right to tithes to be

tolerated, but it is virtually and in effect, from the

increased facility of obtaining the knowledge of

the actual value, and the security of obtaining that

amount, enjoyed, and in effect, though not in

terms, it is morally enforced. Correctly, then, is

this bill styled, "The Tithe-owner's Bill!" In-

stead of being a bill of relief to the landed and
agricultural interests, it is an infliction of the most
severe injury to a large portion of them.
The number of resident landowners is, in nine

cases out often, very small. In future, as existing

leases shall terminate, the tithe-owner will be re-

moved from all conflict with the occupiers of the

soil, except for the purpose of demanding surplice

fees, &:c.,and taking distresses, and making entries

to enforce the jjayment of tithes. I'hus the person

now liable to tithes is to be exonerated, and the

landowner, against whom or whose property no
direct remedy now exists at law, or in equity, in

his character of landlord, is to have the annual
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value of the tithes fixed on his property, and as the

fust charge after the land-tax.

Thus he is charged with one- fifth of his income
by one parliament, now greatly reduced by the in-

crease of rent, and by another parliament is to be

fined with a direct charge of at least six-tenths of

the amount of the actual value of the produce for

tithes. Was any other property ever so grievously

charged, and permanently, too, with taxes 1 The
income-tax, or, as disguised by the denomination

of property-tax, does, in comparison, sink into

insignificance. This proposed taxation is more
grievous, from the circumstance that, by reducing

the annual rental, it reduces the saleable value of

the fee-simple in a serious degree ; and while the

fee-simple value of lands will of necessity go down,
the value of rectories and the patronage of advow-
sons will receive an extraordinary advance—an
advance arising from the certainty of the security,

and its liability to a decrease only from a variable

money price for corn, and the facility of collecting

the income from the comparatively few individuals,

instead of a numerous and frequently a distressed

class of persons. The landlord is not liable, and
will not be liable, unle;iS a law should be passed

obliging him to take this responsibility on himself.

He frequently loses his rent ; and hereafter this

loss may include the amount of an increased rent

forthe value of the tithes. If the landlords will take

the responsibility on themselves, it should on all

Iirinciples of justice be an equitable compensation.
The 40 per cent., to be withdrawn from the

amount of the value of the tithes , leaves to the

tithe-owners the net rental value of tithes, after

an allowance for the average rate of the expense
and risk of collection, &c.

It is said, parliament, in passing inclosure bills,

is in the practice of giving the tithe-owner one-fifth

of arable lands and another of smaller proportion
of grass lands:

—

e.g. one-seventh of mowing lands,

and one- ninth of pasture and waste lands. The
answer is, an allotment of one-fifth of open waste,

or uncultivated lands is not to be compared in

value or eligibility with a rent-charge on lands of

ample value for its security, and with certain

remedy for arrears, charges, and costs. There is

not any danger of loss from tenants or deprecia-
tion, or neglect of the land ; from the allotment of
one-fifth must also be deducted all the usual ex-

penses which are incident to the ownership of

landed property.

Under the compulsory clause, the tithe-owner
may avail himself of the present moment of high
cultivation and increased produce, arising partly

from the necessity (and that necessity never more
imperiously existed) of increased energy and the
application of increased industry and capital,

when it may be commanded, to render an
increase of produce equivalent in some degree
for prices allowed to be ruinously low. Men of
activity, with money of their own at their com-
mand, or supplied by their friends or landlords,
are weathering the long-continued storm in which
so large a number of cultivators differently cir-

cumstanced have been swamped. Is the landlord
to be now taxed in perpetuity, by a rent-charge,
for this energetic conduct of the occupiers—and
in many instances a conduct to which the owner
has not been a party ? There are other cases, and
not a few in number, in which the necessities of
the farmer ; the nature of his tenancy, as drawing
to an end ; his precarious interest, as a tenancy
for life, or in many districts still continuing a te-
nancy of lives, as copyholds for lives, leases for

lives under ecclesiastical persons, and leases for

years determinable on lives, at small rents, as in

the western counties ; their interests have always
induced them, when their interests are drawing
to a close, to force the productive powers of the

soil down to as low a degree as any profit may be
reaped, thus greatly deteriorating the annual value
of the property. It is the con acre system, in ef-

fect, so much deprecated in Ireland.

The landowner has not any means of protecting

himself from the injury thus inflicted on the soil,

and on the termination of the lease he must re-

duce the rent to the tenant, who is to enter on an
impoverished farm ; and this owner will he charged
in perpetuity for the produce of the titheable mat-
ters thus injuriously forced from the soil. In-

stances of this nature are familiar to all the landed
proprietors of the western counties.

There is another and still greater evil enforced

by the compulsory clause. Proprietors who have
been cultivating and improving the soil by a judi-

cious rotation of crops, merely for the purposes of
restoring the land to grass, as its more useful and
profitable destination, are by this clause subjected

to have the produce of lands valued while in cul-

tivation, and the rate of tithe will be totally inap-

plicable to them when restored to grass. Thus the

tithe rate will be doubled, and in many cases tre-

bled, through all time, on the fee-simple value.

The writer of these observations will suffer a loss

in the fee-simple value to an extent which may,
and probably will, exceed one-fourth part of the

present value. A provision to suspend the com-
pulsory clause for seven years is the only relief for

cases of this description; and it is a just relief,

because it is as much the right of the proprietor

to apply his land to the purpose of affording the

greatest possible net rent to him, as it is the right

of the tithe-owner to exact tithes in kind. It is

to this right of the owner of the soil, and the ac-

knowledged comparative profit of grass over arable

land, and the fitness of the soil for grass rather

than corn, with the difficulty to farmers of small

capital to cultivate corn crops, which demand a
large supply of lime, or sand, or other manure to

be brought from a distance, while the corn crops

must be marketed at a great distance, that the low
rate of the tithes in the western counties is, in

some and a great degree, to be attributed. It is

also in some, and in no small degree, to be ascribed

to the kind and honourable feelings of the clergy,

who, in general, are farmers for domestic pur-
poses, as a means of maintaining a more suitable

hospitality on incomes comparatively small, and
who well know the difficulty with which moderate
rents, with the tithes, taxes, poor-rates, and other

out-goings are raised by farmers, who for the most
part commence with verj' small capitals, and rank
for industry, and, in numerous instances, for in-

telligence and good qualities, with the most res-

pectable occuj)iers of the land with large capitals.

They are farmers who were labourers or bailiflFs, and
who personally, and with their wives and children,

male and female, and poor children bound on them
by the parish, perform , with the mutual interchange
of labour with their neighbours, nearly all their

work without paying any wages. Will you op-

press them, by taxing them with the value of the

produce of their titheable articles—in particular

of their potatoes—the great and staple article of

their culture ? To withdraw 40 bushels of pota-

toes as the tenth part of the farmer's and cot-

tager's produce of this article (and the average
produce is 400 bushels), would be to cause an uni-
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versal outcry and declamation, not to use the

harsh phrase of curses, against the tithe-owner.

Dissenters from the Church would increase ; and

if you shifted the burthen from the occupier, and

made the charge in perpetuity on the owner of the

soil, and he was a Dissenter, what would be his

feelings ? Potatoes are frequently raised on lands

of very low annual value, say 10s. per acre ;
the

tithes would be 40 bushels of potatoes ; and a

single crop gives in one year's value about one-

seventh part of the fee-simple value of the laud.

Is this a measure to be enforced by the enact-

ment of a British legislature .' Some lands have

been in potatoes for many successive years. Take
seven years, and the value of the entire fee-simple

is absorbed. Will not this be the immediate and

direct application of the law to the lands which
have been appropriated to the cottage or allotment

system .''

In still greater degree the infliction would fasten

on the lands employed in raising costly crops,

e. g., hop-yards, market- gardens, teazles, wood ?

You may say, they shall be protected. The pro-

tection is not because the tithe-owner has not a

right to tithes in kind ; his right is as complete
and perfect as it is to the tenth part of potatoes,

or of crops of corn, when raised by extraordinary

outlay of capital in lime, sand, oat-cake, bones, or

other expensive manures, without which there

would only be a crop of 10 or 15 bushels, instead

of 24, 30, or even 40 bushels. The natural pro-

duce being 10 or 15, the tenth of this produce
ought in justice to satisfy the tithe owner. Is there

any justice in his demanding two or three bushels,

or double or treble tithe, because the cultivator

has been a highly useful and energetic member of

society, instead of being a drone or a sluggard, or

wrapping his talent in a napkin } Could Parlia-

ment so deal with machinery, and tax the employ-

ment of capital, would your imports and use of

cotton have increased as they have done between

the year 1792 and the present period ? being nearly

the identical period during which British hus-

bandry has, under a system patronised and encou-

raged by a patriot King, and fostered by a British

Legislature, even more than trebled the produce

of the soil, and, in the result, the rental value of

land, and the corresponding increase of the value

of the tithes. A compulsory power of enforcing

a valuation of property at a period when it is in

a state of management in which it could not, with

prudence, have been, if a measure of value found-

ed on that state of the property could have been

anticipated, is unjust in the highest degree ; and

though Parliament has the undoubted power, it

has not a constitutional right, to change the state

and value of ownership, by substituting a fixed

perpetual charge on land, in the place of a va-

riable uncertain burthen, not directly affecting the

land.

This is more especially true as applied to pro-

perty so circumstanced that no general rule or

standard can be correct or just, as applied to lands

of different qualities, differently managed, in a

dift'erent mode of occupation, and of which the

proi)er and judicious management depends on cir-

cumstances, which frequently vary, and are pe-

culiar to each district, and often to each individual

occupier.

The case of the market gardener, as applying

to a single acre, exhibits the enormity of the sys-

tem of tithes taken in kind.

Ten pounds of rent, with 40;. of capital, produce

five tiju^s. the amount of capital, i. e. 200/. The

farmer who cultivates jjotatoos for his cattle, either

in aid of turnips, or as a substitute for them—and

in many cases they are a useful and almost neces-

sary substitute—will use 10 acres, worth 20s. an

acre, or less, but say 10/. of rent. His capital em-
ployed must be 8/. an acre. His produce may be

estimated at 200/., viz. 400 bushels an acre, at Is.

per bushel ; though, in truth, this is more than

50/. per cent, beyond the usual value to the farmer ;

while to the person who withdraws the tithes from

the farm for sale, they are on the average of years

worth that rate ; so that the farmer pays on this

article equally, and indeed more, out of his capital

than the market gardener.

On an accurate estimate of Norfolk farms of the

rent of 1/. per acre, the produce in value of four

acres in v^'heat, barley, turnips, and clover, will be

20/., or 5/. per acre. The tithes are one-fifth of

rent, or 4s. in the pound. On the value of pro-

duce they wi'l be increased to 61. per acre, i. e. 50

per cent., after deducting the allowance of lour-

tenth parts, or 40/. out of each 100/. On the farms

of that venerable and venerated agriculturist, Mr.

Coke, the tithes will, in consequence of liberal ex-

penditure on lands of inferior quality, be full two-

third parts of the rent.

Mr. Mills' statement of 42 farms, p. 24 of " Sim-

ple Equation of Tithes," published by Hatchard

in 1817, gives an average produce of 763/. for

each average farm of 161/. rent, and the fluctua-

tion of averages may be accounted for by the

larger or smaller proportion of grass on eachfarr^.

This is a curious and interesting document. It

was taken from a return to the Board of Agricul-

ture.

For the honour of the clergy (and the opportu-

nity of collecting the sentiments of many has oc-

curred,) they never expected more than a reason-

able part of the rental value of the land. Of late they

were apprehensive of spoliation of the Church,

or reduction of their income. It never entered

into their imagination, that in three cases out of

four their income should be very materially in-

creased, still less that they should be relieved from
the approach of the sturdy occupier, and their

difficult and costly remedies ; and have the great

and high privilege—and it is a new privilege—of a

right against the owners of the soil with the right

of distress and preference in enforcing his income.

The compulsory clause also has the vice, that it

will discourage voluntary arrangements founded

on former compositions. The still greater vice of

the measure is, that it takes the value of actual

produce, and not of annual rental, as the basis of

commutation.

Let the actual increase of income be to the tithe-

owner in the same rate as to the landowner, and

neither party would be injured, and both parties

would be, at least ought to be, satisfied.

Let rental value be the criterion, graduated by

different rates on, 1st, arable lands; 2d, grass

lands ; 3d, mowing lands ; 4th, up and down, or

convertible lands [i e sometimes in crop, but gene

-

rally in grass ;) and lastly, waste-lands ; and the

greater part of the difficulties would vanish.

That rental is the just criterion, no one can

doubt. Its justice is proved by experience. Let

a parliamentary inquiry be instituted into the

mode of dealing with tithes for different periods

of 20 years from the year 1700, when, judging

from the land-tax, the rental value of the kingdom

was only 5,000,000/. a-year ; or only from the

establishment of the sinking fund, when it did not

exceed 20,000,000/. a-year ; and it will be found
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that the system of taking tithes in kind, or even a

composition founded on the actual value of crops,

constitutes the exception, and not the rule, by

which the tithe-owner—frequently too a lessee, or

a sequestrator, for the benefit of a creditor or a

body of creditors—has been governed.

The bill protects the clergy, by imposing the

necessity of the concurrence of the incumbent, the

])atron, and the ordinary, to a perpetual commuta-

tion. It places a check on the clergy by providing

that the rate of commutation shall be 60 per cent,

on the value of produce, in case the composition

has been of lower amount. It also provides that

if the composition has exceeded 75 percent, on

the value of produce, it shall be reduced to that

amount. Thus, between tvvo classes, there is,

without any reason, a difference of a quarter in

favour of the rapacious tithe-owner over the mild,

meek, charitable Divine, who has been content

even with his 3s in the pound on the fair annual

rental value of the land. Denying the constitu-

tional right of parliament, consistently with

established principle, to carry this bill into a law,

against the will of the landed interest, there is

flagrant injustice in making this distinction.

Either one class is to have more, or the other

class is to have less, than is a reasonable equiva-

lent. What rule in ethics, or in politics, can sup-

port the distinction proposed to be made .' It is

at least an invidious one.

This very difference would of itself create a just

reproach against British legislation.

It is a proof that the framers and supporters of

the bill dare not, by positive enactment, make one

general and universal rule for all cases, although

all cases are equally open to one rule ; say, if you
please, the class of 75 per cent, ought not to be

reduced to a lower scale, because a higher scale

has been paid to them. The same principle would
apply to persons who, and whose predecessors in

ownership, live in districts in which the rate of

tithes has been governed by rental value, and not

by value of actual produce ;
proprietors of this,

by far the larger, class will be involved, most un-

expectedly, in immense loss, and many in ruin,

more especially should parliament take from them,

as the bill proposes to do (by the clause under

which the tithe-owner may, at an early period, re-

quire a valuation,) their acknowledged and indis-

putable right, by a judicious and proper, as dis-

tinguished from a vindictive, management of the

property, &c., by planting, or other similar means,

to relieve themselves from the ruin which, in

instances to the amount of many millions, infallibly

awaits them.

These observations are dictated by a sense of

duty ; a duty to the public, flowing at the same
time from a personal interest, with a very large

experience on the subject.

The case of the writer is one of very peculiar

hardship. Over a large tract of country his out-

lay of capital has already increased his actual pay-

ment for tithes in a very high degree ; and the bill

if carried into a law, would tax him in a still higher

degree, by an assessment founded on the value of

produce or crops which never would have existed

could he have foreseen that the value of produce,

and not rental value, would be enforced by law,

without having any right of changing a mode of

husbnndry which, in the result, will be highly in-

jurious, to a mode which would be profitable, and
would be consistent with the law as it had existed

from the first establishment of tithes, and the
views and plans formed at the time of outlay.

The pressure of the bill, when a law, will be
felt more severely on small farms, and on lands
occupied for convenience, than on farms of an ex-
tent to be properly termed agricultural. In pro-
portion as the farm diminishes in extent, the capi-
tal, in particular capital in the labour of the
occupier and of his family, increases.

It may be assumed that the number of farms of
different classes in acreable extent, as constituted of
acres by 1000, 500, 300, 200, 100, 50, 30, 20, 10,
give a proportion in each class, by a multiple, in

favour of the farms as they graduate in the de-
clining scale.

The like scale of gradation is to be found among
the fund proprietors and the owners of realised

capital in land. For one farm of 1000 acres or
upwards, there are 100 under 100 acres ; and in

each gradation the increase in number is in favour
of the smaller farms. It is a curious fact, that the
number of fund proprietors and of freeholders is

nearly equal.

It is notorious that as farms diminish in extent
of number of acres, the acreable capital, and con-
sequently the rateable value of produce, in-

creases ; for example, a small farm of 10 acres
employs the labour of the occupier and of several

members of his family : and the employment of
their labour constitutes a most important and
valuable substitute for capital in money. 3/., 41,,

or bl. in the value of labour abundantly compen-
sates for capital applied on a larger farm in hiring
labour.

The produce uniformly corresponds with the
application of labour and manure, which are the

great sinews of agriculture. Such small farms
and their owners will suffer in an eminent and pe-

culiar degree, in consequence of the increased

value of produce from such extraordinary la-

bour &c.

Does the legislature mean to affix a punishment
on the individuals who, from patriotism or kind-

ness of feeling, or even attention to their own in-

terest, have formed and encouraged farms of this

description, so useful to the community and the
state ?

The proposed measure will annihilate all the
rental value of these cottage farms, and of lands
appropriated to the allotment system.

The origin of tithes, or their original distribu-

tion, is a subject which the writer does not wish
to discuss ; but unquestionably if the tithe-owners
insist on their right, as secured to them by strict

law, parliament, and through parliament, the pub-
lic has a right to inquire into the origin and origi-

nal distribution of tithes, and administer justice

to all parties. The clergy must be aware that

their enemies are at their post, and that many are
anxious to see the Church of England in a condi-

tion with the Church of Ireland ; and with the
great difficulty, if not impossibility, of collecting

tithes from the occupiers, even at the point of the

bayonet, or with the aid of the military. Every
honest man and every gnod clergyman will be
cautious how he gives encouragement to this

spirit. How truly happy would the clergy of Ire-

land be, could they be placed on the same footing

as would be readily conceded to the clergy of

England—a strong argument for commutation,
without more than reasonable delay ; and it is the

honest opinion of the writer of these observations,

that the clergy are as anxious as the laity for a

just commutation of tithes on terms such as would
meet most cordially the views of the writer. And
in every arrangement the difficulties in which the
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'anded proprietors of England are placed by the
advantages, in respect ot tithes, existing in Scot-
land, and of tithes as enacted, and likely to be fur-
ther enacted, for Ireland, must be weighed, each
country being now, by steam power, possessed of
equal advantges with the English farmer in his
own domestic market ; and, in justice, the final

arrangement of tithes for England and Ireland
ought to be concurrent.
To conclude, the sum of these observations is

—

1st. A commutation of tithes on just principles
is most desirable for all parties, and will be useful
to the state, as promoting peace and harmony be-
tween the clergy and their parishioners.

2nd. A direct charge on land, with summary
remedies, may be conceded as a fair equivalent for

commutation, and with a variation governed by
by the price of corn.

3rd. ^^o!untary arrangement, and not compul-
sion, ought to be the principle of commutation.

ith. The terms of commutation must in general
be governed by a proportion of rentable value, and
not by 6-lOth parts or3-4th parts of the full value
of the produce of the soil ; since an estimate by
such produce is unusual, and in the far larger pro-
portion of the country would be unsatisfactory,
and frequently ruinous and destructive.

RICHARD PRESTON.

From the last Edinburgh Review.—"We
showed in article 6 of No. 120, that in the opinion
of men of the highest respectability and intimately
acquainted with the state of agriculture, that theraw
produce of England might bewell nigh dmbled with-
out greater proportion of expence, and whoever has
observed the Lothians, and other well farmed dis-
tricts, and compared them with extensive tracts
in the south west of England and Wales, will be
satisfied this is not exaggerated. It is indeed re-

markable how very backward some parts of this

island are compared with others. In many, four
or five horses and two men are still employed to

do that which is far better done in others by two
horses and one man, and in many parts drill hus-
bandry can hardly be said to be introduced. This
shows that we are possessed of vast capacities
not yet brought into activity, and that the career
of improvement may be continued for an almost
indefinite period."

A suggestion by eminent practical men, submitted
to the consideration of Members of Parliament.
" From a general knowledge of England and

Wales I have not the slightest doubt that their
produce might be doubled by the Scotch system
of agriculture, which is here in course of trial on
at least a million of acres, and although it would
lower the price both of grain and butchers' meat,
farmers would oAiN more by quantity than they
could lose by the fall of price."

(Signed) Wm. Blacker.
Armagh, February 15th, 1836.

Author of the prize essay on the management of
landed property in Ireland, and Steward to the
Earl of Gosford, Colonel Close, &c. whose tenants
he enabled to pay oft' their arrears of rent.—fSce
the 27th number of the Scotch Quarterly Journal
of Agriculture.)

And offiLial inquiry confirmed the great advance
made in agriculture owing to the eniioutened
AND systematic cxcrlions of Mr. Blacker, under
the FOSTERING CAKE OF HIS cmployci's.

Signed by order of the Poor Law Commissioners.
Hambleton Dowdell, Secretary.

Dublin, September 1st, 1835.

TITHE COMMUTATION.
The following resolutions were adopted at a

meeting of the general committee of the Central
Agricultural Society, held on the 18th of March,
at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand, London,
Richard Spooner, Esq., in the chair :

—

1. That tithes are an uncertain and contingent
profit, depending upon the capital and industry,
and even upon the will of the occupier, in as
much as he may keep the land in a highly produc-
tive state, or may so use it as to make it produce
no matters liable to tithes, or may leave it wholly
waste and uncultivated, and that tithes are not a
charge or Hen upon the land, but a mere jjersonal

demand upon the occupier.

2. That nevertheless the principle of the bill,

which is to establish a perpetual commutation,
founded upon the average value of the tithes pay-
able for seven years past, very erroneously and
unwarrantably assumes, that the owners are for
ever bound to make the land yield, for the benefit

of the tithe-holder, the same quantity of titheable

produce which it has yielded to the occupier for the
last seven years, and converts a temporary and
contingent profit, resulting from the capital and
skill of the cultivation of the land, into a perpe-
tual charge upon the land itself.

3. That althougVi the conversion of a ta.x upon
the capital of the occupier into a tax upon the
land itself, and the consequent transfer of the bur-
den of tithes from the occupier to the owner, seem
necessarily to imply, that a reasonable proportion
of the net annual value of the land to be let,would
be the fair and just principle for a commutation of
tithes

; yet the bill, nevertheless, charges upon the
landowner, for ever, the value of the tenth of the
gross produce of the land for seven years past.

4. That this committee is of opinion, that any
change of the nature of a title to tithes by fixing
them as rent-charge upon the land itself, without
any consideration for the incalculable advantage
to be derived by the tithe-holder from the ex-
change of an uncertain and precarious income,
depending on personal security, for a certain in-
come, founded on the best and most eligible of all

7 ea^ securities, would be a violation of the rights
of private property in land, unexampled in the
history of legislation.

5. That the imposition of a perpetual rent-
charge, to be estimated by the former production
of the land, will be attended with the most ruinous
consequences to the landownei-s, and especially in
those numerous cases in which, owing to the de-
pressed state of agriculture, highly cultivated lands
have been, and must shortly be, thrown out of
cultivation, or deteriorated in culture and value;
but the bill makes no provision for the change of
culture in any lands, except the very remarkable
and unaccountable proviso in favour of hop-
grounds, which may cease to be cultivated as
hop-grounds ; although gardens, orchards, and all
other cultivated lands, are equally entitled to the
benefit of a similar proviso.

G. That it appears to this committee, that the
per centage deductions professed to be allowed by
the bill 171 raxes of composiliotis, subject to the
power given to the tithe-holder to demand a valua-
tion of the tithes in kind, without any deduction
for the expenses of collection, or otherwise, are
nominal and illusory ; the produce of such lands
having been in most instances, very greatly in-
creased, and in many cases wholly created by capi-
tal expended upon the faith of an actual exemp-
tion from tithes, by means of such compositions.
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1 . That this committee is of opinion, that it is

contraiy to the principle of equal justice to give

the landlord's remedy by distress and entry to the

tithe-holder, and to leave to the landlord the

tithe-holders' mere personal remedy against the

lessee or tenant of the land; and that the power
of distress and entry, so given to the tithe-holders,

will materially interfere with the landlord's re-

medy for recovery of rent, and his right of pro-

perty and sole dominion over the land ; and that

such conversion of land -owners into tithe-holders,

will be peculiarly oppressive to those religious

communities and persons, who, as in the case of

Quakers, are prevented by religious and conscien-

tious scruples from becoming the holders of

tithes.

8. That the bill, contrary to all legislative pre

cedents, contains no provision for the protection

of exemptions from tithes ; from which it may be
reasonably inferred, that it is intended to destroy,

or subject to a severe and partial inquisition, all

moduses and discharges from tithes throughout the

kingdom.
9. That the following, amongst other provisions

of the bill, appears to this committee to be highly

objectionable, viz., the appointment of tithe com-
missioners and valuers, in the choosing of whom
the land-owners have no voice, and who may be
possessed of no local knowledge, the power given

to the tithe-holder to force a commutation upon
the land-owner ; the clause which enables the

owner of three-fourths of the land, fwho is him-
self frequently the holder of the tithes,) to make
an agreement to bind the remaining land-owners

;

and the half-yearly payment of a rent-charge for

tithes (which are only payable annually^, without
any deduction on account of such half-yearly pay-
ment.

10. That the committee, after the fullest consi-

deration, is decidedly of opinion, that a compulsory
commutation of tithes, based on any other princi-

ples than are contained in the foregoing resolu-

tions, will be most injurious to the owners and
occupiers of land.

11. That very great encroachments have been
made in modern times upon the rights of tithe-

payers, by overturning moduses and exceptions

from tithes which had been enjoyed for many
generations.

12. That a just and equitable revision of the law
of tithes ought to precede or accompany any legis-

lative enactment for the commutation of tithes.

13. That the bill lately brought into Parliament

by the noble lord, the Secretary of State for the

Home Department, tor the commutation of tithes,

is vicious in principle, inadequate in its provisions

for the object which it professes to contemplate,
and would, if carried into a law, be productive of

serious injury to the best interest of thecountrj'.

14. That the above resolutions be printed and
circulated amongst the members of this Society,

and the Local Agricultural Asso> iations which have
subscribed to the funds of this Society.

A Dog Churning Milk.—There has been in

operation for some time past on the farm of Auchyle,
parish of Port, Perthshire, occupied by Mr. Peter
Ferguson, an ordinary sized staff or plunge churn
making the butter from 16 or 18 cows—the propelling

power of which is a colley dog. The machinery ne-

cessary for the process is exceedingly simple and cheap,
and as a proof of the feasibility of the plan, which
must prove a considerable saving to the dairy farmers,
several of Mr. Ferguson's neighbours are about to
enlist into their service the same kind of animal power.

TITHE COMMUTATION BILL.

Mr. Editor.—I trouble you with the following

observations, because I should be sorry, on private

as well as public grounds, that the tithe commu-
tation bill should be rejected, through its contain-

ing the very decidedly objectionable principle so

well remarked on by you this morning.
I never could conceive why the framcrs of the

measure departed so widely from the principle of

the tithing system, as to make tithes a fixed charge

on land. By the principle of the tithing system I

mean, that the tithe-owner thereby takes the

chance of receiving nothing, if nothing is produced,

as well as of receiving more if more is produced.

Now I conceive it would be best to adhere to

this principle in any new system. This would be

done by making tithe a variable proportion of

rent, thus altering the particular chances, but not

abolishing the abstract risk of gain or loss. Under
the new bill, it would be very easy to declare that

che tithes, as by that bill to he ascertained, shall

for ever after be the same proportions of their cor-

responding rents that they are now ; the corres-

ponding rents to be ascertained, either by the

present actual rents, or by means similar to those

to be enacted for ascertaining tithes.

The alterations hereby made in the tithe-owners'

chances of gain or loss, will be best seen by attend-

ing to the following formula :

—

Produce—expenditure—rent where expenditure

includes profit.

Now if tithes be made to vary as rent, when pro-

duce decreases, but expenditure decreases still

more, tithes will gain instead of losing as they

must if tithes vary as produce. If produce in-

creases, but expenditure does not increase so

much, tithes will gain more than they would when
increasing only with produce.

Here, then, is a decidedly beneficial change for

the tithe-owner, and no burden or obstruction to

the landowner or occupier.

Again, if produce diminishes and expenditure

does not diminish so fast, tithes will lose under

the new system faster than it would under the old.

The chances, however, against the practical possi-

bility in this case are immense, Ijut it would be

trespassing on your space to state them. If, how-
ever, you wish it, I will do so.

If expenditure increases without produce in-

creasing so fast, tithes would again lose faster than

at present. The chances against the happening
of this case are likewise great. The principal

chaDce against it seems to consist in this : that the

same cause which leads to an increase of outlay,

without a corresponding increase of produce, tends

to diminish profits and to increase rents. In other

words, the part of expenditure which increases is

made up by that part—profit—whl'ch diminishes.

In neither of these latter cases then, is there any
burden upon agriculture, while the titheowner's

chances of loss are likewise compensated by an
improved method of collection.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Mondav. W. P. GASKELL.

Grass Parks are letting considerably higher this year
than last—Loudoun, Lanfine, Rowallan, and Hapland,
were all lately let at a considerable advance, most of

them as high as 8s and 10s an acre above last year's

prices.

—

Kilmarnock JoitrnuL—(\X(i believe the same
may be stated as to this county so far as letting has yet

taken place. The advance is partly attributed to the

increased trade in fattening live stock for the London
market, which has been hitherto a remunerating one.—

I Perth Courier.
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OBSERVATIONS MADE BY J. II.

HERPIN, D. M. P.

ON THE PRODUCTION OF A VIRULENT ULCER
IN MAN THROUGH CONTACT WITH DIS-

EASED SPLEENS OF SHEEP.

TRANSLATED EXPRESSLY FOR THE FARMER's
MAGAZINE.

From the Annuls of French Agriculture,for Jan, 1836.

About the 16tli October 1834, when the epide-

mic which liad been ravaging our flocks seemed to

lose some degree of its violence, 1 observed upon
the back of my shepherd's left hand, a small red

tumour, the summit of which was about the size

of a pin's head, and black as charcoal. The man
had just been engaged in opening a sheep of which
the spleen appeared completely disorganized.

I questioned him respecting it, and he answered
that he had torn his iiand slightly against the hoops
of tlie tub in which the corn for the fowls was
kept ; but he added, that it did not appear dis-

posed to heal readily ; it had been done about
three days.

The idea struck me immediately that this was
a genuine ulcer. However as I had not seen the

xilceration from the first, as no animal on my
farm had been so affected, r.nd as the man ex-

plained the origin of it so plausibly, I desisted

from my interrogations, being unwilling to cause
uneasiness which might be utterly groundless

;

but I resolved to watch the progress of the disease

most carefully. I advised him to wash the part

with some vinegar and water as the animal he had
been opening smelt badly.

The next morning the black spot had increased

but the man did not complain much ; however, on
the following day, he came to me for some linen

to cover it.

At this time the black speck had increased to

the size of a 50 c. piece, and was surrounded by
an inflamed, red, shining circle upon which ap-
peared several vesicles, true phlyctenoe, about as

large as grains of corn ; from the centre of the

spot issued a bloody scrosily ; the hand and fore-

arm were much swelled, and the disease presented

every appearance of a virulent ulcer.

I applied compresses saturated with vinegar and
laudanum to the part ; and advised the man to go
to a skilful surgeon in the neighbourhood imme-
diately, who would do what was requisite. The
applications allaying the pain, the man thinking

himself better did not proceed to the surgeon ; but

on the following night lie was attacked with nausea
and vomitings ; the spot having attained the size of

a crown piece ; the interior was of a pale black

colour
;
phlyctenoe as large as walnuts covered the

back of the hand ; the arm was swelled as high as

the chest ; and the man's spirits were very low and
anxious.

I sent him immediately to the surgeon, who re-

cognizing the character of the disease, at once ex-

cised the gangrenous parts, and cauterised the

wound with nitrate of mercury.

Gangrene had spread so fearfully that after the

sloughing, the extensor tendons of tlie fingers lay

bare ; and for several days I was very uneasy as to

the termination of the malady.

However, through good treatment, Charles re-

covered his strength and resumed his occupations ;

the wound had a healthy appearance, and was
nearly closed when I left the country on Dec. 30,

1834.

This man was of a sound, robust constitution,

sanguine temperament, and about thirty years of

age.

ON THE CAUSE AND REMEDY OF
CURL IN POTATOES.

By Mr. John Rankine, GARDENEn, Kilsyth.

{From the Report ofDrummcnds'Agricultural Mmeuvi)

Having cultivated the potato in garden ground for

a long period of years, during which I have had the

mortification of witnessing- one generation after ano-

ther of my very best varieties literally curled out,

necessity, which generally proves the mother of in-

vention, urged me to endeavour, by all means, to

find out the cause, and, if possible, the remedy of an

evil of such magnitude. The question that most na-

turally presented itself arose from the fact, that the

potatoes of the garden are more subject to the curl

than those of the field, and thoseof fields most under
the plough than those of fields that were least under

it. After examining and experimenting in a great

variet}' of ways, 1 came to the conclusion that the

cause of the disease, for disease it is, must be the

over-working of the land. When land is too short

rested or pastured, lying in lea only one, two, or

at most three years, its heart becomes broken, and
unable to perform its proper functions—the soil does

not possess stamina or strength sufficient to nourish

and bring forward the tuber, so as to fit it for pro-

ducing healthy shoots when planted out next season.

Light soils are more apt to go wrong in this respect

than those that are heavier and retentive. Lands
would require to be rested from six to eight years,

in orderto recover orretain their healthy and vigorous

constitution. In a garden which is constantly wrought,

potatoes will not preserve their healthy state above

a year or two.

The remedy is, when cultivators cannot, or will

not, pasture their land a sufficient length of time,

they should obtain their seed potatoes from districts

where soil is not so much wrought, such as muirish,

high lying, retentive tracks ; the encouragement
there not being so great as in the lower and more
fertile, to tear and exhaust the necessary quality in

the soil. I have always found seed to turn out well,

brought from such places where they had not been

planted above once in six, or perhaps eight or ten

years. Another remedy is to select from any field

that had been well rested, the healthiest and most
vigorous shaws, marking them while green ; avoid-

ing all those that seem at all inclined to curl, for

their progeny will generally be found more con-

firmed in it; and when ripe let them be carefully

pitted and preserved till the time of planting. In

cutting these for seed take only the top set or eye,

whichis always the last that will curl, the eye next

the root being the first that incurs the disease.

Successful practice, consequent on, and confirma-

tory of the views thus shortly stated, will, 1 trust,

he "deemed sufficient apology for my offering them to

the notice of otiiers. .T, R.

A Second Mii.o.—The following is au adver-

tisement in a Hobart-town paper :—" Found on a
suspicious person two remarkably fine workiEg bul-

locks."

—

Athenceum.
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TO THE MARQUIS OF CHANDOS.
Mv Lord,— As the great champion of the agii-

cultuiist, I address myself to you on a subject of
what I conceive to be of the greatest consequence
to the British farmer, and that is, that he may be
fairly remunerated for his capital and industry in

common with the rest of his Majesty's subjects.

A great deal was said at the passing of the present
Corn Bill, that it was not intended so much to

benefit the revenue as to protect the cultivator of
the soil. Now if that is the case, and at the same
time the revenue have been benefited ; that is,

received considerable sums in the shape of duties
upon the import of foreign grain, why not use
those duties as bounties upon the exportation of
corn of British growth, when the prices are so
ruinously low as they have now been for a great
length of time ? It is my opinion that the very
idea of a bounty on exportation would in some
measure keep the prices buoyant, and prevent that
deep distress which is now experienced. I do not
know precisely what ought to be the amount of
these bounties, but should suggest (hat, when the
average of wheat is at or under 40s, a bounty of
10s might be allowed,—and for every shilling

above 40s, up to 50s,—one shilling per qr addi-
tional should be added to the bounty, making
50s a bounty of 20s per qr ; it with such encou-
ragement we could in any one year be exporters
of one million qrs of wheat over and above what
is required for our own consumption, and which
would realize to the exporter 30s 'per qr, the
country would receive one and a half million
pounds strrling for that which is entirely produced
from the labour and industry of our own popula-
tion. But 1 have no idea that one million, or even
half that quantity, would ever be sent out in one
year,—consequently the revenue would never be
called upon for any large amount of bounties. I

should suggest, also, that if any individual, not
wishing to send his corn abroad, but should prefer
warehousing it at home, such grain should go
under lock, and be subject to the same duties,

rules, and regulations, as if of foreign produce.
It may be said that the trading part of the com-

munity might find fault with any part of the reve-
nue being employed as above ; but when they re-
collect that parliament have granted, and are
granting great privileges and conveniences in the
shai)e of railways, &c., throughout the kingdom,
—which privileges are principally for the use and
benefit of trade, and in some measure to the injury
of agriculture, in reducing thenecessity of horses,
anil considerably lessening the consumption of
oats, beans, hay, &c. ; surely that will be a suffi-

cient answer to such objections.
Much has been said about the currency ; it is

my opinion that the currency has but little to do
with the price of produce. With so much capital
in the country, how should it not affect the price
of barley, oats, beans, wool, &c., as well as wheat ?

Depend upon it the demand and the supply will
in all cases eventually regulate the price. I am
sure there is no want of capital in the country. I

remember when corn was sold in the Wakefield
and Manchester markets,—and generally after
giving a month's credit, was paid for in a bill at
two months; now nearly the whole which you re-
ceive is in cash, for which the buyers receive a
discount.

I should also recommend the introduction of
poor laws into Ireland,— a small additional duty
upon tallow, and also upon flax ; the cultivation
of the latter article is of vast importance to us,

and particul irly to Ireland,—the prepai'ation of
which causes a great deal of labour. •Something
has been said about taking the duty oflF cloverseed ;

I object to it on the principle of its departing from
a system of taxing all articles of foreign produce,
whether consumed by themerchant, manufacturer,
or agriculturist.—I am, ray lord, your most obe-
dient,

'

J. B.

March 15.

AGRICULTURAL DISl RESS REMEDY.
The Strathmore Journal, in referring to this subject,

has the following remarks :

—

" Some discussion took place last week as to the

distress of the Scotch agriculturists, on the presenta-
tion of a petition from Ross-shire, by Mr. Stewart
Mackenzie. We believe that the honourable member
stated the best remedy for the depression of the te-

nantry, to consist in ' an adjustment of the rent to the

prices of produce.' In a very few words, we have
at once the ' bane and the antidote;' and to this rea-

sonable arrangement, among agriculturists, landlords,

and tenants, should direct their efforts. We rather

think, that however accordant with commercial priaci-

ciple^, the reduction of the duty on foreign seeds would
neither be advisable nor practicable. In the first

place, though the saving to the revenue would not be
great, still many would suppose that some other party

should be relieved in preference; and, secondly, the

tax being taken off, the domestic culture of seeds might
be consequently given up. Grass seeds are now culti-

vated to a considerable extent in this country, and we
doubt not that their culture will extend, and may be

not a little stimulated by the continuance of a duty on
importation."

The Constitutional after quoting the preceding ex-

tract, says,

—

" We are not much in the habit of quoting the

Strathmore Journal as an authority, either in accurate

statement or sound reasoning—and we have therefore

the greater pleasure in referring, with approbation, to

the closing sentences in the above paragraph—senten-

ces, the soundness of whose statements surprised us

the more, after we had referred to the journal's file for

Ma'-ch, 1834, &c."

What the critic says of the theatrical stage, would
seem to apply equally to the political, for when ex-

treme parties " do agree, their unanimity is wonder-
ful." The singularity in this instance is not a little

enhanced by the circumstance, that the unanimity is

one in error, as five minutes conversation with any in-

telligent farmer, will at once convince them. The
doctrine of protecting duties does not apply equally to

clover seed as to corn; for this reason, that there is

not exceeding, perhaps, a few tons of clover seed

saved in Scotland annually. This is not owing to the

want of protection and encouragement—for, in addi-

tion to the heavy protecting duty, the Highland Socie-

ty and other local institutions, for several years, of-

fered handsome premiums to the most successful cul-

tivator of grass seeds ; but the result of the trial served

to show that the climate of this country was not fa-

vourable for the purpose, and the seed saved was not
only inferior in quality, but the crop was less profita-

ble than the usual rotation, and proved a great scour-
ger of the soil. The well-known fact of seed grown
under a favourable climate for ripening it, being always
more productive than native grown, is peculiarly the

case with grass seeds; and, therefore, the attempt to
extend their cultivation has always met Avith the ill

success whicli follows the endeavour to strive against
natural difficulties. On these grounds we differ from
our contemporaries, and consider that the reduction of
the duty on foreign seeds would be both " advisable"
and " practicable."

—

Perth Courier.
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THE PARKS.
The observations contained in this letter are

equally applicable to other parks and pleasure
grounds, as to those particularly alluded to.

THE CHIEF COMMISSIONER

FORESTS.

OF WOODS AND

Mr. Editor,—Having frequently addressed you
on the subject of the parks, and taking a very
lively interest in these places of public resort, I

venture once more to trespass on your valuable

and impartial columns by requesting the insertion

of a few observations, relative to these places set

apart for the recreation of the people, in the
earnest hope that what I am about to state may
draw the attention of Lord Duncannon to this very
important branch of the public property committed
to his charge, and may induce him to continue and
persevere in the good works of improvement, as

well as embellishment, which have been commend-
ably carried on by his predecessors. Much yet
remains to be done, and I will venture unhesita-
tingly to say that every shilling expended in beau-
tifying and improving the places appropriated for

public recreation and amusement, so aptly termed
the lungs of the metropolis—every shilling laid out
in embellishing these delightful retreats from the
noise and confusion of the crowded streets, will

be an additional attraction in withdrawing the
people from the gin-shops and public-houses, parti-

cularly on Sundays, and will aid, and very cogently
too, in the attainment of the object Sir Andrew
Agnew has been, through legislative interference,

endeavouring to accomplish, by leading people to

a cheerful, rational, and salutary observance of
the Sabbath. After this preface I will proceed at

once to my proposition, which is by the introduc-
tion of Rhododendrons, Calmias, Azaleas, and An-
dromedas, in very considerable numbers, to con-
vert the three Parks and Kensington Gardens
into American pleasure (/rounds. What I would
suggest is to fringe the margins of all the planta -

tions with these profusely-flowering shrubs, and
to have a belt of them lining the gravel walk from
the artificial waterfall on the Serpentine to the
bridge at Kensington-gardens, opposite the lloyal

Humane Society's building. This will produce the
rich effect of amass of flowers interposing between
the lake and the observer from the drive above
either walking or riding, and from the opposite

side to those in the carriages will likewise form an
equally desirable feature in the landscape. The
island and peninsula in St. James's-park, if covered
with rhododendrons, would greatly enrich the
views from the Palace windows, and would pro-
duce a most brilliant efltect from every part of the
park. The advantages of this class of flowering
ornamental shrubs are great and numerous.

1. Their hardiness and cheapness are strong re-
commendations. Mr. Hammond, of Bagshot, offers

a number of strong plants of " rhododendron pon-
ticum " at 33s a 100—somewhere about \(jI 10s a
1,000; this price to include carriage. They are of
rapid growth, and have the habit of growing and
expanding outwards more than vpivards, thus in-

creasing in bulk instead of altitude, and seldom
attaininga height exceeding four or five feet. They
become most admirably suited for a fore-ground
to all ornamental clumps of trees and young plan-
tations.

2. The ease and facility with which all this class

of plants may be transplanted and removed at any
time, at any size, and at any age, and so far from

being injured by this process it is rather beneficial

to them than otherwise ; never requiring to be
cut down to thin the plantations, or pruned, to

waste, as is the case at present with the recent

plantations in St. James's park.

3. The consequent increased value of the plants

as they grow in size and age, and become stock,

ready whenever required for making additional

improvements and clumps of flowering shrubs in

other parts of the Parks— any apprehension of
damage by transplanting being needless.

4. The very seasonable time when this beautiful

class of plants come into flower, blossoming from
the middle of May, and continuing their loveliness

till the end of June, the very time when London is

filled, and all the world at hand to enjoy the gay
display. After which the rhododendrons, being
ever- greens, will be ornamental till the returning

spring calls them into beauty again ; and in the

islands of St. James's-])ark they will both in win-
ter and summer afford the very best protection for

the water-fowl. Whilst when in flower the re-

flection on the water of such immense masses of

blossoms will be of unrivalled beauty and magnifi-

cence. All these advantages combined will, I most
earnestly hope and trust, induce Lord Duncannon
to lend a favourable ear to this proposition. Our
four Parks will thus become, and very shortly too,

the most beautiful and enjoyable public grounds
in Europe, and at no great expense either, for

Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney; Waterer, of Knap
Hill, Surrey ; and Jenkins, of Portman Nursery,
have all large stocks of American plants at reason-

able prices. In conclusion I will quote a passage
from a recent work on ornamental planting :

—
" The beauty of English park scenery is univer-

sally admitted—the constant source of fresh ad-

miration to foreigners, and of delight to ourselves.

It may, perhaps, be briefly described as the art of
imitating, in small compass, the most lovely scenes
of external nature. In a pursuit so fascinating,

the most elegant mind may find amusement, the

most active benevolence room in which to dilate,

in eliciting from crude materials new forms of
beauty, converting the barren hill to wood, and
clothing the once naked district with luxuriance,
the worth of an estate ( or park ) is improved
( and let me add, ) Us enjoyable utility thrice mul-
tiplied, health is improved, and charity the most
useful dispensed. Many are the beauties in detail

which may be gained by a more frequent use of
foreign vegetation. In a well-ornamented park,
where a judicious intermixture of foreign trees

and shrubs are introduced, the interest is not con-
fined to the picturesque efltct they produce, for

they remind us of the climes whence they come,
and the scenes with which they are associated.

—

Always, Mr. Editor, your constant reader.

RUS IN URBE.

JMi!. Editor,—It was my intention some time
ago to do myself the pleasure of sending you an
account of the LoHum Italicum, a species of rye-

grass lately introduced from the Continent, and
with which we have been making experiments at

the Farm through the summer; but wishing to see

how it stood the alterations of the weather through
the winter, the communication was deferred until

now.
It was sown on the 1st of May, and although

the weather at that time was exceedingly dry, we
were astonished at the rapidity of its growth. It

was five inches high on the 14th, and on the 23rd
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of June it had attained the height of twelve

inches. It was cut on the 1st of November, and
again cut in the beginning of January

;
producing

each time heavy crops. It appears to ])artal<e

more of the qualities of the natural grasses than

the rye-grass, being in a great measure divested

of that stickiness which characterises all the

loliums. Horses, cattle, and hares prefer it to all

other grass : the hares seem to have set their af-

fections on it—disregarding alike the admonitions
of trap and snare.

The Buliten des Sciences Agricoles says, " This
plant is distinguished from the common rye- grass
(lolium perenne) by its larger leaves, by its being
of deeper green, and by the greater height to

which it grows. It is usually sown in the autumn,
as is the general practice in the South of Europe.
If it be sown with clover or lucern it will quickly

choke them, its growth being so rapid. It is

softer, more juicy, of a richer foliage, and more
relished by cattle than the common rye-grass." It

is not yet ascertained whether it is an annual or
perennial. Were we to cultivate this hybryduous
plant extensively, we would sow it on land under
a corn crop ; but not until the corn had attained

a sufficient height to exclude part of the light and
air—so beneficial to the growth of plants. This
would, in a great measure, counteract the choking
of which our Continental neighbours seem so

much afraid. In my humble opinion this grass

will, at no distant period, occupy a distinguished

place in British husbandry.
If you think this worthy a place in your valuable

paper, pray insert it.—I am, Sir, your most obe-

dient servant, JOHN BLACK.
Marske Farm, March \7th, 1836.

IMPORTANT TO HOP MERCHANTS.
An action was tried a short time since in the

Court of Common Pleas, of importance to persons
ordering goods to be conveyed by sea. Messrs.
Johnson and Co. hop merchants, of Alderraanbury
Church-yard, the plaintiff's, sought to recover of Mr.
Pattle, Grocer, of Bury, the defendant, 86/. 2s. 7A.
the amount of an acceptance for ten pockets of hops,

which were ordered by the defendant of the plain-

tiffs' traveller on the fourth of October, 183 J, with
directions to forward them on the following Thurs-
day (the 9th) to the Wool Quay, on the water side,

to be shipped by the next vessel for Ipswich, On
the next day (the 10th) the defendant received by
post an invoice of the hops, with a letter stating that

they had been shipped. It appeared that a vessel " the

August," sailed from that Quay on the morning of

the 10th for Ipswich, and if the hops had been de-

livered as asserted on the 9th they would have been
forwarded by that vessel, which safely an-ived at

Ipswich. The defendant, upon the faith of the state-

ment made to him with the invoice, accepted tlie

bill for the amount and returned it by post on the

l©t\v to the plaintiffs. The defendant not having re-

ceived the hops, wrote to the plaintiff on the 20th,

inquiring about them, and received in answer a let-

ter from them repeating their former assertion that

they had been sent to the wharf on the 9th. It ap-
peared, however, that they had not been sent until

the following Tuesday (the 14th) when they were
shipped on board " the Neptune" for Ipswich, and
that vessel with all the cargo was lost at sea. The
defendant, hearing ofthe loss, wrote to the plaintifi's

either to return his acceptance or to send him ten
other pockets in lieu of ihose which he had not re-

ceived ; this they refused to do, and brought this ac-

tion for the amount of the bill, contending that the

loss was the defendant's. Mr. Sargeant Wilde con-
ducted the plaintiff's case, and Mr. Kelly the defen-
dant's. The Lord Chief Justice charged the Jury,
who, after a short consultation, returned a verdict
for the defendant.

Heueford.—John Collard, toll collector at one of
the city gates, appeared befoie the magistrates
under the act of the 4th Geo. 4. for having on the
4th and 7tb of March instant, demanded and re-

ceived from T. Tringham Is 3d each time, as toll for

three horses to which a tin-ashing machine was
attached, instead of 4Jd the usual charge.—Mr. Sill

appeared for the complainant, and Mr. Humfrys
attended for the toll collector.—T. Tringham was
examined at great length, and proved to having paid
Is 3d in the first instance, and having his watch
detained on the second, which was afterwards given
up on payment of the money.— iMr. Humfrys, in a
very long and eloquent address, ingeniously endea-
voured to show that thrashing machines were liable

to toll, and were never intended by the legislature

to be exempt, as it was only by a straining of the
words of the act of parliament that a thrashing
machine could be considered an implement of hus-
bandry, any more than a cider mill, or any other
engine employed in agriculture. He cited a variety
of authorities in support of his opinion; urging the
magistrates to dismiss the case, as in the event of a
conviction, there could be no appeal against their

decision but to the quarter sessions ; when, if the
case was dismissed, persons claiming exemption of
toll for thrashing machines might bring their action,

and the first law authorities of the kingdom would
then decide upon the case, and set the question at

rest for ever. Mr. Sill, for the complainant, con-
tended that the thrashing machine was as much an
implement of husbandry as a plough or a han-ow,
inasmuch as it was wholly and solely for agricul-

tural purposes. He quoted an authority to show
that machine and implement were synonymous, and
said that he perfectly agreed with Mr. Humfrys on
the impropriety of straining the meaning of acts of
parliament, and therefore, as this act of 4 Geo. 4,
was framed for the peculier benefit of the farmer, it

would be indeed straining its meaning to decide
that a thrashing machine— an implement now in

such general use—was liable to the toll. He pressed
the magistrates to convict; and said that if the

defendant found himself aggrieved, he might appeal
to the sessions, where the magistrates, residing as
they did in an agricultural county, were quite as
capable of deciding what was, or was not, an imple-
ment of husbandrv, as the king's judges could be,

who were living in London. The mayor said, that

he and his brother magistrates were decidedly of
opinion that a thrashing machine was an implement
of husbandry, and was no doubt considered as such
by the commissioners of the turnpike trust. He
must therefore convict the defendant for enforcing
the toll in this case.—Mr. Humfrys said, that what-
ever bis own opinions were, he bowed with sub-
mission to the decision of the magistrates ; but as
the act of parliament was worded ambiguously, and
his client had no doubt erred in consequence of con-
sidering that thrashing machines were liable, he
(Mr. H.) trusted that the magistrates would miti-

gate tlie penalties.—Mr. Sill said that he was in-

structed by the complainant not to press for the full

amount of the penalty, and also not to press the

second case to a conviction.—The mayor then or-

dered the toll collector to pay 20s and 6s costs,

which was paid,

—

Hereford Times,
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

BERKSHIRE.
Towards the end of the last month we had a great

deal of rain and snow, and up to the present day the

weather continues unsettled ; the land, in conse-

quence, has become so wet tiiat the plough is stopped,

except on light Down land or sandy or gravelly soils.

The farmer who is silly enough now to try to get

forward by cross ploughing strong or clay soils, will

find to his sorrow that he has been making double

work, and perhaps lose his crop into the bargain.

Most of the beans and peas in this county are

planted, and the land finished off exceedingly well.

A considerable portion of the oats have been sown
under the most favourable circumstances, but those

wJio neglected to get in the oats on the strong land

during the dry weather must now wait with patience

until the weather is more suitable. Most of the

barley land has been cross ploughed, and will be in

a most excellent state for the reception of the seed,

provided the weather is dry ; but if tlie sowing sea-

son (now the land works so fine) should be wet, it

will be a bad job, as the strong flat land would be
little better than a heap of mud. Barley sowing
will commence as soon as the weather will permit,

as it is well known that the early-sown generally

produces the finest quality, and the high tax upon
malt excludes almost all other sorts from being

malted, except in years when there cannot be ob-

tained a sufficient quantity of the best quality. A
pretty large breadth of the Chevalier barley will be
sown this season, for on some soils, and when sown
early, the quality last year was most excellent

;

but some farmers seem even now to be fearful of

sowing any great quantity, as it certainly will not

stand a wet harvest, and in some places does not

yield near so well as the old sorts ; we know of some
few brewers who refuse to use the malt made from
the same, because they say the beer made from such

malt will not keep, while other brewers speak alto-

gether so higldy in its praise. The thrasher does

not like tlie Chevalier barley at all, and complains
that it both thrashes and yields far worse than any
other sort. The opinion of persons respecting its

merits seem to be vastly different, but still we think

that most persons will try a little of it this season.

We are sorry to report that the wheat is of late very
much altered for the worse, and many persons begin
to bo seriously alarmed at the appearance of the

plant, and are fearful that in some places the whole
of it will die ; on high hills and in exposed situa-

tions, and especially where it was sown late, and the

land not in high condition, it looks nearly as bare as

a fallow field, and scarcely a blade can be seen ; and
we hear already of many pieces being doomed to he

ploughed up and sown with other grain. It appears

that the frosts have so hollowed up the soil that the

root has nearly, or quite, let go of the same ; and
the sharp cutting winds having at the same time

withered the blade, the plant has been destroyed, or

so materially injured, that it is fearful much of it will

never recover. It was hoped that the late heavy rains

would have again settled down tJu) soil, and have

enabled the plant to take a fresh hold, and in some

instances this has been the case ; but much of the
late sown wheat that was not pressed down firm at

the time it was sown, now cuts a most deplorable
figure, and the utmost anxiety and fear is entertained

by the owner that he snail have a failing crop. The
wheat has not for many years assumed such a blind
and barren appearance in the month of March as it

does at the present time, and many farmers are

anxiously waiting to get the land dry enough to

press it down with a heavy roller. Vetches and
winter barley are both looking bad, and the continual

frosty or wet nights make their appearance get

worse and worse. The young grass has been also

much cut up by the frost, and in some situations it

has lost stock, and there will be scarcely half a crop.

The trifolium in many places is completely gone,

and not a blade left behind, while in some other

places it seems to stand its ground pretty well. Tur-
nip seed has become uncommonly scarce ; the land

being most of it sown two or three times over last

season, and as there are this spring but few turnips

that can be left for seed, it is fully expected tiiat

turnip seed cannot be cheap for at least another year

to come. Swede seed is tolerably plentiful, but as

Swedes are now become quite a favourite with the

farmers, a large quantity of seed will be required.

Potatoes are scarce, and good ones are selling as high

as from 7s to 10s per sack. The weather of late has

been very unfavourable for young lambs, and many
have perished from wet and cold. Tlie ewes in

many places are very poor and short of milk, and
there is little or no food for the lambs, and we seem
fearful that the number bred this season will be much
less than usual. There has been but few ewes die

this season, and we scarcely ever liear of much loss

of ewes in the lambing when they are in poor condi-

tion. The lying so much on the hot dung in the

yards, because the weather has been so unfavourable,

has in some places brought the scour amongst the

lambs. Sheep keep is likely to be very scarce. Pigs
have of late risen in price most rapidly ; and young-

colts seem to be getting dearer. The deficiency in

the crop of wheat last year has at length been dis-

covered, and since our last report the wheat has ad-

vanced in price about 10s per qr; whether there

will be any further advance will certainly depend
much on the prospect of the next crop ; but we shall

not be ac all surprised at the price getting still

higher, for the following reasons :— 1st. There is

not the usual breadth of wheat sown this year by, it

is supposed, about a fifth, the land being left for

barley and oats, because these crops of late years

liave paid best. 2nd. Although the ricks standing

about the country are numerous, yet it is certain

there is not the quantity of wheat as many persons

have expected, the yield out of the straw being so

very bad. 3rd. The dearness and scarcity of pota-

toes and other vegetables cause a far greater con-

sumption of wheat than usual, and the manufacturers

being in constant employment at good wages, they

have plenty of cash to purchase the same, and a

great consumption seems likely to continue. 4lh.

The cold wet state of the land, and the backward
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appearance of the plant, seem to forebode a late har-

vest, and a late harvest never produces a good qua-

lity, or scarcely ever a great quantity, and as the

wheat is a great part of it thin on the ground, the

prospect of the growing crop at the present time is

far from favourable ; these, and other reasons, will

no doubt have some weight with the speculators, and

help to change the minds of both buyers and sellers,

and we shall not wonder that if even an attempt were

to be made to release the foreign wheat from bond

before the farmer can secure another crop, and espe-

cially if the harvest should be a backward one ; but

we do most sincerely hope that this will not be per-

mitted to take place in the present distressing time,

for to the poor farmer it would be a most cruel thing.

We are aware there was a large stock of old wheat in

hand after last harvest, but in consequence of the

lowness of the price a vast deal has been given to

pigs and sheep, and there is not a large quantity left

to consume. It is to be hoped that the present ad-

vance in the market will not make the farmers forget

their difficulties, or neglect to bring up their wit-

nesses before the committee, so as to prove a good

case, for it would be both absurd and foolish to ask

for a hearing and then have nothing to say; and the

Agricultural Committee, instead of proving a benefit,

would be a laughing stock to the whole world. The

farmers must not by any means leave a stone un-

turned, or the least shrink or relaxation in their ex-

ertions to prove a complete case, so that no elo-

quence or sophistry of their opponents can get over

or set aside their statements.—iMarch 7.

GLAMORGANSHIRE.
The weather has for the last month or six weeks

been remarkably wet and changeable ; cold rain and

sleet in the low lands, and in the hilly districts, it

generally came down in snow, which remained some

time on the ground. Heavy showers of hail of un-

usual size we have also experienced, and a long suc-

cession of windy boisterous weather. Hitherto

there is little prospect of any " March dust," and

whatever benefits it may possess we shall not enjoy

them this season. For all farming operation this

weather has been most unpropitious ; the land hav-

ing been so much saturated with wet is unfit for

j)loughing, and this operation is very backward ; at

least two-thirds of the barley fallows are yet to be

cross plouglied. The latter end of February and be-

ginning of March being the lambing season in this

county has proved this year most unfavourable, and

a great many losses has taken place. Turnips being

a deficient crop, the flocks generally are in low con-

dition. The wheat continued to assume a good co-

lour, although not thick until the middle of last

month, but the repeated drenchings it has received,

accompanied by cold cutting winds, has made it look

bare, and the blade is withered. In wet and retentive

soils, we suspect a portion of the plant is destroyed.

The state of the land has prevented the crop from

being yet hoed, which operation has only just been

commenced. 'I'he young grass seeds are not a re-

gular plant, and we cannot report favourably of the

trifolium incnrnatum. A great portion of the plants

are destroyed, and those remaining are weak and

withered. We suspect that September and October

is rather late for sowing to secure a crop in all sea-

sons.

Our spring fairs for live stock have produced bet-

ter prices, with a good demand for cattle and sheep.

Mutton is very scarce, and is worth 7d, and prime

beef 6d per lb sinking the oftal. Pigs have also im-

proved in price ; the quantity of pork in market has

been less in the last winter by at least a third than

in the two preceding winters. Potatoes are worth
5s a sack, and good hay 31 a ton. The wheat market
has improved since Christmas about Is a bushel, and
we expect will improve another Is a bushel early in

the summer, which will then be less than the cost of

producing it. There may be the usual quantity on
the straw at this season of the year, but it will be

found that the breadth sown is greatly diminished,

and should the season prove unfavourable a great de-

ficiency may arise.

The parliamentary committees now sitting are not

likely to recommend the adoption of any measures

which will ])roduce an immediate advance in the

price of wheat, but we trust they will be able to sug-

gest measures which may prevent a recurrence of

the ruinous prices we have recently experienced, as

well as a more equal distribution of those burdens

which are now borne almost exclusively by the occu-

piers of laud, and also that the English and Irish

growers should be placed on a more equal footing in

the same market.

—

March 17.

DURHAM.
The weather throughout the winter has been a

series of perpetual transition from frost to thaw twice

and thrice in twenty -four hours, with frequent inter-

mediate storms of wind and rain, and seldom or

never continuing the same for forty -eight hours.

The effect has been severe, as may be supposed, upon
the young wheat, which, from being put into the

ground under inauspicious circumstances, was ill-

calculated to bear hardship ; when we say inaus-

picious, we assert tliat we never remember to have

seen wheat podged, in so unliusbanlike a manner as

last season. The great breadth of wheat is grown
upon the poorest clayey soils which will grow no-

thing else, and this description of land is occupied

principally by farmers of little capital, which capital

of late years has been diminishing, and the land of

course worse cultivated, and instead of the fallows

getting fine ploughings and harrowings, and other-

wise well cleaned, manure and lime applied, as it

formerly did, three-fifths of this description of land

only gets three ploughings, little harrowing, and no

hand gathering, and as little manure and lime ap-

plied. What is to be expected from hand cultivated

thus t The wheat sown upon such land in a wet

season, when the furrow was running together after

the plough, what is to be expected but deterioration,

retrogradation, and bad crops ? But to this there is

this year added to the above a more powerful cause

—an unfavourable winter and spring ; never did we
see wheat look so badly, there are thousands of acres

on which a blade of corn cannot be discerned, and
there are again, thousands of acres that are lying yet

unsown, and which ought to have been sown in the

autumn, but which now cannot possibly be sown.
Wheat has improved a little in price of late, but is

still below par.

Fat cattle, owing to the very flourishing state of

our manufactories in Lancashire and the West Rid-

ing, is in great demand, and at good prices, say beef

from ;>s Gd to 6s 6d per stone, and mutton from 6d

to 7d per lb, sinking offal.

Wool is also in urgent demand at various prices.—
March 18.

PERTHSHIRE.
Tlnoughout the month of February the weather

continued to exhibit frequent variations of frost,

fresh, snow, sleet, rain, and high and boisterous

winds. Towards the end of the month, the soil on

he lower districts had become tolerably dry, and

some spring wheat was got in on a dry bed ; a few

beans, too, were sown under favourable circum-
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stances, but an early spring seed-time was prevented
by a heavy fall of snow in the higher districts, and
of rain in the southern and lower parts of the county
on the first day of March, and from that time rain

and sleet have been so frequent, as to have com-
pletely saturated the soil, which will for some time
to come retard the progress of sowing spring seeds.

Wheat was for the most part late in sowing last

autumn, and the young and tender plants have suf-

fered considerably by the alternating frosts and rains,

since our last. The general appearance is at present

by no means flattering. Clover plants stand out

better. Turnips have been longer in running to

flower stem than usual, they are now nearly off the

ground. In the corn market prices are rather im-
proving. Wheat has much room to rise, and in that

article a considerable rise is anticipated. The sea-

son for the barley market is nearly over, and there

is little on hand. Oats are much in request and are

advancing in price. Potatoes bring higher prices

than usual, but there are not many on hand. Fat
cattle are rather scarce, and prices begin to look up.
Milch cows are not yet much inquired after. Good
first-rate horses improve in price, inferior descrip-

tions are plenty, and low prices are offered.

—

March 7.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FOR MARCH.

The weather, which we consider to be the most
powerful ruler of agricultural operations and pro-
ductions, and, for these reasons, generally make it

the principal or leading theme of our report, was,
from the commencement till 18th of the month, rather

turbulent and sloppy, as well as detrimental, in many
exposed situations, to the thatch of out-buildings,

hay and corn stacks, and some few dwelling houses,
consequently was not very favourable to ploughing,

sowing, or any other kind of out-door farm labour
;

nor was it during that period more vegetative, if so

much so, as that of February. As, however, the fine

dry, and comparatively mild weather of that month en-

abled farmers to proceed with ploughing and sowing
of oats, and other Lent grain, to a much greater ex-

tent than usual, field labour is at this time by no
means out of its place ; though, as was observed a

few days ago, by a somewhat eccentric Sussex
farmer, with whom we have had fully a forty years'

acquaintance, that " March had been quite as

windy and sloppy, and that I miiself I, member of

parliament for Birmingham, andtheysillii men who call

themselves members of the centre" (we suppose central)
" committee, have been talking as much nonsense
about farming as need be !"

But, as further relates to vegetation, since the

18th, the subsequent mild night air, and almost sum-
mer-like sunny days have given to the growing
wheat and all other growing crops ; to early budding
and blooming shrubs, fruit and forest trees, and in

brief, the whole vegetable face of nature, a

most lively, spring-like, animated, and other-

wise inviting complexion. It has been a general

remark with the farmers we have seen in the

course of the present week, that they do not re-

collect to have witnessed so sudden and pleasing a

change in the complexion of the rural scenery by
which they are surrounded, and which they have in

the course of their last week's travels passed , for some
years. The poor land wheat crops are, however, re-

presented as exhibiting a sickly appearance ; but the

flocks, herds, and every other description of live

farm stock, as generally healthy, and though, in

some instances, rather low in coaditiou, doing, in

the whole, tolerably well, without the depastured
part of it having laid very heavy hay stack contribu-

tions
;
yet, there are still almost general complaints

of fat sheep and beasts not being so fat, consequently
not weighing so heavy, or carrying so much internal

fat as in the corresponding season of some past years.
The lambing season of the Southdown flocks, which
is, in most of them, from old to new Lady-tide, is

said to have partially commenced, by flock-masters,
who wish to become experimentalists about the mid-
dle of the month, and to have so far been productive
of fine strong lambs.

As to the primary cause of the existing agricultu-
ral misery, there is no intelligent farmer fifty years
old, at this time living, who does not know it was
caused by the establishment and numerous increase
of country banks. As early as the year 1797, these
agricultural and commercial pestilences began to
rapidly accommodate ; and by the commencement of
the present century had began to purchase, or enable
others to purchase, farms, or to greatly enlarge those
they were already occupying by hiring those of small

farmers over, as it is termed, their occupant's head.

The enormous advance on the tithes has greatly con-
tributed to agricultural distress, and for which no
committee, or other legislative means, except as we
intimated in our last month's report, an entire aboli-

tion, or very wholesome commutation, to which the

bishops seem disposed unwillingly to submit, and
mutual good feeling between landlord and tenant,

can give relief. As, however, there seems to be a
considerable number of landlords and tenents who
seemed dispose to an equitable, amicable, or live-

and-let-live system, we, with a view of endeavouring
to promote their united interests, extract the follow-

ing passages for their perusal, from the Rev. A.
Dickson's Agriculture of the Ancients, who, speak-
ing of Columellas' instructions to the Roman land-

lords, advises them " to retain upon their lands the

same industrious farmers that have been bred upon
them, declaring, upon the authority of L. Volusus,
that that estate is most advantageous that is

cultivated by them ; men, with their educa-
tion," he adds " naturally imbibe attachments;
they acquire a love to the place where they
were born and brought up, and they continue to

honour a family which, from their infancy, they

have been taught to admire. Tenants, therefore,

'

he proceeds, " that have been brought up on the

lands which they farm, mnst have an attachment to

them, and a respect for the landlord. On these ac-

counts," continues the Rev. Author, •' they are cer-

tainly preferable to strangers ; for, with their attach-

ments, having no thoughts of being removed, they

do justice both to the land and landlord ; whereas,

strangers, having no attachments, and expecting a

removal, endeavour to make the most of both, and
this they often have in their power, in spite of all

restrictions. But, if rents are raised," he further

adds, " till farmers are obliged to renounce all tlie

enjoyments of life, it is certain that bad consequences

must follow ; the farmers become dispirited, agricul-

ture declines, and the rent and value of lands fall."

Farmers signify that it appears to them, from the

vacillating manner of Lord John Russell, that his

Lordship scarcely knows what to be at ; though we
conceive that, if he pay proper attention to the pre-

cepts of Columella, contained in the foregoing ex-

tracts, and gives their equitable weight, in his poli-

tical balance, he has exceedingly little to do.

Here follows our Smithfield retrospect, in refer-

ence to supplies, prices, &c., from the 26th of Feb.

to the 21st of March inclusive. On the first Friday

of the month, much inquiry was excited, by a tTrO'
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3'ears old Herefordshire Bull, denominated Young
Consti'ution, bred by Wm. Hewer, Esq., of North

Leach, Gloucestershire ; sketched, by Mr. Davis, of

Church Street, Great Chelsea ; and sent by Messrs.

Gurrier and Giblett, salesmen of Smithfield, to a

friend of theirs, in Aberdeenshire. The symmetry

of the bull was remarkably fine, and his counte-

nance as placid, mild, and tranquil, as that of the

most mild complexioned, and otherwise beautiful,

lamb ! The circumstance of his going to Scotland,

has given rise, in Smithfield, to the suppositions that

crosses between him, and both the Fife and Aber-

deenshire Scots, are contemplated.

SUPPLIES.
Beasts. Sheep. Lambs. Calres. Pigs.

Feb. 26 320 2200 230 235 370
29 2576 19700 400 240 430

Mar. 4 300 2040 300 200 210
7 2395 15820 400 210 385
11 440 2300 200 250 580
14 2742 16150 500 240 410
18 420 2000 300 210 380
21 2857 14880 500 220 412

Total 12040 75170 2850 1805 3177

PRICES.
Feb. 26. March 21.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Inferior Beef .... 2 4 to 4 8 .. 2 4 to 2 6
Ditto Mutton ..2 8 to 3 .. 3 2 to 3 6

Middling Beef .. 2 10 to 3 2 .

.

2 10 to 3 6
Ditto. Mutton ..3 6 to 3 10 ., 4 2 to 4 8

Prime Beef 4 2 to 4 8 .. 4 4 to 4 6

Ditto Mutton ..4 6 to 5 .. 5 2 to 5 8

Lamb 5 4 to 6 4.. 5 6 to 6 6

Veal 4 2 to 5 2 .. 4 4 to 5 4
Pork 3 6 to 4 8 .. 3 6 to 4 8

During the above-mentioned period, about 1080
of the beasts came from our northern districts, via.,

Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, &c,
up the Great North, or St. Alban's road ; about 1070
from our other northern districts ; about 5750
from Norfolk, Suftblk, Essex, and Cambridgeshire,

but principally from the former county ; about 800
from the western and midland districts ; about 690
from Scotland, by steam vessels ; about 530 from
Kent, Sussex, and Surrey ; and the remainder from
the stall-feeders, cow-keepers, &c., in the vicinity of

London.
A full moiety of the above beasts— as is usual

from the commencement of February to the coming
into season of the grass fattened beasts—were
chiefly Scots; the remainder, in about equal numbers
of short-horns, Devons, Herefords, and Welsh runts,

with, in the course of the month, about 300 Sussex
beasts, 150 Townsend cows, and a few Irish beasts

—

the latter becoming scarce, and much out of favour.

The sheep and lambs, as we intimated in our last

month's report, have come in irregular droves from
all sides of London, but, if Norfolk be excepted, very
few of them from our distant grazing districts. The
sheep have chiefly consisted of New Leicesters, South
Downs, Kents, Kentish half-breds, and polled Nor-
folk ; with a few Old Leicesters, and Lincolns

;

horned Dorsets and Somersets ; horned and polled

Scotch and Welsh sheep, &;c. The lambs hare
hitherto consisted of about equal numbers of South-
Downs, New Leicesters, and Dorsets. The calves

and porkers are chiefly from Middlesex, Essex and
Surrey.

There has been, in the course of the month, a
great deal of slaughtered meat, by sea, from Scot-

land, and several of our northern and western dis-
tricts.

^A statement and comparison of supplies and prices
of fat stock, exhibited and sold in Smithfield market,
on Monday, March the 23d 1835, and Monday,
March 21st 1836.

At per 81bs sinking the Offals.

March, 23, 1835. March, 21, 1836.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse and inferior beasts 2 to 2 2... 2 4 to 2 6
Second quality do 2 6 to 2 10... 2 10 to 3 6
Prime large oxen 3 6 to 3 8. .4 to 4 2
Prime Scots. &c 3 10 to 4 0...4 4 to 4 6
Coarse anil inferior sheep 2 2 to 2 4. ..3 2 to 3 6
Second quality do 2 8 to 3 0...4 2 to 4 8
Prime coarse-woiilcd sheep 3 6 to 3 8. ..5 2 to 5 4
Prime South Downs do 3 10 to 4 0...5 6 to 5 8
Lambs 5 4 to 6 2. ..5 6 to 6 6
Lartre coarse calves 3 6 to 4 8... 4 4 to 4 10
Prime small do 4 10 to 5 0...5 to 5 4
Large hogs 3 to 3 8... 3 6 to 4 2
Neat small porkers 3 10to4 G...4 4 to 4 8
Suckling calves (each) H to 34 0... 12 to 30
Quarter old store pigs (each).. ..10 to 14 0.. .10 to 14

Supplies.
Beasts 2,488.. . .2,857
Sheep and lambs 22,490 .... 15,380
Calves 81 ... . 220
Pigs 510 412

It will be seen, by the foregoing statement, that
mutton was from Is to Is 8d ; beef, 4d to 6d ; veal,
4d to 6d; lamb, 2d to 4d, and pork, 6d to 8d per
81bs dearer, on the 21st of March 1836, than on the
23d of that month in 1835.

The following are the numbers of cattle exhibited,
in Smithfield, in the course of the month, ending on
the 21st instant.

Beasts. Slieep. Lambs. Calves. Pigs.
12,040 75,170 2,850 1,805 3,177

cern/moK}^^'^" ''•''' ^«« ^'^^^ ^.^75

From which it appears, the supply of the present
month embraced 471 beasts, and 21,040 sheep less;
2,550 lambs, 10 calves, and 902 pigs more than that
of last month.

As further relates to the value of farm produce,
both in the metropolitan and provincial markets, the
prices of each kind of meat, of most kinds of corn,
wool, hay, straw, poultry, and dairy produce, have
exceeded their preceding month's currency ; but
have been occasionally somewhat vacillating ; whilst
those of hops—though, at this time, a little droop-
ing—have been, in the whole, with milch cows, store
pigs, and horses, about stationary.

Spring Clothing.—The advent of the month of
April reminds us of the necessity of throwing
aside our Winter habiliments, and donning, as they
say in some places, lighter species of clothing. To
those who are about to adopt that step, we strongly
recommend a visit to Messrs. Doudney's •' City
Clothing Establishment," Lombard-street, whose im-
mense stock enables them to render articles of the
very first quality upon terms highly advantageous to
tlie purchaser. (See our Advertising Sheet.)

Woodhouse's Essence of Gingeb.—The emi-
nent patronage which this essence experiences,
is in itself a recommendation far outweighing any-
thing which we can say in its favor. We beg,
however, to add our testimony in further proof of
its invaluable qualities in all cases of indigestion,
flatulency, or disordered state of the stomach. The
price with a full description of the mode of use, &c.
will be found in our advertising pages.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

DERBY CATTLE FAIR.—There was a larger shew
of cattle of different descriptions than has appeared for

several years ; very little was done however, except in

those of prime quality ; those sold, fetched a fair price,

but not an extravagant one. Few good horses were
exhibited ; an excellent waggon colt sold for a great

price,

DERBY CHEESE FAIR.—The supply of cheese

was not so large as usual ;
prices ranged from 60s to

63s per cwt. A few superior dairies realized, for their

latter make, three and four shillings more money.
Prices rather declined at the latter end of the day,

although nearly all was sold.

At BISHOP'S CASTLE, there was not the usual

supply of bullocks, and they sold at high prices ; fat

cows 5^d to 6:^d per lb.

At ROSS there was a small show of fat cattle, and
the number of stores was also smaller than usual—the

former sold from 6d to e^d per lb ; and the latter were
in demand, and went at rather advanced prices. Fat
sheep were in great request, and commanded from 7d
to 7id and 8d per lb.

At LEOMINSTER the supply of cattle was very
good, both as to quality and numbers, and the sale

brisk at about the same prices as at Ross. Sheep,

pigs, and horses were in demand, and sold well. <
'-

At GRANTHAM FAIR there was a good supply of

beasts of almost every description, and which appeared
to sell very freely. The supply of sheep was moderate,
and the sale brisk. The horse fair was, as usual, very
small. Pigs were in demand, and fetched good prices.

HORNCASTLE STOCK MART.—Stock of all de-

scriptions sold readily at an advance in price. More
Sheep were penned this year than on any former Mart,
and nearly every pen exchanged hands. There was
also a considerable increase in the number of horned
cattle, which were eagerly purchased at high prices.

The show of horses was small and not much business

done. Pigs sold well. This Mart, which has now been
established six years, is the first Spring Stock Mart,
and bids fair for being the largest in the county.

NEWARK CARING FAIR.—There was a better

show of valuable horses than we have been accustomed

to witness, particularly cart horses, which fetched high

prices ; meat beasts were from 7s to 8s per stone,

stores fetched a good price ; there was but a small

quantity of sheep, but hogs of a superior kind was sold

as high as 43s each ; in fact, stock of all kinds seems
to be advancing in price.

At NORTHAMPTON FAIR there was a good show
of store beasts, the greater part of which were disposed

of at an advance of 21 in 15? compared with the prices

at this fair last year. A very indifferent show of fat

beasts, which went off at about the prices given at our
last fair. There were a few good milking beasts, which
•were sold at good prices. Good mutton, in the wool,
fetched from 5s to 5s 4d per stone. There were few
really good carthorses, but a great number of harness
horses, in which there seemed a pretty brisk trade.

COWBRIDGE FAIR was considered by many re-

spectable farmers a good one. Fat cattle sold 20 per
cent, higher than they did this time last year. Wool
being on tiie advance, keeps up the price of sheep,

which were sold at this fair at 7d per lb., and oxen at

5d and 6d per lb. The cattle exhibited were fewer than
usual.

At WELLINGTON FAIR there was a fine show of

fat oxen which sold readily at 9s 6d to 10s per score.

Lean stock were full 10 per cent dearer than it has

been sold at the neighbouring fairs ; fat sheep fetched

7d per lb in the wool ; it was what the farmers term a
selling fair.

RETFORD FAIR.—The show of horned cattle was
not large, but realized good prices—there were plenty

of buyers, and every person might have sold if they had
felt so disposed. Fat stock were much inquired after,
and realized 7s to 7s 6d, and in some instances 7s 9d
per stone. Good drapes sold for from 11/ to 14/ per
head, and lean stock from 8/ to 13/ each. Incalvers
were not so well sold. The show of horses was not
numerous, but both tolerably good ones and those of
an indifferent kind were sold well. The quantity of
sheep penned was small. Hogs fetched 50s to 55s per
head, averaging in weight from ISlb to 13lb per qr. ;

ewes, from 38s to 44s each ; fat ones fetched full 7d
per lb. The show of pigs was meagre; store pigs, even
small ones, were from 25s to 35s each, and sucklings
were from 13s to I6s a piece. The cheese fair was but
thinly supplied, and nearly the whole was quickly dis-
posed of ; old milk 46s to 57s ; new 5Ss to 65s per
cwt.

MONTHLY REPORT OF
WOOLLEN TRADE.

THE

February is known in the Woollen Trade as a dull

month ; for once, however, it has proved the reverse,

on the principle, we presume, that the exception esta-

blishes the rule. We think it would be difficult to

name the corresponding month in any year, backwards
to 1820, which approached to it, in the amount of busi-

ness done in low woollens. In the halls and ware-
houses alike, goods of all colours, under 12s per yard,
have been readily and even eagerly bought ; and the

stock of such goods is now, perhaps, smaller than at

any time during the last eight or ten years. Of the

destination of the ^oods sold in the finished state we
can only speak with hesitation; since the rules by
which we can form an opinion are, on the one hand

—

the known general character of the trade transacted by
those houses, which have exhibited the greatest activity

during the past montli ; and, on the other hand, the

proportionate amount of purchases made by the buyers,
who have visited the town from various markets at

home and abroad. Perhaps we shall not be very wide
of the truth, if we say that the larger proportion has
been bought by London houses, much of which may
be intended for the foreign trade, but the great bulk,

doubtless, for the home market. No inconsiderable

quantity of goods has been shipped to the United States
;

and, we believe, looking to the character of the shippers,

as bona fide sales ; or, if oa consignment, not that par-
ticular mode of consignment which renders all prudent
calculation of the relative proportion of supply and de-

mand, almost impossible ; and which deprives the con-
signer and owner of all control over the selling price

;

we allude to the ruinous system of consignment on ad-

vances. To other foreign markets less than the usual

amount of goods has been sent.

In the fine qualities of woollen cloths, the trade of

February has exhibited less activity. In this respect,

the past month assimilates to the two or three immedi-
ately preceding; in all of which fine cloths were dull

and very heavy of sale, and, we are decidedly con-

vinced, unusually so. We are somewhat at a loss to

account for this fact. It is true these qualities are prin-

cipally needed in the spring months ; and that it is yet

too early for the wholesale houses to lay in stocks : but,

admitting this, wc cannot but think that the very evi-

dent shyness of the buyers with reference to fine wool-

lens, indicates one or both of two things—either that

there has been a smaller demand than usual during the

last four months for such qualities, or that the stocks in

the manufacturers' and merchants' hands are believed

to be so considerable, that no great variation of price,

or scarcity of particular kinds, need be apprehended,

even should the spring demand be a full one. Certain

Y 2
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it is, whether the one or the other be the true hypothesis,

or both in part true, there has been no anxiety to pur-
chase fine woollens, at all approximating' to that mani-
fested in the inquiry for the lower kinds.

Such being the state of the woollen trade during- Feb-
ruary, an advance on the lower qualities of wool was
unavoidable. The precise amount of that advance is

very differently estimated ; suffice it, that it is quite

enoug-h to render the position of the manufacturer and
the merchant both difficult and hazardous. In our
estimation indeed, there has not been a crisis in the

trade, since the conclusion of the autumn of 1833, (and
there have been many very puzzling- conjunctures in

that brief period) of more perplexing- character or more
difficult solution, nor one which involved more im-
portant consequences, than we apprehend will arise

from the evolution of this. We shall brave the imputa-
tion of presumption, in offering- our view of the facts of
the case, and in sug-gesting- one or two plain rules of
conduct, for the calm consideration of the trade.

First, as to the facts of tiie case—its diagnosis, as our
medical friends would say. In few words they are
these :—all descriptions of low woollen cloths, whether
in the balk or finished state, are scarce. Similar qua-
lities in preparation cannot be laid in at the same price,
as those now selling. Wool, of a quality suitable to

manufacture such cloths, is deficient in quantity to meet
the demand for the remaining months of the wool year.
Second, as to the conduct to be pursued. It is clear
that the price of wool must advance, and there are two
principal parties interested in that advance—the holders
of wool, and the consumers ; understanding by the lat-

ter designation, specially in this instance, the manufac-
turer and the merchant. We offer no advice to the
former—they will get what they can ; to the latter it is

a grave question how much they may give without pro-
ducing reaction and stagnation. It is a rule now uni-
versally understood and admitted, that the price of a
particular article is regulated by the degree of the de-
mand for it. It is equally well understood that there
is a point in the price beyond which a rise checks con-
sumption, and leads to a sure and frequently rapid re-
trogression. The history of the wool and woollen trade
since 1833, strikingly illustrates these two positions. The
price of the raw material in 1834, as compared with
the average of 1827 to 1830, maybe roundly stated at
45 per cent, higher; and when after a ruinous struggle
it fell at the conclusion of 1834, it still maintained, and
has done since, an advance of not less than 30 per cent.
At the latter advance, wool more than remunerates the
grower ; it is therefore evident that price may be sus-
tained considerably above the point of remuneration, by
an intense demand. The demand is now intense, and is

becoming more so. The price will rise in consequence.
Can it be sustained at the advance ? or will it recede as

in 1834? These two questions resolve themselves into
a very plain one ;—will the advance check consump-
tion ? This question cannot be answered by a mere re-
ference to former exigencies of a similar kind. It does
not follow, that because wool fell in 1834, it will do so
in June next, if in the mean time it should rise to the
highest limit of that year. The demand may be greater
now than during 1834—it may be growing in June
next ; the supply may at present be under some special
circumstances of limitation. It is not our intention to
obtrude a detailed statement of our views, either as to

one or the other of these two great points of the case,
nor yet (admitting that we have formed one) a definite

answer to our own queries. Why then put them 1 Our
reasons are simple, and we think sufficient. To put the
case fully before those interested—to direct and limit

inquiry specially to those facts of the case which have
the same relation to a question of price, that the force
of gravitation and the resistance of friction have to a
question of practical mechanics. We have another
reason for putting our queries. We wish to impress
very strongly on the minds of the manufacturers, a
corollary from the principle that the relative propor-
tions of supply and demand regulate price, viz. that as
a rise of price is equal to a contraction of the demand, the

production of goods ought to diminish in the ratio of the
advance of price—if the rate of profit is to be kept up.
We shall not illustrate this corollary at length ; to us it

appears sufficiently clear and simple—but we will ap-
ply it. Wool is rising in price, and it will rise still

higher before the clip. Goods must rise wish it ; but
the rise of goods will meet with no inconsiderable re-

sistance, and in all probability will fall short of the rise

of the cost. If wool rises in price at the German fairs,

as compared with 1835, the stocks of goods then on
hand will produce a profit ; if not, they will entail a
loss on the holders. A rise of wool at the clip is so
much a question of probability,—a mere problem in the
doctrine of chances—that it will be extremely unsafe
to speculate on it ; it is therefore incumbent on the ma-
nufacturers to diminish the production of woollens as
the price of the raw material advances. By so domg
they will preserve that equality of proportion betwixt
the deman d and the supply which ensures a profit

;

and will avoid any undue excess of stock on which to
lose, should wool only realise at the clip the prices of
last year. There are certain latitudes in which skilful

seamen careful and scrupulously sail undor close reefs

;

our good friends the manufacturers may be assured they
are sailing in such a latitude ; and the sooner they take
in their spare canvass and make all snug, the better.

They may else be taken aback, or carry the masts over-
board, ere they have time to hand the sails, or "to pipe
all hands on deck."

Leeds, March 1.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH.

The present and consequent effects of the -nrea-

ther have during the month of March occupied much
of the interest and attention of the farmer. The
cold weather previously experienced, had checked
the growth of winter-sown corn, and the aspect of
the wheats was far from flattering, the plant looking
thin and stunted, and in many instances deprived of
that rich and healthy green, the certain index of
vigorous growth

; rain having likewise set in, little

progress was made in sowing for the first fortnight,
and prospects generally were much less animating
than bad been accustomed to be witnessed for the
four or five last seasons ; a sudden change, however,
was experienced, and which appeared to have an al-

most magic influence on vegetation, and a consider-
able breadth of Lent corn has been deposited in the

earth ; the land for the most ^.art being in excellent

condition to receive the seed, and facilitate its early

germination. The advanced prices of wheat have
been fully maintained, and barley has also improved
in value : thus far the present condition of the agri-

culturist affords a favourable view ; but as regards
their ultimate condition radically speaking, their po-

litical friends haye not been yet enabled much to

brighten their prospects. The currency remains un-
altered, the barrier, amongst certain empirics, againSt

all improvement, and even the late enhancement in

the quotations, is attributed by these woi-thies to a

trifling increased circulation on the part of some of

the joint-stock banks. The examination of wit-

nesses is proceeding before the committees of the

Houses of Lords and Commons, and no doubt a mass
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of evidence is being collected, whicli will be of more
interest as a subject of reference and information,
than conducive to any practical and beneficial re-
sult. The commutation of tithes still remains under
the consideration of parliament ; the principal
clauses of the bill have excited a general feeling fo

dissatisfaction on the part of the landed proprietors,
and several deputations have had conferences with
Lord John Russell, representing the injustice of the
measure. The objections, which are well founded,
may be briefly stated to arise principally from
that fact, and not based on any cavilling or factious
opposition.

Tithe, as at present constituted, depends on the
seasons, and on the capital and industry of the culti-
vator, and adapts itself in a measure to current cir-
cumstances; it is now proposed to commute this to
a perpetual rent-cliarge on the estate, estimated on
an average of the last seven years' gross produce of
the soil, but deducting 25 per cent from the cus-
tomary demand of the tithe-owner. The injustice of
this proposition may be readily exemplified in the
case of 1000 acres of land, of the same character
and properties, cultivated in equal proportions by
two individuals. One farmer possesses capital,
practical knowledge, and personal industry, and
brings forth the powers of the land in yielding a fer-
tile produce ; the other lays down his land in pastur-
age, or has little capital, and is negligent of his in-
terest, and though he keeps the ground arable yet his
crops are scanty and inferior, and do not realize
within half or two-fifths of those of his more diligent
neighbour, whose 500 acres are to be burthened for
ever with a tax, originating entirely from his own
money and labour, and double in amount to the
charge levied on the other moiety of the ground ;

" this is too bad." The tithe ought justly to fluctuate
\^ith the annual value of corn ; or at all events to be
charged on the gross rent of the land, as it is almost
impossible to ascertain the intrinsic value of the soil,
which next to corn tithes is the most equitable mode
of adjusting this complicated measure : the clauses
regarding hop plantations, garden grounds, &c.,
are liable likewise to much objection ;—in fact the
clauses of this bill appear to have been framed with-
out a due regard, or with a very superficial know-
ledge of their operation in detail, and reflect little

credit on the parties engaged in drawing up the
bill, who, either from actual, or wilful ignorance,
would have sacrificed the agricultural, in favour of
the ecclesiastical interests. The deduction of 25
per cent, from the usual demand of tithes is purely
nominal, and will not affect the clergy, who have
been accustomed to this outlay, and even more, in the
expenses attendant on the collection of their tithes,
and therefore the present bill would secure to them
in perpetuity the full extent, and in some instances
an increase of their previous income ; a measure',
one would have imagined, not contemplated by the
present ministry ; but the truth of which may be
illustrated by the fact that not a single petition
has been presented on the part of the church
against the measure : strong presumptive evidence
that there is no just cause of complaint

^ on the part
of the receivers of tithes, however it may militate
against the payers.

The supplies of wheat at the port of London
during the past month have exceeded those of Feb-
ruary by a iew hundred quarters, but as speculation
in favour of the aiticle again revived towards the
close of March, the advanced currencies previously
noticed have been further enhanced Is to 23 per qr.
The inclemency of the weather and retarded state of
vegetation, has had the eflfect of exciting an increased

speculative feeling, which at the beginning of the
month had become languid. During the first ten
days prices receded 2s to 3s per qr, the millers hav-
ing become the only purchasers, and speculators
being unwilling to follow up the advanced quota-
tions

; but about the middle ofthe month the receipt
of orders from Ireland, Liverpool, the north and
west of England, as well as Scotland, had the effect
of encouraging holders to demand higher terms,
and which in many instances were acceded to, as the
granaried parcels were withdrawn from the market,
and the supplies proved inadequate to meet the de-
mand, the general currencies in consequence, to-
wards the close of the month, were rendered Is to 2s
per qr higher than at the similar period of February.
The prices also at many of the shipping ports on the
eastern coast, maintained fully their top quotations,
owing to the transmission of orders from some of the
districts for which purchases were being made in
the London market, and which communicated a firm-
ness to the prevailing prices in Mark Lane, not
likely at present to be shaken, unless a succession
of large arrivals should come to hand ; the advance
in the price of wheat from the lowest point
of the past year, has however, been con-
siderable; the minimum quotaticns during 1835
were, the weeks ending the 7th, 14th, and 21st
of September, when the top currencies noted were
37s to 38s for Essex, Kent, and SuflTolk red wheat,
and 42s to 44s for white, and last week for prime red
wheat from the same counties, 46s to 48s was ob-
tained, and for white, 52s, 54s, to 56s, and even 57s
for extra fine qualities ; exhibiting an improvement
of 10s per qr on red wheat, and 10s to 12s on white.

At the close of February and commencement of
the past month, several orders were transmitted
abroad, principally to Danzig, with the view, it is

to be imagined, of holding the wheat in granary on
the spot, the charges being so much lower, and
either realizing a profit by the resale in loco, by those
speculators who were early in the market, or as the
stocks of the better qualities of bonded wheat are

much reduced in England, to be enabled to replace
them, on the approach of anj demand for the home
consumption, as the foreign prices, ruling extremely
low, are liable to be materially influenced by the
continued advances ofour markets, which to foreign-

ers, who have not the advantage of intimate local

information, may hold forth the probability of re-

action taking place to a greater extent than is at

present likely to be experienced. Throughout the
month the article has continued to attract attention

;

at first the inquiries were entirely actuated by the
intention of shipment either to the United States of
America or New South Wales ; but of late some
speculative feeling is being directed towards the
finer qualities of Danzig, and selected parcels of
Lower Baltic red wheats, with the view of retaining

them. Prices have, in consequence, advanced 2s to

3s per qr; fine high-mixed Danzig being held at

32s to 35s ; Baltic red at 28s ; and for inferior sorts

24s to 26s being paid. The exports during the month
have been about 2,700 qrs to Sydney, 1,000 qrs to

Van Diemen's Land, 400 qrs to Halifax, 1,000 qrs

to St. John's, New Brunswick, 2,900 qrs to Que-
bec, 1,210 qrs to Baltimore, 850 qrs to New York,
and 500 qrs to the Mauritius.

The receipts of flour have been 2,695 sacks less

than during February. The trade during the first

fortnight of March ruled dull, and the top quotations

of Town-made qualities were almost nominal ; as

many of the bakers having been in stock, the de-
mand from the millers was consequently more
imited, more particularly as they were reluctant to
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comply with the advanced quotations ; but, on the

other hand, ship qualities -were not likely to experi-

ence much depression in value, as the prices in Lon-
don and the neighbouring eastern markets have been

lower this season than in the northern and western

parts of the country, and as the consumption is car-

ried on in such an extended ratio, owing to the ac-

tivity prevailing in the manufacturing districts, an

accumulation of stock in the millers' bands was not

likely to occur ; besides Town millers, in some in-

stances, have found it cheaper to purchase ship

flour, than manufacture the article themselves.

Bonded flour has been in constant demand, but the

limited arrivals from abroad and short stocks on
hand preventing any extent of business from being
transacted, prices have remained firm, and the prin-

cipal exports, exclusive of some hundred cwts to the

West Indies, have comprised about 700 cwts to

Van Diemen's Land, 2,000 cwts to Pernambuco, and
800 cwts to the JNIauritius.

Tbe advance in the price of wheat throughout
England has materially affected the averages, and
the duty on wheat has, in consequence, declined 4s

per qr, being now 44s 8d. The duties also have
receded Is 6d per qr on Barley, a similar amount
on oats and beans, aad 4s 6d on rye, peas remaining
stationary.

The supplies ofbarley have been limited, and nearly

10,000 qrs less than the arrivals during February.
The demand on the part of distillers, as well as

for grinding qualities has been free, and prices have
advanced fully 2s per qr. Irish samples participat-

ing in the improvement. Malting descriptions have
moved more slowly off hand, and though the rates

must be noted Is to 2s higher, yet the trade on the
part of Malsters has evinced little animation

;

fine Chevalier for seed has been in request, and
obtained as high as 40s per qr. A considerable di-

minution has been made in the stock of bonded
barley, which at the beginning of March amounted
only to 9,801 qrs, since then 1,700 qrs have been
entered for export to Oporto, 700 qrs to I isbon,

500 qrs to Quebec, 210 qrs to New York, and
2,500 qrs to Philadelphia ; the general prices paid
have been, 13s 6d to I5s per qr. as in quality.

The malt trade in the early part of the month was
extremely heavy, and even the best descriptions
were with difficulty disposed of, unless at a reduc-
tion in price, but the improvement in barley com-
municated a similar resultto malt, and the best sam-
ples are fully Is per qr dearer.

The importations of oats at the close of February,
were nearly 30,000 qrs less than during January

;

in the course of March the receipts have been up-
wards of 7,000 qrs less than February ; and com-
paring the arrivals of the present season since har-
vest, with those in 1834-35, there appears a dimi-
nution this year altogether of more than 200,000 qrs.
The trade has been generally languid, and though
the show of samples has contmued limited, yet prices
have receded, English qualities being fully 6d
per qr. lower, and Irish and Scotch, 6d to
Is ; and the rates even at this decline have
been with difficulty supported, which is in some
degree caused by several of the larger con-
sumers having entered into contracts for future
delivery, and their wants being covered, they are
kept entirely off the market. Wlien, however, the
arrivals do increase, it is to be anticipated that they
will rather cause an influx of purchasers than influ-
ence a further depression in the currencies, as all

the buyers who have now so long held back must be
bare of stock. In Irtland, though the stocks are
unusually large for the season of the year, and in

some instances three-fifths more than held at a similar

period of 1835, the Irish markets are scantily sup-

plied, and prices have in consequence further ad-

vanced, the accommodation afforded to the smaller

farmer by the Agricultural Banks, enabling the

farmers still to withhold their grain from market,

until they can, it may be supposed, form some esti-

mation as to the probable return of the new crops.

Several free-on-board sales have been effected. Oats
on the north-west Coast, weighing 411bs., have ob-

tained lis 3d to lis 6dper barrel ; at Limerick, 12s
;

Waterford, lis 6d to 12s ; Wexford, fine, 12s to 12s

4d ; Derry, lis 6d to liis; in Galway 9s 7d has

been paid for unprepared qualities, equal to 10s 6d
prepared, without commission. Se/eral small

parcels of bonded oats have been exported to the

West Indies, besides about 1,000 qrs to Sydney,
1,200 qrs to New York, 500 qrs to Baltimore, and
1,600 qrs to Boston ; stale Russian have been sold as

low as 9s, but Danish, Swedish, &c., in good con-

dition, have obtained lis to 12s, and Friesland 12s
to 14s, fine brew being worth 15s.

The sale of beans has been rather heavy, and
prices have receded about Is per qr, but the article

became firm at this decline towards the close of the

month.
The demand for white peas has much increased,

in consequence of the article being taken for the

feeding of lambs, and prices of the best descriptions

have advanced 3s to 4s per qr, and the stocks ex-

tremely limited. Grey and maple have also im-

proved Is per qr.

During the month of March the following quanti-

ties of grain and flour have arrived in the port of

London :

—

Wheat. Bailey. Malt. Oats,
qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs.

English 28,301 26,526 24,190 16,109
Scotch 74 9S5 4S4 8,220
Irish ... ... 24,825

Total in March 28.375 27,513 24,674 49,154

Total in Feb... 27,504 37,428 28,616 56,597

Total in Jan.. . 32.183 44,949 33,702 86,142

Foreign in Mar, ... ... ... 500

Beans. Peas. Linseed. Flour,
qrs, qrs. qrs. saiks,

Engrlish 5,300 2,938 261 27,161
Scotch 18 7 ... 210
Irish .

.

... 36

Total in March 5,318 2,945 261 27,707

Total in Feb. . 8,679 3,889 39 3o,412

Total in Jan... 8,514 6,584 16 35,507

Foreign in Mar. ... 5 2,552 brls. 530

In France the prices of wheat remain extremely
firm, particularly of the finer descriptions, as the

millers are complaining of the quality and weight of

many of the stacked wheats, a circumstance, which
is attributed to the want of straw at the commence-
ment of the harvest to thatch the ricks, by which
means the grain became exposed to the rains which
set in the early part of September ;

prices also of

rye and oats are steady. Wheat continues to meet
demand for shipment to the southern ports, where
the currencies, comparatively, are ranging high; at

Marseille, wheats from Normandy are realising 44s
to 45s ; lower Loire qualities 46s lOd to 48s ; at

Lyon 38s 2d to 41s 7d ; at Toulouse, the best de-

scriptions obtain 43s lOd to 47s; at Bordeaux, 40s

5d to 46s, and at Paris the range of quotations is

from 26s 8d to 36s ; and though the unfavourable

reports respecting the crops, appear to have been
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premature, the rains having proved beneficial in

softening the ground, and in invigorating, and giving

new life to the plants, yet should it ultimately turn
out, that they had sustained any material injury

from the severity of the cold, a considerable rise in

the markets must ensue, as the exhaustion of the

stocks in some departments requiring extensive sup-

plies from others, is having the effect of more than

equalizing the surplus quantities in more favoured

districts, and causing generally the supply to

become limited, requisite to meet the current de-

mand. The wet is impeding the sowing of summer
grain, and the next harvest is therefore likely to be
protracted. The rape plant is reported to have suffer-

ed serious injury from the alternate thaws and frosts,

and in some places the plant has in consequence
totally failed. Linseed has also been injured from
similar causes. At Marseille bonded wheats were
more inquired after, and higher prices realized, it

being rumoured that the foreign wheat in store was
about to be freighted in French vessels to the more
northern departments, where the duties, owing to

the high range of averages, were much lower, say

three francs, W! centimes per hectolitre, and would
be there entered for the consumption, as the duties

in France, though operated upon by the averages as

in England, vary in their amount, according to the

range of certain specified departments, the kingdom
being divided into four classes, and the duties of

each class being regulated by a different maximum
price.

In the Italian and Mediterranean markets little

variation had been experienced in the demand or

currencies : at Naples reports were circulated that

the appearance of the crops of wheat in Puglia were
unfavourable, and Barletta wheat on delivery was
held at 22s. 4d per qr. The Neapolitan government
had also remonstrated with France on the late legis-

lative enactment, prohibiting the manufacture of

bonded Barletta wheat into flour for export to the

colonies. At Leghorn the business had been rather

extensive in wheat, for the consumptive demand

;

white Tuscan qualities being noted at 45s 2d, and
red at 39s 6d ; Odessa 28s 3d to 32s. Roman beans

26s 6d; New Egyptian 20s 7d per qr. At Trieste

the demand for grain being confined to the local

wants, prices had sustained little variation, Italian,

Banato, and Odessa wheat being quoted at 25s 7d
to 30s lOd.

In the Black Sea prices of wheat have improved
;

and at Odessa, wheat was held at 20s 4d to 24s 3d,

for the finest samples of hard ; but for delivery in

May and June, when the supplies from the interior

would be coming to hand, the article could be ob-

tained at 18s 6d with all the money advanced.

From New South Wales the advices at the com-
mencement of the month continued unfavourable,

from the causes specified in our last review, and
prices still advanced, quotations being noted at 14s
to 16s per bushel, and extra fine as high as 20s,

and flour 42s per lOOlbs: these tempting prices in-

duced speculators in this country to persevere in

their shipments, not bearing in mind that the con-
sumptive demand of Sydney and neighbourhood was
comparatively limited, and that the shipments al-

ready effected from this country would in all proba-
bility force the prices to a much lower range, exclu-

sive of the wheat and flour which would he shipped
from the East Indies and other ports, the voyage
from whence was considerably shorter than from
England. At the close of the month advices have
been received dated the 14th November, which, as

we anticipated, note amaterial decline in the curren-

cies, occasioned by rains, supplies, and holders

bringing forward part of their stocts. Wheat was
not realizing more than 6s to 9s per bushel, and
veiy supei'ior in small quantities, 9s 6d, but oats

were still ranging high, say 5s 6d to 6s per bushel.

In Van Diemen's Land wheat was held at 8s to 9s
per bushel ; flour, 27s to 30s per lOOlbs ; oats, 4s 3d
to 4s 6d per bushel.

In Canada little alteration has occurred in either

price or demand of wheat and flour ; the former
article was firm at 5s to 5s 6d per minot for lower
Canada red; inferior 3s 2d ; superfine flour, 32s 6d

;

fine 30s per barrel.

The grain and flour market in the United States

of America, has experienced a further improvement
in price ; at New York, the best brands of Western
Canal were held at 35s 6d per barrel, being fully

Is 6d per barrel dearer than our last report. Several

arrivals of wheat had arrived from England, and a

few from Holland, and by the last advices, dated
the 2d of March, there were about 35,000 bushels
of European wheat afloat ; but the severity of the

weather had been so intense, that the usual commu-
nication with the mills in the vicinity was inter-

rupted, and no sales had been reported ; the last

quotation given was that of Western wheat at 45s

lod to 47s 8d. About 4,000 bushels of barley had
been received from London, which remained unsold.

Rye on delivery was selling at 36s 8d. Ryemeal
scarce at 24s 9d per barrel. At Philadelphia some
supplies of European wheat had been received and
obtained remunerating prices. Samples of native

growth were in very short supply, and had obtained

55s. At Baltimore wheat was firm, and the top

quotation ."iSs 2d. Howard Street flour 30s lid.

Cloverseed generally dull, and declining in value at

all the leading markets.

The quotations of Linseed in the Russian markets

remain unaltered, and as the prices of Kubanka and

Courland Wheat range too high to attract any specu-

lative attention in England, the grain trade at pre-

sent in this part of the world possesses little inte-

rest ; Kubanka quality is noted at 3ls 4d to 32s 8d,

and Courland at 28s per qr. At Riga, Linseed had

been in request, and best crushing qualities realized

42s 4d, but the demand had abated ; middling de-

scriptions had obtained 39s lid to 40s Id. At St.

Petersburg, Morschansky samples deliverable in

July and August, had brought 42s 9d, and a few

parcels on hand in granary as high 47s 4d ;
good

machined seed was offering at 40s 5d, and some had

been purchased at 40s Id. At Danzig the improve-

ment in the English Wheat trade had communicated

some degree of animation and spirit to the market,

and holders were demanding 32s, 33s, 34s, and even

35s per qr. for the top qualities, which are compara-

tively very scarce. Purchasers, however, have re-

frained from acceding to these terms, even for limited

parcels, fearful by these means to establish a high

range of currency; the highest price paid was 31s to

32s for a few hundred quarters of fine, though 27s

to 29s has been given for good and high mixed sam-

ples.

In Mecklenburg, prices of Wheat have advanced,

and best samples not to be obtained under 23s to 24s

per qr. at Rostock, owing to the demand for ship-

ment principally to England, Jersey, &c. In Hol-

stein nearly the same rates were being obtained,

owing to the improved currencies in England and

shipments to the United States. At Copenhagen,

holders of wheat were firm at 22s 6d. The trade at

Hamburg for the finer qualities of I'pper Elbe wheat

was steady, purchases being made for the consump-

tion, for grinding and for export to America, Portu-

gal, &c. ; but the inferior qualities were difficult of
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disposal. Marks, Magdeburg, and Saale wheats

sold at 23s 3d to 25s. Beans dull, and in peas little

doing. Rapeseed was held at 311 10s to 321 per

last.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
BRITISH. March 1. April 1;

Wheat, red, Essex, Kent, Suffolk 38 to 46 38 to 48
White 42 52 42 54

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire... 37 44 37 46
White, do. do 40 49 40 52

West Country Red 36 42 36 44
White, ditto 38 47 38 50

Northumberland and Berwickshire Red 35 40 35 42
White.ditto 36 45 37 48

Irish Red — — — —
DittoWhite — — — —
Barley, Malting, new 29 33 31 34

Chevalier, new 32 34 34 37
Distilling 24 27 26 30
Grinding 21 26 24 28
Irish 21 24 24 27

Malt, Brown 40 48 40 49
Ditto, Chevalier ,58 60 68 61
Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale 46 55 46 66
Ditto Ware 58 60 58 61
Peas, Hog and Grey 28 31 30 32
Maple 30 32 31 33
White Boilers 32 37 34 41

Beans,sraall 35 43 34 42
Harrow 30 41 30 40
Ticks 29 40 29 39
Mazagan 30 32 30 32

Oats, English feed ..18 23 18to22s6d
Short small 21 25 21 24s 6d
Poland 21 26 21 25s6d
Scotch, Common 18 26 18 25
Berwick, &c 21 28 21 28
Potatoe, &c 21 29 21 29

Irish, Feed 16s 6d to 19s 6d 16s0dtol9s0d
Ditto Potatoe 19s 6d 238 Od 19s 6d 22s 6d
DittoBlack 16s 6d 20s 6d 16s6d 20s Od

PRICES OF FLOUR,
Per Sack of 280 lbs. March 1

.

A pri l 1

.

Town-made 3610 42 36to42
Norfolk, Suffolk, Kent, and Essex 30 34 30 34
Sussex and Hampshire 29 33 29 33
Superfine 34 __ 34
Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, and Stockton. 29 32 29 32
Northumberland. Berwick, and Scotch. 20 32 29 32
Irish 29 32 29 32
Extra —

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
RyeOat!

27 6

27 4
28
31 2
32 5
28

29 1

25 9

Pens

33 11

33 11

33 9

Wheat Barley
Weekending

12th Feb. 39 7 29 19 8
19th " 40 7 28 11 20 3
26th " 42 6 29 21 2
4th March 44 7 29 4 21 2
nth " 45 29 4 21 5
18th " |44 2 29 8 21

AggregateAverr.ge
of the six weeks
which regulates
the duty 42 9 29 3 20 10
Duties payable in
liondon till Wed-
nesday next inclu-
sive, and at the
Outports till the
arrival of the Mail
of that day from
London 44 8 18 4 16 9
Do, on grain from
British possessions \

out of Europe.. ../ 6 2 6 2 6
Foreign Flour, 283 8d per 1961bs. British Possessions d©

3s per 196 lbs.

Beans

34 7
34 2
34 9
34 10
35 6
34 7

34 9

18 3

3

STOCK OF GRAIN AND CLOVERSEED IN
BOND IN THE PORT OF LONDON ON
THE 5th march.

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Beans. Peas, Flour. Cloversd.
VS. qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs. cwts. cwts.

229,872 9,801 74,1301,1473,659 38,837 35,613

An Account of the Quantity of Grain and Flour
imported into the United Kingdom during the
month ending the 5th March, 1836 ; the Quantity on
which the Duty has been paid for Home Consump-
tion, and the quantity remaining in Warehouse-

Wheat,
bush ,

Quantity imported .... 7
Do. entered for ,home qrs.

consumption 1,277
Do. remaining in ware-
house 579,215

Peas,
qrs.

Quantity imported . . .

,

44
Do. entered for con-
sumption 4

Do. remaining in ware-
house 7,884

Barley,
qrs.
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TO

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

[Our object ill appending a Political Companion to the Farmer's Magazine, was to put our readers in possession of the

opinions of the most talented journalists of the day, on both sides of any important question which might come under dis-

cusssion. We trust, therefore, that in giving insertion to articles, which seem opposed to the agricultural interest, we shall

not be considered as acquiescing in the doctrines therein advanced, our sole purpose being to enable our readers to estimate

the truth or detect the fallacies of the arguments advanced.—Ed. Farmer's Magazine,]

TITHE COMMUTATION BILL.

(From the Morning Chronicle.)

Altbough we remain sensible of the necessity of

effecting- a permanent commutation oftithes, we have
with reluctance arrived at the conclusion that the

compulsory clauses of Lord John Russell's bill can-

not be brought into operation in their present shape,

without great injustice to the owners and occupiers

of land, and great mischief, direct and indirect, to

the community.
Under the bill, tithes are to be commuted for a

perpetual rent-charge, secured by powers of distress

and entry and perception of profits (of which a word
by-and-by,) and the principle of the compulsory

clauses is, that the amount of the rent-charge which
is to be paid henceforth and for ever on each parti-

cular farm or field, is to be determined by the net

value ofthe land—not even by its capability, if it may
be so termed, of yielding gross produce—not even

by the actual gross produce during any long period

of time ; but by the amount of the gross produce
which, during the short period of seven years, in

pasture or in tillage cultivation, under good hus-

bandry or bad husbandry, great expenditure or little

expenditure, and all the accidents of cultivation or

cropping the land to be charged may have happened
to yield ; and the tithe-owner may compel a rent to

be so fixed on any land he may choose.

If a landlord, therefore, during the last seven

years, happens to liave deen cursed with a good
tenant (for a curse the bill makes him,) or if, being

himself an occupier, he has been afflicted with in-

dustry and capital, or, still more, with the mania of

improvement, his gross produce will have been high

in proportion to the gross produce of his neighbour's

farm. lie may not, it is true, have received profit

in proportion to his expenditure or to his gross re-

turns ; but this accident, to which many ingenious
cultivators are liable, will not excuse him. The
parson is to be invited to pounce on him, and our im-
prover and his heirs are to be punished in perpetuity

for the offence of having grown two ears of corn
where one grew before. He is to be made subject

to a perpetual rent-charge, higher than his indolent

neighbour's, nicely adjusted in proportion to the

superior productiveness of his farming.

A jtenal rent, an increased or new rent to be pay-

able on account of specified acts of waste or bad
husbandry, ai'e familiar to those who are acquainted
with leases. Lawyers are generally considerate

enough to limit tlie term of this penalty by the con-

tinuance of the offence, and even the charge of tithes

now continues only so long as the productiveness of

the capital expended remains unexhausted. But the
mercy of the legislature is to allow the parson to

charge with a penal rent in perpetuity any landlord

who by himself or his tenant is caught in the fact of
productive cultivation.

The working of the principle in its effect on the

industrious, as compared with the negligent culti-

vator, is objectionable and repulsive enough, and
would alone, when the measure began to be felt, ex-
cite great and just complaint. But the more general
and all pervading objection to the principle is the
heavy perpetual charge which it fixes on tliat land
which happens, during the last seven yeavs, to have
been under the plough, as compared with that which,
during the same time, has been in pasture. We
have before us an estimate of the value of the gross
produce fone year with another) of a farm in one of
the eastern counties, about one-third being meadow
and pasture, and two-thirds under tillage, in what is

called the four shift husbandry. As we know that
the estimate was formed by an experienced man,
and without any reference to such a catastrophe as
the compulsory clauses would bring upon tillage

farms, we prefer it as an illustration of the working
of the bill to any supposed cases.

Estimate of the produce of a farm of 15.5^ acres
in :

—

25 acres in wheat, at 7 combs (3§ qrs.)

per acre, at 25s £245
24 do. barley, 10 combs per acre, at

16s 194
25 do. turnips, &c 175 0*
25 do. clover 100

Gross produce of 99 acres arable £714

44^ meadow and pasture 89
12 rough pasture 18

I55i

Gross produce of 56^ acres of
meadow and pasture £107

It will be seen that the value of the gross produce
of the arable land is about 7/ 4s per acre, the value of
tlie gross produce of tlie mendowand pasture is about
1/ 17s per acre, though the land under the plough
and that not under the plough are, as nearly as may
be, of the same quality, and would yield about the

* We confess this appears too high. But any
reasonable deduction from this item will not materi-
ally affect the conclusion, and in many arable dis-

tricts the bean crops substituted for turnips are very
productive.
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same rent. The gTOSS tithe, after making a reduction

of 25 per cent, according to clause 29 of the bill,

would be represented by a perpetual rent-charge of

lOs 9d per acre on the arable, and about 2s 9d per

acre on the pasture (subject to a variation common
to both rents according to the average prices of

corn.) The difference between the charge on the

different lands of the farm is, of course, of no con-

sequence; but whea we consider that different

classes of landowners in England are represented by

the 99 acres which are to be charged in perpetuity

at 10s 9d, and the 56^ acres which are to be charged

at 2s 9d, how intolerable will the injustice appear 7

Although the owner of the 99 acres may now pay a

tithe equal to the amount of the threatened rent-

charge, yet, when it suits his altered circumstances,

or the altered circumstances of the country, that his

land be laid into grass, heescapes the heavy burden.
But when he has once become subject to a perpetual

rent-charge, this escape is net open to him. He may,
indeed, as before, lay his land uuder grass, but he

•will be subject to a rent three or four times as high

as that charged on grass land of similar quality.

His misfortunes will not end here. 'J'hose who
have had farms under pasture (the owners of tlieodj

acres,) not having any longer the fear of tithe in

kind hefore their eyes, will be enabled, by breaking

up their lands, to come into competition with the

owners of the land already under tillage. The latter

will be crushed not only by their own burden, but

by their not crowding the market of their more
lightly burdened neighbours.
We have not sought for or stated an extreme case.

In many places tracts of down land or poor pasture
have been broken up, which it is now generally con-

sidered that it would have been good policy never
to have disturbed, and which, wherever it is possible
ought again to be returned to their former state. In
these cases the tithe taken in kind is often not less

than the rent, and the rent-charge fixed on such lands
caught under cultivation, will make the parson the

landlord.

Let us suppose a rent-charge of 7s or even 5s an

acre fixed on the poor land on the top of the chalk

hills, which at great expense is continued under cul-

tivation, and which in many paiishes even witliin

thii-ty miles of London scarcely yields a rent. What
possibility would there be under a continued reduc-
tion of the price of grain of continuing them under
tillage ? They must perforce be allowed to fall into

a state of nature. But the rent-charge remains in
unabated vigour, and with it the tiinoda necessitas of
the Bill, the powers of distress, entry, and percep-
tion of profits.

The first remedy which the tithe owner will resort

to is distress; and as everything moveable will soon
be exhausted, the power of entry will be brought
into immediate operation, and the tithe owner is to

take " the rents and profits to his own use until he
shall be fully paid and satisfied the said rent-charge
and all arrears thereof due at the time of such entry
or during the time of]d$ being in possession or in receipt
of the rents." It is quite certain that under this

provision large tracts of such poor land as we have
mentioned must fall into the actual possession of the
parson ; who, as he has no temptation to improve it,

must continue in possession so long. as the patience
of the country will allow. The Bill, indeed, in its

mercy exempts the person of the landlord from any
charge. But even this will be, in many cases,
scarcely a benefit ; for as few landlords are exempt
from some other charge, when the land has been taken
by the tithe-owner, the person of the landlord will
be impounded by the mortgagee, until he shall walk

out under the Insolvent Act " as free as nature first

made man," a striking example of the perfection of

agricultural relief.

There is one other case (if it he worth while to

enter into particular illustrations of the general effect

of the measure) of very striking hardship. In many
parishes, in the pauperised counties, there has been
a forced cultivation during the last seven years

under labour rates—an increased quantity of labour
being employed, not for profit, or in expectation
of profit, but for the temporary purpose of keeping
a surplus population out of mischief, and (wisely
or unwisely) under the sanction of an Act of

Parliament. The employment of surplus labour
of course increased the gross though it dimi-

nished the net returns. On this increase the Bill

will attach ; and the landowner will for ever pay an
increased tithe-rent to the parson, on account of

efforts (stimulated by the Legislature) to lighten the

burdens of pauperism.
The injustice ofthe principle is acknowledged by

the Bill itself, in the case of hops—for it appears to

have become evident to the framers of the Bill, that

it would be monstrous to allow a hop tithe-rent to

be levied on lands after they had been returned to the

plough or to pasture. But the difference between
the operation of the Bill on hop land (had it not been
specially provided for) and arable land, is in degree
only ; nor is the difference even in degree between
the least expensive hop lands and the most expen-
sive kinds of tillage so great as might be at first sight

imagined. Between the hop grounds and many
market gardens there is practically no difference

even in degree, though even market gardens are not
excepted in the Bill. On the case of these gardens
we do not, however, dwell : for we feel convinced
that the dullest sense of justice must be roused by
the mere statement of the gardeners around London
of the hardship of their case, and that they must be
excepted in the same manner as the hop planters.

We must say a word of the effect on what is called
" agricultural distress ;

" in which we do not include
the case of the landlords we have described, who,
being relieved of their estates, will be effectually

discharged from all cares connected with agricul-

ture.

The forced commutation effected in the manner
proposed, odious to the landlord, will be followed by
a louder and juster cry of agricultural distress than
we have yet heard.

We have often dwelt on the fact, and it now begins
to be acknowledged, that a great part of the distress

of the anciently cultivated parts of England arises

from the increased competition, through increased
facilities of communication, of the more remote and
more lightly burdened districts of the kingdom. The
heavily burdened districts of the east and south of
England will, afrer having been saddled with a new
and perpetual charge, be exposed to the new class of
competitors whom we have described—the owners
of pasture lands of the remote counties, who will

turn themselves to the supply of giain for the London
market. The change of the course of tillage or in-

dustry, even when occasioned by the natural progress
of society, and drawing with it an improvement in

the quantity and quality of produce, is attended, like

othei' changes, with much local inconvenience and
suffering ; but changes arising from the artificial in-

equalities of burdens, produce the inconvenience and
suffering without the ample compensation of a public

benefit.

We have exceeded our space. But what, too,

must be the effect of the proposed system on the

hopes of any relief from the Corn Laws ? The pro-
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spect held out to the landlord on a free admission of
foreign corn, is a conversion of the land to pasture.
But how can the legislature hold out to him this pro-
spect of relief to the owner of arable land, when he is

charged with a perpetual rent only tolerable so long
as the present extent of tillage land suffers no dimi-
nution ?

We entreat, therefore, I he Ministers to pause be-
fore they press forward such a Bill, under which the

only hope left for the owner and occupier would be,

that the titheowner would in his kindness forbear to

use the powers which the Legislature should be
absurd enough to grant.

THE STATE OF AGRICULTURE.
(Frcm the Fife Herald)

We hare much pleasure in referring our readers

to a report of the ])ioceedings of the half-yearly meet-
ing of the Kirkaldy Agricultural Association. The
speeches which were delivered, it will be seen, are

very far from being of the ordinary jejune descrip-

tion, and contain a great deal of good sense, founded
on just and tolerably comprehensive views of the

present position and future prospects of the profes-

sion of agriculture in this country. It is an old say-

ing, that the knowledge of a disease is half the euro;

and we have not the smallest doubt but that, wlieu

once the great body of our agriculturists shall have
come to see clearly the nature of the evils which un-

fortunately beset their path, a very considerable pro-

gress, indeed, will have been made towards their re-

moval. It seems abundantly evident that there are

but three ways by which farmers can possibly escape

from their present difficulties ; either they must aug-

ment their produce through the medium of a more
skilful mode of husbandry—obtain better prices for

it when brought to market, or force their landlords

to entertain less extravagant notions on the subject

of rent. It behooves the farmer, then, not only to

consider well what there is a reasonable prospect of

effecting in each of these ways for his immediate ad-

vantage, but what are the great principles under the

all-controlling power of circumstances which deter-

mine these points, in order that, as much as possible

he may be possessed of data to regulate him in enter-

ing upon future engagements. As to the benefits

derivable from improved culture, it is scarcely ne-

cessary to do more than simply allude to them. They
have proved of great moment, and, no doubt, will

continue to do so ; they constitute a species of ad-

vantage appreciated and reckoned upon by every

body. There is this peculiarity, however, attendant

upon the gains arising to agriculturists from the in-

troduction of superior plans of cultivation, that by
augmenting the produce of the country, they directly

tend to lower its market value ; and, in this, we have
an example of that community of welfare which not

unfrequently, under the wisely arranged operation of

natural causes, binds together the interests of the

various classes of society. It is thus that with every
improvement that takes place, vv-hetber in agriculture,

machinery, or any thing else, the gain is not limited

to the immediate agent, but ultimately flows onwards
in order to augment the happiness of the community
at large. The second channel by which at first sight

it may be considered possible for agriculturists to

escape from their present embarrassments, has refer-

ence to a general rise, independent of temporary or

fluctuating causes in the market ])rice of farm pro-

duce. But liow is this to be obtained 1 By no other

means certainly tlian through an increase of commer-
cial prosperity. Any such wild project as another

action on the circulating medium of the country, we

should think, must now be generally abandoned as
at least impracticable ; and, if so, it is clear that

there is no other possible method by which prices of
any sort can be raised and upheld, than either by dimi-
nishing the production of the article or by augment-
ing its consumption. Any attempt to diminish the

amount of agricultural produce, hotvever, by stej)-

ping backwards to an inferior mode of cultivation,

would, generally speaking, be but making bad worse,
tind is a mode of procedure that would only be re-

sorted to under the piessure of the most adverse cir-

cumstances. Barring bad harvests and deficient

crops then, it is to an extension of our manufactures
and commerce, winch the agriculturalist must look
as the real source from which an improved state of
the market is to take its rise. With a thriving trade
the power ot consumption of agricultural produce on
the part of society rapidly extends itself ; and, under
such circumstances, however quick may be the rate

of agricultural improvement, there is much less risk

that the increase of population will fall behind, than
tnduly stretch itself beyond, the proportionate stage

of advancement. Here, we again see the identity of
interest which obtains between commerce and agri-

culture. If agriculture, is the back bone of our na-

tional prosperity, it is commerce, which supplies the

hands and the feet, the muscles and the nerves,

which impart to it motion and vitality. Admitting
this identify of interest then, between agriculture and
commerce—which shows that there is in reality no
such thing as sectional interests in the country—that

under a proper system of government there is not a

separate interest for agriculture and a separate inte-

rest for commerce, as the Tories would have us be-

lieve, but that the whole becomes merged into one
general interest—the national interest,—the question

immediately arises, what is the course of policy most
promotive c-f this common intej'est'! Now, this ques-
tion has been settled long ago. Since the days of

Adam Smith, only one answer with any show of rea-

son has been given to it, and that is, that all trammels
and fetters imposed by government upon trade are

essentially pernicious. But trammels and fetters,

notwithstanding, have constituted a most prominent
feature of our national policy, and even yet the wheels

of commerce continue bound down at the instance

of agricultural cuijidity. W^e trust that the farmers

of Fife will at lengtli permit themselves to look dis-

passionately upon this great question in its true

light. What interest has the farmer in retarding the

well-being of the nation, by lending his aid in up-

holding such a monstrous cheat upon the general in-

terests of the community as the iniquitous Corn-
laws ? Is it imagined that restraints upon commerce
will lessen the competition for farms ? The fact is,

every other means except an increase of commercial

prosperity which can be thought of for such a pur-

pose must necessarily prove abortive. Farms can-

not be multiplied like living beings ; and, unless

those branches of industry which admit of almost

unlimited expansion are allowed the freest develop-

ment, so as to provide the means of profitable em-
ployment for the rising generation there cannot be

the smallest doubt, whatever may be said on the sub-

ject of landlords fixing their rents and choosing their

tenants, that rack-rents will be the rule, and that

leases upon Mr. Aioslie's principle of" thriving and

growing rich" will continue the rare—the very rare

exception. We now come, in the last place, to the

topic of rent. However desirable grain-rents may
be, and their adoption ought by all means to be en-

couraged, still tliey will be found to fall greatly ehort

of the removal of the evil, which nothing but a great

I
increase of national prosperity, in order to the draw-
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ing off from agriculture the surplus competitors for

farms, can effectually remove. But there is no partial

remedy more immediately at hand than the aholitioa

ofthe Corn-laws, or, at least, the imposition of a fixed

in place of the present complicated system of fluc-

tuating duties, which can be of service to the far-

mer 1 Yes, there is one law which operates most
ruinously against the agricultural profession in fa-

vour of the personal interests of the landload, and
which ought immediately to be abolished—we mean
the law of liypothes. It is through the unjust pi'e-

ference which the landlord possesses over other cre-

ditors in consequence of it, that he is mainly enabled

to screw up the tenant to the last farthing. Deprive
him of this instrument of power, and the profits of

capital employed in agriculture will soon rise to the

level of the general rate of profit of the country.

THE DOVER RAILROAD.
(From the Maidstone Gazette.)

Let us first examine its probable effects on Maid-
stone, locally. If any munificent person were to

appropriate a large yearly sum for ever, to defraying

half the expense of carriage of all the goods that

passed between London and Maidstone, he would be

viewed as the greatest benefactor that this or any

other county had ever known, and very probably a

marble monument would be raised to his honour in

some conspicuous part of Maidstone. We believe

that the advantages, that are now offered by this rail-

road, iire at le^st adequate to such a boon, and we
hope that before our readers have risen from the pe-

rusal of these remarks, they will concur in that

opinion. It is not necessary for us to say more
about the south-eastern railroad, on the advantages

of which an able letter will be found elsewhere, than

that it will be ruinous to the prosperity of Maid-
stone. Nobody can blame the inhabitants of the

Weald, who have as great a right to improve their

position as the people of Maidstone,—but we hope
to be able to prove that the inhabitants of the Weald
will be almost as much benefited through Maidstone,

by the Gravesend line, as by their own, and that too

without injuring Maidstone. It is not improbable

that Maidstone will become the hop-mart of the king-

dom, where from the facility of getting hops to Lon-
don at a short notice, the whole produce of the

county will be warehoused, instead of being kept

in the high-rented wareliouses of Southwark. In

that case it would become the residence of many
hop-merchants, who would have the advantages of

purchasing at the first hand, of founding their specu-

lations on the progress of the growth, and of enjoy-

ing a delightful country residence, almost within

reach of their offices in Southwark. Nobody will

contend that an increase of respectable residents

will not be beneficial to Maidstone. They may
have some of tlieir shop-goods from London, but it

is very improbable that they will employ London
butchers, bakers, carpenters, &c. The visitors who
leave London for a day's recreation, and now resort

to Greenwich, would infinitely prefer a gypsy party

to the Boxley Hills, and the name of our old friend

Kit's Coty would be as familiar in the mouths of

young cockneys, as" rwn-tree-hiU" and the " hoh-

serzratory." Let us now inquire into its effects on
the farmers along the line. The case of the farmers

has been so ably discussed by the correspondent of a

Gravesend paper, that we make no scruple to ex-
tract it.

" It is a curious fact, that in almost every instance
farnrers are peculiarly alive to supposed injuries which

railways may inflict on them, whilst few are propor-
tionably acute in discovering' the benefits that must in-

falibly arise from them. For instance, close to Lon-
don tlie market gardeners and dairy men exclaim that
the railway will bring milk and vegetables from a dis-

tance of twenty miles as early as he can send them five.

This is no doubt the fact ; but the farmer twenty miles
off, instead of looking to the advantage he would there-
by attain, immediately cries out, that he supplies Lon-
don with butter, and calves, and lambs, and that the
railway will bring them up sixty or seventy miles as

easilyas he could send them twenty. Then at sixty or
seventy miles from London, the farmer perhaps will

tell you that he is a breeder of horses, or supplies stage-
coach masters with oats and beans, and that as the rail-

way will put down the stage coaches, he shall find no
market for his produce. Now the truth is, that though
each and every of these persons may be to a certain ex-
tent right, in the particular apprehension which he en-
tertains, still there is no one injury which the railway
inflicts, for which it does not provide more than an
equivalent. They who have most cause to complain
are the occu])iers of land immediately round London,
because at present they enjoy from their position a lu-

crative monopoly. The land which is let as dairy land
round London is known to fetch a most enormous rent,

and the business of a suburban cow-keeper is also well
known to be more profitable than that of a country far-

mer. If, therefore, the railway places the farmers fif-

teen to thirty miles from London, in a condition to com-
pete successfully in the supply of milk with the

cow-keeper in the immediate neighbourhood of

London, can it be doubted that the value of his

land will be increased, and his own condition bettered

by turning cow-keeper instead of suckling calves, and
rearing lambs? That the railway will place him in

that position must be admitted, because twenty miles
will be traversed by it as quickly as five by a cart on
the common roads, and moreover the motion of a rail-

way carriage is so easy that the milk and cream will not
suffer from jolting which might injure it in so long a
journry."

The writer might have added that the oats and
beans may be applied to the fattening of bullocks,

instead of the feeding of horses. Tlie advantage of

being able to procure gypsum, bone-dust, and other

species of manure, (particularly salt from Bristol

and Droitwich, which will probably in a few years

supersede every other manure,) and of being able to

send agricultural produce, beasts, sheep, &c., to

market, from some parts of the country which are

now almost inaccessible in winter,—will be incal-

culable and will of course proportionably raise the

value of the land, and benefit the cultivator.

SOAP AND TALLOW DUTIES.

Extract from the Debate upon Mr. Handley's

Motion on the 15th of March.

Mr. HANDLEY then moved a resolution to the

effect that it was expedient to repeal the excise duly on

soap and to augment the custom duties on foreign tal-

low. He said he could not act upon the suggestion of

the right hon. gentleman, and the reason why he could

not was, because the disposal of so large a portion of

revenue would not meet with the approbation of those

whom he represented. The parties in whose behalf he

HOW appeared, were unfortunately too often excluded

from the financial operations of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, from whatever side of the House he might

come. (A laugh.) His Majesty in his gracious speech

from the throne, called on the House to direct a special

inquiry into whatever measures might alleviate the dis-

tress of the agricultural districts. The existence of
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great agricultural distress was well known, and its cha-
racter was not mitigated up to last year. He believed that

the manufacturers and operatives had come to the opi-

nion that prices might be too low when accompanied
by the distress of the agricultural classes. From 1810
to 1820 the average price of tallow was 73s per cwt

;

from 1820 to 1830 it had fallen to 42s. Independent of

having to contend with a low duty on tallow, and a
large foreign supply, the soap-manufacturer, wlio was
perhaps their best customer, had to contend against a
system of excise whicli nothing but necessity would jus-

tify. What would be thought of tliat system which de-

barred manufacturers from availing themselves of the

improvements which chemical research and discovery

presented to them ? The soap-manufacturers had long
been restricted from makmg use of such discoveries :

they were even now subject to the same restrictions as

were imposed in the reign of Queen Anne. And what
was the result? There was smuggling to a great ex-

tent. Owing' to there being no duty in Ireland, the

smuggling from that country was considerable ; the

home manufacturer was unable to compete with the

foreign producer ; and there was no export trade. He
should now refer to the report of the Excise Commis-
sioners as to this subject ; but before he o])ened that

Pandora box, he would mention that the first recom-
mendation of the commissioners was, that the duty
should be extended to Ireland, and the regulations be
the same in both countries. He congratulated the hon.
and learned gentleman for Dublin that even-handed
justice was about, at length, to be dealt out to the sister

kingdom. (Laughter and Opposition cheers.) He trusted

that he should have the hon. and learned gentleman's
support. Either the hon. and learned gentleman must
vote for his motion, this night, or he must submit to see

his fair land trodden by a formidable phalanx of soap-
duty-collecting excisemen. (A laugh.) He supposed
he was upon this occasion to be opposed by the right

hon. the President of the Board of Trade, whom he ob-
served taking notes ; but it was to be remembered that

that right hon. gentleman had proposed taking the

duty off printed calicoes and putting it on cotton. In
opposition to what he had heard proposed, he was con-
scious that it might no doubt be said, that it would be
found a great inconvenience to Russia if they imposed a

greater duty upon tallow than what there was at this

moment upon the article : that in fact Russia would
not like to see a greater duty imposed. Now he would
say that, so far as Russia was concerned, we took three

times the amount of value from Russia that she took
from us. (Hear, hear.) Russia imposed a duty of 122
per cent, upon all our goods, and excluded altogether

our refined sugars, {Hear, hear, hear.) It seemed from
the discussion of the other evening that nothing was to

be done with regard to the spirit licences, and that

evening they found the right hon. the Chanceller of the

Exchequer had bespoken a large portion of the revenue.
He very much doubted that so large a portion was al-

located in a manner quite congenial to the feelings of
the moral population of the country. (Hear, and cheers

from the Opposition.) Unquestionably what had been
proposed that evening, did not appear to him to be of
much benefit to those solely interested in the land, nor
to bear out the recommendations which had been made
upon this subject by their gracious Sovereign; nor
could he see how it was calculated to meet any recom-
mendation of the agricultural committee, when, at a
later period of the present session, it should suggest for
the agriculturists any particular mode of relief. (Hear.)
They would have other disadvantages still to contend
against—their position would be still worse, unless there
was from that House a strong recommendation to the
right hon. the Chancellor of the Exchequer to take this

subject into consideration. The tax now, with costs of
collection, was 600,000/. By imposing upon Russian
tallow a duty of 10/ a ton, they would be able to raise

320,000/, leaving 280,000/ to come out of the surplus.

He was aware that what he proposed was calculated to

raise the price of candles. That was the difficulty in

this case, and the only one, he believed, against which
he had to contend. A penny a pound had been taken

off candles recently, and the amount of the duty that

would now be imposed would not be the half of that
j

but seeing that candles and soap were consumed by the
same persons, and the diminution in soap being four
times as great as the amount that would be imposed
upon candles, the public must therefore be greatly be-
nefited by the bargain. He should now conclude by
movmg, in the terms of his motion, " That it is expedi-
ent to repeal the excise duty on soap, and to augment
the customs' duties on foreign tallow." After the motion
had been read from the chair, the hon.member changed
it for one to the effect, that the House should resolve
itself into a committee upon «ustoms and excise, for the
purpose of considering the propriety of lowering the
duty on soap, and augmenting the customs' duty on
foreign tallow. Mr. HALFORD seconded the mo-
tion, and in doing so declared that the clear and lucid
manner in which the hon. gentleman had submitted his
motion to the House, rendered it unnecessary for him to
say more than a very few words in supporting it. The
proposal of the hon. gentleman, in his opinion,
was calculated to benefit the agricultural interests, and
not only their interests, but, in his opinion, that of every
other class of the community. He knew very well that
they would hear of the impolicy of imposing a tax upon
the raw material. He took such an argument as rather
serving to show that, under the present circumstances,
if they were to admit foreign articles of common neces-
sity to the home producer, there was also a scale of
duties which afforded no protection to the British pro-
ducers, and robbed them of that fair remuneration to
which they were entitled. It was his opinion that free
trade and political economy did not apply to such a
subject as this. He had no doubt that the small in-
crease of duty which was now sought for on the foreign
article would increase the value of land about 30s per
acre—there would be an advance in the price to that
amount. He would say for himself that he was bound
up with the manufacturing interest, and was the repre-
sentative of a manufacturing as well as an agricultural
district. It was clear that any injury done to the ma-
nufacturers would immediately be recoiled upon the
land. In the district that he represented this was felt

to be the case. Leicestershire was a county in which
the manufacturers exceeded the agriculturists—there
139,303/ 6s was levied in one year for poor and county
rates, and in that contribution paid by mills and facto-
ries liable to the assessments was but 783/. The cost of
a candle, which gave light in the cottage of a Leicester-
shire weaver, was to be deducted from his scanty earn-
ing-s. Such an individual would feel the increased cost

;

but the proposal of his hon. friend comprised a reduc-
tion in an article which was equally necessary. That
proposal he rejoiced in as of great importance, and he
was prepared to give it his unqualified support. On
the financial part of the subject he had very little to
say, but if he were competent to do so, he should ask
them whether they would choose between cheap news-
papers and cheap soap ?—which was most conducive
to the comfort of the labouring part of the community 1

(Hear, and cheers from, the Opposition.) Mr. POU-
LETT THOMSON stated, that it was not upon the
relative merits of his hon. friend's proposition, as com-
pared with the repeal of the tax upon newspapers, that
he should wish to argue this question (hear, and cheers
from the Opposition) ; but he was prepared to argue
this question upon the simple proposition of his hon.
friend, and to say, that if the revenue were in a condi-
tion to spare the amount which his hon. friend pro-
posed to claim, this was not the mode in which he
should be inclined to appropriate it : because he be-
lieved that the proposition of his hon. friend would not
be conducive either to the general advantage of the
country, or to the particular advantage of a class whose
interests he advocated ; and because, above all, he was
satisfied that it was entirely opposed to the whole course
of legislation which had been followed up for years by
successive governments, beginning' with the government
in 1820 under Lord Liverpool ; by the government of
tile Duke of Wellington ; by the government of Lord
Grey ; by tiie government of the riglit hon. gentleman
opposite, and by the government at present existing.

(Hear, hear.) He did not believe that the proposition
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of his hon. friend had been correctly stated as to its

bearings by him. His hon. friend, so far as he under-

stood him, proposed to transfer the duty to this extent

;

he wished to get rid of the excise duty, and lie proposed

to make up for the loss of this duty, by the nnposition

of a fresh tax ; that was a duty of 10/ per ton. His

hon. friend stated as the result, a loss of 250,000/ to the

revenue ; and as he understood his hon. friend, the gain

to the consumer would be 300,000/. Now, if the House

would indulge him for a few minutes, he would, from

his calculations, undertake to show that the consumer

would not be benefited, that the landed proprietor

would not be benefited, and that the country generally

would lose a great deal. (Hear, hear.) The consump-

tion of tallow in this country was 155,000 tons ; of

these 55,000 tons were foreign tallow which were im-

ported, and there were 100,000 tons home produce.

Take then the revenue on the plan of his hon. friend,

supposing his plan to be carried into effect, and that

55,000 tons was the quantity at present imported ; sup-

pose that so much should continue to be imported (and

he was prepared to show afterwards that such would
not be the case), but supposing the same quantity

should still come into the home market the duty upon
that would be 550,000/. From that they should deduct

the amount of the duty at present imposed, 171,000/,

and there remained then the sum of 379,000/, as to pro-

bable revenue. His hon. friend has proposed the repeal

of the soap duty, which he said was about 600,000/.

That was the duty in 1834 ; but the net amount of the

duty, deducting the drawback, was 736,000/, His hon.

friend had added a charge for collection ; but they all

knew from experience that where the excise existed for

certain purposes, the reduction of officers would be

nothing like the large amount or equal to the difference

which his hon. friend had stated. (Hear). Deducting
then 379,000/ from 736,000/, the loss to the revenue
would be 355,000/ according to his hon. friend's plan.

But according to that statement he supposed that there

would be no falling off in the import of the article ; but

he was not right in assuming that ; on the contrary, the

natural result would be of imposing where there was
3/ a ton duty, an additional 7/ a ton, adding to the price

of the article 20 per cent. There was every reason for

calculating, when that was done, that there would be a

falling off" of 15,000 or 20,000 tons. That would reduce

the revenue still further—it would increase the loss of

the revenue, as stated by his hon. friend, 250,000/ ; but

by him 350,000/. This was to be regarded as a ques-

tion of revenue—and as a loss to the revenue of such a

sum they had to look to it. But he now came to an-

other part of the argument of his hon. friend, namely,
the gain to the consumer, which had been stated at

300,000/. His hon. friend had admitted, indeed, that

some disadvantage would perhaps arise from the in-

creased price of candles. That increased sum was to

be paid by the consumer ; and there was also an in-

creased sum to be paid by those using machinery. But
really his hon. friend had passed by this part of the sub-

ject, as if it were of very little importance. That such

a course should be taken by his hon. friend greatly

astonished him. (Hear, hear.) There were 200,000

tons of home tallow, and of foreign 55,000 tons. How
then did they come into consumption? According to

facts and calculations wliich could be made, it appeared
that the amount of tallow consumed in soap was 25,000

tons. He could, give his hon. friend the calculations,

and he would find that the total amount of soap charged
was 67,000 tons. It was calculated that there was
about 11 cwt. of tallow to a ton of soap. There were,

then, 96,000 tons of tailow for the consumption of soap.

What was the quantity used in machinery ? Possibly

15,0 tons ; and thus they had one hundred and thirty

thousand tons of tallow on which his hon. friend pro-

posed an additional tax, and 25,000 tons from which he
proposed to take off' the duty. (Hear, hear.) He had
made this calculation, and he supposed that the 130,000

tons, on which his hon. friend proposed to increase the

duty by the amount of 6/ 16s (the present duty being
3/ 4s added to it, would make it 10/ tlie ton), that would
amount to 884,000/, He added, of course to this sum,
the 25,000 tons used on soap, the amount on which

wouldbe 170,000/, that would make a total of 1,024,000Z

according to his estimate; therefore, if they took
736,000/ from the 1,024,000/, they would have the re-

maining sum lost. There would be this loss instead of
the gain to the consumer. (Hear, hear.) The only
mode proposed for securing the revenue was by raising

the amount of duty 6/ 16s a ton, that was supposing the
amount imported as at present should continue ; it was
the only mode by which they could secure the revenue.
But when the duty was raised so much a ton, and the

impost was found to fail, they would be obliged to go
as high as 20/ a ton to have any chance of saving the

revenue from loss. His hon. friend had said, that ac-

cording to their own principles he could show that they
had acted in a manner similar to what he now proposed,
and gave as an instance the article of wax. His hon.
friend, with his acuteness, should have seen the differ-

ence between the two subjects. It has been said " there

is a river at Macedon and a river in Monmouth," and
there was no more analogy between the two questions,

than between those two points. There was but a small

quantity of foreign wax imported ; and when the excise

duty upon candles was wholly repealed, it was not

considered advisable to continue all the labour, trouble,

and vexation of inspecting the import of such articles

for a duty which was trifling in amount. He came now
to the article of cottons. The duty was calculated at

2,000,000/ sterling ; but there was received from it at

the Exchequer but 500,000/, all the rest went in draw-
backs ; and under all these considerations they came
to this—whether for 500,000/ they would undergo all

the annoyance and trouble imposed, as well as placing

impediments in the way of trade, and that for collecting

the excise duty on an article calculated to bring to the

Exchequer 2,000,000/, but of which the real amount
was only 500,000/. What was their duty then ? It was
some indication what was likely to be the consequences,
that to induce the House to agree to the motion, it

was expressly and distinctly stated that it could be
but temporary. (Hear.^ The tax upon cotton was
admitted to be a bad one. Two years afterwards it

was found to be so bad, that his noble friend and
himself had the satisfaction of coming down to that

House and declaring that they would get rid of the ob-
noxious tax — and they now felt the full advantage
of its certain repeal. (Hear.) But what benefit for

the agriculturists did his hon. friend propose in the im-
position of a duty of 10/ upon foreign tallow for a year
or two, to raise expectations which could not be realised?

Those hopeswould be disappointed, and those who were
now urging on the present question would call loudly
for the repeal of a tax so very obnoxious as a tax upon
a raw material important and useful to a large number
of the manufacturers of this country. (Hear, hear, hear.)

He must observe, on the whole view of the case, that a
more extraordinary proposal he had never heard of than
that of his hon. friend, which would in effect be to raise

the duty on exported soap to 10/, whilst it was well

known that it could not now be exported at a duty of 3/.

(Hear, hear.) In conclusion, he would intreat the

House not to be induced, under the pretence, an honest
pretence, he believed, of transferring the burden of one
tax to another commodity, to break in upon the system
which had been matured and acted upon with such
good effect for a long series of years. As to the duty
on soap, he would remind the House that that had
already been reduced by one-half from what it was, a cir-

cumstance which, he thought, gave it the less claim to

immediate consideration with a view to further reduc-

tion ; as for his own part, he was inclined to believe

the amount might be better applied to the relief of the

agriculturist than by a remission of this particular tax.

(P[ear,hear.) It was on these grounds that he was
prepared to resist the proposal of his hon. friend, a

course in which he trusted he should be supported by
the House. Mr. HANDLEY replied, he only asked

the House to do that for the agricultural interest which
the right hon. gentleman the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer had that evening announced he intended to do

with respect to the stamp duties on newspapers.

The House then divided, when there appeared—For the

resolution, 125, against it, 1 95 ; majority for Ministers,70.
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TURF INTELLIGENCE.

The avocations of the sportsman may be

said to constitute a circle of the most inter-

esting amusement ; asj no sooner does he
cease to pursue the fox, than the operations

of the race course are placed before his eyes;

and, therefore, with a view to assist his jjro-

spective calculation, as far, at least, as refer-

ence is concerned, he will find appended to

this article the nominations for the principal

stakes throughout the kingdom.
We had supposed it was intended by Mr.

Theobald that Rockingham should not again

appear on the course; but, it seems, he is

named for the Ascot cup, in which also

Touchstone makes his appearance ; so that,

although the formal challenge of the latter was
not accepted, wi ich we thought it ought to

have been by Rockingham, these horses, both

winners of the Doncaster :St. Leger, and both

consequently possessing superior pretensions,

will be brought against each other as fairly as

possible. They will •' lie by" for the contest,

and an extraordinary race may be expected.
At the period when the Marquis of West-

minster promulgated his challenge for Touch-
stone, we stated it as our opinion that no racer

was able to meet him, at least with a prospect
of success, except Rockingham ; supposing
at the time that Plenipo would never appear
again on the theatre of competition, being
also aware that Queen of Trumps could not
accept the challenge in question on account
of its conditions. It is true. Touchstone has
been beaten by General Chasse ; but there is

much reason to believe the success of the lat-

lar was owing to the former not being in

the best possible condition. We always con-
sidered Touchstone as superior to General
Chasse, both in speed and powers of endur-
ance, to say nothing of the unruly disinclina-

tion to start occasionally manifested by the

latter. However, on the other hand, it should
be recollected, that the fore legs of a greedy
feeder are very liable to " r/o," and, on this ac-

count, implicit reliance cannot be placed upon
Touchstone. The powers of Touchstone are
much inferior to those of Plenipo and Queen
of Trumps, particularly the former. What-
ever mystery may envelope the turf operations
of Plenipo, ithas always been our decided con-
viction, that Mr. Batson never lent his coun-
tenance to the swindling transaction at Don-
caster ; and, as to the Ascot cup affair, it

amounts to this, Mr. Batson did not choose
to let his horse start for it, and gave notice of
his altered intention on the morning of the
previous day on which the event was to be
decided. Such a circumstance might aifect the
Book-Man in regard to double events, and
p. p. bets, but that circumstance couhl not be
considered an indispensable calculation with
the owner of Plenipo. Further, this gentle-

man declined answering some impertinent
questions put to him by an inflated literary

coxcomb, whose mawkish nonsense appears
in a dingily-spurious cotemporary ; he also

rendered himself inaccessible to the weasel-
like squeaking of the soi-disant " Sporting
Reporter;" and, hence may be traced the

sources of vituperative abuse with which it

has been attempted to bespatter him through
the medium of the press. A tall events, what-
ever construction may be put on the racing
career of Plenipo, no doubt can be entertain-

ed that he is the best horse which has ap-
peared for the last fifty years ; we are, in-

deed, of opinion that he is superior to all his

predecessors. He has left the turf (or, at

least, so we suppose, from not observing his

name in any list which has fallen under our
cognizance,) with a sound constitution, alto-

gether free, we believe, from blemish ; and
therefore, when his form, his mode of going,

and his performances, are duly considered, he
must appear invaluable as a stallion.

Steeple racing has, of late, been the order

of the day, from one end of the kingdom to

the other. Up to the present dme, there ap-

peared something defective and unsatisfac-

tory in this species of amusement, because

the pedestrian spectators could only catch a

partial or transitory glimpse of the emulative

contest: they might watch the start, or ob-

serve the coming in ; they might station them-
selves so as to witness the central exertions

for the prize ; yet neither the one nor the other

gave that sort of satisfaction which is experi-

enced from witnessing a contest on the race

course. However, the difficulty has at length

been surmounted ; and, amongst the obliga-

tions for which the racing world is indebted

to Liverpool, is what may be called the im-
provement, if not completion, of the steeple

race. At the steeple races, which came off at

Liveipool, on the 29th of February, it was so

contrived, that the horses should start oppo-

site the grand stand on the race course, and
after describing an ill-defined serpentine-sort

of a circle (if such an expression be allow-

able) return to the race course, the last half

mile of which (perfectly straight) forming the

run in, upon which hurdles were placed, in

order to render the business as characteristic

and as complete as possible ; the horses never

being out of sight during the whole race.

Viscount Molyneux was the umpire of the

Liverpool steeple races, the grand stand was
filled with rank and fashion, the arrange-

ments altogether were admirable ; yet, as if to

show the fallibility of all human institutions,

the first race was tainted with suspicion,

—

well-founded suspicion of sinister interference

and unfair play. Sir T. Stanley's Laurie

Todd became the favourite the moment he

was named for the stake; and, as no pains

were spared in training him for the purpose,

as the day of trial approached, he was freely

booked to win. He was known to possess
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superior speed from his performances on the

race course, from which, however, he was
withdrawn, owing to his restive disposition.

He had been hunted for several seasons with

the fox hounds of his owner, generally ridden

by Joe Howard, the first whipper-in : his

vicious disposition had therefore been in a

great degree neutralized, he had become a

tolerable fencer, while, on the score of speed,

he was able to distance all his competitors

—

with ease. Such was the state of the case,

when the horses came to the post.

All went on very well for some time—till,

in fact, the horses approached the racecourse
on their return, when Laurie Todd appeared
in front, looking like a winner. The busi-

ness had been so contrived that the horses

should pass through a gate place, situated

near Blue Anchor Bridge, both on going out

and returning ; and for that purpose the gate

had been chained securely back or open.

Cockahoop was known to be an extraordinary

jumper, and it was thought by a person, who
stood to win on him, that the gate, if shut,

would prove an insurmountable obstacle to

Laurie Tood, whom he alone dreaded ; he
had placed himself for the purpose, and on
the approach of the horses, knocked out the

staple which held back the gate with a stone,

and closed it—as he thought unobserved. As
Laurie Todd had passed through the gate

place on running out, he made for it naturally

enough on his return. Laurie Todd had lost

an eye, and so resolutely did he rush for the

gate place that his rider could scarcely twist
him from it ; in fact, owing to this unlooked-
for and awkward circumstance, the horse
made a sort of swerve at the adjoining fence,

came down, unhorsed his rider, and before

Mr. Powell had time to remount, Cockahoop
run against him, by which he was slightly

hurt, and by which the success of Laurie Todd
was rendered impossible. Cockahoop was
thus much impeded in his progress, and Cap-
tain Beecher enable to win on The Duke,
without difficulty. The sinister meddler is

well known, and the finger cf scorn must for

ever point to the dealer in coculus indicus,

mandragora, and other drowsy syrrups !

The Queen of Trumps has accepted for the

trade cup in Liverpool Craven Meeting,
and is to carry 8st 11 lb—enough, in all con-
science, for a four-year-old to labour under
for two miles and a half, the latter part of

which is very distressing, being a straight

half mile, with a gradual ascent ; a very short

period of dry weather renders the Liverpool
course as hard as a Macadamised road ; and
therefore, under all the circumstances of the

case, we cannot divest ourselves of fears for

the safety of the Cambrian Queen's suspi-

cious fore feet ; she possesses uncommon
power as well as extraordinary speed (the

one resulting principally from the other) and
we should be inclined to book her to win, even
against General Chasse upon his favourite
course, could she be insuredfrom " hreakiny

down"—of which, however, looking at her

family, particularly at her'sire (Velocipede) as
well as at her age, we cannot help entertain-
ing doubts. She has sustained no severe
public race, because she could so very easily

outstrip all her competitors, which is greatly

in her favour; but then she carried weight
for age ; now, however, that she has been
handicapped, and an extra weight allotted

her, we cannot help regarding her as an un-
certain animal to back. General Chasse
(five years old) has no ordinary weight to

carry, 9st 41b, which must surely bring him
below several inferior horses which appear as

his opponents ; for instance, Sir J. Gerard's
Billinge (a five-year old), if he be not " as

slow as a top," ought to run well home with

7st lOlbs. Or, what should prevent Jupiter

from winning, seeing that he carries 16lbs

less than the General, and 9lb less than Queen
of Trumps ?

For tlie Trade Cup in the Liverpool July
Meeting Queen of Trumps does not appear;
in which, however. General Chasse shews
himself, with the same weight as in the Cra-
ven Meeting ; he is met, amongst the rest, by
Red Rover, the present favourite for the

Chester Cup, carrying 81b less (Sst 101b)

which ought to make him a formidable rival.

The General and Red Rover are each five

years old, 51b are equal to a distance, or 240
yards, and therefore if Red Rover can support
his present pretensions, he cannot fail to beat
the General. Time will show. Where the

powers of the competitors are weighed as

finely as gold, as in handicaps, for instance,

predictions upon the event become very un-
certain.

Hitherto we have been speaking of events
of the first consideration in the provinces, but
which excite little interest amongst the me-
tropolitan turfites (if at least we except the
Ascot Cup) whose semi-hebdomadal disqui-
sitions at Hyde Park Corner are principally
directed to the prospective contemplation, at

the present moment, of the Riddlesworth, the
Portland Handicap, the Derby, and the Oaks

;

on the two former of which considerable busi-
ness has been transacted ; while the Derby
presents a formidable array of figures upon
paper, which amounts to little as far as money
transactions are concerned ; in the language
of the school, no " blow has been struck, '^

though the fine weather (which commenced
on the 18th ult.) by dissipating, in some de-
gree, the hitherto impervious cloud which
enveloped the mysteiy of the training stable,

will unquestionably infuse into the betting
circle an energetic vigour, of which, through-
out the winter, it has been utterly destitute.

The Oaks has been characterised by a state of
vapid inanition throughout the last month, or
at least from its commencement up to the
period when these manuscript remarks were
placed in the hands of that most valuable
member of society, that instructive luminary
of the mental world, the compositor.
^ ' "

"

.

"^g—

^
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THE PLATE.
The subject of the Plate is a Four Years and Two Months old Ox, of the pure Hereford breed ; bred

by the Rev. J. Smythies, of Lynch Court, near Leominster, Herefordshire, and fed by J. T. Senior, Esq.,

of Aylesbury, Bucks. This animal was exliibited at the last Smithfield Shew, when a premium of Twenty

Sovereigns was awarded to the Feeder and a Silver Medal to the Breeder. This Ox was much admired,

and considered a perfect specimen of the true Hereford stock.

ORIGINAL LETTERS.

No. XXIIL
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S

MAGAZINE.

" It is incalculable what is gained by substituting division

of labour for division of land."

—

Harriet Martineau.

SiH,-^An extract lately given in the " Times"
from Mr. Gleig's new work, the " Chronicles of

Waltham," has induced me to revert to a subject on
which I addressed a letter to you about two years

ago, viz., the remedy of small farms as the favourite

panacea of some writers for agricultural distress.

On the occasion to which I have referred some of

your correspondents, in alluding to my letter, ex-
pressed an entirely difterent opinion on this princi-

ple and very fairly attempted to show that my
views on the subject were fallacious. It was not
from the want of respect to the opinions of other
men, neither was it from any conviction wrought on
my mind from the letters of your subscribers, that

induced me to decline to answer their objections to

my arguments. The truth is, that when I have com-
mitted an opinion to your pages, I conceive you and
your readers to be the legitimate judges of its cor-
rectness, and, consequently, unless I am miscon-
strued or misunderstood, I feel all I have to do is to

remain quiet on the subject.

I know but little of the fashionable reading of the
day, and therefore I am not likely to form any very
correct estimate of the influence of this new produc-
tion of Mr. Gleig's on society. I know he is an
author of some repute, and it also appears to me,
from the extract I have mentioned, that he has
adopted a plan for conveying his opinions very likely

to secure him the attention of a numerous class of
readers, who, although they may view political eco-
nomy as an interesting science as a whole, still may
be possessed of very little taste for the consideration

of the subject in a matter of fact form of detail.

Now, Mr. Gleig's plan is to leap over this latter

difiSculty by giving the interest of a novel in advo-

cating his opinions of Political Econom)'. It may
be prejudice, perhaps, but I confess I do not like

this flippant manner o£ attempting to instil an abstruse

and difficult, but, at the same time, a most useful and
necessary science. Whenever I meet with a harmo-
nious or romantic writer of statistics it always re-

minds me of the Fable of the Ass attempting the

frolics of the lap dog, or of a grave Chancery
Barrister divested of his " Wig of Wisdom" having

a game of trap-ball with some half-dozen boarding-

school heroes, happy in their Midsummer holidays.

Fortunately for me I can avail myself of the uni-

versal proverb, " that the exception forms the rule,"

and so except the pamphlets of Miss Martineau from

the above observations—just as some persons choose

to except Scott's novels from the objections usually

attached to 'fiction and romance.

That small farms under certain circumstances and

certain situations may be adopted with advantage

does not appear to me to admit of any question ;

but the very fact of the extensive incorporation of

small farms into large farms under the peculiar cir-

cumstances of this country during the last 50 years,

appears to me to be of itself a conclusive testimony

of the policy of the proceeding. The wants and

necessities of man teach him wisdom, sagacity, and

prudence : this was a mercy especially granted by
our Maker wht'U he passed the curse of sin on our

first parents, and this blessing has gradually developed

itself from the beginning according to the events of

each succeeding generation. How wonderfully this

wise dispensation appears to have operated in this

kingdom during the last half century you have

clearly illustrated in an article published in your

March number, and taken from the Edinburgh Re-
view, on the " State of Agriculture.' Here we have

the tremendous fact recalled to our minds that from

the year 1790 to 1830, a period of only 40 years,
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the population of this country increased from be-

tween eight and nine millions of souls to nearly

fourteen millions of souls, and that the quantity of

the produce of the land has increased in an equal

degree to the increase of the population. Now, in

the face of these strong and authenticated facts per-

sons are to be found, and I\Ir. Gleig appears to be

among the number who are ready to assert, that

during this progressive and astonishing increase of

the nieans of sustaining human life, we have been

pursuing a course directly opposed, and indeed fatal

to the interests of the people in the means adopted to

produce this necessary increase of food. This is

truly a difficult doctrine to bring one's mind to.

The soundest basis on which a theory can be sup-

ported is by reference to the past as experience for

the future; but here we have an outcry against ex-

tensive farming, although it is undoubtedly shown
that the increase of the produce of the soil has kept
due pace with the increased extent of farms through-

out the country. The author of the " Chronicles of

Waltham," in order, I suppose, to give an interest

to his reasoning, would have his readers believe that

the throwing together of small farms—in order to

make large ones—was effected by the most heartless

and unjust conduct on the part of landed proprie-

tors towards small occupiers, by ejecting them from
their farms and homesteads, to make room for the

larger farmers or yeomen ; in fact, Mr. Gleig repre-

sents the conduct of the English landlords in this

respect to have been somewhat as ruthless and in-

considerate towards their humble tenants, during the

period of agricultural prosperity, as the Irish land-

lords of modern days are supposed to be unfeeling

towards their dependants. It is from a false impres-
sion on this matter which causes Mr. Gleig to fall

into a long string of errors. It was not the land-

lords that drove off the small farmers at that period,

but it was the advancing system of agriculture ; the

extensive employment of capital in the improvement
and cultivation of the land, which it was quite in-

competent for the small farmers to undertake, and
which rendered it impossible for them to compete
with their richer neighbours in the market for land.

Human nature, as far as I can understand, was
formed of about the same materials in the year 1800
that we find it to be in 1836, and the consequence
was, that landlords had the very natural predilection

to high rents and responsible tenants in preference

to low rents exacted from pauper occupiers. This
was the real cause of the union of this class of per-

sons, a cause severe in its effects towards those on
whom it bore heavily, but fraught with consequences
to the community too vast in its nature to attempt a
delineation, and too vast in its effect in increasing

the produce of the land to leave a doubt in the opi-

nion of any reasonable set of men who possess a

moderate share of knowledge of rural affairs ; but
that the mind of man, under the blessing of Provi-
dence, in this difficulty, adopted the only remedy
within its reach, in order to obtain a sufficient in-

creased production of food to support the wonderful
increased population of the country. The present
depressed state of the landed interest does not offer,

that I am aware of, any feature of a suicidal nature,

but, on the contrary, I think it must be a general im-
pression, that if enterprise, skill, and capital could at

all times and under all difficulties ensure success to

to its possessors, the landed interest at this time
would not be hastening to destruction. No, this

depression is not brought about by the changing of
small farms into large farms, neither does it owe its

existence to any profuse manner of living or habits
of life peculiar to those depending on the land, but it

|

is to be attributed entirely to those unfortunate mea-
sures of Parliament commonly known as Pitt's Bank
Restriction Act of 1797"—Peel's Bill of 1819—and
that odious, wicked, and demoralizing impost
the Malt Tax. The Bank Restriction was the
Parent Demon, and Peel's Bill the Offspring. Let
me now take you for a few minutes to the first

chapter of the first book of Smith's Wealth of
Nations, and we shall find that " Division of Labour"
is the subject this great man is dealmg with; and
here we are told, " the impossibility of making so

complete and entire a separation of all the different

branches employed in agriculture is, perhaps, the

reason why the improvement of the productive powers
of labour in this art do not always keep pace with the

improvements in manufactures. The most opulent

nations indeed generally excel all their neighbours
in agriculture, as well as in manufactures ; but they

are commonly more distinguished by their superi-

ority in the latter than in the former." Adam Smith
wrote his profound work about the year 1775, at

which period the population of England was net

less than eight millions. The extensive system of

farming was not then generally adopted. Now, at

that time had this acute philosopher been told that

within the next succeeding fifty or sixty years there

was to be an increase of five or six millions of people,

would it not have been immediately obvious to his

comprehensive mind that the necessity thus brought
about for an increased production of food would
have the effect of improving the art of agriculture

in an astonishing degree ?

Now, with such of us as have had the benefit of

subsequent experience there can be but one opinion

on this subject. The improvement of British agri-

culture during the last half century has been truly

astounding ; and now let us inquire Low the great

principle of the " Division of Labour" has been assist-

ing to this end. Adam Smith tells us, that with the

exception of the separate occupation of a shepherd
it was not competent to the farmer of his day to

avail himself of the great benefit of the divi-

sion of labour of which so effective an example
was afforded him by artisans and manufacturers.
This observation strictly applied to the existing cir-

cumstances of the time at which he wrote. The
Hill or Flock Farms of that period were almost ex-

clusively appropriated to the keeping of sheep.

But little was then known of a succession of green
and corn crops, and consequently but a sniall part of
the arable land was kept in tilth, the far greater por-

tion being in old grass lays for sheep feed. For
such a system of farming it required but a trifling-

extent either of manual or horse labour, and so it

was necessary, as Adam Smith describes, for the

agricultural labourer to be Jack of all Trades, carter,

hedger, thrasher, &c., &c., just as the season of the

year required. The fertile corn lands and rich low-

land pastures were at this time divided into small

occupations ; the expense attendant on cultivating

this description of soil bad the effect of rendering it

impossible for the capital of the farmer of those days

to command any thing like an extensive holding.

With such a cramped state of things it was found

possible to support eight millions of persons from

the produce of the earth ; but, when these eight

millions had added one-third more to their numbers,

and far more than a proportion of one-third to their

individual wants, in the comforts and necessaries of

life, the facility and means of production available

by the " Division of Labour" soon began to unfold

its secrets to the cultivators of the soil. The Hill

or Flock Farms which had heretofore been used al-

most exclusively for the keeping of sheep now
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began to assume a very different system of manage-

ment. By a judicious outlay of capital and by a

happy combination of tlie growth of corn, with the

feeding of stock, not only was there a great increase

of the produce of the white crops from this descrip-

tion of land, but the means of keeping many more
sheep was found to be the result of these improved
arable resources ; and now it was no longer difficult,

as Adam Smith describes it to have been in 1775, to

adopt a division of labour in the economy of the

management of a farm. On the same Hill farm,

where the needy occupier of 1775 employed perhaps

only a shepherd and one or two other men, did the

whole of the work of the farm with a team of four

horses, and whose flock of sheep did not exceed two
or three hundred ewes, was now to be found under

the management of a man of capital employing a

shepherd, an under-shepherd, two or three carters,

an ox-man, bedgers, thrashers, and a host of helpers

in the different pursuits of the modern method of

farming. Now, the occasion for horse labour had
increased from four to ten or twelve, independent of

an ox team, and the flock of sheep of the last

century, miserable both as to character and number,
was found to be astonishingly improved in the for-

mer, and equally increased in the latter of these defi-

ciencies. In the lowlands and rich arable vales too

it now became obvious that by the division of labour

superseding the division of land, the means of a

great increase of produce as well as a great increased

demand for labour was immediately the consequence.
It was now discovered, on land which had been es-

teemed too good to apply to the keeping of stock, that

by a judicious provision of esculent food, not only
was a considerable proiit derived from this resource,

but that at the same time this system of farming had
the effect of increasing the produce of the corn crops.

Thus, under these circumstances, the character and
habits of the tenantry of this country underwent a

complete change. The rental of the land was natu-

rally enough increased by the improved system of

agriculture, or in other words by the newly-dis-

covered capabilities of the productiveness of land
;

but, as these resources were only within the reach of
the capitalist, he alone could afford to give the in-

creased rental value, and the man whose only capital

was labour felt it more to his advantage and comfort
to exchange his labour for the money of a master
than to embark it in the uncertain speculation of

producing a small crop for the market, and where he
must have contended, with manifest disadvantage in

company with the larger occupier; he found, that la-

bour separated from capital was divested of half its

advantages ; the yeoman felt, that capital embarked
in labour was its most profitable employment. The
theorist advocate for small farms may here ask, with
all these acknowledged advantages, why then these
complaints of agricultural distress? and what is far

more obvious to the understanding than complaint-
why the repeated ruin to large farmers that we see
every day, and how arises the constant advertisements
for sale of rural mansions and estates 1 how, with
all the improvements you have described as effected

by the division of labour of land, comes it to pass

that these difficulties are really in existence 1

These questions would be, I think, best answered
by asking another question, and it is this, if small

small farming would have avoided all these evils,

why is it at the present moment tliat the small occu-

piers (for there are many yet to be found) are even in

greater difficulties than the extensive occupiers ?

That the small farmer adds in a greater degree to the

difficulties of the community at large there can, I

think, be no doubt, for it is proverbial a far more ex-

tensive proportion of labour is employed by the large

than by the small holder of land, and with a sicrpliis po-

pulatio)i the employment of labour forms no very tri-

fling feature in the commonwealth.
If then both suffer, it must be from some common

cause, and not from any peculiar arrangement of

letting the land in large or small occupations. The
prevailing custom in this respect in any particidar

soil or locality, or under peculiar circumstances, will

he a self-acting test of the wisdom of the method
;

and I think we may safely assure ourselves of the

fact, that when we find some inconsiderable portion

of the community attempting to advance a doctrine,

built only on the foundation of a visionary theory,

in opposition to the results of practice, that we must
not look with much hope of relief to such a quarter.

In my last letter I wrote, labour gives a zest to the

senses, and not labour gives a rest to the senses.—

I

am. Sir, your obedient and very bumble servant,

Sussex, April, 1836. ' AGRICULTOR.

No. XXIV.

TO THE EDITOR OF " THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE."

Sir,—That the general cry of distress which has

been raised by the agriculturists must have a just

foundation, cannot reasonably be doubted. Indeed,

whoever considers the low prices of corn, more es-

pecially of wheat, which is lower than it has been for

a generation, can hardly be of any other opinion. It

is therefore, somewhat surprising that a contrary

notion has been lately advanced in a popular journal,

the Morning Chronicle.

In that paper of the 12th January, the prices of

wheat at Mark Lane were quoted at from 32s to 43s
per qr, being on the average 37s 6d, equal to 4s 8d
per imperial bushel nearly. Yet in the same paper the

very next day, appeared an article headed" Flourish-

ing State of Agriculture.'' This is indeed a "flou-
rish" which could hardly have been expected. It

did not however originate with the Morning Clironi-

cle, but was copied from an Edinburgh paper, the

Weekly Chronicle. The writer of the article accounts

for the cheapness of corn by saying it is simply ow-
ing to abundance (which indeed is true), and the

abundance to the recent improvements in agriculture

here (that is in Scotland, particularly tlie Lothians),

and in Ireland ; amongst which improvements he
enumerates draining, and the use of rape-cake as a

manure. These however, are rather improvements
of the land than in modes of agriculture, especially

the former, and require an outlay of capital. No
doubt draining, where necessary, and the purchase of

manure, will make land yield greater crops,—that is

no new discovery ; the question is, will they repay
the expense at the present prices of corn ? We are

not to take this for granted—and the fact of increased

production is no conclusive proof of it. This writer

mentions other improvements which have of late

been introduced, as the Chevalier barle)% and thrash-

ing by steam ; and then in conclusion he indulges in

a sneer at the lazy Lawrences of the Soutli, who walk
about with their hands in their pockets, and then

complain of want ; but, says he, it is from the South
that the cry of agricultural distress has cliiefly pro-

ceeded ; that is, from those who resolutely and firmly

adhere to the imperfect and expensive customs of

their forefathers, and refuse to adopt the most self-

evident improvements ; who still continue to employ
from three to five horses at one plough, and thresh

their grain with a couple of sticks cut from the nearest

plantation. " It is ridiculous," be adds, " to hear

z 2
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such men complain of distress." He then alludes to

the improvements in manufactures, by which various

manufactured articles have been rendered cheaper to

the consumer, at the same time that the manufacturers

are doing well ; whence he would have us conclude

that the case is the same with the farmers who con-

duct their business properly.

Now, though it may be true at present that the

manufacturing interest is flourishing, it is not very

long since there were great complaints, in the cotton

branch more especially, that the masters were doing

very ill, and the workmen starving. The case was
similar in the iron trade, the lead trade, the salt trade,

the coal trade, shipping concerns, and other branches

of business, which were all much depressed. It was
the superabundant capital of the country, no longer

wanted for war loans, seeking employment in every

way, which produced an over-much supply, and led

to a ruinous competition, and a general fall of prices

beyond what the restriction of the currency could

have occasioned, though this also had a great effect.

The evil indeed cured itself, partly by diminished

supply, partly by a more extended trade, but much
capital was sunk and lost. It may, and probably

will, be the same with agriculture ; in the mean time,

however, there must be much present suffering and

loss.

It may be observed, further, on this writer's sen-

timent in regard to the neglect of agricultural im-

provements in the South, if by that term he means
England in general, that though there may be some
parts to which his remarks apply, there are large dis-

tricts of this country cultivated in a manner which
the boasted farming of Scotland does not surpass

;

and he offers no sufficient proof that the present

I)rices of corn will pay the grower anything ; for, as

already observed, the mere fact of increased pro-

duction does not of itself prove it.

If Scotch farming be so superior that wheat can be

grown in the Lothians to pay the grower at 4s 8d or

5s per bushel, let an actual farmer of respectable

character come forward in his proper person and say

so, and we shall be bound to believe him ; but let us

not take the fact from the mere assumption of an

anonymous writer in an Edinburgh paper. Some
years aso, the writer of this was in company with a

gentleman of Berwickshire, where the same hus-

bandry prevails, and the land is of as good a quality

as in the Lothians. He was a large occupier of land,

partly as owner, partly as tenant. Corn was at that

time very low, though not so low as at present, and

in conversation on the subject, he observed that 7s to

8s per bushel for wheat would pay him very well,

but 6s would not do ; and if 6s would not do then,

it is inconceivable that 5s will do now.

When the shipowners, some years ago, were loud

in their complaints of distress, which they attributed

to Mr. Huskisson's commercial arrangements, com-
monly called the reciprocity treaties, he in answer

shewed by official documents that there had been a

very considerable increase in British registered ton-

nage, and that the tonnage of foreign vessels trading

to this country had not increased in the same pro-

portion. The argument was good as far as it rested

on the comparative amount of British and foreign

tonnage, but it did not prove the non-existence of

the distress. On the contrary, the increase of the

tonnage of British vessels shewed the cause of that

distress, and its remedy ; it shewed that it was owing
to excessive competition, and more between British

shipowners themselves, than between them and fo-

reigners. So, in like manner, over-production may
be considered as the cause of the existing agricultural

distress ; which cannot be referred in any degree, as

in the case of the shipowners, to foreign competition,
for the farming interest have had the home market
entirely to themselves for about four years, and yet
the price of corn has got lower and lower, though no
foreign corn has come in, and the competition has
been confined entirely to the farmers of the United
Kingdom, including Canada, the supply from which
colony is not considerable.

There is a clever article on this subject in the last

number of the Edinburgh Review, in which the

amazing increase of the productive powers of the soil

is fully made out, and satisfactorily proved ; whence
it clearly appears that great as the increase of popu-
lation has been of late years, the increase of produc-
tion, contrary to IVIr. Malthus's theory, has been still

greater. But the Reviewer does not draw the na-

tural conclusion that it has been too great. He takes

rather the same view of the question as the writer in

the Edinburgh paper before mentioned, only he is

more moderate in his censure of English farming,

and does not harshly pronounce that while such and
such methods prevail, it is ridiculous to talk of dis-

tress.

It may be asked, if the farmers, as is alleged, have
been going backwards for years, where did they get

the capital for increased outlay upon the land ? Per-
haps the country bankers can answer the question.

At all events it must have been got from some quar-

ter and laid out upon the land ; for it does not appear

that improved modes of cultivation merely without
increased expense, or even a succession of favourable

seasons, are sufficient to account for the amazing in-

crease and superabundance of the products of the

soil, though they may, and doubtless have, occasioned

it in part.

The same causes, whatever they may be, which
have occasioned the depreciation here, have been in

operation on the continent of Europe, where corn,

low as it is in this country, is still lower ; so that even
in Holland, which has always been held up as an
example of the good effects of a free trade in corn,

the government have lately been obliged to pass a

corn law, for the protection of Dutch agriculture,

similar in principle to our English corn law.

It is surely desirable at this juncture that some
notice should be taken of these attempts to persuade
the public that the farmers are prospering, or, if they

are not, that it is their own fault ; and thus to deprive

them even of sympathy in misfortune. How far

these observations may be successful in combating
the notions upon which these attempts are entirely

founded, that increased production is of itself a proof

of prosperity, you will judge. If you consider them
deserving of attention, you will perhaps afford them
a place in your magazine, and in that case some re-

marks on the means of relief from the existing pres-

sure may be the subject of a future letter. T. F.

8th Feb. 1836.

No. XXV.

THE DEVON HEIFER.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Your having, in December last, presented

your readers with a Plate of Mr. Quartly's cele-

brated Devon Heifer, Curiosity, induces me to for-

ward you some further particulars respecting that

beautiful creature, especially as I am now enabled

to state, that her carcase was as extraordinarily and
equally fat, as the figure of the living animal was
perfect to the eye of the connoiseur.

Another reason for my sending this communication
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is the unfortunately incorrect and detracting repre-

sentation which your artist gave of liis model,—the

portrait conveying, I assure \o\-\, no idea whatever
of the beauty of the original. Vou nuiy he incre-

dulous of this assertion ; to convince you of its truth,

let me lay before you the ainmal's proportions, as

taken by Mr. Quartly, and given me by himself,

—

proportions for which Renton's Grazier's Ready
Reckoner contains no calculated weight, so immense
was her girth in comparison with her length and
height. These were her dimensions :—Length, from
the head to the extremity of the rump, 6 ft. 6 in.;

height, at the top of the shoulder, 4 ft. 1| in.; girth,

7 ft. 10 in. I hope this will convince you how in-

adequately the animal was represented in the Far-

mer's Magazine. I do not write this as blame ; I

am aware that errors cannot entirely be excluded,

even from a work so ably conducted as your valuable

periodical ; but tlie wi-ong impression which your
print must leave, I wish removed, and that Mr.
Quartly may receive at your hands the justice of a

correct representation.

The Heifer was slaughtered at Southmolton, by
Messrs. Cole and Dunn, for the market of Saturday,

the 2nd instant, and her carcase was declared by all

observers, to be the fattest they ever saw exhibited

in the neighbourhood. VVere I to particularize one
part of it for praise, I should do injustice to the re-

mainder. Suffice it to say, then, and let the public

judge, that with a height of only 4 ft. I5 in. and a

frame, when lean, of twenty-eight score, her weight
was upwards of fifty score pounds.

Trusting you will insert this in your next publi-

cation, I have the honour, Sir, to be 3'our most obe-

dient servant, A DEVONIAN.
Southmolton, 15th April, 1836.

[The sketch of the heifer was taken by an artist at

Exeter, who was represented as fully competent.

We never saw the animal, and therefore had no

opportunity of estimating its correctness.

—

Ed,

F. Mag.]

No. XXVI.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Shropshire, April 13.

Mr. Editor—I have no enmity to the Church,
all I desire is as much good as can be obtained

from it at a less public cost. It appears that the
net average income of the Bishops is 5,930/., but
the Archbishop of Canterbury has an income of
32,000/., according to the statement of Dr. Lush-
ington, and the Bishop of London an income of
15,000i., according to his own admission. In

France, an Archbishop has only 1,041Z. per annum,
and a Bishop 62bl. A Cardinal at Rome, next in

dignity to the Pope, has between four and .500/.

per annum, these latter sums are enough for Chris-

tian pastors. The grer.t Founder of our religion

said, " The birds of the air have nests, and
the foxes have holes, but the Son of Man has not
where to lay his head."
The English Bishops have not, I suspect, in-

cluded in their returns the annual value of their

parks and palaces. The gross revenue of the

Deans and Chapters is 350,861/. They were
deemed superfluous in the times of Henry VIII.

Cromwell said, a prebendary is neither a learner

nor a teacher, but a good viander, who wastes his

substance in good belly cheer. The net average

income of rectories and vicarages is 385i. per an-
num. If there were as many incumbents as bene-
fices, and each received only this stipend, there
would be no complaint that the clergy were over-

paid ; but the waste and injustice consist in the

disproportion between the number of livings and
the individuals among whom they are shared.
From authentic returns it appears that the num-

ber of incumbents in England and Wales, among
whom the 10,498 benefices are divided, is under-

7,000, so that some fortunate persons, with good
connexions, have two, three, and four livings, be-
sides dignities in cathedrals, preacherships, chap-
lainships, and other tit-bits of preferments, too
numerous to mention.
Curates.—From the income of these we may

form an estimate of the expense really necessary
for the maintenance of an efficient clergj'. It is

notorious that the curates, and poor clergy who
are unable to bear the charge of curates, form
nearly the whole of the working bees. There are
5,282, it seems, who have on an average a salary

of 80/., amounting for the whole to 424,796/., so
that for about double that sum an efficient clergy,

adequate to the discharge of all practical offices

of the national worship, may be obtained. The
fairest and most equitable mode of proceeding
would be for Government to appoint proper land
valuers to go over all the church lands throughout
the United Kingdom of England, Ireland, and
Wales, and put a fair value upon it, according to

other property of the same description, taking
correct accounts of all the estimates, so as they
can conscientiously take their oaths upon them if

required; and let every pew-proprietor make a
sacrifice, by giving up his pew, and paying a cer-

tain rent annually for it, and let the pew-rents go
to the general fund for the support of the clergy

;

then abolish all tithes ; and, at the same time,

take off the malt tax, reduce the county rates, and
all other local payments which press so heavily on
the farmer. I think these things would go far to

relieve us. Some say these could not be done ;

the government could not do without the malt
tax. Let them reduce their expenses ; begin at

home, first, by doing away with unmerited pen-
sions and sinecures. But another says, you would
only confer a benefit upon the landlord, instead of

the public. I would at the same time repeal the

corn laws ; thus, I think, the whole nation would
reap the benefit, instead of one particular class.

It would be madness to attempt to repeal the corn

laws, while the farmer has to labour under all his

present burdens, and those who assert otherwise

are mere theorists instead of practical men. I

would give no Bishop more than 1,000/. per an-

num, and do away with Deans, Chapters, and Pre-

bendaries ; and allow every parish priest, accord-

ing to his family, not less than 150L per annum,
nor more than 300/. salary, with a suitable house,

and small quantity of glebe sufficient for a cow
and horse for private use. As I have no more
room, and shall be trespassing upon you too much,
if you think these few hints worthy of a place in

your valuable Magazine, after your correction,

you will be at liberty to insert them, and oblige

your's, &c, A CONSTANT READER.

No. XXVII.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Having in a former letter shown, as is
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hoped, sufficiently, ia answer to the Edinburgh
Weekly Chronicle, that increased production is

not in itself a proof of a flourishing state of agri-

culture, but rather the chief cause of the distress

which is generally acknowledged to exist, we pro-

ceed to consider what prospect there is of the evil

being remedied, and what can be done towards its

cure.

In the first place let the present corn law be
steadily maintained ; as being far preferable to a

modification of it by the imposition of a fixed

duty, in compliance with the ideas of some per-

sons who argue that this would be better, both for

the corn growers and the public. But the agricul-

turists should take care not to be cajoled by any
such representations ; for they may depend upon
it, that when the prices of corn are low, both here
and on the Continent, as they are at present, fo-

reign corn would not be kept out by any fixed

duty that could be thought of. And on the other
hand, if prices in consequence of any very mate-
rial failure of crops, were very high, indicating

scarcity, and threatening famine, the duty could
not be maintained ; for the people must, at all

events, be fed, and when the British and Irish far-

mers most wanted protection, they would be de-
prived of it inevitably. On this subject it was well
observed by an intelligent com merchant, Mr.
Joseph Sanders of Liverpool, in his examination
before a former parliamentary committee, that the
measure would fail at both ends ; and it is only
fair if in a bad season the duty must be withdrawn,
to encourage importation, that in a good season,
when the home produce is plentiful, and prices
low, the farmer should have the home market se-

cured to himself by high or prohibitory duties.

Corn may indeed be commercially considered as
an article sui generis. It being'so precarious,' and
dependent on seasons, so fluctuating in price, and
at the same time of the first necessity, the object
of the legislature should be to secure as far as pos-
sible a sufiScient supply at all times, and as much
steadiness of price as the vicissitudes of the sea-

sons will permit. This is the principle of the pre-
sent law ; it encourages importation when prices
are high, and represses it when they are low, thus
tending towards a medium.
Some have thought that a fixed duty would an-

swer the purpose better, but how they make this
out is not clearly explained, nor is it very easy to
discover.

The most considerable objection against the pre-
sent law seems to be its rapid eflfect in reducing
prices, so as to render importation unsafe to the
merchant ; for if corn has to be brought from any
great distance, as even from Danzig the greatest
corn port, it may happen that before it can arrive
prices will be so much reduced in the home mar-
ket, and the duty so much raised, that it cannot
be sold but at a loss greatly aggravated by this
double operation ; and though the arcicle may be
warehoused, this is but a poor dependence, for we
have seen that the home market may be in fact
closed against it for years, and exportation can
scarcely ever take place without loss. Whether a
bounty on the exportation of foreign corn so cir-

cumstanced, when the duty had suddenly risen, so
as to be in a manner prohibitory, might be allowed
for a certain time, in order to facilitate the expor-
tation, is a thing which perhaps deserves to be
considered. This would be a protection to the im-
porter, without injury to the home grower, or, in-
deed, to the public ; for when the ports opened the
duties received on the importation of corn would

more than pay any bounties that would be likely

to be claimed on exportation, so that there would
be only a return of a portion of the duties actually

in hand. Be this as it may, let the landed inte-

rest stick to the present law, and leave the ques-
tion of a bounty, under the circumstances before-

mentioned, to the corn merchants, and the Govern-
ment.

It has indeed been argued that our corn law has
not hindered prices from falling ruinously low, and
therefore that it has done the farmers no good.
But that does not follow. For low as prices are
they would have been still lower if there had been
a free importation, as is evident from the com-
parative prices in England and on the Continent,*
and there cannot be a doubt that if corn could now
come in free, or even at a moderate duty, it would
be largely imported, and meet British corn in our
already over-stocked markets. There is good rea-

son then to say to the farmers of this United King-
dom—stick to the corn law, which was devised by
one of the best informed statesmen of the age, the

late Mr. Huskisson. His plan was somewhat mo-
dified indeed in its details by the influence of the
Duke of Wellington, but not very materially ; in

its principle not at all. Under this law the home
grower has at present the monopoly of the home
market, and it does not appear how protection can
be carried further, unless by a bounty on exporta-

tion of home grown corn which, though such a

thing did exist formerly, would hardly be tolerated

now.
Several plans of relief have been suggested, to

most of which there are objections, as inefficient

or impracticable, or in some view unadvisable;
though, perhaps, some of them may be found
practicable, and in a degree useful. The com-
mittees of the two houses of parliament now en-

gaged in the investigation of this subject may be
able to throw some new light upon it; though, as

was observed with reference to it, by a noble lord

well informed as to matters of trade, t a great (deal

cannot be expected from their labours.

But if over-production be the source of the evil,

of which there seems no doubt, one remedy is ob-

vious^—namely to plough less—to grow no more
corn than can be sold at a reasonable and remune-
rating price. Then the corn law would be found
an adequate and sufficient protection.

It may be asked how is this to be done ? A
practical farmer would be best able to answer the

question, and a speculative writer, in his closet,

can only ofl^er a suggestion or two. But suppose
that on light lands, where the Norfolk husbandry
prevails, a part were suflfered to remain three years

in grass instead of two ; and on stronger soils the

ancient fallow were resorted to, instead of the

modern practice of growing potatoes or turnips

before wheat, a very prevalent husbandry in the

populous parts of the country, by these means less

corn would be grown, and there would be no
greater provision for cattle than before. So that

corn would rise and cattle and their products milk

butter and chese, would not fail—and the expenses

* Comparative prices of wheat, barley, and oats in

England and France from the Morning Chronicle of

21st Jan. 1836.
England. France. Difference.

Wheat per quarter £2 4s £l I3s lis.

Barley do. 1 12s 15s 9d 16s 3d.

Oats do. 1 l8 14s 6d 6s 6d.

t Lord Ashburton.
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of cultivation would be reduced. It might be diffi-

cult, or rather impossible, to get such a multi-
farious body as the farmers ol' the United Kingdom
to agree upon such a plan, but a sense of their own
interest will most probably induce many to adopt
some plan of this kind ; and necessity may compel
many more to do the same. For with a diminished
capital, and injured credit, they will not be able to

provide the outlay necessary to keep up the same
system of cultivation, and di'aw as much from the
land as they have done. So that if produce does
not persuade, necessity will oblige them to pursue
a different course ; that is to have less arable and
more pasture land. Thus it is that the evil will

cure itself in time, though it is to be feared not
without much suffering to many deserving indivi-

duals, who will not be able to struggle through
their difficulties. This is what has happened over
and over again in the commercial and manufac-
turing departments, and is in fact the natural,

though but occasional result of free competition.
In other branches, it is true, relief has also been
found in the increase of foreign trade, which in

agriculture cannot be the case—for on the Con-
tinent of Europe, we have seen, the corn markets
are lower than they are here ; and if they were
not, there are duties and prohibitions in the way
in almost every country. In the United States of

America the prices are higher than with us, and
corn might be sent thither with advantage if there

were no duty to prevent it ; but there is a duty in

that country also, on the importation of foreign

corn, which amounts to a prohibition. In short
the clamourers for a free trade in corn should be
told, if they do not know it, or do not consider

it, that it is a thing which scarcely exists. As long

as these high prices continue in the United States,

the British West India Colonies may be supplied

from the brother country, instead of drawing their

supplies from those States as they have been in the
habit of doing ; and this seems to be the only
channel of exportation to which the British farmer
can look for relief ; and to that probably for no
long period. But great hopes may be entertained

from the flourishing state of trade and manufac-
tures, and an increasing population, that the home
consumption will be extended, and if this be met
by a diminished supply, a more effectual relief

may be afforded than any Parliamentary enact-

ments that can be at all contemplated, can possibly

give. Already indeed there s,eems to be a re-ac-

tion
;

prices are looking up, and it may be hoped
that the farmer has seen the worst of it. Still

whatever can be done by parliament, consistently
with justice to other classes of the community, and
the general benefit, ought to be done.

Throughout these observations it is taken for,

granted that the agriculture of the country has a
fair claim to protection. Those who maintain that
the trade in corn should be altogether free, take a
very partial view of the question. When the ma-
nufacturing, and the commercial interests gene-
rally, are protected by duties and regulations
against foreign competition, surely the agricultural,

which, including Ireland, is the most important
interest of all, cannot in common justice be left

without any. None but men blinded by avarice
and selfishness, or bigots to a system, will say so.

The political economists in parliament and else-

where, when they advocate a free trade in corn,
should be met with this argument. " Let it be so
when every other trade is equally free : then, and
not till then." This argument has lately been
taken up by the friends of the agricultural inte-

rest ; and they will do well to enforce it on all

needful occasions. There was a petition presented
some time ago to parliament from Dundee in Scot-
land, a principal seat of the linen manufacture, in
favour of a free importion of corn. This might
have been met very properly on the part of the
agricultural interest by a proposition from some
county member for a repeal of the duty on foreign
linens. It is, indeed, unanswerable.

Feb. 24, 1836. T. F.

Comparison of foreiga grain with the English
market from the Times of 18th January. The
mean or average of the prices of wheat of the first

quality at Hamburgh, Amsterdam, Antwerp, and
Stettin is 28s Id the quarter, and the mean price
of wheat of the first quality in London, being 44s
6'd the quarter, it follows that the mean prices in
London is 58^ per cent higher than at the four
above-mentioned places.

UNION AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
ANNUAL SHOW OF STOCK, &c.

AND SALE OF SHORT-HORNS.

This Great Agricultural Exhibition took place at

Coldstream, on Tuesday the 5th April ; and in re-

spect to the quality of the stock brought forward, was
certainly never exceeded by any similar exhibition

in the kingdom, and in point of numbers the High-
land Society has alone surpassed it. The place of
exhibition was a large field of old pasture, conve-
niently situated at a short distance from Coldstream,
granted for the purpose, by Mr. Wm. Bell, as acting
for Sir John Marjoribanks; and proper arrangements
having been made by the Stewards, assisted by the
Secretary, for the reception of the stock, the short-

horned bulls and other animals of that class were,
by 11 o'clock, the hour appointed for the show-yard
being opened to the public, all stationed and ready
for the examination of the Judges. Forty bulls had
been regularly entered, and 17 more came upon the
ground, making together the extraordinary number
of 57 pure short-horns, for the premiums, or for sale.

The show of cows, queys, and steers, was much
more limited ; but most of them were very fine

animals. At 12 o'clock the judges commenced their

arduous task. This duty was undertaken by Mr.
Wilson, Cockburn, Mr. Turnbull, Crooks, and Mr.
Hogarth, Akeld ; and most assiduously and ably

performed. The award of the premiums delivered

in by tbem to the Secretary was as follows, viz.

Class First.—Bulls.

Prem. 1. For the best Bull, to ]\Ir. Cockburn,
Sisterpath, Berwickshire, for his bull Favourite,

No. 4 of the list, Fifteen Pounds.
2. For the second best ditto, to Mr. Bell, Linton,

Roxburghshire, for his white bull. No. 14 of the

list. Ten Pounds.
3. For the best Cow of any age, to Mr. Carnegie,

Edrom Newton, Berwickshire, for his cow Duchess,
No. 4 of the list. Five Pounds.

4. For the second best ditto, to Mr. Thompson,
Pawson, Northumberland, for his Roan Cow, No. 1

of the list. Three Pounds.
5. For the best Quey, two years old, not awarded.

6. For the best ditto, one year old, to Mr. Hall,

St. Helens, Berwickshire, Three Pounds.
7. For the two best Steers, tliree years old, to Mr.

Taitt, of Langrigg, Three Pounds.
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8. For the two best ditto, two years old, to Mr.

Hall, St. Helens, Three Pounds.

T!\e Judges beg to express their utmost satisfac-

tion with the exhibition of the Short-horned Stock,

particularly of Bulls, the number of superior animals

exhibited at one time being quite unprecedented in

the district.

Class Second.—Horses.

Premium Ist and 2d. For the two best Draught

Stallions as under.

No. 1. To Mr. Cossar, Dunse, for his Black Stal-

lion, Sampson, Twenty Pounds.

No. 2. To Mr. George Aitchison, Abbey St.

Bathan's, for his Bay Stallion, Traveller, Twenty
Pounds.
The Judges experienced great difficulty in decid-

ing these premiums, the show of Draught Stallions

being particularly good, both as to number and

quality.

3. For the best Hunting or Riding like Colt or

Filly, for premium offered by D. Robertson, Esq.

of Ladykirk, to Mr. Sprott of Riddell, for his two
year old Colt, by Mac Orville, No. 4 of the list. Ten
Guineas.

Class Third.—Swine.

Prem. 1. For the best Boar, no competition.

2. For the best Sow, to Mr. Curry, Cornhill, Two
Pounds.
There was also a Sweepstakes of One Sovereign

each, for the best Sow, between Mr. Curry and Mr.
Fulton, Hatchetnize, which was gained by Mr.
Curry.

Implements of Husbandry.

To Mr. Veitch, Inchbonny, for his improved Tur-

nip Machine (to pay expenses) One Pound.
To Mr. Robert Brown, Wooler, for his Turnip

Sowing Machine (also to pay expenses) One Pound.
To Mr. Nisbit of Lambden, for an improved Tur-

nip Cutter, one Pound.
At an early hour the show ground displayed a

great attendance of noblemen and gentlemen, toge-

ther with most of the eminent breeders and farmers

of the surrounding districts ; and also a numerous
and very gratifying attendance of strangers, not only

from some of the English counties, but also from the

Lothians, and several of the northern counties of

Scotland. There were likewise several gentlemen

from the United States and from Canada. Amongst
the number were— Duke of Buccleuch, Marquis of

Lothian, Marquis of Tweeddale, Earl of Kintore,

Mr. Swinton of Swinton, Mr. Wilson of Cumledge,
Mr. Morrison of Auchentoul, Mr. Burn Callander,

Mr. Sprott of Riddell, Mr. Grey of West Ord, Mr.
Macbraire of Broadmeadows, Mr. Renton of Mor-
dington, Mr. Wilkie of Foulden, Mr. Dickson of

Belchester, Mr. Baillie yr. of Jerviswoode, Mr. Tod
of Drygrange, Mr. Geddes, Morayshire, &c. &c.

Short Horns.—That the public may duly appre-

ciate the character cf the Society's exhibitions, it

may be proper to state, that after having established,

by the exertions of many years, and by giving very

high premiums, a capital breed of short-horned stock,

&c. its premiums have for some years past been
somewhat restricted in amount, yet kept sufficiently

high to induce the principal breeders on both sides

of the Border to bring forward their best stock at

the annual exhibitions. In addition to which the

Society has used every possible means to make its

" Show-yard" a market, where those desirous of
establishing the breed of short-horns elsewhere,
might procure in the easiest and cheapest way, ex-
cellent stock of the pure breed

;
—and consequently.

at least half of the stock exhibited is generally for

sale; and the attendance of strangers, as purchasers,
is yearly becoming more and more numerous.

The result of this last mentioned branch of the
exhibition, being of considerable public importance,
ought to be particularly noticed. Among the many
eminent breeders, Mr. Chrisp of Doddington,
Northumberland, turned out the greatest number
for sale. Of twelve yearling bulls, shewn by him,
eight were disposed of on the ground, at from 20Z to

30/ each
; (occasionally in such bargains a discount

is allowed) and the rest were likely to be disposed
of afterwards. Among the other gentlemen who ex-
posed bulls for sale were Mr. Oliver of Blakelaw

;

Mr. Thomas Chrisp, Hawkhill ; Mr. Laidler, St.

Cuthberts ; Mr. Jopling, Castlelaw ; Mr. Turnbull,
Crooks; Mr. Boag, Kilham, &c.&c., and so ftir as

could be ascertained amidst the bustle of the day,

about thirty bulls of different ages were sold. Year-
lings at from 18/ and 201, to 30^. and those of other

ages at from 201 to 40i. Many of the purchasers

were from the northern counties of Scotland. It is

a remarkable fact, in reference to those prices, that

the Society gave, less than twenty years ago, one
hundred pounds for the hire of a bull, the property
of Mr. Mason of Chilton, for a season.

Cows AND QuEYS.— Comparatively few were
shown ; but several of them, particularly Mr. Car-
negie's, and Mr. Thomson's, Pawson, were very
superior animals. Few breeders, it is understood,

will part with their best cows, on almost any terms,

and it is said no sales were made.

Steers.—The steers were much admired. Mr.
Taitt's attracted great notice ; and were sold at 30/

a head

—

to beforwarded by one of the Leith or hothian

steaviers to the London mai'ket!

The Stallions.—Thirty of this class were regu-

larly entered for the exhibition ; many others, how-
ever, having been delayed on the road were brought

upon the ground though not entered ; and altogether

there were upwards of forty horses. But between
one and two o'clock, when they were ordered to be
brought out, it unfortunately came on to rain so

heavily as to create considerable difficulty in con-

ducting this part of the show to a satisfactory close ;

and many of the spectators were forced to leave the

ground and get under cover. The display of so

many fine animals was extremely imposing.

The competition for the premium given by David
Robertson, Esq. excited much interest. There were
nine competitors ; and there can be little doubt of a

considerable increase^of competition in succeeding

years.

The thorough-bred stallion Contest, and the

Cleveland horse Competitor, brought out by Mr.
Miller of Sunlaws Mains, (a description of horse

said to be wanted) were much noticed.

Two short-horned cows, each with a calf, shewn
by Mr. Jopling, were also much admired.

Of the Implements of Husbandry, an improved

Turnip Cutter, exhibited by Mr. Nis'bet of Lambden,
appeared to give great satisfaction ; however, as it

did not arrive till near the end of the show, sufficient

attention could not be paid to it. But as it is likely

when fully known, to come into general use, ano-

ther opportunity will be taken to give a full descrip-

tion of it.

The business of the exhibition closed shortly after

three o'clock, having evidently given entire satis-

faction to all who attended it.
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AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

Sir,—Those who are on the stretch to find an un-
natural cause for what is called Agricultural Dis-
tress, would wish to persuade themselves and others

that there is something monstrous and unaccountable
in it

;
yet, they will probably soon discover that it

is produced b}^ the same cause as every other kind of

commercial distress, viz., the relative proportions

between the means of production and the market of

consumption ; or, in other words, it is regulated on
the laws of supply and demand, in the same way as

every other description of goods which is brought
into the market of consumption.

In the case in question, I should think it will be

found out that the consumption of agricultural pro-

duce was never so great as at the present moment

;

but it will at the same time be discovered, that, not-

withstanding the great increase in consumption, the

increase of production is still in a greater proportion,

making the supply greater than the demand.
The common question is, that wliile every person

has good wages and is actively employed, how comes
it that the price of grain remains distressingly low 1

The reply is, that there is more grain in the market
than there are mouths to eat it.

It has been most unfortunately the opinion of our
rulers and law givers, of all parties in politics, that

when corn was low and there was a superabundance
of population, which meant a population for whicli

there was no work,—that inducements were to be

held out to them to go into other countries as fast as

posible,—" Emigrate, Emigrate,"—was the constant

cry,— let us above all things encourage Emigration,
These gentlemen never considered that every person
who Emigrates carries a stomach with him, and that

stomachs are the consumei-s of food. Every person

thus sent abroad was a lost consumer to England,
and a consumer produced to the country to which
he was sent. The effect in taking one away to be

given to a rival, is equal to multiplying by two,

—

and those countries to which we sent our emigrants,

were benefited by every individual, while we lost in

the same proportion. The result of this is that Ame-
rica has got rid of her agricultural distress, and she
is now in a most flourishing agricultural condition

;

she has got our stomachs to digest her superfluous corn,

while our corn remains on hand uneaten. Ah ! but say

the emigration committee, they were mere paupers wlio

went abroad. This, however, will not serve tlieir

purpose,—for every nine out of ten who went abroad

were people of some capital—artisans, whose very
industry and ingenuity were the best capital of the

country,—men who were tax-payers as well as corn-
eaters, and who, in fact, were the pith and sinew of
our industry. So long as this system is encouraged,
agricultural distress must of necessity prevail.

Let any agriculturist ask himself the question,

—

who are our customers'! His answer will immedi-
ately be—our great manufactui-ing population. His
next question will be,—ought we to diminish that

population 1 Common sense answers no,—increase
it. How may it be increased ] By making it to

flourish. How may that be effected f By giving it

an untaxed raw material, and by taking off other di-

rect taxes which bear upon industry. What aie

these taxes 1 The tax on cotton, silk, and flax ; the

taxes on paper, soap, tea, and other necessaries.

What would be the result of the taking offsuch taxes 1

The result would be that the working population
who always endeavour to sell tlieir labour in the best

market, would remain at home, as they would be
enabled to live with less money ; they also get bet-

ter wages, as the tax on the raw material is always a

tax on wages—the manufactured article being re-

quired to be produced as cheap for re-sale as it can
be produced in other countries where the raw mate-
rial is not taxed. Would this have the efi:ect of
stopping emigration 1 Undoubtedly, How would
this affect agriculture ? It would keep the stomachs
at home to be employed in the profitable digestion
of corn. Ah ! but cry out the agriculturists—that
increases pauperism. The reply is that it increases
wealth in a threefold ralio, and pauperism, where
there is prosperity, is a mere bugbear. In fact to

encourage employment by making production cheap,
that is by taking the taxes off the necessaries of life,

is the ver)' best antidote to pauperism.
There are, no doubt, various other reasons for corn

having fallen below tlie price of production. First,

steam navigation, which has brought large tracts of
country, which formerly lay comparatively waste, in
Ireland, Scotland, and England, into competition
with old estates, and these have increased in value,
while the ancient lands have perhaps fallen in pro-
portion, making a kind of equalization. Secondly,

—

Rail-roads have produced a similar effect. Thirdly,
improvement in cultivation has increased production
to a great extent, even on old lands. In many cases
where draining has been used, the increase in pro-
duction is not less than 30 per cent. The bone ma-
nure, the facility of obtaining manure, the increase
of green crop, have all greatly added to the increase
of production. Had the increase of consumption
been kept to go on in a parallel line with that of pro-
duction, the prices would undoubtedly have kept
pace with tlie supply. But while impolitic duties
and taxes are permitted to remain on the raw mate-
rial and on the necessaries of life, the tide of emi-
gration will continue to flow to those countries
where similar articles are not taxed.

Had we had one million more people in England
manufacturing for other countries, in place of their

having gone into other countries to manufacture
there—to teach the natives to become our opponents,
we should have had one million more consumers
than we have ; this would have made agricultrre

prosperous; we should also have had one million

more tax-payers, which would have enabled Min-
nisters to take off the very taxes which have goaded
the artisans from their homes.
The answer will be—why, is not the manufactures

now flourishing"! Wliat would you have? My reply

is that such has been the case only since one half the

duty was taken off the raw material, and since a

considerable proportion of the taxes have been taken
off the necessaries of life.

If our legislators will work out that principle, tl)ey

will find that manufactures will improve yet more.

This will relieve the agricultural pauperism, which
has so long prevailed, and get the whole country

into action. This system of itself, and nothing but

this system can, by increasing an industrious popu-
lation, dispel the cloud of agricultural distress, but
by following a contrary policy, agricultural distress

will still prevail.

There is one fact self-evident, and therefore unde-
niable, on which the whole question of agricultural

prosperity depends, and that fact is the extent and
comfort of the labouring and manufacturing popu-
lation. By increasing the comforts and means of

subsistence of that class, their prosperity will be

promoted,—emigration stayed and population thereby

rapidly increased, I tliink that it will not be denied

that the increase of consumption is tiie first remedy
of low prices, and surely tJiat being obtained in agri-

cultural produce, distress will gradually vanish. I

should, in conclusion, with all deference, submit that
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the first enquiry of our legislature should be that of

making investigation how far the}' can safely remove

taxes from the first necessaries of life, and from that

which is a tax upon labour— viz., all duties paid

upon the raw material used in our manufactories.

A CUMBERLAND WEAVER.

THE TITHE COMMUTATION BILL.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE KENTISH OBSERVER.

Sir,—In perusing your valuable paper of Thurs-
day last, the 7th instant, my attention was drawn
to an extract from the Farmers's Magazine on the
" Tithe Commutation Bill" now before parlia-

ment. Although I dissent from some of the ob-

servations which have been made by the writer,

yet the good sense, and practical knowledge,
which, for the most part, distinguish that publica-

tion, entitle it to much respect, and induces me to

suppose that one of the statements has arisen

rather from inadvertency than from want of infor-

mation, and from not having gone into the details

necessary to ascertain how far it is supported
either by figures or by facts.

The statement to which I allude is as follows :
—

" The deduction of 25 per cent, from the usual
demand of tithes is purely nominal, and will not
affect the clergy, who have been accustomed to

this outlay, and even more, in the expenses attend-

ant on the collection of tithes." To this point I

will confine myself in the present letter, and will

endeavour to shew that, so far as regards the col-

lection of rectorial tithes, the grounds upon which
this estimate are made are untenable. Although
not distinctly expressed, I presume that " the
collection" is intended to embrace not only the
cost of collecting, but all the subsequent expenses
incident to the conversion of the tithes into

money, and upon that supposition I will proceed
to an examination of the diiferent items of the
account.

In the letter which I addressed to the Editor of

the Morning Herald, on the 21st of March, and
which he kindly inserted in his paper of the 26th
of that month, I publicly off^ered " to enter into a
contract with the rector of Murston, and the lay
impropriators of Bapchild and Tonge, (three pa-
rishes immediately contiguous to my own,) not
only to collect all the rectorial tithes due to them
in their respective parishes, but to pay the
threshers, they might think proper to employ,
the whole expense of threshing, to find a barn or
barns for the reception of their produce, and to

carry out that produce, when threshed, to any
mart, or private customer, (the distance not to

exceed 4 miles,) for the straw and horsemeat
only." I now renew this offer through the
medium of your valuable paper (not with any
hope of its being accepted), and will endeavour
to shew that the collection of the rectorial tithes

of a parish, so far from being a source of loss, is

one of considerable profit to the party entitled to

collect them. In illustration of this part of the
subject, I will first take the article of wheat, and
assume that the tithes of 100 acres of wheat are tobe
collected: and I will further suppose (for, din-ing

a series of years, I have grown, upon an average,
more than that quantity myself,) that the produce
of those lOO acres will amount, communibus annis,
to 40 shocks per acre. On the 10 acres due to the
tithe proprietor there will, on this calculation, be
400 shocks of wheat ; in fertile years, these 400

shocks will produce 400 bushels of wheat, or .50

quarters, which, at 50s per quarter, will amount
to 125i, and the straw arising from them, and the

horsemeat produced by the operation of threshing,

added to the amount of the wheat, will constitute

the aggregate value of the gross produce.
With the vie\v of ascertaining the weight of

straw contained in 10 sheaves of wheat, taken

indiscriminately from the stack (and provincially

termed a shock), I directed my bailiff to have that

quantity threshed, and immediately weighed. The
weight was 84§lbs. Four hundred shocks of

wheat, therefore, will produce 33,8001bs of straw,

which reduced into London loads of 36 trusses,

each truss weighing 361bs, will amount to 26 loads,

and 1041bs. The price of straw in the London
markets fluctuating, for the most part, from 30s

to 42s per load, would average 36s. At the pre-

sent time, it might be stated at 34s. I will, there-

fore, take this price, and apply it in the first

instance, to those districts which are within reach
of the London markets, or of great towns, in

which the price will be nearly the same.

£,. s. d, Per Contra.

26 loads ofstraw £. s. d.

at 34s 42 Carrrying 10a.

100 baskets of of wheat with

horsemeat, 8d. 3 6 8 8 horses in 4
waggons, at

£45 6 8 25s per team
Ded. expenses 27 6 of 4 horses

and 2 men. ..210
Balance in favor 4 additional la-

of collector £18 8 borers, at 5s. 10
Threshing 50qs

at 4s 10

Binding261o3ds
of straw, at Is 1 6

IteamlOdaysin
carrying straw

to market 10

Carrying out

50qsat Is.. . 2 10

£27 6

I will next take the price of straw sold in the
country (distance 4 miles^ at 25s per load.
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T will now endeavour to shew what is the real

per centage on these estimates in the three several

cases

:

1st Case. £. s, d.

50qrs wheat at 50s...l25

Straw and horsemeat 45 6 8

170 6
25 per cent would be 42 11
Actual expenses ... 27 6

than 16 per cent.

2nd Case. £. s.

Wheat 125
Straw and horsemeat 35 16

or something more

d.

160 16
25per cent would be 40 4
Actual expenses... 22 6

3d Case, £. s.

Wheat 125
Straw and horsemeat 26 14

2

or less than 14 per ct.

d.

151 14 8

25per cent would be 37 18 8

Expenses 16 or less than 11 per ct.

In the 2nd and 3d cases the value of the straw

and horsemeat is much less than 25 per cent, of

the gross produce, and yet leaves a large profit

for the collector ; in the 1st case, it is rather

more than 25 per cent, and leaves a much larger

profit.

In making these estimates, I have put the ex-

penses at a higher rate than it costs me to collect

the tithes arising from 100 acres of wheat, and
have been desirous of fixing the value of the straw

and horsemeat at a lower jirice than upon an

average of seven years they will probably produce.

If there be any errors, I can only say that they
are not intentional on my part, and are open to

coi-rection ; but, I feel confident, that the respec-

tive balances cannot be materially reduced; that

in each case there will be a considerable profit

;

and that the assumption, that " in no case can
tithes be collected at less than 25 per cent, of the

value of the gross produce," is not only not sup-

ported by facts, but is utterly destitute of founda-
tion. I am, &c.

W. JOHN LUSHINGTON.
Rodmersham Lodge,

Sittin
ffbourne, April 11.

TITHES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE EXETER AND PLYMOUTH
GAZETTE.

" The simple and easy mode of settling the Tithe
Question," which was published in a Thursday's con-
temporary, of the 24th ultimo, appears to me to be so

deservin": of circulation, that I shall be obhged to you
for giving' it a place in your widely ranging paper of

this week.
" Fix a maximum of composition to be taken in lieu

of tithes, at so much in the pound, of the value of the

land calculated by the gToss rent, or by the valuation

of two competent judges; and in case of any difference

of opinion that difference to be decided by a third.
" The composition to vary accconling to soil, circum-

stances and situations, say from 2s 6d to 3s 6d, in the

pound for rectorial ; from 15d to 21 d for vicarial ; and
from 2s to 2s 6d for lay impropriate tithes.—Agreements
renewable every four or seven years.

AN OLD TITHE PAYER.

THE TITHE COMMUTATION BILL.

Sir,—No topic can be more interesting to the far-

mer, at the present moment, than the Tithe Commu-
tation Bill. I beg leave therefore to offer to your

readers some remarks, which may tend to bring home
to the mind of every farmer the means of ascertaining

what will be the future effect of the bill in his own
particular case.

The essential principles of the hill are to be found

in the 29th clause, and to this clause all the other

provisions of the bill are subordinate or subservient

;

it regulates the mode by which the future rent-charge

is to be computed. From the gross amount of the

annual produce of a farm, on an average of the last

seven years, 25 or 40 per cent, is to be deducted
;

25 per cent, if the tithe hitherto payable has been
equal in value to the sura that would be the result

of that alatement, and 40 per cent, if the sura hi-

therto paid has been inferior to the sum that would

be the result of the abatement of 40 per cent. On
the amount that would result from either of these

abatements or any intermediate abatement, the future

annual rent-charge would be established.

In order to elucidate the effect of this clause, I will

here offer to your readers a homely illustration of

what would he the future workings of the bill, in re-

gard to the farms around me. I took upon myself,

for a time, the powers of a commissioner under the

bill, and put the following questions to a neighbouring

farmer, to which he gave me the answers that I

report.

Q.—What is the quantity of land on yourfai-m'?

A.—130 acres.

Q.—What is your rent 1

A.—£50 per annum.
Q.—What is the amount of your composition for

tithe 1

A.—£11 10s.

Q.—Do you. or does your rector, pay rates on the

amount of your tithe "?

The farmer could not give a decided answer to this

question, but I have since ascertained that the rates

are paid by the farmei, which would enhance the

tithe to the amount of £14.
Q.—What number of acres of wheat do you grow

annually on an average 1

A.—About 25 acres.

Q.—What number of acres of oats'?

A.—About 25 acres.

Q.—What quantity of barley, beans, peas, tares,

clover, or other produce 1

A.—(After some computation)—About 37 acres.

Q.—How do you account for the remaining acres

of your farm 1

A.—It is chiefly unproductive as to tithe, being

fallow, old lay, hedge rows, or road ways, and a

small part woodland.
My next interrogatories drew from him the fol-

lowing estimate of the gross annual value of his pro-

duce on an average of the last seven years.

25 acres of wheat £250
25 oats 150

37 other produce 150

£550

I must here observe, that the amount of produce

on the farm alluded to, (which farm presents gene-

rally a fair average of the rent, tithe, and produce,

of the farms in this neighbourhood), may appear

large in regard to rent, but it is land of heavy

and expensive tillage, and of little natural fertility
;

on which a large produce is obtained only by a great

outlay of capital, and not two-thirds of the estimated
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amount of gross produce can come into the fanner's

pocket. The amount of tithe on such lands has been

kept down by restricting cultivation ;
tithe has been

moderated, that cultivation might not be abandoned,

and all tithe be lost ; and enlarged and improved

cultivation has been the result of moderated tithe.

Now the bill treacherously and unjustly assumes this

improved cultivation as the basis of the future rent-

charge, without any regard to the value or rent of

land.

I will now suppose the commissioner givingjudg-

ment in the case adduced. Assuming, probably,

somewhat of the hypocrite, he will say to the farmer

or the landlord—" The clergy, anxious to promote

harmony and good will in their respective neighbour-

hoods, are generously disposed to abate even to the

extent of 40 per cent, of their just claims. The act

of Parliament, in that spirit of conciliation, releases

to you 40 per cent, of your produce tithe free ; de-

ducting then this 40 per cent, from £550, the amount
of your gross produce, the remainder will be £330

;

and your settled tithe to be commuted into a rent-

charge will be £33, payable half yearly." Thus the

farm that has hitherto paid about £14 for tithe, would

be, by the award of the commissioner, liable to an

annual rent-charge of £33 ; variable,^ however, in

the manner which shall be presently explained.

Clause 44 provides for the conversion of the money
payment, or rent-charge, which is to be computed,
in the manner I have mentioned, into a corn rent, of

which the money payment would be annually varia-

ble according to the price of corn, in the following

manner. The award or written contract for the com-
mutation of tithe into a corn rent is to specify the

quantity of wheat, barley, and oats, which the sum
decided on by the commissioner would have pur-

chased, on an average of the seven years previous to

the contract,—had such sum been expended, one-

third in the purchase of wheat, one-third in the pur-

chase of oats, and one-third in the purchase of barley ;

and the sum thereafter annually payable would
be such as, according to the annual statement of

the comptroller of corn returns, would purchase
the quantity of wheat, oats, and barley, specified

in the contract. There is this palpable grie-

vance and injustice in the proposed variation of

the rent-charge. In a bad season the price of corn

might be doubled ; but the benefit of increased price

would belong rather to the foreign merchant than to

the home gi-ower ; because, in bad seasons, the far-

mer is generally compelled to carry his corn to an
early and unfavourable market, and he would be
liable, if a party to the award of the commissioners,

to an increased payment, under circumstances when
he could least afford it.

Clause 45 enacts that the tenant be empowered to

deduct from his rent the amount of each half-yearly

rent-charge, which he will be compelled to pay in

preference to all other claims upon his land.

How then is the landlord to be indemnified ? It is

a curious circumstance that the solution of this im-
portant question is no where indicated by any mar-
ginal note on the bill, but is to be found, however,
in the 17th clause. Tiie landlord, in requital for the

rent-charge, which is to be deducted from his rent, is

to be placed in the situation of the original tithe

owner, and is to possess all the powers of the origi-

nal tithe owner for enforcing from his tenant the

render of tithe in kind, or of any composition in lieu

thereof. The landlord in fact is to change places
with the tithe owner, and to become himselfan odious
tithe collector. The bill should rather be called a

commutation of tithe owner, than a commutation of
tithe. Hitherto, harmony and good-will have gene-

rally prevailed between the landlord and the tenant

—contention and discord between the tenant and the

clergy ; hereafter landlord, clergy, and tenant will

be embroiled in mutual strife and animosities.

There is yet one other clause in the bill that I will

notice ; it is the 47th clause. Should the half-yearly

payment of the rent-charge, to be awarded by the bill,

be forty days in arrear, even though it may not have
been legally demanded, the owner of the rent-charge,

lay or ecclesiastic, may enter upon the lands assigned

for the payment—eject both landlord and tenant

—

and take the land to farm on his own account, till

his demand and all his expenses be satisfied.

The bill has evidently been framed under the au-

spices of the clergy, and for their benefit, it would
add 50 or 100 per cent, to their revenues. The law
charges that would attend the awards of the commis-
sioners would be enormous ; litigation would be in-

terminable ; even dead men under the provisions of

the bill are to continue parties to suits at law (see

clause 36) ; and that the clergy may not be discou-

raged, they are allowed by the bill ('see clause 42),
to borrow money for law expenses, and charge their

benefices for twenty years with the repayment. The
farmer has long and earnestly desired an equitable

commutation of tithe that his industry might be free

;

now, far better will it be for him to bear yet for a

while the wrongs he suffers, than that the present

bill should pass into a law.

I am. Sir, your faithful and obedient servant,

WILLIAM MARTER.
Shelly's farm, Knockholt.

Tlie best answer to those unprincipled scribes

who assuming to be of no parti/, embrace every

opportunity of calumniating the present Ministers

by representing them as hostile to the Agricultural

interest is furnished by the conduct of Mr. Poulett

Thompson in the House of Commons on Thurs-
day nigiit last. Mr. Robinson moved

" For the appointment of a Select Committee to
inquire into the regulations and restrictions under
which foreign corn might be admitted to entry, for

the purpose of being manufactured into flour and re-

exported without prejudice to the public revenue or
to the agricultural interests."

Mr. Thompson said tliathe had no objection to

the foreign corn in the country being ground in

bond, provided all the produce of the corn so ground
were i^e-exported. This did not meet the object of

Mr. Robinson, who wished that the flour only

should be exported, and he accordingly divided

the House upon the motion. We imagine there

will scarcely be any one found possessed of hardi-

hood enough to say that Mr. P. Thomson did not

regard the interests of the Agriculturists in this

matter. We doubt not this fact will remain un-

noticed by this disinterested friend of the Agricul-

tural interest, as did that part of the account of the

deadi of Lord Sondes, which marked his magnifi-

cent liberality in allowing a year's rent to his

tenantry.

—

Mark Lane Express,

We are assured on the authority of persons who pro-

fess to know the working' of tlie New Poor Law in Suf-

folk, that " 1.50 out of 280,000/ per annum will be

saved, and the deserving poor be far better off.

—

Sussex

Advertiser,
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ISLINGTON MARKET.
FROM THE MARK LANE EXPRESS, OF MONDAY APRIL 18.

The opening of the New Market at Islington

this day has, during the past week, formed a lead-

ing topic of discussion an:iongst those whose busi-

ness has hitherto taken them to Smithfield. As
there may be some of our readers who are unac-

quainted with the magnificence of the undertaking

in which Mr. Perkins has embarked with so much
public spirit, we briefly state for their information,

that the New Islington Market covers 15 acres of

ground, whilst the area of Smithfield is only 4f
acres, exclusive of a small addition which has

recently been made to it. The capital already

expended upon the New Market amounts to

£100,000. It IS capable of accommodating with

ease and comfort, both to the animals themselves,

and the persons attending the Market, 7,000
Beasts, 40,000 Sheep, 1,000 Pigs, and 500 calves,

and is amply supplied with water from wells sunk
on the premises, and worked by a windmill. It is

really surprising that opposed as Mr. Perkins has

been by the wealth and influence of the Corpora-
tion of the City of London he should have so far

succeeded as to have carried his plan into execution

almost single-handed ; he has, however, received

most invcduable assistance both in and out of the

House ofCommons from Mr. nandley,the Member
for Lincolnshire, a circumstance which will afford

ample evidence to the agriculturists that there is

nothing in the scheme prejudicial to their interests.

To those who have attended Smithfield on a mar-
ket-day no argument is requisite to prove the

necessity of the removal of the cattle market to a

more extended site. The cruelty inflicted on the

animals in driving and huddling them together in

masses, and the fever excited, and consequent in-

jury to the meat, from want of water, can only be
appreciated by those who have been eye-witnesses

of what takes place during the night preceding,

and upon the market-day. It may meet the views

of some parties, but it cannot be to the advantage

of the grazier that his beasts should, by their lank

and worried aspect be deteriorated as far as ap-

pearance goes to the extent of 30s. or 40s. per

head. To those who have not had the opportunity

of witnessing the state of Smithfield on a full mar-
ket-day, the best evidence of the necessity of re-

moving it to a move suitable spot, will be found in

the report of a deputation from the Common
Council of the City of London, appointed to con-
fer with the Lords of the Privy Council for the

Board of Trade, to the Select Committee for letting

the City lands in 1809. After considerable dis-

cussion between theirLordshipsand the deputation
respecting the enlargement of Smithfield market,
their Lordships distinctly stated

—

" That such enlargement would by no means afford

tlie accommodation required, particularly in a place
so much intersected with Public Streets and Ways,
throug-h which a very considerable part of tlie Com-
mercial Traflick of the jMetropolis necessarily passed
daily u-ith Carts, Drays, and other Carriages, wliich

occasion a great injury to the Cattle in the present

Market-Place, AND CANNOT BK PREVENTED
BY ANY ENLARGEiMENT THEREOF, and
much less provide for such progressive increase of

the Business of the Market, as might reasonably be

expected ; and therefore it appeared to them THAT
THE REMOVAL of the MARKET was necessary,
to the nearest and most convenient situation at which
not less than 12 Acres of uninterrupted space could
be obtained."

If such were the opinions of their lordships in

1809 how much more necessary must the removal
be in 1836, when the quantity of cattle sold
in Smithfield Market has so enormously increased.
At that period, " 12 acres of uninterrupted space''

were deemed requisite; Mr. Perkins has now
provided 15 acres. There are two points now
urged against tiie proprietor of the Islington Mar-
ket. First, that he has been guilty of a breach
of faith, in promising not to interfere with
Smithfield if he were permitted to open his

Market at Islington ; and Secondly, that in re-

fusing to suffer the same individuals to act as
Bankers at his Market and at Smithfield, he seeks

to establish a monopoly for his own benefit. With
respect to the first charge, we apprehend it is by
no means generally known that the pledge alluded

to was given before the compensation clause was
introduced. That if the Bill had passed in its

original state Mr. Perkins would have rigidly ad-
hered to his promise, but that when his opponents
succeeded in altering the Bill in a way which
operated prejudicially to him, he considered him-
self, as every other man would, absolved from his

promise. In regard to the second charge having
reference to the Bankers it is well known that they
have been the most active opponents of the New
Market. A numerous body of graziers throughout
the country have pledged themselves to give their

support to those individuals only who will en-
courage the Islington Market. Would it be wise ?

would it be honest in Mr. Perkins to afford the

least indulgence to those individuals who, although
they might perform the mechanical duties de-
volving upon them at the Islington Market with
correctness, yet would by their acts and expres-

sions in other respects do all in their power to

thwart the wishes of himself and his friends? We
feel persuaded that Mr. Perkins will succeed to

the utmost extent of his wishes, and the New
Market will long stand a monument of his public
spirit. We desire that he should be amply repaid

for the capital he has embarked, and the risk he
has run. But if we could discover the slightest

disposition to avail himself of the voice of public

opinion loudly expressed in favour of his plan, for

the purpose of establishing a monopoly for his own
advantage, we would be the first to point out the

deception, and to resist the attempt.

Bone-dust strewed lightly over the rows where peas,
beans, or any other seeds are sown, will insure a finer

and more healthy plant than any other kind of manure.
It should not be buried in the soil ; its virtue is carried
downward by the moisture from the land, which re-

tains its productive quality for two or three seasons.

In Yorkshire, the farmers have availed themselves of it

to a very great extent, and find it cheaper even for

wheat and barley crops, than the best compost. It is not
unfrcqiient there to see the name of the proprietor of an
estate written on his lawn with luxuriant grass, pro-
duced only by drilling fine bone dust in the track of the
letters, which may be delineated with chalk or the small
end ofa walk-sticking.— Correspondent of the Suffolk
Chronicle.
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ETIQUETTE OF THE FIELD.

At the request of a correspondent, we take

up the pen to give our opinion upon a sub-

ject, which we nevertheless approach with

diffidence ; not that it requires more than or-

dinary preception or moderate powers of de-

scription, not that sophistry, syllogism, or

abstruse logical deduction, is requisite in its

illustrative elucidation ; but, as it has never

yet been placed before the eyes of the Sport-

ing World through the medium of the beau-
tiful science of writing, and consequently
not received the unqualified or indisputable

sanction of statutary enactment, old sports-

men as we are, we feel some degree of hesi-

tation in assuming the office of Arbiter Ele-
gantiarum to our generous and highly-es-

teemed fraternity. However, as our voca-

bulary will, in all human probability, be in-

complete, and therefore susceptible of im-
provement, we earnestly solicit the corrective

and eraendatory communications of those who
have more successfully studied the subject,

and are consequently better calculated to

illustrate it.

Of the various branches of Field Sports,

hunting, strictly so called, or following the

hounds, being infinitely more important than
any other, is entitled to priority of considera-

tion. This diversion is not only conducted
with spirit and elegance, but with a degree
of liberality unknown to every other ramifi-

cation of the chase : as a proof of which it

may be said to commence with making known
the fixtures, through the medium of the public

prints, in order that those who are anxious to

enjoy it may be apprised in due time of the

places where the hounds meet, and where the

field are therefore expected to assemble.

If the term festival cannot be correctly ap-

plied to the fixture or meeting, it must be re-

garded as an assemblage where the sparkling

joy of eager anticipation animates every coun-
tenance ; nor indeed is this pleasing excite-

ment confined to the sportsmen, since their

gallant steeds never fail to express their plea-

singly impatient expectations in a manner too

impressively palpable to be for one moment
mistaken ; whilst the sagacious well taught

pack evince their lively joy by indications

equally intelligible.

Hacks are exchanged for hunters ; when,
after the lapse of a few minutes, the word is

given, and the hounds rush into cover ; while

the field place themselves in such a manner
as, if possible, to induce the fox to break
away over the most eligible part of the coun-
try. All is still and breathless expectation,

except perhaps the pawing of an impatient

steed, the half playful rearing of another, till

the well-recognized signal is borne on the

breeze, and " Hark to Ringwood ! Have at

him there!" thrills through the nerves, im-

pressing a sensation which no form of words
can imagine to the mind :

—*' Tally ho ! Tally

ho! There he goes!" The huntsman goes
away with the leading hounds, but not a
sportsman ought to stir till the hounds are

fairly away, when each should take his place,

and keep it. However, it not unfrequently
happens that, at this critical moment, the
hurly-burly riders, and ill-mounted horse-
men, render themselves conspicuous by what
may be expressively enough termed crossing
and jostling, in which the genuine sportsman
runs the risk of having his horse or himself
injured, and in which the uncouth, ill-man-

nered, impudent clowns to which I have just

alluded, frequently get unhorsed. Apropos:
some few years have rolled over heads, since

we met Lord Anson's (now Earl of Lichfield)

hounds in Leicestershire (at Kirby) : a fox
was found in a gorse cover at a short dis-

tance, which went away in gallant style in

face of the whole field. The hurly-burly riders

(consisting, as is generally the case, of the

lower and illiterate grades of yeomanry,
butchers, &c.,) could not be restrained : so that

as the hounds left the cover they were thrown
into confusion by the random galloping of
these semi-barbarians. However, at the first

fence, three of these blustering bull-headed
fellows were laid sprawling, one of whom in

coming to the ground, pitched so completely
on his head, his bare head, that we fully ex-
pected he would rise no more : but, nimporte,
he gathered himself up, shook his dirty locks,

looked round him, but did not attempt to re-

mount ; that genuine sportsman and accom-
plished gentleman, Sir .J. L. L. Kaye, cannot
have forgotten the circumstance. If the scent

be good, these Englisk-KentiicJiians are dis-

tanced in a few minutes ; but, if unfortunately,

the hounds are brought to cool hunting, they

become troublesome—very troublesome.

In saying that every sportsman, as soon as

the hounds were fairly away, should take his

place and keep it, we do not wish it to be

understood, that the field are to go abreast
" like the horses of the sun," as Beckford
would say, but that they should not cross each
other : there are always a few choice spirits

who uniformly take the lead, and a good
sportsman need think it no disgrace to follow

in the wake of such accomplished workmen
as the worthy Baronet already mentioned, Mr.
Little Gilmour, Mr. John White, Lord Dela-
mere, Mr. James Tomkinson, the veteran

Stephen Denston, and some scores of others

whom we could mention.

Gates need not alwai/s be jumped; on the

contrary, it will frequently happen that a
number of sportsmen approach a gate, when,
from picking a cold scent, a check, or other

circumstances, it may be convenieutiy opened.

It should be passed one at a time, and held by

one till the next in succession has hold of it;

thus, it is passed as pleasantly as possible.

To the credit of fox-hunters, we never wit-

nessed a breach of this highly-laudable de-

corum or etique;te, except by an ill-tempered

Noble Earl, whom it is not necessary to de-

signate more intelligibly. The la.st time we
saw the late and much lamented Sir Harry
Goodricke in the field, we observed him very

good naturedly return to re-open a gate for
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a veterau, whose snow-white locks and
withered frame seemed to indicate an un-
usual length of years, but whose expressive
eye brightened with pleasure at this mark of

attention from the forwardest of the forward

:

the aged sportsman did not appear in the

livery of the field (scarlet) ; he was evidently

a yeoman of the good old legitimate sort.

When it so happens that the hurly-burly crew
to whom we have already alluded, approach
a gate, a circumstance of frequent occurrence

in going from one cover to another, confusion

seldom fails to ensue. We have a crooked,

but very impressive, remembrance of a cir-

cumstance of this description ; being out in

Charnwood Forest with Mr. Osbaldeston's

hounds, and picking a cold scent from the

base of Whittle Hill towards Ulscroft Woods,
a gate was driven towards us, by one of these

pests to the hunting field, with considerable

violence; we received it on our right hand,
the force principally operating on the thumb

;

we never felt more acute pain than what re-

sulted from this very unpleasant and unwel-
come contact, which lasted for some minutes,
nor have we been able to straighten our
wounded thumb since.

The hounds should never be pressed upon
by the horsemen :— if indeed it be a brilliant

scent, there is nothing to be apprehended on
this account with modern fox-hounds :—and,
in following another person over a fence, an
interval of time should be allowed to elapse

sufficient to ascertain that no accident has
happened to your predecessor, but that he has
got fairly over it and is out of the way.
Never meet hounds in the face, if it be

possible to avoid it ; but, should a contact

with them be found unavoidable (in a lane,

for instance) turn jour horse's head the con-
trary way till they have passed.

Should a sportsman near you become un-
horsed, etiquette (and humanity also) requires

that ycu should ascertain if he be hurt or

not : in the first case, you must consider

yourself bound to render him all the assist-

ance in your power; in the second, you may
leave him to shift for himself. You are not
bound, by etiquette, to catch his horse for

him, should the animal have galloped oft'

;

but, if you can conveniently get hold of the
animal, hitch the bridle upon the first gate-
post you meet with, if you do not choose to

wait for the arrival of the rider (the hounds
going best pace) ; it sometimes happens under
such circumstances that persons are working
in the field, or a countryman may be at hand,
to whom the loose nag can be very conve-
niently handed over.

It will sometimes happen that several

sportsmen come to an obstacle that renders
dismounting advisable or perhaps indispen-
sable, where turning the horse over is found
requisite : the matter becomes easy of accom-
plishment by catching for each other.

Formerly, on the death of the fox, a scram-
ble took place for the brush ; however, at the

present day, no gentleman ever thinks of dis-

mounting for such a purpose. It is the busi-

ness of the huntsman and his assistant whips,

to deprive the fox of the appendage in ques-
tion, as well as to prepare his carcase for the

honourable sepulchre that awaits him. Should
any gentleman be anxious for the brush, he
should make known his wishes to the hunts-
man, who will hand it to him—and of course
expect a gratuity in return.

We are not aware of a greater breach of
field etiquette that riding before or amongst
the hounds under any circumstances. No-
thing can be more vexatious to a genuine
sportsman, or more trying to the temper of a
huntsman. It is sufficient to drive a huntsman
mad ; and, if, under such circumstances, he
resorts to language more impassioned, or more
impressively boisterous, than usual, it ought
not to give the slightest offence to those to

whom it is addressed. Sportsmen should get

outofthe way of the huntsman on all occasions.

Like hunting, shooting is a social amuse-
ment ; which, however, does not admit of that

aggregate number of companions which gives

a superior degree of animation to the cover

side and the impetuous field. It is true,

Battu shooting may include half a dozen
marksmen ; but we could never persuade our-

selves to consider it in the light of legitimate

diversion ; it is an exotic which cannot be

rendered indigenous in the British Isles ; it

has been on the wane for some years, and we
heartil)^ wish it was altogether returned to

the mongrel sportsmen of the Continent from
whom it was very foolishly borrowed. But,

as there is something like etiquette in this

barbarous wholesale-slaughter system, we
must waste a dip of the pen on the subject.

In those covers where battu shooting takes

place, there are paths formed, along which
the sportsmen can walk very conveniently,

while others move forward on the outsides.

To render this diversion—(if indeed diversion

it can be called!) as free from danger as pos-

sible, the sportsmen should move forward

parallel with each other ; in fact, whether

moving or when they become stationary, this

parallel position should be observed, the in-

fringement of which must be regarded as a

breach of etiquette. If the cover be so nar-

row that interior walks are rendered unne-

cessary, the party is divided, and should be

careful to proceed parallel with each other, as

in the former ease.

By a very easy movement or transition, we
arc brought to hedge-row shooting, where the

parallel movement becomes indispensable to

the safety of the sportsmen, as may be very

obviously perceived. We have enjoyed ex-

cellent diversion in hedge-row shooting at

both cocks and peasants, and it has happened
more than once that our own gun and that of

our companion have been discharged so pre-

cisely at the same moment that we have each

been unconscious of the circumstance till an

oral explanation has taken place, if the smoke
from the opposite gun had not already placed

the matter beyond all doubt.
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If we except battus, shooting does not ad-

mit of more than two sportsmen in what may
be strictly called a companionship ; and, as in

the precedingcase,they should proceed abreast

of each other. On the springing of a covey

(or the rising of a hrood, for in partridge and
grouse shooting the same rules of etiquette are

applicable;) each shooter selects a bird on

his own side, in order to avoid cross-firing or

dispute as to who brought down the bird, in

case only one falls. An illustrative apostrophe

will not be deemed out of place. Two friends

of the writer, (who are still liviseg) Mr. B—

y

and Mr. S—w, the former a fair shot, the lat-

ter, having acquired the custom of shutting

both eyes and jerking his head when he pulled

the trigger, was never of course certain of

killing a bird ; however, when shooting in

company, he seldom failed to claim the bird.

These two went out together in the early part

of the month of September; the dogs drew
and stood ; the covey got up ; bang went the

gun of Mr. S—w, and, as chance would have
it, a brace of birds fell; this gentleman,
whose eyes had been firmly closed during the

operation, opened them time enough to see

a bird fall from the gun of Mr. B—y, which
he immediately claimed :

" Then, (said the

latter gentleman) these t vo must be mine,"
as he advanced and picked up the birds in

question. On another occasion, when the

writer happened to be shooting in company
with Mr. S—w, a cock pheasant accidentally

rose before him ; and, as it presented as fine a
mark as possible, it was easily brought down.
It was immediately claimed by our worthy
friend, Mr. S—w, though the writer was very
well aware his gun had missed fire, which, on
investigation, Mr. S—w was compelled to

admit.
On the springing of a covey, select the bird

on your own side, as we have already ob-

served ; but it may sometimes happen, on the

rising of a single bird, for instance, that both
sportsmen may fire without being guilty of
a breach of etiquette. Whatever game may
be killed in the course of the day, it should
be equally divided between the parties.

If one party of shooters come in contact

with another, they should ascertain each
other's intentions as to the future beat or

range, and on no account vexatiously cross or

jostle, as a jockey would express it. If a

party be found in possession of a certain tract

of moor or country, the second party should
immediately retire or withdraw.

Above all, let sportsmen keep steadily in

view, the maxim, never to let others surpass
them in politeness.

Coursing has been a favourite amusement
from the earliest periods to the present time

;

and has of late years been classified and im-
proved to the greatest extent perhaps of which
it is susceptible. We consider it a gross

breach of etiquette toslipmore than a couple
of greyhounds at the same hare, and yet we
have not very unfrequently seen it practised,

—in a part of the country, however, where,

owing to the frequency of dry pits fringed
with brushwood, and similar blinking places,
two dogs were scarcely a fair match for a
hare. Yet more than a couple of greyhounds
ought never to be slipped.
There are various coursing clubs in dif-

ferent parts of the country, the rules and re-
gulations of which may vary according to

circumstances ; but generally speaking, if

persons be appointed to See-ho! the game,
the field should allow them to be a reasonable
distance in advance. He who slips the dogs
should also be in advance of the field, but
not so forward as the finders. The field should
move forward abreast ; and, if there happen
to be no special finders appointed, no hare
can be thus missed. In some parts of the
country, horses are used in coursing, while in

the marshy parts of it (where the most satis-

factory diversion is generally obtained,J they
are precluded by the nature of the ground.

TITHE BILL.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE COURIER,

Sir,—The tithe bill of the best Ministers England
ever had is most shameful. It must not pass in its pre-
sent shape, or it will punish all the best farmers in
Eng-land for being- industrious. This I do know, that
notwithstanding' the low price of produce the last seven
years, that fanning: is improved more than it did in half
a century before j the fields are hollow indeed with
drains, and manure at Liverpool is 9s per ton at this

moment. My father never paid any more, thoug-h he
sold his wheat at a g-uinea a bushel : and is it right that

the parsons, who neither labour nor toil, should enjoy
the fruits of all this industry? Freely they have re-

ceived and freely they ought to give ; even the lay pro-
prietors bought their tithes for almost nothing. I advise
the IMinisters to drop the bill this session ; the parsons
are delighted with it— this I know to be a fact. In the
mean time let the farmers in every part of the kingdom
tell all they know to the reform members. I shall tell

my complaints to Mr. Ewart, of Liverpool, and Mr.
Thorneley.of Wolverhampton ; I will make them com-
pletely master of the subject ; this is the way we must
do. Once more, then, I beg of our good Ministers not
to attempt to pass the bill this session.

I am, yours,
A FARMER OF WEST DERBY.

6th April, 1836.

Our Breconshire correspondent says that the de-
struction of sheep and lambs on all the hilly farms is

unabated—he mentions several farmers who have lost

from 200 to 300 each ! And he adds, that of the lambs
not one in seven will escape. There had been snow
and sleet for five days successively, and it was still

lying deep on the high grounds. Not a grain of oats

had been sown, and only part of a field here and there

ploughed. He states that in the spring of 1786, (50

years ago,) there was a similar season, when the first

oats in his neighbourhood were sown on the 12th April.

We are sorry to confirm the above report from accounts
received from all the .adjoining districts. Many -thou-

sand sheep have perished in the upper parishes of the

three counties which meet at Ramny, and more than
three-fourths'of the mountain lambs. One correspon-

dent says that he saw 14 sheep dead in one small field
;

and the Coedcae, the Banwaun, and the Waun ai-e

strewed with them. The same season which is de-

structive to sheep, kills the hares ; and many of these

are also found dead.— Welshman.
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HORSEMANSHIP.
ROAD-RIDING.

In giving instruction for the accomplishment of

any art or science, what may be called (for want of

a better expression) the precision of systematic

description becomes absolutely requisite, in order

to avoid that confusion which could scarcely fail to

arise from any other method. But, althougli such a

plan appeared the best calculated to answer the

object in view, it is higlily proper, in this place, to

observe, that, after the pupil has studied all the

foregoing lessons, and comes to apply them to

practice on the road, or in the ordinary occurrences

of life, it is not expected, that, under every cir-

cumstance, he should rigidly adopt the- formality

or stiffness of the school, which however advis-

able throughout the probationary period, should

become ease and gracefulness thereafter. The
lessons are the rudiments and essential principles,

which, in after practice, are to constitute the

system, but characterised by an easy elegance

which shall, at the same time give confidence and
security to the rider.

Those who are employed by horse-dealers to

show horses are hastily thought, at least by those

who are ignorant of the true and beautiful art of

horsemanship, to ride well. These are mostly

persons who have, from early life, been about
horses, and thus acquire confidence, while constant

practise gives them a firm seat. Their object is to

show the horse, as they thinl<, to the best advan-
tage, which, with them, constitutes the very acm6
of perfection in riding. For this purpose, they

sit as stiff as possible, divide the reins, place their

hands low, keep the horse's nose down, and drive

him forward, with the spurs, as fast as possible.

This method answers the dealer's purpose, since

many of the horses, thus exhibited, are lame or

unsound in some respects, and by this means their

imperfections are much less discernible.

In the previous pages I have had occasion to

notice grooms, and I must here again observe,

that these persons, from constant practice, ought
to ride well, and most of them do acquire a firm

steady seat, while very few seem to understand the

skilful operation of the hands ; and hence may be
perceived the reason of the difficulty they experi-

ence in the management of an unruly horse :

further, many of them handle a quiet horse so
roughly as to render him restless and impatient,

which often ends in a contest. Many high-bred,
well-fed horses manifest a spirit consonant with
their breeding and condition ; and though they
may be checked by a harsh severe hand, are never-
theless in-itated by it. The rider becomes irritated

also by the impatience to which he has provoked
the horse—he therefore applies the spurs, the

horse becomes more violent and ungovernable, and
a contest is the result, which does not always end
in the defeat of the horse ; and indeed, end how it

may, the liorse's temper is soured by the circum-
stance, and, if violent means be continued, the horse
is ruined. The mild, but effective, operation of the

hand should render the horse obedient, and it

should, at the same time, be characterized by ease,

deUcacy, and elegance. Under such circum-
stances, if the horse has been irritated, his temper
cools by degrees ; and there are few horses so vio-

lent, hot, and impatient, that will not be restrained

by these means

.

Keeping in mind and acting upon tlie principles

of horsemanship already laid down, the rider on
the road should fall into an easy elegant flexibility,

agreeable alike to himself and to the animal that

carries him, but by no means to suffer inattentive

or awkward habits to creep upon him ; such as the

back to become round, the shoulders to move up
and down, the hand to describe a sort of see-saw,

the legs to vibrate, &c., circumstances which may
be witnessed every day. Let the rider unite sys-

tem with ease and elegance.

To those who merely walk the horse on the road

no observation is necessary here after what has been
already stated ; but as there are few but wish to

proceed more speedily, the walk can be easily ex-

tended to the trot, which is uncomfortable and
rough till the horse trots out sufficiently to enable

the rider to rise. The action of the horse will so

palpably point out to the rider the precise moment
to rise in the saddle, that it is quite unnecessary to

describe it. The faster the horse goes in the trot,

the pleasanter the pace. Considerable difference,

however, will be found in the action of horses :

—

some have a short quick step ; others a long step,

and consequently not so quick : the former are

more pleasant to ride ;
yet the latter go well

enough, if their action be light. But when a horse

goes with a long, lounging, sluggish motion, as

may be generally observed in carriage horses, they

make unpleasant hackneys. Hence it may easily

be perceived, that gig horses, &c., are very often

but indifferent for the saddle.

In the trot, the action of the horse, assisted by
a little effort of your own, should raise you from

the saddle ; and in this pace, your body should

incline a little forward, which is the most graceful,

the most easy, and the safest position.

The foot with which the horse leads is the one to

which you are to rise , in fact, you cannot rise to

the other ; but as the action will be found more
pleasant when the horse leads with the off" foot, so

should he lead with the near foot, you can easily

rein him in ; and, again, in pressing him forward,

draw the left rein a little tighter than the other, at

the same time pressing your left leg against the

horse's side, a little behind the girth, and he will

not fail to lead with the off leg. The rise and re-

turn of the body should be regular, easy, smooth,

and even. In trotting, considerable pressure is

made on the stirrup ; but the knee should be

firmly pressed, since the safety of the rider, in

case of accident, depends mainly upon it.

Should the horse happen to change legs, the rider

must take the corresponding motion.

It will be found that the horse will take a sup-

port fi-om the hand, corresponding to the pace

which he is going; and the support from the hand

should be firm, but easy, in pleasant accordance

with the action of the horse. If he be curbed up

too tight, he cannot take the requisite support,

and is consequently impeded in his motion. But

any person of common sense will be able to form

a better opinion, in this respect, for himself than

can be placed before his eyes upon paper.

Trotting I consider the pace best calculated for

the road ; it is the safest, as the horse is less liable

2 A
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to stumble or fall, when troUing well out, than in

any other pace. Moreover, it is less fatiguing to

the horse than the canter, or short gallop. Yet,

in going a journey, it is advisable to walk a little

sometimes, as well as to canter, since it acts as a

relief both to the horse and his rider.

The full gallop on the road cannot be recom-

mended for reasons too obvious to need enumera-

tion ; but since there are persons who prefer the

short gallop or canter to the trot, it may be requi-

site to say a few words on the subject. The

canter is a pleasant, graceful pace, and generally

said to be easier than the trot ; though I prefer the

latter for road-riding ; but a horse cannot be so

safe in the canter, as in the trot, unless he raises

his fore feet high, which retards his progressive

motion. The canter I consider as the ladies'

pace, which I shall not fail to notice under the

head Ladies' Riding.

RUNNING AWAY.
It may be easily perceived that a horse given to

running away, is not only an unpleasant, but a

very dangerous, animal. However, it may be very

truly observed, that if the horse has a proper

mouth he cannot run away with a rider who pos-

sesses but a trifling knowledge of horsemanship.

When a horse gets the mastery on the road, and

runs away with his rider, the most dangerous con-

sequences may be anticipated ; and therefore a

horse of this description ought never to be ridden

on the road, at least till he has been cured of this

pernicious habit—and even not then unless by a

good horseman.

Manege riders pretend that no horse can run

away ; and I am willing to admit that horses used

for that description or branch of the art of Equi-

tation could not, as the mouth of a manege-horse

is rendered so delicate, that the most trifling force

is sufficient to stop him. It must not be forgotten

that a horse used for the manege is by no means

calculated for road riding, as his natural, useful,

and proper paces become thus utterly destroyed-

Blore on this subject hereafter.

Horses properly broke, and ridden with a light

and lively hand, will not become runaways ; but,

where, from improper management in breaking, or

having been ridden for some time by heavy insen-

sible hands, the horse's mouth becomes callous, he

will, if a spirited animal, be apt to run. away. The

harder you pull, the faster such animals go. In

such cases, the utmost exertions must be made to

unite them ; that is, pull them together for the

purpose of shortening their stride or stroke, and

thus ultimately stop them : this consists in repeat-

ed efforts to raise the head and get the haunches

under them, which diminishes the power of the

horse, and gives the hand the ascendancy. Bear

on the stirrup, grasp well with the knees, and,

having the reins separated, throw your body

back with all your weight and strength, allowing

your hands to assume a firm upward operation for

the purpose ofgetting the horse's head up : the in-

stant this is performed, bring the body upright,

that the hands may be eased, and the following is

the effect of the operation :—the throwing the

whole weight of the body forcibly back, the hands

at the same time raising the head, produces a con-

siderable check upon the progressive force of the

horse, it shortens his step, and the body becoming
instantly upright, the horse is deprived of the sup-
port he derived from the hand, which deters him
from extending himself so freely as before, at least

on the instant. Repeat the same process imme-
diately, and the third or fourth effort will scarcely

fail to bring the horse well in hand, so that you
can completely stop him, if you think proper.

Be mindful to leave as little interval as possible

between your efforts, lest the horse should recover

one check before you give him another—more-
over, let the pulls be resolute and determined;

and they should be so timed as to correspond with

the step or motion of the horse.

When to the bridoon-rein is attached a sharp

twisted snaffle, by sawing the horse's mouth from
right to left, will generally stop him. It might be
supposed that no horse could run away when he
was well curbed up, the curb having a considerable

length of branch ; nor are there many that can.

Yet there are horses, which, either by getting the

bit in their teeth, and thus preventing its due ope-
ration, or by some other means, continue to acquire

the ascendancy and run away. I once purchased

a very fine bay horse at a low price, which was
sold on account of his high spirit. He was cer-

tainly a very spirited animal, though very good
tempered; but having been improperly bioke and
afterwards ridden by a timid horseman, he had be-

come unruly, disposed to run away, and, from the

state of his mouth, it was no easy matter to stop

him. He was a very strong, powerful, horse,

nearly thorough-bred, and, finding him imruly on
the road, and even dangerous, as I happened to

live on the coast, I took him down to the sea-shore

at low water. There were miles ofgood hard sand

in almost every direction, and he no sooner found

himself on this marine savannah than he manifested

every disposition to run away with the utmost vio-

lence : therefore, taking him firmly by the head
(that is, taking firm hold of the reins, in both

hands, separated) I allowed him to stretch away at

full speed. He went with uncommon resolution

and spirit for two miles or more, when I perceived

him slacken his pace, and at the end of the third

mile he would have given in ; however, I pressed

him mildly forward for about another mile, when he

very willingly slackened his pace. On the follow-

ing day I took him again to the same place, and he

evinced no disposition to run away. But lie started

very spiritedly, on trifling animation, and I took

him the four mile heat again. He never afterwards

attempted to run away with me, but he was not to

be trusted with a timid or unskilful rider.

Some horses will run away when too tightly

curbed ; their mouths are thus rendered uneasy,

though the operation of the curb is destroyed, and

they are enabled to effect their purpose.

When a person becomes possessed of a hard-

mouthed horse, he may render him lighter and

more pleasant in hand by riding him according to

the instructions given in preceding pages ; a light

and lively hand renders a callous or hard mouth
sensitive and susceptible of feeling. But, if it be

wished to render the horse's mouth sensitive by
other raeans^ 1 know of none so effectual, easy,

and consequently advisable, as placing him on the

bit for an hour or two, or three, every day for a
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week, or according to circumstances. The bit

should be wrapped round with flannel or wool
;

the horse will continue to play with it, and it will

have the desired effect. The head of the horse is

of course made fast on each side; but the mode
of placing a horse on the bit in the stable is too

well understood by every groom and stable-boy

to need description in this place.

At the first blush of the case, it may seem
strange that a soft material, like flannel or wool,

should render the mouth of a horse tender ; but

such is the case : it operates on the mouth with a

degree of irritability or tickling, by which the lips

of the horse are excited to continued motion, and
the object is thus accomplished.

SHYING IN HORSES.
Having already noticed the affected shying of

restive horses, it will be necessary also to mention

that there are horses which either from timidity of

disposition, or other cause, are very apt to shy on
the road ; and, on such occasions, the ignorant and
the hot-tempered are very apt to have recourse to

the whip and spur, which is the worst plan that

can be adopted.

When a horse shies, he should be spoken to in

a soothing tone, tapped on the neck, and allowed
to look at the object of his alarm for some seconds.

He will then approach nearer to it, and will pass

it. Nor should he be pressed too close to it the

first time, unless his alarm so far subsides by
looking at it, that this can be done by coaxing,

not by coercive means. If a horse shies at any
particular object, a windmill, for instance, he
should be treated in the manner already described,

and, in addition, the rider should contrive to pass

it frequently, and allow the horse each time to

pause and view it, by which means he will not

only pass it without notice, but may be ridden up
close to the very sails. On the contrary, if, under
such circumstances, the whip and spurs be fiercely

applied, as is too often the case, it will add terror

to the horse's already-excited alarm : he may be
thus compelled to rush by it, while every time

that or a similar object appears before him, he
expects the whip and spurs : thus bad is made
worse, and the horse perhaps spoiled, if he do not
throw ills rider.

When a horse shies with me, I speak to him
soothingly, &c., and if I conveniently can, I

pause and coax the animal till he approaches
quite close to the object, and becomes convinced
that he has nothing to fear from it. A horse,

treated in this manner, will not shy again at any
thing similar ; further, if this principle be steadily

and good-temperedly acted upon, the horse will

abandon shying in a great degree, if not altogether.

Let it be well remembered, that a shying horse

is as different as possible from a restive horse : the

former is remarkable for good temper and a very

tractable disposition ; the latter for cowardly cun-
ning, and a most treacherous disposition.

It is cruel in the extreme to urge a horse

violently, with steel and the lash, up to an object

which terrifies him, when the business can be so

much better accomplished by mildness and gentle

treatment. Indeed, in the management of horses,

coercion should never be applied but when it is

rendered indispensably necessary.

Spirited horses, in high condition, will start at

the sudden flight of a small bird from the hedge
or any similar trifle ; but, as there is not the least

manifestation of vice in such an occurrence, the

rider should not quarrel with his horse on that ac-

count : if he should be unwise enough to apply
the lash or spur, the next time a similar circum-
stance happens, the start of the horse will be much
more forcible, (as he expects the whip and spur
again), and the rider may be thrown out of his

seat—perhaps to the ground. Those who ride

such horses should be prepared for little occur-
rences of this sort, and, at all events, not to suffer

themselves to be irritated by them. The horse is

an animal, which is grateful for kind treatment

;

and I never recollect riding a horse for any length

of time that would not follow me in a very friendly

manner. I never had one which kicked at me
when I was thrown (as I have been many times

when following the hounds ;) on the contrary,

when the horse has been uppermost, and been
compelled to place his feet upon me, he has al-

ways borne lightly, and removed them as soon as

possible.

It is no uncommon occurrence for young horses

to shy at meeting stage coaches, and if they are im-
properly treated, they become troublesome and
dangerous. A horse which is afraid of meetinS

a coach should be frequently ridden where they

pass. He should follow and accompany them for

some distance—when the coach stops, he should
be ridden round it ; and, when meeting it, he
should not be urged near it ; he should be uri-

forraly soothed, and when (in a short period) he
perceives he has nothing to fear from the object

which excited his alarm, he will pass it as uncon-
cernedly as possible.

Duty on Bricks.— The eighteenth report of
the Excise Commissioners has just been published.

Their inquiries were directed to the excise duty charg-ed

on bricks, andwe are happy to observe the liberal view
the commissioners have taken on the subject. This will

be best understood from the following extract from the
concluding portion of the report :

—" We beg leave,

however, in conclusion, to repeat the opinion that

under any modification of the system of charge or col-

lection, or of the rate of duty, the tax on bricks will be
among the most objectionable of the excise duties

;

first, because it is charged upon one of the most useful of

our native manufactures : secondly, because the tax

must in its operation be unequal and partial, from its

being a charge on one kind of materials, from which
others used for ^the same purposes are exempt—a par-
tiality which becomes the more oppressive, when it is

considered that the larger portion of the existing rate of

duty has been continued in direct contravention of the

stipulation which is understood to have been made at

the time it was imposed : and, thirdly, because this tax,

although strikingly heavy in respect to the value of tlie

article upon which it is charged, bears no adequate pro-

portion, either to the expences of its collection, or to the

number of persons wlio are in consequence subjected

to survey."—We may state, that the duties collected on

bricks in Great Britain, in 1834—5, amounted to

402,842/. We hope to have to congratulate tlie country

soon, on the entire repeal of the duty on bricks, as it

has been already done in the case of slates, tiles, stones,

and other materials consumed in building.

The vines of France are said to occupy 4,265,000

English acres ; the value of the produce of which is

reckoned at 22,516,220/. per annum.—Mnw.
2 A 2
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COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURAL
DISTRESS.

Subjoined will be found some tables

extracted from the report of tbc evidence

which has been given before the Com-
mittee of the House of Commons upon
agricultural distress. There are two which
furnish the prices of Southdown wool and
lambs bought at Weyhill through a series of

years. They will be found interesting, as

shewing the variations which have taken
place. There is another well deserving at-

tention, namely, the return of the amount of

bones imported for the purpose of being used
for manure. The astonishingly increased use
of this article in England and Scotland will

prove the high estimition in which tliis spe-

cies of manure is held on particular soils.

It will be seen that the value of the bones
imported into England in 1821 amounted to

£15,898. 12s. lid.; while in 1835 it had
reached £127,131. 14s. lOd. In Scotland,
in 1821, the value of the quantity imported
was £69. 17s. ; whereas in 1835 it had in-

creased to £28,215. 15s. Id. The duty is

ad valorem, £l. upon £100. in value, and
was, for England, last year, £1,309. 10s. 9d.

;

for Scotland, £85. 6s. 8d. It seems trifling

with the .feelings of the Agriculturist to

suggest any relief from the repeal of this

small duty, but nevertheless as the business
of the farmer especially in these times,
consists of a minute attention to outgoings,
we cannot but think that benefit would
be derived from the removal of any impost
which may operate either to raise the price
of so valuable a means of improving the
soil, or throw an obstacle in the way of
obtaining an ample supply of the article.

We find in that part of the evidence which
we have been able to get through, that this

subject is several times alluded to. Mr.
John Houghton, an extensive farmer and
receiver of rents, residing at Sunninghill, in
the county of Berks, and occupier of farms in

several counties, says, " unless it had been
for the introduction of bones, thousands of
acres of land could not have been brought
into cultivation." He also observes, that
bones weie extensively used in Lincolnshire,
on land which ten years ago would not grow
anything. Again, he says in reply to a ques-
tion, Q. " That Wold land before the bone
system of husbandry was not worth more than
5s. an acre?" A. " It was not worth that."

Q. " Since the introduction of that system
about ten or twelve years ago, it has been
worth 20s. or 25s?" A. " In some instances."
For the information of those who are not
acquainted with the use of bone manure, it

should be observed that it is incidentally
stated that bones will not bear wheat so well
until after the land has been chalked, and
that it is not found to answer well on a gra-
velly loam. There is another table furnishing
the quantity of grain sold for a series of years

;

according to the returns made from the 149

towns by which the averages are regulated.
It will be doubtless in the recollection of
some of our readers, that Mr. Cayley stated
at a meeting which took place in the latter

part of the last year, or in the commencement
of the present, that these returns when fur-

nished would supply information as to whe-
ther the quantity of wheat brought to market
had increased or not. We then took occa-
sion to caution our readers against any re-

liance for such information upon so imper-
fect a source. The returns have been made,
and Mr. Jacobs, who is Comptroller of Corn
Returns, and from whose office the returns

are obtained, has positively stated on his

examination before the Committee, that no
reliance can be placed upon them as furnish-

ing a correct statement of tlie growth or the

quantity actually sold, inasmuch as in many
cases the same quantities change hands many
times, and get returned as often.

—

Mark Lane
Express.

WHEAT.—Account of the Total niimber of quarters
of Wheat sold in each of the 149 market towns from
which returns are made :

—

Qrs.
1825 2,020,472
1826 1,885,737
1827 2,026,580
1828 2,718,818
1829 2,573,376
1830 3,140,997

Qrs.
1831 2,801,478
1832 3,295,662
1833 3,600,321
1834 3,758,910
1835.. returned 3,927,620

LAMBS.— Average number and price of Lambs
bought at Weyhill Fair, from the year 1825 to 1835
inclusive, by G. and J. Smallpiece, of Compton, near
Guildford, Surrey, handed in to the Committee of

the House of Commons, now sitting on agricultural

distress.

Average Price

per animal.
1825 1,719 23s Id
1826 2,118 133 9d
1827 1,759 18s Od
1828 1,365 20s 8d
1829 1,400 I6s 9d
1830 2,794 ISslOd
1831 2,161 31s 7d
1832 1,601 17s 5d
1833 1,365 22sl0d
1834 1,734 23s 3d
1835 840 168 Od

WOOL.—The following statement of the sale of Down
Wool, in Surrey, was delivered in to the Committee
of the House of Commons, now sitting on agricul-

tural distress, by G. Smallpiece, Esq., on his ex-
amination.

s. d.

1813, Sept. 6, clip of 1812 and 1813 .. .. 1 Sperlb.
1816, Nov. 26, do. 1814,1815,1816 ..1
1819, Oct. 23, do. 1817,1818,1819 ..1 6
1821, Sept. 25, do. 1820,1821 1 6

1823, April 23, do. 1822 1 2
Oct. 14, do. 1823 1 3

1825, Jan. 14, do. 1124 1 2J
1827, Oct. 20, do. 1825,1826,1827 .. 10

1830, April 21, do. 1828,1829 9
June 25, do. 1830 Oil

1832, Oct. 16, do. 1831,1832 1 1

1833, July 11, do. 1833 1 4|
1835, June 5, do. 1834 1 6

July 9, do. 1S35 1 6

March 5, 1836.
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DISTILLERIES.—Account of the quantity of Wheat
and other grain consumed in the distilleries in the
following years, according to the nearest approxi-
mation.

{1S33 1,221,607
1S34 1,238,047
1835 1,294,224

BONES.—Account of the Duties and Value of Bones
of Animals and Fish, (except Whale Fins) intended
to be used as ]Manure, imported into England and
Scotland, in the years 1821 to 1835 respectively, and
the Duty paid thereon :

—

ENGLAND. SCOTLAND.
DECLARED DECLARED

DUTY. VALUE. DUTY. VALUE.
j£. s. d. £ s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

1821.. 158 19 7.. 15898 12 II .... 14 9.. 69 1/0
1822.. 94 5 5.. 9438 5 10 11.. 52 12
1823.. 143 19 3.. 14395 15 8 16 10.. 82
1824.. 439 9 8.. 43940 17 11 16 7.. 82 14
1825.. 866 14 I i.. 86571 5 8.... 1 9 11.. 139 4 6

1826.. 993 7 1.. 54747 16 1 2 8 5.. 245 18 3
1827.. 817 10.. 77956 6 8.... IS Oil.. 1798 4 6

1828.. 625 19 10.. 59/82 9 11 .... 28 14 2.. 28/4 6 7
1829.. 623 19 6.. 59/41 11 10.. .124 8 5. .12322 4 9

1830.. 602 14 8.. 6S233 JS 5 .... 85 5 10.. 8529 13 8
1831.. 678 8 5.. 65623 10 .... 71 10.. 7078 16
1832.. 799 16 5.. 77847 4 4. ...140 9 4. .13908 11
1833.. 983 17 3.. 9/900 6 4. ...255 17 4. .25522 4 7
1834. .1211 2 2. .118121 11 0....2I6 3 9. .21452 8 4
1835. .1309 10 9. .12/131 14 10 285 6 8. .28215 15 1

The duty is \l. on every 100/. of the value.
The price of Boues at pjesent at Hull, is about 4/. lOs. per

ton, 90 that the number of tons imported in the last year
may be easily ascertained.

COMMUTATION OF TITHES.
S18,—Land subject to tithe must render one-tenth of

the gross produce, if demanded ; how is it, then, that

much less than a tenth is taken by composition ? There
are many reasons ?

First, If tithe in kind were generally demanded, the

whole system would be abolished. Even in a small
district of eight or ten parishes, if the occupiers of land
received notice to set out their tithes in kind, the law
would not be willingly complied with. Again, if tithe

in kind were demanded, the cultivation of the land
would be so checked that the tenth would not be worth
so much as can be at present obtained by composition,

under which the occupier feels himself at liberty to ren-
der his land productive.
The enormous expenses to which the tithe owner is

subjected in collecting his tithes, and his liability to all

the taxes consequent thereon, together with the hostility

which such a system must inevitably engender, are

sufficient reasons against a more general practice of

exacting tithe in kind.
We, therefore, must come to this conclusion, that

composition is more desirable to the tithe owner than
taking it in kind, as there is no doubt the tithe in nine-
teen parishes out of twenty is compounded for.

Let us consider then how this great and difficult

question can be arranged, so that justice may be dealt

out to all parties : I have stated that, according to the
present law, the tenth of the gross produce belongs to,

or can be demanded by the tithe owner ; to this the
occupiers would not submit, therefore it cannot be
taken. I maintain this position, viz., that tithes, al-

though by law protected, cannot be collected in kind,
if generally demanded.
What will you then resort to for the purpose of as-

certaining wiiat would be a fair settlement of the ques-
tion! Will you take a portion of the rent, or annual
value, on which to fix a rent-charge ? I confess, from
all my past experience, rent and tithe are two separate

properties, and have not governed each other,

I am aware, to save trouble in valuing tithe, valuers

have generally taken a portion of the rent of arable,

and a portion of the rent of meadow, or pasture land,

in lieu thereof.

Looking generally at tlie cultivation of the country,

you will find many occupiers of capital and skill very
active cultivators of the soil, and for various reasons ; I

am one of them, for the express purpose of giving em-
ployment to as many of the labourers as I can, having
always more than can be employed. Am I, then, to be
fixed with a rent-charge measured by the produce of

the last seven years, when a neighbour who has done
but little with his land will have a smaller rent-charge,

merely on account of his having bestowed so little ca-
pital and skill on his land ? Therefore, to perpetuate a
high rent-charge on industry, and a low one on indo-

lence, or from any other such cause, must be manifestly

unjust.

I am aware there must be what is termed " giving
and taking ;" but some cases will run so wide of each
other, that the aid of some intermediate power must
step in.

The most equitable principle to adopt as a rule for

commutation (if the difficulties could be got over,)

would be to take land in its fair proportions of arable

and pasture, and the produce to be considered as in a
moderate or natural slate of cultivation, and not in an
artificial state to force crops, as is now the case, which
can only be done by valuation and under par-

ticular directions, and this may be found in-

convenient. In respect to a permissive clause, I

have no doubt but that many private agree-

ments will be made ; but whatever time is given for

this purpose, the shorter the better, as none will be

entered into until the last moment, and then only by
those tithe and land owners who are moderate in their

demands ; all the extreme or hard cases, which require

immediate settlement, will be left out. Undoubtedly
this is a difficult question to adjust permanently, and
to do justice to all parties interested ; but however
great the difficulty may have become, it will continue

to increase, and the subject be rendered more intricate.

Look at the eflPect produced by the poor Law Amend-
ment bill ; from the short experience we have had of

it, the poor's rates are already reduced from thirty to

fifty per cent., this in other words is an increase in the

value of tithes, the system of managing the poor's rates

being now taken out of the hands of the occupiers of

land ; and the power of defending themselves against

the tithe owner who sought to exact the last shilling,

which tliey before possessed, is now suspended.

Is it just to the labouring man that tithes should re-

main a restrictive law against cultivating the soil

actively when relief is refused to him ;
and is it not inju-

rious to the best interests of the kingdom that there should

be any check put upon the productiveness of the earth 1

We will now examine the position of rent as compared

with tithe since 1792. I happen to be in a situation to

know how these two properties have gone on together.

In a considerable district one hundred pounds rent in 1 792

amounts to now, on an average, one hundred and forty

pounds. The increase of rent on the good land has

been more, but the increase on the poor land has been

less. One hundred pounds tithe in the same district in

1792, has increased under composition from that sum to

at least two hundred and forty pounds per annum ; this

will not surprise a practical man ; the fact is, agricul-

ture is rapidly increasing in cultivation, although the

poor land will leave little or no surplus for rent ; a

great cause is, an increased population ot labourers,

and the hope of some greater future prosperity.

When you consider how tithes have increased on

rents since 1792, up to the present time, and look at

the present increasing population, it must be perfectly

clear that in a few years the tithe of all the poorer soils

cultivated will be of more value than the rents; this

shows the necessity of adjusting the matter.

In reference to the increased value of tithes arising

from a decrease of poor's rate, I must here observe that,

within tlie last forty eight hours I have received a

notice to set out mv tithe in the parish of W inchilsea, by

the Rev. James John West, the rector; 1 have not tlie

least doubt that the step has been adoptee in anticipa-

tion of the extra value which the tithe will assume m
consequence of the poor's rates in the pansh b^ing re-

duced from 18s in the pound to 6s, and I admit his right

so to do ; however, I am but a very small occupier in
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this parish. Now let U3 see if any means can be de-

vised to assist the settlement of this all-important ques-

tion. I have been of opinion from the commencement
that reference to gross produce must be abandoned. In

the first place, it is not to be ascertained ; in the next, if

it could be brought about, it would be unjust, because

the occupier would be found in a higher state of cultiva-

tion than he ought to be, having cultivated his land

under composition.

With all the consideration I can give to the subject I

have arrived at the following conclusion, viz., that com-
positions paid, or agreed to be paid, for the last seven

years, leaving out many cases which will appear to re-

quire some alteration both by the occupier and tithe

owner, such as an extreme cultivation or extreme com-
position, whether high or low, should be investigated

by an appeal to the commissioners, who should have
power to call in assistance to adjust any difference or

difficulty that might occur. With regard to composi-

tion made and agreed to by both parties for the last

seven years, who is to say they have not been fair and
satisfactory, and that such a mode of proceeding is not

the best, and only fair rule, to govern the rent-charge ?

subject as before, to an appeal in particular cases, and
these will adjust themselves if power be given to

the commissioners to regulate them. When you have
ascertained what have been the compositions for the

last seven years, and have regulated the extreme cases

which will be found easy by practical men, a question

will arise whether the owner of the land is not entitled

to some considerable abatement on account of the

better security given to the tithe owner ; I am of opinion

the tithe owner can afford to make a considerable de-

duction, having collected tithes myself: I have always
met with losses, and occasionally they have been heavy.
With reference to hop-grounds, I trust that as a very
considerable outlay of capital must unavoidably be
expended on them, at any rate, the present arrange-
ment will immediately stop tithe in kind proceedings

;

the compositions of such parishes as are adjacent to

those in which tithe is taken in kind, should guide
the value of composition to be levied in lieu of tithe in

kind.

In conclusion, I beg to observe, that in my opinion
the foregoing plan is calculated to adjust the question
of tithes more fairly than any I have yet seen ; and as

some cases will be found to require a special regulation,

I am sure no general measure can be satisfactorily

adopted without providing in some way for the extreme
and exceptionable cases.

I am, Sir, your obedient humble servant,

SAML. SELMES,
Beckley, Sussex, March 25.

MEDAL IN HONOUR OF THE LATE
SIR JOHN SINCLAIR,

" Ve generous Britons venerate the plough."

—

Thomson.

We need scareelj say that the suggestion conveyed
in the following letter has our most cordial approval.
Any one who has seen the 400 medals struck in

France, in the reign of Napoleon, will admit that a

cheaper and more beautiful way of making imagina-
tive Art minister to the immortal honour of valour
in the field, or wisdom in the senate, or patriotism
in directing national industry, cannot well be con-
ceived. Let D'Israeli speak :—De Serres, in 1559,
composed a work on the cultivation of mulberry
trees, in reference to the art of raising silkworms.
He taught his fellow-citizens to convert a leaf into

silk, and silk to become the representative of gold.
Our author encountered the hostility of the preju-
dices of his times, even from Sully, in giving his
country one of her staple commodities ; but I lately
received a medal recently struck in honour oi De

Serres, by the Agricultural Society ofthe Department
ofthe Seine. We are too slow in commemorating the ge-

nius ofour own country, and our men of genius are still

defrauded ofthe debt we are daily incumng of their

posthumous fame. Let monuments be raised, and
let medals be struck 1 They are sparks of glory

which you scatter through the next age !" Monu-
ments are not so easily raised ; but they are by no
means the sole mode of perpetuating glory, or of

rousing emulation. It may even be questioned

whether, in this respect, they are more influential

than medals. They are more imposing, certainly

;

but then they are fixed, and cannot, like medals, be
circulated into every household, there to add fire to

the fire of rising genius. Why in this country are

we so chary of sowing the land with these " sparks

of glory," the immortal seed of emulous virtue ?

We hope the Highland Society of Scotland will do
themselves and the country honour, by giving us a

noble medal of the patriot Sinclair, at whose call

Plenty sprung from our rough soil,

" And leapt to life with her redundant horn."

For no other man proposed to be thus honoured by
a medal could more beautiful devices be so easily

found, drawn from the feast of sheep-shearing, and
" the days of the wheat and barley harvest"?" Here
at once, from old Homer, are some pictures that

would do for the reverse of the medal. We tran-

scribe from the shield of Achilles ; and the reader

who feels not that the simple things of nature are

the same in all ages deserves not to eat wheat from

the fat leasof Nithsdale.

" And in it he made a soft fallow, a fertile arable

land, spacious, thrice worked : and many ploughmen
in it, driving their oxen, turned them this way and that.

When the ploughmen after turning came to the end of

the field, a man was ready to put in their hands a cup
of honey-sweet wine ; they accordingly turned their

plough along the furrows, being eager to arrive at the

end of the fertile field. And it (the field) grew black

behind them, and was just like a ploughed field, though
made in gold : this indeed was a marvellous piece of

workmanship.
" And in it he made a field with high standing corn,

and reapers were cutting with sharp scythes in their

hands ; while some stalks were falling on the swathes

close after one another on the ground, the binders were
fastening others up in sheaves. The sheaf-binders

were three, and behind them children collecting the

corn in bundles, and carrying it in their arms, con-

tinually supplied the sheaf-binders. Among them
stood the lord in silence, on a swathe, with a staff in his

hand, well pleased. In another part of the field ser-

vants were preparing a repast under a tree, and they

were dressing a large ox which they had killed ; while

the women were preparing supper for the reapers, and
were kneading much white meal.

" And in it he made a herd of oxen with upright

horns ; and the cattle were made of gold and tin ; and
with lowing they were moving from the stall to the

pastures, along a murmuring brook, by the rustling

reeds. Keepers of gold were following the herd : four

keepers and nine swift dogs with them. « * *
" And in it skilful Vulcan made a place of pasture, a

large pasture for white sheep in a beautiful valley ; he

made both folds and huts for the shepherds, and pens

with roofs.

UERE FOLLOWS—THE KIRN f

" And in it skilful Vulcan made a dance like that

which Dsdalus once made in spacious Gnossus for

Ariadne with beautiful hair. Three youths, and virgins

to be bought with large dowries, were dancing, holding

one another by the hand : the virgins were clothed in

fine linen, and the youths in well spun vests, smooth

and shining like oil. And the girls had beautiful chap-

lets on their heads, while the youths had golden knives
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fastened with silver chains. At one time they would
move lightly with their feet (running in a cii'cle) just

as a potter who is seated tries the wheel well fitted to

his hands, to see if it will run ; at another time they
would move in lines towards one another. And a large
crowd delighted stood around the liappy troop, while
two active dancers among them began the song, and
moved quickly in the midst."

But now for the letter :

—

( To the Editor of the Dumfries and Galloway Herald.)

Sir,—I was very much pleased with the brief but
comprehensive terms in which, last week, you charac-
terised the important services done to his country by
the late Sir John Sinclair. My immediate object in

writing to you at this time is to give, through the means
ofyour paper, which isread by so many landed proprietors

in these southern districts of Scotland, a hint to the agri-

cultural public, of the propriety of having a medal
struck in honour of the patriotic Sinclair, to whom we
are all so much mdebted for the development of our
national resources. If conquerors and mere men of

letters are judged worthy of so much of a people's
gratitude as to have costly monuments erected to their

memories, how much more worthy is he who, by his

example and instructions, and unwearied exertions,

has taught his country to grow in all useful knowledge,
to put forth her energies to bring "plenty from her soil,

to extend her cities, to fill them with inhabitants ! Sir

John Sinclair amply deserves a monument from his

country. But whether or not this can be easily ob-
tained, itis at least athingof no difficulty to strike an ap-
propriate medal in honour of his important labours, and
thus allow simple husbandmen, like myself, a cheap op-
portunity of possessing a memorial of a man whose
memory we, especially, are bound to venerate. I trust

the Highland Society will take the hint, and manage
the thing in a way that may do honour to Art, and
satisfy the grateful respect of our swains, for the mem-
mory of such a patriarch and patriot as the late Sir

John Sinclair.—Yours, &c., A FARMER.

Adaptation of the Cureencv to the Relief
OF Agriculturat. Distress. — The late Lord
Sondes. — The last moments of this noble-minded
peer were distinguished by the peculiarity which
characterized his walk through life. Few individuals,

perhaps none, ever looked on the " pale messenger "

of death with greater composure or more manly firm-

ness. On the morning of the day he died he intimated
to his surgeon the prudence of tapping ; and when in-

formed that the operation would endanger his life, he
exclaimed, with much emphasis, " What ! tell me whe-
ther you think I shall outlive the day ? " "I fear not,"

answered the surgeon. " Do you (he then continued)
think I shall live an hour or two ? " " That is doubt-
ful," responded his attendant. " Then call Milles "

(the present Lord^, on whose appearance he coolly
said,'' Milles, I am off, you succeed me here." After
this he made several legacies to the amount of 7,400^.

—

to his surgeon, three or four of his tenants, and house-
keeper, with 500i to his nurse (a Canterbury woman).
Desiring some wine, it was handed him, when he said,
" You'll soon follow me ; may God forgive me my sins

and allof yours. Ihope we shall meetin a better world."
Shortly afterwards, the wine reviving him, he turned
round and exclaimed, " Death is a long time doing his

work, is he not? " lie expressed to those around the
consiousness of feeling perfectly happy, and was occa-
sionally heard to repeat certain portions of Pope's cele-
brated hymn, "Vital spark," &c. To those affected to

weeping, he said, " What are you crying for 1—don't
weep for me—lam happy!" A few minutes before
his decease he was removed from the bed to his chair,

where, about half-past 8, supported by his nurse, he
quietly breathed his last, without a sigh or groan. In
addition to numerous legacies left by this truly charita-
ble and munificient nobleman, his lordship's lust bequest
irus a year's rent to each and every of /us tenants. The
amount is said to be about 30,000Z. Several of the tenants

will be thus benefited l,000l, and\,200l eacn.

BURNT SOIL AS A MANURE.
to the editor of the irish farmer's and

gardener's magazine.

Sir,—I have often endeavoured to impress on
the minds of farmers, the great value of burnt
clay as a manure, and as the season for preparing
it has now arrived, we will refresh their memory
on the subject ; and here it may be necessary to

observe, that the preparation of the soil for this

purpose is very different to the usual practice of
" paring and burning," which, on some lands, is

most injurious ; whereas, making manure of waste
headlands or subsoil, and carting it on those that

are shallow or exhausted, improves and fertilizes

the latter, and brings them into profitable action.

It is generally admitted that ashes are most active

manure ; but in producing them off thin soil, its

staple is much reduced ; and notwithstanding two
or three crops may be forced in this manner, yet
the deterioration which the land afterwards suffers

will ultimately reduce the profit which such a
system of manuring may produce.
There are also other advantages in using burnt

soil, or sub-soil, for manure, namely—it can be
produced from land dissimilar to that which is to

be dressed ; and the effect will be likewise more
lasting than ashes in promoting vegetation for a
succession of crops.

Burnt soil is a good manure, on the same prin-

ciple that ashes are, because it has gone through
the process of ignition, and, consequently, strongly

impregnated with oxygen and hydrogen, which is

the food of plants. No doubt some vegetable
matter, in the process, is dissipated, yet what re-

mains is brought into a fitter state to promote
active vegetation. However, in cases even where
there is but a very small proportion of vegetable
matter contained in the soil thus prepared, or even
should it be a caput mortuum, yet, by putting it

through this process, it will become most fertilizing

to the soil on which it is applied. I have tried it

for potatoes, Swedes, and the common turnips, at

different times, with the greatest success ; and in

some cases I have found these crops more produc-
tive than when manured with farm-yard dung. It

will require one hundred cart loads an acre for

either of the two former crops ; but seventy will

be sufficient for the Norfolk, globe, or store

turnip. If, however, one-third of well-prepared

dung can be blended with the heap, about a few
weeks before it is applied, for potatoes or Swedes,
it will insure a more productive crop on light soil.

On strong and deep land I have found this unne-
cessary.

The following is the simplest mode of perform-
ing the process, when grass headlands are to be

burned :

—

Dig a hole about four or five feet in diameter,

and two feet deep, nearly on the centre of the land

to be stripped ; cut four narrow flues, five or six

feet long and nine inches deep, to communicate
with this hole, and cover them with strong sods

;

fill the hole with brushwood, three feet high, and
over this strong loppings of trees ; on the top of

this, and all round the brushwood, place large

blocks of wood, or stumps, well dried, in such

quantities as to produce a strong fire. A day or

two preparatory to this, let a large quantity of

sods be cut about six inches thick, and of a

middling size, and on the fire being sufficiently

kindled, which it will probably be in half-an-hour,

place the sods round the fire and on the top, till it

is quite smothered down—observing at the same
time to keep the flues opposite the wind open, and
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the others closed. When you are satisfied that

the strong timber has well taken fire, put on the
sods as fast as possible—for this is the critical

time to keep in the heat. In order to do so, the
smoke should not be permitted to escape freely.

It must be recollected, that the object of thus pre-

paring the soil, is not to reduce it to ashes ; but to

sweat it—if I may use a common, but a very
strong expression, in order to explain myself, A
kiln of twenty or twenty-five loads, may be nearly
finished in a day, but will continue burning for a
week, or more, and will require to be dressed
daily, morning and evening with sods, in order to

keep in the heat and smoke. When cool it should
be turned over and chopped, if intended for pota-
toes or Swedes ; but if for a late crop of turnips
it is better to cover the heaps with soil, in order to

preserve their fertilizing properties till wanted.
This preparation of headlands is much more

economical and beneficial than if dug and mixed
with lime : and in cases where the soil is not suffi-

ciently adhesive to cut into strong sods they may
be managed in the following manner, viz. : dig a
trench seven or eight inches deep, and about two
yards wide, in the centre of the headland to be
prepared ;

get some turf or coal, and kindle it in a
place convenient, and when lighted divide it in
the place excavated into small heaps at four or five

feet asunder, and to these add some fresh coal or
turf; if the latter, a larger quantity will bp neces-
sary. When this is lighted cover the entire with
sods or adhesive soil or subsoil about eighteen
inches high, to the width of the trench, which,
when the fire appears to come through, give the
surface a dressing of half an inch of culm or
strong cinders, and on this you may lay on the soil

from the headland, even if it does not adhere
firmly ; for at this time the fire of the kiln will be
sufficiently strong to force its way through and
light the layers of culm as they are laid on alter-
nately until the heap rises five or six feet high. If
the smoke comes through the soil that is laid on it

is sufficient, and the slower it burns the less the
heap will be reduced, and the manure produced
will contain more fertilizing properties than if

quickly burnt to ashes. These kilns may be made
of any shape or size most convenient, provided the
principle stated be observed and practised.

For potatoes or Swedes, it is advisable to put
this manure into drills under the plants or seed

;

but for late turnips harrowing it in broadcast will
answer. The subsequent corn crops I have always
found equally productive and of better quality
than off land prepared with farm-yard dung. Was
it not that I should trespass on your pages, I could
state one hundred experiments made in the use of
burnt soil to corroborate this assertion,

I have adopted the term soil, instead of the more
usual one, clay, lest it might be supposed that clay
soil alone can be thus prepared. There are, no
doubt, some soils which cannot be beneficially put
through this process, especially such as are too
silicious—but there are but few farms on which
soil or subsoil cannot be procured fit for the pur-
pose. AGRICOLA.

Collinstown, March 22, 1836.

ON BONE MANURE.
EY MR. M.M. MILBURN.

(Continuedfrom page 294i,)

We have frequently heard it raised as an objection
to bone manure, that it afibrds no fertilization to any

crop after that of the turnips to which it is applied.
To this it may be answered, that the object of the

turnip farmer is to realize a crop of turnips, which
being eaten upon the land by his sheep, is the very
best management for securing plentiful succeeding
crops of corn and seeds. Objectors to bone manure
sometimes say, that it is more the natural fertility

and good condition of the soil itself, that produces
the turnips, than the bones laid upon it, because all

the food which the bones can convey to the plants is

not sufficient to have any considerable influence on
their growth, in the quantity in which they are gene-
rally laid on. The practical farmer however can
easily refute this. If when they are drilled the ma-
chine is obstructed by aiiy accident, while the seed

continues to be sown, it will germinate and spring
up like the rest, but in a few days the plants will

dwindle and die away, while on the very next seam,
where the seed and bones dropped together, the

plants will be healthy and luxuriant. But of this

subject more afterwards. Another advantage of

bones may be stated, which is a very valuable one on
light soils. The vigour and health which they cause

in the plants, as well as the regularity in which
they grow, cause them to cover the ground by far

more perfectly, than when sown with ordinary

manure. Every farmer well knows, that the inter-

stices between the rows of turnips sown with farm-

yard manure, will sometimes in spite of all his care-

iPulness, remain uncovered, and then weeds, and that

pest of all light soils quitch, will be encouraged,

and impoverish the soil, and in the freeing from

which, nearly all the labour of the light-soil farmer

consists. The superior luxuriancy, regularity, and

rapid growth of turnips sown with bone manure,

prevent the weeds and quitch from making any pro-

gress, so that even cleanliness considered, they will

possess the advantage. It would be unfair however
to look at one side of the question without the other.

I am not quite sure, whether they do not encourage

that destructive grub the wire-worm. A field never

known to grub, was sown with bone manure ; the

plants came up healthy and vigorous, perhaps more
so than had ever been previously witnessed, but they

went off completely by the wire-worm in the month
of August. I do not say that this isolated instance

should be set up as a proof of their always producing

similar eflfects, or even always producing them on

land predisposed to grub, but the fact that wire-

worms were found adhering to the skull, and under

the hair of the celebrated Hampden when he was
disinterred, seems to indicate that bones have some
attractions to that destructive insect.

To make a farmer, requires judgment, experience,

and decision. The dearly-paid-for credulity of some

theorists has produced the general jealousy of, and

prejudice against, any newly discovered improve-

ments among the farmers as a body, for which they

are remarkable. I remember a circumstance which

occurred some years ago, which tended very much
to prejudice the minds [of the neighbouring farmers

against the use of bones as a manure. A gentleman

farmer had it intimated to him that abundant crops

of turnips might be procured by the application of

bones. Braving a thousand difficulties, he purchased

whole bones by the bushel j employed a number of

labourers to break them in pieces, and laid them on

the land, sowing them broad-cast. The result was

a total failure of his crop, no little to the amusement

of his neighbours, who joked and laughed heartily at

his " whim," for the next season he carried his re-

venge so far against them for the loss of his crop,

that he actually had all that could be seen, gathered

off the land. Now a little reflection would have ac-
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counted for all this. The bones had not been broken
sufficiently small, to cause tbem to decompose readily,

and what would cause them still more to resist de-

composition was, that they were recent ones ; be-

sides the turnip plants had no regular and direct

communication with the bones, so indiscriminately

scattered over the furrows, and part, and a very con-

siderable part, never coming in contact with them at

all. I mention tliis circumstance, not to expose the

ignorance of the individual or his want of judgment,

for this occurred at a time when as a user of bone

manure he stood alone, at least in the district in

which he lived ; but the practical man may gather

much information from this failure. The seed mitst

come in contact tcith the hones, and all the bones tliat

do not, may be considered as wasted, so far as the

turnip crop is concerned. The practice when they

were first introduced was, to sow them ' under fur-

row,' or before the land was ploughed, and then sow
the seed with th e plough-drill, the same as with pu-
trescent manure ; this occasioned much waste, and the

plan of drilling the seed along with, and upon the

bones, is now almost universally adopted. Some
however object to this, on the ground that the plant

receives as much and more nourishment, from the side

fibres, than from the tap-root
;

quite forgetting, that

while by the broad-cast method, there are one-sixth

part of the bones which the side fibres never reach
;

the drill method ensures a supply to all the spongeols

of the plant, no matter in what direction the}' may
extend. A manifest difference however exists, even
in the modes of drilling ; one method is to plough up
ridges at about eighteen inches distance and drilling

the bones and seed in the same ridge, wliichof course

requires them to be done singly : the other of har-

rowing the land level, and making undulations in the

ground, by means of colters fixed to the machine,

into which fissures, the seed and bones are dropped
;

the land is then harrowed over. The latter plan has

all the advantages attending it of retaining the mois-

ture in the ground, in a droughty season, and thereby

accelerating the growth of the plants, as well as of

completing it much more readily, than by the hand-
drill method ; but should the crop be destroyed by
the fly, there is all the advantage by the former

method, of again sowing the seed upon the bones, and
thus having every prospect of a second crop, which
you are deprived ofby the horse-drill plan.

With respect to the size of the bones, much de"

pends upon the circumstances of the case. Ifim"
mediate and powerful nourishment is the object>

' dust' would be advantageous, but it must always be

taken into the account that it is generally much adul-

terated, for which it affords facilities which the larger

sized bones do not. Should more permanent advan-
tage be desirable, it would bespeak " half-inch,"

which when sown with ashes, is perhaps the best
size for general purposes. Many opinions have been
offered as to the permanent effects of bones upon
the soil, some contending that there is not sufficient

weight of nourishment, in the quantities which are

generally laid on, to produce any permanent effects
;

others that the bones are not nearly all decomposed
the first crop, and that when re-exposed to the action

of the atmosphere, ".by repeated ploughings, the fer-

mentative and decomposing processes again take

place, and of course are beneficial to the crop next
sown, and which I am rather inclined to tliiuk is the

case, but be that as it may, so far as the turnip crop

is concerned, tliey are invaluable, and when that is

secured, as has been already adverted to, it is one of

the best dressings tlie land can have. Chemistry,

furnishes us with the most vague and unsatisfactory

theories respecting this, and were it not that practice

has decided bones to possess qualities which chy-

mistry cannot, or has not developed, we should be at

once lost in uncertainty. A writer in the Quarterly

Journal of Agriculture, No. 3, vol. I. p. 49, gives

the following analysis of the best bones ; in 100

parts there are of

—

Earthy and saline matter. . 40"^

Cartilage and jelly 40 } parts.

Fatty matter 20j

But he even admits this unsatisfactory, for he says,

" The quantity allowed per acre, is not usually more

than 10 or 15 cwts, of which not more than

one-half is efficient as manure and this is but

a small portion of the weight which we carry off the

field in regular produce." But what cannot be

chemically accounted for, is no less true in practice.

With respect to permanent effects, I may state a fact

which was communicated to me by a respectable and

intelligent young farmer, and which I related at the

last meeting of the Thirsk Agricultural Association,

but will nevertheless mention it here. Half of a

field was manured with farm-yard manure, and half

with bones, and sown with wheat. No perceptible

difference occurred. The succeeding clover crop

was mown, but no difference still;—the second crop

was also mown, and that grown on the bone manure

was considerably better. The whole field was tur-

nips last year, and all manured alike with putrescent

manure, but that half of the field which was three

years before manured with bones, was at least worth

twice as much per acre as the half which was manur-

ed ! Another corroborative circumstance occurred un-

der my own observation. Parfof a field was sown with

turnips, and boned in 1834, and part adjoining with

Swedes and stable manure. This was a thin sandy

soil. The boned turnips grubbed completely off,

and the field was ploughed in October, and sown

with barley in the spring. The crop it had preced-

ing the turnips, was a white one, and nothing but

bones were used, nerertheless the barley crop

exceeding anything ever grown upon the land

before, while that which followed the Swedes was as

usual poor. These facts I think furnish most con-

vincing proofs that they not only exercise an influ-

ence on the land independently of the sheep-soil

left by eating the crop, which chemistry has not ac-

counted for, but that that influence is permanent,

and not only in stimulating, and maturing the first

crop, (which was done in the latter instance until the

month of August,) but in sustaining the succeeding

crops. It would be well worth investigation as to

how the hones act us a manure, which I should be glad

to see taken up by some of your agricultural readers.

Thorpjield, near Thirsk, Yorkshire, Mar. SO.

New Plough.—Mr. Thos. Sheriff, Westbarns,

East Lothian, has invented a plough, for which he has

been awarded a premium of five guineas by the East

Lothian Society. The property of this implement is to

cultivate the sub-soil, in opposition to the system ot

trencliing, which was lately introduced into East

Lothian, and the tendency of which was to turn down

the ricli vegetable mould, and raise up the subsoil, in

many, nay, in most cases, always the inferior. Its con-

struction is simple, and every common plough can be

converted into a subsoil plough at pleasure, and at a

trifling expense. It is only calculated to operate suc-

sessfully on a subsoil which does not afford nmch re-

sistance ; but a plough has been invented in Stirling-

shire, which, with a proper application of strength, will

cultivate the most stubborn clay subsoil that exists.
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THE CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

(From the Veterinarian, April 1, 1836.^

The two last have been important months as it re-

gards the veterinary surgeon, and those with whose

interests he ought to be identified. On the 8th of

February, a committee of the House of Commons
was appointed— unfettered, unrestricted in the

slightest degree—to inquire into the existence, the

extent, the cause, and the remedy of agricultural

distress. It is true that the leader of the House of

Commons gave no hope that "the distress which

now pressed upon the agriculturists could be suddenly

or eflectually removed by any legislative interference

of parliament ;" but when he has left the inquiry

into the matter as free as air, and expressed his wish

that " the question should be fairly sifted," and de-

liberately pledged himself that, " if there were any

practical means by which agriculture could be im-

proved, it would be the duty of parliament to adopt

them," the agriculturist needs not to abandon him-

self to utter despair.

On the 12th, the second meeting of the Central

Agricultural Association was held. It was even

more numerously attended than the first, and delegates

from no fewer than 58 country agricultural associa-

tions were present. Universal satisfaction was ex-

pressed at the promise by government of an impartial

inquiry into the causes of agricultural depression,

and there was a deep feeling that all practicable re-

dress could not be refused without injustice or

delayed without danger pervaded the whole assembly.

If the language of the speakers generally was
somewhat strong, their own interest in the affair, and

the ajjpalling instances of distress which crowded
upon their view, whatever part of the country they

inhabited, would form a suificient excuse. This was
no time for " sweet words, low crooked curtsies, and
base spaniel fawning." It could not, however, be
denied, that there was a violence of manner—

a

studied obtrusion of demands that never could be

granted—an ill-concealed irreconcilable ill-feeling

towards those whose impartial consideiation they

besought—a hint, a threat of possible convulsion and

revolution—a studied adoption of measures which
must unavoidably lead to the defeat of their professed

object, which alarmed the considerate, and excited

the suspicion that much more was meant by some of

the speakers than met the ear.

On the 18th of March the general committee of the

society met in order to report progress, and to take

into consideration the measures of government then

under discussion in parliament, so far as they bore

upon the agricultural question. The tithe bill formed

a prominent object, and the average of the last seven

years' produce was pronounced to be unjust and op-

pressive. All this was fair, and the matter deserves

serious inquiry
;
yet the language of sarcasm and

contempt, of menace and abhorrence, which was re-

sorted to, was at least in bad taste, and would be

adopted by an enemy to the agricultural cause, in

order to ensure its defeat : and when, coupled with this

the invidious distinction was drawn between the

agriculturist and the commercial man, and the capi-

talist and the fundholders were held up as objects of

detestation—when the old viaionary project, the al-

teration of the currency, was studiously placed in

the foreground, and broadly stated to be that without

which " they would not be satisfied, and the refusal

of which would be followed by revolution," thehonest
and considerate well-wisher to their cause began to

be alarmed and disgusted . The depreciation of the

currency ! the virtual destruction of every contract

that has been entered into for the last seventeen

years, and the robbery and destruction of at least

one of the parties—the robbery Cscarcely denied even
by the currency man) of the public creditor—the

commencement of injustice in every department and
in every form, without the reparation of any one

former inj ury ; when this, at length, is brought for-

ward as an object, not of consideration, but as " a

demand which must and shall be granted," why then

it behoves the prudent man, and the well-wisher to

the agriculturist and to the country, to look around

him.

But why, ask some of our readers, why this in a

veterinary periodicall Because the agricultural

question is one with which the veterinarian has much
to do—because, in all but our large towns, and there

too in a considerable degree, he is identified with the

weal and with the woe of the agriculturists—because

he has to do with the usefulness and the very exist-

ence of the most valuable part of the property of the

agriculturist—because, as was stated in a former

number, this very society has plainly and fully re-

cognized the association between the farmer and the

veterinarian, and has talked of adopting means to

render that association closer, and more beneficial.

We therefore have aright to mingle with this society,

and to concern ourselves with all those questions

which implicate its prosperity, or its utter useless-

ness and downfall.

The veterinarian is no uninterested spectator of the

present contest ; and if he can aid in the accomplish-

ment of the ostensible object of the agricultural

society, he will be honourably employed. If he has

the power to direct and to confine the eftbrts of the

farmer to the accomplishment of}the objects which

lie within liis reach, and to warn him from those on

which all his labour would be thrown away, or which,

if obtained, would be delusive and unjust, he will be

doing much good.

Government can do something;—the commutation

of tithes being effected (the present bill probably

being somewhat or materially altered in its calcula-

tions and its averages) , the duty on the sale of land-

ed property, and some taxes pressing particularly

on the agriculturist being repealed. The landlord

can do more, by the reduction of rent, in many
situations at least, and to a certain degree ; and by re-

gulating his rent by the price of corn, or of some
other farm-produce. The farmer—and aided by the

government, which to a considerable extent may
readily find the means of doing this—the farmer may
do more, by making himself better acquainted with

those sciences which bear upon the agricultural

pursuits ; by adopting cheaper and securer means
of raising the produce of the ground, and securing

it from many a source of injury, or even destruction.

The veterinary surgeon may contribute to the same
important end much more than the farmer has hitherto

thought him capable of doing, and far more than the

majority ofpractitioners have dreamed of his being
able to accomplish.

One cause of agricultural distress, and not the

least, and occasionally bearing heavily indeed upon
the farmer, is the mortality among his cattle and
sheep. Few of the domesticated quadrupeds are

suffered to die of old age ; but says the author of
" A Treatise on Cattle," in the first page of his work,
" A tenth part of the slieep and lambs die annually
of disease, and at least a fifteenth part of the neat
cattle are destroyed by inflammatory fever and milk
fever, red-water, hoose and diarrhcEa ; and the coun-
try incurs a loss of nearly ten millions of pounds an-
nually." This calculation was the result of much
diligent inquiry, and was purposely under rather
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than over stated. A committee was appointed in 1833
to inquire into the state of agriculture at that time,
and the follovring was the evidence given as to the
ravages of one disease alone, the rot, in certainly a

very bad winter, 1830.
Rfr. W. R. Brown, of Broad Hintion, says, that he

lost 500 sheep in four months, and that he sold 400
more at 3s 8d a piece ; so that he might be said to

have lost 9 00 in all, out of a flock of 1400.
Mr. W. Simpson says, that one of his neighbours

lost all his sheep but three. Mr. .Tohn Buckley
says that many lost all their flocks. Mr. Jolm Western
Peters states, that he knew some instances in wliich

the farmer lost the whole of his stock, and bought a

second stock and lost that too.

Mr. Smallpiece asserts, that in some parts of the

Wealds of Surrey and Sussex, where there used to

be two or three thousand sheep, there is not one now.
He adds, " the loss extends beyond the mere value
of the sheep: it embarrasses the whole operation of

the farm, and throws it out of cultivation."

In consequence of this there were in Smithfield,

during 1833, five thousand sheep less than the usual
average number on every market day, and 20,000 less

than the usual number at Weyhill fair.

Mr. John Cramp, of the Isle of Thanet, adds, " in

1824, I liad improved my farm at Ashford, in the

Weald of Kent, and I had a great stock upon it ; but
in the ensuing winter I was visited by that dreadful

disease the rot, which carried away 3,000/ worth of

my sheep in less than three months, and I gave up
my farm.

Of the truth of the assertion, then, that the

mortality among farming stock is one cause of agri-

cultural distress, there cannot be a moment's doubt

;

nor can there be a doubt that it is an evil which to a

certain extent admits of remedy.

What has been the case with the horse ? Oppor-
tunity has been given to study well tlie nature and
the causes, actual and predisposing, and the proper
treatment, of his diseases ; and, as has again and again

been proudly and truly asserted, many diseases most
frequent and most murderous have in a manner dis-

appeared, and hundreds of thousands of pounds have
been annuall}^ saved to the cavalry service and to the

country. The success of the veterinarian in his

treatment of the horse is a pledge of what he would
be able to do were his education and opportunities

the same as il regards neat cattle and sheep. We
state without fear of contradiction, that the number
of deaths from inflammation of the lungs, staggers,

glanders, is not one-fourth part of what it was forty

years ago ; and there is no reason to doubt that the

diseases of cattle and sheep would diminish fully as

much in number and in fatality if equal opportunities
were aff"orded for obtaining a correct knowledge of
their nature and causes.

We are not wandering, then, from the legitimate
object of our periodical when we occasionally notice

the professed object and the real progress of the great
agricultural society lately formed. Statements like

those which we have made are intimately connected
with the prosperity and honour of our profession;
and the time is not far distant when veterinary science
will proudly assume her true station as identified

with the vital interests of the country.

Let veterinary surgeons coalesce with the district

societies around them, and let them use the little

interest wiiich they possess in prerenting the noble
objects wliich such societies, properly conducted,
can accomplish, from being sacrificed by the demand
of that vehich it would be neither honest nor possible

to grant, and by covertly making tlioir assemblies the

engines of political faction. Y.

ON THE DIFFERENT MODES OF
IMPROVING THE SOIL.

BY M. PUVIS.

(Translated expressly far the Farmer's Magazine.)

The Use of Ashes is very great in the extent of
Argilo-silicious earths between the Rhone and
Saone

; reaching from the gates of Lyons into tlie

departments of Letin, Saone-et-Loire, Jura, and
Haute Saone. Lyons having supplied lye-ashes to
the agriculturists of its vicinity who use large quan-
tities, disperses them by means of its rivers to their
banks and the adjacent countries, where the price
runs from Ifr 50o to 3fr per hectolitre.

The usual quantity for a dressing is not so o-reat

elsewhere as in the neighbourhood of Lyons • it is

about 20 or 30 hectolitres per hectare ; they are
in these parts spread upon the land before seed-
time. The earth and ashes should be perfectly
dry and they allow them to dry upon tlie land for
twenty-four hours if possible, and then plough them
lightly in. Ashes are also used very frequently for
buck wheat upon fallows, in the month of June •

they make sure of the crop, and also of the wlieat
and rye to succeed it. The effect of ashes is very
slight after two years, when they alteruate them
with dung, as it is found better to use them only
once in four years. Near Lyons they are employed
upon maiden lands, in large quantities successfully,
as much as 50 hectolitres, per hectare ; the effects

of this proceeding continue a long time ; also upon
their tilled lands they use greatquantities ; indeed such
as it would appear are warranted rather by the low-
ness of price than the wants of the soil ; the price
here being Ifr to Ifr 50c jier hectolitre.

In La Sarthe ashes are Tery dear and much sought
after ; they are employed conjointly with lime ; to
which, however, they are preferred for light soils

;

the quantity used is about 12 hectolitres per hec-
tare : the excellent effect is shewn in the crops of
buck wheat and of white wheat produced.

In L'Indre they are more particularly used in
raising rapeseed ; in dressings oftwenty hectolitres to

the hectare, and with this manure only from 20 to 30
per hectolitre per hectare are obtained.

Ashes are more frequently used alone, without
other manure ; but where their value is best known,
as well as their price greatest, they have been recog-
nized as acting more effectually when joined with
dung, the effects of that being also increased ; as

also in the case of marl and lime ; the fertility of
the soil being much greater. In a commune near
Louhans, (Saone et Loire), they make use of ashes
more especially for wheat; they add half the usual
quantity of dung to 8 or 10 hf ctolitres of ashes, and
the effect produced by this mixture yields more than
an average crop. In the commune Saint Etienne,
near Bourg, they adopt a somewhat similar plan

;

the dung gives them opportunity of keeping a cold,

heavy soil more exposed to the action of the atmos-
pheric agents. Although ashes render the soil more
susceptible of this latter action, they at the same time
increase its tenacity, and on this account are more
especially adapted to light soils.

In humid soils the quantity used must increase
in proportion to the moisture, but if waters stagnate

upon them the ashes will not produce any effect,

unless the lands are drained; and even then the

effect in rainy j-^ears will be very slight.

Ashes, as we have said, are employed in all seasons,

winter excepted ; in the spring at first upon mea-
dows and pasture lands ; then for tiie sowing of
barley, oats, and maize ; in summer rape and buck
wheats are manured with them ; and in antumii,

they are used in the culture of wheats ond rye.
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It is tlie custom either to mix them with the soil

by a slight tillage, or to strew them over the grow-

ing crops; cast in this manner in the spring, over

barley and wheat they visibly improve them ; this

practice, however, is but rare : I have tried both

these plans, and have found that the former is decid-

edly to be preferred.

Experience also prefers lixiviated ashes to cin-

ders. Theory does not support this view ; but in

agriculture, more even than in other sciences, we
find " experientia rerum magistra." I have con-

vinced myself of the fact here stated by experi-

ments, but we nevertheless are not obliged to con-

clude that the results will be uniform in every case.

Upon those soils fertilized by saline bodies, I am of

opinion that cinders will produce more effect; but

for those where phosphate of lime will suffice, lye-

ashes having lost their soluble parts, contain more
of this substance in the same bulk, and consequently

will pi'cduce a greater crop.

Cost and Produce of Ashes.—The use of lixi-

viated ashes produces a double quantity of wheat,

and one half as much more of other grain ; here we
have a surplus of wheat amounting to 4 hectolitres

per hectare.

Say, that the sale of this wheat of the first crop

produces 70f to 80f ; and that of the other grain in

the second, yields a medium of 50f to 60f; the

expenses of this manure, (carriage &c. included),

in the usual quantity of 30 hectolitres, at the price of

3f per hectolitre, will be 90f ; thus yielding a profit

of -iOf per hectare, exclusive of the straw ; as also

of the dung which has been saved during these two
years, and will be worth at least double the sum :

Ashes then, even reckoning them at a high price, are

evidently a loan to the land at a most usurious in-

terest, clearly doubling itself in two years.

Annual Consumption of Ashes on Land.—We
have seen that the effect of lye-ashes on the soil lasts

two years; taking 20 hectolitres as the medium
quantity employed, we shall have 10 hectolitres to

each hectare per annum ; after the two years with-

out doubt much remains in the land, as it is found
to be most profitable to use them but once in four

years; but supposing all consumed in two years,

we shall have as above 10 hectolitres per hectare,

but these 10 hectolitres contain at least 4 hectoli-

tres of phosphate of lime, and 3 of carbonate of the

same : the earth then on which ashes have been used
will have consumed a trifle more of lime than either

marled or limed earth ; but it will also have imbibed
one sixth more phosphoric acid, one half of which
only will be found in the produce ; consequently,

the rest remains in the soil, or forms other combina-

tions.

Ashes are in a great measure lost to French agri-

culture ; three-fourths perhaps are either entirely

lost or badly employed ; thus the loss is tremen-
dous. Paris, which sends so far by water its mud
to fertilize so large an extent of country, could afford

a much better manure in the ashes of its washer-
women, one-tentli of the bulk of these acting upon
as much land, and producing greater crops both
upon the banks of the Seine and those of its tributa-

ries, the demand for them would consequently be
immense.
The quantity of ashes fit for this purpose in

France, is very considerable; as out of eight million

fires made by the French population, at least seven
million are exclusively fed by wood ; now we have
seen that three-fourths of the ashes thus made are

wasted ; and these would suffice to bring pros-
perity, and even redundance, to an immense extent
of at present inferior land ; they would increase the

produce of many hundreds of thousands of hectares

by half, and which would be more too, than we
derive from our six million hectares of woods, which
would thus become the fertilizers of at least one-

tenth of their extent of agricultural land.

Use of Ground Bones.—The analogy in the com-

position of pulverized as well as burnt bones, places

them immediately after wood ashes ; in both the one

and the other, the greater part is composed of phos-

phato of lime, and that also is the active prmciple of

each.

Our case we have made out for the ashes, wo
have only to reason from analogy to do the same for

that of the bones.

And first, bones like ashes consist only with cer-

tain soils. M. M. De Dombasle in Flanders, and

De Wrede in Germany, as well as many agricul-

turists in England and elsewhere, have found them

of no value on their lands ; but in the case of M. De
Dombasle, it was only in places where lime was also

ineffective, i. e. on calcareous soils. Some experi-

ments, recounted by Masclet, make it appear that

upon silicious soils, bones have the advantage over

every other manure, while in those of a calcareous

character, the case is exactly the reverse. It ap-

pears that in some cases they have been successful

where calcareous formations constituted the sub-

strata ; but even in thes« cases it seems, that one-

half the time there wasTiothing of that kind in the

cultivated part of the soil. Further, it is certain

that thev have remained totally inert on chalky or

marly soils, while they have been very active on dry

soils not containing calcareous principles ; it is then

to such a principle contained in them that their effi-

cacy is to be ascribed, i. e. to the phosphate of lime,

which composes more than half of their substance

invariably.

Their action does not depend upon their animal

oil ; for bones deprived of that, frequently produce

as good effect as those from which it has not been

extracted ; it is not upon the gelatine contained in

them, for if it were, their effects would be alike on

all soils, which we find not to be the case ;
besides,

it is recorded on the evidence of several experi-

ments by Masclet, that boiled bones, which have

lost nearly the whole of that principle in the process,

are better than those in which the whole of it re-

mains. Finally, English commerce has explored

the fields of battle in Spain, in Germany, and at

Waterloo, and has found that the bones, which were

there exposed and had lost all their animal princi-

ples, have nevertheless produced as good eflfects as

those still containing them. The active principle

then cannot be gelatine, it can be nothing but the

phosphate of lime; and indeed, practical men prefer

those bones in which that substance is found in

the greatest quantity, viz. those of the horse and

sheep.

We may imagine then why the eflfects of pulver-

ized bones are analogous to those of ashes ;
like

the latter we find bones inert upon wet soils unless

well drained; their action in small quantities is

analogous to that of ashes; like them they do not

exhaust the land ; their effect also does not seem last-

ing, unless they are used in heavy dressings ;
finally,

they must be used dry and upon a dry ground ; this

complete identity in property would alone prove, had

we not already establislied it, the identity of the active

principle in ashes and bones.

The general use of bones in agriculture does not

appear to have originated more than thirty years

a"-o; and is attributed to the discovery by a work-

man in the lead manufactory at Solingen, who first

essayed it in 1802. This is however true only as it
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regards Germany , in France from time immemorial
the husbandmen of the neighbourhood of Thiers
(Puy de Dome), used the waste from their cutlery

;

and in England, Colonel St Leger tried them in

1775 ; and further, Kirwan in his paper on manures,
for which he was rewarded by the Academy of
Dublin, at the commencement of the century, speaks
of the use of bruised bones as a compost in the

vicinity of large towns. Here then we see that

each party has made the discovery, but the real

merit is to profit by it, and that we cannot claim for

our nation.

The progress of this improvement, formerly so

tardy, has for some few years advanced with rapid
strides; the English merchants seek bones in all

parts of the world, even in India. Denmark alone

supplies them to the extent of l,000,000lbsper year.

Join to those thus imported, the immense number
obtained from the internal consumption, and it may
be conceived to wljat an extent they are employed

;

thus, in more tlian one county, the inliabitants consi-

der the introduction of the use of bones as manure,
to be the greatest discovery of modern agriculture.

In France, liowever, they are as yet but sparingly
employed, merely in the environs of Strasbourg and
Thiers, where mills have been erected, and from
whence they export them to some distance.

The Germans estimate a quintal of bone powder
as equal to four loads of dung, and 15 to 20 quintals
or 10 hectolitres per hectare, is their ordinary quan-
tity, which lasts for three or four years. The Pala-
tinate, Wirtemburg and Baden use it ; and probably
it is from thence it was introduced into Alsace.
They employ the powdered bones in a similar
manner to other manures, either spread on the sur-
face or ploughed in ; they mix it freely with both
their winter and spring seeds, and sow it at the
same time. The bones which they plough in are
ground less fine than those which remain on the sur-
face ; the effect of the first method is the more dur-
able.

The English do not entertain so high an estimate
of the value of bones in proportion to that of other
manures. In this case as in that of lime, their doses
are much larger than those of other countries

;

although the price of bones is greater there than
elsewhere, their medium quantity of 20 hectolitres

or 40 quintals per hectare, is double that of the
Germans

; and sometimes this dressing is increased
to double and triple the quantity on meadows and
down lands ; but then, as in large doses of ashes,
the effect is prolonged beyond twenty-five years

;

and even after that period if the land be tilled it

will be found well manured.
The price of bones in England has risen to 15f

per hectolitre, and at this price their employ still

leaves a profit, or their use would doubtless be dis-
continued.

It is especially on turnips that they seem to have
effect; in some counties increasing the produce
from three to tenfold. It is very remarkable that
turnips thus treated are exempt from the attack of
the insects which so often destroy them. 'I'liey

employ them most freely with the drill, sowing in

the same line and at the same time, the compost and
the seed ; (vithout doubt it is this method which
preserves the young crop ; the worm will not touch
it, as it is growing in the midst of substances so
obnoxious.

It is with bones as with other calcareous agents,
their power is increased by the addition of other
manures. Thus the admixture of bones with ashes
mutually increases their effects ; a certain Swiss
found benefit from adding three pounds of sea salt to

each quintal of bone dust ; and an Alsacian praises

the addition of saltpetre. Further, when fresh bones
are employed it is found advantageous to suffer them to

ferment, and lose some part of their volatile princi-

ples; however, of all the preparations of bones the

mixture of them with dung seem to have been the

most successful ; and the reciprocal action of these

substances seems to double their effect. In all

these cases time should be allowed for the' reaction
of the different principles contained in the bodies
mixed, before the employment of the compost.

In the countries where the use of bones is great
there are peculiar mills; we cannot dwell here upon
that subject; but merely advise where the usage is

novel to be content with mill stones, and iron wire
sieves for separating the dust from the lumps.
The consumption of bones on the soil at the aver-

age quantity of 15 hectolitres per hectare in four

years, will be rather less than 4 hectolitres per hec-
tare per annum ; a smaller quantity than that of
phosphate of lime in the usual dressing of ashes,

and leaving less lime in the land than the common
lime manure.

This enables us to vissess the cost of bones for our
agriculture ; at the English price this kind of ccm-
post would cost us 60f per hectolitre per annum

;

but the price in France may for many years yet be
much lower, as, excepting in tlie neighbourhood of

Paris, bones are almost valueless and useless.

This improvement then has scarcely commenced
in France ; at Paris, after what they use in the man-
ufacture of bone black, and sal-amoniac, there are

still two-thirds lost. In some other parts also they

make bone black, but all besides is useless ; how-
ever, the waste is immense. Two hundred thousand

horses, and a quantity nearly equal to that, of oxen
and sheep not consumed, which die every year,

together with the bones of those animals which sup-

ply the average quantity of two ounces of meat to

each individual per diem, will produce 2,400,000
hectolitres of powder per annum, which at the Eng-
lish price would yield 36,000,000f annually ; this

quantity of bone dust would manure 600,000 hectares

every year, of which the surplus product would en-

rich both the public and individuals, and the ordinary

composts would be used to increase the products of

other land.

Thus we see a slight alteration in conduct with re-

spect to an apparently unimportant article, if follow-

ed out in an extensive country like France, may be-

come an important element of public prosperity.

Use of Bone Black.—What we have said re-

specting the use of ground bones, may abridge our

comments on this article ; we have merely to prove

that the active principle of both is the same, viz.,

phospoate of lime ; and nearly all that has been said

respecting the former will apply to tlie latter.

We have seen the power of phosphate of lime on
vegetation in the preceding manures ; here where it

is purer it should be more active, and so in effect it is
;

for the dressing of bone black is much less than that

of mere bone powder; otherwise the circumstances,

attending its use and its action on the soil, are the

same as those of the two last articles. It does not

suit the calcareous soil, but does extremely well ior

a well drained land devoid of any such principle ;

its effect is not lasting, it acts in small quantities, it

should not he employed on a moorish soil, it should

be used on one rather moist than dry by nature ; and

farther it is composed of nearly nine-tenths of phos-

phate of lime ;
and the remainder consists of soluble

substances, viz., sugar, molasses, a little albumen from

tho bullock's blood, and particles of carbon resulting

from the combustion of the gelatine j but the fertili-
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zing power does not reside either in tlie soluble and

saccharine parts, or in the albumen ; for before its

use, by exposure to the air and weather it loses the

greater part of these, but does not lose one tittle of

its power ; for it is known that large quantities of it,

which had been exposed during many years in the

yard of a sugar-refiner)^ at St. Petersburg, and con-

sequently had lost by decomposition all the animal

and soluble particles, fertilized as potentially the

fields of La Vendee as that from the refineries of

JVantes.

Neither is it to be believed that the carbon pro-

duces, of itself, much effect, or we should find its

action extend to calcareous soils, which is not the

case
;
phosphate of lime then is in this substance, as

it is in ashes and powdered bones, the most active

agent.

French agriculture, which is so much to blame for

wasting so much bone as she does, in some measure
compensates for her fault by employing the bone
black made in France, and also that of other coun-
tries.

The departments of Maine et Loire, La Loire In-

ferieure, La Vendee, La Vienne and Les Deux
Sevres manure part of their soil with this substance

;

in 1828 175 vessels imported it to Nantes, which
with Paimboeuf serves as the entrepot for it from
other countries; its price has risen from If to 7f per
hectolitre, which is not yet half that of the bone
dust in England and this increasing will cause the

importation of still larger quantities.

Another analogy to the powdered is to be found
in the action of the burnt bone on buckwheat, hemp,
flax, cabbages, radishes and beetroots ; also on the

meadows and grazing grounds and the benefits it

produces to the winter and spring corn.

The quantity employed is from three to ten hec-
tolitres. With the first of these dressings its efifect

cannot be expected to survive the second year;
with the second it will of course last longer.

Husbandmen have found its power too quickly
exhausted, and complain that it does not produce
its effects with certainty ; on the other hand,
dishonourable dealers have adulterated it

;

these occurrences have disgusted some : still the

sale of it increases every year, and we have reason
to believe that its price will also ; unfortunately the

quantity is small, and the Paris sugar-refiners have
discovered a process by which it may be made to

serve their purpose several times.

This scarcity and the high price may produce most
happy results, since it may lead to the use of bones
in their natural state to that of carbonized bones as

at present.

This time, so advantageous to our agriculture,

will be much hastened, it the opinions we have, as

we think, demonstrated be generally admitted, viz.,

those of the identity of the composition of aslies,

ground and burnt bones, and of the power of the
phosphate of lime on vegetation.

Peat and Coal Asues.—These are regarded in
Flanders, in the department du Nord and in Belgium
as among the greatest vegetative agents. Among the
peat ashes, those of Holland or of the sea, bear a

distinguished place : they are in much higher esteem
than those of common peat; the quantity required
being, as one of the former to five of the latter, to

produce the same effect. They are formed by tlie

combustion of the peat cf Holland; this which lias

been formed under the sea, or at least has remained
there for a long time, burns belter, and above all,

yields white ashes of a superior quality ; doubtless
tJiese contain a greater portion of saline and of cal-
careous matter.

These last, as well as the peat and coal ashes, are
employed on artificial grasses, hemp, spring crops
and on the meadows which are not watered ; they are
become indispensable in the arrondissement of Lisle,
where lime is seldom used as manure ; in the others,

especially in Avesne, they are often mixed with lime,
in the proportion of one-half or one-fourth of the
wliole compost.

Dressings of ashes and lime, are more particularly

employed on meadows and spring corn, in the same
quantity as if they were of pure lime, i. e. 4 cubic
metres or 40 hectolitres per hectare, every ten or
twelve years.

The ashes of the sea act freely on clovers ; they
use from five to ten hectolitres of them to the hectare,

and the clover yields a superb crop infallibly ; the

corn which succeeds it partakes of its fecundity.

The high price which the Flemings were obliged
to give for these ashes, induced them to seek, and
tliey have found a cheaper manure ; they obtain from
Picardy, and from their own earth, a mineral pro-

duct to which is given the name of black or red ash,

which supplies the place of the sea-ashes, too dearly

sold by tlieir Dutch neighbours. We will treat of

this hereafter.

(Continuation in our jjert.)

THOUGHTS ON DRAINING AS THE
SPEEDIEST MEANS OF FERTILIZ-
ING THE SOIL.

(From the Qitartevly Journal of Agriculture.)

It appears, then, from the observations which we
made on the extension of draining in the last num-
ber, that much of the arable land, and the greater

proportion of the natural pasture, in Scotland, re-

quire extensive and thorough draining. Could this

truth be successfully pressed to conviction on the

minds of proprietors and farmers, we have no doubt
that tliorough draining would be generally applied

as a remedy without delay ; for the experience which
discovers the increase of produce by draining, be-

comes at the same time satisfied of its profitableness.

That this conviction is really spreading apace, may be
inferred from the great extension of draining which
has been effected within these few years, particularly

the last ten. What have been the immediate causes

which have led to this improved practice, it is not

our present purpose to inquire— that will form a

subject for future investigation—-our present pur-

pose only being to state the fact as it exists. Wliat-

ever these causes may have been, this is their cheer-

ing result, that, amidst unprecedented difficulties,

our agriculturists, by their own elastic energies, still

continue their efforts to fertilize the soil. This re-

sult, undeniable as it is cheering, strongly urges us

to prosecute the important subject which occupied

our " thoughts " in the last number, which, we have

the satisfaction of learning from various quarters,

has excited no inconsiderable degree of attention,

that our practical friends may still farther be induced
to pursue the means which have produced so favour-

able a result.

It is the practice of physicians, that whenever a

disease is known, a remedy is immediately applied

to effect its cure. It is desirable that a similar rule

of practice were adopted by farmers, as well in re-

gard to the soil as to live-stock. It is desirable that

where the disease of a wet subsoil is observed,

draining should be immediately applied to effect a

cure ; and as a disease is only known by its symptoms,
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that farmerg would endeavour to acquire the symp-
toms of a wet subsoil, in order to be qualified to

apply the infallible remedy of draining- As a

practitioner, the farmer has greatly the advantage of

the physican, for draining is a specific against all the

injurious effects of a wet subsoil ; whereas the most
skilful application of medicine by the physican may
be unavailing towards the cure of the disease. There
being, therefore, the assurance of success attendant

on draining, it is remarkable, that during the pro-

gressive improvement of agriculture in Scotland, one

farm should now be left to be drained. Draining is

no doubt a laborious, and expensive, and slow oper-

ation, but as, when properly executed, it invariably

insures its own reward, it is remarkable, we repeat,

that a single farm, instead of whole parishes, should

now require it. Want of capital may deter some
from undertaking it ; but is the condition of the

farmer so reduced, that credit cannot be obtained for

him to prosecute even a safe and permanent under-

taking, or his landlord so lost to a sense of his duty,

as to refuse his support to a measure which cannot

fail to promote his interest in common with that of

his tenants ? We cannot believe it. We rather be-

lieve when the will prompts, a way will soon be

discovered by the perceptive faculty. We fear that

apathy enervates the hand of one, and ignorance lulls

the mind in conceit of another class of farmers. The
allegation, though severe, appeals for its justification

to the actual condition of small farms, which employ
from one horse to two pairs of horses. Such farms
are generally very low in the scale of condition, the

ploughing is being seldom thoroughly executed ; the

horses being stinted of corn are kept in poor condi-

tion, and tlie ploughman, if he is not the farmer him-
self or his son, is a man who is hired, not because he
is a first-rate holder of the plough and guide of

horses, but because he has accepted the lowest rate

of wages in the market. Having been hired on the

lowest terms, he thinks his lowest rate of service a

sufficient equivalent for them, and his time mis-
spent in grooming a pair o{ horses which he con-
siders only fit for the tan-yard ; and yet he would any
night cheerfully spend much more time than would
be required to groom his horses properly, in the

smithy, the news-room of " country politicians," or

in the bothie of a neighbouring' farm. The fences,

if any on such farms, are generally neglected, and
only repaired when necessity compels ; and a short
stump of a drain is at length made in a part of a

field, only after it has been long seen that water
stands on it in a pool, the horses sink in it, or it will

yield no produce. The roads and spaces about the
houses and steading are always rough and dirty, and
devoid of comfort to man and beast. The occupants
of such farms have been stewards, or forman-plough-
men, on large farms, who have saved a little money.
They are not deficient in skill of farming ; on the
contrary, it is their skill in their former trusts which
entitled them to ask and obtain such wages as ena-
bled them to save money to take farms ; but unfor-
tunately for the continued exhibition of their skill,

anxiety to become their own masters, and be the
masters of others, before old age overtakes them,
induces them to engage in farming before they have
accumulated a sufficient capital to furnish their

houses in the style of farmers, and to stock and carry
on until the first crop is reaped, much less to im-
prove their fiu-ms. The sons of such occupants
seldom follow their fathers' profession. Witnessing
a continual struggle for existeno(^, they arc glad to

escape a thraldom which they have long experienced.
Of a truth, there is no class of the agricultural ])opu-

lation more to be pitied in their existent condition
than this.

The large farmer can obtain credit, and can live

above want, upon the small profit derived from large

quantities of produce passing through his hands

;

the labourer receives his weekly wages, or his earn-

ings by piece-work, which, if he keep his health, is

an adecjuate income, to secure him and his family

the necessaries at least, if not the luxuries of life

;

and the ploughman is insured his yearly income,
who, after finishing his day's work, in a decent
manner, can retire to his happy dwelling, relieved
from care at least, if not from toil ; but the class of
small farmers of which we are speaking, have none
of these resources to support them. AH the pro-
duce which can be spared to take to market is but
little, certainly not more than is requisite to settle

the demands of rent and expenses, and not suificient

in quantity to leave a profit. Raised by penurious
management, the produce of their farms is much
less than it might be, and the quality of that pro-

duce is inferior. Lowly supported as they and their

families are, and slovenly as the land is worked, the

requisite live-stock which is kept on them bears a

large proportion to the extent and produce of their

farms. Theirs is a life of continual care and
anxiety.

Another class of small farmers is widely different

in condition from the one described. Having occu-

pied land as life-renters, or on leases of long dura-

tion, at small rents, they have generally accumu-
lated fortunes, which are always selfishly expended
on stocking large farms for their sons, or lent out at

interest to landed proprietors. As many of the sons
of this class become farmers as the father has means
to stock farms. In character this is a respectable

class of farmers, and they form the connecting link

between the large farmer and the ploughman. But
having been bred up in the old school of farming,

or succeeding to old-fashioned sires, their ideas be-

come as contracted by constant residence, as their

small farms ; and the excessive prudence of this

class forms as great a bane to the agricultural im-

provement of the country as the one formerly de-

scribed. They will not spend a shilling until they

can " clearly see their way" of regaining it with

advantage. They will remain as they are, rather

than " fly to ills they know not of." As to mending-
farm- roads, running fences, enlarging steadings, or

draining fields, except to obliterate a pool of water,

these are outlays of money which they conceive can
never be recovered, and which ought only to be in-

curred by landlords, although in most cases they are

richer than their landlords ; and, in all cases, com-
paratively, can command more ready money than any
landlord. Their horses and cows are in better con-
dition, because this clviss of farmers are not so fond
of overstocking as the other. The domestic com-
forts of the farm-house, though frugal, are also un-
exceptionable.

It is impossible to state what extent of land the

small farmers in Scotland actually occupy ; but what
with them and the large farmers who neglect drain-

ing, the greater area is certainly occupied with the

non-improving class of farmers. But, comparatively,

there are fewer small farmers in Scotland than in

England or Ireland. Is it fair to conclude, then,

that the agricultural improvement of Scotland is

greater, comparatively, than that of England or Ire-

land, just because there are more large farmers in it,

since it is only by the large and most arable fanners

that imj)rnvements have been prosecuted in that

country? It is not evident at first sight what in-

ducement prompts a large farmer to improve his

fiiira which a small has not. Both apparently have
scope for improvement according to their means.
But a large farm doea possess advantages for im-
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provemeat which a small one cannot have. The ma-

teriel for labour is comparatively smaller, and is more

fully employed all the year round, on a large farm ;

because a large farm is most likely composed of dif-

ferent kinds of soils, the labouring of which is so

accommodated to the different states of the weather,

as to economise, and not lose time. Besides, a very

small profit on each portion of the large quantity

of produce of grain and live-stock sent to market from

a laro-e farm, will generally leave a surplus over the

expenditure of rent and expenses ; and economy in

labour, at the same time, reducing the expenditure,

that surplus in increased, and, in such cases, is al-

most always disbursed in improvements, such as

draining, liming, &c. Such advantages can never

be derived from a small farm ; but they are the chief

resources which supply the means of improvement,

without which farming could not repay its own cost.

In short, a large farm is always a cheaper bargain

than a small.

Now we wish to avoid the imputation of promul-

gating the heterodox doctrine, that small farms can-

not be improved ; on the contmry, we know they

may be effectually improved. We know many in-

stances of their impi-ovement in Scotland, and the

fact is in proof at this moment in Ireland through

Mr. Slacker's exertions. But after what we have

stated of the mode of working them, we maintain

they cannot be improved but at comparatively greater

cost than large farms. The possessors of large farms

will thereby always have the advantage over small

farmers in the markets, because their disposable

produce being larger, at a smaller cost, their profits

will be greater at the same prices. Nevertheless,

let the small farmers improve the stamina of the soil

by draining, and they will in due time discover

that the materiel of labour which they now employ,
notwithstanding that it will always be proportionably

great on small farms, will then insure a larger return

of produce. Increased produce will insure a profit,

and a profit, however small, will form a disposable

fund for further improvements, will thus give a com-
mand of ready money, and obviate most, if not all

the evils, at present arising from small farms.

It is clear, then, from our first paper, that drain

-

incr might be much extended in Scotland, and it ap-

pears from what has been stated in this, that one

great bar to its extension is the negligent farming on
small farms. It now remains to be shown, that the

most speedy means which can be adopted for fertiliz-

ing the joil, is the extension of thorough draining.

We say thorough draining, meaning thereby the

thorough drying of the soil, whatever may be the

mode adopted for accomplishing that object. That

being the object which it is wished to be acquired,

the means used for it its acquisition should be adapted

to circumstances. There appear to be only two me-
thods of thoroughly drying the soil. One is what is

called Elkington's method, which searches after, and

detects the seats of large quantities of water which

are naturally pent up among deep, impervious, and

hidden strata. The water, in finding its way to the

day, greatly injures the soil. Unless these springs

are removed at their sources, it will otherwise be

impossible to render the soil dry. This method of

eradicatory draining has long been practised, and its

beneficial effects may be observed in every nrai/e dis-

trict where no large springs are now seen to injure

the soil, although very much good as yet to be ef-

fected by this method of drying the soil in every pas-

toral district. This method has also been very success-

fully applied to the draining of bogs ; indeed, it is the

principal means of drying them. But by far the

greatest injury accrues to the soil—the great arena

of agriculture—from the stagnation of water on ita

surface, poured from the atmosphere in rain, snow,
hail, and dew, or derived from rivers, in inunda-
tions and percolations through pervious strata. The
attempt to remove this leprous evil may be said to

be only begun in Scotland. It is strange that the
remedy should have been so long of being suggested !

So long as the more obvious and apparent evils of
springs attracted the attention of the husbandman,
the subterraneous plottings of stagnant water
passed unobserved. Now its baneful effects are

deprecated on all hands, and draining is universally
acknowledged to be the only remedy which can re-

move them. Not that the acknowledged remedy
has yet been universally applied ; but a serious ac-

knowledgment of an evil will in time find an ade-
quate remedy for its removal. But the Elkington
method of draining is not the most advisable remedy
for the removal of stagnant water. Such a remedy,
like the opening of a large blood-vessel, might more
quickly draw off an arterial hemorrhage than any
other, but it would not remove a local inflammation.
The topical application of leeches is better suited to

heal an irritated surface. So another kind of drain-

ing which has been of late years adopted in this

country, is better suited than Elkington's to effec-

tually remove stagnant water from the soil. This
kind has not yet received an appropriate designation.

It has been called wedge, tile, frequent and furrow
draining, none of which conveys the idea of its en-

tire mode of action. Wedge-draining is so termed,

because the drain is made so narrow at the bottom
that a portion of the substance used to fill it is

wedged down to form a conduit under it for the cur-

rent of water to pass through. But this draining is

only strictly applicable to strong clay soils. Tile-

draining can only be properly called so when tiles

are used, which should never be where stones can be
obtained in sufliicient abundance. Frequent draining

is so termed, because it presents so many drains as

to afford y7-e(;!te/)£ opportunities for stagnant water to

escape ; but as wedge and tile draining may both
afford equal facilities, and the actual frequency of

the drains depending entirely on the nature of the

subsoil, the term seems not very appropriate. Fur-
row-draining is so called, only because it is formed
in the furrows ; but the furrows may not always oc-

cupy the best position for thoroughly drying the

land. We apprehend that thorough draining is not

only the best descriptive term for that drain which
removes stagnant water, but it also affirms what the

drain really effects—the thorough drying of the soil.

An appropriate designation for any term of rural im-
provement is a matter of importance, for country

people are apt to prejudge of the nature and utility

of any improvement before they have seen it, from
the idea which its designation suggests. For ex-

ample, let fiie-draining be recommended to a farmer
who had never seen tiles used tor that purpose, and
ho will immediately ask, from the obvious sense of

the term, if tiles are better than stones for draining.

Or let /'itrroui-draining be recommended to him, and
he will tell you that his land is not wet enough to

require a drain in every furrow. On the other hand,

let thorough draining be recommended to him, and
he would understand it at once, and his conce[)tioa

of it would be correct, that his land would be
thoroughly drained by it.

Now let us inquire what thorough draining is, and
how it operates. It may be best described by what
it is not. It is not tile draining, for no tiles may be
used in its structure. It is not furrow -draining, for

it may be improper to run a drain in any furrow. It

is not wedge-draining, for the drains may not be best
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cut in tlie wedge^shape, nor may any wedge be used
in them. It is not frequent draining, for some kinds

of subsoils can be dried by placing the drains at a

considerable distance from each other. And it is

not the Elkington method, for it may not require

deep drains ; and it is not of a ramified pattern, be-

cause it is not intended to cut off the sources of

springs. Thorough draining may therefore be defined

as that kind which removes surface icaterfrom subsoils,

by placing shallow, though subituntially constmcted

drains in parallel lines, at such distances and in such a

position, as thoroughly to dry the soil without injury to

their structure. According to the spirit of this defi-

nition, thorough draining admits of drains being

filled with tiles, stones, or other appropriate mate-

rials, provided tliey are substantially constructed ; it

admits forms of drains of any shape, whether wedge-
shaped or otherwise, provided they are placed in

parallel lines and not cut too deep ; it admits the

placing of drains in any position, whether up and
down the slope, or along its face in a diagonal direc-

tion, provided the inclination given prevents the de-

struction of their structure by the force of running
water ; and it admits the running of drains in any
place, and at any distance from each other, provided
they be so near to one another that the water can
have easy access to them from every direction.

Thorough draining acts as an absorbent like a sponge,
presenting in all directions numerous channels to

imbibe the superabundant moisture. No sooner does
rain or melted snow percolate through tlie ploughed
.soil, than thorough draining offers a safe conductor
to receive and convey it away.

But another indispensable inquiry remains to be in-

atituted before we can clearly arrive at the final con-
clusion, that draining is the speediest means of ferti-

lizing the soil. We have to ascertain that state of
the soil in which draining shows its greatest efficacy

as a fertilizer of soil. Most people accustomed to

field labour imagine that they can easily indicate the

state of the soil which requires draining, and the ex-

act places in which drains should be formed. Many
egregious mistakes have thus been committed in

draining, and particularly in thorough draining. Any
one is competent to observe where a spring bursts

out to the day, and where the soil is partially dark

coloured when ploughed, and where it is in a pulpy
state at the wettest place; and any one can detect

the well-eye bursting out its waters near the bottom
of a bank of natural pasture, surrounded with a ver-

dant margin, and originating a train of those plants

which luxuriate most vigorously in spring water,

Buch as the florin, some species of poa, and the water-
cress; but a palpable error would be committed,
were any one ignorant of tlieir nature, to attempt to

cut off the sources of such springs. To accomplish
that effectually requires a previous knowledge of the

nature of the alluvial and harder rocks, among which
springs generally originate, and especially a compe-
tent knowledge of those in the particular locality.

Although spi-ings clearly indicate an obvious neces-
sity for draining, which, if effectually executed, will

always recompense the cost, stagnant water under
arable soil is not so easily detected. The evidence
of its existence is not so much pathognomonic as

symptomatic, to use still the phraseology of medi-
cine. The crops commonly grown are most correctly

symptomatic of stagnant water, Tlirough its bane-
ful influence the straw of white crops is short, small,

fine, soft, easily broken from shortness, not brittle-

ness of fibre, and stained as if with rain, Tliegrain

is small, and although at times well enougli filled,

has always a puny and palish appearance. (Jutting

grass is also small, fine, not long, and much inclined

to abundance of flowers, and of course to seed, which
are both small. The hay is always light for its bulk.

Pasture grass is short, stift', not thick set nor fine,

and of a bluish grass green colour. It does not fatten

live-stock well, particularly in tallow. Sheep thrive

worse than cattle on it, their wool being light, and

to appearance dead. Little milk and butter are de-

rived from it. Turnips are small, hard, and fibrous,

and their leaves grow nearly erect, and are often

margined with red. Potatoes are small in the stem
and short, the tubers being small, watery when
boiled, and the crop never very abundant. The
symptoms from the land itself are, that it is apt to

get foul with couch-grass, which, when hand-picked,

cannot be gathered free from soil, but is easily broken,

fine, and very adhesive to balls of earth. This weed
renders the ploughing and harrowing of such land,

particularly the harrowing, very tedious, and when
both operations are repeated till the soil is free of it,

the soil by that time becomes too much pulverised

and deaf. The furrow slices of land rendered thus

deaf cannot stand up on their own feet, but soon

clap down, become obliterated, and assume a wasted

and hungry appearance. The dead roots of stubble,

when ploughed after harvest, do not adhere firmly to

the soil, but are easily rubbed out by the coulter and

mould-board, and carried forward in bundles before

the coulter. 'I'he symptoms attendant on the appli-

cation of extraneous matter to land in that state are,

that farm-yard dung, whether fermented or fresh,

does not quickly incorporate with the soil. It re-

mains in an inert state, lumpy, and moulders away
into a blackened mass. Bone-dust does not quickly

incorporate with the land, therefore does not quickly

decompose in it, nor does it ever impart that greasi-

ness to the soil which is its valuable characteristic

as a manure. Lime does not quickly mix with it,

losing its caustic properties, and soon becoming like

mortar, and of course effete. Hedges whicli are

planted in it become stinted in growth, and covered

with moss, and most of the kinds of forest trees are

soon in the same plight. Plants indicative of dry

soil never grow in it, but give place to those which

tiirive in moist earth, such as the horse-tail, dead-

nettle, sprats, some species of the rush, thistle, &c.

Besides these obvious symptoms, there are others

more latent, which are only obvious after having

been detected ; such as the ground when felt in

walking over or being trodden on. It is difficult to

describe this sense of feeling by words. The ground

feels less firm, more likely to slip under the foot by

the arable portion sinking into or sliding upon the

subsoil, and in some cases it will sound hollow on

being jumped on. In such suspicious circumstances

we have frequently seen drains release large quan-

tities of stagnant water which had lain concealed and

encased among beds of impervious clay. In short,

wlien we come to examine tluis minutely into the

state of land, we will find a very sms.ll portion of it

indeed that can naturally claim exemption from drain-

ing.

In considering this enumeration of evils, and the

catalogue is a long one, it may be observed that most,

if not all of them, are symptomatic of bad land, as

well as that under the influence of stagnant surface

water. The observation is quite correct. But it

should be borne in mind that stagnant water turns

good land into bad, and that bad land is so chiefly

because it is permitted to remain injured by stagnant

water. It is true that all sorts of land are not alike

in their nature, nor alike in quality,—some are na-

turally good, and some naturally bad,—but in all the

natural classes of soils which are easily affected by

draining, and they are tin* most numerous, the good

2 1!
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of them are good, because tbey are naturally drained,

being composed of, and resting on pervious mate-

rials ; and the bad are bad, because they rest on re-

tentive subsoils ; and the more retentive subsoils

are, the worse the soils which rest upon them. Soils,

therefore, are not naturally so dissimilar in quality

for the purposes of husbandry, as tliat they are ren-

dered so by being naturally placed on dissimilar

subsoils. Land, if of considerable depth, may, how-
ever, be very good although it rest on a retentive

subsoil ; but the good soil below the reach of the

plough forms, in that case, the subsoil, and not the

retentive matter, which may be at a considerable dis-

tance below it. The best natural soil would become
bad if placed on a retentive subsoil. It is the nature

of the subsoil, therefore, which stamps the quality

on the soil for the purposes of agriculture, for the

natural quality of soil is, in all events, much en-

hanced by the art of husbandry. Pure carse clays

may seem to form an exception to these remarks, but
attention to their nature, as they are really affected

by stagnant water, will show that even they form no
exception. Pure carse clay soils are generally formed
in deep beds or in masses several feet in thickness,

the pure clay itself forming the subsoil to the pure
clay which is subjected to the plough. When water
finds its way through arable soil, it descends to the

subsoil, which, when impervious, it cannot pene-
trate, but slides down both sides of the ridges to the

open furrows. But the arable part of clay soil can
only be penetrated by water immediately after it has
been ploughed ; for soon after ploughing it consoli-

dates, and the water then can only run along the im-

pervious surface to the furrows ; so that pure clay

soils can never be said to stand over stagnant water :

and should drains be placed in the furrows and open
cuts formed in the hollows elsewhere on the surface,

no surface water could long remain on them. Could
a rounded form be given to the subsoil of the ridge
upon which the sole of the plough moves, and that

subsoil rendered smooth by the lower edge of the

furrow slice, being cut clean with the near approxi-

mation of the points of the coulter and sock, the sur-

face water that at any time might reach the subsoil,

would pass easily off" to the drains in the furrows.

Having contemplated the evils arising from water
becoming stagnant under arable soil, let us now con-

template the reverse of the picture, the pleasing and
valuable effects of draining. The existence of mois-
ture being most easily known by its eff"ects on the

crops which are commonly grown on the fields, the

benefits of draining are also first exhibited by them.
The straw of white crops on thoroughly drained

land shoots up strongly from a vigorous braird, is

thick, long, and, at the some time, so stiff", that the

crop is not easily lodged. The grain is plump,
large, bright coloured, and thin skinned. The crop
ripens uniformly, is bulky and prolific, is more
quickly won for stacking after being cut, is more
easily thrashed out, winnowed, and cleaned, and
produces fewer small and light grains. The straw,

also, makes better fodder for live-stock. Cutting
clovers become strong, rank, long, juicy, and the

flowers, though fewer, very large and bright of

colour. The hay is heav}^ for its bulk. Pasture
grass stools out in every direction, covering the

earth with a thick mass of rank vegetation, which
produces fat and milk of the finest quality. Turnips
get large, plump as if fully grown, juicy, with the

skin smooth and oily. Potatoes are long, and strong
in the stem, with tubers large, with skins easily

peeled off, and mealy when boiled. Stock of every
kind thrive, become gentle tempered, and fatten

easily, particularly sheep, which improve both in

mutton and wool. Land is less occupied with
weeds, the luxuriance of the sown crops choking
their growth. Summer fallow is then easily cleaned,
when practised on strong soils, and much less work
is required to put the land in proper trim for the
manure and seed. All manures quickly incorporate
with soil when drained. These all are symtoms of
good land, observed on the same soil which formerly
exhibited symptoms of bad ; thus proving that by
draining is derived the same results from bad land
(that is, from the natural surface, whatever may be
its component parts, when it rests on a subsoil na-

turally so retentive as to detain the surface water
which reaches it until it stagnates), that are derived
from good (that is, from the natural surface, what-
ever may be its component parts, when it rests on a

subsoil naturally pervious to surface water). Can
facts stronger than these be adduced to recommend
the adoption of draining? Can statements stronger
than these be produced on any subject to make out
a clearer case in its favour, than have been now pro-
duced in favour of draining as a fertilizer of the

soil ? To hesitate, therefore, to drain land, is wil-

lingly to hesitate to confer benefits on one's self.

None need urge the plea of inability from what of
capital to undertake even the expensive operation

of draining, since its eff"ects are immediate as well
as compensative. Every one can do a little to

begin with : and every year thereafter, the draining,

however small, will increase the means proportion-

ately to extend similar operations in future. Be-
sides, let a farmer think of the happiness which he
is daily storing up for himself, in the contemplation

of the enlargement of his means, from the judicious

application of his skill and industry on that soil

which is the source of his existence. At any rate,

should the experiment fail, and disappoint his

fondest hopes, it aff"ords greater satisfaction to the

mind, and confers a higher honour on the conduct
to yield to the burdens incurred by improvements,
than to sink under the obloquy of indolence, to

encounter the charge of ignorance, or to suffer the

imputation of revenge even against the real, and it

may have only been, the supposed, unkindness of

the landlord. If time permit by the lease, let him
rather exercise a truer independence of mind, and
show it by improving his land by draining, which
will, in return, as surely as the effect follows the

cause, improve his own circumstances, and place

him in a condition of independence, above the re-

quest of a favour from his landlord. And sliould he
have done all that industry and skill can perform,

and still continue to struggle with pecuniary hard-

ships, he then places himself on the high vantage-
ground, from which he will be able with eff"ect to

demand the alleviation of his condition. Let him
depend upon it, that that landlord must be an ex-

ception to his class, who would long withstand the

just claims of unrewarded industry aud skill.

But it is not to be understood, that draining is the

only fertilizer of the soil. Ploughing, dung, bone-

dust, lime, are all fertilizers of the soil ; but without
draining, as the precursor and the foundation, all

" these appliances and means to boot," will encounter

many difficulties, and raise but a flimsy superstruc-

ture. The action of all these " appliances" on the soil

after it is drained, would form an interesting in-

quiry for another paper.

The best sites and positions for drains should now
occupy our attention; but the subject is attended

with so many practical difficulties, that it is impos-

sible to explain them in writing. Many simple

cases, it is true, both in spring and stagnant water-

draining, may occur in every man's practice, in
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which he may with ease judiciously apply the Elk-
ington and thorough-draining- systems ; but in most
cases neither of them is easily applied, particularly

in the less obvious cases of tliorough-draining. It

is not sufficient to run a siim cut in every furrow,
and fill it up with a few tiles, and hury back the

earth upon tliem. The furrows may not lie in the

proper direction, and they may have too great a de-

clination to drain the land thoroughly. It is effec-

tual draining that is required, and not the mere
cutting up of furrows. This constitutes an import-

ant distinction. When a farmer is not well ac-

quainted witli this distinction, and has a considera-

ble quantity of land to drain, on which he wishes to

puisue the thorough system, we would recommend
him to employ a professional drainer to lay out the

drains for him in the fii-st instance. The amount of

fees to the professional drainer will be but trifling,

compared to the advantages for ever to he derived
from his directions. The few pounds of outlay in
this way will be lost among the many which they
will surely and quickly return. Knowledge thus
acquired from fixed principles, which have been
deduced from experience, will enable the farmer
himself to assume with confidence tlie character of
drainer ; but without the guidance of this knowledge
he will miss his aim, and whilst he is thus injuring
his land, he will be draining his pockets.

But although it is impossible to indicate in writ-
ing, the exact positions of drains on any class of
soils, yet a few hints on those which admit of the
greatest application of draining may not be unser-
viceable to the young farmer. Correctly speaking,
pure homogeneous clays cannot be drained, draining
literally signifying a percolation of water through a
pervious medium. The only mode of keeping clay
soils dry, is by the removal of surface-water, which
may be completely effected by open cuts on the
ground at the hollowest places, in conjunction with
small drains in the furrows between the ridges.
Hitherto open cuts only have been used on clay
land, but now-a-days drains in the furrows are
strongly recommended to co-operate with them, and
the recommendation, when attended to, has been
accompanied with as much success as the inordinate
breadth of ridges will admit of. Ridges of clay
soils are generally formed broad, and often crooked,
—broad, because the land had to be many times
gathered up from the furrows to keep it dry ; and
crooked, because they had been formed at a period
when a long team of draught animals were attached
to the plough, which, on reaching the ends of the
ridges, required a long sweep to turn on. But
furrow-draining clay land will no doubt have the
effect of altering the shape and form of its ridges.
We are aware that the alteration of clay ridges is

attended with considerable danger to the succeeding
crops, and is therefore seldom attempted ; but we
believe that danger follows the alteration, only when
the state of the land so altered has thereby been
changed, for the worse in respect to the facility of
being kept dry. It is in all cases desirable that
ridges should be straight, and also so narrow as to
aftbrd as many outlets as practicable to surface
water. Of the two methods of draining formerly
enumerated, that of Elkington is inapplicable to
pure clay, because the impermeability of clay to
moisture prevents the collection of springs in it

;

and of the diflferent kinds of thorough-draining, the
furrow seems the only one suitable to it; because
pure clay being generally a level alluvial deposite,
the direction of the furrows in it follows the only
line of declination of the ground, and therefore the
oidy line suitable to draimng. The furrow-drains

should be shaped according to the nature of the

materials which the clay can supply for filling them
with. Since pure clays supply no haud-stones,

which are the most proper materials for filling

drains with, other substitutes than stone, which,

when inconvenient to be brought a long distance,

must of course be provided. The substitutes are

clay, rough sods, peat, sand or gravel, and tiles.

Sand or gravel is very seldom found associated with

pure clay, and therefore cannot be expected to be

found in any quantity. Worked clay may be formed
and used as wedges, the opening under which per-

mits the flow of water. This is called " plug-

draining," and requires a particular kind of appa-

ratus for its construction, which has been described

in vol iv. p. 501 of the Quarterly Journal of Agri-

culture. Rough sods when a little dried, form
light, tough wedges for drains, when placed with

the grassy side downmost. Peat is a formation

which is frequently found in large quantities on
pure clay. When dried and hard it is very imper-

vious to moisture, and therefore forms excellent

material for drains in clay land. And in no class of

soils are tiles so applicable to draining as in pure

clay ; and in it they are accordingly used in large

numbers. They are better than any of the materials

commented on for forming the open conduit at the

bottom of drains. But the method in which they

are usually employed is objectionable. They are

laid in the bottom of drains, on their sharp edges,

and then heavy materials placed above them. Such
a practice must have undoubtedly originated in an

inconsiderate attention to the nature of clay, how-
ever tenacious it may be. The circumstance of the

bottom of the drain feeling quite firm to the foot

when formed, may have led to the belief that it

would always remain so ; but the fact is, that when
water has run for a time on clay, a portion of its

upper stratum becomes soft and pulpy. The sharp

edges of the tiles soon cut through this clayey pulp,

and the weight of the materials above them acting

as a constant weight, sinks them still further, and

squeezes tlie pulp at the same time up into the

bosom of the arch, thereby at length either closing

up the orifice altogether, or separating it into de-

tached portions. To obviate this inconvenience,

tiles have been formed with broad phlanges or

shoulders to rest upon, and which no doubt will

prevent sinking better than sharp edges ; but the

most obvious remedy for the evil is laying firmly in

the clay as a pavement, soles of tile or slate for the

tiles to stand upon independently. Should the soles

be made to sink with the weight of material above

them, which is unlikely, on account of their broad

surface, the tiles will sink with them, and thus keep

the conduit always open. Nor should tiles be per-

forated with holes, as they only serve to render them

weaker, and especially as the lines of space between

them and the soles on both sides are quite sufficient

to convey away all the water that will find its way
down the sides of the drain ; the holes being thus

unnecessary. Dried peats, dried sods, tan bark,

gravel, sand, whichever is nearest at hand, form ex-

cellent filling above the tiles, and should they be

at a great distance, course but hard bricks should be

made and burnt on the spot. The breadth of the

drains at top and bottom should of course be much

narrower when these materials are used than with

stones.

Pure sandy soils, though apparently of an oppo-

site nature to pure clays, are not so easily drained

as might be supposed. Indeed, it might reasonably

be supposed, that they should require no draining

at all. But they, like clay, are a level alluvial depo»

2 B 2
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site, and when free of, and do not rest on gravel,

retain water for a considerable time. The texture of

large flats of sand is very fine-grained, constituting

what is commonly called deaf sand, which, when a

little water is thrown hastily upon it, consolidates,

and then absorbs any more moisture very slowly.

Very frequently this sand rests upon carse clay as

a substratum, and then, when not of much depth, it

constitutes quicksand. Furrow-drqining will render

these sandy soils completely dry, although a drain

in every furrow may not be requisite. Whether
stones or tiles are used for their construction,

neither of them should be employed without soles,

otherwise the fine particles of sand taken up from
the bottom of the drain, and carried along by the

water, and deposited in the eddies, will in time fill

up the conduit. Besides, stones or tiles without

soles, would inevitably sink out of sight in such a

sandy bottom. When quicksands are met with,

the drains should be regularly built through them,

with the stones resting on flags, the spaces between
the stones teethed up in the face with tough turf,

and the conduit made large. The turf prevents the

ingress of fine sand along with the water from the

quicksand into the drain.

Gravelly, sandy, and loamy soils, resting on gra-

velly subsoils, are naturally so dry as to require no
artificial draining, the gravelly soil acting the part

of a universal superficial drain much more eifectual-

ly than any of the systems of draining enumerated.
Even a clay soil, if not too thick, resting on a gra-

velly subsoil, which is a rare arrangement of soils,

requires no draining. A naturally porous subsoil is

therefore better than any species of draining, inas-

much as it presents at all points channels for the

conveyance of water, such as, for example, gravel,

when a subsoil, generally appears in beds of great

thickness, and is therefore capable, at every point

where it is in contact with the soil, of conveying
away any quantity of water that might fall from the

atmosphere. Soils resting on gravel are generally

prolific. A hazel loam of from eighteen inches to

two feet in depth so situated, is perhaps the finest

agricultural soil that can be desired. Every species

of crop, white or green, can be grown upon it to

perfection. Most of the green crops may be con-

sumed upon it. Live-stock can always lie comfort-

ably upon it, and it can be worked with advantage
at all seasons, and, of course, worked economically.
We have heard a farmer, who possesses a farm of
such land, not a large one, for a large farm of such
soil is perhaps not in existence, at least in Scotland,
off'er his ploughmen a roast fowl to their dinner on
that day they got their feet wet at the plough.

Soils of moderate depth, when resting on rock,

cannot be artificially drained. Stratified rocks, with
a considerable inclination, and fissured rocks, form
safe drains for soils ; on the other hand, amorphous
rocks of close texture, with little inclination, form
the most impracticable subsoils of any material.

Fissured and stratified rocks support soils of fine

quality, whereas fine-grained impervious rocks ren-
der their soils almost sterile.

Instances of clay, sandy, and gravelly soils, rest-

ing on clay, sand, gravel, and rock, may be found
in patches of considerable extent over the country;
but when all combined, they form rather the excep-
tion than the rule to the general state of the soil in

this country. The soils generally to be found con-
sist of strong heavy clay, thin in depth, and not fine

in texture ; a thin clay, with a sharp gravel in it

;

a brown and black loam, deaf, and of very moderate
depth below the plough; a thin, sharp gravelly
loam, of a brown or black colour ; and a thin peaty

and vegetable black mould, deaf, and loose. All

these common soils rest on retentive subsoils, and
possess very different characters. Subsoils display

less diversity of character than soils. They consist

chiefly of dark- coloured clay, coloured by the oxide

of iron, more or less compact, and intermixed more
or less wtth stones, from the size of small gravel to

that of a man's hand ; sometimes containing nume-
rous boulders of various kinds of rocks, principally

of the primitive class, and of various sizes ; and

almost always having thin horizontal contempora-

neous veins of sand surcharged with water, inter-

spersed through them. The surface-water finds in

these veins of sand the only conduits to pass into

the subsoils, where it remains impeding the progress

downwards of the succeeding surface-water, until it

finds a vent for itself into a drain, or is again eva-

porated by excessive heat into the atmosphere. The
water which is prevented at all entering into the

subsoil, by the repletion of the veins of sand, if not

evaporated, remains accumulating with fresh sup-

plies upon the surface of the subsoil, in the line of

junction between it and the upper soil ; which line,

when exposed by the incision of a drain, never fails

to present unequivocal proofs of the retentive nature

of the subsoil, by emptying its copious contents of

stagnant water into the drain, along the bottom ef

which it may be very perceptibly observed escaping

like a tiny river. The draining of such subsoils

constitutes the difficulty of the art, to overcome
which difficulty is beyond the power of the pen.

Experience and practice alone can determine whe-

ther it should be overcome with one method of

draining or another. Were such draining eff"ected,

the whole of the presently undrained, but improva-

ble soil of the country, would be rendered capable

of receiving the benefits of numerous indirect modes
of fertilizing it; the draining would be the first step

towards improvement; but if neglected, and the soil

jiermitted to remain as it is, every other means of

fertilizing it will only prove comparatively abortive

in their application.

[We solicit the attention of our readers to an extract

from a little work entitled " Practical Farming-," from the

pen ofMr, Hillyard, We have upon more than one former

occasion felt gratification in commending' the exertions

of Mr. Hillyard in the cause of agriculture. lie has

not however, put forth any publication to the world,

which is so practically useful, and within the scope of

the least educated of the agricultural community, as

tliat to which we now allude. It is sold at the small

sum of 2s 6d. Every farmer, and more especially every

one who has a son likely to follow the same employ-

ment sliould possess himself of a copy of " Hillyard's

Practical Farming"."—En.]

Manure is the chief sinew for carrying on good
farming. Sir Humphrey Davy, and other scientific

persons, have said that the quality of manure is much
injured by the common practice of throwing it up
into dunghills, and thus creating so strong a fermen-
tation as to cause the gases, which are the nutritive

parts of it, to escape. It may be so; still, I think

farm-yard manure, in which there are sure to be the

seeds ofweeds, ought to undergo a fermentation to pre-

vent their growth. Manure made from wheat straw by
stall-feeding beasts, I do not object to being imme-
diately put on the land ; but not that made at the

barn-door, in which there are sure to be quantities

of the seeds of weeds. All refuse that has vegetable
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matter ia it may, with manure or lime, be turned
into an excellent top-dressing for grass land. To
lay on ploughed land, it sliould be burnt, but slowly,
or very few ashes will be obtained. Ashes, incor-

porated with a strong soil, do mucli good ; they
create separation, and thus make it work better, and
enable the fibrous roots to search more into the soil,

to gain nourishment. Lime has the same effect, but
I conceive lime to be a stimulant only, and not a ma-
nure. Lime gives solidity to liglit land, the means
of retaining moisture, and in some degree ])revents

the rays of the sun from penetrating so deep into the

soil, and drying up the roots. Lime also encou-
rages the growth of clover, but it does not do the
good that is equal to the expense, when applied to

land that has, for a length of time, had it periodically
laid on. It is the common practice in this county
to lime and dung the land for turnips nearly at the
same time, just before sowing. I think fo put on
materials that must cause such different eftects can-
not be quite right, and therefore I think it would be
better not toput on the lime till tlie next Spring, before
sowing barley and seeds. JMarlis amine ofmanure for

those who are so fortunate as to have it as a subsoil,

but the desire of possessing it is lessened because it

generally lies under an inferior surface soil ; this

applies more decidedly to chalk. If land is free from
twitch and other noxious weeds, there is no neces-
sity for a great quantity of manure to produce a good
crop of wheat. If twitch has got possession of the
laud, it will impoverish more than a crop of grain.
Inmost arable fields, or closes, there are different
kinds of soil; and thus some parts want more ma-
nure than others. In laying manure on, this ought
to be attended to ; in hollow parts of a field, there is

sure to be crop enougli, without manure, from the
drainage from the higher parts. By not attending to
this, I have seen some parts of a field with a very
light crop, and other parts so heavy as to be rotting
on the ground. The richness of a farm may be es-
timated by the quantity ofgood vegetable crops grow-
ing on it. The land wliich produces these has that
within it which must afterwards produce good crops
of corn. Manure ought to be ploughed in as soon
as possible after having been carted on the land. I
have seen it laid so long, and thus so exposed to the
sun and air, as to convince me that the greater part of
the nutritious qualities had evaporated, and that the
next crop grown would prove it. Manure dropped
by animals (sheep excepted), on pasture land, does
very little good at any other time than winter ; the
effluvia arising from it attracts innumerable quantities
ofsmall beetles, that consume all the nutritive quali-
ties in it. If sheep were confined in a littered fold
every night, much valuable manure might be' pro-
duced

; but folding in that way is objectionable,
since it is likely to produce a complaint the most
troublesome and difficult to cure—foot-rot. If there
should be a carriage-road in the pasture, sheep ought
then to be folded, to prevent their leaving their ma-
nure on it. It is a common practice, in Norfolk, to
make what they call a mixen. The manure is placed
between two layers of mould, and is not turned over
and exposed to the air more than a fortnight before it

is required for use, so that when applied to the land
it has undergone only a slight fermentation. Much
greater quantities of good mould might be collected
from the road-sides than is commonly taken. Book far-
mers recommend in some cases putting on fifty loads
of compost manure per acre. It is much more easy
to recommend than it is to achieve that which is re-
commended. Six hundred load for twelve acres,
which is not a large field, is not easily got together.—Hillyard's Practical Farming,

STATE OF AGRICULTURE.

FIRST UEPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE APPOINTED

TO INQUIRE INTO THE STATE 'OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. John Houghton called in, and examined.

Maixjnis of Chandos.—^Where do you reside?—At
Sunning-hill, in the county of Berks, and Dinton, in

the county of Buckingham.
What are you ?—I farm extensively, and am a re-

ceiver of rents.

Do you receive rents for many gentlemen ?—I do.
In different counties 1—Yes.
Name them?—In the counties of Lincoln, Buck-

ingham, Middlesex, Surrey, Berks, Sussex, North-
ampton, and Suffolk ; and value lands also in other
counties.

Where do you farm ?—I farm myself, on my own ac-
count, at Sunning-hill, in the county of Berks, at
Ruislip, in the county of Middlesex ; at Hannington,
in the county of Northampton ; at East Hoathley, in
the county of Sussex ; and in Buckinghamshire like-

wise.

You have visited those properties in different coun-
ties from time to time ?— I have bailiffs at each of
them, and occasionally visit them all. I am also re-

ceiver for estates where each farm is situate. I have
thought it proper to have a farm of my own there that

I may introduce a system of husbandry from different

counties, that others may see the different way in which
land is managed.
How many years have you been employedin this way 1

—I commenced farming in the year 1822.
What is the state of the farms on those properties

now, as compared with a few years ago?—Rents are
much reduced, and particularly in the county of Buck-
ingham. An instance I would prove, of a farm reduced
from 1,300/, a-year to 870/.

Within what period?—From the year 1814 to the pre-
sent period.

What is the description of that land?—Principally
grass, of the best description.

It is one of the best grass farms in the county of
Buckingham ?—Yes.
Has this farm changed tenants often ?—It has changed

in the same family.

What rendered the reduction of that farm so neces-
sary ?—From the lowness of farm produce.
Farm produce, connected with the grazing farms?

—

Yes, as applied to tliat district.

In what way is the produce of a grazing farm affected
at the present time?—Grazing at the present time is

much better than what it has been for a time past

;

meat is fetching a much better price than it did a short

time ago, this year, as compared with last year and the

year before.

What other causes have rendered it necessary to re-

duce the rent of this farm?—The increase of poor-rates
in the parish in which it is situate.

Is there anything else ?~The burdens that press upon
the farmer was another thing which I should be very
glad to see reduced.
At how many years' purchase was that farm sold ?

—

At 29 ; rather over, but under 30 years' purchase.
That is one of the finest farms in the county ?

—

It is.

Have you not arable farms in the county of Buck-
ingham, over which you are steward ? —Yes, I have.
What is their state now, compared with the state of

the grazing farms to which you allude ?—On the heavy
clay j lands the distress is very great, more than it is on
the turnip and barley lands, or grass land.

How do you account for that distress upon the clay

lands ?—From the low price of wheat.
Has the wheat market been falling throughout the

different districts of which you have the superintend-

ence ?—It has. Within the last few markets \ve have
been enabled to get better prices, but now it is ruinously
low.

Within the time you have had the management of
those estates, have you seen great alteration on the part
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of tenants for the worse?—In some instances very great

indeed,

In which counties principally ?—I do not know any
county more than the county of Buckingham : in some
parts of the county of Huntingdon I have seen great

distress.

Do you find that the capital of the farmers has been
diminishing ?—Certainly, in those instances of which I

speak I do not think the distress has been so great on
the light land farms as it is on heavy ; I think the great

distress has been on the heavy land farms.

Have the farmers been paying their rents out of their

produce, or out of their capital?—If you take the heavy
clay land, certainly out of their capital.

Do you conceive in the heavy clay lands to which
you allude the capital of the farmer is gone?—It is de-

teriorated very much.
Having a great knowledge of farming, has it ever

entered into your mind what would tend to relieve the

farmer from the distress he feels ?— Certainly it has.

Have the goodness to state to the committee what
your opinion is as to the mode of relief which could be

brought to bear on the present distress ?—The commu-
tation of tithe would be a very great thing ; another,

to allow us the use of barley for our own use on our
farms exclusively.

That is as to malt ?—Yes, or to use it any way, either

for cattle or for n-alt.

What besides?—I should also consider that we are

entitled to a reduction of the county rates, and also a

reduction in the assessed taxes ; I apprehend the

assessed taxes, in point of amount, are very small :

from not knowing the laws, many illiterate farmers get

into all sorts of scrapes by using a horse or carrier's

cart. If a man has a close a little way off, he may
mount his shepherd on a horse, or when he is going to

market to get home some stock, the surveyor of taxes

my g'et hold of that and surcharge him for the servant,

and the horse too ; and he perhaps, owing to his igno-

rance, lets the day of appeal go by.

On this arable farm, in the parish of Dinton, suppos-
ing the free use of barley was given to the tenant,

what would be his benefit by the year ?—It would make
about 20/. a-year difference to him.
What is the size of that farm ?—Near 400 acres.

He would have 20/. a-year in his pocket?—Yes, and
that would also make a greater saving, taking it in

another way, and he would be enabled to give to his

labourers a greater quantity of beverage, which would
reduce his expense in money.
Do you conceive the great importation of produce

from Ireland in any degree detrimental to the farmer ?

I do not think we could interfere with that. I had last

summer occasion to visit Ireland for a gentleman, and I

took particular notice of that country. Generally I will

state what I saw there, if it is wished. A well-regulated

system of poor laws would be a great relief to that

country, and to us, in my opinion.

You think that we should he benefited by a well-
digested system of poor laws in Ireland?—Yes, under a
proper plan.

Is your farm in Buckinghamshire tithe-free?—It is

subject to a corn-rent ; I have not suffered myself so

much from tithe as some of the other tenants have in

other places where I have been ; two years ago I pub-
lished a plan for commutation of tithe, which I shall

be happy to give to any member of this committee.
Mr. Cayley.—At what period did this distress you

speak of commence?—It has been from 1828 and 1829,
up to the present time ; we have been gradually getting

worse.
In what condition were the farms in 1822, when

you began farming?—Worse than at the present time,

but it was only for a short period
;
prices were very low,

and corn was very cheap indeed.

Do you remember its getting better about 1824 and
1825?—Yes, it was much better in 1824 and 1825.

When did it decline after that ?—1826 was very a very
dry summer, and we were distressed in 1827 ; we had
it better in 1829 and 1830 ; we had some very wet
seasons, and it was very bad indeed for the heavy clay
lands.

Taking lo or 12 years together when was it a very
prosperous time for farmers?—If there has been benefit
anywhere there has been none on heavy land.
Producing what?—Twenty bushels an acre.

Is there any land in your neighbourhood producing
more ?—Yes, certainly.

Is there any producing 3o bushels an acre?—Yes.
AVhat is the condition of those that farm that land ?

—They are badly oflf ; I could name a party in North
Wiltshire, near Swindon, where they are dependent on
the price of wheat, cultivating wheat largely ; so too I

was in that neighbourhood last year, and they were
very much distressed there, owing to the low price of

wheat ; I am speaking of the great distress that has to

my knowledge occurred where wheat is the staple com-
modity.
How much rent is paid in districts with which you

are acquainted which would produce 30 bushels an
acre, and what is the proportion of that to other lands?
—But small, compared to Huntingdonshire, and take

Caxton upon the heavy strong land ; if I were to take

an extent of clay lands together, very small.

What proportion does the land bearing 30 bushels an
acre bear to the other species of land ?—There is a large

quantity that will bear 30 bushels an acre, but not the

strongpoor clay land, of which I am now particularly

speaking.
You would not call land poor land that bore about 30

bushels an acre ?—No, except where it might for once,
if the season exactly suits it ; but no practical man can
form a calculation upon it as the ground for a series of

years.

Speaking of the average, how much land is there in

the district of which you are speaking that could on the

average bear 30 bushels an acre ?—A very small propor-
tion indeed.

Even upon that species of land that bears 3o bushels
an acre a farmer cannot make any profit ?—I am certain

he cannot at the present price.

You stated that the hght lands are better off. Why
are the light lands better off. ?—Because they have had
an opportunity of growing stock, and wool has made a

remunerating' price ; therefore they are not so much dis-

tressed in the Wolds of Lincolnshire, between Louth
and Spilsby, as they are in some other districts.

Wool has born a higher price within the last five

years ?—It has.

To what do you attribute that ?—To our manufac-
tures being so prosperous.
Have you heard of any losses from a rot in sheep?—

I

have lost a good many myself.
Did a rise of price immediately follow that rot ? —Not

immediately, but afterwards.
Did it follow as soon as the extent of loss could be

ascertained ?—I think it did.

Would not you attribute the rise in the wool to the rot

in sheep?—Yes, in part; but I also attribute it in

part to there being such a good trade for the com-
modity.
Can you speak accurately to the state of our trade ?

—Yes, I am constantly travelling the country ; I have
an opportunity of conversing with large manufacturers
and have an opportunity of seeing them, and I have
visited some of our largest manufacturing towns ; and I

too have conversed with mechanics.
Since what time has that principally been existing ?

—More particularly the last year anda-half.

Did not the hig'h price of wool precede that ?—No ;

during the last ten years we had a very great depression

in wool. I was a holder myself seven years, and at last

sold for 20s a-tod.

When were those seven years? Isold it in the year

1830 ; therefore it would be the six years preceding
that.

The wet season commenced in 1828 ?—The period of

1828, 1829, and 1830.
It was in that period the high price of wool com-

menced ?—We have had a much better price since that,

five years ago.
And you conceived the prosperity of the manufac-

tures to have commenced only two years ago ?—When
I say that the rise of the price of wool might be occa-
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sioned, which I think it was, from the great rot in sheep,
I think, unless the manufacturers have been prospereus,
we could not Iiave maintained the price as it is now, for
I think tlie rot has been sutficiently g'ot over, and we
have g-ot back to the same state the year before.

Thoug:h the effect of the rot has been g'ot over, the
deficiency caused by the rot has not been supplied,
therefore the effect of the rot would still be felt on
prices ?

—
'I'he eftect of the rot would now be got over

;

and unless the manufacturers were in a very prosper-
ous state, we could not keep up the price of wool to

what it is now

.

Can you speak particularly to the effect of the rot

being g-ot over?—Yes, by my own flock of sheep, and
others also.

Are you a great buyer of wool ?—Not at all.

If you are not in the habit of attending markets or
sales to buy wool, how did you ascertain whether the

quantity of fleeces are the same in the hands of the
farmers as they used to be ?—Many of our farmers lost

their flocks in the rot years ; now I see, in passing their

farms, that their flocks have got up to what they were
before.

Are you speaking of the Wolds of Lincolnshire ?

—

No ; there was no rot there on the cold heavy lands : I

am speaking of Huntingdonshire, Northamptonshire,
and Buckinghamshire.

It is your opinion that the loss sustained by the rot

has been got over?—I think it has pretty nearly, but it

has not been got over in particular instances, it has \n
others, because some farmers, from the great depres-
sion, have not been enabled from any means they pos-
sessed ; I know many men who have been obliged to

go to their friends and get security for money to enable
them to buy sheep to stock their farms.
Was there not a panic extending to the low lands

with respect to keeping sheep upon them, so that the
farmers would not venture to keep flocks upon them
subsequent to that period ?—I certainly think that, ge-
nerally speaking, persons who used to keep flocks keep
them now ; I think for a time they were timid, I was
myself, but now I go on as usual.

In consequence of the high price of wool?—In conse-
quence of stock bearing a more remunerating price
than corn.

Does it come within the sphere of your information
to ascertain whether such a rot ever took place in the

memory of man before?—I recollect a very bad rot be-
fore.

To the same extent ?—I have not an opportunity of
knowing the extent : I recollect in 1825 travelling-

through Romney iMarsh, and seeing a great devasta-
tion of the flocks at the time.

Was not 1825 a dry year?—No, 1826 was a dry
year.

You state that you would recommend a commutation
of tithe, the unrestricted use of barley, reduction in the
county-rate, and reduction in the assessed taxes, and a
well regulated poor law for Ireland, as means whereby
the farmer might be relieved?—Yes, and no alteration
in the currency, in my firm opinion.

Do you remember the farmer ever being in a pros-
perous state ?—Oh yes, I recollect that very well.

Was his tithe commuted then ?—No.
He was prosperous in spite of tithe ?—Yes ; but 1

have always had an opinion that it would be much bet-
ter for the church and for the farmer to commute the
tithe

.

Do you recollect the time when a farmer had the un-
restricted use of his barley ?—No.
But the farmer was prosperous?—Yes.
Do you recollect when the malt-tax was much higher

than it is now?—Yes.
Yet farmers were prosperous then?—Yes.
Do you recollect the time wlien the county-rate was

lower than it is now ?—No.
Yet the farmers were prosperous ?—Yes.
Do you recollect the time when the assessed taxes

were higher than they are now ?—Yes.

Yet the farmers were prosperous ?—Yes ; I suppose
it is wished that I siiould go to the time when we had

high prices and paper currency ; I have stated my ob-
jection to the alteration of the currency.

If the farmers have been prosperous with all those
burdens upon them and bearing upon them in a still

greater ratio than they do now, in what way do you
conceive they have tended to their present adversity?

—

There is no doubt that the coming- from a paper cur-
rency to a gold standard would have the effect of lower-
ing prices very much.
To what extent do you suppose?—To a considerable

extent ; there is no doubt of that ; but now we have
come to that, while we have had an unlimited use of
paper, in my memory I very well recollect it had this
eftect, that a farmer would go to a landlord, and take
land at a higher rate than he could possibly make it

answer, because he had a facility for borrowing money
of his banker, who was anxious to get his paper afloat ;

then we had a regular blovv up ; I knew many farmers
who were doing comfortaby under the old system,
when men who had the issuing out of this paper money
offered it to them, and they were induced to accept of
it, little thinking how soon they might want the money
to pay again ; some were not prepared to repay it, and
then there was a blow up ; in my opinion it would have
been much better not to have come to the change quite
so quickly ; but now things are finding their level un-
der it ; I think I would not go back to the old system,
because it makes men go and take farms who do not
understand the nature of farming-, and get into all

manner of speculations and theories ; if we were to

have a paper currency now, we should have a greater
panic than we had in 1825 ; if I want money I can get
it now.
You think it would have been better not to have re-

turned to a gold currency?—Not quite so quickly.
Is it your opinion that it would not have been better

to return to a gold currency, because it lowered prices
so much ?—I think we returned too quickly, that was
my opinion at the time.

You think that the fall in prices is to be attributed to

the alteration of the currency ?—Yes, I think it would
have been better to have taken a longer period.

You state it as one of the disadvantages of the paper
system, that tenants were induced to offer a higher
rent than they could pay ?—Yes, I could name many
bankers who went down with the panic in 18-25 who
lent money to the farmers ; and farmers have been in-

duced to take land on those gentlemen going to them
for the purpose of lending them money ; when the
panic came, down went the prices, and not only the
bankers themselves, but the farmers were also ruined.

You stated that a great many farmers were ruined in

consequence of die paper system ?—Yes, a great many
in my opinion, 1 could name, were ruined, who had
borrowed money of bankers at the time, and who took
such a quantity of land; and it is an act of injustice to

men of capital to have to compete in the market with a
man who has taken a farm without any capital. I

have not a fair chance with that man ; he goes and
gets paper, and comes into the market with as good a
grace as those who have a fortune to stand on.

Can you state whether more have been ruined since

or before 1825?—I think we have had great ruin since

that time ; but now we are getting over the effects of
returning from a paper currency, and I think it would
be better not to go back again.

You state that land growing 30 bushels of wheat per
acre will not pay the expenses of cultivation ; do you
consider that getting over tiie return to cash payments ?

— No, but so far as that goes, it was right ; but if you
have a paper currency again, tliat vvill raise prices

;

but afterwards you will have a much more difficult

thing to combat with than by giving us relief, by which
we may do without that.

Can you state what led to the panic in 1825?—All
sorts of speculations ; I could name men who went
without the least knowledge of a farm into farming

;

and one instance I can name of a man who went to

look at a farm, ami it was covered with snow ; the far-

mer said he should have the money, and he took the

farm without any tiling more.
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Did you not slate that in the years 1823, 1824, and
1825 the farmers were prosperous 1—Yes.

Not only the speculating- farmers but other farmers?

—Yes, but in 1826 we suffered very much from the

panic ; we had very low prices ; I lost more money in

1826 than any other year I ever recollect.

Do you think the farmers did generally lose more
money in 1826 than since 1—While the high prices

were going on they could not lose money, but It could

not goon.
Do you think the farmers can go on much longer, as

things now are ?—Not without relief, but that can be
given without paper currency : I can point out another
plan—by allowing corn to be distilled for spirits, and
the spirits to be exported ; that would be a very great

relief for this country, and not any injury whatever to

the revenue.
Mr, Sandford.—Are you to be understood to say,

that a farmer at the present moment, having a good se-

curity to offer, can without any difficulty obtain money ?

—To any amount.

PARISH OF ESKDALEMUIR.
By the late Rev. Wm. Brown, D.D., Minister.

Leases.—The common length of leases on sheep farms
containing a portion of arable land, which is the
description of farms in this parish, is nine years ; but
this is too short ; for there is not sufficient time for

making any great improvement, and these, if made, are
scarcely finished, and the faimer has hardly begun to

enjoy the fruits of them, when, by their being brought
again into the market, they become a temptation to a
new bidder. On the Duke of Buccleuch's farms this is

indeed corrected ; for there, there is no exposure to

public roup, nor private offers made. A certain per
centage, in proportion to the sales of the former lease, is

either added to or taken from it, as the rent of the lease
ensuing ; this is offered for the acceptance of the tenant,
and ifhe has a son to succeed him, behaves well, and
can pay his rent, he is never removed. In this way, let

the leases be what length they may, improvements arc
constantly carrying on : farms become a kind of life-

rent property to the possessors, who improve them for
their children's children, and yet it is understood tliat

the Duke's farms are not, on the whole, cheaper than
others. But the security of the system is all the charm.
In the building of houses, the Duke gives wood, slate,

and lime ; but the carriage of these from the places
where they are usually sold, and all the other expenses
of building and finishing, are the work of the tenant.
On farms differently constituted, every permanent im-
provement ought to be made by the landlord. In
general the farm buildings on the Duke's estates in
Eskdale are commodious and in good repair; and I
add with pleasure, that the paternal interest which the
family of Buccleuch has taken in the welfare of its ten-
antry, is gratefully felt by the latter, and has a powerful
effect on their general character. Few are more hon-
ourable in their dealings or better informed.

Draining.—The most general improvement on sheep
here is surface draining. The drains are made from 16
inches to 2 feet wide, and 1 foot deep at an average.
The expense of making them is from 6s to 7s 6d per 100
roods of 18 feet each ; and when the soil, after some
years, has become compressed, and the sides of the
drains having become to meet, they are commonly
widened and cleaned out for from 4s to 5s per lOO roods.
A considerable degree of skill is requisite in laying
them on. If they run too slow, they cannot clear them-
selves of flying bent and other impurities; and if too
rapid they run into gullies. The best rate of motion is

a medium between these two. Experience has taught
that they should be of considerable length to collect a
sufficient quantity of water for keeping them clear ; and,
where the ground will allow it, they are commonly
made to run up the water rather than down ; that is to say,
when drawing the wet side ofthe hill, facing the east, for
instance, with a burn running' south at the bottom,—in

place of begining the drains at the north end, in a par-
allel direction from north to south, as the burn runs,—it

IS better to begin them at the south end of the hill, and
make them run north into some ravine or syke on that
side communicating with the burn. You can thus make
the draining more level, by having gained the difference
of level on the north end above that on the south. The
advantages of these drains, on sheep farms containing
much bog, are incalculable,—The grounds which re-

tain the wet after rain, or were locked up by every frost,

by having their surface moisture quickly carried off,

afford a dry bed for the sheep, and better grassess for

their support, and have banished the most destructive
of all diseases, the rot. In this parish, there are on some
ofthe farms between 30 and 40,000 roads of these drains

;

and in the whole parish, there are nearly 400,000 roods
of drains.

Embanking.—But, besides surface drains on hill lands,
the straightening and embanking of Black and White
Esks, with several of their tributary streams, have been
of material advantage. There is a long embankment
of the Black Esk on the farm of Kilburn, and one of
shorter dimensions, of the Gerwald water, below Thick-
side ; but the principal one is that of the White Esk on the
farms of Nether Cassock, Davington, and Burncleuch,
extending to nearly two miles, and done at great expense.
By it, an extensive holm or haugh, of more than 100
acres, whicli, in many places, was a sour swamp and
much overflowed every flood by the river, has been
dried and rendered productive both for crops and
hay.

Mole-catching.— Mole-catching, which in my (the

Rev. Dr. Brown lately deceased,) former account, was
merely mentioned as a thing proposed, was in the sum-
mer of 1797 carried into effect, ou the whole of the

Duke of Buccleuch's farms in the south country.

Messrs Fleming and Thompson from Lancashire under-

took to catch, for 14 years from that data, on the follow-

ing conditions :—For every lOO acres of arable land, 10s

annually for each of the first three years, and 5s annually
for each of the remaining eleven , and for every 100

acres of sheep pasture, 8s 4d annually for each of the

first three years, and 4s 2d for each of the remaining
eleven. This plan is continued still, but at a lower rate

;

for the first fourteen years required four times the num-
ber of hands that are needed now. As everything on
the Duke's estate is done systematically, the proportion

due by each farmer is paid at the rent day to the cham-
berlain, after deducting the board of the mole-catcher,

and handed over to IMr. Fleming, who regularly at-

tends. Several other proprietors have agreed with Mr.
Fleming, at the Duke's rates. One advantage is obvi-

ous to the most superficial observer. Before the moles
were caught, their usual run was along the back of
the drains, where the ground was driest, and often into

the drains,—the consequence of which was, that every
flood sending out water through these holes spread the

molehills over the ground beneath, causing that rich

soft grass to arise, which, in spring, might do no injury,

but was dangerous in autumn for the introduction of

rot.

In 1798, His Grace Henry of Buccleuch, knowing
the advantages of flat flooding on the meadows, and
oafc/i-u'or/v, as it is technically called, on sloping grounds

in several of the counties in England,—engaged Mr.
Stephens to assist any of his farmers who were so in-

clined in laying- down land regularly for water meadow.
A considerable number profited by his Grace's ofter

;

and the whole of the meadows so operated on have
been accurately reported by Dr. Singer, at the request

of the Highland Society, and the report published by
them in the third volume of their Transactions. There
were no water meadow in this parish except two acres

of catch-work on the glebe ; which, although supplied

by' a mountain rivulet of very inferior quality, were

visibly enriched,—the poor barren soil being converted

into rich black mould. In general, the objections

against the system were—the small quantity of ground

that could be spared from the sheep or the plough,

—

the abundance of hay either from meadow or bog,

—

and the poverty of the water when compared with that
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which parses through the rich manufacturing- districts

of Englaiiil. The hay too was thoug-ht good for cattle

but not for horses ; and of fodder for the latter they
stood mueh in need.

Till the beginning of the present century, it was the

practice of farmers, during snow-storms of any great

continuance, to fly with their sheep to Annandale. To
those living under different circumstances it is scarcely

possible to conceive the extent to whicli this was car-

ried. I select one instance from many from a memo-
randum taken at the time. " On the 15th of January,

1802, the thaw came which relieved so many thousands

of sheep. For a great number of years such a general

flying for pasture had not been experienced, although

lesser ones have been far from unfrequent. Every part

of Nithsdale, Annandale, and the lower part of Eskdale,

that could take in sheep, was filled with them from

Crawfurdmuir, Tweedsmuir, Ettrick, and Yarrow, the

head of Tiviotdale, Ewes, and Eskdalemuir ; and had
the frost continued eight days longer, there is no saying

what the farmers would have done. Nor was all this

owing to the great depth of snow, for it was by no
means considerable. The whole of the evil was occa-

sioned by the snow falling wet, or becoming so, and
then freezing-, which locked up the pastures from the

sheep. The common rate per score, for twenty-four

hours, even for this imperfect kind of smpport, was from
lOd to Is 6d." No such things as flying in this parish

is now ever thought of,—the pastures in Annandale, to

whom they usually fled, having in many peaces been
subdivided and inclosed. Hay parks were begun at

home. The dung, which lay useless formerly, was em-
ployed to enrich them. This gave a considerable quan-
tity of led hay for the sheep ; and in addition to this, it

was found that the better kind of bog hay when well

got, could subsist sheep very well till the thaw came.
In place therefore of their being- hungered before they
went to Annandale, half-starved while there, and half-

drowned in the burns on their way home when the

thaw came, they continue at home, thrive better, and
much money is saved to the farmer.

An additional fund of support for young cattle and
slieep has lately been introduced into this parish from
Liddesdale by Mr. James Elliot, tenant at Yetbyre, in

moving the flying bent and converting it into hay. Be-
fore he began the practice, it was allowed to wither, to

be carried about by the winds, and stop the current of

the drains. It is not so nutritive as bog hay, but if cut

early when full of sap, it is far from being despicable :

—and what adds to its value is, that it is found on farms
where bog hay is not abundant,

—

New Statistical Ac-
count.

PRESENTATION OF A PIECE OF
PLATE TO LORD DOUGLAS.

A few weeks since, the tenantry on the Douglas
estates in the Upper Ward of Lanarkshire, came to

the resolution of presenting a piece of plate to their

noble landlord, in testimony of their high respect for

his general character, and particularly of their grati-

tude for his kind and generous attention at all times

to their welfare. With such promptitude and zeal

was the proposal entered into, that within five days
upwards of 200i were subscribed ; and twice that

sum, if required, would have been as readily ob-
tained. Highly gratified by this proof of their good
feeling towards him, his Lordship most readily ac-

cepted the invitation of this respectable portion of

bis tenantry, to receive tlie piece of plate at Douglas
Castle on the 25th of ]\Iarch—his birth-day. Friday,

accordingly, was a proud day for Douglas. About
two o'clock p. M, the subscribers, having assembled
at the Douglas Arms Inn, Douglas, went in proces-

sion, preceded by the Douglas band, in their hand-
some new vmiforms, to the Castle, on the green, in

front of which seats had been rnnged in the form of

a semi-circle for their accommodation. On a table

in the centre of the green, was placed the plate, sur-

mounted by a tasteful canopy. Stormy and cold as

the day was, the concourse of spectators was very

great, including a number of strangers, not only from
the neighbouring parishes, but from Lanark, Glas-

gow, and Edinburgh, Almost every lady of respec-

tability in the vicinity was present ; and being ac-

commodated with seats in front of the table, presented

a range of beauty whicli was not the least interesting

part of tho exhibition. When Lord Douglas made
ills appearance, accompanied by his brother the Hon,
Captain Ceorge Douglas, the air rung- with acclama-

tions. On iiis Lordship's advancing to the centre of

the green, Air, Gillespie of Parkhall, presented the

plate to his Lordship, accompanied by the following

address:

—

" My I/Ord Douglas,—In the name of your Lord-
ship's tenantry on tlie Douglas estates in the Upper
Ward of Lanarkshire, I have the honour of present-

ing- to your Lordship this piece of plate, in testimony

of our gratitude and respect for your Lordship as a

generous landlord and an upright noblem-an ; and
th-dt your Lordship may long live to preside over your
extensive estates is the sincere wish of us all."

Wine being- handed round, Mr. Gillespie proceeded

—

•' Gentlemen, I beg to give the health of our noble

landlord, and many happy returns of the 25th of

March."
When the enthusiastic cheers had subsided, with

which this address and toast werefollov/ed, his Lord-
ship replied in a tone of animation and warmth which
delighted all present. He expressed himself very

highly gratified by the honour they had done him in

presenting- him with so handsome a piece of plate

—

he esteemed it very highly—and while he returned

them his warmest thanks, he begged to assure tjiem

that he would always be happy to show them any
kindness in his power. His Lordship then gave the

following toasts, every one being followed by the

loudest acclamations, and by a discharge of guns
from the battlements of the Castle :

—" The King ,"

"The Queen, and the other branches of the Royal
family;" " The Tenantry of Scotland, and may the

industrious farmer always meet with encouragement,

and be rewarded by a generous landlord." " And
now, gentlemen," said his Lordship, " 1 beg to give
' the Tenants of this estate in particular,' -and to re-

turn them my best thanks for the very magnificent

and splendid present which they have this day so

handsomely offered to me," He then bowed grace-

fully to the ladies, and said, " I beg to pi-opose a

bumper to the ladies who have honoured me on this

occasion with their presence—your husbands and

sweethearts—long life and happiness to you all,"

It was a most interesting and gratifying sight to

see this kind-liearted nobleman, surrounded by up-

wards of a hundred warmly attached tenants, and

exchanging with them the most cordial expressions

of regard. He was quite buoyed with feeling ; and

nothing could exceed the lively cheerfulness of his

manner—his countenance beaming with the kind and

joyful feelings of which his heart was full—except,

perhaps, the sympathetic delight which he infused

into every heart. It was sucli a scene as i'evr can

have the happy lot to witness, and none who did wit-

ness it can ever Ibrget.

The plate, all of tno most massive silver, consists

of an epergne, with four branches, on four lion's

claws. The branches, two sides of the epergne, and

the claws, being of beautiful frost work. The epergne

is supported on a large salver, very richly chased,

with four lion's claws, all of the most exquisite work-

manship. On one side of the epergne, and on the

upper side of the salver, are the family arms, moat
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beautifully engraved. On the otiier side of the

epergne, and on the reverse of the salver, is the in-

scription, arranged thus :

—

Presented to

The Right Honourable Archibald Lord Douglas,
of Douglas,

By the Tenantry on the Douglas Estates in the Upper
Ward of Lanarkshire,

As a Tribute of Respect and Gratitude,

To a Nobleman, who.

With Virtues worthy of the higli name of Douglas,
Has shown himself.

In kind and generous attention

To the

Welfare of his Tenantry,

Jamuis Arriere,

(" Never behind"—the family motto.)

The whole did great credit to Messrs. Mackay and
Cunningham of Edinburgh, by whom the plate was
furnished.

From tlie Castle the tenantry proceeded to Douglas
Mill Inn, where about 120 sat down to a sumptuous
dinner. A little past four o'clock, the chair was taken

by Mr. Scott, his Lordship's factor. The Rev. Alex-

ander Stewart and Mr. Black of Hazleside, acted as

croupiers. The leading toast of the day, given by
the Chairman in a speech replete with feeling, was
received with long protracted and reiterated cheers.

Next followed the Hon. Charles Douglas, proposed

by Mr. Stewart—the Hon. and Rev. James Douglas
—the Hon. Captain George Douglas—Lady Mon-
tague—Lady Scott, and the other ladies of the Douglas
family—which were received with equal enthusiasm.

Most cordial, too, was the response, when Mr. Ste-

wart proposed tlie health of the Cliairman, witli a

well-delivered tribute to liis merits as factor, and
when tlie health of Sir F. W. Drummond, agent for

Lord Douglas, was also given by Mr. Stewart. JMany
excellent speeches were delivered in the course of

the evening, which was likewise enlivened with some
good singing ; and every heart being in full harmony
with the happy feelings that had brought them toge-

ther, the meeting was altogether delightful.

On the same day, at Bothwell Castle, considerably

more than 200 persons, mostly the tenantry of his

Lordship, met to celebrate the event. No disinter-

ested person present could fail witnessing the joy
and happiness evidently visible in the countenances

of the crowds at the Farm and Castle. Dancing was
kept up with the greatest spirit until two o'clock

A. M., when the parties separated, highly pleased,

and truly grateful for the kindness awarded to them
by the noble Lord, and who all gave their good wishes
and blessings to the noble family of the Douglas.

PROSPECTS OF AGRICULTURE IN
1836.

Sir,—In my last I adverted to the currency
qnestion :—the law of supply and demand; and
the Irish poor laws, and in reviewing the other

remedies proposed for the depression which exists,

I will next revert to the malt-tax. This was a

great favourite with a large portion of the agricul-

turists some two years ago, and so far was perse-

verance carried on the part of the friends of the

farmer, as to procure the remission of one-half of

it, which vote was rescinded the next evening. I

must confess, sir, and I do it without shame, for

we ought never to be ashamed of owning ourselves
wrong, that my opinionson thatsubject are altered,

and not entirely from the arguments of Sir R. Peel,

which were very strong, but from a fair and im-
partial consideration of the measure. One of its

alleged benefits was an increase in the price of
barley. I doubt however whether it would have
that effect ;—the increased demand would cause
increased production ; for the means of production
are absolutely illimitable, and it is probable that

barley would lower in price in consequence, as

was the case with the beer bill, which instead of

effecting the desired object, has been a source of

demoralization to the working classes, and it is

contrary to experience to aver, that the first-named

measure would be favourable to public morals. It

is a luxury, and consequently a fit object of taxa-

tion, for the revenue must be raised from some
quarter. Possibly however it might relieve the

wheat markets, by employing an increased portion

of the wheat-growing land. There is, I think,

little probability of its remission ;—public senti-

ment is evidently taking another turn, and the

difficulty of finding a substitute for it, will cause it

always to be opposed by the ministry of the day.

If any reduction takes place, it must be the whole,

or it will only be a boon to those overgrown mono-
polists, the maltsters.

Of late therehas been an opinion gaining ground,
that the large farm-system is not only injurious to

the community, but also productive of agricultu-

ral distress. Articles on tlie subject have appeared
in the metropolitan and provincial press, and pri-

vate abusive letters have been sent to certain influ-

ential journalists of the former class, for inserting

them ; but when offers were made for the discus-

sion of the question, they declined. I will not

now recapitulate the arguments which are urged
against them, but observe, that if there is anything
at all of truth in the statements, they deserve at-

tention, because they can so easily put the recom-
mendations of reducing the size of farms into

practice, without legislative interference, although
even that may be ultimately necessary, to check
the present monopolising system. It is alleged

that they cause an increase in the poor-rates;—

a

less consumption of farm produce, and an uncer-

tainty in the markets. Landowners can reduce
the size of farms to the maximum of one hundred
and fifty acres, and agriculture would be improved,
and prosperity increased by that means. Among
the advocates for the moderate size system, I may
observe, are Parkinson, Evans, Foremby, &c., &c.
Much discussion has taken place in the agricul-

tural world with respect to the illicit importation

of foreign corn, thx'ough the Channel Islands, and
the colonies, and it has been declared that there is

no foundation for the reports. True or false, there

can be little doubt that corn is admitted into the

islands for their own consumption, and as they send
us their own corn to sell in our markets and thus

make a kind of exchange, which of course is tan-

tamount to bringing foreign corn, but I am glad

to observe that the Jersey farmers are uniting to

oppose its admission, urging that it deteriorates

the sale of their own produce. Should they be

able to carry this into effect, the traffic must be
speedily stopped, as the trifling advantage of price

obtained at present will not hold out sufficient temp-
tation to run the risk of detection.

A plan is now in agitation to bring the 500,000

quarters of corn which is now in our bonded ware-
houses, into the country to grind for exportation

to the West Indies and South America, which have
until of late got their supplies from the United

States, and partly from Canada, and as a—what
shall I call it, bribe ?—no :—they offer the offal to
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the government ! This plan will be most ruinous
to the English farmer, for besides the liability to

fraud which it will lay open, the offal will come in

contact with our barley, &c., and cause a further

reduction in the prices of the inferior kinds. The
plan was tried in 1825, and failed most miserably,
and evei-y farmer should immediatelyand strenously

oppose it. I think I have now gone over the list

of proposed schemes which have been proposed to

relieve agricultural distress, and have investi-

gated all upon their own merits as impartially as I

can, and the most speedy, easy, and certain relief

for agriculture I think are,—the giving of jooor laivs

to Ireland—a reduction of the size, or a division of
largefarms, and an equitable settlement of the Irish

tithe question, which must however be done, with-

out neglecting to attend to other measures, and
especially investigation into truth. I hope a search-

ing investigation will be instituted by ijarliament,

and that it will not confine its labours to the me-
tropolis or to voluntary evidence only, but come
amongst the farmers and examine all classes, la-

bourers as well ;—all possess some little stock of

knowledge which may be useful and lead to valua-

ble results.

I now come to the next consideration,—prices.

The prospects upon the whole are I hope not,

worse than the past. I think after the fullest in-

vestigation to the subject, which I am capable of

giving it, that in times of low prices, the following

principle will be found generally to regulate prices.

Any article which is selling at rates dispropor-
tionate to the rest, will, the succeeding year, in

consequence of increased competition, generally

either come to the level with the rest, or below it,

and vice versa. Applying this principle to wheat,
I anticipate its price to advance after the harvest

of 183(), should the crop be only average, in con-

sequence of the wheat-growing land being used for

the growth of barley and other grain. Still this

will not operate to the extent of any considerable

increase in price, so much old corn remaining on
hand, but I think it will be sensibly felt. Barley,

though not relatively dear, is at least better sale

than wheat, and the land which is reserved for it,

is in extent beyond all precedent. Should the crop

be anything like an average one, a glut in the mar-
ket, and depression of prices, may be reasonably

anticipated. The demand for oats has been some-
what brisk, owing to speculation, but these will

come into market, and cause the price to fall.

Beef will probably be about stationary, excepting

during the spring, when the deficiency in the tur-

nip crop in the south, will be principally felt, and
before the grass will have sprung. Mutton has of

late adranced in price, and may be expected to be
still dearer the ensuing spring, from the above-
mentioned cause ; but considering the fair prices

at which wool and mutton have been sold during
the last two years, and now when the deficiency

from the rot is supplied,—should the food prove
plentiful, we may anticipate a falling in the mar-
kets, and an abundant supply.

In conclusion however, I may observe, that in

no profession is there more difficulty of prognosti-
cating the probable sale of any one article of pro-

duce, any considerable period beforehand, than
farming ;—so much depends on the crops and the

seasons, as well as the stock on hand, and disposi-

tion to sell, which in agricultural concerns especi-

ally, are the most difficult to ascrtain. W. E. N.

Since the above was written, I am glad to observe

that the plan does not meet with the sanction of

government.

ACCIDENTAL DIVISION OF THE
FLEXOR TENDON OF THE HIND
LEG-PERFECT CURE.

By Mr. J. Hayes.

(From the Veterinarian.)

On the 6th of February, 18^5, I was sent for

to Mr. Loyd's, Oldfield Hall, near Altrinchara,

Cheshire, in which place I then resided. Mr.

Loyd had started that morning in his one-horse

phaeton, to go to Manchester. When he had got

about one mile on the road, the horse took fright,

and dashed to the other side of the road, where,

coming in contact with some heaps of broken sLones,

he upset the vehicle, and by his kicking and strug-

gling, completely divided the flexor tendon of the

left "hind leg, about four inches above the large

pastern joint. They managed to get him home with

great difficulty. When he walked or stood, the su-

perior pastern joint was resting on the ground,

the foot lying witli the heel on the ground, and

the toe turned uppermost in front of the leg. 'J'he

opinion of the people about him was, that he should

be destroyed ; but he being a fine animal, and a fa-

vourite one also, Mr. L. was reluctant to give the

order. I explained to him the nature of the accident,

and what was the general opinion of veterinarians on

divided tendon ; and I added, I had a doubt on my
mind as to the supposed improbability or impossi-

bility of uniting a ruptured tendon, although I was

fully aware of the difficulty of the case. I had never

seen or heard of the experiment being fairly tried
;

but expressed a desire to attempt it, and said that if

he would allow me to do so, I would charge nothing

if the result was unfavourable ; to which he readily

assented. »

I first got a very strong shoe made, with the heels

continuing up the posterior part of the pasterns, as

far as the great pastern joint, where the two heels, as

it were, joined together, and formed a strong iron

stay, which continued up the posterior part of the

shank, as high as the hock joint. This was made so

as to hold the leg, and bear standing on, in the same

position as a leg in its proper sound state. This

stay was well padded on the inside ; with loop-holes

made in three different parts of it, for padded straps

to go through and buckle round the leg.

Thus the two ends of the tendon were brought to-

gether, and a little tow dipped in balsamic tincture

was applied firmly to the wound by a thin bandage.

The show with the stay was nailed to the foot, and

firmly buckled to the leg. The leg was fomented

three times a-day. I abstracted some blood, and

gave him two mild doses of physic, followed by a

little fever medicine ; dressing the wound once in

two days, until the beginning of March, when, the

wound 'being heeled, I put a large charge on the

leg, and buckled on the stay as before : this was suf-

fered to remain until May, when I ordered shoe,

stay, and all to be taken off. I then blistered the

leg, and turned the animal out to grass, where he re-

mained until the middle of July ; he was then taken

up and put to work as before, with not the least per-

ceptible lameness. He remained sound afterwards,

although they kept and worked him regularly in the

same manner as tlieir other horses for six or seven

years.

I should have stated, in a former part of this nar-

rative, that on the second day after the accident, Mr.

L. met with a veterinary surgeon, since deceased,

who happened to be going that way, and inontioned

the circumstance to him ; and that he, in a very

knowing manner, told Mr. L. that it was quite im-

possible that the tendon could join together again, so
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as to be of any service afterwards ; but he would
see it, and if he found the tendon to be divided, he

should at once recommend Mr. Loyd to have the

horse shot. ]\Ir. L., with much good and kind feel-

ing, immediately sent for me to be present at the ex-

amination. I came; the bandages were taken off

;

he examined the wound, and immediately declared

that the tendon was actually cut in two, and that it

was as impossible to unite it again, so as to be of any

service, as it was to make a new leg. He then took

me on one side, and told me I must be a fool to

attempt any such thing ; for he could assure me that

it had been tried by many of the principal veterinary

practitioners, and had never yet succeeded ; and
that it would lose me the confidence of mjr employers

by its failure, &c. I replied, that I believed his

intentions were good, for which I thanked him ; but

though his name, his age, and his experience, must
have great weight, yet I neither did nor would pin

my faith or my practice upon any man's sleeve : that

I was determined, if Mr. Loyd would keep his

agreement, I would persevere, and give the case a

fair trial, and then I should be satisfied, but not un-
til then. The result of the experiment was, iu due
time, communicated by Mr. L. to this surgeon ; and
I am sorry that it caused a lasting alienation between
us.

PHRENITIS, OR INFLAMMATION OF
THE BRAIN, IN SWINE.

Mr. Editor,—Although the veterinary art em-
braces nominally the treatment of «i/ animals requir-

ing medical or surgical assistance, yet it is a well-

known fact, that with the exception of the horse, no
other animal has been cons^lered sufficiently impor-

tant to merit the particular attention of investigating

by scientific veterinarians ; it is true that the dog
and neat cattle have been slightly noticed by Blaine,

Clater, and others, but sheep and swine, animals not

the least useful of the grazier's stock, have been
passed by nearly unheeded. This circumstance has

induced me to lay before you the following case, and
should you think it deserving of insertion in your
publication, you are at liberty to lay it before the

public.

A store pig of mine weighing about five stones,

which had been living on the usual kitchen refuse,

and a little stale milk, was first noticed on Wednes-
day morning last to be walking round its yard appa-
rently much discontented and thin, and anxious to

get away from its yard ; it also refused its food. Not
thinking the case of particular importance, I paid no
further attention to the circumstance until after my
man had been to attend to it in the evening, who
found the animal a good deal convulsed ; when I

saw it the convulsions were over, but the pig was
blind. Having paid butlittle attention to this branch
of the veterinary art, I called in the assistance of an

individual that was considered by many of his neigh-

bours as " very learned" in the treatment of pigs.

In conformity with his wishes, two inches were ab-

stracted from the length of the pig's tail, both its ears

slit, and the parts left bleeding ; on the following

morning, as the animal was not better, it was bled in

the mouth. This (the usual treatment in all such

cases) being of no essential service, and the animal

getting woise, I thought it necessary to take the case

into my own hands. The convulsions, blindness, and
prostration of strength, I considered to be owing to

an affection of the brain, which symptoms were ag-

gravated by considerable constipation of the bowels
;

the case had evidently been delayed too long, and
the treatment I pursued was more of an experimental

kind, than with any hope of producing a favourable
result. The common means for evacuating the bowels
not having succeeded, I gave the following drench
in a little tliickened milk :

—

Croton, oil, 2 drops.

Tincture of ginger, 1 dram.
Simple syrup, 2 ounces.

The drench was repeated after an interval of nine

hours : the first dose brought away some fcecus very
much hardened, and the animal appeared relieved,

the convulsions being less violent and not so fre-

quent ; the last close caused a i-elaxed state of the
bowels on the following morning, but thinking them
not sufficientl)^ operated upon, an ounce of sulphur was
given in a pint and a half of thickened milk. With
all the attention which it received the animal did not
live long after taking the sulphur, the system evi-

dently having been too much exhausted before active

treatment was resorted to. On examination after

death, the brain showed extensive marks of active

inflammation.

The observations that I made on the case and on
t])e effects of the treatment, would in a similar case
induce me in an early stage of it to pursue the fol-

lowing treatment, which I would also recommend to

the public in general as being most likely to check
the disease, and restore the animal to health, and
which is practicable by any individual. The first

thing to be done would be to bleed largeltj from a

vein in the fore leg (the brachial, or as known to

farriers in the horse by the name of the plate vein^
;

this vein runs along the inner side of the fore leg

immediately under the skin ; and, the best place for

opening it, is about one inch above the knee, and
scarcely half an inch backwards from the bone (ra-

dius), as no danger need be apprehended from cutting-

two or three times, if not successful at first in getting

blood, by tying firmly around the leg just below the

shoulder a ligature of tape, the vein will be more
readily discerned, and the flow of blood greater.

The palate veins which run on both sides of the roof

of the mouth, should also be opened, by making two
incisions, one on each side of the palate, about half-

way between the centre of the roof of the mouth, and
the teeth. A drench similar to the one already pre-

scribed I should also give, varying the dose of Croton
oil from one to three drops, according to circumstances

ftnd the size of the pig. The tincture of ginger acts

as an aromatic, and also dissolves the oil ; if neces-

sary the dose should be repeated every twelve hours

for two or three times, until the bowels are well acted

upon. (Sulphur, although a good aperient, in ge-

neral cases may be used as an auxiliary, but must not

be depended upon for producing a certain and quick

effect like to Croton oil, in important and dangerous

cases.) The head should be kept cold bathed, by-

tying round it a piece of cloth, and by frequently

pouring the fallowing cold lotion upon it:

—

Sal ammoniac, 1 ounce.

Strong vinegar, 1 pint.

Cold water, 2 quarts.

To be mixed together.. Should this treatment not

prove sufficiently effective although the bowels might

be opened, I would attemjit blistering on the back of

the neck, and would give internally powdered helle-

bore* in two grain doses, two or three times a day,

* Hellebore is generally used by pig doctors for

pegging their patients with, in a variety of com-
plaints, and the good which frequently results from
this mode of treatment, is to be attributed 1 consider
more to the nausea which its causes, by being absorbed
into the system, tlian by the local irritation which it

produces.
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until the animal was nauseated, which would be
known by its "slavering" at the mouth; the effect

of nausea on the animal system is the reducing of

arterial action, or perhaps in more comprehensive
words, lessening the power of the circulation.

The principle of this treatment througliout, will be

perceived to be the reduction of excessive vascular

action, either by depletion (blood letting), purging,

counter irritation or nausea, or by all conjointly ; and

on this princijde only can the disease be scientifically

and successfully combated.
Hoping that the diseases of no animal will be con-

sidered as undeserving of scientific investigation or

inquiry, and wishing that this case may serve as a

JiHcleus, around which many facts may be gatliered,

whereby animal suffering may be reduced, and indi-

vidual loss to a considerable extent prevented,

I am, Mr. Editor, yours, &c.

FRANCIS CUPISS, V. S.

Diss, Norfolk, April 6, 1836.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE FLOUR MILLS
AT ROCHESTER—UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
Amid the multitude of macliinery with which tlie

river Genesee is studded, tlie flour establishments

are conspicuous. There are now within the city of

Rochester twenty-one mills, with ninety-five runs of

stone, capable of manufacturing five thousand bar-

rels per day. Twenty thousand bushels of wheat
are daily required for these mills when in full opera-

tion. The immense consumjition of the raw mate-

z'ial occasioned by such an extensive manufacture
furnishes to the rich wheat growing region around
Rochester a ready market, while it draws considerable

supplies from the shores of Erie and Ontario. Be-
sides the wheat drawn from the surrounding country

and from Ohio, some of the Rochester millers im-

ported in 1835 from Canada (subject to heavy duty)

about 1 00,000 bushels. Three of the above-mentioned
mills have been erected last year, and considerable

improvement has been made in some of the others.

These three mills contain seventeen runs, which with

the seventy-eight runs in the other eighteen mills,

forms the total of ninety-five runs. Some of the

Rochester mills are on a scale of magnitude unsur-

passed in the world ; all are considered first-rate in

the perfection of their machinery, and so effective is

the whole Flouring apparatus, that there are several

single runs of stone which can grind (and the ma-
chinery connected therewith, bolt and pack) one
hundred barrels of flour per day 1 and such is tlie

character and extensive demand for the article, that

besides tlie quantity shipped for foreign countries,

the " Rochester brands" may be seen equally at

Montreal or Washington—at Quebec or New York

—

at Boston, Hartford, Charleston, or New Orleans.

The total amount of capital invested in tlie twenty-
one mills exceeds Iialf a million of dollars (540,000

)

as was ascertained on a late accurate examination by
Thomas H. Rochester, Esc|., one of a committee ap-

pointed by the Common Council to collect the sta-

tistics of the citv. Williams's "Annual Register"
for 18,35, mentions tlio Rochester mills as only four-

teen in number, with sixty-four runs of stone ; but,

by the statement here made, it will be seen that the

mills are one-third more numerous, and the capital

invested about double the amount given in the Re-
gister. Tlie avidity with which mill property has

beea sought, and the additions made to it during the

present season, indicate clearly strong confidence in

its permanent worth.
The water power at the two great falls at Roches-

ter is estimated as equal to 1920 steam engines of

twenty horse power. The total value of this water
power, calculated according to the cost of steam power
in England, is almost incredible to those unacquainted
with sucli subjects—amounting, as it would, to nearly
ten millions of dollars (9,718,272) for its annual
use!

When in connection with this vast water powerwe
consider the great facilities which Rochester enjoys
(by lake, canal, and river) for receiving wheat and
other raw materials from, and shipping flour and
other manufactures for, all desirable points either in

thr United States or tiie Canadas, we may more fully

appreciate the importance of the present milling and
manufacturing establishments, and confidently anti-

cipate the continued prosperity and protective great-

ness of the city of Rochester.

Health of Hop-Growers. — Those who have
been habitually engag'ed in hop-growing-, have been
so uniformly in good health, as to have attracted

the attention of the medical philosophers. In thebarn-
ing districts, so called, in England, in which from three

to four thousand people are exclusively employed in

the various preparations of hops, there has been but one
death for a long' period. Formerly the business was
deemed unhealthy, and Mr. Ellis, a very humane gen-
tleman, engaged, at his own personal expense, the ser-

vices of a physician to be constantly in attendance at

East Farley, another famous hop-raising* place. So far

as observation has been made in the United States, an
equal share of good health has been meetcd out to all

grades of hop-growers.

—

American med.journ.

Exportation of Wheat to Canada. — A few
years since a proposition to send corn to Canada
would have been treated as that of a proposal to send
coals to Newcastle—h,ut " Time makes fools of us all

;"

and what would lately have been considered next to an
insane adventure is now held to be a safe speculation.

When in Bo'ness the other day, we saw a number of

carters and porters actively employed in loading with

wheat, for jMontreal, the fine brig Atlas, of Kirkaldy—
to sail on Sunday. The entire cargo of the vessel will

be wheat, which has been in bond, we believe, these

two vears.

—

Scotsman,

The consumption of oxen in Paris during 1834 wa3
68,408, of cows 15,290, of calves 60,237, and of sheep

306,227. A curious observer on these subjects has as-

certained the annual consumption of the above articles

of food for the seventeen years from 1760 to 1777, and
calculated that the average was 66,784 oxen, 20,977

cows, and 107,945 calves, and 332,920 sheep. The
number of oxen killed in 1834 was greater than in the

above average, but this was not the case with respect

to the cows, calves, and sheep. In fact there was an

increase of 1,624 oxen, while there was a decrease of

5,687 cows, 47,708 calves, and 26,694 sheep. The con-

sumption of butcher's meat in London is much more
considerable than at Paris. According- to statements

g-iven it amounts annually to 150,000 oxen, 50,000

calves, 700,000 sheep, and 250,000 lambs. It is obser-

vable, that the consumption of meat in Paris has not

augmented in proportion to the increase ofitspopula-

tioii, which may be judged of by the following figures.

In 1760, there were in Paris 3,787 marriagc^s, 17,991

births, 18,531 ileaths, and 5,031 foundliiig-s. In 1234,

there were 8,094 marriages, 19,1 19 births, 23,015 deaths,

and 9,987 foundlings.— Cr(i/(i,'-n((;a's Messenger,
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MILLERS AND BAKERS IN FRANCE.

The following replies, which appear in the Echo,

the prmciiiulagrictdtural paper published in Paris, to

various queries forwarded the Editor, respecting the

system adopted of fixing the assize on bread, and also

the price of flour from the milLev to the baker, elicit

some interesting details, which would not be very

palatable to our London millers, if adopted in the

British metropolis. It is asked " how much bread

the Parisian baker, obtains from a sack of flour of

the first quality weighing 159 kilogrammes, which

allowing 2 kilogs for the sack, leaves 157 kilogs.,

nett, or about 3461bs English V To which it is re-

plied,—The government calculation from which the

tax or assize is levied at Paris, is estimated, that

the 157 kilogs of flour will return 102 loaves of 2

kiloo-s. This mode of calculation lias been objected

to by the bakers, on account of the quality of wheat

and yield of flour varying according to the harvest,

thougli on an average season, the above estimation

is acknowledged to be as near the reality as possi-

ble. Again—What is the price adopted between

miller and baker on selling a sack of flour for making

into bread!—It is answered—The law allows to the

baker 11 francs per sack for all expenses, as baking,

wages, £cc.,—that is to say, in addition to the average

price of flour fixed by the comptroller of the market,

which remains stationary for a fortnight, 11 francs

are charged as a representative of the expenses of

manufacture. Thus, if the average price of flour is

fixed at 40 francs per sack, 11 francs are added,

making the total 51 francs ; and taking the estimate

of 102 loaves of 2 kilogs—the price of each loaf is

fixed at half a franc or 50 cents, making 51 francs.

By this assize therefore, the miller and baker are

guided in their transcactions in what is termed

Ms marches a cuisson. The miller sells to the baker

at a certain period for delivery, and at prices to be

stipulated also at a certain time, according to the legal

price of bread, with 9, 10, 11, or 12francs according

to agreement allowed by the miller for the cuisson, or

baking expenses. In order to ascertain the price

to be paid the miller, and the discount allowed

the baker, the custom of the trade is, to calculate that

the sack of flour makes one hundred loaves of 2

kilogs, therefore the miller sells his flour we will

say with 10 francs deduction for the cuisson, deliver-

able on the 1st of February ; on that day, the assize

of bread is 535 cents per 2 kilogs ; the baker conse-

quently pays as follows :

—

100 loaves made from a sack of "1 francs, cents.

flout at .525 cents each loaf J 52 50

Deduct the baking expenses al- 1 .„

lowed the baker J

Leaves forthe miller .42 50

Nothing therefore, is more easy than to establish in

this manner the price of flour.

HORTICULTURE—ASPARAGUS, SEA-
KALE, RHUBARB, ARTICHOKE.

By Mr. J. Towers, Author of the Domestic Garden-

er's Manual, &c. C. M, H. S.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

It has frequently occurred to me that works on

agriculture might, without infringing materially

upon the object which they have chiefly in vieiv, be

rendered the vehicles of much important horticultural

information. The culture of the field and garden

are sister arts, and might go hand in hand together
;

many also of the products of the garden are grown to

a still greater extent in the field, and the same natu-

ral agents equally act as stimuli upon both. I have
therefore resolved to risk an occasional communica-
tion upon the cultivation of the most valuable gar-

den vegetables; and though I profess not to instruct

the practised gardener, I indulge tlie liope that the

few hints which are derived from successful practice

may not altogether be thrown away, or be unproduc-
tive of amusement and information.

In order to render the articles as immediately use-

ful as possible, I intend to confine my remarks as

closely as I can to those vegetables or fruits that are

in season, or may be raised or cultivated in routine,

at those periods which coincide with the publication

of one or other of the numbers of this Journal ; and,

in the present instance, as the months of IMarch and
April are particularly favourable to the culture of

asparagus and sea-kale, I shall, in the first instance,

advert to them, and then as far as my limits will ad-

mit, refer to one or two other subjects to which a

corresponding mode of treatment will apply.

I. Asparagus is a native of the sea shores of Bri-

tain, though, according to Dr. Hooker, it is rarely

found in Scotland : it is worthless in its native ori-

ginal state, but, as every one knows, is susceptible of

the greatest improvement by culture, and becomes
highly luxuriant in a richly manured, light, and
mellow loam. The young sprouting stems, as they

emerge from the soil, are used for the table ; and
these, if suffered to grow, and become fully deve-

loped, form one of the most graceful among the pro-

ductions of herbaceous vegetation : the numerous
branching lateral stalks, produce innumerable tufted,

minute leaves, of the most lively and delicate green,

at the angles (axilla) of the smaller branches two or

three pendulous flowers are situated ; they are green-

ish, bell-shaped, and without any particular odour
Each flower consists of a calyx of six deeply cut

segments,—six stamens,—one ver}' short style, and
its stigma cut into three divisions,—and a germen,
becoming a scarlet globular berry, which contains

one or more perfect seeds in its three cells. This
plant forms, with others of the same genus, one of

the families of the Asphodel tribe, Asphodeldc of the

natural system. How, and at what period the plant

was brought into cultivation, it would now be vain

to inquire ; but it appears probable that, in England,
it was little known before the seventeenth century.

The modes of cultivation practised with a view to

bring the vegetable to the highest state of perfection,

in the different countries of f^urope, are too numerous
and complicated to be now alluded to, much less de-

scribed. It will be my aim to point out two pro-

cesses by which fine highly-flavoured shoots may be

abundantly produced. The one is not so much in

fashion as formerly, but it possesses great conveni-

ences ; the other is more novel, and perhaps more
scientific, as it may be made to conform to the hypo-
thesis of radical exudation. The physiological reader

will readily perceive, that, by adopting it, he can
introduce other vegetables between every row of his

asparagus, and thus avail himself of the nutritive

matters which their radical processes yield to the

soil : however, I shall simplify my directions, and
confine them to the process o( forcing early aspara-

gus. These will be brought under one view in the

succeeding notice of sea-kale.

Culture in Beds.—This is the method that has

been adopted for a number of years, and recom-
mended by most writers ; but there exists great

difference of opinion as to the way in which the

beds ought to be formed. Much of the permanent
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success (\-ill depend upon the nature of tlie staple

soil; and 1 hesitate not to say, that, unless the

garden uftbrd one wluch is light, loamy, and free

from stones of any considerable size, to the depth
of two feet at the least, the whole plot ought to be
formed artificially, and the best material for the

work is the tliin turf of a meadow of short growing
grass, or that of a common where sheep abound.
Such a soil is replete with vegetable, decomposable
matters ; and, in fact, is very suitable to the cultiva-

tion of every product of the garden, unless it be that

of a few vegetables which prefer a stiff" soil, or one
of an entirely opposite description, and approaching
to the nature of sand.

Turf mav, however, prove a defective material, if

it be produced upon clay or stiff" loam ; but, in

ordinary cases, tliat of a common or sheep-walk is of

a medium texture, and bre;iks down into a rich light

earth, which, while it can be digged and pulverized

with freedom, is also sufficiently compact in texture

and retentive of moisture. If a store of turf, an
inch and a half in thickness, could be readily ob-

tained, I should prefer it to any other species of

earth whatever. An asparagus bed is not the work
of a day ; if well laid out and properly planted, it

endures for years, and repays any ordinary cost and
exertions ; but it would be better not to undertake
it at all, than to perform it in an unskilful and
slovenly manner. If the soil of the jilot selected be
already free to tlie spade, deep, and equable, it may
be brought into a state nearly equal to good natural

turfy loam, by the liberal addition of a well reduced
and black leaf-mould. Having tlius premised, I

would recommend the formation of two beds bv the

process now to be described 3 the one will exhibit

the progress of tlie plant from the seed, and perhaps
will form the most perfect plantation ; tlie other will

come into full bearing at an earlier period, but not
by any means so mucli so as many persons are apt to

imagine.

Preparation of the Beds.—Select a piece of

ground of about thirty feet long, ten feet wide, and
open to the full south sun, so that its rays may fall in

the direction of the length of the beds. Open a

trench, two feet wide at one end, and wheel the

earth to the opposite end, or rather to a spot two or

three feet beyond it; this implies that the soil is

good, otherwise it should be wheeled or carted
away, to be employed for other purposes. Have
ready, and close by the plot, six cart-loads at the

least, of well-wrought leaf-soil, sea-weed, or, in

default of either, of perfectly good spit-dnng. If
fine turf be employed, one half of the above quantity
of the enriching substances will be sufficient. The
first and every succeeding trench is to be digged
and cleaned out at the bottom, to the depth of two
feet or more, as tlie good soil may indicate. It has
been recommended to trench four and five feet deep,
with the assurance that a proportionably great and
permanent crop of the asparagus would be pro-
duced. I have tried two feet and thirty inches, and
believe that a perfectly well enriched soil to that

extent, will he more efficient than six feet of a dead,
cold substratum. At all events, a good six-inch

layer of rich manure should be laid at the bottom of
each trench , and the first l)eingcleared and so prepared,
the soil and a due proportion of the manure are to

be put into it, and mixed as equally as possible, till

the earth be raised at least six-inches above the old
surface level. Thus the work is to proceed, trench
after trench, until the entire plot be filled up with
thoroughly moved and incorporated ninlcrials: the last

trench must be filled with the earth out of the first.

At this stage of the work it will be found that the

reserved earth will be insufficient to complete tho
plot ; in order, therefore, to equalise the surface, it

will be prudent to dig the bed again in a contrary
direction after an interval of a week ; and previous
to this operation, I would recommend that about a
gallon of common salt be regularly sprinkled over
the whole surface ; it will tend to bring the bed
into that chemical condition, which a constant
dressing of sea-weed would induce.
Having thus described the preparation of the bed,

I observe once for all, that if turf be in plenty it

cannot be made too deep ; and this will hold good
in the preparation of all garden plots where vegeta-

bles alone are to be grown. For fruit-trees, I believe
that eighteen inches of pure maiden turfy loam,
without one particle of animal manure, over a six-
inch stratum of coarse stones, brick-bats, rocky
fragments, or the like, would be a more fertile me-
dium of growth, and one infinitely more conducive
to the health of the tree, than double the depth of a
highly enriched garden soil. This digression will

be permitted, as it includes a general remark applica-

ble to culture in most departments.

The bed tlius double-digged will be ready for

cropping, and though it might be as well to have thus
prepared the soil during the dry weather of the win-
ter, it will yet be in good time if the work be accom-
plished during the month of March. After the

ground shall have settled for a week, two beds each
three feet wide, should be marked out, and this width
will admit of an alley between the beds, and one on
each side of them, more than a foot in breadth. To
form these, strain a line on the outside of the beds,

and two down the middle space between them, so as

to mark out the limits of the beds, throw the earth

out of the alley upon the beds, that their surface level

may be six inclies above the base of the alleys. If

turf be at hand, it would be right to place three in-

verted well cut turfs the whole length of the alleys,

and thus to form good and solid walks ; a dressing

of salt should then be sprinkled over the turf to pre-

vent; the growth of the grass. Some persons use a

deep layer of ashes; but whatever be the material

employed, the beds ought to be raised a few inches

above the walks, not, however, to provide for diain-

age, but to render the future culture convenient, and
to give a finished appearance to the plantation.

Sowing Seed.—Early in April and in fine weather,

stretch a line three times up and down the bed, by
means of stakes driven into each end, exactly one
foot apart, and the like distance within the sides

;

draw three drills an inch and a half deep, with the

angle of a hoe, and make the bottom of each drill

even, by pressing into it lightly a straight even pole,

like the handle of a long rake. Scatter asparagus

seed as regularly as possible along the drills, or if

the seed be known to be good, three or four seeds

may be carefully dropped at inch distances, in spaces

nine inches apart : the ultimate object is to obtain

one good plant, at every space of nine inches, there-

fore the good sense of the gardener will guide him so

to manage the seed-sowing, as to combine economy
of seed and time with security of result. Bad seed

taken out of very old berries may perhaps scarcely

produce one plant fiom twenty grains, tiiough the

seeds will remain good for three or four years.

When the young plants germinate they should b«

permitted to grow to the height of three inches, or

till the leaves become perfectly developed, and it

appear which plant will prove strong. If two arise

close together, one should be removed as soon as

possible, by means of a flat, sharp-pointed stick, and

the whob should be thinned out early, so that there

may be a space of two or three inches between plant
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and plant. The spaces between the rows raust be

kept clean by passing a fiat or Dutch hoe cautiously

over the surface, and as the plants acquire strength

they may be thinned out to four inches apart; but it

would be rather imprudent to attempt a more severe

thinning-out during the first year and till the winter

pass over, as it will be impossible to decide to what

extent extreme moisture of the ground, frost, snow,

and other enemies may prove destructive during the

torpid season. If the plants stand the winter well,

the supernumeraries may be employed to great ad-

vantage ; but of the use to which they may be turned

,

and, indeed, of the treatment of the seed-bed during

autumn, nothing need now be said.

Planting Asparagx'S Beds.—This is the method

usually adopted, and plants two years old from the

sowing are generally recommended. I believe that

the age is of little consequence as far as security may
be considered ; and that, three or four year old plants

may be employed when it is the object to obtain pro-

duce within the period of twelve or fifteen months.

Yearly plants are safe also, and these may be planted

four inches apart in shallow trenches, or open drills,

cut with a spade along lines stretclied very tiglit, and

at the distances mentioned before. The plants should

be placed so deep as to permit the crowns to be co-

vered with two inches of fine earth, and the roots

ouglit to be let down to their full extent into the

ground in a rather open and expanded order, and be

perfectly coated, and in contact with the soil. Dry
weather at the close of March, or early in April,

should be chosen; because the earth, when it is in a

free and open condition, may readily be made to fall

among the stringy processes of the roots ; but when
planted, each row should be liberally watered once,

to fix the plants securely, and to enable them to start

into growth without any loss of time. The routine

culture of the beds will be in all respects similar to

that before described ; and if blanks occur in conse-

quence of the decay of some of the roots, they may
be filled up with young growing plants, as late even

as the middle of June; provided that each be raised

from the seed, or nursery-bed, without injury, and be

set immediately during cloudy weather, or in the

evening, and copiously watered. The second method
of planting, with a view to forcing, will be described

hereafter. I defer any fartlier observations for the

present, as respects the general routine culture,

merely remarking that, from seed-beds, in carefully

prepared ground, I have cut very good asparagus in

two years, that is, in the third season after the

sowing.

II. Sea-kale (^Crambe maritima) is found on our

sea-coasts ; it belongs to that natural order which in-

cludes all the cruciform flowers (Crucifera-) : the

stamens are six in number, two of which are shorter

than the others ; hence the plant is classed in Tetra-

dynamia, and is found in its first order, Siliculosa
;

the seed vessel or "pouch" is round, smooth, and
about the size of a black currant. The root of the

native plant—according to Sir J. E. Smith—is large

and fleshy, much divided at the crown. Hprb very
glaucous (sea-green), smooth, rather succulent.

Stems several, from one to two feet high, branched,

spreading, leafy. Leaves stalked, spreading, or de-

flexed, large, undulated, and toothed, of a leathery
" (coriaceous) texture ; the lowermost somewhat
lyrate ; the rest roundisli acute.'' Floivers in dense
terminal clusters, milk-white, yellowish in the centre,

fragrant. This description accords sufficiently witli

the appearance of the cultivated plant ; and in fact,

it is known that the inhabitants of the countries
where it grows wild on the shores, have always been
in the habit of observing the first progress of the

young shoots as they emerge from the sand, and of
cutting them under the surface. In this state they
are merely a species of green kale ; but by culture
the shoots become a most delicate vegetable, which,
while it precedes asparagus, combines much of its

peculiar flavour with that of the best borecole, or
choii de Milan. Sea-kale v/as introduced to the gardens
about seventy years ago ; it is now found in all the
best establishments ; and its culture, though peculiar,

is as easy as the plant is prolific. It can be raised
from seeds, and be brought to tlie table early in the

second year. By transplanting, and division of the

shoots and roots, it may be propagated abundantly,
and at any season of the year, and is so hardy as to

withstand any common degree of frost.—The Soil, as

indicated by its native situation and habits, should
be light and sandy, with a slight addition of mild
lime, muriate of soda, and wood ashes. The beds
ought to be prepared as for asparagus ; and of a light

sandy turf, with a natural manuring of sea-weed
alone, or artificially—with one-fourth of a compost
consisting of a perfectly reduced fern, or leaf-mould,
nine parts—wood'ashes, one part—and about half a

pound of common salt to every barrow-load of the

compost. This last chemical compound contains a

large propoition of the components of sea-water, and
the wood-ashes yield carbonate of lime in its most
effective state, also some carbonate of potassa, and
fine silex. Three barrows of light sandy turf, and
one barrow of the above compost, give proportions

which promise to yield a medium of growth of the

most permanent and effective character. In it sea-

kale and asparagus might be grown for forcing, either

side by side, or in separate plots, the treatment of the

one would be applicable to the other ; and therefore

one description will suit both. I only observe, that,

if neither turf nor sea-weed can be obtained, good
kale can be produced in any light garden soil, trench-

ed in the manner before described for asparagus beds,

and manured copiously with wood (not coal) ashes,

and the prescribed quantity of common soil. All the

difference in the two beds is this, that for sea-kale, or

forced asparagus, the plot of ground should be large

enough to permit the plants to stand in single rows

three or four feet apart. The rows may be of any re-

quired length according to the quantity likely to be
consmned. Supposing that six or eight rows, each

twelve feet long, be required, then the ground is

eillier to be trenched twenty inches deep at the least,

or digged out and replaced with the enriched turf;

and the work ought to be completed before March, so

as to become settled by the middle or latter end of

that month. Between every row there should two
stakes be set up at each end, two feet asunder ; these

will mark the beds and the spaces between them ; thus

there may be eight beds and nine spaces or divisions.

At tlie time of sowing the beds— (I greatly prefer

seed to plants)—leave a space on the outside of two
of the outermost stakes, and strain a garden line ex-

actly along the middle of the bed immediately within

and next to it ; and beginning at one end of the line

—but a foot within it—make a small ring or circle

with the finger, an inch deep, and three inches wide ;

or what is better, force a circular piece of iron or

wood into the ground to the required depth, and drop

three seeds in the ring so formed, equidistant, and

at right angles with one another. Form and sow the

rings about fifteen inches asunder—centre from cen-

tre, the whole length of the line ; tlien cover the

seeds to the surftice depth witli sand, and pat it to a

level with the flat of a spade ; one row or bed will

thus be sown. Leave the adjoining spare of two feet

vacant; and proceed to the bed or division next be-

yond it : sow that, and proceed in llie same alternate
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order till the plot be completed ; when a space ex-
terior of the last sown division must be left, and it

will then be found that whatever be the number of

divisions sown, that of the unsown spaces will exceed
it by one. The plan thus laid down is grounded upon
the practice of the celebrated I3ath cultivators ; and
nothing can exceed it for the facility it affords to

good tillage, and orderly, convenient forcing. It

must be apparent to every one versed in horticulture,

that Asparagus can thus be sown or planted, and be

cultivated

—

-for forcing—with every advantage af-

forded to sea-kale, as will be further shewn in the

detail.

If the seed be good, the season pi-opitious, warm,
and moist, germination will rapidly advance ; and
when the plants appear, they may be secured from
vermin by sprinkling around and within them a good
covering of wood-ashes ("three parts,) blended with

soot and powdered lime, of each one part. If weeds
arise and tlireaten to surmount the plants, they must
be kept under by surface-hoeing to the depth of an

inch, with the "Dutch, "or thurst-hoe. Perhaps
three plants will rise from each ring, and these, in-

deed, all that grow, must remain till they begin to

interfere with each other ; then, one only, the strong-

est, must be left, and the others drawn, or raised up
;

so that a complete row of single plants, from one foot

to 15 inches apart, finally remain. The young su-

pernumeraries may be set out in rows, to grow for

succession, or be thrown away if no more stock be
required. The plants in the rows will grow luxu-
riantly, and become very large, so much so as, in all

probability, to come in contact, forming one connected
line of sea-green foliage. All the culture during the

summer and autumn, will consist in keeping the beds

clear from weeds, and in digging alternate spaces two
or three times, to the depth of nine inches, so as to

pulverize and render the soil as fine as possible. At
the two last operations (say in July and October,) it

would be as well to incorporate with the soil a two-
inch liiyer of decayed leaves, mixed with one-fourth

part of pure wood-ashes.

The reader will be very careful to avoid sea-coal,

or even pit coal ashes. It formerly was the custom
to cover sea-kale with conical hills of those

ashes during winter, and one out of three or four

plants perished, the damage being ascribed to mice
or moles. I never have lost a plant since I left off

that acrimonious chemical compound, styled ashes,

nor could I, by any means keep my bed entire, while
I employed it. Its destructive influence has at

length been admitted, and sea-kale now enjoys a
regular growth, and repays its cultivator. 'No forcing
ought to be attempted during the first winter ; but
it would not be amiss, after clearing off all the old

leaves, to strain a line along the edges of the beds,
and, cutting the earth by it three inches deep, to

mould up the two feet beds with the earth taken to

that depth from the intermediate spaces. A tall

marking stick should, however, be placed near the
centres of the plants. After the "earthing up " a
blanching-pot, wooden box, or old bee-hive, is to be
set over every plant. A straw-hive is indeed an
excellent material. It is sufficiently strong, warm,
and impervious to light, even when used alone, with-
out leaves, for blanching. A small or even a very
tolerable gathering of fine white kale will be the re-

sult of this treatment, earlier or later, according to

the season and climate ; and, in cutting it, the knife

should be passed below the surface of the stratum of
soil that was added, so as to bring up each full-sized

shoot in a compact state, and not in detached leaves.

The smaller sprouts ought not to be cut ; and, when
all the large ones have been taken, the superposed

soil should be drawn back into the spaces, and the
whole plot rediiced to an even surface-level. This
work will, it is presumed, be performed about mid-
April, and then a knife, or very sharp-edged spade,
should be passed through the shoots, so as to cut off
every one that rises above the original level of the
bed. This cutting will induce the plants to send
forth a number of fresh shoots, and prevent, in a de-
gree, the protrusion of flower-stems. The routine
culture of the seeond season will comprise iveeding
with a flat-hoe, digging and enriching of the spaces, as
before directed, and the immediate excision of every
flower-stem that may be sent up.

Forcing.— ( These directions will apply equally
to asparagus in single rows, by the second method.)
After the leaves of the sea-kale, and stems of aspa-
ragus have become inactive, remove the former, and
cut off the latter. Mark each sea- kale plant with a
tall stick, dig and mould up the beds with fine earth
from the spaces, as in the previous season ; but now,
and in each succeeding year, dig out, and remove to

a spot at hand (as convenience may point out,) the
earth of each space, on the sides of those rows which
are to be excited, so as to leave trenches one foot

deep. The plots ought to be so contrived as to fur-

nish three distinct forcings, the first to commence
late in November, to be cut at the close of the } ear

;

the second about the first week in January j and the
third early in Februar3% A fourth reserve ought to

come in at the natural season, blanched but not forced
iii April. The trenches are to be filled to the level

of the tops of the line of pots or covers with tree

leaves, blended, if possible, with one-third part of
fresh stable-manure. When this level is attained,

the pots, and spaces between them, must be covered
to the dep^h of two feet with the same materials ; but
for asparagus, which can have no pots, leaves alone are

recommended to the depth of 18 inches. If shallow
boxes or troughs, formed of three strips of boards
fastened together, and five or six inches deep, could
be inverted over the whole line of asparagus, the

mixture of dung and leaves might be safely employed.
The bed of fomenting material, in either case,

ought to form a compact mass of equal depth ; and
this it would be advisable to cover with straw, hur-

dles or thatch, to keep out excessive rains, and to

retain the developed heat. Trial-sticks should be
thrust deeply into the masses ; and if these, on being
withdrawn, feel gently warm, the work of forcing

will proceed regularly ; and kale and grass will be
procured in succession from Christmas to the end of

March ; to be succeeded by the crops from the un-
excited bed. After forcing, and clearing off the

leaves, &c., the trenches are always to be filled up,

and the surface-level restored. The slight diflference

to be observed in treating these two delicious vege-

tables, will soon be sufficiently obvious to every

cultivator of discernment, and need not be alluded

to at this time.

III. Rhubarb.—My notice of this exquisite vege-
table shall be comprised in a few lines ; but these I

trust, will avail to extend its culture more and more ;

for any thing more productive, salubrious, profitable,

and expressly suitable to the purposes of the cottager,

can scarcely be found in the entire list of vegetable

productions. A few years only have elapsed since

the rhubartic hybrid, green rhubarb, was cultivated

for tarts, and held in very slight estimation ; but

since the introduction of the larger (giant) varieties,

the demand has increased with surprising rapidity.

Of the two sorts which I earnestly recommend, one

is called, if 1 mistake not, Uadford's Scarlet Goliah
;

and the other is a sm .11 red variety, which is crimson

throughout when boiled or baked. These will supply

3 C
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the table from April to August, and suffice for every

purpose.

Culture.—Let the ground be prepared precisely

as for asparagus beds. Select clean offsets, with

two or three bold eyes : the first week in March is a

very suitable season. The eyes or buds of the Goliah

will be of a deep, rich red, hence its name : the

leaves, however, and stalks are green, though of dif-

ferent hues, and the latter are spotted and streaked

with red. In tlie smaller pink variety the red tint

prevails throughout.

The plants of the great Goliah should be set firmly

in the soil, five feet apart, or five feet one way and
four feet another ; the smaller kind may be set three

feet asunder, plant from plant, giving a free water-

ing to each to settle the soil among the roots. Dry
weather, an open condition of the ground, and a tem-

perate, unfrosty state of the air. should be preferred.

When the growth becomes established, the ground
miust be kept free from weeds ; and if dry weather
supervene, water ought to be freely given around
the roots, two or three times, with intervals of four

or five days.

Not a leaf or stalk ought to be touched during the

first year; and in autumn, when the leaves are all

decayed, they should be laid in little trenches formed
along the centre of the spaces between the rows,

sprinkled with a handful or two of salt, and covered
with the earth that had been digged out. Thus the

plant will itself furnish a portion of the manure that

will annually be required. As winter approaches, a

coating of well-decomposed stable manure or leaves,

or a mixture ofboth, two or three inches deep, should
be laid round each plant, to the extent of two feet

;

and in the open weather of February, the whole bed
must be forked over.

As a proof of the excessive productiveness of the

Scarlet Goliah, I need only mention, that, in the se-

cond week of March 1831, twelve plants were set in

ground prepared for asparagus. In June the leaves

met, and the whole plot was covered. In 1832 the
plants yielded profusely, many leaves measured above
a yard and a half over the surface, the foostalks being
an inch and a half broad, and from two to three feet

long. The outside leaves were, as required for use,

stripped off by an oblique pull, not cut ; the family
was amply supplied till July and August, and yet
the plants increased : the neighbours also were fur-

nished with leaves throughout the Summer, and with
offset-plants in the succeeding Spring. During the
two past seasons the root-stocks increased to such a

size, that, when it became needful to remove some,
it required a barrow to contain the weighty mass that

was raised, after great labour, from the soil. If any
one try the experiment in favourable soil, and with
any thing like judicious management, he will scarcely

fsil to discover that the growth and production of the

plant will exceed every demand that can be justly
made upon it.

IV. Artichoke (Cynara Scolymus) Syngenesia

Polygamia ^qualis (C\. xix ord 1.), Linnce ; tribe

Carduace« ; among the Composita: or the compound
flowers of the natural " Jiissieuan " system is, as the

tribal name implies, nearly related to the thistles
;

the observant natural physiologist must be aware of

this from the imbricated order of flowering, and the

dense close head which contains the blueish flowers,

and the seeds surmounted by a feathery down (pup-

pui.) In England the full heads only are eaten

boiled ; these heads consist of a fleshy receptacle,
on which the flowers and their bristly appendages
are based ; and of an alternating series of scaly
bracteas [or floral leaves ^(^involucrum,) that are fur-

nished with a pulpy substance at and above their

point of union with the base.

Culture.—All that has been previously said as to

the preparation of the ground for the asparagus, will

apply to this valuable autumnal vegetable : it de-

lights in a rich and light soil ; therefore a sandy turf

will supply the appropriate medium of growth. It

is propagated by suckers or offsets taken from old

plants, and planted in March and April, either in a

bed of three rows, four or five feet asunder, the plants

three feet from one another, or in single rows be-

tween other vegetables. The soil ought to be previ-

ously digged and laid even ; and the line, being

strained very tight, each sucker should be planted

by the dibble or garden trowel, and fixed securely in

the soil. Nothing tends so effectually to promote
the growth of any sucker or ofl'set as to place its

base, and the lower parts or joints of its stem, firmly

in recently removed ground The vital principle

thereby becomes stimulated, and, to speak chemically,

is acted upon by the electro-gaseous products of the

soil at the moment of their development. Water,
if the weather and soil be dry at the time of planting,

ought to be then freely given around the plants, and,

subsequently, more than once, in order to fix them
in the soil, and prevent stagnation of the vital fluids.

The subsequent culture consists in keeping the

ground clean and moderataly open ; and, at the ap-

proach of frosty weather, to draw earth about the

stems, as in landing up celery, but not bringing it

to so acute a ridge at the top. Artichokes may be

abundantly produced in the autumn of the first year
;

some plants will not, however, be prolific. The
fruit ought always to be gathered, and the stems cut

close off prior to the winter earthing-up. In the

second season the plants will become abundantly

more prolific, and great care should be taken to pre-

serve them from extreme frost by straw, haulm, or

evergreen boughs, laid upon the ridges of the soil so

as to form a sort of roof over the herbage ; but these

coverings should be removed in rainy weather. The
heads may be preserved throughout the winter and

early spring months, by inserting the lower ends of

the stems in sand, under shelter of an out-house or

cool dry cellar.

The artichoke plant produces abundance of suck-

ers, which ought to be detached in March—not in

the torpid season, and of the best of these fresh pan-

tations may be formed. We suggest, on the ground
of the doctrine of radical excretion, that, if the plants

stand in single rows widely apart, between which a

rank of potatoes, beans, or peas, be grown,—the new
suckers be planted on the site of such crops, in order

to reap the benefit to be derived from the matters

ejected into the soil by their excretory organs, and
by the actual deposition of detached vegetable fibres.

Thus artichokes and annual crops may be made
every two or three seasons, to alternate or " rotate

"

with each other.

Uses of Slate. — Slate is coming daily more
extensively into use ; it is being employed for paving

the area in front of the New National Gallery, and also

for church-yard memorials, in place of stone. It ap-

pears from a paper read at a recent meeting of the

members of the Architectural Society, that a slab of

Welch slate, one inch in thickness, is equal in strength

to a piece of Yorkshire stone of six inches, or of

Caithness or Valentia stone of two inches in thick*

ness.

—

Loudon's Architectural Magazine.
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EMIGRATION.
Sin,—In the Globe offhe 12th inst. I read a letter

addressed by you to the Editor of that independent
and respectable journal, wherein you unsparingly
condemn him for opinions expressed a few days ago
in ;m editorial article, with reference to certain mea-
sures recommended by the Irish Poor Law Commis-
sioners, for bettering the condition of the wretched
and long neglected peasantry of that country.

Before you so arrogantly claim to yourself such

exclusive knowledge as to the preceding subject,

and unhesitatingly pledge your veracity and chal-

lenge contradiction for your assertions, you should

have taken the trouble to have obtained correct infor-

mation as to the important item of expense, claiming

as you do, on the score of economy, great superiority

in favour of bog draining, and squatting the wretched
peasantry on a patch oi floating bog or wasteland, as

if afraid to allow them to taste the sweets of improve-
ment by their being put on the sure path to indepen-
dence by means of a judicious system of emigration.

You state tliat the sum necessary to remove a pau-
per labouring emigrant from Ireland to Canada will

cost ticentu pounds sterling.

Now, Sir, I will tell you that your statement is

more than four times greater than the fact ; and it is

evident you have been made the dupe of asserting

as great a miscalculation as ever was put on paper.

I cannot for amomentthinkyou would deliberately

state that which you know to be untrue, therefore

my chief object in thus noticing your letter is to cau-

tion you from such hasty conclusions in future, and
not to suppose that any measure can be made pala-

table to the public, and to obtain the countenance of

men of reflection and judgment, by such unfounded
statements.

I beg to tell you. Sir, that a labouring pauper adult

emigrant can be removed in a satisfactory manner
from a port in Ireland to a situation in upper Upper
Canada, where full employment ean be obtained im-
mediately on his arrival, for the sum, considerably

under 51, I will, however, adopt that sum ; the items

of disbursement as follows :

—

Passage from a port in Ireland to Quebec,
including berthing, fuel, water, and
medical aid £2

Ample provisions 60 or 70 days, consisting

of potatoes, oacmeal, butter, fish, bacon,

molasses, tea, and sugar 1 15

Capitation tax at Quebec (Currency of

Canada) 5

Steam-boat transport from Quebec to To-
ronto, or any landing at the head of Lake
Ontario, in Upper Canada 17 6

£4 17 6

Thus, sir, for less than5i. sterling for each adult,

I will guarrantee to remove one thousand able bodied

labourers from a port of embarkation in Ireland, and

place them in a situation to insure them full employ-

ment, and, if sober and industrious, certain prospects

of independence, raising them from a state of moral

degradation and wretchedness to a place among civi-

lization and comforts. Can you do ecjual good for

the poor labourer by expending 51. in providing him
with employment at home! and will his prospects be

equally favourable at the termination of such outlay?

If you wish for further positive facts in reference to

the preceding subject, I shall be very glad to favour

you with them, but not through the medium of a news-

paper correspondence.

I, remai ir, yours, &c.

April 15. HIBERNICUS.

EAST LOTHIAN AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIETY'S SHOW AT HADDINGTON.

Haddington. — The show of Cattle, Bulls,

Horses, &c. for the premiums offered by the East Lo-
thian Agricultural Society, came off here on Friday

April 1, and was in the opinion of all who attended, by
far the best and most interesting' that we have ever iiad.

The stock shown was all of a very superior description,

and the judges experienced much difficulty in awarding
the premiums, owing- to the excellence of all. They
were adjudged as follows :

—
1. For the pair of fattest cattle of the Aberdeen, An-

g-ns, Fife, or West Highland breed, to Mr. James Bog'ue,

Snadon.
2. For the second best ditto, to Mr. Ferguson of

Raith, jM. p.
3. For the pair of best cattle, bred in the county, to

Mr. Robert Walker, Whitelaw.
4. For the pair of second best ditto, to jMr. George

Reid, Ballencrief.

5. For the five best black-faced Wedders, to Mr.
George Reid.

6. For the five best half-bred Leicester Hogs, to JMr.

Brodie, Amisfieldmains,

7. For the best short horned Bull, to INIr. Brown,
Halls.

8. For the second best ditto, to Mr. Mylne, Bolton,

9. For the third best ditto, to ]Mr. Walker, Whitelaw.
10. For the best yeariing Bull, to Mr. Brown, Halls.

11. For the best cart Stallion, to Mr. Meikle, Bath-

gate, for his horse " Farmer's Favourite."

12. For the best year-old colt, to Mr. Tweedie,
Coats.
The judges of the fat cattle and sheep were Messrs

M'Gill, Moftat, and Hutchinson ; of the JNIarquis of

Tweeddale ; and of the horse Mr. Walter Cossar.

Besides the cattle shown for the four fii-st premiums,
a lot of 28 was exhibited by Mr. Brodie, East Fortune,

and another of 20. by Mr. Howden, Lawhead. An ac-

count was given in this paper on the 23d March, of the

manner in which these cattle were severally lotted out

and fed, and much interest was excited by the exhibi-

tion. A printed report of the manner and expence of

feeding was circulated on the show ground, and being

put into separate pens, each lot marked and numbered,

the result of both experiments could be examined and
appreciated by all. The following table shows the

original cost of the cattle, the quantity of food con-

sumed, and the valuation put upon them by the judges.

Mr. Brodie's.

Lot 1. Fed on turnips alone, cost 12/ 15s, feeding for

22 weeks, 5/ 3s valued by judges, 21/ 10s.—Profit, 3/

12s.

Lot 2. Fed on turnips and potatoes, cost 12/ 15s, feed-

ing for 22 weeks, 6/ 9s 9d, valued by the judges, 22/ 10s

—Profit, 3/ 5s 3d.

Lot 3. Fed on turnips and linseed cake, cost 12/ 15s,

feeding for 22 weeks, 7/ 7s 9d, valued by the judges,

25/.— Profit, 4/ 17s 3d.

Lot 4, Fed on distillery grains, &c., cost 12/ I5s, feed-

ing for 22 weeks, 5/ 12s 9d, valued by the judges, 21/.—

Profit,2/12s3d.
We understand that all this lot hasbeen sold at 24/ each

.

Mh. How den's

Lot 1, Cost 11, consumed in 22 weeks about 495 tons

of Swedish turnips, and are valued by the judges, at 12/

4s each.
Lot 2. Cost 71, consumed about 24 tons of turnips,

and 16 tons of potatoes, valued at 13/ 12s each.

Lot 3. Cost 71, consumed 24 tons of turnips, and I5

tons of beans, valued at 14/ 16s.

Lot 4. Cost 71, consumed 16 tons of potatoes, and 1|

tons of beans, valued at 14/ each.

It is understood this lot is sold at 14/ each.

The above experiments show that the most expensive

feeding yields the greatest profit. The fleshers to whom
the cattle have been sold, are to report the value of the

several lots after they are slaughtered, which will carry

2 c 2
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out the experiment to the utmost, and show to feeders

generally, what sorts of food are most profitable, both

to themselves and to the butcher. A premium of 20Z

was awarded to both g'entlemen, the reports of the man-

ner in the experiments were respectively conducted

have been considered highly satisfactory.

THE TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN.

(from the banker's circular.)

Sirs,—The following statement exhibits the ex-

traordinary increase which took place in the ex-

ports of British manufactures in the year 1835,

compa>'ed with the year 1834. It will be seen that,

in every one of the fifteen articles, the amount

—

taking in real, not official value—is greater, (tin

alone excepted) ; the export of this commodity in

both years is nearly the same. We place the fa-

brics of the loom at the head on account of their

importance, and the excess in the amount exported

being in these the most striking and extraordinary.

1834 1835.

Cotton Yarn £5,211,015 .... £5,709,041

Cottons 15,302,571

Linens 2,579,658

Woollens 5,975,415

Silks 637,198

16,394,590

3,226,394
7,046,829
972,031

£29,705,857 £33,348,888

Hardware and Cutlery .

.

1 ,485,233

Iron and Steel 1 ,408,872

Copper and Bi'ass 961 ,823

Lead and Shot 142,513

Tin 33,327
Tin Plates and Wire. . .

.

324,559

1,835.142
1,680,750

1,081,554
197,474

33,238
368,429

£4,354,237 £5,196,587

Coals 220,746
Glass 496,872
Earthenware 493,382

Wool 192,176

242,369
640,867
538,426
387,416

£1,403,176 £1,809,078

Total of the three classes £35,463,360 £40,354,553

Most persons of inquiry and research have re-

garded with extraordinary interest the great ac-

tivity and long continued prosperity of our manu-
factures, viewed merely as a statistical question

;

for whatever the ultimate result of the increased

production may be, whether the exporters of our
goods may finally realize, in substantial value,

those anticipations of profi*;s which have been one
of the main causes of the increased production, or

whether some of the markets may be ovei stocked,

and the returns tardy and scanty, it is quite clear,

we think, that prosperity to the mere manufac-
turer has been secured by the state of trade preva-
lent for more than two years past. To analyze the
sources of this prosperity, to describe its character,

and to be able to form a correct judgment con-
cerning its probable duration, would be at once
useful and interesting. The materials for such an
undertaking could not, however, be very readily

obtained, because no man can have access to the
circumstances of every individual merchant ; and
yet without knowing what proportion of a brisk

trade is to be ascribed to the effect of credit—re-

newed, enlarged, or prolonged credit—and what
proportion to a real scarcity of goods in the mar-
kets of consumption, it would be impossible to take

a full and correct view of this matter. The gene-
ral circumstances bearing upon it we may at least

endeavour to render serviceable.

The most remarkable feature of the present state

of manufactures and trade, is the great activity

prevailing, not in two or three, only, but in all de-

partments of manufacturing industry. The in-

crease of the Cotton trade does not show itself

more conspicuously at Manchester, than that of

the Linen trade does at Dundee—regard being had
to the previous state of the development of the

two branches of trade respectively, and attention

being given also to the relative facility or difficulty

in obtaining the raw material for supplying them.
Every branch of the Woollen trade has been
marked by the same difficulty in obtaining the raw
material in sufficient abundance to meet the in-

creasing orders for goods, and the demand has
been almost equally strong for the finest broad
cloths of Trowbridge, Stroud, Leeds, and Hudders-
field, and for the coarsest druggets, blankets, and
carpets, of Witney, Kidderminster, Dewsbury, and
Kilmarnock. The trades of Sheffield and Birming-
ham, though the basis of both is metallic, differ as

much as the trade in Norwich crapes and bom-
bazeen differs from the broad cloth and carpet

trades ; yet Sheffield has corresponded with Bir-

mingham in activity to as great an extent as one
town can do with another, the inhabitants of which
are more enterprising and speculative. Nor is the

same general feature to be seen alone in these great

divisions of the manufacturing interest ; it is

equally discernible in the minor departments; the

Hosiers of the midland counties, the Potters of

Staffordshire, the Glovers of Worcester and Yeovil,

and the Shoe manufacturers of Stafford and North-
ampton, all testify to an improvement and an ad-

vance in their condition.

It may not be possible very distinctly to indicate

one general cause for this universal and almost
uniform effect, but still we think that cause will

be found to exist, substantially, in the great and
prolonged contraction of confidence at one period,

and its great and long continued extension at an-
other. It is easy to say that the effects of the
panic of 1825 have not yet subsided ; a true his-

tory of the causes, the extent, and operatioUj and
of the consequences of that convulsion, would be
one of the most valuable offerings to the men of
business and the politicians of the age—to the ma-
nufacturer and merchant as well as to the states-

man. We some tiue since called attention to the
fact of five British companies having lost four mil-

lions sterling in attempting to carry on mining
operations in foreign countries. This was a start-

ling case ; it was, however, nothing more than a
type, and a very imperfect and insignificant one, of
the wide spread ruin which the famliar term " the
panic of 1825" ought to indicate. The measures
to which the Ministers of 1822 resorted for the
purpose, to use their own language, of reviving a
spirit of speculation, had the effect of raising the

prices towards the close of the following year, and
this temporary prosperity was carried to excess in

1824 and 1825. The effect, however, was at once
annihilated when it placed the Bank of England
in jeopardy, a result which— if the Government
had had the requisite knowledge concerning the

operation of the great causes of speculation and
activity, ])rodiiced by the means of excitement then
in their contemplation— ought to have been fore-

seen and considered by them, before they adven-
tured upon so hazardous an experiment for the re-

lief of distress.—One of the consequences of the
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relaxation, effected by the measures of 1822, was
to put off for a few years the disasters which sub-

sequently befel the great merchant-bankers of Cal-

cutta, and the merchants of nur long settled colo-

nies in the West Indies. If the policy which dic-

tated the relaxation had beeii a<lopted in 1824-5, as

the rule of conduct for the Government, those

great interests in the West and in the East Indies

might have been saved altogether.

These circumstances are exceedingly important

to be borne in mind when we are attempting to

ascertain the precise character of the present state

of commercial prosperity and its probable conse-

quences. The panic ruined old, and formerly opu-

lent, firms in England, in great number, but if that

had been the whole mischief, energies of enterprise

and industry would much sooner have recovered

\heir elasticity and force. Instead of a general re-

;ival taking place in commercial and manufactur-

ing operations in 1833 or 1834, it would probably

have commenced in 1828 or 1829. Confidence,

wherever credit was necessary to put industry into

motion, was completely paralyzed by the convul-

sion of 1825, and it was prevented from recovering

by the large failures among merchants, who had,

directly and indirectly, contributed much to fur-

nish the manufacturers with orders for their goods.

These failures continued to occur for seven years

subsequently to the panic, and tended much to keep
manufacturing affairs in a depressed and unnatural

condition. The period when this great and signal

check to the development of industry and the ex-

tension of commerce took place, was the precise

period when all the means of production would,

in a natural and sound state of things, have been
in full vigour and complete efficiency. Aftei a war
of more than twenty years duration, during which
England alone had maintained her commercial
greatness, several years would necessarily elapse

before thecapitalofher bankers, merchants, miners,

and manufacturers, could become properly adjusted

to the new state of things under a peace, and ten

years after its final termination would be the time

when the utmost vigour might be expected to pre-

vail. The panic therefore produced more effect on
the pursuits of industry than could be effected by
a declaration of war ; and was nearly equal, in its

destructive and depressive agency, as far as the

interests dependent on the industrious are con-

cerned, to a decree compelling every borrower of

money to pay thirty shillings for the pound to his

creditors.

The panic was not, therefore, an ordinary com-
mercial convulsion, like those of 1793, 1797, 1810,

and 1816, the ruinous effects of which soon passed
away, and were, in a national sense, speedily com-
pensated by the enterprise and activity which suc-

ceeded them, but the immediate mischief was of

unparalleled magnitude, and its repressive effect

upon industry aud commerce was of the most pro-

tracted and extraordinary character. And it is

curious to observe how this view of the subject

has been illustrated and confirmed by the opera-

tions of the banking system. The old bankers
would naturally be more strictly circumspect and
cautious after the destruction of credit which took

place towards the close of the year 1825. But the

Act permitting the forraiition of Joint-stock Banks
in England and Wales passed in the early part of

the year 1826. How can we account for this law,

so urgently required, as it had been represented

by the Ministers to be—remaining almost a dead
letter for five years after it had received the Royal

Assent ? How came it that the public, generally

so much" alive to their own interest, coidd not dis-

cover its urgent necessity for so long a period ? Un-
doubtedly part of the answer is, that the people

were in general satisfied with the existing banks.
But Lancashire—now adding to its wealth and
population every year, in amount equal to the en-

tire wealth and population of several of the smaller

counties—how came this important district to be
backward in perceiving the advantages of the new
system i We believe there was no Joint-Stock

Bank formed in Manchester or Liverpool for nearly

five years subsequently to the panic ; and that last

pregnant and important word accounts for the

whole mystei-y. The elastic spirit and natural re-

solution of the people continued so much de-

pressed by the accounts of the failure or difficulties

of eminent firms connected with distant markets
for supplying the consumers of our manufactures,

that there was no disposition to enter upon new
projects. Every man's attention was directed to

the prevention of further dilapidation upon his

own possessions and circumstances.

This state of general depression was far from
being limited to England and her colonies. It ex-

tended to all the foreign markets. Less to those

of the United States of America than any other

because their banking and credit system con-

tributed to keep their great internal resources free

and fruitful. But with this qualified exception,

the state of commerce was languid and inanimate

for seven years succeeding the panic ; and some
of the most extensive failures connected with the

East and West India interest, occurred in the latter

part of that teim. The bankruptcy of the eminent

firm of Manning and Anderton took place in 1831,

and some time after, the unexpected failures to a
great amount in Petersburgh, Prussia, and Ham-
burgh. These facts show the insidious, but pow-
erful operation of the one great cause of disaster

which continued to produce its inevitable conse-

quences for so long a period.

Then another cause contributed greatly, in the

years 1829, 1830, and 1831, to produce a similar

result ; we allude to the political discontents,

agitations, and alarms which burst forth into

open insurrection in France, Belgium, and some
of the minor states of Germany. The destruction

of confidence in France was so great at one period

that, united with the very general disposition to

hoard coin, there was great danger of all the ope-

rations of iudustry in the great towns being en-

tirely stopped. It was the effort which Lafitte

made to prevent such a catastrophe, by lending

his money freely to the manufacturers and traders

of Paris, and other populous cities, that caused

his banking-house to suspend payment. We say
" suspend," because we are to understand

that that liberal-minded individual has discharged

all his obligations, or is prepared to do so, and is

proceeding to commence business as a banker

with a fortune which is still large, recovered from
the wreck of his former wealth. Commercial

men describe the state of trade in France for more
than two years subsequent to the revolution of

1830 as approaching to an interdiction of ail the

ordinary interchanges in business. And France

never wholly recovered from this plight till within

the last two years.

This brief reference to a long antecedent state

of depression appeared to us necessary to an ac-

curate examination of our present condition. The

long protraction of the pressure was one of the

causes of the great rebound which followed the

removal of that pressure. And it is a matter of
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serious import—of the first necessity—that the

difficulties which encumbered mercantile pursuits

from the year 1819 to 1833 should be clearly seen,

understood, and admitted, or the nature of the

present state of activity and comparative pros-

perity will never be correctly apprehended. Thiere

has been a somewhat similar action simultaneously
proceeding in most great commercial countries,

which has led to somewhat similar results in all.

It is necessary to bear this circumstance in re-

membrance when we would understand the nature
of the present prosperity, and be able to estimate
the kind of convulsion that would be likely to take
place, if any serious check to confidence should
arise. The part of the subject which is of more
immediate importance is that part which would
commence where we now leave off, viz. an exa-
mination ot the working of the machinery which
has been instrumental in propelling enterprising
men forward in a career of adventure and exer-
tion, when the general pressure, to which we
have here alluded, began to be abated and at last

partially removed.
We are well aware that the nature of our pre-

sent prosperity is an obstinately litigated question
amongst men prone to enquiries concerning the
operation of the causes of wealth. While some
of the ablest men in the country say that the
alleged prosperity is hollow, and that it will never
bear the test of the ultimate winding-up and settle-

ment, which has not yet arrived ; another party,
and this of course comprises the governing body,
assert that prosperity was never based on a firmer
or more stable foundation, and that, so far from
there being any grounds for apprehending mis-
chief, we are only just entering upon a course of
unexampled activity and profit. The first contend
that a convulsion, pregnant with wide-spread
ruin, may be expected to happen speedily, while
the latter think that scarcely any probable cause
can spring up to interrupt our present tranquil
and satisfactory state. We shall endeavour, in
the next Circular, to indicate the grounds from
which something like a correct judgment may be
formed on this contested question.

FOR THE SHREWSBURY CHRONICLE.
Mr. Editor,—Can you inform us what the Agricul-

tural Society of this county are doing'? or what is the
purpose of their meeting- just now. Was the prospect
of the farmer ever much brighter than it is at this

moment? certainly not within these last five and twenty
years.

Will the members of this society petition his Majesty
and say—" We your Majesty's loyal and dutiful Con-
servative subjects, do hate and abhor every act and deed
done by any Minister of the Crown, so long as that
Minister is supported by that infernal Irishman, Daniel
O'Connell?"—Better they should recommend to all

landlords, whose tenantry are in arrear of rent, to profit
by the good example of that Prince of them, Sir Watkin
W. Wynn, Bart., who by one short order to his prin-
cipal Agent and Auditor, diffused more happiness and
more industry in his country than had been done for
years, and which was done in these words :—" Wipe off
all the arrears of my tenants."

Let other landlords do alike : let them give their
tenants a fair start again :—and I warrant they will
do. " Rub out old scores and begin again," says the
beaten man.

Confidence is all that is wanting between landlord
and tenant. The former can establish it if he likes.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
A SHROPSHIRE FARMER.

CONSIDERATIONS TO BE LAID BE-
FORE THE COMMITTEE ON AGRI-
CULTURAL DISTRESS.
That the amount of profits derived from agricul-

ture are regulated by the price of produce, as com-
pared with the expenses of cultivation

—

That is, they consist of the surplus that remains
after all the expenses attend-ant on cultivation have
been paid.

That of late years, though the price of produce
has fallen greatly, yet that the expenses attendant on
cultivation have not (alien in the same proportion

;

consequently the amount of profit is very much re-

duced.
That the amount of rent which the cultivator of

land is able to pay to the owners for the use of the
land, depends on the amount of profit that he can
obtain in cultivation.

Therefore, that in the same proportion in which
the profits are reduced, so the real power to pay
rent is reduced. Consequently, the rent of land can
be permanently secured only by means which shall

preserve a certain profit in cultivation. 'Jherefore,

th-at as far as the expenses of cultivation on the
prices of produce are dependent on legislative enact-
ments, so likewise are the profits of agriculture

dependent on the same enactments. Consequently,
the amount of rent which »he cultivator is able to

pay for the use of the land is also dependent to the
same extent on these enactments.
That as far as legislation can effect the object, the

owners of land have a just claim to such an adjust-

ment or balance of prices and expenses as shall

permit the obtaining such profits in agriculture as

will secure to the cultivators the power to pay to

the owners that proportion of the produce in the
shape of rent which has been deemed ^air for a long
series of years.

That for a long period it has been deemed just to

the owners of land (taking into consideration the

price which produce bore) not to 1-ay any burdens
on the cultivators of land which should prevent
their being able (on land of average quality) to pay
about one-fourth of the produce to the owners of the

land in the shape of rent.

And that all the public and private transactions of

the country have been based on the allowed princi-

ciple, that this amount was the just property of the

owners of land.

That the prices of agricultural produce have now
fallen to such an extent, tliat (taking into considera-

tion the necessary expenses attendant on cultiva-

tion), the profits of agriculture are so reduced, that

on land of average qirality, the produce returns

verv little, if any thing, more than is required to

cover the necessary expenses ; so that the real rent

of average lands, even if it has not been annihilated,

is, at all events, reduced far below that point, which
for many years been considered fair.

That the cultivators of land (from the difficulty of

obtaining other employment—from ignorance of otlier

kinds of business—from delusive expectations, and

from competition produced by these previous causes)

have long been, and are now paying far more in the

shape of rent, than the profits of agriculture enable

them to do, and are therefore becoming poorer every

day— not only by the loss of their own profits, but

also by the diminution of their capital. But that it

cannot be expected that the cultivators of land will

continue to do this many years longer.

Therefore, under present prices and expenses, the

owners of land of average quality will be obliged

ultimately either to submit to an extreme reduction
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of rent, if not to its total annihilation. Or else, dis-

placing the present race of cultivators, they must
themselves become cultivators., and be content with
the mere profits of cultivation, having' lost all those

profits of ownership which have lutherto been con-

sidered their just property.

But if the present race of cultivators are to be
preserved from ruin, and if the property called rent

is not to be annihilated, the expenses of cultivation

and the prices of produce must be adjusted afresh, so

as to restore such a profit in cultivation as shall en-

able the cultivators again to pay the fair proportion

of the produce to the owners.

The cultivators of land have already reduced those

expenses over which they possess any control to the

lowest point possible; but they have no power to

reduce that part of the expenses which is dependent
on the direct or indirect taxes and burdens ; and as

the cultivators practically have no power over

prices, they are unable to relieve themselves from

their present ruinous position. That the expenses

attendant on cultivation are dependent to such an

extent on the eftect of direct and indirect taxes and
burdens. That if these were removed or reduced,

the necessary amount of profits might be restored.

But if these taxes and burdens when so removed are

still to be paid, they must necessarily fall on some
other class of the community instead of falling on
the cultivators of land.

If they fall directly on the property of the king-

dom, as the landowners would then be receiving

their fair amount of rent, they would also pay their

fair proportion of these burdens. But if it be de-

termined that the taxes, &c. now falling directly or

indirectly on the cultivators of the land, are so in-

terwoven with the whole system of taxation and the

whole external and internal arrangements of the

country, that they cannot be advantgeously removed
or reduced to the necessary point ; and that if they

were laid directly on property it would be injurious

to the general interest of the country, by driving out

capital and bullion, &c.—if this be the case, these

burdens must be considered as immoveable, and

other means of relief must be adopted.

If, then, it be just and necessary, that the property

of fair rent should still be preserved to the owners of

land, since the expenses cannot be reduced. The prices

of produce must, if possible, be so raised as to re-

store the necessary profits under present expenses.

For if it be just that the value of the property of

landowners should not be annihilated by taxes, &c.,

then is it also just, between one part of the nation

—

viz., the consumers ofproduce, and another part—viz., the

owners of land, that the consumers shall pay such a

price for the produce as will secure the required pro-

fits in cultivation. This increased price will be
charged from one grade of the productive classes to

another, on their labour or manufactures, until the

additional price will be paid at last, by those who are

consumers merely, and not producers, and who, hav-

ing nothing to sell, cannot reimburse themselves.

That prices would be raised in three ways :

—

1. By diminishing the quantity of produce in the

market.

2. By increasing the actual demand for the present

quantity.

3. The quantity of produce and the demands re-

maining the same, by increasing the quantity of

money in ciiculation.

The first of these could only he effected in a long

process of time, during the whole of which time

severe injustice would be inflicted on all the interests

of the country, by a gradual diminution in the sup-

ply of food ; while at the same time the greatest pos-

sible injustice would be done to the owners of land

below an average quality, as well as to the occupiers

and labourers, for this must be gradually driven out

of cultivation.

The second means of raising prices is evidently

impracticable.

Therefore the third alone remains—viz., to increase

the quantity of money in circulation.

The quantity of money in circulation—that is, the

quantity of pounds, as at present regulated by the

quantity of ounces of gold which can be retained in

this kingdom, every pound being payable on de-

mand, in about one-forth of an ounce of gold.

But if every pound were made payable by a smaller

quantity, say, for example, the one-eighth part of an

ounce of gold, then, the quantity of gold in the

country remaining the same, and the regulating sys-

tem the same, there might be double the number of

pounds in circulation, since the quantity of pieces of

gold into which each pound is convertible would

have been doubled; consequently prices might, by
an operation of this kind, be raised to that point,

which is admitted to be a just one as regards the

owners of land and the consumers of food.

If the foregoing statements are true, and the rea-

soning correct, it ought no longer to be asserted that

the owners of land have no just claim to higher rents

than the present prices will fairly afford them, and

that it is not the fault of legislation that the property

of the owners of land has become worthless. Their

rents are, or must be, reduced or annihilated, because

prices have fallen, while taxes, &c., have not been

reduced in the same proportion. It is not the fall of

price merely, but the fall of price acting simulta-

neously with the taxes, &;c. At the time landowners

consented to bear these taxes, &c., the price of pro-

duce was still high enough to preserve the necessary

profits to agriculture.

Therefore unless prices have been lowered by such

an increased production of food as renders the re-

duced price as profitable in the aggregate as the

larger price, it is clear that the continuance of the

taxes, &c., which destroy the rent, is as much a Le-

gislative Act, though a negative one, as if those

taxes were now first imposed ; therefore that the de-

struction of their property is perpetuated by a nega-

tive act of the Legislature.

But this fall of prices has not been produced by

any natural causes ; merely as far at least as England

is concerned, there has been no increased quantity

of produce raised during the last five years which

can account for the fall of prices, or compensate

for it.

But there has been another direct cause in opera-

tion which has reduced prices. The proportion

which (for many years) the quantity of money had

borne to the quantity of pi'oduce has been altered by

an arbitrary law—and the quantity of money which

can circulate has also been limited by the same law

;

so that increased production cannot, with any suc-

cess, struggle against the effects of low prices, for,

the quantity of money being in reality limited by

law, any increased quantity of produce only tends

still further to alter the proportion of the produce to

the money, and thus to lower the price of such por-

tion of produce.

This diminution in the quantity of money has been

one great ifnot theentirecause of the fall ofprices—of

the consequent annihilation of real rent—and of the

ruin of the tenantry.

This diminution has been eflected by an Act of the

Legislature ; the increase may therefore be also

eflected by the same power.

The quantity of money has been so limited as to
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give insufficient prices. It may now be so extended

as to give sufficient prices.

Tlie quantity of money is dependent on that law
which fixes or alters the standard.

If the Legislature cannot, or will not, take ofl" the

taxes and burdens, See, so as to leave the fair rent

to the owners, it clearly can raise the prices so as to

produce the fair rent, notwithstanding the taxes, &c.
If Parliament refuse to do either, their refusal,

though a negative act, give* as direct an assent to

the violation of property as if they now passed an Act
professedly to confiscate the income of landowners.
But such an Act would not produce half the ruin

and injustice which their refusal to act must in this

case effect. For though landowners will ultimately

be thus robbed, yet before this robbery can be
effected, race after race of cultivators will have sunk
into inevitable ruin, till at last that wall ofcultivators
which defends the owners haying been destroyed,
ruin will break in on them and overwhelm them.

A FRIEND TO JUSTICE.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.
TO THE MARQUIS OF CHANDOS.

My Lord,—I have been watching with much
interest the proceedings before the committee ap-
pointed to inquire into the causes of agricultural
distress. Various witnesses have been examined
and opinions given upon many subjects connected
with this most interesting inquiry ; but, strange,
although it may seem, the members of the com-
mittee altogether abstain from taking evidence re-
garding the influence which "high rents" have in
promoting this distress ; and also whether the
greater part of the agricultural distress in England
does not exist among the " tenants-at-will," who,
from their peculiar and dependent situation, are
totally precluded from ever benefitting eitherthem-
selves, the land they cultivate, (I should not say
'* cultivate," as it is impossible that a " tenant-at-
will" either can or will cultivate land as it ought
to be,) or their landlords, excepting, of course,
those proprietors who prefer a compulsory and un-
willing vote at a county election to a well-managed
farm, and a fair rent punctually paid by an honest
and independent tenant.
" High rents" and " holdings-at-will" will be

found to be the bane of agricultural prosperity

;

while in rents adequate to the times, and in leases
which bestow upon the tenant independence from
political tyranny, and induce him to embark his
capital in the improvement of his farm, with a
fair prospect of ultimately remunerating himself,
will be found the antidote.

Your lordship takes so great an interest in agri-
cultural distress, and is so anxious that the suffer-
ing condition of the tenantry of these kingdoms
should be ameliorated, that I would fain hope that
your lordship will not (as I fear has been already
the case) permit a single witness to pass before the
committee until he has been particularly question-
ed upon the two subjects to which I have taken
the liberty of drawing your lordship's attention.
At the same time I would, with your lordship's

permission, further beg leave to suggest, that as I

suppose this committee has not been appointed
solely for the purpose of ascertaining the causes of
agricultural distress in England, but generally
throughout Great Britain, a few intelligent Scotch
farmers ought also to be examined before the
committee.

From agricultural distress prevailing in Scot-
land to a great extent, where none of the specula-
tive begging-of-state methods of administering re-
lief contemplated by your lordship and other dis-

interested proprietors would avail, if unwittingly
essayed by Parliament, perhaps not a few facts

beai-ing upon the question of the " distress in

England" would by an examination of Scotch far-

mers, be brought before the committee, and which
would materially promote the success of the ob-
ject which they have in view—namely, an inquiry
into the origin of the present agricultural distress

which exists throughout Great Britain.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lord-
ship's most obedient humble servant,

A TILLER OF THE SOIL.
Long's Hotel, April 15, 1836.

RELIEF OF AGRICULTURAL DIS-
TRESS.

The following Speech, made at a recent

Meeting of a Scotch Agricultural Meeting,

merits especial attention :

—

IVIr. Maitland Makgill proposed to drink
" prosperity to the commercial and agricultural

improvement of the country." All calm and ju-

dicious enquireres were now convinced that relief to

agriculture, was to be best and most surely found

in a liberal policy of mutual concession between
landlord and tenant, leading to the improvement
of the economy of agriculture, and in the increas-

ing prosperity of commerce and manufactures.

(Cheers.) While he was far from denying that a

partial relief might be obtained from legislative

measures, such as the lessening of the general

burdens of the country, and the removal of oppres-

sive local rates and taxes, still in his opinion the

main channels of abiding prosperity, could only

be looked for in those streams arising from the

sources he had indicated. It was perhaps, how-
ever, not sufficiently known by the public how
much in the way of concession had already been

done* A great deal certainly had been done ; but

yet he was afraid much remained to do. It was
unfortunate for the landlord, that with the declen-

sion of price in the various articles of agricultural

produce, and therefore cf his rents, he was placed

in many cases in a position of peculiar embarrass-

ment, inasmuch as the burdens upon his estate be-

came relatively greater, so that he found himself

fettered and tied down in such a manner as hardly

enabled him—nay he would say absolutely pre-

cluded him—consistently with his family arrange-

ments, from doing so much as he ought and would

otherwise be inclined to do in that respect. Did

he require to enlarge, however, upon the advan-

tages to be derived from this mutual concession

and co-operation between landlord and tenant, in

the improvement of the economy of agriculture,

he would only point back to what had been already

accomplished—to what within the last few years

had been achieved. {Cheers.) The magnificent

results in this way—results, he was happy to say,

which were still in the act of being realized—going

to the augmentation of the value of agricultural

property, had, however, in his opinion, on the

other hand tended to impress upon the minds of a

certain class of political economists a fallacious

opinion in respect of the actual condition of agri-

culture. These had been taken to indicate a posi-
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tive state of agricultural prosperity. Now he
would venture to say, that they had their spring
from the very pressure of distress under which
agriculture laboured. The landlord had seen that
unless he made very great exertions in the im-
provement of his estates, that absolute ruin awaited
hi.n. In this case, as in others, necessity had be-
come the mother of invention. No doubt, it be-

came them thankfully to look up and to praise an
all-wise Providence, which had so arranged events
that good was brought out of seeming evil in many
instances, and so it had been in that case. But
although relief ill this way had so far been afforded

them, still he thought it was rather too much that

they should be told that this state of things—this

state of increased agricultural exertion—constitu-

ted an evidence and a standing proof that agricul-

tural distress was a mere cry got up to serve
political purposes, and not based on actual fact.

(Cheers.) Then as to the last mode of relieving

agriculture which he had indicated, viz. the in-

crease of our commercial and manufacturing pros-
perity, he would ask, who could doubt of its effici-

ency when they considered that it was mainly the

market thus afforded for their produce on which
they had to depend ? Let them revert to the history
of this very winter. Let them consider the great de-
pression in the market at the close of the year, and
the advances which it had subsequently made—ad-

vances which, although perhaps partially connected
with other causes, still he had no doubt were main-
ly owing to that improved state of commerce and
manufactures which enabled the labourers to aug-
ment their enjoyments, and to become more ex-
tensive agricultural consumers. He was not at

the same time blind to the fact that the oppor-
tune rise in the market he adverted to was in

some degree owing to the failure last year of the
turnip crop in England, which forced the farmers
of the south, in many instances, to feed their cat-

tle upon grain, and which, through the improve-
ments of steam navigation, had tended to raise

that great demand for fat cattle in the Scotch market
of which they were now so much reaping the advan-
tage. He trusted he had said sufficient, however,
to shew, that whatever attempts may be made for

the relief of agriculture, the two sources he had
pointed out were the only ones from which efficient

good or permanent prosperity could arise. It was
alone through the mutual co-operation of landlord
and tenant in the improvement of the soil, and the

advancement generally of the art of husbandry,
and the progressive advancement of our commerce
and manufactures affording a corresponding de-
mand for an increase of agricultural produce, that
not only agriculturists, but all classes of the com-
munity, were to be placed in a sound and healthy
condition of prosperity. He gave, therefore,
" Prosperity to the commercial and agricultural

improvements of the country." {Drunk with
thunders ofapplause.}

OPENING OF ISLINGTON MARKET.
On JMonday, two large marquees were erected

within the principal entrance, in which a large

party of buyers and sellers partook of breakfast with

the proprietor. At four o'clock tlie market was
opened by the purchase of three beasts ; at which
time there were about 4;)0 oxen, '2,500 sheep and

lambs, 80 pigs and 5 calves. As tlie morning ad-

vanced parties began to flock to the new Market,

and at six o'clock it presented a most animated

appearance. In the course of the day thousands of

persons visited it, most of whom appeared to have
had no idea of the extent of accommodation pro-
vided. In the afternoon, Mr. Perkins, the ])roprie-

tor, gave a public dinner to celebrate the event.

Amongst tlie gentlemen who sat down to breakiast

in one of the s])acious marquees prepared for the

occasion, were Messrs. Joseph Marriage, Jun, John
Marriage, Jun, M. Mason, T. W. Crooks, W.
Allaker, \\ . Sheppard, W. Steele, W. Simmons,
J. Green, James Wood, W. Plum, S. Ratcliff, W.
Cooper.—Henry Handley, Esq, the member for Lin-
colnshire, to whom the graziers and public are main-
ly indebted for the Act, by his exertions during- the
two last Sessions of Parliament, presided at the
dinner, and among the numerous gentlemen present
we observed—Sir W. Folkes, Bart, M. P, ; J. E.
Tennant, Esq, RI. P ; F.French, Esq, M. P ; Hon.
Capt. Edwardes; G. \V. Coates, Esq, of Belfast;
John Kene, Esq, ditto ; K. CoUett, Esq ; H. P, Col-
lett, Esq ; George Dacre, Esq ; P. Laurie, Esq.

—

Lawrence, Esq; Joseph Marriage, jun. Esq; R. B,
Mosse, Esq ; and many others, amounting to up-
wards of 300 persons. The following were among
the toasts— Mr. Perkins, and Prospeiity to the

Islington Cattle IMarket.—H. P. Collet, Esq, as his

solicitor, returned thanks.—Mr. Fitzstepben French,
in a very elegant speech proposed the health of the

Chairman, remarking how much the cause of huma-
nity, and the interests of the graziers, butchers, and
consumers were benefited by his able, indefatigable,

and persevering exertions.—The Chairman acknow-
ledged the compliment in a speech of great length,

and remarked upon the evidence given by certain

individuals before the committees, commenting on
the contradictions in the statements of these wit-

nesses, when compared with their memorials to the

government some years back, and the difference

between their evidence in the Commons and in the

Lords, of the last session. He then proposed the

health of Sir W. Folkes, and the other members of

the Committee, who attended him de die in diem for

so many weeks in the dog days of last summer.

—

Sir William returned thanks, assuring the company
he should continue his support to the admirable

arrangements of the New Market.—The Chairman
then proposed the health of the Most Noble the Mar-
quis of Salisbury.—He then proposed the health of

Emmersou Tennent, Esq. and the other Members
for Ireland, who had so zealously supported him and
the measure in the Committee and House of Com-
mons.— INIr. Tennent returned thanks in a most
fluent and able speech, assuring the company that

his best exertions would at all times be given to the

prosperity and union of the two Kingdoms.
—

'I'he

healths of the Graziers who had signed the declara-

tions, were then drank, and Sir W. Folkes returned

thanks, stating that though grazing a small extent of

land, he would continue at all times to give his best

support to this market.—Mr. Handley proposed the

health of iMr. Collett, as the solicitor for the Act,
and remarked that his exertions and perseverance
were very far beyond those usually given by a soli-

tor, for his whole time and attention were for many
months exclusively devoted to the cause, which be

had most ably managed, and for which he personally

tendered his thanks to Mr. Collett, who acknow-
ledged in a speech of some length, the compliment

paid to him.—The Chairman proposed the health of

Mr. Dacre with many thanks to him for the eflicient

and able assistance he had given to him and the

cause in both Houses of Parliament throughout this

protracted and laborious business.—IMr. Dacre re-

turned thanks, and assured him and the parties that

he was much gratified at the success of this praise-
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worthy undertaking.—No unpleasantness or confu-

sion occurred tlirougliout the market or the enter-

tainments, and too much praise cannot he given to

Mr. Collet for the various requisite arrangements

;

he was ably assisted by the promoters of the new

market, and a most efficient and well-behaved de-

tachment of the police.

THE GROANS OF THE SMITHFIELD
DROVERS ON OPENING THE
ISLINGTON MARKET.

No wonder, alas ! that our features are wan.
When our proud occupation will shortly be gone

;

AVhen no more in the city our beasts will display.

And the drovers from Smithfield be driven away.

I'm sure in our calling' the public might see.

There was never a squad more politer than we
;

Poor hard-working fellows, we always did right.

And stuck to our duty by day and by night.

But, this Islington Market, of which people chaff,

Will soon cut us up, and 'tis too bad by half;

By the stick that we flourish, 'tis really too bad,

Smithfield West to convart to a wilderness sad.

No more with our brutes to the spot we'll repair.

Our mug to enjoy at " the Staff and the Bear;"
Nor to the Old Bailey shall trot on our shank,

For a plate full of pork, or of buttock and flank.

NoWj as to the cattle we drew up to sell.

Not a soul can deny we treated them well

;

Though, if beasts are unruly, I'm sure there's no sin.

In sending a whop on the nose or the shin.

And we swear (and to truth we have always regard !)

They never complained that we hit them too hard
;

And this here ould maxim we couldn't dispute.

That a marciful cove is the same to his brute.

The " cruelty hanimal lads" seem'd to think,

That brutes should be furnished with sumraut to drink ,

'Tis true they might move many miles on the road.

But if ever they ax'd for one drop we'll be blow'd !

But this Mr. Perkins, and who the deuce is he ?

Has been making himself most confoundedly busy

;

And swears that he means snug apartments to keep.
For bullocks and donkeys, for pigs and for sheep.

And, he also has got the assurance to tell us.

That we're nothing but wulgar and hard-hearted fellows;

Now these purse-proud and insolent knaves ought to feel.

That drovers are lads what can come it genteel.

If we're friends to reform, may we all go to prison

!

Least of all on the list of reform such as his'n
;

Reform which must sadly the butcher annoy,
And the old wested rights of West Smithfield destroy.

Oh surely our tears each true heart will excuse,
As our pens are deserted we pensively muse

;

Or sigh to our sticks as we view them with pain

—

" These never shall woUop a bullock again !"

Fortune's door against us will be speedily shut,

And our staff of existence fthese sticks) will be cut

;

(Those sticks in our mawleys so useful before).
But the sound of our herds won't be heard any more,

To old Smithfield, farewell ! to each bullock and calf!
Farewell to "the Bear and the old Ragged Staff;"
With grief from those haunts we're destin'd to go.
Where the lowing of cattle henceforth shall be low.

But in spite of this Perkins, this Ishngton buffer.

Our friends we are sure won't allow us to suffer
;

And, if Tories get in, 'tis we hear their intention.

For sarvices past to allow us a pension.

Then, long life to Bob Peel in a bumper of sherry !

Long life to the Duke and to Lord Londonderry
;

May the Whigs wery soon be turn'd out in despair.
And Islington Market be blow'd in the air.

FALLOWING.
The fallowing of land consists of a course of til-

lage continued for a certain time. When it is con-

tinued for an entire season, the process is termed
the summer-fallow.

A course of tillage during only a part of the sea-

son is adopted in the case of preparing land for such

crops as the turnip, the cabbage, the potato, which
are thence frequently tevmed fallow crops. This pre-

paration consists of a series of ploughings, harrow-

ings, and other operations, continued until the land

is cleaned and otherwise fitted for tl.e crop to be
cultivated.

The extension of the culture of fallow-crops has

greatly lessened the necessity of the summer-fallow ;

for the ground receiving a good preparation for this

class of crops, and they, from the wide intervals at

which they are cultivated, admitting of an efficient

tillage during their growth, the farmer is more ena-

bled to dispense with the necessity of devoting an
entire year to the tillage of his land.

It is chiefly on the stiffer clays that the summer-
fallow may be held to be an essential branch of farm
management in this country. These are tilled with
greater difficulty than the lighter soils, and do not

always admit of the cultivation of those particular

classes of plants as the turnip, which are suited to

the lighter soils, and which render upon them an

entire summer-fallow unnecessary. A further reason

exists for the adoption of the summer-fallow on the

stiffer clays, namely, that the most valuable of their

])roductions is wheat, for which the summer-fallow
affords the best preparation. The manner of per-

forming this process, therefore, merits the serious

attention of farmers in this country.

Whatever be the nature of the soil to be fallowed,

the first ploughing is in all cases to be given in au-

tumn, or before winter, so that the soil may receive

the influence of the winter-frosts, and the growth of

weeds be checked ; for certain weeds will grow dur-

ing the months of autumn, and partially in winter and
in early spring ; but by inverting the surface, and
exposing the roots of those plants, and the under
part of the sod, to the frost, the vegetation is checked
until the process of ploughing can be resumed in the

following spring.

In all cases the first ploughing should be as deep
as the plough can conveniently be made to go. A
good plough with a pair of horses can easily plough
from eight to nine inches deep, and this is in most
cases an efficient tillage. But should the nature of
the soil render it necessary, an additional force of
draught must be employed, so that the requisite depth
of furrow may be given. Thus, in some of the marly
and tenacious soils of England, four horses may be
occasionally required to give sufficient depth to the
first ploughing of fallow. Three horses may be also

used ; these, with a good plough, forming an efficient

team, which may be managed by one ploughman.
With respect to the manner of laying the ridges,

that kind of ploughing must be adopted which is cal-

culated to keep the land dry during the months of

winter, this being an essential point of practice in

the class of soils for which the summer-fallow is re-

quired.

A good method of preserving the land in a dry
state is cleaving with open furrows. In this manner
each ridge is divided into two, so that good provision
is made for allowing the free egress of water.

Sometimes the ridges may be gathered, and at other

times, when the land is moderately dry, they may be
cast. In whatever manner the ridges are ploughed,

they remain in the same state till the following

spring, and care therefore must be taken that all the
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cross-furrows and channels shall be made and care-

fully cleaned out, so that no water may stagnate upon
upon the field.

In the ordinary management of tlie farm, the first

operation in spring, as soon as the weather allows, is

the sowing of the spring-crops of corn. When this

essential labour of the season is completed, which in

this country is generally from the middle to the end

of April, the tillage of the land intended for such

crops as the turnip, the potato, and other fallow-

crops is to he resumed. But though these are the

first in the order of preparation, and must necessa-

rily be first attended to, yet the summer-fallow should

not be neglected at this early season, but should re-

ceive one ploughing not later than the month of May,
and the earlier in the month the better.

Now this, the second ploughing of the summer-
fallow, may be done in two ways. The land may be

either cross-ploughed, or ploughed in the direction

of the former ridges. On the lighter and drier soils,

in the cases where such soils aire subjected to the

summer-fallow, the cross-ploughing is tlie better

method. But, in the case of the stiffer clays, the

ploughing in the direction of the former ridges is to

be preferred ; for this is a provision against the ef-

fects of heavy falls of rain, wliich, were they to occur

at this early season, when the land was ploughed,

without open furrows to carry off the water, might so

saturate it as to render the subsequent tillage pre-

carious and difficult.

The next ploughing, which is to be as early in

June as the other labours of the farm will allow, is

to be made across. Immediately after this ploughing,

the land is to be harrowed by repeated double turns,

the direction of each double turn crossing that of the

previous one. These double turns are to be repeated

four, five, or more times, as occasion may require
;

and the roots of all plants which are dragged to the

surface by the harrows are to be carefully collected

by the hand and laid in heaps. A cart then passing

along the rows of heaps, the collected plants are to

be forked or thrown into it, and carried off the

ground. They are to be formed into a compost by
being mixed with quick-lime, so as to destroy their

vegetative powers.
Sometimes these weeds are burned on the ground,

and their ashes spread upon the surface : but this

practice is not to be imitated, the ashes yielding an

inconsiderable quantity of manure as compared with

that which is produced by forming the weeds into a

compost.
It is of great importance at this period of the sum-

mer-fallow, to drag to the surface and collect as large

a portion as possil)le of the roots of vivacious weeds
in the ground ; for, this being the period of active

vegetation, every part of these roots which is left in

the ground will grow again and extend itself.

It is by the repeated- action of the harrows that

these roots are detached from the soil and dragged
to the surface. When necessary, the roller is also to

beemjjloyed. This, bruising the cloils or indurated

masses of earth upon the surface, enables the teeth

of the harrow to act upon them. When the roller

passes over the ground, the harrows immediately
follow.

At this time, too, the grubber may be employed,
as subsidiary to the action of the h.irrow.

This is a period of the summerfillow at which all

obstructions arising from land-fast stones and other

impediments to tillage are to be ren<oved ; and if

drains are required, it is now convenient to form

them, the stones collected upon the surface being led

forward at once to the drains, and filled into them in

the manner to be afterwards explained.

This, indeed, is merely matter ofconvenience when
the stones are in readiness, for the time of Summer-
fullow is not really the best for the forming ofdrains,

owing to the hazard of heavy rains occurring, and
carrying the soil, which is then loose, into the drains.

This, however, is but a contingency, and there is

convenience in forming such drains as may be needed

at this time : and not only at this time, but during

all the subsequent operations of the summer-fallow,
draining, the removing of obstructions to tillage, and
other works, are carried on. The obstructions of
this kind to be removed are, generally speaking, any
thing that may impede the path of the plough, and
interrupt the common oy)erations of tillage,—such
are the roots of trees, stones, inequalities of the sur-

face, and the like.

It has been seen, then, that, in the management of

the Summer-fallow, the first ploughing is to be given

before Winter, when the land is ploughed lengthwise,

in such a manner as that the land shall be kept dry

until the tillage can be resumed in the following

spring ; that the second ploughing is to be given as

early as possible in May, and, in the case of stiff

soils, lengthwise ; and that the third ploughing,

which, in the common course of farm-labour, we may
hope to accomplish in June, is to be given across,

when the principal labour of harrowing, rolling, and

disengaging weeds, is performed, and when oppor-

tunity is taken to begin to drain, clear the ground of

stones, and perform similar operations required.

As soon after the last ploughing and cleaning as

the state of the weather and the labours of the farm

will allow, the fourth ploughing is to be given. This

ploughing may be performed in two ways. It may
either be given lengthwise, and the land formed into

ridges, or the whole may be ploughed in large di-

visions, without regarding ridges, as in cross-

ploughing.
The former method may be adopted when the sea-

son is critical, and the land stiff and naturally wet.

This is in order to avoid further hazards from the

great falls of rain ; for, by forming the land into

ridges, it is placed in a state of comparative security.

But it allows of a better subsequent tillage of the

land to lay it flat, by ploughing it in large divisions,

without yet forming it into ridges.

In this case, the land may be ploughed in a direc-

tion at right angles to the previous ploughing, that

is, in the direction in which the future ridges are to

run ; but it will be better to plough somewhat dia-

gonally, that is, nearly in the direction from corner

to corner of the field. This is done in order that

two successive ploughings may not be in one direc-

tion, for the next ploughing to be given, as we shall

immediately see, must necessarily be lengthwise in

the direction of the ridges. But by deviating from

this direction with the ploughing now to be given,

the two successive ploughings will cross each other,

and thus tlie tilling will be better performed.

No sooner is this diagonal ploughing completed,

than the process of harrowing, rolling and cleaning

the ground of the roots of vivacious weeds is to be

renewed, precisely as after the preceding plough-

ing. It is not necessary or expedient that the pro-

cess of harrowing shall be carried further than is ab-

solutely required to disengage the weeds ; but to

this extent it is important that it be carried, so that

the land may now be cleaned.

These two ploughings, with their corresponding

harrowings, are of the utmost importance in the ma-

nagement of the summer-fallow. If the weather has

been favourable, the land may now be expected to

be effectually cleaned, and thus far to be in good

order. Sometimes a further ploughing may be re-
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quired for the purpose of completing the cleaning

process, hut whether this be so or not, the land

ought now to be formed into ridges. 'J his is neces-

sary, in order to provide against the contingency of

heavy rains, which, were they to occur at this pe-

riod, when the land is lying in a flat state, might so

soak it as greatly to retard the future labours.

We now, therefore, proceed to strike the furrows
in the manner formerly explained. The land is then
ploughed and formed into ridges, and this completes
the fifth ploughing which it has received. The land will

generally be now ready to have the dung laid upon
it. But in some cases it may require a sixth plough-
ing before it is sufficiently cleaned and prepared for

the dung. In this case, the land being harrowed,
and the remaining weeds collected as formerly, it is

ploughed again in the line of the ridges.

We may proceed, however, upon the supposition
that this further ploughing and cleaning are not re-

quired, and that the land, after the fifth ploughing,
is ready for the application of the dung. This may
bring us, in the ordinary course of farm-labour, to

the month of August.
Now the dung, according to the practice before

described, has been previously led out and laid in

large heaps in the field, where it has undergone a
certain degree of fermentation. Should this not
have taken place sufficiently, the heaps must be turned,
so that the dung may be brought to a fit state for use.

The dung is now conveyed to the land in carts from
the heaps, the carts being driven along the ridges.
It is dragged out from behind by the workmen with
the dung-drag into heaps, as nearly as possi-
ble of equal size, and at equal distances, in rows
along each ridge. Sometimes, to ensure accuracy,
the ridges are divided, by furrows run across them,
into rectangular spaces, each space receiving its al-

lotted quantity of dung. But in general the eye and
practical knowledge of the workmen will enable him
to drag out and deposite the heaps in the quantity,
and with the accuracy that may be required.

Several persons, who may be females or young
lads, then spread out the dung all across the ridge,

by means of light three-pronged forks. This
operation should be done with miich attention,

so that the dung may be spread regularly over the
ridge.

Close upon the work of the spreaders, theplouglis
are to follow and cover the dung. This is done by ga-
thering the ridge, so that, while the plougliing co-

vers the dung, the curvature of the ridge is increased.

The dung being covered in this manner, and the

ridge raised, the land is to remain untouched for a

few weeks, so that the dung may be decomposed and
incorporated with the soil. When the dung has been
previously fermented in a proper manner, this in-

corporation will be completed in a very short time.

The land is now ready to receive what is called

the seed-furrow, which is the ploughing given to it

previous to the seeds being sown. In this plough-
ing the ridge is again gathered, but the ploughing
being very shallow it has little effect in raising the

ridge higher.

After this final ploughing, and upon the surface

now exposed, the seeds, usually of wheat, are to he
sown, in the manner to be afterwards described.

This generally takes place about the middle of Sep-
tember or later, and completes the important opera-

tions of the Summer-fallow and sowing of the wheat-
seeds.

In this detail the manner of applying the dung has
been described, but there is likewise to be consi-
dered the manner of applying lime, when this sub-
Stance is to be laid upon the land in Summer-fallow.

There are two periods at which the lime may be
applied,—either before the dung is laid on, or after-

wards. In the former case, the lime may be laid on
just after the land has been formed into ridges, and
when it is ready to receive the dung.
The quicklime, as it is brought from the kilns, may

be laid down in heaps of about five carts each, at re-

gular distances, upon the head-lands or where con-
venient. In this case, it is brought to the farm as

opportunity offers, and slacked slowly and regularly.

When we are prepared to spread it upon the

ground, a person with a broad-pointed shovel is ap-
pointed to each heap. He fills his cart, drives it

along the ridge, and spreads the lime abroad upon
the surface, taking it out with his broad-pointed
shovel from the cart behind ; sometimes two carts

and two men may be appointed for each heap, the

one man filling the cart at the heap and the other

spreading the lime upon the ridge.

Both men and horses sometimes experience injury

from the caustic effects of the lime, especially when
the weather is moist. The face of the man may be
defended by a thin handkerchief, and the back of the

horse should be covered.
When the lime is spread, the land must be imme-

diately harrowed , to incorporate the lime with the

soil. This being done, the dung is to be spread upon
the ground, and covered by the plough in the man-
ner before described.

But frequently the dung is first spread, and the

lime is not laid on until just before giving the seed-

furrow. This answers very well, provided the land

has lain a sufficient time after the dung has been
spread, so that it may be decomposed and mixed
with the soil.

These details have an especial reference to the

stiffer soils, which are those on which the Summer-
fallow is generally practised. When the lighter

soils are to be fallowed, the process of cleaning is

more easy, and there is less hazard of serious inter-

ruption from the state of the weather. The only

variation with regard to the lighter soils that need

be referred to, is in the first spring-ploughing. In
the case of such soils this ploughing may be given

at once across, and the process of harrowing and
cleaning then commenced. This is precisely the

management pursued in the case of turnips and simi-

lar fallow-crops ; so that, when the learner compre-
hends the operations of the summer-fallow thus far,

he is acquainted with the manner of preparing the

land for an extensive and important class of plants.

In the preceding detail the ordinary operations of

the summer-fallow have been described, but the na-

ture of the seasons, the state of the land, the pre-

vailing weeds to be eradicated, and other circum-

stances, produce variations in the course of manage-
ment, which, however, it is not necessary here to

point out. They are little subject to rule, but are

best determined by the judgment of the farmer, as

the cases themselves arise. A more important pur-

pose is served to the student of agriculture by point-

ing out to him the manner of managing the summer-
fallow upon approved principles. Knowing this, a

little experience will soon show him how to adopt

those variations of practice which the state of the

season and other circumstances may render expe-

dient.

The process of the summer-fallow, conducted as it

should be, enables us to effect the tillage of clay-

lands in a manner calculated to eradicate weeds, and

fit the land for bearing a lengthened rotation of crops.

After a complete summer-fallow, the land is seen

to be in the best order which circumstances will al-

low. It acquires that mellowness, indicative of fer-
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tility, so fiimiliar to the e^^e of the farmer, yet so

difficult to be described. It is frequently observed
by farmers, that clay-lands in this climate get into

an adhesive, and, as it is termed, a sour state, by the
louj^ repetition of crops. The giving them from time
to time the mellowing influence of a summer-fallow,
during which weeds may be extirpated and the ma-
nures applied in the most beneficial manner, is found
to have the best effects in restoring the fertility of

the soil and fitting it to yield an increased produce
in succeeding years. One advantage, too, of the

summer-fallow, not to be disregarded, is, that it di-

vides the labour of tilling a farm more regularly

throughout the season.

—

Low's Agriculture.

CUSTOMS BETWEEN LANDLORD &
TENANT, AND THE INCOMING
AND OUTGOING TENANT.

(From Kennedy and Grainger's Cust!>ms of

Counties.}

BERKSHIRE.
There is in general, no restriction upon a tenant

as to the cultivation of the land or the mode of crop-

ping it, previous to the last year, or in some places

the last two years of his lease. Up to that time, he

farms and crops the land as he pleases ; but he cove-

nants in his lease to leave, the last year, a stated

number of acres for fallow, which are usually oat-

stubble. Where the restriction extends to the last

two years, the tenant is bound, the last year but one,

to fallow the land from which, the year preceding,

he took a crop of oats ; that from which he takes a

crop of oats the last year but one, he leaves the last

year as fallow land . The restriction upon a tenant to

leave a certain number of acres for fallow at the ex-

piration of his term, does not bind him to leave them
in particular parts of the farm, only that so many
acres are to be left ; and it sometimes happens, that

all the worst of the land is left for an incomer, which
is a serious consideration, the land on the hills being

generally very indiflferent.

A similar custom jirevails with regard to hay and

straw ; a tenant having the privilege of selling hay

and generally wheat straw, (although, in some
places, he is only allowed to exchange it for dung,)

during the term of his lease, until the last crop.

The wheat straw of the last crop he is bound to leave

upon the premises for his successor, either for the

purpose of thatching, or for any other use to whicli

Le may choose to apply it. He is also obliged to

feed the hay crop, or as much of it as he can use

during the time, and cannot remove any from the

farm : the oat and barley straw he likewise cove-

nants to feed on the premises during the whole of

the term.

The outgoer has no demand upon the incomer for

any crop or labour, excepting for the clover or other

grass seeds upon the ground, for which he receives

the value of seed and labour ; and although the in-

comer has 'he privilege of entering upon the fallow

land at Lady Day, yet the outgoer pays all the rent up
to the time of his (juitting. The incomer, having the

above-mentioned jjrivilego, has sufficient lime to

plough all the land for his turnip, or wheat fallows,

which land, his predecessor cannot touch after the

last Michaelmas but one of the term of his lease,

without being hired or authorized so to do by the in-

comer. If the ourgoer does not feed all the hay

crop, the remainder is valued to his successor j but
merely at a feeding-out price. Thisis the only article,

with the exception of the grass seeds, which an in-

coming tenant is bound by the custom of the coun-
ty to take. But from the want of any restriction,

previous to the last one or two years of a lease, a te-

nant entering upon a farm in this county is gene-
rally at the expense of much labour for several years,

without receiving any adequate return.

Mode of Farming, Implements, &c.—Through
the system acted upon in Berkshire, the soil gene-
rally speaking, is very much out of condition. A te-

nant, up to the last one or two years of his lease,

drives the land as hard as he possibly can, and, in

fact, leaves it entirely run out : thus, the labour of

several years is required to put it into any thing like

a good condition ; whilst by the time A. has brought
his land tolerably round, his neighbour B. perhaps
intends to relinquish his farm ; and thus is kept up
the neglected appearance of the country. Where a

farmer cultivates his own property, it is, in conse-

quence of this system, generally seen to the greatest

advantage, like a fat sheep amongst a lean flock
;

and in the neighbourhood of Reading some well-

cultivated land may be seen, which is chiefly ma-
naged by the proprietors themselves.

A great quantity of oats is grown in this county

;

they are most commonly the last crop taken before

the land is fallowed : the rotation on the turnip land

is—first, turnips ; second, barley or oats ; third,

seeds ; fourth, wheat ; fifth, oats : upon the heavy
land— first, fallow ; second, wheat ; third, beans;
fourth, wheat or oats— if, fourth, wheat, then, fifth,

oats. The land is, generally speaking, tried to the

utmost.

Great quantities of chalk are laid out upon the

land as manure for turnips, and for all kinds ofgrain
;

it is the chief article used in this way, with the ex-

ception of the produce of the farm-yard : there is,

however, a practice frequently adopted in Berk-

shire, for the purpose of manuring the land for a

turnip crop, which consists in ploughing the stub-

bles after harvest, and sowing them with turnips,

which are fed off the last of all ; ami thus a fallow is

made of the land for a seasonable crop, which is ma-
nured bv the feeding off the stubble turnips ; rye is

likewise used for the same purpose, being sown as

forward as it can be in the autumn, and fed oflT

during the month of April.

'i'he plough most commonly used in Berks very

much resembles that employed in Norfolk, but it is

generally drawn by four horses, driven double, a

boy usually leading the two near horses, by means

of a cord.

The drill is very little used, excepting for peas and

beans, where the land will allow of it ; on the heavy

soils beans are chiefly planted by the dibble ; the

wheat, and other kinds ofgrain, are sown by the hand.

The land-press, which on the light soils is frequently

wanted, has not been long introduced into use, but

it meets with general approbation.

Very little draining is performed in any part of

this county, not, certainly, because there is no need

of it, but on account of the expense ; in most places,

however, whatever draining thetenant wishes to have

done, the landlord is willing to supply the material.

The outbuildings are chiefly thatched, and sided

with weather-boarding ; they, as also the gates, and

other dead fences, are always put into a good state of

repair at the ctimmencempnt of a lease, after which

they are covenanted to be kept so by the tenant, the

landlord, however, finding the materials, but which
are converted to the purpose for which they are

wanted, at the expense of thetenant.
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RETROSPECT OF THE WOOLLEN
TRADE.

Our markets continue in the same state of acti-

vity which has prevailed with little fluctuation

since the beginning of the year. Thus far there

are no appearances of interruption ; on the con-

trary, goods yet find purchasers as fast as the

manufacturers produce them, and in some particu-

lar cases orders of the most legitimate character

cannot be executed within the time required, not

because that time is too short under ordinary cir-

cumstances, but simply because hands are not

forthcoming to do the work.
Such a state of things ought naturally to be re-

garded with much satisfaction. If that satisfaction

as to present effects be dashed with a shade of

anxiety for future consequences, it is because

men have learnt by experience to scrutinize at-

tendant circumstances, to distrust the perma-
nency of any thing approaching to an extreme,

and to dread the chance of a re-action. Such
caution is not unreasonable. The two periods of

1825-6 and 1833-4 furnish important lessons which
may be read with advantage as often as appear-

ances seem to indicate a departure from steady

principles ; or even if they serve only to moderate
the ardour of expectation under auspices of less

doubtful character. The present moment off"ers

points of comparison with both these periods.

Joint-stock speculations are again rife, although
less so than in the first of these years; and the
prices of commodities have again reached an ele-

vation only inferior to that of the latter period.

But there is one material point of difference also.

To whatever extent of speculative excitement the
present high prices may be owing, the manufac-
turers have resolutely kept themselves free from
all such influence, and have cautiously limited

their purchases of wool so as just to meet the
effective demand for goods from week to week.
The consequence is, that come what may, they
are prepared for a change at any moment, or how-
ever sudden ; they have no heavy stocks of dear
goods to run off" as they had in 1834 ; at the close

of each market the stands incur Cloth-Halls are
pretty well cleared, and are ready to receive fresh

supplies for the next. In this way the manufac-
turers are sure to protect themselves frem the
ruinous losses they have experienced on former
occasions ; and if the buyers of goods have been
equally careful in their operations, it is quite clear
that trade must be in a state so sound that even a
sudden check in the demand might occur without
doing serious mischief; because, from first to last,

every one would be prepared for a reduction in

prices which must necessarily ensue. But this is

precisely the point of uncertainty which leaves
room for hesitation : the foundation of this active
demand for goods is matter for conjecture rather
than demonstration ; and at no period, perhaps,
has it been regarded with greater anxiety than it

creates at this moment.
The supply of our home consumption is at all

times a most important item in our trade, and
from the favourable circumstances of our popula-
tion generally, it is fair to expect that much aug-
mentation of demand may have arisen from that
source. It is, moreover, a source of demand
much less exposed to risk and uncertainty than
that of distant markets, because the producer and
the consumer are almost in immediate contact;
and hence the extent of the supply is more
promptly adjusted to the variations of real eft'ec-

tive demand.

As to foreign demand, one thing has become
quite certain : the markets of Europe afford no
encouragement to the continuance of high prices.

Our old customers in Germany, in Holland, in
Belgium, and in Portugal, are all alike indisposed
to pay the prices now demanded from them.
The season of operations is returned, but orders
are given to a very limited extent, and with great
reluctance, or are withheld altogether. The goods
required for these markets are chiefly made of
English wool, which maintains a price out of all

proportion with that of foreign wool. Such dis-

proportion is, of course, highly in favour of the
native manufacturers in those countries which
possess any ; and it happens that those countries
where there are no manufactures worth naming
are so glutted with accumulated stocks of English
goods that they care not for further supplies at

almost any price.

Of the more distant markets, that of the United
States alone is of importance sufficient to influence

the state of prices here at almost any time ; at a
wavering moment, more especially the diflference

between a brisk and a languid demand for that
country may decide the question of advance or
decline in our markets. Supplies have gone out
freely for some time past, and certain descriptions

of low goods are yet much in request; but, gene-
rally speaking, the American merchants and ex-
porters regard the advance which has taken place
latterly with an eye of suspicion, and are disposed
to proceed very cautiously in their further opera-
tions. It is only to be lamented that so much of
the trade to the United States has fallen into the
Consignment System that outward appearances
are no longer a safe indication of the real state of
things there. The markets of South America,
again, are supplied altogether under that system

:

and such, also, in a great measure, is the case with
those of India and China. Much has been done,
and much is yet doing, for those parts of the
world; but what may be the result remains to be
seen. The China market has been but recently
opened, and has given a great impulse to manu-
facturing enterprise during the last two years.

The result may prove satisfactory, and no donbt
will prove so to a certain extent ; but experience
teaches that the uniform tendency of enterprise so
directed is towards excess of supply, until the new
market becomes overloaded with goods, and finds

relief only by means of sacrifices which impose a
check upon such excess, and thus a due relation

between supply and demand becomes established.

The first private trade shipments of woollens sent
out on the opening of the India Trade, upwards of
twenty years ago, left a handsome profit; but
three years afterwards the very same goods fell to

half the price, without any corresponding altera-

tion in this market, and left a loss equal to the
former gain. Time alone can show to what extent

the China Trade may be prosecuted with advan-
tage, and how nearly the present speculations

have hit the mark.

Remote markets are the field whereon the glo-

ries of the Consignment-Agency principle have
ample scope for development : imagination may
exhaust itself in the invention of flattering repre-

sentations to catch the unwary ; at such a distance

the speculative adventurer has small chance of

learning their real value except at the price of

bitter experience ; and the length of time which
must elapse before the actual result of a first ad-

venture must come to light is such that by a judi-

cious improvement of the opportunity a regular
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succession of shipments, and a rich harvest of

Commissions upon them, may be secured befor
the credulous victim gets his eyes opened to the
dc'i'sion practised upon him. The two parties to

this operation are the merchant or manufacturer
who supplies the goods, and the consignment-
agent who sells them. The former has means to

find, skill to exercise, and all risks to run, for the

mere chance of a profit ; the latter contributes

nothing to the undertaking save the mere brass of

assurance, his skill consists in the practice of de-

ception ; risk he has none whatever, and his profit

is certain. The former may chance to get his

own again ; by great good luck even realize a
profit; or he may lose half the value of his pro-

perty, and find himself ruined ; but no such con-

tingency awaits the latter : as much as 7§ per

cent, in the shape of Commission, and perhaps
half as much more in the shape of simulated

extra charges in account-sales, may be the con-

signment-agent's portion in certain cases ; and
with this in his pocket he rides his high horse in

search of new game.

Such is the consignment system ; and any por-

tion of the late and present activity in our markets
which may be owing to an extension of that sys-

tem, may well be regarded with suspicion. Our
Exports of woollens rose from £5,975,415 in 1834,

to £7,04fi,829 in 1835, but whatever may be the

prospects in other quarters of the world, we cer-

tainly must not look to European markets for a

proportionate demand this year. It has been sug-

gested that much of the existing spirit of specula-

tive enterprise has been encouraged by the ex-
tended facilities which the liberality of the new
banking establishments affords. The same facili-

ties which induce speculation in public works will

undoubtedly affect commercial operations also

;

and in the absence of opportunity for their em-
ployment in the ordinary channels, we may expect
to find them seeking others of a nature altoge-

ther experimental, or of a character perhaps not
over safe. Prices will be affected, as well by the
augmentation of demand which must arise out of
this state of things, as by the ability of holders to

keep out of the market in the hope of obtaining
still better terms. The advance will be greatest

upon those articles of native produce which are

consumed chiefly in the manufactures of this

country ; and this, precisely, is the situation of
English wool. The growers have little to fear

from the competition of foreign wool, because the

character of the article is essentially different;

and still less are they dependent on foreign
demand for a market, because the consumption
at home is equal to the entire produce. Nothing
can affect this consumption save an advance of
price so out of proportion as to diminish the
demand for goods made of English wool, and thus
cause other fabrics, more reasonable in price, to

be substituted for them. In the markets of the

world no merely artificial advance of price can be
permanently maintained, whether it be the effect

of banking facilities, or legislative protection. A
length of time may be required to elapse before
the consequences become fully developed, but
they are certain in the end, and in the nearer
markets they are already visibly enough. Since
the early part of 1833, the advance upon English

wools has fluctuated between 50 and 100 per cent,

and may now be stated at from GO to 70 per cent;

they have rarely remained stationary for three

months together, and for the last twelve months
the advance has been constantly progressive.

During all that period the produce has been abund-
ant ; not only fully adequate to the demand for

consumption, but also to compensate for the eflfect

of a previous rot amongst sheep. Mr. John Hough-
ton, in his recent evidence before the Agricultural

Committee of the House of Commons, considers

the first advance in wool, five years ago, was in

consequence of the rot. " I was a holder myself
seven years," he says, " and at last sold for 20s a
tod in 1830." This would be the time just preced-
ing the rot. The " prosperity of the manufac-
tures," to which he ascribes an extension of de-
mand and the continuance of good prices, he
considers " to have commenced only two years
ago ;" and he adds " when I say that the rise in the
price of wool might be occasioned by the great rot
in sheep, I think unless the manufactures had
been prosperous, we could not have maintained the
price as it is now ; for I think the rot has been suf-

ficiently got over, and we have got back to the same
state as the year before ," that state, namely, in

which Mr. Houghton held a seven years clip, and
sold it for 20s a tod, or about 8J per lb. The pre-

sent price of the same wool would be not far short

of Is 8did per lb.

It is admitted that the high price of wool has

been the salvation of the English farmer all this

time; hardly any other article of his produce
would fetch a living profit, and for his chief arti-

cle, grain, he cannot even barely remunerate
himself. The same state of things prevails on the

continent. The Allgemeine Zeitung in a recent

article on the subject of the German farming
interest, says

—

" The farmers have hoped in vain for an improve-

ment in the prices of grain : all combinations have

thus far proved illusory. The continental corn-

growers cast a longing eye towards Pmgland, to

whom they certainly wish every possible good, but

another deficient harvest amongst the rest, in order

that she may be forced to buy grain from them."

Amiable creatures ! How infinitely obliged we
are to you for your readiness to supply us with

your grain, and to dispense with our manufactures

in return. Your good wishes beat those of the

Archbishop of Granada hollow : he, too, had a

stiff-necked subject to deal with, who refused to

admit the merit of his homilies. " Va, Gil Bias,"

was his valedictory address to the hardy critic ;

" je te souhaite toute sorte de bonheur, et un peu

plus de gout."

The writer of the article then reviews other de-

scriptions of farming produce, and grazing stock,

which yield a better return than grain, and he con-

tinues thus :

—

"Of animal productions wool yet remains the

most profitable : the damand for it is so lively, and

increases so much, tliat it far exceeds th» supply

;

and prices have, consequently, already sustained a

considerable advance. According to all appearances

this will extend yet further. True, it is stated in our

public papers that this lively demand applies chiefly

to the middle sorts, and this is easily accounted for
;

because the middle sorts are always most wanted, and

are, at the same time, always produced in much

larger quantities than the fine sorts ;
hence the less

important demand for the latter furnishes no ground

for complaint, and prices are as much advanced for

one as for the other. But we must guard agamst an

error which may easily be committed in reference to

such statements : it is usual to reckon the advance

on both sorts by per cBntage, whence a much greater

positive advance must be taken upon the finer than
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upon the middle sorts, in 'order to bring them to the

same rate in the scale. For instance, if we take last

year's prices at 130 dollars for the finer, and 80 dol-

lars for the middle sorts, an advance of 10 per cent.

would make 13 dollars upon the former, and only

eight dollars upon the latter ; but the grower will

be fully content if he gets only just as much more
for his fine as for his middle sorts, because the ad-

vance in both cases is to be regarded as so much
clear profit. If we consider that the production of

improved wools is much easier now than it was for-

merly, whilst the prices have yet always maintained

the same elevation, it is quite clear that sheep-breed-

ing must pay much better now than it did before.

Sheep of the improved breed are now to be bought
much lower in price ; the treatment of them is much
better understood, consequently there are fewer

losses ; and experience has shown the value of atten-

tion to fuU-woolled animals, whence a greater quan-
tity of wool is produced from the same number of

sheep.

" So long as we remain at peace, so long will this

favourable state of things continue ; and even the

event of a war might make it more so ; but the ad-

vantage would be temporary only, and the subse-

quent shock would be felt the more sensibly. For a

series of years, therefore, the breeders of sheep en-

jov a fair prospect of realizing highly remunerative

prices for their wool. It is true that the improved
breed is constantly extending to countries where its

cultivation is yet susceptible of immeasurable in-

crease ; but intelligence is an important element in

this branch of farming industry, and this cannot be
bought along with the improved sheep. Poland
may be adduced as an example on this point : for

more than a quarter of a century large numbers of the

improved animals have been introduced into that

country
;
yet compare Poland with Silesia, and it

will be foimd that we are correct. On the other

hand, Hungary and Transylvania will soon be in a

condition to assume an important weight in the scale

of European commerce with the world ; and Ger-

many will require the exercise of all her industry,

and all her intelligence, to maintain her stand as the

first in the market. Meanwhile the awakened spirit

of emulation in these two countries yields the Ger-
man breeder that profit which arises from the good
sale of his supernumerary brood-flock."

These are encouraging prospects for the con-
tinuance of an eflfective supply of foreign wool
fully adequate to any amount of demand likely to

arise, and the whole history of the trade for years
past demonstrates the facility with which the pro-
duce can be extended as circumstances require.

With the single exception of the excitement which
prevailed through the winter of 1833-4, the prices

of Foreign wool have experienced no undue fluc-

tuation ; but as often and as regularly as an extra
demand has arisen, extra supplies have been
forthcoming to meet it, and extravagant prices

have been avoided. Fine cloths are almost as

cheap now as they ever were.
The manner in which the produce of Foreign

wool has been augmented will be seen from the
following statement of the quantities consumed in

this country for the last seven years ; and we
annex, also, the exports of woollen manufactures
for the same period :

—

Foreign Wool British Woollen
entered for manufactures
consumption. exported.

1829 lbs 22,6l4,.550 £4,587,603
1830 31,522,859 4,728,666
1831 29,669,908 5,232,0l3

Foreign Wool British Woollen
entered for manufactures

consumption. exported.
1832 27,587,475 5,244,479
1833 39,066,620 6,292,432
1834 40,840,271 5975,415
1835 43,185,993 7,046,829

It thus appears that the consumption of Foreign
wool has nearly doubled within seven years, and
the exports of woollen manufactures are increased
by about half.

There is every probability that the imports of
Foreign wool this year will prove abundant : the
quantities entered at London, Bristol, and Hull, as
made up on Tuesday last, and compared with the
corresponding quantities to the same period last
year, stand thus :

—
DUTY PAID.

Foreign Wool In 1S36 to 1835 to the Excess
imported. last week. same perod. in 1836.

ToJ Bristol lbs 71,120.. 66.(i08 .

.

4,512
.. London, Spanish ... 897,871 .. 293,116 .. 604,755

Australian .. 350,161 .. 201,900 .. 148, .61
Other sorts.. 5,675,207 .. 2,791,840 .. 2,883,367

•• Hull 4,11 ,205 .. 1,638,714 .. 2,476,4<Jl

Total lbsll,109,564 4,992,178 6,117,386

Here we have an import, thus far, of more than
twice as much this year as last ; and yet we are
within six weeks of the new clip. At this late
period it is fair to presume that the old stocks on
the Continent have been pretty far sought into, in
order to furnish for such an excess in quantity

;

and we need not, therefore, feel surprised that
amidst such plenty the wool dealers and consumers
should still complain of want of choice in quan-
tity. At the same time it is equally fair to pre-
sume that the prices current in England must
have been found by comparison a great temptation
to induce supplies of such a nature and to such an
extent.

It would be unjust to close an article on the wool
trade without allusion to the progress of Micro-
scopic discovery

; although we can do little more
than condole with our readers on the disappoint-
ment of their promised lectures. Whether the
discovery he considered not yetsuflftciently ripe for
promulgation, or the public be considered yet too
unenlightened for its reception, we cannot decide

;

though we have a strong leaning towards the
latter assumption. At all events it is some conso-
lation to find that certain progress has really been
effected in the former ; and the public must be
content for the present to know that all the pro-
perties which have hitherto been ascribed to wool
exclusively, are found to apply equally to Ha i a of
any kind. " All flesh is grass," saith the preacher

;

all hair is wool, saith the philosopher. Well may
he call the discovery an important one to dyers :

it is important indeed ; for as we have many varie-
ties of natural colour and shade in hair, it may
come to pass that a great portion of our cloths and
stuiFs will require no dyeing at all. Here is an-
other field for enteiprise !

A strict regard for justice, however, compels us
to add that we have some serious doubts as to the
originality of the discovery. We have a somewhat
lively impression that our old acquaintance, Aaron
Bang, once presented himself at dinner in a new
coat of glossy black cloth, which be declared was
from the first clip of emancipated negro-wool.
Nay, we have an indistinct remembrance, even,
that he said it had been manufactured somewhere
in this neighbourhood. We begin to suspect that
friend Bang may have had communication with a
Genius still more iiAiR-brained thfjn even Tom
Cringle.

—

Leeds.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FOR APRIL.

Dining the last six days of March, the nights

.were cold and frosty, even to the production of

thicliish ice ; but April, its place in the Calender
considered, has been, so far, the most sloppy, and
otherwise the most ungenial month of the present

year ; it having, by its frequent frosts, that per-

vaded nearly the whole of the first fortnight, the

peltiugs of the storms, &c., in some measure de-

stroyed or greatly tarnished vegetation. However,
since the 18th the temparature—notwithsanding
the wind has been frequently vibrating between
the north-west and north-east—has been suffici-

ently mild, to have considerably renovated vegeta-

tion, and it may now be considered, both from our
own observations, as well as the correspondence
and verbal intelligence we have received, from
most of the farmers and other country gentlemen
with whom we have communicated, as quite for-

ward enough, to be productive of abundant crops,

of every description ofSummer and Autumnal farm
produce ; both of which have often experienced a
detrimental check, from the bleak atmospheric
visitations of an early May, Field labours are not
materially out of their place, and are by far more
forward than has been represented by some of

those who are interested in advanced prices, either

as holders, speculators, or growers of heavy stocks

of British corn, under the purblind impression that

the heavy duties on foreign grain—which are now
in the 8th year of their pupilage—would have en-
hanced prices, which they have scarcely accom-
plished to the amount of the smallest money frac-

tion per qr.

A very great breadth of early sown barley is

described as being well above ground ; and wheat,
oats early sown, or dibled beans and peas, plants

as well as meadow and seed mowing grasses, pas-

tui'e herbage, &c. being in a fresh, healthy, and
somewhat thriving state ; inasmuch as an abund-
ant, though a somewhat backward hay season ap-

pears to be anticipated, both by those who supply
the metropolitan hay markets, and farm at remote
parts from them. Also the ewe flocks and their

lambs, the most backward of which are now become
sufficiently strong—though some of them have
suffered from the effects of the cold rains of the
first half of the month—to encounter almost any
weather, are described, with other live farm stock,
as generally healthy and doing well ; but the de-
ficiency of turnips, and the inferior quality of the
greater part of last year's growth of hay, and
consequent unripeness of the sheep and beasts,

reserved for Spring and the early part of the Sum-
mer, is still loudly complained of, both by butchers
and graziers ; the former declaring that they die
so badly

—

i. e. yield so little internal fat—conse-
quently weigh so light, that they lose money by
all they slaughter ; the latter, that they have paid
them nothing, for attempting to fatten them.
As relates to the legislative part of their solici-

tude, both landowners and farmers, or, at least,

the discerning part of them, seem to be at length
thoroughly convinced that our legislature can af-

ford them no further relief than a wholesome

commutation, or an entire abolition of tithes. They
appear to consider both the parliamentary and
central agricultural committees as having been
wholly useless ; whilst many of the latter seem
to hope that the former will, speedily, after the
tithe question has been legislated, reduce the size

of their large farms, they considering 1,000 acres of
good land, divided into three farms, would produce
nearly, or quite, 50 per cent more rent, than if let

in one faiin.

As relates to the prices of farm produce, those
of fat stock and wheat have been, in the course of
the month, considerably, of hops, wool, poidtry,

and dairy produce, somewhat, but not greatly, on
the advance: whilst those of barley, oats, beans,
peas, maltj seeds, flour, milch cows, store pigs,

suckling calves, and good horses, about stationary:

but both the prices of wheat and fat stock have
been, during the last fortnight, somewhat droop-
ing.

The following is a retrospective statement of the

supplies and prices of the stock exhibited, and, for

the most part, sold, in Smithfield Cattle market,
from the 25th of March to the 25th of April, both
days inclusive ; as also a comparative statement of

supplies and prices of the stock exhibited and sold

in it on Monday, April 27th, 1835, and April 25th,

1836.
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of veal advanced 2d per 81bs ; and those of beef

and pork have remained stationary.

April 27, 1835. April 25, 1836.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse and inferior beasts 2 to 2 2... 2 6 to 2 8

Second quality do 2 6 to 2 10... 3 to 3 6

Prime large oxen 3 4 to 3 6. .3 8 to 4

Prime Soots. &c 3 8 to 4 0...4 2 to 4 6

Coarse ami inferior sheep 2 4 to 2 6... 3 2 to 3 6

Second quality do 2 10 to 3 2. ..4 to 4 4

Prime coarse-woiUcd sheep 3 10 to 4 0...4 8 to 4 10

Prime South Downs do 4 2 to 4 6. ..5 to 5 4

Lainhs 5 to G O...5 10to6 6

Large coarse calves , 3 4 to 4 2.. .4 6 to 5

Prime small do 4 4 to 4 8... 5 2 to 5 6
Large hogs 3 to 3 6...3 6 to 4 2
Neat small porkers 3 8 to 4 0...4 4 to 4 8
Sackling calves (each) 12 to 30 0...12 to 30
Quarter old store pigs (each).... 8 to 12 0...10 to 14

Supplies.

Beasts 2,602 .... 2,550
Sheep and lambs 20,770 1 6,050
Calves 130 220
Pigs 440 400

By the foregoing account, it appears, that beef
was from 4d to 8d; mutton, lOd to Is 2d ; lamb,
6d tolOd; veal, lOd; and pork 6d to 8d per 8 lbs
dearer, on the 25th of April, 1836, than at the
corresponding period of last year, viz. April 27,
1835, whilst there were 52 beasts, 4,720 sheep and
lambs, and 40 pigs less : 90 calves more on the
former than the latter market day.

From the 25th of March to the 25th of April,
about 950 of the beasts came up the St. Alban's
road; about 1,120 the other northern roads;
about 6,250 from Norfolk ; 950 from Suflfolk,
Essex, and Cambridgeshire ; 930 from the western
and midland districts ; about 1,750 by steam ves-
sels from Scotland ; about 490 from Sussex, Sur-
rey, and Kent; and most of the remainder, in-
cluding about 150 townsend cows, from the stall-
feeders, cow-keepers, &c, in the neighbourhood
of London.

More than a moiety of the above beasts have
been, this month, chiefly Scots, from various
quarters; accompanied by about equal numbers
of Herefords, and Welch runts; with about 340
Sussex, and a few Irish beasts.

The Mutton season of our northern distrfcts,
having commenced, nearly, or quite, half of the
sheep—most of the coarse-woolled breeds being
out of their wool—have come from our northern
districts, viz. Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, North-
amptonshire, &c ; from Norfolk, Suflfolk, Essex,
Cambridgeshire, Kent, Sussex, Surrey, and our
western districts; a full moiety of those from the
north, consisting of chiefly new Leicesters, of the
South-down and white-faced crosses ; about a
fourth South-downs ; some, but not a great num-
ber of, old Leicesters and Lincolns; and the re-
mainder, mostly of Kents and Kentish half-breds,
polled— with a few horned—Norfolks, horned
Dorsets and Somersets, horned and polled Scotch
and Welsh sheep, fattened in England, with about
1000 white and black-faced sheep, from Scotland.
A great proportion of the month's supply of

lambs—nearly half of which have been South-
downs, the rest, not far from equal numbers of
Dorsets and Somersets— have come from Surrey,
West Sussex, the Isle of Wight, and various other
quarters.

There has been, in the course of this month, as
well as the last, a considerable quantity of slaugh-
tered meat, particularly mutton, from Scotland,
and the north of England.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
The weather almost the whole of the last month

was stormy and ivet, leaving but few days at in-

tervals to proceed with corn sowing, and the seed
time has thus been protracted to an unusually
late period. The East Fen is the only district, from
its extremely dry soil, which got sown in the pro-
per season. The Wolds are on the eve of complete-
ing their seed time, according to the ancient adage—" On the day of St. Mark (25th of April) throw
the Hopper into the Ark 1" The Middle Marsh
and other clay soils will not have finished for more
than three weeks, and in some instances beans
are even yet to be sown. The young wheats upon
clover leys and oat stubbles appear weak, thin,

and backward, and upon some parts of the East
Fen and other light soils, the wire worm has com-
menced its customary depredations, while that

upon the heavier lands after a Summer fallow,

which was earlier sown, look strong and healthy.

The oats and barley which have appeared above
the surface, look pale and sickly, and are much in

need of warm dry weather. The young seeds are

well planted, and likely to produce abundance,
either for sheep keeping or the scythe, a greater
breadth of which has been sown than in former
years. The lambing season, now nearly ended,
has been attended with very varied success : some
flocks having produced a greaterfall of lambs than
usual, whilst in many others the increase has been
less than average years. The cold wet weather
has been very injurious to the ewes, in reducing
their condition more than at any former period,

and many lambs have died from starvation and
want of nourishment. The cattle and sheep mar-
kets have been scantily supplied, and fodder being
plentiful, prices are good and the sales brisk. The
wool trade has continued to improve, un'il very
little remains in the hands of the graziers ; from
these causes, and the high price of meat, for those

who have to purchase at this season to

cover their marsh land, the prospect of pro-

fit in the ensuing summer wears but a sorry

aspect, and the breeders, as for many years past,

are again likely to realize the principal benefit.

The corn trade, which had much improved since

the last month, again flags, and wheat, which in

our markets had got up to fifty shillings the quar-

ter, has receded in some cases as much as five,

and still looks downward. A good proportion of

stacks appear in the farm yards, but the prospect
of an average crop for next harvest seems ex-

tremely doubtful.

—

April 20.

WILTS.
After a long continuance of wet and storm, so

that the arable land was not in a state to move
without treading, it began to clear up on the 10th

iiist., since which time Spring sowing has done
well. Some small quantity of barley was sown
before this date, but, generally speaking, this was
the time for beginning. Those who are unfortu-

nate enough to have land to sow that is out of

order, never could have an opportunity to efi'ect

anything like a clearing, and it must be sown in a
bad state, or not at all. It has seldom been re-

membered that the working cattle have done so

little in a time of the greatest importance to the

farmer, from the middle of February to the second

week in April ; consequently, the Spring work is

much behind. The " bushel of March dust" would
have been very acceptable. The wheat is back-

ward, and does not require to be fed oflf with sheep,

and the plant good, except in a few spots, where
it suffered from the wire'worm in the early part of
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the winter. Winter vetches too are backward, but
the frequent alternate frosts and thaws of the last

season have not destroyed them. An attempt to
introduce a new variety of oats as Spring food for
sheep has been frustrated. The quantity of hay
and turnips at this season has seldom been so small.
A whole hay-rick is rarely to be met with, and
water meadews are in great request. Many far-

mers who have been attempting- to keep a larger
stock on their farms to counteract the low price of
wheat, will have reason to repent where they have
much hay to purchase. The relative prices of sheep
and wheat for the last few years have tended to
promote this attempt, which the large extra con-
sumption of hay during the past Winter will again
check. The price of hay is from 25 to 50 per cent,
higher than at this time last year, with a larger
sale than has been known for many years. The
breed of lambs is miich complained of. From
yeaning time to the 10th of April they had scarcely
a day without more or less rain, and frequently
wind, snow, or hail. Some incurred diseases which
they will never wholly overcome, and some died,
more particularly on the 1st of April. The stock
of wheat in the yards is great, but of other ricks,
as hay, beans, &c., we never remember less at this
season of the year. The poor laws are come into
active operation through this county, and if we
mistake not, the moral and political state of the
poor will be eventually greatly bettered, and the
rates reduced from one-third to (in some extra-
ordinary cases) a half of the average of the last

three years.—April 20.

SUFFOLK.
From the date of our last report to the end of

March, but little progress was made with sowing
Spring corn, and during the first twelve days of the
present month the unfavourable weather we expe-
rienced also retarded the same. Since the 12th
inst. however, the weather has been much more
favourable, and the Lent corns are now generally
put in, in tolerably workmanlike order ; the wheats
during March have first suffered, then recovered,
then again suflFered, and are now wearing a healthy
verdant appearance, tne causes for which were
cold, wet, and changeable weather. The clover
layers are promising, aad Winter vetches are very
flourishing. Trifolium Incarnatum has been greatly

injured by the frost and the cold wet weather we
have had, and we fear there are but few pieces that

will be fit to stand for a crop ; however, they will

produce a little feed for sheep, &c., which will be
very acceptable, as stock are generally suflFering,

and have, during the Winter, suffered great priva-
tions from the loss or failure of the turnip crop.
Hoggets and sheep have commanded unusually
high prices, but during the last week the trade has
become somewhat depressed ; wool also is look-
ing up ; we have heard of 2s 3d per lb being offered

for Down and Leicester hogget wool. Stock of
every description is commanding much better

prices, particularly hogs, which are invariably ei-

ther " gold or brass," and although the corn mar-
ket has received a temporary decline, we feel per-
suaded there has already dawned a brighter era
for the farmer than it has been his lot to witness
for many past years ; we must also candidly ad-
mit the effect of the Ntw Poor Law far surpasses
what we expected it could possibly realize.

—

April 22.

KENT.
Since the last report, we have had some very

ungenial weather for the growingcrops, as well as to

get in our Lent corn ; so much rain and cold wea-
(

ther we have not experienced so late in the sea-
son tor some years. The wheats have been much
checked by it, but the loss of plant is by no means
so much as was expected at one tine, so that if we
should now have warm weather, with a few inter-
vening showers, we may yet see our fields well
covered, except where they have been too long
under water. The early sown Spring corn, in a
very great number of instances, have a very sickly
appearance ; but the change of weather will no
doubt do much to restore them to their usual co-
lour. The finishing yet in our Spring crops this
year has been a very tedious process, for when
the land has been in a fit state, the rain put a
stop to it sometimes for weeks, before we could
commence again, and very often for several days,
so that at this time some have not yet finished;
the present appearances certainly are that we shall
have a very backward Spring. The corn markets,
no doubt governed much by the weather, have
been rising ; but, as before observed, it will bene-
fit but few, as in many cases they have none to
dispose of. In all our stock markets the supply
has been very scanty, the butchers having to go
many miles from their usual markets before they
can get supplied, and only then if they give a great-
er price for their beef. The rise in sheep is con-
siderable, and will no doubt continue till they lose
their wool, which is now an article of very great
consideration with the flock owners. The wool
staplers are at the present moment buying all the
wool they can, and at an advanced price, so that
a number of holders of this arficle, who have kept
it by them for years, and who have been induced
to part with it, shows that the old stores will be
mostly disposed of before the new comes into the
market in any quantity,

—

April21.

PERTHSHIRE.
At this late period of the season sowing of spring

seeds is just commencing, some few patches of beans
were indeed got in near the end of February, but
since that period the soil has uniformly been too moist
for a seed bed. For many winters past the snow
has not been so deep in the highlands as in the past
month, and even last week it lay to the depth of four-
teen inches in many places in the lower parts of the
highlands, and from the variable and low state of the
temperature the surface of the snow has become ener-
vated, and as the lambing season had arrived, and the
sheep returning from the moors in the low country,
ploughs were employed on sheep walks to break the
enervated surface of the snow in order to hasten its

dissolution ; the lambing season, under such circum-
stances, has hitherto been anything but favourable.

The barley cultivated in this quarter under the name
of Chevalier in nearly a fortnight later in ripening
than common English barley, and requires to be sown
early on dry bottoms. Some of this variety has
been got in, but the greater part of beans on clay and
retentive soils remain yet to be sown. The two past
days having been fair, sowing of oats on open soils

will this day commence with vigour, but a dense hard
frost threatens another obstruction. The rapid alter-

nations of sleet, rain, snow, frost, and high winds,
with a generrally low temperature, produced a sickly

appearance in wheat-fields. On Tuesday the 5th inst.

the temperature became something more elevated,

and already the appearance of growing wheat is more
favourable ; in general farm labour and vegetation

are two weeks later than usual at this period of the

season. Clovers still plant close, and promise a fair

hay crop. Italian rye grass is deservedly exciting

notice ; where the ground is partured the second
year in alternate husbandry this is a most valuable

2 D 2
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•acquisition, producing a regular and rapid succession

of green foliage so much liked by horses, sheep, and

cattle, as to cause a regular cropping and prevention

of running to seed of any of the other grasses which
may be in the mixture. A third part of this excel-

lent grass seed mixed with two-thirds of the ordinary

varieties of rye grass, will considerably enhance the

value of the succeeding hay crop on pasture. The
untoward aspect of the weather produced a rise in

the price, and a keen demand in the market for all

sorts of grain. A considerable portion of wheat is

still in the farmer's band, but less of other sorts of
grain. Potatoes are now getting scarce, and con-
tinue in request at from 13s to l5s per boll of 32
stones Amsterdam, or 17^ lbs to the stone. Cattle

and horses have also experienced a rise in price in

the course of the past month. It is now fifteen years
since some considerable landlords converted their

money rents into rents payable by the annual average
price of grain, and all such have had their rents gene-
rally well paid, without the tenant having to submit
to the degradation of asking a reduction of rent which
he had promised to pay. Where this salutary mea
sure has not been adopted, either from ignorance or

avarice, farmers have got into arrears, and some land-
lords, calculating on the full amount oftheir rent rolls,

and living accordingly, have been at last obliged to

pull in, re-value their land, reduce their establish-

ment, and retire to some obscure quarter to recruit

their iinances by parsimonious living, reversing by
such conduct first and last of the good old maxim of
" Live and let live."

—

April 11.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

LOCKERBY SHEEP SHOW, March 31.—This
Show, by the ^reat interest it created among the feeders
of sheep, attracted, notwithstanding the badness of the
day, numbers of farmers from every part of Dumfries-
shire, and a good many from Galloway and Cumber-
land.

Tiie experimental premiums for the greatest increase
of weiffht from the 15th May last, of Cheviot and half-
bred year-old wedders, were the first determined, the
main object being' to ascertain the comparative increase
in weight of these two kmds of stock, as well as the
profit to be derived from keeping them into the second
year. The premiums were awarded to the farmers who
.should make the greatest increase in live weight in
three of each kind, not giving more than half-a-crown's
worth of grain.

The first premium was awarded to IMr. Smith,
Ladyland, of Kirkbean, whose six sheep had
each increased in weight, on the average in

the 10 months, about 85lbs.
The second to Mr. Richardson, Lammonby,
whose sheep had gained about 741bs.

Other two lots were shown, one belonging to
Mr. Laurie, Terregles-town, 65lbs.

Another to Mr. Stewart, about 501bs.
The two last had been much heavier and fatter at the

commencement of the trial.

The average increases of weig'ht on each of
the 12 Cheviot Sheep was 621bs.

On the 12 cross-bred, each 75lbs.

lbs.

The average live weight of the cross-bred was 2121bs.
of the Cheviot about 1621bs.

From experiments made by killing some of
them, it was ascertained that the cross-bred

(23 months old) would be about 321bs, a-

quarter ; the Cheviot 241bs. to 251bs. ; and
on a calculation of the profit of keeping the
cross-breds for these 10 months, the feeder
would be paid, at S^d a pound of mutton,
about £1 11

The Cheviot at 6d., about 1 6
There was a good show of half-bred hogs.

The first premium for the best score was given to
Mr. Laurie, Terregles-town—bred by Mr. Renwick,
Park.

The second to Mr. Richardson, Lammonby—bred by
Mr. Hetherington, Roberthill.

The third to Mr. Richardson, Dryfeholm—bred by
ditto.

The show of Cheviot hogs was the best that had ap-
peared.
The first premium was awarded to Mr. Bell, Broom-

hill—bred by Mr, Little, Pennyland.

The second to Mr, Bell, Brigmuir.
Several of Mr. Laurie's hogs reached 1401b., or

nearly 20lb.;per quarter ; and the Cheviot up to 1 191b.,

about 161b. a-quarlerof mutton,
A party of 40 or 50 of tire principal farmers after-

wards dined together, having on the table legs of
mutton killed from the competing lots of Cheviot and
cross-bred wedders a week before, and thus had an op-
portunity of judging of the comparative quahty as well
as the weights of each kind of stock. After dinner the

conversation was devoted entirely to the practical sub-
ject of improving the mode of feeding stock in the south-
west of Scotland for the English markets. It was also

agreed that the market should in future be held a week
later, and that besides the usual premiums, there should
be given some expressly to ascertain the comparative
advantage of feeding extensively with grain.

A general show of fat cattle and sheep at Dumfries
for the Liverpool markets once or twice a-year was
suggested ; and all the gentlemen present seemed anxi-

ous to encourage such an exhibition, thinking the coun-
try now prepared for it.

The sixth anniversary of BOTLEY CATTLE
MARKET was numerously attended. The competi-
tion for the prizes was great, and the sheep shown by
the Hon. Mr. Gage, of Westbury ; Mr. Fielder, of
Sparsholt ; Mr. King, of Cecum ; and other gentlemen,
were much admired for their qualities. The show of

lambs was also excellent, and they met a ready sale.

The judges of the stock were Mr. Lanham, of South-
ampton ; Air. INIonk, of Portsmouth ; and Mr. Gale, of

of Mitcheldever, whose award gave entire satisfac-

tion to all parties. The prizes were thus awarded :

—

A cup, value 4/., to Mr. William Barfoot, of Chicken
Hall Farm, for the best South Down Lambs.

A cream ewer, value 4L, to ]Mr. John Atkins, of Barton
Farm, for the best Lambs of any breed.

A new one-wheel plough (given by Mr. Canning), to

Mr. Jacob Gater, of Swathling, for the second best

Lambs of any breed.

A soup ladle, value 4/., to Mr. Warner, of Steeple

Court, for the best Wether Sheep.
A new grass seed machine ('given by jAIr. Fletcher), to

Mr. James Warner, jun.. of Curdridge, for tiie second
best Wether Sheep.

A gravy spoon, value 21., to Mr. Jacob Gater, of

Swathling, for the best Ewes.
^

At the conclusion of the market about 60 of the prin-

cipal dealers and gentlemen attending the market sat

doA^n to dinner, provided by Mr. Gale of the Dolphin
Inn, at which Sir Raymond Jarvis presided, and, as

usual, successfully exerted himself to promote convivi-

ality and enjoyment.
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ROMSEY SECOND PRIZE MARKET.— The
|

show of stock, particularly sheep and lambs was excel-

lent, and so Humerous that the market place was
thronged. Many dealers attended, and consequently
the greater part of the stock changed owners. Mr.
Twynam, of Whitchurch, although excluded by dis-

tance from contending for the prizes, exhibited some
tegs of the Cotswold and Southdown cross, which were
particularly admired from the immense size they had
attained at the early age of 14 months, and from the

quantity and quality of their wool. One of the sheep

vras shorn in the market, and the fleece weighed 12|lbs

Mr. R. King of Barton Stacey, and late of Lee, near

Romsey, also exhibited some Southdown wethers,

which were considered perfect ; and amongst the

horned cattle, two heifers, belonging to Mr. Gater of

Swathling, obtained universal commendation. The
prizes were awarded as follows :

—

Best fat ox £6 Mr. Lanham
Second best 4 Sir Wm. Heathcote
Best fat heifer .... 5 Mr. Gater
Ten best wethers .

.

5 Mr. Rich. King, jun.

Second best 3 Sir Wm. Heathcote
Ten best lamhs .... 5 Mr. Lowman, Nursling.
Second best 3 Mr. Gater
Best fat calf 3 Mr. Green

SHERBURN MONTHLY CATTLE MAR-
KET.—We had a very good supply of fat beasts

this day, which sold readily at from 6s 9d to 7s per

stone ; fat sheep from 7d to T^d per lb. Lean beasts

fetched high prices, and straw-yard pigs (though not
numerous) were readily sold. The attendance of buy-
ers and dealers was numerous and respectable. Situ-

ated in the valley of the Derwent and Harford, at the

foot of the Yorkshire Wolds, on the direct road between
Scarborough and Malton (being only eleven raUes from
each place), this market is considered a superior out-

let for the fat sheep stock, from the extensive sheep
vvalks in its vicinity :—the fertile downs and grazing
lands north of the Derwent and neighbourhood, almost
always ensuring a supply of fat and lean cattle. The
general use of bone manure upon the formerly barren
districts of the Wolds, has caused a complete revolu-

tion in the system of husbandry there practised ; and
a good crop of turnips can now, almost with certainly,

be procured in situations where, a few years ago, the
agriculturist could barely obtain, even in the most fa-

vourable seasons, a scanty and inefficient supply, hence
his sheep stock were either sold in the Autumn, or
wintered in the neiglibonring lowlands at an extra ex-
pense, and in situations detrimental to the well-being
of his flock. From this improvement in agriculture,

and the increased quantity of fat thereby produced for

sale, the necessity of establishing this market became
apparent, and the patronage so far bestowed upon it

by dealers and others, has fully equalled the most san-
guine expectations of its public spirited promoters.

At SHREWSBURY FAIR the supply of fat sheep
was not equal to the demand, and the whole were
readily sold at8d per lb ; some broug'ht higher prices

;

(at recent sales around the town, flocks have been sold
as high as 9|d to lOd per lb ;) ewes and lambs sold
readily and well : but very poor couples were not
readily sold. The supply of cattle was good, and the
breeders were firm in asking 7d per lb, but very few
obtained that price ; 6d per lb bemg the general run,
and those who would not sell at that price took their

cattle home : 10s a-head over 6d per lb was nearly the
highest price. Frime outlying bullocks, hall-meated or
better, were in demand ; one team of bullocks were
sold for 28/ per head. Good cows and calves sold well :

but poor barrens, owing to deficiency in keep, could
scarcely be sold on any terms. Pigs were scarce, and
from 2s to 4s a-head higher. The dairy fair was very
brisk—cheese, of which the supply was not great,
was rapidly sold ; skims 45s to 50s per cwt

;

middle dairies 56s to 62s ; best 68s to 70s. A few tubs
of butter were exposed, but the season is not favour-
able for its sale. A moderate supply of bncon was
offered, and sold at 6d to 6^d per lb , hams, 7d.

At POOL (MONTGOMERYSHIRE) FAIR—
Prime fat sheep obtained nearly 8d per lb

; pigs, of
which there were few, sold at an advanced price. There
were very few fat cattle, but they sold well : there was
a large number of store cattle, but a small demand, ia
consequence of the want of grass, and the backward-
ness of the spring. Two droves of cattle from Merion-
ethshire, in fresh condition, passed through Pool and
Shrewsbury yesterday, on their way to Northampton-
shire and Leicestershire.

At ILSLEY SHEEP MARKET a great supply
was exhibited, and every description something cheaper.
One parcel of tegs, without the wool brought 47s ; the
sum of 12s ahead was refused for the wool. The quality
of all descriptions was far better than was expected.

ARDEE FAIR, (IRELAND).—At this Fair the
stock disposed of, dry cattle excepted, generally realised
high prices. The fat cattle were of a superior quality.
There was a large lot belonging to W. P. Ruxton, Esq.
for which there were many bidders, and high prices
offered. Two cows, the property of the same gentleman,
were sold, one for 25 guineas, the other 22. The
largest cow weighed over lOi cwt : some of it was dis-
posed of so high as 8d per lb. A beautiful two-year
old bull, belonging to T. L. Norman, Esq, of Corballis,
was exhibited, and 32/ demanded for it; it was not how-
ever sold. A fine lot of wedders belonging to G. Taffe,
Esq. of Smarmor Castle, was sold at 3Z. per head. Fat
Pigs rated at about 30s per cwt. ; slips and sucking
pigs rather higher. There was a large show of dry
cattle, but owing to the backwardness of grass and the
dearness of fodder, few of them were purchased ; such
as were sold underwent a great depreciation. The horse
fair w^as poorly attended, and such as were exhibited
were of a very inferior sort. On ^e whole, a good
deal of business was transacted, and cash to a conside-
rable amount disbursed.

DEVIZES GREEN FAIR was well attended, and
horned cattle and sheep sold briskly at good prices.

Three fine fat beasts, exhibited by Mr. S. Ferris (a cele-
brated grazier of Bulkington) were sold to a gentleman
of Oxfordshire for 1(X) guineas. It is a general obser-
vation throughout the country, that at no former period
was there such a scarcity of fat sheep. Good mutton,
therefore, obtains very high prices.

TO THE EDITOR OF " THE FAR-
MER'S MAGAZINE."

Sir,—In your number for February, a Subscriber

wished to be informed of a remedy for Straining in

Ewes after Lambing ; now the one I should recom-
mend is Cuff's Farmer's Friend, if given imme-
diately after a difficult lambing

;
yet, as the preven-

tion is easier than the cure, the ewes should have a

small portion of linseed cake daily, for at least a

fortnight before lambing, as I have found from ex-

perience ewes never lamb well that live entirely upon
turnips. Straining often takes place in ewes two or

three days after an apparently easy lambing, yet is

brought on by a sudden change from turnips to seeds

or grass; when that is the case, I have rarely ever

seen any recovered. Linseed cake, besides prepar-

ing the ewe for a change in keep, gives a richness

to the milk which nothing else can. .

If, Mr. Editor, you consider these few remarks

worthy a place in your valuable mngazine, I have no

doubt by a trial of the simple plan 1 have recom-

mended, many of your readers at another lambing

season will be of my opinion, that they had better

give a part of their turnips away (if too many) than

omit using a portion of linseed cake.

I am, Mr. Editor, yours, very respectfully,

A YORKSHIRE FARMER.
April 22, 1836.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL.

At the corammencement of the past month, the

prevalence of rainy, cold and ungenial weather,

not only checked sowing and field labour, but pre-

vented vegetation from evincing any progressive

improvement. Low, strong lands were rendered

unfit to receive the seed, and Wheats in many
places exhibited a sickly appearance, turning par-

tially yellow, and looking thin and unfavourably
;

the re-appearance, however, of sunshine, about

the middle of the month, had an invigorating

effect on the plant, which assumed a deep and

healthy green, tillering out strong, and covering

well the ground, while the farmer has been ena-

bled nearly to conclude the sowing of his Lent corn.

Vegetation and gei-mination are extremely back-

ward, but under the mild influence of the present

month, the plants possess the full embryo power
of rapidly advancing, and partially retrieving the

time that their vegetative powers have remained
dormant ; aflfording little opportunity, from exist-

ing appearances, to enter into further speculative

purchases, on the probable result of the crops

;

as there is reason to believe there is sufficient

plant to produce a fair average per acre ; but ac-

counts seem to concur in stating, that the breadth

of wheat sown this season is less than usual, par-

ticularly in the midland counties, which is attri-

butable to the low price of wheat, and the failure

of the turnip crop having prevented farmers break-

ing up land they otherwise would have done.

No doubt the backwardness of the season has ope-

rated advantageously for the farmer, as it has
been one of the causes of bringing the state of the
trade under more general notice, added to the pros-
perous condition of almost every other branch of

commerce ; indeed it is a gratifying remark to

make that our manufactures are in a state of al-

most unexampled activity—our mines, that im-
portant source of national wealth in full and pro-

fitable operation—our commerce busy, and con-
sumption, the faithful index and concomitant of

prosperity, going forward on a largely increased
scale of all the necessaries and many of the com-
forts of life. With a productive harvest, grain

may be now calculated at a fair value, but with an
inferior or even a middling crop, prices are yet
low and will be materially influenced by the wea-
ther.

The consumptive demand for cloverseed may be
considered as closed for the season, and much dis-

appointment has been experienced throughout the
latter months, at the languid character of the mar-
ket. Reports, after the gathering of the crop, re-

presented the yield as extremely deficient, and
little more than one-fourth of an average growth,

owing to the drought in the first cutting of the
seed, and the unfavourable weather prevailing for

securing the second. Extensive speculations were
entered into in foreign seed, and prices rapidly

advanced at all the markets abroad. The curren-
cies however, since January, have continued to re-

cede, and are now fully 15s per cwt lower than at

the termination of December for English samples,

and 15s to 20s for foreign. The supplies of Eng-
lish have been larger than anticipated, and the

quality remarkably fine, and much of the demand
has been drawn off from the London market, ow-
ing to the direct imports from Holland, Germany,
&c., to different parts of England, Scotland, and
Ireland ; in fact to those places which have been

accustomed to make their purchases in the metro-

polis. The foreign seed has been, for the most

part inferior this season, particularly the French,

Brabant, and Rhenish, owing to the continued

drought ; the American seed being the finest at

present offering, and which is held at from 60s to

63s ; extra fine, 65s. The only interest now ex-

isting, therefore, in the trade, is on speculation
;

and at low figures there are several purchasers

ready to make investment.

The important assistance that mangel wurzel

has proved as an article of feed, the past season,

has induced an extended breadth of this valuable

root to be cultivated ; from Ireland also there

has been an extra demand for seed, and latterly

for France purchases have been making, which, as

the stocks of seed were not large, have advanced

the prices to 100s and I12s per cwt, with very

little at present left on hand. The season is also

extremely favourable for its sowing, as the seed

generally hits well, if put into the ground, when
thoroughly saturated with moisture.

During the early part of April the prevalence of

rainy weather had the effect of enhancing the

prices of wheat, and factors were enabled to rea-

lize an advance of Is to 2s per qr, white wheat in

runs obtaining 55s to 56s, fine parcels being worth

57s to 58s : red runs sold at 50s to 51s, fine 52s.

The supplies, however, having proved rather

liberal, exceeding on the aggregate those of the

previous month by 6,000 qrs, and the weather be-

coming more favourable, prices again receded, and

though early in the season for the market to be

influenced by the barometer, yet each succeeding

day has exemplified the fact, and though every

advantage has been taken by holders of endea-

vouring to realise more money on the occurrence

of a wet day or clouded atmosphere, yet the cur-

rencies have declined 3s to 4s, red wheat being

noted at 47s to 48s j white 54s to 55s, with a
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tendency in the trade further to give way, on the

continuation of mild temperature, as supplies no
doubt will increase with the addition of the

samples which will be offered from granary by
the purchasers in speculation ; though we do not

apprehend that fine red wheats will go lower at

present than 45s, and white 50s.

The advices received in the early part of the

month from New South Wales corroborating the

pi-evious dull accounts, checked further shipments

of bonded wheat to that distant colony, and as the

duration of Winter in the United States had pre-

vented the various cargoes of wlieat which had
arrived from Europe, from being brought upon
the market, the demand for bonded wheat relaxed,

but as the stocks were much reduced, further

orders were transmitted to Hamburg, and the

lower and upper Baltic ports, for the purchase of

the finer wheats, to be retained in granary, and
await either an improvement in the foreign

markets, or a decline in our duties ; the advance,

however, in the demands of foreign holders have
prevented the execution of several orders. Dan-
zig wheat in bond has been held at 35s. Mecklen-
burg, Holstein, and Upper Elbe qualities 28s, and
though of late the accounts from New York, Phi-

ladelphia, Baltimore, and Boston, have stated

various sales of European wheats at high prices,

yet speculators are awaiting a more general result

from their shipments and account sales, before

increasing their consignments. The principal

shipments of wheat have been 700 qrs to Quebec,
about 600 qrs to Guernsey, 300 to Nova Scotia,

1,600 to Sydney, 500 to Cherbourg, 900 to the

Mauritius, 1,100 to New York, and 300 to 400 to

Baltimore.

The advance in wheat and steadiness in the

prices, enabled millers to realise an improvement
in flour, and town made qualities were first noted
at 45s and then 48s per sack, which are still the

nominal quotations, purchases very generally

made at 45s to 46s, according to circumstances,

and even less money is taken in some instances
;

the bakers only buy for their immediate wants,

and the trade, therefore, rules dull ; ship's flour

participated in the advance, and 38s was readily

realized for Norfolk householders; but prices,

have now receded Is to 2s ; and the nominal top

quotation of town made next week will most likely

be 45s, and the selling prices, 42s to 43s; and
ship's flour 33s to 34s. Bonded flour has been in

request for shipment, but the stocks are extreme-
ly short, and though the few arrivals which have
been received from the Elbe and Baltic have met
ready purchasers, yet many orders are unexecuted
from want of supply. Sour qualities realize 20s to

22s; sweet, 24s to 25s; during the month there

have been exported about 2,300 cvyts to the West
Indies, 500O cwts to Sydney, 300 to Launceston,

400 to the Cape of Good Hope, 4000 to Pernam-
buco, 400 to the Mauritius, and 410 cwts to Cher-

bourg.

The averages have strongly exhibited the effects

of the improvement in wheat throi%hout the

kingdom. The aggregate average price of wheat

has advanced from 42s yd to 46s Id, making the

duty 4s lower, being now 40s 8d, and the London
average of wheat has risen from 46s 3d to 528.

Other articles having previously maintained a

higher relative value, were not of course suscepti-

ble of a proportionate enhancement; the aggre-

gate average of barley exhibits a dift'erence of only

Is 4d, having risen from 2'Js 3d to 30s 4d. Oats

from 20s lOd to 21s Td. Beans from 34s 9d to 35s

4d, and peas from 33s 9d to 35s 5d ; the duties on
the first articles have receded Is 6d per qr. and 2s

per qr on peas.

During the month of April the following quanti-

ties of grain and flour have arrived in the port of

London :

—

English
Scotch
Irish
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The supply of oats has exceeded that of the pre-

vious month by 4o,i;*7 qi s ; the dealers and con-

sumers had become extremely bare of stock, anti-

cipating large supplies, and a consequent reduction

in i)riccs ; but though the receipts have been con-

siderable, yet purchasers have been found even at

an advance of Is to 2s per qr upon all descriptions

of fresh feed ; but Scotch potatoe having come
freely to hand are rather cheaper, while the stale

and inferior descriptions have heen difficult of dis-

posal, and sustained no improvement in value.

Several sales have been effected of Irish oats free

on board at advanced terms ;
good fresh oats of

401bs to 421bs have been taken at lis 6d to 12s
;

and 10s 6d to 10s 9d for Galways, but the chief

business transacting has been on the west and
north-west coast. Uats in bond have been bought

for export to the West Indies and United States of

America. The shipments have comprised 1,'JOOqrs

to Boston; 1,840 qrs to New York; 500 qrs to

Baltimore; 1,150 to the Mauritius; 600 to Spain,

and 900 to 1000 qrs to the West Indies, and 50 qrs

to Nova Scotia. Russian oats are held at I2s to

14s ; Danish and Swedish, 13s to 14s ; Friesland,

feed, 13s to 15s; brew 15s to 16s.

Beans have been in short supply, and the article

meeting an improved demand, prices have aug-

mented 3s to 4s per qr., at which enhancement
they remain steady.

The demand for white peas has much increased,

not only being taken, as before alluded to, for

feeding lambs, but the best qualities have found
purchasers on the part of millers, who are grind-

ing up the article to mix with the more ordinary,

and ill conditioned wheats ; and in consequence
sustained an improvement during the fore part of

the month of 4s to 5s, but receded again before

the close Is to 2s, but were steady at this reduc-
tion. Grey and maple are also Is to 2s higher, as

well as Mazagan ; for fine white Suffolk as high as

45s to 46s have been paid, but which are now
worth only 44s.

In Canada the prices of wheat remained dull,

and the grain market generally languid. Lower
Canada red wheat was still held at 5s and 5s 6d
per mi not ; barley had been sold at 3s ; and oats

at Is 9d per bushel. Flour of superfine quality

was nominal at 31s 3d to 32s 6d per barrel.

The merchants are complaining that, should an
Act of Parliament be passed, authorizing the ma-
nufacture of bonded corn into flour for export, it

would have a serious effect on the trade in Canada,
as flour could then be exported from England to

Halifax, or the West Indies, at a cheaper rate than

from either Quebec or Montreal.

In France, the prices of wheat continue firm,

rnd for flour there has been a partial demand at

Paris, Etampes, &c., for inferior qualities to ship

down the Loire to the Southern departments, prin-

cipally to Cette,from whence it will be transported
into Languedoc and Provence. From Bordeaux
and the neighbouring district of the Garonne, as

well as the Geronde farmers are complaining of
the miserable appearance of the crops ; the con-
tinued rains having weakened the wheat plant, and
made it sickly. Rye was scarce, and the crop was
not expected to produce more than half an aver-
age quantity ; in fact from all the departments in

the Southern portion of the kingdom,the reports are
unfavourable as to the appearance of the young
wheats. The sowing of oats is also in parts still

prevented by the weather, and where Spring corn
has been got in early, it has entirely failed in some
place?, and the ground ploughed again in ordei' to

be resown. From Beauce, Brie, Picardy, and the

Northern divisions of the country, much less ap-

prehension however is entertained for the plant.

The aggregate average price of wheat throughout
France for the month of March, exhibits an im-
provement of 40 cents })er hectolitre, or about Is

per qr, having been 15 francs 49 cents., or about
34s 9d per qr, while on the 29th of February, the

rate was only 15 frs. 9 cents, or about 33s 9d. The
aggregate for the last 17 years at the end of March
has been about 40s per qr, the lowest price having
been in 1822, when the average did not exceed 31s

4d, and the highest in 1832, having been 53s 8d.

This improvement of Is per qr, is in itself not very
important ; but the remarkable point is, the dif-

ference the classification of the average prices

creates in the specified departments, as regards

the admission of foreign wheat ; thus at Marseille,

Toulon, Cette, &c., the regulating average price is

17 francs 25 centimes, or about 40s 4d per qr ; but

foreign wheat cannot be admitted in that section

under 12 francs 25 centimes per hectolitre, if im-
ported in French vessels, or 13 francs 60 centimes
in foreign ; while the average of the second section

of the fourth class is only 16 francs 47 cents, or

about 37 ; and the duties imposed on the entrance

of wheat at the ports of Cherbourg, St. Malo, St.

Brienne, Morlaix, Brest, L'Orient, &c., including

in fact, all parts from the department of Calvados
and Cape Barfleur to the river Vilaine, in the Bay
of Biscay, is only 4 francs 75 centimes, in French
ships, or about lis 2d per qr, or 6 francs per hec-

tolitre in foreign bottoms, or about 13s id per qr.

Thus the duties at those markets where the greatest

demand is experienced, are still too high to admit
of foreign imports ; lint at Cherbourg, Brest,

Morlaix, and L'Orient, &c., the duties are 17s 9d
per (jr less than at Marseille, Toulon, &c., and
therefoi'e it is necessary, if exports are made from
this country to the Mediterranean ports, for the

vessels to be chartered with the agreement, that

they touch at Cherbourg, or one of the above
named ports, and having had their cargoes entered

and paid duty, to proceed afterwards to Marseille.

At Algiers, wheat and flour in moderate quan-
tities arc likely to meet demand for the next four

months.

Wheat in the Italian markets remains steady in

price.

At Naples, some mills are being erected under
the patronage of the Neapolitan Government, and
the flour produced is entering into competition
with that of the French millers, in the French
African ports. The exclusion of the Barletta

wheats at Marseille, has partly instigated their

establishment. The trade had been momentarily
affected by the failure of a house in the corn busi-

ness. Barletta wheat however, for immediate de-

livery, was noted at 20s 6d,and at the end of April,

at 23s 6d. At Trieste, Italian and Odessa wheat
was worth 25s 6d to 30s lOd. At Leghorn and
Genoa prices were unaltered.

Mild weather having continued to prevail in the

United States of America, business had become
more animated, and some progress had been made
in clearing off the large quantities of European
wheat, &c. which were afloat at New York, watch-
ing a market. 7,000 bushels of Russian wheat
destined for Troy, had been sold at 47s 4d, in-

cluding duties, expenses, freights, difference of

measure, &c. Some fine white wheat had ob-
tained 55s, 56s to 59s 4d ; Danzig wheat, 55s : other

parcels, 52s lOd. Russian and Prussian rye,

38s lid. The barley from London realized only
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60 cents., or about 22s. Some good oats from
England had been sold at 29s 4d. Western Canal
flour was advancing in price, and noted as high as

37s 8d to 38s3d per barrel. At Philadelphia, wheat
sold at 51s 4d to ,53s ; at Baltimore, 53s 2d to

54s 4d. At Boston, about 1,000 qrs of oats re-

ceived from England had brought 22s per qr.

In South America restrictions had been imposed
on the admission of flour ; at Monte Video the

duties had been advanced three dollars, and at

Buenos Ayres, the import of the foreign article

was prohibited from the 1st of Januar)'.

In the Russian markets prices of grain re-

mained steady, but the quotations of Kubankaand
Courland wheats ranged too high to admit of any
orders being executed. Moschansky linseed was
held at 43s to 43s 9d for August delivery. An Im-
perial Ukase had appeared in reference to the free

admission previously granted, of grain into Esth-

land and the port of Narva, until the 13th of

January, 1837, owing to the failure in the crops,

but prohibiting its re-export from any port of the

province, or the transmission by land to St. Peters-

burg, on penalty of forfeiture of the article. At
Riga, Linseed has been enquired for, but sellers

had withdrawn for the present from the market

;

crushing qualities were held at 39s 5d to 43s 3d,

as in quality, and according to time of payment.
Hempseed, 28s 3d to 28s 9d. Wheat was quoted
at 22s 8d to 26s 3d for Courland descriptions. At
Danzig the increased orders from England had
caused additional animation in the trade; really

fine white wheat had obtained as much as 35s per
qr into granary

;
good mixed and ordinary high

mixed, 29s ; mixed descriptions, 27s ; red mixed,
and red sorts, of 601bs, 24s ; and some mixed
Polish wheat, defective in colour, sold on delivery,

at 29s per qr, free on board. Some parcels of high
mixed wheat had been received from Elbing, which
realized 30s to 31s, the colour good, as well as the

quality, and the samples ranking as the best to be
obtained from the last harvest; prices therefore,

on the whole, must be considered Is to 2s per qr

higher. Several orders had been received for

shipment, which was rather desirable, as ware-
house room was becoming scarce, and should the

bulk of wheat already bought, remain during the

season, the rents would, no doubt, advance. Ve-
getation was very backward, but the farmers

considered the circumstance rather favorable

than otherwise. The Rape plant had a sickly

appearance. At Stettin, wheat had advanced
at 26s 6d, and become too high to admit of the

further execution of orders at present. At Ros-
tock and Wismar, also little business had been
transacting since the last advices, owing to the

orders being limited, lower than the prevailing

currencies ; the top quotations were 25s 6d ; some
oats had been bought at Rostock at 13s 6d ; and
barley at 16s 6d, and more orders were on hand,

but the rates too high to admit of their execution.

These remarks are also applicable to Holstein. At
Hamburg the dull accounts from England has check-

ed the advance in prices, and from 8000 to 10000 qrs.

had already been bought for British account, yet

most of the orders remaining onhand werelimitcd

too low for immediate execution. Upland red

wheat was noted at 25s to 27s 6d per qr., but on

the receipt of the Mail from hence of the lyth inst.

holders were inclined to accede to a reduction of

Is to Is 6d per ([r. Linseed cakes were in re-

quest, and for delivery in July, as high as 71 to 71

3s had been paid for Flensburg (juality, with a

freight of 15s in full. At Rotterdam, purchases

of wheat had been made for America and Rio de
Janeiro, and a little for English account ; prices

of Rhine in bond were 25s 8d to 26s 6d, and Danzig
free, 35s 9d to 41s 7d. Linseed cakes in demand,
and best qualities not to be obtained under 6/ 3s

6d, and the stock very limited. Rape cakes M
16s.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAIi MEASURE.

BRITISH. April 1. May I.

Wlicat, red, Essex, Kent, Suflfolk 38 to 48
White .... 42

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire... 37
White, do. do 40

West Country Red 36
White, ditto 38

Northumberland and Berwickshire Red 35
White, ditto 37

Irish Red —
Ditto White —
Barley, Malting, new 31

Chevalier, new 34
Distilling 26
Grinding 24

Irish 24

Malt, Brown 40
Ditto, Chevalier 58

Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale 46
Ditto Ware 68
Peas, Hog and Grey 30
Maple 31

White Boilers 34
Beans, small 34
Harrow 30
Tiiks 29
Mazagan 30

34
37
30
28
27
49
61

56
61

32
33
41

42
40
39
32

38 to 48
12 hS

Oats, English feed 20 to22s6d
Short small 21 21s fid

Poland 22 26s 6d

Scotch, Common 20 25

Berwick, &c 22 28
Potatoe,&c. 24 29

Irish, Feed 16s Od to 19s Od 18s Od

DittoPotatoe 20s Od 22s 6d 22s Od
Ditto Black 17s 6d 203 Od 20s6d

37
40
36
38
35
37

46
52
44
50
42
48

35
38
33
30
29
52
64
60
64
34
34
44
46
44
42
40
23
25
26
26
27
28

to 21 s Od
24s Od
223 Od

PRICES OF FLOUR,
Per Sack of 280 lbs. April 1. May 1

.

Town-made 36 to 42 40 to 48
Norfolk, Suffolk, Kent, and Essex 30 34 3« 36
Sussex and Hampshire 29 33 33 35
Superfine 34 — 36 —
Lincolnshire, Yrrkshire, and Stickton. 29 32 32 34
Northumberland, Berwick, and Scotch. 29 32 32 33
Irish „ 29 32 30 33
Extra.,... — — — —

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

1 Wheat Barley

32 5

28
30 8
29 4
30 2

33 11

33 11

34 7
35 6
36 1

38 4

Weekending
nth " 45 29 4 21

18th " 44 2 29 8 21

25th " 44 7 30 5 21 6

1st April 46 5 .^0 9 21

8th " 4- 7 31 4 21

irith " 43 8 32 1 22 1 29 7
AC^regiileAveri.ue
of the six weeks
which regulates

the duly 46 1 30 7 21 7 30 36 4 35 5
Duties payalile in

Liindon till Wed'
riosday next inclu-

sive, anil at the

Outports till the

arrival of the Mail
of that day from
London .••••l40 8 16 10 15 3 24 3 16 9 16 9

Do, on giiiin from
British possessions

;

out of Europe
f
50 26 263U30 30

Foreign Flour, i8s 8d per 1961l)s. British Poss«ssioiiB d««
3s per 196 lbs.

OatF Rye Bean.^l I'crs
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STOCK OF GRAIN AND CLOVERSEED IN
BOND IN THE PORT OF LONDON ON
THE 5th APRIL.

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Beans. Peas. Flour. Cloversd.

qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs. cwts. cwts.

222,596 6,725 67,086 2,008 3,580 30,704 29,895
Bye, 18 qrs

An Account of the Quantity of Grain and Flour

imported into the United Kingdom during the

month ending the 5th April, 1836; the Quantity on
which the Duty has been paid for Home Consump-
tion, and the quantity remaining in Warehouse.

Wheat,
bush.

Quantity imported .... —
Do. entered for home qrs.

consumption 500
Do. remaining in ware-
house 551,526



THE POLITICAL COMPANION
TO

THE FARMER'S JMAGAZINE.

[Our object in appending a Political Companion to the Farmer's Magazine, was to put our readers in possession of the

opinions of the most talented journalists of the day, on both sides of any important question which might come under dis-

cusssion. We trust, therefore, that in giving insertion to articles, which seem opposed to the agiicultural interest, we shall

not be considered as acquiescing in the doctrines therein advanced, our sole purpose being to enable our readers to estimate

the truth or detect the fallacies of tlie arguments advanced.

—

Ed. Farmer's Magazine,]

POOR LAWS—IRELAND.
(^From the Chronicle.')

We lay before our readers a portion of a most im-

portant document—the " Third Report of the Com-
missioners for inquiring- into the condition of the

poorer classes in Ireland."

The state of society in Ireland is so different from

that in England and Scotland, that measures appli-

cable to the latter may not always be suitable to the

former. This is particularly the case with respect to

the poor. The great body of the labouring class in

Ireland look to agricultural employment alone for

support, and the supply greatly exceeds the demand.
In Great Britain the agi'icultural families constitute

little more than one-fourth of the population. The
cultivated land of Great Britain amounts to about

34,250,000 acres, and that of Ireland to about

14,600,000 acres ; but in 1831 there were 1,131,715
agricultural labourers in Ireland, while there were
only 1,055,982 in Britain, so that there are five

agricultural labourers in Ireland for every two for

the same quantity of land in Great Britain. The
excess of the supply of labour beyond the demand
accounts for the want of employment and the dread-

ful distress of the population.

The number of persons in Ireland out of work
and in distress during thirty weeks of the year is

estimated at 585,000, and these have 1,800,000 per-

sons dependent on them, making in the whole

2,385,000, a frightful amount of pauperism.

A disease of such enormous magnitude obviously

requires a peculiar treatment. In England the

workhouse is the asylum for the aged and impotent

poor, and it is not contemplated that the able-bodied

poor should remain in it. From the reluctance of

the latter to submit to the restraints of the work-
]

house, it is used as a means of putting them on their I

own resources, and forcing- them to find out em- i

ployment. But in Ireland there is no employment
to be found; and were it possible to build work-

1

houses for all who are destitute, and to induce the
|

able-bodied to enter them, it would be impossible in i

the present state of the country to provide for such i

a multitude. On this point the Report states:— |

" The expense of erecting and fitting up the neces-

sary buildings would come to about 4,000,000?, and
allowing for the maiutenance of each person, 2.^d only

a day, that being the expense of the Mendicity Esta-

blishment of Dublin, and at other similar establish-

ments in Ireland, the cost of suppoiting the whole

2,385,000 for thirty weeks annually would be some-
thing more than 5,000,000? a year, whereas the gross

rental of Ireland (exclusive of towns) is estimated at

less tbaa 10,000,000j a year; the net income of the

landlords at less than 6,000,000? ; and the public reve-
nue is only about 4,000,000?."

The workhouse system of England not being
suited to Ireland, the question is—how are the poor
to be provided for"!

Hitherto the course has been comparatively easy.

But it is not so easy to devise satisfactory remedies
for the evil.

Before we proceed to notice the suggestions of

the Commissioners respecting the able-bodied poor,

we shall advert to their proposals for the relief of

the aged, impotent, and diseased.

" The institutions existing in Ireland (they say) for

the relief of the poor, are houses of industry, infirma-

ries, fever hospitals, lunatic asylums, and dispensaries

;

the establishment of these, except as to lunatic

asylums, is not compulsory, but dependent upon pri-

vate subscriptions, or the will of grand juries ; there

are but nine houses of industry in the whole country

;

while the provision made for the sick poor, in some
places, is extensive, it is in other places utterly inade-

quate ; and there is no general provision made for the

aged, the impotent, or the destitute,"

They propose that a legal provision should be

made for the relief and support of incurable as well

as curable lunatics, idiots, epileptic persons, cripples,

deaf and dumb, and blind poor, and all who labour

under permanent bodily infirmities, to be afforded

within the walls of public institutions ; also for the

relief of the sick poor in hospitals, &c. ; also for the

purpose of emigration, for the support of penitentia-

ries, to which vagrants may be sent, and of deserted

children ; and also for the relief of aged and infirm

persons, orphans, helpless widows with young child-

ren, the families of sick persons and casual destitu-

tion. They recommend the appointment of poor-law

commissioners as in England, and assistant commis-

sioners : that Ireland be divided into relief districts,

and surveyed and valued : that there shall be a local

board of guardians for each district, elected by the

rate-payers ; and that the board of guardians have

the direction of iill institutions for the relief of the

jjoor supported by the local rate ; and that the commi-

sionevs shall be uuthorhed to assess a national rate upon

the whole of Ireland, and to require the board of guard-

ians ofeach district to raise a proportional share thereof.

With respect to emigration, it is proposed that

one-half of the expense should be borne by the general

funds of 'the empire, and the other half defrayed partly

by the nation-.il rate, and partly by the owners of

land from which the emigrants remove, or from

which they may have been ejected within the prece-

ding twelve months, the lessors who may have Sublet

to emigrants to be considered the landlords.
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With respect to vagrancy, it is recommended that

any person convicted of it, be transported for seven

years ; that penitentiaries be established, to which

vagrants, when taken up, shall be sent.

With respect to the relief of the aged and infirm,

orphans, widows, and children, and destitute persons

in general, there is a difference of opinion among

the commissioners. Some think the funds should be

partly provided by a national rate and partly by pri-

vate associations, which should be authorised to es-

tablish mendicity houses, &c., and to administer

relief to the indigent at their own dwellings ; while

others think the whole of the funds should be provi-

ded by the public—om^ portion by a national rate and

another by a local rate, and administered as in Eng-
land by the board of guardians of eacii district.

The commissioners look to emigration and internal

improvements as resources for the able-bodied poor.

They recommend the appointment of a board with

powers to carry into effect a comprehensive system

of national improvement. There are 3,000,000 Irish

or 5,000,000 English acres of reclaimable waste

lands. The board of improvement to he armed with

the most extensive powers, to meet the difficulties

from the embarrassed state of property, &c., to ap-

point local commissioners. With respect to lands

already in cultivation, as there is throughout Ireland

an urgent necessity for drainage, the commissioners

recommendthattheprovisionsof Mr. More OTerrall's

act, and the English sewer's act, may be modified,

incorporated, and extended, so as to cause all lands

to be kept duly drained and fenced under the direction

of a competent authority. As the sum required may
be such that it could not be raised at once by any

rate either on landlords or occupiers, the commission-

ers recommend that the board may be authorised to

advance the sum at once, making the rate redeem-

able by the proprietor ; and if he omit to redeem,

saleable by tlie board.

The commissioners recommend a number of im-

provements, which in the aggregate may be of im-

portance. But space will not allow us to enter into

the various details.

A great part of the resources on which the com-

missioners calculate are to be derived from the im-

provement of the waste lands, and the rates for the

improvement of lands already under cultivation.

With respect to the poor, properly so called, it is

recommended that the board of guardians of each

district shall frame an estimate of the sums required

within the year, that the estimate shall be trausmitted

to the commissioners, who may vary or affirm it, and

add to it the portion of the national rate which the

district ought to bear ; the commissioners shall then

order the boards of guardians to levy a rate, one-

third to be charged on the occupier of each house or

tenement of land above the value of jI. in respect of

the occupation, and the remaining two-thirds in re-

spect of the beneficial interest therein ; the whole to

be payable, in the first instance, by the occujjier,

who shall be reprised as to tlie two-thirds for the

beneficial interests. Tenants at will to deduct the

whole rate from the immediate landlord.

A rather bold course is recommended with respect

to the charge for the poor. The gross lande.l renfa[

of Ireland amounts to less than 10,000,000/. Ex-

penses and losses are taken at 10 per cent., and an-

nuities and the interest of charges payable out of

land at 3,000,000/. .leaving a net incomeof6,000,000/.

It is recommended that the incumbrancer should

bear a perpetual share of the burden, the security of

his inveslment being iMund tip with the productive mn^s

of the land and the well-being of the inhabitants, and
that a person paying any annual charge, shall be au-

thorised to deduct the same sum in the pound there-

out that he pays to the poor-rate.

It is certain that means do not exist in Ireland at

present for such a system of relief as exists in Eng-
land. But the suppression of vagrancy, and the sub-

jecting property to various charges for the poor, will

in time restore Ireland to a more healthy state. It

is well observed by the commissioners

—

" That it is only of late years, and by slow deg'rees,

that the Eni^hsh constitution has been allowed to dif-

fuse itself throug-li the mass of the people of Ireland.

For nearly the whole of the last century they were go-

verned by a code, the policy of which was to keep in

poverty and ignorance, and which was perfect for its

purpose."

Without the able-bodied are removed or employ-

ed, there can be no peace in Ireland ; and without

peace, capital will never be embarked in Ireland.

Tliere is, as tlie commissioners observe, " a rising

spirit of improvement ; but it must be stimulated by
sound legislation, or it cannot speedily relieve the

country from the lingering effects of the evil system

of former times."

THE FUNDHOLDERS.

(From the Hereford Times.^

Many persons, agriculturists in particular, believe

that the fundholders do not bear a fair proportion

of the burthen of taxation, and that they ought to be

subjected to a direct tax; nay, there are those who
would wipe out as with a sponge all national obli-

gation to pay tlie fundholder both principal and in-

terest, with as much sangfroid, as a boy would ex-

jiunge scribbling from his slate. This belief is

founded upon a most erroneous opinion of the actual

circumstances of funded property ; for any additional

indirect or direct tax upon the fundholder, which
should not also be imposed upon any other species

of jiroperty, would be as unjust, as would be the

refusal to pay a just debt.

AVe are well aware that a considerably less sum
than the nominal debt was really advanced as a loan

to the nation ; the system of bonuses, premiums, &c.
was little better than a system of plunder. We are

also aware that the real value of money in 1335 is

much higher than it was in 1800, and that it will

take a much larger amount of produce to discharge

a debt of twenty shillings in 1835, than it would have
taken in 1800. " In reference to the first fact, it must
be borne in mind that the funds .ire transferable pro-

fierty 3 and that the oitHei's/uyw have changed hands,

lundreds oftimes since the date of the loans. There-

fore, to visit the present proprietors with any punish-

ment for the sius of the governments of former days,

and of the individual lenders, who in those days
reaped a golden harvest, would be equally as cruel

and unjust, as to punish the present multitude of

proprietors of those ecclesiastical lands or other pro-

perty, which were filched by the plunderers of the

days of Henry A'lII. and his immediate successors.

Consequently, all such filching projects must be

abandoned as visionary, at l^ast, if the national cha-

racter /or honesty is not to be abandoned. In refe-

rence to the diflerence in the value of money -.it the

present time, and the times in which the loans were

made, the fact seems to be forgotten, that the in-

come derivable from funded property has been re-

peatedly reduced ; indeed, to us it ap]iears unjust,

(o force the fundholder (o take a reduced interest,

unless every mortgagee be foiced also ; and a mo-
ment's reflection will draw an ?.p])alling picture of

national confusion and misery, which would be con-
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sequent on any national scheme of" equitable ad-

justment." But who are the fundholders ? Another
popular error is that the funds are in the hands of the

Croesuses—the Rothchilds, the Barings, &c. ; tlie

truth, howerer, is widely at variance with this sup-
position. We learn from Pailiamentarv lleturns,

that the twenty-eight millions of interest on the pub-
lic debt is divided among nearly three hundhed
THOUSAND persons '. Here is the return

—

Not exceeding £5 per annum 83,609 persons.

10 42 ,'227

50 97,307

100 26,306

.... 200 15,209
300 4,912
500 .... 3,077
1000 1,555

2000 .... 450

Now, who are tliese thousands of annuitants ?

Widows, orphans, the aged, and the infirm, almost all

living upon small annuities in this country,—all their

small properties have been earned by years of indus-

try, and then vested in the hands of the nation, on
the faith of that nation's integrity !

" Think,'' says a

popular writer, " of the consequence ofextinguishing,

or even abridging these petty incomes ! \V hat im-
poverishment and destitution it would create among-

widows, orphans, the aged, and infirm. How many
funds destined for charitable uses, or for mutual as-

surance against misfortunes, and amassed with dif-

ficulty out of the earnings of the industrious, would
be violated 1" But we do not anticipate the pepetra-

tion of such an amount of crime, and, certainly, not
by the hand of the British nation. Let us all sail in

the same boat ; tax property if you please, but do
not tax only one species, more especially the pro-

perty of the Savings' Bank Depositary of Friendly
Societies, of widows and orphans—in one word, do
not legally filch the produce of by-gone industr)'.

THE AGRICULTURAL AND COMMERCIAL
BANK.

(^From the Limerick Times,')

The peculiar opposition—an opposition, alike un-

national and unnatural, which the Agricultural and
Commercial Bank met with at its outset, instead of

retarding its progress, has, on the contrary, but ac-

celerated its operations and expanded its usefulness

even beyond the most sanguine expectations of its

friends and founders ; and, as it was designed to

unite Irishmen of all classes and all creeds for the

common good and general happiness of tlieir coun-
try, so it has experienced the patriotic sympathy,
and acquired the popular and moral strength of Ire-

land for the attainment of ends so necessary for the

national interest. Not only the Peerage, but the
Roman Catholic Prelates and Clergy, and the lead-

ing men of various shades of party, are amongst its

firmest and most vivid supporters ; and it has re-

cently obtained the aid of the most affluent and in-

fluential men of that meritorious class of the commu-
nity denominated Friends, who have heart, and
hand, bound up their capital agd character with its

maintenance. The Agricultural and Commercial
Bank has now twenty-six branches at work, dif-

fusing the means of promoting industry—enlarging

trade—encoraging safe speculation—and affording

commercial facilities to large masses ofthe agricultural

and tradingpopulation, who, until this Institution was
put into action, never knew the value—enjoyed the

conveniences-felt the comfort—or could appreciate

the advantages of a widely spread and cheering sys-
tem of banking.— Yes,—and we state the fact with-
out desiring either to disparage or discountenance
any other establishment—why should we"! There is

plenty of room and work enough for them all—and
sincerely do we wish that they would all pull toge-
ther—as well for their own ease as the public con-
venience

; but we must nevertheless, from a sense
of justice observe, that, until the liberal policy

—

sound system—and, above all, the truly national and
patriotic principle of the founders of this Bank
were brought out and practically displayed, the
great bulk of the Irish people never experienced the
full benefits of banking—and it, morover, opened
to every man in the counry the simple, secure,
and accessible means of elevating his condi-
tion. Who ever heard in this country the hum-
ble mechanic, the laborious farmer, the small shop-
keeper, and scanty trader, proudly say that he was a
holder of Bank Stock ; aye, a Bank Proprietor ! until

the establishment of the Agricultural and Commercial
Bank ? And, let us ask, are there no moral influences
associated with these things? Yes, indeed, there
are,—and upon the wide foundations which have
been laid by the good and honourable men who first

planned this great work, myriads of Irishmen will

yet build up fortunes and independence—and per-
petuate the happiness of their families. Within the
last week the wealthy families of Garratt, Pim, Beal,
Danes, Ridgeway, and a host of rich members of the
Society of Fiiends, have joined the Bank.

STATE OF AGRICULTURE.

(^Frnm the Liverpool Times.)

The agricultural committees of both houses of Par-
liament have been sitting for some time, and exam-
ining witnesses from all parts of the kingdom, though
from the manner in which they are constituted, the
evidence taken has not been published. Amongst
the witnesses examined have been Mr. Sandars, Mr.
David Hodgson, and Mr. Scott, of Liverpool, and
we have reason to believe that both Mr. Sandars,
and Mr. Hodgson's evidence are considered very
valuable by the committee. The members will pro-

bably sit for some months longer, though the evi-

dence already taken is pretty decisive as to most of
the questions of any importance brought or likely to

be brought before them. If we are not much mis-
informed, the gentlemen with one idea, and that idea
a wrong one about the currency, have so far gained
nothing by the inquiry. They have succeeded in

showing that the monetary revolution produced by
Peel's bill was a very ruinous one, but that is what
every knew before, and they have also succeeded in

showing that the landed interest suffered as much as

any other interest from the change, which no man in

his senses will deny ; but they have not shown that

a second monetary revolution will remedy the evils

of the first, or that to unsettle the currency is even
a probable means of benefiting any one. In short,

they have failed in every thing that they attempted
to prove, except in those matters whicli where freely

admitted without any j)roof. The}' are now in a glo-

rious minority in the committees of both Houses, and
the public may rely on it, that whatever change may
result from the report of either committee, no change
in the currency will be r€ commended by either.

Another point already pretty clearly established is,

that tlie amount and extent of agricultural distress

has been greatly exaggerated. It has been shown
that, except as far as wheat is concerned, there is no
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pretence to talk of distress at all, since wool, meal,

hay, straw, barley, oats, milk, cheese, and butter, are

all selling at very good prices throughout the coun-

try. As for wheat, it is also rising in price, and

there is every reason to believe that now tliat wheat

growers have begun to understand the cause of their

own distress, which is that they have produced more

than the market required, or the demand could take

ott, this will also be set to rights. The most intel-

ligent witnesses examined before the House ex-

pressed a very strong opinion that the growth of

wheat had decreased to such a point as to render a

fair and remunerating price all but certain during

the present year. More than this the landlords and

farmers cannot reasonably ask.—We understand

that there is a very strong feeling in favour of a

fixed duty on foreign grain, in the place of the pre-

sent graduated and fluctuating scale, amongst seve-

ral members of the committee, though it is not very

likely that any change will be made at present.

SIR R. PEEL.—WHAT ARE THE CHANCES
OF THE TORIES?

(From the Old Bell's Messenger.)

Another cause is, that the agricultural interest

begin to regard him as adverse to their views, and

as retaining a kind of paternal preference for the

interests ofthe commercial and manufacturing classes,

as distinguished from those of the farmer and land-

lord. Here, we think the feeling against him is

unjustly directed ; he possesses a very large landed

property, and therefore must have a common inter-

est with the other great landlords of the kingdom.
Be the fact how it may, there can be no doubt that

this opinion of his being adverse to the agricultural

interest has very greatly damaged him in public

estimation, and has concurred, amongst other causes,

to diminish the numerical strength of his party.

Under these circumstances we shall find no diffi-

culty in giving a very brief answer to the question,

What are the chances of the Tories 1 Briefly, we
say, none at all, unless, indeed, they make common
cause with the farmers and landlords.

Agriculture.—The following is an extract

from a speech of Mr. Grey at the dinner which

took place at the late meeting of the Union Agri-

cultural Society.

Mr. Grey rose and said he was not sure if he was just

now in his proper position, but as the Marquis of

Tweeddale was not present, and as he had the honour
to sit opposite to his Lordship (the Chairman) he un-
derstood that it was his duty to rise, but of this he was
not certain, and was perhaps stepping- out of the way,
and if so the company, he trusted, would excuse him.
He did not mean to say that he was overpowered, as is

usual with persons who have their healths drank and
are unable to return thanks ; but he would say, what
he considered best became him, that he beg-g^ed to re-

turn his sincere thanks for the honour that had been
done him. He could not have experienced a greater
pleasure than to have his health drunk by the present
company, among whom he discovered the faces of many
who had so long been his kind neighbours and friends,

and who, though he could not now call them his neigh-
bours he might still number amongst his friends. The
show of stock which had taken place that day was
such, as had been already mentioned, as could not have
been exhibited in any other part of the world. There

was another source of gratification which he had en-
joyed on the present occasion, and that was the im-
provement which had taken place in the quality of the
stock. He said that he had lately had the honour of
being examined before the Committee of the House of
Lords on Agricultural Distress, and they, knowing that

he had some acquaintance with the state of agriculture
on the north side of the Tweed, asked him as to the state

of this country, and he stated that the depression in

Scotland was not so great as in the other parts of the
empire. They asked how that had happened ? He an-
swered, it was not, perhaps, for him to say, but he con-
jectured, and he had heard it stated, that it might arise

from the superior sagacity of his friends on the Scottish

side of the Border, who had the shrewdness to establish

and retain a superior system of banking, by which they
were enabled to prosecute and carry out those improve-
ments which they would not otherwise have been able
to avail themselves of. He said also that they had
adopted a better rotation of cropping, for while the.corn-

growing districts in England were suffering severely,

the agriculturists in the more northern parts of tha
kingdom had by a mixed mode of cultivation, by com-
bining grazing with tillage, escaped a portion of the

distress which prevailed elsewhere. He begged again
to express his most sincere thanks for the honour done
him, and sat down amidst great cheering.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK
LANE EXPRESS.

In none of the English Agricultural Reports is the

growth of Flax alluded to, from which I conclude that

it either has not claimed the attention of the English

farmer, or is not deemed worth his attention. This,

however, is not the case in Ireland, where a very large

breadth of land has been displaced from Wheat, and

sown with Flax, which is found to pay a great deal

better. My Correspondents say, " the quantity of land

under Flax in the northern counties has in a few years

increased from 30,000 to 100,000 acres, and next year

will be at least 120,000, having paid the farmer better

than any other produce. This Flax is in great favour

with the English and Scotch spinners, and is to become

a large trade." It may be supposed that an article

which pays the Irish Farmer better than Wheat, would

answer a similar good purpose with the English Farmer,

and at the same time lessen the redundancy of the latter

which has so depressed prices,

I remain, &c., W. C.

AN EXAMPLE NOT WORTHY OF
IMITATION.

As in every instance which falls within our
knowledge we delight in giving publicity to acts of

kindness and consideration on the part of land-

lords towards their tenants, so do we deem it our

duty to make known the names of those who are

so " wicked," as Mr. Cayley would call it, as to

be guilty of such conduct as is related in the sub-

joined passage from the Brigliton Guardian. We
abstain from farther observations at present, be-

cause we entertain some doubt of the correctness

of the statement, and sincerely hope it will be
contradicted.

" The Earl of Ashburnham and Lady Webster
have severally warned their tenants to quit, or pay
a heavy advance of rent, in consequence of the re-

duction of their poor-rates.*'
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TURF INTELLIGENCE.

It is not long since we introduced to the notice of

our readers an occurrence wliicli received the sus-

piciously mysterious appellation of " The Delicate

Investigation in Ireland ;" a case in which well-

founded douhts arose as to all being on the square,

while the sequel tended very much to justify pre-

vious suspicion, inasmuch as Mr. Ruthven refused

to submit to that fair and honourable test proposed

by the Irish Jockey Club, thus affording the strongest

reason to believe that Caroline and Leinster, were

merely soiibriq)tets for Becassine and Old Bill; that

they ran and won their races at a year younger than

their real age, and consequently sought to obtain the

prize surreptitiously. Mr. Osbaldeston appeared

prominently, if not directly, in the affair ; and we
expressed our regret at the time that this gentleman

(an old acquaintance) should be brought before the

public in a form so unsightly. Prior to this period,

something unpleasant had arisen at the last Heaton

Park Races, where it was supposed Mr. Osbaldes-

ton's horse (Rush) had been restrained from win-

ning one race iu order to procure bets against him

in a second, which, however, he won with ease; in

this instance manifesting powers much superior to

those which he had previously exhibited. Thus

Lord George Bentinck lost a bet to Mr. Osbaldes-

ton ; and on his Lordship being called on to pay at

the Newmarket Craven Meeting he made some very

pointed allusions to " the delicate investigation,"

and expressed his unqualified conviction of unfair

play in the Rush transaction at Heaton Park. In

consequence, a hostile meeting took place between

the parties just mentioned at Woi'mwood Scrubs, on

Wednesday, April, 13 ; shots were ineifectively

exchanged, when the seconds (like men of good

sense) would allow the business to proceed no far-

ther. However, the duel has not dissipated the

cloud which envelopes either the one or the otlier

transaction.

Since the publication of our preceding Number,
two highly important Meetings have taken place,

namely, the Craven and First Spring Meeting at

Newmarket ; they are important noi merely on

account of the acknowledged celebrity of the place,

but also OS tending to throw tliat sort of light on tlie

three great ensuing events in the racing world, the

Derby, the Oaks, and the Doncaster St. Leger, so as

to enable the book men to speculate more confident-

ly. Tho Craven Meeting exliibited four of the

Derby horses as winners ; as will be seen by the

appended list. Brotlier to Nell Gwynne won his

race with great ease ; that he is a good horse no person

can doubt, but in this case he had " nothing to beat."

Muezzin and Taishteer won their races, and nothing

more could be expected ; while Ebberston, hitherto

in the dark, came out in very good form, and ob-

tained success very cleverly—so cleverly indeed

that though he had not before appeared in the bet-

ting for the Derby, he now entered the list and was
placed in an exalted position, which he has since

steadily maintained. Generally speaking, however,

the horses which came out at this meeting were
below the general average sample of Newmarket

;

and the running, on the whole, less interesting than

usual.

At the First Spring Meeting several excellent and
highly interesting races were run, and much heavy
betting took place on several of the events, particu-

larly on the Two Thousand Guineas Stakes.

If, however, the events of the Craven Meeting

threw but little light on the Derby or the Oaks, the

proceedings of the First Spring Meeting have added
only triflingly to our stock of knowledge of those

prospective and highly important stakes.

Brother to Nell Gwynne, who some time ago dis-

placed The ftlummy from his exalted station on the

betting list for the Derby, had continued the uniform

favourite for the Two Thoussnd Guineas Stake, and
on the previous evening, as well as at the moment
of starting, the odds were decidedly in his favour; at

the same time. Lord Lichfield's Elis, who had ex-

cited but little attention previously, found staunch

supporters at a price only a mere trifle below the

favourite : the race proved how accurately the powers
of these two horses had been estimated. The odds,

prior to starting, stood thus :

—

5 to 4 agst Brother I 10 to 1 agst Calmuc
7— 4 Elis 12—1 Whaley
6 — 1 • Muezzin

J
20— 1 Ld. Berner's colt.

Nothing is more unpleasant (or indeed more un-

necessary) than false starts; yet, so it happened,

that the competitors for this great stake did not get

away till after several recalls. At length, off they

went: Elis, determined to try the stamina of his

competitors, took the lead at the very top of his rate,

closely followed by the Lamplighter colt and Brother

to Nell Gwynne, the other three well up, and thus

they came to the end of the T. Y. C. where the latter

found the pace too much for them. At the bushes

tlie Lamplighter colt lost ground, while Brother to

Nell Gwynne endeavoured to reach Elis, who con-

tinued to lead at a tremendous pace. At length.

Brother to Nell Gwynne collared his antagonist, the

latter looking like a winner. Nothing could be finer

or more interesting, than the admirably contested

struggle up the rise, which was at length so finely

finished that neither the one jockey nor the other
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was conscious of the manner in which the race had

terminated. It was decided in favour of Brother to

Nell Gwynne.
The/«/se starts again. The circumstance o{ several

false starts taking place where there are only six

competitors, and all of them above two years old, is

an unpardonable circumstance; if it arise from in-

capacity in the starter, it is a manifest proof that he

ought to be displaced. We are very well aware that

jockeys are a very cunning, wary class of beings,

ever ready to take advantage of whatever may have

a tendency to promote the object they have in view,

at the expense of their rivals ov competitors : thus,

when a jock, mounted upon an easy-tempered slug-

gish horse, is aware that one of his opponents has

to manage a nag of a different disposition, but pos-

sessing superior powers ;—a fretful horse, for in-

stance, which possesses superior speed ; he will be
anxious for several false starts, well aware that the

horse he most dreads thus becomes beaten before

they are fairly away : we have witnessed much of

this fraudulent manmuvring, which, however, ought
to be prevented by the starter, as his authority is al

mos absolute, if he has capacity sufficient to exer-

cise it aright. On no occasion, therefore, ought more
than one false start to be allowed, however numerous
the field ; unless, as we have repeatedly before ob-

served, in case of two-year olds. Amidst the rage

for reform, we would propose a reformation of the

matters of which we have been speaking : we would
make it a sine qua non that the horses should go at the

second start, if not at the first (unless in case of

two-year olds); another indispensable condition

should be, to disqualify any jockey from riding who
carried a betting book, as well as to make the exhi-

bition of such a suspicious emblem, an incontrover-

tible plea for the suspension or discharge of either

Judge or Clerk of the Course.

Next to the Two Thousand Guineas Stake, the

Portland Handicap formed the most prominent ob-

ject of attraction; while it may be justly remarked,
that, if the powers of the candidates for the former

had been accurately estimated, particularly in regard

to the two favorites, the book men had not been

equally fortunate in their calculation of the nags

which appeared for the latter. However, this race

confirmed what we have before asserted, that though

Pelops possesses speed, no dependence can be placed

upon him : he cannot bear to be collared ; he must
have it all his own way, or he will do nothing

;

the moment he is called upon, he shuts up.

If we are to form an opinion from the public dis-

plays which have taken place, as well as from what
has been tolerably well ascertained, there is no rea-

son to expect another Plenipo, or a second Queen of

Trumps, amongst the nominations for the three great

stakes, the Derby, the Oaks, and the St. Leger, or

indeed amongst the three-year olds, some of whom do

not appear for the important prizes we have just

mentioned. We speak particularly as to the three-

year olds ; because, in the first place, the leading

stakes, not merely at Epsom and Doncaster, but

generally throughout the kingdom, have been formed

expressly for colts and fillies which have attained

their third year ; and secondly, because at an earlier

period it is difficult to form an accurate opinion of

the future powers or character of the animal : for

instance, Moss Rose, (sister to Velocipede) proved

herself a first-rate two-year old, but was not worth a

button afterwards. Sir George Pigot's Chester

Billy ran away from all his competitors when a two-

year old, and there ended his short successful

career ; he scarcely won a race afterwards, and in-

deed, could seldom be induced to try. However,
as far as relates to such very superior racers as those

which we have mentioned above, they maybe said to

make their appearance only once in an age ; when,

like brilliant comets, they shine with refulgent lus-

tre, and thus exhibit the perfection of their species.

By the time the present number reaches our dis-

tant readers, Chester Races will have commenced,
and, we trust, a few days of fine dry weather will

precede or usher in this highly respectable and ele-

gant Meeting, or the odds will be much in favour of

those powerful nags which can get well through
" a deep country," as the Course, from the quantity

of rain which has deluged the country during the

montlis of March and April cannot be otherwise than
heavy, particularly that part of it which forms the

margin ofthe river Dee. We consider Chester Race
Course as the prettiest and the most picturesque in the

kingdom ; very grateful, on the whole, to the feet of

the racer—a circumstance, be it recollected, not a

little in its favour. Jupiter and Red Rover are the

decided favourites for the Chester Cup ; the former
having the call in the town of Manchester—from
the circumstance, perhaps, of his owner (Mr. T. John-
son) residing in thatwonderful and densely-populated

emporium. Sir John Gerard's Billinge has crept

much into favour of late ; he went well through our
late long and dreary winter, and is in as fine condi-

tion as possible.

The Newmarket Second Spring Meeting com-
mences on the 3rd inst., and will therefore take place

the same week as Chester : this, however, amounts
to nothing, as the distance of the places, and the

opposite character of the Meetings, entirely prevents

any injurious influence being exercised by the one
upon the other.

While the Chester Trade Cup has excited much
attention amongst provincial book-men, it seems
strange that little or nothing has been transacted on
the similar prize at Liverpool. General Chasse is

the favourite in public estimation, but not with us.

He has proved himself a very good racer, he has been

eminently successful upon the Liverpool Course, it

has formed the scene or the theatre of his unsullied

glory, and he will therefore go more willingly over

it than over any other ground
;

yet, when it is

duly considered that the General, like his Dutch
namesake, has seen much service, that after his

splendid achievements last year at Liverpool, he ran

very unsuccessfully at Doncaster—when these influ-

ential circumstances are gravely taken into consider-

ation, the odds must be greatly against him on the

ensuing occasion. That Queen of Trumps did not

appear in the list for the Liverpool Cup would
seem strange ; but we have little doubt there was a

very satisfactory reason for the omission : Was she,

or is she, all right before ?

Printed liy Jo9ej)b Rogerrton, 24, Noi folk-street, Strand,
Jbondon.
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MODE AND EFFECT OF EMPLOYING
BONE MANURE.

BY C. W. JOHNSON.

I proceed to notice tlie effects and modes of apply-

ing- bones as a fertilizer, either wliole, broken, or in

the state of powder.
The Doncaster Agricultural Association long since

paid considerable attention to tlie use of bones as a

manure, and they liave made a very valuable report,

to which I have before alluded, of the result of their

enquiries, in which they say :

—

"The returns received by the association, satis-

factorily establisli the great value of bones as a

manure ; our correspondents, with only two excep-
tions, all concur in stating tlieni to be a higlily val-

uable manure, and on light soils superior to farm-
yard dung, and other manures.

" In copying tlie language of one of tliem in refer-

ence to dry sandy soils, we express the opinions
repeated in a far greater number.
" I consider bone tillage one of the most useful

manures, which has ever been discovered for tlie

farmer's benefit. The lightness of carriage— its

suitableness for the drill, and its general fertilizing

properties, render it peculiarly valuable in those
parts where distance from towns renders it impossible
to procure manures of a heavier and more bulky
description."

For as stated by another farmer, " the carting of
six, eight, or ten loads per acre, is no trifling ex-
pense. The use of bones diminishes labour at a

season of the year when time is of the first im-
portance ; for one waggon load, or 120 bushels of
small drill bone dust, is equal to forty or fifty loads
of fold manure. Upon very thin sand land, its value
is not to be estimated, it not only is found to benefit
the particular crop to which itis applied, but extends
through the whole course of crops."
The report adds, that bones have been found

highly beneficial on the limestone soils, near Don-
caster; on peaty soils, and on light loams ; but on
heavy soils, and on clay, they produce no benefit.

The mode of applying them is, either sowing by
broad-cast, or by the drill, either by themselves, or
previously mixed with earth and fermented. Bones
which have been thus fermented, are decidedly su-

perior to those which have not done so.

The quantity a])plied per acre is about twenty-five
bushels of bone dust, and forty bushels of large
broken bones. The dust is best for immediate j)ro-

fit ; the broken half-inch bones for more continued
improvement. Mr. LSirks says, " if I were to till

for early profit, I would use bones powdered as small
as saw-dust. If I wislied to keep my land in good
heart, I would use principally half-inch bones, and
in breaking these, 1 should prefer some remaining
considerably larger."

The reason for this is very obvious ; the larger

the pieces of bone, the more gradually will a o-iyen

iiulk dissolve in the soil.

Such is the result of the application of bones in
Yorkshire. In Middlesex, the practice is scarcely
different, as will be seen by the answers to some
questions I received from a very intelligent corres-

pondent, Mr. .Tolin Rayner, of Uxbridge, in Novem-
ber, 1833.

I. On what description of soil is bone dust em-
ployed with the greatest advantage ? On light dry
soils.

II. The quantity per acre 1 From twenty to

twenty-five bushels.

III. How long has its good effects been observed
to lasf! This question requires a more lengthened
reply. The good effects of bones as a manure, have
been acknowledged by many agriculturists for a

number years ; but as farmers, generally speaking,

are men "'bo are not fond of trouble, and as there

was great difficulty in breaking bones in sufficiently

small pieces, to prevent dogs, &c. from running-

away with them, sve can only in a few instances

trace out their good effect. There is a farmer in tlie

neighbourhood of Watford, who dressed his land

with whole bones, some twenty years since, (at a pe-

riod when you could obtain them from London for

fetching ) and he declares, that to this day, to use

his own expression, " the land has never forgotten

them." Although the first season or so he found

but little benefit ; this I attribute to the bones being

so large, the ground could not so soon act upon
them. The bone dust is supposed to last but one sea-

son ; the larger sizes of half-inch and inch, are sup-

posed two or three years, and are always seen to

most advantage after the first season.

IV. What is the expense 1 The dust is 2s 3d per

bushel— the half-inch, 2s—the inch, Is 9d.

V. What is the season, and on what crops is it

generally applied? The turnip season—Bone ma-
nure shows itself to more advantage on this crop than

on any other— it is drilled with a drill made on pur-

pose, with the turnip seed ; the period is from May
to July. Bone dust is also used with great advan-

tage on grass lands sown broadcast.

In the valuable and long continued experiments

of iMr. Robert Turner, of Tring, in Hertfordshire, the

use of bone manure has been most decicjedly success-

ful.

'l"he soil on which these experiments were made,

hitlierto a common, producing only furze, is sandy,

with a substrata of clay, and then chalk. He began

the use of bone manure in 183], on this land, and has

continued its employment for the last four years ou

a very bold scale, -and with unvaried success. Tlie

quantity generally applied was from 24 to oO bushels

per acre, of the description of half-inch and dust,

and the bones were invariably ajiplied to the turnip

crori.

'l"he bones are drilled with the seeil, at a distance

of 18 indies; and the tnrnips ;ne alwavs liorse-hoed.

2 K
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The year 1831 was a very good season for this
|

crop generally. The turnips manured with 1 ;._

dust, like most others in the district, were very lux-

uriant. About 2,000 bushels of bone manure being

this year employed by Mr. Turner.

In 1832, the turnips were in general a very bad

plant, the fly committing general devastation. Many
cultivators in the neighbourhood of Tring, unsuccess-

fully sowed four or five times.

On the turnip land of Mr. Turner, 74 acres were
manured with bones. The effect, with the exception

of the very last sown four acres, was again most ex-

cellent ; the crop being very heavy, and that too on

land now first cultivated ; and there was in no case

any necessity to repeat the sowing. The turnips

were a much better crop than in 1831.
In 1833, the turnip crops in the neighbourhood of

Tring, were a very partial crop.

On the farm of Blr. Turner, about 50 acres were
manured with bones. The effect, with the exception

of some of the last sown turnips, was very satisfac-

tory ; the crop very heavy.

These experiments the cultivator will deem of the

very first importance ; the soil was not manured with

any other fertilizer, except bones ; and in drilling,

every now and then, for the drill's breadth, the bones
were omitted.

On these breadths of land not boned, the failure

of the turnips was general and complete : they vege-

tated it is true, and came up, but they were wretch-
edly small and of no use whatever.

The turnips being fed ofi", and the sheep folded on
the soil( without any distinction being made between
boned and unboned land, the comparative experi-

ments upon the succeeding crop were rendered un-
certain.

In 1834, Mr. Turner boned about eighty acres of
turnips with the best success, and with the excep-
tion of some destroyed by the wire-worm, had a very
excellent crop.

In 1835, on nearly an equal extent of land, not-

withstanding the extreme dryness of the season, Mr.
Turner had again on his turnips manured with benes,

a very excellent plant, and never did this crop pro-

mise better than this season, on the lands of Tring.

The caterpillars which devastated the chalk dis-

tricts of England, did not however omit this parish,

their ravages were dreadful and complete.
And had not Mr. Turner made a most successful

attack upon them by a detachment of 650 ducks,
j^rOcured especially for this purpose, who devoured
the black caterpillars with great voracity, his turnip

crop would have been utterly destroyed. By their

industry, however, twenty-five acres of turnips

were cleared of the vermin, and saved from destruc-

tion.

At another farm, held by the same gentleman, at

EUesboro, by the assistance of the same ducks, who
were transported there in carts, for tliat express pur-
pose, he saved about eight or nine acres of turnips
from the caterpillars : so that there is no doubt of
the importance of the services rendered by these
birds. He informs me that he found it necessary to

give them a quantity of corn while they were thus
employed in clearing the turnips.

The soil of the EUesboro farm, on which the bones
were tried for the first time in 1835, with complete
success, is called White Land, and was in a very
poor state of cultivation. Tlie experiment was en-
tirely successful, and the turnips promised to be
very good indeed ; those that were saved from the
caterpillars, being for the season very excellent.

This soil, called white by the farmers, is probably
a mixture of clay and sand ; it becomes very dry

and loose in dry weather, but is described as " sticky"

in wet periods.

Mr. Turner possesses a capital bone mill, worked
by four horses, in which he crushes all the bones
employed in his farm. He pays for the coarse bones

21. 15s. per ton, and fetches them 15 miles : a ton of

bones producing of half-inch and dust about 30 to 34
bushels of bone manure.
The cost of the mill, with the substantial shed

which covers the machinery, horse-path, &c. was
about 300/., and it has been rendered hvailable by
Mr. Turner for several other purposes, such as chaff-

cutting, thrashing, &c., by which the aggregate ex-

pense is materially lessened, and a very considerable

annual saving effected.

For the last two years Mr. Turner has drilled with

his crushed bones, an equal quantity per acre, of

sheep dung, collected for the express purpose, at an

expense of ^jd. per bushel, paid to the collectors :

this he prepares in the winter, by laying the bone-

dust in alternate layers with the sheep dung, and
suffering them to remain fermenting some months
until the turnip sowing. By this plan, by the fer-

mentation of the mass, the two manures are

thoroughly incorporated ; and iie considers that 35
bushels of the mixture, are fully equal in effect to 25

bushels of the bones. So that, allowing 3s 6d per

acre for the expense of collecting the sheep dung,

there will be a clear saving of 12s, 6d. per acre in

bones, valuing these at Ss. per bushel.

The mixed bones and sheep dung is invariably

drilled in with the turnip seed.

The practical farmer will hardly need any better

testimony of the important value of crushed bones,

than these extensive and long continued experiments

of JMr. Turner.
They are not open to the common objection to ex-

perimental attempts, that they are carried on in far

too limited a manner, and for much too short a pe-

riod, to enable the cultivator to form from them a

satisfactory conclusion ; for he has annually manured
with them scoies of acres of turnip land, and that

too in seasons which have afforded him, from the

adverse prices of agricultural produce, but little en-

couragement to lay out money on any fertilizer of a
doubtful value.

I earnestly, therefore, commend these important

experiments to the attention of the practical farmer,

as being fraught with information of the most inte-

resting nature, especially to those who have to con-

tend with the poor, light, upland soils : lands which
are now with difficulty retained in cultivation.

In the year 1831, on a thin, chalky soil, in the

neighbourhood of Amesbury, in Wiltshire, Mr. De-
venish employed bone manure of the quality called
" fine," drilled at the rate of twenty-four bushels

per acre, with the turnip seed, on a portion of a field

of about ten acres.

Part of the same field was manured with spit

dung, at the rate of about 20 tons per acre, and ano-

ther portion of the same field remained without any
manure.
The Swedish turnips produced on the boned soil,

were of four times the value of those grown upon the

land manured with spit manure. Tliose grown on
the soil without any manure, were deemed scarcely

worth hoeing.

Bone manure presents to the cottager or cultivator

of small plots of poor ground, ns under the allot-

ment system, a ready and cheap nvide of perma-

nently improving his land.

It would be well, perhaps, in some instances, if

the managers under such an excellei.t system, were

to apply the manure for the holder, and that too, if
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they even (bought it necessary in consequence, to

add to the amount of the rent.

As a manure for plantations of trees, I am not

aware of any experiments with bones : I should

however strongly recommend their use for ornamen-
tal plots, but in a roughly broken state. A consi-

derable quantity of phosphate of lime is contained

in all timber trees. There is no mauui-e of a mixed
animal and vegetable nature, which remains so long

in the soil as bones.

As a manure for flower roots, the turnings and

chippings of bones tlie refuse of the Birmingham
cutlers, have long been emjdoyed with the best re-

sults by my friend Maund, of Bromsgrove, the

talented author of " The Botanic Garden.'"
Not only does he find their use increase the luxu-

riance of the plant, and the beauty of its colours,

but there is in the application of this powder an

elegance and cleanliness wliich cannot fail of recom-
mending its introduction into the flower garden, and
the conservatory.

Such have been some of the successful uses to

which bones have been employed. The turnip crop
has been the more generally experimented upon from
the general difficulty of finding for this invaluable
crop a sufficient supply of manure.
And with regard to other crops, the care and labour

required for trying with sufficient accuracy a compara-
tive agricultural experiment, must account for many
discordant statements. Upon grass lands, however,
it has been employed with very general success

;

but for the turnip, on poor light soils, it seems of

the greatest and most undoubted value. It not only
promotes the luxuriance of the plant, but there is a
very great probability that the gaseous matters
evolved by the crushed and putrifying bone, and the

vigour it imparts to the crop, afford the young tur-

nip plants very considerable protection from the

ravages of the fly ; at least many farmers consider

this as one of its valuable properties.

The complete manner in which the roots of the

young turnips envelope the pieces of crushed bone
with which they are drilled, shews the attractive

nature of tliis manure, and how nourishing it is to

the turnip.

I cannot conclude these observations without pro-

fessing my readiness to assist in any experiments,
and answer any questions which may promote a

cause now proceeding so successfully. The con-
sumption of bones has already rendered it necessary
to import them from foreign countries ; and it yet
remains to be proved, whether the fossil pliosphate
of lime will not be nearly as powerful a ferti-

lizer as the crushed or powdered bones usually em-
ployed.

General Directions.—The crushed bones have
been invariably found more immediately beneficial

as a fertilizer, when suffered to remain previously
for some weeks, mixed with earth in heaps, exposed
to the action of the atmosphere. By being thus fer-

mented and dissolved, they are necessarily more
speedily serviceable as food to the plants to which
they are applied ; and this observation more espe-
cially relates to the oats, barley, and other spring
corn, since these do not remain on the ground for so

long a period as other agricultural crops. The pro-
portion is 50 bushels of bones, with five loads of

earth or clay ; or 40 bushels to five loads of common
dung.

For wheat and pasture lands the previous fermen-
tation of the bones is, for this reason, not so essential

to the production of immediate benefit.

It is impossible to give any general directions for

the quantity of bones to be applied per acre, since

soil, situation, and climate, must all be taken into

the farmer's consideration.

The following facts, however, have been ascer-

tained by numerous experiments, at some of which
I have personally assisted.

1. That crushed bones remain in the soil, for a
length of time proportionate to the size of the pieces

;

the dust producing the most immediate effect, the
larger pieces coutinuiug to shew the longest advan-
tage. On arable land their good effects continue for

four years ; on pasture land for eight.

2. On turnips, oats, barley, and wheat, the quan-
tity applied has been from 25 to 30 bushels per acre;
on pasture land, from 25 to 40 bushels ot bone dust,

early in the spring.

3. The best mode of application is by the drill;

with the seed corn.

i. Tlie bones should, when first used, be always
applied for the sake of correct information^ in vary-

ing quantities per acre ; and on no account should

the farmer omit to leave, by way of comparison, a

fair portion of the field without any manure.

REPORTS.
PREMIUMS FOR EXPERIMENTAL FEEDING.

No. I.

East Fmtune, March 21, 1836.

Sir,—In compliance with the request contained

in your note of the 16th inst., I send you the fol-

lowing Report of a Comparative Experiment in

Feeding Cattle conducted by me in competition for

the premium oflfered by the East-Lothian Agricul-
tural Society.

The Committee of Management having approved
of the scheme submitted to them, as required by the

conditions contained in their advertisement, the cattle

experimented upon, were, on the 17th October last,

chosen from my winter fatting stock, and divided
into four lots, each lot consisting of seven oxen, by
tbe Sub-Committee appointed to superintend experi-

ments of this kind.

The cattle are of the common breed of the counties

of Durham and Northumberland,—are at present

four years old,—and have been fed in the following

manner:

—

Lot 1 has been fed on turnips alone, getting as

many as the cattle could consume.
Lot 2 has had potatoes at the rate of about 34 lbs

per day for each ox, besides as many turnips as they
could eat.

Lot 3 has had, along with an unlimited quantity of

turnips, an allowance to each ox, of 5 lbs Linseed
cake per day ; and

Lot 4 has been fed on draflf and dreg from Linton

Grain Distillery, and latterly a mixture of peas and
oats, coarsely ground, has been given with the draff.

An account has been kept of the number of carts

of turnips given to each lot, and a cart-load occa-

sionally weighed, in order that the whole quantities

consumed might be approximated to with sufficient

accuracy ;—the whole of the other food has been
weighed or measured.

The experiment commenced on the 19th October

last, and from that date to this, a period of twenty-

two weeks, the quanti ies of food that the four lots

have severally consumed, are as follows :

—

Lot 1 , Fed on Turnips alone, has cotisumed

36 tonswhiteglobe,at6sperton £10 16

27 ditto Dale's Hybrid, at 7s do.. 9 90
33 ditto Swedish, at 9s ditto ... 14 17

£35 2

2 E 2
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This is at the rate of about 4s 7d per week for

each ox.

Lot 2, Fed on Ttirnipsand Potatoes.

22 tons white globe, at 6s per ton £6 12

17 ditto Dale's Hybrid, at 7s do. 5 19

19 ditto Swedish, at 9s ditto 8 11

16i ditto Potatoes, at 43s ditto. 24 7 6

£4.5 9 6

This is at the rate of about 3s 7d per week for

each ox.

Lot 3, Fed on Turnips and Linseed Cake.

35 tons white globe, at 6s per ton£lO 10
25 ditto Dale's Hybrid, at 7s do.. 8 15

33 ditto Swedish, at 9s ditto ... 14 17

45^ ct. linseed cake, at 7s 9d p. ct. 17 12 7^
£51 14 7i

This is at the rate of about 6s 8|d per week for

each ox.

Lot 4, Fed on Distillery Grains, 8^c.

115 qrs. drafl", at 4s per qr. , . . £23
83 puncheons dreg, at 2s per

pun of 125 imp. gallons 8 60
4 qrs peas coarsely ground, at

283 per qr 5 12

1^ qrs Oats do. do., at 20s do.. . 1 10
16 bushels Salt, cost price 113

£39 9 3

This is at the rate of about 5s l^d per week for

each ox.

As the cattle are to be exhibited at Haddington on
the 1st April, and there inspected and valued by
judges appointed by the Committee of Management,
I shall not insert any comparative estimate of the

weight or value of the separate lots ; I cannot give
their exact measurement, as several of the cattle will

not allow it to be taken.

Regarding the quality of the different kinds of
food, I may state,—That the white globe and Dale's
Hybrid turnips, were grown on dry gravelly soil of
good qualify, the manure a mixture of bones and
rape cakes ; they were sown rather late, were of

small size, and very firm and juicy. The Swedish
turnips grew on a more clayey soil, of very good
quality,—were manured with farm-yard dung and
bones, and when lifted, the smaller roots were kept
out. All the three varieties were excellent of their

kind ; and, if it be considered that there is nothing
deducted from the price of the oil cake and other
rich food, on account of che very superior quality,

as well as increased quantity, of the manure which
they produce, I conceive that the rates of value
adopted for the turnips, will not be thought too high.

The potatoes given to lot 2, were of the variety

called dons, and of a quality that would be con-
sidered good in any season ;— I mention this because,

although cattle, when they have a choice, prefer the
larger and coarser varieties, these contain a much
less proportion of nutritive matter than the table

sorts.

The linseed cake employed, was of the best Dutch,
and probablynot much inferior to Englishmadecake.
For the most profitable employment of this expensive
food, the present experiment has been continued too
long ; lor even admitting tbat the cattle fed on it

have increased in weight of beef considerably more
during the last half of the time, than they did during
the first, yet as their beef, at the end of the first

three months, would have brought about the highest
price in the market, the food since consumed by
them, it appears to me, might have been more pro-
fitably used in feeding another such lot ; for in this

way twice the number of lean carcases would have
been converted into valuable beef.

Finding that the lot on distillery offal were making-

very little improvement, 1 began, in the beginning

of February, to give them some meal mixed with their

draff; before this, when the draff was new and sweet,

they did very well ; but as it grew stale, they ate

gradually less and less of it, and more straw, with

which, in common with the three other lots, they

were always liberally supplied ; since that time, by
increasing the quantity of meal as the draff became
sour, the mixture is always eaten with relish, and the

cattle have been improving very rapidl)'. The ex-

pense of feeding, also, is at the same time greatly

encreasing ; the meal, at the rate they have been

allowed it, costing for each ox, fully i-s per week,

given at a smaller daily rale, continued during a

longer period, the same quantity of meal would j)ro-

bably have produced a better effect ; but from what
I have observed while conducting this experiment, I

am convinced that if distillery ofl'al, at its present

price, can in any way be profitably used in years

when not more than ordinary profit on feeding is ob-

tained, it must he by giving along with it some other

better food.

Trusting that these notes contain all necessary in-

formation.—I am, &c. A. BRODIE.
To Mr. George Dods, Secretary, U.E.L.A.S.

The following is the valuation put upon the several

lots by the Judges—viz..

Lot. 1, Valued at £21 10s each.

2, Do 22 10 do.

3, Do 25 do.

4, Do 21 do.

No. II.

Lawhead, March 24, 1836.

Dear Sir,—After receiving your letter of the 18th

October, I was induced to prosecute the experiment
which I had previously signified my wish to con-

duct, in the hope of its leading to some beneficial re-

sult. The object sought for, was to ascertain whether

beans, potatoes, and turnips, laised in equal propor-

tions, upon certain kinds of soil, might not be made
available in feeding cattle, as successfully and ex-

tensively as could be done by the same extent of

land being put exclusively to a crop of turnips for

the like purpose.

With an intention of throwing some light upon
tliis subject, two members of your Sub-Committee
proceeded, with the assistance of Mr. John Hutchi-

son, to separate twelve queys, and eight steers, into

fo-jr lots of five each, three queys and two steers in

each lot. They were marked, numbered, and tied to

the stake that day, and by the 25th October the

several lots were put to their allowance, fewer pota-

toes being given the first fortnight, as a matter of

precaution. Before this time I lad arranged matters,

taken up, weighed, and stored for the lot of five

cattle,

—

No. 1. Three and a half imperial acres of Swedish
turnips, weight per acre, 14 tons, 3 cw^ts, say in

all 495 tons. This I calculated would afford

134 lbs daily to each beast, up to the time of

their removal.

No. 2. For this lot I stored one and three quarters

acres of turnips, and one and three quarters of

potatoes, which weighed 12 tons per acre, so

that the allowance for the five cattle, in all, was

24f tons of turnips, and 21 tons of potatoes,

yielding 67 lbs of turnips, and 56 lbs of potatoes

per day to each animal.

No. 3. For this lot I stored one and three quarters

acres of turnips, 24J tons produce ; and set

apart also tlie produce of one and three quarters

acres of peas and beans, which I imagined

might produce 8 bolls per acre ; but the crop at

this period not being in a conditioiito be thrashed
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or ground, I borrowed 4 bolls of old beans,
which were afterwards repaid, upon the suppo-
sition of 8 bolls. However, I proceeded to

serve out daily for each beast of this lot, 67 lbs

of turnips, and 4 lbs of meal- The bean crop

being now thrashed, it was found to yield 165
bolls, in place of 14, I therefore, on the 1st of

January, increased the daily allowance from 4
to 6 lbs.

No. 4. For this lot I stored one and three quarters

acres of potatoes, produce 21tous: and one and
three quarters of peas and beans, 16^ bolls.

Here, as in the case of No. 3, four bolls of old

beans were borrowed, so that at first the daily

allowance for each beast was 56 lbs of potatoes,

and 4 lbs of meal, the quantity, of meal being

increased to 6 lbs, the same as No. 3. I may
farther mention, that each beast of this lot only,

was allowed daily, about 10 Scoch pints of

water, and straw in common with the three

other lots, which got no water.

Thus managed, the cattle will be exhibited on the

show ground at Haddington, when the judges will

determine the result of this experiment. By a few
days' close attendance in the out-set, I was enabled
to guard against mistakes in the after-management.

The turnips, potatoes, and beans, having been
measured off, one acre of the turnips, and another of
the potatoes, were taken up from different spaces of

seven drills, each as directed by the gentlemen of the

sub-committee.
The produce of 14 imperial acres of land having

been thus apportioned for the 20 cattle, each 5 being
to consume the produce of SJ acres, which was
separately and distinctly set apart for them. Having
seen this correctly done, the keeper was allowed to

proceed in his own way ; as I foresaw that in the

end the remainder (if any of the produce should re-

main,) would testify concerning the relative value

of turnips, potatoes, and beans per acre, when con-
verted into beef; this being the main object sought
for in such an experiment.—I am, &c.

ANDREW HOWDEN.
The following is the valuation put upon the several

lots by the Judges—viz..

Lot. 1 , Valued at £12 4s each.

2, Do 13 12 do.

3, Do 14 16 do.

4, Do 14 do.

KIND AND QUANTITY OF FOOD STORED AND CON-

SUMED.

Turnip. Pota Beans.
toes.

No. 1.

Kind & quality of food stored foi

U nconsumed ,

Total food consumed. . .

,

No. 2.

Kind ft quantity of food stored for

Unconsumed ,

Total consumed
No. 3.

Kind &; quantity of food stored for

Unconsumed

Total consumed
No. 4.

Kind & quantity of food stored for

Unconsumed

Total consumed

ton. ct.

49 10
12

48 18

24 15

24 15

24 15
— 6

24 9

16

16

1 17 80
- 4 —
1 13 80

1 17 80
-^ 4 _

1 13 80

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,—1 have been surprised by reading for several

weeks back such flattering accounts of the sheep
flocks in the south, with such favourable reports

of their lambing, particularly as I see accounts in

the same week of the severity and changeableness
of the weather, which till lately appears to have
been much more severe in the south, though not
more variable than it has been here. But stern

winter, though he seemed to be taking a tour of
his southern dominions in the earlier part of his

reign, has yet convinced his subjects of the north
by his late notice that they have lost no part of his

regards. The flocks of sheep in the direction of
Shap Fells, Keswick, &c. were, till within these
ten days, completely locked up by snow, for two
or three weeks at the end of March and beginning
of the present month, and the losses have conse-
quently been enormous. One farmer. I can men-
tion from my own knowledge, had taken upwards
of 600 ewe skins to Kendal a month since,

and expected to loose at least as many more when
the grass got to growing freely. Another, a smaller

farmer, had purchased a small stock of between 60

and 70 sheep in the autumn, and a short time

since he informed he had but two left, and they

were both " poaked." It is an universal complaint

here that there are many " failing" (rotten) sheep

in all breeding flocks of fell sheep ; and amongst
what are here called "kind" (Leicester) sheep,

very few lambs have been got out. I consider

myself very fortunate in this respect, in having got

out near 80 from 100 ewes. In hogs (hoggets)

I have heard of nobody who has come off better

than myself, and I have lost about 40 out of 200.

I attribute my good fortune to having had plenty

of very good hay, and having been very liberal of it,

and good house room and turnips from my breeding

ewes. The average loss to the best of my know-
ledge among hogs will be about one in three ; of

ewes it is impossible to form any idea. The falls

of snow have been the deepest in the districts of

the breeding flocks of fell sheep. My own obser-

vation extends only along the line of demarkation

between the fell breed and the " kind breed," and
the loss lias fallen upon the lambs. How they

have come off in Scotland I have not heard, but I

doubt not that there, as well as here, will be

severely verified their Shepherd's adage,

" Mony frost and mony thow.

Macks mony weary rotten yowe."

At the fairs which have been held in this neighbour-

hood lately, as at Jedburgh on the 20th, and Pen-

rith on the 25th, cattle went off very briskly, espe-

cially calvers and gelt cattle, at prices at least 25

per cent, higher than in the autumn. I shall say

nothing with regard to our corn markets ; we are

buyers generally. The tithe is our greatest anno)'-

ance. Our poor rates are not very heavy, about

8 or 10 percent, and Mr. Voules, the commissioner,

promises to reduce this burden considerably. Our
highway rate, too, is very galling, as we have both

the burden of making our roads good for the

manufacturer, and obliged to pay a toll for using

them ourselves.—Yours, &c., X. Y.

April 28.

P.S. May 1st.—'We have had three very hard

frosty mornings, one of them harder than any

during the winter. Kendal fair, 29th ult. was well

attended, and, considering the state of the wea-

ther, the better end of the cattle were very ready

sale ; others were not so ready as at late fairs.
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TLe following table contains a statement of the

quantity of soluble or nutritive matters existing in

varieties of the different substances which are used

as articles of food, cither for man or cattle. The
analysis are principally those of Sir Humphrey
Davy, conducted with a view to a knowledge of

the general nature and quantity of their properties.

TABLE OF THE QUANTITIES OF SOLUBLE
OR NUTRITIVE MATTERS AFFORDED
BY 1,000 PARTS OF DIFFERENT VEGE-
TABLE SUBSTANCES,
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in winter prefer oat cakes to wheaten bread, finding
that this kind of nourishment enables them to sup-
port their strength, and per.'brin tlieir labour better.

In summer they say, oat cakes lieat them, and they
then consume the finest wheaten bread they can pro-
cure. Even the skin of the kernel of oats probably,
has a nourishing power, and is rendered partly solu-
ble in the stomach with the starch and gluten. In
most countries of Europe, except Britain and in Ara-
bia, horses are.fed with corn of different kinds, mixed
with chopped straw ; and the chopped straw seems
to act the same part as the husk of the oat. In the

mill, 14lbs. of good wheat yield on an average, 131bs
of flour ; the same quantity of barley 12lbs, and of
oats only 81bs.

ANNUAL AMOUNT OF THE OLD
DUTY ON HOPS,

FROM THE YEAR 1772.

1772
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the giouiid which produces them, maybe said to ex-

liaust the soil upon which they grow. But all sue '.

plants do not exhaust the soil in the same degree
;

for after some species the soil is seen to be more em-
poVerished tlian after others.

And not only do different species of plants exhaust
the soil in a greater or less degree than others, but
the same species does so according to tiie different

period of its growth at which the plant is removed
from the ground.

AVhen a lierbaceous plant is suff'cred to mature its

seeds, it exhausts the soil more than vrlien it is re-

moved before its seeds are matured. All herbaceous
plants, therefore, wlien cut in their green state, that
is, before they have matured their seeds, exhaust the
soil less than when they remain until they have
ripened their seeds. Thus the turnip, when used in

its green state, is one of the least exhausting in the
agricultural class of plants to which it belongs ; but
the turnip, when allowed to remain upon the ground
until it has rij»ened its seeds, is one of the most ex-
hausting plants that is cultivated amongst us ; and
so it is with the rape and others.

Further, certain plants, by the larger or smaller
q.uantity of manure which the consumption of them
affords, are more or less useful in maintaining the
fertility of the farm.

Wlien a herbaceous plant is suffered to mature
its seeds, and when any part of these seeds is car-
ried off the farm, tlie plant aff'ords, when consumed
by animals, a smaller return of manure to the farm
than if the same plant had been cut down before it

had matured its seeds, and been in that state con-
sumed by animals. Thus it is with the turnip plant
referred to. This plant is with us sown before mid-
summer. In the first season it forms a napiforin
root, and puts forth a large system of leaves. Ear-
ly in the following season it puts forth a long stem,
which bears flowers, and the seeds are generally
matured about midsummer. If this plant is re-
moved in the first stage of its growth, that is, after
it has put forth its large leaves and formed its bulb,
and is then consumed by animals, it returns a great
quantity of manure; but if it remains until the se-
cond state of its growth, then the consumption of its

stems and leaves returns scarce any manure. The
juices of the root have apparently been exhausted
in affording nutrition to the flower-stem, the flowers,
and the seeds.

It is beyond a question, that, in order to bring a plant
to its entire maturity, by the perfecting of its seeds,
a larger quantity of the nutritive matter of the soil is

sucked up by it than when it is brought only to its

less advanced stages. When crops of plants, there-
fore, are suff'cred to arrive at maturity, they are
greatly more exhausters of the soil on which they
grow than when they are cut down while they are
green

; and if those seeds are in whole or in part
carried off" tiie farm, the crops are exhausters of the
farm, as well as ot the ground which had produced
them. Were the rijiened seeds to be wholly re-
turned to the soil, it may be believed that they might
give back to it all tlie nutritive matter which had
been derived from it. But, in practice, seeds are
employed for many purposes, and are generally car-
ried off" the farm vvliich produces them. When this
is done in whole or in part, the plants produced are
in an eminent degree exhausters of the farm, as well
as of the soil on which they have grown.

Fuither, certain plants, from their mode ofgrowtli
and cultivation, are n ore favourable to the growihof
weeds than othi-r jjlants. 'Jhe cereal grasses, from
growing closely together, and not admitting, or ad-
mitting partially, the eradic-Uion of weeds, are more

favourable to the growth and multiplication of weeds
uian such plants as the turnip and the potato, which
are grown at a considerable distance from each other,
and admit of tillage during their growth, and whose
broad systems of leaves tend to repress the growth of
stranger plants.

Having these principles in view, certain rules
may be deduced from them, for the order in which the

crops of plants in cultivation in a country shall suc-
ceed to each other on the same ground.

1st, Crops consisting of plants of the same or si-

milar species shall not follow in succession, but shall

return at as distant intervals as the case will allow.

2d, Crops consisting of plants whose mode of

growth or cultivation tends to the production of
weeds, shall not follow in succession.

3d, Crops whose culture admits of the destruction

of weeds, shall be cultivated when we cultivate

])lants which favour the production of weeds. And
further, crops whose consumption returns to the

soil, a suflficient quantity of manure, shall be culti-

vated at intervals suflScient to maintain or increase

the fertility of the farm.

And, 4(/!, when land is to be laid to grass, this

shall be done when the soil is fertile and clean.

These rules may be applied to the plants which
form the subject of comftiOn cultivation in the fields.

In this country, the plants chieflj- cultivated on the

large scale are,—the cereal grasses, chiefly for the'

farina of their seeds ; certain leguminous plants, as;

the bean and the pea; plants cultivated for their fr

bres, as the flax and hemp; for their leaves, roots,

or tubers, as the turnip, the cabbage, and the potato
;

and certain leguminous and other plants for forage

or herbage. The plants of these different classes

are yet to be described ; and they are now only re-

feiTed to with relation to the order in which they
may suceed to each other in cultivation.

The 1st class of these plants consists of the cexeal-

grasses. These are chiefl)^ wheat, barley, oat»,,

and ])artially rye. All these plants are in an emi-
nent degree exhausters of the farm. They are all

suffered to mature their seeds, and are wholly or

partially cariied away from the farm. Further, from
the manner of their growth, and mode of cultivation,

they all tend to favour the production of weeds. For
these reasons, and on the general principle that plants

of the same or similar kinds should not follow in suc-

cession, the cereal grasses should not succeed each
other, but should be preceded or followed by some
crop, which either exhausts the soil less, or admits
of a more perfect eradication of weeds.

2d, Tlie leguminous plant* cultivated for their

seeds, as the bean and the pea, are all exhausters of
the soil. They ripen their seeds, and these seeds
are for the most part carried off the farm. Some phy-
siologists su|)pose that they are less exhausters of
the soil than the cereal grasses. It is probable that

they do exhaust the soil somewhat less than the ce-

real grasses. But the essential difference between
them, when considered with relation to their effect

upon the soil, is, that, from their growth, and the
manner of cultivating them, they are greatly less fa-

vourable to the production of weeds than the cereal

grasses. By their broader system of leaves, they

tend to stifle the growth of weeds more than the ce-

real grasses ; and further, they admit of tillage dur-

ing a great part of their growth. This is especially

the case with the bean, whicJi is thi^iefore regarded
as a useful denning crop, and so is cultivated in ro-

tation with the cereal grasses, as a mean of preserv-

ing the land clean.

3(1, Hemp and flax, which are ciiltivatid chiefly for

their fibres, and all plants cultivated for their oils,
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are exhausters of the soil. They are suffered to form
and ripen their seeds, iuul their stems afford no re-

turn of manure to the farm.
The nest class ofphuits, from the large return of

manures which the consumption of tliem affords, may
he regarded as enriching- or restorative crops, in

contradistinction to the others, which may be termed
exhausting crops :

—

1. The turnip, the ra|)e, and other plants of the

cabbage genus, cultivated for their roots and leaves,

and consumed upon the farm.

2. The potato, the carrot, the parsnip, the beet,

and other plants cultivated for their tubers and roots,

and consumed upon the farm.

3. The leguminous plants,—the clover, the tare,

the lucerne, and otiiers,—when cut green for forage,

and consumed upon the farm.

The plants of the latter class, namely the legumin-
ous, when mixed with gramineous plants, as the rye-

grass, are commonly termed the artificial grasses,

but would be more correctly termed the cultivated

herbage or forage plants. They are often suffered

partially to ripen their seeds, and are made into liay
;

and in this case they follow the general law, exhaust-
ing the soil more than when used green. And when
the hay-crop is carried away from the farm, they are

to be regarded as exhausting rather than restorative

crops.

In speaking of these different classes of plants

the following terms may be employed :

—

1. The cereal grasses may be termed Corn-crops.
2. The leguminous plants cultivated for their

seeds. Pulse-crops.

3. The turnip, andother plants of the same kind,

cultivated for their roots and leaves, may, with re-

ference to the mode of consuming them, be termed
Green crops ; or, with reference to the manner of
preparing the ground for them, Fallow-crops.

i. The potato, and plants of other families culti-

vated for their roots and tubers, may, in like man-
ner, be termed Green or Fallow crops.

5. The leguminous plants cultivated for green

food, as the lucerne and tare, may be termed Green
Forage-crops.

And, lastly, the mixture of gramineous and legu-

minous plants cultivated for herbage or green food,

may, in compliance with common language, be still

termed the Sown or Artificial Grasses.

Further, distinguishing these different classes of

crops according to their effects upon the fertility of

the farm, they might be divided thus:

1. Corn-crops,-—exhausting crops, and favourers

of weeds.
2. Pulse-crops,—exhausting, but cleaning crops

or capable of being rendered so.

3. Green or Fallow crops,— restorative and
cleaning crops.

i. Green forage-crops,—restorative and some-
times cleaning crops.

5. The sown grasses,—restorative crops.

Knowing these the general characters of the culti-

vated plants, we have, in devising a rotation, to

cause the restorative and cleaning crops so to alter-

nate with the exhausting crops, as that the land may
be preserved fertile and clean. Further, when we
find tliat land cannot be sufficiently cleaned by
means of cleaning crojjs, we must make use of the

summer-fallow; and again, when we find that land

requires rest, wo may lay it down to grass for a

longer or shorter time, taking care when this is done
that the land shall be in as fertile a slate as circum-

stances will allow, and fVee of weeds.
The application of these ])rinciples will be best

explained by adverting to some of those courses of

crops which have been found good in practice, both
as maintaining or increasing the fertility of the soil,

and as admitting of an economical division of labour
upon a farm.

J'he first of these courses is the four-years' course,
or four-shift course, as it is sometimes called. This
course is of very general application, and forms the
basis of nearly all tiie most approved rotations on
the lighter soils and inferior clays of this country.

It consists of a regular alternation of the follow-
ing crops.

1st year, Turnips or other green crop manured.
'2d Corn-crop, as wheat, barley, or oats.
3d Sown grasses.

4th Corn-crop.
In this course, we observe that each exhaustino-

crop alternates with a restorative one : and that, in
each year, one-half of the farm is under exhausting,
and one-half under restorative, crops.

This rotation is adapted to a large class of soils fit

for carrying green crops, though these soils ought to

be rather of the better class, in order to admit of a
continuance of this course in cases where tliere does
not exist a supply of extraneous manures. When
the whole produce of the restorative crops, namely,
the green crop and cultivated grasses, and the straw
of the corn-crops, are consumed upon the farm, the
fertility of the soil will generally be maintained un-
der this course. But when these are partially car-

ried away, a supply of extraneous manures is neces-

sarvs otiierwise tlie soil will decrease in fertility, and
the course become what is termed a scourging one.
This course, although an admirable one for an exten-
sive class of soils, has this defect, that the crops of

the same kind return at too frequent intervals, and
hence are apt to fall off in quality and productiveness.
Under a long continuance of this course, the red clo-

ver can often scarcely be made to grow. The land
is said to tire of the crop, and the expression and the

fact illustrate the general principle before referred to,

that plants of the same species should not return at

too short intervals.

The four-years' course, however, with the defects

that attend it, is of very general application. It was
derived from Norfolk, and is frequently termed the

Norfolk-course, and it is, in a great measure, from its

general adoption that the husbandry of that county
has become so celebiated.

The summer-fallow may be substituted for the

manured Green-crop in the first year of this course,

and then the course becomes :

—

1st year. Summer-fallow
;

2d Corn-crop.

3d Sown grasses
;

4th Corn-crop.
The course thus modified, is adapted to the stifl'

and humid clays, where turnips and' other green crops

cannot be profitably raised. I'he course is defective

in this, that the summer-fallow is too frequently re-

peated ; and it has the same defect as the Norfolk-

course, as to the too frequent return of the cultivated

red clover.

Otlier rotations, founded upon these, are produced
simply by prolonging the period for which the land

sown with grass-seeds shall remain in grass. When
the course is intended to be for five years, the land

remains two years in grass, thus :

—

1 st year. Summer-fallow, or green crop manured
;

2d Corn-crop
;

3d Sown grasses

;

4th Grass for pasture
;

.^tli Corn-croj), generally oats.

This excellent course is less severe than the four

years' course, and requiring less manure to maintain
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or increase the fertility of the soil, it is better adapt-

ed to all soils of inferior quality. It does not yield

so great a gross produce as the four-years' course,

and therefore, where tlie soil, or the command of

manures, admits of the latter, there is not any reason

why it should not be preferred. But in other and

dissimilar cases, the five years' course, as this is fre-

quently termed, will be found to be preferable.

Wherever, in this course, the soil is suited to the

production of green-crops, the first crop of the series

should be of tliat kind. But when the land is not

suited to the production of green crops, or when,
from any cause, the summer-follow is to be preferred,

then the summer-fallow may supersede the green

crop in the first year of the series.

Although the five-years' course, which allows the

land to remain two years in grass, is suited to soils

pretty low in the scale of fertility, yet it is often ne-

cessary, when the soil is poor or exhausted by pre-

vious crop[)ing, to allow it a longer rest ; in which
case, the land, instead of two, remains three or more
years in grass.

The four and the five-years' courses are suited, it

has been said, to a great extent of land in this coun-

try. But the richer clays, as well as the ligliter

loams of the better class, admit of a more extended

and varied range of cultivation ; the particular plants

to be produced being determined by demand for the

produce, peculiarity of local situation, command of

extraneous manures, and the like.

When tliis is the case, it is easy to extend the

four-years' course in a manner to comprehend the

further plants to be produced. Let it be supposed

that the land is of the richer clays, and that it is suit-

ed to the sumraer-fallosv, then the course may be :

—

1st year, Summer-fallow, manured
;

Id Wheat

;

3d Sown grasses, generally for hay or

green forage
j

4th Oats

;

5th Beans, manured ;

6th Barley or wheat.

This is a course deserving of imitation in all the

cases suited to it, that is, where the soil is sufficiently

clayey and rich, and does not require rest in pasture.

(Jnder this course, it will be seen that two-thirds of

the farm are under exhausting crops, and one-third

in summer-fallow and restorative crop.

A slight deviation can be made on this course
without altering the principle of it, namely—

•

1st year. Summer-fallow, manured

;

2d Wheat

;

3d Beans

;

4th Barley or wheat

;

5th Sown grasses, generally for hay or

green forage

;

6 th Oats.

But we can render this course less severe, by al-

lowing the land in grass to remain two years in that

state, when the course becomes

—

1st year. Fallow
;

2d Wheat

;

3d Sown grasses
;

4tli Grass

;

5th Oats

;

6th Beans
;

7th Barley or wheat.

In which case we have thiee-sevenths in restora-

tive crops, and four-sevenths in exliausting crops. It

is therefore more severe than the four-years' course,
in whicli two-fourths are in exhausting crops. When
the soil is light and fertile, as a sandy or gravelly
loam, tlie summer-fallow of the last-mentioned

courses may be dispensed with, and any kind of green
crop substituted :

—

1st year, Green crop, as turnips, potatoes, beet or

the like, manured.
2d Wheat or barley;

3d Sown grasses

;

4th Oats

;

5th Peas or beans, manured.
6th Barley or wheat.
Under this course, as before, two-thirds are ex-

hausting crops, and one-third restorative crops. The
course requires a good soil. It may be rendered
less severe, by allowing the land to remain two
years in grass, in which case the course becomes

—

1st year. Green crop, manured
;

2d Wheat or barley
;

3d Sown grasses, for green forage or hay;
4th Grass for pasture

;

5th Oa s

;

6th Beans or peas, manured
;

7th Barley or wheat.
In this case we have three-sevenths in restorative

crops, and four-sevenths in exhausting crops, in

which respect it appears inferior to the four years'

course ; but it is superior to it in tliis, that the crops
are more varied, and if we shall make wheat only
once in the rotation, it will fulfil in an eminent de-
gree this condition, that two crops of the same
species shall return at as distant intervals as possible.

Tliese several courses illustrate tlie principle of
a good system of rotations as applicable to the plants

commonly cultivated in this country, and they are all

capable of being reduced to practice upon the farm.
They may serve as the basis of other courses, where
plants not enumerated here are to be introduced into

the course.

—

Low's Agriculture.

GRINDING FOREIGN WHEAT IN BOND.
It seems to be understood, that though the proposed

measure for authorizing foreign wheat to be ground in

bond for exportation has been thrown out, tlie parties

interested have not wholly lost the hope of succeeding
in some measure of that kind, and at no very distant

period. Their reliance is on the more favourable opi-

nion which is now supposed to be entertained by the
agricultural committee on the subject, arising out of the

conviction they have arrived at, that the measure could
not materially affectthe agricultural interest, and might
even be attended, under certain modifications, with
advantage to them. When the deputation had a com-
munication with the Board of Trade upon this matter
in the latter end of last year, they were plainly given
to understand that their only chance of success would
be their making it in some way or other accept-
able to the agricultural interest, whose views the
Government could not venture to resist, and the oppo-
sition from that qvarter led, in fact, in a great degree,
to the loss of that measure. But there arose also some
opposition for other reasons, with respect to which the
parties loudly complain of the conduct of Mr. Poulett
Thompson, who, after assuring them that there was no
danger but from the agriculturists, insinuated doubts
in his speech on the occasion whether such a measure
could be adopted with safety to the revenue, which was
a very different question. As the business is now in

the hands of men of spirit and perseverance, who are
not to be baffled by one repulse, they will certainly

push the matter forward on every fit occasion that may
present itself. There has been a report current, it seems,
in the corn trade, that Ministers themselves had some
plan in view calculated to effect their object, but this is

an error. All that can be said is, that some communica-
tions have been made which have had some influence
upon the agricultural committee, and that the mer-
chants and others with whom it originated remain
staunch in the pursuit of the plan they had in view.

—

Times,
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PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL FARM.

The breeding- of horses beiiis,' a branch of rural

economy, at once important and interesting, I beg-

to direct public attention to the subject ; and as

Mr. Dick's views nearly coincide with my own, I

shall take advantage of his suggestions to show how
the amelioration of the present breeds may be in-

fluenced and advanced by the establishment of an

Experimental Farm.
Mr, Dick remarks that too loose notions are enter-

tained in regard to the advantages to be derived

from the proper selection of both sire and dam—that

little attention has been paid to tlie subject, and that

any kind of a mare, when rendered useless for every

other purpose, has been thouglit good enough to

breed from. But what is the consequence? The foal

is reared— it is sold by the breeder at perhaps half

the sum it costs to bring it up— it never pays for the

food it consumes, and the breeder is continually ex-

claiming that the rearing- of horses is a losing con-

cern. How much less will it repay him for the risk

he runs? For it is not like a bullock which will sell

even although it may have a lame leg, or a badly

formed joint. On the contrary, if any accident befal

it (and to how many accidents and diseases are foals

liable.) it is rendered useless ; nor is the breeder the

only loser, for the purchaser -also has his sorrows to

commence.
But the matter is of still more importance in a

public point of view ; for if we suppose that there is

in the country not less than 1,.500,000 horses—and
that one-tenth of these are not worth the food they

consume, the loss to the community is immense.
Suppose, for example, that -an ordinary sized horse

cost 25/ in rearing until he is four years old ; sup-
pose him also to be one of those nondescript animals
to which I have been alluding, what will then be his

value"!—He is dear to any one as a present. We
shall, however, suppose him to bring four-fifths of

his cost in rearing—(-and the owner will be glad to

get rid of liim even at sucli a price) yet even on this

supposition the total loss to the country on the ag-

gregate number of inferior stock, which we have
assumed to be one-tenth, will amount to the enor-

mous sum of 1,500,000/, although the animal should
then become worth his food. The loss, however,
does not stop here. If he passes at four years old

from the breeder's hand, still he continues to con-

sume the produce of the country, without making an

adequate return ; for if we value the average value
- of a horse at 20/ per annum, one of these inferior

anim-dls will do one-fourth less work than a good
horse, which will make 5/ of addition-al loss on each :

and if we assume this description of stock to amount
to one-tenth of 1,500,000/ the total number, there

will be a total loss of 750,000/ on their labour.

There is another circumstance, however, connected
with these mal-formed animals, that merits consider-

ation—viz, that from their defective formation they

are unable to endure the degree of fatigue to which
they are exposed—and are cut off at premature age.

In one point of view, therefore, the expenses attend-

ing them are saved, but the short-lived nature of

these animals is of itself a very great loss. For if

we suppose the average life of horses to be 15 years,

it will be found that the life of these nondescript

animals is one-third short of this period, making a

still farther loss of 125,000/. So that the total

amount of real loss to the public, is 2,."375, 000/ ex-

clusive of the many -dccidents caused principally

from their mal-formation and the extra attendance of

the veterinary surgeon, whose services are thus ren-

dered necessary.

The body of an animal may be considered as a

piece of meclianism, the moving power of which is

the vital principle, which, like fire to the steam

enc-ine, sets the whole in motion, but whatever

quantity of fire, or vital energy, may be applied,

neither the anim-df machine, nor the steam engine,

will work with regularity and effect, unless the

individual parts of wliich the machine is composed

are properly -adjusted, and adapted to the different

purposes for which they are intended. It is not

enough that the animal machine is put in motion by

the noblest spirit, or nourished by the highest blood
;

every bone must have its just proportion, every

muscle or tendon its proper puUy, every lever its

due length and arrangement, every joint its most

accurate adjustment and perfect lubrication—all

must have their relative proportions and strength

before the motion of the machine can be accurate,

vigorous, and durable. From what has been stated,

it may he inferred that it is necessary to obtain

those animals for breeding which approach as near

as possible to perfection in their mechanism, for if

" like produces like," we can only expect to obtain

an improvement in the breed by such means.

In making such selections, various circumstances

are to be attended to,—such as the kind of progeny

w ished for, and the local situation where they are to

be reared. In all cases, size, and strength in pro-

portion, combined with the greatest possible action

and mildness of temper, are indispensable qualities

required in both sire and dam, and the nearer they

approach each other in these respects, so much the

better ; for although blood in horses may be of less

consequence than is generally supposed, I am far

from recommending that unnatural and violent

crosses should be resorted to. The different vane-

ties, I allow, arise from one parent stock, but the

influence of climate, and other circumstances, have

in a succession of generations, combined to alter

their form and size, and, consequently it has been

found necessary to divide them into various classes.

The animal economv is endowed with a power of

accommodation by which the individual constitution

adapts itself to the situation in which it is placed.

Nor is this law confined to the animal economy

alone, for we find it pervading the whole face of

nature, linking all together in one harmonious whole.

In the deserts of Arabia, the warmth of its climate,

the scanty herbage, or the detachedness of its luxu-

riant patches, would be but ill adapted for the main-

tenance of animals such as London dray horses.

There we find an animal adapted, both by his frame

and constitution, for the situation in which he is

placed. He possesses a lightness of form, a hard-

ness of muscular fibre, an activity and durability,

which, with the fineness of his coat enable him to

displ-ay those powers of speed for which he is cele-

brated. . , , ^ ^

But if we remove him from those and deserts to

the luxuriant pasturage of Flanders, or the Fens of

Lincolnshire, or turn him adrift on the bleak and

barren mountains of Shetland or Wales, we find him

on the one hand gradually acquiring the most gigan-

tic dimensions, from the nutritiousness ot his diet

and the trifling exercise required in procuring it

;

and on tlie other, slirinking into a mere dwarf from

tiie incoiigenialityof his situation, and the scantiness

and poverty of his provender.

It is the capability of changes being effected by

domestication, that demands attention. It natural

processes were uncontrollable by art, the inter-

ference of man would be of little avail. Hut when

we find so mucii in his power, the greatest attention

is necessary to give his efforts a proper direction.
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When we loot to animals in a state of nature, we
perceive a striking uniformity in form and colour.

In the domesticated slate, how various are they!

and why? The answer is obvious—they vary ac-

cording to our capricious interierence.

Seeing, therefore, ihe urgent necessity and mani-

fest advantages of an improvement in this branch of

rural economy, together with the almost unlimited

power that breeders possess in accomplishing it, the

o-rand desideratum is to direct this power into such a

channel as will best accomplish the object in view.

And for this purpose I would recommend totliose agri-

cultural societies, whicli are in the habit of giving

premiums with a viewof obtaining the best horses, to

recollect that when they have procured a horse to

their miiid, they have done only half of wliat is re-

quisite. Tliey ought also to select the best mares in

the district to breed from. Without attending to

this point, they never will arrive at tiie beneficial re-

sults that Nvould otlierwise accrue from their labours.

I would also recommend as an experiment, that some
agricultural society should offer a handsome premium
for a draught stallion (say £lOO), so that the money
from the mares would not be required as a remuner-

ation to the owner. Having thus made a selection

of one of the best horses in the country, let the so-

ciety then appoint a committee of the most approved
judges, to whom the mares intended to be bred from

should be submitted, and let only such as are ap-

proved of by this committee be allowed to be served

by the prize horse.

Such an experiment, ifjudiciously executed, would
I am certain, be attended with the most beneficial

results, and each successive repetition of it would
effect an increased and increasing improvement in

the breed, until, by reiterated applications, so great

and general an advancement would be accomplished,
that numerous subjects, possessing all the requisite

qualities could be obtained, from which the county
could be supplied with a stock of horses, approximat-
ting, as nearly as possible, to perfection. Nor could

the advantages of such experiments be confined to

the individual county in which they originated, but
by attracting the attention of the neighbourhood to

the importance of making a proper selection, both of

sire and dam, and practically demonstrating the kind

of animals most proper for breeding from, they would
stir up a spirit of emulation and attention to the

subject, which could not fail to afford both profit and
instruction to all who engaged in them.

Such is the substance of Mr. Dick's remarks, and
I am sure every practical agriculturist must feel

satisfied of the propriety of the course he advocates

to rectify the mistakes into which the breeders of

horses have so generally fallen. The urgent neces-

sity tliat exists is a most powerful inducement for

some local association bestirring itself in the manner
he proposes ; and I speak not unadvisadly when J

say that were the simple plan, suggested by Mr.
Dick, judiciously acted upon and generally adopted,

in tlje course of time it would be the means of en-

hancing the value of horses throughout Britain to a

very great extent. But in order to effect this, a

general movement of the whole country is essentiallj'

requisite, and it surely requires no arguments of

mine to show that sucli a movement can never be

impressed upon the energies of even a considerable

portion of the country by any local associa'ion, how-
ever disinterested and enterprising. At all events,

if barely possible, it would require the lapse of many
years, (I may safely say centuries) to accomplish it.

Acting as they do without either concert or co-opera-

tion, and actuated as in many instances they are by
feelings of jealousy towards each other, the informa-

tion and experience gained, are never made avail-

able for the general good. Conseciuently, it is only
by collecting these energies into one grand focus,
as it were, and thus giving them a concentration of
purpose and unity of design, that the means em-
ployed can ever prove effective, or the results

successful. And here it must be gratifying to every
one interested in the establishment of an Experi-
mental Farm to perceive how admirably adapted
such an institution would serve for the accomplish-
ment of tliese ends, and its manifest superiority over
the utmost exertions of any local association, how-
ever well regulated or individuall}' excellent.

As an Experimental Farm on the plan proposed in
the Suggestions, contemplates the improvement, not
of one particuhir branch only of agricultural science,
but a radical amelioration of the whole in all its de-
tails, the breeding of horses would necessarily form
an imjjortant and prominent feature in its economy.
1 shall now shortly point out the manner in whicli
this particular branch of rural economy would be
affected and improved by the operation of such an
establishment.

Its action would be two-fold.

1st. Let the manager commence a general regis-
tration of the principal draught stallions in the coun-
try, through the medium of the local associations,
noting their particular excellencies and defects. Let
him also introduce a few breeding mares into the
farm, possessed of as many of the essential requi-
sites as possible, and proceed in the manner pointed
out by Mr. Dick, to select both sire and dam accord-
ing to their desirable properties and perfections.
Through time and attention, and by repeated experi-
ments, there can be little doubt but that a few war-
ranted superior animals wiuld be annually propagated
for the use of the country. Thus, Mr. Dick's pro-
posal would be practically developed, under every
circumstance calculated to ensure its success, and an
example as well as inducement given to local associ-
ations, to follow in the same track. But as this parti-
cularmode of improvement,althoughsure and satisfac-

tory, could never be adopted by any single establish-
ment, on a scale commensurate with the wants of the
country, the Experimental Farm would obviate this

defect.

2dly. By the head agricultural association in each
county co-operating with the parent institution, and
transmitting to the manager the names and general
character of the breeding horses employed in their
respective districts, together with the names and
designations of the owners, and also the persons who
have them in charge. These communications might
be sent twice a-year, with a distinct and careful re-
jiort of the probable number of stock each horse has
thrown—with their appearance and supposed useful-
ness. The manager, by carefully registering their
reports, would, in a few years, be enabled to give
to every horse his respective character, and through
time the superior breeds would signalize themselves.
Instead of farmers depending for the characters and
qualities of a horse, as at present, ui)on the bare as-

sertion of the person who travels him—whose state-

ment, it is natural to suppose, must be partial and
interested—they would merely have to turn up the
manager's register to be made acquainted witli the
nature of the progeny he might expect. This would,
in a great measure, secure him from the machinations
of those who scour the country with inferior animals,
at present a pest to every district and county in the
kingdom. Such a system of registration would also

be the means of obviating another evil of consider-
able magnitude. 'J'hose local associations, that award
premiumsto breeding horses seldom give them to such
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as exhibit the greatest number of certificates of use-

fulness. The judges, having no standard to guide
them, generally decide according to the aj)pearance

of the animals, and tlie high condition in which they
are kept, renders it a difficult matter either to detect

their faults or appreciate their merits. The conse-

quence of this is, that when a person really has a

good horse, and sees inferior animals preferred, he

becomes disgusted, and either sends him to a distant

county, or disposes of him to some of those indivi-

duals who keep moving from one district to another,

rendering the animal of little or no avail to the public,

and, perhaps, through mismanagement, ruining him
altogether.

It is thus that an Experimental Farm would be

the means of introduciug into the country a superior

breed of horses, perfect in symmetry, and in every
•way suited to the different purposes for which they

may be required, and that, too, without in the slightest

degree interfering with the exertions of the local as-

sociations already existing. On the contrary, taking

the lead in the grand march of improvement—as

such an establishment might be expected to do—it

paves the wav, and directs the efforts of its more
humble coadjutors. Like the skilful ])ioneev it pre-

cedes them in the career of usefulness ; but it is only

for the purpose of removing every obstruction and
difficulty that each, and all of them, may arrive at a

like state of advancement and perfection.

Trusting that the foregoing observations will meet
with the approbation of my brother agriculturists, I

shall at present draw them to a close. At a future

period I may point out some further advantages, that

would accrue to the agricultural community and the

country at large, from the formation of an Experi-
mental Farm. A SCOTCH FARMER.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE YORK
HERALD.

Sin,—As there is now-a-days, both in town and

country, no small stir upon the subject of agricul-

tural distress, and the probable cause of that dis-

tress, should the following lines upon that very im-

portant s\ibject be thought worthy of a place in your

very useful paper, the insertion of it will certainly

oblige your very humble servant. The agricultural

meetings I observe are numerousl}' attended Loth by

landlord and tenant, some of whom enter ratlier

largely into the subject, and though a variety of opi-

nions are freely offered as to the cause of the present

low prices of grain, and especially of wheat, yet

(with all due deference both to the speakers and
their speeches) 1 really think, Sir, that many of them
greatly err in judgment respecting it. One supposes

the principal cause is, the currency bill ; another

flings all his weight upon excessive taxation ; a third

tells us that the present corn laws are the sole reason

of this dull state of things, whilst they all miss or

overlook a plain and simple sort of a rule of three

question, namely, if a redundant supply of any given

quantity of wlieat, has reduced the price to oJs per

quarter, what would the ])robable effect of the same
given quantity be, if not thus necessitously forced

upon the market 1 Demand and supply always was,

and always will be the chief hinge upon which turns

any alteration of prices. It matters but little to the

grower, provided his corn be in good request, whe-
ther it be eaten carefully up in time of peace, or whe-

ther it be eaten or partly wasted as in time of war.

'Tis true that the consumption of wheat is now great,

that of barley great also, but the supply, and ibe

ready means of getting that supply to market being
still greater, the consequence is, that not out)- is the
moderate speculator put by, but the farmer with all

his produce (especially of wheat) is unhappily
thrown upon his retail customer, who too well knows,
that in order to meet some pressing payment, he must
sell at almost any price ; and under existing circum-
stances, Sir, the more he sells, the more he may.
How the currency question, or taxation, or even

the present corn laws, can be properly blamed as the
immediate cause of agricultural distress, I am utterly
at a loss to conceive, and in order to show the fallacy
of those objections more fully, and to prove that the
above named premises are comparativtdy valueless,
the farmers' own hand-writing abundantly testifies,

that it is demand and supply and demand and suppler
chiefly, if not entirely, which moves the markets.
Take for instance, the two articles of oats and beans,
the former of which from very low prices indeed,
was, during the past Summer, very ready sale at an
advance of at least 10s per quarter upon the prime
cost. The latter, a commodity for the most part con-
sumed by cattle, was equally ready sale at several
shillings per quarter higher than the average price of
wheats, whilst wheat is now given in no small quan-
tity for the feeding both of horses and dogs, pigs and
oxen, and all this merely because the supply of the
former were much short of the demand, whilst of
wheat, there was, but now is a declining, though
rather heavy surplus.

Having made these few remarks, Mr. Editor, I

would now apj)eal to those three most uprightjudges
for the confirmation of them, to common sense, to
business habits, and to common business observation,
and fearlessly ask, whether it is demand and supply,
or the currency question, taxes, and corn laws united,
which bear most upon the subject of agricultural dis-

tress. The three alleged causes of difhculty, bore all

alike and at the same instant of time, upon the seve-
ral commodities of the arable farmer, yet his trade
nevertheless is turned upside down ; his wheat, which
once was the standard of his strength, and of his

hopes and fears, is now altogether an imderling, and
perhaps may only rally again, either from a compara-
tively scanty supply, or from some ujiforeseen poli-

tical movement of the nations. 'J'his topsyturvy sort

of thing, seems to me. Sir, most unnatural, it is like

unto silver bullion bearing a higher market price
than gold, copper than silver ; and not unlike also, a
minor supplanting his father ; and so convulsed is

the entire business of farming, as to depreciate both
the land and its ]>roduce, far below its own intrinsic

value ; for after all, we all live out of the land, and
if that interest cannot be kept reasonably and profit-

ably going, by and by, we shall be thrown too much
upon the foreigner, and he is cunning and crafty

enough always to prefer sovereigns even to manufac-
tured goods.

As further proof. Sir, that my premises are toler-

ably good, I would also bring forward the general
prosperity of the manufacturing districts, the which,
with the very same legal enactments out against them,
as is said, to fetter the farming interests, are now
doing an immense stroke of more or less jirofitable

business, and all this again, merely because demand
takes the lead of supply, I care not whether the de-

mand be great or small, for so long only as sujjply

hobble on in the rear, trade will be brisk and bene-

ficial.

It would he a most dangerous exjieriment. Sir, es-

pecially in dangerous times, for Parliament to move
the nation upon such a tickle subject as the currency

question, a nation is a very unwieldy creature, and

can only or best be inoved, as she moves herself.
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Governments are now getting this hard lesson oflf, and

kings are getting to understand, and I hope to be-

lieve, that they rule not for themselves alone, but for

those more especially over whom Providence has

been pleased to place tliem ; and ii would be most

unfair indeed, as well as hurtful to the nation gene-

rally, thus to undo, or spoil at least, the numberless

transactions effected upon the faith of a previous

monetary system, and at the great risk of substituting

a worse for a better. The nation is quite tired of

being sent for every trifling cause, to the infant

school ; confidence, both individually and nationally,

always requires a consolidatiug rather than a weak-
ening influence, and it is only so far as good faith

cannot possibly be any longer maintained, that any

breach of it, is at all justifiable.

An objection has likewise been taken by several

leading and influential men, who as with one accord

assert, that taxation also bears hard upon the landed

interest
;
perhaps it is slightly felt, but only sliglitly

;

I am not aware that the abstract farmer pays any di-

rect taxes to the King worth the name, and as to his

indirect taxes, he only pays according to his con-

sumption, just in proportion as his labourer pays, and
if the malt tax, against which so great a hue and cry

is raised, were either partially or altogether repealed,

I have y^et to learn whether or no the farmer vv'ould

be materially benefited thereby. A commodity si-

tuate as barley is, when once unnaturalized by taxa-

tion, does not (if even relieved of its load,) so soon

recover its native state, and in the case now before

us there stands between the relief and the relieved

not a few both of maltsters, brewers, publicans, and
beer-meu, all alike ready to receive the benefit of that

which was intended for the farmer, and I greatly mis-

take the signs of the times, Sir, if the farmer would
not be left minus both in his expectations and in his

pocket. A parallel case just now occurs to me;
some few years ago the leather tax was repealed

;

but we all have still the pleasure, or rather the pri-

vilege, of paying almost as much for our shoes and
boots as ever. It is the generally received opinion

that labour is the wealth of any people, and if I were
sent into some given circuit in order to ascertain as

far as practicable the pecuniary healthy state of that

district, my first inquiry would be—are your poor
employed, and if so, are they earning remunerating
wages 1 Should the answer be in the affirmative, to

me it would be a decided proof that that circuit was
more or less doing well ; and though the farmer's

present position is very much like unto what soldiers

call their ' forlorn hope,' yet I humbly thiak, Mr.
Editor, that theirs is not altogether a hopeless case.

There is an old saying, that " what is good for the

tenant cannot be bad for the landlord." As one re-

medial measure, therefore, amongst the rest, let them
cordially and strenuously unite purses, and give all

possible employment to their labouring poor ; by
doing which they will at once embody all their extra-

parochinl poor and high-road rates in useful labour
;

and nothing perhaps will benefit the parties more
than speedily to return to the good old practice of flail

thrashing all their corn, and though rather a slow
process it is a sure one, and will eventually tell, no
doubt, to the good of all concerned.

In conclusion; I would just observe, in reference

to the corn laws, that, in my humble opinion, the

present law is perhaps the best that human wisdom
can devise, inasmuch as—with all its faults and feel-

ings— it alike protects the two extreme interests,

made but sadly and madly too wide, by an over
anxious and zealous feeling of the two contending
parties. Tlie land's men liave long feared, and still

may justly dread a free importation ; but Sir, I boldly

aver, the fact bearing me out, that by the beggaring
system of machine thrashing something worse than a

limited importation has long been going on ; as by
it the produce of the soil of England, if not under
the custom-house key, is, nevertheless, in almost
perpetual bondage to the man of money. I am no
advocate. Sir, for high prices, or for taxes ; having
lived to see the great evil of them ; but i am a firm

and unflinching advocate for fair and reasonable pro-

fits. In sheer justice. Sir, the manufacturer should
not forget, that though he professes to sell his goods
at perhaps 30 per cent, lower than in times past, yet
lie must excuse my telling him that my coats, waist-

coats,6lC.,are but 30 per cent worse in quality now than
they were then. Not so with the farmer ;—he is

now selling his third successive year's produce of
such super-excellent wheat as probably he may never
have again, and at a great loss upon every waggon
load that he delivers. I would fain recommend both
parties, so far as is practicable, to join interests ; not
forgetting that they are inhabitants of the same soil,

subjects of the same good and gracious King, and
that the interests of one are, more or less the inte-

rests of both.

Begging you many pardons, Sir, even for the first

time, of trespassing so long upon your valuable time
and patience, I subscribe myself,

Your most obedient servant,

Hull, Feb. 2, 1836. J. J.

REPORTS OF THE STATE OF THE
CROPS.

FR03I THE IRISH FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

For the followino- ample and circumstantial re-

ports, we are indebted to the effective machinery of
the Agricultural Society of Ireland, through the
agency of various correspondents in all parts of the

kingdom, and particularly of the Secretaries of the
Local Farming Associations.

It will be seen from the following ext/acts, that

last Winter was one of great and unusual severity,

and has consequently operated very injuriously upon
various interests of the cultivator.

In the unusual consumption of Winter fodder, its

effects have been severely felt ; and perhaps the
more so, that the openness of some previous Winters
threw the farmer off his guard, and induced a care-

lessness and want of that provident attention which,
from the variable character of our climate, it impera-
tively demands.
The crops of wheat in most cold soils have suf-

fered much ; and in many places have partially failed.

The sowing of oats has also been greatly retarded.

It will be seen, that the quantity of wheat sown last

year is far below the average of former seasons, (at

least one-fourth less,) which together with the pre-
sent unpromising appearance of the crop, must natu-

rally lead to the conviction that the supply of that

important article will be extremel)^ limited in tins

couutrv. Oats and barley have been found more
remunerative crops to the farmer, and are, conse-

quently, rapidly superseding the cultivation of
wheat.

County Cork.—Some years since agricultural so-

cieties, based upon the grant afforded by Govern-
ment, were introduced into this part of the king-

dom.
The present appearance of the county speaks the

lateness of the Spring ; and to Mr. Robertson of Kil-

kenny, a gentleman of scientic knowledge and a close

observer of nature, I am indebted for the informa-
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tion, that tliis Spring is three weeks later than 1834
that is, the Spring oi 1835 was one week later than

1834, and tlie Spring of 1836 is two weeks later than

1835 ; the consequence is, that all agricultural pro-

ceedings have been proportionably retarded—in

many instances oats not as yet finished ; the breadth

of early potatoes must be very considerably dimi-

nished, owing to the inclemency of the weatlier
;

wheat looking tbin but well coloured, but there is not

the usual extent of wheat sown. Barley is likely to

be tbe preponderating grain as to quantity, as in

comparison with other years. For these last four

days, 16th April—the weather has been favourable

for all agricultural purposes, and no doubt mucli

exertion has been made to make up for the lost time

—as yet however there has been little vegetation.

County Caulow.—The wet and cold of this Sjjring

liave y:ery materially retarded the progress of the

Spring crops; oats remaining in very many in-

stances yet unsown, even in the low lands, and very

little barley sown ; however these last four days

—

18th April—having been dry and favourable much
good will result, and should it continue, all will yet

be got in though late. There is not near as much
wheat sown in my neighbourhood this year as the

average of the five preceding. 'J'liis is owing partly

to bad weather in November and December, and
partly to the low price of the article last harvest, I

have also to report that in several instances, some of
which have come under my own immediate know-
ledge, fields of wheat sown in good time have par-

tially or totally missed, and this on fine land ; these

have been ploughed up and prepared for barley. The
consumption of Winter fodder has been consider-

able, but not much over an average. Unfortunately

our farmers have not, except in a few instances in

this neighbourhood, been in the habit of growing
turnips, and succession crops are not understood nor

attempted. Of artificial grasses I may say the same.

County Dublin.—The oldest persons in many
parts of Ireland agree, that so wet a Winter as the

last has not occurred for fifty years past, and that the

present season is unusually backvvard and severe

;

consequently, tlie crops of wheat have in most colil

soils suflTered much, and those sown late are ex-

tremely backward. It appears however, on a close

examination of those crops, that it is from bad culti-

vation or mismanagement that they suffered during

Winter, the seed in some cases not being sufficiently

covered, and in others the land not being properly

drained, or well prepared by deep ploughing for

AVinter crop. In light soils, therefore, the earth is

washed oiF the plants after a continuation of heavy
rains, and if strong land be not stirred to a proper
depth, the water cannot percolate to the sub-soil, and
thereby keep the upper soil in a wholesome state for

the growing plants to vegetate.

Spring crops are also very backward, and it is to

be apprehended that early planted potatoes are much
injured, and will be late and scarce. The slug and
the rot have made great ravages, and where the land

has been the most liberally manured with dung, this

evil has increased. Lime ashes, or burnt clay, would
be the fittest application to raise early crops, espe-

cially on cold or rich soils; and it would be a fur-

ther protection from henvy rains or frost, to throw
up the land in drills after the cuts being put in, and
not levelled until they are about to push their shoots

over ground. The Winter tares are also very thin

and backward, and the grass land is bare on most
soils, in consequence of the continued cold wind and

frosts, which although not of that severity to injure

wall trees, yet Lave materially retarded vegetation

generally.

The consumption of Winter fodder has been great

but the price of hay has not increased as much as

might be expected near Dublin, in consequence of

the introduction of Winter green crops, and the large

produce of this article last year.

County FEnMANAon.—The cold and perpetual

rain, has materially retarded our farming operations

in this county. The sowing of oats is in consequence
unusually late. This is not a wheat county, and
from the low prices obtained lastautumn Conly 14sper
20 stone) much less was sown than formerly. Fod-
der of all kinds is extremely scarce, and much dearer

than in the Dublin market. Green crops are not
cultivated ; turnips and rape are sometimes seen,

but nothing like a rotation of crops
;
potatoes are

planted two years running and succeeded by oats,

without an intervening crop for three years more.
Very little artificial grasses are sown ; some small

plots of clover may be occasionally met with in gar-

dens only, and the gentlemen seem very indifferent

about setting a good example to the lower classes.

King's County.—The spring sowing is in general

ten or twelve days later than usual ; the winter sown
crops have planted and promise well. The ground

under wheat is at least one-third short of the former

years. There has been more hay consumed than

usual ; straw is usually all made into manure. Tur-

nips are not generally cultivated ;
potatoes are in a

pretty husbandlike manner, and to a considerable

extent, both for the Dublin market and feeding stock.

The advantages of succession crops are not generally

understood, but the drill cultivation of potatoes

has become general, and the produce of wheat has

increased about one-third over their old fallow sys-

tem, which is now nearly abandoned. Artificial

grasses are in general use on large holdings.

County Longford.—Owing to the continued wet

and cold, and the circumstance of the soil being

naturally moist, the spring sowing was much re-

tarded, and very little done up to the 13th April.

Not more than the average quantity of wheat his

been sown tliis year, the ground not being generally

fit for that crop. There has been an unusual con-

sumption of dry winter fodder, the weather being

too severe to keep cattle at grass, and consequently

hay is dearer than it has been for some years. Tur-

nips are cultivated solely by the gentlemen of the

county. Succession crops are not practised or un-

derstood even by them, and artificial grasses are

only cultivated in a few instances, and those more by

way of experiment amongst the gentlemen, than by

farmers.

County Sligo.—During the last six weeks the

weather has been exceedingly rough—winds west-

erly, north-west, and northerly, violent hail-storms,

and until the last week (16th April)—the mountains

were covered with snow. The spring work has

been consequently retarded. I do not think tliat

there were ten barrels of oats sown in this county

previous to the 10th instant. In 1831-32, the small

farmers were beginning to grow a good deal of

vpheat—1833 gave a tolerable return, but in 1834

the spring was wet, the crop partially failed, the

hopes of many disappointed, so that last year, very lit-

tle wheat was sown, and on Tuesday, April 12, 1 rode

a very considerable distance and did not see a particle.

On account of the severity of the season there has

been an unusual consumption of fodder. Very few

of the fanners in my neighbourhood have hay for

their cattle. It would he almost impossible to buy

oaten straw, and some barley straw was offered me
for 2s per cvvt, the average price in ordinary sea-

sons is lOd to lid ; Hay is selling in some parts at

I
65s per ton, the usual price is 30s. Clover in quan-
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titles from two to seven pounds, one seldom sees

above two roods witli any one individual ; but I am
happy to have it in my power to add, that the lower

orders are beginnings to appreciate most fully the

value of these two crops ; and I consider that there

will be at least double the quantity sown this year

that there was last. As to turnips, they are almost

unknown, (of course I only allude to the lower or-

der) except upon the verge of some reclaimed bog,

or where potatoes might liave failed upon the upland.

It is rare to find innovations of even this magnitude.

A general ignorance prevails of a judicious rotation

of crops, and it is very up-hill work to have it fol-

lowed.
County Tipperary.—I think that the progress of

the spring crops, and groiuth of grass on pasture land

has been retarded by the coldness of the weather this

year, so as to be fully three weeks more backward

than ususual. As compared with former seasons,

there is less wheat sown this year than usual. There

has been more consumption of fodder this year than

hitherto in consequence of the want of grass. Tur-

nips and green crops are not cultivated except in the

gentlemen's demesnes, and even there not to the ex-

tent they ought. As far as sowing red clover with

a spring crop, cutting it for hay and ploughing in the

after growth for a crop of wheat, the farmers have

partially adopted a succession, but even in this they

are somewhat discouraged, wheat not having in some
instances succeeded well after red clover. Rye grass

and red clover have come into use, and are likely to

continue so, the farmers finding their advantage in

having a crop ofhay on their farm in place of paying

81. and in some instances 10/. per Irish acre for mea-
dowing. For the last few years farmers have been

discouraged from attempting any improvement from

the ruinously low prices of wheat, which is the rent

paying crop of this part of the country.

County Wicklow.—In answer to the queries cir-

culated by Mr. Pooler, the writer hereof has to state,

firstly, that the uncommon wetness of the late season

has very materially delayed the spring crops ; for so

incessant were the rains at about the time thepotatoe

crop had been removed from the ground, the wheat
could not be sown; and land intended for that grain

has been held over for barley and oats. The culture

of wheat has been more extensively followed in this

district than, in the opinion of the writer, is consist-

ent with the nature of its soil. But this error has

been felt, and is under a gradual correction. Far-

mers are more impressed with the value of a barley

or oat crop than formerly, and acknowledge this agri-

cultural truth, that a fine crop of an inferior grain is

more remunerative than an indifferent or even mid-

dling crop of a superior. From the operation, there-

fore, of the causes adverted to, there is a less breadth

of wheat sown than formerly. Barley appears to the

writer hereof to have taken the place of wheat ;

—

there has been a great demand for chevalier barley.

So much, indeed, is it sought, that in very few years

none other is likely to ue found in this district.

The winter has been unusually severe, from rain

and cold winds. The growth of grass is greatly re-

tarded ; and the consumption of hay and straw be-

yond expectation great. The writer has always had

a large supply of hay, and been unaccustomed hither-

to to use straw for fodder, but in the winter which
has just closed, stern necessity compelled a resort to

that article. This, however, arose partly from the

severity of the winter, and partly from his crops of

turnips and Swedes (about twenty-four statute

acres) not being so heavy as expected.

Clover (red) has been grown, and is on the in-

crease. The eye is not gratified by such an abun-

dance as may be desired, but still it is greatly on the

increase. The (juantity of seed annually distributed

by tlie shopkeepers in Carnew, is progressively ad-

vancing: and this is a better criterion of the extended

production of red clover than any estimateby the sight.

The district alluded to in the foregoing report,

comprises the half barony of Shilelah, and the other

contiguous parts in the county of Wicklow, and in

the counties of Wexford and Carlow.

County Wexford.—I think the wet and cold of

this spring liave very materially retarded the growth

of spring crops ; my own rape, of which I have

about ten acres, is very scant indeed, and a very

general backwardness is evident. The prices of

wheat, until this last month, have been so very low,

that I tlrink it probable there is not so much wheat

sown this year as is usual, but I cannot speak with

certainty on this point. The consumption of winter

fodder has been very great, and is now very scarce.

Cattle are generally very badly off. Turnips are not

generally sown about this place. But there area few

small farmers who, by the introduction of premiums
for horse feeding, are beginning to see the necessity

of green crops, to enable them to keep in their cattle
;

and I make no doubt the very great advantages of

the system will induce others to try it. It cannot be

said however, to be generally felt or taken up.

County Loutii.—The wet cold spring has so far

retarded labour, that half the oat crop is not sown
yet, it has also perished much of the winter sown
oats, and consequently, they must be sown over

again. There is not more than half the usual crop of

wheat sown here this season, and our greatest crop

formerly was wheat. Hay and straw are unusually

dear, the former four shillings and the latter two per

cwt, and it is very probable they will be much
higher, grass is so late, from the excessive wet aud

cold. Turnips are not much sown in the immediate

vicinity of Dundalk, as manure can be so easily pur-

chased there, but some distance from the town they

are sown very extensively— 100 bullocks have been
fed this season on turnips and potatoes within three

miles of me. The great benefit of succession crops

is also beginning to be understood and appreciated

in this county, and farmeis in general embrace that

kind of culture. There is not an acre of laud laid

down in this county that is not sown with clover and
rye grass. There is a kind of rye grass seed imported
here from Scotland this season, called Italian rye
grass, which is sold at £l per bushel, engaged to cut
twice in the season, four i'eet the first and three feet

t'le second cutting. It has proved itself in Scotland
to be a biennial, and they think it may turn out to be a

perennial.

I wish to draw your attention to the growth of flax

and saving the seed in Ireland. A friend of mine
had ten acres sown last year. He let it ripen, and
then harvested it like corn. In February he tlirashed

it; and I never saw finer seed—and an amazing
quantity. In the beginning of March he steeped it

:

from the cold of the water it require! a longer time

in the water, but when spread on his meadows, it

proved as good as a coat of manure at that season,

and covered thirty acres of grass land, which will

cut a month sooner from the shelter oftlieflax. We
could save as good flax seed in this way in many
parts of our neighbourhood, as ever was saved in

Holland or America, and I am sure it would keep
£200,000 in Great Britain and Ireland every year,

which is now transported from us to support other

nations. I have tliis moment in my possession

some of the same flax dressed, and although it is what
we call blay, it is as fine a si.'Pcinien of silky flax as

I ever handled.
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HIS MAJESTY'S ARABIANS.
(from the sportsman for may.)

These animals, consisting of two stallions,

two mares, and a foal, lately arrived in tiiis

country from the Imaum of Muscat, by whom
they were sent as a present to William IV.
Muscat, which we find spelt Mascat in our
Gazetteer, is represented as "a seaport of

Arabia Felix." We believe it is the capi-

tal of a province of the same name, and
the most fertile part of Arabia Felix,

where horses of the highest class are produced.
However, before we proceed to describe the

animals which form the subject of our present

embelishraent, we will quote the history of

the Arabian horse as given by an elegant

writer, a man of unwearied research. Mr,
Crichton, Editor of the Edinhurgh Advertiser,
shall speak for himself:

—

Arabia has been called the native country of the
horse ; and certainly if the most valuable conquest
of man over the animal creation be that of this

noble quadruped, which shares with him the fa-

tigues of industry and the glory of war, no na-
tion merits that distinction better than the Arabs.
The care and affection which they bestow in breed-
ing and rearing it, and the decided piedilection

with which it is constantly regarded, are founded
not merely on its utility to them in their predatory
and wandering life, but also on an ancient preju-
dice which induces them to consider horses as
beings endowed with generous sentiments, and an
intelligence superior to that of other animals. They
suppose that these noble creatures, so serviceable
in the cause of Islam, have obtained, through
Mahommed, the blessing of God and an occult
capacity to read or repeat tacitly every day some
verses of the Koran. It was one of their old pro-
verbs, that after man, the most eminent creature
is the horse : the best employment is that of rear-

ing it; the most delightful posture is that of sitting

on its back ; the most meritorious of domestic ac-

tions is that of feeding it. They were taught by
their Prophet to believe that is was originally pre-
destined for their special service. "When God,"
said he, " wished to create it, he called the south
wind, and said, * 1 desire to draw from out of thee
a new being ; condense thyself by parting with
fluidity,'—and he was obejed. He then took a
handful of this element, now become tangible, and
blew upon it, and the horse was produced. • Thou
shalt be for man,' said the Lord, ' a source of
happiness and wealth ; he will render himself illus-

trious by ascending thee.' " The " brood mares "

were particularly recommended by Mahommed to

his disciples, " because their back is the seat of
honour, and their belly an inexhaustible treasure.
As many grains of barley as are contained in the
food we give to a horse, so many indulgences do
we daily gain by giving it."

The care which the Arabs take in classifying

and preserving the pedigrees of their horses, to a
European must appear almost incredible. The
collective term whereby they designate horses in

general is Kohayl or Kochlani ; but they commonly
distribute them into five great races, all originally
from Nejed. Some authors trace them back to the
most remote times of Paganism, assigning as their
sire the famous stallion Mashour, the property of
Okrar, chief of the Beni Obeida. Others assert
that they are merely the issue of the five favourite

mares of the Prophet named Rhabdo, Nooma,
Waja, Sabha, and Hezma. Whatever be the fact

as to these genealogies, history has certainly com-
memorated from a very ancient period the names
and noble qualities of some of the Arabian horses.

With the beautiful description of the war-steed in

Job (chap, xxxix. 19—27) every reader is familiar

;

" his neck is clothed with thunder ; and the glory

of his nostrils is terrible : he paweth in the valley,

and rejoiceth in his strength : he mocketh at fear ;

neither turneth he back from the sword : he swal-
loweth the ground with fierceness and rage, and
sraelleth the battle afar off." The famous racers

Dahes and Ghabra have been already noticed (vol.

i. p. 186), from which it would appear that the
amusements of the turf were among the national

festivals of the ancient Bedouins. D'Herbelot
speaks of theKamel el Sanateyn, an old work which
treats of the keeping and physicking of horses.

Another on the same subject, still more curious,

bears the title of "Summary of all that can be
desired to be learned respecting the different Race
Horses." According to the author of this treatise

all the breeds already alluded to sprung from a
stallion and a mare, called Zadal Rakeb and Serdet

Shekbati, which belonged to Muthayer Ibn Oshaim,
chief of one of the primitive tribes ofYemen. He
has given a table which contains 136 races of Ara-

bian horses,—three Persian, nine Turkoman, and
seven Koord,—and mentions the Sqfenet as being

of the same species with those presented to Solomon
by the Queen Sheba. The modern Bedouins re-

pose implicit faith in the traditions of antiquity,

and still reckon their five noble breeds to be de-

scended from the stud of the Prophet. The follow-

ing are their names :

—

Taueyse, Manekeye, Koheyl,

Saklawye, z.nA.Julfa;Vi\\.K\\ according to the vul-

gar notion, are derived from the different districts

of Nejed, where they were born. These principal

races diverge into innumerable ramifications. The
Saklawye is subdivided into the Jedran, Abryeh,
and Nejm el Subh ; the Koheyl into Ajuz, Kerda,
Sheikha, Dabbah, Ibn Khueysha, Khumeyseh, and
Abu Moarraff ; the Julfa has only a single branch,

that of Estemblath. Besides these, they have vari-

ous others of a secondary or less-esteemed breed,

such as the Henaydi, AhuArkub, Abayan, Sheraki,

Shueyman, Hadaba, Wedna, Medhemeh, Khabitha,

Omeriah, and Sadathukan. The different races have
not any characteristic marks by which they can be
dirtinguished from each other. Every mare par-

ticularly swift and handsome, with noble blood in

her veins, may give origin to a new stock, the de-

scendants of which are called after her ; so that

the catalogue of distinct races in the Desert is al-

most endless. The only means of recognising

them is by certificates of their genealogy, which
are drawn up by the proprietors, and attested by
witnesses: in these the issue, both masculine and
feminine, are specified with great exactness ; so

that an Arabian horse offered for sale is usually

provided with his title of nobility. The pedigree

is often put into a small piece of leather covered

with waxed cloth, and suspended round the

animal's neck. Burckhardt has given one of these

curious documents which he translated from the

original hand-writing of the Bedonins. It is as

follows :

" GOD.
" Enoch.

" In the name of the most merciful God, the

Lord of all creatures, peace and prayers be with

our Lord Mohammed and his family and his fol-

lowers until the day of judgment; and peace be

2 F
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with all those who read this writing, and under-

stand its meaning.

"The present deed relates to the grayish-brown

colt, with four white feet and a white mark on the

forehead, of the true breed of Saklawye, called

Oheyan, whose skin is as bright and unsullied as

milk, resembling those horses of which the Prophet

said, 'True riches are a noble and pure breed of

horses ; ' and of which God said, ' The war-horses,

those which rushed on the enemy with full blow-

ing nostrils,—those which plunge into the battle

early in the morning.' And God spoke the truth

in his incomparable book. This Saklawye gray

colt was brought by Khoshrum, the sonof Emheyt,
of the tribe of Zebaa, an Aeneze Arab. The sire

of this colt is the excellent bay horse called

3Ierdjan, of the breed of the Koheylan ; its dam is

the famous white Saklawye mare known by the

name of Djeroua. According to what we have
seen, we attest here, upon our hopes of felicity,

and upon our girdles, O Sheiks of Wisdom and
Possessors of Horses ! this gray colt above men-
tioned, is more noble even than his sire and dam.
And this we attest, according to our best know-
ledge, by this valid and perfect deed. Thanks be
to God, the Lord of all creatures !—Written on the

16th of Saphar, in the year 1223 (a.d. 1808) . Wit-
nesses," &c. &c. &c.

This purity of blood and descent the Bedouins
are extremely careful to preserve uncontarainated.

During twenty days, at a certain season, the mare
must be watched to secure her from the approaches
of any common horse, which she is not allowed to

see even at a distance ; for the Arabs are believers

in the effects of imagination on the progeny of their

cattle. When the foal is produced the same wit-

nesses must be present, and within seven days a
notarial certificate of its legitimacy is made out,

in which is written an account of the colt's dis-

tinctive marks, with the names of its sire and dam.
These genealogical tables called Hujeh, never as-

cend to the granddams, because it is understood
that every Arab of the tribe knows by tradition

the purity of the whole breed. Nor are such testi-

monials at all necessary in the interior of the

Desert, where many horses are of such illustri-

ous descent that thousands can attest their

nobility. A Bedouin would laugh at beijig asked
by an inhabitant of Nejed for the pedigree of his

mare ; written evidence he never thinks of pro-
ducing, except when attending distant markets,
such as Bussora, Bagdad, Damascus, Aleppo,
Medina, or Mecca. A colt, at the moment of birth,

is never allowed to drop upon the ground ; they
receive it in their arms, and so cherish it for

several hours, washing and stretching its tender
limbs, and caressing it as they would a baby.
After this they place it on its legs, and watch its

feeble steps with particular attention, prognosti-
cating from that time its future excellencies or de-
fects. The ears are tied together over its head with
a string, that they may assume a fine pointed di-

rection : the tail is pressed upwards, and other
measures taken at the same time, in order that it

may be carried high. The only care taken of the
dam is to wrap a piece of linen cloth round her
body, which is removed next day. At the end of a
month the foal is weaned, and for the space of a
hundred days thereafter it is permitted no
other food than camel's milk. When that
period has elapsed it I'cceives a daily portion
of wheat diluted with water. A handful only is

given at first ; by degrees this quantity is in-

creased ; although milk still continues to be its

principal food. This diet continues a hundred
days more ; and when this second period has ex-
pired it is allowed to eat grass, and feed on bar-
ley ; receiving every evening, along with that

provender, a bucket of camel's milk, should the
tent happen to be well supplied with it. The Ne-
jed Arab gives his colts neither barley nor wheat,
but nourishes them with a paste of dates and
water ; and sometimes to a favourite he will give
the fragments or leavings of his own meals. In
that province horses are regularly fed upon dates ;

at Derayeh and in El Hassa the dates are mixed
with birsim or dried clover. The wealthier classes

often give them flesh, raw as well as boiled ; and
sometimes before the commencement of a long
journey they get roasted meat, that they may be
better able to endure the fatigue. A native of
Hamah told Burckhardt that, in order to prevent
a favourite horse from falling into the hands of the
governor of that town, he fed it for a fortnight ex-

clusively on roasted pork, which excited its mettle
to such a degree that it became absolutely unma-
nageable, and could be no longer an object of de-

sire to the avaricious functionary. In Egypt
vicious horses are cured of the habit of biting, by
having a leg of mutton presented to them newly
taken from the fire ; the pain which the animal
feels in seizing the hot meat with its teeth teaches

it in a few lessons more gentleness of temper. The
Arab steed, like its master, is accustomed to the

inclemency of all weathers. During the whole
year they are kept in the open air, being seldom
tied up under the tent, even in the rainy season.

The Bedouins never rub or clean their horses ; but
take care to walk them gently whenever they re-

turn after a ride. They generally rest in a stand-

ing position, and have been known to remain on
their legs for years in succession, without lying

down. Yet with so little attention to health they
are seldom ill. The most prevalent diseases are

the gripes, farcy, warbles, surfeit, jaundice,

strangles, mange, broken wind, and watery swell-

ings upon the stomach. Burning is the most ge-

neral remedy. To cure the strangles they rub the

tumours with a paste made of barley chaff, and
butter ; at the same time the smoke of a linen rag
dyed with indigo is inhaled up the animal's nos-

trils, which occasions a copious dischai'ge. In

cases of surfeit they bleed the horse's feet, and
wrap the skin of a sheep newly killed round its

body. They have no use for farriers, except for

making shoes,, which are of a soft flexible iron,

hammered cold, and very small, that the swiftness

may not be impeded, 'fhey give different names
both for fillies and colts every year until the age of
four.* In general they do not allow their mares
to breed until they have completed] their fifth

year ; but the poorer class sometimes wait no
longer than the fourth, as they are eager for the

profits arising from the sale of the foals. The ^
colts are usually ridden after the completion of the '
second year, and from the time they are first

mounted the saddle is but rarely taken off their

backs. In winter a coarse sackcloth is thrown

* So extremely accurate are the Arabs in every
thing relating to their horses, that they have invented

appropriate names for distinguishing the several

competitors in a race, according to their respective

merits. Instead of saying tlie first, second, third,

&c.as we do, they call the foremost the outrunner of

the outrunners : the next the back-presser ; the third

the tranquillizer; and this distinction they continue

as far as the eleventh.
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over them, and in summer they stand exposed to
the mid-day sun. Their saddles are of wood,
covered with Spanish leather ; but they have no
pommels, instead of which they make nse of
stitched felt. The stirrups arc very short, witli

flat square bottom, and sharp-pointed corners,

which answer the purpose of spurs ; the slightest

touch makes the animal fly off like the wind, while

the rider bears himself upon the stirrups that he
may use his lance with the greater vigour. When
not employed in war or travelling, they loiter

about the tents, often going over heaps of children

lying on the ground, and carefully picking their

steps lest they should hurt them. They will allow

themselves to be kissed and toyed with, or hugged
round the neck, without doing them the smallest

injury. The different colours of Arabian horses

are clear bay {ahmar,) brown bay (adhein,) sorrel

(ashekwar,) white (abiad,) pure grey (azrek,)

mottled grey (rakt/ia,) bluish grey (akkdar,) black
(udhem,) and dark chestnut (ulmar muhruk-.)
black and light bays (aswad and asJiehab,) are

unknown in Arabia, and only found in Persia, Tar-
tary, and Turkey.

In general these horses are of a middle size, of
a slender delicate shape, light and active, rather
lean than fat, but of surprising swiftness, and ac-

customed to the fatigue of long marches. They
have small ears, little belly, and a short scanty tail.

They are almost invariably free from apparent
deformities, and so gentle that women or children
may manage them. The physical qualities which
the Arabs prize most in this animal are the fol-

lowing :—Neck long and arched—head small

—

ear tapering and almost meeting at the points

—

eyes large and full of fire—lower jaw thin—muz-
zle bare—wide nostrils—belly not too broad

—

sinewy legs—hoofs hard and ample—chest broad
—rump high and rounded. Whenever the three
beauties of head, neck, and rump are found
combined, the horse is considered as per-
fect. There are several pai'ticular marks or
natural signs which the Arabs regard as sinister

and unfavourable ; while others are esteemed the
reverse, and capable of producing happiness to the
owner. They reckon above twenty evil indicati-

ons ; but the only bad effect they have on the
animal is that of depreciating its value by two-
thirds or more. The Persian and Turkoman horses,

whose figures are much alike, differ from the
Arabian in this, that they are more corpulent, and
their coat is not so soft to the touch. It is, more-
over, an opinion pretty generally received in the
East, that the latter are specially distinguished
from the others by the repugnance they evince to-

wards clear water ; whilst that which is turbid
pleases them to such a degree, that they never fail

to prance about in any that happens to come in

their way. The price of Arabian horses is varia-
ble, and often depends much on the caprice of the
buyer and seller : in Sy7ia, it fluctuates from 10/

to 120/. A good mare can scarcely be obtained
under CO/ ; and even at that price it is difficult to

purchase one, as the Bedouins always prefer the
female to the males for riding, because they are
not accustomed to neigh, and thus expose them in

their ambuscades to the risk of detection. For a
celebrated mare a sheik will often pay 200/ ; some-
times the price has amounted to 5O0/, and even to
8O0/. The favourite mare of Saoud, named Koy-
raye, which he constantly rode on his expeditions,

was purchased from a Kahtan Bedouin for 1500
Spanish dollars. Kinneir states that 1200/ was
refused for a mare at Aleppo. At Bussorah, where

they form an important article of trade with India,

the average price is about 300 rupees, though the
cost is thrice, or even five times, as much at Bom»
bay or Calcutta. Over all Arabia, as also in Egypt
and Syria, horses are possessed by several owners
in partnership : each is divided into a number of
shares (kerat,) of which several may be purchased
by a single individual. Ifan Aeneze has a mare of re-

markable breed, he seldom or never consents to sell

her vvithout reserving one-half or two-thirds for
himself. The ownership of the progeny is regulated
by special contract : the fillies of the first or se-
cond years belong to the seller; those of the sub-
sequent years become the property of the buyer.
This contract is called " selling the mare's belly

;"

and in this manner most of the Arabian mares are
held in joint property. Sometimes the dam and
her offspring are disposed of in equal shares ; or
on condition that the booty shall be equally divi-

ded between the original owner and the man who
rides her. As the Bedouins are ignorant of those
frauds by which a European jockey deceives
his customers, a stranger may take a horse on
their word, on first sight or trial, without much
risk of being cheated. Niebuhr alleges that no
instance of false testimony was ever given in

respect of the descent to a horse,—the Arabs
being persuaded that they and their families

would be cursed should they prevaricate in giving
an oath on a matter of such consequence ; but the
modern Arabs do not scruple to tell falsehoods if

they find they can make a better market by it.

The affectionate terms in which families live with
their horses, will sometimes occasion extreme
regret when they are obliged from necessity to

sell them. D'Arvieux mentions a Syrian merchant
who cried most tenderly while caressing his mare,
whose genealogy he could trace for 500 years.

Rubbing her with his shirt-sleeves, and wiping
her forehead with his handkerchief, " My eyes,

'

he would say to her, " my heart, must I be so
unfortunate as to have thee sold to so many
masters, and not to keep thee all myself? I am
poor, my antelope ; but I have brought thee up
like my child : I never beat nor chid thee : God
preserve thee, my dearest, from the looks of the

envious ; thou art pretty, thou art sweet, thou art

lovely." It may be remarked, that tlie Arabs
have great faith in certain superstitious charms,
which they suppose will protect their horses from
accidents. They use talismans written on a piece
of triangular paper, which are put into a leathern
purse of the same shape, and fastened round the
animal's neck as a defence against witchcraft from
unlucky eyes. A couple of boar's tusks, joined at

the extremities by a silver ring, is suspended from
their mane, to keep them from the farcy. Though
the Arabs justly boast of their horses, it is a com-
mon error that supposes them to be very abund-
ant in that country. In the Sacred Writings, and
down to the times of Mohammed, they are seldom
mentioned ; camels being mostly used both in

their warlike and predatory excursions. The
breed is limited to the fertile pasture-grounds, and
it is there only that they thrive ; while the Bedouins
who occupy arid districts rarely possess any at

all. In Nejed they are not nearly so numerous as

in the rich plains of Sj'ria and Mesopotamia. In

Hejaz they become scarcer ; and thence towards

Yemen they become fewer still, both the climate

and pasture there being reckoned injurious to

their health. In the district of Gebel Shammar

there are many encampments that possess none at

all ; in Medina there are none, and in Mecca
2 r 2
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there are perhaps not more than sixty in the pos-

session of private individuals ; so that the esti-

mate of Burclfhardt is perhaps correct, when he
affirms that from Akaba to the shores of Hadra-
raaut, comprising the gieat chain of mountains
and the western plains towards the sea, the

amount of horses is not more than 5000 or 600O;

while the aggregate number in the whole peninsu
la does not exceed 50,000,—a number far Inferior

to what the same superficial extent in any other
part of Asia or Europe would furnish. The rich

pastures are not only stocked more abundantly,
but likewise produce the finest and most select

race. The best Koheyls, of the Khomse, or noble
breed, are found among the Aenezes and the
Rowallis in Nejed and the Hauran, towards the

Euplirates. They are not all of the most perfect

or distinguished quality ; and perhaps not above
five or six in a whole tribe deserve the name of
first-rate in respect to size, bone, beauty, and
action. But still their numbers are considerable

;

each of which may be bought, if purchased in the
Desert, at from 150i to 200/. Taking the compa-
rative excellence of the different races on an
average, Nejed is generally reckoned to produce
the noblest ; Hejaz, the handsomest ; Yemen, the
most durable ; Syria, the richest in colour ; Meso-
potamia, the most quiet j Egypt, the swiftest;
Barbary, the most prolific ; Persia and Koordistan,
the most warlike.

In perusing the following account of the
Arabian horse from Commodore Porter, let

the reader bear in mind, that it originated at

Constantinople, and was at length wafted to

us from the Western Hemisphere : it has
been a traveller, and some parts of it cer-
tainly approach the marvellous. However,
as it will give variety to a subject upon which
much has already been said in various publi-
cations, (generally by persons ignorant of
horseflesh) we hesitate not to give it place in

our columns.

GENUINE ARABIAN HORSE, HOW
DISTINGUISHED.

The following, on the subject of the Arabian
Horse, we copy from a late Number of the Ameri-
can Turf Register. It is an extract of a letter

from Com. Porter, our Charg^ d'Affaires at Con-
stantinople, to the editor, and describes the mode
of distinguishing the genuine Arabian. There
was one in this city a few weeks ago, which was
found to possess many of the points mentioned in

the Commodore's description, though otherwise
as ugly and ill-formed a horse as can be well ima-
gined.

" About a month since I saw a singularly beau-
tiful light chestnut horse, standing in uiy yard;
no one was holding him. His bridle was laying
over his neck, and the person having charge of
him was standing behind him, plaiting his beauti-
ful long silky tail, which trailed on the ground.
He appeared to be full of life, spirit, and intelli-

gence, and as docile as a dog.
" There was something so facinating in the

appearance of this animal, something so gazelle-

like, that I was determined, if he was for sale, to

purchase him, coute que coute. His age I ascer-
tained to be a little over seven years. He had
come from the city of Suliemanich, in Koordistan,
which is a province bordering on Persia on one
side, and on the other side by the Pachalic of
Bagdad, which latter borders on the Great Desert

of Arabia. The horse belonged to an Agha, who
had recently arrived from thence : he said the
horse was a little sick, and would not eat ; and
that as the Agha was compelled to return imme-
diately, he had oifered the horse for a sum which
no one, knowing the value of a Koordistan horse,
could refuse to give. I finally closed the bargain
for the horse, adding a present of two hundred
and fifty piastres to the groom. After trying the
horse under the saddle, and approving of bis gaits

and fleetness, I sent for the Sultan's farrier, who,
the moment he saw the horse, pronounced him
not only a pure Arabian, but a beautiful one, and
said that he had seen but one so pure before

in his life.

" I now sent immediately to the Agha, to re-

quest him, if in his power, to give me the pedigree

of the horse ; he sent me word that he did not

know the pedigree, nor did the person from whom
he bought him ; that the Koords, when they stole

a horse, stole only the best, and did not stop to

inquire after the pedigree; but if I wished to sa-

tisfy myself that the horse was of the pure Arabian
breed, I must examine his neck, on both sides of

which I should find a beautiful natural tree pro-

jecting upwards from halfway down the neck, and
that I should find spurs on his fetlock joints, both
of which were certain indications of the purity of

his blood.
" About half-way down his neck, a few inches

from the mane, on both sides, I found a dark spot,

rather larger than a duck-shot, destitute of hair ;

but around these, to the size of a dollar, the short

and silky hair made several eccentric turns, then

shot up towards the ears in the form of an
ostrich plume ; nothing can be more beautiful.

" On examining the fetlocks, I found that he
had on each of the fore a spur of two inches long,

of the size of the little finger at the root, gradu-

ally tapering to a point, and turning up like those

of a cock. On the hind fetlocks were the same,
but not more than half the length ; all were
slightly fringed about the root, with soft silky

hair.

" On being satisfied of the value of this horse,

which circumstances had placed in my possession,

I told the doctor to go to work and cure him, if

possible. He felt the pulse of his legs, then
examined his mouth, and felt his ears, and turn-

ing to me, said he had the guenz hemick, which
when translated, means the eye hone, or bone eye.

Never having heard of such a disease, I asked him
what it was : he thrust his finger into the lower
part of the horse's eye, and turning the lower lid

wrong side out, desired me to feel of it. I did so,

and felt a hard bony substance ; the lid was much
iaflamed. He now thrust a needle with horse-hair

through the black rim of the inner lid, and pul-

ling out the eye, cut therefrom the bony sub-

stance. The eye bled perhaps a half-spoonful

;

he performed the same operation on the other

eye; after which he blew up each nostril, through

a short reed, about a spoonful of burnt alum and
black pepper, which brought on a violent sneez-

ing. He then directed that ^some garlic, vinegar,

and salt should be mixed with a kind of red earth,

which had the appearance of red ochre, and that

his mouth should be washed with it three or four

times a day, for four or five days ; he next scari-

fied his mouth, and put him into the stable. We
have followed his directions, and the horse, that

for a long time past would not touch barley, now
eats it freely, and is to all appearance well.

" This disease, and the mode of treatment, is to
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me altogether new—it may not be so to others.

From the inquiries I have made, I am satisfied

that in ten days more, the horse would have been
ruined—the farrier said he would have been in

five. The disease, it is said, is brought on by
straining their eyes in anxious watching for their

food. A Turkish horse is doubled-haltered to

both ends of his trough, so that he cannot turn

his head, which, of course, brings a great strain

on the eye when he wants to look on one side or

the other.
" I have measured this horse from the shoulder

to the ground ; he is exactly four feet nine and a

half inches high (fourteen hands one and a half

inches high). Those who know Eclipse, say that

this horse is a highly flattering likeness of him.
I shall keep the horse, although I have been
strongly advised to send him to America ; but I

am apprehensive it might turn out like many

—

nay, I may say all—such speculations. But if you
know of any one who wishes this horse, they may
write to any disinterested person in this country
to examine and report on him, and then we will

agree on the terms.
" I am now satisfied there is not another Ara-

bian in Constantinople ; the Sultan's horses are
generally spotted, very fat, and very spirited ; they
look extremely well with their trappings on; but
( am assured that he has not a pure Arabian
among them."

Many persons have visited Arabia, and as
the horse formed the most interesting charac-
teristic of ihe country, so those who have
given accounts of their travels through the
luedium of the press, have uniformly made
the present subject a prominent feature of
their publications. But, as it requires con-
siderable practical experience before a person
is capable of forming anything like a correct

opinion of this elegant quadruped, and the

writers not possessing the requisite knowledge,
it has unfortunately happened, that the de-
scriptions which have thus reached us, though
substantially true, are disfigured by many
improbable and erroneous rpisodes, as well
as with numerous distorted facts. We have
never yet met with a writer on Arabia, or
those countries where the Arabian variety of
the horse is found, who was capable of de-
scribing him in a proper manner—who could
give his points, &c., from the eye of a well

practised observer. Hence have arisen many
false notions and much absurdity Even
J3ruce, though he professes to have been a
very superior equestrian, evinces the most
egregious ignorance upon this subject in the
trifling information which he has attempted
to convey to his readers. However, the ani-
mals whose portraits embelli ih our present
number, we saw, and we write what we have
to say from careful observation.

Through the prompt and condescending
politeness of Colonel Wemyss, we obtained
permission to view his Majesty's newly- ar-

rived Arabians : for which puri-ose we reach-

ed Hampton Court on Wednesday morning,
April 6, and derived a high gratification from
the opportunity thus afforded of looking these

interesting strangers well over.

Up to this period, we bad entertained

doubts as to the existence of a black Arabian
horse. It is true, Smolensko was denomi-
nated a black ; butua close examination, the
number of white hairs intermixed in his coat,
constituted him, strictly speaking, a dark
grey. Sir Hercules, thougli called a black,
was evidently a dark grey. We have more
than once seen black racers, certainly ; but
yet we thought the colour must be derived
from the baser breed originally used in the
cross. However, all our doubts have been
dissipated ; as the animal whose portrait ap-
pears in front, (in the engraving) is not only
a black Arab, but a genuine horse of the very
highest class : indeed, it may be said he has
been bred too fine ; that is, he has been pro-
duced from a stream so long continued un-
mixed in the same family, that though he
shows as much breeding as possible, he has
suffered in bulk and strength.

The head of this black Arabian is remark-
able for the elevation and capacity of the nos-
trils, as well as for that general beauty of its

form which so pre-eminently distinguishes
the horse of the Desert. However, this ani-
mal fis not, as the papers represented, abso-
lutely destitute of white : on the contrary, he
has two white feet, one before, and the other
behind, with a little white in his face. What-
ever might have been our previous incredu-
lity respecting the existence of a genuine
black Arabian horse, we now feel satisfied

that the horses of Arabia are varied in colour
much in the same manner as our racers and
our horses of superior breeding : indeed we
have seen grey, chestnut, bay, brown, and
black.

The black Arabian under consideration is

a well formed horse, whose lout ensemble
reminded us of the celebrated Dr. Syntax,
(bred by the late Mr. Ridsdale, and winner of
more gold cups than any horse which ever ap-
peared on the turf,) particularly in his hind
quarters. His pasterns were uncommonly
long, the effect of his blood having been too
long continued on the same strain. Such a
formation maybe, and undoubtedly is, favour-
able to speed, but must very much weaken
the part, and render the animal very liable to

break down. Like all Arabians which have
fallen under our observation, his legs handled
like ivory, presenting also that extraordinary

developement of the tendon for which this va-
riety of the tribe is so very remarkable. Fur-
ther, like the rest of these exotics, his feet were
well formed ; and, at the same time, he mani-
fested a good-tempered playfulness of dispo-
sition, which we have uniformly found to be
the case with all those Arabians which have
fallen under our notice, and in whicli all

travellers agree in stating to be a general

characteristic. Shebdeez was, however, as

vicious as possible : it was not without some
difiiculty, aided by the assistance of the groom,
that we were able (some years ago when in

possession of John Formby, Esq.,) to stand

up to him. But Shebdeez, though represent-

ed as an Arabian, and presenting some of
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the characteristics of the class, was not a
truly bred horse: he was much larger in

every respect than the genuine Arab, with-
out the wiry elasticity of the latter : in fact,

he was a Persian horse, sent from that coun-
try b}' Sir Gore Ouseley, when ambassador
from England ; and, therefore, as it is well
known the Persians admire a larger horse
than the genuine deer-like animal of the
Desert, they are under the necessity of intro-

ducing base blood for the accomplishment of
their object ; but though they thus procure a
larger animal, it is at the expence of activity,

and, as it would appear, of good temper also.

Forming our opinion from what we have
seen, as well as from what we have read on
the subject, we feel no hesitation in stating,

that Arabian horses, generally speaking, are
as remarkable for good temper as for their

elegance of form, and light elastic, deer-like
movements. To speak as an English fox-
hunter, we should say, they cannot carry
weight ; and yet how admirably are they
adapted for the people amongst whom
they are produced. The Arab, like his

steed, is sinewy, light, and elastic; and
as he seldom rides more than nine stone, and
frequently not so much, it may be correctly
remarked, that the horse and the man are ad-
mirably calculated for each other.

The second figure in the plate is the por-
trait of a bay horse, somewhat larger than the
generality of Arabians, being as near as we
could guess, about fifteen hands high.
Though considerably larger than the black
horse already mentioned, he is not so hand-
some, if we except his quarters, which are
powerful, well set in, and altogether very
finely formed. He has black legs, and four
white feet. He has a finely formed head,
with a beautiful prominent eye ; his neck is

long, and not quite so handsomely fixed in
the body as might have been wished ; the
lower part of his shoulder rather coarse and
heavy ; middle piece (carcase) long, loins
loose : however, it must not be forgotten that
these animals had endured the very narrow
confinement of a ship for the tedious period of
six months ; they had scarcely "an ounce of
flesh on their bones," and were consequently
seen under the utmost disadvantage : nor
have we the least doubt, when this bay stal-
lion has acquired what is well understood by
the term condition, that he will come under
the general description of a splendid or mag-
nificent horse.

The ears of these Arabians were larger than
those of any other Eastern horses which have
fallen under our observation: they reminded
us of the Orville family of this country, the
greater number of which were remarkable for
large ears.

Portraits of the mares will be given in our
next number, when ^ve shall embrace the op-
portunity of offering a few observations on
the re-introduction of Arabian blood into a
thorough-bred horse, through the medium of
the female.

ON BREEDING AND BREAKING
RETRIEVERS.

As I believe I am peculiar in my system of
breaking these dogs, and as I think very suc-

cessful, I beg to offer these hints to your
readers for consideration. I wish the dog to

be broke, to be a year and a half old, never
to have fetched in his life, never to have been
taught anything, of any sort ; I then can to

a certainty, make him the tender-mouthed
dog to bring game ; and if his nose and per-

severance is good naturally, he will be a fine

finder and a tender-mouthed retriever. I have
always found those dogs who are most curly,

most sagacious ; that there is no one breed of

dog called retrievers, no body can deny, nor
I believe can a retriever be bred to a cer-

tainty ; he may turn out well, or ill, although
his sire and dam are first-rate, yet I would
prefer getting a pup from a good sire and dam
as retrievers, but particularly the dam. I am
of opinion the Irish water spaniel is the most
sagacious sporting dog with the highest cou-
rage, and finest nose we have, if of good blood ;

butlike all high-bred animals, a dash of curish

blood quite alters the character of the dog,

either to the eye, or for use. I once had a
very fine dog of this breed, of a deep liver-

coloured brown, with a close short curly coat,

smooth pate, and great bone ; he would take

my shot-bag home, get it filled, bring it back,

or take it to the keeper if he was out beating

a cover, get it filled and bring it back, and
nothing would divert him from his purpose ;

if a pheasant was to fail just before him, he
would take no notice at the time, but after-

wards go and fetch it. Once when on the

sea coast, a small, badly-formed, and leaky
fishing boat, was cast on shore, on a bad reef

or rocks ; three men, and a boy of ten years old,

were the crew ; the three men swam on shore
intending to see if some assistance could be
given to the boy afterwards, but they got so

bruised against the rocks, they were all unable
to afford any themselves, and as the gale in-

creased no person could be found to venture
out in any way. I heard the noise, went to the
spot with this dog : the poor little boy stood
every chance of being drowned in a very
short time, if something was not soon done

;

so I sent my dog, who went in, I must say,

more like a seal than a dog, and after several

fruitless attempts to mount the wreck, he suc-
ceeded, laid hold of the poor little boy, he
clinging to the wreck and in the most horrid
way screaming at being dragged into the
water, in which he could not swim. The
waves dashed on the rocks most frightfully.

In the anxiety and responsibility of the
moment, I thought the dog had missed him.
1 stript off my clothes, resolved never to re-

turn without the poor fellow, tormented
as I should ever be, with the conviction of
having hastened his death, to use the mildest
terms. I was just in the act of jumping in,

having picked out a moment when the reced-
ing waves would have given the best chance
of getting off, after having expended their fury
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on the rocks, when—to express my cxiacy
would be impossible—I saw old Bagsman (for

that was his name) with the struggling boy in

his month, his head uppermost. Ijumpt to

the spot, where he must land, a sea at the
right moment bore the boy and dog into my
arms, without a scratch. Somespectators laid

hold of me, or the wave receding would have
taken us all back again. I took the boy to

his father, the scene of joy was the most
moving thing I ever witnessed. Poor Bags-
man fell a victim while trying to save a

drunken man from a watery grave. I was stay-

ing at a small cove in the west of Ireland,

for wildfowl shooting, and had that day gone
to a magistrate, to get a permit to buy gun-
powder, without which nobody could bay
a grain (ten years ago). I left my dog at

home, to get a little rest from his hard work.

A drunken man in a frolic, pushed off in a

boat with a girl in it, the tide going out soon

carried the boat out; he got frightened, could
not swim, but jumpt over-board. Bagsman,
who was on the spot hearing the splash,

jumpt in, swam out to the man, caught hold

of him, and brought him twenty or thirty

yards towards the shore, when the drunken
man clasped the dog tight round the body

—

the dog could do nothing ; they both went
down together, and never rose again. The
girl was saved by a boat going to her assist-

ance. The body was recovered about one
hour afterwards, with the dog chsped tight

in his arms ; so it was quite evident if the dog
had not been squeezed to death, he would have
saved the man. Alas ! poor Bagsman.

I am now going on to the breaking the retrie-

ver, as this is a subject 1 never saw fully de-

cribed. I will now give you an instance ofrather

a difficult-to-be-broke dog, but who has turned

out, I think, first-rate. There are several things

necessary in a dog that it is intended to take

the trouble to break for this purpose ; and I

fearlessly assert, that it will take two seasons

before he is a perfect dog ; other dogs re-

quire only a few months to be perfected. The
things requisite are, that you should like the

dog ; that he should like you ; that he should

be so handsome, you will not get disheartened

at his progressing slowly ; that he should like

the water ; that he should run a hare or other

game ; that he should be size enough to bring

with ease a hare over a wall, or hurdle ; that

he should be attentive to the word of his

master ;~ that he should not exceed two years

old, nor less than one year. I decidedly ob-

ject to dogs who have been taught lo fetch

and carry, because they are generally so hard-

mouthed, they are only fit <o catch rats often-

times. I have had my game mashed to pieces

when I particularly wished perhaps, at the

request of some pretty girl, to got a little game
for her mother's party, and w'lcn every bird

is worth a world to me. Hi.ving for a certain

period of my life been ob'iged to make all

sorts of shifts, I determin( d no longer to do
so, with a retriever. Sogota fine two year old

black curly Newfoundland dog, at least that

is usually called so by common dog-fanciers
;

he was too savage for the owner, so I gave the
servant one pound for him. I put a leather
collar round iiis iic.!:, then fastened the collar
of a pair of couples round my log, just below
my left knee, not to interfere with the gun, in
my right hand. The other collar I passed
round the collar on the dog's neck, and
buckled it to the longest hole ; here then the
dog is coupled to my leg. In this way I went
out shootiniy with him, taking care he did not
tumble me over the fences, by holding him
with my left hand, while fencing, and lifting
him at the moment. I took out the spaniels
in low cover, and hedgerows ; every time the
gun went off, the dog at the report tried to
bolt, but could not, and trembled like an aspen
leaf. I took him up to the rabbit or whatever
I killed, but he would take no notice of it. I
put the game in his mouth every time, held
his jaws together, and made him walk about
still tied to my leg, holding liis mouth shut
on the game, with my hand. This went on
for a week, the only diflerence was he began
to jump his fences with me quite well ; he then
began to smell the birds, and then I walked
past them without stopping, so by degrees the
dog began to lay hold of them, and by degrees
having so little time to stay, he picked up the
game at once, (of course I patted him con-
stantly,) and brought it along with him. I

immediately patted him, caressed him, and
for the first time gave him some toast, dipped
in grease, as a reward ; this he liked very
much indeed. About this time he began to

give up all symptomsof fear on the gun going
oft", and began to pick up his lost flesh, this was
about the 16th day ; from this he rapidly ad-
vanced, when he would pick up the game at

once, while fastened to my leg. When per-

fect in this, I began to let him go after it,

and when he picked it up, I never looked
at him, but walked away, calling him until I

had him at my feet ; then I gave him a bit of
toast, and caressed him, buckling him up
again to my leg ; in this way the dog improved
every day ; he was so light-mouthed he
hardly held the birds tight enough to pre-

vent many of them escaping. As I wished
him as well as all my dogs to down charge, I

never let him go after the game, until I had
loaded. About this time he picked up his

courage, snarling at any dogs who ran up to

the dead birds, &c., but as yet he did not bite

them. About this time I shot a wild goose,

which fell into a lake only wounded, he swam
a little way into the lake, but returned with-

out going up to it. He had alvvays been the

torment of the village ducks, now would not

face a goose ; it was evident a perfect change
had been wrought in the dog. I ordered the

spaniels in, who had up to this moment "down
charged," at the word they jumpt up, and in-

to the lake, this was before l'orter(for I must
now christen him) had come to shore ; he did

not turn back, but came on shore. At this

want of courage, as I then thought it, I was
very disheartened, and would have given him
away to any one. But mark this, those who
want perseverance ; the spaniels worried the
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goose hard, and it kept going over to the

other side, fighting well. When it had nearly

got on shore, I rnn round; tliis put Porter's

courage up. ^\ hen we got there, I let go the

dog, he junipt in, and catching the goose by

the neck, while she was in the act of aiming

a peck at his eye, he proudly bore her on

shore. From that moment he has hunted the

water as well as the land : this was about

the 25th day, but it was deep into the second

season before he was steady, when he saw
me knock over a bird or rabbit; that is to

say, before he would stop until I sent him for

it. It was along time before I could get him
to obey signals from my hand, or word of
mouth, such as forward, back, to the right, to

the left, with a wave of the hand, in that di-

rection ; but now he will turn in the desired

direction merely by word of mouth ; he is so

good that I would be bound not to lose a

bird of my own shooting of any sort in a sea-

son, either on land or water, in the daytime
;

he will go 300 yards a-head in any direction,

and would then work by signals from me in

any direction, and find his bird. This is what
I call a great trial of a retriever,—not any of

your cockney dogs, going back after a stick

or glove, or finding his master's hat out of
twenty others. I never wish to see a re-

triever pick up any thing but game ; al-

though I have given an instance of one who
did ; but then he was one in one thousand.
I do not think this dog would save a man in

the water—he is too tender-mouthed—unless
the man had clothes on, I do not think he
would bite the flesh, although when I got
him he used to kill sheep and bite any poor
man or woman he could g:et at. This is not
the first dog I have broke in this way by any
means ; but, as it is the last, I recollect better

what I did with him. My next letter will

probably be on the Irish system of breaking
the Irish setter. RED ROVER.

England in 1835 (By Von Raumer).—
Von Raumer makes some pertinent observations on
what is called agricultural distress :—" Admitting that

the distress exists, it however does not exist in Eng-
land only, but in many of the countries of the continent.

The causes therefore cannotbeexclusively English; they
cannotlie entirely in poor-rates and malt-tax—in the re-

lative situation of the farmer and the manufacturer—in

corn laws, &c., for the farmers and landowners on the

continent who complain are little, or not at all, affected

by these evils. Let us say, therefore, plainly, wherein
the common error lies, and whence the similar disorder
arises. Not only was a temporary state of things,

which forced the produce and the prices to an unnatural
height, supposed to be permanent, but people specu-
lated even beyond this height, and bought or rented
estates accordingly. And they did not only buy and
rent with their own money, but with that of others,

borrowed at high interest, and at the very outset or-
dered their household, (a mode of life in direct contrast
to their ancient simplicity), as if money would never
be wanting for all these extravagant expenses. Here
lies the true root of much of the misery, and of the
greater part of the complaints. But no legislation can
avert the consequences of false speculation, nor ought
it to regulate its measures according to the wishes and
wants of improvident bankrupts."

THE KITE.
(from Johnson's gamekeeper's directory and

complete vermin destroyer.)

We now come to a tribe or list of creatures,

which are as destructive perhaps to game as those

already enumerated, though they seek it in a dif-

ferent manner : the former pursue their prey by
scent—these by sight.

The kite may be regarded as the largest of the

predacious birds known, or at least which breed,

in this country ; and it may be observed that

all birds of the hawk kind are furnished with a
large head, and a strong crocked beak, notched at

the end, for the purpose of tearing their prey.

They have strong short legs, and sharp crooked
talons for the purpose of seizing it. Their bodies

are formed for war, being fibrous and muscular.

The sight of such as prey by day is astonishingly

quick ; and such as ravage by night have their

sight so fitted as to discern objects in the gloom of

evening with astonishing precision.

Thus formed for war, they lead a life of

solitude and rapacity. They inhabit by choice the

most lonely places, and the most desert mountains.
They make their nests in the clefts of rocks, in

trees, on the ground, in mouldering ruins, &:c.

Whenever they appear, it is only for the purposes

of depredation, and they may be regarded as

gloomy intruders on the general joy of the land-

scape.

They are fierce by nature, and this fierceness

extends to their young, which manifest a disposi-

tion for carnage from the earliest periods. Other
birds seldom forsake their young till they are able

completely to provide for themselves, and are

nearly full grown ; the hawk tribe drives them off

at a period when they should still protect and
support them.

All animals that, by the conformation of their

stomachs and intestines, are obliged to live upon
flesh, and support themselves by prey, though
they may be mild when young, soon become fierce

and mischievous by the very habit of using those

arms with which nature has supplied them. As it

is only by the destruction of other animals they

can subsist, they become more furious every day ;

and even the parental feelings are overpowered by
their general habits of cruelty.

Another effect of this natural and acquired

severity is, that almost all birds of prey are un-
sociable and solitary. Like the wild cat and the

weasel tribe, they lead a lonely life, and are only
united in pairs by that instinct which overpowers
for a time their rapacious habits of enmity. Ex-
cept at certain periods, .they usually prowl alone

;

and, like robbers, enjoy in solitude the fruits of
their plunder.

All birds of the hawk tribe are remarkable for

one peculiarity which seems to distinguish them,
not only from the rest of the feathered tribes, but
perhaps from the whole of animated nature. All

the males of these birds are less and weaker than
the females.

The kite may be distinguished from the rest of

the rapacious tribes which infest this country, by
his size and his long forked tail. He appears to

use very little exertion in the act of flying ; and
with a slow sailing motion seems for ever on the

wing. As almost every bird ofthe air is able to make
good its retreat from him, he may be said to live

upon accidental carnage. He may, therefore, be

considered as an insidious thief, who only prows
about, and when he finds a bird wounded or dis-

1 abled, instantly seizes it, and, like a famished
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glutton, is sure to shew no mercy. Kites will

pounce upon young chickens, young ducks, and
young geese, whenever an opportunity offers ; and
are very destructive to game—they not only

destroy the young of winged game, but the old

birds also if they can catch them, as well as rabbits,

young hares, (Src. I never saw them attack an old

hare ; though I have no doubt if they found one

wounded or disabled, they would not fail to seize it.

The kite, called in some parts the glead, and the

ringtail, and erroneously the goshawk, appears

larger than the buzzard, but is not so in reality

—

it has a much longer tail, a greater expanse of

wing, but does not weigh so heavy. It is of a

brown-grey colour, and is altogether a handsome
bird. Its sight, like the whole of the tribe, is re-

markably quick ; and though a bird of very slow

flight, it will dart down upon its prey with the

rapidity of lightning, as I have many times wit-

nessed. It is found in woods, but more commonly
seen upon forests, downs, moorlands, marshes,
and fens. When shooting ducks, &c., upon
marshes or fenny places, I have known these

birds attend the sportsman, as it were, and if a

bird happened to be so wounded as to get beyond
the reach of the shooter, it was pursued and made
a prize of by the kite. In fact, the kite is a gene-

ral prowler, to whom 8ca.rcely any thing seems to

come amiss. I have watched tliem for hours,

(particularly on Charnwood Forest) I have seen
them sail round and round a flock of geese, where
there were small goslings, and watching their op-

portunity, they have seized one and borne it away.
However, as these birds are forever on the

watch for their prey, so are they also for their

enemies : as if, knowing themselves to be thieves,

and that they have no friends, they will not suff"er

the approach of the shooter, unless by accident

:

and therefore other means than the fowling-piece
become necessary for their destruction. They
form their nest upon the ground, amongst rushes,

&c., and I have known them to trim up the old nest

of a crow and deposit their eggs in it. Their nests

should be sought and the eggs or the young de-

stroyed, and perhaps an opportunity may be
offered for killing one or both the parent birds.

When the kite finds a covey and springs them,
he is not able to catch any of the birds by swift-

ness of flight : he, however, pursues as fast as he
can, springs them again ; and after the second or
third flight, the birds become so fatigued as to fall

an easy prey.

To secure this marauder, set a few traps in his

regular beat, baited with a small rabbit or a bird,

and he is sure to be taken. In champaign coun-
tries, Urd bushes should be made half-a-mile

asunder : what is meant by this expression is, a
large stake is to be driven into the ground, and
left seven feet high :—bushes and boughs are to

be laid round this post, and kept hollow at the

bottom to the extent of ten yards, for the part-

ridges to run under. Many coveys will be driven
into these bushes by the kite, who will fly rouiul

the bushes for a few turns and then alight on the

post, where there must be a trap let in ready to

receive him.

There is no better trap than the ccmmon warren
iron trap :—it should be about eight inches square,

not round ; as a square trap will catch with much
more certainty than a round one. For the kite set

the trap against a bush which extends a little, so

that you may place the end of it against tlie bush,

and that the trap may be somewhat flanked by the

bush, that he must^walk on to it.

Bury the trap lightly, and fasten a piece of bul-

lock's lights, a piece of rabbit, or almost any
thing of a similar kind, not to the bridge of it, but

beyond it, so that he may walk on the trap ; then

scatter about two handfuls of feathers round and

over the trap ; the feathers will allure him down
from a great height, he supposing some bird lies

there killed.

Bees,—jMr. Savag-e writes
—" After thirty years

close attention to, and practical experience in the cul-

tivation of Bees, as one result of the lengthened ac-

quaintance with the habits and wants of these inde-

fatig-able insects, \ have invented an improved hive,

which I trust with good grounds, may justly be de-

nominated The Preserver and Reinunerator Hire, and
which several experienced apiarians, (to whose testi-

monials I could refer) have considered that it would
require no mean effort of ingenuity, to point out any
material improvement. It is so truly simple in its con-

struction and arrangement, that any way-faring man,
or industrious cottager, may most easily comprehend
its utility and management. The hive is composed of

wood and glass, and necessarily requires to be well

framed and put together, and if neatly painted, or

grained to imitate any fancy wood, will form a hand-

some ornament to the apiary, nor will it confer any

disgrace upon the drawing room of the more distinguish-

ed amateur. From its singular structure it is admirably

adapted (at that particular season of the year which is

most favourable for the diligent cultivation of these in-

teresting pursuits) to afford the greater facility for the

study of the internal economy, and equally so of the

wise laws which regulate the well ordered common-
wealth, that it not merely contains, but unfolds and

displays to the eye of the admirer in every progressive

state. Another most important advantage is, that from

the peculiarity of its formation, every particle of super-

fluous honey may be easily abstracted at the precise

moment that may be fixed upon, without the necessity

of destroying so much as a single bee ; neither is it

possible that the parent stock belonging to the hive can

be unjustly deprived of the sufficient store that they

have there deposited, either for their more immediate

or winter sustenance. Such also is the extra accomoda-

tion afforded, that the bees, instead of being compelled

to remain idle for want of space, can continue their

labour during all parts of the season, that may prove

suitable for the in-gathering of honey, and though they

work unceasingly, will always find capacious recep-

tacle for the produce of their industry ; and it is a well

known fact, that honey gathered rapidly, (very often

in a few weeks) is ot a more pure and delicate nature,

and essentially of superior quality, to that which is col-

lected and crowded together in the common hive.

PoA Nervosa or Hudson's Bay Meadow Grass.

—We have to direct the attention of our agricul-

tural readers to a new grass of this name which

has been brought to successful cultivation by Mr.
Bishop of Methuen Castle. A specimen was exhi-

bited in Mr. TurnbuU's seed shop last Friday, mown
off' cold damp land, averaging 18 to 20 inches length of

stem, showing all the freshness and verdure of mid-

summer. From an examination of the plant much of

its value seems to arise from a very singular proi)erty it

possesses, whi(;h is common to no other grass cultivated

in this country, viz.,—that of the flower stem, after

being cropped, reproducing from the stem as well as

the root. By this means it reproduces its waste the

whole season throughout. Nor are its properties for

winter pasturage less valuable, as the remainder ot the

l)lant, unconsumed in summer, continues filled with

nutritive matter under the greatest severity of \yinter.—

Mr. Bishop is well known as a successful cultivator ot

new grasses, and we have no doubt this new variety he

has introduced, will be of the greatest service to the

graziers, as well as agriculturists in general.—Pert/i

Courier
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CAUTIONS ON TILE-DRAINING.
Sir,—As lile-draining for agricultural, as well

as for other purposes, seems to be coming into

general use, I am desirous of suggesting, through

your paper, a few cautions to such persons as may
be disposed to adopt the practice ; which, if at-

tended to, may save them from much disappoint-

ment and unnecessary expense, and also be the

means of preventing a most valuable improvement
from falling into disrepute, through imperfection

in the mode of executing it.

It may be right to premise, that the following

remarks are not intended to apply to drains cut in

land abounding in springs, and where, conse-

quently, there is reason to expect that constant

streams will be running through the drains, even

in the driest season of the year. For land of this

description the present practice may be sufficient,

and may require no material improvement. But
where the springs, if any, are so weak as not to

insure at all seasons a constant flow of water
through the drains, or where the superfluous

moisture which is to he drained oflF is nothing

more than rain water fallen on the surface, and
prevented penetrating into the earth by a retentive

sub-soil ; in these cases, which comprehend a large

proportion of the land of this kingdom, the drains

which are cut, though in full operation, and pour-

ing out abundant streams of water during the

rainy season, will gradually cease to flow in the
spring, and, as summer advances, will become
])erfectly dry ; and these are precisely the circum-
stances which require from all persons engaged in

tile-draining, who look to the permanency of their

improvement, a much greater degree of care and
attention than appear hitherto to have been be-

stowed upon the subject.

In draining all soils, with the exception above
mentioned, namely, vrhere there are perennial
springs, the principal point to be attended to is

this,

—

on no account to trust to arched tiles alone,

but always to place flat or bottom tiles under
them, taking the greatest care, in laying them
down, that the tiles of both descriptions unite as

closely as the usual unevenness of their edges will

allow ; so that, though ample space will be leftfor

the water to find its way into the hollow of the
drain, by means of the interstices occasioned by
this unevenness, every thing which may obstruct
the free passage of the water through that hollow
will be eff'ectually excluded.

It is true, that for a long time past flat tiles have
been occasionally employed in draining ; but their

chief use does not appear to have been xinderstood,

and consequently has not been insisted upon even
by writers of great intelligence and experience.

Mr. Loudon, for instance, in his " Encyclopaedia
of Agriculture," No. 4,286, seems to consider the
principal, if not only, use of flat tiles in draining
to be to serve as supports to the arched tiles, and
prevent their sinking ; his words are, " In very
loose soils plain tiles are wanted to place the drain-
ing tiles on ; in other soils, old broken pieces of
plain tiles are sufficient for the ends to rest on."
Mr. Howard also, in his able and instructive " Re-
port of Farming on the estate of Scorcby, in York-
shire, published under the Superintendence of the
Society for the Diff'usion of Useful Knowledge,"
has an observation to the same effect :—In some
places (he says) , where the land is particularly

springy, and inclined to bog, it is necessary to lay

down flat tiles as a foundation, to prevent the
drain tile from sinking; but this is often found
needless, and there are usually a few broken tiles

ready to be applied to any suspicious parts." That
Mr. Howard was aware, however, that there may
be another use for these flat tiles, besides that of

preventing the sinking of the arched tiles, is evi-

dent from a remai'k immediately following the
passage now cited. " Where the flat tiles," he
adds, " are used, the great enemy to under-
drainers, the mole, is efi'ectually prevented from
doing mischief."

I now proceed to state the circumstances which
led me to discover the absolute necessity of care-

fully attending to the caution above mentioned, in

order to guard against the injuries which may
otherwise be occasioned by this great enemy to

underdrainers.

In the year 1827, having determined to drain a
few acres of land which had recently come into

my possession, I was induced, in consequence of
the difficulty of procuring stone, to make use of
arched draining tiles, which I had seen employed
for that purpose in Shropshire, and some of the

adjoining counties, but which had not at that time
made their way into the district in which I reside.

I accordingly gave the plan and dimensions to the

proprietor of a neighbouring brick-yard, and soon
obtained the quantity I wanted. As a security

against the heavinys of the mole, which I had ob-
served to be frequently very injurious to the open
gutters in our watered meadows, I had flat roof-

ing tiles laid along the bottom of the drains, and
upon them deposited the arched tiles. A quantity

of bean haulm was then placed upon the tiles

;

and, for want of stones, which would have been
preferable, a layer of the same haulm, three or
four inches thick, was set upright against the

upper side of the drain ; that is, the side next to

the higher part of the field, and through which
the water enters the drain, and held in that posi-

tion by a boy pressing against it with the head of

a rake, whilst a man returned the vegetable mould
on looser materials into the drain. The retentive

clay, which formed the subsoil, was left to be
carted off^.

For various reasons, I had made choice of a dry
season of the year for this operation, and during
the progress of it, and for some time after, there
was scarcely a drop of water seen to issue from
the drains. But when at length we had a heavy
fall of rain, I was naturally anxious to asceitain
whether a practice, which was then quite new to

the district, was likely to answer; and, upon pro-
ceeding to the spot, I was much gratified to find

that the mouth of every drain was pouring out a
considerable stream. This continued for several
days ; at the end of which, as no more rain had
fallen, the streams gradually diminished ; and, at

last, entirely ceased ; and I had the pleasure to see
the ground soon become dry and firm, which would
not have been the case, before the drainage, in less

than a month ; and, probably, if there had been
frequent falls of rain, not during the whole wintci',

nor till late in the spring.

]\Iy drainage had been completed before the
middle of September, 1827, and nothing could
succeed better Ihan it appeared to do during the
whole of that autumn and following winter ; and
I was led to infer from the diyness and firmness
of the ground, and the improvement in the herb-
age, that I should have an ample return for all my
expenses. In the succeeding autumn, however, I

experienced a severe disappointment. On visiting

the field, about the middle of November, after a
heavy fall of rain, I was surprised to observe that

scarcely any water flowed from the mouth of one
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of my drains, whilst the water was running from
the other as abundantly as in the preceding autumn
and winter. In the course of a week, no rain
having fallen in the mean time, all the other
drains ceased to flow, and the grounds below them
became dry and firm ; whilst that which was be-

low the drains in question, out of which there still

oozed the same trifling and scarcely pei'ceptible

stream as before, remained nearly as wet and as

soft as it used to be at the same season of the year

before the drainage.

The great object now was, to endeavour to as-

certain the cause of my present disappointment

;

and whether a remedy might not be devised.

Upon opening the drain, the cavity within the tiles

was found, as I expected, full of water -. but we
had not been so fortunate as to light upon the

l)lace where the obstruction was : after one or two
more trials, however, we came upon the source of

the mischief. One of the arched tiles was found
to be entirely filled with clay, rammed in as closely

as could have been done by the human liand with

a ramming stick ; the consequence was that above
this artificial dam, the drain was full of water

;

whilst below, between the dam and the mouth,
the drain was almost dry. Having allowed the

water to flow off", which had been so effectually

dammed back, I was enabled to discover by what
engineer this work had been constructed, with a

sagacity exceeded only by that of the beaver. It

l)roved to be the mole, which had taken advantage
of a corner of one of the flat tiles having been
accidentally broken off", by which a communication
was rendered practicable between the interior of

the drain and the earth without. Through that

cavity, barely large enough to admit the passage
of its body, it had drawn in the mass of clay which
filled the arched tile. From this ascertained fact,

and there coidd be no mistake, as the hole of the

mole was found immediately under the broken
part of the tile, it appears that this animal is ac-

customed to take possession of hollow drains dur-

ing the dry season ; but when, at the commence-
ment of the rainy season, the drains begin to work
freely, its instinct teaches it to secure itself against

the impending flood, by drawing in a quantity of

earth or clay through any opening that may occur
in the materials of the drain, and therewith form-
ing a dam so nicely fitted to the cavity, and so

closely rammed, as to be altogether impervious to

water.

It has been mentioned before, that flat tiles were
placed at the bottom of the drains, with a view to

prevent the injuries to be apprehended from the
heavings of the mole ; but I had no apprehension
of any such operation as that which has now been
described; and, of course, had not provided against

it. When once discovered, however, the remedy
was obvious ; namely, to leave no openings in the

whole course of the drains, except those which are

afforded by the roughness and unevenness of the
edges of the tiles. Accordingly, having occasion
to drain another field in the spring of 1829, I di-

rected some tiles to be made, both arched and flat,

which might prevent the recurrence of a similar

inconvenience; and, after a trial of seven years,

I have never seen the slightest appearance of ob-

struction in any part of the drain.

There were some other remarks relating to this

important subject, which I was desirous of com-
municating; but, feeling that I have already tres-

passed too much upon your columns, I must now
conclude. I am, sir, your obedient servant.

Near Bridgwater. I*.

APPLICATION OF STEAM TO AGRI-
CULTURE.

PATENTS OF JOHN HEATHCOAT, ESQ., M. P.

The following is a brief description of Mr. Heath-
coat's Patents for his invention of " new or improved
methods of draining and cultivating land ; and new
aud improved macliinery and apparatus applicable
thereto—which machinery and apparatus may be
applied to divers other useful purposes :"

—

These patents were obtained for England, Scot-
land, and Ireland, in 1832. Prolonged and costly
experiments have been required to mature the inven-
tion, and adapt it to practical use as a substitute for
animal labour in many ex])ensive agricultural pro-
cesses, particularly in the culture of wet, heavy soils.

Its first application has been made to the reclamation
of bogs, which of all descriptions of soil, offer per-
haps the greatest natur?,l obstacles to improvement
by mechanical means. These obstacles are, how-
ever, effectually overcome. Various machinery, con-
structed expressly for the cultivation of bogs, has,

for some months, been practically and successfully
worked in Lancashire on a bog called red moss, near
Bolton-le-Moors.
The principal machine is locomotive, and is so

contrived as to be capable of travelling on the surface
of bogs, the consistence of which would be insuf-
ficient, previous to a long and expensive drainage,
for sustaining the weight of horses. The moving
power is steam, generated from the peat and water
of the bog itself. The diggings from the drains
furnish abundance of fuel ; aud the drains yield an
unfailing supply of water.

The prime agent, steam, is thus obtained at the
cheapest possible rate ; the local fuel requiring no
transport, and the water no outlay in reservoirs or

other constructions, to ensure a constant provision.
By far the greater part of the power of the engines
fixed on the machine is available, and employed to

actuate the ploughs or other agricultural implements.
These are moved at right angles to the line of pro-

gress of the machine, not dragged after it ; the ma-
chine itself remaining stationary whilst the ploughs
are at work between it, and two small auxiliary

carriages, in the manner to be presently described.

In commencing the reclamation of a bog, a road-
way is to be first traced out in a suitable direction

for the proposed operations. This is done simply by
forming two drains parallel with each other, and
about seven yards apart. The principal machine is

launched on this roadway. No metal or material of

any sort is necessarv to solidity to it ; the machine
rests on the raw hog, and bears on so large a surface

of it that its buoyancy is insured. It also consoli-

dates and dries the roadway by its pressure.

The two auxiliary carriages are stationed (where
space permits), at a distance of about 480 yards
asunder ; one on each side of the principal machine,
and parallel with it. Each carriage is furnished with
a large wlieel, or pulley, round which a band passes,

jiroceeding from, and returning to, the principal ma-
chine, whence it derives its motion by proper ap-

paratus. These bands are connected with the ploughs,

or other agricultural implements, which are drawn to

and fro between the machine and the auxiliaries.

One quarter of a mile of land in breadth, exclusive

of the roadway and headlands, is thus oiierated upon
on the two sides of the machine. The auxiliary car-

riages travel on four wheels, resting on planks, which
form a moveable railroad. One of the planks is let

into a shallow trencli cut in the bog, against one side

of which plank some friction rollers, fixed on the
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carriage, press in order to resist the pull of the en-

gines.

Ploughing is the first agricultural operation. To
accomplish this process in a thoroughly mechanical

manner, and to adapt it to steam power, it has been

necessary to contrive peculiar ploughs, furnished

with sharp working knives, which divide every root

and fibreof the bog plants, to the depth of nine inches,

and turn over a farrow slice of eighteen inches in

breadth, completely reversing the surface, and turn-

ing the heather side downwards. The underlying

Jieath.moss and other bog-herbage facilitates the dis-

charge of water, and permits the rain and air to

penetrate the furrows. Drains are formed as the

ploughing proceeds, thattlie vast quantities of water

liberated by that process may be immediately car-

ried off. After l}ing a few months in this state,

exposed to the action of the atmosphere, the ploughed

surface is found to be so considerably pulverised,

that little remains to be done to fit it for the recep-

tion of grass-seeds. The complex operations neces-

sary to prepare the soil for the culture of other and
more important crops than grasses, will also be ma-
terially simjjlified and economised by awaiting the

natural decomposition of the soil, which is so greatly

expedited by this system of ploughing as a first pro-

cess. It establishes a general under-drainage, which,

with the assistance of numei'ous shallow gutters dis-

charging into proper drains, will speedily create a

soil on the surface of the wettest bogs.

The machine and auxiliaries remain stationary

during the time occupied by the ploughs in taking

two furrows ; they are then, severally, putin motion,

and made to advance in three parallel lines, in order

to keep pace with the breadth of land turned over,

and to pull the ploughs accurately straight. The
machine is impelled by the engines, and each aux-
iliar^r by its attendant man, who also shifts on his

planks as occasion requires. The machine and its

auxiliaries have thus to be moved over a space of
eighteen inches only, whilst the ploughs have tra-

velled 440 yards, and turned over 220 square yards
of land nine inches in depth ; in other words, the

machine and auxiliaries have to be moved only eleven
yards, in the time that the ploughs have travelled five

and a half miles, and turned over a statute acre of
land. The ploughs perform their work at the rate of
two miles an hour, and are subject to very few stop-

pages ; so that eight acres and three quarters, nearly,

of bog would be ploughed up in a day's work of 12
hours, or, taking the average of daylight throughout
the year, and making a liberal allowance for hin-

drances from weather and other causes, one machine
would plough up 2,000 acres in a twelvemonth.

It is evidently impossible to state, with any ap-

proach to accuracy, the expense of draining bogs,

as the number, nature, and dimensions of the neces-

sary drains vary with the wetness, retentiveness,

and other qualities of each particular bog. The cost

of draining will be materially reduced by applying
steam power to suitable draining implements. In
like proportion the expense of all other processes in

husbandry will be diminsbed. The power of tlie

engines will be used in conjunction with portable

railways, for the conveyance of marl, and other kinds
of manure or manuring soils, on the land. By these

means, proper times and seasons can be selected for

performing tlie various farming operations, the poach-
ing (or injuring from the treading) of horses will be
entirely avoided ; open drains, where preferable,

may be substituted for covered ones ; and no outlay
will be required for roads. The land necessarily
lost by farm roads and communications between I

fields will be, consequently, saved to the occupier
and the public, as the machine roadways will be laid

down with grass, and thus become permanently pro-

ductive, instead of being not only a positive losy.

but a source of continual expense and trouble.

That the steam-engine would at no very distant

day, supply the place of animal labour in agriculture,

and become as mighty an instrument in augmenting
the productiveness of the soils, as it has proved in

creating and economizing manufactures, in navi-

gating tiie ocean, and in travelling on land, was many
years predicted by Franklin—a prediction reiterated

by Davy, and, latterly acknowledged and enforced,

as a great desideratum in science, by many distin-

guished agriculturists. The successful application

of Mr. Heathcoat's invention to the culture of bogs
—the most repellant and obstinate of waste lands

—

leaves no room to doubt of its applicability to soil

all ready in cultivation. Coals are now procurable
throughout Great Britain at prices -which have
caused the steam-engine to be extensively intro-

duced as a substitute for animal labour in many of

the processes connected with agriculture. Thrash-
ing, cleaning, and grinding corn, hay-chopping, tur-

nip-slicing &c. are now performed by small engines
fixed on farm premises, even the churn has its steam-
engine, managed by the dairy maid ; and so great is

the advantage arising to the dairy farmer from the

regularity of motion, and economy produced by it,

that hundreds of small engines, for this similar pur-

pose alone, are used in the north of England and
in Scotland. But these are humble savings compared
with the benefit to be derived from the vast steam
power which may be brought to bear on the soil it-

self. Those agriculturists who are acquainted with

the effects produced by the valuable sub-soil plough,

recently invented by Mr. Smith, of Deanston, will

readily appreciate the importance of an invention

which will enable him to employ that kind of plough
at a much diminished cost per acre. Mr. Smith's

plough, with steam power, will effect a revolution in

agriculture. Implements of husbandry have hitherto

been restricted, in form, weight and dimensions, to

the powers and manageableness of a team of horses.

A new class of instruments will take their place ;

the stiffest soils may be broken up and pulverized to

any desired depth ; strong clays, the natural wheat-

lands, may be profitably cultivated, rendered more
fertile, and fitted to bear a better and more syste-

matic rotation of crops.

Such are a few of the benefits which landowners
and agriculturists will derive from the substitution

of steam for animal power in husbandry. It is also

no slight advantage, in a national point of view, that

this important change will be effected, unaccom-
panied by any of those temporary evils which too
frequently attend the application of mechanical dis-

coveries to existing arts. This invention will not
displace a single human being from his accustomed
healthy occupations ; it will on the contrary, occa-
sion new and increased employment for agricultural

labourers— it will restore to the support of man a
considerable portion of that large amount of produce
now sacrificed to the maintenance of agricultural

horses— it will furnish employment to the rapidly

increasing rural population of the empire, by res-

cuing millions of acres of bog and waste land from
obnoxious sterility—it will fix on tlieir native soil

multitudes of those poor Irish labourers, who annu-
ally migrate to Great Britain in search of work and
food, and wlio are forced, with numbers of our coun-
trymen, to suffer the hardships and dangers insepa-

rable from emigration to wild and distant regions.
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STATE OF COMMERCE.
Oa looking into commercial affairs with tlie view

of ascertaining what the prospects for the country are

at any particular period, one of the greatest diffi-

culties in the inquiry arises from the impossibility of

ascertaining what effect may be produced upon spe-

culation and enterprise by the measures of govern-

ments or by military preparations. Tranquillity hav-

ing remained undisturbed between Belgium and

Holland, and the threatening aspect of affairs between

France and the United States having been succeeded

by one tliat promises uninterrupted peace, the most
active and wealthy portion of the commercial world

would seem to have less cause for uneasiness on this

ground than for many yeai"s.

Apart therefore from any of the great political

causes of disturbance to commercial operations, let

us endeavour to ascertain the main sources of the

present general commercial activity, and examine
whether the comparatively high prices of the raw
materials of manufactures be owing to accidental

circumstances, which may cease to operate to the

same effect, or which may, on the other hand, operate

in the same direction with augmented influence.

We said last week, that we thought the general

cause of the greatly increased commercial activity

now prevalent, would "he found in the great and

prolonged contraction of confidence at one period,

and its great and long continued extension at an-

other:"—that other bringing us up to the present

time. And we proceeded to allude to the paaic of

1825, as the commencement of the period of a great

general contraction of confidence. It appears to us,

however, that even for the deliberation of merchants

in prospectively arranging their affairs, it would be

safer to take a date about the conclusion of the war,

or the year 1815, in order to obtain a clear view of

the past and present state of mercantile confidence

and the circulation of money. These are the main

springs of the great commercial machinery under the

operations of which communities are enjoying prospe-

rity or suffering the pressure of severe distress ; and

to take a comprehensive and accurate view of their

action, is a point of the first necessity. Proceeding

with this inquiry we conclude that it may be assumed,

without hazard of an objection, that the year 1815

may be taken as that point of time when mercantile

credit was forced to a higher degree of excess and

extravagance in all the commercial cities of Conti-

nental Europe lying north of the river Scheldt, than

at any period during the antecedent fifty years. And
not the slightest doubt can be entertained that still

greater excess marked the credit transactions of the

merchants of England. Including the commercial

nfl^nirsof the East Indies and West Indies—each of

more importance, in any question relating to trade,

than many of the minor commercial countries of Eu-
rope—we believe the mercantile credit of Europe
was in a state of greater extension at the close of the

war than at any point of time in our history.

This being the condition of the commercial world

at that period, we must recollect also that the paper

currency (issued by, or under the sanction of the

respective governments,) of all the states referred to,

was in a corresponding condition of excess. With

the exception of France, Spain, the Italian States and

Turkey, we know of no country that would not come

under this description, as far as paper currency,

purporting to be payable on demand, is concerned.

All circulation had indeed been obstructed in tlie

United States of North America by tlie war carried

on in her own provinces, but on tlie romoval of that

obstruction it became free and expanded immediately.

We repeat, therefore, that the commencement of the
year 1815 may be taken as that point of time when
the circulation of mercantile credit, and the paper
money issiied by Banks and Governments, was con-
jointly in a state of greater excess and extension than
it ever had been at any previous date. Soon after

that period every Foreign State included in the above
description began to take steps for rectifying its

paper currency but not in any material degree, by
diminishing its amount. In 1816, the British Go-
vernment entered upon that series of measures for

raising the value of the currency that were finally

terminated by the Act of 1 8'iG for the suppression of
small notes in England, and which was carried into
complete operation in the year 1829.

With these important facts before us, the great
matter of interest is, to ascertain what has been the
nature of the proceedings, relating to their money
affairs, of the different commercial countries, since

the year 1815. We must content ourselves with
taking a hasty glance at some of those most materially

bearing upon the subject. France was in that con-
dition most favourable for the extension of her circu-

lating medium, and the expansion of mercantile con-
fidence, because her currency was almost purely
metallic, and the credit of her merchants and manu-
facturers was extremely limited. France has coined,

since the termination of the war, eighty-five millions

sterling, or about 2,100,000,000 franks, and as the

only tangible proof that we are enabled now to give
of her increased mercantile affairs, as it is shown in

banking transactions, we may refer to tlie progressive

extension and influence of the Bank of France. The
business of that establishment in the year 1834 was
more than double that of 1832, and though it may be
true that in the year 1832 it continued to feel the

influence of the troubles and agitations of the revo-

lution of 1830, and its consequences, we believe that

since 1834 the increase in its business has been pro-

gressive and considerable. The circulation of its

notes is now, we understand, about ten millions

sterling. The industry, trade, and commerce of
France were never in a more satisfactory state than

at this moment. This we attribute, in great measure,

to the gradual, but sensible, increase of the circu-

lating medium.
Notwithstanding the suppression of single dollar

notes in some of the States, and the determination of

the United States Bank to discourage their circulation

by issuing none itself for a smaller sum than five

dollars, the paper currency purporting to be payable

on demand has increased amazingly throughout the

American Republic during the last twenty years.

The amount circulating in 1835, compared with that

of 1815, was ninety-eight millions of dollars against

forty-five millions of dollars, or nearly double. This

is the secret which explains the extinction of their

public debt, and it accounts for the extraordinary

development of their vast internal sources of wealth

now in progress. As an illustration of the latter, we
may mention that the Eiie Canal was commenced
and completed, during this period, at a cost of

10,500,000 dollars. The entire length of this great

work, with its branches, is nearly five hundred miles.

The revenue, derived from the tolls taken upon it,

was in the year 1833, 1,430,000 dollars, and this

amounthas, we believe, been progressively increased.

They will soon have railways traversing tlie whole

country from north to soutli, and from the Atlantic

to tlie Pacific ocean. The liistory of tlie world fur-

nislies nothing resembling the lapid development of

the internal sources of wealth now going forward in

the United States of America.

Of the northern states of Europe we have nothing
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but general information. In Sweden the circulation

is wholly of paper currency, issued under fixed re-

gulations which do not admit of much change. No
diminution in its amount has taken place since the

year 1813, and we understand, but little, if any, in-

crease. In Russia, the Government has at different

times, called in some of the notes in circulation, on

account of the great number of forgeries, but we are

informed the amount issued is now considerably

higher than it was in the year 1815. The Czar is,

vre understand, perfectly aware of the great import-

ance of keeping up an ample supply of paper credit

as a means of promoting industry, and improving the

commercial resources of liis vast empire, and these

means he is every succeeding year rendering more
effective for the benefit of his people. The paper is

as much depreciated as it was in the year 1815, and
it exchanges for silver in the same ratio, viz., about
four paper roubles for one of silver ; the amount,
however, both of paper money and silver, in the

country, is much greater than it was at that date.

Besides the mere amount of the circulating medium
being greatly increased since the year 1815, extra-

ordinary facilities have been given for promoting a

more general and advantageous distribution of it

throughout the vast territory of Russia, The Go-
vernment regulates the amount of the issues, but
since 1815 other banks have been established, and
the Imperial Commercial Bank of Russia, for depo-
sits, disccunts, and agency, has carried on a very
extensive business, which has proved most advan-
tageous for its proprietors and tlie public. This bank
has branches at all the principal cities—even at

places so remote from the capital as Odessa, on the

southern, and Archangel, on the northern confines of
the empire. Another bank, called tlie Loan Bank,
promotes the application of capital for great under-
takings, public and private. Such useful means and
appliances as these have all been brought into action
within the last twenty years, and their direct and
powerful tendency is to promote industry, increase
and multiply productions, and augment the wealth of
the country, without raising up a powerful money
interest with objects at variance with the productive
classes.

All recent travellers describe tlie increased indus-
try and the internal improvement of Russia to exceed
those of any other new country, except the United
States of North America. She is, like the United
States, making great advances in manufactures as
well as in mining and agricultural affairs. The Rus-
sian Authorities understand too well the causes of
the increase of wealth and power to permit their

paper circulation to diminish.

The wise and paternal government of Prussia has
not only kept the amount of its circulating medium
more abundant than it was in the year 1815, but it

has, since tliat period, established, or encouraged and
sanctioned, the establishment of a i)ublic company,
which is to make advances on agricultural produce
in times of low prices and stagnation, and in this
manner |to enable the producers to hold stock for
more advantageous markets, and still continue their
payments to the State and the proprietors of the land.
The benefit which this company has afforded by fos-
tering the increase of fine woolled sheep, for example,
is indescribable. This is a comparatively new pro-
duct in Germany

; the first few sheep, the breed of
which produces it, were imported from Spain about
seventy years ago. We believe we much understate
the increase in the produce of electoral wools which
has taken place in Germany since 1815, when we say
that it is fourfold greater than it was at tliat period.

We all know, and shall speedily be made (o feel more
sensibly than we have yet felt, the effect of the com-
petition of the Prussian manufacturers.

—

From the

Banker's Circular.

Our attention has been called to the Waterloo
CESAREAN Cow Cabbage, the subjoined descrip-

tion of whicli would have raised considerable

doubts in our minds as to the veracity of the nar-

rator, had we not convinced ourselves by ocular

demonstration of tlie truth of one part of the state-

ment, namely, that it will reach ten feet in height.

With respect to the effect produced upon the tex-

ture and growth of sheep's wool we must confess

our scepticism.

This singular and extraordinary species of Cabbage,
almost unknown in England till introduced by the per-
severing efforts of Mr. Fullard, three years since,

grows from nine to twelve feet high, and from fifteen to

twenty feet in circumference. Five of these stupen-
dous Cabbages, now raised to the greatest perfection
in (/i(a/(7i/ as well as sise, have been repeatedly found,
by proper management, an ample allowance of food for

one hundred sheep or ten cows per day ; and the nutri-

tion thence supplied by this delicious vegetable will (as

experience has already abundantly demonstrated) speed-
ily produce the most surprising improvement in the

growth and utility of every description of Cattle.

As an evidence of the beneficial tendency of this

Cabbage, Mr. F. has the great pleasure and satisfac-

tion of saying that sheep fed upon it have been found to
produce wool of the finest silken texture, Twenty-
Five Inches Long,—a circumstance which cannot
fail immediately to claim the utmost attention and ad-
miration ; as such, the cultivator of these Cabbages
will not only realize pecuniary profit beyond any pre-

vious experience, but the manufacturer will also obtain
a superior material to any heretofore produced by the
most profitable speculation, the general and extensive
demand for which must exceed all present calculation.

The commerce of the country, as well as the interest

and pleasure of the community at large, will likewise
be greatly, if not iucalculably, enlianced by the cultiva-

tion and use of this improved vegetable production.
This WATERLOO CESAREAN COW CABBAGE

has been pronounced by the Father of the Agricultu-
rists, whom, from his well-known experience, we are
all bound to believe, to be the greatest wonder that
ever appeared in the vegetable kingdom. It was shewn
to that very highly esteemed and truly respectable gen-
tleman, T. W. Coke, Esq. Holkham Hall, Norfolk, in
October last, when he immediately said,—" Mr. Ful-
lard, you told me, three years ago, Agriculturists ivere

only halfway advanced in improvement,—this Cabbage
makes me say, I am bound to believe you. I do say it is

the greatest tvonder the earth ever produced." Mr.
Coke subsequently introduced several Dukes and other
Noblemen, to the number of nine, to view this great
production, all of whom expressed their astonishment,
and engaged a part of the Seed for use this year,

(1836.)
These Cabbages, if designed for the Winter season,

can, for convenience, as well as advantage to the

grower, be then removed from the fields, and will serve

to make handsome serpentine walks in gardens, or they
will form a most excellent avenue for winter across a
field; or by setting them singly, will make a ground,
that has not a tree in it, a park for Winter, and may
be given to the Stock in Spring.
A part of this seed has been engaged by HIS

MAJESTY, and forwarded to Norfolk Farm, near
Windsor, to be planted this Season ; and the production
is already likewise patronised by most of the Royal
Family :—the Duke of Wellington, and a great

number of Gentlemen have selected the Seed for

cultivation this year.
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THE LANDED INTEREST.

We have lately seen a publication, entitled "the
Claims of the Landed Interests to Legislative pro-
tection, &c. &c." written by Mr. Blacker, and pub-
lished by Ridgway, in London, and Curry and Co.
Dublin, with the importance of which we have
been very much struck. The writer first shews
that the Agricultural Interests are in reality the
National Interests, and then proceeds to discuss

all the most important topics with which the latter

are connected. We cannot lay before our readers
all the subjects discussed, but shall briefly allude

to four, and if the volume contained no allusion to

any thing further, the manner in which these four
have been treated, ought alone to render the publi-

cation at the present juncture invaluable. We re-

fer' to the discussion upon the relative importance
of manufactures, commerce, and agriculture, to the

wealth and prosperity of the community—to the

treatise on the banking and monetary system

—

the corn laws, and the remedies pointed out for

correcting the present redundancy of grain with
national advantage, by turning a great portion of

Ireland to the production of other produce.
The first is, or ought to be, the ground work of all

legislation, for every act of the legislature ought
to have in view the public good, and unless the im-
portance of these rival interests thereto be well
understood, the legislature will be steering the
vessel of the state without a compass ; and that
this has been the fact is pretty well proved by the
contradictory enactments which our statute-book
discloses, to reconcile which, with any fixed prin-
ciple of action would be a task that few would be
inclined to undertake, and which, in our opinion,
none could perform. However desirable it may
appear, and evidently is, to establish upon these
principles, in what proportion the manufacturing,
commercial and agricultural classes contribute to

national wealth and prosperity, we know of no
attempt whatever heretofore, to analyze or explain,
in any way whatever, a question at once so intri-

cate and so interesting. In this respect we feel

bound to confess, that our author has succeeded in
solving the problem more clearly and concisely,

than we could almost have thought practicable.

Public attention seems to have never been serious-
ly directed to the subject, and there seems to have
been a tacit kind of admission that the importance
of any branch of manufacture entirelydepended on
the value of the article produced, and the popu-
lation employed ; but our author in his present
work brings quite new elements into the calcula-
tion, and shows most satisfactorily that manufac-
turers may be classed under three distinct heads,
the respective importance of each varying accord^
ing as the raw material of the manufacture, and
the subsistence of the manufacturer shall be de-
rived from the produce! of the national territory,

viz.—In the first place, a Jnation will derive the
most extensive addition to its wealth and prosperi-
ty, when the entire raw material of the manufac-
ture and the entire subsistence of the manufac-
turer are the produce of its own soil, as is the case
in the hardware manufactory of England at pre-
sent ; the raw material, the subsistence, the fuel
and machinery, being all produced at home. Se-
condly, where a nation does not produce the whole
of the subsistence or the whole of the raw mate-
rial, the advantage of the manufacture is precisely
in the. proportion of the extent in which it does
produce them ; so that the same manufacture may
be changed in its importance according to these
circumstances; thus the linen trade of Ireland,

whilst the flax was gi-own at home, was a manu-
facture of first rate importance, but when the raw
material is imported from abroad it falls from its

high degree, and is no better than the cotton or
silk manufacture, except to the extent in which
the flax consumed is supplied by the produce of
our own soil, which is still in part the case.
Thirdly—when the national territory produces
neither the raw material manufactured, nor sup-
plies the subsistence required by the manfacturer,
whatever may be the appearance of employment or
the bustle of business created, the advantage to
the state under the most favorable circumstances
must be very limited, and in certain cases little or
nothing at all ; being confined to the mere profit of
the capitalist and the accumulation of saving (if

any) by the operative out of the wages he receives

;

but if the operative spends his earnings in the ale-
house or gin shop, this accumulation never takes
place, as he is in that case no richer at the end of
the year than he was at the beginning, and there-
fore the community can never be enriched in his
person. Thus, all that would remain under such
circumstances would be the profit to the capitalist,

which in good times, may amount to something,
but in bad times amounts to nothing at all, and at
any time only tends to encrease the already great
wealth of a few, but not to its general diffusion.
The cotton and silk trade of England were some
time back examples of the foregoing ; for then the
food of the manufacturer was in a great degree im-
ported, and the raw silk and cotton wool were im-
ported also, and the general habits of intemperance
existing among the workmen is too well known to
require any proof, so that nothing remained to add
to the wealth of the community, save the profit to
the capitalist whatever it might amount to. The
advantage of commerce is next shewn to consist in
the nature of the articles exchanged, and not as
was formerly supposed, according to the system

'

called the balance of trade. Where the articles

exchanged support or promote industry, the trade
is beneficial, but when a country parts with ar-
ticles of permanent value, and receives in return
wine or spirits, or any thing which perishes in the
enjoyment, that country can no more add to its

wealth thereby, than any individual could encrease
his fortune by doing the same thing. Our author
next comes to the consideration of agriculture, and
calls attention to the circumstance, that every
thing produced by the national territory is a direct
addition to the national property, without any out-
go, or deduction whatever. Ids advantage to the
state is not a mere profit upon capital, as in the
case of manufacture and commerce, but it is a di-

rect creation of capital itself.

The agriculturist is able or ought to be able, to

support himself and his family, and after paying the
expences of bis farm to improve bis own private
circumstances, equally with any other class of his
fellow subjects, but, besides all this, he likewise
pays his rent, which is a bona fide addition to the
capital of the community, and mainly supports the
entire frame of society. It would far exceed the limits

of a newspaper to follow our author in his interesting
explanation of the manner in which the produce of the

soil formed originally the foundation, and still forms
the support of all the comforts, the luxuries, and the

elegancies of life, and how manufactures and com-
merce derive their chief value, by ail'ordiug the

means of convertins that produce into valuable ar-

I

tides capable of long surviving the ordinary dura-
tion of the food consumed in their production, as well
as the strength of the workman, who had been
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nourished tliereby. It is sufficient for us to say

—

that the produce of the soil being thus identified

with the National interests, which is in other words,

that of all classes of the community, our author pro-

ceeds to consider those subjects in which all the said

classes are most concerned, and begins with the

Banking and monetary system, explaining the opera-

tion and effects of the Bank Restriction Act of 1797,

the Currenc}"^ Bill of 1819, and the late renewal of the

Bank Charter, the working of all which is distinctly

set forth, and particularly the inadequacy of the lat-

ter, to confer upon tlie Bank any absolute power of

controlling the exchanges under any extraordinary

financial operations, and the great injury likely to

arise from attempting to exercise any such power, by
contracting the circulating medium, even if such
power were in existence, and concludes the article

by proposing a remedy, which is certainly supported
by most plausible and powerful reasoning, but which
we feel, must be referred to practical men to decide

upon, and as we cannot do justice to the arguments
offered by any extract, which our space could admit
of, we proceed to the subject of the corn laws, which
follows next in succession :—In regard to this ques-

tion, so much lias been written, that we anticipated

but little of novelty in the discussion. The fact,

however, did not turn out as we had expected—for a

most important and novel operation is not only made,
but is also in our minds most satisfactorily proved

—

namely, that the price of grain has been reduced to

a lower price by the operation of the Corn Laws,
than if there never had been any restriction what-
ever on the importation, and at the same time, it is

distinctly and fully admitted, that the price of grain

has been from 60 to 80 per cent, cheaper on the Con-
tinent all the time. The paradox, strange as it may
appear, seems to us to be satisfactorily proved, and
if so, it is decisive of the question which has so

long been agitated as to the propriety of their repeal,

and which is strongly opposed by our author, though
a fixed duty is recommended by him in place of the

present graduated scale. The fourth and last parti-

cular we shall comment on, is the suggestion that all

other agricultural produce suited to our soil and cli-

mate should receive legislative protection as well as

grain, which being effectually given, great part of

tlie land now devoted to the cultivation of wheat,

&c., would be applied to produce flax, butter, tallow,

hemp, tobacco, &c., and thus by lessening the Irish

export of grain of all kinds would tend most mate-
rially to correct that redundancy in the British mar-
kets, of which the English and Scotch farmers so

much complain. The articles of flax and butter are

particularly discussed, and it seems pretty clearly

made out, that full protection in those articles would
turn to their production land fully equal to produce
two millions of quarters of grain ; our author in con-

sidering that this would reduce the exports of Ire-

land to this amount seems to overlook, that the pro-

tection supposed to be given would cause part of the

supply to be grown in England and Scotland, but
this does not however lessen the anticipated relief to

the grain market, in which respect, it is a matter of

indifference in which country the transfer of the land

to the production of those articles is made—that such

protection would prove effectual to the transfer he

anticipates is proved by the fact that the late advance

on flax, on account of the failure in the Continental

crops, has actually had that effect throughout almost

all the North of Ireland. Our author points out the

sound policy of the protection he contends for, bj^

reference to the admitted principle, that the produce

of the soil forms the true source of the riches of the

country, and shews the great national loss arising

from the importation to such an enormous value from
other countries of what we could produce at home,
and strengthens his argument by pointing out the
great advantage the state has derived from the partial

protection afforded in regard to butter, the tax on
which he clearly shews to be levied off the profits of
the Dutch producer, and not to be in any way paid
by the English consumer. Besides the foregoing
leading subjects, there are many others scarcely in-

ferior in importance, which are concisely but most
ably discussed, as the repeal of the malt tax, county
rates, tithes, absenteeism, the regulations adopted for

the issue of Government grants, in regard to all which
valuable suggestions are thrown out, and the work
concludes with a forcible appeal in favour of the
right of the labouring poor to be provided with em-
ployment, and the means of supporting themselves
and those depending on them by the allotment of the
waste lands, and a strong statement against the pro-
priety of any compulsory poor law provision, as being
likely to cieate more misery than it would cure, and
strongly condemning the conduct of the legislature
in the encouragement given to the consumption of
ardent spirits. We are happy to see that in many
respects the suggestions of the poor law commis-
sioners lately laid before Parliament correspond with
those contained in the volume we have just been
reviewing, or rather giving a statement of its con-
tents. It is written in a clear and concise manner

;

so concise, that we cannot without injustice to its

merits attempt to give extracts, for which indeed our
columns would not afford space. It is not our prac-
tice to take upon ourselves the office of reviewers,
but feeling the importance at the present crisis of
calling attention to this publication, and seeing it

almost entirely overlooked by our brother Editors,
we have thought ourselves called upon to recommend
its perusal to our readers, and, if possible, to induce
them to contribute their best exertions to carry its

suggestions into effect. We see our northern fellow

countrymen are already making the most active ex-
ertions to procure from the Legislature that protec-
tion to the growth of flax, in which they are most
interested, and we trust the gentlemen of the South
will not be so supine and so insensible to their own
interests and the interests of their tenants as to let

slip this favourable opportunity of accomplishing
what sound policy and true patriotism so plainly

points out, and what the English agriculturists will

for their own sakes assist them to obtain, viz., effec-

tual protection in the articles of butter and tallow

—

one-fourth of the entire importation into England of
the former being supplied by Holland, and the latter,

we may say, entirely from Russia, a power which is

hostile to our trade in every particular, and takes no-
thing from us she can possibly avoid. It surely must
appear evident, that if Ireland should not be able to

afford immediately the necessary supply for the Eng-
lish soap manufactories, that a preference should be

given to the oils of the Mediterranean or the tallow

of South America, whereby our exports to those

countries would be encouraged, owing to a profitable

return being provided, and our own shipping would
be exclusively employed. But we have already de-

voted too much of our space, and conclude by strongly

recommending the work to the patronage of the

public.

Victoria Wheat.— From a variety of reports

the following facts are collected :—It comes from the

province of Caraccas ; it has been recommended by

Humboldt for its great productiveness, and bringing

grain to perfection in a singularly short period—grown
in the environs of La Victoria, on ground about 1900
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feet above the level of the ocean ; the flour is particu-
larly sweet and well tasted, and makes excellent bread
—this was proved in Warwickshire. If sown in Fe-
bruary it may be reaped in June ; seventeen grains
were sown near Colchester in the middle of March and
reaped the middle of July, and produced two quarts

;

if sown in June, and the season be fine, it will yield a

crop in October. Its great value appears to be, that

should other wheat crops fail, this variety may be sown
afterwards in April or May. It seems to like a good
soil. One grain produced sixteen ears at Kingsbridge,
South Devon. Mr. Byers, F.L.S., and Honorary
Sscretary to the Swansea and Neath Horticultural So-
ciety, has requested us to call the attention of our

readers to this wheat, and he has offered to supply a

few experimentalists with 50 grains each, on applying

to him for them, on this condition—that they send a

report to him of its success, the time of sowing and
reaping, the soil, situation, and produce. Mr. Byers
sowed six grains in October ; three are now strong

plants, having borne our severe winter, the other three

grains were destroyed by slugs.

THE MARQUIS OF CHANDOS' MO-
TION ON AGRICULTURAL DIS-
TRESS.

The motion of the Marquis of Chandos on the

subject of Agricultural distress, which was post-

poned on Friday, the 22nd April, in consequence of

the adjourned debate upon the Carlovv affair, came
on upon the Wednesday following. Notwithstand-

ing the conviction in our own mind, and which had

been confirmed by the opinions of some of the

sincerest friends of ihe Agricultural interest, that

the agitation of the question at the present mo-
ment was by no means judicious, still our expec-

tations were very much Jieightened by the recol-

lection of the declaration of the noble Marquis at

a meeting of the Buckinghamshire Agricultural

Association, that he had a plan in his pocket which

he contemplated bringing forward at the meeting

of Parliament, but which like a prudent general lie

deemed it wise to keep secret for the present.

Considerable disappointment was expressed pre-

vious to the appointment of tlie Committee upon
the state of Agriculture, tliat the noble Lord had

not described his plan, and sundry jokes were
cracked at his Lordship's expense, the secret

scheme having, amongst other appellations ac-

quired that of his Lordship's " pocket pistol."

Having always found his Lordship's ordinance of

heavy calibre, although his aim was not always

well taken, we abstained from joining in ani-

madversion upon his supposed failure in general-

ship, until we should have seen what position he

might take amongst the agricultural champions in

the Committee. At length, however, having seen

his Lordship's " pocket pistol" discharged without

producing tlie effect of a pop-gun, we can no
longer refrain from some remark. Ever since

the Peace, at whicli period the great decline in

produce commenced, the teiuintiy of England

have been misled by fdse hopes. The Corn Laws
have operated as the greatest delusion. We do
not mean to say that tliey have not afforded some

protection, but we do most fearlessly assert that

they have not pvotecied them to t/ie extent thei/

were led to believe. Therefore it is that we con-

sider those persons not to be discreet friends of the

farmei who excite hopes, of the realization of which

tiiere is no reasonable expectation. That high

prices do not necessarily benefit tlie tenant is mani-

fest from the refusal of several landlords to return

the usual per centage at the last rent audit. The
high price of all articles except Wheat, and the

late advance in the value of that article is at once
taken advantage of to virtually raise rents inasmuch
as the witiiliolding the usual allowance is tanta-

mount to an advance of rent. Sir James Graham
opposed the motion of the Marquis of Chandos,
and has thereby brought down upon himself the

vituperation of the hig/i 7'enls advocates ; the terra

" renegade" being applied to him by the authority

of the Central Agricultural Society in no measured
degree. Sir James C^raham may, however, be proud
of such censure, his friendship for his tenantry may
be ascertained, not by his speeches o«((/, but by
his actions. He was not so " wicked" as to main-

tain war rents when prices declined, he will not be
" so wicked" as to raise them when a trifling advance

in the value of produce takes place. Each day's

experience tends more and more to convince those

who pay attention to the subject diat high prices

cannot be maintained, and that high rents are ad-

vantageous only to the receiver. The effect of the

repeal of Peel's Bill by the Joint Stock Banks
may be tested sooner than some persons expect,

and the consequences may turn out to be the

converse of what they expect.

British Produce and Manufactures Ex-
ported IN 1834.—Account of the declared value of

the principal articles of British Produce and Manu-
facture exported in the year 1834 :

—

£. s. d.

Brass and Copper Manufactures . . . 961,823 2 11

Iron and Steel, wrought and uu-
wrought 1,406,872 2 1

Hardwares and Cutlery 1,485,233 1 I

Tin, wrought and unwrought 370,382 1

1

5

Cotton Manufactures 15,302,571 7 1

Cottonyarn 5,211,014 17 8
Linen Manufactures 2,443,344 18 7
Linenyarn 136,312 11 9
Woollen Manufactures 5,736,870 1

1

Woollen and Worsted yarn 238,543 15 9

Wool (Sheep's) 192,175 14 I

Silk Manufactures 537,198 5 4

Salt 152,126 14 10

Soap and Candles 263,972 4 11

Sugar, Refined 916,391 8

All other Articles 6,194,358 1 6

41,649,191 9 6

Whereof from Great Britain were. . 41,286,594 5 6
from Ireland 362,567 4

The Wisest Tree!— " The Mulberie tree is ac-

counted, of all other trees, the wisest, because he

never blossometh till all cold weather be quite paste :

so that whensoever you see the Mulheric begin to

spryng, you may be sure th.-it Winter is at an ende !

He.is ripe with the first ; and buddcth out so hastily,

as," in one night, with a noise, he thrusteth out his

leaves : he changeth his colour thrice—first white, then

redde, and lastly black !"

—

Heresbachius' Husbundrie,

A.D. 1578.

2 G
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THE TITHE BILL.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE HEREFORD TIMES.

Sir,—I agTce with you in opinion, that the amended
Tithe Commutation Bill is in some respects better than

the last, but I cannot avoid thinking that it is, in some
respects, worse ; and that some of- the most objection-

able parts still remain ; and that a great number of the

clauses cannot be acted upon without inflicting' great

and unnecessary injustice.

By the 17th clause the parochial proportion of rent

to the tithe owner is to be reg'ulated by the amount of

the poor rate paid by each occupier. I, in common
with many other landlords, possess cottag'es, which,
with about half an acre of ground, are let to day-
labourers at about fifty shilling's per annum ; and many
of these are rated at three pounds per annum. In a

parish where a considerable part of my estate lies, where
there are a larg'e number of small freeholders, and
where the poor's rates are very heavy, the cottager icill

have to pay nine shillings per annum to the titht owner, for

tlie tithe of half an acre of gro}ind,a>id not irorth so miicli

tn a farmer, nor let at so much as ticelve shillings per acre ;

that is, the cottager will have to pay the tithe owner an-
iiuuUyone half more than the total annual value of his

ground

!

By the 34th clause the commissioners are to ascertain

what has been the g'ross annual value of the tithes of

each farm, during' the last seven years, which they will

necessarily be about as capable of doing-, as they are of

ascertaining- by what kind of animals the planet Jupiter
is inhabited ; and the difference of the allowance to the

cultivator of twenty-five and forty per cent, will be no-
tiiing' more nor less than a tax upon tlie liberal and
just clerg'yman, and a bounty upon the illiberal and
unjust one.
The mode of taking the averages of the price of corn

will prove highly unjust and injurious to the possessors

and occupiers of the soil of Hereford, and in some
other counties. ]Much of the wheat of Herefordshire is

consumed in Birmingham and in Glamorganshire

;

and the farmer will generally have to pay by a corn rent
according to the price of corn in those places, and conse-

quently the expense of conveying it,whic]iisvery heavy,
will be a tax upon the farmer, ayid a bounty to the lithe

owner ; and the numerous railways at present construct-
ing will operate, upon this account, very injuriously

upon the agricultural interests of those counties through
which such rail roads will not pass.

The Hereford farmers, who rear large numbers of
cattle, and whose farms for that purpose are of most
value, are obliged to thrash out their corn to obtain
straw for their cattle, and are therefore under the ne-
cessity of sending much of their corn to market during
winter ; and then that usually takes the lowest price

;

and upon this, as well as upon other grounds, the pro-
posed corn rent will be found to operate very injurious-
ly and unjustly upon the interests of the farmers and
landowners of this county.

I could easily state many other objections to the pro-
posed bill, which I feel perfectly confident will operate
more injuriously upon the interest both of religion and
agriculture than the existing tithe laws, bad as those
are ; and I cannot but think that in the preamble to his

bill Lord John Russell ought to have said, "whereas
the agriculturists are too rich, and the clergy of the
Established church too much respected and beloVed,
and the Established Beligion of the country in too
flourishing a stale," Be it enacted, &c.
Under the existing tithe laws the tithe owner cannot

claim any thing for all the herbage consumed by the
farmer's labouring horses, or oxen, nor for that con-
sumed by his young stock, which is rearing to supply
the place of such stock, when that is sold ; and no
claim whatever can be made on account of the animals
slaughtered, however numerous, for the use of the
farmer's family, servants, and labourers ; and by
changing his mode of culture, he can, often without
any, and generally with very little loss, greatly reduce
the value of tlie tithe ; but by tlie proposed bill all these
ad\a'.itagcs will be t;iken from him ; and if the clause

of the bill be made compulsory, as proposed, that will,

I very confidently predict, be found to operate still

more injuriously upon the interests of religion than
upon agriculture.

I remain, Sir, your obedient Servant,
T. A. KNIGHT.

Tlie subjoined short extracts from the second

rejiorl of the Committee of the House of Commons,
on Agricultural distress, are deserving of notice.

Mr. Bickerton, of Shropshire, examined by

Mr. Clive.] What should you say of a repeal of the

duty on clover seed ?— I think it would be beneficial to

that part of Shropshire in which I reside.

Is cloverseed grown in your neighbourhood ?—Some-
times it is, but it is more as a speculation than as any
regular system ; and when it is grown I think it sel-

dom pays, it is so precarious in ripening.

Sir R. Price.] Do you consider it an exhausting
crop?—As exhausting a crop as wheat, and a very un-
certain crop ; I have seen what appeared good crops of

clover upon the land that would not yield twice the

seed again ; it was carried for fodder afterwards.

Mr. Scott, of Liverpool, states that there has been a

decreased importation during the last three years,

(pages 34 and 43.) In answer to a question by the

Hon. Robt. Clive, this witness said that the supply into

Liverpool is principally from L-eland, and what comes
coastwise from Norfolk, Suffolk, and Scotland.

Mr. Wodehouse.] Do you not believe that, gene-
rally speaking, the persons who are in the habit of

making returns of the prices of corn are those who are

usually the purchasers of the best samples of corn ?

Yes, I think they are.

Mr. Denison.] If the averages were taken weekly,
you think it would be in the power of persons to raise

them for a particular purpose ?—It might be done cer-

tainly.

It appears that there were one hundred thousand
quarters of wheat in bond in Liverpool for the last

three years, at a loss of 9d per bushel, or 53 3d per

quarter, per annum ; and a waste also of from 3 to 3

per cent.

Mr. Howard, of Yorkshire, when speaking of the

rot in sheep, says, that in 1831 entire tlocks were de-

stroyed ; and that if the present prices of wheat are

continued, fifty thousand acres of land in that county
will go out of cultivation. He also states, that less

Wheat has been sown, and more Barley, this year

;

therefore Wheat may rise in price and Barley fall.

This gentlenitan was asked,— " Do you consider that
the repeal of the Malt Tax would benefit the Farmer ?"

—Answer. The Malt Tax is paid by the Consumer

—

not by the Farmer."

Mr. Sanders, a gentleman engaged in the Irish

Corn Trade, states (p. 131.) that he thought Agricul-
ture in England had now reached its lowest point of
depression, and that there is now a prospect of im-
provement. He believed that a great deal of smuggled
Malt came from Ireland. He was certain that if a
varying rate of Duty on importation is altered to a
fixed duty, it would ruin the English Farmers.

Sir J. Graham.] If the ports he constantly open at

a fixed duty, are you of opinion that by the increased

cultivation of wheat in countries having ports upon the

Baltic, the foreigners could steadily supply this coun-
try at a price not much higher than they now do ?

—

Probably it would be somewhat higher ; I think you
would have an average price of wheat in this country,

with an 8s duty, somewhat about 3Gs.

Then that would displace the wheat of Ireland ?—No
doubt it would, and I can show that a duty of 8s a
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quarter upon foreign corn would be entire ruin to the

tillage agriculture of Ireland ; for this simple reason,

the wheats produced in Poraerania, and Silesia and Po-
land are more than 8s better than the Irish ; conse-
quently it would be no protection at all to the Irish,

and the loss to the agricultural interest there would be
very serious, and not only the loss to agriculture, but
also a tremendous loss to the milling interest of Ire-

land, which is becoming one of the most important in-

terests of that country.
Therefore, if Pomeranian wheat were in the market,

and selling at 38s a quarter, Irish wheat could not sell

for above 30s in your estimation ?—Certainly not.

ANIMAL PATHOLOGY.
By Mr. Youatt.

(From the Veterinarian.)

MORBID STATES OF SENSATION.

The diseases of the nerves of sensation in animals

to whom nature has denied the power of speech, and

who only by signs, comparatively inexpressive, and

frequently delusive, can enable us to guess at wliat

they suffer, is a subject difficult to treat upon, and

on which we can scarcely arrive at a satisfactory con-

clusion. I fear, too, that the natural difficulties of

such a subject are much and disgracefully increased

by the inattention of many of us to the indications of

pleasure and of pain in our quadruped patients. In

our treatment of disease, and in many of the opera-

tions which we perform, the value of the animal as

the slave of man, and the degree in which we can

make him, his services and his very form, subservient

to the caprice of man,—these are our primary calcu-

lations ; and the enjoyment or the suffering of the

animal itself are subjects of mere secondary consi-

deration ; or, thus far only, taken into the account

at all.

Well, gentlemen, we must take this subject in its

turn, not deterred by its difficulties, and fully resolved

that even where we have so few facts to reason upon,

we will not admit one of them without sufficient evi-

dence.

Lesions of the Sensitive Nerves.—We have to

consider the lesions or morbid conditions of the

nerves that spring from the central columns of the

superior (posterior) surface of the spinal cord, includ-

ing those of common sensation, multiplied chiefly

about the skin generally, and those more especially

devoted to the sense of touch, and accumulated on

certain parts only of the integument. When we con-

sidered the physiology of these nerves, an important

distinction was drawn between those of common
sensation and those of touch ; the former being sus-

ceptible of certain impressions, pleasurable or pain-

ful, referrible to the general well-being of the animal,

the others being intimately and necessarily connected

with the mind. We cannot, however, maintain this

distinction in a pathological point of view.

Divisions of these Lesions.— These sensitive

nerves are the media through which impressions re-

lating to the organic, or the animal, or the intellectual

life, are conveyed to the common sensorium ; and we
can only conceive of three modes, and applicable to

them all, in which they depart from their healthy

function, namely, when they are too acutely or not

sufficiently sensible to impression, whether from ex-

ternal or internal causes, or when they convey im-

pressions not simply too vivid or too obtuse, but

oherwise wearing a delusive character. I need not

remind you that, in this investigation, wo have nothing

to do with the nerves of pure sensation deriving their

origin from the base of the brain : they will afford

matter for future consideration.

The Sensitive Nerves DisxitiBUTEr) to every part.

—The nerves proceeding from the central columns
of the superior surface of the spinal cord, are not

only, according to their relative position, determined
in an especial manner to certain parts connected with
animal life, and to which they essentially belong,

—

perhaps I must not say that t/iei/ ajiusfomose with other

nerves, for it is evidently necessary that the impres-
sion, pleasurable or painful, beneficial or injurious,

should be referrible to the precise point on which it

is made, and that no painful feeling should spread

around, unless when some injury is extending, and
needs instant remedy— I must not say that they

anastomose with otlier nerves, but they ramify into

innumerable branches of extreme minuteness, and
spread themselves over every portion of both sys-

tems. They do so in order lo be everywhere the

organs of pleasure or of salutary warning; and they

keep up a common feeling and a common sympath}^,

on which the well-being of the system and the proper

action of every pait depend.
Their Natural State.—Are they in a quiescent

state when the animal is unconscious of any deter-

minate pleasure or pain 1—No, they can never be

altogether quiescent ; there is a feeling of health, not

easily to be described, but having a real and delight-

ful existence when the various parts of the frame aro

working harmoniously and well ; and there is a real

and wearisome sensation when disease is about to

attack the frame. There are certain acts in which the

excitement of a portion of the nervous system is at-

tended by a great degree of pleasure ; but, generally

speaking, an undue excitement is accompanied by or

degenerates into pain. Their healthy state borders

far more upon quiescence than upon excitement.

Fidgettiness.—There are certain states of the con-

stitution in which there is a slight and yet unpleasant

degree of exaltation of the sensitive nervous system—
a kind of fidgettiness, than which there are few things

more annoying. We see it in the stabled horse un-

exercised and over fed. He is not still an instant

;

he is pawing, weaving, cribtiting, nibbling, and

biting himself in every part. If he is taken out of

the stable, be knows not what to do with himself;

and his rider scarcely knows what to do with liim.

He is most annoyingly and unmanageably fidgetty.

He is worse, if possible, than the young student who
cannot keep himself still for a moment, but worries

his neighbours, and distracts the lecturer to a degree

of which be has little conception.

There is a species of dog, the favourite of the la-

dies, the detestation of every man, and the essence

of whose character and constitution is fidgettiness or

perpetual motion ;—I mean the small French poodle.

From the earliest to the latest hour he is in incessant

action ; distinguislied by no peculiar intelligence, by

no disinterested affection, by no peculiar submissive-

ness even to those by whom he is fed. He is an apt

illustration of that undue accumulation of irritative

nervous power which torments himself and all around

him except his mistress ; until it has found an outlet

through which it may be expended.

Irritability atthe Commencf.mentof Disease.—
There is another species of sensorial irritation which

is more decidedly connected with disease ;
not merely

a shifting of the posture, or the irregular movement

of a particular limb, but a continual restlessness and

wanderino-. The horse at the commencement of al-

most every febrile attack, is shifting his posture and

his place every instant ; lying down and getting up

a<rain, pacing around his box, and measuring it m
every direction. The sheep under the influence of

2 G 2
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the hydatid will wander to the farther part of the

pasture ; lie down, gaze mournfully around him, and

then get up and wander again ; some strange tv..x-

vulsive motion of one of the limbs interrupting or

giving a singular character to his walk. The dog,

when rabies is about to establish itself, is the most
irritable restless being that can be conceived of,

starting convulsively at the slightest sound, dispos-

ing his bed in every direction, seeking out one retreat

after another in order to rest his wearied aching
limbs, but quiet only for a moment in any one, and
the motion of his limbs frequently simulating chorea,

and even epilepsy.

P.viN FROM OLD WouNDS AND Fhactures.—There
is another morbid sensibility of certain parts, very
peculiar in its character. There has been lesion or
bruise of the integument ; and although the wound
lias healed, and the injured portion appears externally

to have been perfectly restored, the nervous fibrils

have not regained their healthy tone. Circumstances
of the most trifling nature excite a degree of uneasi-
ness that often degenerates into extreme pain. A
change takes place in the weather ; the weight and
pressure of the atmosphere has considerably varied ;

it has materially diminished ; and the balance be-
tween the pressure of the external air and the resist-

ance or elasticity of that within the integument is

disturbed. If the parts were in a healthy state they
would scarcely be affected by, or would accommodate
themselves to the change, but they retain, from this

previous injury, a degree of morbid irritability, and
considerable uneasiness or acute pain is felt in the
part. The corn shoots, and the rheumatic joint aches,
and the nerve of the carious tooth gives torture
scarcely to be borne. There are few persons who
have attained to a considerable age without being
painfully conscious of many atmospheric changes.
The foot, or the stump, is as true an indicator ofthe
weather as the best barometer can be. Some pride
themselves on this gift of prophecy with which they
are beginning to be endowed ; but it is a faculty
dearly purchased at the expense of many a twinge
and many a cramp.

In Animals : The Horse.—Tliere is scarcely an
animal that comes under our medical care in which
nearly the same affection is not visible. A valuable
horse has been ridden by day and by night, in fair
weather and in foul, at moderate speed, and some-
times almost without compassion. He has beenlame
many a tyne, and I have traced the situation and na-
ture of the lameness ; he has been lame at other
times, and there was not the slightest heat, engorge-
ment or tenderness to point out to me either the one
or the other. After awhile it disappears ; but it re-
turns again, perhaps after some severe exertion

;

possibly without any assignable cause ; until, at
length, I begin to trace a coincidence between a re-
turn of the lameness and cold and wet weather. I
examine still more carefully, and I find that the
lameness precedes the atmospheric change. I dare
not go farther. Thus far, however, I have been able
satisfactorily to go ; and mentioning the circum-
stances to other practitioners, or observant horsemen,
I find that their conclusions and mine do not mate-
rially disagree.

The Dog.—The huntsman has better opportunity
for observing these things. He has had the chest
founder in his kennel, possibly owing to his own ne-
gligence, or the aspect of the building, or the soil on
which it stands. He has observed these periodical
lamenesses among his dogs ; he has connected them
with atmospheric change and atmospheric influence •

and by degrees he has begun to observe that the
change in the dog, at least, accompanies, and mostly

precedes the change in the weather; and he begins
to regard the tucked-up appearance, or the disincli-
nation to move, or the lameness, or the yelping of old
Dido, as a seldom-failing prognostic of bad weather.

All this is referrible to cei-tain parts of the frame
once injured, and never perfectly reinstated; still

retaining a considerable portion of morbid sensibility

and affected by circumstances that would be power-
less with regard to the perfectly healthy constitution
or part.

Atmospheric Influence continued.—The quad-
ruped or the feathered biped, however, is far more
exposed to the iniluence of atmospheric changes than
is the human being ; for he has not the means of sliel-

tering himself from the biting storm, and he is ex-
posed to a greater variety of accidents, and therefore
he will be likely oftener to have these morbidly sen-
sible portions—these inlets of pain and disease.

Nature has been doubly careful of these animals

;

she has denied them a degree of feeling which would
be a curse to them rather than a blessing ; and she
has furnished them with an apparatus by means of
which they may, for alongertimebefore these changes
of weather, and without any of those annoying ail-

ments which make the human being weatherwise, be
warned of the approaching storm.

The Nature of Atmospheric Influence.—The
changes of the weather are dependent upon changes
in the electricity of the atmosphere generally, or of
some of the gases of which it is composed. An alter-

ation of density, or temperature, or moisture, or

drought, is the effect of this electric change. Were
not the animals who were destined to live amidst
these influences protected from their immediate and
sudden effects, life, and all the comforts of life, would
be endangered or soon destroyed. Were too much
of the fluid portion of the frame rapidly absorbed by
the surrounding drought, or the necessary exhalations

from the surfaces suddenly arrested by the immediate
contact of moisture ; were the vital heat to be stolen

away by the surrounding air more rapidly than it

could be generated ; were that species of electricity,

call it by what name you will, on which the vital

power depends, to accumulate rapidly and without
bounds, and cause the flame of life to be quickly ex-

hausted by excitation ; and were that which exerts

at once its negative and depressing power, to rush
upon him without warning, existence would often be
at hazard, and ere long extinguished. Nature has
therefore given to these animals a protection against
these influences. She has covered them, more or
less thickly, according to their wants, with hair, or
wool, or feathers, bad conductors of heat, of elec-

tricity, and of moisture, and resisting for a certain,

and often a considerable time, their painful or inju-

rious effects. She has done more ; she has placed a
centinel that never fails to tell of the distant approach
of the most dangerous of these foes. The hair, the

wool, and the feathers, are formed of highly clastic

substances, and all terminate in points. The slightest

impression made on the extremities of them is rapidly

conveyed to the root ; and that root i^ imbedded in a

tissue of nervous matter ; so that from the slightest

change of external influence a feelinp: is communi-
cated, allied to, yet different from, common sensation,

and which can never be overlooked or mistaken. \\e
go into a room in which an electrical machine is

worked. There is no indication (V'^m the skin, or

from the more delicate sense of touch, liMndicate the

change which is taking place in the eh ctricity of the

atmospliere of that room, and we sh )uld approach

near enough to receive the spark or th' shock, with-

out being aware of our danger, were it not for the
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hair, which begins to move and to stand on end, and

to tell us what is going forward.

Indications of Atmospiif.uic C'hanges by Ani-
mals.—The commencement of tlie electric change
long precedes its palpable and manifest effects ; and

thus the animal is placed upon liis guard, and seeks

for shelter, or lays in a provision oF food to last him

during his retreat, before the rain and the storm come
on. A connexion between certain actions of the do-

mesticated animals, and certain atmospheric changes,

has been observed and registered from time imme-

morial. I do not know the quadruped slave that does

not occasionally give us warning of them. Have you

never observed the restlessness, and uneasiness, and
the occasional starting of the horse you are riding

—

or the crowding of the horses that are at orass to that

part of the field where the pasture is most luxuriant,

and most easily and quickly got at 1 Have you never

attended to the intimation which was given by the

frequent and impatient braying of the ass, and the

continual shaking of his ears 1

'Tis time to cock your hay and corn

When the old donkey blows his horn.*

When cattle begin to chase each other around the

pasture, either voluntarily, or in consequence of the

persecution of the fly, or bellow as they run,—when
they assemble together in a corner or part of the field,

and with their tails against the wind,—or when they

stand with extended nostrils, aad witli the head up
snuffing the air, the farmer suspects that rain is not
far distant.f

When the swine run squeaking about, throwing
up their heads with a peculiar jerk, and carrying

pieces of straw in their mouths, it is said that windy
weather is near at hand. The country people say that
" the pigs certainly see the wind."
The sheep either crowd to the bestpart of the pas-

ture, or indulge in unusual gambols and vagaries. I

once resided near Kingston, and had lodgings oppo-
site to Hampton Court Park : and I needed no more
certain barometer than tlie deer. As soon as I got

out of bed, I used to observe in what part of the park
they were. Tf I could see many of them, and towards
the Duke of Gloucester's Lodge, it would be a rainy

day ; and it would be useless for me to get my fish-

ing tackle in order. If there were a few of them
straying about in that direction, it would be one of

those cloudy and partially showery days when I was
sure to get sport. If I could not see one of them, I

might be guided by other circumstances as to mv
expedition ; but one thing was certain, tliat not a drop
of rain would fall on that day.

Indications coniinued.—I will not much longer
detain you about this. " When the ducks quack
loud, the peacocks cry

—
" when the cock crows at

unusual hours, and crows a great deal in the daytime,

and particularly in Summer—when the poultry are

more than usually busy in oiling their feathers

—

when the water-fowl more frequently wash them-
selves, and flutter about in the water, or take wing,
and dash along with unusual clamour—wlien the

swallows fly low, and the missel thrush sings most
loudly and yet most beautifully—when the pigeons

return slowly and unwillingly to the dove houses.

long before the close of day—when the familiarized

and half-tamed redbreast pecks most impatiently

against our windows—when tlie rooks return home
early, or if they remain in the fields are joined, in

greater quantities than usual, by the jack-daw and
the stiuling, or when they whirl furiously round, and
dart rapidly down from an immense height in the air

(" they seem ])recipitnte to fall, as if they felt the

piei-cing ball") ; rain is at no great distance, and
storms will accompany the rain. All these circum-
stances, gentlemen, do not indicate any morbid state

of sensation, but a peculiarity of it, wisely and kindly
given to them as a warning of ajiproaching incon-
venience or danger. Some of you, who have not
quite forgotten your classical learning, will probably
recollect how beautifully Virgil describes these things
in his first Georgic*

The Pain of an Inflamed Part.—The sensibility

of the nerves may be increased by certain changes of
their condition or that of the parts on which they are

distributed. Pain is the constant attendant on in-

flammation. This has been explained in various

wavs. The essence of inflammation, or the imme-
diate consetiuence of it, has been said to be increased

determination of blood, turgescence of the capillary

vessels, increased interstitial deposit, and consequent
compression of the neighbouring parts, and pain as

the necessary result of that compression. It is, how-
ever, enough to say, that the sensibility or the func-

tion or action of every part is in proportion to the

quantity of arterial blood—the prinium mobile with

which they are supplied. Those parts which, in their

natural state, are the most sensitive are those which
are most abundantly furnished with blood-vessels,

as well as with nerves; and the increased sensibility

in inflammation depends on the increased determi-

nation to the piirt producing a morbid discharge of

the natural functions.

Illustrations.—Is any laboured proof required

that inflammation is attended by acute pain in the

quadruped as well as in the biped 1 Take that sin-

gular disease in the horse, inflammation of the sub-

cutaneous tissue of the hind leg, attended by en-

largement, sudden, painful, and enormous. The
horse is well to day, and to morrow he is gorged

from the fetlock to the sacrum. The whole of the

integument is tense, red—red even in this animal,

whose skin is thick and covered with hair ; it is of a

glossy red, and an ichorous discharge is forcing itself

through every pore of the distended integument. The
very appearance bespeaks the torture which the ani-

mal endures ; and if the finger is laid on the part

light as a feather, the leg is si.asmodically caught up,

the animal is thrown quite oft' his feet, and often falls

upon and injures the incautious examiner.

Observe the quickened jmlse, the haggard coun-

tenance of the horse, labouring under acute founder,

the continual shifting while he stands, tlie resting of

the muzzle on the diseased part when he is down,
and the groans that are at almost every moment ex-

torted from him, and no doubt can remain with regard

to the torture which he undergoes.

* "I once noticed,'' says Mr. Forster, "that a

donkey confined in a yard near the house on a showery
day brayed before every shower, and usually some
minutes before the rain began to fall."

t
• Bueula cceUnn

Suspieiens, patulis captavit naribus auras.

ViRO. Gem-g, I.

* Hand equidein credo quia sit divinitiis illis

Ingenium, aut rerum fato pi-udentia major
;

Verum, ubi tempestas et c«li mobilis humor
IVIutavere vias, et Jui)iter humidus Austris

Densat, erant qua-rara modo, et qua> densa relaxat:

Vertuntur species animorum, et pectoramotus

Nunc alios, alios, dum nubila ventus agebat,

Concipiunt
J

liinc ille avium concentus in agris

Et la^ta^ ]iecudes et ovantcs gnttuie corvi.

Vino, Georg, 1.
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Neuralgia.—A painful affection of some parti-

cular organ or spot, or the body or ramification of

some nerve, is a disease fortunately not of frequciit

occurrence in the human being. It can easily be
imagined that inflammation of a sensitive nerve—the

determination of an unnatural quantity of arterial

blood to it or its neurilema—would be the cause of

exquisite pain ; and on examination after death, me-
chanical injury of the nerve, or inflammation of its

substance or neurilema, or of the cellular substance
surrounding, with spots of ecchymosis and general
thickening of the parts, have occasionally been dis-

covered. In other cases, however, and perhaps the

greater number, dissection has cast no light either on
the precise seat or the cause of the affection. Scarcely
in any case during life is there sufficient acceleration

of the pulse, or tenderness on pressure, or heat or

coldness of any part, to account for a thousandth por-
tion of the torture which the patient endures.

Neuralgia in the Quadruped.—Then what shall

we be justified in affirming of its existence and cha-
racter in a dumb animal ; or how shall we so accu-
rately detect its precise situation as to appl}' the only
radical cure—generally speaking, at least—the divi-

sion of the nerve t How shall we ascertain the real

nature and character of a complaint which demands
an essentially different kind of treatment in different

cases ? How shall we determine whether it be in-

flammation of the nerve or its neurilema, or irritability

of the one, or both?—essentially different states, and
demanding, in a variety of instances, the application
of almost opposite remedial measures. Here we ac-
knowledge and deeply feel our inferiority.

Rheumatic Neuralgia.—The existence and the
treatment of this disease, in one of its associations,
we are, perhaps, justified in predicating with regard
to the horse. It may aff'ord us a clue to the cause of
those flying lamenesses to which I have alluded, and
that are frequent in old and rheumatic horses, and
younger ones whose powers have been too severely
taxed. The lameness is excessive, and the pain is

evidently excruciating. The animal dares not to
rest the slightest portion of his weight on the limb,
or even to touch the ground with his toe. He is

heaving at the flanks, sweating profusely, his coun-
tenance plainly indicative of the agony he feels ; but
we can detect no heat, or swelling, or tenderness. It
is a pure nervous aff"ection.

Flying Lameness.—What do we do? We abstract
a little blood—we give a dose of physic—we foment
the whole of the limb—we put some additional cloth-
ing on the animal ; and the next morning we often
find him well, or we find that leg well and another
leg similarly aflfected. Is this neuralgia or rheuma-
tism ? or a compound of both ? These are questions
which we cannot answer ; for our patient cannot
point out to us the price situation of the pain, as being
in the course of a nerve, or spread over the fibrous
membrane of a joint.

French Opinions of it.—In the French school
neuralgia is decidedly admitted as a malady to which
the horse is occasionally subject; but it is said to be
accompanied by that j>eculiar twitching whence it

derives one of its names—the tic doloureux, or pain-
ful muscular spasm ; at least it is affirmed, that this
is the only symptom by which it can be recognized.

Hurtrel d'Arboval, professing to quote from the
records of the veterinary school at Lyons, speaks of
a horse that had a convulsive agitation of the head up
and down, and other unusual but momentary mus-
cular spasms, and evidently suff'ering a great deal of
pain, but in every otlier resjiect being apparently
well. A long course of anti-spasmodic treatment

had no effect upon him ; but he was cured by being
put to severe post work. This account is very un-
satisfactory, and the case appears to be one of chorea
instead of neuralgia. I have in vain searched the

records of this school for the original description of
the case.

Vatel gives the most unobjectionable account of it.

He says that " the absence of heat of the skin, and
frequency of the pulse, contrasted with the evident

intensity of the pain and the disordered function of

the part, form the surest diagnosis. Inflammation
sometimes succeeds, especially when the attack is of

long duration ; then the lesions observed on dissec-

tion are of an inflammatory character."

Pruritus.—That the domestic animals are subject

to intense and intolerable pruritus, we have almost
daily proof. The sufferings of a dog with acute red
mange, and the lacerations which he sometimes in-

flicts upon himself, are dreadful. I have seen him
wrought up to that pitch of insanity, that he has torn

great pieces of integument, and even of muscular
substance, out of his flanks and the inside of his

thighs. It was scarcely a week ago that a mare in

our infirmary with a papular eruption on her
haunches, broke her halter in the night, and ble-

mished herself for life by tearing away mouthfuls of

hair and of integument too. A lotion of diluted

hydrocyanic acid afforded her almost immediate re-

lief. Sheep aflfected with the scab appear to be
dreadfully tortured by intense itching. The wool is

torn away in mouthfuls—the skin is lacerated in nu-

merous places—the animal is in incessant motion,

and jjines away and dies in a less time than would
scarcely be thought possible.

I do not know any case in which an excess of sen-

sibility spread over the whole of the skin, not as a

consequence of cutaneous disease, but an evident

affection of the sensitive nerves ; a very singular one
of herai-hypera^sthesia, however, if I may so call it,

did come under my notice. A horse was bitten in

the left hind leg by a mad dog, and in process of time
he became rabid. The owner would not have him
destroyed, and he was slung, in order to prevent
mischief to himself or others. When I approached
that side the poor animal was agitated, and trembled,

and struggled as well as he could ; and if I touched
him only with my finger, a profuse perspiration broke
out, and the pulsations were quickened more than ten

beats in a minute. If I went round to tlie right side,

he permitted me to pat him, and pressed his head
against me, and sought my notice. There are several

cases recorded of the human being, in which the
sensibility was morbidly increased on one side, while
on the other side there was the natural degree of
feeling, and in some cases much less than the natural

degree, and even none at all. Two sets of perfectly

opposite symptoms, produced by the same cause,

existed at the same time, and the barrier between
them was the mesian line of tlie spinal cord.

Conclusion.—Well, gentlemen, I terminate this

obscure and comparatively profitless subject. We
have no data, and we must not reason without them.
The only conclusion, perhaps, at which we can arrive

is, that in the common and healthy state a certain de-

gree of nervous sensibility is, for wise nnd benevolent

purposes, withheld from the brute ; but that tlje dis-

eases of the nervous system present much similarity,

or almost identity, and that under disease a great de-
gree of suffering, perhaps not an equal one, awaits

both.

Of the treatment of these neuroses I li;ive said but
little, because I know but little of their nature and
their indications of cure. Perhaps, if our knowledge
of them approached to that of the human teacher, I
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should still be cautious what I said ; for, wliile not a

single veterinary surgeon treats on tliese complaints,
1 lind, when I have recourse to medical authorities,

that tlie physician most unifbrinly and most strenu-
ously recommends constitutional tre.Ument, and with
the surgeon there is nothing like the knife ; and with
both of them I should begin to fancy that " there is

noihing like leather," did I not recollect an honest
and downriglit diflerence of opinion between two
splendid surgical luminaries—still, however, teach-

ing me a lesson of caution :
—" The principal relief

has hitherto been derived from operations," says
Sir Astley Cooper :

" The division of the nerves does
no good," says John Abernethy.

DISTRESS FOR MILK TITHE.
BY THE DEAN AND CHAPTER OF RIPON.

On Thursday the 7th April, Charles Oxley, Esq,
and the Rev. J. Newsaro, Justices of the Peace, for

the liberty and borough of Ripon, granted a war-
rant of distress for tithe on milk due as was al-

leged, to the Dean and Chapter of the Collegiate
Church, of Rii)on. On Sunday evening, the 10th
instant, the whole of the constables of the town
received notice to attend at the Court House on
the following day ; and in attending, in pursuance
of this notice, they received instructions to pro-
ceed to the cottage of AVilliam Darnborough, to
assist in executing a distress warrant for tithe, and
accompanied by the town sergeant and a bailiff, to
whom the warrant was given, they proceeded to

his cottage and seized and carried away in a cart
provided for the purpose, one chest of drawers,
six chairs, six hams, and two sides of bacon, which
they conveyed to the House of Correction, as a
place of safe custody—amidst the execrations of
the numerons assemblage, which this extraordinary
procedure had called. It will perhaps be in the
recollection of our readers that on two former oc-
casions, this same individual had his goods seized,

and sold by public auction, for the payment of tithe,

but on both occasions they only fetched about 2s
!)d, no individuals being found wishful to purchase
them ; in consequence the expenses fell on the
dean, without obtaining his claim. However, upon
the third seizure, it became imperative they should
be sold for their utmost value, accordingly they
were removed (as before stated) to the House of
Correction, and there impounded for nearly a
week, when they were announced for sale on Sa-
turday, the 16th instant, at 10 o'clock, in a croft
behind the said prison ; the whole of the con-
stables again receiving notice to attend ; a great
portion of the inhabitants were also attracted to
the sale, as it was generally understood that hire-
lings (or emissaries) had been engaged to secure
the full value of the articles, and in this they were
not disappointed ; but can it be believed that indivi-

duals, moving in the highest rank in society, could
be found stooping to such dirty work, as to op-
pose a poor cottager, the father often children, in

the purchase of his goods, which had been seized

for tithe, and which he refused to pay, from con-
scientious motives. But the sequel will show that

such, alas, was the case. The first articles offered

for sale, were the six hams, when poor Darn-
borough bid one ])enny ])er stone, when a worthy
Doctor (a lover of swine's flesli) immediately bid
5s—and a gallant General, (Js —ultimately they were
knocked down to Darnborough for 8s (id per stone,

as was the sides of bacon and chest of drawers,
they likewise fetching their utmost value. Darn-
borough, however, not wishing the worthy Doctor

to go empty away, suffered him to become the
purchaser of the chairs for 10s, stating as his rea-
son, that being aware his goods were about to be
seized, he had these said chairs removed from a
stable, the day preceding, they being infested with a
noisome insect, and' consequently thought it a fa-

vourable opportunity to get rid of them, h.e therefore
wished the Doctor joy of his lively bargain. Thus
concluded a sale, which, for attraction, has seldom
had its equal, but exhibitions of this kind tend
more than a thousand arguments, to show the
baneful effects of the present system of supporting
the church. The whole amount of the sale was 5/
6s IJ.

The annexed is a statement of the account against
Darnbrough after the sale.

£. s. d.
To amount of tithe 14
Cost of summons 10
Town Sergeant 7
Entry with warrant 3
Charge for keeping possession of
Goods in the House of Correction 12 6

Hand bills .5

Auctioneer 10
Writer 2 6
Bellman G

3 14 6
Amount handed back to Darnborough 1 11 7^

£5 6 1§

The following document is in course of signature,
and it is hoped that all who wish to see the prac-
tice of tithing their milk abolished, will avail
themselves of this opportunity of recording their
opinions ; remembering the adage, " Who will
be free, themselves must strike the blow."
We, the undersigned inhabitants of Ripon and its

environs, have viewed with feelings closely border-
ing upon indignation, the proceedings adopted, at

the instance of the very Reverend the Dean of Ripon,
towards a poor, but industrious individual, named
William Darnborough.
We cannot but believe, that proceedings such as

these have a strong tendency to degrade the estab-

lished clergy in the eyes of the people ; to compro-
mise the dignity of the established church ; and
above all, to impede the advancement of Christianity
itself.

Nor can we cease to maintain, that the pracUce of

compulsory collection of tithe is entirely at variance
with the precepts of Him, who, when he sent his mi-
nisters on their mission, commanded them to provide
neither gold, nor silver, nor brass in their purses, but
rely upon the voluntary contributions of their flocks.

We, therefore, subscribe the sums placed against

our respective names, as much to evince our syra-
patliy towards an object of clerical persecution, as to

express our abhorrence of the attempt to enforce the
collection of a species of tithe, which is now so
odious, in the eyes of the clergy themselves, that in

many parts of England it is not demanded at all.

A new and important invention, called the " Cate-
narian Beam," has lately been perfected by Messrs.
Richard Witty and Co. It is a simple and effective

mode of giving strength and solidity to floors of ware-
houses and manufactories, and appears equally appli-

cable in the construction of bridges and viaducts. The
plan has received the approbation of many scientific

and practical men, and by some of the latter, we un-
derstand, it has already been adojjted.

—

Birmingham
Gazette.
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ON THE DANGER OF OVER-
DRAINING MOSS.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

In No. 31, of this Journal, published December
1835, was inserted under the head of Miscellane-

ous Notices, page 482, a very interesting communi-
cation on moss improvements by Mr. A. Black-

adder. In that instructive essay there is an asser-

tion, a very important one, in which I do not ac-

cord ; and coming, as it does, from a gentleman
versed in such matters, it is calculated to mislead

practitioners, if not contradicted. I therefore

hope I may be excused in attempting a comment
on the subject.

The assertion to which I allude is expressed in

page 484, line twenty-six. I quote the line, as

the print is close, and the sentence short, and
might escape notice :

" There is no danger of

over-drying moss by draining." I admit that

saying is correct in a general sense ; but practice

has furnished many exceptions to that general

rule, some of which have come under my own ob-

servation. I select two of those, much in point,

and will give them in detail.

On my riding over a gentleman's estate in

Staffordshire many years ago, my attention was
particularly directed to a moss which had been
drained several years previously. It was then in a

very unprofitable state, and was still deteriorating,

principally oiving to its having been over-drained. The
moss was situate in a basin or valley surrounded
by hills, the soil of which was sandy gravel, and
the soil on which the peat was recumbent was of

similar texture. In the draining operation a wide
and deep ditch had been cut quite round the out-

side of the moss, at a great and unnecessary ex-

pense. That excavation, for so it might be termed,
had effectually cut off the springs issuing from the

bottom of the hills, and a considerable body of
water was collected and flowing current at the

bottom of the immense ditch. A large centre-drain,

with tributary cross-drains, had also been cut
through the moss. Those produced but little

water at the time I viewed them, the former
supply having been cut oft' by the exterior drain.

The sand and gravel thrown out of the drain
had been spread over the moss, and the greater
part was under arable culture. I was told it had
also been well cultivated, limed, and dunged

;

but I must say, I never saw land of any descrip-
tion producing more miserable-looking crops of
oats, barley, buckwheat, turnips, and potatoes.
The only vegetable-looking promising was a small
patch of rape. On one part the old turf had been
pared and burned after the draining, but even
there the crops were alike deficient. All the
ploughed land was light and puffy, and the horses'
feet sank deep into it. The mossy substance was
fast decomposing and evaporating, and I was told
the surface had then sunk four feet in level from
the time of its being drained. I had no reason to
misdoubt that statement, indeed it was evident
that, in a very few more years, a small residue
only of the moss would remain, and the sandy
soil at the bottom be left without cover ; that is,

supposing the arable culture to be continued, and
even if attempted to be laid down to pasture, grass
seeds were not likely to take upon such loose puffy
ground. As to the part not ploughed, it was in a
little, and but a little, better state. It had also
sunk greatly in level, and sand and gravel from the
ditches had been spread over it. The herbage it

produced was thin, stunted, and poor, principally

brown bents and Yorkshire soft grass, and these
the stock did not eat. I observed, that had the
lime and dung which had been thrown away upon
the arable moss been applied to the pasture, and
proper grass seeds sown, it would have tended to

a better purpose ; but even then a good pasture
could not have been obtained upon that over-

drained moss. The great expense incurred by the
owner was thus misapplied ; in fact, the occupiers
told me the moss was far more valuable to them
before the draining was commenced. I never
saw a more complete failure in any similar under-
taking.

I also \iewed another moss upon the same es-

tate, and only a short distance from the former,

—

it had been managed in a more rational manner.
It was only partially drained by means of ditches

cut across it, but not to the bottom of the peat

;

gravel and lime had been spread over the surface,

and the turf had not been broken by ploughing ; it

produced pretty good herbage close eaten by stock :

t observed white clover, florin, and many good
meadow grasses. That land was rented at 20s per
acre. The turf was thick and tough, and, in riding
over it, the horses' feet left no impression, though
it sounded hollow. It was dry weather at the

time of my visit ; the land would probably be
poachy in winter, but the price at which it was let

—and the tenants did not complain—was the true

test of its value. I had no reason to believe there

was much difference in the relative value of those

two pieces of moss land, acre for acre, previous

to draining ; but certainly, when I saw them, the

partially drained was better worth 20s the acre,

than the thorough drained at a nominal rent.

Hence, j udging on the two cases I have here stated,

and of others similar in result which have come
under my observation, 1 think I am fully justified

in drawing a conclusion, that there is danger in

over-drying moss by draining, especially where the

soil on which the moss is incumbent is of an infe-

rior description. F. B.

PRICE OF OXEN IN 1674.

Sir Rog'er Rloyston had a great intimacy with Pyers
Pennant. The following' is the copy of a letter from
the former to the latter :

—

"Dear Pyers, Mmjston, March 14, 1674.
" I hope you will excuse me for the 4/ you owe me

for the pair of oxen, for I want the money to make up
20/ to send my son to Oxford next week.

" I am, dear Pyers, &c.
" Roger Moystou."

It appears, then, that 4/ was the price of a pair of
oxen in 1674, and that the Baronet of ^loyston sent his

heir apparent to the University with 20/ in his pocket.

rORMEIl CONTRACT PRICES FOR HORSES AT THE WAR
OFFICE.

In 1766-67, 21/. 1768 to 1792,23/ 2s. 1793 to l802,

26/ 5s. From 1803 to 18lO an allowance of 2s 6d per

horse was made for every eighteen miles travelled, ex-

cept the first eig-hteen, from the i)lace of purchase to

the head quarters of the regiment. This was raised to

3s in 1811.

CONTRACT FOR MEAT AT THE VICTUALLING OFFICE.

Beef. Pork. Butter. Cheese
perlb. perlb. per lb. per lb.

1687-1700-17 yrs. 2iA 3d
1701—1766—66 2i 2\
1767—1789-23 2% 4^ 6^d 3|d
1790—1803-14 5 6 7i 5^
1804—1810— 7 Q\ 6} 10 7^
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AGRICULTURE.—THE TITHE
QUESTION.

We have taken the following extract from
a paraphlet, entitled a " Third Letter to John
Disney, Esq. on Reform in the Church and
Commutation of Tithes," by James Trusseil,

farmer, of \\'oodham Ferns. Tliis is not the

first time that Mr. TrusscII has appeared
before the public as an author, with credit to

himself and advantag^e to the community.
To those who are wariidy interested in the

advancement of agriculture and the agri-

culturists, it is highly gratifying to see a
" farmer" the author of any publication, and
doubly so to see him proud of putting the

stamp of his occupation on his title-page.

We trust this literary improvement will pro-

gress amongst farmers as among other classes,

and that Mr. Trussell's example will be fol-

lowed by others. It is, however, not upon
this ground alone that the little pamphlet
now under notice is of value. It contains
much valuable information upon subjects

which do now, and must still further engross
the attention of our legislators. We strongly

recommend its perusal.

" I shall now proceed to state how this all-

important question can be settled with justice to

all parties connected with it ; and when once
passed into a law, it may remain so for a thousand
years, ay, for ever, or as long as England shall

remain in a state of civil society. I recommend,
first, that an Act of Parliament be passed to alter

and amend the laws relating to tithes, to come
into force from and after Michaelmas-day, 1838.

I should have said, it is not my intention to go
into the full detail of th's measure, as it would
swell this pamphlet much beyond its intended

limits, but shall compress my statements to as

small a space as I can. The landowners and the

occupiers of the country have been struggling with

an unparalleled distress ever since the war ceased
in 1815, which has reduced thousands of owners
and occupiers to poverty. Of the various bur-

thens they have had to contend with, the tithe has
been one of the most serious, and has always been
a great hindrance in the improvement of the soil,

as well as the employment of the labourer. The
maintenance of the labourer, when he has become
chargeable to the parish, has fallen more heavily
upon the tillers of the soil, as four to one, than
upon any other portion of the community ; again,
the Malt tax has increased this charge ; thus
showing that the soil of this country is taxed to

an enormous extent; and if there is a chance of
relieving it of some portion of this oppressive tax-

ation, without inflicting an injustice on any party,

I say let it be done. If observations like these

will not arouse and create an interest with those
who are so materially concerned in them, I cannot
tell what can be advanced that will

;
perhaps from

their indifference and inattention, they may be
saddled with a law that will inflict a lasting evil

upon them and their posterity.
" I beg to observe, further, if the present pro-

posed bill of my Lord John Russell is passed and
carried into effect, it will inflict the greatest piece

of injustice, first upon the owners, by a deprecia-

tion of the value of their soil to let, it being sub-

ject to a certain and serious charge, not taking

into account its natural disadvantages, but its

state of cultivation only; secondly, it will affect
all those who are under existing engagements the
remainder of their term, and thus increase instead
of lessen their present charge for tithes.

" Again, I conceive it quite a fallacy to go back
for a term of seven years to draw a medium by

;

we want no such thing, for a far better jilan is at
hand. I would appoint a board of not less than
five of our gentlemen in the commission of the
peace in each county ; they should have a register
oflSce in every county town, where they should
meet from time to time to hear all appeals, if any
should occur, between the opinion of the owners,
the occupiers and the valuers. I would then have
the dimensions of every parish, and the names of
the patron and incumbent registered, with the
names of the owners and occupiers of the different
estates, and the amount of the present assessment,
which would serve as a guide or reference when
required. Secondly, I would appoint three of the
most practical men in the county, from different
districts, who should be thoroughly acquainted
with all the different culture and process of occu-
pations in the same, and who should go over, not
only every farm, merely crossing it, but should go
into every field, and take into account the dif-

ferent advantages and disadvantages of the same
which would enable them to come to a much more
just conclusion. If this ever should take place,
let it be done properly, as it will then be likely to
settle at once all the different opinions that may
arise upon it. These gentlemen, the surveyors,
should not be paid at the extravagant rate of five

but at three guineas per diem, which would amply
remunerate them for their time and services,
and include all charges. When they came to their
own property and occupations, the owner should
step on one side, and the two, with the assistance
of the nearest surveyor in the adjoining county,
should assess the property. By thus conducting
the valuation, it would at once do away with all

jealousy as to the managing this important busi-
ness, and put an end to all disputes in future. A
fair and just assessment would thus be arrived at,

and nearer the value nine times out of ten than
could be determined by any of the valuators of
the metropolis, who cannot, for want of practical
information, be able to form so just an opinion
as those whose time and lives have been spent in
the occupation of the soil. I would have the valu-
ation so made as to relate to the value of the land
to let only, taking into account its natural state,

and its capability of producing a given quantity
of wheat or other grain, which is the grain that
almost all our valuations are made by, and our
rents drawn from. Perhaps it may be advisable

to take in barley and oats in the more northern
counties, where wheat is not the staple article of
the soil ; I would have no reference as to the pre-
sent amount of rents charged, as that would inflict

a great piece of injustice upon the occupiers, for
there are thousands of instances where the rent is

too high by one-third, according to the present
prices. There is land in this parish that is charged
from ten to twelve shillings j)er acre more than it

is worth. If the value of the tithe is to be drawn
either from the present state of the culture of the
soil, or by the present rents, it would inflict great

injustice upon the occupier, and at the end of
the term the owner would have the good luck to

be saddled with a new tithe charge in perpetuity.

The proposed bill will at the end of all the existing

engagements with the occupiers affect the owners
of the soil, and they will find, when too late, they
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have been saddled with a rent-charge upon their

estates for ever, and their land must be let subject

to their paying the tithe, as it will not be any part

or bargain with the tenant ; he, being made ac-

quainted with the amount of charge for the tithe,

hires it accordingly. To make it more plainly

understood, I will suppose two farms equally situa-

ted, and of a quality that will yield for rent with

good cultivation, three bushels per acre, with

wheat at ^s per bushel, gazetted price, amounting
to 15s per acre for rent—new system of charge

for tithe 6s per acre; the landlord stipulating with

the tenant to pay the same, he hires accordingly

—

namely, b}' giving 12s per acre instead of 15s per

acre, thus leaving the landlord to pay the difference

of 3s per acre out of his own pocket. If we show
it in figures it stands thus

—

Rent at 3 bushels per acre, and 5s per "^ £. s. d.

bushel 15s f

New system of tithe, exclusive of /" 1 1

deduction 6s'
The two sums above, amounting to 3s per acre

more than the occupier can afford to give, wliich

makes the account as under

—

Rent 3 bushels per acre, at 5s per""!

bushel 15s £. s. d.

One-fifth part of the proved value
l. n 18

of land, at 15s per acre, is the C
full value of the tithe, including

j

all costs and charges in collect- |

ing, getting to market, &c 3sJ

the two sums amounting to 18s per acre, and
which sum is all the land can be made to bear, for

if any further sum is charged upon it, the culti-

vator cannot bear up against his expenses, as

shown in my first pamphlet, pages !) and 10. The
cultivators of the soil cannot continue to occupy
without an abatement of their indirect taxes, and
the landowner cannot be expected to bear the

whole. The tithe owner must always bear in

mind that the occupier has to pay a heavy charge
in the shape of indirect taxation, in raising the

amount of composition which is paid in lieu of

tithe, in labour, first in cultivating, and, secondly,

in gathering, housing, and getting them to market.
ft has been plainly shown that Lord John Russell's

proposed alteration would inflict a lasting injustice

upon the owner of the soil, and a further additional

charge upon the tenantry, so long as their present
engagements are in existence.

But, Sir, to return to the object of this letter, I

would have the Act framed to instruct the valuators

to assess the value of all lands to occupy at the

rate of 10 pounds per load, taking into account
the different properties and capabilities of jjro-

duction with good culture, and without any
additional expenditure ; with the advantages
and disadvantages of the diflferent occupa-
tions, to let at the above-named price, which
should regulate all future prices, if you once can
determine how much in a given quantity of wheat,
barley, or oats per acre a certain farm or farms
will give for rent, according to the natural qua-
lities of the soil, as I not only contend you can,

but am quite satisfied it can be done, with as much
correctness as you can set the rent in the usual

way. When you have once arrived at this, you
have overcome all your difficulties, and have at-

tained a solid basis, as I before observed, which
will last as long as civil society exists in Britain.

The prices should range between ten and twenty
pounds per load, for as observed in my first pam-
phlet, page 26, wheat is never likely to average a
higher price than twenty pounds per load, on ac-

count of the great facility of steam navigation. I

should say, without a great dearth, it will sehlom,
if ever, reach that price, and should it do so it will

not continue long. I feel quite satisfied the occu-
pation of the soil of this heavily taxed country can-
not be carried on at a less average price for wheat
than 14/ per load, with full average crops, barley
at an average price of 35s per quarter, oats at 26s

l)cr quarter, beans and peas at lOs per quarter.

With the above prices, the malt-duty totally re-

pealed, the tithe commuted and placed upon the

after described system, and the currency put upon
a proper basis, the occupiers would be able, by ad-

hering to the strictest economy to meet their ex-
penses. I shall begin with soil of an average qua-
lity, (see page 27, in my first pamphlet,) which will

yield, if properly cultivated, two quarters six

bushels per acre ; although, as before observed, I

have seen two able statements less by four bushels
per acre than the above ; one was from the central

committee of Yorkshire, held at the end of last

year ; the other I cannot at this moment call to

mind ; two quarters six bushels per acre will give
for rent at 6s 6d j)er bushel, or 13/ per load, 16s 3d
per acre. This sum, ranging between 10/ and 20/

per load, the charge for tithe should rise and fall

with the price of wheat, between the above two
sums. The tithe-owner would then participate

with the land-owner, the occupier being subject

to pay more or less, according to the rise and fall

of the gazetted price, made up at Michaelmas, once
a year, and taking the average for the whole year,

which I conceive to be the most fair, plain, and
easy way to go by. Having arrived at this, as I

conceive, solid basis for rent, for I cannot suppose
what can be brought forward to upset it ; now fol-

lows the question, what portion or amount of

charge upon the rent would be equivalent to the

tithe-owner in lieu of tithes. Having seen and
heard of different statements as to amount, some
more and some less, where a portion of the field-

ings was enclosed in the different western counties,

I find that the portion set apart for the clergy was
a sixth, but our lands having been long enclosed,

and not being subject to this charge, I conceive, to

do justice to the receiver as well as the payer, that

one-fifth of the amount of rent for arable, and one-
seventh for pasture of a certain quality, (a more
ordinary quality should be charged but one-eighth,

and the more ordinary but one- ninth,) would be a
just medium between the payer and receiver, clear

of any deductions, which should be as above stated,

subject to rise and fall, between the two sums of
ten and twenty pounds per load. I have no hesita-

tion in saying it is first a just payment between the
parties, and secondly one that is the very nearest
the value that can be dctcrniined upon. Perhaps
it may be said by some that one-fifth is too large a
portion and too serious a charge upon the soil. In
answer to that observation, i feel no hesitation in

stating that the cultivator would gladly contiimeit
rather than be either harassed or made liable to

have the advantage taken of his improvements, by
an additional charge, when such have been made.
1 would not recommend to make any difference in

the two sums mentioned, where there was not
more than twenty acres to the hundred in pasture

;

where there is that quantity of good sound pasture
to the hundred acres it increases the value to oc-
cupiers, but over that quantity it should become
subject to the latter payment, namely one-seventh

part of the rent. Perhaps it may be said by some,

why continue to charge me one-fifth upon the esti-

mated value of my land as arable, as I have now
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laid it down into pasture, it being more pleasant
for nic to do so, or it being a soil quite ex-
hausted from cropping, and 1 wish to make
trial of what resting and grazing will do for
it, I would allow the parties to do so, and
come under an exemption, but not until it had
been laid down for three years ; after that period
it should come into the class of one-seventh,
but not if there were not more than twenty acres
of pasture to the hundred, for I feel fully per-

suaded that a larger amount can be drawn from
one hundred acres of land where there is twenty
acres of pasture, than a less quantity, or when
the whole hundred is arable, deducting the diffe-

rent expences of the culture of the one and
the other, with or without the pasture. Again, I

find from my own reasoning and taking into ac-

count the cost of severing, houseing, and getting

to market, that one-fifth part or amount of the

rent is a full value or charge for the tithe, taking
into account the certainty of the payment, the
landowner being made subject to its discharge,
which would at once supersede all losses, and
would at all times be consolatory to the tithe-

owner. One fifth is a fidl tithe where land is cul-

tivated without artificial measures, such as chalk,
lime, and other expensive manures, brought from
a long distance, or by feeding cattle or sheep with
cake and corn as before observed, and by expen-
sive fencing, draining, &c. ; all this assists the
soil in producing an additional quantity of grain,

which never did in justice belong to or ought to

have been collected by the tithe-owner, whether
clerical or lay.

From the best of information, and from the dif-

ferent calculations that have been made, it appears
that the above named sums are the very nearest
that can be determined upon as to the value of the
tithe, as a rent-charge upon the soil. In endea-
vouring to arrive at a conclusion, I have had some
hesitation, as my only wish is (not to trespass

upon either party, either payer or receiver) that

the tithe-owner should make up his mind to take
something less than he would under the old sys-

tem, which cannot be endured any longer, and
which has caused so much unpleasant feeling be-

tween the payer and receiver, that it calls aloud
for its immediate removal. It has been found and
admitted upon all sides to have been a great

hindrance in the culture of the soil. I find from
inquiry that upon the poorer and heavy soils in

this county, where they have been well cultivated,

they have been paying a composition to the amount
of near one-third of their rents, which is a most
ruinous charge ; upon the better soils they have
paid one-fourth.

To explain it further, I will take a farm of one
hundred acres—the rent at ICs per acre. The oc-

cupiers have been paying a composition of4s6d
per acre, and upon the soil let at 20s per acre, a
comjjosition of 5s and in some cases 5s (3d per acre,

which cannot be borne any longer, at the low
price we have experienced for our produce. If

we set the rent at l(js 3d per acre, and take one-
fifth of the amount as charge for tithe, it gives 3s

3d per acre, which is a very full tithe, with wheat
at 13/ per load, for two bushels and two pecks per
acre of wheat at (is (id per bushel gives the above
sum. If wheat should again reach the average
price of 10/ per load, the charge for rent would be
21 bushels per acre, at 8s per bushel, malung 20s

per acre ; a fifth would be 4s per acre for the

tithe, and where is the person who will not admit
if he understands the expensive process of the

culture of the soil, that 4s per acre is not only a
full, but a remunerative price for the tithe. When
the clergy are made fully to understand that the
present system of charge and collection of the tithe
has done great injustice to the owners and the oc-
cupiers of the soil, they will, I feel persuaded, be
ready to relinquish it, and be quite prepared to re-
ceive what is a just and fair portion of its fruits,
after the expenses of culture are deducted, and not
be like the sons of the priest of old, who were not
willing to take that part which was appointed for
them, but thrust in the flesh hook, and took the
best and fattest of the meat.

Perhaps it may be said by some,—where wheat
is at the low price of 10/ per load, two bushels
and two pecks will give for rent 12s 6d per acre,
and that one-fifth for tithe (2s 6d per acre) appears
to be a low sum ; but, in truth, it is too high, for
it should be borne in mind that the soil, at the
price of 10/ per load, is cultivated, as shown in
my first pamphlet, at considerable loss. The oc-
cupiers, since the year 1814, have not only ex-
perienced great losses in farming, but many thou-
.sands have been brought to poverty, whilst the
tithe owner has received more than he was en-
titled to. Again, the tithe owner should bear in
mind the ruinous low price we have experienced
for several years past, and vvhether clerical or lay
should be ready to help or bear a part of his neigh-
bour's adversity.

It maybe answered by somcthat they have done
so ; and this I am quite ready to admit, but to no-
thing like the amount of loss experienced. This
plan of alteration of the tithe would be consolatory
to the tithe owner, inasmuch as he would be made
acquainted with the amount, and knowing it to be
subject to deduction only by the regulation scale

by which it would be set, he could not complain.

A statement of the highest and lowest prices of Wheat,
per imperial quarter, in Rotterdam, in each of the

years from 1829 to 1836 inclusive ; witli the rate of

fluctuation per cent in each year.

Years.

1829
1830
1331

1832
1833
1834
1835
1836

Highest
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OPERATIONS OF THE POOR LAW
AMENDMENT ACT, IN THE COUNTY
OF SUSSEX.

REPORT OF THE AUDITOR OF THE UCKFIELD UNION,

FOR THE QUARTER ENDING DECEMBER 25, 1835.

To the Board of Guardians of the Uckfield Union.

Feb. 13, 1836.

Gentlemen,—In the last report which I had

the honour to present, I stated my impression

that we might calculate on a reduction of 40 per

cent on the mediums. My reasons for not placing

the anticipated diminution at a higher sum were
based on the uncertainty of the approaching sea-

son, which will always be found to aflfect the ave-

rages of expenditure in unions where the labour-

ing classes are, like ours, so dependant on out-

door employment for the winter.

We are also j^eculiarly circumstanced with re-

ference to what may be termed " migratory

labour.

"

A very considerable number of our labourers

find employment in the vicinity of London, and
various parts of Surrey during the hay season,

passing on afterwards to the South Downs for the

harvest, from whence they return in sufficient

time for their own ; and as soon as the work con-

nected with hop-picking is over, these men are

left for three months in a great measure depend-
ant on wood-cutting for support ; an inclement
season, a deep snow, cuts off the sources of em-
ployment and brings the whole weight of the con-

sequent distress at once on our rates. Other
districts reap the advantages of their labour, but
escape the consequences of their poverty, the effects

of the agues often contracted during the summer,
the relief for sickness among the younger branches
of their families who remain at home, and all

those contingencies of pauperism attendant on the

condition of the labouring classes.

In those districts, therefore, where these migra-
tory labourers are non resident, greater regularity

and more fixed reductions in the expenditure may
he relied on : while ours will be found to vary
with the uncertainty of the produce of our hop-
plations, and the vicissitudes of the winter seasons,

until the providence and fore-thought of the la-

bourer shall have pi-ovided against such results.

These were considerations which induced me
to speak with some reserve in regard to our re-

duced expenditure ; but I freely admit, that had I

known of the favourable season we were about to

experience, my predictions would have fallen far

short of those advantages which are daily disco-

verable, as the operations of the bill become more
fully developed.

The annual average expenditure in the parishes

forming this union, for the years ending 1831-32,

and 33, from whence our mediums have been taken,

produces 16,G43/ as the sum annually disbursed in

parochial relief ; this will show an average monthly
expenditure of 1386/, while a similar average on the

union expenditure, including the repairs and alter-

ations to the work-houses, will be found not to

exceed 550/, being a difference of 836/ per month,
by which it will be seen a saving of 10,000/^er' annum
will be effected; and I will venture to assert, after

having considered the question in all its bearings,

that that sum may be looked on with reference to

the ensuing year as a permanent reduction.

But the mere saving of this sum is not the only
nor yet the most important point of view in which
the changes of the law should be regarded ; the
moral reformation effected, by checks given to

vice, improvidence, and indolence—the stimulus
offered to industry, and the means it has left in the

hands of the rate payers to reivard that industry—
have solved the question of surplus labour, by
proving (in this union, at least) that where there
exists a wish for employment, employment is to be
found.

In the month of December, 1834, in the corres-

ponding quarter of last year, upwards of two hun-
dred and fifty labourers were out of employment,
and receiving relief in const quence for their fami-

lies, although the state of the weather was not of

such severity as at all to impede the usual routine
of a labourer's occupations.

In the quarter just ])a3t, at the end of a week's
frost, and when the snow liad stopped most of the

operations in agriculture, the greatest number of

able-bodied men in the workhouses was twenty-
eight ; which asylum was sought by many, rather

as a temporary refuge from the effects of circum-
stances, over which they had no control—from a

suspension of labour, not from want of employ-
ment.
Yet among this number there were, as there

always will be, more or less, some, who, from a
long continued course of idleness and misconduct,
could find no one to employ them, who has hitherto

subsisted on parish pay, then derived from a fund
which is now devoted to the remuneration of la-

bour. The well-regulated system of employment,
the irksome confinement, the discipline of our
workhouses, and I trust a sincere desire to reform,
has induced some who were unmarried to enlist

as soldiers, and by thus entering the ranks in his

Majesty's service, they now form part of that

body of men whose duty it is to support and main-
tain those laws and that peace which but a few
months since they were among the foremost to

outrage and disturb.

It is not from these circumstances alone that we
have proofs of the beneficial operations of the

bill ; it may be sought for from other sources

—

not in the encomiums of its friends, but in the

complaints of its enemies, none of whom feel it

more severely or complain more bitterly than the

keepers of beer shops, and in short all that class

of persons who were thriving on the improvidence

and demoralization of the labourer, but who now
suffer from his reform.

The gi'eat mass of those individuals who were so

clamorous against the new enactments, on the

ground of cruelty to the poor, are now silenced by
the fact, that nearly two-thirds of the sum that

they contributed, is left in their own hands, for

their oivyi distribution, accorditig to their oivn discre-

tion ; to such as were sincerely actuated by the

feelings they expressed, and who concealed no
sinister motives under the mask of charity, it must
be gratifying to reflect that the sum formerly ab-

stracted from the funds of private benevolence is

thus restored to its natural channel ; those humane
persons will not have the satisfaction of dspensing

thatrelief as charity, to be received with gratitude,

which was formerly claimed as a right, and exacted

by intimidation.

The shop-keepers who so strongly opposed the

new measures have not found, in the result, the

ruin they seemed to anticipate ; with the excep-

tion of the contracts for flour, ard the supplies for

the workhouses Cwhich no doubt will always con-

tinue,) they will find the bulk of the expenditure

among the labouring classes, passing, as it has

hitherto done, through their hands, with this dif-

ference however, that instead of having the
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paupers' interest in the parish pay assigned to
them, or, in other words, making the rate-pay-
ers, indirectly, become security for the paupers'
debts ; they will have to trust to the credit of the
persons with whom they deal, which credit being
measured by character, in showing tlie labourer
its value, will teach him the necessity of its main-
tenance.

I shall avail myself of this opportunity to offer

a few observations on the workhouses :

—

I have remarked, in those alloted to the aged
and inlirm, the dress as directed by the regulations
is not adhered to, and, on enquiry, find some parts
of it only adapted to summer wear. I would sub-
mit to the board the propriety of correcting what
appears to have been an oversight, and at the
the same time would suggest, for their consider-
ation, the advantage of adding a round frock, as

a warm and durable addition to the dress of that
class of male paupers ; I would not, however, re-

commend any alteration as respects the able-
bodied.

If the stuff, which if possible should be distin-

guishable from thatin common use, were purchased
in London, the making of round frocks would af-

ford employment for the girls in the school.

The junk which has been picked in the various
houses might, I apprehend, be converted into rope-
yarn, and a ready sale found in the neighbourhood
for the bark-harvest, thatching, sack-ties, and
otiier purposes. It costs, including carriage, less

than 2d per lb, which price will allow for its loss

of weight in picking ; when made into rope-yarn
it is worth 6d per lb ; assuming that a man will

pick 31bs per diem, which is a low average, there
will be a profit of Is, from which will have to be
deducted the labour of spiiming, and the value of
the tar used in its manufacture. I speak with he-
sitation of a subject on which I liave not been
able to obtain much information, but, from what
I have learned, I think it both practicable and pro-
fitable, more so than by sending it for sale to

Chatham or Newhaven, by which the expense of
a long carriage will be incurred.*

It would be superfluous to call your attention to

our schools, the management of which basso often

been noticed with approbation ;—the system of
teachingthe children not only reading and writing,

but such other things as may be useful in after-

life, has induced me to advert to them, because we
liavc in our workhouses partly disabled paupers,
who might instruct the boys in broom and basket
making, for the supply of the houses belonging- to

the union ; it will be a matter for the considera-
tion of the board whether any shall be publicly
sold; but if, by that sale, a check were given
to the practices of such vagrants as now obtain
their subsistence by cutting and stealing under-
wood for that jiurpose, it will be rather conferring
a benefit on the public than inflicting an injury on
trade.

I refer, with great satisfaction, to the state of

the accounts, as kept by the paid officers of the

union, which have exhibited, throughout, a care,

attention, and accuracy, that demand my notice
and acknowledgments.

I have to regret so much delay has been incurred

in the transmission of the abstracts required by

* The experiment suggested has since been tried,

but from a difference in the (|ualities of the junk,
sufficient dependance could not be placed in tlio rope-

yarn tojustifyan expectation thatit would be brought

into general use.

the central board, for the expenditure of parishes
in this union, in the corresponding quarter of 1834

;

but at the end of three weeks examination, expe-
rience has confirmed what my fears had anticipa-
ted—that the accounts of unlettered men, shop-
keepers' bills, and the chaos of a parish chest, were
by no means subjects from which the necessary
returns were to be obtained, with the dispatch and
accuracy I could have desired.
Where, however, my researches have not been

so satisfactory as regards figures, I have endea-
voured to supply the deficiency byfacts ; and for
this purpose I have laid on the table an abstract
of answers to several questions relative to what
was formerly supposed to be " surplus labour.

"

In calling your attention to it, I ought, perhaps,
to observe that no direct pro2iortion exists between
the sum paid and the miml/er out of employment ;

the amount of relief is a criterion only us regards the
time for which a certain portion of this surplus
labour was paid; neither will that affoid a sure
basis of calculation, as the scale of payment for
parish labour was formed, not on the earnings, but
thefamily of the pauper, varying from (is to 9s per
week. It is not, theiefore, possible to arrive at

any accurate result as to the amount of the expen-
diture under that head, in the years from which
the mediums are taken ; but I have no hesitation
in expressing my conviction that it equalled the
whole amount of our present relief for the two
winter quarters.

The characters of the majority of those admitted
into the houses for the able-bodied men, were
such as to oft'er serious obstacles to their obtaining
employment ; one had already been convicted of
felony, two were sent to prison from the work-
house, another was discharged for miscondnct

—

few good characters entered—none remained long

:

it would be found, if the history of all were dili-

gently enquired into, that the greater part were
but the dregs of able-bodied pauperism, which the
new system has so effectually strained off.

If, therefoi e^ this question of " surplus labour "

be at once set at rest, then the other questions,

whether of migration or emigration, will also be
answered, and thus, by degrees, disencumbering
ourselves of these surplus subjects, we shall be
enabled to devote a more undivided attention to

such as remain.
I cannot conclude these observations without

adding my humble testimony to the assistance
aftorded by our late vice-chairman, in directing
the alterations so judiciously effected ; it is his

talent and perseverance, aided on all occasions by
your experience and support, that have so materi-

ally conduced to those satisfactory results which
have hitherto marked the formation and progress
of this union.

I have the honour to be, Gentlemen, your obli-

ged and obedient servant,

W. H. NEVVNHAM, Auditor.

THE IRISH POOR ENQUIRY.
The third report on the expediency of a Poor

Law for Indand, just published, contains the fol-

lowing statements :

—

" There were in Great Britain, in IS.'Jl, 1,05.5,982

agricultural labourers—in Ireland, 1,131,71") ; al-

though the cultivated land of Great Britain

amounts to about 31, 200,000 acres, and that of
Ireland only to about 1 1,()00,000. \\c thus find

that there are in Ireland about five agricultural

labourers for every ttvo that there arc for the same
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quantity of land in Great Britain."— (First Sec-

tion.)
" We cannot estimate tlie number of persons in

Ireland out of work and in distress, during thirty

weeks of the year, at less tiian 585,000, nor the

number of persons dependent on them at less than

1,800,000 making in the whole 2,385,000."—

(Page 5.)

According to the Census Returns of 1831, there

were then in Ireland, 1,867,765 male persons,

affed twenty years or upwards, of all classes.

1. Capitalists, bankers, professional

men, and other educated persons . . 61,514
2. Manufacturers and machinists . . 25,746
3. Occupiers of land, who employ la-

bourers 95,339
4. Occupiers of land, who do not employ

labourers 564,274
5. Agricultural labourers 567,441
6. Retailers; and handicraftsmen, mas-

ters, and workmen 298,838
7. Labourers, not in agriculture . . 89,876
8. Other males, twenty years of age,

except servants 110,595

9. Servants 54,142

Total .... 1,867,765

The labourers and workmen in classes 5, 6, 7, 8,

and 9, (deducting the 7-etail traders, and the mas-
ters from No. 6) cannot be estimated at more than

900,000 ; it is manifest, from the above classifica-

tion, that the whole of the workmen in Ireland,

depending for subsistence on employers, must be

under one million.

The Commissioners have assumed that occu-

piers of land, who do not employ labourers, are

themselves depending on employers, and by adding
this class (No. 4) to the actual labourers, they

form their total of 1,131,715 agricultural labourers,

in which they have comniitted an error that falsi-

fies all their subsequent computations. They ad-

mit this error impliedly in section 9, by proposing
that model farms shall be established in eveiy dis-

trict, to improve the husbandry of these occupiers,

whose lands, they say, do not produce a third of

their capacity.

A large number of these occupiers who do not

employ labourers, are' wholly engaged in cultiva-

ting their land ; many are residents of towns who
hold two or three acres of pasture for their cows

;

a great number are weavers, and hence there are

more of such occupiers in Ulster than in the other

provinces ; some are carpenters or masons,
butchers, fishermen, &c. ; and only a fesv work
for hire, who are generally first class labourers, as

gardeners, ploughmen, mowers, &c. It is then
clear that the Commissioners have exaggerated, by
more than half a million, the number of agricultural

labourers in Ireland.

Relying on this erroneeus computation of the

number of labourers, they have assumed that there

are 585,000 out of work, during thirty weeks of the

year : which cannot be, unless every second work-

man of the actual number in the country be idle

on more than every second day. On the same
basis they have founded the assertion that there

a,YQfive agricultural labourers in Ireland for every

two in Great Britain, on the same quantity of land.

There were in 1831, 887,167 British agricultural

labourers, and thirty-eight acres for each labourer,

while in Ireland there were twenty acres, deduct-
ing the quantity occupied by small farmers ; but
the Commissioners have pointed to the fact, that

the British labourers are not sufficient for the hus-

bandry of the country, without the aid of Irish-

men. The number of British labourers does not

therefore indicate the number requireed in Ireland.

The following table, compiled from the Census
Returns of 1831, shows the totals of agricultural

occupiers and labourers then in Ireland, the

quantity of land in use, the quantity oc-

cupied by persons not employing labourers, the

quantity in the hands of employers, and the

number of acres for each labouier, in each pro-

vince:

—

>
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acres in column 11, giving an average, for the
whole country, of 13 acres of the reclaimed ]a.nd.

And by column 10 it is shown that there are in the
hands of employers 22J acres of reclaimed land for

each actual labourer in Leinster, 2.) acres in Ulster,

27 in Connaught, 15 2-3 in Munster, and 20 acres

on an average of the whole country.
Emio-ration is, nevertheless, recommended by

the Commissioners. But in 1835 a Committee of

the House of Commons, on Irish public works,
which included all the leading Irish Members,
with Mr.O'Connell and several Britisii Members,
with Sir Robert Peel, rejjorted that emigration is

unnecessary, and would be impolitic—that in

1728, when the population of Ireland had only

reached a fourth of itspreseni extent, the labourers

were even then excessive for the system of hus-

bandry—and that emigration must be impolitic

while the empire is under a load of taxation and
debt which only a large population can sustain.

The Conmmissioners, in recommending emigra-
tion, have not reflected that pasture tracts would
he extended as the labourers would be removed,
and that the remaining labourers could not, there-

fore, have more employment.

Reclaiming waste mountains and bogs is also

proposed ; but the Commissioners do not adopt
the cautious policy of the Parliamentary Commit-
tee on Irish public works, by recommending' legal

and other facilities for enabling landowners to re-

claim wastes at their discretion ; they recommend
that these wastes shall be partitioned, surveyed,
and valued, by Commissioners a])pointed for the
purpose, on the mere motion of Commissioners of
Improvement, and that then main drains and
roads shall be formed through them by the Com-
missioners of public works. There are thus to be
three sets of Commissioners for improving wastes,

at the pleasure of the Projecting Board, with a
Court of Review, to which proprietors may appeal,

consisting of the two principal Commissioners of

Improvement and two of the Judges.

Mr. Daniel O'Connell, Mr. Spring Rice, Mr-
Lynch, and the other Irish and British Members
of the Public Works Committee of 1835, thought
of no such machinery as this for reclaiming wastes.

They, however, proposed means equally efficient,

but much less expensive ; they proposed that the

Board of Works already existing should contract
to reclaim available wastes, so that proprietors
might be induced to improve by having a public
Board to assure them against imposition and ex-
travagance ; they also proposed that juries should
be cmpannelled, when necessary, for adjusting
rights and valuing interests.

But whence are labourers to be procured for the
arbitrary and enlarged operations proposed by the
Commissioners ? Must the lands already in tillage

be converted into pastures ? It would appear that
the cottier farmers, the working occupiers, are
not to be invited from their present avocations.
They are to have model farms (section !)) esta-

blished " in every parish or district" for improv-
ing their husbandry. If, then, a large portion of
these cottiers are not expected to abandon their
present holdings, and reclaim wastes, the regular
agricultural labourers should be invited. If the
former should go, what will become of the lands
they occupy, and the rentals .' If the latter should
go, how could the rack-rent farmers jiay the wages
which the rcmaininj.'; labourers would naturally de-
mand .' And, finally,when large tracts of wastes (for

there arc three nilllious of acres available) should be
added to the present cultivated territory, increas-

ing every kind of agricultural pi'oduce far beyond
the local demand, what would become of the rents
now derived from land in use !

Were there to be all the emigrating, migrating,
and reclaiming, to be projected by a Board paid
for the purpose, the present rack-rent farmers of
Ireland could not pay their rents ; and the owners
ofi-eclaimed land, who have not large tracts of
wastes, would be deprived of so much income,
that those under heavy settlements and mortgages
would be ruined.
The Commissioners would invert the natural

progress of territorial improvement. Instead of
cultivating properly that which is now improved
a little, they propose to improve that which is now
waste, and invite industry to abandon the terri-
tory which is under cultivation. Still they report
that there is in the reclaimed land a great capacity
of production not yet developed.

But the capacity of increased production, in the
land already reclaimed, cannot be x)ut into opera-
tion, without a reactive Poor Law, to enforce the
employment of sufficient labour, and prevent an
abuse of the sources of subsistence ; and this law
Ireland is not to have.

Landlords may still expel the cultivators of the
soil with impunity. Large tracts of reclaimed
land may still be shut up from industry, without
a penalty. And when labourers are cast on the
wor'd by the caprice or indolence of a landholder,
or the occupancy of more land than he has capital

to cultivate, they may starve, or seek for work on
waste lands, probably in another province, ivhich

work may be given or withheld at pleasure ; or they
must solicit admittance to a depot for emigrants.
Two or three instances of abuses under the

English Poor Law are quoted in the Report ; but
although the causes of the evils pointed to were
accessible to the Commissioners, they have not
been placed before the public.

In England abuses have been as largely detected
in the administering of relief to the hel2)less poor,
as in managing the provision for poor labourers :

why are the Commissioners alarmed only by abuses
of the latter .' " Instructed"—by unexplained oc-

currences in the parish of Cholesbury, where po-
pulation has not increased since 1801, when all its

poor were supported for less than3(JL a year—and
by some strange transitions in habits, alleged to

liave happened in one other not named—they will

not recommend that Irish labourers shall be pro-
tected against want and injustice by a legal right

to employment. But, notwithstang the abuses in

administering the provision for the helpless poor,

they recommend that relief for Ireland. \Vhy ?

They ought not to be scared by abuses in one case,

which do not deter them in the other. And they
are surely aware that the abuses of an institution

are not sound reasons against its existence ; if

they were, our Legislature, juries, and corpora-
tions, ought to have been abolished rather than
reformed.
The Commissioners assume that England sus-

tains the pressure of her Poor Law 07ilii through
bcr strength, and that Irelanil is unfit for such a
law in her weakness. They say—" Because extra-

ordinary strength has withstood /io«o» it does not

follow that poison should be prescribed as a remedy
for weakness"—forgetting that the poison of a Poor
Law was administered to England when she was
more distracted and feeble than Ireland is now

—

when she was borrowing cajiital from the Dutch,
and her [)easants were roving in marauding bands
through each of her counties.
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They foresee tliat a reactive Poor Law, to en-

force work for all who want it, wonld increase the

outlay in wages ; and they calculate that the pre-

sent product of the country could not provide for

the augmented outlay. But the additional labour

would create an additional product, to compensate
employers, as the labour of every new settler in

America enables the community to provide each
year for an increased expenditure in wages, and
to realize a profit on tlie capital so employed.

Instead of a reactive Poor Law, which, by pro-
viding work up to the capabilities of the country,
would not only diminish pauperism now existing,

but check the creation of pauperism, and inc.ease
the agricultural produce, without disturbing and
overturning settled interests—the Commissioners
propose to create a fund, by taxation, for helpless

jjaupers, reduced to beggary (for the most part)
by the absence of a reactive protection for the
working classes. In this project they would lay

the foundation of a system, which must be rapidly
and continually extending until its expense would
become insufferable.

If this provision for helpless paupers only be
created, England will get the labour of many an
Irishman, whose infirm parents or deserted chil-

dren, must be supported by Irish taxes. But esta-

blish in Ireland a provision for the poor, including
a rigid to employment, for the working classes, and
then the law can justly compel every man to sup-
port his immediate kindred, as it does now in

England. And for such a law no complicated and
expensive machinery is necessary. Rate-payers
ought to be empowered by it to elect local bodies
for carrying it into effect; and some public de-
partment already existing should have a control-
ing power over these bodies to enforce the rights
of the poor, and jjrotect the interests of the com-
munity.

ON THE DIFFERENT THEORIES OF
MILDEW.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE YORK CHRONICLE.

Sir,—Oil no subject have scientific and practical

men more disagreed, than on the causes of mildew
in corn ; some attributing it to animalcula?, some
to parasitical plants, and others to the variations
of season, frequently placing effects for causes,
and altogether offering a series of confused scraps
of observation, rather than any digested system,
formed upon accurate and practical principles.

The diseases of corn have not been so systematic-
ally arranged as they should be, and mildew, rust,

blight, and smut, have been confounded with each
other. Wildew has, however, its peculiar charac-
teristics :—it is a spotted discolouration of the
straw,—red at its commencement, and afterwards
black, and scattered in patches over the surface,

and although its effects seem principally confined
to the straw, yet the moment it is fixed, all commu-
nication between the juices and the ear is cut off,

and the corn derives no more nutriment. It is

admitted on all hands, that whatever may be the
immediate cause, the reason has much to do in in-

ducing it. One theory is, that if the weather be dry
in the months of May and June, the vessels of the
stem are small, in consequence of the languid pro -

pulsion of the sap from the root, and if the wea-
ther then changes to rain, the secretion of sap is

increased, until the capillary vessels are incapable
of conveying it, which causes a determination of
it to the skin, and it being the natural food of some

parasitical plants, they attach themselves to it and
jiroduce the disease. This, however, appears
somewhat strained, and cannot be easily recon-

ciled with the fact of certain parts of a field being
affected, and the rest perfectly free, as was the

case with a field which came under my own ob-
servation. Particular districts, too, are particu-

larly affected, while those around arc comparatively
free. One village was so notorious for this dis-

ease, as to get the opprobrious character of " Mil-

dew Rollesby." This is quite opposed to the de-

termination of saj) to the surface of the straw by
the peculiarity of the season, as pioducing the dis-

ease. Others attribute it to the too vigorous

gi-owth of the plants, which wouli indicate a more
sparing application of manui'e, but in direct op-

position to this, we observe small and stunted ears

affected, as well as more luxurious ones. Another
theory is, that insects, or plants, are produced on
the ground, which climb up the plant and feed on
its juices. But if this were the case, the corn
would be affected all seasons the same, and seldom
if ever escajie. A mist or fog, in July, is almost
sure to produce the disease, and if it was attribut-

able toanimalculw, all parts of a field would be dis-

eased, which is contrary to facts.

The above are the most fashionable modes of

accounting for this disease, but they are very un-
satisfactory, and what is worse, they hold out no
possibility of eradicating, or even diminishing, its

ravages. I am inclined to favour the opinion that

it is the same disease which attacks other plants,

and from them is communicated to the corn, in

the manner afterwards described. The coltsfoot

(cacalia) may be observed at a later period of the
year, to be covered with yellow spots, which after-

wards occasionally turn black, and very much re-

sembling the disease in corn, above alluded to.

Scientific men, however, tell us that they observe
a difference in the microscopic appearance of the
fungi ; but may not this difference be att.ibuted
to the juices on which they feed ? This theory is

connected with the season in a way altogether

simple, and quite different from any of the above.
^Vhen the straw is wet for a considerable time, the
floating seeds of the fungi are attracted to the
corn and straw, which it would not be in a dry
season. In proof of this, it may be remarked that
that peculiar kind of wheat called " downy-chaff-
ed," is so peculiarly liable to the disease, as to in-

duce the Scotcli farmers to discard it ; the chaff
being more retentive of moisture, is more attrac-

tive to the fungi. The coltsfoot, and certain other
plants, which seem peculiarly liable to the infec-

tion, as wheat is more than oats, act as conduc-
tors of the seed ; and it is at least worth while for

the farmers to clear their land and hedg'^s of such
noxious plants, as a single neglected farm in this

respect, may extend the disease for miles, espe-

cially in foggy weather. M. M. M.
Thorpfield, April 26, 1836.

TuE Weather.—Last evening, a self-registering

thermometer was laid on the ground in the gartlen, and
this morning the index stood at 23 degrees : that is tiie

minimum temperature was 9 degrees below the freezing

point ! At about 5 in the morning the temperature was
27 degrees ; at the same time the atmosphere was
bright, with the exception of a few stratus clouds to the

northward. A temperature of 9 degrees below the

freezing- point, at this season of the year must have a
very detrimental effect on vegetation.— Eppiog', April

30.

—

Standard.
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ISLINGTON CATTLE MARKET.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

London, May 20th, 1836.
Sir,—We the undersiijned, have had the gratification

to visit the Islingtoa Market, and unanimously agree
that it is the most perfect, commodious, and convenient

Market in the kingdom, and which every Grazier who
studies his own interest and welfare will support, and
•we strongly urge and invite them to see the new Mar-
ket and judge of its merits for themselves, and they

must be convinced, as we are, that it is for their bene-

fit that their cattle should be sent there, where they

can have every comfort and accommodation which can-
not be obtained in any other market.
We cannot bestow sufficient praise on Mr. Perkins

for the high spirit he has evinced in the erection of an
establishment equally important and advantageous to

the agricultural classes, as it is for the improvement
of the metropolis, and we heartily wish him every suc-
cess, and we hope that the whole of the stock sent for

the supply of the London Market may very shortly be
consigned to the New Market at Islington,

We remain. Sir,

Your obedient servants,

Norfolk, Earl Marshal,
Tavistock, Marquis of,

Lynedoch, Lord,
Mr. Coke, Holkham, Norfolk,
RosEBERRY, Earl of,

(from a correspondent.)

ISLINGTON CATTLE MARKET.
I congratulate my agricultural brethren on the uni-

ty of feeling that prevails in our county, relative to

this important and praiseworthy undertaking ; having
been present at a meeting of landowners and graziers,

which took place at the Peacock Inn, Boston, on the

18th instant, the Great Fortnight Cattle Maiket,
convened for the purpose of conferring with a deputa-

tion from the London Salesmen, who have transferred

their business from Smithfield to Islington, in com-
pliance with the wishes of their employers expressed in

the declarations of the graziers in Lincolnshire, and
other counties, pledging themselves to send their cattle

to the Islington Market.
James B. Topham, Esq, having been called to the

chair, and the object of the meeting having been stated

by the Salesmen who were deputed to attend, it was
unanimously resolved, that this meeting are fully de-

termined to support the Islington Cattle Market, and,

moreover, that we will not employ any drover who
shall presume to deliver any cattle contrary to our
directions, or sell any stock entrusted to their care,

except in the market to which it is consigned.
Many very judicious remarks were made on the con-

duct and trickery of the drovers who have been
opposed to the New Market. It was suggested and
approved by the meeting, that committees be imme-
diately formed at all the principal markets throughout
the country to confer with the Islington Market Com-
mittee in London, on the most effectual means of sup-
porting the Islington Market.
The feeling that prevailed in this meeting was so

truly unanimous, that when a show of hands was soli-

cited in favour of Smithfield Market by a Salesmen
from London who attended the meeting with three

others as the advocates of that market, not a single

arm was raised in support of this detestable place,

where the property of the graziers of England have

been so long sacrificed to the interest and prejudice

of a few individuals.

This meeting which was attended by upwards of one
hundred of the most influential landowners and graziers

in this part of the county of Lincoln, together with the

declarations which have already been signed by nearly

one thousand landowners and graziers in Lincolnshire,

pledging themselves to support the Islington Market,
cannot fail completely to establish the opinion that
prevails in this county on this important question.

While writing, I must take leave to put my brother
graziers on their guard against reports that have been
industriously circulated by certain jobbers (and the
salesmen in their employ) transacting considerable
business in this and the adjoining counties, prejudicial

to the Islington Maiket. These men may cadculate on
reaping a golden harvest by endeavouring to (keep up
a competition between the two markets, they imagine
they may have the effect of inducing graziers to sell at
less money at home ; this feeling will at once account
for the extraordinary apostacy of certain individuals
who are seeking, while the two patties are contending,
to walk off with the bone.

Graziers, forget not the ancient motto, ** Vis
Fortier Unita."

Boston, 20th May, 1836.

The effect of a commutation of tithe in inducing

the ploughing up of poor lands is thus animadver-

ted upon in a little pamphlet upon this subject from

the pen of the Rev. R. Jones, Professor of Political

Economy at the East India College.

Since 1814, more than four millions of souls, that is,

a population greater than that of Sweden and Norway,
has been added to the consumers in our home-market

;

and yet, during that time, there has been a disposition

rather to lay land down than to plough it up. The ad-
ditional produce, gigantic as the addition has been, has
been obtained by better, not by more extensive tillage

farming. And yet, the one great improvement, by the
application of which modern agriculture has added so

enormously to its powers, has betn adopted on only a
very moderate portion of the English soil. That im-
provement is the alternating with corn, on the tillage-

grounds, crops on which cattle are maintained. The
progress of such a practice is possible only in countries

where there is an increasing demand for butcher's meat,
but where such a demand exists, its gradual progress

to soils of all descriptions, after it has once become
known, may be anticipated with great confidence.

Hitherto it has been almost confined to light and dry
soils. Perfect draining is the condition on which alone

it can be attempted on stiff and wet land. The great

expense of drainage has, hitherto, been an effectual ob-
stacle to the general participation of such soils in the

benefits of the improved husbandry of the day, and we
see the occupiers of them struggling with difficulty to

maintain them in cultivation at prices produced by the

abundant harvests of their more fortunate neighbours.

But the art of draining is, as might be expected, im-
proving : already the operation may be effected in the

very best and most effectual manner, on the stiffest

soils, for one-third of what it cost a few years ago.

The next great conquest of English agriculture will

clearly be on such soils. Root crops, and summer and
winter soiling, producing, necessarily, more perfect

tillage and progressive enrichment, may gradually re-

store the clays to an equality at least with the lighter

lands, if not to their ancient and once vaunted supe-

riority.

Polish Turnspits.—Bears are very common in

Poland ; the peasants catch them when quite young,

and teach them to perform all sorts of domestic labours.

These animals, possessing great intelligence, and dex-

terity, particularly with their fore-paws, many inn-

keepers have bears who adroitly turn the spits for

roasting meat. It is an extraordinary sight to a

stranger who enters one of the Polish kitchens to see

a bear seated gravely on his hind-legs, and turning

with his fore, an immense spit, by means of a handle

artistically constructed.

—

Le Cam£Uon.
2 H
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SECOND REPORT OF THE COMMIT-
TEE ON AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

Mr. Howard called in and examined.

Can you speak of the comparative condition of the

farmers now and 20 years ago ?—Twenty years ago

the farmers were a very flourishing hody, they were

opulent; they are now dreadfully poor.

Do you think there is much capital yet left in the

bands of the farmers 1—I believe that were the land-

lords to call for closing in of the accounts, were all

accounts now to close, the farmers of Holderness and

Howdenshire are insolvent, taking them as a body.

Speaking of Howdenshire and Holderness, are

there any particular expenses attending their culti-

ration, are the rate?, heavy 1—No ; the rates in the

East Riding I do not consider to be very heavy ; it

appears to me tliey are much higher in the south of

England than in Yorkshire.

What are the poor rates in that part generally

speaking?—Varying considerably, perhaps about

half a crown, judging from those parishes with which

I am acquainted ; I should say not much above half

a crown in the pound.

Is the county rate heavy ?—The county rate has

very much increased, but it is not a very serious

6vil.

What is it in the pound ?—I mean in the half a

crown or 2s 8d to include the county rate.

Is the tithe heavy in that district 1—No, very lit-

tle tithe is paid, it is generally tithe free.

If the tenantry have been in this declining state

so long, has there been a corresponding reduction in

rent in that district ?—I should consider that rents

have fallen about 40 per cent.

Since what period?-—Since 1816.

If the prices which have been maintained the last

year or two should remain, how much more rent

should you conceive would have to be reduced?
—The poor strong lands could not remain in cultiva-

tion rent free.

And the extent of country to which that would
apply would be about 50,000 acres ?—Yes.

And that land has been in cultivation time imme-
morial ?—It has.

Do you think the richer soil, and yet strong soil

of Holderness will bear much rent if the present

prices remain ?—It will not bear much rent, but cer-

tainly it may be kept in cultivation.

Twenty years ago what rent would an acre of the

average soil in Holderness bear?—Thirty shillings.

What do you think it is worse at the prices of the

two last years if it was let at the price of wheat?

—

If they are paying 20s they are paying part of the

rent out of their capital.

If they did not pay their rent out of their capital

what do you think that 30s must now be reduced to

if they pay merely according to the value of the

produce?—I feel that rather a difficult question to

answer.

You say there has been a great scarcity of spring
crops, and therefore the value of the spring crops
has not made up for the loss upon the wheat crop ?

—

No, the spring crops have borne a pretty good price,

but the crop itself has been very deficient, and there-

fore the farmer has not bene6tted much by the price

that he has obtained.

In former times, even before the war, used not
the wheat crop to be considered the paying crop ?

—

Certainly.

And of late years the farmer has been obliged to

compensate himself out of his other crops to pay for

the cultivation of wheat?—That has been the case to

a certain extent.

Have you made any observation of the changes
that have taken place since the year 1814, as to the
welfare of the farmer ; how was it immediately suc-

ceeding the war ?—The farmer bore up pretty well
till 1816; in 1816 he bad more difficulties to con-
tend with ; in 1815 he had a considerable reduction
of price; and in 1816 the harvest was exceedingly
bad, he had a great deficiency of quantity ; 1816-17
was a year of scarcity. I think the prices in 1817
rose rather considerably.

Did they remain high during the year 1818 1 There
was a fall in 1818.
When did any great fall take place after the year

1818?—I think in 1820, 1821, and 1822, and in the

early part of 1823 prices fell greatly.

Was there a great pressure then upon the farming
interest?—Great distress.

Was the price low ?—The price was low, and al-

together there was very great distress.

Did the lowness of price in your opinion spring

from good harvests or from abundant crops ?—1 think

not ; if it had done so the farmers would not have
felt it so much ; the quantity grown would have com-
pensated for the decrease of price.

Do you generally find that the farmers, as a body,
reapmorebenefit from an abundant and good harvest

with a comparatively low price, than they do from
a higher price attending a scarce crop ?—Decidedly.
Do they consider a good harvest a blessing ?—

A

good harvest is a great blessing.

Did any material change take place after the early

part of 1822 ?—In 1822 it appeared to me that I

could not go on farming, that ruin must be the con-

sequence, and I was losing very seriously ; at Lady-
day, 1823, 1 gave up the greater part of my farming

concerns, but the prices, though very low in the

spring of 1823, rose afterwards during the year 1833.

There is still another article which agriculturists

produce, namely, meat, which is selling higher than
wheat ; to what do you attribute that ?- -The great

scarcity of mutton ; theflocksbeing so much reduced
of course made a greater demand for beef, and I ima-
gine that it is from that circumstance alone. There
is another thing too which must operate ; as the

distress of the farmer and the difficulty of letting

farms increased, and as rents in consequence de-
creased, landlords began to indulge their tenants

very much by allowing them to plough up grass land.

We have much less old grass land in the East Riding
of Yorkshire than we had during the period of pros-
perity ; that must tend to increase the price of cattle.

Will not that also have the effect of increasing the

breadth of wheat sown?—Yes, no doubt it has.

Has wheat been sown to a much greater extent than
it used to be within the last five or six years ?—The
autumn of 1834 was peculiarly dry, and there was
great difficulty in getting wheat sown ; I found that

many farmers, not only in the East Riding but in

Yorkshire generally and in Lincolnshire, and in other
parts of the country, had been partly compelled to

abandon the sowing of wheat from the difficulty of
getting a season in which it would vegetate; they

were the more ready to do so because wheat was then
selling at about 40s, and spring crops were selling

at much better prices in proportion, and therefore

they allowed their strong land fallows to stand over
for beans, for barley, or for oats, and consequently

less wheat was sown in the autumn of 1834,

Would the fact of a considerable number of farms
having been left waste for the last three or four years

have diminished the quantity of wheat sent to mar-
ket ?— Certainly ; then, again, those farmers that

were compelled to sow spring corn in 1835, instead

I
of sowing wheat in the autumn of 1834, finding that
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those crops had been more profitable to them than
wheat crops would have been, have gone on this year

to do the same to a very great extent, and others

have followed their example, so that the breadth of

wheat sown in the autumn of 1835 has been very
much diminislied.

Do you think that the diminution in the sowing of

wheat has at all tended to raise the price within the

last five or six weeks?—I believe wheatis not just

now rising ; it is a fact that must be generally known,
and the merchants and others must be aware that a

considerable change will take place, that there must
be a deficiency of wheat in proportion to the spring

corn ; spring corn has been so much more sown,
and wheat so much less sown, that their present

ratio of price must alter.

Speaking practically, do you find any inconveni-

ences from the country bankers not issuing so largely

as they used to do 1—I used to have good personal

credit with my bankers, I used not to be asked for

any security, nor feel it necessary to look at my
banker's book to see how I was going on, but I

should very much scruple now. to overdraw upon my
bankers.

Do you think the tenants generally find the same
thing with the bankers?—Yes, the tenants have no
credit.

Can they get security to enable them to get accom-
modation from the bankers ?—No, it is impossible.

Why ?—They have lost confidence in the country :

the bankers know that they are poor, and they have
no longer confidence in them.

Is the man who would naturally be the security

of a farmer a neighbouring farmer ?—Yes.
Then you think that all the farmers are so much

distressed that one farmer could not be security for

another ?—A farmer's personal security will no
longer be accepted ; it was the habit formerly of the

bankers to advance money to any man, whom they
knew to be a prudent man, if he brought the security

of such a man as himself, but ten such securities now
would not induce the banker to advance his money.

Is that because he thinks farming a ruinous trade ?

—Because he thinks farming a ruinous trade. For-

merly he depended upon the prudence of a tenant,

but he can no longer place confidence in his pru-

dence, because he knows that he carries on a business

by which he must lose money.
You have spoken of the condition of the tenants

;

what in your opinion is the condition of the landlords

at the present time?—The landlords whom 1 princi-

pally know are, I conceive, in a much worse con-
dition than their tenants.

Will you state why ?—Because many of them are

compelled, by their situation in life to a certain ex-
penditure ; many of them have mortgaged estates, or

estates otherwise encumbered ; all the incumbrances
remain the same. A reduction may have taken place
upon mortgages, from 5 per cent, to 4 per cent.

;

but the rents having decreased 40 per cent, in many
instances I could quote 50 per cent, iipon the strong

cold lands, the landlords have suffered more than the

tenants.

Do you think that the landlord himself has not

been living, in a certain degree, out of the capital of

his tenant ?—Yes, he has so ; but with a reduction
in his rent of from 40 to 50 per cent, that has not

enabled him to meet his unavoidable expenses.

Then you think the comparative condition of the

landlord is worse than that of the tenant?—The
comparative condition of the poorer landlord is worse
than that of the tenant. I know many instances of

freeholders, who were men that possessed property,

to the amount of 8,000/ or 10,000i, who are now ut-

terly destitute, Avho have not a shilling in the
world.

Can you give an instance of two men, who should
happen to have invested money, the one in the funds,
and the other in land, about 20 years ago ?—A gen-
tleman with whom I am very well acquainted, and
whose estate has been in my management, since he
purchased it, about the year 1809 , sold out of the
funds to purchase that estate. The purchase was
about 50,000/. The value of the estate has been
sunk altogether by the difference that it would have
made to him had he continued his money in the
funds up to the present time.
Do you mean then to say, that if it had remained

in the funds to this time, his 50,000/ would have
become 100,000/ ?—I know what the rental has been

;

I know what the expenses of the improvement of
that estate have been ; and calculating what he
would have received from the funds. 1 find that it

makes the difference of the cost of the estate.

If he had remained a fundholder, he would have
been 50,000/ richer at the present time ?—Exactly so.
What do you conceive to be the condition of the

labourers now ?— I do not think that the labourers
are distressed at all.

Are they well employed?—They were distressed
for several years prior to 1824, and then emigration
became with us so general, and was carried on to so
great an extent, and took so many labourers out of
the market, that they have pretty good employment.

Are the labourers, generally speaking, in the East
Riding, well employed, and taking the price of pro-
duc«, well paid?—Taking the price of produce, well
paid ; better paid than at any former period.
What is the rate of wages they are receiving,

generally speaking, in the East Riding of York-
shire?—Two shillings a day, throughout the year,

may be considered about the price of wages, in the
East Riding of Yorkshire.

What is the state of the tradesmen in your neigh-
bourhood ?— I reside not very far from York, and I
am most acquainted with the tradesmen in York;
they complain very heavily. On inquiring as to an
agricultural petition which was recently sent up
from the Yorkshire associations to the House of
Commons, I found that the shopkeepers in York
were much more anxious to sign that petition to par-

liament than the farmers were. They have learnt

that they are entirely dependent upon the landed
interest, and that if the landlords have not money,
and if the tenants have not money, they can sell no
goods.

Is not that rather a change in the opinion of the

tradesmen?—Decidedly so.

Since when have they changed their opinions ?—
I recollect that when corn was extremely high in

1812, and about that period the shopkeepers used to

complain heavily of it, and fancied that it was very

much to their detriment ; they are now convinced

that without corn can be sold at a remunerating

price, they cannot carry on business to advantage.

Then, in fact, you yourself think they are as much
interested in the relative state of prices as the farmer,

the labourer and the landlord ?—I am confident that

they are.

Do you believe that it would be possible for the

county of York to grow wheat to advantage at 5s 6d
per bushel, tithe free?—Certainly not.

If the whole of the poor rate, county rate, highway

rate, and every other rate, were removed from the

county of York, do you think that they could grow
wheat at 5s 6d or 5s 9d per bushel?—Certainly not.

Do you think that Ss per bushel is a fair estimate

to make for a series of years ?—I should hope not.

2 H 2
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Do you think that wheat will remain at 5s per

bushel, or that it will not increase in price "i—Wheat
will increase in price, I believe, from the small

quantity sown, and from the impossibility of culti-

vating it at that price, so that were it to continue at

that price a little longer, farmers would not continue

to cultivate, and that therefore the decreased quan-

tity grown must increase its price.

Is it a fact, within your knowledge, that there has

been a great deal of emigration from the East Riding
of Yorkshire 1—A great deal, and a great deal from
Melbourne. Where I reside, the parish is Thornton.

Will you take any farm, within your own know-
ledge, in the East Riding of Yorkshire, and state

whether, provided those farms had not been subdi-

vided, the same number of labourers would be em-
ployed upon those farms now, as there were when
prices were more remunerating "!—Certainly not.

From what class has the emigration principally

taken place 1—I think that emigration has taken place

principally from the direct labouring class in point
of number ; many of the farmers have emigrated, but
the numbers are the labourers.

If emigration takes place to a manufacturing dis-

trict, the whole family do not emigrate, do they 1—
No ; several of the younger people get into manufac-
turing districts, but the father and mother and the

younger children remain in the country.
Then in fact an increasing number of children

come into the account of the population returns 1—
Yes.

Within the last fifteen years there has been a

greatly improved cultivation of the Wolds, which
you say constitute one-third part of the East Riding
in consequence of the introduction of bow husban-
dry!—Yes,

Would that have very much increased the labour-
ing class in the East Riding 1—The Wolds are bet-

ter cultivated than they were ; there has been an in-

creased demand for labour on the Wolds.
Has there been any increase of the allotment sys-

tem in the East Riding 1—Where gentlemen reside
upon their estates the allotment system has been con-
siderably increased.

Would not that rather tend to increase the num-
ber of labourers?—I do not exactly see that ; it ren-
ders their situation more comfortable.
You have stated that the poor soils in a great por-

tion of the East Riding had nearly ceased to be cul-
tivated, are there any farms untenanted?—Yes.
What is the state of the buildings upon those

farms 1—They are going to decay.
Are there any poor rates paid ?—Yes.
From what source ?—The landlord generally pays

the poor rates, even though he does not receive the
rents.

What is the course of cropping generally in How-
denshire?—That land has been under cultivation
time immemorial, but they are not good farmers, they
know very little of sowing grass seeds, and the drill

is not much in use ; two crops and three crops to a
fallow ; upon the better soils three crops ; fallow and
wheat and oats sometimes, which is not good hus-
bandry, or fallow, wheat, beans, and oats, which is

rather better husbandry.

You spoke of there being much less grass land in
the East Riding than formerly ; when was that grass
land ploughed up ?—That grass land has been going
progressively until the last few years, when I think
the landlords have been more tenacious of the little

remains of grass land.

Then you consider the grass land to have been
very improvidently ploughed up?—Yes.
Do not you think that in some measure accounts

for the distress of the farmers in that district from
their want of knowledge in the cultivation of the soil

and from their ploughing up land which ought not
to have been ploughed up ?—I think that farming is

better understood at this time than it has been at any
former period ; but it is extremely difl&cult for men
who are deficient in capital to avail themselves of an
increase of knowledge, because better farming re-

quires increased capital ; they know how to farm now
better than they are able to do.

Was that part of the country ever tenantedby men
of large capital?—Yes, they were a very opulent

body.
Are you speaking of Holderness or Howdenshire 1

—Howdenshire.
Holderness is a better district, and there are bet-

ter farmers there ?—They are better farmers there,

and they were a still more opulent body.

Are they now ?—Yes, I think they are now, at

least they are a less distressed body.
Do you know any district in England where there

is better cultivation carried on than in the East Rid-
ing ?—Yes, along the banks of the Till, in Northum-
berland, the cultivation is very decidedly better.

Do you know any district south of the East Riding
of Yorkshire that is better cultivated ?— No, I think

we are equal to other parts.

You have stated that the farmers in Howdenshire
and Holderness are nearly insolvent ?—Taking them
as a body, I believe them to be insolvent.

And that the distress of the farmers has been con-

siderable ?—Yes.
Will you state what you consider would be the

means of relieving the farmer at the present time?

—

I think that we have obtained some little relief from
the change in the poor law system ; I think that is

working very favourably with us. We should have
obtained more relief, and greatest relief by the altera-

tion of the highway laws ; the highway laws are very

oppressive in the East Riding of Yorkshire, particu-

larly in this very district of Holderness, and what I

have called Howdenshire, explaining by that that I

meant that class of country which is exactly similar,

and which adjoins it.

Is there nothing beyond the highway rate and the

poor law that you would look to for relief?—Latterly

we have looked principally for relief by some change
in the currency.

That you think would be the means of relieving

the farmer considerably ?—If money was of less value

wheat would be of more value.

Have you any other remedy to point out to the

committee that would be of use ?—I am not aware of
anything else.

A change of the currency would be in your opinion

the principal means of remedying the distress ?—

I

fancy that is the great means.
Do you think that the graziers have suffered from

the low price of tallow of late years ? — I have
not stated that the grazier has been an extensive

sufferer.

Has the price of tallow of late years been remu-
nerating to the tallow growers ?—It is but a small

article ; I am quite aware that it must make a differ-

ence, but it is not very considerable in the value of

a beast.

Have you been at all conversant with the killing

of cattle ?—I cannot say that I have ; I think I am a

pretty good judge of the beast as we sell it, but not

of the tallow that the beast contains.

Have the subdivision of farms of which you have

spoken been carried to any great extent ?—It has, to

a considerable extent.

What was the size of the farms generally speaking
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before tbey were subdivided?—I think I could ave-
rage them at about 300/. a-year, about 300 acres. I

am speaking of the average of the East Riding.
What has been the division of those farms 1—

Those farms are not now near so large ; I think the

number of farms has been increased by one-third in

the lower part of the East Hiding.
Has any alteration in the rent taken place in con-

sequence of the subdivision, or have the farms been
let at about the same rent 1—The rents have been
reduced.

What has been the case as to the buildings, has

there been any difficulty in erecting new buildings

upon the subdivision'?—The buildings have been in-

creased consequent upon the subdivision.

At whose expense has that been done 1—The land-

lord's.

Then that has formed another heavy pressure upon
the landlords!—Just so.

You have stated that a considerable amount of land

has gone out of cultivation in Howdenshire and
Holderness, will you describe, particularly where
those districts of land are, the parishes for example t

— Land of that description has gone out of cultiva-

tion in Melbourne, and I could name many other

places, but I do not wish to expose particular es-

tates.

Has the land that has gone out of cultivation con-

sisted of whole farms or portions of farms ?—Of
whole farms, with the exception of small parts of

those farms.

Has the land that has so gone out of cultivation

been ever since in a state of waste?—Yes.

Polish Agriculture.—Warsaw, April 29.—The
Council of Administration of the king'dom of Po-
land, considering' that, in consequence of the fertility of

last year, and the want of a foreign market for corn, the

price has fallen so low that it does not repay the ex-

pense of production, has at the instance of the Director

General of the Committee of Finance, and in order to

relieve agriculture, issued an ordinance, that the Polish

Bank shall advance money to the inhabitants of the

country on wheat and rye, to be deposited in the ma-
gazines under its lock, and in other suitable repositories,

which must be well secured and insured against fire.

Such advances may be made to the amount of 3,000,000

florins ; but should this sum not prove sufficient, the

bank is authorized to apply to have it increased. The
time for which the advances are made is fixed at three

months, but the bank may prolong the term if it thinks

it necessary, and circumstances allow.

—

Dutch paper.

A trial took place in the Court of Exchequer, during
the last term, of some interest to the breeders of sheep in

this neighbourhood. Mr. Rogers, a sheep-dealer, pur-

chased at Weyhill Fair, about 2000 sheep of different

farmers, paying for them in cheques, which were dis-

honoured. Mr. C. Blake, under the advice of his soli-

citor, followed those sold by him, and found them on
Rogers's farm, in Hertfordshire, in the possession of the

sheriff, under an execution at the suit of the father of

Rogers. Mr. Blake gave the sheriff, who had sold

them, notice that they were his property, and that he

should bring an action against him unless the produce
was paid to him. The sheriff refused, and an action

was brought by Mr. Blake, who proved that Rogers
had overdrawn his banker's account upwards of 600/

;

that he had bought many other sheep ; that some per-

sons had followed theirs, and seized them ; and that

some of them were put into a hay-loft in Smithfield.

—

The jury gave a verdict in favour of Mr. Blake for

118/, the amount at which he sold his sheep, being 43/

more than they produced at the sheriff's sale.

CULTIVATION OF TURNIPS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BELFAST NEWS-LETTER.

Sir,—As the season has now arrived for sowing
turnips, a species of crop whose cultivation has
been given up by many farmers as unprofitable,
chiefly from the proper mode of cultivating that
valuable root being imperfectly known, I beg per-
mission through your valuable journal to offer a
few directions on the subject, hoping that they
may not prove uninstructive to some.
The soils best suited to the turnip are those of

the lighter class. The proper place in the rotation
for the turnip, is both to precede and succeed a
white crop, and the land should be ploughed by a
deep furrow in autumn, after the corn crop has
been removed. Then in spring, when the grain
crops are sown, and the potatoes planted, the far-

ther preparation of the turnip land should be re-
sumed. The first ploughing should be across, and
the ground left to dry for a few days, then har-
rowed by repeated double turns of the harrow in
various directions, for the purpose of pulverizing

the ground, and disengaging the weeds ; and the
roller should be also employed where necessary.

After this process, all the weeds which are dragged
to the surface, should be carefully gathered by the

hand, and carried off the ground. These should

be mixed with quick lime, and formed into a com-
post, which is preferable to burning them on the

ground. At the same time, all the land-fast and
loose stones should be removed. Land in general

requires at least other two ploughings, traversing

each other, before it can arrive at a proper pliable

state to be formed into drills. The land must then

be formed into single bout drills. They are not

so eye-sweet as when formed by a double bout,

but they answer the purpose equally as well, as

they have shortly to be levelled by the subsequent

operations, and they require only the one-half la-

bour. The width of these drills may be 27 inches

from centre to centre. This width is necessary to

allow the intervals to be tilled by the horse- hoe,

and to admit of a sufficient circulation of air be-

tween the rows. The drills being formed, the

dung is to be led forward, and the horse directed

along the interval of a drill, each wheel of the

cart will bring in the interval adjoining, as the

cart moves along. The dung is to be pulled out

into little heaps, sufficient to manure three drills.

Four persons should be attending the carts, one
going before and dividing the dung lying in the

centre drill between it and each of the adjoining

ones, while the other three spread the dung regu-

larly along the hollows. The dung being spread,

should be immediately covered by the plough pass-

ing down the centre of each drill. As liberal a

quantity of manure as can be afforded should

always be applied to the turnip crop— 12 or 14

tons of farm-yard dung to the Cunningham acre

ia a pretty fair allowance. Street dung, sea-weed,

and ashes, are all well adapted to the culture of tur-

nips ; their fertilizing effects may, perhaps, not be

so permanent as farm-yard dung, where there is

so much excrementitious matter, but very abund-

ant crops are often produced by their instrumen-

tality. Bone manure has an almost magic effect

in raising turnips. In Berwickshire, I have often

witnessed the experiment tried with farm-yard and

bone manure, every four alternate rows through-

out the field, applying 14 tons farm-yard dung,

and only 32 bushels bone manure, to the acre
;

and I never witnessed the farm-yard dung produce

such an abundant crop, either in tops or bulbs
j
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but I must add, the succeeding crop of barley was
in general more productive after the farm-yard

manure. Bone-dust may be applied in two ways,

either sown with the hand in tlie hollow of the

drills, and covered the same as dung, or sown at

the same time with the turnip seeds, by means of

an apparatus attached for the purpose to the tur-

nip sowing machine. When it is to be sown by
the hand, the drills should not be formed so deep

as for dung, but they require to be covered the

same depth as when the latter is applied. The
quantity of seeds sown to the Cunningham acre

maybe Sj or 31bs. The several operations ofform-
ing the drills, spreading the dung, covering it by
the plough, and sowing the seeds, should be car-

ried on in close succession, and executed with the

greatest possible speed. The dung should be im-
mediately covered, to prevent withering and loss

by evaporation ; and the seeds should be sown
while the earth is newly turned up and moist,

which promotes a more vigorous and early vege-

tation of the seeds. From the middle of May to

the latter end of June is the period of sowing.

When sown earlier they are apt to run to seed be-

fore winter, by which the root is in a great mea-
sure exhausted of its nutritive juices, and if sown
later, the turnips seldom attain a proper size. The
Swedish should be the first sown, for they are a
later ripening plant, and require a larger quantity
of manure, but they are by tar the most nutritious

of their species. The next in the order of sowing
is the Yellow Aberdeen—then Dabs-hybrid—and
lastly, the Globe, Norfolk, and Tankard turnips

—

of which the most valued is the White Globe. Of
the three last mentioned kinds, there are both
white, green, and red—the white are more palata-

ble to animals, and more highly esteemed as food.

The subsequent operations, with regard to the
culture of the turnip, are the following :—As soon
as the plants have assumed the rough leaf, that is

generally when they are about 2^ inches in height,
the first horse hoeing should be performed, which
is done by a small one-horse plough going up and
dovvn the interval of each drill, and there cutting
oflf a small slice of earth as close as they can go
•without injuring the plants. Immediately suc-
ceeding this operation, the hand-hoers remove the
weeds and superfluous plants into the intervals,

where they soon die. The plants to be preserved
are left standing singly in the rows at a distance
from each other of from 9 to 12 inches. The Swe-
dish should be left closer than any of the other
kinds—the bulb seldom attains the same size.

Swedish 9 inches—Yellow Aberdeen 10—Dabs-
hybrid 11—and £ill the other kinds 12, generally
speaking, but the width may be either more or
less, according to the high or low condition of the
soil.

In the course of twelve or fourteen days after
this process, the horse-hoe generally passes a se-

cond time along the intervals, cutting up all the
weeds that may be again springing up, immedi-
ately succeeded by the hand-hoers, who carefully
hoe round about the plant, cutting up all the weeds
to which the plough had not access, and singling
any of the plants that had been omitted in the
first hoeing. It is often necessary to give them
another horse-hoeing ; but where this cannot be
conveniently accomplished, the process may be
performed by the hand-hoers. In 12 or 14 days
after the last hoeing, if the land be naturally wet,
the double mould-board plough should be made
to pass along the intervals once, or the single
mould-board twice, to give free egress to the sur-

face water, and keep the turnips dry during wet
weather, in autumn or winter. This finishes the
culture of the turnip, which will grow rapidly
without further care. If the foregoing directions

be punctually attended to there is little danger of

realizing a good crop, and if judiciously consumed
will amply remunerate the grower.—May 16.

Draw Moss. — Some pastures are more grassy
than others, and it has been remarked in the lower
parts of Dumfries-shire that the stocks have thriven

best where heather abounds, and is burnt, as arable
land is ploughed, upon a system of rotation. The nu-
tritive properties of draw moss have long' been known
to breeders and others, and the time has been when
Airs Moss was as celebrated for wintering hogs as it

was in the days of the Covenanters. The prices charged
originally were a half under the expense of other
grounds ; but they have since risen, and although the

locality is still a favourite one, it is no longer resorted

to on the score of economy. But to some it may be
necessary to explain that draw moss is a species of
ground favourable to the growth of a plant, the flower
of which resembles cotton, and which Graham in his

beautiful poem " the Sabbath " calls the " canna of the

wild. " In January and February the sheep apply
their teeth to this plant, pull it slowly up by the root,

and feed on the lower part to the extent of three or four
inches. And the nourishment they extract from it is so
considerable that if draw moss districts were more com-
mon, and at all times accessible, they would serve the
flocks in good stead during the bleakest periods of the
year. In Dumfries-shire the canna is often found on
levels at one time usurped by the sea, while in many
parts of Galloway it oftener appears on the tops of hills

—a circumstance which operated much against the
flocks during the present season, from the impossibility

of locating them in such dangerous spots during the

prevalence of storm and drift.

—

Dumfries Courier.

A Hog Market. — The hogs were most ingeni-
ously kept together, and prevented from blending with
passing herds by being arranged in a circle, of which
their tails formed the circumference, while their heads
were ranged together, gazing upon a single fettered

hog, probably the most unruly of the herd, who lay
most uncomfortably, as an example, in the centre.
They gazed at their persecuted brother with more pity-

ing sympatiiy in their countenances than I believed the
swinish physiognonay to be susceptible of ; while ever
and anon the half-savage swine-herds, rudely dressed
in garments of skin, notified by energetic blows from
their long poles to any delinquent subject who was dis-

posed to back out, that the experiment might not be in-
nocent. Each swinish circle was surrounded by its

group of cheapeners, malevolent and slanderous indi-
viduals, who were not even superior to the calumnia-
tion of a pig ; pronouncing, in their anxiety to drive a
bargain injurious to the swine-herd and advantageous
to themselves, a most apoplectic-looking pig to be poor
and starveling. At length a round-bellied citizen hav-
ing concluded a bargain, which he pronounced most
onerous, proceeded to take possession of the animal
which he had maligned. The swineherd separated the
purchased animal from his brethren very ingeniously,
by taking its two hind-legs in his hand, then turning
his back upon it and walking oft' as with a wheelbarrow
—the hog being obliged to move its fore-legs out of re-

spect for its nose. I had often seen a hog contended
with, but never mastered before. The Spaniards, in-

deed, have a wonderful sagacity about animals, which
they manage with infinite address.-^.Spam Revisited.

Oak bark is selling in Hereford at from 5/ to 51 lOs

per ton. The season is peculiarly backward, being at

least a month later than usual.
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CUSTOMS BETWEEN LANDLORD &
TENANT, AND THE INCOMING
AND OUTGOING TENANT.

(From Kennedy and Grainger's Custom s of

Counties.^

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
A tenant in this county is, generally speaking,

scarcely under any restriction ; he is allowed to carry

hay and straw off the farm, and to crop the land as

he pleases : in some cases, indeed, he is restricted

to two crops and a fallow, but this is of rare occur-

rence, the system most frequently pursued being of

a contrary description.

An outgoing tenant can sow the spring- corn until

Lady-day, it being entirely at his option to allow the

incomer to enter upon the land, in order to plough

and sow it himself. The former is entitled to be

paid for his seeds on the ground, for the carting of

manure, and for any ploughing done by him, of which
his successor reaps the whole of the benefit. If the

incomer does not agree to the valuation of the wheat
and spring corn, sown before Lady-day, he having
the option of either taking it or not, the outgoer may
cut and take the crop himself, on paying rent and
taxes for the land it stands upon until the following

Michaelmas, and convey it away wherever he pleases.

This custom frequently compels an incoming tenant,

in his own defence, as it were, to purchase a crop

for the sake of the dung ; and thus a tenant entering

upon such a farm has to pay a large sum ofmoney. He
is not however bound by customj to pay for more than

the seeds, the spring and winter ploughings solely for

his benefit, and any turnip land fed off, which he pays
for as fallow : nor would he, probably, do more than

this, if he could put up with the inconvenience of

losing the straw, he having left a farm under the

same custom ; otherwise he must risk the value of

his predecessor's crop, and expend great part of his

money at the outset of his undertaking. The incom-

ing tenant, however, has the benefit of all the dung
that is left in the yards, or upon the farm, free of

expense.

Mode of Cultivation, Implements, &c.—Turnip
husbandry is chiefly carried on upon the hills, and is

confined to a small portion of the country. Chalk is

very commonly laid out during the winter as a ma-
nure for the turnips, which, from the effects of the

weather, runs like lime, and is found, when properly

managed, to last as a manure for many years.

The rotation of crops upon the hills is— first, tur-

nips ; second, barley ;. third, seeds ; fourth, wheat
;

and often, fifth, oats ; but, on the low grounds,

wheat and beans are the chief productions. This
mode of cultivation is, in some places, closely fol-

lowed for a long time, without making a fallow, and
on ground so managed oats are seldom grown,
they being found to impoverish the land more than a

crop of wheat.
Theie is but little draining practised in this coun-

ty, though some parts would be greatly improved
by it, and what is done is chiefly at the expense of

the landlords.

Wheat and other kinds of grain are here usually

sown by hand, with the exception of beans, which
are set by the dibble ; this, however, is rather a te-

dious process, the man employed, dibbling with one

hand, and setting with the other, as if he was plant-

ing cabbages : this method is, it seems, adopted on

account of children being careless in planting unless

they are strictly watched. Neither the drill nor the

threshing machine are much used in this county.

The outbuildings, which are generally of brick, and
thatched, are kept in repair by the landlords.

TRICKS PRACTISED FOR LIBERAT-
ING BONDED CORN.

Mr. Stiirge, of Birmingham and Gloucester, gave

the following statement before the Committee of

the House of Commons on the State of Agricul-

ture :

—

You have talked of fraud, or of something of
that nature, operating on the averages ; will you
state whether you are acquainted with any in-

stances of that sort ?— Personally, I can only state

one, though I had no interest in it
;

yet 1 think it

would be harsh to term it a fraud ; it has been (I

have understood from others) practised in the case
of oats, and 1 think it has also in the articles ,of

beans and peas. The instance to which I allude

was in wheat. Some years ago we received an
order from a very respectable house at a distance

to purchase some English wheat, in June or July
;

it was, I think, stated to be for a friend or friends

of the parties who wrote, and I have no doubt this

was the case. The corn was afterwards resold at

a loss, the weather becoming fine shortly after,

and the new wheat came upon the market rapidly
;

but I believe if the harvest had been delayed only

a fortnight, the speculation might have succeeded.

I did not know that there was any unusual object

in having the corn bought till months after, when
I had reason to conclude it was intended to run up
the averages to liberate Bonded Wheat, and though
it did not succeed, I think the Committee will see

that it will be impossible to guard against such an
operation under the present system of Corn Laws,
when neither the buyer nor seller knows the ob-

ject of it. If it is carried on at the time of the

year when che markets are shortly supplied, the

tendency is to run up the price, it may be even 10s.

or 12s. a quarter, and when they got up to that,

the re-sale would have secured to parties interested

a profit, at the same time liberating any bonded corn

they might hold at a lower duty. I mention it as

an instance in which the present corn laws afford

a temptation that to some parties under certain

circumstances is almost irresistible.

Chairman.—In what market did this take place ?

—Onr means of buying were only in some of the

midland districts ;
perhaps we bought by agents

in three or four counties, say in VVarwickshire,

Worcestershire, Shropshire, and Staffordshire.

In all the markets with which you were engaged ?

—Where we could buy wheat within certain limits

as to time.

Would it not be necessary that a similar opera-

tion should take place in all the different corn

markets in England to effect a rise in the price?

—

Yes, in several districts it would ; it is only under
))articular circumstances that such an operation

can be successfully acted upon.

Mr. Caylev.—They were speculating for a re-

duction of the high duty ?—Yes.

Were they speculating for the lowest fall in the

duty?—The lowest they could obtain. Nothing
ever passed between us on the subject, only from
accidentally ascertaining afterwards who the prin-

cipals were, led me to that conclusion as to their

object.

There might be an opportunity for that state of

things without repealing the corn laws ?—Yes ;

and without releasing the wheat at the lowest

duty ; a difference between 7s. or 8s. and 30s.

would be a very great temptation.
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THE TIMBER DUTIES.

(from the herald.)

A great and increased interest has been excited

during the past week or ten days, amongst the

leading members of the timber trade of the Port

of London, and the different outports, particularly

that portion who are deeply engaged in the Cana-
dian wood trade, by the more active demonstrations

that have been evinced in the Board of Trade to

carry out their plan for levying the duties on deals

by their cubical contents, with a graduated scale

of duties varying with every two feet in lengths

Some months ago we stated that many practical

men had confirmed the surveying officers of the

Customs as to the impracticability of levying the

duties on deals by their cubical contents, and we
believe that not one of our dock-yards, particularly

those of the outports, would afford space for the

necessary assorting of mixed cargoes of timber.

The same objections still prevail ; but Mr. Hume,
who lias some scheme in his figurative fancy, of

having barges built with rooms arranged to take in

separately the graduated lengths of deals, and then

to ascertain their cubical contents by gauging the

contents of the hold of the barge, after the manner
of gauging wines, &c., has had several of his

clerks down at the Commercial and East Country
Docks during the past week, measuring the dif-

ferent lengths of deals, it is supposed with a view
to the establishment of his notable principles, and
the support of the theories of the patriotic Presi-
dent of the Board of Trade. The effect of this

mode of taking the duties, to say nothing of the
hindrance of business, would be to give a complete
monopoly in the deal trade to Sweden and Norway
only, who never will take anything in proportion
from us in return; and in the same ratio it will

drive our lumber ships out of employment. It

will deprive Prussian and Russian timber of the
advantage of this market; and we understand the
Prussian Minister has strongly remonstrated against
the unfairness of the principle. Russia does not
care about it, as she can consume her own timber,
and has rather cavalierly declined the intended
clap-trap overtures of the President of the Board
of Trade. We now subjoin the following state-

ment, because it places the question in a clear

point of view, and will be interesting to a nu-
merous portion of our commercial and colonial
readers :

—

" The Committee of the House of Commons on
the timber duties have recommended a reduction of
duty on foreign timber not exceeding 15s. per load.
This is bad enough for the colonist and British ship
owner ; but, it is feared, that, in endeavouring to
resist that alteration, we are too much losing si^ht of
a more injurious change still, which is recommended
by the same Committee—namely, an alteration in the
scale of sizes for the duty on deals, nearly approach-
ing to a system of taking the duty by their cubical
contents.

" Of late years it has been the Policy of our Go-
vernment to keep open all sources of supply in the
article of deals ; and it has worked well, in givino'
the consumer the choice of all kinds and sizes of
deals. These sources may be classed into three
namely, Norway and Sweden, Prussia and Russia,
and the Colonies. The first source possessing chiefly

the shorter and smaller timber, and having the ad-
vantage over the second of a shorter voyage, and,
therefore, lower freights, it is evident that a duty
per hundred of deals, approaching nearly to the
timber duty on their cubical contents, would give to

Norway and Sweden the monopoly of the supply of
deals, except in those few cases when very long and
broad deals were required for particular purposes.
The existing system of a wide scale of sizes for duty
has prevented this monopoly, and has enabled
Prussia and Russia and the Colonies to compete
fairly with Norway and Sweden, to the manifest ad-
vantage of the consumer. Those who argue for the

proposed change must abandon the favourite maxim—" Go to the nearest and cheapest market ;" for,

with our enormous consumption, to cut oflF Prussia
and Russia from the supply, will be to raise the
near and cheap market to the level of the distant

and dearer one.

Again, it is surely the policy of the Government
to keep up the competition of supply from the Co-
lonies. The foreign sources may be cut off, as they
have been before ; to say nothing of the interest

which the British and Irish ship-owner has in the

Colonial trade.
" One hundred and twenty foreign deals of 12 +

3+9, contain five loads and 20 feet, and pay at
i
re-

sent a dut) of 19/.
" Foreign timber pays 55s. per load ; and even if

the duty on timber were not altered, and the pro-

posed plan of taking the duty on deals adopted, five

loads and 20 feet at 55s. would be 14i. 17s.
" How fatal, then, to the deal trade of the Colo-

nies, of Prussia, and Russia, would be the double
alteration ofa reduction on timber, and an approach to

cubical contents in taking the duty on deals ! Thenum-
ber of kinds ofdeals, the variety of lengths, breadths,

and thicknesses, and the calculations necessary to

understand the operation of any scale of duties, are

such, that it is not too much to say that very few of

the Members of the Timber Duty Committee knew
what they were doing when they recommended that

the duty on deals should be taken by nearly their

cubical contents.

" i20Foreiffn dealsof 12t3f 9is "j

5 loads and 20 feet, which, at 55s is .£14 17 i
Present

50s .. 13 '.0 ) duty,
4fts .. 12 3

I
19/.

4Cs .. 10 16J

" 120 Colonial ditto ditto ditto lOs — 2 h/^J^^^'^*

" Therefore, at 55s. and 10s., the present duties

on timber, and a new scale of sizes approaching to

cubical contents, the difference in favour of foreign

deals, and against colonial, would be 41, 17s. per
120 pieces.

" At 50s. and 10s £6 4
45s 10s 7 11
40s 10s. as proposed. 8 18

" As between Norway and Sweden on the one
hand, and Prussia and Russia on the other, the

shorter and narrower timber, and the lower freights

of the former, would give them an advantage of 4/ to

5/ per 120 pieces, but, as before said, without the

gain to England of a fraction of this advantage.
" Those ports of the United Kingdom which have

limited dock-room, and were deals are often sold

afloat or sent inland without being landed, have

cause to condemn the proposed change ; it will oblige

the importers at all these to land and bond their deals.

The restriction on trade, and delay, expense, and
inconvenience attending it, are large disadvantages

in the plan. In London, Hull, Gloucester, &c., the

expense of landing would amount to a heavy charge

on the value of the deals.
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" Nothing more seems necessary to recommend
this subject to the earnest and immediate attention

of all who are interested in it. In Ireland the duties
on deals are different from those in England ; but
the Irish merchant and ship-owner, who are losing
by the employment of steam-boats between England
and Ireland the importation from abroad of all valua-
ble goods, are, nevertheless, deeply interested ; and
it becomes them, through their Representatives, and
by remonstrancs to the Board of Trade, to bestir

themselves, lest their rising efforts should now be
crushed ; and, finally, it is the part of the consumer,
the timber merchant, the Colonial, Russian, and
Prussian importer, and the British ship-owner, to

strain every nerve to prevent so fatal a change.

A Sporting Character.—The late celebrated

John Beardswortb, of Birmingham, commenced the

world as a driver (not an owner) of a hackney coach.

A story, and a true one is told of him, to the effect

that, on one occasion there being a grand ball in the

town, Beardsworth had to drive an heiress to it. The
lady was young and beautiful, and Jack was smitten !

He went home, dressed, paid for admission to the

ball, danced a great part of the night with his fair,

{fare .') and gallantly handed her out to the coach,
mounted the box and drove her to her home ! He
managed to run away with her soon after, and her
money was the foundation of his future fortune.

Beardsworth became proprietor of the largest repo-
sitory in the British empire for the sale of horses and
carriages. His house (built on the same ground
with the repository^ was all that money could make
it—it was indeed a curiosity. The hall was lined

with splendid mirrors—the carpets were of the rich-

est Turkey— every chair was of a different pattern,

and each as sumptuous as imagination could con-
ceive. The chimmney pieces were exquisite, and
the tables of the richest and rarest woods—one centre

table cost \,bOOl., and was made of every wood in-

digenous to America. It was part of his business to

keep up a famous stock of wine, for truth to say,

what bargains were unfinished in the stable or in the

repository were finished with sipmt, over a a bottle of
wine in the dining room. He used to say that his

wine sold oflF all his hack horses and craziest carri-

ages, and the best of the joke was, that people who
had filled themselves at his table with the fat of the
land, and the best vintages of France, ISpain, and
Italy, would scarcely admit, even to themselves, that
" honest Jack Beardsworth" had taken them in.

When Beardsworth's racer, Birmingham won the

Doncaster St. Leger, he could not have been worth
less than 250,000/. It soon melted away on the turf.

The whole story of the race is curious. The famous
Jack Mytton, of Halstead, lost a great partof his es-

tate by dealings with Beardsworth, and from 1826 to

1830, all Beardsworth's racers were entered in

Mytton's name. One of these was Filha da Puta,

the sire of a sickly colt which was foaled at Beards-
worth's. Orders were given to kill the colt, it was
so weakly, but Mrs Beardsworth having seen it, said—" No : give it to me—I shall try and nurse it."

Accordingly it was given to her, and she had it care-

fully fed on bread and milk, &c., until it became quite

strong and handsome. Lord Grosvenor saw the

colt at a year old, and offered to buy it. Beardsworth
said—" No ; Mary owns Birmingham, and she in-

tends running him for the St. Leger." " And if he

runs," said Lord Grosvenor, " he certainly will

win. " The animal became so tame that he used to

follow Mrs. Beardsworth all round the dining-room

table, and allow the children to play with him. In
fact the future winner of the St. Leger was as much
domesticated as a dog or a kitten. Birming-
ham was duly entered for the Doncaster St.

Leger, and as duly were attempts made to

come at the blind side of Conolly, the jockey
who was to ride him. Conolly informed Beards-
worth of the offers made to him, atd, acting
under his advice, carefully pocketed every bribe.
Conolly made extensive promises to all parties that
Birmingham should lose. A man named Gregg took
care that the horse should not be meddled with. To
such an extent did this caution go, that the water for
the horse was actually fetched from a distance of ten
miles ! Gregg actually lay in the stable, cheek by
jowl with the horse, for ten days before the race.
When the day came on, it rained cats and dogs, and
Birmingham won by strength. Beardsworth had
freely taken 40 1, and cleared 40,000/. by the race.

He presented Conolly, the rider, with 1,500/. His
daughter and wife gave 500/. more, so that the rider

got 2fi00l. by his honesty. He was induced, by his

success, to keep a racing stud of his own. He lost

an immensity of money by it. Beardsworth was
much attached to his wife. He always called her
my " right hand man." She kept all the accounts,
made all money payments, and was, in fact, complete
major-domo of his immense establishment. No man
in England was better acquainted with the racing
calendar ! She died about two years since, and her
death was the worst thing next to his own, that could
have happened to Beardsworth. All his concerns
were at sixes and sevens after her death. Beardsworth
farmed the post-horse duties for the midland counties

of England ; and his wife, knowing the toil-receivers

and inn-keepers cheated them, took a tour to every
station, dressed as an officer in the army, discovered
a thousand instances of fraud, and thus added at

least, 10,000/. to the income of her husband.

—

Beardsworth married one of his daughters in 1830,
to a cavalry officer, whose father was a wealthy sugar
baker in Liverpool. His epistle to that worthy was
laconic, but much to the point. It runs thus :

—

" Sir,—Your son loves my eldest daughter, and she
loves him. They are determined to marry. You
sell iwgar and I sell horses. I am content to put
down shilling for shilling, pound for pound, hundred
for hundred, and thousand for thousand with you, to

make a provision for the young couple. Your's,
John Beardsworth." The sugar-baker refused bis

consent, so the match took place without. The newly
married couple drove from church in a splendid car-

riage, with four bloods, a present from Mr. Beards-
worth. In the pocket of the carriage was loosely

thrown a draft from Beardsworth on his banker for

50,000/. This was his oflf-hand way of doing things.

At Beardsworth's death, he owed Government a ba-

lance of 35,000/., and an execution was levied on
the property •, but it paid 20s. in the pound and over

;

so that after all there was some pecuniary provision
made for his family, but not much.

Enormous Highland Kvloe.— A very fine fat

West Highland Kyloe, which when alive was sup-
posed to be about 130 stones in weight, was slaugli-

tered here on Tuesday last, by Mr. Robert Dryden,
flesher. The weight of the carcass, after it was slaugh-
tered and dressed, was 70 stones 31b, and the offals was
34 stones 41b. It contained upwards of 12 stones of
tallow, and the head, feet, and tongue, weighed 5 stones

31b. This fine animal was fed by Mr. Ephraim Selby,

of Minto, and was exhibited yesterday week in this mar-
ket, when it was greatly admired by many eminent
judges for its symmetry and beauty.

—

Kelso Chronicle.
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ON AN ECONOMICAL MODE OF AP-
PLYING BONE-DUST AS MANURE
FOR TURNIPS.

The immense quantity of bone-dust which is now
annually used as a manure for raising turnips, and

enriching fallow land, may reasonably excite an ap-

prehension that all the bones of animals which are

killed for the use of man, and which are allowed to

die a natural death, will be inadequate to supply the

demand for them as a manure, i'ones of animals

being applied to many other purposes besides that of
manure, it is extremely probable that, were they as

liberally used in agriculture on the continent of Eu-
rope as they are in this kingdom, imd were their use
still farther increased in this country, the demand
would greatly exceed the supply ; for, under present

circumstances, a great proportion of the bones whicli

are bruised into dust in this country, besides bone-

dust itself, is imported from abroad ; and, even with
this great foreign supply, we find tbe price of bone-
dust has risen in value in the market from 2s. 6d.

to OS. 6d. a bushel. An apprehension, therefore,

of a scarcity of it in future appears to be too well

founded.

In order to advert, in some degree, the evils aris-

ing to agriculture from a scarcity of so valuable a

manure as bone-dust, and to keep its price within
the bounds of moderation, I have endeavoured to use
it in an economical method for the last two years, by
which half the quantity usually employed is quite
sufficient to insure a heavy crop of turnips.

The quantity of bone-dust usually applied is two
quarters per imperial acre : I use onl^r one quarter
per acre ; but I always mix the bones with coal-
ashes. These ashes may be procured in towns and
villages, at a price not exceeding 5s. per ton ; and
the quantity mixed with the bones depends in a great
measure on the quantity of ashes that can be obtained

;

—the more of course the better, but it should never
be less than one or two quarters per acre.

The aches are put in a dry place, under cover,
such as a cart-shed, or out-house, and riddled as

small as the bone-dust itself; that which passes
through the riddle ought only to be mixed with the
bones. The bones should be very carefully and
equally mixed through the mass, which will be best
effected by frequent turnings with the shovel. The
turnings also assist in drying the ashes, which, if

they are not, they will not pass easily through the
hopper of the sowing-machine. The ashes should be
collected as early in the season as possible, that they
may get thoroughly dried. After the bones are mixed
with the ashes, the mass ferments, and evolves a con-
siderable degree of heat, which subsiding, assists

the drying of the ashes considerably. To expedite
the drying of the ashes, when they cannot be pro-
cured early enough in the season, I would recom-
mend their being strewed with a dusting of hot lime,
while the mass is turning over, in the same manner
that pickled wheat is dried with lime to render it fit

for sowing. I never tried this expedient, because I

always procured an early supply of ashes ; but I feel

confident that it will answer the' purpose. The com-
post is sown with the usual machine.

Turnips raised with this compost of bone-dust and
coal-ashes, in the quantity alluded to, I have sold for

£7 per acre, to be eaten off with sheep ; and they
always possessed the same character of a close crop,
firm root, and hardiness to resist the rigors of winter,
that turnips raised with the bone-dust alone evince.
1 believe it is the bone-dust which alone secures the
crop of turnips, whatever nourishment the ashes may
impart to the crop at the future stages of growth.

Lest this be doubted, let the ashes be used alone,

and a woeful falling off of the crop will inevitably

ensue. Perhaps peat or vegetable ashes of any kind

would be equally beneficial to mix with bone-dust as

tliose of coal. It is known that any quantity of bone-

dust above two quarters per acre, does not produce
a corresponding increase in the bulk of the crop of

turnips, though no satisfactory experiments have yet

been instituted to ascertain how small a quantity of

bone-dust alone is sufficient to procure a crop ; but,

I trust I have discovered how small a quantity of it

may be used with a commodity which is in the reach

of every person, so as to secure a crop,— a result

which may be considered as one step towards a

right understanding of the properties of so valuable

a manure.
It may not be irrelevant to mention here a sub-

stance which has been described by Trofessor De-
candoUe, of Geneva, as a consideration of its pro-

perties may serve to explain the active energies of

bone-dust as a manure.
Of all the different ingredients of which manures

are composed, carbon is supposed to be that which
holds the first rank as a food of plants ; but it is only
in a state to be the food of plants after it has united
with the carbonic acid of the air. It is this com-
pound, on being dissolved, which is taken up by
plants as food. This substance was called ulmine,

on account of its being first found in a diseased part

of the elm ; but M. Sprengel gave it the more gene-
ral term of hiunvie, because he found it to exist in

soils.

Humine is a substance not unlike carbon, for which
it has hitherto been mistaken. It is very soluble in

spirits of wine, concentrated sulphuric acid, ammo-
nia, and by heat in acetic acid ; but it is insoluble

in water, and water throws it down in all its solu-

tions. It combines with all the salifiable bases, and
forms the humic acid ; but it has no acid taste, does

not redden vegetable blues and like the gallic acid,

it contains only carbon and water, without excess of

oxygen. There is a strong anology between humine
and other nutritive substances, such as gum or fecula.

It forms a humate with an alkali, which is very solu-

ble in water.

All substances which contain carbon are dissolved

in the water of vegetation, through the means of hu-

mine ; and the dissolved mass is taken up by plants

as food. Humine in combination with lime, ammo-
nia, or potass, becomes soluble in soils or dung, and
thus becomes the food of plants.

Keeping in view these properties of humine, I

think tbe action of bone-dust may be explained : and
important conclusions may be drawn regarding the
state in which putrescent manures should be applied
to the soil. It is well known that bones ground into

dust soon undergo decomposition in the soil. The
decomposition disengages the phosphoric acid, and
the lime and animal carbon is left to be acted on by
the air ; and which, being converted into humine,
readily forms a soluble mass with the ammonia, lime,

and acid of the bones. This dissolved mass is taken
up by the water of vegetation, and becomes the food
of plants. Moreover, the frequent application of
putrescent manures to the soil, must accumulate a

quantity of carbon in it, which will there remain in

an inert state, till it is put into a fit state to be taken
up as food by plants. Lime, bone-dust, or kelp,

will render the mass of inert carbon active by the

formation of soluble humine. The decomposition of

vegetable substances is the best means of supplying
the carbon which is to be converted into humine.
Hence, then, we can explain how a fine black rich

mould may become inert, or deaf, as it is termed, till
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it is limed ; and also how it is that bone-dust raises

heary crops of turnips on such soils ; hence, also,

how it is that vegetable soils of an inferior nature,
such as heathy, turfy soils, are improved by liming

;

hence we now see that the practice of applying the
putrescent manures in a highly decomposed state to

the land, is the state in which it contains the greatest

quantity of humine in the same bulk ofmanure ; and
also that fermented dung being kept and applied to

the soil in a sappy state, is the very best possible one
to preserve the humine from waste during the pro-
cess of preparing the dung for the land.

I sincerely wish that some able chemist will take

up this very interesting and important subject, re-

garding the chemical action of putrescent manures
in general, and of bone- dust in particular. By the
mutual co-operation of the intelligent farmer and the

acute chemist, results may be obtained which might
greatly reduce the very heavy charge of maintaining
the fertility of the soil, but without that fertility the

soil would soon become 'A caput mortuum.
Before concluding, allow me to suggest to chemists

the investigation of the nature of the change which
is produced in the soil by the decomposition of animal
bones, and what remarkable combination the sub-

stance of the bones enter into, to produce so active a

manure as bone-dust undoubtedly is.

To assist in this investigation, I intend to make
some experiments this summer with bone-dust in

raising different kinds of turnips, and I shall care-

fully procure a little of the soil for chemical analysis.

G. B.

Birth-Day of C. G. S. Menteath, Esq.—A num-
ber of the tenants upon the estate of Closeburn, met
at Brownhill Inn, on IMonday, the 16th May, to

celebrate the birth-day of their worthy landlord, C.
G. S. Menteath, Esq. Mr. Fisher had provided for

them an excellent and substantial dinner, which along
with the spirits and wines, gave universal satisfac-

tion. Mr. John Johnstone, farmer, Wbitespots, was
in the Chair, and Mr. William Smythe, farmer. Bar-
scar, acted as Croupier. Many excellent appro-
priate toasts and sentiments were given, and the com-
pany separated at a late hour, highly satisfied with
the proceedings of the evening.

Rearing of Cattle.—The present rage for the

exportation of stock, or rather the unprecedented en-

couragement held out by the London Market to our

Scottish agriculturists, has spread over the North
like a Lammas tide. We know one gentleman who
has purchased to the extent of about £1000, and is

shipping off his stock by the Duchess of Sutherlatid,

and the Earl Grey sailing vessel, that the cattle may
be in Smithfield at as early a date as possible. In
Cromarty and Roth-shires the farmers are equally on
the alert ; and in Caithness, we heard a good prac-

tical judge remark lately, there is at present as fine

a show of excellent bred cattle as can be found
north of Berwick. The favourite breed there is from
the Teeswater bull and Highland cow ; and this de-

scription of stock has been brought to great perfec-

tion, and reared in great numbers by Mr. Traill of

Ratter, and Mr. IlorneofStirkoke. The latter gentle-

man, we understand, has at present one fine ox, four

years old, which is considered even superior to thece-

lebrated Dunearn ox. The transport of stock and

goods from the North, has been so great that we ob-

serve a prospectus has been issued for smother steam

vessel to ply betwixt the Moray Frith aad London ! So

true it is, that all improvements grow up together, and
are auxiliary to each other ; if one lives it gathers
round it others of a kindred description.—J»jDer>iess

Courier.

Sale oe Farm Stock at Moreham Mains, East
Lothian.—On Monday, the 16th of May, the ex-
tensive sale at Moreham Mains took place. The
company present was numerous and respectable

;

and the result of the sale must have been satisfactory

to Mr. Walker, the proprietor, as it was highly cre-

ditable to that gentleman as a breeder of the purest
and finest description of farm stock. Every thing
sold at what was considered to be very high prices.
The fat cattle brought 9s. per Dutc!i, or 7s. 3d. per
imperial stone. Yearling cattle, bred on the ground,
sold at £9 9s. to £11 lis. ; and two years-old
short-horn £"27 15s. One year-old bull brought as
high as £45. The half-bred hogs, 3'is. to 35s. Black
faced wethers, fat, 40s. Cheviot and half-bred ewes
and lambs, 42s. to 55s. Pure South-down ewes and
lambs, and high-bred Leicester ewes and lambs,

£3 lOs. Work-horses sold from £20 to £40, and
all descriptions of stock brought good prices. Our
limits will not admit of any further enumeration of
this extensive sale. Mr. Dingwall, the auctioneer,

described the stock, and did his duty in a masterly

style,much to the satisfaction ofthe gentlemen present.

Rafts on the Rhine.— Those huge rafts which
descend the Rhine to Dordrecht, and also in smaller

masses to Amsterdam, and other parts of Holland,
are remarkable objects in German industry and ad-
venture. They also are for some time the site of ha-

bitations for those who navigate them. The women and
children support their husbands and parents ; and spin-

ning, knitting, tailoring, dress-making, and other ob-
jects of thrift, are attended to with great industry. These
rafts are nearly similar in construction to those I have
seen floating down the St. Lawrence. In fact, floating

timber down the American rivers in large masses was
first attempted on the Hudson and St. Lawrence, by the

early Dutch and German settlers. The rafts on the St.

Lawrence and Ottawa are necessarily, on account of the

rapids, bound stronger together than those on the

Rhine : and the largest on the latter and on the Ameri-
can rivers, appeared to me much of the same dimen-
sions—that is, about sixty to seventy feet broad, and
six to eight hundred feet in length, with small plauk-

covered huts for the raftsmen to lodge in, and govern,

while floating down the current, by means of anchors
and immense oars or sweeps ; boats also form an ac-

companiment. Like the river itself, these rafts gain

magnificence in their passage. The timber which de-

scends in small rafts from the Neckar, Rlurg, Maine,
and Moselle, being afterwards connected at particular

places, is all floated down the Rhine in one vast mass.

The value of one of the largest rafts has been computed
by Schreiber, at 350,000 florins, or about 30,000/ ster-

ling. It affords occupation during its course to from

eight hundred to nine hundred persons. The consump-
tion of provisions alone, from the time its construction

commences until it is sold at Dordrecht, is stated at

45,000 lbs of bread, 30,000 lbs of flesh and dried meat,

IS.OOOlbs of butter, 10,0001bsofcheese, 50 sacks of dried

vegetables, 500 tuns of beer, 8 butts of wine, and seve-

ral other articles. The live stock for fresh meat is car-

ried on tiie raft, as well as every other article of provi-

sions. The history of a large Rhenish raft, from the

time the trees are beginning to be felled in the forests of

GermuLy and the raft constructed, to its delivery at

Dordrecht—its separation, whether for the saw-mills of

Holland, or for its exportation to other countries—and
its final application, after goins? throug-h the carpenter,

wheelwright, joiner, or upholsterer's hands, to useful

purposes—would form curious details of manners and
employments,

—

M'Gregor's Note Book,
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SEVERAL NEW
VARIETIES OF FRUIT,

Baised by T. A. Knight, Esq., from Seed : together

with Notes thereon by Mr. Knight.

The following account of some of the new
fruits raised at Downton, has been prepared
from descriptions made in the Society's Gar-
den, by Mr. Robert Thompson, to which
Notes have been added by Mr. Knight. As
these varieties appear of considerable impor-
tance, it was considered desirable that an
early opportunity should be taken of making
the public acquainted with them.

1. March Bergainot Fear.—Fruit middle sized, in

form and appearance resembling the Autumn Berga-
mot. Flesh buttery, a little gritty near the core,

rich and excellent. Season, March, or later,

—

Note:
Owing to its resemblance in form to the Autumn
Bergamot, audits ripening chiefly in March (it may
be preserved later), I have named this sort the March
Bergamot.

2. Pengethley Pear.—Fruit middle-sized, obovate, a
little curved at the stalk. Eye small and a little

open ; stalk about half an inch in length. Skin
yellowish brown and considerably russeted. Flesh
yellowish, juicy, and rich : a very good pear. Season,
February and March.

—

Note : The Pengethley Pear
remains in perfection quite as late in the spring as

the March Bergamot ; and it is larger and more
juicy, and its appearance more inviting. Some per-

sons who tasted both in the present spring, thought
it the best pear of the two. The very high price of
pears in the spring, in the London and other mar-
kets, induces me to think that both these varieties

might be cultivated with much advantage. This
first appeared in the Autumn of 1831, and was then
very fine. The tree is large, and its growth exces-
sively luxuriant.

3. Ross Pear.—Fruit large, obovate. Eye open
and slightly sunken. Stalk short, moderately thick.

Skin yellowish green, interspersed with russet.

Flesh inclining to yellow, gritty near the core, but
rich, juicy, and Jsugary throughout. Season, Janu-
ary.

—

Note: This first appeared in 1832. The fruit

was all of large size ; and I suspect that in a more
favourable season and better climate, it will become
very large. The growth of the original tree is ex-
tremely luxuriant.

4. Oakley-Park Bergamot,—Fruit middle-sized,
roundish obovate, resembling a large swan's egg.
Eye partly open, in a regular formed cavity. Stalk an
inch and a half in length, rather slender and a little

sunk at its insertion. Skin, greenish-yellow, sprinkled
with russet. Flesh buttery and melting, rich and
excellent. Season, October.

—

Note : The tree is of
free growth, and has borne in the three last years.

5. Brougham Pear.—Nearly of the middle size,

obovate. Eye open in a regular formed depression.
Stilk short. Skin yellowish russet. Flesh yellow-
ish-white, buttery, a little gritty near the core,
sugary and rich. Season, November. This sort is

highly deserving of cultivation where flavour rather
than size is the principal object.

—

Note: This is not
a small pear, though the sample sent was small. It
is at least as big as the Autumn Bergamot; but I
had sent away to several friends the largest and best
samples ; and I never saw my pears so small as in
this year (1833) owing to what cause I do not know

;

but probably to the drought in the early part of the
•umraer. I have named it the Brougham Pear, a

sample sent by me to Lord Brougham having been
approved by his Lordship.

6. Bringewood Pear.—Fruit middle-sized, pyri-

form. Eye open, with the segments of the calyx
prominent. Stalk long and rather slender. Skin
yellowish brown, almost covered with russet. Flesh
yellowish-white, a little gritty near the core, the rest

buttery, rich and very excellent, with something of

the peculiar flavour of the Monarch Pear. Well
deserving of cultivation. Season, end of October till

beginning of December.

—

Note: This variety did not
prove nearly as good m the following year as in that

in which the sample was sent to the Society ; it was
nevertheless a good pear, though inferior to others

of the same season of maturity.

7. Moccas Pear.— Fruit middle-sized, obovate,

with a short stalk. Eye somewhat open, and very
slightly sunk. Skin brown. Flesh inclined to yel-

low, melting, juicy, rich and high flavoured, re-

sembling in this respect the Monarch Pear, and al-

most equal to that very excellent variety. Season
December.

—

Note : This is, I think, a very fine pear,

but the sample sent was not equal in quality to the

former produce. * * Tree of excessively

rapid growth, and very productive of blossom, which
I have reason to believe capable of bearing, without
injury, very unfavourable weather.

8. Broom-Park Pear.—Fruit nearly middle-sized,

roundish. Eye in a moderate sized hollow. Stalk

about an inch in length, moderately thick. Skin en-
tirely covered with cinnamon-coloured russet. Flesh

yellowish, melting, juicy, with something of a melon
flavour, sugary and rich. Its very peculiar flavour

may be said to partake of the melon and pine-apple.

Season, January. A sort highly deserving of culti-

vation. Note : The singular mixture of flavour in

this pear was noticed here as well as in London. The
tree is fine, and has borne well in two seasons in

which alone its fruit has existed.

9. Croft-Castle Pear.—Fruit middle-sized, oval.

Eye open in a shallow depression, with the sege-

ments of the calyx reclining. Stalk about an inch
and a half in length, rather slender, and somewhat
obliquely inserted. Skin pale yellow, not glossy,

but rough with elevated dots, and partially russeted.

Flesh whitish, a little gritty, but melting and very
juicy, rich and sugary. An excellent pear. Season
October.

—

Note: A variety of dwarfish growth, but
very productive of fruit.

10. Eyewood Pear.—In shape and size very similar
to an Autumn Bergamot, but of deeper cinnamon-
russet colour. Flesh yellowish white, melting, but-
tery, juicy, and very high flavoured. It is doubtful
whether it would be exceeded by Gansel Bergamot
in a better season for standards than that of 1831 , when
the above description was made. Season, October or
November.

—

Note : In 1833, when other varieties of
pears did not attain their usual excellence in Hereford-
shire, this was found to be very good. The tree is

of very free growth, and has borne well during the
the last four years, the period commencing with its

existence as regards a bearing state. The sample sent
was below the average size.

11. Dunmore Pear.—Fruit above the size of a
Brown Beurre, obovate. Eye open, slightly depress-

ed. Stalk about an inch in length, of medium thick-

ess, rather fleshy at its junction. Skin brownish-red
next the sun

;
yellowish with a scattering of brown

where shaded. Flesh yellowish-white, melting, and
extremely juicy, sugary and rich : a little gritty near
the core, but on the whole a most excellent pear.

Season, end of September, or beginning of October.— Note : This variety is as large, I think, as th«
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Brown Buerrc, and I have never tasted tbe last men
tioned sort better than the Dunmore. Wlien it has

remained to ripen and grow yellow upon the tree, I

have thought it the most melting and best pear of its

early season. The birds are apt to destroy most of

the crop prematurely. The tree is fine and perfectly

healthy. Grafts of it, v^hich were inserted into stocks

two years only ago, afforded an abundant blossom in

the last spring, and are now bearing fruit ; though
the weather in part of the spring was extremely un-
favourable, and destroyed every blossom of the more
delicate varities. The trees are of very rapid growth,

and the varities appear to be extremely well adapted

to cold and late situations.

—

Transactions of the Hor-
ticultural Society of London, vol, ii.

TO THE EDITOR.

desiring it) to supply them with the necessary in-

formation as to the expense, method of making, with
the moulds, &c. used, and the tools employed to lay

them to the best advantage.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant, R. S.

Worceiteishire, May 16, 1836.

Sir,—Allow me to address a few lines to you on
a subject which I humbly conceive may prove of
immense advantage to the cultivators of the strong

and retentive soils of this kingdom, who have suffered

more than any other class of farmers from the low
price of wheat.

Occupying a considerable quantity of heavy land

in the county of Worcester, J have, from personal

observation and experience, seen the great improve-
ment to the land, and consequent addition to the

crops of corn and grass, that may be derived from
surface and furrow draining ; and, knowing the im-
perfect manner in which many farmers (myself in-

cluded) have done it, and of course been of little

service, has prevented many from following a prac-

tice which its great utility deserves.

The average depth of surface drains is from 18 to

20 inches, the nearer the surface the better, taking

care to keep them out of danger from the plough,

tread of horses, and waggon vcheels. The great

injury to those drains where the common draining

tiles are used is the sinking, and therefore the stop-

ping up of the tiles, and the stopping iip of them by
moles, vs'hich was very ably shown by a correspon-

dent in your paper from near Bridgewater. Now,
unless flat tiles are used with the arched ones, and
the greatest care taken in laying them to make both

ends of each sort meet, the drains will soon cease

running from one of the causes mentioned. This

method of laying drains with two sorts of tile (which
is the only safe one in use) is a very expensive one.

I have therefore endeavoured to find out the most
economical and at the same time the most perfect way
of making such drains, and flatter myself the im-

provement I have made will be found fully to answer
the purpose intended.

Having taken a brickyard for the purpose (after

some experiments), I succeeded in making tiles of

the same length as the common ones, but forming a

perfect tube. These tube-tiles will not be so ex-

pensive as arched and flat tiles together by one-fourth

;

they will also (with the proper tools) belaid for one-

fourth less money, and are not so liable to break with

any kind of pressure ; should a mole get in at the

end, it must return or pass through the entire drain,

and of course do the drain no injury. They will also

keep cleaner ; for being of very smooth surface in-

side, the water will wash them out. They are not

liable to break in the carriage, and can be made of

any size.

Should you or any of your valuable correspondents

consider this improvement of sufficient importance

to agriculturists generally, I shall, upon seeing an

opinion to that effect, devise means (to all persons

Yorkshire Statistics.—Present Traffic by Land.
—The number of coach-passengers from York yearly
to Leeds is 36,320, to Hull 18,224, to Selby 15,856,
to London 23,360; total 93,760.—From Hull and
Selby to Manchester and the West Riding of York-
shire, 51,100

;
passing from the North to the South,

and vice versa, by post horses, upwards of 20,000.
The average,. coach-fare from York to Leeds is, in-

side 9s., outside 6s. ; to Hull, inside 10s., outside

6s. ; to Selby, inside 4s., outside 2s. 6d. ; to London,
inside SI. 8s., outside 11. 15s. The time of the jour-

ney from York to Leeds is 3 hours ; to Hull 5 hours

;

to Selby 2 hours ; to London 24 hours. The number
of coach parcels from York to and from the towns
above mentioned, yearly is 219,000 ; the charge upon
each averages from Is. 2d. to 3s. 4d. 110,600 sheep

and 53,000 cattle are driven from York to Leeds an-

nually, the former at the cost of 2jd. to 6d.per head,

and the latter from Is. 6d. to 3s. per head ; the time

occupied in the journey being from 1 to 3 days. The
agricultural produce sent by carts from York to Leeds
annually is 3,950 tons. The goods sent by waggon
from York to Leeds averages 3,675 tons per year, at

the average charge of from 13s. 4d. to 21. per ton, the

time of the journey being 12 hours. From York to

Pontefract and Doncaster 572 tons, at the average

charge of from 21. to 21. I3s. 4d., the time occupied

by the journey being 6 to 9 hours. From York to

Hull and Selby, 1,300 tons, at the average charge of

13s. 4d. to 16s. 8d. from York to Selby, and from 11.

to 11. 13s. 4d. from York to Hull, the time of the

journey to Selby being 5 hours, and to Hull 16

hours. Present Traffic by Water.—Passengers from

Hull and Selby to and from York, 20,800; the time

occupied in the journey from York to Hull is 9 hours,

and from York to Selby 3 hours. Goods.—From
Leeds and Wakefield and the respective neighbour-

hoods, about 98,000 tons of coal, and 4,000 tons of

stone annually, at the average charge of 3s. to 6s.

per ton. From Brotherton and Knottingley to York,

10,000 tons of lime annually, at tbe average charge

of 3s. 9d. per ton; from York to Leeds and Wake-
field, 30,000 tons of flour, grain, shelling, &c., at

the average cost of 7s per ton. The time occupied

in the journey occupies from 4 days to 10 days, a

fortnight, and three weeks. From Manchester to

Hull, 43,100 tons of cotton twist manufactured, and

woollen goods, the time of the journey being from 6

days to 2 or 3 weeks. Between York and Leeds,

York and Selby, and Hull, York, and London, 8,000

tons per annum of general merchandise.

Curious Plant. — In the island of Cuba is a

plant which emits such an intense perfume as to be per-

ceived at the distance of two or three miles. It is of the

species Tetracera, and remarkable for bearing- leaves

so hard that they are used by the native cabinet-makers,

and other mechanics, for various kinds of work. It is a

climbing plant, which reaches tlie tops of the loftiest

trees of the forest, then spreails far around, and in the

rainy season is covered witii innumerable bunches of

sweet-smelling flowers, which, however, dispense their

perfume during- the night only, and are almost without

scent in the daytime.—Pocpp'^'s Travels.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, No. 1.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE YORK CHRONICLE.

Sir,—The improvers of agriculture, may doubtless

be classed amongst the bfsnefactors of mankind. An
increase of the supply of food is a national concern :

a blessing conferred on each individual member of

the community. But there is no class of persons

whose character is less formed for adopting improve-
ments than the farmers. This arises partly from
their situation, but more especially from their habits.

It is characteristic of human nature, wheu deprived
of constant intercourse with persons of various casts

of mind, to acquire habits of eccentricity. The far-

mers, in general, are far removed from each other;—
seldom meet in bodies, and know little of each others'

feelings or practice, except those immediately around
them. Hence from tlieir necessities arise habits

;

from habits, deeply rooted and inveterate prejudices.

I speak this not to disparage the farmers, nor do I

say that all are thus either situated, or constituted.

Wonderful and amazing improvements have taken

place amongst them, but they arose from their origi-

nators being exceptions to this rule. Of the breed-
ers of cattle, Bakewell was doubtless the greatest,

and first improver ; but how did his improvements
originate'? To use his own words, by " seeing what
others were doing." We never can expect to effect

any general change in the character of the farmers,
without we can bring them together. If this can be ac-

complished, it will be found to inform them of their

mutual wants and imperfections ; of the nature and
importance of their situation ; and will considerably
tend to remove their prejudices, and lessen their an-
tipathies to an}^ improvements in the mode of culti-

vation of their ancestors.

But there are difficulties even in doing this. Some-
thing advantHgeous must tempt them ; some " number
one" return must be exhibited, or else their emula-
tion, or their pride, must be excited. For this pur-
pose agricultural prizes are invaluable;—they offer

pecuniary profit, arouse emulation, and excite a dili-

gence and activity in agricultural pursuits, to which,
without them, it is in vain to expect to attract the
majority of farmers. In alluding to agricultural

societies, I may observe that they divide themselves
into thrte classes. For the awarding of agricultural
prizes :—for the extension of agricultural knowledge

;

and for political objects alone. The first mentioned
class I shall refer to in the present article. They
have effected much in the improvement of practical
agriculture. They have roused a spirit of emulation
and honest pride ; have called forth the energies of the
nobility of our country, and consequently have at-

tached a degree of respectability to farming affairs,

which it would otherwise never have attained, and
which places it far beyond either the manufacturing,
or commercial professions. The mixture of enter-
prising characters, of the higher and lower classes,
has had a softening influence on both, and the jealou-
sies,—would they were annihilated !—between land-
lord and tenant, have disappeared, and mutual con-
fidence has been established. One objection may be
raised against them

;
—that they generally award their

prizes to niotisters ; —to pampered animals, loaded
with fat, and where their distinctive qualities are lost

iu the accumulation of fat ; that they are, in short,

" Too dear to buy, too fat to eat."

This objection is not, however, forcible as at first

sight it appears to be. They have effected a desira-
ble point ; they have turned the attention of intelli-

gent and unprejudiced persons to breeding ;—have
decided what particular points are desirable, and what

breeds and conformations are favorable to the accu-
mulation of fat, in the shortest time, as well as the
best kinds of food for effecting that purpose. Their
meetings too, have disseminated and diffused the
knowledge so attained, and experiments have been
instituted hy gentlemen of fortune, who could spare
time, and expense, to effect their purposes ; a.l which,
though some were miserably and ignorantly con-
ducted , and some totally failed, had the same ultimate

tendency; furnished lessons of experience to the far-

mers who had neither the power nor will to buy them-
selves. Look, for instance, at the Smithfield Club
cattle show. It has done more to further the breed-
ing, and grazing departments of agriculture, in the
above way than all the other endeavours put together.

There are also other sliows eminently useful in their

localities, and they are springing up, and advancing,
especially in the neighbourhood of large market-
towns. It is a mistake, however, to think that they
need to be so expensive as is generally imagined ;

—

mere nominal prizes, in small places, will be formed
to answer all, or nearly all, the useful purposes of
more expensive awards ; and it is extremely desira-

ble to have them scattered through the country as they

are attended with less expense in conveying the oattle,

and equally serve to bring the best breeds and breed-
ers into the notice of buyers. One fault is to be

found with too many of their meetings. Why always
choose the large farmers to be judges of the stock"!

Are not many of the smaller ones as intelligent, and
of as sound judgment, and more so, than they ?

Another excellent plan is the giving of prizes to farm

labourers, as performing specified work in the most
workman-like manner ;—as having been the longest

term with one master; and having brought up the

largest family without parochial relief. This cannot

be too much encouraged, as it creates an independent
spirit, and causes them to attach a degree of impor-

tance to themselves, which it is desirable they should

possess. It is to be hoped that such societies will be
universally formed, as they do not at all interfere with

any party opinions. W. E. N.

New Poor Laws. — A letter from the clergjTnan

of Wootton Bassett, states, that in that Union, the

reduction in the last year's expenditure had been 6000^,

compared with the prior year's expenses, which were

14,000/; that the agricultural labourers were in better

employ ; that the system of giving relief in bread was
highly approved of by the poorer class of females, as

such relief could not be turned to any other purpose

than for the necessities of their families ; that the cus-

tom at the beer-houses had very sensibly decreased

;

and that altogether there was a better feeling of respect

on one hand, and a disposition to employ the labourer

on the other, than had ever before prevailed in that

neighbourhood.

Spanish Husbandry.—We have (near Saragossa)

for the first time seen the primitive process of

trampling out corn : the grain, almost as soon as cut, is

laid down on a circular brick platform ; a man stands

in the centre of this and drives round the mules, which
vary in number from two to four, according to the size

of the platform ; after the grain is trampled out it is

separated from the chaff by being tlirown up into the

air in large wooden spades, the atmosphere being at

that season so very dry that the lightest breeze is suffi-

cient to carry off the chaff.

—

A Summer in Spain.
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PROSPECTS OF SCARCITY IN
IRELAND.

Prosperity seems to prevail everywhere in England,
as tranquility does unquestionably in Ireland. The
Englishman may say, and does say, that never was any
thing so prosperous as trade, manufactures, and even
agriculture. The Irishman, with equal justice, may
exclaim, that he never remembers Ireland so tranquil.

There is one drawback, and it would be a breach of

duty on our part not to notice it, particularly as it does
not seem to have attracted much of the attention of our
contemporaries—namely, the prospect of scarcity, and
the actual suifering, at this moment, in a great part of

Ireland. We have had, virtually, no spring, and within
the last week or ten days we have jumped from rain,

sleet, and hail, into the middle of broiling summer.
There has been no vegetation worth speaking of in

spring, and since the arrival of summer the grass has
been burnt up, and grain is withering in the fields.

Cattle are dying for want of provender, particularly on
the western and northern coasts, and the people are

already suflFeriug the severest privations. Since Christ-

mas the meat market has been raised forty per cent.

;

vegetables, including potatoes, are three times as dear
as they were last year. In short, we are threatened
with a fearful scarcity.

No doubt the enhancement of agricultaral produce
may, in some degree, be attributed to the quantity of

money now in circulation. But this is not sufficient to

account for the advance which has taken place. It is

attributable, principally, we are satisfied, to the back-
wardness of the season.

This warning will not be found to be amiss ; for we
are satisfied that before many weeks shall have elapsed
there will be calls upon government for relief to the
peasantry.

And this is a period in which time for instituting

some system of poor laws is still mooted. There can
be little doubt, if rain do not speadily descend, another
month will scarcely elapse when the cries of famishing
thousands will reach the shores of the sister country,
and there must necessarily be an outlay of money for

their relief. But of this we are certain, that our Aughrim
gentleman, who gives a man fivepence for a summer
day's work, and who charges his serf seven or eight

pounds for his con-acre, must be assessed. We preach
patience ; we are patient ourselves ; but we reiterate

it for the last time, that weean have no peace in Ireland
worth a moment's fee until something be done to eman-
cipate the peasantry from this unnatural position.

—

Dublin Evening Post.

observes its route, and darts off. It will not fly at

night, and should the day prove foggy, its arrival

will be much delayed, or the bird may be eompletely
lost.

Carrier Pigeons.—In the course of a lecture de-

livered on Friday evening at the Royal Institution

by Mr. Mayo, on sensation, when speaking of in-

stinct, he gave the following account of the carrier

pigeon :—He stated that the Dutch variety was the

most valuable, a pair of the best kind being worth
from 51. to 8/. ; this bird is lighter than the English
carrier pigeon, and flies nearly as fast again. In pro-

ceeds at the rate of 60 miles an hour— a mile a minute
—and hvis been known to complete a journey of 80O
miles ; but this, it is presumed, is not continuous,
but assisted by occasional rest. When the bird is

about eight or ten weeks old, the trainer says it begins
to run, that is, it flies away for four or five liours

;

then its education begins; it is taken about a mile
from its place, and tossed ; it returns. And this

manoeuvre is repeated every day for a week, and then

the distance is doubled. After a time it is carried 3,

•1, 8, 12, and 'v;4 miles, until it is perfect in its exer-

cises. The bird learns but one lesson ; it may carry

from Antwerp to London, or any other place, but it

will only pass between the two places. It travels by
sight. When tossed, it circles, then rises in a spiral.

Unprecedented Canine Attachment.— The
following narrative of the affection displayed by a
dog to its master, which continued after the death of
the latter, and exists at the present day, exceeds any
thing we have ever known, not only among the brute,
buteven among the human species. Hundreds living
in and around the village of Dalrymple will readily
attest the facts wliich follow. The animal was a
common sheperd's dog, and his master was the late

William M' Millan a cottar, formerly herd of the
late Lord Alloway, " Afton,"for such was the dog's
name, had long been looked upon, during his master's
lifetime, as singularly sagacious. Among various
traits of this, is the fact that he regularly accompanied
his master to church on Sabbath ; but would never
enter the door. He lay down out side till the people
were dispersing, when he singled out his master,

gave a whine of recognition, and erecting his tail

trotted proudlv home before him. When his master
was seized with the illness of which he died, all the

inmates of the house could not keep the dog out of
his bed; and, if by stratagem he was ejected, he kept
up a constant moan, and at the ingress or egress of

any one, he sprang past them, and nestled himself in

the bosom of the dying man. When the vital spark had
fled, his howling disturbed and alarmed the neigh-

bours, particularly after night-fall, and if excluded
from the bed in which the corpse lay. He watched,
with anxious eye, the preparations for the interment,

and followed the mournful procession to the churcli

yard ; but the grave he could not be induced to leave,

and, unless he had been carried away by force, he

would have exhumated the corpse. Ever since the

interment, which took place at Martinmas last, has

the faithful dog nightly gone to the gate of the church-

yard, where he moans and howls without ceasing till

day-light, when he returns home. The Rev. Mr.
Wallace, Minister of the Parish, whose humane
feelings are highly appreciated, ordered the servant

to carry meat to the poor animal, of which he readily

partook; but neither caresses nor threats were of avail

in banishing him from his nocturnal watch. Several

families in the immediate neighbourhood being dis-

turbed by his cries, a son of his late master, residing

at Galston, took the dog there with him; but within

the last few days he is returned, and recommenced his

midnight visits and lamentations.

—

Ayr Advertiser,

Mr. Coke's Birth-Day.—On Friday fortnight, the

82d anniversary of the birth of the above highly dis-

tinguished and consistent patriot was celebrated at

Dereham by a dinner at the King's Arms Hotel, at

which a large number of gentlemen of the town and
neighbourhood assembled. The day was also cele-

brated at ^Volls and Downham Market with the accus-

tomed cordiality, by agriculturists and landowners.

The Croup.—The American Medical Surgifal

Journal recommends to mothers and nurses, when a

child is seized with that dangerous disease, the croup,

to apply immediately and perseveringly, until medical

aid can be obtained, to the throat and upper part of the

chest, sponges or napkins dipped in water as hot as

can be borne, and wrung out so that the water may not

ooze fiom them. The remedy was first suggested by

a German physician, and has been practised with de-

cided and uoiform success.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS

.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FORMAT.

From the 27th of April, the concluding date of
our last month's report, till early in the morning of

the first of the present month, the atmospheric
temperature, notwithstanding that the wind still con-

tinued to incline to the northward and westward,
was tolerably mild, and, in some degree, vegetative,

but by 8 A.M. had become—precisely as on that day
twelvemonth — exceedingly turbulent, cold, and
humid, the wind backing into, and blowing a strong

gale, accompanied by frequent heavy showers of rain

from the north- west, which description of weather
continued till the evening of the fifth, giving to the

whole range of both high and low vegetation a chilly

and severely checked appearance ; and afforded spe-

culators in grain a plausible, but very short-lived

excuse for demanding advanced prices. However,
these unwelcome visitations having been followed by
a full week's succession of mild, sunny, and other-

wise summer-like days, vegetation very speedily re-

sumed its best May complexion, and, though it has
had to contend with a considerable number of cold
nights and almost sunless days, has subsequently,
owing, possibly, to the richly-mellowed state of the

soil, by the before-mentioned heavy rains, and a few
subsequent genial showers, become tolerably luxu-
riant, vigorous, and healthy. It has been an asser-

tion amongst old farmers, from the earliest date of
our acquaintance with them, that a cold May is omi-
nous of good human and animal health, and full

barns. Every description of live farm stock is

represented as being generally healthy, and the
generality of the pastures sufficiently stocked with
grass to be capable of subsisting their full May num-
bers of sheep and beasts.

The wheat, oat, and barley crops are described as
well-stocked, vigorous, and healthy, and the most
backward part of the latter, nearly the whole of
which was sown at, or very shortly after, the com-
mencement of the month, is well above ground.

The hop bine, too, which is, generally speaking,
according to the quality of the soil and situation on
which it is growing, described as having crept
from about four to nearly, or quite, six feet up the
poles, is represented to be remarkably strong and
healthy.

The field labours of the month have chiefly con-
sisted of preparing lands for denchering, or burn-
baiting, giving the second fallow, and picking of
stones from those which are to remain uncropped
till autumn, draining those which had been too much
flooded by spring tides and drains, weeding, growing
corn, &c.
As relates to the legislative and other political

complexion of agriculture, farmers vehemently de-
precate the result of the Inquiry of the Parlia-

mentary Committees, relative to the Commutation
of Tithes, and exclaim violently against the parsi-

monious rapacity with which the Church still clings
to exorbitant tithes, the whole of which we have
heard many of them—i. e., the farmers— declare, in

the course of the month, were given to it by law
;

therefore, in these times of agricultural oppression,

the law ought to deprive it of an equitable portion

of its enormous revenue.
The Central Agricultural Committee is said to be

in a deplorably bewildered and desponding state, not

knowing where to hide its diminished head, on ac-

count of having promised much and performed no-

thing !

As relates to prices of the produce of England's
neglected soil, those of fat stock, on account of at

least seven eighths of it passing, in some instances,

through the hands of two, three, or more, jobbers,

ere it reaches either Smithfield or Islington market,

without having afforded its graziers more than barely

moderate remunerating prices—are, for a period of

21 years of profound peace, exceeding high ; whilst

store sheep and beasts, generally speaking—milch

cows, store pigs, suckling calves, good horses,

poultry, dairy produce, wool, hops, hay, and com

—

though the three latter have been looking a little

downwards—are high enough, were there no inter-

mediate profit, beyond a mere agency, to absorb the

profits of their producers.
Here follows a retrospective statement of the sup-

plies and prices of fat stock exhibited in Smithfield

market—with the exception of that clandestinely

smuggled into it—in the course of the four weeks,

ending on May the 23rd, current year, &c.
1836. SUPPLIES.

Beasts. Sheep. Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

April 22. 700 3500 1500 200 390
May 2. 2320 11600 2500 280 450
— 6. 430 2000 1200 250 250
— 9. 2026 10000 2500 220 325
— 13. 430 2000 1300 270 380
— 16. 2250 12000 3000 290 380
— 20. 410 3500 5000 315 415
— 23. 2510 10400 7000 225 342

Total .. 10576 55000 24000 2130 3102
Supply of^
preceding )> 15070 79350 7350 2030 3310
month. J

It will be seen, by the foregoing numbers, that the
supplies of the present month contained 4,494 beasts,

24,350 sheep, and 208 pigs less, 16,650 lambs, and
100 calves more, than those of last month.

PRICES.—At per 81bs sinking the Offals.

April 29. May 23.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Inferior Beef 2 6 to 2 8 ., 2 10 to 3
Middling, do. . . 3 to 3 6 .

.

3 3 to 3 8
Prime, do 4 4 to 4 8 .

,

4 2 to 4 8
Inferior Mutton . . 3 4 to 3 8 ., 3 4 to 3 8
Middling, do. . . 4 to 4 4 .

,

4 2 to 4 6
Prime, ditto, ..5 4 to 5 8 .. 5 6 to 6
Lamb 6 4 to 7 .

.

5 10 to 6 4
Veal 4 2 to 5 .. 4 2 to 5 2
Pork 3 6 to 4 8 .. 3 6 to 4 8

It appears, by the above statement, that the prices

of beef and mutton have advanced from 2d to 4d,
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those of lamb have declined from 6d to 8d ; of veal,

2d per 81bs, whilst those of pork remained sta-

tionary.
May 25, 1S35. May 23, 1836.

s. d. s. d. 8. d. s. d.

Coarse and inferior beasts 2 to 2 2...2 10to3
Second quality do 2 6to2I0...3 1 to 3 8

Prime large oxen 3 10to4 0..4 to 4 2

Prime Scots. &c i 2 to 4 6... 4 4 to 4 8

Coarse and inferior sheep 2 2 to 2 4... 3 4 to 3 8
Second quality do 2 6to2 10...4 2 to 4

Prime coarse-wonlled sheep 3 6 to 3 8. ..4 8 to 4 10

Prime South Downs da 3 10 to 4 2... 5 2 to 6

Lambs 5 to G O...5 10to6 4
Large coarse calves 3 4 to 4 0...4 2 to 4 8

Prime smalldo., 4 4 to 4 8...4 10to5 2

Large hogs 3 to 3 6... 3 6 to 4 2
Neat small porkers 3 8 to 4 0...4 4 to 4 8

Suclvling calves (each) 8 to 20 0. ..14 to 30
Quarter old store pigs (each) 8 to 12 0.. .12 to 20

Supplies.

May 25, 1835. May 23, 1836.

Beasts 2,091 2,010
Sheep and lambs 20,750. , . . 17,400
Calves 153 225
Pigs 450 342

It will be seen, by the above comparison, that the
prices of beef were from 2d to lOd ; of mutton. Is 2d
to Is lOdj lamb, 4d to lOd; veal, 6d to lOd ; and
of pork, 6d to 8d per 81bs dearer on Monday, May,
23, 1836, than on the corresponding- market day of

last year, viz. May, 25, 1835 ; whilst there were 81
beasts, 3,350 sheep and lambs, and 108 pigs less

;

72 calves more on the former, than the latter market
day.

From the 29th of April to the 23d of May, about
485 of the beasts came up the St. Alban's Road

;

about 475 up the other northern roads ; about 4,850
from Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, and Cambridgeshire

;

about 720 from the western and midland districts
;

about 2,370 from Scotland ; about 340 from Kent,
Sussex, and Surrey; and the remainder, including
about 160 towns-end cows, from the marshes, stall-

feeders, cow-keepers, &c. near to, and within a few
miles of Londen.
The mutton season of our northern districts is

rapidly approaching its meridian height ; though
nearly, or quite, a moiety of the sheep, and by far

the greater part of the lambs, come fi-om our south-

eastern, southern, and western districts. More than
a moiety of this month's beasts have been Scots and
Norfolk homebreds ; about an eighth, runts and
Devons ; and not far from a moiety of the remaining
eighth, Herefords; the remainder, chiefly Sussex,
with a very few Irish beasts and towns-end cows ;

as also about 1,850 sheep, with not an inconsidera-
ble quantity of slaughtered meat, chiefly mutton, by
sea from Scotland.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
Immediately after my last report the weather

changed from extreme wet to that of cold, dry scarp-

ing wind, chiefly from the north and east, with frosty

night's, where it still continues without any appear-

ance of removing ; a few warm days intervened be-

fore and after the great eclipse with occasionally a

south wind followed by a slight shower in some
places.

The grass, however, has but little grown, and in the

marshes the food for beasts is very scarce, and the

usual quantity of sheep cannot be laid on ; hence,

the markets appear over-stocked, and both cattle and

sheep have lowered in price.

The meat markets have kept up, first, because the

winter-fed beasts are becoming scarce, and those

which require a short time at grass cannot be turned

out except partially, and in the month of June the

supply must be very limited, and consequently beef

will be dear.

Then the grass sheep are fat, but the graziers clip

sparingly to obtain a heavier weight of wool, and
only send to market a suflScientnumbertomake room
for their store sheep.

Dry weather being the most propitious for wheat
in the month of May, wherever that corn looked
healthy it has grown rapidly, and is sufficiently for-

ward ; but those crops which were thin on the ground
have not tillered out, and are growing up spiry and
pale-coloured ; while the stiff clays are not a half

a crop ; and the wire-worm is making great havoc
in the East Fen.

The spring corn is set fast for want of rain, and
in very few situations covers the land, the late sown
having only about half come up, and the face of this

county at large shows a smaller portion of luxurious

green than is usual at this season of the year ; and,

should the nights continue frosty and the weather

dry another fortnight, the oat crop must be almost a

total failure.

The beans appear short, but more healthy, and a

fuller plant than for several years. I take it accord-

ing to the old maxim, " Sow beans in mud, they will

come like a wood."

—

May 21.

AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR APRIL.—
IRELAND.

FROM THE BELFAST NEWS-LETTER.

This month has been characterised by weather of

remarkable severity, exceedingly unfavourable for

the operations of the husbandman, and equally un-

genial for the vegetable creation. Farm labour has

been greatly retarded in consequence of the frequent

and heavy falls of rain, and is in a very backward

state in districts where the soil is of a stifi', cohesive

nature. The land has been, at different periods dur-

ing the month, in a tolerable working state, but it

scarcely continued so 48 hours in succession. A
great quantity of oats has been sown, the greater

part of which under very unpropitious circumstances j

and much of the ground, as yet, remains unsown.

Very little spring wheat has been sown. Wheat in

general has a weak, unhealthy appearance—thin, and

far from being luxuriant. There is not so much
thrown out as would have been expected by so many
alternate frosts and thaws during the spring.

—

Young grass is pretty well stocked with plants, but

rather backward, having been so much curbed by

the frost and cold, bleak winds, which have been so

prevalent during the preceding and present months.

Any stones upon the surface should be gathered, and

the grass rolled, as soon as the land is sufficiently

dry to bear the treading of the working cattle. This

crop should always te rolled—it consolidates the

surface, which makes the clovers and grasses grow

with greater vigour, and, in the mowing season, ena-

bles the workman to perform that operation with

greater freedom and facility, and to cut it much closer

to the surface. It is an old adage, and a true one

—

" that an inch at bottom is worth two at top." Where

clovers and grasses are not as yet sown amongst the

growing wheat, it should be done as soon as the state

of the land renders that operation practicable ; and

the accompanying tillage requisite on the greater class

of soils, is a double turn of the harrows along the

ridges, and a single turn of the roller across. This

process of tillage is highly beneficial to the wheat

crop, almost under every circumstance, and parti-

cularly so when the roots of the i)lants are partially
^

2 I
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raised above ground by too thick sowing, or the sud-

den contraction and expansion of the soil, in which

state the phint becomes feeble, or perishes, if neg-

lected. Where barley or oats are sown, or remain

yet to be sown, after a green crop or summer fallow,

under a proper system of rotation, clovers and grasses

should be sown along with them. Any potatoes that

have been planted during the month, have been chiefly

put in by the spade, the ground being too w^et for the

drill husbandry. Beans, which are beginning to ap-

pear above ground, should be well harrowed across,

which destroys the weeds that may be springing up,

and tends to promote the vegetation of the plants.

Care must be taken to clear out all the cross chan-

nels, to prevent the stagnating of surface water,

nothing being more destructive to a crop of beans,

at this stage of their growth, than to permit water

to stagnate on the field. As soon as the grain crops

are sown, no time should be lost in preparing the

land for the potatoes, and have them planted. A
thorough preparation of the ground is essentially

necessary, by repeated ploughings, harrowings, roll-

ings, and gathering of weeds. All the land intended

for turnips should be ploughed across, and that in-

tended for Swedish prepared as early as possible, as

they require to be sown about the middle of next

month. Summer fallows should also be ploughed in

the direction of the former ridges, to keep down weeds

and facilitate the subsequent operations. Stack-yards

in general are thin. Prices of grain are still on the

advance—potatoes are selling at from Is 6d to 2s 6d

per cwt. 2s current. Fat stock are scarce, and high

prices are realized for a prime article. No class of

men have felt the severities of this spring more acutely

than the store farmer, particularly in the absence of

artificial food. Where this has been wanting, sheep

of every age are in very low condition, and their

lambs of a very inferior quality. Good fat lambs,

6 and 7 lbs per qr. are bringing 11 each, and meeting

with ready demand. Lambs are a fair average crop ;

but ewes in general have not been so prolific this

season as they have been for several years by-past.

Farmers would do well to castrate all their male

lambs, both single and twin, which do not indicate

signs of fattening for market, so that if they cannot

be sold advantageously to the butcher, they can either

be retained, or sold for store stock. Whereas, if not

castrated, there is no other alternative but to dispose

of them to the butcher for whatever they will bring.

A soft, mild morning should be chosen for the pur-

pose of castrating, and a little of the spirit of turpen-

tine put into the orifice with a feather, which is the

most sovereign preventative of inflammation. To-

wards the 8th or 10th of next month, if the weather

be genial and warm, rams, wedders, yeald ewes, and

hoggets, may be washed, and shorn about eight days

after. Wool is expected to maintain, if not exceed,

last year's prices. We had a few days during the

month pretty favourable for vegetation, but during

the last eight days it has been comparatively inert,

so that store sheep in general are still deriving but a

very scanty subsistence, Tuesday the 26th was very

tempestuous throughout the day ; we experienced a

considerable number of very fierce, sweeping showers

of hail and rain, by which the ground was very much
saturated, but the very high wind that prevailed next

day, unaccompanied with rain, rendered the lighter

class of soils in excellent condition for the reception

of the seed. The 28th and 29th were also very fa-

vourable for agricultural operations in general ; al-

though we had several very bitter showers of hail,

(hey were of short duration. " To-day the distant hills

are covered with snow, but it promises to be favour-

able for sowing. Pasture fields are entirely stripped

of the green verdure which partially characterised

them ten days ago. They have again resumed a

withered, brown, January-like appearance. Vege-

tation almost inert, the air ungenial, and little appear-

ance of any sudden change,

—

April 30th.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

HEREFORD FAIR.—The supply of stock was not
large, but about the average at our May Fairs. For
fat beasts the demand was tolerably brisk, at the prices
obtained at our Candlemas Fair ; but stores moved ofl^

heavily, the necessary consequence of the scarcity of
keep. There were more sheep and lambs penned than
were expected. At the late neighbouring fairs sheep
had receded a little, and on Thursday, they were sold

at a reduced value, certainly not equal to the prices ob-
tained within several months. The supply of pigs was
small, hardly up to the demand

;
prices were therefore

firm. Id the horse fair the number was very large
;

and a great deal of business was done. Heavy draught
horses sold readily, at comparatively high prices, and
roadsters both for the saddle and harness, were bought
freely at a good value. Useful animals of every de-
scription were in request. The following are the prices
of stock .-—Cattle, 5d to 6d ; calves, 6d to 6§d ; sheep,
6d to e^d shorn; lambs, 7d to 8d.

EXETER FAIR was thinly attended. The show of
fat bullocks, whether of oxen or heifers, has been small,
nor has there been any thing like the anticipated eager-
ness to purchase ; indeed, to buy there has been no-
thing that at all wore the character of competition.
Plough oxen sold at from 30?. to 321., and plough
steers at from 221. to 2GI. per pair ; bullocks that it

may be estimated will graze 30 score in six weeks,
have realized 121, a-piece ; wliile articles less forward,

and good barreners, have obtained a price answering
to 6s. per score.

BALLINASLOE FAIR.—The May fair of Ballin-

asloe presented a large show of live stock of various de-
scriptions. There was a good attendance of buyers,
and a brisk demand, especially for store cattle, few
or none of which remained unsold at an early hour of
the day. Hoggets, store wedders, and well fleeced
ewes were also in request, but the supply of sheep in

general was, comparatively speaking, scanty. The
horse fair was rather thinly attended, but there were
some beautiful animals exhibited on the green, which
brought very fair prices—an inferior description of
horses were in no demand, except strong farming
draughts, which, in some instances, brought from 12/

to 15/. The following are the rates at which farming
stock sold during the day, and which we give from
personal observation :—Prime fat cattle, 13/, 14/ 10s,

15/ 15s, and 16/ 8s ; and superior stall fed, 20 guineas
;

store cows from 6/ to 8/, and large sized ditto up to 11/

;

milch cows (general run) from 4/ 10s to 7/ 10s ; well
bred ditto from 8/ 10s to 10 guineas ; springers from 41

10s to 9/ ; Durham in calf, 20 guineas to 25/ ; two year
old heifers, 3/ 15s to 6/

;
yearlings, 2/ to 3/ ; fat wedders

from 5(^ to 3/ ; store ditto from 33s to 40s ; ewes, 26s
to 29s ; hoggets from 32s to 40s, and some 43s 6d

;

lambs 15s to 1/.

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD SHEEP FAIR was well
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supplied with stock, which fetched very high prices

;

some tegs were sold as high as 49s. There was a tolerable
supply of cows, but few horses, and not much business
done.

MUIR OF ORD jMARKET.—The show of cattle

was great. Mr. Sheriff, Barnyards, exhibited a lot of
superior three-year-old stots, for which he refused Ml
per head, and they left the market unsold ; another lot,

for which he refused ten guineas, also left the market
unsold ; he, however, sold three superior animals, three-

year-olds, to Mr. Ritchie, cattle-dealer, for 13^ each.
Another lot of Caithness cattle were shown by IMr.

Henderson, cattle-dealer, and was bought by Mr.
Baxter of Arabella, for the purpose of feeding for the

London market, at 9/, 12s 6d each. Several lots of
smaller animals according to quality and age varied in

price from 1/ lOs to 51. Very few cattle fit for the
"butcher were shown—consequently those brought for-

"ward sold at high prices ; stot beef from 45s to 47s 6d
sinking- offals. A lot of fine Cheviot ewes, with their

lambs, from Fingask, were sold at 35s each. There
were no horses dn the market.

TO DAIRY FARMERS.—On Tuesday week a
meeting of farmers was held at Withington, near Ut-
toxeter, Staffordshire, convened by William Blurton,
Esq., 01 Field Hall, for the purpose of exhibiting and
explaining an invention of his, for milking cows. JMr.

Blurton is already known as the author of several use-
ful inventions connected with farming and dairying
pursuits, for one of which, " The Swing Cheese Frame"
lie received a medal from the Society of Arts. On the

present occasion a numerous and highly respectable
party, from various districts of the county, and even
from Shropshire and Derbyshire attended. After a
substantial dinner at the Saddler's Arms, Mr. Blurton
presiding at one table, and Mr. Hamp, of Walton-
upon-Trent at the other. Mr. Blurton exhibited the
" Milking Syphon," for which he has obtained a patent.

It is a small metal tube, with a syphon at the lower end,
and on its introduction into the teats of the cow, the
milk flows freely out of the elder, without any manual
labour. Mr. Blurton expressed himself confidently
that, after a trial, most dairy farmers would prefer its

use to the present method of milking by hand. Two
objections which had occurred to the minds of several,

that the cows might be injured by the use of the syphon,
and that its introduction might occasion a constant dis-

charge of milk, l\Ir. Blurton met by saying that expe-
rience had proved them to be groundless. Mr. Ritchie,

a veterinary surgeon present, gave it as his decided
opinion that cows would not be injured by the use of

the syphon. Mr. Blurton's cow-man was called into

the room, and any gentleman was allowed to interro-

gate him. He answered many questions, and said that

he could milk sixteen or eighteen cows with the syphons,
and would much rather milk sixteen with them than six

without them. Several cows were afterwards milked
in the yard with the syphons, and every one appeared
astonished with the easy manner in which the milk was
extracted from the cows by this new process. In con-
sequence of being disappointed by the manufacturer,
Mr. Blurton was unable to supply all the company
with syphons. We do not say that every objection, or
every degree of prejudice, was removed by the exhibi-

tion of the invention in actual operation ; but it will

now have a fair and extensive trial.

IMPORTANT TO FARMHRS.—We have been
informed by a very intelligent and highly respectable

practical farmer in the neighbourhood of Haddington,
that in the course of liis experience, he has ascertamed,

beyond a doubt, that in growing potatoes a great advan-
tage may be derived from simply plucking oft'the bloom
frow the shaw or stem, by wliich means the produce is

much increased, in consequence, we presume, of the

nourishment necessary for ripening the heavy crop of

seed apples being, by this simple process, thrown back

to supply the root. The individual, whose authority

we quote, has, for many years past been an extensive

potato grower, and he regularly adopts that method, by
which the crop is increased at least 14 per cent

;
and

as the operation can be done at a trifling expense, it is

certainly worthy of some consideration, especially as
the farmer can so easily satisfy himself on the point in
question. The same individual has made several other
successful experiments in agriculture, an essay on
which he intends shortly to lay before the Highland
Society of Scotland.

—

Edinburgh Journal.

SEED POTATOES.—We are sorry to learn that
symptoms are again observable this season of some
mysterious defect in seed potatoes. A gentleman in
the vicinity received a supply lately from the high lands
south of the town. On being brought home they were
examined by some of the servants, who expressed
doubts of their soundness. The gentleman, however,
having always got good potatoes from the same farm,
resolved on giving them a trial, and several days ago
planted about two acres. Having occasion subsequently
to inspect a few cut potatoes that had been left, he found
not only no appearance of sprouting, usually shown at
this season, but found them in a positive decay. This
induced him to examine some of those planted, when
he found them in the same rotten state, with no appear-
ance of vegetation, and he has it in contemplation to

plant anew. The kind is what are known here by the
name of Rough Reds, a kind usually valued somewhat
highly. A quantity that he got at the same time and'
place called Smooth Reds, have all the appearance of
freshness. Farmers would do well to pay good atten-

tion to the potatoes they intend to plant, as, inde-
pendent of the price, the loss of time and labour is to

them a very serious affair.

—

Paisley Advertiser.

FLAXSEED;—Last week there was a considerable

re-action in the flaxseed market, owing to large impor-
tations from Glasgow and Liverpool. Prices declined
greatly, though the demand still continued brisk. The
breadth sown this season will be immense. It is calcu-

lated that from this district alone there will be the pro-

duce of from .30,000 to 40,000 acres, or from 7,500 to

10,000 tons, to be exported.

—

Derby Journal.

MANGEL WURZEL LEAVES.—At a dinner
which took place a week since, at Downham Market, to

celebrate Mr. Coke's birth-day, iMr. Milnes, Honorary
Secretary to the West Norfolk Association, stated that

he had successfully tried the use of hay cut with Mangel
Wurzel leaves steamed for feeding bullocks, and
strongly recommended the same to his brother farmers.

GIGANTIC EGGS.—A hen of the Crammer breed,

belonging to Mr. Charles Dean, cordwainer, Carring-

ton, has this week laid two eggs, weighing 65^ oz. The
largert measures round lengthwise 7| inches, and in

girth 6 inches. The girth of the other is about the

same, but it is much shorter. One of them may be
seen in the window at our oflBce.

—

Nottingham Times.

The Park farm at Dunmow, containing about 70

acres of land, was sold by auction by Mr. Franklin, on
Tuesday, for 5,000/.

CHIPPENHAM WOOL MARKET, 1836-7.—

The Committee appointed to make the necessary regu-

lations for establishing this market, have fixed the fol-

lowing days in each year as the most eligible for hold-

ing the market :— First Friday in July ; first Friday in

August ; first Friday in September ; first Friday in

November; first Friday in February, first Friday in

April. As an encouragement to dealers and farmers

to attend the market, Joseph Neeld, Esq, M. P. has

placed in the hands of the Committee the sum of One
Hundred Pounds, to be given in such suitable pre-

miums as they may think fit. The committee have
thus apportioned the premiums :—To the purchaser of

the greatest quantity of wool on the days aforesaid, a

premium in plate, value 25/.—To the purchaser of the

second greatest quantity of wool on the days aforesaid,

a premium in plate, value 20/.—To the purchaser of

the third greatest quantity of wool on the days afore-

said, a premium in plate, value 15/.—To the farmer

who sliall sell on the rlays atoresaid, tiie greatest quan-

tity in weight of Southdown wool, of his own growth

of the present year, a premium -n plate, value 10/.

—

To the farmer who shall sell on the days aforesaid, the

greatest quantity in weight of long or mixed wools, of

his own growth of the present year, a premium in

2 I 2
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plate, value lO/.—To the farmer who shall sell on the

days aforesaid, the second greatest quantity in weig-ht

of any sort, of his own growth of the present year, a

premium in plate, value 8/.—To the farmer who shall

sell on the days aforesaid, the third greatest quantity in

weig-ht of any sort, of his own g-rowth of the present

year, a premium in plate, value 7L—To the farmer

who shall sell on the days aforesaid, the fourth greatest

quantity in weigrht of any sort, of his own growth of the

present year, a premium in plate, value 51.—^The bulk,

or a sample not less than a pack, to be pitched in the

market. Spacious sheds are about to be erected by
Mr. Neeld at the back of the New Hall, for the accom-
modation of the dealers and farmers attending the

Wool market, in which the wool may be pitched and
stowed.

MONTHLY REPORT OF
WOOLLEN TRADE.

THE

Leeds. May 1.—The opinion expressed in our Re-
port for March, that coarse woollens were then as

high in price as the bu3'ers could be induced to go,

has been verified by the transactions of the month of

April. Low goods have, it is true, been readily sold,

but an advance of price, corresponding to the ad-
vance of cost arising from the rise of the raw mate-
rial, has not been obtained. Profits consequently
have been very small. Had a corresponding ad-
vance been pertinaciously demanded, the amount of
business must have been greatly curtailed ; as it is,

we are indebted to the increased demand for North
America for the principal sales of low cloths,—the
home buyers and especially those from Ireland, have
shown great caution in their purchases.

In the finer descriptions of Woollens more business
has been done than during the two or three preced-
ing months, but less certainly than the general state

of trade throughout the country warranted us to ex-
pect. The complaint is general that fine cloths are

very heavy of sale. We know of only two solutions
of this state of our fine trade. Either the West of
England houses are running a successful race with
us in goods from 12s. to 14s. per yard, or the Fo-
reign demand for those qualities has fallen off. Our
belief is that both suppositions are to a certain, we
hope to a limited, extent, true. Indeed our convic-
tion for some time has been, that if our manufactures
seriously intend to maintain a successful rivalry in
middle qualities with the West of England clothiers
in the home market, and with the Continental manu-
facturers in the general markets of the world, they
must infuse into their operations more energy than
for some years has characterized them. We are per-
suaded they are losing ground in the race of improve-
ment.

In the wool market there is a trifling alteration.

Under 2s. 9d. or 2s. lOd. per lb., the quantity is

small, the quality very inferior, and the price de-
cidedly too high. Above that price there is still a
fair assortment, and at a reasonable price, but it is

little in demand.
The influence which this state of the Woollen

Trade may have on the price of Foreign Wool at the
ensuing clip, is too interesting to be left out of con-
sideration.

We have just stated that the stock of low wools
in the market is exceedingly light ; the state of the
stocks on the Continent may be inferred from the
circumstance that, although the tempting price to be
obtained here has induced very large exportations
to England, the great bulk of the exportation has
consisted of wools of inferior and even bad families—a very significant indication that the Continental
stock of wools of the kinds most approved in this

market,—lies in small compass. These facts sup-
port the opinion, now very current, that German
wools will realize an advance at the ensuing fairs on
the price of 1835. We give no positive opinion

ourselves ; not that we are afraid to hazard one, or

because we think the expression of an affirmative

might have an injurious effect on the markets, but
because we conceive that the price is contingent on
two circumstances, which we can only imperfectly

appreciate, and which mere opinion cannot affect,

viz. : the extent of the whole demand ofEurope, in-

clusive of England, on the one hand, and the extent

of the whole supply on the other. These will be
measured with tolerable accuracy at the great Ger-
man Wool Fairs, and the price will be higher or lo-

wer as the one or the other may be in excess. We
draw attention to the subject not to express a confi-

dent opinion, but just to remind the clothiers of the

necessity of exercising a prudent forecast in their

operations, and we will put two plain suppositions

before them, and point out what we conceive will be
the results of each. Either wool will rise in price

—

(a fall we consider altogether out of the question)

—

or it will not. Should it rise, they may calculate on
getting their own by goods now manufacturing, or to

be manufactured during the ensuing two months
;

but we doubt if even then they will get a profit.

Should it not rise, we have no hesitation in saying,

that unless they conduct their operations with ex-

treme caution— in one word, if they fill the Halls

with stock, they will find no small portion of their

last four months' gains oozing through their fingers

before next August.

This is no speculative opinion. The result we
predict under the latter supposition will be simply a

repetition of what took place in 1834 and 1835. The
fact is, that, for some years back, the supply of wool
from clip to clip has been so barely equal to the de-

mand, that, just prior to that event in each year, the

refuse wools have commanded considerably better

prices than the richer parcels sold at first—and as the

merchants have always experienced great difficulty

in procuring a corresponding advance on the finished

cloth,—they have met the dilemma, partly by press-

ing on the clothier, and partly by diminshing their

own profits. The clothier and the merchant have
alike worked for nothing during the last two months
of the wool year.

Although our report is already somewhat lengthy,

we cannot omit to take some notice of the Woollen
Trade, with reference to its general condition—we
mean as to soundness, and consequent safety and
stability. First, as to profit : There is no question

the manufacturers have done well ; the staplers and
the merchants know that right well ; nor need the

casual observer to be in any doubt about the matter,

although we no longer see our stout Pudseymen rid-

ing home after a good market, to the imminent ha-

zard of their own necks, and the livesof his majesty's

subjects. They drive now, and he is a bad physiog-

nomist who cannot tell by their countenances how
they have fared. That the merchants have made a

profit, the state of the demand, compared with the

stock of goods, is decisive evidence, if, indeed, it were
not quite clear, looking to the extensive resources

and the prudence of a few houses, which transact

the greater half of the trade of Leeds, that those who
can command a profit have not failed to ask for one :

—a profit, too, has plainly been within the reach of

houses having less resources, and sttuggling for a

connexion. It is true stocks on hand do not pro-

mise a profit ; but they are light, and if ordinary

prudence be exercised, during the next two or three

months, there need be no loss by them, though they
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may only nett a small gain. But profit is only made
when the cash is counted down on the day of

"prompt." We have little fear but that it will be
forthcoming. Of the goods sold, a very large quan-
tity has been taken off by the l^ondou houses for

cash, or short payments ; and thr.t they have bought
for consumption is evident, from tlieir earnest in-

quiry for all colours under lis. or lis. The direct

trade with country retail houses, whether in England
or in Ireland, has been done safely ; and it is any
thing but overstocked—the latter market is notori-

ously but half supplied. Of the goods shipped, the

bulk has been to order, or as bona fide sales, and we
believe in no former year did a smaller proportion
consist of goods on consignment. As a last evidence
of soundness in the trade, we may state there is no
speculation in land, for mills, &c., (indeed, we know
of but one woollen mill in course of erection ;) and
there has been only a small addition of machinery
for some time past. If, after all, there actually is

overtrading-, we confess we either do not know the

symtoms of that commercial malady, or the disease

itself has assumed a new form.

We are aware that prices are rising ; and we are

not unmindful of the rule that a general rise of price

indicates an excess of money. We, however, great-

ly doubt whether the rise of wool since July last has
anything to do with excessive issues. The price of
wool was higher in 1833 and 4 than now, and it only
fell about October in the latter year, after a pro-

tracted struggle. It is now approximating to the

former level ; but the facts we have stated, show,
we think conclusively, that it is doing so from the

pressure of a legitimate demand. We have, in more
than one of our Reports, expressed our opinion that

the tendency of price in wool is upwards, and that

for some time to come ; and as our reasons for that

opinion lie n a small space, we will state them. Im-
mense improvements have taken place in manufac-
turing implements and processes during the last fif-

teen or twenty ye irs. The cost of manufacturing,
apart from the cost of the raw material, has inconse-
quence been greally reduced, involving, also, a re-

duction of the price of the wrought fabric. The re-

duced price has induced a larger consumption. The
effect of this has been a constantly augmenting de-

mand for raw material—the evidence of which is

palpable on the very face of our imports. But so far

from there being any increased flicility for producing
that raw materiid, corresponding to the increased

cheapness and facility for working- it up, the very cir-

cumstance ofan additional quantity being required,

simultaneously with an increased demand for all

kinds of agricultural produce, has tended to raise

the price,—so that the very improvements which
cheapen the wrought fabric, raise the price of the

raw material of which it is composed. We hold

this to be the simple solution of the rise in price of

all kinds of raw materials, used for wrought fabric,

during the last three or four years. Wool, perhaps,

more than any other fibrous material, has been af-

fected by it, because the growth of is limited by some
special circumstance. It cannot be grown without
immediate reference to the price of mutton, and the

general routine of modern husbandry. No price for

wool will induce the farmer greatly to increase his

flocks, or to derange his regular system of stocking

and cultivating. It is true that in New South Wales,
the carcase is of little value, comparatively, but the

wool grower cannot keep up the purity of his flock,

and the character of his wool, without great care and
expense ; and these impose a much narrower limit

on the extent of wool growing in Australia than is

usually supposed. Combining all these circum-

stances, we think the advance in the price of wool is

accounted for, without supposing that there is undue
speculation in the raw material, or over-production

by the manufacturer.

We would be understood, however, to advance no
opinion as to the cause of the general rise of prices

already alluded to. We are yet free to admit, that

the facilities for obtaining money are greater—that in

one word, the competition is rather amongst bankers
for customers, than amongst customers for bankers

;

and that in the proportion of the issues of the new
bands, to the amount of their paid up capital, there

is perhaps too bold a reliance on their ultimate con-

vertibility and solvency; but we must at the same time
express our belief th-at the customers of those banks

have drawn upon their liberality with a prudent and
c-areful regard to the state of the ultimate demand
for goods, and have avoided on the one hand large

investments in raw materials and finished goods, and
on the other have neither forced credit nor given it

improperly. We hope, that in a short time, the

check on undue issues of money, which is now too

much in the hands of the borrowers, will be resumed

by those with whom it ought to rest—the lenders.

We may not come at this desirable result without

some little disturbance of credit ; but whilst we ac

knowledge that the proper and efiicient mode is by
the resumption of a more guarded system of credit

by the bankers, we feel quite sure a great deal is

within the power of the trading; body at large. If

there really be a tendency to an excess of money,
that is just the reason why every prudent tradesman

should conduct his business with redoubled circum-

spection.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MAY.

The first week of the past month maintained the

same ungenial ciiaracler, which had pervailed du-

ring March and April, and the "ethereal miidness"

with which poets were wont to celebrate the ad-

vent of May, assumed the garb of winter in its

roughest mood; and serious apprehensions were

being entertained for die fate of tlie young wheats,

and Spring corn ; on the 7th, sunshine, however,

again obtained the ascendancy, and the wind veer-

ing to the southward, the days became warm and
glowing, and all Nature exhibited the vivifying ni-

fluence which tlie combined powers of heat and

moisture are capable of producing ;
yet tlie growth

of wlieat and Summer corn has not been as rapid

as it would have been, had the nights been more

favourable ; this very period when vegetation

makes the greatest progress, a chilly, cold, and

often frosty temperature has been prevalent. To-
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wards the middle of the month, agriculturists from

all parts of the United Kingdom were complaining

ofthe want of rain, and the sudden transition from

wet to dry weather, having caked or encrusted the

surface of the land, checking the germination of the

seed, and the Spring corn which had already reared

its head, required moisture to invigorate its

growth ; a few refreshing but partial showers were

then experienced, but succeeded by cool days and
nipping nights, when the atmosphere again more
mild and beneficial to the " tender blades," and it

is to be hoped that fine bright weather by day, and
mildness of temperature at night, co-operating

with the humidity with which the earth has been
saturated, may communicate a greater vegetative

impulse to the forthcoming crops, than is at present

anticipated. It is however, confidently reported,

by well-informed individuals, from different lo-

calities, that the young wheat planton cold, strong,

and low lands is, in many instances, too much de-
teriorated, ever to recover its primitive powers of

vegetation ; that the wheat has become prick-eared

and spindly, assuming a yellowish, and in some
cases a bluish tint, and the yield in consequence
must fall short, compared with the growth on
lighter soils, and more favoured situations, where
the plant has tillered out well, becoming curly and
strong, and wearing a dark and healthy green as-

pect, the index of luxuriance. A question would
therefore seem to arise, worthy the consideration

of the speculator as well as the cultivator, how far

it might be deemed adviseable the retention of their

stocks, and how far the furire prices are likely to be
affected by a crop below an average return per acre,

taking into the calculation that the securing .of the

grain is likely to be protracted to a later period
than usual—that less land is under the cultivation

of wheat, not only in England, but also in Scotland,
and that in Ireland the diminution in the breadth
sown is much greater than in either country, being
estimated, though we believe vaguely, at even one-
third the quantity of previous seasons; but reduc-
ing this amount half, and making it one-sixth, and
adding the rough calculation which is current, that
a deficiency of growth exists in Scotland to the
extent of one-sixth, and in England of one-sixth to
one-seventh, at the same time, that the consump-
tion will continue as lavish as has latterly been ex-
perienced, which it may be inferred will take place,

provided the same life and animation continue in

the trades of the manufacturing districts; not
omitting the increased ratio of the population since

1831, which then exhibited for the ten previous
years, an augmentation of 15^ percent., and would
therefore for the five years nearly elapsed since the
census was made, give an addition of upwards of
three millions of human beings ; taking all these
facts into account, an inference may be deduced,
that the currenciesare likely materially to advance,
and that the prospective character ofthe markets pre-
sents to the agriculturists not only a less gloomy,
but a much more cheering aspect, than has been
afforded them for the later consecutive years. As far

as any opinion can be formed of barley and oats, from
the ecirly appearances of the plants, a favourable pros-
pect is offered to the farmer, particularly as regards

the former grain, but both are in need of rain. Beans
and peas look strong and healthy, and in compari-

son, promise better at ptesent, than any Other crop.

—The parliamentary proceedings during the month
have only comprised two subjects materially affect-

ing the agricultural interests ; one calling in ques-

tion the present system of forming joint-stock

banks, the dangers emanating from which, and of

an over-extended credit, were clearly set forth in an

able speech from Mr. Clay, member for the Tower
Hamlets, who stated, that the dangers to which our

present system was exposed, arose mainlv from

permitting an unlimited number of persons to com-
Ijine for the purpose of carrying on the trade of

banking : he said—" you confer on them an enor-

mous power of creating an extensive business, by
rendering all the shareholders individually responsi-

ble; you afford the most dangerous facility in ob-

taining credit, whilst you take not the smallest pre-

caution that such banks shall possess capital

commensurate with the engagements into which
the powers and facilities you bestow, will tempt
them to enter. He could conceive no state more
dangerous for any commercial community, than

one in which a system composed of such elements

should be in full activity, in which the country

should be covered with joint-stock banking compa-
nies, enabled to extend their operations through the

thousand channels open to them by means of their

shareholders, and feeling no necessity to limit the

accommodation they afford from want of funds, the

place of which, for a certain length of time at least,

their credit would supply. He could conceive no
state more directly tending to produce that excite-

ment, that over-trading, that apparent pros-

perity so pleasant in its advent— so bitter

in its consequences ; and that if there was
one case in which legislative interference with the

intercourse of individuals could be justified equally

by reasoning and experience, beyond all doubt, it

would be an interference to obviate the dangers

which an abuse of the powers and facilities of jomt-
stock banking inevitably tends to produce, and the

means he suggested to abviate the evil were, limited

liability/—paid tip capital—and perfect publiciti/.

Ministers coincided in the views of the Honour-
able Member, and a Committee was accordingly

appointed " to inquire into the operation of the

act of the 7th Geo. IV, c. 46, permitting the estab-

lishment of Joint-Stock Banks, and whether it be
expedient to make any, and what alteration in the

provisions of that Act." The other subject has
been the progress made in the Tithe Bill ; some
material clauses having undergone discussion aud
amendments ; but it appears doubtful if the mea-
sure will be passed into a law the present Session.

The Agricultural Committee of the House of Com-
mons is still sitting, and the evidence printed in

the second report is fraught with much interest, as

it fully elucidates the principles often urged in this

Magazine, that supply and demand are the prin-

cipal agents which have ever operated in depress-

ing or raising the prices of the markets. The evi-

dence also of the witnesses examined, as to the ex-

pediency of permitting foreign wheat in bond to

be ground into flour for export, seems tending fa-

vourably towards the adoption of a measure, which
would confer considerable benefit on one class of

the community without inflicting injury or in-

justice, directly or indirectly, on any other. The
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Agricultural Committee in the House of Lords
closed its labours the third week in April, but
my Lord VVynford has not yet made his report

;

the ardent zeal however exhibited by his Lordship
at the " Central Agricultural Association" as well

as by other peers composing the committee in

in behalf of the Agricultural interest, would have
induced the hope that not a moment would have
been lost in submitting to the House the result of
their inquiries and endeavouring to relieve that dis-

tress, which they " many times and oft," have so

eloquently depicted, as being in the power of Par-
liament to mitigate. The Committee, however,
having it is understood adopted the motto, " ex
nihilo nihilJit," the agriculturists can readily con-
ceive the result of the investigation, and the bene-

fits likely to accrue to them.

The markets throughout May, like the baro-
meter, have fluctuated according to the weather.

In the early part of the month, short supplies, and
prevalence of cold and wet, induced holders to de-

mand an advance of Is to 2s, which in some in-

stances was acceded to ; sunshine, however, ap-

pearing, checked any further enhancement, and the

currencies receded fully Is per qr; these reduced
rates were barely maintained until towards the

close of the month, when the limited extent of the

arrivals and the millers being short in stock, causing

them to evince a disposition to purchase, the finer

qualities of wheat, particularly of red, of which
the show was very partial, obtained an advance of

Is per qr, makmg the top quotations higher to that

amount than they were at the close of April though

no improvement can be noted in the secondary and
inferior descriptions ; and the character of the trade

remaining totally dependent on the weather and
supplies, which during the month have been 7,500
qrs. less than April.

Though orders are still being executed in the

Baltic and Elbe for the better qualities of wheat
for English account, yet in many instances the

limits have been Is to 2s per qr less than the pre-

vailing currencies at the different foreign ports, and
the extent of the purchases has therefore not been

large. The actual business transacting in bonded
wheat on the market has been confined to a few

purchases for tlie Cape of Good Hope, Mauritius,

Canada, and United States of America ; holders

demanding fully the currencies realized last month.
Hamburg wheat lately arrived has been held at

30s ; and good Rostock qualities have obtained

29s ; Danzig is noted at 32s to 35s.

The slight fluctuation which wheat has sustained

in value has enabled the town millers to maintain

the top quotations of flour, though sales have been

made 2s to 3s per quarter below the nominal rates

;

while ship flour after receding 2s per sack rallied

and regained Is ; remaining Is per sack lower than

at the commencement of the month ; Suffolk and

Norfolk being noted at 34s to 35s. The warm
weather has operated on the sale of the article, as

factors and millers are anxious to quit their stocks,

and the bakers on the other hand not inclined to

purchase beyond their immediate wants. Bonded
flour has met a steady demand for export, and the

fresh arrivals from the Baltic have been readily

taken off at 24s to 25s per barrel for export to the

West Indies, Cape of Good Hope and Mauritius
;

to the former destinations the shipments have
amounted to about 8,000 cwts, to the Cape 2,000
cwts, and Mauritius the same quantity.

The averages have continued to exhibit the ad-
vance, which had been previously experienced in
the various articles. The aggregate averages of
wheat has risen from 46s Id to 48s 5d, making the
duty 2s per quarter lower ; but the London aver-
age has receded from 52s to 51s 2d. Barley has
advanced from 30s 7d to 32s 6d ; showing a dif-

ference in the duty of 3s per quarter ; on oats the
difference in duty is Is 6d per quarter; rye, ls6d ;

beans. Is 3d ; and peas, 4s 3d : on the latter arti-

cle the duty is likely eventually to recede to 9s 6d.
Tlie arrivals of barley have considerably fallen

off, and are upwards of 23,000 quarters less than
the previous month. For nearly the first fortnight

in May the limited extent of the supplies, caused
prices of all descriptions to advance Is per quarter

;

but finer we-xther setting in prevented maltsters

from purchasing, and the malting season having
thus sooner than usual been brought towards a con-
clusion, the trade in the finer descriptions has
latterly ruled extremely dull at a decline of fully

2s per quarter, and the currencies quite nominal
at this reduction, while distilling and grinding
parcels have maintained their improvement ; fine

stout distilling qualities being worth 34s. The
consumption of barley has been extremely large

both for malting, distilling and meal, and accounts
from the country seem to concur in the fact that

ihe stocks ai'e running excessively short; so much
so, that many speculators are anticipating that a
foreign import will be required before the next

iiarvest is secured ; in consequence of which the

few parcels on hand, which are only of moderately

good quality, have advanced fully 2s ; no parcels

being obtainable under 20s, and orders have been
transmitted abroad, purchases having been made
at Hamburg of Saale quality at 19s, and in Meck-
lenburg and Holstein at 17s to 17s 6d.

The stock of malt in the hands of the maltsters is

not estimated as large, and the arrivals coastways
have been 8,000 qrs less than during April. Tlie

trade has been steady, prices of good qualities

having suffered no depreciation in value, but
secondary and inferior sorts have been bought on
rather lower terms.

In the supply of oats a deficiency has been ex-

hibited as compared with April of 9,000 qrs

;

though from the English coast the receipts have

increased 3,000 qrs, but from Scotland there is a
falling off' of 4,000 qrs, and from Ireland 8,000
qrs. Dealers and consumers having refrained

from purchasing in anticipation of larger arrivals,

and becoming in consequence bare of stock, have
been obliged to come into the market at improving
prices, and a good extent of business has been
transacted at an enhancement of Is 6d to 2s per

qr, though with increased importations tliese

prices will not be maintained ; the improvement
has been general in English and Irish samples,

though in Scotch it has been difficult to realize

more than Is per qr on the finer descriptions, but

the secondary and inferior coming to hand in

better condition have risen Is to 2s perqr. Bonded
oats, owing to the demand for export to America

and the West Indies, and the unfavourable weather
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for i.e crops, have advanced fully Is per qr, Danish
having realized 15s per qr ; Archangel have sold

at 13s 6d, and Dutch brew at 17s to 18s. A few

orders are being executed in Friesland, Holland,

Jutland, Schleswick, Sweden, &c., for English

account at from 10s to 14s per qr as in quality.

Beans have been in moderate demand, and prices

steadily maintained until towards the close of the

month, when secondary qualities might have been
purchased on rather lower terms. Large orders

are being executed abroad for shipment to tliis

country, but the arrivals into the London port
during the month have not as yet exceeded 2,000
qrs

; parcels in bond are held at 28s to 30s ; as,

however, the crop is good, and the home supplies

not yet exhausted, the speculative prospect is not
particularly promising.

The supplies of peas have amounted to only
half the quantity of the foregoing month ; and,
though the demand for boiling qualities has not
been animated, yet prices have advanced Is perqr,
while grey and maple having met more inquiry
must be noted Is to 2s higher. The arrival of
foreign peas has exceeded 12,000 qrs, and addi-
tional supplies are on their voyage or ready for

shipment ; so that on the duty attaining its mini-
mum range, which is expected to be 9s 6d, the

market is likely to be well stocked ; prices at pre-
sent demanded in bond are 26s to 30s per qr.

During the month of May, the following quanti-
ties of grain and flour have arrived in the port of
London :

—

Wheat. Bailey. Malt. Oats,
qis. qrs. qrs. qrs.

English 27.060 13,219 29,995 20,303
Scotch 157 2,125 522 10 416
Irish 107 359 54,357

Total in May, 27,217 15,451 30,876 85,576

Total in April 34,773 38,491 36,448 94,351

Total in March 28,375 27,513 24,674 49,154

Foreign in May 1,150 9 ... \fi20

Beans. Peas. Linseed. Flour,
qrs. qrs, qrs. sacks.

English 5,022 656 17 41,314
Scotch 6 67 ... '200
Irish ... ... ... 1 J J

Total in May. 5,027 723 I7 41,625

Total in April 4,943 1,423 212 37,461

Total in March 5,318 2,945 261 27,707

ForeigninMay 1,472 1,903 12,544 brls.lXsio

In Canada, though frost still continued at night,
yet the thaw was making during the day great ad-
vances towards the opening of the navigation. The
trade was dull. Lower Canada red being noted at
5s to 5s 6d per minot; fine flour, 31s 3d, super-
fine, 32s 6d. At Kingston wheat was worth 3s 6d
to 4s, and flour 22s 6d per barrel.

From New South Wales no later advices had
been received than those of the 7th of December,
when wheat was selling at an average of 8s 6d per
bushel ; the weather was favourable for the crops,
and though a heavy hail storm had been experi-
enced at Sydney and its environs, yet it had not
extended into the country, and the grain therefore
had escaped its destructive power : it may be
added, that the improvement in the growth of
grain, and the considerable arrivals of wheat from

Van Diemen's Land and the East Indies, 2,000
qrs having been lately received from Calcutta, were
the causes of the material decline in the prices.

At IIoBart-Town on the 22dof December wheat
was noted at 7s to 7s 6d per bushel, and the

harvest promised well, owing to the refreshing

rains. Barley was rather scarce, and worth 5s 6d
to 6s per bushel, and some English had realized 6s

to 7s. At Launceston the same favourable re-

ports were made as to the crops, and wheat varied

from 7s 6d to 8s 6d ; considerable shipments of

the article had been made to Sydney from hence,

as well as Hobart-Town.

The weather in France has been cold and un-

favourable for the progress of vegetation. In the

northern departments, in Normandy, in the western

districts, and also in the southern, in Burgundy,
in the eastern portions of the kingdom, in Cham-
pagne, &c., the prices of wheat have more or less

continued to advance, owing partly to the extensive

demand for the consumption, and in part to the

unsatisfactory appearances of the crops in many
portions of the country ; in Picardyand Brie, from
whence Paris draws a large proportion of its sup-
plies, the farmers also complain of their prospects,

yet not to the extent which is done in the other

localities ; in Beauce the promises are less unfa-

vourable. At Marseille, Lyon, &c., the ware-
houses are reported as exhausted, and the return of

the new crop does not seem likely to replenish

them ; harvest it is calculated even in the warmer
departments will be at least fifteen days later than

usual. Oats are backward, owing to the late

period of their being sown, and the chilly character

of the weather they have since experienced ; but

the progress of tliis grain is, however, rapid when
the temperature is congenial to its growth. At
Paris, though the prices are firm, yet speculative

feeling is not yet influenced by the enhanced cur-

rencies of the country markets. At the ports of

Cherbourg, St. Malo, Brest, Lorient,&c., theduties

on the admission of foreign wheat in British vessels

have declined to 10s 7d per qr, and if in French
ships 7s 7d. In the neighbourhood of the Rhine
the weather had become extremely warm, but had
been suddenly succeeded by cold, which had
checked the progress of vegetation. In the

northern divisions of the kingdom the sowing of
oats had not been completed in the beginning of
May,

In Italy the markets are extremely firm, and
in some instances advancing, owing to the preva-

lence of cold rainy weather. At Naples Barletta

wheat had rallied, and was held at 25s and 25s 6d,

deliverable at the end of the month; the article

being recommended as worthy speculation, as it is

to be bought deliverable the end of August, at

28s 6d, the money to be paid on delivery ; the

seller retaining it in warehouse until the end of

December free of charge, and at his own risk.

Romanelli wheat was noted as high as 34s to

34s 6d. The weather was unfavourable, the

Spring not having commenced, even on the second

of May ; wintry winds continuing, and Vesuvius
still covered with snow. In Sicily at this season,

mild genial weather generally prevails, but at the

commencement of the month, the country was
visited with heavy gales of wind, thunder, snow,
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and inundations. At Trieste wheat and Indian

corn had experienced rather better demand ; the

former article is noted at 25s 7d to 31s 4dj and

the latter 18s 8d to 22s 2d.

In the Black Sea, the current prices remained

steady at 22s lid to 23s 7d, for the best qualities

of soft Odessa wheat, and 22s 4d to 22s lid for

the best liard descriptions, but purchases after the

arrival of the Spring supplies at Odessa, was being

contracted for at much lower rates, say new sam-

ples at 17s 8d to 18s per qr.

In Portugal the advanced prices of wheat,

and especially Indian corn at Oporto, had caused

some dissatisfaction to be expressed by the popu-

lace, and the municipal authorities had ordered

for the consumption, the admission of the Indian

corn in bond, as well as the stock of wheat in the

warehouses, which was however very limited. At
Lisbon also, the maize in bond had been liberated,

but it was uncertain as to the future intentions of

the government in regard to wheat. The weather

continned extremely dry.

At St. Petersbukg the corn trade remained

nominally unaltered ; but linseed was selling for

July and August delivery at 44s, and fine Mor-
schansky 46s 8d per qr. At Riga, wheat was
quoted at 23s to 26s lOd for the best Courland
samples. Some Russian oats were offering, weigh-

ing 74 to 75lbs, and held at 10s 8d. Crushing

linseed varied in price, according to quality, from

42s lOd to 45s 9d; new sowing ditto, 26s 5d per

barrel. At Danzig the continued dulness in the

trade in England had had little or no additional

effect on the markets ; really fine coloured high-

mixed wheat of 611bs had realized 30s in granary;

good high-mixed of eOjlbs 29s 4d; fine white,

31s 6d. The old Volhynian wheats ranked among
the best qualities received, and in a short time will

be in excellent condition for shipment ; indeed the

Polish wheats generally prove of good quality,

and when dried and exposed to the weather will

make a good sample for the English market. The
waters of the Vistula are represented as being so

low, that many parcels bought on contract will be

much later in their delivery than was expected ; the

supplies, however, were coming freely from the

river Bugg, in consequence of the corn being

laden in flat bottomed barges, which only draw a

few inches water. At Konigsberg purchases

continued to be made for England at 29s to 31s 6d
per qr. At Siettin prices remained steady at

26s for wheat ; but barley was held on rather

higher terms. In Mecklenburg wheats of best

quality were not to be obtained under 25s 6d, and
the finer samples came sparingly to market ; bar-

ley met attention for English account, and was
noted higher, say 17s to 17s 6d. Oats, 13s to 14s.

In Holstein, wiieat was still held at 24s 6d ; but

barley had been sought after for shipment to this

country, and had advanced in price; best qualities

were held at 17s to 18s. New rapeseed had been

contracted for on French account deliverable at

Hamburg, at 31^ 5s taking the average produce of

the season. At Hamburg wheat was rather lower,

but the best qualities of Marks weighing 62lb to

63lbs, were not to be obtained under 27s ; barley

had advanced in price, the article, exclusive of the

purchases made for Portugal, being in demand for

English account. Saale samples, weighing 49lbs

to 50lbs, had obtained 19s. Mecklenburg of 52lbs

to 53lbs, 19s 6d to 19s 9d, and a s;i!e had been

made deliverable at Neustadt at 17s 6d, and the

better descriptions were becoming scarce. Oats

had been also purchased for England, a parcel

weighing 371bs, but rather stale, fetched 10s 3d to

10s 6d; Schleswick quality of 35lbs, and from the

west coast of Holstein, brought 10s 3d to lis;

Mecklenburg parcels of 35lbs to 38ll)s were noted

as high as 13s to 14s, From Jeverland offers

were making of 381bs to 39lbs, at 12s to 12s 6d.

From Bremen considerable shipments of wheat

had been made to the United Slates and Bruns-

wick qualities had obtained 28s 6d per qr ; beans,

owing to the demand for England, had advanced

to 21s to 22s. At Rotterdam wheat had become

6d to 8d dearer, owing to the article meeting spe-

culative attention with the intent rather of shipping

to the South of France and the Mediterranean,

than to England. Red Rhine samples were held

at 27s to 27s lOd ; Kubanka of 62lbs to 63lbs,

27s 8d to 28s 2d. Thick oats, 15s to 16s 7d; feed,

13s to 13s 4d per qr.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
BRITISH. MayI. June 1;

Wheat, red, Essex, Kdit, Suffolk 38 to'

White 42

Xorfiillc, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. . . .^7

White, do. do 40

West Country Red 36

White, ditto 38

Northumberland and Berwickshire Red 35

White, ditto 37
Irish Red —
Ditto White —
Barley, Malting, new 32

Chevalier, new 35

Distilling 30

Grinding 26

Irish 24

Malt, Brown. 44

Ditto, Chevalier ... 60

Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale 50

Ditto Ware 60

Peas, Hog and Grey 32

Maple 32

White Boilers 35

Beans, small 38
Harrow 34
Ti<ks 33
Mazagan 32

Oats, English feed 21

Short small 22

Poland 23

Scotch, Common 21

Berwick, &c 22

Potatoe, &c 24

Irish, Feed 18s Od to Sis Od
Ditto Potatoe 28s Od 24s Od

Ditto Black 20s 6d 2-2s Od

38 to 49
42 .SG

37
40
36
38
35
37

47
i3
45
51

40
49

35
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An Account of the Quantity of Grain and Flour

imported into the United Kingdom during the

month ending the 5th May, 1836 ; the Quantity on

which the Duty has been paid for Home Consump-

tion, and the quantity remaining in Warehouse.

Wheat,
bush.

Quantity imported 3,820

Do. entered for home qrs.

consumption 1,301

Do. remaining in ware-
house 536,164

Peas.
qrs.

Quantity imported .... 2,882
Do. entered for con-
sumption 358

Do. remaining in ware-
house 10,816

Barley,
qrs.^



THE POLITICAL COMPANION
TO

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

[Our object in appending a Political Companion to the Farmer's Magazine, was to put our readers in possession of the

opinions of the most talented journalists of the day, on both sides of any important question which might come under dis-

cusssion. We trust, therefore, that in giving insertion to articles, which seem ojiposed to the agricultural interest, we shall

not be considered as acquiescing in the doctrines therein advanced, our sole purpose being to enable our readers to estimate

the truth or detect the fallacies of the arguments advanced.

—

Ed. Farmer's Magazine,]

THE FLOUR TRADE AND THE CANADAS.

We take from the Public Ledger an article relative

to the niodest request of the Canadians, that they

may be protected in their monopoly of the flour-

trade with the other British colonies ; the reasonings

in which well merits tue attention of the President

of the Board of Trade. The reason the Canadians
assign for continuing the restriction on foreign-

grown corn imported into England, is a cogent argu-

ment against it, and must at once silence all the so-

phistry eaiployed to persuade the Britsh merchants
and shipowners that they are no judges of what
most nearly concerns them.

But whilst we are thus impoverishing ourselves,

by this absurd restriction, how largely are we con-

tributing to the lucrative trade of the United States

!

It appears by the American official returns, that the

traffic in flour with the West Indies, tlie British

American possessions, and theSoutli American States,

consists annually of about 900,000 barrels of flour,

and may be computed in value at upwards of one

million sterling ! This trade is secured to them, at

the expense of our mercantile and shipping interests,

by the absurd prohibition now existing on the con-

version of foreign grown wheat into flour, for ex-

portation from England. That we could advanta-

geously compete with the Americans in this trade,

is beyond dispute. The price of wheat, on the ave-

rage of years, is much higher in America than in the

Baltic ports, and freights nearly double of those

from England to the countries requiring supplies of

flour, by reason of the Americans having little back
loading ; whilst to England the back loading is the

principal freight ; the outward voyage being some-
times in ballast, and rarely provided with more than
part cargo.

Whilstthese reasons may be fairly adduced to show
that this country may be placed in permanent and
successful competion with the Americans, there are

others no less conclusive in favour of an immediate
commencement of the trade, by a repeal of the pro-

hibitory regulation. These reasons are well stated

in a petition presented to Parliament from the mer-
chants and othejs interested in the grain trade at the

port of Plymouth, and we shall make no apology for

transferring them here. The reasons the petitioners

allege are—
" First.—The prices in America being unusually high,

and on the other hand unusually low in P^ngland, tlie

opportunity is afforded of establishing' a new trade, and
overcoming' the difficulties inseparable from every at-

tempt to divert it from its wonted channels.
" Secondly.—The prices of wheat in bond in Eng-

land being about 25s and 28s a quarter, whilst in Ame-

rica tbey are 42s and 46s, the British West India Is-

lands and Transatlantic possessions will be subjected

to a charge for bread nearly double the necessary price,

and without even the pretext of any national object.
" Thirdly.—Relief would be given to the holders of

about 600,000 quarters of wheat, now and for some
years wasting and consuming away in bond,

" Fourthly.—Not only will great advantage result to

the millers of England and Ireland, and to the makers
of casks, but nearly a clear gain in the freight be con-
ferred on the ship-owners ; and, lastly, these important
objects may be promoted or secured, simply by re-

enacting a bill, known as the Grinding Bill of 1824,

which, in its provisions and operation, your memorial-
ists respectfully submit is calculated to confer these

benefits unmixed with the possibility of injury to any
existing interest whatever."

The apprehension of fraud which is the only thing

now alledged against the conversion of foreign corn

into flour for exportation from British ports, has

been already shown in our columns to be without

the slightest foundation. But we have now, in addi-

tion, the testimony of Mr. Hodgson, an intelligent

and experienced merchant of Liverpool, who was
examined before the last committee on the state of

agriculture. We must give an extract from this

part of the report :

—

" 6362. A petition has been referred to this com-
mittee from the town of Plymouth, in which they pray

that a certain quantity of wheat which is now in bond,

may be allowed to be ground into flour for exportation.

What is your opinion of that, would it be a disadvan-

tage to the agriculturists or not?—Undoubtedly an ad-

vantage.
" 6363. Do you consider that it would be possible by

any fraud to introduce a quantity of flour, free of duty,

upon the market, if that were permitted ?— Quite im-

possible, to any extent affecting the question of the pro-

priety or advantage of the plan.

"6364. What security would you provide, or by what
plan do you think it could be affected "!—Simply the

plan adopted upon a former occasion ; to require for

every quantity of wheat taken out of bond, an export

in flour of its equivalent ; hence ensuring that as much
shall be taken out of the country as is admitted to its

consumption.
"6365. What should you consider an equivalent?

It was fixed in the act of Parliament to which I refer ;

I do not recollect the exact quantity, but it is there

stated.

"6366. Mr. Cayley—Is it 3911bs of flour to a quar-

ter of wheat ? The proportion of wheat to flour, in the

present corn law which regulates the duty, is at 4 31-38

imperial bushels for each barrel of 1961bs net; but

whether thatwas the exact quantity of the act to permit

foreign wheat to be ground I am not sure.

"6367. How many pounds to the imperial quarter
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would that make ?—Five bushels to the 1961bs of flour,

I now recollect was the quantity.

"6368. Mr. Baking—How would you prevent the

evasion of the duty by the adulteration of the flour ?—
It is exceeding-ly simple. In tlie first place, there is no

market in the world to which flour can be exported,

where any but of the best quaUty will sell : all the flour

exported from America, and which amounts annually

to about a million of barrels, is exported to slave colo-

nies, to the British West India islands and possessions

to the South American States, and is food for the higher

classes exclusively, and nothing but the best qualtity of

flour will suit these markets. It would not, therefore,

answer the purpose of any individual to export flour of

inferior quality, because he must infallibly lose beyond
what could be compensated by any gain in the duty.

Again, America exports annually this million of barrels

of flour from various ports on the line of her continent,

and which is subjected simply to the branding of an
officer appointed at each port ; and so conclusive is that

inspection, that American flour will sell all over the

world, without other warrant than simply the brand, it

having been proved by experience that the quality is

ascertained with that certainty, that there is never any
doubt upon it ; it is merely asked whether the flour be

branded superfine, and with that stamp it will sell as

such all over the world.

It devolves upon those who object to the measure

we now advocate, to demonstrate the fallacy of Mr.
Hodgson's reasons against the presumed fraud, be-

fore any weight can be allowed to their objection.

This, we apprehend, they will find some difficulty

in doing, by whatever process they may make the

attempt. There can be no doubt that the opposition

proceeds from only a mistaken notion, that what is

asked for would be injurious to the agricultural in-

terest ; and that the reason is " made for the nonce."
—Shipping Gazette.

STATE OF AGRICULTURE.

(From the Mark Lane Express.)

We had hoped that the Lords, whose time has

not been very much occupied this Session, would
ere this have enabled us to lay thei?' report on the

state of agriculture before our readers. They
have long since closed the evidence, and from the

ardent zeal shewn by some of the noble members
of the committee on behalf of the agricultural in-

terest, we should have expected that not a moment
would have been lost in submitting the result of

their enquiries as to the cause of agricultural dis-

tress, and their suggestions for its relief, whilst " the

legislature" from which the parties moving for the

appointment of the committee seemed to expect so

much assistance, should be in a situation to act

upon their recommendation. Our own observa-

tions, however, tend to confirm, the opinions

we long since expressed, that the Session would
be pretty nearly spent in the examination of wit-

nesses, and towards the approach of the Michael-
mas rent day, a report would be made, from which
the tenant farmer would not be benefitted, so far as

any aid from the legislature was concerned. We
constantly warned the tenant farmer from placing

any reliance upon the delusive prospect of an
amendment of his condition by the direct inter-

ference of the Legislature. Good will, however,
unquestionably result from the enquiry made by,

and ihe evidence given before the Committees of

both Houses. The evidence given before the Com-
mittee of the House of Commons, contains a great

number of facts deposed to, and opinions ex-

pressed by, individuals selected from amongst
those who must, from their situation and pursuits

in life, be well acquainted with agriculture, and
matters bearing upon it. It is not in the power
of any man, or set of men, to cause a rise in prices

whic'i shall be permanent, unless by the adoption
of a system of legislation which in these days could
not for a great variety of reasons, be tolerated,

namely, a limitation of the quantity of corn to be

grown. The opinions of the most competent
judges, nay, the every day experience of practical

men goes to prove that, although other causes may
operate in a slight degree, still the main cause
which affects prices, is the relative proportions of

supply and demand. Mr. Sanders, who resides at

Liverpool, is extensively engaged in the corn trade,

and who has, it is clear, usefully given the subject

much consideration, thus answers some questions

put to him by Mr. Cayley :

—

6914. You seem to have contemplated the effects of
Mr. Peel's Bill in 1819 ; did the effects of that Bill ex-
ceed your anticipations in point of the mischief, or
did it fall short of your anticipations ?—I always
thought that the effects of Mr. Peel's Bill as stated by
Mr. Ricardo and its advocates at the time, were greatly
understated ; I had a sort of indefinite belief that the
fall in prices would be much greater than was indicated
by the difference between the standard and the market
price of gold ; but, upon subsequent reflection I am
much inclined to think that the depression that has
taken place was the result of causes much more remote
than Mr. Peel's Bill.

6915. Did you ever read a pamphlet by Sir James
Graham, called " Corn and Currency?—Yes.

6916. Are you inclined to agree in the views taken
in that pamphlet ?—I do not recollect exactly what
they were.

6917. There is a passage in it to which your atten-

tion is requested, " Corn the measure of value to which
Mr. Malthus refers, fell in 1822 to 40s a quarter, and
this was a .scale of reduction lower even than he con-
templated. I have endeavoured to prove that this was
the inevitable consequence of Mr. Peel's Act of 1819."
Are you inclined to agree with that opinion, or did you
agree with it when you read it.'—No, I do not agree
with it, for this reason, I know that it was the state of
the supply that prodxiced the depression.

6918. Is it not your opinion that Mr. Peel's Bill

did cause a great reduction of prices .'—I think it did

cause a reduction.

6919. Can you lay your hand upon any measure
that you think has been so destructive in its operation
upon property as Mr. Peel's Bill ?—I do not think it is

fair to visit the distress that the country has suffered

upon Mr. Peel's Bill ; I mean to say that the present
state of things would have come about, that nothing in

the world could have prevented it. Mr. Peel's Bill

said, here we will make a stand. It was incumbent on
the nation to have a standard, a7id as certain as we sit

here ttre should have had prices as low as we have now in

the course of time as if Mr. PeeVs Bill had never passed

at all. The reduction in the price of commodities
would have taken place if Mr. Peel's bill had never
passed at all. England cannot do as she likes about
prices and money.

No man can look at the immense importations

of Foreign grain into the country at the period al-

luded to, without feeling satisfied that a vast de-

pression of prices must have followed as a necessary

consequence. Why the anxiety to exclude Foreign

grain ? Why the constant complaint of the intro-

duction of Irish produce, if increased supplies do
not occasion a reduction in prices ? Why ascribe

the high price of wool to the decreased supply oc-

casioned by the dreadful loss of sheep from the rot,
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if the state of the supply have no effect on the mar-
ket ? It is abundanlly shewn from the evidence of

the several witnessess examined, that the recent

low prices of wheaf arose from the increased quan-
tity produced ; and the anticipation of a decreased

growtli is now acting upon piices and must ne-

cessarily produce an advance. The following ex-

tract from the evidence of Mr. Hodgson, furnishes

important information on tiiis subject :

—

6345. If it could be proved to demonstratiou that

there was a less breadth of land sown with wheat, is

not it fair to presume that there would be a greater

speculation in corn ?—I have no doubt, if the opinion

I have expressed with regard to the diminished extent
of land under wheat for the crop of this year, were
established by facts before the Committees now sitting

on Agriculture, that a most important rise would be the

result, because the price is still l6s. to 20s. a quarter
notwithstanding the advance which has recently taken
place, under the average of the last fifteen or twenty
years. I have no doubt, also, though there is a con-
siderable stock of corn in the country, that the stock
has been decreasing; in short, the recei.t rise itself is

a manifestation in favour of that opinion, for I am nn-
aware of its having arisen upon any other ground than
conviction that wheat had reached its maximum of de-
pression ; and if, connected with the conviction that the
stock is now in course of reduction, it should be shown
from evidence adduced here, that there is a smaller
breadth of wheat under cultivation, to an extent such
as I have no doubt can be proved, I entertain not the
least doubt that prices would very quickly reach at

least an average which, as already stated, would be
15s to 20s above what they are at present : and should
such a result follow, the benefits would be almost en-
tirely to the agricultural interest ; for speculation hav-
ing so long been dormant, there is a very small pro-
portion of the existing stock of the country in the hands
of any other than farmers ; and if within a month an
advance of 15s to 20s a quarter should take place, the
agricultural interest would derive a benefit of many
millions, perhaps four, five or six millions sterling

;

whilst the other interests of the country would have no
cause of complaint, being in that prosperous condition
which would submit to the advance of price without
murmur. There would be no grumbling from one end
of the kingdom to the other ; and the fact of short sow-
ing, if it were established, would be more important as
a measure of relief than any other which can be de-
vised.

THE GERMAN COMMERCIAL LEAGUE.
(From the Leeds Intelligencer.)

One Saturday morning, about two years ago, the

trading community of this district was thrown into dis-

order and alarm by the public announcement of a dire

and awful calamity which had newly befallen us, and
threatened to involve us in ruin—the Prussian Govern-
ment had invented a I'ariff imposing heavy duties upon
the importation of English manufactures, and was ni-

ducing her neighbours to adopt it likewise.

True, the same announcement might have been made
in the same words at any time within the preceding
twenty years, notwithstanding which our trade with
Germany had continued, some-how or-other, to prosper
during all this period, and our mercluints engaged in it

had remained in a most lamental)le state of insensibility

to the magnitude of the impending evil. But the organ
of announcement did not address them •, its field of

operation had a wider range ; for it is a mortifying-

fact to contemplate in this age of institutions, mechanic,
literary, and philosophic, that the rule still holds good,
or bad, whichever may be tliought the projjcr term :

tlie lower tlie point in the scale of intelligence addressed,

the more numerous the auditory. Not that we would
insinuate any comparison between organ and auditory

in this case, which would be deemed odious by the

latter : we believe they stood on equal terms, recipro-

cally reflecting, supporting, and extending each other's

ignorance in the most edifying manner imaginable.
The effect of the announcement was dreadful. We

are assured by a friend here, who was known to be con-
nected with Germany, that for days and weeks he could
not walk the streets without being interrupted at every
turn to answer alarmed inquirers. A feeling of com-
passion induced him at first to explain how the matter
really stood ; that it was merely an old fact which had
happened to find its way into a cackle-box, whence it

had re-issued as a new fact ; that as far as past expe-
rience enabled us to judge, we had no need to give our-
selves any great uneasiness for the future ; and much
more he added in the same soothing strain. But after
the forty-ninth wearisome iteration of this exercise, our
friend's patience became exhausted

;
yet he found the

more he did the more he had to do. He thought of
leaving home, or shutting himself up for a while ; but
other considerations forhade that mode of relief. At
length he hit upon an expedient the use of which, in
our opinion, nothing short of the direst necessity could
even palliate, much less justify: the unhappy man, in

the extremity of his despair, at once boldly denied that

there was any such country as Prussia in existence ! This
was a pozer. Some inquirers, the compassionate soi-t,

looked kindly, placed the tip of their fore-finger to the
middle of their fore-head, and turned away with slow
and solemn step. Others, the self-complacent sort,

elevated their eye-brows, turned up their noses, and
went their way rejoicing that they had, for once, met a
man more ignorantthan even themselves or their organ;
and so at length it came to pass that the inquirers ceased
from troubling, and the persecuted became at rest.

Even the immediate occasion which gave rise to the
announcement at that particular time indicated the en-
lightened spirit in which it was made. Another state

had joined the Prussian league ; that was enough.
English manufacturers must bite the dust. It was over-
looked that the State in question had hitherto levied al-

most prohibitory duties upon English goods, but in

adopting the Prussian Tariff liad been obliged to lower
these duties as much, we believe, as nearly one half.

The State we allude to is Bavaria. But credulity was
not yet sated : the organ—we affect the word because
it is a favourite with certain " influential parties"—the
very same organ, two or three months afterwards, told

its gaping admirers, on the authority of a congenial
" well informed correspondent," that the league already
embraced the whole of Germany, and thirty Princi-
palities out of Germany ! This is what the Schoolmen
term tliat figure of speech which consists in putting the
thing which is not for the thing which is ; transatlantic

refinement calls it " going the whole hog ;" and O'Con-
nell would exclaim " a mighty big liar

!"

Such M as the rise and progress of the delusion here.
But it did not end here : its capabilities have been found
important. It has become a stock piece for represen-
tation whenever the usual materials for excitement fail

;

in that character it has recently been called up by a
London organ to perform duty in the absence of Par-
liamentary matter; and it may possibly, we would just

hint, be expected to assist in diverting the public mind
from the contemplation of perilous stuff' nearer home.

It is this recent resuscitation of the subject which in-

duces us to turn our attention to it again.

We are far from underrating the importance of the

German Commercial League. On the contrary we
rank it amongst the most striking results of modern
statesmanship skilfully and successfully applied to the

l>romotion of an enlightened object ; that object being
the removal of all restrictions whicii prevented tlic

freedom of internal communication between the differ-

ent German States. Each of these States had its own
lieculiar Tariff of duties, for the levying of which each
had to maintain its own line of custom houses. The
vexation, the exjiense, the delay wliich arose out of this

auoinalous state of things rendered it an insuperable

obstacle in the way of all comprehensive views for the

general good of the land. Some idea of it may be
formed if we imagine each county in England to have
its distinct scale of duties upon all goods not produced
within its own limits ; Yorkshire goods paying duty
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upon their introduction into Lancashire, whence they
could not be removed into Cheshire or Westmorland
without the payment of another duty, and so on to the

end of the chapter ; foreign goods as well as English
being thus subject to an additional impost as often as

it might be found desirable to transport them from one
county to another. We avoid this harassing system by
levying one uniform duty upon a foreign article at

whatever port it may present itself ; this duty once
paid, foreign goods are regarded as English, and both
may pass from one end of the kingdom to the other
without restraint or exaction. Let any one, then, place
the map of Germany before him, and run his eye along
the maize of dotted lines which divide that country into

so many independent States, from the most petty to the
most considerable ; let him conceive the whole extent
of these lines, threading in and out, and in some cases
actually intersecting each other, to be studded with
Custom-houses owning as many different masters as
there are States, each State having its own duties to

exact: he may then be able to estimate the intolerable

grievance which such a want of uniformity imposed
upon the country at large. It was not in the transport

of goods only that the grievance was felt : the traveller

experienced it at every turn. A few years ago the

journey between Brunswick and Leipzig subjected the

traveller to have his luggage examined at three differ-

ent Custom-houses in the course of one day.
This is the grievance which is sought to be removed

by the extension of the German Commercial League :

it sweeps away all this interior net-work of Custom-
houses, imposes one uniform scale of duties, and has
one common external frontier within which all internal

communication between State and State becomes as

free from restraint as it is between one part of England
and another.

We have no need to look for a merely self-interested

mercenary motive on the part of Prussia, because she

was the first to conceive and propose this bold design,

since the whole proceedings of that power for the last

twenty years in the career of substantial imjjrovement
enable us to assign a more liberal motive. In every
department of domestic policy, in the perfection of her
post-office establishment, her arrangement of public
conveyances so as to facilitate communication, the con-
struction of roads and other public works, she has held
out an example to the whole of Germany which no
other state in that country has yet succeeded in imita-

ting ; and in the higher duties of a Government, in her
provision for the moral and intellectual cultivation of

her people, Europe at large is content to copy her and
practice the lesson she teaches.

But Prussia is a manufacturing country, and the

duties imposed upon foreign manufactures are high
;

thus it is said, Prussia seeks her own advancement at

the expense of other countries, and England is her prin-

cipal object of attack. If this have really been the

motive of Prussia in the formation of her Tariff, we can
only say that she has, in this instance displayed a
strange incapacity in the adaptation of means to an end.

Of course Prussia must have been quite aware that she

was opposing herself to no second or third rate manu-
facturing power in this adventure. She must have
looked upon England as the scene where the triumphs
of industry, science, and skill were most conspicuous :

she must have regarded our advantages in this respect

as the means which enabled us to outstrip all the rest

of the world in the operation of accumulating value
upon raw material. And how does she meet the case ?

Does she so contrive her impost that the labour and
skill which form so important an element in the value
of an article shall at all events be taxed 1 Not she in-

deed. The Prussian Tariff is framed on the most simple
unsophisticated principle imaginable ; the duties are

levied upon the wEicin of the article ! The labour
cannot be weighed, the skill cannot be weighed ; all

that portion of the value which they represent passes

duty-free. Duty is levied upon the material only.

Hence the ruder and heavier the goods, the greater the

proportion which the duty bears to the value. Surely
this cannot be the mode of proceeding which a quick-
sighted Government like that of Prussia would hav^

adopted if her object had really been to exclude the
productions of a manufacturing country like England.
But if we regard her object to have been simply the
raising of revenue, the inconsistency vanishes at once.
The chief articles supplied by our own market to Ger-
many are so far distinct in their character that the
manufactures of that country ofi'er no efficient substi-

tute for them ; and they are, at the same time, so well
adapted to the wants and habits of the people -that even
a high rate of duty will not drive them out of use.

Hence it is that amidst all the outcry which has been
raised from time to time as to the designs of Prussia
against this country, we hear marvellously little as to

the effects which have been actually experienced. We
do not hear it alleged that the trade of t^iis district with
Germany has suffered ; and a Manchester Correspon-
dent of The Morning Chronicle who describes himself as

an exporter of cotton goods to Prussia itself, and dis-

plays an intimate knowledge of the subject, denies that
any such result has been experienced in that depart-
ment.
The Prussian duties on woolen goods are 30 dollars

per cwt. Upon a piece of common stuff goods this

may amount to about five or six shillings, and the extra
cost to each wearer of a dress will be about a shilling

;

far too little, we may be assured-, to throw out of demand
an article for which no adequate substitute is at hand.
Upon the very heaviest and coarsest description of
woollen goods sent from this market to Germany the
duty will equal eighteen pence per yard, or 50 per cent
upon the value

;
yet it so happens that the great bulk

of these goods have all along been destined for Prussia,
not through the medium of a smuggling operation, but
subject to the payment of duty in the open Prussian
Fair of Frankfort-on-the-Oder.
So much for facts, effects, and practical results.

There is yet another view of the matter to be taken : it

is hypothetical, we grant, and we use it hypothetically.
Let us suppose that Prussia, in the formation of her
tariff, had not been guided by the consideration of re-

venue, nor by regard for the interests of her own manu-
factures only, but had been influenced by a desii'e to

extend her commercial intercourse with this country.
We put the case in reference to woollen goods, in

which our interest is most immediate. Let us then
suppose that Prussia addressed herself thus:—These
English manufacturers send us nothing but the very
lowest and rudest of their productions ; for the finer,

the more costly description of goods, we are dependant
entirely upon our native manufacture ; yet England is

the great workshop of the world, and we are but ap-
prentices in the craft. How shall we remedy this ; Let
us lay on a duty by ire'ight, which shall be as heaivy, in

positive amount, upon the low priced goods we now
receive from them, as upon the most costly qualities

they can send us. We shall then stimulate them to

supply us with the very primest of their productions,
and we shall enjoy the use of them.
We do not say that Prussia positively took this view

of the case, but she would have been amply justified in

so doing ; for it is a fact that in the catalogue of our
exports to Germany, cloths of any quality, fine, middle,
or ordinary, form no item. A stray piece or so may
occasionally be found in an enterprising draper's shop

;

he calls his friends to look at it as a curiosity, and they
regard it as such

—

" Not tliat they tliiiik it either rich or rare.

But wonder how the devil it got there.

"

Yet we flatter ourselves that no nation under the sun
can equal us in the manufacture of cloths, und mit
Recht, as the Germans say, and as the knowing ones
think too, if the truth were always told. We make this

observation without reference to the Prussian League,
for it has applied equally to all parts of Germany,
whether in or out of the League ; to Hanover, to Bruns-
wick, to Oldenburg-h ; even to Hamburg, which stands
in the most proximate relation with us. Yet even the
Prussian duty of 30 dollars per cwt. would not make
more than ten per cent, upon a twelve shillings cloth :

upon a fifteen shilhngs cloth hardly seven and a half

per cent. And do our cloth manufacturers, with all
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their skill and experience, fear to come in competition
with the Continental manufactures under such trifling

disadvantag-e ? Nothing is more certain than that the
mere want of skill in the getting up of a cloth will make
a greater difference than;this;one of our greatest manu-
iacturer.^ has been heard to declare that a difference
of three shillings a yard, in saleable value, may be
made upon a fine cloth in mere finish alone. Now
good reader—gentle reader, we would have said, but
th(^ exercise we are about to put you through is some-
w^hat of the ungentle—" take a single captive ;

"—let

him be newly caught from any part of the Continent,
provided only he have a coat on his back the produce
of the land. Take him by the sleeve and rub it up :

you will find the nap start upon it " like quills upon the
fretful porcupine :" examine the tail of his coat; and
you will find it, like the tail of O'Connell, a miserable
commodity. Rude substance, the semblance of dura-
bility, are there; but no texture susceptible of high
finish

; and yet to such a commodity, we yield the su-
premacy over the produce of English skill.

The Prussian duties may be considered high, but to

which of the great countries in amicable relation with
us shall we be referred for a shining' example of libera-
lity by way of contrast ? To the United States, perhaps,
with her ad valorem maximum duty of fifty per cent.,

settling down by slow and painful steps to a permanent
minimum of twenty per cent. ; or to Portugal or the
Brazils, where the duties are fifteen percent, only ;orto
Spain, where they are not quite prohibitory ;or to France,
where there are no duties at all, because our goods are
altogether prohibited. It should be borne in mind, too,
that upon all goods brought to the great fairs, a de-
duction is made of one-third from the amount of the
Prussian duty ; and these fairs are the grand reservoirs
whence all the main channels of German consumption
are supplied. Our calculations, above, are upon the
full duties, and require the benefit of this modification.
Besides, if the Prussian duties be really too high they
now stand the fairest chance of correction. Asa single
State, Prussia might have established the most absurd
of tariffs, and stuck to it with the perversity of a politi-

cal economist. But joined as she is with other states,

whose diversity of advantages and interests, natural
and acquired, will make them quick to detect anything
which presses too hardly upon them, she will be com-
pelled to listen to reason ; for according to the consti-
tution of the League, each state receives a share of the
general duties collected, in proportion to the extent of
its population, and has a voice in the council which
determines upon changes. Amidst all this diversity,
and in the watchful jealousy which a compact of this

delicate nature amongst independent states must call
into play, we think we see ample security, monopoly and
oppression by any one state for its own benefit. Let the at-
tempt be but seriously made, and we are persuaded the
whole structure of the League would tumble to pieces.
Prussia has already admitted her nearest manufacturing
rival. Saxony, as a member of the union : there is little

evidence of the spirit of monopoly in this. The Bel-
gian maniifacturers, the greatest rivals of Prussia in the
manufacture of cloths, are seeking admission to the
union, and may, no doubt, obtain it. We shall lose
nothing by the change : the Belgian duties upon our
goods are much the same as the Prussian, and are le-

vied in the same manner, by weight. All the difference
would be that the Belgian and Prussian Custom
Mouses at Ilenri-Chappelle would vanish ; and Ant-
werp and Ostend would serve the purposes of both.
Some negotiations have been going on, also, to in-

clude Austria in the League, in which event the dif-

ference to us would be the admission of our goods into
that country under the Prussian duties, in exchange
for the prohibition under which they now labour.

If our commercial interests abroad have really been
sacrificed for want of diplomatic care, it is the duty of
our Government to see us righted. But we ought to
have a very plain case ; for our Rulers are not over
prone to trouble themselves with such matters : we
generally find them plenty of work at home. If they
should find, upon enquiry, that we had neglected to

avail ourselves of the advantages within our reach,
they might dismiss our complaint at once as visionary,
and say to us, in the words of Franklin, " God helps
them who help themselves."

TURF INTELLIGENCE.
The season is sufficiently advanced to en-

able us to form an opinion of those young
racers which annually excite so much atten-

tion throughout the kingdom, on account of
the great stakes which are prepared for their

competition, and which excite more attention

than all the other events which are decided on
the Turf: it will easily be perceived, that we
allude to the three-year olds ; amongst whom
it would appear there is nothing of a very
superior description ;—neither a Plenipo nor
a Queen of Trumps: a Leger nag or two still

remain in the dark, which will most likely be
kept so till the month of September.

But, to proceed consecutively. Since we
last addressed our readers on the present sub-
ject, several highly important meetings have
taken place ;

and, in the foremost of the list,

stands Chester For some previous years Ches-
ter Races had languished beneath the wither-

ing influence of intolerance, till at lep.glh the

choice spirits of this distinguished and ven'j-

rable city shook off their lethargy, roused
themselves to laudable activity, and very
much improved the Race List. The Trade
Cup was doubled in value, and so well and so

nicely estimated were the qualities of the va-

rious racers within reach of the Roodee, that
the acceptances were more numerous than
usual, and thus the prize was much increased
in value. For many weeks prior to the day ap-
pointed for the decision of the Chester Trade
Cup, the betting was very animated, particu-
larly in Manchester and Liverpool, where
speculation in the doctrine of chances is fre-

quently carried to a very considerable extent.

However, if the perception of the handicap-
pers had been exercised with more than ordi-

nary skill, the betting men suffered their judg-
ment to be very much led astray, and adven-
tured freely upon horses which, in the moment
of trial, proved to be utterly unworthy of con-
fidence. Thus, Jupiter was backed by the Man-
chesterTurfites toa very considerable amount,
for no reason that we can perceive, but be-

cause he was the propertyof Mr. Thomas John-
son, their townsman, as his previous perform-
ances entitled him to no such distinction. As
the time approached for the decision of the

Cup under consideration, Jupiter receded in

a trifling degree, and Sir John Gerard's Bil-

litige crept into favour, most unaccountably,

as he had never accomplished a single per-

formance that could entitle hira to thecharac-
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er of a racer, to leave superiority altogether

ut of the question. Red Rover had risen and
and sunk in the scale, and a few days before

the event came off was the favorite. How-
ever, the evening prior to the race, something
was whispered about Mr. E. Peel's Tam-
wortli, and he took a decided lead in the bet-

ting. This Jiorse won the race without diffi-

culty, clearly proving that his competitors
were a very indifferent lot indeed. More
money was adventured upon this cup than
upon any racing event which has occurred in

the north western counties for half a century.

The Manchester men were very heavy losers.

If the first day of Chester Races was re-

markable on account of the interest excited
by the Trade Cup, the meeting unfortunately
became distinguished by a very disgraceful

event the following day, when Mr. Barrow's
Catherina came out for the King's Plate: she
came on the ground ready saddled, her rider

was weighed, and yet she did not appear al

the starting post, but was taken away ; and
this highly reprehensible conduct produced
the follovving decision, and well merited ani-

madversion.
" The case respecting Catbarina having been re-

ferred to us, and having heard such evidence as we
could obtain, we are of opinion, that all bets made on

or against Catbarina, for His Majesty's Plate, should

be void ; and we cannot express in terms sufficiently

strong, our disapprobation of the conduct pursued
by the person having the management of Catbarina,

conceiving such conduct amounts to a deception of

the public, and tends materially to injure the in-

terests of racing.

iVIay 4th. 1836.

E.M.Ll.Mostyn.—T. S.M. Stanley.—F. R. Price."

The Stand Cup on Wednesday brought out

our favorite Queen of Trumps; and her ma-
jesty proved herself all right by cantering in

for it with all imaginable ease. She appeared
on Thursday for the Marquis of Westminster's
Plate, and met with no competitor. A detail

of this highly interesting meeting will be found
in its proper place, and we particularly direct

the attention of our readers to the very pleas-

ing corollary attached to it.

York Spring Meeting commenced the fol-

lowing Monday, May 9; and closed on Tues-
day evening ; thus affording two very unsatis-

factory meagre day's diversion. Old Ebor !

how art thou fallen by bad management

!

On the following day, Wednesday, May
11, the Liverpool Craven Meeting came on

;

where we expected Queen of Trumps would
appear for the Trade Cup, particularly as

she showed so well at Chester a few days
previously : however, her absence is easily

accounted for, and manifests the discernment
and good sense of her owner. The space up-
on which the Liverpool Race Course is formed
was, only a few years ago, one of those bogs
so common in that part of the kingdom, and
locally distinguished by the name of 3Ioss,

which amounts to what is generally understood
by Morass. These Lancashire mosses are, on
examination, found to consist of a dark-
coloured sandy soil, held together, as it were,
by that sort of ill-nourished vegetation which

is generally found in such places where the
situation happens to be low. Those who ori-

ginated the Liverpool Aintree Course entered
upon the speculation with enthusiasm, and in
order to render the ground as eligible as pos-
sible, they spared no expense, particularly in
draining; in fact, so anxious w^ra they to

draw off the semi-stagnant water, r.nd also to

prevent its future accumulation, that they
caused too many under drains to be formed;
and the consequence has been, that, after a
heavy day's rain, the Course becomes dry as
rapidly as possible ; the rain running through
the light sandy thin-skinned soil like a sieve.

Geneially speaking, therefore, the course is

very hard. Nor is this all : it is so formed,
that the run down the further side, for about
half a mile, gradually declines ; while the run
in, of about the same distance, as gradually
ascends ; in each case, placing a considerable
strain upon the tendons of the racer. When
to this, the hard and unelastic quality of the
meagre turf with which it is covered is taken
into consideration, it will easily be perceived
that such a course is not very grateful to the

feet of the noble animals of which our racing
studs are composed, particularly after very
dry weather, like that which immediately pre-

ceded the late Liverpool Races. Hence the

reason Mr. Mostyn would not allow Queen
of Trumps to start. Going on the beautiful

turf of the Roodee, upon which the Chester
Course is formed, could neither injure her
feet nor tendons; while, at the Liverpool

Course, both would have been placed in jeo-

pardy, had she started.

General Chasse proved successful for the

Trade Cup, after a very severe struggle with
that second rate racer. Inheritor ; while Tam-
worth, who had acquired laurels, a few days
before at Chester, shewed what he has ever
been, a middling sort of nag.

A Bit of a Mistake.—On Tuesday week, a
traveller arrived at one of the Commercial Inns at Led-
bury, mounted on a regular Rosiuante, a bare-boned
animal, " lopped, cropped, -wind-galled, spavined, quite

gored, and blind" of one eye ; several persons at the
inn smiled when he alighted, but our traveller, nothing
abashed, entered the house. He ordered a feed for his

horse, and refreshment for himself, and said he had
ridden very hard, having come from Gloucester in a
little more than an hour

;
glances of incredulity were

exchanged by the whole of the persons present, and one
among them expressed a doubt of the possibility of
such a naff doing the distance in double the time. The
traveller, a warm-hearted son of Erin, was not very
well pleased at his veracity being thus questioned, and
offered to back his animal to go the next day sixteen

miles within an hour. A wager to a considerable

amount was subsequently made to that effect, and the

match came off on Wednesday, betting being two and
three to one against barebones. The place of trial was
four miles on the Hereford road, twice and back. To
the great surprise of many, the first eight miles were
done in thirty-one minutes. The odds now rose upon
time, but the knowing ones were duped, as the splendid

old hunter, for such it proved to be, improved every
mile, and eventually accomplished the distance (16

miles) in fifty-seven minutes.
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THE PLATE.
The animal which forms the subject of the Plate is a four years and six months' old Hereford Ox,

the property of Stafford O'Brirn, Esq., of Blatherwicke Park, Northamptonshire. It was exhibited

at the last Smithfield Shew, in Class l.and although it did not obtain the prize, was highly commended
by the Judges. It had previously obtained a premium at the Rutland Shew. There were many persons

who prefer a moderate-sized well-framed beautiful animal, to the larger and more gigantic species,

who would have awarded the palm to this beast, which was certainly a very fine speciifien of the

Hereford breed.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sin,—That the trifolium is a valuable and produc-
tive species of clover, appears now to be placed be-

yond all doubt, as it has proved itself capable of

flourishing in this climate under a winter of ordinary

severity. Such a winter was the last, and still

thousands of acres have teemed forth an abundant
and most acceptable produce. It is another merciful

instance—among instances innumerable—of the care

of a great and powerful God for his creatures here

on earth. In the few observations with which I pur-

pose to trouble you on this subject, I will divide my
remarks into two separate departments ; the first to

relate to the best means of cultivating this plant;

and the other to its value as a food for sheep and
cattle when the crop is obtained. First, as regards

its cultivation. The soils best suited for its growth
are those, which may in a few words be described

as those which have been found most congenial to

the growth of red clover, and I confess, I have seen

nothing yet to satisfy me that it can be cultivated

with success on land which is too wet or thin for

the general purposes of growing other artificial

grasses. Persons very enthusiastic on the behalf

of this plant have attributed to it, a capability

of flourishing in the poorest soils; however, I re-

peat, I have not seen an instance of this sort,

but I have witnessed several failures of attempts
made to cultivate it on land, on which red clover lias

never been known to succeed. The time for sowing
the seed is immediately after the ground is cleared

from the preceding straw crop. I once lieard a prac-

tical man give it as his opinion, that the later the

seed was sown in the autumn the likelier the plant

would be to bear up against a liard frost, and other

ungenial vi'eatlier ; but the experience of the last

autumn has, I think, fully established the propriety

of getting the seed in the ground as early as possi-

ble. The quantity of seed sown to the acre should
be at least one-third more than red clover. The
reasons for this are two-fold, the seeds in the

first place being larger do not seed the ground so

thickly ; and, liive all other winter plants by being
thick the}' protect each other from tlie weather ; the

latter observation is often experienced in cases of

rye and winter tares, fields thickly planted always
coming much earlier to use than those which are set

thinner on the ground, and consequently more ex-

posed to the elements. Should the ground be ploughed

or not ? This question fully brings to bear the old

maxim, tiiat " doctors diff"er." My opinion is that

the ground should he ploughed, the reader perhaps

may think that it should not be ploughed, and so I

will proceed to give my reasons for my opinion ; but

I will first call the attention of any jwsitf'ye opponent
that I may meet with, to the fable of the camelion,

whose colour was the subject of dispute with the

Arabian travellers—one vehemently exclaims :
—

" 'Tis green
—

'tis green, sir,— I assure ye."
" Green," cries the other in a fury,

" Why, sir, do you think I've lost my eyes."

And both were right, and both were wrong—because

the creature changed its colour with the various

shades of light. And thus may it be with the trifo-

lium—circumstances of soil and season may set at

naught any given rule for its cultivation ; in fact,

experience shews this to be the case, but at the same
time, I also think it has shown the ploughing for tlie

seed to be the safer plan. It should be recollected

that since tlie introduction ot this plant we have had
a succession of seasons favourable to the easy tilth

of coin ground at the autumn of the year. If the

trifolium has been sown after wheat—the wheat
seasons—for the three years preceding the last

—

have been remarkably light and clean, and tlius lias

the surface of the land after harvest presented a fa-

cility of tillage to the harrows not usually to be met
with, and so the seed may have been well secured

in the earth without the use of the plough. If on the

other hand it has been sown after barley or oats, the

winters for feeding oif the turnips which tliese crops

succeeded have been equally dry and favourable
;

independent of the dry summers and favourable

autumns, which would apply in this case as well as

in the event of its being sown out of wheatcrop ; all

these circumstances are favourable, and in a degree

account for the many instances of success of the in-

sufficient operation of harrowing. If now on the

contrary, this plant had become general in tliis

country in the three years succeeding IB'JH, which
were w et seasons, I have a strong impression that very

{ew persons could now be found to advocate tlie har-

rowing system only, instead of the useof theiilough
;

and if any such advoctes under such circumstances

were to liavebeeii found, 1 api)rehend they would have

been confined to the farmers on the light and best
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turiiii) soils, where it is almost impossible to get an

arid or acUiesivo surface. Let me be understood,

that 1 do not recommend a deep ploughing, only just

of sufficient depth to secure a healing for the seed,

which should not be sown before the ground has un-

dergone repealed harrowings and rollings ; the

firmer the state the ground is worked to the better

will the clover flourish. I cannot convey the nature

of the season that I would prefer for the trifolium,

better than the mention of the circumstances which
are thought the most desirable in sowing clover leys

with wheat

—

the ground disposed to xcork close and yet

the harrows to go clean. As regards its value as a

food for stock, it has the triple recommendation of

coming early—being very nutritious—and sheep and
horses being very fond of it—if a little management
be used in the Jirst giving it to them. It seems to me
to possess the peculiarity of having a taste, which
stock object to at the commencement of feeding on it,

but when once reconciled to this objection, they ap-

pear to prefer it to any other sort of green food. An
instance occurred last year within my knowledge,
which fully bears out the ohjection that stock in the

first place entertain for the taste of the trifolium. A
neighbour of mine had a landmissed by his seedsman
in the middle of a field which was sown with trefoil,

and white clover. In the Autumn of 1834, when
this omission was discovered the land was sown
with trifolium, and which came on very well, as did

also the other part of the field. In the Spring of

1835, this field was stocked with ewes and lambs to

fat—a dry summer following', the lands were fed

down remarkably hare, with the exception of tlie

land of trifolium, which was comparatively untouch-

ed. Thgse sheep not having been compelled to eat

it in the first instance, never overcame the objection

which they at first have for the taste and smell of

this new plant ; and in proof of their becoming to pre-

fer it I have some sheep, which have been fed on it

this Spring for several weeks, and they evinced con-

siderable restlessness and discontent when they were
taken from it, and put—some to crop on trefoil, and
others to winter tares. It was some days before they

again became quiet, during which time there was a

decided falling off in their condition. I have also

observed that horses having been fed on it will leave

any other sort of food for it, and that they do remark-
ably well on trifolium, every carter in the kingdom,
who has used it, will bear testimony. There is no
question, but tliat it will produce more weight of food
during the month of May, than either red clover, or

winter tares ;—this I have known put to the test,

and the result was astonishingly in favour of tlie tri-

folium. I know an instance, this Spring, of 109
ewe tegs having been kept, the May month, on 240
rods of trifolium, being at the rate of about 8 rods

per day. When they first began it, it was jutched

off on the ground for them, and subsequently, when
it became higlier it was cut up and put into cages.

I never saw sheep thrive faster at turnips and hay,
than these sheep improved on trifoliom, during last

May.

With regard to its qualifications for hay, I am
not prepared at this moment to give a decided opinion.

There are now in the neighbourhood in which I re-

side, several pieces in swathe, and for which the wea-
ther for the last few days has been very unfavourable.

I confess I think it probable that thered clover may be
quite as preferable for hay, as the trifolium is prefer-

able to the red clover for food for stock, in a green
state. If, however, in the result, it proves to be less

valuable for hay than the broad clover—and Ftbink it

luill prove so—it may nevertheless be very accept-
able during the next winter, as the stock of hay to

arise from the red clover will be unprecedentedly
short.

The longer the time that has elajised since the
ground about to be sown with trifolium has been
sown with any other sort of clover, the better the
chance will be for a crop of the former. This obser-
vation, cannot of course, be acted on by the farmer
who sows his land strictly in a four lair system, and
consequently would sow the trifolium in a wheat
stubble, vs'hich had been sown out of a clover ley,
and which would be in a due course to be prepared
for turnips the following summer ; but where a dif-

ferent rotation of cropping is followed, it may be
found possible to avoid the clover ley wheat crop
for sowing the trifolium on, and to take in preference
the land where a fallow, or pulse, or esculent crops,
may have preceded the last corn crop.—I am. Sir,

your obedient, and very humble servant,

'Sussex, June, 1836. AGRICULTOR.

WILTS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The Spring' Ploughing Match and Annual Sheep

Shearing took place on Wednesday, June 15, at Market
Lavington. Twenty-one ploughs started, a greater
number than on most former occasions. The premiums
were awarded as follow :

—

In the first class, being two horses without a driver,

the first premium was awarded to John Drewett, ser-

vant to Mr. Haines, of Erlestoke, who ploughed his

half acre in two hours thirty minutes ; the second to

John Pearce, servant to Mr. Fowle, of Lavington, who
ploughed his half acre in two hours thirty-six minutes

;

and the third to John Baker, a servant of I\Ir. Russell,

of West Lavington, who ploughed his half acre in two
hours nineteen minutes.

In the second class, being two oxen without a driver,

the first premium was awarded to John Champion, a
servant of ]Mr. Grant, of Coulstone, who ploughed his

half acre in three hours twenty-two minutes ; the se-

cond to James Crook, a servant to Mr. Richard Box,
of Chiverell, who ploughed his half acre in three hours
twenty minutes. The third candidate not having pei"-

formed his work in the time specified by tlie rules of

the society, was considered to be excluded from receiv-

ing the third premuni.
In the third class, with horses and a driver, or with

four oxen and a driver, the first premium was awarded
to Jas. Bevan, servant ot Air. Tuckey of West Laving-
ton, who ploughed his half acre in two hours ten

minutes; the second to Wm. Mead, servant of Mr.
Jeremiah Gye, of Fidlington, who ploughed his half

acre in two hours five minutes, and the third to Stephen
Goddard, servant of Mr. Bevan, of Gore Farm, who
ploughed his half acre in two hours fifteen minutes.

I'he Committee recommended the usual bounties of

5s to be paid to all the unsuccessful candidates, who
performed their work in the prescribed time.

Sheep SiiEAniNG.— 1st Class.—The first premium was
awarded to John Smith, of Uphavon ; the second to

James Oram, of LTphavon; and the third to David
Chapman, of Littleton.

2d Class.— 1st premium to Thomas Wells, of Upha-
von ; the 2d to John Church, of Overton ; and the 3d
to William Davis, of Littleton.

The Committee recommended that a bounty of 2s 6d
be given to each of the unsuccessful candidates, the

whole of the shearing being remarkably well done.

'J'he only candidate for the premium for rearing

lambs, was Thomas Baily, shepherd to Mr. K. G. Pol-

hill, of Charlton.—Mr. Polhill declaring' that Baily

reared 212 lambs from 220 ewes, all which lambs had
fallen since the 10th October, and were living on the

1st May ; ami that 218 of tlie ewes were living on the

1st May.—The first premium was consequently awarded
to Thomas Baily.—From the circumstance of this being

the only claim, it is inferred that there is a bad breed of

lambs in the neighbourhood, this season. The above

ewes were full mouthed.
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THE CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL AS-

SOCIATION.

A mecting'of this association was lield on Friday, June
17, at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, wiiich was very
numerously attended. The Duke of Newcastle pre-

sided on the occasion, and was supported by Earl Stan-
hope, Earl of Tankerville, Lord Darlington, ]\I.P.,

Lord Wynford, Lord Kenyon, Sir C. B. Vere, M.P.,
Sir F. Siiuckburgh, Colonel Sibthorpe, M.P., Mr.
Ormsby Gore, M.V., l\Ir. Eaton, M.P., Mr. G. Palmer,
M.P., Colonel Rushbrooke, Colonel Carnac, I\Ir. Ber-

nard, of Trinity College, Cambridge, Mr. Branfill, Mr.
W. Medley, fllr. H. Spooner, Mr. J. Richards, Mr. All-

nutt, Mr. Round, Mv. Montgomery Martin, Mr. Es-
cott, and several other gentlemen who attended as de-

putations from various agricultural districts.

The noble Chairman shortly stated the objects of the

meeting, which his Grace remarked would be fully de-

tailed in a series of resolutions to be proposed for their

approbation and assent.

Mr. Or.'msby Gore after a few preliminary observa-
tions, moved the following resolutions :

—

L That after succeeding governments had so fully

acknowledged the great distress of the agricultural in-

terest, and after his Majesty had to graciously, on re-

peated occasions, reccommended in his speeches from
the throne, the consideration of that distress, the Cen-
tral Agricultural Society feels great regret that so

small a portion of the surplus revenue should have
been allotted to the relief of agriculture.

2. That this Society, whilst it looks with great
anxiety for the reports of the several committees of the

Lords and the Commons, cannot avoid expressing a
hope that such acknowledgements of distress as have
been made, must be followed by the reccommendation
of some measures of relief, and it deprecates the idea of

the late rise in agricultural produce being considered
as indicative of permanent prosperity. The Society,

therefore, strongly urges the necessity of reverting to

the principles of taxation as the means of affording

essential benefit.

3. That the landed interest, besides paying as con-
sumers the same indirect taxes as every other class of

his Majesty's subjects, are also heavily and exclusively

taxed for the payment of tithe, for county and parish

rates, including the building of court houses of cor-

rection, lunatic asylums, &c., &c. ; as also for the main-
tenance of prisoners, or patients, therein ; for the mak-
ing and repairing of roads and bridges ; and though
last, not least, for the heavy burden of the poor-rates.

4. That all these heavy charges, being for the benefit

of the nation at large, should not be levied by partial

assessment on land and houses almost exclusively.

5. That manufacturers have a great advantage over
agriculturists by the skilful application of machinery,
so as to diminish the expense of manual labour, for

when men are no longer wanted, they are returned to

the several parishes whence they came for support ; but
this advantage to the former is denied to the latter, for

should they employ any machinery to the exclusion of
manual labour, the agriculturists would still have to

maintain the men thus excluded from work.
6. That the present system of taxation of the king-

dom requires revision, inasmuch as that at the time the

greater portion of it was eslabliahed, the landed in-

terest comprised the wealth of the country, more
especially as regards the period of the enactment of land

tax, and of the poor laws in Queen Elizabeth's reign.

Whereas the relative value of property, at tlie present

time, places the land, with its mortgages and otiicr in-

cumbrances, in the proportion of not one-half of the

amount of the property of the other interests of the

country.

7. That for the purpose of increasing the capability

of tlie farmer to meet these outgoings, it appears ne-

cessary that there should be an extension of the circu-

lating medium of the country, as far as a metallic basis

will admit of.

8. i'hat the establishment of banking companies, on

sound principles, authorized to issue 20s notes, as has

been long the practice in Scotland and Ireland, to the
great benefit of these countries, will tend to the benefit

of the industrious classes of England.
9. That the Local Associations of Great Britain be

recommended to turn their attention to these facts, and
to adopt such measures as may best conduce to the at-

tainment of a more equal distribution of taxation, ac-
cording to the original intention of the Legislature.

10. That the landed interest, besides paying as con-
sumers the same indirect taxes as every other class of
his Majesty's subjects, are also heavily burdened with
tithes, and taxed for county and parish rates.

Earl Sianmope rose for the purpose of bringing for-

ward his resolutions. His lordship spoke as follows :—
Although the resolutions he should have the honour to

propose to the meeting comprised several subjects, each
of which was of considerable importance, he should
feel it his duty in the observations he should make on
them to be as concise as possible. It was incumbent
upon them to take into their serious consideration the
system of those men who were termed political econo-
mists, ( hear, hear ) and this was a question that all

would allow to be of vital importance ;. (/leur) that

the system was one which the agricultural interest

ought strenuously to oppose
;
(hear) but it was one

against which they head no prospect whatever of suc-

cess unless they adopted adequate measures ; unless
they acted with that energy and union becoming
Englishmen in such a cause, and in a moment of great
danger. And it was the more incumbent on them to

take this question into consideration, because the work
had now been laid aside ; the political economists had
thrown down the gaunlet, and it was now openly avow-
ed by an organ of the non-productive classes, by a person
whom he ( Earl Stanhope) was, for the credit of the elec-

tors of Middlesex, ashamed to say was one of the repre-

sentatives of the representation of this great county.
(Hear, hear.) It had been asserted by him (Mr. Hume,)
" that the people of England might dispense with the
landed interest

;
(tremendous cries of hear,) and that if

England never grew a single bushel of wheat, barley, or

oats, she might be still as great and prosperous as she
was at present. (Long continued cries of hear and shame.)

The meeting would allow him to call to their recollec-

tion a resolution which was almost unanimously
adopted, (he meant with only two dissentient voices,

)

at the first meeting of their Agricultural Society, and
which resolution he had the honour to propose. That
resolution stated that the only means of remedying the

extreme distress of the agricultural interest was by either

raising prices to the level of the present burthens, or

diminishing burthens to the level of prices. (Cheers.)
In adopting that resolution, the society could not mean
that it was merely to remain on their minutes
without leading to any practical result. He did
not suppose that in adopting that resolution as a
basis ancl acknowledged principle of their proceedings,
they did not mean to frame one or the other of those

alterations, (/iearj, or in other words that an equitable

adjustment, a measure surrounded with many difficulties

but still imperatively demanded by justice, (cheers) was
to be pursued, or that they were to adopt the other al-

ternative, one that had l)een some years since adopted
without opposition with great benefit to all of the pro-

ducing classes, and one that offered to the minister of
that day a source of congratulation ; he meant the in-

creasing the amount of the currency, 'i'ake either of

these causes, and one or the other they were bound to

take by their resolution, and he would beg of them to

consider for a moment the antagonists opposed to them.
(Hear) 'I'hey had those great luminaries of the age,

those scientific philosojjhers who are the despisers of all

that practical knowledge which the Agriculturists gain-

ed by practical experience ; nw.n who were wise in their

own generation more than perhaps became the children

of men, (hear and langliter) and who thought that by
new fangled theories "and by subverting successfully

every principle on which the prosperity of this country

was founded, they could open to the world a new mil-

lennium of haiipiness and prosjjerity. (Cheers.) 'J'hcse

were opposed to the Agriculturists and not only these
;

(hearj they were opposed by the prevailing factions of

B 2
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the country, he called them factions, and not parties

because they had supported all the measures that had
involved the country in so many difficulties, and had
rendered it liable to the pressure of much severe distress.

{Hear.) They were also opposed by the enlightened

patriotic House of Commons now in the radiance and
g'lory of its newly acquired popularity—by its newly
accomplished reform. (Hear, hear, and intemiption.)

He would not g-ive his opinions of the merits of that

assembly. (Interruption.) Far be it from him to be
g-uilty of such presumption ; but was there a body of

men in this country by whom that assembly was I'e-

spected ? (Immense and long continued cheering and
pa rtia I disapprobation

.

)

Mr. Branfill rose to order, and considerable con-
fusion ensued, in which he was understood to say tliat

when he joined the Agricultural Society, he was in-

formed there was to be no expression of political opi-

nion. He thougiit the reform bill was calculated to

confer blessings on the country. (Great cJteering.)

Earl Stanhope resumed. He was, lie said, proceed-
ing to state that they were opposed not only by a ma-
jority of that assembly (the House of Commons) ; but
they were opposed also by a numerous and influential

class ; not only those whom the late Mr. Cobbett called
jews and jobbers, (laughter) but by persons of fixed

money income
;
(hear, hear,) persons wl^.o were neces-

sarily inclined to concur in measures that lower the
value of labour and increase still more and more the
value of money. (Hear, hear.) He should, therefore,

like to know, opposed as they were by such persons,
with so formidable a confederacy arrayed against
them, what prospect the agricultural interesthad, (hear)
and to whom and to what class of society the agricul-
culturists were to look for assistance and protection ; all

that powerful assistance that would enable them to suc-
ceed in their views, with the full knowledge of all the
opposition against them 1 They all knew that union is

strength, (/iwir, /ififo-,') and it was by union alone that
they could succeed. (Cheers.) They well knew that
all the agricultural classes, the landlords, the tenants,
and the labourers have one common interest. (Cheers.)
That which they had to effect was a solid union with
the labouring classes ; with those who lived by the
sweat of their brow ; it was to these that that they had
now to look for assistance, and it was the interest of
the labouring classes to aid in the present struggle of
the agricultural interest. What he would ask, was
the interest of the labourer ? (Hear.) His interest was
to have full employment and good wages ; and the bet-
ter the prospect of the farmer, the stronger the hope of
the labourer to obtain both. It was impossible for the
landlord to prosper without the tenant also prospering.

( Hear.) Each of them had rights to defend ; the
landlord, his rights vested in the soil ; the tenant's
rights to which the investment of his capital in the im-
provement of the soil, gave him a just claim; and the
labourer his right from his production, by his labour,
of property. (Cheers.) These classes being thus closely
and indissolubly connected together, it was necessary
for their common welfare ; it was necessary for the
safety of the country that they should on this occasion,
combine together. (Cheers. ) He wished to know
whether this was a new principle now proposed for the
first time ; or whether it was not a principle which in

other words, had already been acted upon by this so-
ciety ; the society said, " That every class interested
in the permanence of the country's greatness, should
come forward once more to exert their common ener-
gies to avert impending evils," (hear, hear) and with-
out this union, it was utterly vain and hopeless for them
to expect to succeed ; but with such a union, he was
confident that, whatever the views and wishes of Par-
liament might be, whatever ministers his Majesty might
be pleased to call to the administration of affairs, the
success of the agriculturists was certain. (Hear.)
Hut it was not only necessary that they sho :ld em-
body great masses

;
(hear) they must have the weight

of numbers
;
(hear) an object of importance, and

which was daily recognized by all the other interests
of the country, and which gave them that preponde-
rance they had hitherto possessed. The assistance of

the labourers was essentially necessary in the opera-
tions of this society. Suppose it should be determined,
as in the year 1823, to raise prices by an increased cir-

culation ; that would be utterly out of their power, un-
less they were supported by the labouring classes. If
they adopted any measure calculated to raise price?, it

was their bounden duty to take most especial care that

the interests of the labouring classes should not be
injured, but that to the utmost of their exertions they
sliould be promoted. (Cheers.) If they took the other
alternative, they would find themselves unable to carry
that measure without the concurrence and cordial co-
operation of the agricultural labouring class. It was
not only this class that had a common interest ; he
considered that all classes of the community had a com-
mon interest, and that no one of them could profit at

the expence of the other, in this great crisis
;
(cheers)

and all of them should zealously unite for the common
welfare. This was also requisite, to ensure the safety

of the country ; for there was no man who contem-
plated the present condition of the country, who viewed
and appreciated the difficulties and dangers by which it

was surrounded, who must not feel that circumstances
might arise, that times were approaehing, in which a
powerful union could alone be etfectual in preserving
the tranquillity, and securing the safety of the country.
(Cheers.) His Lordship then read his resolutions, and
proceeded to say,—he admitted that, since the com-
mencement of the present year, there had been a consi-

derable rise in prices ; but they must recollect that these
prices rested on a most insecure basis, (hear) and
the delusion would soon be apparent to the country.
He asserted this in the presence of many better quali-

fied from their experience than himself, to speak upou
the question; still he would say, that if the present
prices were maintained along with the present standard
of currency, there would, as far as he could form a
judgment, be a panic, such as occurred in 1825, when,
according to the late Mr. Huskisson, this country was
within twenty- four hours of a state of barter, naturally

the precursor of a state of convulsion, or national bank-
ruptcy ; and if to avoid that danger the currency was
contracted, they would then be open to low prices, and
perhaps, a hundred thousand persons would be deprived
employment. (Hear.) These considerations would not,

he knew, have any weight with the political economists,
for he was told by an honourable member of one of the

houses of Parliament, in the middle of January last,

when corn was 36s.. per quarter, "that if the land
could not be cultivated at that price, the land must
go out of cultivation." (Hear, hear.) Thia gen-
tleman was a landed proprietor, but he (Earl Stan-
hope) believed he was a larger fundholder. (Hear.)
But had this gentleman any right to tell his tenants

that their capital should be rendered unproductive ?

—

(hear,) that their labours should be of no avail? (hear.)

Had he any right to tell the labourers on his estate that

they should be deprived ofemployment? (Hear.) He
would say that they were landlords, tenants, and la-

bourers, called upon to act as one man in protection of
their common interests. The noble Earl here observed,
that he would first submit three of his series of resolu-

tions—on the third alone, of which, there might be some
diversity of opinion. It was as follows : — " That it

would be utterly impracticable to effect such a union
without protecting the rights of industry, for which
purpose, as well as from every consideration of justice

and humanity, it is necessary to repeal the arbitrary,

unconstitutional, and oppressive enactment, (uproar,

and immense cheeri)ig,) ofthe New Poor Laws, (renewed

immense cheering,) and substitute in their place a bet-

ter system." (lieiteruted cheers, with considerable dis-

approhation.) The resolution spoke of the " rights of

industry." He had been asked—" What were the rights

of industry '(" He would say the right of every la-

bourer to a full, free, and undisturbed possession of his

labour. (Cheers.) The labourer had a i-ight to re-

quire employment to be found for him, and that he

should be sufficiently paid for that employment.
(Hear.) This was a principle that should be held sacred

;

they would find it was from the highest of all authori-

ties—that of the Holy Scriptures. (Cheers.) It was
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there said " The husbandman that laboureth must be
the first partaker of the fruits." This principle was re-

cognized in the olden and belter times of the English
constitution ; a principle proclaimed in the reig-n of
that sovereign, whose name had been transmitted with
g'lory to succeeding ages,—that principle was recog-
nized by the 43rd of Elizabeth

;
(liear, lieur,) that

statute declared the poor should be provided, if ne-
cessary, with employment. When he heard so much
agamst these poor laws, that had existed for two cen-
turies with so much benefit to the poorer poi)ulation,

and so much in favour of the great improvements
effected in them by the political economists, he was
mclined to observe to them " You have subverted the
prosperity of the country, (cheers,) by improvements
in machinery you have deprived the labourers of their

employment (cheers,) and you have thus reduced the
country to pauperism, and when in consequence of this,

pauperism reaches an alarming height, is it fair to cast

the blame on those who proposed the statute of 43
Elizabeth ?" The political economists had, by their im-
provements, (/ie«c,) induced a state of pauperism, and
had then sought its cause in a law which was repealed
to make way for one of their improvements—the New
Poor Law. (Hear, hear.) tie had in his place in the
House of Lords declared, that the poor rates
did impose a grievous, and almost intolerable burthen
falling almost exclusively on the owners and occupiers
of land ; but he had not urged this for the purpose of
abridging the comforts of the poor (rlieers), it had been
the object of a long life with him to improve their con-
dition ; he had urged it in order that Parliament should
be induced to retrace those steps that had created the
pauperism ; and if he wanted any confirmation of his

opinions on the necessity of rendering the poor com-
fortable he should find it in those publicly expressed in

Leeds, by a gentleman who he was proud to call his

friend, he meant Sir John Beckett. In speaking of

this subject his friend observed, " I say that peace at

home means contentment, and unless we can establish

such a system of things as will afford men a fair remu-
neration for their labour, and enable them to maintain
themselves and their families in comfort, there can be
no peace at home ; there never will be peace at

home, there never ought to be peace at home."
(Immense cheering.) The new Poor Laws, to which
he (Earl Stanhope) had several times referred, had been
passed into a law on the recommendation of one who
had been considered a friend of the productive classes,

(hear), he alluded to Lord Brougham. (Hear, hear).

In one expression of Lord Brougham's he entirely con-

curred, but in a sense totally different to that which
he conveyed : his Lordship said, " that all property

was shaken to pieces, and that the time was fast ap-

proaching when it should be no more." He (Earl
Stanhope) concurred in that sentiment, (not as Lord
Brougham meant it, when he said that the times were
approaching in which he might become one of the

paupers in the county of Westmoreland) but he be-
lieved that property had been thus shaken by the mea-
sures which Parliament had so erroneously adopted ; and
from such an impending evil nothing but a union
among the agriculturists could deliver the country.
(Cheers.) When the Poor Law Bill was under dis-

cussion the Marqvus of Londonderry, in his place in

Parliament, told the House of L!)rds that " if their

Lordships passed the bill they would lose their estates,

and deserve to dc so." (Cheers.) Along with the Poor
Law Bill the toleration of the introduction of machi-
nery by government had injured the labouring man

;

and as long as the present currency existed, and as long

as free trade existed, the labourer would continue to

be robbed by machinery. The political economists

said, that the new Poor Law worked well. (Hear.)

Where did it work well— for whom did it work well ?

(Clieers.) Did it work well in any district— (/oiu/

cries of " Yes, yes," and " A'n, no") where there was
a deficiency of employment ? (Hear. ) From his know-
ledge of the county of Suffolk he could say that the

state of the poor there was most appalling ; Cambridge
was equally so. His friend, the President of the Cam-
bridge Association, when examined before the Com-

mittee of the House of Commons, stated that a district

in that county was in such a condition, from the priva-
tion of the labourers, induced by the New Poor Laws,
that he or any other farmer could in 24 hours put the
whole of that distiict into a state of revolution. {Hear)
This bill established for the first time in the history
of this country an arbitrary and unconstitutional power

;

it had established a power that the king did not enjoy

;

it made, altered, and annulled laws, (hear) and handed
over to the power of three commissioners all those who
were reduced to poverty, and they could give or with-
hold relief as they thought proper, and in or out of the
new prisons. Such an arbitrary, such a despotic and
unconstitutional power had never been exercised in this
country, and never ought to be allowed in any country.
(Cheers). These commissioners were allowed to dele-
gate their power to assistant-commissioners, distri-

buted through the country, ruling the people like so
many viceroys, treating them as so many subjects un-
der a Turkish tyrant, and sinking the nation to the
level and degradation of a province. (Long continued
cheering).

Several gentlemen rose to order, and Lord Wynford
was understood to say that he would not have become
a member of this society if he had known it was to be
open to discussion on the Poor Laws.
Earl Stanhope resumed. Their (the Society's)

proposition stated that the distress of the country fell

heavily on a portion of the community, composed of
landlords, tenants, and labourers, and if the labourers
were efTetced by the Poor Laws he thought he was en-
titled to speak upon it. (Cheers). Where, he would
ask, did the Poor Law Act work well? (Cries of, in

Snjfol.k and elsewhere.) When a reduction of rates

took place in consequence of employment it was then
said to be the effect of this measure. He knew that
iu some places where the new law had been introduced
the rates had been raised. (Hear.) The great in-

crease of rates was to be ascribed to the want of em-
ployment; and under the present law, the labourer, if

reduced to distress withoirt any fault of his own, could
not claim that relief which he (Earl Stanhope) con-
tended he had a right to, and that could not be refused

without injustice ; and whether idle or industrious,

sober or otherwise, he was conveyed to one of the

new prisons. (Hear, hear.) In the Winslow Union
in Buckinghamshire there was an old soldier who
was taken prisoner by the French at the battle of Co-
runna ; he was several years in a French prison, and
this man said he would prefer such a prison to one of

the new workhouses ; that the provisions of the prison

was preferable to that of the workhouse. (Hear, hear.)

The country was told that this measure worked well.

(Hear.) But did it work well in the manufacturing
districts ! if it had been so beneficial in the agricultural

districts, why had it not been introduced into the others ?

Was it because the member for Birmingham (]\Ir. Att-

wood) who was at the head of the political union, said

he would not allow it to be introduced among them,

and if attempted he would oppose the introduction,

whatever means might be taken to enforce it. This

new law shook all property to pieces, because it de-

stroyed the property that had hitherto been considered

sacred, he meant that the property of every labourer

was his labour. (Hear.) The bill vvas a revolutionary

bill, and lie was anxious that this society should warmly
and zealously protect the cause of the Agricultural la-

bourer, and by so doing ensure their forbearance from
acts of violence and outrage which no man would more
deeply deplore than himself, and which no man would
more zealously endeavour to prevent. {Cheers.) But
if the labourers felt that they had no protection, tiiey

might have recourse to that which he would not parti-

cularly advert to ; but when the day of trial should ar-

rive he siiould, in the language of his learned friepd,

say of those who supported the measure, " iMay God
send them a happy deliverance." (Cheers.)

These resolutions, having been seconded, were car-

rie<l.

" That it is indispensably requisite to form a close

and cordial union of all the agricultural classes, land-

lords, tenants, and labourers, for the purpose of pro-
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moting' their common interests, of defending' their just

rig-hts, and of ensuring- the safety of the country.
" That without such a union it would be impossible

for them to obtain that redress to which tiiey are justly

entitled, and the adoption of those measures which

would prevent national bankruptcy, anarchy, and re-

volution.
" That it would be utterly impracticable to effect such

a union without protecting- the rig-hts of industry ; for

•which purpose, as well as from every consideration of

justice and humanity, it is necessary to repeal the arbi-

trary, unconstitutional, and oppressive enactments of

the new poor law bill, and to substitute in their place a

better system."
The noble earl whilst reading- the last of these reso-

lutions was frequently and loudly interrupted by a con-

siderable number of persons, and when his lordship was
about to enter into an argument upon the merits of the

poor law amendment act and its debasing and degrad-

ing effect,

Mr. Branfill stepped forward and spoke to order.

He said that when he had joined the association he was
informed that it was established for the sole purpose of

advancing the interests of the agriculturalists, and that

all party and political matters were to be entirely ex-

cluded. Could he for one instant have imagined that

political topics would have been introduced, he cer-

tainly should not have become a member. He sub-

mitted, therefore, that the noble earl was out of order

in pursuing the course of argument he appeared dis-

posed to launch into. (Loud cheers.)

Earl Stanhope was not intending to advance a single

observation with regard to the new poor law bill other

than was absolutely necessary to show that its workings
were most prejudicial to the agricultural interests. In
reply to what he had heard from others, that the system
worked well, he would ask where had it worked well!

He would ask in what district had it worked well?
(Loud cries of " Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, every-

where.) He would ask also for whom it had worked
wein He denied that it had worked well. (" No, no,"
" yes, yes.") The noble earl was then about proceed-
ing with this line of argument, when

Lord WYNFonn said, in speaking to order, that had
he thought it was intended by the society to embark in

a discussion upon the merits or demerits, of the poor
law amendment act, he never would have enrolled him-
self as one of its members. (Great cheering.)

Earl SrANHOPE with some wai-mth of manner went on
to deny that any reduction of the poor rates was in any
way to be atti-ibuted to the application of the New Poor
Law Bill, and to assert, that where any such a diminu-
tion of pressure had arisen in agricultural districts,

such relief was solely ascribable to the fact of the la-

bourers being more generally employed. The bill was
unconstitutional. It was a most revolutionary measure.
(" Hear, hear," and cries of " Yes, yes," and " No,
no.") His lordship concluded by moving the three
resolutions, prior to going on with the others.

Mr. BER^'ARD, in seconding- the motion of the noble
Earl, was about to launch out into subjects foreign to the
object for which the meeting had assembled, when he
was called to order by
Lord Wynford, and several other members of the

society. The noble and learned lord said, that from
the instant they permitted themselves to entertain dis-

cussions of a political character the society would be-
come an illegal society. (Hear, hear.)

The Duke of Newcastle hoped IMr. Bernard would
sae the propriety of avoiding all questions except
those which were immediately and strictly agricul-
tural.

Mr. Bernard, on again attempting to renew his
former intended course of argument, was silenced by
cries of" Chair , chair," " Order, order." The hon.gent.
at length sat down, after declining, as we understood,
to second the motion of the noble earl, in consequence
of not being permitted to state the grounds by which he
was actuated.

After some further discussion.

Lord Wynford moved an amendment upon the reso-
lutions of the noble earl to the effect " That in the opi-

nion of that meeting no further public proceeding
should be taken on this subject' until the com-
mittees of the two Houses of Parliament shall have
made their report." In submititng this resolution, his

lordship said, that the evidence which had been given
before the committee, of which he had the honour of
being a member, had furnished an abundant case to

entitle the agriculturists to relief (loud cheers ) and it

was his intention -to move either a series of resolutions
founded thereon, or to introduce a bill upon thesubject.
(Hear.)
Lord Darlington seconded the amendment, which,

after some observations from Mr. Spooner, and Mr.
Allnutt, was put and carried by a large majority amidst
loud cheering.

Earl Stanhope and two other gentlemen, in conse-
quence of the loss of his motion, then withdrew their

names from the list of members, his lordship stating that
his exertions and best wishes, although not now a
member of the association, would be exerted in favour of
the poorer classes of agriculturists.

A vote of thanks was given to his Lordship for his

former unwearied and zealous exertions in the cause
;

and also a vote of thanks to the noble chairman for his

impartial conduct in the chair.

ON HEDGE-BIRDS, WHICH ARE AL-
LEGED TO BE MORE OR LESS DE-
STRUCTIVE TO FIELD OR GARDEN
CROPS.

(from the quarterly journal of ACRICUi.
TURK.)

In making a tour in the north of Ireland, to-

wards the Giant's Causeway, about twenty years
ago, the want of hedges struck me as a remark-
able characteristic of the face of the coun-
try, though it did not, as I afterwards found, ap-
pear quite so naked in this respect, as the ex-

tended corn-fields of Picardy, or the broad and
beautiful holms on the Rhine, through which I

have journeyed for days together, without seeing

the semblance of a field-hedge, to break the same-
ness of the level landscape, or afford a resting-

place for a flight of sparrows, or a nest-nook for

a linet or a chaffinch. On the Continent, indeed,

there are trees in plenty— generally fruit trees—in

rows all along the roads, and planted at wide in-

tervals among the corn,

lAke giants that in silence stand,

To sentinel enrhanted land ;

and in this there is no resemblance to the treeless

as well as hedgeless nakedness, that struck me so

much on my first visit to Ireland, contrasted with
the beautiful woods and fine hawthorn hedges of

my native country.
As there are good reasons for forming hedges in

Scotland and England, where indeed they become
a serious item of agricultural expense, cither to

the landlord or the tenant, so there are, no doubt,

equally or nearly as good reasons for the want of

hedges in Ireland and on the Continent. And we
ought never to condemn any practice hastily,

without knowing all the particulars that led to its

adoption,—of which the following is so striking

an illustration, as to be well worth repeating.

"Many years ago," says the sensible writer, "on
looking over a farm in Derbyshire, in company
with the occupier, we went to see his plough at

work breaking up a piece of lea ground. I at once

condemned the farmer's practice of yoking five

strong horses al length, and told him I thought two
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such horses yoked a-breast would answer the same
purpose. 'I'he good-humoured farmer, English-
man-like, did not seem offended by my petulance,

but coolly answered, ' They aic not horses, they
are mares.' I laughed at the distinction, but he
explained himself in a very satisfactory manner,
and to my great confusion. He said, I have a

cheese dairy, and keep a large stock of cows

;

more thati half my farm is in ])ermaiient grass for

cow pasture and mowing for hay ; the remainder
is under a regular rotation of arable culture. I

keep four working mares, and one to ride and
draw occasionally. I might do with fewer at some
seasons, but I want so many in seed-time, in hay
and corn-harvest, and for working the turnip fal-

low. Three of the mares you now see are in foal,

and I expect to make £70. or £80. of their pro-

duce when a year and a half old, and that is about

my annual return. The mares are now near their

time of foaling, easy work does them good, and
they are less liable to injury worked at length, than
if yoked a-breast. Neither is there so much loss

of power as you imagine. The hill where they
are ploughing is steep, and the lea tough, yet they
make a furrow both ways; whereas a pair of

horses, yoke them as you will, could only draw
down hill, and slade the plough up without one.'

I thought the explanation so satisfactory, and the

reasoning so sound, that I immediately acknow-
ledged my error, and apologised accordingly. That
was a good lesson to me. It taught me to be more
careful in future of censuring without investiga-

tion."* On the same principles we should be cau-

tious of hlaming our neighbours for not planting

hedges.
On the Continent, hedges or fences of any sort

are by no means so indispensable as in this coun-
try, in consequence of the different mode pursued
there of feeding cattle. In the hedgeless districts

of France and Germany, there is no grazing,—no
feeding of live-stock out of doors,—no meadows
covered with sleek well-fed cattle, as in Holland,

—all the farmers' live stock being closely confined

in stables, out of which they are so rarely seen,

that a diligence-tourist might ride hundreds of

miles without suspecting the existence of a cow or

a sheep in his whole route. In Normandy, indeed,

they frequently feed off tares or clover by tethering

the cows in shifts ; and in Picardy, I have occa-

sionally seen a boy or a girl leading a cow with a

rope, to graze by the road-sides, but in Germany
never ; for the cottager, who may have only one
cow, prefers cutting the grass from the road-side

or in the woods with a bill-hook, and carrying it

home to the byre.

The same system of stall-feeding is inirsued in

the most extensive concerns, and hence it is rare

to see natural grass, except on the hills or in the

glades of forests, while there is always, in the ara-

ble grounds, considerable breadth of clover or tur-

nips, or both. Between Heidelberg and Carlsruhe

I observed, in the autumn of 1832, a uniform and
excellent crop of broad-cast turnips, all of course

intended for stall-feeding, extending from seven to

ten miles along the road, with scarcely a furrow

of distinction, much less a hedge or a ditch to serve

as a landmark of proprietorship or tenancy. Under
such circumstances, consequently, so far as cattle

are concerned, hedges or any other fences could

be of no use.

The case is different in Ireland, where grazing

is practised, but the fences are all turf or stones.

Quart. Journ. of Agricult. v. 36.

or both, with sometimes a few straggling furze
bushes along the coping, though whether these
were ever continuous, so as to merit the name of
a hedge, appears in most cases to be more than
doubtful. These furze bushes, as they commonly
appear in the Irish fences, can certainly serve none
of the purposes of a hedge, no more than the
few feet of nicely dipt hawthorn which a worthy
Englishman, the late Rev. Mr. King of Bandon,
shewed me in 1819, in his garden, as the only fair

specimen of an English hedge in the south of Ire-

land,—planted indeed by himself, in reminiscence
of Old England.
On a market-day at Ballymena (I think it was)

in Antrim, I mingled with the farmers to learn
something of their modes of management, and
amongst other questions, I asked why they had no
hedges around their fields, when, together with
economical considerations, influenced in most
cases by the nature of their tenures, they all agreed
in reprobating hedges, which they said were of
more advantage to the sparrow than to the farmer.
The same notion ot hedges affording harbour for

birds destructive to corn, is mentioned by theAbbe
Rozier* as prevalent in France ; and it is probably
more or less diffused in all countries, though for

want of precise knowledge, it is often considered

a much greater evil than it really is, even where
the hedges are, as it should seem, constructed on
very purpose to cover an unprofitable breadth of

ground with all sorts of briars, brambles, and
brushwood, as is but too commonly the case in the

vicinity of London, and elsewhere in England.
Looking at hedges, then, in this point of

view, it may not be altogether without use or

interest, to investigate the nature and the pro-
bable extent of the injuries which they may
or may not occasion, by harbouring birds of

different species. For this purpose, it will be
indispensable to distinguish the sorts of birds

most usually frequenting hedges, at seasens when
crops may receive injury ; and, what is of no less

importance for understanding the subject, to in-

vestigate carefully the sorts of food eaten by each
species. It would be as preposterous, indeed, to

accuse the wrens and redbreasts about a garden,

of feeding on the flowers or the pot-herbs ; or the

lapwings or cuckoo on a farm, of grubbing up the

young wheat or devouring the seed of newly sown
barley, merely because they are found there, as it

would be to accuse a hare of hunting and worrying
sheep, or a fox of stealing the nest- straw of the

poultry-house for a similar reason. Yet are accu-

sations equally erroneous very conmionly made by
farmers and gardeners, very well informed in other

respects, but imacquainted with their habits and

peculiar food, against the wild birds found in fields

and gardens.
An excellent observer, the Rev. W. Bree, has

well remarked, that " when any mischief is done
in the garden, the orchard, the plantation, or on
the farm, we are very apt too hastily to lay the

blame on such animals as may happen, in pur-

suance of their usual habits, to be occupied in or

near the spot where the mischief takes place.

Frogs and toads have, before now, been accused of

eating the strawberries, because they are often met
with among the strawberry beds." Proceeding on

similar mistaken notions, an orchardist ofPonte-

fract, as we are informed by Major, in 1823, de-

stroyed many lady-birds as injurious to his crops,

because he found the crops injured, and the lady-

* Coiirs (V Agriculture, article Have.
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birds there ; whereas it is uotdiftlcnlt to prove that

lady-birds never touch any vegetable food, any

more than frogs or toads devour strawberries. I

had some lady-birds sent me from a distance, two

or three years ago, by a gentleman who found

them on his peach-trees, and fancied they were

eating the leaves, to have my opinion of their de-

structive propensities !

As our subject naturally divides itself into three

parts, inasmuch as birds are decidedly destructive,

partially destructive, or not destructive at all,

though alleged to be so, it will be convenient to

treat of the three kinds separately, beginning with
the last, of whose habits and food gardeners and
farmers (it is presumed) know much less than they

do of the two first.

I. NoN- DESTRUCTIVE IIedge Birds.—At the out-

set, it is necessary to remark, that many birds not in

the least destructive to the ordinary crops of a farm,

often commit considerable depredations in orchards

and gardens, nay, the latter so far from being inju-

rious to agricultural crops, may prove of no little

service, as we shall afterwards see.

1. Insectivorous Hedge-Birds, ivhich do not eat Fruits

or Seeds.—The hedge-birds, which live exclusivel}'

on insects, and never touch fruits, much less seeds

of any kind, are but few in number, and like the

larger carniverous animals, are thinly scattered,

with rare exceptions live solitary, and do not assem-

ble in flocks. It will not be requisite to mention
each of these birds in systematic order, but I shall

advert to the best known and most abundant species.

One of the most exclusively insect-eating birds,

not uncommon in most parts of the empire, is the

gold-crested wren (^Regulus cristatus, Ray), the small-

est of the birds of Europe, measuring only three

inches and a half in length, including the tail, which
is an inch and a quarter. It cannot be mistaken for

any other bird, being of a greenish-yellow colour,

while the common wren is of a rusty brown, with
lighter bars and spots ; and though the chiff-chaff

and the hay bird are yellowish-green, neither of these

has the golden-yellow on the crown of the head,
which at once distinguishes this pretty bird. A less

conspicuous distinction is formed by two white bars,

similar to those of the chaffinch, across the wings,
caused by the greenish feathers of the wing coverts
being tipt with white.

The gold-crested wren seems to delight most in

evergreen shrubs and trees, particularly the spruce
lir, and cedar, though it is often found where there

are few of these, und, even where there are plenty, it

never fails to make daily excursions along the hedges
in the vicinity, flitting about through the thick-

est branches, and uttering its small tinkling chirp

of tee, tee, teehy, at every change of its position. It

is not in the least afraid of being approached, most
probably owing to its being very near-sighted—

a

peculiarity of vision no doubt designed by Provi-
dence for enabling it the more readily to distinguish

the minute insects on which it exclusively feeds. It

may, indeed, be easily approached near enough to see
its colours distinctl}^ or even to c&tch it with a hsh-
ing-rod tipt with bird-lime. In consequence of its

minute size, it is rather impatient of cold
;
yet it does

not appear to migrate, except perhaps very partiallv,

even in Scotland, where it remains during the se-

verest winters, one or more families of the tiny little

creatures keeping each other warm in cold frosty

nights, by huddling together as closely as possible

under the thickest branches of a spruce or silver

lir, or of a furze or ivy bush. They are said, how-
ever, to migrate from Shetland and the Orkneys. It

is not a little singular, that though they stand the

hard frost out of doors, yet exposure to frost kills

them when tame, as if the protection of a house ren-

dered them less hardy. They are greatly more abun-
dant in Scotland than in England, and in some dis-

tricts wliere fir plantations have been made, they have
multiplied prodigiously within my own remem-
brance.

JMo farmer, I should think, would be apt to accuse

the gold-crested wren of injuring his crops; but
when a gardener unacquainted with their habits and
food, sees them flitting about among his espaliers, his

wall-trees, or his rose-bushes, he will be apt to think

they ate busy eating the blossom buds, as some other

kirds are well known to do ; while on the contrary,

they are doing him essential benefit, by picking up
every straggling plant-louse (^Aphis) and bud-weevil
which they can meet with.

The species which come nearest to the gold-crest

in appearance and habits, are the wood-wren (^Sylvia

sibilatri.r, Bechstein) and the millow-wren or hay-bird

(Sylvia Fitis, Bechstein), the latter well known in

Scotland by the name of the basket leddy, given to it

from its elegant form and pretty colouring. The chiff-

chaff (Sylvia loquax, Herbert), also ranks with these

as an insect-eating bird, but is not sufficiently com-
mon to merit attention here. The hay-bird is only

five inches and a quarter in length, the wood-wren a

quarter of an inch more, and the cliiff-chaff nearly

half an inch less. All the three are greenish-yellow,

darkest on the back and wings, and lightest on the

breast and belly,—the young birds being much
brighter in colour than the old ones, a circumstance

not usual among birds. Some say the chiff-chaff

remains with us all the year,—the other two are cer-

tainly birds of jiassage, arriving late in April, or

early in May, and announcing their arrival by their

pleasing notes, those of the wood-wren being shrill,

short, and hurried, accompanied by a peculiar shak-

ing of the wings,—those of the hay-bird consist of a

rather continuous, soft, plaintive warble. The hay-

bird uniforralv lines its snug little nest with a pro-

fusion of loose feathers ; the wood-wren on the con-

trary, never uses feathers, but lines neatl)' with hair.

The wood-wren is most frequently found among
tall trees ; and among " hedge-row elms," as Mil-

ton calls them, and other tall trees, in hedges it may
occasionally be seen. The hay-bird, again, delights

in small copsewood, and in what may well be termed
copsewood hedges, so common in England ; while

it is no less common in shrubberies and gardens,

often building in the strawberry-beds, for though it

does not seem to care about human neighbourhoods,
being found in the most wild and solitary places, it

is by no means shy, and will not only allow itself

to be approached, almost as near as the gold-crest,

but will even make its way into green-houses, and,

when, the windows are left open, into rooms, where
plants are kept in pots.

The chief food of these three species consist of

small flies, or small caterpillars, such as roll up the

leaves of trees and shrubs, and particularly the ros.e-

leaf roller (Lozotccnia rosaria) or " worm i' the bud,"

together with the whole of the most destructive species

of plant-lice (Ap}[ides).* Where the birds are plen-

tiful, accordingly, they may prove ©f no little service

to the farmer in thinning, on their first appearance,

wheat-flies, the blue-dolphins, the hop-flies, and the

turnip or the pea-plant lice. This is of great impor-

tance, for one of these insects killed at the time of

their first appearance, will prevent the breeding of

seveial thousands. After the breeding has proceeded
to the second and third generations, our little birds

* Quart. Journ. Agricult. Sept. 1835, p. 197.
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are too few ia number, even with their voracious ap-

pelites, to keep them down. Yet with all this de-
cided benefit, farmers unacquainted witli their exclu-

sively feeding on insects, are hut too apt to class

them without distinction among^ "birds," as if all

birds fed alike, and weie ready and eager to devour
whatever crop they might find cultivated in the fields.

Gardeners are even more prejudiced, against the

hay-bird in particular, than farmers usually are, and
in some parts of England it is opprobiously termed
the cherrii'chopper, from a notion that it devours the

cherries. That this bird is very frequently found on
cherrv-trees.is most true, and, if watched, it may te
seen busily picking among the fruit, though, as it

never eats fruit of any kind, it does not touch the

cherries, but is in pursuit of the destructive cherry

plant-louse, a species which is particularly injurious,

and which commences its ravages on the cherry-

leaves about the end of April, when the hay- bird ar-

rives, as if Providence had ordered the insects to

multiply at this season to supply the hay-birds with
food. No more does the hay-bird ever taste one of
the strawberries in the bed where it may have built

its nest, nor the peas in the adjoining kitchen-garden,
its bill indeed being too slender to bruise peas, and
its gullet too narrow to swallow them unbruised, even
weie it inclined (as it assuredly is not) to attack

them. White of Selborne, therefore, did not mani-
fest his usual accuracy of observation, when he said,

that the vs-illow-wrens, meaning the hay-bird and
chiff-chaft", are horrid pests in a garden, destroying
the peas, cherries, and currants,—an opinion which
lie no donbt adopted without due examination from
the gardeners. Had lie ever procured tame ones, as
I have had, and tried them, when very hungry, with
cherries, currants, and strawberries, and with green
peas both raw and boiled, he would have soon had
ocular demonstration that they v;ould rather starve
than eat fruit or seeds. So far, then, from persecuting
end killing these birds, as gardeners so frequently do,

every means should be taken to encourage them to

breed, by protecting their nests.

Mr. Knapp correctly says of the hay-bird, that " he
comes in company with his travelling friends, not
as a partaker of their plunder, appearing never to

abandon his appetite for insect food : the species
may change with the season, but still it is animal :

he glides about our rows of peas, peeps under tbe

leaves of fruit-trees for aphides and moths, continu-
ing his harmless pursuit until the cold mornings of

Autumn drive him to milder regions."

There is little fear of the nests of the next species

to be noticed being taken or destroyed, for the night-

ingale (Motaciila iuscinia, Linnjeus), conceals her

nest so carefully that it is rarely found, even where
the birds are most plentiful. Nightingales them-
selves being usually " in sliadiest covert hid," are

seldom seen, and many persons spend their whole
lives in the midst of hedges and copses where they
abound, without knowing their appearance. The
cock and hen differ little in size and colour, and are

so like the female redstart, that the latter is often

sold <br a nightingale. Our northern readers who
do not know the redstart, may be told, that, except
in being a trifle larger, the nightingale is very like a

redbreast in form and colour, with the exception of

the breast, which instead of being orange is wliitish,

and the back rather more brown or rusty than the

redbreast.

The nightingale is not found in Ireland, in Corn-

wall, in Devonshire, in North Wales, nor in North
Britain, seldom, indeed, farther north than Yorkshire,

consequently the Scotch ballad of the Banks of the

Dee, beginning-

"
' Twas summer and softly the breezes were blowing,
And sweetly the nightingale sang from the tree,"

is in this respect erroneous. In the southern coun-
ties, the species abound, arriving in April, and fre-

quenting thickets, hedges, thick brambles, tufted

bushes near fields, and even gardens where there
are many low flowering shrubs.

It is stated in some books, that besides insects,

nightingales will eat berries and currants, but though
they may certainly be taught to eat fruit, it is not
natural to them, and they will rarely if ever touch it

in a wild state, so that however numerous they may
be, the gardener may rest assured they will do his
crops no injury, while they will do him considerable
service by devouring numbers of caterpillars and
grubs, as well as the moths, butterflies, and beetles
from which these are produced. Even if nioht-
ingales should, as we are convinced they do not,
purloin a few currants, they repay them well by the
loveliness of their song, in whicii they far excel all

the other woodland songsters of Europe, and are
only, it is said, surpassed by the mocking-bird of
America.

There are three pretty birds termed chats—the
whin-chat, the stone-chat, and the wheat ear, which
may in some sense be ranked as insectivorous hedge-
birds, the stone-chat particularly, which is fond tf
hedge-rows. This, though the name is similar, is not
the bird termed in Scotland the stane-chacker, this

being the wheat-ear of the English writers. The
male stone-chat is readily distinguished by having-

the head, throat, and tail of a deep black, the breast
and belly reddish, while the female is brownish-
black, wit!) the throat black and spotted with whitish
and reddish marks. The whin-chat, again, is not
so gaily coloured, but m-ay be distinguished by its

general rust-red colour, and by a white line from the
nostrils passiiig above the eyes as far as the ears.

This species frequents cabbage-gardens and turnip-

fields after the breeding season, and ought to be pro-
tected because it not only eats insects but small
shell-snails, vi-hile it never touches fruits or seeds.

The wheat-ear or stane-chacker (^Saxicola mianthe,
Bechstein) , which trequents corn-fields, building in

the little heaps of stones gathered from the land, is

equally beneficial in clearing the crops from insects,

without levying any contribution for its services.

The wagtails, particularly the yellovi' one (Jilota-

cillajiava, Linnaeus), may he observed in corn-fields

as frequently as most species, though they are more
usually seen running near drains and furrows than
about the hedges. The wagtails do not touch fruits

nor seeds, and feed wholly on insects, particularly

gnats, midges, and other flies that tease cattle, and
for the purpose of catching these insects, the wag-
tails are not afraid to run round cows in the pas-

tures " close up to their noses," as White correctly

states," and under their bellies, availing themselves
of the flies that settle on their legs, and probably
finding worms and grubs that are roused by the
trampling of their feet." AVagtails will, for the
same reason, follow the plough to feed upon the
worms and grubs turned up in the furrows, and in

this way^ no don! t, thousands of wire-worms and
other destructive vermin are effectually destroyed.

The tree-pippit or titlark (^Aiithus arhoreas, Bech-
stein), is another very common hedge-bird, which
lives exclusively on insects. It is not the bird

termed the titling or wioss cheeper in Scotland, wbicli

is the meadow-pippit (Anthiis prateiisis, Bechstein),

but this may also be seen on hedges, on the con-
fines of moors, though it seems to like best to take to

the bent or (he open heath. These birds much more
resemble the wagtails that the larks in their form
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and habits, tbough their colours are similar to the

larks. They never hop with both legs like a spar-

row, but when they walk or run, put one Jeg before

the other like the wagtails, and like them also they

move their tails up and down hut not quite so much,
—a habit which the sky-lirks and wood-larks are not

observed to have.

In the autumn, when the pippits are preparing to

depart for a warmer climate to winter in, they may
be observed to be some times numerous (though
they never congregate in flocks) in market-gardens
and in cultivated fields, particularly along the soutli-

ern coast ; though in no case do they commit de-

predations on fruits or seeds, but busily search after

the autumnal liatches of caterpillars and grubs, or
tlie smaller flies and beetles which they find among
the herbage.

As the titlarks, chats, and wagtails, together with
thedunnock or hedge-sparrow, are more commonly
selected as step-mothers by the cuckoo, who is

well ascertained to build no nest, and never hatches
her own eggs, it may be proper to mention here,

that the cuckoo is exclusively an insect eating hedge-
bird. It is so shy and wary that it is not easily ap-
proached so as to be distinctly seen while sitting on
a hedge or a tree, but it may frequently be seen on
the wing, when it so much resembles the kestril or

sparrow-hawk, that the swallows and other small
birds appear to mistake it, and buffet it with bill and
wing till it again alights, wlien they leave it alone.

Except from the popular saying in Scotland, thattlie

cuckoo becomes hoarse, or ceases her monotonous
note when she gets a here awn in her throat, I am
not aware of this bird being accused of committing
depredations on corn crops. The error (if error it be)
may have arisen from the cuckoo becoming silent about
the season that here or barley comes into ear and
shews its horns. As for the notion of the cuckoo
ever feeding on the ears of barley, either green or
ripe, it is certainly quite unfounded. Its chief food
is the larger caterpillar, such as those of the bufF-tip-

motli, as well as the moths themselves, and butter-
flies, dragon-flies, and the like, facts whicli have
been repeatedly verified by opening the stomachs of
cuckoos that have been shot. Both the cuckoo and
its young being very voracious eaters, so as to be
scarcely ever satisfied, the number of destructive in-

sects which they devour must be very great ; and
hence they ought to be protected by the farmer and
gardener, as ranking among their best friends.

The common fly-catcher (Musicapa griseola, Lin-
nteus) is one of the most decidedly insectivorous of
all our hedge-birds. It is nearly the size of the dun-
nock or hedge-sparrow, and not unlike it in colour,

being rather lighter, with a few whitish streaks on
the plumage. I had one in a cage with a number of
other soft-billed birds, but it could never be brought
to touch anything hut insect or animal food, and ut-
tered the most pitiful cries when a fly or a meal-
worm was filched from it by any of the others. The
fly-catcher differs considerably in his mode of hunt-
ing from severrd other species which take insects
chiefly on the wing. Instead of keeping up a con-
tinuous flight like the swallow or the bat, the fly-

catcher, like his fellow hedge-hunters the dragon-
flies, chooses a station where he can take good obser-
vation of all the insects which may venture within
his boundaries

;
generally the top of a gate-post, a

stake in the hedge, a dead leafless branch, a tall stick
in the middle of a grass plot, the projecting stone of
building, or the naked spray of a tree. From such
a station he will remain in constant activity the
greater part of a summer's day, springing forth,

catching a fly in the air, and returning to swallow

it, capturing one moment and resting the next to
prepare for another. White of Selborne says it

hardly ever touches the ground
; but this does not

agree with my observation, for I liave frequently seen
fly-catchers dart down from tlieir watch-post to seize

some unlucky caterpillars that had crept into view;
and another species, tlie pied fly-catcher, which I

had in a room full of birds not caged, would dart
down in a moment on any insect thrown on the floor.

It may be as well to mention tliat the fly-catcher is

not the only bird tl)at springs up from a fixed station

to take flies on the wing, it being the common
practice of tlie chaftinch, the black redstart, and
several other birds ; while the nightingale and the
red-breast dart down in the way just described to

seize insects on the ground.
The flusher or lesser butcher-bird, (Laymts Col-

lurio), popularly termed Jack Baker in the south, is

larger than a redbreast, but smaller than a thrush, and
is readily distinguished by the reddisli-brown colour
of tlie back. It is very common in the hedges in some
localities, where it builds a neat and large nest. Its

chief food consists of beetles and flies
,
particularly

the breeze flies which teaze cattle, and even wasps
and bees, and hence it may be destructive to hive-

bees ; but this is the only damage it does to the far-

mer or gardener, for it never touches fruits or seeds.

When it is pinched for insect food, it feeds on field

mice, lizards, and small birds, transfixing them as it

does liumble bees on a thorn, and tearing them to

pieces. In houses much infested witli flies, a tame
flusher is a useful pet, for, leaving it at large in a

room, it will soon clear it of the flies, and if a thorn
branch be given it to perch upon, it will carry the

flies thither and impale them on a thorn before eat-

ing them. To these many other hedge-birds miglit

be added, such as the night-jar, the sedge-bird, the

wryneck, the creeper, and the bottle-tit, none of
which are in the least destructive, while from their

feeding exclusively, or nearly so, on insects, they
are of much service in diminishing the numbers of

such as are injurious to field and garden crops.

2. Insectivorous Hedge-biiids which pautially
EAT FituiTs or Seeds.—The common wren, popularly
termed the Kitty wren, or the Jenny wren, is tlie first

bird which I shall notice under the present division.

Its diminutive size, and its tail perked up as if it

were trying to imitate a well pleased dog, at once dis-

tinguish it fiom every other hedge-bird. Its habits

are also somewhat peculiar, for though it flits up and
down among the branches of a hedge, it rarely runs
up and around the trunk of a tree like the creeper,

(Certhia familiaris) , nor does it usually get so high
up as the tits (Pari), preferring the root branches
and those which hang over water, where gnats and
other niglit-moving acquatic insects lodge in the

day time, overshadowed from the light. On these
the wren banquets both in summer and winter, and
may frequently be seen about hedges, barns, stables,

farm-yards, walls, and piles of wood. It is said to

eat small berries, such as those of tlie elder and
small seeds, but it is certain that none of tliese con-
stitute its staple food at any season, and so long as

it can find a gnat or a small beetle, it will rarely

touch them. From its being a prolific breeder, and
the young, though so small, being voracious eaters,

the wren must tend greatly to keep down the num-
bers of several sorts of destructive insects, particu-

larly in gardens and orchards.

The hedge-sparrow or dunnock (Accentor modiila-

ris, Bechstein,) although a much larger bird, is very
similar in habits to the wren, and even bears some
resemblance to it in its calls, and in the notes of its

song. The common name of hedge-sparrow, ordyke-
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sparrow is very inappropriate, inasmuch as it has
little similavify to the sparrow, except perhaps in its

sombre colours, and in its beiiio; somewhat omnivorous,
as indeed is almost indispensable toall wild birds that

have to shift for their food throughout our Britisii

winters. The dunnock, liowever, is, by the form of

its bill, distinctly an insectivorous bird, and any
otlier food which it may be found to eat is rather ac-

cidental than otlierwise. " When wild," says Dr.
Beclistein, " the great varieties of things which serve

it for food prevent its ever being at a loss thoughout
the year. It is equally fond of small insects, and
worms, and small seeds. In spring it feeds on flies,

caterpillars, grubs, and maggots, which it seeks for

in the hedges, bushes, and in the earth. In summer
it feeds chiefly on caterpillars; in autumn on seeds
of all kinds and elder-berries ; and in winter, when
the snow has covered all seeds, it has recourse to in-

sects hill in the creeks and crevices of walls and
trees."*

Onopeningthe stomachs ofthis species which have
been acidentally killed, oats have been found along
with other seeds ; but this was in the winter time
when their more natural food is scarce, and I do not
believe that it ever eats a single grain of oats from
the field in autumn, while insects are plentiful, or

while berries may be procured. With respect to its

depredations on gardens, these seem to be equally
unimportant as its attacks upon oats, for though it

would certainly not refuse a bunch of currants, pro-
vided there were no abundance of insects, yet it is

not by any means a regular visitant in gardens, and
prefers to hunt about among hedges and scattered
low bushes in fields and commons. In winter it is

more common in gardens and when it cannot find

gnats or beetles, half benumbed as; they then are with
the cold, it will lookout for the smaller seeds, such
as those of pimpernel, speedwell, lychnis, or sweet-
williams, which it may chance to find as weeds, or

as ungatbered in the flower border. The insects

which it destroys must, I should think, most amply
compensate for the slight loss it may occasion in

picking a few chance currants, or a head or two of
flower seeds ; and therefore, far from it being pro-
per to kill this " sober suite']" bird, whose simple
but agreeable song is one amongst the earliest indi-

cations of tlie return of spring and fine weather, the

gardener would do well to jirotect it and save its

pretty blue eggs from the thoughtless plunder of
bird-nesting school-boys. Mr. Knapp is of opinion,
that the dunnock and similar insectivorous birds,

when they cannot procure insect-food in winter, feed

on the seeds of mosses, such as the hygrometer moss,
which abounds both on walls and hv the edges of
gravel walks ; but, if it were so, the birds would
sometime or other be observed searching for the
capsules, though it is not said this was observed,
and certainly has never been remarked by me in a

long course of very minute observations of the habits

of birds.

Next to the house-sparrow, the redbreast is per-

haps the best known and most universally diff'used

bird in this country, where it abides through the

winter, though on the Continent, as well as in the

Orkney Islands, it is only a summer visitant like the

nightingale or the blackcap in the south, and is sel-

dom seen familiarly about houses, uuiking ac(juaint-

ance with cottages for the purpose of procuring :i

few crumbs of bread, when forage becomes scanty
and precarious in the " woods and wilds," where it

has sjient the summer and reared its young. The
habits of the redbreast, though so well known to

. * Beehstein's Cage Birds, p. 321.

every peasant, are very frequently misrepresented

in hooks, and hence it is the less to be wondered at,

that unfounded prejudice should exist against other

species not so common as this universal favourite.

It is said, for instance, that the redbreast always be-

takes itself to the woods in summer, and only comes
near villages and faim-houses about the approach of

winter. I'his has arisen from copying foreign ob-
servers, who are right so far as continental redbreasts

are concerned, but wrong with respect to British red-
breists. " In summer," says Dr. Bechstein, " they

must be sought in woods ; they return to us about
the middle of March, and stop for a fortnight in the
hedges, and then proceed to the woods. In October
they return towards the bushes which thej' busily
search as they travel and proceed gradually to their

destination. Some delay their dejtarture till Novem-
ber, some will even remain here and there through-
out the winter, but generally to their cost, as their

life is usually sacrificed to these delays. Neces-
sity then forces them to draw near to houses, dung-
hills, and stables."

Now, it is evident from these remarks of one of

the most accurate and original of the Continental na-

turalists, that our British redbreasts have very dif-

ferent habits. As there are few or no detached farm-

houses in most parts of the Continent, the farmers

all congregating into villages or towns, for the sake

of society, in peace, and mutual protection during

war, it may be thought that the redbreasts are de-

terred by the multitude of houses from approaching

human neighbourhoods, while in Biutain they learn

sociality by degrees, first about detached cottages

and farm-houses, which gradually embolden them to

venture into villages and towns, and even into

crowded cities, for they may be seen in the Temple
gardens and the squares in the very centre of Lon-
don—a circumstance which must appear not a little

surprising to Continental ornithologists. I have
little douljt indeed of the fact, though I cannot prove
it, that some of them even breed in such places as

the Temple Gardens, it being far from true that they

all retire to the woods during sununer.

Although the redbreast may occasionally purloin

a currant from the garden or an elderberry from the

fence, it is decidedly an insectivorous bird, as is

proved, were it nothing more, by its ungregarious

habits. Most animals which feed on vegetable pro-

ductions, such as the sheep, are social and grega-

rious, on account of their food, as we shall afterwards

see more fully illustrated : hut, in the case ofanimals

such as the fox, that feed on live food, which is

usuallv more precarious and less abundant, it would
never do to associate in numbers. The redbreast,

therefore, is comjjelled to be unsocial to preserve

his existence ; for where redbreasts to congregate like

house-sparrows, they would soon eat up all the

worms and insects around their haunts ; whereas

one bird may contrive to subsist for months there.

Instinctively aware of this, as it should seem, the

redbreast will allow no intruder to remain within

his chosen haunts without doing fierce battle ; and,

though such strife for territorial dominion rarely, I

believe, ]iroves mortal, it is always sufliciently gall-

ing to the defeated bird to make him depart, acd to

prevent his future inroads.

It would appear from some casual observations,

that the redbreast, as well as the blackcap and simi-

lar birds, feed their young on a greater proportion of

small fruit, when they can procure it, than they care

to select for their own eating : for the redbreast has

been seen to feed his young almost exclusively on

red currants ; but as the redbreast is a very early

breeder, it is impossible to procure any small fruit.
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at least for the first brood, unless privet or bitter-

s^veet berries be had from tlie hedges. I once had a

caged redbreast, wliich would eat bitter-sweet ber-

ries though no other fruit-eating bird would touch

them.
The redstart is by no means so common a bird as

the redbreast, which it grsatly resembles in feed-

ing, and in some oi" its habits, while the hen redstart

may more readily be taken for a robin without tlie

orange breast, than for a nightingale, as it often is.

The cock redstart, however, when in full plumage,
that is, during the breeding-season and after moult-
ing, is much greyer in colour, with his white fore-

head, his deflp blue-grey head and back, his black
throat, and his shining red tail, rump, and breiist.

The blue eggs again may be mistaken for those of
tlie dunnock.
The food of the redstart is so similar to that of

the robin, that the siime remarks will apply ; but it

is more a garden bird than the robin, building most
usually in tlie hole of a wall, and feeding its voung
with such insects or caterpillars as it can find in the
bushes. As it eats both elder-berries or currants it-

self, though by no means so fond of them as it of
worms and insects, it is very probable that it may
feed its young with these as the redbreast and black-
cap are known to do. It can rarely, therefore, do
much damage ; and, though a few currants may
sometimes be purloined, yet there can be little doubt
of the redstart always saving many more than it

ever consumes, by devouring so great a number of
the leaf-rolling caterpillars which so extensively de-
form and weaken the currant bushes in gardens.

There are several species of very pretty and active
little birds termed tits or tit-mice from their peculiar
motions, which will most appropriately fall to be con-
sidered here. The several species difler in size, in

colour, and in a lew other peculiarities, but never-
theless have a great similarity in their habits and in
their food, and although they are certainly insec-
tivorous, they are also much more omnivorous than
any of the preceding species. The most distinct of
all is the bottle-tit, so called on account of the bottle-
like appearance of its nest ; but this species not
being omnivorous, like the others, and living wholly on
insects, I shall pass over with the remark, that nearly
all which I have already said on the habits of the
gold -crested wren will apply to it, except that the
bottle-tit does not seem to frequent the northern
parts of the island like the other.

The best known of the species is the tomtit (Panis
cccndeus Lin.), called in Scotland the hlue-tuhaiip,—
a pr)-iug, impudent, fearless little fellow, capable of
subsisting where almost no other bird could find food,
inasmuch as nothing comes amiss to him of an ani-
mal or vegetable nature that he can peck into with
his small black bill, as hard as horn, and as sharp as
a broad awl. With this efiicient instrument, he
speedily breaks up the hard wing-cases of all sorts
of beetles, and the envelopes of chrysalides and pupaj,
and will (to get at these), dig into the bark of trees,
like the woodpecker, and also into their buds. This,
however, so far from being a destructive, is a very
salutary habit, for the tom-tit does not, like the bull-
finch, eat the buds themselves, but "the worm 'i the
bud" within, discovered hy a similar instinct to that
by which the snipe|discovers worms beneath the sur-
face of the soil. Were the worm left in the bud, it

would to a certainty destroy it by eating out 'the
core, and not only so, but, when arrived at insect ma-
turity, would become theparentof a numerous brood
of other worms, each feeding on a bud, and in this
way might do very considerable injury. The un-
wearied activity and perseverance of the tomtits, by

visiting and unworming an incalculable number of
wormed-buds, must therefore prove very beneficial
in gardens and orchards, destroying so'many latent

pests that no human penetration could discover.
Equally beneficial are the services of this bird in
discovering and devouring the pupag and chrysalides
in crevices and chinks of the bark of trees, for nearly
all such found in these situations are from caterpil-

lars which have fed on the leaves, and of course
would give origin to similar caterpillars, were they
permitted to undergo their transformations.

In consequence of their eating animal food, and
having harder bills than the redbreast and the dun-
nock, the tomtits often procure a meal from [the bits

of meat or sinew left on bones, though they prefer

(when they can get it) any remains of the marrow,
and next to that they like suet, and will not refuse
lard or a bit of fat bacon. They will even try to

loosen the teeth of a sheep's jaw to see what they
can find in the socket ; and, for the sake of dainty

bits of fat, will venture, with little fear, up to the

very door-way of a butcher's shop.

\Vith respect to vegetable food, they are no less

knowing, and prefer what is delicate as well as nu-
tritive, being particularly fond of every sort of nuts
and the larger seeds, which most resemble nuts in

quality, such as the seeds of sunflower, hemp, peas,

and the like. It may well be supposed that their

small beak, hard though it be, is inadequate to

manage such large seeds in the way they are shelled

by the linnet or the bullfinch; but the tomtit is a

most dexterous and ingenious seed-breaker. In the

case of a pod of Prussian blue peas, for example, he
will first peck a hole through the shuck or shaup to

get at a pea, and this, when he has procured it, he
fixes between his claws, while he hammers away at

it with his bill till he gets at the mealy kernel, which
he hollows out and devours, leaving the empty shell.

He does the same with a hemp seed, and it is sur-

prising to observe how small a hole in the shell will

sometimes suffice to enable him to get at the whole
contents.

Dr. Bechstein says that the tom-tit eats berries

;

and, from its omnivorous habits, this is not improb-
able ; but I have never myself observed the fact

;

and, though I have seen it pecking holes in fallen

apples (never in those still on the trees,) I am by
no means certain whether this was not for the pur-

pose of getting at some grub whose depredations had
caused the fall of the fruit, or to obtain the seeds at

the core. Be this as it may, the bird certainly com-
mits very few or trifling depredations on any sort of

garden-fruit ; and, upon the whole, may be con-
sidered as producing more benefit than injury to cul-

tivators
;
yet from some prejudice against the bird,

an exterminating war is carried on against it by parish

rewards in some parts of England.

" We still continue here," says Mr. Knapp, " that

very ancient custom of giving parish rewards for the
destruction of various creatures included in the de-
nomination of vermin. In former times it may have
been found necessary to keep under or reduce the

numbers of many predaceous animals, which, in a
thickly wooded country, with an inferior population,
might have been productive of injury ; &nd we even
find parliamentary statutes enacted for this purpose

;

but now, however, our losses by such means have
become a petty grievance ; our game-keepers do
their ])art in removing pests of this nature, and the
plough and the axe leave little harbour for the few that

escape ; and thus we war on the smaller races of
creation and call them vermin. An item passed in

one of our late churchwarden's accounts was, ' for

seventeen dozen of tomtit's heads,' In what evil
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houf, 01* for wtat crime, this poor little bird could
have incurred the anathema of a parish, it is difficult

to conjecture. In summer it certainly will regale it-

self with our garden peas, and shells or pods of mar-
rowfats with great dexterity ; but this, we believe,

is the extent of its criminality. Yet for this venial

indulgence do we proscribe it, rank it with vermin,
and set a price upon its head, giving fourpence for

the dozen, probably the ancient payment when the

groat was a coin. However powerful the stimulus

was tlien, we yet find it a sufficient inducement to

our idle bat-fowling boys, to bring baskets of poor

toms' heads to our churchwarden's door." These
birds are not, however, most usually taken by bat-

fowling, but by snares and other contrivances, of none
of which the tomtit is the least afraid. White of

Selborne says, that, when a boy, he bad known
twenty tomtits caught in a morning, with snap

mouse-traps, baited witli suet, and I have known
considerable numbers taken in Scotland with iiorse-

hair nooses or gv'ns, baited with bread or henij)-

seed.

There are two other species sufficiently resembling
the tomtit in size and general appearance, to be con-

founded with it in a boy's basket full of heads taken

to the church-wardens, though readily distinguished

by naturalists, and even by bird-nesting boys. These
are the cole-tit (I'arus ater) and the marsh-tit (P.

palitstris. Both of these have black heads, while the

tomtit's head is blue. The cole-tit, is also at once

readily distinguished by its shining glossy black head
an.l throat from the marsh-tit, with its dull not-shining

black-head and chin. The cole-tit besides fe eding on the

same sorts of food as the tomtit, though not so omni-

vorously, is very fond of pine seeds, on which account
it most abounds in fir-forests and plantations. During
the autumn and winter both of these come into gar-

dens and orchards like the tomtit, in families or

small flocks, but do little or no injury. This is the

only species of tit, I believe, which builds in holes on

the ground, in preference to holes in trees and walls.

The marsh-tit is perhaps more common in this coun-

try than the cole-tit, and a family of them may often

be seen in the autumn attacking the ripe seeds of a
sunflower, which, when they have discovered, they

daily visit so long as a single seed remains, holding

each seed firmly between their claws till it is neatly

unkernelled. 'i'hey may occasionally taste other

seeds, but prefer those of the sunflower to every

other, and this, I believe, is the full extent of their

depredations.

Tlie greater tit, oxeye, joe-bent, or willow-biter, as

it is variously termed, has also a shining black head

and breast like the cole-tit, but is readily distinguish-

ed from all the others by being nearly a third larger,

while it is more gayly coloured with yellow, olive,

and blue. The greater size and strength of its bill

renders it more capable of digging into the crevices

of the bark of trees than any of the preceding, and it

is also fonder of climbing up the trunks of trees than

the tomtit, in pursuit of lurking grubs and beetles.

In this way it is of essential benefit in orchards and

gardens, and ought not to be begrudged a walnut or

a filbert in reward for its services, and even were all

the roots and seeds reckoned up which these birds

may occasionally eat, they would be of such small

amount as to be unworthy of consideration.

Having thus given brief sketches, whose general

accuracy I can safely vouch for from personal obser-

vation, I shall proceed to the next division of our

subject in the next number. J. H.

(To be conthmed,^

HOPS.

In the month of August last year we introduced to

the knowledge of our readers, the fact that Mr. Craw-
shay had commenced at Honingham an experiment of

sufficient importance to be fairly termed national—
namely, to ascertain whether in the light soils of Nor-
folk hops can be cultivated, with an equal success as
in those richer lands which have hitherto been con-
sidered to be their proper and peculiar habit. Mr.
Crawshay planted two acres. We saw them in the
above named month, and notwithstandingthe drawback
of a destroying wind, the bines were of a promise far

beyond those of the same period of growth produced in

the best old grounds in other counties.

This year he has made a noble plantation of some-
thing more than eight acres. It stands on the gently
inclined side of a hill, which has been deeply trenched,
levelled, manured, and prepared with the greatest care
and judgment. It fronts the west, with a point perhaps
to the south. The soil is very light, but it has, accord-
ing to the proprietor's grand principle of gardening,
been made as permeable as possible to air and water.
Both plants and cuttings were put in with a degree of
attention accuracy, and ingenuity which belongs only
to his uncommon energy of character. Mr. C. has
varied his experiment in all possible ways, and has
made a register which will enable him to determine
many very curious points connected widi the growth of
this most valuable of all the productions of British agri-

culture. Two misfortunes incident to the season and
the ground have ag'ain assailed his infant project. The
wire worm attacked the bines in the greatest and most
destructive numbers, and the winds and raw air

not unconnected with the drought ( for what is more
perishing than the north, north-east, and north-west
winds, which so long prevailed ?) aided in their inju-

rious effect. But Mr. Crawshay's frame of mind is one
which difficulties only excite ; he has persevered reso-

lutely, it is not to be doubted, with every reasonable
hope that his constancy will be rewarded by success.

In his last year's plantation the bines have made an
astonishing progress, many of them require poles of

twenty feet, and they exhibit an exuberance ot power
by putting forth the supernumerary stems called tech-

nically vipers, and which the Kent hop growers tear

off, and by shooting out laterals also with intense

strength. If Mr. C. have committed an error at all, it

appears to be in not having given sufficient credit to

the powers of vegetation, assisted by the aid of such
judicious cultivation, for the growth of the plants has
outrun his provision for their support. Twenty-feet

poles appear to be in most cases requisite, whereas his

do not exceed the height of fourteen. The length of

many already exceed their pole from three to six feet.

But Mr. Crawshay is content to watch the progress

and meet the difficulties as they arrise ; he makes the

principles of scientific gardening- the foundation of his

proceedings, and he carefully notes every circumstance

connected with his plants of various ages and descrip-

tions. Thus when time shall have allowed him to ac-

cumulate a sufficient number of facts, there can be no
doubt but he will be able to throw a new and powerful

light on the growth of this singularly variable as well

as singularly valuable crop.

We have rarely enjoyed more pleasure in any iri-

spection connected with the cultivation of the soil

than in going over the hop grounds at Honingham with

their enthusiastic and highly informed proprietor. The
experiment is, we repeat, a most momentous one for

Norfolk, and in no less a degree for the kingdom at

large, since there is no crop that, when successfully

cultivated, so largely repays the grower, nor is there

any in which such vast fluctuation occurs. To ascer-

tain why it is so—whetiier it depends on soil, season, or

situation, whether on manures or on tiie manner and
time of planting, the age of the plant or the subse-

quent treatment, and iiow the dangers arising out of

these contingencies can be best avoided or the benefits

most certainly ensured—these in all their bearings are

tlie objects of Mr. Crawshay's expensive experiment.

We can then of our own knowledge specify that thus
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far he has proceeded, if not with absolute success,

owinff to tlie impediments assig-ned, yet with sufficient

encouragement to ensure him we trust, at no remote
distance of time, that superiority in this species of horti-

culture which he has so eminently attained in others.

—

Norwich Mercury.

FLAX.

The plants chiefly cultivated in the north of Eu-
rope for their fibres for thread, are Flax and Hemp.

IMore than seventy species of the genus Linum are
enumerated by botanists. They are of a natural
order of plants, the Linea:, distinguished by the
tenacity of their fibres, the mucilage of their seeds,
and generally by the beauty of their flowers. The
most important of the genus is

Linum usitatissimum—Common Flax.

It is an annual plant, growing with a slender up-
right stem, branched near the top. The fibres of
the bark of this plant liave been applied to the mak-
ing of cloth from the remotest ages.

Being a native plant, it is sufficiently hardy to

endure the climate of this and other northern coun-
tries. It has, indeed, a wide range of temperature,
being cultivated, and for the like purposes, from
Egypt almost to the polar circle.

Flax is an exhauster of the soil and farm, and more
so when its seeds are permitted to arrive at maturitjr.

When pulled green, its effects are less injurious

;

in which respect it follows the general law of other
cultivated plants. But still, at whatever period
reaped, it is thus far an impoverisher of the flirm,

that its stems yield no return in manure, and that its

seeds only do so when consumed upon the farm.
The soils best suited to flax are those which con-

tain a large proportion of vegetable matter. J'he

stift' poor clays, and the inferior soils of a very dr}^

and gravelly nature, are not well suited to it. The
best flax soils in England are a few rich alluvial dis-
tricts, in which it is still largely cultivated, and
wliere it forms a regular part of the course.

In a rotation of crops, the best period for (he in-
troduction of flax is soon after the land is broken up
from grass. For this reason it may be the first crop
taken after grass or clover-lea, in which case tlie flax
is a substitute for a crop of oats in the course. But
it is not necessary that flax should be grown imme-
diately on the breaking up of grass-land. It may be
sown at any period in the rotation, provided the land
is in a fertile state. But in all cases it is to be re-
garded as an exhausting crop, and not as equivalent
to a restorative one : and these principles being
attended to, the period of the rotation in which flax
should be introduced will be understood.

Should the soil, for example, be suited to the four
years' course, the rotation may be— 1. Turnips, rape,
or other green crop ; 2. Barley or wheat ; 3. Sown
grass ; 4. Flax.

Or the order in which the flax is introduced may
be changed, and the course may be— 1. Turnips,
rape, or other green crop; 2. Flax ; 3. Sown grasses

;

4. Oats, or other corn-crop.

Under the latter course the seeds of the clovers
and grasses are sown with the flax, in the same man-
ner as with the cereal grasses ; and for this purpose
the flax is equally well suited.

Flax may be sown also after a pulse crop ; but this
is not usually a good preparation for flax, the land
being apt to become foul when the flax is preceded
by a crop of beans or peas. It is better to make it

succeed either the grasses, or such crops as potatoes,
turnips, carrots, beet, or rape.

It is frequent, indeed, to make it succeed to a crop
of corn. But this is an erroneous practice, for after

a corn-crop, which has already rendered the land
foul, a crop of flax tends to aggravate tlie evil.

Sometimes, however, not only does the flax succeed
a crop of corn, but it is succeeded by another. This
practice is opposed to all the principles of a proper
rotation, and should be proscribed wherever the flax-

culture is practised in this country.

In warmer countries the flax admits of being sown
before winter, but in the north of Europe the proper
period of sowing is spring.

When land which is in grass is to be prepared for

flax, it is always to be ploughed in the winter quar-
ter, as if it were intended for oats, and as early as

convenient, so as to receive the influence of frost to

pulverize it before sowing. One ploughing only is

required in this case ; but the land should be very
thoroughly pulverized by harrowing just previous to

the seeds being sown.
When flax is sown after potatoes, turnips, carrots,

rape, or beet, the land is to be ploughed immediately
upon the removal of the crop. One ploughing is in

these cases generally held to be sufficient, but the

land, previous to the seeds being sown, is to be well

harrowed, and rendered quite smooth.
The period of sowing in this country is in the

month of April, and in the more northern parts from
the middle to the end of April is considered to be
sufficiently early.

The universal method of sowing flax is broadcast.

It might he sown, indeed, in rows like anj^ kind of
corn. But in the case of corn, the object is to pro-

duce a large quantity of seeds, whereas in the case

of flax the chief object is to produce long stems.
And the broadcast system is better calculated to

cause the plant to rise with a straight stem than the

system of rows, which affords it space to branch out

;

for it is to be observed, that it is not desirable that

the plant should branch ; because, when there is a

branch, the continuit)' of the fibre is interrupted, and
more refuse is produced. Wlien we are desirous to

obtain fine fibre, we must sow thick. When we look

for quantity, both of fibre and seeds, we must sow
more thin. In thr former case, three bushels to the

acre may be sown ; in the latter, two will be suf-

ficient.

The seeds are sown by the hand in the same man-
ner as corn. Were the flax cultivated in quantity,

the broadcast sowing-machine might be substituted.

Previous to sowing, the land sliould, in all cases, be
well harrowed and rendered fine, and any stones that

ma)^ have come to the surface removed. Afier the

seeds are sown, they are to be covered by a double
turn of light harrows ; and tlie land is then to be

rolled and carefully "-ater-furrowed.

In the culture of flax the clianging of the seeds is

considered to be beneficial and even necessary, the

plant being found to degenerate when produced from

seeds frequently sown on the same ground. The
princii)al reason of this appears to be, that the plant

is rarely suflFered fully to mature its seeds, and its

natural habits are counteracted by the closeness with

which it is sown. It is from the countries therefore,

in which attention is directed to the proper ripening

and preparing of the seeds, that we are indebted for

our supplies. The best seeds used in this country

are supposed to be derived from Holland ; but the

Dutch themselves obtain their supplies from Livonia,

Courland, and other parts of the north of Europe,

where due attention is paid to the ripening of the

seeds.
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VVlien the plantsof flax <ire about four inches high,

they are to be carefully weeded by the hand. Tliis

is generally done by persons in a sitting- or kneeling
posture. They advance gradually along the ridges,

picking up by the baud every weed that can be ob-

served. The young plants that have been pressed

down by the weeders in tbis operation soon re-

gain their uj)right position ; but yet it is well

that the weeding process be not too long delayed,

lest the stems of the young plants be broken and in-

jured.

The land, if it has been prepared in a proper man-
ner, will not require more than one thorough weed-
ing of this kind. After weeding, the plants will

grow with vigour sufficient to overcome any common
weeds that may grow amongst them.

The next process in the culture of the flax is that

of reaping. This is done, not by the sickle or scythe,

but by pulling the plants up by the roots.

The period of pulling the plant is determined by
the principal object in cultivating it. When it is

wished to procure fine fibre, the plant should be

pulled when somewhat green. When it is wished
to procure the seeds either for sowing again or for

crushing for oil, the plant must remain until the seeds

ai-e ripe. This will be denoted by the hardened
state of the seed-vessels, the yellow colour of the

stems, and the falling off of the leaves. When flax

of good quality, but not extreme fineness, is wanted,
the best period of pulling is just when the plant has

attained its maturity with respect to the formation,

but not to the full ripening, of the seeds. When it

is required for the finest fabrics of all, as for cam-
brics and muslins, it should be pulled when it begins

to flower.

When the cro]) is ready, the plants are pulled up
by tlie roots, and laid in haudfuls, alternately cross-

ing each other, and left upon the ground for a few days
to wither. They are then freed from the capsules or

seed-vessels, and made into small sheaves, which
are conveniently tied by a few stems of the plants

themselves, or by some rushes or straw-ropes.

The separation of the seed-vessels from the stems
is performed by a process termed rippling.

The rippling machine is an implement like a comb,
with iron teeth, fixed upon a plank. Through these

te(!th the stems are repeatedly drawn by the hand,
and thus the capsules or seed-vessels are separated.

The ripple is placed in the middle of a large sheet of

canvass spread upon the ground. There may be two
sets of teeth, fixed on one plank, so that two persons
may work at the same time ; and the plank may be
conveniently fixed in the ground by a pin passed
through it. The capsules are preserved, the seeds
being either used for sowing, or bruised for oil.

The next process is to separate the fibres from the
stem. The common method of doing this is by
steeping the whole plant in water. By this means
the softer part of the stem partially undergoes the
putrefactive fermentation, while the tougher fibres

of the bark are not affected. At a certain period
then, as ten or twelve days, before the fibrous part of
the bark has become affected, the plants are removed
from the water and dried. After being dried the

stems become brittle, and are easily separated by
rubbing or beating trom t!ie fibrous part of the bark,

wliich is the only part em]iloyed in tlie manufacture
of linen. It will appear that, if the putrefactive

process shall proceed too far, the fibrous as well as

the more mucilaginous part of the bark may be af-

fected. It is, therefore, a point of practice, to allow
the putrefactive process to proceed just the length of
iiftectiug the softer part of the stem, without acting

upon the fibrous part of the bark. And the usual

manner of performing the process of steeping is the
following :

The little sheaves made up after the process of
rippling, are carried away to a pooler tank, either
containing water, or into which water may be con-
veyed : and in all cases the water ought to be soft.

The sheaves should be built in the pool in a nearly
upright position, the Jieads of them being uppermost.
Tliey are then kept under water by stones or heavy
substances of any kind, in such a manner as that they
shall not rise to a surface. They must not, however,
be compressed to the bottom, but merely so loaded
as that they shall be kept below water.
The period of steeping to the proper point must be

carefully watched. In warm weather eight days will
sometimes suffice, in other cases ten or twelve. After
the six or seventh day, the state of the flax must be
observed from time to time. It is safer to steep it

too short a period than ever so little too Ion"-. In
the first case, merely a little more time is required
in the future processes ; in the second the strength
and texture ot the fibres may be injured.

When the flax is found to be sufficiently steeped,
it is to be taken from the pool sheaf by sheaf, and
laid in he.ips near the watering place until the water
has drained off. It is then to be carried away to a
dry and airy grass plot. Here the sheaves are opened
out, and spread thinly and evenly in rows u])on the
ground, the spreaders working backwards, and caus-
ing the but-euds of one row just to touch the tops of
the next, so that the whole plot of ground shall be
covered with a thin coating of flax.

In this state the flax is allowed to lie for a time,
determined by the state of the weather, generally ten
or twelve days, and sometimes more.

During the further process of rotting, or dew-ret-
ting as it is termed, the dissolution of the soft part of
the stem is still further promoted, and the whole be-
comes hard. When it has lain for a sufficient time,
which is known by its being brittle when rubbed, and
when it is at the time sufficiently dry, it is bound up
again into sheaves, but larger than those made before
the watering process. It is allowed to remainin these
sheavps a little time to dry, after which it is led home.
The leading home of the flax terminates the pre-

jiaration, in so far as the mere grower is concerned.
The remaining parts of the operation are properly the
province of the manufacturer. liut sometimes the
manufacture proceeds on the farm itself to the extent
of partially separating the fibrous part.

J'he first process in this case is breaking the stems
which is usually done by an instrument called a
break. 'I'his machine consists of three triangular
planks, fixed together at both ends. Two triangular
planks are fixed to another frame. The two frames
are fixed together at one end by a hinge, and work
the one into the other.

The upper moveable frame being lifted up, hand-
fuls of flax held in one hand are placed upon the
lower frame, while with the other hand the upper
frame is made to work upon the flax by rejieated
strokes. In this manner the flax is bruised, and put
into a state to have the ligneous refuse separated from
the fibrous part by beating or scutching.

Scutching may be performed either by machinery
or by manual labour. When performed by manual
labour, haiKUuls of the flax being susjiended by one
hand over a plank, are beat by a flat piece of wood
held in the other hand. Uy repeated strokes, the
woody refuse of the stem is sejjarated from the fibrous
part of the bark. But the operation of scutching is

now very generally jierformed by machinery, the
raw material, after being bruised by the break, being
sent to the lint-mill for that purpose.
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To complete the process, nnd to get the fibres sort-

ed into lengths, so as to be fitted for spinning, the

lint goes to a class of persons whose province it is

to give it this final preparation. These are termed

hecklers. The heckler operates by means of a set of

numerous teeth, placed vertically upon a board. The
flax is pulled repeatedly by the hand through these

teeth. In this way, and by using heckles of diffe-

rent sets of teeth, the workman sorts the lint into

lengths. The refuse after this operation is tow.

The produce of flax varies greatly with the sea-

sons, soil, and management. It may be said to be from
thirty to sixty stones per acre, that is after being

scutched, and before being combed or heckled.

Besides the produce of the plant in lint, that of its

seeds is of considerable importance. The quantity

of seeds produced on the acre varies as greatly as

that of the produce of the stem. It may be said to

be from six to ten or twelve bushels to tlie acre.

The seed is frequently divided into three sorts
;

the first sort is reserved for seed, the second for

bruising for oil, and the third or refuse is employed
at once for the feeding of cattle.

The capsules containing the seeds, we have seen,

are separated by the ripple. The ripple is carried

to the field, and tbe operation takes place before the

handfuls of the flax are bound into sheaves to be car-

ried to the watering pool.

The capsules are then dried in the sun, during

whicli a number of them will open, and allo*v the

seeds to escape. These are the best and ripest, and
may be reserved, if so wished, for sowing.

The remaining seeds are separated from the cap-

sules by a slight beating. The seeds are then care-

fully sifted and winnowed, and laid in some properly

ventilated place, care being taken to turn them from

time to time.

The expression of the oil by bruising is a suffi-

ciently simple jirocess, and is done by machines more
or less perfect.

Tbe refuse of the seeds may be given (o live-stock.

They are highly nutritive in every form. They are

frequently j;iven boiled to voung animals, as calves,

and to sick horses and cows. By the process of boil-

ing, a jelly is formed, which all herbivorous animals

will eat. It is for this purpose that the refuse of the

seeds of the flax, which are not sufficiently good for

crushing, is often reserved.

The culture of the flax does not extend in this

country, and has generally decreased as improve-

ments in agriculture have advanced. This arises in

part from the nature of the plant, the minute care

necessary in its culture, and the large supply of ex-

traneous manures which it requires. It arises, how-
ever, also in a great degree from the extended com-

mercial relations of England, which enable her to

obtain the quantity of the raw material required from

countries better fitted to produce it, or where the

comparative expense of labour is less. Flax, it has

been said, requires a large proportion of vegetable

matter in the soil. Sometimes, for this reason, peaty

soils will produce it in great abundance ; but the

best flax-soils are those rich vegetable grounds
which exist in new countries, as over all the tem-

perate parts of America, and even in the north of

Europe, and chiefly upon the flat margins of rivers

enriched by deposites of mud. These are the great

flax-soils of the world, and may supply this country

with the material, for the uses of the arts, in any

quantity that may be required. The best cultivators

of flax in Europe are the Flemings, amongst whom
the linen manufacture took early root, and wUo have

ever since pursued the culture of flax with diligence

and success.

—

Low's Agriculture.

IMPORTANT TO LABOURERS.
The following is a copy of a letter, just re-

ceived by J. Compton, Esq., of Urchfont, near

Devizes, from Isaac Romain, late a pauper on Urchfont

parish, who left that village a few weeks ago :

—

Bradford, Yorkshire, June 9, 1836.
Sir, —I have taken the liberty to write these few lines

to you, hoping to find you well, as it leaves us at pre-

sent, thank God for it.—Sir, I can tell you with pleasure

we are comfortable and doing' well at present. As I

promised to tell you the truth, I will do it. Sir, I can
tell you with pleasure, that we have a g'ood master, and
he is taking' care of us, and being strang'ers in the town,
he has lent us money to buy us goods with. We are

very comfortable up stairs and down ; master has put
us in a new house of his own, which lias two grates

with oven and boiler ; and the rent of our house is two
shillings and sixpence a week : we pay one shilling a
week for our goods, which we find no miss of. Sir I

will now give you account of myself and children. I

am working in the warehouse, I have twelve shillings

week now, but I shall soon have fifteen. My eldest

daughter is a rover in the mill, she is earning six shil-

lings per week, and she will soon be earning eight and
sixpence per week. Jane the next daughter, is a weaver
in the mill, she is earning nine and sixpence, and she
will soon be earning fifteen shillings per week. My
eldest son is a black-waste sorter, at which he is earn-

ing four and sixpence a week. The next son is a worsted
spinner, he is earning four and sixpence a week.
William, my next is a piercer in the mill, he is earning
two shillings and sixpence a week. The next two
go to school, for wliich we have twopence a week to

pay. We have a night-school for them that go to work

.

to write and sum, for twopence each a week. We have
a Sunday school for them to go to all day, to which
master do attend himself. Trade is very brisk in

Bradford, and has been for some time, and we hope it

will be for years to come. Provision is dear at present,

but we thank God we can get plenty. After we left

Robert Hale we had upwards of 300 miles to go. We
came through locks out of number, and one tunnel two
miles long, and one three miles and a quarter; It was
six miles over the top, and we were three miles under
the hill, and every one was full of fear, but we had a
kind Captain who behaved well to us.

Give my best respects to all the gentlemen, and tell

them we thank them for proposing so good a matter for

me and my family. I do hope that I shall be able by
the blessing of God, to bring them up by their own la-

bour. Sir, give my kind respects to Mr. Llewelyn, and
receive the same yourself.

I wish Douse's family and Hale's were doing as well

as us.

No more at present from your obedient servant,

ISAAC ROMAIJV,
A'^ B. The original letter may be seen at the Board-room,

at the Work-house, Devizes.

XuLOPVROGRApinc EXHIBITION.—Ou Friday, 11th

June, a private view of this exhibition took place

in Regent-street. About fifteen handsomely-framed

engravings on burnt wood were displayed, which, on

first looking at them, have all the appearance of

highly-finished Sepia drawings. The subjects are

taken from well-known pictures, and are executed

with great taste, skill, and ingenuity. We were
more jiarticularly struck with Paul Preaching at

Athens, Dai id and Uriah, and La Toilette, the effect in

all of which is quite remarkable. The process by
which the very ingenious artist appears to have pro-

duced these results seems to be slightly charring

some wood of a fine texture and light colour, and

then scraping it until the various lights and shades

required by the picture are obtained. His labours

are highly creditable, and will well repay the trouble

of a visit.
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The following communication was intended to

be read at the last meeting of the Bristol Agri-

cultural Society, but for want of time could not be

accomplished :

—

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE
EXPRESS.

S[R,—I beof to transmit, for your notice, a few
observations upon a subject which I think will be of

interest, and to which I have been directed by a

statement in a Guernsey newspaper. The article

has a direct reference to English agriculturists, and,
indeed, may serve to give to many of them a profit-

able hint, although I do not coincide with the author.

The subjoined extract with reference to Guernsey,
contains sufficient information for our present pur-
pose :

—
" The surface of Guernsey may be stated at fifty-four

square miles, or, reckoning: 640 acres to the square mile,

at 15,366 Eng:lish acres. IJeducting' one third for rocks,

cliffs, and places not susceptive of culture—and for

houses, buildings of all sorts, streets, and roads, say,

5,120, there remains, fit for cultivation, 10,240 English
acres.
" An island whose surface thus consists of little more

than lO.OOOacres of orchard, g-arden, arable and pasture
land, cannot be expected to afford a great variety, or
any very enlarged system of agTiculture. There are,

however, circumstances connected with the tenure of

property, its extreme sub-division and productiveness,
and with the numbers and comforts of the inhabitants,

which may suggest useful reflections to the farmer, the

political economist, and the statesmen of large countries.

The tenure of property partakes of the double nature of
land held as a farm, subject to the payment of annual
rents, and as land held as freehold in perpetuity, A
purchase may be made by the immediate payment of
the price agreed upon, or by the payment of a part
only, and converting the remainder into corn-rents to

be annually paid ; or fiually, by converting the whole
of the price into such rents. In the two last cases,

where a part or the whole of the price is stipulated for

in annual rents, the purchaser is, to all intents and pur-
poses, as much the proprietor as in the first case, where
the whole price is paid down in cash, and so long as the
stipulated rents are paid, he and his heirs can never be
disturbed, but hold the land as freehold for ever.

" An idea of the sub-division of property may be
formed by a reference to the last population returns of
1831, by which there were 1,748 inhabited houses in the
nine country parishes and 1,728 in the town parish. As
the latter extends in the country a mile south, a mile
west, and a mile north, there are more than 250 houses
of the town parish that must be set down as belonging
to the country, and added to the 1 ,748 houses of the
nine country parishes. Reckoning, therefore, 2,000
houses in the country, and dividing between them tiie

10,000 acres fit for cultivation, the portion is five

English acres, or 12^ Guernsey vergees to each house.
This portion is not, of course, equally distributed ; in-

stead of five, many houses have only two or three acres
attache<l to them, while some have from twenty to thirty.

An English agriculturist will smile at the calling of the
latter considerable estates, and on hearing that tlie ex-
ceptions where estates exceed thirty acres are extremely
rare. If, indeed, a few do contain fifty to sixty, none
beyond can be found. This will not appear surprising

if we consider the small extent of the island, and its

law of succession. Land cannot, by law, be divided by
will. The eldest son takes as his eldership the house,

and from sixteen to twenty perches of land adjoining

on the paternal or maternal estate, if there be both : he
is also at liberty to retain the land in the ring fence

;

that is, to keep possession of all lands to which he may
have access without crossing the public road, but for

such parts of lands as exceed his own share, he must
pay to his co-heirs the price put upon it by the con-

stable and douzainiers of the parish in which the land
is situated. With the exception of one part of the land,
which is reserved for the sons, and out of which is taken
the eldership, the real property is divided, two-thirds
among the sons, and one-third among the daughters

;

but should their relative numbers give an advantage to
the daughters if a third were allotted to them, they
would be bound to forego that advantage, and to share
equally with the brothers.

" The subdivision of the land, and the tenure by which
a perriianent interest in its cultivation is secured to the
occupier, are sufficient to account for its great produc-
tion. Natural causes come also to its aid, arising from
fertility of soil, mildness of climate, and the excellent
manure which the sand and sea weed afford ; to these
natural causes may be added, the excellent roads which,
of late years, give so much facility to the procuring of
that manure, and tlie easy access not only to the coast,
but to and from every part of the island ; and again

[

the labour and attention rendered necessary by the
small quantity of land in each farm, and bestowed on
every part of it, contribute largely to an increased pro-
duction. Thus the tethering of all cattle, the use of the
spade, and the general culture of clover, lucern, par-
snips, turnips, and mangel wurzel, add wonderfully to
the means of sustenance for all animals. In small farms
alone, and among the wives and daughters of the oc-
cupiers, are to be found the superior care and economy
requisite for the successful rearing and feeding of calves,
pigs, and poultry, and for the general management of
the dairy. The rotation of crops generally observed,
gives two crops of wheat in five years ; the usual course
is parsnips, wheat, barley, clover, and wheat, the
greater produce of wheat being after parsnips.

" If we compare the produce of wheat with that of
England, we shall find that the average produce of
England is stated by Arthur Young, Tull, Cobbett,
and the late resolution of several agricultural meetings,
at twenty-three or twenty-four Winchester bushels per
acre. Mr. Jacob, in his evidence before the House of
Commons, reckons it at only twenty-one bushels. In
Guernsey the average produce may be reckoned at
thirty-three bushels. Mr. Cobbett, in his preface to
Tull, says, that on a trial in Hampshire between the
broad cast and the drill husbandry the produce was the
same both ways, and did not exceed thirty-seven Win-
chester bushels of wheat per acre, and this was in the
best land, in a very favourable year, and with the most
careful culture. In Guernsey, Mr. Brock asserts that
his neighbour grew in 1832, in a field of exactly two-
and-a-half English acres, one hundred and thirty-four
and-a-half Winchester bushels, or fifty-four per acre.
It is well ascertained, that other farmers, both in
Guernsey and Serk, have occasionally grown fifty-five

bushels, and one respectable farmer declares that he
once grew sixty Winchester bushels per acre.

"Upon the whole, the fertihiity of^ the soil and the
weight of the crops is undisputed : the superior quality
of the cows, the excellence of the meat, milk, butter,

and vegetables, is equally so. Let the production of
the island be compared to that of any 10,000 acres kept
in two or three hands in Great Britain ; and the advan-
tage of small farms will be obvious. Compare the
surplus produce sent to market with the surplus pro-
duce of any 10,000 acres in one, two, or three hands
elsewhere, and see on which side the balance will be
found. In Guernsey 10,000 acres keep 2,500 milch
cows, which produce, one with the other, each five

pounds of butter per weak ; this, at one shilling per
pound, or its value in milk, amounts to 32,500/ ; three
quarters of which are sold in town : 550 cows arc ex-
ported, and about that number of fat cows or oxen
slaughtered ; and about 500 porkers are cither exported
or sold to the town. The quantity of vegetables, fruit,

poultry, and eggs brought to market is prodigious, and
100,000 bushels of potatoes may be reckoned to be ex-

ported or distilled annually. I'he cider of the island is

of the best quality, and from 500 to 1,000 hogsheads are

exporte<l in a year."
" In England we break up the small farms, dei)opu-

late the country, and cry up the surplus produce, as if

that produce consumed I>y a vigorous happy race of

c
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yeomen, did not tend to the welfare of the kingdom as

much as when carried to larg-e towns to feed a misera-

ble population, living by the precarious returns of manu-
factures instead of tlie certain rewards of agriculture.

Besides, the main fact upon which the sticklers for large

farms rest their argument is absolutely disputed ; surplus

produce from large farms is not greater than it would be

from moderately sized farms. There are larger estates

in England than the whole of this island; but where
will one he found that produces the same quantity of

provisions as is sent by the small farmers of this island

to market]"

I must say I do not perceive the proprietv of re-

commending" the Guernsey tenure to the English

agriculturist, nor that he should mutilate bis property

by so many subdivisions. It appears to me that by
so doing he would erect a barrier to improvement.
I am disposed to believe that in 10,000 acres in

England, made up of 20 farms of 500 acres each, it

will jiotbe found that there is as much cwpiiai employed
and as much sterling value produced as is equal to

the Guernsey 10,000 acres ; and I have no doubt

you will agree with me in saying, that farms may be

found that are capable of it. As to the same number
of families being employed, 1 do not say that 1154
would be required, that are reported to be employed
in agriculture in that island ; consequently the large

farmer appears to have the decided advantage. He
could adopt a system which would not only facilitate

liis progress far beyond the capability of the small

farmer, but would also enable him to have the greatest

possible produce at the least expense. AVould you
not say that such a man is the best farmer, and most
likely to give employment to the greatest number of

labourers, especially if by the aid of machinery he

could diminish a few, as he could then afford to em-
ploy them in another way more prdtilably. The
advocates for small farms say it is a matter of opi-

nion, now surely, plain matters of fact will go beyond
that; nevertheless, it might be a consideration, if it

were recommended exclusively, instead of a general

principle. I am ready to confess, there is no duty
more incumbent on the Government of a country, or

from which more advantage might be derived, than

that of ascertaining those obstacles to improvement,
which are occasioned by the defectiveness of the

laws. In England, property held in common cannot

be divided, without the unanimous consent of those

having an interest in it; and even the Crown, cor-

porate bodies, and the guardians of minors, cannot
consent, unless authorized by a special act of the

Legislature. Nothing could be more impolitic, or

absurd, than retaining such impediments to improve-

ment. Such legal disabilities, to prevent private

individuals from consenting to an inclosure, ought to

be reaioved by a general law, and auihority given to

effect a division, by appointing commissioners for

that purpose if approved by a majority in value of
the parties interested, and sofar we may borrow a

bint from our Guernsey friends.

In reference to the subject of farming, thete can
be no doubt as to a long existing- evil on the part of

the English farmers, in taking farms too large for

their capital, so that, incapable of 'cultivating it in

the mostprofitable manner, the land or the landlord,

or both, are unjustly condemned. I think it, there-

fore, in the hightest degree important that landed
proprietors, destitute of ability and inclination to

undertake the task for themselves, should employ
competent persons to superintend their estates, and
see that they are properly farmed. What gives one
man any real superiority over another, but the greater

knowledge he possesses ? What enables some indi-

viduals to produce abundant crops, to carry on a

prosperous commerce, or any other useful art, but

the acquisition and judicious application of that

knowledge in which others are deficient.' Let me
not, however, be misunderstood, I am far from speak-
ing- in terms of disrespect of the English farmer,

but merely recommend that which would ultimately

be for the mutual advantage of landlord and tenant.

The extent of information in agriculture necessary
to bring- it to anything like perfection, is far greater

than is generally supposed. To preserve the ferti-

lity of the soil, to free it from superflous moisture,

to cultivate it to the greatest advantage, to raise its

production at the least expense, to procure the best

instruments of husbandry, to select the stock likely

to be the most profitable, to feed them in the most
judicious manner, and to send them to the most ad-

vantageous market, to choose the plants best adapted
for the soil and climate, and the most likely to be-

come profitable, to secure the harvest even in the

most unpropitious seasons, and to perform all the

other operations ofagriculture in a judicious manner,
require an extent an^^variety of knowledge greater

than is usually judged requisite. It is by no means
an unfrequent thing to hear the landed proprietors

exclaiming against the badness of the times, be-

cause his tenant, suffering from the same cause, can-

not pay his rent with punctuality, but, in his turn,

complains of the scanty produce of his land, which
is perhaps, only one-half of what it would be if skil-

fully managed. Why are there so many poor on
the parishes ! Whence do all the complaints of

agricultural distress arise? Doubtless, there are

many reasons. But it is not my purpose to trouble

you, sir, beyond a few of the most recent helping

causes, as there are committees formed to make the

proper enquiry, and if it be possible to discover the

true source. I leave this part of the subject in their

hands, hoping they will give it that full investiga-

tion which may prevent them in any instance mis-

taking the cause for the effect.

Previous to the report of the Committee on Agri-

cultural Distress coming before the public, there

are some letters on the subject, which may in the

interim be perused with interest, in " the Farmer's

Magazine" for December, 1835, by Chas. Poppy
and others. It also contains other interesting matter.

It is a magazine which should be seen upon every

agricultural board in England, if not in the pos-

session of every farmer, as it is got up with great

care, accuracy, and talent.

To return to the subject, if we only take the re-

trospect of a few years, it is surprising to find the

great number of agricultural labourers who, for want
of employ, have been thrown upon the parish. This

has proceeded from one of two causes, either from
the farmer not finding his profit adequate to his ex-

penses, or, his capital being too sm-all to command
the requisite labour. If it be the former, and the

farmer were disposed to be content with a fair profit,

his farm could not have answered his purpose ; if

the latter, the blame attaches to the farmer, and not

to the land ; in either case, if a remedy be not ap-

plied the consequence must be serious, something

like snatching the last resource from the grasp of the

drowning man, only, in the present instance, the evil

applies not to one, but to a multitude of men.

AVitli this view of the subject, let us suppose that

one-half of the cultivated land in England be pro-

perly managed ; which I think, is as much as can
he said ; and the other half only producing one
moiety of which it is capable, for the want of

of proper labour being judiciously bestowed
upon it ; if then the culture of the latter were equal

to the former, would there not be nearly as many
more agricultural labourers employed! and would
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not the produce be consideralily greater? And pro-

bably, tliere would be little reason for crying out

against a superfluous population nt any time. Does
not tins lead us to the consideration, that we may
possibly, after all, produce sufficient corn for our
own population ; thereby having- sufficient resources,

of our own, to render Great Britain an independent

Kingdom. Besides, no country that has sufficient

extent of surface, and can by any exertion produce

food for itself, would act wisely, to allow itself to be

dependent on others for subsistence. Indeed, as

Malthus most justly observes, " Without abundance
of agricultural productions, no flourishing towns, no
military or naval force, none of the superior arts,

none oiFthe finer manufactures, no learning, nor any
of ,those otlier great improvements of which human
society is susceptible, could exist. What exertions

tlien ought not to be made first to obtain, and tlien to

improve a resource, which is not only tlie surest, and
best foundation of national prosperity, but essential

to its existence." Our great object, therefore, ought
to be, to discover the best mode of increasing the

supply at home by means of domestic industry, and
not_ to depend on the wind and the waves, or the

good v/ill of other nations for the means of our sub-

sistence.

It is verv important that we should convince our

tenantry of the impropriety of grasping at more land

than they have capital to compass. Indeed it would
be well if some plan of discrimination for them could

be devised, as they have not, generally speaking,

exercised much for themselves, although there be
some creditable exceptions.* Also it would be of

importance, I think, if some public encouragement
in agriculture were offered ; this subject is rarely

sufficiently attended to by statesmen, or by those

authors who are distinguished for their ability in

writing on political subjects. Reasoning solely from
the abuses to which the system of encouragement is

liable, they have thence been induced to condemn
that policy, and to recommend the plan, of giving to

individuals the entire freedom of exercising their in-

dustry in their respective pursuits, without any legis-

lative interference whatever. As an eminent agri-

culturist observes, " It is certainly better to let

agriculture alone, than to establish injudicious re-

gulations respecting it. But if a Government will

make such inquiries, as may enable it to judge
of what can be dono with safety and advantage.

* A circumstance occurred in connection with a

landed proprietor residing in a midland county. He
told me himself, that one of his tenants wlio was a

good farmer, but for the wqnt of capital could not

manage his farm properly, was consequently always
complaining, and beliind at rent day. His steward

pointed out the necessity of giving him notice to quit,

tlie gentleman felt reluctant to c'o so at first, but ob-

serving that it must ultimately be the case, and at a

greater sacrifice to both parties, since the tarm would
certainly be depreciating in value every year, be

was at length induced to give him notice, and told

him tlie reason. The tenant then begged ho might

have the favour of a good word to his future land-

lord—yes, was the reply, and not only so, but should

a farm become vacant in time, that would come
within his calibre, he should have it. The gentle-

man is a General officer, therefore I tliink the term

calibre a v«ry scientific and comprehensive one. In a

little time, a farm half tho sizo was offered him, on

which he entered, and is now going on farming it

well, and finds if answer his purpose so completely,

hat tie is quite contented.

and will promote agricultural industry, not only by
moving every obstacle to improvement, but by grant-

ing positive encouragement, agriculture will advance
with rapidity, and will be carried on to an extent
which is hardly to be credited, and in a much supe-
rior degree than by,the" let-alone system," under the
torpor of which ages might pass away without ac-

complishing what might be effected in the course of
a few years under a judicious system of encouraging
regulations.

If the plans which were in contemplation were
successful, that is, if the protection given to agri-
culture by the corn laws, however imperfect, were
abolished, or even materially altered, and if, as would
necessarily follow, the farming interest were undone,
and " the landed interest actually extinguished,"
what would become of the manufacturing and com-
mercial classes when their best customers were thus
reduced to poverty and ruin? It cannot be doubted
that the repeal of the corn laws would eventually
prove as ruinous to the trade and manufactures as

to the agriculture of the country.

Our markets at present are said to be supplied by
five hundred thousand farmers, who are compelled,
for the payment of their rents and taxes, to bring

their produce to market, and to sell it for a fair

profit; but if the good of many millions of people
depended in a great measure on a few capitalists,

who kept their stores in other countries, inaccessible

to our laws, it would be impossible by any means
to resist their machinations, to raise the prices to an
exorbitant height, and we should be completely in

their power.

It was justly remarked by a British Minister (Lord
Liverpool) that a nation of ten, fifteen, or twenty
millions of people could not depend on foreign

countries for the necessaries of life, without the most
palpable impolicy and the greatest danger. Another
statesman, who was not distinguished for attach-

ment to the agricultural interest (Mr. Iluskisson),

expressed his apprehension of the hazard of such

a dependence in the following emphatic terms :

—

" If foreigners withheld their corn from us it might
only affect their revenue ; butthe want of corn might
inflict on the country the mischiefs of revolution, and
might occasion the subversion of the state."

I conceive that the exportation and importation of

grain and other agricultural productions, either duty

free, or at low rates, in justness and equity, can

only take place between nations where the value of

money is the same, where they are subject to the

same weight of taxation, and are similarly situated

in regard to soil and climate, where they live in

amity with each other, and are not likely to quarrel.

As to the doctrine that nothing contributes so

much to the prosperity and happiness of a country,

as " high profits," why should agriculture be an ex-

ception to this general rule 1 When the profits of

agriculture were high, as was the case during the

last war, tlie country never was in so prosperous a

state, and does it not prove, that successful agricul-

ture is the true basis of national prosperity. Let

that doctrine be now acted upon by the legislature,

and we shall again become a happy and a prosperous

nation.

I am disposed to think that the home Miarket is

the most favourable for tlie sale of manufactured

goods; because, when agricultural produce was at a

fair and adequate price^ the home trade of tho country

did consequently flourish. Alderman Rothwell well

observed in bis evidence before the Agricultural

Committee, Report, p. 87, " That agriculture ought

to be considered the very staple of the country, and

C 2
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tbat prolectiog- duties in favour of agriculture, were
for the benefit of trade."

Letthe basis of our political system be, " The pro-

tection of Ag-riculture," and every other branch of in-

dustry will flourish with it.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

C.S.

HORSEMANSHIP.
RACE RIDING.

Tlie Sti7-ittp again:—Who ever saw a jockey

ride in long stirrups? There is no such tiling in

the racing system ; for the following reason

:

because these men are well convinced that short

stirrups (I mean compared to the military or

the manage stirrup) gives them a firmer seat, more
strength, and much greater power to support and

assist the horse. A jockey could neither take a

proper pull at his horse, lift him, nor set to, with

long stirrups.

Those who ride races are persons who are

brought up to it from the earliest period of their

lives ; and it must be admitted that in this king-

dom, race riding has attained an extraordinary

degree of perfection. The racing position, it is

well known, is to stand in the stirrups, the body
inclined forward, the hands low; while, in the

management of the horse during the race, the rider

is guided by the animal's temper, mode of going,

and a variety of other circumstances ; and the

most difficult part of the art of race-riding is, to

bring what, in the language of the turf, may be

called a beaten horse home ; that is, to win the race,

in the run in, against a superior horse, your own
perhaps very much distressed at the moment of the

struggle, which of course must be accomplished

by superior skill and management; and this is

not a very unfrequent occurrence.

The operation of the hands in race riding must
be judgmatically and skilfully performed. If you
yield your hand too much, you abandon your

horse ; and in pulling him together, if it be over-

done, you check and impede him. A steady sup-

port must be given, neither more nor less than the

horse requires. The horse and the rider depend
on each other ; the rider's strength should hold out

and be equal to with that of the horse.

If the horse goes coolly and steadily, the sup-

port from the rider must correspond ; but if he be

eager and hot, he must be restrained, and the hand
must prevent him from exhausting his strength

improperly. At the run in the most desperate exer-

tions are called into action ; the horse is suffered

to extend himself to the utmost, and is assisted by
the rider with the pull, the hustle, the whip, the

spur, &c. according to the temper of the horse,

his mode of going, &c. In regard to the use of

the whip and spur, it may be justly observed, that

when a horse is at the extent of his speed, the

application of either of these must rather retard

him than otherwise, since a horse, thus extended,

if struck or spurred, will raise his fore feet higher,

which must retard iiis progressive motion. Yet it

must be admitted, that the English jockeys, in

general, seem to understand very well the precise

time to apply these powerful aids ; and how often

have I seen two horses, running neck and neck, in

all appearance a dead heat, when one single nicely

timed stroke of the whip, has caused one of them
to extend himself, and his very last stride has

given him the race by half a head !

A horse will continue to pull as long as he
can; and when he is no longer able to pull, it is

manifest that he is completely exhausted.

Those who are anxious to obtain a superior

knowledge of race-riding, cannot do better than

(after having acquired the art of horsemanship in a

general sense) observe the motions and methods
of our jockeys. In the first place, they will find

them a race of beings diminutive In size, ignorant,

as far as relates to intellectual acquirement, but
nevertheless, admirably adapted by nature for

the profession, and deeply skilled in all its ma-
noeuvres and trickeries. Though, generally speak-

ing, they present a great similarity on horseback,

yet, on close observation, it will be found, tliat

many of them have peculiarities which sufficiently

distinguish them from the rest of their fraternity.

Racing jockeys have a very clean, neat appear-

ance when mounted, yiarticularly those of the

South ; at Epsom Spring meeting this is strikingly

exemplified. It is unfortunate where a jockey

happens to be tall, as in the case of Whitehouse,

who is five feet seven inches high, and who is

compelled to reduce himself so much, in order to

come to the required weight, that his strength

suflers very materially ; and the consequence is,

that he frequently becomes exhausted before his

horse. Nicholson presents a striking contrast; he

is very short in stature, but very compact, pre-

senting a somewhat similar figure to Peirse in his

younger days; but he has neither the steadiness of

position nor the judgment which distinguished the

riding of Peirse. Nicholson is a bold rider, and
seldom fails to get a good start. Nelson, the

King's jock, is a good fair rider, but cannot lay

claim to superiority, nor can he be compared with

such men as Robinson, J. Day, II. Edwards,
Chifney, Conolly, Pavis, Darling, &c. He is

equal (though in a different style) to Johnson, the

successful rider of Dr. Syntax ; and a shade su-

perior to Arthur, Templeman, and a long list of

those who may be placed in the middling class

;

men who, if they happen to be put on the best

horse, may manage to win.

I noticed two or three times, during the year

1831, the riding of a man, named Jacques, who,
thougii but little known as a jock, appeared to me
to ride remarkably well.

No person can become a regular public jockey,

who does not commence the business very early

in life. lie must not be allowed to attain the

ordinary bulk of human nature, or his weight

forms an insuperable bar to his riding on the

course ; he must, by sweating and physic, keep

himself within a certain weight—he must oppose

the progress of nature, and thus qualify himself for

the profession.

There is another class of riders who appear on

the race course in what are called Cock-tail stakes,

Welter stakes, &c. There are but few gentlemen

who exhibit in this way, that appear to advantage;

their performances prove, that a man to excel as a

rider on the race course, must make the subject the
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business of his life. The action of race horses is

smootii and ]ileasant; but if a man, a fair rider on
the road, mount a racer on the course, and put
him to a good rate, he would most likely become
unable to see. turn giddy, and would fall.

In the foremost rank oi wnat may be called

Gentlemen Jockei/s may be placed Mr. Kent and
Mr. White ; but these gentlemen, particularly the

former, have devoted much more than ordinary

attention to it: indeed, it may be justly remarked
that Mr. Kent has made it a sort of regular profes-

sion. I think him the best gentleman jockey that

I have seen. Mr. Kent is a finished rider; and
the same observation will apply, in a great degree,

to Mr. White. Lord Wilton rides well; and the

same may be said of a few others ; yet the genera-

lity of gentlemen jockeys make but an indifferent

figure on the race course.

HIDING A TROTTING RACE.
The general method of riding a trotting race is

to sit down as close to the saddle as possible,

pressing your thighs and knees to the horse, your
body inclined a little backward, your legs forward,
your position as still as possible. The stirrup the

usual length, the foot either heme in it or the ball

of the foot pressing upon it—I prefer the foot

home in all riding. By thus placing yourself on
the back of a trotter, it is supposed that you are

better enabled to bring out his best speed, than if

you rose in the stirrups ; of which, however, I am
doubtful ; and in fact, the position just described
has arisen from the motion of extraordinary fast

trotting horses. The best pace of a fast trotter is

a sort of run, and the action which thence results

is better met by the close firm seat than by rising

in the stirrups : or, in other words, the close seat

will be found to correspond much better with the

action, and is consequenlly easier for both horse

and rider, than when the system of rising in the

stirrup is adopted. But if the horse trot boldly

out, I am decidedly of opinion, that to rise, inas-

much as it corresponds exactly with the action of
the horse, is therefore calculated to produce his

best pace in trotting. Hence it results that the

close seat is the best calculated for runners ; to the

bold fair trotter it is not applicable : and as the

runners are generally employed in trotting races

and matches, I think we may easily perceive
whence arose the notion expressed at the commenc-
ment of this article.

The celebrated American trotters, whose ap-
pearance in this country must be fresh in the
recollection of every person, astonished all those
wlio were fond of or paid attention to trotters ; I

confess when I first saw one of them (Rattler) go,

I was immediately convinced that I had never wit-

nessed anything like it. I was abundantly satis-

fied no horse in tliis country could go with him.

Nor, if we consider the subject, was such a cir-

cumstance likely :—these American trotters had
been trained to trotting from the moment they were
first handled ; they were constantly used to it, and
never allowed to gallop ; in consequence they had
no idea of galloping ; and however they might be
aided, animated and pressed forward, they could

not bo induced to break. The horses of these

kingdoms, being accustomed to various paces, are

lie sooner pressed in the trot beyond a certain

point, than they strike into the gallop. And after

all, tliese American hoises ratiier ran than trotted ;

and this indeed must be the case with all horses

whose speed in trotting is increased much beyond
the ordinary degree ; which is clearly proved by
its requiring a very different correspondence in the

rider.

In riding a trotting race or match, the temper,
trim, and habits of the horse ought to be previously
known to the rider, and heshould act accordingly

;

a man will ride a trotter to more advantage after

he has been a little used to him. The hands should
be held low, the horse encouraged to extend him-
self to the utmost, and the judgment of the rider

must be exercised so as to be aware when he is

upon the point of over-rating himself, and thus
cause him to gallop :—the horse should trot as

fost as he possibly can, but never strike into the

gallop. This requires skill. If you perceive he
is on the point of galloping, increase your pull,

but keep your hands down : if you raise your
hands to increase your power, you will cause the

horse to gallop : keep your legs steady, and do
not press them to his sides. A horse is liable to

gallop at times, when he is by no means at speed
in the trot; when, for instance, his haunches are

too much under him, and his eagerness to get on
will not allow the haunches to slacken that the

shoulders may take the lead. The generality of

trotters, when they settle themselves, take a steady

support, which must be allov^cd them, keeping
the hands low, steady, and firm. The horse will

occasionally refresh his mouth, by yielding his nose
or rearing his head, and then take a support again ;

he should be allowed whatever is accommodating
to him, so that it has no tendency to make him
gallop or slacken his trot. All the operations of

the hand must be low to keep the horse down.

I cannot say that I admire battering a horse's

feet to pieces in a trotting match over miles of
hard road. Why not let the iiorse perform upon
turf?

The third anniversary of the Downham Division of
the West Norfolk Agricultural Association was held
May 21st, at the Crown Inn, Downham. Wm. Bragge
Esq., of Stradsett, President. The Society's premiums
were contested for by 58 candidates, 18 vrere labourers,
whose united ages amounted to 977 years, average 54
years each ; their servitude 486 years, average 27 years
each; their children 161 years, average 9 years each.
The first premium of 3/ was awarded to Wni. Trundle,
father of eleven children, for a servitude of 30 years
upon the same farm ; the second premium of 3/ to R.
Sutterby, 10 children, and 31 years servitude ; the

third premium of 2/ to E. Nevdle, 8 children and 30
years servituc ; tlic fourth premium of 2/ to Breston
Kettingham, 11 children and 30 years servitude. The
above candidates have never received parochial relief,

and have invariably paid tlieir own rents. Seventeen
team-men, whose united servitude amouuted to 298
years, average 17 years ; nine were shepherds, intlie

care of 2773 ewes, average 3o6 each ; number of

lambs 3620, 27 to Uie score ; ewes lost 55, not one in

50. The single women averaged a servitude of seven
years each. Premiums were awarded to female ser-

vants of 21 years of age, to widows, and to unmarried
men servants. There was little or no contest for the

cattle sweepstakes, but from the subscriptions already
entered into, a large show is anticipated at the next an-

niversary.
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NEURALGIA OF THE FEMORO-POP-
LITEAL NERVE ( DISLOCATION OF
THE PATELLA?) IN THE HORSE.

By M. DuBuissoN, Chateau Thierry.

From the Veterinarian.

Notwithstanding the rapid progress which veteri-

nary medicine has lately made, it is far behind that

which appertains to man. The observations which
have yet been recorded respecting the diseases of

our domestic animals are too few in number to enable

us to state with certainty their resemblance to, or

difference from, kindred affections in the human sub-

ject. This is especially true with regard to the

neuroses in general, and the neuralgia in particular

;

a class of maladies as yet imperfectly knowu in

human medicine, and the existence of which is pro-

blematical in the quadruped.

I am not able to throw much light on the neuralgice,

which certainly rarely attack the quadruped, and
never endanger his life ; such a task is undoubtedly
beset with difficulties, and can only be undertaken

after long experience and careful observation ; but I

will relate two cases in which I think that I have

seen it in the horse.

Case I.—An entire draught-horse, five years old.

A sudden cold succeeded to a great deal of rain.

The disease appeared in both hind limbs at the same
time, and was accompanied by the following symp-
toms :—The animal remained standing—the two fore

legs were wider apart from eacli other than in the

natural way of standing , while the hind limbs,

placed far more backward than usual, could not be
in the least degree moved forward. This fixedness

of position did not last long. It was frequently

interrupted by great agitation of the whole body, and
by convulsive contractions, more or less prolonged,
of the femoral muscles. One symptom was contrac-

tion of the digital portion of the leg to such a degree,

that the weight was supported by the anterior portion

of the fetlock. In this last position of the hind legs

the hocks were stiffened, and the body was carried

so far forward, that it seemed almost incredible that

there should not be a luxation of the articulations :

and such was the peculiar appearance of the horse,

that he seemed as if he were pinned to tlie ground
by these two hind limbs. This extraordinary posi-

tion, however, was continually changing, and then
he found great difficulty in regaining his natural

position, and seemed to suffer extreme pain, his

hind limbs being in one continual convulsive mo-
tion, and almost depriving the animal of the power
of bringing them forward : indeed, at last, he could
only effect this by means of the spinal and croupal

muscles, which did not appear, like those of the

popliteal region, to be withdrawn from the influence

of the nerves of voluntary motion. In order to bring
himself back to his natural position, he threw as

much as possible of his weight on liis fore legs,

lowered his head, curved his spine, and then, by
certain muscular efforts, dragged his hind legs for-

ward. Many a time I have seen the proprietor of
this horse take the hind legs, one after another, aud
bring them forward, surmounting with some difficulty

the convulsive contraction of the muscles, and thus
place the animal in his natural position. After this,

the pains ceased.

In every paroxysm tlie greater part of these symp-
toms leturned, and presented the same degree of

intensity at the commencement as at the end of the

fit. The convulsions returned whenever the horse
was teazed, aud especially wliea he was forced to

move his hind limbs forward. During the remission

he had all his usual gaiety, fed well, and did not
appear to suffer any considerable pain :—the pulse
was natural, and there was no other deviation from
a state of perfect health, than the inability of bring-
ing one of the liind limbs before the other.

All these symptoms dissappeared from botli legs

at once, at the expiration of about forty-eight hours,
and it returned sixteen days afterwards, wlien, as in

the first instance, a cold temperature of the air fol-

lowed considerable rain. This new attack did not
last long.

My treatment consisted of a mash diet, the inter-

nal administration of small doses of spirit of turpen-
tine, and of embrocations with an opiate liniment

over the whole extent of the limb. I meant to have
applied other means, liad a third attack occurred

;

but a twelvemonth passed, and the horse continued
well.

As to the cause of this affection I liave little to

say. The owner had purchased the horse only eight

days before the first attack ; and I cannot tell in

what state he was before the sale, nor whether the

causes of it dated their existence before or after this

period.

The change of locality might have liad some influ-

ence in the production of it ; it was probably the

principal cause, for all traces of disease disappeared

at tlie end of a month. To this, perhaps, may be

added the equally powerful influence of the hard

work and high keep which he had experienced with
his new master. As to the treatment employed, it

could have very little influence in removing the

complaint.

Case II.—This also was an entire horse, twelve

or fourteen years old. As in the former case, tlie

disease was preceded by cold and wet weatlier : the

symptoms were the same, except that they were not

so violent, nor of so long duration. When he was
quiet, the animal did not appear to suffer, and ate

and drank well : it was only when he moved his

hind limbs in the act of progression that the pains

and convulsive contractions were perceived.

If, however, the neuralgia was not so intense as

in the preceding subject, it lasted longer ; for it was
not until the tenth day that it began to disajipear

suddenly in one leg, and in consequence perhaps of

the weather suddenly becoming waimer, or spirit of

turpentine having been given internally, and the

cautery having been applied to tlie coxo-femoral

portion of each limb. On the following day the

spasms left the other leg, and the horse returned to

Ills work. Duringthe wliole of the attack there was
not any evacuation of urine, but, as soon as the ani-

mal began to get better, it was voided in great

quantities.

'Ihe cause of this last attack probably was some
excessive fatigue wliich the horse had experienced,

and the being exposed to cold when covered witli

sweat, and the custom of many cabriolet proprietors

(and this horse belonged to one of them) to turn out

their horses into the wood during night.

If I propose to designate this affection by the

name of femoro-popliteal neuralgia, it is because I

think that its seat is the great femoro-popliteal nerve

(the great sciatic ofsome French anatomists, perhaps

here the nervous popliteus, or internal and larger

division of the sciatic nerve,) and, perhaps, also the

smaller (external^ popliteal. I confess, however,

that I cannot base my theory on the symptoms which

I have described ; and I do not deny tliat that theory

is manifestly incomplete which is not supjiorted by
facts of pathological anatomy : nevertheless, if it be

evident that the muscles which undergo these un-

usual spasmodic contractions are those on which the
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femoro-popliteal nerves are distributed, it is not

illogical to account for these spasms by supposing
them to indicate a morbid affection of these nerves.

As to the question vvhicli of tliese nerves is chiefly,

or, perhaps, alone affected, I aliould say that it is

the great femoro-popliteal, which sends branches to

the extensors of the hock and flexors of the foot. If

the other nerve had been similarlv affected, there

would have been powerful contraction of the pre-

tibial, and the posterior femoral muscles, and the

hock would not have been so extended, nor the foot

so flexed.

Etc. de M^d. Vet., April 1836.

[Tbese are plainly cases of dislocation of the patella.

The projection backwards of the hind leg, and the

flexion of the pasterns, and the sudden disappearance

of the lameness, sufficiently mark it. There can be
little doubt, that if the stifle had been examined, a

slight projection would have been found on the in-

side or out side of it, and jirobably on the latter.

The method of reducing the dislocation is wall

known to every practitioner. Even a lash of tlie

whip, although it may be a somewhat unsurgical and

perhaps dangerous application, has often wrought a

sudden and effectual cure. In case of relapse, a

blister round the stifle will prevent a repetition of

that.—Have any of our readers seen a case of verit-

able or probable neuralgia in the quadruped 1 It

would be satisfactory to clear np certain points of

pathology as we proceed ; and we would earnestly

entreat the co-operation of our brethren for this

purpose.—Y.]

EAST SUSSEX ASSOCIATION,

POR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE LABOURERS* CONDITION,

AND THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF AGRICULTURE. SIIEEP-

9HEARINO FOR PREMIUMS.

The trial of skill in sheep-shearing for premiums,

given by the East Sussex Agricultural Society, took

place on Friday, June 3rd., at Firle. By tlie kind-

ness of Lord Gage, a picturesque spot in the Park
was appropiiated to the meeting. Twenty-five pens

(one for each competitor) had been fixed in the green

sward, enclosing an area of considerable extent,

where the shearers were to perform their work. The
candidates having completed their allotted task of

shearing eiglit sheep each, the judges, Messrs. T.

Ellman, Henry Rogers, and Farncombe, proceeded

to inspect the work, and the company immediately

afterwards repaired to the bootli, and upwards of 60

persons sat down to an inviting repast.

The Earl of Chicijester took the chair, and Mr.
Putland officiated as vice-president. The clotli hav-

ing been removed,
The Chairman said that before he proposed the

usual loyal toasts, lie thought it would be better to

call in the competitors and distribute the })rizes, as

the men would then have an opportunity of drinking

the King's health with the company. His lordsliip

then explained the resolution under whicli the awards

were to be given. It had been decided by tlie so-

ciety that a sum should be given in premiums to the

best shearers, whose work shotild be performed in

the neatest and most workman-like manner, with the

least injury to the sheep. Providing the work was
well executed, the time also to be taken into con-

sideration. And no candidate was to be admitted

without a certificate of good character.

The men were then called in, and his lordship dis-

tributed the prizes as follows ;

—

Class 1.— The first premium 3Z to Hugh Simmons,
Jun., of Falmer. The 2d, 2i to Joseph Upton of
South Mailing. The 3d, ll to John Oliver, of Firle.

Class 2.—Those under 24 years of age, who had
not shorn in a company more than three years. The
1st premium of 2/ to William VValder of Sherman-
bury. The 2d of il to R. Levett, Jun., of Ber-
wick. And the 3d of 10s to Edward Carter, of Fal-

mer.
A premium of ll to Hugh Simmons, Senr., as the

Captain of the company to which the best shearer
belonged. To Richard Levett, Senr., the Captain of
the second best was awarded 10s. And Hugh Sim-
mons as Captain of the third best, a further premium
of 10s.

On the recommendation of the Judges, 10s were
presented to Gregory Gladman ; and 5s to James
Dedman, two unsuccessful candidates, who had
sheared their sheep in a very workmanlike style.

His Lordship then alluded to the objects of the
society, and its present prospects. He said, that as

President of the society he had received a communi-
cation from his Majesty, who had last year expressed
the interest he took in the society, and desired to

become a member, but deferred doing so until the

new rules and regulations should have been made.
In reply to a communication from him (Lord Chi-
chester,) containing those rules and a copy of their

report. His Majesty had, through Sir Herbert Tay-
lor, transmitted the following letter :

—

" My dear Lord, " Brighton, Jan. 3., 1886.
" I have had the honour to receive and submit to the

King your lordship's letter of the 26th ult. and the
accompanying report and account of the proceedings
of the Sussex Association, and I have received his Ma-
jesty's commands to thank you for this very satisfac-

tory communication. His Majesty orders me to as-

sure your lordship of his entire approbation of the re-

port and of the proposed rules, as of his ready acqui-

esence in the wish of the committee to notify in tlieir

future advertisements that he has become patron of the

institution.
" His Majesty considers its purposes and provisions

highly important, as being calculated to promote the

agricultural interests of this county, and to encourage
the adoption of a similar course in other parts of the

kingdom. He deems the maintenance of those interests

and the welfare and comfort of the valuable labouring

class of his subjects to be essential features of the pros-

perity of this country, and justly the object of his Ma-
jesty's solicitude and of general attention ; and he
therefore rejoices in the opportunity which the Sussex
Association have afforded to him of giving his coun-
tenance to their praiseworthy and useful exertions, the

success of which must be an object of his Majesty's

peculiar interest, from the circumstance of his residing

in this county during a considerable portion of the

year.

His Majesty directs me to add that he will subscribe

201 annually towards the objects of this institution,

and that Sir Hy. Wheatley will receive instructions to

pay that sura to your lordship immediately and every

January."
" I have the honour to be,

My dear Lord, yours very sincerely,
" Rt. Hon., Earl of Chichester." H.TAYLOR."

He was quite sure that those who knew the goodness

and kindness of liis Majesty's heart, and the interest

he took in agricultural affairs, not only because it

was his duty as King of this country so to do, but

also because he had for years been himself a practi-

cal agriculturist, would be anxious that men who
had not the same opportunity as themselves of know-
ing what was going on, should bo made ac(|uainted

with the anxiety which was manifested for the wel-

fare of that clasa to wiiich they belonged, and the
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fact that it was in the industry, the honesty, and the

morality of the more numerous chisses that the pros-

perity of this country would alone be found ; and he

trusted that the expressions which they had now
heard of his Majesty's intention to promote the in-

dustry, and consequently the comfort and happiness

of the labourinsj class, would stimulate them to fresh

exertions, which would tend to redeem that charac-

ter which, though not in the individual instances of

those he was addressing, had been, he regretted, in

many cases lost. There were many among them
who he knew did honour to their station, and to the

happy constitution under which they lived ; and he

hoped that the rewards he had now distributed would
incite them to future industry, and the furtlier ex-

ercise of the skill which tbey had that day mani-

fested. (Cheers.)

The healths of the King and Queen were then

drunk amidst loud applause.

The Chairman then informed the company of tlie

business that had been transacted at a meeting held

that morning. A rule had been decided on, that the

premiums to be given to labourers for the best cul-

tivated gardens, should be under the control of local

associations ; and conformably to that regulation se-

veral applications hrd been made to the central so-

ciety, and tbey had agreed thereupon to award the

following sums :—to Ditchling, £3 ; Hamsey, £3 ;

Stanmer, Falnier, Kingstone, and Iford, £6 ; and
Hurstperpoint, £3. The finances, he was happy to

observe, Mere in a very flourishing state, and he only

regi'etted that the operation of the society was not

further extended. It appeared that the balance in

hand was £185 9s., and with subscriptions uncol-

lected, £188 9s. ; from which, after deducting the

shearing premiums 111. 5s.; the ploughing prizes,

15^. ; the branch societies, 151.
; premiums of last

year (if claimed) 70/. ; and incidental expenses; a

surplus would be left of 70/. at least. The noble
lord then alluded to the great good which appeared
to have been effected by the local associations, and
expressed a hope that many similar institutions

would be formed in connection with the central

society.

The healths of the Lord Lieutenant the Duke of

Richmond, and Lord Egremont were each drunk
with tmiversal applause.

Mr. PuTLAND proposed the health of the noble
chairman, which was drunk with three times three

hearty cheers.

The CiiAiuMAN in returning thanks observed that

although he was not a practical agriculturist it gave
bim on all occasions tlie greatest gratification and de-

light to meet those whose interest and profession

were connected with agriculture, not only to co-ope-

rate in all that was likely to benefit the agricultural

interest generally, but to promote also the welfare
and the happiness of the labouring class—(cheers).

He thank them for this kind expression oftheir senti-

ments towards him, but he must say that, if tliere were
merit in any of the plans which he might have sug-
gested he was much indebted to the assistance of his

friends in their formation, amd he, indeed, trusted that

the bonds of that mutual friendship might yet be drawn
closer and closer together. His lordship concluded by
proposing the heath of Lord Gage, whose unavoida-
ble absence he regretted. He need not apjieal to

every tenant present to affirm the upright and liberal

character of his noble friend—on the poor he need
not call to bear testimony to that kindness and huma-
nity whicli belonged perhaps more to Lord Gage than
to any other nobleman whom he knew.

The bealtii of the judges was then drunk, and Mr.
1 bos. EUman briefly returned thanks, and proposed

the health of the Stewards, Messrs. John EUman and
Putland.

Mr. John Ellman returned thanks. He remarked
on the inferior style of sheep-shearing which had
formerly prevailed in this county, and the gradual

advancement which had taken jdace in the art, and
expressed a hope that a spirit of emulation would be
awakened and a perceptible improvement take place

every year, fostered by this society—supported as it

was by the Noble Chairman, whose strenuous exer-

tions in behalf of the agricultural interest reflected

credit on the country in which he lived.

The Chairman proposed the health of" Captain"
Simmons and the successful candidates, stating that

the former was one of his tenants, and a hard work-
ing industrious man : and he might here remark that

it was only by encouraging industrious and moral ha-

bits in the labouring class that they could look for that

relief to the agricultural interest which they in vain

hoped to obtain elsewere—(hear bear) . He did not

wish to indulge in any gloomy forebodings, but for

his own part he did not think theii were justified in

hopingfor any relieffrom legislative enactments. They
were too apt to look to the legislature for relief, and
to forget the moral of that ancient fable of the wag-
goner, who, when his wain had stuck fast in the

mire, stood bawling to Jupiter for assistance when
he should have put his own shoulder to the wheel.

In his opinion their prosperity would be in propor-

tion to the encouragement given to the industry of

the labouer, and the advancement made in an improved

system of agriculture, by promoting among other means

such institutions as this. He felt pleasure in propos-

ing the liealth of one who had for years in his sphere

put his shoulder to the wheel most manfully.

His Lordsliip shortly afterwards left the chair, and
the company after enjoying a convivial evening, de-

parted highly gratified with the proceedings of the

day.

Ploughing by Steam. — Some experiments
were tried on Friday week at Red Moss, near Bolton,
Lancashire, in the presence of Mr. Handley, M. P. for

Lincolnshire, Mr. Chapman, M. P. for Westmeath,
Mr. Smith, of Deanston, and other gentlemen inter-

ested in agriculture, with a new and very powerful
steam-plough, constructed by Mr. Heathcote, M. P.
for Tiverton. About six acres of raw moss were turned
up in a few hours, and turned up in the most extraor-
dinary style, sods eighteen inches in breadth and nine
inches in thickness being cut from the furrow, and
completely reversed in position, the upper surface being
placed exactly where the lower surface had been before.
The possibility of ploughing by steam has thus been
established, though, as the employment of the steam
plough in preference to one drawn by horses will de-
pend on the comparative cost of the two powers, and
on that of the implements used, and as there are not at
present any sufficient data for judging what the diflfer-

ence of the cost will be, it is not possible to say how
far steam is likely to be applied to this department of
agriculture. The plough of Mr. Heathcote, though a
very powerful machine, appears much too complex and
costly for common agricultural purposes, though we
have little doubt that it might be used not only with
effect, but advantage, in reclaiming large portions of
moss land—such, for instance, as the bogs of Ireland.

Indeed, it is the opinion of Mr. Heathcote himself, that
it would not at present answer to employ it in reclaim-
ing a smaller portion of bog than 1500 or 2000 acres,

though it may probably be cheapened and simplified, so
as to make it ultimately useful on a smaller scale.

Jlr. Ellman, in his evidence before the Agricultural
Committee, saysthe New Poor Law has been the salva-

tion of the county of Sussex,
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES No. 2.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE YORK CHRONICLE.

Sin,—The greatest impediments to agricultural

improvements are ;—a want of easy and rapid com-
munication throughout the widely scattered ramifi-

cations of that hody, and an apathy in the individuals

composing it, to seek the information,—necessary

and practical, respecting the principles of their pro-

fession. There must be some attractive nucleus to

effect the former ;—some gentle, well regulated, and

patient inducement to the formation of habits ; read-

isg, and enquiry, as well as communicating intelli-

gence in an eligible form, to secure the latter. The
ofject is svire to be defeated, if we endeavour to force

intelligence upon them, or give them too much of it

at one time. We have heard it spoken to the dis-

paragement of the smaller farmers, that it is owing
to the large fanners that all the improvements of

agriculture have taken place. This however is well

known to be erroneous ;— it is either noblemen, or

chemists, or persons who have more means and leisure

than the large farmers, who have experimented, and
to whom all our improvements are owing, as Lord
Somerville, Lord Western, J^ord Althorpe, Sir John
Sinclair, Sir PL Davy, and Dr. Lettsom. Why
should the smaller farmers be unfavourable to agri-

cultural improvements 1 cannot they has effectually

try an acre ot chevalier or, annat barley,— the trij'olhm

incarnatum, or the pna venosa ; bone manure ovanima-
Ihed carbon, as fifty, and do it in a much more care-

ful and scientific manner, than the too much occupied
large farmer 1

The means for accomplishing the greatest advance-
ment of practical and scientific agricultural know-
ledge, are by agricultural libraries ;—lectures, and
prize and other essays. Some landowners adopt the

almost useless method of purchasing a number of
agricultural periodicals, and circulate them amongst
their tenantry, which are generally thrown to a side,

and we hear complaints that they cannot be induced
to r^ad them. Whence arises this 1 They are given

to them, and from the hands of persons whom they
consider as ignorant of all good farming. If instead

of this, a few land-owners would establish a small

library;—first of periodicals, and, then of standard
works, and sell the tickets at a very small sum, not
more than five shillings, or two and sixpence will be
better, they might be tempted to read , as they vn\ue
most what they pay for, but will not lay out much
until the desire for knowledge is excited. A few
gentlemen might subscribe a sovereign each per an-
num, and introduce nothing but works purely agri-

cultural, and by constant additions of works and
readers, it might become generally and really valuable.

1 would press this most earnestly upon the attention

of landowners. I next would recommend lectures,
—not as acommenceing, but an advanced step. I

am no friend to the odious and detestable " march of
intellect," or the rabid and infidel manners so deemed
by this depraved and perverted age, but I would
have every man acquainted with his profession,

—

its principles and reasons,—be it what it may, and
especially an art like this, which depends so much
on our practical knoAvledge, and to which science
may be so advantageously applied.

I would recommend the lectures to embrace the

three great branches of knowledge : 1 . Grazing, in-

cluding rearing, breeding, and lattening, with tlieir

principles. IL Husbandry, including soils, ma-
nures, and crops, their nature and management. IIL
Operations ; such as agricultural implements, with
occasional ones on ihe prospects, importance, and

encouragement of farming ;— the effect of supply and

demand,—new principles, and general occurrences.
These lectures should be delivered by persons who
have some practical knowledge, and some experience,
and should be delivered in villages and hamlets in
the country, and not in the market towns, or on mar-
ket days, when other business occupies the attention
of the fanners. The same lectures might be repeated
in twenty villages, and their conversations on the
practical points raised might be invited, and infor-
mation would he diffused, and interest excited, and
the way paved to the adoption of sound scientific
principles.

The tliird step I would propose is the publication
of the experiments of practical men. On a small,
but admirable scale, the Doncaster society has thus
acted, and publislied two excellent reports ; one ou
bone-manure, and another on mangel wiirzel, and
which are the most useful and practical little trea-
tises on the subjects published. A quarterly or an-
nual volume might be published, by most of the res-
pectable societies, and thus interest is excited both
by reader and writer. The papers of the Bath and
West of England society, are of this character, and
have effected much, as well as the highly useful pa-
pers of the Highland society of Scotland. In onder
to induce writers to exert their talents, I would re-
commend prizes for the best articles on certain sub-
jects, especially the most difficult and complicated,
as,-—the food of plants ;—the best modes of culti-
vating the newly introduced plants ;—(he best me-
thod of treatment for well known diseases incident to
animals, &c. &c. The central agricultural society
might effect this, in the easiest manner, and thus
make itself of so useful and general a character, as to
secure the attention and favour of the farmers in
the country, and make it much more powerful and
useful, as well as give an impetus to the advance-
ment of agriculture. W. E. N.

FRENCH AGRICULTURE.
The proportion of pasture land in the canton of

Calais is about 8,000 acres ; the arable about 22,000
acres.

In the canton of Guines the proportion of pasture
is much less, not exceeding 3,000 acres ; the arable
about 23,000 acres.

In the high lands, which in extent maybe stated at
full halfthe total extent of the two cantons, the land is

various in point of fertility, consisting generally of
reddish earth, but in many places poor and stonyj im-
proving as it recedes from tlie coast. It is mostly
arable, with the exception of the forests. The low
lands, which are more extensive in the cantons of
Calais than Guines, are generally sandy or light

earth ; but being well watered afford good pasture,
and where mixed with clay the arable is very pro-
ductive.

Through the two cantons the extent of the land
cultivated by the jiroprietors may be stated at one-
half, the general size of farms being from 100 to 200
acres ; but tliere are a few farms cultivated by pro-
prietors of much greater extent, even as much as

1,000 acres.

The general size of the larger farms rented are
from 150 to 250 acres. They are almost invariably

let on lease for tju'ee, six and nine years, the tenant
liaving the option of giving tliem up at the end of
each of these terms on giving six months' notice

;

the farmer paying all taxes.

Land generally i)ays from 3 to -l per cent. The
average rent of the first tjuality of land is 45 francs.
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or 1/. 18s. ; of the middling- quality, 30 francs, or ll.

5s.; and of the inferior quality, 13 francs, or I2s.

6d. per acre, or m^sure.
The stock fed on the pastures are oxen and cows

and horses. The sheep are chiefly fed on the

wastes, and on the uninclosed corn lands when there

is no grain sown or corn standing; on them. Every
farmer who keeps sheep has the right of feeding

them on all lands of this description in his com-
mune.

So great a portion of the land being arable, all

kinds of grain are cultivated ; but I do not think

there is any one kind cultivated in an extraordinary
degree above another. Flax, clover and rape-seed
are grown much more than in England. On tlie

high grounds, where there is little or no pasture, the

farmer depends on clover for winter food for his

cattle. Turnips are not cultivated.

The average quantity of wlieat and other grain

produced on a m^sure, or acre of land, is in the fol-

lowing proportion :

—
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Labourers Lave their victuals as above stated, but

are not lodged by the fanners unless hired by the

year.

The general food of the agricultural labourer in

this part of France consists of bread, potatoes and
vegetables, and soup made of bread, vegetables, and
a small portion of bacon or salt pork. On this head
they are certainly not so well found as the English

labourer, having very rarely, if ever, any kind of

butcher's meat.

During the spring and summer the women are a

good deal employed on the land, particularly in

weeding the corn and flax, and planting potatoes,

and in pulling the flax when gathered, which is

always done by the hand. In the autumn they are

employed in getting in potatoes. In these emplo}'-

ments they can earn 10 to 12 sous (5d. or 6d.) per

day. In the winter they go out to spin. A woman
hired during harvest has 15 francs (I2s. 6d.) a

month and her victuals, if hired by the day during

harvest, 15 sous (T'Jd.) per day, and her victuals.

When they go out to spin, they have from five to

seven francs a month, with board and lodging. When
not hired during the summer, they go out to cutg^ass

on the wastes or in the woods, which they collect

for their cow in the winter ; almost every cottager

who has a family having his cow.
The number of men taken for military service va-

ries according to the wants of the army ; the general

number is, for the canton of Calais, 50 ; and for the

canton of G nines, 35 annually ; making a total of 85
on a population of 38,077.

I'he ordinary price of a substitute for the army is

from 1,000 to l,200f., that is from about 40/. to 50/.

The fuel used by the farmers in this neighbour-

hood is turf and wood, the former is procured from

the turf marshes near Guines and Andres. The price

of turf is 2§ francs per 1,000, or 2s. 2d. English.

The wood is derived principally from the forest of

Guines, and costs five francs, or 4s. 2d. per somme,

a measure of about 18 cubic feet English.

The working dresses of the labouring population

consist generally of coarse linen stuff, and costs

about 24 to 30 francs (1/. to 1/. 5s.) The better

clothing, worn on holidays by such as can afford it,

costs from 60 to 75 francs (2/. 10s. to 3/. 23, 6d.),

and is something of the same material as that worn
by the English people of the same class, though I

think the English labourer is the better clothed. With
respect to the comparative cost of the clothing of

labourers of the two countries, I am unable to judge,

having had no opportunity of making the observation

in England for the last 30 years.

From 700 to 800 persons receive assistance from

the " Bureau to Bienfaisance." This assistance

consists in the distribution of bread, meat and cloth-

ing, and sometimes in payment of lodging, but never

in money. The sick poor are visited by the physi-

cians of the establishment, and have proper medi-

cines delivered to them.
The revenue of the Bureau de Bienfaisance, is de-

rived from an appropriation of 9,000 francs from the

budget of the town, and 7,000 to 8,000 francs de-

rived from voluntary contributions, collections at

the houses and in the churches, and a per centage

on the receipts of the theatres, balls, &c.

—

Farlia-

mentary Paper.

Seeds.—Further proof of the continuance of ger-

minating power in seeds has been received, by the

growth of some taken from tombs dated in tlie time of

Marcus Aurelius, and also of Clodwig.

ON AGRICULTRAL CHEMISTRY.
BY THOMAS SHAPTER, M.D., MEMBER OF TUE DEVON

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

No. I.

Agriculture may justly be termed, " The Art of
making- the Earth produce the largest crop of useful

Vegetables at the smallest expence." and we cannot
he surprised, when we think of the importance of
agriculture to the human race, that a considerable
degree of interest should be attached to its operations
and results.

For it is evident, that as population increases, so,

for its subsistence, must the earth send forth a pro-
portionate quantit)' of its fruits ; and a land, which
in its natural condition would scarcely afford to a

few scattered savages an unnutritious and scanty
meal, is made by the industry of the husbandman, to

give forth fruits suflicieut for the maintenance and
for the wants of the condensed masses of civilised

man.
Although we are in a great measure ignorant of

the rural economy of preceding ages, yet the fact that

large masses of men inhabited small districts, is sufli-

cieut evidence that agriculture was an object of atten-

tion among them, and that its operations were prac-

tised with success. And ample proof is offered to

the importance that was attached to it amongst the

ancients, by the fact that they esteemed the goddess
who presided over rural affairs, to be their first legis-

lator; anti to her did they offer up offerings, sacri-

fices, and prayers, when idolatry was a curse upon
the earth.

We might lay before the reader the consecutive

history of agriculture in different ages and different

countries, but it tells but a sorry tale:—for, while

every art and every science has been the subject of

experiment and proof, a vague and fortuitous expe-

rience has alone, until very lately, tended to the suc-

cess of agricultural pursuits, and to the flourisliing

condition of its operations.

Though Hesiod in his " works and the days, " has

given instructions to the cultivators of the field ;

—

though Pliny, Cato, and Columnella, the learned ag-

riculturists of a former sera, have shown that the an-

cients were aware of the importance of manuring
those soils which they cultivated ; and though Theo-
phrastus informs us they mingled soils together to

increase their fertility ;—yet not a gleam of rational

science helps them in their experience.—It was so,

and they were satisfied.

It has now, however, become to men's minds, too

obvious that experience may be improved by the

assistance of science, for them to sleep upon their

ignorance, and permit its arcana to be unpenetrated ;

and the result to be anticipated is, that the skill, so

fortuitously acquired, will be no longer of partial or

local application only, as it formerly must have

been.

England and France have beamed forth a meridian

of great names, which have shed a new light on the

objects of this, as it may be termed, branch of na-

tural philosophy ; and while some have applied to its

purposes the improvements in Mechanics, others

have made Chemistry subservient to the drawing

from the earth its hidden resources.

There can be no doubt that the application of this

science, which is the object of my present endeavour,

is surrounded on every side with difficulties, for it ia

no easy task to trace witli certainty or exactness the

connexions of effects with their causes : a long time

may be required to develope the result of experi-

ments ; tlie number of conflicting occurrences that

are present, and which may intervene to throw a
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shadow on what should be clear ; the various and
indeterminate influences of the elements; and more
than all, the unsearchable processes of nature ; all

tend to obscure the " wherefore" of results.

Nevertheless, some hopes of certain success may
be entertained ; for, to the diligent inquirer, Che-
mistiy has become a certain science, and its con-

nection with many operations of nature, and its

application to the purposes of rural economy, Jiave

been proved to the enriching and honour of tJiis

country.

We are now aware bow necessary it is to those
engaged in the study of the phenomena of nature, to

understand intimately the elements engaged, and the
aflinities and relations that they exercise.

The province of the chemist is to search out these
elements, and to study their affinities. And as all

the laws of nature are immutable, he is enabled to

infer, from previous experiment, the results that may
accrue from meditated causes.

Chemistry, as we now meditate applying it, tends
to a knowledge of those circumstances that influence

the growth of vegetables, and to the actions of the
agents that excite their functions. Unlike the animal
world, the vegetable creation cannot go in search of
the objects necessary to its being ; but tlien the ne-

cessary conditions are brought by providing nature
into juxta position with the fixed plant ; the atmos-
phere and its products, the earth and its contents,
yield the required sustenance ; the consideration of
which must obviously be the province of Agricultu-
ral Chemistry.

My present puspose, then, is to give in these essays
a condensed view of chemistry, as applicable to agri-

cultural affairs ; and hope, in other parts of thisjour-
nal, to shew that the application of its laws to va-
rious parts of this county, may be attended by
local advantages.

The atmosphere of course will be the first ob'ect
of consideration,—premising, that vegetable matter
in general can be resolved into three simple elements,
which are named oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon.

It may be necessary here to say some few words in

explanation of the term Elements, as used in the

restricted sense of chemical nomenclature. Formerly
it was thought that there were but four, and these

were the earth, air, fire, and water ; but the advance-
ing state of chemical science has shown the errone-
oHsness of these views.

IModern chemists call elements those ponderable
and appreciable matters which contain but one sub-
stance, and are of an homogeneous nature, and of
these about sixty have been discovered ; while the
innumerable afl!inities and combinations of these
form the existences of the external world, and are, in

the language of science, termed compound bodies.

One condition of these elements it is important to

bear in mind, and it is, that they are indestructible
;

and though to the ordinary observer this may appear
contrary to tlie experience of common observation,

yet when wc bear in mind that although water be
dissipated by lieat, yet the elements that formed the
water are to be fourid in the steam ; and though gold
may be dissolved by the action of a solvent, yet may
the gold be recovered from its solution ; and though
the green tree may be consumed, yet the products
of its destruction contain the elements that compose
it ;—forms and characters of aggregate bodies may
be destroyed, but the elemental particles that were
the essential of these forms are indestructible. The
afliinities are at an end, but the elements exist.

It is one part of our present enquir) to place mat-
ters in such position that relations may be excited

;

and another part, that they may be destroyed. For it

is by these means that the knowledge of the compo-
nent parts of bodies are required ; and this includes
the purposes of synthetical and analytical chemistry.

AVe mentioned above, that, generally speaking,
vegetables were comi)osed of the elements named
oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon; there is another
which is sometimes present—nitrogen. As the men-
tion of tliese may occur very frequently in the course
of the present enquiry, in consequence of the impor-
tance of their combinations, I shall at once proceed
to detail some of the principal properties of each.

Oxygen* is a gas, colourless, has neither smell nor
taste. It is very sparingly absorded by water, one
Ijundred cubic inches taking up only four of the gas.

It is neither acid nor alkaline, for it does not turn
green or red the vegetable blues ; nor does it appear
to have any particular disposition to unite with acids

or alkalies. It has a great disposition to unite witli

simple bodies, and the combinations with these are

either termed oxides or acides.

Oxygen is termed a supporter of combustion, as
the presence of oxygen is necessary to combustion,
and a candle burns merely through the supportino-

influence of the oxygen that is combined with the

nitrogen to form the atmosphere. It is necessary to

the permanence of vegetable and animal life.

Hydrogen is a colourless gas, having neither taste

nor smell, and, as opposed to oxygen, is called inflam-

mable. It is the lightest matter we know. Plants
or vegetables could not exist in this gas. Oxygen
and hydrogen, mixed in due proportions, are the
component parts of water.

Nitrogen, or, as it is often termed, azote, is colour-

less—has neither smell nor taste. It is not a sup-
porter of combustion ; on the contrary, has the posi-

tive effect of extinguishing it. Is destructive in its

unadulterated state to animal and vegetable life. It

is not inflammable.

Combined with oxygen, it forms the atmosphere.

Carbon, or pure charcoal, will be more usefully

considered by us in the condition ofcarbonic acid, or

fixed air, as it has commonly been called. Carbon
itself is by far the most important vegetable princi-

ple we have to consider—it is the foundation of ve-

getable matter.

Its compound the carbonic acid is colourless and
inodorous : it is incombustible, find positively hostile

to combustion, and destructive to animal and vegeta-

ble life.

Carbonic acid is formed in the atmosphere, though
only in small portions. The agriculturist will easily

recognise it as that powerfully-destructive vapour
which is driven from the lime-stones by the action

of the heat in the kiln.

The agreeable pungency of beer, porter, ale, soda
water, &c., is from the presence of this gas.—It is a

compound of carbon and oxygen.

I have purposely avoided saying more here on
these bodies than was absolutely necessary to be

borne in mind, as those persons who may desire a

more particular knowledge of these elements can re-

fer to the valuable works that are devoted exclusively

to the general principles of chemical science, such

as Dr. Henry and Dr. Turner have published,

I shall now proceed to consider the influence that

the atmosphere exerts on vegetation, and its general

relations with vegetable life.

As before said, the atmosphere is essentially com-

* According to the doctrine of the Atomic theory,

tlie ecjuivaleut fur oxygen is—8 ; but as an adherence
to the minutia; of this system would only involve the

object of tlie present paper, I shall not burden these

pages with it.
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posed of a definite admixture of two of the elemental
gases just mentioned—oxygen and hydrogen: be-
sides these, there is generally found carbonic acid
and water.

From the eKperiments that Saussure was enabled
to perform, in his ascent of Mont Blanc, it would ap-
pear that the atmospliere does not alter in its chemi-
cal comi)Ositions in different countries, or at different

altitudes ; so that we cannot attribute to its influence

the relative fertility of difterent places : but we must
bear in mind, that it is the medium whereby certain

imponderable fluids, which exert very considerable

power, are presented in such conditions as to be fa-

vourable to vegetation ; and these are heat, light,

and the electrical fluids, which all vary very sen-

sibly in different times and places.

I have stated above, that nitrogen combined with
oxygen forms the atmosphere. We may infer that

this mixture is not chemical, but merely mechanical.
The proportions in which they are mixed, from ex-
periment, are proved to be definite and constant

;

and, according to the best authorities, oxygen forms
not more than twenty per cent. Its composition
stands thus:—Oxygen 20, nitrogen 80=100 parts

of atmospheric air.

It is not a little singular, that this last gas, which
bears so large a proportion to the whole bulk, ap-
pears to exert no positive influence on vegetable

existence ; in fact, excepting in some rare cases, ni-

trogen is not found to exist in the individuals of the

vegetable kingdom : it may be assumed that its chief

utility is that of a diluting medium, whereby those

gases wliich are necessary to vegetable existence

are presented in conditions that are not injurious,

which, in their pure and concentrated state, they are

found to be.

The natural powers of plants are such that they can

withdraw from the atmosphere the aqueous vapours,

the carbonic acid and the oxygen, leaving the nitro-

gen to go in search of other supplies of these fluids :

and this leads to a matter of some consideration ;

for if plants are constantly absorbing these essentials

to its existence, whence is derived that constant

source of compensation whereby the atmosphere is

ever found to contain the same elemental proportions 1

—the only course, as Dr. Turner shows, by which
oxygen is known to be supplied, is by the action of

growing vegetables ; a healthy plant absorbs car-

bonic acid during the day, appropriates the carbona-

ceous parts of that gas to its own wants, and evolves

the oxygen with which it was combined : during the

night indeed, an opposite effect is produced : oxygen
gas then disappears, and carbonic aoid is eliminated

;

but it follows, from the experiments of Priestly and
Davy, that plants during twenty-four hours yield

more oxygen than they consume.
Whether living vegetable make a full compensa-

tion for the oxygen removed from the air by the

processes above mentioned, is uncertain. From the

gi-eat extent of the atmosphere, and the continual

agitation to which its different parts are subject by
the action of the winds, the effects of any deteriorat-

ing process would be very gradual, and a change in

the proportion could be perceived only by observa-

tions made at distant intervals.

To the action of the oxygen we are to attribute the

germination of the seed, and by its presence in the

atmosphere the decomposition of animal and vege-

table matters ; and it will be found in these, as well

as in all other instances, where oxygen is called into

new affinities, that it has entered into composition

with other matters, which are then said to exist in

the state of an oxide or an acid : as, for instance,

the oxygen of the atmosphere acting upon iron ex-

posed to its influence enters into combination with
it. and the new product is termed an oxide of that
medal.
Though carbonic acid has so much lower a specific

gravity than the other component parts of the atmos-
phere, yet Saussure found that its quantity bore the
same relation to tlie whole atmosphere at all altitudes,

though it should seem that the atmosphere contained
less of this acid gas in winter than ia summer : it

never exceeds one in one hundred, provided there is

a free circulation of air.

Without doubt, if, by respiration, combustion, or
fermentation, a large quantity of tliis gas be given
out in a close apartment, there will be found a larger
proportion of this fluid, and which condition is pre-
judicial to vegetable life ; as has been proved by
numerous ex|ieriments made by Guy Lussac, Decan-
dolle, and others : it is always found, however, tliat

as soon as opportunity occurs, such an ao-itation

of the air by wind, &c., tiiis over-proportion of ^as
is disseminated through the atmosphere until it ar-
rives at its proper state of dilution.

Plants are constantly absorbing, during the day,
this carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere :—it is

then decomposed by a vital power, which is inherent
in the leaves, which function is excited, accordino-
to Decandolle, by the stimulus of solar light :—the
carbon is appropriated and becomes part of the plant,

wliile the oxygen is given back pure to the atmos-
l)here.

There are many plants, such as creepers and those
growing on rocks, that derive all their carbon from
the atmosphere.

I before observed that carbon was the element to

be found in greatest abundance in the vegetable king-
dom ; and to Hassenfraz do we owe the establishing

of the fact, that it is their essential food, by a series

of very beautiful and conclusive experiments.
Therefore provident nature has not only dispersed

it through the atmosphere, but has plentifully sup-
plied with it many substances that are found avail-

able to the purposes of vegetation : we find it occur-

ring in many combinations—such as limestone,

various soils, manures, &c., all of which will subse-
quently come under our notice.

Besides this gas, the atmosphere diffused over the

face of the earth is charged witli aqueous vapour,
but unlike the carbonic acid, which is present at all

temperatures and every altitude, it is confined to

certain distances above the surface of the earth ; as

may be assumed from observations made by those

who have attained great elevations in balloons.

That the ]iresence of these two substances in the

atmosphere is not only of importance, but necessary

to vegetable life, is proved by the fact that vegetables

do not thrive, when, by experiment, tliey are sub-

jected to the influence of a pure air—that is, an at-

mosphere formed only of oxygen and nitrogen.

The source of the aqueous vapour is derived from

the evaporation that takes place on the surface of

the large masses of water tliat are scattered over the

face of the earth ; and, as it is found to bear some
proportion to the surface exposed to the air, all

countries, where there are large lakes, or whose
coasts are washed by vast oceans, have an atmos-

jjliere more charged with it, tlian those which are

inland, and consist principally of a dry country.

Many circumstances, besides the locality, tend to

influence tlie quantity of vapour diffused through the

air : a far larger quantity rises during stormy wea-

tlier than is found to bo the case in calm ; and

a far larger proportion in hot weather tlian occurs

in cold.

The following table, as determined by Saussure,
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shows the proportions according to the influence of

temperature :

—

Degrees of
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vegetation, which it would be here tedious to par-
ticularize ; that which most bears upon the present
inquiry goes to show why the natural rain is so be-
neficial—for it was found that grain germinated more
rapidly in positively, than in negatively, electrified

water : and experiment has also proved, that clouds
dropping rain are, generally speaking, negatively
electrified ; while the surface of the earth, like the

water, is in a state of positive electricity.

Those desirous of Ibllowing up this most interest-

ing enquiry, would do well to consult the excellent

works of Sir H. Davy, Decandolle, and Hutton.
The matters of heat and light are essential to ve-

getation : deprived of these, tJieir natural functions

are not excited, and they cease to exist.

Of the matter of heat, or caloric, as it is termed
in the language of science, there is, no doubt, a very
large quantity disseminated through the atmosphere
and the bodies composing the earth. Ex])eriment
has proved that the solidity and fluidity of bodies
depend upon the subtracting or addition of the mat-
ter of heat; for it is found, that as caloric is added
to the jiarticles of bodies, it tends to separate and
modify their molecular attraction, and weaken their

affinities : thus, for instance, caloric added to water
converts it into steam, which, by its abstraction,

recurs to its former condition, or even to the solid

state of ice.

The temperature of the atmosphere varies with its

elevation. The reason is this :—Gaseous fluids per-

mit radiant matter to pass freely through them with-
out any absorption, and therefore without their tem-
perature being influenced by their passage. The
atmosphere is not heated by transmitting the rays of

the sun, but receives its caloric solely from the

earth, and chiefly by actual contact; so that its tem-

perature becomes progressively lower as the distance

from the general mass of the earth increases ;—and
for this reason it is that vegetation ceases at high
elevations. As an illustration of the above, I may
state, on ascending Carin Gorum on 23d August,

1828, the temperature of the low country was op-

pressive ; at tlie summit the thermometer stood

at 34 deg. Fahr.

Elements, whose natural existence is gaseous, but
become solid in consequence of combination with

other matters, regain their natural condition, if heat

sufficient be applied to destroy the affinities which
had been excited.

We must also bear in mind, that various physical

phenomena are attended by the evolution of caloric,

and on which depend the efficacy of many of the

processes of agriculture, and the changes excited in

bodies by new affinities, whether these changes be
etfected cheraicallv or mechanically.

Caloric has what is termed the power of radiation
;

therefore we find that all bodies, no matter what they

are, if in juxta position, become of the same tempe-

rature—the deficiency of the one being compensated
by a gain from the other : thus an equilibrium is

produced.

Many circumstances, tending to the variation of

the temperature, will come under our notice in the

discussion of agricultural affairs. Of course tlie

changes effected bv the distance of the sun are the

most important ; but those eff'ected by the various

compositions and docompositions of animal and ve-

getable matters become of vast importance.

The natural eflfect of heat is to dilate bodies, and

to enfeeble the force of that powerful cohesive attrac-

tion which unites their molecules, so that the action

of ditferent and opposing affinities is facilitated,

paving the way for new combinations : so tliat we
find the changes of temperature which the atmosphere

undergoes in the course of the year are such, that
some liquids pass into vapours, others into solids.

In the application of this, we may trace all the phe-
nomena attending the formation of dew.

According to tliis law, heat of a certain tempera-
ture renders more ffuid the juices of a plant, facili-

tates their movement through the cells and vessels,
excites its organs, and gives an activity to the suckers
of the root whereby it absorbs the juices contained
in the earth : but, above that point before alluded to,
it dries up the plants by facilitating the evaporation
of the water, and, by thus taking away its fluids,
thickens those matters which are dissolved in them,
by which the circulation becomes impeded in the
dry and shrivelled vessels, causing vegetation to be
arrested, and, as a sequence, life to be suspended.
These are the effects that take place during long
droughts, when it is found that the night dews are
not sufficient to repair the loss occasioned by the
transpiration and evaporation of the fluids. This
noxious efl'ect would take place more frequently, had
not ever-providing nature employed means to mode-
rate the influence of the heat.

The first of these depends on the evaporation of
the fluids from the vegetable itself; for as the efl'ect

of evaporation is to decrease temperature, we find
that, through its influence, the heat is modified to
that point which the vegetable can sustain. The se-
cond means exists in the organization of the leaves,
which is that portion of the vegetable in which the
function of transpiration exists : for that surface
which is exposed to the direct rays of the sun, is

covered by a thick and glossy epidermis, which has
the power of repulsing the calorific rays. This
glossiness depends on different circumstances : in
herbaceous plants it is, for the most part, silicious

or flinty, as is found in the grasses ; in other plants
it appears to be analogous to wax, gum, resin,

honey, &c.
The ejiidermis which covers the subsurface of the

leaf is thin and transparent, and througli its vessels
the absorption and transpiration of the fluids princi-
pally take place. The natural position of the leaf,

caused, as it is assumed, by the stimulus of light, is

a striking example of the wisdom of the creation

;

for this latter part is ever underneath, sheltered of
necessity from the light, enjoying the cool of its own
shade ; while the former-mentioned side, with its re-

fractive powers, resulting from the glossiness of its

surface, is that which is exposed to the light : so
strong is the natural tendency to proper order, that

if, by mechanical means, it be reversed, the position

of the leaf will shortly establish itself in its former
situation.

When the temperature falls below the medium,
point, the fluids are condensed, the movement of the

juices is retarded, the activity of the organs are di-

minished, tlie vital functions languor, and eventually

become suspended ; in which state they remain, un-
less an increase of temperature ensue to reanimate
them.

As a converse to what was said, when speaking of
the compensating influence of the evaporation from
the plant in hot and oppressive weather, we find that

the action of atmospheric cold, when applied to a
plant is modified by the emission of caloric from the

plant itself
J

for, as its substance and juices become
condensed, their capacity for caloric is decreased

;

and, on this account, we find, in winter, that plants

are a few degrees warmer than the atmosj)here. Be-
sides this, as the earth is warmer in winter tlian the

atmosphere, the fluids which the roots absorb are

also warmer ; and as the fluids themselves, and the

wood through which they circulate, are bad conduc-
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tors of heat, a superior temperature is supported :

and as the earth is colder in summer, the verj' con-
verse takes place, in obedieuce to the same laws

;

from which circumstances, we ai-e enabled to state,

that plants have in themselves an inherent power of

resisting extremes of temperature, according- to the

quantity of fluid contained in each plant—the con-
sistence of the fluids—the slowness or quickness of
the circulation of these fluids—the quantity of at-

mospheric air contained in the fluids or solid parts

—

the form of the cells, &c. &c.
But, though they ha^^e this faculty of supporting

extremes of atmospheric variation, and, from the
nature of their component parts, are enabled to keep
up an approach to a certain equilibrium of tempera-
ture, and which is all to be explained by the common
laws of physics

; yet it does not appear, as some
eminent naturalists have supposed, that they have
any independent vital power of generating heat, and
in maintaining a fixed temperature. An extensive
series of experiments on the variations of tempera-
ture has been made by many, especially by Pro-
fessor Schubler, of Tubingen, with a view of settling

this point ; and as the results of these observations
are, on many accounts, interesting, I shall offer a

condensed view of them here.

No perceptible heat is evolved by trees during the
process of vegetation : their mean temperature is

that of the atmosphere, or even a little lower ; which
last circumstance is, i)robably, owing to the con-
stant evaporation which takes place from the sur-
face.

During severe cold, the temperature in the interior

of most indigenous trees often sinks several degrees
below the freezing point.

The temperature of trees sinks less rapidly after

it has once got below freezing : this is most probably
to be attributed to the heat evolved during the con-
gelation of their juices, which, in a certain degree,
counteracts the effects of cold till the tree is frozen
in the centre.

When a thaw sets in, a phenomenon, in some re-

spects tlie converse of the foregoing, takes place :

the temperature of trees, which have been frozen
and cooled considerably below the freezing point,

rises with less rapidity tlian when the heat is above
that point.

On comparing tlie mean of entire seasons, it ap-
pears, that in summer, trees have a lower tempera-
ture, in proportion to that of the air, than in other
seasons. It is very probable that this is owing,
partly to the copious evaporation from the surface of
the tree in warm weather, and partly from the cold
temperature of the watery fluid absorbed by the roots
from the deeper parts of the soil, which absorption
is most abundant during the heat of summer.
The temperature of trees in spring is somewhat

higher than that of the surrounding air : this appa-
rent exception may be explained, when it is recol-
lected, that in our climate the heat of the deeper
parts of tlie soil, from which trees then largelv ex-
tract nourishment, is usually greater in March and
April than that of the air ; and that the surface of
the tree itself, so long as it is not shaded by foliage,

may be heated directly by the sun's rays, whilst, in
such circumstances, it loses very little heat by ex-
halation.

The juices are actually frozen during severe cold :

the degree to which frost penetrates in different trees
is found to be proportionate to the quantity of their

watery constituents, and the openness of their tex •

ture.

It follows, as a general result of these observa-
tions, which, in the main, agree with the laws already

laid down, that the temperature of plants is modified
by many different circumstances ;—that they do not,
indeed, like the higlier animals, possess the faculty
of evolving heat in their own vital processes ;

* but
that they jiave the power of conducting heat from
the air, and from the soil, in proportions varying with
the course and inpulsion of the sap, and of giving off

part of it again by evaporation ; so that, being bad
conductors of heat, their more equable temperature
must necessarily be sometimes eitlier higher or lower
than the more variable temperature of the atmo-
spliere.

Dr. Gbpsert, of Preslaw, endeavours to show, by
numerous experiments, that the sap in plants freezes

in winter, when the cold is severe, without injury to

life ; that the changes which plants undergo, when
they are killed by cold, do not exist in a bursting of
their vessels or cells, but solely in an extinction of
vitality, which is followed by changes in the chemical
composition of their juices ; so that the effects of cold
on vegetables are not always directly proportionate
to its degree, but are modified by the relative state of
development in the vegetable, together with numer-
ous other circumstances connected with atmospheric
changes.

Wlien a plant withers and dies, after having ful-

filled its destiny of forming seed, then the action of
lieat is modified by none of the vital influences that

are excited during life, and its impressions are re-

ceived according to the fixed laws of physics, as

opposed to those of vitality.

if, however, the temperature should fall below a

certain point, whicii point must be relative, depend-
ing, in a great measure, on the nature of the plant,

its deatli ensues, and its fermentation and putrefac-

tion is accelerated when a higher temperature returns

;

thus becoming, in its turn, a source of heat, and a

furnisher to the earth of matters proper to the nou-
risliing of its species.

That the action of light on vegetables is of very
great importance, is well known, but its intimate

relations have not been particularly studied : we
know that there are calorific rays, and rays of light,

and that their powers are different. Amongst its

effects are the influences it exerts on the growth,
colour, and perfume—the opening of the petals—the

unfolding of the leaves—the erection of the stalk

—

and the absorption and respiration of carbonic acid

gas.

If two plants are exposed, one to darkness, the

other to the sun, in inverted bell glasses, with an
atmosphere, containing a known quantity of carbonic

acid, after twelve hours it will be found, that, in the

first the quantity of oxygen, or of carbonic acid, has
not diminished ; while on the contrary, in the other

the quantity of carbonic acid is diminished, and the

free oxygen increased.

If two similar plants are placed under different

bell glasses, exposed to the light of the sun, the one
with an atmosphere deprived of its carbonic acid, the

other liaving the ordinary proportion, we shall find,

after a few hours, that the atmosphere of the first

vase has undergone no change ; while that of the

second presents an increase of oxygen proportioned

to the carbonic acid which has disappeared. If an

analysis of the plant be carefully performed, it will

be found to have increased itself by a proportionate

quantity of carbon : so that, we conclude, the carbonic

* Though I am obliged to subscribe to this, as ex-

periment and observation will not warrant any other

conclusion, yet I am convinced, were science more
certain, that we should find plants, like animals, are

possessed with a power of generating heat.
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acid has been decomposed, its carbon appropriated
to the plant, and its oxygen rendered hack to the at-

mosphere ; and this is effected by the interference

of light.

The deduction from these fiicts is this, all things
being equal :—That the quantity of carbon combined
with a vegetable in a given time, is in proportion to

the quantity of light to which it has been exposed.
As the carbon forms a chief portion of tiie vegetable

world, we infer it is circulated through the plant,

and, after having entered into the formation of its

different parts, becomes again under the influence

of light.

If the light be too strong for the nature of the

plant exposed to its influence, the several functions

whereby the plant is nourished, such as the suction

power of its roots, the exhalation of its leaves, and
their function of decomposing carbonic acid, are per-

formed in excess, and a proportionate defect accrues

in perfecting the seeds, few or none of which are

then ripened.* If the light be too feeble, these ne-
cessary functions are not completed, and the plant
becomes pale and dropsical. Many effects which are

popularly ascribed to the influence of the atmosphere,
are, in fact, due to the action of light ; thus there is

an increased produce from corn which is grown upon
ridges alternating with others, which are allowed to

lie fallow ; and thus the more robust condition of such
trees as grow on the outskirts of a forest must be at-

tributed to the greater light which they enjoy. But,
as a consideration of this enrcoaches upon vegetable
physiology, I refer those curious in the inquiry to

the works of DecandoUe and Richard, who have
largely written on it.

In concluding- these, which may be termed intro-

ductory observations, I offer no apology for their

brevity, as my intention was to say no more than
would bear upon the subject matter of inquiry.

Those who are acquainted with physics generally,

will see nothing of novelty in the principles here
developed ; and those whose attention has been de-
voted to vegetable physiology, will recognize their

application ; but I deemed it necessary thus to pre-
face, in order that the topics which will be the sub-
ject of my future consideration, might be fully

understood. In the next article I shall enter into

the discussion of the chemical composition of soils

and their manures, and, where opportunity offers,

shew the application of the principles laid down to

the agricultaral position of this county.

STALL FEEDING.
Stall Feeding, which is now become so much

more common throughout the country than for-
merly, has had the effect of making meat in most
years as cheap in the spring as in the autumn,
which it used not to be ; consequently stall-feed-

ing, of late, has seldom turned out to be profita-

ble, but often, as I have expeiienced, a serious
loss. Meat cannot be laid on lean beasts in the
stalls, to repay the expense of the food they con-
sume ; the only chance of making stall-feeding
answer is, to put in the beasts which prove to be
only three parts fat at the latter end of the autumn,
when grass will no longer improve them, but
which will in the stalls, increase in their weight,
and improve in the quality of their meat ; still

however, if the price of beef when these beasts be-

* Vid. article in Foreign Quarterly Review, for

April, 1833.

come fat should be the same as when they were
put into the stalls, the expenses will not be repaid.
Meat must be a penny a pound more in the spring
than it had been in the autumn, to repay the great
expenses of stall-feeding. It is carried on to a very
large extent in Norfolk and Suffolk, and although
from the great expense of oil cake consumed, the
farmers certainly mast lose by every beast they
feed, still they must continue the system on their
large arable farms, for the purpose ofturning their
straw into good manure.
On beasts being tied up, white turnips will do

for the first week or so ; they keep beasts cool in-
side, but there is so very great a proportion of wa-
ter in them that they are not of half so feeding a
nature as Swedes. Those who have mangel wur-
zel should keep it as a corps de reserve, for spring,
or severe frost when the turnips are frozen, which
are often given to beasts almost as hard and as
cold as stone, and which in such a state cannot
be good for them. The turnips should be cut

—

there are many machines for cutting and slicing.
The machine I use, and like better than any I
have seen, I have had five and twenty years ; it

was made at Banbury, turns very easily with a
large fly-wheel, and cuts the turnips very expe-
ditiously into irregular pieces, which I prefer to
slicing them. My method of feeding, when the
beasts have been up a little time, and when on
what I call full feeding, is thus :—first feed in the
morning, half a bushel of cut turnips, and after-
wards half a bushel of cut hay, with about a quart
of meal in it. These feeds repeated at noon ; in
the afternoon a feed of turnips, and supped up at
night with hay in the rack, and three oil cakes in
the manger. Should oil cake be cheap, give
more of it, and less of meal. The difference ofthe
weekly cost of my way of feeding is as hereinafter
stated.

Oil cake at 12/ per thousand in London, with
the cost of about 21 per thousand getting home,
will bring the cost of each cake to very nearly
three pence halfpenny. At 10/ 10s to three pence.
The different weekly cost of feeding for each

beast will be as under :

—

s. d.
Half a bushel of lin-

seed 3 6
Three gallous of meal 1 6
Ij cwt of cut and un-
cut hay 4 2

Turnips 3 6

s. d.

lOj bushels of tur-

nips 3 6
1^ cwt, of hay 5 10

9 4

Turnips 3 6
I5 cwt of cut and un-

cut hay 5
Half a bushel of meal 2

10 6

21 oil cakes at 3M , . 6
Three gallons of meal 1 6
Cut and uncut hay . . 4
Turnips 3 6

No food can be given to stall-feeding beasts that
will fatten them so soon or so well as linseed oil-

cake. It certainly is expensive feed, but not so
expensive as it appears to be, taking into con-
sideration that it fattens quicker. The expense
of it compared with other stall-feeding food istiius ;

when it costs the consumer at home 12M0s per
thousand, each cake said to be 31bs (but never are
quite so much,) the stone of 141bs costs Is 3id,
Linseed, at .'iO's per quarter. Is lid. Barley meal,
when the price of good grinding barley is 26s per
quarter, the stone will be about lid. The stone
of bean meal, when beans arc 32s per quarter, the

1)
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same. Some winters I have fed with linseed in-

stead of cake, and found it answer very well, al-

though it added to the trouble of feeding. JMy

mode of preparing it has been to break it in a

little hand-mill, and steep it in cold water, in

seven tubs, of a size sufficient for one day's feed;

in this way it will have been steeped seven days

before it is mixed with cut hay and barley, or

(that which is better) bean meal : if steeped in

hot water, two days will do ; if steeped longer than

three, it is apt to get a little sour, which I think

not quite so well for the beasts. There are an-

nually great importations of linseed, from which I

conclude that it can be imported at a less price

than it can be produced here. It is grown pretty

extensively in some parts of the knigdom ; it is

however to be regretted that the cultivation of it

cannot be more general, and prevent the neces-

sity of such great importations ; and thus circu-

late amongst the English farmers a large sum of

money which now finds its way into the pockets

of foreign farmers. I have not yet made such use

of wheat in feeding as to enable me from experi-

ence to speak decidedly about it. I have hitherto

used only my tailing wheat, ground with barley,

and thought it answered very well ; but I hear of

numbers of beasts being now fed entirely with

wheat ; and, it is said, quite as well fed, and at a

much less expense than with oil cake at its pre-

sent price. The way of preparing it for feeding is

thus : steeped thirty-six hours ; then laid for five

days on a brick floor, turning it over once a-day
;

then laid on a boarded floor, about six inches

thick ; in two days it will be fit for use. One gal-

lon and three quarters, in the grown state, per

day, for each beast, is said to be about equal to

one bushel per week of dry wheat. Having lately

seen one ox that was said to have been entirely

fed on wheat, leaves no doubt in my mind that it

must be a very nutritious food for beasts ; lean-
not, however, restrain some feelings of regret that

this grain, intended only for the use of man,
should be thus appropriated. ]Most likely, after

two more harvests, the price of beans and barley

will correspond, as it used to do, with the price of

wheat, and then it will no longer be given as food

for beasts.—After all the great trouble and ex-

pense of stall feeding, this mortifying circum-

stance has frequently occurred : the beasts are

sold in the London market at a ruinous price to

the stall-feeder, at less than they would have made
in any other market ; the butchers knowing that

the beasts, having been so much knocked about

in Smithfield, could not be turned out of an over-

stocked market to come into the next, have fre-

quently bought them at their own prices. It will

not be thus when the Islington Market is quite

established.

I have given rather lengthened details of stall-

feeding, from its having been for some years my
hobby ; but I confess rather an expensive one ; no
fox-hunter, however, can look with greater plea-

sure on his stable of fine hunters than 1 have at

my stalls of fine beasts. I have tied up several

years, in the course of the winter, one hundred
and fifty beasts ; at this time, (December, 1885,)

I have only forty, chiefly well-bred Durhams,
grazed in this county, and I never had beasts that

improved faster. I have some fine Herefords,
bought'good meat at Hereford October fair, but

from the drift home (as is always the case) they
made little progress in feeding in the first three

weeks of their being tied up. If beasts that are

put up in warm places to stall feed have a great

deal of long hair on their chines, top of their

shoulders, and necks, it is a good plan to cut it

off, for when the beasts are thriving, they per-
spire much in their fore quarters, the long hair
consequently gets matted together, and makes
them very itchy and uncomfortable ; brushing
also tends to their comfort and expeditious
feeding.

Many beasts are subject to be blown after eat-

ing their green food, in such case let them be kept
moving in a yard till the swelling goes down. If

cutting to let the wind out be necessary, it should
be done with a pen knife on the left side, between
the haunch-bone and the first rib.

It is not very probable that either grazing or

stall-feeding will ever again prove a profitable con-
cern. Great quantities of fat beasts and pigs will

be imjjorted from Ireland, even should the condi-

tion of the Irish poor improve so decidedly that

the consumption of meat be increased two-fold,

for Ireland would still be capable of producing a

sufficient quantity for export to depreciate the

price of stock in this country. Those will have
the best chance of making a profit of grazing who
can get beasts forward in winter, and who have
rich grazing land to make them early ready for

market, there being generally a fair demand for

good beef in the months of July, August, and Sep-
tember. Times will not admit of giving exorbi-

tant prices for fancy breeds ; still, however, I have
found that it well answers to give something more
for beasts which evidently show some good breed-

ing, as such will fatten much sooner than mong-
rels, and therefore at less expense, and although

there is not now the same difl'erence as there used
to be in the price of meat of various qualities, yet

the finest is most readily sold at the top price of

the market. There cannot be a question but that

in the large breeds of cattle, the competition is be-

tween two breeds only—the Hereford and the

Durham. I retain the same opinion as to the

merits of these two excellent breeds, as I express-

ed more than twenty years ago. For grazing I

prefer Herefords—for stall-feeding Durhams
;

having found that the latter increase faster in

weight, and that if highly fed they become more
even carcases of beef, and are less likely than

many of the Herefords to prove patchy. It must,
however, be admitted that from their larger frame
they consume more food than Herefords. My
idea of a good beast is, that it shoidd have a
straight and flat back, projecting hips, deep fore

quarters, wide chine, sloping shoulders, good head,
with prominent eyes, deep and bowed ribs, pro-

jecting bosom, good purse and flank, and not thin

thighs.

—

Hillyard's Practical Farming,

Although good workmen, generally speaking, are

more likely to meet with employment ia Van Die-

man's Land than in the over-peopled districts of Eng-

land, it cannot be said that there is much immediate

want of cither. Labourers obtain from 3s to 3s 6d per

day, and sometimes 4s, while mechanics vary according

to the trade and demand from 5s to 7s and Ss per day.

Experienced gardeners, millers, trustworthy overseers,

and, we grieve to add, teachers, must not expect more

than from 25Z to 30l and 40/, and rarely 50/ per annum,

with board and lodging. A few gooddairj'^'omen might

get employment at 12/ a year.

—

Hobart Town Courier.
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THE SHEEP.—No. I.

[from the UUMl'RIES HERALD.]

We have received from a very ingenious friend

a series of papers on the Sheep, containing so

much learned and curious information, and so

many speculations, as well original as selected,

that \\e need make no apology for laying the whole

before our readers, so many oifwhom are connected

with this important branch of husbandry. This

week, accordingly, we present them with No. I. of

the series. VVe by no means pledge ourselves to

all the opinions of our talented correspondent ;

and we can hardly expect that the practical expe-

rience of mary of our farming friends will not

detect points in these papers at least doubtful, if

not openly at variance with what they experimen-

tally know. Where such errors occur let our

readers indulgently correct them for themselves,

and still be pleased with what is unquestionably

valuable in the lucubrations of our correspondent.

The following is his

PREFACE.

The importance of the subject obviates the ne-

cessity of an apology, in presenting to our readers

a series of papers on the sheep. Many works
there certainly are, which touch in a casual man-
ner on unconnected points in the history of this

animal, and many also devoted to some one in

particular of its diseases, but there are few, if any,

which afford, in little compass, a correct view of

every thing that has been said about it for the

last 6,000 years—not that we intend presenting to

the public an unbroken chain of information, for

that, in spite of extensive facilities for reference,

is beyond our power, owing to the numerous
blanks that must necessarily occur in the scattered

observations on its progress down the stream of

time. Little, if anything, original can be said,

but where opportunity offers we will not hesitate

to draw our own conclusions from the mass of

evidence, seeing it is in many parts faulty in the

extreme, and only to be corrected by an attentive

observer of the whole. Though this our first di-

vision of the subject may by some be reckoned
trivial, yet on attentive consideration it will be
found that the history of the present animal is as

nothing without the history of the past. That its

remote history is so interwoven with the transit

of mankind, from barbarism to civilization, and
our remarks on its structure and varieties so inti-

mately connected with our views of its diseases

and value, as to entail upon us, by neglect of the
one, neglect of the other, and by so doing oblige

us to remain, to borrow the words of Sir Isaac

Newton, like a child picking up pebbles on the
shore of the vast ocean of truth.

The works from which our information is culled

will, in general, be mentioned, as the desire of

giving " old ill-told tales for new-born anecdotes"
is luckily far from us, thus putting it in the power
of the gentlemen farmers,

" Who, in huge mansions, live like petty kings,

And speak of farms but as amusing things
;

Who ])lans encourage, and who journals keep.

And talk with lords about a breed of sheep,"

to follow up, at a small expense and trouble, those

investigations which to us, for want of similar aid,

have been laborious.

HISTORY or THE SHEEP.

Campbell, that princely poet of our battle fields,

beautifully exclaims in his warning of Lochiel,
" coming events cast their shadows before," and
beautifully was the event—the mighty atonement

for our sins—forth shadowed in the offering, at

the Christian altars, from time immemorial, of the

fleecy people.

The earliest notice of this interesting animal oc-

curs in Genesis (B. C. 4004,) where Abel is men-
tioned as a keeper or feeder of sheep, and after a

great lapse of time the flocks of Lot (B. C. 1918)

receive a passing tribute. Immediately following,

and occurring in rapid succession, we have points

in its history which deepen our interest in its

study, as here we have the first account of its be-

ing used with other animals by Abraham as a sa-

crifice (B.C. 1913,) and of Abraham being pre-

vented offering up his son Isaac by God substitut-

ing a ram (B. C. 1872.)

Rachel, the " beautiful and well-favoured,"

appears to have been the first shepherdess, and to

have been wooed and won by Jacob while tending

the flocks of her father Laban (B. C. 1760.)

Jacob was an excellent shepherd, and made
good the losses which his master sustained both

by day and night. The striking physiological

experiment of which he was the planner, shews,

in the minuteness of its details, the advanced state

of philosophical enquiry even at that remote pe-

riod ; the last verses of the 30th chapter of Gene-

sis, containing in fact the sum and substance of

many a bulky modern treatise. That " the cheer-

ful tendence of the flock" was at that time, as at

present, a source of delight only to certain na-

tions, is proved from a shepherd being mentioned

in the 46th chapter of Genesis, as an abomination

unto the Egyptians; and a little further on Pha-

roah is represented as appointing the active men
in the train of Jacob as rulers over the Egyptian

cattle.

Moses (B.C. 1571; assisted the daughters of

Jethro, priest of Midian, to water their father's

flock, and in return for this service received one

of the daughters in marriage, becoming afterwards

a shepherd.
Pharoah, in permitting the departure of the

Israelites, endeavoured to detain their flocks (B. C.

1491), from which circumstance we may infer

them to have been of considerable value. In the

same year we notice the institution of the Pass-

over, in which a lamb was to be the sacrifice, one

for each family ; and the first born of man and

beast are commanded to be redeemed by a lamb.

Among other oflerings for the tabernacle, mention

is made of " rams' skins dyed red," and shortly

after two rams are sacrificed during the ceremo-

nies of consecrating the priests. No other men-

tion of importance is made till the Lord com-

manded Joshua that " seven priests shall bear

before the ark seven trumpets of rams' horns,"

being the first record of their use as warlike in-

struments.
Homer, (B. C. 907) in giving us a peep at Venus

as she appeared to Helen on the walls of Troy,

and alluding to her disguise, says

—

" To her, beset with Trojan beauties, came
In borrowed form the laughter-loving dame;

She seemed an ancient maid well-skilled to cull

The snowy fleece, and wind the twisted wool."

Thus proving the existence of the useful arts to

have been much indebted at that time to the fos-

tering protection of the ladies, and shewing by
the term " ancient," not that the use of the dis-

taff was confined to ladies up in years, but that

skill in its employment was only to be obtained by

D 2
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a long term of servitude. In this pastoral age
much care was bestowed on sheep, the habits of

which were carefully attended to ; thus Homer
speaking of Mneas and his followers

—

" In order followed all the embodied train.

Like Ida's flocks proceeding o'er the plain
;

Before his fleecy care, erect and hold.

Stalks the proud ram, the father of the fold."

Sheep ^e the burden of many of Virgil's themes
(B. C. 19) ; he alludes in some places to woollen
thread, and appears to think highly of Tarentum
as affording excellent pasture

—

" But if thou herds and steers delight to keep.
Or goats that burn the corn, or fleecy sheep,

Seek pleasant groves, and rich Tarentum's coast.

And plains which woful Mantua hath lost."

Phaedrus, (A. D.33) in his beautiful fable of the
wolf and the lamb, prettily shews how the inno-
cent are oppressed upon groundless pretences ;

and in his conversation between the dog and the
lamb gives us to understand that in his day white
sheep were preferred to black, the latter, when
occurring in a flock, always being marked out for

speedy slaughter.

The Carthaginians are supposed to have been
the inventors of that destructive engine, the bat-
tering ram, which is inferior only to artillery in

the forceful nature of its appeals to masses of ma-
sonry, and were, no doubt, led to its discovery by
witnessing the fiery assaults made by the males of
the flock, one on another, in the way that sails

were copied from that ancient mariner, the Nau-
tilus, and the use of frames in tunnel-making from
that secret enemy of our wooden walls—the te-

redo.

The Egyptians were more celebrated for atten-
tion to fine linen than the growth of wool, as
doubtless the banks of the " father of waters"
were better suited for the production of lint than
as pasture-ground for so delicate an animal. The
attention, however, which they bestowed not on
our favourite, was amply compensated for by the
Romans, who, from the peasant that rested con-
tent with his colourless robe, to the noble who
enjoyed in easy splendour his " Tyrian jjurple,"
were passionately addicted to a luxurious envelope
of flannel.

The Rev. John Hartley, who travelled as a mis-
sionary in Greece, informs us that what is said in
John X. and 3d, " The sheep hear His voice, and
He calleth His own sheep by name," expresses
correctly the state of the flocks at the present day,
it being customary for the shepherds to bestow
names on the individuals of the flock, so that any
sheep can be readily singled out. Those that have
not learned their names are said to be wild. This
appears to be the case in Southern Africa, as Bur-
chell remarks the facility with which the Hotten-
tots can distinguish the features of each sheep.

Pennant, after an attentive perusal of the early
writers, gives it as his opinion, that this animal
was not cultivated among the Britons for the sake
of its wool, as the people of the inland parts of this
island went either entirely naked, or covere:! only
with skins. The most civilized who, as might be
expected, lived only on the coast, affected the man-
ners of the Gauls, and wore, like them, garments
of wool termed hrachce, from which, doubtless, is

derived our unmentionable word breeches. It is

curious to observe that French toggery was then
as fashionable as at present, as he conjectures from
there being no mention of manufactures that the

bloods of those days received their brachae from the
Continent.

In an epistle by one Yuo of Narbona to the
Bishop of Bourdeaux (recorded by IMathew Paris,
A. D. 1243,) containing the history of an English-
man who lived among the Tartars, we are inform-
ed that the Tartar- men leave the care of their
flocks entirely to the women (viri de gregibus ali-

quantulam habent curam sed venantur,) and imme-
diately after he adds, '• they are truly rich in
camels, oxen, goats and sheep," (in animalibus
valde divites sunt et in camelis et hobus capris et

ovibus.)

A French minorite friar, William de Rubruquis,
in his journal kept while in the eastern parts of
the world, about A. D. 1253, or ten years after the
above mentioned letter was penned, says, concern-
ing the Tartars, " As for sheep and goats they
tend and milk them as well the men as the women

;

with sheep's milk thickened and salted they dress
and tan their hides," (oves et capras custodiunt
maxtim et mungunt aliquando viri, aliquando mu-
lieres—de lacte oviura inspissato et salso parant
pelles.) He remarks in chapter 7th, that " the
poorer sort of men line their clothes (which were
of skins) with cloth, which is made of the finest

wool they can pick out ; and of the coarser part of
the said wool they make felt to cover their houses,
their chests, and bedding also ; of the same wool,
being mixed with one-third part of horse hair, they
make all their cordage. They make also of the
said felt coverings for their stools, and caps to de-

fend their heads from the weather.f jr all which pur-
poses they spend a great quantity of their wool."
The women, however, appear to have been fonder
of gew-gaw-finery than of the substantial comforts
of a woollen garment, though, unlike the refined

ladies of the present day, they did not attempt an
air of fashion by going in a stato of compai-ative

nudity.

Sheep are placed in the class Mammalia, order
Ruminantia, and, according to Cuvier, are so little

entitled to a generic separation from the goats,

that, with the latter, they produce mongrels capa-

ble of reproduction. The species are four, but the

varieties are innumerable, as they are only infe-

rior to the dog in liability to vary and to become
the accommodating creatures of circumstances.

The horns of the sheep are directed backwards,
and then incline spirally forwards ; the forehead is

generally convex, and there is no beard. The
great progenitor is supposed to have been the Ar-
gali of Siberia (ovis ammon) an animal inhabiting

the mountains of Asia, and attaining the sizes of

a fallow deer. The male has very large horns,

with three rounded angles at the base, flattened in

front, and striated transversely ; the horns of the

female are compressed and hook-shaped. The
hair is short in Summer, and of a fawn-coloured
grey ; in Winter it is thick, rigid, and of a reddish

grey, with some white about the muzzle, throat,

and under the belly. The Mouflon of Sardinia

(ovis musimon) diff"ers from it only in its inferior

size, and in the smallness of the horns of the fe-

male.

The Mouflon of America (ovis montana) closely

resembles the Argali, and is supposed by some to

be identical with it, and to have crossed from Asia

to America, at Behring's Straits, by means of ice.

The Mouflon of Africa (ovis tragelaphus) ap-

pears to he a distinct species, and is distinguished

by its soft and reddish hair, by its short tail, and

by a long mane hanging under the neck, and an-

I other at each ancle. It inhabits the rocky districts
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of Barbary, and has been observed in Egypt. In

common with the rest of the ruminating animals,
they have eight incisors in the lower jaw, which
are unopposed by any in the upper, a callous pad
which is substituted being attaclied to the distal

end of the inter-maxillary bones. Between the in-

cisors and molars, or grinding teeth, is a vacant
space of about an inch and a-half. There are

twenty-four molars, six on each side of each
jaw ; their crowns are marked with two double
crescents, the convexity of which is turned in-

wards in the upper, and outwards in the lower
ones. The ram, ewe, and wedder lose the two
fore teeth of the under jaw when one year old ;

six months after they lose the two next to these ;

and at three years the teeth are all re-placed.

As the Chevrotains or Musks are distinguished
with the camels from other animals of this order
by the absence of horns, so are sheep, oxen, goats,
and antelopes distinguished from the rest of the
horned genera of the order, by the persistence of
their frontal prolongations. The horn is an elastic

sheath of agglutinated hairs, which increases by
layers, so that the age of a ram may he discovered
by the horns which appear during the first twelv^e

months, though sometimes present at birth, and
acquire a ring every succee:'ing year. The ewes
have commonly no horns, but only a protuberance
in place of them. The horn is supported by, and
serves to cover, a highly vascular prolongation of
the frontal bone, and it is at its root, where large
vessels and nervous filaments ai'e entering, that
blows occasion so great agony to the animal, apart
from the damage which the other bones sustain,

by the infliction of violence on so powerful a lever.

The term ruminating indicates the faculty pos-
sessed by this animal, in common with many
others, of masticating its food a second time by
returning it to the mouth after a short maceration.

Tliis they are enabled to do from the structure of

the stomachs, or, more correctly speaking, sto-

mach, as most anatomists have now concluded,

from all animals being constructed on one common
principle, that ruminating animals are not pos-

sessed of four stomachs, as formerly supposed, but

only of one, which they view as being divided into

four compartments. In drawing precise conclu-

sions, we are bound only to admit the existence of

two compartments, the other two belonging pro-

perly to the gullet, and being equivalent to the crop

and membranous stomach of birds, may be viewed

as an apparatus designed to serve a nearly similar

purpose, while the real stomach will cease to ex-

cite wonder, or puzzle the ignorant, on being con-

trasted with that of other animals, in many of

which a division exists, from which even the hu-

man stomach, though generally a single sac, is not

always exempt. Dr. Knox being in possession of

one that resembles a pair of small globes, joined

by a narrow tube, and which, when taken from

the body of a person who was advanced in life,

bore every mark of soundness in texture, and must
therefore have been congenital. The fcod, as every

farming person must be well aware, descends, after

being partially crushed, into what is called the first

stomach or paunch, (in Latin, rumen, or ingluries,)

in which cavity arc found those morbid concre-

tions so much and so superstitiously prized in the

eastern world, under the name of Bezoar stones;

from this it passes into the second, termed bonnet,

king's hood, or honey-comb, (in Latin, reticulum)

which is much smaller than the other, and receives

its name from the inner coat being arranged into

cells ; here it is moistened, made into pellets, and

while the animal is at rest, impelled by the anti-

peristaltic motion of the tube to the mouth, and
after undergoing a complete mastication, is re-

turned through the gullet to the third stomach, or
smallest comijartraent, which goes under the name
of omasum, or manyplies, from its resembling a
rolled up hedgehog, and sometimes from the longi-

tudinal laminae of its mucous membrane, that of a
leaflet. The food remains but a shoi't time in the
omasum, proceeding into the fourth division, or
abomasum, which, in its structure, especially in
that of the mucous, or inner membrane, is nearly
allied to the same organ in the human being, and
is, by the French, called caillette. The last is the
largest of the four, as long as the amimal continues
to live on milk ; but the paunch speedily suri)asses

it in magnitude when grass becomes the sole pro-
vision. The milk always passes at once into the
third stomach, there being no reason why it should
be returned. The intestinal canal is long ; there
are but few enlargements in the great intestines

;

and the fat, like that of all ruminating animals,
becomes on cooling hard and brittle, forming tal-

low.

In this climate, ewes fed on good pastures, ad-

mit the ram in July or August, but September or

October is the time when such would happen, if

left to nature. They go with young five months,
and in warm climates bring forth twice a-year ;

but in Britain, France, and most of Europe, they
do so only once. They give milk for seven or
eight months, live ten or twelve years, and, if well

managed, are capable of bringing forth during life,

though generally useless for that process at seven
or eight. The ram lives from twelve to fourteen

years, and becomes unfit for projiagating at eight;

the male lambs, when not intended for propagat-

ing, are emasculated at the fifthor sixth week, and
afterwards called wedders, while the term hoff is

applied to sheep two years old.

We come next to the varieties of this animal,
than which nothing can be more puzzling, as we
are continually liable to be misled on all sides, not
so much by the number of the breeds, as by the
imperfect accounts which travellers, in general,

have hitherto thought fit to gather for our perusal

—a circumstance that becomes more remarkable,
when we consider that most ofthem must have left

our island fully acquainted with the advantages
that would accrue to their countrymen, by a pro-
per attention on their part to what they might wit-

ness relating to sheep-husbandry in climates not

their own. As it matters little where, in so tangled

a web, we date our commencement, we shall be-

gin by describing the sheep of Syria and Barbary.

A few lines back we described the Mouflon of
Africa, as inhabiting the rocky parts of Barbary,
and possessing a mane beneath its neck in this pe-
culiarity approaching to the goat's, but this animal
delighting in poor elevated pastures, differs much
from its relation of the plains, whose more luxuri-

ous feeding has tended to sink some, and heighten
others of its original endowments, and render it

glorious in the eyes of the South African boors by
the magnitude of its tail. The weight and dimen-
sions of this woolly wonder have been much dis-

puted by travellers ; we have little doubt but they

are all correct in their statements ; but why so

great a waste of time and labour in arguing about
whatjmust necessarily vary much in narrow limits ?

We may ask,
" What miglity diflference can you see

'Twixt 'Tweedledum and Tweedledee ?"

None in the world ; nor would they if they had
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chanced to meet at a hospitable table in Southern
Africa, with that good old literary beau, the Count
de BufFon (the reconciler of their opposite state-

ments) at their head and partake of the object of

the dispute, dressed in the many forms in which
African ladies alone can disguise it.

Russell, in his Natural History of Aleppo, enters
at considerable length into some of the qualities of
the African sheep, giving as his opinion, that
though Leo Africanus and Symon Simeon saw in
Egypt tails, the respective weights of which were
eighty and seventy poimds, yet that tails of so
great a weight are seldom met with, and when
they do occur, are to be ascribed to pampering the
animals with bran and barley ; the average weight,
according to Buffon, who cites many authors,
being from twenty to thirty pounds, while accord-
ing to Pennant, it is fifteen to fifty. The tail is

long, hooked up, and excessively loaded with fat,

which Burchell states to be of equal value with
the carcase, from being manufactured into soap,
and the boors informed him it was more profitable
to kill their sheep for this purpose, than to sell

them to the butcher for a rix dollar, as the alkali
required in the process was procured in large
quantity from Salsola, a plant of the Goosefoot
family. These sheep are, in general, covered with
hair, or a kind of fur, which, when dressed, forms
a warm clothing. Marvellous in the extreme are
the stories we have perused regarding the modes
adopted by the shepherds to enable these deformed
animals to feed without the risk of injuring their
unseemly loads ; our readers may perhaps smile,
on being told that flat boards have to be fastened
to the under surface of the tail, to prevent it trail-

ing on the ground, but we are certain they will

laugh outright, on being informed how the simple-
hearted Dutchmen of the Cape Colony compel the
animal to drag after it a small two-wheeled cart

;

and the fact cannot be doubted, when we consider
the tendency of every thing living in that part of
the world, from the simple subject of our tale, to

the Hottentot Venus, to become encircled by a
zone of pearly fat.

(To be continued.)

TILE DRAINING.

(From Bell's Messenger.)

The first point which demands consideration is

the duration of the improvement ; is it likely to be
permanent, or will the time come when it will re-

quire to be renewed ? To these question I answer
without hesitation that, in case the tiles are made
of good clay, properly burnt, and laid down and
covered with the precautions suggested in my for-

mer communication, there are no assignable limits

to the duration of the improvement ; that, in my
opinion, there is no reason why such drains should
not be working as effectually after the lapse of

centuries, as on the year in which they arc first

formed. Of all known substances, especially

those which are artificial, tile made of good clay,

and well burnt, and placed out of the influence of

frost, is amongst the most durable. We have a

remarkable instance of this in the Roman villas

which are occasionally discovered in various parts

of this kingdom ; in many of which we find pipes

made of burnt clay, for the conveyance of water to

and from the baths ; which pipes, unless acciden-
tally broken, are almost always in a perfect state

of preservation. Now, since the Romans finally

retired from Britain, in the year 414, these pipes
cannot have lain in the ground less that fourteen
hundred years.

As a further proof of the durability of tile, I may
be permitted to state a remarkable fact, of which
1 myself was an eye-witness. Several years ago,
I agreed, with some friends, to search for Roman
antiquities in the parish of Chilton-on-Polden,
near Bridgwater. In the course of our investiga-
tion, we were so fortunate as to discover a large
quantity of moulds, formed of tile, or burnt clay,
and intended, and most of them had evidently
been used, for the purpose ofcasting Roman coins;
the greater part of which moulds were lying with-
in a few inches of the surface of the ground, and
barely out of the reach of frost. Though deposited,
however, in a situation so unfavourable and peri-

lous, they were still in such a state of preservation
as to admit of good casts being made from them
in sulphur ; the fronts, reverses, and legends of
which are nearly as sharp as those of our own
coins when just issued from the Mint. The latest

of the Roman emperors whose names appear upon
these moulds, was Maximin, who died in the year
238; at, or soon after which time, almost 1,600
years ago, the most recent of them must have
been made ; and it is probable that, during the
whole of that long period, they had been lying in

the place where we found them.*

The Romans were remarkable for executing
every thing which they undertook in the best and
most substantial manner ; and the pipes and
moulds above-mentioned afford evident proofs of

this peculiarity in the character of that wise peo-

ple. Though formed of common brick clay, the

same material as that which is used at present for

making draining tiles, it is very apparent that

great attention was bestowed by them in selecting

the clay, and in afterwards preparing and burning
it ; and to this, no doubt, may in some measure
be ascribed the extraordinary durability of the ar-

ticles in question. But without reckoning upon
so high a degree of attention being given to the

manufacturing of our draining tiles, we may ven-

ture, I think, to assert, that, on the supposition

of their being made with moderate care, they may
be expected to last far beyond the longest pe-

riod of time for which the most anxious landowner
would feel it necessary to provide ; and, conse-

quently, that tile-draining, when properly exe-

cuted, may not only be considered as a most va-

luable improvement, but also as a permanent one
in the strictest sense of the term.

This point being ascertained, that the improve-
ment will be permanent, the next consideration is,

the expense attending it ; and here it is obvious
that our views, as to this latter point, namely
the estimated expense, will be, and ought to

be, much influenced by our opinions respect-

ing the former point, namely, the permanence
of the improvement. The same outlay, which
may with reason be deemed excessive in ef-

fecting an improvement of limited duration,

—

one which may last for instance only 10, 20, or 30
years, may justly be accounted as trifling, where
the improvement shall be almost as lasting as the

land itself. With respect to the expense of tile-

draining, it is not possible to give an estimate,

which may be applicable to the whole kingdom.
In the district in which I reside, the (expense per

* A detailed account of this discovery is given in

the Arcaeologia, vol. xiv, p. 92.
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acre, including every thing except the carriage of

the tiles from the brick-yard, I have found to be
about 5^. ; and I have never known an instance of

the increased yearly value of an acre so drained to

be less than 5s. ; so that, even at this lowest rate

of improvement, there is a permanent interest of
5 per cent, for the money invested, which is more
than is usually made by the purchase of land. But
in the great majority of cases the improvement is

far beyond this. I have a field in my own occu-
pation which was raised at once by this mode of

drainirg, from the value of los. to that of 30s. per

acre ; and the average improvement per acre in

this district may, I think, be fairly estimated at

about 10s. As this is, as before stated, a strictly

permanent improvement, it ought to be made at

the expense of the owner of the land, and not of

the tenant; but no tenant who understaiids his

own interest, and has witnessed thebeneficial effects

of it, would hesitate to pay his landlord f) per cent,

during the remainder of his term, upon the money
so expended ; and, at the renewal of his lease, to

increase his rent in a fair proportion to the in-

creased value.

Having represented the expense of tile-draining

in this neighbourhood to be about bl. per acre, I

subjoin the particulars, which may be of use to

such of your readers as may intend to introduce

this valuable improvement.
In almost all cases where the ground lies on a

declivity, however gradual it may be, the distance

between the drains need not be less than 36 feet,

which makes the whole length of drains in an
acre to be about 1,250 feet. They are usually cut
to the depth of two feet, at least ; because, ifshort

of that depth, the tiles can scarcely be considered

as out of the reach of injury from cattle, stakes

being driven into the groimd, and other causes.

At this depth, the expense of cutting the drain is

about 4d. per rope of 20 feet, which amounts to

about 20s. per acre. The cost of the tiles at the

brick-yards in Bridgwater is 6s. the hundred (that

is, reckoning the arched and flats tiles in pairs,

and making two hundred pieces), and as each tile

is a foot in length, 1, 250 pairs are required for an
acre ; the cost of which is 3/. 15s. ; so that the to-

tal expense for an acre, exclusive of carriage, may
be stated as follows :

—

£ s.d.

Cutting 1,250 feet of drains at 4d. per rope 1 10

1,250 pairs of aiched and flat draining-tiles,

at 6s. per hundred 3 15

Laying- down tiles, iilling drains, &c 5

5 10

N. B. The weight of tiles per acre is about ?>^ tons.

A correspondent in a latepaper of yours, " R. S.

of Worcestershire," gives it as his opinion, that by
using cylindrical, instead of arched and flat tiles,

one-fourth of theexpense may be saved, which, in

these times especially, would be a saving well-

worth attending to, in case it could be made with-

out endangering the permanence and efficiency of

the drains. As your correspondent appears to be
a person of considerable experience, it would be
very desirable to have the details of his plan laid

before the public ;
particularly whether the tube-

tiles have been actually employed to any extent in

draining; for how long a time; and how they

have succeeded. One objection to them strikes

me to be, that there are scarcely suflicient openings
for the admission of water to the interior of the

tiles. Upon the plan which we follow, the water
finds admission along the whole line of junction

on both sides, between the arched and flat tiles

(leaving out of the account the transverse junc-
tions) ; and this line, be it observed, is at the bot-
tom of the drain, precisely where it ought to be.
The length of this irregular crevice for the pas-
sage of water is two feet to every pair of tiles, or,
which is the same thing, to every foot in length of
the drain. In the tube-tiles, on the contrary, even
supposing them to be three inches in diameter, the
circumference, or line of junction, and conse-
quently the crevice for the admission of water,
can be but nine inches ; and only a small portion
of this crevice is on a level with the bottom of the
drain. Perhaps, however, your ingenious corres-
pondent has devised some means for obviating
this and other objections which may be started,
and will probably favour the agricultural world
with a further communication.

—

Your obedient servant,
June 8, 1836, p.

CUSTOMS BETWEEN LANDLORD &
TENANT, AND THE INCOMING
AND OUTGOING TENANT,

CAMBRIDGSHIRE.
(From Kennedy and Grainger's Customs

OF Counties.)

A tenant is generally restricted from breaking
up pasture land, and from removing either hay or
straw from the premises -. these are almost the
only restraints he is subjected to, being othewise
allowed to farm his land in whatever way best
pleases himself.

An outgoing tenant generally harvests his own
crop ; leaving at old Lady-day, he has time to sow
all the spring crop, which he harvests as well as
the wheat, and pays no rent after the time of his

quitting ; he is bound, however, to thresh the corn,

and feed the straw upon the premises, by the fol-

lowing Midsummer after harvest : the incomer
takes the seeds, fallow and pasture lands, at old
Lady-day, but pays the rent for the whole of the
land, both that which the outgoer's crop stands

upon, and that which he himself takes from old

Lady-day. Thus the outgoing tenant having the
privilege of taking both the spring and winter
crops, without either paying rent for the land they
grew upon, or allowing his successor, the incomer,

any part of them, the case of the latter becomes a
very hard one, he having his first year's rent to

make np, without the possibility of obtaining any
return whatever for eighteen months ; whilst the

outgoer is paid for his seeds the value ofthem, and
of the labour, and a certain rate per acre for any
ploughing done by him during the winter for fal-

lows ; he is bound, however, to leave all the dung,

for the benefit of the incomer.

Mode or Farming, Implements, &c.—The ge-

neral system adopted in this county is two crops

and a fallow : the ftillow land is frequently sown
half with wheat and half with barley : the most

conmion rotation is—first, fallow ; second, wheat

;

third, oats; or second, barley ; third, beans : in

some places wheat is sown on clover-leys and
bean-stubbles, but this is very seldom done, cither

of the former rotations being found more suitable

to the land.

The mode of farming in Cambridgshire appears,

to strangers, to be extremely singular, and at the
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same time to be very inferior to that practised in

the adjacent counties. The ploughing here either

for maliing a fallow, or at seed-time, can only be

done in one way, that is to say, the land may be

turned backwards and forwards in the same direc-

tion, but cannot be crossed ; thus, in a barley, or

other spring season, at seed-time, rushes or grass

stand between the ridges in every furrow, fre-

quently knee high : these furrows are commonly
and properly called drains, as they are dug out

one spit wide, with what may be denominated a

whole furrow left on each side.

The land is laid up in ridges from twenty to

twenty-four feet in breadth, and very high in the

middle, in order that the water may the more ra-

pidly run off; but a water furrow across a piece

of land is scarcely ever seen, though it must be
obvious that the less surface the water has to run
over, the sooner the land will be drained. Were
the land to be ploughed in ridges, a fourth or fifth

of the size of the present ones, and laid up round,
with a few water furrows drawn across, sufficiently

deep, the ground would soon become much drier,

and, consequently, work very differently in the

spring to what it now does. The erroneous na-

ture of the present system is, indeed, so evident,

that the wonder is no attempt should be made to

alter it, as every one must observe that upon the

summit of the ridges the wheat flourishes and looks

well, whilst from that point it gradually becomes
sicldy and yellow, until it reaches the drains,

where much of it perishes.

Many of the farmers in this county, upon being-

asked if the land could not be laid in a different

and better manner, reply, that the land in Cam-
bridgshire cannot be ploughed in the same way
that it is in Norfolk, and, of course, there can be
no comparison, because the soils are directly op-

posite in their nature and character ; but if they
were to look at some of the heavy land in Essex,
or Herefordshire, they would then see that their

system might easily be altered for the better. As
it is, it is difficult to imagine why such a course
is continued, unless it be the labour, though that

would be comparatively but little, that might be
required to put the land into a different shape.

With the exception of the fens, draining, which
is so essential to the land in this county, is but
very little attended to ; and what is done, is chiefly

at the expense of the tenant. The drains are
principally formed by means of bushes and straw.
If, however, only the surface water was to be taken
from the land, it would be a vast benefit, and it

could be done more effectually by laying the ground
in a proper manner with the plough, than merely
by draining.

The drill is generally used, as are likewise thresh-

ing machines, especially in the fen-lands. In many
places a practice prevails of sowing the beans and
ploughing them in.

The plough in use has generally one handle, but
carries a staff, which is used as a handle, and also

for cleaning the plough.
The outbuildings are chiefly of brick, and

thatched, and are kept in repair by the landlord.

A respectable farmer, residing near Stonehenge, has

just sold twenty-three yeais' clip of wool ! He shears

annually about one thousand sheep ; and we under-

stand that it was so well preserved, that very little of it

was damaged.

—

Dorset County Chronicle.

ON THE CULTURE AND MANAGE-
MENT OF THE FLAX CROPS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE IRISH FARMER's AND GAR-

DENEU'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—As few subjects appear to me more deserv-
ing of attention in The Irish Farmer's and Gardener's

Magazine than an improved system for the culture

and management of the Flax Crop, I beg leave to

transmit to you the following directions, which have
been drawn from the best sources of information

;

and although the season for sowing has elapsed, it

may be well to give the various processes in their

order.

1st. The ground should be so prepared during the

autumn and winter that it may in the spring be in

the best state, and as fine as possible, in order that

the seed may be evenly sown. The land should be
ploughed as early as convenient in the winter, and
if a wet soil, the furrows should be shovelled in the

same manner as after wheat is sown ; an 18 inch
ridge is best in such soil. The ground should not

be ploughed again in spring, but should be harrowed
as if for clover seed, and sown in the same manner.
It should then be rolled immediately, if not very
wet, but otherwise, as soon as it is in a fit state.

If the ground be not wet or subject to flood, it may
be sown flat—and this mode answers best for dry or

poor soils. An idea has prevailed, that flax could

be cultivated with success after potatoes ; but expe-

rience has proved that excellent crops may, with

proper management, be likewise produced after

wheat and oats, and may be generally expected

where the ground is good and fresh.

2nd. The seed should be sown as early as it can

safely be done. The Dutch commence sowing in

February, if circumstances permit. In Ireland, if

the ground be in proper order and the season favour-

able, not a moment after the Istof April should be lost

in getting the seed into the ground. Great igno-

rance and prejudice have prevailed as to the best

kinds of seed. Riga, Dutch, American, and English,

all answer well when they have been properly saved.

But the Irish cultivator of flax may always have at

hand seed equally good, if not superior to any of

these, if he will take the trouble of saving the seed.

Seed is saved in the Netherlands as a matter of

course, and even from the finest flax that is imported

into these countries, worth 150/ and upwards per

ton. The best seed is reserved for sowing, and the

secondary descriptions for crushing, &c. 'i'he flax

which obtained the premium from the Royal Dublin
Society this year was the produce of Irish flax-seed,

without a change of seed for some years. It is ad-

visable, however, to imitate the Dutch also in this

respect, and to change the seed every third year.

They import Riga for that purpose. The precise

quantity of seed should depend on the quality of the

soil. Four bushels per Irish acre may be considered

as an average quantity. If the ground be very rich

and strong 4^ bushels may with advantage be sown
;

but the quantity should be reduced as low as 3^
bushels per Irish acre for poor land.

3rd. The greatest attention should be given to the

weeding of the crop, which should be commenced
when the flax is about four inches above the ground.

The pains taken in this operation will be amply re-

paid by the result.

4th. W hen the seed is perfectly formed and has

become of a brownish colour, the flax should be

pulled and made into bunches, as much as a man can

grasp in one hand ; but, in pulling, the hand should

not go lower than within sixteen or eighteen inches
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of the ground, lest it should take up the short flax

with tlie long. If the flax be sufferpd to remain
be}Ond the time pointed out for pulling it deteri-

orates, as the oily properties escape, an indication of
which is given by the emission of an odour from tlie

plant.

5th. Six bunches, as described, should be laid on
each other, viz. : the first, straight on the ground

;

the second, aslant across at the root end ; the third,

in a like slant reversed across the second ; the

fourth, in a like slant across the third ; the fifth, in

a like slant across tlie fourth reversed , and the sixth,

straight along the whole to cover it. The seed ends
should be towards the sun, and the root ends of all

should be togetlier, so as to be raised and to create a

slope in order that the rain may run ofl'.

6th. After remaining in this state to dry and
harden, four, five, or six days, according as the

weather may be, every six bunches of the flax, when
dry, should be tied together loosely, in sheaves,

taking care to keep that part of the flax outside

which was on the ground. Eight sheaves should be
formed into a stook, the roots downwards ; and the

stooks should be ranged in straight files, north and
south, in order to have the full advantage of the sun
and wind, and that their removal to the ripple or

store may be facilitated. In this way it may remain
eight, ten, or fourteen days, according to the

weather.

7th. When the flax is sufficiently dried, the

rippling, or process of taking oflf the seed should
immediately take place. This may be done according
to circumstances, in the field, in a barn, or any other

convenient place.

The ripple is an iron pin, rbout sixteen inches
long, one inch square at the bottom, and gradually

narrowing to the top. Sixteen ot these pins should
set angularly about one quarter of an incli asunder,

in a block of timber four to six inches thick,

eighteen inclies wide, and sloped at each side, so as

to let the boles fall the more readily on the floor, or

any canvass sheet, or bag, that may be placed to re-

ceive them. In the rippling process great care

should be taken to keep the flax even, and not to

suffer it to entangle.

8th. The safest mode of preserving the seed is to

follow the course pursued in saving clover seed in

England, viz.: to form a stack and put the seed in

layers on dry straw until it shall be convenient to

thresh it. The first layer of straw should be placed
on furze bushes, or branches, and the straw raised

at least one foot high thereon, before any seed is

spread on it. The stack should be completed with
alternate layers of straw and seed, and well thatched.

9th. After rippling the steeping process com-
mences—and this is the most important process
which flax undergoes, and that which is least under-
stood in Ireland. The steeping pits should be pre-
pared in spring or early in summer, and the water
should be kept stagnant therein, in order to soften.

They should be seven or eight feet wide, sloping to

six feet at the bottom, and from three feet six inches
to four feet deep. In their formation or cleansing,

a sufficiency of earth or mud should be thrown on
the banks at each side, to serve as a covering for the

flax, in due time. If the quantity of flax be consi-

derable, it will be found convenient to have a range
of pits separated by a narrow bank thus :

—

So that the water can be removed by a shoot from

the pit wherein the flax is about to be first placed,

into the adjoining one. The flax having, after

rippling, been bound into sheaves, each as large as
two hands can grasp, the sheaves are to be placed
regularly in the steeping pit, (the water having been
previously removed therefromj, the root ends of the
first sheaf to the end bank, the root ends of the
second sheaf on the bands of the first sheaf, the root
ends of the third sheaf on the bands of the second
sheaf, and so on, the root end of every layer meeting
the band of the former one ; and all being in an oblique
direction. When three layers are completed, a light
covering of sedge, grass, or straw should be put on
the flax, and not less than four inches of mud on the
grass or straw ; then the water from the adjoining pit
should be let over it by opening the cross bank as
far as requisite, until the water having filled the
interstices below rises over the mud, when the cross
bank which separates the pits should be again made
good. The mud sliould be well plaistered, so as
completely to exclude the light and air from the flax

;

and should any leakage subsequently occur, water
should be supplied until it again rises over the mud.
The proper time for steeping the flax varies from
four days, of twenty-four hours, to eight days,
according to the quality of the flax, the temperature
of the weather, and the properties of the water and
mud. The object of steeping is to detach or loosen
the flax or bark from the pith or woody part, and
the mode of ascertaining whether this is effected or
not is, by raising the bark near the root, and also at
about six inches therefrom, so as to break the wood
in each place ; and if the wood can be easily drawn
out at the bottom, the steeping process may be con-
sidered as completed, and the removal of the flax
from the pit should take place without delay,

10th. This operation should be carefully performed
with a fork ; each bundle should be taken separately
and gently immersed in water, to cleanse it from
mud, &c., and then placed on the cross bank or side
of the pit to drain. After this, the flax should be
carried to a meadow recently mown, or to some
other convenient place, for spreading. The bundles
should be carefully untied, and the flax evenly spread
in rows, observing that the inside of the bundle
should be now most exposed. The time the flax

sliould remain on the grass depends in a great mea-
sure on the weather, and may be estimated at from
one week to a fortnight. It is of great importance
that the spreading process be well performed,
because if the flax be put up in proper order, it will

not be necessary to apply any artificial heat to it pre-

vious to scutching, which is not only a saving of ex-
pense, but a great advantage to the flax, as it thereby
retains more of its oily properties. Previous to the
removal of the flax from the field to the barn, store,

or stack, it should be again made up into bundles of
a convenient size—in this as in the other operations,

particular care should be taken to keep the ends of
the flax even.

The last process which flax undergoes previous to

its becoming a marketable commodity is scutching,

which is in Ireland performed either by the hand or

at a scutching-mill. It is generally supposed here,

that scutching can be best performed at a mill. But
this is a mistaken motion. In reply to frequent in-

quiries, as to whether there were any scutch mills in

the Netherlands, the answer has been, that there are

none ; and yet such is the admirable skill and atten-

tion of the industrious inhabitants, that they break,

scutch, aud prepare by manual labour flax, some of

which in its undressed state they sell for upwards of

two hundred ])Ounds per ton.

As the directions I have submitted for the manage-

ment of the flax crop difler in many respects so ma-
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terially from the practice in this country, it appears

desirable to exemplify the success that has attended

the mode of treatment recommended in this letter,

and I have permission to refer to Edward Wolsten-

holme, Esq., of Newberry Hall, Edenderry, who has

had the kindness to furnish me with the following

result of his experiment of last year—and to make
several valuable practical suggestions on the

subject.

Mr. Wolstenholme sowed early in April last year,

fifteen Irish acres with Dutch seed of excellent

quality, purchased from Messrs. Toole and

Co., four bushels to the Irish acre. These fif-

teen acres produce 345 bushels of excellent seed,

which were sold to average 7s 6d per busliel,

making £129 7s 6d
He has in flax produce,

already scutched .... 850 st. of 141bs.

To scutch, at least 200" "

Or, 6 tons 11 cwt. 1 qr.

for which he has been

offered £60 per ton,

amounting to

1050 stone.

393 15

Being for the fifteen Irish

acres 523 2 6

Or, per acre, 34 17 6

The average value of Irish flax may be at present

estimated at from £45 to £50 per ton—so that in-

stead of the flax having been injured by the saving

of the seed, the crop has, by good management, pro-

duced an article exceeding in value from 20 to 33^

per cent, beyond the average of the country.

Mr. Wolstenholme has this year sown forty Irish

acres with flax, viz., thirty-five acres with seed of

his own saving.

2 with Riga.

3 with Dutch.

The seed of his own saving was sown three or four

days after the foreign, but came up before it, a much
stronger plant and thicker in the ground, although

the same quantity of each was sown—and to this

moment promises to be a superior crop.

Computing that 100,000 Irish acres are sown, and
that the crop of seed be but twenty bushels per acre,

and the price only 6s for crushing, still the value

of the seed crop would be £600,000—and if the crop

of flax on 100,000 acres yielded only 7 cwt. per

acre, or 35,000 tons.

This quantity at £45 would be £1,575,000
At £50 1,750,000

And, therefore, the increased value, if at £60, by
superior management, would be a further gain of

from £350,000 to £525,000, thus making on the

crop an annual increase of income of one million or

upwards from the flax crop in its present limited

extent ! But there can be little doubt that the in-

creased stimulus which would be thus given by the

advantageous results of improved management in

the cultivation of flax would greatly extend its

growth over the south and west of Ireland, where
the soil is in many places admirably adapted for it

;

and as it has been clearly ascertained that flax is not an
impflierishing crop, and, moreover, is peculiarlv suited
for laying down ground with clover, it doesnot ap-

pear unreasonable to suppose, that the extent of land
under it in this country may be more than doubled,
and the national advantages derived therefrom pro-
portionably increased.

It appears, in fact, but necessary that other landed

proprietors should follow the example of the estima-

ble and intelligent gentleman who has been referred

to, and who assured the writer that he would have

much pleasure in giving every information on the

subject to those at a distance who might desire it ; he

has already kindly afforded persons in the neighbour-

hood the means of profiting by his example. Ire-

land, from the climate, soil, the abundance of water

she enjoys, and the extent of her population is pro-

bably better adapted tlian any other country for the

cultivation of flax and the successful prosecution of

(he linen trade. If her sons do but their duty she

cannot but take the lead of all other nations in this

important manufacture.

Dublin, 24th May, 1836. L. E.

ON PRUNING THE NUT TREE.

It may be matter of wondei", but so it happens,
that the generality of gai-deners know little or no-
thing about pruning filbert trees. The art has ne-

ver been studied either by masters or men ; and
it is remarkable that this branch of the pruner's

art should have been brought to perfection by the
untaught, unlettered, Kentish peasant—without
books—without master, save experience—without
mistress, save Nature herself ! It is curious, too,

that this art has been engrossed by the labourers

in the central parts of the county, and without it

being practised in other parts of the kingdom. All

that has been written and published on this sub-

ject is but of little value, as more information

may be gained in a visit of one hour to the fields

round Maidstone, than can be gleaned from books

in an age.

The principle of the Maidstone prunors appears

to be this :—to check and controul the natural

growth, and thereby bring forth the fruit-bearing

principle in greater force and energy. After train-

ing the tree in a dwarfed form, they allow ft to

expend its strength in no other way than in the

production of flowers and fruit. The filbert is

naturally only a shrub or sinall tree, and the cul-

tivator, makes it still less for his convenience in

pruning and in gathering the fruit. That style of

pruning, which is found the best for the currant,

is also the best for the filbert.

The young plants chosen by the Maidstone

growers are such as have been raised from layers,

and which have been lined or bedded out in the

nursery for two or three years. The plants should

have one strong upright shoot, of not less than

three feet in height, this being necessary in order

to the future form of the head : this, early in the

spring, after the trees have been put out in their

final stations, is cut down to about r ighteen inches

from the ground. This height will admit of a

clear stem of twelve inches be'ow, and which part

must at first, and ever afterwards, be kept free

from shoots, as well as suckers from the roots.

This deprivation of shoots and suckers, will cause

the buds left at the top to shoot with greater

vigour. If eight strong shoots be produced in the

first summer, they must be carefully preserved, as

that number is required to form the head ; but if

less than this number cotne forth, then two or

three of the strongest, (or the whole if necessary,)

must be shortened back to half their length at the
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next pruning, in order to obtain the requisite

number.
The full number of branches being obtained, if

not in the first, certainly after the second pruning,

they are carefully preserved, and trained outwards
and upwards ; at first nearly horizontal but

curving gradually upwards. The easiest mode of

doing this is by using a hoop of proper size placed

within the shoots, and to which the latter are tied

in star-like order, and at equal twelve-inch dis-

tances. Such a latterly curving position may be

much assisted and caused by the pruner always

cutting at an outside bud, which naturally grows
first outwards and then upward, and continued to

the height of six feet, but never higher ; and the

middle of the tree is, in the mean time, kept free

from shoots and branches, so that a well-trained

head becomes at last like a large bowl or basin.

The subsequent management of the trees, both

while gaining the desired form, and after having

gained it, consists in preserving all the short spurs

produced on the branches, and cutting or short-

ening the small lateral shoots, which every year

rise from the same. The management of these

laterals is of great importance. If they exceed

the length of six inches, they may be cut back to

a few buds ; but if less, they should be preserved

entire, as their points are generally fruitful. The
special object of the pruner is to have the branches
thickly beset with fruitful spurs, and which are

only reduced in length, when, after a few years'

growth, they become too distant from the branch,

•when they are pruned back to a healthy spur at

their base. If any pait of a branch become acci-

dentally naked, a strong shoot from the bottom
may be led up, and managed so as to fill the va-
cancy.
When filbert trees are thus managed, and have

arrived at their full volume in width and height,

they may be kept in the same state for many years

—say twenty or thirty—by the knife only, and
with the requisite skill in using it.

The plantations of filberts in Kent are either in

single rows, or occupy entire quarters of fields. The
trees are put in at eight or ten feet distances, more
or less, according to the quality of the soil. Six

hundred and eighty plants are required for an
acre, at eight feet distances each way : at ten feet

distances, four hundred and thirty-five : and at

twelve-feet distances, three hundred and two trees

will be required.

The Kentish pruners are well aware of the use
of the male catkins, rejoicing to see them plenti-

ful, and carefully preserving them. From the
greater or lesser number of the catkins, they can
pretty certainly predict what share of crop will

follow.

The practical example set us by the Maidstone
pruners, confirms two very essential principles in

the art of gardening, viz :—that by counteracting
the natural tendencies of a plant, it may bedwarfed,
and by thus dwarfing, making it more fruitful.

The filbeit tree is so constituted that it is ever ex-

tending itself by throwing up a multitude of suck-
ers, which exhaust the bearing branches and ren-
der them sterile ; but denying theijlant its tendency
to increase itself by suckers, promotes its energy
to increase itself by seed.

Filberts intended for long keeping, should re-

main on the tree till they are thoroughly ripe, which
is indicated by the rich brown colour of the nut.

They should be laid on a dry floor for a few days,

and afterwards stored in jars of dry sand, where
they will keep sound for a great length of time.

—

Rogers's Fruit Cultivator.

ON CULTIVATING WASTE LANDS;
AND THE SUPERIOR ADVANTAGES
OF SMALL FARMS.

(to the editor of the CHELMSFORD CHRONICLE.)

Sir.—Your insertion in a recent number of your
Journal, of the article to which I requested youv
attention, "On the Superior Advantages of Small
Farms," has induced me to trouble you with a letter

on a subject closely connected with mj' former com-
munication. I assume that it is of great consequence,
both to individuals and to the community, that land-

lords should be aware of the great gain they will de-

rive from the whole of their waste lands being-

brought into cultivation. The objection hitherto

alleged is tlie fear that such a course would multi-

ply the population to a dangerous extent; but sup-
posing this cultivation of the waste lands were to

produce this effect, is it expedient that the present

generation should be deprived of the means of sub-
sistence from a fear that a future generation might
be placed in the same circumstances \ But it may
be fairly disputed whether tlie population would be
increased ; for there are abundant proofs both in

England and, especially, in Ireland, that poverty does

not diminish population ; on the contrary, the earliest

marriages usually take place where there are the least

means of supporting a family; and that the disincli-

nation for imprudent marriages seems to be in pro-

portion to the means of comfort possessed by the

individuals. But suppose population to be increased,

what have we to fear, till all the waste lands in

England, Scotland, and Ireland, not now worth six-

pence an acre, are divided into five acre farms
;

which would admit of our population being doubled
witliout any fear of its being increased beyond the

means of supply ; this would also tend to reduce the

poor rates more than any plan which has yet engaged
the attention of the Legislature.

It requires no prophet to predict, that in England
landlords must lower their rents, or divide their

farms. In large farms the following causes tend to

diminish the I'ent, by lessening the proceeds of the

farmer.

1. The distance of the fields from the homestead
occasions an amazing increase of labour in carting

out manure, and bringing home produce.

2. An extensive farmer must perform the whole
work of his farm by hired labourers.

3. The large farmer must live in a superior style.

4. As he employs a large capital, he must have a

return for that capital, as well as be repaid his out-

goings.

Now, as all these are reduced, so the proportion

which they bear to the produce is charged to the

benefit of the small farmer. As farms diminish in

size, the labour of the occupier and his family be-

comes available, till it is reduced to the size that the

occupier and his family can do all the work of the

farm ; and it will be found that the means of such a

man to meet the rent, &c., may be depended on more
than any other class of cultivators ; because a man
working for himself will do twice as much work in

the same space of time tliat he can obtain for hire
;

wliile his Avife and daughters can manage the dairy

and feed the cattle. ^\ liy then should not landlords

so divide their farms as to obtain the highest rents ?

Another disadvantage to tlie landlord resulting from

large farms is the great expense to which they are

frequently put by extensive dilapidations, ifthe tenant

(as is frequently the case) has neglected tiie repairs
;

while small tenants under lease readily build and

keep in repair their own houses, and sheds and
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stables for the cattle and horses. If the farms

were reduced in size, a robust peasantry, "their

country's pride" -woulcl again form the strength and

boast of Great Britain ; and absentees would return

to their estates, to occupy the houses of their ances-

tors, now ceded to their tenants.

With respect to the cultivation of waste lands, it

has been doubted whetl:;er Parliament has a right to

interfere, and to take (after making the owners com-
pensation) possession of those lands which the pro-

prietors have left in a state of nature. But the

Legislature may throw down my house to widen a

street ; or make a road or a canal through my field or

garden ; or take a twentieth or a tenth, or any other

proportion, of my income, in taxes, and no one dreams
of disputing the right ; the only question raised is as

to the expediency. Why then should any land lay

waste that the public good requires for the pauper
population ? WMiy sbould the country be impoverished
by poor rates, when the poor might be enabled to

provide for themselves ? But though I assert the

right of the Legislature to interfere, 1 do not imagine
it would be often called to exercise that right. If

the attention of the landlords were called to the sub-

ject, they would, I think, readily concur in promoting-

it ; and the agricultural labourer thus having employ-
ment on his own land, would have no occasion to

emigrate for a subsistence.

In my opinion there has been a greater outcry
respecting the ruinous amount of the poor rates in

agricultural districts than the fact has justified.Where
the rates have increased during the existence of a

long lease, there the tenants have been injured ; hut
to a yearly tenant, rates, tithes, and taxes are all taken
into the account in the amount of rent agreed to be
paid for the land ; and while competition exists the

land will always let for its worth. By dividing the

large farms, I repeat, the produce of the land would
be increased, and the cost of production would be
diminished , and by the annihilation of the poor rates,

which would be nearly effected by the plan I recom-
mend, the country would be relieved from an ex-
pense equal to two-thirds of the whole naval and
military establishments ; while the public revenue
would be so increased by the general prosperitv,
that many of the present government taxes might
be reduced or abolished.

A FARMER OF THE OLD SCHOOL.
Tendring Hundred, May 24.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, No. 3.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE YOIiKSHIRE GAZETTE.

Sir,—There are some agricultural societies
which are entirely of a political character. I am
not alluding to those bearing the titles of " Agri-
cultural and Conservative," or " Agricultural and
Liberal," but such as are supported by men of all
political creeds, but having no bond of union,
no object beyond that of watching over the poli-
tical interests of agriculture. When a steady and
careful eye is kept by societies on the proceed-
ings affecting their interests, in conjunction with
the distributing of prizes, and the formation of
libraries and journals, it is quite unexceptionable
if formed on proper principles, but without this
step they are generally inefficient or inoperative.
When a mere political tie exists, there is nothing
to arouse the dormant energies,— no exertants to
activity, or co-operation exist, where the dull rou-
tine of employment consists in petitioning, meet-

ing, and dining ; such societies are never calculat-
ed to be generally su])ported by the farmers, and,
saving the influence and attraction of a few gentle-
men, and landowners, by whom they are generally
led, they are existing only in name,—are almost
inefficient, and in some places wholly defunct.
They tend to heighten and perpetuate that erro-
neous and destructive feeling amongst the tenant
farmers, that the interests of landowners and oc-
cupiers are distinct and separate, and thus in some
respects really weaken the agricultural body.

The only plan for giving real usefulness, per-
manency and stability to such sov ietics is to incor-
porate them with the distributing of prizes and the
dissemination of agricultural intelligence; for if

some stimulant to exertion is not adopted, a few
years will witness their dissolution.

Some, however, object to associations of this

nature upon principle. They term them political

unions, and to a certain extent they are ; but they
are no more likely to become dangerous to the in-

terests of any portion of the community than they
are to destroy the eflftcacy of tillage, or disarrange
the rotation of crops. Political unions are only to
be deprecated when they are intended—or when
they attempt to overawe the deliberations of the
legislature or interfere with the public peace and
security, or personal liberty or property.

The agriculturists, as a body, never will attempt
to overawe the legislature,—it is not in their na-
ture. Their wide diffusion,—their occupations,

—

their character, all forbid the remotest idea of the
kind;—they never can become a really formidable
body in the state, further than the influence of
their property renders them legitimately powerful.
Their loyal and patient character for many years,
seems to be a warrant for their future good con-
duct, for, while the traders and manufacturers
have been up in arms to demand any redress of
grievances, fancied or real, the farmers have borne
all manner of insults, scorn, and neglect, with all the
patience and forbearance of patriots and christians.

They doubtless, then, have a right to associate, and
watch over their interests,—to petition,—to ex-
press their wants and feelings, and to claim the
protection which is due to them as the main-
spring of our wealth and prosperity, and the sta-

bility,—the source of national independence and
security,—provided they do it in a manner peace-
able and constitutional ;—not the bullying of num-
bers in arms,—not threatening rebellion,—blood
and fire,—but to ask for as much redress as the
legislature can afford, consistent with public
credit.

With respect to the organization of these socie-

ties, it is necessary that they should have a calm,
influential, and respected leader,—secretaries of
talent and standing, and an active, working com-
mittee of farmers. The expenses of the society
should be maintained by voluntary contributions,

and the landowners are the persons who should
be expected to defray the pecuniary expences of
the society, considering that if the labouring far-

mers give their influence it is as much as they can
expect. If a certain subscription is a test of mem-
bership, it will both act in an exclusive manner,
and damp the exertions of the society, by demand-
ing payments for which they see no adequate re-

turn. There is no security in a money payment,
—such an influx of free traders might be the result

as to nullify the object of the society, and thus
produce an evil it was intended to remedy. 1 think
this is best obviated, and unity of purpose secured,

by having a pledge for every person to sign on be-
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coming a member ;—first expressive of a convic-

tion of the importance of agriculture,—tVie neces-

sity of a fair protection from the foreign untaxe

competition,—of readiness to co-operate with and

aid all plans, introduced by whomsoever theymay,

which are really calculated to relieve or improve

the agricultural interest, and of abstaining from all

party political topics and discussions. Without

this there is no certainty of any unanimity, (the

soul of all moral force,) either amongst the indi-

vidual members, or the various societies.

The central society is a most desirable institu-

tion, and provided its proceedings are moderate,

firm, and well arranged, it will form such a nucleus

to the agricultural body as will give it its due pre-

ponderance in the eyes of the country, and all the

societies should unite with it, and express their

opinions on the various interesting topics under

discussion. Among other salutary recommenda-
tions of that society, I am glad that the adoption

of the moderate size farm system is one, which

although it has called down the ire of some in-

terested persons will be duly appreciated by the

farmers, whose eyes are more and more open every

day, to the destructive and horrible effects of the

farm monopoly. In conclusion, I would reccom-

mend most strongly, the attention of the central

committee to the diffusion of agricultural informa-

tion, in a very cheap form, and suited to the capa-

cities of faroiers, for which their extensive con-

nexion with practical men, and local societies give

them extraordinary facilities. W. E. N.

NATURAL HISTORY OF THE CHEESE
MITE, OR JUMPER.

A small white fleshy grub of an elongated form,

often found in decayed cheese, and which is the

larva of a pretty two-winged fl}^ known by the

systematic name of Piophila casei. Of this insect

the immortal Swammerdam has left us an inter-

esting account ; and though to unthinking ])ersons

it may appear to be a frivolous subject of inquiiy,

we find the illustrious philosopher affirming "that
the limbs and other parts of this worm are so

uncommon and elegant, and contrived with so

much art and design, that it is impossible not to

acknowledge them the work of infinite power and
wisdom, to which nothing is hid, nothing impos-
sible. " It has been a common error that these

insects were bred spontaneously from the cheese,

and epicures accordingly do not hesitate to eat

them with great gout, thinking them formed from
the very best of the cheese, whereas they are pro-
duced from eggs deposited therein by the parent
fly. These larva are long, cylindrical, and com-
posed of twelve rings, the first of which is fur-

nished with two small bent hooks of a black colour,

which serve not only as teeth, but for feet also,

the insect having no other organs employed as

legs. The terminal segment of the body is covered
with a variety of prominent tubercles and little

cavities like wrinkles, of which we will presently

see the use. When this larva prepares to leap, it

first erects itself on its anus, in doing which it is

greatly assisted by the prominent tubercles of the

terminal ring, which enable it to maintain an equi-

librium. It then bends itself into a circle, and
having brought the head towaids the tail, it

stretches out the two hooks of the mouth, fixing

them into the two cavities at the extremity of the

body. It then contracts the body from a circular

to an oblong figure, the contraction extending in

a manner to every part of the body. It now sud-

denly, and with great violence lets go its hold,

and the elastic force of the body returning to its

natural position, produces a leap to a considerable

height and distance, at least twenty-four times

greater than the length of its own body. Here

we cannot but admire the powers given by nature

to diiferent creatures, and their limitations, to

answer different purposes, and not for mischief to

mankind. If, for instance, a power of motion,

proportionably equal to that possessed by this in-

sect, had been given to the serpent tribes, how
much more terrible would they not have been
rendered, than with their present capabilities ? A
viper would throw itself nearly a hundred feet

upon the traveller, and the rattle-snake several

hundred.
Swammerdam, after giving a minute account of

the external and internal anatomy of this creature,

observes, " now let the sharpest geniuses, and
men of the greatest penetration and learning,

judge if a creature, on the fabric of which there

plainly appears so much art, order, contrivance,

and wisdom, nay, in which is seen the hand itself

of the omnipotent God, could possibly be the pro-

duction of chance or rottenness ? The female fly

is provided at the extremity of the body with a

very fine retractile borer or ovipositer, wherewith
she pierces the cheese and at the same time de-

posits her eggs in the wound thus made. Shortly

afterwards the grubs are hatched, and feeding

upon the cheese cause it to decay : the fine pow-

der which we perceive, and which is so highly

prized by the gourmand, being nothing else but

the excrement of these grubs, which, when they

have attained their full size, desert the cheese,

and in three or four days they lose all motion,

grow stiff, become hard, and contract their bodies

into an oval mass not more than half their previous

length, within which the real pupa is inclosed

;

this insect undergoing the coarctate kind of me-
tamorphosis, like the majority of two-winged in-

sects. After remaining some time in this state,

the chrysalis becomes of a black colour, and the

enclosed nymph breaks that part of the outer co-

vering which defends its head into two parts, and

at the same time throws off" from every part of the

body a thin and slight membrane which it leaves

within the old case. At first the wings are scarcely

perceivable, the insect, however, runs abroad very

quickly, and shortly afterwards the wings are by
degrees extended into full length, when the insect

is fitted for pursuing its duties, which almost en-

tirely consist in the reproduction of the species.

The fly is about the size of the grub, of a shining

blackish green colour, the wings transparent and

shining, and the legs varied with ochreous and

black .

—

British Cyclop cc ilia .

Effect of Watf.r on Cast-Iron,—Some large

bras? and cast-iron guns, which went down with

the Royal George in 1782, are now lying in the Tower.

The brass ones are little affected by their long immer-

sion in Uie sea, but those of cast-iron are changed

throughout their whole substance. They resemble

plumbago or pencil-lead, anil, like it, may be easily cut

with a knife.—Cast-iron pipes attached to a pumping-

apparatus, in a mine 140 fathoms deep, in the north of

England, have been so softened in five years, as scarcely

to hold together on removal.
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ENGLISH TITHE BILL.

TO THE EDITOR oF THE TIMES.

Sir,—I beg leave to offer through your paper a

mode by which the commutation of tithes for a

money payment may very easily be eflfected, and

has the recommendation of being founded on the

acknowledged principle of the quantities of land

generally considered as a compensation in lieu of

tithe under almost every enclosure act, where
tithe is commuted for land—namely, one-fifth of

arable land and one-ninth of pasture and other

kinds of land ; but instead of land, to give a money
payment calculated at an equivalent annual pay-

ment for such quantities of land by substituting

one-fourth of the amount (but not as part) of the

rent paid for arable land, and one-eighth of the

amount of the rent paid for the pasture or other

land, to be paid by the tenant or cultivator.

The present bill (I allude only to the English

bill,) proposes to give a rent-charge, to which I

think there is the greatest objection. In the first

place, a rent-charge is not in the nature or charac-

ter of tithe ; and next, instead of being an allevia-

tion of the burden of tithe upon land, and the

operation of it against improvement of cultivation

and agriculture, and improvement of stock, I con-

sider it will be in the end a more onerous and ob-

jectionable charge.

As a permanent and fixed charge upon the land

of the value of a certain given number of bushels of

corn, it will not alter with, or make allowance for,

the state of culture or quantity of produce ; or al-

low for land being thrown out of culture, or bad
husbandry or bad seasons, and will, uncfer circum-

stances of very common occurrence, press so

heavily on the occupier or cultivator, that finally

its onerous nature will be such as to defeat the

object.

On the objectionable nature of a rent-charge, I

beg leave to observe, that the effect and object of

a rent-charge is to give a hold on the land, and

that beyond the period that the person from whom
the tithe is due holds the land, and thus in case of

arrears throwing the burden on the succeeding

tenant or cultivator. It is fair and reasonable that

the tenant or cultivator shall be answerable for his

own arrears of tithe, or money payment in lieu
;

and whilst he occupies the land his property and
interest is in that land, and his estate shall be

liable to his debt. But it is not reasonable that

his successor shall be so liable for him ; or that

land should be liable for a prior tenant's arrears,

or debt, beyond his occupancy ; or that the land

should lie uncultivated rather than pay his debt

;

or that the proprietor of the land should be com-
pelled to sell his land for the debts of his tenant

:

and one of these cases must happen in arrears of

so heavy a rent-charge as tithe would be.

As if aware of the objectionable nature of a

rent-charge, it is proposed by the bill that more
than two years' arrears shall not bo recoverable

;

but this, I api)rehend, would be quite enough to

defeat husbandry, or the cultivation of the soil :

as with two years' arrears left by an outgoing

tenant, and the accruing payment of a third year's

tithe, tew persons would be found to venture on
cultivating the land or to stock it so encumbered.
Much more may be urged as against the tithe com-
mutation being in the nature of a rent-charge, but

enough is shown to exhibit that it is unreasonable,

as well as the very prejudicial and objectionable

nature of such a mode.

I consider that in substituting a money payment
in lieu of tithe it is not meant by any blind or de-

vice to give a greater advantage to the tithe owner,
and impose a charge that shall be more oppressive

to the occupier or prejudicial to cultivation of

the land ; but that the real intention is to give as

fair an equivalent as practicable, and to substitute

a reasonable consideration for tithe, wliere that

would and does operate as an unreasonable charge

upon land, as in cases of great outlay, and dis-

bursement of capital in high states of agriculture,

and rearing of fine stock, or in cases of bringing

poor or bad land, or unreclaimed land, into a good
state of cultivation ; and further, to give a more
easy mode of obtaining payment to the titheovvner,

and a less objectionable mode of collecting his dues

than in the forir^ of taking tithe in kind.

I believe it to be the sentiment of the clergy

generally, and who, with the establishment are

the objects of chief consideration in the proposed
commutation, that they wish no undue advantage,

but a fair and reasonable equivalent for their tithe,

subject to the vicissitudes of the products from the

land.

These premises admitted, a payment that shall

be modelled as near the nature of lithe will be
that which shall follow the nature of the produce
of the land, and make all allowances for soil, mode
of cultivation, and kind of produce ; and which a

payment calculated by a proportion of amount of

rent (but not as part of it,) because governed by
the different kinds of produce and cultivation, ob-

viously will effect, and is therefore the mode pro-

posed of regulating the tithe payment.

The rent, therefore, under this view, apparently

affords a very ready and appropriate means of

settling the amount of tithe payment. Where
rents were fair or admitted as such, both by the

titheowner and farmer, it might save much time,

trouble, and expense in valuation ; but it may be
necessary to have recourse to a survey, and there-

fore to provide for it ; and where a rent is not

considered to be the fair amount, either at too

much or too little, or even without reference to

rent paid, the value of a rent may be settled by a

survey according to the state and condition of the

land, the nature of cultivation, as to being arable,

pasture, or other quality. The survey to be made
by a surveyor for the cultivator, and a surveyor
named by the titheowner, and an umpire, at the

expense of the parties ; and this should be made
compulsory, with power to the titheovvner to name
his own man, if the cultivator would not, who
should proceed, and whose decision should be
binding; who shall then estimate the quantity of
arable and pasture, and other land, and apportion
the rent for each kind, and the payment in lieu of

tithe would be one-fourth of that apportioned for

the arable, and one-eighth of that apportioned for

the pasture, &c. The proportions of arable and
pasture, and other land, and the proportion of rent

for each, shall remain as long as parties agree, or
who may agree to alterations as required from
time to time; but if they cannot agree, or if they

see reason to have a new survey, then surveyors

to be appointed as before. As a general rule, the
tithe payment always to be considered first ac-

cording to the actual rent paid, but if disputed,

then as surveyors shall fix, and remain till parties

shall object, and then to be settled as before pro-
vided, and so on from time to time. In cases

where the landlord occupied his own land, this is

provided for by a survey to fix the rent, should
not the titheowner and landlord be able to agree
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between themselves in the amount—the tithe to

be recoverable in that case of the latitUord as rent

would be, but no arrear to extend to the land be-

yond the landlord's occupancy.
It appears to me that the fair method would be,

that the titheowner, as to right and title, should

he left precisely as he is in all respects, except that

he should be entitled to the substitute of the money
payment at certain regulated periods quarterly,

instead of taking the produce in kind, unless for

arrears ; for security of which he should have

powers of distress as against the occupier; but for

arrears incurred by the occupier only, against

whom (ceasing to have an interest in the land) his

arrears should remain a debt ; and tlie titheowner

shoulii have a precedence in the claim for his mo-
ney payment, and for arrears, as a debt of tithe

over rent, and all other debts not settled.

I will add, that by the mode proposed in my ob-

servations all the machinery of the present bill

would be avoided, and an act little more than so

much of an enclosure act, that provides for the

commutation of tithe for land, substituting a mo-
ney payment in place of the latter, would accom-
plish the object. AMICUS CLERICORUM.

June 2.

Bread.—Although the fermentation of bread is at-

tended with considerable advantages, yet it involves an

extradegree of care, as to the bread being very thorough-

ly baked ; and it renders it almost necessary that it be

kept for a day or two before it is eaten. If not thoroughly

baked, not only does part of it remain in the state of

dough, viscid and tenacious, but ill suited to the powers

of the stomach—a substance iu fact that will disagree

with almost any stomach, however strong, as it has

not completely got rid of its fermenting ingredients,

and the process will probably be continued in the

stomach, to the obvious disturbance of its functions.

The same thing is to a smaller extent, the case with new
bread. The crust and the part of the bread next to it

are much more easily digested than the inner part of

the loaf ; because Irom the former the products of fer-

mentation have been the most completely expelled.

Burnt bread is, however, neither more nor less than
charcoal, and is deprived of all its power of affording

nourishment to the system.—We have, then, several

good reasons for saying to our readers, let your bread
be baked in small loaves. One of these reasons is, that

such bread is more entirely freed from the products of

fermentation : they must escape much more completely

from a small loaf than from a larger one. There is, in

the second place, less necessity for putting the bread into

a very hot oven, or for continuing it iu the oven so long
as to deprive the outer part of its nutritious particles.

Such bread is sweeter to the taste than bread made in

large loaves, because it is more entirely freed from the
products of fermentation ; and for the same reason it

is more digestible. Looking upon this matter in a pe-
cuniary point of view, we would maintain that what
wc are advising is worthy of attention on the score of

economy. We would contend, that from any given
number of pounds of flour, baked in small loaves, a

larger quantity of nourishing matter will be obtained
than if it be baked in large loaves ; while the bread
will be both more palatable and more wholesome.

—

Muyazine of Health foi- May.

Old Treks.—Mr. Jesse, in a letter to the Gentle-

man's Magazine, says, "that there are yew trees in

England as old or older than the introduction of Chris-

tianity in our island, no doubt can exist; tlic oak is

probably of an age little inferior ; and the Tortworth
chesnut, if it were, as is believed, an old tree, in the

time of King John, may be approaching to a similar

date."

CULTURE OF THE COMMON APPLE.

The successful culture ofapple trees depends very

much on the suitableness of the ground they are

planted in. The size and flavour of the fruit, the

general health and duration of trees, are most
commonly the result of good or bad soil. Climate

and situation also affect both trees and fruit ; but

not in the degree in which the same are aflfected

by the qualities predominant in the land. Of all

the different descriptions of soil to be met with in

these kingdoms, that of a soft hazel loam, con-

taining a small portion of sand, seems to be the .

most congenial to the apple generally. In such
soil the tree is seen to flourish longest, is most
productive, and remains freest from disease or

attack of insects. A great depth is now requisite ;

eighteen or twenty inches being quite enough,
provided it be on a dry subsoil of chalk or loose

rock. If the bottom be wet, the trees should be

planted high, and every means taken to drain the

ground. A wet bottom of gravelly clay should be

avoided if possible—no kind of apple thriving long

if the roots once enter such a cold substratum.

Deep rich soils in sheltered situations are not

the most proper for the apple, though such have

been most erroneously recommended by writers

who ought to have known better. For it is often

seen that apple trees succeed in any kind of loam,

though it he no more than one foot in depth, so

as the bottom is sound and dry; they prosper

because the roots take an extensive horizontal

range ; the young wood is always of a more mode-

rate growth, and better ripened than where the

roots strike deep into the ground.

Although local circumstances often controulthe

wishes of the planter, compelling him to fix on a

site where the soil may not be exactly like what is

recommended above; he must, in this case,_ en-

deavour to make the soil by trenching, draining,

and by addition of the qualities wanting, and bring

it as near to the standard as possible.

The situation of an orchard should neither be

in the bottom of a narrow valley, nor on the top

of a hill : in the first, the bearing wood is never

so well ripened, the buds are often too early ex-

cited in the spring, and there frosts are always

more intensely felt ; in the second, fruit-bearing

trees are always too much exposed to winds. The
most desirable site is the side of a hill which slopes

gently to the south or south-east. If higher ground

or a belt of forest trees bound it on the north, it

is an advantage, as yielding shelter often necessary

to break the cutting winds of March and April.

A western aspect is not to be preferred, because

of the violent gales often experienced from that

quarter ; more especially during the month of

March, when the buds are swelling, and in Sep-

tember, when many of the trees are laden with

fruit. If, however, a western slope be the only

choice, (other circumstances of the soil, &c. being

favourable,) the planter has only to take care that

the fruit trees be protected by screens of forest

trees on the exposed points. This may be done,

in a great measure, by the fruit trees themselves,

that is, by planting the hardiest kinds, and tallest

growers, on the north or windward sides ; and

placing the more delicate and lower growers to-

wards the south.

Ajjple trees are liable to disease, and are also

the prey of insects. Canker is the most prevalent

disease; and ajipears to be caused by impure

qualities taken in by the root from an ungenial

subsoil. This is a conclusion come to from ex-

perience ; because in low damp situations, where
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the subsoil is strong gravelly clay, tbere the trees

are mostly cankered; while the same kinds, planted

on a light loam, having a dry bottom of rock or

chalk, remain perfectly free from disease. We
cannot exactly say how this happens, or describe

what the deleterious qualities are, which derange
and destroy the healthy bark and wood of a tree

;

but knowing what is above stated to be a fact, all

we can do to prevent it, is, to avoid placing trees

in such situations, or if our land be of that unfa-
vourable kind, endeavouring to improve it by
draining, or by any means that will prevent the
roots descending into the noxious subsoil.

Insects hurtful to the apple tree are the Ameri-
can coccus, or woolly aphis. This is too well known
to need further description. To kill those that
are visible, and stop the young from infesting the
whole tree, make a wash of soft soap and warm
soft water, worked together till of the consistence
of thin paint. This must be laid on the stem and
branches with painters' brushes of various sizes,

and pressed into every chink or opening of the
bark where the insects hide and breed. The action

of the brush crushes the old ones to death, and
the clammy nature of the wash prevents all move-
ment of either old or young. One application will

not be enough to extirpate them, because many of
the young are safe, and lie hidden under blisters

of the bark, which, unless first paired off with a
knife, neither brush nor wash can reach. But if

this wash be applied hot, and as often as insects

appear, a tree, or any number of trees, may be
cleared of them in time.

Caterpillars.—Of these there are many differ-

ent kinds, which prey either on the buds, leaves,

flowers, or fruit of the apple tree. They are mostly
the larvse of moths, the eggs of which are laid in

the crevices of the bark or round the buds, in the
autumn or spring, and on the approach of warm
weather are hatched, eat their way into the buds,
and often devour both leaves and flowers. There
is no way of keeping trees free from these winged
insects, unless we could wash or sprinkle the
whole tree in the autumn, with some liquid which
would be offensive to the parent insect. Fumiga-
ting the orchard with heaps of burning haulm or
straw sprinkled with sulphur, in the autumn, is

said to taint the trees, and so drives the female in-

sects from nestling on them. So effectual is this

expedient deemed in Normandy, that it is never
omitted by the orchardists there.

Parasite plants affecting apple trees, are the
rust, mildew, misletoe, lichen, moss, &c. The
three last are got rid of by any cutting or scraping
tool. Rust and mildew are both funguses, which
are easily killed by strong soap-suds repeatedly
applied to the parts affected, or by sprinkling
when wet with flour of brimstone alone or mixed
in soap-suds.

—

Rogers's Fruit Cultivator.

A EooN TO THE Agriculturists. — There were
reported at the Custom-house, London, on the 9th
of April last, by the ship Commercial Packet, .T, Hart,
from Rotterdam, 500 cases of Geneva, consigned to

order.

On the 11th of April last, by the London ]Merchant,
Captain Stranach, from Rotterdam,

loo cases of Geneva, consig-ned to order.
loo Ruck, Son, and Co.
170 G. Trimbey.

These cases contain 1 dozen bottles, in quantity 2}
gallons, which is sold ( in bond, ) including bottles,

package, &c (the spirit being at proof,) for 8s 6d.

Others contain 15 bottles, in quantity 4^ gallons, and
are sold in like manner for 13s.

It is also imported in casks, and sold at 2s 2d per
gallon, in bond.
The official returns show that may thousand gallons,

of the above description, are imported weekly.
The Warehousing Act, 3d and 4th Will IV, cap 57,

allows this article to be tasted, sampled, sold, and re-

exported to our colonies, &c, free of duty.

By referring to the Export Custom-house List it will

there appear that thousands of gallons are weekly ex-

ported, but more particularly to Australia and the

Canadas,
From the increasing demand for this article, the re-

sult has been that several British capitalists have been
induced to invest in distilleries in Holland, in order to

manufacture this gin for the purpose of supplying our
colonies, &c.

If the Government would allow the exportation of

British spirits free of the Excise duty of 7s 6d per gal-

lon, which it is now burdened with, it would enable us

to compete with the foreigner, and thereby increase the

demand for British corn and labour.

LITERATURE,

FLORIGRAPHIA BRITANNICA
;

By R, DEAKIN, F. H.C. S.E,, AND ROBT. MARNOCK.

Groombridge, Paternoster-row.

This work, which appears monthly, has now ar-

rived at the twelfth number, and if it do not meet
with an extensive circulation amongst florists, gar-

deners, and the lovers of Botany, it must arise from
not being suflBciently well known. It affords an easy
means of acquiring a knowledge of the qualities of
the British grasses, whilst tlie plates render the eye
farpiliar with their appearance. The following is a

description of " Holy Grass," which was first dis-

covered in a valley called Kella, in Angushire, Scot-

land :

—

"This species like all others of the genus has the pe-
culiar smell of new mown hay, similar to Anthoxcm-
'thitm odnratum, but in a much greater degree, so much
so, that according- to Dr. Hooker, in Iceland, it is so
plentiful as to be used by the people to scent their

apartments and clothes ; and it is said to be esteemed
in Sweden for its narcotic effects. The produce of this

grass in Spring is very small and of a very tender na-
ture ; these, together with its strong spreading under-
ground stems, render it a grass of no agricultural merit,
a circumstance which is to be regretted, as it contains
a greater proportion of nutritive matter than many of
the early grasses."

THE FLORICULTURAL MAGAZINE

;

BY R. MARNOCK.

Simpkin and Marshall, London.

The first monthly number of this publication ap-
peared on the 1st of June, and is one which we feel

convinced will find favour with all amateur floricul-

turists. The information contained in this work is

practically useful, and the notices of new plants

peculiarly interesting. We subjoin the monthly
operations for June in the flower-garden :

—

" Flower Garden.^—Sow annuals to bloom late in
autumn ; and, during cloudy weather, transplant into

the flower borders those sown in March and April.
Plant cuttings of pinks, double rockets, sweetwilliams,
and carnations

—

(See page 3.) Divide and repot auri-
culas, and remove them to a shady situation. Trans-
plant and repot polyanthuses, Chinese primroses, holly-
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hocks, sweetwilliams, lynchnesses, pinks, paDonies.

Tender annuals, grown in pots, should be repotted and
kept in a stove or grreenhouse. Towards the end of the
month, when the foliagre of anemonies, tulips, ranun-
culuses, and other bulbous-rooted phint*, have decayed,
they must be taken up, dried slowly, and afterwards
placed in a dry, cool, airy situation, till the planting
season returns. Pansies, and all kind^ of herbaceous
plants, may now be increased by planting slips in moist,

shady situations, in a north-east border, to receive the

morning: sun. Complete the planting of dahlias, bud
roses, &c. INIowing, weeding, tying up plants

—

(See

Noficeof Metallic Wire, page 17)—and attention to the

usual routine conducive to order and neatness, must
ever be kept in view."

THE FARMER'S HARVEST COMPANION,
OR AGRICULTURAL READY RECKONER;

Baldwin and Cradock, London.

The best proof of the excellence of this work will

be found in the fact, that it has undergone eight ini-

pressiiins. In addition we shall only give the state-

ment of a practical farmer :

—

" 1 have a good parcel of land, and it has been the

practice on my farm to pay fourpence an acre for the

measuring into carts at the setting-out time, half of

which was paid by the labourer. Now, with this book
in my hand, a rod measure, or a chain, (which I prefer

for plain land), and a boy, I can in the course of an
hour or two, when at leisure, and the weather permits,

mark out the ground without calling in the land mea-
surer schoolmaster to my assistance, and to the greater
satisfaction of the workmen."

THE SHEEP.

HISTORY OF THE SHEEP, CONTINUED FR9M PAGE 38.

(From the Dumfries Herald.)

Sparrman, in bis Account of South Africa, ob-

serves, that the leanest sheep are always selected

for slaughter on account of the amazing fatness of
the tail.

Mr. Hemmy, the Lieutenant-Governor of the Cape,
informed Captain Cook, when Jie put in for repairs

during his last voyage, that he had endeavoured to

introduce European sheep into the colony, but had
failed through the obstinacy of the country people,

who thought the superiority of the wool would not

be a recompencc for the deficiency ofthe tail.

Boethius, the Roman poet and Platonic philoso-

pher, (a. d. 5<J4,) mentions a breed of sheep in the

Isle of Hirta, (west of Uist, and north-west of Ha^
vesker,) larger than the biggest he-goat, with tails

hanging almost to the gcoiiwd, and horns as thick as

those of an ox, in these respects agreeing perfectly

with the African animal, and giving rise to curious

sj)eculatioiis as to how they reached so insignificant

a place. Perhaps the Romans, who always left a

conquered country better than they found it, were
instrumental in the transference ; but of this we can
determine nothing. A benefit has been conferred,

it matters not by whom, and Hirta remains, even at

this time, famous for its live stock.

—

{See Aikman'i

Translation nf the History of Scotland, by George

Buchanan.)

Burchell remarks, that the principal property of

the boors of the Roggeveld consists in sheep ;
','300,

exclusive of lambs, being reckoned a small fortune,

while a boor with 5000 cannot be called affluent.

He once, in fact, met a person who was the happy

possessor of 30,000, certainly a most eligible invest-

ment for a fortune-hunting woman. At a village, to

which was attached the feature-distorting name of
G raaffreynet, he conversed with a family, not a large
one, which, being fed on mutton at every meal, re-

quired for tlie due holding together of the animal
and spiritual, no less a proportion than two sheep
daily : after that the Esquimaux may surely be al-

lowed to enjoy in peace the exercise of their fasti-

dious appetites.

The broad-tailed sheep affords in Thibet a fleece

which is fine, long, and beautiful, and goes to form
the shawls to which the ladies of all nations are so
exceedingly partial.

The Cape sheep are said to have been introduced
into North America, where they were regarded as
extremely valuable, on account of the wool and
flesh ; but Stuart, in his late publication after a three
years' residence in that country, thinks the Americans
care very little about sheep, and does not so much
as mention the African animal. " Sheep are not so
much attended to as they should be in this country,

where the dryness of the weather preserves them
from diseases to which they are subject in Britain,"—" The marinos, and crosses with the marino, are

those generally seen ; but little care is paid to their

being Avell fed before being killed and brought to

market. The mutton is, of course, inferior in quality,

and the people led to entertain prejudices against it

;

even the slaves in the south are said to object to

being fed on sheep's meat."
From the last part of this extract we are partly

enabled to understand the reasons why mutton bears

so exceedingly small a price in that quarter, and
why, therefore, it constantly figures as a bait in tho

magnificent trap which is set every year to ensnare
the unwary and the discontented.

Bonnycastle, in his work on Spanish America, re-

marks, that sheep are found in astateof nature in the

northern part of New Spain, " Laving multiplied to

an extraordinary degree in the wide spread plains

and Savannahs ;" but he very inconsiderately leaves

us to guess the variety of the animal to which he al-

ludes,—a mode of acquiring information we decline,

or obvious reasons, resorting to.

The sheep of Persia, Tartary, and China, is dis-

tinguished from all others, by the tail forming a dou-

ble globe of fat ; the north of Europe and north of

Asia is overrun by a breed in which the tail is want-

ing, while that of southern Russia, India, and Guinea,

stands pre-eminent, from the elongation of the tail,

and in respect to that of the two last named places,

also of the legs.

Among these the only one which appears to have

lately attracted much attention is the Puruk of La-

dusk, in the Himalaya mountains, and which, from

the description given of it by Mr. Moorecraft, in the

transactions of the Asiatic Society, appears to be, in

some respects, a most remarkable animal.

It is a branch of the small breed we have shortly

noticed as inhabiting the north of Asia, but as the

qualities assigned to it are such as may raise doubts

in the minds of practical men, we cannot, we think,

do better than permit Mr. Moorecraft to describe it

in his own words—" The Puruk sheep of Ladusk,

when at full growth, is scarcely as large as a south

down lamb six months old
;
yet, in fineness and

weight of fleece, and in flavour of mutton, added to

its peculiarities of feeding and constitution, it yields

not in merit to any race hitherto described. Itgives

two lambs in twelve months, and is twice shorn

within that space. The clip may aftbrd, in the an-

nual aggregate, 31bs. ; and the first yield is fine

enough fo" tolerably good shawls. The British
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floclt-master would be delighted with the fineness of

the bone, the spread of the carcase, the hardiness of

its constitution, and its aptness to fatten. The Puruk
sheep, if permitted, thrusts its liead into the cooking

pot, picks up crumbs, is eager to drink the remains

of a cup of broth, and examine the hand of its mas-

ter for barley, flour, or a cleanly j)icked bone, which

it disdains not to nibble ; a leaf of lettuce, a peeling

of turnip, the skin of the apricot, give a luxury ; and

the industry is indefatigable with wliich this animal

detects and appropriates substances so minute and
uninviting, as would be unseen and neglected by
ordinary sheep

;
jjerlwps the dog of the cottager is

not so completely domesticated as it is. I have been
minutely tedious upon their acquired habits of feed-

ing, as introductory to the conclusion, that tlierp

exists not a cottager in Britain who might not keep
three of those sheep with more ease thau he now
keeps a cur dog ; nor a little farmer who might not

maintain a flock of fifteen or twenty without appro-
priating half an acre exclusively to their use : tliey

would derive support from that produce which now
either totally runs to waste, or goes to the dunghill."

He goes on to state that he has procured a flock

which, in the event of his falling, will, he hopes, be

sent to Britain ; but so far as we are aware, nothing-

has been heard of the matter since. With all due
respect for the opinion of Mr. Moorecraft; we are

led to believe that the introduction of such an animal
would not be followed by the advantages he has been
so sanguine iu supposing, though no doubt correct

in ])is statements, regarding the omnivirous propen-
sities of tbe animal, as every farmer can testify from
what he has seen of the lambs reared for amusement
by children, yet he forgets the difference between a

Tartar and a British population, and that small as

is the product in that country, even when contrasted

with the value of the feeding, it would be smaller
still in this part of the world, where they would, from
becoming speedily acclimated, bring forth and re-

quire clipping only once a-year.

Sheep are abundant in Persia, and, according to

Sir .Tohn Malcolm, from the wealth of the wandering
tribes who, however, pay no attention to the improve-
ment of the breed.

Salt, Avhile in Abyssinia, noticed a " small black
species," and it is curious he should content himself
with this, the very commencement of a description,
though at that time labouring to gain us a knowledge
of many animals which could only be viewed as

zoological curiosities, and as such gain him the thanks
of but a small portion of the community.
A notice of a breed between an Abyssinian ram

and a French ewe made the tour of our newspapers
in 1826; they were described as being extremely
hardy and prolific, their fleece surpassing in bril-

liancy any that had ever appeared in Europe, while
their beauty excited general admiration.
The fleeces of the sheep above Cairo are said to be

very thick and long, and to have been used by the
Egyptians for beds, as they were supposed to secure
the sleeping owner from the stings of scorpions,
which would not venture upon such a couch through
a fear of being entangled in the wool.

The West India sheep are much esteemed in this

country, to which they are sometimes brought by
merchants ships, and after feeding a short time on
our pastures are reckoned little inferior to venison.

The Icelandic sheep has straight upright ears, a
small tail, and what is most to be remarked, no less

sometimes than four or five horns. They are exceed-
ingly fond of scurvy grass (cochlearia), ou which
they soon acquire fat, and are much valued by their
owners on account of their milk, of which they yield

from two to six quarts a-day, most of it being made
into butter. It has been affirmed, but with what de-
gree of plausibility we cannot determine, that the
ewes in the holmes round Kirkwall, in the island of
Mainland, (one of the Orkneys,) frequently drop dead
when frightened near lambing time.

Pennant, alluding to the extensive use of flannel

in Wales, remarks that " Wales yields but a coarse
wool, yet it is of more extensive use than the finest

Segovian fleeces ; for rich and poor, age and youth,
health and infirmities, all confess the universal bene-
fit of the flannel manufacture."

J'he time is now past that justified the remark of
Crabbe,

" When flannel wreaths the vseless limhs enfold."

As flannel is at present used by the strongest and
healthiest individuals in the hottest climates, and with
the most decided advantages, friglitful bowel com-
plaints having, as Sir George Ballingall remarks
been frequently stopped in European regiments in

India, by the men being supplied with flannel shirts.

The poorest of the Welsh peasantry make use of
flannel coverings, which are thrown aside during the

period of active exertion, only to be instantly resumed
when that period has ceased.

The Welsli sheep are reckoned the best for a moun-
tain next the Cheviot and black-faced breed ; their

wool, in fact equals that of the former, while they
have some of the requisites of a good feeder, such as

clean heads, small bones, and thin erect ears, and are
healthy, hardy, and active, but of small size, weigh-
ing from 7 lbs. to 15 lbs. per quarter.

It has been believed, from Britain having been
partly peopled from Spain, that our sheep were origi-

nally Spanish ; and as Giraldus Cambrensis (Collec-

tan. de Reb. Hibern, a work we have only been en-
abled to consult at second-hand,) atfirms, that the

Irish in his time were clothed in black garments,

from the wool of their sheep being so coloured, some
have supposed the sheep of that island were imported
from Spain,—a supposition rendered probable by
Southey telling us, in his letters from that country,

that in the north of the Peninsula the animals are

almost all of a black colour.

Borlase, in his History of Cornwall, ascribes the

fatness of the sheep near the Land's End to their

eating snails of the turbinated kind, along with the

dewy food they were wont to obtain at day dawn.
Snails have alwaj's been reckoned good and nutritious

food ; but we rever, till now, imagined that our pet
was so much of a gourmand as to vary its diet at the

expense of so tiny a lover of good herbage.

We shall, before proceeding to the British breeds
of the present day, furnish our readers with a few of

of the Acts which have been passed by Parliament
in regard to sheep, only however, producing such as

have a direct reference to the present division of our
subject.

Though there are innumerable Acts relating to wool,

yet there are comparatively few which allude to the

animal that bears it ; and these may in most instances

be viewed merely as matters of curiosity. The ear-

liest that has fallen under our notice is one passed
by the eighth Parliament of James II., chapter 36,
requiring that no cattle be sold to Englishmen in

England but for ready gold and silver, under the pain

of escheat betwixt the King and the warden.

By an Act of the seventh Tarliament of James the

Sixth, chapter 124, all Acts are ratified which have
been made against the transporting of sheep or other

cattle forth of the realm.

An Act of the twelfth Parliament of James the

Sixth, chapter 149, forbids sheep to be transported to
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England, or sold to Englisbmen who transport the

same.
In an act of the first Parliament of Charles the

Second, session third, chapter 12, Anno 1663, for

the encouragement of tillage and pasturage, it is

declared, that barrelled flesh may be exported bv
sea free of custom, bullion, or other imposition for

nineteen years ; and that bestial (including, of course,

sheep, ^ may be exported free of custom, &c. for the

same term. During the reigns of Henry VII. Henry
VIII. and Edward \l. an undue preference was
given to grazing so mucli so, as to call for several

Acts to put a stop to what, from mismanagement, was
fast ruining the country, b}' driving the people from
it. Henry VII. exempted Norwich from the penal-

ties of the law on acount of the decay of manufac-
tures from tlie want of hands ; and shortly after, the

whole county of Norfolk obtained a like exemption
with regard to some branches of the woollen manu-
facture. The practice of depopulating the country,

by abandoning tillage and throwing the lands into

pasturage, had run to so great an extent during tlie

time of Henry VIII., that an enactment was made,
whereby the King became entitled to half the rents

of the land where any farm-houses were allowed to

fall to decay ; and the number of sheep in a flock

was limited to two thousand. Hume conjectures,

in liis History of England, that unskilful husbandry
was probably the cause why the proprietors found
no profit in tillage,—thus leading a farmer to keep a

flock sometimes of twenty-four-thousand, as express-
ed in the statute, and increasing the price of mutton,
which remarkable coincidence Parliament attributes

to the commodity having gotten into few hands,
though Hume ascribes it to tbe daily increase of

money, thinking it almost impossible that such an

article could be engrossed. At the commencement
of the reign of Edward the Sixth, the people were
still sadly deficient in a knowledge of agriculture,

—

a ]jrofession which, as Hume wisely remarks of all

mechanical employments, requires the most reflection

and experience. A great demand having- arisen for

wool, both at Ijome and abroad, whole estates were
laid waste by enclosures ; while the tenants, regarded
as a useless burden, were expelled their habitations,

and the cottagers deprived even of the commons on
which they fed their cows :—no wonder there was
a decay of the people. Perhajis Goldsmith had these
times in view when he wrote

—

" Princes and lords may flourish or may fade,

A breath can make them as a breath has made
;

But a bold peasantry, their country's pride,

When once destroyed con never be supplied."

The grievance, in fact, was so great, that Sir Tho-
mas More, alluding to it in his Utopia, observes,
that a sheep had become in England a more lavenous
animal than a lion or a wolf, and devoured whole
villages, cities, and provinces.

From such doleful pictures we turn with renewed
delight to the peaceful attributes of the benefactors
of our commerce, and shall give, in as condensed an
arrangement as possible, the conclusion of their

history.

The breeds of our island, as they at present stand,

may be divided, into two kinds—long-woolled and
short-woolled ;

the formt^r embracing the I'eeswater,

the Dishley or New Leic<"ster, and the Devonshire
nots ; while the latter will include those of Dorset,
Hereford, Sussex, Norfolk, and Cheviot.

The Lincolnshire has no horns, the face is white,

the carcass long and thin, the legs thick, white, and
rough, bones large, pelts thick, and the wool from
8 to 10 inches in lene'th. The ewes weigh from 14

lbs. to 20 lbs. per quarter ; and three-year-old wethers
20 lbs to 30 lbs. The flax weighs from 81bs. to 1 41b.,

and covers a coarse-grained slow-feeding carcass,

so slow, indeed, at feeding, that it cannot be fattened

at an early age except upon rich land ; but the breed
is encouraged from the great weight of wool that is

shorn from them every year, while it and its sub-
varieties are extremely common in the English
counties.

The wool of the Teeswater is not so long and
heavy as tliat of the former; they stand upon higher
and finer boned legs, which support a firmer and
heavier carcass, much wider upon their backs and
sides, and uftbrd a fatter and finer-grained mutton

j

the two-year-old wethers weighing from 25 lbs. to

30 lbs. per quarter.

—

(See Cleghorti on Agriculture, in

the seventh edition of the E>iCijclopiidia Brilannica.)
These were originally bred from the same stock as
tlie former, but have become different from attending
to size rather than to wool. jNIarshall, in his work on
Yorkshire, remarks, that they are not so compact nor
so complete in tlieir form as the Leicestershire sheep

;

nevertheless, the excellency of their flesh and fatting

quality is not doubted, and their wool still remains
of s superior quality. For the banks of the Tees, or

any other rich fat land country, they may be singu-
larly excellent. Rams of this breed have been em-
ployed of late in crossing ewes of the Leicester breed
in Northumberland and Berwickshire, but with what
success has not been determined.
The Dishlejs or New Leicester, is distinguished

from other long-woolled breeds by clean heads,
straight broad flat backs, round bodies, small bones,
thin pelts, and disposition to fatten at an early age;
but more of this hereafter. The weight of three-year

old ewes is from 18 lbs. to 26 lbs. per quarter, and
of two-year-old wethers from 20 lbs. to 30 lbs. The
wool averages from 6 lbs. to 8 lbs., and is thought
by some to be inferior in quality to that of Cheviot
sheep ; but, from being fully fed at all seasons, they

yield great quantities of it.

—

(Practical Observations

by John Little.)

The fourth hornless variety of long-woolled sheep
is the Devonshire nots. They have white faces and
legs, the latter being short, and the bones large, while
the necks are thick, the backs high, and the sides

good. 1 hey approach in weight to the Leicester
;

but the wool is heavier and coarser. In this county
are found the white-faced and horned variety, which
are known as the Exmoor kind, from the place of

their nativity. Though very delicate in bone, they

are not good, having a narrow flat-sided carcass,

while the weight of the quarters and fleece is a third

short of the former variety.

All that we have here described are suited only

for luxurious pastures ; but the next, or short-woolled

kinds, are nicely adapted by size and form for hilly

countries and inferior fare, though not sufficiently

hardy for mountainous and healthy districts.

The Dorsetshire sheep are horned and white-faced,

with a long thin carcass, and high small wliite legs.

Three-year-old wethers weigh from 16 lbs. to 20 lbs.

a quarter ; but the wool being fine and short, weighs
only from 3 lbs. to 4 lbs. a fleece. It is, liowever,

amply comj)ensated for by the mutton, which is of

superior quality. This breed has a peculiar pro-

I)erty— that of lambing at any period of the year, often

so early as September and October—and is on this

account extremely valuable for supjilying large towns
with house land) at Christmas.

The Wiltslure sheep are a weightier variety of the

former, averaging from 20 lbs. to 2.t lbs. per quarter.

According to Mr. CuUey, " The variations of th

breed are spread through many of the southe

e2
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counties, as well as many in the west, viz,, Glouces-

tershire, Worcestershire. Herefordshire, &c."

Herefordshire or Ryeland sheep have white legs

and faces, and no horns, the wool growing close to

the ej^es. They are of a size suited to every market,

weighing from 12 lbs. to 18 lbs. a quarter, with a

toUerably well formed carcass and tine short wool,

each fleece weighing from l^lb. to 2^1bs. ; they

were called Ryeland sheep, from the land being

thought capable of growing nothing but rye. Their

figure is good ; but the back is not so level, nor the

ribs so well rounded, as iii the most improved
breeds. They fatten easily, and arrive soon at ma-
turity, though reckoned inferior in these respects to

the Cheviot variety.

The South Down, like the Ryeland, are, from the

delicacy of their constitution, unadapted for bleak

situations, but sufficiently hardy and active for a low
country; their average weight is from 15 lbs. to

18 lbs. a quarter; that of the fleece, which is very

short and fine, being from 2^ lbs. to 3 lbs. They are

without horns, have grey faces and legs, a neck low
set, and small, and a breast neither wide nor deep

;

their mutton is fine in the grain, and of an excellent

flavour, having been brought to great perfection by
Mr. Elman Glynd and other intelligent breeders.

They are mostly found in Sussex on dry chalky

downs, producing short fine herbage, and arrive

early at maturity, in which respect they are equal to

the Cheviot, though inferior to them in quantity of

tallow.

Norfolk sheep are celebrated for a voracious appe-

tite and unquiet disposition, and are good fornothing

but folding, for which alone they are retained. They
have long legs, a light lean carcass, a black face, and
large spiral horns; weigh from 16 lbs. to 20 lbs. a

quarter, and have large bones, though the fleece is

fine, averaging from If lbs. to 2 lbs.

The Cheviot sheep have no horns, a bare head,

white face and legs, with a long jaw. The legs are

clean, small boned, and covered with wool to the

bough, but there is a sad want of depth at the breast,

and of breadth both there and on the chin. A fat

carcass weighs from l2 lbs. to 18 lbs. a quarter, and
a medium fleece about 3 lbs. They vary occasionally,

especially about the face, from an intermixture with
their neighbours. These sheep are a capital moun-
tain stock, provided the pasture resembles the hills

around Cheviot, in containing a considerable pro-

portion of green sward ; indeed, the flocks which
have been sent to the Highlands of Scotland have
succeeded admirably, supplanting in many instances

the black-faced kind.

The black-faced or heath variety are known by
their large spiral horns, wild-looking eyes, black legs

and faces, with short firm carcasses, covered by long

coarse wool, which weighs from 3 lbs. to 4 lbs. When
three years old they fatten well, giving excellent

highly flavoured mutton, and weighing from 10 lbs.

to 16 lbs. a quarter. They are the most valuable

upland sheep in Britain, abounding in all the western
counties of England and Scotland.

There are four limited races yet to be noticed, two
of which will be deferred till our paper on Wool

—

the first is a kind peculiar to the rocky district -at

the head of the Duddon and Esk rivers, in Cumber-
land. They are termed Herdyvicks, from having
been for generations back farmed out to herds. They
are hornless, having speckled legs and faces, with
short wool, Avhich weighs from 2 lbs. to 2^ lbs. a

fleece, and reported as finer than that of the heath

sheep.

The Dun-faced is supposed to have been brought
•0 Scotland from Denmark or Norway at an early

period, and still exist in small flocks north of the
Firth of the Forth. There are some varieties, but
they may all be arranged under those of the mainland
of Scotland, and those of the Hebrides and northern
islands of Orkney and Zetland.

(To he continued.')

DENVER (NORFOLK) SHEEP SHOW.
Messrs. Thomas and Joseph Brown held their annual

show for selling and letting of tups on Thursday se'n-

night, when a numerous company assembled—some of
whom came from a great distance, and who were evi-

dently both pleased and surprised at the perfection to

which the intelligence and energy of the Messrs.
Browns have carried their favourite Leicester breed of
sheep ; both in form and condition they were acknow-
ledged to surpass the animals shown last year ; but the
best proof of their excellence was the fact, that a great
proportion of the tups were let at prices suflScient to

indemnify the owners, and yet quite within the means
of all sheep farmers, to whom purity of blood, symme-
try, constitution, and early aptitude to fatten are objects
of attention ; and what sheep farmer does not deem
them such 1 We consider these gentlemen entitled to

the thanks of the community, and worthy of all

commendation, for the opportunity they have thus
afforded their brother farmers of improving their breed
of sheep, and at no exorbitant rate, of acquiring a stock
of lambs, which both in wool and carcase, shall amply
repay them all the cost and labour of rearing them. This
praise is the more sincere on the part of the writer,

because he happens to be a partisan of the Southdown,
rather than the Leicester breed of Sheep ; but it will

be remembered that there is such a thing as combining
the excellencies of the two, and by putting a Leicester
tup to Down ewes, a most valuable animal, both as to

wool and carcase, is the result. Now breeders of half-

breds, are not in general sufficiently awake to the ne-
cessity of attention to the quality of the tup. Any
sheep, so he be but a Leicester, they think will do to

cross luith ; there never was a greater fallacy. At
least as much pains should be taken to procure a perfect

sire in this case as any other, and why not ? But we
are dealing in truisms, when we ought to be going on
with our story. After the sheep had been shown, seen,

and handed by all the cognoscenti present, the party ad-
journed to a large tent, which had been erected in

front of the house, and nearly forty sat down to a
sumptuous dinner. Amongst whom were E, R, Pratt,

J, W. Gooch, J, W, Powell, Esqrs., Messrs. R. and H.
Childs, Littles, Waddelow, Anderson, |Paul, Mumford,
Garnham, Hunter, Leete, Chester, Read, Bush, S.
Taylor, Stanger, Ewen, Burrell, Cottingham, Whirry,
&c. After a few of the usual preliminary toasts had
been given from the chair by Rlr, T, Brown—E, R,
Pratt, Esq,, rose, and expressed the very high gratifica-

tion he felt as Mr, Brown's landlord, in being present
at so large and respectable a meeting. It always gave
him great pleasure to meet the yeomanry, and particu-

larly on an occasion like the present, when his own
estate and his own tenants furnished the means of im-
provement in a very important point of husbandry,
slieep management. He himself was a Southdown
breeder, but he not the less appreciated the labours of

the Messrs. Browns, believing they were calculated to

be of eminent service to their brother farmers. Enter-

taining- these sentiments, he begged to propose the

healths of their worthy hosts, and success to them, with

three times three. (Loud cheers.) The presence of

this venerable and highly respected individual, a true

specimen of " the Old English Gentleman," added
greatly to the interest of the meeting. After several

other suitable toasts, the company again adjourned to

the sheep pens, and the business of the day was con-

cluded by those who had not already made their bar-

gains—the party finally dispersing much gratified with

the proceedings of the day.
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HORTICULTURE COMMON CAB-
BAGE, EARLY YORK CABBAGE,
LONDON NEW YORK CABBAGE,
SAVOY, BROCCOLI, AND EARLY
WHITE WARWICK PEA.

By Mr. Towers, Author of the Domestic Gar-
dener's Manual, &c. C. M. H. S.

(From the Quarteily Journal of Agriculture.)

The Brassica, or cabbage tribe, presents us with
the most important crops of the season, I mean
the period included between the 1st of June and
the two succeeding months. It is proposed to

select three of the numerous species, namely, 1st,

Common round-headed or hearting Cabbage,— 2d,
The Savoy,—3d, Broccoli.

I. The Common Culinary Cabbage, Brassica
oleracea, of Decandolle, No. 4, elliptica, the early
York, and particularly that fine improved variety,

now called London netv York Cabbage. All the
members of the tribe belong to one family or ge-
nus, termed Brassica : they are found in the na-
tural order Cruciferw, the leading characters of
which arc four opposite petals, ranged in the order
of a cross ; there are four petals or calix-leaves,

six stamens, two of which are rather shorter than
the other four, and this latter circumstance gave
rise to the name selected by Linnjeus to designate
the members of his 15th class Tetradynamia, a
compound Greek word, which indicates the power
or supremacy of fotir out of the six fertilizing or-

gans. It may be of some importance to the farmer
and cottager to be informed that, among all the
plants of this class or natural order, not one per-
haps is possessed of any really deleterious pro-
perty. Among nearly one thousand species, as
Dr. Lindley observes, " scattered over the face of
the world, all are harmless, and many highly use-
ful."

The varieties of the cabbage are numerous, but
he whopossesses the best early York, has that which
combines most of the valuable qualities of that
excellent vegetable—compactness of heart, firm-
ness, sweet fiavour, and convenient size and form

;

it is also hardy, of very ready culture, and occu-
pies but little space. I do not recommend it merely
as a culinary vegetable ; it might, and I think
should, be made to rotate with the crops of the
farm. It is not my desire now to digress, but I

hope on a future occasion to adduce facts which
will go far to prove that every farm throughout
the kingdom would be improved, and the agricul-
turist proportionably benefited, by a greatly en-
larged rotation. The land has powers and capa-
bilities to double its productive return : we
southerns are much indebted to our northern bre-
thren for the lessons of wisdom which their re-
fined system of agriculture has already taught us,

but these cultivators, skilful and persevering as
they have eff'ectually proved themselves to be, may
still advance ; and with this conviction before me,
I hope I may not be deemed presuming, if, at the
earliest opportunity, I venture to attempt to fulfil

the intention which I have alluded to above, and
for which I am collecting the requisite docu-
ments.
The soil for cabbage should be a sound mellow

loam, of a quality usually termed/a<, or unctuous,
wherein the silex, which forms its chief constitu-
ent, is in a state of extremely minute division, and
united to a greater proportion of argillaceous

earth (alumine), than most common, gritty soils

are ; but the chief desideratum of an i:actuous
loam is the impalpable state of the silex ; for I
have analyzed one of the finest loams I ever saw,
without being able to detect in it more than five

or six per cent, of clayey substances, and scarcely
a grain of chalk. But the cabbage will do well in
most soils, provided it be exposed to the full in-
fluence of light and air, and be not shaded or
stifled by trees, shrubs, or buildings.

Seed.—This will retain its vegetative power for
three or more years, but it is always better to em-
ploy that produced in the preceding season, or if
two or three year old seed be used, it should be
tried in heat, sown in a flower-pot : a serious loss
of time may be occasioned by a failure of the
seed-bed. An ounce of seed will suffice to sow
forty square feet, if scattered broadcast, but less
will be required, if sown in drills, six or seven
inches asunder ; and this method is always advan-
tageous, because the Dutch or thrust-hoe can, at
any time, be passed easily between the rows. If
cabbage be cultivated in t/ie field, it is calculated
that half a pound of seed will aff"ord more plants
than will grow on an acre ; and it is stated, in
recommendation of the vegetable for the purposes
of the farm, that if the cabbages be cut, freed from
bad leaves, and carried to the cow-yard, " they
are more beneficial than hay, given in any propor-
tion, when only combined with straw."

" In ihQfattening of neat cattle, an acre of good
cabbages may be nearly sufficient for three beasts
of from forty to fifty stones each, which have
been grazed in the pasture during the summer. A
middle-sized bullock, in general, consumes about
1001b. in twelve hours."* " Half an acre will be
nearly sufficient for 100 sheep, when the crop is

good : a sheep consumes nearly 10 or 121b. in 12
hours.

—

(Baxter sAgric.) I have repeatedly tried
cabbage in cow-feeding, and on every account re-
commend the substitution of York cabbages for the
coarser and more bulky varieties.

In garden culture, we have to consider the object
of the cultivator ; if spring or early summer cab-
bage only be required, one sowing of a single long
row or a small bed will suffice. In the southern
or middle counties of England, it is usual to limit
the period of sowing between the 6"th and the I2th
days of August ; but in the north, I presume that
the third or fourth week of July should be chosen.
Experience has proved that seed sown early in
July, will produce plants which are liable to run
to seed in the following spring ; while, on the
contrary, the plants of late sowings rarely acquire
strength sufficient to resist the rigours of the
winter. The soilfor a seed-bed ought to be lighter
than that used during the future growth of the
j^lants ; it should be moved to the depth of a few
inches, and made very fine : then, the line being
strained tight, the first drill is to be cut by draw-
ing the angle of a hoe in the direction of the line,

with its edge resting against it. An inch or less
in depth is sufficient ; but, as all seeds rise better
if they rest upon a true surface, and be closely

* There must surely be some error in this state-
ment, of an acre of cabbage being able to fatten
nearly three beasts of from 40 to 50 stones each :

lOOlb. of cabbage in twelve hours, that is the aver-
age number of hours of day-light in eacli day, for

twenty weeks from tlje end of October, will amount
only to 6 tons 5 cwt. Now a raiddle-sieed ox will,

in that time, consume 30 tons of Swedish turnips.

Do, 6 tons 5 cwt. of cabbage yield as much uutri-

meat as 30 tons of Swedish tuiiiip'J—Ex^non,
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embraced by the mould, it will be proper to level

and compress the bottom of the little drill by pat-

ting it with the back of a wooden, round-headed

rake, or by placing a long pole, like the handle of

a rake, into it, so as to form a sort of groove. In

this, the seeds are to be scattered as regularly as

possible, after which it would be as well to dust

them over regulaily with a powder composed of

two parts (say pounds) of powdered quick-lime,

one part of coal-soot, and one sixteenth part (one

ounce; of flour of sulphur. This mixture is inimi-

cal to instincts, and does not injure the young
plants. The groove is next to be filled up with

fine earth, which is to be made firm and even, by
pi'essing it down with the flat of the spade. In

like manner, all the other drills may be made and
finished. If the weather he showery, and the

ground in a moist state, but still free and open to

work, nothing more need be done. It sometimes
happens, however,—as was the case to a very in-

jurious extent throughout the ; ummer of 1835,

—

that the soil is found dry even to dustiness. In

that case, as it will not answer to let the critical pe-

riod pass over, the intended bed should be watered

copiously for three successive nights, till it become
completely moist, and a mat or two must be thrown
over it during the intervening days. Seeds sown
in soil thus prepared, will vegetate very rapidly

;

for warmth and moisture are the prime actuating

agents of vegetative life, as direct solar light is

that of maturation. Waterings, or rather the or-

dinary sprinklings, so termed, will prove of no
avail, if the seeds have been sown in arid soil, as

was fatally proved last year. In hot sunshine, the

mat ought to be used till the seeds vegetate. IVte

seedliny plants will be liable to the attacks of slugs

and other enemies ; to guard against which, they

may be sprinkled with a little of the powder men-
tioned above ; or the spaces of soil between the

rows may be covered with dry saw-dust or chafi";

but thick sowing is perhaps the most efl'ectual

means to securea sufficient supply, and it is always
prudent to practise it, because many seeds are

inert; and it is better to displace the supernume-
raries by timely thinning, than to have a paucity

of plants, nine-tenths of which may perish by acci-

dents. When the first true leaves appear, and
acquire a little strength, much of the danger will

be past, and the jjlants ought to be thinned out,

so as to stand an inch asunder. Again, as they
advance in growth, they ought to be reduced in

number till double that space inteivene between
plant and plant.

Transplanting.—Some gardeners haveattempt-
ed to obviate this operation ; but the roots first

produced are few in number, though strong, and
of considerable length ; the plants also acquire a

tall and shanky growth ; and above all, it is evi-

dent that, if cabbage jjlants be made to perfect

their growth on the site where the seeds were
sown, the allotted space must be very great, be-

cause they must be thinned out so as finally to

stand one foot asunder at the least. Transplanting,
therefore, should be practised, and that, too, as

soon as the young plants have become three or
four inches high, and begin to crowd each otlier.

The operation effects two or three good objects.

It causes the roots to jjroduce a number of short

fibres, or, as it is termed, to become " stocky :"

it dwarfs the plants, and, while making them
strong and compact, secures them to the soil ; and
it enables the giower to protect those left in the
seed-bed (as some always should be) by cover-
ings of mats thrown over arches, formed of

hoops or pliable rods, in the event of very severe
weather.

In transplanting, let the bed or plot be a good
firm loam, if possible, pretty well manured, tho-
roughly digged, and in a free, open situation.

Select strong plants of nearly equal growth, and
insert them in rows by means of a dibble or trowel,
fixing each firmly in the soil, eighteen inches apart
every way, if the variety be a free grower ; but
the small Yorks will do very well if the rows be
that distance apart, the plants standing only twelve
inches asunder in the lines or ranks. It is indis-

pensable that the soil be brought closely to the
root«, and made to press them firmly in every
part ; and should the weather be dry, much time
will be gained by making the holes so deep as to

receive the plant to the full length of the stem of
each, and filling every hole brimful of soft water:
then, by pressing the soil laterally and on every
side \^ ith the tool, the roots will become puddled
in, and secured at once. The period for the work
must depend upon the growth in the seed-bed

;

and if the season be early, and the weather warm
and showery, the transplanted cabbages may grow
so rapidly as to require the check of a second re-
moval, or at least to be raised up and reset ; but
in general, and under ordinary circumstances, it

will be sufficient to leave them undisturbed, as

then the crop will he ready for culture at a more
early period of the spring. In the south, it is no
uncommon circumstance to cut fine-hearted cab-
bages in April, and very good ones in May. In
the noi-th, the growth must be more tardy in most
situations.

The seed-bed will require care and attention. I

have siiid that some plants ought to have been left

in it ; and I urge the practice, because, in severe

winters, the entire crop is sometimes cut off". The
seedlings remaining ought, however, to he laised

up ; the longest roots cut back nearly one-third,

and the plants be re-set in regular order and dis-

tances. Thus, supposing that 200 plants remain
in it, and be made to stand four inches apart in

rows which are six inches asunder, a bed little

more than twelve feet long and about three feet

wide, including its edges, will contain this valua-

ble stock, which in severe weather could be cover-

ed by three or four garden mats, and thus secure

a pretty ati;ple supply of plants for the spring.

Another precaution may always be resorted to. In

ti ansplanting, deep drills or grooves can he formed
by the hoe or spade, and along these the plants

may be set so deep, that the lowest leaves may
stand just above the soil. I adopted a still more
efficient plan of security last October, though I

do not recommend it, because I think the growth
in the early spring months is thereby retarded.

Having a piece of ground set up in ridges, nine

inches high, and the time pressing, I planted my
young cabbages in the bottom of the trenches be-

tween the ridges. On three occasions the ther-

mometer fell twenty two degrees below the freez-

ing point, and not a plant has been touched, though

no covering was applied at any period of the win-

ter. My broccoli, also, has stood in perfect secu-

rity, in consequence of the stems being lower than

the level of the edges of trenches made expressly

for them. However, as cabbages ought to be hoed

freely in the autumn, and the spaces between the

rows digged once or twice, as soon as the plants

resume growth in the early spring, it is evident

that the ridges present an obstacle to these im-

portant operations. If the winter prove mild, the

cabbages will progress in some degree ; but if by
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cold they be rendered torpid, they will start into
growth with the early return of solar influence : a
few may fly up to seed, but the greater part will
form hearts, and can be cut in succession. In
cutting, it will be prudent never to take ofl' the
green and healthy leaves ; tho'se that are inert and
yellow, will scale off" of thomsclvcs, or with the
slightest effort ; b'.it the green and firm ones have
still an imjjortant office to perform, in perfecting
the axillary buds which produce young sprouts.
These secondary cabbages, or " greens," affect

an open growth, and in themselves furnish a deli-

cious vegetable, but they may—that is a portion
of the best formed among them—be devoted to

another purpose of considerable utility in garden
economy. Tiie shoots when about five or six

inches long, are to be gently twisted off from the
stem, and the lacerated heel of each being trimmed
perfectly even and smooth with a very sharp Icnife,

but not shortened ; the young plant thus rendered
a cutting is to be very carefully planted in lightish,

sandy, fresh moved loam, so deeply as nearly, but
not quite, to include the entire stem. The setting-

stick or dibble is to be thrust dioganally into the
ground in three or four places, in the direction of

the heel, so as to fix it firmly in the soil, and then
a little water should be given to each plant to wash
the earth closely about the stem. Detached shoots
so treated, will frequently produce roots speedily,

and bring a supply of excellent secondary cab-

bages, true to the original varities ; seeds are apt

to sport, owing to cross impregnations.

To sum up the chief points of cabbage-culture
for spring and summer main crops, it must be ob-

served that the period of mowing should be strictly

attended to ; the seed-beds are to be slightly boed
to keep the ranks clear of weeds ; the stronger
plants are to be timely removed to the final beds,

wherein two autumnal hoeings and a moderate
earthing u]) must be given during the progress or

growth. On the approach of spring, the interme-
diate spaces are to be digged or forked, after the

removal of the inert leaves, and the operation

should be repeated when the plants evince the
tendency to fold up their inner leaves for hearting.

By a careful attention to these needful processes,

a bed of fine cabbages will, in favourable seasons,

be secured. Having tlius dwelt so minutely upon
the routine culture of the cabbage for the main
spring and summer supply, I shall only allude to

that part of the treatment of succession crops,

which refers to the summer and autumnal
months.

It is usual to give directions for sowing the seed
at several distant periods ; but my object is to

obviate trouble, and to simplify operations as

much as possible ; and as 1 have proved that, by at-

tentive management, a regular supply of fine plants

may be obtained from one extra sowing, 1 shall

presume that an extensive seed- bed or p'ot exists,

having been prepared late in March or early in

April. Tlic mode of culture will he understood
by the directions already given ; what, therefore,

remains to be said, will apply to the order of rou-
tine which ought to be observed subsequent to the

first of June. At that time, we may suppose that

the greater part of the cabbages have been cut,

the stems remaining being left for the production

of sprouts. The seedlings of the Aiuil bed that

are in a state to be transplanted, should be care-

fully selected, and set in a bed of rich soil, watered,

and attended to in every respect as were those of
the spring crop. 'J'his first bed, with the cuttings

of the sprouts and the other shoots yielded by the

old stems, will produce an ample supply of a se-
cond crop during July and August.

After the removal of the seedling plants, those
which remain in the seed-bed should be gently
lifted and replaced, but at regular distances, three
or four inches apart ; the ground should be moved,
cleared of weeds, made level, and well watered if
the soil be in a dry state. Should the plants be
very numerous, a hundred or two of the best
might, with great advantage, be moved to a suc-
cession bed to stand in rows, six inches a part, plant
from plant. Thus ihey will acquire stocky roots,
and be checked for a time ; while the seedlings
will gain strength from the additional space aff"ord-
ed them. If a bed be formed and planted for cab-
baging in June, and thence every two months ; and
especially if—as I must presume—a previous trans-
plantation had already been made during May, it

is obvious that a succession of crops will be se-
cured during every favourable season till the end
of October; and I may add, from positive expe-
rience, that if the weather be then fine, and the
succeeding winter prove open and mild (" a green
yule"), any remaining stock in the seed-bed, how-
ever long-shanked and ungainly they may be, if

set deep in the soil of a well prepared bed, may
make good progress to the end of November, sur-
vive the winter, and produce excellently hearted
and sweet tasted cabbages in April. Small they
will be, and some perhaps will fly to seed; but
those which do succeed, will amply reward the
attentive care of the grower. My experience ap-
plies, of course, to the latitude of London, though
in a county far westward, and much later in its

productions ; but I presume that in the north also
these hints may be rendered to a certain extent
available.

2. The Savov, Brassica oleracea bullata of
De Candolle—a variety distinguished from all other
hearting cabbages by the puckerings of its leaves.
It is one of the prime winter vegetables, and well
merits the attention of every one who has a gar-
den or kail-yard. There are three subvarieties

—

the large yellow, the green, and the smaller green,
which is the hardiest of the three.

The savoy must be sown pretty early in the
spring, and therefore I say nothing now of the
early processes of its culture ; but as it will require
transplanting to plots where it is finally to remain,
it will be needful to observe, that, as in all respects
the intermediate culture will, as wearlv as possi-
ble, resemble that of spring sown cabbage, the
directions above given will apply to it. In England
it is customary to transplant at two or three periods
of July for the main winter supply ; but it will be
proper to commence the work earlier in the north,
and to finish by the middle of that month. The
ground should be well digged and pulverized ; the
texture rather light, and the quality rich. Draw
drills or shallow trenches about tliirt)' inches apart

;

tread along the drills or press them with a broad
])ole, till the soil become snu)oth and com[)act

;

then plant the savoys eighteen inches asunder,
filling the holes with water, and fixing the roots
firmly in the soil. After they have become esta-

blished, and begin to grow, the sjiaces will require
the hoeings and diggings which are so essential to

the progress of plants of all the cabbage family,

and have been before alluded to. As winter ap-

])roaches, the earth ought to be brought up to and
about the stems.

The planting in open, manured trenches, in dry

weather will not only secure the growth of the
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plants, but greatly tend to protect them from frosts

during winter. Savoys are not considered to be in

perfection, till the}' have been exposed to a degree

of frost ; and they will subsequently furnish the

table throughout the winter months.

3, Broccoli.—This variety of the cabbage tribe

is divided into a number of subvarieties, all of

which are excellent furniture for the garden. By
Professor De Candolle it is placed in the sixth di-

vision of his arrangement, Botrytis (Brassica

lotrytis) i. e. resembling a bunch or cluster of

grapes, but this grape-like species or variety ad-
mits of another subvariety, as No. 1 is the cauli-

flower, Cauliflora, or flowering cabbage ; but No. 2

is the broccoli, and is designated as Asparagoides,

or asparagus-like cabbage. Though the similitude

of broccoli to asparagus may appear somewhat
fanciful

; yet as precision of classification is ob-

tained, it will be perceived that it is far better to

enter into rainutae closely,than to persist in a mode
of arrangement which is equally ill defined and
undiscriminating.

This delicious vegetable is perhaps without its

rival in the garden, and its culture is very simple :

it is too late, however, in the season to raise it

from seed, and therefore, I defer to enter upon a
regular detail till the spring of next year. I have,

however, raised some of the finest Portsmouth
cream-coloured, from seeds sown after the 10th of

June, which produced compact and exceedingly

large heads in the following April and May : it

may therefore be worth while to try a small sowing
as early as possible in June, following the direc-

tions, in as far as concerns the mode of preparing

the soil, &c., which are given under the article

cabbage, and transplanting into manured trenches,

six inches deep, and ten or twelve inches wide,
not later, if possible, than the third week of
August. In the event of frosts, before November,
no time should be lost to bring the earth that was
thrown out, and lay as a ridge on each side of

those trenches, to the stems of the plants, as is

done in earthing celery.

But if we may trust some modern writers of new
discoveries, broccoli may be propagated by slips,

with the most successful results. Every one ought
to try the method who has in his garden the stems
of plants, the heads of which having been cut show
a tendency to protrude sprouts. In the middle of
June, says a writer, whose article is now before

me, (or for Scotland, say as early es possible in

June,) " I slipped off a quantity of the side shoots,

and planted them. I had them well watered and
well secured in the soil. They struck root in a

very short time, and made strong plants which
produced heads of a fine size at the usual season."
" I am persuaded the plan is well deserving atten-

tion, not only with broccoli of the same kind I

have cultivated (late flowering purple) but with
many other kinds ; thus an excellent variety might
be perpetuated without the risk consequent upon
seed."

I have not myself had an opportunity of experi-

menting upon this vegetable since I saw the article

quoted from, but have reason to believe that the

plan has been proved to be feasible ; in fact, there
is nothing in the analogy of the species with its

type, which is unfavourable to the operation.

4. Pease.—At this season of the year it may ap-

pear almost too late to speak of the cultivation of

the pea; but I am inclined to notice it for a rea-

son which will be shortly explained.

The GAnoEN-PEA, of which there are many

varieties, is found in the fourth tribe, Viciea (that

is among the vetches) of the great suborder Pa-
PiLiONACEffi of the natural order Leguminosce, and
in the 17th Class,4th Order of the Linnean System,
DiADELPHiA Decandria. Everyone is aware of the
peculiar shape assumed by the blossoms of plants

of the pea tribe ; which, it is evident, can readily

be made to constitute the type of a very natural

class, in which most of our esteemed leguminous
or pulse-bearing vegetables are to be found.

At some future day, I intend to enter at large

upon the characters of all the favourite peas for

table use ; but on the present occasion I only al-

lude to one, which is a great acquisition, and of

very recent introduction, the early white Waruick.
It is adapted to field, as well as garden culture, is

moderately prolific, hard)', extremely early, rapid

in its course of growth, soon off" the ground ; and
of a high peculiar flavour, that to some persons is

extrenr.ely agreeable, though others do not af-

fect it.

The seed, two years since, was dear, its price is

now reduced ; and it is stated that three crops may
be produced on the same land, and leave it open
for wheat. This, however, I have not seen proved :

but having grown the pea, I can recommend it to

every one who wishes to possess a rapid grower.

A crop sown in a long drill very early in June,

may be succeeded by another sown in July, with
every prospect of success. If the ground be dry,

from a continuance of hot weather, the best method
to ensure a vigorous plant is to dig a moderately
broad trench, to saturate the soil at the bottom
with water, to return the earth into the trench,

and make that very wet ; then, after covering the

earth with mats, or green boughs for a day, just to

permit the earth to settle, and so far to drain

itself as to become in a workable condition, to

strike a drill three inches deep, to sow the seed

along it pretty thickly, but not in the crowded
state too frequently seen ; water should then be

poured from the spout of a pot over the pease, and
the loose earth returned upon the seeds, and
pressed or trodden firmly over them. One liberal

preparatory watering thus given, is of more avail

than fifty subsequent sprinklings. Mildew so com-
mon on the plant of autumnal crops, is, as Mr.
Knight truly observes, obviated. He has had per-

fectly fine peas on his table in October, and it is

certain that where disease can be prevented, peas

in that season are a delicacy of the first-rate excel-

lence. The Warwick, I think, promises to prove

a valuable species for the purpose of a late crop,

because the course of its entire culture is more
rapid than that of the " frame" or early Charlton

pea. When the plants rise above the soil one inch,

the earth near the roots ought to be loosened by
the thrust hoe. Another hoeing must be given

when the plants are three inches high ; and then,

after drawing the lightened earth to the stems, to

the heightof an inch and a half, as a ridge on each

side, branching sticks a yard high are to be ap-

plied. Nothing favours pea culture more than

judicious sticking : the plants are brought to the

light, are su])ported, and at the same time pro-

tected. Mildew is the bane of autumnal crops :

it seems to be promoted by a droughty state of soil,

high solar heat during the day, and cold dews at

night: rapidity of growth produced by a deep

moist bed, procured by preparatory and profuse

waterings, appears to be the only effectual secu-

rity from this fungus.
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COW CABBAGE.
I received a packet of the seed of this extraor-

dinary cabbage, from a gentleman of Cirencester,
who brought it from Jersey, and had sown it. In
his garden, I have seen five healthy plants, which

weathered last winter, in the open garden, remarlia-
bly well, and seem to be equally hardy with their
congeners. I subjoin a sketch and description of
this curious esculent, as supplied me in a commu-
nication from this friend.

" The above is somewhat the appearance of a plot

of a variety of cow cabbage that I saw growing in

Jersey. It is much cultivated there, and attains the

height of from 4 ft. to 10 ft. or 12 ft. The little

farmers feed their cows with the leaves, plucking
them from the stem as they grow, and leaving a

bunch or head at the top. The stems are very strong,

and used for roofing small out-buildings ; and after

this purpose is answered, and they are become dry,
they are used for fuel. When the gathering of the
leaves is finished at the end of the year, the ter-

minating bud or head is boiled, and said to be
particularly sweet."

—

John Murray.

ON THE CULTURE OF THE COW
CABBAGE, OR CESAREAN COLE.

BY MR. BERNARD SAUNDERS, NURSERYMAN, ISLAND
OF JERSEY.

Sir,—Observing an article on cow cabbage, or

Cesarean cole, communicated by Mr. J. Murray,
permit me, through the medium of your miscellany

to offer a few remarks on the subject. Having re-

sided in this island about twenty years, I have had
an opportunity of appreciating the great advantage
this variety of Brassica is to the small farmer as well

as to the large one, and will, with your permission,

give your readers a brief account of its culture and
uses. The seed is sown, from about the 20th of

August to the 1st of September, in a good soil, and
planted out, from November to January and Fe-
bruary, in succession, at from 20 to 30 in. distance,

in a good, substantial, well manured soil ; as no
plaot is more exhausting or requires a better soil,

but, perhaps, no one plant produces so large a quan-
tity of nutriment during its period of vegetation.

About the month of April they begin (from the first

crop) to strip the under leaves, cut them in small
pieces, mix them with sour milk, bran, and other

farinaceous substances, and give them as food to

ducks, geese, hogs, &c. During the whole summer
they continue stripping the plant as above stated,

until it attains the height of from 6 to 12 ft. ; and, if

a scarcity of herbage prevails, the green leaves form
excellent feed for cows and oxen, with alternate

feeds of hay and straw. The tops and side shoots
are excellent at table during winter and spring.

The longest of the stalks are frequently used to

support scarlet runners and other French beans, and
as cross rafters for farm buildings under thatch, and
have been known to last more than half a century,

when kept dry, for the latter purpose.

I am, Sir, &c.
BERNARD SAUNDERS.

Nursery, Island of Jersey , April 14, 1829.

Cow Cabbage, or Cesarean Cole.—Noblemen,
Gentlemen, and others who take an interest in agri-

cultural pursuits, have now an opportunity of com-
paring and judging for themselves, by visiting the

Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, where spe-

cimens of the above most excellent variety of Bris-

sica have just been received from an eminent nur-

seryman in the Island of Jersey, and which it is

presumed are similar in every respect to those now
exhibiting at a perfumer's in Clienpside, and other

shops in the metropolis, and for whicli, as we under-

stand, a packet containing only a few seeds, a most

exorbitant price is demanded.
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APPLICATION OF STEAM TO AGRI-
CULTURE.

Mr. Editor.—Some incorrect statements hav-
ing appeared in several provincial papers, rela-

tive to a recent exhibition near Bolton-le-moors,
of the application of steam to bog cultivation, as
invented by Mr. Heathcoat, I should feel obliged

by the insertion of the accompanying remarks,
on the part of myself and those gentlemen who
accompanied me to witness this interesting expe-
riment.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

HENRY HANDLEY.
26, Pall Mall, June 13.

STEAM PLOUGHS.
The adaptation of inanimate power to the til-

lige of the soil must evidently have been consi-

dered by practical men to present almost insupe-
rable difficulties, or steam would, probably, long
since have been substituted for horses and o.xen,

as the motive power of agricultural implements.
Certain light operations ofthe farm, such as thrash-

ing, churning, chaff-cutting, &c., which could be
performed by fixed power, have partially occupied
the attention of mechanics, and suitable machi-
nery driven by water, wind, or small steam-en-
gines, has to some extent been advantageously
used for such purposes. But the idea of a " steam
farm,"' of a farm to be altogether cultivated by
steam, in lieu of animal power, has hitherto been
treated as visionary and absurd, except by a few
individuals, and one or two agricultural societies,

who have enforced, in their publications, the prac-
ticability and importance of applying steam to

eflfect the more laborious operations of agriculture.
This desideratum is at length accomplished.

Mr. Heathcoat, M. P. for Tiverton, the ingenious
and well-known inventor ofthe lace machinery,
has the merit of having conceived and planned
this additional and remarkable contribution to

science, and to the wealth of his country. The
invention, after years of costly experiment, has
been matured and perfected through the enter-

prising liberality of Mr. Heathcoat, assisted by
the mechanical ingenuity and perseverance of Mr.
Josiah Parkes, civil engineer, whom he selected

to carry his designs into effect. The first machine
has been constructed expressly for the cultivation

of bogs, and has, for some months, been practi-
cally and successfully worked in Lancashire, on
Red Moss, near Bolton-le-Moors.
During the Whitsuntide recess of Parliament, a

numerous assemblage of gentlemen from different

parts of the country attended to witness an exhi-
bition of this novel and interesting invention

;

amongst whom were Mr. M. L. Chapman, M. P.,

Mr. T. Chapman, Mr. H. Handley, M. P., Mr. J.

Featherstone, of Griifinstown-house, Westmeath
(an enterprising and successful bog-reclaimer),
Mr. F. Brown, of Welbourn, Lincolnshire, Mr.
James Smith, of Deanston, near Stirling (well
known to the mechanical world by his ingenious
inventions, applied both to agriculture and manu-
facturesj, Mr. B. Hick and Mr. P. Rothwell, engi-
neers, with other experienced judges of mecha-
nical contrivances. These gentlemen were unani-
mous in pronouncing the invention to be the genu
of great improvements in the science and prac-
tice of agriculture, as well as eminently fitted for
the particular purpose to which it has, in the first

instance, been applied. Two ploughs of different

construction were put in action, to the admiration
of the spectators

;
particularly the one last in-

vented, which is double-acting, or made with two
shares in the same place, so that it returns at the
end of a " bout," taking a new furrow, without
loss of time. The perfect mechanism of this plough
—the action of the working coulters and under-
cutting knives, which divide every opposing fibre

of the moss—the breadth and depth of the furrow
turned over—the application of a new and ad-

mirable means of traction, instead of chains or

ropes—together with the facility with which the

machine is managed, and the power applied to the

plough, especially interested and surprised all pre-

sent. The speed at which the plough travelled

was 2J miles per hour, turning furrows 18 inches

broad by 9 inches in depth, and cnnpletely re-

versing the surface. Each furrow of 220 yards in

length was performed in somewhat less than three

minutes, so that in a working day of twelve ho\irs,

this single machine would with two ploughs turn

over ten acres of bog land !

The machine which bears the steam-engine is

itself locomotive ; but as the ploughs are moved
at right angles to its line of progress, not dragged
after it, the machine has to advance only the
width of a furrow, viz., eighteen inches, whilst

the ploughs have travelled a quarter of a mile ; in

other words, the machine has to be moved only
eleven yards, in the time that the ploughs have
travelled five-and-a half miles, and turned over a

statute acre of land. This is, in truth, the prime
distinguishing feature of the invention ; it is the
contrivance on which the genius of its author is

more particularly stamped, and which seems to be
essential to the economical application of steam to

husbandry ; for it is evident, that were it requisite

to impel the machine with a velocity equal to that

of the ploughs, by dragging them with it, a great
proportion of the power of the engines would be
uselessly expended.

Another valuable property appertaining to the
machine, and which conduces greatly to its eco-
nomy as a bog cultivator is, that it requires no
previous outlay in the formation of roads, no pre-
paration of any kind further than a drain on each
side of it. That a locomotive machine ofsuch great

dimensions and power could be so constructed as

to travel on mere raw bog, was an excellence the
more appreciated as it was unexpected by those
persons who are conversant with the soft, unstable
nature of bog. The Irish gentlemen ])resent also
pronounced Red Moss to be a fair specimen ofthe
great mass of the flat, red, fibrous bogs of Ireland,
and that neither the machine nor the ploughs
would have any difficulties to encounter in that
country which had not been already overcome on
Red Moss, the field of experiment. The engines
are capable of working up to fifty horse power,
but the operations subsequent to ploughing will

require a small force compared with that necessary
for breaking up the surface of the bogs, to the
depth and at the speed effected by these ploughs.
The power consumed by each plough is estimated
at about twelve horses, and the weight of the sod
operated u])on by the j)lough, from point to heel,

is no less than three hundred pounds. The boiler

is of unusually large dimensions for locomotive
engines, being suited to the use of peat as fuel, so

that the culture of a bog will be effected by the
produce of its drains. At Red Moss, however,
coals are so cheap, being found contiguous to

and even under it, that they are used in prefe-

rence to turf. Eight men are required for the

1
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management of the machine and the two ploughs,
01" at the rate, near!}'-, of one man per acre ; but
it must be understood that this number of men
will only be required for the first heavy process,
and has no relation to any subsequent operations
in the cultivation of bogs, nor to the application

of the invention to the culture of hard land. After

parsing a sufficient time on the Moss to witness
the exhibition of the ploughs, and the various

other functions and properties of the machine, the

party expressed to Mr. Heathcoat the extreme
pleasure they had received, and their earnest hope
that he would extend the sjjhere of his exertions

by applying the invention to the culture of stiflf

clay soils ; and more especially to carry into effect

those important operations of sub-soil ploughing
and improved drainage recently introduced to the

agricultural world by Mr. Smith, of Deanston.
'I'o effect these processes, great ])ower is essential,

and it was evident that Mr. Heathcoat's invention

was equally well adapted to them, and would be
attended with results no less important than those

which will arise from its application to the recla-

mation and culture of bogs.

SOILING.

By the term soiling, is understood the feeding
of cattle in a house, shed, or fold, with cut green
food, instead of depasturing the field, or making
tlie grass into hay.

Various articles are employed for this purpose,
as tares, lucern, and meadow-grass ; also barley,

rye, oats, and beans, all in a green state ; but red
clover, either alone, or mixed with rye-grass, is

the substance moit commonly opplied.

Soiling, according to Sir John Sinclair, is at-

tended with the following advantages :—
1. The Saving of Land.—Exaggerated accounts

have been given of the saving of land. Some have
contended that it is as one to seven, if not more.
By accurate experiments, it appears that it may
safely be stated as one to three, an advantage alone
well entitled to the attention of the industrious and
intelligent farmer.

2. Advantages to the Fences.—Where stock
are stall-fed, fences are not so necessary, and in

this way there may be a saving of land, and a di-

minution of expenditure.

3. The Saving of Food.—Animals destroy the
grasses, destined for their food, when pasturing
upon them, in many different ways :—By eating,

by treading, by dunging, by staling, by lyingdown,
and by breathing on them. Of these the first alone
is useful. All the others tend to waste, and that
waste is always in proportion to the richness and
productiveness of the soil.

The Improvement of Stock.—This advantage
is applicable to all the different sorts of stock,

more especially in dry seasons, when pastures are
apt to fail.

Working oxen derive great benefit from soiling.

They arc saved the trouble of collecting their food,

after their work is over, and run no risk from
noxious vegetables, or unwholesome water. They
can fill themselves much sooner, and consequently
have more time for rest ; and they can take their

repose much better, in a stable or shed, with plenty
of litter, than in an open field, where there arc so

many things to annoy them.
The experiments of soiling cattle have likewise

been successful. Young steers become more tract-

able for work, and are exempted from many ac-
cidents and disorders to which they are otherwise
liable. The size and the symmetry also, to which
cattle may be brought, when thus kept constantly
sheltered, in a progressive state of improvement,
without receiving any check whatever, justifies the
idea that such stock will surpass those exposed to
the vicissitudes of climate, and other inconve-
niences inseparable from the grazing system,
though pastured on fields of the richest and most
luxuriant herbage.

Milch cows may also be soiled with considerable
advantage ; it is always expedient to soil them in
the middle of the day at least, especially in hot
sultry weather, that they may not be tormented
with flies in the field, nor induced to stand in

brooks, or ponds of water, nor in the shade of
spreading trees or hedges, by which much valuable
manure is lost. The stock are thus kept in a
healthier state, and the milk is of superior quality.

During the flush of the season the quantity of milk
may be as great from good pastures ; but when
they begin to fall off, cattle, regularly and abun-
dantly fed in a house, must be greatly more pro-
ductive for the purpose of the dairy.

5. Increasing the Quantity, and Improving
the Quality OF the Manure —This advantage
cannot be controverted. When land is pastured,
the dung that falls upon it is destroyed in various

ways, and does not go through the process of fer-

mentation. ^^'hereas,by soiling, not only a greater
quantity of rich dung is obtained, but it may be
' manufacturedio move advantage.'—Besides, dung
made in summer is always superior to that made
in Winter, for the warmth of the weather pro-
motes a rapid fermentation, and generates several

valuable substances, the formation of which, the

cold of Winter, and the superfluous moisture of
that season, in a great measure prevent. By this

menus, also, clay land farmers are, in respect of
manure, put more on a footing with turnip soils.

6. Increasing the Value of Land Produce.—
There is certainly no mode by which cultivated

grasses will pay so well as by soiling, in the
neighbourhood of towns, the same land will pro-

duce at the rate of from 20/ to 2bl per statute acre
cut for soiling, which would be considered high at

9/ or 10/ if let in pasture. The expense of carting
the cut grass must, however, be deducted.

In conducting the soiling process, the grass,

whether natural or artificial, ought to be cut in

the morning for the evening food, and in the after-

noon for the morning mess : the afternoon crop
should be carried to the barn or some other con-
venient place, and spread out in order to exhale
its superfluous moisture ; and in rainy weather,
both crops must be taken off the ground. Atten-
tion, however, ought to be paid to the due propor-
tion to be cut ; and, until that fact be ascertained,

it is a good plan to measure each mess, and to

chalk down the quantity in weight, which the
basket, cart, or other vehicle, employed for carry-
ing food, contains of the various articles used for

that purpose. The practice will, at least, have a
tendency to teach faim servants to observe me-
thod, the value of which is of considei-ablc im
portance in all business, particularly in the various

branches that are connected with, or dependant
on, a grass farm. On the supposition, therefore,

that seventy-five pounds' weight of green clover

will be sufficient for one beast, where thirty-two

head of cattle are to be fed, 1200 pounds will be
cut twice in the day ; thus eight acres, cut four
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times in the season of soiling, will, on an average,

give one cutting in six weeks, or nearly thirty

perches are cut daily. A man am! a boy may per-

form all the work, and pay all the attention re-

quisite in soiling that number.
That the soiling system is attended with great

labour, in cutting, collecting, and conveying the

food,—in feeding and keeping the stock clean,—in

carrying the manure to the fields, and also occa-

sions some expense in buildings, cannot be de-

nied ; but surely these objections are amply com-
pensated by the advantages above detailed. In all

cases, therefore, where the soil and climate are fa-

vourable to the practice of soiling, there cannot

be a doubt of its utility, and the propriety of its

adoption.

COACH-HORSES.

WHAT DO THEY THINK OF TIIECOACH ?

When a coach sets off again from its stoppage at

an inn-door, there is a sort of freshness and re-

commencement ; the inside passengers settle

themselves in their corners, or interchange legs,

or take a turn on the outside; the outside adjust

themselves to their seats and their bits of footing
;

the young woman looks for the ninety-ninth time

to her box ; the coachman is indifferent and scien-

tific ; he has the ease of power in his face ; he

shakes the reins ; throws out a curve or so of

knowing whip, as an angler does his line ; and the

horses begin to ply their never-ending jog. A
horses' hind-leg on the road, to any eye looking

down upon it, seems as if it would jaunt on for

ever ; the muscle works in the thigh ; the man at

the same time dances a little bit ; the hock -joint

looks intensely angular, and not to be hit (it is

horrible to think of wounding it;) the hoof bites

into the earth ; wheels and legs seem made to work
together like machinery ; and on go the two patient

creatures, they know not why nor whether, chew-
ing the unsatisfactory bit, wondering (if they

wonder at all) why they may not hold their heads

down, and have tails longer than five inches ; and
occasionally giving one another's noses a consola-

tory caress. It is curious to see sometimes how
this affection seems to be all on one side. One of

the horses goes dumbly talking, as it were, to the

other, and giving proofs of the pleasure and com-
fort it takes in society ; while the other, making
no sort of acknowledgement, keeps the " even

tenor of its way," turning neither to the right nor
left, nor condescending to give or receive the least

evidence of the possibility of a satisfaction. It

seems to say, " you may be as amiable and patient

as you please ; for my part I am resolved to be a

mere piece of the machinery, and to give these fel-

lows behind us no reason whatsoever to suppose,

that I make any sentimental compromise with
their usurpations over us."

Horses in a coach must certainly be the most
patient, or the most indifferent, or the most un-
thinking of animals. The mule seems to have an
opinion of his own : he is not to be driven so

easily. The dog passes a horrible unsatisfied time
of it under the butcher's or baker's go-cart. Har-
nessed elephants would be inconvenient. They
would be for re-adjusting their buckles, and making
inquiries with their trunks, into the behaviour of

the postillion. They might, to be sure, help with
the othertrunks, andperformthepartof half horse,

half ostler. The Llama of Peru has inconvenient

tricks, if you ill-use him ; and so has the camel.

But the horse, when once he is ground well into

the road, seems to give up having any sort of mind
of his own—that is to say, if he ever had any, ex-

cept what his animal spirits made to be mistaken
for it ; for the breeding of horses is such in Eng-
land that, generally speaking, when they are not

all blood and_fire, they seem nothing but stupid

acquiescence, without will, without curiosity,

without the power of being roused into resistance,

except poor souls ! when their last hour is come,

and non-resistance itself can go no farther, but lies

down to die. We dock their tails to subject them
to the flies; fasten their heads back tohinder them
seeing their path ; and put blinkers at their eyes

for fear of their getting used to the phenomena of

carriage and wheels behind him. Whatmustthey
think (if they think at all) of the eternal mystery
thus tied to their bodies, and rattling and lumber-

ing at their heels ?—of the load thus fastened to

them day by day, going the same road for no
earthly object (intelligible to the horse capacity,)

and every now and then depositing, and taking up
other animals who walk on their hind-legs, and
occasionally come and stroke their noses, kick

their bellies, and gift them with iron shoes ?

Well, circumstances drive us, as we drive the

horses,—perhaps with as many smiling remarks
on the the part of other beings at ©ur thinking as

little of the matter ;—so we must be moving on.

—

Hzmt'9 London Journal.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE
EXPRESS.

Glasgou^ June 16.

Sir,—In looking over Agricultural reports, in at-

tentively examining my correspondents' letters, and

in conversations with farmers, I am led to the fol-

lowing conclusions on a subject interesting to all,

and which may not be unacceptable to the readers of

your paper.

There are four distinct complaints of the present

Wheat crop :—1st, less sown : 2nd, its lateness; 3rd,

thinness on the ground, and 4th, spiry and snort in

the straw. The first of these is universally admit-

ted, the second complained of, and the two last said

to be very general.

Now, if only one of these four hold true at har-

vest, there is very little chance indeed of our having

a crop equal to any of those reaped within the last

four years. If two hold true, there will be great

deficiency ; if three, I have no doubt of very high

prices ; and, if all four, there is no saying how much
foreign grain the country may require.

If I am wrong in my statement and deductions, I

hope some of your able correspondents will put me
right. There is a vigour at present in the leading

Wheat markets that surprises some people, and I

have attempted to explain the reason without making-

vague calculations of stocks and consumption.

I remain, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

CERES.

ExTRAonniNARY Sheep Shearing.—Mr. Mear, of

Holway Farm, Taunton St. Mary Magdalen, on

Thursday last, in the space of twelve hours, sheared,

in the best possible style of workmanship, the ex-

traordinary number oi fifty -one store ewes, the pro-

perty of a respectable larmer near Taunton. The

produce was 331 J lbs of clean-washed wool.
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DORSET AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The General Annual Meeting of this Society was

held at Blandford, on Wednesday the loth June in-

stant, when the following premiums were awarded :

—

Industry and Faithful Servitude.-—Class 2.

—

Archelaus Wellstead, for length of servitude with

Mr. Jas. Burgess, the first premium ; John White, for

length of servitude with Mr. Henry Fookes, the se-

cond premium; Mary White, servant to Mr. II.

Fookes, for reaping the greatest number of acres of

wheat, two guineas ; Mary Cuff, also servant to Mr.
JI. Fookes, for reaping the next greatest number,
one guinea.

Sheep Shearing.—Class 1.—Thomas Ballam, the

first premium ; John Harris, the second : William
Harris, the third.

Live stock and wool.—Class ].—To J. J. Far-

quharson, Esq., the first premium, for the best one

year-old South-down ram; to JNIr. H. Fookes, the

second; to Mr. J. House, tlie first premium, for the

best one-year-old South-down ram in the wool, shorn

at the meeting : to Mr. Ilott, the second.

Class 2.—To Mr. H. Fookes, the first premium
for the best two-year-old South-down ram ; to J. J.

Farquharson, Esq., the second ; to Mr. House, the

first premium for the best two-year-old South-down
ram in the wool, shorn at the meeting ; to Mr. Ilott,

the second.

Class 3.—To Mr. H. Fookes, a bounty for a South-

down ram of any age.

Class 4.—To Mr. R. Burgess, the first premium
for the best lot of South-down ewes ; to J. J. Far-

quharson, Esq., the second ; to Mr. Ilott, the first

premium for the best lot of twelve South-down ewes
in the wool ; to Mr. Henry Fookes, the second.

Cattle.—Class 1.—To J. J. Farquharson Esq.,

the first premium for the best pair of working oxen
;

to Mr. Robt. Bridge, the second.

Class 2.—To Mr. J. Burgess, a bounty for a one-

year-old Devon bull ; to Mr. R. Burgess, a bounty

for a Durham bull of any age.

Class 3.—To Mr. Jas. Bur^ss, the first premium
for the best pair of two-year-old Devon lieifers ; to

Mr. J. House the second.

Class 4.—To Mr. J. Burgess, the first premium
for the best pair of one-year-old Devon heifers ; to

Mr. House, the second ; to Mr. R. Burgess, a bounty
for a pair of one-year-old Durham heifers.

Fat Stock.—Class 1.—To J, J. Farquharson, Esq.,

a bounty for a pen of six-teeth Down wethers.

Class 2.—To Mr. Ilott, the first premium for the

best pen of fat ewes ; to Mr. R. Burgess, tlie second.

Extra Stock.—To Mr. H. Fookes, a bounty for

four rams and four ewes.
Swine.—To Mr. R. Bridge, the first premium for

the best boar ; to Mr. H. Fookes, the second ; to

Mr. Henry Fookes, the first premium for the best

breeding sow ; to Mr John House, the second.

The oflicers of the Society were re-elected for the

year ensuing.

A unanimous vote of thanks was given to the Pre-

sident .(. J. Farquharson, Esq., for his past services

and exertions in behalf of the Society. Tlie mem-
bers dined together at the Crown Inn, and tlie eve-

ning was spent with the greatest conviviality.

Itinerant Agricultural Library for East
Sussex.—The great benefit derived in North Britain

from similar establishments, has induced some of

the principal farmers, clergy and landed proprietors,

to join in a subscription of half-a-crown annually for casion

the purchase of the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,
and Prize Essays and Transactions of the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland ; which received
its first charter from George III., in 1784, of which the
Duke of Argyle was president, and the Earl of Aboyne
vice-president; and the second charter from his present
Majesty. In consequence of the eminent utility of this
Society, not only to North Britain, but to the nation at
large, of which the president is the Duke of Buccleugh,
and the vice-presidents, the Dukes of Gordon and Su-
therland, the Marquis of Tweedale, the Earl of Rose •

berry, with upwards of nineteen hundred members,
including a large proportion of the noblemen and gen-
tlemen of rank, landed property and professional emi-
nence in Scotland ; whose names being printed, as well
as the list of premiums, in their 28th number, a copy
of it has been sent to the printers of this paper ; to
Eber's Circulating Library, Brighton; Heatherley's,
Eastbourn ; also to the principal libraries at Hastings :

and when, and wherever a sufficient number of sub-
scribers give in their names, a separate set of the future
numbers will be deposited for easy reference, with the
privilege, in the order of their subscriptions of having
the use of the 3'2 first numbers of the Edinburgh
Journal of Agricwlture, of which Mr. Lower, at Lewes,
has taken charge ; and also of any other Agricultural
works, which may be added, to which subject this sub-
scription is confined,

—

Susses Adrertiser.

Sale of English Sheep in France.—A sale
of Leicestershire and Kentish rams, and Leicester-
shire ewes of the Alfort flock, took place on the 5th
instant. The day of sale being that of the Agricultural
Club of the Seine et Oise, the graziers in the vicinity of
Paris could not attend. The graziers of Picardy and
of Nivernais became purchasers of 31 rams and 20
ewes, at prices from 600f. (24/.) to 105f. (4/ 4s.) The
Journal du Commerce says than no sheep are so proper
to improve the native breed as the Leicestershire, they
being fat at tlie same age that the French sheep are
meagre.

Crops.—The appearance of the liop-yards in this

neighbourhood is as favourable as ever remembered.
The weather has evidently been most beneficial to

them, the bine being remarkably strong, and the
whole appearance of the plants being most luxuriant.

The wheat is looking well in most places ; and in

some forward situations near this city, harvest will,

probably, commence about tlie middle of August.
Old hay is now, and has for some time been, selling

in this county at the advanced price of from 41 to

four guineas per ton. The crops this year upon the

light grounds will not, it is thought, amount to half

of what they were last year.

—

Hereford Journal.

Annual Sale of Fat Cattle and Sheep at Grange
Distillery Farms, Fifeshire.Tliis sale took place Monday
6th inst. At an early hour a most respectable com-
pany assembled, more numerous than at any previous
sale. The sale commenced with the cattle, which were
put up in pairs. Heavy four and five-year olds brought
from 45/ to .50/ a pair. Some single bullocks sold at

28/ to 32/. Tlie average sale of the stock exhibited was
computed to be from 7s to 7s 6<1 per imperial, or 9s to

9s 6d per Dutch stone. The 450 cattle, sold at the
lowest average of 18/ a-head, would amount to up-
wards of 8000/. After tlie sale of the cattle, ten score
of fat sheep were brought forward, and exposed by the

score. Full aged Clieviotwethers, brought 53s 6d a-head.

Cheviot hogs, 35s to 37s. One lot of superior wether
hogs, bred from the iilack-faced ewe and Leicestcrram,
lambed on the farm of Ringside, Peebles-shire, brought
43s a-head. The sale concluded about three o'clock,

after vvliicli the gentlemen present, to the number of
nearly 30o, sat down to a most sumptuous dinner with

Messrs. Young, who had provided liberally for the oc-
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
JUNE.

The general complexion of the whole range of

vegetation since the date of our last report—not-

withstanding the almost continual prevalence of

cold night winds—blowing, for the most part, from

the north-west, has undergone a most propitious

change. This improvement has been matter of

general observation during the last fortnight. We
still conceive, that, notwithstanding the unfavour-

able rumours which have been circulated, as price

spurs, by speculators in grain, &c., that the present

year will be productive—making a fair deduction

for the breadth of land that lias been forced out of

corn into grass tillage—of a full average general

crop of wheat and beans, and not a very deficient

one of peas, oafs, and barley; though, as relates to

the three latter, there may be some partial defi-

ciencies. The growing wheat may now be considered

as, generally, in full ear, and not an inconsiderable

part of it in full bloom, the remainder rapidly coming

into flower, thus indicating nearly, or quite, as early

and equally productive corn harvest as last year.

The hay harvest, too, which commenced in the early

part of the present month, and in some instances

much earlier, has become general, in, we believe, all

parts of England, with a fair average though back-

ward, crop of both mt-adow and seed hay. Hence,

hay-making, fallow-ploughing, and denchering, com-

prise the principal farm operations of this month,

with the exception of the provisions requisite for

the commencement of the corn harvest. In time

gone bye, it was the practice of farmers to allow their

sons and servants to play cricket matches between

hay time and harvest, but we are apprehensive, that

either the short interval between them will, this sea-

son, counteract that delightful, health-creating,

amusement, or the la'ter will be commenced before

the former is finished.

There is no sheep-rot sjioken of, and every de-

scription of live farm stock is desciibed as being

healthy and doing well in the pastures ; and the

grass-fed beasts, that have hitherto reached our fat

Stock markets, though, at present, light weighers,

and not over-stocked with internal fat, are fully as

ripe as in the ordinary run of Junes ; but most of

the beasts that have beer, stall or close-fed, during

the last winter and spring, have not, owing, proba-

bly, tothe badly-harvested state of thelast year's crops

of hay, and deficiency of turnips, carried more than

half their wonted quantity of interior fat, nor have

been so externally ripe, as in the corresponding sea-

sons of past yenrs ; wliilst the large warm-woolled
Lincolnshire and Leicestershire breeds, which are,

for the most part, fattened upon the same kind of

food as are the Norfolk beasts, have come out of their

wool unusually fat, and so, indeed, do the Leicester

half-breds. South-downs, and the white-faced, or

Cheviot Scotch sheep.

The recent meeting of the Central Agricultural

Society, at which the Duke of Newcastle presided,

and which appears to have been attended by Earl

Stanhope, Lords Kenyon and Wynford, M.P.'s,

M.C.S.'s, &c., to the number of about 200, has ex-

cited, or provoked,—we scarcely know which word

to apply— in the agricultural community much mirth,

by the disputation in behalf of, and against, tithes.

The shearing of the ewe flocks on the South Downs
of Sussex has commenced with both ewes and lambs
in excellent condition, and the former yielding a

good, heavy, and fine-textured fleece.

Many farmers appear to be much amused with the

agricultural coquetry of Lord John Russell, and the

theory of his colleagues in oflSce, relative to their

afi^airs, both of which they seem to think very averse

to their interest, especially as relates to the tithe

question, which they seem to most fervently wish

that, on account of the head of bis family being one

of the most extensive lay-impropriators in the king-

dom, both his lordship and a great majority of his

lordship's colleagues had never had anything to do
with. Neither farmers, nor any other part of the

agricultural community, have ever manifested a de-

sire to starve the church, but one and all appear to

desire that la3^-impropriations should be wholly abo-

lished, and, if clerical tithes could possibly be dis-

pensed with, a respectable subsistence allowed out

of the general taxes.

As relates to the prices of farm produce, those of

most kinds of grain, as also malt and flour, have

been, though occasionally vacillating, in the whole,

about stationary, of both fat and store stock ; with

wool, poultry, and dairy produce, stationary, and, in

some instances, dear ; with hops, hay, straw, milch

cows, and horses, rather drooping.

The following is a retrospective statement of the

supplies and prices of fat stock exhibited and sold

in Smithfield Cattle Market, in the course of the

four weeks, ending on the 20th inst.

SUPPLIES.
Beasts. Sheep. Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

May 27. 650 3500 5000 270 420
— 30. 1690 14000 6500 300 420

June 2. 1121 3500 7000 320 395
— 6. 2455 15500 7000 270 380
— 10. 536 4200 8000 230 320
— 13. 2460 17000 7500 350 395
— 17. 565 4200 5000 350 310
— 20. 1950 18200 8000 300 380

Total .. 11427 89100 54000 2390 3010
Supply of^
preceding [> 10576 55000 24000 2130 3102
month. J
By the above supplies, it appears, that those of

last month embraced 851 beasts, 44,100 sheep,

30,000 lambs, and 260 calves less, 92 pigs more,

tlian those of the present.

PRICES.—At per 81bs sinking the Offals.

May 27. June 20.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Inferior Beef 2 10 to 3 . . 3 to 3 2

JMiddling, do. ..3 4 to 3 8 .. 3 6 to 3 8

Prime, do 4 2 to 4 8 . . 4 4 to 5

Inferior Mutton.. 3 4 to 3 8 .. 3 2 to 3 6

Middling, do. ..4 2 to 4 6 .. 3 8 to 4
Prime, ditto, . . 4 8 to 6 . . 4 6 to 4 10

Lamb 5 10 to 6 8 . . 4 10 to 6

Xeal 4 2 to 5 2 .. 4 0to5
Pork 3 6 to 4 8 .. 3 6 to 4 8

It will be perceived, by the above statement of

prices, that tliose of beef were from 2d to 4d per 8

lbs dearer
J ofmutton—on account of the whole of the
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sheep be?ng out of tlie wool—2d to Is 2d; of lamb

8d to Is ; and of veal 2d per 8lbs cheaper on the

201 h of June, than on the 27th of May current year
;

whilst those of pork were stationary, throughout the

month.
June 22, 1835. June 20, 1836.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse and inferior beasts 2 to 2 2... 3 to 3 2

Second quality do 2 6 to 2 10... 3 6 to 3 ^

Prime large oxen 3 8 to 3 10 . .3 10 to 4 2

Prime Scots. &c 1 to 4 4... 4 8 to 5

Coarse and inferior sheep. ....2 4 to 2 0...3 2 to 3 6

Second quality do 2 6 to 3 0...3 8 to 4

Prime coarsc-woi'Ued sheep 3 4to 3 6. ..4 2 to 4

Prime South Downs do 3 8 to 4 0...4 8 to 4 10

Launbs •'i to G 2...4 10to6
Liirge coarse calves 3 4 to 4 0...4 to 4 6

['rime small do 4 2 to 4 6... 4 8 to 5

Large hogs 3 to 3 6...3 6 to 4 2

Neat small porkers 3 8 to 4 0...4 4 to 4 8

Suckling calves (each) 10 to 30 0... 15 to 30

Qn.irter old store pigs (each).... 8 to 12 0.. .12 to 20

Supplies.

June 22, 1835. June 20, 1836.

Beasts 2,147 1,930

Sheep and lambs 24,010.. .. 26,200

Calves 271 300
Pigs 394 380

It appears, by the above comparison, that beef was
from id to Is ; mutton, 10d to Is 2d ; veal, 6d to

8d ; and Pork, 6d to 8d per 8lbs dearer ; lamb, 2d
per 81bs cheaper, on Monday June 20, 1836, than on
the corresponding market day last year, viz, June
22, 1835 ; whilst there were 197 beasts, and 14 pigs

less ; 1,190 sheep and lambs, and 29 calves more, on
the former, than the latter market day.

From tlie 27th of May to the 20th of June, present

year, about 755 of the beasts forming the supplies of

Smithfield and Islington markets, came from Lin-

colnshire, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, up the

St. Albans' road ; about 850 up the other northern

roads : about 985 from the western and midland dis-

tricts ; about 5,666 from Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex,
and Cambridgeshire, but chiefly from the former

county : about 2,660 by sea— principally by steam
vessels—from Scotland ; about 202 from Sussex,

Surrey, and Kent; and the remainder, including

about 145 lusty town's-end cows, from the marsh-
men, cattle-lodges, cow keepers, &c., in the neigh-

bourhood of London.
The following are the supplies of fat stock, exhi-

bited in Islington New Cattle Market, on the days

of their respective dates.

Beastsr Sheep & Lambs. Calves.

are all the polled breeds of sheep, excepting yearling

wetliers, or teggs, though not so fat as we have seen

them in June,— strong and healthy.

Nearly, or quite, two-thirds of the month's beasts

have consisted of Scots, fattened either in England

or Scotland ; the remamder, of about equal numbers
of Herefords, short-horns, and Devons ; with a con-

siderable number of Norfolk homebreds, Sussex and
Irish beasts, and lusty co>ys.

About three-fifths of the month's supply of sheep

have consisted of new Leicesters, of the South Down
and white-faced crosses ; about a fifth South Downs
and old Leicesters ; and a moietv of the remainder,

of Kents, Kentish and Norfolk half-bred s ; the rest,

chiefly of horned Norfolks and Dorsets, iiorned and

polled Scotch and Welsh sheep, &c.; about 1,900

of them coming alive from Scotland.

The lambs have been, for the most part. South

Downs and new Leicesters, with a considerable

number of Dorsets, Kentish half-breds, &c.

A great deal of slaughtered meat has reached the

metropolitan meat markets, from Scotland and the

north and west of England, in the course of the

month; also a considerable number of live pigs, from

Ireland ; but how many, from the manner in which

thsy are stowed away, in different parts of London,

it is impossible to ascertain.

May 27.
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wurzel and Swedes, of which we consider, particu-

larly of the latter, a greater breadth than usual to be

planted, as it was known by experience during the

last three months the value of mangel, where they

were fortunate enough to secure a plant.

Stock generally has not done well, for want of suf-

ficient feed ; all kinds of cattle, however, are com-

manding fair prices. The markets for corn are firm

at remunerating prices, which we hope and believe

will continue.

—

June 17,

CUMBERLAND,
The weather of late has been quite to extremes

;

during the month of April it was unusually wet and

cold ; for the whole of May, and till about the end of

the first week of the present month, it was extremely

dry, with cold frosty nights, accompanied with

northerly or eastern winds. Vegetation made but

slow progress, and, as may be expected, grass is

unusually scarce. Cattle have suflered much from

want ; first, from the want of hay ; and now, from

the backwardness and shortness of the pastures. Last

week the wind got round to the south-west ; since

then, we have had many fine rains. Vegetation is

now making rapid progress, and, it is to be hoped,

that stock will soon have plenty of keep. Hay must
now be a very light crop, particularly the sown grass,

and it cannot be estimated to produce more than one-

lialf an average crop. Wheat is very backward, it

will be light in straw, particularly upon the cold

lands. Oats and barley look better than could be

expected, and may, from present appearance, be a

good crop. Potatoes are doing badly, many fields

are a complete failure, and the seed is decayed. We
have had fine weather for turnip fallows, and it is now
a suitable season for sowing. Beef and mutton very

scarce, and likely to be so for some time to come
;

in consequence of the scarcity, fat cattle and sheep

command high prices. Wool sells very well, and at

much the same prices as was obtained last year. We
have also a good demand for grain, prices are fully

one-third higher than they were during the winter,

but the rise in price only benefits a few ; a great

number of the farmers, for want of money, sold all

they had at the low prices.

—

Jane 15.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
The fine showers which are so generally reported

to have visited nearly every other district of Eng-
land in the early part of this month, have never
fallen on the eastern side of this County, in suffi-

cient quantity, to benefit the grass land, before
yesterday ; when we had a steady, mild, and search-
ing rain of several hours duration; which is this

day succeeded by a warm dull atmosphere, highly
beneficial to vegetation in general ; and will prove
a timely succour to our feeding pastures. The
meadows will be much benefitted, although it has
come too late to create any thing like abundance.
The small showers which fell partially during the
last fortnight have restored the colour of the corn
generally, which now appears healthy, and the
barley having very much improved, may approach
to an average crop. The wheat is breaking into
ear npon the warm soils too early, and before a
sufficient length of straw has been produced, and
in like manner, the oats, thus portending but little

bulk either in corn or straw. The beans are short
and slender in the stem, but will be greatly bene-
fitted by this change, and may yet be an abundant
crop. The operations upon the fallows in clean-
ing, manuring, and preparing for turnips, have
been brought into a forward state by the long con-
tinuance of dry weather, and as the seed sowing
has commenced, and will be completed (or nearly
so) in the next fortnight, there is every prospect of

a full crop, unless there should be a return of
frosty nights, as from the general system in this

county of drilling bones, burned soil, and other
compost with the seed, it vegetates and grows
so rapidly as to be soon out of reach (in this stage)
of its only enemy, the fly. Clover mowing has not
yet commenced, but will become general in ano-
ther week, with the prospect of turning heavy
under the scythe. Sheep-shearing is going on in

full vigour, and the flocks generally bare in good
condition. Wool is selling freely at from 37s to

40s. per todd of 281bs. Fat sheep are in abun-
dance, and lower in price. Beef scarce, and con-
sequently, the trade brisk, at full 6d. per pound,
sinking the otfal.

The trade for wheat and oats, considering the
prospect, and a harvest three weeks later than for
years past, doesjnot rule so speculatively as might
be anticipated, though it is tolerably steady, at

48s. to 51s. for wheat, and 2()s. to 24s. per quarter
for oats. In barley nothing doing. W^hat wheat
remains in stock will not be thrashed out until

nearer harvest, as it is in the hands of those far-

mers who can wait for coming events.

—

June 22.

HOP INTELLIGENCE.

(from the MAIDSTONE CAZETTi;.)

Maidstone.—We are sorry to say that the improve-
ment of the last week has not equalled our anticipa-

tions, or the progress of the week before ; excepting
in the " crack" grounds of this immediate neigh-
bourhood, the Farleighs, Barraing, &c. The thun-
der-storm and heavy showers of Sunday, however,
must do great good, although their effects are not
yet perceptible. In many other districts we find they
are much improved.
East Sutton.—In some of the low grounds the

mould has made its appearance. jMr. Payne of this

place has a piece of land, which for the last two years
has been subject to this discouraging disease. On
finding that, last week, it again made its appearance,
he exhibited a degree of decision, worthy of " the

great Captain" himself. Although the bines had
been tied, and were several feet up the poles, be
immediately had them all grubbed up, and the field

re-planted with something else.

GouDuuRST, Hawkhurst, Robertsbridge, Sand-
hurst, jVorthiam, Becklev, and Benenden.—The
bine has much improved in these districts, and now
looking healthy and well. The late showers may be
expected to effect a still further improvement.

TicEiiuRST.—In this and the surrounding parishes,

there is scarcely any fly, and the bine improved con-
siderably during the past week.

Canterbury.—Since our last report, the fly has
made its appearance in many grounds, but without
materially altering the favorable appearance of the
plantations.

IIoRSMONDEN, Yalding, AND Brenchley.—The
bines on these parishes, during the past week, have
made great progress; but it is thought that the rain

of Sunday was by no means beneficial to them.
Hops in France.—Baillful, June 15.—The late

fine weather has been very favorable to tJie growth
of our hops, and ])rices are consequently tending to-

wards a decline. The present quotation is 72ff. to

77if. per oO kilogrammes, equal to 58s. 2d. to 62s.

per English hundred weight. At Alost, the price is

48f. to 53f, answering to 39s. i^d. to 42s. 4d. per
English cwt. At Poperingue the currency is 47f. to

SOlf., or 37s. 7d. to 44s. 4d. per cwt.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

MAIDSTONE FAIR,—The fair was very badly
supplied with stock ; there were plenty of buyers for

lean stock, which consequently fetched an advanced
price. Horses were numerous, but no buyers.

At HAVERFORDWEST FAIR there was a good
show of black cattle and horses, both of which were
quickly boug-ht up at considerably advanced prices.

BOROUGHBRIDGE FAIR.—The show of good
horses was only thin, which made them command high
prices. Horses of an inferior description were more
numerous and met with a ready sale. In short, good
horses of every kind were never known to fetch such
high prices as tliey did at this fair.

ABINGDON FAIR was pretty well supplied with
horses, cows, and sheep ; the trade was tolerably brisk

for superior things, while the inferior were, as usual,

more difficult to dispose of. Colts were not so nume-
rous as they generally are, while the show of cattle we
thought) of rather a higher order than we often see

at June Fairs. Hacks were in abundance. Lambs
were in demand— l pen fetched one guinea per head.

TARBOLTON JUNE CATTLE FAIR.— There
was an average show of stock, and in consequence of

the growth of pasture from the late rains, the demand
was a good deal brisker than at recent fairs in the dis-

trict. Good cows brought from lOZ to 14/; and two-
year old queys from 4/ to 61. A very fine two-year old

quey in calf, was sold for I2l sterling.—As usual, there

was a good many bulls, which were nearly all sold.

At DUNSMUIR TRYST there was a fair show of
cattle, for which the sellers demanded high prices,

which caused a stiff sale ; but ultimately the parties

came to an understanding-, at prices nearly similar to

those at Trinity Muir last week. The best sorts of cattle

were nearly all sold ; but small stirks stood long', and a

good part remained unsold. The best quality of fat

brought from 5s lOd to 6s 3d per imperial stone. Calv-
ing cows sold briskly at nearly the same money as fat.

KEITH MARKET.—There were about 4,000 cattle

on the market green on Wednesday last, and a number
of dealers from all parts of the country were present.

The demand for lean cattle was dull, but fat stock
readily obtained purchasers. A lot of well-fed four-

year olds, fit for the London market, were sold at llZ

a-head ; and a lot of that age, belonging to Mr. Find-
later, Balveny, which were of a superior description,

sold at 161.—About 50 three-year olds, in good condi-
tion, were sold by one deader, at a price averaging about
9l 10s a head. Mr. Burgess of Phoness sold 14 very
fine stots, also three-year olds, at lOf a head; and Mr.
Gauld of Parkhall sold a very superior lot, of the same
age, so high as 13Z, Generally, however, the prices
obtained for stock of this age averaged from 71 to lOZ

a head. For good two-year old stots from 61 to 8/

were readily obtained. Several lots of three-year old

queys were sold at "Jl; and others of more weight
brought from 8l to 9l.—Two-year old queys sold at
from 4/ to 61 a head. Towards the afternoon there was
an excellent show of horses on the green. Good draught
horses brought high prices—say from 25Z to 30Z, and
one very superior animal was sold for 35i. There was
a great number of good roadsters shown, the prices of
which varied, according to quality, from 14 to 30
guineas.—There was an extraordinary demand for

ponies, and the few good ones that were shown were
readily bought up, at very high prices. Upon the whole
this market is said to have been extremely favourable
to the sellers, as very few of the black cattle in good
condition were left unsold.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.— This monlh was
ushered in with cold north winds and frosty nights,

which continued until about the fifth or sixth ; the

vegetable world wearing a most drooping aspect

from want of rain and warm weather. Some farm-
ers had already commenced mowing—in particular

situations—the drought sooner retarding vegetation
than promoting it. The wind then veered round
to the south, and south-west, accompanied with
thunder and heavy rains, ('which however fell par-
tially) but came too late for the spring seed crops,
which are found to be very light. The weather con-
tinued hot and with but little rain until about the
fifteenth or sixteenth, since then we have had thun-
der and heavy rain ; but speaking generally, the
ground has not been perfectly saturated. There is

great scarcity of grass—the effect of the drought

—

the mow crops are certain to fall very light. Wheat
is looking veryhealthy, the greatest complaints being
a want of root ; still, if the weather continues fa-

vourable it may prove a yielding crop. Beans have
suffered generally from the want of rain. Early

sown barley and oats are looking tolerably well, but

those which were sown later have suffered severely

from the dryness of the season. The fields appear
very irregular in their growth, and patchy, one part

appearing as though sown later than another. Dills

this year have proved a very abundant crop, and
the farmers must now have learned to estimate the

value of them, there being such a scarcity of grass,

from the dryness of the weather. The lucerne was
a fine crop, and has proved very beneficial to the

farmers ; but I think they do not know the full value

of it, or it would be more generally cultivated. The
Swedish turnip plants are generally looking ex-

tremely well, vs'hilst the white turnip plants are a

little affected by the fly, but if the rain continues

are likely to be a good crop. The hop bine is look-

ing healthy, being free from filth. The Com market
to-day, June 23rd, at Mansfield was very dull ; our
market, may now properly be termed a weather mar-
ket. S. P. G.

DERBYSHIRE.—Immediately after my last re-

port the last week in May and the commencement of

June, we had very cold weather, frosty nights, ac-

companied with sharp north winds, without rain

;

we suffered very much, particularly on the limestone

lands. About the end of the first week in this month
we had a change of weather, the wind then turning

and blowing from the south, accompanied with

thunder and showers. We had then hot dry weather

until after the end of the second week. Since then

we have had a good quantity of rain, but still not

suflBcient. The wheat crop towards the south of

the county is looking tolerably well, much better

than towards the north, but still there is a scarcity of

root throughout the county. Oats and barley in the

south of the county are looking very unkind from

the dry weather. Lentils have proved a good crop,

and from the extreme dryness of the season are

proving very serviceable, and the farmer now suffi-

ciently appreciates them. Upon the rocky parts of

the county there is a scarcity of grass, by the river

sides and on the lower lands there is a fair quantity,

but generally speaking there is a great scarcity. The
artificial grasses are falling very light ; the natural

grasses if the weather proves favourable, I think

will prove a better crop. The corn market at Al-

freton to-day, 24th June, was rather depressed, there

was very little doing ; but few sales being effected,

the farmers holding firm at last week's prices.

—

24th

June. S« P» G,
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COW CABBAGE.
1,0 THE EDITOR or THE EAIIMER's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—The accompanying letter we received this

morning, and as it contains information with which
the public should be made early acquainted, allow us

to call your attention to it, and to request that you
will give it insertion in your next publication.

Sir, we are

Your most obedt. servants,

CORMACK, SON, & OLIVER.
New Cross, June 24, 1836.

Peterboro', 24th of June, 1836.
Gentlemen,—Having seen a paragraph this after-

noon in a London newspaper inviting gentlemen and
agriculturists to inspect a specimen of the Cow Cab-
bage, or Caesarean Cole, at the Bedford Conserva-
tory, I trust it will not be uninteresting to you to

have an account of the thing which is making such a

blaze in the agricultural world, by the name of the

Caesarean Waterloo Cow Cabbage, and now exhibit-

ing at the Perfumer's by Mr. Fullard.

Mr. Fullard is a farmer, living, when at home,
near ten miles from Peterboro', in Tborney Fen.
About three or four years ago, a gentleman of Peter-

boro' asked me to get him the Caesarean Kale he had
heard so highly spoken of, and I procured an ounce
of it from a respectable London house, and he took a

part, but made nothing of it ; a part, however, was
sold to a Mr. Whych, of Portland, eleven miles
from hence, with whom it succeeded tolerably well,

and jNIr. Ullit, I believe his son-in-law, raised about
five plants also, and they are the plants now exhibit-

ing in London. The produce from them was 31bs of
seed, which he sold to Mr. Fullard for 71. 10s., and
which is the very identical seed he, Mr. Fullard, is

creating such a sensation in London and all parts of
the country. This account you may rely upon, being
correct, as I had an interview with Mr. Ullit a fort-

night ago on the subject, when I gained the particu-

lars of it from himself. I wrote last week to the
London seedsman who sent me the seed, and I had
their answer on Sunday morning, stating, that the
description I had given them of the Waterloo Cab-
bage man afforded them a rich treat, inasmuch as a
more complete agricultural hoax had never been
palmed on the gullibility of John Bull. You may
make what use you please of this letter, but I think

some one should give publicity to these proceedings,

for I assure you it is really a fine piece of ridicule
in the neighbourhood where he resides, and I have
every reason to suppose that Mr. Fullard never saw
the plants while growing, but I feel satisfied you will

see at once that the seed in question is nothing more
than the Caesarean Cole or Jersey Kail.

Gentlemen, I am, Your's respectfully,

Messrs. Cormack, Son, &; Oliver. JOHN WHITE.

REVIEW OF THE HOP TRADE.
JUNE.

This month came in with a considerable demand
for Hops for the trade, as well as speculation ; the
first week we continued to experience cold easterly

winds, with frosty nights, as in April and May,
and the bine then looked very weakly and unpro-
mising. The duty was estimated at 150m. About
the 10th of the month the wind shifted round to

the south-west, and we had warm nights with
showers ; this still continues, and it is surprising

the good effect it has already had on the plant,

more particularly on the strong lands throughout
Mid Kent.
Some fly have appeared, but not to any alarming

extent ; the wind continuing rather too strong for

their remaining long on the plant. We are in

hopes they will leave us without further mischief.

Mould is talked of, but it is early days for that

destructive ravager. We presume it is merely
anticipated by the large holders of stock, certainly

it may be found, but it is principally in the hedges
at present.

The estimated duty is now quoted from 200 to

205m. with every disposition to advance higher.

The price (as might be expected with the favour-

able appearance of the coming cropj, has fallen

considerably, fully 15 per cent upon the quota-

tions in May, and at present the market is very
unsettled, some of the holders taking alarm, sell

at even a greater reduction than this.

PRESENT PRICES.
PeiCwt. .£ I. £ 3.

Bast Kent, Pockets, good 4 10 fine 5 12
Bags 4 4 5

Mid. Kent, Pockets, line 3 16 5 5
Bags 3 3 4 10

Weald of Kent, Pockets 3 10 4 16

Sussex, Pockets 3 3 4 10

Yearlings 2 10 3 10

Oldolds 1 1 2 10

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE.

The mild cloudy weather experienced during
the latter part of June, accompanied with heavy
showers of rain, have been extremely favourable
to the growth of vegetation ; the reports from
various counties continue to represent the ap-
pearances of Barley as luxuriant, and in some dis-

tricts holding forth the promise of an exuberant
produce. Oats look also well, but in some in-

stances are thin, and the straw likely to be ex-

tremely short. The accounts of wheat are, how-
ever, upon the whole, less satisfactory ; for though
the plant has made rapid progress, yet there are
many situations where the stems are shooting up
spindly and weak, and a much less number of
straws attached to the root than usual ; though,
on the other hand, it may be said that there is

time for tjie head still to fill well, and yield a full

even grain. The straw also in many cases will be
extremely short. Beans and peas are extremely
vigorous and healthy, and if the former pod satis-

factorily, will prove an abundant crop.

In Scotland, the prevalence of cold, frosty, unge-
nial weather, particularly during the nights of the

month of May, has created radically more injury

to the grain, than the sunny weather now expe-

rienced can ameliorate, and that the produce,

under any circumstances, will be below an average

return. Wheat, as well as barley and oats, are

represented as progressing favourably, but that

the han'est will be much later than usual, and
therefore the quality, and even quantity of the

grain secured, will be rendered the more preca-

rious, especially in the more northern divisions of

the kingdom. Beans and peas look well; but
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potatoes have in many instances missed, and ap-
prehensions are being entertained for the result of
the crop of this valuable esculent, which every
year is becoming more indispensable to the coun-
try, having entered in such an extended ratio into

general consumption ; and in many cases, when
calculating the consumption of grain in the king-

dom, due estimation is not made for the extensive
substitution of the article in the place of flour and
meal, especially as regards England and Scotland.

In Ireland, the drying winds and chilly atmos-
phere have been succeeded by a milder temperature
and beneficial rains, which have materially im-
proved the aspect of the fi elds ; wheat has much
improved, but is still reckoned deficient, which in

addition to the diminished breadth sown, will ren-

der the produce below an average growth. Barley
and oats require more wet, and are extremely
backward. The drought has been detrimental to

the growth of flax, which appears thin and stunted,

and unless favoured by a succession of warm
showers, will, it is to be feared, prove a deficient

crop, though the additional quantity under culti-

vation this season, will render the produce at all

events more than equivalent to the previous year.
Reports are beginning to be made of a partial fai-

lure in the potato crop, but it is to be hoped that
the miss will not be so general as to afi'ect the
aggregate average.

Much interest is still experienced as to the curren-
cies of grain, and many queries propounded as to

their future tendency ; the subject is one on which
it is extremely difficult to offer an opinion at all likely

to be generally coincided in, as it is liable to bias in

the minds of speculators, holders, and venders to

a considerable extent : the only attempt, therefore,

that could be made would be to offer a range, which
might be reasonably expected under a certain set of
circumstances, avoiding extremes and following the
classic advice, " in medio tutissimus ibis," recollect-

ing that all arguments or opinions from statistical

accounts or grounded on former occurrences con-
nected with the grain market, must, in a trade which
assumes such Protetcs shapes, set at defiance all the
calculative powers of theory and practice, as to the
eventual results, more especially in a climate liable

to such constant vicissitudes. Past experience
proves, and in many instances too fatally, that where
collateral circumstances have induced speculative
enterprise, and seemed to combine in ensuring suc-
cess, a sudden turn or event has occurred, which
rendered nugatory all theoretical speculation how-
ever previously well defined.—With a succession of
favourable weather, and the combined powerful
effects of heat and moisture, many holders may be
induced to send their samples more freely to market,
and a tendency may thus ensue towards a reduction
in the prevailing currencies, and white wheat may
recede to 52s and 54s, and red to 46s and 48s, though
below this range there does aot appear at present
much reason to anticipate a reduction. Sanguine
speculators on the other hand are entertaining them-
selves with the notion that white wheat mav arrive

at 70s. The fiirmers, however, who consult their

ulterior interests, should be far from wishing such a
rate of currency to prevail, particularly if they
entertain the belief, that the present code of laws
regarding grain are the most beneficial for their pro-
tection. If 70s should be attained, the market will

be inundated with foreign wheat and re-action will

take place, more detrimental to their future condition
than the temporary profits realized by the advance

;

at the same time that so high a range of the quota-

tions might prove instrumental in favouring a revi-

sion of the Corn Laws, by the people demanding
" with one fell swoop" a permanent or ad valorem
duty, which would be determined from a lower rate

than under ordinary circumstances, the farmers
might otherwise have confidently expected to have
obtained. Prices of barley will, in all probability,

maintain their existing currencies, and are liable

slightly to improve, say Is to i2s per qr on the
averages, making the duty 12s 4d, or as an extreme
case 10s lOd per qr, when the admission of the
foreign article will check all chance of additional
enhancement, more particularly as the promise of the
forthcoming crop is luxuriant. The state of the oat
market, with the favourable character of the weather
and the reduction of the duties to 10s 9d, has mate-
rially lessened the chances of prices attaining a
higher range this season unless some unforeseen
casualty occurs to the crops ; as the extensive sup-
plies latterly received from Ireland and the foreign
oats entered for the consumption, in addition to the
stocks still remaining in the Sister Isle, which the
assistance of the Agricultural Banks have enabled
holders to retain. Beans and peas, with the appear-
ance of the crops more than usually productive, and
the influx of foreign supplies now daily arriving, and
being entered on the market, will cause a gradual
decline in both articles until the duties advance suffi-

ciently high to prevent the introduction of foreign
samples, when the new crop will, in all probability,
be at hand for the consumption.
At the very commencement of the month of June

the absence of rain and cold chilly weather caused
an advance of 2s to 3s per qr ; warm showers,
however, and sunny atmosphere succeeding this un-
genial state of the temperature, checked speculative
feeling, and millers confined their operations to their
immediate wants ; at the same time the supplies con-
tinued moderate, and though slightly exceeding the
demands, did not allow sufficient accumulation of
stock to depress materially the currencies; and, as
the bulk of the wheat on hand in the country is held
by farmers and landed proprietors capable of retaining
their stores, and who generally from the appearance
of the crops on the land entertain a favourable opi-
nion towards old wheat, the markets are not likely to
have any influxes of the article to an extent to force

down the quotations; and though prices have receded
from their extreme rates, yet they are Is higher than
at the close of May, with a firmness in the trade,
which will require large receipts to weaken.

With the exception of the shipment of a few hun-
hundred quarters of bonded wheat to Cherbourg and
Portugal, there have been few purchases for actual
export. Holders however have advanced their de-
mands, and the finest high mixed Danzig and Ko-
nigsberg wheats are not to be obtained under 36s to

38s Id
; good high mixed, 32s to 35s ; red mixed,

30s to 32s ; Mecklenburg, Pomeranian, and Upper
Elbe qualities 28s to 32s. Extensive purchases
have been effected at Konigsberg, Danzig and the
whole lower line of the Baltic, on British account
with the view of warehousing in loco, prices vary-
ing at the two first ports from 24s to 34s, and even
higher, according to quality ; at Stettin 27s to 29s
has been obtained ; at Mecklenburg 26s to 293, and
Holstein 25s to 28s ; at Hamburg 27s to 28s 6d.

During the first week of June, the prices of ship's

Flour receded Is to 2s from the highest rates of the

previous month, since, which, though the trade has
been languid, owing to the wharfs beiug tolerably

well filled, and bakers being unwilling during tlie

warm weather to increase their stocks beyond their

mmediate wants, prices have not sustained any fur-

ther depression ; town made qualities remaining

F 2
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nominally unaltered. Bonded flour has continued

to meet attention, and some large parcels Lave been

shipped, principally to the West Indies, Mauritius,

Hobart ToM-n and Cape of Good Hope, and the cur-

rencies of the montli of May have been fully sup-

ported. There have been several arrivals of flour

from the Elbe and Baltic, principally however, from

Danzig, the quality of which proves superior,

especially Witts' brands, which appear likely to at-

tain a pre-eminent station on the maiket as to qua-

lity, and become the favoured mark of speculators

;

the samples are held at 22s to 23s per barrel.

The averages have continued to exhibit the

gradual improvement in the value of the diiferent

species of grain: wheat has advanced on the ag-

gregate average Is 9d ; 6d on barley. Is 8d on oats,

2s lOd on beans, {and Is Id on peas,' reducing the

duties on wheat, 3s, on barley Is 6d, but on this ar-

ticle only for one week, having since receded from

12s 4d to 13s lOd ; on oats 03; beans 4s 6d, and

peas 3s. With the exception of barley and wheat,

there appears little probability of the duties de-

clining lower on any other article this season, and

on the former the extremest reduction will not ex-

ceed 10s lOd, or more likely 12s 4d.

The arrivals of barley have been less than even

the limited supplies of the preceding month, and

have not exceeded 11,900 qrs. The malting season

having closed, the sale has been confined for dis-

tilling and grinding barley, and as the demand has

more than kept pace with the receipts, prices have

improved, distilling, qualities having realized 33s to

35s, and grinding descriptions 32s, Irish samples

being worth 30s. The exhaustion of the stocks of

the article in this country, has induced a specula-

tive feeling in favour of foreign qualities, and seve-

ral parcels have been bought for English account at

l7s to I9s per qr ; bonded samples having advanced

Is to 2s per qr, the better sorts being held at 22s.

The duty which receded for one week to I2s 4d in-

duced the entry of a few hundeed qrs, but relapsing

again to l3s lOd, the further entry was checked,

though there is little doubt the duty will again re-

cede to 12s 4d, and the possibility exists of its at-

taining lOs lOd on the approach of harvest.

The receipts of malt have been less by 6,000 qrs

than those during the month of May. The brewers

having been well in stock, has caused the extent of

business transacting in the article to be extremely

limited, prices however remaining nominally unal-

tered.

An increase the past month is exhibited in oats, of

58,017 qrs : the augmentation from Ireland having
been 51,000 qrs, and from Scotland, 11,000 qrs, but
in the imports from our own coast there has been a

fallingoff of 4,100 qrs. In the early part of June
the supplies not being adequate to the consumption,
holders were enabled to realize at an advance of Is

to Is 6d per qr ; the sales however were principally

confined to needy customers; the wholesale dealers

and consumers, as the month advanced, anticipating

large supplies from Ireland, refrained from purchas-
ing. About the 13th the wind having at length
become favourable caused the simultaneous arrival

of various vessels, and the influx of the article was
to a greater extent within the time, than had been
expected ; factors, however, willing to hold out,

would not submit to a greater reduction than 6d to

Is per qr, which purchasers not acceding to, the
amount of business was less considerable than it

would otherwise have been. Further supplies, how-
ever, being known to be on their voyage, prevented
dealers from acceding to the demands ; in addition
to which the advance of the aggregate average of the

kingdom to 24s, and the consequent decline of the
duty to lOs 9d, enabled the holders of fresh arrived
foreign oats to offer them free upon the market which
had the effect of checking the trade, and preventing
purchasers from coming forward, until they could
ascertain to what extent the admission of oats was
likely to be carried ; factors therefore had no op-
tion but to accede to a reduction of fully Is 6d per
qr, and even at this decline the business was only

limited, making the trade for Irish Is 6d to 2s per qr
lower during June, for Scotch potato about Is,

English having fluctuated, but maintaining the same
rates at the close as at the beginning of the month.
Several sales of bonded oats had been made atl5s for

Danish feed, and 14s for Archangel quality ; Dutch
brew 16s to 18s; fine 19s. The offers from Ireland

advanced to 13s and 14s 6d, but have latterly re»

ceded, and Limerick were to be obtained at 12s 9d
to 13s 6d ; Waterford 14s, being a decline of 6d to

Is per barrel.

Beans in the beginning ofthe month hung on heavy,
owing to the prospect of the reduction of the duties,

which, as they gradually took place, rendered the

article difficult of disposal, and when foreign qualities

were admissible at a duty of lis, the number of par-

cels pressing on the market had the effect of forcing

prices down 3s to 4s per qr, and the trade heavy at

this decline, as the appearance of the crop is highly

promising. The supply of foreign beans during the

month have amounted to about 6,100 qrs, and on the

5th of June, there were in bond, in London, 5,299

quarters.

The same remarks as the above apply to peas,

white qualities having receded 5s to 6s, and maple
and grey, 2s to 3s, with a very limited demand ; the

duty remaining as low as 9s 6d per qr. The quan-

tity,in bond in London, at the commencement of the

month was, 5,736 qrs, and during June we have re-

ceived about 6,100 qrs.

During the month of June the following quantities

of grain and flour have arrived in the port of London.

Wheat. Barley. Malt. Oats.
qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs.

English 33,574 6,930 23,107 16,666
Scotch 311 4,364 464 21,560
Irish 1,639 568 105,367

Total in June. 33.885 11,933 24,129 142,603

Total in May. 27,217 15,451 30,876 85,576

Foreign in June. 5.481 2,180 ... • 8,209

Beans. Peas. Linseed. Flour,
qrs. qrs. qrs. sacks.

EnglisU 40,67 473 2 38,362
Scotch' 31 66 ... 180
Irish ... ... 200

Total in June . 4,098 529 2 38,742

Total in May . 5,027 723 17 41,625

Foreignin June . 6,156 61,61 22,013 brls. 7,694

By the latest advices from Van Diesien's Land,

it appeals that heavy rains had fallen, and laid much
of the Wheat, and that smut prevailed to a conside-

rable extent. About 2,000 qrs of Wheat had been

received from the East Indies, but prices remained

steady, at 6s to 7s per bushel. English barley 5s 6d

per ditto. At Launceston wheat was noted at the

same rates, and Barley, 5s to 6s 6d. The new crop

which was in progress of being secured, was repre-

sented as thin on the ground, and the ears small, yet

inconsequence of the increased quantity of the land

sown this year, which was estimated at 3,767 acres,

there will be several thousand bushels left for export;

in addition it is reckoned there are 1.800 acres more,

cultivated with barley, and 250 acres with oats.
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At SYD>fEy, the continued drought up to Iiavvest
had rendered the wheats thin and unproductive,
and all kinds of fodder were extremely dear. Wheat
was still maintaining high prices, notwithstanding
the harvest, being noted at 10s to l'2s 6d per bushel
for the finer qualities, and 30s per lOOlbs for flour.

Considerable imports of wheat had been received
from Hobart Town, Launceston, and the East Indies.

In Canada the weather had been very changeable,
suddenly altering from heat to cold, but vegetation
and sowing had not been much impeded ; little dif-

ference existing the present year as to their progress
compared with other seasons. The water communi-
cations with Upper Canada had opened, and supplies
had been received. At Montreal some Baltic red
fine wheat had been sold in Auction at 5s 6d, and
Archangel, at 5s 3d per 60lbs. Flour was steady, at

29s 6d to oOs per barrel.

In France the rains which have prevailed have
worked much good to the growing crops ; Wheat
however is variously reported, many statements tend-
ing to prove that the thinness of the plant prevents
the possibility of the weather effecting much im-
provement; and that the produce will be below
an average, even under the most favourable circum-
stances. Summer grain has materially benefitted
from the change in the weather. At the ports of
Chorbourg, Gramville, St. Mah, St. Brieux, Brest, Lo-
rient, in fact at all the ports from the Department of
Calvados and Cape Barfleur to the river Vilaine in

the Bay of Biscay, the duties have further receded,
owing to the increased ratio of the averages ; and
wheat in British vessels is admissible at a duty of
only 3 francs 50 cents per hectolitre, or "2 francs 25
cents., if in French bottoms, with the addition of 10
per cent,, making the duties per qr. in the former
case about 8s 3d, and in the latter 5s 3d per qr. or

thereabouts, according to the exchange. At Paris,
the tendency in the quotations was to decline, and
the trade ruling dull ; at many markets in the North-
ern and Western Departments, however the exten-

sive shipments tothe Southern parts of the Kingdom
had nearly exhausted the stocks in the more imme-
diate circle of the ports ; and the receipts therefore,

to meet the consumption were limited, and prices

supported.

At St. Petersburg, Tlye was in request, but the

stocks too limited and prices too high to admit of the

execution of orders. The reports from the different

Governments were, with few exceptions, favourable

for Winter sown corn, but natural and artificial feeds

were very scarce owing to the cold and drought. At
RioA, Courland wheat remained nominal at 23s to

26s lOd ; barley, however, met purchasers at 17s 4d
to 18s lOd. Oats were noted at 12s Id to 13s Id. A
few parcels of crushing linseed had been sold at 43s
6d to 49s. At KoNiosBERO, the dull accounts from
London had made no impression on the market,
neither holders nor farmers being willing to accept
lower terms ; high mixed being held at 32s to 33s;
good new mixed, 25s to 26s ; middling, 23s to 24s.

Barley scarce at I5s to 16s; oats in active demand
at 10s to 12s as in quality. Rye had been much in

request for Norway, Danzig, Bremen, and Belgium
end prices had advanced from 15s to 17s. In the

advices received from the above City are some judi-

cious and pertinent observations respecting the pur-

chases of wheat ; speculators devoid of local know-
ledge regarding Konigsberg and Danzig, forgetting
" that there is nought in a name," prefer transmitting

orders to the latter City, and purchasing an article,

which very likely has been already shipped from

Konigsberg ; and as prices, owing to the celebrity of
" Danzig wheat," range higher at this market, they

pay frequently 3s to 4s per qr. more money for their
fancy and deficiency in the knowledge of localities

;

whereas, no wheat is grown near either port, but is

transported from Poland ; the only difference exist-
ing being that the craft laden with one parcel floats

down the river Vistula, and the other down the
Pregel. At Danzig a good deal of animation has
pervaded the market owing to the continued orders
from this country, and some purchases made on
French account : fine white wheat has been bought
at 34s to 35s; fine high mixed, 31s to 32s; best
mixed new, 27s 7d to 28s 6d ; inferior, 243 to 25s j

flour, first quality, IBs; latterly however, increased
supplies and less inclination to purchase, had re-
duced the quotations of wheat fully Is to 2s per
qr, and even more on some qualities. An
active demand had prevailed for rye, which
had advanced from 153 to 18s ; and large purchases
had been effected at the intermediate rates. Con-
siderable purchases also of oats had been effected,

principally at Elbing at 10s to lis 6d, but prices
receded to 10s and 10s 6d. Rape plants had suffered
from insects, but the weather generally was favour-
able for vegetation. At Stettin the currencies for

Marks wheat remain steady at 28s to 293 ; rapeseed
on delivery of the new crop was held at 32/. At
Rostock, as well as Wismar, the prices of wheat,
owing to the continued demand for England, had
farther advanced the quotations of the best samples,
which were not to be obtained under 28s to 29s

;

oats, 13s to 14s ; barley, 17s to I8s. At the former
port, rye had improved in value, and was noted as

high as 22s, in consequence principally of the unpro-
mising appearance ofthe crops, which had been much
injured by the cold weather. Oats were also repre-

sented as likely to be a short produce, and the large

portion of the new rapeseed had been already sold

on delivery. At Kiel as well as Lubeck holders
were asking higher rates for their wheats, and rape-

seed on delivery, 31/ to 321. At Hamburg the trade

was dull at the date of the last advices ; several sales

of wheat, however, had been effected the foregoing

week at the top rates
;
quality weighing 62lbs to

63lbs was worth 28s 6d ; other descriptions 27s to

27s 6d. Saale barley has been sold at 19s. In oats

less doing, and Swedish and Danish might have
been bought at lis 9d, weighing 381bs to 39lbs

;

black oats of 36lbs to 37\hs lis 3d. New rapeseed

deliverable at Hamburg had been sold on delivery

at 31/, and on the Baltic at 30/ 5s to 30/ I2s 6d per

l ast.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
BRITISH. June 1; July 1.

S. 9. S. 8.

Wlieat, red. Essex, Kent, Suffolk 38 to 49 38 to 50

White 42 56 42 57

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire... .1/ 47 37 48

White, do. do 40 53 40 54

West Country Red S6 45 36 46

White, ditto 38 61 38 52

Northumberland and Berwickshire Red 35 40 35 42

Whitc.ditto 37 49 37 .'>0

Irish Red — — — -~

Ditto White — — — —
Barley, Malting, new 32 35 32 35

Chevalier, new 35 38 35 36

Distilling 32 34 32 35

Grinding 27 31 27 32

Irish 25 30 25 30

iMalt, Brown 44 62 44 52

Ditto, Chevalier CO 64 60 64

Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale 50 60 50 60

Ditto Wave 60 64 60 64

Peas, Hog and Grey 33 35 32 34

iVlaple 34 36 32 35

White Boilers 36 46 36 40

Beans, small 40 46 40 42

Harrow 38 44 38 40

Ticks 35 42 3a 38

MazaganV.V.V.*.*.','.'...^ 34 40 34 38
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June 1. Jl'LY 1.

Oats, English feed .23 25 23 25
Shortsmall 25 27 25 27
Poland 23 27 24 27
Scotch, Common 24 26 24 26

Berwick, &c 24 27 24 27
Potatoe,&c 25 28 25 27

Irish, Feed 229 Od to 23s 6d 21s0dto23s0d
Ditto Potatoe 24s Od 268 Od 22s Od 24s Od
Ditto Black 22s Od 24s Od 22s Od 239 Od

PRICES OF FLOUR,
Per Sack of 280 lbs. JuneI. July 1.

s. s. s. s.

Town-made 40 to 48 40 to 48
Norfolk, Sutfolk, Kent, and Essex 34 35 34 35
Sussex and Hampshire 33 34 33 34
Superfine 35 — 35 —
Lincolnshire, Yorkshiie, and Stockton. 32 34 32 34
Northumberland. Berwick, and Scotch. 32 33 32 33
Irish 34 36 33 35
Extra 38 — 37 —

An Account of the Quantity of Grain and Flour
imported into the United Kingdom during the

month ending the 5th June, 1836 ; the Quantity on
which the Duty has been paid for Home Consump-
tion, and the quantity remaining in Warehouse,

Quantity imported ....

Do. entered for home
consumption

Do. remaining in ware-
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[Our object in appending a Politiral Companion to the Farmer's Magazine, was to put our readers In possession of the
opinionsof the most talented journalists of the day. on both sides of any important question which might come under dis-
cusssion. M e trust, therefore, that in giving insertion to articles, which seem opposed to the agricultural interest we shall
not be considered as acquiescing in the doctrines therein advanced, our sole purpose being to enable our readers to estimate
iiie truth or detect the fallacies of the arguments advanced.—Ed. Farmer's Magazine.]

sessed by the French Agriculturists, and the duty
now paid upon sugar in England would afford an
equal protection to that which is paid on sugar
imported into France ; let us look for an instant
at the probability of such protecdon being con-
tinued. Experience has shown, in a manner too
conclusive to be doubted, that a reduction of duty
upon articles of general consumption, very mate-
rially increases consumption. Of this the article
of Coffee may be cited as a remarkable instance.
The fact admitted, and the principle recognized by
financiers of all parties, what security is there that
the duties on East and West India Sugars may
not be reduced. Such a reduction would operate
at once as an encouragement to the growth of
Colonial Sugars, and a discouragement to the
manufacture of Beet-root Sugar. Moreover, it

has been satisfactorily proved, however much it

may answer the purposes of some parties to dis-
pute the fact, that Sugar manufactured from Beet-
root does not possess proportionably such a strong
sweetening power as Colonial Sugar. As well
might an attempt be made to grow" vines in Eng-
land, for the purpose of making British Wine, to
supersede W^ine produced in warmer climates.
Besides, the scheme is bad in principle. The
British Colonies form an integral part of the Bri-
tish Empire, and any attempt to produce, at an
increased cost, in one part of the Empire, an
article which can be procured cheaper from an-
other part of the Empire—the growers there taking
articles produced by us in return— is a positive

sV"i5\<.'ibour to the extent of the increased cost
farming, would require t"«^.;^- tUic npw branch of
the necessary apparatus, which, seemg the uncc-

tainty of the result, would be a speculation in

which no practical farmer would be warranted

in indulging. Moreover, it would completely

change the system of husbandry adopted on the

farm! be it what it may, and should the result not

realize expectations, it would take several years to

restore the land to its regular course of crops.

But it may be said the Beet-root Sugar Association

will purcliase Beet-root from the farmer, and

manufacture it upon their own premises. To tliis

proposal there is also a serious objection :—l he

increase in the growth of green crops proves the

benefit of the alternate system of husbandry, one

of the most important advantages of winch is

the production of a larger supply of manure

mmi the farm. The dtmand for bone-manure,

and all other articles for fertilizing the soil, whicii

can be compressed into a small com;;^ass, furnishes

additional evidence of the advantages found to

BEET-ROOT SUGAR.
(From the Mark Lane Express.)

Among the numerous schemes of the day, there
is one to which the attention of Agriculturists is

particularly invited by many of our cotemporaries,
and pointed out by them as well calculated to
repay for capital invested. We are fully satis-
fied that the intentions of the Journalists so
recommending " The United Kingdom Beet-
root Sugar Association," are good , tlieyare
actuated by the praiseworthy motive of benefitting
the agricultural community. The same spirit ac-
tuates us, and having the same object sincerely at
heart, we feel it our duty to caution our readers
trom embarking their capital in any such scheme.
Ihe circumstances under which the manufacture
of Sugar from Beet-root has grown up in France,
are totally different from those m which England
IS now placed. During the long war between
England and France, England, then mistress of
the seas, prevented the importation of Colonial
produce into France, and the latter being espe-
cially a sugar-consuming nation, was compelled to
adopt a surer means of supplying herself with that
indispensable article of consumption— Sugar
Attention ivas directed to the manufacture of
bugar from Beet-root, every encouragement was
given to It, and the high price to which Sugar had
attamed operated in itself as a very large bounty

.'^r/n'm^?^?"''^'''" '

^ostered by these adventitious
circumstan...,

y-.-,.owth of Beet-root, and themanufacture of Sugar inc..,..- , ' ", "'^

investment of a very large capital, and ob-

tained to an extent which could not have been

anticipated. At length a termination was put to

the war, the ports of. France were thrown open,

and the Beet-root growers of France found them-

selves in competition with the Sugar-growers of

the West Indies. As in all cases of forced produc-

tion, they found themselves unable to compete with

success, and the Government, unwilling to see a

stop put to the manufacture of an article which

employed so much capital and labour, imposed a

protecting duty upon Colonial Sugars, by which

means alone tlie Beet-root Sugar Manufacturers

of France are at this moment enabled to produce

the article. With all the advantages of low rents,

cheap labor, the absence of tithes, and other im-

posts, and sugar at as high a price as it is in this

country, the French Beet-root Sugar Manufac-

turers cannot make the article without a protect-

ing duty. Supposing, for the sake of argument,

that our superior system of husbandry could com-

pensate for the above enumerated advantages pos-
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result from the obtaining manure, when freed from

the heavy cost of carriage. To render the sale

of Beet-root to the manufacturers of Sugar off

the farm, beneficial to the farmer, the manure

produced by cattle, consuming the refuse, must

be brought back, and hence, except in some

particular instances, will serious evil arise, not

only from the expense of cartage, or other

conveyance, but also from the temptation to sell

Beet-root without returning such manure at all.

From all the consideration we have been able to

give this question, we feel convinced that no prac-

tical farmer can embark in the undertaking with

any prospect of success, and " The United King-

dom Beet-root Sugar Association" will turn out a

failure. If there be a body of capitalists, not

farmers, who are disposed to try the experiment,

let them become tenants of a farm of some two or

three thousand acres, let them erect their apparatus

on the premises, and manufacture the article on

the spot where the Beet-root is grown, and if, after

two or three years experience, the plan is found to

answer, they will have received remuneration, in

the shape of interest, for the outlay of their capital,

and the British farmer will then be enabled to

determine how far it may answer his purpose to

adopt the plan. In the absence of such proof, we
trust no tenant farmer will be lured into trying the

experiment at his own risk. We by no means
object to the establishment of the Company, we
only desire to caution the man who has rent to

pay, and who labors to subsist himself and family

upon the fruits of his labor and industry, from

being led astray by the speciousness of a scheme,

which, from its having seemingly succeeded in

France, would appear to be based upon a solid

foundation.

COUNTY RATES.

MOTION OF MR. HU.ME, TUESDAY, JUNE 21.

Mr. HUME presented petitions from the parish of

Mary-la-bonne, from Stafford, and from Hertford, pray-

ing for an alteration in the present mode of assessing-,

levying, and controlling- the expenditure of the county
rates. The hon. member then proceeded in conformity

with the motion he had given, to move for leave to

bring in a bill to allow the rate-payers of counties to

elect a certain number of persons to assess, levy, and
expend the county rates, and to perform those duties

having reference to the financial pv"""''^''"' quarter

counties now e>«'"i''-l \l
'""^ ^°}- ^'^^^ check on the

fK° , u , ^, "^'^ ^^^^^ o"8^ht to be, and whichthe people had a nght to demand,''and this arose fromthe inherent defects of the present system. The iSature had permitted the inhabitants of the corporatetowns and cities to elect persons to have the control

Tn'c!^
'''. ^^in-cpal

.
taxation, and also to recommendmagistrates but the inhabitants of the counties had nopnvileges o the kind.

. The House was awae that thepresent mode of assessing and levying the county rateshad been investigated before a committee up-stairs andthe report of that committee showed to what extentabuses prevailed in the present system. With a viewto Illustrate the want of control possessed by the county

stateET^'^''^""-'""'"'^^'-
^^^"^^^d thi following

^*nf'(^ri
« t.^«.P°P"lation in the Cities and Boroughsof Great Britain, which send Members to Parliamentthe greater number of which recommend their ownMagistrates through their councillors Also thePopulation of the Counties where the Magictratesare appointed by the Lord Lieutenantsfth! peoplehaving no choice or control.

peopie

These recommend Magistrates.
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His object was, as much as possible, to equalize tlie as-
sessments, and to assimilate the mode of rating- in differ-
ent C9unties. At present there was not the slightest
attention paid to the valuation, for the purpose of as-
sessment. It appeared from the report of the com-
mittee of last year on county rates that the valuation
was made in

—

18 Counties on the Property-tax,
20 Do. on the actual value, or some proportion thereof,
13 Do. not known,
I Do.onthel2thofGeo. in.

52 Counties.
The estimates for valuation various. Example :—By

the 55 Geo. III., for equalising county-rates, a return
was ordered and made. In Lancashire the difference
was great.

Example, 1814. 1829.
In Liverpool £584,687 . .£751,126
In Cheetham 8,52P . . 24,090
In Preston 34,936 . . 80,984
In Bolton District 169,673 . . 320,467

In Lonsdale, South side.. 172,501 . . 159,362
Do. North side 105,655 . . 123,003

All kinds of property should contribute equally to the
county rates. Example of the inequality

—

In Warwickshire land pays £107,143
Do. mills and factories 2,720
In Leicestershire land pays 108,330
Do. mills and factories 783

Inequality :—Weymouth does not pay 6d to the county-
rate of Dorset ; 40 Inclosure Bills in Dorset, and
these new lands pay no rate. Many places claim ex-
eniptions from county-rate.

Again, the county-rates had increased to an enormous
extent within the last few years. As a proof of this he
would refer the House to a statement made in the report
of the House of Lords on this subject in 1834. In that
report there was a comparative statement showing the
increase that had taken place in a number of items of
county expenditure since 1792. The hon. member then
read the following paper :—
Summary of the Expenditure of the County Rates in
England and Wales, in 1792 and 1832, or for such
year as could be obtained nearest to such period, un-
der the several heads, with the increase and decrease
of each.

HEADS OF CHARGES

Expendi-
ture.

i;92 1832

1. Bridges, &c
2. Gaol?, Houses of

Correction, Stc. . .

.

3. Prisoners, Main-
tenace of

4. Prosecutions
T). Constables
6. Professional,

42^3/ /^

92319 177245

45785 1 2/297
342 Ih

65!)

8990

7. Salaries |

16315

3. Vagrants 16807

9. Licutenantcy anl
Militia 169/6

10. Coroner^ ^l-''^

11. Incidental |

1/456

12. Miscellaneon?,

PrintiHg, &c 15S91

Net

In-

84926

81512

Increase
per Cent.

176; 170
;59l 319157119 122901

26688 26029 4338 4326

31103 221131 248 24

5I401I 3o086i 2151 206

341

6/1
1100
241

566
de-

crease
94

he could not help observing that, after the excellent
mode in which the poor law bill had worked, that it

would be better to place these asylums under the con-
trol of the commissioners of poor laws than leave them
to the management at Quarter Sessions. He thought
also that every prison in the country should be placed
under the control of the crown, and under one uniform
system of management, and that the expenses of the
prisons should be defrayed by the public at large, and
not out of the county rates. By such arrangement the
expense would be materially diminished, and a much
better system than prevailed at present would be
adopted.
He would now proceed to lay before the House the

statement which he had drawn up of the relative ex-
pense charged on the county rates, of prosecutions at
assizes and prosecutions at sessions, in the year 1832, in
thirteen counties in England and Wales, taken at ran-
dom. The statement ran thus :

—

>

§3
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crease per cent, in the salaries ofvarious county officers,

from 1792 to 1832, in five counties, taken at random,
would appear from this table :

—

Cornwall
Devon ...

Hants ...

Leicester
Somerset

Trea-
surers

355
614
1/4
56
454

Chap-
lains.

Sur-
geons,

97

Sur-
veyors

185

375
114

47

Governors of
Houses of
Correction

1027
350
113

79

166
211

84

The duties of treasurer in particular mig'ht be most effi

ciently fulfilled by any banker in the county, and the

whole expense of that officer saved. The hon. member
proceeded to say that one great objection in the present
system which he wished to see removed was the pay-
ment of officers by fees, lie thought that in all cases

the officers ought to be remunerated by a fixed salary.

His great object was that the judicial and financial af-

fairs of every county should be separated. The financial

affairs should be committed to the management of a

county board, composed of a certain number of persons
elected by the rate-payers of the county, or their repre-

sentatives, the existence of sucli board being limited,

say to three years. This board should, immediately
upon their powers and election being verified by the

sheriff, proceed to select a chairman, and then to ap-
point the county officers, and the county magistrate
should be permitted to exercise no interference what-
ever in levying the rates. (Hear, hear.) The judicial

business of the county might for the present be left to

the Lord-lieutenant, and the justices of the county.
The adoption of such a plan as he had suggested would
produce the good effect of dealing out equal justice to

the county constituency with that which had been dealt
out by the municipal bill to the town constituencies.

(Hear, hear.) It might be said, " Why don't you
make use of the new poor-law unions for your pur-
pose 1" But he had no hesitation in saying that he was
decidedly opposed to such an idea. In the first place,
\inions were continually being formed from parts ofone
county and parts of another. Another there was, that
the poor-law guardians were elected under a plurality
of votes, and had a variable qualification at the will of
the poor-law commissioners, who were appointed by
the Crown, and thus county affairs might be influenced
by the poor-law commissioners and by the Crown. Be-
sides unions were not yet established over half the
country, and his wish was to extend the now proposed
measure over the whole country at once. The country
was anxious for the change, and he trusted that there
would be no opposition to its being brought into opera-
tion. He would therefore move for leave to bring in a
" Bill to separate the financial from the judicial affairs

of the counties in England and Wales, and to authorize
the rate-payers in counties to choose representativAs-A?

" -»—'^' iinancial affairsform a county board for

POOR LAWS—IRELAND.
(From the Courier.)

The evidence taken by the Commissioners for in

ttcoinr/inej: S;/a?e;"nT"n " "°^' '^'^''^^ °^

in fact, com^p,etei;LTee5eJt m nV^rnSe'di:'tncts in establishing themselves as a ort of co'proprietors of the soil. Though they should not b^

howin "^'" ''°*' ^"^ '''^ ^^ cLi where tWI'old only from year to year, still they have acquired

a kind of tenant right ; and it is, generally speaking,

impossible to eject them without having previously

purchased this right, or, as it is called, the "good
will" of the out-goer. This, which is as much an

article of sale in three-fourths of Ireland, as Three

per Cent. Consols are in London, is neither more nor

less than a guarantee of quiet possession to the suc-

ceeding occupier ; and any one who should venture

to come into the place of an ousted tenant without

having obtained this indispensable requisite, would

be marked out for vengeance, and would most pro-

bably pav with his life, or the destruction of his pro-

perty, for his unpardonable offence ! It is not the

ejected tenant merely who would feel iiimself ag-

grieved by such a proceeding. In a country like

Ireland, where there are no poor rates, and where the

few employments that are carried on are already-

glutted with labourers, land is indispensable to ex-

istence, ejection from the smallest patch seldom fail-

ing to entail the extremest privations on the party

and his miserable family. Hence the desperate

tenacity with whicli the cottiers cling to their little

farms. And as the ruin that has overtaken one to

da}^ may, if unavenged, equally overtake others to-

morrow, they have seen that it was for their interest

to combine together by force to protect the occupant.

It is quite a mistake to suppose, as many do, that the

Irish are wantonly savage and destructive. Nine-

tenths of the outrages that have disgraced their

country, have mostly been the result of calculation

and foresight, not of recklessness and sudden im-

pulse. They have grown out of the efforts of the

peasantry to protect themselves from ruin—efforts

forced upon them by the conduct of their landlords

and of tithe proprietors, and by the want of any re-

fuge for the destitute other than death or robbery.

It is extraoidinary the landlords should not long-

since have opened their eyes to the inevitable con-

sequences of this perilous state of things. Whether
it may be still possible to put it down, and to restore

to the landlords that controul over their estates that

is essential to the introduction of good husbandry,

and to the improvement of the country, is more than

we can undertake to say. But the sj'stem is gaining

strength every day ; and it is quite obvious that if it

be not speedily eradicated, it will end by making the

peasants the proprietors of the soil. From inability

to eject a tenant, except by his own consent, to in-

ability to enforce payment of rent, there is but a short

step ; and should that step be taken, there would be

an end to the present distrihnt''-- -^ property in

T;-^if,rl]uestion tlien arises, how is this formidabledifficulty to be obviated ? Different answers havebeen and may be given to this question. But forour part, we are clear that tlie establishment of poor

do"l""f'kP'?'1'""'1"^°°^ ''''^ limitations, wou?Jdo more to break the cottier confederacy and tore-store the empire of the law, and the right to di poseof property, than anything ulse that can be done!
JV

e.e a refuge established for the destitute, ejecUonf cm a potatoe garden would cease to be followed a"at present, by the ruin of the ejected family. 71'
would be provided for at the public expense til an
outlet could be found for thei in the coTonfe's o Tnsome way at home. The stern necessity that at pre-sen compels the peasantry to resist the Jaw, beingin this way, obviated, they would learn to respect its'au honty

; and thatsecurity that is thefirst aJdmo
indispensable condition to the growth of nationa

ZTeS.'^''''
'-'''-''' '"'^'™^' -*-^"-!
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TURF INTELLIGENCE.

Fortunately for tlie genuine sportsman, he
is enabled to turn a deaf ear to the discordant
jarring of political strife ; and we make no
doubt the Duke of Wellington feels much
happier in the hunting field than in the senate :

not that he shines brilliantly in either place
perhaps: in regard to the latter we can speak
to the point: the Duke is a very indifferent
horseman

; in the language of the school "he
is no scratch over a country ;

" and therefore,
when fox hounds can run with their heads
up, his Grace is " no where. " However,
although we are no politicians, we are very
glad to perceive that in these all reforming
days, the proceedings of the turf are very
likely to undergo that scrutinizing revision,
which, in the name of justice, in the name of
common or ordinary honesty, has been long
most imperiously demanded. Let us not be
misunderstood ; the preceding remarks are
not applicable to the owners of horses, or to
the book men, but to those functionaries, who,
in the form of Committee men and Collectors
of " base lucre, " contrive to pocket a con-
siderable portion of the money which ought
to be applied to very different purposes. One
of the hebdomadal prints, a few weeks back,
brought a direct charge of pecuniary mal-
appropriation against the -'self-appointed
Committee for the Management of Epsom
Races, " and even accused the Baron de
Teisseir of going snacks in the cross-diverted
plunder. Is it possible that this gentleman,
descended from an illustrious line of the an-
cient and high-minded Noblesse of France,
can shelter himself from so serious a charge
beneath the murky and suspicious cloak of a
sulky and saturnine taciturnity ? The Baron
de Teisseir, the steward of one of the first
meetings in the kingdom for a number of
successive years, ( ever since the recession of
of Mr. Maberly ) cannot remain silent under
the charge of pecuniary embezzlement ! We
know the Baron ; we know that his powers
of perception are remarkably acute, that his
mind IS uncommonly elastic and active, that
he IS altogether actuated by the most genuine
impulses of human nature and the principles
ofhonour

; and therefore, although the Epsom
Committee may have been guilty of swerving,
we feel well assured this well desccndccl
member of society will emerge from the
charge, like virgin gold from the crucible of
the alchymist, brighter from having been sub-
jected to the ordeal of investigation.

The Management of Ascot Races has been
made the topic of public animadversion,
though the charges have not been so system-
atic, so glaringly apparent, or so powerfully

expressed as those with which the Epsom
Managers have been so directly and so very
pointedly charged. Enough, however, has
been stated, we should suppose, to induce
Mr. Jemner to place before the eyes of the
public, an unqualified statement of facts,

which shall at once exculpate this highly re-
spectable individual from the taint of mal-ad-
ministration.

Fortunately for the welfare of the Turf, the
revision of what may be called the common
law of racing transactions requires no appli-
cation either to the House of Lords or the
House of Commons, and therefore the reform,
or rather the removal of abuses, should be
commenced with the least possible delay ; an
investigation of the conduct of many of the
Turf official functionaries, we have long been
well covinced, is highly necessary ; and we
earnestly recommend those who undertake
the inquiry to divest themselves of all influ-

ential feeling except the legitimate anxiety of
radical, unflinching, and unqualified reform.
For the basis of their proceedings, let them
first take into consideration the very great
expense of bringing a horse upon the turf:
let them recollect tliat more than one-half the
foals which are dropped never come out as
racers; that of those which reach the starling

post, the cost is very heavy : the expense of
the sire is very considerable, while a similar
observation will apply to the rearing and
treatment of the foal, in all the successive
stages till it comes into the hands of the
trainer, when, taking into consideration not
only its keep, but saddlery, and the various
items of expence, and the weekly amount
will average two guineas, if not more. There-
fore, on account of the enormous expence in-

dispensabletobringingracers upon the course,
let the reformer use the pruning hook unspa-
ringly, and not only lop off the larger rotten

branches, but also cut away the leech-like

suckers of nomination fees, entrance money,
as well as an endless variety of semi-swindling
etceteras. Why, in the name of all that is

just and reasonable, should two hundred
pounds be deducted from the amount of the
Derby and the Oaks ? " To defray the expense

of extra police, " we are told : why is such a
gross imposition allowed, such a system of
plunder tolerated with the undeniable fact

placed in juxta-posltion, that such an enor-
mous sum as from fifteen hundred to two
thousand pounds is collected on the Downs,
from the Marquee man, the victuallers, and
the other sources of pecuniary emolument
which the ground presents ? The great stakes

just mentioned are raised by the owners of the
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quadrupedal candidates who appear in the
list, not one farthing is added from the multi-
farious and aggregately large pecuniary col-

lection at which we have just glanced ; but
out of which, for racing purposes, the most
contemptible trifle is annually appropriated,
which, for the late meeting did not nearly
amount to two hundred pounds! And yet
what would Epsom be, and the business of
Epsom amount to, without the races ?

We would have tlie salaries of all the
racing functionaries, such as the Clerk of the
Course, the Judge, &c. paid from the " fund"
and not filched from the owners of the horses

;

since, taking into consideration the very heavy
expense necessarily incurred in breeding,
rearing, and keeping these animals, they
ought to come to the starting post free from
those pecuniary imposts which are now so
generally and so rapaciously levied upon
them.
Goodwood races commence on the 27th (of

July), but they excite very considerable atten-
tion at the present moment, on account of the
importance necessarily attached to them. No
establishment is conducted more liberally, or
with a more masterly hand, than the races
under consideration; they receive the influ-
ential support of the greater part of the lead-
ing nobility and persons of distinction in the
kingdom ; and, therefore, while they off"er the
richest Cup in the country for competition,
the list contains various stakes of much more
than ordinary amount : we give the following
as a specimen :

" The Goodwood Stakes of 25
sovs. each, 15 ft and 5 only if declared," &c,,
for which the following are the acceptances :

—

St. lb. St. lb,

Rockingham, 6 yrs 9 12 Advocate, 4 yrs ..7 3
Bran, 5 yrs 9 4
Hornsea, 4 yrs ... 9 1

Rush, 5 yrs 8 12

Ascot, 4 yrs 8 7
Bamfylde, 4 yrs . . 8 7
Aurelius, 4 yrs ... 8 7
Lucifer, 4 yrs .... 8 7
Knobstick, 4 yrs, . 8 5
Barney Bodkin, 6

yrs 8
Silenus, 4 yrs .... 8

Outcast, 4 yrs, ... 8

Luminary, 4 yrs . . 8

Pussy, 3 yrs 7 12
Louisa, 5 yrs , , . . 7 12

Changeling, aged. . 7 12
Roadster, aged ... 7 12
Elis, 3 yrs 7 12 3 yrs 5 12
Firman, aged .... 7 10
Whimsical (late

Buccaneer), 5 yrs 7 7
Morpetb, 5 yrs ... 7 3

If Goodwood be remarkable on account of
the superior value of its Cup and Stakes, it

is equally distinguished for the nicety with
which the nags are weighted : thus, should
the winner of the Derby start for the Good-
wood Cup, 8lbs extra is placed upon him

;

while the second horse for the same stake
Avould have to carry 3lbs extra. To the win-
ner of the previous Gold Cup at Ascot, seven

Advocate, 4 yrs

Burlington, 4 yrs .

,

'I'auntonian, 4 yrs.

.

Felix, 4 yrs

Venison, 3 yrs. . .

.

Jacob Faithful, Syr
Ruinous, 4 yrs. .,

.

Tiber, 4 yrs 6
Oak-apple, 4 yrs. . 6
Alfred, 3 yrs 6
Lady Anna, 3 yrs. 6
Sepoy, 3 yrs 6
Toss-up, 3 yrs.. .. 6
Brookland, 3 yrs. . 6
Arbaces, 3 yrs. . . . b
Taglioni, 3 yrs. ... 6
Oberon, 3 yrs .... 5
Brother to Delight,

3 yrs

F by Emilius, out of

Flush, 3 yrs. ... 5
F by Vanish, out of

Fortuna, 3 yrs. . 5

extra pounds are allotted ; and for the second
place in the same race, the nag would have to
carry 3lbs extra, &c. &c. The following is a
list of the nominations for the Goodwood Cup,
with the weights attached :

—

Three year olds.

Bay Middleton, 7st 121b
Jacob Faithful, 7st 4lb
Elis, 6st 131b
Alfred, 6st 13lb
Emmeiina colt, 6st 131b
Sherry, 6st 131b
Sepoy, 6st 101b

Mus, 6st 101b
Venison, 6st lOlb

Neva coU, 6st lOlb
Fair Jane, 6st 91b

Esmeralda , 6st 61b
Weazle, 63t 61b

Taglioni, 6st 61b

Khylan, 5st 61b

Four year olds.

Elizondo, 9st 6lb

Luck's-all, 9st lib

Knobstick, 9st lib

Sheet Anchor, 9st lib

Felix, 9st lib

Hornsea, 8st 101b
Aurelius, 8st lOlb
Ainderby, 8st 101b

Valentissimo, 8st lOlb

Lucifer, 8st 101b

Aristocrat, 8st 51b

Silenus, 8st lib

Bamfylde, Bst lib

Fire year olds.

Touchstone, lOst 2lb

Paris, 9st 4lb

Louisa, 9st

Bran, 8st 131b
Linda, 8st 2lb

Six year olds, and
aged.

Rockingham, lOst lib

Diana, 8st 121b
Firman, 8st lOlb

Rupert, 7st I21b

Eleanor, 7st 81b

Sophy, 7st 51b

The preceding list, it will be perceived,
contains the names of most of the best horses
in the country ; and should Bay Middleton,
Elis, Sheet Anchor, Touchstone, and Rock-
ingham come out for it, expectation will be
strained to its utmost tension. Touchstone
beat Rockingham at Ascot (for the Cup) with
the greatest ease ; and, although the weight
for Goodwood Cup is much against Touch-
stone, still, we are of opinion, that he would
be more than a match for Rockingham. Bay
Middleton must feel the extra 8lb which he
earned by his triumph on Epsom Downs

;

and from the present complexion of this

highly interesting race, it might be supposed
that Elis or Sheet Anchor would be very
likely to appear first to the winning post.

However, it has been rumoured that neither

Elis nor Touchstone will go to Goodwood
;

but we are seldom inclined to give implicit

confidence to mere report relative to the turf;

and, on the present occasion, can perceive no
reason why Touchstone should absent himself
from so important a stake—unless, indeed,
his noble owner thinks it unwise to risk the
well earned fame of this justly celebrated

horse with seven pounds extra on his back.
Such reasoning, however, will not apply to

Elis, as the weight which is allotted to him
(6st 131b) cannot be deemed an overload, par-

ticularly if we bear in mind that at Newmar-
ket he ran Bay Middleton to half a head, and
would come against him with nearly a stone

in his favour. If Elis be in good form he
ought to make his appearance at Goodwood ;

but, as we have repeatedly remarked, a racer

is always liable to fly to pieces ; while Elis

(a three-year-old) may not have recovered

from the eff"ects of his severe struggle against

Bay Middleton.

Printed by Joseph Bogeraon, 24, Norfolk-street, Strand,
Londsn.
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ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.
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" Tlie deficiency among Agriculturists is not so much,
perhaps, in experimental, as in scientific knowledge.
It is without doubt true, that there may be, aad indeed
are, good practical farmers, who have but little preten-
sions to science : but it were too much to assert that

even these, however good, might not become better
;

that they have reached the maximum of improvement

;

and already discovered the means of obtaining from
Nature the utmost which it is in her power to bestow."

On the importance to the scientific farmer of an
intimate knowledge of the composition of the soils

he has to manage and to improve, and of the manures
which he adds to tliem, there can be but one opinion

;

for, until such knowledge be acquired, he must re-

main in ignorance of those physical changes and new
combinations which are effected by a judicious ad-
mixture of them, the results of whose operations he
knows to be advantageous only by long and often
dearly-bought experience.

In order to prosecute such an enquiry as the con-
sideration ofthese subjects must entail, it may appear,
perhaps, to the generality of readers, that the more
natural course to be performed would be, first, to

investigate the composition of the various soils, and
afterwards, that of tlie manures ; but I have here pre-
ferred commencing with the latter, as 1 think it will

much simplify the subject by preventing repetition,

and enabling me, when speaking of the composition of
the soils, to allude to the manures which are applicable
to them.

The term manure, taken in its most extended
meaning, includes every matter whereby a soil may
be improved, and rendered capable of yielding an
increase of nourishment to the plants committed to

it, and by whicli their growth is promoted : where-
fore all those substances which, by being placed in

juxta-position, or by biiug filtrated through their

tissues, merely excite llie organs to perform more
actively tlie functions of nutrition, come under this

denomination, as well as those matters which may
wholly in themselves, oi in part by tlieir elements,
pass into the plant, and, by becoming a component
part of its composition, add essentially to its growth
and increase. According to this extended view,
various products of ilu; Liireo kingdoms of nature
would come within the denomination.

15ut, in a definition to comprehensive, many sub-
stances are included, a. hich, I think, can scarcely

come within the ordinary acceptation of the word ;

therefore, I shall use the term manure under certain

limitations.

Chaptal, in his Treatise on Agriculture, divides

manures into nulritive, which are those which furnish

juices and nourishment to the plant, and stimulatire,

which are those substances, as above stated, that only

excite the organs to perform their natural functions

in excess : we may say that tliis latter class stands in

the same relation to the vegetable economy, as condi-

ments and seasonings do to the animal.

For the sake of explicitness, I shall prefer terming

thislatter class ofChaptal's, " amenders of thesoil,"

and restricting the term " manure" to tJie former

only ; so that, according to their different definitions,

as above stated, manure will include those matters,

principally derived from the animal and vegetable

kingdoms, which are capable of entering into the

comjiosition, and adding to the substance, of the ve-

getable ; while the amenders of the soil will

comprehend, on the other hand, those products,

afforded chiefly by the mineral kingdom, not capable

of being assimulated to the substance of the vege-

table as manures, yet of use in the furtherance of ve-

tation,—thus including necessarily the consideration

of a number of substances of very vast importance

to the agriculturist.

Decandolle says, that every amelioration of the

soil, such as draining, &c., is an amender, in the

strict sense of the term ; but here welimitit to such

ameliorations which are practised on the soil only by
tlie addition and mixture of matters, with the design

of modifying its physical and mineralogical character,

independent of any prominently nutritive effect. We
must, nevertheless, bear in mind, that although this

division of the subject will be extremely useful for

the purposes of investigation, and, in a theoretical

point of view, is strictly correct, yet, for all practical

])urposes, the relation in which manures and amen-

ders stand with regard to each other must not be

forgotten ; for the greater jtart ofmanures have also

a claim to the title of amenders, from containing, for

example, certain earths, from different circumstances,

and from influencing the density, temperature, mois-

ture, &c., of the soil to which they may be added.

]\[anures are here defined as those substances ca-

pable of affording a salutary nourishment to vege-

tables in general^ by presenting to them the neces-

sary elements in a state of extreme division, either

mechanical or chemical, which elements, through the

agency of the vital processes of assimulation with

which vegetables are endued, become a component

part of the living plant.

In the former number of this magazine I pointed

out, that vegetables were composed principally of

G
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carbon combined with oxygen and hydrogen ; we
therefore see the reason why dead vegetable mat-
ter, containing these jjrinciples, may become food

to the living plant ; and when we moreover recol-

lect, that animal matter often contains carbon, and
always nitrogen, in addition to the oxygen and hy-

drogen, we see why animal, as well as vegetable mat-
ters, are entitled to be called manures, aince both, as

shown by experience are consumed in vegetation.
It has been proved, as Sir H. Davy asserts, that they
can only nourish the plant by affording solid matters
capable of being dissolved by water, or gaseous sub-
stances capable of being absorbed by the fluids in

the leaves of vegetables ; therefore the great object

to be attained in the application of manure, -should

be to make it afford as much soluble matter as pos-
sible to the roots of the plant, and that in a slow and
gradual manner, in order that it may be entirely con-
sumed in forming the sap and organized parts of the
plant.

Several experiments, which I have made, with the
aid of poisons and coloring matter, prove that plants
have the power of absorbing substances, when in a
state of solution, unchanged in their chemical rela-

tions. The following experiment, from the Lec-
tures on Agricultural Chemistry, and which I have
repeated with a similar result, is sufficiently con-
clusive :

—
" The roots of a primrose were introduced into a

weak solution of oxide of iron in vinegar, and suf-
fered to remain till the leaves became yellow : the
roots were then carefully washed in distilled water,
bruised and boiled in a small quantity of the same
fluid : the decoction of them passed through a filter,

was examined by the test of infusion of uutgalls ;

the decoction gained a strong tint of purple, which
proves that a solution of iron had been taken up by
the vessels or pores in the roots."

But it is found that the])lant, in acquiring the ele-
ments of which it is composed, from these manures,
does so, in many instances, through certain complex
operations, and not always by the substance being
merely placed in opposition ; thus, most probably,
the carbon, of which plants are chiefly composed, is

presented in the form of carbonic acid, and is then
decomposed again by the vital power of the vege-
table, in order to its proper assimilation. This view
is suggested from the minuteness of the pores of
plants, which renders it very improbable that the
smallest particles of solids can pass into them from
the soil. Davy, to prove this, made the following
experiment : some impalpable powdered charcoal,
procured by washing gunpowder, was placed in a
phial containing pure water, in which a plant of
peppermint was growing: the roots of the plant
were pretty generally in contact with the charcoal.
The experiment was made in the beginning of May,
1805. The growth of the plant was very vigorous dur-
ing a fortnight, when it was taken out of the phial

;

the roots were cut through in different parts, but no
carbonaceous matter could be discovered in them,
nor were the smallest fibrils blackened by charcoal,
though this must have been the case had the charcoal
been absorbed in a solid form, from this he infers,
as no substance is more necessary to plants than car-
bonaceous matter, and as this cannot be introduced
into the organs of plants except in a state of solu-
tion, or in the form of gas, that there is every reason
to suppose that other substances less essential will
be subject to the same law, when in a solid form.
We therefore see the reason wliy these aliments

of the plant are rarely to be employed in their natu-
ral condition, but are left partially to fermentand pu-
trify before they are used ; especially when it is

taken into consideration, that by permitting a par-
tial decomposition to take place, the elements of
which they are composed not only become more so-

luble, and therefore more available, when employed
for agricultural purposes, but during the furtherance
of these operations an additional advantage is de-
rived from the production of many gases, such as

the carbonic acid, carburetted hydrogen, azote,

and ammonia, which in themselves may become ali-

ments to the plants, or stimulants to its organs of
assimilation ; though it must be allowed that the

effects they are capable of producing must necessarily

be small, for such parts as assume the gaseous form,
in consequence of their facility of passing into the

surrounding air, easily become mixed with the at-

mosphere and diffused through it.

I stated above what the elements were, which ma-
nures must have the power of yielding, and I also

stated that animal and vegetable matters contained

them : but it is necessary that a plant should submit
to those changes, which it can only undergo after

death, before it is in that condition which is essen-

tial to its having the power of yielding the required

products ; nor is it less necessary, to the same effect

that animal matters should likewise be deficient m
all vitality : therefore we see it is proper that a par-

tial decomposition should ensue, in order to afford

as much soluble matter as possible to the roots of
the plants required to be manured

;
yet, this process

must not be permitted to too great an extent, as in

such case there would remain from the manure little

else but fixed salts combined with such earths and
juices as would be rejected by the plants, or, at any
rate, its salutary effects would be much curtailed,

yielding, perhaps, nourishment but to a single crop.

The means employed for retarding the process of

decomposition are very various, but there is none more
practically useful to the farmer than that of mixing
tbe manure with the soil ; for by so doing, it is di-

vided into small masses, which are not so quickly

acted on as larger : thus by prolonging the pheno-
mena that take place during decomposition, food is

gradually afforded to the plant.

On the other hand, it is necessary that some ma-
nures should be exhausted by fermentation of some-
what of their power, when in their first condition

they are found in their effects to be too strong and
rank : of this description is the dung of certain

animals, which, being the excrementitious matter of
the food which is necessary to their nourishment, is,

by the process it has already undergone, already more
or less prepared for immediate tise, depending on the
force of the digestive organs, which varies some-
what in each species of animal, as well from the dif-

ferences in their food, as from the quality of the

digesting juices furnished by their stomachs. It is

from these circumstances that the questions arise as

to the relative value of manures, depending upon
their composition, and the resisting power with
which they are endued.

Many theories have been offered as to the mode in

which manures operate ; of these, some are suffici-

ently fanciful, while others carry with them consi-

derable weight :—the most conspicuous, both as re-

gards their intrinsic merit, and from the high names
of their authors, are those of Rozier, Senebier, and
our countryman. Sir Humphry Davy.

Rozier, under the impression that nothing can be
properly presented to the plants unless dissolved in

ivater, and that the effect of manure is to increase the
quantity of soluble matter in the soil to which it is

added, argues that their action is to be compared to

soaps ; but then he extends the meaning of this word
far beyond its ordinary acceptation, for be not only
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includes the different combinations of oils with al-

kalis, but all such modifications of matter as result

from simple solutions.

Seiiebier holds the opinion, that tliey are rendered
useful only througli the process offermentation which
they undergo, under the impression that it is through
its means alone that carbonic acid is developed ; but

he has not shown (which it was essential to have
done) that all the carbon, which plants derive for

their sustenance and growth from the media with

which jthey are surrounded, is presented to tliem in

that form, or, admitting such to be the case, that fer-

mentationis the only means to this end.

Sir Humphry Davy at one time appears to liave

held much the same opinion, but subsequently at-

tributed the mode of operation to a simple solution

of those component parts necessary to vegetation.

He says, that he introduced plants into solutions of

jelly, sugar, mucilage, &c., Imt they died; while,

after these various solutions had undergone fermen-
tation, similar plants flourished in them, at whicli

time he concluded that fermentation was necessary :

but he says that he has since found that the delete-

rious effect was pi'oduced from the vegetable organs
being clogged with solid matter, and from the pre-

vention of a free transpiration in their leaves, in

consequence of the solutions with which he experi-

mented being too concentrated. The experiments,

from which ha deduces that his former opinion was
erroneous, were made with similar solutions in the

proportion l-200th part of animal and vegetable mat-
ter. " Plants of mint," says he, " grew luxuriantly

in all these solutions, but least so in that of the as-

tringent matter. I watered some spots of grass in a

garden with the different solutions separately,

and a spot with common water, tjie grass

watered with solutions of jelly, sugar, and mu-
cilage, grew most vigorously ! and that wa-
tered with tlie solution of the tanning principle grew
better tlian that watered with common water." And
then he goes on to show, from exi>eriment, that there

is every reason to suppose that soluble matters pass
unaltered into tlie roots of plants.

Although each of these theories is sufficiently

plausible, yet there is that known in opposition to

each wliicb permits one to say decidedly that neither

is to be considered conclusive. Without entering

into any general discussion as to their relative merits

we majr state, that by taking them all into considera-
tion, by supposing, that now the phenomena are in

accordance to the laws of one, and then in accordance
of [another, and by calling to our assistance the

knowledge we possess of vegetable nutrition, we
may, though not capable of deiining a tlieory, be
enabled to comprehend the various modes by which
manures yield nourishment to the vegetable world.

We shall find, in the progress of this enquiry, that

the different manures contain the elements necessar}'

to vegetation in very different proportions, with which
as well as with the relative strength of the chemical

affinities tliey exert, botli in respect of their own
composition and the conditions to which tliey are

subjected, it will be necessary we should make our-

selves acquainted. 'Ihe consideration of tliese sub-

jects may be resolved into the three following di-

visions :

—

],—What is the gross amount of carbon contained

in a given quantity of manure ; in what state of com-
bination does it exist ; and in what mode is it pre-

sented to the plants !

2.—What other matters are contained, which from

their nature may essentially be considered as ma-
nures, as nitrogen, oxygen, &c. ?

3,—What otlier matters are contained, which can-

not be esteemed as manures, but as amenders or sti-

mulants only ?

The first of these queries involves by far the most
important subject of enijuiry to the farmer, and, for-

tunateljr, is not very difficult of investigation. The
second and the third, though not so accessible to our
lesearches, are by no means to be neglected in an in-

quiry of this nature ; indeed, without a knowledge
of them, the subject would be but imperfectly con-
sidered.

The more natural and convenient division of ma-
nures of organic origin, will be found to be into that
of the vegetable, animal, and mixed.

Vegetable iMamre.— Under this title a vast
number of substances are included, the agricultural
properties of some of which will shortly be discussed.
The whole of this class, for the most part, owe their

importance to containing extractive matters,—albu-
men, mucilage, gelatine, sugar, oils, acids, salts, car-
bonic acid in aqueous solution, &c., which, however
in theirpure form, are seldom available to the farmer,
as an application of manure, though they may be of
great and prompt advantage to vegetation ; neverthe-
less, they are all employed by him, combined, gene-
rally speaking, with a great excess of fibrous inso-

luble matter, which must undergo certain chemical
changes before it can Lecome the food of plants ; for

it is during the progress of the processes here alluded

to that the decomposition ensues wliich causes the

solubility of those particles, which in their former
condition were insoluble. " Of those substances,"
says Chaptal, " which constitute animal and vege-
table existence, the greatest number are soluble in

water, and it is evident that in this state we may em-
ploy them as manures without previous fermentation

;

but when they contain much matter insoluble in

water, it is necessary they should be decomposed by
fermentation, since by its means their nature is

changed, and new compounds are formed, which are

soluble, and capable of being taken up by the plant."

The progress of the changes which are thus effected

have been particularly detailed in the Lectures on
Agricultural Chemistry; together with that great

author's opinion on the propriety of taking " a scien-

tific view of the nature of these changes,—of the

causes which occasion them, and which accelerate or

retard them,—and of the products they afford." The
products of fermentation are very various, depending
on the nature of the substances of which the vegetable

mass is composed, influenced greatly by many acci-

dental causes. The diversity and almost uncertainty

of the products have rendered observations on its

progress very difficult;—we may, however, say, that

the result of the spontaneous reaction of the matters

composing the mass on themselves, in consec[uence

of humidity, is, that carbonic acid gas, acetic acid,

carburretted hydrogen, &c., are evolved, leaving

eventually a brownish blackish mass, which is termed
"terreau" by the French, and earthy matter, or ve-

getable mould, by ourselves. To this effect. Sir H.
Davy, from experiment, proves, that " if any fresh

vegetable matter, which contains sugar, mucilage,

starch, or other of the vegetable compounds soluble

in water, bo moistened and exj)Osed to the air, at a

tcnqierature from J5" to 80°, oxygen will soon be
absorbed, and carbonic acid formed ; heat will be

produced ; and elastic fluids, jirincipally carbonic

acid, gaseous oxide of carbon, and hydro-carbonate,

will be evolved ; a dark-coloured liquid, of a slightly

sour or bitter taste, will likewise bo found ; and if

the process be sufl'ered to continue for a time suffi-

ciently long, nothing solid will remain except earthy

and saline matter, coloured l)lack by charcoal." The
dark-coloured fluid always contains acetic acid. Sq

6 2
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that tlie general diyisioii of the products of tliis pu-
trefactive fermentation may be stated as into liquid,

gas ous, and solid.

The liquid are chiefly water and acetic acid, and
with, probably, a little oil. The gaseous are the

carbuietted hydrogen, carbonic acid, and, when ni-

trogen is ])resent, ammonia. 1'he solid are those

matters whicli are contained in that residuum termed
vegetable mould.
The jiromimate principles, which depend on tlie

arrangement of the elements, are not equally liable to

undergo this species of dissolution : as a general law
it may be stated, that those which contain hydrogen
atid OS) gen in tlie projiortions to form water, are the

most susceptible of the putrefactive changes ; whilst
acids wliicli contain an excess of oxygen, and those
substances iu which charcoal and hydrogen prevail,

do not manifest a similar tendency, unless, througli

tlie mediation of heat and moisture, their affinities be

estranged. Thus, "in proportion as there is more
gluten, albumen, or matters soluble in water, in the

vegetable substances exposed to fermentation, so in

proportion, all other substances being equal, will tlie

process be more rajiidc Pure woody fibre alone un-
dergoes a cliange very slowly ; but its texture is

broken down, and it is easily resolved into new ele-

ments when mixed witli substances more liable to

change, in consequence of containing a larger pro-

portion of oxygen and hydrogen. Volatile and fixed

oils, resins, and wax, are more susceptible of change
than woody fibre, when exposed to air and water,
but mucli less liable than the other vegetable com-
pounds."*
We see, therefore, tliat it is necessar}', in order to

appreciate the probable action of the many manures
generally in use, to analyse them carefully, so that

we may bo enabled to consider what the ingredients
are of which they are composed ; but this must not
be tlie end of our investigations, as other consider-
ations of importance are not to be overlooked. In
proof, we adduce the following:—Carbon, as repeat-
edly observed, holds the first rank as a manure : the
matter which is the most rich in carbon is the char-
coal of \iood, ivhich, were we to take the relative

quantity only into consideration, we should be in-

duced to believe to be the best of manures
;
yet we

really find that it can scarcely be ranked amongst
them, for the carbon, when it is in this condition, is

but slightl}' induced to form carbonic acid, and is not
susceptible of forming a solution capable of being
absorbed by the roots.

The other circumstances, to which attention is

principally to be paid, are,—the elevation of tem-
perature which may be caused either by the rapidity
or degree of fermentation ; tlie quantity of water
which the plants contain; the presence of such nu-
tritive matters as are unequally soluble, thus permit-
ting a })rolonged action ; and the presence of such
matteis as are not of a nutrient quality, but merely
excitants.

We shall now proceed to the consideration of the
more important manures in ordinary use, and to which
the above observations are applicable.

GiiEEN Cuoi'S.—The most usually employed aie the
green succulent plants, as trefoil, lucerne, beans, ixc.

These are principally composed of woody fibre, com-
bined with mucilaginous and saccharine matters,
which, from containing the elements they are com-
posed of in such jiroportions as are easily convertible
into water, especially as their affinities are so weak as

easily to undergo the putrefactive fermentation,
aided, as this process is, by the large projiortion of

* Davy's Agricultural Chemistry.

fluids they contain, the woody fibre, which in its

simple state, from containing a mucli larger propor-
tion of carbon than oxygen and hydrogen, is not very
susceptible of putrefaction, by being submitted with
the other portions of the plant to this action, has its

carbon converted into carbonic acid, reducing thus
the oxygen and hydrogen to proportions convertible
into water ;—thus the whole becomes soluble.

As these processes take place very easily, it is ne-
cessary to use them immediately they are cut down,
or the usual and best plan is, to plough them into the
ground, at once, on which they were growing ; but
care must be taken that they are not sunk too deep
in the soil, as in such case, from being deprived of
heat and air, their benefit will be but very slowly
developed ; at the same time, they must be ploughed
in sufficiently to enab e the woody fibre to be dis-

solved, and to prevent tiie fermentation going oa too
rapidly, that the nutrient elements may not be dissi-

pated through the air.

The best time for ploughing in these green crops
is during the summer, before the plants have scat-

tered their seed, and when their leaves are full of
fluid, and there is heat of sun sufficient to hasten the
destruction of their natural condition.

It is the opinion of a practical writer, that where
crops of green plants can be turned down, when the

season is sufficiently hot to ensure their speedy run-

ning into the putrid state, there cannot be any doubt
but that it is a better and more advantageous prac-

tice, especially where manures of other kinds are

scarce, than that of procuring it by the consuming of

such crops by the feeding or soiling of cattle.

Of a similar nature, both as to chemical composi-

tion and practical use, is the river weed ; it contains a

large quantity of mucilaginous and saccharine mat-

ters, with, perhaps, less of woody fibre than t'ae suc-

culent land plants.

From the very large proportion of water which it

contains, it is necessary to heap it for a week or so

(ten days at the furthest), to permit the superabun-

dant quantity to drain from it : it may then eitlier be

ploughed in, or mixed with a little lime and earth to

form a compost. From this large proportion of fluid,

and from the easy solution of its component parts, it

is necessary to use it as early as possible ; for a very-

short time is necessary, under favourable circum-

stances, to hasten the completion of the process of

fermentation, in which case its application as a ma-
nure would be useless.

In the neighbourhood of the sea coasts there is not

a more available manure than the sea need ; tlie fuci,

alga3, and confervse, are indiscriminately used :

though unequal in their composition, tbey each abound
with mucilage and salts, which for the most part are

the mui'iate and carbonate of soda, and analysis has

shewn that they also possess much carbonic acid. As j
sea weed does not contain fibrous matter, there is no
necessity for permitting it to ferment before ploughed
in : from the same cause, also, together with the

quantity of water formed by its decomposition, the

effect produced on the land is but very transient. So

rapid, indeed, is this process, that it is found the cast-

up weed is not nearly so valuable as that cut from the

rocks. Those soils which are manured by it must be

annually supplied with large quantities.

In the islands of Guernsey and Jersey it is used
in the spring in its natural state, immediately after

cutting it from the rocks, when it is found of great

service in pasture lands ; later in the year, however,

they dry the weed, and, from scarcity of fuel, burn
it, and use the ashes only as a dressing ; but the loss,

in an agricultural point of view, is very great,—in
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fact, it is little more than strewing tlie ground witli

sea salt.

The value of tliis manure in improving old pastures
is very great, and where it lias been tried, it is re-

markable with what avidity shecji and cattle eat the

grass, and how well they thrive and fatten on it.

( To be continued.)

PARING AND BURNING.

[We by no means coincide in all the statements

contained in tliis article; we, however, yjoslpone

our icinarks for the present, in tlie hope that some
pivicfical farmer may be induced to comment upon
them in our next publication.

—

Ed. ¥. M.]

This is a subject which has occupied the atten-

tion of agriculturists for ages, and still remains po-
lemical ; yet how few individual writers step for-

ward to extricate us from the labyrinth in which we
are heedlessly wandering. And shall we, while
the mechanical world is making such rapid strides

toward the zenith of i)erfection, remain dormant
and listless .' No ! Let every one dedicate his

talent however diminutive, to the public weal, and
then we shall see the agriculturists not passing

along the same paths which their fore-fathers trod,

but soaring as it were, into other climes, catching

the living .jmanners as they rise, see all efforts

combined for the public good, and the combined
efforts concentrating in individual happiness. Still,

my feeble efforts to elucidate the subject may be
ineft'cctual; but if I do but advance one single step

more towards the point of perfection, I shall con-

sider myself sufficiently remunerated. Not, that I

wish to attribute the least ignorance to the enlighten-

ed agriculturists of this kingdom ; far from it. I re-

spect them, and shall always feel it uiy duty to con-

tiibufe their general welfare.

One class of farmers supports the system of

paring and burning, while another as strenuously

opposes it. Now which of the contending ])artics

is steering the most judicious course, remains yet

undecided. It is generally acknowledged, that by
burning, the soil is very much reduced. The ve-

getable matter, by being calcined, instead of gra-

dually undergoing the process of putrefacti\'e fer-

mentation, is immediately brought into active ex

crcise, and at once appears to afford an ample re-

muneration to the farmer. As it generally occurs,

that paring and burning is found most serviceable

on cold, low, wet lands and the most tenacious

soils, that being the quality of land which naturally

produces nothing but aquatic plants and coarse
grasses, injurious to animal existence, it has, there-

fore, been thought the most effective method of

bringirig the land into an immediate state of culti-

vation, without once taking into consideration the

great loss of soil which must necessarily occur

from the combustion of so great a mass of vegeta-

ble matter. Consider the great mass of vegetable

matter you have on the surface, and which by ])u-

trescence, would furnish you with a fine rich com-
post for two moderate dressings ; but by being

calcined loses all its vegetable jiroperties, and is

nothing more than torrified earth ; all its vegeta-

table properties having passed off during the com-
bustion ; for,

—

The heat which from combustion spriiig-s,

Gives to matter it's eccentric wings.

How many arc there of the new compounds formed

during the combustion carried ofl by Heaven's
winds, to other lands.

Another prevailing cause why paring and burn-
ing has been so much sanctioned is, because the
farmer has generally had most exuberant crops for

two or thee years after it; but what has been the
effect after those crops have been taken ! We ge-
nerally find the same lands, which but a few years
before, presented the most imposing appearance,
afterwards presenting as barren an appearance.
One great advantage that arises from burning is

this :—the calcined earth, by being incorporated
with the raw, tenacious soil, keeps open its pores,
thus acts as a common percolator, by allowing the
water to pass freely from the surface, which, if

retained, would be injurious to vegetation ; thus
accounting for tlie benefit which arises from burn-
ing for two or three years, but as to the real, or
permanent utility, I very much doubt ; for I have
invariably found lands which have been subjected

to i)aring and burning, ultimately very much de-
teriorated, which must necessarily occur from the
destruction on the loss of so much vegetable mat-
ter.

But, as doctors differ, so do farmers : I will,

therefore endeavour, as concisely as possible, ixt

lay down a plan which I have pursued, as I have
not met with the work of any agricultural writer

who has written upon it. I\iy plan is paring,

without lunihtg ; hut, allowing the vegetable matter
to gradually undergo the putrefactive fertnenta

tion, and I think it far preferable to paring ivith

burning, as there is no loss of vegetable matter.

In the year , I pared and burned a field
;

the summer proving very unfavorable, I fouml
great difficulty in getting the turf into a fit state

to burn after frequent rei)etition of turning and
rearing the sods, became so broken .ts to prevent
the entire collecting of them from olf the surface.

One part of the sods were burnt, and the other re-

mained scattered about the surface, in small pieces.

The ashes from the part of the sods which were
burnt were spread, and the ground ploughed.

During the ploughing, the greatest difficulty was
found in turning over the furrow, from the loose

turf which lay scattered over the surface, causing

it continually to rear. After the ploughing the

land was sown with wheat, and in return for the

immense labour I received an extremely poor
cro]). The year following I ploughed another field,

adjoining the former, and about in the same con-

dition, in regard to the turf and quality of the

land ; this field was ploughed down withoutparing;

the turf in this instance, resisted the pressure of

the plough, and wherever there was an abundance
of it, the furrow reared very much. This field

was sown with oats, and in return, I received a

very bad crop.

As necessity is the mother of invention, from
having two crops which were failures, I deter-

mined to try some other plan, and on the year fol-

lowing, I adopted the method which I am about
to state, in a lieid adjoining the two former one's,

and as nearly allied to them as possible, as re-

garded the quantity of turfami quality of the land. I

had the field pared, ami the whole of the sods

carted off, and heaped up to the height of about

four feet, in a convenient place in the field. I

then had ten quarters of lime per acre, spread

upon it, and the field jiloughed down immediately

atter spreading tiic lime. The same ^Michaelmas

the field was sown with wheat, and I never had, to

my recollection, a more abundant crop. The next

year I put in a leguminous crop, and the year fol-
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lowing, a culmiferous one. In the winter suc-

ceeding to the last mentioned crop, I had the field

spread over with one half of the compost formed

by the decomi)OsedtHrf, and then ploughed in ; the

summer following I fallowed the same field, and

did not give it any manure, excepting the compost
which had been spread on in the winter. I ha 1

the fallow sown with turnips, and had a remarkable

good crop; the next spring it was sown with oats,

and seeded; the crop of oats was excellent,

—

yielding seven quarters per acre. The following

winter I put on the remaining part of the com-
jiost, and the seed crop, I may say, was super-

excellent.

Now the two first mentioned fields required fal-

lowing after the first crop was taken. The field

which was pared and burned might have suffi-

ciently remunerated me, had the season proved
favorable, but then it is (juite impossible for us to

prognosticate the state of the weather during the

course of a summer. Again : by paring and burn-
ing, yon are obliged to conmience the process in

the early part of the summer,—thus, losing your
summer's grass- besir^es, from the combustion,

you have a great loss of soil ; many of the com-
ponent parts of the vegetable matter being re-

solved into their primary elements, again combine,
assume new forms, and are carried away by the

atmospheric air ; whereas, by paring and remov-
ing, you may delay the process until the latter part

of the summer; thus taking the benefit of the

summer's grass. You have no hazard to run in

regard to the season, no loss of soil from combus-
tion ; but you gain a rich compost from the de-

composed turf, sufficient for two dressings. And
if we make a moderate calculation upon the two
systems we shall find the latter less expensive than
the former.

Supposing we make the following computa-
tion :

—
FIRST METHOD.

Paring and burning. . 24s per acre.

Spreading 2s ditto.

Total .. 26s

SECOND METHOD.
Paring I4s per acre.

Leading and heaping. . 8s ditto.

Totals ... 22
Thus we see how far one system exceeds the

other in expense. But as regards the ultimate
benefit to be derived from them, I leave that to

the practical agriculturist to determine, and merely
state what I have done.

(To he continued.^

South Normanton, Alfreton, S. P. G.
Derbyshire.

A Cunious Ram.—Mr. Foster, butcher, of Hig'h-
street, Doncaster, has in liis possession a i\im, which
is considered a wonder by all who have seen it. 'i'he

size of the horns, and the strength of the animal, are
equally surprising-. The animal is five years old, a
mixture of the Spanish and Norfolk breed, and has
been in Mr. Foster's possession a considerable time.

The lensjtli of each horn is rather more than four h et,

and the circumference at the roots, twelve inches. It

will carry Mr. Foster's eldest son, about seven years
old, on its back, with the greatest ease and safety.

Lord Hawke, and several noblemen and gentleman,
have viewed the animal with astonishment, and many
overtures have been made for a purchase, as neither the
Zoological gardens in London and Liverpool have so
fine a specimen.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGRICUL-
TURE.—HOUSE OF LORDS.

(as amended AtU JULY, 1836.)

[The subjoined report was proposed, but not

agreed to.]

The Select Committee of the House of Lords ap-
pointed to inquire into the State of Agricalture,
and into the causes and extent of the distress which
still presses upon sor.ie important branches of
Agriculture, and to report their observations and
opinions thereupon to the House, have, in pursu-
ance of the Order of the House, considered the
matters referred to them, and agreed to the fol-

lowing report :
—

It i.s the duty of the Committee to state to the House,
that, from the evidence of witnesses of various classes,

and collected indiscriminately from all parts of the
country, there can be no doubt that a great and gene-
rally prevailing- distress has affected, and, except miti-

g-ated by circumstances of a questionable ch-aracter

both in respect of real relief and of probable duration,
still continues to affect, the Agriculture of thiskingdom.
They are most anxious in no degree to overstate the

case into which they are directed to inquire ; but it ap-
pears that, looking to facts generally, and with those
exceptions only which great accumulation of property
in a few individuals, or the peculiarly favourable con-
dition of certain descriptions of land, partially present,

the general condition of what is called the landed in-

terest may be stated to be this :
—

The owner of soil is labouring under fixed charges,
with greatly diminished rents

:

The occupier is contending- with reduced prices of
produce, while the wages of labour, the cost of imple-
ments of husbandry, and most of the costs of produc-
tion are in comparison but slightly diminished :

And the yeomanry, uniting the character of the two
and sharing in the distress of both, are suffering- in a
still greater proportion in the general depression which
prevails.

It is impossible also to overlook this peculiar feature

of the case, that though in various alternations of peace
and war, of scarcity and abundance,which the history

of the country presents, its different interests have at

times been subject to all the varieties of prosperity and
depression, it would be difficult to find any period

when, for twenty successive years, with one short inter-

mission only, one particular interest has been borne
down with continued and seemingly increasing pressure,

till it has arrived at that state in which an inquiry into

its condition had been matter of recommendation from
the Throne, and has of necessity been entered into by
both Houses of Parliament.
The Committee would have had a pleasure if, in

turning their eyes from the situation of the proprietor
and occupier of the soil to that of the labourer drawings
his subsistence from it, they could see reason to indulge
the hope, that that which is described as the comfort-
able condition of the latter were one which could in its

nature be permanent.
All the witnesses are agreed that the wages of labour

are higher than the farmer can afford ; it required no
evidence to prove this ; for it appears that wages in

England are not reduced more than perhaps Is in 8s

or 9s, while the prices of produce to the farmer cannot
be reduced less than from thirty to fifty per cent.

Mr. Cayley, in his evidence, has well observed, that

there cannot be a more alarming state of things than
that of a labourer thriving at the expense of his em-
ployer.

To questions put, " How the farmer continued to pay
wages incompatible with his profits?" the answer has

g-eneraliy been, " 'I'hat he did not know how to reduce
them."
But it is evident that this is a state of things which

cannot continue. Sooner or later, and probably at no
distant period, when rents have been further reduced,
(and there is reason to think that this has already taken

place to an extent highly detrimental to the classes de-
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pendent on the agricultural interest for custom or em-
ployment ;) the next step must be a general reduction

in the waives of labour. To that point, except the prices

of produce be rendered more commensurate with the

cost of production, we must speedily come.
Should this be coupled with any diminished means

of obtaining' the necessaries of life, from deficiency of

produce arising from bad seasons, such as have already

raised the price in some articles of produce to the in-

jury of the consumer, but as it is stated with no ade-

quate remuneration to the farmer, it would be impossi-

l)ic to maintain the exclusion of Foreign grain, and
thus the means of the farmer to give employment would
be further reduced.

The Committee submit that it is impossible to con-
template a state of things not only possible, but to which
the situation of the country rapidly tends, without the

deepest apprehension.

The Committee have proceeded first to ascertain

whether the depression of the price of wheat, that article

of produce in which the depression of price greatly ex-
ceeds that which is distinguishable in any other article

of agricultural produce, can be attributable to an in-

crease of the growth or a decrease of the consumption,
or to both.

Upon this subject they feel it difficult to declare a
positive opinion.

Many of the witnesses have deposed to a greatly in-

creased breadth of corn sown : on the other hand it is

questionable whether the exhaustion of lands over
cropped, and, from the same poverty of the tenants
which led to over-cropping, ill-manured, has not re-

duced in a great deg'ree the g-eneral amount of produce.

There can be no doubt, however, that, going back to

a period before the war, an immense increase of corn
has taken place. It must have been so to have main-
tained with so little addition of Foreign importation
sucli a vast increase of population ; but then, on the
other hand, the eft'ects of this increase of population
must be taken into account, and in what degree the one
Ijalances the other it would be difficult to decide.

They would wish, however, to call the attention of
the House to some facts belonging to the case.
The great increase of inclosure acts and presumed

increase of agricultural produce took place between
1798 and 1813, during whicli time the population,
though progressing, showed by no means tiie same
amount of increase as at the present time.

During this period prices were continually rising.

From 1813, or rather from 1815, down to the present
time, though it may be doubted whether any consider-
able increase has taken place in the quantity of corn
produced,—and during which time, on the contrary,
tlie population has been increasing at a rate of upwards
of 200,000 souls in the year, prices have been con-
tinually falling.

When, therefore, we see that the greater amount of
corn, seconded, as we have shown it in the first period,
by a comparatively smaller increase of population, was
yet unaccompanied by any visible diminution of price

;

and that, in the second period a less amount of corn,
coimteracted by a great increase of population, has
failed to arrest the tendency of prices to fall, we must
be led to the conclusion that this is not the cause of the
depression of prices at the present time.
Those of the witnesses who appear to have had the

best opportunities of obsciv:ition, and who have made
it tlieir study to investigalo most attentively and accu-
rately the particular circuaistances of the agricultural
interest, having watched the fluctuations in the prices
of the various articles of n; licultural produce, and the
causes in operation when such fluctuations occurred,
and to which they were referable, have concurred in

the opinion that the low range of prices of agricultural

produce which has prevaihil generally for the last

fifteen or sixteen years, auu which is the cause of the
existing distress, has been occasioned by the contraction
of the circulating mediu-u consequent upon tlie opera-
tion of tliose measures of the legislature which enacted
the resumption of cash payments by the ]?ank of

England, and the restoration of payments in gold.

The witnesses have supported that opinion by refer-

ence to the actual variations which have taken place in

prices follo\.i 'id consequent on corresponding fluc-

tuations in the slate of the circulating medium ; and
they have shown that although particular causes aftect-

ing temporarily the supply or the demand for particular

articles may for a time have raised such articles above,
or depressed them below, the price which they would
have borne if they had not been acted upon by such
causes; and although there has occasionally been a dis-

crepancy between the prices of such articles and the
amount of the circulating medium, by which prices ge-
nerally are alleged to be regulated, yet it has been
proved that, when such a discrepancy has existed, there
has always been a disturbing cause sufficient to account
for it, and that the general range of prices has, in the
long run, been governed by the amount and state of the
circulating medium.
Upon the subject of these disturbing causes, by which

the marketable value of dift'erent articles has been at
different times affected, the committee refer to the evi-

dence for some interesting and valuable information.

The prices of barley and oats have in some years been
kept above their proportionable price in consequence
of a deficient harvest.

In 1831 the price of wheat was raised to 70s from a
similar cause.
The general prevalence of rot among' the sheep, by

which one-fourth of the flocks of the kingdom are stated

to have been destroyed in the wet season of 1831 and
the preceding years, produced a scarcity of mutton
and of wool, and occasioned them to bear a higher price,

and also caused a rise in the price of beef.

These cases do not at all disturb the general rule that

the quantity of money must determine the general price

of commodities, nor do they aflect the proof which has
been given that the depression of prices from which the

agricultural interest has suffered has been occasioned
by the operations on the monetary system to which
the witnesses have referred.

This was the conclusion arrived at by the Committee
of the House of Commons which was appointed in 1821
to inquire into the causes of the agricultural distress

existing at that period, immediately subsequent to the

coming into operation of the bill of 1819, which esta-

blished the present monetary system.

That Committee reported, " That they cannot but
ascribe a proportion of the depression of price, which
now generally prevails in other countries as well as

this, to the measures which the restoration ofour currency
has rendered necessary, the general eflPect of which has
been in some degree to derange the markets of every
part of the civilized world."
The report of the Committee of 1833 confirms also

this view, and the table of the prices of corn, contained
in the Appendix, shows that the effects of the measures
of 1819 began to be felt immediately on their coming
into operation, and that they have not yet ceased.

It has been argued, in opposition to these views, that

if the depressed state of Agriculture is attributable to

this cause, the trade, commerce, and manufactures of

the country could not have been exempt from its opera-

tion ; and these it is alleged are now flourishing.

The Committee do not consider it within their pro-

vince to carry their inquiries into an examination of the

actual condition of the trading and manufacturing- in-

terests, how far they have been or have not been afl^ectcd

by the same causes as tiie agricultural interest, or, if

exempted from the influence of these causes, to what
their exemption is to be attributed ; or into their alleged

prosperity, the time which it has endured, or the i)ro-

bability of its permanence. They will observe, how-
ever, that a general depression of price of all commodi-
ties did not take place cotemporaneously with the mea-
sure of 1819.

It is unquestionably also the case that the system

under which the agriculture of the country is necessa-

rily carried on, renders tiiose who are engaged in it

more liable to be permanently affected by any fluctua-

tion in prices, than those whose capital is employed in

trade. Tiie rent of the farmer, liis taxes, his wages, re-

main for a long period unaltered, whatever may be the
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fall in prices ; and his capital is invested in a shape in

which he cannot dispose of it in anticipation of a change
in times. The operations of the merchants and manu-
facturers, on the contrary, have much less reference to

preceding events ; their prosperity does 'not depend
upon any comparison between present receipts and en-
gagements of ancient date, but is generally regulated
by the simple principle of supply and demand, unin-
fluenced, or influenced in a much less degree, by any
of the results, which, in a great fluctuation of price,

have been shown so materially to aft'ect the condition of
the agricultural class.

The Committee now come to the consideration of
what modes of relief may be applicable to the present
or Iprospective condition of the interest, whose situation
has been the subject of the present inquiry.

In approaching this question they find their difficul-

ties much enhanced by the consideration tliat some of
those causes, which have been referred to in the prece-
ding part of this report, and wliich, in the opinion of
many, are considered to be the most influential causes
affecting this question, are precisely those with which
Parliament has declared a reluctance to deal.

There is is a subject, however, akin to this part of the
question, on which, though in opposition to the opinion
of the Governor of the Bank of England, to whose
evidence in support of his opinion they refer, they are
nevertheless inclined to offer their recommendation.
They allude to the restoration of the silver standard.
In the report of 1819 it is stated, that the object pro-

posed was to restore the ancient metallic circulation and
standard.
The ancient standard was formed equally of silver

and gold, and it was in the option of all debtors to dis-

charge their obliarations in either coin.
The bill of 18l9 (the 59 Geo. 3, c.49,) professes by

its title to continue the restrictions, contained in the
several enumerated acts on payments in cash by the
Bank of England, and to provide for the gradual re-
sumption of such payments.
The meaning of these words is that the payment of

all debts was to be made in the same coins in which
they might legally be made at the time when the first of
the acts recited in the preamble of that statute passed

;

this was the construction put on these words in both
Houses of Parliairient.

It was said that this law was made to retore the an-
cient standard of value : now the ancient standard was
a joint standard of gold and silver, and that standard
was continued as the lawful standard until the year
1816, which was long after the passing of the re-
cited acts.

The 14 Geo, 3, c. 42, in consequence of the state of
6ur silver coin at the time, limited the tender of it by
tale to payments to the amount of 25/, but allo\yed it to
be a tender by weight to any amount.
The 56 Geo. 3, c. Ill, which declare in section 11

that gold and silver have been at various times tenders
for payments to any amount, was the first law that
altered the standard of value, by enacting that silver
should no longer be considered a legal tender for more
than debts of 40s. Whilst cash payments were sus-
pended the change made by this bill was not felt ; the
52 Geo. 3. first brought the 56 Geo. 3, into force, and
made the country sensible of the great contraction of
the currency which that act had occasioned.

It appears that at the times when the two above-re-
cited acts (the 56th and tlie 59th Geo. 3.) received the
sanction of the legislature, gold, which by tiiese acts
became for the first time the sole legal tender and niea-.
sure of property, liad advanced in price as estimated
against silver, and had become the dearest of the two
metals, both in this country and throughout Europe

;

these acts therefore abolish the old, the easier, and the
lower standard, and substitute in -ts place a new, a
higher, and more contrac'ed standard ; and, to the ex-
tent of the difference between the value of these two
standards, effected a reduction m the money prices of
all property and commodities below the level which the
old standard would have sustained ; and in an equal
degree increased the weight and virtual amount of all
existing debts, contracts, and taxes.

Since the period of the passing of these two acts it

appears that standard silver has borne a price in the
market, as estimated in gold, of from 4s 9d to 5s 2d the
ounce. An ounce of standard silver was, according to
tlie law bearing date 1601, and which continued in force
to 1816, coined into 5s 2d of money ; which money so
Coined, during this whole period, was a legal tender in
tliis realm, a standard of value, and measure of pro-
perty : taking the average market price of standard
silver for the period which has elapsed since 1819 at

4s lid the ounce, this gives a difference of 3d the ounce,
or about five per cent, between the market price and the
old mint price of silver during this period.

It is therefore to this extent, viz. to the extent of five

per cent., that the act of 1816 substituted a higher
standard for the ancient legal standard of the realm.
The prices of agricultural productions, and of all

other property and commodities, have thus been re-

duced five per cent, below their just level; whilst all

taxes, debts, and contracts have been wrongfully in-

creased to a like extent.

It does not appear that the legislature, in adopting
this important measure, took into its consideration the
weighty interests concerned ; or contemplated a change
which would have the effect of lowering the prices of
commodities, and of increasing the amount of debts and
taxes.

Considerations of justice, as well as of policy and ne-
cessity, seem now to require the re-establishment of the
ancient standard of value of the kingdom, by the re-

storing silver coins as a legal tender conjointly with
gold coins, such silver coins being in the proportion of
one ounce of standard silver to 5s 2d of money.

The Committee are aware that in thus proposing- to

return to the ancient stardard, such as it has always
existed up to tlie year 1816, they are recommending
that which cannot properly be described as a measure
of ag'ricultural relief; but they conceieve thut, by at

once widening and rendering safer the basis on which
all monetary transactions rest, they will afford greater
facilities to agricultural as well as to commercial con-
cerns, and benefit the farmer in two ways in which he
is susceptible of being benefited ; viz., by the means
which it aflFords of increased accommodation, and by
the creation of new speculators in the market in which
he deals.

The next head of inquiry to which your Committee
propose to advert is the importations from Ireland.

Between the years 1814 and 1836 the importations of
Irish wheat have increased from 159,138 quarters to

340,565 quarters, and wheat flour from 180,375 cwts to

1,124,343 cwts., barley from 29,108 quarters to 156,542
quarters, and barley meal from 5 cwts. to 248 cwts.

Oats from 576,544 quarters to 1,462,580 quarters, and
oatmeal from 32,988 cwts. to 556,006 cwts.

The importation of other articles of agricultural pro-
duce has also increased in a large proportion.

The improved communication also by railroads and
steam navigation has much facilitated the transport of

live and fresh meat, and all other articles, so as to pro-

duce a more constant and far wider impression on the

English market.

It may, however, be doubted, whether the increase

of importation may not have been more than counter-

balanced by the rapid increase of population in Eng-
land within the same period. It appears, likewise, that

the importation of wheat and wheat flour from Ireland

has diminished annually to the extent of about 200,000
quarters within the last two or three years contempora-
neously with a great fall of its prices.

If the import of Irish produce have the effect, which
it must necessarily have, of depressing the English mar-
ket, the legitimate mode of alleviating such a state of

things would appear to your Committee to be a system
of legislation that might tend to raise the physical con-
dition of the Irish population to the extent that would
enable them to consume a larger proportion of the pro-

duce wiiich they raise, and also eventually empower
them to bear a more equal share of the general taxation

of the empire.
One step in this course of prospective improvement.
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accordinpf to the opinion of your Committee, might be a
well-considered plan of poor laws for Ireland.

With respect to other modes of relief than those al-

luded to, every species of taxation pressing" upon agri-

cultural production must have reference to it, and every
remission of such taxation must tend, directly or indi-

rectly, to its relief; yet the g'reat reduction of general

taxation that has taken place on agriculture since the

peace, without a corresponding diminution of the pres-

sure upon that interest, shows clearly that the reduc-

tion has fallen far short of the actual necessities of the

landed interest.

One cause of this, undoubtedly , is the rise of the value

of money, wnicn has lowere dthe price ithe produce
to a greater extent than the taxation has been reduced.

It cannot, however, be argued from this that the re-

duction in taxation has been no relief, because, if the

taxes which have been reduced since the peace were to

be re-imposed, there would be physical impossibility

to enforce the payment of them. At the same time it

appears equally evident that a reduction of the general

taxation sufficient to meet the depression in our agri-

culture is incompatible with our obligations to the na-

tional creditor.

Still the Committee are inclined to the opinion that

some modification of the taxation might be made which
would operate beneficially on the land,—for instance,

if any substitute could be found for tiie malt tax it

would doubtless stimulate tlie demand for and the

growth of barley, and likewise tend to improve the

price of wheat. Whether such substitute could be
found in an equalization of the land tax (the inequalities

of which are shown in the Appendix), which seems to

have been almost entirely evaded by all other descrip-

tions of property, although originally designed to fall

on all, personal as well as real, or whether the beer
duty may not on the whole (whether financially or mo-
rally considered) be a better tax on barley (if it be re-

quired) than malt, we leave to the more mature consi-

deration of the House, satisfied that the repeal of this

tax, in many points of view, would be a great boon
both to the farmer and the labourer, as well as to the

morality of the country at large, provided it can be
done consistently with the national credit.

The Committee have also heard evidence which fa-

vours the proposition that a remission of the duty on
soap might be eflected by substituting for it the imposi-

sition of a higher duty on foreign tallow ; the efi'ect of

which would be to benefit the working class in their

consumption of the necessary article of soap, to give en-

couragement to the feeders of stock, and a higher price

to that part of the carcase which of late years has lost

so much of its comparative value.

Another question which, from the importance at-

tached to it by many of the agricultural class, has a

claim on the attention of your Committee, is the ware-
housing of foreign corn.
Those who uphold the present system contend that,

from tlie proximity of ports opposite to the English
coast, the only practical result of disallowing the ware-
housing of foreign corn in this country would be to

tranfer to foreigners the profits of the transaction now
enjoyed by the English ; and further, that in case of a
general scarcity it might not be safe to discourage the
warehousing of the produce of the continent on our own
shores.

It is alleged, on the other hand, that the warehousing-
system takes from the English grower much of the pro-

tection intended for him by the corn law of 1828.

It ap])ears from the returns in the Appendix, that

from the year 1814 to that of 1836, there have been only
seven years (three of them, 1833, 1834, and 1835,) in

which the holders of warehoused foreign corn might
not enter it for home consumption at a duty of 1/ Is 8d
per quarter—a duty considerably lower than that which
the average price of wheat during any continued period

would give ; this is an advantage which would not be
obtained by any one not having his corn at hand to

watch the turn of the market; and the result has been
that th(! corn merchant, being able to buy foreign

wheat at perhaps half the price at which it can be i)ro-

fitably grown in this country, and having the same fa-

cility of bringing it to market which he would have
with English wheat, is led to speculate exclusively in

foreign produce, to the detriment of the English grower,
whose surplus produce might otherwise be accumulated
in our warehouses, as is the case with foreign corn, re-

lieving the market at periods of over-abundance, and
at the same time ready to be brought again into the
market to the relief of the consumer m a season of defi-

cient supply.
The Committee, notwithstanding, would be unwill-

ing, without the fullest inquiry, to offer any opinion fa-

vourable to the alteration of the existing system ; but
they may be permitted to throw out the following con-
siderations.

In the first place, the great importations from Ireland
have materially altered the situation of this country in
respect to foreign supply.

It is to be considered also that an embargo on corn
warehoused abroad could hardly take place so suddenly
or generally, but that in a country like this, abounding
in population and manufactures, the gradual demand
for and progressive rise of price would necessarily bring
to our markets the surplus produce of foreign countries,
long' before theexigencies of any particular state, or the
policy, from any cause, of its government, suggested
the prohibition of exportation.

The duty in 1801, imposed by Prussii, during a par-
ticular period of scarcity, being a duty imposed on ex-
portation, suggests no argument as to the preferableness
of warehousing at home or abroad, but only leads to the
general couclusion, that it is advantag-eous to render
ourselves, as far as may be, independent of foreign
supply.

Supposing this question, by much the more difficult

one disposed of, which the Committee are far from as-

serting, the other argument, viz., the profitable employ-
ment of capital which the present system aflx)rds to cer-
tain individuals engaged in the warehousing- trade, is of
much more easy solution.

It cannot be seriously urged that the interests of a
small, and comparatively unimportant class, can be
weighed in the balance against the claim of the agri-

cultural interests of this country to enjoy unimpaired
that protection which the State has guaranteed to them,
and which, by promoting a large and steady supply of
corn of home growth, may be necessary to ensure its

independence of foreign nations in the great article of
food.

Other suggestions were made in the course of the
evidence, of minor importance, for which the Commit-
tee would refer to the evidence itself; and as matters of
detail they appear well worthy of consideration.

In a great question of this kind it it has appeared to

their judgTnent preferable to put the more important
features of the subject the most prominently forward.
The evils which have befallen the agricultural interest

must be deeply seated, and beyond mere natural causes,
or they would not have been so lasting and general in

their pressure ; and if, during the sitting of the Com-
mittee, some improvement of prices has taken place,

tending to raise (as is always too easdy the case) the

hopes of the agriculturists that the depression had
reached its lowest point, and that the season of former
prosperity was about to revive, the very facts to which
this improvement must be ascribed are unfortunately

those which it is to be feared cannot be depended on for

permanence, and in their beneficial effect are calculated
to produce only im])erfect and partial results.

To take this latter point first : the high price of mut-
ton and beef, there can be no doubt, is in great part

owing to the general failure of the turnip crop in the

last year, and the great deficiency of food during a
winter unusually prolonged, so that the stock was not

only diminished in quantity, but greatly reduced in fat-

ness and weight.

The great destruction of lambs also by the severity of

the spring is not a matter of doubt. Can it bo said that

the farmers, as a body, can be bpnefiled by the loss of

one-half or one-third of their stock f

It is notorious also that the London butcher, though
charging Id to 2d per pound more for his meat, finds

his profits less than in cheajier years; so that all, as is
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necessarily the case, are losers instead of gainers by
higli prices, the result of scarcity.
Another cause to which the late advance of prices has

g'enerally been referred, is the extension of joint-stock

banks, which by stimulating- trade and increasing- con-
sumption, the usual effect of an enlarg-ed circulation,

has benefited tlie ag-ricultural in common, though not
in the ^ame degree, with the other industrious classes,

and chiefly in those districts where such banks have
been established.

It is obvious, however, while these results seem to

point out the mode in which agricultural prosperity may
be made to revive, that of all modes in which an en-
larged circulation can be productive of such an effect,

the transactions of the Joint-Stock Banks have been
those from which the agricultural interest has derived
the smallest benefit, in proportion to the risk of impro-
Viident issues which it shares in common with the other
productive classes.

Large however as have been the speculations which
have stimulated or been based on the issues of the
Banks in question, it is not contended that there is any
thing fictions or inconsistent with legitimate trade in

the great extension of manufacturing and mercantile
operations which has recently taken place.
And if, as those most conversant with the subject, do

not hesitate to predict, in consequence of the usual
effect of a greatly increased circulation, the prices of
of all commodities should rise, till gold, becoming the
cheapest article of export, the result shall be a neces-
sary contraction of its issues by the Bank of England,
and possibly a recurrence in some degree of that which
took place in 1825 ; not only the prospects of the agri-
culturists, as far as they are connected with the forego-
ing causes, will fall to the ground; but it will also ap-
pear as if there were something in the present monetary
system of this country which is inconsistent with the due
development of its active industry and with the employ-
ment of its capital and resources to the extent which
the means of the country would warrant, and which the
wants of its population would seem to demand.
On all these grounds,encouraged rather than checked

by passing events, the Committee cannot hesitate to
urge upon the House the deliberate but serious consi-
deration of the real state of the agricultural interest,
such as it has been, such as it unquestionably remains
at the present time, and such as a reasonable view of
existing causes would determine to be its future pros-
pects.

It appears to them, from the magnitude of the inter-
ests involved, and the feelings which have been de-
veloped, that even if it were just it would not be prac-
ticable to shut our eyes to its condition. It is the largest
interest in the stite, comprising, with its dependencies,
according to some calculations given in the evidence,
not less than five-sixths, according to others more than
lialf, but at all events constituting a larg-ely prepon-
derating portion of the entire community ; it is the class
the most patient, and the one perhaps the most deeply
attached to the ancient institutions of tlie country ; but
it is also the one with which the prosperity of every
other class is inseparably interwoven, and which can-
not be permanently, and, as some have argued, irre-
mediably, depressed without results involving in immi-
nent danger the very foundations of the state.

The Committee therefore conclude with expressing
their confident hope, that besides adopting such present
remedies as may appear just or expedient, the House
\yill keep steadily and anxiously in their view the con-
sideration of this the greatest question whicii can oc-
cupy their attention

; in order, as circumstances may
arise, to aff'ord to the agriculturists of this kingdom that
protection or rehef which a just consideration of their
situation in all its diflTerent bearings still continues im-
peratively to suggest.

says—" The reports from all parts of Maryland, with
regard to the grain crops, are discouraging. They all

speak of great damage to the wheats by the Hessian
fly, and many represent the destruction as total. The
accounts from the western part of Virginia are of the
same tenour. Letters from Washington countv, Mary-
land, the best district for wheat in the state, represent
the crop as seriously injured. In Laneaster county,
Pennsylvania, the crop is not expected to be equal to
one-fourth of an average crop ; so also in the adjoining
counties of Pennsylvania. The wheat crops in the
state of Delaware are represented to be equally unpro-
mising." The Virginia Free Press says—" It is painful

to look at the blighted wheat fields of this region. The
prospect is absolutely appalling. During the last three
weeks vegetation has had the appearance of actually
receding, and the ravages of the fly have been so fatal,

that in many places the naked earth is presented, shorn
of the rich verdure which for a '"hile covered its bosom.
The Ifite rains have refreshed and invigorated other
crops, but the wheat is beyond redemption."

In the American papers last received we find a very
general anticipation of diminished wheal crops through-
out the union. This applies to the southern as well as
to the northern states. One of the New York journals

EXTRACTS FROM LAWSON'S USEFUL
WORK, THE AGRICULTURIST'S MA-
NUAL.
Tree or Cow-Cabbage.—Habit of growth, strong-

and ujjright, with numerous branches, and rather

small and thin, smooth, vivid green-coloured leaves,

stalks and brnnches very hard or woody, except to-

wards the point, roots l-arge and spreading, average
height about five feet ; but in very deep rich soil,

the plants will often attain double that height before

beginning- to shoot or run to seed. In Jersey, and
some of the northern departments of France, wliere

this variety is chiefly cultivated, the longest of the

stalks are used for supporting- kidney beans, peas,

iXC, and also as cross-spars for the purpose of sup-
porting the thatch or roof of the smaller class of farm
buildings, cottage;, &c., and when kept dry, are said

to last upwards of half a centurj'. (For farther in-

formation, see Loudon's Gardener's Magazine, and
Enc3'clopedia of Agriculture.) This variety is also

known by the following names :—Chou Cavalier,

Chou a Vaches, Branching Cabbage, Jebsey Kale,
&c. The produce of seeds of this last variety, how-
ever, whicli were prccured from France, seems to be
slightly diflTerent from the true Cow-Cabbage, and to

occu]iy an intermediate space between it and the

thousand-headed cabbage. Another variety received
from the same quarter ( and said to be only of recent

introduction^, under the name of Chou Laponic,
Lapland Cabbage, seems to differ very slightly from
the Cow Cabbage, and may be considered as only a

verj' slightly improved variety.

In Museum, specimen of a stalk of Cow Cabbage
IH feet in height, by the Very Reverend Principal

Bahd.

Cultivation of the Cabbage.—Much has been
said and written recommendatorv of the cabbage
tribe being- more extensively subjected to field cul-

ture in this country, for feeding cattle, sheeu, swine,

and even poultry ; but, judging from any trials wliicli

have been made, as well as from the natural habits of

the whole tribe, their culture seems only likely to be

attended with any chance of decided advantage on
tlie most superior class of soils, particularly on such

as are of rather strong texture, and where an abun-

dnnt supi)ly of manure can be had ; and even in many
such cases it is questionable how far they ought to

be preferred to turnips, over whicli, however, they

possess the advantage, as has been already hinted at,

of improving, rather thnn deteriorating, the quality
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of the milk ofcows fed upon them, and also of grow-
ing freely on lands which are too stiil" in texture for

the growth of any sort of turnips.

In (ield culture, tlie cabbage tribe may be planted

in March, or in May and June, the plants in the for-

mer case being the produce of seeds sTwn in the

previous autumn, and in the latter case they may be

from seeds sown in February or IMarch immediately

preceding. The young plants should be dibbled in

on the top of drills prepared in the same manner as

is usually done for turnips, with tlie addition of a

slight roiling, lo level or smoodi down the tops ; the

drills may be made at the distance of two feet, and
the plants placed at the distance of fifteen or eighteen

inches in the low, increasing or diminishing the width

and distance, according to the size and habit of growth
of the variety (at the distance of two feet by one and

a lialf, 14,500 to 15,000 plants will be required for

an imperial acre). The after culture of hoeing and
weeding is the same as is required in other drilled

green crops. The Cow Cabbage, Kale, and other

open-headed varieties, will yield a regular supply of

leaves 'rom the time when the plants are from one to

two feet in height, which are obtained by stripping

oft' tlie under tiers successively, until the entire crop

be taken ; but in the case of the other cabbages,

stripping off the leaves, if at all attempted, should
be done with more caution, otherwise the swelling

and firming of the heads will be materially checked.
These last should be all off the ground before the

winter sets in with severity, otherwise the outer

leaves are apt to become injured, in which case they,

as well as decayed leaves at any period, should never
be given to milch cows, as they impart a disagreeable

taste to their produce. The open-headed sorts, how-
ever, may be allowed to remain on the ground with
less danger of being injured, until they sliow symp-
toms of rtmning to seed, after which period they,

together with all the Brassica.-, become very exhaust-

ing to the soil, a disadvantage which, in rather a

considerable degree, is said, and seemingly not with-

out good cause, to attend the Cow Cabbage, and
some of the other large varieties, at all periods of
their growth.

Kknt.—Mr. Palmer's Public Ram Letting.—
On Friday, July 1, the public ram letting of Mr. John
Palmer, Herne-common, took place, and attracted a
large number of gentlemen connected witli agriculture
and grazing from various parts, West Kent contributed
its quota on the occasion. There were present T. T.
Hodges, Esq., M.P., R. Etwall, Esq., M.P. for An-
dover, &c. A spacious awning was erected in the pad-
dock, where about one hundred gentlemen sat down to
a cold collation that had been prepared for the occa-
sion, consisting of every delicacy the season aflords,
with a profusion of choice wines. Mr. Harrison, of
Dover, acted as auctioneer, and performed his duty ad-
mirably. The successful competitor for the two best
rams was Mr. Hodges, at 12/ and UL All the sheep
were greatly admired for their symmetry, condition,
and the fine texture of the wool. On the health of the
wool buyers being proposed, Mr. Homersham rose, and
after returning thanks for the compliment, offered Mr.
Palmer 221 a pack for his wool, whicli was considered
a fair price and accepted. Several other sales were also
made varying in price. On the health of Mr. Palmer
being given, that gentleman returned thanks for the
compliment that had been paid him, at the same time
he must disclaim any credit to himself in the perfection
to which his rams and ewes had been brnuglit ; to Mr.
Goord was due the credit, for that gentleman was the
original breeder and feeder of the class of sheep. INIr.

Hodges, Mr. Etwall, and several other gentlemen ad-
dressed the party, upon topics connected with agricnl-
ture ; and at eleven o'clock the whole dispersed highly
gratified with the day's proceedings.

ON THE BETTERING OF THE LOWER
CLASSES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMEr's MAGAZINE.

Sin,—As your useful magazine is so universally

circulated through the class of farmers, and read by
many others who take interest in the above subject,

I have taken the liberty of addressing this letter to

you, hoping that, being a promoter of happiness and
content, you will allow me a small space in vour
valuable columns.

In general the poor are now very discontented at
they know not what—I mean by the poor, the class
of labourers. They complain of their masters withou t

cause—they cry out against the times for being bad,
and in short they are always finding fault and com-
plaining. Now, what does this arise from? real

want?— No. There are two things which occasion
it: first, Beer-houses ; next. Idleness. Wbenaman
gets a few halfpence, he leaves his work and goes to
the public house, wliere for a penny he not only o-ets

half a pint of beer, but an hour's gossip. This of
course promotes idleness, and both being combined,
cause discontent and murmuring.

Drunkenness is one of the worst fiiults man caa
be guilty of. In the first place, it is so selfish. A
man, instead of taking his money home to his wife
and children, spends it on beer, which only gratifies

himself. He does not carry the beer home—Tiis beer
would have ho relish, if it was not for the gossip
which attends it. This is the principal cause of so
much idleness, and idleness is the root of all evil.

Many a man when brought to the gallows, has con-
fessed that idleness was the cause of it. The Devil
always flies to the idle first, because they are most
easily tempted into wickedness.

How is all this to be prevented ? Nothing will

tend to jjrevent this more than the principal inliabit-

ants in the parish endeavouring to make them what
may be called little farmers—let them have a piece of
ground at a moderate rent, and let them till this

themselves.

Some people might suggest the plan of the gentry
subscribing and letting them have it rent free. But
no, for then they would not take the trouble to culti-

vate it. Let them pay a moderate rent ; for instance,
from fifteen shillings to one pound per acre. This
will enable them to grow some meat for the pig, or

horse, or cow. Another good preventative against
the evil I have spoken of, is the circulation of books
concerning agriculture, and also books on religious

to|ucs; for unless they have God's grace in their

hearts, they will try but in vain to succeed in their

undertakings.

I vi'ill conclude my letter by hoping. Sir, that I

have not taken up your valuable time more than it is

possible, and wishing that my plan may be thought of
and adopted by those who wish for the interests of the

[loor, I remain your most obdt. servt.

D.

Curious Plant.—In the island of Cuba there is a
jilanl which emits such an intense perfume as to be per-

ceived at the distance of two or three miles. It is of

the species Tetracem, and remarkable for bearing leaves

so hard tliattiiey are used by the native cabinet-makers,

and other mechanics, for various kinds of work. It is a
climbing plant, which reaches the tops of the loftiest

trees of the forests, then spreads far around, and in the

rainy season is covered with innumerable bunches of

sweet smelling flowers, which, however, dispense their

perfume during the night only, and are almost without

scent in the day-time
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FUNGUS H^MATODES in a POINTER.

By Mr. R. Adam, Beaufort, Invernesslnre.

(From the Veterinarian.)

In tlie month of March last, a valuable pointer dog
was sent to me, quite emaciated, with total loss of

appetite, and with a large fungus hasmatodes about

tlje middle of the right side of his neck. It had be-

gun to appear about five months before, and was not

at first larger than a pea. I gave him 3iss of Barb,

aloes, followed soon afterwards by ^i of castor oil,

which caused the discharge of a great deal of fetid

matter from the intestines, after which there was a

marked amendment in the sj'stem.

At the end of three days, I removed the tumour
with the knife : there was a full discliarge ofhealthy

matter from the wound ; and during the period of its

healing, the animal had adietof soup and rabbit-meat,

and tonics of iron, &:c.

In a little more than three weeks, the wound had
completely filled up by granulation ; and he was sent

home, to all appearance quite well.

At the expiration of three months, another tumour
made its appearance near the former one, growing
fast ; and by three days from its being first seen it

had attained to near the size of the Ibrmer one. I

removed it immediately, ordering a change of food,

and tonics : it appeared at first to go on favourably

towards healing; but five days after the removal of

the second one, another tumour made its appearance,

near the seat of the former ones.

1 removed that also; but at the expiration of an-

other five days, the animal was sent up to my house
quite unable to walk, with very laborious breatliing,

and cold extremities. I gave liim a cathartic, and

bandnged the legs ; but during this time the wounds
made no progress towards healing, and at the end of

three days he died.

In exposing the cavity of the thorax, the lungs

were almost covered with variously shaped tumours,

from the size of a pigeon's egg to that of a small pea
;

the intercostal muscles had a great many of tliese

adhering to them, and a few small ones were adher-

ing to the heart. There were three of these on the

diapliragm.in the centre of one of which matter was
formed. The blood-vessels, kidnies, &c. were free

from disease, as also the brain, and the animal re-

tained his senses to the last.

Tliese tumours were white, or nearly so
;
pretty

l)ard, and of a glandular substance. Tlie external

ones were softer, redder, and almost destitute of

blood-vessels, except the first, which bled consider-

ably. There was dropsy of the abdomen.

SALE OF DOGS BELONGING TO THE
LATE DUKE OF GORDON,

On Thursday, July 7, the kennel of dogs belonging'

to the late Duke of Gordon was sold by public auction,

by Messrs. Tattersall. The value of a race-horse, a

hunter, or roadster, is ascertained by their respective

performances on the turf, tlie field, or the road ; and a

pack of hounds is valued by the character they have

obtained in the country tliey have hunted. The miscel-

laneous collection in this instance offered to the public

were brought without reserve, or previous preparation,

to the hammer, having only arrived from Scotland by

steam at 12 o'clock on Tuesday night, and we believe

the prices they i)roduced arc unprecedented. The fol-

lowing correct account will be interesting to our sport-

ing readers. The whole of the arrangements connected

with the sale were under the superintendence of Mr.
Burgess, a friend of the late Duke of Gordon.

HOnSES AND DOGS LATE THE PROPERTY OF UIS GRACE
THE DUKE OF GORDON, DECEASED.

62| The celebrated black fast trot-

ting mare.
,

GREYHOUNDS (sTALLIONS).

Horatio, a red dog. ..

Baclielor, a black dog

HaOOD BtTCHES AND WHELPS.

Havock, a black bitch
Two wlicliis

Two whelps
I"wo wlielps
Cai-dy, a red bitch
Pwo whelps
Two whelps
A whelp
I$reeze, a blk-aiid white bitch
Vestiis, :i red bitch
i'vvo black whelps
Two black whelps
Two black whelps
Wish, a black-and-white bitch
Two whelps
Two whelps
I'wo whelps
Vaultress, a red bitch '.

Vi trix, a black bitch
Victor, a black dog
Volant, a red dog
Venus, a fawn bitch
Heather Bell, a black bitch ..

l^lighiand Laddie, abrowndog
Hif/hland Lassie, a fawii-and
white bitch

[The Trainer's

Vivid, a black bitcli

Valiant, a black dog
Vesper, a black bitch
The Tiainer's

Duke, a black-and.tanned dog
Young Regent, black-and"
white tan

Juno, a black-and-white bitch
Saturn, a black dog
Crop, a black-and-white bitch
Duchess, a blk-and-wh bitch.
Random, a rc'd-and-white dog
Princess, a blk-and-wh bitch.
rJell. a black-and-white bitcli

\ puppy
A puppy

RETRIEVERS.

Bess, a liver-and-white bitch
Rover, a liver-coloured dog.
Diver, a liver-coloured dog..

DKEPv noiiNns.

Roden, a bloodhound dog....
Tigress, a hlondhound bitch.
Fly, a red deerhound bitch...
Blue Bell

A black-and-white spaniel

.

TERRIERS.

Pottock
Tartar
Waspey
Tucker
Rose, a puppy.

JIavq Breadalbane

Lord Douglas.

.

Air. Salter

Mr. Ho'lges
Ditto
Mr. Spooner
Lord Douglas....
Mr. Grove
.Mr. Alderson .. .

.

Mr. (uove
Mr. ilodge
Ld. Soutliainpton

Colonel U'haley .

.

Lord Douglas. . .

.

Mr. Jervis
Mr. Martyn
Mr. Burgess. .. .

Lord Chesterfield.
Marq Breadalbane
Lord Vernon.. ..

Ditto

Loid Lisburn . . .

.

Lord Vei non
Marq Breadalbane

.Air. Tflartyn. ..

Lord Lisliurn

.

Mr. Hodges...
Ditto

Marquis Abercorji

Lfird Chesterfield.

D. of RicliuKiud..
f-ord Douglas. . ..

Lord Chesterfield.

Mr. Martyn
Ditto
Mr. Walker... ,

Mr. Martyn
Lord Douglas. . .

.

Mr. Robertson . .

.

Loi 1 Abercorn..
Mr.Martyi
Ditto

Marq Breadalbane
Ditto
D. of Buccleucli..
Marq Breadalbane

Mr.Huflfam

Lord Vernon , . .

,

Mr. Moreton
Ditto

Mr. Rothschild...
Mr. Southeron . .,

.£1,212 10 6

.%, .SI, ,?.), arc the pioperly of the Duke of Gordon's old
trainer, Kdward Cox, and will be sold after the Duke's dogs.
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RETROSPECT OF THE WOOLLEN
TRADE.

LEEDS, July 1-i.—The mercantile operations of

this district during the last two months liuve afforded

little matter for novelty in the way of general com-
ment. Our mills and manufacturers continue in full

activity, and if a complaint be heard from that quar-

ter it is only tliat workmen are difficult to procure,

or difficult to manage when procured. This incon-

venience is felt more in some sorts of employment
than in others, perliaps most in the weaving of cer-

tain descriptions of low goods for Continental con-

sumption, and the circumstance may prove a useful

lesson for the future, if rightly interpreted ; for of

all the various branches of industry employed in the

woollen manufacture, this one has perhaps in com-
parison been least adequately rewarded at any time,

and yet it is just the one which has suffered most by
reductions in wages during the last half dozen years.

Tiie natural consequence has ensutd : these weavers
have been driven to seek employment in other

branches so often as opportunity offered, and few
new hands have been taught ; so tliat now, when
work is plentiful in other kinds of weaving, the

nianufacturei's of these particular goods find them-
selves deserted, and cannot get their work out.

Manufacturers who are so prompt to seize upon
every casual opportunity for depressing wages, not
from actual necessity, but simply because the oppor-
tunity offers, may thus find out that such a ])roceed-

ing is not less opposed to the dictates of justice and
humanity than it is to their own permanent interest.

The necessity of meeting foreign competition is

the plea usually urged in extenuation of this prac-

tice, but it is merely a pretext ; for if foreigners

really want our goods they will pay for them, whe-
ther our workmen earn a comfortable subsistence or

starve upon a miserable pittance ; and if they do not

want them, they will not be induced to become ])ur-

chasers by a mere sacrifice of the difference. Mo-
derate stability of price is the main thing to aim at

for ensuring a steady foreign demand : it relieves

the importer from all apprehension of loss by sudden
fluctuations; and nothing is more calculated to

maintain such stability than a lesolute endeavour to

keep up a fair rate of remuneration to the workman
for liis labour. But the very parties who are thus
prone to reduce wages, are ready eno'ugh to launch
out in moments of undue excitement, and encourage
a local advance in the price of the raw material winch
no reasonable man will venture to regard with con-
fidence. The real competition which produces these

opposite effects is that which exists among Englisli

manufacturers themselves, stimulating each indivi-

dual to supplant his rival neighbour by forestalling

him and underselling him. First, profits are low-
ered, and more business must be done to produce tlie

same amount of return at the year's end ; then, wages
are attacked, and the labourer must perform more
work for the sameamount of necessary remuneration.
Hence an extraordinary demand for raw material

which raises its price, and a production of goods
which gluts every market. No one is benefited

;

and in the end a convulsion takes place by which all

suffer.

The same plea by which this pernicious system is

encourageil, serves also as a pretext to justify the

abuse of infant lal)our. Eoroign coinpeiilicn, again,

is the bugbear, and we are required to Ixdicve tliat

if we do not use our children iis mere aniuiated ma-
chines, and extract irom them tiie work of adults

without regard to their moral and ])!iysical develop-
ment, then is tlie glory of manufacturing England
departed.

They are lying impostors who profess to act upon
this motive ; their hearts are in their breeches'

pockets, and they are supported by men whose lieads

are so crammed with theories that no room is left for

facts. Their political economy is akin to that of the

South-Sea Islanders described by INIr. Earl, who used
formerly to kill the major part of their female children
and eat them ; but after European ships began to

visit them, tliey found it more profitable to let their

female children grow up. The Germans seem likely

to become our most formidable competitors abroad
;

but no people upon the face of the earth have a more
tender regard for their offspring than the Germans
have ; they would no more tliink of sacrificing their
children for profit than they would think of killing

and eating them.

The last generation of workmen committed them-
selves by opposing the introduction of machinery :

they insisted upon continuing to perform operations
whicli machines were found to perform better, and
quicker, and cheaper. They fancied they were called

upon to yield up their means of existence, and could
not be persuaded that the demand for labour, on tijo

contrary, would actually increase beyond all calcula-

tion as it has done. Tliis was their fatal error ; and
if the manufacturers of the present generation were
brought to regard the men, and women, and children
in their employ merely as so many machines, their

error would not be less fatal. There is no limit to

the application of machinery ; if one machine can be
made to do the work of twenty men, experience
shews that the very improvement opens out fresh

sources of ade![uate employment for human labour.

But nature herself has iuqjosed a limit upon human
endurance, and will not suffer her laws to be violated

with impunity : the law of expediency which re-

quires child or adult to perform the work of two for

the wages of one, is the law of the strong against the
weak, by which any species of iniquity may be justi-

fied. Such laws fail even of their professed object

:

competition is not diminished, but is released only
from the natural restraint of justice and humanity
which might otherwise keep it within reasonable
bounds ; and in the end it is found that all the sacri-

fice has been made to the prejudice of the labourer
without one farthing of advantage to the employer.

The transactions in our Cloth-IIalls would afford

a very inadequate criterion of the activity which
now prevails. In the earlier months of the year
public markets weie brisk, but during the last two
months the demand has fallen off" considerably.
There is nothing extraordinary in this ; it is but the
usual trade of the place subject to tlie usual ebb and
flow, as seasons come round and markets get sup-
plied. Yet there is no mdicition of any accumula-
tion of stock in the Cloth-Halls; on the contrary,

the manufacturers have no lack oforders for as many
goods as they choose to undertake for private deli-

very. The source of this unwonted demand is the
supply of the I'nited Slates and China, to the mar-
kets of both whicli countries shipmen's have been
made all the year to an extent wholly unprecedented.
How far the real effective d<^mand for consumption
in those countries may j)rove adequate to absorb
these extensive suj)plies remains to be seen ; for it is

by no means to bo inferred that the latter are founded
upon legitimate evidence of the former, or tluit there

is any real connection between the two in the rela-

tion of cause and efl"t!cl. The trade to these coun-
tries is now doui^ almost entirely through the medi-
um of consignment agents who have no identity of
interest with the consigning party and share none of
the risks. All that can bo said with certainty at a
period when extensive operations are going on is,
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that the consignment-drummers Lave been successful

amongst the manufacturers, and that they have se-

cured to themselves a plentiful harvest of commis-
sions, which is all they have to care ahout. A pe-

riod of unusual excitement is their sunshine : the

manufacturer yields to tlie pleasing- influence, looks

around him with complacency, regards the scene of

activity with confidence, and becomes an easy dujie :

witli the deluding consignment-drummer on one

hand, the seducing fanj-slieap-parcain wool-dealer on

the other, and the liberal joint-stock banker in his

rear, he cannot hesitate to follow the example set

before him, and away he jumps—just as one sheep

jumps after another even into the butclier's shop.

The results of such experiments are tolerably uni-

form even in ordinary times : the commission-agent

pockets liis handsome per centage, and the consigner

loses his money. It might naturally be thought that

the agent who thus plucks his victim must soon find

himself in the situation of the boy wlio killed tlie

goose that laid the golden eggs. But we live in a

wide world, where geese are very numerous, and

very pretty geese they are too.

The American trade was once principally an order

trade, and yet has thus fallen into the monopolising

hands of consignment-agents ; for no importer who
honestly buys his goods and honestly pays for them

can ever stand up against such sales as these vam-
pires make. The China trade is altogether new ; a

mere experiment how far we may be able to establish

a simple, unreserved commercial intercourse with

the most artificial, reserved, and obstinate people in

existence. Whatever may be the event, it is quite

certain that thus far we are going entirely upon spe-

culation, and that some length of time must even yet

elapse ere we can know whether we are doing well

or ill. Wliether it be wisdom or folly to enter upon

such a speculation to such an extent, and under such

circumstances, is a preliminary question about which

there may possibly be two opinions.

One thing, at all events, is satisfactory as far as it

goes. The Leeds manufacturers are not the specu-

lators in this case: they supply the goods to order
j

and therefore, unless their terms of credit should be

unusually long, they cannot be much affected by the

result of the speculation, whichever way it turn.

Goods for the China market are made chiefly of

English wool, the price (sfwhicli, consequently, re-

mains very high. Foreign wool has experienced no

fluctuations worthy of particular note, and the sup-

])lies this year have been abundant. The quantities

entered for consumption up to the end of Ma^-, this

year and last, are as follow :

Eii«tol
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almost universally so well washed, and so lig'ht, that
these advanced prices are neither an advantage to the
farmei nor a disadvantag'e to the manufacturer.
"The washing- and management of the Silesian and

Polishwools, notwithstanding the unfavourable weather,
were exceedingly good, and did full credit to our active
sheep breeders. There certainly remains at this moment
a moderate quantity unsold ; but the greater part, with
somewhat of a moderation in tone, will m all probability

yet find purchasers, and the result of the fair may be
considered fully satisfactory."

The prices given in this circular range from 65 to

70 dollars for the lowest sort, to 135 to 150 dollars

for Silesian Electoral. We hardly knovv' what to

make of the "supplies for the Spanish army" from
England, the report of which, it a])pears, formed one
of the elements for getting up the steam in Germany
early in the year. ^Ve presume the " army" meant
must be that most respectable body of men the foreign

mercenary [legion : tliey have a uniform, certainly,

and it is buft'; but it is not made of German wool.
These speculators are cunning fellows at a pinch, but
really that pinch is a hard one sometimes.
We have drawn thus largely upon iMr. Hess, be-

cause the Breslau fair takes the initiative, and in a
great measure rules the succeeding fairs. For us
and our translation we say notliing : we are no
Austin—we speak not of a wool-man, but of a Lady-
and even she might be puzzled what to make of
" Dominial-Ausschuss" and '' Schweis-Wolle." With
the remaining reports before us we must deal more
comprehensively :

—

Landsberg.—" By the 9th June about 16,000 cwt. of
wool had arrived, all of which was disposed of at the
prices wished for by the sellers. In consequence of tlie

unusually large assemblage of buyers from England,
France, and Germany, sales were concluded with great
rapidity, 'i'he most extensive purchases were made by
houses from Leipzig, Eisenach, Langensalza, Berlin,
]\Iagdeburg, Bradford, &c.; and by the 9th June,
when according to the almanack the fair ought to be-
gin, it was already over."

Stettin, June 15.—" Up to yesterday noon there
^yas great activity, and much was done. From that
time downwards the transactions became weaker and
flatter. What remained this morning, but little only,
had to be offered at lower prices than had been pre-
viously insisted on, or is now destined for the Berlin fair.

The advance in price since last year has been confined
to wools which were particularly well washed, and of
tliis description, unfortunately, the proportion was not
large. In general, and on the average, these wools
cannot be quoted over three to five dollars advance for
all middle and fine sorts. Very low and ill-bred wools
were rather lower than last year."
Berlin. June 24.—" The quantity brought to this

year's fair, including 2000 cwt. left over from last year,
was about 48,000 cwt. The washing and general treat-
ment of the wool were quite satisfactory. The princi-
pal purchases were made on the 20th, 21st, and 22d.
Tliere was no lack of buyers : the number was greater
than last year: from England, France, Austria, the
Netlierlands, and Saxony, in addition to the inland
merchants and manufacturers. Of the quantity sold,
about half might be taken for inland, and the other half
for foreign destination. The most favourite qualities
were the fine-middle and middle, which fetched two to
five doHars per cwt. more than last year. The extra-
fine and fine sorts experienced a small advance more
rarely : great part of them were sold at last year's
prices, and even lower. The same may be said of good
ordinary. Ordinary went off mostly at two to four
dollars per cwt. lower than last year. The stock re-
maining on hand this day is 8,000 to 10,000 cwt., almost
all in second iiands, of which, however, the smallest
l)ortion consists of fine middle and middle wools. Al-
though the fair may be considered pretty well at an
end, much trafl^ic may yet be expected wliicii has
liitiierto been put off by tlie unfavourable weather."

We now give a statement of the quantities brought
to the principal fairs, comparing them, as far as we
possess the means, with the corresponding quanti-

ties in the two preceding years ;

—

Breslau—from Silesia
,

The Duchy of Posen .

Kingdom of Polanii . .

.

Austria ami Bohemia
,

Total, about.
Berlin do
Stettin do .

Landsberg ^ do
Warsaw do ....
Leipzig do .

Gotha do . ..

.

Qu.intities in onts.
1836

30.000
9. 0001
4.000 }

1.500 J

44.500
4S.0O0
24.000
16.000
10.000
6.853
1.200

1835
35.-97

51.102
iO.OOO
20.653

15.000

6.02:

1.6011

1934
32.748

11.588

Ordinary .

Good Oidinary
Middle
Fine Middle
Fine
Extra Fine
Some very superior parcel

1835 1 1S34
40 to 50 42i to 47

i

60 75 62* 7U
82J 95 85 92i
92 96 92J 95i
100 105105 112
115 1-25130 140

170|l5O 160

For a comparison of prices we take the report of
the Berlin fair, which, coining three weeks later than
the Breslau fair, has the test of experience to recom-
mend it :

—
Rix-Do'.Iars per ewt.

1836
26 to 48
58 75
80 96
96 100
105 110
115 120
135 140il50

Three R,ix-Dollars per cwt. are about equivalent to Id par lb.

Taking into consideration the improved condition
of the wools this year, we think it would require a
very sharp eye to discover any sign of real advance
in these accounts. Perhaps the powers of the
MICROSCOPE might even detect a decline. We regret
that it is yet out of our power to announce any fur-

ther progress in tlie application of that instrument to

the investigation of wool. Beyond a querulous al-

lusion at a public meeting, nothing, absolutely

nothing, we grieve to say, has been effected. But
we trust the Philosopher has not altogether laid aside

his hobby in despair. Perhaps the newly discovered
" Sapphirelenses" might prove serviceable. But
the colour may be objectionable : nasty colour, that

blue ; and pour comble de malhew, the discoverer is

blue too. Yet we hope the Philosopher will bestiide

his Pegasus again

:

" And when be next doth ride abroad,
May we be there to see."

The wool trade in Leeds continues to maintain tlie

same progressive character. The Anglo-German
migratory tribe of dealers are still on the increase,

and it were in vain now to think of counting them
even by noses. The settlers and " natural-born" of

the other creed regnrd the irruption with much phi-

losophy : tliey beslime the children of Israel with

civility to their faces, and abuse them like Turks be-

hind their backs. Tlie Synagogue opposite the

Court-House in Park-row must be enlarged , the

Capenter is already at work.

Two months ago we gave a tabular view of the

progress of the foreign wool trade -and of our exports

of vvoollen goods for some years past. We are pre-

pared to find that our exports of woollens tliis year

will exliibit a fuither increase at least equal to that

of last year over the year preceding, and shall be
happy to find tlie amount of profit in the same pro-

portion.

THE WOOLLEN TRADE.
The usual annual returns of the various branches of

our wool trade and woollen manufacture were on

Monday delivered to members of tlie House of Com-
mons. On a comparison of these returns witli simi-
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lar accounts for former years, they present a very

gratifying record of the growth and prosperity of this

important branch of national industry, of wliich, wo
think, it may be both advantageous and interesting to

offer a distinct analysis.

The total quantity of wool imported into the

United Kingdom, in the year 1835, was by weight

4'i,S;08,949 pounds, which is rather more than

4,000,000 pounds under the importation of 1834
j

but on 5th of January 1835, 6,494,266 pounds re-

mained warehoused under bond ; whereas, on the 5th

of Januarj', 1836, there were nomore than 2,846,014

pounds so locked up. This is an important differ-

ence of stock on hand, which, no doubt, has tended,

and will tend to keep up the price of the article.

The country from which we import the greatest

quantity of wool is Germany. In 1835 the amount
was nearly 24,000,000 pounds weight. From Rus-
sia, to which our exports of manufactured woollens

is comparatively small, we imported upwards of

4,000,000 pounds; from New South Wales and Van
Diemen's Land, taken together, about 200,000

pounds weight more than from Russia. The next

largest importations are from Spain, Turkey, and

Italy, which, taken together, supply us with nearly

4,000,000 pounds. Portugal furnishes 683,000

pounds; Holland, 301,000 pounds; and Belgium,

231,000 pounds. Of the foreign wool which we
have imported, we re-exported in its unmanufactured

state 4,101,700 pounds during 1835. And of the

total quantity imported in 1835, we retained for

manufacture 41,718,514 pounds. This is nearly

1,000,000 pounds more than was taken up by the

manufacturers in the preceding year.

The whole amount of British wool exported in 1835

was 4,642,604 pounds, and of this 3,000,000 pounds
were sent to Belgium, and 1,300,000 to France.

In the year 1835 the "declared value" (which, be

it observed, is a real thing, and very different from

the " official value, ' which is of no use except as an

indication of quantity),—the total declai-ed value

was 6,840,511/.; and of this amount upwards of

2,600,000/. worth of woollen goods went to the

United States alone. Next after the United States

in the scale of our customers for woollens comes the

East Indies and China. To these we send the value

of upwards of 800,000/,; to our North American

colonies the value of 418,000/., and to the \Vest

Indies 114,200/. worth.

In Europe, our best customer is Germany, which,

in 1835, took 631,000/. worth. Besides the more
fully manufactured goods, Germany took from us

in the same ) ear 1,191,000 pounds weight of wool-

len yarn. Of European customers, next after Ger-

many comes Portugal, which took, in 1835, to the

amount of 368,000/.; Holland, 245,629/.; Italy,

243,582/.; Belgium, 123,727/. Russia took only

93,025/. worth of woollen goods. The South Ameri-

can States begin to be good customers ; Brazil took,

in 1835, 337,788^. worth, and Mexico and the other

States, 356,700/. worth.

Looking at the aggregate, the export of 1835 was
fully a million sterling in value above that of 1834

;

but as the price was higher in 1835, this is no cer-

tain guide to the jiroportion of increase in quantitii.

In the year 1835 we exported to France only68,000/.

worth of woollen manufactures I

We have already stated t!ie exports of woollen

goods to the South American States in 1835, the im-

port of unmanufactured wool from these States in the

same year, was 2,176,000 pounds, from France it

was 104,000 pounds.

We have only to add, as fiscal information con-

nected with the foregoing analysis, that of the wool

imported in 1835, 26,877',780 pounds paid to the re-

venue a duty of a penny per pound; 10,198,526
pounds paid one half-penny per pound ; and 6,397
pounds of " red wool" paid six-pence per pound.
The wool imported from British possessions does

not pay duty^ Of that there were in 1835, 4,635,811
pounds imported.

—

Herald.

The German Wool Fairs at Stettin and

Berlin appear to have gone off very briskly, nearly all

the wool shown being sold, and at prices fully as high

and even higher than those realized at Breslau and

Dessau. The following are extracts of letters received

by mercantile houses in this town, in reference to the

fairs of Stettin and Berlin :

—

Stettin, I5th June, 1836.

About seven-eights of the wool shown at this fair

was sold, but the English were not considered very

large buyers. The prices obtained were full as high as

those realized at Breslau, viz. about 3d per lb advance

upon those of last year ; being chiefly in consequence

of the numerous contracts made previous to the fair,

before the shearing commenced.

Berlin, 20th June, 1836.

The result of the Stettin wool fair was, if any thing,

still more favourable to the grower than the Breslau

fair, for the prices were not only fully maintained,

(though the wool was not quite so well washed), but

they were higher by about id per lb, and almost all

the wool which came to the market was sold, except

such flocks as were very greasy. The quantity in

Stettin was 25,302 cwt. of which one-eighth is unsold.

The Berlin fair was a full harvest for the farmers and

speculators: not only were the highest prices given

there, but you may also add that all the wool which

was biought to the market was sold ; and those dealers

who took their purchases from the Breslau to the Ber-

lin fair disposed of them very quickly, and to a good

profit. The quantity in Berlin was 40,000 cwt., of

which one-sixth was sold on the I6th, though the fair

only begins on the 20th. The prices in Berlin were

higher than those at Breslau or Stettin by l^d. per lb.

In the smaller markets, such as New Brandeberg, Lu-

beck. Magdeburg, Dessau, &c., great competition,

particularly amongst the English buyers, was perceiv-

able, for they kept back in the two first fairs, (which

are the principal ones), and at last were obliged to go

with the stream, or be without wool. There is still

the Gustrow fair to come on, but you may depend that

the prices will be no lower. There has been no year in

which less speculative business has been carried on by

the English than in the present, and the buyers have

all been very cautious.

Canada.—We congratulate the Farmers of the

Townships on the prospects of a permanent cash
market for Wool. The B. A. L. Company, offer 2s

per lb. for all the native wool of average quality, that

may be offered them the present season.—Although the

above price is not quite so high as wool now bears in

the United States, yet even at that wool growing may
be made the most profitable of any branch of farming.

But the quality of wool may easily be improved 50 per

cent, and the quantity increased in a like ratio, by
crossing with improved breeds from Fngland. We
doubt not the Land Company will lend their assistance

in introducing some from the best breeds of England,
suited to this climate. We trust we shall no more hear

of flocks of sheep being sold to be slaughtered for their

pelts in Vermont.

—

Farmer s Adiociite.
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HORSEMANSHIP.
THE MANEGE.

Adams, a professed teacher of the manege sys-

tem of horsemanship, describes it in the following

words :
—" The airs of the manege are certain

figures, actions, graces, attitudes, and exertions,

drawn from the horse by the art and ingenuity of

the master, and may fitly be compared to the

figures, steps, graces, attitudes, and exertions of

the stage dancers." Which means, in plain Eng-
lish, that the natural paces of the most elegant

quadruped in nature are set aside or supplanted

for artificial positions and grotesque antics, which
strain his tendons and his loins, destroy his speed,

and render him incapable of all the useful and su-

perior purposes of life. The manege system of
riding is completely useless

;
yet the professed

teachers of the art would have us believe that the

positions of the horse and rider are ornamental and
graceful in the highest degree : now, any thing so

constrained as the airs of the manege can never be
consistent with the true and sublime beauty of

nature. I have many times endeavoured, but al-

ways unsuccessfully, to discover something that

would bear the test of exammation in it ; and I am
free to confess, that the antics of a monkey are to

me much more interesting, and quite as nearly allied

to the sublime and the beautiful, as the cruelly

pamful and unnatural positions of the horse in the

airs of the manege.
However, let it not be supposed, that I am

utterly insensible to the gracefulness and beauty

of the paces of the horse ; on the contrary, what
can be so light and elegant as that deer-like action

which has been derived in the superlative degree

from their Arabian progenitors by our superior

horses.

The stiff and nearly perpendicular position, so

much and so strongly recommended by riding-

masters, is precisely that which is adapted for the

manege, but utterly unfit for the ordinary pur-

poses of life, for the hunting-field, or the race-

course. In the manege the horse is continually

straining unnaturally on his haunches and loins

—

the weight is all thrown upon these parts. Let

us look at the pesade, (a manege air), in which

the horse gathers his haunches so far under him, that

he raises his fore feet and sits or balances himself

upon his hocks and hind feet. The rider's position

must correspond ; and here the toe in a long

stirrup, and the stiff perpendicular seat (if indeed

seat it can be called) are in unison with the unna-
tural posture which the horse lias been compelled

to assume ; but how can such positions be applied

to any useful purpose ? In fact, it is only by a

lengthened system of positive torture that the

horse can be compelled to perform " the graceful

airs of the manege !"

Having already observed that a " high-dressed

maneged horse'' is rendered utterly unfit for any

other purpose, so it may be remarked of the pro-

fessors of the manege, that they cannot ride beyond

the walls of tVieir schools. In the manege the

rider is prepared for the performance of the horse,

and whether it be the pesade, the balotade, or the

capriole, aware of the very motion which the

horse is going to make, he prepares for it accord-

ingly. The capViole is the most dexterous and
exalted caper that can be drawn from the horse :

in this, the animal springs from the ground per-
pendicularly, and kicks out with his hind feet

—

this is called graceful, a term very often most arbi-

trarily applied : in the act of leaping (a gate for

instance) there may be something graceful, the
horse goes at it as willingly as his rider, and often

more so, and in the operation calls into action no-
thing but his own natural and beautiful motions :

whereas, in the capriole, the horse always goes to

work with reluctance, he is forced into the most
unnatural action, and indeed nothing but torture
can draw the feat from him.—The professors of
the manege system admit that such is the exertion
(being constrained and unnatural) required in the

manege, that the horse becomes completely ex-
hausted in ten minutes.—Here it is abundantly
evident that the manege is ruinous to the horse
and worse than useless to the rider ; yet I shall

describe it, in order to enable the reader to form
an opinion for himself, and to render this work as

complete as possible.

In describing the airs of the manege it will be
necessary to commence with the walk, which, in

the language of the school, is a relaxation of ani-

mation and exertion, lower than the slow disunited

trot, while it retains an union which prevents its

descending to the action and beats of the natural

walk. The legs therefore are lifted as in the trot,

or passage ; the union, action, and beats constitute

the difference. The legs being lifted as in the

trot, are, in consequence of union, without anima-
tion, taken up gently and put down softly, so that

the time is slower than the trot, and the beats flat

;

a horse cannot lift his legs in the action and time

of the natural walk or trot, without advancing over

ground proportionable to the length of step, or

quickness of action ; but in the action of the

manege walk, passage, or piaffe, he can move his

legs in the action, and his feet beat the correct time

of either of the airs, without his advancing, which

results from the union, which constitutes the diffe-

rence of position, action, time, &c.

The difference between the manege walk and the

passage, is less animation and union, which pro-

duces a lower action and languid step, and causes

the beats to be flat by the feet not striking the

ground so sharp as in animated action. The ex-

cellence or perfection of the manege walk consists

in a lofty action, where the step and animation

are languid, and the regular slow beats of one,

two.

A horse must be worked and united to a consi-

derable height before he is put to the manege

walk ; and when the horse becomes so perfect in

the extreme union as to walk the passage air to its

greatest height, if you relinquish animation with-

out suffering the horse to disunite himself, you will

let the action down to the manege walk.

THE PASSAGE.

Working a horse sideways from right to left, and

left to right, is called Passaging ; and as the horse

cannot do this in an animated style, without unitipg

himself more than in the trot—whereby the action

is raised before and lowered behind, the time

slower, and the beats not so sharp— this position,
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action, and time, in which the horse works, is

called the passage, whether it is worked sideways

or straightforward. The position of the passage

may be thus expressed :—the fore hand raised, the

shoulders out, the croup in, the neck bending a

little inward, and the nose a little turned from the

perpendicular ; the inner side (that to which he is

working) is advanced or leads the same as in the

gallop ; but the feet are raised as in the trot, only

lifted higher before than behind. The fore feet

being raised higher and retained in hand make a

shorter step and slower time, and the action not

being so rapid as in the trot, the beats are not so

sharp.

To work a horse straightforward in the passage

is much more difficult than sideways, as the atti-

tude of the horse is much better calculated for

working sideways.

The following are the instructions to the rider

for working the passage :—Commence to the

right, with a snaffle bridle ; collect and separate

the rems, turn the horse's head to the wall, bring

your right hand down to your body, letting your

wrist steadily rest against it, the little finger being

of a parallel height with the elbow. This hand
supports the position or attitude of the horse, and

is never to move but with the body, while you
work the horse to the right. The lefthand, having

the rein of equal length, will be somewhat ad-

vanced, to admit the small bend of the neck and
turn of the nose. The right being fixed to the

body to support the position, the left may be de-

tached, the hand and elbow raised to a parallel

with the shoulder. In this situation it operates in

the same direction from the horse's mouth as the

riglit, only higher, for the purpose of raising the

fore hand, and by those delicate sensations of the

fingers, inseparable from a good hand, enlivens

the mouth, lightens the appui, animates the

horse, and causes the action. The rider's right

hip a little advanced, tlie thigh turned inwards,

body leaning a little to the right, stretching the

right leg down, your eye always traversing the

ground on which the horse works.

The instant you assume this position^ the reins

being properly collected, with the requisite anima-
tions, the horse should be united, supported, and
completely balanced in your hands

;
you work

him along the wall, letting the shoulder lead a

little.

THE PIAFFE.

The position of the horse in the piaffe has little,

if any, bend ; the horse works straight, and the feet

describe only two threads. The piaffe is distin-

guished from die passage by a more lofty action be-

fore, and a dancing of the haunches. The action

being higher, and retained longer in the air, the

beats are slower, and not so sharp, as in the passage.

Riding the piaffe requires the position to corres-

pond to the motion of the horse, quite upright, the

balance true, and the reins so collected as to sup-
port the horse in a straight position, and the aids

given to support the action with the greatest cau-

tion, that you may not alter the position of the

horse by throwing his croup off the line : the reten-

tion of the fingers will keep the horse on his ground,
give him liberty to advance, or make him retire at

your discretion.

There is another kind of piaffe, in which the

horse plies liis haunches, raises the fore foot high,

springs from the two feet on the ground, before the

otliers reach it, so that he bounds or darts forward,

meeting the ground with a straight knee. The
horse advances a little at every bound ; the action

is abrupt and unpleasant.

THE PESADE.

Tiiis air is derived from the passage when work-
ed up to its extreme height, so that nearly the

whole weight of the horse is thrown upon his

haunches, the invitation of the hand, accompanied
by the animation of the tongue, pressing him far-

ther, induces the horse to rise forward, and ga-

thering his fore-feet in to his chest, he is balanced

on his bent haunches, in which position he will

pause for the space of about five seconds ; the hind

feet, though scarcely raised from the giound,

mark the time or beats, as if working the passage.

The pesade must not be required of the horse till

united himself in the passage, so as to be able de-

liberately to raise himself completely balanced,

otherwise he will be in danger of falling. The horse

should not be compelled to perform more than two
or three pesades at one time, or he will be very

likely to rebel.

THE TERRE-A-TERRE
Is galloping sideways, vdth the head to the wall

or otherwise. The terre-a-terre is a shortened

gallop with the croup in, and the haunches follow-

ing in quick and close succession. The fact is,

the horse is united or compressed, so as to produce

a very cramped gallop, where the weight of course

is thrown upon the haunches.

THE MEZAIR.
This is a side movement of the horse, in an ac-

tion derived from the gallop, as the fore feet fol-

low each other, and then the hind feet in like man
ner. The mezair is worked sideways on two lines

forming a right angle with the body, with a very

close union, very lofty action before, and very low

behind, wherein the beats of the fore feet follow

close to each other, while the hind feet, lifted but

little from the ground, glide along, rapidly ac-

companying the fore feet to keep the position, at

the finish of every cadence, true upon their lines.

To render this more intelligible, it may be ob-

served, that in the side movements of the horse in

the terre-a-terre, he preserves his position on his

lines in the midst of the cadence of the action

working the shoulders and croup together ; but in

the mezair, the action of the fore feet throws the

horse out of position till the hind feet finish the

cadence, and place him true again.

CURVETS
May be compared to the mezair in a similar man-
ner as the piaffe to the passage : it is a similar ac-

tion of the legs, but in a straight or forward direc-

tion, which enables the horse to raise his fore feet

exactly together, of equal height and projection,

and coming to the ground in like manner, they

make only one beat, the hind legs accompanying

them make another beat. All airs derived from

the action of the trot, beat the time of one, two, al-
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ternately, without space or intermission between
the beats ; the beats are marked by two feet at

cross corners, and are dislingiiislied by quick,

slow, sharp, or flat beats ; but the action of the cur-

vet is derived from the gallop, inasmuch as the

fore feet meet the ground without tlie intervention

of a hind foot, and though tlie action derived from

the gallop is generally distinguished by four beats

in the cadence, yet tliis air only makes two, the

fore feet making one, and the hind feet the other

:

the beats are sharp, though a space appears be-

tween the cadence of each curvet.

THE PEROUETTE.
In this air, the horse goes about in the gallop

completely on his hind feet ; that is, his inner hind

foot becomes a centre on which he turns, and the

excellence of it is, to go about in one cadence of

the air, which is the complete jierouette.

THE STEP AND LEAP.
The step is, the horse uniting himself previous

to the leap, and the leap terminates the air ; so

that to perform it a second time, he recommences
witli the step and finishes with the leap. It is per-

formed on the ground upon which the horse stands,

and he should not advance with the leap, but alight

on the same spot from which he rose.

The action of the step is derived from the pas-

sage or piaffe, being the near fore foot, and off

hind foot working together, and the off fore

foot in like manner, the action lofty before and
therefore low behind. The difference of the step

from the passage or piaffe is the irresolute and
weak efforts made by the horse to raise the fore

foot which is on the ground, while the other is in

the air, or before its return to the ground. This

constitutes what is called the step ; and when the

horse has raised both his fore feet from the ground
he makes a leap from his hind feet, and alights on
all four feet at the same time, and disunited.

THE CROUPADE.
Tliis is produced in a similar manner to the pre-

ceding, but in an airof gi eater animation and higher

action, and consequently requires greater exertion.

The horse raises himself very high before with his

fore feet bent to his chest (which is a pesade) and
then springing from his hind feet, he draws them up
near to his belly, which is called the croupade.

THE BALOTADE.
In this the horse springs higher than in the crou-

pade ; and while in the air he presents his hind

feet, showing his shoes as though he were going to

strike out.

THE CAPRIOLE.
In this, as also in the balotade, the horse collects

or unites his powers to spring in an action derived

from the gallop, by tlie alternate working of the

fore and hind feet, similarly to what a horse gives

force to his spring, by two or three peculiarstrokes

in the gallop before he takes a flyingjump. In

the balotade and capriole, he unites his powers by

the alternate action of his shoulders and croup,

without advancing one inch : the action of the legs

like the mezair, only higher behind, and after two

or three cadences, he springs nito the air, and lash-

ing out his hind feet, completes tlie capriole. If

tlie feet should not be lashed out to their full ex-
tent, it becomes an air between the balotade and
the capriole, and is called a demi-capriole.

The capriole is the loftiest air of the manege,
and requires the greatest exertion which can be
drawn from the horse.

From a perusal of the preceding sections of the
manege, the reader will perceive, that what I stated

in my introductory observations to the present ar-

ticle, viz., that the horse is constantly on his

haunches, and in consequence is necessitated to

endure a continued strain, which renders him in-

capable of any useful purpose, is perfectly correct

;

nor can anything be more absurd, ignorant, and ri-

diculous, than the following expression of Mr.
John Allen, riding master, Seymour Place, Bryan-
stone Square :

—" The manege aystem applied to

practice on the roitd, the field, and the course."

Now, as we know there are many tricks of trade, I

cannot help suspecting the book in the title page of
which " John Allen" appears, as one of them. I

am of opinion there is no such person as " Joltn

Allen, Riding .Master, Sei/monr Place, Bri/anstone

Square," and that it is merely a Jiom de guerre.

Let it be kept in mind, that whoever huddled
" John Allen's" publication together, was no riding

master—or at least the scribbler knows just as

much about horsemanship as he does of the avoca-

tion followed by the man in the moon ; further,

the book is absoluteli/ copied from Adams, only
that the changes are rung upon it, as it were ; that

is, there is some transposition of paragraphs, and
this done so ignorantly, that what was plain enough
in Adams's* is, in " Allen," rendered unintelligi-

ble. If any person, in the least acquainted with
the subject, will take the trouble just to glance at

the plates on leaping which appear in " Aliens"
book, and particularly the " hunting leap," he will

be abundantly convinced of " Allen's profound
and genuine ignorance of the art upon which he
thus professes to give instruction !

As the manege system requires the horse to re-

vert the order of nature, his education becomes a

task of some trouble, during which he is compelled

to endure a course of drilling wliich amounts, in

many parts of it, to positive torture.

Wiiat is called by manege riders (the shoul-
der within) may be considered as the first lesson :

—it is to bend, supple, and retain the horse's

shoulders : it is first performed on circles. The
horse being bent with his head towards the centre

retains the inner shoulder, and advances the outer,

which throws the croup out, and the hind legs de-

scribe a larger circle than the fore legs.

As soon as the lesson is perfected on the circle

to both hands, it is to be practised along the walls

of the riding house, in which the rider's position

varies in a trifling degree, namely, rather less in-

clination of the body. When a horse works on a

circle, lie inclines his body to it, and the rider

must consequently assume a corresponding position

in order to preserve his balance. But when this

lesson is performed along the wall, or on a straight

* Adams understood the manege and military

system of horsemanship,—but nothing more ; and

be.lost many pujiils in consequence of his obstinate

adherence to them.

H 3
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line, the position will be more upright. Adams
observes upon '^ the shoulder within-^ "This lesson,

and all constrained lessons are particularly dis-

tressing to the horse, and should not be continued

too long at a time, and in that short lime should be

frequently changed. Tlie working twice round

the riding house to one liand is sufficient ; then

change and work the contrary hand."

We then come to

HEAD AND CROUP TO THE WALL,

Which amounts to passaging, which I have al-

ready noticed, and to which 1 refer the reader. I

will, however, introduce an extract from the prac-

tical instructions for attaining perfection in this

air, and give it in the jargon of die school :—" Be-

gin to work your horse's head to the wall, to the

right ; when you arrive at the corner, observe the

turning of the corner. If you suffer the shoulder

to go round too soon, the corner would not be

tilled, and discovers that the hand permits the

horse to break ground, which all horses will do
with inattentive hands. On the other hand, if you
work too close, the shoulders would not have room
to turn, and you would be locked up. Therefore,

stop the haunches in time, that the shoulders may
have just room to turn.

" If you have your horse properly united and
balanced in your hands, the gradual turn of your

body, desisting at the same time from aiding

with the leg, will lead the shoulders round.

And, as the shoulders advance to their proper

situation on the new lines, the body and leg resume
their former positions, and work both shoulders

and croup together.

" When arrived at the corner B, in like manner,
lead the shoulders round till they are properly

situated to work on the diagonal lines which cross

the school, and work to the corner D ; if you bring

the horse properly to this corner, the horse will

be situated, by only the change of your position,

to work on the lines to the left; carefully observ-

ing to turn and fill the corner C, work to the point

E. Here stay the croup while you lead the shoul-

ders round to station them on the intended demi-
volt ; then forming with your eye as true a half

cirele as you can, correctly work thereon."

To prepare or qualify the horse for the manege
airs, a staff, six or seven feet long, is provided, to

the upper end of which is affixed a strap, with a

buckle to fasten it to the outside eye of the snaffle

;

the length of strap, from the extreme end of the

staff to the snaffle, should be about six or eight

inches. Long hempen lines, about the thickness
of a clock-line, but twisted loose, that they may
be soft and pliable, must be procured. The line

should be from twenty-four to thirty feet in length,
which is formed into reins, each end of which is

to pass through the eye of the snaffle, then
through the ring suspended from the head-stall of
the bridle, and buckled to the loops of the saddle
or surcingle. These reins you hold as you would
the reins of a horse you were driving, at such a
length as will place you in security from the heels
of the horse. A whip with a long handle and long
thong, for the purpose of animating tlie horse ; or,

in other words, compelling him to perform what
you wish. Your assistant must have his staff

buckled to the eye of the snaffle next the wall, and
must place himself at a convenient distance before

the horse : his business is to prevent the horse de-

parting from the wall, as well as to prevent the

horse getting his head down.
Lead the horse to tlie wall, and let him advance

slowly at first; then request him to unite himself;

if he does not obey, he will bear on the bit, and
endeavour to advance too rapidly ; when the per-

son with the staff can raise the head, and thereby

bring the horse to obedience, and a light appui.

The person holding the lines will moderately feel

the mouth, the inner rein acting in unison with the

staff rein, causes a little bend, and the appui is to

be light, permitting the horse to advance slowly, the

whip presented to keep the croup to the wall, and to

stimulate and keep up the action. As the horse ad-

vances, the person with the staff retires. Thus, by
practice, you are to procure as muchunion and action

as the horse can endure ; but this can seldom be

accomplished without placing the horse between

fixed pillars, passing the lines through rings fixed

to the pillars at about the elevation of the horse's

head, by which means the h"orse is compelled to

work upon his own ground ; and the operation is

so extremely distressing that the animal cannot en-

dure it many seconds without a rest. The horse

in this manner, is at length worked up to extreme

union, which is the foundation of all the airs of the

manege ; and as he at first performs them without

a rider, he is ultimately able to go through them
when mounted.
How far I am borne out in calling this a system

of torture, I leave the reader to judge : 1 think he

will perceive that the horse is forced, by the se-

verity of coercion, into all possible contortions of

limbs and body, for the purpose of producing what

are called the airs of the menage ; and although

in these operations the beauty of nature is out-

raged in every possible form, yet, by a strange

perversity of taste, and a paradox upon common
sense, they are called graceful! but admitted to be

useless by their most strenuous advocates !

MILITARY RIDING.

As I do not understand military evolutions, it

may appear presumptuous to speak of military

horsemanship; ray observations, therefore, will be
short, and indeed what I have to say on the sub-
ject will be confined principally to the seat or po-
sition of the rider.

It is the custom of the military, and has been
particularly the practice of late years, to ride with

long stirrups. 1 have observed in the preceding

pages, that the stirrup should be of that precise

length, which, without compelling the rider to bear

the whole weight of his body on the fork, will, on
the contrary, enable him to press his thighs to the

saddle, grasp firmly with his knees and the calves

of his legs—in fact, such a length of stirrup as will

give him hold from the top of his thiglis to the

lower part of the legs, and particularly to grasp

firmly with the knee—the grasp of the knee being

the strongest hold that can be taken : for the rider

to do this in the best possible manner, he must have
sufficient bearing in the stirrup to enable him to

compress the muscles of his limbs, as if they are

elongated or stretched by the length of the stirrup.
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they must lose their compressive force, or power of
adhesion.

The seat just describeJ is, beyond all question,

that which gives a person the greatest strength or

power on horseback, by which he is best able to

support his horse, and maintain iiis situation on

sudden emergencies, and all critical and difficult

situations : I therefore am of opinion that it would
be found more advantageous to tiie military, and

would, unquestionably, be much less liable to

cause or produce rupture, than the system at pre-

sent in use. I was informed by a dragoon officer,

that the privates will shorten the stirrup, for the

purpose of acquiring an easier seat, whenever a

convenient opportunity occurs : for which, how-
ever, they are punished, if detected, by extra drills,

&c.
The soldier having to attack his enemy and de-

fend himself, to act singly or in the ranks or squad,

will require a horse with a delicate mouth, to which
siiould be added the firmest seat ; and the ques-
tion is, whether the seat I have just described, or

that where a longer stirrup is used, by which the

muscles are stretched and must consequently lose

much of their compressive power, is to be pre-

ferred.

Fashion may have had considerable influence in

the introduction of the present military system of

horsemanship. Like the manege, it appears to be
of foreign extraction ; whatever may be its merit

in a military point of view, it is not calculated for

any other purpose ; I do not profess, liowever, to

give instructions upon military riding, and there-

fore close the subject.

In conversing upon this subject with an officer,

wiio had served in the dragoons, he very candidly

admitted, that, for military service, the short stir-

rup was very far preferable to the lengtli which our

soldiers are compelled to use. By way of eluci-

dation, he said, the natives of India used short

stirrups ; and in consequence they were not only

much stronger on horseback than our troops, but

could reach their enemy a foot farther.

LADIES'S RIDING.
In many parts of continental Europe, the ladies

adopt the masculine method of riding, which is

unquestionably the most secure ; but the British

fair, as they are incomparably beautiful, so are they

equally delicate and modest, and have adopted a

style of riding in unison with their feelings, elegant

and graceful in the highest degree.

Much of a lady's ease and elegance in riding de-

pends on llie side saddle being properly formed,

and well fitted to the horse. The head, which is

the part that receives the right knee should be six

or eight inches high, which will prevent the knee

from being disturbed by any little unexpected

roughness, and of course conduces very much to

the security of the seat. The head should lay

over a little to the off side, by which a lady is en-

abled to keep the centre of the saddle. The head

and indeed almost every part of a lady's saddle

should be stuffed, in order to render it as comfort-

able as possible.

The stirrup should be a slipper, the leather of

which should hang over the off head of tlie saddle,

the buckle under the head, so that it can be altered

without disturbing her.

The horse is an important consideration in any
department of riding, but particularly as regards

the fair sex. In the year 1829, in the month of

November, I rode with Sir J. L. L. Kaye from his

residence, Swithland Hall, near Loughbro', to meet
the hounds of Lord Anson at Kirby, and Lady
Kaye accompanied us for a mile or two. Her
ladyship was mounted on a charming little bay,

nearly thorough bred, if not quite, perfect at his

business. Sir John informed me that he purchased
him (at four years old, if I mistake not) for the pur-
pose of carrying Lady Kaye, and he therefore un-
dertook the education of the horse himself. He
taught him to canter in very beautiful style, made
his mouth as light as a feather, and rode him with
the briddle reins on liis neck over rough and un-
even ground, and continued these lessons till the

horse was comjiletely taught to take care of him-
self without the le.ist assistance from the rider:

—

in this way, the horse acquired the method of rais-

ing his feet in such a manner as to render coming
down next to an impossibility. Further, Sir John
Kaye rendered him so steady that the horse would

neither start, nor move out of his pace, whatever

might occur. By Sir John's request, I galloped

past her ladyship, cracking my hunting whip,which

the charming little pad regarded with the most

perfect indifference. Yet, he attended to every re-

quest of Lady Kaye with alacrity and good tem-

per, proud of the elegant and lovely charge which

he bore safely along.

A lady should never be placed on a horse which

is not the safest possible goer, and immoveably
steady to every kind of noise and every kind of in-

terruption. A lady's pad should be accustomed to

tlie firing of guns, the beating of drums, and in-

deed to every thing tending to cieate alarm. His

mouth should be light and pleasant, and he should

be taught to lead with the right leg. The canter

is the pace best calculated for ladies' riding, which

they can easily extend to the gallop, if they think

proper.

In placing a lady on horseback, let the assistant

adjust the reins of the bit (curb) taking them up

within the bridoon (snaffle) rein ; and, dividing

the reins with the fore finger of his left hand, the

lady will receive them from him with her right

hand immediately before the pommel of the saddle,

(the whip being also held in it and hanging over on

the off side) placing her fore finger between the

reins, letting them slide gently till her hand rests

upon, and takes hold of, the near crutch of the

pommel of the saddle ; having placed herself close

to the horse, with her face rather obliquely for-

ward, the assistant must place himself before her,

intersecting the fingers of each hand, and thus re-

ceive her left fool. The lady then places her left

hand on his right shoulder, by which and her hold

on tlie crutch of the saddle, she sieadies herself,

bearing all her weight on the assistant's hands,

straightening the left knee and keeping it firm.

The assistant raises the lady, seats her in the sad-

dle, and places her left foot in the stiiTup. She

then removes her right hand from the near cratch

to the off crutcli, adjusts her habit with the help

of the assistant, and places her nght knee in the

crutch on the pommel of the saddle.

The lady's dress being properly adjusted, a
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strong pin may be placed under the narrow part of
the riglit foot next the heel, care being taken that

the pin confines the under as well as the upper side

not only of the skirts of the habit, but also of the

cloaths, to prevent them rising and rendering the

seat uncomfortable. The skirt may also be pinned
behind in boisterous weallier ; though these pre-

cautions will seldom be requisite when a female
has become acquainted with the art of riding ; nor
indeed are they absolutely called for in the school,

since the teacher is always at hand to assist in the

re-adjustment of the lady's dress and indeed for

any thing else. Lead placed in the skirts of the
habit is convenient, and will prevent it rising.

In dismounting, the lady must remove the reins

to the right hand, and take hold of the off crutch
with it, when the pins (if any have been used)
should be removed by the assistant, he also clear-

ing her cloaths from the pommel of the saddle as

she raises her knee over : he then takes the stirrup

from her foot, while the lady shifts her right hand
to the near crutch of the saddle. She leans for-

ward and is received by the assistant or gentleman
with a hand under each arm, and she descends
lightly to the ground. If the lady be very active,

she may place her right hand in the left hand of the
gentleman, and making a spring just sufficient to

clear the saddle, she must be received with the

gentleman's right hand under her left arm, and
thus alight very gracefully.

Should it be requisite for a female to dismount
without assistance, she must clear herself of the

crutch, stirrup, &,c., turn to the right so that she
can take hold with her left hand of a lock of the

horse's mane, holding with the other hand the near
crutch ; she will then spring from the horse and
alight on the balls of the feet, the knees a little bent,
and not relinquishmg her hold till she perceives
herself quite secure.

A lady's position should be upright, the left foot

placed horizontally and bearing a little in the stir-

rup, the right knee in the crutch, which it grasps,
the leg back and close to the flap of the saddle.

The body being upright, the lady looking directly

to the front, her weight should rest on the centre of
the saddle, neither bearing to the right nor the left

;

and, in fact, to acquire the true seat should be the
first grand object, nor should a lady attempt to

ride beyond the walk till she has acquired confi-

dence, a true balance, and correct position.

The lady's first lessons should be in a circle, a
rein fixed to a cavison or the bridoon, by which the

teacher will direct the horse ; which should be
very steady and one that has been well trained for

the business. Practice without the stirrup, and
without any assistance from the reins is highly ad-
visable, in order to acquire a good balance and an
easy, elegant, and graceful, but firm and steady,

seat. The eye should be directed to the horse's

nose ; and ladies should be chiefly practised to

the right to divest them of the propensity of in-

clining to the near side of the horse.

Ladies should be practised in the walk till they
have acquired confidence, when the horse may be
put to a slow trot, increasing the pace by degrees
according to the progress made by the pupil.

When the lady has acquired the freedom of
leaning to the right, in a smart trot, so that she can

observe the feet of the horse on the off side, her
position and seat may be considered as tolerably
correct.

It is not to be supposed that a lady will be able
to manage the reins with the slrenjith and dexterity
of a man ; and therefore, as I have before ob-
served, ladies should always be mounted upon
horses well trained for the purpose, like the pad
belonging to Lady Kaye. However, what has been
stated on the Hand, &c , in the instructions for

gentlemen is applicable also to ladies : it should be
explained to them by the teacher, and they can
study it at their leisure. A lady can aid or ani-
mate the horse by the whip on the off side, applied
behind the girth according to the required degree.

The whip should be held in the hand in a some-
what similar manner to a pen, the lash downward,
but not so as to touch or tickle the hind quarters
or flanks of the horse.

A lady who wishes to become accomplished in

riding, should study whatever has been said on the

subject, in preceding numbers, as applicable to

the opposite sex—the back a little hollow, the

breast raised, the seat firm, yet easy, elegant, and
graceful.

As soon as a lady has acquired the correct me-
thod and style of trotting, and of rising in the stir-

rup, she must be mindful not to twist her body,
nor rise to the left side ; she must keep her right

shoulder back, and raise her body in a line to the

horse's right ear. The action of the horse will

inform her when to rise, when her body must be
inclined a little forward. In this operation a great

portion of her weight will be received on the right

knee, by which and a pressure in the stirrup, she

will ease her return to the saddle.

The canter and gallop will succeed the trot,

which will be very easily acquired, and needs no
further instruction in this place. The canter is the

most graceful and the best pace for ladies's riding

:

I cannot persuade myself to think that a lady ap-

pears to advantage in the trot.

The last lesson is the bar; in leaping, the lady

must take as firm a hold as possible with the right

knee, and for any further instruction upon the sub-

ject the reader is referred to preceding inunbers.

I have frequently observed gentlemen take hold

of the cantle of the saddle ; I have noticed ladies

take hold of the crutch : they are both bad habits.

I am not aware of any picture more beautiful

than an elegant female on horseback ; Lady Gros-

venor is a striking exemplication, whom I have

repeatedly seen at the fixtures for the Cheshire

hounds ; I never observed her cross the country.

Her ladyship's presence at the fixture was highly

gratifying ; it gave a degree of interest to the scene

which could not have been derived from any other

source. Amidst the busy jocularity of such a

meeting, there might indeed be seen the homage

which high birth and distinguished rank paid to

loveliness and beauty. Lady Grosvenor remains to

witness the finding of the fox ; and if when he goes

away, he happens to take a direction that will en-

able her to see the run, she rides along the lanes,

crosses inclosures where gates or openings happen

to be convenient, and continues in this way as

long as she can. I think I once observed her up
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at the death of the fox.-—Lady Grosvenor is an

elegant rider.

Lady Helen Lowther is the boldest female rider

1 ever saw. This lady appears in the field in

scarlet, completely equipped for the chase. She

meets the Earl of Lonsdale's fox hounds, mounted
upon steady superb steeds, and rides uncommonly
well. Upon one occasion, when the fixture was
Little Daulby, three miles from Melton, I saw
Lady Lowther put her beautiful bay horse along

with uncommon spirit.

It is no uncommon circumstance for ladies to

attend the fixture for the purpose of witnessing

the find, though few attempt to follow the hounds.

I have seen considerable numbers of elegant ladies

attend the fixture of the Quorndon hounds the first

Monday of November, (the commencement of the

season) for the purpose of seeing the fox go away.

When a lady and gentleman ride in company,
the lady rides on his left.

TOUCHSTONE.—fPi^r^.;

The splendid animal, whose portrait forms
our present embellishment, has appeared
many times en the course ; and, notwith-
standing his numerous contests, lias con-
tinued to train on, as has been strikingly

exemplified by the manner in which he won
the late Ascot Cup. A portrait of Touch-
stone was published in 1834, immediately
after he had won the Great Doncaster St.

Leger of that year ; but, as the horse, when
left to the genuine operations of nature does
not attain maturity till he has completed his

seventh year? a three years' old must be seen

under every disadvantage ; like most other

quadrupeds, at an early period of life, he
will appear leggy ; he cannot be half furnish-

ed in any respect, and consequently must be
seen under every disadvantage, particularly

as far as relates to a pictorial representation.

Under such circumstances, therefore, it was
thought an impressive and highly-finished

likeness of a horse (in a state of maturity)
who has come out so often, ran so success-

fully, and won some of the most important

stakes in the country, would be considered

very acceptable to our readers. Having
observed that the horse does not attain matu-
rity till he has completed his seventh year,

when left to the genuine operations of nature,

it becomes requisite on the present occasion

furtlier to state, that the physiology of the

horse, like that of most other animals, is very

susceptible of the intluence of art ; or, in

other words, man has devised various means
by which he contrives to produce a premature

or precocious maturity in those animals

which he has reduced to a state of subjection ;

for instance, the racer, abundantly supplied

with nourishment and food from the moment
it breathes the vital air, placed in training at

an early period, sweated, physicked, and

bled, reaches the meridian of its existence

(or acquires its greatest strength) two years

earlier than it would attain by the ordinary

process of nature : thus. Touchstone, having
received every physiological acceleration

which the art or ingenuity of man could

devise, presents, in the sixth year of his age,

that fulness and rotundity ; in fact, all that

consummate perfection of form or animal
organization of which he is susceptible.

Consequently, the portrait which forms the

frontispiece of our present number, will

present to the eye a very different figure from
the likeness taken two years earlier, though
the one and the other may have been exe-
cuted with the utmost fidelity of delineation.

As the reader will be able to form an opinion

for himself, we shall merely remark, that, as

the horse in question is remarkable for the

great strength of his thighs, and particularly

for the lateral developement of the muscle
immediately above the hock, so the artist has

contrived to give to these parts that degree of

prominence so forcibly exhibited in the

original.

Touchstone (a beautiful brown in colour)

is by Camel, out of Banter by Master Henry

:

grandam Boadicea (sister to Bucephalus) by

Alexander
;

great grandam by Brunette, by

Aramanthus, out of Mayfly, by Matchem,
Amadis, Starling, Grasshopper, Sir M. New-
town's Arabian, Pert, &c. ; Camel by Whale-
bone, dam by Selim, out of Maiden, by Sir

Peter, &c.

Touchstone came first to the starting post

in 1833 at Lichfield for the Produce Stakes of

50 sovs. each for two-years old (3 subs) but

meeting no competitor, walked over.

He came out again the same year at Holy-

well for the Champagne Stakes of 50 sovs:

each, h ft., for two-years old (9 subs.,) in

which he ran third, the stakes being won by

Mr. Mostyn's Queen Bess.

in the month of May of the following year

(1834) he came out at Chester for the Dee
Stakes of 50 sovs. each, h ft, for three-years

old, which he won very cleverly, beating

Queen Bess and two others.

At the same Meeting he appeared for and
won the Palatine Stakes of 50 sovs. each,

h ft, for three-years old, again beating Queen
Bess and four others.

At the Liverpool July Meeting (Aintree

Course) same year (1834) he came to the post

for the St. Leger Stakes of 25 sovs. each,

with 100 sovs. added, for three-years old, and
ran second to Sir J. Boswell's ch c General

Chasse.

Two months afterwards (September 1834)

he won the Doncaster St. Leger, beating

Bran, General Chasse, Shillelagh, Worlaby
Baylock, Louden, Lady Ic Gros, Bubastcs,

Valparaiso, Plenipotentiary, and c f by

Partisan. Run in three minutes and sixteen

seconds.

In the latter end of the same season (1834)

he won 50 sovs. at Wrexham, and 100 sovs.

at Holywell.
In 1835, Touchstone came out in the month
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of May at Chester, and walked over for the

Stand Cup.
The following week he came to the post

(Liverpool Craven Meeting) for the Trade

Cup, which was won by General Chasse

;

Touchstone not placed.

In September of the same year he won the

Gold Candelabrum at Doncaster, value 300

sovs., with 50 sovs. added, beating Hornsea,

General Chasse, Shillelagh, and Bella.

On Wednesday, September 23rd of the

same year (1835) Touchstone won at Heaton
Park a Piece of Gold Plate, presented by

Count Matuschevitz, with 330 sovs., and on
the following day, at the same place, walked
over for a Gold Cup, value 100 sovs., with a

Sweepstakes of 10 sovs. each (16 subs).

At Holywell, on the 13th of October of the

same year (1835), he won a Sweepstakes of

50 sovs. each, (4 subs.,) beating Sister to

Mona's Pride; on the same day he ran se-

cond to Mr. Mostyn's Usury for the Mostyn
Stakes of 10 sovs each, (26 subs.,) ; and on
the following day, at the same place, he

walked over for a Port Sweepstakes of 100

sovs. each, h ft, (3 subs).

On Thursday, June 2, 1836, Touchstone
won at Ascot a Gold Cup, value 300 sovs.,

with 200 sovs. added, beating Rockingham,
Lucifer, and Aurelius.

In addition to which, it may be stated, that

in 1835, Touchstone challenged the kingdom
(8st 101b), and his challenge continued unac-
cepted.

Touchstone is the property of the Most
Noble the Marquis of Westminster, who
traces his descent in the male line to an illus-

trious house which flourished in Normandy
about a century and a half before the conquest
of England by William I. The family of the

Marquis of Westminster obtained its sur-

name (Grosvenor) from having held the high
and powerful office in that principality of Le
Grosvenour. The founder of the family,

Gilbert Le Grosvenour, came to England in

the train of the Conqueror, and was nephew
to Hugh Lupus, Count of Avranches, and,
subsequently. Earl of Chester, uncle of the
victorious monarch.

His Lordship succeeded to the family
honours, as second Earl Grosvenor, upon the
demise of his father, June 2, 1802, and was
created Marquis of Westminster in 1831.

On Wednesday was shot, at Knightsbridge barracks,
poor old Jack, the only remaining horse in the Second
Regiment of Life Gkiards at the battle of Waterloo.
Jack carried his master through the perils of that day
safely, and escaped safely himself without wound or
cut. At every commemoration Jack was dressed in
laurels and paraded proudly in front. On the 18th of
this month he was again honoured ; but, alas ! it was
destined to be his last glory. Age was fast coming on
him, his legs swelled, his eyes got dim : but we are
perfectly sure he was quite aware when the 1 8th of
June returned, and why he was adorned with laurels,
it was a pity to shoot him ; it might be to save him
from the infirmities of age, or to save others the trouble
of attending him.

MR. BLACKER ON THE CLAIMS OF
THE LANDED INTEREST TO LE-
GISLATIVE PROTECTION.

Our attention has been directed to a publication

from the pen of Mr. Blacker, who is already well

known as the author of "An JEssay on the Improve-
ment to be made in the Cultivation of Small
Farms." His exertions to improve the system of

husbandry in Ireland, and the success which has

attended those exertions, has, most deservedly, ac-

quired for him the thanks of the Proprietors of

some large estates, of which he has the manage-
ment, and the gratitude of the tenantry, who are so

fortunate as to enjoy the advantage of his advice

and direction. The work to which we allude is

entitled "The Claims of the Landed Interest to

Legislative Protection Considered." From the

very short space of time which this publication

has been before us, we have not been enabled to

read it with that attention which a hasty perusal

sufliciently satisfies us that it deserves. But we
are unwilling to postpone a notice of it from the

conviction that it cannot be too speedily sub-

mitted to the examination of all those who take an
interest in the cause of agriculture. The work is

divided into sixteen chapters, each treating sepa-

rately upon some distinct head. It can scarcely be

expected that, even in a work oflimited extent, there

should not be some positions taken which will be

viewed in different lights by different persons, of

the same class, and having the same interest at

heart, and we feel persuaded that a very conside-

rable difference of opinion will exist as to the

correctness of many of the propositions laid down
by Mr. Blacker, especially when we take into

account, according to his own statement, that he

would not legislate for the benefit of a class, but for

the whole community. Time will not serve us at

the present moment, to go into a minute examina-

tion of the principles which he lays down ; we shall

however embrace an early opportunity of submit-

ting them to a more strict scrutiny. His mode of

exemplification is simple and striking, and emi-

nently qualified to lead the reader to the conclusion

the writer desires, when perhaps, there may be

some lurking fallacy wholly concealed from view.

The subject of the 8th chapter is, " The present

System of the Corn Laws Considered." The fol-

lowing extract is intended to show the relative

positions of the British and Foreign Agriculturist.

" But as an example shows the nature of the case

in a clearer point of view than any general statement,

allow me to compare the farmers at home and abroad,

thus contending for the supply of Great Britain, to

an opposition between two rival coach establishments,

contending for a monopoly of the passengers on any

particular road,—this is a matter of common occur-

rence, in which, whoever can continue the contest

longest, ruins his adversary and effects his object

—

which, it is well known, is neither more nor less than

to raise the 'price of thefare. This is so notoriously

the case, that I may venture to assert, the public

always considers itself interested in keeping u-p the

opposition, for the avowed purpose of keeping down

the fares. If the two establishments start on equal

terms, and are conducted with equal economy, abi-

lity, &c., and have each an equal share of public

favor, the heaviest purse generally carries the day
;
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but if one is liable to a heavy toll, and the other is

not, it is then quite clear, that whilst one may be
dail) losing, the other may be carrying on a saving,

or even a beneficial business,—and it is easy to see,

the establishment which pays the toll must give up.
Now this comparison is by no means what is termed
' far fetched,' for we are all passengers through life,

and our subsistence is the fare for which these rival

establishments are contending ; it is therefore quite

clear that the public who are the passengers, have a

direct interest in supporting the weaker party in the

strugglb, and by some subscription in his favor, to

place him upon an equal footing with bis antagonist

;

for the express purpose of preventing the fare being
raised by his ruin, which is a thing often carried into

practice with the greatest public advantage. In this

example it is evident, the establishment or copartner-

ship, subject to the toll, is the agricultural classes of
Great Britain, and if the public allow their rivals, the

continental farmers, to ruin them and render them
uqable to carry on the competition, their fare, viz.

the /are of the public, will be raised upon them—or,

in other words, the price of grain will be advanced.
The remedy proposed then, is the same which I have
stated to have frequently been resorted to, and to

have proved effectual in the example alluded to
;

that is, for those interested in supporting the oppo-
sition, to subscribe among themselves to assist the

weaker party. But the British public is the party

interested in the present case, and the subscription

which they are called upon to make, is to lay on such
a toll upon the competitor coming from abroad, as

their countrymen are subjected to at home, and to

be content to place the home grower upon an equal

footing with his rival—in order to enable himto con-

tinue the contest, and secure to themselves a permanent

supply on fair terms—rather than be seduced by the

temptation of a transient advantage in dealing with his

competitor, which will leave them at his mercy here-

after, when the home grower is ruined."

Mr. Blacker is fully alive to the annually in-

creasing amount of Agricultural produce grown in

Ireland, and its effect upon the English markets,

and he yjlainly states, that by an improved system

of cropping and management, the quantity may be
yet increased to an immense extent. In order

therefore to prevent the disastrous consequences

likely to result from such competition in the article

of grain, he suggests the following remedial mea-
sure.

" I think it will appear that an efficient protec-

tion in butter, flax, and tallow, respecting the pro«

duction of which there can be no dispute, would
have the effect of withdrawing so much ground from
the cultivation of grain crops in Ireland, as would
for several years, at least, obviate all fears that might
be entertained of any redundancy arising from the

export of that article from this country : to ascertain

which, let us see what quantity of land might thus be
diverted to the produce of flax and butter, so as to

estimate as near as possible to what extent relief

might thereby be expected. We have already seen,

page 168, that it would require 278,000 acres under
flax, to su])ply the quantity of that article required,

if the foreign article was shut out ; now the reduc-

tion in the extent of land applied to grain culture

would not be limited, as would at first sight appear,

to this quantity, but would extend much farther.

Flax leaves nothing towards manure, and where it

would be cultivated, the manure made on the farm

must be proportionably reduced ; therefore, under

the very best system of tillage, the quantity of land

devoted to the cultivation of grain crops between

what was actually employed in the growth of flax,

and what must of necessity be applied to pasture
from the deficiency of manure, might fairly be taken
at 500,000 acres. Let us next consider what land
might be required to supply the extra quantity
of butter which would be required if foreign impor-
tation was done away with, as the import of grain
now is.—In the calculation I have given in an Essay
on the Improvement to be made in the Cultivation of
small Farms in Ireland, I have shown that the small
farmer acting on the four course rotation, may feed
three cows upon the produce of two acres of land. To
maintain them however, where flax is largely culti-
vated, much more land must be allowed, for as ma-
nure falls short, not only pasture but hay and other
crops, that will grow with less manure than turnips,
but do not produce the same quantity of food, must
be resorted to ; in supplying, therefore, the extra
quantity of butter required, if foreign importation was
prohibited, and flax cultivated, we may take on the
lowest computation that two acres to each cow for
summer and winter feeding would be required, and
that about one cwt. of butter would be the full ave-
rage produce of each cow ; therefore the ground re-

quired would be at least double the number of cwts.
of butter imported, viz. 135,864 cwts., which at two
acres to each cwt., would make in all 270,728 acres

;

the production of butter, therefore, would appear
fully adequate to the advantageous occupation of all

the land calculated to be thrown out of grain cultiva-
tion, by the cultivation of flax. In forming the fore-
going estimate of 500,000 acres, and taking their
produce at four and a half quarters of grain of all

kinds, it would be tantamount to a reduction in the
total export from Ireland, of about 2,250,000 quar-
ters, which taken from the exports of Ireland, would
be greatly felt in the English market. In this calcu-
lation no notice is taken of what hemp or tobacco
might occupy, or what the rise on tallow might throw
into pasture, and rearing stock, the enormous quan-
tity likely to be devoted to flax and butter being
quite sufficient for my argument, and that a little

protection would have the effect of turning the corn
land of Ireland to the cultivation of flax, is abun-
dantly proved, by the fact that a little advance in

price this last season, is now turning to the growth
of flax almost the entire of the manured land of the
north of this kingdom. This rise in price has been
occasioned by the failure of the flax crop on the Con-
tinent, and most probably the poor people who are
now speculating on the continuance of those prices,

will suflfer severely by the fall that probably will take
place, when the abundant continental crop of this

season shall get to market. The only chance the Irish

farmer has of success in the cultivation of this arti-

cle, appears to me to be, that by the erection of flax

spinning mills in the neighbourhood of Belfast, the
market for the article is brought nearer to him, and
farther from his continental competitor, than it has
heretofore been, when the flax spinning business was
principally confined to the east coast of Scotland.
The cost from imi)orting flax from Iliga to Dundee is

as little as from the country markets in Ireland, and
to bi ing it from Holland is actually less ; so that the
])roduce of Russia and Holland, in this article, di-

rectly competes in every respect with the produce of
the United Kingdom."

It cannot for an instant be doubted, that the de-
dication of 500,000 acres of land to another pur-
pose than that of growing Corn, must reduce the

supplies sent to market, very considerably, and pro-

duceacomparativeeffecton prices. There is,however,

one very material point to be attended to in the
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growth of flax, hemp, Sec. which is the effect pro-

duced upon the soil. In neighbourhoods where an

ample supply of manure, as sea-weed, Sec. can be

obtained, such asystem may be beneficially adopted,

but we entertain more than doubt, whether it

would be possible to cultivate flax on ordinary soils,

to any extent, and at the same time maintain the

farm, even in a moderate state of cultivation.

These are practical details, and at the present

period, when it is admitted upon all hands, that

Great Britain possesses powers of production more

ample than her consumption requires, are well de-

serving the attention of land-owners and occupierj,

and as such, we commend them to their notice.

Cost of Growing Wheat.—A rise in the

prices of Agricultural produce, but particularly of

Wheat being called for by some parties, it be-

comes desirable to ascertain as correctly as we are

enabled, the price at which it can be grown with a

remunerating profit to the farmer. Scarcely two

farmers can be found who will agree upon the rate,

each individual making his calculations upon
datu; applicable to his own particular case. The
following answer of Mr. Sturge of Birmingham,

to a question put to him by Mr. Cayley, as

given in the second report of the evidence before

the Committee of the House of Commons on tlie

State of Agriculture, is appropos to the question.

" You have only taken the cost of bringing- Wheat
here ; can you estimate the price at which a farmer can

grow Wheat?—I suppose the most practical agricul-

turist cannot ; for they said formerly that it could not

be grown at less than lOs a bushel, and afterwards 8s
;

and a member of this committee told me, the other day,

he should be glad to compromise it for 7s. I conceive

tliat the cost of the production of the Wheat depends

very much upon the value of the necessaries of life

;

and it is upon that ground that I conclude (and it is the

result of a good deal of observation), that the English

farmer pays more in the cost for production than he can

get benefit from any of the laws of monopoly ; at the

same time I am perfectly convinced that it checks the

consumption of the better kind of food, which it is

mostly more profitable to the farmer to produce. As
to what Corn can be grown at, I find farmers, for the

last ten or fifteen years, so various in their opinions, that

it is impossible to say. Perhaps I may be allowed to

mention a conversation I had with an individual two or

three months ago. I was ti-avelling with a farmer who
has very much lessened his property. He told me that

he had lost 15,000/. by agriculture since he had been in

it, besides a considerable sum in purchasing land ; but

in the course of conversation, which afterwards took a

different turn, he mentioned a farm that was to let in

his neighbourhood, which he appeared to be considering

whether he should take ; and he said he could afford to

grow Wheat upon it at I5s a bag, or 40s a quarter. This

was the opinion of a man who had suffered very much
from the depression of prices ; but it seems he had

learnt from it how to grow corn cheap."

At Munster, Prussia, on the 30th ult., a race took
place of horses matched against reindeer. The latter

had to contend against seven horses who had already
gained prizes at different horse races ; but a five-year

old stallion, belonging to a peasant at Amelsburen, ar-
rived at the wiuning post before the reindeer.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE LINCOLN-
SHIRE CHRONICLE.

Sir,—I should not have departed from my hitherto

unvaried practice by noticing any remarks, which as a
])ublic journalist you were fully entitled to make, upon
my parliamentary conduct, had you not in your last

Chronicle quoted anincoirectreportof my speech upon
Sir Charles Knightly's motion. I am reported to have
said, " that the repeal of the duty on soap would not
give any great relief to the farmer." Now, what I did
say was, " that the reduction of the duty on soap would
not give any relief to the farmer," and I added, " if I
thought it would, the proposition of the honourable
baronet should have my support, and claim credit for

the sincerity of the avowal, because honourable mem-
bers on both sides of the house will bear testimony that

I have never allowed political predilections to bias my
vote when the interests of agriculture were involved."
—There is an old remark, that there is an M in JMace-
don and an M in IMonmouth, and about an equal degree
of aflfinity as effects the agriculturists exists between the
motion of Sir Charles Knightly and that which you
allude to my having introduced at an earlier period of

the session.—The terms of my motion were, " to repeal
the excise duties on soap, and increase the custom's
duties upon foreign tallow." My object was to relieve

the grazier, not certainly by a repeal of the soap duties,

but by imposing an additional protection upon tallow
of home growth ; but, knowing that I should fail in
carrying the latter proposition without providing an
equivalent to the public for the tax which it would
impose, more especially upon candles, I suggested the
repeal of the soap duties as a compensation, the consu-
mers of both being the same,—while the manufacturer
would be altogether relieved from the trammels of the
excise (which Sir C. Knightly's motion would have
left as obnoxious as ever), and the Exchequer freed
from the cost of collection, and remunerated in a great

measure for the loss by the increased duties upon Rus-
sia tallow.

Sir C. Knig'htly wholly omitted that portion of my
motion which, in my view, would alone have benefited
the graziers, and adopted, as a boon to the agriculturist,

that which I proposed merely as a compensation to the
consumer ; or, in the words of my speech, " took the
husk and left the kernel !

!" For what was his propo-
sition ? " that the duty on hard soap should be reduced
from three-halfpence to one penny, and on soft soap
from a penny to one farthing." First, as to hard soap

—

out of 155,000 tons of *allow, the average quantity an-
nually produced or imported into this country, 25,000
tons only are used in the manufacture of soap. Lord
Althorj) reduced the duties trom threepence to three-

halfpence per lb. Has the consumption of tallow in-

creased? It has not, but the importation of the Gallipoli

and Palm oils has nearly doubled. And why? because
at their present reduced rate of duty they form the basis

of all the cheaper soaps, to the exclusion of tallow !

—

What reason then is there to believe that the additional

reduction of one halfpenny by Sir C. Knightly would
have a contrary effect to the reduction of f/irpc/mZ/peHce

by Lord Althorp ? But Sir C. Knightly proposed a
still greater reduction in the duties upon soft soap

—

namely, " from a penny to one farthing ;" in other

he reduces hard soap one-third, but soft soap three-

fourths ! How then can he reconcile this proposal
witli his special object of relieving agriculture? for

if Sir C. Knightly took the trouble to acquaint himself

with the nature of the subject on which he proposed to

legislate, and which I am bound to presume he did, he
he would learn that in the mantf'acture of soft soap, no
tallow lohatever is used. Thus much for the agricultural

bearings of the question. Sir C. Knightly might con-

ceive he was rendering a service to the agriculturists

by embarrassing the government, but in this he had no
right to expect my co-operation ; and I only hope,

whenever Parliament may claim our gratitude for a
measure of relief to the farmer, it will be of a more sub-

stantial character than than proposed by Sir Charles

Knightly.
With reference to the comparative advantages to the
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public between a reduction of the respective duties on
newspapers or on soap, I shall only add, that though I

have stated in my place in Parliament, that the former
is not the tax of all others I should select for remission,

yet, in the choice offered me, I give it the preference,
because it will put a stop to asystematic violation of the
law, without any ultimate loss to the revenue ; while
the latter^ taken with relation to the population, would
barely effect a saving of threepence halfpenny per head
per annum ; a iioor equivalent, in my opinion, for an
annual loss to the Exchequerof from 2 to 300,000/. with-

out any diminution in the cost or trouble of collecting'

the remainder, and without any relaxation to the manu-
facturer of the vexatious restrictions of the excise.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

HENRY HANDLEY.

SIR CHARLES KNIGHTLY'S " BOON"
TO THF AGRICULTURISTS.

(From the Si'ECTATon.)

Let us see what Sir Charles Knightly would actually

have accomplished, had his plan succeeded. Air. Clias.

Barclay, the brewer, who seconded the motion, calcu-
lated that the proposed reduction of tlie soap duty
would amount to 244,000/. This 244,000/, divided
among the English population of fifteen millions,

TVould give each a sum of Sjd. per annum. The agri-

culturists, we suppose, do not use more soap than the

mechanics—probably not so much. I'hey would at any
rate only have an equal share with other classes in the

benefit of the reduction ; and that share would be Sid.

a head. Behold the great boon to the suffering agri-

cultural interests ! I\Ir. John Brickwell, a Bucking-
hamshire farmer, was examined before the agi'icultural

committee of the House of Commons. He rents 700
acres of land ; and he told the committee, that by the

abolition of the malt-tax of five millions and a half, he
would only have gained 21/. a-year; and now it is pro-
posed to relieve this man by taking off a tax of less than
a quarter of a million. If the abolition of the malt-tax
would only put 21/. a-year in Mr. Brickwell's pocket,
the proposed reduction of the soap-tax would give less

than one pound a-year ! Look at the calculation in ano-
ther way. Sir Charles Knightly proposed to take a
halfpenny oft' the tax on hard soap : supposed Mr.
Brickwell consumed 4801bs. a-year of soap, still this

reduction would only relieve him to the amount of 1/.

But what farmer consumes 480 pounds of soap in his

household, now that the practice of boarding his la-

bourers is put and end to? Mr. Goulburn says that each
person on an average uses 62 pounds of soap a-year.
Suppose that a farmer has ten persons under his roof,

his consumption of soap would be 65 pounds ; and his

saving by Sir Charles Knightly 's scheme ofrelief, would
therefore be two shillings and eightpence halfpenny
per annum ! What a relief to the suffering agricultu-
rists ! The quantity of wheat raised in England is not
less than twelve millions of quarters: suppose that the
price of wheat on INlonday last had risen sixpence a
quarter—three farthings a bushel—in Mark Lane:
would any farmer's friend have admitted that the rise

had given great relief to the agricultural interest? Yet
sixpence a quarter on twelve millions, amounts to

300,000/ ; that is 56 thousand pounds more than is pro-
duced by that portion of the soap-tax sought to be re-

pealed. J^ven if tlie whole benefit of the remission
were to be engrossed by the agriculturists, still an ad-
vance of less than !^ penny a bushel on wheat would
be the greater advantage to the agricultural interest.

Let us suppose that a farmer pays 500/. a-year rent and
tithes. Tlie " agricultural interest is suffering" in spite

of the Corn-laws, and lie applies for a lowering of his

rent : would he thank his landlord for a reduction of

one percent. ? Scarcely, we should imagine, yet, on the

supposition that his family consisted often ))ersons,cven
that paltry reduction of rent would be about 38 times
as large a " boon" as that which Sir Charles Knightly

proposes to give him. The fact is, that the only class

of persons who reap any material saving by the reduc-
tion of a halfpenny a pound on soap womld be the
laundresses ; and Sir Charles Knightly should have
proposed it as a boon to washerwomen.
Such being the real state of this question, what is the

proper name for the Standard's pretence, that " the
remission of the soap-tax would afford great relief to

the suffering agriculturists?" The friends of the far-

mer treat them as if they were stupid dolts, who could
not put two and two together, to make four. Any
farmer who has had the benefit of Sunday School
teaching-, can calculate at once, that the remission of a
halfpenny a pound on soap, would give no relief worth
mentioning to any large " interest." But the reduction
of the tax would stimulate production : possibly, a very
small additional quantity of tallow might be required.
Tallow, however, comes from Russia, as well as from
the English grazing districts ; and it must be remem-
bered, that the illicit manufacturer supplies a large

quantity of the present consumption. A reduction of

the duty might bring more soai) " to charge" yet we
question whether the demand is not already satisfied by
the fair dealer, and the smuggler together. At any
rate, the indirect advantage to the English farmer is

uncertain, and so minute as not to be tangible.

Sheerness.—Sheep Shearing.— On Monday se'n-

night, a shearing match took place at Minster in a
field at the foot of iNIinster-hill, under the auspices of

the Isle of Sheppy Agricultural Society ; there were
seventeen competitors, each of whom had a pen of three

sheep, and prizes were given to a certain number of the

best shearers. The judges, (Mr. Gascoyne, of Bap-
child, Mr. Goord, of Milton, and I\Ir. Smith, of the Isle

of Grain) pronounced the whole of the shearing to be
very excellent, and as doing great credit to the graizers

of Sheppy and their servants. Besides the farmers and
graziers of the island, there were present several gentle-

men from the neighbourhoods of Faversham, Milton,

&c. After the shearing, the gentlemen composing the

Isle of Sheppy AgTicultural Society, and their friends,

to the number of sixty-five, sat down to dinner at the

Waterloo Inn, Minister, D. Banks, Esq., to whom the

sheep that were sheared belonged, presided on the oc-

casion, and the evening was passed away with many a

bumper.

PonTroLio. — Civilization in Egypt. — Civiliza-

tion and taxation have long been considered as

proceeding hand in hand. The virtues of a simple

people, we are every day told, are not to be expected

in our complicated state. That comphcation which

we consider as a portion of civilization, those vvho have

seen and studied the East in its present state of transi-

tion, feel to be an unhappy aberration of the Western

mind, which is now spreading to the East and is there

attended with all the worst symptoms which we con-

sider as incident to civilization. There these symptoms

are now making progress enormously rapid, in conse-

quence of the fiscal regulations not taking two or three

centuries for their establishment, as they have done in

Europe, but being the growth of a month or year, and

enforced by the great instrument of despotism hitherto

unknown in the East, and now imported from the West,

viz. standing armies. The dependence of the Arab on

the date-tree has been the theme of every traveller in

Egvpt, Africa, and Arabia. In Egypt, the soil upon

which the date-tree stands is taxed. The tree is ta.xed
;

the fruit is taxed ; the branch which iiolds the fruit is

taxed; the Lift made from it is taxed ; the branches

are taxed ; the fibre of the trunk is taxed ;
the cuttieg

of the branches is an excise ; the leaves ot the branches

are taxed ; the makers of Lift are taxed ; the makers of

Couffan are taxed; the makers of the date-rope are

taxed ; the makers of date-baskets are taxed ;
the baskets

ropes, &.C. on exportation pay duty.
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THE SHEEP—No. III.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE BREEDS.

(From the Dumfries Herald.)

The subject of oui- present paper requires, for its

due consideration, some slight attainments in ana-

tomy and physiology, but as such attainments, slight

though they may be, are as rarely met with as re-

quired among the bulk of mankind, so the want of
tl)em may be the less regretted, seeing it is in our
power to render even the intricacies of the subject
plain and simple, by an appeal to facts of every-day
occurrence, which, having attracted the notice of the

most unthinking, will serve as hooks on which we
shall try to hang the better part of an interesting

study.

From the time of Jacob the possibility of deter-

mining the nature of the offspring, by impressions on
the parents, has been apparent to all, and the best

means of perpetuating a good quality or removing
a bad one liave, from time to time, occupied the

attention of patriotic individuals.

As much appears to have been known about sheep
two thousand years ago as at present ; so true is it

that nothing new is to be met with, yet that does

not rob our modern improvers of their merits, for

though they deserve little as inventors, yet are they
to be admired for that strength of mind and deter-

mined perseverance which enabled them to rouse
their fellows from a lethargic slumber, and compel
them to become in turn benefactors of their country
and themselves. The signs of a good ram are con-
cisely laid down by Varro, by Virgil in his third

Georgic, and by Columella; and though the Spanish
nobility were looked upon with wonder ('till eclipsed

by our own extravagance^ in giving two hundred
ducats, or fifty pounds, for a ram

;
yet Strabo as-

sures us that in his day (under Tiberius^ they gave
more than three times that sum for one of the breed
of the Coraxi, a Pontic nation, believed to have the

finest sheep in the world.

There cannot be a more certain sign of the rapid

advances of a people in civilization and prosperity

than increasing attention to the improvement of live

stock. It tells of a population limited in regard to

soil, and using every effort to remedy the want, by
an economical doubling of the return for the usual
outlay, for while a tribe wanders at large, remaining
at a particular place only so long as provender holds
out, and striking the tent departs for some far off

field, so long will their flocks be suffered to roam
neglected, and flourish or decay as chance directs.

The greatest recorded improvers of the sheep in

ancient times were Lucius, Junius, Moderatus, Colu-
mella, and his uncle Marcus Columella, Spaniards
of distinction, who removed to Rome in the reign of
Tiberius, and made agriculture the study and business
of their lives. 1 he former commenced his cele-

brated treatise on husbandi-y during the reigns of
Tiberius and Caligula, and appears to have finished

it Anno Domini 55. It is a work that may be read
with advantage even at present, as it abounds with
much that is valuable, and is accessible to all through
its English translation.

The first in modern times who arrived at any
thing like eminence by his attention to this depart-

ment was Joseph Allom of Clifton, who raised him-
self, by dint of industry, from a plough boy, and
for a long time contrived to keep his methods se-

cret, being supposed to have bought his ewes in Lin-
colnshire at the very time he was constantly bring-
ing them from the Melton quarter of Leicestershire.

Though possessing talent, he does not appear to have

had education enough to avail himself of it, and
accordingly never gained the extensive popularity
which fell to the lot of Bakewell. This latter gen-
tleman, who may be said to have created a variety,

considered that a tendency to acquire fat was the

first quality to be looked to in an animal destined for

the food of man, and on this, with him a fundimental
principle, were based the whole of his proceedings.
This variety, named the Dishley or New Leicester,

from the residence of Mr. Robert Bakewell, has al-

ready received from us the outline of a description,

and will, with the merinos, occupy the most of our
attention in this paper, as tending materially, by
their history, to elucidate some of the most important
points connected with the influence of place and
circumstances on the animal in general. Mr. Bake-
well succeeded in bringing his sheep to great per-
fection, as regards form and rapidity offattening, by
breeding in the same family for a great many years

;

but it has been attended with considerable dete-

rioration in the quality of the wool (it being a rule

that the poorer the sheep are the more prolific ; and
the finer does the fleece become,) a circumstance
which met with a check, some years after the intro-

duction of the merino, in 1788, which is well known
in all its crossings principally to affect that part of
the animal.

Merino sheep, so called from a peculiar reddish
hue of the countenance, are supposed to have come
originally from Africa ; at least Marcus Columella,
having seen a strange variety from that country ex-
hibited at Rome during some public games or shows,
took them to his farm, and having crossed them with
other breeds, sent the oftspring to Spain, in which
countr}' they throve remarkably, attracting the atten-

tion of other nations, to whom, from time to time,

they were exported, and at present may be found in

almost every part of the world. They were at one
time in much request in various countries, from a

supposition that they would speedily supplant other

breeds ; but this has never been the case, as it

would appear the animal soon degenerates when out
of Spain, and is only valuable so far as giving rise to

varieties by crossing, which are equal, if not supe-
rior, to itself.

The most remarkable feature in their history was
their being sent some time during last year from New
South Wales to the Cape of Good Hope along with
Saxon sheep,—a circumstance the more to be wonder-
ed at, whenwe consider the wide difference of the co-

lonies in regard to age, the former having been esta-

blished only 47 years, while the latter has existed

no less than 160.

Merinos were brought to England for the first

time in 1788, but attracted little attention till the

commencement of his Majesty's sales in 1804. Lord
Somerville, in 1801, went to Portugal for the sole

purpose of selecting such animals as appeared valua-

ble, from uniting a good carcass with a superior

fleece, and he succeeded, notwithstanding the dis-

turbed state of the country, in obtaining specimens
which called forth the praises of the shepherds,

through whose travelling flocks they passed.

Their distribution over this country was accom-
plished by the formation of the principal landed pro-

prietors and eminent breeders into a Merino Society

in 1811.

The merinos had much prejudice to encounter, but

gained some powerful advocates, as is well known by
the high prices they brought at the annual sales.

The first sale took place in 1804, when the average

price of the rams was 191. 14s., and of ewes 8/. 15s.

6d. each. At the second sale in August 1805, seven-

teen rams and twenty-one ewes sold on an average
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at rathermore than 30<. each. In 1808, the average
price of rams was 331. 10s.; and that of ewes 23/.

12s. 6d. In 1810, thirfy-three rams sold on an ave-
rage at more than 58/. each, so that up to this period
they appear to have been steadily progressing in pub-
lic favour

; yet strange though it may appear, all

those advantages were at once destroyed on the

establishment of the Merino Society, and we may
perhaps account for it on the supposition that the in-

stitution of locnl committees, which immediately
followed, allowed the enemies of the change in distant

parts of the kingdom ample opportunity of striking

at the scheme, now that it was entrusted, in many
instances, to persons ill qualified for the task either

of making converts, or retaining the advantages they
had gained. Even if unopposed, they must gradu-
ally have sunk into neglect, as the gain, by means of
the wool, was reduced to a trifle, when the loss of

weight and fineness in the carcass was taken into

account. Blr. Hose of Melton Mowbray, put a cer-

tain number of Leicester ewes to a ram of the same
breed, and an equal number to a merino ram. The
result was, that the Leicester fleece weighed 7lbs.,

and that from the cross with the merino 81bs. ; and
that the former brought in the market Is. per lb.,

and the latter Is. 6d., being a gain of 5s on the fleece.

The carcass of the former, however, weighed 27lbs.

per quarter, the latter only 251bs., being a loss Bibs,

on mutton. There are few flocks ofthe pure merinos
now existing, and little trace of any good they have
done can now be discovered even in Ireland, thougli

ten thousand were sent into that country in 1810 by
Sir James Stuart.

Much advantage may, however, be expected from
our crosses with the Saxon merino, which is in every
respect well suited to our notions of a fine animal, as

it yields a fine wool, and is little inferior in carcass

to some of our best breeds.

The best form for a ram is thus described by
Mr. CuUey, in his excellent work on Live stock.
" His head should be fine and small ; his nostrils

wide and expanded ; his eyes prominent, and rather

bold or daring ; ears thin ; his collar full from his

breast and shoulders, but tapering gradually all the
way to where the neck and head join, which should
be very fine and graceful, being perfectly free from
any coarse leather hanging down ; the shoulders
broad and full which must at the same time join so

easy to the collar forward and chine backward, as

to leave not the least lioUow in either place ; the

mutton upon his arm or fore-thigh must come quite

to the knee ; his legs upright with a clean fine bone,
being equally clear from superfluous skin and coarse
hairy wool from the knee and hough downwards

;

the breast broad and well forwaid, which will keep
his fore legs at a proper wideness ; his girth or chest
full and deep, and instead of a hollow behind the

shoulders, that part by some called the fore flank,

should be quite full ; the back and loins broad, flat,

and straight, from which the ribs must rise in a fine

circular arch ; his belly straight; the quarters long
and full, with the mutton quite down to the hough,
which should neither stand in nor out; his twist deeji,

wide, and full, which, with the broad breasc, will

keep his fore legs open and upright; the whole body
covered with a thin pelt, and that with bright soit

wool. The nearer any breed comes up to the above
description, the nearer they approach towards excel-

lence of form."

As an amusing contrast to the above well-drawn

picture, we give an extract from the work of our

ancient agriculturist Columella.

"Therefore, the way to judge and approve of a

ram, is not only that of observing if he is clothed

with a white fleece, but also if his palate and tongue
are of the same colour with his wool ; for when these
parts of his body are black or spotted, there arises a
black or speckled olfspring. And this, among other
things, the same poet I mentioned above, (Virgil,
Georg. Lib. iii ) has excellently pointed out in such
numbers as these."

" Reject him tho' the ram himself be white,
Under whose ousy palate lies concealed
A black or spotted tongue ; for with black spots
He'll stain the fleeces of his future race."

After some amusing remarks on the same subject,
delivered in a very quaint way, he concludes his
description with the mention of " twisted horns,"

—

" not because this last is more useful, (for a ram
without horns is better,) but because horns that are
twisted and bended inwards are not at all so hurtful
as those that are set upright and expanded. Never-
theless, in some countries where the climate is wet
and windy, we would wish for he-goats and rams
even with the very largest horns ; because when
they are high and extended, they defend the greatest
part of the head fi;om the storm."

Itisthus that among some of his beautiful remarks,
we have generally a something occurring which
upsets the gravity of the whole by its childish ab-

surdity.

Though there are several methods pursued by
breeders for the improvement of flocks, the one most
in vogue is that of choosing individuals of the same
family, and breeding in and in ; but it is generally
allowed to be a plan, requiring for the safety of the

flock either very great skill in selecting the males
and females, or only to be followed to a very limited

extent. The object in breeding in and in is to

strengthen good qualities, and get rid of bad ones as

speedily as possible ; and it is plain, that, if we
happen to select animals with slight imperfections,

these imperfections will become hereditary, and will

go on assuming a worse and worse type, till the

breed is destroyed. Culley, however, is of opinion,

that crossing with a different stock is not necessary

to keep up size, hardiness, &c., and instances the

wild cattle in Chillingham Park, in the county of
Northumberland, which having been confined for

several hundred years without intermixture, must
have bred from the nearest affinities, and yet are

just as they were five hundred years since.

In spite, however, of such insulated conclusions

to the contrary, the system of breeding in and in

where the slightest defect exists, proves as destruc-

tive to flocks, as marriages of near relations to the

human kind. We would not witness an every day

entailment of diseases, if people would forego their

unnatural love of money, and cease their endeavours

to keep it in tho family by forming matrimonial

alliances with those who are near of kin. The law
of God forbids us to wed those who stand in certain

degrees of propinquity ; but if we avail ourselves

of the limits of this law, and marry on its verge, we
and our descendants a certain number of times,

misery must infallibly be the lot even of the tenth

generation, and instead of being the fatliers of a

mighty people, few and full of sorrow will be the

days of our children ; while, in place of retaining in

tbeir possession our darling wealth, it will e'er long

pass into the hand of the stranger.

Our position, however, will be strengthened by
drawing attention to insulated portions of our race,

where the cfiects of such a system are exhibited on a

considerable scale. The members of the Society of

Friends were at one time supposed to be, of all

others, the least subject to insanity ; but the very
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reverse is the case, being, from the limited nature of

their sect, driven to frequent intermarriages, and to

a consequent deterioration of the most active part of

the human frame—the brain ; and it is for the same

reason that almost every royal family contains a

large proportion of idiots, or, at the best, persons of

very weak understanding ; and such will continue to

occur, till legislators fall on some plan of striking at

the groundwork of the mischief.

If the laws of God and man define to us so clearly

the evils of intermarrying ; and if, as all animals are

constructed on one grand plan, we admit the prox-

imity of the sheep to the human race, it follows, tliat

what is destructive in tliis respect to the one, is de-

structive to the other, and that we should seek, by a

nearly similar, if not wider range of rules, to obviate

many of those diseases of which, when under our

protection, they are so frequently the subjects.

The preferable and most common practice is to

breed from difterent families of the same race, the

males of which are interchanged after they have had

shades of difference impressed on them by the influ-

ence of various soils and treatment, so that the defects

of each family are gradually lost, and their valuable

properties are gradually heightened.

Mr. Culley for many years hired his rams from Mr.
Bakewell, at a time when other breeders were paying

a liberal price for the use of his own. Much good

has been done by making the rearing of superior rams

a separate pursuit, and letting them out to distant

parts of the country, in this manner dift'using some of

the most valuable points of particular breeds, and

leading to a spirit of competition. The practice has

been reprobated, but we presume, rather in a hasty

manner; for, with all its attendant evils, such as

leading to deception by what is termed the making up

of rams, it possesses excellencies which will, we
hope, lead to its continuance.

The only other metliod of improving a breed is by
crossing two distinct races, one of which possesses

the properties it is desirable to acquire, and wants

the defects we wish to remove. This, however, is a

measure not to be recommended, and only to be re-

sorted to when neither of the others will do, for it is

scarcely possible to obtain the desirable properties,

without at the same time imparting qualities suflScient

to neutralize them , and with which, in fact, we would
rather dispense. To cross, as Mr. Cleghorn remarks,

any mountain breed with Leicester rams, with a view
to obtain a propensity to fatten at an early age, would
be attended with an enlargement of size, which the

mountain pasture could not support, and the progeny
would be a mongrel race not suited to the pastures

of either of the parent breeds.

Whenever we attempt crossing, we should select

well-formed parents, and ifenlargement of the carcass

is wanted, the progeny should be better fed than its

originators, the size of which should not be much
disproportioned at first, as nature in every case ab-

hors sudden extremes, and does every thing in the

most gradual manner. It is much better when some
increase has been produced to bring the breed to the

required size by one or two crossings.

No animal varies more than the sheep, and no one
so speedily adapts itself to soil and situation ; it

would almost apjiear that nature, convinced of the

exceeding utility of the animal, had given it a con-

stitution of so pliant a nature as to enable it to ac-

commodate itself to any climate, for though its

natural situation, like that of man, appears to be the

wine countries, yet with him it has spread to every
quarter of the globe, becoming impressed at every
change with some peculiarity, alterable only by a

change of situation, varying, we might almost afl^irm,

witli the weather, for where the temperature is equa-
ble, there does the animal preserve unchanged an
atmospheric stamp, and defies our efforts to alter the
breed ; while, under a fluctuating sky, we can model
it at will, and witli common care secure them for years
in one undeviating course. These changes, incident

to climate, are called, in philosophical language,
acclimation or the working of a power inherent in

most animals and vegetables, by which they are suited,

within certain limits, for bearing up against removal
from their ordinary localities, and assuming a differ-

ent cast as the place of their exile may differ in de-

gree from that which they have left.

'J'his may be rendered very plain by a sketch of
what has occurred in Galloway within the limits of
our traditionary writings, which are unluckily " few
and far between." (Consult Chalmers' Caledonia.)

The native sheep of the Highlands of that district

is supposed to have been a small handsome white-

faced breed, at least so thinks John MacLellan, who
wrote an account of Galloway in 1G50, from the wool
being mucli praised and eagerly bought up by the

merchants, which would not have been the case if

taken from the black-faced animal
;
yet how happens

it tliat at present the native breed exists only in the

lower parts of Kirkcudbrightshire, the high country

exhibits black-faced sheep, which, after every trial,

have been found best adapted to the climate and
pasture of the moors and highlands, while Chalmers
owns that it has not been ascertained when or whence
this hardy breed were brought to their present lo-

cality ? Why, it is tolerably plain that though the

white-faced sheep might be placed there originally,

yet they would speedily lose every trace of their

origin when placed on a hilly country, and subjected

to the slow but certain influence of peculiar food and
climate.

Chalmers remarks that the black-faced sheep su-

perseded the goats, which were a source of wealth to

the farmers, and more saleable than tlie latter ; and
it is exceedingly probable that, as the old white-faces

began to change their appearance and became gra-

dually able to stand the rigours of a mountain fare

and winter under a dun skin and short rough wool,

in like manner would they recommend themselves as

the best of all stock to the hard driven agriculturist.

Several breeds of the English flocks were intro-

duced about 1810 into the lowlands of Galloway,
and a Spanish bi-eed was at the same time sent

thither b)^ the wool society, for the purpose of ex-

periment, but it appears that the sheep of the district

were fully equal to any of these foreigners.

Mountain sheep seldom admit of much alteration,

even of a temporary nature, their habits being of that

unquiet kind which renders them hostile to anything

like restraint, and are altogether less under the

guiding influence of man ; it is for these reasons

tliat, when once a flock attaches itself to a range

of hills and becomes suited to the soil, it preserves

itself for ages apart from neighbouring varieties, and
presents, after a long series of years, those qualities

in their native purity for which they weie noted by
the earliest observers.

The reason of a race of animals occasionally

thriving so well in a country to which they may be
removed appears to lie in their being suited, we may
say accidentally, by peculiar conformation to the

soil, food, and temperature to which they are sub-

jected. There are some happy climates where, breed

from what animals you will, no matter how stunted,

the offspring will prove large, vigorous, and every

way worthy of being placed at the Iiead of its species.

Witness what Mi. Dawson, the manager of the Aus-
tralian Agricultural Company, says in his journal,
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" Both the climate and the soil appear by nature in-

tended to produce fine wool and fine animals too,

even from the loorst beginnings. The latter seems a

paradox. The extensive range afforded to every ani-

mal keeps it in g-ood condition, and perhaps the na-

tive grasses may have more of good in them than

tiieir appearance indicates. However this may be,

the climate clearly has a wonderful effect on the size

of all animals, even upon man, who is almost uni-

versally tall here though born of diminutive parents.

From this I am led to believe that the climate go-

verns chiefly, and thus every breeding animal intro-

duced here will attain a size not known in Europe."

Climate is certainly an all-powerful agent, and
works wonderful changes, which are well illustrated

by the Portuguese, who, after a residence of three

hundred years in India, are said to be almost as

black as Caff'res, and Bishop Pleber in speaking of

India says, " It is remarkable to observe how surely

all these classes of men, (whites—Persians, Greeks,

Tartars, Turks, and Arabians,) in a few generations,

even without any intermarriage with the Hindoos,

assume the deep olive tint, little less dark than a

negro which seems natural to the climate. " This,

however, you may affirm is not to the point, as only

embracing theories in regard to peculiar changes in

an animal different to sheep, but such is not the

case, as what will affect colour in mankind will lead

to changes of even a more wonderful nature in it,

such as alterations in shade and wool, and as we
have seen even in form and texture.

To illustrate the changes that may be occasioned

in animals by circumstances even of less apparent

importance than that last mentioned, we may adduce
the differences that exist between difierent ranks in

almost all countries. Bufibn says, that in France

you may distinguish by their aspect not only the no-

bility from the peasantry, but the superior orders of

nobility from the inferior,—these from citizens,

—

and citizens from peasants. The African field slaves

in Americaare extremely different from the domestic

servants of the former nation, retaining, as they do,

their original peculiarities, from poor living and de-

graded duties ; while the latter have nearly approach-

ed to the habits and modes of thinking of their mas-
ters, from living with and being well treated under

the same roof.

"The South Sea Islanders, " says Dr. Elliotson,

" who appear to be all of one family, vary according

to their degree of cultivation. The New Zealand-

ers, for example, are savages, and chiefly black ; the

New Hollanders half civilized, and chiefly tawny

;

the Friendly Islanders are more advanced, and not

quite so dark, several are lighter than olive colour,

and hundreds of European faces are found among
them."

Indeed, the examples are endless which we could

readily bring forward to aid our explanations ; but

these it would be needless to give, seeing it is in

the power of every one to study the differences, in

form and features, of the classes of society in our

own island, and, by so doing, understand the influ-

ence of otherwise unimportant and trivial circum-

stances on an animal at all times so easily moulded

to situation as the sheep.

Changes occasioned by climate are always limited

to the fleece, horns, and fat, and never extend to

those parts, on the unaltered persistence of which

the animal depends for its station in the scale of

being, as the feet, teeth, and digestive organs ;
and

as most wonder is apt to be occasioned by bony pro-

minencies being subjected with as great certainty to

the modelling hand of climate and cultivation as

softer parts, we give the following extract:

—

" One of the most curious raodificatiohs (Gardens
and Menagerie of the Zoological Society Delineated,)

produced by cultivation in the domesticated sheep,

consists in the augmentation of the number of its

horns ; two, three, or even four supplementary ap-

pendages of this description being occasionally pro-
duced in addition to the normal number. Under
these circumstances the additional horns usually
occupy the upper and fore part of the head, and are
of a more slender shape, and take a more upright
direction than the otbers, thus approaching in cha-
racter to those of the goats, while the true horns re-

tain more or less of the spiral curve that distinguishes
those of the sheep. There exists a strong tendency
to the propagation of this monstrosity, which is ex-
tremely frequent in the Asiatic races, but is also met
with in a breed that is common in the north of Eu-
rope, and is said to have been originally derived
from Iceland and the Feroe Islands. In the latter

case it is unconnected with any other anomaly, but
in the flocks of the nomad hordes of Tartary it is

usually combined with an enlargement of the tail

and adjacent parts, by the deposition of fat frequently

to an enormous extent."

Of the numerous breeds at present in our island,

some three or four are indispensably necessary for

the continuance of its prosperity. A very long-

woolled sheep, as the Lincolnshire or Teeswater, for

the richest grass lands and finest worsted manufac-
tures. The new Leicestershire for less fertile grass

land, and for rich enclosed arable land on which the

fold is not used, and for coarser worsteds, stockings,

coarse cloths, blankets, and carpets. A middle-
woolled breed, as the Wiltshire, the Norfolk, or the

Southdown, for arable lands on which folding is

practised, and for cloths of middle qualities. A fine

woolled, as the Ryeland, for the finest cloths, and a

hardy race for heathy mountains.

—

(^Marshall on the

Midland Counties.)

For choosing a breed we should adopt that which
affords the greatest quantity of market produce in

return for the food consumed. It wasowin^to a pe-

culiar view taken of this maxim that so enormous
sums were asked and given for the hire of rams at

the time Mr. Bakewell brought the new Leicester to

perfection.

That gentleman would never have obtained 1:200

guineas for the hire of three rams if the speculators

had not intended to procure nearly similar prices for

the use of the offspring of these animals, audit may
be pretty safely affirmed that this traffic, owing to

the extent to which it prevailed, was ultimately the

cause of much mischief to the breed in question, as

inducing many to speculate on what was likely to

prove a fashionable article, without caring much for

the endurance ofthe really valuable points.

The tendency to become fat at an early age,

though a valuable one in some points is not so in

others, as premature decay is always the result, and

shews with certainty that a healthy action has not

been going on during the life of the animal. Mar-
shall remarks that fat, like charity, covers a multitude

of faults, and he is right, for an ill-shaped animal

if well fed, has all its angles speedily filled up, and

if its ugliness has not amounted to absolute defor-

mity, it acquires that rotundity of contour so pleas-

ing to the eye and so apt to mislead us. An animal

when loadedwith fat cannot be looked upon other-

wise than as in a diseased condition, and liable to

diseases of many organs, especially of the heart and

brain, sudden death on any hurried exertion being

far from rare, at the same time that life, from the

difliculty of enjoying it is rendered any thing but

desirable.
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In the valuable work of Meg Dods, you -will see I

that" Fashion and luxury have lately introduced

stall-fed oxen and overgrown sheep, which are bet-

ter fitted for the tallow-chandler than the cook. They
are indeed good for nothing, save to obtain premiums
at cattle shows, and deluge dripping pans with li-

quid fat." And in this every one will agree, ex-

cepting always boarding-school cooks and others wbo
depend for their principal perquisites on the over-

roasting of oily meat.

The Dishley sheep are admirably adapted to the

soil and situation where they were called into ex-

istence, and their crosses are now spread over most
parts of the country, principally the corn districts,

as they are supposed to be the most profitable kind

on farms where the best tillage crops are combined
with the fattening of live stock ; but Marshall sup-

poses they will only continue profitable so long as

other breeds of long-woolled sheep remain with thin

chines and loose mutton, or in other words, that

there are plenty of kinds which would prove equal,

if not superior, to the present, if they only received

a little well-timed attention.

In breeding and rearing rams, two divisions of
these animals are recognized—ram-getters and wed-
der getters—the former, from their fineness being
kept for the procreation of animals like themselves,
while the latter from their coarseness, are set aside

as fitted only for parent stock for graziers' sheep, the
mere grazier liking a ram no worse for having
massiness of frame, and being less scrupulous about
his form than the ram breeder, whose grand object
is fineness, and who trusts to the ewes for giving the
offspring size and substance.

The principal ram-breeders are guided in the
choice of their ram-lambs more by blood or parentao-e

than by form, on which, at so early an age, little de-
pendence can be placed ; and in the case of the Dish-
leys, allow them every indulgence from the time of
weaning till that of shearing, as they push them for-

ward for the show, and let most of them the first

season, while yet yearlings ; and it is this early ar-

rival at maturity which, in addition to that formerly
mentioned, with justice supposed by some to occa-
sion their early falling off, for, by a law of the ani-

mal economy, premature adult age is always suc-
ceeded by premature decay, life appearing to be
dated from the time the animal enters on the fulfil-

ment of the ends for which it was created.

The quality of the flesh, which can be ascertained
only when the animal is in moderately good condi-
tion, is a subject more worthy of attention than tlie

early acquiring of fiit, seeing it is more diflScult to

determine peculiarities of this kind at will, and re-

quires long experience to enable a person to pro-
nounce with confidence the state of the muscular
parts from the inspection of a living animal. Tlie
flesh of different specimens of the same animal varies
not so much from breed or descent, as from age, feed-
ing, and exercise ; thus, that of the young is soft and
gelatinous, the fibres being small, weak, and much
interspersed with a substance, termed, from its loose
nature, cellular tissue, which exhibits in the spaces
between the muscles small masses or layers of deli-

cate fat—-the greater bulk of the latter being situated
immediately beneath the skin, and occasioning that
beautiful rotundity so much admired in children

;

while, as the animal advances in life, the fibres be-
come firmer, larger, and more approximated, the cel-
lular tissue to a great extent disappearing, and the
fat changing from the outward to the inward parts,
displays boldly the outline of the muscles, but gives,
at the same time to the figure, that portly symptom of
good keeping, so unpleasant to the sight when carried

to the extent of aldermanic dignity. All these are,
however, varied by exercise, which tends, in a marked
degree, to increase the muscular or fleshy parts at

the expense of the fat,—the former becoming, when
employed within proper limits, large, unyielding to

the touch, and in every way opposed to their small
flabby contrasts, the results of inactivity, while the
colour is heightened from a pale or purple hue to the
bright Vermillion so justly relied upon by housewives,
as a guarantee for the superior qualities of the arti-

cle. The wild horses in South Amei-ica, which form
the principal part of Indian diet, are said by these

epicures to be much improved for the table by gentle
labour, and to be quite on a par, when thus cared
for, with some of our best beef. This system is

only, however, pursued for the purpose of rendering
the flesh of their horses moderately firm ; but where
an opposite effect is wished, it is readily, though
cruelly, produced, by putting the animal to a linger-

ing death, examples of which are to be with in the

annals of most half civilized nations—as the Spanish
mode of whipping pigs, and English custom of bait-

ing bulls, both tending to the same end by so ex-
hausting the vital contractility, as to prevent its last

and faint display in the stiffening of the carcass.

Diet, as most people are aware, has a powerful in-

fluence on the constituents of the body ; thus a rank
succulent pasture taints the flesh, or renders it insipid

and unpleasant, while a dry aromatic herbage com-
municates a delightful flavour, and enables people
versed in the pleasui'es of the table easily to discri-

minate between turnip-fed and grass-fed mutton,
and again between the latter and that which has spent
its existenee on the hills. In Touchwood's Syllabus

of Culinary Lectures, attached to the commencement
of the Cook and Housewives' Manual, by Mistress
Dodds, we are briefly informed, that "mutton is not
good under three years old. The best is above five,

but is seldom to be got in the market of that age.

I he black-faced or short-sheep are best for the table,

though more depends on the pasture than on the

breed." More, in fact, depending on feeding and
management tlian on the variety ofthe animal, though
this, of course, is not to be neglected.

Marshall, who touches very slightly on the sub-

ject, says, " The flesh of sheep when slaughtered is

well known to be of various qualities. Some is com-
posed of large coarse grains, interspersed with wide
empty pores like a sponge ; others of large grains,

with wide pores filled with fat ; others of fine close

grains, with smaller pores filled with fat ; and a

fourth of close grains, without any intermixture of
fatness. The flesh of sheep when dressed is equally

well known to possess a variety of qualities :—Some
mutton is coarse, dry and insipid,—a dry sponge
affording little or no gravy of any colour. Another
sort is somewhat firmer, imparting a liglit-coloured

gravy only. A third plump, short, and palatable,

affording a mixture of white and red gravy. A fourth

likewise plump, and well-flavoured, but discharging

red gravy only, and this in various quantities. It

is likewise observable, that some mutton, when dress-

ed, appears covered with a thick, tough, parchment-
like integument ; others with a membrane compara-
tively fine and flexible."

Looseness is reckoned a bad quality of the flesh of

sheep when living, as indicating a coarse-grained

porous mutton, and as equally exceptionable with

that of hardness: while mellowness and Jir7nness are

qualities much to be desired, as forming a happy
mixture, deemed by some the point of perfection.

The modern or new Leicester breed is particularly

distinguished by the lightness of the offal, the bones
being one-half smaller than in some other breeds.

J
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and the meat proportionably thicker ; while the pelt

is thin, and the head small—a thing of some conse-

quence in most parts of Euo'Iand, where that ^'cot-

tish luxury sheep-head broth is so cordially despised
;

but what may not be reckoned oflal in the slaughter-

house, will speedily shew itself as such in the

kitchen, by the waste of fat during- the cooking pro-

cess, even in England, where fat meat is so much
admired ; and it is surely absurd to jiay the price of

good mutton for tallow, when, if the latter was want-

ed, it could be procured at a cheaper rate by itself,

than when forming the better part of a dear com-
modity.

The only way in which overly-fat meat can at all

be reckoned profitable, is in its application to the

wants of the working-classes, whose bodily labour

enables them to enjoy rewards vvhicli would toothers

prove displeasing in the extreme, and to digest and
assimilate with ease food which, to the sons of sloth,

would prove a poison. So far as these wants have

been supplied, the attempt of Bakewell has been
attended with the happiest results, as he and bis dis-

ciples have placed, by their well-timed exertions,

much good animal food within the reach of the

poorer classes, which they must otherwise have gone
without ; while, in many instances, it has driven

bacon from the market, being a cheaper and more
palatable commodity, which cannot but contribute to

the health of the people, seeing the continued use of

salted food is calculated to injure the body, and
render it liable to many diseases, especially of the

skin. The rapidity is various with which animals

acquire fat, much depending on hereditary predis-

position and the nature of the food, and much also

on the state of the atmosphere, and quiet habits
;

rest, and a moist, rather warm air, tending greatly

to the advancement of the process ; some birds

becoming fat in twenty-hours of wet weather, and
losing it as rapidly. Children that have been ema-
ciated by diseases often resume their original state in

a few days ; and animals that have been famished, as

hogs, afterwards fatten very rapidly. Moderate and
repeated bleedings, mild mealy diet, and emascula-

tion conjoined tend to the repletion of the body, and
to the rapid deposition of fat ; it would appear, that

when acquired in this speedy manner, it never pos-

sesses the value, in a culinary point of view, that is

yielded to such as has been formed slowly, when, as

one may say, the worthless particles have had time to

be removed, and the remaining part to become really

and truly a firm healthy deposit ; and it is partly

owing to this that animals are never at their best

when forced to take on fat at an early age, but are most
esteemed by the gourmand when they, as in the

sheep, have lived from three to four years.

A disposition to early obesity, as well as a gradual
tendency towards that form which indicates a pro-

pensity to fatten, is materially promoted by rich

food wliile the young animal is in a growing state,

but caie is taken tliat they are never placed suddenly
on food much superior in feeding qualities to what
they have left ; t!jus very lean sheep are never put
to full turnips in winter, nor to ricii pastures in

summer, they are pre;)aied for turnii)s on good
grass lands, and kept on second year's leys, and
afterwards a moderate allowance of turnips, if they

are to be fatted on pastures. It is an invariable rule

with all good managers never to allow this, or any

other animal reared solely for the shambles, ever to

lose flesh from its earliest age till it is sent to the

butcher, as more food is required to l)ring them to a

certain condition, than to keep them at it ; and in

the case of the Uishleys, it is customary to keep all

in a state of fatness, except those intended for

breeding, and after full feeding on turnips during-

winter and spring, to finish 4hem on the first year's

clovers early in summer, when the prices of meat
are usually the highest, so that this variety is always
fit for market at eighteen months, while the Highland
breeds, tliough prepared by means of turnips a year

at least sooner than in former times, do not usually

go to the shambles till from three to four years old.

—

(Cleghorn on Agriculture.)

The influence of sex on the nature of the oflFspring

has long occupied the attention of scientific indivi-

duals, and is a subject which, though mysterious in

some respects, is yet plain in others, and these, from
their interesting nature and the valuable aid they

afford the breeder, cannot but be highly acceptable

when laid in a simple form before tlie agriculturist.

Many qu-alities and diseases are known to be here-

ditary ; of the former we may instance peculiarities

in walking and writing, a passion for intoxicating

liquors and other habits too trivial for mention ; and
of the latter, gout and pulmonary consumption,

which are well known to harass a family for many
generations.

Features and complexion, in like manner, may
remain for ages of the same undeviating cast and

colour ; thus the Jews of to-day are the very counter-

parts of the .lows of three thousand years back, and
in all likelihood will so remain till the end of time.

The same may be said of many other nations,—but

of this no more, as objects of a more pressing nature

demand attention.

In general the qualities of the male and female

parents are visible to an equal extent in the ofFspring

as is well exemplified among horses, in the mixture

of the blood and the cart breed, where the great dif-

ference in form and character is nicely blended, but

occasionally the peculiarities of the m-ale or female

are visible only on some particular part of the off-

spring, as in the crossing of the merino ram with

the llyeland ewe, when the former affects the fleece,

and the latter the carcass, nor do the impressions of

one or other, especi-dlly of the male, cease on the

birth of the fruits of a connection, for though he may
have no further meeting with that female, yet her

succeeding offspring tinged with his peculiar colour,

or modelled after his form, a circumstance well illus-

trated by what came under the notice of the Earl of

Morton. His lordship bred from a male quagga and

a mare of seven- eigliths Arabian blood, a female hy-

brid, displaying in form and colour her mixed origin.

The mare was then given to Sir Gore Ouseley, who
bred from her first a filly and afterwards a colt, by

a fine black Arabian horse, but both these, in their

colour and the hair oftheir manes, strongly resembled

the quagga. This isolated fact would be, however

but of small value if unsupported by others, which

are luckily now of commonoccurrence, among which

the following tends strongly to its corroboration :

—

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1821, Dr.

VVoUaston relates that D. Giles, Esq., had a sow of

the black and white kind, which after littering by a

chesnut boar of the wild breed, was put some time

after the death of this, to boars of quite a different

variety, yet the offspring were covered with ches-

nut marks so as closely to resemble the long de-

parted animal.

The progeny of most domesticated animals often

bear a striking resemblance to the grandmother or

grandfather, and it is well known that the desired

changes cannot be affected on a breed, or that the

desired breed cannot be produced, till the third,

fourth, or even the fifth crossing, so that the import-

ance of having i'ew defects in a stock will be readily

admitted, seeing their debasing consequences aie

I
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carried througb whole generations, and that tbougli

absent in one remove, yet that they may appear in

the next. Both sire and dam should be chosen as

tree from detVcts as possible, a thing often neglected

in rearing domestic animals, especially horses, where

the erroneous opinion is in vogue, that no matter

how debilitated and worn out may be the dam, yet

that if coupled with a young and perfect sire, a

healthy handsome offspring will be the issue ; than

which idea nothing can be more absurd, as such

animals, if left to nature, would seldom or never

come in contact, owing to the one party never at-

taining a decrepit age, but perishing on its verge.

The sex of the progeny is supposed to be the re-

sult of the relative ages of the parents : thus issue

from a young male and an old female will in general

be feminine, while that from an old male and a young
female will generally be masculine ; and it has been

proposed to turn this, apparently a law of nature,

to account, in the management of flocks, as it must
often be of consequence, to obtain, at will, a consi-

derable increase of the sex most wanted. On this

subject there will be found an interesting paper in

the first number of the Quarterly Journal of Agricul-

ture, entitled " A method of obtaining a greater

number of One Sex at the option of the proprietor,

in the Breeding of Live Stock," and from this we ex-

tract the following :

—

" In the Annales del'Agriculture Fran9aise, vols.

xxxvii. and xxxviii., some vtry interesting experi-

ments are recorded, which have lately been made in

France, on the Breeding of Live Stock. M. Charles

Girou de Buzareingues proposed, at a meeting of the

Agricultural Society of Severac, on the 3d of July

1826, to divide a flock of sheep into two equal parts

so that a greater number of males or females, at the

choice of the proprietor, should be produced from
them. Two of the members of the society offered

their flocks to become the subjects of his experi-

ments, and the results have now been communicated,
which are in accordance with the author's expecta-

tions.

" The first experiment was conducted in the fol-

lowing manner :—He recommended very young rams
to be put to the flock of ewes from which the pro-

prietor wished the greater number of females in their

offspring ; and also, that during the season when
the rams were with ewes, they should have more
ahundant pasture than the other ; while to the flock

from which the proprietor wished to obtain male
lambs chiefly, he recommended him to put strong
and vigorous rams, four or five years old. Tlie fol-

lowing tabular view contains the result of his ex-

periment :
—

Flock for female lambs.
Age of the mo-

thers.

Two years.

Three years.

Four years.

Total,

Five years and
older.

Sex of the

lambs.

Males

14
16

5

35

18

Fern
26'

29
21

76

8

Flock for male lambs.
Age of the mo-

thers.

Two years.

Three years,

Four years.

Total

,

Five years and
older.

Sex of the
lambs.

Males

7
15

33

55

25

Fem.
3
14
14

31

24

Total, 53 84
N.B.—There were three

twin-births in this flock.

Two rams served it ; one

fifteen months, the other

nearly two years old

" The general law, as far as we are able to detect

Total, 80 55
N.B.—There were no

twin-births in this flock.

Two strong rams ; one
four the other five years
old, served it.

it, seems to be, that when animals are in good con-
dition, plentifully supplied with food, and kept from
breeding as fast as they might do, they are most
Hkely to produce females. Or, in other words, when
a race of animals is in circumstances favourable for

its increase, Nature produces the greatest number
of that sex which, in animals that do not pair, is

most efficient for increasing the number of the race.

But if they are in a bad climate, or on a stinted pas-

ture, or if they have already given birth to a numer-
ous offspring, then Natare, setting limits to the in-

crease of the race, produces more males thou females.

Yet, perhaps, it may be premature to sttempt to de-

duce any law from experiments which have not yet

been sufficiently extended. M. Girou is disposed to

ascribe much of the effect to the age of the ram, in-

dependent of the condition of the ewe."
The point of most importance in breeding is the

being trained to the discovery of an animal's defects,

and to the right appreciation of such qualities in an
opposite sex, as may be able to neutralize them

;

for it is only by care and a proper application of the

faculties which have been bestowed upon us, that

we can hope at the present day either for the attain-

ment or the keeping together of money or its repre-

sentatives.

ON THE WEED IN HORSES.
BY A COUNTRY BLACKSMITH.

(From the Veterinarian.)

Messieurs Editors,—Being a constant reader of
the Veterinarian, and also, when the fancy strikes

me, an occasional contributor, I am often amused at

the various views, treatment, and claims to being the

first who have pointed out the characteristic symp-
toms of certain diseases. On perusing a late number
of your journal, I find a paper on Weed, by Mr. An-
derson, of Leicester, wherein he states that the dis-

ease is not described in any prior number of the

Veterinarian. Why, thinks I, this at least must be
a new discovery, as that work now treats upon all

diseases ; but as I am not in the practice of pinning
my faith on any man's sleeve, I must look as I pro-

ceed. Accordingly, the volumes of the Veterinarian

are unshelved, and carefully examined ; and after an
hour or two's search, Mr. Anderson appears to be
right. What does this mean, thinks I. A common
disease, known to every blacksmith and farrier in

Scotland these hundred years and more, never pub-
lished before ! I must examine the old authors.

After half a day's search, the case was bad as ever
;

the more modern and post rate— the inestimable
Blaine and Percivall, and " The Horse ?"—worse and
worse ; not such a thing as Weed in them all ! At
last I stumbled upon an insignificant volume of about
300 pages, bv Robt. Thomson, of Auchterarder, now
of Beith, published eight or nine years ago, where I

find IFeerf, inflammation of the Absorbents. I read
the Essay, and was astonished at the coincidence of

the two, " Aha, aha! Mr. Anderson," exclaimed I,

"you have been pirating ;'' and I strongly suspect
Mr. Thom])son has been pirating also, from the Lec-
tures of Professor Dick. However, as it is the com-
mon established doctrine of the country blacksmiths

of Scotland, I will copy it verbatim for the amuse-
ment ofyour readers.

" Inflammation of the Absorbents CWeed.^—
The absorbent vessels are of a thin pellucid appear-
ance : they are, perhaps, as numerous as the blood-
vessels, and, like the veins, are furnished with
valves. They exist in all the vascular parts of the
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sj-stem, their office being to take up lymph from the
cavities, the chyle from the intestines, and substances
that are applied to the surface of the body. Absorb-
ents are divided into two classes, lacteah and lym-
phatics ; the mouths of the first being placed upon
the internal coat of the intestines, and whose office is

to absorb the nutritious parts of the food ; the last

being to absorb lymph and serum from the different

parts of the system ; and both to be mixed with the

blood for the support and renovation of the body.

They prevent dropsies from taking place, by remov-
ing the superfluous secretion ; they also remove the

worn-out parts of the body into the circulation, either

toinvigorateother parts of the system, or to be thrown
off as excrementitious.

" The disease called weed, or by farriers shots of
grease, is inflammation of the absorbents and their

glands. The class of absorbents that are principally

affected in this disease, are the superficial and deep-
seated lymphatics of the hind extremities ; the first

having their origin in the skin and cutaneous cellular

membrane, where they form numerous ramifications

running along with the superficial veins : a very
large branch may be distinctly felt, when distended,

by the side of the saphena major vein of the thigh.

The deep-seated take their origin from the feet, and
descend along with the corresponding blood-vessels.

Both the superficial and deep-seated form a beautiful

anastomotic net- work, and all assemble in the super-
ficial and deep-seated glands of the groin

—

the in-

guinal—there they enter and form a plexus, from
whence several large branches proceed to their com-
mon termination, the thoracic duct. In this disease

the glands of the groin become inflamed, swelled,

and tender. The fluid passing upwards in the ves-

sels is thereby checked, and the vessel in consequence
becomes distended, as far down as the next valve,

and so on to the next downwards. The vvhole ves-

sels are thereby soon distended ; the leg becomes
enormously swollen, and large quantities of lymph
and serum are thrown out from the arteries and ab-

sorbents into the surrounding cellular membrane,
which, in some cases, it takes the whole of after-life

to remove,
" Weed generally commences with a shivering fit,

and all the other appearances of fever. If the finger

be placed upon the groin, the absorbent glands will be
found firm and painful, and the animal snatches up
his leg when pressure is applied. The principal

absorbent vessels along the thigh are fully distended,

and from their being in the course of the vein are

often mistaken for the veins themselves. The leg

begins to swell from above downward, in consequence
of the channels being obliterated in the glands, until

the vessels become loaded to their minutest ramifi-

cations. This causes excessive iiritation, and the

action of the arteries becomes increased in conse-
quence of the pain. The absorbent vessels are now
blocked up, and unable to relieve themselves. The
consequence of which is, that large (luantities of
blood, lymph, and serum are thrown out into the
surrounding cellular membrane in a few hours, so as

often to enlarge the leg to twice its natural thickness.

The effusion may also at times extend to the sheath,

belly, and udder. In some rare cases suppuration

has taken place, and sometimes, still more rarely, in

mortification of the limb, and death.
" There is considerable resemblance betwixt this

disease and dropsical swelling of the legs ; also

farcy, and water-farcy : they may, however, be easily

distinguished. Weed begins with swelling and

tenderness in the groin, which fall downwards, and
are generally confined to one leg. It comes on sud-

denly, generally in a few hours, the animal being

otherwise in good health previous to the attack.

Dropsy, again, appears first in the extremities of ihe
legs, and the swelling proceeds upwards. The swell-
ing attendant on farcy is most common in the fore-

legs, and is accompanied with farcy-buds in the course
of the lymphatics. The swellings attendant on water-
farcy are often very great, two or all of the legs being-

affected ; and often the swelling extends to the breast
and belly : watery blotches break out in various
parts, and when the joint becomes affected, there is

excessive lameness.
" The causes said to produce this disease are sud-

den changes of diet, as from hard to green food, cold
and moisture, overloaded stomach, and want of ac-
customed exercise. There is something remarkable
in these, as it is found in general that those hard-
working horses that have been attacked with weed
are most frequently so on the first days of the week,
or any other days when the animal is not receiving
his accustomed daily exercise, while food has beea
given in immoderate quantities, and soft in quality.

Horses once affected, are more subject to it than
others.

" The cure for this disease is much the same as for

other inflammatory affections. As soon as observed,
a large quantity of blood should be drawn from the
system, and a brisk purge immediately given. If the

physic does not operate in the usual time, more ought
to be given. When the swelling is very large, much
relief will be given by puncturing the large absorb-
ent vessel, which will be felt by the side of the vein

;

and more punctures may be made indifferent places,

where the effusion has taken place, which will greatly
reduce the swelling. It is a common practice with
farriers to bleed in the toe, with a view to take off

the bad blood. In this they are mistaken, as it may
be said they begin at the wrong end for doing much
benefit. If blood can be drawn from the thigh, or
any other part, in sufficient quantity, it will be more
certain, and have a better effect. Rowels are also

much used in the thigh, but are not of much benefit;

as before they can operate, the disease is generally

checked by the efforts of nature. Frequent bathing
with hot water is an excellent remedy, and wrapping
up the legs in bandages of flannel, hay, or straw,

supports the distended absorbents, and enables them
to relieve themselves. Diuretic medicine may be
given every day, or every other day, when the inflam-

matory action has ceased ; and stimulants of turpen-
tine may be used externally with advantage in the

latter stages, to arouse the action of the absorbents
anew, and to cause absorption of the effused lymph.

" When active remedies are not employed in the

very commencement of this complaint, the swelling

often remains, and resists every remedy ; therefore

rowels and bleeding in the toe are rather injurious

than otherwise when they alone are depended upoa
as cures, as they persuade the proprietor that nothing
else is necessary to be done, and by this delay the

time for removing the swelling is lost. Exercise at

the beginning of the disease is also dangerous ; for

most cases that end in death are owing to this cause.

The disease is seldom fatal when properly managed.

A Country Blacksmith and Farrier.

The Russian exports for the year 1835 appear to be
5,012,217 ro. less in amount than those of 1834, and
the imports 4,777,827 ro. less. The want of grain and
raw produce in the interior, in consequence of a failure

in the crops, has thns had a very material influence on
the business connected with articles of export, and also

on the importation of foreign goods.

I 2
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HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIETY OF SCOTLAND.

The stated half-yearly general meeting of this So-

ciety was held in their Hall, on Monday, June 27,

at which there was a full attendance of the members,

including the Marquis of Tweeddale, the Marquis of

Lothian, Viscount Arbuthnot, Lord Greenock, Hon,
General Stuart, commanding the forces. Sir John S.

Forbes, Sir John Campbell, Sir John Hope, Sir James
Foulis, Sir William Seton, Sir David Maxwell, and

Sir A. C.Maitland Gibson, Barts., and a numerous
list of gentlemen extensively connected with every

district of Scotland. The Directors and Officers of

the Society appeared in deep mourning for the Duke
of Gordon, who held the office of President when he

died,—and in taking the chair the Marquis of Lo-
thian, the Vice-President, as the organ of the Society,

made a most appropriate and feeling address on the

occasion.

The Secretary reported the proceedings of the

Directors since the general meeting in January, and

the premiums offered by them for the current year.

He referred the members to the printed list of those

premiums, distributed in the room, a volume of no

inconsiderable size, extending to 68 pages, and which
includes premiums for Essays and Reports under 25

different classes or subjects, for information by means
of which rewards are offered to the liberal amount
of 367/. Again, under the general head of Experi-

ments and Improvements, comprehending the minor
sub-divisions of waste lands, crops and culture, pas-

tures, exhibitions of the various descriptions of do-

mestic live stock at numerous local competitions, the

products of the dairy, woods and plantations, cot-

tages, &c., premiums are offered to the amount of

803/.
;
—add to these the great general show of live

stock to which the different divisions of the country

most liberally contribute by much the larger portion,

and including the premiums fixed for competition in

future years, there is a very handsome aggregate in

the present premium list.

Mr. Murray, of Murrayshall, reported the state

of the arrangements for the general show of live

stock and agricultural meeting, which is to be held

at T'erth on the 7th of October. They are nearly

completed. At their meeting, on the 30th of April,

the four counties of Perth, Forfar Fife, and Kinross,

had named members to form the General Committee
of Superintendence ; and under the arrangement of

Lord Kinnaird, the convener of the committee, and
Mr. Richardson, the deputy-convener, what remained

to be completed was in satisfactory progress. Through
the good offices of Mr. Maule, the member of Parlia-

ment for the county of Perth, the Board of Ordnance
have very readily given their consent to the use of

the depot for the show-yard, which, from the facili-

ties it affords, will occasion a comparatively small

expense in fitting up. On this occasion, various

improved regulations for these great meetings, which
experience has enabled the society to mature, will

come into operation for the first time ; such are those

which prescribe that no animals in the classes of neat

cattle shall be shown in the competing classes at an
age exceeding four off,—that stock from any part of

the United Kingdom may compete — that breeders as

well as the exhibitors of prize animals shall be no.

ticed, and in the classes for bulls, rewarded with
honorary medals. It is intended to have a sale

within the show-yard on the day immediately follow-

ing the meeting, open to the stock of all wlio have
been exhibitors in any class, and the Judges are to

remain over that day, so that the benefit of their opi-

nion will be obtained by those members and agricul-

turists who desire it. The premiums for the best

samples of wools are to be decided on the 12th of

July, the day of the Perth wool fair, and the prize

specimens will be retained and exhibited at the show.
Finally, the arrangements for the dinner are in satis-

factory progress ; it is understood the Committee
would wish to accommodatelOOO, if they can manage
it. The progress of all details was quite satisfactory

to the society.

The Marquis of Tweeddale made some valuable

practical suggestions on the rules which should guide
the decision of the premiums for sheep and wool

;

and, on motion of his Lordship, seconded by Lord
Arbuthnot, a numerous deputation of Directors was
named to give their attendance and co-operation at

Perth, along with the Vice-Presidents of the Society,

and the Committee of Superintendance, the Marquis
of Douglas and Clydesdale, one of the Extraordinary

Directors, to be Preses of the deputation, a duty
which his Lordship had readily agreed to discharge.

Professor Low said that, in the absence of Mr.
Robison, Chairman, the duty had devolved upon
him of reporting the proceedings of the com-
mittee on machinery since the last general meeting

;

and he had pleasure in stating that within this short

period several useful machines and many interesting

communications had been under the consideration of
the committee. The first of these was an elegant

model of a machine for compressing peat, transmitted

by Lord VVilloughby de Eresby, and made after a

design by his Lordship ; and not only had Lord
Willoughby presented the model, but he had offered

to transmit a full-sized machine to Edinburgh, that

it might be tried in the presence of the committee.

This offer, he need not say, had been accepted of;

and the committee recommended that the thanks

of the society be voted to Lord Willoughby for his

liberal attention and useful communications. A ma-
chine by Mr. Leckie, of Haddington, might be termed

a seed-sifter. In this machine Mr. Leckie had the

merit of applying a known principle to a new pur-

pose. It consists of a series of horizontal sieves of

fine wire, moved by cranks, and is designed to clean

the seeds of the smaller grasses more perfectly than

is effected by the common fanners. This instrument

had been used pith success ; and the Directors had

voted their thanks to Mr. Leckie, with a sum for his

model. The next subject to be noticed was Mr.
Maule's chain plough. The improvement here con-

sists in the application of a chain to the posterior

part of the beam of the common plough, the con-

sducting it through a ring to the end of the beam, and
attaching to it the point of draught. The effect of

this mode of attachment is to give steadiness to the

action of the plough on principles which can be
easily explained. The committee proposed that the

silver medal should be voted to Mr. Maule, and that

an early account should be given in the transactions

of his useful improvement. But, besides the ordi-

nary subjects of mechanical improvement, there M-as

one of yet higher interest and more extended appli-

cation, which had been brought under the consider-

ation of the Directors. This was the possible appli-

cation of the power of steam to the purposes of til-

lage ; and what might but a few years ago have been

looked upon as a dream, was now placed within the

limits of reasonable calculation. The contrivances

by which the powers of the steam engine had been

multiplied and augmented, as exemplified in those

beautiful locomotive engines which speed along our

railways, showed that this stupendous power was
now to have a more extended application to the pur-

poses of life than once could have been conceived.

Its application to the uses of tillage was now the
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subject of eager experiment. The most extensive of

those experiments, which had been carrying on for

several years, and at great expense, were by Mi'.

Heatbcoa':, M. P., who had covered his rights of in-

vention by several patents. The engines used by

Mr. Heatbcoat are of great power, and so formed

that, while ihey moved over a short space, the tilling

instruments moved with comparative velocity. Mr.
I'pton, of London, too, had pursued the same object,

and bv means calculated, jjerhaps, to be made more

general!}' available to the farmer, for his endeavours

had been directed to the construction of locomotive

engines suited to the common purposes of the farm.

But, by whatever means the object was to be attained,

we could scarcely doubt of the ultimate triumph of

mechanical invention over all difficulties ; and it had

appeared to the Directors that the time has come
when this society miglit with effect come forward to

call tlie attention of agriculturists and ingenious me-
chanics to the subject. With this view he had now
to propose that the Directors be empowered to

offer a premium of 500/., for the first successful ap-

plication of steam to the purposes of tillage. After

some discussion this was agreed to.

BRASSICA—TURNIPS.

[The subjoined valuable account of the diflferent

varieties of turnips, is extracted from the " Agri-
culturists' Manual," a work recently published

by Lawson and Son, of Edinburgh, seedsmen to

the Highland Agricultural Society. The work is

such as we should have expected from gentlemen

possessing such knowledge, industry, and zeal, as

the Messrs. Lawson. The agriculturists are much
indebted to them for this valuable addition to tlie

stock of practical agricultural works, and will we
are persuaded readily evince their approbation by

possessing themselves of a publication embracing

a complete history of all the varieties of grain, pulse,

roots, and grasses, worthy of being cultivated by
the British Farmer.

—

Ed. F. M.]

BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS RUTABAGA
(Rutabaga or Swedish Turnip.)

In its specific characters the Rutabaga, or Swe-
dish Turnip, differs from those of the Summer
rape, of which it is only a variety, in having larger

fleshy swollen globular or subrotund roots, while

those of the rape are small, fusiform, and hard.

The Swedish turnip is hardier than any of the

common sorts (varieties of B. rapa), and in addi-

tion to its being more esteemed as food for horses

throughout the turnip season, is better adapted for

spring feeding generally. It, however, requires a

somewhat stronger and superior class of soils, to-

gether with a greater allowance of manure, but

may, upon the whole, be considered equally if not

more deserving of attention than the others, not-

withstanding which its cultivation has hitherto

been comparatively little attended to in some dis-

tricts of Scotland. Swedish turnips are generally

sown from about the middle to the end of May,
and 2 to 2§ lb. of seed per imperial acre, is, under

ordinary circumstances, considered sufficient.

They possess an advantage over the others in be-

ing easily transplanted, so that blanks in the rows
either of the Swedes or other sorts (when they oc-

cur), are by that means easily filled up.

The varieties are as follow :

—

1. Red or Purple-top Yellow Swede.—Upper
part of the root of a dull reddish colour ; iinder
yellowish. This is held in great esteem by the
generality of cultivators. Of it there are several
sub-varieties, which have been obtained by a re-
peated judicious selection of the roots from which
the seed- stock has been saved, of these the next
two may be mentioned.

2. Ballantyne's New Improved Purple-top.
—So named from being originally brought into
notice by Mr. Ballantyne, nursery and seedsman,
Dalkeith. This is an improved stock of the last,

and is more remarkable for its smallness of neck,
uniform deep purple colour, and symmetry of shape
and equality, than for the size of its roots.

3. Cox's New Imperial.—This variety may be
considered intermediate in colour between the
purple and green-top sorts ; its roots often acquire
a large size, but are rather irregular, and of a
somewhat coaise-like quality. Such sub-varieties

are frequently of short duration, being liable to
degenerate when the careful selection of the roots
to be grown for seed is not attended to, and they
often only retain the name for such time as their

seed-stocks are grown by the parties with whom
they originated, and it occasionally happens that

stocks procured in diflferent parts by the same
means, and known under different names, may yet

be the same in other respects.

4. Green-top Swede.—Upper part of root dull

green ; under yellow.

This variety is of longer standing than the

purple-top (No. 1.), since the introduction of

which less attention has been bestowed by culti-

vators (in Scotland at least) towards procuring
improved stocks of the green-top Swede, which
has on that account fallen somewhat in the esti-

mation of growers. But when the same care is

taken in selecting the roots grown for seed, the

green-top may be considered as being equal in

merit to the purple.

5. White Swede.—Roots irregularly shaped,
being often divided or branched ; white under the

surface of the ground, and greenish above.

The white Swede may be considered as the most
inferior and unimproved variety ; it is at present

scarcely in cultivation, and when it appears
amongst others, is considered as the effects of de-

generacy, or as arising from a bad stock of seed.

With the white Swede, the following generally

admitted distinct species may, from its apparent
unimportance be compared.*

6. Brssica Oleracea Rapa, Brassica Napo-
Brassica, Turnip-rooted Cabbage.—Continental

writers seem generally to agree in recommending
the cultivation of the turnip-rooted cabbage, from
its roots, in addition to their being naturally hardy,

growing under, or almost under, the surface of the

ground, whereby they are enabled to resist the

severest winters ; but it does not seem to deserve

the attention of IJritish agriculturists, as the Swe-
dish turnip, which is evidently much superior, is

sufficiently hardy to withstand the generality of the

most rigorous winters to which this country is

subjected ; and as on those parts of the Continent

* A variety of Swede which was introduced a few

years since to England from Sweden by Mr. Ilill-

yard, to which he has given the name of Thorpland

Swede, is said to be superior to any of the above,

but as neither seeds nor roots have as yet been ob-

tained for the Museum, an opportunity has not been

afforded of comparing this sort with the others.
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where the other is generally cultivated, the Swe-
dish turnip has not yet, or is only recently fairly

introduced, it is very probable that, when the su-

perior merits of the latter become more fully

known and appreciated, the culture of the turnip-

rooted cabbage may by it be entirely superseded.

Several varieties of turnip-rooted cabbage
which were grown in the nursery at Meadowbank,
from seeds procured from various parts of the

Continent, differed little from the white, or what
is generally termed a very bad Swedish turnip,

except in their leaves, which very much resembled
those of some common varieties of kale.

II. BRASSICA RAPA—(vAR. Common Turnip.)

The common turnip bears the same relation to

the annual turnip rape, that the Swedish turnip

does to the summer rape.

The varieties of the common turnip are a great

deal more numerous than those of the Swedish,
compared with which they are also in general of

much finer symmetry, as well as of a larger size,

differences which may be partly accounted for from
the common turnip having been longer in, and re-

ceived a more extended cultivation. One circum-
stance, however, peculiar to the Swedes, is, that

the larger the size to which they grow, a given
weight of roots is found to contain a greater por-
tion of nutritious matter, while the common tur-

nips, on the contrary, after attaining to beyond a
certain size, lose a proportionate quantity of that

most valuable part of their composition (see Hortus
Gramineus Woburnensis) ; which circumstances
tend to show the necessity for, and the advantages
to be derived from, devoting more attention to the
procuring of large and well-formed varieties of
Swedes, and also to the procuring of hybridal va-
rieties between the Swedes and common turnip,
which may be found to combine the size and sym-
metry of the best varieties of the latter, with the
above-mentioned valuable properties peculiar to
the Swedes. Comiiion turnips are divided into
two important classes, viz. the white and the
yellow rooted. The former, comprehending those
which are most tender, and arrive soonest at ma-
turity, and which are best fitted for using during
the earlier part of the season ; and the latter, with
very trifling exceptions, such as, from their hardi-
ness, and period of arriving at perfection, are in-
termediate between the white sorts and the Swedes.
The period of sowing common turnip should be
regulated according to the length of time that the
variety to be grown requires to arrive at maturity

;

for when allowed to remain on the ground in what
may be termed growing weather, or before winter
sets in, after they attain to full size, they become
soft, spongy, and inferior in quality ; a general
rule, however, is to commence sowing the yellow
sorts about a fortnight after the Swedes, or about
the beginning of June, and to follow with the
white sorts from the middle till towards the end of
that month. The same quantity of seed will suffice
as in the case of the Swedes (2 to 2§ lb per imp.
acre), under ordinary circumstances, but some
cultivators recommend sowing about J lb. more,
to provide against the attacks of the turnip-fly, and
other casualties, to which they are more liable
than the others, while at the same time the advan-
tage of filling up the blanks by transplanting, is

in the case of common turnips scarcely practic-
able.

* Yellow Turnips, varieties of Bkassica RAFA,which
are more particularly suited for field culture.
Those marked thus* are also grown as garden tur-
nips for the table.

7. Dale's Turnip, or Dale's Hybrid Turnip.
—From the circumstance of this variety being a
mule or hybrid between the green-top Swede and
white globe, procured by repeated impregnation,
it may be presumed that it might witii equal pro-

priety have been included amongst the varieties of
Brassica campeslris rutabaga, or Swedish turnip.

It, however, bears a much greater affinity to those

of B. rapa, inasmuch as its leaves are also rough,
and of a vivid green (not glaucous) colour, and
in its roots being somewhat similar in form and
texture. It has received the name of Dale's
Hybrid, from being first raised and brought into

notice by Mr. Robert Dale, an intelligent farmer
at Libberton West Mains, near Edinburgh, who
having in 1822 or 1823, received a few ounces of

seed of a new hybridal variety of turnip from the

late James Shirreff, Esq., of Bastleridge, Berwick-
shire, sowed the same, the produce he found very

much to resemble the Swedish in shape, and from
which by repeated selection and impregnation, he
at length obtained this esteemed variety, the dis-

tinguishing characteristics of which are—foliage

strong and luxuriant ; roots of a large size, ob-

long shape, and of a lightish yellow colour, with
light green top, having also a small neck and
tap-root. The shape of the root, however, al-

though generally oblong, is rather apt to vary,

being sometimes almost globular, but its more
material characteristics of large size and luxuri-

ance of growth are uniformly the same. Com-
pared with any other of the common yellow field

sorts, it is found to arrive sooner at maturity, and
consequently may be sown at a later period of the
season ; while at the same time it is equally hardy,
or at least has been found sufficiently so to with-

stand the severest winters which have occurred
since its introduction. (For farther information
concerning this variety, see a paper by Mr. C.

Lawson, in the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,

vol. ii.)

8. New Purple-top Hybrid Turnip.—In its

general appearance this variety seems nearer in

relation to the Swede than Dale's Hybrid ; like it,

however, it has the rough vivid green root foliage

by which the varieties of B. rapa are so easily dis-

tinguished. Judging from specimens of roots sent

to the Museum by Andrew Longmore, Esq., Ratter,

and which were raised by him from seed grown by
Grant Duff", Esq., of Eden, Banff^, this seems likely

to become a very useful turnip for using in the
spring months. Most of these roots were of a
slightly oblong shape, of a greenish-purple colour
on the top, and light yellow or almost white on
the under surface. They were all remarkably firm
in texture, and i-ather late in beginning to shoot.

9. Large Laurencekirk Yellow Tankard.*—
So named from having been originally selected and
brought into the notice of cultivators by Mr. Ro-
bert Scott, Laurencekirk. At first sight this may
be mistaken for Dale's Hybrid, like which it grows
a good deal out of the ground, but is distinguished
by its more oblong and more uniformly shaped
roots. It is a valuable acquisition, being also, like

that variety, early in arriving at maturity, but ge-
nerally considered rather less hardy, and like it

also yields a bulky crop.

* Tankard is a name applied to such common field

turnips as are of an oblong shape, <md the roots of
which in general grow a good deal above the surface

of the ground. Such oblong varieties, however, as

approach nearest to a round or globular form are

sometimes termed decanter, or decanter- shaped tur-

nips.
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10. Long Cambridgeshire Yellow Tankard.
—This variety, which is scarcely known in Scot-

land, is grown to a pretty considerable extent in

Cambridgeshire and Suffolk, where it is also some-
times known by the name of Pudding Swede, which
name it seems to have acquired more on account
of its hardness of texture than from any other re-

semblance which it bears to any of the true Swe-
dish turnips. Its roots are much longer in shape

than those of any other yellow field turnip, of a

lightish yellow colour with green top, and in gene-

ral grow more than half under ground.
11. Purple-top Yellow Tankard.—Root bright

yellow with a purple-top, of a somewhat irregular

long- or tankard shape. This variety was formerly
grown in some districts chiefly in England, but is

now nearly out of cultivation ; nor does it seem
entitled to any particular share of attention, being

altogether a coarse-like inferior sort, and not
capable of yielding near such a bulky crop as ei-

ther of the three last.

12. Common or Old Red, or Purple - top
Yellow Bullock, Purple-top Aberdeen.—
Leaves comparatively short, spreading, of a dark
colour, and collected into a small neck at their

base ; root globular or somewhat flattened, of a
reddish purple colour above, and deep yellow
under the surface of the ground, of medium size

;

tap-root very small. This is an old and very
deservingly esteemed variety, and of those com-
monly cultivated is considered by some to come
nearest the Swedes in hardiness and solidity of
texture.

13. Berwickshire Border Imperial Purple-
top Yellow.—This, which may be considered as

a superior or improved variety of the last, was
first introduced by Mr. R. Hogg, Nursery and
Seedsman, Dunse, Berwickshire ; its principal

distinguishing characters are, roots somewhat
large, flesh and under part of the skin deep
yellow, and top of a bright red or purple colour,

firmer in texture and hardier than the last.

14. Skiuving's Inproved Purple-top Yellow.
—This is also an improved variety of the old pur-

ple-top yellow bullock, and grown to a consider-

able extent in some of the north-west districts of

England. It acquiies its name from having been
first brought into notice by Mr. Wm. Skirving,

nursery and seedsman, Liverpool.

15. Yellow Aberdeen Bullock, or Grefn-top
Yellow Bullock.—In the size and shape of its

roots this old and deservedly esteemed sort re-

sembles the Purple-top Yellow Bullock (No. 12),

but difi"ers in the colour of its top, which is bright

green.
16. Old Scotch Yellow.—In size and quality

is about equal to the last variety, but its roots are
considerably more flattened, and grow deeper, or

seem more buried in the ground, and have, from
that circumstance, a smaller proportion of green-

colourcd top, which is also of a lighter shade.

17. Hood's New Large Yellow is a very supe-

rior large globular shaped hardy turnip, remark-
ably perfect in symmetry, and has rather a lightish

green top. Introduced by Charles Hood, Esq., an
eminent farmer at Inverbrora, Suthcrlandshire, a

gentleman who has devoted much attention to the

cultivation and improvement of field turnips gene-

rally.

18. Gordon's Yellow, is a name under which

a very superior variety is known in some of the

north-eastern districts of Scotland, and which was
originally introduced by Mr. Gordon, an eminent

cultivator in Aberdeenshire. It is of a rather ob-

long shape, deep green colour on the top, generally

very slightly tinged with red, and appears about
equal in merit to the last.

19. * Altringham Yellow.— Compared with
the generality of yellow field turnips, this is rather

under the medium size, the root however, is of a

fine globular shape, and possessed of considerable
solidity, with a light greenish top, very small neck,
and tap-root.

20. Jones' Ykllow.—This variety originated in

the neighbourhood of Stirling, where it is still

cultivated to some extent ; it bears a considerable
resemblance to the last, but grows to a larger size,

and the yellow colour both of the skin and flesh is

deeper.

21. * Yellow Globe.—Roots of medium size ;

globular, and always nearly under the surface of
the ground; top greenish, leavesrather small and
spreading. This is a superior turnip both for field

and garden culture.

22. * Yellow Stone.—This variety differs from
the last in growing more out of the ground, and
having a greener top ; in other respects they are
pretty similar. As a garden turnip, this is one of

the most esteemed sorts.

** Yelloiv sorts more particularly suited for garden
culture.

23. Yellow Malta, or Maltese Golden Tur-
N'lP.—Roots very small, slightly flattened above,
and concave or much hollowed on the under side

towards the tap-root, which, as well as the neck,
is remarkably small, skin very smooth, and of a
bright orange-yellow colour; leaves also very

small. For summer and autumn crops this is the

most esteemed of all the yellows, but is rather

tender and incapable of withstanding frost.

24. Yellow Preston, or Liverpool Yellow.
—This is also an early sort, and bears a consider-

able resemblance to the last, but grows to a larger

size, has longer foliage, and is less hollowed
towards the tap-root.

25. Yellow Dutch.—Roots small and globular,

of a pale yellow colour throughout, or very

slightly tinged with green on the top, particularly

when much exposed to the sun and weather.

This is a much esteemed early sort, being of ex-

cellent flavour, and very well adapted for using in

summer and autumn.
26. Large Long Garden Yellow. — Roots

about one-fourth part above ground, which is of a
greener colour, while that below the surface is of

a deep yellow. This is a hardy and rather supe-

rior sort, hitherto little known in this country,

but grown pretty extensively on the Continent.

27. Small Long Yellow, Le Navet de'Meaux
Jaune, Fr.—Leaves very small and spreading

;

root generally entirely under ground, small, and

of an oblong or a carrot shape, terminating ab-

ruptly at the point ; colour light yellow.

At present this variety is little known in Britain.

About a century ago, however, either it or the

white (No. 45) was more in esteem ; they are

both of excellent flavour and grown to a consider-

able extent in some parts of the Continent, parti-

cularly in France and Holland, from whence they

used to be imported for the London market, their

under ground habit of growth protects them in a

great measure from frost, and they succeed best

on sandy soils.

*** White Varieties adapted to Field Culture.

28. Lawton Hybrid.—This variety, which was
raised by James Wright, Esq., ot Lawton, Strath-

more, may be considered as bearing the same rela-

I

tion to the Swede as Dale's Hybrid (No. 7.) Its
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leaves are darkish green, rather small and smooth-

ish ; roots roundish, or somewhat heart-shaped,

being often tapered on the under side ;
white

below, and green above the surface of the ground.

They are possessed of more solidity and firmness

of texture than most of the white sorts. From

its being first brought into notice so lately as 1834,

a more extensive cultivation is yet necessary be-

fore any thing definite can be said of its merits.

29. Lewisham Green-top OxHeart.—This is

an excellent variety, grown in some of the south-

ern districts of England and in Scotland, has ac-

quired this name from having been first introduced

by Messrs. Willmott and Co., Seedsmen, Lewis-

ham ; in colour and shape it very much resembles

the Lawton Hybrid, but is somewhat softer in

texture, and has larger and lighter green coloured

leaves.

30. Green Globe, or Green-top White
Globe.—Roots of a fine globular shape, with a

small neck, and tap-root ; very white under, and

green above the surface of the ground ; of medium
size, hardy, and firm in texture, but scarcely so

much so as the green round (No. 36), than which

it arrives at maturity rather earlier. A very fine

sub-variety of this is known in some parts under

the name of Hungarian Green-top Globe ; it is

larger and softer than the common sort; also of a

fine regular shape, and was first introduced by
Adam Ferguson, Esq. of Woodhill, who received

its seeds from Hungary.
31. White Globe, Common White Globe.—

Roots globular ; skin smooth and perfectly white

;

neck and tap-root small. Although the above de-

scription embraces the principal characters of the

white globe turnip, yet there is a considerable va-

riety in those to which this name is applied, arising

from the degree of care and attention bestowed by
growers in selecting their seed roots ; and the

shape is often not a little affected by the kind and
state of the soil in which they are grown. Thus
globes of any kind, and particularly the variety

here mentioned, when grown on a very superior

rich soil, may be said to be forced beyond their

natural size, and thereby acquire somewhat of a

monstrous or overgrown appearance, losing in a

great measure their natural symmetry of shape.

32. Pomeranian Globe,—This variety was in-

troduced some years since from Pomerania, and
may be considered as the most perfect globe tur-

nip in shape, as well as the most regular or uni-

form grower. Its skin is of a smooth white and
somewhat shinning or transparent-like appearance;

leaves smooth ish, of a dark gi-een colour, with

whitish nerves.

In the Perthshire Agricultural Report for Oc-
tober 1834, the Pomeranian globe is mentioned as

being less affected by mildew than most others, a

disease which was very prevalent in some districts

that season. A rather small variety, but in other

respects resembling the Pomeranian, is known in

some places under the name of Crystal Globe.
33. Stone Globe.—This is considered as being

the hardiest of all the entire white globe turnips. It

grows naturally deeper in the soil than the others,

and has stronger darker green foliage.

34. Red Globe.—Roots medium sized, globular

shaped, and firm in texture. This is an old, and

in some districts pretty extensively cultivated

variety. It is medium early, and generally allowed

to be particularly well suited for light soils, and

exposed elevated situations.

35. Autumn Stubble, or Six Weeks Turnip.

—Roots much above ground; rather large, of an

irregular globular shape, or in form somewhat
between the White Globe (No. 31) and White
Norfolk (No. 37), and rather soft. This sort

arrives sooner at maturity than any of the others,

the Tankard Turnips (Nos, 39, 40, 41) excepted,
and from its natural softness of texture should al-

ways be sown late, and used before the severe
frosts set in. As descriptive of its earliness, it

has received the above names, it being suited for

sowing in early situations in autumn after the

corn crop has been removed, and is also valuable

for making up blanks in turnip fields, where the

first sowing may have partially failed.

36. Green Norfolk,* Green Round or Com-
mon Green Top White.—The Norfolk turnips

are all of a peculiar flattish shape, rather hollowed
towards their neck, as also on their under side,

and when grown to a large size they become more
or less of an irregular i ound or cornered shape.

The green top variety possesses these characters

in a less degree than the next ; and is generally of

a pretty regular round shape, flattened, but not
much hollowed on the upper and under surface ;

the former of which is of a green colour and the

latter white. It is also hardier than the next two.
37. White Norfolk or White Round.—This

is the largest rooted variety of Norfolk, and at the

same time softest and most irregular in shape. It

is generally hollowed towards the neck, and being
so, it is apt to be injured by retaining moisture,

which renders it unfit for using except in the be-

ginning of the winter season.

38 Red Norfolk.—In size this sort is inferior

to the last, but rather firmer in texture, and more
regular in shape. It should also be used in the

early part of the season, and is at once distinguish-

ed from all the other round flattened varieties by
its bright reddish top, and from the red globe (No.
,34) by its flat shape.

39. Green Tankard.—Roots more than half

above ground ; oblong or tankard shaped ; of a
greenish colour, except on the under surface which
is white.

yhe Tankards, like the Norfolks, are unsuitable

for winter feeding, not so much on account of their

softness as from their standing mostly above
ground, and being thereby much exposed to frost.

They are also generally earlier in arriving at ma-
turity than the others.

40. White Tankard.—Roots longer, and in ge-

neral larger, also softer in texture than those of

the green tankard ; often bent or crooked ; leaves

large and luxuriant ; the earliest maturing of any,
but will not stand the frost.

41. Red Tankard.—In size, shape, and texture,

this variety may be considered as occupying an
intermediate place between the gi-een and white
tankard. It is of a bright red colour on the upper
surface, and white on the under.

**** White sorts more particularly suitedfor
garden culture.

42. White Dutch.—This is the most esteemed

* Norfolk being- the county into which the culture

of field turnips was first introduced, the original
and consequently unimproved sorts, when grown in
other places, were known by the name of Norfolk
turnips. Tliis name is still retained and applied to

a class of turnips which, as far as regards symmetry
of shape, are to be considered inferior, and apparently
only slightly improved from the first cultivated varie-

ties. The name has no reference to the sorts at pre-
sent cultivated in Norfolk, which are at least equal
to those in any other district of Britain.
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fiort for early crops. It is juicy and of excellent
quali'-.y when young, but soft, spongy, and inferior

when full grown at which period it becomes of an
irregular round and much flattened shape. Its cul-

ture in the field has been recommended when late

sowing is necessary, but in such a case the autumn
or six weeks (No. S.'i), and the tankards (Nos. 39,

40, and 41), are decidedly preferable.

43. Red Dutch or Early Garden Red.—
The roots of this are very similar in shape to

those of the last variety, but differ in colour, being
bright red above ground, and also in having
smaller and darker coloured foliage. This is a

very excellent variety, but little known in this

country.
44. White Garden or Early Stone Turnip.—

This is a common and well known garden turnip,

of a rounder shape, firmer texture, with stronger
foliage than the white Dutch , it is not, however,
so well adapted for early spring sown, being more
apt run to seed, and has acquired the name of
Early from the circumstance of its arriving soon
at muturity wheii sown at a later period of the
season. A carefully selected and improved variety
of this is known in some parts of England by the
name of Mouse-tail turnip.

45. Small Long White, Le Navet de Meaux
blanc, Fr.—This variety differs from the small
long yellow, which see (No. 27), in little except in

colour.

46. Small very Long, or Maltese Long
White, Le Navel de Clair Fontain, Fr.—This
differs from the preceding in being generally partly
above ground, which part is of a greenish
colour ; also much longer and tapering more gra-

dually towards the point.
***** Sorts not included in any of the preceding

divisions.

47. Round Black Turnip.—Leaves small, few
and smoothish ; roots almost or altogether under
ground, of an iri-egular roundish shape, often

divided or terminating in thick branches at its

lower extremity ; skins very rough and of a black
colour ; flesh white.

This and the next three sorts have a hottish

somewhat radish-like taste, for which they are

esteemed and cultivated in some parts of the

Continent.
48. Round Brown Turnip.—This differs from

the last in little except in colour, which is dull

brown or earthy-like.

49. Long Black Turnip.—This difl"ers from
the round black (No. 47) in little except the form
of its root, which is of a long carrot shape, and
also mostly under ground.

50. Long Brown Turnip.—This variety bears
the same relation to the round brown, as the last

does to the round black turnip.

51. Small Berlin or Teltau Turnip.—This is

remarkable as being the smallest of all the turnips.

It is of an oblong or carrot shape, about three

inches in length, and at the thickest part seldom
above an inch in diameter ; of a dull transparent-

like white, or very light lead colour, and is pos-

sessed of a peculiar slightly hot taste.

Extraordinary Rhubarb.—On Saturday last,

we had a specimen of the giant rhubarb exhibited

to us, grown by Mr. Joseph Marshall, of Rothwell

Haigh, uear this town, and supposed to be the largest

ever seen in the Leeds market, and proved, when used,

as tender as the ordinary sized rhubarb. Die owner
realised from twenty-seven roots no less than thirlij

stones and a half, some of the leaves of which, with the

stem, measured about eighteen feet.

FAILURE IN THE POTATOE CROP.
As to the failure of the potatoe crop, I dare scarcely

give an opinion. When we take into view that the

method of keeping the seed, of making the manure,
•and mode of planting, have all been conducted and
managed nearly in the same manner for the last fifty

5^ears, and no failures have occurred worth mention-

ing till within the last three or four years, and unless

it can be shown that the drought has been more severe

in the early part of the last three or four seasons, than

it has ever been any other year during the course of

the last fifty, the drought alone being the reason,

must go for nothing. To show the inexplicableness,

last year I bought a few bolls of seed potatoes from a

Strathaven dealer ; they were planted on a ])iece of

hard clay land ; the whole came up, and produced as

good a crop as could be expected. Tlie same dealer

informed me, that he had supplied other tin-ee far-

mers with a good many bolls each from the same pit,

one of the three had a good crop, and no failures,

the other two was nearly a total failure, and one

whose seed failed had them planted on land admir-

ably adapted for growing potatoes. So, of the four

who got seed from the s:une pit, two had a good crop,

and tv»o had almost none. To talk of the manure
being the cause is altogether futile, for what kind of

manure was ever generally used for planting potatoes

other than what is in use at the present time ; and it

can easily be shown that manure taken from the same

dunghill, and from the same cart, part of the seed has

failed, and part has grown.

It is true that potatoes have failed most upon heavy

unpulverized clay soils ; but it is also true that they

have failed on the very finest of soils, even upon the

haughs of Clyde they have failed, and that, I am told,

to a considerable extent.

Near Hamilton, 50th June, 1836.

The more the potatoe crop is examined, the more

it is found to be deficient in plant. There is a re-

markable failure even on those pieces of ground let

by farmers to villagers which are manured from their

own store, and planted by the spade. In a great

many instances the farmers have been obliged to re-

plough them and sow turnips. It is pretty evident

there will not be a third of an average crop.

In the upper ward of Renfrewshire, the failure of

the potatoe sets has been more general this year than

at any former period, and though no satisfactory

reason has yet been discovered for their not standing

the same free treatment as formerly, yet several sub-

sidiary causes of failure are quite apparent. In all

cases where the drills after being planted, were most

exposed to drought, the failure has been most general,

and where they were well protected from tlie sun, or

where tlie ground was damp, then there has been little

failure, 'flie exposure of the ground to the svai, so

as to dry it severely, appears likewise to have had

great influence in destroying the sets. One farmer

in the neighbourhood of Paisley, in planting a field

of potatoes this year, had to drive his dung from a

distance, so that some part of the dung in the same

drills was laid on in the morning, and other parts in

the afternoon, the whole having been covered up to-

wards evening ; and the result is, that in those parts

where the dung was laid on in the morning and tho-

roughly drilled, the potatoes are nearly a total falure

;

where the dung was laid on at mid day or thereby,

tlie failure is more partial ; and where it was laid on

in the afternoon and the drills closed up immediately

after, the crop is excellent and no failure whatever.

We have conversed with an intelligent farmer in the

parish of Inchinnan, who suffered severely last year

by the failure of his potatoe sets, and he assures us
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that he found the same course of procedure, as we
Lave just described, to have been attended with the

same consequences ; and having made these obser-

vations last year, he has been careful this season to

avoid, as much as possible, the exposure of his potatoe

sets, or dung to the sun's rays, and from this course,

combined with a change of seed, he has an excellent

braird of potatoes, without the failure of a single

plant, whilst his neighbours in all directions are in a

very different situation. The same gentleman has

made repeated experiments of the setting of whole

potatoes, of a smallish size, in places where there was
risk to the seed, and these experiments he has always

found successful, both in preserving the seed from

rot, and in raising an excellent crop. In the district

to which this notice refers, the wheat in early situa-

tions has been shot for the last eight days, and the

Lay cutting is expected to commence next week, with

a crop greatly improved by the late seasonable rain.

—

Glasgow Evening Post.

As for potatoes in general, a deluge of rain, equal

to the falls of the Niagara, accompanied with the

heat of the Torrid Zone, we grieve to write it, would
never resuscitate the rotten masses which lie buried

in thousands of drills in this county. The state of

this species of crop over a very large extent of Ayre-

shire, is truly alarming—and our fears, we deeply

regret to say, are too well founded, that potatoes will

be potatoes when the time of raising the insignificant

return of this year's planting comes round. For many
miles round Ayre in various directions—towards

Girvan, especially by the shore road—towards Kil-

marnock, as far as that town—and towards many of

the inland districts—the appearance of those fields

planted in the ordinary manner, is indeed melan-

choly, both for the skilful and painstaking farmer,

and that unfortunate portion of our population, who
now chiefly depend upon the potatoe for their very

existence. In some fields, of the very best land on

several farms, you will observe a few patches or half

drills, here and there, or along the head-rigs, while

the great breadth of the carefully prepared area, looks

no better than red land. In many instances, farmers

have resorted to the expedient of planting fresh seed,

but, in most cases, turnips have been substituted in

lieu of the decayed potatoes. The lazybed system

appears to have succeeded better than the drill, in

those situations, both around the town and at a great

distance from it, which we have had an opportunity

of observing. The potatoe crop has proved equally

defective in Ireland, and here a fresh source of un-

easiness presents itself ; for, with the countless

throng of its destitute inhabitants, what can be done,

when it is found that the crop has indeed failed
;

why, nothing remains, but to do as has been done
before—provide for their pressing wants by means
of a national subscription in England and Scotland.

Fact first—in a farmer's field to the eastward of this

town, a number of people have in the usual way set

their own potatoes, each employing such sort of ma-
nure as he could obtain ; some used horse or cow
dung in a damp condition ; others used ashes from
coals in a dryish state : the potatoes planted on the

damp dung, almost all rotted, while those planted on
the dry ashes, almostuniformly sent up strong stems,

and are now thriving admirably. Fact second—

a

respectable farmer whose farm is situated three or

four miles south-west from town, planted his potatoes

with two kinds of horse dung; the one kind he ob-

tained from a dog kennel in his neighbourhood, and

consisted of the contents of the intestines of the dead
horses which had been employed in feeding the

hounds for some months previous, and having been

thrown into an open space in the yard of the kennel,
was as dry as newly milled oatmeal, when applied

to the potatoes ; the other sort which he used on the

remaining portion of the same field, was taken from
the dung-stead, on his own farm, and was fresh and
sappy :—the seed planted on the dry manure from
the kennel, vegetated regularly and produced a good
crop, but that set on the strong moist dung from the

farm steading, proved a total failure. The conclusion
at which our informants in both the above cases have
arrived is—that the potatoe plant has now become so

weak, as to be unable to resist the strong stimulating

qualities of manure when in a state of active fermen-
tation, and therefore a dry light kind of dung ought
to be used till the root regains its pristine vigour.

—

Ayr Observer.

The very general failure in the potatoe crop, in

situations where no failure had in former years been
experienced, with various descriptions of seed, and
under different systems of cultivation, seems to fix,

beyond a doubt, the cause of the deficiency in the

degeneracy of the seed. Failure may with more
propriety be said to be general than partial—half

fields, on excellent land, where no failure had hitherto

been experienced, having been re-sown with turnip.

We have heard innumerable instances where the

failures are of so singular and anomalous character,

that, unless vouched by persons of unimpeachable
veracity, and proved but too stronglj'by the evidence

they have to exhibit, they would stagger belief.

—

Ayr Advertiser.

MR. HEATHCOAT'S STEAM PLOUGH.
The following are the remarks, by an able

Correspondent, on Mr. Heathcoat's invention, to

to which allusion has already been made. VVe do
not consider ourselves pledged to all his econo-

mical opinions ; but they are well worthy of the

attention of our readers.

" We have been favoured by Mr. Handley, M.P.
for South Lincolnshire, with a brief, but highly-

interesting account, of Mr. Heathcoat's invention for

applying steam to bog-cultivation, drawn up on the

part of himself and some other gentlemen who accom-
panied him to witness an exhibition of it. We in-

sert it with the greatest pleasure, considering this

invention as fraughtwith consequencesofincalculable

value to the British empire.

The practical application of sfeam power to agri-

culture opens an almost boundless field of fresh de-

mand for human labour, and for the creation, as well

as the employment of capital. The consequences

of this invention can scarcely be foreseen, much
less predicted. Franklin and Davy long since spe-

culated on the probable use of steam and machinery

for augmenting the productiveness of the soil, with-

out perhaps imagining the early realisation of their

speculations. The most immediate and important

results of I\Ir. Hei3thcoat's invention will arise from

its invaluable application to the culture of after the

barren bog wastes of Ireland. A Commission has

been issued to survey the extent of these wastes, and

to ascertain their fitness to receive agricultural im-

provement, and become permanently productive soil.

That they are almost all become reclaimable is a fact

not only established by these reports, but confirmed

by committee after committee of the House of Com-
mons, The Irish poor law commisioners give a

similar opinion ; and whilst corroborating the state-
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ment that there are five millions of acres of unculti-

vated land in Ii'eland, they announce the appalingfact

that ' they cannot estimate the number of persons in

Ireland out of work and in distress during thirty

weeks of the year at less than 585,000, nor the num-
ber of persons dependent upon them at less than

1,800,000, making in the whole 2,385,000.' Emi-
gration and the reclamation of the waste lands are

two of the many remedial measures forcibly insisted

on by the commisioners as requisite for the amelior-

ation of the distress of the Irish poor. They say,

' there is not in Ireland the division of labour that

exists in Great Britain ; the body of the labouring

class look to agricultural employment, and to it only,

for support ; the supply of agricultural labour is

thus so considerable as greatly to exceed the demand
for it ; hence come small earnings and wide-spread
misery.'

"Of these two propositions it is undeniable that

emigration is an evil in itself; that to be ofany effec-

tual relief it must be attended with an immense sacri-

fice of money and strength of population ; and that it

ought to be resorted to, as a national measure, only
after all other expedients have failed. Of the pro-

priety of encouraging agricultural improvement, on
the other hand, there can be but one opinion, and so

far as relates to the reclamation of a great portion

of the waste lands, viz. three millions of acres of bog,

it seems that a cheap, efficient agent of power has at

length been discovered, and proved to be applicable

—a power, too, provided by the bogs themselves,

which furnish the elements of steam in fuel and
water.

" It would require more space and reflection than

we can at this moment devote to the subject, to in-

quire how it can have happened that so large a por-

tion as one-sixth of the area of Ireland should remain

at the present time in a state of sterility. We know
that many legislative enactments have been made to

facilitate the reclamation of bogs. These have all

notoriously failed, and the poor-law commissioners

have proposed others, the efficacy of which for at-

taining the desired end are also questions of con-

troversy.

The history of ancient as well as modern times

teaches us a lesson by which we ought to profit; it

shows that the best system of colonization is that of

cultivating, of colonizing (if we may so term it) the

wastes of our own country, before we expatriate our

countrymen, in whose numbers and well-being we
are further taught to believe the chief wealth of a na-

tion consists. Without pausing to quote the practice

of more ancient times, we will refer to the history of

France, in which country, during the reign of Henry
IV., it was declared by law that all waste lands ca-

pable of agricultural improvement ought, for the

interest of the State, to be cultivated. It was then

ordained by law, and since recognised in the Code

Napoleon, that if any man would contract to reclaim

a waste, or drain a marsh, he should be let into pos-

session of it (unless the proprietors would themselves

undertake the work), reserving to the owners an

interest in tlie soil equal to its full value as waste or

unreclaimed land. Into the details of this law we
cannot now enter, but the justice of its great prin-

ciple has never been called in question in France,

and in practice it has worked undoubted benefit to

the country. We are aware that some persons have

contended that the national purse ought to be opened

to effect in Ireland what individuals have hitherto

refrained from undertaking ; but we are no advo-

cates for the application of public money to sucli

purposes. It may have happened, so far as relates

to the vast extent of the Irish bogs, that the difficulties

and consequent expenses of reclamation arising from
the nature of the soil, and costly employment of
horse power, have had an influence in deterring en-
terprising and monied men from investing capital in

their cultivation. Mr. Heathcoat's invention has
annihilated this obstacle. Let then Parliament faci-

litate its use by throwing the bogs open to public
competition, unless the landlords will undertake the
work. The starving Irish peasantry have a natural
claim to be employed in cultivating land, which is

not only useless to the owner, but injurious to the
climate.

" ' Instruct, employ—don't hang them,' says an
intelligent writer on the state of the Irish poor : we
will add, let us not expatriate them so long as an acre
of waste land remains unappropriated and infertile

;

let us rather expend the capital which would be
sacrificed in furthering emigration, in increasing the
productive ai-ea of the island ; a capital which would
more than suffice for cultivating the three millions of
acres of bog, and for locating starving and wander-
ing masses of people. We should then find the
' wide-spread misery' cease, and the ' small earn-
ings' rise into reasonable and sufficient wages. On
the supposition that reclaimed bog would be worth
only 15s per acre rent, the result would be the in-

vestment and the creation of capital to the amount of
j£50,000,000. The superabundant population of cer-

tain parts of the country would be drawn off to

colonize the new regions. The evil of small ' hold-
ings' of that miserable system of farming two or
three acres, would be much abated, as many occu-
piers, miscalled in Ireland ' farmers,' would be
rejoiced to remove and to occupy on the reclaimed
bogs, thereby giving room to their neighbours to

augment their own farms, and obtain a living which
the present wretched system of such small holdings
denies both to farmer and labourer. We anticipate

from this extraordinary invention political conse-
quences of great moment and immediate action. The
application of Mr. Heathcoat's patent should be en-
couraged by the country without delay."

ANIMAL PATHOLOGY,
BY MR. VOUATT.

NEUROTOMY.
(From tlie Veterinaria7i,)

The division of the nerve, as a remedy for in-

tense pain in any part of the frame, was known,
or at least was hinted at, more than fifteen cen-

turies ago : it does not, however, appear to have
been systematically practised until the middle of

the last century, and was then confined, or nearly

so, to inflammation or disease of the sensitive

nerves of the face. It was a remedy for neuralgia

—pain in the nerve—from whatever cause it might
arise, and generally bidding defiance to the power
of medicine.

Simple Division of the Nerve.—The pain be-

ing clearly referrible to a paiticular spot, and not

to be traced to any local inflammation or me-
chanical cause, an incision was made in the known
direction of the nerve, and between the immedi-
ate seat of torture and the brain. The result of

this was usually instantaneous relief, bnt too of en

of a temporary nature : the divided edges of the

nerve again united, and with that re-union the

communication between the diseased part and the

brain was again established, and thu former agony

returned ; or, in some instances, the pain was
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ti-anslatcd to another place, generally a neighbour-
ing, but occasionally a distant one.

Extirpation of a portion of the Nerve.—
When that grand improvement on neurotomy, the

extirpation of a portion of the nerve, took place,

I am not sufficiently versed in medical literature to

be able to tell you ; but there is a very interesting

account of the operation given in iMajendie's

Journal of Physiology. A French soldier was
wounded in the leg in the battle of Wagram, in

1809. The ball was extracted, and the wound
healed ; but the man was subject to very extraor-
dinary nervous paroxysms in the part, and con-
vulsions, commencing from the cicatrix, spread
over the whole body, and gave him the most
dreadful pain. A surgeon who was consulted ad-
vised that the external popliteal nerve should not
only be divided, but that a tolerably large portion
of it should be cut out. Eighteen lines of the
nerve were excised. The patient, to whom
sleep had been almost a stranger, sunk into repose,
and said, when he awoke, that a thorough revo-
lution had taken place in him, and that he was no
longer the same man. The spasms occasionally
returned for awhile, but in another place, and
with less intensity ; the interval between them
gradually increased : and, at length, they disap-
peared altogether. This is the first case of which
I am aware of the excision of a portion of the
trunk of a nerve in the human being for the relief

of pain.
Mr. MOORCROFT STUDIES THE FoOT OF THE

Horse.—There are records, however, of its eai'lier

introduction in veterinary practice. Mr. Moor-
croft, for awhile the colleague of Professor Cole-
man at the Royal Veterinary College after the
death of St. Bel, was devoting his powerful ener-
gies to the discovery of the causes and cure of
lameness in the fore foot of the horse. It was a
subject worthy of him : it involved the interest of
the proprietor, and the comfort of the slave. He
found that, partly from the faulty construction of
the shoe, but more from the premature and cruel
exaction of labour, the horse was subject to a
variety of diseases of the foot, all of them accom-
panied by a greater or less degree of pain, often of
a very intense nature, and ceasing only with the
life of the patient.

Contraction.—He studied the nature, and
cause, and consequences of contraction—usually
the eflfect of other injuiy or disease ; but when ex-

isting in a great degree increasing, if not perpetu-
ating, all other mischief. He thought, however,
that he was app'oaching towards some improve-
ment in practice, for he was able to remove the
contraction of the feet in many cases ; and in all

he could say, with tolerable certainty, whether he
should succeed or fail.

Navicular Disease.—He found a more for-

midable foe in what was then improperly called
coffin-joint lameness. The coffin-joint, or that
between the os pedis and lower pastern, was never
primarily, and with very few exceptions not at all,

involved. Mr. Sewell afterwards called it "joint-
capsule lameness, " a term still more objectionable
from its being so indefinite. Mr. James Turner
first gave it its proper name, " navicular joint

disease," and likewise gave the first satisfactory

explanation of its precise scat and character. It

is inflammation of the synovial membrane, either

ot the flexor tendon or the navicular bone, or
both, where the tendon plays over that bone

;

acd it is accompanied by pain, abrasion, and
gradual destruction of these parts. In his attempts

to remove or even alleviate this disease, Mr. ?.Ioor--

croft was almost invariably foiled, although he
adopted every mechanical contrivance which could
be suggested, nnd every variety of temperature,
and every soothing and stimulating application.

Tying the Metacarpal Artery.—He then
had recourse to the cutting off of the supply of

blood. He imagined that he should thus lessen

the degree of inflammation, and give a better

chance to other means and appliances. First he
tied one of the metacarpal arteries, but without
alleviating the pain. He then—having a little

while before tied both the carotids, and success-

fullj', in another horse labouring under inflamma-
tion of the brain—passed ligatures round both the

external and internal metacarpal arteries. In no
instance, however, was the horse benefited ; on
the contrary, contraction of the foot seemed to be
hastened thereby, and the lameness proportionably
increased.

Dividing the Nerve of the Leg.—He at length
turned his thoughts to another way of subduing
the increased sensibility of the part, viz. by dimi-

nishing the proportion of nerve naturally distribu-

ted on the foot. He laid bare, he does not say

whether one of the metacarpal or the plantar

nerves, and cut it with a pair of scissors. There
was "immediate and decided lessening of lame-
ness," and sometimes the horse rose perfectly

sound : but this happy result was not always per-

manent ; for the lameness returned after the lapse

of a few weeks, and often after very slight exer-

tion. It was supposed that the divided ends of

the nerve had re-united ; and therefore, in order to

prevent this, about a quarter of an inch of the

nerve was excised. The reproduction of nervous
substance was not at that time dreamed of. If

nervous influence was subsequently restored, it

was supposed to be in some roundabout way, or a
mere accidental affair, and not to be effected in the

line from which a portion of nerve had been ex-

tracted. By this operation considerable relief was
usually given ; but the lameness was not quite re-

moved in every case, and in too many it speedily

returned.

The Division of both the Nerves.—He now
tried a bolder experiment. He determined to ex-

cise a portion of both the outer and inner meta-
carpal, and thus to destroy the whole sensibility

of the foot. It was a noble experiment. He se-

lected for this purpose a mare that had been
o])erate(l on by the division of the nerve on one
side with evident advantage, but who had relapsed.

I will give you the history of this experiment in

Mr. Moorcroft's own words. I make no apology
for the length of the story. It is the history of
the first case of complete neurotomy—excision of
the nerve on both sides of the leg—that was ever
performed. " The animal on rising, trotted boldly

and without lameness, but now and then stumbled
with the foot operated on. The wounds healed in

a few days, and the patient was put to grass.

Some weeks afterwards a favourable account was
received of her soundness ; but she was soon
brought again to us, on account of a large sore on
the bottom of the foot operated on, and extending
from the point of the frog to the middle and hack
part of the pastern. The mare, in galloping over
some broken glass bottles, had set her foot full

upon a fragment of the bottom of one of them,
and which had cut its way through the frog and
tendon into the joint, and stuck fast in the joint

for some seconds, while the animal continued its

course, apparently regardless of injury. The
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wound bled profusely, but the mare was not lame.
Many daj's had elapsed before I saw her, and large
masses of loose flesh were cut from the edges of
the wound without the animal showing the slight-

est sign of suflfering pain. The processes usually
attending sores went on with the same appear-
ances that took place in sores of parts not deprived
of sensibility. Such extensive injury, however,
had been done to the joint, as rendered the preser-

vation of free motion in it very improbable, even
were the opening- to close, which was a matter
of doubt, and therefore she was destroyed. It

appeared clearly from this, that, by the destruction

of sensihility the repairing powers of the part ivere

not injured; but that the natural guard against

injury being taken away by the division of both
the nerves, an accident was rendered destructive,

which, in the usual condition of the foot, might
have been less injurious.
" I do not recollect the number of horses operated

upon by me successfully after this, although it

was somewhat considerable. Some of them were
worked by myself; but the general impressions
on my mind are that horses so operated upon,
when they did not again become lame, were more
apt to stumble with the limb operated upon than
with the other, and that this mode of treatment is

more likely to be usefully applied to carriage

horses than to those intended for single harness
or for the saddle."

Neurotomy abused and getting into disue-
PUTE.—Soon after this, and before the beautiful

operation of neurotomy had become sufficiently

known and established in public estimation, and
it had been ascertained in what particular states

and diseases of the foot it would be beneficial or

would aggravate the evil, Mr. Moorcroft dej'arted

for far distant climes. It had also unfortunately

happened, that, without the slightest disparage-

ment to his judgment, he had originally adopted
it as a remedy for that disease of the foot in wliich

there was not only the possibility but the proba-

bility of its hastening or producing a fatal result.

It was impossible for any practitioner to deter-

mine, in a case of navicular disease, to what ex-

tent the cartilaginous or the ossific portion of the

navicular bone might have been corroded, or the

flexor tendon abraded—how soon in the natural

action of the horse the one would be fractured or

the other ruptured—and how far it would happen
as a matter of certainty that, when the stress upon
them and the concussion were so much increased

by the altered action of the horse, the sensibility

of the parts being destroyed, one or both must
give way. This could not be ascertained, even in

cases that were not of very long standing, ; and
the operation was often performed by incautious

persons when the lameness had been of consider-

able duration, and when it ought to have been sup-

posed that the internal mischief was of a serious

character. It consequently happened, that, while

the horse generally rose relieved to a great degree,

or apparently sound, there were annoying cases in

which he almost immediately broke down and be-

came useless for life.

InconsidekateOpehations.—Such an operation

could not long be confined to one disease of the

foot, but was hastily and at hap-hazard adopted for

e\ cry kind of lameness. It was resorted to in par-

tial anchylosis of the coffin or pastern joints; and

with good effect, for the bold and, occasionally,

violent action which was superinduced was calcu-

lated to give greater play to the joint. In cases of

ringbone it would in the same way, and for the

same reason, be beneficial. In cases ofcontraction
it would call into something like their natural
action the beautiful mechanism of the foot to op-
pose or to obviate the narrowing of the heels. In
cases of obscure disease, where there evidently
was little inflammation, and no ulceration, it might
have good effect. In chronic founder, its use
might be questionable, yet if everything else had
failed, the trial of neurotomy might be permitted

;
for the former inflammation might not again be
set up, and the natural action of various parts of
the foot might be restored. But when there is

evident, and, perhaps, considerable inflammation—a state for which rest, and tlie absence of every
internal and external stimulus, afford the only
direct means of cure—in which there is nothing so
prejudicial as the natural action of the limb

—

nothing so destructive as its early or violent use—when, by the very circumstance of relieving
pain, the action of every part of the foot and the
concussion and the pressure are almost beyond
comparison increased—the operation of neurotomy
must be certain destruction. The animal feels uo
pain, but the inflammation proceeds with increased
rapidity, and is attended by consequences of the
most fearful character. So if the feet had been
previously bruised or ulcerated ; or if there had
been bad corn, or canker, or quittor, the inevita-
ble destruction of the horse must follow the opera-
tion of neurotomy. In case of much ulceration or
under-running, how much mischief will one dny's
hard work effect, even although the horse bears
as lightly as he can on the painful part, and per-
mits no concussion that he can possibly avoid !

What wou'd become of the pumiced foot if sensi-
bility were withdrawn .' With his present careful
way of placing his feet, and all the protection that
we can afford to the attenuated and projecting
sole, we are in daily fear lest it should fail to sup-
port the weight that is thrown upon it. Alter the
action of the horse, and let his foot come with that
power and force to the ground, which the concave
and healthy sole will hardly bear, and what will
become of the pumiced foot }

Few lessons having been given upon these points,
and little about them being generally understood,
is it to be wondered at that this operation shoidd
have been abused—that instead of increased use-
fulness it should be followed by fearful inflamma-
tion, rapidly spreading ulceration, and loss of the
hoof, and inevitable death .'

Prejudice against it.— In addition to these
things, it had to encounter the prejudices of the
ignorant, and the determined opposition of those
who would allow no need of praise to any improve-
ments that emanated not from themselves. The
true theory of the nervous system was then al-

together unknown. That the nutrition of every
part depended on nervous influence was then as
now believed ; but no master mind had arranged
this wondrous system according to the distinct
and important functions which it exercises ; and
to destroy the nerve of the leg, was supposed, of
necessity, to destroy the nutririon and life of the
part. When the hoof occasionally dropped oflF, a
plain and palpable proof was affirmed to be
given of the folly of these would-be improvers.
Vou may judge, gentlemen, what was then said of
the absurdity of this new operation when you
listen to the following remarks on it, proceeding
—strangely proceeding—from a Professor in a
foreign school. "Far from believing them uncon-
cerned svith nutrition, we think that the nerves
composing the axillary and lumbar plexuses pre-
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side equally over the sensibility, and the nutritive,

and the secretory actions of the parts on which

they terminate ; and we ask, if the nutrition of

the foot depends on the influence of any other

nerves than the plantar, why should the division

of these be followed by the loss of the hoof ?* "

Stranger still is the language of a very superior

writer of our own country, a man of humanity too.

He is speaking of those who refuse to adopt, and

he thinks unfairly and illiberally oppose certain

notions and imagined discoveries of his ;
" and,

what is worse, when the truth in clearest evidence

lies before them, instead of embracing it joyfully,

they have tried every way of stifling her, by wilful

misrepresentations and abuse of those who had

espoused her cause. And, next to these miserable

courses, they have added a barbarity surpassing

in refined cruelty even the unsoling or any other

cruelty ever proposed by the old farriers, that of

nerving the horse's legs when they were not re-

lieved by their injudicious measures, and so de-

stroyed the very fundamental properties of the

foot, instead of pursuing the natural and most ob-

vious means of prevention and relief from the

evil. Seeing and deeply feeling the very great in-

jury done to the animals as well as to the public and

ourselves, w e cannot on such an occasion but express

warmly our natural and we believe just indigna-

tion at such conduct.t" I can only say of a passage

like this, that, instead ofbeing compelled to record

it, I wish that I could blot it out for ever.

Mr. Sewell advocates the cause of Neuro-
tomy.—Well, gentlemen, this noble operation

(which I have no hesitation in predicting will be

practised and valued in proportion as veterinary

science progresses, and interest and humanity,

here inseparably combined, operate on the mind
of the horse-owner) for awhile fell into disesteem

and disuse. It could never have been lost to the

world—but its triumph might have been delayed

and impaired. It however fortunately happened
that Mr. Sewell, very soon after his appointment

as Assistant Professor at the Veterinary College,

hesitated not to avail himself of every opportunity

to put it to the test, and expressed his firm con-

viction of its value. He at once adopted the plan

of excision of a poition of the nerve. He made a

variety of experiments on the states and diseases

of the foot in which it would be beneficial or in-

* M M. Dupuy and Prince, Journ. Prat. Oct.

1830.

I think that a very promising and talented young
veterinarian will, upon consideration, a little modify

the language which he adopted in the discussion on

the nervous system on the 2d of last February.
*' Referring to the function of secretion as depend-

ant upon the brain and nerves, he at once allowed

of the closeness of the link ; and in reply to the ob-

jection raised, that secretion goes on in the horse's

foot after an excision of a portion of the nerves which
lead to it, he stated that there are yet filaments which

have not been divided; and even if these were, the

bloodvessels are pervaded with nervous tissue

sufficient (.') to carry on secretion." Is the theory

of the nervous system taught at the Royal Veterinary

College so loose and unsatisfactory, that even one

of the rising luminaries ofour profession should thus

express himself] He is to be forgiven when a

veterinary professor uses the language quoted in the

text—but such times ought to he passing away
with us.

f- Mr. Bracy Clark on the Foot of the Horse, p.
56.

jurious ; and those in which its important effects

would be best promoted, and the usefulness of the
horse most effectually secured by diminishing, or
for awhile destroying, the sensibility of the foot,

or, in other words, by the operation below or above
the fetlock ; and, as being really and mainly in-

strumental in establishing the credit and high
value of the operation, he deserves much com-
mendation. If to Mr. Moorcroft it is to be yielded

the first adoption of the practice, the praise of
having rescued it from neglect and disgrace be-

longs to Mr. Sewell.

And now, regarding the operation of neuroto-
my as one of the most signal triumphs of our
profession, and with full confidence anticipating
the near approach of that period, when, if it is not
extended to other diseases of the horse—and of
this I do not quite despair—it will at least be made
the means of alleviating the sufferings of other
patients, I make no apology for this introductory
history of it. We must, however, proceed to take
a brief survey of the anatomy of the parts on
which we are to operate.

{To he continued.)

Zoological Society'. — At the monthly meeting

held on Thursday afternoon, June 30, Viscount Gage in

the chair, the usual reports were read. The following

notes of a jiaper, lately read, on the economy of an

insect destructive to turnips, by Mr. Yarrell, are appli-

cable at the present season. This time last year the

yellow fly was seen upon the young turnips. It was
remembered by some farmers that this was the fly

which prevailed in 1818, and which was followed by

the caterpillars known by the name of the blacks*

The eg'gs being deposited by the perfect insect in the

leaf of the plant, the black caterpillar, or turnip-pest,

speedily makes its appearance, feeding on the soft por-

tions of the leaves of the turnips, and leaving the fibres

untouched : and, finally, casting its black skin, and as-

suming one of a more slaty or gray colour, it buries

Itself in the earth. Lodg-ed there, it forms for itself»

from the soil, a strong oval cocoon ; from which some

of the earlier broods pass almost immediately into the

perfect state, filled with ova, and ready quickly to sup-

ply another generation of destroyers. So complete and

so rapid was the destruction in some instances last July,

that a whole field was found, in two or three days, to

present only an assemblage of skeletonized leaves ; and
this, too, when the turnips had attained a considerable

size. The insect, whose proceedings have been thus

briefly noticed, belongs to the Hymenoptcrous family

Tenthredinidtc ; it is the Athalia centifolite, a species

first noticed by Panzer. By their repeated broods the

devastation was continued for so long a time, that even

the third sowing did not, in all cases, escape destruc-

tion : the turnip became pithy and of little value, and

it was necessary to import the root largely from the

Continent to supply the deficiency of the home crop-

The remedial measures adopted on a former visitation

were, the turning into the infested fields of a large

number of ducks, who greedily devoured the cater-

pillars as they were brushed from the leaves by a boy

with a long pole ; the passing of a heavy roller over the

ground at night, when the caterpillars were at their

feed , and the strewing of quick lime by broad cast over

the fields, renewing it as often as it was dispersed by the

wind. The latter mode was generally considered as the

most effectual preservative.
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WOOL FAIRS.
CHELMSFORD WOOL FAIR, -June 21.

It is impossible to describe the gratification ex-

pressed by the Wool Growers, at the success which
attended the anniversary of the Wool Fair held in

this town. The fair in 1835 was encouraging, but
the buyers were not, on that occasion, sufficiently

numerous to remove tliose doubts which were enter-

tained of ultimate success.

The quantity of wool exhibited on this occasion

surpassed all expectation. The Market-place in the

Shire-Hall was completely filled, and a great deal

which arrived at a later period of the day, necessa-

rily remained upon the waggons, there not being suf-

ficient room to pitch it. Owing to the present great

demand for wool, the growers were anxiously on the

look out for some new faces as buyers ; and the move-
ments of several strangers, who were observed to be
minutely inspecting the fleeces before the commence-
ment of business, brightened up the countenances of

the producers, whose physiognomies, owing to the

unpropitious state of the weather, appeared at first

rather elongated. Thev were not disapppointed, for

a competition, previously unknown in this county,

was excited by the attendance of some spirited Lon-
don buyers, who, kindling a similar spirit among
those dealers more locally known in the county,

raised the price a penny, and 'in some instances, two-
pence per pound. About 10,000 fleeces were in the

market, and, we understand, were all sold, greatly to

the satisfaction of the seller. The principal buyers
on the present occasion were Messrs. Legg and Son,
woolstaplers from Berraondsey, who proved them-
selves to be the real " Farmers' Friends," Those
gentlemen arc supposed to have purchased to the
amount of about £3,000, and they will probably be
entitled to the prize cup.

Messrs. Legg and Son continued their purchases
the following morning, and visited Felix Hall, to in-

spect Lord Western's clip ; they also visited various

flock-masters in this neighbourhood for the like pur-
pose.

The business did not conclude until the Wednes-
day evening, when we learnt that 7,940 fleeces had
been weighed in the Market-house alone, and were
purchased of thirty-two growers, chiefly by Messrs,
Legg and Son, by whom they were sent off for town
on three heavily-laden waggons. The above quan-
tity is exclusive of what was purchased by Messrs.
Johns, Unwin, Oram, and other gentlemen in the

trade. Last year not more than 52 cwt was weighed
in the Market-house ; on the present occasion nearly

five times that quantity passed through the scale.

STOCK.
The Prizes for Stock were (it will be seen below)

well contested, and the sheep-shearing, which, owing
to the rain, was witnessed under rather unfavorable
circumstances, formed, as usual, an interesting part
of the proceedings. We subjoin a statement of the
prizes awarded, supplied from the books of the Se-
cretary, to whom and to the acting Committee the

public thanks are due for the judicious arrangements
of the day.

SHEEP—(Shown in the Wool,)

DOWN RAMS.
£. S, d,

Mr. George Ellis, Hatfield Peverel, for the

best Down ram 220
E. G.Bernard, Esq., M, P., second-best ditto,

a Down teg 1 1

LONG-WOOL RAMS.
Mr, Wm, Fisher Hobbs, Marks Hall, for the

best, a tup, improved Leicester . . . , 2 2

Mr. Henry Cleeve, Rettendon, second ditto, £ s. d»

a long wool teg 1 10
DOWN HOGGETTS.

E. G. Barnard, Esq., for the best pen of

Down tegs 2 20
T. W. Bramston, Esq., for the second best

ditto, Down hoggetts 1 1

LONG WOOL HOGGETTS,
Mr, Henry Hobbs, Bocking, for the best pen

of Four 2 20
Mr. Wm. F, Hobbs, Bocking, for the second

ditto,—improved Leicesters . . , . 110
WOOL,

T. W. Bramston, Esq., for the best fleece of
Down wool .. .. 1 1

Mr, T. Crooks for the best ditto, of long
wool 1 1

Shorn in the presence of the meeting;
quality and weight the criterion,

SHEEP SHEARERS,
Wm. Neale, certificate signed by Mr. Crooks,

as the best shearer i i o
Richard Jarvis, ditto, ditto, as the second

best, ditto 10 6
Samuel Carter, jun., ditto, by George Mat-

son, third best, ditto 5

The shearing of the lad Jarvis under twelve years
of age, was highly commended by the judges, and at

their recommendation a reward of 5s. was given to

him as an encouragement,

THE DINNER.
At half-past three o'clock, about 120 gentlemen sat

down to an excellent dinner, served up by Mr, Lake,
at the Saracen's Head Inn, The Honourable J, J.
Strutt, in the absence of Sir J.T.Tyrell,the President,
presided, supported by J, Round, Esq., J. Disney,
Esq., O. Hanbury, Esq., the Rev. G, Price, Cap-
tain Korttright, P. Honywood,—Roche, C. Comyns
Parker, T. F.Wilson, Esqrs., and various other gen-
tlemen of the county. Mr. Kemp officiated as Vice-
President. The room was filled to an overflow.

CHIPPENHAM WOOL MARKET,
The first of the Chippenham Wool Markets was

held on Friday, July 1, and was far more numerously
attended, both by buyers and sellers, than could
reasonably have been expected. The very laroe

quantity of 205 bags of wool was exhibited for sale,

and the greater part of it was readily sold. The
average prices may be stated as follow :—Ewe from
40s to 42s ; Regular Flocks, with a full proportion
of Tegs, 43s to 46s; Whole Tegs from 43s to 49s
per tod. One sample, under particular circumstances,
obtained 50s ; but the above are the correct average
prices. In the afternoon, nearly 150 farmers, deal-

ers, manufacturers, and otliers, partook of a most
excellent dinner, provided by Mr. Lawes, in the

Assembly-room, at a very moderate price, Mr.
Neeld presided at one table, and Mr. Budd at an-

other ; and Mr, Little of Biddesden, and Mr, Salter

of Malmesbury, officiated as Vice-Presidents. The
arrangements altogether were excellent, and did
great credit to Mr. Lawes. The very polite and
affable conduct ofMr. Neeld commanded the esteem
of all present. After the usual toasts,

The Chairman said he would next propose " Suc-
cess to the Wool Trade, as connected with the N. N.
W. of Wiltshire." He gave the toast in those words,
because he thought the establishment of a wool mar-
ket in Chippenham, would tend to the convenience
and advantage of persons connected with the Wool
Trade throughout that district. Before the toast

was drank, however, he begged to congratulate the

company on the successful results of this their first
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meeting. Whether he looked to the quantity of wool
exhibited,— to the number of respectable and influ-

ential dealers and growers in attendance,—to the

sales effected, or prices given—he confessed his

most sanguine expectations liad been exceeded.

This was no false meeting, got up by extra exertions.

Every pack of wool exhibited in the market, had
been brought there spontaneously by its owner. No
solicitations had been made to dealers ; but tliose

gentlemen had voluntarily attended from different

parts, and he would do tliem the justice to say had
jjurchased freely and liberally ; those who had sold

too, derived, he believed, an inward s.ilisf^iction

from their sales. It was all fair, he supposed, to

grumble a little—it was in the nature of John Bull.

One party ought to have a trifle more for the article

he sold, and the other ought to have given a trifle

less for that which he bought ; but he had a strong-

suspicion that the dealer would not buy, unless he

thouglit he could advantage himself by the purchase
;

nor would the holder sell, unless he was persuaded
that he had the full market price. It was well known
that there had existed a prejudice against the esta-

blishment of wool markets; but that prejudice, he

was happy to say, had been overcome, and it was now
universally acknowledged, that the holding of those

markets at particular and stated periods, would be a

general convenience:—to the owner it was assuredly

desirable to know that by bringing his wool to a

certain place, he was sure of finding a purchaser at

the price of the day ; and not less desirable he should

imagine to the dealer, to know that by attending a

certain place, he would meet with the article he
wanted. Instead of any feeling of jealousy, he was
highly gratified to find that the example of Chippen-
ham had been followed : gratified, that their activity

and exertions had in a measure roused their neigh-

bours from their supineness. The greater the quan-
tity of wool exhibited, the greater the tendency to

bring together an increased number of factors. He
would again congratulate them on that day's market

—

it might already be said to be established. His ex-

ertions, however, should not cease. If, in the pro-

gress of the market, further buildings should be
recjuired, further buildings should be erected ; and
if either buyers or sellers could throw out any sug-

gestions for their convenience, he trusted they would
make the Committee acquainted with them, and
whatever the Committee recommended, he would
most strenuously support.—Mr. Neeld then sat down,
aniidst the loudest applause, and the toast was drank
with three times three.

Mr. BuDD having obtained permission to give a

toast, said he was certain there was not an indi-

vidual present, but would fill his glass to the brim,

and drink the toast he was about to propose with
enthusiasm. It was the health of their worthy chair-

man. [The applause which followed the announce-
ment of this toast shook the room, and it was some
time before Mr. Budd could proceed. As soon as

silence was obtained, he continued]—it would re-

quire a far more able person than he was to do justice

to the character of that gentleman. As a landlord,

he sought every opportunity to mix with his tenants,

and attend to their wants ; he was indeed charac-

terized by liberality, and afforded a bright example
to other landlords. As a sincere friend and neigh-

bour and as a true country gentleman, his munificence
towards the town of Chippenham bore ample testi-

mony. He was no less the friend of the manufac-
turing than the agricultural interest—it appeared to

be the study of his life to unite all parties and all

classes. Addressing himself to the company, Mr.
Budd said, he had heard a great deal about agricul-

tural distress ; but very few of them knew what dis-

tress was—they had never been cast on a lee-shore.

They might during the last two or three years, have
experienced a heavy gale, but in his opinion they had
weathered the storm. With the vessel full rigged,

the flag flying at the main, every man at his gun

—

(not like the ships in Portsmouth harbour, 100 less

than the regular number, but with the full comple-
ment)—and having the excellent chairman for a

commander, there was no difficulty but they might
overcome. There must, however, be no flagging

;

every man must, if possible, redouble his energies,

and attend to his dut}' ; and then by pulling all one
way—by liberality on the part of landlords towards
their tenants ; and by kindness on the part of tenants

towards their labourers—Agriculture would again

flourisli. Mr. Budd passed a few more complimen-
tary observations on Mr. Neeld, and the toast was
indeed drank with enthusiasm.

In acknowledging the honor, Mr. Neeld said,

although Mr. Budd had passed far higher compli-
ments upon him, than he was entitled to, yet in one
respect he had but done him justice, and tliat was
when he said, that he (ftlr. Neeld) was desirous of

uniting all classes and all parties. He was. most
desirous of effecting that object. When his atten-

tion was first directed to the market at Chippenham,
he was governed by the simple desire to benefit the

inhabitants. He afterwards saw that his sphere of
usefulness might be extended ; and from the success-
ful results of the Cheese and Cattle Markets, he was
of opinion that the establishment of a Wool Market,
in the town, would benefit the whole of that part of

the county ; and the proceedings of the day con-
firmed him in that opinion. He was a great friend

to agricultural meetings ;—besides promoting a de-
gree of sociability, they led to man}^ useful purposes,
and he intended to be present at them more freq uently

,

In what he had done at Chippenham, he trusted he
should not be misunderstood ; he diclaimed all poli-

tical feeling ; he knew no man by his politics ; he
considered that every one in that room had assembled
for a general good, with wliich politics had nothing
to do.— Although he had his own political opinions

he should never quarrel with any one for differing

from him ; he followed the dictates of his own con-

science, and he hoped every person would do the

same. As a man of honor, and accountable for every
word he uttered, he declared that his sole object in

interesting himself about the market at Chippenham,
was the benefit of the town, of the neighbourhood,
and of the public, without the slightest reference to

politics. Mr. Neeld again thanked the company,
and sat down amid repeated bursts of applause.

Mr. John Neeld said, it was well known that all

classes depended upon each other for support. The
success of the C-hippenham Wool Market, however,
more particularly depended upon tiie attendance of

of the Manufacturers. He therefore begged to pro-

pose as a toast, the Mamifacturing Interest, and with

it he would identify the name of one of the influential

manufacturers who had come some distance to be

present at the first market—he meant Mr. Stancombe.
—The toast was drank with applause.

Mr. Stancombe, after returning thanks, said, in

the course of some observations, that the Manu-
facturers were in full work,—and in a very prosperous

state. Indeed, without reference to politics, he would
say, that Great Britain generally, was more healthy

than she had been for many years past. In allusion

to agricultural affairs, and speaking of the desirable-

ness of cultivating a good feeling between landlord

and tenant, iMr. Stancombe said, "Live and let Live"
was his motto

J
and although he was but a small
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landlord, he assured the company that a tenant of his

had, in the course of a few years, made 3000 guineas

fi-om his estate. (Cheers.)

The Chairman then proposed the healths of the

other Factors who had honored the market with their

presence. — Messrs. Salter, Cunnington, Everett,

Bailey, Ellen, &:c.—drank with three times three.

JMr. Salter returned thanks, and in allusion to

the Market, said, he certainly did not expect to see

so large a quantity of wool exhibited as had been
that day. With regard to the samples, some cer-

tainly were very good, whilst others were indifferent.

Then as to price, as far as he was concerned,

he feared he had gone beyond the mark, and given

too much. Hitherto he had been in the habit of

going round to his friends' houses, buying their wool,

and then- taking pot-luck with them. Sometimes a

couple of ducks were provided, and at other times

a bit of lamb. Now as he was in future to be de-

prived of this good fare at his friends'houses, he

thought they should sell their wool at Chippenham at

snch a moderate price as to enable him and his bro-

ther dealers to provide a bit of lanb or a couple of

ducks at home. (Laughter and cheers.)

]\Ir. LirrLE proposed the health of Mr. John jVeeld,

the Member for Chricklade, on whom Mr. Little

passed a high eulogium—(Drank with 3 times 3,

and the one cheer more.)

Mr. John Neeld returned his cordial thanks for

tlie honor done him. Connected as he was with that

part of the county, he felt more than ordinary in-

terest in the success of the Chippenham Wool JMar-

ket ; as he did not for a moment conceive that its

benefits would be confined to the town or its imme-
diate neighbourhood ; but that at each succeeding

Market, its operations would be more extended, and
be felt throughout the whole of the northern part of

the county. He was gratified to see several of his

agricultural constituents present ; he trusted that

they had derived some ad vantage by their attendance,

which would be the means of inducing others to be

present at the next market. No body of men could

excel the British agriculturists—None more honest,

more loyal, or more indejiendent. True to their

King—true to their country—most true to the Esta-

blished Church—the British Agriculturists were
the men he wished to have the honour of representing

in the House of Commons. (Loud cheering.)

Mr. Ray (a gentlemen of the legal profession from

Gloucestershire) begged to be allowed to give a

toast. He had no connection, he said, with Wool,
or the Wool Trade ; and he believed he was un-

known to all present, although he had frequently

rode 7er the grounds of some of the company. He
had seen the advertisement in which it was stated

that Mr. Neeld would preside at the ordinary on the

opening of the Chippenham JNIarket ; and he was so

much pleased with the idea of a great and rich land-

lord going out of his way to mix with his tenants

and other farmers, that he came from Gloucester

purposely to shew his respect for him. It would
be well done for country, if the noble example set by
]Mr. Neeld, was followed by other landlords. The
toast, however, he was about to propose was the

Duke of Beaufort and his fox-hounds. [The man-
ner in which this toast was drank, at once shewed

the esteem of the company for the noble Duke, and

tlieirlove of fox-hunting.]

The health of Mr. Little was drank with three

times three distinct rounds of applause ; and Mr.
Little, in a very appropriate speech, acknowledged
the compliment.

Other toasts were drank, and the evening was
passed in the most social and convivial manner.

PERTH WOOL FAIR,

The fears which were at one time entertained that

this newly established Fair would not be sufficiently

supported to be maintained as a leading: market for the

purchase and sale of the wool produce of the central

Highlands and Counties of Scotland, must have been
entirely removed by the result of the meeting on Tues-
day the r2th July. On this occasion there was an im-
proved attendance of both buyers and sellers—the for-

mer consisting- of some of the leading wool staplers of
York and Leicestershires, and the woollen manufac-
turers of Kilmarnock, Bannockburn, and the adjoining
counties to the south and west ; and the latter included
the sheep farmers of the Perthshire Highlands, and the
principal stock growers from Strathmore, Strathearn,
and the adjoining- districts of the neighbouring counties.
The stockholders attended to the suggestions made them
last year by the English buyers in bringing suflicient

samples of their wool, and the average quality was
highly spoken of, particularly of the Leicester, Mr.
Clarke from that county acknowledging that the sam-
ples shown fully equalled any he had ever purchased
in England. The result of these two markets would
seem to show that the produce of the finer wools from
the low country, and of the native sorts from the High-
land districts, offered at this meeting, will always be
sufficiently great to command a large attendance of the

principal dealers ; and that this channel of communi-
cation between the growers in the adjoining counties

and the south country staplers will be the more resorted
to, as its advantages are experienced.

The first business of the day was the determination of

the Premiums offered by the Highland Society of Scot-
land, for the best descriptions of wool grown in the dis-

trict. The fleeces were exhibited in the Council Room,
and a number of competitors appeared for each class.

The Judges appointed by the Deputation of the High-
land Society were, Mr. Clarke, woolstapler, Leicester

;

Mr. Wilson, manufacturer, Bannockburn ; and Mr.
Gibson, from Messrs. Peace's House, Yorkshire. All
these gentlemen expressed themselves in high terms of

the quality of the various sorts exhibited ; and the ob-
ject of the Society in offering the Premiums vvas well

answered, not only in the quality exposed, but in the

extent of country from which the competitors appeared
—a very considerable proportion of the largest holders

being from Forfar and Kincardineshires, to the very

head of Strathmore.
The premiums were adjudged as follow :

For the best seven fleeces of Combing Wool, Capt.

Hunter of Auchterarder.
For the best seven fleeces of Short Wool, of the Che-

viot Breed, Mr. Jn. Welsh, GleneflTock, Brechin.

For the best sevenfleecesof of Wool, of the Black-
faced Breed, Mr. John Bennet, Perth.

During the forenoon, little business was effected, as

is usual on such occasions. The short supply in the

manufacturers' hands, and the deficiency in this year's

clip, amounting to nearly one-fourth, encouraged the

holders to stand out for a considerable advance ;
and

although the staplers offered in the first instance fully

3s a-stone above the prices of last year, the holders

would not come to terms. After dinner, however,

parties came to a better understanding. The liner wools

were first disposed of. Pure Leicester, entire hog, of

first quahty, brought 42s ; half hog, ditto, 37s to 40s
;

some inferior, the produce of crosses between the Lei-

cester, Black-faced, and Cheviot, from 30s to 35s all

per stone of 24 Imperial lbs. In the Black-faced Wool,
which formed the staple of the Highland sheep farmers,

some very extensive sales were made ; those which regu-

lated the prices were two of nearly 10,000 fleeces each,

which were disposeil of at 28s the double stone ;
in

some cases, with a reference of Is extra, in case the re-

sult of the Inverness market should be higher than the

Perth. Some parcels of White Highland Laid Washed
brought 18s the single stone. Prices of Highland Wool,
on tlie whole, may be stated at an advance of fully 4s a

double stone above those of last year.

Although at the above rates some very extensive sales

were made, a number of farmers, who had long been
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accustomed to sell with reference to the 1 vi„ess mar-

ket, liuny back in expectation of a greater rise there,

aiul which there is every probability will be realized.

Acounts of the firm appearance of the market here were

dispatched north by express that nig-ht, and as these

would precede the south country dealers, there is every

reason to believe the the advance here will be fully

maintained. The stock holders are all in great spirits,

as the present prices will remunerate for the loss by the

severity of the last spring-. About 150 gentlemen sat

down to an excellent dinner in the Salutation Hall at 3

o'clock. Jonn Richardson, Esq. of Pitfour, was in the

chair. The Lord Provost, Mr. Watson of Keillour,

and Bailie Keay, were croupiers. On the right of the

chair there were John Hay, Esq. of Letham, John Mil-

lar, Esq. of Balumbie, Patrick Kinnear, Esq. of Loch-
ton, Jas. Miln, Esq. of Woodhill ; and on the left, Cap-
tain Hunter, Mr. Clark, woolstapler, from Leicester,

&c. &c.

IPSWICH WOOL FAIR.
On Tuesday July 19, the above fair was held in

the Assembly Room, in this town. The attendance,

though far from numerous, did not impede the pro-

gress of business, there being a briskness in the de-

mand, which shewed a very great improvement over

the last year. The right hon. the Earl of Stradbroke

filled the chair, and was supported by R.N. Shawe,

Esq.; J. Moseley, Esq.; Joshua Rodwell, Esq,

;

. Fuller, Esq. ; and W. Rodwell, Esq., of Ips-

wich. Among the buyers were—Messrs. J. Burch,

Tuddenham ; Revans, Yosford: Churchyard, Hali-

fax ; Pymar, Norwich ; Etheridge ; Roberts, Yox-
ford; Candler ; Blake, Norwich; Buck, Beccles;

and others. Among the growers were—H. Edwards
Esq., Sutton; F.Hale, Esq.; Mr. Barthropp, Mr.
Collett, Mr. W. Wasp, Mr. T. Crisp, Mr. J. Codd,

G. Bates, Esq., Mr, Phear, Mr. G. Sargent, Mr. J.

Churchyard, Mr. Gobbett, Mr. Diggens, Mr. Dewing,
and Mr. Freeman.
The noble chairman, immediately on the removal

of the cloth, gave the usual loyal toasts.

The Chairman opened the business of the meet-

ing, by referring to the cordiality which existed be-

tween both the buyers and the sellers of wool, and
the improved prospects of the market. In the course

of the evening the meeting would probably have an

opportunity of hearing some remarks relative to the

breed of sheep, and the establishment of a woollen

yarn manufactor}'. The question would also be sub-

mitted, whether it would not be expedient, to give

rew^ards to such shepherds as deserved them, at

future meetings. As regarded the selling of his own
wool, Mr. Revans had bought on other previous

occasions, though not last year, and he hoped that

he would become a purchaser this year. He should

puff his wool a little. It was not so good as that of

Mr. Arcedeckne, but still it was equal in quality to

most flocks. He offered the hogget wool at 56s and
the ewe at 43s per tod. (Cheers.)

Mr. Revans said that it was with great satisfaction

that he could advert to the active and steady state

of the market. The only way to keep them in that

condition was by the grower offering his material to

the buyer on such terms as would induce him to buy.
If offered at high prices, it created an undue depres-
sion. That, however would not be the case there

to-day and he congratulated the meeting upon it.

As regarded the offer of the noble chairman, he was
quite ready to admit the high quality of his flock.

He considered the price which he had put upon his

hoggets too high. He should be happy to take his

wool at 42s for the flock, and 55s for the hogget.

The Chairman observed, that after the remarks
made by Mr. Revans, and to promote the sale of all

other gentlemen in the room, he would accept his
offer.

Toast, " Prosperity to the Suffolk Wool Fair."

J. Moseley, Esq., said that Mr. Revans, having
very frequently purchased the wool he had for sale,

he should offer it him again this year. It had beea
observed that Mr. Arcedeckne's wood was said to be
the best, but, as it was said, that after dinner a man's
courage rose, and in proportion his modesty declined,

be would not say much about that in reference to his

own. He offered the flock at 45s per tod, and the
hogget at 56s per tod.

Mr. Revans observed, that he had hoped there
would have been no obstacles to the progress of bu-
siness. He thought that Mr. Moseley's wool was
very good, but not so good as to fairly demand the
price he had put on it. There was only a single

instance at the Thetford wool fair, that of Mr. Coke's
where 45s was obtained for flook wool. That wool
was considered to be the best in the county of Nor-
folk, yet it was considered that that price was three

shillings per tod more than ought to have been
given.

Mr, Moseley said, that as it regarded Mr. Coke's
flock, he (Mr. Moseley) had lived twenty-three

•years in Norfolt, and he therefore knew what the

quality of that flock was. He had offered a wager of

fifty guineas that his own was as good. He never
had considered that Mr. Coke's wool was the best in

Norfolk. There were other wools besides those of
that gentleman which sold for 45s.

After some conversation, Mr. Moseley said, that

he thought it would make Mr. Revaus a better

customer to him, if he lost his wools for a year. (A
laugh.

^

Mr. Revans hoped in that case Mr. Moseley would
keep it.

Mr. Moseley again observed that there could only

be a difference of one shilling per tod between them,

and perhaps Mr. Revans would consider the propo-

sition.

A conversation here took place on the relative su-

periority of different breeds of sheep, as connected

with the produce of wool.

Mr. Revans thought the pure Sussex as good as

the cross by the Hampshire.
Mr. Moseley enquired if Mr. Revans did not re-

commend the cross.

Mr. Revans observed that he thought the cross

did not add to the value of the fleece.

Mr. Moseley said that he could obtain more money
from the cross.

Mr. Revans observed that that related to the buy-
ers. He considered that the pure Sussex was as

good as the cross with the Hampshire.

Mr. Mosei ey did not think so. He thought the

quantity of chalk in the soil of Sussex got into the

fleece of the animal, and rendered it hard. The soil

of Norfolk being softer, so were the fleeces of the

flocks, and they would therefore obtain better prices.

In answer to other questions jiut by Mr. Moseley to

Mr. Revans, that gentlein:ui observed th;it he had

no particular knowledge of the Sussex breed—he
only spoke relatively, as it \,\re between the Sussex
and the Hampshire cross.

R. N, SiiAWE, Esq. said that he should offer his

wool to Mr. J. Burch, (Tuddenham.) As his friend

Mr. ftloseley did not puflliis i;oods, why he should.

His flock had been Norfolk, and now it was part

half-bred and South-down. Part of his flock had

come from Mr. Arcedeckne, though he must say

that he wished that he had stuck to the Norfolk. He
should oflFer to Mr. Burch at 42s for the flock, and
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Norfolk-

Mr. BuRCH observed, that as Mr. Shawe had
|)uffed his wool, he should add another pufF, and puff

all the Norfolk away. He accepted Mr. Shawe's offer,

but honed that he would do without the Norfolk on
future occasions.

Toast, " The Members for the County."
The Chairman said, that there was a gentleman

in the company, who as he was not generally known
to this part of the country, he should be glad to in-

troduce to their notice, for many reasons. If he had

not sold his wool, or should wish to offer it, the pre-

sent was the time to do business. The gentleman

to whom he alluded was Rlr. Amos, of Rickenhall,

he knew that his flocks were of the first character.

I\Ir. Amos said, that he felt great pleasure in at-

tending the meeting, not only on account of business,

but because he found friends both on the right and
left. He attended the fair at Thetford but did not

sell ; his wool was therefore to dispose of, and he

would offer it to Mr. Pymar. He would offer it that

gentleman at 56s for hoo-gets, and 45s for flock. He
well knew the quality of his wool, and he trusted

that there would therefore, be no difference between
them as to price. There was an advantage between
the prices of that day and those of Thetford Fair.

If, however, he had intended to have taken that ad-

vantage to himself, he should have asked a higher

one. (zl laugh,^

iNIr. Pymar said, that he would give 44s and 56s.

JMr. Amos observed, that Mr. Pymar had on past

occasions, testified that his wool was as good as any
in ^[orfolk. He had introduced Mr. Pymar as an
independent buyer, and he had bought his wool last

year and paid for it, and he hoped he would become
a purchaser this year also. He trusted also that he
would give him the price obtained by Mr. Coke at

Thetford, for his flock was quite as good. He begged
to inform the meeting, that he had a number of fa-

mous tups to let, and he should be happy of having
an opportunity of showing his sheep. He did not
expect to obtain a premium for them, but he meant
that he should be glad to offer them to the notice of
any gentleman.
Mv. Pymar accepted ]\Ir. Ames's price of 45s for

flock, and 56s for hoggets.

Mr. MosELEY said, now that Mr. Amos had ob-

tained his price, he thought that he was at liberty to

ask the decision of Mr. Revans.
Mr. Hevans declined.

Mr. MosELEY offered his wool at 56s for hoggets,

and 45s for flock.

Mr. Revans still declined.

Toast—" The Bishop and Clergy of the Diocese."

Joshua Rodwell, Esti., observed that in offering-

wool for sale that day, they were doing so imder the

advantage of knowing tiie prices which had been ob-
tained at Thetford Fair. They had held that if this

meeting were appointed to take place after the fair at

'J'lietford, that it would be of great advantage in fa-

cilitating the course of business. He thought that it

had been found so. He would oft'er his wool to Mr.
J. Burch ; that gentleman had seen it, and he knew
it to he clean. He would offer it at 44s for flock,

and 55s for hogget. He would not puff his wool.

Mr. Burch said that he was obliged to Mr. Rod-
well for adverting to tlie prices at Thetford. He
thought that there they were 42s for flock, and 54s

for hoggets. Mr. Rodwell had said that he had not

puffed his wool

—

{ i\Ir, Rodwell : Yes)—then a puff

was necessary—to puff the sand out of it. He thought

that if gentlemen would get their wool washed twice,

they would find a considerable advantage accrue to

them. The county of Suffolk was evidently im-
proving in the quality of its wool. He had collected

upwards of 25,000 fleeces this year, and he thought

that they were better than he had seen them before.

He thought that the Suffolk wool was as good as the

Norfolk. As regarded the breed of sheep, he sur-

mised that the Hampshire cross was perhaps better

than any other, but still he did not think that it ex-

ceeded the pure Sussex. If Mr. Rodwell would
come to the level of the times, he should have no ob-

jection to treat with him. (A laugh.) The buyers
were ready to meet the sellers in a spirit of justice.

He was a buyer at Norfolk, and he should be glad to

purchase at Ipswich also.

Mr. MosEiiEY observed in reference to the sand
getting into the fleece, that he had seen 3 lbs. weight
of sand beaten out of fleeces, on the hurdle. He had
endeavoured to discern how it was that the sand got

so deeply into the wool, and he thought it must be

by the animal rubbing itself against the sides of sand
pits, and the sand crumbling into its fleece. He
thought that although there was half a pound allowed

in the weight of the tod in Norfolk, that the advan-
tage was destroyed by the buyer getting that weight

in sand, and not wool. Respecting the double

washing of the fleece, he should be glad to know
from any gentleman the proper time that it could be
done with advantage. He had tried the plan at

various times, but he did not know if he had done it

at the best possible juncture.

Mr. Amos, in reference to the mode of weighing in

Norfolk, observed that the cleaa tod was weighed,
and then an allowance was made of half a pound.

Mr. Burch said, that Mr. Amos was quite cor-

rect ; for every tod, the weight of half a pound was
given to the buyer.

Toast—Pi-osperity to Agriculture.

The Chairman observed that if an end had been
made to the bargains, he should be glad to hear JMr.

Chapman offer Sir W. Middleton's wool, if he had
any to dispose of.

Mr. Chapman (Steward to Sir W. Middleton)

said, that he would offer at 44s per tod for flock, and

56s for hoggets, and he hoped to obtain that price,

for it was a fair one. Sir W. Middleton had written

to him desiring him to sell at a fair price, else ho

(Mr. Chapman) should have stated a higher sum.
iMuch laughter.)

Mr. Burch said, that he had seen the wool, and
the flock of Sir W. IMiddleton was, he was glad to

say, much improved. As the noble chairman had

set the meeting a good example, he hoped that Mr.
Chapman would follow it, and take 53s for the hog-

get, and 43s for the flock.

Mr. Chapman : I cannot take it.

Mr. Burch said, that Mr. Coke's flock was con-

sidered the best in England, and that fetched 45s

and 56s. He considered Mr. Chapman's flock im-

proved, and as he had shown a disposition to do

what was hiv, and enter into the spirit of the meet-

ing, (A lavgh,) he would give 43s for the flock, and
56s for the hogget.

lAIr. Chapman said, if Mr. Burch would give the

price for the hogget, that he should have the flock at

liis own j)rice.—The bargain was not concluded.

Mr. Revans said that he would make INIr. Moseley

an offer for his wool which he thought he could not

refuse. He would give 43s for the flock and b6s for

the hogget, but that price was purely to jn-omote the

good spirit of the meeting.

Mr. MosEi.ET said, that he could not go below 44s

and 56s.

Mr. Revans objected. In offering 43s per tod for

K 3
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the flock, be did so iii order to promote t.ic disposi-

tion of the day.

Mr. MosELEY still refused.

Mr. Revans said that the price was Still Is per tod

too high.

The Chairman proposed the health of Mr. Revans,

and the other buyers in the room.

Mr. BuRcii, addressing Mr. Chapman, said, that

if he would make him the same allowance as others

on the weight of the wool, he would take the wool he
had to sell.

Mr. Chapman said, that he would allow Mr. Burch
half-a-pound on each tod, at 44s for flock and 56s for

hogget.

Mr. Revans briefly returned thanks for the honour
of proposing his health. He had always endeavoured
to promote the interest of the Meeting.

The Chairman said that Mr. Blake of Norwich,
who was present, would address the meeting relative

to the Norwich Yarn Company.

Mr. Blake then rose and observed that the Norwich
Yarn Company now employed 700 hands in the

manufacture of yarn, at good wages, and that such

was the prosperity of the trade that it was their in-

tention to enlarge their establishment. The existence

of a market for the purchase of wool was of the

greatest importance to the wool growers—a market
that would take ofl^ the wool from the hands of the

farmer without the intervention of the agent. There
was another important consideration in the establish-

ment of a new manufactory of this kind—that it

would employ the surplus labour. How far it may
he considered of advantage to establish a manufac-
tory of this kind in Ipswich it was not for him to

speak ; the county of Suflblk was once famous for

the spinning and culture of hemp, and as far as his

own opinion went, he thought it would be found more
profitable to spin hemp and flax than worsted. He
hoped that attention would be turned to the spinning

of hemp and not worsted, as it was a legitimate em-
ployment of Suffolk. Norfolk was the consumer of

Woollen Yarn, and it would be of great advantage

to the growers of wool, that they should have a

market for their produce. He felt proud for the in-

troduction he had received into the county of Suftolk,

and he should feel happy to shew what they were
doing in Norwich, to any gentleman who paid a visit

to that city. At present the company had only two
looms at work, but their business was increasing so

rapidly that they were obtaining more power with
all possible expedition. The manufacture was im-
portant to this part of the country, as it would be the

means of employing the population. He was glad

to say that in the North the people were all employed.

If a manufactory similar to the Norwich Yarn Com-
pany were established in Ipswich, he should be glad

to render it any assistance that was in his power.

Mr. Moseley said, in reference to the manufacture

of hemp in the county of Suff"olk, that it did prevail

to a considerable extent, but the Russian hemp being
thought of better quality, the duty had shut out Suf-

folk from the trade. That manufactories would per-
manently benefit the condition of the poor he could

not suscribe to. True it was that they found em-
ployment in the manufacturing districts, but when
from any cause the prosperity declined, they came
back and became a burden to their parishes, 'i'his

had been the case with many towns in Sufl^olk, where
manufactures had once been established and had now
left them, and he quoted Hadleigh and Glemsford as

examples. Manufactories were certainly increased,

but if produce got higher in price, what would be the

consequence 1 As the establishment of Joint Stock
Banks extended themselves, he thought that prices

would rise, and if so, they could not compete with
foreigners.—Mr Moseley enquired what description
of wool was preferable to the purposeof yarn spinningl

Mr. Blake said the half-bred down and Leicester
hogget—but they could use all descriptions of wool
which would comb well.

W. Rodwell, Esq., observed, that with regard to

what had been said relative to the incumbrance of

parishes, after a species of manufacture had declined
in the town or neighbourhood, that he thought the

evil had arisen under the bad system of the old law
of settlement. Under the new regulations he thought
it never could occur. He would just mention in

passing, though not in reference to any remark that

tell from Mr. Moseley, that he knew of no man who
could complain of any banker in this part of the

country not being liberal in his business. As to the

establishment of a Yarn Company in Ipswich, he
hoped that he should not be thought in-orportune if

he offered a new company of that description to the

notice of the meeting, to be established in that town.
Although that species of manufacture was flourishing

to a great extent in Norwich, yet he thought if a

manufactory of that nature took root in Ipswich, it

would prosper beyond any in that part of the county.
There were various advantages possessed by Ipswich
which Norwich did not possess. The former town
possessed a facility of navigation to the sea which
the other did not. As regarded the present capability

of Norwich to consume the wool of the county, he
would observe that if railroads were established,

Ipswich would be able to supply that city with yarn.

If his yarn was not too long he would state some parti-

culars respecting the proposed company. Mr. Rod-
well then went on to observe, that it was intended the

company should be established in shares of 100/

each. Its objects were to produce a home market
for wool, and a safe and profitable investment of ca-

pital. There were at present a great number of

hands employed in Ipswich in the manufacture of

stays, but such was the lowness of remuneration,

that they could not earn more than four shillings per
week each. The establishment of the Ipswich Yarn
Company would create a large market for labour in

the town, and absorb superabundant labour. He
thought that the remark made with reference to those

places in the county which had once been jthe seat

of manufactures, did not exactly apply. Hadleigh,

he knew from his own knowledge, possessed larger

elemosynary endowments than any other place in the

county, and that in order to take advantage of the

funds arising from them, a great number of false

settlements were made by the paupers. That was
under the old system. He could say that the ex-
pences of maintaining the poor in that parish, though
not an incorporated one, was reduced in the ratio of
from 18,000i to below 12,000/. The rates had Allien

from 14s on the acre of land, to 7s, and were in pro-

gressof reduction beyond that. In a short time it might
be hoped that the produce of the <!harities would
alone be sufficient to support the poor, without a

charge upon the land. With respect to Lavenham
he could say, and he hoped he should be contradicted

if not correct in his statement, that the land, from a

state bordering on no value whatever, was now of

very considerable value, and was selling high. He
believed that the present s.-stem of jurisprudence

would remove the entire evih; of the poor laws, and
prevent their recurrence.

Mr. Moseley observed, that there were many cir-

cumstances to be taken into consideration relative to

the amount of relief obtained thiough the new Poor
Laws, and one was the present low price of corn.

There were also many expenses paid out of the old
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rate which were rejected in the new, though still

forming a portion of the parochial charges.

Mr. RoDWEi.L observed, tliat it was not certainly

for him to enter into a discussion on the matter. Re-
specting the portion not allowed, as mentioned by
Mr. Moseley, the amount could not belong to the
poor rate.

R. N. Shawe, Esq., gave the health of the chair-

man, the Earl of Stradbroke. It was not necessary
that he should say anything in favour of their noble
president. He had long been known to them, and
was the staunch friend of agriculture. The toast

was drank with three times three, and one cheer
more.
The Earl of Stradbroke returned thanks. He

observed, that he was at all times ready to render his

assistance in promoting the general good of the

country. Nothing afforded him greater satisfaction

than being employed for the advantage of those
around him. In return, he begged to drink the

health of all present.

11. N, Shawe, Esq , said, that as Mr. J. Rodwell
was the only person who he believed had not sold his

wool, he asked, and he wished to know if it were
not j)ossible to bring him and Mr. Burch together in

their bargain.

Mr. Burch said, that it was no fault of his. If
Mr. J. Rodwell would set his wool at times' price,

he would be glad to meet him.
Mr. J. Rodwell said, that his flock was very good.
Mr. Burch said, that it might be better; the wool

was weak.
Mr. J. Rodwell asked what price Mr. Burcli

offered?

Mr. Burch said, that the times' price was 40s a tod

for the ewes, but to promote the harmony of the

meeting, he would give 41s, and he would not take

the allowance of ^-Ib per tod.

IVIr. Rodwell.—Can't you give another shilling ?

Mr. Burch.—Why the chairman sold at 42s, and
his was very clean. Your's is not dirty, but I hope
it will be better next year.

Mr. Moseley observed, that having talked about
sand getting into the wool, he feared that he had pre-

judiced the sale of Mr. Rodwell's wool. He should
be happy if he could go between him and Mr. Burch,
and adjust the difference.

AVe understood that the bargain was eventually

concluded between Mr. Rodwell and Mr. Burch.
The question was not put with regard to the con-

venience of the time of meeting, but from the activity

which appeared to pervade the fair, it was supposed,
that being held a week after the Thetford Wool Fair

was in entire accordance with the wishes both of

buyers and sellers.

The chairman after the last toast, immediately left

the chair, and the meeting separated.

THETFORD WOOL FAIR,

Friday, July 15,

W^as attended by a large body of the gentlemen
and agriculturists of this and the adjoining coun-

ties. The veteran Founder and President of the

Fair, Mr. Coke, paid his never failing visit, and
appeared in excellent health and spirits. A large

marquee was erected on the paddock of Mr. Gill,

where a table was spread for 2^A) persons. Mr.
Coke presided, and was supported by the High
Sheriff, (A. Hammond, Esq.) Sir Wm. Folkes, M.
P., Sir C. M. Clarke, E. R. Pratt, Esq., H. S. Part-

ridge, Esq., Wyrley Birch, Esq., and Captain Fitz-

roy, and amongst those present were Messrs. Ab-
bott, Blyth, Beck, Blomfield, Cooper, Cobon,

Culley,Ellman (Sussex), Freeman, Garwood, Hud-
son, Hastings, Kendle, Layton, Milnes, Overman,
Reeve, Read, Swan, Adams, Bryant, Bidwell,
Cooper, Chambers, Denton, Dobito, Edwards,
Fyson, Garnham, Kersey, King, Lugar, Lanches-
ter, Muskett, Phillips, Payne, Reed, Stedman,
Simpson, Tubbs, Wigson, Webb, and other prin-
cipal flock-masters of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Cam-
bridgeshire ; and as buyers, Messrs. Waller, Fison,
Gardiner, Baldry (Halifax), Martin, (Bradford),
Moyse, Mumford,Head, Revans, Sheppard,Pymar,
Burch, Scott, Drage, Jeffrey, Tetley, Sherring-
ham. Churchyard, I'urner, and Blake, and Lord
for the Norwich Yarn Company.

After the usual toasts were given.
The Chairman expressed his satisfaction at see-

ing so numerous and respectable a meeting, ex
ceeding any previous one since the establishment
of the fair. He would now offer his wool to Mr.
Waller, who had so frequently bought it. From
the attention which he had paid to his flock, he
flattered himself that for uniformity of staple and
goodness of quality it was equal to any in the
county, and he was inclined to think that he was
entitled to the best prices. He was sorry still to

see so many inferior flocks in the county of Nor-
folk; he believed that the improvement of which
many were capable would be sufficient to pay the

rent of the owner. With respect to his own flock

he believed that the Hampshire cross had put a
good deal of money into his pocket, and if Mr.
Ellman would try it, he thought he would be of

his opinion. He shoidd ask what some might think
a high price for his wool ; for the Hogget he should

ask no more than last year, but for the Ewe he
should ask considerably more. He did not think

the pure Down so valuable as the Hampshire cross,

and should therefore ask 3s more than he thought

the Southdown was likely to sell for. He should

offer his Hogget wool to Mr. Waller at 56s, and his

Ewe and Wether at 45s.

Mr. Waller, said undoubtedly Mr. Coko had
laid 3s more on his Ewe wool than he could have

expected ; but the manner in which it was taken

care of, and the cross of the breed, made it far

better than the clothing wools of the pure Down.
Clothing wools were not so much in demand as

this on account of the great quantity of combing
wool that it would yield. Mr. Coke was at least

3s out of the way as to the Ewe wool, but as he had

kept the price of the Hogget very steady, and as

he could get more combing wool out of it, though

not of equal fineness, he would accede to his

terms.

The Chairman then gave the health of a gen-

tleman of Thetford whom every one respected—

his worthy friend Mr. Fison.

Mr. FisoN returned thanks, and congratulated

the company on the numerous attendance and the

auspicious circumstances under which they met,

especially considering that these were the gloomy

days of agricultural distress. They must at least

be good days for the wool trade to produce so

many cheerful faces. The disposition of the buyers

to do business must be met by a corresponding

s])irit in the sellers. In the state of trade there

was every congratulation ; but it might be clouded

by an advance for the raw material. He was con-

vinced that the prosperity of our manufactures de-

pended ujjon a reasonable price being maintamcd

for the raw material. Last spring the price rose

too high and the consequence was that it went

back immediately ; there were so many other ma-

terials which bore on the price of wool that it was
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not allowed to get above a certain point. It had

since about recovered the price which it then lost,

but if they tried to get it up higher, the trade would

in his opinion go back as it did before.

Mr. Coke said Mr. Fisonhad spoken exactly his

eentiments ; he believed that trade was never in a

more wholesome state; but that by askinsr out of

the way prices they would do injury, and would
produce a bad effect upon the fair, now one of the

most thriving and respectable in the kingdom. He
then gave " the Bishop of Norwich."
Mr. Bryant said he thought Mr. Coke was in

error as to the value of Southdown wool ; he did

not think he had asked more than Southdown
price.

Mr. Ellman said that from the best information

he could gain he believed that 20d per lb was about
the price in Sussex, taking all the wool together,

but it was not the practice there to shear the

lambs.
Mr. MusKETT rose to offer the Duke of Norfolk's

wool, amounting altogether to nearly 2000 fleeces.

The fat sheep had been fed in the yard, some of

them tied up in stalls, which gave a superiority to

the wool over those which were fed on the tur-

nips. He could not give way to Mr. Coke's opi-

nion as to the superiority of the Hampshire cross.

Though he admitted that that gentleman's flock

was brought to great perfection, he must still think
the pure Down superior. He begged to offer the
Duke of Norfolk's wool to Mr. Fison, the Hog
wool at 56s, the Ewe and Fat Sheep at 45s.

Mr. FisoN said there were two points in the
Duke of Norfolk's wool which ought to be men-
tioned. There were upwards of K! score of the

fat sheep, which from the length of staple, owing
to their Iteing housed, were of rather more value

;

and the flock had been twice washed, a plan which
he had known to be pursued with great success in

several cases, and he had no doubt if generally
adopted would amply remunerate the growers for

the additional trouble. The first washing appeared
to give a kind of impetus to the growth of the
wool, and to produce a superior quality. He
thought the price asked was too much, but wish-
ing to meet the growers in a liberal spirit he woidd
give 56s for the Hog wool, and 44s for the Ewe
and fat sheep.

Mr. Coke asked for information as to washing
the sheep twice, a practice which he had never
heard of before.

Mr. MusKETT said the fact was that the sheep
were so badly washed in his absence (the shep-
herds having got drunk) that he made them wash
the sheep over again two days after.

Mr. Coke said that no doubt the housing of the
sheep gave the fleece an additional value ; in the
countries where fine wool was produced, they were
all housed at night ; but though the Duke of Nor-
folk might have conveniences for this purpose, far-

mers in genei'al had not.
Mr. MusKETT said he was not inclined to abate

from his price. Mr. Head had shown a sample of
the wool to dealers in London, who considered it

so superior that they would not believe it to be
Southdown.

Mr. Fison said he would give 45s for the fat

sheep and 44s for the ewe ; Mr. Muskett accepted
it and then offered his own wool (part of it half-
Leicester) at 54s and 42s. It was eventually taken
by Mr. Head at that price.

Sir C. Clarke offered his small quantity of half-

Leicester Hog wool, about six score fleeces, very
good and clean, to Mr, Waller at 56s. With re-

spect to what had been stated as to the effect of
housing sheep, it stood to reason that any animal
which was kept quiet and well-fed should produce
a larger quantity of wool or hair, than those which
were subject to the wear and tear of searching for

their food.

Mr. Waller accepted Sir C. Clarke's wool, and
also Captain Fitzroy's at the same price.

Business now proceeded briskly, and the follow-
ing sales were made in the room :

—

Hoggets. Ewe.
Lord Berners's, (Hants cross) to Mr.
Pymer 56s 44s

Sir W. Folkes's, to Mr. Sherringham .... 56s 42s
Mr. Pratt, to Mr. Waller 56s 45s
Mr. Culley, (half Leicester) to Mr. Waller 56s —
Mr. Blyth, to Mr. Baldry 56s 45s
Mr. Giil Steadman, to Mr. Head 56s 44s
Mr. Reeve, Buckeuham, to Mr. Gardiner 56s 43s
Mr. Wrightup, Ashill, tn ditto 56s 44s
Mr. Cook, Livermere 56s 44s
Mr. Bryant, Exning 54s 44s
Mr. S. K. Gayford, to Mr. Culham 54s 43s
Mr. Thompson, Mundford 56s 42s
Mr. Rodwell, Livermere 533 42s 6d
Mr. Shinto, to Mr. Fison 54s 43s
Mr. Flowers, to Mr. Pyman 54s 42s
Mr. Swann, Hockham, to Mr. Culham . .

— 43s
Mr. Stephen Read, to Mr. Culham — 43s
Col. Ray, to Mr. Turner (Net) 54s 42s
Col Rushbrooke, to ditto ditto

Mr. Sparke, Pakenham — 44s

Mr. Cooper (Roundham) offered his wool to Mr.
Culham at 56s and 43s.

Mr. Culham bid 54s and 42s. Not taken.

Mr. Abbott offered his at 58s and 46s ; but it was
not taken. (Mr. Coke's tenants in general did not
offer.)

Mr. G. Gayford asked 56s and 43s of Mr. Fison and
was offered 54s and 42s.

The Chairman proposed to drink " Prosperity

to the Norfolk and Norwich Yarn Comj)any."
.Mr. DoDSHON Blake returned thanks, and ob-

served that last year they had the pleasure of
making a dress of Mr. Coke's wool for Lady Ann
Coke : he now begged to request her Ladyship's
acceptance of a shawl, which he trusted would
show that Norwich was not behind other places in

ingenuity. He was happy to say that the business
of the Yarn Company had greatly increased. Last
year they were employing 2000 spindles ; they had
now increased to 5000 ; their consumption of wool
had increased from 200 to 500 tods per week, and
if the arrangements which were now contemplated
should be carried into effect, he hoped the pre-
sent amount of business would be doubled next
year.

Mr. Coke said he was sure that Lady Anne
would be most gratified in accepting the shawl.
The shawl was then exhibited to the company. It

was splendidly flowered on a black ground, and
appeared to be of beautiful texture, made by
Messrs. Shickle, Towler, and Campin.

Sir C. Clarke proposed the health of Lady Anne
Coke, when the rule not to cheer, which had been
laid down at the beginning of the afternoon by the
chairman, was broken through with three times
three, and three more.
Mr. Coke returned thanks for the compliment

paid to one who had contributed very greatly to

his happiness.

Mr. W.\lker afterwards gave the health of the
Heir of Holkham. Mr. W. exhibited an excellent

piece of Norfolk manufacture, called " Norfolk
Merino" made by Messrs. Willett, from Southdown

I
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wool grown in this county and manufactured at

Norwich.
After expressing his gratification at the quantity

of business done, which was greater than he had
ever known, Mr. Coke retired. A great many other

sales were effected.

DEVIZES WOOL MARKET.—The first of our

wool markets was as mi^ht have been expected from

the number of liirge flock-masters and dealers by whom
we are surrounded, -was remarkably well attended. Up-
wards of 200 bags of wool, by far the greater part

samples, were exhibited for sale, and by half past 12

o'clock nearly two-thirds of it had changed hands. The
large room at Mr. Hazeland's, commo'lious as it was
thouglit it would be for the purpose, was crowded, and
some inconvenience was experienced in consequence.
The prices varied but little from those of late fairs.

—

Ewe wool from 42s to 44s ; mixed flocks, from 44s to

49s ; tegs from 47s to 51s.

Observations of Mr. Ellman and Mr. Benett at the

dinner.

Mr. Thos. Ellman wished to remark upon the

quality of the sheep exhibited this year, which was
superior to those exhibited last, ahhough the numbers
were not so great. He could not account for the de-

ficiency, unless it arose from fear on the part ofthose

who have been in the habit of competing at the shew
in former years. He urged on the Wiltshire farmers

to competition the next year, as that alone would
give a stimulus to improvement ; he also recom-
mended the breeders of Southdown sheep to pei'se-

vere in grovving^iie fleeces of wool, and not altoge-

ther to lose quality for quantity. The preference to

quantit}^ both in meat as well as wool, was already

too apparent, either for the benefit of the grower or

the consumer, inasmuch as a less valuable commodity
was grown with additional expense. The late im-
provements in machinery increased the value of all

fine wool grown in this country. A short time since,

the whole of the Southdown wool was used for cloth-

ing purposes; now the greater part was combed, and
used to more advantage. He would state that the

finest wool (provided of sufficient length to comb),
was worth the most money, because that description

would supersede the use of any other. Indeed the

Southdown wool of the finest quality could now be
used in making goods more valuable than could be
made from any longer and coarser description of

wool. The reason was this, that the longer and
coarser wool could not be so nicely united to make a

fine thread as was the case with the finer description,

which latter sort was capable of producing the finest

tliread of the greatest length. So much for the skill

of the manufacturers, to whom we are ever indebted
for their enterprize. Another reason which induced
him to pay attention to the growth of fine wool was,
that the better the quality of wool, the better the

flesh of the animal ; and indeed a fine close coat was
a better protection against the inclemency of the

weather tlian one of a looser and coarser sort, al-

thougli the latter be somewhat heavier. Mr. Ellman
also noticed tlie subject of shearing the sheep, as

closely connected with the former question. He ob-

served that dispatch and neatness of work were
highly desirable.—It frequently occurred tliat a

shearer, from want of practice, was either too tedious

to satisfy himself, or too bad when his performance
was hurried, to give satisfaction to his employer

;

therefore a man might be able to shear a sheep tole-

rably well when too much time was allowed for either

his or his employer's benefit, but not be able to make
Jiimself generally useful. Jji Sussex, the time allowed

to every man for shearing of one sheep, was half an
hour, and the number shorn was six sheep ; at all

events, two hours appeared to him quite time enough
to be allowed for shearing of three sheep. If the

Wiltshire sheep-shearers were not so expert as the

Sussex men then more time might be given to them
—they would do well to run the race a little faster

—

in fact, they required better training. Mr. E. again

referred to the subject of wool, and highly recom-
mended the breeders of Southdown sheep in Wilt-

shire to pay equal attention to the quality of the wool
and to the quality of Ihe flesh, being persuaded that

in the long run this course would best answer their

purpose. Mr. E. apologised for having detained the

company so long, again thanked them for the honour
conferred upoti him, and begged to drink all their

good healths.

Mr. Benett said that Mr. Ellman had been playing

into his hand remarkably well, for he was one of the

very few persons in the country who had any merinos,

and ho had no doubt after what had been said, he
should receive a great many applications. Mr. Legge,
an excellent judge in these matters, had bought his

wool for the last two years ; and it was but a fort-

night ago, that he strongly recommended him (Mr.

Benett) never to give up his fine wool ; it had been

lately discovered, that any number of fine threads

might be united and twisted together like a rope.

He knew that Lord Western's lambs were purchased

for 4 and 5 guineas each to be sent abroad.

ILSLEY WOOL FAIR.—Prizes appointed tor
NEXT Year.—At the llsley wool fair Mr. Ireland, (a

wool buyer,) said as long as he could get remunerating
prices as a manufacturer, he should be with the growers

;

and as some inducement to them, he would give for

competition at the annual fair next year, a five-guinea

cup to the farmer who shall produce not less than 100

of the finest and cleanest Southdown ewe fleeces, ap-

propriate to manufacturing purposes, the growth of

ewes shorn on his farm. Mr. Bailey of Calne, in pro-

posing the health of the Farmers of Berkshire, said, as

a farther inducement, he would give a silver cup, value

10 guineas, to the Berkshire farmer who shall produce
at the next llsley wool fair, the best and cleanest South-

down teg wool (not less than 100 fleeces) of his own
growth, and the entire of such growth to be brought

in the bulk. The lambs to have been bred in the

county of Berks, and to have been in the possession of

the claimants six months before the fair day, of which
satisfactory proof must be given to the judges.—

A

subscription cup, value 20 guineas, will also be pre-

sented to the largest purchaser of wool at the fair, on
the first Wednesday in July,—and a second prize of 10

guineas to be given to the person purchasing the second

largest quantity at the same fair.

BEDFORD ANNUAL WOOL FAIR took place on

Wednesday, and a large party dined at the Swan Inn,

F. Pym, Esq. in the chair. About 130 sat down to

dinner, amongst whom were Mr. Crawley, T. C. and
W. Higgius, Esqrs. and the leading agriculturists of

the county. There were more samples shown and

more business done at good prices than has been

known at Bedford for many years. The prices ap-

peared to be from 45s to 48s.

NORTHAMPTON WOOL FAIR.—The following

is an account of the sales which were effected :
—

Owner. Buyer. Flees. Ewes. 'Vegs. Price.

W. 1$. Pottfiton ... Oslmnie.. 368 91 277 -IBs-

R. Honors, CoDliiioc Bunting.. 464* 204 2Gi) 4Js.

N. Potteiton Do 450more than lialfhog. 443.

Ilillyar.l (Jurncy . . 200 120 80 42s.

TnnncU Bunting. . .3fi3 102 261 44s.

R. Ueygate Peach 290 204 82 44s.

* Air. Rogers' Sheo|) were crossed by the Down.

Several other lots were offered but were not disposed

of.

The ANNUAL LEICESTER WOOL FAIR has

gone off well. Buyers and sellers were numerous,
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and much business was done. The quantity of wool
was, lots, 54 ; fleeces, 6515 ; of which there were sold

6048. The average price was 43s, half and half. The
silver cup presented to the largest buyer was carried

by a Mr. Jacques, who bought 465 tods.

At CHURCH STRETTON the quantity of Wool
was less than usual, and bought up at an advance of

2d per lb beyond last year's prices. Longmynd wool
18d to 20d ; fine Southdown 21d to 22d. All the large

lots usually brought to this fair, were, (as we are in-

formed by a respectable correspondent) bought up a
few days before.

PETERBOROUGH.—The second annual meeting
for the sale of wool was held on the 12th, but the buy-
ers are not disposed to encourage the establishment of

an (rpen market for this article ; therefore but a few bar-
gains were made. The prices varied from 41s to 42s

per tod, according to the proportion of hog and wether
rieeces.

BUCKINGHAM WOOL FAIR.-The quantity
pitched was not near so large as on previous years.

Prices averaged from 44s to 48s per tod ; some of the
best tegs fetched 51s.

AYLESBURY WOOL rAIR.-Quantity brought
to the fair—25,328 fleeces ; sold, 22,000 do. Prices
from 40s to 5ls per tod. The cup was awarded to Rlr.

Payne, of Thane, who pm chased 11,000 fleeces.

SHREWSBURY.—Wool : very little was brought
eitlier to the corn market or to Howard-street. Prices
varied from 17d to 19d per lb ; someilots20d. Lambs,
wool, l4d to 155d per lb. All was sold.

KENMARE.—A few parcels of wool were brought
forward, which were mostly bought for country pur-
poses ; laid, 10s to 12s per 221bs ; scoured, about 19s

;

English wool, 20s per do. The ' clip' is, we are sorry to
hear from all hands, to be very deficient this season. Not
to reckon the damage sustained by the loss of so many
of the sheep, in the bygone winter and spring, the quan-
tity will be " fleece for fleece" about a fourtli or fifth

short, and also of an inferior quality, owing to the lean-
ness of the cattle.

DUNSE.—In the Wool Market a good deal of busi-
ness was done, there being a number of buyers in
attendance, and prices for each kind were from Is to
2s 6d above those of last year. Bred wool hog, entire,
sold at from 43s to 44s : ewe from 32s to 33s

;
grey •

faced hog from 32s to 33s. Only one parcel of laid
Cheviot that we could learn was disposed of, the price
of which was 24s ; but from 24s to 25s was offered for
this description, Black-faced wool sold at 14s 6d per
stone.

BERLIN, June 28th.—Our wool-markets are now
drawing to a close one after another. The general re-
sult to be deduced from the collected reports is, that
as yet, no diminution of buyers from England is to be
observed, the same number of customers has been
counted at Breslau, at Stettin, and at this place ; nor
have the prices of the better sorts been lower ; nay, in
some cases, the extra fine wools have fetched higher
prices than in 1 835 . Indeed, it is rather doubtful whether
England will be a gainer by taking less of our raw
wools, even if, by the increased production of her colo-
nies, she should in future be able to dispense with us.
For, let me ask you, what would be the immediate con-
sequence ? Germany, instead of selling her wools,
would soon compete with you in selling her woollen
manufactures.

NEW BRANDENBURG.—At the fair held here
on the 16th, 17th, and 18th June there were 4,400
cwts. of wool, all which were sold on the first day,
excepting a few parcels, and these met with pur-
chasers the day following. The earlier washed wools

left much to be desired, but tie later were better,

and by far the greater part might be called superior
in that particular. There was a general complaint
tliat the wool was badly shorn. The traffic was
brisk, and handsome prices have been realized, mostly
1 to 1^ dollars higher than last year. Some indivi-

dual growers got half a dollar advance only, but
others got two dollars and upwards. Of the quantity

sold, more than three-fourths has fallen into the hands
of foreign speculators : those from England, Ham-
burg, Hanover, and Sweden, were the greatest buy-
ers. Generally speaking the demand was brisk, and
the buyers were numerous, and they, as well as the

growers, have left our fair satisfied.

GOPPINGEN, June 30th.—In the course of yes-
terday and to-day every thing remaining has been
cleared off except a few parcels for which too high
prices were asked. Wools at 130 to 135 florins,

and lower sorts at 115 to 128 florins, as well as

good bastard-wools at 100 to 110 florins, went off

very smartly, and of those at 80 to 98 florins, the
quantity was hardly equal to the demand. Good
country-wools fetched 50 to 60 florins. The total

quantity brought to the fair exceeded 4000 cwt.

HEILBRONN, July 2.—The supplies to this

wool-fair are extensive. With the exception of a
few parcels of fine wools every thing is sold at very
good prices.

July 4.—There is yet unsold a little wool, the
prices of which were fixed too high. It is to be
regretted that largerquantities have not been sent,

as many buyers have been able to supply them-
selves only partially, or even to go away without
purchasing ; whence, also, it has followed that

prices here have been some per cents higher than
in Kircheim and Goppingen.

PESTH, June 12—In consequence of the bad
weather, the clips in Hungary, as in other coun-
tries, have been retarded, and it therefore cannot
yet be accurately determined what proportion the

produce will bear to that of last year. It would
appear, however, that in consequence of the defi-

ciency of fodder the quantity will be by no means
augmented.
The buyers were very numerous, but their

operations were checked at first, as well by the

bad quality of many of the wools brought hither,

as by the extravagant demands of the farmers.
After a while the two parties came to an approxi-
mation, and clean wool fetched an advance of 10

florins the cwt higher than last year ; wools not
so well washed, on the other hand, were sold at

the prices of 1835. In this way there will have
been above 30,000 cwt disposed of. What is left

consists chiefly of heavy, sandy wools, the owners
of which are too proud to accept for their bad
article, offers which in our opinion are not bad,
and therefore hold out for the smaller fair which
takes place at the end of June, when they expect
higher prices.

HANOVER, July 8.—1650 cwts. of wool were
brought to this fair which ended yesterday, and 1625
cwts. were sold. The demand was beyond compa-
rison greater than last year, and the number of buj'ers

was so large that two-thirds of the entire quantity

were sold on the first day, at prices which reached
two to six dollars per cwt. higher thnn last year.

Fine wools 80 to 105 dollars ; middle-fine 60 to 70
dollars; middle country wool 40 to 52 dollars : or-

dinary wools from the Weser, the Alle, and the
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Leine 29 to 32 dollars per cwt. of 117^ lbs. Cologne
weiglit. The total amount of wool sold is 80,000 to

90,000 dollars.

CASSEL, June 29.—The quantity brought to this

fair is less than last year's supply, but sales have
gone off with spirit from the very first opening, and
at high prices. The finer and mid-fine wools have
fetched on the average 10 dollars the cwt. more than
last year. The lower country-wools have also ad-

vanced in price, though they have not been so much
sought after. The buyers were very numerous.

HOPS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NORWICH MERCURY.

Dear Sir,—When last I had the pleasure of seeing

you here I think I intimated to you my intention of
again visiting the hop districts of Kent, in order to

ascertain the relative state of those gardens with my
own, as to their forwardness, strengtli of bine, color

of foliage, and general health. I have just returned
from a very delightful and most satisfactory journey

;

but before I proceed further I must thank you for

the very flattering manner in which you took notice

of my hop-growing speculation in your paper of the

l8th ult.

The great interest you have shewn from the very
commencement of my new undertaking, I beg you
will accept as my apology in again troubling you for

a space in your paper, to lay before the spirited

and intelligont agriculturists of tliia county the re-

sult of my late investigation, which is shortly—

That I visited and walked into many thousand
acres of hop grounds in the best parts of Kent, and
that I did not see .50 acres of hops in the whole ex-
tent, of such strength of bine, such size and colour of
foliage, or of such general power and health, as the

two acres now growing at Honingham ; and this I

assert, leaving the age of all the gardens out of the
calculation. The two acres on this estate are now
only fifteen months old, one of which was planted
with cuttings that had travelled 150 miles in a drying
East wind, the other with badly-reared plants—while
the thousands of acres I visited in Kent, and many
of those belonging to the largest and best cultiva-

tors in that county, were all of them, old established
grounds. Should the truth of this assertion be
doubted, the hop garden at Honingham is not locked
up in an iron safe, nor are those of Kent quite out of
reach. I have said before, and I repeat it, that I

court enquiry upon this subject, and shall be happy
to see at any time practically-experienced persons, or
novices wishing to commence this interesting and
beautiful cultivation. I may now be asked how has
this raj)id and powerful growth been obtained? I re-

ply—first, by superiority of soil ; secondly, by deep-
ly trenching the whole land to be planted ; and
thirdly, by a very different mode of planting and ge-
neral management of the plant afterwards than that

whicli is now adopted in any of the hop counties, the
])rinciples of which I will readily communicate to

any person, and which 1 think in no small degree
have tended to the production of tlie enormous and
unexampled power I have obtained in the infant

growth of fifteen months ! We are all aware that so

uncertain is the hop crop, tiiat until the produce is

in the bag it is not safe. Indeed, while I am
writing, a violent S.W.windis doing infinite mis-
chief, but to this, and even greater miseries, we are

no more liable than the growers of Kent and other
hop districts; nor as yet does it appear that our
eastern exposure has presented any impediment
whatever to the introduction of the hop plant into

this county, which has now passed one of the most
to be dreaded and most dangerous stages of cultiva-

tion, when the aphis frequently destroys all prospect
of a full crop. At present there is not a destructive
insect of any kind to be found upon the foliage of the
plant, and up to this date a fairer promise was never
seen than the little garden in this parish now pre-
sents ; but whatever be the result of the year's work,
you may rely on a correct and true statement of the
weight and quality of the crop, which I shall again
have to thank you for inserting in your valuable
columns. In the interim,

I remain, dear Sir, your's, very truly,

RICHD. CRAWSHAY.
Honingham Hall, July 19, 1836.

P. S.—I have great pleasure in saying, that the
young plantation of eight acres here ; MrTomjJSon's,
of Witchingham ; Mr. Toll's, of Keswick ; and Mr.
Ward's, of Dereham, are all doing remarkably well,

notwithstanding the great check given to many of
the hills by the early ravages of the wire-worm.

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM.
To THE Editor.—Having experienced the value

of the Trifolium, and understanding that some
persons have been disappointed in obtaining a
plant this year, which I cannot help thinking must
have arisen generally from mismanagement, I take
the liberty of offering a few observations upon its

cultivation. In Septeraber,1834, 1 sowed three small
pieces of light land : one piece I mowed green for

horses, and certainly never had the same quantity
per acre of either tares or lucerne ; all stock are
fond of it, and thrive astonishingly upon it—an-
other piece was mown for stover and made the
best of hay—the third piece stood for seed, and
produced about twelve bushels per acre.

In September,1835, 1 sowed two pieces of wheat
stubble where the clover layer had entirely failed

before the wheat crop, and a piece of barley stub-

ble which had tired of clover, and succeeded in ob-
taining a good plant upon each. Many of our
clover layers this year proved a failure. My tnode
of cultivation was, first to use Finlayson's harrow
to raise a mould, then level it with small harrows
twice over, and finish with a heavy two-horse
roller, as the land cannot be made too solid. Two
other pieces, having hog-grass upon them, I was
induced, unwillingly, to plough before sowing; in

both instances the Trifolium entirely failed.

I can further testify that several of m)' neigh-
bours who sowed the Trifolium were completely
successful, and where, by way of experiment, the
land was ploughed, they were equally disap-

pointed.

I therefore feel justified in concluding that, by
raising a mould without ploughing, and by sowing
the Trifolium in August or September, a good jilaiit

of the best food that can be given to stock may be
obtained without risk.

A CONSTANT READER.
Tendring Hundred, July 22, 1836.

P. S. I would recommend a peck and a quarter

of seed per acre.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

BIRMINGHAM, 7th Month, 7tli, 1836.

Since our last we have experienced a succession
of fine showers, and although much more rain was
wanted, yet the quantity that has fallen proved quite
sufficient favourably to affect the growing Wheat,
and upon the whole we think there is at present a
prospect of a good yield in proportion to the straw,
but it will be seen from the annexed extracts from
letters of our correspondents, which are confirmed
by verbal communications with our farmers, that

there is a general belief the crop will not prove an
average one except on the best and well cultivated
farms, and if it be true, as commonly stated, that

the breadth planted is much below an average, it

is highly probable this year's crop will be un-
equal to the consumption. The Ports for one
district in France having been opened for the
admission of Foreign Corn, this circumstance,
together with orders from England, has consi-

derably affected the prices in the shipping ports
of the Baltic, notwithstanding the stocks in most of
them are very heavy, and the supplies from Poland
into the Black Sea expected to be large this Summer.
The late account of crops in Italy notice their im-
proved appearance, and prices were receding- in con-
sequence. Sales of Irish Red Old Wheat have been
effected at 5s 3d to 5s lOd per 60lbs. at Gloucester
during the last month, which is about its present
value, English is now worth 6s 4d to 6s 8d for

Red, and 6"s 8d to 7s for 62lbs. at Birmingham for

White Wheat.
The late rains will prove most serviceable for the

Barley, which crop had previously an unpromising
aspect, and but for this timely supply of moisture,
would have been a failure. It is still suffering for

want of wet, particularly on the light soils, and
there is reason to suppose it will yet fall far below
an average produce. Last year's crop, though very
large, seems almost entirely cleared oft', and we an-
ticipate a scarcity for feeding purposes when the
season commences, and many are of opinion that

Malting will open high compared with many pre-
vious years. It is now worth 36s to .39s per impe-
rial quarter, and Grinding 31s to 33s per 3y2lbs. at

Birmingham.
The early sown Oats took well, and though short

in the Straw the head is good. There has been a
more liberal supply into Gloucester lately, but as

tlie stocks on hand are still light, we do not expect
them to give way much in price. Light sell slowly
at aas 6d to 23s 6d ; Heavy, 23s 6d to 24s. Welsh
Black, 23s 6d per 3121b. at Gloucester.

Beans, although short in the stalk, are on the good
lands generally pretty well podded, but cannot be a

productive crop without more rain. They are in
fair demand at 17s per 1961bs. or 45s 4d per quarter
here. The expected liberation of Foreign will pro-
bably prevent any further advance for the present.
The early Peas will be a good crop, and the late

ones are promising. There are none now offering
on our market.
We have considerable enquiry for coarse Flour,

and good qualities are saleable at 22s per 280lbs. at

Gloucester. We remain respectfully,

JOSEPH and CHARLES STURGE.

CORNW ALL, LOOE, July 2.—In compliance with
your request, I beg to say, our corn crops, (particularly

wheat) have risen thin. One field which I have in-

spected, seems much affected with the honey speck. I

will not take upon myself, as yet, to say it prevails gene-
rally, though my present impression is, that it does so

more or less. Of Barley we have no more left than
will suffice for local consumption. Under the most
favourable circumstances, it is not likely harvest will

become general before the middle of August.
BUDE, July 2.—In reply to your inquiries, the wheat

in this district has generally looked well during the
winter, altiiough it has risen thin. Should the yield be
good, it is sufficiently thick to produce about an average
crop. If the season be unfavourable for the kerning, it

must be considerably short. In the best land and climate

it is generally in bloom and will not be very late ; but
in the great proportion of this district it will be very
late. The spring crops s\iffered very much at first from
drought; it has improved, and is fast improving daily.

I rather question whether wg may not have a fair crop.
Potatoes have generally grown well this season. A
very large tillage of turnips is prepared. Grass is very
short, and has been through the spring.

BARNSTAPLE, July 1.—This part suffered much
by the long drought, but since the rain, every vegetable
matter has improved in a very considerable degree

;

yet, when this is acknowedged, wheat in almost every
situation will be extremely thin. This complaint also

applies to barley and oats, except such as was early
sown, which is now looking well ; and as the weather
is at last become hot, the kerning may be good, as most
of our early sown wheats are getting into blossom. The
shares of clover and eiver are lighter in every situation

than we have known for many years. A great number
of fields of this sort are to be found with not a cart load
of hay per acre. JMeadow grass, though deficient, will

be a better share, but it will come very late to cutting,

as the farmers in general were obliged to stock such
land with cattle until a late period, as they had no other
food for them to eat for many weeks of the late pro-
tracted and severe spring.

SOUTH WALES, NARBETH, July 4.—In com-
pliance with the request in your favour of the 30th ult.

I beg to inform you ' that the growing crops of wheat,
barley, and oats in our neighbourhood are in a tliriving

condition, and we expect a full average crop of each,
provided we have favourable weather from this out.

Our harvest will be later than usual. In the month of
May we expected there would be a complete failure

;

since which we have had sufficient rain, and the change
appears almost miraculous. This is the general opinion
amongst all the farmers we have conversed with on the
subject.

HAVERFORDWEST, July 2.—Agreeably to your
request, I beg to say, that from all the inquiries I have
made of the farmers respecting the growing crops, I

find Wheat is likely to be a thin crop. Barley and Oats
promising well,

FOREST OF DEAN, July 2.—The Wheat crops are
generally very thin and light, and I think will be one-
fifth below an average. Barley is very irregular. Beans
have greatly improved, and on the whole look well,

though short in the straw.

WHITMINSTER, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, July
2.—The wheat is generally thin upon the ground, ex-
cept on the strong and best cultivated land. There
are some fields of good barley, but the greatest part is

irregular, and cannot prove a good sample. Beans
mostly look well, and probably will be a fair crop.

DURSLEY, 7th month, 5th.—The crops in general
look well. Wheat, barley, and beans, with few excep-
tions, promise a fair crop, though in some situations it

will be short in the straw.

COTSWOLD, July 5.—The wheat crops are irregu-

lar in some situations. There is a prospect of a fair
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crop, but to a great extent they are thin, and on the
whole, the crops cannot be nearly so good as last year.

Barley also appears likely to prove a very variable crop.

Some fields good— others thin and light in straw.

Beans generally look well, and a fair crop of this grain

may be expected. The oats grown in this quarter are

likely to prove a light crop.

BEWDLEY, 7th month, 5th.—Agreeably to your
request, we now give you the best information we can
get respecting the crops in this neighbourhood. Tlie

wheat, by every farmer we have spoken to, is said to be
thin on the ground, and many say they have not had so

poor a prospect for many years. We are satisfied it

will be deficient in straw, but the yield may be produc-
tive. The barley is generally looking well, but on
light soils, except where there was a good crop of tur-

nips, will certainly be less than the last two years. But
several parties, who do not farm very light soils, say it

will be their best crop. So little of any other grain
grown near, we do not notice them.
WORCESTER, July 2.—In this neighbourhood,

particularlarly on the Herefordshire side of the county,
much less rain has fallen than in most parts of the
kina'dom. consequently, all kinds of spring corn are
suffering for want of wet; and unless rain comes very
sriortly, barley on the ryelands will not behalf an ave-
rage crop ; butin some of the well farmed heavy soils,

it is still promising and very healthy. Beans, except
winter ones will be deficient. Peas, to all appearances,
will prove irenerally a good and abundant crop. Oats
will be generally s]>ort in the straw, but unless when
late sown, are heading well. Tbe present dry weather
is in favour of wheat, but it is so tnin on ihe srround
that it cannot turn out an average produce, and in some
of the shallow soils rain would improve it. The drops
of grass mostly very short, but are being secured in

fine condition.

NEAR STROUD, July 2.—Wheat is greatly im-
proved, but will be thin, except on the best lands.
Bailey is quite irregular, and cannot prove equal to
last year either in quantity or quality. Beans gene-
rally look well, and promise a fair crop, though short
in straw.

CLEOBURY, SALOP, July 6.—I am sorry to say
I have a worse opinion of the crops generally than when
I last saw you. The grass comes down exceedingly
light, and I am afraid it will be found so with all other
crops, when cut. My opinion still is, that wheat is de-
cidedly the best crop—I should say nearly an average.
Oats and peas the next in quantity of holm and straw.

Barley, beans, and all other crops very light, and our
liarley that I was speaking well of is fallen ofl^, and does
not seem to ear out kindly at all, I conclude for want of
rain.

BARNSTAPLE.—This part suffered much by the

long drought, but since the rain, every vegetable mat-
ter has improved in a very considerable degree

;
yet,

when this is acknowledged, wheat in almost every
situation will be extremely thin. This complaint also

applies to barley and oats, except such as was early

sown, which is now looking well ; and as the weather
is at last become hot, the kerning may be good, as most
of our early sown wheats are getting into blossom. The
shares of clover and eiver are lighter in every situation

than we have known for many years. A great number
of fi(dds of this sort are to be found with not a cart load

of hay per acre. Meadow grass, though deficient, will

be a better share, but it will come very late to cutting,

as the farmers in general were obliged to stock such
land with cattle until a late period, having had no other

food for them to eat for many weeks of the late pro-

tracted and severe sprins.

SOMERSETSHIRE and WEST of DORSET, 7th

month, 3d,—There is certainly a great improvement in

the appearance of the growing wheat, which is ack-
nowledged on all hands, and the deficiency, according
to present appearance, will be much less than was ex-

pected in the spring ; but still, taking into considera-

tion a less quantity having been sown, it will be very
considerable. On good land I should say the crop will

be an average one. The report of the bean crop is,

that it is short, but well podded. On good land there
is a prospect oiF an excellent crop of this article, and I

think more than a usual quantity has been sown. Oats
do not promise well. There are very good accounts of
barley ; as on good land the dry weather will not afi"ect

it, but on poor land there may be a short crop should
there be no rain for some time. Flax is various ; but
on the whole very deficient to the produce of the past
year.

SHREWSBURY and SALOP, 7th Month 4th.—
The wheat round here, and in the adjoining counties of
Flint, Denbigh, Montgomeryshire, is much improved in

appearance these last six weeks. On good soils an ave-
rage crop is expected ; but on cold land not more than
two-thirs, even should the weather prove favourable.
Good vvhcat sold last market day at 8s to 8s 3d per
75 lbs, with a fair supply. Barley is liljely to be good

;

the oats generally very middling, and hay very defi-

cient ; not half the usual quantity.

GLOUCESTER, 7th month, 6th.—After consider-
able observation and many inquiries, I am led to con-
clude that the wheat crops on strong and highly culti-

vated lands will be likely to prove an average crop, if

the present very fine weather should continue ; while
on thiu, weak, and cold wet lands, it will be very defi-

cient of last year's, probably to the extent of ^ and 5,
while it is allowed that the breadth of land, under wheat,
is much less than in the two or three last years. Barley
appears likely to be a very variable crop. On some lands
it is good—on others, to a great extent, middling, or

very bad. There will, probably, be a great difference

in the samples next year. Beans appear likely to pro-

duce a good crop, though rather short in straw. The
blossom has been remarkably fine. The few pease
planted are likely also to yield a crop. Oats are

but little cultivated ; the appearance very variable ; on
the whole there will not be a good crop.

BEDFORDSHIRE.
We have now arrived at that period of the year

when every thing relating to agriculture, possesses

the highest interest ; not merely to the husbandman,
but to all who wish well to the country at large.

For whatever nostrums may prevail among political

economists, as to whether tliis or that soil should be
cultivated, the expense is now incurred, the seed is

sown, the cultivation has been bestowed, and there-

fore whatever the earth produces, must be so mucli
real value cieated, and in which the consumer has

scarcely a less interest than tliey who have been the

immediate instruments employed. Holding such
sentiments then, we have much])leasure in reporting

every circumstance which can be favourable to the

general weal, and we have not a moment's hesitation

in saying tliat during the last month the crops gene-

rally made very great progress, and have improved
much more than appeared at all probable at the end
of the previous month ; and from the atmosphere

being for the last two or tliree weeks rather unusually

hot, the harvest will not be so backward as was
previously expected ; indeed, should the present hot

weather continue, in the forward districts of the

county, we should not be surprised if wheat were
cut before the termination of the present month, while

the general harvest will probably commence in about
four weeks from the jtresent date. The wheat crop,

after all the improvement it has made will still be

deficient, and much lighter than the three last years,

and unless it should yield unusually well from the flail

must be below the average of years. As to the

barley, we cannot speak with so much confidence
;

our own opinion is that there is pretty nearly an

average bulk, and certainly more acres sown than

usual, which is the exact reverse of wheat. The
early sown barley, upon tlie strong soils, and the

better descriptions of convertible land, is very fine.
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while the late sown clay bailey is bad enough, and

on the southern side of the county the season has

been too dry throughout, to secure a heavy crop.

Peas bid fair to be an unusually good crop ; and the

beans, where they were early set, and under good

cultivation, there is nothing amiss ; but the later

crops will be short in the straw, and mean altogether.

The oats promise well as far as they are cultivated

here, which, however is but on a very limited scale.

The pastures are drying up very fast, and unless rain

should come shortly, the drought will soon be severely

felt. For the same reasons the turnips progress but

very slowly, upon all but the very best turnip soils.

All those sown previous to the 12th of June, except

a few very early fields, have been dreadfully worried

by the fly, some of which have been re-sown, and
other fields look most unsightly. The hay is a very

light crop, clover in particular, but nearly all will be

well got up, so that the quality will be unusually

good. The price of wheat has again retrograded and,

it seems that low prices must still be the order of

the dav. Wool however, is an exception to the

general rule, and is selling pretty freely at good prices.

Best Leicester tegs make 50s ; ewe from 40s to 42s

per tod. Average clips about 44s to 45s. These are

prices not to be complained of, and if the price of

corn was at all upon the same scale, things would
go on better. Labourers are pretty generally em-
ployed, more particularly adjacent to the new rail

roads, which take up an immense number of hands,

while the improved system of poor laws have acted

most beneficially upon the whole prodigal part of

our population, so that rates are somewhat reduced,

and at the same time, deserving labourers obtain

better wages. The comfort of the farm laboureis,

however, will never be fairly attended to, while they

are deprived ofa wholesome untaxed beverage in the

farm house and in their own dwellings, by which
means the great bulk of them are now driven to the

tempting demoralising beer-houses. Surely, when
the two committees on the state of agriculture shall

have made their report, parliament can no longer

continue a cent per cent tax, at any rate, upon the

poor labourer while he sows, and mows, and thrashes

out the raw material on which the tax is laid, or

upon the grower of that barley, when it is turned to

tlie most profitable account of feedmg the stock of

the farm. Your reporter holds the tax on barley in

any form to be an impolitic and an unjust tax, but

as it bears upon the parties just alluded to, we de-

nounce it is a decided cruelty to the labouier, and a

direct violation of the Levitical Law which declares,
" Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeih out the

corn."

—

July 8.

BERKS.
A considerable part of the month of June was

cloudy, cold, and unkind, and on several mornings
there was a white frost, and also several thunder
storms and showers of rain, but during the last week
it was clear, hot, dry, and seasonable weather. The
haymaking was much delayed at first, but it is now
getting on very fast, and in a few days more it will

be nearly all done in this county. Some of the ray-

grass, hop-clover, and early-cut sainfoin received

considerable damage from the showers, but all that

has been cut within the last ten days have made most
beautiful hay. The quantity of hay throughout the

hilly parts of this county is, we think, far less than

usual, and scarcely any sorts of grass but young
sainfoin that has produced an average crop, but on
the low lands the meadow grass has much improved,
and the clover turns out better than we expected.
Most of the turnip land is now sown, and numbers
of acres the second time, but still there is at present

but a poor prospect of a crop ; the early-sown tur-

nips came up and looked well for a time, but the cold
nights retarded their growth, and the fly being very
numerous there was not one acre in fifty that escaped
the ravages of this voracious but diminutive insect.

A large number of acres vi-ere again sown during the

showery weather, and they quickly came up and
looked uncommonly well, and some few acres on
good soils are grown out of danger, but the weather
having again set in dry, and the fly being uncom-
monly numerous, we are fearful that most of them
will be devoured, and the farmer again disappointed.

The turnip ground, has, altogether, worked well, and
if it was not for the depredations of this insect, there

is every prospect of a good crop. The winter vetches
of late have much improved, and sheep keep at

the present time is tolerably plentiful, but sheep have
done worse than usual at the vetches, and the shep-
herds ascribe it to their being blighted and unwhole-
some. If the weather continues hot and dry, there

will be scarcely any second crop of clover, and in

some fields it is now drying up and getting less, but
the spring vetches and rape are going on well, and
seem likely to afford an abundance of keep. The
crop of beans is likely to be a good one, and almost

everywhere they seem to be podded well. The peas
crop also promised very favourably until within a

few days, being stout in the straw, broad in the leaf,

and long in the pod, but they now begin to droop
down, and on inspection it is discovered that every
drooping head is filled with the green dolphin, and
all but the early sorts will be most seriously damaged
or entirely destroyed, except there should be a heavy
thunder storm to beat down those insects and destroy

them. It is really wonderful how such a number of
insects can be produced in so short a time, and the

rapidity with which they grow, and the short time

they take to suck all the juice out of the plant is truly

surprising. A good history of the habits, transforma-

tions, and propagation of the turnip fly, the green
dolphin, the black, the wireworm, the black maggot,
the sheep fly, the hopper, the bacon bug, and many
other insects so injurious to the farmer, would be a

most excellent publication, and in some instances

would most likely aff"ord him such knowledge as

might enable him in some measure to check their

propagation, and prevent their ravages. Oats are by
no means likely to be a great crop, and barley on the

light soils has been so much injured by the wireworm,
and is so thin on the ground, that on such soils there

is scarcely half a crop ; on the deep strong heavy
land it is looking better, but even there it is back-
ward, and comes into ear very uneven. During the
early part of the month of June the wheat got on
most sadly, and came out in ear at diiferent times,

and grew to different heights, and altogether had a

most deplorable appearance, but the moderate showers
and the recent warm weather has unexpectedly drawn
it out to a greater length in the straw, and somewhat
improved its appearance, and it is now in a more
forward state than we ever at one time expected, and
if the weather continues hot and dry the harvest will

certainly be a week or ten days earlier than we an-

ticipated, and some of it will be probably ready for

the sickle in about five weeks ; at the present time
nothing can be said of tlie produce as all must de-

pend on the yield, but we seem certain that the crop

cannot be a very productive one, as there is not bulk
enough of straw for that purpose, it is expected that

the sample will be a very uneven one, for about a

third of the wheat in most of the fields is very small

in the straw, and not more than about two feet high,

while the rest of it is from that to four and a half

high, and this uneven state of the wheat is pretty
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general tliroughout this country, and as most of these

underling ears are some days later in blooming, they

will probably never arrive at perfection, but produce
shrivelled grains that will be only lit for the chickens ;

such small ears being also tied up in the middle of

the sheaf will not be dried by the sun, and will sepa-

rate bad from the straw, and cause a deal of trouble

to the thrasher. Tlie appearance of the crops of

corn looks much more favourable when riding and
walking along roads and headlands than it does on

a more minute and close examination, and we believe

that many of the farmers are this year deceived, and
think their wheat is far better tlian it will prove to

be when it conies to be cut ; but, nevertheless, we
acknowledge an improvement has taken place of late,

and we are in great hopes that the crop will be good
enough to supply tiie consumption, and keep the

average low enough to exclude all foreign, and pre-

vent the money from being sent out of the country.

The clip of wool is in most places deficient, and in

the parts of the country where they usually had tur-

nips, but were obliged to winter the sheep without,

there will be full one-tenth short of weight this sea-

son on the very same sort and description of stock,

and where the wool has peeled oft' the loss will be
still greater. Oak bark is uncommonly good ia qua-

lity, but it has not been so low in price for these 40
years ; it is selling at I'il per load of 45 cwts. Pigs
are selling rather higher in price, horses and cows
at about the same ; sheep, owing to the short quan-
tity of hay and middling prospect of turnips, are not
worth quite so much money.—July 4.

We have just been informed that the yellow fly,

which produced the black maggot that eat all the

turnips last season, has made its appearance in some
places of this county, but we do not at present feel

much alarm at this circumstance, for it appears that

the eggs of this insect are deposited on the leaf of

the turnip in the open fields without any protection,

and our opinion is, that the least fall of rain, or even
fog or dew, or rough winds or cold, will destroy the

eggs, and make them abortive ; and it is probable
that this fly, nearly unobserved, has always made its

appearance, but that it is only perhaps oue season in
'20 or 30 that our variable climate will permit the eggs
to come to perfection ; last year there was no wind,
rain, or dew, just at the time as the fly was about
busy depositing its eggs, but we do not apprehend
much danger while we have such storms of rain and
thunder as we had durinsr the whole of last night.

—

July 6.

NORTH DEVON,
The rain at the commencement of the past month,

and the copious showers since, have improved the
crops beyond the expectation formed at the period of
our last report, though, at present, the appearance is

very difterent from that witnessed for several years
past. Wheat now looks healthy in every situation, yet
(with few exceptions) is extremely thin ; the early

sown on good land is mostly in blossom, some ;iart in

a more forward state, and as the weatlier is hot and
dry the kerning is expected will be good. The wheats
on clay soils and moorlands have been checked by the

cold and frosty nights, which prevailed during the

greater part of the month, and are now only breaking
into ear ; these also sufl^ered much by the wireworm
and ungenial weather in May, on many parts it is not
calculated the produce will be more than five to seven

bushels per acre. At the time the wheat broke into

ear, it was tot above half the height usual when this

operation of nature takes place, which induced many to

think it would be defective ; this, however, is not now
likely, as it looks well in every respect, except its thin-

ness in the ground. The early sown barley (of which
there is not much) has continued to look well, and is

now mostly in ear ; the remainder is of very unequal

growth, and consequently cannot produce an even and
good sample ; in fact our spring tillage was so late, that
a considerable portion of the grain then sown, is not
now sufficiently high to cover the ground ; the early
sown oats on good land look healthy and promising,
but those on coarse moorlands (which is the greater
portion) is thin and short, though the late rain has
given them a more healthy appearance, yet the general
state of the crops, leaves no reason to think the harvest
will be so early as last year, by three weeks at least.
Our markets are become dull for every sort of grain,
as the farmers in whose hands it lies, are not disposed
to give way in price. Wheat is offered freely, but at
prices too high, unless for home consumption

; barley
is scarce, with an advancing price ; oats are not plenty
in the hands of the growers, and therefore they obtain
high rates for the small lots sold. The cutting of clo-
ver commenced about a fortnight since, and a consi-
derable portion is housed in good condition ; the shares
are much lighter than for many years past, a number
of fields not having produced above a cart load of hay
per acre, in some fields the quantity is less ; in the
meadow grass there is not so much to complain of, as
it has improved since the rain beyond the most san-
guine expectation, but it will be late before a consider-
able portion is fit to cut. Complaints are again made
of numerous failures in the potatoe crop, in many
places they have been planted a second time. The
early sowing of turnips proceeded favourably, and such
are now in their natural leaves, looking strong and
healthy, though in many situations where the seed has
been recently sown, the fly is proving very destructive.
We are likely to suffer the entire want of grass on our
hilly and thin lands during the summer, as they are
now so much burnt, that a long continuance of rain will
be necessary to produce any vegetable matter on them

;

should the turnip crop fail, most of the farmers will be
more deficient of fodder the ensuing winter, than for
many years past. Good-conditioned fat bullocks are
scarce, and are worth 10s to 10s 6d per score ; those
grass-fed may be purchased at 9s 6d, but few of tliis

sort are sufficiently fat for the butchers ; fat sheep are
from 5jd to 5§d per lb ; Iambs are worth 6d, and calves
i5d per lb ; fat pigs, 7s 3d per score. The clip of woo
Is in general reported to be good.—July 12.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
At the close of the last month some fine showers

fell in various parts highly beneficial to the turnip
plants, after which ten days of extreme heat pre-
vailed, and never in so short a period has the pasture
land been so completely burned up. The wheat
which came bold into ear, had proceeded towards ri-

pening at a most rapid pace, and seemed likely to

regain its lost time and be ready to cut much earlier

than expected with an improved appearance of an
average crop. Barley progressed in an equal degree.

Oats, which are short and stinted in growth, throw
out very little corn in the bell, and cannot be im-

proved by any change of weather. Beans are still a

doubtful crop, the weather having changed on St.

Swithin's day to rain, which with little intermission

has fallen ever since and seems likely to continue.

This will entirely alter the whole state of our pros-

pects. The grass land having got well saturated has
already much improved. The clovers will yield an
abundant second crop, ai;d the meadows an excellent

latter math. The hay in many parts is laying in

the swathe, and some of the clover not carried; these

will receive damage ; and the harvest retarded, for

so long as the corn is kept moist at the root it ripens

slowly. Turnii)S are an universal good crop, except
in a few instances where tlie black catterpillar (which
has not apjicared for near thirty years) has attacked

them ; on the wiiole we have a much impro\ed pros-

jiect of Winter food, particularly for sheep. Since

the change of weather tlie meat markets have im-

proved in price, and the beasts which must have
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been sold half fat will be held longer on the land,

and consequently reduce the present supply. Fat
slieep are plentiful, aud will fill the marketo for some
time.

Wool is rather improving, both in price and brisk-

ness of sale ; our clips in bulk are selling from 38s
to 42s per tod of 28 pounds. The wheat trade has
been drowsy during the hot weather; but it will re-

ceive a new impulse from the present change, and
may be expected dearer if wet should continue. The
present price now rules at about 50s per qr. for red,

say eighteen stone the sack of 4 bushels, at 14 lbs.

per stone, Oats a shilling per stone, and Beans
about 40s per qr.—July 23.

EAST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE.
Hay-making has become general in the East

Riding, and a great quantity now lies exposed to
the alternating weather. The crop of grass varies
exceedingly in quality and bulk ; in some rich soils

it is fine and abundant, in others of an opposite
kind it is rather thin and light. Should we be
visited with a recurrence of dry weather, much
fine hay will be secured before the end of the pre-
sent week. From the total absence of moisture
during the month of ftlay, the ground had become
parched to aridity, and a very great deficiency in
the crop of grass was anticipated, but the season
has undergone a complete revolution ; the plenti-
ful rains, and a succession of warm weather, dur-
ing the month of June, has been as beneficial to
the crop? as the most sanguine wishes of the far-
mers could have imagined. Never do we recollect
so rapid an improvement in meadows, pastures,
spring corn, ccc. Barley and oats are much im-
proved by the late rains. Beans have suffered
much from the cold and unseasonable weather
during the spring quarter, and are not looking well.
The wheats have assumed a more promising ap-
pearance, but are thin in some places, and though
still a fortnight in arrear, compared with the state
of the growth of the corresponding period of the
last year, yet if a few more genial showers fall,and
the average temperature be warm and seasonable,
the crops, which still continue backward, would
advance with rapid strides, and the harvest be
more early and abundant than could have been an-
ticipated from the previous aspect of the fields. As
great gain or loss depends upon successful hay-
making, or the contrary, the following tneteoro-
logical remarks may be useful. I would recom-
mend farmers to remember the old proverb,
" Mane hay while the sun shines." If the wind
should settle three or four days in the north, dry
weather is an invariable concomitant, and hay
may therefore be made and carried in good condi-
tion. The first quarter of the moon occurs on the
'21st, and will cause rain, and probably thunder.
From the 2M to the 25th, there are symptoms of
thunder and hail. Towards the 2(ith, the wind
will veer to the south. I expect a deal of moisture
in the air, and several days of rain, from the 27th
to the end of the month. There are several im-
portant aspects, which are apertio portaruin to vain
towards the conclusion of the month. The usual
temperature of the air will be warm, even during
rainy days. If it be deemed of more consequence
to secure goodness of quality than to wait for in-
crease of bulk, I would recommend farmers to at-
tend to these hints, as it remains with agricul-
turists to determine whether bulk of crop spoiled,
or seriously injured, can be placed in competition
with even two-thirds of a full average, cut, made,
and carried in perfect condition.

—

Hotvden, July 12.

NORTHUMBERLAND.
The weather since our last r-eport has been very

changeable, and unfavourable for the crops until
about the middle of last month, since then we have
had frequent rains and fine warm weather, which
has made a great change in the appearance ot the
crops. The wheat crops is considered below an
average one, Oats and barley will be a full aver-
age crop. Beans and peas very promising.
Turnips are looking well, and a considerable
breadth are hoed. The new grass is a very light
crop, and a good deal has been got well into pike

;

the old grass meadows are now growing pretty
well, and if let stand a little longer may be a toler-

able fair crop. Our corn markets are rather on
the decline from the present prospect, as we do not
consider it likely to be a late harvest from ap-
pearance, as the wheat was shot out of the ear as
soon as usual, but all depends on the weather to

come hereafter. The great lamb fair which was
held at Yetholm on the Sth inst. was numerously
attended by both buyers and sellers ; the market
was scarcely so brisk as expected, although high
prices were obtained for some of the best lots ;

bred Iambs were sold from 18s to 23s 6d a head,
half-bred from 16s to 23s, and Cheviots from 12s
to l.'is a-head. The wool trade is hardly so brisk
as was anticipated,very few parcels being sold that

day ; since then there has been a good deal of busi-

ness done, and the prices nearly about last year's ;

the best samples, all hogs, from Is 9d to Is lOd
per lb ; half ewe, and half hog, Is 6d to Is 7d per
\h.—July 14,

MONMOUTHSHIRE.
There perhaps never was a season when it was

easier to distinguish between the good and bad farmer,

by the st;)te of his crops than the present. On highly

cultivated farms, and on good land, the wheat crops

have improved far more tiian could have been sup-

posed possible from their backward appearance and
the cold ungenial weather we had early in the spring.

In general, however, the plant is thin and the straw

short. Barley is also much improved, and looks on
the whole, better than the wheat. Oats are in many
places good, but the seed did not all germinate to-

gether, and consequently the ripening will not take

place at the same time. Potatoes have jiartially

failed, particularly on cold soils. Turnips are coming
up well, and the mangel wurzel is forward and
strong. \Ve were particularly struck with the fine

ajipearance both of this root and the turnips on Sir

Cliarles Morgan's farm, near Newport, which is in-

deed, in every respect, one well deserving the at-

tention of the agriculturists. The hay crops are

betler tlian could have been expected. On the low
lands there is not much reason to complain, but dry

soils aftord little worth mowing.

GLAMORGAN.
In the rich vale lands the wheat crops wear a more

promising appearance than the farmer had reason to

expect in the early part of the season. Barley looks

well, and we have seen some fine fields of beans.

Taking the harvest throughout, however, there seems
to be no hope at present of its amounting- to an

average crop. On the hilly farms the produce will

be scanty, and there is a less breadth of wheat sown
than we ever remember. The price has been high in

this county, and, unless checked by an importation

from Ireland, will continue so. The great activity

prevailing among the wo:-ks has contributed to keep

up the price. The crops of hay about Cardiff', and
in good situations, are not deficient ; but upon the
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higher lauds the grass is still uncut and very short.

We may anticipate a higli price next winter.

HADDINGTON.
Our weather continued very dry until the middle

of June, when dropping- showers came to the relief

of our crops, which had begun to wear a stinted ap-

])earance, and would have infallibly proved a very

thin one at harvest. I am happy to say they now
promise a fair bulk, and with fine weather would
expect a full average crop of spring corn. I think

1 mentioned in my last, fallow wheats were univer-

sally thin, that after green crop partakes now of the

like complaint, the long drought having prevented

them tillering out ; they are, however, represented to

be uncommonly well filled, For the last four days

they have been exposed to a very high and cold wind,

which has broken them a good deal down, and, where
much exposed to its fury, many of the cups rendered

empty. The demand on Friday was in consequence
a good deal better, and price up Is 6d per quarter

upon the average. Beans have likewise bee.i a good
deal injured, from the blossom being forced off".

Oats and Barley, I would sny, present the most abun-

dant crop in this quarter. The foregoing observa-

tions apply to lands of good quality : upon the poor

and late soils the complaints of a defective crop are

very eeneral. The cold Ingh winds have had a pre-

judicial effect upon the potatoe and turnip crops
;

the former still partakes of a good deal of the few
past seasons, being blanky in the drills and not of

vigorous growth ; the latter I would hope to improve
much, if to-day's rain be followed by heat, from their

being late in brairding it will require very genial

weather to bring them to an average crop. Hay is

a miserable crop, and in a great many instances the

farmers have not thought it worth the expense of har-

vesting, but have put on cattle to eat it upon the

ground. From the rains having come on earlier in

the west of Edinburgh than here, the crops have
made a more remarkable improvement, and my in-

formant there thinks every one will be a full average.

Wheat, thougli thin upon the ground, possesses a

very large square head, which will give quantity but
not quality. The getting in of the hay has been a

good deal interrupted by the rain. Prices of all kinds

of corn have receded since my last— beans '2s, oats

4s, wheat 3s to 4s, beans and peas 2s to 3s. I think

harvest cannot be nearer than a month, and with the

short stock of spring corn in the farmers' hands,

coupled with a scarcity oi green food, there is every

chance of prices regaining their position.—July 18.

PERTH.
The wheats here are very thinly planted, and promise

nothing' like an averag-e return, except in some favoured
situations ; they are now pietty generally out of bloom.
Barley seems a fair average in most places. Oats have
a splendid appearance, and look better than I have seen
them do for many yeare. Peas and beans are a good
deal stunted, and look very indifferently. Hay is

I'eckoned below an average, and potatoes (a crop which
has much inoyi; influence on the corn trade than people

imagine) has failed m\)ch, numcro\is fields having been
ploughed up and re-planted or sown with turnips : this

last article, owing to the late rains is coming on favour-

ably, but a great deal yet depends upon the weather.

To-day we have high cold winds with an appearance of

more rain. Our spring grain is almost quite cxiiausted,

in fact, it may be said we have nothing but wheat ; the

stock* in the rich farmers hands pretty large, owing
greatly to its unsaleable quality, iiaving been in many
instances sprouted. It is only a montli ago since we
were informed timt your wheat crops were generally

very thin on the ground over all England ; now no new
plants could have come up since, and I suspect you will

find when the blades fall offtowards the ripening season
it will be found much lighter than was imagined, at least

I am certain it will be the case here. Our harvest will, I
think, be eight or ten days later than last year with
good weather ; much less wheat was planted here last

season than formerly, and from different reports I learn
it was the same with you.—July 15.

EAST LOTHIAN.
The weather this month was generally dry and

mild, at the same time frequently cold, and there
has been less sunshine than usual at this season.
Showers were frequent, but these being most
slight, their effects were soon dissipated by the
high winds which generally followed. On the 11th
and '24th, however, rain fell in considerable quan-
tities, which were of great benefit to the different

crops. The sowing of turnips is completed ; early
sown fields of the Swedish variety on light soils,

are singled out and look well, but on those of an
adhesive nature, a regular braird has only been
obtained since the late rains occurred. Feeding
paying so well last year, has induced an extended
cultivation of this esculent. Potatoes are much
better than for the two preceding years, still,

blanks are not unfrequent, from the sets having
rotted in the ground, and in several instances
there is a good deal of curl. Here, it may be
stated, that where the feeding of cattle is the ob-
ject for cultivating this root, a variety called Cups
may be planted year after year without detriment,

a respectable farmer having done so for above
twenty years. Hay harvest has commenced, and,

as anticipated, is a very poor crop, perhaps not
equal to one-halt that of last year ; the late rains

will prove advantageous to the after-math. The
weather has favoured the working of the fallows,

an operation in some instances behind, several

fields having only got the winter furrow. AVinter

wheat came into ear about the same time as last

year, has seldom been so deficient in bulk, and
though on damp soils, after green crops, it may
turn out productive, yet, taking this grain in ge-
neral, even with favourable weather, it does not
promise to be an average ; Spring sown wheat got
stinted by the drought, and the rains were too late

for rendering it a full crop. Barley and oats, upon
the whole, promise to be fair crops—the former
where early sown is already in ear, and of course

may be expected to yield grain containing abun-
dance of saccharine matter, a circumstance of vast

importance to brewers and distillers ; sevei'al fields

of oats, chiefly of the potatoe variety, are partially

tulip-rooted, which must lessen their productive-

ness. Beans and peas are not amiss except where
early sown on thin wet soils. Grain in early part

of the month showed a tendency to advance ; lat-

terly, however, prices are looking down. At Gif-

ford fair, on the 14th ult, lean stock met with a

dull sale, caused no doubt by the bare state of the

pastures.—June 30.

FIFESHIRE.
With the exception of a few mild and warm days

about the middle of the month, the. weather has
been cold and stormy, with frequent showers, arid

a good many cloudy days. For about a week,
from the 13th to the 19th, the crops made rapid

progress, and there was a most marked improve-
ment in their appearance : but since the liHh there

have been boisterous winds and cold nights, which
have greatly checked vegetation, and in all exposed

situations the fields have lost much of their fresh-

ness. The wheat is now coming into ear, and
some of the earliest is in bloom. It is about eight
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days later than usual, and is considerably under an

average breadth and bulk of straw, and cannot be

less than a third below the crop of last year in

quantity. The barley is generally on ordinary,

and oats upon light soils a very fine crop ; bntboth

are somewhat stunted upon clays. Pease and beans

have, with few exceptions, a most miserable ap-

pearance. They are very short and thin upon

claj's, and it is only where the ground is light that

they are at all like an ordinary crop. Potatoes

have again failed less or more almost everywhere ;

and even those that have brairded have a weak

stem, and there is a poor prospect of a crop. The

weather has been all that could be wished for pre-

paring the ground for turnips, and there has been

a sufficiency of moisture to ensure a fine braird of

all the first sown ; but in consequence of the

great breadth of ground prepared, and a want of

manures, the sowing is still going on, and will be

for some time just as manure can be procured.

The hay harvest has commenced partially, and the

crop is mostly light. The pastures have suffered

a good deal from the cold and high winds, parti-

cularly upon elevated situations ; and should the

weather not get a little milder soon, there will be

a want of a second crop of cutting grass. There

is almost universally a fine braird of young grasses.

The grain markets have experienced little altera-

tion for the last month, and cattle of every descrip-

tion are rather looking up.^June 29.

CANADA AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

Though the Spring sowing-time was unusually

late, the crops in the neighbourhood of Montreal are

generally, with the exception of a part ot the Wheat,

as forward now as at this time last year. The

Wheat, for an average of seasons, is backward, but

has a healthy appearance, and if it escapes injury

from vermin and disease, we may have a goo 1 crop.

The circumstances of its being backward may be

favorable to it, should the Wheat-fly appear this

year. There will not be much of the Wheat fully

in the ear this season at the period that the fly dis-

appeared last year, and it is only at the particular

time that the ear is first shot out, that the fly can do

injury. It is reported, and I believe correctly, that

there is not so much Wheat sown this year as usual,

owing to the backwardness of the season, and the

consequent unfitness of the soil to receive the seed

in time, and to its failure in so many instances last

year. The farmers will have no reason to regret

substituting other grain, where the soil was not in

good order for Wheat in reasonable time. They
will find that a good crop of Oats or Barley is better

and more profitable than a crop of Wheat that is

below an average. The Oats and Barley sown in

J\Iay on land properly prepared, have a very good

appearance. From the 1st of June, the weather has

been extremely favorable for planting Potatoes, and

as (here need not have been any interruption to the

work, it is probable they will be generally finished

this week. I cannot state whether the seed has

been so much subject to the dry-rot this season as

it was last, but I am convinced it would be prudent

for all formers who had diseased seed last year, to

have changed it for what was perfectly free from

disease. I remarked thac Potatoes, grown from

seed partially aflected with dry-rot, were subject to

be diseased this year. In any case a change of seed

is o-ood. The meadows look extremely well on all

lands that are moderately fertile, and the crop of hay

is likely to be abundant. Pastures are considerably

improved, and the produce of the dairy is abundant.

and at a moderate price. Butchers' meat is high,
and will probably continue so for some time to come.
This circumstance, combined with the favorable ap-

pearance of the hay crop, may be an inducement to

the farmers to feed cattle for the full supply of our
markets. I hope we shall not be long subject to the
reproach of being unable to supply our own markets
with butchers' meat, with the abundant means we
have of doing so. It is a peculiar feature of this

season, that the wind is inclined to continue almost
constantly from the north-nortli-east and east—an
unusual circumstance in Canada, where the prevail-

ing winds are from the west and north-west. The
temperature is also inclined to be low, but notwith-
standing it does not appear to have had an unfavor-

able influence on vegetation. If we have had a

severe winter in British America, we are by no
means singular in that respect. In the British Isles,

and in most other European countries, they have
experienced unusually severe weather last Wiuter
and this Spring, and perhaps the inhabitants of
these countries had not the same, or so good means
to protect themselves from the effects of severe wea-
ther as the people of these Provinces, Though the

last harvest was not very abundant, or the produce
so good as usual, we have much cause of thankful-

ness that there is a suflicient supply of food in the

country for all our people, and those strangers who
come amongst us ; and that there are very few of

our population who have not the means, if they exert

themselves, to supply themselves with what is neces-

sary for their reasonable wants.

SWAN RIVER.
AGRICULTURAL REPORT OF THE WEST-
ERN AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIETY.
" In estimating the quantity of wheat the produce

of the present harvest, we are induced to fix it at the

lowest possible average, say, twelve bushels per

acre, which will give 13,878 bushels; from this,

deducting 2,000 bushels for the seed for next season,

we find, computing the population at 1,200, and al-

lowing 8 bushels per head per annum, that we have

provision for nearly 4.50^ days. The crops are gene-

rally looking well this season, though in many in-

stances not so heavy as on some preceding years,

probably from the rains having been unusually pro-

tracted, or from the lands being in some degree ex-

hausted by a continuation of the same crops for a

series of years without aid. The sheep flocks appear

not to have increased in the usual proportion to the

number stated for last year, probably this may be
accotmted for by many proprietors having culled

their flocks of the aged and coarse wooUed ewes,

added to which there have been several severe losses

sustained on the road in driving flocks to the York
district, where now nearly the whole of the sheep in

the Colony are depastured, and, we are happy in our

ability to state, are in healthy and fine condition.

We have endeavoured this season to render our wool

more worthy the London market, in being particular

in the washing and packing, and from its having

been clipped somewhat earlier than heretofore, we
trust it will be found more free from grass seeds, &cc.

Horn cattle in the York district, and elsewhere, hav-

ing suflicient scope, continue to do well. Cows have

considerably fallen in value during the year ; but

working bullocks continue to obtain the usual high

prices, there having been no importations, many
casualties, and the young stock of that description

too generally going to the butcher. Horses continue

to do well, and are liable to fewer diseases than.
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perhaps, in any country vvliere they are used. We
have great satisfaction iu observing, that roads and
bridges have latterly been taken more into the con-

sideration of the Colonial Government than hitherto.

Fears are entertained that the promulgation of the

Government Regulations regarding the sale of lands,

may have deterred many persons from settling among
us, and that it is not generally known that large

quantities of land may be purchased from the settlers

in the York, Hotha'm, and other good districts, at

about Is. per acre. We have sincere pleasure in

congratulating your Excellency and ourselves on the

very friendly intercourse which has been established,

end, we hope, cemented, between the settlers and

the Aboriginal inhabitants. They now have the ut-

most confidence in us, assisting as stock- keepers, ice,

and are trustworthy messengers with letters and par-

cels toanv distance.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FOR JULY.

The progress made by all branches of vegetation,

since the publication of our last month's report, has

been truly astonishing. Such have been the effects

upon it, of both the month's thunder showers and
other genial rains, aided by an occasional dense and
sunny, though not to say very jiavching, atmosphere,

that our growing corn crops, one and all, on the well

farmed soils, which those who farm them have been
enabled to so far escape the pressure of the present

long existing unprofitable and perplexing times, as to

keep them in good heart, or that were at all worthy
of being sown with them, have experienced a sur-

prising increase, both in bulk and quality of ear,

pod, straw, meal, and grain. In brief, the whole of

our present month's communications, both written,

and verbal, from the perusal of both metropolitan and

provincial publications, as well as our own observa-

tions—it having been for some years, our practice to

explore as great an extent of country as time would
allow us, on the eve of corn harvests—have embold-

ened us to fearlessly assert, that it is our firm belief,

that the present year's general growth of corn—es-

pecially wheat--as also pulse and hops, will, barring

atmospheric disasters, be, in the whole, considerably

greater than was expected, and superior to that of

last year, though in some parts, even of the fertile

county of Essex as well as some of our northern and

western districts, there are said to be partial defi-

ciencies, in most parts of it. On the Isle of Thanet,

however, and several other parts of East Kent, the

general crop, especiallv of wheat, barley, and beans,

promises to be abundantly great : which, too, we have

been credibly informed, is the state of the generality

of them, in our other southern, eastern, western, and
midland, with very little deficiency in those of our

northern districts. We found, on tlie Isle of Thanet,

considerable breadths of wheat, of those soils which
had been well manured with a compost of well mixed
sea-weed, farm-yard, bullock-lodge, and stable dung,

the parings of banks, by-roads, sides of foot paths,

road dust, ashes, \'C., well strawed and eared, and

from five feet six to five feet eleven inches high ; in-

deed, we saw no deficiency on the Island—nearly the

the whole of which wo attentively explored—except

a few small pieces of sickly-looking wheat, barley,

and canary seed, situate, for a short distance, close to

the road side, about half way between Ramsga'e and

Margate.
So contradictory are accounts, relative to this year's

growth of fruit—some asserting, its promise is good,

others, but indifferent, that we can say but little about

it, further than there appeared to be a fair growth of

apples, pears, and cherries, and that they are selling

at moderate prices.

As to the grass-fattened, or, rather, grass-/i«(.-,/ied,

sheep and beasts, these have, in the course of the

month, undergone an equal degree of improvement
with the corn and pulse crops, pasture herbage, seed

grasses, winter tares, &c. ; and every description of

live farm stock is described as being generally

healtliy and doing well. Many of the Scots, Here-
fords, and Devons, and most of the Lincolnshire

and Leicestershire sheep that have reached both
Smithfield and Islington markets, in the course of the

month, have been, the backwardness of the Spring
taken into consideration, unusually prime.

'J'he harvest, the commmencement of which has

been retarded, by the recent rains, has only, we be-
lieve, as yet, but very partially commenced, on rye,

winter barley, and peas ; but it is expected to be-

come pretty general, on these and wheat, should the

weathci ^e fine and ripening, in a very few days.

The hay harvest is said to have been productive of a

good crop, of both meadow and seed hay.

i'he only political murmurings we have heard of,

among farmers, in the course of the month, have been

at tiie clearly manifested inability, of both our Agri-

cultural Committees, to discuss the causes of, and
point out remedies for, our long existing agricultural

grievances; the only political amusements, the fate

of the rapidly falling off Central Agricultural Asso-

ciation, and the insignificance of the squeaking trum-

peter, that has usurped the appellation of The Agi-i-

cntturist!

We regret, however, that it is our painful task to

assert, that, from an appeal to the benevolent, adver-

tised in last Monday's impression of The Mark Lane
Express, that the almost entire crops of a farm, occu-

pied by a Mr. William Stanford, of Whaddon, Wilts,

consisting of 86 acres of wheat, 50 acres of barley,

57 acres of oats, 14 acres of vetches, and the same

breadth of turnips, the whole estimated at £1,400,
and wholly uninsured, were destroyed, by a terrific

hail and thunder storm, on the 5th inst. Mr, William

Stanford appears to have also lost 1,360 sheep, by
rot, valued at £'2,50O, about four years ago.

In this month's markets and fairs, for the sale of

both live and dead farm produce, prices have

been, of every thing, with the exception of those of

wool—which have remained about stationary—some-

what, but not very considerably, drooping.—Those

for the sale of poultry and dairy produce, in London,

being said to be rendered dull, by the absence of

families from town.

The following is a retrospect of the prices and

supplies of the different kinds of fat stock exhibited

for sale, in Smithfield and Islington Cattle Markets,

since the 20th of June.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

BRISTOL ANNUAL CATTLE MARKET. — On
Thursday last this mart was more largely supplied

with poor stock, principally Irish, than on any previous

occasion, but a great number were driven away unsold.

Beef fetched from 55s to 60s per cwt ; Mutton, 5M to

6d per lb ; and Pork from 7s to 8s 6d per score. There
were not many good horses exhibited. Cart Colts were
in great demand, and sold at high prices.

At SHERBORNE FAIR there was about the usual

supply of Sheep and Beasts, but it was not equal to last

year's exhibition. Horned lambs sold from lis to 15s a
head ; Downs from 14s to 18s ; best Wethers, those in

high condition, fetched from 32s to 36s. There was not
much demand for the poorer sort of Sheep, and a great
many ofthis description were driven away unsold. Prime
beef sold readily at from 9s to 10s per score. Store
Beasts were not in demand, in consequence of the

scarcity of feed.

WARWICK FAIR was thinly attended by buy-
ers, in consequence of a Fair at Southam being held on
the same day. The present scarcity of keep induced
sellers to bring many beasts and sheep not over fat, but
a considerable number were driven away unsold. The
prices were, for Beef, Sjd to e^d ; Mutton, 5^d to 6§d ;

Lamb, 7d to 7§d. A great number of Milch Cows, but
few buyers.

GLASTONBURY Monthly Cattle and Cheese Mar-
ket took place on Monday the ISth iust. and pre-

sented an excellent supply of fat stock and cheese,

which met a ready sale. It is now placed beyond a

doubt that this market will take its stand among the

leading markets of the neighbourhood ; for although
Sherbone and Wedraore fairs were held on the same day,

yet the attendance and interest excited by this central

and very advantageous market were not in the least

abated. Much praise is due to Mr. Richard Say, spirit

merchant of this town, for the indefatigable exertions

he has made, and the unwearied interest he has taken
in the prosperity of the market ; and the importance
attached to the establishment of this mart by the neigh-
bouring agriculturists, breeders of stock, dealers, and
the public generally, must be highly flattering to all

those gentlemen who have aided, by their influence and
patronage, to promote its formation. The next mar-
ket will be on Monday, the 15th August.

DUNSE FAIR.—Atthis fair, there was a good show
of bred and half-bred Iambs, tlie demand for which was
rather dull at the commencement of the marxet, but
the whole were afterwards disposed of. P>red wether
lambs may be quoted at from 20s to 22s, half bred from
15s to 18s 6d.

RINK FAIR.—The show of lambs at this market
was very small, only a few lots from the Borders hav-
ing been brought forward, which met with slow sale at

a small reduction in prices from the same market last

year. Good lots may be quoted at from 9s 9d to Us 3d,

inferior in proportion. This being a pnncipal market
for the sale of Cheviot wool, there was a numerous at-

tendance of buyers consisting almost exclusively, how-
ever, of Scotch manufacturers; the business done be-

fore the close of the market was very considerable, at a

rise of about 4s per stone on last year's prices. The best

lots of White Cheviot brought from Sfis to 36s fid ; in-

ferior from 33s upwards ; laid, best, 25s to 27s Gd ; in-

ferior from 23s upwards, per stone of 241bs.

AtKENNINGHALL FAIR there was a large sup-

ply o.- iBmbs, which met a dull sale at Is to 2s per head
below the late prices, varying from 12s to 22s each.

SHREWSBURY FAIR was abundantly supplied

with sheep. Many lots were not in condition for the

butcher, having only had their Iambs recently taken

from them ; these were sold with difficulty. Prime
small sheep were worth nearly 6d per lb. Others little

more than 5d, and stores were nearly unsaleable. The
supply of fatted cattle was very moderate

;
prices

ranging- from 5d to S^d per lb. Stores were parted
with very slowly, and at low prices. Pigs did not sell

so well as at former fairs. In the cheese marts, a very
considerable quantity was pitched, upwards of twenty
tons being sold at the New INIarket in Howard-street,
and great quantities at the Circus, and other places.
New skims, 343 to 38s per cwt ; middle dairies, 45s to
50s, best new, 60s per cwt. Some lots of prime old
were held for 75s to 78s per cwt. at the Howard-stree
Market, and one lot was put on the Canal there at 8Is.
A number of lots of butter were offered at the Circus,
and in the morning a few were sold at about lid per
lb ; but later in the day lod per lb was the price. Ba-
con, if dry, brought T^d per lb, if damp, considerably
lower ; and hams were sold at 8d,

ASKRIGG FAIR took place on the 11th inst.

There was a great show of sheep—nearly 14,000—and
almost all of them were sold at prices from 9d to Is per
head lower than last year. The cattle exposed were
more numerous than usual at this Jair. The sale was
dull—prices were lower by 10s a-head than at Stag-
shawbank.

AYR MIDSUMMER FAIR.—There could not be
fewer cattle than from 1,500 to 2,000 head, being a
greater supply than was ever brought forward on any
former year. The greater portion were young- High-
land beasts ; but there was also several lots of young
Ayrshire cattle, for all of which there was a brisk de-
mand, the market being- well attended by dealers from
a distance, several from Dumfries-shire, who came to
take stock to the south. Two-year-old Ayrshire stols

sold from 4/ 10s to 41 15s. Two-year-old Highland
stots from 3/ 10s to 3/ I5s ; six-quarter-olds, very small
in bone, from 2^ 2s to 21 5s. Yearlings, same descrip-
tion, from 23s to 30s, as in quality. A superior lot of
three-year-old Highland queys from Saddle, near
Campbelton, brought 51 5s, and for the best lot in the
market of this kind, which were in good condition for

this season of the year, the price was from five guineas
to 51 10s. For the best work horses prcies varied from
32/ to 35/. Good animals were bought at from 24/ to

30/ ; and inferior or poor conditioned cattle from 20/
downwards.

INVERNESS SHEEP AND WOOL MARKET.
—The sellers at the Perth Wool Fair will not iiave

cause to regret having disposed of their stock here, in

preference to waiting the result of the Inverness mar-
ket, as the prices obtained here were fully as high, and
in some instances higher, than those given in the north
on Friday last.—Last year the principal business was
done late on Saturday, and much of it on Monday. It

was then remarked that every year the buyer aud seller

were later in coming to terms—and this year is no ex-
ception. We give them in the meantime the average
rates as^tliey can yet be best ascertained. The purchasers
were numerous, and evidently [disposed to buy, al-

tiiough very reluctant to come forward. vVmongst
them we observed Mr. Lockwood, and INIr. Brook's,
Huddersfield ; Mr. IMaxvvell, and Mv. Boyd, Liver-

])ool ; Mr. Hall, Dornoch ; IMr. Cameron, C'on-y-

choillie ; Mv. Macdonald, Druimintorrie ; IMr. Wliyte,

Angus-shire; INIr. Donaldson, Glasgow ; IMr. Iliulden,

Aberdeen: Mr. Clark, from England ; Mr. 31r,claren,

Callcnder ; INIr. John Stewart. Mr. Turnbull, Inver-

ness ; P. Sellar, Esq., Morvich ; (Jabriel Reid, Esq.,

Gordonbush ; INIajor Gilchrist, Opisdale ; iMr. Clark,

Erribol ; Hugh Macaskill, Esq., of 'I'allisker A.
M'Kinnon, Cory; Dr. M'Kinnon, Kyle; Edward

L 2
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Gihbon, Esq., Dunveorg-an ; Captain Ross, Kilfinan ;

Mr. Mackav, Keoklale ; Mr. .^I' Arthur, A. M'Donakl,

of Barrisdale; Colm Munro, ICsq., Dingwall; ILL
Cameron, Esq., banker, do ; W. jMurray, Esq.,

banker. Tain ; A. Gair, Esq., banker, do ; W. Mur-
ray, Esq., of Westmoreland; P. Brown, Linkwood ;

Mr! Young-, Maryhill.
SHEEP.

s. d. s. d.

Cheviot Wethers from 22 to 30

do. Lambs do lO to 14

do. Ewes do 13 to 20

Cross Ewe Lambs 9 to 10

do. Wether do 10 6 to 12 6

Blackfaced Wethers 15 to 20

do. Hogs 11 6 to 14

do. Lambs 8 6 to 11

do. Ewes 9 Otoll
WOOL.

s. d. s. d.

Laid Cheviot Washed Wool, of 341b 7
23 q to 25

per stone 3

Blackfaced Wool, per double stone . . 23 to 24

Cross Wool, Laid Washed 15 to 17

do. Unwashed 13 to 15 6

The Old Monday Market in Devizes, which for a

long series of years has been suspended, was revived

on Monday last. There was a fair supply of beasts,

pigs, &c., which sold freely ; attendance by dealers

numerous ; also a good supply of vegetables and fruit.

—Bacon sold at 7d per lb ; Cheese from 50s to 70s per

cwt. The ordinary at the Cross Keys was respectably

attended. — In consequence of Melksham Market falling

on the same day, the next Market will be held on Mon-
day the 25th inst, and every succeeding fortnight.

SOUTH HAMS.—Hay harvest is nearly finished

in the earlier parts of this district. Most of the

crops, particularly of clover and other artificial

grasses, have been slight, but the greater part has

been saved in excellent condition. Much of the

Wheat is thin on the ground, but the kerning is

generally good. At the late fairs and markets, the

price of cattle has declined, and the sales have been

dull : sheep have obtained a better sale. Wool is

t2d per pound. The " weeping Saint" has shed an

abundance of tears, to the joy of many ; for the rain

which fell on Friday (St. Swithin's day) came op-

portunely for the turnips, potatoes, after grass, &c.
Plymouth Journal.

THE HAY CROPS.—Within a circuit of several

mUes round Maidstone, the hay has never been known
to have been got in better. The cinquefoil, clover, and
trefoil, have produced heavily ; and the grass, although
not quite equal to the latter, except in good soils, is yet

a good average crop.

—

Maidstone Gazette.

THE CORN CROPS.—The wheat in the strong
grounds is now in full ear, long in the straw, and
looking well. In the weak grounds it is " spindly and
delicate." The lent corn, is, however, much suffering

for want of rain. A few showers, if they arrive early,

will be of great service, particularly to the backward
pieces.

—

Ibid.

We have had copious rains during the last week, with
intervening days of warinth, under the influence of
which the crops are making great progress. Wheat has
passed the flowering stage unharmed, and barley has
been for some time in ear, and oats rapidly following.
The weather has been remarkably favourable for the
green crops ; as the sliaws enlarge, the occasional
blanks which were visible in some potatoe fields, disap-
pear, and the second planting seems to have vegetated
well. It is now ascertained that the fears as to this

crop have been greatly over-rated, and that although
there will be some instances of individual loss, the
present appearance of the crop, and the great breadth
under it, promise an abundant supply for the next sea-
son. Turnips generally look well, although there are
iBdividual complaints of great destruction from a new

enemy, the linnet,—and the aftermath of clover pro-
mises a good second cutting.

—

Perth Courier.

STIRLING.—During the first week of the last fort-

night there was a good deal of rain and cold winds.
Nothing, however, could be more favourable than the
weather for the last week—soaking thunder showers
followed by warmth and sunshine. If the crops are
not all that the farmer could wish, they are at least far

beyond what he could have anticipated six or seven
weeks ago. The fields have now arrived at that state

that a pretty fair estimate might be made of their pro-
bable return, were the harvest weather to prove favour-
able. Wheat promises to prove excellent in quality,

but, with few exceptions, deficient in quantity. It is

thin and short both in head and straw. Here and there
may be seen pretty good fields of beans, but they are
also rather unpromising, if we include the whole of the
carse lands. Oats may be considered everywhere as
promising more than an average ; and barley bids fair

to equal it. Haymaking has become general, and the
weather, on which this produce so much depends, pro-
mises to be favourable. There are fields on the carse
lands, and many on the dryfield lands, which will prove
an average, but as a whole the crop will be deficient.

The complaint, which prevailed some time ago, of the
failure of the potatoe seed was well founded, In many
places the blanks had to be replanted ; still the potatoe
crop never was in a more promising condition. The
late warm rains have everywhere given the plant a
vigorous, healthy appearance, and there is every reason
to hope that this important crop will prove abundant.

—

Stirling Journal.

FLIES ON SHEEP.—It may be useful to some of

your readers to be informed of an inexpensive prepara-
tion, as a protection against the Fly in Sheep. The
following composition has been successfully used for

many years with a very considerable flock, and I can
therefore recommend it with confidence to your agri-

cultural readers :—Hog's lard or soft grease, 2 lbs.

;

Flour of sulphur, 1 lb. ; Oil of amber, 5 pint ; to be
mixed into an ointment. A quantity about the size of

a walnut has been found, by experience, quite enough
for each animal, audit may be smeared over the whole
surface either with the hand or a common brush.

—

Either common tar, oil of tar, or coal tar, which is

now produced in such large quantities at the different

gas works, may perhaps be found to be a cheaper and
efficient substitute for the oil of amber, which is occa-
sionally rather expensive.—Other animals may be
effectually protected from the annoyance of flies by this

ointment.

Communications from Scotland show the spirit of

laudable enterprise to be awake there. A patriotic hope
is entertained that valuable additions are likely to be
made to the produce of her soil. It was mentioned at

a dinner of the Highland and Agricultural Society of

Scotland last week, by Professor Graham, that the Hon.
William Leesom Melville, now resident at Calcutta,
had transmitted from the higher countries of India three
parcels of seeds of important plants: some of these

have already been deposited in the earth, and it is fondly
anticipated that the soil and climate will not prove un-
congenial. The Deoda?- pine is among them. Thistree
grows without branches to the heig'ht of one hundred
and fifty feet, and to thirty feet in circumference. The
wood is valuable for its durability, having been found
uninjured by the " fuga temparnm'^ in temples which
had stood two centuries at the least. On the same oc-
casion it was mentioned that seedsof the piniis inaritima

maj(yr,a. tree cultivated by desire of the French Govern-
ment on the Landes and Sables near Bordeaux, to re-

strain the land flood, had been transmitted by the factor

of Viscount Palnierston, at his lordship's desire, to the

Horticultural and Highland Societies. A plan too has
been transmitted from JMr. Strong, of Leith, for supply-
ing the Edinburgh market with fish from the deep sea,

by means of welled smacks. The undertakings thus
suggested, and especially the last, it is generally be-
lieved, will not give increased force to the old saw,
" Let well alone." Other projects not less useful in
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themselves promise additional employment to the poor,
and general benefit to the country.

LONDON CATTLE MARKET. -We have the
best authority for saying-, that of late the shipping- of
cattle and other live stock to th.e London market, has
been a losing- trade to those who have for a considerable
time been the means of keeping- up our markets, by the
extraordinary high prices paid in purchasinar for ex-
portation. This business has, we fear, been driven be-
yond its proper limits, and the consequence is, that beef
and mutton, as well as live stock, are at this moment
selling- at prices as low as in the Edinburg-h market

;

and owing- to this reverse, cattle experienced a fall this

morning- of fully 10 per cent ; sheep and lambs as
much, and a g-ood many unsold for want of buyers.
Some lots of cattle bought some time since with a view
to the London market, in all probability must be sold
at home at a considerable sacrifice. For the present,
therefore, exportation from this quarter is almost at a
stand still.

—

Edinburgh Weekly Journal July 6.

HINTS TO A.MATEURGARDENERS.-The late

genial showers must not fall in vain, but instant advan-
tage must be taken by the watchful planter in setting
out in harmonious groups his stores of biennials for next
year's flowering, such as wall-flowers, hollyhocks,
Canterbury bells, &c., giving to each plant a foot
square

;
general crops of waiter vegetables should now

be finished planting and sowing. To render the flower
garden gay in the autumn sow in masses, or around
baskets or the edges of the flower borders, candy tuft,

Virginian stock, Venus looking-glass, sweet alysum,
&c., which will succeed their earlier brethren and glad
the eye in sombre November. The last stock of dahlias
should now be planted, and amateurs, who aspire to

floral honours, must watch well the opening blossoms of
their seedlings to select one whose beauties will be the
bark,'in which their future immortality may safely ride.

The rain is more than favourable to laying the summer
shoots of dwarf roses, by which you in time get them of
various hues, mingled in large masses ; the ground
being closely covered, in imitation of dame nature, in-

stead of the poor starvling little bushes, hardly showing
their blossoms among their loftier neighbours, as if

asham.ed of their sickly growth. AVhat is more beautiful
on the edge of a lawn, or grassy glade, than a magnifi-
cent mass of rose blossoms enriching the scene, and
lighting up a back ground of dark holly, or laurel.

TRADE OF SALONICA.—Salonica exports wool
cotton, silk, tobacco, grain, sesamum, linseed, hemp-
seed, hareskins, lambskins, timber, staves, beeswax,
nuts, and hemp.

WOOL.—The wool is inferior to the wools of Rou-
melia, and does not render above 25 per cent, of first

quality ; it is likewise less cleanly. The Roumeliot
wools only leave a loss of weight of 3§ to 4 per cent.,

whereas those exported from Salonica leave 7i to 8 per
cent. These wools are purchased, for the most part,
for Austria and France. None of late years has been
sent to England. When there is a demand for America
(that is, since the alteration in the American tariff,)

they bring to Salonica wools to cost under eight cents.,

by mixing them with those of the Negropont, selling
the finer qualities, and thereby bringing the seconds to
cost under the American rate ; this, however, is at
variance with the oath required upon its entry into
American ports. Upon washing the Salonica wool,
there is a loss of 45 per cent. The quantity yearly
brought to market is about 1,000,000 lbs.

The Sussex Advertiser says—" Some erroneous state-

ments having been made as to the reduction of duties

on the importation of wool into France, for the informa-
tion of our agricultural readers, we insert the following

copy of a letter upon the subject, received by G. Ileath-

cote, Esq., M.P. :—
" ' Copy of a letter from G. R. I'orter, of the Statistical

Department, Whitehall, July, 1836.

" ' Sir,—I am directed by Mr. Poulelt Thomson to

inform you that the duty levied upon the imjiortationof

wool into France, wliich previous to September, 1834,

had been 33 per cent, on the value, was recently re-

duced to 2-2 per cent., and that this reduction hasjre-
ceived the sanction of the Legislative Chambers.

(Signed) " ' G. R. PORTER."
"

' For Gilbert Heathcote, Esq., ]M.P.'

"

DRAWBACK ON SOAP.—The amount paid for

drawback on soap used in the worsted trade of Leeds,
was, in 1831, 11,475^ 9s; in 1832, ll,484i Is 7d ; in
1833, 12,179/ 5s 9d; in 1834, 6,4691 8s lid; and in

1835, 6,018/ 10s lid. The quantity of sheep and lambs'
wool washed with the same was, in 1831, 18,414,883
lbs; of woollen and worsted yarn, 1,662,078 lbs; of
worsted stuflP, 302,069 pieces ; and of pieces partly com-
posed of worsted, 11,576. In 1832, wools, 18,536,656
lbs ; yarns, 1,857,268 lbs ; stuffs, 350,710 pieces

;
partly

worsted, 8,960 pieces. In 1833, wools, 19,064,502 lbs
;

yarns, 1,998,354 lbs; stuffs, 346,421 pieces; partly
worsted, 12,588 pieces. In 1834, wools, 19,889,872 lbs

;

yarns, 1,709,673 lbs; stuffs, 259,815 pieces; partly
worsted, 11,550. In 1835, wools, 19,905,452 lbs

;
yarns,

1,305,235 lbs; slufts, 491,650 pieces; partly worsted,
10,695 pieces. The amount paid for drawback on soap
used in the worsted trade of Halifax in 1831, was
7487/ 18s 8d ; in 1832, 7190/ 9s 6d ; in 1833, 6440/ Us

;

in 1834, 3,727/ 15s 5d ; and in 1835, 3,957/ T2s. The
quantity of wool washed with the same in 1831, was
17,97 1,000 lbs; of yarn, 3,152 lbs ; of stuffs, 364 pieces.

In 1832, of wool, 17,251 ,400 lbs; of yarn, 2,867 lbs ; of
stuffs, 400. In 1833, of wool, 11,562,100 lbs ; of yarn,
2,888 lbs ; stuff's, 240. In 1834, of wool, 17,863,200 lbs

;

of yarn, 10,000 lbs ; of stuffs, 616 pieces. In 1835, of
wool, 18,994,800 lbs; of yarn, 6,240 bis; of stuffs,

712.

REVIEW OF THE HOP TRADE.

July 1836.

At the end of last month the hop market grew very
heavy, and prices continued to fall, in consequence
of the weather proving so favorable for the coming
crop, and the district reports being so flattering for

the time of year. The estimated duty stood at 250 ra.

for some time, about the middle of this month—since

then it has receded, and is now quoted at 235 m.;
most of the growers deem this too high, as the bine
has not branched out sufficient at present, to show
much burr. For the last week we have had showery
weather, which was greatly wanted by the backward
bine, and if this is succeeded by warm growing
nights, a good crop may be looked for : should wet
and cold follow, the growth may be but very partial

as the mould is likely to increase, and some seasons
that destructive ravages, taking the plant in burr, has
materially reduced the crop, as well as spoiled

the quality. There is a little more business doing on
the market, the principal inducement being the low-
ness of prices, as they are quoted about 10 per cent,

lower than in June, and the possibility of the wet and
cold injuring the coming- crop.

PRESENT PRICES.

East Kent Pockets, good, 80s to 100s
Bags 70s — 90s

Mid Kent Pockets 55s — 85s
Bags 60s — 80s

Weald of Kent Pockets 60s — 75s
Sussex Pockets 60s — 72s
Yearlings 40s — 56s
Old olds 18s — 42s

[N.B. We are promised the weekly estimate of
duty since the year 1802, showing- the weekly varia-

tion up to the present time which we propose giving
in our next; this will prove interesting to growi^r,

consumer, and speculator.]
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF JULY.

The accounts received from the southern and

western districts of England concur in represent-

ing a considerable disparity in the growth of all

kinds of grain. Wheat, on strong retentive soils

and well-cultivated farms, has with the favourable

change of the weather so rapidly improved that a

moderate crop is now anticipated, but on the light,

weak, cold lands the plant stands thin, and the

deficiency is estimated at least one-fifth of the

produce of last season, and the straw generally

short, and a diminished breadth sown. Barley is

irregular and thin, and will not yield an average,

except in favoured situations. Oats are short in

the straw, and will he below an average. In the

eastern part of the country wheat has surprisingly

evinced the powerful influence that sunny days and

genial nights can communicate to vegetation, and

the blooming of the plant has transpired under

a combination of the most favourable circum-

stances ; the ears are in many instances large and

full, but the falling off on the poorer and more

inferior lands will reduce the aggregate yield

below the growth of last year ; particularizing the

three larger counties, it may be stated that in

Suffolk w'heat will be less heavy and bulky in the

straw than last year, and the return less productive,

and that though the fields present to the passer-by

a favourable aspect, yet they will not bear close

inspection, being uneven and thin, and the quan-

tity sown less than last season. Barley promises

a moderate average, and an increased breadth of

land cultivated. In Norfolk wheat will be defective,

and by some calculated as likely to prove two or

three coombs per acre less than the growth of last

season. Barley, for the most part, stout and
bulky. In Lincolnshire the rains have restored the

healthy green of the growing crops, but the wheat,

from the excessive change in the temperature, has

broken out into ear upon the warm soils rather

prematurely before a sufficient length of straw

has been produced, portending diminished bulk in

corn and straw, and the same remarks are appli-

cable to oats. In the northern counties wheat is

reported as deficient in straw, and short in ear, ex-

cept on the highly cultivated lands, and in favour-

able situations, otherwise it is thin and patchy.

The breadth of barley is considerably increased,

but being generally thin and short is reckoned as

likely to yield much below an average for the

quantity grown. Oats look tolerably well, without

indicating abundance. The continuance of warm
dry weather rendered the approach of St. Swithin

on the 15th of some little interest to the trade, as

the prerogative which the Saint enjoyed in the

superstition of the ninth century has been handed
(]own to the present era of the nineteenth ; if,

therefore, augury " has not been taught in vain"

this canonized Bishop will shed his watery influ-

ence for the next forty days, and if his favours are

not showered too copiously much benefit will be

derived by the farmer from his humid [)rescriptive

right. The heavy rains we have since experienced

have refreshened the earth, and being accompanied
with dull cloudy weather have had the effect of

improving, not only the quality of the grain in

wheat, by checking the premature ripening of the

ear occasioned by the forcing heat of the sun, but

has given renewed life to the vegetative powers of

barley, and especially oats, for the fate of which

well-grounded fears were beginning to be sus-

tained ; and the anticipated produce of beans and

peas is likely to be secured by this timely supply

of moisture, but the period is now becoming

critical, that the strong wind and rain with which

we have been visited should cease and the weather

remain as warm and bright as it is at present in-

dicated. In early districts reaping is about to

commence, so that the harvest will not be more

than a week or ten days later than last year ; the

cutting of wheat having commenced in the more
southern districts in 1835 between the 20th and

27th of July, and on the day of the latter date the

first samples of new wheat appeared in Mark
Lane.

In Scotland the weather has been verypropitious

for the growing crops of wheat, and though barely

an average produce is looked forviard to, yet the

improvement has been greater than could have

been anticipated. Barley and oats were much in

want of rain, and by its timely supply, have been

considerably benefited though barley is still

reckoned a thin crop, but oats in many districts

will prove an average growth.

In Ireland the weather is represented as most
favourable and conducive to the growth of all

grain, alternately sunshine and rain prevailing ;

and though no doubt exists that the breadth of

land sown with wheat is much diminished, yet the

produce is likely to yield a moderate average.

Barley and oats are progressing rapidly, and with-

out being luxuriant have assumed appearances for

the most part satisfactory to the growers. Flax is

in bloom, but owing to the previous drought is ex-

tremely short in the stem, and the return there-

fore must be proportionately diminished.

During the first three weeks of the past month,

the fineness of the weather checked speculative

feeling, and millers were only inclined to purchase
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for their immediate consumption ; and though the

supplies were moderate, yet prices receded 2s to

3s per qr., and the trade continued to rule languid

and dull ; but on a succession of heavy rains and

wind, and the generally unsettled character of the

weather, farmers were unwilling to send their

stocks to market, and speculators withholding

their granaried samples, reduced the amount of

arrivals, which with an improved disposition to

purchase, caused the currencies to advance fully

2s. per qr. ; should, however, the favourable ap-

pearances continue as to temperature, a depres-

sion rather than additional is likely to ensue until

the crop is partially secured, and some idea can

be formed of the result of the crop ; few, who
have old Wheat on hand, being inclined to quit

their stock till the casualties attending the harvest

in this county are past.

The dull state of the home market, and

few opportunities being offered for shipment to

foreign parts, has rendered bonded wheat less ani-

mated, and the only sales reported are some good

Danzig at 36s, and Mecklenburg, at 30s.—Of late,

however, the unfavourable accounts of the crops

of Wheat in the United States, particularly in the

southern districts, has caused rather more enquiry,

and pric:s are fully supported. At Liverpool con-

siderable purchases have been made on speculation

with tiie ulterior view of shipment to America, at

prices varying from 3s 9d to 4s 6d per 701bs.

The heat of the weather created in the minds of

holders of flour considerable anxiety to sell, as the

quality was being materially affected, and bakers,

on the other hand, bought sparingly, fearful of the

condition of the article; the trade, therefore, re-

mained extremely dull, and ship qualities expe-

rienced a slow sale at a decline of Is per sack
;

but since the alteration in the weather, and the

advance in wheat, the currencies have fully re-

gained their previous rates, and have in some in-

stances been rather exceeded.

Bonded flour has been in request for shipment,

principally to the West Indies, Cape of Good Hope,

Mauritius, and Quebec. Prices have remained

steady at 22s to 23s for Danzig marks ; Witt's

brands commanding a preference. At Liverpool

higher prices have been obtained, Hamburg and

Danzig qualities realising 25s 6 1 to 2Gs per brl.

and sour, 20s to 21s.

The only alterations in the duties liave been a

decline of Is Cd on rye and pea's, making the duty

on the latter article 8s ; this decline has been oc-

casioned by the aggregate averages having rather

unexpectedly advanced to 41s and a fraction, the

week ending the 8th of July being 2s higher than

the foregoing, since which, the aggregate of the

six weeks averaged above lis ; this sudden rise, on

inspection, appears to have arisen from the Lan-

cashire averages, that is, those of Manchester and

Liverpool, which have varied the two last weeks

from 44s 4d to 45s 7d, on a quantity sold of 1319

qrs, the total amount returned as sold in all the

towns of England and Wales not exceeding

20()8 qrs, leaving for Middlesex and all the other

counties the disposal only of 749 qrs ; the average

in London being 35s Id to 36s 6d. The rim, there-

fore, on the article in Lancashire, must have been

almost unprecedented, at least, for the consump-
tion, as the warmth of the weather would check
the usual demand ; but there has arisen, it is stated,

a s,mg\\\?ir propensity for the purchase of Hue peas,

and which being short in supply, holders have be-

come anxious that they shoidd be replaced by

foreign qualities of white.

Until towards the close of the month the re-

ceipts of barley were very limited, and as the de-

mand continued for grinding qualities, and par-

tially for dis'illing samples, holders were enabled

to realise Is per qr more money ; grinding obtain-

ing 33s to 34s, and distilling, 35s to 36s; these

rates, however, having brought forward increased

supplies, especially from Scotland and Ireland, and

different samples of foreign offering at from 2ls to

23s for good Danish, Holstein, and Mecklenberg,

and 24s for Saale descriptions ; the trade flagged,

and a reduction of Is per qr was submitted to.

The quantity which has paid duty is noted in

the following table, comprising also the quantity

of oATS, BEANS, and PEAS, rendered free for the

consumption in London, Liverpool, Hull, and

Bristol, for the current year ending 23d of

July.

—

London. Liverpool. Hull,

qrs. qrs. qrs.

Barley.. 1U65 •

Oats 5114 26

Beans... 2344 1030 127

Peas 7075 .3275 925

Bristol,

qrs.

265
66

741
715

The malt trade has remained firm, and as the

sale of the article has been principally confined to

the country demand and the smaller brewers,

there are few samples offering, and in a few in-

stances rather more money has been realised.

The supply of oats has been very limited, and

upwards of 76,000 qrs less than in June ; the prin-

cipal deficiency occurring in the Irish receipts.

The large import however of the previous month,

has, by meeting tlie demand of the more neces-

sitous purchasers, caused the trade to rule heavy,

especially as the duty on the admission of foreign

qualities has remained at 10s 9d qer (jr., and con-

sequently several bonded parcels have been pres-

sing on the market ; in fact most of the cargoes

newly arrived have been offering ex ship, good

feed, say Swedish, Danish, Holstein, and JMecklcn-

burg at 22s to 24s ; Riga and Archangel at 22s to

23s. The currencies have in consequence receded

6d for good fresh c;irn, and 6d to Is for other de-

scriptions. Exports continue to be made to the

West Indies.

The demand for beans in the early part of the

month was limited, and as several samples of

foreign were pressed upon the market, holders

were obliged to submit to a reduction altogether
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of 2s to 3s, and in some instances cvta uioro, ns

there appeared little probability of the duties re-

ceding lower, and consequently most of the sup-

plies in bond were ready for admission, which with

the fine and healthy appearance of the crops,

naturally led to a reduction in their value. Beans

being an article, the consumption or demand for

which it is difficult to force; the continuance,

however, of warm weather, being deemed injuri-

ous to their full podding, prices partially rallied,

lUit have again become dull, remaining fully 2s

cheaper than at the commencement of June.

Peas have ruled extremely dull, particularly

white qualities, owing to the number of foreign

offering on the market, and a reduction of fully 3s

per qr has been effected ; the duty havingdeclined
to 8s perqr and strenous efforts are being made to

reduce it to 6s 6d or even 5s. A few samples of

new white have appeared, regular, and in good
condition, but rather small, for which .S6s was ob-

tained, but the tendency in price was rather down-
wards ; in grey or maple little speculation has

taken place, quotations closing nearly the same as

at the commencement of the month.

During the month of July the following quanti-

ties of grain and flour have arrived in the port of

London.
Wheat. Barley. Malt. Oats,

qvs. qrs. qrs. qrs.

English 22,412 3,05t 16,738 9,482

Scotch 195 2,148 10 16.674

Irish 1,644 5 40,013

Total in July. 22,637 6,846 16,753 66,169

Total in June. 33,885 11,933 24,128 143,0.03

Total in May . 27,217

Foreign in July. 6,870

Beans,

qrs.

English 2,681

Scotch

Irish

15,451

2,803

Peas.

qrs.

427

30,876

Linseed,

qrs.

Total in July . 2,681

Total in June. 4,098

Total in May 5,027

427

529

723

86,576

14,800

riour.

saiks.

27,031

135

70

28,236

38,742

17

Foreign in July. 1,844 2,564 10,725 brls. 1,850

In Canada the season, though backward is not un-
favourable for the crops, and though less wheat has
been got into the ground this year owing to the pro-
tracted winter, yet the deficiency is made up with
Spring corn. The crop of hay was satisfactory

;

the markets were dull for wheat; at Montreal
Archangel wheat had realized 5s per 601bs ; Baltic
red, 5s S^d to 5s 4d : and Upper Canada 5s 6d per
60lhs ; the late imports from England of wheat have
not moved so readily off as had been anticipated.
An active demand had been experienced for flour,
and fine qualities had been bought at 29s for ex-
portation.

In Van Diemen's Land the wet weather was pre-
Tenting the completion of the harvest, injurino- the
grain left cut in the fields, and damaging the newly
thatched ricks; the prices of wheat at Hobart Town
and Lauuceston remained at 9s to 10s 6d : Barley,
5s to 6s 6d ; Oats, 4s 6d to 6s per busheL The

niarlvst as well as the Sydney trade will be regulated

mainlv by the arrivals fVom India, England, America,

and the Cape of Good Hope.

At Sydney, New South Wales, several arrivals of

wheat and flour had come to hand from Hobart Town,
and Launceston, and various cargoes were expected

from America, India, and Cape of Good Hope

;

]irices, however, remained at 12.s 6d per bushel for

the best descriptions ; flour had declined 5s per

lOOlbs, and was noted at 23s to 25s ; Oats, 4s 6d ;

Barley, 5s 6d ; Indian corn was ruling high, being

noted at 9s per bushel ; but as the accounts of the

crops in Van Diemen's Land were favourable, prices

were tending downwards, and on the anticipated im-

ports of wheat taking place, the currencies were ex-

pected materially to recede.

From Swan River it is stated that the crops are

generally looking well, though in many instances not

so heavy as on some preceding years, probably from

the rains having been unusually protracted, or from

the lands being in »ome degree exhausted by a con-

tinuation of the same crops for a series of years with-

out aid. The produce of the present harvest was
estimated at tlie lowest possible average, say twelve

bushels per acre, which will give 13,878 bushels,

and deducting 2000 bushels for the seed the ensuing

season, and computing the population at 1200, al-

lowing 8 bushels per head per annum, enough pro-

vision will be found for nearly 450^ days.

At \^ALPARAiso and Rio de Janeiro business was
much interrupted by the unsettled state of Peru, and
in fact of all the South American provinces ; the

stock of Flour had been increased by arrivals from
America, and as the demand was limited, i ces

were expected to recede.

In France the same character of weather is pre-

vailing as has been latterly experienced in England,
and the excessive heat, which in the more southern

districts is likened to the " hot air of Senegal," is

parching up the ground, and turning off the grain

prematurely, proving particularly detrimental to the

late sown wheats, spring corn, and pulse. The ap-

pearances however, generally, of wheat, are such,

that holders are anxious to quit their stocks on hand,
more especially as the heat is affecting the condition

of the samples ; the markets consequently are sup-
plied to a greater extent than the current demand re-

quires, and prices are therefore receding, and are

become in some places perfectly nominal. Flour,

for the same reasons, is heavy sale, and complaints
are being made by millers of the scarcity of water.
Much of the rye is already cut, and at Bordeaux
new samples of wheat had been shown, good in

quality ; this latter market was largely supplied, and
arrivals still daily coming to hand from Normandy :

but the accounts from Languedoc, intimating that

the warm weather had been injurious to the wheat,
the surplus stocks which are now accumulating, may
thus find a ready vent, should the reports prove
correct. At Nantes, the iew arrivals of grain which
the lowness of the water in the Loire permits, are

taken into granary ; and as foreign cargoes are being
rendered free on the coast of the Bay of Biscay, and
then forwarded to Bordeaux, Marseilles, &c., prices

are not expected to advance, though the heat of
July is proving injurious to the grain in certain

situations. At Marseille the currencies had been
rendered nominal, owing to the approach of harvest,

and aspects of the crops. In Burgundy, however,
it was stated a deficiency would be experienced
owing to the drought, which, if correct, would ma-
tereially influence prices at Marseille. Oats were
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held firm, or more money demanded, as a f;iilure in

the produce was expected from the want of moisture.
In the neighbourhood of Strasbourg along the

Rhine, in the Illienish part of Bavaria, aud through
the Duchy of Baden, tlie harvest is favourably re-

ported, as well as the crops of mustard and hemp-
seed. The reaping of wlieat in the more southerly

departments, has at this time partially commenced,
and will be general in another week, and in a fort-

night throughout the kingdom.

In Italy the quotations are nominal, as the wheat
harvest lias begun, and the crops are represented

from Naples, Leghorn, and Trieste as promising
abundantly.—At Leghorn the crops are stated as

rendering- abundantly, and the quality remarkably
good. Tlie weather is oppressively hot, and the

cholera again appearing, most of the towns in Lom-
bardy being afflicted with it.

At Odessa line wheat was scarce, and the better

descriptions of soft held at 19s lOd per qr., but of
secondary and ill-conditioned corn, the supply was
plentiful, and shipping being wanted, prices were
fast receding.

At St. Petersburg the grain trade remained unal-

tered, and purchases confined to local demand. The
linseed trade was dull: some parcels sold for May
and June delivery had arrived, and prices were
noted at 38s lOd to 41s 5d, but the finer quality, as

Morschansky, Susdalskoy, &c., to arrive in August,
were Iield at 42s 8d to 44s, but prices were expected
to give way, unless an additional enquiry was ex-

perienced. At Riga the demand for rye was less

active, but prices were still unassimilated with
foreign markets. Linseed dull, and in wheat nothing-

doing.

At Konigsberg purchases of wheat could have
been made on rather lower terms. At Danzig, the

granaries being nearly full, and rents advancing,

speculators showed much less inclination to increase

their purchases, the stocks of wheat in warehouse
being estimated at 400,000 qu-arters, 150,000 quar-

ters having arrived, and 100,000 quarters more ex-

pected
;

prices remained nominally unaltered, and
little business doing for foreign account. In Meck-
lenburg, the demand for wheat having subsided,

prices had given way, as well as in Holstein. The
stock of barley being short, this article maintained

the late currencies. Oats were dull, and might
have been bought on rather lower terms. Rapeseed
had been sold at 291. At Hamburg, notwithstanding
the unfavourable accounts from England, the best

wheat of 621bs to 631bs were not to be obtained un-
der 28s. Barley firm ; but oats heavy and prices

barely maintained. Rapeseed on delivery, liad

brought 30/ 8s per last.

In the United States, prices of wheat and flour are

generally improving in value, owing to the unfavor-

able report of the cro])S of wheat in Maryland, New
Jersey, and particularly from Virginia, and the more
Southern states. Subjoined are extracts from dif-

ferent Agricultural Reports:—From several parts of

Maryland the accounts of the grain crops are dis-

couraging. They all speak of great damage to the

wheats by the Hessian fly, and many represent the

destruction as total. The accounts from the western

parts of Virginia are of the same tenour. Letters

from Washington county, Maryland, the best district

for wheat in the state, represent the crops as seriously

injured. In Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, the crop

is not expected to be equal to one-fourth of an average

crop ; so, also, in the adjoining counties of Pennsyl-

vania. The wheat crops in the state of Delaware
are represented to be equally unpromising.—The
Virginia Free Prees says :

—"It is i)ainful to look

at the blighted wheat fields of this region. The
prospect is absolutel)^ appalling. During the last

three weeks vegetation has had the a]i[)earaace of

actually receding, and the ravages of the fly liave

been so fatal, that in many places the naked earth is

presented, shorn of the rich verdure which for a

while covered its bosom.—At New York there were
only 2500 qrs. of foreign wheat offering from Hol-
land, the rest having been cleared off. Some Ohio
quality had obtained 51s 4d ; Western Canal Flour,

32s 8d ; Dutch Rye, 31s 3d.—At Baltimore whei-e

the reports of the failure in the wlieat appear to have
had most effect, red wheat had realised as much as

55s lOd, prices varying from 54s 4d to 56s 2d per
qr ; flour, 32s Id to 35s 8d, for Howard Street and
Susquehanna.

At Boston Genesee flour was noted worth 35s Id
to 333 9d per bushel ; Oats were declining. Rich-

mond and New Orleans flour commanded a free sale

at improved rates.

CURRBNCY PBR IMPERIAI. MEASURI!.
BRITISH. July 1. Aug. 1;

Wlieat, rod, Essex, Kdit, Suflfolk 38 to

White 42
Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. . . 37

White, do. do 40
West Country Red 36
White, ditto 3S

Northumberland and Berwickshire Red 3.')

White, ditto 37
Irish Red —
Ditto White —
Barley, Malting, new 32
Chevalier, new 35
Distilling 32
Grinding 27
Irish 25

Malt, Brown . 44
Ditto, Chevalier 60
Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale SO
Ditto Ware (iO

Peas, Hog and Grey 32
ftlaple 32
White Boilers 36

Beans, small 40
Harrow 38
Tirks 35
IMazagan 34

Oats, English feed 23
Short small 25

Poland 24
Scotch, Common 24

Berwick, &c 24

Potatoe, &c 25
Irish, Feed 21s Od to 23s Od
Ditto Potatoe 22s Od 243 Od
Ditto Black 2-2s Od 233 Od

SO
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An Account of the Quantity of Grain and Flour

imported into the United Kingdom during- the

mouth ending the 5th July, 1836 ; the Quantity on

which the Duty has been paid for Home Consump-

tion, and the quantity remaining in Warehouse.



THE POLITICAL COMPANION
TO

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

[SPEECHES OF MEMBERS ON THURSDAY
EVENING, THE 21st JULY, ON THE NON-
REPORT OF THE COMMONS AGRICUL-
TURAL COMMITTEE.]

Lord DARLINGTON was desirous of knowing-
from the noble lord opposite (Lord Howick) whether
the agricultural committee intended to report this ses-

sion? He had heard, with no little reg-ret and astonish-

ment, that the committee had determined to make no
report. He was confident that if such were the case,

the ag'riculturists throughout the king-dom would feel

great dissatisfaction on learning, that after sitting and
hearing evidence for five months, the committee were
not prepared to satisfy the nation on a subject of such
importance. He wished to know whether any motion
was intended in order to bring on a general discussion,

or whether any other means would be taken to inform
the public why the committee had made no report!

Lord HOWICK—Perhaps I ought to leave it to the
chairman of the committee to give a reply, but as the

noble lord has addressed himself to me, I may be per-
mitted to observe that it was no less a matter of sur-

prise to me than to others that tlie committee on the

state of agriculture has come to no report. The motion
lor reporting the evidence only was made by the right

hon. member for Cumberland, and it was seconded by
the noble member for Buckinghamshire ; but the mem-
bers of government upon the committee were perfectly

ready to discuss the propositions contained in the report
which had been drawn up by the chairman, the hon.
member for Hampshire. In deference, however, to

those who were immediately connected with the agri-

cultural interest, they agreed that no opinion upon the

evidence should be expressed. I did venture to express
my surprise that in a committee of twenty-five mem-
bers, eighteen of whom were county representatives,

no one connected with the agricultural interest brought
forward a proposition even for discussion. (Cheers.)
If, therefore, the noble lord (Darlington) has been dis-

appointed, from the same disappointment the members
of government are not exempted. (Hear.) Sir J.

GRAHAiM : Since the noble lord has made this an-
swer, it is perhaps due to myself to state that I was cer-
tainly the person who made the motion that no opinion
should be expressed by the committee. (Cries of
" Chair.") Mr. HUME : If the right hon. baronet
proceeds, I hope that I also shall be allowed to make
a few observations. (Cheers.) Sir J. GRAHAM :

I was only about to make one remark on what has
been said by the noble lord, which in itself was irre-

gular, inasmuch as it was not an answer to a question
so much as a disclosure of the procecdmgs of the com-
mittee. If the conduct of individual members is to be
canvassed, I claim a right to discuss the conduct of the
members of the government. (Cheers.) Mr.
HAWES : If the right hon. baronet is to continue the
debate, I presume that any member who takes an op-
posite view of the subject will have the opportunity of
giving an answer to his speech. Sir ,1. GRAHAM :

If any technical difficulty be thrown in my way, I am
prepared to conclude with a motion (hear hear) ; but I

claim my right to give an explanation, in consequence
of what has fallen from the noble lord. It is impossible
that any subject can be of greater importance ; and by
whom was the proposition for a committee made ? By
an independent member, or by one of the Secretaries of

State in the present government? Did government
undertake the inquiry, and did any minister take the

chair? Under Lord Cirey a Cabinet INlinister presided

over the investigation of the committee, and it was kept
under the distinct control of government ; but, in this

instance, no member of the government took the chair,

nor did any constantly attend the progress of the in-

quiry. The chair was filled by an independent mem-
ber ; and if the question of attendance be introduced,
that is matter of record : a note was made of the daily

presence of the members of the committee, and that will

speak for itself. The noble lord says that government
acquiesced in the motion that no report should be made.
True ; and since it had been made matter of discussion,

I may say that no man commented with greater seve-
rity on the proposed report of the hon. member for

Hampshire than the Noble Secretary at War. I there-
fore hear him talk of it as a bai'e acquiescence with as-

tonishment. (Hear, hear.) I understood him to say
that nothing could induce him to agree to the report of
the hon. member for Hampshire. I'here was, indeed,
another report of a different description, which he was
disposed to favour ; but the truth was, that the mem-
bers of the government came down to the committee
without having made up their opinions—they went
about fishing for a report in any quarter where it could

be obtained, and they were glad to catch at anything-

let it come from where it would. ( Cheers.) They had
nothing to propose themselves, and now they made it a
matter of censure that some other member of the com-
mittee did bring forward a motion. (Cries of" Move,
move,") I beg leave to move that the other orders of
the day be now read. (LaHg/!/.er.)^T—The SPEAKER
put the question. The Marquis of CHANDOS : It

is quite true that I seconded the motion of my right

hon. friend that no report be made, and I will fairly

state why. The report laid before us for adoption was
of such a nature, that if it had gone before the country
as adopted by the committee, it would have done more
injury to the farmer than anything else that can well be
imagined. I tiierefore thought it my duty— and if there

be any blame in doing so, I am willing to bear it—to

second the rejection of that report. When the evidence
goes forth it will show, among other things, who at-

tended ; and I would much rather stand alone in my
opinions than be fettered by such as were oflfered in the
report. Mr. SHAW LEFE\ RE : Having had the
honour to be chairman of the committee I may be al-

lowed to say that 1 endeavoured to conduct the inquiry
as impartially as I could. (Cheers.) My object was,
that no class of persons connected with agriculture
should have it to say that its case had not been consi-

dered. (Hear.) It is true that, a^ter the report I had
drawn up had been read, it was moved that the evi-

dence should be laid before the House without any ob-
servations ; and it is true also that the Secretary of State
for the Home Department supported that motion. He
did so very much in deference to the opinion of the

noble member for Buckinghamshire, and my noble
friend expressly said that until he heard the noble mar-
quess he was not prepared to agree to the proposition

of the right hon. baronet. [Lord J. Russell said some-
thing to Mr. Shaw Lefevre.J He reminds me that the
expression he used upon the occasion was, that he de-
ferred to the authority of the noble member for J3uck-
inghamshire. JNIy report certainly did not meet the
views of tlie committee, and all 1 can say of it is, that it

was formed on an honest conviction that it was sap-
ported by the evidence (c/ieecs),and if the committee had
allowed it, I could have shown that every parag-raph
liad been established. As to the interests of the farmer,
1 can assure the House that no one has a greater inte-

rest in maintaining tliem than 1 have: the great evil has
been, that the farmers never were told what was the
true state of the case. (Cheers.) I'hey had too great
a dependence upon corn-laws. (Cheers.) 'I'lierefore I

said that they ought, in the first instance, to look to their

landlords, and that when they had fairly and properly
reduced their rents, the farmers must rely on the other
sources possessed in common by all agriculturists, by
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which many are now enjoying- a state of comparative

prosperity. I am aware that unless the report obtained

the sanction of the yreat majority of the committee, it

would not have had due weight with the country, and
for this reason I do not say that we could have come to

any other conclusion than not to give any opinion. At
the same time I am bound to add, that if after such a

protracted inquiry and such a mass of evidence the

committee was unable to agree upon any distinct mea-
sure of relief, it is a very convincing- proof that it is not in

the power of the legislature to do anything. (Cheers.)

Mr. HUME : Although the committee consisted of

country gentlemen, in the proportion of, I believe, three

to one, and although the committee was appointed at

their earnest instance, I am deUghted to find that the

investigation has ended as I foretold. I will only make
this observation to the noble marquis. He hopes that

the evidence will go forth and show how far his case

has been made out ; but the portion of the evidence I

have seen destroys his case entirely. I have not seen

the latter part of it, but what I have seen establishes

that the labouring man—in whose behalf the country

gentlemen were so loud, who never thought of them-

selves in the preservation of the corn-laws, but only of

the agricultural servants—for the last six months prior

to the sitting of the committee was in a better condition

than for years past. Mr. J. E. DENISON com-
plained of the undeserved attack which the right hon.

baronet (Sir J. Graham) had made upon the govern-

ment, and expressed his regret that tiie motion for no

report to be made had been adopted, although he ad-

mitted that he did not agree in all parts of the report

drawn up by the chairman. He feared that the country

would be disappointed at the separation of the com-
mittee without the expression of any opinion. Sir B.

Vere thought the country had a right to look to the

Legislature and to the Government for a report. No
such motion as that of the right hon. baronet would
have been made had it been thought likely that the

committee would come to a satisfactory conclusion.

Mr. WAKLEY ; I rise in consequence of the remark
of the hon. member for Middlesex, who talks of the im-

proved condition of labourers employed in agriculture.

I wish to be informed whether any of the labourers

were examined, and if they were, from what counties

they were selected? Lord JOHN RUSSELL : I

feel bound to afford such explanation as I can give re-

lative to the statement of the right hon. baronet op-

posite. The noble member for Buckinghamshire
had stated that it was his intention to move for an in-

quiry into agricultural distress, and the Government
was of opinion that, with the many complaints on that

subject from the owners, and more particularly from

the occupiers of the land, it was fit to appoint a com-
mittee. At the same time, in proposing such a com-
mittee, 1 did not state that there was any great or very
prominent measure of relief which could, in my opinion,

be pointed out by its labours. With respect, however,

to certain burdens on the agricultural interest—with

respect to county-rates and poor-rates, I thought that

such a committee might be able to ascertain whether mea-
sures to be adopted by Parliament might ormight not be

practically beneficial, and lead to some improvement.

In naming the committee, I placed upon it a great ma-
jority of members for agricultural counties, and I

believe it was objected at the time, that out of 30 mem-
bers, 23 or 24 represented, almost exclusively, the

agricultural interest. The committee was appointed,

and my honourable friend the member for Hampshire
was made chairman of it. The investigation was
prosecuted with great diligence, and when we first came
to the question, what should be the matter of inquiry ?

I think every member of the committee will support me
in the statement that 1 said it would be unwise to put
fetters upon it

;
(cheers), that no fetters ought to be

put upon the inquiry beyond such as were necessary to

prevent the evidence extending to subjects quite foreign

and unconnected. The consequence was, that the

committee entered into an investigation more extended

than that of the committee of 1833. At the conclusion

of their labours, and when a sufficient number of the

committee was in attendance, my honourable friend,

the chairman, produced his draft of a report. It was
communicated to me, as well as to others ; but it so

happened that I believe I was one of the last to receive
it. The committee was summoned to consider it : no
less than twenty-five members attended, and eighteen
of those were members for counties. And with regard
to members for counties, it is to be observed that of those

whom I had named as representing counties connected
with manufactures, the noble lord the member for Lan-
cashire declined to attend ; so that the county members
were chiefly members for agricultural counties, and
represented agricultural interests. I came to the com-
mittee under the expectation that the draft of the report
was to be considered point by point, and prepared to

give my opinion upon every sentence. It was to me
matter of great astonishment to find the right hon.
baronet, the member for Cumberland, the chairman of
the committee of 1833, propose immediately that the

whole report should be suppressed, that not a word of
it should be taken into consideration ; but a resolution

be passed, declaring that the committee would only re-

port the evidence. I thought the course extraordinary,

but my surprise was lessened, and my opinion a good
deal changed, when I heard the noble marquis, the

member for Buckinghamshire, second the motion.
(Cheers.) Certainly I had expected, that if the report

of my hon. friend the chairman were not adopted (and
I was not disposed to press upon the committee all the

statements it contained), it would be considered fairly,

and then members would state their individual opinion.

It did not contain any proposal for the immediate relief

of agricultural distress ; but I little thought that a
motion would be made for its total suppression—sup-
pression, too, by those who had been calling upon the

House for months, and not only for months but for

years, to take into consideration the distresses of the

agricultural interest. (Clieers.) The right hon. baronet
and the noble marquis had no proposal to make, they
had no definite remedy to offer, but merely moved the

suppression of the report. I said on the occasion that

if I, as a member of the Government and of the com-
mittee, agreed most reluctantly to that course, it was
not that I was not prepared to enter fully into the state-

ments contained in the draft of the report or in any
substitute that might be ofi'ered ; and I added that niy

wish was that the committee should give an opinion, in

the first place, with respect to the Poor-laws and the

Poor Bill now in operation ; next, upon a remedy
apnlicable to tithes afl'ecting agricultural interest ; and
thirdly, upon the question of the currency, a subject

that had occupied much of the attention of the com-
mittee. I declared myself ready to enter into these

topics, to debate these points, and to endeavour to

cause my opinions to prevail ; but if they did not pre-

vail, I was ready that the committee should agree to a
report containing the opinions of the majority.——Sir
J. GRAHAM : You proposed nothing. Lord
JOHN RUSSELL; I stated that these were fit sub-
jects for a report, and 1 added that my opinions were
very much those embodied in his draft by the chairman.
I must also mention that I gave it to the committee as

my opinion, that a further ground for hesitation and re-

luctance in agreeing to the resolution of the right hon.
baronet was, that great disappointment would prevail

in the country, and that the farmers who had applied to

Parliament for some inquiry and for some remedy, if

they would have been disappointed at the refusal of in-

vestigation, would be still more disappointed at the

separation of the committee, without making any
report. I have said thus much to show that Govern-
ment at least is not responsible for the committee hav-
ing come to no result. (^Cheers.) My noble friend

near me (Lord Howick) has observed, that the com-
mittee, by adopting no report, did negative many a state-

ment both with regard to agricultural distress and the

remedies applicable to it. I certainly concurred very
much in that opinion. For instance, with respect to the

currency, it has been said in the present and in former
sessions, that the great remedy for agricultural as well

as for all other distress, was the repeal of the bill intro-

duced by the right honourable baronet (Sir R. Peel)
effecting a change in the circulating medium. That
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subject was fully investlg'atedby the committee, and by
not coming: to any resolution ithas confirmed the opinion

entertained by the rig-ht honourable baronet and myself,

and repeatedly stated in resolutions of this house. It

shows that those who have endeavoured to raise the

country on tnat subject are not prepared in a committee
of twenty-five members, eig'hteen of whom represented

ag-ricultural counties, to back their own opmions.

("Cheers.') I repeat, then, that for the non-adoption of

any report ministers are not responsible ; vve were quite

ready ; I came down to the committee fully prepared

to have some three or four days' debate on the report,

and those who are responsible are the members who
have over and over again asserted that tiie ag'ricultural

interest is in distress, and that relief could be g'iven by
Parliament. (Cheers.) The result of tlie whole is that

—admitting, as I must do, that distress has prevailed for

some years among the occupiers of the land, a distress

which I have always lamented, and which, I hope, is

now diminishing—it is not to be relieved by a change
in the currency (/lear, /)«/)•) ; that it is not to be re-

lieved by :i repeal of the malt tax (hear, hear) ; that it

is not to be relieved by any specific measure that Par-
liament can apply to the evil. (Hear, hear.) I have
not been forward in calling- myself the advocate
of the agricultural interest—I have not been for-

ward in summoning meetings of farmers to de-

mand inquiry by Government or by Parliament —
(much cheering)—I have not been forward in asserting

that justice was denied to the agricultural interest (/jenr,

hear) ; but I will tell the House what, as a humble
member of the administration, I have done. I have
been forward in co-operating with a former Govern-
ment, as a member of that Government, in passing a

bill which I thought would prevent abuses in the ad-
ministration of the poor laws, which would prevent
large sums of money being laid out improvidently,

and which would tend to restore to the labouring
classes of England that character of independence
which they formerly enjoyed (cheers) ; I have like-

wise endeavoured to my utmost, and I hope
not unsuccessfully, to pass througli Parhament some
measure which might relieve the agricultural interest

from the levy of tithes in kind, one of the most oppres-
sive burdens that could be inflicted. (Cheers.) I have
also assisted my right hon. friend near me, the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, in proposing some alleviation,

by some aid from the public, with respect to county-
rates. These things I have done because I thought
they were practical measures, tending, as they advanced
and promoted the interests of agriculture, to advance
and promote the interests of the community. ( Cheers.)

I never have, and I never will profess myself to be the

sole and exclusive advocate of any one interest, agricul-

tural, commercial, or manufacturing-. I consider it the
duty of a raemberof Parliament, as well as of a member
of the Government, to attend to the interests of all im-
partially. (Hear.) I never will endeavour to raise a

cry upon these subjects, or to promote an imputation
on the character of Parliament, or on the character of
either of the two great parties who occupy these
benches. (Much cheering;) I think that the right hon.
baronet opposite (Sir Robert Peel), in all his conduct,
either with respect to the currency or the malt-tax, took
a wise and an enlarged view of the interests of the

country (hear) ; and I am not disposed to let any party
feeling interfere with the discharge of what 1 consider
my duty ; but having attended to these three great
questions—poor-rates, tithes, and currency— I hope we
shall stand as fairly before the country as those wlio,

indulging in perpetual and empty declamations on dis-

tress, have endeavoured to increase discontent, without
having any measure to ^iropose by whic!> distress eould
be relieved, or discontent removed. ( Cheers from all

sides.) Air. O. GOKl'^ contended lliat althougli the

committee had thought jjroper not to make a rejiort,

that was not a sufficient ground for asserting that no
sufficient case of distress had been made out on the part

of the agriculturists. There was scarcely a tax raised

in the country which did not bear directly or indirectly

upon the farmer ; and if any proof of the existence of

extreme distress were wanting, he would refer to the

state of the rents throughout the farmmg districts, which
had fallen, in many cases, from a II to half-a-crown,

and in some cases even the farmers refused to take the

land rent-free. Sir R. PEEL said, that he thought

it necessary, after having been a member of this com-
mittee, to trespass upon the House with a few words on
the present occasion. When this committee was origi-

nally appointed, it would be recollected, perhaps, that

he had reluctantly given the proposition his assent

;

and the reason upon which he assented to it at all was,

tliat being perfectly aware that distress did prevail to a
very great extent in the agricultural districts, in many
parts of the country, he knew with what feelings of

l)itterness and alleged hardship men who were deeply
concerned in these interests, deeply and personally af-

fected by that distress, might view an unconditional re-

fusal on the part of the Government and of the House
to inquire into their condition. But well he recollected

also that whilst he gave this as his reason for acquies-

cing in the appointment of this committee, he at the

same time predicted that nothing but disappointment
would be the result. (Hear, hear.) He foretold this

upon many considerations. In the first place, he called

to mind the committee upon this very subject in 1833,

which reported its opinion to the house, that the agri-

culturists should seek relief from their own exertions

rather than from any extraneoiis or collateral sources.

In that report he had acquiesced, and he remained still

unaltered in his opinion, that make whatever report the

newly appointed committee might, it would come in the

end to the same result— that it would be a delusion for

them to tell the country, or to hold out a hope, that

Parliament had the case of the agriculturists at all

within their power. (Hear.) He certainly could not

deny lliat the present system of tithes ^yas a very serious

burden upon the land, and, so far as it went, a funda-

mental cause of the distress which prevailed. But this

subject he considered to be one which should more pro-

perly be dealt with by the House itself than by a select

committee, nor did he expect that whenever the House
might come to the consideration of the question it

would sufl!er itself to be in any way guided by the

opinion of a select committee. Then there was the

matter of the currency. The inquiry before the com-
mittee was certainly a general one, and therefore it

would have been unwise to have thro^vn the slightest

impediment in the way of their examinations even upon
this point. He had thrown, then, no impediment in the

way of this particular question mooted in the inquiry,

fixed as his own opinions were, that without discussing

the expediency of the new system of currency which
had some years ago been adopted, great distress must
inevitably prevail throughoutthecountry if any attempt

were made for returning from the convertible currency

which they now had to tiie inconvertible paper currency

which formerly existed. (Hear, hear.) He thought it

would be impossible now to return to the old system

without materially endangering the stability of the pro-

perty and interests not of one but of every class

of persons in the kingdom, and giving rise^ to

doubt and anxiety of the most painful character. The
country having had a metallic standard and a conver-

tible currency during a period of fourteen years, and
all the transactions during that period having been

engaged in under that currency, and upon the faith

pledged, time after time by the House, that that cur-

rency and tiiat standard should not be again departed

from, he considered that it would be useless and hazard-

ous in tlie extreme to hold out any prospect of a re-

opening of tiie question. He thought it was now agreed
upon on all hands that Parliament had never adopted

a measure more likely to secure to industry its reward,

and to preserve a fair equality in the prices of labour

and of necessaries, than that for a just and unfluctuating

currency. The result of their inquiries in tliis very

committee went to prove, as he thouylit, the bcneiicial

workings of this measure ; the condition of the working

classes was found to have been gradually improving

under the present system of currency, and it was al-

ready shown that any alteration in tliat system could

now only act injuriously upon those who depended

upon the price of their daily labour for their support.
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(Hear, hear.) With respect to the course adopted by
the committee in declining to frame a report upon this

subject, he must say that, for his own part, he was not
at all surprised at it ; and ho thoug-lit tiiat whatever
disappointment might be felt by some parties at the ab-
sence of such a report, that .disappointment was small
compared with that which would have been experienced
had the committee merely reported opinions upon which
they were all agreed. [Such, we believe, vvere the con-
cluding words of the sentence, which were instantly

drowned m laughter.] For his own part he believed he
could say that he had ;i much deeper personal interest

in agriculture than in any other interest or branch of
industry in tlie stat? ; he felt the most strongly rooted
attachment to all that was connected with the agricul-
tural calling, and he believed that these were the
strongest social reasons to justify this feeling- of prefer-

ence ; but at the same time he felt so perfectly satisfied

that the hopes of the agricultural interest must rest

eventually upon their own exertions, that he could not
bring himself to encourage on their part the delusive
eicpectations that tlie legislature, either by an alteration

of taxation or any other change in the financial system
of the country whatever, could permanently or sub-
stantially place them in an improved condition.

(Cheers) He would rather tell the agriculturists to look
at the farmers of Scotland, and endeavour to work out
some plans of amelioration and consequently of relief

for themselves, which, however inadequate, perhaps,
for the temporary necessity, would eventually be found
much more efficient and permanent in its advantages
than any which Parliament, by a legislative enactment
could afford. To say the honest truth, he must say,

that he did not anticipate tliat any immecbate or strik-

ing amelioration could at the present juncture be
afforded, either by the exertions of Parliament or of in-

dividuals. Such important ch'-:nges and such stupen-
dous improvements had been making of late years, in

the mechanical arts of the country, and in their appli-

cation to the wants of society, that every interest in the

county must be expected to be affected by them to a con-
siderable extent. The great increase and improvement
in the means of conveyance, particularly in the use of
steam navigation, by bringing into competition the most
distant soils which had hitherto been disused, must in-

evitably lead to the disadvantage of their longer and
more highly cultivated lands, wiiich, up to within a
short period back, had enjoyed the monopoly which
their advantageous position afforded them. It was under
these impressions that he had agreed to the proposal
made by the committee, that they should not frame a

report. At the same time he thought some of the cir-

cumstances connected with that resolution on the part of
the committee were worthy of remembrance. If he re-

collected rightly, a report was presented by the chair-

man to the committee, and the committee expressed it-

self under great obligations to the chairman for the

ability and delicacy with which he had performed his

task. But if he was quite clear in what followed, it

was that the noble lord, having come down with the re-

port in his hand, went through it to the committee,
reading it backwards like a magician (a laugh)—began
at the end, and so up to the beginning, proceeded to

strike out all the brains of the report, (« /aag-/;,) stat-

ing in detail at the same time most satisfactory reasons
wfiy they they should not make a report at all. (Cheers
and laughter from both sides of the House.) With
regard to the currency, for instance, tlie noble lord read
in the first place a passage from the King^s speech, and
then the resolution which had been passed by the House
that any alteration in the system of currency at present
existing would lead to very dangerous and prejudicial

results, and therefore would not be acquiesced in by the

House. The noble lord then added, that upon the very
first day of the committee's sitting, if he had been told

that a division would take place upon the question of

the currency, he should have predicted what would
happen, for that the subject was one which he consi-

dered far too important in its bearings, not upon agri-

culture only, but upon every interest and individual
who had anything at stake in the country, to be decided
upon by a select committee appointed to enquire into

the state of agriculture. The noble lord next came to

the question of the corn-laws, which he also thought
was too weighty and complicated for the committee to

deal with (Hear, hear) ; and then the noble lord touched
upon the proposed reduction of the malt-tax, with a
corresponding remission of foreign duties, which he
said was a subject to which he hoped his right hon.
friend, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, would devote
his earliest and best attention, but in respect to which in

the meantime he thought the committee was hardly
called upon to express an opinion, (/fear, ftear.) He
(Sir Robert Peel) followed the noble lord on this occa-
sion, and said that so entirely had the noble lord gathered
up every important resolution which the report of the

committee contained, andsoentirely was hesatisfied with
the noble lord's reasons for so doing, that he thought
they would be acting much more prudently, and run
the risk of causing much less disappointment to the pub-
lic, by abstaining altogether from making a report, than
by presenting to the House the mutilated document
which remained in the hands of the noble lord, confined

,

as it was, to a variety of matters of comparatively trif-

ling importance. (He«)-, hear.) He believed that some-
thing was said in it, for instance, about the reduction of
one-seventh in the county-rate, which had recently
taken place through the new arrangement throwing
part of the expense of criminal processes upon the coun-
try. But, as he (Sir R. Peel) thought that the country
was by this time pretty well acquainted with this grati-

fying fact, he looked upon it as a matter not sufficiently

important in itself to call for an announcement from the

committee to the agriculturists of England that a reduc-
tion of one farthing in the pound upon the county-rates
had been obtained for them. {Hear, hear, and a
laugh.) The noble lord then suggested something about
the very important advantages which the agriculturist

might reasonably hope to derive from the new poor-
laws, if their future operation should but prove as suc-

cessful as the experience of the past appeared to war-
rant. But this really appeared to him to be a subject

which the committee was not called upon to discuss
;

for, if they had been told by the chairman at the com-
mencement of their sittings that the best thing they
could do would be to direct their attention to the work-
ing of the new poor-laws, he thought they might still be
adventuring a little too far to predict that they would
prove a very considerable benefit to the agricul-

turist, however the evidence might eventually be
such on the whole to warrant a favourable notice on
the subject, Besides this and other topics which he had
named, there were a variety more suggested by different

hon. members. There was a plan, for instance, which
had recently been discovered, for the improvement of

stiff lands, and some important facts connected with the

draining of soils, which, though, certainly, interesting

to 'those who happened to have stiff and undrained
lands, could scarcely be looked upon as of sufficient

inijjortance to be entered in the report of the committee.
In fact, he believed that the whole committee were at

once disposed, if the noble lord's proposal was
adopted, to strike out everything in the report

which related to the corn laws, the reduction of
the malt tax, and the corresponding remission of

foreign duties ; that, after all, the plough stood in rather

too bold a relief in their report. (A laugh.) Some gen-
tlemen, to be sur^', talked a g'ood deal about harrows,
and a variety of other mechanical contrivances, which
they respectively thought of sufficient importance to

mention ; but, upon the whole, he fancied the general
feeling of the committee was rather to the omission of

all these particulars most willingly. Therefore, under
tiiese circumstances, had he acquiesced in the proposal

to make no report at all upon the subject of this inquiry,

as it appeared impossible to frame any report in which
tlie opinions of all parties could be brought to coincide

upon any of the more important features of the question.

After a few words from Mr. Hawes, which were
drowned in the bustle caused by members leaving the

House, and from Sir R. Peel in explanation. -SIR
J. GRAIIAJM briefly explained, and withdrew his mo-
tion.- -]Mr. S.LE^I'EVRE tlien brought up the report

of the committee, amidst some laughter and cheering.
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TURF INTELLIGENCE.
The July Newmarket Meetiiii^, wliich com-

menced on the 12th ult., thoujifh well attended

by persons of wealth, rank, and distinction

was meagre rather than otherwise in regard to

the interest produced by quadrupedal compe-
tition, if we except the July Stakes, which on

the first day of the Meeting was not decided

till after a second severe struggle had taken

place, a dead heat occurring between the

Anglesea filly, brother to Beiram, r nd the

Fille de Joie filly : and it must be admitted

a dead heat between three is a circumstance

of very uncommon occurrence. For a few

weeks prior to this Meeting, some money had
been adventured on the July Stakes, for which
the Fille de Joie filly was the uniform fa-

vourite up to the moment of starting ; the

Angelica filly appeared in the betting con-

stellation, but not as a star of the first magni-
tude ; however, on the day of trial, she shone
with superior lustre, and by winning the se-

cond heat, carried off" the prize. For these

stakes there were twenty-three subscriptions,

and seven candidates appeared at the post

for the purpose of disputing the lionours of

the contest.

Mr, Bird's Redshanks, who has occasionally
glinimercd in the bettingfor the Doncaster St.

Leger, came out twice at the Newmarket July
Meeting, and was successful on each occa-

sion, a circumstance which cannot fail to ele-

vate him in the estimation of those who dis-

cuss the doctrine of chances, particularly in

regard to the important stake to be decided at

Doncaster in September next.

The three most important stakes in the

kingdom are exclusively for three-year-olds;

namely, the Deri)y, the Oaks, and the Don-
caster St. Leger ; and we are of opinion that

the three-year-olds of 1836 arc an inferior

annual sample : as far as relates to public

performances. Bay Middleton must be placed
at the head of the list ; and it cannot be de-

nied that there is no other test or criterion by
which to judge a horse's powers half so good
as tliat just mentioned ;

yet in the case of

Baj Middleton, even this mode of mental de-

cision presents a more than ordinary degree
of (|ualifying consideration. Bay Middleton
was eminently successful at Newmarket, but,

before we allow him great merit for his per^

formances at this celebrated place, wc must
look at the quality of the nags which came
against him : if we except Elis, not one of

them could assert the most remote claim to

superiority ; Elis migl)t be regarded as a good
average sort of nag, and Bay Middleton found
extreme difficulty in beating him. Bay Mid-
dleton came out again on Epsom Downs, and
carried off the Derby ; but owing to the scan-

dalously disgraceful manner in which the

start for this stake was conducted, the <;hance

of success was rendered very unecjual, par-

ticularly in regard to Gladiator, who did not

get away till Bay Middleton, and the field

generally, were something like one hundred
yards in advance. And what is the conse-
quence of such a state of things ? Gladiator
has the distance just mentioned to make up
before he can get placed, and must very much
increase his speed in order to accomplish this

object; therefore while he is thusexcrtinghim-
self, while he is subjecting his animal system,
and particularly the lungs, to violent opera-
tion, Bay Middleton is going at his ease ; and
when at length he comes up, " the pull' is

taken out of him," in a great degree, while
Bay Middleton, held together till this mo-
ment is ready to be let out " with all the go
in him." Let us suppose for a moment, that

the power and speed of Bay Middleton and
Gladiator were equal, exactly on a par, we
feel not the least hesitation in asserting that

under the circumstances of the start for the

Derby of the present year, the latter could
have no chance of winning. We observed
Robinson (rider of Bay Middleton,) as he
rose th'! hill after the start, turn his head,
and, as he observed the situation of G ladiator,

a smile of confident satisfaction played on
his countenance—he felt he held the race in

his own hands.
The start for the Derby of 1836, reminded

us of the start for the Doncaster St. Leger in

1827; in the last mentioned case, Mameluke,
beyond all question the best horse of his year,

could not be got off, fora considerable length
of time, and in consequence of his bad stnrt

was ultimately beaten by Matilda. We do
not mean to assert that the Athenian, (to whom
is attributed the blame of causing the delay
at the late Derby affair,) had he gone off

kindly would have been the winner, although,
he, as a tvv'o-year-old, ran very success-

fully ; but he put aside the chance of Gladia-
tor, as the rider of the latter, (W. fccott,)

waiting for The Athenian, was evidently not

aware the start was final, till the field had got

to a very considerable distance. Chifney
rode Mameluke (one of the very best temper-
ed horses in the world) for the St. Leger, and
was the owner (he and his brother at least,)

of the unruly Athenian. Of all trainers liv-

injr, there is not one who takes more care of
his horses than John Scott ; none who more
anxiously or more accurately estimates the

qualities of his adversaries, or places his nags
with more acutene.ss of judgment, and that he

felt tolerably confident of winning the Derl»y

with Gladiator, we have not the least doubt,

as he had reserved him for it ; while the pre-

vious performances of this horse might be

justly considered an excellent basis upon
which to form such an opinion. Gladiator

has been for some time the favourite for the

Doncaster St. Leger, and, whatever maybe
tlic result, wc feel confident he will bo

brought out for it in as good a form as possible.
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For some Meeks past the bettiiif?, vvhicli at

this period of tlie 3ear is p^enerally so brisk

upon the two leading events of Goodwood
Races, has been remarkably dull, owina^ to

the doubt or mystery which seems to envelope
them : we allude, of course, to the Goodwood
Stakes and the Goodwood Cup, which will

have been decided by the time these remarks
reach the eyes of our readers, thout^h, as the
Meeting in question does not commence till

the 27th of July, we shall not be able to give
the detail of them before our next number.
At Goodwood every thing is done with the

greatest accuracy possible, and, in forming
the various stakes, &c., the horses are brought
more together perhaps than at any other Meet-
ing in the kingdom. In the Goodwood Stakes,
which, by tlie numerous subscriptions are

swelled into such a rich prize, the quadru-
pedal candidates are handicapped with the

greatest nicety. Rockingham is the favorite

for these stakes, and it is intended by his

owner to start him for them ; the weight
allotted him is 9st r21b : Rockingham is a

powerful horse, was the winner of the Great
St. Leger in his year, trained on, and has been
a successful racer ; and, therefore, with this

weight on his back, ought to win ; he has not
done too much work, was never overmarked,
and is at tliis moment '* as fresh as paint."

Neither Bay Middleton nor Touchstone ap-
pear in the list for the Goodwood Stakes

;

and though Hornsea has accepted, and stands

at what we consider not an unfavourable
weight (9st lib) he is not expected to start,

but will, in all probability, be reserved for the

Cup. Ascot, who ran Mundig last year to a
stand still for the Derby (Mundig could
scarcely move five yards beyond the post, al-

though the winner), and who ran unsuccess-
fully several times subsequently, is, neverthe-

less, a neat and a good little horse ; he has
been kept in reserve f'«)r some time, and as he
is not overweighted for these stakes (8st 71b),

we should suppose he will come out for them.
He lan too often last year, rather too much
was " taken out of him," seeing that he was
then only three years old. Silcnus, the same
age as Ascot, has been allotted 8 st. for these

stakes; but it is generally understood that he
will not appear for them, as he is named for

the Cup also, where his cliance is much more
favourable, notwithstanding he will have one
pound more to carry.

Silenus, it will be recollected, was a favorite

for the J)crby of 1835 for a short time, but
sunk into nothingness before the day of start-

ing ; however, he appeared on Epsom Downs
for it, and could neither go the pace nor the

distance. He has done little since ; we had
lost sight of him for some time, and he seemed
to be forgotten, when, lo ! like a ghost emerg-
ing from a mist, he creeps into notice for the

Goodwood Cup. As a maiden four-year-old,

and not having been placed in the Derby or

the St. Leger, he is entitled to a reduction of
weight to the amount of fourteen pounds, so

that he stands as favorable for the Cup as

possible ; his weight for it is Sst lib, yet he is

not the favorite : Hornsea, the same age, but
carrying nine pounds more, forms the apex of
the betting list. Should Rockingham win
the Goodwood Stakes without distress, he will

most likely start for the Cup : Touchstone
will not come out for it, nor yet Bay Middle-
ton, on account of the extra weight they would
have to carry, the one for winning the Ascot
Cup 71b, the other for the Derby 8lb. Sheet
Anchor, who had acquired a very good cha-
racter, is understood to be amiss ; his name
has not been mentioned in the money market
for some time.

Liverpool races commenced on the 19th inst.

Amongst the competitors for the Liverpool
Trade Cup, appeared our ©Id acquaintance
Mundig, in nature "as true as steel;" but
whose successful race for the Derby in 183.5,

we were of opinion, would ruin his future

prospects as a racer, as our readers are very
well aware: notwithstanding the evanescent
success of this horse last September at Don-
caster, our o|)inion remained unshaken ; he
comes out for the Cup in question, with a. fa-

vourable weight on his back (Sst 71b), and
could not get placed. Such must be the re-

sult of premature or overstrained exertions at

a period of life when the bone has not ac-
quired a mature solidity, the tendon and mus-
cle the requisite development, hardness, and
elasticity.

While penning this part of the present ar-

ticle, we received the account of the conclu-
sion of Liverpool races, by which we find that
General Chasse came out for the Stand Cup
the next day but one after his defeat, and car-
ried off the prize. The conditions of the
Stand Cup being weight for age, was in fa-

vour of the General ; while another circum-
stance attending it was still more favourable
to him ; he was met at the starting post by
only Mundig and another ; and therefore, in

the language of the school, " had nothing to

beat."

STATE OF THE ODDS-.—
GOODWOOD STAKES, P. P.

4 to 1 agst Ulr. Theobald's Rockingham
8 — 1 J\]r. O?baldestoii's Rush
10 — I Duke of Hichmond's Pussy
10 — I Jacob Faiibfiil, by uangar
10 — 1 Mr. Forth's Louisa
13 — 1 Felix, by .Sultan, out of Fortuua
20 — I Luciter, by Lottery.
Oak-apple will not start for the Goodwood Stakes.

GOODWOOD CUP, P.P.

5 to 2 agst Lord Chesterfield's Hornsea
6 — 1 Sir E. Baker's Bran

10 — I Lord Jersey's Silenus, whose starting for
this Cup is doubtful.

DOXCASTER ST. LEGER.
9 to 2 agst Lord Wilton's Gladiator
8 — 1 Mr. Bird's Redshank
8 — 1 Mr. .Mostyn's Trapball
9 — 1 Mr. Allanson's Vulture
12 — 1 Colonel Westenra's Wedge
12 — 1 Mr. Orde's Bee's Wing
30 — I Mr. Dawson's Locomotive

Printed by Joseph Rogerson, 24, Norfolk-street, Strand,
London,
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THE PLATE.
The Durham Cow, of which an Engvaviiig is given in this Number, was the property of Mrs. Strick-

land, of Tew kesbury, Gloucestershire : a Premium of Fifteen Sovereigns was awarded to her as being the

Best Fat Cow. The animal was five years and one month old, was bred on the farm at Tewkesbury, anu

excited much attention, not only from her own merit, but as being the property of a Lady, whose reputa-

tion for the breeding of superior stock stands so high, and is so well known in the West of England.

ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

BY THOMAS SHAPTER, M.D.

No. III.

" The deficiency among Agriculturists is not so much,
perhaps, in experimental, as in scientific knowledge.
It is without doubt true, that there may be, and indeed
are, good practical farmers, who have but little preten-

sions to science : but it were too much to assert that

even these, however good, might not become better
;

that they have reached the maximum of improvement

;

and already discovered the means of obtaining from
Nature the utmost which it is in her power to bestow."

In the previous paper on Agricultural Chemistry
it was defined what manures were, and in what
they differed from that class which it was thought
judicious to term " amenders of the soil:" it was
also pointed out in what manner they operate so

as to alter and improve the nature of the ground
to be manured : and, further, the application of

these principles was entered upon in reference to

vegetable matters : it was stated, that as certain

vegetable products, much used in this country as

manure, were largely composed ofwoody fibre, and
which is endued with considerable powers of re-

sistance, it was necessary, in order to render them
of service to vegetation, to decompose it, by sub-
mitting them to a process of fermentation.

It has been shewn, by some very accurate analy-

sis, that woody fibre contains relatively a larger

proportion of carbon than the other vegetable
principles, from which circumstance we infer its

greater insolubility, as the smaller the proportion
of this element the greater is the solubility of the

compound. We are aware, from observing the

process of fermentation, that during its operation

oxygen is absorbed, and fiee carbon is evolved :

it then becomes evident, by fermenting vegetable

fibre we gradually diminish that element which
forms its chief character, rendering it, in its altered

condition, susceptible of being dissolved in water
—thus becoming entitled to the term manure.

As all the condensed and solid parts of vegetables

contain woody fibre, and which can only be ren-

dered soluble in water by long fermentation, and
as it is especially in the fibre that the carbon re-

sides, so necessary to vegetation, we cannot dis-

pense with fermenting vegetable matter, in order

to extract this element, so essential as a manure.

It may appear, from what has been now said,

that the general practice of ploughing in certain

green crops, in order to fatten the land, is inju-

rious, which practice was much recommended
when speaking of green crops in the previous pa-

per : but it must be borne in mind that they are

thus ploughed in, perhaps, before, or, at least,

during the period of flowering, when the plant is

albuminous;—the small proportion of fibre that

is contained in them being but little formed, and
soft, so that the heat and action of the water to

which it is submitted in the ground are sufficient

to its decomposition, which effect would not take
place if the stem were dry, and drained ofitsjuices

by the formation of seed.

Sir H. Davy does not appear, however, con-

vinced of the necessity of fermenting dry straws

before they are employed, but rather addresses

himself to the convenience of such a process. He
obtained eight grains of matter soluble in wafer,

of a brown colour, from four hundred grains of

dry barley straw : wherefore he infers that there

can be no doubt the straw of different crops, im-
mediately ploughed into the ground, affords nour-

ishment to plants; but that there is an objection

to this method of using straw, from the difficulty

of burying long straw, and from its rendering the

husbandry foul. " When straw," he observes,
" is made to ferment, it becomes a more manage-
able manure ; but there is likewise, on the whole,

a great loss of nutritive matter, ftlore manure is,

perhaps, supplied for a single crop ; but the land

is less improved than it would be supposing the

whole of the vegetable matter could be fairlj' di-

vided and mixed with the soil." It is upon this

inference of waste that he deems it more econo-
mical to chop the straw,, and keep it dry till it is

ploughed in for the use of the crop, than to add it

to the dung-heap for the sake of putrefaction, as

in the former case its deconi])osition is much re-

tarded, and thus its effects are more lasting.

The unmixed dung of qiiadnipcds may be turned

in with the soil without incoiivenicnce imme-
diately it is removed from the stables : there are,

indeed, those who think this may be done very

advantageously ; but it would appear that, by mix-
M
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ing it with litter prsiviously,* and permitting some
slight fermentation before laid upon the soil, it is of
greater advantage, and certainly more profitable

;

as, by so doing, the growth is not likely to be
rank—a fault which may occur froni the ])ure

dung ; and the litter itself with which it is mixed
becomes also a manure, from the fermentation
that has ensued in consequence of the addition of
the pure dung.

In conducting the process of fermentation, there
are a few circumstances to be noticed by which it

may be more effectual, producing a manure far
licher and more beneficial than is ordinarily ob-
tained ; and certain precautions should be used, by
which many inconveniences, attached to the ordi-
nary mode, may be avoided.
The prevailing- notion among farmers is to em-

ploy dung fully fermented ; indeed many go so far
as to permit the woody fibre to be perfectly des-
troyed, and the heap to have become cold. That
this is wasteful and injurious there can be no
doubt.

In place of the usual method of heaping up the
mixed soil and litter in a great mass, and leaving it

in such situation to putrify uncovered and exposed
to the intemperance of the seasons, by which it is

alternately rained upon and then acted on by the
sun, a putrefactive process is rapidly established,
and the gases so essential to agricultural produce
are generated and evolved, and, in consequence of
their great disposition to mingle with the atmos-
phere, are for ever dissipated.

Sir H. Davy arrives very confidently at the con-
clusions here laid down. He says that " a slight
incipient fermentation is undoubtedly of use in the
dunghill ; for by means ofit a disposition is brought
on in the woody fibre to decay and dissolve when
it is carried to the land or ploughed into the soil;
and woody fibre is always in great excess in the
refuse of the farm." But so convinced is he that
too great a degree of fermentation is prejudicial,
that he affirms it (o be better that no fermentation
should ensue in the nianure before used, than that
it be carried too far ; for such excess of fermenta-
tion destroys and dissipates the most useful parts
of the manure. He supports this opinion by some
strong facts, referring also to the experience of
those who have practically adopted his views. So
important and valuable is this to the farmer, that
it must plead the excuse for quoting the following
passage from the work of Sir H. Davy :

—"In the
writings of scientific agriculturists a great mass of
facts may be found in favour of the application of
farm-yard dung in a recent state. Mr. Voung, in
the Essay on Manures, adduces a number of ex-
cellent authorities in support of the plan. Many
who have doubted have been lately convinced

j

and, perhaps, there is no subject of investigation
in which there is such an union of theoretical and
practical evidence. I have myself, within the last
ten years, witnessed a number of distinct proofs
on the subject."
" I shall content myself with quoting that which

ought to have, and which I am sure will have, the
greatest weight amongst agriculturists. Within
the last seven years (1812) Mr. Coke has entirely
given up the system formerly adopted on his farm
of applying fermented dung ; and he informs me
that his crops have been since as good as they ever
were, and that his manure goes nearly twice as
far."

* Or by the addition of that mineral so valuable to
the farmer, viz., limestone, of which we shall speak
further presently.

The experiments which this distinguished phi-
losopher instituted, in proof of the above, are no
less simple than they are conclusive : some hot
fermenting manure, consisting principally of the
dung of cattle and litter, is placed in a large re-
tort

; a receiver is adapted to the retort in a mer-
curial pneumatic apparatus, so that the condensa-
ble and elastic fluids disengaged might be collected.
The results are thus detailed :

—"The receiver soon
became lined with dew, and drops began, in a few
hours, to trickle down the sides of it. Elastic fluid

likewise was generated : in three days thirty-five
cubical inches had been formed, which, when
analyzed, were found to contain twenty one cubi-
cal inches of carbonic acid ; the remainder was
hydro-carbonate, mixed with some azote, probably
no more than existed in the common air of the re-
ceiver. The fluid matter collected in the receiver
at the same time amounted to nearly half an ounce.
It had a saline taste, and a disagreeable smell, and
contained some acetate and carbonate ofammonia.
" The beak of another retort similarly filled with

a very hot dung, was introduced beneath the earth
against the roots of some grass : in the short space
of a week an evident effect was produced, the grass
growing with much more luxuriance than else-

where."

In order to obviate these different sources of

loss, the farmer, instead of heaping up his mixture
of dung and litter in a great mass, and leaving it

to putrify uncovered and exposed to the intempe-
rance of the seasons, should place it under the
shelter of a shed, so as to be guarded both from
tke sun and rain : each clearing of the stable should
be laid extended in a separate layer, and not thrown
together in one heap. The beds thus formed of

the separate layers should not be raised much
more than two feet in height ; and when the heat

rages above 100'^, or so high that smoke is evolved,

making it evident the natural heat of the dung is

being exhausted, the beds should be turned back,

that this advanced stage of its decomposition may
be retarded.

It may be laid down as a law, that the process

of fermentation ought to be arrested when the

straw commences to change to a brown colour,

and when its tissue loses ite consistence ; for it is

a certain mark that the fibrous te.xture of the vege-

table matter is becoming broken down, when the

manure becomes perfectly cold. These eflfectsare

to be arrested either by undoing and spreading the

bed, so as to increase the extent of surface, and
thus moderating the rapidity of the putrefaction,

as above observed ; or by mixing with it earth,

rubbish, grass, &c. ; or else by carrying it at once
to the fields and burying it.

When the dung has but very little consistence

—

that is, contains but a very small proportion of

fibrous material, as is the case with the dung of

the fat horned cattle during the spring and au-

tumn,—it ought immediately to be employed ; for

when its composition is of this soft nature, its de-

composition soon ensues, and its heat, which in

the first place is very great, is rapidly exhausted.

Should it, however, be inconvenient to employ it

immediately, a somewhat similar course should

be resorted to as recommended above, when the

ordinary heap of litter and manure had arrived at

the condition to be retarded, viz., that of mixing

it with earths and other dry and porous materials;

such are to be particularly employed as may be

likewise amenders of the soil of which the land is

composed to which the dung is destined.

The present prevailing mode amongst farmers
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cannot but be highly wasteful of the beneficial

particles of manufe. In almost all farm-yards the

dung and litter, as taken from the stables, is ex-

posed in high-piled heaps to the cliaiiges of the

climate. The moisture and the warmth eliminates

the natural lieat of the dung, and the rain carries

with it the salts, the urine, and all the soluble

juices ; and a collection of the most nourishing

of its juices is formed at the bottom of the bed,

which are thus lost to all agricultural uses. As
fermentation proceeds, new soluble compounds
are formed, which in their turn are dissipated ; so

that by degrees all the nutriment and stimulant

principles of the manure are lost, and there re-

mains only the " feeble" mixture, which is of no
effect.

To remedy as much as is possible these effects,

independent of the covered shed, a well or ditch

should be formed, into which all the fluids run-

ning from the dung-pit may be received, so as at

once to use them on the fields. Chaptal proposes

that a large hogshead on a small carriage should

be employed, and which may be filled from the

reservoir. On its utility he says, " It produces
wonderful effects the second year, when it is used

after the mowing."
To be enabled to decide the question as to caus-

ing or not causing the litter of the dung-heap to

ferment, it is necessary to know somewhat of the

composition of the ground to be manured. If the

lands be compact, argillaceous, and cold, the less

the dung is fermented the better : for two good
effects are then produced—the first that of enrich-

ing the soil, moving it, and rendering it more per-

meable to air and water; the second that of heat-

ing it during the successive stages of decomposi-
tion and fermentation. If, however, on the other

hand, the soil should be light, porous, calcareous,

and hot, the quick dungs are preferable, since they

heat less and bind better, and, in place of laying

open the soil, already too porous, to the filtering of

the water, it tends to moderate its free passage.

A long experience is necessary, however, to per-

fect such observations, but when it is requ'red to

apply manure to soils of different composition,

we should bear in mind the more general prin-

ciples.

The manure from animals bearing wool are the

most hot ; that of the horse comes next ; those of

cows and oxen are the least hot of all.

Animal substances, whether they be solid or

fluid, alter more rapidly than vegetable. As a

general law it may be stated, the less the quantity

of earthy salts, the more rapid is the progress of

decomposition : their putrefaction produces am-
moniacal gas in great abundance. It is this result

which particularly distinguishes them from vege-

table matter, whose decomposition only gives

place to the formation of this gas when they con-

tain in their composition some small portion of

albumen. It is especially to the development of

this gas, there is every reason to believe, that the

very beneficial results arising from the application

of some dry animal substances is of such advan-

tage, as will shortly be pointed out.

After the mixe;! dung of which we have spoken,

the urine of liorned cattle and horses forms the

most abundant manure that can be jjrocured for

agriculture ; and it is not without regret that we
witness every day the little trouble taken to pre-

serve it.

There are few animal substances whose compo-

sition varies so much as that of urine ;— the na-

ture of the food, and the state of health, produce

great differences. As animals graze upon plants
more or less dry or watery, they yield more or
less urine, which is more or less charged with
salts :—those nourished by a dry forage make less

than those nourished by fresh herbage, but the
former are more saline than the latter. Urine
which is macle immediately after drink is less ani-
malised than that which has been long secreting.

These circumstances explain the little accordance
of the analysis of this secretion by different che-
mists.

Sir H. Davy observes, that urine is the manure
on which the greatest number of chemical experi-
ments have been made, and the nature of which is

best understood.
The urine of the cow contains, according to the

experiments of Mr. Brand

—

Sulphate of potassa.

,

Carbonates of po-
tassa and am-

Water 63

Phosphate of lime. .

.

3

Muriates of potas-

1

. ^

sa and ammonia j

\
monia J

Urea

The urine of the horse, according to Vanquelin
and Fourcroy, contains

—

Carbonate of lime 11

Carbonate of soda. ... 9

Benzoate of soda 24

Muriate of potassa. , 9
Urea 7
Water and mucilage. 940

We may see, from these analyses, that the

urines of different animals vary considerably ; but

that there is this one leading feature—that all the

salts they contain can pass into the plants with

the fluid that holds them in solution, when the

animal arrangement may become dissolved, as is

the case with the uvea, which is alike easy of so-

lution and easy of decomposition.

On the other hand, however, there are some
principles contained in the urine which the di-

gestive organs of the vegetable have not the power
of decomposing ;—such are the phosphates of

lime, the muriates and sulphates of potass :—these

serve only to excite and stimulate the organs ; but

we must regard the urea, mucilage, uric acid, and
other animal matters, as eminently nutritive.

Urine, as immediately made from the animal,

cannot be employed as a manure : it would act

with too much force, and would dry up the plant.

It is necessary to dilute it with water, or to leave

it to ferment.

Urine is of great service in moistening those

substances of which the composts are formed : it

augments their fertilizing qualities, and facilitates

the fermentation of those which it is necessary to

decompose to render them available for the nutri-

tion of the plant. It is also of use combined with

plaister, chalk, &c., and in this mode forms very

active manures, especially when applied to cold

lands.

Bones, in the present day, have become an ob-

ject of great consideration to the farmer. This

portion of the animal frame is in great measure

composed of phosphate of lime and gelatine. The
bones which are for the most part employed con-

tain equal proportions of these substances. We
obtain from the bones of oxen from fifty to fifty-

five per cent, of gelatine ; from those of the horse

thirty-six to forty ; from those of the hog forty-

eight to fifty. The less compact the tissue of the

bone, and the younger the animal, the greater is

the proportion of gelatine. The bones of the feet

of the elk, of the stag, of the roe, of tlie hare,

yield, on analysis, eighty to ninety per cent, of the

pliosp

In order to emplov bones advantageously as a

M 2
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manure, they should, if not ground, be bx-oken in-

to small pieces, then heaped together, and left till

a commencing of fermentation ensues : this is

known by the formation of the penetrating odour
of ammonia that prevail. The heap should then

be thrown down, and the material composing it

be scattered in the earth ; or it may be mingled
with the grain and harrowed in with it ; or if the

grain be sown in a furrow, it is well to line the

furrow with it.

In some countries, especially in France, the fat

and gelatine is extracted from the bones by boiling

water, before sold to the agriculturists ; but by
this operation they are deprived of the greater
portion of their fertilizing virtue.

Chaptal says that he has observed with care
what takes place when the bruised bones are un-
dergoing fermentation—that the heap becomes
covered onitssurfaceby a layer of slight, unctuous,
acrid, and pungent matter, which appears to be
formed of a combination of gelatine with ammo-
nia, which is developed by the decomposition of

all the animal matters. The same general laws
will apply to the application of bones as a manure,
as to the dung manures that have been spoken of,

as regards the utility of their being fermented
;

so that if they are employed without this process

being commenced, the gelatine is but slowly de-

composed, and though the same result eventually

is produced, a longer time is required.

Besides the efficacy of bones by decomposition
of the principles, we may suppose some beneficial

results to accrue from the water of the soil dis-

solving by little and little the gelatine, and trans-

mitting it unchanged through the organs of the
plant. Whether we consider the utility of bones
as referable simply to a nutrient power, or under
the double relation of nutrient and stimulant, it is

evident that their action is very powerful in for-

warding vegetation.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Perhaps some may have hoped that the va-

rious excuses lor troubling the public with the treat-

ment which has been adopted with success in reme-
dying the various diseases to which cattle are subject,

had been exhausted, but at least from those which re-

main I deem might be a most important selection, viz.

that there has not as yet appeared any continued se-

ries of papers descriptive of the varied diseases

which now exist, and are, I fear from improper
management, daily increasing in cattle of every de-
scription, in a publication of such extensive agricul-

tural circulation as The Farmer's Magazine. This
deficiency is more apparent, since it appears particu-
larly adapted for the circulation of such information,
however limited in extent, as it is the intent of these
papers to convey ; it is therefore with intention of re-

medying this deficiency in your columns I propose to
forward to you for publication a monthly paper, in
which it shall be my endeavour to describe in the
most comprehensive manner the symptoms which,
from practical observation, 1 have found most general
and decided, and the remedies which I have found
in a like manner the most advantageously exhibited.
I wish it also to he understood, 1 would divest these
papers of those technicalities, which render any in-

formation, however accurately expressed, compara-
tively speaking, of little service. The agriculturist
is the person whom it is my wish to benefit, and it

therefore behoves me to express myself in such a

manner as may be most easily understood by that
body generally ; and here let me remark, that if from
the perusal of these papers any individual of that
highly intelligent body of men derives any assist-

ance in the management of his stock, so far as reme-
dying disease is concerned, the author of these papers
will be amply remunerated, and the end for which
he has placed them before the public attained.

Mr. White remarks in his introduction to the Com-
pendium of Cattle Medicine, page 29, " Every
farmer may easily make himself competent to pre-

scribe for his own cattle, and ought to do so." Be
it then my pleasing task to render the agriculturist

less liable to the imposition and injurious effects

arising from the receipts of the druggist and the ig-

norance of the cow-leach. It will not require much
depth of reasoning on my part to prove the perfect

inability of these two personages to prescribe, or ra-

ther administer, to the animal with advantage ; the

one to the hurried message of most probably a boy
who has been dispatched to the druggist's for a

drench, mixes a nostrum which has been transmitted
from geueration to generation, and which is " to be

given in a quart of good ale." Now it is ten to one
that the beast is labouring under a violent inflam-

matory attack, of the nature of which he is altogether

ignorant ; and what is therefore the consequence 1

the inflammatory action is increased ; fuel is added
to the already strongly excited system. The only
time when a proper remedy might have been applied

with advantage, nay certainty, is passed ; and when
the veterinary surgeon is called in, he generally finds

all over. These losses are attended with a serious in-

convenience to the former. The animal is most liable to

these attacks when in a thriving condition : hence the

seriousness of the loss. A word of the cow-leach. It

is, perhaps, presumption in me, to endeavour to

deteriorate from the universality of talent combined
in the person of this individual,—he is very often

blacksmith, farrier, '* cow-doctor," and not unfre-

quently clerk to the parish church,—that is to say,

if there is one in his village. This universality of

talent extends still further ; he is consulted by all

the children and dames in the parish for applica-

tions to cuts, scalds, &c. for the cure of which he
possesses a sovereign panacea. I have given this short

but, I trust, impressive description ofthe cow doctor,

feeling that it will prove a stronger argument than
any I can adduce, in proving in utter incapability,

both by nature and education, of this individual to

apply such remedies to the diseases of cattle as the

urgency of the case may require. He is perfectly

ignorant of the law of nature, by which vascular

action may be reduced by sedatives ; of the effects

arising from a disordered state of the digestive or-

gans, and consequently of the means to be used for

the removal of the cause,—of the different stages of
inflammatory fever,—in fact of every thing which it

is necessary to know, or requisite to practice. To
whom, therefore, is the farmer to look for assist-

ance ? Vetfrinary surgeons (I allude to such as

have undergone the routine of the Veterinary Col-

lege, &c.) it is true, are qualified by education and
practical information, to administer the most advan-
tageous remedies, but the great distance at which in

a number of cases they reside from the farmer, ren-

ders their knowledge useless, from the verj' want of

a subject whereon to exercise it ; for when he ar-

rives, he, generally, either finds the animal dead, or

the disorder to have reached such a stage as to pre-

clude the possibility of a recovery. To whom tlien,

I repeat, is the farmer to look for assistance ? The
answer is plain enough—To himself; " he may easily
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male hi'mselfcompetentto prescribe forhisown cattle,

and ought to do so.'* There cannot be a more mis-

taken notion than the supposition that a tliorough

knowledge of the nature and properties of all drugs
is necessary to enable the farmer to become bonujide

his own veterinary surgeon; no such extensive

knowledge is at all necessary, it is by far the least

important part of his task ; the consideration of the

cause which produces those manifest eifects which

we term disease, will invariably point out the remedy
to be applied for its removal. I have mentioned this

from having frequently heard farmers urge as

an excuse, for not superintending this important

branch of fanning economy, " their ignorance of

drugs." Now observe his (the farmer's) con-

sistenc)'. He places the management of these

valuable animals, in the hands of a man^ who,
if he were questioned, would be unable to ex-

plain the medicinal properties of any one drug in

the whole Pharmacopeeia ; and why does he so

place it t Because, forsooth, he (the farmer) is " ig-

norant of drugs.'' This is really too ridiculous, and
be it told to the shame of the agriculturists of

England, of the nineteenth century, it exists (when
candidly considered) to an alarming extent. No-
thing is more easily overcome than this apparently

difficult task; nearly all the diseases of Horned
Cattle arise from one cause, viz : — indigestion.

Knowing this we can easily apply the remedy,
which of course will vary with the manifest effects

;

but I will not contemplate myself, this shall appear
under its proper head. It is certainly necessary he

should have a few medicines in his possession, but
much more depends on their judicious selection and
administration, than on their number.

I might urge, as additional excuse for the publica-

tion of these papers, the endeavour to counteract the

ill effects which have arisen from the circulation of

such ridiculous publications as " Chater's Cattle

Doctor," and many others I could name. These
works have a most pernicious tendency, emanating
as they do from the most eminent " Cow Doctors,"
their formulas are received with implicit belief, how-
ever positively absurd they may be.

I hope I may, without j)resumption, express a

conviction of the benefits that will result to the far-

mer from the mode of treatment which I shall re-

commend, simple it may be, but on this very sim-

plicity is grounded the conviction I express. It ia

not to be supposed the agriculturist can devote his

time to the study of anatomy, strictly speaking

;

but at the same time I would advise every one ia

such cases as those in which, either from their gene-

ral fatal termination, or any other cause, the re-

medies are found unavailable (for it would be ridi-

culous to suppose that in all cases either the far-

mer, or any one else, could save the animal) the

death of the animal follows—his attending at the

opening of it, and by carefully examining every part,

discover (which he easily will do) the exact seat of

the disease ; or if a general one, the primary cause

of its being so. By so doing, and comparing the

idea he had previously formed of its nature, he will

attain by far the most important part of the know-
ledge it is necessary he should possess ; he will as-

certain how far the effect is dependent on the cause,

and the reason of different effects being manifest as

the disease extends or abates its influence ; and

lastly, he will ascertain the posilive cause of the

death of the animal. All this may be easily acquired

without any anatomical knowledge
;
perseverance,

industry, and minute observation, are all that is

necessary ; the first, from its evident necessity in

inducing us to prosecute our search unregardless of

the many apparently inconsistencies which will pre-

sent tliemselves ; the second, because however good

o'lr natural abilities may be, without diligence it is

impossible to apply them with advantage ; the last,

from its making apparent, that which by mere casual

observation we might deem unattainable. In draw-

ing this my first paper, to a close, let me earnestly

entreat the farmers of Great Britain seriously to

consider the fallacy, tlie inconsistency of the plan

which numbers of them are pursuing ; they are com-
mitting by far the most valuable part of their farming

stock to the management of persons ignorantly bi-

goted, in pursuing a mode of treatment, which is

evidently ridiculous. The personal superintendance

of the farmer, in the veterinary department, is at-

tended with another advantage which I have not

mentioned, viz. :—that from his having the opportu-

nity of seeing the animal immediately after it is at-

tacked, he must necessarily possess a threefold ad-

vantage over even the veterinary surgeon, by his

ability to exhibit such remedies as are desirable, and
then check the growth of the disease in its infancy.

With these remarks I therefore close my paper, and

propose commencing No. 1 of a series of papers on
" The Diseases of Cattle Generally," in your next

monthly publication, to which this will form an in-

troduction. Your obedient servant,

Ang. 8th, 1836. AGRICOLA.

OF MONEY AS A MEDIUM OF EX-
CHANGE.

BY CHARLES BABBAGE, ESQ., LUCASIAN PROFESSOR
OF MATHEMATICS IN THE UNIVERSITY OF

CAIMBRIDGE.

In the earlier stages of societies the interchange

of the few commodities required was conducted

by barter ; but as soon as their wants became
more varied and extensive, the necessity of having

some common measure of the value of all commo-
dities—itself capable of subdivision—became ap-

parent : thus money was introduced. In "some

countries shells have been employed for this pur-

pose ; but civilised nations have, by common con-

sent, adopted the precious metals. The sovereign

power has, in most countries, assumed the right

of coining ; or, in other words, the right of stamp-

ing with distinguishing marks, pieces of metal
having certain forms and weights, and a certain

degree of fineness : the marks becoming a guaran-

tee, to the people amongst whom the money circu-

lates, that each piece is of the required weight and
quality.

The expense of manufacturing gold into coin,

and that of the loss arising from wear, as well as

of interest on the capital invested in it, must
either be defrayed by the state, or be compensated
by a small reduction in its weight, and is a far

less expense to the nation than the loss of time
and inconvenience which would arise from a
system of exchange or barter.

These coins are liable to two inconveniences

:

they may be manufactured privately by indivi-

duals, of the same quality, and similarly stamped
;

or imitations may be made of inferior metal, or oif

diminished weight. The first of these inconve-
niences would be easily remedied by making the

current value of the coin nearly equal to that of
the same weight of the metal ; and the second
would be obviated by the caution of individuals in

examining the external characters of each coin,

and partly by the punishment inflicted by the
state on the perpetrators of such frauds.
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The subdivisions of money vary in diflFerent

countries, and much time may be lost by an incon-

venient system of division. The effect is felt in

keeping extensive accounts, and particularly in

calculating the interest on loans, or the discount

upon bills of exchange. The decimal system is

the best adapted to facilitate all such calculations
;

and it becomes an interesting question to con-

sider whether our own currency might not be
converted into one decimally divided. The great

step, that of abolishing the guinea, has already

been taken without any inconvenience, and but

little is now required to render the change com-
plete.

If, whenever it becomes necessary to call in the

half-crowns, a new coin of the value of two shil-

lings were issued, which should be called by some
name implying a unit (a Prince, for instance), we
should have the tenth part of a sovereign. A few

years after, when the public were familiar with this

coin, into one hundred instead of ninety-six far-

things ; and it would then consist of twenty-five

pence, each of which would be four per cent, less

in value than the former penny. The shillings

and sixpences being then withdrawn from circula-

tion, their place might be supplied with silver

coins, each worth five of the new pence, and by
others of ten pence, and of two pence halfpenny ;

the latter coin, having a distinct name, would be
the tenth part of a Prince.

The various manufactured commodities, and
the various propeity possessed by the inhabitants

of a country, all become measured by the standard

thus introduced. But it must be observed that the

value of gold is itself variable ; and that, like all

other commodities, its price depends on the extent

of the demand compared by that of the supply.

As transactions multiply, and the sums to be
paid become large, the actual transfer of the pre-

cious metals from one individual to another is at-

tended with inconvenience and difficulty, and it is

found more convenient to substitue written pro-

mises to pay on demand specified quantities of

gold. These promises are called bank notes ; and
when the person or body issuing them is known
to be able to fulfil the pledge, the note will circu-

late for a long time before it gets into the hands
of any person who may wish to make use of the

gold it represents. These paper representatives

supply the place of a certain quantity of gold ; and,
being much cheaper, a large portion of the ex-

pense of a metalic circulation is saved by their

employment.

As commercial transactions increase, the trans-

fer of bank notes is, to a considerable extent, su-

perseded by shorter processes. Banks are esta-

blished, into which all monies are paid, and out

of which all payments are made, through written

orders called checks, drawn by those who keep
accounts with them. In a large capital, each bank
receives, through its numerous customers, checks
payable by every other ; and if clerks were sent

round to receive the amount in bank-notes due
from each, it would occupy much time, and be
attended with some risk and inconvenience.

Clearing House.—In London this is avoided,
by making all checks paid in to bankers pass
through what is technically called " The Clearing

House." In a large room in Lombard-street, about
thirty clerks from the several London bankers
take their stations, in alphabetical order, at desks
placed round the room ; each having a small open
box by his side, and the name of the firm to

which he belongs in large characters on the wall

above his head. From time to time other clerks

from every house enter the room, and, passing
along, drop into the box the checks due by that
firm to the house from which this distributor is

sent. The clerk at the table enters the amount
of the several checks in a book previously pre-

pared, under the name of the bank to which they
are respectively due.

Four o'clock in the afternoon is the latest hour
to which the boxes are open to receive' checks ;

and at a few minutes before that time, some signs

of increased activity begin to appear in this pre-

viously quiet and business-like scene. Numerous
clerks then arrive, anxious to distribute, up to the
latest possible moment, the checks which Lave
been paid into the houses of their employers.

At four o'clock all the boxes are removed, and
each clerk adds up the amount of the checks put
into his box and payable by his own to other
houses. He also receives another book from his

own house, containing the amounts of the checks
which their distributing clerk has put into the box
of every other banker. Having compared these,

he writes out the balances due to or from his own
house, opposite the name of each of the other
banks ; and having verified this statement by a

comparison with the similar list made by the

clerks of those houses, he sends to his own bank
the general balance resulting from this sheet, the

amount of which, if it is due from that to other

houses, is sent back in bank notes.

At five o'clock the Inspector takes his seat

;

when each clerk, who has upon the result of all

the transactions, a balance to pay to various other

houses, pays it to the Inspector, who gives a ticket

for the amount. The clerks of those houses to

whom money is due, then receive the several suras

from the Inspector, who takes from them a ticket

for the amount. Thus the whole of these payments
are made by a double system of balance, a very
small amount of bank notes passing from hand to

hand, and scarcely any coin.

It is difficult to form a satisfactory estimate of
the sums which daily pass through this operation

;

they fluctuate from two millions to perhaps fif-

teen. About two millions and a half may possibly

be considered as something like an avei'age, re-

quiring for its adjustment, perhaps 200, 000/ in

bank notes and 201 in specie. By an agreement
between the different bankers, all checks which
have the name of any firm written across them
must pass through the clearing-house ; conse-
quently, if any such check should be lost, the
firm on which it is drawn would refuse to pay it

at the counter ; a circumstance which adds greatly

to the convenience of commerce.
The advantage of this system is such, that two

meetings a day have been recently established

—

one at twelve, the other at three o'clock ; but the
payment of balances takes place once only, at five

o'clock.

If all the private banks kept accounts with the
Bank of England, it would be possible to carry on
the whole of these transactions with a still smaller
quantity of circulating medium.

In reflecting on the facility with which these
vast transactions are accomplished—supposing,
for the sake of argument, that they form only the
fourth part of the daily transactions of the whole
community— it is impossible not to be struck with
the importance of interfering as little as possible

with their natural adjustment. Each payment
indicates a transfer of property made for the bene-
fit of both parties ; and, if it were possible, which
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it is not, to ])lace, by legal or other means, some
impediment in the way which only amounted to

one-eighth per cent., such a species of friction

would produce a useless expenditure of nearly four

millions annually : a circumstance which is deser-

ving- the attention of those who doubt the good
policy of the expense incurred by using the pre-

cious metals for one portion of the currency of the

country.
One of the most obvious differences between a

metallic and a paper circulation is, that the coin

can never, by any panic or national danger, be re-

duced below the value of bullion in other civilised

countries ; whilst a paper currency may, from the

action of such causes, totally lose its value. Both
metallic and paper money, it is true, may be de-

preciated, but with very different effects.

Depreciation of Coin.—The state may issue

coin of the same nominal value, but containing
only half the original quantity of gold, mixed with
some cheap alloy ; but every piece so issued bears
about witii it internal evidence of the amount of
the depreciation : it is not necessary that every
successive proprietor should analyse the new coin

;

but a few having done so, its intrinsic worth be-
comes publicly known. Of course the coin pre-
viously in circulation is now more valuable as bul-

lion, and quickly disappears. All future purchases
adjust themselves to the new standard, and prices
arc quickly doubled ; but all past contracts also

are vitiated, and all persons to whom money is

owing, if compelled to receive payment in the new
coin, are robbed of one -half of their debt, which
is confiscated for the benefit of the debtor.

Depreciation of Paper.—The depreciation of
paper money follows a different course. If, by
any act of the government, paper is ordained to be
a legal tender for debts, and, at the same time,
ceases to be exchangeable for coin, those who
have occasion to purchase of foreigners, who are
not compelled to take the notes, will make some
of their payments in gold ; and if the issue of
paper, unchec1<ed by the power of demanding the
gold it represents, be continued, the whole of the
coin will soon disappear. But the public, who are

obliged to take the notes, are unable, by any in-

ternal evidence, to detect the extent ot their depre-
ciation ; it varies with the amount in circulation,

and may go on till the notes shall be worth little

more than the paper on which they are printed.

During the whole of this time every creditor is

suffering to an extent which he cannot measure
;

and every bargain is rendered uncertain in its ad-
vantage, by the continually changing value ot the

medium through which it is conducted. This cala-

mitous course has actually been run in several

countries : in France it reached nearly its extreme
limit during the existence of assignats. We have
ourselves experienced some portion of the misery
it creates ; but by a return to sounder principles,

have happily escaped the destruction and ruin

which always attends the completion of that

career.

Every person in a civilised country requires,

according to his station iir life, the use of a certain

quantityof money, to make the ordinary purchases
of the articles which he consumes. The same in-

dividual pieces of coin, it is true, circulate again

and again, in the same district ; the identical piece

of silver, received by the workman on Saturday
night, passing through the hands of the butchtr,

the baker, and the small tradesman, is, perhaps,

given by the latter to the manufacturer in ex-

change lor his check, and is again paid into the

hands of the workman at the end of the succeeding
week. Any deficit r.cy in this supply of money is

attended with considerable inconvenience to all

])arties. If it be only in the smaller coins, the first

effect is a difficult)' in procuring small change
;

then a disposition in the shop-keepers to refuse

change unless a purchase to a certain amount be
made ; and, finally, a premium in money will be
given for changing the larger denominations of
coin.

Thus money itself varies in price, when measured
by other money in larger masses : and this effect

takes place whether the circulating medium is

metallic or of paper. These effects have constantly
occurred, and particularly during the late war;
and, in order to relieve it, silver tokens for various
sums were issued by the Bank of England.

The inconvenience and loss arising from a defi-

ciency of small money fall with greatest weight on
the classes whose means are least ; for the wealth-
ier buyers can readily procure credit for their

small purchases, until their bill amounts to one of
the larger coins.

As money, when kept in a drawer, produces
nothing, few people, in any situation of life, will

keep, either in coin or in notes, more than is

immediately necessary for their use ; when, there-

fore, there are no profitable modes of employing
money, a superabundance of paper will return to

the source from whence it issued, and an excess of
coin will be converted into bullion and exported.

Since the worth of all property is measured by
money, it is obviously conducive to the general
welfare of the community, that fluctuations in its

value should be rendered as small and as gradual
as possible.

The evils which result from sudden changes in
the value of money will perhaps become more sen-
sible, if we trace their effects in particular in-

stances. Assuming, as we are quite at liberty to

do, an extreme case, let us suppose three persons,
each possessing a hundred pounds: one of these,

a widow advanced in years, and who, by the advice
of her friends, purchases with that sum an an-
nuity of twenty pounds a year during her life :

and let the two others be workmen, who, by in-

dustry and economy, have saved a hundred pounds
out of their wages ; both these latter persons
proposing to procure machines for calendering,

and to commence that business. One of these in-

vests his money in a Savings' Bank ; intending to

make his own calendering machine, and calcula-

ting that he shall expend twenty pounds in ma-
terials, and the remaining eighty in supporting

himself and in paying the workmen who assist

him in constructing it. The other workman,
meeting with a machine which he can buy for two
hundred pounds, agrees to pay for it a hundred
pounds immediately, and the remainder at the end
of a twelvemonth. Let us now imagine some al-

teration to take place in the currency, by which
it is depreciated one-half; prices soon adjust

themselves to the new circumstance, and the an-

nuity of the widow, though nominally of the same
amount, will in reality, purchase only half the

ciuantity of the necessaries of life which it did be-

fore. The workman who had placed his money in

the Savings' Bank, having perhaps purchased ten

pounds worth of materials, and expended ten

pounds in lal)our applied to them, now finds him-
self, by this alteration in the currency, possessed

nominally of eighty pounds, but in re»lity of

a sum which will purchase only half the labour

and materials required to finish his machine ; and
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he can neither complete it, from a want of capital,

nor dispose of what he has already done in its un-
finished state for the price it has cost him. In the

mean time, the other workman, who had incurred

a debt of a hundred pounds in ordei" to complete
the purchase of his calendering machine, finds

that the payments he I'eceives for calendering,

have, like all other prices, doubled, in consequence
of the depreciation of the currency ; and he has,

therefore, in fact, obtained his machine for one
hundred and fifty pounds. Thus, without any
fault or imprudence, and owing to circumstances
over which they have no control, the widow is re-

duced almost to starve ; one workman is obliged
to renounce for several years, his hope of becoming
a master ; and another, without any superior in-

dustry or skill, but, in fact, from having made,
with reference to his circumstances, rather an im-
prudent bargain, finds himself unexpectedly re-

lieved from half his debt, and the possessor of a

valuable source of profit ; whilst the former
owner of the machine, if he also has invested the
money arising from its sale in the Savings' Bank,
finds his property suddenly reduced one-half.

These evils, to a greater or less extent, attend

every change in the value of the currency; and
the importance of preserving it as far as possible

unaltered in value, cannot be too strongly im-
pressed upon all classes of the community.

TO THE EDITORS OF THE IRISH FAR-
MER'S AND GARDENER'S MAGA-
ZINE.

Gentlemen—I have observed with great con-

cern that there has been in several parts of Ire-

land this year, a partial failure in thepotatoe crop,

and, moreover, that the failure is not confined to

Ireland, as I have just received from an intelligent

Scotch friend, of the highest respectability, and
who has devoted much attention to the improve-
ment of agriculture, the followiug communica-
tion :

—" We are sufiering grievously in Scotland,

by a taint or disease in our potatoe crop. Every
year this pestilential disease is spreading wider
and wider its devouring ravages." And my friend

expresses a hope that I am continuing the experi-

ments which I had set on foot to discover the
cause of the fatal malady.

I fully expected that the valuable information
contained in the Essays " On the failure of the
Potato Crop, and the best means of averting a re

currence of the evil," which obtained the pre=

miums ofl'ered in 1834, by the Royal Dublin So-
ciety, and by the Agricultural Society of Ireland,

would have proved eflfectual ; and I feel confident
that such would have been the case, if proper at-

tention had been paid to those precautionary mea-
sures which were recommended. I sincerely hope
that the authors of those essays have continued
their researches, and will, as early as they may
find it convenient, favour the public with their
further remarks—meantime as an appendix to one
of those essays, contains the results of some ex-
periments which I made, I beg to submit to you
some observations with reference thereto, and am
chiefly induced to do so, from the conviction I

feel that a proper selection of potatoes for seed in

autumn, and a careful preservation of them during
winter, are indispensable preliminaries in order to

secure a good crop the ensuing year—and when it

is considered that the greatest attention is be-

stowed by a succession of imported seed, to im-
prove, or at all events to keep from deterioration,
the various species of grain, it seems not a little

extraoi-dinary that the culture of potatoes should
have been generally neglected to a degree almost
sufficient to invite annihilation.

[The communication referred to by our
esteemed correspondent is of so much importance
at this time that we reprint it.

—

Conductors.]

Dublin, December 9th, 183 i.

I purchased last March 30 cwt. of the most pro-
mising Scotch pink-eye-potatoes I could procure at

the quays. A near relative procured from the same
vessel, and at the same time, 10 cwt. and bad them
cut in the usual manner, and planted immediately,
and they produced a good crop.

As my ground was not ready for planting, the

30 cwt, of potatoes I purchased were laid up in a

heap on a boarded floor for about a fortnight, after

which time as much of them was cut each morning
as sufficed for the planting of the day ; and the

small potatoes were put aside by my desire from
day to day, in order to be planted entire afterwards.

The ground allotted for the potatoes was rather less

than an acre and a quarter Irish, was well manured,
and seventy drills were opened therein. The cut

potatoes were planted in sixty-nine drills, and the

small whole potatoes were planted afterwards in the

seventieth drill. A week elapsed between the plant-

ing of the first of the cut potatoes and the planting

of the whole potatoes. The sixty-nine drills proved
nearly a failure ; nevertheless I suffered such plants

as appeared to remain, and had mangel wurzel sown
in the vacant spaces. The result of the potatoe crop
was, that the sixty-nine drills of cut potatoes pro-

duced sixteen sacks, or about 32 cwt of potatoes, and
the seventieth drill three and a half sacks, in about

7 cwt. so that, whilst the sixty-nine drills of cut

potatoes produced little more than the quantity of

seed planted, the seventieth drill of whole potatoes

yielded at the rate of nearly twenty tons per acre.

I had for some time been of opinion, that the par-

tial failure of the potatoe crop complained of more
or less for the last few years, and particularly where
the seed had been imported, had arisen from the po-

tatoes not having been properly matured in consequence

of late planting, from their having heated in the pits

where they were deposited, or in the vessel, or from ex-

hatistion by vegetation previous to planting ; and I was
desirous to ascertain whether a security could be

found in planting the whole potatoe, and the result

of the experiment warrants the inference that unless

the vegetating principle be destroyed, this plan may
with confidence be adopted.

The failure in the present instance I consider to

have arisen in consequence of the potatoes having

been so much exhausted by vegetation, and perhaps

by partial heating, as not to have had sufficient sta-

mina to vegetate properly or generally when cut

;

for it may be observed that decay commences on the

cut side, and extends to and destroys any roots that

may have been formed, should they not have acquired

sufficient strength and become independent of the

parent set.

Some persons have supposed that the old kinds of

potatoes have degenerated, and that security can

only be found in the introduction of new sorts ; hut

I made an experiment nearly similar to that I have

described with a new variety of potatoe recently

imported from South America. I considered this

description to be a late potatoe ; but early in April,

on opening a pit in which a quantity of them were
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deposited, I found they liad vegetated in a conside-
rable degree. I had a quantity of them in this state

cut and planted, taking care not to plant the bottom
part of those potatoes—having observed that this

part did not vegetate the preceding year. The yield

of these potatoes was inconsiderable, both as to size

and quantity ; but the produce from the remainder
of these potatoes which were planted wliole, (hut
not until a fortnight afterwards, J) was such, as to

realize all I had heard of the productiveness ot this

species ; and as to size, some of them were from
four to five pounds in weight.

Asa proof of the dependence that may be placed
even in the smallest potatoes, if sound and planted

entire, I have to mention, that observing some po-
tatoe plants to appear on ground which had been
under potatoes last year, I had forty-eight of these

plants transplanted on a small piece ofground, contain-

ing three-sevenths of a perch; eight ofthe smallest of

these plants, some of them proceeding from potatoes

less even than a marble, were placed by themselves.

The 8 plants produced 12 lbs. of potatoes.

The 40 do. do. 43 lbs. do.

48 plants produced 55 lbs. being at the rate

of 128 lbs. per perch.

These were cup potatoes, and the produce was, under
the circumstances, considerable, and would have been
greater, but the larger plants were injured by the

wind ; to which may be attributed their not having
being so productive as the smaller ones. Cases may
occur when it may be found useful to resort to the

transplanting of potatoe plants, and particularly

if effectual means shall not be discovered to prevent
failures in the crop. But I feel confident that ifpro-

per attention he paid to the selection of good matured seed,

to its preservation during the lointer, and to the timely

planting of the respective kinds, at that period ivhich na-

ture points out by the appearance of vegetation—that

crops as good as any we have heretofore had may be
expected from proper culture, even although the

practice of cutting the seed be persevered in in such
cases. But it all the circumstances referred to do
not apply to the seed at the time of planting, the

best security against a failure will be found in plant-

ing tiie whole potatoe. I entertain, however, san-

guine expectations, that the most favourable results

will arise from the researches which have been insti-

tuted, and from th« great interest the subject has

excited, and consider that so far from a diminution

in the produce of this valuable root a great increase

may be looked tor, if due attention be paid to the

treatment of potatoes intended for seed, and if the

planting of the entire potatoe be adopted. As a

certain mode of procuring good sound seed, I would
strongly recommend that a quantity of potatoes be
every year raised from the seed of the most approved
kinds. 1 had this year from a perch of ground under
seedangs of the white apple and pink-eyed species,

102 lbs. of potatoes, which I confidently expect will

next year yield me from one to two tons of potatoes,

superior for the purpose of seed for the following-

year to any I should be able to procure.

It will be perceived by the statement referred to

that 30 cwt. of Scotch pink-eye potatoes were
])lanted in seventy drills, whereof the sixty-nine

drills under cut potatoes produced but '.V2. cwt.

whilst the seventieth drill under small whole pota-

toes produced 7 cwt. All these were suffered to

remain in the ground until they were perfectly

ripe, and were then properly secured in a pit as

seed for the following year.

The large South American potatoes alluded, and

the seedlings also were suffered to mature, and
were likewise preseived for seed.

The experiments of 1834 having thus proved
that the planting of the whole potato ensured a
good crop in cases tvhere a failure would otherwise
have occurred, I caused the above 39 cwt., the pro-
duce of Scotch seed, as well as 50 cwt. of actual
Scotch seed purchased at the Quay, to be planted
in March, 1835, without having been cut. They
were however sorted, and a number of drills of
large and of small potatoes were alternately planted,
in order to ascertain the produce from the respec-
tive sizes. All these potatoes gave a good crop, and
there was not any perceptible difference in the yield
ofthe Scotch or Irish seed ; or of the large or small
potatoes. But on the potatoes being dug there
was not any trace of the Scotch seed, whilst the
Irish was in many instances so hound, after hav-
ing performed its functions, that although it was
far ad^vanced in auttunn, I planted some under the
impression that it would again vegetate. A few
failures occurred in the Scotch seed, and on
searching for the cause, it was found that the
potatoe had been cut by the spade or plough ; and
from this circumstance it may be inferred, that
had these potatoes been cut, a general failure
would have been the consequence. The South
American potatoes were planted whole in the
spring, as soon as they showed signs ofvegetation,
and in alternate drills of large and small ; and
here, also, there was notany perceptible difference
between the growth and produce of the large and
small seed. I had kept in the house one potato of
this description, of a remarkable shape, and weigh-
ing 51bs. This was cut into ten pieces, all of
which vegetated so luxuriantly that the plants
could not have been distinguished from the rest
had they not been particularly marked ; and it

thus oppeared, that this variety, if properly ma-
tured and preserved, may with safety be cut, if

planted at the proper season : and having found
this description very productive, and although
large, yet of good quality, I left a considerable
quantity to mature as seed for the ensuing year.

\A'ith respect to the seedling potatoes which
weighed 1021bs., being the produce of a perch of
ground, they were all planted whole, and suc-
ceeded well, having produced 17 cwt. or about
19 fold. These were likewise preserved for seed.

From the success that attended the planting of
the small whole potatoe in 1834, and the chance
plants from the smallest seed, 48 of which trans-
planted on 3-7ths of a perch, produced 551bs., I

determined on saving a small quantity of small
potatoes, the refuse produce from the Scotch seed
termed " hazards, and small," as they were per-
fectly ripe at the time of digging—and the market
price of such was only from 8d to Is per cwt.
These were planted in February, and although the
season has been decidedly unfavourable they pro-
mise well ; and that you may judge of the sound-
ness of this seed, I send you specimens thereof,
and of the produce— I would in particular direct
your attention to a cluster of young potatoes, in
number twelve, formed above the parent and to-
gether with it firmly attached to the roots. You
will perceive that several of the young potatoes
are already double the size of the original, which
clearly indicates that the diminutive size of the
seed (loes not descend to its offspring; you will

also perceive that the seed, instead of having been
exhausted by having remained so long in the

ground, and by having fructified, is so sound that

a person unacquainted with the circumstances,
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would suppose that it had never been planted.

—

It appears, in fact, capable of producing a second
crop. But I am sorry to have to remark, that

even these potatoes if cut, would not have resisted

the late inclement, and as regards potatoes, un-
genial season, as a few of them were cut by way
of experiment, and planted apart—but they did
not vegetate ; and it may, I consider, be inferred

that the pink-eye potatoe is a species which if

cut, will not succeed except under favourable cir-

cumstances.

The South American potatoes were planted early
in March, and cut, with the exception of the small,
which were planted whole. AH these occupy
about one acre and a^half of ground, and present
throughout the most luxuriant appearance. But
had the planting been deferred as in 1834, until

the potatoes were exhausted by vegetation in the
pits, there would, I doubt not, have been again a
failure, in such portion as was cut. I have care-
fully examined three Irish acres of potatoes gra-
dually planted this year from the month of Febru-
ary to the month of June, and the crop is uniformly
good, with the exception of a few ridges of Ban-
gor and of black potatoes, raised from the produce
of 1 cwt. of each which were planted on the 23rd
and 29th of March, 1835, in common with other
kinds, to ascertain their respective produce. They
were not taken out of the ground until late in the
season ; were carefully preserved ; were planted
whole in February, and early in March, and the
plants in both cases are, with very little exception,
orled. I cannot otherwise account for the curl,

than from the seed of which they are the produce,
not having matured, in consequence of late plant-
ing as regards these kinds, but purpose to retain
a quantity of each this year for seed, in order to
ascertain whether the curl is hereditary, or whe-
ther the disease will cease, if by early planting the
seed be allowed full time to grow as well as to
mature ; and this leads me to an observation as
to seedling potatoes, that great care should be
taken to separate the early from the late kinds,
as from the same bed some plants will be found to
vegetate very early, whilst others are extremely
tardy in their growth.

Having thus stated the results of my experi-
ments, I shall just mention, that a neighbour who
is extremely particular in the management of po-
tatoes purchased this year 2 cwt of Scotch seed
from the quay, 1^ cwt of which he planted whole,
and has the prospect of an excellent crop, whilst
the remaining half cwt., being the largest, were
cut, and of these only about one set in every six
vegetated, and those so weakly, that on examining
their roots there appeared but a potato, or rather
abortion, the size of a pea, at the extremity of a
small fibre.

My experiments of 1835, as well as those of the
present crop, strongly confirm the opinion ex-
pressed in 1834

—

that'' if proper attention be paid
to the selection ofgood matured seed— to its preser-
vation during the winter—and to the timely planting
of the respective kinds at that period, tvhich nature
points Old by the appearance of vegetation," crops
as good as we have hitherto had may be expected
from proper culture, even although the practice of
cutting be persevered in. But that if all the cir-
cumstances referred to, do net apjdy at the time
of planting, the best security will be found in the
whole potato."

I have to observe, as the result of further ex-
perience, that even with the greatest care, as to
the seed of some descriptions of the potato, con-

fidence cannot be placed in their success if cut, al-
though if the season be favourable they may suc-
ceed. In order to ascertain the stamina of pota-
toes intended for seed, some of them should be
cut in autumn previous to their being deposited in
the pit, and if the cut potatoes be firm and sound
on opening the pit in spring, the potatoes of which
they form a part may be cut for seed, but if soft
and bearing indications of decay, it will not be
safe to cut them. In purchasing imported or
other potatoes for seed, such of the parcel as may
have been accidentally cut should be carefully
examined, as their condition is the best criterion
of the general strength of the se»d.

I would strongly recommend, as an economical
and prudent measure, that the cultivator of po-
tatoes should lay aside, in autumn, for the express
purpose of seed for the following year, a quantity
of " hazards or small potatoes," from such descrip-
tions as he may desire to cultivate, and from such
part of the crop as has been early planted, and is

properly matured. Each kind should be kept
separate, and put in a narrow pit well circum-
stanced, and too many should not be placed to-

gether, lest they should heat.

It will of course be necessary to change the seed
from one description of ground to another, and
occasionally to introduce fresh seed, as in the case
of grain. It appears also desirable to raise new
varieties from seed, which practice I continue,
and find that from lOOlhs to 1121bs may be ob-
tained the first season from a perch of ground,
and an increase of nineteen fold the second year,

which probably exceeds what could be procured
by any other means.— In preparing the seed the
pulp of the potato apples which have been selected

for the purpose, should at about the month of
November be put into a vessel of water, and the
aqueous particles afterwards strained through a
cloth. The solid parts which remain should be
dried in the sun, and the seed can then be very
easily separated. It should be sown in April, on
a well prepared bed, and transplanted in showery
weather when sufficiently strong in drills, the

plants about six inches asunder and the drills twelve
inches apart.

It is evident that we have not availed ourselves

of the extraordinary resources which nature has
afforded for the cultivation of this valuable plant,

or we should not have to complain of a failure in

the crop.

A thorough investigation of the subject will, I

doubt not, fully establish, that the fault is our
own, and that the preventive means are simple,

and within the reach of all ; as to the practice of

leaving the seed exposed to frost, or the seed and
manure to the parching sun, as if the intention

were rather to congeal, or to bake the potato, than
to promote its vegetation, however irrational such
practice may be, it is but too common, and may
be regarded as a further trial to which this natu-
ralized Exotic, so deserving of our care, is wan-
tonly subjected.

DubHn,23rd July, 1836. L. C.

SAVING OF FLAXSEED, &c. I

One important fact is now completely established

with respect to the growing- of flax, which is, that

the home sown seed is equal to the best foreign for

sowing; as every report we have heard agrees that

the crop from the Irish seed this season is generally

equal to that from the foreign, and in many instances

superior. Another most valuable fact is likewise
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nearly confirmed, viz., seed saved and sown from

year to year on the same farm, will continue to im-

prove the quality of both seed and tiax tor a number
of years ; of this we have proofin several cases from

six to twelve years. It may be said that this is con-

trary to the established rule with other seeds in this

country, where frequent changes are requisite ; how-

ever, an exception in favor of flaxseed may be ac-

counted for from the circumstance of it not being a

native plant, and that it requires a number of years

to bring it to perfection in our comparatively cold

climate. The summers of America, Egypt, Sicily,

and also the countries on the continent of Europe,

where flax is grown, are all warmer than ours during

the period of its growth.

Besides the above highly important considerations,

it should also be generally known that flax may be

dried on the field like oats or any other grain, stacked

till the following spring, the seed thrashed out, and

the flax watered the first moderately warm weather.

By this treatment, the quality of the flax will be at

least as good as that watered green from the field,

the fibre will be stronger, and stand the preparation

for the mill-spinning better than the softer and less

ripened flax. This mode of treating the crop will

enable every grower, large or small, to save the seed,

who chooses to lie out of the money for six or seven

months, at the same time it will pay ample interest

for the delay of return.

It may be useful to growers to observe, that for-

merly most people pulled the flax too soon by a week
to ten days

;
perhaps the unripe plant yields a softer

and more silky-like fibre, and suited the rock-spin-

ning better, but it is now admitted by many mill

spinners, that the ripe flax stands the several opera-

tions of dressing with less loss to the consumer.

Now on the eve of pulling the flax, every induce-

ment to save the seed should be made public. Every

hogshead of seed sown will yield from four to seven

hogsheads good seed fit for sowing,* and for crush-

ing for oil ; besides the drawings, which are better

than bran, weight for weight, for feeding cattle.

The linseed cake or linseed meal is still better for

feeding, as the oil, which is in some degree purga-

tive, has been pressed from the seed, leaving the cake

the most nutritive substance of any thing we know,

for cattle of all kinds. Two pounds of the cake,

ground to meal, moistened with cold water for

eight to twelve hours, then diluted with warm
water and given to calves two or three times a day,

will make them thrive better than eight to twelve

quarts of milk. The expense of the meal is not quite

'id., while the milk is worth 9d. to Is., so that there

is a saving of 7d. to lOd. per day in feeding each calf.

After the few first feeds, there is no use in giving milk.

Another very profitable wa}' of using Linseed

Cake is practised by some intelligent graziers in

Scotland. When they put the beef cattle out to

grass, they continue to give the cake till fit for the

butchers, which is a month to six weeks sooner than

without the cake, thereby not only having the cattle

early at market and getting a high price, but also

saving greatly in pasture. About 4 lb. of the cake

daily issufficient for a bullock on the grass.
^ LINUM.

AN IMPROVED MODE OF THATCH-
ING.

COMMUNICATED BV CHURCHILL, ESQ., OF
DORCHESTER.

The Somersetshire mode of thatching is prefer-

able to all others. It consists in using unbruised
straw, provincially called reed, instead of bruised
straw with the ears on it. The practice of Devon,
Dorset, and Somerset, in this respect, is an ex-
ample to all England, which we are surprised has
not been more generally followed, as it lasts nearly
as long again as common straw, and does not
offer the temptation arising from grains of imper-
fectly thrashed corn, which induce mice and birds
to infest the dwelling and make holes in the thatch.
The mode of preparing the straw is simply to take
a sheaf of wheat and to place it in a reed-press,

made of two pieces of timber ten feet long, put on
a itool, and having women to lay hold of the ears
of corn, who draw out the straw and cut off the
caps, and then binding up the sheaf for use. lu
this process women are usefully employed in wet
weather, and the corn is much more easil}' thrash-
ed when in short ears than when encumbered
with the straw. The thatching work done with
the reed will last ten years longer than that done
with the common straw, and as to the appearance
there is no comparison ; one is an elegant neat
covering, and the other a slovenly ragged one.
Many gentlemen, possessing fancy cottages and
rural habitations, have been so struck with the
neat and picturesque appearance of the cottages in

the three western counties, as to have sent for

persons to prepare reed for them in the counties

where their dwellings are situate.

There is another advantage also to a farmer,
that the reed when carefully taken off hay or
wheat-ricks may be tied up and used again a
second year ; and this in pasture counties, where
straw is scarce, is no small consideration. It is

usual for landlords to pay for the drawing of the

reed by tVie hundred sheaves, in consequence of

the superior durability of the work, as it is con-

sidered to endure beyond the ordinsiry term of a
lease, and therefore contributing more to the in-

terest of the landlord than the tenant.

—

Baxter's

Library of Agricultural and Horticultural Know-
ledge.

* Say that 40,000 hogsheads were sown this season

in the North of Ireland, and that the whole produce

in seed would be saved, there would, at the average

of five hhds. to one sown, he 200,000 Iihds. which,

at the low nrice of forty shillings i)er hhd. would be

400,000/. Scived to the "country ! and this enormous

sum IS thrown away, by inveterate habit combined

with indolence.

THE ALLOTMENT SYSTEM.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE YORK CHRONICLE.

Sir,—One of the most portentous characteristics

of the present age, is its concentrating centralizing'

principles. The careful observer of the history of

mankind, and of the peculiar features of our age,

cannot see the rapid advancement of these principles

but with terror and alarm ;—alarm for our national

existence, and constitutional independence ; for

though the evil may not break forth in the present

age, yet the seeds of the elements oif dissolution are

sowing, and without some daring and patriotic stand

is made in asserting sound principles, the most
dreadful conseciuences will follow. We are rapidly

proceeding to a state of feudalism ; the yeomanry,

the peasantry, are hurrying on to vassalage ; a cer-

tain class are assailing the ancient aristocracy with

a view of destroying the last remains of our nobility,

as the ntcessary ste^* for their own despotic aggran-

disement ; and political disunion, anarchy, confusion,

revolution, and finally degrading slavery, will follow.

A recklessness of the welfare of this nation, bo
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strikingly manifest in public sentiment and private

practice, is the immediate precursor of this. There
are those who, if they would not make us a nation

of shopkeepers, would, to serve iheir ends and prin-

ciples, convert us into a joint-stock manufactory,

and rejoice to see not a sheaf of wheat grown in the

country. There are also, on the other hand, those

who would grasp the agriculture of the country into

a few bands,—a preparatory step to its annihilation
;

who would pauperize and degrade our yeomanry and
peasantry ; and next overawe and overturn the

landed aristocracy; while the rival interest would
mechanize the frames of infantile slaves, and crowd
hundreds of human machines into hot, infected, and
unhealthy steam mills,—all, all sacrificed to the

Moloch of wealth.

What must be done 1 what can be done to main-
tain the "bold peasantry,'' as "their country's

pride "! " not to debase them by sending them to

congregate in the district workhouse, but to give

them an interest in the country, to arouse a spirit of

independence, to excite habits of honest industry,

alike favourable to morals and happiness—and what
is national liappiness but the happiness of the

individuals of whom it is composed 1 To effect

this, I propose the allotment system, as well as to

arrest, or if possible counteract, the monopoly mon-
ster, the British locust cloud.—Let each individual

who is desirous of doing something for himself and

family, have his two acres, his one acre, or bis rood

of land, according to his capabilities. Let him have
a fair start in the world, and if it does not make all

happy and industrious, at least it will all who are so

disposed, and be a punishment, denp and permanent,

to the idle, the dissolute, and the abandoned ; it will

at once stamp them with the mark of worthless,

open and visible to the world, and therefore the more
deep felt and galling.

The allotment system would produce a spirit of
union between the differentgrades ofsociety. At present

a lamentable spirit of opposition prevails between
the labourers and farmers ; witness the recent fires

and riots in the southern counties—-every method of

parish economy is considered as an oppressive measure
towards them, and they having nothing to lose in the

country, but every thing to gain by disturbance and
revolution, and an ill affection to the powers that be

is the consequence. But once make them tenants

and give them an interest in the soil and poor rate,

and they will at once feel their own interest to be the

safety of the state and the reduction of the parish

burdens, and instead of looking to'theland to support
them, through the industry of others, they will ex-

pect it from their own exertions.

It will stimulate to industry and honest indepen-
dence. At present the labourers have little to

occupy their minds, and they assemble, after their

work is finished, in the street corner, or in eacli

others' houses, and talk over the scandal of the parish,

and mutually excitetheir passions and dissatisfaction

;

too frequently do these meetings adjourn to the

public-houses and beer-shops — vile associations

poison the mind, and more and more alienate the
feelings of the labourers from their masters. Poacliing
parties are concocted, petty robberies are planned,
incendiarism in the excited moments is broached
and perpetrated,—and the consequences are a debased
and disaffected population.

It uould bring up the children in honest habits of
industry. If children are reared up in idleness, in

idleness or theft they will grow up, but if early

taught that tbeir future welfare depends upon their

own exertions, they will become useful members of
society. Give each deserving man his patch of land

according to his capabilities, and his children, from
the oldest unto the youngest will be in constant

employment, and with their work will associate the

idea of providing for their wants ; the more their

industry, the greater their comforts. One will dig,

another will hoe, another will collect the wasted
manure from the roads, and a fourth will hand-weed,
indeed all will be brought up in careful and labouring

habits, and will early be induced to think for them-

selves, and instead of having their principles cor-

rupted by evil associates, and their habits ruined by
idleness, they will be trained bv education for filling

creditable stations in society.

It will prevent emigration. Emigration is at best a

curse ; we lose the producers, but keep the con-

sumers ! it is galling to leave our native land, and
once show a man that he can live and thrive here,

and he will remain ; while the surplus labour will

be swallowed up by the extra work which will be

bestowed on the little allotments.

A word or two on management. Part of the land

would be considered a garden, to grow onions,

cabbages, carrots, salad, &c. ; the rest the form,

half to be planted with potatoes, the rest sown with

wheat, and allowed to alternate or rotate, for it will be

found that under the cottager's careful cultivation, and
the extraneous manure, the land will be kept in fair

condition ; he may however sometimes substitute a

crop of barley, for a change. He will be expected

to pay the full rent of the land, and consider himself

under no obligation to any one for it, and must bear

his fair and proportionate share of the taxes, which
he will thus feel an interest in reducing. To effect

this let the large farms, exceeding 150 acres, be re-

duced, and divided amongst the labourers, who are

desirous of becoming tenants, and the whole of the

rents collected, and the overlooking of it managed
by a person appointed by the parish.

I would earnestly call the attention of the land-

owners, farmers, and parishes to this plan, as being

infinitely preferable in every respect to the workhouse

system. W. E. N.

IMPORTANT TRIAL.

(from the veterinarian.)

A cause very important to the farnaer and the

veterinary surgeon was tried at the Nottingham
Assizes on the 24th ult. We present our readers

with the substance of it.

The plaintiff, Mr. Jackson, of Stapleford, near
Nottingham, was owner of several parcels of mea-
dow land, through which ran a small stream of
water of excellent quality. It was called the Syk
brook. Near its source is a cromlech in unusual
preservation. It is one of the most perfect Drui-
dical remains which the midland counties possess

;

and a legend is attached to the brook, that in days
of yore, the sick used to resort to this spot, and,
alter certain Druidical incantations and cere-

monies, and drinking of the water which ran be-
neath the cromlech, they were cured of all their

diseases. However this might have been, these

meadows had been in the possession of Mr. Jack-
son's family for some centuries, and the cattle had
always done well.

Thirteen years ago the defendant, Mr. Hall,

erected some buildings for the manufacture of

starch near the brook, and above Mr. Jackson's

meadows. No change was observed in the water
or the condition of the cattle for the first two or

three years ; but at length the water used in the

manufacture of the starch found its way into this
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brook in considerable quantities, and then the milk
of all the cows rapidly diminished, many of the

cattle became seriously ill, and in the course of

some years no fewer than twenty-six of them died,

and all of a disease accompanied by nearly the

same symptoms, and the fish and the frogs which
had peopled the brook all died.

In the manufacture of the starch the wheat from
which it was obtained was first ground. It was
then macerated in water until the gluten was dis-

solved and the starch precipitated, and the bran
was left floating in the tank. It had now under-

gone very considerable fermentation, and the

whole mass was in the highest state of putrefac-

tion, and exceedingly offensive both to the taste

and smell. The liquid containing the dissolved

putrefied gluten was now drawn off, and was pre-

served for sale. It was supposed to be an excel-

lent manure, and for a while there was consider-

able demand for it; but at length it lay upon hand,

and was thrown away, and took its course down
a ditch into the Syk Dyke, and that, occasionally

in a quantity greater than the original stream.

The bran underwent various washings, and, be-

ing sufficiently cleansed, was given to the pigs.

The starch, however, required another process

in order to fit it for use. The smell which hung
about it was to be taken away, and the starch was
to be bleached. For these purposes a solution of

the chloride of lime was employed, and when that

had done its duty, it too was turned into the

stream.
Sulphuric acid was also used in considerable

quantities, in order to perfect the manufacture.

That also ultimately found its way into the water-

course.

At length the defendant yielded so far to the re-

monstrances of the plaintiffas to construct a*o?<^A,

or circular tiled drain, through the plaintiff's

grounds, by means of which the empoisoned water

was conveyed to a river at some distance, the

volume of the stream of which was supposed to

be so considerable as not to be materially affected

by admixture with these deleterious ingredients.

This being effected, the fish and the frogs began

to return to the brook, and the weeds grew on its

banks, and the mortality seemed to cease among
the cattle ; but the defendant refused to make
compensation for the cattle that were previously

destroyed. In order to recover this compensation

an action was brought. The following is the sub-

stance of the evidence :
—

Eliz. Jackson, sister of the plaintiff.—Has known
the water-course which runs through their pre-

mises more than forty years. In 1823 a starch

manufactory was erected in their neighbourhood.

The plaintiff had eight closes, through which this

water-course ran. These closes usually contained

the dairy cows, from fifteen to twenty in number.
There was no other water for these cows but from
the water- course, except when they were driven

into the farm-yard in order to be milked. Before

the erection of the starch manufactory the cows
did well ; afterwards they were evidently affected

by the water.

The first cow died in 1828. She had detected a

difference in the water long before. It looked very

dirty. It was white sometimes— a film or scum
then came upon it, and there was a great sedi-

ment at the bottom, of a black colour. It was

very good water before—perfectly pure—used for

domestic purposes, and the cows did well. In

1828 three cows died, and a calf; in 18'29, two

cows ; in 1B30, six cows and two calves ; in 1831,

one cow and two calves; in 1832, four cows and
two calves ; in 1833, six cows; in 1835, one calf

;

and in 1836, two cows and one calf, making in all

twenty-four cows and nine calves, the value of

which was £384 3s.

The fish in the pond through which the brook
ran diel about the same time, viz. 1828. They
were perch, gudgeon, pike, roach, and dace. The
frogs, and even the weeds, died in the water-
course. Now that the water from the starch mill

is turned away, the fish, and frogs and weeds have
returned to the brook.

The symptoms of illness were these :—The cow
began to look thin, and that for three or four
months ; her coat was rough ; her milk went al-

most from the first. She then began to purge

;

blood mingled with the fseces, and at length she
died emaciated and exhausted. All the cows had
similar symptoms, and the illness usually lasted

from six to eight months. In the last two that

died the illness was of longer duration. The last

two were opened ; one by Mr. Grieves, a surgeon,

and the other by Mr. Grieves and Mr. Pyatt, a
veterinary surgeon.

The cows occupied these pastures, except in

eddish time, which was about five or six weeks.
The cows gave more milk and looked better in

eddish time than when on these pastures.

The diminution of milk since the erection of the

starch mills was at least two or three quarts daily

from all of them, whether sick or well. The value

at 2d per quart amounted to £650.
There is a trough in the milking yard. When

the cows were brought up to be milked they show-
ed a marked impatience to get at the water, much
more so than before. Others of the cows looked

very ill, but did not die. Since the water from the

mill no longer comes to them, they give more milk

and look better.

The water smelled badly before 1828, and so on
until the sough was made.
She then produced some bottles of water taken

that morning : one bottle from the brook, good
;

one from the sough now made to carry away the

water coming from the starch mills, and one from
the pond above. They were so highly offensive

that they were ordered out of court as quickly as

possible.

Cross-examined.—Mr. Hall keeps a great many
pigs about 100 yards from the commencement of

the new drain, and that drain carries all the filth

from the pigs. Always has kept an almanac, con-

taining the list of casualties and deaths. They
had comparatively little illness or death before the

erection of the manufactory, and the illness which
they had was not at all like this. She recollects

particularly one heifer that died. None of them
died of calving. The one that died in the last

spring aborted, and died soon afterwards ; but she

had been ill long before.

Kept many ducks and geese ; and the horses

drank of the same water as the cows.

Re-examined.—One of the bulls died last year,

but not with the same symptoms. He died from
eating too many potatoes. Another died about a

fortnight ago, and with the same symptoms as the

cows, and was examined by Messrs. Grieves and

Pyatt : he had been ill since last summer. He was
always in the fie'd.

Thomas Gresley is 80 years old ; has lived all

his lifetime at the village through which this brook

passes, and knows it well. Occupied land through

which this brook passed ; but he has a well or

spring separate from the brook, from which his
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cattle drank. The brook once contained as good
water as ever was drunk, and supplied a great

many people in the village with water. It is now
spoiled, and not fit for man nor beast. There was
a scum at the top, and it is black at bottom, and it

smelled like any nuisance. Cattle did well before

the starch manufactory was built. Ihere used to

be fish in the brook, but the starch water killed

them all.

Cross-examined.— A great many houses have
been built on the brook. Does not believe that the
filth from any of them runs into the brook.

Re-examined.—The brook is very shallow. The
houses are at some distance from the brook, and
the nuisance in the water is above the houses as

well as below.
Edward Aspinshaw.—Was a butcher at Staple-

ford, and is 88 years old. He and his father had
ground by the water-course : the cattle drank
there, and had nowhere else to drink. His cattle

always did well. Now it is thick and bad ; he can
smell it very easily—his nose is not hurt. He
lived servant to one farmer 11 years, and his cat-

tle run on that ground, and had that water only to

drink, and they did well. He has bought beasts

thatfed on that ground—they were healthy and well.

John Barton.—Lived 44 years there—knows the

stream—had a close through which it ran. The
water was very good, and the cattle did well.

Since then there came a scum upon it, and settlings

as black as mud ; and a very bad smell. Should
not think it healthy for cattle, or for anything else.

He made a pool to catch water for his cattle to

drink, that they might not go down to the water-
course. Has had two colts there injured very
much by the water. He removed them, and they
got well ; but it was six or eight months first.

Cross-examined.—Grazed sheep and calves prin-

cipally there, because he thought they did not
want so much water. He had occasionally horses,

but they were in and out as occasion served ; but
the two colts were out night and day. When they
were ill he gave them plenty of good stuff to eat

and drink. They fell off in their flesh. Had not
been over-stocking,—he had eight or ten sheep
and five heifers, with the colts.

Re-examined.—Mr. Jackson did not over-stock
his land, so far as he knows of.

John Smedley.— Has a close on the water-conrse.
Gives the same account of the water. He used to

turn his cows there in eddish time. The cows
many a time refused to drink the water, and he
took them home to water. His cattle did not do
so well there as in the homestead. In 1831, a cow
became ill, and he killed her to save her life. She
purged very bad. Coat stared. That was the first

thing he saw : did not eat well. He then took
her home, and she was killed in his presence.
She was as poor as a crow, for she had given over
eating. She had a dead calf five days before she
died. He laid the disease to the water. He has
turned his cows on the eddish by the side of the
brook this year, because the sough is made, and
the water is become good. There is nothing to in-

jure the water except the starch manufacture.

David Gresley.— Lived there all his life, and is

49 years old. He gives the same account of the
water. His cattle did well before the manufactory
was made ; but afterwards they were much dis-

ordered in their bowels, and he thought they were
going off. They were partly supplied with water
from the stream and partly with some fetched from
home. The water was always worse on a Monday
morning.

C. Geldeny.—Worked for Mr. Jackson 21 years
ago. All his cattle turned into the closes near the
water did well. Worked at the starch manufac-
tory the first two years after its erection.
He gave an account of the starch manufactory,

and said that the water from it stunk like carrion,
or worse than carrion. There was more of this
filthy water in the water-course than of the ori-
ginal pure water.
Mr. Hall kept cattle of his own. Water was al-

ways put into troughs for them, but they could
get at the bad water if they pleased.

Cross-examined.—The bran that had lain four-
teen days in the water was sold for horses, cattle,

pigs, &c. Mr. Hall kept a vast number of pigs,
and a vast number of them died. They were fed
with the bran or slimes, and he gave up keeping
the pigs because he had bad luck with them. Mr.
Hall sold them to Mr. Drew, but he did not take
them all home, because a great many of them died.
The bran and slimes were afterwards washed more
with fresh water, and the pigs did better.

Samuel Harding.—Lived with Mr. Jackson from
November 1824 to November 1833. He knew the
course from a boy, and described the change in
the water. While he was in Mr. Jackson's ser-
vice six cows died, and two calves. They pastured
by the water-course. He dressed (opened) all the
six cows himself. Their coats were considerably
rough, and they had become considerably thin and
low. The bowels had been loose, and they were
discoloured from the long running out. While living

they gave less milk than they ought to do. His next
master had beasts pasture on the same stream ;

but he railed it away, so that they should not be
able to drink. Jackson kept his cattle well, amaz-
ingly well, and gave them plenty of good hay.

1 homas Sutton, servant to Mr. Jackson twelve
years.—A vast many of his cows died, thirteen or
fourteen. Was sent by his master to Mr. Hall
with a discharge for letting his water down the
dyke. Two years afterwards went again with a
second discharge. Went again in March last, and
asked if he would be so kind as to come down and
look at a cow that lay dead. He said that he would
not come. He asked him to send another person

;

he said he would not, and he did not care if they
all died.

At a corner of one of the fields, and close to the

brook, and on the other side of it, was a tank,

which the cows could get at with some difficulty

—

they used to go there and poke their head through
some I'ails in order to drink of it rather than of

the brook ; and he does not think that any water
from the water-course could get into this tank

—

he has often drunk from this tank.

John Whalley.—Occupied a close by the side of
this water-course eighteen or nineteen years. As
good water as ever cattle drunk, and they used to

enjoy themselves in it. After the manufactory was
established it became bad. Lost a yearling calf

there, and he removed the rest. This was three

or four years after the establishment of the manu-
factory. They dwindled away, and had bad loose-

ness. Same symptoms as Mr. Jackson's. Made
a drain to avoid the tainted water, and got pure

water from a spring, and then his cattle did well.

Oftencomplained to Mr. Hall ; he turned the water

one way, and then another, until every place be-

came full, and then it pursued its old course ; and

Jackson's cattle were compelled to drink from this

water. Many yearling calves are certainly lost

from purging, without water of this kind.

John Turner.—His father sold the premises on
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which the manufactory stands to Mr. Hall thirteen

or fourteen years since ; there was then no com-
munication by which water could get into tlie Syk
Dyke. It has been made since.

William Dudmore.— Lived with plaintiff five

years from 1826. Cows did well before the water
came down from the manufactory, but soon began
to be deficient in milk from two to three quarts a-

day. Occasionally turned the cows into the eddish

and they then did better ; ten cows and two calves

died while he was there. Same symptoms. Had
plenty of food.

Cross examined.— Cows always freshen upon
the eddish to a certain degree ; and when they re-

turn to the old pasture, still the quantity of milk

continues, if the pasture is good.
Elizabeth Warren.—Knows the water twenty-

five years, and formerly used it for tea ; could not

for awhile; now looks as good as before, but has

not tried it again.

Joseph Beadnall.—Lived with plaintiflFin 1828-29.

Two cows died; saw them opened ; the whole of

the stomachs quite rotten, symptoms the same.
A statement of the duties paid on the starch

manufactured at the mill was put in, in order to

show that the mortality was proportionate to the

quantity of starch made at different times.

Aug. Grieves, a surgeon at Nottingham.—An-
alysed the water. Has often been thus employed.
He produced some water from a pond on Hall's

premises, taken June 29. It contains a great quan-

tity of putrid vegetable matter, and muriate of

lime formed by the exposure of chloride of lime to

the influence of air and water. He analysed more
afterwards : it varied at different times—both in

the quantity and nature of the ingredients. Al-

ways the muriate of lime, sometimes chloride,

sometimes sulphuric acid, and sometimes acetic

acid—these vary to the amount of one-half.

Another water, taken from the dyke crossing

the lane immediately below the pond. Contains

always a larger quantity of putrid vegetable mat-
ter—with a trace of animal matter in a state of

decomposition, and also muriate of lime—never
detected the chloride of lime.

A third portion was taken from the brook as it

now is. It is excellent water.

Examined tbe water course before the sough was
opened, and at other times ; found the same in-

gredients, but less in quantity than in the ponds.

The effect of such ingredients on the human
frame is that of an irritant poison. It would be

the same as described by witnesses with regard to

cattle. He examined a cow and a bull. The in-

ternal coat was darker than usual—numerous
patches of inflammation were found in the whole
length of the alimentary canal.

On the 28th of March last he examined another

beast with Mr. Pyatt. The appearances were the

same, so far as regards the disease in question.

He has no doubt that the loss of the cattle was pro-

duced by drinking the water.

Mr. J. Pyatt, veterinary surgeon.—I saw a cow
of the plaintiff^s on the 27th of March last. She

was in a dying state. She died. The intestines

were highly inflamed through their whole ex-

tent, and ulcerated in many places. Has no doubt

that the disease was produced by the water. In-

flammation might arise from various other causes,

but not connected with this peculiar train of symp-
toms.

Mr. Pcreira, Lecturer on Chemistry at St. Bar-

tholomew's Hospital, had likewise analysed these

waters, as taken from the Syk Dyke in its present

state, and from the sough, and from Mr. Hall's

pond. The first was pure—the others contained a

considerable quantity of muriate of lime, and were

loaded with putrid vegetable matter. Whether the

frequent presence and action of these deleterious

substances on the mucous membrane of the intes-

tines, or their necessary influence on the constitu-

tion generally, were considered, there could be no
doubt that the mortality among these cattle was to

be traced to the empoisoned water.

Mr. Vouatt has heard the whole of the evidence.

With some slight variation in the different cases,

he plainly recognizes, in the disease described, the

dysentery of cattle. The usual symptoms of dy-

sentery are, a rough and staring coat—diminished
secretion of milk—loss of appetite—loss of condi-

tion—purging which bids defiance to all medicine

—mucous, and, at length bloody purging— and
then death. In the accounts of the appearances

after death, given by Mr. Grieves and Mr. Pyatt,

he recognizes those of dysentery, but in an aggra-

vated form. There is no doubt that the disease

was produced by the deleterious influence of the

water.

Verdict for the plaintiff, £270 damages.

I regard this as a very important trial, and de-

serving a place among the records of veterinary

medicine. There can be no doubt as to the cha-

racter of the disease. It was, at least in its last

stage, the dysentery of cattle, but in a more than

usually aggravated form. It was not merely in-

flammation and ulceration of the large intestines

— the usual distinguishing characteristics of dysen-

tery, — but these lesions extended through the

whole of the intestinal canal. A more powerful

agent than can be generally traced was here em-
ployed—the water of the brook was surcharged

with deleterious matter.

The chloride of lime, although in small doses it

may occasionally be employed with advantage in

the treatment of the diseases of cattle, and parti-

cularly of this disease, must, when frequently and
habitually drunk, produce much and perhaps fatal

inflammation of the mucous coat of the intestines :

but the prime agent was the decomposed vegetable

matter which the water contained—the gluten of

the wheat in the highest state of putridity. Putrid

vegetable matter is one of the most destructive se-

dative poisons that is known, and under whose
fatal influence every vital action is diminished

—

every function impaired or suspended.

How accurately do these unscientific witnesses

describe its progress. The animals scarcely drink

of the empoisoned stream ere the coat becomes

rough and staring—the insensible perspiration is

diminished or ceases. The quantity of milk is

lessened—each cow gives from two to three quarts

less every day. So far as this secretion is con-

cerned, every animal—those that are ultimately

lost and those that have strength to bear up against

the depressing influence to which they are sub-

jected—every animal exhibits the character and

power of the poison. They who are accustomed

to cows begin to look somewhat fearfully around

them when the milk diminishes ; and if it becomes

suspended, they are perfectly assured that danger

or death is at hand. The appetite is impaired : in

frequent or continual contact with a fluid so nau-

seous and debilitating, can the villous coat of the

stomach retain its healthy character, or will there

be a desire for or relish of food ? The loss of con-

dition—the rapid wasting is the natural and ne-

cessary consequence of diminished ingestion of
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food, to say'nothing of the Lethean influence of the

poison on every organ concerned in the digestion

of the aliment. Then,—not at first—say the wit-

nesses, comes the purging, the consequence of the

long-continued presence of the poison in the intes-

tines—the consequence of the general impairment
of the system—the indication of the breaking up
of the constitution.

There is a peculiarity about cattle subjecting

them to the fatal influence of agents like those

whose mischievous course has been here traced.

Cattle are destined to supply us with food while
living, as well as after death. The greatest quan-
tity of food, and the greatest profit to the owner,
are yielded while they are living. To fit them for

this, nature has given a digestive apparatus by
means of which every particle of nutriment is ex-

tracted from their food ; and the digestive organs
are always and actively at work. In the improved
system of husbandry the thing goes much farther

—the digestive functions are strained to the utmost
point—the system of early maturity which is so

generally and profitably pursued, keeps every or-

gan in a state of dangerous excitement, ready to

assume the character of unmanageable inflamma-
tion, or gradually to sink, or sometimes all at once
break down, under the task imposed upon it.

Therefore it is that dysentery has attained fearful

pre-eminence as one of the deadliest scourges of

our cattle. We have generated a predisposition

in them to take on all the fatal characters of this

disease. It is generated by many an error in their

diet, which, but for the previous diathesis to which
we had given existence, would be comparatively
harmless. It is the companion or the consequence
of almost every malady, and it is the harbinger of

their fatal termination.

If the case were to be carefully inquired into

—

if the farmer would compare the appearance and
profitableness of his cattle on certain portions of
his farm, and at certain times of the year—and if

the veterinary surgeon were better prepared to in-

quire into and to detect the obscure causes, and
the disregarded premonitory symptoms of the dis-

eases of cattle, they would, perhaps, be found to

arise from or to be connected with circumstances
of a kindred nature with those that were developed
in the present trial. It is well known that there
are certain pastures on many farms which, with-
out yielding more abundant, or, apparently, more
nutritive herbage than the rest, are pre-eminently
favourable to the health of the cows, and an in-

creased production of milk ; there are otbers that

appear almost as fairly to the eye, but on which
the quantity of milk is rapidly and annoyingly di-

minished, and the cow begins to exhibit, in various
ways, the characters of obscure disease. If the
case were to be fairly inquired into, the deleterious

but unsuspected influence of decomposing or putrid
vegetable substances might be discovered to lie at

the root of the evil ; and at a trifling expense the
good qualities of the one pasture might be perpe-
tuated, and the baneful efi'ects of the other re-

moved.

What are the usually recognized causes of dysen-
tery ? Any—every cause of local or general debi-

lity—abandoniiient to cold and wet at the time of
calving-—general abandonment to cold and neglect
—a system of starvation—over-work—a long con-
tinuance of sultry weather, or rather the sudden
setting-in of cold after the constitution has been
debilitated by previous heat : these are occasional
causes. But what are the general ones? What
carries off" so many of our yearling calves, and.

long ere her natural time, hurries the dairy coW
away ? Why, plainly and palpably, the pasturing
on low and marshy situations—the neighbourhood
of woods—the drinking from stagnant ponds, or
half-stagnant rivers—the feeding on sanded hay
—the being turned on meadows from which the
flood is beginning to dry— the open and evident in-

fluence of decomposing vegetable substances ; and I

am much mistaken if this influence, in a more se-

cret but scarcely less fatal degree, is not connected
with the mortality, whether occasioned or habitual,

which prevails among the dairy stock of the far-

mer. This is a view of the subject well deserving
of consideration, and to which I shall return at

some future period ; but in the mean time our
brethren in the country, who have more frequent
and better opportunities to trace out these causes
and indications of disease, would benefit their pro-
fession, and occupy their proper station with re-

ference to the interests of the agriculturist, by
taking up the matter.
The time, surely, cannot be far distant when the

veterinary practitioner will be better prepared for

such an inquiry. Reason, common sense, and the
interests of the country at large, imperiously de-
mand it. Y.

Clydesdale Orchards.— The gooseberries and
currants in the after-mentioned orchards, in the

parishes of Dalzell, Cambusnethan, Carluke, Bothwell,
and Dalserf, were sold this season, some by public roup
and others by private bargain, at the following prices

:

Garrion — Lord Belhaven and Mr. Jas.

Brownlie £60
Rannalds—Lord Belhaven & Mr. Jas Henry 53
Mauldslie Castle—A. Nisbet, Esq 49 10
Brownlie—J. Harvey, Esq 49
Steuart-Hall and Orchard, J. Brown, Esq... 31 15
Holmfoot—Miss Howison 29
Dalzell—Mrs. Hamilton 26 15
Brownlie—R. Steuart, Esq 19 10
Garrion Haugh—Mr. Holms, sen 16
Cornsilloch-Mr. Holms, jun 14
Braehead—Mr. Orr 13 1

Garrion Mill—Mr. J. Brownlie 12

Dalzell Manse—Rev. Mr. Clason 11 10
GiUfoot—Mr. Gilchrist 11

Snimyside— Gillespie, Esq 10
Dalserf Manse — Rev. Dr. Russell 18

Hill of Orchard—Mr. Reid 9 10
Hallcraig—Mrs. Robertson 9 10
Kirkhill—Mr. Wm. Renwick 7 10

Do. —Mr. J. Williamson 3
Clydevale—Mr. Purdie 3 6
Bothwell Manse—Rev. Dr. Gardener 29 5
Bothwell—Captain Bogle 6 10

Amount sold by public roup £483 12
Amount sold by private bargain, in the dif-

ferent parishes, as far as could be ascer-

tained £99 4

Total £582 16
Near Hamilton, i

25th July, 1836 J

About 200^ less than last year.

Islington Market.—The idea of converting the

Islington-market speculation into a joint-stock com-
pany seems to gain ground. At Bedford resolutions

favourable to the plan, pledging the parties to use every
exertion to promote " the immediate circulation of the

shares among the landowners, graziers, and farmers,"

have been voted ; and at Boston a meeting has been
called for this day (Friday) for a like purpose, at which
the Mayor presides.
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GROUP OF POINTERS.

(Pkite.)

The Pointer, as our Readers arc very well

aware, is used exclusively for the gun in the

pursuit of the grouse, the partridge, &c. and
he is superior to the setter (used for the same
purpose) in steadiness as well as in the acute-

ness of his olfactory organs or powers of smell.

Like the Arabian horse, he may be regarded
as an exotic, which, in the hands of the Eng-
lish Sportsman, has attained a degree of per-

fection which will be vainly sought in those

countries of which he was originally a
native.

If we can place reliance upon the concur-
rent testimony of those who have expresed
their thoughts upon the subject, through the

medium of the press, the pointer was origi-

nally from Spain ; a doctrine which seems
feasible, because the heavy lumbering dog,
evidently the patriarch of the race, has been
uniformly found in that country up to the

present moment. The animal in question,

then called the Spanish Pointer, is a large

heavy creature, out at the elbows, with widely-
spread ugly feet, and altogether uncouth in

his form : his head is very expansive, orna-
mented with large pendent ears, while his

mouth is fringed by a much more than ordi-

nary quantity of what is well understood
amongst sportsmen by the term leather ; and
in consequence he is enabled to ascertain the

proximity of game in a most surprising man-
ner. However, it will easily be perceived,
that, as his legs are crooked, his body ill-

formed, his feet spongy and widely spread, he
is utterly incapable of that continued exer-
tion for which the highly improved English
pointer is remarkable. Moreover, he growls
at the hand which is extended to caress him,
is remarkably ill-tempered, and always seek-
ing a quarrel with any variety of his tribe

which happen to fall in his way ; uniting
obstinate courage with great strength, few
dogs are able to oppose him successfully. He
is further remarkable for his propensity to

chase hares ; we have seen many Spanish
pointers in the field, the greater part, though
as steady as possible to birds, almost uniform-
ly broke away if a hare happened to move.
Having remarked that the Spanish pointer is

the original of the varieties which are met
with in diflerent countries and places, it may
be further observed, that, considered in the

aggregate, these dogs approach the hound
ramification, and have occasionally been
designated Pointing Hounds.

The Portuguese Pointer—(or at least such
ofthese dogs as have fallen under our observa-
tion), presents, with a lighter form, the glaring

defects of their Spanish progenitor, namely, the

defective feet, crooked legs, and turbulent

disposition. Those which we have seen, from
their more fully fringed and longer tail, as

well from their countenance, indicated a cross

of the sagacious dog of Labrador. Like the

Spaniard, however, they soon tire, and are

much inclined to chase hares.

The dog used as a pointer in France is dis-

tinguished by a furrow between the nostrils,

by which these tube-like passages are very dis-

tinctly separated, and which gives to the animal
a grotesque and even an unsightly appearance.
We have never been able to discover whence
this furrow was derited, (but should feel

extremely obliged to any Correspondent who
could give us the information) which has
procured for the dog the appellation of the
Double-nosed Pointer. We are not sufficiently

acquainted with the varieties of the canine
tribe in France to be able to form an opinion
of the particular strain which, united to the

Spanish pointer, produced the dog under con-
sideration ; but those which we have seen
(and we have shot over some scores, at

various periods) have been better formed
and more active, than either the Spanish
or Portuguese dog, and consequently
capable of longer continued exertion : how-
ever, like their patriarchal progenitor, and
moie distant relative, they are very quarrel-

some, and generally receive the caresses of

their master with surliness, instead of that well

expressed pleasure for which the spaniel is

remarkable, as also the canine race in general.

Further, they are much given to chasing hares.

However, the notion, inconsiderately enter-

tained by many, that the "double nose," as it

is called, tends to increase the acuteness of

their olfactory organs, is most erroneous, as

the sense of smell is fct^ind precisely in pro-

portion to the expansivoness of the head, in

the dog, and also in evi ^y other animal, as

anatomical investigation will incontestibly

demonstrate.

The Russian Pointer.—Something more
than thirty years since, whai was denominated
a Russian Pointer, was int-ioduced to our

notice by a much esteemed brother sportsman,

who, we are happy to state, is still able, like

Somervile, to enjoj the pleasures of the chase

in his arm chair, and his appearance was by

no means calculated to impress upon our

minds a favourable notion of his performance

in the field ; but unquenchably thirsting for

a knowledge of whatever might conduce to

the improvement of the diversion of the Trig-

ger, we eagerly accompanied our friend to the

field—only to experience disgust at the semi-

abortive attempts of this wretchedly-miserable

apology for a pointer. We may perhaps havo

seen a dozen of these brutes, which, like tiic

people whence they derived their grossly-

misapplied appellation, are very uncouth
very rough, imperturbably stupid, and, by

way of continuing the similarity to the greatest

possible extent, will generally be found in-

fected with loathsome vermin. The Russian

Pointer, if he be of Russian original, which

we think very probable, is the very ugliest

strain of the water-spaniel, his attempts at

hunting, or trying for game, olfer the very re-

verse of that beautiful animated range which

marks the exertions of the highly improved
N
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pointer ; on tbe contrary, lie runs awk-.vardly,

with his nose close to tlie ground, and there-

Tore frequently springs his game. The dog
in question may answer very well for the

vulgar pursuit of the coot or the water hen
;

but he possesses much the same claim to the

cliaractcr of a pointer as a methodist minister

to that of a genuine honest Englishman. We
have not seen one of these northern barbarians

in the field for the last fifteen years.—A pig

may be taught to stand at game ; but more of

this hereafter.

The English Pointer.—From what lias been
stated, it will easily be perceived that the

English Pointer must have inherited a con-
siderable portion of Spanish blood, and that

much of it still circulates in his veins ; but,

though our terrestrial ball has revolved for

centuries since the Spanish pointer was in-

troduced here, we entertain scarcely a doubt,

that the ardently-indefatigable English Sports-

man, finding him too slow in his movements and
very soon fatigued, had recourse to the hound
for the purpose of increasing his speed as well

as improving his powers of endurance. The
first remove, thus obtained, would be an im-
provement beyond all question, but it would
be found impossible to arrive at that degree of
perfection which characterises the pointers of
the present day till after a variety of crosses,

directed by preserving industry and skill. Not
only the various classes of hounds were used,
but the assistance of the highly-bred grey-
hound was deemed requisite; and though
it was evidently found necessary to wash out
much of his blood, yet the strain frequently
manifests itself in the long rat-like tail and
other indications which cannot be mistaken.
But, of ail those who ever made the breed-
ing and iraproveraentof the pointer their study,

none exceeded in zeal and perseverance the
author of the "Sportsman's Cyclopedia," the
" Shooter's Companion," &c. Cradled as a
sportsman, he imbibed an invincible passion
for the chase in all its ramifications, which he
has ardently pursued through the rugged path
of life, and still continues to cherish and en-
joy. As soon as he was able to use a gun,
the pointers which he followed were large
heavy animals, possessing three-fourthsSpan-
ish blood, and exhibiting qualities and temper
precisely in proportion. Impatient of com-
parative inferiority with any of his friends

—

or rather perhaps panting for unquestionable
excellence—his attention was turned towards
the improvement of his pointers ; but either
from lack of knowledge or other cause, he
experienced nothing but the most miserable
disappointment for some time ; he was parti-

cularly unfortunate in his early notions in re-

gard to the form of the head. At the period
of which we are speaking, it was the custom,
or the fashion, or both, to regard a large ex-
pansive head as not merely the reverse of
beauty, but a sort of blemish ; and, incon-
siderately adopting this monstrouslyridiculous
idea, he found himself, after several years'
experimental crossing, in possession of a set

of dogs with compressed heads, considered
handsome, forsooth ! giddy and uncertain to a
most vexatious extent; because, being thus
deprived ofa sufficient breadth and expansion
of the requisite organs (of smell) the opera-
tive functions were inadequate to the due and
satisfactory performance of that duty which
they thus vainly essayed to perform ; in the

language of the school, their noses were bad.

However, reflection induced him to hark hack:

he was convinced there could be no effect

without a cause :—what, therefore, was the

source whence the Spanish pointer derived
his unequivocally acknowledged superior
powers of smell ? to use the words of a would-
be-thought genius, whose spurious inventions,

however, will not give to his memory an en-
viable [immortality, it " struck us like light-

ning," that the large expansive head of the

surly Spaniard would afford him the desired

information. Therefore, Chance, five years

old, a genuine Spanish pointer, was immedi-
ately condemned. Dissection exhibited the

small white cords which constitute the olfac-

tory nerves or organs, or rather perhaps which
receive and convey the impression of scent
to the brain, in vast numbers ; hence thesupe-
riority already noticed. However, for satis-

factory elucidation more sacrifices were ren-

dered indispensable : in short, after the exami-
nation of a variety of heads, it was found the

olfaotoiy nerves or organs were numerous
precisely in proportion to the expansion of
the head, and therefore, as the heads narrowed,
the cords in question diminished, and con-
sequently the powers of smell became inferior

in the same degree :—the Spanish pointer and
the narrow-headed high-bred greyhound may
be regarded as the two extremes : the experi-

ments were delightfully satisfactory !

The difficulty which presented itself was to

unite ahead suflSciently expansive with a form
calculated for celerity and endurance. In
the course of his experiment, the writer to

whom we have alluded, procured pointers

from various parts of Europe, particularly

from France, Spain, and Portugal : he had
recourse to his sporting friends in this country,

and introduced the Leicestershire and York-
shire blood into his kennel : and after .sixteen

years of crossing and recrossing, he produced
pointers from whose perfoimanees he experi-

enced the utmost satisfaction ; the group
which embelishes our present number is offer-

ed as a specimen. He happened accidentally

to meet with a pointer on board a Spanish
vessel in the harbour of Liverpool, whom the

Captain represented as the best blood in

Spain. It was the most shapely Spanish
pointer which he had seen, and he therefore

procured it. White was the dog's prevailing

colour, singularly spotted—hence the spots,

observable in the portraits united in our em-
bellishment. He was put to a liver coloured
bitch, and the whelps manifesfed in a re-

markable manner the preponderating influence

of the sire, in form, colour, and disposition ;

yet, they were an improvement upon the
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Spaniard ; their legs and feet were superior ;

they were more active and much fleeter ; still

they were not satisfactory—it was evident
much remained to be accomplished before

that combination of qualities could be obtained
so as to bid defiance to improvement. One
of the iittir deserves particular notice; it was a

dog whelp, tlie largest amongst them, and
ultimately became a very powerful animal

;

the head appeared disproportionately large,

and from an early period of life, Frank (for

such was the name by which he was distin-

guished) evinced extraordinary sagacity. By
the time he had attained the age of twelve

months, he knew the poultry, pigs, and in-

deed all the live stock, of his master ; nor
would he suffer the intrusion of a stranger:

he was an excellent physiognomist, and for-

bid the approach of suspicious persons in a

manner which could not be mistaken—and
that too with a determination to accomplish
his object or perish in the attempt. He be-

came much attached to the female part of the

family, and particularly to the smaller children.

Though ill-tempered, and for ever growling,

the children pulled him about, and took all

kinds of liberties with him, not only with impu-
nity, but apparently with pleasure to the dog,
ashe neverseemedsohappy as iindersuchcir-

cumstances. To a little girl of delicate health

(six years of age) he became uncommonly at-

tached : he attended her in all her little excur-
sions, watched her motions with the most
jealous attention, scrutinized the approach of

every stranger with threatening suspicion,

and would allow no person to come near his

charge unless he felt satisfied no evil was to

be apprehended. On this account the dog
became a great favourite ; but unfortunately
there were shades in his character of an op-
posite kind ; he was most assiduous in search-

ing for eggs, which he very greedily devoured
;

even if the hen were sitting on the nest, it af-

forded no defence against his depredations
;

whileany strange fowl which happened to come
upon the premises, he instantly killed ; he
was a most accomplished thief in every re-

spect ; and from these evil propensities it was
found impossible to restrain him.

In the field this dog evinced sagacity, and
anexquisitenessof the olfactory organs or pow-
ers of smell seldom witnessed ; but, although
he set winged game very steadily, he chased
hares in the most obstinate manner; on the

whole, he was very unruly in the field, and
on that account his services as a pointer were
soon dispensed with, though it was deemed
advisable to retain a little of his blood.

A dog which the same gentleman procured
from Portugal was awkardly fDrmed, with feet

remarkable for breadth, looseness, and the

very large size of the ball—expressively in-

dicated by the term spongy. This dog proved

very steady, but soon became fatigued, as

may he easily supposed from the form and
quality of his feet.

The French double-nosed pointers, were
uniformly found unruly, very hard, and, like

the Spanish dog, as quarrelsome as possible,

generally growling under the caresses even of
their master. The faulty legs and feet of these

animals were improved by repeated crossings
;

but, while the French blood was allowed to

predominate, they proved headstrong and un-
pleasant in the field, and were particularly

unpleasant on the moors, where the businei^s

of shooting should be conducted as quietly as
possible,

To be brief : after persevering for sixteen
years, and having recourse to every strain

which appeared likely to promote the object
in view, the author of the Sportman's Cyclo-
pedia, &c. &c. became possessed of pointers
from which he derived that satisfaction which
he had so ardently and so pcrseveringly
sought, and which could not fail to be highly
approved by the most fastidious disciple of
the trigger,

Di, a liver-colour and white pointer bitch,

was the first animal of the kind with which
he was perfectly satisfied ; she was remark-
able for depth of chest, strength of loins, well
formed limbs, large handsome head, and in-

deed, for all those essential requisites, which
are so admirably exemplified in the group
which forms our present embellishment. She
was the dam of the recumbent figure (Bob)
as well as of the figure to the right (Moll, the

sister of Bob) ; superior pointers the world
never saw; the figure to the left (Don) is

nearly allied by blood, and may be regarded
as of the same family, as his appearance suffi-

ciently indicates.

Much difficulty was experienced in the re-

quisite improvement of the feet ; and, it may
not be amiss to remark in this place, that

Somervile, so generally correct in his notions
on dogs used for the sports of the field, fell

into a most egregious error in regard to the

form of their feet. He shall speak for him-
self:—

-See there, with countenance blithe,

And with a courtly gvin, the fawning hound.
Salutes thee cowerinfi, his wide opening nose,
Upwards he curls, and his large slowhlack eye?
Melt in soft blandishment and humhlejoy !

His glo-isyskin, or yellowpied or blue.

In light or shades by nature's pencil drawn,
Reflects the various tints ; his ears and legs

I'leckt here and there, in gay ciiamell'd pride,

Rival the speckled pard ; his rushgrown tail.

O'er his broad back, bends in an ample arch ;

On shoulders clean, upright and Arm he stands ;

His round cat foot, straiglit bams, and wide spread thighs,

And his lowiiropping chest, confess his speed,
His strength, his wind, or on the steepy hill.

Or far extended plain ; in every part
So well proportioned that the nicer skill

Of Phidias himself can't blame thy choice.

Of sucli compose thy pack. Rut here a mean
Observe, nor the large hound prefer, of size
Gigantic ; he in the thick woven covert
Painfully tugs, or inthetliorny brake.
Torn and embarrassed, bleeds ; but, if too small.
The pigmy brood in every furrow swims;
IMoil'd in the clogging clav, panting they lay
Rehind inglorious; or else, sbiveriHg creep.
Rciium'd and faint, beneath the shelt'ring thorn.
I'^or hounds of middle size, actve and strong.
Will better answer all thy various ends.
And crown thy pleasing labours with success."

Somervile's description relates to the
hound ; but, as far as regards form, is ap-
plicable to every kind of dog used in the

N 2
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sports of the field, and particularly to the
pointer:—it is as correct as possible—except
the "

J oMMc? cat foot." It would appear
strange how Sonierville, so acute and cor-
rectly accurate in general, should have been
led ittto a mistake so palpably egregious, as
to reoouiruend the " round cat foot" as con-
ducive to speed in the dog; it is equally
strange that the celebrated Hugo Meynell,
the accomplished Beckford, and indeed all

SHocessive fox-hunters, should have proceeded
Ufjon so monstrous a paradox in the breeding
of their hounds. Such a formation of the feet
is perfectly in unison with the mechanical or
animal organizaiion of the cat kind, but when
the structure of the dog ia con.sidered, and the
strongly-marked difference of the progressive
motion of the two species taken into the ac-
count, the admirable adaptation in the one
case, and the glaring incongruity of the other,
cannot fail to be impressed on the mind with
the most unqualified conviction. The cat (and
so of all animals of the cat kind) is, like the
rest of creation, formed for i;s mode of life.

The round foot, and well developed toes, of
the cat, enable it to creep stealthily upon its

prey, while by this peculiarity of formation,
it retracts or draws in the instruments (the
talons or claws) by which it is to seize and
secure it. When within reach, the cat springs
upon its victim, the propulsive force of which
results from the form and extraordinary power
of the hind legs or quarters. In thisopeia-
tion, or rather combination of operations, tlie

cat is assisted by^that flexibility of the bodv,
particularly of the back bone, that contrai-
tion and tension, which will be vainly sought
in the canine tribe. In fact, the two animals
are so distinctly marked in form, manner, an I

motion, that the peculiarity of the one, the
round foot, for instance, becomes preposterous,
if not monstrous, in the other.

Having already remarked, that breeders of
hounds suffered themselves to be inconsider-
ately led astray by the erroneous doctrine of
Somervile, we must here observe, it brings to
our mind an incident which may be related
as illustrative of the subject under considera-
tion. When Mr. Osbaldeston was ;uaster of
the Quorndon establishment for Uie second
time, we happened to be in the kennel, and,
araG."!<^st other hounds which LcUracted our at-
tention, .v,--? Pilot, a rrludle sized dog, but
remarkable for bone ; the upper part of his
fore leg was nearly, if not quite, as thick as
our wrist, 1o which the " round cat foot" pre-
sented a grotesque appendage. We felt con-
vinced that he must be dead slow ; and on
hinting our opinion, we were given to under-
stand he did not run well up, and had by no
means answered the expectations formed from
his extraordinary developement of bone. How
was it possible? his fore legs and feet were
an absolute malformation !

For a correct idea of the perfection of the
foot of the pointer, we should steadily keep in
view tie long wiry narrow toe, and indeed
the altogether exquisite formation of the foot

I

of the hare:—Whence arises the extraor-
dinary speed (and also strength) of this sur-
prising little animal, but from that peculiarity
of conformation for which it is pre-eminently
distinguished ? The hare has no ball to her
foot ; the dog cannot be divested of this
cushion like appendage ; but, in breeding,
nothing should be negected tiiatwill be likely
to reduce its size and softness (so conspicuous
in the Spanish pointer) as well as to lengthen
and harden the toes. When the foot of the
pointer is formed so as to approach as nearly
as possible that of the hare, his limbs strong
and straight, his chest " low dropping," loins
broad, &c. he will go throu;jh a lengthened
degree of exertion which would be regarded
as impossible, by those who have paid but
slight attention to the subject.

We are told it was an Earl of Surrey that
first taught the dog to set or stand at game,
but which of these Earls the writer has not
condescended, or has not been able perhaps, to

inform us ; however, the original date of this

transaction amounts to nothing, since, who-
ever may lay claim to the authorship, the idea
arose, beyond all question, from the following
circumstance :—All dogs that will hunt will
be found, while young to dash headlong into
their game and force it to spring : but, in the
course of a short period, when they find they
cannot catch it by pursuit, they will be ob-
served, as soon as they recognize the scent, to

draw more warily upon it, and, after having
made a near approach, they will pause for a
few seconds, in order to ascertain the exact
spot, if possible, where it lies concealed, for

the purpose of seizing it before it springs.

Hence originated the notion of the setting

dog :—his temporary pause was improved into

a steady point.

It is not a difficult matter to make any dog
set or point, that will hunt ; but, at the same
time it must be admitted, there are various
kinds of these animals, which, however
steadily they may point the game, are not
well calculated for what the French call La
Chasse au Fusil; or, in other words, for the

pursuit of the grouse on the rugged blue
mountains of the north, or the paitridge in

the inclosures and more cultivated grounds.
A dog for the purpose in question should have
an elegant lofty range, should possess consi-

derable speed, as well as strength and spirit

io endure long and fatiguing exertion. For
such a combination the well-bred pointer,

(such, for instance, as adorns our present num-
ber) is well, we might say, pre-eminently,
calculated ; for, although there are sportsmen
to be met with who prefer the setter to the

pointer, on account of his superior strength

and hardihood, yet we cannot give in to such
an opinion ; since, as these qualities, the ca-

pacity of enduring exertion or fatigue, are the

result of animal organization, so, when the

pointer is bred as he ought to be, he will be
found equal to the setter in strength and en-

durance, superior in the acuteness of his ol-

factory organs, and steadier also.
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The pointers whose portraits accompany
this publication, were allowed to follow their

master into the field as soon as their strength

would enable them, before they could manage
to surmount the ditches, over which they had
frequently to be lifted. They taught or broke
themselves into the business they were in-

tended to pursue, and were never terrified by
the whip of the professed dog-breaker. The
author of the Sportsman's Cyclopedia, &c. &c.

generally contrived to have his whelps brought

forth in the latter end of February or the

early part of March ; and, as soon as the hay
was cleared off" the ground, lie allowed them
to follow him into the fields, where they imme-
diately began to hunt, and very soon to set

young partridges which might be ft)und run-
ning in the after-grass tovvards evening, very

steadily. This was adopting the admirable
maxim, " Train up a child," &c. and thus,

without trouble, his young pointers might be
said to educate themselves; and, it maybe
justly observed, that self-acquirement, or

self-acquired education, uniformly makes the

most lasting and the most perfect impression
on the mind. Towards the latter end of the

month of September, they were shot over, and
taken out regularly during the remainder of
the season.

It has been supposed by some, that dogs
which slip so naturallyintotheraethodofpoint-
ing, acquire afterwards too much set ; this,

however, is quite a mistaken notion : ill-bred

dogs will frequently be guilty of the incurable
fault just mentioned (and in fact an ill-bred

dog is very seldom worth keeping) ; but the

breed of dogs under consideration, three beau-
tiful specimens or samples of which we have
placed before the eyes of our readers, never
contracted the lazy, evil, degenerate habit

of pointing at nothing, if such an anomaly
maybe allowed; on the contrary, their in-

dex was as true as the gnomon of the sun dial

;

while their backing, down charge, and uni-

form obedience, mode of ranging, &c. &c.
were as perfect as possible ; they may be re-

garded as the perfection of the pointer : better

dogs for the gun were never seen ; as far as

relates to beauty of form, we will leave the

reader to judge for himself.

However, let it be well remembered by
those who are desirous to breed pointers, (and
the same rule will apply to every variety of

the canine tribe) that it does not necessarily

follow, because the best possible breed has

been obtained, it can be continued or propa-

gated in perfection inclusively, or upon the

in-and-in sjstem of procreation ; so far from

this, recourse must be frequently had to strains

as remote as possible from any degree of con-

sanguinity ; and, although an occasional iw-

cestuous dip may be advisable, particularly

on the score of beauty, circumspection and
judgment should be exercised on such occa

sions, or the most injurious consequences can

scarcely fail to result. Even in having re-

course to crosses from str.\nge blood care

should be taken to select the individuals so as

to secure the utmost beauty of form as well as
every other requisite ; if, on one sid.;, there

happen defect, an attempt should be i lade to

neutralize or correct it, by the preponicrance
of the part orquality, on the other. If pointers

are bred absolutely in-and-in, they will be

found gradually to lose their faculties, will

become diseased, and in a short time, 'vill be
utterly incapable of continuing their » >ecies.

Further, let those who breed pointers keep in

mind the preponderating inflnonce of the
male, particularly where recourse may be had
to a strain utterly unconnected by the slightest

degree of consanguinity ; also, it may fre-

^ently be observed, thnt the females of a
litter will present a strong likeness of the sire,

while those of the opptjsite sex will be found
to approximate the dam ; observatiors, we
have reason to believe, generally applicable to

animated nature.

We have heard inconsiderate sportsm >.n re-

commend a crois with the setter. We have
witnessed the experiment of this incongruous
conjunction ropeatedly ; one good dog in five

hundred may l)e thus obtained; but in gone-

ral the off'sMring of the pointer and settei are

very unruly, very obstinate, and very raiely

indeed worth the trouble of rearing.

What aie well understood amongst sports-

men by t he term cross-bred dogs, we reg ird

with contempt, though an extraordinary ani-

mal (one in ten thousand perhaps) has been
occasioniilly thus produced. The late Col.

Thornton's Dash, is the most celebrated of

these seni-mongrels. Dash was produced by

a cross of the foxhound with a highly bied

pointer I itch ; he was remarkable for his stj le

of ranging upon the moors, as well as for 1 is

superior method of finding game; he was
equally excellent in partridge shooting, and
backed other dogs as steadily as possible.

This dog was sold to the late Sir Richaid
Symons for one hundred and sixty pounds'

worth of Champagne and Burgundy, which
had been purchased at the French Ambas-
sador's sale, a hogshead of claret, an elegant

gun, and a
i^
ointer ; with a stipulation that if

any accident befel him, as might render him
unfit to hunt, he was to be returned to the

Colonel for fifty guineas. Dash had the mis-

fortune to break his leg ; he was therefore sen t

to Colonel Tho nton, who paid the fifty-

guineas, and kept the dog as a stallion: from

whom, however, a single whelp worth keep-

ing was never procured. Nor was such a cir-

cumstance likely ; >he stock of these cross-

bred dogs is uniformly good for nothing.

The late Rev. W. Daniel, compiler of the

Rural Sports (which, if the plates be excepted,

is one of the most ill-.ligested farragos that

ever disgraced a scribbler, or insulted the ge-

nuine sportsman;) extols Colonel Thornton's

Dash as a dog from which to procure superior

pointers ; while in the sari e volume, at some

pages distance, he gives a s( riking specimen of

physiological ignorance, and consequent in-

capacity for the task which he had under-

taken. " Upon no account (says he) accept
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or keep a spaniel (it is needless to tell a

sportsman not to breed from) which has any
taint of the hound in his pedigree ; although

for generations back, they will be sure to

hunt hare in preference to winged game, and
the stock may be crossed everlastingly, may
attain beauty, strength, symmetry, yet this

latent spark of the harrier will never be ex-
tinguished, and they will always shew their

predilection for hare whenever they have an
opportunity, and this generally happens when
their goodness is most required; namely, in

cover, wheie the winged game is preserved,

and there, for the most part, hares are also in

the greatest plenty. A stronger instance
could not be well exhibited, than in the

spaniels of the deceased Lord Walthara
and Mr. Hoare: a road only parted the seats

of these two gentlemen, and their gamekeepers
frequently shot in the woods together : their

dogs were equally handsome ; but those of

the former would drive hares the day through,

and consequently sprung everything that ac-

cidentally laid in their course ; whilst those

of the latter no more ran hares than they did
sheep ; they would indeed lind the hares, but
follo^v no farther than they could see them :

they were always in their places, twisting

around every stub with that agility, and pos-

sessed such fineness of nose, that neither

woodcock nor pheasant could escape their

search. Lord Walthara's spaniel bitches had
originally a cross of the beagle, and although
this was tried to be remedied by resorting to

the best dogs, the tendency to hare could
never be removed." What ridiculous, what
preposterous, nonsense !

To say nothing of the reverend gentleman's
ignorance cf our vernacular idiom, or his ill-

defined notion of the grammatical construc-

tion of the English language, what does this

prove? Why, that Lord Waltham's keepers,

like W. Daniel, did not understand their

business. " The tendency to hare could never

he lemoved:" indeed ! Then how came the

tendency to fox to be subdued in Colonel
Thornton's Dash? But, above all, how came
the tendency to i;are to be subdued in our
pointers, since the very best of them have a

cross of tlie liound ? It would seem strange

indeed, if spaniels could not be prevented
from chasing hares, since the foxhound, the

most hardy and intractable perhaps of any of

the dog tribe used in the pursuit of game, is

not only restrained from pursuing hares, but
also from following any other animal, and
kept as steady as possible to the pursuit of

the fox.

Nothing is more common than to hear the
sagacity of the Newfoundland dog and the

Poodle extolled to the skies, but they are not
superior to the well bred pointer in intellec-

tual capacity: indeed, this quality, by what-
ever name it may be distiuguished, will be
found precisely in proportion to the expansion
of the head ; and, as we have already ob-
served that the sense of smell is regulated
upon a similar principle, a person who has

duly considered the subject, will be able to
form a tolerably accurc.te opinion of either
the one or the other by the appearance of the
animal.

The recumbent figure in the engraving
(Bob) was remarkably sagacious ; he pos-
sessed canine discrimination in the superla-
tive degree. On returning home from shoot-
ing, in passing a pit, a couple of wild ducks
rose from it : the gentleman to whem we have
frequently alluded in the course of this arti-

cle, the owner of the dog, brought them down
one with each barrel. One of them fell into
the water. The gentleman was accompanied
by three pointers, one of which was the dog
just mentioned; but, as the coming upon
these ducks was a mere accident, and the pit

being overhung witli trees, and fringed with
brushwood, the dogs, though put on the qui
vive, were not exactly aware for what the gun
had been discharged. How to get the duck
out of the water became the object of consi-
deration : Bob, though not fond of taking
water, had repeatedly fetched a wounded or
dead bird out of it, nevertheless. At length,
by lifting the dog in his arms, his master con-
trived to shew Bob the floating object which
he was desirous to obtain. The dog entered
the water immediately, swam up to it, took it

in his mouth—but he no sooner perceived it

was not his legitimate game than he spurned
it with contempt—he returned without the
duck, nor could he be induced to fetch it out

:

a partridge he would have brought out with-
out hesitation.

A sportsman ought never to lend a pointer,

since a dog, whatever his good qualities may
be, will not serve a stranger either so willingly

or so well, as his master, and returns home
all the worse for the indiscreet experiment.
However, a friend being very importunate,
the owner of the pointers whose portraits ac-

company the present number, after some he-
sitation, agreed to accommodate him with
Bob, who was well advanced in life, liad seen
an aDundanceof gamefall beforehim, and was
a finished adept at his business. The gentle-

man prepared for the field, and the dog, per-
ceiving the shooting jacket, gun. Sec. accom-
panied him without hesitation. In about two
hours the dog was observed, at the distance
of several fields, returning home very leisurely

and very unconcernedly— and home he came,
followed in some fifteen or twenty minutes by
the gentleman. It was easy to guess what
had occurred. The gentleman had not killed

a bird ; but on repeatedly missing, the dog
began to testify symptoms of uneasiness and
dissatisfaction ; and, at length, after some
half-score shots had been wasted, Bob un-
ceremoniously gave up and returned honjc.

The lender was prepared for sucii a result.

He was aware his friend was a very indiflerent

shot ; and as the dog had been in the habit of

observing the game fall when the gun fired,

he concluded Bob would suspend his exertions

when he found them unavailing.

We have already observed, that any dog
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which will hunt may be taught to set. We
once saw an animal bred between the water
spaniel and the shepherd's dog tliat pointed
partridges as steadily as possible. Indeed, it

would appear as if this maiKjeuvre or act of
pointing, depending as it does on the sense of
smell, is not exactly confined to the dog tribe,

as the following anecdote will render mani-
fest; which, however, we should not intro-

duce, were not its authenticity placed beyond
all doubt. A black sow, belonging to Richard
Toomer, acquired the knack of pointing.
Slut was bred in the New Forest, Hampshire,
and was of that sort of hog which maintain
themselves upon the wild productions of the
Forest, except when they have young, when
they require extra food for a few weeks. She
was given, when about three months old, by
Thomas to his brother, Richard Toomer
(both keepers in the Forest) for (he purpose
of breeding. Little notice was taken of her
till she was about eighteen months old, as

she had not produced any young: she was
seldom seen near the lodge, but chanced to

be observed one day near that place, when
Thomas Toomer happened to be there. The
brothers were concerned together in breaking
pointers and setters, some of their own breed-
ing, and others which were sent from different

gentlemen; of the latter, although they Avould
stand and back, many were so indifferent that

they would neither hunt, nor express any
satisfaction when birds were killed and placed
before them. The slackness in these dogs
first suggested the idea, that by the same
method any other animal might be taught to

stand, and do as well as one of those huntless
and inactive pointers. At this instant the

sow passed by, and was remarked as being
extremely handsome. R. Toomer threw her
a piece or two of oatmeal roil, for which she
appeared grateful and approached very near;
from that time they determined to make a
sporting pig of her. The first step was to

give her a name, and that of Slut (given in

consequence of having soiled herself in a bog)
she acknowledged in the course of the day,
and never afterwards forgot. Within a fort

night, she would find and point partridges

and rabbits, and her training was much for-

warded by the abundance of both which were
found near the lodge. She daily improved,
and in a few weeks would retrieve birds that

had ran as well as the best pointer; nay, her
nose was superior to any pointer they ever
possessed, and no men in England had better.

They hunted principally on the moors and
heaths. Slut has stood partridges, black

game, pheasants, snipes, and rabl)its, in the

same day, but was never known to point a

hare. She was seldom taken by choice more
than a mile or two from the lodge, but has

frequently joined them when out with their

pointers, and continued witii them several

hours. She has sometimes stood a jack-snipe

when all the pointers had passed it. She

would back the dogs when they pointed ; but

the dogs refused to back her until spoke to,

these dogs being trained to make a general

halt when the word was given whether any
dog pointed or not ; so that she has been fre-

quently standing in the midst of a field of

pointers. In consequence of the dogs not

liking to hunt when she was with them (for

they dropped their sterns and .shewed symp-
toms of jealousy) she did not very often ac-

company them, except for the novelty, or

when she accidentally joined them in the
Forest. The pace vv;is mostly a trot ; and she
was seldom known to gallop, except when
called to go out shooting: upon which occa-
sion, she would come off the forest home, at

full stretch (for she was never shut up, but to

prevent being out of the sound of the call or

whistle, when a party of gentlemen had ap-
pointed to see her out next day, and which
she obeyed as readily as a dog ;) and be as

much elated as a dog upon being shewn the
game. She always expressed great pleasure
when game, either dead or alive, was shewn
to her. She has frequently stood a a single

partridge at forty yards distance, her nose in

a direct line to the bird ; after standing some
considerable time, she would drop, still keep-
ing her nose in a direct line for the game,
and would continue in that position until the

game moved. If it took wing, she would
come up to the place, and put her nose down
two or three times ; but, if a bird ran off, she
would get up, go to the place, and draw
slowly after it; when the bird stopped, she
would stand it as before. The Toomers lived

about seven miles apart, at Rhinefield and
Broomey Lodges; Slut has many times gone
by herself from one lodge to the other, as if

to solicit the gratification of being taken out

with the gun. She was about five years old

when her master died, and at the sale of his

pointers, &c. she was purchased by Sir H.
Mildmay, and sent to Dogmersfield Park,

where she remained some years : she was last

in the possession of Colonel Sikes, was then

ten years old, and had become fat and slug-

gish, but would point game as well as before

When killed, which was at Bassilden House,
Slut weighed seven hundred pounds: we
envy not the feelings of a man who could

order the slaughter of such an animal.

Important Invention.—A tree man of colour,

Henry Blair by name, has invented a machine

called the corn-planter, which is now exhibiting at the

capital of Washington. The Intelligencer describes it as

a very simple and ingenious machine, which, as moved

by a horse, opens the furrow, drops (at proper intervals,

and in an exact and suitable quantity) the corn, covers

it, and levels the earth, so as, in fact, to plant the corn

as rapidly as a horse can draw a plough over the

ground. The inventor thinks it will save the labour of

eight men. He is about to make some alterations in

it, to adapt it to the planting of cotton.

—

New York

Paper.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

[The subjoined letter arrived too late for insertion

in the Magazine published on the first of August,

but as it contains much valuable information on the

State of the crops during the month of July, although

late, we think it will still be found interesting.- -Ed.

F. M.]

Sir.—The revolving year with its succession of

seasons, in this our beautiful country and temperate

climatt', must appear even to the town immolated part

of the community, as the grandest and most sublime

work of our Merciful Creator; and to the husbandman
it seems especially to be bestowed as the means of re-

ward to his care and toil, and as a perfect fulfilment

of the promise given to our first parents, that by in-

dustry man should eat bread, although the ground
had been cursed by his disobedience.

During the last month of beautiful hay-making
weather, this department of agriculture has pro-

ceeded, as it needs must have done, speedily and
satisfactorily, and on the grass land generally,

particularly on the low marshy lands, satisfactory

both as to quality and quantity, but not so how-
ever in the latter respect as regards the red

clover and other artificial grasses, for here has

been an unusual falling off in quantity, with the

exception of the crop grass which has been good
every where. It has been a rare occurence dur-

ing the spring and summer to see a good piece

of clover, and I do not recollect to have seen fifty

acres of seeds likely to produce a fair average growth.

The winter tares were however remarkably fine and
produced an immense supply of food on almost every
farm, thus oflfering a good substitute for clover, both

for green food and hay. The making of tares into

hay is a tedious process, but if circumstances happen
to be favourable, it is a capital fodder for cattle and
sheep, and they will usually eat it in preference either

to grass or clover hay. Tares for this purpose should
I think be cut immediately the first pod appears, for

if they be allowed to remain growing beyond this

stage they lose much of their nutritious property.

The forward sown turnips, particularly the Swedes,
are looking very well, and many acres in this part of
the country are now undergoing the process of hoeing.

—July, lath. It is astonishing the manner in which
the plants have carried themselves during the late

dry weather, and it is only the exception where the
fly has been of serious injury. Thus, with a better

crop of hay secured than we had last year, and a far

better prospect for a turnip crop, it may fairly be
presumed that lean sheep will bear a higher price,

for although the value of mutton has considerably
fallen of late, it yet bears a good price, and wool
still remains a far higher price than any other article

of agricultural production. At Finden Lamb Fair in

this county on the 12th inst, where not more than
four thousand were penned. Lambs sold from 13s to

21s. It was a very heavy trade and less than a half
of the lambs were disposed of. Some wool was
sold at 20s. At Horsham Fair on the 18th inst.,

the best Lambs sold readily, from 20s to 23s, but
lambs of inferior quality hung rather on hand, but
these also were pretty generally cleared off at the end
of the day at from 12s to 18s. A very few ewes only
were offered, and I heard of one hundred only beino-

sold ; these fetched 33s per head, but they were far
superior to the average run of Down ewes. A few
wether Tegs were sold from 25s to 28s.

The harvest is again approaching, and consequently
the prospect of the diflTerent crops offers the usual

interest of this season of the year. I will speak first

as to the wheat, which will I think in this county
prove to be somewhat below an average produce ; we
have not seen so much difference in this grain on the
good and inferior land, and I must add, on the good
and inferior farming also, as we do at the present
time, since the year 1831. On the best coast land
there will not I think be much short of an average
crop, but on the wet cold land and the high chalky
and gravelly soils there will be a considerable defi-

ciency. As an instance of this, Ucenty acres of wheat
in the neighbourhood of Chichester, on a dry and poor
shiave, have been sold for fifty pounds, and I am told

the purchaser will have a dear bargain. This is

undoubtedly an extreme case, but there is a consider-
able breadth of wheat this year very inferior in quality
to any we have had for the last four years. I had
last week an opportunity afforded me by a friend
who farms on a dry and inferior soil, of witnessing
the eflfect of the application of soot on young wheat
in the spring. The field to which I now allude, has
been partly dressed over at the rate of thirty bushels
of soot to the acre, and it is quite astonishing to see
the benefit that it has afforded to the crop of wheat.
Nothing can be more conclusive as to the virtue of
this description of dressing, than the experiment
which I am now speaking of. The field was sown
with wheat out of a clover ley, without any manure
being laid on, the whole of the piece having been
previously to this year farmed in an exactly similar

manner. The field perhaps is seven acres, and about
four acres (the poorest part of the enclosure) were
selected for sowing the soot on, the remaining three

acres not having any soot applied. I have no doubt
but that at harvest there will be eight bushels of

wheat more an acre on the part that was sooted, than
there will be on the part to which no soot was ap-

plied. The cost of the soot was sixpence a bushel,

being at the rate of fifteen shillings an acre for thirty

bushels. The whole of the expense attending the

dressing will not exceed twenty shillings per acre,

the increase of the value of an acre of wheat will be
forty-eight shillings, or eight bushels of wheat at six

shillings a bushel, thus leaving a net profit of twenty-

eight shillings per acre after deducting the cost and
expenses of the soot, and as to any additional labour

brought about by an extra crop, such as reaping,

threshing, harvesting, &c., the increased quantity of

straw will entirely liquidate.

The appearance of the wheat has universally im-

proved during the last month, and it has become
much higher than it promised to be, but on close

examination a very considerable proportion is found
deficient in straw, and which deficiency will be far

more easily detected when the ribband to the wheat
falls and leaves the ear to stand on its own merits.

The appearance of the barley, like the wheat crop

differs considerably in different soils and circum-

stances, and may prove less than an average, although

some barley on the good land is looking very well

indeed. On the oat crop there is no question, it will

be very deficient—in fact there are only a few pieces

of good oats to be found on the best land, and when
there is difficulty of finding instances of a fair pro-

mise of any particular grain on the good land, there

is not usually found much difiiculty in finding num-
berless instances of miserable failures of the same
description of corn, on the poorer soils, and thus it

is with the oats this season. The pulse crops, parti-

cularly the peas and tares, are generally good, and
consequently it may faiily be presumed that after the

ensuing harvest, the food for man and the food for

swine will again return to something like an usual

I

proportionate price, and not present in the market
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the anomaly which existed last year ; viz. hog-corn

bearing a higher price, than the corn -which pro-

duces the main staff of man's food. The corn

markets at this time, July 16, possess a firmness

which it would be reasonable to suppose the con-

tinued favourable weather to expedite the harvest,

would have the effect of destroying, and this un-

doubtedly would be the case, but from the shortness

of the supplies throughout the kingdom. That the

supi)lies should be short after so abundant a harvest

as the last is somewhat curious, and the circumstance

can only be accounted for by the importations of

wheat from Ireland having fallen off, together with

the consumption of wheat during the winter by cattle,

and the exportations to America and to our own Colo-

nies of wheat and flour having been very far beyond

the extent generally supposed. The foregoing causes

may account for the present deficient supply, and
the impression that the forthcoming crop will be less

than an average, may induce some little speculation

on wheat ; and the Joint Stock Banks have assuredly

increased the circulating medium of the country, and
this last circuvutance has no trifling effect on prices,

whatever may be said to tlie contrary by tlie disciples

of the " supply and demand" doctrine. A ])Ientiful

circulating medium is the cause of an extensive de-

mand for the necessaries of life ; and a high or remu-
nerating price is the effect of this cause. A dense po-

pulation without the means of purchase, forms no

cause for the demand of the comforts of life, altiiough

it is assuredly the cause of demand for just so much
garbage as will barely sustain human existence. The
exportation of wheat and bacon from Ireland, and
the demand for potatoes and buttermilk there, is a

case in point, and consequently it is absurd to rea-

son that with an increased population the demand for

luxuries will increase, unless you have a like increase

of circulating medium, or in other words, unless you
first create the commodity necessary to negotiate the

transfer of the various articles (which are generally

admitted to be necessary to civilised life), from the

producer to the consumer.—I am. Sir, your obedient

and very humble servant,

Sussex, Julv rS, 1836. AGRICULTOR.

GRAND AGRICULTURAL DINNER AT
THE MAIDSTONE NEW CORN EX-
CHANGE.
The dinner in celebration of the opening of the

New Corn Exchange was held on Thursday, July

28, in that very commodious building. Lord Mar-
sham presided, T. Rider, Esq. filled the deputy chair,

and about 450 guests, principally highly respectable

agriculturists from the surrounding districts, at-

tended. We noticed amongst others. Sir \V. Geary,

Bart., M.P., T. L. Hodges, Esq., M.P., Wyndham
Lewis, Esq., JM.P., the Mayor of Maidstone, Revs.

Messrs. Reeve, Parker, and Haslewood, Sir J. D.
Thompson, Drs. AVelch and Sibbald, Colonel Mid-
dleton. Major Wayth ; Esqs. J. Jacohson, T. F. Best,

Wykeham, Martin, J. S. Douglas, J. Brenchley, W.
H. Stacey, &c. &c.

The usual loyal toasts were drank with the healths

of the noble Chairman, the Members for the County,

and the Borough, &c., &c. Several excellent

speeches were made, but we have not space for more
than the subjoined.

Sir W. Gfahy rose to propose a toast which was
of such great importance that he begged gentlemen

to fill their glasses— bumi'eks—[Sir AVilliam at-

tempted to shout out this word in the style of the

toast-master, of whose talent he really gave a very

tolerable imitation ; the joke was received with great

cheering.] He apologized for his presumption in

supposing that any of them were not likely to do

justice to the toast. It was one in which he was
personally interested, as he believed to be the case,

more or less, with every one round him, and de-

manded the respect of every company into which it

could be introduced. No person, capable of reflec-

tion, could doubt him, when he said that he thought
the agricultural interest of this country superior to

every other. (^Cheering.) He thought no one would
deny that the agricultural interest was bound up
with every other interest of this mighty empire.

Whenever the agricultural interest was made to give

way to the other interests, he thought that it would
be a most unfortunate time for this country. (Great

cheering.) When long wars were taking place, and
bore hard upon the moral energies of this country,

who was there to man their fleets and fill their

armies but the agriculturists 1 He hoped that they

would always be found combined under the great

principles of truth. Their motto was ''live and let

live"

—

(Benewed cheering),—and they only claimed

that protection which they deserved of the country.

He therefore would propose " Success to the agri-

cultural interest, and may the rulers of this country

never forget them, but give them that due attention

which their importance demanded."—Drank with

three times three.

J. Ellis, Esq., of Barming, rose to return thanks,

hut such confusion prevailed that we could not hear

a syllable he uttered, although itwas evident from

his gesticulations that he was speaking for a minute

or two. The Toast-master and the noble Chairman
in vain attempted to procure silence. Mr. C. G.
Whittaker, however, was loudly cheered, and during

the short period of attention which his interposition

procured, Mr. Ellis addressed the meeting in nearly

the following terms :—The having for the last thirty

years attended every public meeting that has been

held in this town, and most of those in London on

the subject of agriculture, will I trust be an excuse

for rising to thank the hon. hart, for the very hand-

some manner in which he has proposed the toast, as

well as to express my gratification in witnessing the

general warmth of sentiment in and from all parts of

the meeting in drinking it. From the long and con-

stant communication I have had with agriculturists

from all parts, I am fully convinced they only ask

for common justice, by being equally protected and

taxed with the other classes of society.

T. L. Hodges, Esq., M.P. then rose to propose a

toast, and, after a few sentences, was listened to with

marked attention. He was afraid that at this period

of the evening many of the gentlemen present might

wish to depart for their homes, but it was some satis-

faction to know that the toast, that had been intrusted

to him, was the last upon the list. Although last,

however, it was not least in importance, as it re-

garded the county of Kent, and which he be-

lieved thev would drink with as much applause

as that which had been proposed by his hon. col-

league ;—more y)articularly as this toast was a

branch of agriculture almost confined to this and

one other count}'. The toast was " Prosperity to

the hop growers of Kent and Sussex." (Great

cheering.) He rejoiced at the pleasant prospect

which now presented itself to tlie eyes of the hop

grower, for although he did not think that the duty

would reach the sum at which some gentlemen had

fixed it, yet ho believed that no person would regret

the fact" unless it were the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer. {Cheers and laughter.) He wished also

to congratulate them on the unequivocal symptoms
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of improvement in the agricultural interests which
were now developing themselves. It might be truly

said, that the agricultural was the foundation of all

other interests ; but he would also beg to call their

attention to the fact, that it was impossible for agri-

culture to flourish, unless trade and commerce also

flourished. (Great cheering.) He was happy to

mention an instance, in which this improvement in

manufactures had been proved. He had been re-

cently told by a Lancashire member, that the poor
rates in Manchester, which were a short time since
no less than twelve shillings in the pound, had been
reduced to the comparatively insignificant sum of
one shilling and fourpeuce. ( Cheers.) This had not
been caused by the operation of the poor-law, for it

had not as yet extended itself into that county. Such
was the improvement in the manufacturing interest,

and the agriculturists were experiencing the benefit
of it. The noble Chairman, in one of tlie many elo-

quent addresses which he had made on that day, had
touched upon one subject, which had made a great
impression on his mind—namely, the state of the
agricultural labourers in the neighbourhood of this

great town. This was a subject of deep and great
interest. A great change had taken place in the con-
dition of this class of men by the late alteration in

the law. (Hear, hear.J Duties most important in
themselves had now arisen, and pressed themselves
on the attention of the people of property of this

great county; and the question was, how tliey could
best supply that assistance which the law had denied,
and how to lay the foundation of a lasting improve-
ment in the condition of the most important, the
most useful, and, he might say, hitherto the most
unfortunate, class of men. (Great cheering.) It
would be their duty to provide the means of afford-
ing local assistance to the individual exertions of the
industrious,—to assist every man within their in-
fluence, in endeavouring to obtain an honest liveli-

hood for himself,—and to regard with compassion
and great forbearance the occasional outbreaks which
a change of condition invariably produced in that
class of men. The local authorities of Maidstone
were fully prepared to enforce the law wherever it

might be outraged—but he was addressing men who
would rather resort to any other remedy than the
law. If the possessors of property which had been
allowed to accumulate throughout this country—and
he begged to say that no nation in the world pos-
sessed equal wealth with this kingdom,—he was
quite satisfied that if the duties to which he had al-
luded were fairly performed by the possessors of
this property—if they only assisted, from the ample
store that Providence had given them, the industri-
ous and deserving to struggle for themselves—he
was quite satisfied that no amount of distress would
ever endanger either the security or the property of
this great country. (Great cheering.) He hoped
that their increase of wealth would be accompanied
with a corresponding increase of kindness, and that
the rich would never fail to show the greatest re-
gard for their poorer neighbours. Looking, there-
fore, with confidence to the improvement of agricul-
ture—hoping that the improvement which had been
commenced would continue its progress undisturbed

;

and that its recipients would use it for the benefit of
the community, and thus lay the lasting foundation
for the glory and prosperity of England—he felt the
most sincere pleasure in ])roposing as a toast, " Pros-
perity to the hop-growers of Kent and Sussex."
(Loud and long continued cheering.) The toast was
drank with the greatest possible enthusiasm.

The noble Chairman then left the chair, and the
bulk of the company retired from the room.

SMALL ALLOTMENTS.

Mr. Baker, of Cottesmore, Rutland, on Wednes-
day the 20th July, invited the clergy and the largest

occupiers of land from the several parishes where
this system has been at work upon Sir Gerard Noel's
estate, to receive the seventh annual report and
statement of prizes, which in this year were awarded
by Mr. Cheetham, of Hambleton, Mr. Pickering, of
Beaumont Chase, and Mr. Rudkin, of Langham
Lodge, on Monday the 18th, Tuesday the 19th, and
Wednesday the 20th. The party, as usual, were
entertained by an examination of Allotments in Cot-
tesmore and Barrow, some Farms and Stock, return-

ing to Cottesmore at three o'clock. The whole of
the business was carefully gone into, and the several

prizes handed over to the parties interested in their

neighbours' honourable and praiseworthy exertions
and conduct. The whole were paid in new coin

received that morning from the Mint. The usual
topics for discussion being disposed of, the opinion
of all present was taken as to the propriety of con-
tinuing the annual examination and prizes, of which
notice had been given a short time previous to the

meeting. They were unanimous in declaring that it

was of importance to continue them ; and many ex-
cellent and well-defined reasons were adduced in

support of it. That the system of quantity of land,

quality, contiguity, and annual examinations, sur-

passed in intrinsic worth all others, and was more
valuable to all parties than any system of the kind
that had 3'et come under their notice, and in this case

Mr. Baker had matured and carried out in all its

bearings the principle of his excellent letter addressed
to Sir Gerard Noel, Bart., in February, 183'i, which
scheme had been so warmly supported by that kind-
hearted, liberal landlord and friend to the working-

classes, both in money and personal attention. The
following is a copy of the prize award :

—

UPPINGHAM.—ifeo. — Dimock's Land.

1st Prize, for g-ood cultivation, 10s to No. 6, Samuel
Riddle.

2d ditto, for ditto, 7s to No. 7, Samuel Thorpe.
3d ditto, for ditto, 5s to No. 4, Robert Stretton.

Given by Sir Gerard Noel, Bart.

Commended—No, 2, Michael Cant ; No. 12, George
Nutt.

Sir G. NoeVs Land.
1st Prize, for good cultivation, 10s to No. 12, Anty.

Strefton.

2d ditto, for ditto, 7s to No. 17, Thomas Trigg.
3d ditto, for ditto, 5s to No. U, .Tames Elliott.

Commended—No. 8, Thos. Nutt ; No. 7, John Page

;

2s each.
Under the 11th Rule, " It is expected that every

occupier shall attend some place of worship at least
once every Sunday, &c. &c."—Recommended by the
Vestry.—Joseph Nutt, John Page, Wm. Baines, John
IMould, Wm. Mould, John Coulson, Geo. Nutt, 2s
each. Given by Sir Gerard Noel, Bart.

RIDLINGTON.
1st Prize, for good cultivation, 10s to No. 1, John

Haines.
2d ditto, for ditto, 7s to No. 6, John Barfield.
3d ditto, for ditto, 5s to No. 3, Wm. Wright.

Given by the Rev. C. Swann.
Commended—No. 7, Edward Russell; No. 9. Tho-

mas Manton ; No. 11, Frances Pennystone ; 2s each,
by Sir G. Noel.

New Allotments.

1st Prize, for good cultivation, 10s to No. 5, Joseph
Harris.

2d ditto, for ditto, 7s to No. 7, Robert Manton.
3d ditto, for ditto, 5s to No. 1, George Webb.
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Given by Sir G. Noel, Bart.

Commended—No. 2, Joseph Woodcock : 3, John
Dunmore ; 2s each ; by Sir Gerard Noel. Bart.

Under the lllh Rule.—Joseph Bryan, Joseph Wood-
cock, John Dunmore, Geo. Pennystone, Fras. Penny-
stone, Wm. Munton, Robert Munton, William Wright

;

Edward Russell, Joseph Harris, Geo. Webb, Joseph
Barfield, 2s each, by Sir Gerard Noel, Bart.

BARROW.
1st Prize, for good cultivation, 10s* 5st to No. 7, Fras.

Simons.
2d ditto, for ditto, 7s* 3st to No. 5, John Leeson.

3d ditto, for ditto, 5s* 2st to No. 9, John Letherland.

Those marked thus* were given by the Rev. Henry
Nevile, and those marked thusf by the Rev. John Hin-
man in addition.

Commended—No. 10, Wm. Freeman ; No. 1, Widow
Munton ; No. 2, Wm. Huffil! ; 2s each, by Sir Gerard
Noel, Bart.

Under the 11th Rule,—John Letherland, Thomas
Searson, John Leeson, Widow Munton, 2s each, by
Sir G. Noel, Bart.

EXXON.
1st Prize, for good cultivation, 10s to No. 5, Thos.

BuUimore.
2d ditto, for ditto, 7s to No. 37, John Martin.

3d ditto, for ditto, 5s to No. 31, John Scotney.

Very much commended—No. 35, John Wiles, No.
36, John Cross, 3s each.

Commended—No.2, Everard Cole; No. 21, Joseph
Fant ; No. 24, FJohu Young ; No. 32, Luke Hibbitt

;

No. 40, Amos Hibbitt ; No. 43, Joseph Royce : No.
44, Thomas Wilson ; No. 49, Wm. Webster ; No. 50,

George Woodward ; 2s each.

By Sir Gerard Noel. Bart.

COTTESMORE.
1st Prize, for good cultivation, 10s to No. 9, John

Tyler.

2d ditto, for ditto, 7s to No. 7, Robert Hill.

3d ditto, for ditto, 5s to No. 4, Widow Rawlins.

Given by the Rev. Henry Neville.

23 was also given by the Judges to Widow Rawlins.

Very much commended—No. 2, Widow Sharpe, 3s

by Sir G. Noel, Bart., 4s by the Judges.
Commended—No. 22, Wm. Cox ; No. 23, Edward

Young ; No. 5, Thomas Stimson ; 2s each, by Sir Ger-

rard Noel, Bart.
Under the 11th Rule, and for general good conduct.

—Wm. Chamberlain, Edward Osborn, George Allett,

James Sneath, 2s each, by Sir Gerard Noel, Bart.

WHITWELL.
1st Prize, for good cultivation, 10s to No. 4, John Bol-

lands.

2d ditto, for ditto, 7s to No. 2, Daniel Smith.

3d ditto, for ditto, 5s to No. 6, John Hibbitt,

By Mrs. Ellicott, sen.

Much commended —No, 8, Wm. Smith, 3s, by Sir G.
Noel.

Commended—No. 1, Edward Smith, 2s by ditto.

Under the 11th Rule, " It is expected that every oc-

cupier shall attend some place of worship at least once

every Sunday, &c. &c,''—John Hibbett, John BoUands,

being reported to have attended punctually to this rule,

and for general good conduct, 3s each, by Sir Gerard

Noel, Bart.

Under the 11th Ride—John Allen, Robert Allen,

Henry Hibbitt, John Woodward, 23 each, by Sir Gerard

Noel,
PICKWELL.

1st Prize, for good cultivation, 10s* lOsf, Wm, Lane,

aged 82.

2d ditto, for ditto, 7s* 7st to Wm. Hayes.

3d ditto, for ditto, 5s* Ss-f to Wm. Allett.

Those marked thus * were given by Gerard Noel,

Bart., and those marked thus f by E.W. Wilmot,Esq.

in addition.

Edward Pears deserving of commendation.

The Gardens much superior to any previous year.

Parish v. Parish.—Comparative merits, quality

of the land, situation, clean and useful husbandry, ge-
neral management, and the number of years under the

system—awarded to Ridlington, it being the seventh

year of tenancy, 2s each to all the occupiers, by Sir Ger-
ard Noel, Bart.
The Ransome prize of one sovereign to the occupier

of the best cultivated Allotment in any of the fields or

parishes,—awarded to John Haines, of Ridlington.

RAILWAY COMMUNICATIONS IN
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS,

(from the chronicle,)

One of the causes of general agricultural depres-

sion has been the want to the farmer of the means of

transporting his produce, with rapidity and certainty,

to those districts where larger and better remunerat-

ing prices can be obtained than in his own immediate

vicinity. It is well known that, though extensive

purchases of fat cattle are made every year, in Here-
fordshire and the neighbouring counties, for the

London market, many are deterred from entering into

thetrade by the expense, troubleand difficulty, as well

as certain loss, entailed in bringing beasts to London,
tlie loss being always set down at 10 per cent.

;

sometimes it is even much more. The consequence
is, that the spirit of enterprise is checked, and the

farmer loses the advantages of competition in the

purchase of his cattle, and is often obliged to put up
with prices that do not repay his expenses. Where-
ever railways have been established, they have been

the means of removing this drawback upon agricul-

ture. If railways are allowed in some parts of the

country, they must be established in all; if not, a

monopoly would be enjoyed by the agriculturists in

the railway districts ; thus the farmers near the Bir-

mingham railway will, until other trunks projected

for grazing counties are completed, enjoy the privi-

lege of sending their cattle to the London markets in

a few hours, to the exclusion of the other farmers,

from want of facility of communication.

In order, therefore, to meet the demands of the

farmers of Herefordshire, anil to enable them to

forward their produce to the metropolis in twelve or

thirteen hours, which is precisely the number of days

at present required, a railway has been planned and

surveyed, which will connect the town of Glouces-

ter, now the centre from which several important

trunks radiate, with Hereford, passing through

Newent, Dimock, and Ledbury, thus bringing rail-

ways from the metropolis into the very heart of this

fertile and rich county,

Tlie line of country selected by the Gloucester and

Hereford railway does not present a single engineer-

ing difficulty—it is throughout nearly a perfect level,

and this does away with all necessity for either tun-

nel or inclined plane, which form two most important

drawbacks upon the economical construction of a

railway ; whilst its being almost in a straight line the

whole way, the distance from point to point will not

exceed 27 miles in length. It is in consequence
possessed of advantages such as no other line in

England presents for construction. Independent of

the immense traffic of live stock for the London
market that must take place upon it, it will afford

such facilities of trans])oiting the goods and produce

of Staffordshire and Warwickshire, on the one side,

and the great and important clothing districts of

Gloucestershire, and the eastern counties, on the

other, as to open a new field of commerce altogether;

and it is only necessary to refer to the mjip to see at
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a glance the important collieries with which it can

be brought into immediate contact. The effect will

be to reduce the price of the all important article of

domestic and manufacturing consumption, coal, to at

least one-third its present price in the neighbourhood

of Gloucester, and to increase the carriage on the

railway to an incalculable amount. But the most
important consideration connected with the Glouces-
ter and Hereford railwav is, that it forms part of tlie

actual line of road contemplated to be made for ex-
pediting the communication between London and
Dublin ; and it is probable that the time is but little

distant when this road will be the one used, to the

exclusion of the other great trunks, the shortest of
which is twenty miles longer than this direct line.

Not only then will the passengers and goods from
fully two-third parts of Ireland, which are now con-
veyed along the great northern roads, come along
this line ; but as every day shows the necessity of
having a harbour on the western coast of Ireland for

American vessels to land and receive their passen-
gers and cargoes, in a few years all merchandise,
whether living or dead, destined for the metropolis
of England and the adjacent counties, or coming
from them to be exported to the United States, must
be carried across the Gloucester and Hereford rail-

way. It is, therefore, not possible to find a railway
whicli combines such advantages as this does, whe-
ther viewed in reference to facility of construction,
for there will be neither tunnel nor inclined plane
along its whole course ; and it will be the means of
enabling the agricultural produce of Herefordshire,
and the manufactures of Staflfordshire, Warwickshire,
and Gloucestershire, to be transported all over Eng-
land, whilst it will cause activity in all the collieries

of the district : and, though last not least, form part
of the great line of road that will connect the great
metropolis of England with that of Ireland, and will

be one of the links of the chain of direct communi-
cation between the centre of England and the United
States.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAIDSTONE
GAZETTE.

Sir,—As the columns of your Journal are always
open to any information which may tend to improve
the condition of the labouring population, I take the
liberty of sending you the following hasty sketcli of
what I had the satisfaction of witnessing yester-
day, in the parish of Hadlow, relative to the cottage
allotment system.

Having received an invitation to attend a meeting
of the Labourers' Friend Society at that place, I

' proceeded thither accordingly.
Perhaps I may here observe, that previously to

the receipt of the invitation, I was not aware that

any society of the kind was in operation at Hadlow.
Judge then of my surprise to find that this society,

although not six montbs in existence, was composed
of all the principal landholders in the vicinity of
that parish ; that they had raised a handsome fund
by subscription ; formed an active committee, which
committee had hired a field of eight or nine acres,

contiguous to Hadlow, for the use of the labourers

—

drained a considerable part of it, and divided the
part so drained into nearly fortv allotments, for

which as many industrious labourers drew lots, and
were put in possession at a moderate rent. But
what excited mv greatest surprise was the excellent
state of the cultivation in which I found every allot-

ment. Beans, pease, carrots, parsnips, onions,

potatoes, cabbages, in short every useful vegetable,

might here be found, in a state which wonld not
disgrace a market-gardener—and this too, be it

remembered, achieved since February last.

Too much praise cannot be given to the gentlemen
of the committee for their prompt and eft'ectual ex-
ertions on this occasion. By their efforts between
thirty and forty families of our most valuable popula-
tion have, I trust, been raised in the scale of society
—have been made to feel that they have an interest

in the soil worth protecting ; whilst itis to be hoped
that the degrading term of " parish pauper " will

never attach to them or their children.

The noble example set by the gentlemen and land-
holders in the vicinity of Hadlow, will, I sincerely

hope, be speedily followed by those who may reside

where the allotment system has not been adopted.
Let them reflect that if the Poor Law Amendment bill

presses on the sound part of the labouring com-
munity, they have the power to remove the pressure,

and by so doing to live surrounded by a happy and
contented people,

I am Sir, most obediently yours,
Bearsted-house , 28t/i July, 1836. C. WAYTH.
N.B.— I have no permission to mention names

—

therefore they are omitted.

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
We invite the attention of our Agricultural readers

to the following suggestions ; those on the best time
for cutting the corn, are curious, as they illustrate

the difference of opinion which may exist even
among the most intelligent and experienced farmers,

on points which we should have supposed settled

long since by common consent. As a precautionary

measure, the stacking of corn at a distance from ha}'',

and also from their buildings, cannot be too strongly

recommended. Many of the destructive fires, by
which large quantities of corn have been consumed
in this and the adjoining counties, have been occa-

sioned by neglect of this salutary precaution:

—

Wheat Harvesting.— Professor Musgrave of

Cambridge, has addressed a letter to Farmers, urging
the advantage of cutting wheat early, whilst the

straw is somewhat green. Though the corn may not

look so plump, he says, it will weigh heavier, and
be more highly prized by the miller, inasmuch as it

will yield more flour, probably by two pounds to the

bushel. But the great advantage of the practice is

that the farmer will have double chance of getting in

his crop well ; for if bad weather come he may stop

awhile witiiout hazard, as corn ripens slowly in such
weather ; and he will also harvest it at less expense
and with less loss from broken ears. Except in dry
scorching Summers, he says, wheat is nearly ready
for cutting if the grain is so far formed as not to give

out a fluid milky substance when squeezed between
the finger and thumb, although the straw may have
lost but little of its greenness.—Mr. Thurnall, of
Duxford, contests the position of the Professor.

—

" Wheat,'" he observes, " which has been cut green
is generally found to be very deficient in weight

—

freijuently from four to six, and even seven pounds
per coomb ; and the flour made from it considerably

less in quantity, as well as of inferior quality. The
latter circumstance may easily be imagined, when it

is known that the farinaceous part of immature corn
adheres tenaciously to the rind or bran ; it conse-

quently requires a greater degree of jiressure of the

mill-stone to detach it from the outward skin, and
every miller who understands his business is aware
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that excessive friction in grinding deteriorates the

quality of the flour. There are besides the serious

objections to early cutting, that both the wheat and
the flour are more inclined to spontaneous fermenta-

tion, which generates heat, and they consequently

will not so long retain their condition. As a farmer,

I really am inclined to think that by early cutting a

greater risk of weather is incurred, as the wheat re-

quires to be a much longer time on the shock."

Stackino Corn.—In consequence of the calami-

tous conflagrations which have taken place in the

last few years, it is strongly urged tliat Farmers

should place their corn as far as possible from their

buildings and their hay ; and owners of property

would greatly consult their own interests by en-

forcing the necessity of such precaution. It is no
exaggeration to state that many thousands of pounds

have been sacrificed in the last £ew years by the

practice of crowding corn, hay, outbuildings, and
dwellings Into close contact with each other.

FAILURE OE THE POTATOE CROP.

(to the editor of the DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY
HERALD.)

Castle Douglas, July 16, 1836.

Sir,—From the various reports of the failure of the

potatoe crop in almost every district of the country, and
from being a sufferer myself, I was led to examine
those I had planted in my garden, as well as those I

have in the field, and with the aid of a power^l micro-
scope I discovered the set of the potatoes filled with
living animals of singular organization. They are ofa

light dun colour, with red spots on each side of each
joint, and transparent, and I have observed some with
32 joints in their length, which does not exceed half an
inch ; each of these joints has five legs or feet on each
side of the body, consequently in all 320—and I have
therefore called them the potatoe multipede, or de-
stroyer. Their heads are furnished with long horns

;

and their motions, when taken from the potatoe quick
and lively, and when a small piece of the potato was
laid upon the glass beside one of the animals, it was
immediately approached, and most greedily devoured.
By the aid of the instrument I could discern the animal
in all its variety of stages, from the ova, till it attained

its complete formation, but could not discover any of
them in the earth around the plant—so that it would ap-
pear they are generated in the potatoes ; and, as a proof
of that, six bolls of potatoes, the remainder of between
30 and 40 bolls as taken from the field, were kept in a
well ventilated potatoe house on the farm of Highta;,
which, when I examined, there were few to be found
that did not contain the identical insects in all their

progressive stages of advance, and in no mstance did I

ever find any other animal but of the same description.

I have also examined several gardens—the crops upon
the farms of Torrs, Ernespie, Hillowton, Kelton
]Mains, and Hightae, and found in all of them the same
failure, and produced from the same cause. And
upon Hightae, where tiie injury is considerable, tho

potatoes were planted entire. There therefore remains
no doubt that these insects are the cause of the calamity
in this country, for these four years past ; and, it is to

be hoped, some benefactor to his native land will be
fortunate enougli to find out a preventative. JVIr.

Curry, who lately lectured here on Clicmistry, &c.,
and who accompanied me in my examinations for four

days, recommended the application of common soot to

the sets before planting, in preference to hot lime ; and.
from his scientific knowledge, I should feel inclined to

recommend this—at least the suggestion is, in my opi-

nion, worthy of a trial. If you consider these remarks
deserving of publicity, you are at liberty to make any
use of them you may think proper.— I am, Sir, your
most obedient servant, WM. YOUNG.

THE SHEEP.—No. IV.

(From the Dumfries Herald.)

Wool.—Chalky soils, which are so notorious for

injuring the fleece, are supposed to act in a corrosive

manner, but the correct explanation is not, that the

chalky particles attack the fibre in a direct manner,
but that they render it brittle by absorbing the oily

moisture with which it is naturally imbued.
The felting of wool may be defined to be a property

depending on the curls and serrations of the fibre,

by which it is allowed to move only with the root

foremost, and by which it is enabled to catch and
obtain a hold on fibres that are near it, so as to form
a web or cloth. Felting is best brought into opera-

tion by alternate pressure and relaxation, which may
be applied in a variety of ways ; thus the ancient

method, and one still pursued by the Tartars, was to

tramp on a mass or layer of moist wool, so as to

form a coarse clothing or carpet, while the modern
and most perfect plan is either, as in hat making to

apply pressure with the hands, or, as in the finishing

of cloth, to pass the fabric repeatedly through

rollers. The way in which a close fabric is formed

by the juxta-position of a few scattered hairs, gave

rise for long, as well it might, to serious disputations

among philosophers, and the favourite theories of

each, unbased as they were on observation, might,

till now, have agitated the scientific portion of our

manufacturers, had not the microscope brought to

light much of whatjis true and valuable, as an assist-

ance in our researches.

Moisture appears to be of service during the felt-

ing of wool, as it induces it to curl, and enables the

fibres to expand, and catch one on another, after

they have been bent and compressed by the force ap-

plied to them, and is of itself sufficient to felt a

fabric, as we frequently perceive in the instance of

stockings which are allowed to remain too long in

water, when they become short from undergoing con-

traction, and resemble, after such treatment, an im-

perfect cloth. It is for this reason the hatter, after

tumbling over in all directions the fur of which the

hat is to be made, wets it before applying pressure ;

and that the woollen manufacturer, after freeing the

web from grease, soaps it before its subjection to

the action of the rollers. Without felting, cloth

would resemble a net, and would unravel on being

cut, from the fibres crossing only in two directions

;

but the strokes of the mill put an end to this, by lay-

ing the fibres in every possible direction, and so

twining them one with another, as to render them a

coherent mass. Felting often takes place to a con-

siderable extent on the sheep's back, especially in

the heavy breeds, when they have been starved, and

may always be traced to the wool having been satu-

rated with wet. Cotting is only an injurious exten-

sion of felting, by which the wool is formed into hard

thick knots, which can hardly be unravelled, and is

said principally to aftect the Clieviots.

The wool of this country is divided into two great

classes—long and short—the former varies in length

from 3 inches to 8 inches, and before being made
into stuffs and worsted goods, requires to be de-

prived of its felting properties, by passing it thiough

heated iron combs, which remove the feathery parts

or serrations, and make it resemble silk or cotton.

The sliorter combing wools are in general use for

hose, and are spun softer than the long combing

wools. Short wool is employed in the cloth manu-

f\icture, and on that account is frequently called

clothing wool. It should approach as much as pos-

sible to white, as a clear white ground is required

for all cloths that are to be dyed bright colours, as
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well as for those dressed white. Grey or black

hairs injure the fleece very much, even though few

and minute, as they give rise to reddish spots where

the cloth is stoved ; and as Herefordshire sheep are

entirely free from this defect, they are recknoned

peculiarly valuable for clothing- purposes.

The breed exercises considerable influence on the

jvool—some sheep, as the merinos, being distinguish-

ed for the softness and beauty of the fleece ; while

others, as some of the small northern varieties, are

famed for the very opposite peculiarities.

According to the opinion on the continent, any

race of ewes, however coarse and long in the

fleece, will, on the fourth cross of the merino ram,

give progeny with short wool equal to the Spanish.

Of the truth of this proposition, however. Dr. Parry

of Bath justly expresses some doubts, derived from

his own experience and that of others. But it is

certain he adds, that one cross more will, in most

cases, effect the desired purpose. " If we suppose

the result of the admixture of the blood of the merino

ram to be always in an exact arithmetical propor-

tion, and state the native blood in the ewe as 64,

then the first cross would give§| of the merino, the

second if, the third |^, the fourth |^, the fifth
|f,

and so on. In other words the first cross would

leave 32 parts in 64, or half of the English quality
;

the second 16 parts, or one-fourth ; the third 8

parts or one-eighth : the fourth4 parts, or one-six-

teenth ; the fifth 2 parts, or one thirty-second ; the

sixth 1 part, or one sixty-fourth.; and so on. Now,
if the filament of the Wiltshire or any other coarse

wool, be in diameter double that of the Ryeland, it

is obvious that, according to the above statement, it

would require exactly one cross more to bring the

hybrid wool of the former to the same fineness as

that of the latter. This, I believe, very exactly cor-

responds with the fact. The difference between

one-eighth and one-sixteenth is very considerable, and

must certainly be easily perceived, both by a good

microscope, and in the cloth which is manufactured

from such wool. In the latter method it certainly

has been perceived; but I have had hitherto no op-

portunity of trying the difference by the former.

The fifth cross, as I have before observed, brings

the merino- Wilts wool to the same standard as the

fourth of the merino-Ryeland.

—

Communications to

the Board of Agriculture, Vol. v.

Climate has much influence on the covering of ani-

mals, and in none more than in the sheep. In

tropical countries, we find the fleece approaching

more to hair than wool, as in the sheep of Thibet,

so celebrated for the silky nature of their coat ; and

Burchell remarks, that the skins he brought from the

Cape ofGood Hope were often taken for those of an

unknown quadruped, from the furry nature of their

wool, if such it can be called, and thinks it is owing
as much to the pasture, which is well adapted for

giving those animals asoftand useful/wr, though not

suited like New South Wales, for the growth of the

finest wool, and that the colony might turn this to

great advantage.

The sheep of Herefordshire, Devonshire, and

Coteswold Downs, are noted for producing sheep

with fine fleeces. The Lincolnshire and Warwick-
shire kind, which are very large, exceed any for

the quantity and goodness of their wool. The fleeces

of the northern parts of this kingdom are inferior in

fineness to those of the south, but still are of great

value in different branches of our manufactures. The
Yorkshire hills furnish the looms of that country

with large quantities of wool, and that which is taken

from the neck and shoulders is used when mixed

with Spanish wool in some of their finest cloths.

—

(Penant's History of Quadrupeds.)
We may conclude this brief preface to the wool

trade, by a passing notice of the state of the wools in

this part of the island some few years ago. Sj'^mson,

who wrote in 1684, (IMS. Account—noticed in

Chalmers' Caledonia,) mentions that the people of
Galloway had three kinds of wool—the laid wool, or

smeared, the moor wool, and the Deal (Dale) wool.
The first was named from the operation of laying or

smearing the sheep, which he describes according to

the modern practice. Tlie moor wool was that of
the hill sheep, which he says was the best and
cleanest, as the sheep were kept in enclosures of
stone-dykes. The Dale wool was not so good, and
fouler from the sheep ofthe low country, being folded

within earthen dykes. The wool was sold at Ayr
Glasgow, Stirling, Edinburgh, &c., &c., while the
sheej) were generally sent to Edinburgh.

Chalmers remarks, that Lithgow, the traveller,

who walked over this country in 1628, praises the

sweetness of the mutton, and the fineness of the wool,

which he says is nothing inferior to that of Spain,

provided they had skill to fine-spin and w'eave it as

they should. " Nay, the Calabrian silk had never a

better lustre or a softer gripe, than I have touched in

Galloway on the sheeps' backs."

Wool Trade.—Our first thoughts on the history

of the wool trade, w^ould lead us to regard it as little

better than a drv detail of uninteresting facts, little

calculated, either by name or association, to excite

even passing attention. But such is not the case.

It forms, in fact, a medium of connection for much
that cannot but be amusing to the general reader, as

well as important to him who studies it for itself

alone, seeing that it embraces in its ample range the

interests of mankind, and serves as a foundation on

wliicli are based some of the most engaging specu-

lations that ever emi)loyed the minds of political

economists. It has alwaj's ranked as an important

part of national industry, and was, till lately sur-

passed by the cotton trade, the most important of all

manufactures carried on in England.

Wool, since Eden closed its gates on our proge

nitors, has been a current coin, an important mate-

rial on which has been employed the skill and indus-

try of almost every tribe, and been the means of

raising many a petty people to the hard won dignity

of a nation. ]\Ian at first placed in a comfortable

temperature, needed little as a defence against the

vicissitudes of the weather ; while fashion, then un-

thought of, or only as a sport, failed to interest the

simple-minded races in the cut or texture of the

coverings they wore. That the first dresses of man-
kind were formed from vegetable material, we have
the highest authority for believing, as even at present

the garb of the natives of some of our lately disco-

vered islands consists of a simple girdle formed from

rousrh cut reeds. But, as the dawn of knowledge
smiled upon the savage, and animal sacrifice tutored

him in the uncouth rudiments of a coarse anatomy,

the superior comfort even of the untanned hide would
be remarked, and the clumsy mantle of the Cafl^re

hordes welcomed as a change. Time would not long

elapse till roving dispositions, and the encounter of

unstable climates, would show the wanderer the ne-

cessity of a fabric better adjusted by shape and pli-

ancy to the nature of his wants, while the clinging

of lock to lock of woolly fibre, would plainly tell the

superfluous nature of the supporting skin, and point

the way to make an ill-closed cloth.

Weaving, as we pointed out a short way back, is

not absolutely necessary for the manufacture of cloth,

since wool will felt, though far from evenly, without
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the preliminaiy process of being laid ia threads, so

that cloth may be almost coeval with mankind with-

out our being required to assign much mechanical

skill or ingenuity to its inventors. But we have

tolerably clear evidence, in the inspired writings,

that weaving was known in the earliest ages, and

also that it was trusted principally to the women.
Thus Delilah wove Samson's hair, when he slept in

her lap ; and a short time after, it is written that the

mother of Samuel " made him a little coat, and

brought it to him from year to year." At a later

period, Solomon thus describes a good wife :
—" She

seeketh wool and flax, and worketh willingly with

her hands." Yet with all this their machinery was
not of the perfect nature of our machinery, nor their

looms like our looms ; for, even at present, the women
of Barbary do not use a shuttle in the making of their

blankets, but conduct every thread with their hands.

That garments were in those early ages made of

several pieces, joined by needle-work, is evident on

a perusal of Genesis xxxvii.

—

3; Judges v.—30;
and 2nd Samuel, xiii.— 13; and this plan is allowed

to be even more ancient than the weaving of flax.

Job, who flourished, or is supposed to have flourished,

before the Israelites left Egypt, shows clearly by his

words, that flannel clothing was then in vogue.

—

" Let me be condemned if I have seen any perish for

want of clothing, or any poor without covering ; if

his loins have not blessed me, and if he were not

warmed with the fleece of my sheep ;" and that the

cloth was woven, and not produced by beating, is

evident from his saying, when complaining of his sad

estate, " My days are swifter than a weaver's
shuttle."

Tents, so frequently mentioned in Bible history,

are well known to have been anciently made of skins,

the application of canvass to that purpose being a

comparatively modern invention ; and we find the

phrase "Maneresub pellibus," "to remain under
skins," frequently employed by the Roman writers,

to signify " to be encamped." The early progress

of the wool trade is veiled in much obscurity, and
only to be discovered by seeking for it in a mass of

fable, which in many instances serves the purpose
of enabling the old writers to string together, without
the risk of being laughed at, much of what, if inquired
into, would have amounted only to vague report, or

idle supposition.

Phryxus, the son of Athamas, King of Thebes,
flying with his sister, Helle, from their step -mother,

and riding upon a ram that had a golden fleece,

sought to cross the Dardanelles, when Helle was
drowned, and the sea was ever after called the Helle-

spont ; but Phryxus arrived safely at Colchis, between
the Black and Caspian seas, and having sacrificed

the ram to Mars, hung the fleece in a temple dedi-

cated to that god. By this the ancients no doubt
meant to intimate, either that Bosotia, the birth-place

of so many talented Greeks, furnishsd the people of

Colchis with sheep, or that I hey sent them sums of

money in exchange for tbe wool of Caucasus. That
the latter is the more probable, is apparent from

Ovid's account of tbe Argonantic expedition, in

which he shows the hardshipsthat Jason encountered

in his successful endeavours to bring the golden

fleece from Colchis back to Greece, implying tlie

value of the article, and leading us to believe that the

Colchians had, by the aid of severe i)enalties, long

monopolized the growth of wool. Moreover, Mount
Caucasus and its neighbourhood, form the favoured

nurserv from whence the im])roved fleece-bearing

animals have gradually spread over the rest of the

world, and as such would be looked upon, at the time

we speak of, by adjacent tribes with jealousy and

hatred, for where is the nation that can calmly behold

a compeer engrossing aboard of wealth, nor struggle

to dispute their prices by a market of their own 1

The old poets and historians, when wishing to ex-

press a person of great riches, always spoke of him
as having a great number of sheep or cattle. Thus
Ulysses, who, according to Homer, possessed more
wealth than any twenty heroes of his age, numbered
among his stock about thirteen thousand sheep or

goats. David, also, whose riches were of the same
kind, according to 1st Chronicles, xxvii., set Jeho-
nathan over his treasures in the field. All the Greek
poets affirm, that the wealth of kings originally con-

sisted in herds and flocks ; and so it did for ages

after their era, and in some few countries almost to

the present day.

In reading Homer, we are reading the most ancient

author in the world, except the great law-giver,

Moses, and receiving not only pleasure from the

beauty of his imagery, but instruction from the mi-

nute accuracy with which he details the manners,

customs, laws, and politics of the people he describes.

According to him, the Greeks were well clothed in

woollens, and just as fearful of cold as men could be.

In the fourteenth book of the Odyssey, he represents

Ulysses as complaining bitterly of the frost during a

nocturnal ambuscade, having forgotten his cloak,

and trusted to the warmth of his vest, and shelter of

his shield,

" Here longer in this field I cannot lie.

The winter pinches, and with cold I die
;

And die ashara'd (Oh, wisest of mankind,)

The only fool who left his cloak behind."

Sheep skins were also used in the time of Homer
as beds, and have continued so to be employed by
every people on the verge of civilization.

" The honest herdsman rose as this he said,

And drew before the hearth the stranger's bed.

The fleecy spoils of sheep, a goat' rough hide

He spreads ; and adds a mantle thick and wide."

Among the Romans, woollen clothes were alone

held in estimation, linen being regarded as a mark of
effeminacy, and even a criminal luxury, by that brave

and hardy people; indeed, some of their greatest fa-

milies boasted that they made no use of linen in their

houses, and it only spread by slow degrees over their

territories. I'hey carried the manufacture of wool-

lens to great perfection ; and, though despising lux-

ury in linen, had yet no objection to a great variety

of flannel dresses, which, as in the case of the rugs

or shaggy cloaks (endromidaj) worn by their ladies

after exercise, and alluded to in an annoying way by
Juvenal (Satire vi.), were often of the most beautiful

pattern, and ostentatious colours.

The great number of ordinances, penal laws, pri-

vileges, and immunities, which were issued in Spain

in diff"erent reigns, for the preservation and special

government of the sheep, were owing to a succession

of kings being lords of all the flocks, and considering

them, as they are styled in their commands, " the pre-

cious jewels of the Crown." A royal council was
formed, under the title of the Council of the Grand
Royal Flock, which, we believe, exists to this day,

though the late monarchs have not had a single sheep.

Various exigencies of state in difl^erent reigns, alien-

ated by degrees the whole flock from the Crown,

together with all its privileges, which were collected

and published in 1731, under the title of " Laws of

the Royal Flock," a volume in large folio, of above
.")00 pages.

The last flock of the Crown, consisting of forty

thousand sheep, was sold, owing to war and want,
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to the Marquis of Itarbieta, during the reign of Philip

the First. So highly are sheep and their attendants

esteemed in Spain, that Isidro, the protecting saint

of Madrid, was firmly and popularly believed to have

been a shepherd ; and that Pope Sextus Quintus the

Great, was verily a shepherd, and not a swine herd,

is as strictly adhered to by a devout and Catholic

populace.

The cloth manufacture of Padua is a very ancient

one, and the noble Venetians were, for its encourage-

ment, obliged by law to wear no other cloth, at least

for their gowns ; but the Tunicoe. Patavinae were so

coarse, in the time of Martial, as would appear, from

the following couplet, that the senators contrived and

found means to evade it :
—

" Vellera cum sumant Patavinae multa trilices,

Vix pinques tunicas sorra secare potest."

L. 14, Ep. 143.

Coarse Paduan drabs exhaust the wasted fleece,

A saw can scarce work thro' the stubborn piece."

It appears evident, from ancient history, that the

first inhabitants of all the countries of Europe were

either naked, or nearly so, owing to their ignorance

of the clothing art. Such, in particular, was the un-

comfortable state of the inhabitants of this island,

who are supposed only to have used the bark of

trees, and to have smeared themselves with unctuous

matter, after the manner of other savages, to protect

themselves from cold. Some writers are of opinion

that the inner bark of the tree alone was used, and

that not till woven into a kind of cloth, such as the

South Sea Islanders at present make.

—

Henry's His-

tory of Great Britain.) Long after the people of

France, Spain, and Germany were decently clothed,

they continued the latter abominable practice, so

differently were they situated in regard to intercourse

with strangers, and opportunities of acquiring the

useful arts. It is impossible to discover, with cer-

tainty, when or by whom the custom of wearing

clothes was introduced into Britain. Some suppose

that the Greeks, and after them the Pheenicians, who
visited the Scilly islands, and sometimes the conti-

nent of Britain, for trading purposes, first awakened

in the breasts of our savage ancestors a desire for

comfortable protection, as both these nations were

celebrated for elaborate attention to their attire.

" The Britains," says Ctesar, " in the interior

parts of the country, are clothed in skins," and these

are supposed not to have been sewed together, but

to have been cast over the shoulders as a mantle,

—

indeed their stiffness rendered them aught but

pleasant, as we may guess from their endeavours to

make them soft and pliable, by steeping in water,

beating them with stones and sticks, and rubbing

them with fat. The people of the southern parts are

supposed to have been well acquainted with the

dressing, spinning and weaving, both of flax and wool,

having been instructed by a Belgic colony long be-

fore the invasion by the Romans. Two kinds of cloth

which they manufactured at that period (B. C. 55)
were much celebrated among their invaders, the first

a thick hnrsli cloth being worn bv them in cold

northern climates as a sort of mantle, and agreeing

in many respects with our Lowland plaids, the other

made of fine wool dyed of different colours, woven
into chequered cloth, and corresponding to our

Highland tartan. They are also supposed to have
made a felt of wool, without either spinning or

weaving, and to have stuffed mattresses, with the

portions shorn from it in dressing. The Britons

must have been well acquainted with the dyeing of

wool, as the Gauls were celebrated at that period by
Pliny, for their invention of a " method of dying

purple, scarlet, and all other colours, only with cer-

tain herbs." The herb which they chiefly used for

the purpose was the glastum, or noad, and they seem
to have been led to the discovery of its value in dying
cloth, from their former use of it in staining their

bodies. A deep blue having been the colour they

stained their skins, it long continued a favourite,

particularly with the Caledonians, as a tint for all

their dresses. Though the most civilized of the an-

cient Britons were tolerably acquainted with the

most essential branches of the woollen manufacture,

yet that useful art was not much diffused in our
island till the landing of the Romans, whose soldiers,

being almost all drawn from the plough, were well

adapted, when settled in the country, to foster the

arts of peace. In order to benefit the country and
themselves, their emperors were at great pains to

discover and procure the most excellent artificers of

all kinds, particularly the best manufacturers of

woollen and linen cloth, whom they formed into col-

leges or corporations, with various privileges, and
governed by a procurator, who was, however, under
the direction of that great officer of their empire, the

Count of the Sacred Largesses. In this manner, it

appears the first woollen manufactory was established

at Venta Belgarum, now Winchester, in the year of

our Lord 55, or 100 years after the conquest of the

country.

No mention ever occurs in the ancient writers of

the importation of sheep into Britain, from which we
are led to suppose that they had found their way into

it long before its forcible separation from the Conti-

nent by natural convulsions. Cambden, in his work
on Britain, quotes, from an old orator, part of a beau-

tiful panegyric on the great Constantine, in which
the happiness of Britain is most eloquently described,

and its advantages in legard to sheep most graphic-

ally depicted—" Innumerable are thy herds of cattle

and thy flocks of sheep, which feed thee plentifully

and clothe thee richly.'' So that, allowing for the

high-flown nature of the verbiage, the sheep of the

island must have been far from indifferent, and well

worthy of any trouble the grasping Romans might be
put to in the erection of manufactories.

The Caledonians were supposed by the Romans
to be almost entirely destitute of clothing, but in this

they were misled, it being their custom to strip belore

advancing to battle, a plan which would not only

serve them when grappling with an enemy, but

would also allow them to move rapidly even in a fen.

Apart from this, many nations have got credit for

going naked, who were, in reality, perhaps clothed

with tolerable decency, owing to an absurd and care-

less mode of expression common in conversation,

that of calling every thing naked which is only par-

tially so. Of this we remember an illustrative cou-

plet, almost amounting to a bull, but unluckily we
cannot give our author

—

i a vesthad on,

Which from a naked Pict his sire had won.

The upper garment of the ancient Britons, and all

the other nations, was the plaid resembling the man-
tles of skins they had formerly used, and worn on
their first introduction only by persons of rank, so

great a luxury were they esteemed. For a conside-

rable time they had no other garments but these

mantles, which, being scanty in the extreme, left

their legs and arms entirely naked. This was, how-
ever, soon remedied by the introduction of the braccae

or breeches, formerly mentioned, which resembled

our breeches and stockings united, and continued

for many years a fashionable article.

The history of our wool and the woollen manufac-
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ture at one period and in one point of view is the

history of our public revenue, while in a succeeding'

period it becomes the cppital object ofour commerce,
and the important subject of our political councils.

The preserving- and supporting it against foreign

rivals, the due regulation of its numerous branches,

and the proper restrictions that were deemed requi-

site to the commercial benefits resulting from it to

this country, have occupied our ablest statesmen for

more than a century past. The value ofour wools
to the legislature was so universally acknowledged,
that they formed the subject of a nursery-book, curi-

ously entitled "The rearing of London bridge upon
wool sacks," and alluded to in a bantering way by
Beaumont in his " Knight of the burning pestle."

The first legal mention of our woollen manufactures
occurs in 1224, in an act of Parliament made for

the regulating of the breadth of cloth.

(To be continued.)

CASTRATION.

Bv Professor Vatel, Alport.

Castration by the Clams.—This is chiefly

practised on the horse, the ass, and the mule. It

is seldom adopted for the bull, unless there is rea-

son to fear that the operation by bistournage can-
not be executed.

The necessary instruments are, a keen convex
bistoury, or a razor ; two pieces of packthread,
moderately strong ; a pair of pincers or forceps,

and the clams.
The clams are two inflexible pieces of wood,

usually consisting of a portion of elder-branch
split along the middle, and being about three quar-
ters of an inch wide, and five or six inches long.

Before it is cleft, a notch is to be cut round it

about an inch frora each extremetity, and large

and deep enough to hold two or three rounds of
the pack-thread. When it is split, each of the cor-

responding extremities is sloped away from the
notch to the end, and which, when the pieces are
adjusted and tied together at that extremity, per-
mits them to be separated in the form of a V.
Some practitioners, when they do not use elder,

make a groove along the plain surface of each olF

the pieces, in order to contain a caustic substance,

as corrosive sublimate or blue vitriol, made into a
paste with meal or turpentine, in order to hasten
the mortification of the parts on which the clams
are placed.

The animal is cast on its left side, if the opera-
tor is a right-handed man, but otherwise on its

right side. A piece of web is then passed round
the fetlock of the hind leg which is uppermost,
and, being brought to the fore arm on the same
side, exposes the genital parts. The operator now
seizes with both hands the left testicle (the animal
being supposed to have been cast on that side,)

holds it tightly, and slides his left hand so as to

embrace the spermatic cord above the testicle :

the scrotum is thus tightly stretched over the tes-

ticle. The surgeon then takes the bistoury in his

right hand, and, proceeding from before, back-
wards, he cuts through all the envelopes of the tes-

ticle, if he intends to perform t\ie uncovered opera-

tion : or he only cuts through the scrotum and
dartos muscle, if he means to attempt t\\Q covered

operation.

In the first case, the testicle immediately pro-

trudes from the cavity which contained it ; in the

second case the operator tears with his fore-finger

the cellular tissue which unites the scrotum with
the tuncia vaginalis. The operation having pro-
ceeded thus far, the surgeon lays down the bis-

toury, and seizing the testicle with the right hand,
pulls the cord gently, but steadily, in order to

draw it down. If the animal strongly contracts
the cremaster muscle, nothing will sooner distract

his attention, and cause him to cease his fre-

quenly powerful action, than pricking his lips.

Then taking the clam in his right hand, and the
testicle in his left, he will place the clam on the
spermatic cord, above the epididymis, sliding it

from behind , forwards : an assistant immediately
seizes the clam with his pincers, and compresses
it, and permits the operator to tie it firmly with
the packthread. The same is then effected with
regard to the other testicle.

The clams ought to compress only the spermatic
cord, and not the envelopes of the testicle, and
they should be tied sufficiently tight to stop the
circulation of blood in the testicle. Some prac-
titioners cut away a portion of the testicle before
they release the horse, in order to diminish the
extension of the cord by the weight of the testicle.

Others leave the testicles entire.

After the operation, the horse is much depress-
ed : he appears to be confounded by his new feel-

ings—he carries his tail between his legs, his head
hangs low, and he walks with his thighs apart
from each other. Being returned to the stable he
crouches behind from the pain which the continu-
ance of the clams produces ; he should be tied se-

curely to the manger, lest he should tear oflf the
clams, and he should be carefully watched. A
cradle should also be placed round his neck, and
he should be bled if he appears to be irritable and
feverish.

Some veterinarians, after the operation, lead
the horse to the watering place, and suffer him to
remain their a considerable time. Others lead
him about for some hours, if the weather is fine,

and repeat the exercise on the three or four suc-
ceeding days, until the suppuration is established.
This last method of proceeding is the one most
generally followed, and the most beneficial.

The testicles become mortified in about forty-
eight or sixty hours after the application of the
clams. They are either left to drop by their own
weight, or the packthread which confines the
clams being cut through, the decayed portion of
the spermatic cord is cut through with a pair of
scissors.

During the first ten or twelve days after castra-
tion the animal is kept on gruel, with hay orgrass,
according to the season of the year ; he is not ex-
posed to any current of air, or to anything which
can arrest the process of suppuration, or induce a
metastasis of inflammation, always a very serious
thing in such cases.

The consequences of castration by the clams are
pain, inflammation, swelling, and suppuration.
The pain and inflammation are inevitable. When
they exist only in a moderate degree, no particular .

treatment is required. Swelling always precedes
suppuration, and usually does not commence till

the second day after the operation. It may be
slight or extensive. In the first case it usually

commences at the anterior part of the prepuce,
and does not subside until the healing of the
wounds is considerably advanced. Nothing is re-

quired but to guard against whatever would im-
pede the favourable progress of the case. When
the tumefaction is great, so as to spread aroimd
the wounds and under the belly, and to ascend

o
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along the cords, and render the superior part of

them hard and painful if touched, the case is be-

coming serious. The strictest antiphlogistic treat-

ment, general and local, should be adopted. We
are sometimes compelled to have recourse to scari-

fications, which often give vent to a red and glu-

tinous serositj% that indicates a tendency to gan-

green. The suppuration which is established after

castration is always preceded by engorgement of

the parts in the neighbourhood of the wound, and
by a febrile action, which begins to develope itself

on the second or third day, arrives at its height on
the fourth, and continues until the suppurative

process has been fully established. In this process

a serous fluid is secreted, at first yellow becoming
afterwards a little white, and finishing by assum-
ing the character of pus. This laudable secretion,

the progress of which may be interrupted by a
variety of circumstances, increases until the tenth

or twelfth day ; then diminishes more or less

slowly, and does not cease until the 24th or 30th
day.
Castration by Crushing or BnuisiNo.— 1. The

Horse.—This cruel operation, which, on account
of the torture it produces, ought never to be prac-

tised, has been advised on the spermatic cord, by
placing it on some hard substance and crushing it

with repeated blows ; and on the testicles by the

same mode of proceeding, or by compressing them
forcibly betweeu the claws of a large pair of

forceps.

2. The Bull.—On this animal the operation is

performed in somewhat the same way, and some
veterinarians give decided preference to this mode
of castration. The instruments necessary for

practising it are, 1st, Cords to confine the head of
the bull to the manger, or a tree, or a post, by
means of several turns round the horns and the
fixed body. 2d, Two hobbles, which being fastened
round the hind feet, and then brought between
rings or nooses that are attached to the fore legs

and continued over the withers prevent the animal
from kicking. 3d, Two bars of wood, each of

them seven feet in length, placed under the belly

of the animal, and supported by two men, in or-

der to prevent him from lying down. 4th, Two
round pieces of wood thirty or thirty four inches
long, and six inches in circumference. 5th, A
large hammer with a flat surface similar to that

used by shoemakers ; and 6th, A cord of modei'ate
thickness eighteen or twenty inches long : four
assistants will also be required.

The bull being fastened by the head and his legs

secured, and the bars held under his belly by two
of the assistants, one of whom also lifts the tail,

the operator places himself on his knees behind
the animal, and examines whether the spermatic
cord and the testicles are sound. He then places

the two cylindrical pieces of wood, one before and
the other behind the scrotum, and about an inch
above the testicles ; the two other assistants, the
one on the right and the other on the left, lay hold
of them, and press them together so as tightly to

squeeze the spermatic cords, drawing them back-
wards : they then perform a quarter of a circle

with them, that which is in front being a little be-
fore the other, and the hinder one a little inferior,

and so they hold them firmly, resting the extre-

mities of them on their knees.

The operator having remained in the same po-
sition grasps the testicles with his left hand, and
draws them firmly down, so that the cord may lie

still more tightly over the inferior piece of wood
;

and then, having the hammer in his right hand,

he repeatedly strikes one of the cords lying upon
the inferior and posterior cylindrical piece of wood,
always letting his blows fall on the cord, and not
too hardly, that he may not produce a degree of

disorganization that may lead to sloughing. He
continues this according to the age and size of the

subject, until bethinks he has sufficiently crushed
the cord, and then he attacks the other cord in the
same manner. Having proceeded thus far, he ties

a ligature rather tightly aboutthe testicles, in or-

der to prevent them ascending (many veterinary

surgeons, however, neglect this precaution,) and
rub the whole of the scrotum with lard or but-
ter, in order to prevent the intense inflammation
which might otherwise follow all these contusions :

and, having once more examined the parts, in or-

der to be perfectly assured that he lias thoroughly
crushed each of the cords, in order so that the ab-

sorption of the testicles may be prompt and com-
plete, he releases the patient.

The effect of this operation is the oblitei-ation

of the spermatic vessels, and the consequent atro-

phy of the testicles, which diminish to the size of a
small nut. The animal seems to suffer much less

pain after the operation than would be deemed
possible. During the first four-and-twenty hours
he probably experiences a slight degree of fever,

but he rarely looses his spirits or appetite ; or,

should he do so, a moderate bleeding averts all

danger. The whole of the genitals become more
or less swollen, and exhibit a red hue ; at the ex-
piration of eight or ten days this disappears, and
the testicles are speedily absorbed.

Castration by Torsion or Bistournage.—This
mode of operation is oftenest adopted for bulls, but
sometimes however for rams and for goats. It is

seldom used for horses in any of the departments
of France, but there are certain countries in which
the horse is commonly subjected to it.

1. The Bull.—Castration by bistournage is

effected in the following manner :—The animal is

suffered to remain in his usual place, but is fasten-

ed to the manger so that his head shall be as low
as possible. One assistant only is wanted, and
four or five pieces of worsted and small cord
twisted together, and five or six inches in length.

The assistant seizes the muzzle of the bull with
his left hand , and the left horn with his right hand

;

and the operator then laying hold of the testicles,

the animal does not often make any resistance,

unless it is necessary to use considerable force in

order to reverse them, and then probably he lies

down but he soon gets up again.

The operator, bending, with his legs apart, or
being on his knees, or behind the bull, seizes the
inferior part of the scrotum with one hand, and
with the other gently pushes the testicles as high
up into the bags as he can, and again letting them
descend, and so on alternately sliding them up-
wards and downwards three or four times. This
is particularly necessary when the scrotum is

small, and the skin hard, and the testicles large

and round, in order that the scrotal integument
may be distended, and it and the spermatic cord
rendered more pliable ; but it is useless when the
testicles are oblong or small, and their envelopes
and the spermatic cord relaxed.

The operator, next with his thumb and fore and
middle fingers of the left hand, takes hold of the

left spermatic cord at its origin near the epididy-

mis ; then taking the scrotum at its inferior part

on the same side, between the thumb and fingers

of his right hand, and pressing on the lower part

of the testicle, first from before hindwards, and
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then from below upwards, and keeping the left

hand fixed and steady, he reverses the testicle, at

the same time returning the inferior part of the

scrotum to its proper place, the inferior part of

the testicle having become the superior, and this

organ being pressed against the posterior part of

the cord.

The operator then loosening his hold of the cord
with his left hand and the scrotum with his right,

siezes the inverted testicle and its cord with both
hands, presses it lightly downward, and, applying
his right thumb on the origin of the spermatic
cord, he with his left hand causes the testicle to

make a circular movement around the cord, main-
taining the testicle in this position with his left

hand, to which he gives a circular movement in

order to receive the testicle as it passes round the

back of the cord. He continues this until he has

caused the testicle to revolve twice around the

cord, and thus to compress the vessels and nerves,

and the spermatic canal. From this double revo-

lution of the testicle the operation takes its name,
-Bjstournage. Finally, the operator quits hold of

both the testicle and the cord in order to seize the

inferior part of the scrotum with both hands, and,
placing them one above the other, he forces the

testicle as near as he can to the inguinal ring.

He proceeds in the same manner with the other

testicle, and heterminates his operation by passing

the cord of worsted and hemp several times round
the scrotum and below the testicles, and securing

it with a double knot. The cord should be drawn
tightly enough to keep on the scrotum, but not to

cut through it, or even to wound it. If it were to

slip off the scrotum, the testicles woidd descend,

and the spermatic cord would be untwisted ; and
if the scrotum were to be cut through, the sup-

port of the testicle would be lost. The principal

art of the operation consists in the application and
the security of this ligature. The animal may now
be released.

This mode of castration requires no previous

preparation or after treatment, especially if the

patient is at grass. The inflammatory engorge-
ment that follows is very slight ; it is no more
than is necessary for the prompt and complete ob-

literation of the spermatic cords. The ligature

round the bottom of the scrotum may be removed
forty-eight hours after the operation. It is rare

that any accident follows this mode; of castra-

tion.

If the ligature should have come off soon after

the operation, or the the torsion should have been
incomplete, the testicles will resume their natural

situation ; and a new operation must be proceeded
on, unless a considerable enlargement of the cords

should have supervened, when it will be impossi-

ble to twist them again until the inflammation

shall have subsided. If, however, the cords should

remain for a considerable time large and hard, it

will be necessary to have recourse to castration

with the clams, and in the uncovered -wsiy.

2. The Ram and the Goat.—The bistournage is

performed on both these animals, if they have

not been deprived of their organs of generation, a

little while atter their birth, and when the testicles

have attained a certain stage of development. The
operation is very easily performed. An assistant

sitting, takes the animal between his knees. After

having thrown him on his back, he manages to

hold the two legs on either side in efich hand. The
operator, standing before him, proceeds in pre-

cisely the same manner which bus been already

described.

LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The seventeenth anniversary of this society was

held at Lincoln on Thursday August 11. The sbovr

of cattle and horses was very large and rather

superior, but that of sheep excedingly scanty. The
attendance at the show was numerous and highly

respectable ; and amongst the visitors we observed

Henry Handley, Esq., M. P. for the Southern divi-

sion ; Chas. Chaplin, Esq. ; R. A. Christopher (late

Dundee), Esq. ; J. Fardell, Esq. ; &c. &c.

A Dinner took place as usual at the City Arms
hotel to which 74 gentlemen sat down. The chair

was occupied by J. Fardell, Esq., and the vice chair

by Jepson, Esq., of Heig-hington. On the right

of the chair sat H. Handley.Esq. ; Chas. Chaplin,Esq.

and R. A. Christopher, Esq., took their seats on the

left. Among the company were noticed T. Brailsford,

Esq., Barkwith ; Major Brown, of Welbourn ; B.

Bromhead, Esq., J. Bullen, Esq. ; Lamb Esq.,

of Auborn ; R. Dawson, Esq., Withcall ; and F.

Oates, Esq. The second table was presided over

by Chas. Hayward, Esq., having Rd. Carline, Esq.,

the Secretary, as vice.

The cloth having been drawn, the chairman gave

the following toasts :
—"The King" " The Queen and

Royal Family ;" "The Noble President of the lu-

stitution, Lord Brownlow, and thanks to him for his

venison" (cheers); "Restoration of health to Lord

Yarborough, and thanks to him for his venison."

The Treasurer, Chas. Hayward, Esq., then an-

nounced the state of the funds of the society, from

which it appeared that there is an improvement from

the last year's account ; and that there is now a

balance of25L 4s. 4d. in favour of the society. The
money taken for admission at the Show-Yard door

that day was 16/. 19s. Mr. Hayward then proceeded

to read the schedule of the prizes awarded
;

(Cov

which, as well as for a list of new subscribers, see

advt.)

Parkinson and Bell having been called into the

room, the chairman handed over to them the amount

of the prizes they had gained, and warmly recom-

mended them for their praiseworthy conduct.

The Chairman next proposed the health of the

Members for the county.

Mr. Handley said on the part of his absent col-

leagues as well as himself he begged to tender them

his thanks. _ It was always a matter of great gratifi-

cation to him to attend on such occasions as the pre-

sent, and not the less so now, because it was the

commencement of his own holidays. He could as-

sure them it was much more congenial with his

feelings to discuss agricultural matters there than

tithes and corporations elsewhere. (Hear and laugh-

ter.) He could not too warmly commend societies

like this, and he repeated his gratification in being

present; because it was by such means they became

more likely to improve the breed of their stock, and

thus better able to contend against those chances to

which agriculture was liable. (Hear). Ho had no

doubt his colleagues, if they had not found that their

duties required their services in another place,

would also have attended that meeting

The Chairman next proposed the Members for

the City, regretting that their parliamentary duties

prevented their attendance. (Cheers.)

i'he Chairman again rose, and proposed the healtli

of the successful candidates, Mr. Thacker and Mr.

Dawson, who returned thanks.

Mr. Handley proposed the health of their excellent

chairman, who briefly returned tlianks.

The Chairman proposed the health of Charles

o 2
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Chaplin, Esq., when three times three hearty cheers

were given
]Mr. Chaplin erpressod himself highly flattered

by the kind remaikswith which the chairman had

introduced his name. It afforded him great pleasure

to see so large and respectable a meeting, and also to

hear so satisfactory a report of the funds as the trea-

surer had that day given. He trusted if things went
on as thev at present did, they should speedily expe-

rience an increase of tlieir numbers. Agriculture was
now looking much better than it hod done, ayid he hoped

the change for the better uwuld manifest itself in that

society. He repeated his thanks for the honour the

company had done him, and assured them as long as

he lived he should have great pleasure in attending

their meetings.
The Chairman next proposed the health of the

Judges, aud thanks to them for their valuable ser-

vices on the jiresent occasion. Mr. Smith, of Mid-
dle Rasen, returned thanks.

The health of the Stewards was next drank, and
thanks to them for tlie onerous duties they had per-

formed, for which Mr. Jepson, the vice-chairman,

returned thanks.

The Chairman said he had another toast to pro-

pose, and one which he was sure would meet with
the approbation of every one present. When he
mentioned the name of Mr. Hayvvard, they would all

acknowledge his diligence in the society's behalf,

and the smallest compliment they could pay him
would he to drink his health.

]Mr. Havward expressed himself highly honoured
by the manner in which his name had been received.
He was glad to find the accounts turned out so well,

from which he augured that they would continue tor

years to come, to proceed in their useful career,

through the favour of those who were supporters of
the institution. The farmers certainly did not come
forward in the way he could wish, for they were pro-
verbally a supine class—yet if they would only come
and see how the society's affairs were conducted, he
was sure they must heartily approve it. (Cheers.)

Mr. Hayward then alluded to the new subscribers,

one of whom, Mr. Christopher, had kindly consented
to act as Vice President for the ensuing year ; and
he begged leave to propose his health, which was
drank with Icud cheers.

Mr. Christopher expressed his sincere thanks for

the manner in which the last toast had been received ;

and said he felt it was the duty of every person who
had an interest in agriculture to do all he could in
its behalf, and he had great pleasure in giving his

name to that society, (Loud cheers.)

Mr. Brailsford, one of the members of the Lin-
coln and Lindsey Association for the Protection of
Agriculture, said, as they hai)pened to have present
a distinguished member of the House of Commons,
•who had devoted a great deal of time to the agricul-
tural question, he hoped he might be allowed to call

upon him to favor them with a history of the circum-
stances, and the cause of the non-adoption of the
report. He begged to call on Mr. Handley, fLoud
cheers.)

I\Ir. Handlev said they had at that table those
gentlemen whom the Lincoln and Lindsey Agricul-
tural Protection Society deputed to the Central So-
ciety in London, with a view to consider what should
be the recommendations submitted to parliament in
the shape of protection or otherwise. He (Mr.
Handley; also, as a member of that association, had
the pleasure of meeting Mr. Brailsford there, and
the result of their deliberations was, that Parlia-
mentai-y Committees were appointed to inquire into
the state of Agriculture. He happened to be named

as one of the committee of the House of Commons.
He attended that committee from day to day, and
from week to week, and although considerable dis-

appointment had been expressed here and elsewhere
that no report had been produced, before he sat down
he hoped to convince them that, notwithstanding the
report was agreed upon, a mass of evidence had been
obtained that must be made available to their benefit
in the ensuing session of parliament. The committee
was composed of gentlemen of all opinions and per-

suasions. Even he (Mr. H.) entertained a great

difference of opinion with many eminent agricul-

turists as to the remedy best calculated to improve
their condition. There were 23 County Members,
with three or four of his Majesty's Ministers, and
six or seven most important Commercial Members of
the house, included in that committee. After most
diligently examining all the evidence produced, it

was difficult to come to any satisfactory conclusion
;

and as to the nature of the evidence offered, if they
had the patience to wade through three or four large

folio volumes, they would be as well acquainted with
it as himself. Each gentleman put questions to ihe
witnesses upcn the particular points he wished to

elucidate, and at the conclusion the chairman in the
usual manner was called upon to give a report. Of
that chairman, although differing from him in many
points, he believed the committee were unanimous as

to one matter, namely, of the impartiality and assi-

duity with which Mr. Lefevi e discharged the duties

of chairman. He produced a rejiort, which if it had
not been alluded to in the House of Commons, he
(Mr. H.) should hardly havefelt himself at liberty to

enter upon there, as it was a private document for

circulation amongst the members alone ; but it having

got wind, and being known to many, there was no
necessity longer to keep it a secret. It commenced
by acknowledging very extreme distress among the

agriculturists, more particularly as regarded those

who were occupiers of strong clay lands, and stated

various reasons as the grounds of the distress, among
others that of in some instances excessive rents. It

then went on to recommend a remission of the Malt
Tax, and that the graduating scale of duty upon
Foreign Corn should never descend below 5s. instead

of Is. as at present ; also that Liverpool, Wakefield,

and London, should be excluded from the returns.

There were other minor points recommended, such
as the advantages of a statistical board, &c. After

the report was produced, the committee adjourned
for a few days ; and when they met again to discuss

the matter. Sir James Graham said he found so little

to assent to in the report, and knowing the great dif-

ference of opinion that existed among the members
of the committee, he felt that unless they were una-
nimous in their recommendations, it would have little

or no weight with the House of Commons, on whom
they must depend for carrying out whatever was re-

quired. This was seconded by Lord Chandos, and
he believed there could not have been found any two
members to vote against it.—The next question was,
how to give a report which should be carried with
some degree of unanimity in the committee, and that

seemed to him as difficult as it would be to make any
thing intelligible of the language uttered at the tower
of Babel. (Laughter.) He was in favor ofthe repeal

of the malt tax, and of increasing the duties on
foreign imports, more particularly Russia tallow

;

he also recommended a return to the silver cur-

rency (hear, hear), but on canvassing the com-
mittee, the majority was found to be against it.

Other remedies were suggested, but were equally

unsuccessful in getting a majority ; and they all

agreed in rejecting the report to which Mr. Brails-
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ford had alluded. If tliey had agreed to any re-

port, it would have been a milk-and-waier sort of
a thing; and as he (Mr. H.) steited at the time, he
felt he would much rather report the evidence with-
out any remarks on it, than an-roe to a report going
from that committee in which lie could not concur.
(Hear.) The hon. member then adverted to the

part he had taken with reference to a repeal of the

malt tax, and also to a report by the Commissioners
of Excise, in which they recommend the reduction

of the malt tax one-half, hoping thereby to prevent
illicit malting.—It had been proposed to remit the

duty upon foreign barley, but the increased demand
which it was expected would be required by the re-

duction of the malt tax one-half, it was stated could
not be supplied by home produce. Upon this point

he had from time to time felt it his duty to get all

the iniormation he could, and in attending the com-
mittee upon agriculture he had taken a considerable

part in the examination of the witnesses, and always
to this point, " Is it your opinion, if there should be
a large increased demand for barley, that it is in the

power of the agriculturists of this country to pro-

duce that increased demand 1" Without one single

exception every witness answered decidedly in the

affirmative. (Hear, hear.) The hon. gentleman then
returned to the original quhstion, and expressed his

belief that the report in question was one wliich they

would be sorry to see carried. He hoped, however,
that in the next session of parliament a measure
would be founded upon the evidence which would
meet with the satisfaction of the Central Committee.
In the mean time, much might be done to guard
against the occurrences of the past, by their own in-

dividual exertions.

Mr. Brailsford returned thanks in the name of

the company for the very lucid and satisfactory an-

swer which the hon. member had given to the ques-

tion that was put to him.
The Chairman proposed the health of the Secre-

tary, Mr. Carline,

Air. Carline briefly acknowledged the compli-

ment that liad been paid him.

Mr. Handley proposed the health of Mr. Collitt,

(the legal agent of Mr. Perkins, the builder of

Islington Market,) who was present. Mr. H. ex-

patiated upon the advantage to the graziers that

Islington Market was certain to prove, admirably as

it had been arranged for the recejition of stock, and

avoiding all the inconveniences and cruelties that

were necessarily incurred at Smithfield, and con-

cluded by proposing the health of Mr. Collitt.

Mr. CoLi.iTi , in returning thanks, entered at some
length upon the Islington and Smithfield market

question ; and showed the superior advantages

which the former possessed over the latter.

Mr. Handlev—With reference to his sending

stock to Smithfield as had been stated by his levia-

than friend, (laughter,) he certainly had sent ten or

twelve, but he would send no more.

Mr. Dawson said, as a friend to Smithfield market,

and he believed he sent as much stock there as any

one in this county, he must express his opinion in

favour of it. He did not think it was possible to

establish another market, because all the buyers

went to Smithfield, and it was of no use to send

stock where there were no buyers.

Mr. BuLi.EN said he must confess he was surprised

at the observaiion that had fallen from his friend,

Mr. Dawson, for he had given him credit for being

on all occasions a man of sense and judgment ;
but,

in the present instance, he must take the liberty of

diftering ; and thougli he acknowledged himself

much younger in judgment as well as age, yec, as

he had paid great consideration to the Islington

market question since its establishment, he could
not give wav to ftlr. Dawson on that point. Mr.
BuUen then compared the facilities of the two mar-
kets, Islington and Smithfield, and wondered how
any man could give the preference to such a nui-

sance as Smithfield.

After a few other toasts were given, the Chairman
retired, when Mr. Fardell, jun., was called to pre-
side, and the evening passed off with the utmost
conviviality.

ON HORSE SHOEING BY
NAILING.

ONE-SIDE

BY MR. J. CARLISLE, WIGTON.

(From tlie Veterinarian.)

Messrs. Editors.—I have now been a subscriber

to your valuable Journal for a length of time, and
confess that I never perused it without finding

sometljing very important; and I hope it will ever

abound in scientific information worthy the attention

of every veterinarian. In order to contribute my
share, I beg to make a few remarks on the highly

important system of one-side nailing, brought into

general notice by that ingenious and praiseworthy

gentleman, Mr. Turner, to whom the public is much
indebted.

I should have been glad had this subject been
taken in hand by a more talented and scientific vete-

rinarian, who could have done justice to that little

practised yet unrivalled system of one-side nailing.

When I say unrivalled system, some may probably

think I am getting out of bounds ; but I speak from
diligent and practical observation, combined with a

knowledge of the anatomy of that vascular and deli-

cate organ, the horse's foot.

Horse shoeing is certainly a very important ope-

ration, and has been much studied, and many im-

provements made in the art by several of our vete-

rinarians : our learned Professor, Mr. Coleman, has

made the horse's foot his principal study, and has

explained the anatomy of that organ with the greatest

minuteness
;

yet there remains a large field for cul-

tivation.

In the first place, I shall ask my professional bre-

thren one question. Supposing we are called to give

our advice in twenty cases, out of this number shall

we not find ten of lameness in the feet 1 1 venture

to say that you will answer in the affirmative ; and

the major part of tliese horses are suflfering from con-

traction, which I consider the most deadly foe which
that elastic organ has to contend against, and which

the veterinary surgeon finds the great difficulty in

subduing.
Now, an injudicious method of shoeing is gene-

rally thecause of contraction : hence disorganization,

ossification ot cartilage, navicular lameness, thrushes,

&c. : in short, it is a complicated lameness ; and the

shoeing smith (in general) must bear the blame. The
horse is turned over to the veterinary surgeon ; his

shoes are pulled off, his soles are pared out, and all

the exuberant parts of the horn cutaway with a draw-

ing knife; in short, the whole horny box is made as

yielding as possible. A blister is then aj)plied to

the coronet, and with the addition of leather and tar

stuffing, the shoes are again naile.l to the feet, with

four nails placed in each quarter of the shoe. O
thou universal fetter ! what an absurd conclusion of

his well-meant endeavours to check the progress of

contraction and set at liberty the elasticity and vas-
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cularity of tliat organ which is so wonderfully adapt-

ed by nature to perform its office.

Our alternative now remains between the old sys-

tem of shoeing, and the one suggested by Mr. Tur-
ner,—that of one-side nailing ; there is no other

system of shoeing that deserves consideration. For
my part, I would earnestly recommend all who are

engaged in our laudable profession to give Mr. Tur-
ner's plan a fair trial. I have done so myself with
the most perfect success ; although at first I did it

with fear. In consequence of the shoe being at-

tached to the foot by little more than one side, it ap-
pesred to me to be insecure, yet, 1 saw (in another
point of view} its superior advantage over the shoe
in common use, as it would admit of more freedom
to the foot. I was therefore resolved to put the sys-

tem of one-side nailing fairly to the test ; and I will

pledge my truth and honour, that even in hunting,
posting, and on roadsters of every description, I have
used it with success.

Having proved the security of the shoe, it only

remains to show the advantages resulting from Mr.
Turner's mode of shoeing over that in general use.

By a frequent application of this unyielding hoop
(which is attached to the foot by four nails in each
quarter) the horse's foot undergoes a wonderful al-

teration in its formation and structure, even before

the animal has arrived at the age of five years ; and
I attribute it solely to this fettered system of shoe-
ing; and if that system is continued, we may ever
expect to meet with a good supply of contracted feet.

One moment's reflection will clearly prove, that the

shoe in general use will certainly impede the func-
tions of the foot, destroy the elascity to a great de-
gree, constipate the vascularity, and cause a general
disorganization of the whole horny cavity. Now, if

a shoe with nails only at one side be attached to a

foot tbjt had never before suffered from the mutila-
tion of the drawing-knife or the restraint of a shoe,
we shnll find that this foot will retain its natural for-

mation even during the hardest work which this

valuable animal is subject to undergo; whereas, on
the otbsr hand, if we apply the shoe in general use
(i. e.) a shoe firmly attached to the foot by four nails

placed in each quarter, and rivetted, we shall then
witness the reverse effects ; for after its first appli-

cation, it gires that complicated organ a tendency to

contraction : and from this evil spring almost all the
maladies the foot is subject to. All this, however, is

too well known to require any further explanation.
Now, one-side nailing has done wonders on ac-

count of the restored freedom to the foot which this

shoe so perfectly admits of; and by this regained
elasticity the foot is able to perform its functions and
remove the apparent constipation : it then begins to

assume its natural formation, the lameness is totally

or in a great measure removed, and the horse pursues
his labours with more ease and pleasure to himself,
and greater security to his rider.

Permit me to recommend the above system as a
good preventive against corns, and the principal
auxiliary as a curative. In consequence of the play
of the quarter, the compression and concussion are,

in a great measure, removed, which I consider the
principal cause ; and by the application of the draw-
ing-knife in skilful hands, those great ends may be
obtained, to our own credit and the satisfaction of
our employers.

I do not flatter myself with the idea of converting
the opinions of a whole fraternity

;
yet the above

hints may serve to operate on the minds of a few, so
as to put the system to the test, and prove its supe-
riority before the enlightened world ; then we shall

have the pleasure of seeing it practised in every

shoeing forge, both at home and abroad, and then

,

and then only, we shall boast of a perfect reforma-
tion in the art of horse shoeing. This will require
time, and the perseverance of the few, to prove its

utility in despite of the prejudices of the many. Nil
desperandum. A recent author has told us, that " for

great truths there will always come a time and
place."

CULTIVATION OF POTATOES.
TO THE EDITOR,

Sir.—I observe it stated, that in some counties
there is a great failure of the potatoe crop ; this, I

think, may be remedied by sowing the seed. Sets
will not last above twelve or fourteen years ; after

that time they decline, and hardly return treble seed.

I tried the experiment last year in a small way, and
the produce was astonishing. What is very remark-
able is, that these seedlings produce potatoes of
different kinds, and sometimes new sorts are pro-

cured. It is no difference whether the apple comes
from one kind or another. I saved the red rough
seed, and I had five sorts from it.

The following is the method I took to get them
the size of hen's eggs in one year :—Take a bunch of

potatoe apples, of any sort, in November, when they

are ripe ; hang them up in a warm room during
winter, and at the end of March separate the seed

from the pulp by putting them into a bason of water
until they are soft ; squeeze them with the fingers

;

gently pour off the water, and sow the seeds in drills

with the feathers of a goose quill in a good bed of

earth. When the plants are about an inch high,

draw a little earth up to them with a hoe in order to

lengthen their main roots : when they are about three

inches high, dig them up and separate them carefully

from each other in order for planting out in the

following manner :—Prepare a piece of fresh ground
by trenching it well, dig up the seedling plants as

before directed, and plant them out in the ground
thus prepared in such a manner that there be 16
inches between each plant. As they advance in

growth, let them receive one or two earthings up in

order to lengthen the main root, and encourage the

shoots under ground. By this management pota-

toes may be brought to a good size in one year.

Southmoulton, July 19. T.

The London A''eterinary Medical Society.—We
understand that no compromise or approach to re-

conciliation has taken place ; but that it is the inten-

tion of the present Committee of Management, that

the Meetings of the Society shall, in future, be held

at the residence of Mr. Vines.

Female Reapers.— The practice of labourers'

wives assisting- in the harvest field is becoming more
g-eneral in this county than formerly, and, by increasing'

considerably the earning-s of the poor, tends greatly to

promote the comforts of their cottage-homes. The
Chelmsford and Essex Agricultural Society are endea-
vouring to foster this spirit of industry, and we beg to

remind the farmers that three prizes—one of 20s, one of
15s, and the other of 10s—are given to the wives or
widows ot labourers (in the employ of a member) who
shall iiave earned the most money during harvest by
cutting corn. We are sure tlie farmers of the neigh-

bourhood will further the object of the Society, by
giving those who are willing, an opportunity of com-
peting for these prizes.

—

Chelmsford Chrmticte.
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EXCERPTA CURIOSA.
1597.—la Carrick, are kyne, and oxen, delicious

to eate ; but their fatness is of a wonderfull tempe-

rature ; that although the fatness of all other comes-

table beasts, for the ordinarie vse of man, doe con-

geale with the cold aire -. by the contrarie, tlie fat-

nesse of these beasts is perpetually liquid like oile.

1765.—There was in the parish of Braunston, in

the county of Rutland, an ewe which had seven

lambs, sill alive, within less than a year ; and when
fat, did not weigh above fourteen pounds and a

quarter.

1765, July 14.—A curious mare, 28 inches high,

from the East Indies, was brought in a coach from

Gravesend to Leicester Meuse, and after being cur-

ried and dressed, carried in a coach to Carleton-

liouse, when it was shown to the Prince of Wales,

who seemed highly pleased with it ; afterwards it

was carried in a coach to the Queen's Meuse. This

was a fine little animal, of a dun colour, the hair re-

sembling that of a young fawn's. It was said to be

four years old, well proportioned, had fine ears, a

quick eye, and a set of fine teeth, with a handsome
long tail, and very good natured.—Qy. Did she

breed in England ?

It cannot be too extensively known, for the benefit

of breeders and fanciers of horse-flesh in general,

that by pursuing the plan adopted by Jacob of old

amongst the flock of Laban, horses may be bred of

anv colour or possible combination of colours. Dr.
Thomson, of Hamilton, in the case which lately took

theroundof the newspapers,actually followed the sug-

gestion of the Patriarch, and got a celebrated animal

painter to take Batty's beautiful horse, which paint-

ing was placed constantly in the stall before the

mare during the period of utero-gestation. We know
of seven gentlemen in this neighbourhood (Hamil-
ton) who are following the same course with their

mares this season ; and we only fear that the mania
may extend among the farmers, and tend to annihilate

the celebrated Clydesdale brefd. An animal pamter
has taken a residence in town for the purpose of

enabling himself to supply the demand ofthe countrr

gentlemen i'orfancy horses.

MACHINE FOR THE UPWARD TRANS-
MISSION OF WEIGHTS.

A very ingenious machir.e for the upward transmis-

sion of weig-hts of any description is now on exhibition

at the Mining Hall, next Exeter-st., and deserves the at-

tention of mine proprietors, wharfing'ers, andall persons

who have the manag'ement of extensive stores, as one
well calculated to save a great deal of time, labour,

and expense. The construction of this power is very

simple, find its steady operation is quite assured. Its

chief agent is a pair of wheels ; or, if necessary, a series

moving with their diameters in the direction of the

weight to be raised,— say the shaft of a mine. Taking
the one pair of wheels, moving on the same fixed axis,

we find tiiat from the end of a radius or arm in each, a

chain descends, so as to hang on opposite sides of a

square passage. To each chain are suspended, at diffe-

rent but regulated distances, quadrangular frames, to

the upper sides of which strong projecting iron rims,

moving on the principle of the hinge, arc attached.

The boxes, or receptacles for the weight to be raised,

have corresponding edges on each side. When the

wheel above is turned, and a single box below isplaced

in connexion with the lowest frame, it is caught by its

rim, and with one revolution of the wheel is ~ent up as

high as tiie frame on the opposite side to that on vviiicli

it IS borne : here it is again caught anri siint up to tl\e

apparatus on the opposite side agsin.and so (an, by al-

ternate transmission, it is brought to tlie top of the shaft.

The machine being kept constantly laden below, and its

wheel constantly turned above, it follows that at each
revolution of the wheel a box is delivered; and thus,

in an exceedingly short space of time, a vast body of

matter can be carried up through any depth of shaft.

It is not easy to describe such machines, however simple
they may be, in very simple or intelligible language,
and we have not been much piactised at specifications.

We must therefore leave scientific men to understand
us through their own quick intelligence ; and to all

others whom the matter may concern, we recommend
the employment of their own eyes. The machine could
be most humanely employed in great mines in qnickly
sending the workmen up or down, to save them from
their present tedious and tiresome expedients for that

purpose. In unlading ships at wharfs its operation
would be found amazingly rapid and proportionably
convenient. It may be remarked also, that its opera-
tion is wholly unaccompanied by danger, and that its

speed may be accelerated or diminished, or it may be
stopped altogether at any moment, with perfect facility

and convenience. On the whole, we must confess that

we were struck with the complete efficiency of this ad-
mirable invention, which we are glad to find is protect-

ed by patent.

Royal Sports. — Louis the Eleventh ordered
the Abbot of Baigne, a man of great wit, and who had
a knack of inventing new musical instruments, to get

him a concert of swine's voices, thinking it impossible.

The Abbott accordingly mustered up a number of hogs
of several ages, and placed them under a pavilion co-
vered with velvet (before which he had a sound-board,
painted, with a certain number of keys), thus making
an organ ; and as he played on the keys with little

spikes, which pricked the hogs, he made them cry in

such tune and concert as highly delighted the King and
his Court.— Is there not in this story something covert

as to the usual treatment of the people by Kings 1

Horse Racing of Old.—The deed is still pre-

served among our city archives, by virtue of which
the Town Cup is annually given at Salisbury races. It

bears date JNIarch 28, 1654, and is a compact between
Sir Edward Baynton (as the representative of certain

noblemen and knights who subscribed a fund for the

purpose) and the mayor and commonalty of Salisbury.

Under this deed the latter received 320/, and tliereupon

bound themselves to provide annually for ever, " a
faire cupp of silver gilte with gould," of the value of

18/. Among other curious regulations to be observed
at the race for the cup, it is ordered, in the aforesaid

deed, that the corporation shall provide yearly " three

men with muskets to be charged with powder, to be
discharged as followeth—that is to say, one of the said

three men to stand at the first myles ende from the start-

inge place of the said race, and there discharge his

musket as the runninge horses passed by hym ; one
other of the said three men to do the like at the second

myles ende from the said startinge place ; and tollier of

the said three men to do the like at the end of the third

myle from the said startinge place." The improvements
in the speed and breed of our modern race horses have

ong since rendered unnecessary this very ingenious

method of urging them to the goal.

Cumberland. — As one of Mr. Thomas Pear-

son's workmen was mowing a field of grass, in a se-

cluded place, near High Hesket, ho cut over a hare

without doing the least injury to the animal. The hare

did not offer to stir from the spot, upon which the man
laid down his scythe and lifted her up, when he dis-

covered to his amazement, no less than eleven young
ones under her ; he immediately set her down, and she

again took her place upon the seat without tlic least

apparent fear. Several gentlemen have since visited

the place, and on one occasion they saw three old hares

in tlie field and near the scat, and thvjy are of opinion,

that the eleven young ones are the progeny of the three

hares, more especially as some are considerably larger

than other?.
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WOOL FAIRS.

DEVIZES WOOL AND CATTLE MAR-
KETS.

(abridged from the devizes gazette.}

As we stated in our last, both these markets on Thurs-
day were remarkably well attended, and business to a
very considerable extent was effected, notwithstanding-
the opposing- circumstance of neig-hbouring fairs being-
held on the same day. With regard to the facilities for
the disposal of Wool, there is but one opinion :—Devizes
is better situated than any town in the West of Eng-
land, for a Wool Mart ; and it is also generally con-
sidered, that a very large Cattle Market may be estab-
lished. The greater number of our neighbouring gra-
ziers, and many of the opulent dealers, although living
at a distance, have promised to give it their best sup-
port. About three o'clock in the afternoon nearly 200
persons partook of the Ordinary at the Assembly Rooms.
On the removal of the cloth, the customary loyal and
other toasts were drank in succession. The Chairman
then proposed success to theDeinzes Wooland CatileMar-
kets; and dilated on the advantaeres they would conferon
the town and neighbourhood. He also begged to propose
in connection with the toast, the health of his hon. friend
and colleague, who had taken a very great interest in
promoting these markets.
Mr. EsTcouRT rose, and in appropriate terms expres-

sed his grateful sense of the very kind feeling- evinced
for him, assuring the company that he attached the
hignest value to their good opinion. Although he was
at all times desirous of promoting the good of the town
by every means in his power, he feared that greater
credit was attributed to him in the present instance than
he merited. He had been one only of a large number,
who took part in for\rarding that which he now believed
was permanently established—a Wool and Cattle Mar-
ket in Devizes.—There was again great reason for
congratulation on this the second Wool Market. He
was happy to find that there had been no diminution
in the interest taken—no diminution in the quantity of
wool exhibited and sold—and above all, no diminution
in prices ; the business done was also upon a sound
basis, without any artificial inducements held out. He
would repeat what he said on a former occasion, that
Devizes was formed by nature for a Wool Market

;

and that there had been great supineness in not estab-
lishing it before. After a few more observations, Mr.
Estcourt proposed the health of the Chairman, to whom
he thought the company were particularly indebted, as
he had come purposely from Portsmouth to lend his aid
and influence to the proceedings of the day. Drank
with three times three, and repeated cheers

Capt. Dundas, after thanking the company for the
compliment paid him, observed that he was at all times
ready, whenever his services were required. His resi-

dence at Portsmouth was but temporary—for three years,
if he and his gallantand excellent friend under whom he
served should so long live ; but wherever he might re-
side, no distance, however great, should ever be an
obstacle to his using his best efforts to promote the in-
terests of the town and neighbourhood of Devizes.
Mr. PoLHiLL passed a high but a justly merited

eulogium on Mr. Salmon, and proposed his health.

—

The toast was drank in the most warm and flattering
manner, and afforded Mr. Salmon a strongproof of the
very great esteem in which he is held by his townsmen
and neighbours. It was some time before the cheering
ceased.

In returning thanks, Mr. Salmon said, if ever he
wanted words to express himself, it was on the present
occasion ; for he was there as a private individual only
—holding no official situation, and he therefore flattered
himself that the kind feeling shown, must be attributed
to personal regard, arising from a long acquaintance.
For any part] he might take in promoting the welfare of
the town, he claimed no merit—his interests were inter-
woven with theirs. He could not refrain from adding
his congratulations on the success which had attended
the Wool and Cattle Market. He was not in a station

to possess his thousand acres, or to send his thousand
fleeces to market ; but he had on many occasions the
pleasure of acting the part of mediator between land-
lord and tenant, and generally with success. He most
cordially thanked the company for the kind manner in

which he had been received, and with great sincerity
drank their good healths.

Capt. Dundas then proposed The Magistrates of
Hants, and the health of Dr. Quarrier, (one of that
body) who had done the company the honour of dining
with them. Drank with three times three.

Dr. Quarrier, in returning thanks, said, it was im-
possible for him to express the high sense he felt of the
honour conferred upon him by the gallant chairman
proposing, and by so highly respectable an assemblage
so cordially and kindly uniting in drinking his health,
a stranger among them. He had been but a few days
in Wiltshire, but during those few days, he had been
deeply impressed with the high cultivation of their

lands, and the advanced progress of agricultural im-
provement evinced around the neighbourhood. He
might be permitted to state, that the farms of his friend

on his right hand, (Mr. S. Mills,) must excite the ad-
miration of all who viewed the extreme order which
reigned throughout his extensive occupations. It was
delightful to observe the glad and bright countenances
of his labourers, expressive of the spirit of industry in-

fused into them by their employer ; and he would ven-
ture to say, that from John O'Groat's house to the

Land's End, nothing could exceed the admirable culti-

vation of the lands of Elston, and its adjoining farms.

He had also had the gratification of visiting the manu-
facrures at Wilton—-"where the manufacturer seemed to

vie with his neighbouring agriculturist, in giving em-
ployment to men, women, and children. They seemed
to be prosperous ; and, he was happy to observe, in a
most improving condition. He was one of those who
must deprecate the attempt made to sever the agricul-

tural from the manufacturing and commercial interests.

In the present state of society in England, all were de-

pendant one upon the other. The agriculturist rose

corn, wool, &c. ; the manufacturer wove the wool ; the

commercial andshippinginterestdisposedoftheproduce
with increased value. It was by the healthful combina-
tion of all those interests that the whole could prosper

;

and any person who might deteriorate the one, must
most assuredly injure the whole. It had afforded him
the hig-hest gratification and delight to observe the pros-

perity of Wiltshire. He should long—very long—re-
member the agreeable and pleasant day he had spent
among them ; and he again drank with the most perfect

sincerity and satisfaction, success and prosperity to the
Wool and Cattle Market of Devizes.
The Chairman announced that Mr. Long, one of

the members for the Northern Division of the County,
had consented to act as chairman at the next Wool
Market Ordinary in February ; and that JMr. Budd,
Mr. Jonathan Grant, Mr. W. Ferris, and Mr. Thos.
Lavington, would be the Vice-presidents.

Mr. Budd said, although he had pledged himself to

do all in his power to support the wool market at

Chippenham, he would with great pleasure act as one
of the Vice-Presidents at the next Devizes Wool Mar-
ket Ordinary ; for he was convinced that those mar-
kets wherever held, had a tendency to uphold the in-

terest ofthe farmer. These were stirring times, and re-

quired every man to be at his post. It would be but
of little service to seek the assistance of others unless
they exerted themselves. A great deal remained to be
done. Improvements had already been made, and many
more must take place. They had hitherto placed too
great a dependence upon the landlord, and too little

reliance upon themselves. It was not by a mere re-

duction of rent that any considerable relief could be
effected, but by their own energies. [Some disapproba-^

tion was here manifested, and a cry of" itwon'tdo ! it

icon't do !" Mr. Budd proceeded.] Some gentlemen
exclaimed it won't do ; but he would contend that it

would do. He would ask those gentlemen whether
any reduction of rent would altogether compensate for

a reduction of 10s or 12s per sack in the price of wheat ?

No ! but he would tell them what would—greater at-
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tention to the land—superior cultivation, and conse-
quently a larger produce. He would admit that they
had experienced a heavy gale of wind, and many an
honest man had been blown overboard ; but there had
not been, there was not, that deep and general distress

that some persons would wish to make appear ; and he
would again say that those who were desirous of get-

ting forward must trust to themselves, and not to their

landlords. (Renewed dhapprobation.) ]Mr. Budd said

he would not willingly utter a word that should give

ofi'ence to any one. He was not a landlord, and there-

fore could not be supposed to speak from selfish motives,

—nor was he bred a farmer ; but from his childhood
he had been taught never to despond. It was persever-

ance and energy that the British navy overcame all dif-

ficulties and dangers, and rode triumphant on the

ocean ; and by perseverance and energy. Agriculture
would rear her head and prosper. God forbid that he
should for a moment contend that landlords had not a

duty to perform as well as tenants ; and if any landlord
neglected his duty, be would say shew him up [ What
he wished to impress upon the company was, tliat by
trusting too much to others, it frequently happened
they relaxed their own efforts, and sometimes became
unnerved and powerless. Rely upon it (said Mr.
Budd m conclusion,) that it is by perseverance, and by
perseverance only, that we shall weather the storm.
Mr. T. Lavington said, it might perhaps appear ar-

rogant in him to address the company, but iiaving been
one of those who manifested disapprobation at some of
Mr. Budd's observations, he would not shrink from
giving his reasons for so doing. That gentleman had
said—every thing depended upon the farmer— not upon
the landlord. Now this was a doctrine that might do
very well for great capitalists like Mr. Budd, but in

his opinion it was very ill-calculated for the little far-

mer like himself. He agreed with ftlr. Budd, that the
farmers were bound to bring their utmost energies into

action, and he believed they did ; but every one must
concede that seasons of depression and distress occa-
sionally arrived, against which no energy, no industry,
could successfully compete. To whom then should the

farmer look for assistance, but to his landlord ? The
landlord was his natural protector ; and landlord and
tenant must pull together. He was aware that he was
speaking in the presence of magistrates and landlords,

but whilst he had expressed himself (as he always
should) freely and openly, he hoped he had done so
without giving offence.

IMr. S. Mills having obtained permission to pro-
pose a toast, first congratulated the company on the
very large attendance at the Wool INIarket that day
The quantity of Wool exhibited (he said) was certainly

not greater than at the former market ; with regard to

quality, he had scarcely ever seen finer—some of it

being far superior to the Southdowns of Sussex ; and
the prices, he was glad to observe, were inclining up-
wards. Amidst the adverse circumstances with which
the farmer had to contend, it was therfore matter of
congratulation that he could obtain a fair price for his

wool. An observation had fallen from Mr. Budd, in

the correctness of which he certainly could not concur.
Mr. Budd appeared to think that agriculture had been
merely fanned by a gentle breeze, from which, instead

of being depressed, she rose with freshened vigour ; but
in his (Air. JMills's) opinion, she had been visited with

a storm, a recurrence of which would carry desolation

before it. She had suffered extreme distress, but he was
not without hopes that she would revive. He had often

thought that there was too much^speculation—too greata
competition among the farmers in taking their farms

;

and in some degree they lowered their respectability

and indeiiendence. Tliey did not make their bargains
with that cool, nice calculation that either the trades-

man or manu%cturer did ; and it very frequently ha))-

pened that they engaged to give a much higher rental

than tlie farm would enable them to give. In sucli

cases, they|wereobliged to depend upon what was called

the litieraliti/ of the landlord at the audit-table ; but
which there would not be that necessity to exercise, if

the farm was taken upon equitable terms. An exces-

sive rental was also, in the long run, injurious to the

landlord, inasmuch as he relied upon that he could
not possibly continue to receive, and which may be
said to be a fictitious income. Mr. Mills then paid a
high compliment to the exertions of Mr. Budd both by
sea and land, observing that the services he had ren-

dered his country entitled him to be received with open
arms by by every company of Englishmen. He con-

cluded by proposing as a toast, the healths of the gentle-

men who attended the wool-hall, and the cattle mar
ket, that day, as purchasers.

—

Drank with three times

three.

Mr. RossiTER of Frome, returned thanks on beh-.lf of

the wool-dealers ; andMr. Ja.mes of Salisbury, on be-
half of the cattle-dealers.

The Chairman next proposed a bumper toast to the

health of Mr. Bethune Bayly—a gentleman to whom
the company were primarily indebted for the establish-

ment of both the wool and cattle market,

—

Drank
amidst loud and continued cheering.

Mr. B. Bayly said it would be great presumption
•in him if he for one moment supposed that he merited

the compliment passed upon him. The duties ofSecretary

had certainlyifallen to his lot, and he had performed those
duties with pleasure and with zeal ; but they were far

too humble to entitle him even to the shghtest praise.

The market had been established by the united exer-

tions of his fellow townsmen and neighbours, and he
was truly happy that it had been so far successful ; but

to ensure its permanent prosperity, still farther exer-

tions were required. It depended indeed upon them-
selves, whether, both the Wool and the Cattle fllarket

should retrograde or go forward.

Capt. Dundas proposed as a toast The Yeomanry of
England, and with it the health of one of the best speci-

mens of English Yeomen

—

Mr. Young of Marden.—
Drank with applause, and Mr. V'oung returned thanks.

After some other toasts had been drank, Mr. Neate
was sent for, and on his arrival, the Chairman said in

the name of the company he publicly thanked him for

the very handsome dinner he had provided, and begged
to drink his good health. The whole company fol-

lowed the example, and drank Mr. Neate's good health

—a compliment which was suitably acknowledged.
The company then separated.

LEWES WOOL FAIR.

The annual Lewes Wool Fair took place at the

Star Inn, on Tuesday, July 26. At three o'clock

about 100 of the principal flock-masters in the

county with several wool-buyers sat down to din-

ner. Inigo Thomas, Esq. in the Chair, supported

by the Hon. C. C. Cavendish, W. C.Mabbott, J. D
Gilbert,jun., J. Ellnian, T. W. Scutt, H. Blackman*,

Esqrs., &c. &c. I

The cloth having been removed, and the usua

loyal toasts given from the chair.

Tie Chairman proposed the healti of the wool-

buyers, and Mr. Elkington returned thanks.

Mr. John Ellman said, in compliance with the

request of the Chairman, he would proceed to give

the company whatever information he could on the

subject of the price of wool. He had been from home
some time, and was ignorant of the nnture of the

bargains which might have been effected in this

county, and could only give such information as he

hud been enabled to gather at other meetings which
he had attended. He could rejiort that at Thetford

fair Mr. Coke offered his hoggets at 2s and his ewes
at Is 7-]d, which offer was accepted without the

slightest hesitation. The Duke of Norfolk's wool

was offered at tlie same price and accepted, will) the

exception of the ewes, which being rather low in

condition were sold at 6d per tod less. INIr. E. here

remarked, that he regretted that the absurd practice

of trimming lambs had not yet been discontinued by

the farmers of this county. He knew that the farmers

of Norfolk would be glad to [iurchase the Sussex

lambs if they were undipped. The hoggett^was
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universally sold at 2s. In ewe wool there was a

great difference in price ; on the whole he thought
the Sussex ewe wool was considerably better than

that of Norfolk. Mr. Bligh of Norfolk sold his at

23 and Is 7|d. He (Mr. EUman) had attended at

Mr. Webb's letting- of rams on the previous Friday.

There were a number of wool-buyers present, and as

much as 57s had been offered for the best wool. He
argued well from the circumstance that a great

anxiety had been sliown to purchase wool of any

—

even the worst descriptions. Mr. Ellman concluded
by offering his wool, consisting of 800 fatting, ewe,
and ram fleeces, and 7©0 hoggets (not folded) to Mr.
Legge at 64s a tod.

The Chairman proposed the healths of the Duke
of Richmond, and the Earl of Egremont.
Mr. Elkington (a wool buyer) observed that Mr,

Ellmau's account of the state of the wool trade, as

far as it went was correct enough :—but Mr. Ellm<m
had omittei to tell them all. He Jiad not told them
that at Thetford fair wool was bought at Is 6d per
lb. He (Mr. Elkington) had bought upward of 100
packs at less than Is 6d.
Mr. Legge replied to Mr, EUman. There was at

present a good trade, and an increasing demand for

manufactures, and he only feared that it might be im-
peded by the desire of the growers to obtain such
high prices. J\lr. Legge then offered Mr. Ellman
Is lOd per lb, or 68s 8d per tod, which offer was
refused.

Mr. J. Ellman then made a proposition with re-

spect to the period at which the fair was held. It

proposed that in future it should take place on the
'20th July. The shearing now was completed earlier

than formerly, and it was very desirable that the fair

should occur as soon after the shearing as possible.

Another advantage arising from the change would be
that the Lord Lieutenant would probably make a

point of attending, which he could not now do in

consequence of Goodwood Races being always on
the last Wednesday in July.
The proposition was seconded by Mr. Legge, and

carried unanimously.
Mr, Harris transferred his wool, 330 ewes and 107

hoggetts to Mr, Legge, at 66s.—Mr. Tourle offered

at 62s ; refused,—Mr, Jas. Hodson sold at 56s.

—

Mr. Hurst (Eastbourne) offered at Is lOd per lb
j

refused.—Mr. Fuller's (Tarring) refused at 58s.

—

Mr. Legge proposd 56s for Mr. Woodman's (Fal-

mer) for his wool, (1250, out of which 460 tegs

;

refused, — Mr. Walter Woodham's sold at 57s
(quarter hoggett.)—Mr. Bine's (280 hoggetts out of
1000) offered at 58s and refused,—Mr, T. EUman
offered at 60s ; declined. — Mr. Botting at 56s
(quarter hoggett); refused.— Mr. Saxby, (West-
dean) offered at 58s ; declined.—Mr. J. Saxby,
(Northease) sold at 56s.

Business continued to be transacted until a late

hour, and a great many sales were effected at an
average of about 56s with quarter hoggets ; with a

arger proportion of hoggetts, from 57s to 58s.

—

About 23,000 fleeses were transferred to Mr. Legge
alone.

INVERNESS SHEEP AND WOOLFAIR,
(From the Inverness Courier.)

We had given in a previous number, a report
of the proceedings at this fair but at the request of

a correspondent, as well as from a conviction of
its value, we are induced to repeat this more com-
prehensive account. Ed. M. L. E.

This important market, at which the staple pro-
ducts of the counties of Inverness, Ross, Suther-

land, Caithness, and Elgin are annually sold, to
the amount of from 150,000/ to 200,000/, was held
here last week. Thursday and Friday were the
appointed days, but it was Saturday before the
principal lots changed owners, or any idea of the
prices likely to prevail could be obtained. The
effects of this market are felt by all classes of the
community in this northern part of the kingdom,
to say nothing of its influence in regulating prices

in the south ; and we have, therefore, great
pleasure in stating that the market has been a

good one both for sheep and wool. On Cheviot
wedders there has been and advance, over last

year's prices, of from 15 to 20 per cent. Those
flocks which last year sold for 26s 6d each, brought
this year 30s ; others rose from 22s to 26s. One
fine lot of Cheviot wedders sold for 30s each;
another, 29s 6d ; another 27s 6d. These wei'C

extensive lots ; the best Cheviot stocks in Suther-
landshire went as high as 31s 6d the wedders, and
19s the ewes. Ewes have rather declined in value,

whether Cheviot or black-faced. This is supposed
to be owing to the great fall which took place in

this description of stock at the latter end of last

year's markets in the south, and also to their being
comparatively poor in condition. The loss of
lambs by the backwardness and severity of the
spring would, of course, have some effect in raising

the value of the stocks of lambs on hand, and
accordingly they sold here at Is and 2s more than
last year. In wool, the rise of price is fully equal
to that on carcase. The best clips of Cheviot wool
last year were disposed of at 20s 6d per stone

;

this year the same lots have sold at 25s per stone.

Two extensive lots, amounting together to near
four thousand stones, for which 20s 3d were re-

ceived in 1835, sold at this market at 24s, and
others in like proportion. The following is a note
of the prices :

SHEEP.

Cheviot wedders 24s Od to 31s 6d.

Do ewes 16s Od to 19s Od.

Do lambs 9s Od to 14s Od.

Black-faced wedders .... 15s Od to 21s Cd.

Do ewes 9s Od to 12s Od.

Do lambs 8s 6d to lis Od.

WOOL, per stone of 241b,

Laid Black-faced lOs Od to 22s Od,

Unlaid ditto 12s 6d to 14s Od.

Unwashed Cross-bred \2% 6d to 14s Od.
Washed ditto 14s Od to 16s Od.
Unwashed Cheviot 17s Od to 18s Od.
Washed ditto 21s Od to 25s Od.

More Cheviot wool was sold out and out at this

market than was ever disposed of here upon one
occasion. The purchases of sheep were also very
extensive. Mr. Paterson of Sandside bought up-
wards of 3000, mostly wedders. We may mention
that the Rhudunan sheei), a fine black-faced stock,

sold at 21s the wedders, and the ewes, 12s.

The Sutherland contract for smearing materials
was obtained by Mr. Anderson, Edinburgh. It

consists of thirty or forty tons of butter, and about
six hundred barrels of tar. We heard the price
of butter stated at 52^ per ton, an advance of fully

a third. The kind of butter used for this purpose
is that which has been held over for a year, and is

of coarse quality. In consequence of the great
demand last year in England, (another proof of
the comfort and full employment of the manufac-
turing population,) little was left over, and on
this account there is a scarcity.

The Inns were crowded beyond all former ex-
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ample, and the public ordinaries, at the Caledonian
and Royal Hotel, were fully attended. On Thurs-
day, Mr. Brown of Linkwood, presided at the
Caledonian Hotel ; on Friday, Mr. Davidson of
Cantray ; and on Saturday, iMr. Pagan, from
Liverpool. At the Royal Hotel, the chair was
taken successively on these days by Major Gilchrist

of Ospisdale, Sir Colin Mackenzie of Kilcoy, and
JMr. Macdonald, banker, Fort William. Some
practical subjects were discussed or glanced at, in

the speeches and sentiments which circulated

round the table after dinner, which we may briefly

notice.

Sir Francis A. Mackenzie of Garloch, stated

that he had written to the Secretary of the High-
land Society wishing that a pi'eminm should be
given to aid in the extirpation of foxes from the

pastoral districts. A large premium would, he
thought, lead to this desirable result, and if 300/

were offered, the sum could easily be made up.
He himself would not hesitate to give 50/ if neces-

sary. Mr Paterson of Sandside expressed his

doubts whether such a scheme would be success-
ful ; they had tried something of the same kind in

Sutherland, and it was found that the more the
premiums were increased the sheep decreased, in-

stead of being better preserved. I'he noble family
of Sutherland had spent thousands of pounds on
this object, but in vain. He still thought that

perseverance and a friendly co-operation among
the tenants were all that was required to destroy
the foxes ; if they were as anxious to kill a fox on
their neighbour's farm as on their own, they would
succeed better than they did. Mr. Sellar, Mor-
vich, and Mr. Reed, Kilcalmkill, dissented from
Mr. Paterson as to the Sutherland Association,

which they contended had been very useful in the

destruction of foxes.

A hint was thrown out by Mr. Sellar, that it

would be highly desirable if the Highland society

would fix the time for holding their shows of live

stock, in the different towns and cities, either a
little before or a little after the time of harvest.

He was prevented, he said, from attending the last

Inverness show, as at the time it took place he
had about a hundred women, besides, men work-
ing at his harvest, whom he could not leave with-
out considerable inconvenience.

Mr. Brown of Linkwood alluded to a statement
which had appeared in the Glasgow newspapers,
purpoiting to be from a farmer in Invernessshire,

who stated that he considered his farm, though a
small one, to be worth 100/ a year more since the

the introduction of steam navigation into this

quarter. Mr. Brown condemned this statement as

extravagant and ridiculous ; there had not yet

been time afforded to estimate the advantages of

steam navigation in the conveyance of fat stock

to the London market from the Moray Firth, and
if there were time, it was absurd to talk of 100/ a

year being gained from such a cause on a small

farm. Mr. Dudgeon, Arboll, Mr. Young of Burg-

head, Mr. Sutherland, Aldourie, and other gentle-

men, also condemned the statement as extrava-

gant, and calculated only to raise rents uimaturally

and unjustly. While on the sul)ject of steam
communication to the London market, Mr. Pagan
took occasion to recommend Mr. (sharks Burrcll,

London salesman, who was an active, respectable,

and faithful agent for such as required his services

in the disposal of their stock in Snuthficld.

With respect to agricultural improvement in the

North, Major Forbes Mackenzie of Fodderty stated

that he was the first man in Ross-shire to cover a

field with lime, and his neighbours all said he was
ruining his land ! IMr. Paterson of Sandside alluded
to an improvement in conveying sheep and stock
which was talked of, namely, a steam-boat across
the Firth at Burghead, which would save an im-
mense deal of travelling. He hoped it would be
soon carried into effect.

Mr. Mackinnon of Corry intimated, that he
thought of changing entirely the stock on his estate
in Skye, for the improved breeds of the south,
which fattened better and were more profitable.

Cantray and others doubted whether this would
answer ; they thought it would be much better to
improve the system of rearing the native stock,
which were inured to the climate, &c., than by
forcing the cultivation of the short-horned breeds.
Mr. Mackinnon added that he would continue the
experiment, as he had no doubt of its success.
(We would here remark that Mr, Traill of Ratter,
and INIr. Home of Stirkoke, have reared the Tees-
water breed very successfully in Caithness ; and
other experiments of the same kind in the north
have proved advantageous.)

A proposition regarding the mode of conducting
the business of the market was discussed. We
shall explain it more at length. Inverness sheep
and wool market was first established in 1817.
For several years the number of persons engaged
in business was so limited that no one found any
difficulty to discover in each branch of the business
the whole persons connected with it. If, for in-

stance, he was a seller of Cheviot wool, he coidd
take his choice of one of the three staplers who
were present ; if a buyer, he soon discovered each
of the twenty to thirty sellers who had come. In
like manner, the three or four Jobbers who had
attended, stood perfectly recognised by every in-

dividual who had sheep to sell, and the few sellers

knew at once to what person it was of any im-
portance to make application. Since then, how-
ever, the numbers and the sorts produced have
been greatly multiplied. There are Chev'ot, and
cross, and black -faced varieties of wool and sheep.
There ars sellers ofwedders, of ewes, and of lambs,
and so on of each variety, and their corresponding
buyers. Besides the staplers, there is an assem-
blage of manufacturers, and of farmers from the
various counties who come into market, each
finding it nearly impossible to discover among the
assembled crowd the dealers in the particular com-
modity they desire to purchase. To remedy this

state of things, it occurred to several gentlemen
that it would he of imi)ortance to induce the whole
persons attending to transact business to assemble
together on the morning of the first day of the
market, with a clerk to be appointed, for the pur-
pose of registering the address and description of
business wished to be done by each. In this re-

gister, if the buyers of Cheviot wool were placed
in one coloumn, and the sellers in another, a
glance at the paper would enable them to discover
one another. If the names of the buyers of black-
faced wool occupied the third column of the ])aper,

and the sellers of it the fourth, the same result

would follow ; and so witli the sellers of wintering
for stock, and the buyers and sellers of cross wool,
wedders, ewes, lambs, smearing materials, &c. If

these were registered, and the register made patent

to all, business would be piodigiously facilitated.

The gentlemen attending the market unanimously
agreed to adopt this proposition, and appointed
the following gentlemen a committee to carry it

into effect at the next fair -.—viz.. Major Gilchrist^

Mr. Mackenzie, banker, Mr. Johnston, Mr. Young
^
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Ml-. Sellar, and Mr. Brown to be Convener. These
gentlemen will, we trust, spare no trouble to do the

thing effectually, as it promises to facilitate very

materially the business of the market.

We shall not attempt to give a list of the farm-
ers and gentlemen present on this occasion from
all parts of the northern counties, but amongstthose
attending from a distance were the following :

—

Wool Buyers.—Mr. Thomas Lockwood, Hud-
dersfield ; Mr. Walter Lockwood, ditto ; Mr.
Samuel Eastwood, ditto; Mr. Brookes, ditto ; Mr.
Ford, of the firm of Dockray and Co., ditto ; Mr.
Clark, Market Harbour, Leicestershire ; Mr. A.
Laing, of the firmof DicksonsandLaings Hawick

;

Mr. Gavin Hadden, of the firm of Hadden and
Sons, Aberdeen ; Mr. Wm. Archibald, from Alloa ;

Mr. Donald Maclaren, Callender, Perthshire
;

Mr. Charles Macdonald, of the Port Eglinton Car-
pet Company, Glasgow; Mr. Coll. Turner, of

Roseneath ; Mr. A. Johnstone, from Elgin; Mr.
Macdonald, Drumintorran ; Mr. Smith, Fort
William, &c.
CoMMissoN Agents.—Mr. George Maxwell, of

the firm of W. A. and G. Maxwell, Liverpool

;

Mr. W. R. Ronald, of the firm of Thomas Phillips,

and Co., Liverpool ; Mr. George Watson, of the

firm of Watson and Macdonald, Liverpool ; Mr.
John M'Askill, Liverpool; Mr. W. Macleod, of

the firm of Macleod, Houston, and Co., Liverpool

;

Mr. Gilbert Fairie, of the firm of Fairie and Row-
land, Liverpool ; iMr. Duncan Stewart, of the firm

of Stewart, Bald, and Co., Liverpool ; Mr. Boyd,
of the firm of Hossack and Boyd, Liverpool; &c.
Contractors for Smearing Materials.—

Mr. Adam Anderson, Edinburgh ; Mr. Lament,
Greenock ; &c.

Sheep Buyers.—Mr. Andrew Lamb, Liverpool

;

Mr. John Pagan, ditto ; Mr. Alex. Robb, Stirling
;

Mr. Dickson, Penrith; Mr. Neilson, ditto; Mr.
Moffat, Dumfries-shire ; Mr. Hunter, ditto ; Mr.
Roan, ditto; Mv. Kennedy, ditto; Mr. Walker
Johnston, Moffat; Mr. Gibbons, Carlisle; Mr.
Watson, Keillor, Perthshire ; Mr. Scott, Mont-
rose ; &c. &c.

CIRENCESTER WOOL FAIR.—For the last few
days our streets have been crowded with waggcns,
carts, and horses with pack saddles, all laden with
wool from the adjoining hills. About one hundred and
fifty packs of wool lias been weighed in the neighbour-
hood, and about the same quantity here, the price

averaging from Is 3d to Is 6d per lb. Although stock

and corn bring but inferior prices, yet we are happy to

see that wool bears a renumerating value, and enables

the farmer to take home some of that convenient thing

called ready money. The purchasers were Messrs.
Morgan, woolstaplers, Glasbury, through the medium
of their agents, Mr. Wm. Hughes, of Brecon, and
Mr. Richard Williams, of Aberdare, who have within

the last month distributed no less a sum than six thou-

sand pounds through the county in the purchase of

wool alone.

CHIPPENHAM WOOL MARKET.—The success

of our market has exceeded the most sanguine expecta-

tions of its Supporters—all of whom now consider it

established beyond doubt.—The attendance of buyers

and sellers was greater than at our first Market.
Sales were brisk, with an advance upon the prices ob-

tained at the late markets and fairs. About 250 bags
were pitched, the greater part of which was disposed of

at the following prices :—Ewe and Wethers from 42s

to 46s ; mixed Flocks from 45s to 48s ; Tegs from 50s

to 52s per tod of 28lbs. Down fleeces were chiefly in

request. After the Market, Mr. Neeld entertained a
party of friends at the White Hart, among whom were

Mr. Salter, Mr. Geo. Bailey, Mr. Budd, Mr. Deere,

Mr. Little, and several of the supporters of the market.

AVooL.

—

London.—The public sales of wool,the pro-
duce of the colonies and other parts, having concluded,
the following are the particulars of the averages realized

during their progress. Between 5,000 and 6,000 bales

were announced for public competition, of which 4,600
were Australian and Van Diemen's Land wools, a
small portion from the Swan River and the Cape of

Good Hope, and the remainder principally German,
Spanish, and Peruvian fleeces. During the sales there

was a full attendance of buyers from the manufacturing
districts, and several agents to complete foreign orders

present. The Australian wools are improved in fine-

ness, but were generally of short staple. The Van
Diemen's Land choice descriptions, on the other hand,
were fit for combing, and realized proportionably high
prices. The following are the accurate average prices

obtained during the sales :—Australian : choice fleeces,

2s 6d to 3s 3d per lb.
;
good and ordinary, 2s to 2s Sd ;

and wools in the grease, from Is 5d to Is 9d. Van
Diemen's Land : the finest flocks, 2s Gd to 3s 4d ; or-

dinary and good, from 2s to 2s Sd ; and in the grease,

from Is 3d to Is 6d. The finer qualities embraced all

the best marks from from the colony. Eight bales of
Swan River wool fetched from 2s to 2s 4d ; and Cape
of Good Hope from 2s to 2s 5d. On the average the

quotations of colonial wools may be stated fully 2d to

3d per lb higher than those realized at the correspond-
ing period of last year.

Encouraging Signs of the Times. — There
are forcibly apparent at the present period, a few
striking and important fads, which, indicative as they
are of the state of the empire, should not escape univer-

sal attention ; nor will, we trust, the conviction fail to

be entertained, that as the condition of the people is a
correct index of the power and efficiency of govern-
ment, the present administration is entitled to the grati-

tude of the country. From every part of the manufac-
turing and commercial districts, the accounts are highly

gratifying. In every branch there is ample employ-
ment for all ; and the rate of wages is increasing—cir-

cumstances, winch must prove of great benefit to the

agricultural portions of the community, arising from an
increased consumption— to that important class which,
employed in the cultivation of the land, has long suf-

fered under a state of depression, but which assisted

further by the operations of the poor law unions, is, we
hope, rising to participate in the general benefit.

Crime, too, is evidently upon the decrease. The Irish

Judges congratulating- the respective juries upon the

fact of its diminution is most striking. Without alluding

to the more southern provinces, the calendar for York-
shire, considering the immense district which it em-
braces, is also small, and the offences are not of a deep
and serious character. In the extremely populous dis-

trict of Durham the calendar is very Hglit. At Appleby
there is not a single case. In sliort, the calendars
throughout tlie whole of the circuit are extremely light.

Here are abundant grounds for congratulation and for

thankfulness. Nor is this all. The present gratifying

state of prosperity is not based on a false and fictitious

foundation. It is a tree whose roots are firmly fixed in

the heart of tlie soil, and whose branches overspread
the land. Amidst this gratifying state, the arts and
sciences are extending their sphere of usefulness ; and
literature is presenting additional attractions and de-

lights. Public improvements were never carried on,

on a scale so magnificent as is the case at the present

period ; and to crown all there is every prospect of a
bountiful harvest.

—

Sunderland Herald.

Prolific Pea.—A few days ago the wife of John
Moody, of Wliittinarton, near Chesterfield, obtained

332 peas from 80 full-grown pods, the produce of a
single pea, which grew in a situation where it had been
accidentally sown. The peas thus procured filled a
pint measure.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
SUFFOLK.

At this important season to the farmer, the weather is

of the greatest importance, and as far as harvest has pro-

ceeded, it has hitherto been of the most propitious kind

for the ingathering' of the fruits of the earth ; for which
we feel thankful to Him who has declared that summer
and winter, seed-time and harvest, should not fail, and
pray for a continuance thereof; whatever may be the

desire of a few interested individuals to wish for a wet
harvest, we certainly think that both for man and beast,

that what is termed a fine harvest, must be most ac-

ceptable, and taking the whole country throughout,
those individuals must be of very sordid dispositions in-

deed, that, because from local circumstances or situations,

they have secured the gTeater bulk of this year's produce,

or because they may be holders of a stock of old Wheat,
to wish their neighbours (if they can be so called) who
occupy more backward spots of the earth, should not be
blessed with the like favourable weather, the least we
can say of them, they are not patriots, 'J'he Wheats, as

we anticipated in our last report, are not equal to what
they appeared to a passer-by, and the bulk is little more
than half, compared to the last two yeare ; we know of
large breadths in well cultivated districts,which produced
little more than one good load per acre ; there is, how-
ever, in one part of this county, where from the great
depth and fertihty of its soil, (we allude to what are

called the woodlands, but which is now as free from
timbers as a desert) the Wheats are very heavy, but
take this county as a whole, we must again assert, the
Wheat crop is not of average bulk, is effected by smut,
and, we fear, more or less injured by mildew. We were
not surprised to read in the market letters in your last

publication, that the new Wheats were of inferior quality

compared with the old. The Barleys are a fair average
bulk, and if well harvested will be a good sample, and
we anticipate, as the prices of sugar and molasses are
steadily ^advancing', that distillers will have occasion
for Barley for the purposes of distilling, therefore

if secondary qualities are taken off for that purpose
we may safely calculate on renumerating prices. Oats,
of which there are not but a small breadth gTow-
in this county, are a tolerable crop. Peas are somewhat
bulky in the straw, and fairly loaded with pods. Beans
are short, but the prospect for a crop is about an ave-
rage. Clovers are very shorty we cannot yet form any
opinion as to whether there wdl be a crop of seed. Tur-
nips are g-enerally a good plant, having been more or
less attacked by black Jack ; they appear quite stunted.
Mangel wurzel is promising to be a good heavy crop, and
of which there is a larger breadth cultivated this year
than for the last several years. The wheat harvest is

nearly completed, and in manv parts of this county the

barley harvest is proceeding rapidly ; with a continu-
ance of weather, such as we have hitherto experienced,
to the end of the month, nearly all kinds of produce
will be secured in this county.

—

Aug. 20.

NORTH DEVON.
The drought from the commencement to the mid-

dle of last month checked the growing- of the meadow
grass, that it has not produced so much hay as was
anticipated, and complaints are made of deficiency in

the portion which still remains to be cut; it is how-
ever a pleasure to find, that the greater ])art already

saved has been put together in the best condition,

and that the superiorquality will compensate in some
measure for the deficiency in quantify. The rain,

which commenced on the l.)th ult., has so much im-
proved the after-grasses, that a good share of feed

may be expected fi-oni them. There was a continu-

ance of wet with little intermission \iiitil tlie 2nd
inst., fre([ueiitly attended with cold, and In uvy gales

of wind, which in some situations laid the corn, and
in others twisted the straw to a considerable degree,

yet it does not appear that any serious injury has been
sustained ; the wheat ears are short, though seldom

better filled, and was thought, until a few days since,

to be without fault ; but it has been discovered, that

in many situations there is an unusual quantity of

smut : the yielding of the wheat is expected to be

good, yet from the general thinness of the straw, it

will be below an average crop ; there is a consider-

able quantity of old wheat on hand, which from the

decrease of tillage last season will be found useful,

and probably sufficient to make good the deficiency

of the present year. Barley and oats, sown in sea-

sonable time on good land, is thin in the straw, yet
since the late rain they have filled well in the ear,

and from present appearances will be of good qua-
lity, and produce a full average yielding, but those

grains on coarse lands and cold clay soils, will not
mucli exceed half an average crop ; the deficiency is

thought to be principally owing to the difficulty of
getting the seed into the land at the very late period

when it was sown ; none of this kind of barley will

be of less than two or three different growths, we may
therefore calculate on good malting samples being

scarce ; the late-sown oats are also of various growths,

short and thin in the straw, and altogether with an

appearance not likely to prove very profitable to the

farmer ; though the crops have suffered so much in

this district, from the ungenial state of the weather
in the spring, yet they are spoken of more favorably

in the southern division, and said to be good in the

eastern part of the county. Prior to the 13th ult.

the turnips wei'e suffering by flies, and in a few situ-

ations the black caterpillars were making great ra-

vages ; the rain since that j)eriod has cleared them
of those enemies, and as the sowings were repeated

in a frvorable time, there is now a promising appear-
ance of a general good crop. The failure with the

potatoes is to a greater extent than has been noticed

in any preceding year ; various are the conjectures

as to the cause, some attribute it to small worms
(not noticed before) which are found in considerable

numbers in the decayed parts ; these worms are about
three quarters of an inch long, with black heads, and
white bodies full of legs ; as we cannot find that any
snch complaints exist where small potatoes have been
planted whole, we are induced to think that it chiefly

proceeds in cutting the pieces too small, by which
means (as the ground has been so extremely dry, the
last three or four seasons, at the planting time) the

juices of the sets have been entirely absorbed, and
thereby rendered unfit for vegetation. The supply
of fat bullocks in our late fairs and markets have been
rather short, yet the prices have declined, the best

are now from 9s 6d to 10s per score ; fat sheep and
lambs are offering freely at 5d per lb ; calves and
pigs realize about the same prices as in the last

month, but are not in much request ; wool meets a
ready sale at prices fully up to, or beyond, the far-

mer's expectations. A i'ew fields of wheat and oats
were cut in the neighbourhood of Barnstaple and
Bideford between the 2nd and 6th of this month, and
a considerable quantity of wheat was cut last week
on the best lands, the chief part of which has been
carried, some prematurely, according to the opinion
of the best judges, who think injury will be done, as

the straw is found to be much greener than the ears

;

the cutting of wheat will be general on all the inferior

soils by the latter jiart of this week ; there has been
a few samples ofnew oats in our markets, which were
sown in February, the quality of which was good

;

no new wheat has been yet offered, nor have we heard
of any barley being cut ; and it will be from two to

three weeks before much barley or oats are cut.—
Aug. 15.
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WILTSHIRE.
Reaping having commenced, we can speat with

some confidence as to the present state of the crop.

Monday the 8Ui was the more general day for begin-

ning on the hill district of the county. A deficiency

in the quantity of straw is the prevailing character,

and though this observation will apply both to hill

and dale, it more particularly applies to high and

poor land. For some years past the difference be-

tween the wheat crop on good and bad soil has been

trifling. Frequently the hill farm, from a milder

course of croppiug and better general management,

has produced as many bushels of wheat to the acre

as the stronger wheat land. But this year forms an

exception. The wheat on the good land is in the

present year generally a better crop than on the

poorer soils. We never remember so much red weed
(poppy) on the sands, or so much madern (wild cha-

momile) in situations which suit this troublesome

plant. We do not expect the crop will turn out so

much by two or three sacks per acre as it did last

year. Here it may be well to observe that the crop

of the last year was an extraordinary one in this

county, and that the county reports from other parts

of the kingdom did not describe the wheat crop to be

so large as ours. Such a very small proportion is

lodged (laid), that we shall not much exceed the

truth if we say none. The colour of the straw is

brjo-ht, even the very thin does not indicate the least

tendency to blight ; so that the berry and yield from

the straw will probably be good, and in a degree

make up for the deficiency of bulk. Still we are of

opinion that the crop will, on the whole, turn out to

be the worst we have had since the year 1829. The
number of old ricks in the yards is considerable, and

if our predictions as to the present crops are correct,

they will be wanted before another harvest. Barley

is somewhat below an average. Beans short, but

well podded, and I'ree from insects. The turnip crop

is much more promising than last year at this time.

The black maggot which caused so much desolation

last season, is for the present gone, after having made
his appearance much earlier than last year, and cleared

many an acre of healthy plants. The history and

habits of this grub are as yet but little known.

—

Avg. 11.

NORTH RIDING OF YORKSHIRE.
Aug. 11th a broiling day, whilst last Thursday

was as cold as Christmas ; therefore, of course, the

weather is very changeable; but if it continues such

days as this, we shall be over head and ears in har-

vest next week. With respect to the crops, we shall,

as usual (at this time of the year), give an account

of them to the best of our judgment, as we, like many
poor farmers, have no old wheat left, and very little

money in our pockets. First, of wheat :—it is con-

sidered a good crop ; indeed, a better crop than we
have had for some time, but the high winds some
time back have done much damage. There are scores

of acres sown with oats that other years would have

been sown with wheat. Last wheat seed time we
had better than 40 acres of seeds and clover, which
we generally sow with wheat ; but the weather was
so wet, we left 20 to sow with oats, and we find this

is the case with many ; of course, there is a greater

breadth sown. The general appearance of the crop

is a full average. Barley is likely to be a better crop

than we once expected it, but the sample cannot be

good, for we never saw it come into ear so irregu-

larly as it has done this year. Beans were likely to

be short, but they have made good progress since the

late rains. We are afraid the high winds have in-

jured both them and barley, as well as wheat. We

have begun harvest in some forward parts, but it is

not general ; next week, or the week after, it will be
general. We were very much alarmed about our

turnips a short time back ; indeed, some fields were
completely destroyed by the black caterpillar ; but

from what we have heard lately, they are not so bad
as was anticipated. We went in company with a

friend to look at a field near Fountains Abbey, which
we heard was nearly destroyed by them ; no sooner

did we get into the fields than up got, we should

think, 200 rooks. We were sorry to disturb them,

iis we were sure they would be after the caterpillars,

and when we came to examine where the rooks rose

from (which was much eaten) there was not a cater-

pillar to see (it appears the rooks had not discovered

them before they had done so much mischief), but

near the road where the rooks durst not go they were
in abundance ; therefore, rooks are a good thing.

By-the-bye, there was not a single turnip pulled up
by them, as is the case when they search for grub or

wire worm. We do not hear of any preventive for

their destruction, except ducks turned on the fields.

There is one thing we should do if ours were so af-

fected, and we would recommend any one to try the

same ; and that is powdered hellebore root, dredged
on the plant ; we had some caterpillars on a goose-

berry tree, and we dredged a small quantity on it,

and next day there was not one on the tree. Why
not do the same with turnips 1 it would be too ex-

pensive for those sown broad-cast, but for drilled ones

we think it would be a good thing, as it might be

drilled on the rows by a common Scotch drill, but the

coulter should be taken off, leaving the spout. We
would strongly recommend atrial of this. Our mar-

kets are rather on the decline ; labourers very scarce,

and nearly master of us.

DURHAM.
The weather throughout July was the most unpro-

pitious month for the growing crops that we can

remember for many years, being a series of cold,

windy, thunder storms, heavy rains alternately, and

the crops of corn are much beaten down and injured ;

the thin wheat has been much broken down and
loosened at the root by the very stormy winds, and

the subsequent heavy rains have beaten down the

more weighty crops ; the last ten da3's the weather

has become very hot and sunny, and frosty nights

appear to be producing fungus or rust upon all the

heavier crops, some of which are very black, and

we do not see any that has escaped the infection

more or less, though we never anticipated anything

like an average crop this season, yet since May it

had improved more than could have been expected,

but it is now reduced to a certainty that the wheat

crop must be a verv failing one, the great bulk of

the wheat land being of a sterile, poor description,

and generally very ill cultivated, will not produce

this year more than one-half the average of the last

three years, and that of very inferior quality ; the

better descriptions of land, of which we anticipated

a fair average crop, will now be rendered very

deficient from the effect of fungus, which appears

more and more evident every day. The oat crops

will be partially good ; the tempestuous winds have

injured them, as also Barley very much, and in

many instances a premature ripening will be the

effect, and consequently a small bad sample. Tur-

nips have suffered great ravages by a black cater-

pillar, and many have lost their crop entirely ; some

who have had recourse to the expedient of employing

a number of persons to kill them, though an ex-

pensive mode, have had the satisfaction of saving

their crop, but others have generally lost their crop.

—Aug 10.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.
THETFORD FAIR—At this fair from 12,000 to

14,000 sheep and lambs were penned ; for lambs tlie

sale was slow, at from 14s to 21s 6d per head ; shearling
ewes, and crones sold freely, the former from 30s to 36s

;

crones, from 14s to 21s. Some very superior Leicester

lamb tups were shown, belong-ing' to Mr. Jas. Okay,
jun.,of (Cambridge, which were sold by auction, from
3^ 10s to 5/ per head.
ASHBORNE FAIR.—There was a large quantity

of sheep penned, which went off very briskly, with
little variation in price from previous fairs. Of beasts

there was a large show ; fat and incalved cows were
much in demand at good prices ; but store beasts were
not quite so well sold. Of horses there was a very large

supply, many of which were good and useful animals,
and a considerable extent of business was done. Upon
the whole the fair was much better than we could ex-
pect, considering the great deficiency in keep.

MELROSE FAIR.—This great annual fair, for

lambs, was computed at fully 60,000, and as near as

possible about the same number as last year. Best
lambs, top price, 19s 6d. Half-bred, top price, 17s,

current, r2s to 15s. Some lots of the small kind at 9s.

Cheviot lambs, top price, 10s, current, 7s to 9s. The
prices obtained for the half-bred and Cheviot lambs
from 6d to Is a-head less than last year, but prices upon
the average much better than anticipated,ancl is reported

to have been an excellent market, and nothing of any
consequence left unsold.

FALKIRK TRYST.—Falkirk August or first Tryst
was scarcely so numerously attended with black cattle

as we have formerly seen. The ground allocated to this

market was only one-half of the market stance occu-
pied by the September and October markets, and was
not full, the numbers computed being from 6,000 to

7,000 head, there being no sheep shown at this market.
It was soon observed that fat cattle were in quick de-

mand, and sold readily ort' at from 6s 6d to 7s 9d per
Dutch stone, sinking offals. The supply of good fat

beasts was by no means so large as usual at this season,

the uncommon quantity of rain that has fallen having
hurt the pasture, and kept back the cattle. Half-fat

cattle, for clover foggage, were also sought after and
sold at about the same prices as at this market last year.

But for lean stock it was a very dull market, they having
sold at prices fully 81 per cent, below those of last year.

Some lean Norland two-year-olus went oft' at 31, 3/ 10s,

and 4/ a-head. Scarcely any West Highlanders to be
seen. But from what we could observe on Wednesday
evening the cattle were well sold off'. Few south-

country dealers have appeared at this market. A very
considerable show of horses was brought to market,
both for draught and saddle, and several droves of un-
shod Highland ponies. Of the horses, few were of tlie

high-priced kinds, varying from 12/ to 25/, and at all

inferior prices. A good choice of saddle ponies was to

be had, but a dulness of sale was observable, though
by the end of Wednesday a considerable business had
been done.

MINNYHIVE LAMB FAIR.— The show of
lambs was very considerable, and in numbers greater
than that of last year. Although there were a great

many dealers present, sales were not considered very
brisk, from the reluctance of the holders to forego the

chance of Lockerbie market on the ensuing Tuesday,
except for a tempting price. Another circumstance
which may account for the limited sales, was that a

considerable part of the stock was held by dealers by
profession, who probably had purchased more with an
ultimate view to the Lockerbie than the INIinnyhive

market. Still the quantity of business done was very

considerable, and fully two-thirds of the stock pro-

duced changed owners. The top price was at the rate

of a guinea each, and the general run of the market
was considered at a shilling per head less than last

year's prices. There were about 9,000 lambs shown,
principally half-bred and Cheviots, of excellent quality.

'I'lie prices at this fair cannot be said to be regulating,

because it is but in infancy as a market. The atten-
dance, however, was great, and had distant dealers been
aware of the quantity and quality of stock exhibited, it

is certain that many more would have been present.
Tiie fair is of great importance to the district, and it is

evindently the duty of our leading gentlemen to en-
courage it by every means in their power. Not the
least important feature of the day, was the presence of
a regular Banking Establishment, ready to accommo-
date the public by faciUtating money transactions. This
was indeed an accomodation, and, though unusual in
this district, such have been found to be attended by
many advantages at the great trysts and markets in
Scotland and England.— D«m/ries Times.
LANARK ST. JAMES'S FAIR.—The number of

lambs on the moor was estimated at about 20,000.
Throughout Tuesday the demand was exceedingly flat

;

prices fell to the average of 7/ 10s a score. Some su-
perior lots brought 9/. An attempt was made to reduce
the score from 21 to 20, but this was so stoutly resisted
by the north country buyers, that the old clad-score
system had to be continued. Owing to the coldness of
the spring months, the lambs were generally not in
good condition. On the second day buyers remained
backward till mid-day, when a rapid transfer of stock
took place, at a further reduction of ten shillings a
score. About seven thousand lambs left the market
unsold. On Wednesday the market sustained its long
established character for a fine display of young horses.
The number shown was unusually great, and they were
mostly of a superior quality. One year old colts brought
from 8/ to 15/; two year-olds from 15/ to 26/. Gooa
horses of four years, from 25/ to 35/ ; lighter from 30/
downwards. A great number remained unsold.
LOCKERBIE LAMB FAIR.—The numbers shown

were on the whole rather under an average, not ex-
ceeding, it was supposed, 35,000. The half-breds were
more numerous than in any previous year, constituting,
perhaps, little short of the half of the market. There
were also more black-faced than usual, many having
come from Lanark. The chief deficiency was in the
Cheviot, owing principally to the loss of lambs in the
Spring. From the previous markets of Lanark and
Langholm, a dull fair was anticipated, but it turned
out otherwise. The demand was very extensive and
general. In a few hours all the principal lambs
were disposed of, and at night only a small portion re-

mained for the market of next day. The half-breds
were of good quality, and the yearly improvement in

the breed and condition was very observable ; one or
two of the best large lots gave about 20s., a number
more from 17s to 18s ; few of the drawn lambs of this

sort came below 15s. A few lots of first-rate Cheviot
wedder lambs were from 12s to 13s, but 10s to lis was
the general price. Good second Cheviot ewe lambs
were generally sold from 9s to Us. Black-faced were
readily sold at prices beyond Lanark. The purchasers
were from many districts of the kingdom, chiefly from
the north of England and Galloway ; and several con-
siderable lots of black-faced, Cheviot, and half-bred,

were bought for feeding in Forfarshire. Most of the
Yorkshire wool staplers, who deal in the county, were
at this fair, and left few parcels unsold in the hands of
the farmers. The prices have been improving, and 23s
was readily obtained for laid Cheviot per 24 lbs. The
attendance of farmers from almost every district of the
South of Scotland, and North of England, was greater
than usual ; and on the whole, the result of this im-
portant fair must have been every way satisfactory to

the sheep farmers, and added another to the late pros-

perous years which they have experienced.

PAISLEY ST, JAMES DAY FAIR.— In the

cattle market the supply of horses was tolerable, but
there was little demand for them. The prices of
good two year-old colts ran from 20/ to 25/ ; for one
very fine pair 30/ each was asked. Draught horses ran

from twenty to forty pounds. The supply of ponies

was more limited than usual, the prices of tho.se of
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small size ran from 61 to 18Z. There was a larger sup-

ply of black cattle for marts and winterers than usual,

and very little demand for them, the prices ran from

31 to 4/ 10s. At the last quoted price, cattle that would

feed to from 25 to 30 stone, could be readily purchased.

The supply of milch cows was rather limited, prices

ran from 10/ to 121 for the best description in the

market.

At NORTHALLERTON FAIR last week a re-

spectable gentleman of that place sold five young colts,

(full blood), the price averaged upwards of 100 guineas

each, the same person also sold during the said fair, 25

fat bullocks, aad 12 equally as well fed heifers, to a

most respectable butcher resident at Bedale.

STIRLING LAMMAS FAIR.— At our fair the

price of hay for the season was arranged ; but it would
appear that Utile had been done in that line. 80s a ton

had been obtained for coarse hay of the first quality,

but it is probable that dryfield, or what may have suf-

fered from the weather, will be at a lower price.

At MARK FAIR the supply of beef and Mutton was
very abundant ; prime beef, of which there was a scar-

city, fetched from 9s to 10s per score ; ewe sheep, 5d

per lb., wethers, Sjd to 6d per lb., Lamb, Gjd per lb.

EAST RETFORD, Aug. 18.—With respect to the

weight of the crops in this neighbourhood, one general

remark will apply to nearly the whole of the plantations,

viz. that it will be decidedly below an average one,

though perhaps the quality will be as good as ever was
known, as neither filth nor disease has ever visited them
during the whole season.

FARNHAM HOPS.—The cleanliness and luxuriant

growth of the bine at this place, led the growers to ex-

pect, six weeks ago, that there would have been a most
surpassing crop ; this expectation is now gone past, and
they can calculate within a few hundreds what their

growth will be. The best grounds have plenty of bine

from tip to toe, but the lower shoots are many of them
abortive, so much so, that the fruitful shoots can scarcely

be reached with tlie hand, yet with a twenty feet pole,

much remains well clothed with promising hops, and
in those never failing grounds from 15 to 20 cwt. per

acre may be calculated on. The grounds on the out-

skirts of the parish, have, this year, shown, to the asto-

nishment of all, the effects of good management and
continued culture of the surface, many of these spots

are well feathered to the ground, and not a little of this

successful growth, may be attributed to i\Ir. Lance's

introduction of the new manures of hair and carbon.

The practice of putting stable dung on the crown of the

hill, is very questionable as to its service ; seeing that

in the middle of the rows, there is to be found, the feed-

ing fibres, the innumerable rootlets, with the spongy
mouths on the sides and end of them, here then the

food should be given ; of manure and culture, these

fibres will again g-row across the alleys in a few days,

if broken off by the horse hoe. Of the surrounding
villages and hamlets, we liave much to say, had we
space ; here, we find culture overcoming the sterility

of soil, mineral manures, and botanical knowledge ob-

taining crops, where barrenness otherways, would have
occasion chagrin ; in one place we find the introduction

of marls as a dressing, and in another the male plant

of hopsjudiciously cultivated, to givefulness and vigour
to the female strombile. So much is this practice

of the surrounding hop growers, that they get their hops
forwarder than the town, and the bine is made to sweep
the ground, being feathered and well cloathed with

hops to the very hill ; so fast are they getting their hops
to assimilate to the more favoured grounds of the town,
that Sir Thomas Millar of Froyle obtains nearly every

year, as much per cwt for his hops, as the Farnham
ground obtains at Weyhill fair ; therefore we may con-
clude, as Hudibrass says, " The value of a thing must
be what it will bring"—indeed the successful culture of

the surrounding spots of Hale, Froyle, Binstead and
Frensham is only to be exceeded by the hospitable

manner and good old English reception there to be met
with by an enquiring friend. Of Alton, where there

are nearly 200 acres of hops, we hear but a sorry ac-

count, our perambulations not extending so far, we can
give no information from occular observation.
Faruham, Aug. 20. L.
A TUP WORTH HAVING.—A friend we con-

versed witli the other day mentioned the following re-

markable circumstance:—At shearing time, in the end
of May last, the fleece of a bred tup, the property of

John Bell, Esq., of Torbeckhill, parish of Middlebie,
appeared so bulky that it was deemed worth while to

weigh it—result, 20 lbs some odd ounces. So large a
woolly one year's growth is, we believe, totally unpre-
cendented in this quarter, and as white-washed, un-
smeared wool, is worth at least ls6d per lb, such as

criticise the wonders of Dumfriesshire will obhge us by
saying whether they ever before heard of a single

member of a Scotisli hirsel whose fleece would be
cheap at thirty shillings sterling. The present, as we
liave more than once said, are palmy times for the hill

farmer, whatever may be the fate of his neighbour in

the valleys.

—

Dumfries Courier.

BABRAHAM TUP SHEW.—Mr, Jonas Webb's
tenth annual tup show of Southdown Tups, took place on
Friday, July 22, on his farm at Babraham. The at-

tendance was exceedingly numerous, there being many
of the principal agriculturists and flock-masters from
the neighbouring counties. The letting commenced
about two o'clock, the animals (one hundred in num-
ber) being of the very first-rate description—indeed we
heard several of the first judges state that they did not

believe that a similar number of such "magnificent
creatures,'' being the property of one individual, could

be witnessed in any part of the kingdom. A spirited

competition took place for several of the lots, nearly

the whole of them being let for the season,—one or

two only were purchased. There were ten sheep, the

stock of one tup, which let at sums amounting to 2261

16s. Also three sheep, used by Mr. Webb as shear-

lings last season, let for 95Z lis. Among the hirers

were, the Dukes of Bedford and Norfolk, Earl of Hard-
wicke, Lord Braybrooke, Mr. Adeane, Mr. Coke, Mr.
Pym, Mr. Hammond, Mr. Newton, Colonel Rush-
brooke, &c.—At half-past four, about 150 gentlemen

sat down to a very handsome and abundant repast,

given in a commodious building erected for the pur-

pose in a close near Mr. Webb's house, Mr. Elliot

Smith, auctioneer, being in the chair, supported by
Mr. Adeane, Mr. Pym, the Rev. G. L. Jenyns, Mr.
W. P. Hammond, Capt. Gambier, Mr. Norris, Mr.
Geo. Jenyns, &c. Mr. Pyman bought Mr. Adeane's

ewe wool, at 45s, and his hogget, at 56s ; and Mr.
Webb's, at 45s and 56s; Mr. Baldry purchased Mr.
Norris's, (which had been kept entirely on pasture)

at 57s. Several other sales were effected.

A field pea of a new kind has been brought to us by
Mr. Gillett, of Halvergate, which from its great cast

and superior sweetness and size, is worthy the attention

of agriculturists. Five years back IMr. Gillett dis-

covered it in a field of his own among some common
pea. He has since cultivated for an increase, and now
has forty acres. A field of five acres and a half pro-

duced last year 76 coombs and 3 bushels. A sample
both of the last and present crop is laying in our office,

and may be inspected by any gentlemen who think

the subject worthy their attention. The price is 30s

per coomb.

—

Norwich Mercury.

SINGULAR BEE-HIVE.—The workmen at pre-

sent employed in erecting a new wall to enclose the

church-yard at " Allowa's auld haunted biggin," made
a curious discovery last week in the course of their ope-
rations in digging for a foundation. It was found ne-
cessary to encroach a little on the church-yard for this

purpose, by whicli a variety of the wrecks of frail hu-
manity were raised from the spot where they liad been
originally deposited many years previously, and among
other fragments a skull was exposed to view. On ex-

amining it, the men were astonished to find its interior

occupied by a colony of humble bees called millers, by
schoolboys, and on a closer inspection, it was discovered

that the little busy creatures had " improved each
shining hour," as their bony abode was well stored

with wax, honey, and young bees.

—

Ayr Observer.
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GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FOR AUGUST.

There was, for some days subsequently to our last

month's report going to press, much heart-burning,

amongst farmers, and not a few of the best of their

landlords, againstboth the Parliamentary Agricultural

Committees, and the theoretical, we could almost say

imbecile, Central Agricultural Association, which
last, had fallen into great disrepute. Since, however,
the harvest has been in pretty general progress, the

political troubles of the former seem to have lulled

into halcyon calm. They possibly reconciling them-
selves, by considering that providence, in giving

them a bounteously abundant harvest, will be far

more beneficial to them than any legislative enact-

ment or interference, and thence make its gracious

bounty the sheet anchor of their hopes. It appears,

too, from the intelligence we have received from all

quarters, that, notwithstanding the lamentable Wilt-
shire disaster we noticed in our last month's report,

and there having been several instances of conside-

rable breadths of wheett, barlejr, and oats beaten
down and damaged by the hail and thunder storms
of the present month, there will be a general good, if

not what might be called an abundant, crop, should
the latter part of the corn harvest meet with no
more atmospheric disasters, or other obstructions

than the first hashitherto met with. Indeed, we, who
are rapidly approaching the vale ofyears, do not re-

collect a harvest, in this country, wholly free from
disastrous atmospheric visitations. Most of our
English and Scotch, as well as some Irish, farmers,

seem to be tolerably well satisfied, with the state and
condition of their crops j hence, nearly all the cala-

mitious rumours of the month, appear to have been
contrived as price spurs, by speculators in grain.

As relates to Scotland, both the Dumfries, and Perth
Couriers, and Edinburgh Advertiser, which have not
been unfrequently giving unfavourable accounts of
the state of the general corn crop, seem now to ad-

mit, that the harvest in Scotland will be better than
was expected, the former having recently, with great
poetic sublimity, asserted that " The present tract

of beautiful weather, which has already changed the

face of nature, set in on the 5th inst. ; and, although
frosts appeared early in the mornings of Friday and
Sunday, not a drop—we suppose of rain, for we are

not acquainted with _/'rost drops—has fallen since ;

"

subsequently, gravely and astronomically asserting

that—" In the tables ascribed to Herschel, Thursday,
the 4th is the transition point assigned from foul to

fair, and there seems to be a strong tendency in elec-

trical matters to run in sets, our hope is there will

be little broken weather now till the end of harvest
!"

The Perth Courier asserting—" The long continued
rains, which terminated on this day week, have been
succeeded by the finest weather. Wheat is ripening
fast, but cutting is not expected to commence until

the end of the month." The Edinburgh Advertiser
asserting—"The weather, since Thursdaii last, has

been warm and dry, and every way favourable for

ripening the crojjs, which, we are happy to learn,

have not been materially injured by the late lieavy

rains." In our southern, eastern, western, mid-
land, and even as far north as the longitudinal line

that passes along tlie southern borders of Yorkshire,
the corn liarvest is expected to reach a general con-

clusion, should the weather continue favourable to

it, either before or speedily after the commencement
of the ensuing month ; by which time, the hop har-

vest under the same auspicious favour, it is lioped

will have become pretty general, upon an abundant
growth of fine coloured, full burred, liops.

As to tillage, in the present bustling state of the

corn harvest, this is quite out of the question, with

the exception of the teams being either employed in

trifallowing, or carrying out manure, for the ap-

pi-oaching wheat seeding, at such times that the car-

rying of corn is retarded by rain. " Now," says the

author of a homely, but useful book, on husbandry,

published in 1675, speaking of August, " this month
returns the countryman the amount of his year's ex-

penses, and encourages him to another year's adven-
ture. If it prove dry, warm, and free from high
winds, it rejoices his heart, increases his gains, and
abates a great part of bis expenditure."

Live farm stock, generally speaking, appears to

have been, during the wliole of the month, healthy,

and the fattening part of the depastured sheep and
beasts as thriving in the absence of parching sun-
shine, the stinging fly, &c., and, from having within

their reach plenty of sweet water, as thriving rapidly

in their pastures, and the ewe flocks, recently

weaned lambs, and store tegs, subsisting on the sheep

downs and other short grass lauds, also as lusty and
doing well : yet some few farmers and graziers were,

previously to the present month's rains, complaining

of a deficiency of grass.

As relates to store stock, including milch cows,

this in some of our provincial fairs appears to have
experienced a brisk sale, at advanced, in others a

dull one, at somewhat depressed prices; but in our

corn, fat cattle, and hop markets, sales have been
very languid, at somewhat drooping ; in those

for the sale of hay and straw, at barely, of wool,

horses, poultry, and dairy produce at fully, our last

month's, quotations.

Notwithstanding, however, the quietude of agri-

cultural politics during the greater part of the month,
that part of his Majesty's ill-advised Speech, with
which he addressed the House of Commons, in ad-

journing Parliament, on the 20th, which asserted

—

" I have learned, that you have, with great labour,

brought to maturity enactments upon the difficult

subject of tithes in England and Wales, which will,

I trust, prove, in their operation, equitable to all the

interests concerned, and generally beneficial in their

results," caused much severe animadversion and
ridicule in Smithfield, on Monday ; many of the far-

mers and graziers, who attended that market, asking,

or rather exclaiming, a precious boon this ! The old

story over again.—Great labour, indeed ! As to the

labours of both Houses, in the last Session, these

they seemed to think were, for the most part, com-
posed of frivolous and vexatious debate, and that a

more quiet legislature was, for the most part, very
desirable.

The following is our restrospect of supplies and
prices of fat stock, exhibited in Smithfield and Isling-

ton Cattle Markets, since the publication of our last

month's report.

SUPPLIES.
SMITHFIELD.

Beasts.
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IStlNGTON.

Beasts. Sheep & Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

July 29. 67 734 — —
Aug. 1. 339 3461 14
_ 5, 83 733 11 —
_ 8. 369 3,201 13 —
— 12, 90 662 2 —
_ 15. 335 3,420 16 —
_ 19. 83 701 — —
— 22, 330 2,813 9 10

Total 1,696 15,725 65 10
Supply of")

preceding V 2,014 15,497 79 6

month. J
It will be seen, by the above statements of sup-

plies, that those of Smithfield have comprised, this

month, 1,755 beasts, 15,440 sheep and lambs, 1,093

calves, and 1,814 pigs less than those of that which
immediately preceded it ; those of Islington have

embraced 682 beasts, and 14 calves less, 318 sheep

and lambs, and 4 pigs more than those of last month.

About 5,325 of tlie beasts, comprising the month's

supplies ofthe above markets, came from our northern

grazing districts, viz. Lincolnshire, Leicestershire,

Northamptonshire, &c., up the St. Alban's road
;

about 4,855 up the other northern roads ; about

1,726 from the western and midland districts ; about

1,260 from Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, and Cambridge-
shire : about 420 from Scotland ; about 140 from
Sussex, Surrey, and Kent : and most of the remain-
der, from the marshmen, cowkeepers, stall-feeders,

&c., in the vicinity of London.

Prices.—Smithfield.

July 29. Aug. 22.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

InferiorBeef 2 6 to 2 10 .. 2 2 to 2 6
Middling, do. . . 3 to 3 4 .

.

2 8 to 3 2
Prime, do 3 6 to 4 4 .

.

3 6 to 4 4
Inferior Mutton . . 2 8 to 3 ., 2 6 to 2 10
Middling, do. . . 3 to 3 4 ,

.

3 to 3 6
Prime, ditto, . . 4 to 4 6 .

.

3 10 to 4 8
Lamb 3 10 to 4 6 .

.

4 to 5 2
Veal 4 to 4 10 .

.

3 10 to 4 8

Pork 3 6 to 4 4 .. 3 8 to 4 8

It will be seen, by the above comparison, that but
little alteration has taken place, in the course of the
month, in the prices of beef and mutton: whilst those
of lamb have advanced from 2d to 8d, of pork 2d to

4d : those of veal declined 2d per 8lbs.

A comparison of supplies, and prices of fat stock,

exhibited for sale, in Smithfield Cattle market, on
Monday, August 24, 1835, and Monday, August 22,
1836—

At per 81b3, sinking the offal.

Aug. 24, 1835. Aug. 22, 1836.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse and inferior beasts 2 to 2 2... 2 2 to 2 C
Second quality do 2 6 to 3 2... 2 8 to 3 2
Prime large oxen 3 2 to 3 6.. 3 4 to 3 8
Prime Scots, &c 3 6to3 10...4 to 4 4
Coarse and inferior sheep 2 2 to 2 4. ,.2 6 to 2 10
Second quality do 2 6 to 2 10. ..3 to 3 4
Prime coarse.wooUed sheep 3 2 to 3 6. ..3 8 to 4
Prime South Downs de 3 8 to 4 0...4 4 to 4 8
Latnbs 4 to 5 0...4 to 5 2
Lnrge coarse calves 3 2 to 4 0... 3 10 to 4 2
Prime smalldo 4 4 to 4 8. ..4 4 to 4 8
Large hogs 3 to 3 4. ..3 8 to 4
Neat small porkers 3 6to3 10...4 4 to 4 8

SUPPLIES.

Aug. 24, 1835. Aug. 22, 1836.
Beasts 2,832 2,935
Sheep and lambs 28,610. . . . 23.650
Calves 190 325
Pigs 370 330

From the above account, it appears that most kinds
of stock were somewhat dearer, on Monday, August
22nd, 1836, than oq Monday, August 24th, 1835

;

whilst the supply of the former day embraced 103
beasts, and 135 calves more, 4,960 sheep and lambs,
and 40 pigs less, than that of the latter.

A full moiety of this month's supply of beasts have
been, both in Smithfield and Islington markets, com-
prised of short horns ; about a fourth, not far from
equal numbers of Herefords, Devons, and Welsh
runts, and the remainder, of Scots and Norfolk home-
breds ; with some, but not a great number, of Sus-
sex and Irish beasts, Staffordshire steers, heifers,

&c., with the before-mentioned town's-end cows.

—

As relates to sheep and lambs, the former of these

have been, as nearly as could possibly be ascertained,

in about equal numbers of old and new Leicesters,

South Downs, Kents, and Kentish half-breds ; with,

as relates to the latter, a considerable number of the

white-faced west country breeds, and horned Dor-
sets, and sundry casual or incidental breeds.—From
Scotland, the numbers of sheep and beasts have been
comparatively few,—the former having amounted to

1,650; the quantity of slaughtered meat from that

part of the kingdom having been, in the course of the

month, very limited.

The quality of the stock, in both markets has been,

throughout the month, in the whole, tolerably good :

but the inferior kinds, for which there is no demand
at Islington, is quoted, on account of its quality,

considerably lowest in Smithfield, where it is wanted
for low priced purposes.

REVIEW OF THE HOP TRADE.

August, 1836.

The demand for Hops throughout this month has
been but moderate, and little has been done on spe-

culation, notwithstanding the great fall that has taken
place in the estimated Duty, which we quoted last

month at 235im., and we now state at 190ivi. The
weather has continued ever varying-, and unsuited for

the plant ; the mould has increased considerably in

Mid Kent as well as East Kent, and the bine, even
in the best grounds, has not branched out so as to

produce a heavy growth. The Hops are now entirely

out, so that the probable estimate per acre can be
pretty accurately judged ; the I^uty is not likely to

vary much from the present estimate. If the nights
remain cold, the Hops will be small and want condi-

tion, so that the last year's growth may be better

worth the attention of the consumer. If we enjoy
warm nights and fine days as the Hops hang singly,

they will grow out very fine and possess condition.

PRESENT PRICES.

East Kent Pockets, 843 to 105s
Bags 76s — 100s

Mid Kent Pockets 70s — 90s
Bags 60s — 84s

Weald of Kent Pockets 65s — 90s
Sussex Pockets 65s — 84s
Yearlings 40s — 60s
Old olds 18s — 42s

The picking this year will not be general till about
the 15th September, so that the season will be fully

three weeks later than last. New Hops, it is ex-
pected, will realize a good price, as the supply will

not only be late, but moderate.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST.

The seasonable supply of moisture, which the

crops received during July, was extremely beneficial

to their growth, and has caused Wheat " to fill the

bushel" much better than could Jiave been anticipated,

and it is net unworthy ofmention that the plumpness
and filling out of the grain in ear, has been known
to make a difference of one bushel in eight, thus

the shortness in straw and thinness of plant

will be in measure partially compensated. All ac-

counts received from the different counties seem to

corroborate our statement made last month, that

though the new wheat yields well, and in some in-

stances to an unusual extent, owing to the full deve-
lopement of the grain, and length of ears, yet the

deficiency on the light, gravelly, and poor soils will

reduce the aggregate return below an average pro-

duce, more particularly as compared with later sea-

sons. Smut also prevails to a considerable extent,

and partial complaints are made ofmildew, especially

in tbe fens, many samples exhibit premature harvest-

ing, having been cut too green, a system if hastily

adopted and withoutjudgment,and discretion as *o the

mature state of the kernel, is likely to prove detri.

mental to the quality in its return to the miller.

Where the grain has become ripe, it has been housed

in excellent condition, and the plan now pursued
by farmers in several districts, of cutting their wheat
with the scythe and employing more hands, renders

them much more independent of the vicissitudes ofour

climate, and the rapidity with which the fields are

cleared, astonishes the farmer who is wedded to

ancestral, customs. The Barley crop on the aggre-

gate is favourably reported, particularly in Norfolk

and Suffolk, being reckoned a fair average bulk, and
if well harvested will produce a good sample ; on the

other hand, in some districts, especially in the west-

ern parts of England, the crop is thin on the ground
and the straw stunted, and the sample likely to be

coarse and irregular ; as, however, the breadth of

land sown with the article has been much increased,

we are on the whole likely to have a large quantity

offering the ensuing season, and as the prices of

sugar and molasses have been steadily improving in

value, it is thought a more active demand will be ex-

perienced for the secondary qualities of barley on
the part of distillers, and should such be tlie case,

farmers may calculate on another year of remunerat-

ing prices for this article. Oats vary much in their

produce, according to locality and time of sowing

:

in some districts they are extremely thin on the

ground, and unusually short in the straw and bell
;

while in others, the crop is thick and luxuriant, but

taking the average, it will be deficient. The Lin-

colnshire new oats which have appeared in Mark
Lane have been of good quality. Beans, from the

want of rain, have turned off unfavourably, and will

not prove the abundant crop at one time anticipated.

The stalks are short, and in many instances badly

podded, and the pods which have appeared are

small ; notwithstanding this partial failure, we are

inclined to believe that the yield will not be below

a moderate average. Peas have turned out a satis-

factory produce, the quality even good in colour, but

rather small.

From Scotland the agricultural reports have as-

sumed a much more favourable character ; the raw.

wet and boisterous weather, with chilling winds from
the east and north-east, has been succeeded with a
fine sunny temperature, unclouded skies and southerly
gales. Wheat has not received any material injury
from the cold and storm, except being retarded in its

growth, which in a northerly climate renders the
harvest more precarious. The quality of the wheat
is however in instances represented as coarse
and thin, and though the return will be deficient,

yet it will be less than was at first calculated upon
;

in the lowlands reaping has already commenced.
Barley, particularly in the northern counties, is short,
thin and unpromising, and oats have not been long
in ear ; but the warm weather latterly experienced,
has, with the powerful agency and co-operation of
moisture, caused the vegetative powers of the plants

speedily to effect a very visible alteration in the as-

pect of the fields ; the produce however of this latter

article, oats, promises on the aggregate to yield well,

the straw though often found short is thickly headed,
and in some parts a heavy crop is expected, but
should the same animation pervade the manufacturing
districts, and employment continue to a similar extent
as at present exjierienced, especially in the flax

spinning mills, the consumption of oatmeal, which is

augmenting considerably, will check the shipment of
oats, the ensuing, as it has done the present season.

The stocks ofwheat are far from being exhausted and
many are the barn yards still well stocked with stacks.

Turnips present for the most part the appearance of
a heavy crop.

In Ireland the want of moisture was proving in-

jurious to the crops, especially of summer grain and
flax, but a seasonable and copious fall of rain has re-

lieved the anxiety entertained on this account for the

fate of the growing plants, and the wet being suc-

ceeded with warm genial weather has communicated
a general fertility and strength, the ears filling well,

and the accounts taken as an aggregate are favourable

for all descriptions of grain. The samples of new
oats which have appeared hold forth a satisfactory

promise as to quality, and have at the leading mar-
kets realized lis 6d to 12s 6d per barrel. Flax in

the early districts of the county of Down is now pul-

ling and looks well ; the later sown having a second

growth, cannot be expected to be so good. Should

dry weather continue there may yetbe a good season's

produce, but at present it is impossible to predict

what the result will be of the immature flax.

Harvest having commenced under the most favor-

able auspices, has caused a general dulness to pervade

the wheat trade ; and farmers, who for the most part

entertained a favorable opinion towards retaining

their stock, having shown more disposition to bring

their samples forward, the supplies have exceeded

those of tlie previous month by upwards of 13,000

qrs, and as millers could only be induced to purchase

on lower terms, a gradual reduction was obliged to

be submitted to of from 4s to 5s ; but towards the

termination of August, tlie weather having become
more unsettled, and the new wheats, the first sample

of which appeared in Mark Lane on the 8th of Au-
gust, having come to hand much inferior to the

earliest parcels received Inst year, being coarse,

smutty, and tender, enabled holders of the better

descriptions of old to realize Is to 2s per qr more
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money, tlie market at the close of the month being
firm at the improvement : the new qualities ranged
in value at from 42s to 50s, the best 52s, except the

first sample exhibited, and that was a middling qua-

lity of Talavera, which sold at 58s.

An improved demand has prevailed for bonded
wheat, iu consequence of the receipt of orders for

shipment to the United States ; in addition to some
speculative attention being directed towards the
article in consequence of the agricultural reports
from the more Southern States of America, and par-
ticularly Maryland, Virginia, &c., and should the

result prove confirmatory of the unfavorable accounts
of loss from drought and Hessian fly, much of the

surplus stock of wheat on hand in this country aris-

ing from fresh investments are likeiy to find a more
profitable vent, than awaiting the result of our own
harvest. Little actual business has however trans-

pired, holders generally demanding higher rates than
purchasers are at present inclined to accede to, more
particularly as a scarcity of vessels has been expe-
rienced for America. The stocks in bond have
received an accession during the month of more than
15,000 qrs, principally from Danzig, the condition
has varied considerably, some cargoes arriving sound
and fresh, but the largest proportion turning out
heated and much out of condition, which may per-
haps in great measure be attributed to the imperfect
mode adopted of drying the bulks as they arrive from
the interior, by exposing them to the sun on the
banks of the Vistula, which proves successful in hot
weather, but when rain has prevailed, and the earth
has been partially saturated with moisture, corn being
an article extremely susceptible of imbibing any
dampness in the atmosphere, which under the above
circumstances must arise morning and evening, is

not likely to be brought suflSciently into good con-
dition to bear a lengthened voyage to England ; the
better samples of Danzig are offering here in bond
at 36s. At Liverpool, sales have been effected at

4s 6d to 4s 8d per 70 lbs for lower Baltic wheat, and
4s 9d to 5s, and as high as 5s 3d for Danzig, princi-
pally for shipment to America.

Though no alteration has been made in the top
quotations of town-made flour, yet the trade has
ruled very heavy, bakers only taking quantity neces-
sary to meet their immediate wants, and prices of
secondary parcels have receded in value. Owing to
the continuation of warm weather holders of ship
qualities were anxious to quit the different parcels
on arrival, which could only be effected at a decline
of Is to 2s per sack. Bonded flour has continued
to meet inquiry for shipment, principally to the
West Indies ; and good Danzig has readily obtained
22s ; but as the accounts from the United States ap-
peared to intimate, that though the produce of
wheat would be more than equivalent to the demand,
yet that the exports would be materially diminished,
the article has attracted increased attention, as South
America, the Mauritius, West India Islands, and
other parts, which were dependant on America for
the imports of flour, will now require large ship-
ments from European ports to make up the defici-
ency. At Liverpool purchases have been making
of most of the parcels offering at 22s to 25s for
sweet Baltic qualities ; and American Western
Canal sour, 22s ; fine do., Rochester, 25s per barrel.
The alterations in the duties consist of an advance

of Is per qr on Wheat, the duty being 37s; Is 6d
per qr on Oats, duty remaining at 12s 3d ; and in-
stead of a diminution in the duties on Peas, as anti-
cipated by many, an advance has taken place of 3s
per qr, owing to part of the Lancashire averao-es
having been struck out by the Inspector-General,

otherwise the forced average of 43s 8d for the week
ending 22nd July, if followed by another high rate,

would have doubtless reduced the duties to 6s 6d or
perhaps 5s ; instead of which, the aggregate average
on the 29th being only 38s 8d, and on the 5th of
August 35s 2d, the duties have been enhanced to
1 1s per qr.

The high range of the prices of distilling and
grinding barley, and the approach of harvest, added
to a favourable report of the crops from those coun-
ties usually supplying Mark Lane, combined in

bringing forward increased supplies from Scotland,
and especially Ireland, and many foreign parcels
pressing on the market duty paid, caused the sam-
ples to prove much more than adequate to the de-
mand, and prices have in consequence given way
fully Is to 2s per qr for both descriptions ; and
foreign in bond being almost unsaleable, Mecklen-
burg and Holstein being offered at 20s to 22s. Dur-
ing the month about 4,000 qrs have paid duty. A
few samples of new barley have been shown from
Kent and Suffolk ; the quality of the Chevalier was
good, but of the others only middling ; no price is

yet fixed for the samples, being shown more with a
view of ascertaining their value than of effecting

sales.

The malt trade has remained in a languid state,

without, however, the currencies undergoing any
variation.

The supply of oats from England and Scotland
has been very moderate, but from Ireland consider-

ing the period of the year the importations have
been liberal, and exceed those of the previous month
by nearly 2000 qrs. A few parcels of new oats have
appeared from Kent, Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire,
and Ireland, and in addition to the 13,009 qi's of

foreign oats which paid duty the last week of July,

several cargoes on arrival from abroad have been
also entered for the consumption, which circum-
stances have contributed to render the trade languid

and heavy, purchasers buying with caution, and
speculators having little inducement to getintostock,

as the new Irish crop is favourably reported, and
no reduction has taken place in the quotations of the

better descriptions, but inferior, particularly Irish

and foreign, and stale ill-conditioned samples have
been difficult ofdisposal at a decline of 6d to Is per qr.

The new English oats have in one or two instances

come green and prematurely harvested, but other

English samples, with the Irish, were of good qua-

lity. The inferior sorts of foreign will not admit of

entry at the present duties of 12s 3d, and even the

finest can be only rendered free at a considerable

sacrifice ; fine heavy Dutch brew are offering at 28s,

duty paid ; Russian sound feed are worth 22s to

23s ; other foreign feed, 22s to 24s. New Irish

oats from tlie west coast have been offering at lis to

lis 6d, deliverable in October and November.

Though several parcels of foreign beans have been
offering free, yet the reports of the crop having
been less favourable, the article has experienced
more inquiry at an advance of fully Is per qr. The
averages also are progressively advancing, and as

the duties will no doubt decline to 9s 6d, holders
will be enabled to make their entries at the lowest
range likely to be attained this season.

Several samples of new peas have been at market,
Essex and Kent boilers obtaining 35s to 36s, Suffolk,

36s to 27s, grey, 34s ; towards the middle of the

month nearly 7,000 qrs of foreign having paid the
duty of 8s, and being pressed on the markets, caused
the trade to become heav)', grey being noted Is to 2s
per qr ; but in white little alteration was experi-

enced in the quotations ; as the duty has advanced,
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the market has rather improved, the article being
more ready sale, and white qualities realizing Is per
qr more money.

'I'he following are the quantities of Barley, Oats,

Beans and Peas which have paid duty in London,
LivERPOoi,, Hull and Bristol, for tlie current year

ending 20th ofAugust.

London. Liverpool. Hull. Bristol. Total,
qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs.

Barley.. 4,176 ... .. 1,080 5,256
Oats ....22,5/4 26 ... 1,079 215,679

B*ans .. 3,836 2,742 355 940 7,873
Peas ... 14,293 15,438 1,095 2,602 33,428

During the month of July the following quantities

of Grain and Flour have arrived in the Port of

London.
Wheat. Barley. Malt. Oats,
qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs.

English 35,158 ),bl2 17,120 81,165
Irish 3,624 37S 8,986
Scotch 10 3,921 .... 41,953

TotaliiiAiigust 35,168 9,I.'i7 17,498 .S9,104

Total in July. 22,637 6,845 16,753 66,169

Total in June. 33,885 11,9,13 24,128 148,C03

Foreign in Aug. 15,199 10,749 .... 16,702

Beans. Peas, Linseed. Flour,
qrs. qrs. qrs. sacks.

English 2,612 2,29i ... 27,358
Irish ... ... 115
Scotch ...

Total in August 2,612 2,294 ... 27,473

Total in July. 2,6S1 427 ... 28,236

Total in June. 4,098 529 2 38,742

Foreign in Aug. 2,641 1,682 59,372 brls. 4,292

At Halifax fine flour was selling at 35s 9d per

barrel, but prices were expected to recede, as, in ad-

dition to the large supplies from Canada, shipments

were on their way from England and Gibraltar.

In Jamaica the stock of flour was verv limited,

even in the baker's hands, and the importers had no
fresh samples to ofi"er. Some good Copenhngen flour

had realised 56s 8d currency per barrel, equal to

40s 5d sterling.

In France the general tenor of the agricultural re-

ports indicate that the crop of wheat will be mate-

rially deficient, as compared with the produce of

last year, and by many, the diminution is estimated

at one-third, on cold, sandy, and chalky grounds, and

one-fourth on the richer soil?;, and by some, it is cal-

culated that the general produce will be on an ave-

rage, one-fourth below the growth of 1835 ; the quality

is, for the most part, inferior, much of the grain

from want of moisture, having been rendered small

shrivelled ; smut also prevails to a considerable ex-

tent. Barley is not complained of, but oats are short

in tlie straw, and, with a few exceptions, deficient in

the bell, and thin on the ground. At Paris however,

the impression appears to be, that the quality will be

inferior to that of last year, and the quantity about

one-sixth less ; but as the harvest was the past

season extremely abundant, it may be estimated at a

low average return; however, in reading over the

markets' letters from the diflerent departments, we
are induced to think, that many samples, though thin

and light, and considerably inferior to the produce of

18.35, yet there are many parcels will be found heavy

and plump, exceeding even those of tlie last croj),

which may reduce the aggregate yield nearer to an

equality than the past growth. At ]\Iarseille prices

of the better qualities of wheat have improved in

value, owing to belief gaining ground that the ac-

counts respecting the falling off in the produce of the
new crop, are not without foundation. At all the
leading markets the currencies are either firm, or
evincing a tendency to improve.

In the Upper Baltic markets, little alteration has
been sustained ; at St. Petersburg and Riga, with
the exception of a few purchases of rye, nothing of
interest has occurred in the grain trade ; linseed at

the former city was held at 41s 5d to 42s 4d for the
best qualities. At Konigsberg, notwithstanding the
dull accounts received from England, prices remained
firm for wheat ; high-mixed old of 1834 was noted at
34s to 36s, new, 26s lOd to 28s 6d : rye, 15s 3d to
20s : oats, lis 9d to 12s 6d. The weather the be-
ginning of the month was cold, stormy and wet, and
much damage had been sustained by the flooding of
the Pregel ; wheat and rye promised a tolerably good
return, but barley and oats the contrary. At Danzio-
extensive purchases of inferior qualities of wheat
had been made for Liverpool, at 23s to 24s; the de-
mand for the better descriptions continued, but the
supplies were not equal to the quality required ; real
fine high-mixed wheat, great part the growth of
1834, had sold at 32s 6d, and 3000 to 4000 qrs of
wheat had been purchased for Philadelphia with a
freight of 8s : rye was also in request for the United
States. The wheat crop was favorably reported

;

rye was cut, but only a moderate produce j barley,
oafs and peas had assumed an unpromising appear-
ance ; rapeseed had been got in out of condition, and
was not fit to bear a long voyage. In the Lower
Baltic ports prices have sustained little variation

;

purchases of wheat have been making in Mecklen-
burg for shipment to the United States at 26s, the
currencies having ranged from 25s 6d to 26s 6d

;

barley was held at 17s 6d ; rapeseed was improving
in value, and was noted at 29/ to 30/ per last. In
HoLSTEiN, wheat was worth 25s ; barley, 18s to 20s;
rapeseed, 29/ 8s to 30/, warranted dry. On the rich
well-cultivated lands the vield of wheat, barley and
oats was expected to reach a fair average, but on all

inferior soils it will be considerably below one, and
in many cases to the extent of one-half; taking the
whole of the Duchy, if the weather remains favor-
able, the amount of produce will be rather less than
an average ; but if the contrary, the deficiency will

be considerable : rapeseed had yielded better than
had been anticipated. At Hamburg, several orders
have been received for shipment, principally to the
United States, and prices of wheat have been firm

with a tendency to advance , other articles have sus-

tained little variation ; rapeseed was quoted at 30/
10s to 31/ I7s per last. At Bremen, wheat has con-
tinued to meet demand for the United States, and
previous currencies were in consequence supported.

In Holland, the crop of wheat was generally

represented as inferior in quality and weight to the

produce of last season.

The accounts from the United States of America
are rather more favorable, for though the destruction
of the wheat crop had been considerable in the South-
ern States, and the failure had extended to parts of
Pennsylvania, yet in Oliio, Genesee, Vermont, &c.,
and the more important wheat districts of the Union,
the weather had had a very beneficial effect on the

crops, which held forth more promising results than
had been anticipated; advantage however was being
taken by liolders of wheat and flour to demand higlier

rates, and the stocks being extremely small, they
were enabled to realize the enhanced range of price,

until the deficiency in the crop is more accurately

ascertained, which will doubtless prove much less

than the averageof former years, yet no direct import
will be required to meet the home consumption; but
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there will be a material diminution in the capabilities

of exporting flour to South America, the West Indies

and other ports, who have hitherto depended for

their supply of flour from America. At New York,
all the foreign wheat had been cleared off, and the

only quotation was North River quality at 55s

;

Western Canal flour had advanced to 32s 7d to 33s
9d per barrel. At Baltimore, fine white wheat had
obtained 64s 4d, and new of the same quality had
been contracted for at the same rates

;
prime red was

quoted worth 62s 4d per qr ; Howard Street and City
Mills flour had improved, and was selling at 35s 9d
to 36s per barrel.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAIi
BRITISH. Au

s.

Wlieat, red, Essex, Kent, Suffolk 40
White 42

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. . . 38
White, do. do 40

West Country Red 28
White, ditto 40

Northumberland and Berwickshire Red 44
White, ditto 38

Irish Red —
Ditto White —
Barley, Malting, new —

Chevalier, new —
Distilling 32
Grinding 28
Irish 26

Malt, Brown 44
Ditto, Chevalier 60
Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale 60
Ditto Ware 60
Peas, Hog and Grey 32
Maple 32
White Boilers 34

Beans, smnll 38
Harrow 36
Tiiks 34
Maz^uaii 34

Oats, English feed 23
Short small 25
Poland , 24
Scotch, Common 24
Berwick, &c 24
Potatoe, &c. .„ 25

Irish, Feed 21s Od to 23s Od
DittoPotatoe 22s Od 23s 6d
Ditto Black 22s Od 23s Od

MEASURE.
G. 1. Sept. 1.

to 52
68
50
55
48
64
47
52

35
34
31

52
64
60
64
34
35
37
40
38
36
36
24

27
27
26

27
27
21s Od
22s Od
22s Od

42 to 48
46 55

32
28
25
44
60
60
60
31

32
34
38
36
34
32
23
25
24

24
24
25

to 22s Od
24s Od
23s Od

PRICES OF FLOUR,
Per Sack of 280 lbs. Aug. 1. Sept. 1.

s. s. s. s.

Town-made 40 to 48 40 to 48

Norfolk, Suffolk, Kent, and Essex .... 36 38 31 36
Sussex and Hampshire 33 36 33 34
Superfine 37 — 36 —
Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, and Stockton. 32 36 .'12 34
Northumberland. Berwick, and Scotch. 32 35 3i 33
Irish „ 33 36 33 35
Extra 37 — 37 —

IMP

\V e eke 11(1 iniar

8th July
15th
22nd
29th
5th Aug.
12th "

AggregaleA vcrr.ac

of the six week?
which regulates
the duty

Duties payalile in

London till Wed-
nesday next inclu-

sive, and at the

Outports till the
arrival of the Mail
of that (lay from
London

Do, on giaiu from
British possessions
out of Europe ....
Foreign Flour, 22s

ERIAL AVERAGES.
Wheat. Barley 0.a> Ryf Bean- I'fas.

37 8

33 1

32 10
32 7
32 4
33 1

32 3

13 10

23 10

23
23 8

23 9

23 10
23 II

36 6
35 4

33 9
34 10

35 10

35 2 40 11

42 10
41 6
43 8
38 8
35 2

35 7

39 7

11

3

8d per 1961b8. British Possessions do,
3s per 19G lbs.

STOCK OF GRAIN AND CLOVERSEED IN
BOND IN THE PORT OF LONDON ON
THE 5th AUGUST,

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Beans. Peas. Flour. Cloversd.
qrs. (jrs. qrs. qrs. qrs. cwts. cwts.

229,608 7,136 68,635 8,441 5,842 42,505 30,581
Rye,— qrs

An Account of the Quantity of Grain and Flour
imported into the United Kingdom during the

month ending the 5th Aug., 1836 ; the Quantity on
which the Duty has been paid for Home Consump-
tion, and the quantity remaining in Warehouse.
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TURF INTELLIGENCE.
The month (August) which has just passed

away, has been remarkable for the number of
Races which have taken place during its pro-

gress, if not for the general importance of the

meetings, though, in regard to the latter con-
sideration, inasmuch as our observations will

necessarily carry us back to Goodwood, tlie

present article will embrace one at least of

the most important and influential meetings of

wliich this country can boast ; which, as re-

spects the Turf, leaves all other parts of the

world at an immeasurable distance. The
Goodwood race list, it is true, includes nei-

ther a Derby, an Oaks, nor a Great St, Leger

;

but who can peruse or contemplate this judi-
cious and well estimated document without
perceiving much more than ordinary conse-
quence attached to each of the items of which
it is composed, but particularly to tl)ose pro-
minent and unparalleled features, the Draw-
ing Room Slakes, the Goodwood Stakes, and
the Cup? Warmly supported by the influence
of persons distinguished for pre-eminent rank,
conducted in a manner much superior to any
similar establishment. Goodwood meeting, re-

garded in the aggregate, must be considered
the first in the kingdom.
The late Goodwood meeting commenced on

the 27th of July ; and therefore, although we
made a few observations on the most pro-
minent candidates for the Stakes and the Cup,
we were unable to communicate to our readers
the decision of these highly important prizes,

or rather the performances of those nags which
took the lead in the money market. Rock-
ingham was named for the Goodwood intakes

and also for the Goodwood Cup ; and prior

to Ascot Races might be considered a general
favourite. In a former number of our publi-
cation we stated our opinion of the racing
capabilites of Rockingham : we remarked
that, although he won the Doncaster St.

Leger, his speed was not of a very superior
description, and posterior events have fully

proved the truth of this notion or impression
on our minds. Rockingham lay by and was
well nursed for the most valuable Cups of the
present season, and made his debut for the
year at Ascot. On this occasion he met an
excellent racer, (Touchstone) by whom he was
beaten without being able to force his com-
petitor to " the top of his rate :" the wretched
second which Rockingham made on this oc-
casion ought to have convinced every person
that " his day had gone by ;" though he was
only a six-year-old, who had never been over-
marked, nor yet done too much work. In a
conversation on this subject with an enthu-
siastic admirer of Rockingham, he insisted

that this horse lost his race for Ihe Ascot Cup
owing to the bad jockeyship of Macdonald

;

however, we think very differently ; Rock-

ingham, compared with Touchstone, sinks to
nothingness in any view of the case, and on
this occasion, it was as evident as possible
from the moment they came away from the
starting post that he could not stride one yard
with him. However, as Rockingham was as
favourably weighted as possible for the Good-
wood Stakes and the Goodwood Cup, he was
not destitute of support amongst the book
men. Mr. Theobald (his owner) thought
Rockingham's chance for the Stakes was pre-
ferable to that for the Cup, having neither
Touchstone nor any of those formidable op-
ponents to meet trom which he had anything
to dread. However, le meme chose, Rocking-
ham reiterated his exhibition at Ascot, and
even his warmest friends must have now been
convinced that his racing powers (never of the
first order) had evidently experienced a fatal

retrocession. It was as clear as possible that
he had not the shadow of a chance for the
Goodwood Cup against such opponents as
Hornsea and Elis ; but as he had been backed
by the public, Mr. Theobald very generously
allowed him to start—he did not get placed:
Hornsea won very cleverly, Elis running se-
cond, Bamfylde third.

If Epsom races have languished for some
years under the the management of the Baron
de Tesseir, Dorling,and Co., if Ascot meeting
grew sickly under the sinister direction of its

prominent, or rather its pecuniary, oflicial

agents, the venerable Ebor, celebrated in the
Roman annals, as well as for its gallant op-
position to that ferocious Norman robber,
William I. which shone with dazzling lustre
as a star of the first magnitude in the racing
constellation, has been equally unfortunate
of late, and is fast fading away under the un-
satisfactory and suspicious guidance of its

mysterious, if not murky, functionaries. Many
of our readers will perhaps recollect the
Budget affair at the York (August we be-
lieve) meeting of 1835: if so, they will be
aware that Budget in cantering up to the
starting post threw one of her plates : and that
the clerk of the course, instead of waiting a
few seconds for the purpose of refixing the
plate, started the rest of the field, and de-
clared the start fair (how stood the clerk's
betting book on this occasion ?) But the
Jockey Club reversed this monstrous decision.
On the last day of the York August Meeting,
(which was the 4lh ult.) Mr. Bovves's, The
Cauld Lad of Hylton, ran second for the Pro-
duce States, Mr. Skipsey's The Bard contriv-
ing to get his nose first to the winning post;
buttheriderof TheCauld Lad(George Nelson)
charged Heseltine, who jovkei/ed The Bard,
with foul riding', with having in fact at the dis-
tance, ran against him, nearly knocked his
horse down, and thus forced him out of his
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ground or line. We know Nelson, we have
seen him ride many times, and we believe him
to be a man who would scorn to make an un-
just charge against any person ; we have ob-

served the jockeyship of Heseltine on more
than one occasion, but never admired either

the working of his head or his hands

:

the business was referred to the Stewards,
who gave the race to The Bard. This
seems strange! The days of crossing and
jostling have long since passed away ; the ac-

knowledged law of riding is for eacli jockey
to take his own line or ground and keep it

;

nor have we the least doubt that had a jockey
at Newmarket been guilty of forcing a com-
petitor out of his ground, he would have been
disqualified and consequently disgraced. In
thepresentstateofYorkasaRacing Establish-

ment, the formerly splendid A.ugust meeting
having dwindled into an almost unattended
business of two days, it may have been judged
prudent to hush up the matter

;
yet, however

well intended such prudence may be, it can
scarcely fail to create mistrust and dissatisfac-

tion as well as to produce the most injurious
effects upon future proceedings. If a horse
be forced out of his ground, he will in all pro-
bability change his leg; and, in such case,

what chance of winning remains for him, even
though he may possess a decided superiority

of speed, when there is only two hundred and
forty yards (the length of adistance) from home,
as was the case in the present instance ? And
that there were strong grounds for the charge
of foul riding, we cannot refrain from think-
ing, notwithstanding the decision of the ste-

wards.

Unsatisfactory management has evidently

produced disgust in the minds of the citizens

of York, one of whom having thrown out a

few general observations on the subject in the

York Chronicle, is fiercely encountered by
Mr. W. Lockwood, keeper of the match book,
who, taking the charge to himself, appears,
if not in the lists, at least in the York Herald
of August 13; where, however, he makes but
a poor figure, as he leaves the very essence of
the charge untouched. From the peculiarity

of the style of this composition, the vulgarity

and egregious self-conceit which it manifests

throughout, we should suppose " Mr. W.
Lockwood, keeper of the match book," and
" Alfred Highflyer" of the Old Sporting Ma-
gazine, as identified, as one and the same
person. Be this as it may, on the present oc-
casion, the writer, under the soubriquet of " a
Well-wisher to the Races," asks what has be-
come of the subscription (amounting to 1200Z)
to the October Races last year? to which the
keeper of the match book gives the following
laconic, if not very pithy, answer, " George
Swann, Esq., banker, was the treasurer." He
might as well have said Presto ! begone ! Had
the keeper of the match book stated from
whom the sum was raised individually, and
the manner in which it was afterwards appro-
priated, we should have had something in a
tangible shape, and nothing less will appear

satisfactory to every disinterested person under
whose observation the statement may fall.

We regret such bickering where all ought to
be harmony ; we regret it exceedingly on ac-
count of its pernicious influence on the pro-
ceedings of the turf, and which if not satis-

factorily silenced will prove an extinguisher
to York Races at no distant period.

The ensuing Doncaster Cup is more than
ordinarily interesting, inasmuch as it will

bring together Touchstone and Queen of
Trumps, the former the best horse at present
on the Turf, the latter the most extraordinary
filly that ever appeared. The iormer has not
proved uniformly successful throughout his

racing career, but whenever beaten, he was
not in his " own form ;" that is, not in perfect
condition. Touchstone is a greedy feeder,and
when trained upon the Marquis of West-
minster's ground did not receive suflicient

exercise, lest his legs should give way; but
when, under the care of John Scott, he could
take his gallops upon the beautifully elastic

turf in the neighbourhood of Malton, he ran
always, we believe, successfully. If this horse
has never been overmarked, he has done much
work

; yet he has always trained on, has be-
come large and bulky, and is a better racer at
the present moment than at any anterior pe-
riod of his life. His noble owner seemed to
be aware of the superiority of his horse when
he gave a general challenge ; which, however,
was not accepted.
Having remarked that Queen of Trumps is

the most extraordinary filly that ever appear-
ed, the observation is not intended to apply
to the number of races in which she has ap-
peared, nor yet exactly to her uniform success,

(the Ainderby aflair, when a bull dog was
slipped at her, amounts to nothing as regards
her decided superior qualities ;) but from her
style and manners of running, from the ease
with which she has gone away from all her
competitors. We confess our surprise was
great when we witnessed her performance last

year for the Oaks. Preserve, who had proved
herself a racer of no ordinary quality, had
continued the almost unapproachable fa-

vourite for the Oaks for some months up to

the eve of its decision ; when something was
whispered about Queen of Trumps which
staggered the book-men : in answer to a ques-
tion which we addressed to Tommy Lye (her
rider) on the eve in question, he replied,
" She'll take a deal of beating." The impor-
tant moment at length arrived : they started ;

and it became evident in a few strides that

Preserve could not live with the Cambrian
Queen.

Neither Touchstone, nor Queen of Trumps
is an iota, we believe, worse for the work
they have done; they have been kept in re-

serve for the Doncaster Cup ; they will come
to the starting post, " as fresh as paint ; and
we think the Queen will prove the winner.

Printed by Joseph Rogersou, 24, Norfolk Street, Strand,
London.
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THE CART HORSE.
(PLATE.)

No animal in the wonderfully diversified circle of

creation, is more suscHptible of nlteration from the

influence of climate and food, than the horse.

—

Amidst the luxuriant, and grossly succulent, pastu-

rage of Flanders, Lincolnshire, and Siinic other [larts

of this country, he attains an almost elephant-like

size ; but this superior bulk or ^xinderosity, cannot

be acquired, without sncrificiuj^ the more valuable

quality or texture of this noble animal. Feeding

unliiiiitedly in the meadows or marshy grounds,

vrhere the exuberant herbage is swoln with juice,

the horse attains an extraordinary size .; but liis

bones become porous, his tpndon less hard, and less

elastic, his muscle soft and flabbv. In that part of

tht^ extensive county of York, (in the North liiding,

bordering upon Durham,) celebrated for its breed

of horses, distinguished by the apellation of the

Cleveland ]>ay, ilie pasture grounds consist of v.hut

are well known by the term Uplands ; ihe lieibage

wliich tlsey produce, is much less juicy thau that

of the marshe-s and meadows of iJncolnshire or

Flanders ; the horses fed upon tliis less exuberant

and less succulent pasturage, attains a good size,

but is much inferior in bulk, to the very Jieavy

variety of tbe tribe previously noticed ; but liis

bone becomes more solid, his tendon barder, bis

muscle more firm and more elastic : the Cleveland

P?ay, it has been asserti'd, is indigenous to this

country ; l)ut such a notion will not endure the test

of investigation. In Arabia,, it is uniformly ac-

knowledged, the horse attains his greatest perfection ;

or, in other words, the genuine courser of that

countrv, is a'lowed to be superior to the indigenous

borse of any other part of the world : not tliat he

attains a large size or bulk in Arabia ; on the con-

traiv, he is light, like the peo]ile amongst wliom he

is produced ; like them also, be is remarkably
sinewy and elastic, and, speaking by comparison,

much stronger than any other class of his elegant

and bighly useful fraternity. It is abundantly

evident, that the tropical or almost scorching heat

of an eastern sun, are congenial to the constitution

of the horse, from which, in conjunction with the

bt'iity, hard and scanty ])asltiragi', ana <lry food,

upon whicli he is constrained to subsist in sucli jiarts

of the globe, he derives that soli'lity of hone, that

dcvelopoment and strength of tendon, that firmin^ss

of /ibro and muscb', for which the eastern horse lias

ulwavs been pre-eminentlv distinguished.

In this sligi)t review of tlu; diflcrent or dist'nct

classes of the iinimal under consideration, we intend

our observations in reference onlv, to the operations

of nature, without regard to that adsciiilious in-

fluet.ce, resulting from human industry, and huiiiiui

genius, 'i lie horse may be said, to be fhi- creature

of circumstances ; when left to the simple operations

or unassisted influence of nature, we find him in

Flanders and Arabia presenting very dilferent ap-

pearances ; beneath heat almost insujiportable tD

iuiraan beings, be acquires his most valuable ([uality,

^^•|lile in the milder regions, he attains his greatest

size ; he becomes less in the colder clitnates of the

nortli, and vanishes altogether from the frigid lati-

tudes nearer the pole.

However, in regard to that ramification of the

tribeleast calculated for the heavier kinds of drauglit,

and for tlie jnirjioses of husbandry in ])articul.:r,

which is intended to constitute the principal object

of this disquisition, we feel it necessary to remark,
(h;it a very erroneous notion, originating in the

grossest, if not the m st sinister, ignorance, has been
propagated for die last half century, and lia.s, up to

the prosent moment, remained uncontradicted : in

describing the organization orform of the carthorse,

a ftraight or upright shoulder has been recommended
in preference to that genuine, and very natural

obliquity of the parts which render this animal not
only so beautiful, but so much better calculated for

all those purj)Oses to wliich his speed, or strength

can be applied, or of which he is susceptible j\Ir.

John Lawrence's title to the merit of originating the

spurious advocacy o£ th(^ ftraight or upright fhoulder,

is indisputable : many years have elapsed since be
first promulgated this most ignorantly absurd, and
grossly fallacious doctrine, which has .since been
preached and disseminated, bv a horde of minor
literary quacks, whose existence forms u stigma on
the unthinking lil)en\lity of the public. A straight

shoulder in the elephant or the girafl^'e may be correct

enough, for aught we know to the contrary; but in

the horse, it becomes a mal-formation, it gives liim

a grotesque or unsightly a|)pearance, and renders
him incapable of exerting his strength to advantage,

either with the saddle, or in gears. An upri>;ht

shoulder must inijiodo the action of the horse, "ho
cannot be a good walker, " as was very correctly

remarked bv a judicious friend; while the strengtii

or horizontal pressure, wbich might tie otlierwise

thrown into the collar, is very much detfriorated, if

the freedom ofthe animal's respiration be notaffecfed
also. As the ])ower of propulsion in the progressive
motion ofthe horse, is derived from his iiiiid (piarters,

it will be I'ou'mI, even on a slight examination, that
the formation which renders biin so eligible for the
saddle, gives him a similar advantage when applied
to draught. If, for instunce, we notice a draught
liorse cxerti'g himself at a dead pull, we shall find

that he will sometiuies lid his fore feet entirely from
the ground, and that too, when he is evidently

apjilving the utmo^it of his f<u-ce to the collar : in

such case, it is clear, the uprigh: shouider could add
nothing to the horizontal pressure, or the application

of the auimal'!; strength in drawing. When the

sll'.ul(l^'^ of the draught borso is straight or upright,

in the act of drawing, the pressure ai.ainst the collar

is spread over a more extensive surface, and conse-

quently rei'.dered less effective, than when, by the

Q
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obliquity of the same part, it is more concentrated,

and therefore more directly applied to the purpose.

Let us have a broad full bosom or breast, in the cart

horse, with a corresponding developement of the

lower part of the shoulder ; but, in the name of all

that is reasonable, let the latter present that obliquity

indispensable to safety in the saddle, and equally

desirable for the collar.—Nothing can be more
dangerous, than to put an upright shouldered horse

in the shafts of a cart, since he must be liable to

fall at every step ; even without the slightest weight

on his back, such a horse is a very unsafe goer,

because his formation prevents him from lifting his

fore feet sufficiently high ; hut when the effect of

external weight or pressure, is added to that of the

malformation of the shoulder, the danger is doubly
increased.

The low dropping chest, and that posterior

strength, so requisite in the saddle horse, and so

indispensable to the successful career of the racer,

is equally eligible in the draught horse, whether

used for harness, for husbandry, or the slower and

more heavy operations of the brewer's draj.

Tlie Cleveland Bay, tho' well adapted for harness,

as well as for the light husbandry operations of that

uart of the kingdom whence this class of horses

derived the name, are not sufficiently bulky for

heavy draught ; while remarks somewhat similar,

may be applied to the Clydesdale Horse, for which,

it seems, we are indebted to one of the Dukes of

Hamilton, who brought from Flanders six stallions

of the coach kind, about the close of the seventeenth

century ; and crossed them with Lowland mares.

The veracity of this acount, however, has been im-

pugned ; and, as we should be unable to arrive at a

satisfactory result, were we to place the opposing
recitals before the eyes of our readers, we will aban-
don the more than doubtful investigation as to the

origiii of the Clydesdale horse ; as, whatever may
be the source whence he sprung, he is still to be
numerously met with in Lanarkshire, and the cir-

cumjacent neighbourhood.
The Clydesdale horse is more powerful perhaps,

than the Cleveland bay ; but he is well culculated
for the Lowlands of Scotland ; he is active, capable
of great muscular exertion, and is consequently very
valual la in hilly countries.

The Suffolk Punch, formerly so common in some
parts of this country, has become scarce. Their
prevalent colour is a sort of sorrel ; as their name ex-
presses, they are compact ; they present entirely the
character of the cart horse, and are therefore not cal-

culated for celerity of motion. However, it is said,

they are quick walkers, draw steadily, and are re-

markable for there almost invincible perseverance at

dead pulls.

The Suffolk Punch gave way before the introduc-
tion of the improved Leicestershiie breed of Black
Horses. About a century ago, Mr. Bakewell (to
•whom this country is indebted for what may be called
the original im])rovement in its breed of sheep and
horned cattle), turned his attention to the improve-
ment of the horse for heavy draught. This gentle-
man resided on an extensive farm, two miles from
the small town of Loughborough, in Leicestershire,
in the village of Disldey ; and, although no doubt
can be entertained as to the superiority of his judg-
ment, as well as in regnrd to his laudable spirit of
enterprize, the sequel proved that his anticipations
were formed upon a calculation somewhat erroneous •

a circumstance which can excite no surprise when it

is considered that even the rudiments of the science
of animal improvement were either not understood,
or in a state of the most inert and helpless infancy :

Mr. Bakewell enjoyed not the least previous light

from the labours of others to illumine his devious wav,
and therefore it is no wonder lie was unable to pro-

secute an undertaking so arduous and so intricate

with straight forward and unqualified success ; nor
that he should spend a fortunein the furtherance of his

patriotic views. Supposing that enormous bulk was
indispensable to the perfection of the heavy draught
or cart horse, he turned his attention at the outset of

his career to the ponderous, hairy-legged horse of

Flanders, whence he imported both horses and mares,
which he crossed with the large draught animal al-

ready found in Lincolnshire as well as in the mid-
land counties of the kingdom; from which, about
seventy years ago, he produced a horse, which he

regarded as the best cart horse which had ever been
seen, and which he sent to Hyde Park Corner for the

inspection of George III. That monarch, however,
did not second the views of this enterprising farmer,

who nevertheless succeeded in spreading this breed
of large heavy black horses throughont the midland
counties. The appearance of these animals was ex-

tremely imposing upon superficial observation ; they

were uncommonly large and uncommonly bulky,

while their long tails, and very long flowing manes,
aided the effect produced by the contemplation of

their extraordinary size. They were well formed
;

but from the abundance of hair which covered their

legs, they always appeared unsightly in our estima-

tion, and impressed the idea upon our minds of that

lack of activity which posterior trial incontestibly

proved. However, they maintained their stand for

some time ; and, like our racers, many ofthem became
celebrated for the superiority of their stock. IMany
of them were also extremely vicious. A favourite

horse of Mr. Bakewell's could only be approached

with the utmost caution, even under ordinary cir-

cumstances : one of the servants only dared to per-

form the operations which the healtli, &c., of this

savage animal required ; and, in the days ofour boy-

hood, we have frequently heard this (then old) man
remark, he was sometimes severely bitten, and often

compelled to make his way into the manger or the

rack, in order to escape from further violence or

death. It unfortunately happened, that a young man
from a neighbouring county (Derbyshire) off"ered

his services to Mr. Bakewell for the purpose of at-

tending the stallions, particularly the viciou* animal

of which we have been speaking, priding himself

upon his superior skill or dexterity in the manage-
ment ofunruly horses : his offer was readily accepted,

and his prececessor very gladly resigned to him an

office, the duties of which were pregnant with dan-

ger ; cautioning his successor of his imminent risk,

and pointing out the best mode of approaching and
managing the animal in question. The advice was
offered from the best possible moti»e, but received

^
with indifference : and the consequence was, that

the horse killed him the very first day of his attend-

ance upon him.

The influence of the celebrated James Sullivan

was never tried upon this dangerous horse ; nor

would any proof short of what may be called ocular

demonstration, have convinced us of its efficacyin the

case under consideration, as well as of several others

whichhave, at various periods, fallen under ourobsev-

vation. James Sullivan, we are told, was a native of

the county of Cork, and an awkward, ignorant rus-

tic ; who followed the profession of horse breaking,

and was distinguished by the appellation of The

Whisperer. This soubriquet was bestowed uj^on him
in consequence of a notion entertained by tho vulgar,

that, in his management of intractable and dangerous

horses, he communicated his wishes to hem in a
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wliisper ; arising, beyond nil question, from
the singularity of his method of proceeding. How
his art was acquired, or in what it consisted, is not

known ; it may be said to have t'xpired with its ori-

ginal possessor: for, altliough liis son follows tlio

profession of the father, he is unnblc to exercise the

same sort of magical influence over the temperament
of an unruly or vicious horse. The most surprising

part of his skill consisted in the sliort time requisite

to accomplish the object, which was performed in

private, and without any apparent means of coercion.

Every description of horse, or even mule, whether
previously broke iu or not, whatever their vices

might be, submitted immediately to the irresistible

influence of his art, and in the short space

of half an hour became as obedient as possible
;

while tlie effect, though almost instantaneously pro-

duced, was generallv durable: though more submis-
sive to Sullivan than to others, horses altogether un-

manageable before this man's mvsterious process was
tried upon them, acquired a docility which they had

previously never manifested. When he was employed
to reduce a vicious horse to subjection, he shuthimself
up in the stable with the object of his experiment,
and directed the door to be opened only when he

gave the signal for that purpose. After the lapse of

about twenty minutes or half an hour, during which
no hostile movement, or even bustle, was heard, the

signal was given ; and, upon entering the stable,

the horse was observed lying down, and Sullivan by
his side, playing familiarly with liim, like a child

with a good natured dog. A proof uf this man's

skill was publicly given on a horse which could

never before be brought to stand for a smith to shoe

him. " The day after Sullivan's half hour lecture

(observes the writer) I went, not without a degree
incredulity, to the smith's shop, with many other

curious spectators, where we witnessed the complete
success of his art. This had been a troop liorse

;

and it was supposed, not without reason, that after

regimental discipline had failed, no other method
would be found availing. I observed that the animal

seemed afraid whenever Sullivan spoke to, or even
looked at, him."

If no charm could be found for the vicious stal-

lions of Mr. Bakewell, every precaution was adopted
to prevent the effect of their violent and savage dis-

positions : they were led in halters so formed, that if

they attempted to bite the person leading them, ]je

liad only to liold the end tight, aud they could not
open their mouths.

Mr. Hood of Packington (Leicestershire) was in

the possession of a stallion of the Dishley breed,

which became very celebrated for the superiority of
his stock ; but he also became so unmanageable and
so dangerous, that his eyes were either purposely put
out, or he lost the sight of them is his mischievous
struggles with his grooms or attendants. Even in

this state, it was highly dangerous to approach him :

he lived till he was eighteen years old, and continued

as vicious as possible to the last.

However, notwithstanding the fame which the

Leicestershire improved breed of IMack or Cart

Horses acquired, in the course of some yeais it was
found that in the ardour of improvement, bulk had

been increased at the exjjonse of activity, and that

the very largo Flemish horse, which, by English ma-
nagement, had attained an enormous size, was slow,

if not sluggish, in his movements or action, and not

half so well calculated for the general purposes of

husbandr3^ and the use of the farmer, as a more clean

limbed and more active, yet ecjually strong animal,

of which our embellishment presents a beautiful, if

not an inimitable, sample, TJie very heavy and very

hairy legged Dishley or Leicestershire horse will be

found, on examination, defective in the metacarpel

bone, or rather those bones which form the founda-

tion of the limb between the knee and the fetlock :

they consist of three ; one large before, called the

cannon or shank bone, and two smaller behind,

called splint or splent bones. These bones were

found too small ; and certainly the thinness of the

leg, or rather perhaps its circumference in these huge

horses, would not fail very much to surprise that

person who for the first time made himselfacquainted

with the fact. It is said, and truly too, that tendon

contributes more to strength that bone ; but, inas-

much as bone forms, as it were, the hold and basis

of tendon, the size of each will generally be found

in corresponding unison ; so that where the bone is

slight, a very large developeraent of tendon cannot

be expected. In order to improve the action of the

heavy Leicestershire horse, as well as to remedy the

defect in question as far as possible, the Cleveland

Bay, it seems, was resorted to ; and as the latter pos-

sesses about one fourth genuine Eastern blood, so,

what may be called the improvement upon the Leices-

tershire improved cart horse, is not altogether desti-

tute of breeding, or relationship to the thorough-bred

horse. Of this improvement we present our readers

in the accompanying embellishment, with perhaps

the most beautiful and the most perfect specimen

which the kingdom atfords. The artist was emi-

nently successful in transfering his likeness to can-

vas, which has been very faithfully traced by the

burine ; so that, as we thus place an undoubted,

vigorous, and almost living portrait before the eye

of the reader, we will leave him to form his own opi-

nion. He gained the prizs as the best Cart Stallion

at the East Riding Agricultural Association on

Wednesday July 27 of the present year.

TRUE BRITON JACK'S ALIVE is the pro-

perty of Mr. Matthew Northgraves of Sutton, near

Hull ; he was got by this gentleman's Jack's Alive,

but bred by Mr. D. Robinson of Hessle, near Hull,

out of a black stout mare got by Mr. J. Wells's Old

Jacob. He is seven years old, sixteen hands one

inch high.

The Flemish or very heavy hairy legged Leicester-

shire horse, is best calculated for the brewer's dray,

where the journies are generally short, the pace slow,

and a large horse necessary from the form and size of

the vehicle employed, as well at from the nature of

the employment.
The following extraordinary feat of a draft horse

ha5 been recorded. Soon after the completion of the

Surrey Iron Railway, and when it was open for the

conveyance of goods from Wandsworth to Alertsham,

a bet was made, that a common horse could draw

thirty-six tons for six miles along this road, and that

he should commence his labour with a dead pull, as

well as turn it round the occasional windings of the

road. A number of persons assembled near Mert-

sham to witness the performance. Twelve waggons

loaded with stones, each waggon weighing three

tons, were linked together, and a horse, taken from

the timber team of Mr. Harwood, was hooked to tiie

first waggon. Ho started from near the Fox public

house, and drew this immense weight with apparent

ease, to near the turnpike at Croydon, a distance ol

six miles, in one hour and forty-one minutes. In

the course of his journey, ho wasstoppad four times,

in order to show that it was not by the acquired im-

petus that he performed the task. Afti r each stop-

page, a chain of four waggons was added to the train,

with which the same iiorso set otf again without dif-

ficulty, even after about fifty men had mounted the

them.

Q 2
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A cart horse belonf;ing' to Mr. Leggat of Gallow-
gate street, Glasgow, had been several times afflicted

with botts, and as often cured by Mr. Dovvnie, far-

rier at that place. He had not, however, been
troubled with the disease for a considerable time

;

but, on a recurrence of it, he happened to be employed
one morning in College street, a distance of nearly a

mile from Mr. Uownie's workshop. Arrangedin a row
with other horses engaged in the same work, while the
carters were absent, he left the place, and unattended
by any driver, went down the High street, along
Gallowgate street, and up a narrow lane, where he
stopped at the farrier's door. As neither Mr. Leggat
nor any otLer person, appeared with the horse, it

was conjectured that he had been again attacked with
his old complaint. Being unyoked, lie lay down,
and shewed, by every means of which he was capa-
ble, that he stood in need of Mr. Uownie's assistance

;

and while tliis gentleman was in the act of adminis-
tering the requisite antidote, the carter arrived in

search of him.

In tiie spring of 1 829, at the time a farm servant was
engaged in harrowing, a relative who liad been long
abroad, serving as a Serjeant in the army, returned
home, his purse being well stored with cash. Dur-
ing his stay in the neighbourhood, he frequently re-

galed his old acquaintances, and seldom failed to

send them home in a state of the most happy obli-

vious feeling imaginable. John, our liero, who had
the care of a pair of beautiful Clydesdale horses, on
returning home one evening, went as usual, to water
and supper bis horses. For the former purpose, he
was in the habit of letting them loose, when they
went by themselves to an adjoining stream, and, after

quenching their thirst, returned to the stable, while
John stood at the door to receive them. On the eve-
ning in question, John had forgot to tie them up, and
shut the stable door. The dissipation of the previous
night had given him a sair head, so tliat he could not
get up till half past seven, two hours later than his
usual time. On reaching the .stable, he found the
door open, one of the liorses gone, and the other
standing loose in his stall. In vain the man looked
for the absent horse, till at length he met a boy, who
upon enquir)', informed iiim, that at half past seven
o'clock, he saw one without a halter or attendant, go-
ing into a certain field. The man hastened to the
place, and found the animal standing by the liar-

rows,where he liad unyoked him the previous evenino-.

In the year 18'^8,']\Ir. Maclaren a farmer of BaU
haldy, was in the possession of a horse which had
attained the great ageof thirty-eight years, and which
continued strong and active. He was four vears old
when he was purchased by Mr. Maclaren, so that, at

this period, he had acted the part of a faithful ser-

vant for thirty-four years. He could still masticate
his corn without difficuity, was in good working con-
diti Ml, nnd seemed to retain his sight unimpaired.
As a proof of his strength and activity, it may be
mentioned, that Mr. Maclaren's farm contains one
hundred and twenty rcres, the ploughing on which
in 1827, was performed by his old favourite and ano-
ther horse, without further assistance. However,
it rarelv happens that iorses of the cart kind are fit

for much work after having completed their twen-
tieth year.

Old Oak.—A large oak in the forest of Cerisy,
known under the name of the Quenese, at a little dis-

tance to the right of the great road to St. La, is sup-
posed, by comparing various data, to be eight or nine
hundred years old. In 1S24 it measured .36 feet in cir-

cumference just above the soil, and was about 55 feet
high. The trunk is now hollow, and will hold from I4
to 15 persons.

CASTRATION.
Bv Professor Vatel, Alport.

The Accidents that may folloav Castration.

These are swelling of the sheath or the scrotum,
or the spermatic cord, gangrene, hemorrhage, te-

tanus, hernia, and peritonitis.

1 Swelling of the Sheath and Scrotu.m.—
These most frequently occur, and are most serious
in young horses that have not yet had strangles,

or that are about to have it. When it happens,
yet in a slight degree, and affects only the sheath,
it needs not to be regarded ; for it will usually
disappear about the fifth, sixth, or eighth, day, and
frequently sooner. Exercise is very useful in dis-

persing it. When, however, it is more con-
siderable, and by a species of phymosis prevents
the animal from prjtruding his penis ; « hen he
walks with some stiflfness ; and the perineum and
the scrotum are distended ; recourse must be had
to fomentations, emollient lotions, and scarifica-

tion. If the pulse is hard and accelerated, the
animal should be bled, and cooling drinks and
emollient injections administered.

The treatment is the same when the enlargement
spreads under the belly, and there is cedema ac-

companied by some dcgiee of heat. It isoft;u
useful to clean the inside of the sheath, in order to

prevent the accumulation of sebaceous matter.

When this enlargement is complicated with a
similar one of the spermatic cords, it is frequently

dangerous. When it passes into a gangrenous
slate, or is accompanied by peritonitis, it is gene-

rally fatal. In the latter case the animal frequently

dies at the very moment that we are beginning to

think him out of danger.
2 Swelling of the Spermatic Cord.—This

is usually more dangerous than the preceding affec-

tion. It generally appears between the fourth and
eighth days after castration. The horse betrays a
stiffness of the leg on the same side as the swell-

ing. This is easily perceived when he is going out

of the stable, and it does not disappear after some
minutes exercise. The animal to a greater or less

degree drags the limb after him, and the back and
loins are bowed on that side. When both the

cords arc enlarged, and inflamed, the horse walks
wide behind, and the lumber region is stiff and
depressed. The animal flinches if the cords are in

the siighest degree pressed upon, and there is

more or less heat at that part.

When there is inflammation of the cord, but
without any fungus growth, it will sometimes ter-

minate in resolution, especially if emollient cata-

jihasnis arc ajiplied to the lumber region, and fo-

mentations of the same kind to the affected parts,

and emollient injections, and restricted diet, and
bleeding, and little exercise ; but, generally, ab-

scess and scirrhus of the coid result.

The abscess resulting from inflammatory engorge-
ment of the cord ordinarily appears at the groin.

It is brought to maturity by applications of the ung.
populeum* ; as soon as there is any fluctuation

the abscess is opened, and the wound dressed with
dry tow.

Swellingof the cord is often accompanied by a

fungus growth at its inferior extremity, assuming

* Made of the leaves of white poppy, belladonna,

black heabane, and black nightshade, with the buds
of the black poplar boiled in lard—a favourite oint-

ment with the French, and said to be emollient and
narcotic.
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somewhat the fotm of a mushroom, and thence
deriving its name champia^mm. Thi^ enlargement
sometiTnes appears when the wound in the scrotum
is partly cicatrized, and it often adheres to the bor-
ders of the wound. There runs from the little

opening which then remains, a i^lairy, ropy di;v

charge, which sticks to the internal surface of the

corresponding thigh. The size of this fungus
varies considerably in different cases. Those en-

largements which have a narrow base, and are al-

most hidden in the wound made in the act of cas-

tration, are the least dangerous ; others with a
wide base, Yoluminous, and complicated with

scirrhous engorgement of the cord, whether at the

ring alone, or penetrating into the abdomen, are

attended by more serious consequences.
The small fungus growths often disperse with-

out any other care than that which is bestowed
on the subduing of the inflammatory swelling of
the cord by which they are accompanied. When
they are the size of a hen or duck's egg, and have
a somewhat smaller pedicle, and protrude through
the edges of the wound, and the cord is only a

little engorged, it is easy to amputate them. For
this purpose the animal must be secured as for cas-

tration : the wound must be slightly enlarged, in

oi'der that the fungus may be brought down ; a

hollow clam, into which a little corrosive subli-

mate has been p\it, must be fastened round the

root : and on the second or third day the clam may
be removed, and the fungus cut away without any
danger of hemorrhage.

The ligature is sometimes used in these cases with
considerable success, and especially when the fun-

gus is large, and when it is accompanied by swel-

ling of a portion of the cord itself, which will not
permit the application of the clam sufficiently low,

or which prevents the remaining portion of the
cord from being handled. ^V'hen the ligature is re-

sorted to, the horse must be thrown as for the ap-
plication of the clam—the tumour brought out and
exposed—and then a waxed twine must be passed
round the cord, above the substance of the fungus,

and sufficiently tight to interrupt the circulation.

A second piece of twine should be placed above
this, and secured with the knot used in bleeding.

The ends of the cord must be so contrived as to be
near each other, in order to be twisted whc!) the

suppuration is established, or the operator wishes
to procure the fall of the tumour. Some veterina-

rians attach a ring of lead to their ligature, by
means of which they can twist it tighter every day.

The inflammatory swelling of the cord often ter-

minates in scirrhus. This seldom exists alone,

but is almost always accompanied by the fungus
growths just spoken of. It is on this account that

both of these states of the cord are confounded
under the name of champiynon. In this case the

tumefaction extends along the cord as high as the

sub-lumbar region, which may be ascertained by
raking the horse. The cord becomes hard— it

increases in size— it contracts adhesions with the

neighbouring parts—and sometimes forms a can-

cerous mass from the original wound unto the

sub-lumbar region. The vessels likewise become
inflamed, and increase in volume. At length the

cord begins to soften at different points of its ex-

tent. The animal evidently suffers a great deal of

pain—he is continually standing— the lameness

increases day by day—the flank is drawn up aiul

corded—the discharge from the part increases the

irritation—the horse falls rapidly away, and a

continued fever conducts him to marasmas and
death.

In robust and healthy horses, enlargements of a
scirrhus apYcarance sometimes are found, which
disappear in proce?s of time (from six to twelve

months) by means of an abundant suppuration.

This favourable termination is announced by the

discharge of healthy pus, and by the slow and
l)rogressive diminution of the syintoms, and of the

pain. The application of the ])opuleum ointment,

emollient lotions, and gentle exercise will be fa-

vourable to this termination of the case. But it

is not always that the practitioner must dare to

hope for such a result ; and it will be his duty,

especially when the tumefaction in increasing, to

renuive the engorged part of the cord, by ligature,

before it reaches the abdoTnen ; for if he cannot
divide the cord at the abdominal ring on a ])art as

yet sound, ^— if he can only place his ligature on a
substance which already is scirrhus, the disease

will most rapidly spread upwards, and destroy the

patient.

The animal must here also be cast. The attach-

ments of the cord to the surrounding parts must
be cut, or rather torn, as perfectly as may be with-

out injuring the principal vessels ; and then a li-

gature must be tied above, on a part of the cord

which is evidently sound. When the scirrhus

reaches the abdomen, the ligature will be alto-

gether insufficient, and, asalast resource, the cord

must be cauterized as deeply as possible. In order

to effect this, the cord must be detached, as per-

fectly as may be, from the surrounding parts—it

must be cut into interiorly—the lips of the wound
must he separated as much as possible, and then

an iron, heated red hot, in the form of a sound,

and sufficiently long, and as large as a finger, must
he thrust up into the scirrhus substance, following

carefully the direction of that substance. The sup-

puration which necessarily results from such an
operation will sometimes melt down the enlarge-

ment.

CATARACT APPEARING WITHOUT
APPARENT INFLAMMATION.

{TPvom the Veterinarian.)

On the 22nd of April, 1836, Mr. Etches of

Broughall, sent for me to look at the hock of a
horse that be thought was larger than what it ought
to be. lie had purchased the horse from a Mr. John
Jones, of Llandysill, a farmer near Welchpool,

who had bred him : he was five years old. 1 told

Mr. Etches the enlargement of the hock was of no
consequence. I then examined him all over, and
found that he had a cataract in the off eye, at its outer

angle, the size of a large coriander seed. The eye

was uerfectly transparent, with the above excep-

tion showed no vestige of previous inflammation,

and there had not being anything the matter with

it whilst in the possession of Mr. Etches, which
had been about a month. Mr. Jones was applied

to respecting it, who said he bred the horse, ami
never knew either of the eyes to be the least in-

flamed or injured. It was agreed to leave it solely

to two friends who knew each party well, and who
decided that Mr. Jones should refuiul five pounds.

Now, I am perfectly aware that there is s>'eat dif-

ficulty in deciding when or how this cataract was

formed, and whether it was preecdod by innamma-
tion. That there was no apparent inflamuialion

set up in the eye whilst Mr. K. had him I firmly

believe , for he is a very particidar gentleman,

and is continually among his horses. On the other

hand, it is asserted that there was none while in
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the bleeder's hands ; but then wc all must admit
i^hc possibility of the horse having had some injnry

to, or inflammation in the eye, during the long

period that he was in the breeder's possession, al-

though not observed. That there could not have
been, nor indeed is it necessary, repeated violent

inflammation in the parts, we may easily believe,

for there would have been disorganization or dis

colouration of the internal parts. Suppose the ven-

der, in this case, would not have taken the horse
back, nor "have allowed any thing, would it have
been possible to have recovered any thing from
him by law ? I think not. The vender would have
proved that there was nothing the matter (at least

witnesses would have been brought forward to

swear it) with his eyes up to the time of sale
;

and who would there be to prove, on the opposite
side, that it could not have occurred whilst in the
purchaser's hands ? I would not, I am sure ; and,
1 fancy, few veterinary surgeons would be found
to swear that the cataract was formed previous to

the sale, after what has recently been brought for-

ward on the subject. The case Roberts v. Croft
was decided otherwise; but woidd a similar one
be so now ? It is, at any rate, a case which shows
the absolute necessity for every purchaser to have
his horses examined immediately after purchase,
and which ought always to be done independent of
this point.

I should be glad if Mr. Davies or Mr. Gwynn,
veterinary surgeons of Welchpool, would slightly

try to ascertain a little more respecting this case,

as it is in their neighbourhood, and comnmnicate
it either to you or to me, as I am as desirous as
any one to come at the truth of similar cases.

ON CROSSING BREEDS OF CATTLE.

By Mr. James Dickson, CATTtE-DEALEn,

Edinbukgii.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

The chief object of breeding cattle is the acquisi-
tion of profit. The raising of them is an art ; and,
like all the other arts, it is attended with labour of
mind and body. The purchasing of breeding stock
at the outset, and of collecting them together from
different breeding districts, to one farm ; of rearing
the young stock from the period of their birth to
maturity ; and of disposing the surplus stock at

markets, is a labour attended with considerable out-
lay of capital and exertion of body and mind, and
no one unacquainted with all the minute details ne-
cessary to be observed in the breeding and rearin"- of
cattle can conceive the peculiar labour of conductino-
this department of farm management. But the anxiety
of the mind is protracted beyond the labour of the
body, partly from the uncertainty whether the progeny
of the purchased parents may turn out to expecta-
tion, and whether the return from the outlay of a

considerable sum for at least two or three years may
be equivalent to the lisk, and partly from daily soli-

citude accompanying the progress of the voung
stock towards maturity, whether awakened by the
risk of death or the apprehension of receiving a re-
munerating price for stock, upon which the breeder
is conscious he has bestowed every care and atten-
tion to bring them to perfection. Were it not that
the anticipation of success inspires him with hope,
no man would undertake the toil of rearing live
stock; but the assurance that his efforts will place
a fine stock in his possession if he pursue a proper

course of breeding, and which will remunerate him
in the end, supports and encourages him to persever-
ance. If this assurance is well founded, which I
maintain it is, the profit of the breeder will be
greater or less according to the means which the
breeder employs in obtaining it. If he cultivate

ordinary stock, that which may come first to his

hand, his profit will certainly be small, for no
breeder has a right to expect greatiemuneration who
gives himself little trouble in rearing his stock. If,

on the contrary, he select his breeding stock with
care and judgment, he will certainly be recompensed
for his trouble. Whether, therefore, the breeder de-
rives a larger or a smaller profit from his stock de-
pends on his own exertions. But the breeder must
not only use exertion, it is obviously his interest to

secure the largest profit with the least labour. In
aiming at this high accomplishment, he must select

his breeding stock by which it is to be secured with
much discrimination. The materials are always
within his reach, he mustselect them with judgment.
There- is great difficulty, it is true, in choosing pro-
perly, but he will prove himself the most successful
breeder who can select with the most correct judg-
ment. A thorough knowledge of rearing stock is a
pre-requisite, and it can only be acquired by observ-
ing, in the first instance, the operations of other

breeders, and being familiarized in it by studying
the nature of all the domesticated animals.

These are the principles which should guide the

breeder in the rearing and cultivation of his stock.

The adoption of an opposite procedure will inevita-

bly lead him to disappointment and failure, because,

being opposed to common sense, and the method
which Nature adopts in regulating the increase of the

animal creation, it must necessarily fail. The prac-

tice of the experienced man is a tolerably safe guide
in regulating that of a beginner; but were he merely
to imitate the practice of man, his own could never
rise above the standard followed. Now, Nature is a

superior teacher to man, and she never fails in her

object. The fruits, and flowers, and animals of her

creation, are the most perfect of their kind. To follow

her practice, therefore, is true wisdom. Now, the

progressive variety of the domesticated animals

shows that their condition may be improved, whilst

their kind is preserved pure. The state and kind of

wild animals is always uniform, but that of the do-

mesticated varies, and yet the kind of the latter is

always as fixed as that of the wild animals. What,
then, constitutes the whole difference between the

wild and domesticated animals is, that ihe former re-

mains unchanged in every respect, whilst the latter

remains unchanged in that respect which preserves

their distinctive characters, and j'et their condition

may vary, to suit the wants and tastes of man."*

* The uniform external characters and habits of

wild animals, the tendency to deviation in the ex-

ternal characters and habits of domesticated animals,

and the failure which has attended every attempt to

domesticate any wild animal, are circumstances which
have led some to the belief that the races of domesti-

cated animals were never wild. I confess I am
strongly inclined to adopt this opinion. In the first

place, I see no evidence of a greater number of

kinds of domesticated animals now in the world,

than have been from the earliest period of history
;

and, in the next place, there have always existed as

many kinds of domesticated animals as have been

useful to man in his most civilized state. As the

civilization of man increased, so have the variety and

quality of domesticated animals increased, but the

number of their kinds have not increased. There
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The securing of the greatest profit in breeding
with the least labour, consists in procuring that

breed which will attain the greatest weight and ma-
turity in the shortest time, and on the least quantity
of food. On observing the progress of different

individuals of the same breed of cattle, every
breeder may have noticed that some individuals

fatten quicker than others under the same treat-

ment ; and were the cattle of different breeds, the

difference in the progress of the fatness would pro-

bably be the more striking. Results so obvious
cannot fail to rouse the inquiries of the breeder.

How is it that animals of different breeds, or indivi-

duals of the same breed, fatten faster than others 1

They all receive the same attention and care, food,

and comfort. On inspecting the subject more
closely, the breeder discovers that those animals
which improve fastest, are the most beautiful to ap-

pearance, and most handsomely formed. Out of

regard for them, he has a desire to handle and
fondle them, when he makes a new discovery. He
finds that their skins feel agreeable to the touch, are

loose, and easily laid hold of. Their bodies are

soft and fat, and he can press his fingers into their

flesh, which springs back again in an elastic manner.
He can also ascertain the same properties in tlie pa-

rents of the respective cattle which have thus exhi-

bited them, and when he has made this observation,

he has made another discovery. He thereby learns,

that cattle possessing certain good and useful pro-

perties, have the power of imparting them to their

progeny. He becomes convinced that good proper-
ties are hereditary, and, by a parity of reasoning
and observation, he concludes that bad properties

are also hereditary. He therefore retains the breed-
ing stock which possesses the good properties, and
disposes of the rest which possesses the bad, and
fills up their place with animals possessing proper-
ties similar to the first. His mind having thus been
awakened to the proper course to be pursued in

breeding, he perseveres in the selection of the best

were horses, asses, camels, dogs, cattle, sheep, and

goats in the days of Abraham, as well as now, and

these constitute the largest proportion of our domes-

ticated animals. Many attempts have been success-

fully made to tame single individuals of wild races,

but such animals, though tamed, are in quite a dif-

ferent state from our domesticated animals. Some
wild animals exhibit a great degree of familia^it)^

The swallow builds her nest in our windows, and

the robin enters our dwellings ; whilst the blackbird

and sparrow are constantly before us. This famili-

arity, however, does not amount even to tameness,

far less to domestication. It appears to me, that wild

animals are preserved unclianged, for the great pur-

poses of providence throughout the globe, and that

Nature has presented to man only such animals as

are obviousiy most suitable to his wants. With
these he must be satisfied. W'liat wild creature

would we desire to substitute for any one of the do-

mesticated animals 1 Should we desire it. Nature

has placed such a barrier in our way, that it is im-

possible for us to make a single wild creature avail-

able to our domestic purposes. We may exercise

our ingenuity, judgment, and even caprice, in

moulding the habits and qualities of domesticated

animals to our tastes, wants, and conveniences.

There the field of experiment is open to us, not to

an unlimited, but to a great extent; but Na-

ture will not permit us to make a single predatory

incursion among her wild animals. She ' careth

for them" in an especial manner.

animals, and, in the course of time, liis experience
and taste correct the defects which may exist even
in the minuter properties of his animals. Some of

these minute defects may not exhibit themselves for

some time, even for years ; but when they do appear,

the animals having them are removed, and those

only cherished which have preserved all the good
properties to the latest period.

Having thus procured tliat breed which attains

the greatest weight and maturity in the shortest

time, and on the least quantity of food, not abso-

lutely, but relatively to other breeds ffor it is per-
haps not in the power of man to fashion an abso-
lutely perfect breed of cattle, which these qualifica-

tions would indicate) the breeder's next consider-
tion is how he is to preserve the good properties
which have been acquired in his cattle. This consi-
deration will be early impressed upon him, for he
knows that the possession of any good thing is but a
fleeting acquisition ; for he sees that others more
than he cannot retain a good thing permanently, for

every thing becomes the more evanescent the purer
it is. He finds this to be true in regard to cattle.

The good properties gradually disappear, one after

another. Tlie more minute properties disappear
first, as it were stealthily, before he is aware of their

disappearance. He finds, to his amazement and em-
barrassment, that his cattle are undergoing an evi-

dent change for the worse. Tliey are becoming
smaller, they are more tender, more easily hurt by
change of food and weather ; thev show symptoms
of internal disease, and some even die in spite of his

attempts to preserve them. He becomes alarmed,
he ascribes the change perhaps to some temporary
change in the atmosphere, to some epidemic, which
will pass away with the season ; and, at all events,

he cannot ascribe to mismanagement on his part, as a
cause of the disheartening change. He is not con-
scious of having deviated from the exact line of con-

duct which has hitherto led him to prosperity and
fame. He finds himself in a dilemma. If he con-
tinues as he has latterly proceeded in liis method of

breeding, he fears that the value of the cattle, upon
which he has bestowed so much care, and of whose
beautiful appearance he is justly proud, will decline

every year. It is no easy matter for a breeder to

extricate himselfout of such a difficulty. The many
conjectures which he forms to account for the unfor-

tunate change, the epidemic among the rest, have
now lost his confidence, and he begins to distrust bis

later management, and attempts to discover an error

of judgment or of practice. But although an error

of judgment or of jjractice had produced the efi'ects,

its immediate connexion with them may not be very
apparent; and, at all events, he is reluctant to ac-

knowledge that it is easy to account for so great a

cliange as lias taken place in his stock. He cannot

conceive that a pursuance of the same jdan which
iias perfected his animals, can at any time be detri-

mental to them. He resolves, however, to proceed
in future witli circumspection. The first precaution
which he uses, is to change his breeding stock, in

that line whose progeny have shown the greatest

change. He purchases a bull from tlie best breeder

in the country. This is at least a safe step. On
comparison, bis eyes are opened to the lamentable

fact, that bis present favourite bull, wliicli has pro-

cured him his stock, is not so perfect as other

peoples', nor what he has before Jiad : he is fat

enough, but seems bound together, and is small. He
resolves tliat he shall ser 7e no more of his own cows,

but he puts him to a cow which he has bought, in

order to mark the results of the double change

which he is about tg jiifect by introducing a freslj
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bull and a fresli cow into bis stock. Tlie resulis

provy better than his expectuiions. He tried the t^.x-

periments in doubt, but he exults in the results, be-

cause he is in tlie way of regaining his lost stock.

The fresh breed exhibits the s'ze, streui^tli, hardi-

ness, all the good qualities of his best animals, lie

now sees the necessilii of cbanj^ing, at intervals, the

blooi in breeding cvitile, in onler to maintain them
in t'lat liigh and ))ulrav state, which inijjarts the

greatest pleasure and profit to the breeder. lie is

convinced that without a change of blood in its con-

stitution, or, in other worils, without crosdiig, no
breed of cattle can maintiiin its health and use-

fulness.

Convinced though ho be of tiiis position in regard

to crossing in the same breed, still he naUirally aslcs

Iiiniself, Will any kind of crossing produce similarly

favourable results.' Were any bull or cow used,

would their progeny be as perfect as that of the

crosses which he has just tried ? No reasoning can

satisfy any man in the matter ; experiment alone

must answer those questions. But having alre;i(ly

made experiments and succeeded, ho niav try

others. He buys a bull of any breeil difterent from

bis own. He puts him to one of liis best cows. I'he

result proves almost a failure. The progeny is no
doubt strong and hardy, but it is coarse, and bv no
means an improvement on Iiis own breed. Sucli an

experiment shows him that he should not rely for

improvement in a confessedly inferior bull. He
then finds, that tbe crossing of breeds must not be

conducfed in an indiscriminate manner, tliat a sui)e-

rior buUis necessary, and tliat a supciior cow cannot

secure him against disa[)pointment when coujiled

with an inferior bull.

He will try another experiment, tlie converse o'

the last. He now buys a cow of a different breed
from his own, and puts his best bull to her. The
result is much superior to the last experimint. The
progeny is not so fine as his own pure breed, liut it

is superior to its mother. It i)roves a rapid grower,
kind feeder, has a good figure, and hardy constitu-

tion. He is encouraged to proceed a little farther.

He puts i\Jine hall to a cnw of tliis cross. He is still

not disappointed ; the progeny is still not so fine as

his own j)ure breed, but it approaches nearer in

simihirity to it tluin the first cross ; and proceeding
in tills muiiner for generations, he ultiniatel)' finds

that tlie coarse breed merges into Ins own. As he is

still in the field of experiment, lie tries the effect of
a bull of a different breed, from his own with a cow
which is a cross between a coarse cow and u fine bull

of his own. Instead of the cross improving as it did
with the fine bull, it is decididly worse tlian its sire.

He receives no encouragement to pioceed in tliii

direction. These latter experiments prove to iiim,

that, were it possible, from the course of events,

that no saperior cow could be obtaini'd, a superior
bull would in time raise a stock similar to himself
from a cow of a different breed ; and that this cross
should either remain as it is, because it is certainly

a good cioss, or it will merge, by means of a sir e-

rior buil, into his own pure breed ; but that fy an in

ierior bull the cross degenerates at once.

I have thus endeavoured to traoe, by the s;ipposi-

titicus case of a breeder, tlio natural progress of
breeling; and 1 have fartlier carried the supposition
to the extent tliat the same breeder had experienced
all the changes incidental towards the acquirement
of a perfect breed, in order not to break the regular
and necessary connexion in the progress towards
perfection. This supposition lias served to simplify
the description of the |>ioper process of breedin<'

;

but it must not to be taken for granted, that breeding

up to the attainment of a perfect breed is really a

simple nmtter. It is only possible for any man in

a long lifetime to acquire all the experience which
the aijove supposition exhibits. One man's experi-
ence is generally limited to a few circumstances

;

but he must observe the oi)eiations of others, and
profit by them as well as his own. In this manner,
the results of the experience of many breeders are

introduced into the above supposition. It is tliere-

fore not iuiaginjtiv(\ but a view of the actual progress
of particuUr breeds. i""or instance, the tirced which
IS re])resented as having b>:en brought to the higliest

degree of jierfection, is the short-horned j and its

degeneiacy is indicated by pursuing the breeding too

near akin. Its recovery is ascribed to an intermix-

ture of the same kind of blood, derived from a differ-

ent source ; and this proce;s is recommended to be
octasionally resorted to, in order to pre>'erve the tone

of breeding in vigour. Hence crossing is recom-
mended to preserve the purity of blood ; because
this intermixture of the same bloods is nothing more
nor less than crossing ; but crossing of any kind
must be conducted on judicious principles, and not

at random. It will not condu'.e to improvement to

cross a fine short-horn cow with a buil of inferior

breed ; for we have seen by the supposition, that the

progeny could only be superior to tlie male, but infe-

rior to the femalo parent. On the other hand, a

short-horn bull will improve the progeny of any
other breed. \\ by that should be tbe ca.se, it is im-

possible to explain. It probably arises from tlie iiigh

tone of blood which the short-horns possess, huthow
this high tone of blood in them operates as an im-

prover of the qualities of other cattle, I pretend not

to explain. The explanation must be left to physi-

ologists. It is sufficient for all practical pui poses,

tliat tlie case is ; s I liave stated ; for knowing the

fact, the breeder possesses all that is retinisile for

the improvement of any breed in the country. This

property of the short-horn bull I conceive to be an

invaluable one, as we shall liave occasion to see in

the sequel.

EAST HIDING AGRICULTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

The Third .Annual Show of the East Riding .Xgri-

ciiltiiral Association took place at Ucvcrley, on
\\'ednesday, July -7. The meeting of the Asso-

ciation was held at nine o'clock in the nioniing,

at the East Hiding Sessions House, when the ordi-

nary business was transacted. The members then

proceeded to the election of a president and vice-

l)residciit for the ensuing three years, (in the place

of Richard i5ethell, Esij., M. P. and ihe Rev. W.
R. Gilliy, whose term of service was cxiiiied),

when the Hon. Chas. Laiijidalc was chosen jne-

sident, and Robt. Deiinison, Esq. of KilnvNick

I'ercy, vice-president.

The field which was appropriated to the recep-

tion of the stock at liie last meeting, was again

put in requisition on this occasion. Portions of

ground, suitable for the accommodation of eachdif-

ferent species of stock, were fenced oft in thesaaie

manner as at the larst sliow, and large placards

announced the description of animals, cart-horses,

road.--tcrs, hunters, &c., contained witliin eacli

ciicl(;sure. There were placed on the ground,
for the inspection of the visitors, a number of

agricultural implements, — threshing-machines,
ploughs, harrows, &c., of an improved construe*

tiou, niaiiiifactured by Mr. Crosskill, of Ke\ eriey,

and Mr. Dale, of Bridlington.
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The judges who awarded the prizes to the com-
petitors were:—Mr. Edward Baxter, of Burton
I'idsea ; PJr. John Julmson, of C'ayton Carr ; Mr.
John Taylor, of Burnham, near Barton ; Mr. Phil-

lips, of Hehiisley; i\Ir. C.Angus, Neswick ; andJMr.
George ^Vood, of South Dalton.

The show of st3ck, in regard to the breed and
condition of the animals was most splendid. It

was stated by the judges, that in their opinion so

good a collection of animals was never shown.
The show of tups and sheep, it was stated, far ex-

ceeded that of last year. The only deficiency

mentioned was in the three-year-old coaching
colts; only one was shown, and the prize was of

course awarded to it.

In the course of the day we observed upon the

ground a number of the principal gentry of the

riding. Visi-.ors were admitted into the field on
payment of one shilling each, and throughout the

time the stock w^as exhibited the ground was
thronged. We were informed that the sum taken

at the gate during the day was upwards of 130/,

so tliat the number of persons who visited the
" show" was about 2,(i00.

The following is a list of the number of the res-

pective descriptions of stock which were exhibited

on the ground :

—

Bulls of anv age from any part ofthe kingdom, 10;
bulls aged, 9 ; bulls yearling, 7 ; cows, 13 ; lieifer.-i,

2 yrs old, 9 ; heifers, yearling, 4 ; tups any age, 15
;

tiijjsnged, 11: shearling tups, 1S5 ; ewes breeding,

4 pens ; shearling wethers, 1 pen ; sliearling giui-

niers, 4 pens ; coaching mares, '2,7
; hunting mares,

10 ; roadster mares, 13 ; cart mares, 14 ; boars, 6;
sows, 10; coaching colts, 3 yrs old, 3; coaching-

colts, "2 yrs old, 7; yearling coaching colts, 5;
coaching fillies, 3 yrs old, 9 ; hunting colts, 3 yra

old, 1 ; coaching stallions, 19; hunting stallions, 3;
roadster stallions, 6 ; cart stallions, 8

; yearling

stallion colts bv Merrylegs, 6 ; foals by Commo-
dore, 9.

The following are the i)remiunis awarded by the

judges to the successful competitors:

—

£. s. d.

To the Labourer in Husbandry (who has

no occupied more than half an acre of

land ) who has brought up and placed

out to service the greatest number of

children, without receifing parochial

relief: —-Alexander Kiddej^ 14 chil-

dren.—34 years in the service of 11.

Dennison, of Kilnwick Percy 5
The Second ditto—Charles Foster, ofTib-

thorp, 12 children . .— 10
'I'o the Servants in Husbandry, being un-

married persons, will be extended to

those who have lived in sever;d places,

provided they have lived not less than

four years in each service ; to produce
certificates from their masters or fan i-

lies ; or, in case of their death or re-

moval, from two respectable persons of

each service—John Petty, 14 years in

the service of Lawrence Stephenson, of

Eske 4.

The Second ditto—No competition 3

TlieThird ditto— Ditto t

The Fourth ditto-— Ditto 1

'I'o the Female Si^rvant who has lived the

longest lime in service, of not less than

four years in each service, with a good

character,—Hannah Wilson, l!! years

in the service of Lord Hotham 3

The Second ditto—No competilion 1

£ s. d.

To the Female Serv.mt who has lived the

longest lime in farming service, of not

less than four years in each service, with

a good character —Ellen Linton, 45 years

in the service of Mr. T. Moody, of

Ilolme-upon-Spalding-Moor 3
The Second ditto (not living in service as

house-keeper)—No competition 2

The Third ditto— Ditto 1

i'o the she])herd wdio has reared the great-

est })ro})ortionate number of Lambs, from
not less than 100 ewes—William \\ itty,

18^ Lambs from 110 ewes, belonging to

]Mrs. Whiting, of Leveu ;)

The Shepherd who has lived the longest

time in one service—William ^V'iti^ill,

o3 years shepherd to Sarah Clark, of

Gooduianham 3
Best Bull, of any age, from any part of the

kingdom,—To Mr. R. Iveson, of Iledon 10

Best two-year old or aged Bull

—

Ditto.. .5

Best yearling Bull—To Mr. Robir.son, of
Carnaby 3

Best Cow in milk, or in a breeding state

—

To Mr. Edwards, of Market Weigbton 5

Second Best—Ditto 3
Best two-year old Heifer—To R. F. Shawe,

Esq. of Brantinghamthorpe 3
Best Yearling Heifer—Ditto 3
Best I'up, of any age, from any part of

the kingdom, (5( by the Association,

and 5/ added by Yarburgh Grearoje, Esq.
of Sewerby)—To J. Greame, f2sq. of

Sewerby 10
Best aged Tup— Ditto 5

Best Shearling Tup—To Mr. Edwards, of

Market W^e'ighton 5

Best pen of live Breeding Ewes—To Mr.
Dawson, of Sewerby 3

Second best ditto—To Mr. Edwards, of

Market W'eighton 1

Best pen of five Shearling Wethers—To
JMr. Lowish 3

Best pen offive Shearling Gimmers,—To
Air. Kemp, of Ilempholme 3

Second best ditto—To Mr. Edwards, of

Market Weighton 2

Best Coaching Mare—To Mr. Richard
Stephenson, of Hollym 3

Second best ditto—To R. Denison, Esq.
of Kilnwick Percy 2

Best IMare for breeding Hunters—To Mr.
Thomas Jackson, of Barmby-Moor. ... 500

Second best ditto—To Mr. J. Witty, Mid-
dleton 2

Best iNlare for breeding Roadsters—To
Mr.Lee,ofGardham 5

Second best—To Rev.F.Best, of Soutli-

Dalton 2

liest Cart Mare—To Mr. W. Botterill.. . 3

Second best ditto—To Mr. John Foster,

ofGatton 2

Best Boar— To Mr. David Dickinson, of

Pattrington 2

Second best ditto—To Daniel Sykes, f^sq. 1

Best Sow—To Mr. David Dickinson. .. . 2 o

Second best ditto—To Mr. James Ste-

phenson, of Arras 1

Best three-year old Coaching Colt—To
Penrose, of Gribthorpe 3

Best two-year old ditto— To iMr. Win.
Watson.' 3 O
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£ s. d.

Best yearling Coaching- Gelding—To Mr.
Robert Danby, of Routh 2

Best three-year old Coaching Filly—To
R. Denison, Esq. of Kilnwick Percy 3

Best three-year old Hunting Colt—Ditto. 3

Best Stallion for getting Coach Horses

—

To Mr. Micheal Taylor, of Skerne .... 5

Best Stallion for getting Hunters— To
Messrs. Crump and Lee 5

Best Stallion for getting Roadsters

—

To Mr. Phillip Ramsdale, of Market
Weighton 5

Best Stallion for getting Cart Horses

—

ToMr. Matthew Northgraves, of Sutton 3
Best yearling Stallion Colt, by Merrylegs,

(given by Robert Denison, Esq. of

Kilnwick Percy)—To Mr. Joseph Hud-
son, of Hemsley 5)

Best foal by Commodore, ("given by Mr.
Witty, of Luud) — To Mr. Thomas
Clark, of Watton 10

Second best (given by Mr. George Witty,

ofLund^—ToMr. Brandham. of Weel 10

SWEEPSTAKES.
Best Bull, 2 subscribers at 10s each—To Mr. R. Ive-

son, of Hedon.
Best Cow, 2 subscribers at 10s each—Mr. Edwards

of jNIarket- Weighton.

Best yearling Heifer, 3 subscribers at 10s each —
R. F. Shawe, Esq. of Brantinghamthorpe.

Best Fat Steer under four years old—No compe-
tition.

Best aged Tup—No competition.

Best Shearling Tup, 6 subscribers at 10s each

—

Mr, Edwards of ^larkei-Weighton.

Best Pen of Five Suckling Ewes—No competition.

Best Pen of Five Shearling Gimmers, for Breeding
—No competition.

Best Pen of Five ^Vethers—No competition.

Best Pen of Five Shearling Wethers—No compe-
tition.

Best Boar, 2 subscribers at lOs each—Mr. D. Dick-
inson, of Pattrington.

Best Sow, 4 subscribers at 10s each—Mr. D. Dick-

inson, of Pattrington.

Best two-year old Coaching colt, 3 subscribers at

10s each—Mr. John Swaddle, of Killing-Graves.

Best three-year old Coaching Colt, bred by, or the

bona fide property of the shewer twelve calender
months previous to the show ; with 10/ added by
James Hall.Esq.ofScorborough—No competition.

Best two-year old Coaching Filly, 4 subscribers at

10s each—IMr. William Hood, of Catwick.

Best three-year old Coaching Filly, 3 subscribers at

10s each—R. Dennison, Esq. of Kilnwick Percy.

Best two-year old Hunting Colt, 7 subscribers at 10s

each—;Mr. G. Scott, of Market-Weighton.
Best three-year old Hunting Colt, 2 subscribers

at 10s—R. Dennison, Esq. of Kilnwick Percy.

Best Coaching Mare, 3 subscribers at 10b each

—

]\Ir. R. Stephenson, Hollvm.
Best Hanting Mare, 3 subscribers at 10s each— Mr.
Thomas Jackson, of Barmby-Moor.

Best Mace for Breeding Roadsters, 3 subscribers at

10s each—Mr. Wm. Lee.

Best Cart Mare, 5 subscribers at 10s each—Mr.
Simpson, of Walkington.

Best Stallion forgetting Coach Horses, 3 subscribers

at 10s each—Mr. fttichael Taylor, of Skerne.

Best Stallion for getting Hunters—No competition.

Best Stallion for getting Roadsters, 4 subscribers at

lOs each—R, Dennison, Esq., Kilnwick Percy.

Best Stallion for gelling Cart Horses—No compe-
tition.

Best Yearling Stallion Coaching Colt, 7 subscribers

at lOs each—Mr. Isaac Hairsine, of Holme.
Best Yearling Colt by Napoleon le Grand, 8 sub-

scribers of lOs each—with 5/ added by James
Hopkinson, Esq. of Billings-hill—Mr. W. Jack-
son, of Routh.

DINNER.
In the afternoon, about four-hundred and fifty

gentlemen, consisting principally of farmers, sat

down to a cold dinner, at the Assembly Rooms.
Richard Bethell, Esq. M. P. of Rise, the pre-

sident of the association, occupied the chair, and
we observed in the room a number of the leading
gentry, magistrates, &c., of the neighbourhood.
After the cloth was drawn

—

The Chairman gave in succession

—

The King.
The Queen.

The Princess Victoria, and the Royal Family.

The Chairman then said—Gentlemen, I have
now the honour to propose to you, " The Agri-
cultural Association of the East Riding of York-
shire." I can assure you it is with great satisfac-

tion that I have had an opportunity on this day of

meeting so many of you who are so deeply interested

in the success of the association around this board.

I regret that it has never been in my power to meet
you before ; but the duties which I have had to

perform in the station I have held through your
kindness, have hitherto prevented my attendance.

(Cheers.) I need not say that the exhibition which
1 have seen this day, must be most gratifying to

me, and to the country at large. I think I may
say that no district of this kingdom can produce a
show of the various descriptions of animals, which
have this day signalized the system of breeding in

this country, to equal the one which you have this

day witnessed. (Loud Cheers). I feel that I

should be ill performing my duty to those gentle-

men by whom I am surrounded, if I could upon
this occasion encourage any feeling of despon-
dency. Gentlemen, difficulties have, and may be
felt, in the concerns of the agricultural interests

of this country ; but whilst I see the exertions

which have been made in the stock which has been

produced—whilst I see around me the gradual and
constant improvements taking place, I will not

despond of your interests. {Cheers). There is,

gentlemen, that energy and that bouyancy in the

character of Englishmen, in whatever concerns
they are engagetj, which will, I am sure, gather

strength even from momentary depression ; and I

know not why the same may not be predicated of

you, who are engaged in so honourable and use-

ful a pursuit as that of agriculture. Intimately

associated as I am with the concerns of that in-

terest, you may depend upon it nothing will ever

be wanting on my jiart, which can by possibility

promote its prosperity. I am sure I should make
a bad claim upon your time, if, upon this occasion,

I was to enter upon any long details of the benefits

which arise from associations and meetings of this

kind. I may be allowed, however, to mention,
that nothing can be more desirable than that all

the different grades of gentlemen, and of others

who are engaged in the concerns of agriculture,

should meet together upon those occasions. Such
meetings tend to promote a kind, a friendly, and
a courteous disi)osition between all ranks of the

people ;

—

(Cheers) and I trust that the informa-

tion which is attained by mutual communication,
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and by the opportunity that has been afforded to

you this day of seeing such splendid instances of

improvements in breeding in all its branches, will

tend to the general benefit of the couiuiunity.

(Cheers). Perhaps I shall not wander out of the

duty which is imposed upon me, ifl take this oppor-

tunity of stating to you, that— as a law, which I

trust will be highly beneficial to the community at

large, has at this particular moment been brought
under the notice of the country,— I felt it my duty

to communicate with gentlemen who reside in dis-

tricts of the kingdom, where the New Poor Law
has been carried into complete execution, who
state it is their general opinion that the greatest be-

nefits have arisen from it, (hear ami aiijJ^ause)— not

only as diminishing the weight and amount of their

poor-rates; but as having most materially improved
the situation of the labouring classes. (C/teersJ

I am certain that no person whom I now see

around me, would wish that so useful and merito-

rious a class of people should suffer for their pri-

vate emolument

—

(loud cheers,)—but I am assured

by all who live in districts where the poorlaus
have been worse carried into effect than in any
other part of the country, that the improvement
produced has been most striking and beneficial.

Fortunately in this county we have never known
the existence of the evil, and therefore, 1 think we
are in a peculiarly fortunate situation for the intro-

duction of that law into this county. If it be tried

with moderation, with temper, and with care, I

have no doubt the same beneficial effects will be
felt here. Gentlemen, it is not my intention, nor
is it necessary that I should detain you upon this

occasion. I am sure j'ou are all deeply sensible of

the benefits arising from meetings of this descrip-

tion ; indeed, the continued attendance you have
given to-day proves that circumstance much more
forcibly than anything 1 could adduce. I will now
give you

—

Prosperity and success to the Agricultural Asso-
ciatiou of the East Riding of Yorkshire. (3 times 3.)

The Hon Charles Langdale said—Gentlemen,
I rise to propose to you a toast, and I do so with
the greatest satisfaction to myself, and I am sure

it will meet with the unanimous apj'robation of

the present company. I feel a considerable de-

gree of difficulty as to how to express myself with
regard to the toast, because I know nothing so dif-

ficult as to speak in approbation of any gentleman
in the presence of that individual. I am also sure

that nothing is so painful to an ingenuous nind as

to have his public and private virtues brought for-

ward as a subject of panegyric in his presence.
(Cheers.) But. gentlemen, I feel myself relieved

in a very great degree by the conviction that any-
thing I could say would be wholly worse than use-

less upon the present occasion. I am about to

propose to you the health of an individual who
needs not any panegyric from me, to secure to the

proposition of his health the full approbation of all

who arc now assembled together. (Cheers.) I

will only at once say that I am about to pro])osc

the health of our president, Richard Bethell, ICsq.

(Loicd and continned cheers.) Gentlemen, we all

know the variety of different situations which he
has filled as a public character. Upon an occasion
of this sort it is very properly determined that

anything of a political character shall be utterly

excluded, [l-ond checrinff.) We are liere met

—

men of all dcscrijjtions—men of'all i)aitics—•'Whigs

and Tories—Conservatives and Radicals, (Laiif/h

ter and applause,)—and, therefore, when I i)ass

over the high situation Mr. Bethell fills as the rc-

])resentative of the Riding, I do not mean in any
way whatsoever on that account to disapprove as

a public man of his conduct. (Hear and cheers.)

I am sure, gentlemen, that in fulfilling the du-

ties of that situation he is actuated by the same
disinterested principle, the same high sense

of duty— which actuates him in all his other

lelations of life. (Cheers.) Neither, gentlemen,
is it my present object to bring him before you in

the capacity which he so honourably to himself
fulfils, in this immediate neighbourhood, as

Chairman of the Quarter Sessions of the East-

Riding. Those whose duty brings them into con-

tact with him upon those occasions, feel how
highly gratified ihey are by having such a chair-

man to assist them. But, gentlemen, on the pre-

sent occasion it is more in his private individual

character as a country gentleman,— it is as the

friend of the farmer—as the patron and protector

of agriculture,— it is, in fine, as the President of

the Association of the East-Riding of Yorkshire,

that I now beg you to do honour to this toast.

(Continued cheers.) Gentlemen, I feel I should

show bad taste myself, I feel that I should be
doing an injustice to my honourable friend who is

beside me— I should be doing an injustice to your
feelings—were I to suppose it necessary that I

should at any further length dilate upon this

subject. I shall therefore no longer trespass upon
your attention, but beg you will do honour—that

honour which I am sure your feelings will prompt
you to do—to the toast I now propose :

—

The health of the President of the East-Riding

Agricultural Association, Richard Bethell, Esq.
('^ times 3, and " one cheer more."}

IVIr. Bethell, on rising, was greeted with loud

applause. He said—Gentlemen, there are moments
which I am sure every person who has at all

moved in pui)lic life must have experienced, when
it is most dilficult to give vent to the feelings

which animate his breast. If ever that occasion

has arisen, I am now placed in that situation.

My honourable friend who has done me the

honour of proposing my health, has accompanied
it with remarks which 1 feel I am very little entitled

to. I certainly have felt it my duty, placed in the

situation in which I am, to endeavour, to the best

of my abilities, to discharge the various duties

arising out of it. If I have in any measure been

able to fulfil them to the satisfaction of the country,

I am amply—and more than amply—recompensed,

(loud chee7's) and I trust, gentlemen, that the ex-

pression of your favourable opinion will still en-

courage me to discharge those duties to the best

of my abilities, as long as my health and strength

will enable me to do so. (Cheers.) I trust,

gentlemen, I shall often meet you upon these occa-

sions, and that we shall hereafter have an oppor-

tunity of seeing the duties of the situation I now
hold much more honourably, and much better,

and more ably discharged. (No.)

The Chaiuman said he had now to propose a

toast to which they should all pay due honour ;

—

it was the health of those gentlemen who had on
this occasion undertaken the very difficult situa-

tion of acting as judges. He trusted and believed

they had performed that duty in a tnaniicr per-

fectly satisfactory to every gentleman ]ncscnt. It

had been remarked in another place, that there

were two classes of persons who were placed in a

very invidious situation— the judges, and the suc-

cessful candidates. He believed, however,- from

the feelings which prevailed there, that they were

not placed in that situation,—that whilst thej
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were anxious to pay all due honour and respect to

the opinion of the Judges, those who had been so

fortunate as to bear away the honours of the day
wouli be judged by every person to be well deserv-

ing them, and he trusted no unkindly or bad
feeling would be engendered. He gave

—

The health of the Judges, and thanks to them for

tlie manner in which they have discharged the oner-

ous duties imposed upon tliem.

Mr. Taylor, of Burnhani, (Lincolnshire,) re-

turned thanks.

Mr. Wood, of North Dalton, proposed

—

The Unsuccessful Candidates.

The Chairman said they were obliged to those
gentlemen who had sent their stock, and though
they had not been f uccessful, it was some honour
even " to fall from great attempts."
The Hon. Chas. Langdaie said, as an unsuc-

cessful candidate he had to return thanks for the
honour done to himself and his colleagues in
drinking their health. He could answer for him-
self—and he thought he might answer for his col-

leagues—that however happy they might have
been to recei\e the prizes for their different pro-
duce, yet they felt no degree of jealousy at seeing
the premiums distributed to animals more deserv-
ing of ap[)robation. (Applause.) For himself he
must say, that in bringing animals to the show, it

was not so much from a desire to gain the premiums,
as from a wish to give animation and spirit to the
scene. (Applause.) He believed there had been
but one opinion as to the impartiality of the
judges. (Applause.)

J. R. Peask, Esq., said—Mr. Chairman, with
your permission, and that of this company, I beg
leave to propose a toast. We have been greatly
indebted, while you were absent in London, at-

tending your parliamentary duties, to a gentleman
who has more than once frdfilled the duties of
president ; and I think we should ill discharge our
duty, if we did not take this opportunity of return-
ing him publicly our thatiks, and drinking his

health. I beg to propose

—

The health of the Rev. Wm. Gilby (3 times 3.)

The Rev. W. R. Gilbv said—Gentlemen, I beg
to thank j'ou for the honour you have just done
me—it was totally unexpected by me, and it has
fallen upon me absolutely l!ke a thunder-clap. 1

did not think I should be called for an instant
from my place on this occasion. I have, it is true,

been instrumental in the formation of the societ}'

;

and delighted 1 am, when I review the past, to see
to what an issue our, at first, feeble elTorts, have
now come, in the s])lendid spectacle of the com-
pany before us on this occasion. It is very true,

gentlemen, that I have felt most deeply for this

association, I trust that I liave not been altogether
an inactive member of this association, in en-
deavouring first of all to nurse it under its swad-
dling clothes, to bring it forth to its youth, and
now my honourable friend Mr. Bethell—whom I

delight to see in his place—has the delightful
scene to-day, of witnessing it in its full manhood.
(Ap2)lause.) Gentlemen, anxiously have I looked
for this year. (Cheers.) There is no need now of
exhortation

; the time has come when we view
and see our success— when, instead of being a
small body douhtful as to whether we could stand
for a single year, here we are, upon— I will not
say a par— but with the full challenge of all

Englaiul to match with the stock we produce.

,
{Loud cheers.) Yes, it is indeed most gratifying

to think that the few gentlemen wlio joined me,
and who are now, with me, going out of office,

should, in these few years—three short years—be
enabled to offer to your notice such a scene as was
presented on the entrance to Westw odd to-day

;

where many of the gentry of the county, and num-
bers of the finest and boldest yeomanry any por-
tion of England can boast, were assembled.
(Cheei's.) Gentlemen, under these circumstances,
I am delighted to see that our offices are about to

pass into the hands of individuals who, I am sure,

will feel no less zeal than those who have nurtured
the infant institution,—who will feel incumbent
upon them the strong duty of not letting it abate a
single instant of its splendour and efficiency, but
who will carry it on, and see the landed interest

protected in all its powers and vigour. Gentle-
men, when we commenced oiu- association, we
were in a state of depression ; we were threatened
with repeals of the corn laws ; on all hands

—

throughout all parts of the country—petitions

were sent up against us, and it was on the ground
of defence only that we started before you, to ask
for imion and defence in behalf of your common
interests, and that you should not be borne down
by base and vulgar cries. Gentlemen, your voice
has been iieard, and not a whisper has been
uttered within the walls of parliament for these
two last sessions, which has dared to breathe a
word against your undoubted rights and privileges.

If that whisper comes, be straightway at your posts,

»s men who, though asleep, have their arms be-

sides them. (Cheers.) The hour of depression, I

hope, is passing away. At our first meeting, we
had to lament it ; at our second meeting, we had
still further to lament the increase of that depres-
sion ; but I hope that now the times are brighten-

ing upon you, and you can enjoy your cheerful

glass amongst us this evening without the dark
forebodings which were upon us before. (Cheers.)

But when I say that, what can I do other than
compliment you?—compliment you, did I say?
nay, I would rather view your conduct as an in-

stance to render me more proud of my country!
Shall we not be proud of the splendid energy, the

indomitable perseverance, which has maintained
this the best part of our population—the great

sinews ofour land ? (Cheers.) You have yielded

to no despondence and fears, but you have gone
bravely on through all the worst times of depres-

sion, not yielding when the times actually pressed
most your stock, your land, or your agriculture;

and here you are, just coming out of those times,

more splendid in your display of stock than ever
you have been before. (Applause.) Yes, gentle-

men, after scenes, and after such circumstances,

an Englishman may well boast of being proud of

liis country, and I am indeed delighted to have
met you on this occasion. All now looks better

around us; the agricultural interest looks up, and
this day all is congratulation—all is triumph

—

with respect to our association. Let us go on and
prosper ; let us keep the line to which we have
adhered ; let us steer clear of every object, but
that main one—the encouragement of agriculture,

and the stern undeviating protection of its inte-

rests. Act upon parliament as you have a right

to act— through your representatives— through
such representatives as you have—through such
rei.resentatives as, I trust you will ever maintain,

the stern unflinching friends of the farmer, and
you will prevail—your interests will remain steady

and unshaken. (Loud cheers.) With these senti-

ments I sit down. You may depend upon it, that
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while breath breathes in this bodj', tho same sen-

timents will ever animate me— the s.rne feeling f'.i

behalf of the farmer— the same reso'ntion to at-

tempt, in every way, to unite him against all ef-

forts which would compromise his interests.

{Loud cheers.)

The Chairman gave

—

Tlie successful Candidates.

R. F. Shawe, Esq., of Brantingham, returned

thanks. He stated ihat it was his intention to re-

turn to the sociciy the premiums he had received.

He suggested that a handsome premium should he
given to any person who invented a machine of

any description useful for agriculture.

The Chairman said it now became his duty to

propose the health of the gentleman who had been
selected to fill the imi)ortant office he now held.

He was sure every gentleman feeling any interest

in the prosperity of agriculture would heartily

join with him in applauding the selection made
for the ensuing three years. He gave

—

Thehealtbof the Hon. C. Langdale, President of

the Association for the ensuing three years. (Three
times three.

)

The Hon. C I,angdale acknowledged the toast

in a long address, which from fi press of other

matter we are unable to report at any length. A
gentleman at some distance from him (Mr. Gilby)

had stated the reasons for «hich this institution

was first established. They knew that all other

branches of the community had their as'^ociations,

and were enabled to act more in unison than the

agricultural interest. The agriculturists were dis-

persed over a large extent of country, and it par-

ticularly behoved them to form associations of

this description. He was one who believed that

the interests of the manufacturing, commercial,
and agricultural classes were intimately connected.

The speaker directed the attention of the meeting
to the enquiries which had been conducted before

a committee of the House of Commons into the

alleged grievances of the farmers. That com-
mittee had closed their labours without making
any report—without expressing an opinion one
way or the other. The conclusion he drew fro.ii

this was not that the committee found no remedy
could be devised, but that their opinions were so

different that no part of the committee was strong

enough to draw up any specific plan of relief. He
observed that an immense body of evidence had
been laid before the committee, and he suggested

that the more important parts of that evidence

should be published for the perusal of farmers
and those connected with agriculture.

David Buuton, Esq., of Cherry Burton, gave—
The health of Robert Denison, Esq., Vice-Presi-

dent of the East Riding Agricultural Association

for the ensuing three years.

Robert Denison, Esq., said he thanked them for

the very kind and indulgent manner in which they

had drank his health. As one of the vice-presi-

dents for the next year, he felt that he, as well as

those with whom he was associated, would suc-

ceed those whom they could never hope to emu-
late. It was their predecessors who had carried

through the arduous undertaking in which they

had been engaged, and it would be to himseltand
colleagues not a work of trouble, but one of ca^^e

and of ])leasure. (Applame). Not having been in

parliament

—

{laughter) — he was not able—nor
did be wish so to do—to introduce to tlieir notice

anything about what parliament might do for

them ; but if any one could mention any subjects

tliit would be of benefit to the farmer as a ])rivatc

individual, those were the topics to be admitted at

such meetings as the present. He wished it, how-
ever, to be understood, that he did not mean to

say that they ought not to hear everything that

coidd be alluded to in regard to the agricultural

interest as a public concern. He would suggest
that the lists of candidates for premiums should
be closed sometime before the annual meeting

—

say a month—which would prevent much incon-
venience to the candidates. He thought that was
a subject which should lie taken into the conside-
ration of the committee. He could only say the
existing rule had hindered him from bringing some
stock, because he did not know whether there

would be any animals to compete with them. He
thought a very good resohition had been passed
by the committee to-day— that of not allowing

any person to receive a premium for the same
animal twice. Mr. D. then observed—"I have
travelled a good deal lately, and in noticing agri-

culture in some coimties I saw one point which I

thought might be of benefit to the agriculturist?

of the East Ridir.g—that is, the power of sowing
winter tares in the warmer soils directly the

wheat crop is taken off". As far as my humble
0[)inicm goes, *.he best w:iy of getting that, would
be to i)lough the stubble up the moment the wheat
is got out, then to work it with the presser, and
then to sow the tares : if the management is not

sufficient, the light expense of sootting these tares

would bring them sufficiently forward for sheep-
stock to be fed upon them, and you could get your
turnip-croi) afterwards. Where the soil is suffici-

ently warm to enable you to do it, it would give

such an enormous increase of food for shecj) in the
East Riding, as you have very little idea of." There
was another point he would allude to. He cer-

tainly never thought that he should have en'ered

into competition with a person who had done so

much in improving implements of husbandry, as

Mr. Crosskill, of Beverley. He was delighted to

hear the proposal of Mr. Shawe to give a premium
for the most useful implement of agriculture, and
he would challenge Mr. Crosskill himself, and try

if he could not invent something to surpass him,
— (^laughter and cheers)—he would here challenge

Mr. Crosskill, for he was determined to produce
something, and if it was unworthy of their notice

they mi'-^ht laugh at him. (Cheers and laughter.

)

The Rev. W. R. Gilbv, said, he had heard that

one or two observations had been made that in

his previous address, when he mentioned the corn

laws, he was touching upon politics. (No, no.)

He contended that was a subject directly connect-

ed with the agricultural interests, and the sole

object in forming this association was for their

protection, and for the expression of their senti-

ments on such questions as this. He was per-

suaded that question is not dead, but slecpeth ; it

will be revived whenever an oppoitunity arises.

Before he concluded, he wished to give a toast

—

the health of the committee.by whose labours, and
with whose aid they had carried the association to

its present summit. He hoped and trusted it

would still continue to flourish, not only as shosv-

ing the fairest results of agriculture, but as one of

the sternest and most determined protectors of the

agricultural interest. He gave—
The heaUIr of tho Connnitiee.

The CirAiRMAN said lie harl a toast to propose,

which he was sure they would all drink with due

honour ; it was the health of an officer of great

importance to the association. He gave

—
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The health of the Secretary, J. B. Bainton, Esq.,

(Three times three.)

J. B. Bainton, Esq., said—He was sure ho
should be veiy much devoid of feeling if he did

not rise immediatelj^ after the spontaneous man-
ner in which his health had been drunk. So far

as his exertions had gone, he had endeavoured to

do what had been consistent with the feelings of

the association. If any merit at all was due to any
persons, it was to the Committee of the Associa-

tion, and not to himself. He had only endeavoured
to follow up the recommendations of the com-
mittee, and if in doing so he had met with their

approbation, he was mostthankful. (Cheers.)

E. W. Smith, Esq., of Routh, said he had not

intended to address them, but he could not let Mr.
Gilby depart from the room, with the impression

on his mind that he had said anything contrary

to the rules of the association. When he (Mr.

Gilby) touched upon the corn laws, he touched
upon the very corner stone on which the associa-

tion was founded. When they met here year after

year they could not but see that every year the asso-

ciation was rising in consequence, although at the

outset many persons tried to cast upon it a political

stigma ; and though many of the landowners, and
others who should have joined them, held aloof,

and treated it with apathy and shyness, yet he
thoughtthetimc had now arrived when they would
see these gentlemen join the association with joy
and gladness ; and more particularly when they
saw the selection this day made of a president tind

a vice-president, for the ensuing three years.

Politics could no longer be said to be the guide of

their foot-steps, for they had now got for their

president and vice-president two gentlemen, who
in politics were diametrically opposed to each
other. (Cheers.)—He was sure, however, the

meeting would agree with him in saying that

both those gentlemen were good landlords—that

they both had the interests of the farmer and of

the labourer at heart—and that they would take

care to have the interests of the landowner at

heart too. They might therefore confidently hope
that when those who had hitherto held themselves
aloof from the associntion saw that they steered

clear of all political animosities, they would enrol

themselves as members of the association. He
was sure that no mere visionary speculator of the
day could get up and taunt them by asking

—

" Where is your distress, or your call for inquiry ?"

They had shewn their strength by their complaints
and petitions ; the legislature had considered them
a body worthy of notice ; and as long as they

made their appeals through such associations as

this, so long would they have a voice in the coun-
try. Such men, when they taunted the agricultu-

rists, taunted them without a cause. It was
through the able assistance of Mr. Gilby that this

society was so well formed. On behalf of the
meeting he apologised to Mr. Gilby for the obser-
vations said to have been made respecting his

speech.

The Chairman quitted the room soonafter seven
o'clock, and the company separated soon after-

wards.
Robert Benison, Esq., of Kilnwick Percy,

gave a premium of 5/, for the best yearling road-
ster stallion colt, by Merrylcgs exhibited at the
show next year. John Greame, Esq., returned
the sum of 5Z, from the premiums which he ol)-

taiiied, and Daniel Sykes, Esq., returned the sum
of H, apremium awarded to him, to be applied
to the general purposes of the association. R. F.

Shawe, Esq. of Braiitingham Thorpe, returned
the premiums awarded to him, to be presented to

the individual who shall invent the most useful
piece of machinery applicable to agricultural pur-
poses.

After the splendid show of stock produced by the
East Riding Agricultural Association on this oc-
casion, we may venture to predict an equal, if not
an increasing, excellence in the show of the next
year.

ON WOOD-EVIL, OR PANTAS, AND
MOOR-ILL.

Bv Mr. W. Cox, Leek, Staffordshire.

(From the Veterinarian.)

I have been on the look-out for some time, for a
distinction in The Veterinarian, between those
diseases in cattle called the wood-evil and moor-ill :

I am not aware that a proper one has hitherto been
drawn by any writer. For this reason I am induced
to take up my pen, not only because I flatter my-
self that I am able to give a few hints as to the

causes, symptons, and method of cure of the above
diseases, but with an intention to rouse a spirit of

inquiry amongst my intelligent veterinary brethren,

and particularly among those of the northern
districts.

The Wood-evil, or Pantas.—This disorder is

most prevalent in woody districts, or low meadow
or pasture land, where there are many crabs and
black willow trees, which the cattle will some-
times eat with greediness, and become obstinately

sapped. I have one case in particular in my memory,
in which it took nearly four pounds of Epsom salts

in order to open the bowels : many also of the

cattle that had eaten of the willows required al-

most as much to purge them.
The Moor-ill.—This disease is wholly confined

to moors, and commons, and poor lands. It is

very prevalent in the north of Staflfordshire, and is

called by some farmers, the over-country disorder.

As to the cause of this complaint there is a great

variety of opinions among the farmers ; some say
it comes on in the winter, and trace it to the hay
being mixed with a herb in it, which is called

mountain flax : others say that the fault is in the

water : other very intelligent farmers tell me that

they have watched it very closely for some years,

and that it always begins in the summer, and
more so in dry summers, when the beast does not
obtain sufficient nourishment to supply the wants
of nature. This disease is nearly or wholly con-
fined to milch cows.

Symptoms.—The first appearance of it is a kind
of grunting, to which succeeds a stiffness of the

limbs and body, and mostly of the fore extremities

and thorax. Sometimes the cow will be one whole
mass of stiffness, and her joints will rattle when
she walks, like the breaking of rotten sticks. The
pulse is seldom much affected, the appetite not at

all, and the milk is little, if at all, diminished in

quantity or quality. There is no swelling of any
part ; and thus the beast will remain month after

month, and sometimes year after year, if a cui'e is

not effected.

As to the cure, bleeding aud purging have al-

ways been found injurious. A seton of hellebore

in the dewlap, and one purge mingled with some
diuretic medicine, should lay the foundation for

that tonic or cordial plan which will always have
the desired effect, providing the beast is removed
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to a better situation. A cow that has once had I

this complaint will be liable to a relapse if returned
to her old situation and exposed to the sanio ex-

citing causes.

Will not some of our country correspondents

accept the challenge, and prove whether Mr. Cox
is right or wrong in the distinction which he draws ?

It is an important subject, and, if we mistake not,

one that is much misunderstood.

—

Edit.

RECEPTION OF THE DUKE OF RICH-
MOND ON HIS SCOTCH ESTATE^.

Tuesday was a g'ala day at Iluntly. At an early hour
the town presented a lively appearance. The inhabitants

and a great concourse of strangers were, about mid-day,
seen wending their way toward the Battle-hill, to wait

the arrival of his Grace the Duke of Lennox and Rich-
mond. His Grace's tenantry of the Aberdeenshire
estates rode about five miles to meet his Grace ; then drew
up in line, we think, at Newtongary. On his arrival

there the President of the Strathbogie Club, ]Mr. Stew-
art, said, " Wy Lord Duke, we are now on the eastern

boundaries of your Grace's possessions in Aberdeen-
shire. L fis President of the Strathbogie Club, accom-
panied by the Vice-President and Secretary, and de-

puted by the tenantry in your Aberdeenshire estates, beg
to be permitted to read to your Grace this address from
them" :

—

TO HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RICHIIOND, &C. &C. &C.

We, your Grace's tenants of your estates of Aberdeen-
shu'e, approach your Grace for the purpose of offering

our sincere and hearty welcome upon your first arrival

among us as our landlord.

Many of us were born and have grown ohl under the

protection of the family of Gordon. Our fathers have
enjoyed their friendship and support ; and whde we ex-

perience unfeigned and deep regret for tiie loss we have
lately sustained, at the same time we cannot fail to ex-

press the confidence with which we hail, as our future

landlord, a nobleman so deservedly high in the estima-

tion of his country.

Not with expressions of adulation, but with feelings

of sincere respect, we approach your Grace, looking for-

ward to a continuation of the bond of union which has

connected us with our former landlords, with an earnest

desire to cherish towards your Grace and family the

same attachment vvhich we entertained towards that

branch of your ancestors under which we have lived.

We would beg permission to offer our most respectful

welcome to her Grace the Duchess of Richmond and
your family.—23d August 1836.

The President further said :
" I\Iy Lord Duke, regard

for tlie feelings and respect for the memory or your
Grace's noble relative,the late lamented Duke of Gordon,
prevent us formally from giving expression to our feel-

ings in any other way than by offering this respect and
welcome, which your Grace may be assured is not the

less sincere on that account."
'i'he tenantry then filed past, and formed behind the

train of carriages. Tiie following is the order in which
the procession arrived on the square of Iluntly :—Tlie

inliabitants of the town and neighbourhood four abreasn

on foot. They marched round the market-place ; thelt

formed a hollow square, Cuptain Gordon, of the Floya,

Artillery, and the Rev. Mr. Walker, standing in the

centre. A party of soldiers, in full uniform, marchiufr

two abreast, followed next, and inniiediately in front of

his Grace's carriage. On its arrival at the centre of the

square Dr. Bremner presented the following address :

—

TO niS OUACE CUAULES GOnUON LENNOX, DUKE OF LEN-

NOX AND RICHMOND, K. G., &C.

We, the feuars and inhabitants of Iluntly, beg to

offer your Grace our sincere congratulations on this

your first visit to your extensive and valuable donuiins

in this part of the kingdom.

Yet we cannot refrain here from expressing to your
Grace our feelings of deep regret for the loss of your

noble relative, George, the last Duke of Gordon, our

late superior.

Confident, however, that we welcome in his successor

a nobleman every way worthy of the line from which he

is descended, we would assure your Grace that the

feuars and inhabitants of Iluntly shall always feel proud

to stand in that relation towards you and your family

which cordiality of feeling, |and unity of purpose render

alike honourable and advantageous to all parties.

We would likewise beg to convey our respectful wel-

come to her Grace the Duchess of Richmond and the

other members of your noble family.

In name and by the appointment of the feuars and in-

habitants of Huntly. J. BREMNER.
His Grace, addressing himself to Dr. Bremner said

—

" Sir, it is with much pleasure I receive this address,

and I beg to assure you that it will ever afford me
great happiness to meet the people of Huntly on all oc-

casions. This is a day of pride and satisfaction to me,
the more so when I see so many smiling faces around

me, and I trust we shall often meet, and under as happy
auspices as we have done on the present occasion."

His Grace then alluded to the {late Duke of Gordon
and said that, " he would ever make it his endeavour

to ameliorate the condition of his tenantry." The pro-

cession moved on again ; the tenantry mounted on
horseback to the number of about 400 brought up the

rear. They rode three abreast. In front of the Royal
Oak there appeared what we supposed a representation

of the tree of Liberty. At the southern entrance to the

market-place there was a triumphal arch, with the word
" Lennox" fancifully formed of flowers, and a similar

one with the word " Richmond." 'J'he tenants having

escorted the Duke to the north-western boundaries of

his Aberdeenshire estates, Mr. Stewart of Cocklarachie,

in a short speech, begged, in the name of the others, to

take leave.

In the evening there was a dinner, to which about

200 sat down ; James Stewart, of Cocklarachie, in the

chair. The greatest cordiality and good feeling pre-

vailed throughout the evening.

Bristol. — British Association. — At Section D
(Zoology and Botany), held at Colston's School, the

commencement of a paper was read from Dr. Richard-

son, on the Zoology of North America ; and from Mr.
Rootsey a description, accompanied with a living speci-

men, of the aranea avicularia, a monstrous species of

spider, that sometimes entraps small birds, brought

over alive from South America amongst logwood. The
same gentleman also communicated some observations

on the growth of mangel wurzel, with the mode of ob-

taining sugar and malt from it, considering that there

were certain geological situations particularly fitted for

its growth to the extent of about 500,000 acres in the

kingdom. A specimen of sugar candy, from the rlio-

dtxiendronponticum, was likewise exhibited, and some

observations were read from ]Mr. Webb Hall, descrip-

tive of the acceleration of growth in wheat on light si-

licious sands, by exposing them to heat in water ; and

Dr. Daubeney described some effects of arsenical com-

pounds in vegetation, and on the growth of wheat in

soils in which this was largely impregnated.

Entomological Society. —The ordinary meet-

ing was held on Monday evening, when an interest-

ing conversation took place on the ravages of a new
species of aphis, described as a new blight by the mar-

ket-gardeners in the vicinity of the metropolis, wliirh

attacked principally the cabbage and brocoli plants. In

the course of the observations, it was stated that the

best remedy that had been proved was equal parts of

an infusion of tobacco and lime-water, frequently in-

jected over the plants. Some account was also given

of the new silk-worm, recently introduced to the

notice of the members ; and a memoir was read upon

some Indian insects, in a letter addressed by Mr. Ben-

son to Mr. Kirby.
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A CURE FOR THE SMUT IN WHEAT.
'I'he following: experiments in the preparation of

wheat for seed from a mutty sample, were made on

the l-Jth of October, 1835, in the middle of an eight

acre field—a clover laver. The results have been

communicated to us by Mr. Smyth Lungley, of

Church Hall, Kelvedon. We have no doubt hut

the information thus conveyed will be acceptable to

our agricultural readers, coming ns it does from an

authorit) so highly respectable :
—

No. 1.—Washed three times in clean water, and
skimmed every time, then dipped in wood-ashes lees

with 2lb of arsenic boiled in 20 gallons of the liquor,

after which, the wheat well limed and sown. No blad-

ders or smutty ear?.

No. 2.—Not washed ; steeped in the liquor and skim-
med, and well limed. About 1,500 bladdered or smutty
ears to the acre.

No. 3.—Not washed ; wetted with lees and no
arsenic, but salted instead, and limed. About 2,250
smutty ears to the acre.

No. 4.—Washed as the first, in three clean waters
;

no arsenic, no salt, but dipped in the lees, and well

limed. Abcut 2,250 smutty ears to the acre, the same
as No. 3.

No. 5.—Steeped in lees only for abQut four hours
and limed ; not washed ; nor any arsenic or salt.

About 4,500 smutty ears to the acre.

No. 6.—Sown perfectly dry. About 11,500 smutty
ears to the acre.

No. 7.—The seed wheat rubbed well in the hands
with a quantity of bladders or smut balls, of course
not washed, but dipped in the lees and arsenic, and
well limed. About 18,750 smutty ears to the acre.

smutty ears.

1,500

2,250
2,250
4,500

ditto,

ditto,

ditto,

ditto,

ditto,

ditto.

No. 1

2

3

4

5

6 11,500

18,750

280 average ears of wheat threshed is a pint mea-
sure.

No, 1.—No loss or waste or damage by smut.
2.—5$ pints loss per acre, and w-heat injured.

3.— 11 ditto ditto.

4.— 11 ditto ditto.

5.-22 ditto ditto.

6.-36 ditto ditto.

7.-67 ditto loss to the acre, or about one
bushel, and wheat much injured.

in the field where the experiment was tried, there

wxre 750 sheaves to the acre on the arerage. The
smutty ears were gleaned from several sheaves, which
in No. 7, averaged about 25 smutty ears to the sheaf,

which makes the above quantity. The other sheaves

were gleaned accordingly.

It is not the loss of smutty wheat altogether (which

amounts to a bushel in No. j) but the damage done to

the wheat that goes to market. AVhen good wheat is

worth 12? 10s per load, if wheat is much smutty it will

lessen the value 50s a load.

In some fields this year from 50 to 100 smutty ears

may be gleaned out of one sheaf ; that is from two to

four bushels per acre waste.

Gambia Goosk.—A new section has been formed
in the sub-genus Anas, by M. de la Fresuaye, having
for its type the Gambia goose, or the goose with a

double spur. Baron Cuvier had already observed that,

in the genus Anas, there were some birds, who, to the

beak of a duck, joined legs higher than those of a
goose, and who perched and built their nests upon trees.

Having, however, only seen them after being stuffed,

and not having been able to get information respecting

their habits, he did not separate them from the rest.

It is now known that the Gambia goose is much more

slende;-. and rises Iiigher from the ground than a swan,
a goosi', or adiuk ; it perches on trees, is a courageous
and even fierce bird, aud, when irritated, it opens its

wings aud strikes with its sptirs. When it swims, the
shortness of its sternum in front, joined to tlie length
of its legs, forces it to plunge the fore part of the body
and the base of the neck deep into the water, so that
the water flows over its back. Its beak is flattened

and spatula shaped, like that of the duck or swan ; it

does not graze like the goose, but seeks the banks and
shallow parts of rivers or ponds, where it delights in

dabbling like a duck. It is neither swan, goose, nor
duck, but approaches nearest to the duck ; its feet are
semi-pelmated.—M. de la Fresnaye proposes to call

this .cfction Canards Echassiers, or Anafirjrallce, and to
place it at the head of the Palmipedes, and after the
Flamingos and Avosets.

The Moss Rose. — Very little faith is to be
placed in the assertions of persons ignorant of garden-
ing and botany, as to the date of the introduction of
particular plants ; as a proof of which may be given
the remarkable fact, that Madame de Genlis, when she
was in England, saw the moss rose for the first time
in her life ; and, when she returned, took a plant with
her to Paris, in order to introduce it into France

;

though the fact is, that it was originated in Provence.
The musk rose, Hakluyt tells us, ia 1592, was first ob-
tained from Italy ; and it also was common in the time
of Gerard. The single yellow rose was known to

Gerard, but not tlie double, which was brought to

England from Syria before 1629.

—

Arboretum Britan-
nicum.

Tenacity of Life in Plants. — The roots of

many plants are very tenacious of life, and intense

temperatures do not destroy their vitality : the roots of

the vitex agnus castug will not be affected though im-
mersed in boiling water ; and boiling water may in

many instances be applied to the roots of plants with-

out injury. Again, if a mass of roots be divided into

two parcels, acetate of lead in solution being absorbed
on one side may be evolved again by the second parcel
on the other side. Certain plants may absorb some
poisons by their roots with impunity, which would be
destructive to others.

—

The Nuturutist.

Gigantic Corn. — On the farm of Mr. W. At-
kinson of Kilmore, near Richhill, six stalks of corn, this

season, sprung from a single grain of seed, each stalk

measuring about six feet in length, and the whole con-
taining 475 grains of corn, being the produce of the one
original seed ! The entire field from which this gigantic

stalk hns been taken was sown with tlie old Irish Pota-
toe Oats in the beginning of JMarch last, and the crop is

in general of the height mentioned. The field in ques-
tion was nearly barren some years ago, but through the

management and superior skill of its owner, it has been
brought to its present state of fertility. The extraordi-

nary specimen above referred to has been left at our
office for inspection.—J?e//nst News Letter.

IMPORTANT Decision of the Poor Law Com-
missioners. —A decision, which deserves publicity,

ims been recently made by the Poor Law Com-
missioners. A pauper of the parish of Chilton, in the

Ilungerford Union, who had for tlie last ten years re-

ceived regular weekly parochial pay, had resided du-
ring the whole of that period with the approbation of

the overseers of Chilton, with her daughter, in the

parish of Iluish, in the Pewsey Union. Up to the day

of her death, the pay was continued by order of the

Ilungerford Guardians ; who, however, declined to

defray, or in any way to contribute to, tlie expences at-

tending the burial of the deceased pauper. The case

has been laid before the Poor Law Commissioners, who
state, that the conduct of the Ilungerford Union, witli

respect to the pauper in question, as regards burial,
" entirely accords witli the Commissionen' views;" thus

leaving the burial of all paupers to those parishes in

which their decease shall have happened.
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ON BREAKING YOUNG HORSES.
No irritable or passionate person should be

employed in forming tlie ruflitiionfs of the
education of the horse :—whoever undertakes
the business of horse-breaking- should be sys-

tematically cool and deliberate : further, he
should possess a tolerably accurate knowledge
of the nature or physiological disposition of
the animal which he undertakes to instruct,

and to reduce to the servitude of man, I am
well aware that horse breaking is generally

placed in the hands of men whose education
is not sufficient to enlarge or elevate their

intellect
;

yet, after having served an ap-
prenticeship or two in the stable, they would
be dull and stupid indeed, if they could not
form a tolerable notion of what I have just

stated. However, if a horse-breaker could
be found whose education raised him above
mediocrity, T should prefer him, since the

human understanding cannot fail to derive
essential assistance from the science of philo-

sophy.

The temper of the horse, like that of the
breaker, is an important object of considera-
tion : in which there is as great a variety as
in human nature. And, as like produces
like, good and bad temper will be frequently

found to descend from the progenitors to the

offspring. Hence it will be very easily per-
ceived, that in the operations of horse-break-
ing, the temper and disposition of tiie animal
should be well considered, and the mode of

proceeding influenced accordingly—always
bearing in mind, however, that severity or

coercion is never to be called into action,

when the object can be effectively accomplish-
ed by persevering mildness!

I have frequently seen professed horse-

breakers placed upon the back cf a restive

horse for the purpose of curing liim of such
V an unpleasant vice. The man has displayed
much boldness, but no science ; by raeie dint

of whip a'ld spur he has, at length, compelled
the horse to submit ; whereas had he under-
stood the correct operation of the hands

—

had he been aware of the masterly and effec-

tive manoeuvre of twisting the horse round,
he would not only have accomplished the ob-

ject in a quarter of the time, but with much
less danger, and with infinitely more effect.

A friend of mine applied to a professed horse-

breaker, in a small market town, in Lanoa-
shire, respecting a restive mare which had
fallen inio his hands. The breaker advised

him to sell her lor any price, as he said it

" would get all the flesh off her bones, by

knockinsj her about, to cure her !"

It is stated by naturalists that the horse

docs not arrive at complete maturity till he

is seven years old—the mare a year earlier,

which is correct: and, although 1 am a strong

advocate for commencing the education of

the horse at an early period. I would by no

means have him put to great or severe exer-

tions till he has acquired sulhcient strengtii

to go thr )Ugh them without injury to himself.

When the foal is weaned, I would begin to

handle him. Being placed in an open stable
or building (if with other steady horses so
much the better,)! would visit him frequently
with hay or corn and water ; he should be
approached with the gieatest mildness and
caution, so as to neutralize or subdue his fear
and jealousy and render him familiar. If
there be any old horses with him, they may
be fed from the hand, which will be a great
inducement for the foal to partake with them.
He will approach with jealous caution, and
therefore you should be mindful not to alarm
him. Proceeding with gentleness, in a few
days, he will allow you to pat and caress
him, and al length to place a halter on his

head which must be accomplished by the use
of a soothing tone, coaxing, and caresses :

nothing should be attempted in haste, nor
the least harshness employed in any form. At
the same time it is necessary to remark, that

the animal should not be rendered a sort of

pet by continual caresses, or he will be more
difficult to manage afterwards. The foal

should be treated with all possible mildness,
but never played with. The head of the hal-

ter which is placed upon the foal should be
formed of web, which will be easier than
cord. He may be led a little in it, but the

halter should not be taken off, or at least the

head of it, but ^o secured as to be perfectly

easy and no way to inconmiode the animal.
As soon as he leads pleasantly, I would re-

move the halter from his head.

When the foal became a year old he may
be bitted and ridden by a featlier, (that is, a
very light lad) but not ridden violently ; and
if he afterwards take occasional exercise of
this sort, he v\ill give much less trouble after-

wards in completing his education.

In general, however, young horses are not

broke till they ar,^ two years old, and at this

period they ought not to be put to severe ex-
ertion. I am aware it is the custom to work
them at this age, and hence arises splents,

curbs, &c., so that comparatively few horses

are met with whose legs are perfect

When it is deemed necessary to break the

colt, a cavison must be placed on his head.

The cavison should have an iron nose band,

having a joint in ihe centre, and a loop to

which the rein is buckled. The edges of the

band, on each side the joint, are turned in, a

little serrated, and operate severely if the

horse makes resistance : two other joints, one
on each side, from which the iron part is con-

tinued smooth and flat, from thre-: to five

inches, accoiding to the size of the cavison ;

at the termination of which there are eyes for

the purpose of fixing a leather strap on the

near side, and a buckle on the off side, which

buckles under the jaw : two other eyes are

made in the iron strap, close to the joint for

fixing the head stall. A rein, twelve or fif-

teen feet in lengtli, is fastened by a buckle

to the nose-band.
Proceed to put on the cavis;;n with all the

coaxing and gentleness already mentioned
U
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for the halter ; and in order that you may not
disgust the colt, and cause him to take a dis-

like to you, do not plague or teaze him too

long at a time.

When the cavison is properly adjusted, if

the colt should endeavour to disengage him-
self, you can hold him securely by the cavison
rein, but avoid if possible, inducing him to

make any such attempt. I'ou may lead him,
holding the rein short in your right hand,
which should be done by coaxing rather than
compulsion, and you should often stop and ca-
ress him. But, should he endeavour to disen-
gage himself, you must be prepared to hold him
fast, and suificiently short that he cannot turn
his hind quarters towards you, lest you should
not be able to hold him. Keep his side to-

wards you, and he cannot disengage himself,
\void irritating or provoking him, and in a
short time he will run round you at the ex-
tremity of the longeing rein. Use him with
all gentleness, and when he proceeds plea-
santly load him with caresses. Never pro-
voke him to resistance ; and should his tem-
per become ruffled, seem to take no notice of
it, and his irritation will soon subside.
Thus continue, letting him work round you

for a few days ; but be careful of fatiguing
him too much. He will soon become suffici-

ently familiar to allow you to put on the
longeing tackle without much difficulty.

Placing the crupper under the dock re-
quires great caution. Place yourself forward,
raise the dock with your right hand, and pass
the crupper under the tail, letting the tail

down gently, lest he commence kicking.
Buckle tiie crupper that it may not be re-
moved, and adjust it properly. The longeing
tackle* should not be drawn too tight at lirst,

and should be frequently moved and adjusted
(though it may be quite correct) for the pur-
pose of accustoming the colt to it, and render-
ing him steady.
Work him in circles in the slow trot, and

urge him not beyond his own inclination.
Work him to both hands, and for this pur-
pose, stop him frequenily, and on these oc-
casions soothe and caress him.
Young horses are generally longed in the

open air—a school or building with a clay
floor is preferable if such a place can be con-
veniently obtained : otherwise, good level
elastic turf.f

When the colt has become accustomed to
his tackle, the reins should be shortened by
degrees, till the head becomes properly
placed

; that is, his nose should not be
brought to his chest, nor yet carried poking
out ; common sense must be used on these

* The longeing tackle consists of the bridle and
running reins, the roller and ci upper.

t If horses go too near the ground, and be thus
liable to come down, longeing them upon a rouoh
plouged field will induce them to raise their feet and
go safe. But this is not recommended in breakino- a
colt, as it would be too fatiguing ; he would he also
liable to strike the inner fore feet against the outer,
and cause splents, &c.

occasions. Attention must be paid to the
form of the animal, and also to his mode of
going. Iftiie colt's shoulders are placed well
back, possess the true declining position,
his neck long and arched, he can scarcely
avoid carrying his head in a correct and beau-
tiful position. If the shoulder be too upright
the forehead will be low ; if the neck be
short and straight, the nose will be carried
high, consequently, the more awkward the
form, the more judgment will it require to

place the head properly. Let it be well remem-
bered, however, that nature points out the
situation in which every horse should carry
his head, and therefore the restraints or al-

terations imposed by art should never coun-
teract her efforts, nor indeed exercise even a
preponderating influence. Let nature and
art go hand in hand. The head cannot be
properly elevated in the longe, but it may be
too much drawn down, which should be
cautiously avoided.
The cross-tree is a useful instrument, inas-

much as it enables the breaker to place the
head of the animal with the greatest ease and
the greatest nicety ; it is much more effective

than the common method. However, it ought
never to be forgotten, as I have already ob-
served, that nature and art should go hand in

hand. The head should be brought into place
gradually ; and where the animal happens to
be thick in the upper part of the throat,

(where the head and neck join) nature
should be accommodated accordingly—his

nose should not be too much drawn in, lest

roaring (and perhaps other disease) be the
consequence. Where a horse happens to be
thick in the part just noticed, he must be
suffered to carry his head accordingly.

Be mindful to keep him in a true and regular
trot, letting him extend his pace by de<;rees,

and invite him to raise his head by occasionally
shaking the longeing reins, particularly if you
observe that he lolls his head down, bearing
on the bit Let the lash of the whip follow
him to press him on, but not to urge him to

the gallop. When you throw the lash at his

hind quarters, let it be done lightly, and if he
kicks at it, give him the lash smartly to make
him sensible of having done wrong.

The precise time for mounting a colt can-
not be described, as this will mainly depend
on the disposition of the animal ; but as soon
as he becomes familiar to handle, and works
freely in the longe, he may be mounted. But
for a few days previously he .should be longed
with the saddle on his back, that he may be
accustomed to it, When you stop or halt for

the purpose of changing or altering the reins,

&c., embrace the opportunity of patting the

saddle, pulling the stirrup-leathers, &c. ike,

and as soon as he appears reconciled to the

saddle, and the dangling of the stirrups, he
may be mounted.

Prepare to mount by taking the reins and a
lock of the mane in your hand, and handling
the stirrup. If he moves, coax him with all

gentleness till you induce him to stand quiet.
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If you proceed in a proper manner, he will, by
degrees, allow you to place your foot in the

stirrup, and to stand uprij^lit in it, for which
you must not fail to caress him. Repeat this

till he seems perfectly reconciled to it, when
he may be completely mounted. For this pur-

pose you will require assistance, and com-
mence by longeing the colt, and continue till

he works cool and steady. Let the assistant

place himself before the head of the cult,

having the longeiug whip in his left hand,
and the cavison rein coiled in it also ; and
let him soothe and caress him while the person

is mounting. He who mounts must proceed
with all possible gentleness, and accomplish
the object by degrees. Raise yourself re-

peatedly in the stirrup before you attempt to

carry your leg over ; and when you actually

cross your leg over, be careful not to touch
any part of his hind quartv^rs, the cantle of the

saddle, &c., but place yourself lightly in the

saddle. Separate the reins, taking one in

each hand. Let not your legs touch nor your
thighs to press, but sit loose and motionless,

waiting to observe the temper and disposition

of the animal. Should he cringe his tail and
set up his back, you may expect that he is

about to plunge ; but avoid taking firm hold

with your knees and legs till you find your-

self compelled to do so, lest the colt should be

prompted to it. The assistant should speak
kindly to him, and caress him, which may di-

vert him from his purpose, and in a short time

the assistant may invite hiin to move, leading

him in a circle to the left (being the easiest)

holding him short by the cavison rein, and
watching him, particularly the expression of

his eye. If he blows in his nostrils, if his tail

be up, and he moves gently, they are signs of

good disposition, and the man at his head may
gradually lengthen the rein and the rider may
collect his reins gently, and feel his mouth as

lightly as possible.

If there be a suspicion that the colt will

plunge, of which those that have attended

hin> will be able to form an opinion, it will

be advisable to have the reins received through
the rings fixed to the head-stall of the bridle,

which will assist in keeping his head up,

without the rider's iiands being raised. He
will first attempt to force your iiands, in which
if he succeed, and your hands are high, your
body will be drawn forward, and you will be

in danger of a fc 11. Should the colt get his

head down, he will most likely begin to

plunge ; to prevent which as much as pos-

sible, the assistant should have the cavison

rein short in his hand, and check him with it ;

and if he can lay hold of tlie ciieek of the bit

with his right hand, he can shake his head
up, and prevent his violent plunging.

When a hor.-^c plunges he holds his breath

all the time, (as previously noted) swelling

himself out to break the gMths, crupper, &ic.,

and he will if possible continue to plunge till

he is under the necessity of standing still to

breathe; and when this occurs, let him re-

main a minute, but neither sooth nor caress

him. Should he renew the combat, be pre-
pared to check the violence of it ; but by no
means provoke it by menace of any kind or

angry words. He will not continue the battle

long ; when over, he must be led in circle,

and as he will coniinue out of temper for a
little time, be prepared for another trial. Mild
treatment, however, will gradually dissipate
his ill humour, when you may relax the strict-

ness with which you hold him, and allow him
libertj^ in proportion to his behaviour. Al-
ways finish the lesson in good humour with
each otiier.

The colt will give up the contest after a trial

of two or three days, and you will perceive
him relax in his efforts each time. He must
be continued in this way till he goes steadily
at the full length of the longeing rein, and
can be turned and directed quietly:—when
this is the case, finish the lesson by taking
away the cavison rein and riding him vifithout

his being led.

The colt will be awkward for some time,

and he must be treated with mildness and
patience. Animate and aid him gently with
the voice, and a slight pressure of the legs,

which maybe gradually increased, together

with slight applications of the whip ; but the

spurs should not be used till he is reconciled

to be ridden. In fact, spurs had better not
be worn in the first instance ; it will be soon
enough to place them on the heel when it be-
comes necessary to use tliem.

The colt will go with an unequal step, which
a little practice will correct. He should be
ridden in a moderate trot, the operation of the

hand being delicate, feeling every advance,
and thus endeavouing to bring the colt's

mouth to correspond in a correct appui.

Colts in general require the application of

the leg frequently in order to urge them into

the hand for the purpose of forming the mouth.
Colts with low and heavy forehands are in-

clined to be heavy on the hand, and dead in

the mouth : to remedy w hich the bit should
be frequently moved by the opening and
shutting of the fingers, and also by raising the

hand a little to induce them to raise the head,

the legs applied at the same time. Longeing
will be discontinued.

Horses which have been placed in improper

hands, after having been ridden for some time,

for years perhaps, are again placed in the

hands of a breaker, for the purpose of finish-

ing their education ; and, as it frequently

happens in these cases, that the instructions

which they had received were rudimentally

incorrect, tiiey require some trouble to divest

them of bad habits. It is advisable to longe

them ; and when a hwrse of this description

has been suflicicntly extended, suppled, and

hcnt by the action of the trot, he may be put

to the gallop in the longe, finisliinghis lesson

by riding at large to prevent hi.<* head being

habitually drawn down.
Should it be wished to make a horse gal-

lop with the right foot, to which the left had

become habitual, he should be particularly

II 2
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bent and worked in the trot to tlie left, in or-

der to retain the left shoulder and extend the
right; and wlien he is sufficiently suppled,
put him to the gallop to the right without
bending hin) ; and, with a little practice, lie

will freely take the right foot. It is seldom,
however, that all this is requisite for t'le pur-
pose of inducing a horse to alter his foot, as,

by drawing his head a little and pressing the
leg behind the girth to the opposite side, when
you put him to the aiallop, will answer the
purpose. Practice will render it familiar to

the horse, and he will not require drawing to

one side.

As to vialmiff a horse's mouth, it may be
done by riding him in a quick or extended
trot, and stopping hiai suddenly by pulling
him together sharply, by which the horse is

liable to sprain his houghs or fetlo'ks, if it

be not skilfully managed ; and therefore the
rider should first ascertain the force which
the horse opposes to the hand, that he may
not apply too much strength in pulling him
together. Let him be reined a step backward
before he advances again. I have seldom met
with a horse, however, whose mouth could not
be rendered pleasant by the judicious opera-
tion of the hand without resorting to so violent
an expedient as that just described. Hard
mouthed horses should be ridden with a sharp
twisted bit to the l)ridoonrein ; the curb should
be so placed (by means of the curb chain)
that a slight feel of the hand has a powerful
operation, when, by the light, lively, and ju-
dicious operation of the hand, the mouth may
be brought to the requisite feeling or sensi-
bility.

Hard mouthed horses should be put on the
bit in the stable : for which purpose a com-
mon bit, wrap|ied round with llannel or wool,
thus making it tolerably large, will answer
the purpose.

Uniting a horse, after the manner directed
by manege riders, is crippling the horse by
throwing all the weight possible upon the
hind quarters, by compelling him to place
his haunches and feet as far as he can under
him—placing him, in f-.ct, in a situation the
very reverse of that which nature intended.
If it be desirable to mane a horse raise his
fore-feet in his paces, riding over a roujrh
ploughed field or uneven ground will very well
answer the purpose. Or, if the rider wish to
carry this business farther, let him trot the
horse out; and then, keeping up the action
by the pressure of the legs, the hands must re-
tain the horse and shorten his step.

TEACHING THE HORSE TO LEAP.
It is a remark common enough among

sportsmen that all horses will leap {orjump,
to use the modern phraseology of the field) and
so they will

; yet some of them are much
apter scholars tiian others; and I have sef^n

some which appeared awkward at first, and
afterwards became excellent performers.

I have not unfrequently heard it remarked
also, that thorough-bred horses seldom leap
so well as those which possess a portion of

inferior blood ; such an idea has arisen from
observation, I have not the least doubt, and
the notion has been hastily impressed upon
the mind, without endeavouring to ascertain
the cause. Some few years since, I saw the
horse, Mercury, several times ridden by Mr.
Wicksted with his own and also with Sir H.
Mainwaring's hounds, and he certainly could
not be distinguished as a leaper. Now, this

same Mercury had been for several years a
successful runner for what are called Cock-
tail Stakes, and was consequently named as

not thorough-bred ; I feel well convinced that

this was a gross falsehood, though a cunningly
fabricated pedigree supported the nomination.
Similar observations will apply to the cele-

brated cocktail, Tawpy; after being on the
turf for some years, he was purchased bj Lord
Robert Grosvenor (the hon. Mr. Grosvenor,)
but did not become remarkable as a hunter,
particularly in that essential quality leaping.

But this is not surprising. These horses
had been trained for the course from the
earliest period of their lives, they had con-
tinued to rac • for some years : and the mode
of going on the course, being ill calculated for

the hunting field, the horses appeared in the

latter under great disadvantage. On the race
course, the horse is thrown forward, and ex-
tended t© the utmost, for the purpose of ac-

quiring the greatest possible speed, and this

mode of action is not calculated for the chase :

the racer should be a daisy-culter. Something
very different to this is required in the hunter

;

his action should be more lofty and more
united: therefore to enable the thorough-
bred horse to shew his powers to the greatest

advantage in the field, he should be trained
to it, and not allowed to race ; and, under
such circumstances, I have not the least doubt
he would manifest his superior power or abi-

lity as a leaper.

A leaping bar is so well known, that any
minute or very particular description would
appear ridiculous. I would not, however,
liave the bar so fixed that if touched by the
horse, it would fall ; since, as soon as the
horse has discovered this circumstance, he
will not be anxious to clear it:—he will rather
try to knock it down. Some persons wrap
gorse or hay round the bar, for which I am
of opinion there is not the least occasion :

the gorse is intended to act as a stimulus to

make the horse clear his leap, but it is incon-
venient when first teaching a horse to leap.
The hay is for the purpose of preventing the
horse rubbing the hair off his knees or other
parts: I do not recollect ever observing a
horse rub the hair off his knees in the act of
leaping the bar, nor do I tiiink the hay tieces-

sary. If hay or otlier soft material is to be
wrapped round the bar, let ii be covered with
strong leather stufled. Boards which are
sometimes seen under bars are not requisite

;

they are injurious rather than otherwise. I

would recommend a plain simple bar, eight
or nine feet long, and that would not fall when
leaned against or touched by the horse.
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In teachinj? a horse to leap, let it be recol-

lected that no horse ever leaps willingly at

the bar: tliosewell practised to it, approach
it reluctantly ; and, although the leaping bar

is absolutely necessary in the riding school,

a horse may be taught to leap niu( h better in

the field than in the school, as will be shown
hereafter. However, I will describe the mode
of teaching a horse to leap the bar. In the

first place let the bar be fixed very low ; and
let the horse be coaxed, rather than compelled,

to leap ; in every thing relative to this beauti-

ful and generous quadruped, never resort to

severity till every uiiider method has been

repeatedly tried in vain.

Horses unaccustomed to the sight of the

bar approach it with suspicion, and some are

so alarmed that it is not without trouble they

can be got near it. In such cases, it is ad-

visable to remove the bar, and walk the

alarmed animal through the pillars till his

fears completely subside. Then lay the bar

on the ground, between the pillars instead of

placing it in them, and coax him to walk over

it. Alter he has passed over it repeatedly,

fix the bar in the lowest hole, and walk him
to it : if he steps over it, instead of jumping,
there is nothing wrong ; but if, in this trilling

operation, you stop when you are over, and
turn to look at him, he will be very likely to

stop also : therefore walk on till he becomes
quite reconciled to this probationary step.

In teaching the horse to leap, an assistant

is requisite. When the bar is raised so high

that he cannot walk over it, he must be coaxed
or invited to rise at it. The person who leads

the horse over must take tolerably short hold

of the reins with his right hand, and endeavour
to prevent him from coming too near the bar.

The operation of the hand is intended to draw
the nose in ; if you raise your hand under the

idea of inducing him to rise, you will cause
him to raise his nose, in which position he

cannot unite, or bring himself together for

the purpose of rising. Therefore, if lie presses

too close to the bar, let the operation be

downward and rather back : thus coax him
to tise, in which continue the support of the

hand, as he should not be suffered to spring

with his hind legs till his fore-feet are con-

siderably raised. An assistant should be be-

hind him with the longeing whip, holding it

up, or throwing the lash towards him. V\ hen
the horse rises, ease your right hand, in order

to give him liberty to clear his leap.

The person who uses the whip must be

mild ; he must not hurry the horse, lest he

move fro H one end of the bar to tlu: other,

and endeavour to avoid it. The click of the

tongue should be tried before the whip is

used, and the whip, in the lirst instance,

should be held out rather than applied. The
stimulus must be increased according to cir-

cumstances ; and if the horse obstinately re-

fuse, severity must be ultimately resorted to,

and he must be compelled to perform that

which he refused to entreaty and solicitation.

He will most likely not leap well, but make

an awkward, blundering business of it
; yet

he should be caressed rather than corrected,

in order to encourage him to belter perform-

ance. However, if a horse that has been in

the habit of leaping well, blunders over the

bar through reluctance or heedlessness, mo-
derate correction, instantly applied, will be

serviceable.

There are horses which leap so sluggishly

as not to clear their hind legs ; but if the

whip be applied a second or so before he
springs, it will make him clear his hind legs.

If a !iorse is very impatient and eager to

leap, the person who leads him over must
prevent him leaping till he rises sufficiently

before, as the horse, under these circum-
stances, intends to break or carry away every
obstacle before him.

But on no account hurry a timid horse. I

have seen many lood tempered, though high
spirited, horses approach the bar in a timid

fearful manner, which have put their heads
down over the bar, and smelt at the ground,
accompanied by blowing in the nostrils and
snorting. You cannot caress such a horse

too much. Let liim satisfy himself completely,

and he will not give much trouble afterwards.

Horses will be met with which will endea-
vour to break away from you in defiance of

the whip behind them and of anything else.

If they should suecee',they will persist in

this species of obstinate rebellion. As I have
already observed, where g.-ntle means will

accomplish the object, I would not resort to

severity. In some eases, however, resolute

measures are indispensable, and this is one of

them. Put Oil the cavison, which will en-

able you to enforce his obedience assisted by
the whip behind.

Let it be well impressed on the mind, that

the horse is never to be kept long at any one
of his lessons, or he will become disgusted.

If he clears the bar fairly six or seven times,

it is quite sufficient, and, if he performs well,

fewer will answer the purpose ; and the horse

will not be put out of temper. Further, if

the horse clears the bar well, do not be in a
hurry to raise it a hole higher; nor indeed

would I ever put a horse to a leaping bar

more than three feet or three feet and a half

high, as they never leap willingly at a bar ; I

would leave them to attain excellence in the

field, where they are animated to the highest

degree by the music and emulation of the run,

and take their jumps with the utmost possi-

ble spirit and eagerness. All that I should

be anxious for them to acquire in t!ie school,

would be the style in which they cleared the

bar, and not the height of the leap. In finish-

ing the lesson, leave off, if possible, at the

moment he has performed well, which will

afford a good opportunity for caressing him
;

he will retire in good temper, and retiirn to

the bar with much less reluctance than if he

had finished his lesson under less favourable

circumstances.
When a horse has been sufficiently prac-

tised in hand, so that he leaps in a good form
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and steadily, clearing the bar well at a mode-

rate heiglit (three feet, for instance) it will be

time to ride him over; for which lower the

bar considerably. The lesson should finish

with the horse being ridden over. For ex-

ample, when the horse has cleared the bar

well, in hand, three or four limes, he may be

ridden over as many, after the bar has been

lowered.
The Flying Leap.—When a horse has

learned to bend his knees and to leap stand-

ing, he attains the flying leap by a little prac-

tice. Let a long rein be buckled or fastened

to the snaffle, and securing the bridle reins

about the horse's neck, to prevent their im-

peding or baflling him, work him in circle,

in such a manner that his progress round will

bring him each time in contact with the bar,

and in consequence in every circle he de-

scribes he takes a leap. The bar should be

placed quite low at first ; the horse should

trot ; and if he has been used to leap stand-

ing, he will most likely pause on approaching

the bar, and make a sort of standing leap of

it. Be it so. Let him pass over a few times

in this way, when you may quicken his pace a

little, and he will fly it. Trotting the horse

at first enables him to notice the bar, and also

to determine where to take his spring, re-

gulate his step, and quicken his pace to give

himself force and velocity to clear his leap.

If the horse leaps willingly, and is not hur-

ried, he will very soon acquire the method of

measuring his distance and clearing the bar.

A horse that leaps reluctantly will require

the application of the whip, and he will be

very liable to make blunders ; but if the bar

does not give way, it will not be long before

he will correct himself—he will find it plea-

santer to clear the bar than bruise and hurt

himself against it.

When a horse, in the flying leap, endea-

vours 'o escape the bar, an assistant must
place himself near the post with a whip in

his hand to deter him ; and when the horse

leaps, he must pass under the rein, and wait

for the horse coming again.

As soon as the horse leaps safe and well in

hand, finish the lesson by riding him over,

lowering the bar, however, for that purpose.

A horse must be practised in the field to

finish his education as a leaper ; nor indeed

is a school education indispensably requisite

for a hunter.

A few years since, I purchased a beautiful

and a very powerful bay horse,nearly thorough

bred, of Mr. Lloyd, of Cefn, near St. Asaph.

I purchased him expressly for the purpose of

hunting ; but, as the horse had not the most
remote idea of jumping, it became necessary

to give him an opportunity of acquiiing that

art. Indeed, I had every reason to suppose,

from the horse's manner that he had been

placed in very improper hands for the pur-

pose of breaking. He was very high spirited,

but very good tempered. Alter riding him
as a hack for some weeks till the harvest was
got in, I took him into the fields, and having

a long rein fixed to a common snaffle, I

placed him at a small fence, having sent a
man over with the long rein in his hand.
With a little patience and coaxing he scram-
bled over, without the least application of
the whip ; and I succeeded in getting hini

over half a dozen times, at different places,

but all of them very low. I caressed him and
both the horse and myself were very well

pleased. I never gave him more than one
short lesson in one day, and the horse im-
proved amazingly. At length I put him at a
blind place and he fell and rolled on his back
in the ditch : this made him careful, and he
soon jumped steadily and well. I then rode
him over, instead of leading him ; not only
over low hedges, but low rails, increasing the

height of his jumps very gradually. As I

was frequently at some miles distance from
home, on my return 1 left the road about a
mile from home and took the horse into the

fields ; still, however, setting the horse's head
homewards, which induced him to take his

fences very freely, and I thus crossed the

fields home. As soon as the hunting season
commenced, I met the harriers of Sir John
Gerard; and, although he was rather impetuous
at first, he carried me uncommonly well, and,

in the course of half an hour, very steadily.

He became very soon one of the best hunters

I ever rode.

In teaching a horse to jump in the fields,

he is put to a fence, a sight which is familiar

to him ; and at which therefore he is no way
terrified. The leaping bar alarms him, as I

have already shown ; and even when he has

become familiarised to it, he never approaches
it half so freely as he does a fence. More-
over, when a horse is taught this part of his

business in the manner just described, it is

precisely the manner in which he is after-

wards to practise it. The bar is one regular

set thing, which always presents the same ap-

pearance ; in hunting, scarcely any two jumps
are alike, and the horse has to accommodate
himself accordingly ; consequently, if a horse

be taught precisely the system which he is af-

terwards to practice it is preferable to any
other.

Van Diemen's Land Agricultural Com-
pany.—On Thursday a meeting of the proprie-

tors of shares in this company was held in Old Broad-
street. The chair was taken by J. Cripps, Esq., the

governor, who stated that despatches had been received

from Van Diemen's Land to the eifect that remittances

would be made fo r a dividend before the expiration of

the year. The balance in the colony was 6,000Z, com-
prising bills and cash, and by the disposal of wools,

the produce of the flocks of the company, 1,200/ were
expected to be realized. Agricultural produce in the

the settlement was high—steers fetching 10/ per head
;

cows, 12/ to 14/ each, and working bullocks from 30/

to 35/ per pair. Wool was at from Is 6d to Is 8d per

lb. These advanced prices were beneficial to the share-

holders. In answer to a question the proprietors were
informed that the dividend would be about two and a
half per cent, upon the subscribed capital. In the

room of J. Pearse, Esq., deceased, J. Cripps, Esq.,

was elected governor.
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COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS ON THE STATE OF
AGRICULTURE.— MR. SHAW LE-
FEVRE'S REPORT.

(From the Mark Lane Erpress.)

We have received a pamphlet from the pen of

Mr. ^^haw Lefevre, member for North-Hampshire,
which has been pulihshed in the shape of a letter

addressed to his constituents. It will be recollect-

ed that Mr. Lefevre was Chairman of the Agricul-

tural Committee of the House of Commons, and

that considerable disappointment was experienced

by many persons, upon the determination of the

committee to close its labours without making any

report being made known. A reference to the

columns of this journal will show that we never

an'icipated any essential benefit to the tenant far-

mer from the inquiries of any committee. We
prognosticated not precisely what has happened,
for we gave it as our opinion, that the committee
would on the approach of the Michaelmas rent

day make a report, and that the 7rpo?-t would be

all tlie aid which tlie tenant farmer would receive

towards his Michaelmas rent. This has turned out

not to be strictly true, for the committee has made
no report, but that is the only difference. Mr. Le-
fevre says, " that the mis-statements which have

appeared in various newspapers, respecting the

draft of a report which he submitted to the com-
mittee, have induced him to give a brief statement

of his opinions on the present state of the agricul-

tural interest, founded in a great measure upon the

evidence given before the Agricultural Committee."
If it be in reality to these " mis-stattments," that

we are indebted for this letter to the electors of

North Hampshire, we heartily rejoice that they have

been made. And we trust that its contents will

not be confined to the electors of that county, but

that the agriculturists throughout the kingdom will

possess themselves of, and give it a diligent perusal.

The soundness of tlie principles upon whicli his

conclusions are based, borne out as they are in the

main by the evidence given before the committee,

bespeaks a more than ordinary acquaintance with

the subject. Whilst he does not hesitate openly

and honestly to disclose his views upon some most
important points connected with the well being of

the British farmer, it is manifest that he feels the

tenderness of the soil upon whicli he treads. He is

well aware of the benighted condition of a very con-

siderable portion of the tenantry, a condition from
which we are happy to say they are rapidly

emerging, and is therefore cautious of awaking their

prejudices, and he is fully sensible of the wild

theoretical notions entertained by some of the better

educated, v.'hose views if cai ried out, tiiough tliey

might be productive of a transient prosperity would
speedily terminate in still more severe distress and

disappointment. The low price of wheat has been a

heavy source not only of complaint, but in many in-

stances, of real distress. We have ever contended

that that low piice was ascribable to an increased

home supply. It matters little whether it arises

from increased importation from Ireland, fro:n an

extension of the convertible system of husbandry

or from the bountiful harvests during the last four

years, to which ever of these causes it be ascribable

whether to one or all, we still maintain that the

low price of wheat is owing to an increased supply,

as the high price of barley has been occassioned

by an inferior produce in point of quantity and an
increased demand. Let us see what Mr. Lefevre

says upon the head.

" In connection with the low price of wheat, I

must bare mention the great change which has taken

place in tlie agriculture of this country within the

last few years. In some counties extensive tracis of

wold, fen and heath land, heretofore considered unfit

for cultivation, have been redeem<:d ; in others old

grass lands have been ploughed up, and that which
was i'orraerly sown with flax or hemp, has been de-

voted to wheat, and by the introduction of the turnip

system of husbandry, the poor light lands are made
to produce wheat at a less cost to the cultivator than

tlie more tenacious soils, and thus the clay lands,

which were considered the ancient wheat lands of the

country, have to enter into competition with the

lighter soils, and are no longer able to maintain their

superiority. Wliilst this addition has been made to

the productive soils in the kingdom, its acreahle pro-

duce has been materially increased by the operation

of draining, and the employment of artificial ma-
nures ; and to these causes, coupled with the cir-

cumstance that an unusual breadth of wheat was
sown in 1833, 1834, and that its average weight and

consequently its capability to produce human food

lias increased under the influence of three unusually

fine seasons, may be attributed that abundant supply

which has produced so remarkable a depression in

its price. Some witnesses have attempted to account

for this excess by importations from Ireland and Scot-

land, and by a decrease in the consumption of wheat
by the labouring classes, in consequence of the in-

creased growth of potatoes. It appears, however,

from a return which was presented to the Committee,

that on an average of the three years ending .January

1833, 353,274 quarters of wheat were annually

imported from Ireland ; and that on an average of

the three years ending .January, 1836, 761,827 quar-

ters were imported from that country, making an ex-

cess in the average supply of the last three years of

only 208,5f)3 quarters. The imports from Scotland

in the three years ending in .January, 18,33, were, on

average, 48,508 quarters of wheat, and in the three

years ending January 1836, only 23,622 ; whilst the

quantity of wheat shipped coastwise from England

to Scotland, on an average of the last three years,

has been 31,202, being an excess of 14,972 above

the average of the three preceding years.

" As there has been little or no importation of wheat

from abroad during the last three years, it is evident

that our markets have been mainly supplied by wheat

of English growth, and by referring to the number of

(juarters sold in those towns whence the returns re-

gulating the averages are sent to the Board of Trade,

we find, comparing the average amount of quarters

sold in 1829, 1830, and 1831, with those sold in

1832, 1833, 1834, there is an excess of 713,011

(|uarters of the latter period over the former ; and

although there may be doubts whether this return is

strictlv accurate with respect to the exact number of

(piarters of wheat sold in any one market, it is consi-

dered by some of the best informed witnesses to pre-

sent a fair measure of comparison between the quan-

tities sold in all the towns included in this return at

any two given periods since the passing of the last

corn law." There does not ap[iear to ho sufficient

ground for the supposition that potatoes are used to

any considerable extent, as a substitute for wheat

bread, by the labouring classes; there can be no

doubt, therefore, that the late depression in the price
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of wheat has arisen almoit entirely from a super-

abundant supply."

Mr. Lefevre goes on to state that the conse-

quence of the very low price of wheat to the culti-

vators of the clay soils, upon which,' before a new
and improved system of husbandry was introduced,

the largest proportion of wheat used in the king-

dom, was grown, must have been severe in the

extreme, and he expresses his regret that the ten-

antry should have been misled by the expectation

held out to them, that relief would be obtained at

the hands of the legislature. If by improvement,
lands hitherto incapable of producing wheat shall

have been rendered fruitful in the growth of that

species of grain, and the price being reduced, the

cultivation of clay lands has become utterly un-
profitable, can there be a greater absurdity than

to expect that the country should legislate so as to

keep uptheprice, forthepurposeof enabling thecul-

tivation of such land to be continued. Let usfor an

instant look to ihe consequences of such a step,sup-

posing it to be within the power of tlie legislature.

If wheat can be produced upon light soils with

more advantage, than upon heavy lands, at a low
price, every shilling per quarter rise in price upon
that article will operate as a premium for the still

further growth upon the light land. There is how-
ever another and more powerful cause of the dis-

tress of the tenant farmer, one upon which we have
often dilated, and which has brought down upon
us the abuse of interested parties, namely—high

rents. Upon this subject, Mr. Lefevre observes,

" In some districts, and more particularly in the
case of farmers of small capital, distress has been
aggravated by a continuance of high rents, and it is

matter of deep regret that owing to the expectations
held out by the Corn Law of 1815, that permanent
high prices could be obtained by legislative enact-

ment, neither landlords nor tenants were prepared for

that satisfactory adjustment of rent which ought to

have been made at the termination of the war. There
is evidently no want of sympathy on the part of t)ie

landowners for the condition of their tenantry. Re-
ductions in rent have been made from time to time,
limited as was supposed by the necessities of the ten-

ant ; whereas, if considerable abatements had been
made at once at that period, less upon the whole
would have been required, the capital of the tenant
would not have been diminished, and much of the
present distress might have been averted."

Let the tenant farmers of Great Britain, " read,

mark, learn, and inwardly digest" that paragraph.
They will find more pith and marrow in it, more
substantial relief than in all the reports of all the

Agricultural Committees that ever sat, with the

resolutions, manifestoes and meetings of the Central
Agricultural Society into the bargain. If indeed
" considerable abatements had been made in the

year 1815." If landlords generally, had done as
Mr. Knight of Downton Castle, m Herefordshire,
did at that period, not forget the useful assistance

of the land surveyor, whose valuation in fixing war-
rents, was found so efficient, but had a second
time called in his aid in making an equitable ad-
justment commensurate with the reduction in the

price of agricultural produce, then indeed like

him they might have tenants tiiriving and pros-
perous, estates flourishing, and in good culti-

vation, rents well and punctually paid, and tenants

happy and contented. We know that some land-
lords have adopted this course, and in so doing,
they have consulted their own interests. Under
such landlords, " the capital of the tenant has not
been diminished." They are net of the class which
for twenty years, has been receiving '• rents out
of the capital of the tenants," and not until lately

when their capital was absorbed, have themselves
" felt the grinding ruin." It is our intention to offer

somefurtherobservationson theseveral points treated
upon in Mr. Lefevre's pamphlet; but in the mean
time, we trust that such landlords as are not suffer-

ing under the effects of " the grinding ruin," will

purchase and circulate it among their tenantry. It

may be had at the cheap price of 3s per dozen ; and
a cheaper threepenny worth of sound substantial

matter, we have never yet seen offered to the pub-
lic in any shape or upon any subject.

Nepaul Wheat.—We understand that se-

veral trials of this new variety of wheat have been
made by agriculturists of this county this season,
and the result is likely to substantiate its claims to

the attention of the tenantry. iMr. TurnbuU of Bell-

wood has tried a small field with it this year, and it

is now a good crop, and nearly ready for the sickle.

It was sown in the middle of May ; and, if reaped
in the course of next week, will only have been three
months in the ground ! The soil is one of the latest

and poorest on his grounds, and the result would
seem to point to its chief advantages being ex-
perienced by the upland farmer, and in the Highland
districts, where from the nature of the soil and the

climate, rapidity of growth is of the greatest con-
sequence. Being a native of one of the mountainous
districts of India, there can be no doubt of its hardi-

hood ; and the trials already made in this country
confirm that opinion. The only question remaining
is, as to the quality of the grain, and its suitableness

for domestic use or distillation ; as, although termed
wheat, the appearance of the grain seems mors akin
to the barley of this country. It is to be hoped that

the result of the trials made in the various quarters
in the country will be laid in an authentic form be-
fore the public— for which purpose, the Agricul-
tural Museum was admirably adapted ; and we
trust that, however mortifying the little support that

institution has met with from the agriculturists of
the county hitherto, Mr.Turnbull will be encouraged
to make one more trial for the credit of the county,
and we hope, eventually his own remunertion.

—

Perth Courier.

Effects of Lightning. — M. Baric, of La
Haye, has communicated to the French Academy of

Sicences the remarkable growth of a poplar which had
been struck by lightning-. It grew in an avenue be-

longing to him. The lightning broke some of the

branches at the top, and the fluid ran along the trunk,

from the top to the bottom of the northern side, without

injuring the hark, went into the ground at the root, and
turned up two large masses, each nearly a cubic foot

in size. Tlie tree at that time measured twelve inches

in circumference, and it was in the month of .Tuly that

the circumstance occurred. In the following April the

trunk had exactly doubled its size, while the trees close

to it retained the same girth ; and the sap flowed in

such abundance as to force its way through the bark.
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THE ETHIOPIAN WILD BOAR.
(PLATE.)

Tliis animal is a native of the hotter regions of

Africa, and inhabits the wildest and most uncul-
tivated parts of that dreary continent. It is also

found on the island of Madagascar. It grows to

a very large size, and differs from the wild boar
(and al'^o from the domestic hog) found in other

parts of the world in the form of its head. Its

snout, instead of being taper and resembling a

Ijroboscis, is, on tl:e contrary, very broad and
square at the end. It has small eyes, placed at a

very little distance from each other, level with the

surface, and near the top of the forehead. On each

cheek a very thick cartilaginous skin ])rojects ho-

rizontally, being about three inches long and as

many broad. At first sight, these excrescences

might be regarded as ears, particularly as the real

ears of the animal are small, and partly obscured
by a mane of bristles, in colour red, brown, and
greyish, and of a considerable length. The boar
has four tusks, two in each jaw ; the upper ones
seven or eight inches long, very thick at the base,

and terminating in an obtuse point, grooved and
assuming a sort of half perpendicular position as

they rise from the lips. The lower tusks are smaller,

and when the mouth is shut appear so close to the
upper ones that tliey seem almost joined together.

The head in fact is a hideous object, almost as

much so as that of the hippopotamus, to which at

first view it presents a strong resemblance. Not-
withstanding its broad muzzle, it ploughs up the

earth to seek for roots, on which it ])rincipally

feeds. It is very active, though large and bulky
;

so much so, indeed, that in southern Africa, the

Hottentots give it the name of the Runner. Like
the common wild boar, it strikes with its tusks,

when attacked or pursued, and rushes on its ad-

versary with great force and spirit.

A. boar of this species was, in 1765, sent to the

Prince of Orange, by the Governor of the Cape of
Good Hope. From confinement and attention, he
became mild and gentle, except when offended

;

in which case, even those persons to whose care

he was entrusted were afraid of him. In general,

however, when the door of his cage was opened,
he came out in i)erfect good humour, gaily frisked

about, and greedily devoured whatever was given
to him. He was one day left alone in the court-

yard for a few minutes, and on the return of the
keeper was found busily employed in digging into

the earth, where, notwithstanding the cemented
bricks of the pavement, he had made a large hole,
with a view, as was afterwards discovered, of
reaching a common sewer that passed at a consi-
derable depth below. It was not without much
trouble, and the assistance of several men, that his

labour could be interrupted. At length, however,
they forced him into his cage.
He would allow himself to be rubbed, like our

domestic hog, and, like him, seemed to be delight-

ed with rough friction. When rudely pushed or

provoked, he always retired backward, keeping his

face towarfls his assailant, and shaking his head
or forcibly striking with it. When, alter long con-

finement, he was set at liberty lor a little while, he
appeared very gay, aud leaped about in an enter-

taining maimer. On these occasions, he would
sometimes ]>layf(illy jjursue the fallow deer and
other animals.

He was fed principally on grain and roots, and
was so fond of rye bread that he would run after

any person who had a piece of it in his hand.

When tsparrman was in Africa, he pursued se-

veral pigs with the old sf)ws, with an intention of
shooting one of them ; but though he failed in

this object, their chase gave him singular pleasure.

The heads of the females, which had before ap-
peared of a tolerable size, seemed on a sudden to

have grown larger and more shapeless. This mo-
mentary and wonderful change astonished him po
much the more, as, riding hai-d over a country
full of bushes and pits, he had been prevented
from giving sufficient attention to the manner in
which it was brought about The whole of the
mystery, however, consisted in this : each of the
old sows, during its flight, had taken a pig in its

mouth ; a circi mstance which also explained to
him another object of his surprise, which was, that
all the pigs which he had just before been chasing
along with the old ones, had vanished on a sud-
den. But in this action we find a kind of unani-
mity among those animals, in which they resemble
the domestic species, and which they have in a
greater degree than many others. It is likewise
very astonishing, that the pigs should be carried
about in this manner bejween such largo tusks as
those of their mother, without being hurt, or cry-
ing out in the least.

The flesh of this animal resembles that of the
German wild boar.

The Ethiopian wild boar is a mere variety of
the hog tribe, of which the common wild boar
may be considered as the parent stock. 1 he wild
boar is a native of almost all the temperate parts
both of Europe and Asia, as well as of some of
the upper parts of Africa.

Hunting the wild boar was formerly a favourite
amusement amongst the great in this country ; and
the chase of it is thus mentioned by an old writer •

A wild boar is called a pig of the sounder the first

year of his age; a hog the second; a hog's steer

the third ; and a l)oar the fourth ; when leaving
the sounder, he is termed a singler, or a sanglier.

The common age of the boar is twenty-five or
thirty years ; they go to rut about December, and
their great heat lasts about three weeks.

It is easier to t^ke a boat in a toil in April or
May than at any other season of the year, in con-
sequence of their sleeping more soundly at that
period, which is caused by their eating of strong
herbs and buds of trees, which moistens their brain
and causes sleep.

A boar most commonly lies in the strongest
holds of thorns and thick bushes, and will stand at

bay before he will forsake his den.
If he is hunted from a strong thick cover, he

will be sure to go back the same way he came, if

possible ; and when he is roused, he never stops
until he comes to the place where he thinks him-
self most secure.

If it so happen that there be a sounder of them
together, then, if any break asunder, the rest will

run that way ; and if he be hunted in the hold or
forest, it will be difficult to force him to quit it.

Sometimes he will take head, and seem to go
drawing to the outsides of the cover ; but it is

only to hearken to the noise of the dogs ; for he
will return again, aud will be hardly forced to

break away before night : however, having broken
away, and gone endways, he will not turn aside
for man or beast, by voice, blowing, or an}' thing
else.

A boar will not cry when he is killed, especially

a great boar ; but the sows and young ones will.

In Hying before the dogs, he neither doubleth nor
crosseth, nor useth subtleties as other beasts of
chase do, as being heavy and slow so that the dogs
are still in with him.
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If you strike at him with sword or boar spear,

do not strike low ; for then you will hit him on

the snout, which he values not, since he watches

to take blows on his tusks or thereabouts ; but,

lifting up your hand, strike right down, and have

a special care of your horse ; for, if you strike and
hurt him, so will he you if he can ; therefore, in

thus assaulting boars, the hunter must be very

careful, for he will rush upon him with great

fierceness.

However, he very rarely strikes a man till he is

first wounded himself ; but afterwards it behoves
the hunter to be very wary, for he will run very

fiercely, without fear, upon his pursuers ; and if

he receive not his mortal wound, he overthrows
his adversary, unless he falls flat on the ground,
when he needs not fear much harm ; for his

teeth cannot cut downwards but upwards ; but

with the female it is otherwise, for she will bite or

tear any ways.
The best places to wound him are the middle of

the forehead, between the eye-lids, or else upon
the shoulder, either of which is mortal.

To come to modern times. The wild boar,

though extinct in this country, continues to be
hunted in France and in most parts of the conti-

nent ; but the chase of this animal, like some
other departments of field sports, has partaken of

the improvements of more modern times ; and,

though he may still he roused by dogs, the gun
has been substituted for the boar spear. The me-
thod at present frequently adopted for the pur-

suit of the wild boar, particularly in France, is

by sending small noisy dogs into their woody
retreats, while the hunters lie in ambush to shoot
them as they pass along their different tracks

;

and on these occasions the sportsmen are fre-

quently assisted by the neighbouring peasantry,

as, from their local knowledge, they are enabled
to place the hunters in the most advantageous si-

tuations. This method of pursuing the chase is

distinguished by the name of La Trac.

Hog hunting in India is a favourite diversion
of the British officers, as well as the other Eu-
ropeans residing in that part of the world. The
wild swine in Hindostan are smaller than those
which are found on the European continent. The
sportsmen are mounted for the chase, and, with
the assistance of dogs, pursue the hog (or wild
hoar) armed with a sort of javelin, which prac-
tice enables them to throw with almost unerring
certainty. When a hog is roused, the hunters
pursue him, and the first who comes up with the
chase throws his javelin : should he miss his aim,
the hog is still pursued by others, armed in the
same way, until he is killed. The hog, on being
roused, makes off as fast as possible ; but he no
sooner perceives himself attacked, than he turns
upon his pursuers ; and though the hunters them-
selves seldom receive much injury in the conflict,

it is no uncommon occurrence for the horse to be
killed. When the boar turns upon the hunter,
the horse is very apt to rear, and he thus affords
the boar an opportunity of wounding him in the
belly with his tusks. There are other dangers,
however, to be appr bended when following this

diversion in India, as the sportsman is never se-

cure from the sudden attack of ferocious, lurking
wild beasts with which that part of the world
abounds, particularly the tiger. The flesh of the
Indian wild hog is highly esteemed, and is said to
resemble the flavour of venison.

On the chase of the wild boar in France, Colo-
nel Thornton makes the following observations :

—

"The equipage destined for the chase of the wild

boar is denominated vantrait. In gieat hunting
establishments, it forms a separate department,
in which, particular officers and attendants are

employed. Large equipages for this sport arc

usually attended by a pack of 15 or 20 couple of

hounds. The huntsmen and whipper-in ought to

be extremely expert. The chase is very fatiguing.

The huntsmen are obliged to shout incessantly, to

make the dogs follow, as they are frequently dis-

couraged, especially if they are pursuing an old

boar. It requires mettlesome and vigorous horses,

and the riders must not be afraid of the branches

in the thick recesses of the forest, into which they

are obliged to penetrate.

It is extremely difficult to procure hounds well

trained for hunting the boar, and this instruction

requires great patience and attention ; not that a

young hound will not at first pursue the animal,

but his scent sometimes disgusts, and the country,

covered with thickets and morasses, discourages

him. A boar is not so easily hunted down as a

stag ; and, let the establishment be ever so excel-

lent, the chase seldom lasts less than four or five

hours. Sometimes the animal is checked by firing

a gun, as he is also by being pursued by mastiffs

and greyhounds. Chases have been known to last

two whole days ; and at last the hunters could not

have taken the boar but by shooting him on the

third day.

When the boar finds himself driven to the last

extremity, he does not run forward, but frequently

turns, keeping for a considerable time near the

same spot, and seeking to make the dogs start

some other game. When he is done up, he foams
much, advances only by leaps and bounds, throws

himself into some marsh, or sets his back against

a thicket, facing the dogs, and defending himself

with incredible fury. It is then that the whippers-

in must give effectual support to the dogs, and
endeavour to dislodge the animal ; but if he keep

at bay, it is proper to prevent the dogs from ap-

proaching too near. The whippers-in enter the

thicket with precaution : one of them alight, ap-

proaches the boar, and plunges his hunting knife

into the small of his back. The man who inflicts

the wound must be very alert, and instantly run

off in a contrary direction, as the boar always

turns to the side on which he feels himself wound-
ed. If, however, he should prove so furious as

to endanger the sportsmen and the dogs, the best

way is to kill him with a gun or pistol : this is a

privilege or law reserved for the leader of the com-
pany, and is resorted to or.ly at the last extremity.

The whipper-in then sounds the death of the ani-

mal and encourages the dogs to trample on him.
Having cut off the testicles, which would cause

the flesh to contract a very disagreeable smell, and
a fore foot, which is given to the hunstman, who
oresents it to the leader of the company, the boar

is carried off. Before they return, the dogs are

inspected, and those that have received wounds
are dressed, as the hunstman ought to be provided

with needles, thread, and every thing necessary for

that purpose.

Dogs no not eat the flesh of the boar with so

much avidity as that of the stag, nor must it even

be presented to them raw. All that is in general

given to them is the shoulders and the intestines

cut in pieces, and boiled in water.

In some parts small bells are fastened round

the necks ot hounds that hunt the hoar and the

wolf. If it is not intended to hunt down the boar,

but only to shoot him, an equipage becomes per-
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fectly useless -. one or two blood-hoimds, and a

tew good hounds, are, in this case, quite suffi-

cient. Nay, you need tlien only employ the

mastiffs with which the gamekeepers ti-averse the

forests where the boars couch, and drive them to-

wards the spot where the hunters are posted.

In Germany, and occasionally in France, very

fine sport is olitained by hunting of boars and
likewise of stags, with toils. An enclosure is

formed with rods and pitchforks round the thickets

into which the boars have been driven. A hunts-

man sets his blood-hound upon the scent, and fol-

lows him till he has reared the game. Five or

six hounds are then slipped ; this number is suffi-

cient to hunt a large boar , lint, if there are seve-

ral, the whole pack is taken.
In the first case it is proper to accompany the

hounds with a few dogs produced by crossing

the mastiff with the hound ; these animals, which
are extremely ardent, will closely press the boar,

and drive him round the enclosure. The dogs are

powerfully supported with the voice and the
horn, and are followed close to prevent the boar
making head against them. After the chase has
continued some time, the large mastiffs and grey-

hounds are slipped, and these rush upon the boar
with fury. The huntsmen advance : one pierces

the animal with his hunting knife in the small of
the back ; the others, armed with sticks, are ready
to receive him in case he should make towards the
person who wounded him, and sti-ike him upon
the head, keeping him off with the ends of their

sticks till they have dispatched him. When the
proposed number of boars are taken, the dogs are

called off.

In writing to a friend, Colonel Thornton ob-
serves :

—" I sent you a paper which contained
something about a noble wild boar which I ordered
to be hunted ; and, when killed in Chambord, to

send it here at my expense ; and thus to try to let

such sportsman here (London) as never saw one
be able to judge for themselves. Accordi.ngly, it

being arrived, every person that heard of it came to

see it. It was hung up at a venison dealer's in

Old Bond-street. The concourse of people was
so great that the man could not get out of, or

others enter, his shop. He is by no means the

largest boar I have killed; but he is a terrible

looking fellow, more dangerous than one much
older, for then their tusks grows thicker, become
curved, and the animal is more inactive. He
wounded many of the hounds, but ooly killed, I

believe, three. A couple of vermin terriers plagued
him the most, as he could not get his tusk to

bear upon them. The last final shaft was a lingo,

which, I see, broke three of his ribs and passed
through him. The number of balls he received I

shall examine and relate. I understand he stood
a run of full forty miles. But I am sure 1 ran
one at least one hundred and forty , and then he
was not done up, though constantly viewed from
half-past eleven till half-past ten the next day, re-

lays of hounds being uncoupled close at him every

three or four hours. What other animal can show
such game and bottom }

" We dine to-day a party on his loin or saddle,

which was where he received his death wound.
The wound as I have already observed, was in-

flicte<l by a Ihif/o, which is a piece of iron or lead,

formed something like a weaver's shuttle, of the

weight of two or three balls, and made to fit the

calibre of the gun. It is a sort of bolt, which, if

it strike into the flesh, it goes deeper ; if it touches

a bone, it then turns itself broadways : and thus,

though a ball would only have broken one rib, it

broke three close up to the back. The number
of balls he received shall he the subject of my next

letter. Ihe boar was three years old, was run
by fleet fox-hounds, and during- the progress of the

chase crossed four rivers !"

The wild hog may be said to offer a different ob-

ject for contemplation, according to the climate of

the country in which he is found ; while the Pec-
cary, the smallest and fiercest variety of the tribe,

would seem to form the last or conclusive linkin the
varied or successive chain. The habits and manners
of the whole are similar, and they all agree in one re-

markable peculiarity : while all the other inhabi-
tants of the forest (the Secretary Falcon and a few
other birds excepted), fly from the various ser-

pents with which the warmer regions of the globe
are generally stocked, the hog hears the hissing of

the reptile with delight ; he hastens to the spot

where the sound proceeded, and eagerly seizing

the snake devours it as greedily as possible. It

amounts to nothing that it should prove the cobra
de capallo, the rattle snake, or any other veno-
mous serpent, the hog unhesitatingly seizes it, nor
was he ever known to suffer the least injury from
that which would cost the life of most other ani-

mals.

The wild boar of Germany and the forests of
Europe, differs in appearance from the hog of the

Indian jungle, and the smaller and more beautiful

variety of the tribe met with in China; while such

of these animals as are found in a state of unli-

mitedfreedom in America and the West Indialslands,

inasmuch as they have originated from the Euro-
pean domestic hog, presents a character for obser-

vation, differing in some degree from that of every

other variety. Though sufficiently wild to disdain

human protection, these animals are less anxious

to avoid the contact of man than their more suspi-

cious brethren in the other parts of the world, and
instead of attempting to fly from the pursuit of a

dog, they turn and face him; placing their hind

parts against a tree, they lower their snout, and

wait for the attack : woe be to the dog if he face

the hog thus prepared to receive him ' he is sure

to be ripped up with his tusks. These hogs are

very common in some of the West India Islands,

where the inexperienced terrier (taken from this

country in great numbers for the purpose of de-

stroying the rats with which these colonies are

very much infected) frequently falls a victim to

his own temerity, and the extraordinary defensive

capacity of the animals under consideration.

The West Indian wild hogs, as well as those

found in a similar state on the American Conti-

nent, are further remarkable for their unusual

length of leg and snout.

About twelve years ago, the present Earl of

Derby (then Lord Stanley) procured several pec-

caries from America, under the idea of crossing

them with the domestic hog ; but the attempt

proved utterly abortive.

That our domestic swine were originally derived

from the wild boar, admits of no doubt; but, were

we to form an opinion of the latter from the varie-

ties which are constantly presented tor observa-

tion in all parts of the country, as well in the

farm-yard as in the streets of many of the larg;e

towns throughout the kingdom, we should be very

much led astray. Like the bull, the sheep, and

many other animals reduced to subjection by man,

they lose those powers of active locomotivity which

in a wild state were indispensable to their subsis-

I
tence as well as to their safety. The enormous
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white hoRofthis country, which sometimes attains

the weight of forty score, is a very different ani-

mal from the wild boar of the continental forest,

which, as previously stated, can stand before

hounds for hours together.

However, if in different parts of the world, the

wild hog differs in size as well as in appearance,

the domest'c varieties of this animal, like those of

the dog;, appear interminable ; or, in other words,

the different classes have been so blended or inter-

mixed as utterly to extinguish any thing like dis-

tinct ramification. In fact, the impression made
upon the physiology of the hog, and the genius and
perseverance of man, forms a striking proof of the

"influence of art in promoting the operations of

nature,' as well as of the almost illimitable re-

sources of the human mind.

SCIENTIFIC NOTICES.
(From the Leeds Mercury.)

We have been favoured with the following Scientific

Notices by .Toha Murray, Esq. F. R. S. ;

—

Beet-Root Sugar.—You have stated in a recent

number of the Mercury, that the field of Waterloo is

now converted into manufactories for Beet-root sug'ar.

At this moment, it is calculated that no less than 20,000

hectares is under cultivation in France for this exclusive

purpose. Amiens and Lille are disting'uished for the

immense quantities of Beet-root reared in theirenvirons

;

and about a month ago 1 was informed that there were,

in the vicinity of the former cily, not less than 6/.itee«

manufactories of Beet-root sugar in active and success-

ful operation. I send you a specimen of refined Beet-
root sugar, by which you will perceive it may challenge

competition with tlie best quality of sugar obtained

from the sugar cane. A very beautiful sugar-caudy is

prepared from the Beet-root sugar, and the expressed

pulp's found to be most valuable for feeding and fatten-

ing cattle. I brought with me to England a pacquet
of " coffee," prepared from the Beet-root, and monopo-
lized

—" par Brevet d'Invention."

Papier Carbonne.—This name has been applied to

a species of paper highly charged with pure charcoal,

pronounced to be invaluable as a disinfectant, and is

highly recommended by the medical profession of

France. It is employed instead of the usual dressings

to correct the fcetor of putrescent wounds. As I am
anxious to make my humble services useful to my
country and the cause of humanity, I brought a pacpuet
of it with me, and will now take the freedom of sending
it to you, not doubting but through your interest it may
receive a fair trial in the Leeds Infirmary.
Cow Cabbage.—I send you a little of the genuine

Cow Cabbage seeds, having brought some with rae,

from its original home, the Island of Jersey, from which
I have just returned and where it is called" Jersey
kale." I found if cultivated in almost every garden,
and was informed of one sjiecimen cut down in that is-

land lastyear, which had attained the goodly stature of

TWENTY FEET. You havc no doubt heard that the

quackery \dte\y practiced has been completely exposed
in the Mark Lane Express, &:c. I heard the person in

qtiestion publicly accused in a coffee room in London
of having bought the seed from Mr. Edmonds, a re-

spectable seedsman in the Strand. Certainly, there are
two specimens of the stems of Cow Cabbage exposed
to public view in the Bedford Conservatories, Covent
Garden, as well as those exhibited in Cheapside, where
I, in common with others, have seen them. It requires,
however, a bold front to venture to resist the formidable
argument, by which the pretensions of this individual
are sustained. He constantly carries in his hand " a
sprig of sliillelah," wliicli consists of a stem of the said

Cow Cabbage, and conceals a sabre ; on the top is a
snuff box, tipped with silver. " Nil disputandum,"
thought I, as he drew the glittering weapon from the
Cow Cabbage scabbard, to the astonishment of the in-

mates of the coffee room.
I3th August, 1836. J. MURRAY.

THE SHEEP.—No. V.

THK WOOL TRADE CONTINUED.

C From the Dumfries Herald. )

Till the fifteenth century our wool was sold in the

fleece to such as came to buy it. Among the prin-
cijjal of our customers were numbered the Flemings
and Brabanters, and particularly the merchants of

Ghent and Lonvain, who took off vast quantities to

supply two manufactories that hnd flourished in those

ciues from the tenth century, and had furnished the

greatest part of Europe and even England itself with
every kind of woollen cloth. Thus they might have
continued to the great loss of our island, had not the

hands emplo)ed in these manufactories repeatedly

revolted, having refused to pa}' certain taxes, and
being at length punished and dispersed, found their

way in no long time lo Holland. While in this last

place the spirit of sedition still being dominant, some
of their party attacked and killed several of the civil

authorities, for which they hud to make a precipitate

flight to England, where they settled as peaceful

citizens, and instructed our people in the working of

wool. This occurred in 1420, from which time
neither skill, money, or enactments have been spared
to enable us to retain in our possession so valuable

a trade, in so much that in the reign of Edward III.

every pack of English wool when exporied was lia-

ble to a custom of 60s, a goodly sum in those days,

and one which broughf the yearly revenue of 250,OOOi.

I'his excessive custom, added to the above-men-
tioned opportunities, in a manner compelled the peo-

ple to manufacture for themselves, in which they so

well succeeded as to render, in the sixteenth century,

during the reign of Elizabeth, a law against the ex-

portation of live sheep and wool absolutely necessary,

and this on pain of having the right hand struck off.

By these wise, though severe regulations, durmg
the reign of that Queen, an amazing quantity of

woollen cloth was made in England, and its expor-

tation was so increased as to amount in a few years

to a million and a half annually. It does not appear
that this enactment was ever repealed, though sup-

posed to be so by the 12th of Charles II. chap. 32,

sec. 3, which, without taking away the penalties im-

posed bv former statutes, imposes a new penalty,

viz., 20s, for every sheep exported or attempted to

be exported, together with the forfeiture of the sheep

and of the owner's share in it.

By the 14th of Charles II. chap. 18, the exporta-

tion of wool was deemed felony, and punished ac-

cordingly, a circumstance that tended nearly to the

total defeat of the ends intended, by hindering all

that were not cold-blooded indeed, or troubled with
conscientious qualms, from bringing to justice the

actors in so trifling an offence ; this was seen through

and corrected by the 7th and 8th of William III.

chap. 28, sec. 4, by which it was declared that,

" Whereas the statute of the I3th and 14th of King
Charles II., made against the exportation of wool
among other things in the said act mentioned, doth

enact the same to be deemed felony, by the severity

of which penalty the prosecution of offenders hatli

not been so effeciually put into execution; be it

therefore enacted, by the authority aforesaid, that so

much of the said act which relates to the making the

said offence felony, be repealed and made void."

Adam Smith, when commenting in his " Wealtli of

Nations" on the laws relating to wool, reprobates

severely the ill-judged compliance of our Govern-

ment in vielding to the solicitation of our merchants,

and allowing tiiem to sway with iron rule the com-
merce of the world. " The severity of many of the

laws which have been enacted for the security of the
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revenue, is very justly complained of as imposing-
heavy peuiilties upon actions which, antecedent to

the statutes that declared ihem to be crimes, had al-

ways been understood to be innocent. But the

cruelest of our revenue laws, 1 will venture to affirm,

are mild and gentle in comparison to some of those
which the clamour of our merchants and manufac-
turers has extorted from the legislature for the sup-
port of their own absurd and oppressive monopolies.
Like tlie laws of Draco, these laws ma)' be said to

be rill written in blood."

About the middle of the seventeenth century, the

exporting- of wool was made a capital crime. In
spite, however, of the vigilance of our Government,
a contraband trade in wool was long carried on be-

tween the inhabitants of the French and English

coasts, especially those of Sussex, by a class of men
termed Owlers, from their only venturing- abroad in

the night, and who were tempted to despise the pe-

nalty, with an intrepidity that astonished the rest of

Europe, by the high prices that were sure to be af-

forded to them in the Gallic market.

The wools of England have always been in the

highest repute, and that more abroad than at home.
Their fineness and plenty are ascribed by many to

the sweet short gr-ass on most of our pastures and
downs, and to the sheep having- tlie privilege of feed-

ing all theyear round witiiout being shut in folds, but
it cannot be denied that though food may have much
to do in the matter, yet that climate, and the un-
failing- persevering- industry and attention with which
an Englishman devotes himself to what is once deter-

mined on, have more than any other circumstance
tended to the advancement of our wools, and woollen
manufactures, and to the consequent prosperity sf
our island.

The reason of the existence of so many laws on
this subject is, that wool continued for ages to be
the principal commodity of the country, meeting all

demands for the support of armies and payment of

public revenues, and affording aids to the Crown,
which were in general granted therein. The scar-

city of money in England before the discovery of
America, rendered it necessary to levy taxes fre-

quently in kind, and as wool was abundant, itoften fi-

gured as the representative of a more portable commo-
dity, ihus Edward III. in -attempting during the 12th
year of his reign, (1333) to wrest the Crown of
France from the house of Valois, procured a grant

of half the wool in England, amounting to 20,000
I)acks, which taking it as valued by some authors at

40/ a pack, must have brought the enormous sum of
800,0' 0/, while part of the 300,000/ demanded at a

more remote period by the Emperor of Germany, as

the ransom Richard 1. was raised by a loan of wool.
During the reign of Henry 1., a sheep, inconsequence
of the scarcity of specie, was only valued at four-

pence. Edward I., the great reformer of our laws,

imposed a duty of (is 8d on every sack of wool ex-
ported, and the like sum for every 300 wool-fels

;

but afterwards, when his necessities demanded a more
productive revenue, he laid those additional duties

on foreign merchants, which afterwards became the

tonnage and poundage so i-amous in England's his-

tory, and among others, increased the former taxes

on wool and fells by forty-pence, while like other

monarchs of the period, he occasionally, with other

appendages of his income, received subsidies of

wool.

From the income of the Crown in 1433, during
the reign of Henry V., we find that tlie customs on
wool brought no less than 30,000/, and passing on
to the time of Elizabetli, we notice the importation

of Spanish wool among the number of monopolies

that were but too frequently granted to the minions
of her Court as a recompense for their servilitv.

It was owing to this method of paying in kind,
that the ancient kings of England had so frequently
to change their place of abode. The apology fo money
being too bulky to be forwarded to the Treasury,
they carried their Court from one place to another,
that they might consume upon the spot the revenue
of their several demesnes.
Commerce and industry were at a very low ebb

during the time of Edward III., the principal export
being wool, which only brought into the kingdom
about 450,000/.—30,000 sacks were annually ex-
ported, as appears by the Parliament remonstratino-
in 1349, that the king, by -an illegal imposition of
forty shillings on each sack, had raised 60,000/. a
year. Each sack contained twenfy-six stone, and
each stone fourteen pounds (34, Edward III., cap.
5), and w-,is not, on an average, valued at more than
14/. or 15/. a sack. Edward promoted the woollen
manufacture by bringing, in 1331, John Kemp and
seventy other VValloon families, weavers, from Flan-
ders, and gave every possible encouragement to
foreign weavers (11, Edward III., cap. 5), owing to
the want of native skill in this department, while
Parliament, in an ill-judged moment, prohibited the
exportation of woollen goods, certainly an injurious
step so long as unwrouglit wool was "allowed to be
exported. A further encouragement was given to
the home manufacture by the enactment of a law
(11, Edward III., cap. 2), which prohibited every
one from wearing any cloth but of English fabric.
The staple or market of wool was fixed by act of

Parliament (27, Edward III.) in particular towns of
England, but wag afterwards removed by law to
Calais ; and English merchants were prohibited from
exporting a'ly goods from the staple, or, in other
words, foreign navigation was abandoned.
On the introduction of the Flemish weavers, Ken-

dal became the metrojiolis of this branch ot industry,
and was soon equalled by many other towns, as
Norwich, Sudbury, Colchester, and York, in the
extent of its manufactories, while woollens were
spun and wove in Devonshire, Worcestershire, Glou-
cestershire, Hampshire, Berkshire, Sussex, ^ Wales.

The progress which this manufacture made in a
very short time may be well illustrated by the fol-

lowing table of exjjorls and imports in woollens, about
the middle of the 14th century, or twenty years after
the importation of John Kemp and his establish-
ment :

—

LXP0HTS.
Thirty-one thousand, six hundred £ s. d,
and fifty-one and a half of wool, at

6/. vvdue each sack 189,909
Three thousand, thirty-six hundred

and sixty -five fells, at 40s. value,

each hundred at six score 6,073 1 8
Whereof the custom amounts to. .. . 81,624 1 1

Fourteen last, seventeen dicher, and
five liides of leather, after 61. va-

lue the last 89 5
Whereof thecustom amountsto ...

.

6 17 6
8,0(;i^ of worsted, after 16s. 8d. va-

lue, the price is 6,717 18 4
Whereof thecustom amounts to. . .. 215 13 7

Summary of the out-Ciinied commo-
dities in value and custom £28.5,63.) 17 2

IMPORTS.
1,832 cloths, after 61. value each . . 10,922
Whereof the custom amounts to. ..

.

91 12

Summary of the in-brought woollens
in value and custom £l 1,013 12
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That the imported cloths were much finer than the

exported mav be inferred, from their comparative

value in the' above tables, and we conclude pretty

justly, tliat the fabrication ofcoarse cloths exclusively

occupied the manufacturers of Britain, while the

finer fabrics were still imported from abroad, and the

wants of the people were the regulators of British

industry.

Much wool was also at this period exported, as our

manufactories were not then sufficiently extensive to

employ all that was produced. Manufactories, how-
ever, increased, and early in the reign of Edward
IV, tlie importation of woollen cloths and caps was
prohibited.

The laity granted to the king- the one-half of their

wools throughout the whole realm, during the sum-
mer of 1339, a grant his Majesty is said to have re-

ceived most graciously, but of the clergy he levied

the whole, causing them to pay nine marks for every

sack of the best wool. Knighton, who held an office

in the abbey of Leicester, says, that that house alone

furnished 18 sacks. He then took a fifteenth of all

the commonalty of his realm in wool, rating the price

of every stone of 14 lbs. at 2s., although in the pre-

vious November he had sent the Bishop of Lincoln

and the Earls of Suffolk and Northampton, with one

thousand sacks of wool into Brabant, which being

sold at 40/. a sack, procured him 400,000/.

Edward was apparently not very sure how his

people would submit to so sweeping a taxation, as

we find him addressing a letter, dated Berwick-upon-

Tweed, March 28, 1338, to the Archbishops of York
and Canterbury, desiring the favour of their prayers,

and that they would excuse him to his people on

account of the great taxes he was obliged to lay upon
them. The revenue officers appear to have exercised

their calling with great strictness during this reign,

and to have interfered in an especial manner with

the secret trade of the inhabitants of Bristol, but this

was terminated by the king granting a license, dated

Langley, November 25, 1339, to their weavers, al-

lowing them " to make woollen cloth, without being

liable to any molestation from the king's officers,"

(Acta Ilegi'a, Vol. I., p. 318.)

Richard II., whose reign was characterized by
unequal taxation and rebellion, managed to procure

from a garbled parliament a grant of subsidies on

several articles for life, and among the rest one on

wool and wool fells, forming the first instance of so

dangerous a transaction, and a baneful precedent for

the future.

The occupation of a merchant did not become ho-

nourable till the reign of Edward III., when they

were placed on a footing with landed proprietors,

and those who had five hundred pounds value in

goods and chattels were permitted, by the statute of

apparel, to use the same dress as squires of one hun-

dred pounds a-year, and those who were worth more
than this might dress like men of double that estate.

To the custom of taking subsidies in kind we may
trace the principle of those multifarious regulations

which fix the staple or market for wool in certain

towns, either in England or more commonly on the

Continent, and to the varying state of politics we
mav ascribe the shif'tings these staples so frequently

underwent ; but it is not easy to see the drift ofmany
of the provisions relating to it, some of which tend to

the benefit of foreign rather than of British com-

merce. In 1449, English cloths having been prohi-

bited by the Duke of Burgundy, our legislature wisely

enacted, that until he should repeal this ordinance,

no merchandize from his domiaions should be ad-

mitted into England.
During the bloody and destructive wars of the

white and red roses, when success graced the arms
alternately of York and Lancaster, commercial en-

terprize was almost at a stand, yet this unhappy
period brought witli all its evils blessings in its train,

and Henry VII, did more for the advancement of the

wool trade than his predecessors, and gave it greater

vigour than it ever had before. Fine cloths were
much improved in his reign, and luxury began to

be looked to at that early period in an article which,

till then, had only been rendered amenable to com-
fort. The ostentatious reign of Henry VIII. gave
an additional impulse to the woollen trade, and cloth

was sold in 151:2 for five marks, which fifty years

before would only have brought about forty shil- -

lings, while, in consequence of increasing wealtli,

population, and consumption, the demand was mate-

rially increased. Edward VI., or rather his minis-

ters, for he was tlie:j a minor, attempted to lay a poll

tax upon sheep, every ewe kept in a separate pasture

being charged threepence, every wedder twopence,

and all sheep kept on commons three halfpence, but

it was found to be so oppressive, so annoying to the

people, and so difficult to collect, that it was repealed

during the next year.

In this reign England made a distinguished figure

as a commercial nation—the manufacture of woollens

was raised to a great height, cloth, besides, being-

exported to Flanders, found its way to Holland,

Hamburgh, Sweden, and Russia, where coarse warm
stuff's were very much wanted, and the trade wore
such an air of affluence, that a tax of eightpence in

the pound was laid upon all cloth made for sale in

England. This, however, was speedily repealed, a

very short trial serving to point out, that though

made for an endurance of three prosperous years, yet

that the people who were galled by a trifling impost

on their sheep, would not, unless in very favourable

circumstances, submit to burdens on fabrics which
they wore.

Elizabeth made an attempt to rescue this important

trade from the hands of the merchant adventurers,

but they instantly conspired and ceased to make
purchases of cloth, and the queen was obliged to

restore the patent.

Elizabeth extended her protection to the Protes-

tants, who fled from the persecutions of the Duke of

Alva, in the low countries, and the woollen manu-
factories became more flourishing than ever,—so

much so, that although in 1552 a large quantity of

the raw material was exported, yet in less than thirty

years, Germany, Poland, France, Flanders, Denmark,
and Sweden were covered with British cloths ; and,

though the price was neai-ly tripled, yet two hundred
thousand pieces were annually sent to those countries.

At that time the processes by which woollens are

rendered beautiful were unknown in England, and
as our exports consisted in white undressed cloth,

the profits upon dyeing and finishing, amounting to

about a million a-year, were lost. This was at-

tempted to be remedied by prohibiting the exporta-

tion of white cloths, but the Dutch and Germans, who
benefitted by the dying processes, forbade the en-

trance of any English woollens dyed in the piece into

their territories, and the export, consequently fell

immediately from 200,000 to 60 pieces, and then it

was found necessary to take off the restrictions. This

gave rise to the fabrication of medley cloths, or mix-

tures of wool dyed of different colours, and wrought

into the same web. The long parliament promoted,

and gave fresh activity to the manufacture by a law

enjoining the exclusive use of woollen in burials.

Though nine-tenths of the commerce of the king-

dom consisted in the time of James L, in woollen

goods, wool was allowed to be exported till the nine-
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teenth year of his reign, when it was forbidden by
proclamation, though never strictly enforced. The
clotli was very little admired even at home, and

though it was the st;iple commodity of the kingdom,

a company of merchant adventurers were allowed by

a patent to possess the sole disposal of it.

A hoard of trade was brought together by the king

in 1622, and one of the purjioses contemplated was
to remedy the low price of wool, which was leading

the people to complain of the decay of the woollen

manufacture ; but Hume supposes, and with every

appearance of probability, that this fall of prices pro-

ceeded from the increase of woollens.

Charles I., after the example of his father, prohi-

bited the exportation of wool by proclamation, that

the benefits to be obtained from it might faU to the

lot of the people, as it was at tliat time dear ; and

he also made regulations concerning the company of

merchant adventurers, which, as they still left a mo-

nopoly gave little satisfaction.

By the great act of tonnage and poundage, passed

in 1660, OS the restoration of Charles 11., taxes were

imposed, among other things, on the exportation of

woollen manufactures, and it was not till the reign

of William, that the wretched policy of such regu-

lations was discovered, and a law was passed in 1700,

by which the duties on woollens were abolished,

because in the words of the act (11 and 12 William

III. chap. 20,) "the wealth and prosperity of the

kingdom doth, in a great measure, depend on the

improvement of its woollen manufactures, and the

profitable trade carried on by the exportation there-

of."

In the time of Charles II., an act was passed for

the erection of manufactories CPar. 1, Sess. 1, Cap.

40,) by which it is enacted that no native o.' stranger

is to export wool nor skins with wool upon them,

until made into work, or put to the best advantage

under the pain of first value thereof, half to the king,

and half to the informer. It is also, in this act, or-

dered, " that none forestall the mercat of wooll, nor

keep up the same to a dearth, under the pain against

regrators and forestallers, and that for eschewing the

deceit of putting stones, or the like stufls therein,

no wooll be wrapt up in the fleece, under the i)ain

of confiscation, half to the king, and half to the dis-

coverer and pursuer, declaring always that the Ex-
chequer may licence the export ot wooll and skins,

as they shall see cause."

By the 18th of Charles II., the importation from

Ireland into England of great cattle, sheep, and

swine, beef, pork, and bacon, and shortly after of

mutton, lamb, butter, and cheese, was declared a

common nuisance, and forbidden, on pain of for-

feiture. Thus the principal resource of a poor coun-

try, in the neighbourhood of a rich one, was unfeel-

ingly denied to it till the reign of George III., when
the hateful edict was repealed.

The Scots appear to have been very tenacious of

any advantages tlr^y may have possessed, more es-

pecially in regard to their English neighbours, us by

an act of Queen Mary, it is ordered (Par. 6, Cap.

45,) that wool and wool fells be not carried to Eng-

lana, ur,der pain of escheat thereof, or of the value,

and the transgressor to be punished in his person.

In the reign of James VI. (Par. cap. 113,) an act

entitled " against the excess of coastlycleithing, and

transporting of wooll, quhairby the pure may be the

better halden in warke, " was framed and subjoined

to the regulation then made of men's apparel, by

which the transportation out of the kingdom was

forbidden, under the ])ain of confiscation thereof,

and of the whole permanent goods of the owners and

transporters. It was found necessary afterwards to

issue another edict, (Par. 12, cap. 151,^ declaring

that wool was not to be transported into England,

nor sold to any Englishman in Scotland, who transported

the same, under the pain of escheat thereof, and of all

the moveables of the actual transporters.

The manufactures of the Hollanders were first es-

tablished about 1636, or 1637, by one hundred and
forty English families who went from Norfolk and
Suffolk, to settle at Leyden and Alkmaer. Their
manufacture of fine woollen cloths was, however,
commenced much earlier, or about 1624, at which
time they began to interfere with the English cloth

trade in the Netherlands ; insomuch that in the
twenty-second year of the reign of King James I., a
certificate was given to the parliament of 2.5,000

cloths having been manufactured in that year in

Holland, upon which the House of Commons re-

solved,—Ist, " That the merchant adventurers setting

imposts upon our cloths is a grievance, and ought
not to be continued ; and that all other merchants
promiscuously, as well as that company, may trans-

port every where northern and western kersies, and
new draperies. " 2dly, " That other merchants, be-
sides the merchant adventurerers' company, may
freely trade with dyed and dressed cloths, and all

sorts of coloured cloths into Germany, and the low
countries. " The English were for long much an-
noyed at the progress which continued to be made
by the woollen manufacturers of Holland, so much
so, that a curious speculation was proposed in 1651
—a project was laid before the English common-
wealth for obtaining, from the court of Spain, the
pre-emption of all the Spani«h wool. The projector

observed, " That this proposed pre-emption would
totally dissolvethe woollen manufacture of'Holland,which,

by means of that wool (Spanish) hath of late years
mightily increased to the destruction of the vent of
all fine cloths of English manufacture, in Holland,
France, and the east country, and hath drawn from
us considerable numbers of weavers, dyers, and cloth

workers, now settled at Leyden, and other towns in

Holland, by whose help they have very much im-
proved their skill in cloth, and have made, in that

one province, (one year with another) 24,000 to

26,000 cloths yearly. That the Hollanders have of
late years bought and exported from Biscay four-fifth

parts, at least, of all their wools, and have sold there

proportionally of their own country stuffs, " This
was Certainly a novel method of accomplishing an
end, by a sweeping monopoly, but the theory was
too fine spun ever to be reducible to practice.

in 1667 France supplanted England in many fo-

reign markets, by the care that Colbert, at that time,

took to bring the French woollens to perfection.

The English, however, immediately turned their at-

tention to other manufactures in whicli, as in that of
paper, they quickly excelled, and thus compelled the

French to abandon markets, in which they had long
remained without a rival. The former law for bury-
ing in woollen (13th Car. cap. iv.) not being well
observed, it was lepealed by an Act of Parliament in

the thirtieth year of that king, (cap. 3.) which en-
acted a register to be kept in every parish by the in-

cumbent, or his substitute, that every thing about the
corpse of the deceased was made of sheep's wool, of
which an affidavit shall be made by the relation of
the deceased, and lodged with the incumbent, under
tiie penalty of .5/, a moiety whereof to go to the poor

of the parish, the other to the informer. This was
but a poor check, as vanity was so predominant
among the rich and great, that they paid the ])enalty,

rather than want the pleasure of adorning their de-

ceased friends with lace and fine linen. The French
refugees, in 1635, brought money and talent into
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England, and contributed greatly to the erection of

manufactories for slight woollen stuffs, and other

French fabrics, never l)efore made in Eiigland.

About 1698, a problem was started concerning the

manufactures of the country, whether or not a gene-

ral linen manufacture would prove beneficial to Eng-

land 1 As London, at this time, abounded with new
projects and schemes, all promising, as new projects

generally do, a hoard of wealth, the question caused

much excitement. It was at last determined that a

novelty of this kind would lead to the sowing of a

o-reat quantity of flax in England. The neglecting

of the woollen manufacture, which would inevitably

follow, might probably lower the price of land ; as

they said at the time," it requires about twenty acres

of land to breed wool, for setting on work the same

number of hands which one acre of flax would em-

ploy ; and yet, in the end, the woollen manufacture

will be found to employ, by far, the greatest number
of hands, and yield the most profit to the public, as

well as to the manufacturers." In the same year, the

English House of Peers addressed King William,

with the view of inducing him to discourage the

woollen manufactures of Ireland, which, in spite of

many restrictions, still continued to give much vexa-

tion to the monopolizers of England. The address

ran thus:—" The growing manufacture of cloth in

Ireland, both by the cheapness of all sorts of the ne-

cessaries of life, and the goodness of materialsfor mak-

ing all manner of cloth, doth invite his subjects of

Engbtnd, with their families and servants, to leave

their habitation to settle there, to the increase of the

woollen manufacture in Ireland, which makes his

loyal subjects in this kingdom very apprehensive

that the further growth of it may greatly prejudice

the said manufacture here ; and praying that his Ma-

jesty would be pleased, in the most public and effec-

tual way that may be, to declare to all his subjects of

Ireland, that the growth and increase of the woollen

manufacture there, hath long and will ever be looked

upon with great jealousy by all his subjects of this

kingdom." A similar address was presented by the

Commons, and the most liberal and enlightened

monarch of the age was pleased to answer, " Gentle-

men, I iLill do all that in me lies to discourage the

woollen mamifacture of Ireland." This was certainly

altogether a strange proceeding, especially when
viewed in conjunction with the cruel prohibition al-

ready mentioned as relating to that country ; but

much of the poignancy and crushing animosity of

the request are lost, when we consider the encourage-

ment that was at the same time given by England to

the manufacture of Irish linen, bis Majesty being de-

sired, in the same address, to forward that manufac-

ture, pursuant to an Act of Parliament, anno 1696.

Nay, some are of opinion that these measures were

dictated from the soundest views of the relative sit-

uations of the countries, and that the prudent tenor

of I^nglish enactments was never better exhibited

than in the discouragement of the woollen, and en-

couragement of the linen manufactures of Ireland.

There were 12,000,000 sheep and lambs in Britain

in 1699, and the yearly increase was supposed to be

about 3,600,000. The value of each sheep, besides

the skin, was 7s 4d. The stock was valued at

4,400,000. The value of the wool yearly shorn, at

3s 4d per fleece, came to about 2,000,000i. The
skins over and above the wool were valued at

2,400,000/. The woollens manufactured in Britain

amounted in value to 5,000,000/. per annum, while

our yearly exports of tlie same were valued at

2,000,000/. Many were at that time afraid of the

sinking of the woollen manufactures, because the

accounts of the fine draperies exported were larger

than usual ; " but," says an anonymous essayist of

the time, " such do not contemplate that though the

old may have lessened, what is commonly called the

new draperies have increased, consisting in bays,

serges, and stuffs. So that, upon the whole, infinitely

more of the material of wool has of late years been
wrought up for foreign use, than in former times,

and herein our merchants have been only forced to

follow the modes and humours of those people with
whom they deal, and the course they have pursued
has hitherto not been detrimental to the public. * * *

" 'Twere better, indeed, that he call from abroad

were only for the fine draperies, because then we
should be, in a manner, without a rival ; no country
but I2ngland and Ireland having a sward or turf that

will rear sheep, producing the wool, of which most
of our drajjeries are made. 'Tis true, the wool of

Spain is fine above all others ; but 'tis the Wcar only

of the richer sort, and of Spanish cloths not above
nine thousand pieces are sent abroad coramunibus
annis."

In 1700 an English statute (cap, xi.) was passed
to admit foreign bone lace, and needle work, three

months after the prohibition of the English woollen
ma jufactures in Flanders should be taken oflF. This
prohibition had been found very detrimental to us,

and we were therefore obliged to repeal it, in order

to save our trade in woollens. Another act was
passed (cap. kx.) for taking away the duties on a

number of our exports, and, among others, on wool-
lens. In 1703 the treaty, so famous for its concise-

ness, was entered into between Great Britain and
Portugal, much to the benefit of both nations. Peter,

King of Portugal, stipulated both in his own name,
and that of his successois, to admit for ever here-

after into Portugal " the woollen cloths, and the rest

of the woollen manufactures of the Britains," but

upon the condition " that her royal Majesty of Great

Britain shall in her own name, and that of her suc-

cessors, be obliged for ever hereafter to admit the

wines of the growth of Portugal into Britain," with-

out demanding anything more by the name of cus-

tom " than what shall be demanded for the like quan-

tity or measure of French wines, deducting or abating

one-third part of the citsto7n or diittf,''—leaving it,

however in the power of his sacred Majesty of Por-
tugal, to prohibit the entrance of woollen goods on

the slightest infringement of the treaty.

Before the peace of Utrecht (1713) we had no

rival in the woollen manufacture but the Dutch, over

whom we had mnny natural advantages, such as situ-

ation, goodness of our ports, and excellence of the

prir.cipal constituents of the manufacture. They
were obliged to furnish themselves with the materials

at second hand. When the woollen trade was pro-

perly set afoot in England, during the long and happy
reign of Elizabeth, the interest of money was pretty

much the same in both countries ; but the Dutch
were engaged in a bloody and hazardous war, and
in establishing their Commonwealth and East India

trade, and therefore had not much time to think of

improving any manufacture. Owing to these cir-

cumstances we Clime into possession of all the prin-

cipal marts for woollens, both in Asia and Europe,

and retained them till the beginning of the war with

France and Spain ; we then prohibited trade witli

both these countries. Before the revolution the peo-

ple of Turkey, Spain, Portugal, and France, had be-

come so accustomed to the wearing of English cloths

and stuflfs, that they could ill brook the prohibitions

we at that time placed upon our commercial inter-

course with them.

In the seventeenth century the Dutcii improved

heir sheep by bringing a peculiar breed from the
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East Indies, whicli throve remarkably well about the

I'exel and East Freiseland, and afforded wool so fine

and silk}' as to pass in some instances for tbat of
England, The Dutch permitted the Flemings to

transplant this breed to the neiglibourhood of I>isle,

where they succeeded so well us to take the name of

Flemish sheep. The Swedes, though situated in a

more severe climate, tried the same experiment with
some Englisli sheep, and with so much success that

in 1765 they could boast of wool of their own growth
equal to that of England or Spain itself. About the

year 1720, our exportations of cloth, stuff's, and other

woollen manufactures to Sweden amounted to 50,0001,

The Swedes, however, erected manufactories for

themselves, and we were compelled to relinquish a

market we had long- held to our profit and advan-

tage.

About 1725, when the people of Kirkcudbright-

shire neither wove shoes, nor stockings, nor shirts,

sucli clothing as they had was made of clotli manu-
factured at home ; and the fine wool was bought up
by strangers, who sent it abroad with great [)rofit.

The women also were clothed entirely in woollen,

the luxury of linen being unknown till many years

after. The woollen cloth was manufactured from the

raw material of its natural hue, tbat intended for

men's coats being, in general, made of a mixture of

white and black wool, which gave the fabric a very

mottled appearance. Their surplus garments were
sold, for some time, at the commencement of the

eighteenth century, to iheir less industrious neigh-

bours. The people in the parish of Minnigaff ga-

thered an excrescence, which grew on the crags, and
with it dyed a purple colour, which they called cock-

lit, and used also a sulistance called woodraw, which
appeared on tlie roots of some of the trees, for dying-

a kind of orange colour.

In the 12th year of King George II. it was enact-

ed by a statute (cap. xxi.) " That whereas the taking-

off the duties upon woolen or bay yarn, im]iorted

from Ireland, may be a means to prevent the expor-

tation of wool and of woolled manufactures from Ire-

land to foreign parts, and may also be of use to the

manuf\icturers of Great Britain, that from the 1st of

May, 1740, tlie same shall be no longer payable

;

excepting only the duties upon worsted yarn of two
or more threads twisted or thrown, or on crewel im-
ported from Ireland." At this time more than

1,500,000 people were employed in our woollen ma-
nufacture, and were supposed to earn, one with an-

other, sixpence per day for 31.'> working- days,

amounting in -all to 11,737,500/. The importation of
woollen broad cloth, of the manufacture of France,
into ports of the Levant, on behalf of British sub-
jects, being not only prejudicial, by discouraging the
woollen manufactures of Great Britain, but likewise
a means of affording relief to an enemy, and disco-

veries having been made of British subjects fraudu-
lently shipping from Leghorn quantities of Frencli

woollen goods for Turkey, under the denomination
of British, to the great detriment of the Hritish

woollens, an act was passed in the 23rd year of Kin<'-

George II., by which provision was made against

these and other fraudulent practices.

At the commencement of the reign of George III.

the woollen manufactures advanced with a rapidity

almost unparalleled in modern times as regards other

branches of trade. Till about the year 1770 most of

the processes were conducted by hand, and tlie wool
was spun by various persons at scattered residences,

the manufacturers receiving- the yarn periodically

from the various spinners— an arrangement causing

much loss of time, and giving rise to fre(|ueut squab-

bles between the masters and workmen. In fact, all

the operations were tardy in the extreme—a circum-
stance more than sufficient to prevent the advance-
ment of the manufacture, oy waste in the numerous
and tedious processes, and a consequent sluggishness
with which a su])))ly answered to a demand. But
at this period tlie spirit of public and private en-
quiry was hap[>ily directed to our deficiences in the
macliinery of manufactures, and by gradual steps in-
ventions of great beauty and ingenuity vverebrouo-ht
forward to facilitate our commercial acquirements,
by which means human labour has been alleviated
and abridged, while at the same time a greater num-
ber of hands than at any past period have l.een pro-
fitably employed, and an excellent lesson afforded to
the lovers of use and wont, which will not speedily
be forgotten.

By tliese improved means the cloth is ])ossessed
of greater evenness, less injury is sustained in the
dressing and shearing, and greater beauty is im-
parted to the appearance, while the master, knowing
tlie exact duration of each process, cantime his o-oods
for any hour or market, and is enabled to circulate
his capital with a degree of dispatch formerly looked
upon as quite impossible. A few years ago the
late Sir John Throckmorton sat down to dinner
dressed in a coat, the wool of which on the same
morning- was on the shee])'s back. The animals were
sheared, the wool washed, carded, spun, and woven

;

the cloth was scoured, fulled, sheared, dyed, and
dressed, and then made into a coat. All tliese com-
plex o] erations were gone tlirougli without hurry,
and without deducting from the work any part of the
time usually allotted to similar fabrics. So o-reat

was the advantage derived from the application of
machinery to this branch of industry, that in the
year 1800 tlie produce was three times larger than
in the year 1739, though the number of the persons
employed was the same in the one year as in the other.

For three centuries a free importation of foreign
wool was permitted by our government, and it was
not till 1803 that any one thought of laying a duty
upon it. This duty was at first comparatively light,
amounting only to a lialfpenny a-pound, and it con-
tinued under a penny a pound till 1819, when Mr.
V^ansittart raised it to sixpence. The impolicy of
this measure is very evident when we consider that
wo were losing our ascendency in this manufacture,
that our export in woollen goods had been declinin"-
for three years previous to 1819, and that the com-
petition was becoming- every moment more severe.
But its effects are best exhibited by its disastrous
influence on the foreign trade in woollens, which fell

oft' about a fourth in value almost immediately after
tlie imposition. This tax was much dreaded by our
merchants, who, clearly perceiving the state of mat-
ters, warned Mr. Vansittart, and represented to him
in the strongest terms the fatal influence it must have
ujion our trade. The following table will set the
effects oftnis mismanagement in the clearest ;ioiut Oi
view :

—

Declared value of woollens exported.

1 816 £9,387,455
1817 7,847,280
1818 7,177,335
1819 8,145,327
1820 (dnttj increased) . . .5,989,622
1821 '(ditto) 5,587,758
1822 (ditto) 6,465,988
1823 (ditto) 6,490,454
1824 (ditto) 5,6,35,776"

1825 (ditto) 6,045,240

The opinions ofour merchants ought to have formed
the best of all beacons in ]ioiiiting the course to be
pursued by Mr, Vansittart, but even if they had been

S
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silent on the subject the evidence of Mr. Bainbridge
before tlie committee of tlie House of Commons, ap-

pointed in 18'20 to inquire into tiie stnte of the fo-

reign trade of tlie country, miyht have informed him
of the true position of the wool trade, and directed

him in so momentous an undertaking. When Mr.
B. was asked whether he tliousht that an increase in

the means of paying for our mfinufiictures would pro-

duce an increased consumption of them in Russia,

Sweden, and Prussia, lie replied :
—"I believe the

woollen manufactures in Prussia are in such a state

as to be able to compete with us completely ; I speak
of it particularly, because we are in the habit of hav-
ing transactions with the United States of America

;

and I find that a very considerable proportion of fine

woollens and stufts are absolutely shipped from the

Netherlands, and from ports contiguous, p:irt of

wiiich I understand to come from the interior of

Germany, and from Saxony in particular; so that a

portion of the trade which we have been in the habit

of transacting with the United States is finding its

way from tlie north of Europe. I therefore conceive

that their manufactures are competing very much
with the manufactures of this country ; and conse-

quently they would not come to us to receive a supply
of those articles which the3'can purchase from their

own manufactures at home.

In 1825, at the earnest and obviousl}' weil-founded
representations of the manufacturers, Mr. Huskisson
reverted to the old system, and it was then wisely

enacted, that all foreign wool imjiorted for home con-
sumption of the value of Is a pound and upwards,
should pay a duty of Id per pound, but when the

value of foreign wool was under Is the duty was re-

Uuced to a halfpenny a pound. A boon was at the

same time conferred upon the agriculturists by the

introduction of a new system with respect to the ex-
portation of British wool, the growers of which were
nllowed, for the first time, to export it to foreign

markets on payment of only a pennv ]ier pound.

The importation of wool was therefore very much
increased, imd with it the consumption of our wool-
lens by foreign nations ; the wool of our own gradually
augmented flocks being inadequate to the demand,
and that of Spain having been absorbed by our ma-
nufactories, large quantities were imported from
Prussia, Saxony, and many parts of the continent of
Europe, from which antecedent to this run little had
been drawn. I'lie average annual importation for

the years 176')-66-67 was 4,241,364 pounds—the
average annual exportation of woollens during the
same period was 4,630,384/ ; while the average an-
nual importation of wool for the years 1822-23-24
was 18,884,876 ])ounds, and the average annual ex-
portation of woollens during that time was to the

value of 6,200,548/, showing that the importation of
foreign wool was absolute!)' necessary for the well-
being of our manufactures. The importation of forty-

four millions of pounds weight in the year ending5th
of .January, 1826, must be ascribed as much to the spi-

rit of overtrading, that then affected every branch of
industry, as to the reduction oflhe duty, but the large
imjiortations during 1827 gave an additional jiroof

of the necessity of foreign wool to the successful
prosecution ofa most important department of national
industry. Mr. Gott, of Leeds, in his evidence be-
fore the Lords' committee, on being asked if he could
carry on an export trade to the same extent as at pre-
sent, if he manuiV.ctured his cloth of British wool,
replied, that in certain descrijitions of cloth " he

could iiot7ri(ike an article that uould he merchantable at

all for theforeign martlet, or even for the home market
except if foreign uool." He then {)roceeds to state,

tliat though the competition is very strong in every

department of the manufacture, yet that foreigners
are decidedly superior to us in some descriptions of
low cloths. 'J ho following question was then put
and plninly and emphatically answered—" Speaking
of the fine- cloth is tlie competition such as to render
an additional duty on the importation of foreign wool
likely to injure the export trade! 1 have no doubt,

speaking on mi) oath, that it would he fatal to iheforeign

cloth trade of the country. I would fuither say, that

it would be equally injurious to coarse manufactures
of all kinds m<>de of English wool. The competition
now with foreigners is as nearly balanced as possible,

and the disturbing operation of attacksof thatdescrip-
tion would necessarily enable the foreigner to buy his

v.ool cheaper than we should do it in this country ; the

result would be that foreigners would, by such a pre-

mium be enabh'd to extend their manufactures to the

exclusion of Britisli manufactures ofall descriptions."

In another j)art of his evidence ilr. Gott says, " If

two pieces of cloth, at 10s a-yard, were put before a

customer, one made of British wool, the other of fo-

reign wool, one would be sold and the other would
remain on hand; I could not execute an order with
it. If any person sent to me for cloth of 7s or 83

a-yard, and it were made of English wool, it would
be sent back to me, and I must resort to foreign wool,

or foreign mixed with British, to execute that order.''

In fact the British wool could not be got rid of with-

out a copious importation of foreign wool to aid the

manufacturer in his disposal of it, for fine cloths are

so much bir'tterand more durable in their wear than

coarse cloths, that they are coining more and more
into demand to the almost total exclusion of the lat-

ter. Moreover, the good old custom of making
home-spun cloth is reviving among our farmers, and
as it is excellently suited for worK-day wear, though
necessarily of an inferior gloss, such cloths will al-

most cease to be the concern of our manufactures,

i'he only cloth, indeed, i\-hich the bulk of the people

will recjuire will be a finer material to form the garb

for Sunday and holiday recreation.

Tiie Iritest tabular accounts on which any depen-
dence can be placed, are to be found in M'CuUoch's
Commercial Dictionary, but of these we are neces-

sarily compelled to offer onlv an abridgment, and in

general nothing but the sum total of his detailed

statements. The number of short-woolled sheep in

England in 1800 was 14,854,299 ; the number of

long-wooUed sheep in England in the same year was
4,153,308. 1 he quantity of British wool in 1800
amounted to 325,269 packs, while in 1808 it had in-

creased to 414,502 packs. The sheep and lambs'-

wool imported into Great Britain from foreign parts

in 1810 was 10,914,137 lbs.—inl815, 13,640,375 lbs.

—in 1820, 9,789,020 lbs.—in 1825, 43,795,281 lbs.

—in 1830, 32,313,059 lbs. The increase here ob-
servable in 1825 is accounted for above in our no-

tice of the state of the taxes before and at that period.

The exports of British sheep and lambs'-v\ool in 1830
amounted to 2,951,103 lbs. ; those of woolled and
worsted yarn to 1,108,(^23 lbs. By far the larger

proportiori of these expor.s was intended for France
and the Netherlands. The number of persons em-
jiloyed in the manufacture is estimated at from
480,000 to 500,000, and their wages at 9,600,000/.

The value of the raw material is calculated at

6,000,000/ ; the total value of the manufactured arti-

cles at 18,000,000/, and the interest on capital,

sum to replace wear and tear, and manufacturers

profits at 2,400,000/. To conclude, much might
have been said in the above of a light and amusing
nature, but want of space has precluded the possi-

bility, and the romance of history has been con;|)elIe(l

to give place to statistical brevity.
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COMPARATIVE STA.TE OF FARMING.

(From the Chester Chronicle.)

The substitution of green crops for fiillows, on all

but stiff clay lands, lias been tlio greatest of all im-

provements ever made in agriculture, and has effected

as great and beneficial a revolution in it as the intro-

duction of the steam-engine, and of the spinning-

frame has done in manufactures. 'J'liere is abundant

evidence to show, that the culture of the turnip, as a

field crop, was carried on to some extent in several

English counties, in the latter part of the 17th cen-

tury. But the practice spread only by slow degrees,

and it was not till its introduction into the county of

Norfolk, in the reigns of George First and Second,

when it was prosecuted on a large scale by Lord
Tovvnshend and others, that its signal importance

became obvious. At the period referred to, the whole

north-western part of that county, which has long-

been one of the best cultivated districts of the em-

pire, consisted of mere sandy wastes, sheep-walks,

and warrens, worth little or nothing. They were
converted into a highly productive arable land, by
enclosing, marling, and the aid of the turnip lius-

bandr}', which is as it were tlie corner-stone of the

Norfolk or improved system of liusbandry. The
same practice that had produced such sjilendid re-

sults in Norfolk—that had made sandy wastes yield

the most luxuriant crops of wheat and barley—has

been gradually extended with similar effects to

many other parts of the kingdom.

It is well known, tiiat on an average, the weight

of cattle and sheep h;i3 been a good deal more than

doubled since ahout 1750 ; so that a stock of

5,000,000 head of cattle at present would be more
than equal to one of 10,000,000 cattle at that epoch.

But the number as well as the weight of cattle

having been very materiallv increased in the in-

terval, the supply of butcher's meat must have in.

creased in a corresponding proportion, or been ac

least trebled. There has also, owing to the same
cause been a very great increase in the product of

wool. Taking the increased weight of the carcass

and the increased weight of the fleece into account,

sheep are believed to be more profitable than at any
former period, and for the last fev: years they have

been the most productive species of stock kept in

the kingdom.
Mr. Culley, the Northumberland farmer, was of

opinion, that "of all animals of whatever kind,

those which have the smallest, cleanest, and finest

bones, are in general the best proportioned, and

covered with the best and finest grained meat; and

no doubt they are also the hardiest and healthiest,

and most inclinable to feed ; able to bear the most
fatigue while living, and worth the most per jiound

when dead."

The construction of new and comparatively stnootii

and level roads, canals, &c., did much to annihilate

the diflerence in the rate of prices, and conferred

on the more distant parts of the country advantages

that have been hitherto engrossed by the districts in

the immediate vicinity of large towns. A spirit of

emulation and improvement has been in coi'.se(]uence

universally diffused ; routine practices have been

thrown aside, and all classes have began to make the

most astonishing efforts to outstrip each other in the

career of improvement. Among the princi]ial of

these may be specified improved drainage, a better

rotation of crops, the general use of bone manure,

and the opening of new channels of communication

by steam boats. l)ut of all the recent improvements

in agriculture, the introduction and general use of

bone manure is perlia])s the most important. It

first began to be employed on a large scale in York-

shire and Lancashire, and in the latter particularly

its influence has been all but miraculous. Since the

use of bones in the wolds of Lincolnshire and

Yorkshire have becouie general, the turnip crop has

been in many instances tenfold, and in few less than

four or five-fold its former bulk. All the succeeding

crops of grain and seeds have been amazingly in-

creased ; and upon the four or five shift system

there is no doubt the land will go on progressively

improving, requiring a less quantity of bones annu-

ally, from its increased fertility and power. From
the comparative facility with which it is conveyed

to rugged hilly tracts it enables estates to be im-

proved and fertilized tliat must otherwise have

remained in a state of nature. Besides large (juanti-

ties of bone dust imported, bone mills are now con-

structed in the vicinity of every considerable town

for the preparation of this most valuable manure.

The application of steam to navigation has given to

a voyage by sea the expedition, and almost the cer-

tainty of mail-coach travelling, at comparatively

little cost ; and steam packets for the conveyance of

bulky and heavy articles as well as passengers are

now' established all along the coasts. The markets

of Loudon and Liverpool are thus brought as it were

almost to the door of the occupier in the remotest

districts. Formerly it was the practice for farmers iu

Scotland to send up cattle and sheep half-fed to the

Norfolk fairs, where they were bought by graziers to

fatten for the metropolis. But this practice is already-

much fallen ofl", and will at no distant period be

known only by report. Cattle and sheep are now
fattened at' home, and are sent up from the eastern

ports either alive or slaughtered to London, by

steam. The advantages of this are great. The

crops of turnips acquire a new and greatly increased

value, and their culture is in consequence much ex-

tended. Nor does the cost of conveying the full-fed

animal to its destination amount to a fourth-part of

what it formerly took to convey the half-fed animal

to Norfolk. This stimulus wi'll, it is probable, be

still farther augmented by the formation of rail-

roads. It is clear indeed,' that contiguity to market

has already become of comparatively little import-

ance. At no distant period, means will be afforded

for bringing the most remote. and secluded districts

fairly into com])etition with those that are most fa-

vourably situated. The productive energies of both

will in consequence be more fully developed ; nor is

it easy to conjecture wdiat the result may be.

Henllan, Denbigh. J. 6'NEATH.

Iiusn Wastk Land Improvement Society.—

On Tuesday a general meeting of the directors

and shareholdeisof the Irish Wa^^te Land Improve-

ment Society was held at their offices, 57, Old Broad

Street, City, "in cordbrmity with the terms of tlieu' act of

incorporation, -.md also for the purpose of liearmg the

first report of thi society's proceedings. — Staples,

Esq., havini;- been unanimously called to the chair, the

secretary read the report, from which it appeared that

the original capital proposed was 500,000/ in 10,000

shares of 50/ each, and that 6,075 shares have already

been subscribed for, which are enough to enable the

society to carry the objects of their incorporation into

extensive and beneficial effect. Tiie directors are about

to send a deputation of their own body an<l tlieu- secre-

tary to Ireland, to place tiiem in communication with

the proprietors of the uncultivated lands who have

ottered, and to arrange with th(!m negotiations uovv

pending. The report was uuaiiimously received, and

there being no other business to transact, the meeting

separated.
.s 2
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REMARKS ON THE PRESENT STATE
OF AGRICULTURE.

By C. S. Lefevke, Esq. M. P.

To The Electors of North-Hampshire.

Genti.ejien,—After the discussions with reference

to the proceedings of the Agiicultural Commiitee,

which have lately taken place in Parliament, and the

misstateoients which have appeared in various news-

pajjcrs respecting tlie draft of the Report, which I

felt it m}' duty as Chairman to submit for its consi-

ileration
;
you will naturally feel anxious to know

more of that document, and how far the recommen-
dations it contained were likely to conduce to those

interests which, as the representative of a jjurely

Agricultural County, I am bound to promote.

these considerations have induced me to give to

tlie public a brief statement of my opinions on the

present state of the agricultural interests, iounded

in a great measure upon the evidence received before

the Agricultural Committee ; and the substance of

that Repori whicli was in possession of the Com-
mittee when they came to the determination " to

report their evidence, without observations to the

House."
'I'he Committee commenced its sittings in February

last. All petitions which have been presented to

ths House relative to agricultural distress were re-

ferred to it, as a matter of course ; and I believe

every one of the members in common with myself,

entered upon the investigation with an earnest de-

sire to ascertain the true cause of those complaints

wljicb resounded from all jiarts of tlie country.

It was objected to the Committee of 1833, that too

ranch reliance was placed on the evidence of Land
Agents and Corn Factors : and tliat if persons more
directly engaged in agriculture had been examined,

some practical measure of relief might have been

suggested.

You will observe, by a reference to the llej)orts,

that the Committee of 1836 took an entirely oppo-

site course. The principal witnesses who appeared

before it were actually engaged in agriculture ; and

the early part of the enquiry ^yas devoted to those

particular counties from which jietitions had ema-

nated complaining racst loudly of agricultural distress.

At the different County INleetings which were
held in various parts t f England, previously to the

session of Parliamenljj everal schemes wire brought
forward for improving the condition of the farmers

;

and when 1 unexpectedly found myself Chairman of

tlie Agricultural Committee, it was my earnest de-

sire tliat every opportunity should be afforded for the

developement of those plans which seemed calculated

to effected so desirable an object.

It is therefore my intention to put you in posses-

sion of all the suggestions which were offered to the

Committee, with my comments upon them ; and if

you have felt the least disappointment at the result

of our labours, vcu must not consider me individually

rcsjionsible for it. The draft of mv Report was n ad

t.> the Committee on Saturday, July 9th, and taken

into consideration on the following 'I'hursday, and it

was perfectly ojien to any other member to have moved
some resolution bv way of amendment to that Re-
jioit, if the conclusion to which 1 had arrived on a

consideration of the evidence were unsatisfactory to

liini, and if he was ol opinion that the evidence would
wfirraiit his [iroposing some specific measure of relief.

I proceed therefore to explain my views upon this

iuteresting subject ; leaving you to draw your own
conclusions from tlie absence of any recommenda-
tion j which I attribute, not to any want of conside-

ration in the part of the Committee for the interests

of the farmer, but entirely to the impossibility of ad-

vancing any proposition which would meet with the

concurrence of a majority of its members.
In most of the petitions which w-ere presented to

tlie Mouse this session, the pressure of Tithe, and
those local burthens to which the agricultural inter-

est is liable, such as. County Rate, Highway Rate,

Poor Kate, formed the great subject of complaint

;

and the attention both of Government and Parliament

having been particularly directed to tliese points

since the report of the Committee in 1833, it may be

useful to consider, in the first instance, what steps

have been taken towards the alleviation of these ac-

knowledged grievances.

Tithe, from its tendency to check improvement,
has operated most prejudicially to the interests of

agriculture. But a bill has just passed tlie legisla-

ture for its iiermanent commutation ; tithe in kind

has been abolished, and it will hencefortli be charged
on the estate of the landowner ; and the farmer, hav-

ing once made his arrangements with his landlord,

may invest any portion of his capital in the improve-
ment of his farm, with the certainty that he will de-

rive the full benefit of its expenditure.

The County Rate has already been the subject of

enquiry before the Committees of the Houses of

Lords and Commons, and as a member of the latter

Committee,and also ofa commission, appointed to con-

sider especially what reductions can be made in that

portion of the rate which is expended in prosecutions,

I may state, with confidence, there is every prospect,

when our recommendations can be carried into effect,

of this tax be'ing so far reduced, that its pressure

will be but lightly telt by the agriculturist.

The cost of maintaining the highways, whether

contributed in kind or in money, has hitherto been

borne, in much too large a proportion, by the Agri-

culturists. The object of the Act of Parliament,

which passed during the last session, is to distribute

that burthen more equitably between all classes of the

community ; and I have no doubt, when the pro-

visions of the act come into full oper.ition, and abet-

ter system of Road Management is introduced, the

roads will be materially improved, whilst the ex-

pense of maintaining them will be considerably les-

sened.

The Poor Rate has hitherto been a great burthen

to tiie farmer, in those districts in which agriculture

has been depressed from other causes. Whenever
an opportunity offered for obtaining satisfactory

evidence of the working of the New Poor Law
Bill, the Committee did not fail to take advantage
of it ; and it is gratifying to learn, from various

parts of the country, that the effects of this measure
have exceeded l!;e anticipations of its most sanguine

advocates. Admitting the hist eigliteen months to

have been a period peculiirly favourable to the

trial of this experiment, owing to the lovv price of

provisions and the great demand for labour, the

saving under the head of poor rate has been far

greater than could have been expected in so short a

time, and if any portion of this amount lias been

spent in additional labour for the cultivation of the

soil, a double benefit, must have ensued, both to

the labourer and his employer.

But the moral effects of this important measure

will be yet more beneficial to the agriculturist than

the pecuniary relief; the agricultural labourer is al-

ready aware, that under the new system of ad-

ministering relief, the parish must, in future, be his

last, instead of his first resort, and there has conse-

quently, arisen in his mind, a strong desire to find

work, and remain in the service of his employer ;
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tbis lias encreased the industry, and improved the

conduct of the hibourers, and their services have in

consequence become far more valuable to the fur-

mer, iliaia the reluctant labour of those, who, from

the certainty of obtaining- an)[de assistance from the

parish funds, liad scarcely any stimulus to exertion.

Notwithstanding- this diminution in these local

burthens, it appears from the concurrent testiir.ony

of many witnesses, examined before the Agricultu-

Committee, that in various parts of England the

farmer's capital is gradually sinking, and that at the

low price gf wheat which prevailed a few months
ago, it is not possible for him to continue the pro-

fitable occupation of his farm. There is every rea-

son, I hope for believing- that the pressure of this

distress is in a great measure confined to the occu-

piers of cold tenacious soils, and to those farmers

who rely upon their wheat crop as their main source

of profit.

In connection with the low price of wheat, I must
here mention the great change which has taken place

in the agriculture of this country within the last few
years. In some counties extensive tracts of wold,
ten, and heath land, heretofore considered unfit for

cultivation, have been redeemed ; in others old

grass lands have been ploughed up and that which
was formerly sown with flax, or hemp, has been
devoted to wheat, and by the introduction of the

turnip system of husbundry, the poor light lands are

made to produce wheat at a less cost to the cultiva-

tor than the more tenacious soils, and thus the clay

lands, which were considered the ancient wheat
lands of the country, have to enter into competition

with the lighter soils, and are no longer able to

n?aintain their superiority. Whilst this addition

has been made to the productive soils in the king-

dom, its aoreable jiroduce has been materially in-

creased by the operation of draining, and the em-
ployment of artificial manures ; and to these causes,

couj)lyd with the circumstnnce that an unusual
breadth of wheat ^^•as sown in 1833, 1834, and that

its average weight and consequently its capability

to ])roduce human food has increased under the in-

fluence of three unusually fine seasons, may be at-

tributed that abunilant sujjply which has produced
so remarkable a depression in its price. Some vs-it-

nesses have attempted to account for this excess by
importations from Ireland and Scotland, and by a

decrease in the consumption of wheat by the la-

bouring classes, in consequence of the increased

growth of potatoes. It appears, however, from a

return which was presented to the committee, that

on an average of the three years ending January
1833, 5.53,274 quarters of wheat were annually im-
jioited from Ireland : and that on an average of the

three years ending .January, 1836, 7(il,8'27 (]uarters

were imjiorted from that country, making an excess

in the average supply of the last three years of only

2t)8,. 5.5.3 quaiters. The imports from Scotland in

the three years ending in January, 1833, were on an

average, 48, .508 ([uarters of wheat, and in the three

years ending .Taimary, 1836, only '23,622 : whilst

the quantity of wheat shipped coastwise from Eng-
land to Scotland, on an average of the lust three

years, has been 31,202, being an excess of 14,972

above the average of the three preceding years.

As there has been little or no importation of wheat

from abroad d\iring the last three years, it is evident

thatour markets have been mainly suppliid by wheat

of English growth, and by referring to the number of

quarters sold in those towns whence ihe returns re-

gulating the averages are sent to the ijoard of Trade,

we tinii, comparing the average amount of quarters

sold in 1829, 1830, ajid 1831, with those sold in

1832, 1833, 1834, there is an excess of 713,011

quarters of the latter period over the former ; and

although there iv.ay be doubts whether this return is

strictly accurate witli respect to th'j exact number

of quarters of wheat sold in any one market, it is

considered by some of the best in'brnie.l witnesses

to present a fair measure of comparison between

the quantities sold in all the towns included in this

return at any two periods since the passing of the

last Corn law. There does not appear to be suffici-

ent ground for the supjiosition that potatoes are

used to any considerable extent, as a substitute for

wlient bread, by th"} labouring classes ; there can he

no doubt, therefore, that the late depression in the

price of wheat has arisen almost entirely from a su-

perabundant supply.
The abundant crops of wheat of the last three

years may in some measure have made up for the de-

ficiency in price, but wherever that has rot

been the case, the consequence to the culti-

vator of heavy soils, where it is the custom
to grow wheat after a fallow, and where
the fixed charges upon the land, such as rent, rates,

ike, for two years are thrown upon that crop, must
be ruinous. It is not therefore a matter of astonish-

ment, that those farmers who are unfortunately

placed under these circumstances, should be loud

in their complaints of agricultural distress, and it is

only to be regretted that they have been taught to

look to parliament for that relief which can only be

ol)tained by a reliance on their own resources, and by
an improved system of cultivation.

In some districts, and more particularly in the

case cf farmers of small capital, distress has been

aggravated by a continuance of high rents, and it is

matter of deeji regret that owing to tlie expectations

held out by the Corn Law of 181.5, that permanent
high prices could be obtained by legislative enact-

ment, neither landlords nor tenants were prepared

for that satisfactory adjustment of rent which ought
to have been made at the termination of the war.

There is evidently no want of sympathy on the part

of the landowners for the condition of their tenantry.

Reductions in rent have ben made from time,

to time, limited as was supposed by the necessities

of the tenant; whereas, if considerable abatements

had been made at once at that period, less upon the

whole would have been required, the capital of the

tenant would not have been diminished, and much
of the present distress might have been averted.

It has generally beeu supposed that excessive

ren's are only injurious to tenants under lease; but

a moment's reflection will show that a tenant at vs-ill,

who, owing to a fall in prices, cannot realize the

same amount for his stock as when he entered upon
his f\rrm, is quite as dependent upon his landlord as

a tenant on lease, and that he will rather submit to

the payment of too high a rent, in the hope of a re-

currence of high prices, than iiazard the loss of a

considerable portion of his capital by a sale. When-
ever rent begins to encroach upon the capital of the

tenant, it becomes impossible for him to attempt

any improvement on his farm ; nor can he employ
the labour necessiiry for its due cultivation; the

land by over-croj)})ing becomes gradually less pro-

ductive, and is at last reduced to such a state of ex-

haustion, that it will scarcely repay the expense of

cultivation, without leaving any surplus for rent or

profit.

'i'hesc oliservalions ar(^ only apjdicable to those

caiiRs where farms have continued in the occuiiation

of the same ten;nits at war rents, where the land has

not been permanently improved by the expenditure

of c;ipital either on the part of the landlord or tenant,
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or wliere it lias been taken uiuler tlie expectatiou

that an ]ii;j,ber average ])rice of wheat would be

maintained than lias been realized under the corn

laws of 1828. They will not, of course, apply to a

large aiitl most respectable class of agriculturalists

who farm their own estates. If these individuals have

been led bv the hioh prices of agricultural produce

during- the war to adopt a more expensive style of

living, if the)^ have mortgaged their estates, or con-

tracted engagements which they are no longer able

to fulfil, their case is altogether without remedy.
But if, in common with the great mass of the

tenantry of this countiy, they are sufi'ering merely

from that competition to which I have before ad-

verted, or from the late (I may almost sav accident-

ally) low price of wheat, their distress is merely
temporar_7.

The evidence which the Agricultural Committee
received from Scotland is abundantly sufficient to

prove with ^vhat success the cultivation of the soil

can be carried on, even at low prices, by an im-

))roved system of management : and I alluded to it

not for the purpose of drawing an invidious distinc-

tion between the farmers of the two countries, but

to show with what beneficial results capital and

skill can be applied to land, especially where the

occupying tenant is relieved from the payment of tithe

in kind.

The following statement, derived from the evi-

dence of both English and Scotch farmers, is de-

serving of attention

:
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upper is in tlie ordinary course of cropping-, and
vvlien, after a few years, bv a greater dej)!!) of

plougljing-, tlie sub-soil is mixed witli the upper, it

is found to be so completely changed in its nature,

as to be capable of i)roducing every description of

corn. The advantage of this system of husbandry
are so apparent, that no farmer will be at a !oss to

appreciate the merit of the invention. I believe it

to be tpiite as important an improvement in tlie

management of clay Imds as the introduction of tlie

turnip system has been with reference to the liglit

soils ; and, as the experiment bas been tiied for

twelve years, and with uniform success, I cannot
but anticipate its ultimate adoption in tbose districts

of England, where, from the cold retentive nature of

the soil, the greatest extent of agricultural distress

has hitherto prevriled, and where draining is essen-

tial to preserve them in a state of cultivaiion.

'I'he principal suggestions for the improvement of

agricultural interests offered to the Committee,
were ;—the introduction of poor laws into Ireland

;

the allowing farmers permission to malt their own
barley for consumption on their farms, free of duty

;

and a reduction of the malt duty. The remission of

the duty on foreign seeds, was also proposed as a

measure of relief, in particular districts; but the ef-

fect of such an alteration of the law, would be to

derange the culture in many counties where such
produce is raised, and where it furnishes, at this

moment, a great demand for labour.

The condition of the poor in Ireland is so inti-

mately connected with the state of its agiicul-

ture, that the latter has formed a distinct branch of
the enquiry iissigned to the Irish Poor Law
Commissioners ; and for this reason, the Committee
did not consider it necessary to examine many wit-

nesses from that country. It appears, however,
that the tenantry of Ireland has not retrograded
within the last three years, and that the condition

of the larger fannf^rs is decidedly ameliorated ; con-
siderable improvements have been made in the

breed of sheep and cattle, by crossing them with the

best English stock ; and tbe landlords have exerted

themselves in draining and reclaiming bog land. In
some parts of Ireland, in proportion as tbe farmers
have become wealthy, thev have given up tillage,

laying down their land in ]iasture ; and the extreme
humidity of the climate offers every inducement to

the adoption of this change of system.

In the counties of Armagh, Tvrone, and Cavan,
according to the evidence of Mr. Blacker, who is the

manager of very considerable property in those dis-

tricts, the condition of the tenantry has been greatly
improved. This may be attributed in a great mea-
sure to the substitution of the flax for the wheat cro]),

and to the high price of flax, owing to the failure of
that crop, on the continent last year. It appears to have
been a common practice in the norih of Ireland to

cultivate a succession of corn crops until the land
became exhausted, and then to allow it to remain in

grass until, by a certain degree of rest, it had re-

gained its fertility; but this practice has happily

given way to a more systematic rotation of crops,

owing to the encouragement given to the tenantry to

rely more upon the green crops and the profits of

stock, than on the cultivation of corn. It is impos-

sible, however, that agriculture as a system can be

carried on in Ireland until the farms are consolidutt d,

and provided with l)nildings necessary to the suc-

cessful management of land.

In re])lv to those ])erson3 wo complain that the;

want of Poor Laws in Ireland gives an undue ad-

vantage to the Irish farmer, v.ho is thcrehy entitled

to undersell them in the English market; and that ow-

ing to the miserable condition of the labouring classes

less wheat is consumed there in [jroportion to the popu-

lation, and a greater sui]>his remains for exportation to

this country ; it may Ije observed, that even suppos-
ing the absence of poor rate, not to be made up for

by an increase of rent, the Irish farmer has many
difficulties to contend with to which the English
farmer is a stranger ; and, however desirable on
other grounds the introduction of Poor Laws into

Ireland may be, it by no means follows that its ef-

fects would be to diminish the supplies of corn or

cattle from that country, when the natural fertility

of its soil is more fully develojied by a judicious ap-
plication of capital in an improved system of hus-
banilry.

^Vith respect to the second proposition : the privi-

lege of malting of barley free of duty does not appear,
even according to the calculations of its most intelli-

gent advocates, of sufficient importance to render its

adoption expedient, at the risk of rendering the col-

lection of the revenue less secure, as shewn by the

testimony of Mr. Hetherington ; to say nothing of

the expense which the employment of a great many
additional officers would entail upon the country,

and the dissatisfaction which such an intjuisitorial

supervision on the part of the Excise would natural-

ly excite, which are in themselves insurmountable

objections to the trial of the experiment.

It is impossible not to admit that any reduction of

the malt duty, which cause an increased demand
for barley would operate most beneficially on the

interests of agriculture. It would not only

encourage draining, and the improvement of clay-

hmd, from which most important results may be an-

ticipated, but it would check the over-cultivation of

wheat, lead to a better rotation of crops, and also to

a greater reliance on the profits of stock. The re-

duction of the malt duty is, however, so completely

interwoven with the question of the Corn Laws,
tliat I should not have felt justified in suggesting any
proposition with reference to this important subject,

were it not lor the evidence of some of the best in-

formed persons connected with the corn trade, and
some of tlie most intelligent agricultural witnesses,

who agreed in recommending an alteration in the

existing Corn Laws.
It opjiears from the Fifteenth Report of the Com-

missioners of Excise Enquiry, confirmed to a great

extent by the evidence of Mr. Dunlop, formerly one
of the most extensive distillers in Scotland, and now
residing at Wandsworth, that with a lower rate of

duty, a much greater (juantity of malt would be

used in the mrnufacture of beer and sj)irits; that

many of the oppressive regulations which at jn'esent

interfeie with the process of malting might be dis-

pensed with ; that an increased (juaniity of barley,

now fraudulently nialtcc!, w-ould be brought to

charge, and tliat the revenue could, at no distant

])eriod, regain all that it might at first lose by the

reduction of the duty. It is therefore well deserv-

ing of consideration, whether, if greater facilities

could be given to the trade of the maltster, there is

not every reason to expect that ('provided the price

of barley was not enhanced) the ]n-ice of malt \vould

be reduced below the amount of duty remitted ; and
l)arley of an inferior quality would thus be malted

for tile purpose of feeding cattle ; which is an ad-

vantage not calculated upon by the Commissioners.

'l"he number of (piaiters of mak made in the year

ending January r>, W36, were.

In England 4,o()9,8J7

Scotland iioJ.'l-H

Ireland 21)4,205

.5,361,506
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Allowing for a smiill increase in bulk during tbe

process of iiinnufacture, it would require 5,000,000

quarters of barley to produce tbe present amount of

revenue, at 20s. 8d. per quarter ; and of course the

same number of additional quaiters to produce the

same amount of revenue at 10s. 4d. per quarter.

The Commissioners, however, have stated with great

justice, that if this demand for barley should tend

to increase its price, the increased consumption
which they anticipate as likely to result from a re-

duction of duty would be counteracted. This can

onl}' be obviated by an extensive importation of

foreign barley ; and as the present price of barley

appears to be suiiiciently high to afford tbe farmer a

fair remuneration for the capital employed in its cul-

tivation, it is equally important to him, as well as to

tbe public, that the scale of duties on the import of

foreign barley should be so regulated as to admit the

supply the necessnrjr for so increased a consump-
tion, without raising its jjrice above the present

level. In the year 1831, when the average price of

barlev was 38s. per quarter, and the rate of duty 6s.

4d., less than 370,000 quarters were entered for

borne consumption ; and the effect of that demand
for barley was to raise tbe price of it, at Hamburgh
and Dantzic to 22s. and 18s. Id. ; 14s. 7d., and 14s.

Id., being the average price of barley for the ten

years preceding. The cost of transport, &c. at that

time must have been 9s. or 10s. per quarter ; and
as there is always great risk in carrying barley, ow-
ing to its liability to heat during- the voyage, it is

not reasonable to expect that it can be brouglit to

this country on much more favourable terms : what-
ever, therefore, may be the extent to which even-
tually the growth of barley may be increased in this

country, it is evident that during the time which it

will require to improve the quality of clay lands

a considerable quantity must be imported from
abroad ; and if the demand is to be supplied with-

out raising its price, it will be necessary to re-

duce the rate of duty at which foreign barley can be
entered for home consumption.

With a view to illustrate the effect such a mea-
sure would produce upon the interests of agricul-

ture, let us suppose that a demand is created for only

2,500,000 additional quarters of barley in England,
the produce of from 600,000 to 800,000 acres; this

land would necessarily be withdrawn from the cul-

tivation of wheat ; and assuming that 600,000 acres,

producing at present 20 bushels of wheat per acre,

to be so withdrawn, and that cnly in very favoura-

ble seasons (which is quite borne out by evidence),

the population of this country is independent of fo-

reign supply ; it is clear that it will be necessary to

import a quantity of wheat annnally, never less than

1,500,000 quarters, for the consumption of this

country.

Assuming, therefore, that the necessary conse-

quence of a great increase in the demand for barley

would be to induce farmers to cultivate that descrip-

tion of corn on the inferior soils, and to confine the

growth of wheat to land of a superior quality, it

would be no longer necessary to retain the same
amount of duty on foreign wheat for the protection

of the farmer. Cut the present enormous amount of

the duty on malt constitutes in itself (more especially

since a diminution has taken place in local taxation,)

one of the principal grounds on wliich the 13ritish

agriculturist can estal)lish his claim to protection

from foreign competition ; and considering that

the effect of all restrictions upon foreign im-

portation must be to raise prices at home, which
is directly at variance with the interests of the

consumer, it is obvious that any attempt to re-

tain a monopoly, without the means of justifying it,

would be to place in jieril not only the present sys-
tem of Corn Laws, but any system whatever which
may be designed for the protection of the agricul-
tural interests. But if, apart from these considera-
tions, it were attempted to reduce the malt duty one-
half, without any alteration in the existing Corn
Laws, the effect would be to create such a demand
for barley as would raise its price (until fresh lands
could be brought into barley cultivation) to an ave-
rage at which foreign Ijarley might he admitted at a
mere nominal duty. The sudden admission of any
great quantity of barley, at any one time from abroad
could not be otherwise than prejudicial to the far-

mer ; for even supposing that all that might be ad-
mitted under these circumstances should be unfit

for the use of the maltster, it would be purchased by
the miller and distiller, and compete, most injuri-

ously to the interests of the producer, with the se-

cond and third rate qualities of barley ; and after

the price of barley had been reduced by an exten-
sion of its cultivation, that portion of the agricul-

tural interest would alone be gainers (during, that

is to say, tbe existence of their present leases) who
grow wheat upon good soils, in whose behalf the

Legislature is not called upon to interfere. On these

grounds, I venture to recommend that tbe present
scale of duties on the import of foreign corn he re-

duced, and one-half the malt duty remitted at the

same time ; a measure calculated, in my opinion, not
so much to remedy existing distress, as essentially

and permanently to improve the interests of the

agriculturists.

I am quite aware of the jealousy with which a

proposition of this nature will be received by a nu-
merous body of farmers ; and to those gentlemen
I would address myself, whilst I endeavour to shew
that the Corn Law of 1828 has been a delusion, and
that under an altered system, an equally high ave-

rage during a series of years would in all proba-

bility be maintained. The avowed object of the

Government who proposed that law was to secure a

steady range of prices, vaiying (in wheat) from 60s.

to 64s. ; whereas it will be seen by a reference to

the returns which have been laid before Parliament,

in six years ending January 1836, the average price

of wheat has not exceeded 54s. 7d. ; and on an ave-

rage of the last three years, 46s, : a variation in price

that must have been ruinous to all farmers who have
contracted engagements on the faith of the presentlaw.

The following table will shew the rate of duty at

which corn was entered for home consumption, from
1828 to 1834, inclusive ; since which period there

has been no importation of foreign corn worth re-

cording :

—
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ye;ir,s ending January 1882, 4,51)2,607 ([imrters were
entered for consumiition, out of which ii,658,0o7

wc"e admitted at a duty averao-ing- onlv Is. 5d. per
(juarter ; and tliat in seven years ending- January
1835, the latest period to which these accounts have
been conijdeted, 4,758,762 (juarters were admitted,
of whicli only 297,620 quarters paid a duty above
21s. per quarter. Mr. Sandars, an eminent corn-

merchant at Liverpool, who had previously been
examined at great length before the Committee, in a

letter addressed to myself as Chairman, dated May
16, 1836, recommends that, " the pivot price of
wlieat should be reduced 10s. per quarter. As a

friend to both landlord and tenant, I sliould rejoice

to see public expectation promptly and fairly met.
If no anticipatory measure be adopted, and a period
of excitement and liigh prices sliould arrive, there
will be hasty and ]irobably bad leg'islation on the

subject." In another part of the same letter he
adds, " The main defect of the present law is, that

though it gives moderately liigh, and at the same
time steady prices under import, it does not prevent
them going ruinously low in periods of abundance

;

it therefore appears to me to deserve consideration,
whetlier at any time tlie duty on wheat should ever
he permitted to go below 4s. or 5s. per quarter. The
amount of that duty might be kept as a reserved
fund for a bounty on export, when prices fell to a

given low rate. If the holder of bonded wheat have
the option of a sliilling duty, it is manifest that when
the wants of a country are imperative, he will never
pay 5s.; a minimum duty^ of 5s. therefore will be no
tax on tlie public, but a reduction of Jiis profits. The
objection to the average system on the grounds of
frauds said to be practised would be removed by
striking out London, Liverpool and Wakefield from
the list of towns now making returns, and substi-

tuting a larger number of others. It is only in tliose

three large maikets tlivit fraud has tlie slightest

chance of being practised with impunity and suc-
cess."

Nothing can be more fruitless than any attempt
to ascertain what may be considered a remunerating
price to the farmer. In 1814, 96s. and 80s. per
(juarter were considered the lowest average prices
at which wheat (vide Report, Committee on Corn
Laws,) could be grown. ^Ve now find that it may
be grown to a profit, according to tlie testimony of
some persons, at 40s.; and several witnesses of
great intelligence concur in considering a price

varying from 50s. to 56s. to be quite sufficient.

Every thing, however, must depend upon the skill

of the farmer, the productive quality of tlie soil

which he cultivates, and the rent he binds liimself

to pay.

Were the suggestion of INIr. Sandars adopted, the
probability is that an averrge varying from 50 to 56
might be sustained without difficulty, and if accom-
panied by the repeal of half the malt duty, and a cer-

tain demand created for wheat from tlie Continent,
it is more than probable that this average would be
greatly augmented ; at the same time it would afford

a stimulus to the manufacturing interests, insuring
increased prosperity to the operative classes, and a

greater consumption of all other articles of agricul-

tural produce. But let it not be supposed that it is

for the interest of the farmer that the price of corn
should be very high. It is infinitely more important
to him that it should he steady, with as little fluc-

tuation as possihle beyond what must always neces-
sarily follow from the effects of favourable or unfa-

vourable seasons, and that the labouring pojiulation

should he abundantly sujiplied with the fir.-st neces-

sary of life, insuring as this must do, a lower rate of

wages and a better rate of profit, both to the agricul-

turist and the manufacturer, whose interests are in-

dissolubly united.

The tendency of the present Corn Laws has been
to raise prices unnaturally during years of import,
and at the same time to expose the agriculturist to

a large influx of wheat (which happened in 1831)
immediately before the harvest, when the price is

usually the highest ; but this supply is not in the
smallest degree regulated by the wants of the pub-
lic

;
it is probably the accumulation of months, which

the merchant has been induced to withhold until it

can be introduced at a mere nominal duty.
In the event of a favourable harvest succeeding a

large admission of foreign corn, the farmer has to
struggle against a depreciation of his produce, be-
yond what is the initural result of an abundant sea-
son

; on the otlier hand, if tlie harvest prove unfa-
vourable, (he natural rise in price which should com-
pensate bin; for tlie deficiency in his crop, is checked
by the presence of a large quantity of foreign corn in
the home market.

If the fluctuating scale of duties be continued,
and the price lowered 10s. per quarter, the duty
would be fixed at 4s., when the average price of
wheat was 63s., and it would so far be an approxi-
mation to a sound principle ; but even with that

alteration the scale of duties would be unnecessarily
high.

By a reference to the prices of wheat at Dantzic
and Hamburgh*, the former being the port whence
wheat of the finest quality, and the latter whence the
greatest quantity of interior wheat is imported, it

will be seen that the decennial averages were o2s.
lOd. and 30s. 2d. respectively. If we add 7s. for

the expense of freii;ht, insurance, &c., which although
below the calculation of Mr. Sandars, is above that
of other experienced corn-merchants, who appeared
before the Agricultural Committee, we shall have
39s. lOd. and 37s. 2d. as the lowest prices at which
Dantzic and Hamburgh wheat could be sold in Eng-
land, duty free. But the eflect of a demand for

* Prices of llTieat at Dantzic, Hamburgh, and Rot-
terdam, during thefollowing periods :—
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wheat in this country in 1828, 1829, 1830, 1831,

was to raise the price of wlieat at Dantzic more than

9.S., anfl at Hamburgh more than 7s. per qui.rter

above tlie decennial averase, which would give us

as the prices of wheat, duty free, from those twoports,

49s. and 44s. If we look to the prices at Rotterdam,
during' the same period, we find a decennial average

of 37s. 9d., and the average of 1828, 1829, 1830,
1831, 44s. 8d.

Supposing, therefore, tlie charges for freight, iS;c.

to England not to exceed those to Rotterdam, we
arrive precisely at the same conclusion, and it would
not have required a liigher duty than 10s. per quarter
to have secured as high an average price as has been
maintained, under the present Corn Laws, during
the lust six years.

The finest malting barley is brought down the

Elbe from the interior of Germany to Hamburg]),
whence it is exported to this country. The decen-
nial average of barley ending with 1835 was Uis.

per quarter; the price in the year 1831, the only

year in which there was a considerable imporiation

into this country, was 22s. The risk attending the

trans])ort of barley must always be considerable, and
it is not too much to assume that the freight, insur-

ance, 6cc. will amount to more than 7s. per quarter,

which will make the price, duty free, in England
29s. per quarter, whenever there is a steady demand
ibr barley in this country, so that a fixed duty of 3s.

or 4s. would be a sufficient protection against foreign

competition in barley.

There are two objections which have been urged
against a fixed duty which ought not to pass unno-
ticed : the one is, that if there were a constant de-

mand for corn in England, it would effect so great

an encouragement to the foreign growers, tiiat we
should be exposed to an inundation of foreign corn
at a price far below the present prices on the conti-

nent. The other, that in seasons of scarcity, when
the price was exceedingly high, the duty could not

be levied.

It is fair to conclude that the prices of corn at the

outports on the continent have not been more than

remunerating, or there would have been an abun-
dant supply from the interior to have reduced them
to their jiroper level, so that no very serious error

will be committed, if our calculaiionsaie based upon
the average of the continental prices at those jiorts

for a long series of years. In seasons of scarcity it

is an undoubted fact, that it would be impossible to

levy a duty of 10s. per qr if the price of corn sliould

rise to an extravagant height ; but under these cir-

cumstances it is clear that as far as the interests of

the farmer are concerned, a duty would not be re-

quired, and the government might be allowed to

dispense with it for a short period, under certain

rfstrictions. The case would be a special one, for

which no rule could be provided ; for under ordi-

nary circumstances, if the ports were always o]ien

at a fixed duty, corn would flow in gradually from
abroad in proportion to the demand, and prevent any
sudden or unnatural rise in price.

It will be collected from these observations, that

my own opinion is decidedly in favour of a fixed

duty : but if it were found impossible to overcome
the jirojudices of those who entertain other views,
the nearest approximation to a fixed duty will be the
S3'stem next to be preferjed;* and whatever alte-

* Another plan, formed somewhat after the model of
the Corn Law of 1804, and jjosses^ing all the supposed
advantages of a fluctuating- duty, is well deserving- con-
sideration, and appears calculated to secure greater
steadiness of price, viz.

—

When tiie price of Wheat is above 60s.—duty on

ration is adopted should be accompanied by a re-

mission of at least one half the itresent duty on
Malt.

Had the duties on foreign corn been thus regu-
lated in IS'^8, we should never have experienced
the liigh jirices which prevailed in our markets in

the thiee following years, and there would not have
been the same inducement to the undue cultiva-

tion of wheat, which, coupled with the favourable
nature of the harvests in subsequent years, produced
so alarming a depression in its price.

It is in vain to say that with an average price, not
much exceeding 50s., any considerable extent of land
will cease to be cultivated ; the energy and skill of
the British farmer will enable him to overcorre this

difficult}' ; and as the population of the country in-

creases, and the consumption of malt, hops, and
animal food becomes greater, in proportion as the
price of bread is reduced, an improved system of

cultivation will be introduced, yielding a higher
profit to the tenant, and a better rent to the landlord

;

and as the surplus population of the rural districts

becomes absorbed by increased demand for labour at

our manufactories, the farmer will be no longer
driven from the use of mechanical power in reducing
the costs of cultivation, by the threats and intimida-

tion of anunemploj'ed peasantry.

Befoie I quit this subject, I should state that two
coi'n inspectors were examined bv the Committee,
for the ])urpose of ascertaining whether an improved
mode of taking tlie averages might not be adopted,
b)' obliging the seller to make returns to the inspec-

tor, as well as the buyers. There does not, how-
ever, appear to be sufficient grounds for making this

alteration, which would be productive of serious

inconvenience, without a corresponding benefit. The
proposition of Mr. Sandars, which has been already

quoted, would remove all chance of fraud; but it is

doubtful whether so fair an approximation to the true

average price would be obtained, if the three most
important markets in England were excepted from
the weekly returns. The Committee also inquired

into the Scotch mode of striking the fiars ; but the

system, upon examination, did not turn out so per-

fect as it had been represented to be.

It was impi-essed upon the Committee that it

would be of infinite importance to have accurate

statistical information at some of the Government
offices, for instance at the Board of Trade, of the

quantity of land in each parish employed ingrain
cultivation, stating the number of acres sown with

wheat, barley, and oats, and the probable produce of

the next harvest. I fully concur in this opinion
j

and I conceive that such a plan may be advan-
tageously grafted on the present division of England
into parochial unions, and may also be adapted to the

Scotch counties, and baronies in Ireland, and that

intelligent officers could be found who might furnish

this information at a comparatively trifling expence.

The publication of these returns periodically in

the I-ondon Gazette, for the information of persons

engaged in the corn trade, would tend to lessen

speculation, and to regulate the supply according to

the demand, thereby reducing those elements of fluc-

tuation in price which are so fatal to the interests of

the farmer.

Several petitions were referred to the Agricultural

Committee by merchants, and others interested in the

corn trade, at Liverpool and Plymouth, jiraying for

a renewal of the " Grindiiig Act," ('5 Geo. i.e. 7 0.)

Foreign Wheat, 5s. ; above 50s, and not above 60s,

—

15s.; l)elow .50s,— 20.-;. When the price of Barley is

above 30s,—duty on Foreign Barley, 2s. 6d. : above 20s,

and not above 30s, 5s ; below 20s,— 15s.
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or, that for overv havrel of (British flour exported tlie

mercliant should bu entitled to a certificate, autho-
rizing him to leleuse, at any future time, as much
foreign grain as could be liberated by the amount of

duty payable on the import of a barrel of foreign
tlour at the time when the export was made. It ap-
peared from the evidence of those witnesses who
were examined '..n this subject, that America alone

supplies upon an average a million barrels of flour

annually to the West Indies, and South America
;

and that owing to the advantage the English vessels

possess of back carriage when tliey go out for sugar

and colonial produce, flour is not unfrequently sent

in large (juantities from America to Liver[)ool, for

the purpose of shipment to the West Indies in Bri-

tish vessels. There is every probability, therefore,

that if the English merchants could compete with
the Americans in the flour tra('e, a very large export
would be made from the English ports direct to the

West Indies, and especially during the winter
inontbs, when the Baltic ports are closed. There
also appears to be a considerable export, annually, of

biscuit and flour from Hamburgh, Dantzic, and
Copenhagen to IVewfoundland ; and it is found that

all ships which take in their cargoes at those ports,

supply themselves at the, same time with beef, pork,

and other provisions, and witli various articles of
German mauuficture, all of which would be pur-
chased in this country with great benefit to the Eng-
lish farmer and manufacturer, if the English mer-
chant were enabled to nidke use of foreign flour in the

manufacture of biscuit, or by moans of a bounty to

export British flour at the same price as foreign

flour.

Any plan which would thus relieve tlie country of
its surplus corn in abundant seasons, must tend to

promote that steadiness of price so desirable to se-

cure to the utmost possible extent.

Some persons, however, have objected to the re-

newal of the Grinding Act of 1824, owing to the
supposed diflrculty of ascertaining the exact (juan-

tity of flour to be returned into warehouse, which
must vary in diff"erent seasons with the weight of the

corn, and although fraud may be scarcely prac-

ticable, it might diminish the confidence of the far-

mer in the amount of protection aiforded him by the

Corn Law, which would in itself be a great evil.

There can be no objection to corn being ground un-
der lock, and one of the witnesses, Rlr. Frean, ad-

mitted that he was not unfavourable to that plan,

although he stated that it could be done cheaper by
substitution.

In my opinion, the plan suggested in the Liver-
pool petition might be adopted without prejudice to

the agricultural interest, more especially if it were to

accompany the proposed alteration in the corn laws.
It is evident, as the flour exported will have to com-
l>eto with American flour, it will not answer the pur-
pose of the merchant to export any but the jjroduce

of the best wheat; and Mr. Saudars has justly stated,

that, " It will le a bounty on exjiortation when
prices are very low, and if that had been the law, we
never should have had wheat at 36s a (juarter."

There was one other subject very frequently urged

upon the attention ot the Coniniittue, during the pro-

gress of this investigation.

The existence of distress in the agricultural dis-

tricts, was in a great measure attributed by several

most respectable witnesses, to the resumption oi

cash payiiionls in 1819, and to an undue contraction

in the currency, u hich, with the cxceplion of those

years in which theie was an extensive issue of one

pound notes, hns prevailed since that period. It was
stated that wheat, when at os the bushel, had attained

the highest price it can be expected to command on
an average of years under the present standard ; that

the prices of barley '''ud other grain have been en-

hanced by unfavourable seasons and other accidental

circumstances ; that the high price of wool is to be

attributed less to the demand which has been created

by the prosperous state of our manufactures, than to

the rot which occurred five or six years ago, and that

we must expect the |)rices of all other agricultural

jjroduce, at no distant period, to sink to the level of
wheat. It was also asserted that the farmer is de-

prived of tliat accommodation from the country banker
which he so extensively enjoyed during u depre-

ciated currency, and is on that account less able to

contend against the low price of corn, or any other

untoward circumstances.

These opinions were met by contradictory testi-

mony, and after the most patient attention to the

evidence which was adduced in their support, I was
unable to arrive at the same conclusion. Whatever
may have been the consequences of the Act of 1819,

aggravated, as they undoubtedly were, by the sudden
transition from war to peace, and by the restoration

of manufactures on the continent ; however seriously

this extensive change in the monetary system ot the

country, may have affected all persons who were
bound by fixed engagements, landlords witli settled

property, tenants under lease, and debtors of every

description, these difficulties are rapidly passing-

away ; and tlie only question now to decide is,

whether any depreciation of the currency should be
attempted, with a view to tbe improvement of the

present condition of the agricultural classes. As
far as the landlord would be aff'ected by sucli a

measure, it is evident that unless his rents were
raised in the same proportion as tlie prices of nil ar-

ticles of consumption, he would decidedly be a loser

by the change. The occupier of the soil, if he had

the good fortune to be under lease at a fixed money
rent, might gain to a certain extent, although en-

tirely at the expense of his landlord, but in no other

respect would it be an advantage to him, unless with

regard to those trades, A^hich owing to the monopoly
they enjoy in agricultural villages, are still enabled

to maintain the prices of certain articles, which form

a small portion of the outlay of the farmer, above

their natural level. The costs of cultivation, and

the wages of labour, would eventually rise in pro-

portion to the extension of tbe circulating medium ;

and, were this not the case, the blovr would fall with

the greatest weight on the most numerous and not

the least meritorious class of those engaged in agri-

culture, the labourers in husbandry, a consequence

which must be deprecated by all persons anxious for

the general welfare of the community.

It has been shown, by the most satisfactory testi-

mony, that where a farmer is in possession of capital,

whether in England, Scotland, or Ireland, he has no

dilficulty in obtaining pecuniary assistance ; nor

would it be beneficial to him, that any measure should

be adopted which would afford encouragement to

bankers to grant more liberal acconmiodation on in-

adecpiate security. This (piestion, however, has been

so long settled, that it cannot again be entertained

without serious danger to every interest in the State
;

and, it is impossible for one moment to supjiose that

the legislature would sanction an alteration, which

derange all the existing contracts in the country,

more especially at a lime when, although the agri-

cultural intere^^t is partially dcpressivl, trade and

manufactures are flourishing, the labouring classes

prosjierous and well employed, and enjoying a greater

command over the comforts and necessaries of life,

than at any former period. It is true, that it might
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lessen in some degree the weight of taxation, but this

relief would not be enjoyed exclusively by the far-

mer, and could only be purchased at the expense of

the public creditor, and at the entire sacrifice of na-

tional good (aith.

Having- now placed on record the opinions con-

tained in tlir.t report which was not fortunate enough
to meet with the approbation of the Committee, with

the addition of such observations as appeared ne-

cessarv for the more complete ilhistration of my ar-

gument ; I consider it due to others, as well as to

myself, after the unfounded statements which have
been circulated in some of the public journals, to

add that the report was drawn up without consulting
any member of the Government, or any of those

gentlemen with whom I had the honour of being as-

sociated in this protracted investigation.

To soma of my agricultural constituents I fear it

may give dissatisfaction, because it does not point

out a specific remedy for existing distress, 'i'o others

it may cause alarm because it jirojioses an alteration

in those laws whicli have long been considered the

key-stone of agricultural prosperity. But however
my friends may differ from me on these points, I do
not feel the less inclined to place my opinions before

them, firmly believing them to be founded on just

principles, and to a great extent borne out by the
evidence received before the Agricultural Com-
mittee.

In conclusion, I would recommend those persons
who feel disposed to question the utility of an en-

quiry which is said to have been productive of such
bairen results, to read with care and attention the

evidence wdiich has been collected. It is true that it

contains nothing to flatter with delusive hope the

farmer who has neither skill, energy nor capital.

But to one who takes the conduct of a fann, with a

determination to apply to it those im])rovements,
Avhich the progress of science lias extended to agri-

culture : and wlio, possessing industry and intelli-

gence, has also the means by which alone they can
be made available to him, the perusal of this evidence
will aftbrd abundant encouragement. Still greater

benefit will be derived from the enquiry, if it does
but convince any numerous class of agriculturists

that the best thing which the legislature can do for

them, is to free their trade from the shackles imposed
upon it by impolitic laws— that the relief afforded by
the new Poor Laws, and the 'I'ithe Commutation Act,
is the principal benefit which can be derived from
Parliamentary interference— that any attempt to keep
up artificially the jirices of agricultural produce, for

any length of time, must lead to delusion and dis-

a]ipointment ; that looking forward in future years
to a moderate price of wheat, the farmer must regu-
late all his contracts accordingly, and instead of con-
stantly appealing to the legislature for succour, he
must rely upon his own industry, which, under Pro-
vidence, will not fail him. But above all things, he
must regard with suspicion, any attempt, come from
whatever quarter it may, to separate the interests of
the farmer from those of all other classes of the com-
munity. "They must wax and wane together;"
and it is impossible for the commercial, manufac-
turing, and trading classes to enjoy a long continued
incre-ase in wealth, and the agricultural interest not
to have its full share in the general prosperity of the
country.

To you, gentlemen, who are so deeply interested
in the consideration of this subject, 1 offer these re-

marks freely and without reserve, knowing them to
be quite consistent with my own expeiience as a

practical farmer, and believing thenr calculated to

benefit that important class of the community, with

which, by every feeling of individual interest and
political consideration, 1 am proud to be connected.
I entertain no gloomy anticipations for the future,

even with regard to those districts vi-here distress

unfortunately exists at present. The remedy is

within the i'armer's own power ; industry and good
management on liis part, combined with a generous
forbearance on the part of his landlord, will produce
that result which it is in vain to seek ( because not

in their power to grant) from the government or the

legislature ; and if I can only succeed in convificing

you of this one fact, I shall be amply rewarded for

the anxious share which 1 have had in the labours

of the .Agricultural Committee.
With every wish fur your future welfare, and that

the prosperity of the farmer, and the comfort v.nd

independence of the labourer may progressively

increase,

I remain, gentlemen,

Your obliged and faithful servant,

CHARLES SHAW LEFEVRE.
Lnndon, Aug. 1836.

Breedinc; Flocks. — " In the Annalea de 7
Agriculture Francaise, vols, xx.xvii and xxxviii, some
vei-y interesting experiments are recorded, which have
lately been made in France, on the Breeding- of Live
Stock. M. Charles Girou de Buzareigues, proposed, at

a meeting of the Agricultural Society of Severac, to

divide into two equal parts so that a greater number of

males or females, at the choice of the proprietor, should
be produced from them. Two of the members of the

society offered their flocks to become the subjects of his

experiments, and the results have now been communi-
cated, which are in accordance with the author's expec-
tations.— 'i'he first experiment was conducted in the fol-

lowing manner :—He recommended very young rams
to be put to the flock of ewes from which the proprietor

wished the greater number of females in their ofl'spring ;

and also, that during the season when the rams were
with ewes, they should have more abundant pasture

than the other ; vjhUe to the flock from which the pro-

prietor wished to obtain male lambs chiefly, he recom-
mended him to put strong and vigorous rams, four or

five years old. The following tabular view contains the

result of his experiments :

—

Flock for female Lambs.
Aj;e of the S-x of tlie

iiiotlieis. laiiil'S.

Flock for male Lambs.

Two years. . .

.

I'liiee years. .

.

Four years . .

.

Total
Five years and

older

Total

Males
14

16

33

Fem.
2S
29
21

76

84

Aic of the
motlicrs.
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NORTHAMPTONSHIRE FARMING
AND GRAZING SOCIETY.

The annual show of this society took place on Wed-
nesday, Sept. 14, on Earl Spencer's farm, at Chapel
Brampton. I'he day, notwithstanding- an unpromising-
morning-, was pleasant, and a large and very respect-

able company assembled on the ground. The show of

cattle was very short in comparison witli the sliovvs of

previous years, owing to the great scarcity of keep.
The sheep on the contrary were excellent and nu-
merous.
A t four o'clock, a highly respectable party, consisting

of 1 14 persons sat down to dinner at the George Hotel,
in this town, C. Iliilyard, Esq, in the chair. Among
the company were Earl Spencer, Stafford O'Brien, Esq.
E. IJouverie, Esq. ,J. Nethercoat, Esq., Langham Chris-
tie, Esq., W . Harris, Esq., High Sheriff of the County;
R. Heygate, Esq., E. Pell, Esq., G. Peach, Esq., ,T .Per-
cival, Esq., and a large body of eminent agriculturists

of the counties of Northampton, 'Warwick, fiedford,

Buckingham, Hereford, &c.
The cloth having- been witiidrawn, ]\lr. Hillyard pro-

])osed " The King." This, he said, was the only health
which he should propose to accompany with three
cheers, 'i'he practice of cheering- other healths was in-

convenient in many respects, and tended greatly to in-

terrupt the proceedings of the meeting.
Tiie health was then drunk with the usual honours

;

and was followed by " the Queen and Royal Family"

—

" Success to the Farming and Grazing- Society." jMr.

Hillyard here produced his " dessert"—mangel wurzel,
Swedish turnips, and carrot.

In proposing the next toast, the Chairman observed
that it was an old proverb, that good wine needs no
bush ; and with equal truth it might be said that a good
toast required no preface. He should therefore con-
tent himself with proposing- health and long bfc to the
noble patron of the Society, Earl Spencer. E)ithusiustic

iipplaitse—tlie company disregarding Mr. Hiltyurd's ad-
monition—and simultaneously rising, and giving three

cheers.

Eahl Spencer, in returning- thanks, said he was
quite aware the meeting felt, that in promoting- as lie

had promoted the interests of this Society, he considered
that he was contributing to the benefit of the country at

large, but more especially to the benefit of the agricul-
turist. Its object was to promote good farming and
grazing, and the good stock which was generally exhi-
bited at the shows led him to tiiink that it had not been
without the desired result. He was sorry to see so
small a show of cattle to-day ; but he hoped it was to

be atrtibuted to no other cause than the dryness of the

season. He was very unwilling- indeed to think that
the graziers of this county were slackuing their interest

in the Society. For his o-.vn part he would do his best

towards a belter exhibition next year, and so he was
sure would several other gentlemen whom he saw
around him. {Cheers.) His lordship then said he was
desirious of saying a few words about some of the pre-
miums which he had been induced lately to offer. In
the first place he would allude to the prizes for the best
sorts of grain. He thought it highly desirable to encou-
rage improremeuts in the growtli ofgrain, quite as much
as to encourage improvements of live stock. ( Cheers.)

] le should like to see persons who wished to procure the

best samples of barley and wheat come to Xorthampton-
shii-e for thom. {Cheers.) He was anxious therefore to

see the Northain))tonshire farmers competing for this

prize. With reference to the prize to the sheep-shearers,
he was aware that the fine sort of shearing required by
the conditions might not be exactly what was required

by the farmer. I5ut he was of oi)inion that the shep-
herd who sheared best in this manner, was able to

shear in the best manner for the farmer. lie wished too

to excite emulation among the sheplierds, and he had
succeeded, 'I'he first year he tiiought he had a good
number ofcompetitors. But he h;id then otdy 19, wliile in

the very next year he had 37. Tiien there was a V( ry ma-
nifest improvementin thcsiiearing. In the first yeartiiere

was a great number of sheep well sliorn ; but this year

they were nearly all well shorn. He believed that if

he could induce the labourer to make himself a good
sheep-shearer, he would always find employment,
{Cheers.) The necessity for the hedge-cutting prize

had, he thought, been pretty clearly shown by the cir-

cumstances connected with the competition. Last year
there was a great number of competitors, and the work
was remarkably ill done. Now this plainly showed
two things; first that the men were willing to exert

themselves—the next that they greatly wanted improve^
ment. As a proof of what he had said about the in-

feriority of the work, he would observe that a whole
drove of oxen went through the hedge which was cut
on his farm. " One thing- indeed was to be considered,
the time for contending for the prize was fixed at too
late a season, last year. This year it would be earlier ;

namely, on the 23rd of November. In addition to tliese

prizes he proposed in future to offer a prize for mowing.
'I'he conditions would require some consideration, be-
cause it would be very difficult to test good mowing.
This would be another prize for the labourers. He was
desirous of offering prizes to labourers as vvcU as to

their employers

—

{Cheers.)—for he believed that they
not only tended to the great improvement of the la-

bourer, but were tiie means of inducing a good feeling

between the employed and the employer. (C/ieei-s.)

As lie had had before said, he was anxious for the suc-
cess of this Society, because he was anxious to promote
good farming- and grazing, by which alone the success
of the agriculturist could be insured. He hoped that

on this ground he should have the strenuous support of
the farmers of Northamptonshire. (Cheers.)

Mr. Hillyard then proceeded to read the list of

awards, as follows :

—

The Silver Cup, given by Sir 'W. 'W^ake, Bart. Ed-
ward Bouverie, Esq., and the President of this Society,

to the farmer of this county, or a fanner's son, not ex-

ceeding 25 years of age, who shall plough in the best

manner, with two horses abreast, without a driver, and
within three hours and a half, half an acre of land, not

less than four inches and a half deep, was won by Mr.
J.Vialls, of Harleston ; but in consequence of Mr.
Vialls being older than the prescribed age, the prize

was awarded to the next best candidate, Mr. Edward
Underwood.

To Thomas Gadson, ploughman to Mr. Shaw of

Cotton End, the Society's prize of two guineas.

To Charles Hine, ploughman to Mr. W. Shaw, of

Huntsbury Hill, one guinea.

To John Cox, ploughman to Mr. Yialls, of Harleston,

10s ()d.

To Wm. Freeman, shepherd to Edwd. Bouverie, Esq.,

for rearing at the rate of 23 9-10 of lambs to the score

of ewes, two guineas.

To James Jones, shepherd to Mr. Richard Liuuell,

of Stowe, for rearing 23 1-3 of lambs to the score of

ewes— one guinea.

To Thomas Crick, shepherd to Mr. Wm. Shaw, of

Cotton End— 10s 6d.

A prize of two guineas to the unmarried man who
had lived the longest time in the house of a membc r of

this Society as a farming servant.—No claimant.

A prize of two guineas to the unmarried wom; n
living iu a farm hou^e under tlie same conditions, to

Lucy Rigby, for 12 years service with Mr. Bartlett

Miller, of Chapel Brampton.
To Aaron Wilson, labourer to John Manning, Esq.,

of Harpole, for 31^ years' service, two guineas.
To Win. Irons, labourer to John Manning, Esq., for

31 years, one guinea.
To Joseph Pell, labourer to Mr. Joshua Cooch, of

Harleston, for 25 years, 10s Cd.
Thiee prizes offered to the labourers in husbandry

employed by members of the society, who had supported
and were then maintaining the largest number of

children, or who were respectively possessed of
]
ro-

pcrty to the amount of ten pounds, the result of tlieir

earnings, besides household goods, were all unclaiiued.

Earl Euston's premium of three guineas, offered on
similar conditions, but not restricted to persons em-
ployed by members of the Society, was also unclaimed.
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A premium of two guineas, by John Percival, Esq.,

to Robert Grose, of Moulton, he having brought up

three children.

A premium of one guinea, offered by Mr. Tercival

to the labourer with not less than two children, was

unclaimed.
By S. Percival, Esq.—One guinea to Geo. Trasler,

a youth under 20 years of age, for seven years servi-

tude with Mr. Rd. Linnell of Stowe.—A second pre-

mium of one guinea was unclaimed.

Earl Spencer's Premiums.
Class l.—Premium of ten sovereigns—Earl Spen-

cer's Durham ox, four years and six months old, bred

by his lordship.

2. First prize of 7l to E. Bouverie, Esq. of Delapre

Abbey, for his Durliam ox, four years and six months
old, bred by Mr. Bagshaw, of Newton, near Ketter-

ing.

Second prize of three sovs. to C. Hillyard, Esq. for

his Durham ox, three years and nine months old, bred

by Mr. Ellis, of Clipston.

3. First prize of seven sovs. to Stafford O'Brien,

Esq. of Blatherwick Park, for his half-bred cow, three

years and four months old.

Second prize of three sovs. to Mr. T. W. Bosworth,

of Spratton, for his aged cow.
4. First prize of seven sovs. to Mr. T. W. Bos-

•wnrth, of Spratton, for the best pen of five long-wooll-

ed ewes.
Second prize of three .sovs. to Mr. Payne, of Hard-

ingston.

5. First prize of seven sovs. to Mr. John Scriven,

of Harpole, for the best pen of five long-woolled

theaves.

Second prize of three sovs. to Mr. Mark Sharman,

of Great Harrowden.
6. First prize of seven sovs. to Mr. W. Askew, of

Norton, for the best pen of fi^e long-woolled shear-

hogs.
Second prize of three sovs, to Mr. T. Grose, of Har-

leston.

7. A prize of ten sovs. to Mr. Jno. Manning, of Or-

lingbury, for his shearling long-woolled tup, bred by
hinr.self.

Mr. Bliss's tup, shown in this class, was highly

commended.
8. A prize of ten sovs. to Mr. John Manning, of

Orlingbury, for his three-shear tup, bred by himself.

All the sheep in this class were commended, but par-

ticularly Mr. Bliss's three-shear sheep, and Mr. Red-

grave's shearling tup.

A prize of three sovs. for the best sample of wheat,

and another of the same amount for barley, were both

awarded to Mr. H. Sanders, of Harleston,

A similar prize for the best sample of oats, was un-

claimed.
Sir J. H. Palmer's Premium.

Five sovs. to E. Bouverie, Esq. for his three-year

and seven months' old Hereford ox, bred by the late

Hon. G. Germaine.

The Hon. E. S. Pery's Premiums.

Five sovs. to Mr. Payne, of Hardingston, for his pen

of five long-woolled wether lambs.

A premium of five sovs. for the best fat ox was un-

claimed.

Stafford O'Brien, Esa's Premium.

Five sovs. to Mr. Samuel Sherman, of Milton, for

his 17 years' old Durham bull.

Mr. Underwood's bull, shown in this class, was com.
mended.

Sir Francis Lowley's Premium.
Ten sovs. to Mr. John Tunnell, of Dallington Grange,

for his three-year-old grey colt.

Tlie sweepstakes of two sovs. each for the best pair

of Hereford steers, bred in the county, were adjudged

to Edwd. Bouverie, Esq., for his pair of Hereford

oxen.
Mr. HiLLVARD then proposed the health of the suc-

cessful candidates.

E. BoLVEiiiE, Esq., returned thanks. He had no ob-
jection to being- successful, but he did wish he had had
to contend with l)etter and more numerous competitors.

iVext year he trusted that the show would be huger.
I\Ir. iliLLVAiu) said the next toast he had on his list

was tile health of the Donors of the prizes.

Eaul Spencer begged to propose, as one of the donors
tlie health of their worthy President. It was not how-
ever only as a donor tliat they were indebted to him.
To his unwearied exertions, they must all be aware, the

Society chiefly owed its origin, and in a great measure
its continued success. No gentleman who heard him,

would, he was sure, not join gladly in drinking the

good health of Mr. Hillyard. ( Cheers.

)

Mr. Hillyard returned thanks. Annuallyfor many
years, he had had the gratification of rising to return

thanks for a similar compHment. So many times, in-

deed, had he risen, that he ought to know better how
to express his acknowledgements. But he knew he

sliould never be able to express all he telt, and there-

fore he would cut the matter short, and simply say

—

" I thank you." So long- as he lived, so long should
his poor services be devoted to promoting the interests

of the Farming and Grazing Society of Northampton-
shire. ( Cheers.)

J\lr. Hillyard, in proposing the next toast, the health

of Sir J, H. Palmer, regretted that ill health prevented
his attendance. He was indeed absent from the coun-
try. The healths of Earl Euston, the Hon. E. S. Pery,
Sir F. Lawley, and Staftbrd O'Brien Esq.
Stafford O'Brien, Esq., returned thanks. He had

been a member of the Society for some years, although

this was the first timehe had hadjhe honour of attending

the annual dinner, and he could not but feel greatly

obliged by their courteous reception of his health.

With respect to the show, lie must admit that he had
been disappointed at seeing so few beasts exhibited,

knowing how beneficial the society must be, not only

to this county but to the whole country. He was satis-

fied that more was to be learnt from such meetings

as those of this society in a single day, than could be

gleaned from books on the same subject in a year. He
was hardly gratified at being the winner of this prize,

for his was a half-bred animal, and seven g'uineas was
a great deal of money for it. {Laughter.) He sincerely

hoped they should do better next year ; he would try

to do better himself, and it would highly gratify him
to lose the prize. (Cheers and laughter.)

Mr. Hillyard then proposed the health of Sir

William Wake. fCheers.) He was at the sea-side ;

or he would certainly have attended the dinner.

Mr. Hillyard would now propose a toast, which
he was sure would be highly acceptable to the meet-

ing ; the health of the Hon. Captain Spencer. {Great

Cheering.) The Hon. Captain had recently entered

upon agricultural pursuits, and he rejoiced at it—first,

because he was sure he would derive from it a vast deal

of pleasure ; and secondly because he would be a valu-

able accession of strength to their body.
The Hon. Captain Spencer said he was elected a

member of this Society only at the last meeting. He
had hoped to have been among the competitors at this

day's show, but he found it was rather early for so new
a beginner to compete with the eminent agriculturists

whom he saw about him. He should, however, cer-

tainly try next year, and with the advice of his friend

by his side, he did not despair of doing something.
Mr. Hillyard proposed the healths of three gen-

tlemen who had undertaken a veiy arduous and not al-

ways very pleasant office. He alluded to the three

judges, and he defied any county in England to show
him tliree more efficient or impartial men. {Great

cheering.) The healths of Messrs. Chaplin, Burgess,

and Senior were then drank with much cheering.

Mr. Chaplin returned tlanks.

The healths of the gentlemen who had favoured them
with their company from distant counties. Mr. Bar-
NETT rose to return thanks, wheu Mr. Hillyard sug-

gested that if all the gentlemen included in the toast

would oblige them by rising also, the company would

he able to see how greatly they had been favoured. A
large number of gentlemen accordingly stood up in
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compliance with Mr. Hillyard's request and were cor-

dially cheered,

Mr. Barnett then returned thanks. He said he

had been greatly gratified by the show, although as a

whole, it was not equal to some previous ones. lie

saw, however, a very great improvement in the Tups
shown by the Noble Lord. He concluded by hoping
that he should have the pleasure of seeing his Nor-
thamptonshire friends at the Bedfordshire Agricultural

Meeting which was fixed for the first Tuesday in Oct.

Mr. Hillyard then produced his bag of turnip

seed, for which a great scramble took place amidst

much laughter. He observed that one of the advan-

tages of these turnips, was, that they would not run to

top if allowed to stand late in the year. He had seen

turnips in April run to top till they resembled a pain-

ter's brush. As an evidence that thevwere really worth

attending to, he would mention that some time ago, he

was walkingover a turnip field in adistant county, when
he perceived that the turnips were exactly the same
so*'t as those he was now showing. Upon mentioning
tlie fact to tlie owner of the field, he coufiiincd it,adding

that his son had obtained one of the seeds handed round

by him (Mr. Hillyard) after the dinner of the Society ;

that lie had sown it and liked it so much that he had
preserved the produce and had now his farm stocked

from that insignificant origin.

The healths of the Judges of the Plougliing, Messrs.
John Price, Reynolds, Grantham, Berkeley, R. Hey-
gate, Kitelee, S. Bennett, Thomas (of Lidlington), the

Stewards, and the High Sheriff, \Vm. Harris, Esq.
followed. We regret that a want of space compels us

to throw aside the report which we had prepared of this

part of the proceedings.

W. Harris, Esq. and Mr. Barwell were then elected

members of the Society, and shortly after eight o'clock

Earl Spencer left the room, amidst cheers, and the com-
pany broke up.

The following sweepstakes are open, to be decided

at the next annual meeting :

—

Five soverigns each, for the best ox, under five years

old, fed without restriction. Spencer.

Three sovereigns each, for the best ox or steer quali-

fied for the 2d class in the Christmas Smithfield Show,
1836. Spencer.

Two sovereigns each, for the best Hereford steer,

under three years and a half old, and qualified for

Lord Spencer's prize (No. 2) for a fat ox.

John Slater.

Three sovereigns each, for the best pair of steers, of

any breed, under four years old.

Spencer—E. Bouverie.

Two sovereigns each, for the best pair of Hereford

steers fed in the county, under four years old.

E. Bouverie.

Three sovereigns each, for the best steer of any

breed, under three years old. Spencer.

One sovereign, for the best Durham steer, not ex-

ceeding four years find nine months old, or 100 stone.

Spencer.

One sovereign, for the best pair of Hereford steers,

not exceeding three years and a half old.

E. Bouverie.

One sovereign, for the best steer under two years

old. Spencer.

Five sovereigns each, for the best bull which has

served 25 cows. John Bcaslcy.

Two sovereigns each, for the best breeding cow, in

calf. Stafford O'Brien. W. F. Wratislaw.

Two sovereigns each, for the best cow or open heifer,

Stafl'ord O'Brien. W. F. V/ratislaw.

Three sovereigns each, for the best pair of Scots.

Spencer. Wm. Hailey,

Five sovereigns each, for the best tup of any age.

Spencer. — Inskip.

Two sovereigns each, for the heaviest crop of mangel

wurzel, of not less than three acres.

Spencer. C. Hillyard.

Two sovereigns each for the heaviest crop of Swe-
disli turnips, of not less than five acres.

Spencer. C. Hillyard.

NETHERBY FARMER'S SOCIETY.

Tills Society held its Sixteenth Annual Meeting
;uul C'attle Show, at Longtovvn, on Tuesday, Sep-
li^niber 13. The various descriptions ol' stock exlii-

biled weie numerous, and considered to be particu-

larl)- good, and tlie breeds are certainly impioving-,

altliough the season lias been unfavourable. Alter

the field business of the day was over, the President
of the institution, the Right Hon. Sir James Graham,
Bart., witli his son, jNIr. Frederick Graham, Major
Graliam, the Rev. Mr. Moor, of East Lothian, and
a number of the gentlemen and agricultuists ot the

neighbourhood, accompanied bv a large party of the
farmers of Netherby and their friends, sat down to

a very excellent dinner provided by Mr. Bndth-
waite, of the Graham Arms. Sir James occupied
the President's cliair, and IMr. Thomas Wilkin and
Mr. Gibbons acted as \^ice-Presitlents. The liealths

ofthe worthy baronet, of Lady Graham, the Patroness
of ilie institution, and her beautiful family, and of
every branch ofthe good old tree of Netherby, were
drank with the greatest enthusiasm. Many appro-
]u-iate speeches, toasts, and liealths followed, and
the evening, until a late hour, was pass d in

the most happy manner, and with that spirit

of good will, kind intercourse and conviviality

whicli characterises this well-conducted society, and
augurs well for its continued prosperity and great

utility.

Immediaiely after dinner, tlie President read over
the award ofthe Judges, and the prizes were imme-
diately paid to the following numerous competi-
tors by Mr. Yule, of Fergushill, the Secretary.

1. To the best managed First Class Farm, a Silver

Tea-pot of Ten Pounds value, Mr, John Hirrell,

of Rosetrees.

2. To the best managed Second Clan's Farm, a

Silver Tea-pot of Ten Pounds value. Mr, William
Graham, of Cubby hill.

3. To the best managed Tliird Class Farm, cash,

Four Pounds. Mr. Thomas Little, of Heathery-

knowe.
4. To the best managed small jiossession or croft,

the farmer of which may be occasionally employed
oft" his Farm, cash, Four Pounds, Mr, John Car-

ruthers, of Yulescroft.

5. To the best managed ditto ditto, on which the

farmer does not reside, under tlie same conditions as

the last, cash, Three Pounds. Mr, Robert Pleuder-

leatli, Long-town.

6. For tlie best executed Draining, by stone or

tilo, laid on slates or stone, the quantity of land laid

dry and fit for aration to be compared with the ex-

tent of the farm, without reference to the rent,

^SFirst Prize, Five Poinds, Mr. Thomas David-

son, of Arthurcross,

Second Prize, Two Pounds Five Shillings, Mr.
G. Carruthers, of Station.

7. To the 'I'enant who shall produce the best lot

of Five Galloway Cows in Milch, bona fide liis own
property, the first choice of a Galloway Bull Calf;

or a Meiier Calf, if the i'resident or V^ice-President

think fit, from the Netherby Stock. Mr. Gib-

bons, of Mossband.
B. To the Tenant who sliall produce the best lot

of Two Year Old Galloway Cattle, male or female,

not loss tlian five in number, bred on his farm and

hmui fide his property, the second choice of a Bull

Calf from the Netherby Stock, or a Heifer Calf, at

tlie option of the President or Vice-President, as

above. Mr, James Graham, of William and George

Town.
'). To the ditto who shall produce the second best
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lot of Five Year Old Cattle, male or female, under
the same conditions as the last, the lliird choice of a

Galloway Bull Calf, or a Heifer Calf, without choice,

from the Netherhy Stock, as above. Mr. Hislop, of

Moat.
12. To tlie best managed Ancient Meadow upon

the Estate, ujion which either Lime, Short Uung-, or

Compost shall have been applied for the current

crop, in proportion to the extent and capability of

the farm, cash, Two Pounds. Mr. .Tames Little, of

Batenbush.
i.'5. To the best managed Meadow, formed from

Lands not originally JMeadow, and imjiroved since

the year 1824, under the same provisions as the

last, cash, Two Pounds.
14. Among- the best kept, neatest, and cleanest

Cottages and Gardens upon the Estate, Lad}' Graham
gives prizes to the aun)unt of I'en Pounds in money,
to be awarded according to merit, by the .Tudges of
the Netberby Farmer's Society.

First Class,—John Fergusson, Lynemoor, and six

others.

Second Class,—John Leifry, Beck.
Third Class,—Tibby Little, Englishtown, and

ten others.

Premiums offered by the Netberby Farmer's So-
ciety to tlie Tenantry and Cottagers of the Right
Hon. Sir J. R. G. Graham, Bart., M.P., independent
of the Prizes offered by Sir James and Lady
Graham. Crop and year 1836.

1. To the best managed, manured, and cultivated

Turnip Crop, upon the whole Estate, the extent of
the farm and the nature of the soil being considered.
Not to be under ten acres, Three Peunds. Mr.
Wilkin, of Guards.

2. I'o the best managed Turnip Crop, under tlie

same conditions, but not exceeding ten acres. One
Pound Ten Shillings. Messrs. Tinning, of Chaple-
ton.

3. To the best ditto dittoPotatoe Crop, on the same
conditions, 'I'hree Pounds. JNIr. Saunders, of Bid-
dings.

N. B.—The successful candidates for Sir James's
Prizes, Nos. 1 and 2 not to compete for these t;vo

last-mentioned Prizes.

4. For the best Bull of the pure Galloway Breed,
huna fide the property of a Netberby Farmer, and to

serve Cows ujion the Estate until the 1st of Septem-
ber, 1836, at not more than 2s. 6d. each Cow, but
after receiving this prize, the Bull may be sold if he
lias alieady remained three years on the Estate for

the purpose of breeding. Five Pounds. Mr. Wilkin
of Bush.

5. For the second best ditto ditto on the same
conditions, the Bull to be two years old, Two
Pounds. Mr. Wilkin, of Mossband Hall.

6. For the best Cow of the Galloway Breed, bona
fide the property of a Member : the Cow to be in

milk at the time of showing, One Pound. Mr. Fer-
guson, of Englishtown.

7. For the best Galloway Hiefer bred upon the
Estate, two years old past on the 1st of March,
1836, One Pound. Mr. Johnson, of Pedderhill.

8. 'i'o tlie best ditto ditto, one year old, Ten Shil-
lings. Mr. Johnson, of Pedderliill.

9. To the best Cart Stallion, of the pure Scotch
breed, to serve in the district, and give every satis-

faction during tlie season to tiie Committee and
Judges appointed by the Society, Five Pounds.
Mr. Robert Broatche's Horse Champion.

10. To the best Brood Cart Mare, of tlie pure
Scotch breed. Two Pounds. JNIr. Wilkin, of Guards,

N.B.—This Prize to be held by the Treasurer un-

til tlie ]\Iare produce a Foal, if she has not already

produced, but she must be stinted.

11. To the second best ditto ditto, on the same
conditions, One Pound Ten Shillings. Mr. Wilson,
of Covi'rigg.

12. To the best three year old Cart Horse, Mare,
or Gelding, of tlie pure Scotch breed, bred at Ne-
tlierby. Two Pounds. Mr. Hislop, of Most.

13. 'i'o tlie best two years old Horse, Mare, or

Gelding, of the pure Scotch breed, One Pound
Ten Shillings. Messrs. finning, of Chapeltown.

14. To the best year old ditto. One Pound. i\Ir.

Graham, of Cubbyhill.

15. 'I'o the Best Boar, Two Pounds. Mr. Little,

of Guardsmill.

16. To tlie second best ditto, One Pound. Mr.
Birrell, of Rosetrees.

17. To the best Sow, One Pound. Mr. Wright,
of Oakbank.

18. 'J'o the i\Lni or Woman servant in Husbandry,
for the longest term of service with one master, but
not less than seven years. One Pound. Willian

Scott 18 yaars servant to Mr. Wilkin, of Bush.
19. For the best pen of five yearling Cheviot Wed-

ders. One Pound. Mr. Gibbons, of Burnfoot.
20. For the best ditto of five yearling Half-bred

Wedders, One Pound. Mr. Wilkin, of Bush.

AcRicui.TunAL Sale. — The sale of farming
stock at Athelhampston, late the property of J. G.
Balston, Esq., deceased, took place on Friday last, by
Air. L. S. 'Green, of Wareham. A very numerous and
most respectable company attended from various parts

of the kingdom. The arrangreraents for the sale g'ave

the highest satisfaction. After the usual conditions of

sale had been read, the auctioneer addressed the com-
pany in a neat and appropriate speech, observing- on
the great superiority of the stock exhibited, and the op-
portunity afforded to agriculturists to improve their

stocks, as he was instructed to sell without reserve.

About three hundred gentlemen partook of a cold col-

lation, which was served up in very good style by Mr.
Bailey, of the Bear Inn, W^areham. Annexed are prices

the stock realized :
—

s. d. s. d.

Full-mouthed Ewes, from . . 32 to 40 per head.
Six-teeth Ditto 37 . . 67
Four-teeth Ditto 3G 6 . . 43 6
Two-teeth Ditto 36 6 . 45 6
Lambs 26 . . 33

£. s. d. £. s, d.

Rams 3 5 to 17
Ram Lambs 2 5 .. 15 10
Yearling Heifers . . 5 10 . . 9 2 6

We congratulate our agricultural friends on the im-
provement their flocks must derive from the above sale,

affording, as it has to them, an opportunity which may
never again occur.

—

Dorset Coiuitij Chronicle.

In a bushel of Wheat of average quality, there are
contained about 500,000 grains ; and if this number is

divided by the number of square yards in an acre, one
bushel sown on an acre, gives 103 grains andS-lOths
on each square yard and on each square foot, 1 1 ^ grains,
therefore each square space measuring 3^ miles would
on an average have one seed deposited in it, from
whence is adduced the following table :

—
Nuinbev

blIsllel:^ Grains.

1...

2...

2J..
3...

3i..

500,00.)

1,000,000
1.550,000
1,500,000
1,/50,00'i

(ii-aiii« on a stj.

yard.
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WEST SUSSEX ASSOCIATION,
FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF MERITORIOUS AND

INDUSTRIOUS AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS.

The principal meeting of this Association took

place at Goodwood on Wednesday Sept. 7, and was
successful beyond the most sanguine expectations of

its supporters. The exertions whicii have been made
during the last i'ew months by the originators of this

most useful society have tended to excite veiy con-

siderable interest throughout this rich agricultural

district, and we are pleased to say that they have
been crowned with the most complete success.

Its object was at a time when the Poor Law
Amendment Act was first coming into operation, to

ascertain the moral and pecuniary condition of the

labouring population!, or, at least, of that portion of

it which has been struggling for many years with

honest pride to maintain themselves and families in-

dependent of parochial assistance. This ecd has
been most fully answered and the result must be
highly gratifying to all those who are interested in

this most important question. The society was en-

abled, by the liberality with which it was supported,
to ofl'er nearly forty premiums to the different classes

of servants engaged in agriculture, both male and
female, for which upwards of eighty candidates com-
peted. Class A.—the most important, perhaps, of
all, viz. : for labourers who have brought up large

families with the least amount of parocliial relief,

the certificates produced to the Committee most un-
exceptionably signed—included those of many la-

bourers who, with a family of eight or ten children,

had retained situations for periods varying from
twenty to thirty years, and who had received no pa-

rochial relief whatever, or only during periods of

sickness. As an encouragement, also, to those la-

bourers in whose department skill and experience
are of the utmost consequence sheep-shearing and
ploughing matches were held out as a means of af-

fording them an opportunity of displaying their

talents, and of receiving a suitable reward. The
particulars of the first, which was in June last, were
given in a former number of our paper, and the

ploughing matcli, which was the chief attraction on
\Vednesday, took place in a large field adjoining-

Goodwood Park, and presented a most pleasing and
interesting scene. The judges were Messrs. Ellman
and Putland, who kindly came from Lewes to

ofiiciate on the occasion, and a very large concourse
of persons assembled to witness it. Nineteen can-
didates started, each being required to plough lialf-

an-acre, with two horses and reins, but without a

driver. The task was completed in some instances
in little less than an hour and three quarters,and the
latest only just exceeded two liours. Among the

competitors there were two lads, both under sixteen

years of age, to both of whom, we are pleased to say,

j)remiums were awarded.
After the conclusion of this match, there was a

show of stock sheep for premiums ottered by the

Cattle Show Club, in Goodwood Park, but owing,
we understand, to the jealousy which exists between
the breeders of sheep, it did not fill well.

The premiums to the breeders of the best pens of

South Down six-tooth, four-tooth, and two-tooth

ewes, were awarded to Messrs. Iluskisson, JMr. E.

Wyatt, and Mr. A. Wyatt ; and to the breeder of

the best four-tooth South Down ram, to Mr. Charles

Duke.
An interesting scene took place after dinner when

the prizes were given to the successful candidates,

their names and services being read out by the Chair-

man; and, when they retired after having received

this honourable and to them valuable proof of their

merit, many of them were loudly cheered by the nu-
merous company prfsent.

Shortly after three o'clock a highly respectable

party, consisting of about 150 gentlemen connected

with agricultural pursuits, sat down to an excellent

cold dinner, provided by JMr. Ballard, of the Dolphin
Inn, Chichester. His Grace the Duke of Richmond,
was only prevented by his absence in Scotland from
presiding over this meeting of an Association of

which he is so eminent a Patron. His place was,
however, ably supplied by His Grace's brother. Lord
George Lennox, vrho proved his interest in the wel-

fare of the Agricultural interest of Sussex by com-
ing expressly from Erance, where he had been stay-

ing with his family, to place himself at the head of

those gentlemen who have distinguished themselves

by a similar spirit. His Lordship was supported on
his right by Mr. Putland, of Firle, and on the left by
Mr. Scrace Dickins.

Among the gentlemen present we noticed—Gen,
Crosbie, C. S. Dickins, Esq., J. Ellman, Esq.,

—

Putland, Esq., Richard Hasler, Esq., W. L. Woods,
Esq., C. Osborn, Esq., John Barton, Esq., James
Hack, Esq., T. Humphry, J. Rusbridger, Esq.,

&CC. &c.
On the removal of the cloth, the toasts of " The

King," and the " Queen and the rest of the Royal
Family," were given from the chair.

Then followed the distribution by the Chairman of

the prizes awarded to agricultural labourers both for

their moral conduct during a long term of years, as

well as for a display of superior skill in their pe-

culiar art. Each claimant, on his name being called

out, proceeded to the head of the table, where he re-

ceived tlie reward of his merit, which was accom-

ponied by a few words of congratulation from Lord
George Lennox, with a hope that they would con-

tinue to pursue that path of honesty and industry

which had hitherto characterised their career, and

which was the cause of so much honour being shown
to them that day. Loud shouts of applause followed

tlie perusal of the documents proclaiming the meri-

torious conduct of these men, and lew could help

envying their feelings at seeing themselves thus held

up as patterns of good behaviour and probity, and
examples worthy to be followed in every age, society,

and country. Those who pretend that virtue in hum-
ble life is but a name—those who boast so much of

bye-gone times to the prejudice of the present

—

should have been present on this occasion ; they

would have seen enough to convince them that, when
a desire is manifested on the part of any body of men
to encourage worth and merit, it is by no means a

difficult task to discover it, and that, too, in classes

where they would, perhaps, through ignorance, last

look for it.

On the conclusion of this agreeable duty, the

Chairman rose and said that he was sure the company
would share in the pleasure he took to drink the

healths of those worthy individuals to whom prizes

had just been awarded.
The names of those female servants whose conduct

had been thought such as to merit recompense were
then read, and tlie ]>remiums received by their mas-
ters.

The successful competitors in the ploughing match

were proclaimed, and received the reward of their

skill.

Mil. Barton called on Mr. Ellman to explain to

the company why the number of premiums originally

fixed upon had been exceeded.
Mr. Ellman was very happy to answer the call of

Mr. Barton. A mistake had arisen in consequence

T
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of his thiiiking^ that four premiums were to have been
given away in the ploughing- match , he had been
g-lad to find tijat there were four very superior
ploughmen, to whom prizes could be given ; after-

wards, however, he discovered his mistake, and that

there was the number of premiums to be conferred,
and therefore it was necessary that one man should
be excluded ; the doubt rested between Nos. 13 and
16, but as the difference between them was very
slight, the former having finished onlv a short time
before the latter, it had been determined to extend
the number of premiums from three to four, and thus
reward both the men. Slight recompenses had also
been conferred on several others.

The Chairman, before reading the names of the
successful sheep-shearers, would tell them that he
was much interested in their exertions. He had laid

a bet on them against all the fine flock-shearers of
Mr. Ellman, and he was confident they would return
from East Sussex with all the prizes.

Mr. James Hart called attention to this subject,
which he wished the more to do from having been
laughed at so on this head by their friends in East
Sussex. They had been challenged by them to come
to their ploughing match, on the 26th of Sept., and
he hoped that the Committee of this Association
would appoint two or three men to go there.

Mr. RusBRiDOER would second this proposition.
Mr. Elljian hoped that, after thev had laughed

at him, they would allow him to say five words in

reply. He begged to say that the premiums in their

ploughing match on the 26th of Sept. were open to
all Sussex, but their manner of ploughing was very
different from what he ban seen this day, and which
appeared to him extremely easy. However,he should
be delighted to have the West Sussex men, and
should be equally delighted not only to see them-
selves beaten in ploughing but also in sheep-shear-
ing, for such a rivalry would be productive of good
to both parties. By the Reform Bill the county had
been divided into two divisions, and returned four
Members of Parliament, and he hoped that one of
the Members of the Eastern Division of the county
would come and preside over them, with the same
eloquence as one of the Members of West Sussex
had displayed this day. He was glad to see that the
proposition he had made last year had produced so
much mirth at the present meeting. He would con
'elude by proposing the health of the Nobis Chairman,
than whom no one was more capable of presiding on

• this occasion.

JMr. PosTLETHWAiTE concurrcd with Mr. Ellman in

his eulogium on Lord G. Lennox, and mentioned
several circumstances in which the activity of the
Noble Lord had been exercised to the advantage of
the county, and that, too, in a time when the state of
the agricultural districts was most critical. He pro-
posed that his health should be drank with three

times three.

The Noble Chairman said that he was aware it

was difficult to make himself heard in so large a
room, and, if it were smaller, he should find the same
difficulty to express his feelings of gratitude for the
manner in which they had drank his health. He
trusted they had been acquainted with him long
enough to know that his words came from his heart.

Though he did not reside with them at ]>resent so
much as usual, it was a great satisfaction for him to

find that, when he did come among them, they re-

ceived and treated him with so much warmth and
affection, and, if he were less with them on ordinary
occasions, he hoped he had not deserted his duty
where he was so much required—in the House of
Commons. To do this was the only pledge he had

given, and, for a proof of his having kept his word,
he would refer them to his votes in Parliament, which
would show that during the whole Session he had
not been absent more than fifteen days. Mr. Pos-
tlethwaite had alluded to circumstances which had
occurred some years ago, and in which he (the Noble
Lord) had acted as he thought proper, but he was
certain the establishment of Societies, such as the
present, would do more to stop such proceedings
than any private exertions. These meetings would
do more to check the spirit of in-subordination which
unfortunately existed at the period alluded to than
all the laws. The landlord, the tenant, and the la-

bourer, had only to mix with and know each other

to become awase of the fact that their interests were
the same. Mr. Ellman had said that, in the recent

ploughing match, they had not properly buried the

stubble : he would answer that, when they went to

East Sussex, they would not only properly bury the

stubble, but the labourers also ; and, as their man-
ner of ploughing was so very easy, he would advise

Mr. Ellman to send some of his ploughmen over to

learn it, and the West Sussex ploughmen would
prove to them that they could also do the most diffi-

cult ; and whatever they did would be done in a fair

and honest way. He concluded by drinking their

very good healths.

The Chairman, in proposing the health of the

Judges, said they had a deep debt of gratitude to

pay to IVlr. Ellman and Mr. Putland, and, whatever
might have passed between him and the former, he
was sure that that gentleman would see it was only a

friendly rivalry.

Mr. Ellman, in returning thanks, said he was glad

at having had an opportunity of witnessing the

ploughing of West Sussex in the same manner as he

had been a spectator of their sheep-shearing. With
regard to the latter, he was inclined to think that the

East Sussex men were superior, judging from a meet-

ing which he had previously seen. The ploughing

match of his division of the county would be on the

26th of September, and he would promise the West
Sussex men fair play, and should even be glad to see

them carry off the prize ; but he could not see great

difficulty in the ploughing that had taken place that

day. If they considered the piece of ground chosen

uneven they would find much more uneven ground
in the other division of the county. In fact, they

considered their ploughing as only capable of being

performed by four horses, but, notwithstanding,

should feel extremely happy to see it performed by
two. Even the ground they ploughed was such as

to render the use of horses impossible, and oxen
were resorted to. He knew the land, for he had used

it twenty years. Having stated this much with re-

gard to the ploughing, he would now speak of the

sheep fair. In the first case of the three year old

ewes they had had some difficulty to decide. It

would be remembered that, at the last show of sheep

at Chichester, some sheep had been put aside, they J
not being the proper stock for flock-sheep. To-day
thev had found one pen of sheep much superior to

the others. They inquired the reason and found that

their lambs had been weaned the 1st of May, and the

others the 1st of July, which accounted for their su-

periority There had existed some difficulty with

regard t oanother class, and to decide they had

called in a third judge. He was happy to attend this

day, and would do so again if his services were re-

quired.

Mr. J. Hide proposed the health of the Uuke of

Richmond—three times three.

The Chairman was confident that if his brother

had not been far distant he would haye been glad to
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have met so respectable a body. They kaew where
he was, and he (the Chairman) thought that, in a

short time, they would not only have to send plough-

men to the eastern division of Sussex, but also to

teach them to plough in Scotland. He should like

to bear a part in the expense which would attend a

competition with East Sussex. He could not say

that he would send men over like the horse Elis,

which had just left Goodwood, but, if he were beaten,

he would send a better the next year. He would
bear half the expense if Mr. Rusbridger would bear

the other.

Mr. S. DiCKiNs proposed the health of a gentleman

who had been mainly instrumental in fovinding tliis

Association, and who had also established a similar

one in ilampshire. Every one would drink with

pleasure the health of Mr. C. Osborn (of Hayling

Island) and to the success of the West Sussex As-

sociation.

Mr. OsBORN expressed his gratification at the

honour done him. He could not take the credit

of having founded this Association ; for, if his feeble

efforts had not been followed by liberal public sup-

port, it would have fallen to the ground.

The Chairman stated that a prize of 10/ had been

awarded, though not by this Society, to Mrs. Hus-
kisson. That lady had accepted it with pride as

having gained it, but he was authorized to say tliat

she begged now to resign it for the benefit of this

Association. If they looked back at the name of

Huskisson they could only expect this liberality

from one whose husband had always been distin-

guished by this quality. They would, he was sure,

all join with him in drinking the health of this lady.

The CuAiRxMAN felt satisfied that, in announcing

the next toast, he had only to make known the name
of the Nobleman in whose honour it was to induce

them to rise and drink it with enthusiasm. It was
one who had for many years filled with honour the

important post of Lord Lieutenant of the County,

and whose support had never failed to be con-

ferred on all deserving objects who stood in need
of it. He meant the Earl of Egreraont—three times

three.

The Chaikman proposed the health of a very use-

ful officer of the Association, the Secretary. Every
person who was acquainted with him knew him as a

gentleman, who, on all occasions, filled his office with

zeal and talent.

Mr. W.H. Mason, in returning thanks, expressed

his gratification at the kind manner in which His

Lordship had proposed his health and the company
had received it. When he had accepted the situa-

tion of Secretary to the West Sussex Association he

was doubtful of his capacity to fulfill its duties, from

his total ignorance of agricultural matters, but he

had used every exertion, and, he trusted, with suc-

cess. He hoped likewise that the exertions of the

friends of this Association would not relax, that they

would not fall oft' from their subscriptions, on which

it mainly rested. Mr. M. concluded by thanking

them for the honour they had done him in drinking

his health.

The healths of the Vice Presidents of the Associa-

tion, Messrs. Hasler and Dickens, were drank with

three times three.

]\rr. Haslilr returned thanks and expressed his

opinion that this Association would serve to estab-

lislj a better connexion between master and man, and

would maintv contribute to the improvement of agri-

culture.

Lord George then left the room amidst loud cheers,

accompanied by a considerable portion of the assem-

blage, and soon after the meeting broke up.

EAST SUFFOLK AGRICULTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The cloth having been removed, and the usual

loyal toasts given from the chair, the President, (the

Earl of Stradbroke,; rose to propose " Prosperity

to the East Suffolk Agricultural Association." The
object of this Association has now been fully de-

veloped and it is highly gratifying to observe the

satisfactory progress which it has made in promoting

the interests of the poorer classes. (Cheers.) Not
five years have elapsed since much anprehension

was felt on account of the unemployed poor ; the

cause was owing, unfortunately, lo discontent and
poverty ; but I feel confident that tlie members of

this Association, by mixing themselves up with the

wants and necessities of the jioor,

—

(cheers,) did

mainly contribute to alleviate their distress, and to

set a commendable example, which has been fol-

lowed in many parts of the British Empire. (Loud
cheers.) Do not let it be supposed that I am anxi-

ous that we should take to ourselves the credit of too

great a share of this national prosperity. Full well

do I know, that the Poor Law, where it has been

carried into eflfect, by Guardians of calm mind and

of sound understanding, divested of prejudice, has

in its operation, contributed greatly to the relief of

the poor, and has been the means oi increasing the

demand for labour, without in the remotest manner

diminishing the wages of the employed. (Cheers.)

Nay, gentlemen, it has done much more than even

this : it has restored that mutual confidence between

ir.aster and man, which former bad management

had nearly extinguished. (Continued Clieers.) One
of the main objects of our meeting together, upon

this occasion, is to discuss the merits of the various

stock that has been exhibited. I may say, with

mnch truth, that it has never been equalled in any

former year, and that it does the greatest credit to

those gentlemen who have sent it to form the show.

We can never forget, that the quality of the stock,

and the great quantity of it upon a farm, are the first

and best proofs of the ability of an agriculturist

[Cheers.) This leads me to a subject wliich I have

before touched upon, but which 1 cannot too often

bring under your notice, namely, the absolute neces-

sity which exists of every possible endeavour being

made to improve the implements of agriculture. Let us

look around, and observe where the greatest prosperity

prevails. We find it in the manufacturing districts,

where almost every day the improvements effected

in machinery briug increased wealth to its owner,

and promote the happiness and comfort of those who

depend upon him for employment and support.

Whilst they progress in the arts, shall we be content

to stand still ? [Cheers.) Shall we proceed with

the implements of our forefathers, or shall we, assist-

ed by the spirit of the age, do every thing in our

power to imi)rove those implements and thus reduce

theenormous expense of cultivation? ( Loud Cheers.)

It is not very long since I ventured to hint upon the

probability that a steam plough would be invented

and well do 1 recollect, that a portion of a most en-

lightened company entertained a doubt whether such a

jjrojectcouldbo accomiilished ; the majority thought

it impossible, and 1 am not sure whether the remain-

der did uot receive the idea with ridicule. Notwith-

standing this, however, a steam plough has been in-

vented, and introduced, and with a very small al-

teration it is likely to bo brought into general use. I

mention this only to show how necessary, and how
advantageous it will be, to give this subject our

deepest and best attention. ( Cheers.) Gentlemen

no person can have the interest of agriculture more
^

T 2
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at heail than myself: and I am coavinced that means
like those, to u-hich I have alluded, are the soundest
and the best that can be devised, by which our diffi-

culties can be removed, and by which we can hope
to see the day arrive when we ahall become an ex-
porting rather than an importing nation. (Cheers.)

I now propose, that we drink "Prosperity to the
East Suflblk Agricultural Association." Three times

three, and " one cheer more.

The nest toasts were " Sir E. Kerrison and the
Army;" " The Navy;" " The Noble Chairman:"
" The Lord Lieutenant of the County."
Mr. Cornelius Welton, the Honorary Secretary,

then read the list of the prizes awarded, which were
received with loud tokens of approbation.

" Mr. Archdeckne, and the Successful Candi-
date?."—Mr. Archdeckne returned thanks.
" The ftlembers for the County."
" Lord Henniker in returning thanks, observed

that he had then the honour of meeting them for the
fourth time, and he must take shame to himself for
not having been able to send a specimen of the pro-
duce of—(Sir Thos. Gooch exclaimed " High Suf-
folk !")—High Suffolk, as the Hon. Bart, had desig-
nated his place of residence ; but he had always un-
derstood it to have been designated as a terra in-

cognita but he was not ashamed to say he was one
of its inhabitants. {Loud laughter.) He would not
make any political allusions, but he hoped a day of
greater prosperity than hitherto seen was dawning
upon the farmer, and he hoped that they might now
entertain a well founded expectation that the difficul-

ties which have assailed us are nearly at an end.
(Cheers.) With respect to the Poor Laws, he did
think that there had been an earnest anxiety on the
part of both the Commissioners and the Board of
Guardians—at least on the part of those with whom
he was personally acquainted—a disposition to act
with leniency towards the poor man, to reward the
honest and industrious and to correct the idle and
profligate. (Cheers) In corroboration of what had
fallen from the Noble Chairman, on the subject of
Steam Ploughs, he begged to state that he had re-
ceived a letter from a friend in Lincolnshire, who
informed him that they were capable of harrowing
30 acres and ploughing 8 acres per day. (Applause.)

Sir Charles Vere, M. P., was also favourably
received. He said, I am quite sure that if parties,
who have cast reflections upon the motives and in-
tentions of those who are engaged in promoting the
interests of agriculture, could have witnessed what
we have seen in the course of this day, and given
their attendance at this meeting, they would at once
be satisfied, that the agriculturists have no selfish

ends of their own to advocate—that they require no
benefits at the expense of any other portion of the
community ; and that the situation of the labouring
classes, comes under the fullest, the best, and the
most anxious consideration. (Loud cheering.) I
will not say anything regarding the nature of those
duties which his noble Colleague and himself had
imposed upon them during the last Uw months, and
the questions that had come before them as repre-
sentatives of the Eastern Division of this county. It

had been our endeavour to take that course which
should be most beneficial to the land, and to its

interests ; and if we have been disappointed in our
expectations, in some respects, still I am quite sure
that an impression had been made upon the reason-
able, the thinking, and the reflecting portions of the
community ; as well as upon the minds of those who
manage the public affairs, of the actual state and
circumstances in which we are placed : and we are
now in their estimation, placed in a more favourable

light and in a better situation, than the one in which
we stood and occupied before. (Loud cheers.) It is

quite evident to those who are accustomed to observe
and reflect, upon what we have done, that the farm-
ing interest, requires nothing but what it had fairly
a right to ask

—

(cheers)—and indeed it would be very
wrong, on our part, to allow it to be supposed, that
anything except what is fair towards every other
class of the community, is required in behalf of the
agriculturists. That such is our desire is strongly
evident, both from the patience with which we bear
our disappointments, and tlie moderation of our tone
in asking for redress ; and I can only repeat, that all

who view our situation with impartiality and without
prejudice, will do us the credit to believe, that we
ask only what is just and compatible with the public
interests. (Cheers.) Having the honour to represent
an agricultural county, I feel that, whilst I ask for
what is fair in behalf of agriculture, I am only asking
for what is fair towards the community at large. So
thoroughly blended is the prosperity of the manufac-
turing with the well being of the landed interest,

that if the latter, only ask for, and receive, that fair

proportion of relief, to which it is entitled, I am
quite sure, it will always conduce to the prosperity
of the country at large. {Cheers.)

" The health of the Bishop and Clergy of the Dio-
cese."—The Hon. and Rev. F. Hotham returned
thanks, and was followed by Dr. Etough, who
spoke of the advantages accruing from cottage al-

lotments. On the health of " Mr. Shawe and the

other Vice Presidents" being proposed,

R. N. Shawe, Esq., rose and returned thanks.

When this Institution was first established, he went
on to observe, some prophet of evil, alleged that be-

fore it had been in existence two years, we should all

separate by different ways—that we all entertained dif-

ferent opinions, and that the Society would be of no
practical use whatever. I congratulate you however,
upon this our fifth anniversary ; for you have had a

better show ofstock, and have now a more full attend-

ance at this table, than were ever seen at any pre-

vious meeting. (Loud cheers.) It may be asked
how does this arise ? The whole secret is told in two
words : you have adhered to the original plan upon
which this institution was established : you have
endeavoured to improve the breed of stock : you
have rewarded the labourer for due and proper at-

tention to his service : and by the premiums awarded
you have awakened active exertion, and stimulated

the industry of the farmer. These principles you
have followed up, you have also evaded all party

politics : and we meet here united as a body, to do
the best we can by individual efforts to promote the

interests of agriculture. (Loud cheers.) In the first

instance, it was said that Suffolk could not bring

forward the best breed of stock. It is true, that, till

lately, under the fostering influence of this Associa-

tion, due attention was not paid ; butnow, weare
exporting the best sheep into other counties ; and
those counties, therefore, from which we formerly

were accustomed to make our purchases, have now
become our customers. (Cheers) This is import-

ant in another point of view. It seems that we have
hitherto pursued a wrong course :—that we have
depended entirely for our remuneration from the

plough ; it is now our duty however, in consequence

of the low price of wheat, to pay more attention to

stock. But it seems that some anticipations are en-

tertained, about a steam plough, which has

been invented. I only hope and trust that your Lord-

ship's prophecies or predictions may be perfectly

realised, and that, by means of steam, you may so

lower the cost of production, as that the farmer may
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derive a remunerating profit from his labour j but in

the mean time, I think a considerable period must
elapse before a steam-plough can be brought into

practical operation, and it becomes us agriculturists

to see, what we can do, till the invention is brought
to maturity. (Loud cheers.) I learn, from the
report of the evidence given before tlie late Agricul-
tural Committee, that the Scotch farmers do, in point
of fact, cultivate their land at very much less cost
than ourselves. How that is effected I know not. I

attribute it not to the want of skill, attention, or in-

dustry on the part of the Suifolk farmer : but the

fact is broadly stated in the report; and if it be so as

represented, I think it would be worth while if this

institution were to turn its attention to the point,

and send some of its own members patiently to in-

quire into all the causes, and to ascertain whether
some mode of cultivation used by the Scotch, and
at present unknown to us, might not be adopted in

our own county. I'he evidence in the report con-
firms the opinion that, if the low price of wheat be
caused by superabundant growth in our own coun-
try, it is impossible that any remedy can be provided
by legislative enactment. The Committee which
sat in 1821, of which Sir Thomas Gooch was Chair-
man, made a report to that effect, and we see that

opinion confirmed by the evidence given in 1836. It

has been observed that grass land bears no propor-
tion to the quantity of arable ; and I believe if you
look over the farms in Suffolk, you will not find

more than one-fifth in grass. Now, that small pro-
portion certainly does not enable the farmer to carry
the stock which he ought to do ; and it is to the lat-

ter alone that the farmer must look for adequate pro-
fit upon the investment of his capital. I know, in

addition, that wherever marsh land is brought into

the market for hire, persons run after it, and offer

from 21. to nearly 31. per acre. (Cries of " No, no,")

It is quite impossible not to see, that unless we turn
round with the times, and we have turned with
them before, the agriculturist interest of this coun-
try will not be in a flourishing condition. I say this

because I see some persons are disposed to lay

down their land into grass, and it is absolutely ne-

cessary tliat it should be done ; for, suppose the re-

muneration to be small which the farmer receives
from the produce of his farm, how does he remove
the difficulty ? First, he tries to diminish his expen-
diture, and, if that fail, he diminishes the quantity

grown. You must turn your attention to stock

;

you must lay down your land into grass ; and if you
do this, you will find the landlords of Suffolk ready
to assist you in your undertaking. To return to the
point from which t started. After the exertion used
by yourselves to endeavour to place yourselves in a
different position, there are other things that may be
done by tbe Government. Only three years ago,

nearly all the county of Suffolk was mad about the

repeal of the malt tax ; but a few months afterwards,

it was told that the tax was not worth being taken

off, and that it was of no importance to the farmer.

Now, if you proceed in the question, you will even-

tually be relieved, and if you ask that the tax

be reduced to 10s. a quarter, I feel certain that you
will obtain wliat you require, a reverend gentle-

man has alluded to the cottage allotment system. I

have practicably adopted it for a number of years,

but I have found it beneficial only to a certain ex-

tent. It is of great advantage to the able-bodied la-

bourer, who has a large family of children to main-

tain. The noble Lord in the chair alluded, in his

opening speech, to the poor laws. I know that the

most exagerated opinions have gone forth upon that

subject : one party alleges that there has been a

great saving, and another, that there has been no
saving at all. We must believe neither—and as to
the savings that arise from it, considering the value
of the measure as a whole—I say the proportion of
savings sink into perfect insignificance. I speak
this upon the authority of many gentlemen, who in
the first instance were opposed to the principle of
the measure, and who now tell us that the labourers
can find work, and that masters are glad to afford
employment, 'i'his. therefore, is a benefit, morally
and physically, to the labouring classes; and of
more value to the community than any saving which
may be derived from the measure,

Mr. Shawe sat down amidst loud cheering. (Ow-
ing to some confusion between a waiter and some of
the party, Mr. Shawe was repeatedly interrupted.)

The health of" Sir T. Gooch, Bart."
Sir T. Gooch said, allusions had been made in the

course of the evening by certain gentlemen, to the
New Poor Law Bill, and he professed liis adhesion
to the opinions therein given. It had given him
much pain to observe that in some places where
meetings had been held upon the subject, objections
had been thrown out against the Bill on the ground
that the measure tended in a very remarkable de-
grea to grind down the poor. It was his opinion
that the Bill had an entirely contrary effect—it was
calculated to raise the poor—enabling the poor man
to get his living independently, and to obtain his
bread as he ought to obtain it, without the assistance
of the parish. He had no doubt that most of the
gentlemen present had found out long ago that he
(Sir Thomas Gooch) was no Whig ; it was also
known, that the Poor Law Bill was brought in by
the Whigs, but he would say, so high an opinion did
he entertain of the measure, that if it had been intro-

duced by the bitterest Radical that ever lived, he
would have given him willingly the credit he de-
served.

A. Arcdeckne, Esq., having given up the prizes

obtained by him for stock, to the funds of the Society,

was presented with a silver medal. He returned
thanks accordingly.

The health of "J. Moseley, Esq., and the Com-
mittee." J. Moseley, Esq., returned thanks.

The Chairman gave the healths of the Secretary

(Mr. C. Welton, Wickham-market) and the Trea-
surer (Mr. J. Wood, Woodbridge). Mr. Welton's
health was drank with three times three.

Mr. Welton returned his best thanks for the

honour which the noble President had conferred up-
on him in proposing his health to the meeting, and
he begged to assure them that if his (Mr. Welton's)
public services had been in any way instrumental in

aiding the establishment and increasing the prospe-

rity of the East Suffolk Agricultural Society, it was
owing to those services having been directed and
supported by the knowledge and condescension of
the Noble Earl who presided over the institution.

He (Mr. Welton) would always continue to labour in

tlie same cause as he had always done, witli the

strictest integrity and with increased zeal.

Mr. J. Wood (Treasurer) returned thanks.

The Chairman gave the health of the Judges of

the Stock—Mr. Boys and others.

Mr. Bovs (Waldersham) begged to return most

heartily and sincerely his best thanks for the compli-

ment conferred upon him, and if he ever at any
period of his life lamented his inability to express his

ieelings adequately to the occasion, it was at the

present moment. He had attended at the meeting to

perform one of the most unthankful offices to which

a man could be elected—that of a judge upon the
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merits and demerits of the stock exhibited that day.

He trusted that every gentleman was satisfied that

he had been treated fairly, and he sincerely hoped
that the want of success of some would only act as a

stimulus to exert themselves on other occasions. It

had been his fortune to have been brought up under
one of the best judges of sheep, and the best of men,
the well-known Mr. Ellman, and therefore he (Mr.
Boys) thought it more than probable that he had im-
bibed from him some of those sound principles of
judgment which were universally acknowledged and
unrivalled. He would impress upon the agricul-

turists of this country, and indeed all otherparts oftbe
country, the advantage that would accrue to them
by paying the most minute attention to the breeding
of their stock. What, he would ask, had produced
the celebrity which had attached itself to the Roast
Beef of Old England, but that attention to the breed-
ing of stock which had made 2lbs. of meat grow
where 1 lb. had grown before ? Let the agricul-

turists remember that—let tbem never forget that

the art of breeding consisted in great attention, in

the first place to selection. It was a principle laid

down as an unerring truth, (hat "like would beget
like." An animal to be perfect must be symmetri-
cal—symmetry would show constitution—a good con-
stitution induced a disposition to fatten—then meat
was produced, and meat they all knew was profit.
He begged all agricturists to reject the breeding of
imperfect animals, Mr, Boys also informed the
meeting that Mr, Coke, of Norfolk, had tried many
experiments on the crossing of the breed of sheep,
but tliey had all failed to produce the desired result,
and that he recommended all farmers to study the breed
of Souihdowns, in preference to Norfolks, (

'r any other
breed, and they would then improve also their i]ua-
lityofwool. He (Mr, Boys) had asked, not long
since, one of the greatest buyers of wool in the woild",
Mr, Lagg, of Bermondsey, why he did not come to
Suffolk to buy wool, and he informed him that he
did not like the wool produced there, there was too
much grey and black in it to suit his purpose. He
(Mr. Boys) begged them, as they valued good
breeding, to reject in future the whole race of black-
faced sheep. He heartily wished the highest suc-
cess to the East Suffolk Agricultural Association,
By the opinions and sentiments thrown out at meet-
ings similar to the present, much good and advan-
tage accrued to the farmer. He recollected his
father telling a story, that many years ago, when at-
tending one of the VVobum Agricultural meetings, on
his road home, he met an old farmer, who, taciturn to
a degree, refused for some time to answer any ques-
tions that were put to him. On being asked what he
was thinking about so deeply, the, man replied that
he was endeavouring to discover the use of the
meeting which they both just had left. His (Mr.
Boys) father immediately observed, that the use of
such meetings was to set such men as him (tlie far-
mer) and others interested in agricultural pursuits,
thinking upon the subject, with which answer the
farmer was well pleased ; and if he (Mr, BoysJ had
said anything that evening which would have the
effect of inducing any gentleman present to think on
the subject upon which he had so briefly and imper-
fectly addressed them, he should feel himself well
rewarded for his trouble (Cheers.)

The Chairman said that he could not concede to
all the opinions which Mr, Boys had given in his
very excellent speech. Out of the breed of sheep
which Mr, Boys had sjioken of, from 468 ewes he had
got 776 lambs. His ewes, wJien sold, produced,
with their wool, 31s, 6d each.

Mr. Boys expressed his astonishment at the

prices ; but said his Lordship did not inform them
if the buyers improved upon his bargain, nor did he
give the weight of the animals.

Sir T, Goorii said, that he wished to inform INIr.

Boys that he got 42s. for the flock wool and 56s, for

hogget, "i he question appeared to him to lie be-

tween purity and impurity, and though he (Sir T.
Gooch) was generally considered a moral man, he
thought that this time he should take the part of im-
purity. (A laugh.)

'I'he health of " Mr, T, Lawson," a member of the

Yorkshire Agricultural Society.—Mr, Lawson re-

turned thanks.

The Noble President then quitted the chair and
the company soon after left the scene of festivity.

AN ACT TO REGULATE PARO-
CHIAL ASSESSMENTS,

[19t/i August, 1836,]

All Rates to be made on the net annual Value oj'tha

Property.— Proviso.

Whereas, it is desirable to establish one uniform
mode of rating for the relief of the poor throughout
England and Wales, and to lessen the cost of appeal
against an unfair rate : be it enacted by the King's
most Excellent Majesty, by, and with the advice and
consent of the Lords spiritual and temporal, and
Commons in this present Parliament assembled, and
by the authority of the same, that from and after such
period, not being earlier than the twenty-first day of
March next, after the passing of this Act, as the Poor
Law Commissioners shall by any order under their

seal of office direct, no rate for tlie relief of the poor in

England and Wales shall be allowed by any Justices,

or be of any force, which shall not be made upon an
estimate of the net snnaal value of the several here-

ditaments rated thereunto ; that is to say, of the rent

at which the same might reasonably be expected to

let from year to year, free of all usual tenants, rates,

and taxes, and tithe commutation, rent-charge, if any,

and deducting therefrom the probable average annual
cost of the repairs, insurance, and other expences, if

any, necessary to maitain them in a state to command
such rent : Provided always, that nothing herein

contained shall be construed to alter or affect the

principles or different relative liabilities (if any^ ac-

cording to which different kinds of hereditaments
are now by law rateable.

Rates to be made in a given Form.—Nothing herein to

prevent Ownersfrom compounding for Rates.

II. And be it further enacted, 'I'hat every such rate

made alter the said period shall, in addition to any
other particular which the form of makir.g out such
rate shall require to be set forth, contain an account
of every particular set forth at the head of the re-

spective columns in the form given in the Schedule
to this Act annexed, so lar as the same can be ascer-

tained ; and the churchwardens and overseers, or

other officers whose duty it mav be to make and lew
the said rate, or such a number of the said church-
wardens and overseers or other ofllicers as are compe-
tent to the making and levying of the same, shall,

before the rate is allowed by the justices, sign the

declaration given at the foot of the said form ; and
otherwise the said rate shall be of no force or validity :

Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall

be construed to prevent the owners of tenements
from compounding for the rates to be assessed on the

same, in such manner as they were by any statute or

statutes enabled to do before the passing of this Act,
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so tbat the gross estimated rental of the heredita-

ments compounded for, be entered on the rate in the

proper column.

Power to order new Surveii and Vahtation,

III. And be it enacted. That when it shall be
made to appear to the poor law commissioners by
representation in writing- from the board of g'uar-

dians of any union or parish under their common
seal, or from the majority of the clmrchwardens and
overseers or otherofficers competentas aforesaid to the

making and levying- the rate, that a fair and correct

estimate for tlie aforesaid purposes cannot be made
without a new valuation, it shall be lawful for the

poor law commissioners, where they shall see fit, to

order a survey, with or without a map or plan, on

sucli scale as they shall think fit to be made and
taken of the messuag-es, lands, and other heredita-

ments liable to poor rates in such parish, or in all or

any one or more parishes of such a union, and a

valuation to be made of the said messuages, lands,

and other hereditaments according to their annual

value, and to direct such guardians to appoint a fit

person or persons to make and take every such sur-

vey, map or plan, and valuation, and to make provi-

sion for paying- the costs of every such, survey, map
or plan, and valuation either by a separate

rate or by a charge on the poor rates, as they may
see fit : but in case of such charge being made, then

provisions shall be made for paying- off not less than

one-fifth of the sum charged on the rates, and such
interest as may from time to time be payable in re-

pect of such charge or any part thereof, in each suc-

ceeding- year, till the whole is repaid.

Power for Surveyors to enter and eTamine Lands, S^c.j

for purposes of Siirvey aiid Plans.

IV. And be it further enacted. That for the pur-

pose of making- every such survey, map or plan, and
valuation, it shall be lawful for the person or persons

so to be appointed for making tlie same respectively,

together with their and every of their assistants and
servants, at all reason-able times, until the same re-

spectively shall be completed, to enter, view, and
examine, survey and admeasure, all and every part

of the messuages, lands, and other hereditaments

aforesaid, and to do or cause to be done any act or

thing necessary for making such survey, map or

plan, and valuation : Provided always, that any map.
Survey, plan, or valuation made previously to the ap-

pointment of such person or persons which shall be
tendered to him or them, and which shall be in his or

their judment and to liis or their satisfaction a just

and true map or survey, proper for the purposes
aforesaid, may be used for such purposes.

Power to take Copies or Extracts of Rates gratis.—Pen-
alty for Bcfusal to permit.

V. And be it further enacted. That it shall be law-

ful for any person or persons rated to the relief of

the poor of the parish in respect of which any rate

shall be made, at all reasonable times, to take copies

thereof or extracts therefrom without paying any-

thing for the same, anything in any Act of Parliament

to the contrary notwithstanding ; and in case the per-

son or persons having the custody of such rate shall

refuse to permit or shall not permit such i)erson or

persons so rated as aforesaid to take copies thereof

or extracts therefrom, the person or persons so re-

fusing or not permitting such copy or extract to be

made shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding

five pounds, to be recovered in a summary way be-

fore any justice of the peace having jurisdiction in

the parisli or place.

Justices acting in Petty Sessions tn hold Four Special

Sessions in the Year to hear Appeals.—Seven Days
Notice to be given of Objections.—Proviso.

VI. And be it enacted, That the justices acting- in

and for every petty sessions division shall four times

at least in every year hold a special sessions for hear-

ing appeals against the rates of the several parishes

within their respective divisions, and shall cause

public notice of the time and place when and where
such special sessions will be holden to be affixed to

or near to the door of the parish church of the sa id

parishes, twenty-eight days at the least before ti e

holding of the same ; and such special sessions shall

and may be adjourned from time to time by the jus-

tices there present, as they may think fit ; and at

such special or adjourned sessions the justices there

present shall hear and determine all objections to any
such rate on the ground of inequality, unfairness, or

incorrectness in the valuation of any hereditaments

included therein, which decision shall be binding
and conclusive on the parties, unless the person or

persons impugning such decision shall within four-

teen days after the same shall have been made cause

notice to be given in writing of his, her, or their in-

tention of appeeling- against such decision, and of

the matter or cause of such appeal, to the person or

peasons in whose favour such decision shall have

been made, and within five days after giving such

notice shall enter into a recognizance before some
justice or the peace, with sufficient securities, con-

ditioned to try such appeal at the then next general

sessions or q\iarter sessions of the peace which shall

first happen, and to abide the order of and pay such

costs as shall be awarded by the justices at such

quarter sessions, or any adjournment thereof; and

such justices, upon hearing and finally deiermining

auch matter or appeal, shall and may, according to

their discretion, award such costs to the party or

parties appealing or appealed against as they shall

think proper, and their determination in or concern-

ing the premises shall be conclusive and binding on

all parties, to all intents and purposes whatsoever :

Provided slways, that no such objection shall be in-

quired into by the said justices in special session

unless notice of such objection in writing under the

hand of the complainant shall have been given, seven

days at least before tlie day appointed for such spe-

cial session, to the collector, overseers, or other per-

sons by whom such rate was made : Provided also,

that the said justices in special session sh-all not be

authorized to inquire into the liability of any here-

ditaments to be rated, but only into the true value

thereof and into the fairness of the amount at which

the same shall have been rated.

Justices may act luith. all the Powers of Justices in

Quarter Sessions.

VII. And be it enacted. That the justices present

at any such special or adjourned session sliall for

the aforesaid purpose have all the powers of amend-

ing or quashing any such rate so objected to of any

parish or other district within tlieir division, and

likewise of awarding costs to be paid by or to any

of the parties, and of recovering such costs, which

any court of quarter sessionsof tlie peace has upon ap-

peals from any snch rate, except as herein excepted :

Provided always, that no order of the said justices

sliall be removed by certiorari or otherwise into any

of his Majesty's courts of record at Westminster:

Provided also, that notliing in this Act contained

shall be construed to "deprive any person or persons

of the right to appeal against any rate to any court

of general or quarter sessions : Provided -also, that

no order of the said justices in special session shall

be of any force pending any appeal touching the
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same subject matter to the court of general or quar-
ter sessions of the peace having jurisdiction to try

such appeal, or in opposition to the order of any such

court upon such appeal.

Act confined to England and Wales.

VIII. And be it enacted, That this Act shall ex-

tend only to England and Wales,

Act 7nay be repealed this Sessioji.

IX. And be it further enacted, That this Act may
be repealed or amended bv any Act which shall be

passed in this session.
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in the said Parish
at the hour of ^

day offt

meeting will be held at f
on

:J:
the § day of

in the** noon.
Given under our hands * this ft

183 ft

Directions to be observed with respect to the
above form.

* If one person only sign the notice, the singular

must be substituted for the plural throughout the

notice, at the several places marked*.

t Here state the place of meeting distinctly.

t The day of the week on which the meeting is to

be held.

§ The day of the month, not being less than

twenty-one clear days from the date of the notice.

II
The month.

if The hour of meeting.
** Say " fore" or " after."

tt Date of month, month, and year.

The attention of persons giving the notice is espe-

cially called to the folloiving -points:—
This notice must be signed either by landowners

whose interest comprises a full fourth of the value
of the lands of the parish subject to tithes ; or by
titheowners whose interest embraces a full fourth
of the tithes ; or by the duly authorized agents of
such parties.

And the interest by clause 19 must be ascer-

tained by the poor rate, if any exist in the parish,

which should be carefully examined before the no-
tice is affixed, in order to ensure its accurac)' in

this respect ; or if there be no such rate, the pro-
portional interest must be estimated according to

the rules by which property of the same kind is

by law rateable to the relief of the poor.

It must be fixed on the church doors, or on
some other public place within the parish where
notices are generally fixed, at least twenty-one
days before the day of meeting.

It must also be advertized twice during the
21 days in some newspaper in general circulation

in the county where the parish is situated. The
advertisements will not be chargeable with any
stamp duty.

The commissioners also require that a copy of
the notice should be sent to the post on the day
of its being affixed, addressed to " The Tithe
Commissioners for England and Wales, London."
There must also be annexed to the copy, when the
meeting is called by landowners, a schedule con-
taining the particulars required in the form on the
other side ; but the notice advertised in the news-
paper need not contain the whole of the particu-
lars in the schedule; it will suffice if the names of

the landowners, or their duly authorised agents,
appear at the foot of the advertisement.
And on the copy so sent to the commissioners

should be endorsed a memorandum of the day and
hour of affixing the same, and of the place where
the same is affixed, which memorandum must be

signed by the person affixing the notice ; such
person must also preserve a duplicate copy, with

a like memorandum, to produce to the parochial

meeting, in order to prove that the notice has

been duly given.

When the meeting is called by titheowners, to

the copy of notice should be annexed a statement

of the value of the whole tithes of the parish, and

the proportional interest therein, which is held by
the parties calling the said meeting.

The newspaper, with the notice twice inserted,

must also be produced at the meeting ; and should

be preserved, as should the power of attorney by
which any agent is authorised to act on behalf of
any landowner or titheowner; such power, or an
attested copy thereof, must be appended to any
agreement which may be come to.

The power of attorney may be in the following
form, namely :

—

" I, A.B,, of do hereby appoint
C. D., ot to be my lawful attorney
to act for me in all respects as if I myself were pre-
sent and acting in the execution of an Act passed in
the sixth and seventh years or his present Majesty,
intituled • An Act for the Commutation of Tithes in
England and Wales.' "

It will be adviseable that all such powers of at-
torney should be attested by one witness.

If, when a parochial meeting has been duly as-
sembled, an adjournment of the said meeting shall
be desiredby a majority of the persons attending
such meeting, the chairman may adjourn the same
to any time or place then by him to be declared

;

and so from time to time in like manner ; notice
of every adjourned meeting, signed by the chair-
man, must be affixed conspicuously on the outside
of the building in which such meeting, or the last

adjournment thereof shall have been holden. (See
the 20th section of the Act.)

SCHEDULE.
Parish of' .

County of

Names of Land
owners sign

ingthe Notice
of Parochial
INIeeting here-

unto annexed.

Names of Oc-
cupiers

respect of

whose Lands
the Notice
is signed

D
E
F
G
H
I

Total..£

Amount of

Assessment
of each Oc
cupierinthe
Poor-rate

£ s. d.

10
20
5

70
21 10 ~
3 7 6

129 17 6

Remarks.

Gross amount of Poor-rate assessed "j

on all the lands (subject to tithes) >£400
in the Parish J

One-fourth part in value £100 —
Interest of landowners signing the"!

noticeforcallingaParochialMeet- >£129 17
ing, as above set forth J

Signature of person trammitting
above notice

Date

the

N. 15. If there be no poor-rate in the parish, then the
proportional interest of the landowners signing the no-
tice must l)e estimated according to the rules by which
l)roperty of the same kind is by law rateable to the re-
lief of the poor.

JCxruAoitoiNAuv Fact. — It is not generally

known that a spadeful of coals, daily mixed up as ordi-

nary food, has been found to be the best method in the

world of fattening swine. A gentleman in this vicinity

has for some time practised it with eminent success !

—

FAgin Courier.— [It would be well if our contemporary
could get this fact confirmed by the gentleman himself.

—Ed. M.L. E.]
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ON UNDER-GROUND DRAINING.

Most occupiers of land are fully aware that the

first and greatest improvement of wet land is

draining ; but they do not agree as to the most

proper means for effecting that desirable object.

So much depends upon soil, subsoil, and other lo-

calities, no positive rules can be given for the

draining process. Experience is the best guide,

and the tact or art of effecting the most good, at

the least comparative expense, can only be ac-

quired by extensive practice, close observation,

aud correct calculation. Hence young practi-

tioners frequently commit great errors, lose much
valuable time, and expend large sums of money to

little good purpose. But although no positive

rules can be given, a few general remarks and

practical hints from an old drainer may be of ser-

vice to the inexperienced : and with that view the

present communication is made, by one who has

had long and extensive practice in land-draining.

As the writer does not pretend to advance any-

thing new on the subject, his remarks may not

be interesting- to old practitioners ; but as he will

endeavour to point out prevalent errors, with in-

strnctions for improvement, he is not without

hopes his efiort in that way may be of some ser-

vice to young beginners ; and to such he begs

leave to address himself.

Extensive bogs are usually drained under the

direction of professional scientific men, and any
criticism upon their operations would be super-

fluous in this place. Neither will it be necessary

to remark upon open or surface drains, ditches,

or water-furrows, as these are generally well exe-

cuted by attentive farrtiers ; but under-draining of

springy land in all its varieties of broken mea-
sure, and upon other land retentive of wet,

though carried to a great extent by farmers and
other land occupiers, is not generally so well con-

ducted by them as surface-draining. The follow-

ing remarks will therefore be confined to under-

ground or covered drains, commencing with those

usually called

Furrow-Drains.—Much injury has been done,

and serious loss sustained, from the imprudent
practice of levelling and straightening high

crooked ridges upon retentive subsoil, without
taking the precaution of draining the furrows in

the first instance. In such cases, the only sure

remedy is by opening the ground in the lines of

the old furrows, and putting covered drains into

them. Cross drains do not effect so perfect a

cure as furrow-drains upon land so mismanaged.
In setting covered drains of every description,

whether with tile, stone, brushwood, turf, or any
other material, particular attention should be paid

to securing an open space at the bottom of every

drain for a watter-channel. Many farmers are

not aware of the propriety of that measure, and
others too negligent to attend to it. They fill

their drains with stones or other material, thrown
in promiscuously : those are called rubble-drains

;

and the farmer feels satisfied of their efficacy, be-
cause he sees water oozing out at their ends. It

is true, water percolates through the material in

the rubble-drains, but at different levels, seldom
at the bottom, and sometimes at the very top of

the rubble ; consequently, they are entirely decep-

tive in effect. Any person entertaining a doubt
on the subject, may readily satisfy himself, bj'

opening a short space by the side of a rubble-

drain in wet weather. He will then see the

water issue out of the rubble, and rise in the

opening, before he has dug near to the bottom of

the drain—a clear proof it does not work well,

and that the water being so obstructed in its

course, stagnates in the drain, and saturates the

adjoining land ; whereas, had the drain been set

open at bottom, the water would have had a free

passage, and the land been relieved from super-

fluous moisture. Obvious as this must appear to

every unprejudiced person, it is quite surprising

with what tenacity some farmers, even at the pre-

sent day, maintain a contrary opinion. The writer

of this article has frequently met with such in-

stances of perverseness, nor could he by any
means induce the sceptics to prove the fact by the

simple means here recommended. The advocates

of rubble-drains argue—" That water runs out at

the ends of such drains, which is quite sufficient

;

and that, w ere they to set drains open at the bot-

tom, rats and moles would creep into them, and
stop them up." Without doubt such vermin do

occasionally creep into drains, but are not likely

to stop them up, as they will not lodge in a water-

course. But even if they did so, the stoppage

could only be temporary ; for the water in the

drains would rise up to the level of the loose ma-
terial, above the tiles or set stones, percolate be-

tween them, and drop into the drain below the

obstruction, which would soon be washed awaj',

and the water-course be again left clear.

Tiles, properly made and well burned, are not

only handiest, but the best material for setting in

the bottom of drains. They ensure a clear water-

course. A drain two feet deep, set open at bot-

tom, is more effective than one four feet deep,

filled with rubble, and is not half so expensive.

Small stones, or other loose rubbish, shoidd belaid

above the drain-tiles, or set stones, to act as con-

ductors of wet. In most cases, about one foot

deep of such material is thought sufficient. Some
farmers fill their drains with small stones and

other rubbish so high, that the ploughshare

touches the material in its opetations; and the

farmer thinks it indispensably necessary the

drains should be so filled, under an idea that

the top-water would not find its way into the un-

der-drains by any other means. That is a bad

practice, prompted by error in judgement, and
effected at great unnecessary expense.

It is quite obvious, where the ploughshare dis-

turbs the material in under-drains, it opens a

passage for surface-water into the drains ; but the

advocates of this measure should recollect, that

water so admitted into a drain carries much earth

with it, and soon chokes the drain up. Surface-

water will find its way into under-drains without the

aid of the ploughshare. An old draining adage says,

and says truly, " If one drop of water finds its way
down, two will assuredly follow." When water is

drained off at bottom, it gives place to moisture

descending from above. "You cannot put more
liquid into a barrel already full of it ; but draw
from the tap-cock, you may then pour into the

the bung-hole." These sayings, though homely,
are applicable to the case in point.

The operation of opening furrow-drains is great-

ly facilitated by commencing with a common
plough, going once about, and throwing out a

good furrow on each side. Two cuts or grafts

with the spade will then, in most cases, be

a sufficient depth. The curved grafting-tool is

more effective in cutting out strong subsoil than

the common garden-spade. A conic-shaped graft-

ing-tool answers best for cutting out the bottom

drain. Furrow-drains should be cut narrow, the
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bottom of just sufficient width to receive the
draining-tiles. When the cutting is finished, the
loose earth should be carefully cleared out of the
bottom, with a scoop made for the purpose. Great
care and attentien should be paid to setting and
filling the drains. The tiles being laid in a line

along the side of the drain, the workman stands

in the bottom of the drain, having one foot placed

immediately behind the other ; he reaches one
tile at a time, and lays it firm on the bottom be-

fore him ; lie then moves his feet back, places

another tile, and so on to the end of the drain.

Small stones, or other loose rubbish, are then put
over the tiles, and a layer of turf or sprinkling of

litter is put over the rubbish, to prevent the earth

sinking among it. Where no small stones or other
loose rubbish can be procured to lay upon the
tiles, turf or litter sliould then be laid immediately
above the tiles, and the drain be filled up with
surface-soil, that beinggenerally more porous than
clay or tile dug ftom the bottoms of drains.

Horses should not be allowed to to tread upon
new-made, shallow-covered drains ; neither
should cart-wheels pass along or over them.
When furrow-drains are intended to be set

with stones, is not necessary, in all cases, to cut
the drains so wide at bottom, as to admit of stones

being set square on the sides, and have broad
coverers placed over them as in deep drains.

Stones may be set to give a free water-course in

drains cut as narrow at bottom as from drain-

tiles. The workman places himself in the drain
in the same form as when layin» tiles, and the
stones intended for setting being laid along the
side, he reaches them as required. There are
various methods of setting stones in the bottoms
of narrow drains. One only shall be described
here. It answers best in strong clay. The drain

being five inches wide at bottom, place one end
of the set stone in the angle at the bottom on one
side, and lay the other end against the opposite
side of the drain ; the set stones being, eight

or nine inches long, will then leave a clear trian-

gular-shaped aperture for a water-course at bot-

tom. The workman then selects other stones,

and places them above the first setters, so as to

form another triangular opening on the opposite
side of the drain ; thus forming a secondary
water-course, if the first should be either ob-
structed or overcharged with water. Small stones

are then put over the set stones, and the drain
finished in the same manner as in tile-draining.

Shallow under-drains in the alignement of the

ridges, called furrow-drains, arc more effective

than deep cross-drains upon strong land, imper-
vious subsoil, and where there are no springs,

spouts, or oozings of water from broken or irre-

gular measures in the land. The depth of furrow-
drains should vary according to the nature of the

soil, and other circumstances ; average depth
about two feet, and, as before observed, they
should be cut narrow.

Furrow-drains should not be formed to empty
singly at the bottom of open ditches, as they
would be liable to be choked up by the treading

of cattle and accumulation of weeds and rubbisli

in the ditches. It is a better plan to collect a

number of furrow-drains into larger and deeper

cross under-drains, made at a distrnce from the

lower parts of the fields. Those receivers dis

charge the collected waters into open ditches or

water-courses, and are not so liable to be choked
up as furrow-drains emptying singly. These re-

ceivers should not be made to discharge the water

at the bottoms of open ditches. The water should

be made to fall from one into the other, as will

be more fully explained in the next section, when
treating of

Deip Cross-Drains.— Cross-draining is more
difficult than furrow-draining, and great errors

are frequently committed in the practice. It is

customary in this description of draining, to com-
mence operations at the lowest parts of the fields,

and whsre there are no side ditches for the cross-

drains to discharge into. A main, or leading

drain, is carried up from the lowest to the highest

level. The depth of the drain is generally settled

in the first instance, without previous investiga-

tion of the nature of the soil and subsoil. As the

main drain is under operation of being carried up
the field, numerous cross-drains are made to lead

into it. Those are frequently cut in straight

lines, as that suits the workman's convenience,

and sometimes at regular distances, whatever the

nature of the soil or subsoil may he. In this man-
ner a cure is sometimes effected, though at a

great unnecessary expense. But the result is

more generally a total failure, when the occupier

consoles himself under his disappointment, with

a belief that the failure was entirely owing to the

nature of the soil, and impediments in the locality

of situation, which could not possibly be over-

come.

An experienced drainer, professional and prac-

tical, proceeds with greater circumspection in his

operations, and he seldom fails of success : he, in

the first instance, takes a minute view of the field

to be drained ; he inspects all the spouts or

breakages of water in it; he decides upon the

different levels of the ground, and facilities for

carrying the water off; he then sets down his

marking sticks for the workmen's direction, not

always in straight lines, but bending round the

inequalities of the ground, and immediately above

where the water^ spouts or oozings shew on the

surface ; he then takes other views of the lines of

the stakes, to satisfy himself the water in the

drains will have proper falls, and when he enter-

tains a doubt on that point, he proves it by the

spirit-level. These j)relimiraries settled, he as-

certains the nature of the subsoil, by digging

holes in the lines of the projected drains. These

shew the strata in which the water flows, and the

nature of the obstruction which forces the water

up to the surface of the ground, and the depths of

the drains are regulated accordingly. The dig-

ging of try-holes, technically called "feeling the

way," is a simple and safe process, and should

never be dispensed with where there is a varia-

tion in the stratafieation.

In some fields, where the soil and subsoil vary

in texture, and are irregularly disposed, springs

as oosings of water, though they appear on the

surface at various levels, not unfrequently arise

from the same source,, near the top of the

field. Where the water issues from crevices

in rocks, from loose gravel, or from other

broken or loose matter, or alluvial deposite, the

water filters through such measures, until ob-

structed by impervious subsoil. It is then forced

up to the surface, over which it runs in the de-

clivity of the ground, and when it reaches more
porous subsoil, it sinks into it, percolates through

it, until it again meets obstruction, and is forced

up to the surface, and forms the second line of

water-breakages ; and a third and fourth line_ of

these water-spouts may be formed from similar

causes in the same field. These receive the se^ig;-
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ral local appellations of springs, spouts, oosings,

sloughs, quagmires, &c. In a field so circum-

stanced, it is advisable to cut tlie upper cross-

drain in the first instance. It should be cut ira-

mediatelj' above the first breakage of water, near

the top of the field, and be made to discharge into

a side-ditch, or into a leading drain, carried up
for the purpose of a receiver. The effect of that

cross-drain will be proved in one year, and when
found necessary, other cross-drains may be cut

at lower levels in subsequent years. It is fre-

quently seen, where the draining operations are

commenced, by cutting cross-drains at low levels
,;

such drains collect, and discharge a great deal of

water in the first instance ; but when other cross-

drains are afterwards cut at higher levels, the first

are laid entirely dry, and the money which had
been expended in making them lost, without ren-

dering any benefit to the land ; it is therefore ad-
visable to cut an upper cross-drain first, prove its

effect, and then proceed with the others at the

lower levels, as may be deemed expedient.

The bottoms of drains, when not cut deep
enough, are sometimes soft and poachy, and the

draining material liable to sink into the mud. In

such cases, plain tiles, or flat stones, should be
laid in the drain bottom, for the drain tiles, or

setting stones to rest upon. And in quag-
mires, or loose running sand, it is advisable to

drive short wooden piles into the drain bottoms

;

those ensure good foundations, however soft and
poachy the subsoil may be.

It may be thought unnecessary to again men-
tion the propriety of securing open water-
courses at the bottoms of covered drains. But
that is a leading principle in draining which can-
not be too frequently inculcated, nor too positively

insisted upon ; and it is of still greater conse-
quence in deep drains than in shallow ones.

When water springs up in the bottoms of drains,

it indicates obstruction at lower levels. The bor-
ing-rod should then be applied, to give vent to the
pent-up spring. Every extensive drainer should
be provided with a light boring-rod, called " a
churn-drill." It is made of round bar-iron, half
inch diameter, and about eight feet long; the
ends beat flat into chisel form, one inch broad,
and steeled. In using the churn-drill, the work-
man stands in the drain ; he holds the rod up-
right with both hands, raises it perpendicularly,
and drops it into a hole in the bottom of the
drain, and at every movement he shifts his hands,
and in so doing he turns the rod a little, so as to

make the bore-hole round, and prevent the chisel

wedging in the hard substratum. In working this

implement, the motion is something like that of
the stick or handle of an upright butter-churn,
and hence its name. When the bottom is dry, as

is sometimes the case before the springs are
tapped by the rod, the bore-hole should be kept
moist by pouring water into it. The churn-drill,
though simple, is powerfully effective when pro-
perly applied in boggy or springy ground, and fre-

quently saves the expense of cutting additional
drains. The great boring-rod, with its appen-
dages, is still more effective ; but it is too com-
plicated, and too expensive for common use in
land- draining, and is only used in extreme cases.

Some persons who think it necessary that cross-
drains should have rapid falls, cut them in straight
lines at considerable declivities, and by that
means frequently miss the water-spouts they in-
tended to cure. This is a great error in practice,
Jor it is by no means necessary, nor is is at all

times prudent to give water in under-drains a ra-
pid fall, particularly in loose subsoil, liable to gut-
ter and sludge up. The bad effects of rapid falls

for water are exemplified in arable land furrows,
and other surface-drains on hilly land. These are

frequently sludged up in heavy rains, the water
is thrown over the surface, and its current divert-

ed into other channels. Attentive farmers, there-

fore make cross-furrows, or drains, with easy
falls, to collect and carry off, without injury to

the land, the surplus water from the furrow-
drains. The same rule applies, and similar pre-

caution should be taken, wherever there is expec-
tation of much water in under-drains. It is not
necessary to cut cross-drains in straight lines :

they may be made to bend in any direction, to

cross the water-spouts intended to be cured. But
care should be taken in cutting, not to lose the

water-level in any one place. The workman can
readily guard against that error ; he has only to

see that the water in the bottom of the drains runs
from him, and does not come back among his

feet.

It has been heretofore remarked, that under-
drains should not be made so deep as to dis-

charge the water at the bottom of open ditches, but
should have a fall into them for the purpose of

preventing their choking up, by the treading of

cattle or otherwise, ^lany farmers commence
their draining operations by cleaning out and
deepening the open ditches into which they pur-
pose the covered drains to discharge. The object

of that deepening is to get additional fall for the

water from the drains. The design is good, and
would answer the intended purpose if those

ditches were regularly cleaned out afterwards ;

but, unfortunately, that is seldom or never the

case, for the farmer's attention being called to

other important concerns, the drains, being oat

of sight, are soon out of mind,—the ditches are

neglected,—leaves, coarse grass, and other rubbish,

accumulate in them,—cattle get into them and
poach them up, and the mouths of the drains are

stopped up ;—the water stagnates in them, and
the land again becomes saturated with wet. It is

therefore not advisable to gain fall for covered

drains by deepening open ditches, when it can
possibly be obtained by other means.

Cross-drains should not be made to join the re-

ceivers, whether open ditches or covered drains,

at right angles, or nearly so, as they generally do.

Neither should they be cut so deep by some
inches as the receivers ; and with a view to en-

suring a free discharge of water from the cross-

drain into the receiver, it is advisable, at a point a
few yards distant from where the junction would
be formed in the usual way, to give the cross-

drain a sharp bend towards the declivity of the

ground, and make it join the receiver in an acute

angle, as it then would do, at a lower level. This

practice ensures a good fall, and prevents choking
up, as the weight and force of water from the

bend of the drain effectually removes obstruction

at the point of junction, and keeps the mouth of

the drain open. F. B.

The absence of discussion upon the subject of

the Islington Market might have led to the suppo-

sition that its advocates were either inattentive to

its interests, or considered its establishment hope-

less. We have much sa.isfaction in being enabled

to state that the assiduity and perseverance of the
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individuals who have succeeded in bringing it to

its present state, continue unabated, that

trustees have been named, and a Committee
appointed for the purpose of forming a Company,
to which the INIarket should be conveyed by the

proprietor. Tlie details of the scheme have been

announced by advertisement in some of the pro-

vincial papers, and from the list of names whicli

will be found heading the scheme, we entertain

no doubt of its success. The grazier, the cutting

butcliers, and the consumer, are all interested in

the condition of the animals at the time of their

being slaughtered. The grazier is interested in

preventing any unnecessary degree of fatigue and

ill-usage to his cattle, as tending to destroy their

appearance, and reduce their value. It is the in-

terest of the cutting butcher and the consumer,

that the animals should be as free from fever and

irritation as possible, the fatigue and w'orrying which

they undergo, necessarily hastening decomposition

of the flesh when slaughtered. Municipal Reform
has not yet reached the City of London, or we
should not see such an abomination as Smithfield

Market continued, when a situation so much more
eligible is offered, and when even looking at the

question in a pecuniary point of view, the present

site of Smithfield might be applied to purposes

which would equally well remunerate its present

owners.

CULTIVATION OF SMALL FARMS.

BV W. BLACKER, ESO.

1st. The ground must be thoroughly drained.

For this purpose it is not sufficient to cut drains

in the low grounds; hut the springs nmst be
sought for as high up as any symptoms of them can
be discovered, and the water conveyed from them,
and not allowed to force its way through the soil

;

in which case it will destroy tha effect of any ma-
nure which may have been applied. In proof of

which, you may always observe, in such situations,

the grain in that part of the field ten or fourteen

days later than the rest of the crop, and in very
late seasons it may, perhaps, not ripen at all.

2dly. The weeds must be destroyed ; which in a
little time will be accomplished by proper atten-

tion in collecting, as far as possible, all weeds, be-

fore putting in the crop, and by sowing the green
crops in drills, and carefully weeding them after-

wards ; and they may even be made woith the ex-

pense of gathering, as they will yield a valuable
addition to the manure heap, if applied as bedding
in the cow-house. For this purpose, they should
be collected before floweruig. It is shameful to

sec, in many fields, the quantities of rag- weed
ripening to seed, and impoverishing the ground
as much as a croj), which might, if usefully ap-

plied, as above directed, have brought nourisli-

ment to the soil, in the place of exhausting it.

3dly. All cattle must be fed in the house or

straw-yard, upon good food ; such as rape, cab-

bage, turnips, or mangel-wurzel, potatoes, clover,

and vetches, in proper succession, will abundantly

supplj', according to the nature of the land ; there

being no farm in which some of these crops may
not be raised in abundance, with the aid of ma-
nure, which the practice of home-feeding pro-

duces.

4thly. Never take two crops of the same kind

in succession off the same land, although this is

sometimes done with potatoes, to reclaim land

that has never been in cultivation ; but in other

cases this is not advisable ; and, in particular, two
grain crous cannot be taken in succession with-

out injuring the soil, and in the end a manifest

loss arises from the practice, in place of that ad-

vantage which the needy farmer looks for ; because,

by interposing a green crop, such as clover, &c.,

full as many grain crops may be had oflF the same
piece of land and from the same manure, in any
given number of years, by taking them in rotation,

as by taking them in succession. But the rotation

system has this advantage, that while you get as

many grain crops, you keep the land always in

good heart, and between the crops of grain you
get gree7i crops equally valuable. This is ac-

counted for by considering that no two crops de-

rive the same particular nourishment from the
land. The roots of some sink deep, and draw
their nourishment from the bottom, while others

spread on the surface ; and it is generally believed

that plants derive their food and support from as

different ingredients in the earth, as the different

kinds of cattle derive their food upon the surface.

Horses will eat grass which cows reject, and so

with every description of cattle ; and supposing
the analogy to hold good in plants, it is easy to

conceive that a change of crop may find the soil

abundant in that kind of nourishment which it re-

quires, although it might be, at the time, exhaust-

ed of that kind required by the crop which had
gone before ; and thus the ground Tuay be as much
restored by the introduction of a green crop after

a grain crop, as if the field had actually lain fal-

low; and experience, in a great degree, justifies

this reasoning.

I am fully sensible, however, that a system of
over-cropping with grain will extract every kind

of nourishment from the soil, and leave it so that

if will not even yield grass. This is the case with

the land which is left to rest, as it is called by
those who take three or four grain ciops in suc-

cession ; and the phrase is well applied, for the

land is really not fit to do any thing. The error

of this class of persons is, that they turn the land

to grass at the end, in place of tbe beginning of

their course. Had grass-seed been sown with the

Ji)-st crop of grain, there would have been a good
crop of hay, and good after-grass, and the second
crop of grain would have been as good as the first

;

and this is what ought to be done by those whose
land is not suited to clover, or who, from poverty

are not able to buy the clover seed ; and even
where two grain crops have been taken, it would
be better to sov/ it with rye-grass, which will yield

a crop on very poor land, rather than leave the

ground to be possessed by weeds and such herbage
as may naturally rise. The fact is, the last ex-
hausting crop should only be put in upon that

|)ortion of the farm which is intended for potatoes,

and other green crops, the succeeding year, which
crojjs then give the manure to restore it to a pro-
ductive state; and by this means there is no land
at all lost by what is called resting it.

5thly. The place for manure should be contrived

so, that it should not he exposed to any accumu-
lation of rain water, but should receive the con
tributions from the sewers of the house, stable,

cow-house, &c. The bottom should he paved, so

that the drainage of the manure should run into a

small cask or well adjoining it. Fresh earth should

he regularly brought and spread over the manure,
and the liquid in the well should be thrown over
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it; by which means the whole compost will be
equally rich, and the quantity increased to any ex-

tent that could be required; and the steam or

smoke which arises from the stable manure, and
which is the very richest part of it, would be kept

iinder piul imbibed by the earth so laid on, and

the quantity of earth should be proportioned to the

strength of the dung with which it is mixed. While
speaking of manure, it may not be amiss to remark
the great loss arising from the practice of letting

off the water in which flax has been steeped, which,

if sprinkled over clover, or made into compost
with fresh earth, would be found most valuable.

6thly. It should be the object of the farmer, as

soon as he possibly can, to have his fences made
in straight lines, and of as great length as the farm
will conveniently admit of. It is almost incon-

ceivable the quantity of time lost by the fre-

quent turning of the plough, and the quantity of

land thrown out of cultivation, by having a crook-

ed irregular fence, the headings of which the

plough cannot follow.

7thly. A farmer who has any understanding
must perceive, the moment it is mentioned, that

every unnecessary ditch is so much land actually

lost, and that his care ought to be to have as few
of them as possible ; and it will, therefore, occur
to him, that if he feeds his cattle in the house,

almost all his ditches may be dispensed with, e.x-

cept the mearing ditches, which are necessary to

keep out those of other people ; but he has evi-

dently no occasion to prepare a fence against his

own, for he keeps them at home, and this circum-
stance would enable him to raise hedge-rows,
which can never be done if the cattle are turned
out, the value of which, for shelter to his crops,

and supplying him with timber for all country
purposes, is most important. The loss of land

from useless fences is greater than any one would
suppose who has not considered it : and I would
almost venture to say, there are farms in this

country of twelve acres, in which the ground lost

between the trench or gripe, and the backs of the

ditches, together with that lost by the crooked-
ness of the line, would amount fully to one acre,

or one-twelfth part of the whole. Now, sup[)os-

ing a farmer to pay thirty shillings an acre for his

land, he of course loses thirty shillings annually

by this waste of the surface, which is equal to two
shillings and sixpence an acre upon his entire

farm. It is quite evident, therefore, that these

ditches should be piped and levelled in, which
would have the additional advantage of relieving

the crops from the vermin to which those ditches

afford a shelter.

8thly. It requires a farm of full fifty acres to

give sufficient emi)loyment to a pair of horses
;

perhaps sixty would be nearer the truth ; an<l,

therefore, if a farmer even ploughs in partnership,

he ought to have twenty-five or thirty acres. I

here speak of those who have no other employ-
ment for their horses than what the cultivation

of the farm affords. There are, however, cases

where the distance of fuel, and distance of lime,

may make a horse necessary when it might not

be otherwise. All small farmers ought to use the

spade, for many reasons. It costs but little more,
even if he has to hire assistance, and does the

business better, and the crop is better. In all drill

crops also, by using the spade, he may be put in a

quicker succession of crops, and have one com-
ing forward as the other is ripening. In wet sea-

sons he can dig, when he cannot plough ; and its

value, in turning up stiff clay lands in autumnj

and exposing the soil to the frost and snow, is

scarcely to be imagined ; and in all such lands
this plan should be pursued where no winter crop
is put in.

ythly. In all wet lands, and where the clay is

retentive, the ridges should be narrow, which may,
indeed, be almost laid down as a general rule, in

a climate so moist as this : but where the land is

sufficiently dry, the broad ridge is preferable.

lOthly. No straw whatever should be sold off

the farm. In England this is strictly forbidden by
lease, and the tenant who did so would be sup-
posed to have an intention of running away. If

the cattle are home-fed, as here recommended, all

the straw the farm can be made to ])roduce will

prove little enough ; and for this reason, as soon
as the farmer is in circumstances to enable him to

do so, it would be his interest to slate his house
and out-buildings, which, in the end, would be
found the cheapest roof, and would preserve, for

the use of the farm, the large quantity of straw
which is annually consumed in repairing the
thatch.

CONDITION OF THE AGRICULTURAL
POOR.

{To the Editor of the Mivniiig Chronicle.)

Sir.—I had little hopes that the sufferings of the

poor in the neighbourhood of Dunmow woald have ob-
tained publicity through your paper, or you would long
since have heard from me. For years the infamous sys-

tem of paying part of the wages out of the poor-rates,

had not only been going- on, but also sanctioned by the

magisterial clergymen, who farmed their own glebe,

until the Poor-law Bill came into active operation.

The consequences are, that while the wages of 6s and 7s a

week have, in no instance to my knowledge, been in-

creased, the allowance from the poor rates have been dis-

continued. The sufferings, the heart-rending sufferings,

of many poor families in that neighbourhood beggar de-

scription. Upon my inquiring of the inmates of two cot-

tages, which they rent from me at 60s a year, why they

had not had some windows repaired, they most patheti-

cally showed me their wretched condition ; and when I

even reduced the above trifling rent, while they grate-

fully acknowledged my kindness of intention, they con-

fessed it was not a relief adequate to their necessities, in

consequence of the action of the Poor-law Bill reducing

wages a fifth. In the neighbourhood of Marlborough
the same circumstance occurs. I lately visited a parish

near Salisbury, where there is not a labourer who re-

ceives more than 7s a week ; and, in the neighbourhood
of my own estate in Dorsetshire, the wasres do not ave-

rage 8i. The country gentlemen first procured a re-

duction in the price of labour, by a portion being paid

out of the poor rates, and then obtain an Act of Parlia-

ment which destroys such arrangement, without giving

to the poor man compensation.
I\Iy tenants are honest hard-working men, with fami-

lies too young to render any assistance to their fathers,

who each receive 7s a week, and are better off than

others. Lord JMaynard, who shows a most kind feehng

towards the labouring poor, has allowed, as lord of the

manor, other labourers to bring the poor land adjoining

their ov/n cottages into cultivation. Now, Sir, 1 request

you to inquire whether his Lordship has by means of his

steward a right or intention to claim that land so brought

into culrivation. At present, these poor bondsmen as

they feel themselves, are obliged to accept anything

upon any terms, until the storm, which is silently gather-

ing, bursts forth, unless, indeed, the good sense of the

present Administration avert it, and, at least, fix a mini-

mum price of labour. I am, Sir, yours, &c.
London, Sept. 10.
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ON THE WINTER MANAGEMENT OF
POTATOES.

BY MR. TOWERS, AUTHOR OF THE DOMESTIC GARDENEr's
MANUAL.

(From the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.)

A great deal bas been written upon the failure of
potato crops, and many contradictory opinions have
been hazarded. The fact appears simply to be this :

if failure from disease have taken place, the evil has
been local, or nearly so, from a species of endemic,

whose ravages were confined to certain districts, and
dependent upon causes not in general operation. 1

have never witnessed such a failure ; nor have I

seen, nor correspond with, any person who has
traced its effects ; but one solitary instance of a total

loss of a variety occurred to me in 1835, under cir-

cumstances so extraordinary, that I think it desirable

to describe them befoie I enter upon the considera-
tion of the chief subject of this article.

In 1834 I received from a friend three or four

potatoes, which were said to be well adapted to

garden culture, but not very suitable to tlie field.

Tlie skin was almost black, in some parts approach-
ing to a deep mulberry tint ; the form very good,
round and perfect ; the tuber was tolerably well
supplied with eyes, but the size of it was rather

small. The potato, when boiled, was good flavoured,

mealy, and its colour almost white. The four pota-

toes yielded a crop sufficient to plant one entire

row, about seven yards long, the tubers being uncut,
and placed six inches apart. The soil of the plot (it

was in a garden) was a sandy loam, strong, and na-

turally binding, whicli texture, my experience
teaches me, is always found whenever a very large

proportion of coarsish, gravelly sand exists in a soil

that contains more chalk than alumen (the matter of
clay). The purest and most unctuous loams appear,

by my analysis, to abound with fine soft sand (sili-

ceous earth), and but little coarse gravelly matter.

However, the loam I employed, which had been
trenched some years ago to the depth of twenty
inches, and manured in routine sufficiently for most
crops, was exceedingly suitable to the potatoe, and
was planted with three early varieties of that vege-
table, to the right and left of the row which contained
the black tubers alluded to. i'he rows were formed
about one yard asunder, and thus every variety may
be said to have been planted in the same soil, and
subjected to the same treatment.

The plot was planted very early in tlie season
j

and this leads me to remark, that no advantage ap-
pears to be derived from such a practice, for tJie

tubers remained long inert, and did not vegetate till

the usual period, when the sun acquired power, and
produced that degree of moist temperature wliich

the j)otatoe i-equires ; in fact, I fcund that tliose

tubers which were put into the ground late in

March, or early in April, were excited equally soon

as others which were set in February.

All the varieties, however, rose with equally ap-

parent strength and vigour ; and the blacks pro-

duced as perfect and well developed a row of slioots

as any of their comjietitors ; and these continued to

thrive till they attainrd the height of five or six inches,

then a change of colour became manifest, and llie

leaves, instead of retaining the dark liealthy hue na-

tural to the variety , assumed that of a sickly yellow :

growth ceiised, tlie plants stood still, and, though
they upjieared to live during two montlis, dwindled
gradually, and at length died away, and \anished.

In the mean time, every ordinary care was employed
to excite vegetation ; the ground was lightly digged,

hoed, kept clean ; and a portion of light earth
brought up to and about the stems : but all was to
no purpose. The other early varieties progressed
luxuriantly, and yielded fine and healthy potatoes,

during July and August. When, however, the
ground occupied by the diseased roots was examined
at the period of the final digging, not a single vestige

of a potatoe could be traced— all had vanished ; and
thus the destruction was found to have been com-
I)lete. The phenomenon—for such I regard it—ap-
pears inexplicable ; I do not perceive a cause where-
by to account for it ; it is involved in mystery; for
although the drought of summer produced the ef-
fect of diminishing the yield of all the late crops, I
had not in any part of my grounds another instance
of failure from disease.

If the destruction complained of in the north of
England, were not caused by a jjeculiar local agency,
it had its origin, I presume, in some im])roper treat-
ment of the seed potatoes at the time of diggino-, or
during the succeeding winter. If a potatoe crop
ripen late in October or in November, there exists a
great probability that the tubers will be exposed to
some degree of frost ; and if, after a fine clear dav,
when a considerable quantity has been dug up and
lies exposed, the thermometer, about sun-set, fall to
a degree or two below thirty-two—the freezing point
—the skin of the potatoes being in a moist state, will

be covered with frosty rime, and after a very short
exposure become decomposed. Tins accident oc-
curred once to me when I was taking up a valuable
seed-stock of several new varieties which I had re-

ceived from the President of the Horticultural So-
ciety, and wished to retain in separate heaps till they
could be stored away and properly marked. Three
degrees of frost took place before the twilight set in,

and though every exertion, consistent with the re-

quired attention to sorting, was made to house them,
numbers glittered with frosty crustation. In the
ensuing season, when we began to plant, I found
tho cuticle gone or abraded, and the pulp rotten in
many places. The eyes of potatoes so decomposed
become effected ; they are either inert, or protrude
poor weakly sprouts, which never succeed in their

future growth, and cannot possibly yield healthy
tubers. I am certain that ntmibers of frosted defec-
tive sets are planted ; and if it so happen that the
whole of the seed-stock be more or lesb affected, it

will always be wise economy to plant the potatoes
entire ; for though three-fourths of the germs may be
inert, one or two that are sound may remain ; whereas
blanks must occur in the rows where cut sets that
have diseased eyes shall be employed.

In collecting a large plot of potatoes, thejudgment
of the farmer must direct him in employing an ap-
jiropriate method of protection ; but as a perfectly
dry condition of the skin is the greatest means of
security, the roots ought to be ])laced under cover of
an open shed, if possible, till the moisture evapo-
rate ; a common sheet let down in front of the open-
ing during a keen night will effectually s'.cure the
potatoes, because they cannot be kej)t too cool, pro-
vided they be screened from actual frost.

Heat and moisture are the agents which stimulate
vegetation

; light is the element of colour and matu-
rity

; these are facts now acknowledged by the wisest
physiologist, and confirmed by the experience of
everyday : hence we are taught that ))reservation of
potatoes, designed either for food or future cultiva-
tion, must depend on the absence of these stimulating
agents. It appears, probable, therefore, that the or-

dinary practice of " |iitting,'' that is, of burying the
store in broad trenches, coated with straw and
covered witli a ridge of earth, is very far from judi-
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cious. The ground is always more or less moist, it

is also warm enough to produce some degree of sti-

mulus; and thus, after the ridges have been exposed
to the rains of an entire winter, and the earth on
every side becomes saturated by water, it is evident
that the lining of straw, or other vegetable decom-
posable matter, will be acted upon, and tend to pro-
duce heat. The potatoes therefore push, and it is

no uncommon circumstance, at the opening of a pit,

to see the whole surface of the potatoe stock covered
with a matting of long white shoots, every one of
which has been protruded at the expense of the pulpy
nutritive substance of the roots. If pits be em-
ployed, it would always be wise to dig them in a dry
spot of ground, protected by a covering roofof some
kind or other. Water should be excluded, and tlie

roof will also prevent much of the ojieration of frost
;

but the greatest security will be obtained by exca-
vating the dry earthern-floor of some barn or out-

house, prepared for the express purpose ; if the po-
tatoes be laid upon dry ground, a little below the
surface level, and covered with a few inches of per-
fectly dry litter or sand, no frost of ordinary cha-
racter can injure them. In fact, the potatoe will

support a great degree of cold, as 1 have amply
proved during the last fitfully severe winter. I de-
posited my seed-store of early kidneys at first in a

temperate cellar, but perceiving that the eyes began
to break,, though tlie heat was seldom above 45
degrees, I had thena removed to and laid on the
floor of a barn ; before they were properly secured,
frost of extreme severity occurred, the mercury
descended 15 degrees below the freezing point, and
some of the exposed roots were more or less coated
with rime. They were then covered with straw and
sacks ; some also were put into chests with dry hay

;

but every precaution was employed to prevent the
accession of heat. The atmosphere of the barn
Cwhich was frequently open during six hours of the
day) was on several occasions cooled far below the
freezing degree of Fahrenheit, yet when the tubers
were examined in March, they were found in so
perfect a state that I hesitated not to plant the whole
of them ; all, however, were put into the ground en-
tire, and they vegetated with extreme regularity.

We cannot, perhaps, refer to Mr. Cobbett as to an
unquestionable authority ; but he resided so lono- in

America, that his evidence, when it accords with
that of others, must be received as adding force to

the (acts adduced. Now, be states, that apples
frozen as hard as stones by the severe frosts of the
climate, receive no injury provided they be subse-
quently thawed in the dark. An observant gentle-
man, who was for years a surgeon in the army, and
served in Canada and the neighbouring States,

assured me that a linen sheet thrown around the
fruit, so as completely to cover it, was found effec-

tually to secure it in situations wherein the severity
of the frost could not be guarded against by any
number of blankets. In France, also, where the
winters are extremely keen, but not damp, as those
of our islands, apples are placed upon shelves rang-
ing one above the otiier, in cold barns or other erec-
tions, capable of being ventilated at pleasure. A
curtain is let down in front of these shelves, so as
entirely to screen them and the fruit, and the latter

is effectually preserved. Linen or silk is to be pre-
ferred to cotton or woollen ; but how a fabric so thin
in texture can act, is a subject which merits the at-

tentive investigation of the philosopher. 1 recite the
fact on the authority of the gentleman above alluded
to, because he witnessed the practice durin"- the
march of the British forces through the south and
west of France in 1814.

I am unable to speak confidently of the success
which would attend a sinrilar method applied to the
preservation of potatoes ; apples are matured fruit

;

potatoes are a sort of underground receptacles of
sijstems of life ; each eye is endowed with the vital
principle; but certain I am, that these eyes have
endured, and will support a degree of cold, which is

scarcely a degree above the freezing point of Fah-
renheit. The great points to be observed, are a de-
gree of cold which shall keep the eyes or buds silent,

with entire absence of moisture. In some future
paper of my horticultural series, I propose to de-
scribe a method of planting which I have adopted
with all my early crops of the present year, in order
to provide for a due and complete protection from
spring frost, and from drought during the succeeding
summer

; it has answered my most sanguine expec-
tations to this time, but it would be premature to

write more confidently till I witness the final result.

Potatoes are so extremel}' valuable to the farmer,
to the cottager, and to the public at large, that it be-
hoves every one who is in any degree taught by ex-
perience, to communicate, as far as his abilities may
enable him to do so, any mode of culture or of
keeping the root during winter, which he has found
to increase the yield, or to secure the store in a sound
and healthy condition. Much has been conjectured
and written concerning atmosphere, predisposing
causes of decay, of depredations by worms or other
insects, of diseased seed-stock, and so forth. Each
of these causes, and many others, may have operated
injuriously in some places, and under certain pecu-
liar circumstances ; but to me it appears highly pro-
bable, that injury from frost prior to housing, and
subsequently, the exposure to too great a degree of
heat in moist situations, have generally been the

])roximate causes of the mischief complained of. If
the, farmer could be prevailed with to change his

])ractice in the field ; to carry his crop, in detail,

before the hour of sun-set to some dry airy shed or

shieling ; and, after the potatoes have become per-

fectly dry, to store them up in a building similar to

that emjilojed by the best gardeners in large esta-

blishments for the preservation of apples and ])ears,

one which is walled round, and roofed so as eflfec-

tually to prevent the ingress of actual frost, but
latticed for tlie admission of air and the obstruction

of light, he would find his account in the alterations.

I have said enough upon general principles, and
any man of acute observation may improve upon
them as far as concerns local conveniences ; in the

mean time, it would gratify me very much, could I

induce Mr. A. Gorrie to take up the subject : he is

well acquainted with the climate of Scotland, and is

intimately versed in the practical science of garden-
ing, as respects North Britain. N^o one can peruse
his papers without deriving pleasure and instruction

from them ; and, individually, I have been so

flattered by the expression of his kindly feeling, that

I am induced to hope he will, at ray appeal, come
forward to investigate a subject which cannot fall to

excite the liveliest interest in the mind of every one
who has the welfare of the labouring population at

heart; for next iu order to the cereal crops, the

jjotatoe claims the utmost care of the patriotic agri-

culturist.

A Gigantic Cabbage.—On Saturday se'nnight
a cabbage, of the drumhead kind, was exhibited on
Llanelly market, weighing no less than 25lbs and
measuring between the inside leaves upwards of 4 feet
in diameter. It was grown in the garden of Mr. Evan
Evans, merchant, of that place.
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AGRICULTURAL REPOHTS.
LINCOLNSHIRE—NORTH AND EAST.

The fine rain, which was the subject of my con-
cluding report for the last month, did much good
to the pasture land, and gave it a start towards
growing, which the succeeding week of warm
weather continued to promote. The first week in

September proved the best of the harvest season,
and much of the wheat and oats were carried in

good condition. On the 6th equinoctial gales

commenced, attended by cold rain, and continued
up to the 20th, during which time no harvest
work could proceed ; and though the cold pre-
vented the barley from sprouting, it has got much
stained, and its malting properties considerably
impaired. On the high Wolds much remains un-
cut, and a large quantity far from ripe, not having
made any progress during the last fortnight. We
have now had a few days dry and fine, and the
barley which stood out the gales has got cleared
off the land, and some progress been made in
what remained standing. The beans are nearly
all cut down, and produce a very light crop. The
red clover left for seed has been out during the
stormy period, and if not otherwise injured will

have lost its bright colour, and show a dull sample.
Fat cattle and sheep retain a high price for this

late period of the grazing season, which must arise
from a thin supply compared with former years.
Store beasts that are low in condition sell heavily,
but sheep of all kinds bear an excellent price.

Lambs, from 20s to 29s ; store ewes to 38s. The
turnips have not improved the last month equal
to expectation, and the black caterpillar still con-
tinues his depredations in some situations. The
eddishes have much improved, as well as grass
land, but on the whole, food for the winter is

scarce and dear. The wool trade continues steady
at former prices, without any bustle or eagerness
to purchase. We have no corn markets for any
thing in quantity, but wheat, which has not in this
county kei)t pace with London and Liverpool.
Many small fanners who watched their opportu-
nity got their wheat tolerably dry, and by imme-
diately thrashing, have met the millers with a
sufficient supply for immediate consumption,
when mixed with their stocks of old not yet ex-
hausted, from which cause old is not much in-

quired after, and the new sells from 44s to 48s,
and a few choice samples of white up to 50s
per qr.

The Black Caterpillar.—The most effectual

recipe to destroy the black caterpillar, we find is

to mix quick lime, in Tpowder, four pecks with one
pound of white arsenic. Sow this mixture over
an acre of plants while wet with dew, or after a

shower of rain, and it will generally succeed.
Spilsbi/. G. B.

OXFORDSHIRE.
As stated in our last, harvest here became ge-

neral about the 12th of last month, and with fa-

vourable weather ; still the progress made was by
no means equal to that of former years, owing to

the wheat and barley not being sufficiently ripe.

But what was cut might have been housed in

capital order, had common jjatiencc and prudence
been exercised ; but unfortunately such was the

haste manifested by many farmers to carry their

wheat in less than the usual time after cutting

(when it required double) that much of the crop

is unfit for present use and must stand over until
spring. Barley, as was expected, proved to be
rough and high coloured ; still the early sown
does not weigh amiss. There is in this and the
adjoining counties a considerable breadth to cut,
and containing fas it does) so many green. ears
will require a deal of field room. Though thinly
planted, the ear is long, and will yield well from
the straw ; nevertheless, the crops on the thin
stone brash soils was so light and full of weeds,
that it must fall far short of an average produce.
Beans prove to be by far the worst crop, and per-
haps never were stacked in less room ; we con-
sider them on the whole as well ended, there
doubtless are some exceptions ; the quality though
not so superfine as last year, will be good. Peas
of all kinds we consider to be a full average ; we
have heard of some few complaints of failures,
we put those against a large breadth where they
proved most abundant and of good quality, more-
over well got uj). The turnip crop turns out to

be exceedingly various ; here and there we have
some few capital plants of Swedes, while in many
others there is scarcely a plant to be seen, and
owing to the unusally cold nights we have for
some time experienced, the late sown ones, which
escaped the fly, have made little progress and are
never likely to be worth hoeing ; the loss will be
sensibly felt towards spring, especially as the
meadows and pastures are already eaten barer
than we often see at this early period of the au-
tumn. The prospect of a want of keep has had
an effect on the sale of slow stock, but more par-
ticularly sheep, which have been a drag in some
of our recent fairs and markets. Mutton is also
reduced in price. Beef supports late prices. Fat
pigs have become scarcer, and an advance in
I)rice has been the consequence of a short supply.
A large quantity of winter vetches will be sown
this season ; they yield well, and the price, as well
as the superior quality, will induce many to sow
largely, the more so, as the trifolium incarnatum
proved a failing crop, owing to the severe frost in
the spring. But we are pleased to learn that, not-
withstanding the disappointment last season, much
has been sown, the price, 25s to 28s per cwt.,
being tempting; the high price of hay (from 5/ to
Gl per ton) may also have had an effect. Wool
will soon be in but few of the growers' hands, and
has been selling at from 42s to 48s per tod. We
antici])ate a dearth of employment during the
winter months; the thrashing will be next to no-
thing as compared with last year, and it looks
ominous to see crowds on the roads breaking of
stones before the harvest is ended. Nothing but
the public works now in progress can prevent the
union workhouses being crowded to excess ; at

present the inmates are comparatively but few.
Wages vary from 8s to 10s per week. Much alarm
is prevalent among the lower class on account of
the high price of coals.—Sept. 27.

SUSSEX.
At length the harvest is completed, and we pro-

ceed to give the account of the various crops, as far

as they have come under our observation. The
wheat is certaintv below an average, and nearly the

whole has been carried in such bad condition that

very little will bo fit to grind by itself till after the

dryiMarch winds, which we generally have at that

V
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time ofyear. Barley also is a short crop, much below

an average. A barley stack is quite a rare sight, as

on many farms there is not one, the barns holding

the whole. From what we learn of other counties,

particularly Norfolk and Suffolk, Essex and Cam-
bridgeshire (all great barley counties) we have been,

compared with them, highly favoured as to weather.

Little barley has been injured by the rain ; indeed,

we should say, on the whole, it has been benefitted.

We have only had showers, with cold brisk winds,

so that little or no barley has been sprouted in the

fields ; whilst we hear from several Norfolk and
Suffolk friends, who came to attend Mr. EUman's
sale at Glynde, and the Lewes sheep fair, that they
have had incessant rains for the last three weeks,
which have very much discoloured a great proportion
of their barley. Oats are below an average. Peas
in some places are very good ; in others, not worth
harvesting. Beans, generally, are very good ; and
tares the greatest crop perhaps ever known. At Mr.
Ellman's sale on the 20th there was a numerous and
respectable attendance of Southdown breeders from
many different counties, and the ewes were sold and
the rams let at very satisfactory prices ; the ewes
averaging nearly 50s, and the rams letting at from
11 to 25 guineas. His Grace the Duke of Richmond
honoured Mr. Ellman by sending two ram lambs to

compete for the pair of goblets given by Mr. Ellman
at his sale, bred from the Glynde flock, and was the

successful candidate; the judges pronouncing the

two shown by his Grace to be the two best exhibited.

At the great sheep fair at Lewes, on the 21st, about
40,000 sheep and lambs were penned. A few lots

of ewes were sold at high prices, but a large propor-
tion at about 27s, and man3r driven home unsold, to

be brought to the next Lewes fair on the 3rd of

October, which will be a large one.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
I am almost weary of sending you my monotonous

reports, having to sing the same dolorous song so

manj'^ times over. Since my last report the weather
has been very unsettled, with a w-est and north-
west wind, accompanied with extreme cold rains,

which have had a very severe effect upon vegetables
generally. The appearance of the grass fields and
other vegetables present a blue chilled appearance,
more resembling the month of March tlian the pre-
sent season of the year. The uncongeniality of the
month has been a great retarder of the harvest, and
has caused grain of every description to be got
home in a hurried manner, and of course not in a
first-rate condition. Wheat is generally secured in
most parts of the county, so that now we have done
thinking of an unsound harvest ; the markets are be-
coming more steady, but not improved in quality

;

the samples come into market extremely coarse and
light, and but few parcels are free from smut, more
or less. Barley and oats are inferior in quantity
and quality to last year : prices are advancing, and
I think are likely to advance from the deficiency of
the crop ; I think I may safely say there is not so
much straw by one-third, in proportion to last year,
so that the quantity of corn must necessarily be far
short to what it has been for some years past. Len-
tils are almost finished, and I should think tliat the
farmer never looked to this crop with a more watch-
ful eye ; he has had nothing else to rely upon, the
uncongeniality of the season proving so unfavourable
to the clover eddishes, and other grasses. Food of
every description for cattle is extremely scarce, and
eddishes of every decription are selling at amazino-
high prices. Hay is selling at prices from 6s lo3
to 7s lOd 1 er ton very freely, so that the farmer

would do well to take time by the fore-lock, and not
let his servants cut too deep into his hay-stack at

the commencement of the winter, for he may rest

himself assured that if he lives to see another spring,

that the price will be a most exorbitant one. It is

generally considered that turnips that have with-
stood the early ravages of the fly, may now be con-
sidered safe, but this year we find it otherwise

;

many fields within my observation that appeared as

fine plants as ever nature produced, have been at-

tacked by the smother fly, and completely destroyed,

—thus we see this year that turnips have had nothing
but enemies to contend with—a host of them in rapid

succession : what one has left the other has com-
pletely destroyed, so that, as I said before, it be-

hoves the farmer to seize time by the fore-lock, and
use every handful of food with the greatest economy
possible. Cabbage has suffered the same fate with

the turnip; fine fields that had the most imposing
appearance you may now find a complete wreck, the

smother fly has attacked almost every plant and every

leaf, covering the whole in a complete body. There
is a variance of opinions as to the cause of plants

being attacked by this fly ; whether it is from a

superabundance of fly brought by some particular

winds, as we find is the case at some periods of the

year, or whether it is the cold uncongenial weather

that brings on an unhealthy state of the plant, and
creates the fly ; I am rather of the latter opinion, for

we invariably find that the smother fly always at-

tacks the most unhealthy plants first. I should feel

obliged by any of your numerous readers giving

their opinion upon this subject. Our corn markets

are becoming -inore settled than they have been of

late, the holders of old wheat selling more freely,

now the new is secured. Oats and beans meet with

a good demand, at advanced prices. Barley finds

purchasers at good prices, and I think I may safely

say, the markets are much improved. There is a

universal complaint of smut amongst the farmers. I

saw in the Mark Lane Express a few weeks ago,

various recipes for the cure of smut ; now the same
gentleman would oblige me by answering the fol-

lowing questions :—What is the cause of smut 1

What are the effects the various washes have which
are used as a preventive ? How they act upon the

seed 1 and why the first recipe he produced acted

more beneficially than the other ?—1 have found it

prevail under every mode which he has adopted, and
a farmer in our neighbourhood, a few years ago, had

a field of wheat that stood till it was what is Jtermed
dead ripe, and in removing, lost a considerable quan-
tity of its grain ; the same field was fallow wheat

—

had some stunted ears in it, and was seeded down
with white and red clover ; the year following the

same field, from the quantity of wheat that had
shaken out of the preceding crop was sufliciently

thick and healthy to remain a second year, and did
so, and was taken oft' a good crop and entirely free

from smut ; and I myself had a field last year, that

was white wheat, and smutted ; the same field was
seeded with red clover, and missed ; this last spring

I had sowed it with oats, and amongst the oats was
a considerable quantity of wheat, that had shed out
the preceding year, the oats that were sown being
entirely free from wheat, so that the wheat which
grew amongst the oats, must be of the preceding
year's growth, upon the same land. Now, that

wheat which grew amongst the oats was entirely free

from smut, as were the former, which seeded itself.

Well, last Michaelmas I sowed the same wheat that

was taken off the field just mentioned, that was
sown with oats this last spring, in a field adjoining,

that was a summer fallow, the seed was well solutod
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with wash, and afterwards quick lime applied, and
now we have taken off a good crop of wheat. I

really cannot give an opinion upon the subject, for

we find it under every mode of treatment which has

been adopted—no disparagement to the gentleman
who gave us the recipes, rather—many thanks to

him and to all who may disseminate anything to the

improvement of agriculture. The best method I have
found, or rather the most effective one, when you
have it, to get rid of it is this. I order the person
who tlirashes, to set the wheat on an end, the smutted
ears are tliea very perceptible, and mav be picked

out with ease, then to open the sheaf, and examine
the short ears ; by this method you may bring your
parcel to market very little inferior lo that which is

free from smut, allowing the person who thrashes 2d
per bushel for the extra labour bestowed upon it. I

forgot to remark that the corn iields I have mentioned
that seeded themselves, of course never were washed,
nor soluted with any thing, which appears to still

place the question in obscurity.—S.P.G.

—

Sept. 21.

NORFOLK.
Sir.—Although harvest has been generally com-

pleted in this district these twelve days, we have de-

layed handing you our annual report of the crops, it

being our wish to ascertain, as nearly as possible,

both quantity and quality ; also to inspect the de-
liveries now coming to market. The weather during
the harvest was generally fine, and, upon the whole,
every kind of grain (beans excepted) secured in

good order. Wheat is rather short of an average
crop, a great portion, however, will be of excellent
quality; some too hastily carried is of a secondary
description, the weights of those already delivered

are from 61 to 64 lbs per bushel. Barley may be
reckoned an average crop, the greater part of which,
both common and Chevalier, is of iine malting quality,

particularly those from off our best soils, the weight
not quite so heavy as last season but much more tender

;

those grown on the poor and heavy lands are rather

coarse, but well suited for distillation, being per-
fectly sound. There is still a great deal abroad on
the coast and north of this place, which has received
considerable injury from the continued wet and
windy weather, it being lodged and much sprouted :

some little quiintity grown in this neighbourhood has
been delivered, and weighs from 51 to 55 lbs per
bushel as in quality. Beans not much grown in this

district ; the crop, we understand, is good, but are

yet in the fields waiting more favourable weather.
Peas are all secured in good condition, quantity
abundant, and quality fine. Oats are by no means a

good crop, the colour indifferent, and the weight not
equal to the growth of last season. No stocks of old

grain on hand, wheat excepted, of this article some
quantity remains with our oppulent farmers, who are

not inclined to sell at present, expecting higher
prices. We remain. Sir,

Your's very respectfully,

WM. HANKES and SON.

LIVERPOOL, Sept. 1.

At the close of last season we thought it desirable, in

lieu of waiting upon you with the usual statement of the
monthly deliveries of Grain, ^:c., into this port, to give

a return of the total quantities received during a series

of years ; this we have, in the table below, extended to

the end of the mouth just past, and we also attach the
price of each article of the free trade at the several pe-
riods, taking the value of Irish produce as the standard.
On reference to this table, a little increase will be

observed in the general supplies for the last twelve
mouths over those for the year Immediately preceding,
arising as respects Wheat, from the greater quantity

of English brought coastwise, but in making the com-
parison with the average of the three years i832, 1833
and 1834, we find n deficiency of 133,000 quarters of
Wheat and Flour, and 87,000 qrs of Oats and Oatmeal,
As regards prices, there was, with little exception,
during the years 1829, 1830, 1331, 1832, 1833, 1834,
and 1835, a gradual depreciation in the value of almost
all agricultural produce, especially Wheat, which, at
the close of August, 1835, was selling as low as 5s 6d
per 70lbs. The Corn trade, however, has since parti-
cipated in that improvement which has pervaded most
other branches of commerce, and Wheat may now be
noted fully 25 per cent, and Oats 12 to 15 per cent
higher than at the period just referred to. The pre-
sent stocks of free Wheat do not materially vary in
amount from those held on the 31st August last year,
say about 140,000 quarters ; there is now, however, a
much lighter stock of Flour, and of Barley and Oats
the market may be almost said to be bare. There are
somewhat more than 40,000 loads of Oatmeal in gra-
nary, and there may remain of the i-ecently -liberated
Foreign Peas, about 9,000 quarters. Free Beans are
scarce, but the stocks in bond may be considered
available to the home market. The sales in Wheat
have, throughout the season, been almost entirely
restricted to our town and its vicinity ; the low rates
and superior quality of the English samples have at all

times kept Irish out of Manchester and the surrounding
district, nor has the Flour trade of the port been
much more favourably situated. During the month
there has been a pretty good demand for Wheat from
our millers and dealers, but prices in the early part of
it, influenced by fine weather for harvest, were reduced
3d to 4d per bushel, subsequently they have nearly
recovered this depression, and are now much the same
as on the 30th ultimo. The best English white is

worth 7s 9d to 8s, red, 7s 4d to 7s 6d, Manx and
Scotch white, 7s to 7s 6d, red, 6s lOd to 7s 4d, and the

best Irish red, 6s 9d to 7s ; middling runs of the latter

may be bought at 6s to 6s 6d per 70lbs. The home
demand for Flour has kept pace with the supply, and
there has seldom been a season with so little old left

over, or so little out of condition as at this moment.
Prime brands of English are worth 40s to 42s, and
Irish, 37s to 41s per 2S0lbs. The Oat trade has been
uniformly dull, with prices rather on the decline, and
this in the face of not only one of the lightest Hay
crops that has been experienced for many years, but
probably one of the lightest stocks of Oats. The best
old Scotch are held at 3s 4d to 3s 6d ; choice mealing-

qualities of Irish 3s Id, and fair provender 2s lid to

3s per 45lbs. A few thousand quarters of Irish new
have already appeared, and the quality good, and have
been sold at 3s to 3s 3d ; at this moment 3s 2d per
45lbs may be considered an extreme quotation. Old
Oatmeal has met a fair retail sale at 24s to 26s per
load of 240lbs, and a few parcels have also changed
hands on speculation. Prices of new Oatmeal opened
at 31s and have receded to 27s 6d per 240lbs. The
transactions in Barley have been confined to the sale of

some parcels of old (which has been kept over) at 46

to 4s 2d, a little Irish new Bere at 4s per 60lbs, and
a small cargo of Foreign, for malting, at 36s per imp.
quarter, duty paid. Duty has been paid on 4,800 qrs

of Peas, and 1,150 quarters of Beans. At a reduction

of 3s to 4s per quarter on previous rates, say at 34s 6d
to 37s, there has been a considerable clearance of the

former, there are few, if any, now offering under 38s
to 40s per quarter ; the best English are held at 423

to 44s per imperial quarter. Several cargoes of Beans
have been taken on country account ; a few fine have
brought 43s, but the bulk of the sales have been at

35s to 37s per quarter. The remainder of a cargo of

Indian Corn has been retailed at 389 to 40s per 480lbs.

There has been a very large business in bonded arti-

cles, chiefly for exportation to the Uaited States and
British North America ; the exports of Wheat have

been to the extent of 9,300 quarters, and those of Oats
to 3,300 quarters ; upwards of 12,400 barrels of Flour

have also been re-shipped, the latter chiefly on owners'

account. The sales of Wheat and Oats have, however,

li 2
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greatly exceeded in amount the quantities yet exported ;

of the latter, 8,000 to 10,000 quarters have changed

hands at prices varying from Is lOd to 2s 4d ; but for

the most part at 2s 3d per 45lbs. The demand for

Wheat has run chiefly on the recent importations from
the Lower Baltic Ports, which have found buyers at 4s

4d to 4s 6d ; latterly a small cargo of very fine has

brought 4s 8d ; a parcel of inferior Danzig has been
sold at 4s per 701bs. The transactions in Flour have
not exceeded a few thousand barrels at 24s to 25s for

fresh Baltic and 23s to 25s for United States sour ; the

latter price was paid for a little Western Canal. The
stocks in bond consist of

WHEAT. OATS. BARLEY.
Qrs. Qrs. Qrs.

140,713 13,556 4,187

BEAMS. PEAS. FLOUR.
Qrs, Qrs. Brls.

17,242 3,788 94,587

It is yet too early to form anything like a correct judg-
ment upon the present crops ; in the Southern counties

of England a large proportion of the Wheat is stated

to be secured, and, judging from the fine weather dur-
ing harvest, it ought to be in good order ; the generality

of the samples, however, that have appeared in the

London market do not bear out this expectation. In
the midland counties, also, a great part of the Wheat is

cut, and a conslderaDle proportion of it housed, but in

this district and further north there is little yet saved.
Latterly the weather has been showery, and such, at

least, as to protract harvest. The reports are very con-
tradictory as to the yield per acre, but it is pretty gene-
rally agreed that the breadth of land under Wheat is

much reduced, and that there is reason to apprehend
that the crops will be found below an average.

Imports of Grain and Flour into Liverpool for the

last 8 years, commeneing 1st Sept. 1828, with the ave-
ragr prices for each year.
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GLAMORGANSHIRE.
The weather for the last fortnight has been wet, and

harvest operations are seriously retarded ; the corn
housed in that period is not in good condition. The bulk
of the wheat crop on all the best soils had been
previously secured in order order, but on all the late

soils, and in the hilly district, a great portion of wheat
is still out. Some pieces of barley in the vale have
been stacked, but none in the hills, and nearly the

whole of this crop and the oats remain to be harvested.

What has been cut down begins to be discoloured, and
will soon sprout. The wheat crop is not equal to those

of the last two or three years ; the ear is well filled, but
it will not weigh so heavy ; it stood thin on the ground,
and the bulk in the stack-yards is very deficient. The
barley, even if well harvested, of which there is no pros-

pect, will be a coarse sample, with a large proportion

of thin grain. Oats are a better crop, and about an
average, if they can be properly harvested. Beans and
peas are very short in the stalk, and a light crop. Those
modern locusts, the black caterpillars, continue to be
most destructive to the turnips. This insect, which has
not appeared to any extent for many years, until last

summer, must now be added to the previous long list of

enemies to this tender plant, and appears to be the most
troublesome. The ravages of the fly, slug, wire-worm,
grub, &c. take place only while the plant is young ; but
froTi the time the leaf appears, until the root arrives to

maturity, it is a |prey to the black caterpillar. At pre-

sent they are more destructive than ia any part of the

summer. We know of no remedy at this advanced pe-

riod ; brushing them off checks their fatal operations

on the plant, which they do not otherwise quit as long
as any vegetation remains in it. When the turnip is

small, it may be covered with quick lime, which is found
beneficial. Ducks devour them greedily, and a well

stocked rookery, wiiich the farmers generally look upon
as a great nuisance, might now be of great service in

the neighbourhood. The mangels are small in size,

and will be a defective crop. Potatoes have improved
very considerably lately, and promise well. Hay is

scarce, and now selling from 5/ to 51 10s a ton. The
produce of the hay and pasture land throughout the

summer having been extremely light, the stock of winter

provender is far below the usual quantity. Grass and
latter-maths still continue short, and stock will soon be
required to be brought into the yard. The market for

fat stock must consequently be scantily supplied for an-

other year. The corn market is improving for old dry
samples, which are likely to be in demand.

—

Sept. 9.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FOR SEPTEMBER.

As relates to the progress of the harvest during

the month, the bulk, quality, and the harvested and
unharvested state of the crops, both verbal and

published, rumours have been exceedingly contra-

dictory : whence we feel much difficulty, in endea-

vouring to explain what we conceive to be the plain

and honest truth ; as the frivolous west-end Cockney
periodical scribes, who collect all their intelligence

from taking a Sunday walk to White Conduit House,

Kensington Gardens, St. James' and Hyde Parks,

or, at the most remote distance, to Battersea Fields,

will presume to know better than those justly en-

titled to the appellation of agricultural weekly and

monthly periodicals, by incurring a heavy expense

in endeavouring to obtain accurate accounts, written

by practical agriculturists of unimpeachable charac-

ter, and of dearly bought extensive practical expe-

rience. We consider, both the Scotch philosophy

of measuring animals, and other farm produce, after

the manner of the late shepherd, Hogg, measuring

the quantity of salmon in the Scotch rivers, or the

Irish exaggerated reports relative to a deficient

crop, as of no utility whatever : the former having

been completely refuted, by the Scotch beasts weigh-

ing, on the scales of the London butchers who pur-

chased, from 80 to 1.50 lbs. each more than tbey

were measured at : the Irish complaints being almost

invariably closely followed by the arrival, in the Lon-
don market, of great supplies of the very articles a

scarcity of which had been complained of, as exist-

ing in the sister kingdom. Notwithstanding, how-
ever, that there is some exaggeration, even in the

publications of Scotland, we believe, from the intel-

ligence, in which we place the greatest degree of re-

liance, from all quarters, as well as from our com-
munications with farmers, graziers, sheep and cattle

salesmen, and other country gentlemen, that no
fault can possibly be found with the bulk and qua-
lity of the present year's general corn and pulse

crops : but there exists both in the north of England,
and the northern parts of Scotland, aiiprehension,

that a considerable breadth of barley, oats, and
beans will be much damaged, if not wholly lost,

on account of their ripening having been seriously

checked by a long succession of rains ; but every-
where south of Yorkshire, and to some distance

north in that great county, the harvest, with the excep-
tion of there being still a few breadths of oats, beans,

and barley, lying and standing even in our most
southern districts, the harvest has reached an au-

spicious conclusion.

The hop harvest, the humidity and density of the

atmosphere considered, has, since its commence-
ment, proceeded with much less interruption

than could possibly have been anticipated, and
will be so good as to greatly deceive the

nervous duty-mongers, though a considerable

portion of those which have reached the Borough
have been out of condition, and consequently have
produced but low prices.

The early wheat seeding, which has now become
general, is proceeding in Essex, Kent, Sussex, Berk-
shire, Buckinghamshire, and, indeed, some parts of

Norfolk and Suffolk, as well as in the whole of our
western and midland districts, under favourable aus-

pices, whilst " gentle showers glad the plowman's
heart, and make the earth mellow, for the reception

of the seed." There are, at this time, said to be,

in several parts of Berkshire and 'Wiltshire, well

stocked fields of newly sown healthy looking wheat
plants, several inches high, so entirely concealing

the surface of the soil as to resemble rich pasture

herbage. The pastures, too, are still fresh and
luxuriant, and the sheep and cattle depastured in

them, with live farm stock, in general, healthy and
doing well. The latter crop of both meadow and
seed hay, as far as it has been hitherto harvested, is

said to have been pretty generally good. The grow-
ing tares, rape, turnips, and potatoes, are so far im-

proved as to promise a full average growth, and the

fruit crop, both in gardens, fields, and orchards, is

described as unusually good.

As relates to the prices of farm produce, those of
both fat and store stock, including milch cows and
store pigs, have been somewhat, but not very, droop-
ing : of poultry and dairy produce, as also straw
and new hops, somewhat on the advance : of wool,
hay, and horses, about stationary.

The best sign we can perceive of approaching
agricultural prosperity, is the unusually limited

number of changes of tenantry that are about to take

place at the closely approaching Michaelmas. A great

majority of farmers, however seem to he still dissa-

tisfied with botli the recent Parliamentary as well as

the Central Committees, and likewise with the new
Tithe Commutation Act, and its Commissioners.

It seems to have excited a great degree of aston-

ishment in the agricultural community, that nothing
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was said in any of the speeches at the Northampton-

shire Agricultural Society of the death of the

late Rev. Henry Berry, a celebrated breeder of

what is supposed, by some, to be the improved

short-horned breed of beasts : but this is in perfect

harmony with the French phrase, which asserts,

" Quand un homme est mart, on ne lid pense pas plus.''

Here follows a retrospect of the supplies and

prices of live stock exhibited in Smithfield and Is-

lington Markets, since that published in our last

month's report

:

SUPPLIES.
SMITHFIELD.

Beasts. Sheep & Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

Aug. 26. . . 425 7800 220 310
— 29. ..2750 22590 325 360

Sept. 2. .. ST5 7950 247 olO
— 5. ..2425 20140 260 330
— 9. .. 366 7320 210 315
— 12. ..3750 26500 260 330
— 16. ,. 458 8200 210 420
— 19. ..3200 28500 270 380
— 23. .. 825 7100 290 330

2292 2085Total .. 14574 136100
Supply of^
preceding U3786 143310 2330 2560
month, J

ISLINGTON.

Beasts. Sheep & Lambs. Calves. Pigs.

90
Aug. 26.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

WEST AUCKLAND MARKET, DURHAM.—
At the opening' of this market, on Saturday, the 17th
inst., under greatdisadvantag'es from the incessant heavy
rain which fell nearly the whole of the day, the supply
of grain was considerable, far exceeding any of the

neighbouring markets, and beyond the expectation of

the most sanguine, which at once stamps the situation of

West Auckland as the most favourable in the district

for a Saturday's corn market. The exact quantity of

each description of grain could not be correctly ascer-

tained, owing to the inclemency of the weather, and the

omission of a proper arrangement, too generally the

case at the commencement of any new undertakmg.
So far as it could be ascertained, we belive, there were
between 590 and 600 bushels of old wheat, (no new)
which sold from 7s l§d to 7s 9d per bushel. 300 to

400 bushels of Oats were readily bought up by the

Colliery agents and millers ; new, 3s 3d per bushel

;

old, 3s 6d to 3s 9d. A small quantity of Chevalier
Barley sold at 4s 3d per bushel. Had the weather been
such as to have allowed the farmers to have brought
their new wheat to market, the millers (a numerous at-

tendance from all parts) were prepared, and would
have purchased very extensively.

LEWES SHEEP FAIR.—there were about 36,000
sheep and lambs penned, and there was a numerous
attendance of buyers, especially from distant counties.

The high prices demanded by the flock-masters in the

early part of the day, caused the business to be ex-
tremely dull, and no great number of sales were ef-

fected ; in the after part of the fair there was some-
what more briskness, when many of the sellers we un-
derstand, submitted to a diminution in price.—Upon
the whole, however, considerable numbers were driven

home unsold. The average prices may be quoted for

ewes, 25s to 37s, and lambs 17s to 25s per head. A
prime lot of sheep belonging to Messrs. Thomas and
Charles Groome, of Lion's Farm, near Worthing, were

• greatly admired, and were sold, the ewes for 40s and
the yearling ewes, at 33s per head.

BARNSTAPLE FAIR.—The number of cattle was
greater than on any similar occasion for several years

past ; and those of good quality met a ready sale at

renumerating prices, but the poorer sorts were at a
discount. A more than ordinary proportion of the

beasts driven to the fair, changed owners. There was
a paucity in number of superior oxen. Fat cattle (of

which the supply was also scanty) averaged from about

8s 6d to 9s per score
;
good three-year old steers from

81 to I2l each ; dairy cows and calves at about 121
;

and store cattle about 5s per score. The horse fair

was abundantly supplied ; of really valuable saddle-

horses there were but few, but of cart-horses aad colts

there was a great quantity, and of good quality, whilst

of common hacks and farm horses the number was al-

most incalculable ; there appeared to be a good deal of

business transacting, but we are informed the prices

were very low, excepting for a few choice articles.

WORCESTER GREAT FAIR.—The supply of cat-

tle was numerous, but of rather an inferior quality.

The supply of sheep, in consequence of the shortness

of keep, was large, being estimated at about 5,000 ;

but taken generally they were not of a superior kind.

Beef sold at 5§d to 6^d per lb ; mutton 5d to 6d. The
quantity of cheese pitched was small, and met a dull

sale at high prices ; best 65s to 76s ; seconds, 45s to

55s ; family, 34s to 40s.

BRIDGNORTH FAIR was very thinly supplied

with live stock, except store sheep which were in great

plenty, but with few purchasers ;
prime fat small sheep

sold on the average at 6d per lb. Prime fat cows aver-

rged 6d per lb ; cows with calves sold well ; there were

but few buyers for store beasts. Good hack and wag-
gon horses sold at high prices.

ABINGDON FAIR was supplied with about the cus-

tomary number of horses, which went oif with the usual

grumbling, both of the buyers and the sellers ; the for-

mer complaining that too much money was asked, and

the latter that trade was mortal bad. This is not much
of a cow fair, but there were more cattle for sale than

usual. Sheep were more abundant than ever known.
The usual pens were taken a fortnight previously, and

many were not brought into the town at all, from want

of room. There were very few of the large dealers

present, and not more than half the things were sold.

BUXTON FAIR was well attended and presented a

show of cattle, horses, and sheep, superior to most of

its predecessors. A considerable business was trans-

acted at better prices than were asked at the last fair.

ASHBORNE CHEESE FAIR.—There was a very

great quantity of cheese, and all sold. Prices from 58s

to 65s per cwt ; the average, from 60s to 63s.

ARLECDON FAIR. —The show was extremely

meagre. There was no demand for lean stock, the

usual purchasers of cattle of this description scarcely

ever asking the price. Milk cows were in request, but

there were very few in the fair ; which altogether was

a very poor one, whether with regard to the number of

beasts shown, the dealers in attendance, or the business

GREAT SALE OF CATTLE.—On Friday se'nnight

the Earl of Selkirk's drove of St. Faith's cattle, pur-

suant to advertisement, was exposed to public sale on

the lands of How-well and Milton-Parks, near Kirk-

cudbright. As it is the largest annual sale in Gallo-

way, a great number of highly respectable cattle

dealers, graziers, farmers, and fleshers attended on the

occasion, and the prices realized considerably exceeded

the expectations that were previously formed. The best

lot brought 17^ ; the second best, \6l ; the lowest, 9^

9s ; and the average price of the whole was 13^ 6s per

head. The cattle were in excellent condition ;
there

was a very keen rivalship ; and unless there is a ma-

terial prospective improvement in the English markets

since Barnet fair, the most experienced judges that

were present at this sale are of opinion that the pur-

chasers may think themselves fortunate if they realise

the cost price, including the unavoidable expenses of

driving and selling. It is worthy of remark that none

nf the fleshers were buyers, believing that they could

not have been so with any reasonable prospect of ad-

vantage.
At Mr, John Ellman's annual sale of ewes, and let-

ting and sale of rams, which took place at Glynde, on

Tuesday last, there was a numerous and highly respect-

able attendance of buyers, and we understand that the

average price at which the ewes were sold, rnay be

quoted at 46s per head. For the premium (a sdver

tankard) oftered by iMr. Ellman, for the best Ram
Lamb there were eight lambs exhibited, and it appeared

quite certain that the competition was between those

shown by his Grace the Duke of Richmond, and AJr.

John Rutland, of Firle. After a very long discussion

between the Judges, on the merits of the two lambs,

the prize was eventually awarded to his Grace.

At the Sheep Fair on Woodbury Hill, the sale was

dull, in consequence of a scarcity of feed. A small pro-

portion only of first-rate ewes was penned. Down
ewes fetched from 19s to 27s ; Lambs from 14s to 21s.

Good fleshy wethers were in request, and sold tolerably

well, maiutaiuing the late prices ; but it was altogether

a dull trade. The wool business was flat, and prices

showed rather a tendency to decline, owing to the great

influx of foreign wool, the importation of the present

year up to this time having exceeded that up to the

same period last year by about 12,000,000 lbs. The

average price at the fair was about 5 per cent, less than

that at the Dorchester August Fair, the reduction

being from 20d to 19d per lb. Many horses were

offered for sale, chiefly of the cart kind, and very few

found purchasers.
,

,• . i ^

A new Slieep and Pig Fair has been established at
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KINGTON, Herefordshire, held the day precedingr the

usual cattle fair. This alteration is considered as a
great improvement, as considerable inconvenience was
experienced from having; all the fairs held on one day.
The new fair was held for the first time on Saturday,
Sept. 17. There were upwards of 3,000 sheep penned,
consisting- of Leicesters, Southdowns, and a large pro-

portion of hill sheep. Good fat wethers averaged from
SJd to 6d per lb. Ewes for store, from the scarcity of
keep, met with a dull sale. Other descriptions were
disposed of at rather reduced prices. The depression
may be accounted for owing to the unprecedented
quantity of stock, and to there being but few dealers
in attendance, who probably were nut aware of the al-

teration which has taken place, or were deterred from
attending in consequence of Sunday intervening. On
Monday the cattle fair was held. There was a large
supply of cattle, consisting chiefly of the Herefordshire
breed, but the prices they fetched were lower than was
expected.
BACKWELL FAIR.—There were but few fat

beasts to be seen ; the best steer and heifer beef fetched
from 48s to 50s per cwt. There were a great many
sucking colts, some of the best of which sold at prices
varying from 8/ to 11/ each.

THE MENZION SHOW AND SALE.—The Men-
zion Show and Sale of Cheviot Tups belonging to
Messrs. Aitcliison, the celebrated breeders of that
kind of stock, took place at Menzion in Tweedsrauir,
on the 8th of September, when a splendid lot of 130 of
their famed sheep were exhibited, a part of which were
generally admitted by good judges to be of the first-

rate description ; indeed it was affirmed that several of
the tups could not be surpassed by any, in either the
South of Scotland or North of England. This will be
pretty well proved by the prices given for them. There
was a very respectable and numerous attendance, and
the public sale went off in the most spirited manner.
One-year-old sheep sold at from 21 10s to 3Z 17s , two-
year olds, 3/ 3s to 4/ 14s, and some eren higher. A
considerable number of the three-year olds brought
from 7/ to 9/ 15s, while four -year-olds went as high as
13/ 10s, and second tup lambs fetched 44s. After the
sale, Messrs. Aitchisou entertained a party of seventy
gentlemen to a substantial dinner, and the afternoon
was spent with the utmost conviviality.

The supiily of sheep at Wherwell Fair far exceeded
the demand, notwithstanding there was a numerous at-

tendance of dealers. The few sales eifected were at a
reduction of 2s per head on the prices of Wilton Fair.
The number of sheep penned exceeded those of the last
ten years.

SALE OF CHOICE STOCK.—On Wednesday week,
the park and grounds adjoining to Harlsey Hall, near
Northallerton, the seat of John Charles Maynard, Esq.
were thronged with gentlemen breeders and graziers,
from most parts of England, Wales, &c. and also some
foreigners, to witness the sale of prime stock belong-
ing to that gentleman. The buyers were numerous
and bid with great spirit. The result of that day's sale
was, 24 cows sold for 1,099 guineas; 15 two-year old
heifers, 577 gs. ; 9 one-year do., 275 gs. ; 6 heifer
calves, 136 gs. ; 5 bulls, 320 gs. ; 8 bull calves, 403 gs.
READING MICHAELMAS CHEESE FAIR

was very well attended, and nearly 700 tons of cheese
were pitched in the Forbury, which owing to the small-
ness of the made in generality of the dairies this season,
was considered a large quantity. Great doubts were
at hrst entertained as to there being so much and we
believe we can assert from authority, that there was
about 100 tons less pitched this year than on the pre-
vious one. The value of the cheese alone, therefore,
computing it at an average of 70/ per ton, and supposing
there to be only 600 tons, would amount to 42,000/.
Best thick cheese from 66s to 70s ; a few of the best
dairies realized 72s ; best North Wilts or loaf cheese
from 75s to 80s ; best thin from 60s to 65s. The sale
being brisk, the prices on the whole were 2s per cwt
higher on the second day than on the first, and nearly
all the good cheese appeared to be cleared off before
the conclusion of the fair.—The Cattle INIarket, for
horses and horned cattle was considerable, but inferior

in quality, and met with a very dull sale. Several good
horses were, however, disposed of at the " Shew " on
the Tuesday. There was one fine drove of Hereford-
shire oxen which was disposed of at an early hour.
EGREMONT CRAB FAIR.—The show of cattle

was limited, and the number of buyers also small.
Good animals brought high prices, but very few sales
were effected.

NORTHAMPTON CHEESE FAIR was rather
thinly supplied with cheese —a consequence of the want
of grass. What wa . brought was cleared off more
rapidly than in any year within our remembrance. Some
prime dairies fetched 72s. This fair is also celebrated
for store ewes, of which there was a more than usual
number ; the greater part were sold, but from the want
of grass, at low prices. There was a very large show
of very fine tups, and considering the times the tup-
letters had no great reason to find fault with the prices

at wliich they were let. A large number of ordinary
store cattle, of which a good number were sold, but the
sellers complained heavily of the price. There was a
great deal of cow beef, which bore evident testimony
to the shortness of grass, so that the trade was very dull.

Of mutton a great quantity, and the prices were the
same as they have been of late.

The following has been recommended as a cheap and
effectual expedient to prevent rats and mice from getting
into corn ricks :—The rick should be built nearly per-

pendicular, and cut round about two feet high from the

ground, slanting from the top towards the bottom about
eighteen inches. The part that is cut is plastered over
with mortar made of clay, or any other substance that

will stick to the ends of the straw, leaving a rim at the

top, of about two inches. The whole is then white
washed. This plan is adopted by many farmers in

Norfolk, and those who practice it, never have their

corn injured by rats or mice.— York Herald.

PRODIGIOUS CROP OF CHEVALIER
BARLEY.—Our readers are already well aware
of the highly productive nature of this sort of barley,

but we believe few, if any of them, could have an-

tici])ated such an extraordinary return as that which
we are about t» record, and which has just taken

place in this immediate neiglibourhood. Onthe2Ist
of March last, a small field, consisting ofaboutthree
acres and a half, on the estate of Roselle, was sown
with only five bushels of seed, which is understood

to be much less than the supply calculated to insure

a full crop, but the reason for giving such a small

quantity was to secure a full crop of grass after the

barley. This choice field is now nearly all ripe

—

the half of it was cut down yesterday (five months
and fifteen days after being sown,) and is ofexcellent

quality. A quantity of it has been left at this office,

where any person may see it, and it will afterwards

be placed in the agricultural and horticultural mu-
seum now forming. From one pickle of seed rises

twenty-one straws, and from another the extraordi-

nary number of thirty-five ! We find the number of

pickles on each head to be about twenty-eight or

thirty—which gives the large return of nearly six-

teen hundred pickles from the parent stem. Some
of the heads from the under part to the top of the

awns measure ten inches in length ; the average

length of the straw over the whole field is four feet

and nine inches; and it is computed that the return

of the grain will be at the rate of seven and a half or

eight bolls per acre. But of this we will speak when
the exact quantity has been ascertained by measure-
ment.- -Should the Chevalier turn out as well on all

the breadths on which it is sown in this and other

counties, the farmers may welljoin with Burns in

boasting that

—

" We'll mak' our maut, we'll brew our drink,

We'll dance, we'll sing, and rejoice man,'' (.S:c.

We may add, that this extraordinary crop was sown
after potatoes, mangel wurzel, and carrot.

—

Ayr Ob-

server,
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER,

The fine weather v/hich favoured agricultural

proceedings during August, has the past month

been succeeded by rain and cold, and the tempe-

rature morning and evening approaching the freez-

ing point ; indeed one or two nights, thin coatings

of ice were even formed on stagnant waters.

Though the bulk of the wheat crop had been se-

cured in those counties principally dedicated to

its cultivation, before the atmospherical change

took place, yet in the more northern counties of

England, as well as throughout Scotland and Ire-

land, the harvest has been matei-ialiy impeded,

and the result rendered more precarious at this

advanced period of the season. About the middle

of the month however, dry v/arm weather again

appeared in Ireland, and Scotland, and the north

of England, and the farmers exerting themselves

to the utmost during the sunshine, were enabled

to make rapid progress in housing their corn.

Towards the close the weather became again un-

settled, and though the quantity of wheat now

outstanding is not to any material extent, yet the

bulk of the barley and oats, are still subjected to

all the vicissitudes of our climate. Many com-

plaints have been made at the markets in different

parts of the kingdom, that the farmers have not

only been induced prematurely to cut their wheat,

but have not allowed it to arrive at maturity in

the sheaf, having carted it immediately, fearful

of trusting the weather, and many samples

therefore are coarse, tender and ill-conditioned,

and the quality it is to be feared in instances irre-

deemably deteriorated, by so hasty and injudicious

a proceeding. Accounts seem to coucur in repre-

senting the yield for the bulk of straw, superior to

last year, the ears being generally thickly set and

well filled ; but the growth is less, and the plant

much thinner on the ground ; and though the

aggregate yield may approach a low average of

former years, previous to the three last seasons,

yet as compared with the produce of 1833-34-35

it is decidedly deficient, with a much greater pre-

valence to smut, roughness in the sample, and

thickness in the skin. With the exception of Suf-

folk, where the farmers have been more fortunate

than their neighbours in securing the barley, the

bulk of this grain has had to endure all the changes

of the weather, experienced during the past month,

and the sample therefore is deteriorated in quality,

and in many instances, being coarse, stained, and

sprouted ; and a greater desparity will exist in

the quality than has been witnessed for several

seasons. The growth is estimated at an average,

and an extended breadth cultivated.

In Scotland the general backwardness of the

season, and the check agricultural proceedings

have sustained from the weather, has rendered

the result of the harvest extremely doubtful, espe-

cially in the more northern districts, where the

grain has in places not yet ripened. Wheat is

below an average produce, and inferior in quality,

and the breadth of land sown much less than last

season, though the stock of old wheat remaining

on hand is still large. Barley is the best grain

crop of the season, and an average in quantity and

quality. Oats vary according to situation, and .

time of sowing, but on the whole are likely to I
turn out a moderate average. *

In Ireland, the grains of most of the new samples

of wheat, have been well filled and plump, but

owing to the very continued rains, are soft and
out of condition, and the crop generally will re-

quire kiln-drying. The produce will be below an
average even for the quantity of land sown, which
is considerably diminished from last year ; though

the consumption of the article is rapidly on the

increase throughout the kingdom
;

yet on the

other hand, many merchants, as well as farmers,

are holders of old wheat, and are only wanting an

advance in price to induce them to quit their

stocks. Barley, the cultivation of which has been

much extended, will, with the exception of the late

sown, prove pretty equal, both in point of quality

and quantity to the average of past years. The
extent of ground sown with oats is equal, if not

greater than former years, but the produce varies

much in different districts ; the early sown oats

on dry and stiff soils had suffered much from the

severe drought in May and June, and consequently

will not yield a large produce. In the inland and

hilly districts where sowing has not commenced
so early, the crop in general is luxuriant, but much
is still green, and at this late period the harvest

must be hazardous. Potatoes in many places have

partially failed, but not to such an extent as ma-

terially to affect the aggregate crop of the country.

The clemency of the weather at such a critical

period of the season, had a material effect on the

mir.ds of the holders of old wheat, and at all the

leading markets, prices advanced during the early

part of September 4s to 5s per pr, and fine dry

new samples 2s to 3s ; as however, the weather

improved, and the reports from the north of Eng-

land, Ireland, and Scotland, came more fovourable,

millers bought but sparingly, and farmers and

factors were obliged to submit to lower rates, leav-

ing the currencies at the close of the month Is to 2s

higher, than at the termination of August.

The unfavourable accounts previously received

from the United States of America, as to the failure

of the wheat crop having been corroborated, and

the high prices of wheat in the more southern de-

partments of France, owing to the failure of the
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crops, has caused bonded wheat to continue in

request, and holders have demanded rather higher

rates, but the extent of business has not at all

been commensurate to the orders transmitted from

America, or the shipments made from England ;

as, in the first place, the orders have been generally

only received here in transit, Laving been for-

warded to the Baltic, Elbe, &c., for shipment, and

in the other, most of the exports have been made
on owners' account. About 6,000 qrs have been

reported for export to New York ; 3,900 qrs to

Boston, and a few hundred qrs to Baltimore, be-

sides some shipments to New South Wales, Ma-
deira, and the Mauritius. Danzig wheat has ob-

tained 34s to 36s ; Lower Baltic red, 30s to 32s.

Archangel nnd Peterburg, 20s to 25s ; and for fine

26s has been refused.

The prices of town-made flour have not partici-

pated in the fluctuations of wheat, but ships' qna-

lities have advanced fully 2s per sack ; but to-

wards the close of the month, again receded 6d to

Is. Bonded flour has been much in request for

shipment to the West Indies, Mauritius, &c., as

the failure in the crops of wheat in the United

States has rendered those ports which have been

accustomed to be supplied with flour from Ame-
rica, dependent on the European markets for part

of their future supplies ; all the fresh arrivals of

flour from Hamburg and the Baltic have found

ready purchasers at improving rates, Danzig and

Hamburg qualities bring worth 23s to 24s per

bai'rel ; and several thousand cwts have becTi

shipped from London during the past month.

The alteration in the duties consist of an ad-

vance of Is per qr on wheat ; 3s on rye ; and 5s 9d

on peas ; while on beans the duty has declined

Is 6d per qr.

The receipts of barley have been limited,

and in the early part of the month, the de-

mand being confined to grinding and dis-

tilling qualities, prices sustained no altera-

tion. On the appearance of a few new malting

samples, more animation pervaded the trade,

but great disparity being found in the quality,

Maltsters only selected the best descriptions at

37s to 38s. As the parcels offering improved,

and the accounts were more unfavourable for the

outstanding crops, fine Chevalier advanced in

value, and 40s to 42s and 44s was realised ; an ex-

tra prime parcel being reported to have fetched

45s and even 46s ; but towards the end of Septem-

ber, the new samples increased in quantity, and

though several continued to come to hand, coarse

and discoloured, yet many of the Suff'olk jjarcels

were fine, prices in consequence receded Is to 2s ])cr

qr for fine descriptions, and 2s to 3s for secondary

and inferior malting, and Is to 2s for distilling and

grinding sorts. Old foreign barley in bond has

obtained 20s per qr.

Fine tender old malt has met an animated de-

mand owing to the inferior quality of the new

barley for malting; and prices have advanced 5s

to 6s per qr ; the currencies remaining firm at this

improvement.

The supply of oats has been rather liberal for the

season of the year, though less than the previous

month, both from England and Ireland ; but larger

from Scotland. The demand at the beginning of

the month was languid, and prices receded 6d to

Is per qr. ; but the protracted state of the harvest

in Ireland and Scotland communicated more firm-

ness to the trade ; and as the arrivals were not

large, a gradual advance has taken place on the

article, English qualities being Is 6d to 2s 6d per

qr dearer than at the close of August ; Scotch and
Irish, 2s to 3s per qr

; good Irish white 40 lbs

oats being worth 25s to 26s, and fine Scotch pota-

tatoe noted at 30s to 3 Is, and even 32s. A great

many new Limerick oats have been soldat lis 3d to

lis 6d per barrel, for delivery free on board, in

October, November, and December ; and the ge-

neral contract price, free on board, in Ireland, has

been lis 3d, lis 6d, to lis 9d per barrel. A few

foreign oats have weekly paid the prevailing duty

of 18s lOd per qr, and several small shipments

of the bonded article have been made to the West

Indies and the Mauritius, &c. Russian oats, free,

are worth 24s, and good fresh foreign feed, 25s to

26s, and in bond, 14s to 15s.

Old beans as well as peas of all descriptions have

sustained a material improvement in value, the for-

mer article having advanced fully 4s per qr, and

white peas 6s to 7s, grey and maple 5s ; the trade

for both beaos and peas ruling firm at the advance.

New beans come to hand spotted and out of condi-

tion, and have not participated in the advance of

old, unless extremely dry.

During the month of September the following quan-

tities of Grain and Flour have arrived in the Port

of London.
Wheat. Bailey. Malt. Oats,
qrs. qrs. qrs. qrs.

English
Si-otch
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tertained such unfavourable forebodings as at pre-
sent ; these remarks however, more especially ap-
ply towards summer grain, wheat being the best of
the grain crops, and on all low lands will be probably
an average return. Flour was firm at 30s to 31s 6d,
and superfine was enquired after at 32s to 32s 6d,
and several purchases of fine appeared for forward
delivery, 30s being refused for delivery on the 1st

of October. Much of the flour from Upper Canada
arrives out of condition ; the accounts however,
from Upper Canada are of a more favourable ten-
dency ; from Kingston the statement is made, tbat in
that district, the wheat crop is generally very good,
and " on the whole never better" ; the other crops
are represented as moderate, except Indian Corn,
which is a general failure. From St. John, New
Brunswick, we learn that the prospects of the far-

mers had much improved, and good average crops
were anticipated. From St. Andrews it is reported
vegetation was making rapid progress, and the crops
had assumed a promising appearance.
At Hobart Town, Van Diemen's Land, prices had

rather given wa)^, owing to the reported large ship-
ments which were being made to Sydney from Laun-
ceston, the Indies, England, &c., and wheat was
noted at 6s 6d to 8s 6d per bushel. At Launceston
the same causes had operated on the currencies, but
the last advices from Sydney bringing the quotations
still at lis to I2s 6d, holders were enabled to rea-
lize 9s to 10s per bushel.

At Sydney, New South Wales, prices were noted
at 9s to 12s 6d. A sale of about 1,000 qrs of wheat
received from the East Indies, had been made, but
as the quality was inferior, and not weighing, on an
average, more than 561bs per bushel, the prices rea-

lized were comparatively much lower, not exceeding
5s lOd to 7s per bushel. Indian corn maintained
high rates, selling at 7s to 8s 6d per bushel.

The wheat harvest in France, may now be con-
sidered as terminated, but as thrashing has not yet
become general, a decided opinion cannot be formed
as to the actual deficiency of the crop ; that it is in-

ferior to the produce of the last season, not a doubt
exists, and particularly ia the more southern depart-
ments ; the previous harvest was, however, super-
abundant, and the yield in many districts is expected
to be one-fourth to one-third less, with an inferio-

rity of quality ; in some parts it is almost equal to

the last season's growth, and in a few the farmer cal-

culated of obtaining from the straw fully as much
grain as he thrashed out in 1835, which will per-
haps make an aggregate quantity, barely equivalent
to a low average yield. Smut prevails to some ex-
tent, and even where liming the seed has been had
recourse to. The barley harvest is fast drawing to

a conclusion, and appears on the whole, to be dete-

riorated in quantity and quality by the continuance
of the drought ; oats from the same cause are also
a deficient produce, and in Normandy and Picardy are

also much endangered at present by being exposed to

the rain.

Prices are firm, with a tendency to advance, par-
ticularly for the finer descriptions of new wheat, as

the excellent condition of the grain renders it almost
immediately fit for the millers' purposes, and the

general quality of the old wheat remaining on hand
is inferior, and much of it out of condition. The
crop of wheat in the circle round Paris, from whence
the metropolis draws the bulk of its supply, appears
to have been more favoured than most other dis-

tricts, and therefore the city will possess the great-

est facility of being well provided with the staple

commodity of life. At Bordeaux, Marseille, and
neighbouring markets, prices of wheat are ranging

high, owing to the deficiency of the crops, and seve-
ral parcels of foreign corn have been already received,
which have been made free at Cherbourg, Brest,
or other ports in that class ; and the unequal opera-
tion of the French Corn Laws has given considerable
dissatisfaction to the agriculturists, who seem deter-
mined to petition government either for the equi-
table administration of the existing code, by not al-

lowing the cargo of wheat which has paid duty at

any certaia port to be re-exported, or the law in this

particular to be repealed.

The crops in several ofthe Italian States turn out
less productive thin was exjiected ; some below an
average, and in others where superabundance was cal-

culated upon, the yield on thrashing is little more
than a full average ; these facts are operating on the

currencies, combined with the reports of the falling

oflFin the produce in the South of France; in addi-

tion to which the accounts from Naples, received from
Genoa, state that in Piedmont and Lombardy the

crops had proved deficient ; Barletta wheat in con-
sequence was not to be shipped under 28s to 30s,
and at Ancona the inequality of the harvest in many
parts of Italy, and a demand having been experi-
enced from Venice, had caused prices to range at 26s
6d per qr.

At St. Petersburg sales of Linseed deliverable in

loco, and of the best quality, had been made at 44s
per qr ; inferior, for future delivery, 37s 6d. At
Riga, small parcels of Wheat were finding occasional

purchasers, at 27s 3d to 30s 6d. Barley, of about
481bs, at 17s, and Oats, at lis lOd to 12s 4d. Rye
was realising 20s 6d ; Crushing Linseed, of middling
quality, was to be had at 40s lOd per qr ; and Hemp-
seed at 26s 5d, but the stocks of both reduced to a

few thousand barrels; the crop of Sowing Linseed
promised an abundant return, but as the harvest will

be late, both quantity and quality will be likely ren-

dered more liable to injury from the weather; if well

secured, prices are expected to range moderately low,
say equal to 46s 6d per qr.

At Konigsberg the trade was firm, in consequence
of the advance in the London currencies, and though
(nw additional orders had been received, vet those

transmitted to Danzig for American account, and the

different vessels which had been chartered at Copen-
hagen with a freight of lOs per quarter to New
York, had communicated a fresh impetus to specu-
lators, and if purchases had to be made, it was ex-

pected an advance of 10 to 15 florins per last would
be demanded. New wheat was of fair quality, and
average in quantity.

At Danzig the demand for wheat had rather im-
proved, and those holders willing to quit, readily

found speculative purchasers at the current rates,

prices of fine mixed qualities varying from 25s to

26s 9d, according to colour and weight. About
1,000 qrs of Rye had been bought for shipment to

America at 14s 6d per qr. High mixed was noted
at 27s to 30s. White wheat, 30s to 35s. Flour of
first quality, 19s, but none oflfering.

At the Mecklenberg ports purchases were being-

made for shipment to America, and the finer wheats
were held at 27s to 28s per qr. The wheat crop is

estimated below an average produce, and Barley
will be only a moderate crop. At Rostock the far-

mers report the quality of the wheat as very fine,

though the few samples which had appeared at mar-
ket did not fully bear out their statements.

At Hamburg several parcels of wheat had been
purchased for America, and prices were firm. Some
new Marks had been received, and the quality and
condition better than anticipated, and realised 30s to

30s 6d for the consumption. Rapeseed was dull at
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r>il to 31/ 5s, and upwards of 10,000 qrs oflFering. At
Jlotterdam the wheat trade had been rendered very
animated, owing to extensive orders for shipment to

America ; white Zealand wheat was selling at 29s 6d
to 32s, weighing 60 to 61 lbs; red Rhine of 62 to

63 lbs, at 30s to 3ls per qr, in bond. As the ship-

ments of barley from the Baltic [as well as Riga had
been limited, and the consumption of the distillery

considerable, prices were expected to range high

during the winter. The stock of Rape Oil having

proved larger than calculated upon, Rapeseed, in-

stead of advancing, had rather receded in value, and
was selling at 341 to ool per last. New Linseed was
held at 54s to 56s. White cloverseed was good in

quality, and sold at 40s to 45s. The red seed crop

was favorably reported.

The advices from the United States of America
continue to preserve an unfavorable tendency as re-

gards the failure in the wheat crop, with the excep-
tion of the district of Illinois, Michigan, and great-

est part of Ohio. At New York, new North Caro-
lina wheat had arrived, the quality fair, and which
realised 59s 7d, though it had been previously stated

that 2 dollars, or about 73s 4d had been refused; one
or two parcels of foreign had been sold at 60s 6d, and
the market quite bare. Rye was in request at higher

prices, foreign obtaining 36s 8d and 41s 3d. Flour
had improved, and Western Canal was worth 36s;
part of the crops in Ohio are represented as likely

to yield one-third to one-fourth less than last season.

From Niagara the accounts state that Wheat has
proved short of a middling average. At Baltimore,

the crops are stated not merely as being short of an
average, but an actual failure, and where the ex-
pectations of the agriculturist had induced him to

hope a favourable return for his labour, he has not
reaped more than one-third or one-fourth of his anti-

cipated produce, in addition to which the quality is

represented as being much inferior to an average of

former years, which is exemplified in prices varying
from 45s lOd to 64s 6d per qr. New Rye was sel-

ling at 36s 8d to 4l3 3d. New Oats were obtaining
lis 8d to 12s lOd, the crop of the latter article being
generally favourably reported. Howard-Street Flour
was selling at 36s to 37s Id, and City Mills and
Susquehanna qualities were realising as high as the

latt.;r price. At Philadelphia, the failure in the crop
in various sections, are referred to as exceeding the

previously formed anticipations, which it must be
remarked, depend so mainly on the bias of the indi-

vidual who has formed them, that little is to be eli-

cited from the statement. Wheat, bonded, was worth
58s to 67s. Flour was obtaining 36s per barrel.

Rye had proved very deficient, and would not, it

was feared, in districts, pay for thrashing, and was
noted at 40s 4d to 41s lOdper qr. From Petersburg,
Alexandria, Cincinnati, &c., the reports of the crops
partially varied, but, on the whole, were little less

unfavourable.

42 to 50
46 57

CURRENCY PER IIVIPERIAI. MEASURE
MRITISH. Sbpt.1. Oct. 1

S. S. S. 8

Wheat, red, Essex, Kent, Suffolk 42 to 48
White 46 55

Norfolk, Lincolnsliire and Yorkshire. . . 40 47
White, do. do 40 60

West Country Red 38 46
White, ditto 40 52

Northmnbciland and Berwickshire Red 38 44
White, ditto 39 48

Irish Red — —
Ditto White — —
Barley, Maltiiijf, new — —

Chevalier, new — —
Distilling 32 35
Grinding 28 32
Irish 25 30

36
38
32
28
26

Sept. 1.

s. s.

Malt, Brown 44 52
Ditto, Chevalier 60 61

Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale 50 60

Ditto Ware 60 64
Peas, Hog and Grey 31 33
Maple 32 35
White Boilers 34 35

Beans, small 38 40
Harrow 36 38
Ticks 34 36
Mazagan 32 36

Oats, English feed 23 2.5

Short small 25 27
Poland 24 28
Scotch, Common 24 26
Berwick, &c 24 2/

Potatoe, &c 25 28
Irish, Feed 2Is Od to 22s Od 22s Od
DittoPotatoe 22s Od 24s 6d 24s Od
Ditto Black 2-2s Od 23s Od 22s Od

OCT.I.

58
70
68
70
38
38
42
44
42
40
38

25 6d 28
28 30
25 29
26 6d 28
26 30
28 31

to 24s Od
27s Od
24s Od

PRICES OF FLOUR,
Per Sack of 280 lbs. Sept. 1.

?. s.

Town-made 40 to 48

Norfolk, Suffolk, Kent, and Essex .... 34 36

Sussex and Hampshire 33 34
Superfine - 35 —
Lincolnshire, Yi rkshire, and Stockton. 32 34
Northumberland, Berwick, and Scotch. 32 33
Irish 33 35
Extra 37 —

Oct. 1.

s. to s.

40 48
34
33
35
32
32
33
37

36
34

34
33
36

An Account of the Quantity of Grain and Flour

imported into the United Kingdom during the

month ending the 5th Sept., 1836 ; the Quantity on
which the Duty has been paid for Home Consump-
tion, and the quantity remaining in Warehouse.

Wheat,
qrs.

Quantity imported *34,535
Do. entered for home
consumption 1,863

Do. remaining in ware-
house 594,460
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WOOIi MARKETS.
BRITISH.

No alteration in the currencies since our last.

WAKEFIELD WOOL MARKET, Sept. 23.—
There is no quotable difference in the value of either

long or short wool this week, but the quantity of busi-

ness done is rather below an average, and there is an

absence of that briskness which characterised the wool
trade a few weeks back. Probably the feverish state of

the money market occasions consumers to act more
cautiously, as we yet hear of no one reducing his con-

sumption.

CHELMSFORD WOOL FAIR.—At a meeting of

the Committee of the Chelmsford Agricultural Society,

on Friday, on reading the several certificates delivered

by the wool buyers of the 21st of June, it was unani-
mously resolved,

—" That Messrs. William and Thomas
Johns were duly entitled to the Cup given at the Wool
Fair, they having purchased 196 packs, 1 dft 71 lb."

The return made by Messrs. Legg, was 135 packs, qrs

39 lbs. From the best information the Committee could
obtain, the amount sold on the same day was at least

9,000/. This quantity, we understand, was absolutlely

sold on the day of the Fair, exclusive of all sales made
previously and subsequently.

LIVERPOOL.
Wbrk ending September 26.

English Wools.—Prices here are nominal in price,

and partake of the general depression of the market.
Combing fleeces, 20d to 21d ; Down ewes and wethers,

20d to 21d ; ditto tegs, 225d to 24d ; super, skin, 19d to

20d; head ditto, 17d to 18d.

Scotch Wool.—We have a large attendance of

buyers [at the sale of Foreign and Colonial Wools this

week, but have not heard of many operations in Scotch
Wool. A few transactions in Cheviot and Laid High-
land at old rates are all that have come to our know-
ledge. The recent large purchases by consumers, joined
to the present state of the money market, will we ex-
pect produce quietude in this market for a few weeks.
We do not anticipate any ultimate decline in price,

per stene o t 24Ibs.
I<aid Highland Wool, from 12s 6(ltol3s 6d
White do. do Ifis Od l/s Od
Laid Crossed do 17s Od 18s Od
Washed do. do 18s Od I9s Od
Laid Cheviot do 20.s Od 22s Od
Washeddo. do 26s Od 28s ©d
White do. do 32s Od 36s Od
Inipiirt for tlie week 12G2 bags.
Previously this year 13937 do.

Irish Wool has been in limited request. To make
sales some reduction has in every instance been sub-
mitted to. The imports for the week amount to 68 bags.
Irish fleeces, mixed lots, per lb. IT^d to IS^d ; ditto

wethers, 17d to 17^d ; ditto hogs, 19d to 20d ; ditto

combing skin, 16d to 17d ; ditto short skin, 14Jd to

165d. Import for the week, 67 bags
;
previously this

year, 4,865.

Foreign Wools.—Several large lots of Australian
and other wools were brougrht to the hammer to-day
and yesterday, pursuant to advertisement. The atten-

dance of country dealers yesterday was very large,
although to-day it was much decreased. About 1,700
bags were sold yesterday, at the average prices of the
last London sale, but from 2d to 3d per lb. below the
prices obtained here by auction last month. In conse-
quence of this change several holders withdrew their

lots, and others would have followed the example if they
had not previously advertised. Odessa, tine, 2s to 3s 6d

;

Portugal R., Is 5d to Is 7d , ditto, low marks. Is O^d
to Is 2^d ; Spanish R, 2s 6d to 2s 9d ; F S, 2s 2d to 2s
4d ; German fleeces, 2s 2d to 2s 6d ; assorted, 2s 6d
to 2s 9d ; lambs, 2s 6d to 3s 6d ; New South Wales,
2s 4d to 3s ; Russian wool, S^d to 93d ; Buenos
Ayres, 4d to Sjd ; Mogadore and Barbary, 4id to 6d

;

washed Peruvian, 14d to 16d. Import for the week,
1,328 bags

;
previously this year, 32,027 bags.

SCOTCH.
Per Stone of 24 lbs. September 1.

s. d. s. d.
OCTOBIR 1.

s. d. s. d.
Laid Highland Wool, from. 12 6toI3 12 6tol3 6
White Do. Do 16 16 6 16 17
Laid Crossed Do 17 18 17 18
Washed Do. Do 18 19 18 19
Laid Cheviots 20 22 20 22
Washed Do 26 28 26 28
White Do 32 36 32 36

FOREIGN.
Sept. 26.

About 1,250 packages of German, Russian, Italian,

and Turkish [wools have formed the London supply,
since this day se'nnight. No public sales are appointed

;

and private contract trade is steady, at our last quoted
prices.

BONES.
Since our last there have passed the Sound or

Elsinore, the Great Belt, and the Holstein
Canal, ships loaded with Bones, bound for Hall, 3 ;

Berwick, 3 ; Macduff, 1 ; Leith, 1 ; Arbroath, 1 ; St.

Andrew, 1 ; other parts of England, 4.

REVIEW OF THE HOP TRADE.
September 25.

About the middle of this month the new Hops
began to reach the market : the first lots proved very
inferior, it being- the invariable practice, with the

growers, to pick the mouldy and diseased Hops as

early as they can ; these have mostly been sold at low
prices. Up to the present time we have received

about 11,000 Pockets, some of good quality, but
generally speaking low in colour, though quite equal

to what could have been expected for the unfavour-

able season, the wind and constant wet having
seriousl)' injured the growth ; and to this we have

to add a great increase of blight—the fly and lice

are found in great quantities in the body of the

Hop, feeding on and impoverishing the article. The
Hopping is fast drawing to a close, in fact many
have already finished : the pickers have got over the

ground rapidly, occasioned by the Hops coming so

tar short of the expectation when they commenced.
The estimated Duty still falling, it is now quoted at

175m. on the market, but in the diflerent districts at

160m. ;
prices vary much according to quality : the

article is in great demand for consumption as well as

speculation, many believing the growth will prove
deficient of the quantity required for consumption
even when you add the overplus produced last

season :

—

PRESENT PRICES.

£. s. £. s.

Farnhams in Pockets, from 8 8 to 10 10

East Kent Pockets 5 12 — 8 8
Bags 5 5— 7 7

Mid Kent Pockets 5 5 — 8
Bags 4 10 — 7 7

Weald of Kent Pockets 5 3—60
Sussex Pockets 4 15 — 5 18

Yearlings in demand 4 2 — 512
Old 3 3—44
Old olds 1 1— 3 3

WORCESTER.—The supply of hops at our annual
fair on Monday was not so numerous as on former oc-

casions, which may be attributed to the lateness of the

season. There were between 700 and 800 pockets in

the fair, of which were sold 587 new, and 17 old. Prices

from 4l 10s to 5/ 15s, according to quality, which was,
generally speaking, middling. On the previous mar-
ket day little business was done ; about 184 pockets
were in the market, and new 18, old 3, sold. It is the

opinion of many that our duty is much over rated, and
that it will not exceed last year's, viz, 15,75lZ.
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TURF INTELLIGENCE.
Such of the readers of this publication as

have been in the habit of perusing our ex-co-
gitations, are aware that, on the approach of the

Doncaster Races for 1835, we foretold the suc-

cess of Queen of Trumps in a manner more
positive than many of our friends deemed con-
sistent. The cunning priests of Delphi, and
the soothsayers of old, aware of the danger
of specific or absolute prognostication, took
great care to render their oracular conjec-
tures so equivocal, that, come what might,
the interpretation of the specious augury was
sufficiently flexible so as to appear applicable
to the event. If, however, in our surmise of
last year, to which we have above alluded,
we unhesitatingly ventured to pronounce the
triumph of the Cambrian Queen as certain,

our prophetic reputation was placed in little

danger ; since, with a knowledge ofthe powers
of this extraordinary filly, and a tolerably ac-
curate estimate of her competitors, scarcely
a doubt could be entertained as to the result,

particularly as we knew her to be in the hands
of a gentleman (Mr. Mostyn) whose honour-
able integrity raised him far above suspicion.
Thus presciently successful, we have, for

some previous weeks, given our opinion of
the prominent candidates for the St. Leger,
which came off on the 20th inst. at Doncas-
ter, and predicted the success of Elis ; but
not in that unqualified manner in which we
last year expressed our pre-conviction of
Queen of Trumps : nor was this possible

;

because the approach of Elis to the Doncaster
St. Leger was indirect, devious, uncertain,
and suspicious.

On the next assemblage of the metropo-
litan book men, after the conclusion ofEgham
Races, that proposal was made by the agents
of Lord Lichfield, (1,200/. at 10 to 1 against
Elis), which, however extraordinary it might
appear, was agreed to, and under such con-
ditions Elis was sent to Doncaster; as we
already observed.

If therefore we calmly consider the progress

of Elis up to the bargain in question, we must
arrive at the conclusion that he was an extra-
ordinary animal, but that his chance of
winning the St. Leger was much reduced,
owing to his previous exertions, so unusual
on all similar occasions. Consequently, in

.speaking prospectively of the success of Elis,

however high our opinion might be of his

racing capabilities, we did not lose sight of

the injury likely to result from such extraor-

dinary previous exertions, particularly on a
three-year-old. Yet, on the other hand, when
we duly considered! his struggle with Bay
Middleton, and the manner in which he had
performed the various engagements to which
lie had been subjected, and that there was
good reason to believe he had sustained no
injury from the succession of struggles already

noticed ; we hesitated not to pronounce him

prospectively the victor, for the then ensuing
St. Leger, with, however, that degree of
{ualification which, under the circumstances
already detailed, appeared indispensably re-

<iuisite.

As a tabular list of Doncaster Races ac-
companies these preliminary observations,
it will only be necessary to notice in this place
those particular and prominent events which
seem to require or to admit of further illus-

tration.

The first event of these celebrated races for

the present year (the Fitzwilliam Stakes) was
rendered remarkable by the dead heat which
took place between Birdlime and General
Chasse, upon which the owners of these nags
agreed to divide the Stakes. Our readers

will recollect, that Birdlime carried off the

Cup at the late Liverpool Races, in defiance

of the General, whose previous distinguished

success, particularly on the Liverpool Course,
had raised him so highly in the estimation of
the book men of the north-west, that he had
continued the decided favorite up to the mo-
ment of starling.

On Tuesday, the 20th, at half-past three

o'clock, the following candidates for the St.

Leger appeared on the Course ; nann ly, Elis,

Scroggins (late Brother to St. Giles) Bee's
Wing, Trapball, Ebberston, Vulture, Snyders,
Bombasine Colt, Carew, Locomotive, Red-
shank, Wedge, The Carpenter, The Bard, and
Black Diamond. From the time that Elis's

appearance for this Great Stake became cer-

tain, up to this moment, the odds had con-
tinued in the same course ; the only ap-
parent difference being the increased estimate

of Scroggins and Elis, the marked decline of

Wedge, the extinction of Gladiator : we
will quote the odds at starting :

—

6 to 4 agst Scroggins (Brother to St. Giles).

7—2 Elis

8 — 1 Trapball
10—1 Redshank
10— 1 Wedge
14—1 Beo's Win^
20 — 1 Vulture
20 — 1 Black Diamond
30 — I Snyders

After two false starts, they went well away,
Wedge taking the lead for " the honour of

Ould Ireland ;" but unfortunately for his own
immortality, and tiie glory of tlie Sister King-
dom, he was soon superseded in his advance
by Carew ; the field well together, Elis and
Scroggins in the midst of the throng, Trap-

ball and Snyders bringing up the rear.

Shortly, the favorites, Scroggins and Elis,

might be observed advancing to the front

;

and, at length, Elis singled himself out and took

a decided and commanding lead, going at his

ease however, while Scroggins and Bee's N\ ing

were struggling hard behind him : the result

was no longer doubtful ; the superiority of

Elis became pre-eminently conspicuous : he

went home at the top of his rate, several

lengths a-head of Scroggins and Bee's Wing,
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who very severely disputed the honor of the
second place, which was given in favor of the

former by half a head ; The Bard andSnyders
going in about a length behind Bee's Wing
and her successful competitor : the rest of

the field pulled up of course as soon as they
saw their chance completely extinguished. A
superior field, in all probability, never came
out for the Doncaster St. Leger; and, making
due allowance for the supremacy of Elis, it

was a most interesting, a most beautiful race,

witnessed by admiring myriads: the assem-
blage was very numerous ; while, like Corin-
thian capitals, rank, fashion, and beauty,
gave an exquisite finish to the densely
crowded and busy scene.

Notwithstanding the trembling suspicion
which was excited, and for some time kept
alive, by the adscititious or unusual move-
ments of Elis, no doubt can be entertained
that the race was honestly run. The amount
of the Stakes, after the customary deductions,
is 2075/. The Earl of Lichfield and his party
have been great winners, beyond all question

;

those who backed the opinion of the Scotts
have suffered ; as well as many of the pro-
fessed book men, who, with the extraordinary
performances of Elis staring them in the face,

and the knowledge of his being ail right,

blindly encountered their fate.

Elis is by Langar, out of Olympia by Sir
Oliver, her dam Scotilla, by Anvil, out of
Scota, by Eclipse, out of Harmony, by
Herod, out of Rutilia.

The next event in point of importance, was
the Cup; for which we had booked Queen
of Trumps as the winner, and Touchstone
the second in our estimation, as a matter of
course; it will be seen by the list, that the
Cambrian Queen did not appear at the start-

ing-post for this glittering prize, and there-
fore little doubt can be entertained that she
was amiss; her fore-legs were always sus-
picious, and on this account she became an
uncertain animal to back (p. p. at least) not-
withstanding her otherwise very superior
powers of progressive motion. Bad forelegs
rnust be a family failing: Velocipede, her
sire, presents in form the beau ideal of a
racer, and he proved himself one of the very
first class ; yet we never saw more crazy fore
legs ; his stock generally prove racers.

As Queen of Trumps was out of the ques-
tion, Touchstone might be said to have it all

his own way. General Chasse was fancied
by some for tlie Doncaster Cup ; but such
persons made a most erroneous estimate of
Touchstone, to say nothing of several other
competitors who, on this occasion, proved
themselves superior to him. The General
made but a poor figure last year at Doncaster
for the Cup, while his recent complete defeat
CRU add no refreshing spirit to his withering
laurels. General Chasse is a very good horse,
and has proved himself a superior racer: he
has done more work than usual, and for the
most part performed it well ; but he cannot
last for ever :

" he would make a race with a

donkey," and in consequence of this dispo-
sition, has been enabled to go through more
than ordinary exertion. If we take a retro-

spective view of the performances of Touch-
stone and General Chasse, we must acknow-
ledge both horses to be far above the ordinary
class of racers; but, notwithstanding the
General's frequent success in the north-west,
he sinks in the comparison with his success-
ful rival.

Bee's ^ying, the only one amongst the
stock of the justly celebrated Dr. Syntax
entitled to distinguished notice, has proved
that she inherits one of the leading and most
valuable qualities of her renowned sire;

namely, stoutness. It was unfortunate for

her to meet such a field for the St. Leger, and
particularly such a competitor as Elis. She
may be regaided as equally unlucky by
coaling in contact with Touchstone for the
Cup: however, that she was much under-
rated by the book men previous to Doncaster
Races has become evident by her perform-
anries.

Wedge, whatever might have been his pre-
tensions in his native country, has, as we
always suspected he would, proved himself
miserably deficient for the Great St. Leger.
Yet, did he occupy the second position in the
list of the odds for a very considerable period,

nor was it till Elis came permanently into the
market that he found his proper level, and
sunk into comparative nothingness.

Turkish Horses.—" The Turkish horses are easily

distinguished from others by their forms. They
have good middle pieces, though rather rouud ; high
and thick crests, resembling in their immense arch
that of the Godolphin Arabian. Their heads are ra-

ther coarse and badly put on ; and their legs are

short, flat, and bony. The favourite colours are the
pie-balds and the strawberries, especially when the

two near legs and one of the off ones are white. The
Italians hare the same predilection, saying, Balzano
a tre, e cavallo di Re. White muzzles and wall-eyes

are also considered as great beauties. One horse

was particularly pointed out to us as remarkable for

his extraordinary colour, which was certainly most
singular, being a perfectly bright crimsom shade of
chestnut, which, viewed under the influence of the

sun rays, looked exactly like the finest carmine.
I imagined it to be produced by the khennah, or some
other dye, but was positively assured it was the

horse's natural colour. The Dongolese horses are

excellently adapted for the carriage, many being
from sixteen to seventeen hands high, very showy,
and with grand action. They are, however, re-

markably long in the back, and rough in their move-
ments n-hen rode. Sadih Khan, a Persian who has
long resided in England, had lately arrived at Con-
stantinople from his own country, bringing with him,
amongst other horses, one of the breed of Takkah in

Khorassan, which, in common with all his race, was
possessed of the curious distinction of having no
mane. He was altogether a showy horse, with an
English thorough-bred look about him. The horses

in I'urkeyr are all kept excessively fat, and are shod
with bare shoes, with high projecting nail-heads,

there being no groove."

—

Temple's Travels.

Printed by Joseph Rogerson. 24, Norfolk Street, Strand,
London.
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THE PLATE.
'i'he Bull " ]lrBY," which fonns the subject oi" our Plate, is the property of Mr. 11. Iveson, of Hedon,

Yorkshire, and obtained the prize as the "best bull of any age, from any part of the kingdom," at the

late Exhibition of the East Riding Agricultural Association. There were in all, ten competitors for the

prize, and " Ruby" was declared by the Judges to be the best. " Ruby" was calved the 25th May, 1834,

by " Rolla," d. by M'Gregor," g.d.by Julius Ciesar," g.g. d, by " Bacchus," g.g. g. d. by " Pilot," (495.)

"RoLLA,"by " Charles," (878,) d. " Fortuna," by " Pilot," ('496,) g.d. " Modish," by " Remus,"

(477.)

"M'Gregor" by " Rob Roy," (557,) d. by " Wellington," a son of " Old Brampton," g. d. by Mr.

Collins' " Short Legs," a son of " Minor," g. g. d. by Mr. Dale's son of " Brown's White Bull."

THE HIGHLAND AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Since our last, reports of the proceedings at two

most impoitaiit Agricultural meetings have come
to liand. Tiie meeting of tlie Highland Agricul-

tural Sooiety at Perth, and of tlie Liverpool Agri-

cultural Society at Liverpool. We have always

held up the Highland Agricultural Society as a

model for all other societies, and we rejoice to be

enabled to state, that nothing has occurred to alter

in the slightest degree the good opinion we have
ever entertained of the benefits which a perseverance

in a similar course must produce to the cause of

agriculture. The exhibition of stock at Perth far

exceeded in quantity and quality that of any former

meeting. The improvement in the quality of

stock generally in Scotland, and the improving

condition of the agriculturist were generally ad-

mitted. Considerable doubt has been thrown by
many persons upon the correctness of a state-

ment made by Mr. S. Lefevre in his pamphlet, as

to the realization of better profits by tlie Scotch

than the English farmejs, of which evidence was
given in detail before the Agricultural Committee.
We find, however, the Noble Chairman, the Mar-
quis of Breadalbane, making the following obser-

vations, not only uncontradicted but seemingly

approved by the company present, consisting of

1,100 noblemen, gentlemen, and yeomen.

" That great source of wealth, the agriculture of

the country, is prospering with us, I believe, more
than has been acknowledged by our southern neigh-

bours to be the case with them ; and it has been

stated in evidence before the Parliamentary Com-
mittee, that upon certain soils which in England re-

turn but small profits, or rather none at all, remu-
nerating returns from, similar soils arc made in Scot-

land. ( Hear, hear.) This eflect, gentlemen, is in

some measure to be ascribed to the proprietors ; but

also in a greater degree to the intelligence, skill, and
sound judgment of the tenantry." (Cheers.)

Too much cannot be said of the benefits derived

from agricultural associations, in bringing land-

lords and tenants together, in causing them to as-

sociate upon such an equal and friendly footing

as may enable the landlords to ascertain of their own
personal knowledge, and not through the repre-

sentation of others, the precise situation in wliich

not only their own tenantry, but the tenantry gene-

rally are placed. Tiie advantages resulting from

such, intercommunity did not pass unnoticed at the

Perth meeting. The Marquis of Tweedale ob-

served

—

" Connected as he was with many of the agricul-

tural societies in the south, and having attended their

meetings, he had every opportunity of being inti-

mately acquainted with their sentiments and feelings.

It was through the means of these agricultural so-

cieties that he had the pleasure of maldng acquaint-

ance with the industrious tenantry of Scotland, the

greatest pleasure lie had enjoyed since his establish-

ment in his native country."

Mr. Fox Maule, M. P., too, gave expression to

similar sentiments. He said

—

" I am one of those who admire meetings of this

nature, because, as my friend ]\Ir. Watson said, they

bring the landlord and tenant into friendly competi-

tion, where the tenant ns often proves victor over

the landlord us the landlord over the tenant. I ad-

mire them for another reason, which my friend omit-

ted to mention, that they bring them together again

in the afternoon round the social board ; where all

are mixed and associated together without any fur-

ther arrangement, except what is necessary to su])-

port the chair and the vice chair, and where landlord

and tenant mix together, receiving freely the o]ji-

r.ious of each other, giving and taking jokes, and all

joining in the conviviality and harmony of the meet-

ing." (Cheers.)

Mr. Oliphant, M. P. adverted to the knowledge
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which he had himself acquired from attending such

meetings.

" He had travelled," he said, " over great part of

the continent, but he had never met with a society or

with a meeting, which had for its objects the bene-

ficent purposes of this society. There was no other

country in the vrorld where the Lord and his tenantry

sat together, and talked freely with each other of tlie

best and most economical mode of rearing the pro-

ductions of the earth, and the breeding of stock. He
stated that he had been a witness befere the late Par-

liamentary Committer on Agriculture, and the atten-

tion which was there paid to Scotland would have

made a Scotclmian's heart dance within him. He
and his friends were frequently asked how he came
to know such and such things : and their general

answer was—because we mix with men who have
intelligence to communicate them to us." (^Cheers.)

Several eminent agriculturists from England at-

tended, amongst whom was Mr. Handley, M. P.

for Lincolnshire, who, in leturnmg thanks on be-

half of the " strangers" present, made a speed)

replete with sound principle, and containing much
valuable information, more especially upon tlie ap-

plication of steam power to liusbandry. The
Honourable Member observed

—

" The noble Lord, your excellent and esteemed
President, observed somewhat early in the evening,

that your southern brethren were labouring under
distress ; but I observe he expressed that opinion

with some degree of doubt. Permit me with sorrow
and pain to tell you, there is no doubt about it.

{Hear.) I speak feelingly—practically—on this

subject. The causes I do not pretend to name ; but,

however fortunate you may have been when wheat
was selling at 4s or .5s per bushel, we were not in

the same boat with you, and suffered a considerable

deficiency, though I am happy to say that is now in

course of being ameliorated. It is, however, a wise
dispensation, that out of evil good rises; and 1 be-

lieve that good has risen in this instance to the far-

mers of England. They no longer look to Farliament

for relief—they feel they have protecting laics which

give them the highest prices in Europefor their produce,

and they can expect no inore ; and that in contending
witl) that depression of prices wliich the)' have suf-

fered—and which, considering the prospects of the
country T fear they have still to look forward to

—

they must do as you do—they must pursue thecourse
in which, for the last 50 years, aided as you have
been—and gentlemen should never forget it—by a

moral and religious peasantry (cheers) you have suc-

cesslully contended with tlie rigours of your northern

climate, and the sterility of your soil. (CheersJ You
have set an example to us of what may be done by
skill, enterprise, and determination ; and I trust the

day is not far distant when we shall have such a so-

ciety as the noble Lord alluded to ; when we shall

take a leaf out of your book, and I trust we will de-

rive advantage from it. (Cheers.) I am aware 1

have detained you too long already (cheers and cries

of " nn"), but I confess I shall feel disappointed if,

after the compliment wliich the Society did me tin:

honour to pay mo last Summer, in corresponding
with me upon the ai)plication of steam to agriculture

;

and considering the interest which they showed on
the subject at their next meeting—and the munificent
manner in which they expressed the interest they

I'elt—I shall he disejipointed if, after all that, I left

Perth without any allusion to the subject. When I

look forward, as I nuist do, to the prices which we
may in future expect to obtain for our j)roduce, and
feet that we must depend upon our own exertions alone, I

am impressed with the conviction that steam does
not blaze for the manufacturer only, but that that

might)' and almost superhuman aid may be applied
to the pursuits of that class of gentlemen to whom I

am now more immediately addressing myself."

Of Mr. Handley 's devotion to the cause of agri-

culture, no man, we believe, who is acquainted

with liim can doubt. His practical knowledge is

great, his labours in the Agricultural Commit-
tee have put him in possession of information

which enables him to take a correct view of the

situation and prospects of the British farmer ; and
what does he tell them, but what we have told

them over and over again, that to their own e.xer-

t:ons, including of course improvements in the

science of agriculture, and not to the legislature,

must they look for redress. Having made some
furtlier remarks upon Mr. Heathcote's steam-
plough, upon which he stated Mr. Heathcote had
expended 10,000/., he observed, that Mr. Parkes,

wJio superintended the engineering department of

the machine, was present, and would enter more
fully into the details. Mr. Parkes having been
called upon by the Chairman, gave an interesting

account of tlie history of Mr. Heathcote's inven-

tion. He said—
" Mr, H. and he had been more than three years

occujjied before they were aware that any individual,

or any body, had turned their attention to the subject.

The}' at length became acquainted with his friend,

Mr. Handley, whom he might now call a steam apos-
tle

—

(Laughter

)

—for he travelled into all places to

advocate the cause.—With reference to the invention

itself, he stated that the machine which gave im-

pulse to the plough was locomotive, but not to the

same extent as the plough itself. By a peculiar

process the machine was made to advance only 11
yards, while the plough attached to it turned over
a statute acre of ground. By this means a great

economy of power was obtained. He also stated that

from the anomalous nature of bog land—a mixture
of peat and water—no expense was incurred in the

articles of water or fuel, the ditches supplying the

former and the peat the latter. The machine was
thus enabled to feed itself as it went on ; and in fact

the workmen gave it the name of the Running Fire.

He then stated that Mr, Heathcote and himself had
been so absorbed in investigating the mechanical
properties applicable to the machine, that they had
not been able to devote much attention to the chemi-
cal properties of bog. But he might state one or two
curious results to which their enquiries had led

them. It was generally supposed that bogs could
not be cultivated except by manure ; and it was very
ea.sy to sep, that in Ireland, where there were
2,500,000 acres of that anomalous substance, it was
impossible to obtain manure to such an extent; but
he had discovered that they could make the bog itself

furnish a manure, which produced as beautiful

grasses as were to be seen any where in Great Bri-

tain. This was done by converting the superficial

coat of moss into coke ; and they found that the car-

bonaceous matter contained in the moss was quite

sufficient to produce those grasses.—As an instance,

he mentioned that last June twelve-months, ne
ploughed a piece of bog, and laid on it the ashes of

the peat-coke. From that land he had since taken

five crops, which was a sufficient proof that the

power of peat dust or coke was enough to ]iroduce

the effects he had mentioned. He stated fartiier,

that they had by means of steam, been able to con-

vert the moss into a beautiful mould, but they had
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not yet succeeded in causing it to ferment. lie

mentioned this in order to stimulate others to take

up the subject. Tlie system thev pursued in moss
cultivation was to begin jiloughing without any
draining. TLe plough complettiv turned up the sod,

so that the heatlier, lying beneatli, formed a drain of
itself, and the new surface was rendered quite level.

They left it in tliat state to the action of the elements
for two years; or one witli a hnrd winter might be
sufficient. They found that this simple process was
quite sufficient for pulverization."

The proceedings at the meeting of the Liverpool
Society, of which a full report will be found in

another part, will be to the full as satisfactory as

those at Perth. The remarks upon the benefit of

draining, contained in the REPORT of the

Committee deserve particular attention. The
speech of Jolin Binns, Esq. of Lancaster, should
be most carefully perused, containing as it does a

mass of sound practical information, compressed
in a very narrow compass.

AGRICULTURAL MEETING
PERTH.

AT

GENERAL SHOW OF LIVE STOCK, IMPLEMENTS OF HUS-
B.tNDRY, ROOTS, SEEDS, &C.

Under the patronage of the Highland and Agricultural
!Society of Scotland.

This great Agricultural meeting and exhibition was
held at Perth on Friday, Oct. 7.

Judging from the money collected at the entrances,

the number of visitors to the exhibition must have fully

exceeded 5,000.

The number of strangers in Perth exceeded all pre-

cedent. For some days previously the roads in every
direction presented a constant succession of arrivals-

landed proprietors and agriculturists were present from
England and Ireland ; while every district in Scotland
and the Isles had its agricultural wealth and intelligence

represented at this meeting. Tiie following is an au-

thentic account of the proceedings :

—

The arrangements for this great meeting, the second
which has been held under the auspices of the Society

at Perth, were conducted by a Committee consisting of

the Lord-Lieutenants, Vice-Lieutenants, Conveners,
and Committees, especially named by each of the coun-
ties of Perth, Forfar, Fife, and Kinross, assisted by a

deputation of the D'rectors of the Society and the Se-

cretaries of the Local Associations connected with these

counties.

The noblemen and gentlemen forming the committee
were nearly all in attendance early on the morning of

Thursday, and after partaking of an elegant dejeuner a

la fonrchette, given by the Lord Provost and Magis-
trates of the City of Perth, in the Assembly Rooms,
entered upon the active and preparatory duties of the

day.
Lord Kinnaird took the chair ; there being present

Lord Stormont, Presesof the Deputation of Directors,

the Marquises of Tweeddale and IJreadalbane, and the

other noblemen and gentlemen members of the Com-
mittee. The various committees were named for con-

ducting the duties of the meeting, and the following

gentlemen were appointed as judges for determining the

premiums for the different classes of Stock and other

subjects of competition.

For the Short-Horns.—The aiurquis of Tweeddale;

Mr. Charge, Baron, Richmond, Yorkshire ; and Mr.
Heriot, Ladykirk, Berwickshire.

For the West Higlilnnd Breed.— Mv. Stewart of

Auchadashiniag, Island of Mull, Argyllshire, and Mr.
M'Farlane, ^truchurmore, Argyllshire, and IVIr. Camp-
bell of Jura.

For the Ayrshire Breed.—Mr, Bartlemore of Seaside,

Ardrossan, and Mr. ^Vilson of Deanslde, Renfrew,
For the Polled Breed.— Rlr. Miller of Ballumbie

;

Mr. Proctor of Glammis ; Mr. Crawford, of Balbogie.

For the Fife Breed.— I\Ir. Crawford, Balbogie ; Mr.
Forsyth, Balbirnie ; I\Ir. John Proctor, Glammis.
For the Best of any Breed.—The same Judges as for

the Short-Horn.
For Horses.—]Mr Cossar, Dunse, and Mr. Dick, Ve-

terinary Surgeon, Edinburgh.
For Black-faced and Cheviot Sheep.—IMr. Graham

of Lockerbie, Dumfries-shire, and Mr. Sellar, of West-
field, Sutherlandshire.

For Leicester and Crosses with the Leicester.—The
same Judges as for the Short-Horns.

For Swine.—The same Judges as for the Short Horns.
For extra Stock.—Mr. Hunt, Thornmgton, North

Durham; ]Mr. M'Donald,Craigruie ; jNIr. Torrance of

Kilsaintninian.

For Implements, Roots, and Seeds, &c. Mr. Robison,
Secretary of the Royal Society, Edinburgh ; Professor
Low ; jlr. Hunter of TImrston, East Lothian ; Mr.
Parkes, Engineer, Lancashire ; ]Mr. Oliphant of Condie

;

Lord Douglas Gordon Halyburton, and IMr. Slight,

Curator of the Highland Society's Models.
For Sweepstakes.—Mr. Watson, Keillor, and ftlr.

Thomson, North Mains of Strathallan.

At an early hour on the day of the Show, a large
Committee of Gentlemen were in attendance, and so

perfect were all the arrangements, that thewhole of the

animals were in the situations allotted to them, and the

Judges ready to enter upon their duties at half-past nine

o'clock. By the kmdness of the Board of Ordnance,
the handsome and spacious building formerly erected

for prisoners of war was assigned for the Show. By the

same obliging attention a splendid banquetting room,
within the barracks, calculated to contain above 1,000

persons, was fitted up for tiie Society's accommodation.
The Stock of all kinds brought forward in competi-

tion for the premiums amounted to 769, being 315 head
more than were exhibited at the previous Meeting at

Perth—and ot a quality very far superior.

CATTLE.
Of the Short-Horned breed, 39 animals were entered

for competition, namely, 22 Bulls, 11 Cows, 3 Heifers,

and 3 Steers, calved after January 1834. The increase

in the number of this valuabled breed, is the subject of

just congratulation, not only on account of the intrinsic

merit of this class of Stock, so much suited to th more
fertile parts of the districts immediately connected with

the Show, but as being calculated to improve in a re-

markable manner the less improved of the native Stock.

It is not here our purpose to recommend rash and in-

considerate crossing, but there are assuredly a few of

the races of the lower parts of Scotland, into which an
mfusion of the blood of this highly cultivated breed

will not be productive of important benefit. Amongst
the Comiietitors of this class of Stock, we are pleased

to record the names of the Duke of Buccleuch,the
Earl of Hopetoun, Lord Kinnaird, Lord Gray, and
others, all anxious to contribute their endeavours to

the improvement of this part ofthe Stock of the country.

'J'he premiums awarded were as follows :

—

For the first class of Bulls, the first to Mr. George
Reid, Ballancrieff, J'-ast Lothian ; tiie second to flir.

Samuel Richmond, Chaplebaiik, Pcrtlishire. For the

class of Cows to ^Ir. Thomas Bitcliie, Bowhousc, Clack-
mannansliire. For the Class of Heifers, to IMr. Barclay

Aliardice of Ury. For the class of Steers, calved after

the 1st January 1834, in lots of two, to Mr. Ciiarles

Hunter, Arnaith, Perthshire. In this class of stock the

heifers exliibited by the Duke of Buccleucli, were no-

ticed as deserving great praise.

West Highland Bueed.— It was to be anticipated

that tiiis, the most important of all the native breeds of

Scotland from its being the staple produce of so largti

a part of the country, would attract peculiar attention.

The number of animals entered for competition was 42,

of which 8 were bulls, 14 cows, 4 oxen, calved after

1st January 1832, 2 oxen, calved aftur 1st January 1833

9 heife s, calved after 1st January 18b2, 4 heifers, calved
*

X 2
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after 1st January 1834; amongst the competitors we
noticed the names of some of the most disting-uished

f)reeders of Ili^-hland stock, and as a <jratifying proofof
the emulation excited, several of the lots travelled a dis-

tance of 250 miles to the place of exhibiticn.

'•'he premiums awarded for the West Highland Stock
were as under ;—The first to the Marquis of Breadal-
bane ; the second to INIr. Donald Stewart, Luskintyre,
Ishind of Harris. The bull of JMr. James Stewart, Edra-
leuchdach, near Callender, was noticed by the Judges
in terms of commendation, and the honorary premium
was awarded to the JMarquis of Ereadalbane as the
breeder of the best bull in this class.

The Premium for Cows in this class was awarded
to the Marquis of Breadalbane, and the cow exhibited
by Mr. James Stewart, was also noticed as possessing
merit.

For the fat Oxen of tliis breed, calved after 1st Ja-
nuary 1832, to Mr. John Wauchope, of Edmonstone,
and those belonging to Mr. Charles Stewart of Chest-
hill, were commended by the Judges.

For the fat Oxen calved after 1st January 1833, to

j\lr. Alexander Stewart of Glenlyon House.
For Pleifers calved after 1st January 1833, to the

IMarquis of Breadalbane, and for Heifers calved after

1st January 1834, the premium was also awarded to the
same noble Lord.

For the five Oxen calved after 1st January 1834,
bred bv the exhibitor, to Mr. Charles Stewart, Chest-
hill.

AvRsiiiRE Breed.—The number produced of this head
being 30 m all, was much greater than we should have
anticipated, evincing, however, the high favour in which
its qualities for the dairy are held over Scotland.
Amongst those who contributed in the largest numbers
in this branch of stock, was the Earl of Mansfield. The
premiums were awarded as under :

—

For the best Bull to Sir John Muir IMackenzie, of
Delvine, as also the Honorary Medal for being the
breeder of the best bull. The Bulls exhibited by the
Earl of jMansfield and Mr. Peter were commended by
the Judges as deserving of merit.

For the best Cow to the Earl of Mansfield, and that
exhibited by Mr. Lawrance, Drews, was commended
by the Judges,

For Heifers calved after 1st January, 1834, to the
Earl of Mansfield ; and other two lots exhibited by his

Lordship were commended by the Judges.
The Galloway, Polled Angus, and Polled Aberdeen-

shire breeds occupy an important place in this exhibi-
tion, though the numbers brought forward on the pre-
sent occasion were comparatively small. The reasons
which induced the Society to class those breeds together
are detailed in a report published by the Society ex-
planatory of the principles according to which they pro-
posed to frame their ofl^ers of future premiums. The
principal exhibitor in this class is IMr. Watson of Keil
lor, and it is a p-leasure to us to record the high sense
entertained by all breeders of the skill and judgment
with which this trentleman has proceeded in his course
of improvement. Whatever difference of opinion may
exist as to the expediency of extending the Polled An-
gus as a breed, none can exist as to the merits of Mr.
Watson as its great improver. In his hands this race
seems to have arrived at all the perfection of form of
which it is capable.
The premiums most justly awarded were, for the

best Bull, calved after 1st January 1830, to Mr. Wat-
son, besides an honorary premium for being the
breeder of the best Bull in this class.

For the best and second best Cows, to Mr. Watson.
For fat Oxen calved after 1st January 1832, to Mr.

Watson.

Fife Breed.—-The number of animals entered of the
Fife breed was sixteen, namely, six bulls, six cows, two
fat oxen, and two steers calved after 1st January 1834,
Much discussion has arisen regarding a resolution of
the Society not to give premiums for the direct cultiva-
tion of the Fife breed, but to give premiums to the ani-
mals so named solely as they should be in themselves
good. This was founded on two positions, first, that
although admirable animals were constantly produced,

in Fifeshire,by the care and skill of particular breeders
yet the general character of the Stock of the County is

not such as to render it expedient to perpetuate it as a
distinct breed, and, secondly, that the County of Fife
was capable of producing the finest Class of Stock, and
therefore did not require protection for its peculiar
breed. But, in the case of the present exhibition, a
concession was justly made to the wishes of the gentle-
men of the county of Fife, and a class of premiums was
framed for this particular breed. The result thus far

accords with the opinion expressed in the Society's Re-
port that excellent animals may be raised by the breed-
ers of this stock, as indeed of every other to which the
necessary attention is given, 'i'he stock exhibited on
the present occasion does the highest credit to the gen-
tlemen who have brought it forward, and the premiums
were awarded as follows :

—

For the best Bull, calved after 1st January 1830, toi

Colonel Lindsay of Balcarras. An honorary premium'
was awarded to Mr. Thomson of Orkie, as the breeder
of this bull. Tlie bulls of Mr. Thomson, Orkie Mill,

and Mr. David Wallace, were commended as possess-

ng great merit.
For the best Cow of the same breed, to IVlr. James

iB, Fernie of Kilmux, The cows belonging to the Earl
of Rothes, Mr, Hill of Lambo, JNIr, Hutchison, Kirk-
aldy, and Colonel Lindsay of Balcarras, were recom-
mended as possessing great merit.

For Oxen, calved after the 1st January 1832, to Lord
Loughborough ; and for those calved after 1st January
1832, to Mr. Fernie of Kilmux.
For fat Oxen, calved after 1st January 1833, to Mr.

David Wallace of Balgrumo, Fifeshire ; and for Steers,

calved after 1st January, 1834, bred by the exhibitor, to

Colonel Lindsay of Balcarras.
Any Breed.—For the fat Ox of any breed, pure or

cross, except the Short Horn, calved after 1st January
1832, the first premium was awarded to JMr. Andrew
Dalgairns of Ingliston, for a cross between the Angus
and Short Horn, and the second to Mr. O. Tyndal
Bruce of Falkland.
The Judges also noticed in terms of commendation

another ox exhibited in the same class by Mr. Bruce,
and an ox exhibited by JMr. Fernie of Kilmux,

SHEEP,
The Sheep Stock brought forward was very nume-

rous and important. The first in order was that of the
Black-faced, heath-breed. Amongst the competitors
we find the name of Mr. Robertson of Broomlee, who
justly occupies so high a place as the improver of this

race of sheep.
The premiums awarded in the Black-faced breed

were :— For the best Tups to Mr. Alexander Denholm
Beatlaws, Lanarkshire.
For the best pen of five Ewes, not exceeding [five

years and seven months old, selected from a regular
breeding stock of not fewer than 100, and the ewes hav-
ing reared lambs to 1st July, to Mr. Thomas Robertson
of Broomlee.
For the best pen of five Gimmers, under the same

conditions, to JMr, Andrew Weir, West Linburn, Ayr-
shire,

For the best pen of five fat Wethers, under similar

conditions, but not exceeding four years and seven
months old, to Mr. James IMiln of Woodhill, Forfar-
shire,

For the best pen of fat W^ethers, under similar con-
ditions, but not exceeding five years seven months old,

to JMr, Thomas Robertson, Broomlee,
Leicester Breed.—It is with real pleasure we saw

the numerous list of Competitors in this important class

of Stock, and the valuable animals brought forward by
breeders of distinction.

The following premiums were awarded:—For the

best Tups not exceeding 45 months old, to Mr, Watson
of Keillor.

For the best pen of three Ewes of any age, to Mr,
Watson of Keillor,

For the best pen of three Wethers, not exceeding 32
months old, to the Earl of Mansfield.

For the best pen of Gimmers, to Mr. Watson of

Keillor.
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For the best pen of ^Vether Lambs, to JMr. Watson
of Keillor.

For the best pen of Ewe Lambs, to ^Ir. AVatson of
Keillor.

Cheviot Ijrked.—We were sonievvluit surprised at
the small comj)arative number of this class of stock,
'i'he premiums awarded were as under :

—
For the best Tups to Mr. William Aitchison of Men-

zeon, Peebles-shire.

For the best Kwes, also to Mr. Aitchison.

Cross Breeds.—For Wethers of any cross, to INIr,

John Gardner of North Kinkell, Perthshire.

HORSES.
Although the exhibition of this important Class of

Stock was much less numerous than we anticipated

from the district, there were some very fine animals
amongst the Stallions—several IMares worthy of notice,

but tiie Fillies were of very inferior description.

The premium for the best Draught Stallion was
awarded to ]\Ir. Alexander Keith of Netherthird, Aber-
deenshire.

The Judges noticed the Stallion belonging to Mr.
Wilson, Firthfield, Fifeshire, as being" the second
best.

For the best breeding Mare, for agricultural pur-

poses, to Mr. Andrew Bannerraan of Tullibardine,

Perthshire ; and for the second best to Mr. William
Mackean of Lumloch, Lanarkshire.

For the best Filly for agricultural purposes, to Mr,
Chistopher Veitch of Park, Linlithgowshire.

SWINE.
Amongst the class of Swine a considerable number

was produced ; the premiums were awarded as fol-

lows :
—

For the best Boar to Robert Graham, Esq. of Gar-
vock.
For the best Sow to Lord Lynedock.
For the Sows belonging to Cottars who do not pay

15/. of Rent, to I\Ir. William Anclier of Tullibardine

Cottage.

For the best Pigs, to the Earl of Mansfield.

WOOL.
The premiums advertised for the best samples of wool

were awarded at the Wool Fair held at Perth on 12th

July last. The successful competitors were for the best

combing wool, to Captain Ihuiter of Auchterarder.
For Cheviot or short wool to iNIr. John Welsh, Gleneftick,

Forfarshire. For Highland wool, to Mr. John Bennet,
Methven Street, Perth.

EXTRA STOCK.

A great variety was produced under this head, many
of them possessing much merit. A fine cow of the

North Devon Breed, belonging to Lord Lynedocli,
deserves to be especially noticed. I'his animal may be
considered as nearly a perfect specimen of the pure
North Devon breed. A three-year-old heifer, a cross

between the sliort-horn and Ayrshire, the property of

Mr. D. Ritchie, was remarked by the Judges to be very
fine, as were two three-year-old Lewis heifers, the pro-
perty of the Messrs. Stewart. A\'e have to notice also a
fine three-year-old heifer, the property of JMr. Charles
Stewart, Fmall but handsome ; a sliort-horn quey call,

the properly of Mr. Thomas G. jMackay ; and an un-
commonly line Highland ox, the property of the same
gentleman. The following are also referred to by the

Judges in their report:—A cow, seven years old, a
cross between the short-horn and Ayr-hire, the property

of Mr. Alexander Symons, Errol ; a Guernsey Cow,
belonging to Mr. Smythe of JNlcthven ; four two-year
old heifers, belongmg to the Juirl of JNlansfield ; a

short-horn bull calf, the property of Lord Hollo ; two
curious oxen, supjjosed to be of tlie old Scotch breed,

the property of j\lr. Fox Maule ; three oxen of the

Highland breed, belonging to j\Ir. Charles Stewart;

four oxen, crosses between a short-horn and a country
cow, the i)roperty of Mr. Dron ; a very good ox of I he
Fife breed, belonging to JMr. Fernie of Kiimux ; a Inill

of the polled Angus breed, the property of Sir James
Montgomery ; and lastly, a short-horn bull, the i)io-

perty of the Duke of Buccleuch.

Amongst the Class of Extra Sheep, we have to no-
tice with the highest commendation, two splendid Rams
of the Southdown breed, exhibited by Mr. Ellman of
Beddingham, in Sussex. The Messrs. Ellman are
known throughout England as the great improvers of
this beautiful breed ; and we feel gratified that such
examples of it have been introduced directly into Scot-
land by themselves. Mr. Watson of Keillor is the chief
supporter of the Southdowns in Scotland, and he pro-
duced some very fine specimens of them, derived, ori-
gmally, we believe, from the stock of Mr. Ellman, but
now reared and acclimated upon his own farm. The
Judges remarked with approbation, three wethers, one
a pure Leicester, and two crosses between the Cotswohl
and Leicester, the property of Lord Lynedoch ; a tup
of the Leicester breed, the property of ]\Ir. Ilandley,
M. P. ; a year-old tup of the Leicester breed, the pro-
perty of Mr. G. Weir ; and lastly, two ewe lambs of
the black-faced breed, the property of Miss Spence
Yeaman of Alurie.

Amongst the Extra Stock of Horses there was parti-
cularly observed by the Judges, a thorough-bred stal-
lion, belonging to Lord Kinnaird, fitted for excellent
hunters and roadsters ; and a fine black filly, belonging
to Mr. Bannerraan of Tullibardine, was particularly
admired.

SWEEPSTAK]:S.
Various Sweepstakes by them.mbersof the Perth-

shire Farming Association afterwards took place, which
excited much interest amongst the competitors :— 1st,

For the best one year old Filly, gained by IVIr. William
Thomson, Ledketty. 2nd, For the best two year old
Filly, gained by Mr. Bannerraan, Tullibardine. 3rd,
For a three year old Filly, gained by Mr. George
Ritchie at Eliynd. 4th, For the best breeding Mare
for agricultural purposes, gained by Mr. AVilliam Cun-
ningliam, Goodlyburn. 5th, For the best two year old
Colt, gained by Mr. Hunter of Auchterarder. 6th,
For the best Leicester Tup, gained by Mr. Staines at
Lynedoch. 7th, For the best pair of cross-bred Stots,

gained by Mr. Hunter of Auchterarder. 8th, For the
best Cow-calf of the pure short-horned breed, gained
by Mr. Alexander Symons, Erroll.

EMBLEMENTS AND MACHINES.
In this class a working model of a very ingenious

machine for making draining tiles, invented by the Mar-
quis of Tweeddale, excited much attention. This ma-
chine moulds the clay into the form requited; with faci-

lity, and seemed to the Judges well calculated to answer
the purposes intended. An honorary medal was voted
to the noble Marquis.—Premiums were voted to I\Ir.

Jack for a contrivance for securing an equal flow of
water from dams and reservoirs. To I\Ir. Stewart Hep-
burn for a model of conical rollers for pulverizing soil.

To Mr. Stirling of Glenbervie, for a moveable harper
screen, for sorting gravel; and for a species of move-
able wooden railway for removing turnips from wet
land. The Judges farther called the attention of the

Society to various useful implements. To an enlarged
and improved road scraper, by Mr.Joiin Melville. I'he

improved straw and hay-cutting machine of .lames
Slight and Co., Edinburgh, machine-makers to the So-
ciety, was shown in operation, and attracted much in-

terest and attention. To various implements exhibited
by Messrs. Drummond of Stirling'. To lots of draining
tiles of superior workinanshi]) and materials, of Mr.
Bogle of Ayr, and .Mr. Stirling of Glenbervie ; and to

Rlr. Crosshill's patent clod-crusher.

The reaping maciiine, b.- Mr. Smith, of Deanston,
was again brought forward, and was tried in presence
of members of the Society on Friday. Notiiing can
exceed tiie perseverance of tliis gentleman in tiie i)er-

fectingof this important instrument ; and we trust that

he will speedily be enabled to surmount the difficulties

which may still present themselves. We should al-

most despair of success if it failed in the hands of Mr.
Smitii.

iNIr. I'eart of Godmanchestcr exhibited a patent ma-
chine for making drain tile, which has the mei-it of

being extremely simple, both in coir liuction and in
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operation ; and, amonf? many others,the following may
also be mentioned :

—

, e
A turnip and bone-dust sowmg-maehme, for one

drill, by David Barty, Mcikkour.

A model of a compact family mangle, by John Ram-
sav, Kettins.

ROO'l'S AND SEEDS.

The first to be noticed of the subjects of competition

under this head is the extensive collection produced

by Jlessrs. Lawson and Son, Seedsmen of the Society.

This collection, besides examples of plants suited to

common cultivation, presented a number of rare ob-

jects, and particularly specimens of the cones of Him-
mavala Conifera, transmitted to the Highland and

Agricultural Society, by the Hon. Leslie Melville.—

Some specimens of 8'1'ain from Professor Fisher of St.

Petersburg-h were also exhibited, and a great variety of

roots and tubers. The Committee recommend that

honourable notice be taken of the exertions of Messrs.

Lawson and Son on this and on all former occasions.

The next exhibition to be noticed is a collection by

Messrs. Dickson and TurnbiiU of Perth. This, besides

containing numerous examples of the potatoe and other

useful plants, contained a very extensive collection of

coniferous trees, i'he Committee recommend that an

honorary premium be awarded to Messrs. Dickson and

Turnbull. .

]\Iessrs. Drummond of Stirling, exhibited a collec-

tion of various vegetable productions, and amongst

these a specimen of Trifolia hybridum, a plant which

has been recently introduced to the notice of agricul-

turists, and is likely to admit of beneficial cultivation.

The Committee recommend that an honorary premium
be awarded to INIessra. Drummond.

Specimens of preserved potatoes were produced by

Mr. Sharp; specimens of large turnips and other plants,

by the Earl of Rothes, and some very fine specimens

of Cabbage by Bailie Ross of Perth.—The Committee

recommend that these contributions be acknowledged

by a proper notice in the account of the proceedings of

the show. An extensive collection of dried specimens

and grass seeds was produced by Mr. Bishop, and an au-

thenticated account of the produce of potatoes culti-

vated by him. Mr. Gorrie of Annat Crove, presented

an extensivecollection of vegetable productions, includ-

ing 12 varieties of Barley, 58 varieties of wheat, 15 va-

rieties of field peas, 19 varieties of oats, and 12 of field

beans ; several new and tall grasses from America
;

20 specimens of aftermath from valuable varieties. The
Committee recommend that thanks be given to Mr.
Bishop, and that an honorary medal be given to JMr.

Gorrie, with a warm expression of the Society's sense of

his meritorious attention to bringing into notice varie-

ties of useful plants.

BUTTER AND CHEESE.
A.lthough no premiums were offered, various speci-

mens of native cheese were produced, and particularly

by Messrs. Dickie from Stewarton, Mr. Boreland from

Hill House, Mr. James Dunlop, and Mr. James Lind-

say from Fenwick, all in the county of Ayr. Lord

Lynedochalso sent specimens of cheese niade at Lyne-

doch, in the manner of Leicester, and which the Judges

reported to be of excellent quality.

The Tithe Act.— Opinion of the Bishop of

Exeter on the practical effects of this Act. delivered at

the visitation at Exeter :—" My own opinion is, that in

the first instance, it will work well ; but, however

equitable it may at first appear, it is likely, after a lapse

of years, to leave the incumbents with little or no com-

pensation, and that all the benefit would fall to the share

of the landowner. For, in consequence of the improved

and improving state of cultivation—and in this age of

invention, where internal communication is and will be

so much laid open— the value of land will be greatly

increased, and the landowner has no right to shut out

the clergy from their share in the advantage. In the

reign of Henry VIII. all Church property was valued,

and there is not a living in the kingdom but was re-

duced as low as 20/. Wheat was then 10s per qr, and
if a corn-rent had been the criterion of value, instead of

there being livings worth 800/ or a 1,000/ a-year, they

would have been estimated at forty quarters of wheat,

which would have amounted to no more than 80/, and
at a period of more modern date, not beyond the

memory of many of those who hear me, in the year

1792, wheat was about the same price as at the present

time, when the value of land was increased twofold,

and so had the income of those holding benefices. If,

therefore, the present act had been passed at that time,

their income would have been only half what it now is.

Now there is no reason why such causes may not ope-

rate in a similar manner at a future period, so that by
fixing permanently the amount of tithes by this act, a

great injury may be inflicted upon the clergy, who may
hold benefices at a future period, for that which may
appear equitable at the present moment, may be the

means of reducing their income to one half the present

amount.

The Agriculturists.—Tiie Conservatives and

the Conservative Journals, being in the habit of set-

ting themselves up as the only " friends" of the

Agriculturists, we recommend the following leading

article of that most leading Conservative Journal,

The Times, to the attention of our Agricultural

roaders :

—

" A very bulky volume of the evidence taken be-

fore the Select Committee of the Lords ' on the

State of Agriculture' has been published. We know
not who selected the witnesses ; but, for the most
part they are persons well known to be thick-and-tlun

supporters of the Corn Laws, advocates of high

prices, and anti-Peel's-Bill theorists. We shall,

probably, make some extracts in a day or two, and

thus exhibit to the world what feeble and inconsis-

tent ai-guments are adduced in order to bolster up an

erroneous system. The cultivators of bad land, and

the friends of an unsubstantial currency, are too

much interested in high rents and high prices to he

adopted as oracles. Reasonable rents, under ordi-

nai-y circumstances, insure to the farmer reasonable

profits ; and the merchant should feel that a well-

conducted enterprise, founded on the calculation of

moderate prices, is a more certain as well as a more
reputable mode of acquiring wealth than any of

those gigantic gambling speculations, when, in order

to obtain immense returns, all is risked, and fre-

quently all is lost, not excepting honour."

One of the most important branches of the com-

merce of Paris is the butcher's trade, 72,000 bul-

locks, 16,000 cows, 72,000 calves, and 360,000

sheep, being required for the yearly supply of the

inhabitants of the capital. The net price of the

above amounts to 42,:")84,000fr., and to 48,109,200fr.

including all expences and duties, which are paid

before the meat is sold to the consumer. The fol-

lowing is a summary of the receipts of the butchers,

which may be compared with the expenditure :

—

Meat 41,.Tl5,200fr., skins and hides, 4,860,000fr.,

tallow, 4,02.S,200fr., offal, l,3O4,000fr., tongues,

17<i,()00fr., feet, 1(;,5,440fr. ; sum total 52, I3.'3,840fr.

Deducting from the above sum the cost, or

48,109,2dofr., itwill appear that theprofits amount to

4,024,640fr. which, divided among the 500 butchers

of the city of Paris, will leave for each a yearly profit

of 8,049fr. So c.— Galignani.
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THE SUTHERLAND OBELISK IN
SHROPSHIRE.

We noticed some time ago tlie determination of
tlie Tenantry of the Duke of Sutherland's Siiropshiie

estates to erect an Obelisk on Lillesball Hill, in this

county, in token of their respect and gratitude to the

meniorv of their revered landlord, the late Duke,
and a subscription was set on foot, and upwards of

800/. was immediatelv subscribed by the tenantry

alone for this laudable purpose. This Memorial was
erected bv ^Ir. Smith, after a design by A'r. Hamil-
ton, with stone of an excellent and durable nature

from the Duke of Sutlierland's Quarry, at Red
Lake, which bis Grace kiudl}' condescended to give

for the occasion. The base of the Obelisk is shaped
ill the form of steps, with large corner solid square
stones, upon which are placed recumbent—Wolves
(the crest of the Noble Family.) The Obelisk is of

the form of the pyramid of Heliopolis, and the whole
erection is of the height of 70 feet, Ibrming a con-

spicuous feature in the county. Upon an entablature,

on the base of the column, is the following just

eulogium :

—

" To the Memory
of

George Granville Leveson Gower, K. G.
First Duke of Sutherland,

The most Just and Generous of Landlords,
This Monument is erected

By the Occupiers of his Grace's Shropshire Farms,
As a public testimony that he went down to his Grave
with the Blessings of his Tenants, and left behind aim
upon his Estates the best Inheritance which a Gentle-
man of England can bequeath to his Son, men ready
to stand by his Housp:, Heart and Hand.''

Under the active and unremitted attention of

Richard !\]ountford, Esq., the Chairman, and the

other jMemb^rs of the Committee of Subscribers,

consisting of some of bis Grace's principal Tenantry,
this Memohial was erected and completely finished

at an expence within the amount of the subscriptior.'s;

and the Committee determined to apply the surplus

of the subscriptions to present Mr. Fisher with a

Silver Cup, in token of their estimation of his

services as their Honoiarv Secretarj'. This Cup was
designed b}' JNIessrs. Collis and Co. of Birmingham,
(successors to Sir Edward Thomason,) and is em-
blematical on all sides of the Obelisk, containing on

one side the above monumental eulogium, and on the

obverse, the following inscription :

—

" This Cup is presented to Robert Fisher, Esquire,

by the Committee^who had the superintendence of the

erection of the Sutherland Monument on Lilleshall

Hill, as a testimony of their esteem, for the very kind,

valuable, and gratuitous assistance rendered them by
that gentleman, from the origin to the completion of

the structure.

RiCHD. MouNTFORD, Chairman.
July I6ih, 1836.

Mr. MouNTFonn, (the Chairman) the Committee,

and a party of friends, dined with Mr. Fisher on

Friday last, by his recjuest, to afford him an oppor-

tunity of expressing his obligaticm for this handsome
Present, when the Chaiiman introduced the subject

in a neat speech, expressive of the boundless virtues,

munificence, and liberality of their late landlord,

bis Grace the late Duke of Sutherland, and called

the attention of the company to the high feeling

which such kindness had produced in the hearts of

his Grace's Tenantry, who, in Shropshire, as well as

in Sutherlandshire and Stsftbrdshire, had vied with

each other in erecting Lasting ^lemorials to the

memory of their iMUiiificent Ratron and best of Land-

lords ; and the Chairman observed that it was mat-
ter of just pride to his Grace's Shropshire Tenantr}-

that they had been enabled not on!\- to etlect this

purpose without the aid of any other subscri]5tion,

but also to exhil)it their sense of their Honorary
Secretary's able assistance, by presenting him with

that Cup.
Mr. FiSHEu then expressed that he had felt so

deep and lively an interest in the erection of tlie

Sutherland Memorial, that no other stimulus had
been wanting, and he must therefore attribute the

origin of this handsome and unmerited gift to the
personal friendship and kindness of the Chairman
and other friends on the Committee, and not to any
deserts of his own. On this very interesting subject

he also observed that the gratitude he bore to the late

Duke in his professional character, and the high
respect and esteem in which his Grace's Memory
was held by all who knew him, afforded sufficient

inducements for much more arduous exertions than

had been required from him, on this occasion, with-

out reference to any idea of remuneration, which
never entered his mind. Mr. Fisher then rejieated

his grateful thanks to the Chairman and other Mem-
bers of the Committee, and drank their healths out

of the Sutherland Cup.

Amongst other appropriate toasts:

—

The memory of the late Duke of Sutherland, and

the healths of the present Duke—of the Duchess
Countess—of the Marquess of Stafford—of the

Duchess of Sutherland—and of the Junior and other

Branches of the Family,— and of James Loch, Esq.,

M.P. and W'illiam Lewis, Esq., his Grace's Auditor

and Agent,—were several!}' drank out of the Cup,
and the Company agreed that ihe cup gave a zest to

the wine which the glass did not afford.

The health of the Members of the Committee, and

also, particularly of the Rev. John Blunt, Vicar of

Lilleshall, and Mr. Richard Duucalfe, who had been

very active in settling and arranging the plans and

inspecting the execution of the work, were sevendlii

drank with much glee ; and the party separated at a

late hour in mutual good harmony and satisfaction

after some excellent songs, by Mr. Phillips and other

Gentlemen of the YiArty,— Shreiisbury Chronicle, Oct. 1.

National Education Board roa Ireland.—
Agriculture.—During the last week, Mr. Carlisle,

one of the Commissioners for education in Ireland,

and who was also one of the chief commissioners of

poor laws, for this country, has been on a visit to

this city and its neighbourhood, and has been mi-

nutely inspecting most of the national schools in and

about Limerick. In every instance, we understand,

he found the establishments conducted in the most

satisfactory manner, ])articularly the school under

the superintendence of Lady Clare, at KisLaquirk,

and that at Mountshannon, under the care of Lady
Isabella Fitzgibbon. We have heard that the object

of the commissioner's visit is to ascertain, by per-

sonal inspection, whether any of those charges

brought against the schools have any foundation.

Another object which Mr. Carlisle has in view is,

to inquire into the practicability of establishing dis-

trict model schools, in sucii situations as may be

best suited for the purpose. These model schools

are of three classes, one for infants, another Un-

gills, and a third for boys. To this last it is in-

tended to attach a small farm, whore both master and

scliolarwill be jjractically instructed in the most ap-

proved modes of agriculture, including the most
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economical and best f3ystem of managing land. In

this establishment masters will be thus trained, so as

to blend with the acquirement of letters a sufficiently

populir knowledice of that impoi tant art, on the suc-

cessful acquirement of which may be made to de-

pend the happiness and comfort of the great majority

of the people. We understand Mr. Carlisle attended

the only public meeting whinh took place during his

visit, namely, the Breeders and Graziers' Society for

the counties of Limerick, Clare, and Tippeiarj',

which took place on Saturday, at Quinlivan's Hotel.

At the meeting, which was composed of gentlemen
from the surrounding counties, ]Mr. Carlisle shortly

explained the views of the commissioners of edu-

cation, particularly with reference to the attention in-

tended to be devoted to agriculture, the announce-
ment of which was received Avith the most unani-

mous approbation. 'I'he immediate introduction of

this n^easure is, we believe, only delayed till a com-
munication can be had with the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, on his return from London. In the

meantime Mr. Carlisle has gone to the county of

Clare, and will subsequently visit the county of

Tipperary.

—

Limerick Chronicle.

CURE FOR THE TAINT OR DECAY
OF THE POTATOE.

(from the DUMFRIES TIMES.)

The potatoe, hitherto the most healthy and vigo-
rous growing plant under cultivation, has of late be-

come the most precarious and uncertain ; and the

failure of this important crop has, for some years
past, engrossed very general attention, and become
the subject of much speculative discussion. The un-
certainty of success in cultivating the potatoe, in

consequence of tlie frequent failures.if no preventive
can be found, must tend materially to diminish the
quantity grown ; and the want of so indispensable
an article of food, taking the increased state of our
population into view, cannot fail to be matter of
serious consideration. Even famine maybe the con-
sequence at no distant day, and what can be done to

prevent so awful a calamity, is of serious importance.
The consideration of tliis subject has of late been
urged on my mind, and doubtless on many others.
I have written my remarks in the form of a treatise

on the potatoe, touching shortly on its history and
introduction into tliis country ; its cultivation, nature,

and botanical properties ; its liability to decay, and
its natural restoratives; its diseases, and the reme-
dies and preventives of such ; the method of obtain-

ing and preserving seed, and rearing new kinds.
Froai research into the nature of the potatoa and
observation of its liabits, 1 consider I am so far

master of the cause and nature of the present disease,
which has become so general all over the three king-
doms, as to presume, tliough it is rather a bold pre-
sumption, that I can in future completely prevent its

ravages, and restore the cultivation of it to its

wonted security, and insure a successful continuation
of this most useful root. To obtain an object so de-
sirable I have noted down a few simpie rules drawn
from nature, and which being easy and practicable I

would recommend to be carefully observed. Much
depends upon taking up at a certain time and jiro-

perly securing the seed roots ; and, as my observa-
tions on the nature of the disease cannot be before
the ]iublic for some time, I hopr', througli the medium
of tiie public papers, to give a short abridged ex-
tract from my work for the infoimation of the

growers, and I would urge a very simple operation

on tlieir punctual observance, the attending to which
will be of most material consequence—this is tlie

proper securing the seed roots, as the season for

doing so is now at hand. I will therefore say, let

every cultivator take up just now such a quantity of

seed as they intend to use in the ensuing Spring, from
the greenest and latest planted portion of their crop,

and have them properly secured. Potatoes intended

for seed should never be fully ripened, but taken up
when the skin will easily rub off in handling them,

or as near that state as they possibly can be got—at

all events before the stalks are decayed.

The operation of securing them is quite simple :

prepare a pit in a dry situation, free from any possi-

bility of retaining bottom water ; sink it a foot deej),

or as near so as the soil will admit of; the width
may be three or four feet; the length depends on the

quantity to be secured ; then along the bottom spread

not above live inches deep of the potatoes, then

throw over them a stratum of well broken mould,
and allow it to sink in among the potatoes ; again lay

on another live inches of potatoes, and more earth as

formerly ; and with a third cover of potatoes, finisli

with a gentle round, not a ridged top as is usual
;

then cover six or eight inches of loose mould over

the whole, still allowing as much as possible to sink

among the potatoes, until every crevice is filled, and
the operation is finished. Use no straw on the top

of the pit, as my object in keeping the pit flat, is

that tlie winter rains may sink through the earth to

keep the potatoes caller and fresh ; but again, I say,

take due care to have loose earth mixed among them,

and by no means a thicker mass than fifteen inches,

if less so much the better. Six or eight inches of

closs covered on the top, rounded a little, will pro-

tect them from frost, and exclude the air. Wlien

bedded in earth, a very thin cover will preserve

them.

The taking up of seed potatoes in a green state,

and exposing them in tlie open air for a week or more
before pitting them, to make them green or watery,

is no new or rash theory, but has been long in gene-

ral use by gardeners and extensive growers of early

kinds for market, to preserve in a vigorous state

these favourite kinds. I have not recommended the

exposing them ; it may either be done or not. I am
trving it with some of my own. The reason why I

recommend the early raising for the late kinds is this

—they haveoflate in a great measure given upbearing

s9ed-plums, as they are generally termed, and are in

consequence become more early in their nature.

AVlien fully ripened, they lose their vegetable sap,

and become so very dry and mealy, that the cutting

them in spring, and exposing them for hours in a

cart al the field to the dry air and hot sun, or cover-

ing them into liot and dry mould, often destroys, or

renders their vegetation precarious. From this cause

alone can an explanation be drawn, of the mysterious

and unaccountable attacks of tlie disease, in taking a

portion of one day's planting in the same field and

same seed, while the remainder succeeds. The fact

is this, the whole must be in a precarious state, but

the part over- dried, or those planted at the hottest pe-

riod of tlie day, only fail, the other, at a venture,

holds out. Thus they will fail and grow alternately,

and have done so in such a whimsical manner, as to

set descrijition almost at defiance. The aggravation of

the failure of the present season, was owing to its

being a very dry one at the time of planting, and goes

far to prove the last supposition ; but I have watched

the disease since 1832, and found it uniform in this

mode of attack. The kinds of potatoes now in gene-

ral use, are all old and worn out ; this I have proved
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in my wort, from reference to a number of undoubted
evidences. New ones must be raised ; but tbe old

must be preserved, w]:ich is possible, until super-

seded by new and more vigorous. Tbe operations to

be observed iit the planting- season, are etjually plain

as tbose described, and no ingredient is re(]uired, but
the ordinary elements of air, earth, and water, and
with these I am confident I can anticipate the arch-

uesti'oyer, and i'rustrate its operations. I have little

faith in the application of hot lime, as recommended
;

nor will planting- tbe potatoes whole, be a permanent
preventive. They have this season failed both in tliis

country and in Ireland, when so planted, which still

gives the disease a more formidable appearance,

though, it is to be hoped, the evil is not insurmoun-
table. W. A,

Castle-Duiiglas,3lst Sep., 1836.

LETTERS ON AGRICULTURAL
DISTRESS.

Addressed to the Farmers of England.

No. I.

(To the Editor of the York Herald.)

Sir :—Allow nie through the medium of your
widely circulated journal, to offer a few remarks
and observations, addressed to the farmers of this

country, on the above important subject of agri-

cultural distress, the existence of which, I believe,

will be admitted by every sect and party.

FARMERS OF ENGLAND !

1 trust you will pardon the liberty I have taken,

in thus presuming to come before you, to address
you, on the important subject of agricultural dis-

tress, the existence of which I believe, will be
admitted by e\ery sect and party.

Another session of Parliament has drawn to a
close, during several months ofwhich a committee
has been sitting to investigate this subject, which
has terminated its labours, without coming to any
conclusion as to any plan or measures, to be adopted
to alleviate this distress ! and contenting itself

merely with presenting to the House a copy of the

evidence and examination of the persons taken
before it. This is another precious specimen of
the way in which the time of the people's repre-

sentatives is consumed—but let that pass.

Mr. S. Lefevre, the chairman of that committee,
had drawn up a report, in which the whole state

of the case was fairly laid down, but on the motion
of the Tory, Sir James Graham, seconded by the
Tory, the Marquis of Chandos, that great pretended
friend of, and stickler for, the rights and interests

of tbe farmer,—this report (though it has since

come before the public) was suppressed, and not
suffered to be presented.

Farmers of England ! what think you was the

reason of this ? Mr. S. Lefevre, the chairman of

the committee, who furnished the report, shall

tell you in hia own words, which I copy from his

speech :

—" He admitted that his report did not
meet the views of the committee, but if the com-
mittee had allowed it, they could have shown that

every paragraph had been established by the c\i-

dence. " He further observed—"As to the in-

terests of the farmer, I can assure the House that

no one has a greater interest in maintaining them
than I have ; the great evil has been, f/iaf thefarm-
ers never were told wiiai was the iiuje state oe
TUE CASE. They had too great a dependence upon

Corn Laws. Therefore I said, that they ought,

in the first instance, to look to their landlords, and
that when they had fairly and properly reduced

their rents, the farmers must rely on the other

sources possessed in common by all agriculturists,

by which many are enjoying a state ofcomparative

prosperity.

"

Farmers of England ! this was the reason then,

this was the secret, why a report, containing such
sentiments and opinions, so inimical to the flagrant

and unjust monopoly of the domineering and
grasping landlords, should be annulled and rejected

by those self-same tax makers, and consumers of

the produce and profits of your industry.

By this time, and from this state of the case,

yon must be well aware how worse than vain it

must be to expect relief from Parliament. The
judges in this case, namely, tiie over-fed landlords

and huge monopolisers, sit in judgment on their

own interests. Do you suppose they will do any
thing to injure those interests and i)rivileges feven
though they have obtained them at your expense,)

hy proposing , much \e?,s\>Y passing any liberal plans

or measures for your relief, which must necessarily

reduce their extravagant incomes.' Or canyon
for a moment expect them to voluntarily come for-

ward and reduce their rents ? If so, you must be

utterly blind, and ignoi-ant indeed—No, no. "Trust

notforfreedom to the Frank. " Put not your con-

fidence for redress and relief in the landlords.

Be assured they will do nothing liberal unless com-
pelled, but on the contrary exact, and take what
they can get, even to the uttermost farthing.

But to this part of the subject I will return

again, for the present I proceed to briefly consider

what relief, were it ever so wishful and disposed,

it is in the power of the Government to grant you.

There are only two measures of much import-

ance for this purpose of aff"ording you relief, which

I have seen brought forward in Parliament. The
one is the repeal of the malt tax.

Now before going any further into this question,

I must remind yon, that we have such a thing as

a national debt, and moreover, that as we cannot

pay off" this debt, we are obliged to keep up the

national credit by paying annually the interest of

this debt.

Now to raise this interest, and carry on the af-

fairs of Government, taxes are imposed (and here

you have the origin and cause of taxation) upon

almost every thing we can see, feel, or have any

idea of, and amongst the rest, upon malt.

I have not confined myself to figures or numbers

in my calculation ; this is quite immaterial to the

argument; I wish merely to establish this princi-

ple in as few words as possible, namely, that the

amount of revenue derived from taxation, must

be equal to, or above the amount of the interest of

the debt.

This being the case, and an admitted fact, you

will see at a glance that it is quite impracticable,

nay comi)lctcly impossible for any ministry to re-

duce taxation before having previously saved Uie

amount, by tbe reduction of pensions, salaries,

and places, or some other plans of economy or re-

form in the public expenditure. All other species

of reducing taxation is a juggle, a kind of legerde-

main, which has long been played off by our "here-

ditari/ Legislators, " for the amusement and de-

ception of the people. It is, in other words, the

taking out of one pocket and putting it into an-

other ; or, the reducing one tax and adding tbe

reduction to another.

Now suppose the amount of the malt tax to equal
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four millions, and that it was repealed ; of course

there would be a deficit of four millions in the

interest of the debt, which could not be raised but

by one of the three following means, namely, 1st,

To save the money by retrenchment and economy.

2nd, To lay four millions upon some existing tax

or taxes. Or, 3dly, By the imposition of a property

tax.

With regard to the first plan, ministers either

have not the power or the will to save the sum by re-

ducing the pension list, the salaries of their officers

and public functionaries, the expenses of the

court, the immense revenues and sees of the

bishops, or by any other system of reform and
retrenchment.
With respect to the second plan, were it practi-

cable, it would be hut a repelitionof the old juggle,

of shifting the saddle froin one side to the other,

so that, what you gained one way, you would lose

the other, and thus be left in the same position
;

but putting this apart, there are no taxes on which
the deficit occasioned by a repeal of the malt tax,

could he laid, which are not already sufficiently

onerous, and almost with difficulty levied and ob-

tained ; so that this plan will not answer.

It is not ray intention to enter into any length-

ened observations on the third plan of raising the

deficit, namely, by the imposition of a property

tax ; but I cannot help remarking that I consider

there is no necessity for it, in the present state and
prospects of the country, and that in no case can

it be justified, save in a time of war, or a state of

great public pressure of affairs, much less, there-

fore, in a time of profound peace ; and finally,

that it would be manifestly and evidently nnjust

and indefensible in a time like the present, when
the commerce and manufactures of the country
are in a most flourishing condition, and every

class, and interest, save yours, in a state of the

most unexampled prosperity.

I do not require to be told, for I know full well,

that it is true, that you, and all those persons
forming what is called the middle class or masses
of society, pay a far greater ratio of taxes, and
bear far heavier state burdens than your landlords

and peers ; and that they enjoy many exemptions,
and privileges, and immunities, which you are

debarred of, and this from their having had the

laivs of their own making ; I also freely admit, that

this is highly unjust and improper, and that the
greater the pio])erty, the greater ought to be the

rate of taxation it should pay for its protection
;

and that, therefore, your landlords, peers, bishops,

parsons, and gentry, alias, the upper ranks of

society, should contribute a far greater share of

taxes to the maintenance of the state, than they do
at present; yet admitting all this, you will perceive

that it is quite different and distinct from a property

tax, which I rejjeat and maintain ought not to be,

and cannot justly be laid on the nation in its pre-

sent flourishing state, and that for your sole benefit.

Now, settingaside entirely the question, whether
a repeal of the malt tax would be of any benefit to

you or not, you must perceive from what is here
advanced, that it is inexpedient, if not impossible

for the government to repeal it.

But there is another plan of relief which has
been much lauded, and boasted of by the friends

and partisans of Mr. E. S. Caylcy, and which that

gentleman brouglit forward in the House of Com-
mons, on the first of June, l^^f), and was defeated

;

and here I allude to the currency question.

Now, as this gentleman considers himself, and
no doubt wishes to be considered, a friend to agri-

culture, and consequently a friend to your inter-

ests, and moreover gives a consistent vote on all

questions, having for their object the reformation
of abuses, and the improvemetjt of the country, I

shall not for these reasons say anything ungenerous
of him in this place, or anything calculated to in-

jure him in your estimation.

One thing, however, I must remark, (and it is

charitable so to think) that he is certainly a very
mistaken man in hisideason the currency question.

I shall not impugn his motives in seeking to

depreciate the present standard of value, by the
substitution of a silver standard, or of a silver and
gold standard conjoined ; it shall be sufficient for

me to slate the result and consequences of such a

measure, as they were jiroved and pointed out in

the dsbate on the question, and to which I refer

you. Farmers of England, for further information.

In this debate it was distinctly proved that there

was no connection bctw^een the state of the cur-
rency and the fall in the price of wheat, as it had
happened almost invariably that as the quantity of

circulating medium had increased in the country,
the price of wheat instead of rising, had fallen.

It was also proved that the effect of depreciating

the standard would very little, if at all, benefit

you, but on the contrary, injure and lower the
prices of labour of j^our servants—that the public

creditor would be robbed of his just claims which
would be received by the public debtor—and that it

would bring about another panic and general bank-
ruptcy in the country. It was remarked by Sir

Robert Peel, that " all that the agriculturist could
gain " (by depreciating the standard) " would be,

in what he could save in defrauding the public

creditor, and from pinching his impoverished
labourer.

"

Farmers of England ! after these statements, I

flatter myself I need not say any more to point out

to you how fallacious would be your hopes of ob-

taining relief from such a measure ; but even ad-
mitting that you could receive from it all the re-

lief you stand in need of; poor, and distressed,

and suffering under the pressure of difficulties as

you may be, and no doubt are, whatever may be
Mr. Cayley's opinion of you, I shall not, I cannot,

for a moment, think that yuu would ever be so

base, pitiful, not to say dishonest, as to wish
even to benefit yourselves by the robbery of any
other classes of the community, or at the expense

of the i)ublic faith, and the ruin of the national

credit.

The exactions of your rack-renting landlords,

the plunderings of your tithe-grasping parsons,

the operations and j)ressure of bad laws and taxes,

joined with the natural and unavoidable fluctua-

tions of crops and seasons, have rendered, and
may render you for some time yet, in depressed
circumstances, yet remember, though these causes

may keep you poor, neither they, nor any other

power on earth, can make yon dishonest. No !

Farmers of England ! Descendants of those noble

yeomen whose indomitable courage gained the

glorious victories of Crcssy and Agincourt ! and
carried the fame of their country over the civi-

lized globe—you would indeed disgrace your brave

ancestors by accepting of relief at the expense of

honour i Trust not then for that relief by any de-

preciation of the standard of value of the realm.

It is, no doubt, true that you suffered great in-

convenience and distress, along with the otlicr

classes of society, from the withdrawal of the one
pound notes fron circulation ; but you must by
this time be well aware that this was a measure i.f
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sound and strict justice, to prevent the recurrence

of those panics which had before afflicted the

country, fiom the circu'ation of a fictitious me-
dium in quantities so very much beyond the real

capital at stake, and to place upon a fir;n and sub-

stantial basis, the monetary transactions and fiscal

of the nation

!

After these statements, it is quite unnecessary

for me again to repeat that it is in vain for you to

expect relief from the legislature. In fact, Lord
John Russell expressly declared this in the House

of Commons, on the 21st of July last, in the fol-

lowing words taken from his speech :

—

" He admitted, as he must do, that distress had

prevailed for some j ears among the occupiers of

the land, a distress which he had always lamented,

and which he hoped was now diminishing—it was
not to be relieveil by a change in the currency

—

that it was not to be relieved by the repeal of the

malt tax— that it was not to be relieved by any
specific measure the parliament could apply to the

evil.

"

Such being the case, (if you, Mr. Editor, will be

kind enough to grant me the space of your valua-

ble columns) I shall proceed in my next letter, to

consider the means remaining of obtaining relief

to agricultural distress, till which time

I am your obedient servant,

Malton, Oct, 1836. AGRICOLA.

while the skill of the organist, assisted by the young

voices of the children joining in hymns and chants,

added much to the religious solemnity of the occa-

sion. After service a general meeting took place at

the East Lodge, about half a mile from Oakley Park,

whence they proceeded to partake of an excellent

dinner prepared for them, headed by a band of music

playing appropiiute airs, and so numerous were the

persons, that men, women, and children, formed a

line in continuity nearly to the Mansion. The ap-

pearance of tlie train in passing the Serpentine River

and walks in the Grove on their approach to the

house, was so strikingly affecting, that it would ho

difficult to give a perfect description of it. After

their arrival, grace was said by the Rev. Lord Bayn-
iug, tliey all sat down to regale tliemselves in tlie

most orderly manner, and excited the admiration of

the numerous part}' which had arrived to join in the

pleasure and interesting scene of the day.

Too much cannot be said in favour of the scheme

so warmly supported by that kind hearted liberal

landlord and friend to the working classes, both in

money and personal attention.

FROM A CORRESPONDENT IN
SUFFOLK.

At Oakley Park, on Wednesday the 5th of Oct.,

Major General Sir Edward and Lady Keirison, gave
their annual dinner and entertainment to their Cot-
tage Garden Tenants, altogether about 200. The
schools belonging to the parishes in which their es-

tate is situated also assembled to partake of their

hospitality. The gentlemen, clergy and occupiers of

land in the several surrounding parishes were also

invited to a luncheon, and to witness the assemblage
of so numerous a portion of the peasantry of the

country, and see their own labourers receive the

prizes which were awarded them. The gardens were
visited by competent judges, and most satisfactory

results reported of the immense produce grown on
the land, and appearance of improved conditipn of

the poor cottager, so as to render him comfortable
and happy, and tend to his becoming a more useful

member of society, 'i'he system adopted here, may
be said in all points, and particularly the quantity of
land, quality, &c. to surpass in intrinsic worth,
others of the kind, and must certainly be more valu-

able to all parlies than might, without consideration,

be conceived, as nothing could show more satisfac-

torilv the productiveness of the soil in that neigli-

bourhood when carefully cultivated.

The day jirovd very propitious, which enabled

the cottagers and a large congregation to assemble
at Hoxne Church at half-past twelve o'clock. Alter

the usual service of prayers an appropriate sermon
was preached by the Rev. Lord Rayning, which ri-

vetted the attention of all present, and could not fail

to raise in the heart of many a hoary headed cot-

tager a glow of love and adoration to him who alone

stands supremely good, the great (iovernor of the

Universe. It must not be omitted that the sweet

tone ot a new organ which was presented by Sir

Edward Kerrison, iiart., to the Church, and then

played for the first time, and aided hv a hymn pre-

pared for the occasion, excited much admiration,

THE TITHE BILL.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE HEREFORD TIMES,

Sir,—Having given to your readers, rather am-

ply, my opinion of the Tithe Commutation Bill, during

its passage through the House of Commons, and that,

if passed into a law, it would prove highly injurious

to the agricultural interest; and ruinous, if the

compulsory clause should ever he enforced, to the

Established Church—I have waited till the present

time, though my opinions remain unchanged, under

the hope of reading in your paper those of others up-

on it.

Some very important, and in my view, very ab-

surd and imperious clauses, have been subsequently

added to the Bill. By one of these, every clergy-

man who has not enforced liis claim of tithes to the

amount of four-fifths of their value, and I am happy

to say, that there are many who, (from the best mo-
tives, and fiom feeling the iniquityjof the Tithe Laws,

which take away the tenth produce of the soil, with-

out making any allowance for the increased expense

of culture, through taxation and other causes) have

not done so, will, with their successors, for ever be

robbed of a portion ; and, in cases within my own
knowledge, of a very considerable portion of their

just dues ; and I do not doubt, but that a good many
of those pious and conscientious persons who have so

warmly defended the rights of the Church, will be

found quite as willing as others to rob it, under the

circumstances above-mentioned. No clergyman,

with any regard to justice, can, in my opinion, per-

iiiit his tithes to be commuted upon such iniquitous

terms ; and I hope that the conscientious and excel-

lent men ahove-mentioned, who, from the best mo-
tives, have not fully enforced tlieir claims, will feel

that, though they have had a right to relinquish a

portion of their own temporary just claims, they have

no right to give away the property of their succes-

sors.

By another clause, the clergy are given the po%ver to

demand a higher p;iyment for all ground whicli shall

hereafter be employed as hop ground, orchard, or

nuu-ket garden. Now, the hop-grower who purchases

l)is j)oles, as hop growers generally do, already pays

u heavy tax to the Church, in the price of tithe poles;

and much of the ground now growing hops in IIere«
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fordshire is of very little value to the titLe-owner,

under sny other mode of culture ; and such general-

ly yields but little profit to the farmer.

The produce of an orchard, during many years

after being planted, is wholly insufficient to repay
the expenses of protecting the trees. At what period

of the growth of such trees is the clergyman to make
his demand for a larger payment "! During the pro-

gressive decay of an orchard, and when, compara-
tively, few of the trees remain, and those but little

productive, is the ground still to pay, as an orchard,

to the clergyman of the parish 1

Much of the ground round towns is now employed
as a pasture for riding horses ; from such nothing-

whatever is due to the tithe-owner, and from such
ground the owner obtains, on this account, a very
high rent. The chief object of the Tithe Commuta-
tion Bill was to, enable every occupier of the

soil to cultivate it to the greatest advantage to him-
self and to the public, and to put an end to the ruin-

ous influence of quarrels between the clergy and their

parishioners. Under a just and proper mode of com-
mutation, all ground would be made to pay accord-

ing to its intrinsic value to the tithe-owner, and
most of the soil now employed as a pasture, near
towns, for riding-horses, might be cultivated as mar-
ket-garden ground, with much advantage to the in-

habitants of such towns, and might find employment,
as the market gardens round London do, to numerous
women, and feeble old men. A tax upon hop
grounds and market gardens jnust necessarily fall

wholly upon the consumers of beer and potatoes, and
other vegetables, and, of course, chiefly upon the
labouring classes of society ; and those classes arc

now sufficiently enlightened to know this, and to know
for whose benefit they are made to pay a higher
price for the common necessaries of life.

The Bill ought, I conceive, to have defined what
a market garden is. Does ground cease to be a gar-

den when it is partially tilled by means of a plough ?

The market gardeners, with many of whom ray office

of president of the Horticultural Society of London
has caused me to be acquainted, have latterly com-
plained to me, that they sustain very great injury by
the circumstance of a veiy large portion of the pro-

duce of the gardens of the nobility and other affluent

classes being sold in the market, as is well known.
Is it equitable, that the ground of the poor laborious

market gardener should be subject to a heavy tax,

from the operation of which the future gardens of the

higher and more opulent classes of society will be
wholly exempted 1

I ask the clergy what will be the effect of their be-
ing placed to act as spies respecting the culture of
the soil in their parishes, and of their enforcing the

conditions of the clauses above-mentioned 1 and I

will tell them that it will cause the churches to be
deserted, or, perhaps, what is still worse, occupied sole-

ly by a couple of hired old women, as has already oc-
curred in too many cases ; and they will be deprived
of all power of annoying those by whom they will be
insulted.

It will, perhaps, be said that the landowner only,

and not the farmer, will have to pay the clergy ; but
it will be found, that the landlord will not indemnify
the farmer from the extortions of the clergy ; and I will

confiden'ly tell the farmer, that whenever the clergy-

man extorts more than his due, he (the farmer) will

be, to a large extent, the sufferer, in almost all cases;

and if he, so far approves the conduct of the clergy-

man, that he, with proper feelings, take the holy sa-

crament from his hands, and can attend, with proper
feelings, the church, he ought not to complain, if he,

Jn part, supports the clergyman of his parish. But

the landowners and the farmers will be led by their

interests, aye, and by their moral and religious feel-

ings, also, to join in causing the legislature to award
to the clergy their just dues only ; for it is but too

well known, that the ])ublic dissatisfaction with the

clergy, arising (I am happy to admit) from the mis-

conduct of a comparatively few, has caused the enor-

mous secession from the Established Church, and the

decay of the established religion of the country.

I may be asked why I^ord John Russell and his

party did not cause a better bill to be passed. I have

put the question to many of his party, and theanswer
which I have always received, has been, that they

could not. The landowners and farmers appeared
whilst the clauses of the Bill were discussing, to

look on with supine indifi'erence. I had frequent

communications with Sir Robert Price, who, 1 can

confidently say, did i)is duty in opposing the injuri-

ous clauses of the bill ; but of what value could his

exertions prove, when his opponents could tell him,

that amongst all his constituents, he could not name
two, who had expressed any degree of disapproba-

tion of tlie bill 1

The claims of the Church upon my property are

small, and the position of my titheable property, and
other circumstances, give me the power to resist op-

pression : and, if I chose, to oppress. 1 would,
however, gladly commute, upon equitable and bene-

ficial terms, to the Church—but I am wholly at a loss

how to commute under the conditions of the bill.

Others with whom I have conversed, have expressed
the same feelings, and have agreed with me in think-

ing; that without enforcing the compulsory clause,

the bill will ever remain, to a very great extent, a

dead le*ter ; and if our legislators would proceed to

enforce the compulsory clause, they will, in my
opinion, prove themselves much better qualified to

sit in an infant school, or in a cell in bedlam, than

in either House of Parliament.
I propose, in your next week's paper, to address

a few remarks to my countrymen, upon the iniqui-

tous ojieration of the Corn Rent, if adopted, by the

possessors and cultivators of Herefordshire.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

T. A. KNIGHT.

LANCASTER AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

On Monda}', October 10, the Lancaster Agricul-
tural Society held its annual meeting, and we are

happy to say it proved in all respects one of the most
satisfactory that has occurred for some years.

With regard to the show of cattle, we have the
authority of some of the most experienced practical

men in the district fcr saying that it was highly cre-

ditable to the society and far superior to any that has
preceded it for some time. We heard it observed
that there was nothing shown that could fairly be
called indifferent, and that the many who, of course,
could not get prizes, well deserved them. It was
really gratifying to see so much good servicable

stock exhibited, bearing, as it did, sure testimony to

the efficiency of the society, and of the improvement
of our local agriculture in one of its most important
branches. Both in quantity and quality the stock

shown was such as we have not been in the habit of

witnessing ; and in respect to horses, the exhibition

afforded the Ijighest satisfaction.

About four o'clock, a large party assembled at din-

ner, at Pritt's, King's Arms. The President, John
Bolden, Esq., of Hyning, presided, and he was sup-
ported by J. Wilson Patten, Esq., M.P. for the
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Northern Division.^T. Greene, Esq., W.P. for the
borough of Lancaster, E, Hornby, Esq., J. Bond,
Esq., R, Atkinson, Esq., Rev. J. S. Boldeii, J. C.
Siitterthwaite, Esq., T. H. I'ateman, Esq., J. Bolden,
Esq., ike. &c. The Vice-CIhair was occupied by R.
Hinde, Esq., who was supported by T. Thompson,
Esq., S. E. Bolden, P^sq., T. Redmayne, Esq., J. M,
Arthuigton, Esq., E. Bond, Esq., H. R. Ford, Esq.,

J. Ford, Esq., F. Simpson, Esq., &c. &c.

Tlie customary toasts having been drank.

The Chairman, in rising to propose the usual
toast of success and perpetuity to the Society, ex-

pressed himself happy to see such a meeting as that

before him, and explained that, owing- to the unfa-

vourable state of the weather and consequent back-
wardness of the season, it was considered desirable

to put off the annual meeting till the jiresent period.

He hoped the arrangement had not proved incon-

venient to any member of tlie Society, and he was
happy to lind by the full attendance of that day, that

in other respects they had no reason to regret the

postponen.ent. With regard to the exliibition of
that day, he was precluded from saying anything of
the stock, as he himself was a competitor, but he
might go so far as to say, that tlie sliow of horses and
sheep was such as reflected no discredit upon the
agriculture of the district, and though Ins friend Mr.
Hornby had walked over with his pig", he would say,

a finer specimen could not be shown. On the sub-
ject of agriculture generally, lie had last year cautioned

thefarmers not to be deluded with tlie notion that it iras

in (he power of Parliament to ajford any relief: and
it gave him great satisfaction to see iliat Lord Stan-

ley not only took the same ciew, but explained it in

much better language than he was master of at the

Liverpool meeting. His lordship also pursued the

same line of argument in Parliament, and was ably

supported by his hon. friends on his right and on his

left, and with still higher effect by Sir Robert Peel. He
thought the result of the enquirif that had taken place

must convince all how chimerical ivas the idea of obtai)i-

ing relief by legislative enactment, and that, for the best

of all reasons—Parliament had not the power to

grant it. They all knew that the most absurd no-

tions were entertained on the subject, many believing

that Parliament could regulate prices and profit, and
rent into tlie bargain. He need not say that Parlia-

ment could have nothing to do with rents,— [hear,)

and in regard to prices, it was astonishing to hear

what strange notions some farmers entertained. Any
person who had paid any attention to political eco

nomy must know that prices uere wholly governed by

supply and demand. Tlien, with regard to the more
important question of profit^ it was clear that Parlia-

ment could liave nothing to do with that : since it

depended entirely on the skill, prudence, and indus-

try of the farmer. There had arisen, however, an

engine much more powerful than Parliament in its

influence on agriculture. He meant the power of

steam, which was bringing the produce of tlie most
distant j)laces into one general market: and, under
all these circumstances, he hoped the farmers would
see that the parliamentary panacea for agricultural dis-

tress was all delusion (Hear.) It would he observed,

he spoke strongly on the matter, but, occupying the

situation he did, he felt it his duty to make very par-

ticular enquiries into the opinions of farmers far and

near, and he regretted to say, tlie most strange and

absurd notions prevailed. He was sorry thus to

see .John ]3ull propagating the dehision, for he

was sure no class would suffer more deejdy from it

than the farmers themselves. He trusted, however,

from the favourable meeting of that day, and from

what he knew of the feeling of the country, that the

delusion was passing away ; and he thought, upon the
whole, they were justified in looking forward to bet-

ter limes and better circumstances. (Hear.) They
all felt the unfortunate season just passed over in

some degree, but he believed there was one descrip-
tion of crop that had suffered more than all the
others, and that was turnips. All who heard him
must be aware of the advantage of the turnip to the
laud, and tliat, in .fact, turnip culture was the main
stay of successful farming—that was, upon lands fa-

vourable to its cultivation. There was one subject
that came nearer home, on which he would say a few
words, which, he trusted, would be taken in good
part. They were all aware of the benefit that ac-
crued in general from ploughing matches. At the
last meeting, there was one held on the northern
edge of this town, and though the land staked out
was unfavourable, he believed the judges considered
the workmanship to be good ; but it was a source of
observation and regret, that on that occasion there
was not one competitor south of the Lune. What
was the reason he did not know. He believed the
iron plough with two horses had not yet been intro-
duced, and tliat they ploughed with two, three, four,
or six horses, and sometimes with two drivers. It

might be requisite in some soils, but generally speak-
ing, if farmers had a spark of worldly wisdom left,

they would not let such things be done on their
land. He knew that in the south, they were proud,
and justly proud of their horses, but he could wisli
to see them employ their excellent breed more eco-
nomically. He would not detain the meeting longer,
but propose, Success to the Lancaster Agricultural
Society, with three times three.

The toast was drank with due honours.

Mr. Wilson Patten rose to propose the healtli of
the President. The Lancaster Agricultural Society,
he observed, was very fortunate in having its in-

terests so efficiently guarded, and also in having
the opportunity of receiving the adi^ice tliat had
that day been given from the chair. In that advice
and the opinions declared by his hon. friend the Pre-
sident, he fully concurred. He had expressed else-

where, his belief, that it was not to Parliament but
themselves, the agriculturists must look for relief. He
desired that things sliould be left to lake their own
course. For reduction of taxation he had always
voted, not because he thought it could afford any
great relief to the farmer, but because relief in any
degree was what he sought. He believed, however,
that it was following the advice of practical men like

his friend the President, that the surest remedv" ^'^'ns

to be found, and to show their estimation of such
advice, he proposed that they drink the President's

health with three times three.— (^Applause.)

The toast was cordially drank, amid the prescribed

number of cheers.

The President said, he was most happy to be able
to meet the Society to return his thanks, for the wea-
ther not content with attacking agriculture in gene-
ral, had assailed their unfortunate President and laid

him u}) in a fit of rheumatism, which rendered it

doubtf^ul whether lie could attend the meeting. In
alluding to the subject of turnips, he forgot one
point, and that was to express a hope that some tur-

nip growers present would he so kind as to give some
account of the black caterjiillar. There was also

the disease that liad attacked the jiotato, which was
becoming worse and v\orse, and excited a good deal

of alarm in the minds of many, for after all the ex-

periments that had been resorted to, they were all

as muck in the dark as ever.

The President proposed the healtli of Mr. Wilson
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Patten and Lord Stanley, witli three times three.

—

(Applause.}

The toast was drank with loud cheers.

Mr. Wilson Patten returned thanks. lie could

answer as well (or his nohle colleague as himself,

that they were both resolved to support the interests

of agriculture. He hoped he should ever be found
in his place, ready to give his advice, and what was
more important, his vote in favour of their interests.

In whatever situation he should be placed, he should

do his best to promote agriculture in general, and
this Society in particular.

—

(Applause.)

The President begged to propose the health of

Mr. Greene, in conjunction with his hon. colleague,

IMr. Stewart.

Rlr. Greene begged to return his best tlianksfor

himself and his hon, colleague, who, he was sure,

would feel liighlv gratified, like himself, at having his

herdth drank by such a company as was thenassem-
iiled. If he (Mr. Greene) had anythingto regret, it was
that there was not a larger attendance of farmers ;

because, notliing could be more beneficial to both

farmer and landlord, than that all should be occa-

sionally brought together and join in social inter-

course. By staying away, they deprived them-
selves of the benefit of hearing the observations that

had fallen from their worthy President that day, and
which he was sure could not be heard witliout bene-
fitting the hearer. He the more particularly dwelt
on the subject, because he had lately attended the

meeting at Burton, where so many farmers were
assembled. It was to him most gratifying to witness
all classes so meeting together, and bringing to bear
their collective information ; and if means could be
devised for bringing the working farmers of the dis-

trict more together, he was sure the Society would
be greatly benefitted. With respect to his hon. col-

league, he was most friendly to agriculture. All
his early associations connected him with the soil,

and though his present occupations led him to other
pursuits, he knew lie took a great interest in agricul-

tural affairs, and in the welfare of this Society in

particular.

—

(Applause.)

The President.—Mr. Ellison, can you tell what
is most likely to check the depredations of the ca-
terpillar on tlie turnips'!

Mr. Ellison.— 1 really cannot.
The President.—Tlie question to consider was,

how it was to be destroyed. He believed it was not
so destructive as was rqjresented, for he knew when
they had eaten off the leaf the turnip had recovered,
though it certainly did not arrive at the perfection it

otherwise would.
Mr. Thomas Jackson.—I believe you are (juite

right Sir.

Mr, Ellison begged to differ both from the Presi-

dent and his friend Mr. Jackson. He thought both
wrong ; for he had seen a field of five acres com-
pletely destroyed. In his own case also, where he
was last year obliged to substitute turnips for the
trifolium incarnatum, the crop was covered with
black caterpillars. He ordered his men to cut birch
boughs, and with these they whipped off quantities,

and other men wore employed the while in treading
the insects down. By that means he got about half

a crop. His brother had tried salt but it would not
do. One night all Sedgewick rose and whipped oft'

the caterpillars, but next day they were there again.

At Merley Moss, the case he first alluded to, the
leaves were entirely e.aten off, but with his brotlier's

they were only perforated. His white turnips were
not attacked, the injury they received being chiefly

occasioned by the weather.
The Chairman stated that in returning from Ken-

dal to his own house in August last, and when it

was pouring with rain, he was surprised to see some
people taking casks of water into a turnip field at

Levens, and asking for an explanation, he was told

that they were " poisoning the turnips." He believed

it was a preparation of arsenic they were using, and
he wished to know if it had been successful.

Mr. Ellison,—He believed it did no good. The
crops were worse than any other. With respect to

potatoes, he thought he had last year got a pure
seed, from which he miglit transplant without fear.

It was procured from a district where the disease was
not known. He cut the seed as usual, but got only
half a crop. He then resolved to plat^t whole and
gave orders to that effect, but he found only a por-

tion had been left whole, the Hind having de-
clared it to be complete waste. The result was that

in the rows that were planted with cut seed, they

were obliged to break the ground and sow Swedish
turnips, but where the rows were planted whole the

crop v.as quite good. He beliveJ the fact to be that

there was an insect which jjerforated the cut part of
the potato and devouied all its juice, but which was
repelled by the nauseous rind of the whole potato.

He was also of opinion that by planting upon ma-
nure in the spring of the year auimalculae were
brought to life and that these afterwards preyed up-
on the vegetation. There was another advantage in

planting whole—they might plant them eighteen

inches apart.

The President.—What was the produce ? —that

was, the difference between the produce of a potatoe

planted whole and a potatoe cut into four or five sets 1

Mr. Ellison.—He was disposed to think that the

produce was equal on a thriving potatoe soil.

Mr. Wilson Pattfn asked Mr. Ellison if he had
ever tried one against the other 1

Mr. Ellison said he had. He had found years

ago, and every farmer would bear him out in it, that

the produce was greater where room was given than
when planted full.

Mr. Hornby observed tliat on a small scale he

could confirm Mr. Ellison's statement. He had
planted some Flat Reds and Red Kidnies, part of

each whole, and part cut. In the latter case, both
came up very badly indeed, whilst the rows set

whole looked as flourishing as plants could, and he

had no doubt they would turn out very good.

Mr. Thomas Jackson confirmed these statements.

He had planted a quantity of the small pig potatoe

whole, but finding his seed run short a few rows were
planted cut. The whole sets came up as fine a crop

as he ever saw, but the cut ones did not produce
half a crop.

The President observed that what they had heard

upon this important subject shewed how much bis

Hon. Friend Mr. Greene was in the right when he
alluded to the advantage which farmers would expe-
rience by attending such meetings. He hoped how-
ever what had transpired would go abroad in an-

other way.

Mr. Wilson Patten in allusion to what had just

fallen from the chair, begged to propose the health

of the worthy gentleman who had presided over the

recent meeting of a neighbouring society, where of a

company comprising nearly 100 persons, the chief

part were farmers. It was indeed, an incalculable

advantage to farmers to he present at these meetings,

and hear what was said.

The President said he had heard much of the

powers of steam, and he would mention that a few
weeks ago he heard some of the engineers on the

Darlington railway say the time would come when
they would not have farms advertised in the usual
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way, but that steam farms of large extent would be
put up for letting. Whether it was to be so or not
he could not tell, but he was assured that liowever
the tillers of the soil were destined to cultivate their

land they would do it in a sj)irit worthy the clia-

racter of a British farmer. He begged to give the

farmers of England, with three times three.

The toast was drank with due honours.

The premiums were then read by the Secretary.

Premium the first, a silver cup or five sovereigns,

to the occupier of a farm of not less than forty acres

who shall have made the greatest improvement ia

cultivation, &c.—Mr. Luke Ellison, of Sedgwick.
There were four competitors.

A silver cup or three sovereigns, for the best crop

of turnips—to ]Mr. John Scott, of Sedgwick. There
were five competitors for this prize.

A silver cup or five sovereigns, for the best gene-

ral Stock of Store Cattle—to Kir. Ellison, Sizergh.

Thereading of the premiums was then resumed.
For the best Bull, a piece of plate or five sove-

reigns— Mr. Wm. Ellison.

For the best Cow, in milk or calf, or best three

year Heifer, a piece of plate or three sovereigns

—

Mr. Bolden.
For the best two year old Heifer, a piece of plate

or three sovereigns—Mr. Thos. Jackson.

For the best Ram, three sovereigns—Mr. Thos.

Jackson.

For the best three shearling Gimmers, three sove-

reigns—Mr. Jno. Bland.
The Secretary then read the Sweepstakes:

—

Long-horned Cow—Mr. Wilson Patten and iNlr.

T. R. W. France—won by the former.

Short-horned Cow—Mr. Bolden and Mr. Pritt—
wonby the former.

Cow of any breed—Mr. Wilson Patten, Mr.
Greene, Mr. Atkinson, Mr. Bolden, and Mr. Pritt

—

won by i\Ir. Bolden.
Short-horned heifer—Mr. Pritt, and Mr. Bolden
—won by the latter.

Brood Mare — Mr. Wilson Patten, Mr. P.
Hesketh Fleetwood, and Mr. H, R. Ford—won by
the latter,

Colt or Filly—Mr. Wilson Patten, Mr. P. Hes-
keth Fleetwood, and Mr. E. G. Hornby—won by the

latter

Colt or Filly (ftwo years old)—Mr. Wilson Patten,

Mr. Greene, Mr. T. liawsthorne, Mr. Jno. Bateson,

and Mr. W.Cottara—won by Mr. Rawsthorne.
Colt or Filly fone year old)—Mr. E. Hornby,

and Mr. Aldren—won by the former.

Ram—]Mr. Wilson France, Mr. Pritt, Mr. Bland,

and Mr. Jno. Bateson,—won by the last named.
Ram ('one shear)— l\Ir. Wilson France—no com-

petitor.

Fat Ewe—Mr. Robt. Winder. No competitor.

Ewe—Mr. Wilson France, Mr. Ford, and Mr. R.
Winder—won by Mr, Winder.
Ewe (one shear)—Mr. Bland, and Mr. Wilson

France—won by the former.

Ewe Lamb—Mr. Wilson France, Mr. Pritt, Mr.

Bland, and iMr. Winder— won by Mr. Bland.

Sow-Mr. P. Hesketh Fleetwood, Mr. Hornby,

and Mr, Bolden—won by Mr. Hornby.
Turnip—J\Ir. W.Ellison.

The PuEsiDRNT pro])Osed the health of the Judges
of Stock—Mr. Scotson,ofToxtetli-park ; Mr. Dodds,
of Standisli, and Mr. Almond, of the same place.

The Presidknt took the opportunity of saying,

that in consequence of the excellent show of young
horses that day, it had occurred to him wliether it

would not be desirable to establish preniitims fbr

colts and fillies. If any gentleman olijected, or the

funds would not admit of the additional premiums,
it could be taken into consideration at the next meet-
ing. It had suggested itself to him in consequence
of the show that day, which did the district great
credit.

The health of the judges of Stock was drank, with
three times three.

Mr. DoDDs returned thanks. With regard to the
show, the stock was for the greater part above me-
diocrity. The sheep were not what he admired. He
considered the fleeces too light, and it was a question
whether the breeding a fine quality did not weaken
the constitution of the animal, as well as produce a
diminished quantity. With respect to the horses,
there were some colts shown of which he should be
glad to see more in the county. Altogether, it was
a very fair show. Mr. Dodds then made some prac-
tical observations on the breeding of horned cattle,

and then alluded to the subject of potatoes. He
said, he could bear out Mr. Ellison and Mr. Jack-
son, in what they had stated, both with regard to

cutting the seed and planting thick. He would ad-
vise farmers to give up thick planting. There was
a case that had fallen under his observation, that

could not be so easily accounted for. He had
procured a lot of seed, and divided it amongst three

of his friends. In two of the three lots the pro-

duce was ample, whilst the third proved a total

failure.

Mr. Ellison thought this latter case might be ac-

counted for. Mr. Dodds had not told the meeting
whether all the lots had been planted at the same
time of the day. He recollected once j)lanting on
warm manure in the morning, and resuming the v^-ork

in the afternoon after the manure had been cooled by
a heavy thunder shower ; with the seed planted in

the afternoon he was successful, but that planted in

the morning was widely different. His conviction

was, that the warmth of the manure gave existence

to the animalcule in it, and which in time fed on
the plants.

Mr. Dodds said, he had heard IMr. Ellison main-

tain his doctrine of animalculaj before ; but he re-

membered that when he was a boy, they planted pota-

toes in any wav; and horse dung was generally

used. Therefore, Mr. Ellison's doctrina amounted
to nothing. At Wiganthey tried all sorts of dung.

Mr. Ellison— But were they all planted whole?
Mr. DoDDS—That did not matter.

Mr, Ellison said, it was true that in their younger

days they planted as they pleased, but at that time

the land was not so well drained, and the winters

were more severe. He believed that it was owing
to the open winters of late years that tlie animalcule

increased ; the frost of winter being necessary to de-

stroy the insects.

The health of the Judges of the Crops—Mr, Wm.
Smith, of the Hole of Ellel; Mr, John Bateson, of

Bolton-Sand-side, and Mr, Thomas Corbishley, of

Thurnham, was then drank with three times three.

The President, in proposing the health of Richard
Atkinson, Esq., of Ellel Grange, said the Society

had long experienced great pleasure from the manner
in ^vhich that gentleman had filled the office of Vice-

President, and hojied he would live many happy
years to repeat his kind offices.

Mr, Atkinson returned thanks,

Mr. Ellison proposed the health of Mr. Samuel

Ilinde, and the toast was drank with honours.

The PnESiDENT, in proposing tlie health of the

Secretary, said no eulogium of his could do justice

to the merits of IMr. Binns. He begged to give the

health of their most excellent Secretary and Trea-

surer, and most sincere thanks to him for his ser.
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vices durino- the long- period that he Ijad executed

the duties ot" the office.

Mr. BiNNS returned thanks. He had onl)' to say

for himself that he felt highly gratified to have been

selected as the Secretary of the society for so many
vears. He considered agriculture of so great im-

portancp, tliat it was impossible for any man to do

too much in its behalf, and if he had given his mite

of assistance, he had only done his dut}'. With re-

ference to what had been said by Mr. Greene, it was,

indeed, much to be lamented, that farmers hung back

from these meetings, for it was clear to him tliat it

was the interest of all to support such societies as

this. They ought to be encouraged not only by the

farmer, but by every other class, since it was by im-

proved cultivation the same area of soil could be

made to produce a larger proportion of food, and the

public would be able to purchase at a cheaper rate.

To the manufacturer, in particular, with whom wages
was so material an item of expenditure, be thought

the piomotiou of agricultural improvement was a

matter of great imjiortance. With that impression,

he wondered that more of the manufacturers in the

district did not join the society. He would take the

opportunity of suggesting the expediency of having

a small library attached to the society. About 20/

would be quite enough to purchase one that would
answer every purpose. He begged to return thanks

to the meeting for drinking his liealth.

Mr. Ellison, in reference to what Mr. Binns had
said on the subject of grasses, wished to say a few
words. He had been in shops in dift'erent places,

and he generally found that what was sold for rye-

grass seeds, was mixed up with common couch-grass.

With that seed the farmer sowed his land, and how-
ever clean the land may have been, he would undo
all by sowing- this seed. He ought to sow only the

pure rye-grass seeds raised froai his own seeds. He
was confident that Iialf the dirty land was owing- to

tlie farmer purchasing- these seeds. It was said the

farmer ouglit to be a chemist. He did not think

that, but he was sure he ouglit to be a botanist, and
then he would keep his seeds more pure.

INIr. Wilson Patten proposed the health of Mr.
Bond, and prosperity to tlie town of Lancaster, with
three times three.

JNIr. Bond returned thanks.

The President then alluded to the subjects for

discussion, and said he should be glad to hear the

opinion of any gentleman.
The first subject was on the increase of grain,

stock, and manure, by cultivating- green crops, and
by stall feeding, and on the merits and comparison
of different green crops.

The President having called upon some of the

company for their remarks upon the first subject

fixed for discussion, Mr. Binns stated that he had
waited for Mr. Ellison or some other gentleman to

express their opinion, but as the subject appeared
likely to be lost sight of he wished to say a few words
on the subject, believing- at the same time that much
benefit might arise from having subjects for discus-
sion fixed beforehand, and noted in the lists, that

the members might be prepared to give their senti-

ments fully. It was well known that clover, tares,

turnips, and other green crops, if well managed were
fertdizers of tlie land, in part it is supposed from
their receiving a considerable portion of their nou-
rishment from the atmosphere. It is also well known
that tlie crops will fail if the same species cf plant

is sown on the same land year after year ; that the
land to be well managed must have change is ad-
mitted ; the operations of nature and the course of
this is not so easily ascertained or admitted ; one

writer attributes it to the plants deriving- each its

peculiar sustenance from the soil, therefore if the

same j)lant be sown frequently it exhausts that pe-
culiar quality in the soil on which it feeds. Another
attributes it to an excrementitious matter in the soil,

whicli is left by plants which are injurious to plants

of the same nature, but may be advantageous to

plants of another genus. But it is certain that by
an alternation grain and green crops, such as clo-

ver, turnips, mangel wurtzel, &cc., the land is im-
proved, and if the clover be mown and given to cattle

in stalls or sheds, two acres will keep as much as

three in the usual method, and the manure will be
preserved and be of far greater value to the farmer
th-an if exposed and dried in the sun and wind upon
the field ; and he may thus increase the fertility of
his farm to almost any extent, and he will thereby
increase not only his stock of cattle, but liis grain
and all other produce by cultivating green crops and
by stall feeding.

Mr. Jackson said the plan might do very wellfoi-

a small arable farm of forty acres, but where there

was a quantity of meadow and pasture it would not
answer.

The President said that was the way an English
farmer ought to come forward and state his objection.

Aow in opposition to Mr. Jackson's views he could
sliow a farm just beyond Greta Bridge, where there

were 20 or 30 heads of young horses all collected in

the farm yard. The plan was found to answer in an
extraordinary manner.
Mr. Jackson.—But all have not that convenience,
Tlie President.—True, but this shows the value

of discussion.

Mr. Ellison would venture to say that there was
more accommodation of the sort required to be found
in the farms of Westmorland and the north of Lan-
cashire than in the whole world again. He had
been on the Duke of Cleveland's estates in the nortli,

and there was not one on wliich they could dnve a

cart into a baiu and unload 40 or 50 loads of grain
;

and they had loose sheds for cattle. But here it was
said the landlord did not do his tenant justice if lie

did not build this, that or the other. He was sure

no stigma could attach to the landlords of Westmor-
land and Lancashire for not building conveniences
to house grain.

Mr. Ellison proposed the health of Mr. Jackson,
of Borwick Hall, in a highly complimentary manner,
and took occasion to say that he found all those

farmers the most ready with their rent, who adopted
the improved system of husbandrj'.

Mr. Jackson returned thanks.

Before the meeting broke up, a number of Sweep-
stakes for the next meeting- were entered into

Russian Agricultural School,—The directing

Senate of Russia, in consequence of an order from
the Emperor has founded an agricultural scliool on
oue of the estates of the crown, and in the government
of Mohiloff. This school is divided into two sec-

tions ; in the first, the pupi)s are to study three years,

in order to be capable of executing- or advancing- any
plan proposed for the improvement of rural econom)'.
The second is destined to the education of practical

farmers, who by means of their extensive knowledge,
may be able to direct the firming- of g-eat estates,

and to introduce the improvements of which they

thfmselves form the plan. The school is to be fur-

nished with a collecaoii of agricultural tools, both

Russian and foreign, and either of the proper size

or as models. The pupils will all be taught to make
the various tools ami machines which are used in the

establishment, or which are required for sale.
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PENRITH BRANCH OF THE EAST
CUMBERLAND AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The third annual meeting of this Society was
held on Wednesday Sept. 28, at Penrith, and we
rejoice to record that in every respect it was most
cheering for the subscribers, and highly interest-

ing to strangers, many ofwhom attended from a very
considerable distance. The heavy and long-con-
tinued rain made the ground very uncomfortable,
and the stock did not ap])ear so well as they would
have done had the day been more favourable.

The quantity shown far exceeded that of the two
previous years, being fully one-third more than
last year, a convincing proof of the increasing in-

terest taken in the success of this Society. Among
other noble animals, a fine bull belonging to Mr.
Denton, four years and a half old, attracted every
person's observation: it was certainly o)ie of the
finest, as regards bulk, on the ground. A bull,

purchased by Mr. Sober Watkin, of Phimpton, for

ninety-five guineas, very naturally attracted the
sight of many of the breeders present. The sheep
were very first-rate, and so numerous that the
task of selecting the best, must have been one of
great difficulty to the Judges. The mares and foals

were declared to be superior in every respect to

those shown there on any former occasion, and the
swine were good and great. If there was a falling

off at all, it was in the quality of some of the in-

ferior cattle, which did not come so near the win-
ning mark as on some former occasions. ^Ve
subjoin, in the course of this article, a list of the
premiums awarded, with the names of the fortu-

nate competitors.
A very sumptuous dinner wps served at the

George inn, to a most respectable party, 203 in

number, including the principal gentry and yeo-
manry of the county.

After the cloth had been drawn, Wm. Crackan-
thorpe, Esq., of Newbiggin Hall, the Chairman,
proposed the health of his Majesty with three
times three.—The next toast was the Queen : then
the Princess Victoria and the rest of the Royal
Family : and then the Army and Navy.
The Chairman then said—Mr. Vice-President

and Gentlemen, the next toast I shall propose to

you is the health of the Lord Lieutenant of the
County, as the liberal and municificent patron of
this society, and the constant supporter of agricul-
ture in general. (Drank very cordially with three

times three and one cheer more.)
Colonel LowTHF.R returned thanks.
The Chairman then, after some prefatory obser-

vations, said—I believe. Gentlemen, that I may
congratulate myself that it has fallen to my lot to

be called to this chair at a moment somewhat more
favourable to the interests of agriculture than
either of my predecessors. A great change has
taken place in the prices of all sorts of agricultu-

ral produce. Wheat, I believe, at this moment
bears an average of 50s, wool is in great demand,
and I believe 1 may add that stock offers a lair re-

munerating price, both to the breeder and to the

grazier. {Hear, hear.) Ami, Gentlemen, we must
not forget that all these material changes for the

better have taken place without resorting to any
legislative enactment ; not, indeed, that I believe

the agricultural iifcerest is so perfect, that no
change is required, but we do not require any
material change ; for during tlie last Session, the

House of Commons appointed an agricultural

committee, formed of county inembers and the

most intelligent individuals in the House, and
those gentlemen, best versed in the subject, were
not able to come to a conclusion as to the cause
of the distess that overhu.ig this important in-

terest so long, and therefore, of course, were not
able to propose any remedy. Mountains appeared
in parturition, but not even a mouse has been
produced. {Laughter and applause.) As to the
low price of wheat, in former years, for I think it

was once as low as 36s per quarter, I think it may
be fairly attributed in some measure to the abun-
dant harvests with which it pleased provi-
dence to bless these islands—and wheat being the
natural standard of all agricultural value, it follows
therefore that all productions depreciated in the
same proportion. There is, however, an elasticity

about a great nation, that enables it to recover
from the loudest shocks, and I believe the greater
proportion of the wonderful and marvellous in-

crease of the commerce and manufactures of this

country is to be ascribed to the low prices of corn
and other articles of agricultural produce. But
it is impossible that such an interest can long
languish, while commerce and manufacturers
prosper, and I rejoice to say, that after a too-

lengthened period, we are now witnessing the re-

vival of this interest: the revival of agriculture

has taken place ; thus I think we may congratulate

ourselves that by such healthy means, rather than

by any more than doubtful experiments, I now re-

fer more especially to any projected alteration of

the currency, a new order of things have arisen,

and that question I believe is now set at rest for

ever. But, Gentlemen, I do not mean to say that

there are not grievances which may not form a

good subject of complaint on the part of our Re-

presentatives in the great council of the nation,

their strongest and most serious attention. I

think, for instance, that increased facilities may
be given to the disposal of our produce ; I think

also that a part of the duty on malt may bo re-

pealed or taken off, for I have not to learn that it

forms such a large amount of the income of the

country, that it would be useless to dispense with

the entirety. With respect to Tithes, I would re-

mark that this subject has already engaged the at-

tention of the legislature, and an Act which was
])assed on the subject during the last session of

Parliament, has deprived us of the able services

of our late Representative, Mr. Blamire, who has

been called upon to carry that Act into force as a

Commissioner. I hope, Gentlemen, it will not

be considered impertinent in me if I express my
regret at his absence this day, not in the character

of a politician, for with that we have nothing to

do here, but in the character of an agricidturist,

for I am sure that no man has it more at heart.

I trust that by this commutation of tithes a great

scope is given to agricultural skill and industry,

and that when a rent has been once permanently

fixed, every man may cultivate his land according

to his own way, and I trust this measure will be

soon followed by a bill for the abolition of tithes.

With regard to the ])oor-ratcs, which press heavily

upon the land, T believe that I may say they have

been reduced to a considerable extent by the new
Bill, and that not less than two millions will be

saved between the totals of 1831 and 183(;, upon

the general poor-rates of the country. In this

district, we happily have been almost exempt from

the almost intolerable burden, which op[)ressed

the southern counties; here there still exists among

the peasants, I believe, a bold feeling of honest in-

dependence ; we know nothing here, happily, of

Y
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whole parishes becoming pauperized. As, how-
ever, the Act of the Legislature is for the purpose
of rendering the deserving poor more comfortable

and better attemiod to, while it is calculated to

deter the idle and the profligate, and to raise the

general standard of the moral feeling of the peo-

ple, I trust it will become beneficial even in this

county, though we cannot expect to derive from
it the same benefit as they have done in the south-

ern counties. The Highway-rate also presses
heavily upon the farmers, but I trust that all these
grievances will in time disappear, while the land-
lord and tenant, by a fair adaptation of the rents
to the circumstances of the times, and an attention

on the part of the farmers to those improvements
which science is daily discovering, and which skill

directs to practical purposes. I hope I may be
allowed to say there is no occasion to despair, but
on the contrary every encouragement to go on,

and I therefore think Societies of this nature are
particularly useful. They bring under the eye of
the farmer the discoveries of others, and to the
theorist gives the experience of the knowledge of
the practical farmer, a knowledge which I am
sorry to say the farmer does not attend to so much
as the manufacturer, who solicits knowledge of
every discovery, concious that if they neglect any
improvement, then skill is of no value. Let the
farmer then, I say, follow the example of the ma-
nufacturer ; let the landlord accomodate his rents to

to the circumstances of the times, let both petition
the legislature for the removal of all real and ac-
knowledged abuses, and then I am sure the senii-

meut of my toast will be fully borne out, namely,
we shall have prosperity to the Penrith Aricultural
Society. (Loud Applause.) The Chairman then
read over the list of premiums, commenting, upon
each as he proceeded. After he had gone through
with the stock, he proceeded to remark that pre-
miums had been oflFered to the most deserving
servants in husbandry, and before declaring the
awards under that head, he gave as a sentiment,
" May the good tone of moral feeling among the
labouring population of this county, continue to
exist in as good a state as it has hitherto done. "

—

He concluded his remarks on the premiums by
proposing the health of the Judges who had that
day made the awards.
The following are the awards.

FARMS,
1. To the tenant and occupier of any farm, whe-

ther or not dependent upon farming exclusively for
a livelihood, the farm being not less in quantity than
100 statute acres, who shall hall have the same pro-
perly subdivided with fences, suitable to the soil

and situation, in the neatest and most exact order,
water-courses, water-banks, roads, gates, stiles, farm
yards, &c. included

; judicious draining, the arable
land under the most approved course of cropping,
and also the grass land in the neatest and best con-
dition, &c. Soil and situation to be considered, 8Z.
Awarded to Mr. J. Robinson, of Plumpton,—Farm
of 130 acres—51 acres grass land; part of this has
laid one year, and the other part more than one
year—this latter portion is not in good condition—
the former is in excellent condition ; 10 acres mea-
dow

; 25 acres turnips—an excellent crop consider-
ing the season, and «-ell cleaned ; 10 acres of seeds
upon wheat stubble—very good ; 10 acres of ditto
upon barley stubble—also very good ; 24 acres of
oats upon land that was ploughed out in the sprin^^,
the land they grow upon is in poor condition ; fences'
gates, and stiles—the greater part very good, the
remainder only indifferent. Report: we consider

from the excellence of his crop of turnips, and the
goodness of his seeds, together with the general good
order of his farm, that he is entitled to the premium,
class 1.

i\Ir. John Mounsey, Askham, Westmoreland.--
Farm of 160 acres, viz., 105 acres of grazing land,
in very good order; 25 acres ofmeadow land, also in

excellent order; 10 acres of wood land; 20 acres

under the plough—not in the best stvle
;

gates,

stiles, and fences—very good. Report : we consi-

der the land in tillage—only 20 acres—far too small
in proportion to tlie extent of the farm, and on this

account we cannot award to him tlie premium.
2. To the tenant and occupier of any fai-m, not be-

ing less in quantity than 40 statute acres, nor more
than 100 acres, who shall have the same in the neat-

est and most exact order, as in premium 1, 4Z.

Awarded to Mr. Thomas Stagg. From the general
good order of his farm, we think him entitled to the
premium, although there is no other competitor.

3. To the tenant and occupier of any farm, who
shall produce the best crop of turnips, according to

the nature and quality of the land, thoroughly cleared

from weeds, and equally thinned ; the number of
acres to be in proportion to the quantity of arable

land in such farm, 51. Awarded to Mr. John Wat-
son, of Longwathby.

4. To the person who shall produce to the Inspec-
tors, at the September survey, the best general stock

of store cattle, including horses, cows, sheep, pigs,

&c., according to the extent and quality of the farm,
the same being not less than 50 statute acres. The
whole of the stock on such farm to be exhibited, 51.

Awarded to Mr. Sober Watkin. From the excellence

of his stock, although no other competitor, we award-
ed the premium.

5. To the person who shall produce the best crop
of turnips, raised from bone manure, 2^. (This pre-

mium is given by Mr. M. Robinson, of Stockbridge
Mill, and Mr. Mitchell, of Boltou Mill, bone dust
manufacturers.) Awarded to Mr. Henry Richard-
son, of White Stoae.

CATTLE.
6. For the best short-horned bull, being an ap-

proved stock getter, engaged to serve cows within

the limits of this Society, during the succeeding
season, for the use of the same, at 10s. each, 10/.

Mr. Joseph Dixon, of Broadwath, for his bull. Re-
former. Second best, Mr. David Bird, Catterlen

Hall.

7. For the best shoi-t-horned bull, under 2 years

old, to be kept as in premium 6, 4/. The committee
have limited the number of cows to be served by
this bull to 25. Mr. Watkin, Plumpton.

10. For the best short-horned cow or heifer, in

calf or milk, 51. Mr. George Hutchinson, Wood-
side.

11. For the best two year old short-horned heifer,

3/. Mr. Watkin Plumpton.
14. For the best two year old Galloway heifer,

"21. Mr. Gilkerson, Beaumont.

HORSES.
14. For the best brood mare, for the general pur-

poses of agriculture, 4/. iVIr. Simpson, Plumpton.
15. For the best Cleveland or coaching brood

mare, 4/. Sir George Musgrave, Edenliall.

Mr. John Nichol, of Stainton, whose horse " Vic-

tory," obtained the premiums at Penrith, in 1835
and 1836, offered the following premiums :

—

For the best foal got by Victory, 10s. Thomas
Scott, Esq., Plumpton.

For the best two year old colt or filly, got by Vic-

tory, 1/. Mr. Rippon, Acorn Bank.
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SHEEP.
16. For the best black-faced ram, enoaged to be

kept during the succeeding season, within the limits of
this Society, 21. Mr. John Hodgson, Newbiggin.

17. For the second best black-faced ram, 1/. l\Ir.

John Spedding.
18. For the best Herdwick ram, to be kept as in

premium 16, 2/. Mr. John Robison, Blaze.

19. For the second best Herdwick Ram, \l. Mr.
John Mounsey, Settra Park.

20. For the best Leicester ram, to be kept as in

premium 16, 4^ Mr. Fair, FrenchKeld.
21. For the second best Leicester ram, 21. Mr.

Fair, Frenclifield.

22. For the best pen of five Leicester ewes, which
Iiave reared lambs this season, 2L iNIr. Watkin
Plutnnton.

23. For the best pen of five Leicester Gimmer
Shearlings, 2L Mr. \V. H. Parkin, Skirsgill.

24. For the best pen of 10 black-faced ewes, hav-

ing reared lambs this season, upon the hills or heath,

selected from one stock, bred in the district, and
brought down from the hills or mountains where
bred, not being grazed on good land, 31. Mr. Mat-
thew Atkinson, Templesowerby.

25. For the best pen of 10 Herdwick ewes, bred
as in premium 24, 31. Mr. EUwood, Thorpe.

25. For the best pen of five black-faced gimmer
shearlings, bred as in premium 24, 21. Mr. Atkin-

son, Templesowerby.
25. For the best pen of five Herdwick gimmer

shearlings, bred as in premium 24, 21. Mr. John
Robison, Blaze.

PIGS.
26. For the best boar of the most approved breed,

under 3 years old, engaged to be kept within the

limits of this Society, during the succeeding season,

for the use of the same, 31. Mr. Tinkler, Julian

Bovver.

27. For the best breeding sow, which Las had
pigs within four months, of the most approved
breed, 21, Mr. Watkin, Plumpton.

28. For the second beat breeding sow, as in jire-

mium 27, iZ. Mr. Stagg, Grange.

REWARDS.
29. To the farmer's man-servant, who has lived

the greatest number of years in one situation, to the

]>erfect satisfaction of his employer, not being less than

10 years, 21. Joseph Grindale, Hartsop, Patterdale,

has lived with William Atkinson, ofHartsop, for 31
years and four months.

31. To the labourer in husbandry who has brought
up the greatest number of legitimate children, with-

out parochial relief, 3/. Thomas Fawcett, labourer,

Brockle Moor, widower, who has brought up 13 le-

gitimate children, without ever receiving parochial

relief.

HUSBANDRY IMPLEMENTS.
32. To such improved implements of Hus-

bandry as may be brought before the committee,

that a discretionary power be left to the Judges to re-

ward the inventors or exhibitors to the amount of 5L,

if judged deserving:—
Bone drill—Mr. William Pullock, Dacre, 1/.

Turnip drill—Mr. Fair, Frenclifield, 10s.

Grass sowing machine—Mr. Fair, Frenclifield, 21.

Single and double mould board iron plough—Mr.

Fair, Frenchtield, lOs.

Single and double mould board iron plough.

—

Mr. Mounsey, Askham, 10s,

SOCIETY'S SWEEPSTAKES.
1. Best fat cow or heifer of any breed, 1/. I\Ir.

W. H. Parkin, Skirsgill.

2, Best fat bullock of any breed, 1/. Mr. W. H.
Parkin.

7. Best Draught mare, lOs. Mr. John Cooper,
Penrith.

8. Best fat pig, not exceeding 18 months old, lOs.

Mr. George Wright, Eamont Bridge.

PRIVATE SWEEPSTAKES.
A Rest three years old hackney horse, 20s. each.

Mr. Cooper, Carleton Hall.

B A pair of the best three year old grazing bullocks,
20s. each. Mr. W. II. Parkin, Skirsgill.

C Best breeding sow according to shapes and
quality, 10s. Mr. Watkin, Plumpton.
D Best short-horned bull under two years old, 10s.

Mr. Watkin, Plumpton.
E Best three old heifers, 20s. Mr. Watkin,

Plumbton.
F Best fat cow or heifer of an}' breed or age, 1/.

Mr. Watkin, Plumbton.
G Best two year old heifer, 10s. Mr. Watkin,

Plumbton.
H Best one year old heifer, 10s. Mr. Benn,

Lowther.
I Best heifer calf, 10s. Mr. Watkin, Plumpton.
J Best three one year old bullocks, lOs. Mr.

David Hill, Edenhall.

K Best lot of five cows. Mr. Watkin, Plumpton.

Q Best fat ewe, 10s. Mr. W. H. Parkin, Skirs-

gill.

R Best Leicester tup lamb, 5s. Mr. Watkin,

Plumpton.
S Best Leicester ewe lamb, 5s. Mr. Watkin,

Plumpton.
Y Best shaped fat sow according to breeding and

quality, 10s. each. Mr. Watkin, Plumpton.

Z Best heifer calf, 20s. each. Mr. Jienn, Low-
ther.

A A Best three year old (or under) short-horned

bull, 20s. Mr, Watkin, Plumpton.

B B Best boar, 10s. Mr. Tinkler, Julian Bower.

C C Best pen of five tup lambs. Mr. Watkin,

Plumpton.
D D Best pen of five gimmer lambs, 10s. Mr.

Watkin, Plumpton.
E E Best coaching colt foal, 10s. Mr. William

Brown, Red Hills.

F F Best ten two year old heifers in the hands of

the breeders, 20s. Mr. Fair, Frenchfield.

G G Best ten two year old bullocks in the hands

of the breeders, 20s. Mr. Fair, Frenchfield.

H H Best ten dairy cows in full milk, 20s. Mr.

Fair.

I I Best pure bred Leicester lambs, 20s. Mr. Fair.

L L Best three year old coaching colt, 10s. Mr.

Rippon, Acorn Bank.
M M Best colt or filly foal of any breed, 10s.

Mr. Cowper, Carleton Hall.

N N Best two year old coaching filly, 10s. Mr.

John Peat, Mount Pleasant.

P P Best lot of three two year old short-horned

bullocks, 10s. Mr. Fair, Frenchfield.

QQ Best black-faced ram, 10s. Mr. John

Hodgson , Newbiggin.
SS Best two year old gelding of the coaching

breed, 10s. Mr. John Pears, Plumpton.

TT Best yearling of the coaching breed, 10s. Mr.

Pears, Plum[>ton.

Mr. William Brown's premium for the best colt or

filly foal got by Lottery. Nos. 6 and 7 were best,

but as they belonged to Mr. Brown, he transferred

it to Mr. Stephenson, of Pallet Hill.

Mr. Grey, of Corbridgc.,"i>ne of the Judges

whose health was drank, and steward to the

Greenwich Hospital estates, returned thanks.

Y 2
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The Chairman then proposed the health of the

three Judges of the farms, Mr. John Graham, Mr.

Unthaiik, and Mr. Pearson. (Drank with three

times three, and one cheer more.)

Mr. Graham returned thanks.

The Chairman next proposed the healths of the

successful candidates, coupling with that toast the

names of those who appear most frequently on the

list, viz. Mr. Watkins, of Plumpton ; and Mr. Fair,

of Frenchfield. (Drank with all the honours.)

Mr. V/atkin said, lam extremely obliged to you
for the compliment you have paid me, and have

only to say, that I hope I may be placed in the

same enviable situation next year. (Applause.)

Mr. Hasell, of Dalemain, the Vice-Chairman,

then rose, and was received with continuous marks
of applause. He said, I am exceedingly obliged

to you for the handsome way in which you have

greeted me, and 1 hope I have good taste enough,

I am sure I have good feeling, to appreciate it

properly. I am afraid I must begin in a very bold

manner, by calling our worthy Chairman a little

to order : he has jumped over one of ni)' toasts,

and given the other in such an able manner that

he has quite confounded me. (Laughter.) But I

beg to remind you, that as you have already drank

the successful candidates most heartily and most
deservedly, I beg leave, I say, to remind you of

this plain fact, that if there were not also unsuc-

cessful candidates, there could not be successful

ones. (Hear, hear.) And the toast I am about

to give is the unsuccesful candidates ; and not-

withstanding what Mr. Watkin has said, I hope
the unsuccessful candidates next year, if they do
not come up to him, may run him very hard.

(Laughter.) And I would give you a good old

English saying, a good old Cumberland wish,
" Better luck to them next time." (Three times

three.)

The Vice-Chairman then said, I beg leave to

propose a toast, Mr. Chairman, which I have no
doubt you will at once see the propriety of, and
acknowledge it as it deserves. I hope the com-
pany will take the opportunity of returning their

best thanks to the managers of this Society, espe-

cially the Committee of Management, whose healths

I propose, coupled with the name of Mr. John
Crosby, without whose efforts the business of this

Society could not be managed in the satisfactory

way in which it has been done. (Drank with

three times three.)

Mr. Crosby said, permit me, on behalf of the

Committee and myself, to acknowledge the hand-

some manner in which our labours have been no-

ticed. I am very sure that the Committee will be

highly gratified at the success of our labours to-

day. In the performance of our duty, we have
received the most effective service from our worthy
Treasurer, i\Ir. Fair, and our active Secretary, Mr.
James Brown, and I am sure more merit is due to

them than to us.

The Chairman—It is, I say, totally unnecessary

for me, after what you have heard from the worthy
Chairman of the Committee, to ofier any thing in

the shape of a eulogium upon Mr. Fair and Mr.

Brown. In a Society of this kind, so much de-

pends upon its machinery that without good

officers we could not work, and I am glad to bear

my testimony to that already aflbrded to the Trea-

surer and Secretary.

Mr. Fair returned thanks for both, in an appro-

priate speech.

R. Ferguson, Esq., of Harker, then proposed

the health of the Chairman, in a very neat speech.
(Drank with all the honours.)

The Chairman said, I return you my thanks for

the courteous manner in which he has proposed
my health, and to you for so cordially acknow-
ledging it. As I said before, I feel that I unwor-
thily fill the office, because I have no pretensions

to the character of a practical agricultuiist, and
feel that I am totally ignorant of the subject, and
not prepared to take an active part in the proceed-

ings of this day ; but I think the keeping up of

those institutions is the best means of keeping up
agriculture, by bringing forward all the improve-
ments in the science, for such I will call it—but

not less in drawing together and cementing in a

strong bond of union, the proprietor, the farmer,

and the tradesmen of the various agricultural

towns in which they are formed, for it is more
important that as we all derive our existence from
one soil, we should unite and keep together closely.

Permit me to apologize now for a lapse of duty :

I should ere this have given the health of our ab-

sent Vice-President, Sir George Musgrave. It was
his intention to have attended this day, and no one
would have rejo'ced more than myself in behold-

ing him among us, a resident agricultural gentle-

man, and I am sure that there is no one will do
more to fulfil his duties towards this Society. I

give you, therefore, his health, with an expression

of deep regret at the cause of his absence. I

would give it, I assure you, with three times three,

with great pleasure, but on the present occasion

I think it is better to give it without that accom-
paniment.

The Vice-Chairman then proposed the health

of the Members for the county, Mr. James, who
is present, and Sir James Graham, who would
have been here, but for the death of his mother.
(Three times three.)

W. James, Esq., M. P., said, I beg you to accept

my grateful acknowledgments for the honour you
have just been jdeased to confer upon the Mem-
bers for the county by drinking the last toast, and
particularly do I thank you for the compliment of

giving me three cheers when I was standing up to

address you. I take great shame to myself that

this is my first attendance at a meeting of the Pen-

rith Agricultural Society, but I am glad to say that

I have been this day made a member, and have
become a subscriber, and shall do my utmost in

future to further your objects and ends, and al-

though I am most unworthy to fill so conspicuous
and useful a place as your late member, yet I trust

to be able some day to show a fine animal of my
own. (Laughter.) And if I only get a little of
the good luck of the gentleman—Mr. Watkin, I

believe, is his name—I shall be quite satisfied.

(Laughter.) I concur with Mr. Hasell, that it is

the duty of a representative, through the medium
of a meeting like this, to carry to the great coun-
cil of the nation your views and wishes, and I shall

endeavour to do so. But I shall do more : I shall

have an opportunity of making the personal ac-

quaintance, and gaining the friendship, I hope, of
those members with whom I may meet, and with
my constituents, with whom I have formed a most
important connexion. I can assure you that no
man regrets more deeply than I do the depres-
sion which has taken place in the agricultural in-

terest for so many years, but I join with Mr.
Crackanthorpe in congratulating you upon its im-
proved condition, and I shall be always most
happy to do any thing to promote the just interests

of the agriculturists. And before I sit down I beg
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to propose to you a toast, which I am sure will

deeply affect your wishes and interests, it is the
health of a gentleman, than whom none is more
respected and beloved in this county; it is the
health of Mr. Hasell, with three times three, and
long life to him.
Mr. Hasell returned thanks.
Mr. Williamson, being called upon, then sang

an excellent original song, 17 verses in length, the
hits of which were good, the only fault being that
it bordered rather too much on politics for such a
meeting.
The Chairman—I will now take the liberty of

proposing the health of the Members for West-
morland, one of whom I am happy to have on my
left hand. I believe there is no man in the county
who is a better judge of some kinds of stock than
Col. Lowther. (Loud cheers.) I speak particularly
of horses, he having been in that department of
the military service which has made him familiar

with the cavalry horse. Ts^or is his agricultural
knowledge confined to that particular class, for he
has a good notion of a good hunter. Therefore I

give you a toast which I am sure you will receive
with great cordiality, the Members for Westmor-
land. (Drank ivit7i three times three, and one cheer

more.)

Colonel Lowther, M.P., said, allow me. Gen-
tlemen, to return you my best thanks, and I will

not detain you long by any remarks at this hour
of the evening, but I wish to set the Chairman
right in one particular : he considers that I am
only half a farmer. I wish I could see the pros-

pects of the farmer in the same favorable light he
does, but I think he colours them rather too high.

I do not speak at random here, for I have been a
practical farmer for 15 years in the midland coun-
ties; lam very fond of it, and have taken great pains

in every kind of stock, and I may now tell you
that I am a member of or.e of the largest agricul-

tural societies in the kingdom, where there is a
greater number of cattle assembled at the show
than at any other in England, I speak of the

county of Rutland show, and if an animal succeeds
there, it is almost sure of obtaining a prize at

Smithfield, and last year I had the pleasure of win-

ning two prizes, the last of which was one for ten

of the best Leicester owes. (Cheers.) Be assured.

Gentlemen, that if there v.ere any thing I could do
for you—and you kno'.v every little helps, and thus

the snow-ball is converted into a mountain—yon
have only to name it, to ensure compliance from
me. (Loud applause.)

The Vice-Chairman : After the very flattering

manner in which my humble exertions have been
received on this occasion, 1 cannot avoid recom-
mending a friend to fill the office of Vice-chairman
next year, and I have great pleasure in proposing
to you a gentleman of high respectability, who
would have been in this company, but that he is a

practical farmer, and would have come here with

a long speech about black-faced sheep, of which
breed he is so intent on improving, that instead of

being here, 1 fear he is lost in the midst of Helvcl-

lyn. (Laughter.) Secondly, he is a Member of

Parliament, and thirdly, I beg leave to say, that he
is a King. So that we have two Kings : one is

King William the Fourth, and the other is the

King of Patterdale—Mr. William Marshall.

(Cheers.) I hope you will drink his health,

and next year I hope we shall receive some valu-

able information from him about black- faced

sheep.

—

Three times three.

The Chairman, in a very complimentary speech,

proposed the health of JMr. Marshall's colleague in
parliament, J\lr. Howard.

P. H. Howard, Esq., M.P., said, I wish. Gentle-
men, that we had been favoured with the presence
of my twin-brother in the representation of Car-
lisle, bur. he being absent it devolves upon me to

return thanks for the honour I deeply feel. Al-
though there have not been many competitors
here this day from the immediate vicinity of Car-
lisle, yet it is some pride for me to reflect that the
first prize has been borne away by my friend and
neighbour, Mr. Joseph Dixon, and I am sure the
city which I have the honour to represent, will
shine by the reflected lustre from his fame. Allow
me now to take this opjiortunity. Gentlemen, of
suggesting, that by a Railway communication be-
tween this town and Carlisle, the agricultural in-

terest would be materially benefitted in both towns.
I trust that this will be a point not to be lost sight
of, but that you may at no distant day send your
stock by railroad and the canal to the Lancashire
markets, and gladden the sight of a Liverpool
alderman with the contemplation of these splen-

did specimens of stock shown to-day. We know
that in Lancashire they have been rather accus-
tomed to look with favour upon the lean kine of
the Sister Isle ; but once send your stock there,

and the market is your own. My friend Rlr. Wil-
liamson has just reminded n)e, that there is one
premium neglected in this Society, which might
prove very useful to the district. "We have two
premiums for nearly evey kind, but none for that

very excellent breed, the South Downs. Now if

we had confined ourselves to the Cumberland
breed, there might be some consistency in ad-
hering to them ; but when we have admitted the

Leicestershire into the prize list, why not go a
little further, and admit that kind of stock, which
combines good mutton and excellent fleece—

I

mean the South Down sheep. My father, I recol-

lect, at one time rented a large district of Skid-

daw ; he had upon that district large quantities of

sheep, and I have it from my friend Mr. Thomp-
son, of Bridekirk, that the South Down breed was
introduced there, and the eff'ects still continue, the

weight is increased, and the quality is altogether

superior to the native breed. He concluded by
again thanking them.
The Chairman next proposed the healths of the

Carlisle Gentlemen present, in eulogistic terms.

The A'ice-Chairman, in a very appropi-iata

speech, proposed "prosperity to the West Cum-
berland Agricultural Society," connecting with it

the name of Mr. Browne, of Tallentire Hall.

W. Browne, Esq., said, I have to return you
thanks. Gentlemen, on behalf of the West ('umber-

land Agricultural Society, for the honour you have
been pleased to confer upon that body, and not

less so for the honour you have conferred upon
mo as one of its members. We certainly cannot,

I am sorry to say, enter into competition with

you. I come here to learn, not to compete, but

I hope we shall improve in time. In my exertions

to establish the West Cumberland Agricultural

Society, it was my wish to unite this great county
together, the same as the kingdom of Scotland

has been united in the Highland Sncictj , liiat we
might meet and compete together. I very much
fear, however, that this feeling must be, as re-

gards our side of the county, in abeyance at pre-

sent, for I am sorry to say, after what I have seen

this day, that we are not able to compete with

you. 'Wc. labour under great disadvantages ; my
neighbours, good men, have a very great anxiety
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for following exactly the steps of their forefathers,

and therefore we are obliged to comply with their

wishes, by offering premiums for that venerable,
but almost exploded breed of animals, the Cum-
berland long-horned. (Laughter.) I was con-
gratulating myself at che latter end of last year,
when some friends told me that there was only
one of that breed shown, and I hoped I might say,

in the language of Marmion, " Last of his race,

by butchers bled,— his like will ne'er be seen
again." This, however, was a fallacious hope;
for no sooner did the Spring meeting take place
than we had five or six of these long-horned ani-
mals produced, and a sufficiency of cows to keep
up the breed for my lifetime. I should wish, how-
ever, while on the subject of the West Cumber-
land Society, to say something in its favour ; and
though we cannot boast of the purity of blood you
have displayed, we, I think, can compete with any
part of England for variety of stock. ( Laughter.)
It has been said that nature delights in variety,
but my West Cumberland neighbours beat nature
hollow; for I do not believe there is across or a re-

cross wliich we have not tried, and if the gentlen.an
who has gained so many prizes to-day, wishes, like
Alexander, for another world to conquer, I would
wish him to come into West Cumberland and try
his hand there : he will there find a great variety
of animals, so much so, indeed, that it would
puzzle the united skill of all the worthy judges
])resent, to say from what stock they were origi-
nally derived. (Cheers and Laughter.) I do not
know, Geutlemen, that we have any thing more
than what I have mentioned to induce you to come
amongst us. You can show us some of the best
stock in England : I will not promise you a simi-
lar sight, but we can show you some of the worst.
(Laughter.) I can only say, in conclusion, that 1

have one sincere wish, reserving to myself and tny
neighbours in the West their full share of it—may
this Society go on and jjrosper, and may we go on
and improve.
The Chairman next gave "Success to the Lan-

caster Agricultural Society," connecting with the
name of Mr. Binns.
Mr. Binns returned thanks in a very interesting

practical speech.
Mr. Browne then recommended to the notice

of the meeting a new reaping-scythe, which he
had introduced upon his farm, from Edinburgh,
by which a man could easily reap an acre and a
half or two acres per day. He obtained it from
Drummond's museum at Edinburgh, the cost being
only 13s.

The Chairman next gave the health of Mr. How-
ard, of Greystoke.
H. Howard, Esq., in returning thanks, urged

upon the meeting the necessity of considering and
furthering plans for the extension of railways to
Penrith.

The health of Mr. Gill, and success to the
Brampton Agricultural Society, and various other
toasts followed.

The party broke up at about nine o'clock.

ExTnAonDi>ARY Production of Wheat.— On
two allotments of land, occupied by labourers at
Eye, the property of Sir E. Kerrison, Bart., situated
near the road leading from Eye to Brome, one
piece, 23 rods, produced 9 bushels of wiieat, vvhich
isequiil to upwards of 15 coombs per acre; the other
measuring 25 rods producing 11 bushels, which
amounts to IT^ coombs per acre. The above shows
1 he result of good farming.

COUNTY OF BUCKINGHAM AGRI-
CULTURAL DINNER.

On Saturday, Sept. 24th, the annual dinner of the
sarmers of the county of Bucks, took place at the
George Hotel, Aylesbury. Upwards of 100 wealthy
and influential holders of the soil attended. There
were also present the Marquis of Chandos, W.
Praed, Esq., M.P., Sir Thomas Freemantle, M.P.,
Cajitain Wilcocks, the Rev. Messrs. Young, Earl,
Roth, Shepherd, &c.
On the proposal of " Tlie health of the Marquis of

Chandos," his lordship said that he was highly grati-
fied by this expression of esteem and regard, and he
felt great difficulty how best to express himself for

repeated marks of kindness both upon public and
private occasions. At a market table like the pre-
sent, attended as it was by so large a portion of the
farmers of the county, it would not be inopportune
on his part to state a few opinions in respect to mat-
teis that concerned them all, identified as those
opinions were with the agricultural interests of the
country. (Hear.) Previous to the meeting of Par-
liament, the feeling of the country was decidedly in
accordance with the fact that agricultural distress

existed to an alarming extent, and the assembling of
Parliament was looked to with great anxiety, in the
hope that some measure would be devised by which
that distress could be alleviated. (Hear, hear.) He
had been exceedingly anxious that a select commiUtee
should be appointed to look into this state of distress,

for the purpose of ascertaining if it were possible to

afford any relief, and it was with sincere satisfaction

he found that his intentions were anticipated by the
Government, as was proved by the reference made to

that distress in the speech from the throne. The
Government, acting upon the recommendation of
His Majesty's gracious speech, appointed a select

committee themselves. The appointment of this

committee took place a few days after the meeting of
Parliament ; hut as it was an appointment made at

the desire of Lord John Russell, of course he (the
Marquis of Chandos) was not responsible for its

acts. But the committee having been nominated by
the noble lord, it devolved upon him (the Marquis
of Chandos) to look to the names of those who com-
posed it; and, upon seeing them, he at once de-
clared to some honourable friends of his, that the
committee was one in which he had no confidence,
and one which, he believed, would be unsatisfactory
to the farmers of England (hear, hear,)

; and his
opinion upon this point rested upon the fact, that 19
of the members of the committee were taken from the
ministerial side of the house, while only 14 were
taken from that side of the house at which he (the
Marquis of Chandos) had the honour to sit. The
proposition to add Lord Darlington's name to the
list was therefore made by hmi, but it was rejected
by a majority of seven. This decision clearl)' proved
to him that no friend of his would be allowed to be on
the committee. (Hear.) Subsequently Mr. Woodhouse
was appointed in lieu of Lord Stanley, who declined
to act. Of the chairman of the committee, although
politically opposed to him, be was bound to speak
in terms of the highest respect ; for nothing could be
more manly or straightforward than his general
conduct. A report was submitted to the committee,
but he could not state its contents to the meeting,
for it was not competent for a member of Parliament
to advert to the contents of a report which had not
received the sanction of the committee to which it

had been submitted. He might be allowed, how-
ever, to say, that if this report iiad been assented to
by the committee, in his judgment it would haye
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been most unsatisfactory, nnd would be calculated

to ruin the best interests of the farmers of the country.
(Hear, hear.) No report was made, but a pamphlet
on the subject had been lately ]>iit forth by his

hon. friend, IMr. Shaw Lefevre ; and, although he
did not agree in the conclusions come to, he admitted
the fair and candid spirit in which lio had given his

pamphlet to the public. (Hear, Itear.) Mr. S.

Lefevre savs—" I proceed, therefore, to ex]>lain my
views on this inteiesting subject, leaving you to

draw your own conclusions from the absence of any
recommendation, which I attribute not to any want
of consideration on tlie part of the committee for the

interests of the farmer, but entirely to the impossi-

bility of advancing any proposition whicli would
meet with the concurrence of a majority of its mem-
bers." Mr. S. Lefevre here states, in so many
words, what he (the Marquis of Chandos) had fre-

quently stated, namely, that he could not get more
than four or five persons belonging to the committee
to concur in any one specific mode of relief. He had
advocated the repeal of the malt duty, but was de-

feated upon it. He then proposed, in his place in

the House of Commons, that in any reduction of
taxation which it was intended should take place, that

the farmers should be considered in common with

the rest of his Majesty's subjects. But upon this

question also, he was beaten. Before the committee
a good case was made in favour of a repeal of the

malt duty, and he then consulted some friends as to

the propriety of his again bringing the subject before

the house ; but they dissuaded him in consequence
of the large majority that voted against him on the

other question. Mr. S. Lefe-vre next says—"that
there is evidently no want of sympathy on the part

of the landowners for the condition of their tenantry."'

In this statement he perfectly concurred, and he felt

grateful to Mr. S. Lefevre tor having stated this im-

portant fact. Mr. Lefevre in another paragraj'b,

makes a possitive acknowledgement tliat the repeal

of the malt tax would be advantageous to the farmer
;

but the way in which this reduction was proposed to

be accomplished would be fatal to the best interest of

the farmer. (Hear.) Now, in respect to this point,

he differed in toto from his honourable friend, and
denied that the malt duty was mixed up or inter-

woven with the existing corn laws. Of course the

farmers never could have complained that that which
was a protection of tlieir interests could be one of the

causes of their distress, (hear) and he was only

astonished how sucli a question as the alteration of the

existing poor-laws could form a topic of enquiry,

where the complaint was agricultural distress. Mr.
S. Lefevre, in writing upon this subject, proceeds to

say,—" On these grounds I venture to recommend
that the present scale of duties on the import of

foreign corn be reduced, and one half of the malt

duty remitted at the same time." He opposed any

such alteration of the malt duty. He was not to be
blinded as to the end intended by this proposed step,

for he would accept nothing that in bis mind would
have the effect of compromising the interests of the

farmer. (Applause.) There were many who were
anxious to repeal the corn laws for the sake of yield-

ing to popular clamour; but where, ho would ask,

would be the farmer's protection if they accepted the

reduction of one-half the duty on malt, with the pro-

posed alteration of the existing corn laws 1 (Hear.)

'J'Jie evidence upon which the proposition of Mr.
Shaw Lefevre was based, did not come from a far-

mer, or from any person connected immediately with

the agricultural interests of the country, but from a

gentleman, certainly of great respectability, but who

was, in fact, a corn-factor, and who admitted that

any alteration in the existing corn laws would tend
to benefit his own personal and private interests.

(Hear, hear.) He knew not what were the opinions

of Mr, Shaw Lefevre's constituents in Hampshire,
but of this he was confident, that if any of the farmers

of Hami)shire, or of Buckinghamshire, expected to

be benefitted by a repeal oftliecorn laws, they would
find themselves miserably disappointed. (Hear.)

Mr. Shaw Lefevre, in another part of his pamphlet,

mentioned:—"To some of my agricultural consti-

tuents I fear it may give dissatisfaction, because it

does not point out a specific remedy for existing dis-

tress. To others it may cause alarm, liecause it pro-

poses an alteration in those laws which have long
been considered the key-stone of agricultural pro-

sperity." On referring to the evidence which was
given before the committee, it would be seen that it

was there clearly proved that distress existed

amongst the agriculturists of the countr}', and that

that distress particularly bore upon heavy soils. It

was objected to him (Lord Chandos) tliat he did not

bring forward any specific motion during the last

session in reference to the matter before the com-
mittee, but he h.id submitted a specific motion to the

House of Commons to the ell'ect, that in anj' re-

duction wh'ch should be made of the taxation of

the country, a proportionate relief should be af-

forded to the farmer, in common with the rest of

his Majesty's subjects. And here again he was
defeated in his efforts to relieve the burdens of tlie

farmer. (Hear, hear.) He would proceed to another

part of the subject. They would remember that

when the Reform Bill was before tl;3 legislature he

had the honour of introducing a clause by which
every 50/ renter was enabled to give his vote at

elections for knights of the shire. It was his pride

that he had introduced this provision ; and although

it had been opposed by the Government of the day,

yet, from the strong agricultural feeling which i)re-

vailed in the bouse, he was enabled to carry the

clause triumphantly through it. If he gloried in

anything, it was in having his name attached to the

clause which appeared to have given so much oflence

;

and he would ask them, would" they sanction any al-

teration in it? ("No, no.") He had no wish to beard

the Government. Had he wished to be turbulent or

inclined to agitate, he could have got together a

meeting equal in numbers, and much greater in point

of influence and character than that collected at Bir-

mingham, but that was not his object-; his purpose

was, by peacable, constitutional, anti tranquil means,

to effect those objects which would be most benefi-

cial to the country. (Loud cheers.)

French Agriculturi:.— The thin weed choked

crops, and starvclling' cattle and poultry of the

French farmers, look wretched to Eng'Iish eyes ; and
the filth about the farm houses and coltas'es, and the

neglected appearance of every thing, are not agreeable,

certainly. But tlie countrv people arc happy and con-

tented, and polite to strangers and one another. They
do not bow servilely to your coat or your estate, as in

England, but exchange a salute witii the frankness of

good fellowship. It is quite a ])lcasure to receive and
return the common greetings of" bon jours," or " beau

temps," with the peasants. 'J'lie want of capital, and

the niggardly husbandry, which spares all LiJ iiulispen-

sahlc outlay to accumulate a p'.i.'.u;ice to buy another

acre of ground, tell little for the political ecoHomy of di-

vided lands and small holdings; but the independence

and happiness of individuals under this system are not

to be overlooked in the estimate, 'i'lie ever-boihng'

soup kettle is replenished at little expense with herbs

and vegetables, and the smallest nioilicum of meat serves

to flavour the mess.
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IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.

TO EDMOND WODEHOUSE, ESQ. M. P.

Sin,—As a Member of the Central Agricultural
Society, also of the Parliamentary Committee for

Agricultural Enquiry, and the Member for this

county,! and other Norfolk agriculturists have been
anxiously waiting to learn from you the result of the

enquiries of that Committee. The farmers have ex-
ercised their utmost degree of patience during the
long and deliberate examination and enquiry re-

specting their " almost intolerable distress," as set

forth in the petition of that society, not doubting but
that the members thereof would produce evidence
to support and establish their assertions, that the
distress arose " mainly from parliamentary mea-
sures, and not from causes which are beyond Uie
controul of Parliament," they being fully confident
that "speedy and effectual redress" would be granted
as one of the first and most important acts of Parlia-
ment, in compliance with the request and desires of
the Central Society.

Your letter to the Editor of the Norwich Mercury,
in the month of January last, inclosing a copy of the
petition of the Central Society intended to be pre-
sented to tlie Lords and Commons, raised the hopes
of the fanners to the highest pitch of expectation,
being full) assured the Society was prepared to esta-
blish tlie fact of the distress, and the means ofremov-
ing It, as set forth in that petition, consequently that
on the meeting of Parliament they would be re-
lieved from their intolerable burden. In tliis they
were disappointed, but still finding a Committee of
Enquiry was granted, their hopes and expectations
were kept alive, waiting patiently, but anxiously,
the result of that enquiry, presuming that during the
sessions they should obtain their promised relief.

However the sessions is closed, the Committee have
finished their labours, the Central Society is vanished,
and its members are dispersed, without leaving- a
wreck behind, or a gleam of hope, for the poor cre-
diilous and deluded farmers. It was a high and
mighty conception on the part of the Society, but
alas ! it has proved a complete abortion.
We had expected that something in the shape of

a report, or some information relative to the labours
aad proceedings of the Committee, would ere this
time have been given to the farmers. If it has been
discovered that Parliament can give no relief, it

would have been only candour and honesty in them
to have said so. Your constituents in the absence
of all other information, may naturally claim from
you an explanation of what has been theresult of the
enquiry of the Committee, of which you were, I pre-
sume, an active and intelligent member. I, a hum-
ble individual, .and one of your constituents, shall
feel liighly gratified if you will favour the farmers
and myself with your ojiinion as to the result of the
enquiry, as it is not possible, or probable, the evi-
dence given thereon will ever come to the hands of
or be read by an hundredth part ofyour constituents,
though I presume many of them would be perfectly
satisfied with your opinion thereon, in preference
to perusing it. However, in case you deem it un-
necessary to give us a public explanation on this
subject, may I request the favour of you to procure
a copy of the Parliamentury evidence, published and
laid before the House, for the use of myself and
neighbours, in order that we may form our own
opinion on this important, and I had almost snid vi-
tal, subject.

From what I learn by the Norwich papers, I am
not disappointed at the termination of this enquiry.

If you refer to my letter addressed to you, dated 26tli

January last, inserted in the Norwich Mercury, yoU
will observe my opinion was, that Parliament could
give no relief to the distressed and oppressed far-

mers, and that their relief could only come from land-
lords, tithe-owners, and a reduction of parish rates,

or a considerable advance in the price of corn. I am
the more confirmed in that opinion from the little

information I can obtain of the result of the labours
of the Committee, and I conclude from their silence,

all hope of relief is vanished. I have seen in liell's

Weekly Paper, the examination of one or two wit-
nesses, which appeared to me to relate chiefly to an
enquiry how far it would benefit the farmer to be al-

lowed to malt barley for the use of his horses and
cattle ; but tliere was not a question asked if rents

and tithes were at a fair and just rate, or whether
they were high or low. Unless the whole evidence
is laid before the public, it is impossible to come to

a just conclusion thereon. Howeverif it is concealed,
which appears to be the wish of the defunct Society,

we shall conclude it is not proper to meet the eye of
the suffering farmer.

If you wish to obtain a correct knowledge of the
true state and condition of the farmers of this county,
you may come at it very readily by spending one
hour or two any market day on Norwich Cattle Hill,

or at the Corn Market, with half a dozen of the in-

telligent tenants ofyour noble relative, or someother
opulent Conservative. There you will obtain prac-

tical knowledge instead of theory ; there you will

get the necessary information to draw proper con-
clusions, and learn how they and their fellow suf-

ferers may be relieved. If you wish for their good
opinion and support at a future election, do not

scruple to let it be publickly and openly published
to the world. Let it be declared in the face of the

landlords and tithe-owners, that the desired assistance

and relief to the distressed and oppressed farmers
must come from them and them only. Ihe present

prospect of the farmers is very little, if any, im-
proved since January last, and if the distress was at

that time " severe and almost intolerable," 1 con-

ceive they now require that rel'ef at the hands of the

landlords and tithe-owners which they have sought
in vain from the Central Society and Parliament. If

you were induced, from the information of the Cen-
tral Society, to beliPve that Parliament could grant

relief to the distressed agriculturists, I trust you are

now convinced it is not so, that your own good sense

will admit you were in error, and I hope 30U will be
honest enough to acknowledge it, or otherwise by
your reply shew us that we are not right in our opi-

nions upon this interesting enquiry. In case you
remain silent on this subject, it will be an implied
assent to the construction 1 have imputed to the Cen-
tral Society and its Members, that their professions

and proceedings are mere humbug and delusion.

I have the honour to remain, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

THOMAS CLOWES.
Caister, ^3rd August, 1836.

A New Articlk of Export.—Driving coals
to Newcastle, and salt to Dysart, used to be thought
absurd ; but what would have been said of the driving
of hay to America. This, in consequence of the failure

of the crop there, is actually the case. There are at

present, in the two export sheds here, 2500 stones of that
commodity, ready to be shipped on board the Amity of

Aberdeen, which is just about to be laid on for Mira-
michi. It is expected that she will take 10,000 stones.

A larger vessel than the Amity is also to be dispatched
from the Clyde to America with this novel article of

export.

—

Dundee Advertiser.
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ON PRESERVING MANGEL WURZEL
DURING THE WINTER.

TO THE EDITORS OF THE IRISH FARMER'S AND GAR-
DENER'S MAGAZINE.

Gentlemen,— I beg leave through the medium
of your Magazine, to request the advice and opi-

iiion of some of your correspondents as to the best

mode of preserving mangel wurzel during the win-
ter, a considerable quantity of mine having rotted

in the pits in the last and preceding season, not-

withstanding the roots were taken up carefully,

the leaves striped off, the crown paired with a
knife, and, when piled up in the same form as po-
totoes are when pitted, covered with clean, dry
straw, and then with earth.

I should particularly wish to ascertain whether
the experience of any of your contributors would
warrant the farmer, in leaving this crop to stand
out, like turnips, during the winter and spring,

a practice which I am almost inclined to hazard
this year from the loss I sustained in the two last

years, as also from the encouragemant to make
the trial, in having observed the cull plants left in

a seed-bed, and which had stood in the ground all

through last season were, even to the month of
May last, as sound and firm as could be desired.

Your publishing this enquiry in the October
number, so as to obtain the desired information
in the following- one, (November, being the usual
time, I believe, for raising the crop,) would be
highly beneficial to the Agricultural world in ge-

neral, and in particular to your obedient servant,
September %th, 1836. M. W.

ANSWER.

The cause of M. VV.'s failure in preserving his

mangel wurzel must be attributed to paring the
crowns of the roots after the leaves were stripped
off, or not putting earth (when covering the pit)

next the roots, instead of straw, or not having
mixed the roots plentifully with dry earth when
piling them. Another circumstance might have
caused M. W.'s roots to have rotted. If when he
was taking them up he stripped the leaves offcom-
pletely at once—particularly if they had been taken
up early in November— the leaves are so fresh and
full of sap at this period. In fact they have not
done growing then. There is, consequently, a

strong circulation of the natural fluids all through
the j)lant. Taking the leaves off suddenly gives

such a check to the ascending and descending sap,

that the whole organized system is destroyed

—

and the roots by not having the organizable mat-
ter from the haves regularly and gradually con-
densed become in an unsound state. We would
not recommend mangel wurzel being left out all

the winter, under any circumstances. They may
do well of a mild winter and in a sheltered situation

—but if there comes severe frost it will assuredly

kill them. We had last winter some plants on a

headland that were transplanted very late in the

preceding summer. They were so small when the

others were taking up that we did not think it

worth while taking them. They continued safe

all through the winter (notwithstanding the frost

being pretty severe), and in April tlicy attained a

very good size. The roots weighed from .5 to Hlbs

each. This proves that it is not prudent to take

up the roots too early in any case. In 18.'i0 a gen-

tleman, (a friend of our's)in the neighbourhood
of Dublin, had about three acres of very excellent

mangel wurzel. They were allowed to stand out

all the winter. In January the frost came very
severe, and the consequence was that all that had
been over the ground of the roots appeared as if

they had been boiled. The first fine day that came
they were taken up and piled together, and co-

vered with straw. In about a fortnight after they

were piled the whole became a solid mass of pu-

trid matter, and the stench arising from them be-

came troublesome to a considerable distance from
where they were. Thus nearly 200i worth of

mangel wurzel was lost for the sake ofexperiment.
Any experiment tried in such a case should be on
a very small scale ; audit should be proved suf-

ficiently often before it be adojited on an
extensive one. But as it is as easy to take mangel
wurzel up at one time as another, and as if they
are treated properly they are sure to be safe in

pits— it is therefore better be " sure than sorry,
"

and always to take them up the lasc week in No-
vember, or the first week in December. If the

weather threatens to be severe they may be taken
up earlier, and if it promises to be mild they may
continuclonger in the ground. A great quantity

of them can be taken up in a short time when
there is a fine day ; and light frosts will do them
no harm.
We have seen mangel wurzel piled up into a very

large rick. It was built up in benches of about

six feet wide each—putting a layer of straw at bot-

tom, then a layer of roots three deep, and laying

them flat and close the length and breadth of the

bench ; and so on, layers of roots and straw al-

ternately until the rick was finished. It was then

covered over with straw, and thatched neatly.

The roots kept well by this method, but there was
or appeared a dryness in the roots, which we did

not like, and we are convinced they decreased

considerably in weight.

From experience—the most successful we could

desire—we recommend the following mode of pre-

serving mangel wurzel during winter, with the

greatest confidence.

About the first week in November, some of the

leaves should be stripped oft", taking only a few of

the under ones off first. When they are all gone
over in this manner, they should be commenced
with again, and all taken off except a few in the

centre. In going over them the third time the

leaves may be completely stripped off, and then,

if the weather be dry, they may be dug up. The
footstalks of the leaves that remain should be

paired off, and particularly the putrid leaves that

are always found on them should be carefully

cleaned off. But the crown or solid part of the

root should on no account be touched. When any
part of the root is wounded there forms a concre-

tion on the wounded part—and when the root is

stimulated by efforts of growth, &c., decomposi-

tion commences from the concretion formed on

the wound, and rapidly spreads through the whole

i-oot—and when one root becomes rotten every

other root that touches it becomes infected ; and
thus eventually—if not prevented—the whole arc

destroyed. When the roots are perfectly clean of

leaves, &c. they should be pitted in a shallow pit

made in a dry situation. The roots should be re-

gularly piled up and made in the form of a potatoe

pit—but much higher. They should be regularly

and carefully mixed with dry earth all through,

and the roots should be laid with their tops down-
wards, so that they would be fully half erect—for
if they are laid in the same position as they grew,

it will give them such facility in producing young
roots and buds, that there will be so groat a quan-
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tity of fresh and soft vegetable matter produced as
will be apt to cause a strong fermentation in the
pit, and consequently endanger the roots. But
even without this apprehension—the less they
grow the better and the more nutritive the roots
will be. When the pit is built it should be covered
with the same kind of dry earth (particularly next
the roots), about six inches deep, as was mixed
through the roots, and then the pit should be well
and carefully thatched over.

We are inclined to think that mangel wurzel
cannot be preserved by any other mode safer than
by this, and we feel confident that if " M.W."
manages his roots so, he will in future sustain no
loss by them.

THE BANK OF ENGLAND — THE
MONEY MARKET—AND THE CORN
TRADE.

Next to the weather, and the relative produce of

the several crops, so far as it has been ascertained,

comes the monetary system in point of importance,
as bearing on the forthcoming corn season. For this

reason 1 have to-day devoted, and may possibly
from time to time devote a little space to the
" Money jMarket." It will be seen that the Bank of
England, by her improper intercourse and connec-
tion with the state, has placed herself in the humilia-
ting position of mere defence against two very
powerful agents. The first, the Joint Stock Banks
of England ; the second, the monetary system of
America, as growing up under her present Govern-
mental policy. This is a subject that cannot be ex-
hausted in a single letter, and I purpose to do no
more at present than meiely open the question—re-

serving to myself its discussion at such periods as

my leisure permits. Those who have not given
much attention to the matter may be informed that
the system of banking by paper money commenced
first in the world by the establishment of the Bank of
England, in the year 1694 ; that this Bank was pro-
posed to the merchants of London by a Mr. Pater-
son, an enterprising Scotchman, on a capital of
l,200,000i in 12,000 Shares, of iOOl each; that it

was originally conceived and set on foot for the
benefit of commerce, but it was soon discovered by
the powers of the day to be an admirable engine for
political purposes ; that it got a Charter, which in
fact prevented any other Joint Stock Bank being
established in England ; that it was allowed by the
Government from time to time to renew this Charter,
and increase its capital, until it at last amounted to
fourteen millions ; that of this fourteen millions the
whole of it is, and has been, lent to the Government
according as it accumulated ; that this Bank gra-
dually extended its note issues through the medium
of " Agents" in the principal Towns of England, un-
til its circulation amounted to the enonnous sum of
20 millions sterling ; that these Agents, one by one
withdrew from the mother Bank, and set up for
themselves as Bankers, on their own account, with
out any capital, issuing their own notes to an amazing
amount, and getting possession of property of every
kmd ; that some of the less prudent carried it with a
high hand as regards personal expences,—some of
them paying away many thousands in contested
Elections; that prices of all our manufactured articles
at several periods rose to a very high pitch, and con-
sequently, foreigners who sold us their commodities,
could not, injustice to themselves, take our commodi-
ties in exchange, but required bullion, with which

they could go to other markets and purchase 20 or
30 per cent, cheaper than in ours ; that in these
cases the demands set in on England for gold, and
the Bank of England never having its capital avail-

able, it being always locked up in the hands of
government—being itself the chief depository of the
gold of the public, it was quite natural that to it all

the applications for gold would be made, and its de-
pendence on mere credit for the sustainment of a
liability, ranging from twenty to five and thirty mil-
lions sterling, therefore brought it many times to a
state of Bankruptcy, and upon every such occasion it

pulled down by its utter helplessness, hundreds of
the little Bankers, and hundreds of thousands of the

merchants. The writers of the day called upon the

government for a dissolution of connection with the

Bank, but, it would appear, without effect, as the
uncommercial and injurious union continues to this

day. That somewhere about the year 1824-5, a ter-

rible convulsion occurred in England, by the sudden
contracting of the issues of this Bank, that this con-

traction was the necessary and inevitable conse-
quence of a previous over issue of the mother Bank
and the private Banks—that when from the simple
stupid management of the Bank of England, the

foreign exchanges set in against this country in these

ever-to-be-remembered years, it suddenly drew in its

accommodation to the private Bankers, and that as

many as 240 of these stopped payment within the

short space of six months at one period, and seventy
at another.—that though this calamity was terrible to

a degree incalculable, yet it was a source of great

profit to the Bank of England, because her notes

were then for ever established as current coin in the

minds of the ])eople of England,—that while these

revulsions were going on, the Ministry of the day
becoming alarmed at the consequences which might
ensue in permitting the manufacturing portion of the

community to depend longer on the capricious ac-

commodation of the Bank of England on the one
hand, or the unsafe, and indeed dangerous nature of
the accommodation offered by the private Banks on
the other, consented to bring in a Bill, permitting

Banks of more partners than six to be established in

England, within 65 miles of London. The Scotch
had from an early date the full benefit of unrestrained

and unlimited Joint Stock Banking, and a calamity of

such a nature as that I liave glanced at, never hap-
pened in that .country, though at the time I write,

there are in that country, with its population of two
millions and a half, five-and-thirty JointStock Banks,
some with ten, some with twenty, and some with
forty branches. Well, at this time of commercial
convulsion, it was deemed advisable to allow the

Scotch system a trial in England, and the conse-
quence was the establishment of several wealthy and
influential Joint Stock Banks. For the first three or

four years, the public hardly understood the system,
and tendered little of their confidence to the new
money masters, but at length the system worked its

way, and one Joint Stock Bank sprung up after

the other, in quick succession, until there is not, at

the present day, a county or district in England
without its local Bank, based on a considerable
Joint Subscribed capital, and on an extended local

proprietary.— Here then is a newpower springing up
under the very nose of the Bank of England, greater

than the Bank itself—and unknown to the previous

commercial constitution—to meet this new order of

things, the Back had to bestir herself and look about
for business ; she accordingly established Branches
in several parts of England, but the movement was

late ; already had large proprietary Banks been esta-

blished, commanding an extensive note issue, aided
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by the local Shareholders in each district ; the notes
of tlie Bank of England were met in every quarter,

and turned in against her in the Exchanges. In this

state of things, tiie Bank holding a rod of 14 millions

of debt over the Government, I will not say obtained
through the medium of Mr. Clay, a Committee to in-

vestigiite the most private movements and manage-
ment of tlie Joint Stock Banks. This was a blow
levelled at the Joint Stock si/sfem, but how was it met 1

why, by the Banks throwing open their books—from
which it appeared that there was established in

England and Wales, since the year 18'i6, 86 Joint

Stock Banks with Branches—based on a paid up
cajjital of eight millions and upwards, subscribed by
twenty-four thousand proprietors,— that the total

issue of these Joint Stock Banks amounted to

three millions, and their deposits to about four

millions. The capital paid up by these twenty-
four thousand proprietors amounts to eight mil-

lions against a liability of seven millions. The
capital of the Bank of England is fourteen mil-

lions, against a liability of thirty millions. The pri-

vate properties of these twenty-four thousand pro-
prietors, being from amongst the leading members of

the commercial and manufacturing community of
England, cannot be worth less than one hundred and
twenty millions—every sliillingof which is a security
to the public, for the liabilities of these Banks. The
Bank of England has a Charter, which protects her
partners from all liability, and prevents her paying
anything more than may be found in her coffers ; of
the contents of these coffers, we have reported to us
twenty-nine million of "securities," but whether
these securities consist of I.O.U's. of Mr. Chancel-
lor of the Exchequer, or Mr. any body else, no man
can lell. But, here we are now, to witness the
battle of these two principles between the Joint
Stock Banks and the Bank of England— the Bank
has thrown out, and continues to throw out the best,
in fact the very best bills, when bearing the endorse-
ments of Joint Stock Banks—the very circumstance
which would make the bill undoubted in the eyes of
most men, is in the eyes of the Directors in the Bank
parlour sufficient to cause their rejection ; the Joint
Stock Banks have no notion of giving up, or what
would be the same thing, succumbing to the Bank,
by issuing her paper and suppressing their own

—

consequently the war is raging and will rage. On
the other hand, small notes have been just abolished
in America, and several millions of gold and silver
are required by that rising State, to supply the place of
5 dollar notes, equal to our onepound notes, which had
been in circulation, and which are suppressed. Se-
veral loans have been contracted by the American
agents here, to supply the States with the required
quantity of the precious metals ; the metals aie con-
sequently going out, and the Bank is every hour in-
creasing her caution, and decreasing her discounts,
thinkingthatshecan by these means save her credit

—

but her credit will be saved not by these means, but
by the general confidence of the country, in the pre-
sent prosperous state of its trade and 'commerce.

—

The Bank may let out all her gold, and all her silver
too, and the credit of the country will be yet sustained.
However, our business at present is to guess at the
eifect this state of things may have on prices. I need
not say that it is a most dangerous thing to hazard an
opinion at this early period— so far as the " Money
Market" is concerned, its present state is quite
against a high range of jirices ; and, from all ap-
pearances, little imjirovement may be expected initil

Christinas passes, and the proceedings whicli Parlia-

ment may think proper to adopt become discernable :

in the meantime, it may be no barm to look back at

the rates of Corn for a tew years past, that we may
keep in mind what has been doing— I have taken the
five weeks of September in the following years, to

guide us as to the opening prices, and shall only re-

mark to-day that we have a full average crop of well-

secured wheat in England—a tolerable one of barley

—a middling one of Oats—and a miserable one of

Beans, Peas, &c. In Ireland and Scotland there is

much yet to be secured ; but the past three weeks,
with the exception of two days, have been very
favourable, and though there may be a proportion of
early gathering in bad condition, and even damaged,
yet such will do for distillation as well, or nearly as

well as better saved corn. In addition to this, it

must be kept in view, that there is really a surplus of
old wheat in England, the accumulation of two
years ; and that the Irish mdlers hold pretty fairly of
last year's cheap wheat. On the other hand, there
will be a good demand for Flour the ensuing season,
though it may possibly be at low prices—but alto-

gather, the prudent Irish miller has before him a
fair prospect of a remumerating season for his capital

and skill. Although an interference in favour of
low prices may be gathered from reasoning, yet I

would remark that there is no great reason to suppose
that prices will go to the low extreme of last season.

The accounts from America, from every part of
the States, acquaint us that the wheat crop will be
but the third part of an average. It is calculated

that the Americans will require tjvo million of quar-
ters of wheat to supply the deficiencies. There is no
doubt but this demand will keep Wheat from falling

to an extreme low average. It would pay the Irish

exporter just now to ship wheat to New York, if he
can have it dried and free on board at 20s per barrel.

The price in the interior Irish markets is about 22s,

and in the seaport markets, about 23s per barrel. A
few heavy markets may push it down to 20s, but at

that I dare say it would be safe to lay in.— Mooney's

Circular, Sept. 30.

TO THOMAS BENTLEY, ESQ.

HERMITAGE, ROCHESTER.

My Dear Sir,—I quite agree with you that the
present Act of Parliament, for the settlement of

Tithe, is not so satisfactory to the tithe-payer as he
had a right to expect- But I differ from you in the

utility of putting off" the attempt to settle the ques-
tion amicably under its provisions, with the hope
that the legislature will rescind the act just passed,

I have always maintained that it is impossible to

settle this question permanently, except by the sale

of all tithe, and to this it must come at last ; but as

that is a question involving so many others, I think

no government could carry such a measure imme-
diately. The peo])le must previously be more alive

to its necessity, and more agreed as to the details of

the measure, than, as it aj)pears to me, they now are.

I hope, therefore, that both the tithe-payer and tithe-

receiver will take advantage of the time allowed by
the act, and endeavour to make an amicable arrange-
inont, which shall as near as possible approximate a

fair adjustment of this vexatious and difficult ques-
tion.

I intend to make an attempt in my own parish to

establish the following plan, which appears to me to

meet many of the objections urged by both ]>arties,

and as it is possible the same ideas may not have
struck my neighbours, I address this letter to yoa
thiough the public press, in the hope that my plan

may be of use in settling the question, as far as it
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can be settled, under the present Act of Parliament.
The first step I propose to take, is to call a meet-

ing of the tithe-payers and receivers under the pro-

visions of the Act of Parliament. Next, such meet-
ing is to choose and appoint a committee of manage-
ment of not less three, or more than five.

II. To appoint one surveyor for the tithe-payers,

and the tithe receivers also to appoint another.

These surveyors to have power to call in a third if

they do not agree.

III. Such surveyors are then to value all the land
of the parish after the follovring manner; that is to

say, they are to give answers to the following table

of questions, taking each farm or holding separate.

How much tithe per acre ought the land to pay per
annum If Arable 1

,, Meadow
„ Marsh
„ Wood
„ Hop Ground, 2 years, 3 years, and

upwards
,, Orchard or Garden.

Supposing the parish to be a Rectory, the answers
will be simple ; supposing it to be a Vicarage, all

that will be required is to fix how much the arable
land should pay for great tithe, how much for small.
The remainder come under one or other heads with-
out difliculty.

IV. When this valuation is completed, the sur-
veyors are to give to the committee their answers to
the table of questions, and

V. The committee will then turn the sum per acre
of each kind of cultivation into so many bushels or
parts of bushels (fractions below half a gallon and a
farthing to be omitted) of wheat, at the average price
as fixed by tlie act, and when this is done, the com-
mittee will call a meeting of the tithe-payers and re-

ceivers and declare " that each occupier's tithe is to
be so many bushels or parts of bushels of wheat per
acre," and this document shall be copied and a copy
placed in the parish Record Chest.

So far as to fixing what tlie measure of tithe should
be. Next as regards the payment to the tithe-re-

ceiver.

1. On or before the first of June and first of De-
cember in each year, the tithe-payers are to send to

the tithe-receivers a statement of tbe number of acres
under the various heads, whicli he basin occupation,
with his calculation of the number of bushels, &c.
of wheat the tittie amounts to.

2. The tithe-receivers shall then make out an ac-

count according to the average price of wheat, of the
six weeks preceding the first of June and first of

December, and send it to each tithe-payer in the fol-

lowing week with a notice of the time and place of
payment.

3. Such payment to be made as so fixed under the
penalties of non-payment as fixed by the act.

4. Any disputes that may arise to be settled by
the tithe commissioners,

3. This valuation not to be re-opened or altered

for ten years ; nor at thrt time unless by consent of
two-thirds of the tithe-payers.

You will now perceive that my object is to esta-

blish a fixed measure of tithe of every description of
agricultural produce.according to the value of the soil

it grows upon ; and that the value in money of such
fixed measure is to be regulated by the value of
wheat, according to the averages of certain periods,

which I consider preferable to taking the average of

wheat, barley, and oats. You may perhaps think
this complicated at first, but I am sanguine enough
to hope that it will not prove so ; on the contrary,

that it may smooth many of the diflficulties which

beset the question. I consider it promises to be fair

for all parties, as it will allow of any kind of culti-

vation the farmer may choose, whilst the tithe-receiver

will also benefit or lose, in the same proportion as

the cultivator, and both will be on a par, let the price

of wheat be high or low.
That I may not be obscure, and that others may

clearly understand the process by which I would
commute the valuation into a corn tithe, and that

again into money, I will suppose a case with the

various prices, ficc, taken at random.
The surveyors being appointed, proceed to their

duty, and comm -nee with Farm A, in the parish of

B, occupied by C as tenant. Parish B a Rectory.
We, Richard Stokes and John Davis, being ap-

pointed by the tithe-payers and tithe-receivers of the

Rectory of B, proceed to value the tithes on the

Farm A, in the occupation of C, according to tlie

table furnished us ; and we find that the following

would be a true and just value of the tithe of such
Farm, as stated below :

—

s. d.

Arable Land per Acre 8
JMeadow 2 6

Marsh 3
Wood 2 6
Hop Ground, 2 years 5

3 years and upwards. 14
Orchard and Garden 5

(Signed) Richard Stokes, "1
c.

^ " ^ T T-. }- Surveyors.
John Davis,

[

•'

This return having been sent to the committee of

management, it will be the business of the committee
to turn that valuation into wheat, according to the •

average price of wheat for the time stated by the act, j
viz. : 7 years, and then to send it to the occupier of i

the farm.

Assuming, merely by way of illustration, that the

average price of wheat per bushel is 6s. The fixed

measure of tithe for Farm A will be as follows :

—

B. G.

Arable per Acre 1 2^
Meadow 3§
Marsh 4
Wood 3i

Hop Ground, 2 years 7^
3 years, and upwards. 2 2^

Orchard or Gardens 7^

The next stage respects the payment in money to

the tithe-receiver. For this purpose the occupier of

the Farm A shall send to the tithe-receiver on or

before the first day of June, and the first day of

December, a statement of the cultivation of his Farm,
after the following manner :

—

Farm A. Parish B. Occupier C.
The following I declare to be a true and just state-

ment of the number of Acres occupied by me, and of
the different manner in which they are cultivated, with
my calculation, according to the scale laid down, of the
measure of tithe I have to pay. Signed, C
ACRES. Q. B. G.

100 Arable 16 3 2
20 Meadow 1 6
20 Marsh 12
45 Wood 2 3 5^
8 Hop Ground, 3 years 4
3 Orchard and Garden 2 6J

196 Total 25 4 4

or half 12 6 2

This, then, is the permanent measure of the tithe

of Farm A, for the half year, ending first of June, or

first of December, (as it may be.)
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Upon receiving this statement, the tithe-receiver

is to make a calcuhuion from the average price of

wheat at Mark Lane, for the last six weeks preced-

ing the first of June and December, (which I v?ill

call 47s per quarter), and send it to the occupier C,
with a notice of where the money is to be paid. The
money tithe therefore of Farm A, for the whole year,

will be as follows :

—

£
25 Quarters, a- 47s 58
4 Bushels, at 5s. lOd 1

4 Gallons, at 8|d

s.
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in and out of the senate, that the committee's not re-

porting is a proof that there is no distress. From
the evidence, however, it appears that there are hun-

dreds of acres of laud, especially in Buckingham-

shire, which cannot be let at any rent luhatever ; that

the capital of the farmers is nearly all exhausted,

and that a knowledge of this renders it difficult for

the farmer to obtain credit. These facts cannot be

controverted, but there are other certain signs of

distress existing, whicli are too apparent. When
the farmer thrives, he is a satisfied man, now he is

the very reverse, he is clamorous for a reduction of

rent,—he is anxious to reduce wages, he is grasping

to obtain all the land he can in hopes of increasing

as much as possible his means of obtaining a liveli-

hood, and that he may have a better cluince of borrowing

money, he is pushing his corn to market early in

the season, to pay his rent and wages, let the price

be as it may ; and, lastly he has become a warm
politician,—no surer sign that his distress is urging

him out of his sphere.

If therefore the farmers would have any measure

adopted, they must agree upon some one ; direct all

their energies to that, and obtain it before they ask

for more ;—if it bo less it may avert much future

disappointment awd distress ;—the whole vacation

is before them, and let all be in preparation that

petitions may pour into the House at its opening, in

such a msnner as will overwhelm the opponents of

British agriculture. W. E. N.

Hints to Agriculturists.—The harvest work in

this district, and I believe all over Norway, is well

done ; and parts of their management might be

adopted with advantage in our late districts, where so

much grain is lost or damaged almost every autumn by

wind or rain. For every ten sheaves a pole of light

strong wood, about the thickness of the handle of a gar-

den-rake, and about nine feet in lengtli, is fixed in the

ground by an iron-shod borer : it costs here almost no-

thing. A man sets two sheaves on the ground, against

the stem, and impales all the rest up9n the pole, one

above the other, with the heads hanging downwards.

The pole enters before the band of each sheaf, and

comes out at the bottom ; the sheaf is put on with a

pitchfork, and a whole field is pickettedin this way v/ith

the greatest ease and as fast as cut. The crop is in per-

fect safety as soon as it is on the poles ; no rain or damp
can heat or make it grow. Only a single sheaf is ex-

posed to the wet. It hangs with its head downwards, is

open on all sides to the air and wind, and thus dries as

fast as the rain wets it. Gales of wind cannot shake it,

making the heads of the sheaves dash against one an-

other, which often happens to corn standing in stooks
;

there is also not half of the handling and pitching about

of the sheaves as in our harvest work ; in which each

sheaf is first oragged to the stock, and afterwards thrown

into the cart. Here a sledge or car, on low wheels,

comes along, the pole, which is lifted with all its sheaves,

and laid into it at once ; and each pole, when in the

barn, is a tally for a threave of ten sheaves. The crop

is all necessarily brought at once into large barns, on

account of the deep snow in winter. The stravv must be

well withered and quite dry when housed, \yhich with-

out this plan could seldom be effected. The sheaves

are somewhat less than ours. Shearers here make good

work, cut low, and all back-handed ; that is, they grasp

the corn with the back of the left hand towards the hook,

not the palm, as with us ; thus only the stalks contained

in the hand can be cut over at one stroke. Whh us

much more, almost an armful, is pressed against the

edge of the hook, and cut over, the greater part ofwhich

is strewed about the field, and lost in carrying to the

band ; for it is only what the grasp can manage that

come safely to the sheaf.—Laing's Residence in Nor-

way,

GREAT SALE OF MR. MAYNARD'S
SHORT-HORNED STOCK, &c., WITH
THE NAMES OF THE PURCHASERS.
The extensive sale of improved short horned

cattle, the property of J. C. Maynard, Esq., of
Harlsey Hall, near Northallerton, commenced on
\V ulnesday week, at that place ; Mr. Wetherell,
auctioneer. This sale had been looked forward to

with much interest by the breeders and agricul-
turists, and it was attended by a most numerous and
respectable company from all parts of the kingdom,
and even from foreign parts. So great was the influx

of visitors, that for the two nights i)receding the

sale, beds could scarcely be procured in the neigh-
bourhood sufficient to accommodate the many
gentlemen who were drawn together, and the sale

presented a most animated and interesting spectacle.

The follosving list will show the value in which the

several lots were held. The sale of the sheep also

was at prices proportionately high :
—

cows AND HEIFERS. gS.
Cora, roan, 6 years old, by Sir Alexander—Mr.

Watson •• 33
Rosamond, red and white, 6 years old, by Jack
Tar—Mr. Archbold 25

Beauty, red roan, 6 years old, by Isaac—Mr.
Wright 50

Primrose, roan, 4 years old, by Mr. Booth's

Jerry—Mr. Wright 42
Aricula, roan, 6 years old, by Francisco—iMr.

Watson 50
White Rose, 6 years old, by Francisco—Mr.

Dighton 19
Crocus, roan, 7 years old, by Sir Thomas—Mr.

Bolden 43
Amelia, roan, 6 years old, by Sir Thomas—Mr.

Fernie 54
Sweetbriar, roan, 5 years old, by Matchem—Mr.
Spearman 28

Comedy, roan, 7 years old, by Francisco— Mr.
Ferniu 34

Young Anna, roan, 8 years old, by Isaac—Mr.
Watson 58

Portia, roan, 16 years old, by Cato—Mr. Digh-

ton 27
Moss Rose, roan, 4 years old, by Matchem

—

Mr. Fox 60
Hawthorn, red and white, 4 years old, by

JMatchem—Mr. Parkinson 27
Lavender, roan, 4 years old, by Matchem—Mr.

Fernie 50
Osmunda, roan, 4 years old, by Burley—Mr. Fox 70
Cypress, roan, 3 years old, by Young Matchem
— Mr. Pym .

." 32
China Rose, red and white, 3 years old, by

Young Matchem— Mr. Paley 42

May Rose, roan, 3 years old, by Young
Matchem—Mr. Fox 103

Convolvulus, roan, 2 yrs old, by Young
Rlatchem—i\Ir. ^Ventworth 41

Eglantine, red ;ind white, 3 years old, by Young
Matchem—Mr. Fernie 45

Cardamine, red, 3 years old, by Sir Thomas

—

Mr. Fernie 48
Bee's Wing, red, 3 years old, by Sir Thomas

—

Mr. Fernie 48
Mulberry, red and white, 3 years old, by Sir

Thomas—Mr. Wentworth 44

TWO YEAR OLD HEIFERS.

Jonquille, roan, by Young Matchem—Lord
Huntingfield 40

Formosa, roan, by Sir Thomas—Mr. Houlsworth 38
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Melissa, red, by Young- Matchem—JMr. Wil- gs.

kinson 40
Cuckoo, dark roan, by Sir Robert—J\Jr. Sker-

field

Acanthus, roan, by Sir Robert—Mr. Paley 30
Honeysuckle, roan, by Sir Robert— iNIr, Watkin 20
Rhoda, red, and white, by Young Matchem

—

Mr. Paley 31

Zilla, roan, by Young Matchem—Lord Hunt-
ingfield

.' 42
Paulina, red, by Sir Thomas—Mr. Paley 20

Columbine, roan, by Matchem the 3rd—Mr.
Iloulsworth 70

Queen of Trumps, roan, 2 years old in August,
by Matchem the 3rd—Mr. Wilkinson 76

Tlieodosia, red and white, by Sir Thomas—Mr.
Alington 25

Hyacinth, roan, by Young jMatcbem .... not sold.

Burletta, roan, by Young iNlatchem—j\lr. Pym 42
Swallow, red and white, by Sir Thomas—Mr.
Thompson 21

Maple, red, by Sir Thomas not sold.

ONE YEAE OLD HEIFEUS.

Geranium, roan, by Plenipo not sold.

Flora, dark roan, by Ambo—Mr. Fernie 62
Princess Jemima, red, by Velocipede—Mr.

Smith 20
Endive, white, by Velocipede—Mr. Parkinson 20
Rosanne, red, by Velocipede—IMr. Watson ... 36
Emma, white, by Velocipede—Mr. Milwood ,

.

27
Cowslip, red, by Velocipede—Mr. Smith 28
Cranberry, roan, by Velocipede—Mr, Went-
worth 32

Julia, roan, by Velocipede—Mr. Fernie 20
Peony, red and White, by Velocipede—Mr.
Johnson ,

i
30

HEIFEK CALVES.

Diana, red and white, by Velocipede—Mr.
'i'hompson 2l

Prudence, roan, by Velocipede—Mr. Parkinson 27
Modesty, roan, by Velocipede—Mr. Milwood 35
Daphne, roan, by Velocipede—Mr. Bamblet .

.

12

Venus, roan, by Velocipede—Mr. Houlsworth 40
Dido, red and white, by Velocipede—Mr.

Paley 15

Pine Apple, red, by Plenipo—Mr. Milwood .

.

21

BULLS.

Plenipo, roan, 3 years old, by Young Matchem
—Mr. Smith 45

Velocipede, roan, 3 years old, by Young
Matcliem—Mr. Roe 160

Cieneral Chasse, roan, 2 years old, by Young
Matchem—Mr. Lister 40

Tomboy, red and white, 1 year old, by Ambo

—

Mr. Booth 30
Chorister, roan, 1 year old, by Velocipede—Mr.

Watson 95

BULL CALVES.

Halley's Comet, red and white, by Velocipede
—Mr. Smith 120

Titus, red and white, by Plenipo— Mr. Dodds . 24
Antonio, roan, by Plenipo—Mr. Corner 100
Decius, roan, by Velocipede—Mr. Pearson ... 26

Harlequin, red roan, by Velocipede — Mr.
Boldeu 40

Amadis,roan, by Pleni])0—Mr. Milwood 66

Gohannah, white, by Velocijiede— Mr. Scorfield 13

Don Juan, red and white, by Velocipede—]\Ir.

Scottoa 14

ON THE COW CABBAGE.
TO THE EDITORS OF THE IRISH FARMER'S AND GAR-

DENi-R'S MAGAZINE.

An article on the Caesarian Waterloo Cow-Cab-
bage from the writeroftbeselines, having been in-

serted in your number (35) for September, he has
to thank the conducters of The Irish Farmer's and
Gardener's Magazine for the additional extracts ap-

pended thereto, as giving further support to the
object of the writer from its publication, viz : that
Mr. Fullard's Ccesarian Waterloo Cow-Cabbage and the

Jersey Kale are idetidically the same. It is particu-

larly desirable that the readers of this magazine
should bear in mind that the article is not pre-
tended by its author to be based 0)i his experience,

but is only a reasonable deduction from what had
been previously published : it has ever been his
practice, and shall so continue to be, to offer

nothing as fact ot which he has not had positive

experience.

When it is considered that Mr. Fullard disposes
of his seeds at the enormous price of one shilling

for each, and tha.t jjlants fit for setting out can be
had at the low price of five shillings by the hun-
dred,—lif these vegetables be in fact the same or
nearly similar varieties—the proof that they are

so, must tend much to the growth ofwhat possibly

may be a very advantageous addition to the Green
Crop system.
There are some persons who roundly assert that

the W^aterloo Caesarian Cow- Cabbage, now put
forth in the London newspapers is identical with
the Caesarian Kale cultivated in this country for

the last 20 or 30 years, the seed of which can be
had at any seed shop ; and this opinion is stated

to be supported by very high authority, but from
which authoi'ity the writer has the misfortune to

differ. He has ever been disposed to doubt the

grounds of his own opinion, and be greatly in-

clined to adopt that of the distinguished and scien-

tific botanist alluded to -but here let facts be
stated. Caesarian Kale has been grown by the au-

thor, but he has not now the plant to institute a
comparison : writing from recollection, he thinks

the leaf of the Caesarian Kale is acciminated, some-
what resembling in shape and colour that of the

cauliflower, while the plants from Mr. Fullard's

seed, and seed imported fron Jersey, not distin-

guishable from each other, are almost cii-cular and
slightly scolloped. The Ca;sarian Kale never has

attained the size reported of the Jersey and Mr.
Fullard's variety, a stalk of the former of which.

11 J feet in length is now in Mr. Lawson's Museum,
Edinburgh, and plants of which are also e.Khibited

at the Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden—six

feet high. There are some of the cabbages alluded

to in the article in the September number,

from Jersey seed, now growing in the garden of a

neighbour of mine, which are of an appearance to-

tally difi'erent from the Caesarian Kale. With very

great respect, therefore, for the opinions of those

persons, it is more than probable they may be

mistaken.
The seeds mentioned in the preceding number,

to have been sown in July, (viz : Mr. Fullard's

and the Jersey), are now very forward, and nearly

fit for transplantation. On a very careful compa-
rison no difference can be observed. The author

has about 4,000 of the Jersey variety, the excess of

which over the number necessary tor his own use,

is very earnestly sought after by persons desirous

of ascertaining the utility of this extraordinary

vegetable production. THOMAS DE RENZY.
Cronykorn, Camew, Stk September, 1836.
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POPULATION AND AGRICULTURE
IN NORWAY.

The extent of cultivation in the Strath of the

Myosen, extending up to this village (Lille Hum-
mer), surprised me. It is not merely a fringe be-

tween the hill and the shore, but reaches far back
among the hills and over the summits of the ordinary
heights. I would compare its breadth to that of
Strathmore, in Forfarshire. The farming cannot be
very bad, for the crops of oats, here, and rye, are

excellent. Potatoes, which appear to occupy the

place of the turnip in our farming, are clean and well
horsehoed. Drainingand clearing new land of roots

of trees and stones, are going on in various quarters,

and lime was laid out at one place for spreading.
Farms appeared to be of various sizes; I observed
many so large that a bell was used, as in Scotland, to

call the labourers to and from their work, wliich

shows a certain regularity in their operations. Some
are so small as to have only a few sheaves of corn
or a rig or two of potatoes scattered among the
trunks of the trees. These appear occupied by the

farm servants, or cottars, of the main farm, paying
probably in work for their houses and lands, as in

Scotland. Very good houses these are ; loghouses
of four rooms, and all with glass windows. The
light does not come down the chimney or through a

hole in the wall, shut up at night with an old hat or
a pair of old breeches, as in some cottages in the
county of Edinburgh. The division of the land
among children appears not, during the thousand
years it has been in operation, to have had the effect

of reducing the landed properties to the mininmm
size that will barely support human existence. I

have counted from five-and-twenty to forty cows
upon farms, and that in a country in which the far-

mer must, for at least seven months in the year, have
winter provender and houses provided for all the
cattle. It is evident that some cause or other, ope-
rating on aggregation of landed jiroperty, counter-
acts the dividing effects of partition among children.
That cause can be no other than what I have long
conjectured would be effective in such a social ar-

rangement, viz., that in a country where land is held
not in tenancy merely as in Ireland, but in full

ownership, its aggregation by the deaths of coheirs,

and by the marriages of female heirs among the body
of landowners will balance its subdivision by the
equal succession of children. The wliole mass of
property will, I conceive, be found in such a state of
society to consist of as many estates of the class of
1,000^., as many of 100/., as many of 101. a year, at

one period as at another. 'i'he state of Ireland is

generally adduced as a proof of the evil which would
result from the abolition of primogeniture. Then it

is stated the sons of the peasant marry and settle

upon a portion of the father's farm, itself originally

too small for one family, and by this system of sub-
division the whole class of peasantry is reduced to a

lower state in respect of decencies, comforts, and
enjoyments, than any population which is ranked
within the pale of civilized lifp. It has always ap-
peared to me, however, that the state of Ireland,

instead of being a case in point, proves the very re-

verse. There the land and other property is not
disseminated in ownership or in small portions

among the mass of the inhabitants. It is notoriously

held in very large masses by a very small proportion
of the population. Tlae peasantry having no property
nor any reasonable ])rospect of ever possessing any,

have not those tastes, habits, modes of thinking,

prudence, and foresight, which accompany the pos-
session of property, and which altogether form the
true and natural check upon the tendency of popu-

lation to exceed the means of subsistence. The Irish

peasant gratifies the natural propensity to marriage,
precisely because being destitute of jiroperty and of
its influences on the human mind, he has grown up
to manhooil without any restraining propensity.

—

Lding's Norway.

THE TITHE COMMUTATION BILL
INVESTIGATED.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE HERTFORD TIMES,

Sir,—Some men consider the Tithe Commuta-
tion Bill as a measure of strict justice between
tithe-payer and tithe-receiver. In that opinion I

differ with them, for the following reasons :
—

Is it just that the Tithe Commutation Bill should
take from the land-owner the powtr ofconverting
great tithe into small, without giving him any
equivalent. .'

Is it just to take away all risk of the payment
of tithe from the tithe-owner, and place that risk

upon the land-owner without giving him any
equivalent ?

is not the tithe annuity a great deal more valua-
ble, if payable by the land-owner than by a land-
occupier? Certainly it is. Suppose a tithe an-
nuity of 100/ per annum is raised from araUle land,
this annuity could not be sold for more than from
fifteen to twenty years purchase, that is 1500/ or
2000/, suppose that annuity is converted into a
rent charge upon the estate, it would be worth
thirty year's pui'chase, or 3000/. To i)rove this,

it is only necessary to refer t) the old tithe laws.

Under the old tithe law, the land-owner had the
power of reducing a tithe annuity of 100/ to 50/,

by converting arable land into pasture land, if the
utmost value of great or corn tithe was demanded
by the tithe-owner, or. In other words, converting
great tithe into small tithe, and reducing a fee-

simple of 2000/ into a fee-simple of 1000/, there-

fore it is very easy to comprehend how an annuity
of 100/ arising out of the tithe under the old law
was worth only 1500/ or 2000/, shall, under the

new law, be worth 3000/. There cannot be a doubt
but that the fee-simple of tithe property through-
out the kingdom will be increased in value from
25 to 30 per cent, by the operation of the Tithe

Commutation Bill. I would appeal to any insu-

rance office, in the habit of granting annuities, if

this view of the case be not correct ; all annuities

are increased in value exactly in proportion to

the diminution of the risk in the payment of the

annuity ; therefore it is evident that 70/ tithe an-

nuity, under the new law, is as valuable as 100/

under the old law. Tithe is a variable not a. fixed
annuity, as it at present exists, therefor it is ma-
nifestly unjust to treat it as a fixed annuity, sub-

ject to no contingency. I admit it is very desirable

for all classes of the community, and particularly

for the agricultural portion of society, and also for

the respectability and durability of the Established

Church, that tithes should be commuted ; but why
should the land- owner and the land-occupier pay
for all those advantages ? Why should not the

tithe-owner contribute his portion, for the imme-
diate security given to his property by the payment
being transferred from the land-occupier to the

land-owner, &c. .' The Tithe Commutation Bill

is now the law of the land, but two years must

elapse before the compulsory clause can be en-

forced; therefore we have abundance of time for

the repeal of this law, and the passing of another

more just in its enactments; but no time should

be lost in petitioning the legislature to that effect.

A PRACTICAL AGRICULTURIST.
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CYPRIAN

;

WINNER OF THE OAKS IN 1836.

(Plate.)

If, on the score of sagacity, the horse be infe-

rior to that class of the brute creation which
comes under the description of quadrumanous ;

if he possess not the "half-reasoning of the ele-

phant," or the still inferior capacity of the dog, it

must be acknowledged that he is susceptible of

friendship to a very considerable extent, and tliat

he is also the most elegant quadruped in nature.

To the Turf this country is indebted for a variety

of the horse far superior to what can be found in

any other part of the world : procured originally

from the East, the English thorough-bred or

courser presents an extraordinary proof of the

wonderful eifects of human genius in assisting

the operations of Nature. The small, if not di-

minutive, animal found beneath the scorching
heat of the tropics, by persevering industry, by
care, and judicious management, attains a size far

beyond original contemplation, preserving, at the
same time, all those genuine qualities for which
his progenitor is distinguished from all the other
varieties of the tribe.

Cyprian is by Partisan, out of Frailty, by Filho

da Puta, out of Agatha, by Orville, Star, Young
Marske, &c. Cyprian ran third to Florentia at

Northallerton, and won a stake at the last Cat-
terick Meeting, beating Aveline. It was only a
few weeks prior to Epsom Races that Cyprian ap-
peared in the betting, having been kept quiet for

the Oaks ; however, prior to the race, she stood
at the head of the list, the decided favourite.
Owing to the restiveness of Fair Jane, and par-
ticularly to bad management, uncommon delay
took place at the starting post; and, on account
of this state of uncertainty, the pace at first was
not brilliant : Cyprian, Destiny, Fair Jane, Pro-
mise, and Marmalade kept well together, till a
short distance from home, when a very severe
struggle ensued between Cyprian and Destiny,
and the former proved successful, owing to the
persevering jockeyship of Will Scott. Last year
the Derby was won in much the same manner

:

Will Scott had measured the powers of Mundig,
and on the day of trial contrived to make the most
of them—to draw them out as fine as gold ; he
had also ascertained the racing capabilities of
Cyprian, and may be said to have proved success-
ful from the accuracy of his judgment. The
amount of the Oaks was 2,750^

DISEASES OF CATTLE GENERALLY.

(original.)

No 1.—OF HORNED CATTLE.

I tbink in my last paper I urged, as an excuse for

troubling the public with these papers, " the inten-

tion of benefiting the farmer ;
" and, therefore, pur-

suing tliis intent, I shall notconfiuemyself tothe treat-

ment of any particular kind of stock, but allow the

word " Cattle," to embrace every species of live

stock in the shape of quadrupeds, viz., horned cattle,

horses, and sheep; neither shall I consider any of

these continuously, that is to say, I shall shortly send

you " No. 1. of the Horse," and so on. I think it

will be unnecessary for me to enter into any expla-

nation of my reason for adopting this mode of publi-
cation, since the simple consideration, that the princi-
pal stock of our farmers consists of horned cattle,

another of horses, and a third of sheep, or more com-
monly in a combination of all three—will furnish it

to ever}"- one.
So numerous are the diseases arising from the di-

gestive organs not performing their proper functions
that I shall now consider them ; 1st, as to their for-
mation ; 2ndly, as to their individual uses ; and,
3dly, as to the principal cause of their action being-
impeded.

I trust the reader will excuse, in this instance, the
occurrence of some anatomical terms : these must
necessarily occur in the description of the parts now
under consideration : however, they shall be made as
plain as possible.

Every one knows that the cow is a ruminating ani-
mal, possessing four stomachs, and, in these particu-
lars differing from the horse. The cow, from the
capaciousness other gullet, eats much more quickly,
and in a greater quantity than the horse : at least, in
a much coarser state. To remedy the evil that would
necessarily arise from this quick swallowing of the
food, nature has provided her with the means of re-

turning the food from the first stomach, or rumen,
to undergo, a second time, the process ofmastification;
whilst this is going forward the animal is said to rumi-
nate. This ruminating power is, however, insufficient

to avert the evils which arise from the greedy
feeding of the cow, or rather, it is not called into ac-

tion, from the anxiety of the beast to satisfy its appe-
tite on any favourite food or fresh rich pasture

;

hence we have hoven, blasting, and that train of dis-

orders.

It would be unnatural to suppose that a second and
perfect mastification could be effected after the beast
had eaten any dry food, as beans, &c., without the

aid of some moisture ; and how rarely do we see a

cow attempt to supply this moisture by drinking pre-

vious to lying down to ruminate. A considerate

Creator has, however, furnished the animal with the

means of supplying itself witli a fluid to assist mas-
tification. This fluid is secreted in greater and lesser

quantities as the food may possess or lack moisture.

The first stomach or rumen is covered exteriorly by the

peritoneum, and lined internally by an insensible mem-
brane on which are numerous small eminences ; it

also possesses the properties of distension and con-

traction to an extraordinary degree ; since, in cases

of hoven, we find it so far distended as to occupy a

situation immediately betwixt the last rib and the

hip-bone, when its natural situation does not occupy
more than one-half of the abdominal cavity. We al-

so find crossing the rumen, exteriorly, several bands
which appear to have the power of contracting, and
by so doing, forcing the swallowed food in portions,

a second time into the mouth, for the evident purpose

of more perfect mastification. After each portion of

food has been properly masticated, it is passed for-

ward by the oesophagus, which in the cow is con-

tinuous, into the second stomach. 1 know of no more
appropriate name for this stomach than the " Honey-
comb stomach." The peculiar similitude which it

bears to the honey-comb will serve to distinguish it

from the others. The name, however, which anato-

mists apply to it, is the " Reticulum." This stomach,

like the rumen, is covered interiorly with small emi-

nences, which in all probability have a like use.

Some writers have asserted that the animal possesses

the power of closing the orifice leading from the first

stomach into the second. It may possess the power

of doing so, but 1 am very loth to believe it makes use

of it: or of what use would the net-work be which

z
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we find extending^ itself across the duct leadings from
the second stomach : and do we not here observe the

wonderful power of a Creator ! The first two sto-

machs being insensible to a very great extent, ren-

ders the injury inflicted by hardened substances very
trifling; but, from the extreme sensibility of the
fourth stomach, their occurring there, would be at-

tended with very serious consequences. To prevent
this danger, we find a net-work placed across the
orifice leading from the two insensible stomachs into
the sensitive one, of such perfect construction as even
to stop nails and pins from entering the fourth sto-

mach ; neither am I aware of any hardened substance
which had entered by the oesophagus ever being
found in the fourth stomach, although balls which
had evidently been formed there, were found to ex-
ist. If, then, the beast passed the food forward to

the third and fourth stomachs, without allowing it to
undergo the straining, as it were, it is highly pro-
bable that we should find hardened substances exist-
ing in the fourth stomach ; but as this is not the
case, we must conclude that though the beast posses-
ses the power (which it is impossible to disprove,) it

never exercises it.

So far I have given a description of the first and
second stomachs, we will now proceed to the third
and fourth.

The third stomach is termed by anatomists the
many-plus ; its form is globular when filled, its in-
ternal surface presents a most singular appearance,
being furnished with a number of leaves ; these
leaves are covered with small eminences, differing
in form from tliose observable in the first and second
stomachs ; the use of this bag, or third stomach, is to
cause a further preparation of the food previous to
its entering the fourth, or true digesting stomach.
The fourth stomach is called the abomasum ; in this
stomach the process of digestion is completed, and
here the separation of the chyle and chyme takes
place. There are numerous absorbent vessels called
lacteals, by which the chyle is taken up and conveyed
to the heart, where the further process of mixing it

with the blood takes place.

Numerous interesting experiments have been pro-
secuted to ascertain how far the blood is dependent
for its purity and healthy circulation, on the food by
which the animal is supported. These, however, are
not necessary here further than proving to us, that
wholesome food, and such as is easy of digestion,
preserve the animal in a state of health. This must
be clear to every one, when it is an undoubted fact
that the extract of the food is conveyed to the lieart,

and mixed among the blood, which is the very source
of life ; at any rate, upon its healthy circulation de-
pends health. If then the food contains any hurtful
ingredient, and this, by extraction, be impregnated
with the blood, of course the worst results
will follow. I am aware that by analysis we
can seldom discover the existence of this hurtful
ingredient in the blood, even when the worst
effects are manifesting themselves, from its being
partaken of;—but at the same time, we must
hear in mind in what various forms it may exist, and
still elude our discovery ; it may combine with some
other ingredient, and thus become neutral, though
this neutrality will not render its eflfect neutral,
though it may lessen it ; it may evaporate by gas ;

—

but independent of all this, we are perfectly aware
that the quality of that secretion called milk, is ma-
teiially changed by the food on which the cow sub-
sists. I therefore argue that, as like causes, simi-
larly acted upon, produce like eflects, the blood
contains a large portion of any noxious ingredient
that may be conveyed into the system in the

shape of food, however indiscoverable it may be by
analysis.

Having now conside ed the first two parts of our
subject, (the formation and individual uses of the
digestive organs, )I do not here include the liver,
the kidneys, &c. &c., whose secretions so materially
assist digestion—a description of which appears
as each is treated upon) we now come to the fourth
division, the principal cause of their functions being
imperfect. This I attribute, as the reader will aLti-

cipate, to diet, and I by no means deny the eflfect of
atmospheric changes on the constitution of Horned
Cattle

; but I will asseit, that whatever diseases
arise which are not constitutional, and these to a
great extent, are produced by our mismanagement.
It clearly appears that the digestive system is de-
pendent for the performance of its functions to the
nervous energy of the animal ; if this becomes de-
pressed, of course it follows that digestion is im-
peded. It therefore behoves us to preserve, as far as
we are able, the nervous system in a healthy state,

and by so doing we shall prevent, in a very great

measure, indigestion in the cow.
Much injury undoubtedly arises from the animals

being allowed to partake of unwholesome water;

—

this is a circumstance to which the farmers gene-
rally pay too little attention. Whether this is to be
attributed to negligence, or ignorance of its ill effect,

I am unable to determine ; at any rate, 1 think if

they were to consider the noxious substances which
their cattle drink in extract, they would not treat

the subject with such slight attention. However
wholesome the food may be on which we feed our
cattle, the impure state of the diluent will render it

of little service. Numerous cases might be brought
forward in proof of various diseases having arisen

from animals having partaken of unwholesome water.

I attribute red-water, in seven cases out of ten, to this

cause, but so negligent and careless do the farmers

appear of the prevention of these ill eflects, that they

allow their stock to quench their thirst from the

drainings of dung-hills and stagnant foetid pools;

and singular as it may appear, a beas( that has been
accustomed to this water, or rather extract of refuse,

prefers it to the purest running stream, and will only

drink of the latter from mere necessity. To these

two causes, improper food and water, I attribute the

principal cerangementof the digestive powers of the

cow. I have thus slightly described the process the

food must undergo previous to its being rendered of

such a form as enables the absorbents to take up that

part which is necessary for them as maintenance of

life. The reader would feel fatigued if I allowed

this paper to extend to a greater length ; I have

therefore been obliged to confine my subject as

much as possible, and some may think I have been

too brief on so important a part of my papers ;— this

,

perhaps, may be tlie case, though I trust I have

stated at sufficient length what is requisite for my
purpose. Howevei-, if I have done so, it is a fault

easily remedied ; not so, if I had tired the patience

of the reader. Your obedient servant,

AGRICOLA.

Tartary Oats.— A correspondent informs us,

that crossing a field of 'I'artary oats a few days ag^o, in

the parish of Holme-upon-Spalding- Moor, he was led

by curiosity to approach a cluster of stems growing
very conspicuously at a distance. On examination, he
found that there were nine stems growing' from one
sing-le grains, and which bore altogether, upwards of

2000 grains. Four of the stems were four feet ten inches

long, and the others were nearly of the same length.

—

York Conrant,
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TANKS.
The fourtb anniversaiy of tlie Royal Polytechnic

Society of Cornwall was attended by several Profes-

sors and scientific men, who after examination of the

Prize Models, expressed their admiration of the

practical application by operative miners in this re-

mote portion of the Empire, of those scientific prin-

ciples on which it was their department at our Uni-

versities to Lecture. But as the success of the ma-
chinery for draining- the mines sometimes deprived

both men and cattle of that supply of good water

which contributes to health and comfort—it was sug-

gested this might be remedied by tanks similar to

nine which had been eminently useful during the

late three dry summers on the property of the Pre-

sident of this Society in Sussex, and as they are

cheaply and easily constructed, and not liable to

decay like wooden vessels, and as rain enough falls

on every house in England for the use of its inhabi-

tants, no family could be deficient in good soft water,

who made a tank to retain it, and such tanks being

paved over, take up no room.

The sizes at East Bourn vary, one of less than

seven feet deep and wide has served two labourers'

families for three years, whilst most of the springs

in the neighbourhood were dry.

A tank twelve feet by seven feet has been found
sufficient to supply with water a large family and
six horses; this was surrounded by only four-and-

half inch brick work resting solid against the sides,

in consequence of being like a decanter smaller at

the bottom than higher up, and the dome is con-

structed on tlie Egyptian plan by projecting hori-

zontally each row of materials one-third of their

length beyond those below, by filling up the back
with earth as it proceeded to balance the weight of

this pi'ojecting masonry.

At the East Bourn workhouse for 14 parishes,

a tank has been made 23 feet deep by 11 wide of the

roughest materials, being only flint stones, and
though they require more mortar than if they had
been regularly shaped, only 90 bushels of lime were
allowed, including two coats of plaster, and the

workmanship is executed like field walls at 10s per

100 square feet, the only essential being that no clay

be used (which worms in time bore through) and
that the lime or Parker's cement be good.

A current of air is said to promote the purity of

water in tanks, which is easily effected by the earth-

enware or other pipe which conveys the water from
the roof being of G or 8 inches in diameter and an

opening left for the surplus water to run away, and
wliere the prevailing winds do not blow soot and
leaves on the house, the water remains good, even
for drinking, without clearing out the rubbish more
than once a year; but in some cases filtering by as-

cension may be found useful, and effected by the

water being delivered by the pipe at the bottom of a

cask or other vessel from vvliich it cannot escape till

it has risen through the holes in a board covered

with pebbles, sand, or powdered charcoal.

Upwards of 20 labourers' gardens have been wa-

tered by the rain which formerly injured the public

road, and was therefore turned into a sink well, which

sink well, enlarged and surrounded by nine-inch

masonry drawn up by a cust iron curb—was used in

planting potatoes, and occasioned good crops in

1835, when sets not watered failed. And should tlie

profitable mode of stall feeding now practising at

Armagh be happily extended to Cornwall, and that

fatting oxen are kept in pairsnvt tied up under shelter,

it will be found that preserving in tanks the water

which falls on the barns and stalls will amply supply

them, whilst it saves the rain washing away the

strength of the manure in the open yard.

Ponds have been made with equal success, dug

four-and-half feet only below the surface, what is

excavated being added' to the sides covered and about

one foot thick like a road with pebbles and good lime

mortar. Such ponds are become general on the dry

soil of the South Downs for watering the huge flocks

of sheep—and had such ponds been found in llom-

ney Marsh, &c. during the last dry years, the sheep

would not have died in such numbers as materially

raised the price of meat in London, and would have

raised it much higher if the large premiums given

for many years by the Agricultural Society of Scot

land had not enabled North Britain to supply a great

proportion of the sheep, as well as oxen and oats

consumed in London.
'J'lie improvements in husbandry by which this

has been effected are detailed in the Quarterly Jour-

nals and prize essays of the Agricultural Society of

Scotland, and to circulate these many agricultural

half-crown book clubs have been formed by farmers

in South Britain, " wlio wish to know how it is the

Scotch are thriving," as much in agriculture as ma-

nufactures. The last Quarterly Journal recommends

that such book-clubs should become general ; they

are patronized by the Karl of Burlington, whose

])roperty extends from Sussex to l>ancashire, and

the 32nd number to be had of Cadel, London, states

that at the agricultural meeting in October last 325i

were received for witnessing the delivery of the pre-

miums, which are this year' liberally thrown open to

the whole of the United Kingdom.
Sept. 4, 1836.

Use of Bones as Manure, — The employment

of crushed bones as a fertilizing- substance is i ot

of a very ancient date, it was not one of the manures

even mentioned by the early Agricultural writers, and

for this disuse of bones several causes contributed. The

necessary machinery for crushing- them was, in the

early ages of the world, totally unknown ; and bones,

when unerushed, dissolve in the soil far too gradually

to be of any striking immediate value as a fertilizer, it

is a fact, that the refuse matters produced by the ivory

and boue turners and cutlers, when the manufactories

of Sheffield began to flourish and abound, soon accu--

mulated in considerable heaps around the turners'

shops, and this drew the Yorkshire farmers' attention

to bone manure, and not till the close of the 18th cen-

tury did the cultivators of the poor soils in the neigh-

bourhood of that town begin to use those refuse mat-

ters for that purpose, which, first of all, the turners

were glad to be relieved from by the farmers taking

the trouble to carry away, but alter a time a small

charge was made per load which has gradually risen in

amount. In the last twenty-five years, therefore, the

consumption of crushed bones has been steadily in-

creasing, but still it may be even now a mystery to

many intelligent farmers, how pulverised bones can be

good manure, and it may not be amiss to inform our

readers, in general terms, that the component parts of

this manure are all valuable substances in promoting

the growth of vegetables—that the component parts of

the bones are also the constituent ingredients in almost

all vegetable substances, and that it is not the oily and

other merely animal matters of the bones to which they

owe their fertilizing properties ; but that it is t leir

earthy and saline matters to which the benefit must be

with far greater justice attributed. In our next, com-

munication, if space will allow, and the information he

tliouglit valuable, we will give an outline ol some ot

the experiments that have been alnady made in tlic use

of this manure, together with the nioile and (Itect ot

employing it, and some general directions.—.s/ifiM'He

.louriiitl.

/. 2
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MALT LAWS.

]Mn. Editor,— I beg' to enclose for tlie benefit of

tliose conni'cled with tlm mnlt triide, an abstract of

tlie nen- Bill, brought in at the close of the last ses-

sion, l)v the Righl Hon, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chefjiicr and Mr. Earing;, and intended to be passed

into law earl}' next session. The alterations are

important and liberal, as well to the public as the

nuinufacturing roallster, Oneof the alterations pro-

posed has the effect of reducing the malt tax nearly
(iO.OOO/ per annum, and the other regulation gives

great liberty and relief to the maltster.

Some idea may be formed of the oppressive state

ofthefijcal regulations contained in the malt laws
]irGvious to ]ij30, as in that year, at the instance of

the Maltsters' Association, nearly two-thirds of the

restrictions and i}enalties were repealed, and by this

new Bill great additional relief will bo given.

1 am, Mr, Editor, your obdt, humble servt.

L,<ndon, Sept.
'

W, F.

I'S,— In 1830 the word " conclus'ne," in the 5th

clause, was greatly objected to (and was promised to

be omitted), inasmuch as it gives no discretionary

poiver to the magistrates.

" 1. 7th and 8th Geo. 4, c. 17, and 11th Geo. 4,

c, 17, s, 8, regulating the keeping a barley book

—

repealed.
" 2. All notices required to be given by maltsters,

and the time of giving such notices, to be the same
as required by existing laws for maltsters situate in

a city.

" S. 7th and 8th Geo, 4, c. 52, s. 34, relating to

compressed cistern or couch- -repealed,
" 4, 11th Geo, 4, c. 17, s. 17, relating to com-

pressed corn in cistern or couch—repealed,
" 5, New regulations proposed in lieu of the above

.'? and 4—That in the event of suspected compression
the officer shall throw out, or cause to be thrown
out, all such corn, and return all such corn into cis-

tern or couch from whence thrown ; and if any in-

crease shall be found over and above the former
guage in any greater proportion than those of five

bushels in every one hundred bushels previous to
the corn being emptied from cistern eight hours;
or .SIX bushels in every one hundred, if emptied from
cistern eight hours, and not emptied sixteen hours, or
sr.vKN bushels in every one hundred bushels; if

emptied sixteen hours or upwards, the increase so
respectively found to he deemed conclusive evidence
of been forced or trodden. 'J'iie penalty imposed as
in 7 and 8 Geo. 4.—and any other evidence of
forcing allowed.

"6. 11 Geo. 4, c. 17, s. 18, relating to time of
sprinkling— kf.pealed.

" 7. New Regulations relating to sprinkling.—If
corn he kept covered with water 50 hours, and no
corn in same malt house that has been less than 50
hours covered with water, may wet or sprinkle at the
expiration of six days, on giving 24 hours' notice to

officer before wetting or sprinkling the same ; but if

sprinkled before ] 2 days, except under above regu-
lations, to be liable to penalties iraj)osed by 7 and 8
Gej, 4.

"8. 11 Geo, 4, c, 17, s. 21, relating, to 17^ per
cent, allowance for swell in couch

—

repeai.kd.
" 9. New regulations relating to allowance for

swell.—There shall bo allowed iluriiig the coin being
in cistern, or 20 hours after being einpticd into

couch, 18J per cent,, and if not guaged or taken ac-

count of in couch previous to 26 hours, then, after

the expiration of 30 hours, an allowance shall be

made of o»c-/(«//' before tlie corn is diied ofi'and re-

moved from kiln.

" 10. New regulation relating to number of floor,

or quantities of corn in operation, existing law allows

only five floors ; new regulation proposes six floors.

" 11. New regulation.—That officer shall upon
each wetting being dried off into malt, and removed
from kiln, enter on the specimen the number of

bushels of malt with which the maltster shall be

chargeable on such wetting, showing in such entry

whether such charge has arisen from the cistern,

couch, floor, or kiln."

Soda EnEAn. — A correspondent of the ]\'eui-y

Telegraph gives tlie following receipt for making " soda
bread," stating tlial " there is no l)rcad to be hadeq\ial

to it for invigorating the body, promoting digestion,

strengthening the stomach, and improving the state of

the bowels." He says, "put a pound and a half of

good wheaten meal into a large bowl, mix with it two
teaspoonfuls of finely-powdered salt, then take a large

teaspoonful of super-carbonate of soda, dissolve it in

half a teacujjful of cold vvater, and add it to the meal

;

rub up all intimately together, then pour into tlie bowl
as much very sour buttermilk as will make the whole
into soft dough (it should be as sott as could possibly be
handled, and the softer the better,) form it into a cake
of about an inch thickness, and put it into a flat Dutch
oven or fryingpan, with some metallic cover, such as an
oven-lid or griddle, apply a moderate heat underneath
for twenty minutes, then lay some clear live coals upon
the lid, and keep it so for half an hour longer (the

under heat being allowed to fall off gradually for the

last fifteen minutes), taking off the cover occasionally

to sea that it does not burn. This, he concludes, when
somewhat cooled and moderately buttered, is as whole-
some food as ever entered man's stomach. \Vm.
Clacker, Esq., of Gosford, has ordered a sample of

the bread to be prepared, and a quantity of the meal to

be kept for sale at the INIarkethill Temperance Soup and
Coffee Rooms.

Ingenious Spade.—An ingenious spade has lately

been invented by Mr. Hugh Calderwood Blackbyres,

Kenwick, Ayreshire, for cutting draining tiles of

peat. The instrument is worked very easily, and forms
the tile with one cut of the spade ; the tiles being cut

one out of the other expeditiously, and without waste
of material. Tiieir shape is something like clay tiles,

but more massy. They are died in the sun during sum-
mer, lying flat on the ground, and may be stacked like

peats, ready for use when required. When properly
dried and hardened, wetness v.ill not soften or decom-
pose them. Peats are frequently found in mosses which
have been buried long ago by accident, still hard and
fresh ; and those that have been used for draining up-
wards of thirty years ago, have been taken out of the

drains unimpaired and solid. It has even been asserted,

that a well dried peat has been boiled for six months in

a boiler at Catrine Cotton-works, which was taken out
after that period solid and uninjured. There is no
doubt, however, of the capability of dried peat to re-

sist moisture. The large stacks of peat formed for the

use of families in Ireland, where coal is unuseable or

scarce, are never thatched. The invention of this spade
tends to render draining of moorish land more practi-

ble than hitherto, as with it a farmer may cast two or

three thousand tiles a-day, within a very short distance

of the ground he intends to drain, at one-fourth or one-
fifth less expense than lie could furnish himself with the

same number of clay tiles ; the frequent want of clay
in such districts rendering the manufacture of clay tiles

at hand impossilile ; and the cartage of them from the

kiln to a great distance to the laud is at all times an ex-

pensive operation. When laid in the trench, the peat
tiles are placed with their grooved faces opposite each
other, one of them serving as a sole.

—

Glasgow Evening
Post.
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REFORM DINNER—HAMPSHIRE.
The following after-dinner-speecliGs, being upon

subjects unconnected witli politics, will be found

of general inteiesi:

—

The dinacr look place in tlio ball room of the
Georg-e, where a large company sal down at five

o'clock.

Mr. Shaw Lefevre in the chair ; and Sir. Marsh in

the vice-chuJr.

After the cloth had been removed, and the usual
number of loyal toasts proposed from the Chair,

J\Ir. Marsi said, that lie had now the agreeable duty
to perform of g-iving " The iiealtli of tlie Members of
the northern division of Hants." (Loud cheers.) They
owed much to theii exertions, but particularly to those
of the hon. gentlemen which had been devoted to their

agricultural relatione (hear, hear) ; but he felt bound
to say, that although he would give those exertions all

the praise they deserved, yet that lion, gentleman did
not, in his opinion, go far enough ; and he (Sir. Marsh)
desired to drag him still further. {Hear.) His hon.
friend, in the rcpctt he had drawn up, had given the
farmers but cold comfort when he told them that if

they had skill, eneigy, and capital, and exercised them,
they would do well. (Hear.) Now, he believed that the
farmers of the country had both skill and energy, but he
would ask where the capital was to come from 1 {Hear.^
His hon. friend also advoc<ited the repeal of the half of
themalttax,but he (Mr. Slarsh) would say, that if that

only was repealed, the expensive machinery employed
in the collection of the remainder would be still the

same as before. (Hear.) His hon. friend may say
that he (Mr. JNIarsh) was a currency quack, but since

that confiscatory measure calleil Peel's 15111 had passed,

the capital of the farmer had become dilapidated, and
the only means of relief that could be administered to

the agriculturists was either to bolster up the industry

of the farmer to the amount of his burdens, or to re-

duce his burdens to a level with the produce of his in-

dustry. (Hear.) His friend, however, would tell

them that the currency question could not now be
touched, and if not, then the burdens upon the farmer
should be reduced, and this could only be done by are-
vision of the entire system of taxation ; and he con-
tended that the miUitmalre and the absentee should be
more highly, and the farmers less extensively, taxed,
and that thus the latter woull have a sufficiency for

themselves, and a superfluity to the country. (Hear,
hear.) He would be glad to hear his hon. friend's opi-
nions on these points, and, meanwhile, he had great
pleasure in proposing his health, and that of his col-

leagues. (Load cheers.)

Mr. Leievre returned thanks in an eloquent speech,
in the course of which he observed that he was con-
vinced that the repeal of Peel's Bill would have no
effect in supplying capital to the farmer. He knew
that the agriculturists had lost money in consequence
of that measure, but even more mischief would result

from any eftort to retrace our steps. (Cheers.) When
he sought and recommended a repeal of one-half the
malt-tax, he did so with the sanction of a commission,
of which Sir Henry Parnell was the head, and he
knew that that reduction could take place and the

revenue not suffer, if a reiluction in the pi ice of foreign

barley was made at the same time. (Hear, an
clieers.) Then in respect to the property-tax, which
was advocated by his friend Mr. INIarsh, he (Mr.
Lefevre) was once of the same opinion, but upon exa
mination he found that instead of such a tax affecting
the inillioiiaire, it would affect those individuals of the
middle classes whose savings were vested in the funds,
and who wert; the principal fundholders : for he found
in consequeuee of a I'eturn for which he moved two
year,? ago, that of 180,000 persons receiving dividends
from the funds, at least 100,000 did not receive from
them more than lOZayear; therefore it was noMipon
the milliDiiaire the burden of a tax u))on fundfil pio-
perty would fall, but upon the middle (dasses, who had
invested their savings in the funds. (Hear.) Besides

this, the effect of a property-tax upon the manufactur-
ing interests would be deplorable, and would have the
effect of driving the manufacturers and operatives of
this country to the Continent and to America (/leac,
hear;) and they had now passed the Rubicon, and it
did not remain to be decideil whether this was an agri-
cultural or a manufacturing country (hear, hear ;) but
they might rest assured that as long as manufactures
flourished in Great Britain, so long would agriculture
tlounsh with it

;
and whilst the population of England

remained at its present extent, it was the duty of the
Government to encourage the manufacturing interests
tor those of agriculture would necessarily flourish in'
consequence, and the best prices be obtained for their
tat stock and their malt and wheat. ( Cheers.) He was
sure then it would be allowed that nothins- could be so
mischievous as to damage the manufacturing interests,
and drive the operatives to other countries. (Cheers)
As to the machinery for the collection of the remainin"-
half of the malt-tax, which he proposed should remain
being expensive, it would be a mere nodiing when
comijared with the reduction of the other moiety of the
tax

;
and he had every reason to hope that tlie day was

not tar distant when the agricultural interests of the
country would be as prosperous as ever. Scotland,
which was more heavily burdened as regarded rent and'
rates, was in a high state of prosperity ; and every
witness examined before the agricultural committee last
session stated that they had been in a high state of
prosperity for the last four years. (Hear, hear.)
What reason, then, was there for the depression in
England? (Hear, hear.) He thought that if the far-
mers exerted themselves, and looked more to their
own resources, and not to the belief, as they had been
taught to do, that Parliament could save them, the re-
sult would be different from the circumstances in which
the agricultural interests were now placed. (Hear, and
load cheers.) The hon. gentleman concluded by
thanking them for the honour they had conferred on
him.
Mr. Scott, in returning thanks, said that he agreed

altogether with what had been stated bv his hon. friend
and colleague. (Cheers.) He had been recently
through Scotland, making himself acquainted with the
means through which the farmers there had so much
improved their condition, and he found that these re-
sults had proceeded from their industry and economy,
which he was persuaded did much more for them than
any legislative measures could do. (Hear, hear, hear.)
He intended to try their system himself, in order to
aflford a practical example of what he had seen in that
country, where, instead of two horses to their plough,
and three or four to their carts, they made one answer
their purpose where one could do so, and where a rigid
system of agricultural economy was observed. (Hear,
hear.) lie hoped that this example would soon be fol-
lowed in this country, and prosperity would instantly
follow. (Cheers.)

Waste Lands.—^A very forcible exposition has
been put forth of the advantages which would result
from cultivating waste lands in Ireland. It is urged
that emigrations to Australia and Canada might be su-
perseded with a great saving to the State, and much
benefit to the individuals. The Anglesea road from
Newpont to Thurles affords evidence of this. The sides
of the mountains spontaneously irrigated would yield a
splendid return for cultivation

; yet here a large tract
of land is almost wholly uninhabited. It has been sug-
gested that the settler or tenant should bo assisted to
build himself a stone cottage. Supiiosing the landlord
to advance 5/ for a farm of twenty acres, each tenant
would then have to pay 5s yearly as interest besides
rent ; but for the first seven years no rent is to be claim-
ed ; the surplus produce in each year being laid out to
improve the land. At the end of seven years, rent to
commence at Is jier annum, which is to increase Is

every future year till the end of the lease, which is to
t('rniinate in twenty-one years. An exi)eriment already
made on this jirinciple has been completely successful
as far ar, it has been tried.
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REPORTS ON THE EPIDEMIC
CATARRH, OR INFLUENZA,

PREVAILING AMONG TFIE SHEEP IN THE COLONY
OF NEW SOUTH WALES, IN THE YEAR 1835.

By Messrs. Bennett, Gibson, and Sherwin.

(From the Veterinarian.)

(We make no apology for the length to which these

Reports extend, nor for substituting them for a
Lecture in the present Number, for they have
reference to a subject interesting to the British

as well as the Colonial Agriculturist, and espe-
cially so to the veterinary practitioner. We are
indebted to the kindness of Mr. Owen, the truly

scientific curator of the Museum at the College
of Surgeons, for the power of inserting these

valuable doruments.—Y.]

REPORT.
By George Bennett, Esq. M.R.C.S., F.L.S., &c.

Sidney.

The first account I received of the appearance o
the present epidemic in the colony was among the
flocks of Robert Campl)eJl, Esq,, at Burrowa,about
the middle of June 1834. The winter months
previously had been very dry, with severe frosts

;

and, rain settini; in, the sheep were attacked with
the present epidemic. The deaths were numerous
until about the middle of August, when they gra-
dually diminished, fine mild weather setting in
about this time. The mortality in Mr. Campbell's
flock was as follows :

—

Out of 700 wethers 400 died— 2,600 breeding ewes 1,600 —— 900 weaned lambs 500 —
No. of sheep 4,200 Total loss 2,500

It is impossible to ascertain the precise number
that died in the colony, but it was considerably
more than seven thousand.
The character of the runs upon which the sheep

fed was that of lofty ranges abounding in excellent
pasturage and good water. The sheep, it may
also be remarked, had depastured in the same lo-
cality for five or six years, and remained |)erfectly
bealtliy. AVhen the sheep were first attacked with
the disease they were removed to another run,
without any diminution of the severity of the dis-
ease.

Symptoms.—The first observation I had of this
disease led me to divide it into three stages ; but
as I wish to impress on the mind of the reader the
importance of selecting and treating the sheep in
the first stage of the malady, it may be of conse-
quence to remark, that a careful observer may
distinguish a sheep attacked by the disease nearly
36 hours before its ceasing to feed, by sneczin",
and before it has exhibited any of the more mark-
ed symptoms vihich are placed under the first
stage of the disease.

The disease commences with sneezing, more
particularly at night, followed by general lassi-
tude ; and although at first the secretion from the
nostrils merely bedews the surface, yet it soon be-
comes of a thick glairy consistence, and is secreted
in a large quantity. The interior of the nose at
this stage exhibits but little increase of vascu-
larity. The eyes are suff'used, and in some in-
stances there is a profuse discharge of tears • in
others, again, a discharge of matter from the
meibomian glands is also observed, encrusting the
eyelids. The animals cease to ruminate, and droop

the head. In some the respiration is affected as
soon as the attack comes on. The tongue is parch-
ed, the secretions are diminished, except in the
inflamed membranes

; perspiration is obstructed,
and general fever accompanies the attack. A rest-

lessness is also perceived in the animals.
As the disease advances to the second stage,

which varies in duration from four to twelve hours,
all the foregoing symptoms increase in violence.
The interior of the nose exhibits a florid hue, as
if all the bloodvessels had been filled with minute
injection ; the secretion from the nostrils now be-
comes thick, of a yellow colour, and frequently
hardens upon the orifices of the nostrils, impeding
respiration.

The general fever is much increased ; there is

suppression of urine in many cases ; costiveness
is also occasionally observed, but is far from being
general. The tunica conjtmctiva of the eye dis-

plays an inflammatory character. There is a heavi-
ness in the head, and an apparent desire on the
part of tbe animal to rest the head on the
hurdles, evidently appearing to suffer much pain.
The respiration becomes more laboured, and a
cough is alio occasionally perceived.

The disease now advances to the third and last

stage, in which the interior of the nostrils exhibit
the highest state of inflammation (some parts dis-

playing a leaden hue), and extending to the fron-
tal sinuses ; the secretion from the nose becomes
lessened, very thick, and occasionally streaked
with blood. The nostrils appear obstructed by the
matter collected about them, occasioning a very
'abourcd respiration. The animal now prefers ly-

ing down, and rests the head upon the ground
;

there is sometimes a troublesome cough ; but a
cough is found to prevail even in the animals re-

covering from the disease, and yet in many, again,

the cough is not at any time observed as a symp-
tom. The eye becomes glassy ; the animals ap-
pear stupid, and unable to direct their steps ; if

permitted to leave the fold, they walk against a
tree, or into a water-hole.

This stage may be considered as fatal ; and as

death advances, irregular but voluntary move-
ments frequently continue ; the appearance of dul-

iiess and stupor is increased, and there is a gene-
ral diminution of sensibility. A general trembling
is now observed in the animal, more especially in

the fore extremities ; it kneels down, remains for

about the space of a minute in that position, falls

down comatose, and after repeated struggles, and
sometimes with a very laboured respiration, ex-

pires.

The length of time occupied by the disease in

running through its difl'erent stages, or the inter-

vals of time which elapse between each stage,

varies. In some of the sheep attacked by this epi-

demic death has occurred in six hours after the
first appearance of the symptoms ; sometimes in

twelve hours, and sometimes the animal lingered

on until the third day ; if he lived beyond that

time, he usually recovered.
j

It has been remarked, that in the second and I

third stages the nostrils and face are much swollen ; '

there is also a tumefaction of the lips,and in many
I have observed an enlargement of the submaxil-
lary glands. In some of the sheep the discharge j

was only observed to proceed from one nostril, in j

the first and second stages ; but in the third stage

the discharge has flowed from both ; the animal
at the time usually inclines its body to the side

whence the discharge proceeds ; the highly in-

flammatory state of the nostrils is as much ob-
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served in this, as in that form of the disease in

which the discharge proceeds equally from both
nostrils.

A favourable prognosis may be formed when the

animal commences eating, raises its head, and ap-

pears more lively ; all these symptoms indicate

returning good health ; and I have observed the

disease in some sheep pass through the dift'erent

stages in a very mild manner. It is a curious fact,

that, although bleeding the ewes in lamb was
found to produce premature labour, yet the dis-

ease or high fever which accompanied it, when
bleeding had been resorted to, seemed to produce
the same effect in many of the ewes, several of

which recovered from the disease ; and this cir-

cumstance also obtains among females of the hu-
man race, as pregnant women attacked by influ-

enza are apt to miscarry, and the flooding is in

some cases fatal.

In many of the sheep that recover from this dis-

ease the general debility induced on the system
remains for a long time ; and in all the animals
recovering from the disease, the high state of fever

which accompanies the attack occasions them to

lose all their wool, which very soon falls off, leav-

ing the poor animals perfectly naked.

This epidemic catarrh differs from the common
catarrh in the abruptness of its incursion, severity

of its symptoms, and the rapidity of its transition
;

but varies in the severity of its symptoms accord-
ing to the constitution of the animal, and is liable

to occur at every season of the year when atmos-
pherical changes are prevalent, which variability,

I had frequently opportunitiesof observing,is very
commonly the case in this colony.

Dissections.—On the examination of the bodies
of the sheep which died from this epidemic, the
cause of death was found to proceed either from
inflammation of the immediate membranes of the
brain, or from pulmonary disease. On examining
the brain, the dura-mater was healthy; but on
laying it back, the arachnoid membrane was found
with its bloodvessels highly injected, both on the
convexity of the hemispheres at the decussation of

the optic nerves, and sometimes even in the inte-

rior of the ventricles. In some cases I observed a
quantity of serous fluid secreted under the mem-
brane, and a small quantity of similar fluid was
found effused in the lateral ventricles. Occasion-
ally the vessels of the pia-mater were found in-

jected. The tunics of the cerebral nerves—espe-
cially the olfactory—displayed a beautiful ramifi-

cation of injected bloodvessels encircling them.
The sinuses of the brain were filled with clotted

blood. The substance of the brain exhibited no
trace of diseased structure. The frontal sinuses
displayed indications of intense inflammation hav-
ing existed, a scro-purulent matter being secreted,

or the cavity was found filled with black coagu-
lated blood. The whole of the nasal cavity pre-

sented, in every case, the most intense redness,

from a florid to a dark red, mingled with patches
of a leaden hue ; the turbinated bones were un-
usually florid throughout the whole of their struc-

ture, as if they had been filled with an exceedingly
minute injection : this was not confined to the

membrane covering their surface, but extended
throughout the whole of their substance ; and, in-

deed, the enlarged injected bloodvessels reached
through every part of the interior of the nasal ca-

vity, and a very thick viscid matter was effused in

the turbinated bones, as well as on the scptum-
narium, which could be scraped off with the
knife. On cutting the substance of the nostrils, a

quantity of serous fluid or florid blood was dis-

charged.

These were the appearances on the dissection of
the brain when the cerebral organs were the seat

of disease ; but in many cases, although the same
inflammation of the nasal cavity was found to

exist in all that died from the present epidemic,
yet no cerebral disease was found, the membranes
being healthy ; but the immediate cause of death
existed in the larynx, trachea, and bronchiae, or
the substance of the lungs. In one case I found
both extensive pulmonary disease, as well as cere-
bral ; and from that circumstance we may infer,

that disease might occur in both organs at the same
time, although such has been of rare occurrence.
Indeed, I should be inclined to adopt the opinion,
that influenza centres (in the majority of in-

stances) in the chest, although the whole body is

affected by it—the head particularly—and in most
cases the whole mucous lining of the throat, nares,
and eyes, participates in the affection ; the eyes
becoming vascular, and the nose filled with a thick
secretion. We also find in these animals, as in

human subjects, an unusual languor and debility,

disproportionate to the local affection. The heat
of the animal is increased, the breath is hot, and
a chillness is immediately felt on exposure to a
current of air : the urine is scanty.

In some cases the pneumonic symptoms are se-

vere, and in other cases they are less urgent,whilst
the pain and heaviness of the head, and the dulness
of the sensorial powers, is much increased. In
the first, we may expect the lungs on dissection to

be found the seat of the disease, and, in the latter,

the cerebral organs.

The heart, when cerebral disease was found,
was gorged with black blood, as well as the large

veins; but when pulmonary disease existed, al-

though all the large veins were equally gorged, yet

I invariably found only the right auricle of the
heart gorged, the left auricle and right and left

ventricles being empty.

When the lungs were found to be the seat of
disease, it evidently had assumed the features of
acute pulmonary catarrh, or inflammation of the

pulmonary mucous membrane, varying in its de-

gree of intensity, and attended with great bronchial
irritation. On dissection it appears that the right

or left lobes of the lungs—I have observed the
right to be more especially the seat of disease than
the left—hsve the mucous membrane red to a
greater or less extent, and with the appearance of

a number of small red points, aggregated closely

together. In other cases the lungs present an in-

crease of weight and density ; they are infiltrated

witli a frothy setosity in some quantity ; the ex-

ternal surface is of a grey or violet colour ; and
these appearances indicate the disease to have been
pneumonia. And again, we observe all the ana-
tomical characters of pulmonary apoplexy in

others, the lungs being of the degree of density of
a hepatized lung, and the vessels filled with clotted

blood. In many of tlie dissections a viscid mucus
obstructed the bronchia^ ; and the mucous mem-
brane lining the bronchi», trachea, larynx, and
extending even to the pharynx, was found in-

flamed, and a frothy mucus was effused in these

passages. The stomach was found healthy, and
in the majorfty of cases filled with well- digested

food : the whole of the alimentary canal was per-

fectly healthy, and in very few was there any con-

stipation observed : but where it did exist, the

fseccs had accumulated in both the large and small

intestines in large hard lumps, and evidently ap-
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peaved, both before or after death, to have pro-

duced abrasion of the mucous membrane of the

intestines.

The liver v^'as perfectly free from disease, and
the gall-bladder filled with healthy bile; in some
dissections I observed the gall-bladder verd much
distended with bile. The remainder of the abdo-
minal viscera were healthy. The pelvic viscera
also were healthy, and the bladder unusually dis-

tended with urine.

Treatment.—It is only in the first stage of the
disease that remedies can be applied with almost
any probability of success ; and as the first ap-
pearance of the disease is indicated by frequent
sneezing—more particularly at night, and some
time before any other of the more violent symp-
toms mark the invasion of the disease—it is at this

period that I should recommend more particularly
the treatment of the affected animals to com-
mence ; and no doubt at that time milder remedies
will be more successful, before the inflammatory
attack has advanced so far as to require severe
treatment.

In the first symptoms of the disease blood may
be abstracted, according to the age and constitu-
tion of the animal, and repeated, should the in-

crease of the inflammatory symptoms seem to re-
quire it. After the venesection, a pint of lukewarm
gruel, in which an ounce of Epsom salts has been
dissolved, may be administered, and the lukewarm
gruel repeated occasionally.

The bleeding may be either topical or general

;

the latter would probably be the most advisable,
as the quantity abstracted can be regulated when
taken from the jugular vein, whereas by topical
bleeding a sufficient quantity cannot always be
abstracted in a sufficiently short space of time.
The extent of bleeding must in all cases be re-
gulated by the severity of the disease, or the ca-
pabilities of the animal to suffer depletion. The
abstraction of a small quantity of blood in an early
stage of the disease, will probably mitigate the
severe symptoms immediately ; for on account of
the great depression of strength, and dulness of
the sensorial powers, it would be advisable, if pos-
sible, not to bleed largely, and perhaps occasion
might not be required to draw blood a second
time. Warm gruel should be repeated occasionally

;

and gentle exercise for the hospital flock will also
be productive of benefit to them.

In preference, however, to the administration of
any saline purgatives, turning the sick flock into
a wheat paddock will be productive of the same
aperient effect, and prove of more benefit to the
sheep. I attribute the comparatively trifling loss
among the sheep attacked by this epidemic at the
station at Benbengalow, to the sheep being taken
and treated, in the first stage of the disease, in the
manner I have just recommended ; the deaths
which did occur were principally among those that
were not seen until the disease had advanced be-
yond the second stage.

The water gruel may be composed of one pound
and a half of flour, half a pound of sugar, and
thirty pints of water boiled, and given lukewarm.
As a purgative, in the absence of green food, as
before recommended, one ounce of Epsom salts

may be administered internally, combined with a
drachm of nitre in a pint of water gruel, given
lukewarm ; and the water gruel may be repeated
three times daily afterwards.

I should recommend the overseers, on the ap-
pearance of this epidemic among their flocks, to
frequently inspect all their sheep, and, noting the

first symptoms which appear in this epidemic, im-
mediately separate the diseased from the healthy
sheep. This ought to be done at least three or
four times daily, and it would enable remedies to

be employed in time, that would materially dimi-
nish the mortality in the flocks, and would be at-

tended with less trouble if there should be a want
of men. The treatment of the disease will be much
aided by the sick sheep being folded in warm, dry,

and sheltered situations, and having young green
food, which is not only a valuable remedy when
aperients are required, as in this malady ; but the

invalid sheep require a better and more nourishing
diet, when in a weak and languid state, than when
in the enjoyment of perfect health.

When the inflammatory symptoms are not very
severe, topical bleeding, by opening a vein as near
the seat of inflammation as possible, or by coun-
ter-irritants, may be recommended to subdue the
inflammatory action ; but as in this epidemic ca-

tarrh the lungs and bronchiac are very liable to be
affected sooner or later, according to the idiosyn-

crasy of the animals, it would be advisable, by all

means, closely to watch the progress of the dis-

ease, and either resort to active treatment by the

general abstraction of blood from the jugular vein,

when the inflammatory symptoms run high, or to

adopt milder measures in order to subdue the dis-

ease when it assumes a more gentle form.

It has happened, that many sheep have been
treated by bleeding, &c., and yet the mortality was
very great ; but on careful inquiry it appeared that

the animals were not treated until they reached
the advanced or third stage, when all remedies
were useless. As I liave before observed, many
localities, although good for healthy sheep, are yet

too chilly for animals suffering from an epidemic
attended with such languor, debility, fever, and
depression of the vital powers, as this ; conse-

quently organic disease rapidly takes place, and
speedily terminates in death. The sick sheep ought
to be prevented from drinking cold water : with
green food they would not require so much water
as when feeding upon drier herbage. When water
is given to the sick or diseased sheep, it should be
tepid.

At Bureong, in the Lachlan, when the sheep
were attacked by this epidemic, they were bled

from the vein under the eye, in the ears, &c., and
had lukewarm salt and water administered inter-

nally ; but the whole treated in this manner died.

Bleeding from the jugular vein was next resorted

to, and Glauber's and Epsom salts, with warm
gruel, were administered internally. Many of the

affected sheep then recovered ; but I could not as-

certain whether they had been treated in the first

stage of the disease. Tobacco water was also tried

as an internal remedy ; but the whole of the sheep
died to whom it was administered.

In a few instances, some sheep proprietors in-

jected spirits of turpentine up the nostrils of sheep
affected by this disease ; the result of which was,
as might have been expected, immediate death.

Blisters applied over the nostrils proved equally

useless, because a local remedy was of little avail

when the disease affected the whole constitution.

Lambs of a few days or a fortnight old were also

attacked by the epidemic, and, on dissection, the
same appearances presented themselves as in the
old sheep. To most of the lambs attacked the dis-

ease proved speedily fatal, as the same remedies
could not be so readily administered to them as to

the older sheep.
It may be mentioned that Epsom salts, when
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administered in cold wafer to the sheep, proved
injurious, but were beneficial when given in warm
gruel. Several of Captain Rossi's flock were bled,

and Epsom salts, combined with a little nitre,

given cold ; but that mode of treatment was found
to be injurious, the sheep dying two or three hours
after it had been administered. The other? were
then treated with warm gruel and sugar, with a

little common salt, after venesection, and this re-

peated for two or three days ; this plan of treat-

ment was found to be beneficial. Some sheep that

had been bled were afterwards turned into a field

of green barley ; the whole were purged, and, out

of a hundred, seventy recovered from the disease.

It ought to be mentioned, that this sick flock was
taken from the paddock, and placed during the

night in the shearing slied, with clean straw.

Another flock was effectively treated by bleed-

ing in the jugular vein ; washingthe nostrils clean

from the discharge, and administering warm
gruel with common salt, sugar, and a little nitre

internally ; the number of sheep treated in this

manner was 360, out of which ,342 recovered. The
flocks were at the same time overlooked twice

daily, and any that exhibited symptoms of the dis-

ease were immediately removed, bled according
to the strength of the sheep, and the internal re-

medy administered, as I have just mentioned.
The Causes, Contagious Nature, &c. of the

Disease.—The causes of the present epidemic
may be referred to two sources, an immediate or

exciting, and a predisposing cause ; and in the

epidemic, the subject of oxir present inquiry, as it

appeared among the sheep, a strict analogy in

every symptom, and in all its modifications, will

be found as when the same disease was prevalent
among the human race.

The first or immediate cause is to be attributed

to the state of the atmosphere; and all causes
which operate to the injury of the animal frame
may be correctly divided into external and inter-

nal ; although sometimes a combination of both
may give rise to many maladies. The principal

external agencies are the atmosphere, with all its

varieties of temperature, moisture, and dryness,
specific contagious, noxious exhalations, &c. The
internal causes are peculiarity of constitution,

liereditary predisposition, all circumstances which
jiroduce debility, or superabundance or deficiency

of the various secretions, &c. ; and these latter

may be classed among the predisposing causes.

But some diseases are capable of being propagated,
and the external cause can be demonstrated in a
specific virus, capable of producing that distinct

and peculiar affection. Thus smallpox, syphilis,

<xc., may be kept up and disseminated by their own
original principle.

If the state and variability of the atmosphere
was more studied during the visit and previous to

the appearance of epidemical diseases, there would
be much light thrown upon that cause, which is

at the present day so readily assigned to conta-

gion ; indeed, we find the idiosyncrasy of different

individuals such, that during the time the wind
blows from a certain quarter, they feci indisposed,

without any other assignable reason ; and if

wounded, the wound will not heal from the same
cause : that others, again, suffer violent headachs

when the atmosphere is charged with abundance
of electric fluid, and which subside when that pe-

culiar state of weather has passed.

Although I look upon a peculiar state of atmo-

sphere as the immediate cause of this epidemical

disease, yet the predisposing cause among sheep

may have originated in—first, breeding ewes twice

in a season ; second, the injurious eftects which

result from breeding in the same fiocks, or what

is technically termed, " breeding in-and-in," by

which, although the quality of the wool may be

improved, the constitution of the sheep is so weak-

ened as to render them liable to disease, and sus-

ceptible of the atmospherical changes ; and, third,

the constitution of the sheep having been injured

by mercurial remedies used in scab, as well as from

the effects of that eruptive disease itself.

When engaged in the present investigation, a

query arose,whether fine wooUed sheep were more
apt to suffer from the present epidemic than coarse

woolled sheep ; and I found that the finer wooUed
sheep had suffered severely, while the coarser

woolled sheep had escaped entirely,or very slightly,

except Mr. H. Hume's flock, which consisted of

second class sheep ; but then they were nearly all

aged ewes.
The vicissitudes of the climate in this colony are

found to be very great. I have often remarked

that the mornings during the summer season are

intensely hot, followed frequently during the af-

ternoons and evenings by cold chilly winds, the

temperature varying from 10° to 20^ : it is there-

fore not uncommon for men working in the fields

during harvest, nearly stripped of their clothing,

vvhen the sudden change of temperature takes

place, to be attacked by head-achs, pains in the

limbs, and general debility, frequently followed by

catarrh. In Captain Rossi's flock, I am inclined

to attribute one of the causes of the epidemic to

change of locality, from a mild to a severe climate,

exposed to a cold, chilly, variable atmosphere,

with rain or snow ; the animals being more pre-

disposed to the disease by dry food, and being bred
" in-and-in."

Concluding Observations.— Catarrh among
sheep, that is, in the form of what is called com-

mon catarrh, is not uncommon either in this co-

lony or in Europe. But the appearance of this

severer form of catarrh, the epidemic catarrh or

influenza, in which the inflammatory symptoms

are more increased than in the common form of

the disease, I regard as novel, and am not aware

that it has ever before appeared as an epidemic

among sheep.

Before concluding this report I may be allowed

to recommend to the sheep proprietor, that salt

may be given to the sheep regularly, and in small

quantities ; it tends to strengthen the digestive

organs, promotes secretion of bile, and is favour-

able to their general health. I recollect reading

from some work, and making an extract in my
note book at the time, that a gentleman resident

in the county of Cumberland, in England, em-

ployed salt among his live stock daily for many
years.

For Horses he gave 6 oz. per day

Milch Cows 4 ditto

Feeding Oxen fi ditto

Yearlings -^ ditto

Calves 1 ditto

Sheep 2 to 4 per week,

if on dry pastures ; but if they are feeding on tur-

nips, <S:c., then they should have it more freely.

Some give it to live stock on a slate or stone, and

others lay lumps of it in the cribs or mangers.

Many consider that if sheep are allowed free ac-

cess to salt they will never be su])jcct to a variety

of diseases ; and others, again, believe that it may
even prove a cure for that formidable disease,

which is considered to proceed IVoni a worm of
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the class Entotoa ; the Fasciola hepatica of Linnaeus—Disioma Iiepaticnm of Abildgaard, and which has
received the common appellation of the Liver
Fluke.
In concluding this Report, I may observe, that,

in giving directions for the treatment of any dis-

ease, whether found existing among human beings
or the brute creation, the judgment of the prac-
titioner must be always called into action; the
habits and constitution of the patient under treat-
ment ought to be minutely studied, and the prac-
-tice should be modified according to these obser-
vations, vi^hether the symptoms of the disease as-
sume a severe or mild character. By such means
alone can a successful termination of the disease
be expected.

In sheep of very delicate constitutions, or high-
bred sheep, a very moderate venesection—if even
abstraction of blood can be resorted to at all with
safety—must be adopted, and the animals care-
fully housed ; but the coarse-woolled or stronger
constitutioned sheep may receive, of course, ac-
cording to the severity of the symptoms, the treat-
ment before recommended : but at the same time
the sheep proprietor must observe the necessity of
treating the sick sheep according to their strength,
classing them in small flocks agreeably to the na-
ture of the disease. Housing them at night dur-
ing the prevalence of the epidemic may also be
advised. I am, however, fully aware that all direc-
tions will be useless unless the shepherds will pay
minute attention to their flocks, which in too many
instances has not been done. I attribute much of
the mortality to this neglect of the men in charge
of the sheep. Care being taken to treat the ani-
mals in the first stage of the disease, I have no
doubt, will reduce the rate of mortality from this
epidemic—should it re-occur, which is not at all

improbable—to a very low amount.

Sydney, Oct, 3, 183.5.

LIVERPOOL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of this society, for the gene-
ral show of live stock, implements of husbandry,
seeds, &c. took place on the 6th of October. The
yard was opened to members gratis, and tothepublic
generally on payment of 2s. 6d. each, and at two
o'clock the charge for admission was reduced to Is.
The show of live stock of all kinds was much supe-
rior to that of the last, or any preceding year, both
with respect to the number and quality of the ani-
mals exhibited ; and this marked improvement
affords an additional proof, if any were wanted, of
the great utility of the society, and the beneficial
effects of that spirit of emulation which it has been
the means of exciting amongst the agricultural
classes of this and the surrounding districts. The
show of horses was both numerous and good.
About thirty stallions, principally of the heavy
draught or cart kind, were exhibited, and many
of them were splendid animals. Amongst them,
the " Farmers' Glory," belonging to Mr. James
Rimraer, of Scarisbrick, to whom the society's
first prize of 10 sovereigns was awarded, is wor-
thy of particular notice. A finer creature of the
kind, both for bone, muscle, and symmetry, or one
more deserving of the name bestowed upon him,
has seldom, if ever, been seen. He stood 17 hands
3 inches high ; and the manner in which he held
his small and finely-formed head,—the arch of his

beautiful and massive neck, which measured seve ,i

feet in girth,—his neigh of triumph, and graceful
caracoles, seemed to bespeak a consciousness of
beauty and power, and of the general admiration
which he excited. He is perfectly quiet and do-
cile under ordinary circumstances,—but the con-
gregation of so many animals of his own species
in his immediate vicinity rendered him restless,
and appai-ently anxious for a trial of strength with
one or all of his neighbours, whose boundings and
curvettings rendered a passage through this part of
the yard a matter of some little difficulty, if not
danger. The show of brood mares was good, though
not numerous. There were also exhibited five

pair of cart-horses, and about twenty three-year-
olds, two-year-olds, and yearlings,—many of
them very fine animals. There were fifteen fine,

full-grown bulls, and about twenty yearling bulls

and calves. The show of cows, heifers, and calves
was both good and numerous ; but some of the
animals, having been driven a considerable dis-

tance to the place of exhibition, seemed rather out
of condition. It is rather a singular cii'cumstance
that all the bulls, and we believe, the cows, were
of the short-horned kind. Amongst the extra
stock was a fat cow, the property of Captain
Hampton, of Hannlys, Anglesea, which measured
upwards of a yard across the loins, and weighed
upwai'ds of 1 ton 4 cwt. She is eight years old,

and one of the first prizes for extra stock was
awarded to the owner. She is descended from the
celebrated Comet, which was sold by the owner
for 1,000 guineas. The great improvement ex-
hibited in the show of cattle, compared with that

of last year, was subject of general remark
amongst the best judges ; and to no part of it does
this observation apply more strongly than to the

show of sheep, of which a great number of the

Southdown and Leicester breeds, of all ages, were
on the ground. The show of last year bore no
comparison with the present, either with regard to

number or quality. Some of the unshorn bore
splendid fleeces, resembling silk in texture. The
show of pigs, especially breeding sows, many of

which had numerous progenies around them, was
also much better than that of last year. One of
them, a fat sow, belonging to Mr. James Hall,

butcher, of this town, attracted general notice. Its

weight was about thirty-five score. We must say,

however, that to an uninitiated eye many of the
poor porkers were objects rather of pity rather
than admiration, inasmuch as they were so much
Ovverloaded with their own obesity as to be inca-
pable either of standing or moving with any thing
like comfort to themselves. In the shed for the
exhibition of roots, plants, &c., several fine spe-
cimens were exhibited. There was a very fine col-

lection of all sorts of grain,—both in the stalk and
in seed, and of all the best sorts of grasses.

Amongst the roots was a Swedish turnip, measur-
ing a yard round, and weighing 26 lbs. with seve-
ral of smaller dimensions, grown by Mr. Skirving,
who deserves the utmost credit for the care and at-

tention which he has bestowed, for several years
past, on the cultivation and improvement of this

most valuable root. They were remarkably sound,
and clear from fangs, and presented a fine contrast

with some plants of the same kind grown upon
Chat Moss. There were also several fine speci-

mens of mangel wurzel, both yellow, white, (the

kind from which sugar is extracted,) and red. Four
roots of the latter, grown at Halsall, weighed

20 lbs. There were two or three specimens of the

Csesarian cow cabbage, of which so much has re-
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cently been said, ami a very abundant supply of

seeds intended for sale. There was not much de-

mand for them, though we believe that they were
so much the rage in London, a short time ago as

to bring so much as a shilling for a single seed.

They were now somewhat reduced in price, being

offered at a shilling the package. One of the spe-

cimens exhibited consisted of a stalli about seven

feet in length, with a straggling top, somewhat re-

sembling the palm tree in shape. In the opinion of

a competent judge, the Caesarian cow cabbage can-

not be recommended as a profitable plant for agri-

cultural purposes, is not equal in value to the

common cattle cabbage of this country, and is cer-

tainly more curious than useful. Several machines
for cutting hay, turnips, &c., were exhibited ; but

there was not much novelty in either the principle

or application of any of them.

UEPOnT.
On the seventh anniversary it has become the

pleasing duty of the Committee to inform the sub-

scribers and the public that their efforts to improve
the general agriculture of tliis district, have created

such emulation that it is to be hoped the time is

not far distant when the advantages of rewards will

give such encouragement as to place it second to

very few in the kingdom.
The show of live stock this day surpasses that of

any preceding exhibition, not only in number, but
also in the excellence of the animals, with, of

course, a few exceptions ; but very few amongst
the horned cattle, pigs, and sheep, fully showing
the advantages derived from seven years' compe-
tition.

The Committee again draw the attention of the
agriculturists, and of landowners in particular, to

the number of premiums which have been given for

draining, an improvement which in the greater part

of this district, is the most essential in our agri-

culture, and without which (in situations requiring
itj all the efforts of the farmer are of little avail.

The Committee have great pleasure in stating

that the second annual ploughing match took place
last Spring at Newton, and satisfied the expecta-
tions they had when they came to a conclusion to

form this branch of agricultural competition in

this neighbourhood ; as the second exhibition

very greatly surpassed the first, both in number of
competitors, and in the superiority of the plough-
ing.

The Committee cannot close their report with-
out thanking the subscribers and the public for the
very liberal support they have met with, and they
trust there will be an increase to that support, to

enable them to give such rewards as may induce
more individuals to become candidates for the pre-
miums.
This argument is respectfully urged upon the

consideration of all non-subscribers who are in-

terested in land, and they may be told that their

support is absolutely necessary if the ploughing
matches are to be continued, as they have entailed

considerable additional expense upon this society.

For the gratuitous use of the yard for the exhi-

bition of live stock, the thanks of the Committee
are respectfully returned to the Mayor and Cor-
poration of this great place ; and to Mr. Lucas, tlic

very liberal gentleman who affords the accommo-
dation of the best room in the town for the dinner
party to enjoy themsclvesin.

PREMIUMS.
Class I.

—

Best Cultivated Farms, &c.
Premium 6. To Mr. John Burgess of Utkington,

near Delamere Forest, (not solely dependant upon

farming,) for the best cultivated faim of 400 acres,

a piece of plate, value seven sovereigns.

11. To R. W. Barton, Esq., of Derby House,
Lower Bebbiugton, as owner and occupier of a farm

of 200 acres, for laying 63,608 yards of drains for

most eflectually draining acres thereof, the Society's

silver medal.
12. To Dr. Sillar, of Rainford, as owner and oc-

cupier of a faim of 80 acres, for laying 9,190 yards

of drains for most eflectually draining 19 acres

tliereof, the Society's silver medal.

13. To INIr. \Vm. Backhouse, of Latliom, as

tenant and occupier of a farm of 272 acres, for lay-

ing 6,464 yards of drains for most effectually drain-

ing 23 acres thereof, a piece of plate, value tea

sovereigns.

14. To Mr. Nathan Lonlady, of Huyton, as tenant

and occupier of a farm of 140 acres, for laying

10,380 yards of drains for most effectually draining

21 acres thereof, a piece of plate, value seven sove
reigns.

15. To Mr. Edward Ambrose, of Tarbuck, as

tenant and occupier of a farm of 95 acres, for laying

5,637 yards of drains for most effectually draining

12 J acres thereof, apiece of plate, value 5 sovereigns.

15. To Mr. John Shuttleworth, of Tarbuck, as

tenant and occupier of a farm of 74 acres, for lay-

ing 4,240 yards of drains, for most effectually drain-

ing 10 acres thereof, the Society's silver medal.

17. To Mr. William Burgess, of Delamere Park,

Cheshire, as owner and occupier of a farm, for lay-

ing down 21 acres of permanent meadow, the So-

ciety's silver medal.

18. To Mr. John Dawson, of Gronant, near Holy-

well, as tenant and occupier of a farm, for laying

down 21 acres for permanent meadow, a piece of plate

value four sovereigns.

20. To Mr. John Warburton, of Sandiway, Che-

shire, as tenant and occupier of a farm of 152 acres,

for havingjudiciously covered with marl 17 acres, a

piece of plate value five sovereigns.

21. To Daniel Magrath, Esq., of Chat Moss, as

owner and occupier of a farm of 50 acres, for having

judiciously covered with marl 14 acres, a piece of

plate value three sovereigns.

26. To Mr. William Winstanley, of Speke, as

tenant and occupier of a farm of 116 acres, for cut-

ting, laying, and plashing, 349 perclies of fence, a

piece of plate, value five sovereigns.

12. To Richard Southern, labourer, of Speke, for

cutting the hedges for the successful candidate, the

sum of one pound.

Class II.

—

Crops and Productions of the Dairv.

Premium 1. To Sir Edward Mostyn, Bart, of

Talacre, as owner and occupier, for the best] crop

of mangel wurzel of 3 acres, the Society's silver

medal.
2. To Mr. John Dawson, of Gronant, near Holy-

well, as tenant and occupier, for the best crop of

mangel wurzel of 7 acres, a piece of plate, value five

sovereigns.

5. To Mr. William Boys, of Speke, as tenant and

occupier, for the best crop of Swedish turnips of 6 J

acres, a ])iece of plate value six sovereigns.

6. To Mr. Richard Almond, of Standish, as tenant

and occupier, for the best crop of Swedish turnips

of five acres, a piece of plate, value four sovereigns.

7. To Mr. George Wright, of Walton, as tenant

and occupier, for the best crop ofSwedish turnips of

2f acres, a piece of plate, value three sovereigns.

CUEFSE.

9. To Mr. Bobert Bennett, of Aston, as tenant

for making 10 tons 16^ cwt of cheese, from 65 cows,

a piece of plate, value eight sovereigns.
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Class III.

—

Rewards.
6. To Thomas Griffiths, farmer's man servant to

Mr. I'homas Whitley, ofBrencoed, for 18 years servi-

tude, four sovereigns.
T". To Robert Griffiths, farmer's man servant to

Mr. Thomas Whitley, of Brencoed, for 16 years'

servitude, two sovereigns.

8. To James Johnson, farming labourer to Peter
Balmer, of Acton Grange, for 46 years' servitude,

and for having conducted himself to the satisfaction

of his employers during that period, four sove-
reigns.

9. To Samuel Griffiths, farming labourer to Mr.
Thomas Whitley, of Brencoed, for 40 years' servi-

tude, and for having conducted himself to the satis-

faction of his employers during that period, two
sovereigns.

To John Prow, farming labourer to Mr. Ralph
Bolton, of Wigan, for 40 years' servitude, and for

having conducted himself to the satisfaction of his

employer, two sovereigns.

10. To Ann Aspinall, of Halsall, farmers' woman
servant to Mr. Richard Coxhead, for 26 years'

servitude, and for having conducted herself to the

satisfaction of her employer during that period,
three sovereigns.

11. To Ellen Gower, of Sephton, farmers' woman
servant to Mrs. Gilbertson, for 25 years' servitude,

and for having conducted herself to the satisfaction

of lier employer during that period, two sove-
reigns.

15. To Thomas Johnson, of Acton Grange, la-

bourer in liusbandry, for bringing up 12 legitimate
children without parish relief, sovereigns.

15. To John Smith, of Sephton, labourer in hus-
bandry, for bringing up 12 legitimate children with-
out parish relief, sovereigns.

16. To William Hesketh, of Halsall, labourer in
husbandry, for bringing up 10 legitimate children,
without parish relief, sovereigns.

Class IV,

—

Live Stock.—Horned Cattle.
Premium 1. To Mr. Richard Almond, ofStandish,

for the bast short-horned bull, 3 years old, fifteen

sovereigns.

2. To R. B. Hollinshead, Esq., of West Derby,
for the best short-horned bull, 2^ years old, the
society's silver medal.

3. To Peter Greenall, Esq., of St. Helen's, for the
best short-liorned bull, 1 year old, a piece of plate
value 5 sovereigns.

4. To Mr. William Howard, of Knowsley, (being
solely dependant upon farming), for the best short-
borned bull, 2 years and 3 months old, bred within
the limits of the society, a piece of plate value eight
sovereigns.

This bull was not considered worthy of so large a
premium, but awarded being the property of the far-

mer, for the sake of encouragement.
7. To Mr. William Bloor, of Point of Ayr, (being

solely dependant upon farming), for the best short-
horned bull, 1 year 3 months old, bred within the
limits of the society, a piece of plate value five
sovereigns.

8. To Mr. Edward Webster, of Bold, (being
solely dependant upon farming), for the second-
best short horned bull, 1 year 6 months old, bred
within the limits of the society, a piece of plate value
three sovereigns.

9. To Sir Edward Mostyn, Bart., of Talacre, for
the best dairy cow, the society's silver medal.

10. To Robert Statter, Esq., of Knowsley, for
the second-best ditto, a piece of plate value four
sovereigns.

11. to Richard Pilkington, Esq., of Windle, for

the best two-year-old heifer, a piece of plate value
five sovereigns.

12. To ditto, for the best yearling heifer, a piece

of plate value three sovereigns.

13. To Mrs. Margaret Palding, of Croxteth,
(being solely dependant upon farming,) for the best

two-year-old heifer, bred within the limits of the

society, a piece of plate value five sovereigns.

15. To Mr. William Bloor, of Point of Ayr,
(being solel}^ dependant upon farming,) for the best

one-year-old heifer, bred within the limits of the

society, a piece of plate value three sovereigns.

16. To Mrs. Scotson, of Garston, (being solely

dependant upon farming,) for the second-best one-

year-old heifer, bred within the limits of the society,

a piece of plate value one pound ten shillings.

18. To Peter Greenall, Esq., of St. Helen's, for

the cow or heifer showing the most symmetry, (at,

and weight, a piece of plate value five sove-

reigns.

20. To John Dawson, Esq., of Gronant, for tlie

best cow for feeding after milking, a piece of plate

value three sovereigns.

21. To Robert Statter, Esq., of Knowsley, for

the second-best ditto, a piece of plate value two
sovereigns.

nORSES.

Premium 22. To Messrs. J. and J. Rimmer, of

Scarisbrick, for the best stallion for the general pur-

poses of agriculture, a piece of plate value ten

sovereigns.

23. to Mr. Jas. Heaps, of Little Hulton, for the

second best stallion for ditto ditto, a piece of plate

value seven sovereigns.

24. To Mr. Peter Harrocks, of Aughton, for the

best brood mare, for the general purposes of agri-

culture, a piece of plate value five sovereigns.

25. To Bennet Smith, Esq., of Ashton, for the

second-best brood mare, for ditto ditto, a piece of

plate value three sovereigns.

27. To Mr. Henry SwiTt, of Lathom, for the best

yearling colt, gelding, or filly, for the general pur-

poses of agriculture, a piece of plate value three

sovereigns.

28. I'o Mr. R. Charnock, of Eccleston, for the

best two-year-old colt, for the general purposes of

agriculture, a piece of plate, value four sovereigns.

29. To Mr. Edward Webster, of Bold, for the

best two-year-old gelding, or filly, for the general

purposes of agriculture, a piece of plate value four

sovereigns.

30. To Mr. James Cook, of Eccleston, for the

best three-year-old gelding or filly, for the general

purposes of agriculture, a piece of plate value five

sovereigns.

31. to Joseph Swift, of Eccleston, (being solely

dependant upon farming), for the best pair of liorses

for tlie general purposes of agriculture, a piece of

plate, value five sovereigns.

32. To Mr. Thomas Harrison, of Orrell, (being

solely dependant uj)on farming,) for the second best

pair of horses for ditto ditto, a piece of plate, value

three sovereigns.

SHEEP.

33. To John Dawson, Esq., of Gronant, for the

best pen of three yearling Leicester ewes, a piece of

plate, value three sovereigns.

34. To Mr. Samuel Scotson, of Toxteth-park, for

the second-best pen of three yearling Leicester ewes,

a piece of plate value one sovereign.

33. To Mv. Robert Jenkins, of Mold, ior the best

pen of three yearling Southdown ewes, a piece of

plate, value three sovereigns.

36. To Mr. Robert Lucas, of Allerton, for the
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second best pen of tliiee yearling- Soullulown ewes,
a piece of ])late, value one sovereign.

37. To Mr. J. C. Etches, West Derby, for the best
Leicester ram, under three years old, a piece of plate,

value two sovereigns.

38. To Mr. Samuel Scotson, of Toxtetli-park, for

the second-best Leicester ram, under three years old,

a piece of plate, value one sovereign.

39. To Mr. Robert Lucas, of Allerton, for the

best Southdown ram, a piece of plate value two
sovereigns.

40. To IMr. Robert Johnson, of West Derby, for

the second-best Soutiidown ram, a piece of plate

value one sovereign.

43. To Sir Edward Mostyn, of Talacre, for the

bast pen of five fat ewes, a piece of plate value two
sovereigns.

44. To John Dawson, Esq., of Gronant, for the

second-best pen of five fat ewes, the society's silver

medal.

45. To John Dawson, Esq., of Gronant, for the

best pen of five Leicester lambs, a piece of plate

value 2/ 10s.

46. To Sir Edward Mostyn, of Talacre, for the

second-best pen of five Leicester lambs, the society's

silver medal.
47. To Mr. Robert Jenkins, of Slold, for the best

pen of five Soutiidown lambs, a piece of plate value
'21 10s.

PIGS.

49. To Mr. William Pickup, of Liverpool, for the

best boar, two years old, a piece of plate value four

sovereigns.

50. To Mr. John Dawson, of Gronant, for the

second-best boar, 11 months old, a piece of plate

value three sovereigns.

51. To Mr. Samuel Scotson, of Liver])ool, for the

best breeding sow, 2 years old, a piece of plate value

three sovereigns.

52. To Mr. John Dawson, of Gronant, for the

second-best sow, 1 vear and 3 months old, a piece of

plate, value two sovereigns.

53. To Mr. J. C. Etches, of Liverpool, for the

best fat pig, 13 months old, a piece of plate, value
two sovereigns.

54. To Mr. John Dawson, of Gronant, for the

second-best fat pig, 11 months old, a piece of plate

value 1/ 10s.

EXTRA STOCK.

56. To Richard Pilkington, Esq., of Toxteth-
park, for the best cow of any breed, five sove-
reigns.

57. To Richard Pilkington, Esq., of Windle,
for the best two-year-old heifer of any breed, two
sovereigns.

58. To Mr. John Dawson, of Gronant, for

the best one-year-old heifer of any breed, two sove-
reigns.

60. To Sir IL B. Iloghton, Bart., of Bold, for

keeping the best bull of any breed, to servo the

cows of his tenantry gratis, the society's silver

medal.

61. To Sir E. Mostyn, Bart., of Talacre, for

keeping the best boar to serve the sows of hi.s

tenantry gratis, the society's silver medal.

To Mr. James Heaps, of Hulton, for a good
stallion, the society's silver medal.

To Robert Statter, Esq., of Knowsloy, for his

short-horned bull, four years and a half old, the

society's silver medal.

To Robert Statter, Ksq., of Knowslev, for his

two-year-old heifer, the society's silver medal.

To John Dawson, Esq., for his short-horned cow,
the society's silver medal.

To Captain Hamiifon, of Henllys, Anglesea, for a
superior fat cow, the society's silver medal.
To IMr. William Lynn, for exhibiting six Chinese

and six Neapolitan pigs, of a superior quality, the
society's silver medal.

SWEEPSTAKES.
1. To Richard Pilkington, Esq., of Windle, for

the best short-horned bull, 31 3s.
2. To Mr. William Bloor, of Point of Ayr, for

the best two-year-old short-horned bull, 1^ lis 6d.
3. To Peter Greenall, Esq., of St. Helen's, for

the best one-year-old short-horned bull, IZ Is.

5. To Sir E. Mostyn, Bart., of Talacre, for tlie best
short-horned cow, in calf or milk, not fed for the
butcher, 51.

6. To Richard Pilkington, Esq , of Windle, for
the best cow of any breed, not fed for the butcher,
11 Is.

8. To Richard Pilkington, Esq., of Windle,
for the best two-year-old short-horned cow, 31 3s.

9. To Peter Greenall, Esq., of St. Helen's, for
the best one-year-old short-horned heifer, li lis 6d.

10. To Richard Pilkington, Esq., of Windle, for
the best bull calf, under one year old, ill 2s.

11. To Richard Pilkington. Esq., of Windle, for
the best cow calf, under one year old, ll Is.

13. To Mr. Thomas Robinson, of Bold, for the
best stallion, for agricultural purposes, '21.

19. To Sir Edward Mostyn, of Talacre, for the
best ram, 1/.

20. To John Dawson, Esq., of Gronant, for the
best one shear ram, 14s.

20. To Mr. Samuel Scotson, of Toxteth-Park, for

the best Leicester ewe, 1/.

21. To John Dawson, Esq., of Gronaut, for

the best boar, 11 Is.

22. To John Dawson, Es(j., of Gronant, for the

best sow, 1/ Is.

23. To Mr. James Hall, of Liverpool, for the best

fat pig, 11 Is.

26. To Mr. William Ashcroft, of Halsall, for the

best mangel wurtzel, lOs.

IMPLEMENTS.
To Mr. Robert Jones, of Warrington, for a cheese

press of a new construction, the society's silver

medal.
nooTS, C\:c.

To Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and Co., of London,
for exhibiting a specimen of the Wliittington new
white wheat, the society's silver medal.

To Mr. Thomas Harrison, of West Derby, for ex-

hibiting some superior specimens of Swedish turnip

and mangel wurtzel, the society's silver medal.

To Daniel Magrath, Esq., Cliat Moss, for a supe-

rior specimen of flax grown on Chat Moss, the

society's silver medal.

THE DINNER.
The annual dinner took place in the large room

at Lucas's Repository, Great Charlotte-street. The
chair Mas occupied by Lord Viscount Molyneux,
su])ported on the right by R. B. \\'ilbraham, Esq.,

M.P., and on the left by William Blundell, Esq-, of

Crosby. Amongst the gentlemen in the innncdi-

ate vicinity of the chair, we observed John Formby
Esq., Peter Greenall, l^sq., of St. Helen's, J.

Worrall, Esq., of Knotty Ash, Robert Statter,

Esq., W. E. Hall, Esq., Thomas White, Ivsq., and a

considerable number of gentlemen from the Prin-

cipality.

The cloth was drawn ten minutes before six

o'clock. The following toasts were drunk :

—

" The King,—the Duke of Lancaster.''

" The yueen."
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" The Princess Victoria, and the other branches
of the Royal family."
" The Army and Navy."
" The Patron of this Society, Lord Derby."
" Prosperity to the Liverpool Agricultural So-

ciety." (Three times three).

The Hon. R. B. Wilbraham then rose and said

it was his pleasing duty to give a toast, which he
was sure, in that room would be received with the
greatest approbation that could possibly be shown.
He regretted that their noble President who
usually occupied the chair was absent, but he was
sure they would all agree with him, that it was at

present as well filled as they could possibly wish it

to be on such an occasion. (Cheers.) In giving
the health of the noble Viscount who sat on his

left hand, he felt it to be a most pleasing duty,

for he felt the highest regard for that noble man,
and he was sure he was addressing an assembly
who fully appreciated his merits, which were more
particularly shown in the light of a country gen-

tleman residing upon his property, (cheers) en-

couraging by every means in his power, not only
agricultural pursuits, and agricultural labour, but
aiding and encouraging in every possible way that

he could agricultural sports—himself a leader in

those sports, and not to be surpassed by anyone.
(Cheers.J The Hon. gentleman concluded by
proposing the health of
" Lord Molyncux, the farmers' friend." (Three

times three.)

His Lordship returned thanks, and concluded
by giving—
" Lord Stanley."

—

{Drunk with three times
three.)

The Chairman then proposed the health of the
Vice-Presidents, Sir Edward Mostyn, Bright
Closes, Esq., and James Aspinall, Esq.
The Chairman said that the success of this

meeting was not a little owing to the excellent
place in which they had an opportunity of seeing
the cattle to be shown, and they were very much
obliged to the Mayor and Corporation for the ad-
vantages which they derived from the use of the
yard.
" The Mayor and Corporation of Liverpool."
The Chairman said they were much indebted

to the gentlemen who had assisted in awarding
the prizes, and proposed the healths of
" John Binns, Esq., of Lancaster ; James Favv-

cett, Esq., of Carlisle ; and F. Paley, Esq., of
Leeds"—the Judges of the cattle. (Great applause.^

Mr. Binns, in returnnig thanks for himself and
his colleagues, begged leave to express the great
satisfaction they bad felt in seeing so many valu-
able cattle as had had been shown that day. They
hoped that the cattle would be the parents of a
valuable stock in this part of Lancashire at a
future day. {Applause.) Although they thought
it right to speak thus in favour of the generality
of the stock exhibited, at the same time it was
only candid to say that part of the stock shown
was not so creditable as the judges could have
wished, though there certainly was a great im-
provement. They had given a premium to a part
of the stock belonging to a farmer, which, had it

belonged to breeder or a gentleman amateur, they
certainly would not have deemed worthy of a
premium. {Hear, hear.) They had given a pre-
mium of 8/ for an animal which they considered
far from good, but they had done it with a view
to encourage farmers to bring stock to the show,
and breed better stock in future. (Applause.)
Experience had shown that the best sort of stock

were not only the best to sell, but the cheapest to
keep and bring to market. {Applatcse.) He there-
fore recommended the farmers to make use of the
good animals exhibited in order to improve their

stock, and he was sure that gentlemen would en-

courage them to do so. (Applause.) Societies of
this kind were doing a great deal of good in the

country, but theij were still only leyinning to learn

agriculture. Such was his opinion, and that of

many others. Every inch of this country ought to

be like a garden. It was, however, in a very poor
state of cultivation. By growing clover, turnips,

and grass crops alternately,—by keeping cattle

more economically, providing food for them in

the house, and reserving the manure for the

ground, the land would be enriched to five times
its present extent ; there would be an increase of

corn, as well as of cattle; and the county would
be much richer than it was. He had not the least

hesitation in saying that England ought to be an
exporting country, both for sheep, cattle, and corn,

This might reduce the price of corn, but the re-

duction in price would be amply made up by the
increased quantity produced. They ought to imi-

tate the example of the manufacturers who ex-

ported a great quantity of the goods they pro-

duced. If the agriculturists exerted themselves in

the same way, if they became exporters of all

kinds of produce from the ground, the nation

would be a much richer one than it was. {Applause.)

The Chairman said they had had an excellent

speech from Mr. Binns, and he only regretted that

that gentleman had not gone on much longer, for

he was quite certain that the hints Mr. Binns had
given to the agriculturalists of this county would
be of the greatest possible use. It was, therefore,

to be regretted that he had not been much more
prolix than he had been. It now became their

duty to drink the health of the gentlemen who had
officiated as judges of the horses. His Lordship
proposed the healths of

" Christopher Johnson, Esq., of Lancaster, and
Peter Carter, Esq., the judges of horses."

Mr. Johnson returned thanks. He was ex-

tremely sorry that he and his colleague could not

say quite so much in praise of the horses shown
that day as his friend Mr. Binns had said with re-

gard to the cattle. He hoped, however, to see as

much improvement another year as would meet
their most sanguine expectations.

" The members for the County." {Great Ap-
plause.)

Mr. Wilbraham in i-eturning thanks on the
part of his colleagues and himself, begged to say
that so far as he was individually concerned, no
one was more interested in the prosperity of agri-

culture, and of the varied interests of this county
than himself; but he regretted to say that as a

practical farmer he could claim no great merit,

and, in fact, knew very little about it. The duties

which they had imposed upon him amply filled

his hands during those months which were to the
farmer of the highest importance, he meant the

earlier part of the year when Parliament was sit-

ting. It gave him very great pleasure to hear one
of the gentlemen who officiated as judges, give it

as his opinion that the stock of cattle was im-
proving ; and he trusted that the remarks made
by that gentleman would be beneficially received,

and induce those who heard them to turn them to

some very good account. The gentleman had
stated that the judges had given one prize to a

farmer, but that the stock produced was not that

which they as judges considered ofthe first quality.
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That they had given that prize was to hiDi a sub-
ject of gratification, because he was quite sure that

in doing that they had done more to forward the
objects of the society than could have been done in

any other mode. (Applause.) He Icnew that gentle-

men who were first-rate breeders of cattle would,
if applied to, be very glad to afford farmers the
use of their prime stock ; and he trusted that, in

succeeding years, the farmers would bear away
the prizes from the gentlemen. (Applanse.) He
thanked them for the very flattering manner in

which they had drunk the toast, and begged leave
to drink all their good healths in return. {Cheers.)

The Chairman was happy to inform them that
the report had now arrived, and, if it were their

pleasure, it should be read from beginning to end.
As, however, it was a very long one, and as they
would have an opportunity of reading it in all the

newspapers of the town, he thought it would be
much better if the prizes were distributed now,
and the report were read at their leisure. {Hear,
hear.) There was, however, one part of the re-

port on which he felt called upon to make a few
remarks. He alluded to the rewards given to those
individuals of a humbler class of life for long and
faithful service in the employment of one master.
{Hear, hear.) Servants were induced by their

own good feelings in the first instance, and by the
hope of reward in the second, to serve their mas-
ters faithfully, and he could not help thinking that
one of the best services rendered by the society to

the community was the ofl'ering of premiums of
this sort. {Applatise.) There were eleven farm
labourers who had served, one 46 years ; one 44

;

one 40 ; one 39 ; two 33 ; two 30 ; and three 26
years in the employ of the same master ; and per-
haps there were eleven times eleven who had had
the modesty not to claim the reward. (Applause.)
There were six claims from fenaale servants, one
of whom had served 26§ years, another 25^ years,
—the ladies seem to deal in halves,

—

daughter,) one
23 years, another I82 years, another 18 years, and
another 16 years. There were six premiums for

farm labourers bringing up large families without
l)arish relief. {Cheers.) Two of them had brought
up twelve children each, two eleven, one ten, and
another nine. He thought it right to read this in

order that they might kno ,v in what way the so-

ciety was rewarding honesty, fidelity, and industry

in the humbler classes. {Cheers.) He then ob-
served that in order to economize time, he would
give such individuals as had gained more prizes

than one the whole at once, instead of calling them
up to receive each of them separately. His Lord-
ship then distributed the prizes to the successful

candidates, addressing a few words of congratula-

tion to each. The first was Mr. John Dawson, of

Flintshire, who received a whole trayfiil of prizes,

nine in number. The names of the other success •

ful candidates, and the description of the prizes

awarded to them, will be found in the list. After

a considerable time had been occupied in the dis-

tribution of prizes,

Mr. Wilbraiia:m rose and said, that as this was
but dry work for all but the successful candidates,

he had obtained permission from the Chairman to

propose a toast. He gave

—

"The Town and Trade of Liverpool, and the

prosperity thereof." {Great appla%ise.)

The Ciiairman, in handing a prize to Mr. Web-
ster, the inspector of crops, expressed his great

regret that the society was about to lose the bene-

fit of his valuable services. On giving a prize to

Mr. Bloor, his Lordship said that there was none

to whom the society was more indebted than to

that gentleman, and to his excellent landlord, Sir

Edward Mostyn.
The Chairman, in proposing the next toast,

begged leave to express the gratitude the society

owed to the individual whose health he was about
to propose, and who had done more towards the

success of the meeting than any other—he alluded

to Mr. Lucas. They were indebted to him for

the use of that room, which he gave to them gra-

tuitously. It was one of the most beautiful rooms,
he (the chairman) had ever seen for a public din-

ner, and Mr. Lucas had given it to them gratui-

tously at very great inconvenience to himself.

They therefore owed it to him to drink his health

in the most coi-dial manner. Mr. Lucas had this

year made his first appearance as a farmer, and a
successful one. He had not only won prizes him-
self, but seemed determined to carry off those of

others, for he had bought their best bull. He was
sorry that Mr. Lucas was not present, in conse-

quence of indisposition, but in his absence he beg-
ged leave to propose

" Mr. Lucas :—better health to him, and thanks
for the use of his room." (Loud cheers.)

Mr. Lucas, Jun. returned thanks for his father.

He was sure that no member had more at heart

the prosperity and ultimate success of the society,

or viewed with greater pleasure the advance which
it had made towards prosperity.

The Chairman said he had now got through the

pleasing task of handing the premiums to the suc-

cessful candidates. There was also a long list of

prizes in money and medals, which they would see

printed in the public papers. He ought not, how-
ever, to omit mentioning one premium of an ex-

traordinary nature which had been obtained. He
alluded to that awarded to Mr.M'Grath, for a very

superior specimen of flax, grown upon a part of

Chat Moss, which had very lately been redeemed
from the waste. {Cheers.) His Lordship then

proposed the health of
" Mr. Dawson and the successful candidates."

Mr. Dawson returned thanks for the very flatter-

ing manner in which his health had been drunk

as one of the successful candidates. He wanted

words to express his feelings. He attributed the

success of the Welshmen at the show to the spirited

society in their small county, which had been en-

couraged very much by the landowners in every

possible way ; and he was happy to hear that the

Lancashire noblemen and gentry were likewise

the farmer's friends. (Cheers.) He was sure

that, were it not for the encouragement held out

by the society in the county of Flint, the Welsh-

men would not be able to send stock fit to com-

pete with the stock shown in the great county cf

Lancaster. (Applause.)

The Chairman said that they would still be in

error if they separated without paying a debt of

gratitude to those who were always at work for

them, and seldom at play. He begged leave to

propose the health of the Committee,—and more
particularly that of Mr. "White, the Secretary.

{Cheers.) He was sure that if Mr. White was as

indefatigable in other things as he had been in his

exertions to procure a president for them, he de-

served well of the society. {Loud cheers.)

Mr. White begged leave to thank them most

cordially for the very kind manner in which they

had drunk his health. It was highly gratifying to

himself that their labours had been so well re-

warded that day. It was now some years since the

first meeting had taken place for the purpose of
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establishing this society. At the first meeting, in

November, 182!), there were only thirteen mem-
bers present. It was not a little gratifying to see

that the thirteen had now been multiplied into

500 ; it was not a little gratifying to see that year

by year they had gone on, so far as he was able to

judge, decidedly improving in the cultivation of

the soil, and producing im[)roved breeds of horned

cattle, sheep, and horses. {Applause.) His labours

that day had been rather heavy, and he was sure

they would excuse him for cutting short his re-

marks. In his own behalf and that of the Com-
mittee, he thanked them for the very kind manner
in which the toast had been received. {Applause.)

Mr. WiLBRAHA.M bcggcd leave from the noble

President to propose a toast, which, he was sure,

would be received with great approbation :™
" TKe health of Lord Sefton, the sire of our noble

President, and success and prosperity to the house

of Croxteth."

—

(Loud cheers.)

There were now in the world, besides the noble

President, two very young members of that noble

house, and he hoped they would walk in the steps

of their father, and be as great favourites as he
was with the county. The toast was drunk in the

most enthusiatic manner.
The ChaiRiMAN in returning thanks said,—"Un-

fortunately,—I may say unfortunately, you see

very little of the nobleman whose health you have
now drunk,—but there is not a better supporter of

the agricultural interest than he is. {Cheers.) I

will ventui-e to challenge the whole field of land-

lords to produce a better. That is saying a great

deal for one so nearly connected with him, and it

may be deemed presumptuous in me to say so

much ; but I will appeal to his tenants to say
whether I am not telling the simple truth of him.
{Cheers.) Ever since he came into possession of
the estate, he has done nothing but his best to im-
prove the condition of his tenants, in improving
their buildings, and setting those over them who
would make them do their best. May God long
avert that day in which I shall derive the benefit

of what he has done for that estate ! {Cheers.) But
I am quite certain that when that day does arrive,

the estate will be worth ten times as much as it

was when he came to the possession of it,—and
that not by drawing from the tenant more than
the tenant can give, or less, but by making him
give that rent wbich his industry would fairly

enable to give. I believe that that is real libei'ality

and real humanity towards the tenant ; and I only
hope that I may one day be found following just in

my father's steps. I thank you most cordially in

his name. There is no one in the world to whom
he is dearer than to me. To manage the estate as

he has done—to be respected by his tenantry—and
loved by all who knew him—is the highest object

of my ambition ; and I hope that his health may
be drunk in this room as often as we meet in it.

{Cheers.)

His Lordshipretired at twenty minutes after nine
o'clock, and was followed by the principal part of
the company. The rest remained under the super-
intendence of Mr. Formby, and the festivity of the
evening was kept up for some time longer.

western woods. Each raft was eighty or ninety feet
long-, with a small house erected on it, and on each was
a stack of hay, round which several horses and cows
were feeding-, while the paraphernalia of a farm-yard,
the i)loug-lis, wag'gons, pig's, children, and poultry,
carelessly distributed, gave to the whole more the ap-
pearance of a permanent residence than of a caravan
of adventurers seeking a home. A respectable looking
old lady, witli spectacles on her nose, was seated on a
chair at the door of one of the cabins, employed in knit-

ting- ; another female was at the wast-tub ; the men
were chewing their tobacco with as much complacency
as if they had been in the land of steady habits ; and
the various avocations seemed to go on with the steadi-

ness of clockwork. In this manner our western emi-
grants travel at slight expense. They carry with them
their own provisions ; their raft floats with the current,
and honest Jonathan,surrounded with his scolding.squal-
ling, grunting, lowing, and neighing dependents, floats

tothe point proposed, without leaving his own fireside
;

and on his arrival there, may go on shore with his house-
hold, and commence business, with as little ceremony
as a grave personage, who, on his marriage with a rich

widow, said he had " nothing to do but walk in and
liang up his hat."

—

American paper.

A Floating Farm YAnn.— 'i'he following sketch
of a family floating down the Ohio on a raft is at

once highly graphic and cluiracteristic of our inland
emigration:—" To-day we have passed two large rafts,

lashed together, by which simple conveyance several
families from New England were transporting them-
selves and their property to the land of promise in the

THE AGRICULTURAL WORLD CHAL-
LENGED !— SPADE LABOUR AGAINST
ALL PLOUGH LABOUR, PLOUGH
MATCHES, &c., &c.

A poor man, named .Tames Serbutt, with a bro-

ken leg, being an old pensioner with an industrious

foreign wife and three children, hath produced from
thirty lugs of land or the third part of a quarter of an
acre, rented with upwards of five hundred tenants of the

Lord Bishop of Bath and Wells, the amazing quantity
of eighteen bushels of cleaned excellent wheat, or at

the rate of eiglity-six bushels per acre, besides what the
birds stole, and what was wasted in gathering of the

bearded or blue ball sort. From thirty to forty bushels

per acre is a great crop for plough inventions to save
manual labour. Let but the industrious poor have
what the Maker of Man intended he should have,
namely to till the land and dress it, and such a benefi-

cial change will be effected for the better in twenty
years in this country, as has never entered the mind of

man to conceive. If any one doubt this state ment let

him or her come and see the beautiful splendid sight

now blooming of a kitchen garden full of the bounties

of Providence, of one hundred acres subdivided, from
four to five hundred industrious, I will not call them
poor but happy allotment tenants, just now gathering
in the profits of their own and children's labour. This
statement is witnessed by me, Joseph Emery, druggist.

High-street, Wells, Somerset, who let out and managed
the allotments for the first ten years.

Joseph Emery, James Serbutt owner,
Wm. John Loxton, John Fry, Wm.
Creyghton, Henry Foster, Richard
Joice.

Dated this 19th day of September, 1836.
At I\Ir. Emery's cottage in the middle of the hundred

acre garden.
N. B. We humbly call upon all who have time and

means to come and see us. They shall find a John
Bull hearty welcome. The garden is half a mile, a de-
lightful walk, from the residence of the Bishop and the
Town Hall of Wells.

The Tongue of the Duck.—^When we consider
the particular use which the duck makes of its

tongue, we shall immediately perceive that it is endow-
ed with great and unusual sensibility. The duck, un-
like all other birds, discriminates its food, not by sight

or by smell, but by the touch of its tongue. It thrusts

its bill into the mud, just as a fisherman throws his net

into the sea, and brings up whatever it contains : from
this mouthful of stuff it selects, by the tongue alone,

what is good for food, and everything else is rejected.

—

Swainson's History of Birds.
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BRISTOL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

PLOUGHING JMATCH for 1836.

The annual Ploug'hing' Match of the above Society
took place on Wednesday, Oct. 12, on a piece of land
in the parish of Siston, Gloucestershire. Sixteen ploug-hs

were entered, and much interest was excited by viewing'

the labours of the several competitors. The ground was
rather unfavourable for showing: the skill of the plough-
men to the best advantage, but on the whole the per-

formance was very good. The labours of the field were
concluded about four o'clock, after which about fifty

gentlemen sat down to a substantial dinner, provided at

the Horse Shoe Inn, Downend, W. Miles, Esq., ]M.P.,

President of the Society, in the Chair, supported on his

rig-ht by Col Sealy, T. King-ton, and M. H. Castle, Esq.,

and on his left by the Sheriff of the borough of Jiristol,

D. Cave, Esq., and G. W. Hall, Esq. ; E. II. Sampson,
Esq., of Henbury, presided at a second table.

On the removal of the cloth the usual loyal toasts

were drank.

D. Cave, Esq., proposed the health of " Mr. Wm.
Miles, the President of our Society." {Cheers).

The Chairman.—Mr. Cave and gentlemen, I really

feel exceeding^ly obliged for the kind manner in which
my name has been proposed and received. As president
of this society, I feel that very peculiar duties devolve
upon me, for as the society unites, in Bristol, a numerous
class of persons who look more particularly to the com-
mercial and manufacturing' interests, it may be thought,
by others, that their success is somewhat disconnected
from that of the cultivators of the soil. But, mucli as I

have read, and much as I have thought upon the sub-
ject, I cannot bring myself to believe otherwise than that

the prosperity of the three great interests into which the
country is divided— the interests of commerce, manu-
factures, and agriculture—are intimately blended. I

certainly do regard agriciflture as the mother upon
whose prosperity the welfare of its oflfspring, manufac-
ture and commerce, depends, but still, the intimate con-
nection, the sympathy, I might say, subsisting- between
the three is such, that the prosperity of the one is mainly
dependent upon that of the other. If there should be
any doubt of the truth of this, I would ask the agricul-
turists to recollect in what circumstances they were
placed at the close of 1825, when the commerce of the

country was paralyzed. What then was their condition ?

They had to meet very many reverses, but the worst
feature of all was, that they had no customers, and that,

consequently, the value of their products declined be-
yond a remunerating" price. I am delig-hted with this

opportunity of speaking to facts which must tend to dis-

abuse the minds of the yeomanry of the fallacies which,
indeed, were but two much promulg-ated by the com-
mittee which sat in 1823. It is now proved that, in

averag-e years, this country grows a sufficient quantity
of corn for its own consumption, and that, in any thing-

like a superabundant year, it produces more than is

sufficient for its use ; and I allude to these facts to show
what a folly it is to look for high prices, and to show,
further, that any amelioration of their present condition
can only result in an alteration of the contracts between
landlords and tenants, and the result of my inquires is,

—and I have paid considerable attention to the subject,

—that where, in fixing agreements, the average has been
taken at 60 or 65, they must fall to 50 or 55, before they

can be placed upon a footing satisfactory to both i)arties.

(Cheers.) I speak tiiis as a member of the connnittee

appointed in the last session to inquire into the causes of

ag'iicultural distress, and I belieye I speak the sentiments

of almost every member of that body.

The Chairivian then proposed " The Vice-Presidents
of the Society."

E. Sampson, Esq., returned thanks.

The Chairman then read the report of the .Tudges,

Messrs. Thomas Lawrence, Winterborne Court ; Henry
Escott, Christen, (Somersetshire) ; and Charles llockey,
Dyrham and Ilinton, and the following bounties were
awarded :

—

To William Anstey, of Gloucester-Road Earm, in the

parish of Frampton Cotterell, the owner of the bes
plough— Five Pounds.

To Isaac Simmonds, manager of the best plough a
Society's Coat and Buttons, and One Pound.

To Robert Marsh, manager of the second best—a So-
ciety's Coat and Buttons.

To Daniel Sharp, manager of the third best—One
Pound.

To Rlr. Thomas Howe and James Froud, forhaving-per-^
formed their work in a masterly manner— Bouiities o
Ten Shillings each.

To Willfam Tanner—a Bounty of Seven Shillin^-s and
Sixpence. And "

To John Young, John Cooper, Robert Pinnell Stephen
Baber, Henry Parker, Thomas Guest, John Hewett
Georg-e Wookey, Thomas" Selvey, and William Hunt—Bounties of Five Shillings each.
During- the reading- of the report, the whole of the

competitors were in attendance, and the several suc-
cessful candidates were successively addressed in a kind
and familiar manner by tiie respected chairman. The
unsuccessful candidates were also encouraged by him to
redouble their efforts on a future oocasionT
The Chairman then gave " Speed the Plou"h."
E. Sampson, Esq., begged permission to give a toast—
" Mr. Hall, and the yeomanry of the Bristol Ao-Hcul-

tural Society."
°

G. W. Hall, Esq., after some prefatory observa-
tions, said, I am anxious, however inefficient to
folloy/ up what has been said by our excellent
Chairman, bearing- upon the objects and utility of
the society. The farmer is, in fact, like the hull of a
vessel, and as that, without the aid of canvas, would be
useless for the purpose for which it is designed, so would
the efforts of the farmer also be unavailing-, unless they
were fostered and assisted by those to whom they ou"-tit
to look up as to their natural protectors, and with whose
interest their own is intimately blended. I respond
most cordially to the sentiment exjjressed by our res-
pected Chairman, that it is a great delusion to expect
high prices. But there are other means from which
assistance is to be had, and they are within the reach
of every one who chooses to employ tiiem. I have
lately visited some of the agricultural districts • I have
been on the estates of Mr. Coke, of jN'orfolk' and to
Scotland, and I find improvements there in' practice
which my neighbours have yet to learn. You need
not, however, go so far as that to see what can be done
by ingenuity and economy, for you may go to the ma-
nufactories of Bristol, and there you may learn how it
is that, by combining these excellent qualities, the pro-
prieiors are enabled, with small profits, to drive a lu-
crative trade, and to amass wealth—and here I must
take leave to say that among this class the society num-
bers some of its earliest and best supporters. You may
go to their establishments, and see the perfectibility of
their machinery, and then come home and apply the
lessons you may there learn to the improvement of your
own implements, for it is only by applying similar skill
in your own occupation that you can expect to thrive.
Any protection we may seem to have from the compe-
tition of foreign countries is purely artificial, and all
that now remains for us to do is, to make the best of the
situation in which we find ourselves. Witli resjiect to
the labouring classes, we are ail interested in their wel-
fare, and I contend that it is as much the interest of the
farmer to promote their comfort as it is his interest to
increase his crops, or improve the breed of his animals -

surely the animal who most assists him in the prosecu-
tion of his labours is most deserving of his considera-
tion

;
and this is one reason why agricultural societies

do good : they tend to make the men more skilful, and,
in that way, they are productive of a great deal of l)enefit!
Let the farmers, then, go a little farther tiian their owii
hedges—let them go to iMr. Marmont's office, and en-
ter tlieir names as subscribers— for, even here, the
sinews of strength must be kept up— let them follow
the follow the advice I give them, and if.in return, they
get but one additional idea, it will be like the seed they
sow, productive of a ten-fold increase. It was said by
Lord Nelson, " England expects every man to do his
duty ;" let, then, every farmer do his duty, and thus

2 A
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will be promoted the well-being- of the noblest country
on the face of the g-lobe. ( Cheers.)

" The health of the Censors, jNIessrs. T. Lawrence,
11. Escott, and C. Hockey."

-Mr. Lawrence returned thanks.

J'he Chaikman proposed the health of Mr. Marmont,
the honorary secretary.

^Ir. ;\1arjiont returned thanks.

T. Kingston', Esq. proposed " The iMembers for the

County of Somerset."
The Chairman—I little expected the compliment

now paid me, as one of the representatives of the county
of Somerset, and I can assui-e you, when I relate to my
iion. colleagues—and one of them, IMr. Sanford, I hope
to meet on Saturday next—they, no less than myself,
will feel greatly obliged for your present kindness. I

am sure I can say, with perfect sincerity, that we have
endeavoured as much as possible to discharge our du-
tits for the benefit of society generally. Though born
into and connected with the commercial interest, I may
say I have been bred an agriculturist ; but, as I said

before, I am favourable to all classes, for I am per-

suaded that, in proportion as the interests of each be-

come more intimately blended, the better it will be for

happiness and prosperity of the country generally. I

will again take the liberty to warn my agricultural

friends itot to indulge in ani/ erpectution of relief from
the government, for it is not in the power of any legis-

lattire, no mutter what party may be in power, to gire
it : and why ? because we are not now consumers of
foreign corn

;
you are now your own growers, and all

you can now look to is to effect such improvements as
may be likely to be profitable and useful. JMuch has
been done in the last session to effect this; two bills

having passed, to which I would now call your atten-
tion, namely, the Tithe bill and a bill for facilitating-

the Inclosure of Common Field Lands ; and I would
beg of you who have any grounds uninclosed to look
to it, as you have the means of doing yourselves great
service without the necessity of going to Parliament
and incurring a heavy expense for its sanction. To the
Tithe bill, during it*; progress, I devoted considerable
attention, and I can now state that, though it may not
be the best that could have been devised, it is neverthe-
less a useful measure, and calculated to be beneficial
to all classes interested, though I believe its advantages
are more on the side of the agriculturist than on that of
the minister, for whatever capital may be expended on
ands in bringing them into cultivation, the rector here-
after will not b3 able to come to the occupier and de-
mand of him tiie tenth of the produce resulting from
such impi-ovement. The legislature has given you to

to the 6th of t^ctober, 1838, to effect an amicable ad-

j ustment with the tithe owner ; but if, by that time, no
arrangement should be entered into, then the commis-
sioners will step in and make the settlement of the
question compulsory, and you will have, in addition,
to pay the expenses of the surveyors. Mr. M. concluded
by recommending his friends, the yeomanry, seriously
to consider the means of improving the preset system
of cultivation, and by assuring them of his determina-
tion to introduce to their notice, through the medium
of the society, every recent improvement.

Several other toasts followed, and, in conclusion, D.
Cave, Esq. once more proposed the health of their worthy
president as " The Chairman on that occasion."
The toast was received with three times three, and

after a few further remarks from ]\Ir.]MiLEs,he vacated
the chair, and the company broke up, highly delighted
with the entertainment of the evening.

THE GREAT SALE OF CROWN
ESTATES.

Newark-upon-Trent, Notts,—Theauction of the
important and valuable freehold in the vicinity of
this town, belonging to his Majesty, proceeds with
unabated interfst, principally occasioned by its beino-

known ihat the purchasers will lisve the power of
creating many new voters by building, subletting,

&c. The property is exonerated from land tax, and
the greater part is tithe free. It comprises the manor
of Newark, valuable demesne lands, containing about
800 acres of rich meadow and arable land, with pro-
ductive garden ground, with eligible sites for build-
ing purposes, the King's Hall, and numerous dwel-
ling-houses and shops in Newark. The whole of
Lincoln-row, three wharfs, a dry dock for building
vessels, &:c. &c. This great estate is divided into

213 lots, and is sold by order ofthe Commissioners of
Woods, Forests, and Land Revenue. The manor
and UOi lots are leiised to the Duke of Newcastle for

a term which will expire at Lady-day next. The
Town Hall is daily crowded. Messrs. Driver are
the officiating auctioneers. This day's sale was con-
sidered the most important, and comprised the fol-

lowing lots :

—

High Pig Ley Closes,
of 4a., with a wind-
mill and stable £5'20

4a., with a barn 360
4A.of arable ground. . 400
4a. 3r. 33i-. of arable 460
3a. 18p of ditto 370
5a. 1r. 32p 600
3a. 1r 300
3a. 1r 300
Ditto with mill& stable '260

the fore sand closes.

4a. 1r. 6p., with barn 440
4 ditto ditto 3-20

8a, of arable 610
Ditto 6-20

7a. of ditto 570
4 ditto 370
4 ditto and building . . 460
4 ditto 430
4 ditto 300
10A.2n,24p 810
HIGH TOWNLER close,

STOKE.

4a. 4p. of meadow. . .

.

500
3a, 6p. ditto 470
Ditto 470
3a. 7p 470

3a. 5p £450
4a.2r.23p 530
4a. 19p 520
3a. Ir.26p. and stable 480
OA. 3r. 25p 800
2a. 3r. 8p 250
16a. 2r.3p 1750
A windmill and garden 160
A windmill, cottage,

sheds, and 2a 500
1a. 1r.22p. meadow.. 300
3a. •20r. arable 370
1a.2r.10p 200
2a. 2r. 2-2p 330
-2a.2r. 25p 370
3a. 1r.6p 380
3a. 1r.8p 360

FARNDOWN TOWNSHIP.
3a. 3r. meadow 230
Ditto 450
•2a. 2r 320
Ditto 480
4a.3r.38p 420
llA.2n.-28p 1060
3a. 2r 400
Ditto 440
Ditto 410
Ditto 450

Saturday.—The result of the last day's sale has

been equal, if not more in amount, taking into ac-

count tlie value of the lots, than any of the preced-

ing. The plots of laud in Low Pig Ley Closes in

Sand Pit ditto; in the township of Balderton, in

Farndon township, and at the North and South Clif-

ton, produced high prices. The valuable manor of

Newark, with its rights, royalties, and privileges,

was withdrawn, but it was understood that the Duke
of Newcastle, who holds it on lease from the Crown,
will retain possession. Produce of the day's sale,

22,945L, as announced by INIessrs. Driver,

Summary of the whole :

—

First day's sale £18,005
Second ditto 25,800
Third ditto 23,500
Fourth (and last) 22,945

Total £90,250

A New Article of Export.—Driving coals
to Newcastle, and salt to Dysart, used to be thought
absurd ; but what would have been said of the driving
of hay to America. This, in consequence of the failure

of the crop there, is actually the case. There are at
present, in the two export sheds here, 2500 stones of that
commodity, ready to be shipped on board the Amity of
Aberdeen, which is just about to be laid on for Mira-
michi. It is expected that she will take 10,000 stones.

A larger vessel than the Amity is also to be dispatched
from the Clyde to America with this novel article of
export.

—

Dundee Advertiser.
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GRANTHAM AGRICULTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

At the annual meeting of the Grantham agricultural

association, held on Friday the 14th Oct., the premiums

were awarded as follows :

For the best ploug-hman, with a swing- plough and
two horses abreast, 3/.—Wm. Worlidge, servant to Mr.
Pindar, Barrowby.

For the second best ditto, 2/.—John Hallam, servant

to W. Shield, Esq., Frieston.

For the third best ditto, \l.—Mat. Baxter, servant to

Mr. Glen, Sproxton.
For the best ploug-hman under 18 yearsofag-e, 3/.

—

Sam Staple, servant to Mr. Savidge, Leadenham.
For the second best ditto, 21.—Wm. Bullock, ser

to Mr. G. Sill, Honnington.
For the labourer in husbandry with a swing plough

and two horses abreast.—H. Hayto, servant to Mr.
VVyles, Ponton.

For the second best labourer in husbandry with a
Swing plough and two horses abreast., 2/. —J. Boyall,

servant to the Rev. J. Plasket, Harlaxton.

For the Farmer's son not in business, with a swing
plough and two horses abreast, a silver cup value 3/.

—

Matthew, son of Mr. Savidge, Leadenham.
For the labourer in husbandry who shall bring up

(within 15 miles of Grantham J the largest family with-

out i)arochial relief ; those who have received the pre-

mium at Lincoln to be deemed disqualified, 3/.—.Tos.

Singleton, servant to Mrs. Lieusley, Stragglethorpe.

For the second best ditto, 21.—C.Bembridge, servant

to Mr. G. Sills.

For the servant in husbandry (bona fide) who shall

have lived not less than five years in his last place

(within 15 miles of Grantham,) character being particu-

larly attended to, 3/.—J. Theckett, servant to W. Dol-
by. Esq., Marston.
For the second best ditto, 2/. — Wm. Burgin, servant

to Mr. G. Sills.

For the third best ditto, 1/.— J. Everitt, servant to

Mr. Annis, Sproxton.
For the female who has lived a widow for the longest

period (resident within 15 miles of Grantham) and
who has not received parochial relief; number of

family and character to be particularly considered, 21—
Mary Goding, Grantham.

For the '.second best ditto, H 10s.—Mary Tyres, In-

goldsby.
For the third best ditto, 1/.—Ann Morris, Branston.
For the shepherd who reared in 1836 (within 15 miles

of Grantham) the g-reatest proportioiiate number of

lambs from any number of ewes not less than 100, 3/.

—

John Wade, servant to Mr. Dickinson, of Ponton
;

reared 254 lambs from 235 ewes put to the ram.
For the second best ditto, 21.—Robert Frances, ser-

vant to Rlr. F. Musson : reared 322 lambs from 310
ewes put to the ram.

Class 1. For the best two-year-old cart gelding or

filly, bred by the exhibitor, and bona fide his properly
at the time of showing, 21.—Mr. F. Vincent, Barrowby.

2. For the best bull, which shall, from the 1st of

January, 1836, have served cows up to the time of show-
ing, at not exceeding half a guinea per cow, 5/.—Mr.
Baker, Cottesmore.

3. For the second best ditto, 2/.— Mr. Casswell, Os-
bournby.

4. For the best milch cow or heifer, having produced
a calf within ten months, and in milk at the time of

showing, 3/.—Mr. J. Green, Grantham.
5. For the second best ditto, 2/.—Mr. Baker, Cottes-

more.
6. For the best heifer, not exceeding two years and

six months at the time of showing, 2/.—Mr. Baker, Cot-
tesmore.

7. For the second best ditto, 1/.—SirT. Whichcote,
Asvvarby.

8. For the best pen of six ewes, that have suckled to

the 1st of August, 31.—Mr. Sills, Casthorpe.
9. For the second best ditto, 2/—Mr. Pindar, Bar-

rowby.

10. For the best pen of 6 gimmers, 3/—Mr. F. Vin-
cent, Barrowby.

12. For the best pen of six shearlings, 3/.—Mr. G.
Sills, Honnington.

13. For the second best ditto, 21. Mr, T. Roberts,
Ponton.

14. For the best boar of any age, 21.—Sir T. Which-
cote, Aswarby.

15. For the second best ditto, 1/.—Mr. W. Large,
Grantham.

16. For the best breeding sow of any age, 2^—Mr
J. Millhouse, Barrowby.

17. For the 2d best dttto, 1/.—Mr. C. Baker, Grant-
ham.
Amongst the e xtra stock which was considered worthy

of commendation, were a heifer, the property of Mr.
Ilickson, and two sheep belonging to Mr. Pindar of
Barrowby. Mr. B-aker liberally returned two sove-
reigns, the amount of the prize awarded to him for the
second best cow.
The stock exhibited at the above meeting was con-

sidered to be superior, and more numerous than that on
any former occasion. The pens of ewes were all excel-
lent, and the competition in that class consequently
much more spirited than usual. The dinner, as usual,
took place at the Guildhall, at which Sir W. E. Welby,
Bart, presided, in the absence of his son, G. E. Welby,
Esq., MP., who was so much indisposed as to be
unable to attend.—The successful candidates in tlie

classes of ploughmen, servants, and widows, were seve-

rally introducedin the course of the afternoon, and had
the prizes delivered to them by the worthy chairman,
who accompanied the presentation of each with appro-
priate and encouraging remarks.

THE GRAVESEND AND ROCHESTER
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION,

FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF SERVANTS AND

LABOURERS, ESTABLISHED 1834.

The annual ploughing match was held on Thursday,
20th October, and the weather being extremely favour-

able, it attracted a considerable number of spectators,

including the greater portion of the farmers and land pro-

prietors in the district. The ploughing took place in a
large clover ley on the farm in the occupation of

Messrs. Henry and William Solomon, called Cheney's
fann, at Thong, near Gravesend. Thirty ploughs,

twenty-eight of which were four-horse plougns, started

for the prizes. The whole of the work was done in the

first style, and the judges had some difficulty in award-
ing the prizes, which were ultimately delivered as

under :—
No. 1. The best ploughman, with a turnriste, or other

plough, with four horses, 3/ ; won by James Ward,
servant to Mr. William Russel, of Swanscomb. The
driver, r2s.

No. 2. Second best ploughman, 2^ 10s ; won by Thomas
Roll, servant to Mr. John Selby, of Wouldham.
The driver, 10s.

No. 3. Third best ploughman, 21 ; won by Richard
Blake, servant to Mr. Figgus, of Northfleet. The
driver, 8s.

No. 4. Fourth best ploughman, 1/ lOs ; won by James
Semark, servant to Messrs. Knight, of Clift'e. The
driver, 6s.

No. 5. Fifth best ploughman, 1/ 5s; won by William

llutchins, servant to Mr. George Comport, of Cool-

ing. The driver, 4s.

No. 6. The best ploughman, with a turnriste or other

plough, with three horses, 2/. There was no com-

petitor for this prize, one plough only starting ; but

lOs were awarded to the ploughman, George Burt,

for the excellence of the work.

No. 7. The shepherd who has reared the greatest num-
ber of lambs from a flock of ewes, from 100 to 300,

from Michaelmas, 1835, to the 20th of July, 1836,

2 a2
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3/ ; won by John Tomlin, servant to Mr. Carlow, of

Wouldham.
No. 8. Ditto, who has the second number, II 10s ; won
by John Bolting-, servant to Messrs. H. and W. Solo-

mon, of Thong-.

No. 9. The shepherd who has reared the grreatest num-
ber of Iambs from a flock of ewes, exceeding' 300, from
Michaelmas, 1835, to the 20th of July, 1836, 3/ ; won
by Georg-e Maddocks, servant to Messrs. Knight, of
Cliffe.

No. 10. Ditto, who has the second number, 1/ 10s ; won
by , servant to Mr. Barg-rove, of Northfleet.

No. 11, The shepherd who has had the care and
management of a wether flock, not less than 150, and
the least loss to every hundred sheep within tie year
from Michaelmas, 1835, to Michaelmas, 1836, 2/;
won by William Smith, servant to Mr. W. Russell,
of Swanscomb.

No. 12. Ditto, Second, 1/; won by William Olliffe.

No. 13. The labourer who has worked for the same
family or on the same farm, the greatest number of
years, 3/ ; won by Alexander Young, servant to Mr.
\Vells, of Southfleet, for 54 years.

No. 14. The second, 11 10s; won by William Lane,
servant to Captain Edmeades, of Rustead, for 51
years.

No. 15. The labourer who has brought up the largest
family, and received no parochial relief, 3/ ; won by
Thomas Lane, servant to Mr. Bargrove, of North-
fleet.

No. 16. The second, II 10s; won by Moses Semark,
servant to Messrs. Knight, of Cliff"e.

Several minor prizes were voted to other ploughmen
for good work, and not within the precise regulations.
The company reassembled in the evening at Graves-

end, when about 80 gentlemen sat down to an excellent
dinner, provided at the New Inn, at which W, M.
Smith, Esq., of Garner, presided. The Chairman, in a
neat address, congratulated the company on the
flourishing state of the Association, and the beneficial
results it had produced. Several other appropriate
speeches were made in the course of the evening, and
the excellent singing of Mr. George Hodges, and also
of several professional vocalists, detained the company
to a late hour.
Judges.—Mr. James Edmeades, Hever Court ; ]\Ir.

M. Comport, Decoy; Mr, George Knight, Perry Hill;
INIr, A, Spong, Frindsbury ; Mr. John Murton, Cooling
Castle

; Mr. William Wells, Cobham ; Mr. William
Bargrove, Dundale.

BRESLAW AUTUMN WOOL FAIR.

The following communications which have been re-

ceived by mercantile houses in Leeds, relative to the
above fair, held during the present month, will, we
trust, be of service to the manufacturing interest in

this district. No reduction in prices appears to have
taken place since the last great wool fairs there :

—

" Breslaw, Oct. 6, 1836.
" Immediately after the spring fair a flatness, but

of a very short duration, manifested itself in our wool
market ; but such being generally the case after the
the first immediate want of an article having been
supplied it caused neither fear nor surprise, for at
the end of July this dulness gave way to a better de-
mand, owing to some of our English friends coming
again and buying very freely of the middle sorts of
wool, prices being the same as in the clip. The
principal purchases were made in Polish fleeces and
Silesian lambs,
" Our English friends were now joined by others,

as well by the manufacturers from the Netherlands,'
as the inland staplers, and by the middle of August
our trade was very brisk and prices firm. The prices

of the great sales in London, coming about this time
somewhat lower, produced no change in our mar-
kets,-—for, stimultaneously with the account from
London, we received information of the great wool
fair at Pesth, where above 60,000 cwis. of wool was
sold at higher prices. Adding to this the fact of
New South Wales wool, even at the reduced prices,

being considerably dearer than German wool, the

transactions in the latter became more extensive, and
prices had an upward tendency. The accounts from
England up to this time were also very fair, and ifthey

perhaps were not quite as favourable as the year be-

fore, they at all events offered a favourable prospect
for the autumn trade, as it was well known that the

English manufacturers had as yet bought very spar-

ingly.
" Such was the position of the wool trade up to

the middlis of last month, when the political as well
as the commercial horizon became at once overcast
and gloomy. The unsatisfactory state of political

events in Spain and Portugal, added to the continued
export of gold from England, which induced the

Bank of England to raise the discount on all com-
mercial bills, which was followed by all the banking
interest, as well in England as on the continent,

created a scarcity of money which, I am free to con-
fess led me and other experienced merchants to fear

the result of the coming wool fair. And yet, con-
trary to all expectation, a great number of buyers
came from all parts of the continent. The greatest

competition was between the inland manufacturers
who, returning from the Leipzic fair, where they had
disposed of the stock of their woollen cloths at fair

and remunerating prices, now endeavoured to sup-
ply themselves with a stock of middle sorts of wool.
But their being too small a supply for the demand,
the whole, consisting only of 8,000 cwt., was bought
very rapidly at an advance of Id. to l^d. per lb.

Fine Silesian summer wool was also in great demand,
and commanded high prices. From 18,000 cwt.,

which was the whole quantum brought to market,

14,000 cwt. were sold, and what is left is mere rub-
bish.

" If our manufacturers should continue to increase

as they have done for some years past, we shall be

independent of the English market, particularly in

the middle qualities of wool.
" In the finer qualities not much is done by our

manufacturers yet, but we observe that they begin

buying odd flocks.

" The stock of wool in Breslaw is about 7,000

cwt.; in Berlin, 18,000 cwt.; and in Hamburgh,
20,000 cwt. The wool on hand in Breslaw may be
left out entirely, as it is not suitable for your market.
In Berlin the greater part consists of Polish wool
from 2s, 3d. and 2s. 6d., and could have been sold,

had the holders been disposed to take last year's

prices ; but they ask 2d. and .3d. per lb. more, and
as it is chiefly in the hands of those who can hold it,

they are sure to obtain their price in November or

in the coming spring. Of the stock in Hamburgh
we cannot judge so accurately, as it consists of

Danish lambs and Hanoverian wool, and other kinds
;

but if we take the stock of wool fit for cloth there

to be from 12 to 14,000 cwt., we should be very near

the truth."

Breslaw, 8th October, 1836.

" I found prices higher than I expected. The
inland manufacturers, who had a very good market

for their cloth at the last Leipsic fair, bought freely,

and certainly paid high prices, particularly for the

middle qualities.
" At the beginning of the fair there was a back-

wardness on the part of the buyers. I am glad that
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I bought then, or I could not have bought at all ; at

the end of the fair I could hare re-sold with a profit.

" I don't think the prices higher than at the last

fair here, but the wools then were of a better charac-

ter. The English buyers were exceedingly cautious,

and bought very little; but foi- the inland manufac-

turers buying so freely, prices certainly would have

drooped a little. The quantity for sale was about

16,000 cwt., of which about two-thirds were sold :

the remainder was principally Polish wool, at high

prices, the holders of which were not concerned to

sell. From what has transpired here, you need not

fear much decline in the value of German wool."
" Brrslaw, Oct. 6, 1836.—The quantity of wool

oflered for sale at this fair amounts to 17,500 cwt. or

about 5,000 bags. The prices at which the sales

were effected were considered quite equal to those

realized at the Spring fair; some sorts fetched a

little more. Fine Silesian Summer Wools were
readily bought for inland consumption. Locks and

fine Silesian Lambs were eageily sought, and of the

latter all were sold. About 6,000 cwt. only remains

unsold, and, as very little more is to be expected,

good prices are expected to be realized."

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S
MAGAZINE.

Spilsby, East Fen, Oct. 12.

Sir,— I write to inform you what kind of a season we
have had in Lincolnshire, and I think I may say there

has not been one so unkind for many years. The spring

was very wet,which'caused the.seed time to be very late,

particularly upon low lands and clay soils, which has

proved a very great injury to the crops in such cases,

especially in the Fens, where the soil is light. The wea-
ther took up about three weeks before May-day, and
continued very dry with a cold north and north-east

wind, with sharp frosty nights through the month of

May and part of June, which upon light soils cut off

all the late sown crops in the Fens, and ruined hundreds
and thousands of acres, both of wheat and oats, and I

should say from the \knowledge I have of the state of

crops, that wheat is by far the lightest cro p this year,

than it has been for these last twenty years : a great

deal will not average more than two quarters per acre,

and thousands of acres not so much as that. Oats are

not more than half an average crop. The barley crop

is not so light as either the wheat or the oats , and is to-

lerably good in quality, but a great deal must be spoiled

in the fields, that is for making malt ; the weather is

wet and cold—a great deal yet in the field, and last

week many hundred acres yet standing-, looked quite

green, both upon the wolds and in many other parts of

Lincolnshire.

The turnip crop is a complete failure, both upon the

Wolds and in the Fens ; they came up very well, and
plenty of plants in most places, but the weather con-

tinuing extremely dry, the fly soon appeared, and
made very destructive ravages amongst the young
plants ; there is also another kind of vermin, grub or

insect, called the Rag-Jack, which has proved very de-

structive to the turnip crop this year,— indeed the tur-

nip and cole were never known to be worse tiian they

now are. The cabbage is also in many instances very

bad, the leaves being covered vvitli a kind of filth, and
wherever it iiappens, they quite destroy the plant. I

believe the filth to be bred by the Lady-cow, as I have

found many nearly all eaten away witii these vermin,

and upon examination, I have found as many as fifty

of these Lady-cows upon the leaves and stalk of one

plant. I pulled up some plants which seemed to be

dying, to examine the cause, and found as many as from
one to two hundred short white grubs at the root of each

of those plants. These noxious insects are quite ruin-

ous to the cabbage plant wherever they happen to come,

and should the winter be severe, sheep-keep will be
found to be very scarce, and dear. I think if the mangel
wurzel had been planted upon a larger scale, it would
have been of great importance to the farmers this year
as what I have seen of that vegetable is a tolerable gwoa
crop, but the article is not so much in vogue as it

was some years since, and moreover as the hay crop
have not been so light for many years, the farmers in

g'eneral seem to be ill-prepared to meet a hard winter.

The wheat seed time has commenced, but the weather
is unfavourable at present for that business.— I am Sir,

yours, &c. A LINCOLNSHIRE FARMER.

GLENKENS' AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The Glenkens' Agricultural Society held their Annual
Show at New-Galloway, on Thursday the 6th October
cun'ent, and, notwithstanding the unpropitious state of

the weather, a very consideralde number of gentlemen
from different and distant districts of the county were
present. The Judges—JMessrs. Reid of Kirkennan,
Stewart of Barharrow, M'Queen of Auchenhay, for the

differen* classes of cattle ; and Messrs. M' Turk of Hast-

ings Hall, and Moffat of Craiglearing, for the sheep
stock—then commenced their labours, and after a careful

and critical examination, awarded the premiums as

under:

—

I^or the best bull of the Galloway breed, Mr. Cannon,
IMilton Park.

Second best ditto, Mr. Grierson, Craigmuie.
F'or the best cows and calves, ]\Ir. Grierson, Craigmuie.
Second bestcUtto, Mr. Shaw, Parkrobin.

For the best quey, Mr. Cannon, Shield.

Second best ditto, Mr. M,Quhir, Barnshalloch.

For the best stirks, Mr. Shaw, Parkrobin.
Second best ditto, Mr. Hyslop, Glenlee.

i^r the best tup hogs, Mr, Jamieson, Holm.
Second best ditto, Mr. Wallace, Knockgrey.
For the best gimmers, Messrs. Shaw, Waterhead.
Second best ditto, ]Mr. M'Turk, Barley.

For the best Ayrshire cow. Rev. James Maitland of

Kells.

Second best ditto, Mr. M'Turk, Waterside.

After the exhibition, about sixty gentlemen sat down
to a most excellent and substantial dinner, provided by
Mrs. Wilson of the Kenmure Arms. The Rev. James
Maitland of Kells, in the chair ; and Captain Walker, of

Bells- Bank, croupier. It would far exceed our present

limits to report the many excellent speeches delivered in

proposing the numerous toasts which were drunk, and
the eloquent replies made by gentlemen present ; but all

who know the amiable, excellent, and learned qualifi-

cations of the gentleman who presided, added to the

general intelligence of the yeomen of the district, may
easily conceive, what really was the case, that the meet-

ing was harmonious and happy in the extreme.

Agricultural Societies. — It is certainly

gratifying to observe the interest which appears to be

excited in this part of the county in favour of the re-

cently established agricultural society, and our readers

will, we are sure, peruse with pleasure the report of

their late meeting at Beddingham. The extension of

such societies as this, forcing, as they do, upon the

observation of all classes connected with agriculture,

from the titled landlord to the hard-fisted ploughman
the truth that their interests are all bound together iii

the same bond—inciting the farmer to avail himself of

improvements in thepractice of his profession, and en-

couraging the labourer to new exertions of industry

and independence, would effect more actual good for

the agricultural interest, than a hundred committees

in Parliament, and all the currency theorists put to-

gether.

—

Sussex Adverliser.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

BERKS.

Ever since our last report the weather has been

very unsettled, and there has been scarcely three

dry days together these six weelis. In this county

the harvest is not yet linished, for at the time while

writing there are some small patches of both barley

and oats to carry in almost every part of the county.

The weather has been so cold, that very little corn

has been injured by sprouting; but full half of the

barley is uncommonly stained, and there is but a

ver}' small portion indeed that is quite bright ; much
of the barley has been carried together in a damji

state, the weatlier having been so unsettled that it

was impossible to get it completely dry. The bar-

ley cro]) is, in our opinion, a deficient one, and good

bright barley must be very scarce ; but there wag a

greater breadth of barley sown last year than usual,

and this perhaps may nearly or quite make up the

deficiency in the produce. The crop of oats is also

a short one, but the extent of ground sown was
greater tlian common, many of the farmers last sea-

son having sown oats instead of wheat, because of

the shortness of manure, and because of the low
price at which wheat was selling : most of the oats

are much stained and carried in bad condition, and
are unfit at present to feed horses, and old oats are

in consequence selling for more money. The beans

are podded well, and are of good size and yield well,

and although short in the straw, yet we think them
an average crop ; but the weather has been so un-

settled that they have been obliged to be carried in

a soft state, and will be entirely unfit to give the

horses until the spring. Old beans are advanced in

price, and are now worth 46s per qr. A consider-

able breadth of wheat has been sown during the last

week, and most of the ground worked well, and is

got down tolerably firm, after being well rolled and
trodden with the sheep : tiie sowing of wheat is

probably now about half finished, but it will be some
weeks before it is all done, as a considerable delay

must take place in waiting for the making of ma-
nure, and some little hindrance occur while finish-

ing the harvest. The advance in the price of wheat
will induce most of the farmers to sow this j-ear

their usual number of acres, and many have com-
menced dressing their seed wheat who never done
so before, they having now become most thoroughly

sick of the smut. If the present wet weather con-

tinues, the wheat sowing will go uncommonly
heavy, and the same will be retarded until a late sea-

son. Drilliug of wheat (except on light soils) is

getting out of fashion, it having been proved to

yield less per acre than that which was sown. Im-
mediately after ourlast report was written, the black
maggot made its appearance among the turnips, iind

utterly destroyed, or most seriouslv injured, a gveiit

proportion of the young gi'owing turnips ; and a

large brown grub also at the same time helped to

increase the injur)', and we are sorry to say that the

croj) of turnips altogether is a deficient one, and we
lament this circumstance the more, because there is

so short a stock of hay and straw in the count)', and
because the straw and fodder is so washed and
stained by the wet as to afford little or no nourish-

ment to the cattle that eat it. The long white bell

turnip seems to be the sort that has best escaped the

ravages of the fly and the maggot, and we think it

probable that the taste of this sort of turnip is not so

palatable to these insects as other sorts, for we ob-

serve some few pieces of good bell turnips, while all

the other sorts around have been nearly destroyed.
'1 here are some Swedes and a few pieces of rape in

these parts, but if there should come a long and se-

vere winter, we do not know what will become of
the stock. We have now had three successive years
of failure in the turnip crop. Many farmers who
are short of keep are already disposing of part of
their stock, and the late fairs have been very much
overdone, and sheep, particularly wether sheep, are

reduced in price ; it is probable that mutton will be
again scarce in the spring, as there seems but little

opportunity to fat sheep, except with corn. Horses,
cows, and pigs are somewhat lower in price, and
this depression is no doubt principally caused by
tha scarcity of keep. Vetches yield uncommonly
well out of the straw, and in some places the pro-

duce is greater than we expected ; a vast breadth has
been sown and they continue to be worth from 4s to 5s
per bushel. A pretty fair jortion of trifolium has
been sown, many personsbeing desirous to give it one
more trial ; but we have not much opinion of its

merits, as it will not grow where broad clover has

recently grown, and it affords but little spring feed

when it is most wanted, namely, after a hard winter.

The winter oat does not answer the expectation of

the farmer, for it produces little feed in the autumn,
and is not near so good as vetches in the spring

;

but it may be useful to sow amongst vetches instead

of rye, for we think it more palatable food, and does

not so soon get hard in the stalk. Winter beans

continue to be planted in a few places, and they are

more certain of pods than the common sort, but the

time in the autumn is so occupied in getting in the

wheat crop, that the farmer cannot conveniently at-

tend to winter beans, and it is also very difficult as

well as expensive to keep the rooks from pulling

them up in the winter. There is less cloverseed

saved in this part of the country than we ever knew,
and the weather has been very unpropitious for se-

curing the same, it is expected to be tolerably pro-

ductive ; but if there is not an extraordinary quan-
tity of foreign imported, seed must be very dear.

j
There was a vast quantity of barley and oats left be- 1
hind in the fields this season, it being impossible to 1

rake it up clean, and the weather being wet the pigs

have done iincommonly well in the stubble, but there

being no acorns or beech mast in the woods, the

pigs must be brought earlier into the market than

usual, and we think that the stock of pigs in the

country is far less than it was last year at tin's time.

Walnuts and nuts are very plentiful, but apples and
,

pears are rather a failing crop. Potatoes yield very
well, and will most likely be cheap , this may be

detrimental to the wheat grower, but still we cannot

but rejoice, for it will enable the poor man who has

a large family to wriggle through the winter, even if

his earnings should not be very great. The price of

labour is from 8s to 10s per week, and 8s per acre

has been the price generally given for reaping of

wheat, and 2s 6d per acre for mowing and cocking

barley. This has been a sad year for bees, and not

one-half of the stocks have gathered a sufficient

quantity of honey to last the winter ; but, notwith-

standing this deficiency, there is so much imported

from other countries that the cottager cannot obtain
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more than 6d per lb for honey, and Is 4d per lb for

wax. The yield of wheat out of the straw is full as

good, and in some instanees rather better than we
anticipated, but the crop per acre will be under an
average, except on some of the very best cultivated

land in the vale of \Vliite horse. A considerable
quantity of wheat has been already brought into the

market, but nearly the whole of it lias been cleared

off, for every clean parcel has been regularly pur-
cliased for seed, and every dry jiarcel has been pur-

chased by the millers, and nothing hangs on hand
but the soft and smutty. The barns of many farmers

are beginning to get empty, and it will not do for

the prudent man to commence too soon upon the

ricks as they are so small in size and few in number.
A short straw year is generally a ruinous year to the

poor and needy farmer, for he being continually

pressed for money, proceeds rapidly on with his

thrashing, without a thought how soon his stock will

be exhausted, and generally he finds his produce
and money both gone so long before another harvest,

and he becomes so involved, as to give up in despair

or is so crippled as never to be able to recover him-
self again ; we generally have observed more failures

amongst the farmers in such years than in any other.

The New Tithe Bill seems to attract but little atten-

tion amomgst the occupiers of the soil, and we as

yet scarcely hear of an instance of its being about
to be acted upon in this county ; both parties seem
to he afraid they shall be taken in, but if the com-
missioners are men of business and integrity, we do
not much fear the result, nor can we find any great

fault in the principle of the measure. It seems that

the share of the tit!:e owner's poor rates (and which
has been generally paid by the farmer) is to be
added to the amount paid for tithes, and tlie whole
converted into bushels of corn, and which for ever is

to be the quantity fixed on the farm. Now in many
parishes this will be a great injustice to the proprie-

tor of the land, as it is well known that i; was the

practice of many tenants to thrash their corn with
machines, and in the winter turn nearly all their men
on the roads, and let a great many go round by the

yard lands and make the overseer puy the whole,
and in every way lessen their own labour and swell

the poor rates ; they also kept the weekly price of la-

hour, each man, as low as possible, and paid all

above two or three children out of the poor book,
and by these and various other schemes have so e«-

hanced the parish rates, that it will, we conceive, be
extremely unfair, because the tenant has paid a large

proportion of his labour and expences out of, or by
way of, 'rate, that the landlord's property shall be
saddledyi))' ever with an extra number of busliels of

corn. It will well become all landlords to look well

to this, or they will have much the worst of the bar-

gain,— Oc(. 3.

DERBYSHIRE.
Since my last report we have had a great variety

of weather, but in general very little favourable to

vegetation, the uncongeniality of the past months is

remarkably evident in the alarming devastation made
u[)on the turnip crop ; the actual damage sustained

in the midland counties by the loss of this crop is

immense. There exists a diversity of opinion as to

the cause of this crop being damaged. The smother-

fly has attacked almost every field and every plant

;

farmers in general attribute the loss of this crop to

the ravages of tlie fly, without considering the real

cause of the decomposition of the plants. If we
take a cursory survey of the different turnip fields

within our observation, it will become evident to

the most careless observer, what is the real cause of

the loss of this crop. Wherever ihe plants were

thin set and on a more dry and elevated situation,
we invariably find the fly to have commenced its

earl)' ravages;—and from wliat cause? because that
part of the field has oftered to them a more sump-
tuous repast. The rays of the sun during the last

three months, with their concommiting evils, have had
a more free and easy access to those parts of the fields

that were not shielded with the plants, there we find
that evaporation has gone on more rapidly, and of
course left the growtli without moisture sufficient to
succour the plant ; a state of decomposition has of
course succeeded, the plant has began to recede, a
stench the most horrid has succeeded, as that of
course might be expected. All this has taken place
before the fly, as one of the greatest blessings sent
by Providence, has attacked the plants. Here then
we find it evident that the flies are not the cause of
the liavock made in the turnip crop, but that they
are carrying oft' the effects of the uncongeniality of
the last two months. Where the plants are thicker
set, so as to form a complete cover to the ground,
and exclude the vivifying rays of tlie sun, evapora-
tion has gone on to a very small extent, so that the
plant has had a sufficient degree of moisture to keep
it in a healthy state, there we find that the fly lias

done compartively little damage. The gelatinous
parts of the plant have not been sufficiently decom-
posed to allow the fly to feed upon them. This,
then, is a secondary corroboration of what I before
stated, that the fly is not the cause of tlie decease in

plants, but tliat they are carrying oft' the eff'ecfs of
some other cause, for we invariably find that they
never attack any healthy plants. Animal and vegetable
matter may be considered as nearly allied in regard
of putrefaction. When you see a dead carcase

lying uyion the ground in a high state of putre^'action,

you invariably find it attacked by the large flesh fly
;

would it not then be preposterous to say that that fly

was the cause of the death of the animal because it

was then attacking the putrefying carcase 1 Most cer-

tainly it would. It must appear evident to every
superficial observer, that the fly is carrying off' the

effects of some other cause. Just so is it in regard
of vegetable matter, the fly never will attack a plant

tih it is arrived at a certain state of decomposition,

so as to separate tlie gelatinous from the fibrous

matter to a certain degree. Here, then, we see the

kind hand of Providence, in sending the fly to carry

oft" the astonisliing great mass of putrefied matter,

whicli, if allowed to remain unmolested upon the

surface of the eaitli, would undoubtcdlv create some
severe pestilential disease throughout tlie country

;

but, instead of remaining, the fly by feeding upon it,

converts the greater part of it into living matter. A
pretty general idea of the decomposition of plants

may be formed from what I about to mention. Last

I'hursday week, the neighbourhood of INJansfield,

Nottinghamsliire, and about seven miles around it,

was covered with a dense mass of flies resembling

(he common gnat in size, so that it was impossible

for any person to proceed along wi'.hout having their

eyes filled with them. This very probably did

originate from the decomposition of jjlants, wliich

gave support to the flie.s, Mansfield standing in the

very heart of the turnip country. Some heavy r.iiii,

liowever, coming on silenced these troubleseme fel-

lows, and the frosty nights that have succeeded since,

will undoubtedly clieck their increase. I should

have wished to have dilated more fully upon the loss

of this crop, but the limits of a letter forbids it. The
same may be said of spring tares that were sown late

for Autumnal reai)ing, the fly has attacked them in a

similar manner ; though, as I said before, I do not

think the fly the cause of the destruction of plants,
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but carrying off the effects ; I have had one lield

completely destroyed in a similar manner. Cabbage,

mangel wurzel, and almost all other kindsof vegetable

substance have suffered more or less from similar

causes. Keep of all kinds is extremely scarce and
very high : clover eddishes, to be mown and taken

off the ground have been sold at 4/ per acre, remote
frofai towns. Hay is selling from 61 to 8i par ton, and is

extremely scarce ; the harvest is not completely
finished in the Western parts of the county, some
oats and a little wheat remaining abroad. There
aeems to be what I might almost term a sensible

mania, seizing the farmers this vear in regard to the

Winter tares, they are sowing an amazing quantity
almost everywhere ; by suffering so severely the last

summer it has taught them an important lesson

against another. The farmers are extremely busy
now in preparing- their fallow ground for wheat,
some little has been sown but not become general

;

many of them are sowing rye for Spring eating for

the sheep. VVe have not had sufficient rain to satu-

rate the ground to that degree so as to make it plough
kind upon leys and stubhles. Wheat continues to

come into the market very coarse and smutted, and
very inferior in every degree to last year's growth.
It is said by farmers, generally, not to yield so well

neither in corn nor straw, to what it has done for the

last three years ; and I confidentlv affirm in opposi-
tion to other reports which you took from the Mori^ing

Herald, ike, that the crop is altogether inferior to

what it has been for the last three or four years.

Smut now forms the substance of the farmers' chit-

chat at the market tables, most of them are feeling

the effects of it, and wish to avoid it for the future
if possible, some produce one thing and some another,

but as to the real preventive, that remains still in

obscurity. One humourous receipt I heard to-day,
I will mention; it is this :— to take quick lime and
riddle it amongst the corn in the barn during the
time it is in the chaff. It is amongst the number of
the mysteries that still surround the agriculturist.

Oats are rather scarce, and I think they are likely to

remain so ; the farmer, from the scarcity of hay, will

undoubtedly cut a great portion of them up, straw
and corn together, for his cattle, being much cheaper
than hay at its present prices. Barley continues to

come into market extremely coarse and diffident in

weight and quality. Our corn markets are now he-
coming more steady than they have been for some
time. Wheat, from 18s to 20s per load; oats, at

about 14d per stone ; barley, from 36s to 42s per
qr ; Winter tares about 7s per bushel : there is a
fair quantity of fine old wheat in tlie markets, whicli

is much in request, the new being very much out of
condition. Our fat stock markets are rather depressed,
arising from a scarcity of food, the farmers being
obliged to bring their stock to market to make room
for tliose at home, but we shall undoubtedly find a

reaction after a time, the stock that is now coming to

market ought to remain at home at least two months
longer, but the scarcity of keep compels tlie farmer
to bring it to market prematurely, so that the stock
he now brings to market and which ought to remain
at home, will be wanted after a time. Lean stock is

unsaleable, but few feeling inclined to buy.
October 7th. S. P. G.

NORTH DEVON.
Since our last, the weather has in general been

very boisterous, and attended with so much rain as

to prevent the saving of corn, until the 4th inst. ; on
the morning of that day, and the two succeeding
ones, we had a sharp white frost, and to the after-

noon of the 8th the weather, with the exception of a

few light showers, was dry and pleasant, and the

farmers were enabled to carry a considerable quan-
tity of grain, which had been exposed for the pre-

vious two or three weeks. There were some (as is too

fiequently the cnse in such unfavourable seasons)
who put their corn together on the first dry day, it

may naturally be concluded that a great portion of

this will be si)oiled. The air has in general been cold,

to this we may attribute the few complaints we jjave

of grain sprouting, but where the best attendance
has been bestowed, it is stained, and in some wet
and exposed situations, the corn has been entirely

spoiled. Those farmers who have estates on, or near

coarse Moorlands, have still some thousands of acres

of barley and oats in the fields, and much of the lat-

ter nearly as green as in the month of ISIay ; this can-

not ripen, and doubts are entertained whether any
yiart will be saved in a fit condition for market. We
have had an opportunity since our last of inspecting

a variety of produce, and find we can add little to

what we have already said respecting wheat ; smut
is very prevalent, in other respects the quality is

equal to the produce of last year, the yielding will

be good, though from the deficiency in straw, it will

be considerably below an average produce. New
wheat is still very soft and unfit for use, at present

this is of little importance, as the farmers have still

much old wheat on hand ; their expectations are

raised with respect to the future value of this article,

they are now getting for clean new samples fit for

seed from 7s to 8s per bushel, and calculate on an

incieased price : how far their ideas will be realized

must remain to be proved till the seeding time is

over, we are not quite so sanguine in our opinions.

In a few districts of the best barley land, where the

farmers were enabled to sow the seed early, the har-

vest has been finished several weeks, the colour and

quality of the grain saved in those places will be

equal to the best runs of last year, with an average

produce ; on more inferior lands it is full bodied,

coarse, and high coloured, straw thin, and the yield-

ing under an average ; much of the barley sown
late, is supposed will not yield more than from 10

to 1'2 bushels per acre, the whole crop, if all now in

the fields can be secured, will beat least j below an

average. Oats are in general of a rusty colour, such

as were sown earl)', will weigh nearly equal to the

produce of last year ; the sowings that succeeded

will be found from three to four pounds per bushel

less, and a large portion of the latter sown, is reckon-

ed will not yield more than from 8 to 14 bushels per

acre, we have even heard of a few fields, offered for

sale at five bushels per acre ; it is calculated that

tliis grain will be found deficient of about one half

of the produce of last year. The principal part of the

sjiring corn, is like the wheat, out of condition, and
unfit for market. The black caterpillars have in

great part destroyed the turnip crop, and the bulbs

that remain have been so much injured as to prevent
their increase in size ; most of the wheat arishes that

were cleared early have been sown with turnip seed,

a method not much practised here, though in the

hope of its affording some assistance during the win-
ter ('fodder of every description being so scarce) it

has been generally tried. In some situations potatoes

look well, and a fair yielding is expected, but in ge-

neral, and more particularly with the late sorts, we
have never known so bad an appearance

;
yet as there

is a great breadth planted, sufficient will he found

for home consumption, though few can be reckoned

on for exportation. Vetches have been known in

this part only a few years, their usefulness was

proved in so satisfactory a manner in the last sprino;,

that a considerable quantity is now sowing, many
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have been saved here in the past Summer of good
quality, and are now selling at a low rate, which en-

courages the farmer to increase his tillage of the ar-

ticle. There was an abundant show of superior cattle

at B;u'nstaple Fair on the 19th ult., and a greater

number sold than has been known for many years
;

scarcely a fat, or half fat bullock remained unsold,

though at a reduction of price, the former from 8s

6d to 9s per score, the laiter about 7s 6d ; store

cattle realized about 5s per score. ^J'he supply of

sheep was small, the few that were sold did not ex-

ceed 5d per pound. The number of horses exhibited

was greater than known at any former fair, they con-

sisted chiefly of those for draught, or inferior saddle

horses, or ponies ; the last descriptions were scarce,

those that were prime, fit either for saddle or har-

ness, obtained high prices, and were soon caught up,

but the sale on good cart horses was dull, though a

number of the common sort were sold at extremely

low prices. Torrington Fair on the 3rd inst., was
thinly supplied with cattle, and as the farmers stood

out for higher prices than was obtained at Barnstaple,

most of the beasts remained unsold.— 13th Oct.

PERTHSHIRE.
It is our painful duty at this late period of the

season to state that a very considerable part of the

crop throughout this large county, as well as through-

out the higher districts of Scotland generally, is still

exposed either in tlie stook, or standing in an unripe

condition. Throughout the month of September the

weather was cold and showery, with frequent gusts

of boisterous winds, often accompanied with rain.

On low swampy lands hoar frost had blackened the

potatoe foliage by the middle of the month of Septem-

ber, andthereliy put a final stop to future swelling.

In the lower districts autumn sown wheats were got

in before the last week in September.hut much was
cut in rather a green state, and carried to the barn

yard before it was thoroughly dried, consequently,

although the return in proportion to the area occu-

pied may reach near an average, the sample in many
instances will be coarse. On higher grounds, and

near the limits of cultivating this grain, which, in this

quarter is from 400 to 450 feet above the level of

the sea, wheat is still standing, or in the stook, little

having been carted on such altitudes. Barley has

ripened for the most part unequally, and will pro-

duce rather a light and inferior sample even in fa-

vourable situations ; it has for the most part been

cut, but much still remains in the field on high and
late lands, Oats for the most part are still standing,

and many fields appear green, and this part of the

crop will be sadly deficient in quality and quantity.

Beans and peas will form a poor substitute for Jiorse

corn, as they are still exposed, and from the threat-

ening aspect of the weather not likely to be secured

in good condition. Oatmeal in many districts of

Scotland ibrms a considerable part of the food of the

lower classes, and is already rising in price. Pota-

toes were blanky, and having received an early

check, will consequently be deficient in acreable

produce. Turnips have been prevented from ac-

quiring their usual size by the cold and drenching

rains. Good samples of wheat for seed are in de-

mand, and some famed English varieties have

reached us, amongst which the Hickling, the Whit-

tington, and the Uxbridge varieties are the most po-

pular. Of the Hickling we have had a trial, and it

appears to be early, as well as fine and prolific. The
Uxbridge is well known, and yields a beautiful

white sample. Of the reds, we esteem the blood

red, as the most prolific, tolerably early, not liable

to lodge, and a fine round sample. Of spring wheats,

we, after repeated trials, .esteem the white bearded
Tuscany, an early and prolific wheat; and this late

season will teach us in Scotland to ap])reciate early

varieties. Prices of grain are generally looking up
with us ; of live stock we have to report quite the
reverse. The great cattle show at Perth was well
attended on the 7th, an account of which will likely
have reached London by this time. There were
many eminent English agriculturists present, and,
ar the dinner, we heard them speak in most flatter-

ing terms of the stock brought forward; indeed we
thought our Scotch ag-riculturists sufficiently proud
of the eminence they had attained, and sufficiently

sparing of their acknowledgements to their brethren
in the south, from whose stocks the best specimens
of Teeswater or short-horn cattle, and south-down
sheep originally emanated. In one thing, we be-
lieve, we do need our English neighbours at such
shows; and that is, in the vast dis.play of grains,
roots, and grasses, from public and private aL^ricul-

tural museums, wliich exhibit rare and useful varie-
ties for culture, and which afford opportunities for

imj)roving pastures and corn fields by judicious se-

lection. In England, and in many societies of Scot-
land, an overweaning anxiety is manifested for

building the greatest quantity of beef, on the fittest

forms, and at the least trouble, without paying any
attention to improving the material that goes to make
the beef.— Oct. 12.

DURHAM REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER
AND OCTOBER.

For the last month or five weeks we have rarely

had a fair day, and the last three weeks have been
almost incessantly wet, and the corn which is stand-

ing out has a most miserable appearance, and must
be unsound. A great portion of the wheat on the

poor land districts is still out, and a great portion of

which is to be cut. Nearly the whole of the oats on
those lands are out, and many hundreds of acres will

never be ripe. The land is in such a state that it is

impossible for a horse or draught to come upon it,

and the prospect of getting the wheat sown is

gloomy beyond precedent. The wheat which has

been got is scarcely fit to grind except without mix-
ing with old, and it is well there is a good quantity

of old stock left. The turnip is almost a total fai-

lure. The been and pea crop will be entirely lost.

BRISTOL,
10th month, 20th.—ANNUAL REPORT.

In consequence of the harvest having been protracted

by so much wet weather, I have delayed my annual

circular, not having been able to obtain, at an earlier

date, such correct information, from thj various parts

of the kingdom, as would enable me to come to a con-

clusion relative to the crops. Wheat.—While cutting

complaints were almost universal, and, owing to the

small quantity of straw, most farmers spoke of a very

serious deficiency ; but, since thrashing has become
general, the crop has not proved so defective as was
anticipated, as the straw yields well. I do not consi-

der that the produce will be equal to the last three

seasons; but I am of opinion there is a full average,

as compared with the general run of years. It has

been considered all through the season, that there was
a less breadth of land sown to wheat : I have no doubt

of the fact, but not near to the extent calculated on ;

and, to counteract the effect of this, it must be borne

in mind, that fanners are every year adopting a higher

cultivation of their land ; and from their now superior

mode of management, it is made to produce a much
greater quantity per acre than formerly : the produce,
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from this circumstance, is, in some of the corn coun-
ties, prodigious. The quality in some districts, is very
superior ; but generally, it will be found of a rough,
coarse grain, although weighing much better than
could have been expected, and a great deal damp and
smutty. The above remarks, as to the yield, may be

generally applied to the South of Ireland : the quality

is somewhat better than last season, but much of it

brought to market in a very damp state, which creates

a great loss in kiln-drying. In the North of Ireland,

a great breadth of wheat land was last year sown to

flax, which will cause a considerable deficiency in the
shipments from that part of the kingdom. Barley is

not a good crop ; but from a portion of land having
been sown with this grain, instead of wheat, I consi-

der the gross produce to be a full average. The quality

will be generally inferior ; and a greater proportion
than usual must be appropriated to grinding ; but
there will be some very superior. From a smaller
quantity being fit for malting, the exhausted state of

the last year's stock, and the grefit consumption,
prices will no doubt range high through the season. Oats
I consider to be fair in quantity, and tiie quality of a
small proportion is superior to last season ; but gene-
rally they are very much afi'ected by the wet weather,
which has so much retarded the harvest. Prices may be
expected to range proportionably higher than wheat, ow-
ing to the increased consumption that must arise from
the scarcity and high price of hay. Beans are defec-

tive. A part is of fine, bright, dry quality, but they are

mostly in a soft damp state, and not fit for storing
until they have been seasoned by frosty weather.
Peas are about an average, and some kinds are of ex-
cellent quality. Potatoes ave, of late, much more fa-

vourably spoken of than earlier in the season, and the
produce is expected to be good, in many districts.

Taking a general view of the state of the Markets
and of future prices, I do not expect the value of wheat
or the trade, to be so depressed as for some years past

;

and we may calculate on prices not varying so mate-
rially as they have at the different periods of some sea-
sons, unless there should be an unfavourable appear-
ance of the growing crops in the Spring of the year.

Much of the wheat, being put together in a damp
state, will require some drying winds before it can be
brought to market freely ; and barley being in good
demand at high prices will cause farmers to be less

eager to thrash wheat, unless they can obtain fair

prices for it. On the other hand, although in conse-
quence of the backward harvest, we have been several

weeks longer on the consumption of old wheat, and a
portion having also been used last year for feeding
cattle, still there is a large stock of old with the far-

mers. Before harvest, when prices were ranging about
the highest, the holders of many years' growth were
willing to sell, and kept the markets regularly sup-
plied, until prices began to fall ;—this disposition

must have a great tendency to check any material ad-
vance.

GREAT YARMOUTH.
October 5.

—

Annual Repout.
I solicit your attention to my report of the harvest,

which has been later by three weeks than the two pre-

vious years. The latter part has been very tedious from
great quantities of wet. Wheat is an average growth,
but not near the quantity of 1834 and 1835, to include
all the variety of soils in this county and Suffolk. The
finest land, though not great in bulk of straw, was a

standing crop till shorn, and will not only yield a great
produce, but finer quality in many instances than last

year. Some will suffer from want of patience in the

grower, though the Wheat was entirely secured before

any of our rains. Smut not to the extent expected
;

weight equal to last year's. Barley as fine a standing
crop as ever remembered, with the exception of some
lands given to scald, and others where the cultivation

has been let very low ; however, the produce as a
whole is likely to far exceed last year's and prove more
than an average growth. The quality very variable

;

full as much got bright and dry as the gTowth of last

season, and a great part fine and fit for any malting
;

weight a little under last year's ; not perhaps an eighth

abroad in the two counties when the heavy rains set in
;

and a great proportion of this was in a sma'l circuit

twenty miles to the north of Yarmouth ; with this, the
farmer has been obliged to contend with near a month
tof much ficlcle and unseasonable weather, it may now
be considered as nearly all got, but too recently to

speak to its condition, but it cannot be good ; its colour
isfrom dinged to black, but not so much grown as ex-
pected. Maple and Dunn Peas are most abundant
crops, and all secured before any rain, in the finest

possible order ; very handsome and of great weight. Of
White Peas the yield is proportionably small, secured
well, but much injured by vermin. Oats deficient, se-

cured well, and about the same weisiit as last year.

Beans about two-thirds a crop, the quality promised
small and iianrlsome. but the weather must have been
very destructive, if not to their soundness, to their con-
dition—many yet unharvested. The harvest of 1835
has proved larger for Wheat and Barley tlian expected,
but not so of other grain ; all stocks exhausted in the

extreme, except Wheat, of which there is some quan-
tity, but not more than half that was held at the same
time last season.

LYNN.
October 11.

—

Annual Report.

The unfavourable weather for the latter harvest has
occasioned some delay in the publishing my report of
the crops in this neighbourhood, and there is yet a con-
siderable quantity of oats and beans to secure. A few
years ago I had to report a large increase in the breadth
of wheat, (particularly by the improved drainage in the

Fens,) which having been the case in many other parts

of the country with the subsequent abundant produce
tended to the very low prices of this grain.—A re-

action has been the consequence, and much less wheat
was sown last Autumn, particularly upon the light

soils. Owing to the backward Spring and very cold

Summer, vegetation w as so much checked, that all de-

scriptions of grain were short in the straw and conse-

quently are of apparently small bulk. Upon ti.e high
lands about three-fourths, and in the Fens and Marsh-
land about half the crop of wheat was secured in good
order, the remainder being mostly hurried up comes to

hand in a damp state. The quality generally is good,

although in some districts smut prevails to a consider-

able degree. The yield per acre proves much better

than was expected, probably upon the whole a seventh

over an average. Rye is of fine quality and yields well.

Barley 1 consider barely an average crop ; the early

sown is decidedly the best, both as to quantity and
quality, but from the ungenial season it varies materi-

ally according to the quality of the land ; from half to

two-thirds was secured before the rain, and although

of rather a coarse yellow skin it is of good malting
quality, especially the Chevalier ; the remainder would
have sustained much more injury but for the cool

atmosphere during the rains. A considerable quantity

must come in a very damp state although but little

stained or sprouted, and this proportion is better than
might have been expected. Oats are altogether much
worse than for many years, very deficient in quantity

and of light inferior quality, upon the high lands they
were mostly harvested previously, but in the Fens very

few were secured before the rain. Beans are below an
average yield, but the breadth sown was large, scarcely

any were stacked in good order, and those now in the

fields will be much injured. Peas (grey or maple) were
secured in fine order, they yield well and are of very

handsome quality ; very few white are now grown
hereabouts. Wheat excepted, (and now not much of

that), the stocks of all old corn are quite exhausted.

From all our information, we are led to the

following estimate of llic crops.

We consider Wheat south of the Humber, above

an average in quantity, and the bulk secured in good
order, with a gi-eat deal of old left over from the for-

mer season : the quality and condition of the new crop

as an average, may be pronounced fine, though not

equal to the growth of the two preceding years, which

were very superior : in the new Wheat this season there
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are many unvipe Corns, perhaps from the Wheat having
been cut rather prematurely, or hurried in harvesting,
or from the prevalence of an under growth of ears, by
which means, all did not ripen together ; but the yield

per acre, notwithstanding the short straw and the ge-
nerally reported thinness of the crop on the ground,
has in numerous instances been found great, beyond all

former experience. In Yorkshire we consider Wheat a
full average in quantity, but the great bulk of the crop
secured in poor condition, north of Yorkshire, and
throughout Scotland, and all the late districts, we can-
not but believe that the crop will prove very unpro-
ductive, owing to the wet ungenial weather, they have
experienced for their harvest,—the last two months
with hardly a sunny day,—and that there will, in con-
sequence, be a large drain for the North on the south-
ern crop. In Ireland the great bulk of their Wheat
was secured in good, fair condition, and is superior in

quality and yield to the two former seasons, but as ap-
plied to Ireland, we believe there is something in the

general remark, of a very diminished breadth sown
with Wheat this year, (though, as applied to England,
we would not build upon such an assertion as a fact,

to any extent) add to which, the exhaustion and ab-
sence of all stocks of old Wheat in Ireland, and we
think that country will be troubled to keep its extensive

mills moving this season, by its own produce. Under
all the circumstances, we now relinquish the expecta-
tion of any coLsiderably lower scale of prices for Wheat
this season.

Barley is estimated as an average in quantity, but
one third of the crop of the Empire has suffered more
or less from the wet, bad weather. Our great Barley
Counties, south of the Humber, were so fortunate as to

secure the bulk of the crop in good conditon, just prior

to the wet weather setting in ; but even in these coun-
ties, we must allow a considerable deduction for waste,
from the wet weather overtaking their latter harvest.

There seems hardly a bushel of old Barley left all over
the country to meet the new crop, and taking into ac-

count the immense consumption of the ai'ticle, and the

great deduction of malting qualities from the crop, in

consequence of the unfavorable weather the last two
months, we shall be surprised if our top prices for fine

malting Barleys do not rule nearer 50s than 40s per
qr in this market, the greater part of the season.
There has been an effort made to get some quantity of

Barley abroad, for shipment this Autumn, but we be-
lieve it will fail to any extent, owing to the absence of

stocks of old Barley of good quality, and to the proba-
bility of the Winter closing the Continental Ports till

the Spring, before any quantity of the new crop can be
collected. In the Spring, we doubt not, large quan-
tities might be procured, if the closing of the malting
season did not give reason to apprehend a fall in the

averages, and consequent rise in the duties. From the

late Continental quotations. Barley would stand 24s to

.30s per qr in the Thames, in bond.

The crops of Oats or Barley were much later ready
for the sickle this year than Wheat, and consequently,

came in for the wet season, which the Wheat, in a
great measure, escaped. Oats are a rather deficient

crop in quantity, in England, and a great portion

harvested in poor condition, and much weathered.

In the Soutii of Ireland, and along the East Coast
of that Country, Oats have been harvested in good
order, and are a great crop, both in yield and in

breadth of land sown ; but on tlie north-west side of

Ireland and on tlieir mountain lands, where the cul-

tivation of them is extensive, also in Scotland and
in the late districts of England, a great part of the

crop was stated, only a few days back, to be still in tiie

fields, and a great deal green and uncut : many calcu-

late that under these circumstances a considerable por-

tion of the crop in these parts can never mature and
ripen, and thnt much will be lost. No doubt Oats
will bear much bad weather, and we do not feel our-

selves competent to decide whether, with fine weather,

the growth in these parts may notlje yet secured, though
of inferior quality. We were led to believe there was a

prospect of a good crop of Oats in Scotland, had the

weather proved propitious. Oats have set in very high
in price : it would be prudent m the trade, before going
into stock at such rates, to consider whether this is not
to be attributed rather to a temporary scarcity, arising

from short stocks of old, than to any decided deficiency
in the new crop : our opinion is that present prices for

new Oats cannot be sustained through the Winter and
Spring, whatever want of the article may exhibit itself

next Summer and Autumn. Neither consumers nor
traders will hold stock up to prices which would admit
of foreign importations m the Spring and Summer.
Good foreign feed in Bond may be laid in at 15s to 16s
per qr, and Brew at about 20s per qr in the Thames.
Peas are a great crop and got dry and handsome, but

owing to the scarcity of grinding Barley, old Oats and
fodder of all descriptions, they are likely to maintain a
high price all the season. New Beans have of course,
as our latest crop, been harvested in soft bad condition,
and though they vary in places, are considered upon the
whole a very deficient crop. Old Beans are getting
scarce and dear. Hay and Tuunips are stated to be
very deficient throughout the country, and in tlie event
of a severe Winter, it is calculated, this will materially
influence the consumption and prices of Spring corn.
Linseed cakes are already at 13/ per 1000.

The quantit}' of corn under lock, by the last re-

turn, was

—

Wheat 594,160 qrs.

Barley 34,953 —
Oats 244,044 —
Rye 4,861 —
Peas 2,108 —
Beans 61,218 —
Flour 103,996 cwts.

of which were in London

—

Wheat 239,181 qrs.

Barley 8,405 —
Oats 74,372 —
Rye — —
Peas 53 —
Beans 7,908 —
Flour 36,729 cwts.

There have been frequent inquiries for Wheat
under lock, for export, for some montl5s past, but at

very poor prices, say 22s to 26s for soft Russian
;

hard and good German red, 28s to 34s; fine Dantzic

is higher, and the demand has neverbeen very brisk or

decided, and we conceive the bulk exported has been

on the proprietors' own -.iccount. The only veut

that could have afforded holders any satisfactory re-

sults would have been the liome market at a moderate

duty. The present Corn Bill has answered the pur-

pose for which it was intended—the protection of

the landed and agricultural interest of this country ;

but it has proved a delusive Bill to the trade, and

has been a perfect quicksand to the capital embarked

under it: such has been its character hitherto, and

such we expect it will continue.

The growth of other articles, as oats, barley,

beans, and peas, seems more uncertain than wheat,

or the produce less than our consumption of these ar-

ticles, as we have frequently of late years required

importations of them. To judge by experience, the

average and duty on oats is set too high to afford the

importer a fair chance, even when the country re-

quires a supply of this article.

With regard to the money market, and its bearing

on corn trade, we do not expect the present alarm and

caution of our great monied interests will occasion any

depression or inconvenience to the trade, as their en-

gagements generally were never lighter. We expect

the great advance "in most articles this time twelve

months was rather a reaction on very low prices

than the effect of any unseen change in our cur-

rency, GILES, SON, & CO.
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GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FOR OCTOBER.

We feel great pleasure in observing that every

description of agricultural turbulence—whether
practicable, impracticable, political, or theoretical

•—has dissolved, this month, into a halcyon calm,

by the assemblage of associations of landlords and
tenants, and other laudable gratifications and en-

joyments, after the good old English fashion ;

uniting for the purpose of awarding premiums and
commendations, to all branches, from the most
bumble to the most noble and exalted members of

the agricultural community. This is far more in-

structive, and greatly preferable, as the last session

clearly proved, to an appeal to the legislature.

As relates to practical farming, notwithstanding

the frequent turbulence and humidity of the at-

mosphere, it has proceeded with comparatively
little interruption, and is, in every respect, well in

its place. We rejoice, too, at having been, in the

coui'se of the month, informed, from several highly

respectable sources, that, a considerable number
of landlords, who are, at this time, letting large

farms, have, at several of their present year's

Michaelmas audits—in addition to making a volun-

tary abatement on their last half year's rent

—

agreed to receive their rent, according to the pre-

sent pretty general system, viz., their first half

year's rent, not till a year is due ; and signified it

to be their intention, to reduce their farms to the

average standard of 1787, except those which have
been, in great part, reclaimed from bog or common
wastes.
As relates to the present month's complexion of

the whole range of low vegetation, it surpasses
our own recollection, or that of the oldest farmers
with whom we have been acquainted, to have ever
witnessed. " Now enters October, " says the fol-

lowing extract from an agricultural calendar of
the year 1765, " which many times gives us earnest
of what we are to expect in the winter succeeding,

"

adding the following brief poetic distitch :
—

" The sun declines, and now no comfort yields

Unto the fading offspring of the fields.

The tree is scarce adorned with one wan leaf,

And Ceres dwells no longer at the sheaf."

" If it prove windy as it usually doth, it finishes

the fall of the leaf; " but we do not recollect an
October so near the end of which—though it has
been, throughout the greater part of it, visited by
a dense, and not unfrequently humid and tui'bulent,

atmosphere, followed by some white frosty nights,

whilst gossamer has been hanging on the fruittrees

and hedges, and thistle-down flying about during
nearly, or quite, the whole of it—with vegetation
in so fresh a state. The pastures and crop grass
lands, sheep downs, &c., are tinged with a deeper
and, we think, richer verdure, than at any period
of the past summer, whilst the foliage of both fruit

and forest trees, though in most situations, begin-
ning to assume its autumnal complexion, has yet
fallen but to a comparatively limited extent. The
fattening sheep and beasts, too, continue to do well
in their pastures ; the ewe flocks, on the sheep
downs, and other live farm stock is described as
being, generally, in a healthy state. Yet we are
somewhat surprised to witness so great a propor-
tion of the beasts which have appeared in Smith-
field, both in this month and last, of very indiffer-

ent quality : whilst the sheep have been unusually
good.
The hop and latter hay harvests have nearly, or

quite, reached their conclusion, under aaspiclous
circumstances : and there will be a good crop of

potatoes, the greater part of which have been al-

ready secured, for winter consumi)tion, though
some of the market gardeners find fault with their

part of it.

There appears to be considerable breadths of

barley, oats, and beans still unharvested in the

north of Scotland, as also, to some extent, in the

most northern parts of England, and the north-

westerly parts of Ireland, We have ourselves

frequently seen in the neighbourhood of Aberdeen
patches both of barley, oats, and beans lying about
the fields in the middle of November.
As relates to the prices of farm produce gene-

rally those of corn and pulse have been somewhat
vibrating, but not far from stationary ; of malt,

seeds, hops, and flour, with both fat and lean

graziers' stock and horses a little drooping ; of

wool, dairy produce, and poultry a little on the

advance ; of game somewhat on the decline.

The following is a retrospect of the supplies

and prices of fat stock sold in Smithfield and Is-

lington cattle markets on the days of the respective

dates :

—

SUPPLIES,
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shire, and others of our northern and north-
western grazing districts ; the numbers having
been up the St. Alban's road, about 9,900 ; the

other northern roads, about 4,530 ; about 2,220,

chiefly runts, Devons, and Hereford?, with a few
Irish beasts, from our western and midland dis-

tricts ; about 920, mostly Herefords, Devons,
Welsh runts, and Irish beasts, with some, but not

many, Staffordshire cows, steers, heifers, &c.,

from Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, and Cambridgeshire;
about 150 horned and polled Scots, but cliiefly the

latter, by sea, from Scotland ; about 220, for the

most part, Devons, with a few Susscxsteers, cows,
and heifers from Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, but few
of them from the latter county ; and most of the
remainder, embracing a few of all the before men-
tioned breeds, and about 250 lusty and lean towns-
end cows, and about 300 poor Irish store ber.sts, and
as many store Devons, and a few store Staffords,

from the marshmen, cattle lodgers, cow keepers,
&c., near to, and within a few miles of, London.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

SHERBORNE PACK FAIR was very fully at-

tended, and produced the greatest number of sheep

known for many years, there being little short of 14,000

penned, which, in consequence of ihe extreme shortness

of keep, experienced a very dull sale, and nearly one

half returned unsold. Prices were as follow:—Down
lambs, from 14s to 24s per head ; horned lambs, from

12s to 16s per head ; store wethers, from 22s to 32s

;

ewes, from 24s to 34s ; mutton, 5d to 6d per lb. Fleshy

wethers were the only sheep inquired after ; very poor

ones being a complete drug-. The bullock fair was
rather short, and very little g-ood beef was produced

;

prices i-anged from 6s to 9s per score. Poor oxen were
not numerous, but the supply wiis greater than he de-

mand, and none but those in very hig-h condition could

find customers, but such were in request. Very few of

any other description could be converted into money.

The horse fair produced a great number of inferior

horses, which it was impossible to sell. There was a

considerable number of colts of the cart kind, frgm one

to two-years-old, and although offered at g-reatly reduced

prices very few changed hands ; in fact, from the ex-

treme scarcity of winter keep, everybody seems disposed

to reduce their establishments, and the fair may be con-

sidered as among the dullest known for many years.

Wool was also a very dull sale, and, to effect a demand,
lower prices must be submitted to.

COLCHESTER FAIR.— There was a large and
excellent supply of beasts, and from the fineness of the

day they appeared to the best advantage, which was not

lost sight of by the sellers, who asked very high prices,

which in some instances for the first qualities were com-
plied with ; but towards the latter part of tlie day the

buyers became a little more particular, the sellers gave
way, and considerable sales were effected at prices quite

equal to those of last year. The supply of sheep was
ample, and the trade was full as brisk as was expected,

and a very considerable number changed hands at rather

higher prices. The business in the horse fair was toler-

ably brick considering the quality ; thire were no really

g'ood horses exhib.ted. There were a few cart colts

tolerably good, but generally the quality was inferior.

At ST. IVES (CAMBRIDGE) FAIR the stock mar-
ket was more largely supplied than for years ; there were
upwards of 2,020 fat and lean, long and short-horned,

beasts, and about 3,000 store sheep, with a good supply

of pigs. The cheese fair was full, and all sorts went off

at high-prices—two-meal, 5s to 6s ; new milk, 7s to 8s

;

and double Cottenham, at 10s per stone. Onions, at

Is 9d to 3s per bushel. A large supply of two-year-old

colts and other horses, nearly all of which sold at good
prices.

At DEVIZES GREEN FAIR the number of sheep

penned far exceeded that at any former fair. Sales very

dull, at a reduction in price, on some descriptions, of

from Is to 3s per head.
jNIANSFII^LD fair was well attended, particularly

in the afternoon, the weather being fine. The quantity

of cheese pitched for sale was much less than recollected

in former years, and before night was all sold off— blend
milk fetched from 51s to 60s ; new milk, 65s to 68s ; a

few good dairies, 69s to 72s. Good onions averaged
Is 3d per peck. The show of cattle was good, and
dealers inclined to sell on lower terms, in consequence
of the scarcity of grass, and the expected high price of

fodder the ensuing winter. Useful hack horses for im-

mediate work, sold well. Half grown pigs for feeding",

sold on better terms than at some of the late neighbour-

ing fairs.

BLYTHE FAIR. — There was a very indifferent

show of horses, and few were sold. The supply of fat

beasts was only small, and fetched fair prices. Of lean

cattle there was also an indifferent show, and few pur-

chases were effected. The supply of sheep was very

extensive, and obtained a fair market price.

HULL FAIR..—The show of foals at this fair was

large
;
good ones very scarce, and fetched high prices.

A hunting foal, the property of Mr. Windas, of Bever-
ley, was sold at 28/ ; a coaching foal, the property of

Mr. F. Monkman, of the neighbourhood of Hull, was
sold for 26/ ; the next that were any way superior, were
sold from 20/ to 25/ each. Inferior bad to dispose of.

WARWICK CATTLE FAIR was abundantly sup-
plied with sheep and cows, the beef, which was not of

the first-rate quality, did not realize more than from 5^d
to 6d, and mutton fetched from 5d to 6d according to

quality, lamb sold from ^d to Id per lb more.
BEDFORD MICHAELMAS FAIR was plentifully

supplied with all sorts of cattle and sheep, which
fetched good prices.

WEYHILL FAIR.—jNIonday last Weyhill Fair

commenced. About nine purchasing generally began,
and the sales went on briskly. " Good things" ob-
tained good prices, and, as is usually the case, inferior

things met with prices accordingly. The number of

Sheep penned was nearly, if not quite equal to those

on the liill last year—say from 115 to 120,000. This
large flock generally looked healthy and in good
condition, but the wetness of the morning rendered
their appearance anything' but comely ; this alone is

in favour of the purchaser, The prices may be quoted
as under : —Down Ewes, from 20s to 30s ; some choice

lots, 32s. Down Lambs, from 18s to 24s; some
choice lots, 303. Two-tooth Wethers, from 20s to 28s

;

Four tooth, from 28s to 403. Dorset Ewes, from 30s

to 35s. Somerset Ewes, from 35s to 40s. Nearly the

whole were sold by the evening.—In the Horse Fair,

owing to the disease which has of late so much pre-

vailed amongst coach horses, the demand for harness-

horses is very great. Cart-horses, and particularly

two-year- old cart colts, are purchased freely for the

London brewer and coal-merchant, Welsh cobs,

forest ponies, and indeed all kinds of useful hacks,

from 10/ to 25/ in price, are in great numbers.

IDLE CATTLE FAIR.—The show of Horned Cat-

tle was pretty good. Fresh Milch Cows were in demand
and fetched high prices. The show of Horses was only

moderate, and consisted principally of draft and hacks

of a second quality
;
good hacks were inquired after,

and prices in general run high.

EARLSTOUN FAIR.—There was a full market of

cattle for turnips and the straw-yard, but few fat cattle.

Good beasts of every description met with a ready sale,

at prices nearlv similar to the midsummer market, and
rather lower than Jedburgh fair. A great many cattle

of inferior description remained unsold. Fat from 5s to

5s 9d per stone. In the horse market a considerable

number of horses were shown, though of an interior de-

scription, which were selling at various prices.

BAKEWELL FAIR.—The supply of cattle was
small. Beef varied from 5s 9d to 6s per stone, and
Mutton fetched 5s per stone. A few carts of good cheese

sold at 63s, but the average was from 57s to 60s.

GROSMONT FAIR was plentifully supplied with

stock of every description, Eamong which were some
particularly fine Herefordshire steers, and fat sheep,

which met with purchasers at prices satisfactory to the

sellers. Pigs also were in request, and sold at good

prices ; but stores, both of cattle and sheep, were

driven home unsold from the same cause which has

created a dulness at other fairs, namely, the general

scarcity of keep.

SHEEPWASH FAIR was well supplied with cattle
;

the bullocks were of the fine North Devon breed, in

high order, and a great part of them met ready sale
;

cows and calves were much in request. There were

many hundred sheep penned, and the greatest part sold

and fetched good prices ; ewes and those fit for tlie

butcher, met the quickest sale. Horses were but few

and very little business done. The day was very fine,

and the pleasure fair was well attended.

GLOUCESTER MONTHLY MARKET.—There
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was a large supply both of Beef and Mutton ; the

primest Beef scarcely realized 6d per lb, and old in-

ferior animals, iM to 5d
;
prime wether Sheep sold at

6d, inferior and Ewes, at 5d to 5§ per lb. The trade

was altogether flat, and great numbers were driven

home unsold.

The Fair at Mitchell was the largest ever remem-
bered at that place. The show af farm stock of every

description was exceedingly abundant, purchasers were
in plenty, and much business was done. Between 3

and 4,000 sheep were ofl'ered, and averaged 5:Jd per lb.

Beef averaged 45s per cwt.

SALE OF THE SHO^y STOCK.—The sale of

portions of the stock exhibited ou Friday took place

next day at the Depot. Prime cattle, whose chief re-

commendation was their readiness for the butcher,

brought good prices, but the lean and breeding stock

did not obtain generally the prices anticipated, and
mucli left the ground unsold. Two very heavy four-

year-oldoxen of tlie Fife breed, raised by Lord Lough-
borough^ brought 90^; Mr. Waule's pair of the origi-

nal Scotch breed, also four-year-olds, brought 48Z 10s;

two six year-olds, West Highlanders, bred by Mr.
Donald Stewart, Glenlyon, sokl one ibr 38/, and the

other 29/ ; a three-year-old heifer, a cross of the Ayr-
shire, reared by JMassrs. Ritchie of the Rhynd, brought
30/. There was none of the Horses sold; and of the

Bulls offered, we could learn of only one, a three-year-

old, which fetched 25?. For the Swine there was mucli

brisker demand ; one two-year-old, fattened at Lyne-
doch, brought 8/ Ss ; three from Scone sold respectively

at 41 lis, 4/ 6s, and 41. 5s, the first was the prize sow,
nine months old, and weighed when slaug-htered, sink-

ing offal, 26 stone miperial.

—

Pcrtli Courier.

EXTENSIVE SALE OF STOCK.— Pursuant to

advertisement, published in the two last numbers of this

paper, an extensive sale of cattle and sheep took place
on Wednesday last, at Cassington, in the parish of Kirk-
niichael. The stock belonged to tliose spirited farmers

and dealers, Rlessrs. Duncan and Cowan, and its con-
dition was higlily creditable to them, comprising as it

did, a proportion of the thorough-bred Teeswater stock

of the late Earl of Cassillis, which was well-known,
not only to our local farmers and dealers, but to others

resident in distant parts of the kingdom. In the hands
of Duncan and Cowan, the stock had suffered no dete
rioration, but, on the contrary, appeared to have been
improved by their skilful management, and the conse-
quence was, that the biddings went on with a degree of

spirit rarely witnessed, and seldom if ever exceeded in

Scotland. The attendance of farmers and dealers was
numerous and respectable, embracing many of the best

judges of bestial in our county. The fleshers purchased
freely and largely of the fat ?tock, which was reckoned
very fine, and which, it is probable, will adorn their re-

spective stands before Yuill. The farmers picked up
the approved breeding stock with avidity, and hig-h

prices were given for many of the lots ; we subjoin a

note or two of them. Mr. M'Clymont, Balsaggart,
gave 3/ 7s for a Leicester tup hog ; Mr. Wright, Wood-
lands, Girvan, paid 4/ 4s, and Mr. Girdwood, Green-
field, gave about 3/ for animals of the same breed, and
tlie Leicester ewe hogs averaged 2/ 2s each ; a two-
year-old pure Teeswater quey was bought by ]\lr.

Wright, Woodlands, at 9/ 16s; Mr. Arbuckle, Ayr,
l)aid 4/ 4s for an Ayrshire calf; and a small Highland
cow was bought by Rlr. J. Rodger, Ayr, at 9/ 14s ; but
the most extraordinary price was that paid for a hlack

Galloway calf then on the cow— this fine animal fetched

the long price of 5/ 6s, was bought by IMr. Guthrie,

flesher, Irvine, and the mother of the calf brought
5/ 10s, being only 4s more than her offspring. We
know not whether the breeding-purchasers were stimu-

lated to give these prices in consequence of the emula-
tion created by the Ayreshire Agricultural Association,

but certainly they may be taken as indications of an
earnest desire to improve the stock of the county. Th'>

total sales amounted to witliin a perfect trifle of one
thousand pounds sterling, and so extensive was the

stock on hand, that nigh t approached before a large

portion of it could be put up ; and the sale of the re-

mainder, consisting of breeding mares and foals, cart

and coaching horses,colts and fillies, &c. was adjourned.
—Ayr Observer.

A very important sale of stock took place at Mr.
Denton's, of Harraby, adjoining Carlisle, on Thursday,

Oct. 13. The excellence of the stock has long been so

noted, that strangers came from a considerable distance

to make purchases. Mr. Wetherell.the auctioneer, ac-

quitted himself in a manner which gained for him the

approbation of every one present. The principal pur-

chaser was a gentleman from Ireland, deputed by the

Eail of Courtoun. We select a few of the principal

purchases :

—

BULLS.

Priam—five years old, by Shorthorns, dam by He-
lena, by Norman Willy ; 125 guineas.

Tom —red, four months old, by Priam ; 15 gs.

Jerry—red, two months old, by Priam, 10 gs.

Logic—fleck'd, eight months old, by Pretender ; 9 gs.

Hero—red, one year old, by a son of Carleton ; 6 gs.

cows.

Dione—red, four years old, by Monarch ; 69 gs.

Netherby—roan, four years old, by Monarch ; 55 gs.

lo—roan, four years old, by Sir Thomas ; 43 gs.

Bianca—roan, four years old, by Bloxham ; 43 gs.

Clio—roan, four years old, by Sir Thomas ; 36 gs.

Duciiess—roan, three years old, by Mr. Crofton's

Catterick ; 31 gs.

Sarah—roan, six years old, by Forcett ; 28 gs.

Laura—roan, four years old, by Young Rocking-

ham ; 25 gs.

*^* Duchess was bulled by Maximus ; and all the

others were bulled by Priam.
TWO-YEAR-OLD HEIFERS.

Cora—roan, by Carlton, bulled by Priam ; 70 gs.

Emma—roan, bulled by Priam ; 35 gs.

ONE-YEAR-OLD HEIFER.

Daisy—red and white, by Gainford ; 35 gs

HEIFER CALVES.

Ceres—red^ by Priam ; 19 gs.

Sabina—roan, by Pretender; 13 gs.

THE URY SALE.—For ten years past, there has

been at Ury an annual sale of pure short-horn bull calves

Until last year, prices ranged for each from 16/ to 20/

;

that year, some were sold at 45/, and all at a high price,

leaving- many competitors unprovided and disappointed.

Notwithstanding of the lamentable state of the crops, and

the continued rains, the Captain's sale at Ury, on the

14th instant, went off in a manner which mu.st have been

most satisfactory to himself, as it was the subject of

astonishment to the lookers-on. The bull calves for sale

were limited to ten. One was knocked out at 43/, another

at 67/, a third at 70/, and the remainder at prices vary-

ing from 20/ to 40/. The average price of the who.e

was 37/ 10s per head ; and, such was the demand, that,

in addition to those advertised, the owner was induced

to part with four, only a few weeks old, and not intended

for sale.

SHEEP SALE AT PENGILLYEY'S ALPHING-
TON.- On Wednesday last a considerable assemblage

of gentlemen connected with Agriculture, and de-

sirous of improving their breeds of sheep, took place at

the residence of Mr. Samuel Drew, Pengilley's, Al-

phington, Mr. Thomas Hussey offering for sale 100

store ewes from Mr. Drew's prime flock. These con-

sisted of 60 two-teeth, and 40 full-mouthed ewes.

They were put up in lots of five each, and the cem-
petition was lively ; indeed it was an excellent and

quick sale, the whole being disposed of at an average of

6d per lb.

—

Exeter Flying Post.

A correspondent of the HerefordJournal sa.ys he liiis

successfully employed the following mixture for the last

sixteen years to provide against smutty wheat :
—

" Two
ounces of blue vitriol to a gallon of water, or a pound to

eight gallons, and so on according to the quantity of

wheat to be sown, and the size of the tub or vessel it is

steeped in. The vitriol should be dissolved in a lew gal-

lons of hot water, and what more is wanted to make up
the quantity may be added cold. The wheat to be

steeped in a kipe, and limed in the usual way the night

before sowing."
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FALKIRK OCTOBER TRYST.—The last of the

three trytts for the year, commenced with sheep, on

Monday the 10th inst. Tlie number on the ground

was estimated, by competent judg-es, to be not less than

70,000, a much greater number than has been broug-ht

forwardfor many years. The day was most unfavourable,

and rained incessantly.—The market was evidently

over-stocked. Mr. Paterson, from Sutherlandshire,
'

sold his three-year-old white-faced wethers and ewes,

1,000 in each lot ; the wethers brought 27s, the ewes

19s. These were considered to be the best sheep in the

market, and were purchased by a dealer from Dumfries.

The best lot of black-faced wethers brought 24s. Cur-
rent prices for Cheviot wethers, 21s to 25s ; current

prices for black-faced wethers, 14s to 21s. Cheviot

ewes, top price, 19s ; current, 15s to 18s. Black-faced

ewes, top price, 14s 6d; current, 7s to 12s. In the

evening a very considerable number remained unsold,

and on the Tuesday the greater part of these were dis-

posed of, but at prices a shade lower.—The result of

the sheep market, compared to the last September
tryst, was a fall of 2s to 3s a-head, but compared to the

corresponding October tryst of last year, is a-head

higher on the average. Yesterday the ilth iust., the

cattle market commenced. The number on the ground
was at least 35,000, and considered to be a very full

market. The weather fortunately cleared up, and the

day continued fine. The market presented a much more
animated appearance betwixt buyers and sellers, than

in the sheep market on Monday. Fat cattle were scarce,

consequently in demand, and sold readily. Good half-

fat heavy cattle, four years' old, brought 14Z as the top
price; a lot of forty good beasts, 12/158. Three-year-

olds, in good in condition, 8/ to lU.—Two-year-old
Highland stots, as usual, in good demand, and selling

from 71 to 10/ ; inferior sorts, 4/ to 6/. The result of

the cattle market was, upon the whole, favorable. All

the best cattle were sold, and realized much about the

same prices as at last September tryst, and fully equal

to the October tryst of last year. Of inferior beasts

on lean stock ot all descriptions, the holders had to

submit to extreme low prices, and next to unsaleable,

from the apparent scarcity and dearth of winter keep.

A great show of horses, sales dull, and prices low.
WEST SUFFOLK AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIA

TION.—The fourth annual Autumnal show of the above
association was held on Friday se' night. The show was
not so large as last year. The company was of the first

respectability, but not quite so numerous as we have
seen at preceding exhibitions. The show of sheep and
cart mares was very superior. Some Devons belnng-
iag to ahe Duke of Norfolk, which obtained the priise,

attracted much notice. The Southdown tups of Mr.
Lugar, of Hengrave, which gained the prizes, were
particularly admired for their symmetry and quality of

wool. Two extraordinary merino sheep, belonging to

Lord Western, were exhibited as extra stock. They
were not shorn till they were three years old, when
27lbs of wool was clipped from each sheep. The locks

of wool wei"e 14 inches long. Three Merino ram lambs
belonging to the same noble lord, were also exhibited.

A remarkably handsome Durham bull, the property of

the Rev, Daniel Gwilt, of Tcklingham, excited the ad-

miration of all present. There was an excellent va-

riety of other stock, which we have not space to par-

ticularize. A fact respecting a cart mare belonging to

Col. Rushbroke, M.P., which was shown for the
prize, is deserving of particular notice. The mare had
a lock-jaw, of which she was completely cured by
pouring cold water from a water-pot along her back,
as recommended by an eminent veterinary surgeon.
The general impression, we believe, is, that horses with
locked jaws are mostly incurable. This simple remedy
is deserving of trial.

ROXWELL PLOUGHING MATCH.—This match
t3ok place on Wednesday se'night, in a clover ky, near
Screens, belonging to T. W. Biamstou, Esq., M.P.,
in the occupation of Mr. Thomas Everard, called Rain-
bow Field. The weather proving auspicious induced
the attendance of Mr. and Mrs. Bramsten and their

friends, including Mr. and Mrs. Selwin, John F. For-

tescue, Esq. — Tower, jun. Esq., the Hon. and Rev.
Bond Grosvenor, Rev. J. F. G. Fortescue, and many
other of the neighbouring clergy, gentry, and practiced

farmers, who expressed their approval of the arrange-
ments of the day. The scene presenting 16 ploughmen
with their horses and ploughs in one field, all actively

contending for the prizes, was truly gratifying to all

who consider that upon the success of agriculture all

other interests in a great measure depend. The land

was in excellent condition, and the ploughing, which
was good, exceeded many matches which have recently

taken place. That of Lines, the winner of the first

prize, was considered to be very superior ; as was also

that of James Little, the winner of the second prize.

Mt. James Lucking and Mr. George Darby were
chssen Judges, and the esteemed member for South
Essex (who was actively engaged throughout the day),

with his usual kind expression of feeling Oeliveredeach

of the prizes as awarded, accompanied with an appro-
priate address and comment upon the result of these

trials of skill. The active exertions of Messrs. J.

Joslin and Flowerday tended greatly to promote the re-

gularity and gratification of the dav. We trust that

this match may prove an example to the neighbouring

parishes.

HOP INTELLIGENCE.
BORO', Oct. 24.—During last week we experienced

less inquiry for Hops
;
prices have given way a trifle ;

ordinary sorts may be considered from 4s to 6s per

cwt lower ; fine in demand at full prices. The esti-

mated duty still remains at 175m.

PRESENT PRICES.

Per Cwt. .£«..£«.
Faniham?, fine 9 9 11

East Kent, Pockets, fine 6 6 8 15

Bans 6 7 7
Mid Kent Pockets 5 5 8 8

Bags 5 7 7

Supi'rflne higher.

Weald of Kent Pockets 5 6 2

Sussex, Pockets 4 15 5 18

Yeai lings 4 10 5 12
Old 3 3 4 10
OldOlds II 3 3

WEYHILL HOP FAIR.—(From our own Corre-

spondent.

J

—On Monday andTuesdayWeyhill presented

a most interesting appearance from the number of very

fine teams collected in the Farnhara and country roads,

as well as from the liberal freight of hops in process

of removal to the respective booths of the planters.

The quantity of hops pitched in the country row may be
stated at about 5,250 pockets, in the Farnham row at

about 3,100. The quality is universally allowed never

to have been equalled. The opening price of Farnham's
raged from 10/. to 11/., of country's from 8/. to 9/.

A few fine growths were purchased the first day at

nearly those rates, and one lot of fine country's realized

9/., which may he quoted as the highest price ob-
tained. The second day ruled very dull, and growers
gave way in price from 10s. to 1/. per cwt., and even
at such reductions very little business was transacted.

The following day opened better, and a large quan-
tity of hops changed hands at from 7/. 7s. to 8/. 8s.

From 2,000 to 3,000 pockets were taken by London
houses, which gave a firm tone to the market, and
made the west country dealers commence in real earnest
to supply themselves with an article so excellent in

quality, and so moderate in price, as compared with the

value which should obtain from an estimated duty of

170,000/. We were certainly surprised at the dift'erence

ofjudgment between some of the planters, and we must
give great credit to Mr. James Messenger for his very
superior tact as a salesman in having realized 9/. for

Sir Thomas Millar's growth, while Mr. Cobden, of
Binsted, tamely submitted to so low a price as 71. for

a hop fully equal in quality. The hops which had been
manured by Lance's Animalized Carbon were observed

to be superior in quality to those which had been culti-

vated in the usual way.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.

The weather during the past month has been
marked by those vicissitudes which characterise

the climate of the British Isles. In the early part

of October rain and cold i)revailed, preventing the

farmers from making any progress in securing

the remainder of the crops in the more Southern
divisions of the kindom, and in the Northern not
only seriously impeding agricultural cperations,

but preventing the unripe grain from arriving at

maturity; in the middle of the month the rain

partially abated, and the temperature became
more genial, the farmers exerted the utmost en-
deavours, during the intervals of fine weather, to

cart their grain, and consequently the condition

is much afFc(^ted, and requires kiln-drying or dry-

ing cold winds, to render it marketable ; and
where oats have been standing uncut, the damp-
ness of the atmosphere has checked any rapid
progress towards maturity. As regards the crop
of wheat in those counties from whence the me-
tropolis more particularly draws it supply, it may
be stated, that though there has been a diminution
in the amount of land sown with wheat, yet the

decrease is not to the extent generally calculated

ui)on, and less than in other counties. The straw
is decidedly short in bulk, but the sheaves in

thrashing have yielded a larger return than was
anticipated, which is attributed to the fact, that at

that critical period of the season, the blossoming
of the plant, the weather which prevailed being
warm and genial, with the intensity of the sun's

rays partially clouded, caused the juices supplied

to each grain, to set full and healthy, and hence
few seasons have been experienced in which there

was less deficiency of corn in the ears. The pro-

duce, though much below the yield of the years

1834 and 1835, may, in these districts, be ranked
at a moderate common average croi), the weight
being nearly equal to that of last season, and in

some instances the q'lality superior, though much
more infected with smut. The condition varies

according to locality and mode of harvesting,

many parcels having been prematurely hurried

from the field, are unfit for millers' purposes, and
will be scarcely marketable until the Spring ; and
though a considerable breadth was secured before

the wet, yet the condition on the aggregate is

much inferior to the crop of 1835. The markets
up to the present time have been scantily supplied

with the finer qualities of new wheat, as farmers,

owing to the precarious state of the weather in

the later portions of the kingdom, particularly in

Scotland and Ireland, and having obtained remu-
nerating prices fjr all other kinds of agricultural

produce, have little necessity, and therefore no in-

clination to bring forward their better samples at

the i)resent uncertain range of prices ; more espe-

cially as the currencies in Mark-Lane have been

latterly depressed, and a pressure generally exist-

ing on the trade, which has been in great mea-
sure produced by the proceedings of the Bank Di-

rectors raising the amount of interest on discount,

and paralyzing for the moment all money opera-

tions. Parties interested in grain have, in conse-

quence, become extremely cautious in their pur-

chases and speculations, preferring rather to await

the result of the money market. The supplies,

therefore, have been dependent on a consumption
confined to its narrowest limits, millers otdy buy-
ing to the extent of their immediate wants, and
the market unrelieved by purchases from any other
channel, has been languid. The bonded trade has
been also similarly influenced ; but, as money be-

comes more readily attainable, and which is now
beginning to be the case, and investments are

made in the finer descriptions of corn, old qual'-

ties, as well as selected dry new samples, are likely

to feel the impulse, and the range of the curren-

cies, between the two extreme points, will be
wider extended than at present; but at the same
time, as far as the foreign importer is concerned,
these circumstances do not hold out much encou-
ragement to his speculations for the home con-

sumption, as the average value of wheat is not

likely to be much affected by the improvement in

price of the superior qualities ; the advance being

checked by the low rates of the smutty and inferior

descriptions.

Barley is estimated at an average in quantity,

but one-third of the crop of the kingdom has suf-

fered more or less from the wet, bad weather.

Our principal barley counties were so fortunate as

to secure the greater part of the crop in good con-

dition prior to the wet weather setting in, but

even in those cotntics we must allow a consider-

able deduction for waste, from the wet weather

overtaking their later harvest. Of old barley

there is evidently but a small quantity on hand to

meet the new crop, and taking into account the

immense consumption of the article, and the great

deductions of malting qualities from the crop, in

consequence of the unfavourable weather the last

two months, it is to be expected that our extreme

prices for fine malting barley are likely to be at

present maintained.

Oats are a rather deficient crop in quantity in

England, and a great portion harvested in poor

condition, but much weathered. In the South of

Ireland, and along the East Coast of that country,

oats have been harvested in good order, and are a

great crop, both in yield and in breadth of land

sown ; but on the North West side of Ireland, and

on the mountain lands, where the cultivation of

the grain is extensive, also in Scotland, and in the

late districts of England, a great part of the crop

was stated, only a tew days back, to be still in the

fields, and a great deal green and uncut. Iiuiced

the reports from Scotland and Irelaiul continue

very unfavourable from the more northern por-

tions of each kingdom. Oats in many parts of

the Highlands are still green, and as frost and
even sno\v has been already experienced, all hope

of the crop arriving at full maturity seems past
;

and when it is recollected that a failure in this

article affects the inhabitants of these mountain-

ous districts in the same way as a failure in the

wheat crops would England,—the privations of

the poorer classes in their "Bannocksand Hrose"

must be lamentably extensive.

During the past month many causes have operated

to enhance the value of wheat throughout the king-

dom, and though the currencies have advanced less

2 B
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rapidly than they would have done, had it not been

for the pressure on the money market, which has

efFectually checked any extensive speculations on in-

vestment in corn. Prices have however risen

about 4s to 5s at all the leading markets in England,

Scotland, and Ireland ; in Mark Lane white wheat

must be noted 7s per qr. higher, and red 5s ; but the

improvement has been experienced to this amount
only on the fine fresh descriptions of old wheat and
prime dry new qualities ; ordinary sorts not having
advanced more than 2s, and in the quotations of in-

ferior and smutty parcels, little alteration has taken

place. The farmers have been firm in requiring

higher rates, and having kept the markets shortly

supplied, thev have been enabled to realize their de-

mands ; as the remunerating rates they have obtain-

ed for Summer grain,have not rendered them anxious
to dispose of their wheats unless at enhanced cur-

rencies. The London and home country markets are

likely also to be affected by the fact of the receipt of

orders from Scotland, thus early in the season, prin-

cijially for fine dry new qualities, corroborating be-

yond douht, the inferior character of the Scotch crop.

In Ireland, the condition of the new wheats has ren-

dered holders unwilling to quit their stocks unless

at advanced rates.

Owing to the advanced prices of wheat and flo

in the United States, bonded wheat has remained
firm, and the finer qualities of red have improved in

value : but as tlie shipments during October have
been principally on owners' account, there has not

been much actual business transacting on the mar-
ket. The exports have comprised about 7,000 qrs
to Baltimore, 3,300 qrs to New York, 500 qrs to

Boston, and a few hundred to Philadelphia; 1,300
qrs to Sydney, and a few hundred to Launceston,
Halifax, and Madeira.

The progressive improvement in wheat has enabled
the town millers to realize the top quotations for

their flour, and had it not been for the large supply
of flour received coastways towards the close of the
month, they would in all probability, have succeeded
in advancing the prices to 50«. Ship flour, owing
to short su[)plies, and the bakers having only a li-

mited stock has advanced 2s to 3s per sack since the

end of September. Flour in Bond, has met a brisk
demand for export, principally to the West Indies,

where the increased value of the article is exhibiting
the influence, which the diminutions in the receipts

from the United States, is already effecting
;

prices

are 2s to 3s per barrel higher, Hamburg and Danzig
qualities being worth 25s to 27s, and supplies on ar-

rival meet ready purchasers ; at Jamaica it will be
seen by the advices, the quotations are ranging verv
high; about 17,000to 18,000cwts. have been shipped
to Mauritius and West Indies, exclusive of 2,300
cwts. to Pernambuco, and a few hundred cwts. to

New South Wales, Halifax, &c.

The alteration in the duties consist of an advance
of Is per qr on wheat, making the duty 39s 8d, but
a deduction of 3s on barley. Is 6d on rye, Is 6d on
beans, and 2s 9d on peas, the duty on oats remaining
unaltered.

The supplies of barley at the beginning of the past
month having come sparingly to hand, and great dis-

paiity existing in the quality, some samples being
mdch discoloured, others indicating symptoms of

being mow-burnt and some out of condition, rendered
the demand active on the part of maltsters for the
finer descriptions of Chevalier and Norfolk and
Suffolk samples, which obtained in many instances

an advance of Is to 2s per qr, being noted at 44s to

453 for extra parcels ; the arrival of vessels having
however been detained by boisterous and adverse

winds, which coming to hand towards the close of
the month, the accumulated supply checked any
farther advance, and reduced the general currencies
to 43s, though selected fine Chevalier from the ale-

brewers would still have brought rather more money.
The distillers being out of stock have been obliged
to submit to an advance of Is per qr, paying 37s for

good stout parcels, and in some cases even 38s

;

grinding has participated in the improvement, and
good qualities are worth 35s, and even 36s, but
purchasers at these rates are confining their opera-

tions, and the aspect of the trade is much less ani-

mated. Few of the numerous orders transmitted

abroad are being executed from want of quality

and condition in the new crops in Mecklenburg and
Denmark ; the Saale and Magdeburg samples which
arrive at Hamburg are likely to obtain therefore high

rates, as they are mostly of kindly quality, and much
has been secured before the wet weather set in ; the

<iuantity which can reach England before the winter

sets in, will be very limited, and spring shipments
will barely -arrive before the termination of the malt-

ing season ; Saale and Bohemian barley is being
shipped at Hamburg at 25s to 25s 6d per qr free on
board, and Silesian at Stettin at 23s to 24s.

The unfavourable accounts of tl e oat crop from
Scotland and Ireland, and north of England, and
complaints being also made from Lincolnshire as to

quality and condition, the supplies at the same time

proving limited with a high range of currency in

Scotland and Ireland, have caused the prices in the

London market to continue to advance, and are noted

Is 6d to 2s per qr. higher than on the close of last

month, and dealers and consumers having been bare

of stock, they have been compelled to accede to the

enhanced terms of the factors. As however, there

are large supplies on their passage from the Sister

Isle, which have been detained by contrary winds,

the quotations are not likely further to advance:
feed oats generally are noted at 25s to 27s ; fine, 29s

to 29s 6d ; extra, 30s to 33s. There are few oats

offering free on board from Ireland by the shippers,

as the rates are too high to induce purchasers to come
forward, the latest quotations were Limerick for

shipment in October, November, and December 12s

9d to 13s per barrel ; do. in January, February, and
March I3s to l3s 6d ; Derry and Ballina l3s. Black

Youghal, Cork or Waterford 13s to ]3s 6d ; Gal-

way, 12s to 12s 6d. Oats in Bond have been in de-

mand at I5s to 16s, fine, I7s per qr, and Brew at

20s to 22s for shipment to the West Indies, to which
destination a few thousand quarters havebeen shipped.

The demand has been brisk for old beans, and dry

new samples, and the article being extremely scarce

must be noted 2s to 4s per qr. dearer, and firm at

the improvement; new beans came to hand extremely

soft, and out of condition, and are dull at former rates.

White boiling peas have continued in short sup-

ply, and meeting a steady demand, must be quoted

2s to 3s dearer
;

grey and maple are also worth 2s

per qr. more money.
During the month of October the following quan-

tities of Grain and Flour have arrived in the Port

of London.

English
Scotch
Irish
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Beans. Peas. Linseed. Flour,
qrs. qrs. qrs, laelcH.

English 7,648 6.26/ .. 33,135
Scotch ... 600
Irish ... ... 20

Total in Oct. 7,648 6,267 .... 33,755

Total ir. Sept. 3,724 4,332 17 32,170

Total in Aug ,. 2,C12 2,291 ... 27,473

Foreign in Oct. 335 36 5,876 bris. 5,438

In Canada prices of wheat and flour are on the

advance, owing to the high range both articles are

maintaining in the United States, and the hirge pur-

chases made in Upper Canada by the American
millers. Flour has advanced to 42s 6d per barrel,

the last quotations received having been only 32s 6d

for fine qualicies. Wheat has been selling at from

6s 3d for Hamburg red, up to 7s per 60lbs. for

Upper Canada qualities, and several contracts had
been made on delivery at 6s 6d, 7s per 601bs being
now the current rates. The reports from the agri-

cultural districts have continued favourable both in

Upper and Lower Canada ; and in the latter division

of the colony the injury sustained by the wheat
from fly and maggot is much less than had been an-

ticipated. From Halifax and New Brunswick the

weather is represented as favourable for agricultural

operations, and the crops promise an average return.

At Sydney, New South Wales, the markets were
being better supplied, and wheat was dull at 10s to

lis 6d per bushel. Flour was declining, and firsts

were noted at 28s per lOOlbs. At Launceston, Van
Diemen's Land, owing to the reported decline at

Sydney, Wheat had fallen to 7s 6dand 8s per bushel,

but had again rallied, and was worth 9s 6d to 10s 6d
per bushel.

The prices of flour in the West Indies are ranging
at high rates from the falling off in the receipts from
America. At Jamaica on the 23rd August good
German flour had obtained 83s 4d currency per
barrel, and some fine American qualities in small

parcels realized as much as 133s 4d. Indian corn
meal 54s 2d per barrel. No biscuits in importers'

hands, and Indian corn very scarce. The supplies

of flour during the present year, ending the 22d
August, were 16, .326 barrels and 702 half-ditto less

than the corresponding period of 1835.

Tlie continuance of wet unfavourable weather in

France has given rise to apprehensions for the sow-
ing of wheat, especially on the stiff clayey lands,

and holders of old wheat and fine new qualities

evince little disposition to sell unless at higher

prices, more particularly as the crops have proved so

deficient in the central and southern departments.
Flour meets ready sale for all descriptions at fully

the improved currencies. At Paris the arrivals of

wheat are very limited, and the southern and
northern districts from whence supplies have

usually reached the metropolis are having their

surplus corn taken off in a different direction,

leaving little more than enough for the actual

consumption. Rye is also scarce, aud held at 19s to

20s ; the plant is reported unfavourably, and the

demand which is experienced from Holland, Bel-

gium, and the Baltic, for America, is adding its in-

fluence on the prices in France. Oats at Paris are

steady, but not dearer, and the demand at different

points is attributed more to the inferior quality of

the article in Normandy this season, than failure in

quantity. At Nantes a demand was being again ex-

perienced for shipment to Bordeaux and the south-

ern ports. At Bordeaux a fair extent of business

had been transacted in wheat, for immediate as well

as future delivery, at from 453 to 49s, and the trade

firmer than the previous week for all the finer qua-

lities. At Marseille, however, the market was dull

both for Home and foreign growth of wheat ; Loire

quality was worth 48s to 50s ; Barletta free 56s to

57s. At Rouen flour was advancing in price, and
shipments continuing to the southern ports. At
Dunkirk a gradual improvement was being expe-
rienced in wheat ; white was worth 44s 6d to 45s
9d, and red 42s 6d to 43s 8d per qr.

At Odessa the new wheats had appeared at mar-
ket, fine qualities were eagerly sought after, and
being rather scarce obtained from 18s to 22s 9d, ac-

cording to samjile.

At St. Petersburgh some sales of rye had been
effected for America at 18s 6d, and there were seve-
ral purchases for spring delivery of the article at

I5s lid. Kubanka wheat was noted at 32s 6d to

33s 5d.

At Riga rye had been contracted for at 18s 2d,

deliverable in May. A small parcel of new linseed

had appeared at market, and the quality proved very
satisfactory, but the quantity was too small to fix any
price, and generally the offers for delivery from the

interior were limited too high to admit of present

purchases.

At Konigsberg some sensation was created on
'Change by the accounts received from the Prussian
minister in the United States, and published by
government, intimating, that owing to the total fail-

ure of the crops in America, our traiis-atlantic

brethren would require a million and a quarter qrs.

of grain, which had caused an extra degree of firm-

ness in the trade; high mixed wheat of 1834 was
noted at 34s to 36s ; 1835, 27s 5d to 28s 5d. New
linseed was noted at 45s 3d, 48s to 50s lOd per qr.

At Danzig the demand from the last accounts had
lessened and prices given way, and purchases were
made at Is to Is 6d per qr under the currencies of
the previous Week. Flour, on the contrary, was
much inquired after, and there was much difiiculty

in making contracts for Spring delivery. Wheat
was quoted 32s to 37s; high mixed, 29s to 3ls

;

mixed 27s to 29s ; red, and ordinary, 25s to 26s.

But a small proportion of the stocks in granary are

reported as belonging to corn merchants, the main
portion being held by British speculators. The
freight to America 16s per qr, and 5 per cent.

At Stettin the weather has been rainy, cold, and
ungenial, and in fact throughout the lower districts

of the Baltic, the same reports are made. Barley

was scarce and held at improved rates at the above
port, owing to the damage the new grain has sus-

tained, and shipments could not be made under 20s 6d
to 21s. Holders of oats for the same reasons were
not inclined to sell. Wheat could be shipped at 25s

to 28s.

At Rostock there is no old barley in store, and
the demand must therefore be entirely met by the

new crop, which will be of various qualities, in con-

sequence of ex])osure to the wet. Wheatin demand
at 28s, and freight to America 9s, and 5 [)er cent.

In Holstein the rain was much impeding the har-

vest, and as there was a good deal of barley out-

standing, tlie quality was likely to be deteriorated.

Fine old and new wheat mixed, of 62 lbs to 63 1 ,

was offering for shipment to America at 30s to 31s.

At Hamburg old red ftlarks wheat was worth

32s 6d to 33s ; new 29s to 29s 6d ; new Anhalt and

Magdeburg 31s to 32s. Flour was in animated re-

quest for America and English account, as well as

wheat, so that prices were not expected to recede

until the supplies of new increased. New Sa.de

and Bohemian barley bright in colour had obtained

25s 6d for England, and Holstein and Mecklenburg
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17s 6d to 18s; and in the Danish Islands old hare

obtained 17s 9d. Peas in request at 22s. Beans

are outstanding and suffering from the wet. Clover

seed very firm.

At New York considerable fluctuations had taken

place in the prices both of wlieat and flour, during

the previous twelve days; Western canal flour,

which had reached as high as 9 dollars 75 cents, or

43s lOd fancy brands, and 42s 9d common marks,

had receded as low as 393 4d, but again rallied and

remained at 40s 6d to 42s 9d. Wheat had experi-

enced a decline of as much as lis per qr owing to

rather an influx of arriva's, but had, at the date of

the last letters, nearly regained its value ; Genesee
had brought 73s 4d ; inferior North Carolina, 56s

6d, still prices were nearly 7s lower than the pre-

vious fortnight, which may in part be attributed to

inferioritv of quality, as at Pliiladelphia it appears

millers had determined not to accede to the demands
of holders for the common luns of wheat, as they had

been paying much too disproportionate rates, consi-

dering the quality offering, and though prime
samples have sustained little alteration, yet the or-

dinary descriptions have been brought nearer their

relative value. Flour remained at 42s 9d, with

limited demand. At Baltimore the trade was heavy
;

flour had not given way in price, being noted at 42s

9d, but wheat bad materially declined, good new
red wheat having been sold at 66s, which was con
sidered the general currency for that description

;

very inferior, 47s 8d : best white fine wheat for

family flour had brought 76s 8d. Reports appear
in some of the morning papers, that America will

require 1,200,000 qrs of wheat to make up her de-

ficiencies ; this is a vague calculation and unsub-
stantiated by facts ; the United States have enough
for their own consumption, and a little for export,

but millers and merchants having been accustomed
to export to the annual amount of nearly 2,000,000
barrels of flour, have been wont from year to j'ear to

enter into large contracts for future delivery, not

however, to the full amount of the total exports of

all the States, and tliey therefore now require the
raw material to fulfil their speculative sales, which,
however, may be set down at a considerable less

gross amount than a million quarters.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAI. MEASURS.
BRITISH. Oct. 1. N07. 1.

Wheat, red, Essex, Kent, Suffolk 42 to 60
White 46

Norfolk, Lincolnsliire and Yorkshire. .. 40
White, do. do 40

West Country Red 38
White, ditto 40

Barley, iMaltinft. new 36
- Chevalier, new 38

Distilling 32
Cirinding 28
Irish 26

Malt, Brown 48
Ditto, Clievalier 64
Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale 56
Ditto \^'.-tre 64
Peas, Hog and Grey 34
Maple 34
White Boilers 36

Beans, small 40
Harrow 3S
Tiiks 34
Mazagan 34

Oats, EsGLisHfeed 256d2.')
Short small 28
Polan'l 25
ScorcH, Common 26 6d 28
Berwick, &c 26
Potatoe, &c 28

Irish, Feed 22s Od to 24s Od
DittoPotatoe 24b Od 2/8 Od
Ditto Black 22s Od 24s Od

60
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FOREIGN.
Oct. 24.

About 3,540 bales of Spanish, Russiau, East Indian,

Turkish, and German wools reached London, in the

course of last week. A public sale of 224 bales of

Tigai wool, is appointed, for the 4th of Nov. Private

contract trade is in a sluggish state, at stationary prices.

Electoral Saxony wool, from 4s 6d to 5s 6d ; first

Austrian, Bohemian, and other German wools, 2s lOdto

3s 9d ; second do.. Is lOdto 2s 9d ; inferior do. in locks

and pieces, is 6d to Is lOd ; do. lamb's do., 2s 6dto3s;
Hungarian sheep's do., 2s 2d to 2s 8d ; Leonesa
sheep's do., 2s to 3s 6d ; Segovia do., 2s 6d to 3s ;

Soria do., 2s to 3s ; Cacares do., 2s 4d to 3s ; Spanish

lamb's wool. Is 6d to 2s 8d ; German and Spanish

cross do.. Is lOd to 3s 2d ; Portugal sheep's do., Is6d

to 2s 6d ; do. lamb's do.. Is 4d to 2s 4d ; Australian,

fine crossed do., 2s 4d to 3s 4d; do. native sheep's do..

Is 8d to to 2s 8d ; Van Diemen's Land native sheep's

do., Is 6d to 2s 8d; Cape of Good Hope do,, Is 6d to 3s.

V/OOL,
On which the Home Consuinption Duties have been

paid at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and Hull

duriuo- the last week.

—
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were fearful her splendidly triumphant rac-

ing career had been cut short, aware that her

fore legs were scarcely to be depended on.

However, we were much pleased to find that

she appeared at the meeting under considera-

tion, and carried off the Post Sweepstakes in

her usual style.

The Holywell Hunt Meeting comprises a

considerable number of events, a more than

usual number of which, on the present occa-

sion, have been uncontestedly decided. But,

when wc take into consideration the late pe-

riod of the season, and that therefore a con-

siderable number of racers must have been

put hors du combat, by previous exertions,

such a circumstance can excite no surprise,

though, at the moment, it may produce re-

gret.

The Newmarket Second October Meeting
requires no elucidation in this place. At the

same time it may be remarked that, though

the list of the odds for the ensuing Derby pre-

sents a formidable appearance, no great ex-

tent of business has yet been transacted on
that important stake.

The running at Nottingham wns of a supe-
rior description ; but, unfortunately, the de-
cision of the judge for the King's Hundred
was called in question. Mundig won the
first heat by half a length ; the second was
also given in his favour, though an eye-wit-
ness thus describes the heat systematically:

—

" In the second heat, Mundig led at starting,

being closely followed by Goldbeater and
Sylvan. Sylvan soon passed Goldbeater, and
the race was between the former and Mun-
dig ; soon after they bad passed the distance
post, Sylvan crept past Mundig, and main-
tained her place by an entire head : (for we
stood in a direct line with the two sight posts
of the judges, and at a very short distance;)
but the judge decided in favour of Mundig,
to the no small astonishment of those nho
considered themselves competent to give an
opinion of the result. We know several debts
to have been actually paid on the heat, ere
the parties were aware of the judge's decision,
which were afterwards repaid !" As every
convenience is afiorded the judge for the part
he has to perform, if he pronounce an incor-
rect decision, he does so knowingly and wil-
fully. The judge should take his seat with
clear hands, which is impossible if he be in
the habit of betting : such a circumstance
gives to his orbs of vision a sinister sort of
Strabism, or a degree of obliquity which is

sure to lean or incline towards the interested
side of his betting book. Is the Nottingham
judge a betting man ? Our columns will be
found as open to his defence as they have
been to his accusation. His conduct, as a

public functionary, is a legitimate subject of
animadversion through the medium of the
press.

STATE OF THE ODDS.

THE DERBY.

9 to I Rgst Jereed

9 — 1 Brother to Bay Middlelon

12—1 Defender

14 —
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VOLUNTARY COMMUTATION OF flTHES.

Tlie first step to be taken with a view to effect a

voluntary commutation of Tithes is by giving notice
of a parochial meeting for that purpose, wliich no-
tice must be signed either by landowners whose in-

terest is not less than one-fourth part of the whole
value of the land subject to titlies" or by " tithe

owners whose interest is not less than one-fourth of
the whole value of the tithes."

It should be premised that land-owners or tithe-

owners may appoint an agent, with full powers to

act and vote for them. Tlie form of the power of at-

torney for that purpose will be found in the 16th
section of the Act. It is " under hand," not un-
der seal. It should be attested by one witness, not
the wife of the party. The original should be kept,
and " a copy, authenticated hy two credible wit-
nesses, appended to every agreement executed by
such agent, and sent with it to the office of the com-
missioners." An owner of land, being also owner
of tithes and patron, may be treated and may act
and vote in each separate capacit)^ When a land-
owner, tithe-owner, patron, or any person interested,
is a minor or labours under any legal disability, he
may act by his legal representative ; and in default
of such the commissioners may name a person to re-
present him.
The 12th section defines who shall be compre-

hended under the terms " land-owner" and " tithe-
owners," see also note (k) to 12th sect, of the Act,
Farmer's Magazine for September. The principal
difficulty in determining ownership will be in respect
to "joint-owners." These suggestions being in-
tended for the use of unprofessional readers, any
statement of the law upon the subject of " joint-
ownership" would be misplaced. Wherever such
cases may arise it will be desirable to obtain profes-
sional assistance.

The value of lands or tithes possessed by persons
signing the notice, as well as by those who proceed
to make a parochial assessment must be ascer-
tained hy the" sum at which such lands are rated to
the relief of the poor." When all the lands or
Tithes are rated, no difficulty wUl arise but where
lands are extra parochial nr where there is no rate,
then the value " must be estimated according to the
rules by which property of the same kind is by law
rateable to the relief of the poor," and here'there
may be some difficulty. At present property is

rated in different parishes in different ways'; in
some cases at the full value— in some at two-thirds
of the value— in many at one-half the value. These
different modes of rating occasion much inconve-
nience, and will speedily be remedied, the Poor
Law Commissioners being directed by the (5 and 7
W.4, c. 96, s. l,to order one uniform rating through-
out the country upon the net amount of value, free
of all charges &c. Whenever any property is not
rated, and it becomes necessary for the purposes of
the Tithe Act to settle the amount of rate, it must he
borne in mind that such property must be assessed
in the same proportion as the property already rated
in the same parish or district where the tithes are
to be commuted.

That is having ascertained the full amount of rate at
rack rent, the value must be estimated upon two-
thirds or one-half, like the land already rated as the

case may be. Land should be assessed upon the
rack rent after deducting all rates, charges, and
outgoings. Where land is subject to an extraordinary
charge for drainage a proportionate deduction should
be made on that account. And it has been said that
where the land tax is redeemed it should also be
deducted.

In respect to the rating of Tithes a sum of money
given under an Inclosure Act in lieu of Tithes is

rateable, unless specially exempted. An annual
rent awarded to the rector in lieu of Tithes is rate-

able. Vicarial Tithes are liable to poor rate. A
person who farms tithes of the parson and agrees
with thetenantto receive a sura of money forthe whole
'I'ithe is rateable and not the tenant.

Where by a private Act of Parliament " lands,
houses, and tenements,'' were liable to be assessed, the
word " tenements" was held to include Tithes. The
interest of the parties having been ascertained in the
manner above described, notice according to the

form supplied by the Tithe Commissioners (see
Farmer's Magazine for October, pages 268—9,)
l)roperly signed, must be " affixed at least twenty-
one days before such meeting on the principal outer

door of the church or in some public and conspicuous
place within the limits of the parish, and twice at

least during such twenty-one days inserted in some
newspaper generally circulated within the county in

which such parish is situated." This notice is free of
advertisement duty.

It will be seen, by the directions of the Tithe
Commissioners sent with the forms of notices, and
which will be found in pages 268 and 269 of the
" Farmer's Magazine," that a copy of the notice

must be forwarded b^ post to them on the day upon
which it is affixed. Reference should be made to

these directions, as they contain otlier particulars

whicli must be attended to.

The first business of the meeting called as above
directed will be to elect a chairman who must be
chosen by the majority of the land-owners and tithe-

owners there present.

' It may properly be noticed here that a Commis-
sioner or Assistant-Commissioner may attend at any
meeting, take part in the discussion, and aid by his

advice, but not interfere further. A proper book for

entering minutes of the proceedings should be pro-

cured before the meeting takes place, and correct

minutes should be kept.

The first duty of the chairman is to " ascertain

the interest of the land-owners and tithe-owners
then present in jierson or by their agents," which
must be done in the manner above directed. Ifpon
the amount of interest of the parties present will

depend tlio question, whether the meeting is em-
powered to make a " parochial agreement" at once,
or only to make a " provisional agreement "

If upon examination it shall be found that " there

are present owners whose interest is not less

than

Two-thirds of the land subject to tithes,

Two-thirds of the great tithes.

And two-thirds of the small tithes,"

they may proceed to make and execute a parochial
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agreement for the payment of a sum by way of rent-

cbarge in lieu of tithes.

The following form of agreement, with directions,

has been issued by the commissioners :

—

Articles of Agreement for the Commutation of the

Tithes of the parish of in the county of

in pursuance of the Act for the Com-
mutation of Tithes (a) in England and Wales,

made and executed at a meeting duly called and

holden at in the said parish on the

day of in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty ,

according to the provisions of the said act, by and

between the several bodies politic and persons,

owners of land, within the said parish, bywhom (fo)

[or by whose agents duly authorized in that be-

lialf] these presents are executed, and the interest

of which land-owners in the lands of the said pa-

rish is not less than two-thirds of the lands therein

subject to tithes, of the one part ; and the reverend

J. K., clerk, (c) rector of the said parish, and

(aj The instrument must bear date on the day on
which the first signature is attached thereto, (see sect.

21 of the act), and if a parochial meeting has been duly

called, although the persons attending it may not have
a sufficient interest to execute an agreement binding

on all parties interested, the parties actually present

may make a provision<al agreement, which if duly exe-

cuted within six months by parties having the required

quantum of interest, will be binding, (see the 18th sect,

of the act). When the agreement is provisional in the

first instance, say, " Provisional Articles ofAgreement,
&c." and after the date add the words, " and since per-

fected." When the first signature is attached at an ad-

journed meeting, after the word "holden,'' add the

words, '• and adjourned from time to time, and hol-

den by adjournment."
It is advisable that the instrument should be written

on parchment.

Cbj The words within brackets [ ] are only to be
used when an agent or agents is or are appointed, and
executes or execute the agreement : when such is the

case, the power or powers of attorney by which such
agent or agents is or are appointed, must be appended
to the agreement and sent with it to the commissioners,
(see sect. 16 of the act). If any land-owner or tithe-

owner is labouring under any of the legal disabilities

mentioned in the 15th sect, of the act, and any person
authorised duly acts for him in this matter, that fact

must appear ; say in that case after the words, "Owners
of land," " Substitutes for owners of lands, according
to the provisions of the said act."

(cj Where the case is not of this simple kind, but the

interest in the tithes is divided amongst several bodies

politic or persons, or is vested in the same person in

different characters, or by different titles, bodies politic

and persons who have an interest in at least two-thirds

of the great tithes, and bodies politic and persons who
have an interest in at least two-thirds of the small

tithes, must be parties to the agreement of the second

part.

For instance, if the great tithes of the parish are im-
propriated or appropriated, the impropriator or appro-

priator must be a party, and described according to the

nature of his interest. Again, if any person is entitled

to a. portion of tithes within the parish, he must be de-

scribed as such portionist, if he be made a party of the

second part to the agreement ; the necessity of his

owner of all the tithes, as well great as small,
thereof, of the other part.

It is by these Presents witnessed, That at the said

meeting it hath been and is mutually agreed upon by
and between all the said parties to these presents,
in manner following : that is to say, That the annual
sum of (a) pounds shil-

lings and pence by way of rent-charge

(subject to variation, as in the said act provided, and
subject to the other provisions therein contained)
shall be payable and paid to the said J. K., as rector

of the said parish and owner of the tithes there-

of, and to his successors, instead of all the tithes, as

well great as small, of the lands of the said pnrish,

subject to tithes and all fb) moduses and composi-
tions real and prescriptive, and customary payments
payable in respect of such hinds or the produce
thereof; in testimony whereof, the said parties to

these presents, or their respective agents thereunto
duly auiliorized in their names and on their behalf,

have to these presents subscribed and set their re-

spective liands and seals.

being so or not will depend upon the fact, whether the
agreement is or not executed by other parties having
the quantum of interest in the tithes required by the
act.

The same observation applies to all cases in which
other bodies politic or persons than the incumbent of
the living has any interest in the tithes. Of course, if

the incumbent is vicar or perpetual curate, he must be
so described, if he signs the agreement as a party of the

second part. The interest of each tithe-owner in the

tithes of the parish must distinctly appear upon the
agreement.

(a) It must be observed, that by the 21st sect, of the act

it is enacted, that every agreement must state in words at

length the sum agreed to be paid instead of tithes and in-

stead of all moduses and compositions real, prescriptive

and customary payments, if any, and must distinguish if

there is more than one tithe-owner, the sum payable
to every lithe-owner, and where the tithes of different

lands in the same parish are payable to different tithe-

owners, or to the same tithe-owner in different rights,

the sum payable in respect of such diflerent lands must
be distinguished. The variation of recital necessary in

each varying case will, generally speaking, he quite ob-

vious and of course ; but incase of any doubt or difficulty

,

application should be made to the commissioners, uho will

send therequisite instructions.

(b) Observe that no parochial agre?ment will extend
to the extinguishment or discharge of any Easter
offerings, mortuaries, or surplice fees, or to the tithes of
fish or fishing, or to any personal tithes other than the

tithes of mills, or any mineral tithes, unless by special

provision, (see the 90th sect, of the act.)

If any suit be pending touching the right to any
tithes, or there be any question as to the existence of
any modus, or composition real or prescriptive, or cus-
tomary payment or any claim or exemption from, or

non-hr'.bility to tithes, or touching the boundai-y of any
lands, or if any difference shall arise whereby the exe-
cution of any agreement shall be hindered, the same
may be submitted to reference in the manner prescribed

by the 24th section of the act. Land to the extent of

20 acres may be given to the incumbent of any benefice

as part of the commutation for tithe (see the 29th and
62d sect, of the act,) and in such cases the special mat-
ter must be fully shown, as directed by the act.

(To he continued.)
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THE PLATE.
The subject of the Plate is a Bull of the Fifeshire breed, six years and ten months old, the

property of Colonel Lindsay, of Balcarras, in Scotland ; and which obtained a premium of fifteen

sovereigns at the late Meeting of the Highland Society at Perth, as the "best bull," there being

five others shown in competition. An Honorary Premium was also awarded to Mr. Thomson, of

Orkie, as the breeder of this bull. Much discussion has arisen regarding a resolution of the Society

not to give Premiums for the direct propagation of the Fife breed, and an article upon this subject

will be found in this Magazine. We also beg to refer our readers to some valuable observations

upon this breed of cattle, by Mr. Dickson, of Edinburgh, which will be found in the Fourth Volume

of the Farmer's Magazine, Page 277.

FIFESHIRE BREED OF CATTLE.

It is generally known that on 30th January, 183.3,

a Committee of the Highland Society reported as to

the Fifeshire breed of black cattle (Highland So-

ciety's Transactions, Vol. X. p. 401), " That though
very fine animals under this name are often reared

by tlie care and skill of particular breeders, yet that

in its general character the breed of Fifeshire is in-

ferior to what the district is capable of producing."

Adopting the spirit of this report, tlie Directors ad-

vertised no premiums for breeding stock of the Fife-

shire cattle, in the very competition most nearly

affecting the' county, viz.—that for 1836, lately held

at Perth.

In consequence of a representation made to the

Directors on behalf of the Fifeshire agricultural in-

terest, supported by a body of important evidence in

favour of the breed, this mistaken and unwise ex-

elusion was not enforced. That after the result of

the recent exhibition at Perth, the original deliver-

ance of the Society's Committee should have been
reiterated, and praise exclusively bestowed upon the

gentlemen producing the stock, in terms evidently

meant to disparage the breed generally, has astonish-

ed a great proportion of those who inspected the

stock upon that occasion. However much this emi-
nent national institution have found it wise and ex-

pedient specially to encourage the adoption of the

short-horned breed in no other case have they ceased

to encourage any of the well known native breeds of

tlie several districts in Scotland. The position now
resumed by the Society, or rather by the Committee
of Directors who attended at Perth, must be held to

rest upon the assumption that the Fife breed is

decidedly inferior, not to the short-horned breed
only, but to all and each of the several breeds still

receiving direct encouragement from this National

Society.

The assertion that fine specimens of the Fife breed

are the rare results of uncommon pains, expense,

and a more than careful selection by the ])roducers,

is unfortunately in direct variance with the facts of

the case. To the breeders of the short-horns this

praise is supereminently due, no pains, expense, nor

care in selection and improvement of the stock hav-

ing been spared, and no advantage in grazing and
stall-feeding having been withheld. Whatever pains

may have been taken by the Fife farmers in rearing

and feeding their native breed, they are as yet

laggards in this matter, compared with the breeders

of the short-horns, insomuch that the true merits of

the Fife breed will not be sufficiently tested, until

still greater care in the selection of the parents, and

a more generous system in grazing and rearing the

young stock, he, imder the fostering care of the

Highland Society, and increasing enterprise of the

local agriculturists, more generally bestowed. But

further, the statement in the report is opposed to the

facts of the case, as seen in the numbers and merit of

the stock exhibited at Perth. In 1833, at Stirling,

the first prize for the best ox of any breed was
awarded to a Fife ox, while, at the recent exhibition

at Perth, the Fife breed, so far from affording only

one or two solitary specimens, conveying honour to

the breeder, rather than to the breed, was, in fact,

exhibited in greater numbers and excellence, in pro-

portion to the extent of the district, than either the

short-horned or polled breed.

Instead of sixteen, as erroneously reported by the

Society, twenty-four animals of the Fife breed were

exhibited, viz., six bulls, six cows, one five-year-

old, seven four-year old, two three-year-old, and two

two-year-old oxen. Of these the cows were so fine,

that, in the opinion of many judges of noted skill,

no six of the eleven short-horned, nor of tlie several

polled cows shown, could have been selected to

match, far less surpass them.

The Fifeshire fat stock, twelve in number, were
much admired by many first-rate English breeders,

and were declared to be among the finest exiiibited.

The prize ox of the four-year-old class (liad the

rules of the society permitted it to be entered for

bothj would, almost to a certainty, have received

the prize awarded to the best ox of any breed. The
five-year-old Fife ox was an animal of exquisite

symmetry and beauty, and the whole stock of a de-

scription calculated to raise in public opinion this

valuable breed.

The mutual congratulations of the Fife breeders

2 C
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upon the high place which the Fife stock maintained

at this splendid exhibition, and the assurance that

this superior and hardy breed, would henceforth be

estimated by the Society according to its merits,

were speedily checked by the terms of the authorized

report of the exhibition. That, under the circum-

stances above detailed, the highly honourable and
enlightened members of the Committee should have

so rigidly adhered to tlieir former dicta, can be

attributed solely to the natural leaning, which the

most conscientious persons have, to adhere to their

preconceived opinions, and to the difficulty of in-

ducing even the judicious to retract a serious and
honest, but perhaps prematuiely formed opinion.

It is probable, however, that after a full examination

of the evidence connected with this matter of public

interest, the great body of members of this national

institution will disavow the opinion there given, and
recall this marked and solitary proscription of one of

the most valuable of the pure Scotch breeds.

Without at present entering further into detail, it

may suffice to say, that the following statements can
be completely established by ample and concurrent

testimony of eminent agriculturists and dealers, both

within the countv and also beyond its limits.

i. That the Fife breed of black cattle has not yet

received the same degree of solicitous attention and
liberal outlay in selection, improvement, and
management, so laudably bestowed in perfecting

the short-horned and polled breeds, so that, under
the fostering care of the Highland Society, and the

increasing enterprise of the Fife agriculturists,

this superior breed may be brought to still greater

excellence.

2. That Fife oxen, when placed under equal treat-

ment with the short-horns, reach nearly to an equal
weight, while the former yield a higher price per
stone (sufficient to compensate the difference, if any,

in weight) in consequence of their superior quality,

and of their greater fitness for travelling.

3. That the short-horned breed is suitable only to

that small proportion of the county, which is emi-
nently a grain and not a breeding district, and in the

great proportion of the climate and soil of Fife is not

found to thrive ; while the first cross between that

and the Fife breed alone is found to be of advantage
to the feeder.

4. That the Fife black cattle as a dairy breed are

found to be superior to the short-horned, or even the

polled breed.

5. That even in the opinion of those who may
think the above rather an over estimate of the Fife
breed, and who may recommend a more general
adoption of the short-horned breed within the coun-
ty, the proscription of this large and native hardy
breed, by withdrawing premiums for its breeding
stock, is an nuprecedented and unwise restriction,

and that the view expressed in the report of 1835,
and reiterated in the recent report of the exhibition,
condemning the breed generally, is not borne out by
the facts of the case.

—

Correspondent of Fife Herald.

A Correspondent recommends that in the present
scarcity of turnips (from 8/ to \Ql per acre), masters of
hounds and sportsmen should, as much as possible, re-

frain from riding over turnip fields, and use every en-
deavour to prevent farmers' sons and gentlemen's ser-

vants from doing so. The destruction which frost oc-
casions to a bruised turnip is sufficiently known, and it

is somewhat singular that farmers joining the hunt
appear usually the last persons to pay any attention
thereto.

COUNTY RATES.
EXTRACT from the Report of the Commissioners for

inquiry into County Rates and other matters con-

nected therewith, presented to both Houses of

Parliament in June, 1836.

TABLE showing the amount of Expenditure of County
Rate in the several Counties of England and Wales
in the year 1 834 ; also the rate in the pound in that

year, supposing the County Rate to have been levied

on the annual value of Real Property as assessed to

the Property Tax in April, 1815.

Counties,
Total County
Rate Expendi-
ture, 1834.

Bedford
Berks
Bucks
Cambridge .

.

Chester ....
Cornwall . .

.

Cumberland.
Derby
Devon
Dorset
Durham ....

Essex
Gloucester ,

,

Hants
Hereford . .

,

Hertford . .

,

Huntingdon"
Kent
Lancaster.

.

Leicester .

.

Lincoln...|..

Middlesex. . .

.

Monmouth. .

.

Norfolk
Northampton

.

Northumberld
Notts
Oxford
Rutland
Sdop
Somerset ....

Stafford

Suffolk

Surrey
Sussex... ....

Warwick ....

Westmoreland
Wilts
Worcester . .

.

York(East R.)
(North R)
(West R.)

Total England

Anglesea . .

.

Brecon . . . . ,

Cardigan .....

Carmarthen.,
Carnarvon . .

,

Denbigh .....

Flint

Glamorgan ..

Merioneth .

Montgomery

.

Pembroke
Radnor

Total of Wales

Total of Eng
landand Wales

£
5,090
8,435

14,020
6,841

41,082
8,024

11,161

12,311

14,733

8,938

9,911
18,847

16,103
19,618

5,365

5,500
4,150
16,692

39,169
15,181

25,941

69,373
4,940
15,875
6,801

9,066
15,232

8,775
1,288
9,880

19,129
15,938

15,878
25,872
17,859
15,336
3,647
14,480

9,295
8,210
16,297
41,670

S. d.

19 11

10 1

2 9

9 9

9 9
9 7
15 Si
5 4

14 Mi
1 5
1

10 6

7 7i
3 5

12
11 6

9 5

15 6
3 4

9 11

6|
18 3*
17

13 2i
6 3|
12 1

10 8

9
5 10

10 11

19 7i
17 5J
17 0§
3 9
9 11

4 1

10|
6 10
1 6

3 1

4 7

13 8

Annual
Value of

Real Pro-
perty, April

1816.

651,972 3 1|

1,986 10 9^
3,880 2 9
1,722 17 7§
4,962 9 5

3,891 16 10

5,253 17 11

3,120 14 9
5,621 8 5

1,659 13 0^
5,306 15 10

2,567 18 7

1,801 6

41,775 6 5^

693,747 9 7|

£
343,682
652,082
644,129
655,220

1,083,083
916,060
705,445
887,659

1,897,515

698,395
791,359

1,556,836

1,463,259

1,130,951
604,614
571,107
320,187

1,644,179

3,087,774
902,217

2,061,830
5,595,536
295,097

1,540,952
942,161

1,240,594

737,229
713,147
133,487

1,037,988
1,900,651

1,150,284
1,127,404

1,579,172
915,348

1,236,726
298,198

1,115,458

799,605
1,190,325
1,145,252

2,392,405

Rate in the

Pound
thereupon.

49,744,622

92,589
146,539
141,889
277,455
125,198
243,976
153,930
334,192
111,436
207,286
219,589

99,717

2,153,801

51,898,423
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TO THE FARMERS OF ENGLAND.
A sure Remedy to ensure a Crop of Turnip or Cole

Seed against the destructive ravages of the Fly.

Gentlemen,—Having the two last years wit-

nessed the devastation that the turnip fly has caused
to the crops thereof, and more especially this year

having been an eye-witness of their ravages

through an extent of country southward, in a
journey of four hundred miles, I think that the

following observations I have to make on this

subject may tend to draw the attention of agricul-

turists thereto, which may in future years have a
very beneficial effect towards promoting the growth
of so useful a plant.

I have now been a farmer upwards of twenty-
four years, and have had under a course of cultiva-

tion three sorts of turnip land, viz., a sandy soil,

a gravelly soil, and a peat or loamy soil, and, to

the best of my knowledge, I have never yet failed

in my turnips on either of these different soils,

though my neighbours around me have frequently

so done. I think I may therefore venture to pass
my opinion on the grand cause of the failure of so

many turnip crops in this country ; and I shall not
scruple to pass my animadversion on farmers in

general, from their deficiency of attention towards
the promotion of the growth of so useful a winter
plant; for no crop in its nature is more beneficial

or necessary for the support of our sheep, on
which man so much depends, both for his food
and clothing.

Ever since I was a boy (and that is many years
back) 1 have constantly heard of the ravages of

the turnip fly, and of the remedies resorted to by
farmers for their destruction or for the prevention
of their devastation.

Rolling the field by moon-light has been one
remedy recommended ; sprinkling the young
turnips with lime has been another; steeping the

seed in a mixture of arsenic has been a third, in

order to destroy the egg, absurdly enough supposed
to be deposited therein ; and another remedy re-

commended has been this, the use of short and rot-

ten manure in preference to loug ; and I could men-
tion numerous other foolish experiments that have
been resorted to for the destruction of the fl}', or

for the prevention of their ravages, but all have
been hitherto tried to no pui-pose. The fly are

still found to be as destructive as ever to the

turnip crops of this country, and never more so

than the two last years, the winters of which have
been extremely mild, and consequently not so

destructive of the egg or worm from which, in all

probability, they assume their being.

I shall not enter upon a dissertation of the

origin of these insects (whether they are vivipa-

rous and so are generated as a worm, or weevel
in the first instance, and thus live in that state

throughout the winter on the roots of herbs or
plants, or in the bean ; or whether they are the

progeny of a fly, a caterpillar, or a sj)ecies of

chrysomela ; or whether they are ovijiarous, and
so produce their own eggs, cither in the bean
flower at the latter end of summer, or in the roots

of plants or weeds, at which they may easily get

through the crevices of the earth at that time of

the year, or whether they derive their origin from
the eggs of any other fly, caterpillar, or chry-

somela). I shall not venture to give an opinion

as it little concerns farmers to know how or from
whence they derive their existence ; but 1 shall

content myself with the knowledge that they

commence committing their ravages on the young

clovers and charlock weed in the early part of
the year, before the turnip crojjs are thought of,

or the seed thereof committed to the ground.
Moi-eover, of this I am well aware, that they

either (like the ant) are a most sapient, or (like

the gnatj are a most spiteful insect; for where
the young plants are thin upon the ground, there
their devastation is first directed, so that they
invariably destroy the thinnest parts of a crop
first, possibly for this reason, that they may
have a succession of plants, or plants of another
sowing.
Any farmer may observe, in his late-sown turnip

field, that where by accident the seed from the
hand has been deposited thick upon the ground,
the turnip fly is seldom known to attack destruc-
tively those plants which spring from such deposits,
until they have cleared the field of the plants that
have sprung from seed more judiciously sown.

Also the fly is always found to be more destruc-
tive to the young plants, when the surface of the
ground is incrusted over from the effect of the
rain, and consequently cracked, in the crevices of
which they are sheltered from wind and storm

;

and possibly it is for this reason that they are
found to be more destructive among long manure
than they are among short ; for no inject seems
to be more shy of wind and stormy weather than
they are, for in such weather scarcely a fly can be
discerned in a turnip field, where the day before,
in a milder state of the atmosphere, probably the
same field might have been covered with them.
When the ground is in this incrusted state, there

is little prospect of a crop of turnips, unless the
farmer has his senses about him. He either

should immediately harrow over his land again, if

the seed should not have vegetated, or otherwise
(if it should have vegetated) he should directly

use his roller, night or day; and before rolling,

he should sow more seed in such places where the
fly has already destroyed the young plants. The
roller in no case should be used after the seed is

sown, except in this instance, on an incrusted

surface, as the harrow (if then used) would
destx'oy too many of the plants : and where the

seed has been drilled, the horse-hoe should be
immediately used, whether the plant has vegetated

or not, as it acts between the drills.

The turnip plant is tender, and requires the

soil to be light and friable, so that it may vegetate

freely ; for if the land be incrusted and set by
rain, the plant will take more than twice the time
before it assumes its broad leaf, which is some-
what erroneously supposed to be beyond the

ravages of the fly. But the grand cause of the

failure of the turnip crops so generally throughout
this country is this, viz., " the quantity as well as

quality of the seed sown."

Place before a hungry man 2|lb. of beaf steaks,

and he probably would make much havoc among
them ; but give him five pounds to devour in the

same time, and he would in all probability leave a

fair portion for the good of the house.— It is so

vvith the fly. Treat him only with the produce of

22lb. of seed, and when the weather will jjermit

him to feed thereon, he will make strange hnvoc
among them ; but treat him to the plants of five

pounds of seed, and he will show himself to be
equally generous with his landlord, by leaving a

fair portion for the good of the farm. I shall

mention a few instances of this sort I have lately

seen in my neighbouring parishes. A gentleman
took me to his turnip field in the first week in

Septembei-,—excellent land for the purpose. He
2 c 2
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had he told me sown the field five times over, but

only with 2 jlb. of seed each time'per acre ; the con-

sequence was, that after the fifth sowing I did not

see literally one plant in the field, which possibly

might consist of twenty acres. His neighbour,

who had a field opposite of about the same dimen-

sions, had also sown most part of his five times

over ; sowing he told me about 31b. of seed per

acre, which was the usual quantity he used, unless

it was new seed, and in that case he sowed only

2^1b. per acre : this farmer beat the gentleman

before spoken of, for there was to be seen here

and there a few patches of turnips,—perhaps in

the whole there might be about four acres ; this

was also first-rate land for turnips. Another
farmer nearer home had also sown most part of a

field five times over, but using, he told me, only

21b. of seed per acre : this gentleman had, I think,

been a farmer for fifty years, and I will venture to

say would not have sown more if you had given

him fifty pounds : it was in all probability the

quantity used by his forefathers, perhaps up to the

time of the flood : the consequence has been, that

last year he got about two acres of turnips out of

twenty ; and this year he has been more lucky

—

that after five sowings, he has a few patches which
perhaps may amount to five acres.

I could mention innumerable other instances of

the same sort round my parish ; and I have seen

this year thousands, and tens of thousands ofacres,

of the best turnip lands of this kingdom in the

same state of nudity, and from precisely the same
reasons, with scarcely a turnip thereon.

Those crops that had withstood the ravages of
\

' the fly I generally found (after enquiry) were the

produce of from four to five pounds of seed per

acre.

Are not these instances, therefore, evident proof

of the cause of such a lamentable failure of the

turnip crops of this country ?

In some seasons, when the fly is not numerous,
(and that generally happens after a severe winter,)

there is no doubt that 2pb. of seed, or 31b. may
be sufficient to ensure a crop of turnips ; but when
the weather is hot and gleamy, and the fly abound-
ing, no farmer should sow less than four pounds
of seed per acre ; and if that quantity should fail,

(which is not often the case if he attend to the
harrowing and rolling I have recommended on an
incrusted surface,) he then should sow not less

than five pounds per acre,—for he is then aware
that the enemy is at hand, and will certainly

remain so throughout the summer months.
A succession of ploughing does not extirpate

the insect, but possibly makes him more voracious,

and with a keener appetite he glories in each
successive crop.

I always sow four pounds of seed the first time
per acre, and I seldom have had occasion to sow
again, (always attending to the rule before-men-
tioned with regard to harrowing and rolling,) but
the fly has sometimes so judiciously set the plants

out, about nine inches apart, that I have had no
occasion for a man to hoe them. This year on
three diff^erent sorts of land my turnips are excel-

lent, to the surprise of every one : and I had no
deficiency of plants last year, except in the
middle of a field, where about two acres had been
sown by a man unaccustomed to it with only about
2^1b. of seed per acre, and those two acres were
patchy and bad.

I have three sorts of turnips this year on three

different sorts of land, viz,, white stone, red globe,

and green top, as well as three acres of coleseed.

and each sort are very good. In the seasons when
the fly does not commit its ravages, of coarse in

that case the plants are much too numerous, but a

harrow will always remedy that evil ; besides the

harrowing of young turnips ("when they get to a
proper size) is as beneficial to them as a hoeing.

It is lamentable to think of the great premature
destruction that must take place this year among
the sheep of the country, as well as other cattle

from the general failure of the turnip crops. Good
breeding ewes in thousands have been traversing

the roads to London, and other great towns, from
the deficiency of winter food, as well as lamb-hogs
in countless numbers.

Since therefore through the deficiency of the

turnip crops, the welfare of the sheep of the

country is at stake, as well as the food and cloth-

ing of man, and since the population of this king-

dom is trebled in comparison with the population

some centuries back, when our forefathers were
so penurious with regard to their turnip seed,

surely it now behoves farmers to pay more atten-

tion to the promotion of the growth of so useful

and beneficial a plant, and it would well become
all of them hereafter to rerember, " that one
good sowing, and in season," is better than twenty

bad ones ; and that they may better bear in mind
the rules I have laid down for always obtaining a

crop of turnips, I have given them the following

stanza, which if they would get by heart and

teach their children after them, they will never

fail of seccess :

—

" Having well manur'd, convert the land to dust,

Four pounds or five per acre sow you must

;

If seed they yet be, harrow the incrust'd soil.

But be they plants, roll : 'twill pay well your toil."

Remaining Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

JOHN THOS. TRYON.
Bulwick Rectory, Nov. ISth.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE DONCASTER
GAZETTE.

Sin,—I observed in your paper of the 29th of October
that you had published a paragraph from the Lincoln

newspaper respecting a maggot found in bones, and
which was said to produce the fly which has this year
done so much injury to the turnip crop. I beg to state

that the fly which is said to have done so much mischief
was not produced from a maggot ; neither did the fly

(although the first cause) do the actual injury. It was
the larva or young of a species of fly called Aphides
that destroyed some hundreds of acres in this neigh-

bourhood (of the latest sown turnips). These deposit

their eggs on the underside of the leaf and are soon
hatched and produce the larva that destroy the turnips.

About the beginning of October some of these got
wings, and by the middle of October, on a fine day,

the whole country was so full that they resembled a
swarm of bees in miniature ; and I heard from a gentle-

man returning from Newcastle by the coach, that he
was much annoyed by their flying into his eyes. These
insects do not appear to have attacked the turnips that

were sown early, but those sown late in July or

beginning of August are all destroyed. The turnips

that were sown in June have not been injured, although

manured with bones. Therefore 1 write you this in

order that the inquiry may be attributed to its true

cause, and not to bone manure, which has proved to be
so valuable to the nation.—I am sir, yours truly,

JOHN HORNCASTLE.
Manton, Nov. 1,
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THE USE OF CRUSHED BONES AS
MANURE.

Mr. C. W, Johnson, in a pamphlet recently
published, has shown that this subject is

highly deserving the serious attention of
farmers in this great agricultural county.
The author says

—

" In the experiments hithesto made, light dry
soils are most benefited by bone manure ; such as

dry sands, limestone, chalk, light loams, and peat.

It is true that some experiments have shown an
excellent result from their application to even wet,
heavy soils, but this happened chiefly in the dry
seasons of 1826 and 1827. Those who theo-
retically recommend crushed bones for such soils,

because they will render them more friable, forget

the small quantity in which they are employed.
" A farmer, however, near Nantwich, relates,

that on a clay loam scarcely twelve inches deep,
on a sub soil of grey sand mixed with clay, he
finds that bone manure causes a [good herbage of
white clover and trefoil to grow where only sour
grass grew before.
" From the result of the inquiries of the Don-

caster Agricultural Association, it appeared to be
the opinion of those who had employed crushed
bones, that they are superior to the best stable

manure—in respect to the quality of the corn, as

7 to 5 ; quantity, 5 to 4 ; and durability of effect,

3 to 2."

The turnip crop appears to be the most be-

nefited by the application of bones, and nu-
merous experiments are given, demonstrating
their great value for this purpose.

" In the year 1831, on a thin chalky soil, in the
neighbourhood of Amesbury, in Wiltshire, Mr.
Devenish employed bone manure of the quality
called ' fine,' drilled at the rate of 24 bushels per
acre, with the turnip seed, on a portion of a field

of about ten acres. Part of the same field was
manured with spit dung, at the rate of about 20
tons per acre, and another portion of the same
field remained without any manure. The Swedish
turnips produced on the boned soil, were of four
times the value of those grown upon the land ma-
nured with spit manure. Those grown on the soil

without any manure, were deemed scarcely worth
hoeing."

The large and increasing consumption of
bones by farmers of the North of England and
Scotland, has rendered it necessary to import
them from all parts of Europe, and even from
Buenos Ayres and North America. This
novel trade has been steadily increasing for

the last fifteen years. In 1S21 the declared
value of the foreign bones imported for agri-

cultural purposes amounted to 15,898/ I2s 1 Id
;

in 1828 it had incieased to 59,782/ 9s 1 Id
;

and in 1835, to 127,131/ 14s lOd.

The author gives in conclusion the follow-

ing practical general directions :

—

" The crushed bones have been invariably found
more immediately beneficial as a fertilizer, when
suffered to remain previously for some weeks,
mixed with earth in heaps, exposed to the action

of the atmosphere. By being thus fermented and
dissolved, they are necessarily more speedily ser-

viceable as food to the plants to which they are

applied ; and this observation more especially re-

lates to the oat, barley, and other spring corn,
since these do not remain on the ground for so
long a period as other agricultural crops. The
proportion is 50 bushels of bones, with five loads
of earth or clay ; or 40 bushels to five loads of
common dung. For wheat and pasture lands the
previous fermentation of the bones is, for this

reason, not so essential to the production of im-
immediate relief. It is impossible to give any ge-
neral directions for the quantity of bones to be
applied per acre, since soil, situation, and climate,
must all be taken into the farmer's consideration.
The following facts, however, have been ascer-
tained by numerous experiments, at some of which
I have personally attended :

—

"That crushed bones remain in the soil for a
length of time proportionate to the size of the
pieces ; the dust producing the most immediate
effect, the larger pieces continuing to show the
longest advantage. On arable land their good
eflects continues for four years ; on pasture land
for eight.

" On turnips, oats, barley, and wheat, the quan-
tity applied has been from 25 to 30 bushels per
acre ; on pasture land, from 25 to 40 bushels of
bone dust, early in the spring.
" The best mode of application is by the drill,

with the seed corn.
" The bones should, when first used, be always

applied, for the sake of correct information, in
varying quantities per acre ; and on no account
should the farmer omit to leave, by way of com-
parison, a fair portion of the field without any
manure."

TO THE EDITOR OF THE SUSSEX
ADVERTISER.

Sir,—As the severe weather we have had last week
may be the harbinger of a hard winter, I wish to com-
municate, throug'h your paper, to the Farmers in gene-
ral, and to those on the Downs in particular, an ex-
pedient, I have tried with perfect success in removing'

the snow into furrows on pasture land so as to enable
the stock to remain out, and more particularly sheep

;

it is merely by joining two oak slabs edgewuy at a tri-

angle so as to scrape about ten feet of snow each turn,

which places the snow into ridges ; one of these scrapers
drawn by a pair of horses, will go over 15 acres in a
day, and might be very useful in cleamng Turnpike
Roads, at a small expense.—I remain, your obedient

servant, A. H.

Wadhurst, Nov. 2nd, 1836.

Ships' Biscuits.— The Society of Arts lias con-
ferred its large gold medal on JMr. T. Grant, of Weovil,
near Portsmouth, for the construction of a steam appa-
ratus for preparing ships'^biscuils, with superior econo-
my, cleanliness and expedition. Formerly tlie feet of
men were employed to tread and knead the dougli, and
its admixture by this means was oftentimes so imperfect
that the moister portions o( the mixture retained cells

ofvvater which became boiling hot, and in this state re-

acted upon the starch of the Hour, so as to impart to the

biscuit a glassy, stony hardness, whicli rendered it very
unfit for mustication. In Mr. Grant's apparatus the la-

bour is performed by steam power, and the mixture is

thus rendered peri'ectly uniform. The fir-t ajiparatus

was erected at Weovil, under the superintendence of Sii-

John Rennie. Messrs. Fraser and llullaii, of \\'apping,

liave also adopted the plan with sligiit modificiitions.
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UPON THE SMUT BALLOR BLADDERS
IN WHEAT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE ESSEX HERALD.

Sir,—In a former article 1 intimated my inten-

tion of giving you some further information re-

specting the infection of the wheat plant by smut
ball, or, as is usnally termed in Essex, the blad-

ders or bags.
Some experiments by Mr. Smyth Lungley, of

Church Hall, Kelvedon, have since been published

in the Essex Herald, which alone are sufficient to

prove the infectious quality of the smut ball, and
that the evil may be remedied either in whole or

in part, by preparation of the seed wheat previous
to sowing, and showing more especially that ar-

senic may be used as a certain preventive. From
the notice he has taken of the application of salt,

as recommended by me, it would appear that it is

not equally so ; but Mr. Lungley, in making the

experiment, did not wash the grain previously to

applying- the salt, which I have always advocated
as the primary means, whereby the infection may
be prevented.

" The knowledge of a disease is half its cure"
is an old adage, which will equally apply in this

case ; it may be therefore necessary to investigate

the origin of the disease, and the causes by which
it has extended for several years past.

The infection is produced by the seeds of a
parasitic Fungus of the genus tiredo, which are ex-

ceedingly minute—and are produced from the
smut ball or bladder of the preceding year. These
smut balls, from the process of thrashing, become
broken, and the seeds (which consist of the dark
powdery substance they contain) are dispersed
amongst the grain, where they become attached
in the crevices, and at the bearded ends, from
which it is very difficult to expel them ; and being
afterwards absorbed by the root tips, or spongelets

of the wheat plant, during thie process of germina-
tion, are propelled by the sap, and the infection

appears the following year in the j'oung germen
or ovum of the wheat, where it vegetates and pre-

vents the developement of the parts necessary to

produce the complete fructification of the plant,

consequently no embryo is formed in the germen
affected, but it notwithstanding continues to grow
as long as the sound grains, from which they are

easily distinguishable by their dark green colour
which are afterwards ripened in due order with
the sound grains ; these appearances are as well

known that it will be useless to describe them ; it

may however be necessary to remark that the

stigma, or as it is termed the blossom of the wheat,
may be found partially formed and attached at the

end ; but which (as is the case from disease pro-

duced by the maggot) never protrudes from the

chaff similar to those in a healthy state ; upon
breaking the skin a dark paste (which upon ripen-

ing has the appearance of a dark brown powder)
is found which produces a foetid putrid offensive

odour, and, from this distinguishing character-
istic, is termed the uredo foelida. That the smut
ball contains all these properties and more, I have
been able, after long investigation, to determine ;

if one of the smut balls is broken, immersed in

water, and submitted to the microscope, an ani-

malcule of an eel-like shape will be discovered ;

this has been noticed by Roget, in the early part

of the late Bridgewater treatise, and at one time
led pei'sons to suppose that it was the cause, but it

is now fully ascertained that it is only an effect

and is produced as other animalculae, and has no-

thing to do in the further production of the dis-

ease.

I have from direct experiments a ong time
proved that the disease arises entirely from infec-

tion, for if any number of sound grains are rubbed
with the smut ball and planted, and others planted

without being thus infected, this result will be
generally proved ; but not always,as the full cariy-

ing out of the process will sometimes fail in pecu-
liar seasons. I will, however, mention a few in-

stances that must, to minds not prejudiced, be con-
vincing.

In the year 1832, experiments were made and
have been since continued—by rubbing a portion

with the smut balls, and by planting a part thus

infected and a part not—it has proved almost in-

variably that the former has produced smutty ears

whilst the latter has not.

In the process of dressing wheat much infected

with smut by a dressing-machine, (the barndoors
opening upon a field sown with wheat) the crop

was afterwards infected, within the circuit that

the dust was blown and in quantity corresponding
with the distance from the machine ; in another
instance a quantity of the dust was strewed upon
the land already sown with wheat and produced
the same result.

Wheat sown dry will produce smut ball, but if

properly wetted will not ; this has been proved in

many instances but more especially in the last sea-

son, when the corners of the field that were last

dug and sown with dry wheat produced smutty
ears in abundance, whilst the other parts of the

field was not infected.

A quantity of seed wheat procured from a dis-

tant county was divided amongst four individuals

in different parishes—three produced smut and the

other did not

—

the latter was salted.

My conclusion from these investigations and
experiments are, that the infection may be pre-

vented by immersing wheat in any solution strong

enough to destroy the vegetation of the smut ball

without injuring the wheat, which from its deli-

cate nature it is not easy to eflfect.

For this purpose leys, brine, salt, arsenic, sul-

phate of copper, &c. may all be recommended as

effectual—but the disinfecting may be impossible

from steeping in these solutions alone, unless great

care is taken by carefully washing, and skimming
the surface, as, from the exceeding minuteness of

the seeds of fungi, they are not easily eradicated.

My process is to select a pure stock— (and, in-

deed, this is the main object that the farmer should
have in view, and is the cause why some produce
their crops without infection, and without taking

any unusual precaution)—I then immerse the

wheat in strong lime water, and have it well skim-
med ; the wheat is washed in two separate tubs,

and to facilitate this, a basket is used, which
should be nearly as large as the tub in which it is

immersed ; the wheat is then put down upon a

floor, and from 1 to 21b. of salt per bushel added ;

in half an hour the salt will be dissolved, and af-

ter well stirring over the wheat, fresh slaked lime
should be then added, and afurther quantity added
twelve hours afterwards, if required for drilling.

The lime water is made in the proportion of one
bushel of unslaked lime to 45 gallons of water.

The above process, if carefully conducted, will

seldom fail. The business is usually left to ser-

vants to complete, after the usual day's employ-
ment is finished, and to men thus entrusted the

getting through the operation quichly is the only

object ; this is eflfccted by placing the wheat upon
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a floor, and merely sprinkling with a watering-pot,

by which more than one half the grains escape
wetting, and none are thoroughly washed.
Many other processes, I have no doubt, are

equally good—but this is simple and effectual. Ar-
senic I never used, but ot its efficacy I have no
doubt. I however think it too dangerous an ar-

ticle to introduce into practice, from the great

hazard attending its use. I have witnessed its fatal

effects upon poultry and game, when used for this

purpose, and the disastrous consequences that

might be produced by its general introduction are

incalculable.

Some seasons, more especially dry ones, are

more favourable to the infection than others. I

am convinced that a barn floor, once infected by
smutty wheat, will communicate it toother wheat,
not infected, that may be afterwards thrashed upon
it. The manure arising from infected straw may
also have a tendency to carry on the disease to fu-

ture crops.

It is a point so important as to require the ser-

ious consideration of farmers, and if each would
make his own experiments and deduce therefrom
his observations and make them known, a time
may arrive when the disease may be unknown.
For further information I beg to refer your

readers to some very able papers on the subject,

by Mr. Francis Bauer, to whom I acknowledge
myself much indebted.

I am Sir, yours, &c.
ROBT. BAKER.

Writtle, Vet. 2Uh. 1836.

AGRICULTURE.

DOES LIME ACT AS A MANURE?
This question is often asked by practical men, and as

often answered by others, that it does not. One will

say, " that it is injurious to some crops, that where a

lump of lime had laid, there the fly or other insects had
taken or destroyed all the young' vegetation," Others
say, " that they can see no difference between where it

was laid, and where it was not, no difference in any of

the crops;" others, " that it does not act as a manure to

give vigour and luxuriance to a crop, althoug-h it may
help to corn the straw ;

" it may act in making otlier

manure more active, that if you lime your land, you
ought to dung also ;" " that the lime might have some-
thing to act upon." To these practical remarks, an an-
swer may be found in the language of the camelion,
(fable.)

" You all are riglit, you all are wrong.
When next you talk of what you view,
Think othere see as well as you

;

Nor wonder, if you find that none
Prefer your eyesight to his own."

Lime when in a caustic state, is injurious to vegeta-
tion, when slacked to a powder, it becomes liydrate of

lime ; this after being exposed to the atmosphere for a
time, imbibes carbon, and thus becomes again carbo-
nate of lime, as it was originally in the quarry.
Lime acts in two ways : 1st. in giving energy and

weight to a corn crop, it holds carbonic acid, and gives

it out to growing vegetation ; soils having a due pro-

portion of lime never dries up, always has moisture for

vegetation. 2d. Lime enters into tlie composition of

grain, particularly wheat, hence its use in forming the

bones of man and other animals. 'J'he shells of birds

and fish are formed of the calcareous matter tiiey take

in with their food ; the shells of birds become thinner

as the chick is formed within it, the substance going to

form the bones, tlms, tlie carbonate of lime, of whicli

shells are formed, are converted into pliosphate of lime,

(bones). Shell-fisii flourish only on calcareous coasts.

IManures are good or bad, in proportion to the quantity
of lime, of potash, and carbon which they contain

;

tiiis subject is particularly set forth in " Lance's Golden
Farmer," which has become an authority amongst scien-

tific agriculturists; his cottage farmer contains the

analysis of various manures ; by which we learn that

gypsum is a sulpliate of lime ; bones, a phosphate of

lime ; sugar scum and soap ashes, consist principally of

carbonate of lime ; stable dungs contain lime in pro-

portion to the quantity of grain consumed in the food.

But of all manures, the best in general, must be that

which has lately been introduced to the notice of the

agricultural public; known as "Lance's Animalized
Carbon," which has lime in a chemical and mechanical
union with human fwces, in a permeable state, fit food
for immediate nourishment of plants. ]Man feeds much
on wheat food, together with other vegetables and
animal fibre; hence his eicrementum contains lime in

the various states in whicli it is required by vegetation,

together with potasli and carbon dissolvable with water.
Lime can be held in solution by water, and yet be

perfectly transparent ; nature can do the same with
silex (sand), which enters into the composition of all

straws and grasses. That lime will not shew its efficacy

on calcarious soils, is most evident, it is like putting

sand on silex. That lime will decompose vegetable

fibre, and make it dissolvable with water, so to be taken

up by the mouths of vegetables is also evident ; and
that it will also make the young vegetation, the cotyle-

dons of plants, very grateful to the taste of insects, is

also easily to be conceived ; but how lime can form one
of the constituent parts of grain, and not enter the

mouths of plants, we are at a loss to conjecture, tliere-

fore we can conclude in no other way, than in saying-,

that lime held solvent in water must be a manure to all

grain crops ; and if we wish to be convinced to the

contrary we must see the facts through our own eyes,

and not through those of our informant. L.

THE WINTER.

We are not certain that all the grain crops in the later

districts of Dumfries-shire and Galloway are yet se-

cured ; and,witliout doubt, many of tlie potatoes are

still in the field
;
yet our winter hus already commenced,

and tliat, too, with the greatest severity. During the

last fortnight we have had repeated Ifrosts, more resem-

bling the setdng in of a storm towards the close of De-
cember, than the thin cold weatiier usually experienced

at this season of the year. Accordingly, we much fear,

that wlien full accounts shall have been received from

the various districts around us, it will be found that the

potatoes have been injured to a very considerable ex-

tent. When potatoes are not productive, as has been

too generally the case this season, they do not indeed

swell so near the surface, as when the crop is good,

and consequently the injury cannot liave been so great

this year in proportion as it would have been, had tlie

crop been abundant. Still, from the keenness of the

frost we have experienced, they must iiave received

very considerable damage ; and, altogether we suspect

the supply of this article this year will be a very scanty

one. When the grain crops are abundant, a deficiency

in that of jiotatoes does not lead to any very grievous

results. But this year we fear the late harvest, and un-

equal ripening, will render the produce of grain, in this

quarter, the reverse of plentiful. If so, the winter must

be a severe one to many. It (may, however, be ques-

tioned on whom it will fall with the greatest severity.

The labouring classes will unquestionably be among the

siiftiirers; but it is very doubtful if a considerable class

of our farmers will sufler less severely. When all pro-

ducers of grain are equally affected by an unfavourable,

season, the sufl'ering is consequently equal, and that

suffering is often not so great as at fii-st si.Lrht some are

apt to imagine ; for, under a limited produce, a better

price is generally obtained. But when the belter parts

of our own country, as well as the nations around, have

a fair crop, it is plain that the farmers, in our later and
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worse districts, must suffer severely in being- obliged to

take for their produce, not wliat they would in fair re-

muneration require, but what they can obtain, in com-
petition with those to whom nature has been more
bountiful. Painful,however, asitistothinkthathardships

should fall upon any one class of society, we could

wish that the abundance of the richer and earlier parts

of the earth would prevent the rise of markets amongst
ourselves to any g-reat extent. Our farmers in late dis-

tricts, though by no means a small body, are few, in

comparison with the labouring' classes of the community,
and, besides, have often means of relief, which the la-

bouring' classes have not. Their later tillage is often

connected with the pastures of the hills, and still more
generally with the extensive g-razing of cattle, the profits

of which, though not quite so g'reatof late years as those

derived from sheep, have not, this year, been amiss. They
have likewise the power of appealing to their landlords,

who, it is but justice to say, are generally considerate

when real difficulty is presented to their view. On the

other hand, however, high prices of the ordinary means
of support extend over a vast breadth of population—

a

breadth which beneficence itself could scarcely cover

—

and lead not only to much suflering', but to much dis-

quiet in the State. The poorer classes in the country
may bear with patience ; but the labouring- classes in

our larger cities and towns, in the midst of the unequal
price of labour and victuals, become dissatisfied and re-

fractory ; and none need be told that in these days of

political agitation, such a state of thing's would but too

surely enable the demag'ogues of the land to feed their

passion by exciting- dissatisfaction against the State ; for

when men are hungry, it is not difficult to convince
them that their suffering is the result of misrule.

Under the most favourable view we can take of the

whole matter, we look forward to rather a severe winter
for our labouring- classes of society. Granting that the

excess of food in other districts may prevent deficiency

in our own, we will at least undergo a change from the

rates of an exporting to an importing district, which will

be no slight change to those whose wages cannot be ex-
pected to undergo any favourable alteration on that ac-

count. But this will not be all. For in proportion as

the farmers of this quarter receive lower prices in con-
sequence of competition with other districts, while they
have comparatively little to sell, the amount of labour
they will be enabled to give will consequently be com-
paratively limited ; and this decrease of employment
happening to men whose usual supply of potatoes is de-
ficient -so deficient that they will not even have the

benefit of a fatted pig in defraying- the expenses of their

family—must bear very heavy upon them. Under these

circumstances, we would call upon all on whom the sun
of prosperity has shone, to mark the state of society,

and consider the case of the poor. To relieve all to the
extent of comfort is perhaps impossible ; but it is not
out of the power of beneficence to preserve all from the
miseries of want,

—

Dumfries Herald, X. Y. Z.

BRITISH WOOL.
(from the first nu.Mber of denison's literary

chronicle, published on saturday, nov. 5.)

Winchester was the first place that possessed a ma-
nufactory, and hence we may reasonably conclude that

through the first 900 years of the Christian era wool
in England was not entirely neglected. About the
year 9'25 a fleece was valued at two-fifths of the whole
sheep, the value of sheep continuing the same through
several centuries ; but in 1135 it declined 50 percent.,
whilst wool at the same time greatly increased in price.

The number of shee]) in the kingdom was very incon-
siderable before the time of Edgar, on account of the
numerous herds of wolves which retarded their in-

crease ; but the measures adopted by that prince
to destroy these animals, which are the natural
enemies of sheep, manifested a degree of solici-

t ude for the preservation of tlie flocks which could

scarcely be expected at a period so early, and
were admirably adapted to promote that attention
to them which contributed to their improvement. It

appears that the bettering- of the fleece did not keep
pace with the inclination of the people for fine clothes.

In the reign of Henry II. Spanish wool, on account of
its superior excellence, was imported and manufactured
in this kingdom, but the policy of the age did not long
pei-mit it. The Mayor of London was ordered to burn
every piece of cloth made of it. Yet again this tended
to destroy the commercial spirit which began to mani-
fest itself, and to throw the best materials into the hands
of foreigners. About 1240 the importation of fine

clothes in Jilngland began to be encouraged, although
the efiTects upon the fleeces of the country, and upon the
interest of the farmers must have been more pernicious
than the manufactory of Spanish wool could possibly
have been, had not the restless spirit of commerce
counteracted the evil tendency, and carried out the sur-
plus of wool which it was calculated to create The
surplus of wool continued constantly t o increase from
the time of Henry II. down to that of Edward HI., and
exportation as regularly took it off the hands of the
growers—accordingly we find in the southern parts of
the Island, where the manufacture was most attended
to, and from which the largest quantity was exported,
that the flocks were in the best condition, and the qua-
lity of the staple most desirable. Soon after this the im-
portation of foreign cloth was prohibited, and in 1647
Parliament interdicted the exportation of wool,—a law
which was finally estabhshed soon after the Restoration
oflCGO.

Peat Tiles tor Draining Land.—We have seen
a specimen of draining tiles in the shop of Messrs.
Sampson and Co., seedsmen, Kilmarnock, made of
peat ; they were sent there for the inspection of those
interested in such matters, by Mr. Hugh Calderwood,
Elackbyers, Eenwick, who has invented a spade
which cuts them, one out of the other, in an expeditious
manner. They are shaped something like a tile made
of clay, and on moorlands will answer the purpose
equally well. In such districts clay is not to be had,
and the expence of ci.rting clay tiles would be heavy.
With ]\Ir. Calderwood's spade, a farmer may cast 2000
or 3000 tiles a day, expose them to dry in the sun, and
lay them in his drains within a few yards of the place
where they were cut . When properly dried, they are
very porous, and will not be softened with wetness.
Peats are often met with on moors which have been
buried by accident, and they are found not to be softened
or decomposed, and an instance has lately happened
(we believe at Catrine), where a peat remained in the
boiler of a steam engine for months, and came out as
hard as when put in. We earnestly recommend a
trial of this mode of draining to farmers who dwell in

the moorland districts of our coantry. The adoption of
such an improvement would soon make their moors as-

sume a vei-y different aspect, and contribute most mate-
rially to the healthiness of our climate.

—

Kilmarnock
Journal, ex-Scotsnum.

Agricultural Population. — Decrease in its

Amount since 1811.—In 1811 the centesimal pro-
portions for great Britain were—Agriculture 35.2,
Trade and JManufacture 44.4, other occupations 20.4.

In 1831, Agricultural 28.2., Trade and Manu'acture,
42.3, other occupations 29.8 ; whence it appears that

the quantity of food, vi-hose production twenty years
ago required the labour of five families, may now be
produced by the labour of four families ; a fact of con-

siderable importance in estimating the probability of

the country's continuing its present rapid progress in

manufactnres, without the supply of agricultural pro-

duce being exhausted. This evidence of improvement
in agriculture is strongly confirmed by another and
very different examination of the subject.

—

Atkenaum.
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TRANSVERSE SECTIONS OF DRAINS, &c.

Fig. 1.

Flagged Main.

Fig. 2.

Arched Main.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

Soil

Turf

Stones

Small Tile. Double Tile. Large Tile.

Fig. 7.

Inverted Couple.

Fig. 8. Fig. 9. Fig. 10. Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

ON THOROUGH DRAINING AND
DEEP PLOUGHING.

BV JAMES SMITH, ESQ., OF DEANSTON WORKS.

In the Messrs. Drummonds' Report of their Ag-
ricultural exhibition, published in March 183.S, the

writer of this article contributed a paper on the sub-

ject of Thorough Draining and Deep Ploughing,

which has received considerable attention, both

from speculative and practical agriculturists, and has

led to the introduction of the system there explained

and advocated, in districts where it had not before

been known, and in all instances with the most emi-

nent success. This system when applied with any

degree of care, soon speaks so prominently for itself,

by its wonderful effects, that all assent to its excel-

lence, and proprietors and tenants who have any

spirit for improvement follow out the practice as far

as their means will allow.

This system, as explained in the paper alluded to,
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has generally been pretty clearly understood, but
those unaccustomed to reckon by the Scotch acre,

and the Scotch grain measure, have complained that

it was somewhat difScult for them to understand, and
some points in the detail of the plan of operations
laid down, appear to want a more lucid exposition,
which, having been suggested to the writer, he has
deemed it the best plan to go over the whole sub-
ject anew in the present paper, that he may intro-

duce what the remarks of friends and his own fur-
ther experience have brought under his notice.

It is unnecessary here to go over that part of the
former paper which treats of the history of the intro-

duction of the thorough draining into Scotland, as
the merits of the various introducers will be else-

where more permanently recorded, and the exten-
sive introduction of the system, within a few years
will be their best reward.

Various systems of draining had from time to
time been in vogue, and although all of these have
proved more or less beneficial, according to the na-
ture of the soil and substrata in which they were ap-
plied, still, their success was various and uncertain,
and much land was unavoidably left in a very wet
and unproductive state.

Cutting off the springs by very deep cross drains
was one system, and which is still advocated and prac
tised by many otherwise intelligent men. Elkington
introduced a mode which was mucL gone into at one
period. The principle of this mode was to make per-
forations or bores, or to dig wells into the under
strata, so that the water might pass from an imper-
vious to an open stratum.

To those who know any thing of the nature and
structure of the superficial stratification of the crust
of the earth in this country, this principle must, of
course, have appeared of very limited and uncertain
application ; nevertheless it was all the rage for a
time, and much money was thrown away in its appli-
cation, under circumstances not at all suited to the
principle.

The portion of land wetted by water springing
from below bears but a very small proportion to that
which is in a wet state, from the retention of the
water which falls upon the surface in the state of
rain, and a vast extent of the arable land of Scotland
and England, generally esteemed dry, is yet so far in-
jured by the tardy and imperfect escape of the water,
especially in winter, and during long periods of wet
weather, in spring and summer, that the workings of
the land is often difficult and precarious, and its fer-
tility much below what would uniformly exist under
a state of thorough dryness. A system of drainage,
therefore, generally applicable, and effecting com-
plete and uniform dryness, is of the utmost importance
to the agricultural interests, and, through them, to
all the interests of the country. By the system here
recommended this is attained, whilst the expense is

moderate, and the permanency greater than on any
other system yet known.
The drains as applied in the Carse, have been

named " Wedge Drains," from their form, and from
being filled with wedges or keys to preserve the
opening in their bottoms. They are sometimes called
farrow drains, from their being placed under the
water furrows of the ridges ; but these terms give
no exposition of the principle upon which the effect
of this mode of draining depends.

The principle of the system is, the providing offre-
quent opportunities for the water risingfrom heloio or
falling on the surface, to passfreely and completely off,
and, therefore, the most appropriate appellation for
it seems to he, " The Frequent Drain System."

In the natural circumstances of the soil on the sur-

face of the earth, the drainage is extremely various
from that of the light dry loam incumbent on deep
beds of open sand or gravel, to that of the thin sterile

crust of soil incumbent on massive beds of imper-
vious till. In the former, there is no water spring-
ing to the soil from below, and whatever falls upon
the surface in the shape of rain, is instantly ab-
sorbed, and passes through the sand or gravel to

some outlet at a lower level. In the latter case,

water, whether springing from below, or falling up-
on the surface in the shape of rain, must either run
slowly off over the surface, however great the dis-

tance, or in the event of a horizontal surface, must
remain stagnant till evaporated by the sun, [or ad-

sorbed by the atmosphere. On such a subsoil a
a sufficient depth of active soil can never be long
maintained ; for, even if trenched and enriched by
lime and dung, it will bear but scanty and precarious
crops ; and, if laid out for pasture, will, in a few
years, revert to its former thin crust, producing but
the coarsest herbage. Some soils are incumbent on
subsoils, partially or slowly pervious to water—such,

by judicious management, produce sometimes good
crops in favourable seasons ; but, when much rain

prevails, the crops are neither bulky nor of good
quality. Soils so situated are unfit for wheat, as the

alternate frosts and thaws of winter acting on the
water in the soil, are sure to throw out the plants.

When soil is immediately incumbent on open rock,

especially on whin or green stone, which is very open
from its many fissures, the land is always uniformly
fertile.

If, therefore, we observe carefully the operations

of nature, we shall never be at a loss for principles

to guide us in the cultivation of the soil. In the last

stated example the open rock under the soil affords

frequent and pretty uniform channels of escape for

the water; hence the obvious suggestion of they7'e-

quent drain system.

In proceeding to apply this system of drainage to

a fai-m, the first object is to attain a sufficient fall or

level, as it is commonly termed, for a main drain to

receive the water flowing from the ordinary or pa-

rallel drains.

This drain should be directed along the bottom of

the chief hollow or valley of the grounds, where the

whole or greater portion of the drains can be led into

it. If any less hollows occur in the field, they must
also have their proportional mains or leaders.

The bottom of the main should be at least three

feet, and, if possible 3^ or 4 feet under the surface

where it passes along ; and it should liave through-

out as uniform a fall as the nature of the ground will

admit.

It should be flagged in the bottom, or, where flag-

stones are expensive, built as an inverted arch, to

prevent the possibility of washing away under the

side building. The dimensions necessary will depend
on the fall or declivity, and the area of land from
which it has to receive water. With a fall in no
place less than one foot in 100 yards, a drain 10
inches wide, and 18 inches deep, will void the rain

water from 100 acres. It is of great importance to

make the open area of such drains narrow and high,

as smaller bottoms and covers will suit, and be less

liable to give way ; and the current of water being-

more confined, mud and sand will be less apt to settle

in the bottom. Let the sides be smoothly and securely

built with flat stones either with or without mortar
;

and let strong flat covers be placed over, (see tig. 1)

or, where such are not to be found, rough, simple

arches may be built with thin stones and mortar for

the bottom and cover (as shewn fig. 2), packing the

haunches of the arch well up to the sides of the cut.
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Where less hollows occur crossing the fields, it is

necessary to cut submains along their bottoms about

3 or 3i feet deep, and having openings of suitable

dimensions formed by inverted stone couples, or

with drain tiles, or, vphere a very large flow of water
has to be provided for, with an inverted tile, and a

covering tile placed above the bottom one, or with

larger tiles made on purpose. (See figures 3, 4, 5,

and 6.)

There should be a cross submain at the bottom of

every field or stretch of drains, to receive the water

from all the parallel drains, and such drain should

always be cut six inches deeper than the drains run-

ning into it, that the water may have a free drop,

which will prevent the lodgment of mud or sand at

their junctions or mouths. (See fig. 6.) Open cuts

or ditches, either as mains or submains, should never,

except from necessity, be adopted, being apt to get

filled with mud and grass, by which water is thrown

back into the drains, which often chokes them ; be-

sides the loss of land, annoyance in ploughing, con-

stant expense of cleaning, and the unsightly appear-

ance of the thing, are serious objections.

Having thus provided a main drain, with submains
flowing into it, matters are prepared for setting off"

and executing the parallel frequent drains in the body
of the field. The drains can be executed at any sea-

son when the weather will permit, but the spring and
summer are most suitable for the work. It is best to

execute the drains when the field is in grass, as it can

then be done in all weatliers in a more cleanly man-
ner.

In laying oiT the drains, the first object for consi-

deration is, the nature of the subsoil. If it consists

of a stiff strong till, or a dead sandy clay, then the

distance from drain to drain should not exceed from

10 to 15 feet ; if a lighter and more porous subsoil,

a distance of from 18 to 24 feet will be close enough,

and in very open subsoils 40 feet distance may be

sufficient. VVhen the ridges of the field have been

formerly much raised, it suits very well to run a

drain up every furrow, which saves some depth of

cutting. The Jeering* being thereafter made over

the drains, the hollow is filled up, and the general

surface ultimately becomes level. When the field is

again ridged, the drains may be kept in the crowns
or middle of the ridges, but if it is intended to work
the field so as to alternate the crowns and furrows,

then the ridges should be of a breadth equal to double

the distance from drain to drain, and by setting off

the furrows in the middle betwixt two drains, the

crowns will be in a similar position, so that M'henthe

furrows take place of the crowns they will still be in

the middle betwixt two drains, which will prevent

the risk of surface water getting access to the drain

from the water furrows by any direct opening. It

is, however, preferable to work thorough driiined

fields without ridges, preserving a uniform surface,

so that the water falling on the surface may percolate

from where it falls to the drains, and all currents of

water and consequent washing or running of the sur-

face is avoided ; besides the crop v^-ill be more uni-

form and less liable to lodge, and will give a higher

average, and the handsome appearance of the fields

in grain or in grass is very gratifying.

Some farmers object to the want of ridges as caus-

ing difficulty in sowing and reaping. A slight rut

with a single horse plough serves to regulate the

sower, and the small inconvenience in reaping is far

overbalanced by the many advantages. Besides, it

is probable that the reaping machine will, ere long,

become a powerful auxiliary implement of the har-

* A Scotch term for the first furrow in breaking.

vest, and be in the hands of every extensive and

good farmer. The absence of ridges, and the pre-

sence of a uniform and smooth surface, will tend

much to facilitate its application, for furrows and

gathered ridges have hitherto been its chiefobstruc-

tions. At whatever distances the drains are placed,

they should be run parallel to the ridges, which is

commonly in the steepest descent. The drains

should be run parallel to each other, and at regular

distances, and should be carried throughout the

whole field, without reference to the wet or dry ap-

pearance of portions of the field, as imiform and com-

plete dryness is the object ; and portions of the land,

which may be considered dry in their natural state,

will appear wet when compared with those parts

which have been properly drained.

A 3 feet drain should be carried along tlie ends

of these drains at the top of the field, and at a dis-

tance of about 9 feet from the fence, especially if it is

a hedge fence. Such a drain is necessary for the

growth of the hedge, and to render the end ridges,

where there is much carting and turning, com-
pletely dry ; but if made nearer than 9 feet, the roots

of the hedge are apt to get into drain, and choke it

up by degrees.

It is of importance to be accurate in laying off the

drains as described, as it secures uniformity of dry-

ness, and in all future operations, or at any time, it

is easy to ascertain the line of any drain. Some
people are still prone to the practice of throwing in a

cross drain, or to branches going off at right angles,

which is of no farther avail in drying the land, whilst

it increases the length of drain without any increase

of the area drained.

It may prove of great use in after times to have a

plan of each field, with the lining of the parallel

drains and main drains accurately laid down, and

the lengths and distances marked in figures, to remain

as a reference.

It has been pretty generally believed and argued,

that drains laid off in this manner on a steep, will

not be so effectual in catching water, but this notion

can be shown to be erroneous. Drains drawn across

a steep, cut the strata or layers of subsoil transversely,

and as the stratification generally lies in sheets at an

angle to the surface, it will be seen, on reference to

fig. 7, that the water passing in or between the strata,

immediately below the bottom of one drain, nearly

comes to the surface before reaching the next lower

drain as at a n a. But as water seeks the lowest

level in all directions, if the strata be cut longitudi-

nally by a drain directed down the steeps, the bottom

of which cuts each stratum to the same distance from

the surface, as represented in fig. 7, by the line bbb,

the water will flow into the drain at the intersecting

point of each sheet or layer, on a level with the

bottom of the drain, leaving one uniform depth of

dry soil.

This applies alike to water flowing from below or

falling on the surface ; the truth of this has been

practically proved on a large scale, in soils of various

natures, where spouty banks have been completely

dried without a single cross drain. It does some-

times happen that there exists what is called an" eye

spring," arising from some accidental tubular open-

ing in the substratum. In such case it may be ne-

cessary to run a small branch drain, from tlie nearest

parallel drain, into the eye of the spring. This, how-

ever, is of rare occurrence.

A very important advajitage of having ihe drains

down the steep, is the prevention ofany lodgment of

mud or sand, the current having force from the de-

clivity to carry them along to the main drain ; be-

sides, in the' event of any accident choking a drain,
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the water will either, by its altitudinal pressure,

force through the obstruction, or, by bursting out at

the surface, will show very nearly the spot where
the evil exists. Whereas cross drains, having little

declivity, are often filled high up with water for

years before the insidious cause of mischief is dis-

covered.

It has lately been asserted that drains so placed

are apt to burst out, or tZow, as it is sometimes termed.

This can only take place when the drains have been
executed in an imperfect manner, whereby an ob-

struction of the flow of water is caused ; for a well

executed drain will void more water running- down
the steep than if across, and so much rain water can-

not at any time fall as to fill up the open area of in-

terstice of tlie broken stones.

It is quite necessary to fill drains directed down
the steep with stones of a small size—say 2J inches

in diameter—or with danders or gravel, to prevent
the current of water from cutting or running the bot-

tom of the drains.

The filling of drains with small sized material is

in other respects preferable—no pressure will crush

it, so lis to fill up the interstices where the water

flows—the sides of the drain are more closely and
uniformly pressed, which prevents falling inorwast-
ing—no moles, rats, or mice, or other such vermin,

can make way into the drains, or force such a quan-
tity of earth in from the sides as to stop the flow of

water—besides, material for such is more generally

and easily found, and the execution is cheaper, un-

less the masses, from which the stones have to be
broken, are very large—by collecting, from the sur-

face of the fields, all stones not larger than a hen's

egg, as many can be found in most dryfield situations

as will serve to drain completely a field of equal ex-

tent. These smaller stones requiring no breaking,

and being gathered by women and children, cost

very much less. It has been plausibly maintained

by some theorists, that small materials filling a drain,

will be apt to catch earthy matter from the water
flowing along, and become in a few years, a dense
mass of stony earth, altogether ceasing to form a

drain. Without meeting this objection by a train of

reasoning, which could be satisfactorily done, it may
be quite suflScient to state, as fact, from experience,

that such result does not take place.

Indeed, the water passinginto the drains, by fil-

tration, being perfectly pure, has no sediment to de-

posit ; for, even during the heaviest rains, the water
passing from a properly made drain has merely a

slight milky tinge. Tiles for such drains are very
expensive, costing more for tiles alone, in most cir-

cumstances, than the whole cost of a broken stone

drain; besides, they are precarious as to durability,

as one tile yielding may stop a great length of drain.

There are situations, however, where, from the

want of stony materials, tiles must be resorted to. It

is generally in flat carse Und where tiles are used
;

also in districts of extensive fields of clay, with a

scanty supply of stones. Fig. 8 represents a trans-

verse section of the tiles commonly used, a being
the covering tile, 4 inches wide, and 6 inches deep,
b the sole or bottom tile. In hard bottomed land the
sole tile is unnecessary. The tiles are generally

from 12 to 14 inches long; they are sold by the

maker at from 39s to 35s per thousand, and, where
soles are included about 50s per thousand ; but I

have been assured by an intelligent gentleman, that

he can furnish them in his own ground, where coals

cost 4s per ton, at 14s per thousand, and with soles

at 21s per thousand, not including any charge for im-
plements, &c., necessary in the manufacture, such
as a clay mill, drying sheds, and a burning kiln ; but

these are not very expensive, and will last for many
years with little repair, and one such establishment
will furnish tiles for a large district of country.
When tiles are used it is not necessary to cut the
drains so deep as whare stones are to be used, 24
inches is quite enough. Mr. M'Evvan of Blackdub,
on the Blairdrummond Estate, near Stirling, has
with much ingenuity and perseverance, perfected a

plough, which, in the carse land, throws out a fur-

row of from 16 to 18 inches deep, leaving 6 inches
to be taken out with the spade for the seat ofthe
tile. This he gets done and the tile placed for 6d
per rood of 3G yards. The plough requires from 8
to 12 horses, and 7 men, who can execute with ease

324 roods of 36 ^ ards per day ; taking 12 horses at

4s each, and 7 men at 2s, the amount will be 62s,

being about 2d per rood. Taking tiles at an average
of 13 inches, and allowing for breakage, about 100
will lay a rood af 36 yards, which will make the cost

of tiles furnished on the ground Is 5d per rood,

vvlien flats or bottom tiles are used, they will cost in

addition 8d, making in all 2s Id for tiles and bottoms.
But when tiles and bottoms are bought and carried,

they will cost at least 6s per rood.

As much sandstone as will fill a rood with broken
stones, say two cart loads, can be in most circum-
stances quarried, carted a mile, and broken to pass

through at 2^ inch ring for 3s 6d. When flat thin

stones can be procured, many people still make their

drains with what is called a coupled bottom. Fig. 9

represents the common form of coupling. Fig. 10
the inverted couple, which is by far the most prefe-

rable when couples are at all used.

Coupled drains are, however, objectionable, being
very liable to occasional, if not frequent failures,

admitting moles, rats, &c. to travel in them, and
being more apt to allow cutting of the bottoms of the

drains in steep parts. Box drains are expensive,
and liable to all the objections to coupled drains,

with the additional fault of having a broad flat bot-

tom, in which mud and sand are apt to accumulate
and lodge—sometimes to the complete filling of the

open area of the drains. (Fig. 11 shews a box
drain.) In some parts of the country, where thin

bedded rock prevails, the bottom filling ofthe drains

is frequently done by placing three or more stones

on edge, side by side, as shown in fig. 12, having
openings betwixt them for the water to pass ; this

mode may do very well, and under some circum-

stances may be cheaper, but I do not consider it so

secure as broken stones, especially where the drain
is on a steep, or where the bottom is soft. The bro-
ken stones constantly check any tendency to a rapid

flow of the water, and in soft bottoms they press on
many points, and fall in to fill any hole that may
eventually take place, and so prevent further mis-
chief. Filling of drains with great irregular stones,

some of them closing nearly the whole cross sectional

area of what should be the open way of the drain,

is too slovenly and absurd a practice to require any
refutation. W^hen the work is altogether done at the

expense of the tenant, prudence or necessity will

often lead to less expensive filling, such as using the

stones larger and fewer of them, but when perma-
nency is wanted, the greater expense and care should
always be incurred, as much of the permanency de-

pends on careful filling with proper material.

The lines of drains having been marked off in the
field, the drainer begins b}' cutting with a spade on
a line, then removing a first spading of about 13 or

14 inches wide all along ; another follows with a
narrower and a tapering spade made for the pur-
pose, taking out another spading, and when picking

becomes necessary, a third man follows with a pick.
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and a fourth with a large scoop-shovel to cast out

the earth—a smaller scoop-shovel is used to clean

out the bottom, which should be cut as narrow as

will allow the lastdrpiner a fooling, generally about

3 or 4 inches. From 2 to 2J feet from the surface,

are the best depths for such lirains, the latter always
to be preferred. The bottom should be cut as

straight and uniform as possible, so that the water

may flow freely along at all places, and it is better

to cut a little deeper when there is any sudden
rise of the surface, than to follow it; and where
sudden hollows occur, the cutting may on the same
principle be less deep ; attention to this also admits

of after straightening or levelling
{
of the surface,

without any injury to the drains. The workmen,
in cutting, should throw the earth to the right and
left from each alternate drain, as that allows the

plough to go regularly and fully occupied boutings,*

in filling in the earth, whilst eacli aleternate ridge

or space is left for getting in the stones free from the

earth thrown out. The stones may either be laid

down at intervals by the sides of the drains, to be
there broken, or being broken in masses at some
conveniant spot, and at such convenient seasons as

best suit for the employment of spare labour, can be
brought by the carts ready tj be filled in. No stones

should be filled in, till the whole line of drain

has been cut out and inspected, but the sooner drains

are completed after having been cut the better, and
they should always be filled from the higher level

downwards. Sometimes when there is much ten-

dency of the sides to fall in, it becomes necessary to

fill in going along. Cutting in the Summer, when
there is little water in the soil, or in any dry season,

saves much of this. In soft or sandy bottoms, by
cutting the drains to half the depth in the first in-

stance, and allowing them to remain so until the

water has been voided from the upper stratum of the

soil, the lower part may then be cut out with more
safety from falling in. The stones should not be

filled nearer to the surface than 18 inches, leaving

16 inches free for deep ploughing.
The upper surface of stones having been made

straight and uniform, the whole should be neatly

and closely covered with a thin thatch or Jiauchier

divot or turf, cut from the adjoining surface, or

brought from some suitable place. Strict attention to

the correct execution of this operation is if the greatest

importance, as manv drains are ruined at once from the

runnirig in of loose earth. Thick turfs are objection-

able, from the difl[iculty of getting them to fit close.

Straw, rushes, broom, whins, and other like ma-
terials, are very objectionable, aftbrding no certain

or uniform security, and forming a receptacle for

vermin ; peatmoss, in a thin layer well beat down,
may be used to advantage. When the deepest
ploughing has been executed, there should always
remain a firm crust of earth undisturbed over the

stones of the drain ; and no surface water should

ever have access to the free way of a drain by any
direct opening, but should find its way by percola-

tion or filtration through the subsoil, and should al-

ways enter by the sides of the drains. It may be of

advantage to tramp or beat down closely the first 2

inches of soil put over the turf, in order to form the

permanent crust.

The cost of executing such drains varies, of

course, according to circumstances— the cutting

costing from Is 6d to 2s (id per rood of 36 yards,

according to the hardness of the subsoil ; the stones.

* A Scotch term for a rotation or traverse of the

plough.

if collected on the adjoining fields, will cost from
Is to Is 6d per rood, the breaking from 9d to Is

per rood ; about IJ cubic yards of broken stones

will fill a rood of a narrow and well cut drain ; the

putting in of the stones may he calculated to cost

about 5d per rood, and the turfing about Id

;

the filling in of the earth over the stones with the

plough will cost about Id per rood. The whole cost

per rood of common drains may be taken at 4s 8d,

or, including a charge to cover proportion of main
drains, 5s.

The tables at the end of this article exhibit the

cost per Scotch acre, and per statute acre, of draining

in this method, at various distances between the

drains ; and such forming a permanent improvement
of the land, it is presumed the proprietor should

defray part of the expence.

The tables are therefore constructed to show how
much it will cost the landlord in money to do the

cutting, furnishing, breaking, and filling in of the

stones, and turfing ; and how much the horse work,
&c. to be performed by the tenant, will cost, charged
at the ordinary rates.

In cases where time or capital are wanting to

complete the drainage at once, each alternate drain

may be executed in the first instance, and the re-

mainder can be done next time the field is to be
broken up.

After the drainage has been completed, a crop of
oats may be taken from the field ; and immediately
after that crop shall have been separated from the

ground, the field should be gone thoroughly over
with the Subsoil Plough, crossing the lines of drains

at riglit angles.

The Subsoil Plough, as exhibited at Messrs.
Drummonds', (a figure and description of which
will be found in this Report), has been constructed
on principles appearing the best fitted to break up
the subsoil completely, to a depth sufficient for most
thorough cultivation, saj'- 14 to 16 inches, allow-

ing the active soil still to remain on the surface

—

to be of the easiest possible draught in reference to

the depth of furrow and firmness of the subsoil—to

have strength and massive weight suflScient to pe-
netrate the hardest stratum— to resist the shocks
from fast stones, and to throw out all stones under
2001bs in weight. All this has been accomplished
and practically proved, over an extent of at least

200 acres of various soils; and reports of the suc-
cessful application of those ploughs in various
parts of England and Scotland, during the last and
this season, have been received. The plough requires

4 good horses, an active ploughman, and a lad to

drive the horses and manage them at the turnings.
Six horses yoked three and three a-breast, may be
necessary in some very stifl:'or stony soils. A com-
mon plough, drawn by a pair goes before the sub-
soil plough, throwing out a large open furrow of the
active soil. The subsoil plough following, slits up
thoroughly and breaks the bottom, when the next
furrow of active soil is thrown over it; the stones
brouglit to the surface by the subsoil plough being
thrown aside on the ploughed part of the land by a
lad, and so on till tlie whole field is gone over. TJie

lad should carry a bag of wooden pins that he may
mark tlie site of tlie large fast stones which the

plough cannot throw out, and which must afterwards

be dug out with the pick, and perhaj>s blasted.

The large plough is a sort of horse pick, breaking
up without raising to the surface tlie subsoil. Chan-
nels are thus regularly formed for the water to flow

from all parts towards the drains. The atmospheric

air being also by this means freely admitted to the
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subsoil, the most sterile and obdurate till becomes
gradually meliorated, and the common plough may
ever after be wrought to a depth of from 10 to 12

inches without obstruction, and with the power of

three horses, yoked a-breast, and managed with ease

by the ploughman without any person to drive

—

being thus yoked together, and near the point of re-

sistance, the horses have great power. The furrow

turned over being broad in proportion, nearly as

much ground will be gone over in a day as with a

plougli and a half drawn by a pair of horses. The
charge of subsoil ploughing an acre may be esti-

mated at 24s, being one-fifth of what a similar depth

with the spade would cost, and , upon the whole, as

effectually done. A subsoil plough weighing 4 cwt,

with apparatus will cost from 71 to 8/. When
land which has been opened up by the subsoil plough

shall have undergone the first rotation of cropping,

the soil may then be turned up and mixed to the

full depth previously penetrated by the subsoil

plough say 16 inches. This is executed by a plough
either made in the form of Wilkie's plough, having

all its dimensions made of double size, or what is

found to answer fully as well, by a plough in the

fash'.ou of the old Scotch plough, but also of double

the dimensions. Such ploughs require six horses,

yoked three and three a-breast, with two men to do
the work effectually. This operation should be

performed in turning over the winter furrow prepa-

ratory for green crop, and the sooner the work is

performed after harvest the better. In estimating

the expense of this operation, the liorses ma}' he

charged at 4s each, to cover all expenses tear and
wear, &c., which will amount to 24s ; two men at

2s—4s ; and an attendant lad to pick out stones Is,

in all 29s. As the work is heavy, the motion of the

horses is necessarily slow, and it will iu general take

eight;'hours working to accomplish one Scotch acre

or IJ statute acre. The expense of this operation

may appear alarming, but when it is consi lered that

one such ploughing will be more effectual in killing

weeds, and in exposing the soil to the air, than two
ordinary ploughings, we may deduct the cost of two
such—20s, leaving 9s, to be charged against the

deep working. All who have ever studied or ex-

perienced the most common gardening must be aware
of the important advantages of deep working, and
when it can be attained in the broad field of farming
at so small a cost, they may easily believe that the

whole will be more than doubly repaid, in every suc-

ceeding crop, and abundantly even in pasture. When
land has been 1 horoughly drained, deeply wrought,
and well manured, the most unpromising sterile soil

becomes a deep rich loam, rivalling in fertility, the

best natural land of the country, and from being

fitted for raising only scanty crops of common oats,

will bear good crops of from 32 to 48 bushels of

wheat, 30 to 40 bushels of beans, 40 to 66 bushels
of barley, and from 48 to 70 bushels of early oats

per statute acre, besides potatoes, turnips, mangel
wurzel, and carrot, as green crops, and which all

good agriculturists know are the abundant pro-
ducers of the best manure. It is hardly possible to

estimate all the advantages of dry and deep land.

Every operation in husbandry is thereby facilitated

and cheapened, less seed and less manure produce a

full effect, the chances of a good and early tid* for

sowing are greatly increased—a matter of great im-
portance in our precarious climate,—and there can
be no doubt that even the climate itself will be much

* "Tid," a Scotch term for that state of the

ploughed soil which is most suitable for receiving
the seed—neither too moist nor too dry.

improved by the general prevalence of dry land.
When this subject was treated of in the former re-

port, published in March, 1833, the system was just
beginning to be adopted in a few places in a very
few districts of Scotland, England, and Ireland, and
in most instances on a very limited scale. Since
then the intrinsic merits and evident outspeaking re-

sults of the S3'stem have raised its character, even
with many of its former opponents ; and one cannot
now travel almost any where in the country, with-
out seeing, either on a large or small scale the opera-
tion of thorough draining going on. The deep
ploughing is not yet so general, but it will un-
doubtedly follow : and it is to be regretted that in

the mean time, some zealous and good farmers,

not aware of its advantages, are filling their drains

so near the surface as to mar the future thorough
application of the system of deep working.

Thorough draining is the foundation of all good
husbandry, and when combined with deep plough-
ing insure a general and uniform fertility, assisted

no doubt by the essentials, thorough working and
cleaning, ample manuring, and a proper rotation of
crops.

In making a survey of the agricultural aspect of

Scotland, and great part of England, it must be evi-

dent to every one skilled in Agriculture, that by much
the greatest proportion of the arable land, indeed
we may assume three-fourths of the whole, is under
very indifferent culture, arising mainly from the want
ofcomplete draining and deep working ; and look-

ing even to the best farmed districts with the eye of

an experienced farmer in the thorough system, much
of the land will be seen suffering under wet or damp.
All the heavy lands of the Lothians, Berwickshire,

Fife, Strathmore. Clydesdale, &c., would be greatly

benefitted by the introduction of the system, and if

generally adopted we would hear no more of" stiff

clays," " cold retentive soils," and the like, in the

Agricultural Reports.

There is no want of employment for all the spare

labour and spare capital of the country, in the gene-

ral thorough cultivation of the soil, and if properly

gone about, it will afford ample remuneration to the

individual possessors and farmers of the land, while
the riches of the country will be greatly increased.

The cultivation of the inferior soils will tend to

lower the value of the high rented lands, but the

general rental of the country will be much increased

whilst the prices of all agricultural produce will be
lowered, thereby affording cheaper sustenance to the

manufacturers, which will enable them to meet more
effectually the cheap labour of other countries ; and
it is not, at all improbable that Britain may become
an exporting country in grain in the course of the

naxt twenty years, thereby overthrowing the bug-
bear corn laws without a political struggle. This
may appear a very bold anticipation, but to those

who know intimately the history of the progress of
the wonderful improvements which have taken place

in the various leading manufactures of the country,

in the course of the last twenty years, and who can
appreciate the vast improvement of which agricul-

ture is vet susceptible, it will seem as no very hope-

less prospect. Often was it thought that the perfec-

tion of these arts had been attained, when, by the

application of science, capital, division of labour, and
industry, some new and extensive step was gained

whereby the cost of produotion was cheapened, and
immediately the field of consumption was extended.

In most cases those steps of improvement were
urged, more by the necessity arising from low pro-

fits, and extensive rivalry, than from the encourage-

ment of high profits and extensive demand. So is it
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now operating with the agriculturist. During the
reign of high prices, any sort of farming was sure to

pay ; but now, when prices are low, notliing but
skill and capital, aud well regulated industry will

do ; and since higher prices are scarcel) to be looked
for, the only hope of the landowner and the farmer,
is to use every means to produce tJieir articles

cheaper and in greater quantity. From the progress
which the [system of thorough drainage has already

made, the lists are fairly entered by the hitherto con-

sidered poorer soils against the rich, the rivalry can-
not be stopped, and the result will shortly be, a
greater agricultural advancement in Great Britain

than has ever before taken place. The grand natural

prompter, self-interest, will in due time sufficiently

work out such results. Yet much may be done in

assistance by the exertions of proprietors, and agri-

cultural associations ; and by the national legislature,

in the case of entailed lands]!

TABLE BY THE SCOTCH ACRE.

Subsoils to which the

distances are applicable.
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TABLE BY THE STATUTE ACRE.

Subsoils to which the

distances are applicable.
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SUBSOIL PLOUGH.

iiIJff"r7'i»j3td^mimiliii«llHilwto«l'll"'" "''1l!i°M

SUBSOIL PLOUGH AND DEEP FUR-
ROW PLOUGH.

By James Smith, Esq., of Deanston Works.

TLe Subsoil Plough, of which an elevation and

bird's eye view are given on the above plate, was
designed by the writer of this article, about nine

years ago, for the purpose of opening up the close

subsoil of the farm of Deanston.
In the design, two essential points were kept in

view— 1. The construction of an instrument that

would effectually open up the subsoil without throw-

ing any of it to the surface, or mixing it with the

active or surface soil.—2. To have an implement of

the easiest possible draft for the horses, while it was
of sufficient strength and weight to penetrate the

firmest ground, and resist the shocks on the largest

stones.

The extreme length of the plough is about 15 feet.

From the socket at the point of tke beam to the first

stile or upright, 6 feet ; from thence to the back of

second stile, 19 inches ; from thence to the outer end

of holding handles, 7 feet ; from the sole to the bot-

tom of beam at stiles, 19 inches ; length of head or

sole bar, 30 inches ; from head of sole to point of

sock, 46 inches ; broadest part of sock, 8 inches.

The coulter is curved, and in order to prevent its

point being driven from its place by stones, it is in-

serted to the depth of an inch in a socket (a). The
lateral dimensions of the sole piece are 2 inches

square. This is covered on the bottnm and land side

with a cast-iron sole piece to prevent wear. The

sock goes on to the head in the usual way, and from

its feather rises the spur piece (b), for the purpose

ot breaking the subsoil furrow. Wlien the subsoil

consists of very firm clay or other liard and compact

earth, the feather and S])ur piece may be dispensed

with, and a plain wedge or spear pointed sock, such

as those of the old Scotch plough, may be used.

The draft bar (c) of 1| inch round iron, is attached

to the beam at the strong eye (d), and passing

through an eye in the upright needle (e), is adjust-

2 D
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able to any height or lateral direction, being move-

able in the socket (f), at the point of the beam, and

can be made fast at any point by a pincing screw

wrought by the lever (g). By the proper setting of

the draft rod, the direction of the power of the

horses is so regulated as to render the guiding of

the plough easy at any depth or width of furrow.

The beam is about 5 inches deep at the middle, and
11 inch in thickness—towards the draft end it tapers

to 3 inches deep, and 1 inch ^bick ; at the holding

end where the handles branch off, it is 2 inches by
1. The whole weighs 440 lbs imperial . This appears

an enormous weight, and most people are alarmed at

the strength and weight of the implement, but after

repeated trials with lighter ploughs, thoss of the

dimensions and weight now described have been

found to be at once the most efficient, the most easy

of draft, and the easiest for the ploughman to manage.

Four ordinary farm horses are generally sufficient

to draw this plough in breaking up subsoil of ordi-

nary firmness ; but on very tough clays or in hard

till, it may be found necessary to use six horses.

When four are used, they are yoked two and two,

by draft bars and chains, as shewn in fig 4. When
six are used, they are yoked three and three, by

draft bars and chains, as shewn in fig, 3. The main

chain for the leading horses to pull by is hung, in

both cases, by links from the collars of the rear

horses, to keep it up from their legs, and the trace

bars of the leaders are kept close up to their hams
by cross straps on their quarters.

When horses, which have been accustomed to

work in pairs, are first put to work in this plough,

they are apt to be a little restive, and do not at first

pull well together, and this is especially the case

when the subsoil is stony. The ploughman also finds

some difficulty in balancing the plough at first, and

if he is not a man of quiet and firm temper, the whole

affair puts on the appearance of an arduous and hope-

less undertaking ; a few hours or days at most, how-
ever, of temperate perseverance will overcome all

difficulties, and horses and men will work together

with steadiness and effect. The work is, indeed, in

most cases severe, and the horses are frequently

warm and fatigued ; but to insure good farming, the

work must be done, and will amply repay all the

trouble and expense. When a field or farm has been

once efficiently gone over with the subsoil plough, il

is not again necessary to repeat the operation, as the

original stratum or the subsoil has been completely

broken up, and all land stones which offer any se-

rious obstruction to the plough have been removed.

In after operations of deep ploughing, the work
should be performed by an implement in all respects

resembling the common plough, either Small's,

Wilkie's, or the old Scotch plough, but of double the

dimensions in all parts. In free soils, four horses

yoked two and two, are sufficient to plough to a depth

of 16 inches ; but in heavier soils, six horses, yoked

three and three, will be found necessary. This

plough, which may be called a trench plough, should

be applied once in each rotation of cropping, and the

best time is in giving the first furrow for green crop,

or in the event of summer fallow being followed, in

the first furrow of that operation ; this plough makes
a mixture of the soil and subsoil, for which the latter

has been prepared by the admission of air and water

from the effects of the subsoil plough.

The operation, both with the subsoil and trench

plough, should run at right angles to the line of

drains, as channels are thereby opened for the rain

water to flow towards the drains. When drains

have been sometime executed, innumerable small

Assures will be found in the subsoil, extending from

drain to drain ; these are caused by the contraction
of the substance of the soil arising from its drier

state—the contraction being greatest in the stiffest

clays—the operation of the subsoil plough admitting
the air to a greater depth, the fissures take place

under its operations, and generally reach to the level

of the bottom of the drains. These fissures will get
more or less silted or glutted up from time to time by
the minute diluvial particles carried down and left

in filtration by the rain water, but the constant expan-
sion and contraction of the unreraoved subsoil, by
the alternations of wet and dry, has a perpetual ten-

dency to renew them ; so that so long as the drains

flow freely there will never be wanting minute chan-
nels for the percolation of the water from all parts

towards the drains.

A subsoil plough costs from 11 to 8/, and a full-

sized trench plough from 4i to 5i ; and it is hoped
that any plough-maker will be able to make them from
the preceding description and plate.

Mr. Murray of Polmaise has just had a plough
constructed on the principle of the subsoil plough,

but of smaller dimensions, and weighing only 168
lbs imperial, which in dryfield soil, with a moorband

bottom, has been drawn to the depth of 16 inches,

and proved effective in breaking up the subsoil, and
turning out stones of considerable size.

In the experiment alluded to, the plough was
drawn by three horses, so yoked that two go in the

furrow, and one on the unploughed land.

Price of this plough about 31 3s.

A CASE OF ACUTE FOUNDER IN
BOTH HIND FEET.

By Mr. Charles Clark, London.

(^From the Veterinarian.^

The subject was a brown mare, seven years old

,

purchased at the last Lincoln fair by a west-end

dealer, who brought her up to town in the string with

a number of other horses. She was docked azd shod

after the fair, and left Lincoln sound ; but after the

first day's journey appeared to favour the off hind

foot, which induced the owner to have the shoe re-

moved, when, however, no cause was found for

the lameness ; and as it was not severe at first, they

continued to travel her towards town. On the

morning I saw her she had come nearly thirty miles
;

she was very lame in the off leg, and partially so in

the near one. After standing a short time she be-

came worse ; and the blame being still imputed to

the farrier, we contrived with great difficulty, to

raise the foot far enough from the ground to take off

the shoe, when I was surprised to find that the wall

was particularly good and strong ; and the nails

had all been driven with such unequivocal safety,

that I at once exonerated poor Vulcan (in this in-

stance) from all share of blame. The near shoe we
could not then take off, for the mare would not stand

a moment on the other feet. The symptoms now be-

came exceedingly puzzling. The feet themselves

did not feel very hot, but the legs were uncommon-

ly so. She kept shifting them quickly, and the

muscles of the thighs and loins were constricted and

quivering in a manner I never saw before to such a

degree. The pulse was accelerated, and eyes staring

with pain ; but she kept snatching small quantities

of food, and drank freely.

She was bled largely, had a mild dose of aloes, and
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repeated clysters, with warm fomentations and ban-

dages to all legs.

Blay 3d.—Much worsa ; equally in pain with both

legs ; muscles more constricted and rigid ; head and

tail staring. Has lain down at full length for some
hours, and got up again with difficulty : every ap-

pearance, excepting this last circumstance of her ly-

ing down, denotes approaching tetanus. Reverting,

therelore, to the recent docking, I began to consider

the symptoms as dependent on this operation, ag-

gravated by her having travelled so sharply, and al-

most all the way in hard rain, which might have

chilled the spinal column, and produced these

eflects.

Under this erroneous impression, I took the li-

berty to amputate an inch and a half more of the

caudal extremity, according to the old prescribed

custom, being not quite clear in my view of the case,

and willing to adopt any suggestion that was not in-

jurious. The depletives were persisted in, and warm
fomentations and clysters kept up without much in-

termission. The bowels are open, but we have not

seen her stale ; and the wetness of the litter prevents

our judging on that point.

May 4th,—Every way much worse. A veterinary

friend concurs with me that it is tetanus ; the locked

jaw and the twitching of the membrana nictitans

alone are wanting to make it a perfect case : but re-

sulting, as we imagine, from docking, it may affect

the hind extremities principally at first. She stands

almost immoveable, with the muscles hard and
rigid.

May 6th.—From appearances I observed this morn-
ing, and the absence of the proper tetanic symptoms,
I determined to investigate the feet most thorough-

ly, for I began to suspect, both being now alike, that

it might be acute founder. Accordingly, with the

greatest difficulty, and not without throwing her down,
we contrived to pare out one foot ; the nailing had

been so safe, and the sole looked so white and firm,

that as we removed slice after slice, I could hardly

believe there was any ground for our search ; but

at length a slight redness was perceivable ; it in-

creased, and shortly after it became palpable that the

highest degree of inflammation was existing in this

apparently sound and perfect organ. To such an

extent had it proceeded, that we could procure no
blood from the congested vessels : the podophyllous

structure was destroyed in the front of the foot,

and separated from the keraphylla. The other foot

was found to be nearly in as bad a condition, under
the same fair outside appearance.

In a few hours after they were pared out and
dressed, the fungous portion of the podophylla burst

out at the coronets in both feet, like a piece of torn

sponge, followed by a red ichorous discharge. I

now gave up all thoughts of saving the mare, and
ordered her to be destroyed the next morning; how-
ever, she died in the night, in great pain. I se-

cured both feet, and some idea may be formed of her

sufferings, and the extent of mischief, when I was
enabled to extract one of the feet at once from the

hoof, so much was the attachment broken up through-

out. The other required but little maceration.

It is most likely that from the first time I saw he'"

little assistance could have been rendered ; but the

various circumstances I. have mentioned contribut-

ed to obscure the truth. The exciting cause can

only be guessed at. She was a fine mare, and they

said a remarkably fast trotter ; and as to the feet they

were in figure and strength all that could appear de-

sirable.

PRICES—BANK PAPER—RATE OF
TAXATION.

(From the Appendix to the Third Report of the Com-
mons' Committee on Agriculture.)

Abstract of a return, showing the crops and price of

wheat from 1815 to 1835 inclusive; the amount, de-

crease, and increase, of bank paper for the same pe-

riod; depreciation of British produce; the popula-

tion ; oflScial value of manufactures, &c.
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BRAMPTON AGRICULTURAL MEET-
ING AND CATTLE SHOW.

The agricultural meeting and cattle show took place

at Brampton on Monday, October 24, and owing- to

various causes was not so well attended as on former

occasions. One obvious reason for this deficiency vvas,

that far advanced as we are in Autumn, yet there is a

considerable qua-.tity of corn to be gathered in from

the land, and therefore the neighbouring farmers took

advantage of the fine weather on Monday morning to

advance the harvest. Another reason may be this—

the, what to us appears, impolitic and short-sighted

policy—of awarding premiums to those animals only

which are bred in the district, and which consequently

offers no encouragement to superior breeds being intro-

duced from a distance. The show of horses was good,

both as regards numbers and quality, but we cannot

say so much for any description of cattle.

The judges appointed for the occasion were ]Mf.

Moses, of Tarn House ; Mr. Tweddle, of the Barn ; Mr.
Brown, of the Red Hills; and Mr. Brown, of Angus
Well.
After the show a party of gentlemen sat down to a

plentiful dinner at the Howard's Arms Inn, John Ram-
shay, Esq., steward to the Earl of Carlisle, in the chair,

supported by R. Ferguson, Esq., of Harker ; H.Farrer,

Esq., of Scaleby Hall ; G. H. Hewitt, Esq., of Burgh-
by-Sands ; Joseph Dixon, Esq., Broadwath ; T. James,

Esq., Brampton ; W. Carrick, Esq., coroner for the

district, &c.
After the usual loyal toasts, the Chairman said—the

next toast upon my list, gentlemen, is the successful

candidates, but as the judges are at present out of the

room, for the purpose of making the awards, we must
skip over that toast, and by way of filling up the omission

I will give success to the Brampton Cattle Show,
Certainly the exhibition this day has not been so numer-
ous as 1 could have wished, but perhaps next year the

Committee will provide some better arrangements with

regard to short-horned stock, which will ensure a

greater attendance, and consequently more com-
petition.

The Chairman then gave in succession, the Mem-
bers for the City of Carlisle, and the Earl of Car-
lisle. The Secretary then read the list of premiums,
as follows :

—

Short-hm-ned Bulls above 2 years old—Premium 51 5s.

1.—William Bell, Highberries.—Only one entry,

(premium.)

Shffrt-horned Bulls under 2 years old—Premium 21 2s.

3.—Daniel Sewell, Newlands (premium),
2.—Joseph Dixon, Broadwath.

Galloway Bulls above 2 years old—Premium 5l5s,

4,—Thomas Wannop, Holmgate, (premium),
5.—Thomas Warwick, Warwick.
6,—William Pig, Mosside,

Galloway Bulls under 2 years old—Premium 21 2s,

7.—John Johnstone, Pedderhill, (premium).
8,—Thomas Warwick, Warwick,
9.—Robert Hobday, Stonehouse.

10.—James Thompson, Cumrew.
11.—John Hodgson, Newtown.

Short-horned Heifers, 2 years old, in calf—Premium
31 3s.

14.—Joseph Dixon, Broadwath, (premium).
12.—Thomas Bell, Townfoot.
13.—John Thompson, Coathill.

15.—Matthew Brown, Low Cummersdale,

Galloway Heifers, 2 years old, in calf—Premium 31 3s,

24.—William Gilkerson, Beaumont, (premium).
16.—John Johnstone, Pedderhill.

17.—Thomas Warwick, Warwick.
18.—Robert Holiday, Stonehouse.

19.—John Hodgson, Abbey Bridge-end.

20,—Ditto. ditto.

21,—William Richardson, Cumcatch.
22.—-Thomas Knott, Sandhouse.

23,—Ditto. ditto.

Galloway Bullocks under 2 years old—Premium 31 3s.

28.—John Hetherington, Milton-hill, (premium).
25.—William Gilkerson, Beaumont.
26.—James Burgh, Ryeclose.
27.—John Thompson, Coathill,

29.—William Graham, Lawstowu.

Galloway Heifers under 2 years old—Premium 31 3s,

31.—John Johnstone, Pedderill, (premium).
30.—John Thompson, Coathill.

Skort-horned Heifers under 2 years old—Premium 31 3s.

33.—H. A. Aglionby, Esq., M.P., Newbiggin
Hall, (premium).

32.—Matthew Brown, Low Cummersdale,
34.—Joseph Dixon, Broadwath.

Leicester Tups of any age—Premium 21 2s.

38.—William Bell, Highberries, (premium).
35.—Mr. Farrer, Scaleby Hall.

36.—H. A. Aglionby, Esq., Newbiggin Hall.

37.—William Saidler, Hill.

39.—Thomas Mitchell, Stanwix.
40.—James Thompson, Cumrew,
41,—Ditto. ditto,

42.—Thomas Bell, Townfoot.

Cheviot Tups of any age—Premium 1/ Is.

43.—Joseph Ewart, Crookburn, (premium).
44,—Ditto. ditto.

Black-faced Tups of any age—Premium 1/ Is.

45.—James Dobson, Gelstone, (premium).
46.—John Atkinson, Breckonthwaite.

Pen of three Leicester Gimmers—Premium2l2s.
48.—William Bell, Highberries, (premium).
47.—Mr. Farrer, Scaleby Hall.

49.—W. S. Denton, Harraby.

Pen of four Cheviot Ewe Hogs—Premium 21 2s.

50.—Thomas Bell, Townfoot, (premium).
51.—Joseph Ewart, Crookburn.
52.—James Dobson, Gelstone.
53.—Christopher Parker, Brampton.
54.—Christopher Tweddle, Barns.

Three Leicester Ewes—Premium \l Is.

57.—William Bell, Highberries, (premium).

55.—H. A. Aglionby, Esq., M.P., Newbiggin
Hall,

56.—Mr. Farrer, Scaleby Hall.

58.—Thomas Bell, Townfoot.
59.—John Hodgson, Newtown,

Three Cheviot Ewes—Premium II Is.

60,—Joseph Ewart, Crookburn, (premium).
61.—Jacob Moses, Tarnhouse.
62.—James Dobson, Gelstone.

Three Black-faced Ewes—Premium II Is,

63.—Jacob Moses, Tarnhouse, Cpremium).
64,—James Dobson, Gelstone.

Draught Colt or Filly 2 years old—Premium 21 2s.

66.—W^illiam Bell, Hignberries, (premium),
65.—^Robert Wilkin, Guards.
67.—John Atkinson, Breckonthwaite.

Coaching Colt or Filly 2 years old—Premium 21 2s,

71.—James Fawcett, Scaleby Castle, (premium).
68.—Thomas Little, Watchcross.
69.—Thomas Wannop, Holmgate.
70.—Ditto. ditto.

Draught Mares—Premium 21 2s.

72.—Robert Wilkin, Guards, (premium).
73.—Christopher Tweddle, Barns.

Boars—Premium 11 Is.

74.—James Hetherington, Tithington, (premium),
75.—Joseph Ewart, Crookburn.
76.—John Hodgson, Newtown.

Sows—Premium II Is.

77.—Joseph Ewart, Crookburn, (premium.)

The Chairman then said—Gentlemen, if you will

allow me, I vnll now propose the health of the success-

ful candidates ; and as there is one who seems to
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have had a more than ordinary share of good luck, I
think we cannot do better than to couple his name with
the toast. I mean Mr. Bell, of Highberries. (Great
applanse),

Mr. Bell said he could assure the company that his

success had been far above his most sanguine expecta-
tions ; he felt great pleasure in witnessing such exhibi-

tions as they had beheld that day, because they tended
to the improvement of stock and the cultivation of soil

in a proportionate degree, and the reclaiming, as a
matter of course, of many unpromising and unprolifie

mosses ; and though he did not expect, nor would it be
expedient, to grow corn upon Tindall Fell or Christon-

bury Craggs, still he hoped that, by means of the

encouragement held out by this and similar societies,

and by the industry and enterprise of the agricultural

population, to find that the morass would yield to the

cultivating- hand of man, and nature put on her smiling

universal robe. (Loud cheering.)

The Chairman: Gentlemen, I think we ought to

drink the unsuccessful candidates, coupling with that

toast the health of Mr. Farrer, who, although he has
made many entries, I am son-y to say has not succeeded
in one.

Mr. Farrer said, I must stand up. Gentlemen, to re-

turn thanks, because I suppose no other one will stand

up in the name of the unsuccessful candidates, and I

have therefore the honour of standing alone. I am
sorry that we can only say, with reference to our stock,

that we must endeavour to amend as far as we can, and
try if we can better ourselves. We have been favoured
by what we have seen to-day, particularly wdth regard
to the Galloway stock, and ] wish you success at all

your future meetings, and that you may have a better

show of short-horns next year; and if we cannot exceed
our competitors, I only wish that next year we may
equal them. ( Cheers. ) I have, in conclusion, a favour
to beg, that of proposing the health of the judges, those

gentlemen who have done us the kindness to attend here

this day, to take upon themselves the important and
onerous office of judges this day ; for although we may
have plenty of cash, and abundance of stock shown
without judges we could not make the awards

( Cheers.)

Mr. Moses returned thanks.

The Chairman then said. Gentlemen, we ought not,

on this occasion, to forget similar societies in this county,

and if you allow me, I will propose success to the Car-
lisle Society, coupling with it the name of Mr. Hewit, of

Burgh, who is a prominent member of that Society.—

(Drank with three times three.)

Mr. Hewit said, I thank you. Gentlemen, for the kind
manner in which you have been pleased to drink my
health ;

yet, although my nfime has been coupled with

the Carhsle District Society, I am convinced there are

others present to whom the honour is more justly due
;

and although my attachment may be strong towards the

Carlisle district, it extends to the Penrith branch, to this

society, to that in the western part of the county, and to

every agricultural association in the kingdom ; for I look

upon this as a ground on which all agriculturists ought
to unite, in order to make every possible improvement.
Agriculture has certainly been for a considerable time in

a very depressed state, but not being a croaker I will not

dilate further upon that matter
;
yet nevertheless I am

not such a croaker as some, and now, when agriculture

wears a brighter face, I should wish us to use our utmost

exertions to improve and make the very best use of our

stock and crop. And if such societies as this are properly

encouraged, there is not a doubt that improvements
must take place ; for although some of the good farmers,

my neighbours, are somewhat prejudiced against meet-

ings of this sort, the younger farmers will no doubt enter

them with spirit, will compete and show good stock, so

tiiat when they come to manage their father's farms, they

will have a good breed to begin with. It certainly re-

quires a farmer to use his utmost endeavours, at this

day, to improve agriculture as well as all the other pro-

duces of industry; for we know that if the manufac-
turers of this country were not to take opinions, in-

quire as to the newest discoveries, and to use the best

materialsof trade, if they did not do so the commerce

of this country would not flourish in the way it has done.

But although Englishmen have been called a nation of

shopkeepers, they may be proud of it ; it is but a small

spot of land, yet it contains many individuals who are in

themselves a treasure of infinite worth, and so long as

they are usefully employed, so long will England be

considered the greatest nation upon the face of the globe.

Agriculture may in some measure make the same im-

provements as have been made in commerce, if agricul-

turists make the same exertions as commercial men ; and
I doubt not that agi'icultural societies will improve the

situation of the farmers in the same way, so that they

maj arrive at a pitch of perfection and prosperity, al-

most equal to the former times. The small farmers

here are a most industrious, worthy race of men, and it is

owing to that, perhaps, that they have stood out prospe-

rous against the great dithculties which they have had
to encounter. 1 hope we shall all experience the bene-
fit of these societies, especially with reference to male
animals. The cow raises but one animal in the year, a
bull raises a great many ; and such societies as this are

particularly calculated to improve the breed of animals,

by introducing the best male animals into the district.

I would also take this opportunity of alluding to the

usual language of the newspapers, with respect to agri-

cultural matters, although there are two editors present,

buti hope they will forgive me ;
they do not, I think, en-

quire into all the particulars of the state of our markets,

but content themselves with merely saying that it was a
good market, good stock sold well, and bad stock hap
an indifferent demand. Now let us endeavour to get

more of the good stock, and banish the bad stock from
the land. Good stock improves the finances ofthe far-

mer ; it is much more desirable to. look upon, and it is

good every way. With regard to horses, I would say,

that perhaps we have fallen into the error of looking at

the lowest priced horses. Perhaps I am not so learned

in agi-iculture as many present, yet although my opinion

may not be so valuable as some, I will yield to none in

attachment to it, for I am sure agriculture is in its in-

fancy. Nothing- is known of it, I am convinced, which
will be known of it fifty years hence. I am sm-e that

there is no class who possess more integrity, and none
more worthy to be encouraged, than the Cumberland
farmer. I have seen here this day a very excellent

show of Galloway cattle and sheep, and the short-horned

breed, altough not numerous, was good. I am glad to

see such a good company here, and I am sorry to say

the only want I perceive here, although it may be consi-

dered presumption in me to say so, and though it may
give offence, is, that the great land-owners are not pre-

sent amongst us. (Loiidapptatise). And although I

am not intimately acquainted witli you, yet I feel equal
respect to every farmer, let him be who he may ; but

there is no individual who could not do something to-

wards promoting the success of this and similar societies,

by exerting themselves to increase a knowledge of a
better order of things.

The Chairman then proposed the health of Mr.
Blamire, the tithe commissioner, a great friend of the

farmer, and although the duties of his new situation

called upon him to preside in another place, still he had
the success of the society at heart, and had he been at

home would certainly have been there that dny.

Mr. Ferguson then proposed the health of the Chair-

man, in a bumper toast, with three times three, and one
cheer more.
The Chairman said, I feel exceedingly grateful for

the kindness you have shown to me. I feel a deep in-

terest, perhaps as much as any man, in the welfare of

agriculture ; and although 1 cannot address you so well,

nor make so many pertinent observations as my friend

Mr. Hewit, yet no one has the interest of the farmer

more at heart than myself; and lam sorry that being

disappointed in getting a better ciiairman, 1 am com-
pelled to take the chair myself, and although this meet-

ing has not been so numerously attended, yet some kinds

of stock have been superior. Some time ago we had

a discussion as to the propriety of joining some other so-

cieties in the county, and it was suggested that the Car-

lisle and Brampton societies might be united, the Car-

lisle having the spring show, and the Brampton the au-
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tumn one ; bnt for some cause or otlier the union did

not take place, which I sincerely regret, because I think

it mig-ht be of advantage to both societies. I know it is

not for me to dictate to other societies, but I merely
mention this, throwing it out as a hint for future con-
sideration.

The Chairman next proposed the health of Mr. Jo-
seph Dixon, and success to the Inglewood Fox Hounds.
Mr. Dixon returned thanks, and in conclusion pro-

posed the Magistracy of the County, connecting with
that toast the name of Mr. Ferguson, who returned
thanks.

The healths of the Editors of the Carlisle papers were
next drank, and Mr. Steel and Mr. H Brooke severally

acknowledged the eompliment.
A number of excellent songs were sung, and the

harmony ofthe evening was protracted until a late hour.

WEST CUMBERLAND AGRICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY.

The annual show of this society took place at Egre-
mont on Fi'iday, Oct. 27 ; the weather was highly fa-

vourable, but the attendance upon the ground was not
so great as at the show in 1835. Amongst the company
in the field were the Earl of Lonsdale, the hon. George
O'Callaghan, Thos. Irwin, Esq., High Sheriff of the
county, Edward Stanley, Esq., M. P., Milham Hart-
ley, Esq., Rev. H. Lowther, Thos. Hartley, Esq., Jo-
seph Burrow, Esq., Isaac Littledale, Esq., Charles
Parker, Esq., ofPark Nook, Rev. W.H. Leech, W. B.
Jones, Esq., of Drigg Hall, Richard Barker, Esq.,
John Bowman, Esq., Hodyoad, &c. &c.
The show of horses was both numerous and good, es-

pecially the cart and coaching kinds, which were supe-
rior to those exhibited at any previous show of the so-

ciety. The show of bulls was limited, and in quality
not equal to those of last year. The show of cross bred
heifers was very poor ; but that of cows in calf and in
milk could scarcely be excelled. The show of pigs was
both numerous and good, and a few really prime white-
faced and mountain rams were exhibited.

The exhibition closed about two o'clock, and the com-
pany almost immediately afterwards left the field.

Shortly after that hour a party of 150 sat down to din-
ner in a large tent contiguous to the King's Arms inn,
under the presidency of Thomas Hartley, Esq., of Gill-
foot, Joseph Burrow, Esq., of Carleton Hall, acting as
Vice.

After the usual loyal toasts.

The Chairman said they had been honoured with
the presence of the High Sheriflf; he begged to propose
his health, and desired that it might be drank with three
times three.

Thomas Irwin, Esq., of Calder Abbey, High Sheriff
of the county, returned thanks.
The Chairman next gave the Lord Lieutenant of the

county, and though he had proposed him in that high
character he would digress a little, and give him as a
most excellent landlord, (Cheers.)
The Chairman in rising to propose the next toast said

he thought he might safely congratulate the meeting on
the excellence of the stock which they had that day seen.
The show was perhaps not numerous, but upon the
whole he had no doubt they were progressing, certainly
improving, in all kinds ofstock. On this point he thought
all would agree wdth him. On the other side of the
county—at Penrith, a few weeks ago, there was such a
show as had never before been seen in the North of
of England, and certainly never equalled in Cumber-
land

; yet he believed he had good authority for saying
that there was stock to be found in West Cumberland
very little inferior to those of their neighbours in the
East. If those around them would but send their cattle
to Egremont he thought there would not be much room
to boast of superiority in other parts of the county, but
they seemed afraid to send least they should not ob-
tain prizes. This was not the way to arrive at perfection.
(Cheers.) Next year he hoped the show would be

more numerous, and he had not the least doubt but it

would be better. In conclusion Mr. Hartley proposed
"Success to the West Cumberland Agricultural Asso-
ciation." (Drank with three times three.)

The Chairman said the next toast he had to propose
was the IMembers for West Cumberland, and he was
extremely glad to see them. (Drank with three times
three, and one cheer more.)
Edward Stanley, Esq. M.P., begged for the kind-

ness with whicii they had received the last toast proposed
from the chair, and the manner in which they had drunk
his health, in conjunction with the hon. colleague, to re-
turn them his grateful thanks and acknowledgements.
Feeling as he did warmly interested for the success and
welfare of the Association, he could not but congratulate
them upon the respectable exhibition ofstock whichjthey
had that day witnessed ; and although some gentlemen,
whom he knew to be well wishers to the society, might
laugh at and joke them upon their long horns, and a
variety of different breeds of cattle, (all said, he had no
doubt, in the most perfect good humour,) which were
to be seen in the West of Cumberland ; still he thought
it ought to be remembered that other societies of a si-

milar kind had had precedence of theirs in point of ex-
istence : theirs was only in its infancy : and it had had

—

and still had, many difficulties to struggle through
; yet

notwithstanding those disadvantages, he thought from
the show of stock that day brought into the field that
they might flatter themselves, from the Zealand industry
which characterised the agriculturists of West Cumber-
land, that the society would annually increase in con-
sequence and importance. It would thus prove a grow-
ing benefit to the agricultural interest, the prosperity of
which must always contribute in an eminent degree to
the comfort, contentment, and happiness of the commu-
nity at large. He begged strongly to impress upon
their attention, that it was necessary, in order to uphold
and render agricultural associations generally benefi-
cial, a great deal must depend upon the cordial support
and the union and co-operation of all parties, without
which its effects could not be rendered so extensively
useful as its most sanguine friends were anxious to see
realised. (Hear.)
Samuel Irton, Esq., M.P., was extremely glad to

hear from the Chairman that the stock in West Cumber-
land was improving, and that the show was superior to

that of last year. Ever> description of commerce had
for some time been in the highest state of prosperity,

and it always struck him that that prosperity could not
but in the long run extend to the landed interest. He
had not been disappointed, for the change he had anti-

cipated had taken place. There was one thing to which
he was desirous of directing the attention of the farmers,
namely, their paying more attention, if possible, to the

breeding of stock than to the cultivation of land for the

produce of grain. The prosperity of agriculture must
in a great measure depend upon manufacturing industry,

for he considered it next to impossible for agriculture
to flourish whilst the other languished ; and it was in-

dispensable to the prosperity of manufactures that corn
should not be at a high price, otherwise we could not
expect the home manufacturer to meet the manufactu-
rers of another country where the necessaries of life

were cheap. If corn should reach what might be called

a high price, and maintain it, the consequence would be
the abolition of the Corn Caws, and with them would
be swept away a large class of^ agriculturists and far-

mers, the most useful class of persons of whom the

country could boast. Whatever might be the result of

this, in the process of t'me, he had no dou't but the

first effect would be to change the relative positions of

a large class of the community. Rlr. Irton concluded
by thanking the company for their attention, and
assured them that as long- as their interests were con-

fided to him, along with his honourable colleague, he

would attend and watch over them with all the zeal and
ability in his power. (Cheers.)

The Chairman then begged to propose the health of

two gentlemen who had been warm promoters of the

association and had done much for it—Mr. Browne and
Mr. Benn. (Drankwith three times three.)

Mr. Benn expressed himself much obliged for the
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very flattering manner in wliich his health had been
drank, but regretted the absence of Mr. Browne, who,
had he been present, would have said enough for them
both. He was particularly glad to see so good a siiow

of stock as they had that day witnessed, especially after

what Mr. Browne had said at Penrith about their cross-

bred heifers, which, by the May, were that day both few
and poor, the farmers he presumed had been deterred

from bringing them owing to what JMr. Browne had
said. 'J'o show that the strange breed which Mr.
Browne had described did really exist, he niight state

that at the last spring show at Cockermouth, just as he
was entering the town, he chanced to meet a bull whose
surpassing beauty attracted his attention, and on inquiry

he found it belonged to Mr. Browne, and was one of

the exact breed of animals that gentleman had de-

scribed at Penrith. (Laughter, and cries of it had been

one of Gwordy's breed) He had read Mr. Browne's
speech with some degree of surprise, and either he had
fallen into eiTor relative to the stock in West Cumber-
land, or the reporters had done him injustice ; or it

might be that Mr. Browne intended his description to

apply to his own stock only, and in that case he was
willing to confess he was pretty near the truth. He
would be extremely sorry to speak desparagingly of their

stock, for he was quite satisfied that the breeds of
differents kinds of cattle were improved as well as in

East Cumberland. ( Cheers) . He would beg to call

their attention to the superior stock which had sprung
from the late Mr. Curwen's breed of short-horns as well

m East Cumberland as in West, and which he was sure

could not be excelled. Let them also look at Mr. Hart-
ley's, Mr. Burrow's, and many others, which could
scarcely be equalled. He need not call their atten-

tion to the cattle exhibited by Mr. Hartley that day

—

not for premiums but merely for show ; and a finer

specimen could perhaps no where be met with. (Hear,
hear.) He questioned with all their boasts, that they
could show better or even as good, in East Cumberland.
(Cheers.)—Mr. B. concluded by thanking the company
for the honour they had done him, and sat down amidst
loud cheering from all parts of the tent.

The Chairman remarked that they would be anxious
to hear the names of the successful competitors, and as
they had just been put into his hands he would read
them. He then read as follows :

—

Cart Colt or Filly, rising four years old. £ s.

1 Wilson Fisher, Clealor Moor 4
2 John Fisher, Skelsmere 2
3 Richard Barker, Woodbank 1

Coaching Colt or Filly, risi7igfive years.
1 William Stable, Millom 4
2 John Levens, Irton 2

Short-horned Heifers, pure-bred.
1 Wm. Benn, Middleton Place 4
2 Wm. Holliday, Calder Bridge 2

Long-horned Heifers, thorough-bred.
1 James Jackson, Pallaflat 4
2 John Taylor, Gosforth 2

Cross-bred Heifers, two years old.

1 Wm. Bragg, Esq., Egremont 4
2 Wm. Mossop, Catgill 2

Moimtain Rams,
1 John Dixon, Kirkland 2 10
2 John Thwaite, Blackenthwaite 1 10
3 Robert Briggs, Wasdale Head 1

White-faced Rams.
1 Wm. Browne, Esq., Tallentire Hall 2 10
2 Do. Do 1 10

Boars.
1 Isaac Mawson, Gosforth 2
2 Stephen Hartley. Egremont 1

Sows.
1 Wm. Holliday, Calder Bridge 2
2 Thomas Wilson, Snellings 1

Cottager's Sows.
2 Thomas Hartley, Egremont 1 10
1 G.R.Williams, Egremont 10

Short-eared Boars.—BaeonCtirer's premium, £ s.

1 John Wilson, Kirkland Howe 2

Short-eared Smcs.—Bacon Curer's premium.
1 Isaac Mawson, Gosforth 2

2 Stephen Hartley, Hale Mill 1

Heifers in Calf or Milk.—Member's premium.
I Wm. Benn, Middleton Place 5

Short-horned Bulls ; Sweepstakes, iviih the Society's pre-

mium of two pounds.
William Thompson, Ravenglass.

Heifers or Cows in Calf or Milk, for Sweepstakes, with

the Society's premium of tivo poMids.

Gilfred Hartley, Esq., Rose Hill.

Draught Mare in Foal ; Sweepstakes, with Society's

premium of one pound.
John Ewart, Lorton.

Breeding Sows, for Sweepstakes.

Thomas Crosthwaite, Rank End.

Pen of Five White-faced Sheep—Sweepstakes.

M. N. Paumier, Esq. Ulcoats.

Ten Fleeces of Wool— Sweepstakes,

William Dickinson, Mosses. . . . No competition.

Fat Coiv or Heifers for Sweepstakes, with the addition

of Mr. J. Gunson's two pounds.

Gilfred Hartley, Esq., Rose Hill.

Best Mangel Wurzel, for the premium.
William Holliday, Calder Bridge, \ 10

The Chairman said the next toast he had to pro-

propose was the health of the Judges—Mr. Bell and
Mr. Fair. (3 times 3.^

Mr. Fair begged to thank the company with the ut-

most sincerity for the honour they had done himself

and Mr. Bell. He could assure them that it was diffi-

cult, as the chairman observed, to give satisfaction.

Prejudice was not easy to overcome, but they had done

their best, and he might inform them that the decisions

they had come to were unanimous. He had no hesi-

tation in saying that the cattle shown that day were

better than those of the same description exhibited last

year. He had attended many agricultural shows, par-

ticularly in Liverpool and those of the Highland Society,

and they were not only fit for those places, but were as

fine a lot of animals as he ever saw together at any

time or in any place. (Cheers)

The Chairman then gave the successful candidates,

which was drunk with 3 times 3.

Mr. Holliday of Calder Bridge, briefly returned

thanks as one of the successful candidates ; and as-

sured the company that the society had his best wishes

for its success.

Mr. Isaac Mawson also returned thanks.

The Chairman was very happy to inform the meet-

ing that he had found a President for next year, who,

he was quite sure, would do all in his power to forward

the interests of the society. The gentleman he had

made choice of was Mr. Stanley, of Ponsonby Hall.

(Cheers.) The health of the President elect was after-

wards proposed and drunk with 3 times 3.

Mr. Stanley said in again thankmg them for drink-

ing his health he begged at once to assure them, with-

out making a speech upon the subject, that if it were

their desire that he should occupy the chair at the next

meeting, he should consider it his duty to act in obe-

dience to their wishes, and^therefore he would accept the

office. He begged to take that opportunity to draw
their attention to a subject connected with the associ-

ation, and to make a proposition which, if favourably

received, would give him much pleasure. He alluded

to the absence of any premium being offered by the so-

ciety for the superior cultivation and good management

of land, making every allowance for the alteration

which ought to be paid to the production of stock, and

which was perhaps of paramount importance : and if

it met with their approbation lie proposed to give not

as a county member, but simply as chairman and a

landed proprietor in the neighbourhood, the sum of ten
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guineas as a prize to be contended for next year.
(Cheers.)

The Chairman begged to give success to the Associ-
ation, and a happy meeting next year.
This was the last toast previous to the chair being

vacated, and the chief part of the gentlemen at the head
of the tables almost immediately quitted the tent. The
meeting throughout was well conducted ; the proceed-
ings betrayed great good humour and spirit, and went
off with much eclat.

KIRKALDY AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The Autumnal Meeting of this Society was held on
Friday, Oct. 14. The show of stock on the occasion
was of a very superior description—such, indeed, as in
the opinion of the judges, had never before been paral-
leled in the district, and even in one or two respects to
outstrip the recent exhibition at Perth. This was par-
ticularly the case in respect of horses. Some excellent
specimens of cattle were also pre«ent ; and an ox of the
Fife breed attracted great attention, as one of the most
perfect specimens of the class which had yet been pro-
duced. The judges also expressed themselves much
pleased with a Teeswater bull calf, belonging to Mr.
Boswell, of Balmutto. The specimens of turnips and
potatoes sent by the Earl of Rothes, were likewise
greatly admired.
The following is a list of the prizes which were

awarded :

—

For the best six calves, stots, or queys, Fife breed-
Robert Hutchison, Fosterton, 1/.

For the best bull calf ditto—W. Veitch, Grange, 10s.
For the best six-year-olds, stots or queys, ditto—James
Prentice, Kilrie, 1/.

^
For the bestpairof two-year-old stots, ditto—ditto, 1/.

For the best pair of two-year-old queys, ditto—J. Kil-
gour, Bowhouse, 1/.

For the best pair of three-year-old stots, ditto—An-
drew Watt, Balburton, 1/.

For the best foal for agricultural purposes, to be
weaned four weeks previous to show, to be bred by the
exhibitor, or a member of the society—George Beve-
ridge, Orrock, II.

For the best year-old colt, bred by ditto, ditto-
George Prentice, Bankhead, 1/.

For the best two-year-old gelding, ditto, ditto—Alex-
ander Scott, Bowhill, II.

For the best three-year old ditto, ditto, ditto—Walter
Veitch, Grange, 1/.

For the best year-old filly, ditto, ditto—Robert
Hutchison, Fosterton. \l.

For the best two-year-old ditto, ditto, ditto—James
Prentice, Kilrie, 1/.

For the best three-year-old ditto, ditto, ditto—Henry
Paters on, Balmule, \l. 10s.

For the best ten quarters seed wheat—George Lewis.
Boglillie, II.

SWEEPSTAKES, HALF A SOVEREIGN EACH.
For the best cow of the Fife breed—Robert Hutchison.
For the best cow of any breed—John Stocks.
For the best year-old bull, Fife breed—Robert Dowie.
For the best bull calf, Fife breed—Walter Veitch.
For the best Teeswater quey calf—Thomas Stocks.
For the best pair of four-year-old stots of any breed—

Loughborough.
For the best pair of three-year-old stots of any breed—Andrew Watt.
For the bes tfour calves of any breed—J. Liddell.
For the best two-year-old queys, Teeswater breed

—

James Aitken.
For the best foal for agricultural purposes, to be

weaned four weeks previous to the show—George
Beveridge.
For the best colt or filly for agricultural purposes,

foaled in 1835—George Prentice, jun.
For the best gelding or filly for agricultural purposes,

oaled in 1834—Alexander Scott.

For the best gelding or filly for ditto, foaled in 1833—
Walter Veitch.
For the best colt or filly for road or field, foaled in 1835—Robert Lindsay.
For the best colt or filly for ditto, foaled in 1834

—

Henry Balfour.
For the best quarter of white wheat for seed—George

Lewis.

For the best quarter of Hunter's wheat for seed

—

James Kinninmonth.
For the best {quarter of Chevalie barley for malting

—Walter Veitch.
For the best quarter of potatoe oats—Andrew Watt.
For the best quarter of Hopetoun oats—ditto.

For the best three acres of Swedish turnips—Walter
Veitch. The seed was supplied by Mr. James Tough,
seedsman, Kirkaldy.
For the best eight acres of potatoes—George Pren-

tice, jun.
For the best turkey cooked for table—James Bogie.
For the best bacon ham cooked for table—Thomas

Ronald.
After the exhibition, upwards of a hundred gentlemen

connected with the association sat down to an excellent
dinner which had been prepared for the occasion in the

Town-Hall. Lord Loughborough acted as Chairman,
and Messrs. Prentice, Haig, and Veitch as croupiere.

After the customary preliminary toasts, the Chair-
man again rose—He said, he had now to direct their

attention to the toast of the evening, and he did so with
BO small degree of pride and gi-atification when he re-

collected that he had himself aided in the formation of

the Society. The present very numerous and highly

respectable attendance was the best proof of their

opinion of the advantages which were to be derived
from such associations. These advantages were mani-
fold, and not confined by any means to those individuals

immediately engaged in the business of competition, but
extended themselves in a multitude of directions. By
such meetings as the present they not only cultivated

friendly relations with each other butwere always learning
somethingneweitherinthewayofexplodingold errors or

acquiring useful truths. Their exhibition of to-day he
felt particular gratification in stating shewed them to be
advancing rapidly on the road of improvement. Their

stock was not only, generally speaking, most decidedly

of a very superior description, but in respect of horses

they could boast of having even outstripped in the race

of competition the Highland Society itself. (Great
cheers.) It was also most gratifying to mark the very

distinguished place which Fife stock occupied at the

recent exhibition at Perth. (Cheers.) He begged to

propose the Kirkaldy Agricultural Society, and success

to it.

Mr. Fergus, M.P., had the agreeable duty allotted

to him of proposing the health of their noble Preses.

(Great cheering.) He felt that it was an honour which
they ought to pay him, not so much in !iis character of
Preses, ably as he supported that character—not so
much for the mere patronage which he extended to the
society, as for his able, zealous, and most laudable
efl^orts in improving the agriculture of the district. He
had set them a truly noble example in that respect,

which already had done much good, and was destined,

he trusted, to do still a great deal more. It was Lord
Loughborough who first brought the thorough drainage
system into practical working among them—thatsystem
which was operating like magic in enhancing the crops
wherever it had been adopted. The agricultural pro-
fession had certainly before it a rich field of improve-
ment, and those who pursued it in a proper spirit, he
thought could not fail, while they were doing a vast

service to the country, to reap a substantial golden
r«ward.

Lord Loughborough was afraid that he scarcely me-
rited the very flattering compliment just paid him. If,

while seeking liis own advantage, however, he had done
any thing deserving of their approbation, he had cer-

tainly been amply compensated for his labours, and he

assured them that one of the compensations which he

valued not the least, was the numerous friendships he
I had formed in the course of his agricultural pursuits.
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The Chairman next proposed " The health of Mr.
Ferguson, the first President of the Society." (Tre-

mendous cheering.)

Mr. Ferguson said, he felt it no easy matter to make
adequate acknowledgments to them for the very flat-

tering manner in which his name had been received.

He knew of no more agreeable description of meetings

than those where landlords and tenants met together

unalloyed, as this meeting was in the present case, and

as such meetings always ought to be, by even the most

distant approach to party politics. (Cheers.) He looked

to the happiest and most important consequences arising

from such associations as the present, and he felt, he

he said, rather sorry on their account that he himself

happened to be so far advanced in years. (Laughter.)

Much as had been done within the time of Iiis recollection

in the improvement of agriculture, still the art seemed

but yet in its infancy, and every day was bringing forth

something fresh to gratify and astonish them. He trust-

ed much to the hearty and enlightened co-operation of

landlord and tenant in yet conferring upon agriculture

the highest degree of prosperity.

The Chairman said, that there were among- them se-

veral distinguished strangers, some of the first judges of

stock in the country. In particular, he would name
Messrs. Watson, Dick, and Tod. He proposed to de-

vote a bumpsr to the strangers. (I)ru)ik with all

the honours.)

Mr. Watson, of Keilor, returned thanks. That day's

exhibition was one of which they might well feel

proud. The judges had had, he could assure them,

a most arduous duty to perform, and, where the

difference was so small between the merits of the

successful and unsuccessful condidates, he would not

at all be astonished if many should feel sore at the award
given. Already their show of horses had been pro-

nounced, upon the best authority, to be decidedly supe-

rior to that which lately took place at Perth. He would
almost go as far in regard to the show of cattle. But
there was one remark he would make, and that was,
that he expected to have seen more character in the

Fife stock. Although there were among them many
excellent, and some first-rate animals, still he thought
there vvas an absence of a general distinctive charactei

to mark the breed. If he was asked what ought to be
the character of the Fife ox, he would point to the

animal that day exhibited in the street as what he might
serm a perfect specimen. That ox, if not the first or
the second, ranked at all events as the third best ox at

Perth of any breed. (Cheers.)

The Chairman proposed " the health of Mr. R.
Hutchison," who had a two-fold claim of distinction.

First, as being at the head of the successful ccmipetitors,

and, secondly, as holding the office of Secretai-y of the
Association, the duties of which, he need not say, how
well he discharged. (Dritnk with great enthusiasm.)

Mr. Hutchison, in returning thanks, took occasion
to observe, that as the society had now got a nest egg of

100/., it was not unlikely that the amount of the pre-
miums for next year would be somewhat increased.

Mr. Veitch proposed the " Unsuccessful Compe-
titors."

Lord Loughborough made some jocular remarks in

reply.

After some other toasts had been given.
The Chairman proposed " The manufacturing inte-

rests of the country." He said that how much soever
depressed agriculture had been, he felt convinced tliat

but for our manufacturing prosperity it would have
been much worse. He had just sold two fat stots to the

Messrs. Hutchison tor 100/., and although feeding to

such an extent was not regarded as the most profitable

department, still he had no objections to go on with it

at all, were he assured of always obtaining a like price,

which, without good trade, however, and its conse-
quence, good wages to the labouring classes, was not to

l)e expected.
Provost Landai.e said, in reply, that he considered

the trade of the counti^y at ])resent in as good and
healthy a state as ever it had been in. Fie hoped it

would long continue such. At the same time he licsi-

tated not to affirm that commercial prosperity was much

aided by such societies as the present, which by stimu-

lating agricultural improvement, lessened the price of
provisions, which constituted the main staple of manu-
facturing industry. Certainly agriculture had no cause
to regret the prosperity of manufactures. He recollect-

ed in his boyhood that such was the state of matters that

the farmers were accustomed bringing in their barley
to the Kirkaldy distillery on the backs of horses. He
need not say how much, in consequence no doubt in a
gi'eat measure of our commercial prosperity, our means
of internal communication have become improved.
Both agriculturists and commercialists, he thought, had
great reason to thank God that they were in a much
better state than their forefathers.

I\Ir. AiNSLiE rose to propose as a toast, " Increase to
steam power ashore and afloat." This was a toast which
at the first blush might appear to have little to do with
agriculture. He trusted, however, that it would not be
difficult to make it appear that, upon the festering of in-

ventions and enterprises connected with steam power,
the very be*t interests of British agriculture were im-
mediately dependent. When it was called to mind
that it was in and through the manifold applications of
steam that British commerce and British manufactures
had in recent times attained to such an unprecedented
magnitude—a magnitude vvhich had, he might truly
affirm, determined the character of the country, and
constituted the prime mover of her prosperity, then it

would at once be seen how much they had been and
still were indebted to steam—that power which had
stimulated production of every sort, and which thoug'h
not as yet applied directly to any great extent to agri-
culture, had indirectly been most extensively and efii-

ciently operative in promoting its advancement. But
they might be well assured that however much steam
had accomplished, it had not by any means exhausted
its energies. How much, he would ask, did there re-
main for steam still to do in the way of facilitating in-

tercourse ? He shortly noticed its effects on intercom-
munication and the vast consequences which in this way
it was calculated to produce. But even, looking at
Fife alone, with her large extent of coast, he conceived
that by means of steam power a spirited proprietary
might do a great deal iu aid of the agricultural interest.

He could not, for example, see the propriety of sending
our agricultural produce in small boats to be reshipped
in Leith roads, when it mig-ht vrith much more safety
and at a great deal less expence be directly exported
from the county. The shipping and transhipping of
cattle too, had to be done at a period of the year, when
the weather was generally the most boisterous. Were
the Fife proprietary to take up the subject with energy
they might soon have their produce directly shipped
from their own coast, and he felt assured that, so far as
the landlord was concerned, with whom he was more
particularly concerned, that no exertion would be
awanting on his part, to aid in so desirable an under-
taking. (Cheers.)
Mr. George Prentice gave the Landlords of Fife,

to which Mr. Ferguson of Raith replied.

The Chairman next proposed " the Tenantry of

Fife."

Mr. Robert Ballingall, in name of the Tenantry
returned thanks. The legislature of the country lately

informed us that they had appointed a committee to
inquire into agricultural distress. But that body could
come to no definite opinion upon the subject, and con-
sequently did not even report upon it, But at the same
time gave the advice that each proprietor and tenant
must work out his own difficulty. Conceiving that the
tenantry of Fife still labor under some disabilities, he
should make a few brief remarks upon a local usage,
and one which deserved the undivided attention of both
projjrietor and tenant in this county ; that is, the un-
necessary waste of farming capital, consequent upon
the present mode of letting land. It might not be
generally known amongst the tenantry, that a very
important alterJition had been effected in the law of

Hypothec during the last session of Parliament.

Formerly the landlord had it in his power to compel
grain dealers to refund payment for all grain sold

under sequestration, unless exposed in a stock market.
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This was now altered, and as a body of farmers and

grain dealers, he conceived they were entitled to return

thanks to the proprietors for having conceded the point.

But he should turn the attention of the meeting to an-

other portion of the law of Hypothec—that is the

straw, to which the proprietor has an iindoubted right

at the expiry of the lease. But surely no lengthened

illustration was necessary to point out the bad effects

of the system. When he mentioned the fact, that there

was one farm in the county where the Hypothec valu-

ation of the straw had actually been ascertained to be

removed from the g-round five times in nineteen years.

A few possessions had undergone the same course

process four during the same period ; a still greater

number three times ; and during his own experience he

had known one case where the straw was removed
twice in seven years, and another twice in thirteen

years, and they all knew that when a tenant was shifted

the straw was removed once in nineteen years.

Was it reasonable to expect a thriving tenant

under a system like this. He humbly conceived

that the legitimate source of land rent must flow

from that portion of agricultural produce, which
is surplus and left over paying the cost price of pro-

duction and the maintenance of the farmei-*s family and
his stock ; therefore, any system or practice such as

that he had attempted to describe must fall as a direct

tax upon the industry and capital of the occupier, by
diverting a large proportion of labour into an unprofit-

able channel, in collecting manure from distant parts

of the country, to supply the want of the straw, of

which the farm never ought to have been deprived.

He referred to the practice of East Lothian, Berwick •

shire, and Roxburgshire, where no such tampering
with the fertility of the soil was known. There, al-

though a tenant was changed, the sinews of agriculture

were not removed with them as in the county of Fife.

He would sum up these remarks by two short questions

for the consideration of proprietor and tenant. First

—

Whether is it likely that the rental of the proprietor is

to be best supported from an acre of ground in liigh con-
dition, or from an acre in the last stage of exhaustion ?

Second, Whether the tenant is justified inofferingmore
for an acre of ground with manure lying within 500
yards of it, or for the same acre when the dnnghill is

removed five miles from it ? He sincerely hoped that
many of those proprietors who give their support in

every respect to agriculture by their precepts, would
also operate by their examples.

Sir R. C. Fergusson, on rising to propose the

health of Mr. Coke, of Norfolk, and the agriculturists

of England, was received with tremendous applause.
After passing a high eulogium on Mr. Coke, the Gene-
ral proceeded to remark on the Fife breed of cattle,

contending from its frequent crossings that it had
completely lost its character as an original breed. He
stated what Mr. Coke had done under somewhat simi-

lar circumstances, and that was to import an entirely

new breed. The original in Suffolk was one of the
worst possible. He first tried to supplant them by a
breed from Hereford, but these he found would not do.

He at length attempted the Devons, and completely
succeeded, and these cattle were now established all

over Norfolk, every body approving of them. It was
objected that the climate of Fife would not answer for

the Devonshire breed, but this he felt perfectly assured
was a complete mistake, as Norfolk was a colder and
more exposed and boisterous county in every respect
than Fife.

Mr. Watson, of Keilor, subsequently spoke in ex-
planation. Although he certainly considered the Fife

breed to be awanting in a proper distinctive character,
still he was far from denying that there were not a
class of animals in Fife highly deserving of being pro-
pagated.

Mr. Ferguson, of Raith, in proposing " The
healths of the Croupiers," took occasion to bring under
the notice of the meeting the scheme of Mr. Lewis, of
Boglillie, for instituting an experimental farm. He
mentioned that he understood Mr. Lewis wished his
plan not to be brought immediately under discussion by

the Highland Society, but the consideration of it to be
delayed until next annual meeting, when a better op-
portunity would thus be afforded for arriving at a
matured judgment on the subject.

The Chairman proposed " The health of Pro-
fessor Dick,
Mr. Dick returned thanks, and strongly urged

upon the attention of the meeting the propriety of

only breeding from stock of the first quality, in respect

of health, spirit, and symmetry, as not only the best

means of obtaining good animals, but as the best pro-

phylactic which could be employed.
Mr. AiNSLiE proposed " The Highland and Agricul-

tural Society of Scotland." They had heard many and
just observations on what had been done for Fife by
means of her Agricultural Associations, and these, he
had no doubt, would always look with a filial regard to

the Highland Society, not only as the parent from whom
they had derived their original existence, but as the

kind and fostering parent who still cared for them.
(Cheers.) Were he called upon to give an example of

the good which the Highland Society had directly

effected for the agriculture of the country, he did not

know that he could fix apon any more emphatic instance

than that of a district he had lately travelled over. He
alluded to the formerly wild and dreary country of

Badenoch, lying one thousand feet above the level of

the sea, and which one might have supposed was des-

tined forever to continue under the dominion of its

native heath. Even that country, however, he was
happy to say, was n«»w in a very high state of cultiva-

tion, yielding rich crops, and these, he felt something

like shame to confess, were in a more forward state than

those of many parts of their own county.

A number of other toasts were given in the course of

the evening, and some excellent songs sung. Altoge-

ther the proceedings were conducted in the best possible

spirit, and in such a manner as must redound not a

little to the credit of the institution.

A.GRICULTURAL MUSEUM OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.

We have been sincerely gratified by an inspection

of this establishment, which is now in the course of

being formed, in consequence of a grant made by the

authority of Government from the funds of the Board

of the Trustees, for founding an agricultural museum
in connection with the Chair of Agriculture. It is

intended to embrace a collection of the various ob-

jects suited for instruction in the science and practice

of agriculture, as models of the implements of the

farm—of machines having relation to the arts imme-
diately connected with agriculture—ofrural erections,

as farm buildings, vegetable productions, soils, and

the like. Amongst the many objects which this im-

portant institution embraces, there is one which has,

in a peculiar manner, attracted our attention. This

is a collection of paintings illustrative of the domes-

tic animals of the country. Nothing can be more

happy than the execution of this design. The ani-

mals are portraits of large size, the sheep being the

size of life, and the oxen about half the natural size,

all selected with vast attention from the best speci-

mens of the kingdom, and from the stocks of the

most distinguished breeders, as Mr. Buckley, Mr.

Ellman, Mr. Coke of Holkham, Lord Talbot, and

others. Amongst the animals we see specimens of

the short and long horned breeds of cattle, of the

North Devon, of the Hereford, of the Suffolk-dun;

and fine examples of our native breeds, the Ayrshire,

the Galloway, and the West Highland. Of the sheep

there is a vast variety from the wild races of Exmoor
nnd Dartmoor, to the black-faced heath sheep of our

own mountains. We observed the Merino, the Dor-
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set, the Norfolk, the Wiltshire, the Romney Marsh,
the Old Lincoln, and, amongst the more cultivated
breeds, splendid examples of the Cheviot, the South-
down, and the New Leicester. It is impossible for

us to speak too highly of the manner in which these

paintings have been executed. They have been all

painted by one artist, r4r. Shiels of the Scottish Aca-
demy, who has been engaged for several years in this

difficult task. They stand, beyond a question, in the

fisst rank of this class of paintings. We are sur-

prited with.the variety of character which the figures

present, and yet we see that they are all portraits

rigidly faithful, representing, even to the smallest

lock of wool, the external character of the animals.

Upon this, indeed, was to depend all their value, as

the subject of useful study, and the artist has wisely,

and with good taste, chosen to abstain from everything
which should interfere with the true end ofthe collec-

tion. So far are the paintings from suffering from
this fidelity, that it constitutes their great charm, and
affords a striking contrast to the caricatures of ani-

mals which we sometimes see, in which the painter,

attempting to make the animals better than they are,

destroys all individuality of character and harmony
of parts. In the present case there are no mistaken
attempts of this kind. I'he animals are represented
without the least exaggeration as they were seen in

the fields in their stalls, and on their native rocks
and heath. Grouped together, they have all the

pleasing variety of a splendid fancy picture, with
the fidelity of representation of individual subjects of

natural history. Looking to the interest of such
a collection to agriculturists, its uses in illustrating

the effects of art in modifying the characters of these
valuable animals, and as afibrding the means of be-

neficial instruction in a primary branch of rural eco-
nomy, we trust that nothing will interrupt the pro-
gress of this collection. We understand that it is not
halfcompleted , and that a yet greater number of paint-

ings is required to complete the series of domestic
animals of the country.

—

Kelso Mail.

ON THE EPIDEMIC INFLUENZA
OF 1836.

By Mb. Joseph Beeson of Amersham,

(From the Veterinarian.)

This epidemic disorder has for several months
past been very prevalent in this neighbourhood : I

had however, eight cases of precisely the same nature
occur to me from last November to January.

The principal features of the disease have been,

inflammation and tumefaction about the eyes, with
considerable efHuction running down the cheeks.

The head droojjing, mouth hot and dry, the animal

off his feed ; in short there has been considerable

fever. The flanks were tucked up, the pulse quicken-

ed more or less, the legs swelled, and in some cases

very painful to the touch. A general stiffness of the

whole muscular system prevailed, accompanied by
extreme weakness ; a great disinclination to turn in

a stall, or go through a doorway, i. e. unless it was
large and the threshold low. If relief was not ob-

tained at the onset, every symptom rapidly assumed a

more intense character. There was usually increased

fever or inflammation of the membranes of the brain

in particular; the nervous influence was more or

less suspended ; the animal quite staggered in his

attempt to move, and now and then fell down.
With regard to treatment, I have found direct de-

pletive measures have generally done little or no
good. I have, however, in some cases, where fe-

brile symptoms have run high, or were there has been
an evident determination to any particular organ, bled
moderately. I have given the fever ball, consisting
of half an ounce each of nitre and cream of tartar,

and one drachm of emetic tartar twice or thrice a-day,
varying the dose a little as circumstances might re-

quire. I have used setons or rowels, either behind
the ears or in the breast. In cases of a milder form,
I have considered it of consequence to keep the kid-
neys, at least alive to their natural function, and per-
haps to exert them a little by combining with the
fever ball a more direct diuretic. Purging in every
instance that has occurred to me, so far from doing
any good, has been productive of irreparable injury.
The patient rapidly sinks under its operation, every
symptom is aggravated, extreme prostration of
strength ensues, the animal eats nothing, and, if the
purgation is not immediately checked, the patient
inevitably dies.

The horse should be kept in an airy but not a cold
situation. Good hand-rubbing to his legs, or, at

least, his usual dressing every day will be useful,

and he should be well clothed up ; cleanliness and
the general comfort of the animal should be particu-
larly attended to. His food should consist of bran
mashes with some oats, green meat if it can be pro-
cured, or the best meadow hay. In desperate cases,

I allow him to be indulged with any thing that he
will eat, as I am quite sure that he will not take
enough of any kind of food to hurt him, and in such
cases I have given gruel, or linseed tea, or both

;

and in others bran tea instead of water.
I will give you the particulars of a few cases,

which I trust may not be thought altogether unin-
teresting.

CASE I.

On the 6th of November ult., I was sent for to at-

tend a horse at strawyard, belonging to Mr. Jones of
this town. I found him lying down in the yard, and
those around me said I should never get him up
again. With a little management we raised him,
and put him into a loose box. His eyes were
considerably swelled and discharging ; his head
hung down ; the pulse was sixty and full ; the re-

spiration tolerably tranquil. It was, however, with
the greatest difficulty that he could stand ; he reeled
about, and required several men to balance him while
I was about him. Here was evident determination
to the brain, and that to an intense degree. I bled
him until a sensible effect was produced on the pulse :

I then gave him a mild dose of physic, five drachms
of aloes ; inserted setons behind the ears, and ordered
thick gruel to drink, as he refused his food.

7th.—His bowels mildly acted upon by the physic.
He is not quite so well as yesterday. Rub in some
blistering ointment behind the ears, in the course
of the cervical vertebrte, and allow him plenty of
gruel, and as thick as he can drink it, which if he
refuses to drink must be carefully horned down
while he is lying.

Qth.—Purges briskly, every symptom aggravated
;

staggers more if possible
;
pulse seventy ; sleeps a

great deal. It is with difficulty he can get up, and as
he cannot command himself it is dangerous to be very
near him. He cannot stand many minutes, but reels

backwards and forwards, and falls down. Give him
gruel as yesterday—keep under him a good bed, in

order that he may not bruise himself, &c.
9th.—Continues to purge ; he is sinking fast : I

begin to think he is purging too much, but which
before had been my principal hope. 1 gave him two
scruples of opium, half an ounce of gum myrrh, two
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drachms of ginger, and one ounce of prepared chalk

in some starch, twice a-day, and ordered him some
starch in his gruel to-day.

10th.—Does not purge so much ; in other respects

he is about the same as yesterday. Continue medi-

cine as yesterday, and give him his gruel as before.

llt/i.—Purging ceased, but my patient is no bet-

ter ; his respiration is more hurried
;
pulse accele-

rated. It is with extreme difficulty that he can get

up, and does not stand many minutes ;—he lies

stretched out, and sleeps a great deal. If he is en-

ticed to take a mouthful of food, he falls asleep with

it in his mouth. No medicine to-day.

12th.—No better; I quite despair of his recovery.

I gave him two drachms each of ginger and gentian,

and half an ounce of gum myrrh in some gruel, and

the nursing department was attended to as before.

This plan of treatment was continued with very

little deviation till the I5th, when he died.

Examination after death.—Extreme congestion of

the membranes of the brain ; about an ounce of blood

had escaped and coagulated around the pineal gland,

and which was intermingled with some small blood-

vessels belonging to that part ; the lungs were con-

siderably inflamed, but the abdominal viscera were

quite healthy.

CASE II.

A remarkably strong and round carcassed pony,

the property of Mr. Cook, of Chenies, was observed

to be ill on the 13th of December. His eyes were

inflamed and closed, and discharged down his cheeks
j

pulse 70 ; very much tucked up, but his breathing

not quickened ; his head hanging down, but every

now and then tossed up, and shaking. He quite reels

as he moves, and does not feed ; he had already been

bled. I inserted a rowel in his breast, gave him two
drachms each of aloes, nitre, and cream of tartar,

and one drachm of emetic tartar in a ball ; and pre-

scribed for him three drachms each of nitre, cream
of tartar, and one drachm of emetic tartar, to be

given in a ball morning and evening.

lith.—He is about the same as yesterday ; his

dung quite pultaceous ; eats nothing, but drinks his

gruel well :—continue medicine; and give him his

gruel.

I5th.—Purges briskly ; he is about the same as

yesterday
;
pulse 70 ; breathing quiet ; discontinue

medicine until the purging has ceased : give him his

gruel.

16t/i.—Continues to purge, does not eat, but drinks

his thick gruel well. He appears rather more lively

to-day but in other respects about the same.

17th.—Does not purge to-day, feeds a little and is

better. The fever medicine was again resumed and

continued until the 21st, by which time he was

quite well, except that he was, of course, a little

weak yet, from his illness.

Mr. Cook had two cart horses and two colts affect-

ed at the same time, of the same disorder ; but they

were milder cases ; and all did well.

CASE III.

This was a horse, the property of Mr. Tallent, a

surgeon of this town ; it was lying at strawyard, at

Mr. Cook's, the proprietor ofthehorsesjustspoken of.

On the 20th of January I was sent for, and found

him in precisely the same state as the pony ; I put

him into a box aud clothed him up, and gave him a

fever ball, consisting of two oz. each nitre and cream

of tartar, and one drachm of emetic tartar morning

and evening.

21sf.—Much the same, except that his breathing

is a little quickened, and I heard him cough once

while I was with him, the peculiar character of

which plainly indicated that there was some mischief

about the chest. I inserted a rowel in his breast, and
continued the fever medicine ; the pulse w as 70, and
somewhat feeble ; there was great prostration of
strength, and the horse staggered at every motion ; I

therefore did not bleed him. At about ten o'clock at

night a messenger came to say that the patient was
much worse ; that he was down and could not get
up. I immediately went, and found the account to

be too true ; he was down and stretched out on his

side ; respiration was very slow and stertorous ; his

pulse was about the same ; he started at the slightest

touch or noise about him. I got him up, but it was
with difficulty we could keep him on his legs ; he
reeled very much, and required several men to ba-
lance him. Here also is evident determination to the

brain. I bled him, but he could not bear to lose

more than seven pints. I gave him a purgative of
five drachms of aloes, and inserted setons behind his

ears. The moment I had completed this he fell down.
I made him as comfortable as I could, and left him
under the care of an attendant for the night.

22d.—His physic purges a little : his respiration

is rather quicker ; he cannot stE.nd, and he is de-
cidedly worse than when I left him last night.

Horn down some thick gruel frequently to-day.

23d,—Purges briskly ; every sj'mptomaggravated,
and he is sinking fast

;
pulse 84 ; respiration much

disturbed; extremities cold, and perspiration break-
ing out in patches : unless speedily relieved he must
die. Give him immediately two scruples of opium,
two drachms each of ginger and gentian, and half an
ounce of gum myrrh; andiepeatit every eight hours.

24th.— I was quite surprised this morning to see

my patient up and looking out at a little window, and
at the same time eating a bit of hay. I was informed

by Mr. Cook that he began to amend after taking the

medicine ; and at ten o'clock last night, when Mr.
C. went out to look at him before going to bed, the

horse was up and feeding. He has eaten a tolerable

quantity of hay in the night ; continue his medicine
morning and evening.

25.—Much better ; has fed pretty well ; can com-
mand himself, and turns about firm and well

;
give

him his ball without the opium, morning and evening.

26th.—Still improving
;

give him daily three

drachms each of ginger and gentian, and half an

ounce of gum myrrh ; and move the setons.

28t/i.—Going on well : continue his medicine
;

increase his allowance of oats.

Feb. 3(i.— Quite well, except his loss of condition-

Discontinue medicine ; let him be led out every da}'-

From this time nothing more was done, except that

he was kept in for a few weeks, in order that his

strength might be thoroughly established before turn-

ing him out again. From this time I have not given
any kind of aperient in cases of influenzu, but, on the

contrary, if purging has corae on from metastasis

of the disorder, or any other cause, I have found the

patient always worse, and I have immediately endea-

voured to check the purging by giving the ball as

in the last case : I have also found, that in protracted

cases, after the febrile symptoms are abated, suppos-
ing the several functions of the lungs, bowels, kid-

neys, &c. are going on well, and although the pulse

may yet continue high, that the vegetable tonics may
not only be safely but very advantageously given.

There often remains a staggering gait, from nervous

weakness ; an appetite, though much imjjroved, yet

not good ; this condition of the patient is particu-

larly and beneficially influenced by the invigorating

system.
1 am by no means an advocate for the general

adoption of the cordial plan of treatment, after in-

flammatory disorders ; but havmg put the several
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animal functions right, I am satisfied that nature,

under proper management, will restore strength,

condition, &c. But influenza is, in my opinion, an
exception to this rule.

I find that influenza is by no means peculiar to any
age, condition, or situation ; it has occurred in the

straw-yard, at grass, and to stabled horses in good
condition and bad, at rest and at work. That it

arises from atmospheric influence there is no doubt.

In some cases I have found the skin much surfeit-

ed, either, I have imagined, from cold affusions or

from the stormy state of tlie weather. Some cases

presented little lumps on the skin from the size of
the segment of a pea to tliat of a large nut ; others
having a thick scurf, which, together with the hair,

peeled off as from the eifect ot a mild blister ; this

has happened to the saddle and collar places, &c.,
&c., and particularly the thighs.

This is the result of what has taken place in my
practice of influenza. I have given you the several

cases just as they occurred, good or bad, in order
tliat they might be compared with the opinions of

other practitioners, of which you may or will be in

possession ; and I shall be gratified if haply some
useful inferences may be deduced therefrom. The
first horse continued to purge a long time, and sunk
under its operation ; in the second case, although
the patient did well at last, he purged too much, and
would have been better without it : the third case is

too striking to need any farther comment. I have
had a great many cases of influenza, but have not
lost a single case since the first.

THE NEW POOR LAW.

EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE COMMITTEE OF THE
HOUSE OF COMMONS ON AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS.

Mr. T. Neve, Kent.—Is the amount of the poor
rates the same now as it was three years ago .-'

—

No, they are lessened considerably.

Has the poor law amendment bill been carried
into elfect in your neighbourhood ?—It has, a few
months only.

Not a sufficient period to enable you to judge of

the effect of it ?—I have no doubt it will tend very
much to lessen the rates.

Mr. J. Cramp, Kent.—Has the poor law amend-
ment bill been in operation in your neighbour-
hood .'—It has just come into operation in the pa-
rish in which I reside ; the other nine parishes
have been united more than a twelvemonth, but
in our parish we have only been united about a
fortnight.

Can you state whether in those nine parishes
there has been any considerable reduction in the

rates ?—There has been a considerable reduction
in some of the parishes where the parish was very
much neglected, but I think in other parishes

there has been but little reduction, and 1 do not

contemplate that there will be but a very trifling

reduction indeed.

That is where the parish was previously well

managed.'— I think the old law was sufficient

where it was well carried into execution ; 1 speak
from very positive knowledge, because I superin-

tended the parish in which I live for many years,

and created work of every descr.ption, and by
doing so drove away the profligate and those who
were imposing upon the parish, and by that means
I think the rates were reduced to 4s. in the pound
upon a moderate rental.

Then you had adopted in your parish very much
the principles of the present law .'—So much so
that Sir Francis Head said that he could see no
improvement to be made except in the bill of fare
in the house.

Sir Francis Head was the assistant poor law
commissioner?—He was.

C. C. Parker, Esq., Essex.—Are the poor rates
heavy in your part of Essex ?—Not very.
Has the poor law amendment bill come into

operation there ?—It has, and very beneficially.

Has there been a considerable reduction of the
rates in consequence^—We have not yet been
long enough at work to create a considerable re-
duction of rates by the effect of the new poor law
bill, but the poor rates have been decreasing by
the better management of the farmers the last
three or four years.

What has been the effect upon the character of
the labourers of the introduction of this new sys-
tem of poor laws 1—I can hardly give a decided
opinion upon that point, it has been so short a
time in operation ; but an increased attention to
oblige their masters is now visible.

Mr. James Fison, Norfolk.—What is the amount
of poor rate in your neighbourhood .'—It varies so
much that I cannot give an answer to the ques-
tion.

Has there been any reduction in it lately ?—Yes,
in many parishes, through the operation of the
new poor law.

It has been brought into operation there ?—
Yes, partially ; indeed the very idea of its coming
into operation has operated very favourably, and
produced a lowering in the rates.

Has the operation of the new poor law had any
effect upon the character of the labourers?—De-
cidedly ; a very excellent effect.

Has it improved the moral condition of the la-

bourer, as well as his physical condition?—I have
no doubt of it ; I have a great deal to do with the
lower orders ; I have interested myself much in
promoting emigration, and had very great diffi-

culty in inducing them to stir for some time

;

they would not leave their parishes though there
were several of them living, a man and his wife
and eight children, upon 10s a week, but as soon
as this poor law began to operate I had no diffi-

culty; I and my brother have succeeded so that
we have assisted upwards of 200 to remove from
our neighbourhood into Yorkshire, where they
are doing exceedingly well.

Have you had accounts of them lately?—Yes.
And they are satisfied with their circumstances ?

—Yes, they are very thankful that we interfered
for them , and assisted them.

ftlr. William Cox, Buckinghamshire.—Has the
new poor law come into operation in your neigh-
bourhood ?—Yes.

Is your parish included in any union .'—Yes.
How long has it been so .'—Smce Midsummer.
Has that had an advantageous effect upon the

conduct of the labourers ?—To a certain extent it

has benefited the rate payer. I think it has worked
well with the idle and the profligate.

The farmer now expects to get, and does get, a
fair day's work from the labourer for the wages he
gives him ?—Yes.
Which he did not do before the new poor law

came into operation ?—No.
In your part of the country you were not very

favourably disposed to the poor law .'—I was not.

Nevertheless you think it has done some good ?

—I think it has worked well where there has been
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sympathy manifested by the guardians and by the
employers. I know many parishes where indis-

criminately they pay the man without a family and
the man with a family the same wages ; and I do
the same, but I give all the men that have large

families the best task-work, so that by working
more hours in the day they can earn a little more
mone)'.
You are now of opinion that it is likely to lower

the rates, and to have a good moral effect upon
the lazy and indolent ?—It will work well where
there is a little sympathy manifested.
Do not you think that now there is every dis-

position to give aid to the new poor law bill-, pro-

vided it is not pressed forward with precipitate

haste .'—I think there are many persons that were
averse to it are now friendly to it. I think that,

generally speaking, it is a favourite arrangement.
What should you say has been the case with

respect to the treatment of the old people ; have
their allowances been diminished under the new
system ?—Yes, they have.

Is not that considered a matter of regret ?—It

is, by the rate payers themselves.

Supposing a rise of provisions to take place from
unfavourable seasons, ought there not to be a
greatly increased attention paid to that circum-
stance, to prevent the new poor law becoming a
measure of great severity ?—Yes.
Must not that severity apply particularly not

only to the very old but to the very young .'

—

Yes.

That is, it would be applied to the poorest and
weakest part of the community?—Yes, but they
have their remedy ; they can go into the work-
house if they like : they will always give them an
order, if they are dissatisfied with the pay, to go
to the workhouse.
Are they not well clothed and well fed in the

workhouse?—Yes, but they have a prejudice
against it.

Do you know any persons that have been re-

moved from a cottage of their own to a work-
house ?—I know several that have petitioned their

neighbours and friends to assist them to keep out
of the workhouse.

Is there a great inclination in your neighbour-
hood to emigrate to America or to other countries .'

—I think that has a little subsided.
Sooner than go to the workhouse they will use

every exertion to remain in their cottage ?—Yes.
The least allowance now is 4s 6d for a man and his

wife out of the workhouse, for old persons.
That rests with the guardians ?—Yes.
And the guardians are chosen out of the most

respectable inhabitants of the parish .'—Yes.

Novel and Important Use of Ammonite or Brine.
—The thanks of the Society of Arts were lately

voted to a Mr. Webster, of Ipswich, for a statement
of the eifect produced on potatoes by iinmersioH in

ammoniacal water, or in brine. If potatoes are im-
mersed for four or five days in ammoniated water,
containing an ounce ot the common liquor ammonia;
to a pint of water, they will on removal, be found to

have their vegetative principle greatlv checked, or

altogether destroyed, so that they may be preserved
throughout the year witbout the least deterioration

of their general qualities. The temporary action of
the ammonia; in no way affects the potatoe beyond
that of destroying its power of growth ; if, however,
any change is produced, it is rather beneficial than

otherwise, somewhat improving the appearance and
flavour of inferior potatoes, and giving them a meali-
ness they did not possess. The transient nature of
the application removes any suspicion of injury from
the material employed, and it is all lost by evapora-
tion, so that not a trace remains behind ; nor could
the most fastidious ever detect that the potatoes had
been immersed in ammonife, so volatile is its nature,
so perfect its escape. The exportation of potatoes
to foreign climates, chiefly within the tropics, is an
object of importance; and for the comfort of sailors,

there is nothing in the way of diet greater than the
luxury of a potatoe with their salt food. As a means
of prolonging their enjoyments, and adding to the
healthful diet of a sea life, this mode may be adopted
with advantage. The expense of immersion is very
trifling-, and they subsequently require to be placed
in an airy situation to dry. Potatoes so treated have
been used after ten months' keeping in a warm
kitchen closet, and were found to be perfectly good.
If the potatoes, instead of being removed in five days,
are continued in the ammoniacal water for three
weeks, the potatoe becomes tough, and shrivelled,

while in the liquor, and when dried by exposure to

the air, assumes quite a nev? form ; it appears con-
solidated, and its qualities are greatly lost, for on
boiling it assumes the appearance of sage, or starch,

yet still firm, and retaining its form ; ifusedinits
dry and uncooked state it has a mealy flavour, and
the properties of corn. There is no chemical change
effected on the j)otatoe, hut merely a mechanical con-
solidation and extraction of moisture : for precisely

the same effect may be produced by immersing pota-

toes in strong solution of salt and water, taking care
to remove by susequent ablution the whole of the

salt, and this requires some time, and repeated

changes of waters.

ON THE USE OF BONE MANURE.
(from a correspondent.)

With respect to bones, I am the occupier of about

a thousand acres of land chiefly a lime-stone turnip

soil, and our district, nearly the whole of which is

arable, and farmed under a four or five field course

of husbandry, that is, a fourth or fifth of the whole
extent of country is prepared for turnips, and with

a very few exceptions drilled with bones, varying

in quantity from twelve to thirty bushels upon an

acre. I have tried from fifteen to forty bushels

:

this I consider a great waste, as I have found from
twenty to twenty-five bushels equally beneficial in

effect ; in a fair state of farming I think twenty
bushels per acre is sufficient ; and no farmer that

knows his own interest will continue to use less. Our
practise is to break up our one or two year old seeds

for wheat, using about eight two-horse cart loads of

manure per acre as long as it holds out, and if short,

we apply five hundred weight of rape cake in lieu :

we have some few farmers who use bones and rannure

mixed, that is, they apply six or seven cart loads of

manure per acre for turnips, and drill in ten or

twelve bushels of bones with the seed, but I hold

tlie practice to be bad, as the means used are too

light to keep the land up to the mark through

its courses; by applying an additional ten bushels of

hone?, your land gets two dressings in every four or

five years. I have other objections to the use of

bones and manure together. I consider in very dry

seasons the manure holds the land so open to the

action of the sun and wind, that if the bones force
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the seed to vegetate the plants frequently die under
their influence. I hold the best practice in the use
of bones for turnips is to work your land close with
your harrows and rolls directly after the ploughs,
not the next day, but the next hour, if possible ; get

your land fine and solid, or if I can convey my
meaning by any stronger term, make it air "tight,

the nearer the bones are drilled to the surface, to be

covered the better : after following these directions

the greater chance you will have of being successful.

By pursuing this method I have been successful

where others ha?e failed, and I am convinced that

every farmer who adopts the same plan will have
reason to be satisfied with tlie result : this district

thirty years ago was all waste or rabbit warrens
;

by the system of management I have laid down, I

will fearlessly state it is not surpassed in its agri-

cultural productions by any district of the same ex-

tent in the united kin<rdoni.

COMMUTATION OF TITHES.

(From the Bath Guardian.)

The importance of the new Act for the Commuta-
tion of Tithes, every person connected with agricul-

ture will be willing to admit. It relieves farmers

from the constant interference of the parson with

their crops, and removes much of the harass, vexa-

tion, and annoyance, which the former mode of pay-

ing rectors and vicars produced. We are also glad

that the tithe is to be commuted to a money pay-
ment, as it will greatly facilitate the reform of the

administration of church revenues. A return was
made to Parliament, through the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners, of the value of church property, but we
have every reason to know that it cannot be relied

upon. A person who valued three livings for the

incumbents has told us that he finds them returned

greatly under the sum which he put on them. The
commutation of the tithe will tell the real value.

The actual amount of church revenues will be accu-

rately ascertained, and this will, of course, much
facilitate any future dealings with it that the Legisla-

ture may propose. Another advantage arising from
the commutation of titlie will much benefit the far-

mer. At present he is the slave of the gentleman
who occupies the parish sentry-box- He may have
])is tithe taken in kind ; he may be harassed in its

collection ; or if justice is done to him, he is told to

consider himself under obligations. In future he
will be perfectly independent. The parson will

have his dues ascertained ; he will look upon tliem

in the character of a chief rent ; and if seasons re-

quire abatement in the farmer's payments, the far-

mer will be compelled to go to the landlord. The
dependence on the parson of the parish is at an end.

Again, the farmer will be able to take his premises

upon an accurate knowledge of all the charges to

which he will be subject. When, therefore, aft'airs

go ill and prices fall so that he cannot make fair

profits, he will know that it is to his landlord, and
not to the Legislature, that he must look for relief.

If the landlord is wise he will keep a good tenant
;

and if he refuses, the tenant must give u]> the pro-

perty. But this power of making an accurate calcu-

lation of all charges will place the tenant in a more
indei)endent position with respect totlie landlord than

at present. He will know what to ask, and what lie

ought to have ; and lie will be able, if refused or if

his request is complied with, to attribute the justice

or injustice that is done to him to its right source.

SUBSOIL PLOUGHING AND FRE-
QUENT DRAINING.

Of late we have heard a good deal -about "' Steam
Navig-ation applied to agriculture," nor has the power
of steam been confined in an agricultural point of view
to the ocean or the transit of fat cattle from one locality
to another. The plough is now to be impelled by steam,
and bogs are forthwith to be reclaimed by the scourings
of ditches. In the meantime and until steam ploughing
shall have become more common, we noticed with
much pleasure a new feature in the agriculture of our
country, reduced to practice on a limited scale near the
Perth Depot, the Saturday after the grand cattle show.
To those at all acquainted with the general principles
of vegetation nothing need be said in favour of subsoil
ploughing and frequent draining, as these advantages
must be sufficiently obvious. On all tenacious subsoils
of whatever quality, stirring by the subsoil plough must
be of vast importance, in as much as that instrument
opens the retentive mass and leaves a porous bed for the
rich incumbent soil, through which the water will per-
colate, thus rendering the stirred subsod liable to be
fertilised from the descending rains and moisture, and
forming a healthy and deeply extended range for the
roots of plants. It is in the field a much safer process
than the ordinary mode of spade trenching, whereby
generally the subsoil (however injurious it may be in
an unprepared state for vegetation,) is laid uppermost,
this subsoil the plough onlv loosens, leaving future
ploughings to take up and mix with the former fertilised

soil, that upper portion of the loosened subsoil the far-

mer may judge proper to call into immediate sei-vice.

The frequent draining plough supersedes the use of
manual labour in cleaning out or cutting drains, and
seemswell adapted for that purpose. The resistance
these instruments may meet with in the course of their

operations, orthe horse power that may be requisite, will
vary according to the density or obduracy of subsoil
and depth required. Suffice it to say, that each opera-
tion can be performed economically by the instruments
exhibited by the justly celebrated Mr. Smith of Dean-
ston, who, with genuine patriotism has put himself to

much trouble and expense in forwarding an important
point in agriculture. W^e saw his reaping- machine also

tried, a machine displaying much ingenuity—but the
trial we saw of it, and the Clipping machine of Mr.
Bell, near the Depot, was for both under favourable
circumstances, and by no means calculated to bring out
the merits of either, or to remove strong pre-exfsting

prejudices. Those who wish to make a fair estimate of

their merits should visit Deanston or Denboig, where
they are at work. Reaping machines, when brought
to the utmost perfection, will likely be inoperative
where grain is completely lodged, and we consider that

the true art of farming lies as much in striking the mean
between the over-pampering and starving the soil, as

any part of the profession, and should reaping machines
become any thing like general, this point will be more
attended to than it has been liitherto. The two ploughs,
however, that we have noticed, are likely to advance
the farmers interest to a much greater extent, than any
improved mode of reaping—a process which, at the

worst, only costs at an average about a half-sovereign

per acre, while subsoil ploug-hing and frequent drain-
ing, either in the culture of grain or grass, will add
^wenty or moi-e shillings fo the annual value of each
acre on many a farm.

—

Perth Courier.

Hops.—There is now exhibiting, at Norgate and
Company's, a sami'le of hops grown by R. Crawshay.
Esq. of Honingham Hall. We shall be rendering a
a service to to Norfolk landowners, and to our intelli-

gent farmers, by calling their attention to the very im-
portant fact, that this first attempt to cultivate hops in

Norfolk has produced a quality unequalled by that of

any county in the kingdom. We anticipate the period

when the cultivation of hops will become general in

Norfolk, and when the name of R. Crawshay, Esq.,

will be highly honoured as a benefactor to our agricul-

turists.

—

Noncich Mercury.
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REPLY TO MR. MILBURN.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MAWK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In your paper of Oct. 31st, I find a gentle-

man of the name of Milburn has thought proper not

only to criticise my last Derbyshire Report, but also

a letter from our old friend the " Lincolnshire Far-

mer," on whom I think he has been rather too se-

vere. Now, the Farmer merely gave his opinion
with regard to the destruction of the cabbage crop.

He may be wrong— but it was quite natural when he
found the plants covered with the cow-ladies, that lie

should suppose those animals were the cause of the

destruction of those plants ; as much so as others

when they see the turnip plant covered with the

smother-fly should state positively that it is the

cause of the failure or destruction of the turnip crop.

I do not suppose the " Lincolnshire Farmer" is so

much acquainted with entomology as Mr. Milburn
professes to be, for with regard to it he is evidently

a paragon— he professes to be very well acquainted
with the natural history of his " doody-cows''—their

mode of propagation—the number of " doody-calves"

they bring forth—as well as the form of the calves,

which he states arefat and lizard-like—undoubtedly
they are prevalent in Yorkshire, by his having paid
so much attention to them. Again—he states—that

the Lincolnshire Farmer has just as much right to

judge that because he saw a couple of foxes in his

meadow they were devouring his grass, as to say,

that because he saw fifty lady-cows on a single cab-
bage, they were devouring his plant. Now, Sir, I

think he had not as much right so tojudge—he must
have had occular proof that tlie fox was a carnivorous
animal by seeing him feast on his Iambs ; but he
would not suppose that the doody-cows were carnivor-
ous animals from seeing them on his cabbage. No

;

he had a much greater right tojudge that they were
herbaceous animals from seeing them so situated.
We certainly must thank Mr, Milburn for his infor-
mation—for his perseverance—his industry—and
also the minute attention he has paid to his" doody-
cmvs—which by-the-bye many of us would rather
pay to our cow-ladies or lady-birds.

Enough about doody cows and their calves. I
will now see bow far Mr. Melburn's criticism of my
statement (in the last Derbyshire report) of the
failure of the turnip crop is correct. I fancy I shall
prove to him that what I stated is not quite so erro-
neous as he supposes. First—I did not deny that
the smotherfly fed on the turnip plants—but that
those plants on which they did feed were unhealthy
and that owing to their being so—to a want of vita-

lity, incipient decomposition had taken place before
the fly attacked them. He states that in Yorkshire,
no decomposition in the plants could take place from
the drought as the month of August was partly, and
that of September entirely wet. Now I must in-

form Mr. Milburn that I stated that the drought ivith

the %uicongeniality of the weather was the cause of the
unhealthy state of the plants. Every person is

perfectly aware that the ground during the Summer
waa never perfectly saturated with moisture—there
was not sufficient to support the turnip plant in a
healthy state, consequently the cold winds, along
with the cold rains promoted the decomposition of
the plants—they were not sufliciently powerful

—

they had not suflScient vitality to prevent them from
undergoing the laws of inorganic matter—that is de-
composition. Dryness is not the most favourable
state for decomposition—moisture witli a certain de-
gree of heat is required. The plants became un-
healthy from a want of sufficient moisture, and when
the rain did faU,the weakly plants, not having power

to resuscitate it rather tended to promote decomposi-
tion than otherwise.

He states that the flies commencing their ravages
on any dry elevated situation is nothing new—but
certainly does not prove my theory in the least. Now
I say it does prove my theory, and that in the great-
est degree. Why did the flies first attack the plants
in such situations in preference to those on parts less
elevated, and where the plants contain a greater
quantity ofjuices ? Evidently from this cause, that
on the driest and most exposed situations there the
plants first became diseased, even before they were
attacked by the flies. If you examined the plants
you found the leaves covered with a slimy mucus
from incipient decomposition, and those plants so
affected were invariably first attacked. Again I
stated that they the flies were not found on healthy
plants. Mr. Milburn states that I should have said,
" the plants which they have not attacked have had
nothing to affect their growth, and are healthy and
cover the ground preventing the droughtfrom penetrat-

ing." Now a greater proof that the drought was
the cause of the unhealthy state of the plants cannot
be. Why were the isolated plants and those in the
most elevated and exposed situations first attacked
(which they invariably were) 1 Evidently, because
they were so situated as to be most exposed to the
drought and uncongenial weather, consequently they
first became diseased, and then were attacked by the
fly.

I stated that where the plants were thicker set so
as to form a complete cover to the ground and ex-
clude the rays of the sun—evaporation had gone on
to a very small extent so that the plants had a sufli-

cient degree of moisture to keep them in a healthy
state, and there we found that the fly had done com-
paratively little damage. I would ask why did not
the flies attack the plants situated in every part of
the field without destruction which they undoubtedly
would have done had they been the cause of the de-
struction. Why not attack the plants where they
were thickly set as well as the isolated ones—why
not attack those situated on the lower and more shel-

tered parts of the fields as well as those on the most
elevated and most exposed situation? Evidently

—

because the plants in the latter situations were un-
healthy, whilst those in the former were healthy not
having been sufliciently affected bv the drought and
uncongenial weather. From my observations I have
deduced the following inferences. That the drought
with the uncongenial state of the weather has been
the cause of the failure in the turnip crop. That the
isolated plants and those on the most elevated and
exposed situations being most aff'ected by the

drought, were the first which became unhealthy, and
consequently wtre first attacked by the fly. That
the flies attacked the unltealthy plants only. That
the state of the weather which has been unfavourable
to the turnip crop, has been favourable to the pro-
duction of the flies. That, if the flies had not been
more prevalent than in former years, we still should
heve had the same failure.

I remain Sir, your obedient servant,

S. P. G.

Mr. G. Spiak, of Aberdare, has favoured us mt'h
the following :

— " To prevent Hares and Rabbits from
barking trees, or topping young Scotch firs in planta-
tions.—To one gallon of stale urine add one quart of
powdered lime ; one pint of foreign tar, warm the tar
to mix with the above, then add as much fresh cow's
dung as to bring it to the consistency of thin paint, and
lay it on with a painter's brush.
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STABLE MANAGEMENT.

BUSINESS OF THE GROOM.

The first object of consideration, under the

present head, is the character of the groom ;

who should be a man of good sense, good
temper, sober, honest, very industrious, and
above all, proud of the appearance of the

horses under his care. A material part of the

business of a groom is very laborious— I al-

lude to cleaning the horse ; or what, in the

phraseology of the professors of the art, is

denominated Sti-appim/. It is true, some have
a more easy method of performing the opera-

tion in question, and yet they accomplish it

equally well—generally better ; and the same
remark is applicable to all kinds of manual,
(and indeed of mental) labour : one workman
acquires a superior method to that which is

seen in another. Yet, let it not be forgotten,

that strapping a horse, in the hands of all is

a laborious task ; but its being well perform-
ed is as essential to the appearance of the

horse as his food ; nor ran any horse, how-
ever fed, look well witheutit. Thorough good
grooms are not always to be met with ; and,
indeed, whatever might be the abilities of the

groom, I should frequently visit the stable.

If all be correct—if the groom be worth keep-
ing, he will be pleased with the visits of his

master.
In the month of December, 1830, I hap-

pened to meet with an accident—I happened
in fact to break my left collar bone, owing to

a very sudden fall of my horse from placing
his foot in a rabbit hole (hidden by long dead
grass) when going very fast. In consequence
I did not return home for a short period

;

during which my groom continued to purloin
a considerable quantity of oats, carrots, and
even hay ; the illicit conveyance of a canal
being very convenient, particularly when fa-

voured by the length and darkness of the

nights in the month of December.
The groom's first object should be to make

himself acquainted with the temper, disposi-

tion, and constitution of the horses placed
under his care, and vary his treatment ac-
cordingly.

The stable should be visited at six o'clock
in the morning—in Summer rather earlier :

—

the first operation should be to rack and feed :

after having, of course, ascertained that none
of the horses is loose, cast, &c. The horse
should have but little hay given him at a
time, in order to induce him to eat it clean
up—if a horse leaves or refuses good sweet
hay, the cause of his refusal should be ascer-

tained : it may have been fouled by cats or

rats : and horses, particularly when well fed,

are very nice in their food, and possess a very
acute sense of smell. The hay may have
been blown upon by other horses or cows

:

but if, upon examination, nothing of this ap-
pears, and the horse is in good health, it is

tolerably evident he has been too freely sup-
plied with hay, which should consequently
be reduced.

The hay which is given him in the morning
should be a quarter of his daily allowance

;

and, if a horse receives a proper quantity of
oats,* he will not eat more than ten pounds
of hay per day; that is, generally speaking:
horses must be varied in regard to hay, ac-
cording to circumstances which will be point-

ed out as I proceed. If the hay be very dry,
sprinkling it ^vith water will make it more
agreeable to the horse, and he will sooner eatit.

The horse should next be fed ; that is, re-

ceive his corn, which should be one-fourth of
a peck (supposing a peck to be his daily al-

lowance). The oats should be of the best
quality, should be sifted free from dust, and
any extraneous substances (such as small
stones, dirt, or rat's dung) carefully picked
out. Clean the mangerf well with a whisp of
straw, and spread the oats in it, that the horse
may not be able to gather too large a mouth-
ful, and thus swallow them whole.

Horses should not be allowed to fill them-
selves in the morning, since they cannot go
through severe or quick work with a distend-
ed stomach. When however the business of
the day is over the horse may fill his belly,

and he will rest better for it. All animals
lie down to rest when they have completely
satisfied the cravings of hunger.
As soon as the horses have received their

corn, you should proceed to put the stable in

order ; for which purpose, you take the stable
fork, (which must be used with great care,

lest any of the horses should sustain injury),

throw all dung off the litter, turning the driest

of the litter under the manger ; that part of
the litter which has been too much stained
for further use, you throw out witk the dung.
Every time you bring in fresh litter, let that
which has been previously used be placed
undermost.
Having turned up the litter, &c., clear away

the dung and filth completely out of the stable
as soon as possible ; and could the eflluvium
which thence arises be dissipated at the same
time, it could not be otherwise than beneficial

to the health of the horses.

Proceed to unclothe and clean the horses.
The currycomb is the first instrument to be
taken in hand, and it should be such a curry-
comb as is particularly applicable for the coat
and skin of the horse. Some horses require
very considerable application of the curry-
comb ; others very little. Much of this will

depend on the state of the horse, the time of
the year, &c. Long coated horses and others
just taken from grass, will require the free
application of the currycomb, the teeth of
which should be proportioned to the length,

* The allowance of oats for borses must be go-
verned by circumstances, such as the work the horse
lias to perform, his constitution, &c., all of which
will be pointed out in the progress of this article.

t The manger should be well washed with soap
and water once a week—cleanliness is conducive to

the health of the horse in every respect ; and he will

eat his corn with a much better a|)petite if the manger
be clean, and will derive more benefit from it also.

2 E
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thickness, or foulness of the horse's coat.
Horses that have been long in the stable, and
which have been well groomed, will be gene-
rally found to have sleek, short, fine coats

;

and they will require little more use of the
currycomb than merely to clean the brush.

Begin with the currycomb at the hind quar-
ters on the near side. Proceed down the
quarters, being careful to rub off all dried
dung, but not to scratch the horse. The legs
below the houghs should not be curried, un-
less there happen to be dried dung on the
point of the hough, which may be loosened or
removed with the currycomb : you will per-
ceive that the comb will not operate properly
on that part, and you must handle it very
lightly. Proceed to the back, loins, flank,
belly, shoulders, arms, neck, omitting no part
to which the currycomb can be conveniently
applied. You begin at the hind quarters and
finish at the head—the latter, however, seldom
requiring the application of the currycomb

;

nor indeed should spots thin of hair or tender
be touched with it.

As soon as the near side is finished, you pro-
ceed to the other, where your left hand will
be called into action ; and after you have com-
pleted the off-side, wisp off the dust raised
by the currycomb, and wisp those places in
particular vvhich were not touched by the
currycomb. The wisp should be formed of
hay or half worn straw—the former being pre-
ferable. Make the wisp about ten inches long,
twisting it together till it is as thick as you
can grasp. If the hay be harsh, sprinkle it

with water, which will cause the dust to ad-
here to it, and it will also work more plea-
santly. A good wisp will serve several times.
Taking the wisp in your right hand, place

your left on the nose of the horse and begin
to wisp his forehead above his eyes, the root
of his ear, his cheek, and particularly his
throttle, rubbing rather hard if there be dried
sweat and dusl upon it. Change the wisp
into the left hand, and resting your right
against ihe most convenient part of the horse,
begin at the top of the neck, and proceed to
the shoulders, the under part of the neck, the
bosom, especially between the forelegs, down
the arms, knees, sinews, and fetlocks. Apply
the wisp harder, where the use of the curry-
comb cannot be brought into operation

; pro-
ceed to the withers, but do not fail to apply
the vvisp to every part of the horse. The flank,
the sheath, under and between the thighs are
ticklish parts, but must not be omitted. You
must place yourself in such a manner as to
run no risk of being struck by the horse ; for
which purpose, place your right hand on the
hip of the horse ; the animal will lean against
you, but you will not be the less safe on that
account. Proceed down the thigh, hough,
leg, fetlock, &c. rubbing most, as I have be-
fore observed, where the currycomb could not
be applied.

The brush comes the next in succession,
which should, in the first place, be cleared of
dirt and dust by rubbing it on the currycomb.

Proceed with the brush in the same manner
as with the wisp, especially brushing those
parts where the dust is most likely to lodge,
such as the neck, next the head, down the
scrag next the mane, applying the brush back-
ward and forward, if necessary, taking care
to finish the last three or four strokes the same
way as the hair lies in order to render the coat
smooth ; also clearing the brush from the dust
every two or three strokes by rubbing it on
the currycomb. About the sheath, and places
which produce no hair, need not be brushed.
As the operation of the brush causes much

dust to fly about, the horse should be wiped
with a piece of clean soft leather, haircloth,
flannel, or a piece of horse rug.

Let it be recollected that, in cleaning
horses, we should be guided by circum-
stances : for instance, if the coat be long,foul,
and full of dirt, the curiycomb should be very
freely applied ; and it will be some time be-
fore the coat will become quite clean ; nor
should the currycomb be used too much at

one time, lest injurious consequences should
result from it—lest the coat should stare, or
stand up ; the pores of the skin would be
opened, and the horse would catch cold : the
insensible perspiration mightbecome obstruct-
ed, and it is difficult to say where the evil

might terminate.
Horses kept in warm stables will have fine

coats if the animals are properly groomed ;

on the contrary, a cold stable will produce a
long coat, in defiance of all possible groom-
ing. In this, we may clearly perceive the

operation of Nature ; which thus furnishes a
long coat to guard against the effect of cold
All animals, which live in the colder regions

of the earth are remarkable for the manner
in which they are provided to counteract the

effect of the climate. A stable, in the heat
of Summer, cannot be too cool. In cold
weather, it should be warm—indeed, it can
scarcely be too warm so long as it is properly
ventilated. I have been in stables, parti-

cularly those of the Rev. Mr. Shakespear in

Cheshire, which appeared almost suffocating.

I could scarcely breathe in them. This would
seem to be carrying stable heat beyond the
bounds of reason : yet I must confess, that

very few horses appeared in the field in con-
dition equal to those of the gentleman I have
just named. The same remark will apply to

those of Sir John Kaye, as well as to several

other studs which I have visited. I would
have horses well clothed.

At first sight it would appear that horses

kept in stables of the description just noticed,

would be very susceptible of cold when ex-
posed to theinfluence of the atmospheric air ;

but I could never perceive that they were
more susceptible than others—if so much. If

it be desirable for a horse to appear in prime
condition, with a beautiful bloom upon his

coat, it cannot be accomplished in a cold

stable. Even in a stable tolerably warm, the

hair upon the horse's fillets or thighs will, on
the approach of Winter, become long ; that
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is, long hairs will be thrown up ; which may
be removed by pounded rosin held in the

hand and rubbed upon the part in question.

After having finished cleaning the horse,

his clothes are to be replaced ; and this

should be done with care and in a proper

manner, since nothing can be more unsightly

than the clothes appearing uneven, nor can
they thus be comfortable and pleasant to the

horse. Therefore in throwing the cloth over
the horse, let it fall considerably forward,

then placing yourself behind the horse, you
can draw it back (which causes the hair to lie

the rightway) and adjustit evenly. Lay the

pad of the roller on the horse's back, and
buckle it moderately tight, so that tha cloth

and roller may keep their places, but not so

as to render it uncomfortable to the horse. If

a sheet be used, (instead of a rug) which is

made to wrap over underneath, it should be
laid smooth, so that when the roller comes to

be buckled, it may not appear in wrinkles,
nor gape—every part should be adjusted to

lie close and free from wrinkles.

Then take off the horse's stall collar, turn
him about in the stall, and give his head and
ears a complete rubbing and brushing; wipe
him well with your leather or cloth, and pull
his ears through your hands, observing that
they are soft, clean, and moderately cool.

Comb out his fore top and mane ; then with a
water brush or sponge wet the top or loots of
the mane, and pass a small rug or cloth over
it, putting one end of it over on the near side

at the top, pull it over to the offside, pressing
the mane, and haLi- next the root of the mane,
down, to make it lie smooth. Turn him about,
buckle on his stall collar, and comb his tail,

and wipe away any filth that may be lodged
under his dock. His feet should next be
picked and washed if necessary. Lastly, let

the legs be rubbed with a clean loose wisp of
straw in each hand, and the operation will

be best performed kneeling, passing the wisp
down the legs and sinews—finish with passing
your hands down in like manner, to ascertain

that no particles of straw or other substances
adhere tothem, but that they are quite smooth.
These leg rubbings are of great use in quick-
ening the languid circulation of the blood in

parts remote from the heart, and will prevent
the legs from becoming round ; to which some
horses are constitutionally predisposed ; and
to which others are very liable from over-

exertion and inattention ; and which when
neglected, will be very likely to end in

grease.
Give the horse his water, the quantity being

governed by circumstances :—-if the horse be

inclined to have too much belly, his allow-

ance of water must be shortened, and his al-

lowance of hay also : if he be going out im-

mediately, the same rule should be observed,

as no horse can travel if blown out with hay
and water. On a journey, a horse may be
frequently indulged with a little water, which
will much refresh him, particularly in liot

weather ; but he must not be allowed to drink

his fill till he has finished his day's work. I

am speaking of a hackney, travelling at a mo-
derate pace.

If the horse be not going out, he should

take his exercise ; and in this case, he may,

while eating his corn, be merely brushed over

and taken out as soon as he has finished his

corn—if the morning be cold, the saddle may
be placed on the rug. Where hor.ses work
two or three days in the week, airing exercise

will be sufficient in the intervening days ; but

a horse should have either so much work or

exercise twice in the week as will give him a

good sweating, which will throw out through

the pores of the skin what 'might otherwise

cause humours ; this sweating exercise like-

wise forces up the scurf, &e., and renders the

coat clear and fine.

Exercise, though essential to the health of

all horses, must be regulated according to

circumstances, such as the constitution of the

horse, his condition, &c., but, supposing the

animal to be quite sound and a good feeder,

two hours daily will not be too much : some-
times walking, sometimes trotting, &c. taking

care to walk for some time at the latter end of

the business, so that the horse may be per-

fectly cool, when he is watered on the way
home, if convenient, and cleaned on his ar-

rival at the stable after the manner already

described.

The most open and airy places are the best

calculated for exercising the horse—on turf, if

possible—if onthatspeciesofelasticturffound

upon the dry parts of moorlands, nothing can
be better.

After the horse has been cleaned, give him
another feed of corn. Shake down his litter

and set the stable fair.

The groom's attention should next be di-

rected to the horse furniture. The saddles and
bridles must be cleaned with a sponge from
all road dirt. The stirrups, buckles, and bits

may be cleaned with Bristol brick or rotten

stone, which, if applied dry with a piece of

leather, will preserve the polish. When they

are used, they should, the moment they are

taken off, be wiped clean and rubbed with

a bit of oiled flannel ; neat's foot oil, or

sheep's foot oil, is the best calculated for the

purpose—no vegetable oil should be applied

to iron and steel, as it soon becomes claggy

and hard ; animal oil, on the contrary, is na-

turally more soft, and will preserve the metals

just mentioned much better from rust. Plated
buckles may be rubbed with leather and
whiting, care being taken not to smear the

leather to which they are attached. Girths,

when very dirty, should be well washed with

soap and water. When all is cleaned, buckle
the girths properly round the saddle, to keep
the flaps down.
At noon give the horse a similar quantity

of hay to that which he received in the morn-
ing, and another feed of corn ; take away the

dung, shake up the litter, and set the stable

fair.

About four o'clock, let the horse have as

2 E 2
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much water as he will drink, if he be not go-

ing out—unless he be a very greedy horse in-

deed for water, as he can scarcely at this pe-

riod, drink more than will be beneficial. But

brush him over first, which will put the blood

in circulation, refresh the horse, and clear

away that species of dust from his coat which

is continually arising from insensible perspir-

ation. The use of the currycomb and the

wisp may be dispensed with, unless the coat

of the horse is uncommonly thick and fuul
;

finish, however, with rubbing the legs, comb-

ing the mane, tail, &c. Now give him his

water, and leave him.

About eight o'clock, the business of the day

should conclude. You must now give him
another feed of corn and his remaining allow-

ance of hay. In making up the bed, yon

should contrive to lay all the worst of the

litter in the middle, where the horse is most

likely to stain and spoil it; the cleanest and
driest, should be placed on the top, the bed
placed well up on the sides, and full towards

the hind quarters. Sweep clean out, observe

that all the stall collars are correct, and every

thing else in order ; when you may lock up.

When horses come in wet and dirty, they

should not be left till they have been made
thoroughly dry, clean and comfortable.

When a horse comes in remarkably wet
or dirty, or both, the scraper should be ap-

plied, with which you remove as much of the

dirt, sweat, or wet, as you are able, com-
mencing at the top of the neck and proceed-

ing to the shoulders, chest, back, ribs, flank,

hind quarters, belly, inside the arms and
thighs, down the legs, &c. : let this be done
before you take the horse into a stall. Take
oft' his bridle, and with clean wisps of straw
rub his head well in every part ; draw his

ears through your hands for a minute or two,

an operation very grateful and very refreshing

to the horse. Tie his head to the rack, giving

him a little hay, and wisp him well with clean

straw all over, letting your wisps be rather

loose, and let them also be frequently changed.
In the first wisping, you may rub both ways,
by which means you will get more of the dirt

out of his coat than by only using the wisp
one way ; finish however, by laying the coat

as smooth as possible. The legs should be
rubbed with wisps for the purpose of remov-
ing the principal part of the dirt. Wisp first

one side and then the other several times,

which will remove the principal part of the
filth, taking plenty of clean dry straw, and
wipe him for the purpose of getting him dry ;

which, if the horse be in good condition will

soon be accomplished : and wiping the coat
down smooth will greatly contribute to this

object. If the horse be weak atid faint,

and breaks out again, the clean wisps should
be applied with a lighter hand, that you may
not occasion further perspiration ; but you
must not suspend your exertions till the horse
is completely dry. Then proceed to brush
him over, and clean him completely, after

the manner already described ; nor must he be

left till he is rendered as dry as when he went
out in the morning, and as comfortable as
possible.

There are horses, however, which, after

undergoing more than ordinary exertion, re-

quire the labour of hours before they become
dry. This arises from vaiious causes :—it

may be from want of condition, constitutional

weakness, or a long coat : and horses of this

description will, after being brought into the

stable and rubbed nearly or quite dry, break
out into a sweat again, and continue in this

way for hours, or perhaps the greater part of

the night. Good keep and proper grooming
will remedy this defect in the first case

;

that is, want of condition : and also in the

second to a certain extent ; for the last, that

of a long coat, clipping has been found to

have the desired efiect.

It was some years before I could be recon-
ciled to this operation of clipping : I could
not prevail upon myself to think otherwise
than that it deprived the animal of a covering
which Nature Jiad intended should shield

him from the inclemencies of the weather
;

and this reasoning would appear to be un-
answerable : yet having witnessed the bene-
ficial effects of clipping in a great number
of instances, and of its injurious consequen-
ces in none, I am under the necessity of re-

commending it in cases of long-coated horses
which, after more than ordinary exertion, are

with difficulty got dry when they return to

the stable.

A thorough-bred horse will seldom, if ever,

stand in need of clipping : it is principally

amongst horses of inferior blood that clipping
is rendered necessary. Many of the Irish

horses stand in need of clipping. It is true,

that of late years a great improvement has
taken place in the breed of Irish horses, yet

many of the old sort are still to be met with,

with long bristly coats, which cannot be got

into good condition till the operation of clip-

ping has been performed upon them. Clip-

ping alters the colour of the horse, and gives

him, in my estimation, no very prepo.ssessing

appearance : further, an opinion cannot be
so well formed of his health, when he has
been thus deprived of the greater part of his

coat, since that part which remains upon
him will not exhibit the sleek glossy bloom so

indicative of good health ; nor yet the penny
stare, which is a sign of the reverse. But,
beyond all question, it answers the intended
purpose ; the horse becomes dry after great

exertion very rapidly, and breaks not out
again into those never-ceasing faint sweats
for which he before was so remarkable, which
rendered it impossible to get him into condi-
tion, and incapacitated him for great and con-

tinued exertion. The horse should have an
extra cloth for a day or two immediately
after clipping, which seems to be all that is

necessary to prevent bis taking cold ; for in

a very short time afterwards, he is no more
liable to take cold than those horses whose
coats did not render clipping necessary. In
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the best regulated stables singeing has been
substituted for clipping, and is far preferable.

Some have carried the matter so far as to

shave off the hair! The lather and razor is

applied, the horse is literally shaved : he is

then well clothod with woollen or blankets,

into which the hair soon grows : his clothing

is gradually lessened, and a fine short coat is

produced of its natural colour.

Horses which are very greedy drinkers are

much inclined to sweat, but I seldom feel an
inclination for shortening a horse's allowance
of water, unless he far exceeds the ordinary

bounds. If a horse does not drink freely,

he seldom feeds well, and consequently it be-

comes a very difficult task to get him into con-
dition: if, after endless trouble, a horse of

this description acquires something like what
is well understood by the word condition, he
will go through one severe day's work, and
that is all upon which you can calculate—his

appetite fails, and nothing but vexation and
disappointment results from horses of this

description. There are persons who will tell

you, that some of the best horses in England
are shy or bad feeders ; but expressions of
this sort are calculated to convey a most er-

roneous impression, unless accompanied with
the requisite qualification ; for nothing can be
more true than the old adage, that " if a horse
won't feed he can't work." And therefore,

when representing some of the best horses
in England as shy feeders, it should be re-

collected that, if the expression is used in

reference to a race horse, it amounts to this,

—that the horse in question is remarkably
fleet, and that, when with infinite pains and
endless trouble, he has been got into the best

possible condition of which he is susceptible,

he will run one race well ; but if this one
race happen to be severely contested, it takes
every thing out of the horse (that is, com-
pletely exhausts him) and he is not able to

run again the next day, or in a few days (as

a horse of a strong constitution would) or

perhaps during the whole season !

In like manner, if a horse used for hunting
be a bad feeder, he will perform well with
harriers, at least if nothing severe take place,

but one good run with a fox will most prob-
ably put him hors de combat for a consider-

able time—perhaps for the remainder of the

season. I like to see a hunter in particular,

with a good round carcase—a bad feeder pre-

sents the reverse—his carcase will be found
tucked up ; and I have often observed that

shy feeders have frequently a peculiar staring

starven expression of the eye. It often hap-
pens, however, that they are very free goers

and very fleet also—the cause of which is,

that they generally come out of the stable

with their intestines and stomach by no means
overloaded, from which they go freely, and
as their carcase is tucked up, it enables them
to bring up their hind legs and gives them
speed : but as they may be said to have but
little internal support, they soon become ex-
hausted.

I have two horses (the one a bay and the

other a brown,) both of them superior hun-
ters : one of them is a good feeder, the other

the reverse. The bad feeder will, for a short

run, beat the other ; but if the run becomes
long and severe, the good feeder can over-

rate his competitor, and, what is more, he will

come out again in two or three days, while
the other, as he will not feed, cannot be ex-
pected to be able to endure severe exertion
for some time.

Horses which do not feed well, require

much nursing and attendance, and are liable

to disease ; their constitutions are delicate,

and the animals are very much affected with
the coldness of the atmosphere, unless they
are protected from it, and properly managed.

In a state of nature some horses will be
found that will eat more than others ; and
we find in the stable, that some are greedy
feeders, others good feeders, and others again
very delicate or bad feeders. To the greedy
and the moderate feeders I feel no objection ;

the former will require more exercise than
the latter, to prevent grease and humours
which might otherwise arise from a gross and
plethoric habit ; and I am of opinion that no
horses are bad feeders originally ; but that

this want of appetite arises from ill-treatment

and disease. Inflammation of the lungs I

have known to cause a horse to become a bad
feeder, which, prior to that period, fed very

well. I have known the farcy to produce the

same effect. Horses of this description are

ever after very delicate : they will shake un-
der the influence of cold air, and even die, if

not moved about and well clothed.

A horse now in my possession, a handsome
fleet, good tempered horse, is a bad feeder.

He is an Irish horse, and came into my hands
when he was six years old. I am inclined to

think that he has undergone very severe, and
indeed violent exercise at an early period of

his life, and in consequence of neglect has

sustained a severe attack of inflammation of

the lungs. If, after a run at grass, from the

middle of May to the end of June, he be

taken into the stable, with infinite trouble he
may be got into tolerable condition by the

latter end of October ; but the first severe

day after hounds seems to take his condi-

tion completely away, and he will not look

well again during the winter, in defiance of

every possible attention. And during this

period, he will require alterative and diuretic

balls ; and though he is a pleasant horse to

ride, not the least reliance can be placed

upon the continuance of his exertion. A
horse of this description cannot be otherwise

than very troublesome, very expensive, and
very unsatisfactory.

To horses labouring under a difficult dis-

charge of urine, a diuretic ball administered

occasionally will be found highly beneficial:

it will give relief to the horse in a few hours,

and may be given to him without the least pre-

paration, and at any peiiod of the day. It

will prevent the heels swelling and becoming
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gieasy, which they would scarcely fail to do

when the free discharge of the urine is inter-

rupted. The diuretic ball may be thus pre-

pared :

—

Yellow rosin, half an ounce.

Linseed powder, three drams.

Sweet spirit of nitre, sufficient to make the ball.

The following- will operate as a diuretic and
increase the horse's appetite also. Horses
which have diflSculty in staling are often in-

different feeders :

—

Best cantharides, in fine powder, three grains.

Pimento in fine powder, two drams.

Fine oatmeal, three drams.

Mix this powder in the horse's corn ; if he
will eat it so much the better, and horses do
not often refuse it. If, however, the horse

will not eat his corn thus mixed, a ball may
be given him, prepared in the following man-
ner :

—

Cantharides, in powder, three grains.

Powder of ginger, two drams.

Powder of gentian, three drams.

Treacle enough to form a ball.

Give one of these balls every other night.

Or, you may give the following :

—

Nitre, sulphur, rosin, and linseed meal, a

quarter of a pound each ; mix them well

together and add one ounce of Ethiop's mi-
neral.

Give the horse a table spoonful in his corn

every night.

Any of these may be given to bad feeding

horses with advantage, aud to those who
have difficulty in ejecting their urine ; and,

as I have already observed, it will frequently

happen that these two unfortunate qualities

or maladies are united in the same horse.

Horses vary very much in their disposition

and temperament, and it may soon be dis-

covered which of the three compositions is

the most beneficial to the animal.

When the legs are inclined to swell, a diu-

retic ball will be found serviceable ; but ex-

ercise, under such circumstances, must not

be neglected.

No horse can continue in good health with-

out exercise. Want of exercise will cause

the legs to swell ; in which case the circula-

tion of the blood becomes sluggish in the ex-

tremities, and the parts far removed from the

heart ; the gross particles of this fluid, there-

fore, lodge or remain inactive in the finer ar-

teries of the horse's limbs, and cause the legs

to swell.

Legs will also swell from an Impoverished
state of the blood, when the system has be-

come languid from a long continuance of in-

nutritious food. This, though a difl"erent

cause, produces a similar eff'ect to that which

I have already noticed, namely, a sluggish

circulation in the extremities. But, although

the same effect is produced in both instances,

the remedy must be very different in each

case. In the first case, unless the business

be taken in time, physic, bleeding, &c., must
he had recourse to in addition to exercise. In

the second case, gentle exercise, and good
food should be administered ; as the horse
gains strength his exercise may be increased,

and after some time a mild dose of physic
(four or five drams of good aloes) may be
given him. He will also receive benefit from
his legs being bandaged at night.

It sometimes happens that the horse's legs

swell from severe labour or fatigue; in which
case fomentations of warm water should be
applied, which, with rest and gentle exercise,

will have the desired eflect. Warm water,

however paradoxical the expression may
seem, is very cooling, and will not fail to

dissipate the inflammation of the legs and
feet.

Every animal is affected by the food which
he eats ; and hence we observe that, when a
horse has snbsisted for years in swamps, and
such like places, and has consequently been
feeding upon nothing but faint and foggy food,

howeverwell he may appear, he is no sooner
taken into the stable, and put to a little work,
than he exhibits unquestionable symptoms of

weakness and debility ; his legs swell, and
he will ^2/ to pieces (as the term is) if this be
not prevented by proper attention and manage-
ment. In this case I should prefer walking-

exercise, good food, and bandaging the legs

at night, to the administration of physic. It

is true, a dose of physic will reduce the swel-

ling of the legs, but the operation reduces the

horse also, already weak and debilitated,

and therefore this makes bad worse, as in a

few days the legs will swell again worse than
they did prior to the administration of the

physic.

In all cases of swelled legs, if proper treat-

ment be not adopted they will break out into

cracks and sores, will discharge a foetid

fluid, which, if neglected, will rapidly spread,

and become what is called grease.

In cases of swelled legs, to which horses in

high condition are subject, there is nothing

perhaps superior to a few balls made in the

following manner

:

One pound of nitre.

Half a pound of sulphur.

Molasses sufficient to make the whole into

balls of the common size: one to be given

every day till the swelling has completely

subsided. When horses fly at the heel, ap-

pear unkind in their coats, these nitre and
sulphur balls will be found to answer the pur-

pose much better than a course of physic, as

the object will be thus effected equally well,

if not better, while their operation is milder,

and the horse consequently suffers less both

in his constitution and condition.

When a horse contracts a cold, if it be but

slight, warm clothing and exercise will eflect

a cure. If the cold be violent, bleeding,

purging, sweating, and perhaps a diuretic

ball may be necessary, by which inflamma-

tion is prevented, and the disease expelled:

I do not recommend a horse to be nursed for

a cold with warm mashes, cordials &c., as

such means appear to me calculated to in-
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crease the inflammation, with which colds are
uniformly attended. When a cold first ap-
pears, warm clothing and moderate exercise
in the open air (as I have already observed,)
I mean such exercise as will keep the blood
in free circulation without heating the horse.

This is much more likely to effect the object

in view, than the confined air of a stable,

which can scarcely ever be pure, and which
is frequently converted into an effluvium that

cannot fail to irritate the lungs and increase
the cough. Should, however, fever attend
the cold, the horse should lose two, three or

even four quarts of blood, which will greatly

relieve him. Give a gentle dose of physic,

and also gruel, and if he will not take the

gruel, let his water be chilled ; gentle exer-
cise, warm clothing. This method is much su-

perior to cordial balls, mashes, &c.
When horses are well fed, and not sufli-

ciently worked or exercised, the economy of
the whole system becomes deranged. The
stomach is unable to perform its functions

;

the circulation of the blood is obstructed, the
lungs are oppressed and incapable of the re-

quisite expansion ; and a train of very se-

rious evils are likely to result from such a
state of the animal organization, if, at least,

relief be not immediately administered, and
nature relieved from her overwhelming load,

by bleeding, physic, and exercise. Yet I

must observe, that if horses are well fed, well
groomed, and properly exercised, bleeding
and physic will seldom be necessary.

When the horse exhibits symptoms of ap-
proaching illness, such as refusing to eat,

languor, heaviness of the eyes, heat in the
mouth, breaking out, itching, swelling of the

legs, &c., it will be highly advisable to apply
the fleam or the lancet, in order to check the
progress of the approaching disease. If the
horse has been well kept, little worked, or
exercised, and is full of flesh, it may reason-
sbly be concluded the blood vessels are over-

charged ; and of course they must be relieved

by evacuation, in the application of which a

sound judgment should be exercised. If the
horse has been kept at regular work or exer-
cise, and by severe exertion is over worked,
the loss of two or three quarts of blood and a
day's rest will operate a cure.

If a horse, after being ridden till he is very
hot, be suffered to cool too fast, he will con-
tract a violent cold, attended by fever: he
should be copiously bled, and have plenty of
chilled water with a little oatmeal stirred in

it, given to him. Mashes may be given in

this case, followed by a mild dose of physic.

If the horse docs not dung as usual, imme-
diate relief should be applied by the proces.s

of back-raking, followed by a glysier, made
of thin gruel or any warm liquid and a little lard

or grease in it. Should not the fever abate,

bleeding and physic will be advisable, keep-
ing the horse well clothed to promote perspi-

ration as well as to prevent cold, leading the
animal broad if the air be not severe. If no
amendment be perceptible, call in the assist-

ance of a skilful veterinary surgeon, if such a
person be within your reach. Skilful veteri-

nary surgeons are seldom met with : you had
better kill your horse by your own experi-

ments than call in a man of no ability, who
would finish the business in the same way,
and make out a long bill into the bargain. A
veterinary surgeon of acute perception and
sound judgment, I regard as a valuable mem-
ber of society ; and whenever I have occasion
to employ one of these professional gentle-
men (which is not often) I make a point of
having a little conversation with him before I

trust so interesting and useful a creature as
the horse to his direction.

When horses, either from inattention or
other causes, have cracks, chaps, or running
sores at the heels, they should be kept very
clean by frequent washing with warm water,
or the humour issuing from those sores will

spread rapidly and cause the horse great
pain. If the chaps are slight, unattended
with inflammation, and small pustules issu-

ing and ichor do not appear, they are most
likely the result of neglect rather than the
effect of disease ; and therefore, after having
been washed clean, and wiped dr}', a little

drying ointment may be applied, and a cure
will soon be effected. If, however, they have
originated from a vicious state of the blood,

they should be poulticed repeatedly and kept
clean ; which will draw away the acrid fluid

and assuage the pain : in a short time, you
may dry them and heal them up in the man-
ner just described.

All horses require much attention to the
legs, particularly those which are highly fed.

The feet of the horse should be examined
and picked out when he comes home ; and if

it be necessary to use stopping for the feet,

there is nothing equal to the application of
water. I am well aware that cow-dung, tar,

or a mixture of these, tar and grease, and fifty

other articles have been recommended for

stopping horses' feet, each of which might
enumerate its own most strenuous advocates

;

yet, after all, to what does it amount? Why,
that, as in many other cases, persons hastily

adopted the one or the other, without duly
considering the subject, at least in a philoso-

phical point of view. The intention of stop-

ping the horse's foot is to soften it; and, as

nothing will efl'ect this purpose so speedily

and so well as that simple fluid water, I

therefore recommend it for the purpose in pre-
ference to every other substitute :—-water not
only softens the foot, but keeps it cool. There
are patent pads for the purpose of stopping
the feet of horses, but how far they answer
(he infended purpose I am not able to state,

as I have never used them. Water may be
applied for the purpose of softening the foot

of the horse by means of flannel or toe soaked
in it, applied to the foot, and fastened by
means of small flat spelks, fixed in the in-

terior edge of the shoe. Where horses

can take their exercise in the dewy grass,

their feet will not want stopping; but this
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is not always attainable, particularly in Lon-
don.
When a horse becomes what is termed

groggy, he is no longer fit for a hackney. A
groggy hunter is not an uncommon sight, but
they cannot be safe, Nor is there any cure
for grogginess or founder, or which, in the
phraseology of the lecturer Percival, is

called the navicular disease. The operation
of nerving may afford temporary relief, but
no permanent cure can be expected.
When a horse comes in dirty, on no ac-

count allow him to be ridden into a pond for
the purpose of washing off the dirt, nor yet
allow the water brush to be applied much
above the fetlock. Indolent grooms and sta-
ble men will, if not prevented, wash off the
dirt with the brush from the arms and thighs,
under the belly, the sides, &c. by which dis-

ease is produced that often ends in glanders.
This horrible disorder mostly makes its ap-
pearance in stables where stage coach horses
are kept, and generally arises from the prac-
tice of washing the horses with the brush, by
which much labour is saved in cleaning ; and
to which most of these stage coach horse keep-
ers will resort, if not well watched.

Horses are sometimes troubled with worms
and bots, which are represented by Percival
and other writers as not injurious to the
health of the animal ; an opinion to which I

cannot subscribe. When a horse is troubled
with worms he appears lean and jaded, his
coat stares, and however well he may be ted,
he never presents the appearance of anything
like condition; since therefore, worms pro-
duce such indications of bad health, I cannot
help thinking them injurious to the animal.
For the removal of worms and bots, veteri-

nary surgeons generally employ calomel,
which will, no doubt, destroy these vermin

;

but for that purpose the system must, in some
degree, be poisoned ; the horse must be af-
fected with the calomel before the worms can
be destroyed or removed. In preference to
calomel I should recommend the use of lin-

seed oil, which is as sure and as deadly a
poison to the worm or the bot as calomel, but
notinjurioustothehofse. Half apint of linseed
oil is a dose for the horse, which should be
administered early in the morning upon an
empty stomach, or as nearly so as possible

;

the dose should be repeated in three or four
days ; and the third dose administered after
the lapse of a similar period. When a horse
is troubled with worms, some of these vermin
will have their noses buried, as it were, in the
coats of the stomach or the intestines ; and
many of them will thus escape, in some de-
gree, the effects of the oil ; those which are
loose will be killed. Hence may be easily per-
ceived the reason for repeating the dose;
and there is seldom occasion to administer
more than three.

Incidental occurrences, such as pricks,
bruises, kicks, &c. should be attended to im-
mediately. The injuries the bottom of the
feet sustain are generally from nails, sharp

flints, broken bottles, &c., and in these cases
it will sometimes be requisite to remove the
shoe, in order to be able to examine the
wound in a proper manner. The wound
should be cleaned, and if it be not serious,
the application of a little of any of the spiri-

tuous balsams will be sufficient ; otherwise
procure the assistance of a skilful veterinary
surgeon. Treads and bruises between hair
and hoof, may become, if neglected, very se-
rious injuries : they should be kept clean, and
friar's balsam or some balsamic tincture ap-
plied to them. Bruises from blows and kicks,
and the like, should be bathed with any kind
of repellants, such as cold vinegar, goulard, or
brandy ; any of which will very much assist in

dissipating the blood which rushes into the
smaller arteries where the bruise takes place.
All kinds of green wounds may be cured by
the balsams already enumerated; these will

be found preferable to unctuous applica-
tions, particularly where a bandage cannot be
used.
When the roads are hard, horses with brittle

hoofs are apt to exhibit sand cracks ; or in
other words, the horn of the hoof will crack
or open from the coronet downwards, at first

presenting perhaps, not more than an inch in

length, but which, if neglected, would very
soon proceed from the top to the bottom,
which would render the horse unserviceable
for a considerable length of time. As soon as

the crack is discovered, apply a cauterising
iron, and sear the hoof crosswise at the bot-

tom of the crack tolerably deep, which will

prevent the crack from proceeding fuither. In
like manner, sear the top just above the hoof,

for the purpose of preventing the continuance
of the crack as the hoof grows, melt some
Burgundy pitch, and fill the crack with it.

After the horse has rested a day or two, he
will be fit for moderate work.

Preservation of Apples.—The following" valu-

able observations, contained in a letter, have been
published in the Massachussetts Agricultural Repository :

—It is the practice of some persons to pick apples in

October, and first spread them on the fioor of an upper
room. The practice is said to render apples more dura-
ble by drying them : but I can affirm this to be a mis-
take. Apples, after remaining" so long on the trees as

safety from the frost will admit, should betaken directly

from the trees to close casks, and kept as dry and as

cool as possible. If suffered to lie on the floor for

weeks, they whither and lose their flavour, without ac-
quiring any additional durability. The best mode of

preserving apples for spring use I have found to be
putting them in dry sand, and as soon as picked. For
this purpose, I dry sand in the heat of summer, and late

in October put down the apples in layers, with a cover-

ing of sand upon each layer. The singular advantages
of this mode of treatment are these :—1. The sand
keeps the apples from the air, which is essential to their

preservation. The sand checks the evaporation of the

apples, thus presei'ving their full flavour ; at the same
time any moisture yielded by apples (and some there

will be) is absorbed by the sand, so that the apples are

kept dry, and all mustiness is prevented. My pippins

in May and June are as fresh as when first picked, even

the ends of the stems look as if just separated from

the twig"."
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GRAVESEND AND NORTHFLEET
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION,

We lastmonthgave alist of the prizes awarded

at this meeting, we now subjoin an interest-

ing discussion, which tooic place after din-

ner: which we have extracted from the

Maidstone Gazette.

T. Bentley, Esq., returned thanks, and assured

them • on behalf of himself and the other Vice-Presi-

dent .that their best exertions should never be want-

ing to promote the success of the institution. It

appeared to him calculated to arouse a laudable ara-

hitiun and excitement in their best labourers, in lieu

of tbo debasing propensities which were too often

found in some of them. lie had no doubt but they

felt gratitude for the advantages and liberal treatment

which this institution extended to them. He (Mr. B.)

believed, however, that this institution was calcula-

ted to produce much more important results, by the

discussion of important agricultural questions. In

order to promote discussion on one of these subjects,

he had sent for three years a plough of an improved
construction, drawn by two horses only, to each of

their ploughing matches. He wished to have the

question fairly discussed, whether or not the land in

that neighbourhood required four horses to plough

it ? It was of very great importance that they should

ascertain whether such was the case or not, because

it depended on that fact whethe'* they should continue

to incur an expence of 25 per cent, more than was
necessary in the culture of arable land 1 An increase

of 25 per cent, in their rent would be considered a

most heavy exaction, but they submitted to an unne-
cessary outlay of 25 per cent, in labour, because
they had been used to do so. If they found upon
inquiry that four horses were absolutely necessary,

it would establish a most important exception to a

general rule, namely, that whilst every thing around
them was in a state of improvement, and in every
department attempts were making to diminish the

expense of labour, the turn-rist plough was an im-
portant exception, and, though of great age, was
not capable of improvement. He took the opportu-
nity of making these observations because he thought
that the best course he could take to get this impor-
tant question decided, was that of promoting discus-

sion {Cheers.)

R. H. BEAtMONT, Esq. said that it seemed to him
that the question before them was whether it was
absolutely necessary in the culture of the general

lands of this county that four-horse ploughs should
he used ? It had been contended that it was impos-
sible to turn the earth up deep enough to destroy

weeds, &c., with a two-horse plough. Although
he was inclined to that opinion, yet he would not
say that it was impossible. At all events it could

be put to the test. Such would, however, not be
the case, unless some person came forward to pro-

pose to the committee that they should select two
parcels of land, equal in every respect, in order to

submit the matter to a trial for one, two, or three

seasons. He did not think that one season was
enough. (Hear, hear.") He had heard it said on
that day that the two-horse plough did its work.very
well, but that the next year the land would be very

foul. He had also heard it remarked that wheat
grown on the land so ploughed was not so good as

wheat grown on land by the side of it, ploughed by
the turn-wrist plough. If the committee of this in-

stitution would select two pieces of land, say of eight
or ten acres, in order to try the experiment, he liim.

self would give ten guineas towards the expence.

(Long continued cheering.) In this county they had
always been called an old-fashioned people, but he

did not see why they should continue to shut their

eyes against improvement, (Cheers.) If the com-
mittee would try the experiment, there was no doubt

but it might be productive of great good, (Cheers.)

Mr. Russell said that he had tried both two-horse

and four-horse ploughs, not only in Kent but in Es-
sex. He should be exceedingly happy to see any
improvement in the turn-wrist plough. He had in

his trials been assisted by Mr. Webley, an eminent
mechanic, who had said that he never saw a plough
that turned the land so completely over as the four-

horse turn-wrist plough. He (Mr. R.) had found
that in Essex he was still obliged to keep the same
number of horses per acre for other purposes, even
if he ploughed witli two horses, and on an average
of five years that the land ploughed with the two-
horse plough was much more deteriorated than the

land in Kent, which was ploughed with four horses.

He believed that one good ploughing with four bores
was equal to three ploughings with two horses.

(Cries of " No, no, '' " Yes, yes, " and cheers.)

Mr. Eley said that he had been farming for forty-

two years on all sorts of land, from the best to the

worst, and he had found that the wheat required the

land to be closed upon it by the four horse plough
on very light lands, in order to keep the wet from
the roots. He had also found that the two-horse
plough could not bury the grass and weeds at a

sufficient depth. What had rendered Kent so fa-

mous for ploughing, if it were not the use of the

turn-rist plough ? He thought that the two-horse
plough would never do on heavy lands, and that on
light lands it would require more expense to keep it

clean than the use of the furn-rist, and would not
produce more corn. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

Mr. Bentley said that his plough had that day
ploughed half an acre of land in the field. If Mr.
Soloman was agreeable, he would undertake to plough

that same half-acre for five or any number of follow-

ing years with the two-horse plough—that it should

be in other respects treated the same as the other

land—and if, at the end of five years, there was any
deficiency or inferiority in the corn produced on that

and the same quantity of land beside it, he would
forfeit ten guineas to the society. He must admit
that the proper test was, as Mr. Beaumont had pro-

posed to the society, that of experiment. Still, if

Messrs. Soloman would let him know when their

field was to be ploughed, he would send his two-
horse plough to plough the half-acre. (Cheers.)

The Chairman proposed " The Committee of

Management, " which was drank with due honours.

Mr. Eley, in returning thanks, said that when he
replied to Mr. Bentley as to four-horse ploughs
being with some excptions the best, he intended to

have stated, in his opinion, two horses were cer-

tainly preferable for ploughing clover leys, for he
had observed in such cases the shallower the plough-
ing the better the crops, and that, unless it was
creased after the four-horse plough, Mr. Bentley 's

plough would produce more corn. (Cheers.)

The health of the Judges was then drank with the

usual honours.

Mr. Bargrove, in returning thanks, observed that

Colonel Dalton had spared no trouble and expense
in trying to introduce the two-horse ploughs, but he

found that they would not do. He said that the men
were prejudiced, and gave them five shillings each,

to encourage them; but they said they did not un-
derstand how to use them—the farms run out—and

the whole project fell to the ground.
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THE TITHE ACT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE HEREFORD TIMES.

Sir,—In your paper of Saturday last there is a

long letter on the subject of tithes, in which the re-

spected writer expresses his regret that during the

parliamentary discussions on the Tithe Bill, the land-

owners and fanners of England appeared to look on
with supine indifference. And that a member for

this county had told him, that among all his consti-

tuents he could not name two who had expressed any
degree ofdissatisfaction of the Bill. This may be true;
for, alas ! the landowners and tenants of Britain did
appear to be asleep, or to have become chicken-heart-

ed, and, like American birds under the fascination of
the rattle-snake, wriggle, flutter, and cry, and finally,

without an effort to escape, yield to their fate, and
become the prey of the rapacious reptile. But, Sir,

it will be found, I trust, that when injustice shall

stalk abroad, the agriculturists and yeomen have not
lost their native courage.

The true reasons for their hanging back appears to

to be that landowners, in very many instances, and
especially those possessing large entailed estates,

have their property so intertwined with tithes and
church patronage that they think it is best for their

pec uniary interests, leaving patriotism out ofthe ques-
tion, to let things stop as they are, without the hazard
of a change. And the tenants or tillers of the land
are jealous of any new arrangement, from the fear

that the landlords may be benefitted to their loss ; and
they prefer to chaffer with the clergyman or lay im-
propriator over whom they hold the expense and risk

of taking tithe in kind, as a check on their demand,
rather than chaffer with the landlord for the rent of
the land tithe-free. I therefore hail with acclamation
the present Tithe Act, as it will most thoroughly re-

move from the eyes of the parties spoken of, this
" dog in a manger" cause of distrust and inaction

;

and so soon as the coercive clauses of the Act come
into operation, they will find, to their cost, that they
have been palsied by a shadow, and that they had
better have co-operated in active endeavours to form
a plan by which, by national justice, tithes might be
abolished altogether.

If I rightly comprehend the Act, the commissioners
are bound to compel commutation by the mode point-

ed out in the Act; and the choice to commute, or

not to commute, no longer exists with the land or

tithe owners. If this be the fact, is it not the interest

of the tithe-payers to take time by the forelock, and
to come forward and to form an association which
might consider the question in all its bearings, and
assist the legislature by its counsels, and its concen-
tration of practical knowledge and experience"! A
letter containing this suggestion was inserted in your
paper of the 17th of last month, and a part of which
I now beg to copy :

—" But before government can
proceed with so great a work as the abolition of tithes,

they must feel confident of support, or at least the

favourable opinion of a large part of the population,

and the active petitioning of those concerned, viz.,

the landowners and tithe-payers. But to obtain these

suffrages it will be necessary that the attention of the

people generally should be called to the subject, and
information disseminated as to the deceptive means
by which tithes were obtained in olden time, and by
degrees rivetted on the necks of the British people

;

and the present inconvenient and strife-stirring course
of the system. It would be much to the honour of

any county were a society formed to inquire into the

present state of tithe arrengements, and whether the

agriculturist does or does not pay for the religious

instruction of the ivhole population as well as for them-

selves. And it would reflect honour on the county
of Hereford to be the first to institute a society for
the purpose of inquiring into and pointing out a re-
medy for the crying national grievance of tithes, and
ensuring an income to the pastors on a new, and ho-
nourable, and liberal basis. And it is suggested,
that if the names of a few of those who think in
unison with the writer, were to be left at the news-
paper offices, directed to him, it might prove the
means of collating ideas and opinions, and therefore
lead to the formation of a society under whose sanc»
tion the question might be brought before the noble,
religious, and high-minded British people." To this
suggestion, one landowner has already written his
approbation, and it is to be hoped that others may
follow his example, and if the president of the Horti-
cultural Society of London, should deem the plan
worthy of attention and support, it might prove the
means of effecting much good, and of affording an
opportunity to the timid, and to those who are af-

flicted, to speak out, and to make their oppressions
known.

ATETHESIAN.
Kingsland, October 17t/i, 1836.

Embankments.— JMr. Johnstone in his Treatise
on Draining, &c., gives the following instance of the
value of agricultural improvements under the head of
" Reclaiming Land from the Sea by Embankments :"—" The tracts of salt marshy ground which have been
reclaimed in Scotland are not very numerous ; but it is

hoped the profit which these have afforded, may tend to

induce further exertions in this branch of improvement.
Perhaps there is no place in which more valuable ac-
quisitions have been made in this manner than in the
Island of Islay, under the direction of its intelligent

proprietor, Mr. Campbell, of Shawfield. At the head
of an arm of the sea called Loch Gruinart, an embank-
ment has been executed, bv which four hundred acres
of land, which formerly composed an useless salt marsh,
have been brought under the plougli. In making this

embankment it was found that a considerable stream
which discharged itself into the head of the Loch, im-
peded the operation of the flood-gates ; and as the only
effectual method of removing this serious inconvenience,
Mr. Campbell had recourse to the expensive and ardu-
ous expedient of totally reversing the course of the
stream, by withdrawing it from its old channel, and
leading it through the opposite side of the country into

Lochindaal. The whole of this embankment was ex-
ecuted in one summer. The total expense was about
600/. The ground which was reclaimed was let at an
additional rent of 255/, so that estimating this at thirty

years purchase, the immediate gain by the embankment
was 7,050/ sterling. Mr. Campbell has finished a simi-
lar embankment against the sea at the head of Lochin-
daal."

New Varieties of the Potato. — When
the rot first made its appearance among the potatoes,
we ventured to suggest, that gentlemen who had spare
time on their hands, might occupy themselves to a
worse purpose than in producing new varieties of the
plant, from seed. We learn that our Mayor, Thomas
Kennedy, Esq., has, for a long time, been engaged in
the culture of such varieties ; and has, at length, suc-
ceeded in producing four—all of them of a large size,

and very prolific, and one of them of a dark colour, and
peculiarly well adapted for the table. Mr. Kennedy has
a great many other varieties in progress. He finds that
it requires five years to perfect them, from the seed

;

and that degeneracy commences in the tenth year,

—

Deny Jownal.
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"A LINCOLNSHIRE FARMER" AND
THE LADY COWS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir :—I observed in your paper, a letter signed
" A Lincolnshire Farmer, " in which the lady-cows
are accused of destroying cabbages. He says " the

cabbage is also in many instances very bad, the

leaves being covered with a kind of filth, and where
ever it happens they quite destroy the plant, I be-

lieve the filth to be bred by the lady-cow, as J /lawe

found many nearly all eaten away with these vermin,

and upon examination I have found as many as fifty

of these lady-cows, upon the leaves or stalks of one
plant !

" Now sir, it is needless to say, to any one
at all acquainted with the natural history of these in-

sects, that the Lincolnshire farmer is not only quite

in error, but the very reverse is the fact. Doubtless
the " filth " he alludes to is the cabbage plant-louse,

(aphis brassicce) which are as distinct from the lady-

cow, as the ox is from the tiger. That the lice in

question destroy the plants there can be no doubt
whatever, but that they are bred by the lady-cow is

well known to be quite incorrect, for the latter in-

sect is their natural enemy, and they have a very
different method of propagation from it, and when
in their perfect state are not so large by at least

19-20ths, and their long transpai-ent wing, and
midge-like bodies, remind us of any thing but the

lady-cow. The latter deposits five or six yellow
oblong eggs in a cluster, under some leaf, which
hatch into a fat lizard-like grub, of a dim ash colour,

and sometimes having a few indistinct spots of a

light brown ; these change into that beautiful beetle

the lady-cow or lady-bird,—called in Yorkshire
" doody-cow. " He has just as much right to judge,
that because he saw a couple of foxes in his meadow,
they were devouring his grsss, as to say, that be-
cause he sees fifty lady-cows on a single cabbage,
they are devouring his plant. The fact is, the lady-

cow has no apparatus for devouring the plant, and
never do, but live entirely on these identical " filth

"

the plant-lice, whose long sucker (haustellum) enables
them to kill the plants, by depriving them of their

juices, and doubtless he was indebted to the fifty he
saw, for the destruction of thousands of the real

enemies.
When the aphis abounds, whether upon the turnip,

bean, or hop, the lady-cows are sent by Providence
to prevent their abundance, as the locust-thrush fol-

lows the locust, to thin their destructive ranks.

I observe also another error in the same paper, in

your Derbyshire article, signed S. P. G., where the

writer ascribes the failure of the turnips not to the

smotherfly, (ap/iis) but to the drought, causing a de-
composition of the gelatinous parts of the plant,

which the flies he says, are sent to remove, in the

way of the blow fly in consuming putrid flesh, and
are not the cause of the evil, but are carrying oft' the

effects of some other cause. This is also quite er-

roneous, for in Yorkshire where the flies abound, the

month of August was partly, and that of September
entirely wet, so that no decomposition from the

drought could take place, though it is possible they
may do more injury in a dry season, owing to their

being no moisture to supply the juices of the plant

which they suck. That the flies commence there
ravages on any dry elevated situation is notliing new,
but certainly does not prove his theory in the least.

On healthy plants he says they are not found— it

should have been, the plants which they have not
attacked, have had nothing to affect their growth,
and are healthy, and cover the ground, preventing

the drought from penetrating. The assemblage of
flies at Mansfield, to which he alludes, was precisely

similar to the swarms met with at York, Bradford,
Wigan, Manchester, Malton, Thirsk, &c., about the
same time, and which were leaving the turnip plants,

either to propagate, or in consequence of the gross
state of the juices of the plants, which rendered them
unfit for their food. In this state, the geometric
spider, whose beautiful webs are studated with them,
are their greatest enemies, for the lady-cow cannot
pursue them when on the wing, and sporting in their
fanciful evolutions. Yours obediently,

Thorpjield Oct 23. M. M, MILBURN.

USE OF CRUSHED BONES AS A
MANURE.

(Continued.)

Mode, Effect, and General Directions.—
Cruushed bones have been invariably found more im-
mediately beneficial as a fertilizer when suffered to re-

main previously for some weeks mixed with earth in
heaps exposed to the action ofthe atmosphere ; by being-

thus fermented and dissolved, they are necessarily more
speedily serviceable as food to the plants to which they
are applied, and this observation more especially relates

to the oat, barley, and other spring corn, since these do
not remain on the ground for so long a period as other
agricultural crops. The proportion is 50 bushels of
bones with five loads ofearth or clay ; or, 40 bushels to
five loads of common dung. For wheat and pasture
lands, the previous fermentation of the bones is, for this

reason, not so essential to the production of immediate
benefit. The mode of applying them is, either sowing
by broad cast, or by the drill, either by themselves or
previously mixed, as before described. On light dry
soils they are employed to most advantage ; the produce
per acre is from 20 to 25 bushels. Their good eflfects

have been acknowledged by many agriculturists to last

for many years. A farmer in the neighbourhood of
Watford, who dressed his land with whole bones, some
twenty years since (at a period when you could obtain

them from London for fetching,) declares, that to this

day, to use his own expression, " the land has never
forgotten them." The expense of bone dust is about
2s 3d per bushel ; half-inch bones 2s : and one-inch
Is 9d. The turnip season is the time when bone manure
shews itself to more advantage than any other, and on
such crops it particularly excels. It is drilled with a
drill made on purpose, with the turnip seed at a distance
of 18 inches, and the turnips should he horse-hoed ; the
period is from May to July. Bone dust is also used
with great advantage on gi ass lands sown broadcast
Since soil, situation, and climate, must all be taken into

the farmer's consideration, it is almost impossible to give
any general positive directions for the quantity of boned
to be applied per acre. The following facts, however,
have been ascertained by numerous experiments :

—

1st.—That crushed bones remain in the soil for a
length of time proportionate to the size of the pieces, the
dust producing the most immediate effect, the larger
pieces continuing to show the longest advantage. On
arable land their good effects continue for four years

;

on pasture land for eight years.

2nd,—On turnips, oats, barley, and wheat, the quan-
tity apphed has been from 25 to 30 bushels per acre ; on
pasture land, from 25 to 40 bushels of bone dust early

in the spring.

3r(l.—The best mode of application is by the drill,

witli the seed corn.

4th.—The bones should, when first u.sed, be always
applied, for the sake of correct information, in varying

quantities per acre, and on no account should the far-

mer omit to leave, by way of comparison, a fair portion

of the field witlioat any manure.
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STENT ON THE FAILURE OF THE
POTATOE CROP.

SiMPKiN AND Marshall, London.

The failure in the Potatoe crop, which has been

productive of such serious loss in different parts

of the country, renders every information upon the

subject highly interesting to the Potatoe Grower.
The author of this little work commences by ani-

madverting upon the usual modes of preserving

Potatoes through the Winter as well as of cutting

and planting them, which he reprobates in the

following terms :
—" I would ask any reasonable

man, if this course of treatment is not enough to

to destroy all the inherent powers of vegetation in

the sets before they are planted ?" We must ob-

serve that for many years we grew a considerable

breadth of Potatoes, from 30 to 40 acres, and that

we invariably pursued the system reprobated by
Mr Stent, without ever experiencing a failure from

decay of seed ; and have raised from 80 to 100
sacks per acre, 240lbs to the sack, upon land not

worth 15s per acre rent exclusive of manure. The
following extract sets forth in detail the plan which
our author recommends for our adoption, namely,
that of selecting a " situation on the North side of a

building, or high hedge," to make the pie, which,

is decidedly at variance with our maturest expe-
rience.

" I shall now proceed to describe the course of
treatment which ought to be pursued with the Pota-
toes which are intended for plants in the ensuing-

spring. And first of all I should say, that they
ought to be picked out by hand from the bulk, at the
time of taking up the crop, of a size weighing about
four ounces.—These should be taken and laid thinly

on a piece of clear ground, or on short grass, where
they should remain at least three weeks, exposed
to the action of the sun and air night and day, and
longer should the weather permit, until they be-
come quite green. If they there be any fear of frost,

they must be covered over with a thin corering of
straw to prevent the frost from injuring them, which
should be taken off again as soon as a change of
weather takes place. While they are thus lying on
the ground, let them be watered over twice a week
with a solution of saltpetre and water in the following
proportions : — In ten gallons of spring or river

water, dissolve half-a-pound of salt-petre, and let

this be applied by a watering-pan with the rose on.
When they have lain in this state about ten days, it

would be advisable to turn them over ; and after re-

maining the time before specified, a place should be
prepared to pie them down for winter, which should
be done, if possible, in a shady situation on the north
side of a building or high hedge. A circular piece
of ground must be cleared about eight feet in diame-
ter, in the centre of which place the ventilator, as

represented in the plate. This should be kept per-
fectly upright, and the Potatoes placed round it, the
quantity not to exceed thirty or forty bushels. This
being done, the next thing will be to cover the whole
down neatly with straw, not more than two inches
thick. In this state let them remain a week or ten
days, or more, according to the mildnesss of the
weather: then cover them about six inches thick
with earth, keeping the ventilator continually open
at the top, except in severe frost, when it can' be
easily closed by a whisp of straw or hay. The whole
of the sides of the pie might be covered down with
litter, or Potatoe tops ; in this state they may remain

until the weather becomes more severe, when the lit-

ter may be taken off and about six inches more of
earth added, and the whole beaten well down with a

spade. After this the litter may be replaced, every
person exercising his own judgment whether this

covering should be increased or diminished, accord-
ing to the state of the weather ; that is to say, in

mild winters the covering might be diminished,

whereas in very severe winters it will he necessary

to increase it.

The advantages of the ventilator will be seen by its

allowing the evaporation to pass off the whole depth
of the pie ; by this means the Potatoes will be kept

in a cold, dormant, state, and will not grow until the

time of planting ; consequently the centre eye will

be preserved, and which will always grow the first

and the strongest, and therefore the Potatoe posses-

ing all its inherent powers of vegetation, must of

course make a much stronger shoot than those which
have been previously exhausted as before described.

From the base of this shoot immediately proceed the

fibres or roots which support the ensuing plant in

an horizontal direction. Above these proceed in the

same direction, the laterals, or side shoots, which
produce the tuber or Potatoe, and as soon as the

fibres are sufficient to support the shoot, the original

plant is of no further service, the fibres then become
the support of the plant. Now, it is evident that

the tuber, or Potatoe, receives its nourishment or

support from the sap, which passes in the main stem
from whence these laterals proceed. This operation

is carried on by the ebbing and flowing of the sap,

and is caused by attraction and repulsion, which de-
pend upon the alternate action of heat and cold.

Consequendy, when the atmosphere which surrounds

the plant, is at a higher degree of temperature than the

soil in which the roots are, then of course the sap is

ascending. Likewise, when the soil in which the

roots are, is at a higher degree of temperature than

the atmosphere which surrounds the plant, then the

sap is in a descending motion. Now I am satisfied

that it is from this descending current of the sap,

that the tuber or Potatoe receives its nourishment,

and not immediately from the fibres, or the soil.

This is seen, for instance, by cutting off the tops of

the Pototoesjust below the surface ; the consequence

is, that the tubers will not grow any more ; therefore

no potatoes ought to be suffered to remain in the

ground after the tops are decayed, or cut down by
the frost.

Another very important advantage arising from

this modeof treatment, in addition to its insuring the

growing of the plants is, that they will be found to

produce a crop one-fourth more on an average on the

same land, and of a larger size than from the former

mode of treatment. This I have proved by experi-

ment to the greatest satisfaction, having had this

season from a piece of Ash-leaved Kidneys, managed
in the manner before described, such a crop as fully

warrants my recommendation of the plan to others.

They were planted on the 2nd day of April, and taken

up on the 12th of July, the space between each row
being twenty-four inches, and the distance from one

plant to another in the rows, being ten inches. These

rows twenty yards long, produced, besides small

ones, four pecks of Potatoes heaped measure, fit for

market, some of which weighed twelve ounces, and

of the very best quality. The following is a state-

ment of the above produce per acre, or 4,840 square

yards of land, produce 1,452 pecks, heaped measure
;

price per peck at the time of taking up, Is, the

amount, 72Z 12s Od. But besides all this evidence

in favour of the system, a friend of mine, a farmer,

who haa been in the habit of cultivating Potatoea
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for the last twenty years, purchased in the spring of

1835, a thousand sacks of the Shaw Potatoe, of a

neighbour for the Yorkshire Markets, out of which
he collected at the time of delivery a sufficient quan-
tity to plant two acres of land, of those that were
green ended, and had become so by growing- out of

the ground the preceding year. These at the time

of planting were put into the ground, adjoining-

others iinder the old system in the same field, with

the same manure, and on the same day. They were
treated in a similar manner in every respect, but

from the commencement of their vegetation, (for

every one grew,") they were decidedly superior to the

others, and at the time of taking up were a much
finer sample, and were found to produce twenty

sacks per acre more than those adjoining them.

The above statements will I trust, carry with them
sufficient proofs of the decided preference of this

system to the old one. If the land has not been pre-

pared and manured in autumn, itoaght to be done as

early in the spring- as possible, and the manure
should be spread regularly over the surface of the

ground before the Isst time of ploughing, which will

by that means become somewhat incorporated with

the soil. As soon as the rows are prepared to re-

ceive the plants, the Potatoes should be taken from

the pie, with as much care as possible, so as not to

injure the buds, should they have begun to shoot,

then planted in rows ten inches apart, and covered

up as soon as possible, that the soil may not become
too dry, should the weather be very fine at the time

of planting ; after which they may be treated in the

usual way.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE YORK CHRONICLE.

Sir,—It has been by far too much the practice of

nations rapidly advancing in civilization to consider

every change, politic-al or domestic, as an improve-
ment. Now, while we would by no means follow

the Medes and Persi-ans in the unalterableness of

their once declared laws,—or of Popery, in stamping
erery thing agreed upon by a certainbody infallible,

—we would make such changes as the circumstances

of the times and the discoveries of knowledge de-

mand or admit ; but we would not countenance any
alteration merely for the sake of change, where it

was of doubtful utility, except it is on so small a

scale as to render a failure no serious disadvantage
or loss.

So far as agriculture is concerned, the improve-
ment effected during the lasi thirty years is perfectly

astonishing ; it has, in fact, changed its first prin-

ciples. Instead of the casual capricious cropping,

rounds of exhaustion and idleness, and its conse-

quences, straggling, stunted, and deficient crops,

with weeds choking the corn and plants, we have a

system of agriculture formed on some acknowledged
principles, though perhaps not carried out to the

extent they ultimately may be. We Imve a crop

every year on most of the soils ; instead of a naked
and idle fallow, we have a produce from the soil al-

ternately in corn and flesh ; -and the i)roduce of

some soils is absolutely doubled. The alternations

of turnips,—of clover,—the system of under-drain-

ing (where care is taken that it is not over-drainini^),

—and last, not least, the use of bone-manure, ike,

have enabled the tenants to pay a fair rent for soils

which, otherwise, would not be wortli cultivation,

free of rent.—The silicious soils, which so soon de-

compose and absorb manure, could never be kept in

any degree of order, without the intervention of

green crops, as it would be absolutely impossible

otherwise to procure a sufficiency of extraneous ma-
nure. These are improvements ; but can we call every

new thing put in practice around us by that name,
with any degree of accuracy'? Can we call the con-
solidation of the small tenants' holdings, the ruin of
his little family, and the destruction of his neat

buildings, to make way for the erection of immense
cattle-sheds, and splendid stables, an improvement ?

As well might we say, that the tyrannic and pom-
pous sway of an Alexander, or a Napoleon, over the

nations of the earth, was a blessing !

It is very desirable that the true principles of im-
provement should be distinctly understood, and a
line of demarkation drawn, between the real meliora-
tion of the art of agriculture and speculative innova-
tion. We may safely lay it down as a principle, that

every thing which increases the production, is an im-
provement. Upon this principle, the four-course sys-
tem is an improvement upon the naked fallow j

—

bone-manure, upon the incessant dunging ;—and
judicious draining, upon water-furrowing and ditch-

ing. Every increase in the production must in-

crease the farmers' profits, as well as increase his

manure, and thus add to his future capabilities : it

will give more employment to labourers, in securing
and bringing the produce to market, and thus increase
his consumption in his family, and lessen the parish

burdens .; and in a national point of view, it renders
us less dependent on foreign supply, and encourages
our own trade. Besides, great production inci'eases

future production. When the crops are heavy, we
say the soil is in a high state of cultivation, which is

nothing- more than being in a state of abundant pro-
ductiveness—a state which it is easy to maintain,

when once attained. The truth is, that the highest

state of improvement is when the land isproducing
the largest amount of produce possible.

It is contended, that every diminution of labour is

an improvement. Thus the flail is preferable to the
" ox treading out the corn ;" and the spade could
never effect the turning of the soil which is requi-

site—we must have the plough to our aid. This is,

however, manifestly unsound. The only object of

decreasing labour is to lessen the price of raising the

crops ; otherwise, it is immaterial to the farmer. Now,
suppose the introduction of power into agriculture

should be adopted,—vast numbers of hands would
be thrown out of employ, and eventually thrown
upon the parish ; the cost of supporting them in

idleness, and its concomitant vices, would man-
festly be added to the expences of his machinery, and he
thus increases the cost of production, and defeats

the very object of his improvements '. The folly and
madness of agricultural machinery was strikingly

exhibited some time ago, in Essex and some of the

southern counties, by the introduction of thrashing-
machines ; the consequent want of employment pro-
duced excitement,—riots and destruction of odious
machinery succeeded, and incendiary fires followed,
to the consternation, alarm and horror of the large

farmers, who shrunk horrified from the effects of their

own system, which JVIr. S. Lefevre recommends as

a relief to Ireland !

There is, I admit, some difficulty in determining
how far the introduction of machinery for facilitating

labour may go, and how far it may not. Much will

depend upon the circumstances of the case ; when
labour is scarce, and almost unattainable, machinery
is admissible almost to an indefinite extent. In a

country like this, where there is plenty of labour,

it should 7iot go further than immediate necessity de-

mands. For instance, spad« labour, valuable as it
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is*, could neyer get the whole of the land into a

proper state of cultivation for the reception of the

seed, from the want of hands.

But, Sir, scores, hundreds, and perhaps thousands,

of farmers will read this :—many, perhaps, will feel

it to be too true ; but it is to be feared few, perhaps

none, will adopt the principle, but be guided as in-

terest or circumstances may dictate. " Why should

1 adopt it," he may say, " let others do it—let me
alone ;" not considering that if all acted upon this

principle, it would never be done. Or some will

urge, if they do not employ machinery, others will.

Now, the fact is, we should do our duty, regardless of

others, or we may possibly fall into their errors, and

adopt their plans and views, until, like tlie Essex

farmers, we have to repent of it, amidst confusion,

desolation, and fire ! W, E. N.

WEST KENT AGRICULTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING AND PLOUGHING
MATCH.

The sixteenth anniversary of this Association,

the parent stock from which several other soci-

eties in the county of Kent have sprung, took

place on Wednesday, Oct. 26, at Kent House Farm,

Beckenham, in the occupation of Mr. Matthews.

The day was fine and the company numerous, con-

sisting chiefly of the tenantry and labourers. We
observed very few landlords on the ground, a cir-

cumstance which seemed to betoken an absence of

that personal patronage which we consider it the

duty and interest of the influential landowners to

aiford on such occasions. This deficiency in point

of numbers was amply counterbalanced by the atten-

dance of practical farmers and workmen.

The excellent arrangements made by the Commit-

tee of Management, by which the extraordinary

number of 54 ploughs started and performed the

work without the slightest confusion or difficulty,

deserve especial notice, and the liospitality of Mr.

and Mrs. Mathews, and their assiduous attentions

to the comforts of their guests, for whom an ex-

cellent luncheon was provided, were universally

spoken of in high terms.

The land was a strong loam on a clay subsoil, and

turned up rather heavy. The two-horse ploughs

were not exactly in their own element although many
of them performed their work in a masterly manner,

but it was evident that it laid too close to the collar

to induce them to wish to make every day work of

it. The judges were Messrs. Gladwin, Lewin,

White, and Martin, members of the Surrey Agricul-

tural Association.

The work being completed and the judges having

determined upon the merits of the respective plough-

men, Thomas Parker, Esq., the Treasurer, assisted

by the Committee of Management, and surrounded

by a great number of visitors and a large body of

workmen, who appeared to take a great interest in

* A poor man named James Serbutt, with a broken

leg, being an old pensioner, with an industrious foreign

wife and three children has produced from thirty lugs of

land, or the third part of a quarter of an acre, rented

with upwards of 500 tenants of the Lord Bishop of Bath

and Wells, the amazing quantity of eighteen bushels of

cleaned excellent wheat, or at the rate of eighty-six bu-

shels per acre [ besides what the birds stole, and what

was wasted in gathering. This is nearly three times the

amount raised under plough culture.

the proceedings, proceeded to distribute the prizes

as awarded. He stated that in order to avoid
the possibihty of partiality, the judges were
selected from a considerable distance, and had
not the slightest knowledge of any of the competitors

and were therefore guided in their decision entirely

by the merits of the work performed. This observa-
tion called forth a general expression of approbation
from the assembled competitors.

Class 1.—Two Horse Ploughs; 9 competitors.

—

1st Premium to James Allen, servant to Mr.
Burgh ; Plough-maker, Mack and Butler ; 3 gui-

neas. 2nd Premium to Henry Winterman, servant

to Sir SaDiuel Scott ; Plough-maker, Jeff'eries ; 2

guineas. 3rd Premium to Wm. Walker, servant

to Mrs. Johnston ; Plough-maker, Butler ; 1

guinea.

Class 2.—Three-horse Ploughs.—26 competitors.

—

1st Premium to Jacob Harris, servant to Mr. A.
Owen, Plough-maker, Mack ; 3 guineas. 2nd Pre-

mium to John Hook, servant to Mr. Graham,
Plough-maker, Butler ; 2| guineas. 3rd Pre-
mium to Wm. Searles, servant to Mr. Tyler, 2

guineas ; Plough-maker, Patton. 4th Premium
to Daniel Cooper, servant to Mr. Twort, I5 gui-

nea; Plough-maker, Jefferies. 5th Premium to

George Olliffe, servant to Mr. Matthews, 1 guinea

;

Plough-maker, Mack.
Class 3.—No competitors.

Class 4.—Turn-wrest Ploughs ; 5 competitors.—

•

1st Premium to John Wilshire, servant to Mr.
Noaks ; Plough-maker, Tinker. 2nd Premium to

James Brambleby, servant to Mr. Dowling

;

Plough-maker, Hartridge. 3rd Premium to Ro-
bert Berry, servant to Mr. Selby ; Plough-maker,

Hockley.—Prize, 1 guinea.

Class 5.—For Farmers' Sons ; 2 Ploughs.—The
judges decided the work of Mr. John Edgertonto
be best ; but as the rules required that there must
be three ploughs entered for competition, no
prize was awarded.

Class for the Champions.—12 competitors.—Pre-

mium of 3 guineas and a new hat to John Beck-

way, servant to Messrs. Wilmott and Co. ; Plough-

maker, Mack and Butler.

After the business of the day was over, the com-
pany repaired to the Bell Inn, Bromley, where an

excellent dinner had been provided by the stewards,

Messrs. Owen, Morris and Saunders. Upwards of

100 members and friends of the Society were present.

John Wells, Esq., of Bickley. the president of the

Association, in the chair, and Hugh Johnston, Esq.,

the vice-president, acting as croupier.

After the usual loyal toasts had been drank, the

Chairman, in an able and appropriate address, gave
" Success to the West Kent Agricultural Asso-

ciation."

The health of the worthy president was then drank

in the most enthusiastic manner.

Song, " The Old English Gentleman."

Mr. Welt.s, in returning thanks, adverted to the

early formation of the Association, and commented
u])on the benefits resulting from meetings of this

kind. He expressed in warm and feeling terms the

deep interest he took, and ever should take, in pro-

moting the welfare of the Association, and in fur-

thering the interests of agriculture, wliich lie con-

sidered to be the foundation of our national pros-

perity, and concluded by the toast, " Liberal land-

lords, prosperous tenants, and happy labourers."

Letters were read from Mr. Hodges and Sir W.
Geary, the members for the county, excusing their

absence both being called upon to preside at

similar meetings which took place on the same day.
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The health of " the judges" was next drank.

Mr. Gladwin, in returning thanks, dwelt with

much force and effect on the advantages of an inti-

mate intercourse, and well sustained confidence be-

tween the three classes, of landlords, tenants and
labourers, as members of one family, having but one
interest, that of the whole. He expressed much
satisfaction, in which he was joined by the other

gentlemen from Surrey present, at the friendly con-

nexion which had been kept up of late between the

Kent and Surrey Associations, and which the farmers

of Surre}' were desirous of maintaining. He spoke in

high terms of the general character of the ploughing
performed, which he had never seen excelled, and
which made it exceedingly difficult to decide be-

tween the several competitors.

The health of " the vice-president" was drank, and
Mr. Johnson returned thanks in an appropriate

speech.
The health of the treasurer came next in order.

Mr. Parker returned thanks, and concluded by
proposing the health of Lord Farnborough, from
whom he had received a fourth donation of five

pounds. CCheers.)

At about ten o'clock the President retired, and
was greeted with the most hearty cheers, every indi-

vidual in the room rising at his departure; the vice-

president, Mr. Johnson was then called to the chair,

and Mr. Parker, the treasurer, took the vice-presi-

dent's seat.

" The Committee of Management," was the next
toast given, when Mr. Owen returned thanks, at the
same time taking occasion to observe that although
as one of the stewards, lie had exerted himself to

provide good cheer for his friends, still he should
have been much more in his element, had he been
superintending the work in the field.

The health of Miss Thrail and the Ladies of Kent
was then drank, with " three times three."

Mr. Skinner stated that he was instructed by Miss
Thrail not only to continue her subscription, but
also an annual donation towards the funds of the

Association.

The health of Mr. Thomas Watson Parker was
given, and acknowledged by Mr. Parker, jun.

A great many excellent songs were sung by the
professional gentlemen, and the evening was spent
in the greatest harmony, all departing delighted with
the proceedings of the day.

Smuggled Corn.—On Wednesday the cutter St.

Anne, laden with corn, purporting to be the produce
of this island, for importation into England, free of
duty, and cleared as such for Plymouth, was seized by
the officers of the Customs in the harbour of St. Helier,

on suspicion that the said corn was partly, if not wholly,
of foreign produce, by which the revenue of England
would have been defrauded. It appears, that the
shipper, Mr. Amy, of George Town, iiurchased the said

wheat from a farmer named Anley, at St. John's parish,

and upon information given, that the said Anley had
thereby committed an infraction of the law, the con-
stable of St. Helier presented a report against him yes-
terday to the Royal Court, upon whicli the Crown-
office framed a prosecution ; Anley was produced at

the bar, but denied the charge, and by means of his

counsel, Advocate Hammond, pleaded not guilty. He
was admitted on bail in the sum of 200/ to appear when
called upon, ^\'c believe the law passed some months
since, provides that upon conviction, the corn slirill be
confiscated, a fine levied at per cabot, and the offender
imprisoned at hard labour, for a term not less than six

months.

—

Jersey News,

SOUTH DERBYSHIRE AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

This Society had its first ploughing match and exhi-
bition of agricultural roots, &c. on Thursday week, the
13th October, at Swaikstone, The field for the plough-
ing was one well adapted to the object, being two years
turf, situated on the farm of Mr. Smith, at Swarkston
Lows.

Eight ploughs entered for competition ; they were
drawn by two horses abreast and without a driver. Half
an acre of land was staked out for each plough. All
the competitors started at a given signal. The first man
finished his lialf acre in two hours and twelve minutes,
and all within two hours and a half. The work was
performed by each in an excellent manner, and the
successful competitors were declared to be as under :

—

1st Prize of 3/ to William Vallance, in the service of
the Earl of Chesterfield.

2d Prize of 2/ to John Sanders, in the employ of Sir
George Crewe, Bart., M.P.

For farmer's sons not in business for themselves :
—

1st Prize of 3/ to Wdliam Higgin,son of Mr. Samuel
Higgin, of Swarkston.
2d Prize of 2/ to Joseph Steer, son of Mr. John Steer,

of Chaddesden.
For farming boys under eighteen years of age :

—

Joseph Smith, jun., in the service of the Earl of Ches-
terfield, seventeen years ofage, wf\ s the only one entered,
and he ploughed his h;df acre of land in two hours and
twenty-nine minutes, in the most workmanlike manner,
whicli excited the admiration of all present, and called'
forth the great commendation of the judges for his ex-
traordinary skill as a ploughman. A prize of 2/ was
awarded to him.
The field was attended by a numerous company, who

took great interest in the progress of the competitors,
and the day passed oflT in a very satisfactory manner.

After the ploughing was finished, an exhibition of
agricultural roots look place, and a sweepstakes of five
shillings each was decided as under :

—

To Mr. Cade, of Spondon, for the best five bulbs of
mangel wurtzel.

To Mr. J. L. Hassall, of Packington, for the best five
roots of Swedish turnips.

And to Mr. Smith, of Swarkston Lows, for the best
five carrots.

Mr. Pearsall, of Foremark, exhibited some mangel
vvurtzel and Sweedish turnips of a very superior kind,
highly commended by the judges.
Mr. Cade, of Spondon, exhibited two bulbs ofmangel

wurtzel, the stems of which had been lopped off on their
first showing a disposition to run to seed, and the bulbs
had subsequently grown to a great substance.
Mr. Smith, of Swarkston Lows, exhibited eight apples,

of the sort he calls Pomme de Roy, one of which
weighed thirteen ounces fourteen drachms.
Mr. King, of Chellaston, exhibited an onion, grown

at Chellaston, of the Portugal kind, which weighed one
pound eleven ounces.
But what called forth the greatest admiration from

the whole company and the commendation ofthe judges,
were six cattle cabbages exhibited by Mr. J. L. Hassall,
of Packington, against which unluckily for him there
appeared no competitor. They were the real drum
head species ; their average weight was forty pounds
each. ]\Ir. Hassall liberally gave them to a gentlemen
who were present to set for seed.

THE DINNER.
The society and friends dined together at the Crewe

and Harpur Arms, Swarkston Bridge, at four o'clock.
The dinner was excellent, and did great credit to Mr.
and j\lrs. Adams. The vension was supplied by Sir
George Crewe, Bart., M.P., vice-president of the
society, who presided as chairman. Amongst the com-
pany present were Sir F. Burdett, Bart., M.P. : PI. S.
Wilmot, Esq. ; E. L, Crewe, Esq. ; E. S. Chandos
Pole Esq.; ('ockshutt Heathcote, Esq. ; Thomas All-
sopp, Esq. ; Roger Cox, Esq. ; Henry Tillard, Esq.

;

J. L. Hassall, Esq, (who acted as vice-president) ; Mr.
Smith, Swarkston Lows; Mr. Parkinson ; Mr. Sale,
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Barrow ; Mr. Draper, and many other members and
friends, about ninety in number. Mr. Stokes, of King-
ston, and Mr. John Smith, of Donisthorpe, were the

judges.
After the cloth was withdrawn, the usual toasts were

given.
The Chairman then drew the attention of the com-

pany to the two subjects proposed for discussion, viz.

1st.
—" Is the running to seed of mangel wurtzel and

Swedish turnips much influenced by the time of sowing,

and what are the best methods of cultivating those

plants?"

Upon this subject the following letter addressed to

the Chairman of the Derbyshire Agricultural Commit-
tee was read from Mr. J. L. Hassall, which we have
pleasure in giving to our readers :—Mr. Hassall says,
" I have grown mangel wurtzel for the last nine years,

and have had good crops six years out of the nine;

twice I had about half a crop, and once, owing to the

weather being so dry that the seed could not vegetate, I

had a total failure. I have invariably sown it the last

week in April, or the first week in May, and my system

has been to dibble it on ridges, about two feet interval,

putting a seed in every three or four inches, about one
inch deep, and leaving them when hoed from nine to

twelve inches apart. I have always had some runners,

but they have varied very much in number. This year

I have only fm-ty in two acres. Some years I have had
ten times that number, and am inclined to think it de-

pends more upon the land, the season, and the seed,

than the time of sowing. Dry hot land I have found
produces more runners than land of a more loamy de-

scription, and I have no doubt if transplanted seed was
sown, there would be fewer runners, than if the seed
was not transplanted, as in the latter, you are very
likely to get a portion of seed from runners. I think

this argument equally applies ta Swedish turnips. I

sowed some Swedes the last week in April, and some
others the first week in June ; the first sown are the

best, and there is not one running plant in either of

them ; they were both sown with transplanted seed, and
both crops grown upon rather cool and loamy soil.

There is another question still undecided with regard to

mangel wurtzel, viz., the propriety of pulling or lopping
the tops before you take up the bulb ; some persons
hold it is injurious to the bulb, others, that tliis operation
causes it to grow larger. AVith your permission, I will

state what little experience I have had upon this part
of the subject. The first year I grew mangel wurtzel,

the latter end of the summer was very dry. and I had
recourse to the above expedient, as food for my dairy

cows ; commencing about the first of September, I

took all the under leaves, and merely left the pea in the
iipright ones, but it struck me forcibly that I was thivavt-

ing nature, and that this mutilation of the top would
materially retard the growth of tlie root ; to ascertain

this fact, I left six rows completely untouched, the re-

sult was, they were decidedly larger than any others.

In November, when they were taken up, I was fully

convinced I had considerably lessened the weight of

my crop, and robbed the bulb of much of its nutnment
by taking away the leaves, and I have never had re-

course to this practice since. About two months ago I

had some conversation with an experienced gardener in

the village where I live, upon mangel wurtzel, &c.
He observed, " If you wish to have larger mangel
than your neighbours, you must cut the tops off." I

asked him his reason ; he said, the leaves took that nu-
trinient wliich the bulb ought to have, and he strongly
advised me to try the experiment, which I did in the
following manner : I selected three rows, in which I

could perceive no difference. The gardener said he
thought he could ; that the middle row was the best. I

cut the tops off six yards of the middle row ; this length
produced nineteen bulbs, and to-day I have had them
taken them up and weighed, and also nineteen bulbs
of the two rows, directly opposite, and 1 find the re-

spective weights to be—of the row with the tops cut off

31 lbs.—the others 40 lbs., and 37 lbs. I then weighed
nineteen bulbs of each of the three rows, beginning
where the middle row was cut off. The weights were

—

the middle row 45 lbs., the other two 39 lbs. and 40 lbs.

This is a trifling' experiment, but it is quite conclusive
in my mind, that if I had persevered in cutting off the
tops, I should have had one-third less weight upon an
acre than I shall, having let the tops remain."
Mr. Cade, of Spondon, and other gentlemen, ad-

dressed the company upon this question, in appropriate
and useful speeches. We have been favoured by the
former gentleman with the substance of his remarks,
which we incorporate in our report :

—
" My method,"

says Mr. Cade, " of propagating mangel wurtzel is as

follows : in the first place, I prepare my land in the
same manner as usually done for Swede turnips, vni\\

good rotten manure
;
plough and hari'ow it quite level,

and don't ridge it; I make with a hoe trenches from
half an inch to an inch deep, full two feet asunder, and
sow my seed pretty thick and rake it in carefully.

Before sowing the seed I steep it in tepid water until it

gets soft, or if it is sprit a very little it will be all the

better, for if you give it a start out of the hard husk it

will go on, but if the weather should prove very dry
and the plants do not come up regular, and those that

are up do not come on, which was the case this last

summer, I then give every row a good watering, almost
to saturation, for it is of no use doing it in a slight way,
and two men will do with a water cart and watering
pans half an acre a day, and once watering, if sufficiently

done, will be quite enough. I have before said sow
your seed thick, for it is much easier to thin than trans-

plant, for transplanted plants never make such good
bottoms as those that are not removed, and leave the

plants in the rows nine or ten inches asunder. I have
generally sown my seed from the middle of April to

the beginning of May, but this year by way of experi-

ment I sowed some in the middle of March, but most
of them run, and those that did not run I do not think

made any better bulbs than those that were sown later,

and those that were sown later not half a dozen in half

an acre run . I also topped a few plants that were run-
ning by taking off the top about five or six inches above
the bulb, and also the side sprouts but not the leaves,

and I found they made nearly as good bottoms as those

that had not run."
2nd.—" What are the best means of supplying

during the winter and spring, a deficiency of food oc-

casioned by a dry season, or other accidental causes'?"

The subject was introduced by a speech from Sir

George Crewe, who discussed it at length, and con-
cluded by recommending the strictest economy in the

application of the very limited means the farmers had to

get through the winter with. Mr. Smith, Mr. Sale, Mr.
Hassall, Mr. Stokes, and Mr. R. Cox, also dwelt upon
the question under discussion. Cutting and steaming

straw was highly recommended as one strong hold of

relief.

The Chairman's health, with three times three, was
tlien proposed by E. S. Chandos Pole, Esq., who re-

turned thanks in a very complimentary manner, and
shortly after withdrew.
The company shortly afterwards separated, after an

evening spent in the utmost harmony and good feeling.

Extraordinary Produce. — A piece of land,

measuring about 1a. 16p., in the occupation of

Mrs. Townsend, at Wateringbury, was formerly a mea-

dow, and broken up six years since. It was planted

with liops, and the amount of produce within the last

four years, has been as follows :

—

1836
16cwt
25 lb.

3 bus

1833
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF
THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND,

To tvhose consideration was referred the subject of

the General Shows of Live Stock, and the Arrange-

ments and Regulations which it may be expedient

f&r the Society hereafter to establish, ivith refer-

ence to these Meetings.

The subjoined article from tlie " Quarterly

Journal of Agriculture" slates the reasons

which influenced the Highland Society in

offering premiums for particular breeds of

cattle. It will be observed that the " Fife-

shire" is excluded. The Society, however,

afterwards reviewed its decision and offered

prizes for "Fifeshire/' cattle, one of which

was awarded to the animal which forms the

subject of our Plate.—Ed. F. M,

The Committee would have been pleased that'

in the fulfilment of the duty devolved upon them, an
opportunity for more frequent meeting and discus-

sion had been afforded ; but since it is deemed
important that this Report should be presented

previous to making the arrangements tor the Perth
Show in 1836, they will endeavour to submit to

the Directors the opinions which their investiga-

tions on the subject submitted to them have led

them to form.
These Shows have now become a powerful in-

strument in the hands of the Society, for effecting

improvements on the live-stock of this country,

and therefore it is peculiarly important that the

Society, in the kind of encouragement it is to

afford to breeders, should act upon a steady and
well-matured system. It is not enough to give

prizes for animals exhibited, these prizes should
be directed to the end of inculcating' sound princi-

ples of breeding, and of encouraging the rearing

of the best classes of animals suited to the circum-
stances of the country. It is imi)ortaiit that the

basis upon which the Society means to found its

system of premiums should be clearly explained,

so that a unity of proceedings may be observed,

and districts applying for General Shows may beat
once apprised of the conditions on which the

Society's patronage is to be offered. Under this

system, steadily acted upon, will be avoided those
sacrifices which it has been necessary to make to

the prejudices of districts, and in some cases, it

may be believed, to the wishes and interests of
particular breeders.

A primary question, with relation to this object,

is the i>articular classes of stock, or breeds, as

they are called, which the Society will recognize

and encourage in their pure state, by the offer of

specific premiums.
A classification of this kind is obviously neces-

sary. Premiums could not be offered merely for

the best animals, because there could be no stand-

ard of comparison between the larger and more
cultivated breeds and others, which, though in-

ferior in size and feeding properties, arc yet the

only kinds which the natural circumstances of the

country will permit to be reared. Thus there

could be no principle of comparison between a

short-horned and a West Highland ox, and yet the

latter is the more important staple production
of the country, andean be reared in circumstancGS
under which the other could not subsist. In order

to encourage, therefore, the different kinds of

stock, which different parts of the country are

capable of producing, it is absolutely necessary to

divide them into classes or breeds.

Of what are called breeds, the most highly

cultivated in this island, and it is believed in

Europe, appears to be the Short-horned. This
breed, however, is only suited to parts of the

country of a certain degree of natural or acquired

fertility. But as the breed of the cultivated

country, it is deserving of all the encouragement
which the Society can bestow. A prominent
object, therefore, in all offers of Premiums
for the larger cattle, should be the short-horned
in its purity.

The next breeds, are those of the more elevated

parts of the country, where artificial food can be
procured only in limited quantity. Of these breeds
the best model, in the general estimation of breed-

ers, is the West Highland. There may be equally

good animals, indeed, reared by particular breeders

in all other parts of the Highlands, and there-

fore it might seem that the term West Highland
might be abandoned, and the general term High-
land substituted. At the same time, the peculiar

characters of the West Highland are so well under-

stood, that it seems better, in the offer of Pre-

miums, to retain the term. This breed merits

the utmost encouragement that the Society can
give.

The next classes of breeds, are those which are

superior in size to the true West Highland, but

inferior to the finer breeds of the lower country.

These form a very mixed class of stock.

Of these breeds, one distinctly recognised by
its numbers and the permanency of its characters

is the Angus, now extended over the adjoining

counties. This is a breed certainly well suited to

a large tract of country, and having been culti-

vated with considerable care, deserves encourage-

ment ; and in this class of stock may likewise be
placed what is called the Polled Aberdeenshire.

Of nearly similar characters is the Galloway,

though it is the production of a different part of

the country. In the offering of Premiums, there

seems to be no reason for distinguishing these

breeds from each other. They may be allowed to

compete together, merely giving the Premiums to

the best individuals of either breed. It is recom-
mended, therefore, that these breeds be classed

together, under the title of Galloway, Polled

Angus, and Polled Aberdeenshire ; and as thier

may be supposed to be generally a considerable

number of individuals brought forward, there

may be an increase in the number of Premums
offered.

Another breed, distinguished from all the others,

is the Ayrshire. In this breed, the attention of
breeders has been in a peculiar degree directed to

the character which indicate the property of

producing milk. By this means, a breed, valuable

for the Dairy, has been formed, on which account
the Ayrshire will be properly I'ecogniscd as a dis-

tinct breed, and the breeders of it encouraged by
the offer of specific Premiums.

In this enumeration of breeds, neither the Fife-

shire nor the Horned Aberdeenshire has been
included. In the case of the Fifeshire breed, it

has appeared to the Committee, that though very

fine animals under this name are often reared by
the care and skill of particular breeders, yet, that

in its general character, the breed of Fifeshire is

inferior to what the district is capable of pro-

ducing ; and that, with respect to the Horned
2 K
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Aberdeenshire, as the interests of the breeders of

the district are evidently leading them to rear the

hornless in preference, it is not for the Society to

attempt, by the offer of Premiums, to revive the
cultivation of the other.

The Short-horned, therefore, the West Highland,
the Ayrshire, and the Polled breeds of Galloway
and the Northern districts, appear to the Com-
mittee to be those only which it is necessary for

the Society to distinguish as separate classes of
stock in their offer of Premiums. All the others,
under whatever name, will receive Preiniums
solely as they are good individuals, without any
distinction as to their peculiar designation, being
comprehended under the general class of "any
breed, pure or cross."

A mean of improving the live-stock of Scot-
land, may be supposed to be by crossing the native
stock with superior males ; and since the introduc-
tion of the short-horns into the north-eastern
counties, this mean of improvement is in active
progress. The only cases in which injury may
possibly result from this species of crossing is,

where a breed of established characters, and suited

to the circumstances of the country, as the West
Highland, alreads exists. In this case crossing
may destroy the particular character for which the
native breed is valued, without substituting
another suited to the circumstances of the country
where they are to be reared. But in the great
majority of cases, comprehending innumerable
animals of doubtful breeding, or defective form,
there does not appear to be any reason to appre-
hend that the mixture of the blood of a better
race will not produce beneficial results. There is

not the slightest reason, therefore, why the
Society should oppose itself in any way to a species
of improvement, which has produced important
effects, and which the interests of farmers are
already leading them to adopt all over the country.
The great means of effecting this improvement of

the defective stock of the country is the extension of
the pure short-horns ; and this affords further reason
for the Society to devote especial attention to the in-

troduction and diffusion of this breed in the lowlands
of Scotland.

In offering premiums for cattle, an important ob-
ject to be aimed at is encouragmg the breeding of
animals having a disposition to feed at an early age.

Unless animals can be fattened at an early period,
they do not fulfil an important condition of a good
breed, nor merit especial encouragement by pre-
miums. The committee, therefore, recommend to

the Directors, in the strongest manner, to direct the

attention of farmers to this essential property of
breeding, by limiting in all cases tlie age at which
fat animals shall be allowed to contend for pre-
miums. No premium, it is conceived, should be
given for any ox exhibited for symmetry, fat, and
weight, exceeding the age of four years. The shows
being supposed held in October, this will make the

age of all the I'at animals exhibited under four, which
is conceived to be quite sufficient. The regulation
may lessen the number of fat animals exhibited, but
it will produce a far more than corresponding effect

in causing the really good feeding animals to be
brought forward. It may likewise create some dis-

appointment amongst competitors ; but it is for the

the Society to look not to the wishes and prejudices
of individuals, but to the ultimate object, a real im-
provement in the live stock of the country.

While the Committee express their opinion of the

benefits calculated to result from an adherence on
the part of the Society to the principle referred to,

yet it appears to be a general wish amongst the
breeders who have been communicated with on the

subject, that an exception shall be made in favour of
breeds reared in districts where artificial food can be
procured only in limited quantity, and in which, ac-

cordingly, the age of final feeding is retarded. It has
been suggested that the age at which fat animals un-
der these circumstances may be exhibited shall be
limited to four off in place of three off, implying

that the animals shall be under five at the time

of the shows in autumn. It appears to the Commit-
tee than an exception may be made with perfect pro-

priety to this effect in the case of the West Highland ;

and that in compliance with the wishes expressed, it

may be extended, at least for the present, to the

polled breeds of Galloway and the northern counties.

With respect to the particular rules of competition,

these have in general been extremely well matured
;

and there are only two or three points wilh respect

to them to which the Committee think it necessary

to advert.

A regulation has existed in all the shows, with the

exception of that of Kelso, excluding the stock of

England from competition. For this there does not

appear to the Committee to exist the slightest good
reason. On the contrary this exclusion has an ap-

pearance of a want of that liberality which so much
distinguishes the Society, and is, besides, attended

with positive injury as regards the purposes of these

shows. It lessens greatly their interest, and prevents

valuable stock from being brought into Scotland. Had
it not been for this regulation, it is understood that

distinguished breeders in Northumberland and North
Durham were prepared to bring forward stock both

at Stirling and Aberdeen. Were there no other pur-

pose served, therefore, than to produce to the far-

mers of Scotland examples of superior stock, there

would be reason for rescinding this regulation.

But, besides the purpose of useful example, tlie in-

viting the co-operation of English breeders in these

shows is eminently calculated to excite emulation,

and to lead to the introduction of good stock into the

country.

There are two or three minor points in the regula-

tions which the Committee may notice. Competi-

tors are excluded from gaining more than one prize

in the same class of stock. It appears to the Com-
mittee, that there does not seem to be any good pur-

pose served by this regulation, and that it is attend-

ed with practical inconvenience, when the same in-

dividual has really the merit, as sometimes happens,

of gaining two premiums in the same class.

Another point relates to a regulation which, it is

believed, was adopted in consequence of a circum-

stance connected with the premium bull at Kelso,

not at all likely to recur. Proof is required that the

bull has previously got stock ; now this limitation

seems to be quite unnecessary. The chance of a

young- healthy bull not being able to get stock is not

worth calculating upon, while the effect of the regu-

lation may be to exclude from competition the finest

and most promising young bulls than can be reared.

It is thought that it will be sufficient in any case to

allow the judges to make such enquiries with re-

gard to the getting of stock by the bulls as tbey may
think proper.

The Committee have referred to the particular

breeds of cattle, which it seems necessary or expe-

dient to distinguish. With respect to sheep, less

difficulty presents itself than in the case of cattle.

There are three distinct breeds of sheep in Scot-

land, proved by experience to be well suited to the

particular circumstances under which they are jtlaced.
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There are, for the low and cultivated country, the

New Leicester, and for the elevated or highland parts,

the Black-faced and Cheviot,

With respect to the New Leicester, the same re-

marks apply as to the short-horned cattle. They are

as yet unrivalled as a breed for a low and cultivated

country, where artificial food can be produced. The
cultivation of superior sheep of this kind cannot fail

to promote other improvements, by inducing pro-

prietors to erect necessary inclosures, and the tenants

to extend and improve their means of feeding. For
which reason the Committee entertain no doubt that

the attention of the Society will be directed to this

valuable class of stock. There is, in this respect,

ample scope for encouragement and improvement;
for it cannot be concealed, that, over the greater part

of Scotland, the management of the finer kinds of
sheep is either unknown or extremely defective.

^Vith respect to the Cheviot and lil<-ck-f\iced

breeds, the interests of breeders will lead them to

select the one or the other as tliey are most suited to

the particular circumstances of the district or farm.
The province of the Society appears to be, to award
premiums, as hitlierto, to the best individuals, male
or female, of the respective breeds, and thus to en-
courage the maintaining of them in their purity. There
appears to be little useful purpose served by holding
out premiums for crossing these breeds with each
other, and much less with the larger breed ofthe lower
country. 1'he latter species of crossing may be ad-
vantageous, witli respect to a first cross to be fed ofi',

but in rare cases as a general principle of breed-
ing.

The South Down breed has not been included in

this enumeration. Admirable as this breed is in

the Downs of the southern counties, and in va-
rious districts of England, to which it had been car-

ried, It appears to be very partially adapted to the

circumstances of Scotland. Wherever the South
Down could be cultivated in Scotland, the New Lei-
cester could be reared ; while for a mountainous
country, it does not possess the hardy properties of
the native breeds.

It has appeared to the Committee, with relation to

the awarding of the premiums both of cattle and sheep,
that a smaller number of judges might act for the

different classes of stock. Two, it is conceived, with
jiower to call a third as umpire, would be sufficient

in any case.

The Committee have had their attention directed

to the defective information which generally pre-

vails among breeders of sheep in Scotland with re-

spect to the relative qualities of wool. This may be

mainly ascribed to the circumstance, that the wool-
staplers of the great manufacturing districts of Elng-

land purchase upon the large scale, often without
thinking it necessary to vary their price in the case

of particular parcels on account of the diflference of

quality ; by which means a certain inattention is oc-

casioned on the part of the producers to the quality

of the material. This perhaps is an evil inseparable

from the nature of the wool trade, as it is now esta-

blished. But yet it is thought that the Society might
beneficiallv direct the attention of farmers to the sub-

ject; and to this end it is recommended that pre-

miums be offered at the different sliows for samples

of wool, divided into the following classes :

—

1. Combing wool, the produce of the New Lei-

cestfir.

2. Short Wool, the produce of the Cheviot breed.

3. Wool, the produce of the Black-faced breed.

The Committee have every confidence that a steady

adherence to the principles laid down will meet with

the concurrence of intelligent breeders, and promote
tiie efficiency of these important Stows.

Highland Society Hall,

Edinburgh, Jan. SOth, 1836.

SMITH'S SUB-SOIL PLOUGH.
The third Report of the Parliamentary Com

raittee, on "the state of Agriculture," recently

published, contains a description of the vast ad-
vantages derived by heavy clay soils from the use
of a New Plough, used for piercing or guttering the
under-criist or sub-soil, in addition to draining.
Land which would not produce 20 bushels of
wheat, has since produced 40 bushels per acre.

The following evidence was given on the 8th of
June last :

—

MEMBERS PRESENT.
]\Ir. Shaw Lefevre. Mr. Evans.
l\Ir. Attwood. Mr. Sandford.
Lord Viscount Howick. Mr. Wodehouse.
Mr. Cayley. Mr. Bingham Baring.
Mr. Heathcote. Mr. Clive.

]Mr. Loch. Mr. Miles.

Mr. Duniop. Sir Robert Peel.

Mr. Young.
James Loch, Esq., a Member of the Committee,

called in, and examined •

—

Have you received any communication from
Scotland with reference to the system of sub-soil

ploughing, which you think it advantageous to

communicate to the Committee .'—Yes, I have re-

ceived a letter from Mr. Kennedy, who formerly
sat for the Ayr Burghs, which I will lay before the

Committee, detailing his own experiments on that

point ; it appears to me that it exemplifies very

thoroughly the advantages of the sub-soil plough

of Mr. Smith, of Deanston.
Memorandum by T. F. Kennedy, Esq., of Dunure,

respecting his experience of the system of Draining
and Sub-soil Plouguing, recommended by Mr.
Smith, of Deanston, in the County of Stirli)ig.

May, 1836.

I have practised JNIr. Smith's system of draining

and sub-soil ploughing upon my farm, in the county

of Ayr, during the last three years, and the result

has fully justified every anticipation of benefit. It is

applicable to all soils not rocky, whicli have not an

alsolutelif jiorous subsoil, the great object being, that

the sub-soil should be rendered artijicially porous,

and that all rain water should sink on the spot on
which it falls, and that no running of water should

take place on the surface.

There was at the outset considerable difficulty in

having the work executed ; it was arduous, and
those engaged in the superintendence and labour

were adverse, because they did not see the prin-

ciples of the system, or the advantages which were
likely to arise. A little encouragement and a dis-

tinct intimation that there must be perseverance,

overcame every ditliculty. This observation a])plies

to the sub-soil ploughing, while some difliculty

attached to perfect execution of the drains, in liaving

them made of the full depth of 30 inches, and rilled

neither too much nor too little, and with all due care

in all particulars which must be attended to, to se-

cure permanence in the effects. I have invariably

made the drains twelve feet apart, in order to secure

the eflfect being complete ; and being much impressed

with the folly of spending a considerable sum per

acre in the operation, and still failing to obtain what

I may term perfection in the .system, I have also used
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broken stones as tlie material, when they could be
obtained within such a distance as to prevent the ex-
panse of cartage being excessive; in other cases, I

have used tiles, with a layer of three or four inches
of stones or gravel over them. When stones alone
were used, the drains have been uniformly 30 inches
deep, leaving 16 inches for the operation of the
plough, and the sub-soil plough ; where tiles have
been used, the depth has been about 24 inches, the
same depth for the ploughs being left as in the other
cases. A crop of oats has generally been taken after
the drains have been executed, and the land has been
comparatively dry ; but even the visible effect has
been very imperfect until the subsoil plough has been
applied. By means of this plough the whole obdu-
rate undercrust of the soil has been broken up, and
all water has instantly escaped, and after six or eight
months of the alternations of heat and cold, wet and
dry, a most remarkable change has ap]jeared in the
condition of the soil; what was before obdurate and
retentive, has become comparatively mellow and
friable, and the longer the time since the operation
has been performed, the 'greater has been the per-
ceptible progressive effect. The operation of the
sub -soil plough has produced cracks and crevices
and interstices to the depth of 16 inches, through
these the rain passes off with rapidity, and these cre-
vices are immediately filled by the air of the atmos-
phere, and during dry and hot weather these cracks
and crevices are multiplied to an indefinite extent,
and in claij soils to an extent quite remarkable. In-
stead ofresuming its original tenacity, there seems to
he a decided change effected in the character of the
component parts of the land to the depth the plough
has reached. It is for the skilful farmer to apply
manure judiciously according to the state of each
field. Drilled green crop has followed a crop of oats,
and the land which before was unfit to grow turnips
has become fitted for that crop, although, perhaps, a
little rough and cloddy during the_^rst year. Next
has come a crop of wheat, and in it has been seen
the great and remarkable effects of the system in
the condition of the soil and the quality of produce.
Land which was before, in truth, unfit to carry
wheat from extreme wetness, has become altogether
the reverse, being sown with wheat without ridges
and furrows, being perfectly porous; all rain disap-
pearing as it fialls, and being carried off by filtration
to the many drains, and each drain having little more
than a thread of water to carry off. Possibly the
land of which I speak might have previously yielded
a precarious produce of 20, or at the most 24 bushels
of wheat per imperial acre, while in its improved
state, the actual produce of the crop in 1835 has been
40 bushels thrashed out, a few bushels of which was
not very good in quality, owing to what is now to be
mentioned. The fault of the crop was, that it was
too strong, and there being much rain while it ri-

pened it was laid down. Had this not occurred, the
quality of the whole would have been good,
and there is no doubt that six or eight bushels more
per acre would have been obtained. The facts,
therefore, are most satisfactory, because the result in
the first wheat crop may truly be said to be 20 bush-
els of wheat of extra produce, in return for an ex-
pense of 10/ 10s per acre, which was the cost of the
drainage and the extra expense of the subsoil plough-
ing. It ought to be stated, that with the turnips the
land was well manured and subsequently limed
abundantly. After the wheat was carried, and
during the winter, the field was ploughed about nine
inches deep with the ordinary plough, and remained
rough until the month of March, the whole rains of

winter, which were excessive, sinking as they fell.

Towards the end of March, the field was harrowed,
drilled and sown with beans, without any manure.
The crop is promising, and there can be no doubt
that the powers of the soil which have now been
brought into action, will render it abundant. The
soil is so powerful, that it is intended to take a crop
of wheat after the beans without any manure, but
taking care to make the land perfectly clean, and
there is little doubt that the wheat crop of 1837 so
treated will be more productive than that of 183a,
because it will be less superabundant in straw and
incur less probable injury from being laid down.

I have selected one field, respecting which to state
this progress ; I might say the same of all the others
which have been similarly treated so far as they
have advanced in their progress, I have as yet no
experience of grass, as the tillage has hitherto been
carried on, and I am persuaded that beyond one year
it would be injudicious immediately to introduce
grass into the rotation upon land which was natu-
rally so retentive, because it might have a tendency
to revert to that condition, I am equally however of
opinion, that a rotation of six or eight years would
totally alter the permanent character of the soil, and af-

ter such a period of continued cultivation I have no
doubt that very fine pasture might be established

upon a soil which was before incapable of bearing
any but the most worthless.

My experience on a moderate scale leads me to

say, that the system is the greatest discovery which
has been made in agriculture, (because it is applica-

ble to soils hitherto almost intractable and most ex-

pensive to cultivate) provided it be applied only
where the altitude justifies the undertaking, by se-

curing a climate suitable to valuable crops. It, in

truth, converts almost the worst into the best land,

that is, the most powerful in respect of production,

because the quality of land to which it is applicable,

the heavy clays and retentive sub-soils, will yield

heavier crops after such treatment than the lighter

loams and many of those varieties of soil which
hitherto have been so pleasant to the agriculturist to

cultivate.

The reformation which the system effects on lands

which previously were looked on as hopeless is quite

surprising, and no one believes it until it is seen

;

but again I say, that the whole success depends on
the perfect and complete manner in which the opera-

tions are executed, as any thing merely being an ap-

proximation to the system will end in disappointment.

The expence of what is perfect must not be grudged,

and as surely as it is liberally given will it be abun-

dantly repaid. I would also say, that the effects of

draining and sub-soil ploughing are dependent on
each other; the one is comparatively worthless with-

out the other ; the ploughing would be thrown away
without the previous draining, and the draining is a

poor improvement compared to the combined effect

with the sub-soil ploughing.

A remarkable effect is, that the harvest is consi-

derably earlier on land so treated than on the same
land in its previous state, and it is scarcely necessary

to remark, that there will be a constant return for the

same seed and labour and manure far greater than

when they are applied to land in a naturally wet

condition.

I do not think that any thing more useful could be

done than that agricultural associations should offer

premiums, such as to induce persons to make an ex-

periment of this system ; if such premiums were con-

tinued for a few years, they might speedily be dis-

continued, as the ample repayment which would arise

from the system itself would be the best security for

a continuance of the system throughout the kingdom.
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GENERAL AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION FOR AYRSHIRE.

The following is an extract from the Report of
the Quarterly Meeting of the Directors of the Asso-
ciation, who met in the Court-House here on Friday,
Nov. 11, for the purpose of determining as to the
number and description of the premiums to be
awarded at the next great show at Maybole in

18;i7 ;—to fix the premiums to be awarded for

agricultural and other implements shown at the

greac exhibition in September last, and afterwards
tried at Rozelle, in the presence of judges ap-
pointed by the Association, and to transact any
other business connected with tliis useful Associa-
tion :

—

The Secretary read t'le report of the judges ap-
pointed to examine the implements exhibited at

the September Show in 1836, and some of which
were afterwards tried at Rozelle, in a field, the

use of which was handsomely given by Mr.
Hamilton. We make the following extracts from
the judges' report :

—

1. Subsoil Ploughs, on the model of Mr Smith's,

of Deanston, Plough.

Nos. I, 2, 3.—Exhibited by Mr. Hamilton of

Rozelle, Mr. Kennedy of Dunure, aud Mr. Ritchie

of Cloncaird. These are all heavy ploughs, and
very much of the same description. The judges
admired their powerful operation, but cannot
recommend them to the practical farmer on ac-

count of the great expense which they would cost

him. Mr. Kennedy's plough was wrought with
four horses, while the other two wore drawn with
six ; but it was observed that Air. Kennedy's four,

although very strong animals, were considerably
distressed.

No. 4.—Exhibited by Mr. Tennant, Shiells.

This plough, which is of a lighter order, was
wrought with two horses, and was considered a

very great improvement in point of economy.
The implement, however, did not keep steadily in

the soil, and was considered not to bein good order.
But the judges are, notwithstanding, of opinion,

that if wrought with three horses it would keep
the ground, and do its work well.

No. 6.—Made and exhib'ted by Mr. Begg, smith
at Muirkirk. The judges are unanimously of

opinion, that of the six ploughs exhibited, this is

the one to which the [)remiuni falls to be awarded.
It exhibits a very skilful improvement upon Mr.
Smith's plough—the result being that, while much
of the weight is taken away, the wliole power of

the implement is retained. Upon the occasion of
the trial, it was worked with four horses, which
did not appear to be in the least distressed, and
the judges doubt not that, in some soils, three
horses would be found sufficient. The judges
consider that Mr. Begg has much credit by so

excellent an improvement upon this valuable im-
plement.
The judges cannot leave the subject of subsoil

ploughs without expressing how deeply the people
of this country are indebted to Mr. Smith, Dean-
ston, as the inventor and prover of these most
valuable implements.

No. 9.—Maeliine for sowing grass seeds and
clover, exhibited by Mr. Tennant, in Shiells. It

having been ascertained that this machine has
been used with great advantage by Mr. Tennant,
for the last twelve years, the judges now earnestly

recommend it to the general notice of the mem-
bers. The price is only 3/. or 4/. They beg leave
further to remark, that In many counties in

England, no seed is sown with the hand, but all by
machines ; and the general opinion there is, that
grain sown in this way springs much more regular-
ly than when cast with the hand.

No. 10.—Presser, exhibited by Mr. Hamilton,
Rozelle. For a proper description of this valu-
able implement, so little used in this part of the
country, the judges cannot do better than refer to
the following communication made to Mr. Hamil-
ton, by Mr. Graham, sometime overseer to Cap-
tain Barclay, thereafter landgrieve to the late Earl
of Cassillis, and now residing at Yonderton,
Dalrymple :

—
" Yonderton, 3rd October, 1836.

" Sir,—In consequence of having seen your fur-
row presser tried on Saturday, and having for these
last four years knovrn its great usefulness to the
farmei-, I have taken the liberty of enclosing- a note
of a few of tlie advantages for your consideration

—

having often proved them myself. I shall have plea-
sure to lay them before any farmer, who has not yet
had an opportunity of knowingthem. I was so anx-
ious some years ago to have the presser introduced
in Ayrshire, that I took apian of ours and forwarded
it to Mr. M'Clymont, along with observations recom-
mending it, but I suppose the want of the models for

the castings, or the distance the farmers would have
to send for one, has prevented the presser from
being introduced until you have done so. Our joiner
has the models, and he also has made many of them
to the farmers in Aberdeenshire, &c. who are now
reaping the benefit; and I believe he could send
them to Glasgow for about 41 each, so should any
gentleman wish one, I could cause it to be for-

warded.
" I did not mention in my observations, the effects

of the presser on loose deep soils, which are apt to
throw out the plants. By pressmg such soils, wliile

ploughing, and by rolling well after sowing, a good
crop is generally insured. Rolling icell is also of great
advantage to the farmer.— I am, &c.

(Signed) "A.GRAHAM."
The furrow presser is of the greatest advantage

to the farmer, for the following reasons :

—

" In all old grass land to be broken up, it is im-
]iossible for the plough to lay it so closely over as it

ought to be, in consequence of the old foggage, and
rough surface upon it ; but by applying the presser,
the furrow is so firmly pressed and closed up, and
the rough fog and grass so completely covered in
from air, &c. that instead of growing up among the
crop, and causing the greatest foulness in the land, it

rots away and acts as a manure to the crop, and
leaves the land perfectly clea:.

" Old rich pasture land, or even clover lea, plough-
ed up for cropping, is very apt to be destroyed by
the grub and wire-worm ; but when pressed, not a
particle of turf is raised with harrowing, to harbour
the eggs or insect under it (and it is always under
the clod or turf in lea that these insects are found ;)
but never having seen a field that was pressed de-
stroyed by wire-worm or grub, and having seen such
destruction in unpressed fields by these insects, I

am satisfied that the eggs must either be destroyed
in pressing, or that by the land being so consolidated,
they are allowed no shelter, and prevented from
committing their ravages,

" In stiff clay and damp soils, lea land is never so
closely ploughed as to prevent a quantity of the
seed going down the back of the furrows, which
either perishes, or comes up in an after-growth ; but
by applying the presser, this is compiotely obviated,

and also a great quantity of seed saved.
" In giving the fallow land the seed furrow for
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wheat, &c., where the dung has been applied, in

such cases the dung is often rough (being made after

the turnip dung), and cannot be so well ploughed in

as it ought to be ; but by applying the presser it is

completely covered under, and neither exposed to

the sun, nor torn up by the harrow while sowing.
The presser will also have the same good effect

where sea-ware is applied for a manure.
" When a field is to be sown down witli

grass seeds, by being pressed th i grain is caused
to braird so neatly in rows, that the grass seeds are

sure to take well, as more air gives them a decided
advantage.

"From the above hints, the experienced farmer
will easily estimate the great advantages derived
from pressing land. Captain Barclay of Ury^one
of the most extensive, experienced, and enter-

prising gentleman farmers in Scotland, never allows

a handful of grain to be sown without previously
pressing the land. A single horse will draw a pres-

ser after two ploughs, and must be going along with
them. Pressed land, and particularly lea, is so

easily harrowed, that the farmer requires no extra
strength, but, on the contrary, there is a great saving
of labour. (Signed) A. GRAHAM."
The judges after fully considering the above ob-

servations, and having also seen the presser at
work, and heard Mr. Hamilton's statennent as to
the successful use of it by him during the two last
seasons, have no hesitation in recommending it as
a most excellent and useful implement, and one
which the farmers of this country ought generally
to be possessed of.

No. 28.—A simple method of cutting straw into
chaff by a common thrashing machine, e.Khibited
by Mr. Alex. Reid, Bonshaw. The judges report
that they consider this a very ingenious instru-
ment, and its value is increased in consequence of
being perfectly simple, and within the reach of
every farmer. The cutters are placed diagonically
across the drum of the thrashing machine. Speci-
mens of oat and bean straw cut by this machine
were exhibited to the meeting—the pieces of straw
were from a quarter of an inch to three inches in
length, but Mr. Reid said, " you can cut the straw
as short as you like by feeding the mill slowly."
The invention was commended ; and Mr. R. ex-
plained that the straw was cut after the grain was
thrashed, and that one horse was sufficient to work
the mill while the straw was cutting.
Corn Scythes.—A good many remarks were

made on the utility of the corn scythes, now pretty
generally used, and that of jMessrs. Drummond, of
Stirling, and the American one, were highly
spoken of. Some members thought scythes were
susceptible of yet greater improvement. It was
stated that the scythe was getting into favour with
agriculturists, and an oi)inion was expressed that
it would soon become a greater favourite. ftJr.

Hamilton mentioned, that in company with our
agriculturists, he had lately seen five or six diffe-
rent kinds of them tried on Mr. Fulton's farm of
Balig, and with Drummond's one the stubble was
cut quite close, and smooth as a gentleman's lawn.
Captain Dundas spoke in approving terms of the
corn scythe, and stated that the whole of Colonel
Kelso's crop had been cut by that scythe this year.

Extraordinary Yield of Barley.—Ninety-nine
quarters of barley, weighing 16 stone with the sack, and
which was sold at 2 guineas per quarter, has been ob-
tained from ten acres of land on the Lincolnshire wolds,
near Spilsby, the last harvest.

FLINTSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

To all those interested in or connected with the agri-
cultural prospects of the spirited little county of Fliat,
a great treat was afforded on Wednesday Nov. 1, at the
annual meeting and exhibition of stock. The day, con-
sidering the late period of the year, was very fine, and
the attendance in the shew field at twelve o'clock, nu-
merous. After viewing the stock, the committee and
other influential members of this society retired to trans-
act the general business of the institution ; that being
over, about eighty gentlemen sat down to dinner, at
four o'clock, amongst whom were :—The President,
C. B. T. Roper, Esq., Lord Kenyon, Lord Mostyn,
the Hon. E. M. LI, Mostyn, M.P., the Hon. Lloyd
Kenjon, the Hon. Major Napier, Leeswood Hall, the
Hon. Mr. Price Lloyd, Sir S. R. Glynne, Bart., Rev.
C. B. Clough, Mold, Rev. Henry Jones, Northop, Rev.
Henry Glynne, Rev. W. M. Williams, Flint, Rev. Mr.
Hill, Broughton, J. W. Eyton, Esq., Leeswood, W. J.
Bankes, Soughton, Wilson Jones, Esq., M.P. Harts-
heath, Col. Phillips. Rhual, Edward Pemberton, Esq.,
Plas Tsa, J. Taylor, Esq., Coed du, Edward Bate, Esq.,
Kelsterton, Thomas Lewis, Esq., Highfield, Doctor E.
T. Hughes, Mold, John Dawson, Esq., Gronant, W.
T. Ellis, Esq., Cornist, John Sisson, Esq., St. Asaph,
S. Hancock, Esq., J. Hancock, Esq., Mold, Mr.
Hughes, Abergele, Mr. James Kerfoot, Vaenol-bach,
Mr. Bloor, Marsh, Mr. Jenkins, Mold, Mr. Williams,
Mold, Mr. Thomas Jones, Northop, Mr. John Williams,
Holywell, Mr. Vickers, Holywell, Mr. John Williams,

Gwsany Hall, and several others. Mr. Robert Peters
filled the office of Vice-President. M. Scotson of Tox-
teth Park, and Mr. Slingsley of Liverpool, were Judges
of the stock. Mr. Palin, of Stapleford Hall, Judge of
crops. Mr. Hugh Hughes, of Tyddyn, and Mr. T.
Williams, of Celyn, vsere Judges of ploughing.

After the company had partaken of an excellent din-

ner, and the cloth was removed
The President gave from the chair, the following

toasts in succession, which were drank with applause :

The King ; the Queen ; the Princess Victoria, and
the rest of the Royal Family.
The Chairman then, in a neat speech proposed

—

" Success to the Flintshire Agricultural Society,"
which was drunk with loud cheers.

The Secretary then read the different awards of

the Society's premiums : several announcements in

which elicited marked applause.

The following toasts where then proposed, the Pre-
sident introducing each with appropriate observations :

" Lord Kenyon," received with cheers.

Lord Keny'ON returned thanks, and after some in-

teresting observations, upon the utility of such socie-

ties, concluded by proposing

—

" The health of Mr. Trevor Roper, the President."
The President briefly returned thanks, and pro-

posed Lord Mostyn. His Lordship acknowledged the
toast. The President then gave in succession

—

" The IMembers for the county." The Member for

the Borough, Sir S. R. Glynne, Bart.," both received

with applause. " The Bishop and Clergy of the

Diocese."
The Rev. C. B. Clough, vicar of Mold, returned

thanks on behalf of himself and the Clergy of the

Diocese, and hoped the new Act for the Commutation
of tithes would not make the elergy and the agricultu-

rists worse friends.
" The health of W, J. Bankes, Esq., Soughton,"

followed.

Mr. Bankes briefly returned thanks. The next
toast was " Wilson Jones, Esq., M. P." (Applause)

*' The Judges of Stock" were next given.

Mr. Scotson, on behalf of himself, and Mr. Slings-

ley, begged to aeknowlede the compliment,
" Mr. Palin. Judge of Crops," was then given.

Mr. Palin returned thanks, and proposed the health

of the
" Unsuccessful Candidates."
The toast that followed was

—
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" Mr. Hughes and Mr. Williams, Judges of the

main ploughing.
Mr. Hughes returned thanks in an appropriate

speech, after which was given—

•

The Secretary, Mr. Thomas Whitly.
Mr. Whitley spoke at some length, and assured

the members of the Society, that so long as he had the

honour of acting in their service as Secretary, he would
do all in his power to further the interests of the So-
ciety, and to promote the regularity of its proceedings.
He then stated that he had received several communi-
cations from the Doncaster Agricultural Association,
upon the subject of gorse or furze, as fodder for horses
and cattle. He said the Doncaster Society had issued

a circular, containing a series of ten printed questions

upon the subject, which, with the leave of tlie Presi-

dent, as it would occupy but very little of the time of

the company, he would read. The questions are, 1st

—

How long have you used gorse or whins, as fodder for

animals, and whether partially, or for your whole es-

tablishment ? -^nd—What animals do you consider it

to suit? 3rd— In what quantities, and whether alone
or mixed with other fodder ? 4th—By what machinery
is it prepared for use ? 5th—In what manner is it cul-

tivated, and at what age, and in what manner cut for

use, with the average produce ? Cth—Is the plant
you use the common whin or gorse, or any particular

variety of it ? 7th—On what soils do you grow it ?

8th—What do you consider the peculiar advantages,
and what the dangers, of using it ? 9th— State the ex-
pence of cutting it in the field, and of bruising for use ?

10th

—

StaXe any ge7ieral observations on the subject?
Mr. W. observed, the foregoing questions were put to

agriculturists generally, with the view to ascertain, in

the best manner possible, the properties and cultiva-

tion of gorse, as adapted to the barren and poorer soils

in Yorkshire ; and he had no doubt there were several

influential and intelligent gentlemen then present who,
he hoped, would further the intentions of the Doncaster
As«ociation by answering those questions, or by fur-

nishing any other information upon the subject which
they might possess, by addressing their communica-
tions to the worthy Secretary of the Society, Robert
Baxter, Esq., of Doncaster.
" The Vice-President, Mr. Peters," was the next

toast.

Mr. Peters briefly returned thanks.
" The President elect. Captain Morgan, of Golden

Grove." (Cheers.)—"The Vice President elect, Mr.
Hughes, of Tyddyn,''
was next proposed, and the company separated, after

spending a most agreeable evening.

In the show field, Mr. Cartmel, of Liverpool, exhi-

bited some agricultural implements of great utility,

and of new invention. Mr. Dodd had on show two
large ox cabbages, and Mr. Secretary Whitley some
garden turnips of the white stone kind, one of which
measured thirty-eight inches in circumference.

CONSUMPTION OF MALT BY THE PRINCI-
PAL BREWERS IN LONDON,

The following is the Consumption of Malt from the !Oth of

October, 1830, to the 10th of October, 183C. (From Excise

lleturus.)

Barclay, Perkins,& Co.
Truman, II anbury& Co.
\Vliitb:oa(i and Co
Combe, Delafipld, & Co.
Reid and Co
Calvert and Co
Meux and Co
Hoare and Co
Taylor and Co
Elliot and Co
Donaldson and Co
Tickell

I

83l.];832, 1833.11834. I lb35.

Qrs Qrs
9/198 9661:'

50724 '.'iSS 12

4y;i3j5r!54i

511(19 4 14-21/

34'i8ll.i694b

305251.328)0

21.3391 •22!l(;0

24102 2682)
2!8lo
19444
Sllfi

9124

21/35
20061

7607
5331

Qrs. Qrs.
I

93I759'.I674

5S497749t(2'

500671 19; Gal

1081(i|l4!IH|

3i070;i4210[
314.3331460
•/07l8 26lfil|

2540/ •J9/.3(i

2III5I2O835I

19S99{250"9[

7540 8O79
5113 5294I

Qr*.
106^90,

780881
55209
49430
36922
33253
24371:

31525
i'3''55'

2872.V

8790
5218

1836.

Qrs
10/786
89089
53693
49830
4 1 70s
30858
30fi39

32273
21970
28;;8i

9238

THE POTATOE HARVEST.

Severe as was the threatened loss on tlie potatoe

crop, occassioned by the failure of the plants in the

earlv part of the season, it was inconsiderable com-
pared to the heavy damage arising from the recent

frosts and storm. Since Tuesday afternoon the far-

mers have been engaged witii the utmost activity in

endeavouring to jiut the small reii ainder of their

damaged crops beyond the reach of harm ; and as we
have instituted very minute and extensive inquiries

on the subject throughout the greater part of the
midlands of Perthshire, we may state the following
as the results :—The spring failure appears to have
diminished the weigiit of ihe crop over the whole
county by somewhere about a third or fourth of what,
under ordinary circumstances, it might have been
expected to be ; so that if it had been well got in, it

would just have been about this proportion behind
an average one. Aboutone-sixthof the potatoes may
be said to be taken up before the storm of the 26th,
so that this is the state of that portion so secured. Of
course these computations are a little vagne.and must
be taken in certain cises with some small latitude.

We can state, we think, definitely and distinctlv,

from results obtained connected with that portion of
the crop dug since the storm, that about one-third of
the potatoes in the ground have been utterly de-
stroyed by the frost, and that at present there is not
over the country above one-half an average crop of
sound potatoes. The Perthshire red, and one or two
other varieties prevalent in this quarter, have a ten-

dency to grow towards the surface, so that many of
them at the top of the drill are washed quite naked
by severe rains. Those so exposed have of course
been completely destroyed. The snow on Friday
evening fell so softly and gently, that it would have
afforded considerable protection, but unfortunately
the frost and wind of Saturday morning caused it to

drift off the drills, where it was required, into tlie

furrows and hollows where it was of no service.
The natural anxiety felt by the farmer at this late

period of the season to be as speedily as possible out
of reach of furtlier damage is itself productive of
some evils. The eager haste with which the pota-
toe digging has been set about has in some cases not
waited till the frost was out of the ground, and so
exposed a part of the potatoes to unnecessary
risk, which might have been safe if left a little

longer under the soil, and, at the same time, oc-
casioned tlie confounding of those whicli were with
those which might not le damaged. In any cir-

cumstances, it will be difficult to make a good
gathering this season, whatever the weather may
prove. No care, and no amount of supervision, will

insure against many sound potatoes being left on the
field where so many unsound ones, in aspect so little

ditfering from those that are uninjured, must be
thrown aside, and where a single frosty night will

render the whole equally useless. In like manner,
not a few of those which are damaged are apt to be
stored, and must materially injure the wlio.'e heap,
We find that our speculations of last week in refe-

rence to the convertability of frosted or rotten pota-
toes into perfectly good and valuable starch have
already been realised in the neighbourhood, and tliat

the quantity of starcli is but little diminished and its

quality hardly injured by the decomposition occa-
sioned by frost or rotting.* There is a fact well

* Since writing the above, the subjoined note has
been .sent us by a Doune correspon<lent. The statement
it contains is not only a valuable practical corrobora-
tion of our views, but affords a proof of the length of
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worthy of the attention of those who manufacture
starch from sound potatoes which we have not ob-

served in any scientific work, but which we have ob-

tained from a gentleman of much experience in the

manufacture, and the minuteness and accuracy of

whose observations may be fully relied on. It is

this, that newly dug potatoes will yield about twice

as much starch as those which have been kept till

far over in the season. On the latter of these the

experiments of I'homson and EinhofF seem chiefly to

have been made, and consecjuently, the results of
their experiments seem to set the quantity of starch

Cabout 15 per cent.) somewhat too low. 'J'he ex-

planation of this diminution of the quantity of starch

may be, that as this substance is easily decomposed
and converted into sugar (a process on which tlie

whole theory of malting depends,) this decomposi-
tion has taken place by the spring or summer—the

sugar, which is soluble, is easily washed out, leaving

behind it that sweetish taste by no means in general re-

lished at table. The structure of the potato and its

starch cells may be very easily observed by a micro-

scope of tlie most ordinary magnifying powers and are

equally beautiful. The fibrous matter is arranged in

a reticulated form, in the little cells of which may
be seen the flattened spherical portions of the starch

shining like bright and half-formed seed pearl.

—

Perth Constitutional,

Scarcity of Keep for Horses • and Cattle.
—The high prices of hay and the failure of the turnip
crop in many districts will render the approaching
winter and the early part of next spring trying
periods to the farmer for the sustenance of his

stock ; it therefore may be useful for those who have
plenty of furze or gorse growing on or near their farms,
to learn that when gathered and properly prepared, it

forms a most nutritive and excellent food for horses,
cattle, and sheep ; we know that in the early part of
the winter of 1813, when the British army were in the
Pyrenees, the horses of the light cavalry were subsisted

time which potato flour may be stored and kept without
injury. Were any enterprizing person to purchase the
after-gatherings of the spoiled potatoes over a large
tract of country for the purpose of manufacturing t!iem
into starch, he need entertain no fear of glutting the
market, as che starch could be kept for any number of
years, and sold out so as to meet the demands, and keep
the prices remunerative :

—

Sir,—In your agricultural report of the 1st Novem-
ber, I observe an excellent suggestion as to making
potatoe flour from spoiled potatoes. On that subject

I can give the following fact :—Exactly forty yesrs

ago, a potato field on the banks of Loch Lomond was
flooded ; the water liaving subsided, the potatoes

were partially lifted, but found, as generally sup-
posed utterly useless. An intelligent lady had a

large quantity of the spoiled potatoes put into tubs
full of water and mashed, when the usual propor-
tioned quantity of flour, in every respect equal to

that made in the common way, was found at the bot-

tom. It was used in all the difterent culinary pur-

poses to which that article is applied, and found jjcr-

fectly wholesome. I have now in my possession a

small packet of that flour quite perfect, presented by
the lady under whose instructions it was made. It

may have escaped general notice that the mode of
separating the farinacious from tlie fibrous part of

the potato, in the usual process of making potato

flour, is neither more or less than by rotting the

fibrous part by the action of water.

Yours, An OBSERVER

for many weeks on gorse gathered by the men and
chopped fine with their sabres ; the animals got fat on
the food, and continued in excellent condition for sere
vice. The gorse should be gathered, and chopped find
with a cleaver, or placed in a cider or other mill an-
ground, so that it may be bruised, and the prickles ren-
dered innoxious, and then given to the stock, with a
little salt added, or mixed with chopped straw, ia the
proportion of 100 lbs of bruised gorse to 8 or lOlbs of
straw. In some parts of Wales there are mills (worked
by small rills of water) for bruising the gorse.

Loud Pal-mi;rstox as a Landlord.—It is well
known that Lord Palmei-ston, the noble and liberal
Foreign Secretary, possesses a large estate in the county
of Sligo. But it is not equally well known that he
expends nearly the entire rental of that estate in im-
provements, and constantly employs his tenantry in the
most useful works. He is consequently beloved by
them, and considered, as he really is, one of the best
landlords in Ireland.—.S//>o Champion.

Blood Stock. — Cumberland can now boast of
having three of the best blood horses in the kingdom

—

viz., Grey Wigganthorpe, bought by Rich. Ferguson,
Esq., of Barker Lodge, at a very high price ; Liver-
pool, the property of John Ramshay, Esq. ; and last,

thought not the least valuable, Ben Ledi, purchased by
JMessrs. Shepherd and Weir. To farmers, breeders of
stock, and sporting gentlemen, every facility is now
offered to improve their breed of horses. It has long
been a cause of complaint that no first-rate blood stal-

lions travelled this district, and now when this source
of complaint is made, we trust those interested will

avail themselves of the spirited conduct shown by the
owners of the horses we have just named.

Singular Occurrence.—On the 20tli of March
last, an ewe sheep, the property of Francis Clarke,
of Stubton, Lincolnshire, brought forth two lambs,
lieder and sheder, and at the time it was his opi-

nion, from symptoms, tliere was another, but after a
lapse of about a week those symptoms disappeared, but
again returned about three weeks since, and continued
up to the 10th of November, when he had her slaugh-
tered, and a fine heder lamb was taken from her, which
appeared not to have been dead more than six or eight

days, '

Cow Cabbage.—There is now growing m a small
garden belonging to Luke Frankland, adjoining
Mr. T. .Tohnson's garden, at Pocklington, a plant of the

Curled Cole or German Greens tribe, which is upwards
of six feet two inches high, stem and foliage in propor-
tion. Its foliage is beautifully curled, and it is at this

tune growing with great rapidity.

We beg to draw the attention of our agricutural
readers in particular, to the remark of a celebrated
traveller repecting the making of ( heese in Norway,
In speaking' of Gamel Orse, or Norske, he says it is a
cheese of such great celebrity in Norway, and of which
the natives are so fond, that it is extremely difficult to

purchase any of it.—That in making it they use butter

inilh, mixed loith yeast. That it resembles the finest old

Cheshire cheese, without the slightest rankness, and is

sometimes kept ten years before it is brought to

table. Perhaps this may furnish a hint for some good
dairy woman to improve the produce of her dairy.

—

Sussex Advertiser.

As a proof of the superiority of Herefordshire cattle :

—

The Hereford steer, two years and seven months old,

bred by Mr. Yeald, of the Broome, near Pembridge,
and which won Mr. Hayton's prize at Hereford, was
sold at Hereford fair for 35/. We understand this steer

is by the celebrated Bull Tobias, now in the possession

of Mr. Gough, of Gravel Hill, near Shrewsbury.^— ,S'a-

hpian Journal,
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FOR NOVEMBER.

The field labours of this month simply consist of

ploughing and stirring autumnal and winter fallows,

cutting coppices, planting and felling timber trees,

&c. on those farms of which they form a part : we
have in this report, but little to offer, on practical

fsrming, further than stating and re-stating, that

these—which we consider to be of the greatest im-

portance to those engaged in them—are all snugly'in

their place: notwithstanding that the fat, or rather

fattening beasts, of both last summer and the present

autumn, have been characterised, by the butchers

generally as having come lighter to the scale, and
carried less internal fat, both loose and over their

kidneys, than the oldest amongst them recollect to

have witnessed, at a corresponding season of any
past year, there are no complaints of sheep rot,

and the generality of live faim stock is represented

as being healthy, and the depastured part of it for

the most part, doing well, without the aid of any, or

with but a very small proportion of dry fodder,

which was given it during the heavy snow, in the

in the early part of the month. The lingering foli-

age hanging on both fruit and forest trees, has assumed
its deeply-tinged autumnal complexion, and is ra-

pidly descending ; but the most gratifying feature

of the agricultural community is a daily improving
" live and let live" understanding between land-

lords and their tenants. Hence, as we conceive we
can say nothing more gratifying to our readers, than

that there appears to be a rapidly increasing una-

nimity between landlords, tenants, and the clergy.

As it may not be uninteresting (o a portion of our

readers, to know how England's soils are disposed

of, we, in the present dormant state of tillage, re-

spectfully venture to impose upon them the follow-

ing extract, from the second volume of " Young's
Farmers' Tour," published in the year 1771. The
author, on page 455, asserts—" There now only re-

mains for me, to give a table of the state of the soils

throughout England. This is an inquiry of more
than amusement, for there is a use in proportioning

the particulars of any considerable part of the king-

dom to the whole,"—Subjoining—" It is not of con-

sequence to know whether such parts of the king-

dom that are included ia farms make thirty-two

millious of acres, but I shall take that supposition."

Here hegives the following tabular statement.
" Acres in all 32,00,000,000

13,518,716
15,736,185

2,395.721

349,378"

" Husbandry of the Ancients," asserts,—" Inclosing

lands is now a very common practice, in modern
husbandry. It is reckoned a great improvement,
and indeed, without it, lands cannot be brought to

the highest degree of culture. The scheme in which
land is changed ultimately from tillage into grass, is

certainly most advantageous ; but, unless lands are

properly inclosed it cannot be properly executed,
in this," the Rev. Author continues, "there seems
to be a great difference between the ancient and
modern husbandry, for, although the Romans had
a great many different methods of inclosing, yet
it does not appear, that in the time of either Colu-
mella, or even that of Pliny, tnere were any inclo-

sures in Italy, for feeding of cattle. In Columella's
account of the manner of feeding labouring cattle, no
mention is made of their being put into inclosures."

As relates to the prices of farm produce since the

date of our last report, those of corn have been sin-

gularly vacillating and anomalous, they having, as if

by general impulse, suddenly advanced from 4s to

6s per quarter, owing to an alleged greatly increased
demand and general scarcity, even from our poor
complaining Sister Kingdom, but, unable to support
their advanced position for even a single week, have
gone toppling back. The prices of store sheep and
beasts have been, in all our country fairs, with those

of hops, game, and poultry, a little on the decline.

Of each kind of fat stock, with hay, straw, good
horses, and milch cows, about stationary.

The following is a retrospect of the supplies and
prices of fat stock exhibited in Smithfield and Is-

lington cattle markets, since that published in our
last months' report.

SUPPLIES.

Arable land

Grass ditto

Wood, ditto

Allowing for gardens, yards,

rivers, ponds, &c
Now, as the author did not take into his statemejit,

at least, ^220,000 acres of bog and common lands

that have been reclaimed and inclosed, since the year

1771—for the most part, since the passingofthe Con-

solidating Act, of the 41st of George the Third

—

whence, possibly, the principle and predisposing

causes of the ruinously low prices of wheat for so

long a period before farmers were disposed to alter

their courses, in sowing additional breadths of bar-

ley, oats, and beans,—at this time, by far their most

remunerative crops. The Rev. A. Dickson, in his

Oct. 28.

— 31.

Nov. 4.

— 7.

— 11.

— 14.

— 18.

— 21.

— 25.

Beasts,

, . 340
..3360
.. 630

, . 3450
.. 629
..3133
.. 455
..2810

.. 426

SMITHFIELD.
Sheep.
3100
20800
4350

21900
3940
19125
3261
20100
2830

Calves.
200
240

Total .. 15233
Supply »f^
preceding >18674
month. J

Eeasts.

Oct.

Nov,

28.

31.

4.

7.

11.

14.

18.

— 25.

26
132
43
134
31
105
29
101
15

99406

138280
ISLINGTON.

Sheep.
503
1872
540
1744
370
1685
250
1402
285

Pigs.

310
400

215 412
150 320
210 415
175 430
140 310
200 420
130 347

1660 3364

2082 3280

Calves. Pigs,

Total 616
Supply oPJ

preceding > 891

month. J

8650

13130 12

2g
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By the foregoing retrospect of supplies, it appears
that those of beasts, at Smithfield, have, since the
date of our last months' report, decreased 3,441, of
sheep 38,874, and of calves 422 : whilst those of
pigs have increased 84.

At Islington, there have been exhibited, in the
same period, 275 beasts, 4,480 sheep, and 11 calves
less than last montl' ; whilst there were no pigs in
the market, in either month ; the beasts having con-
sisted, for the most )art, of short-horns, with a some-
what increased number of Scots and Herefords, with
a few Welsh runts, Irish beasts, lusty cows, &c.; the
sheep chiefly old Lincolns, old and new Leicesters,
wliite-faced Gloucester sheep. South downs, Kents,
Kentish half-bred s, and horned Dorsets and Somer-
sets.

About 11,360 of the beasts exhibited in both tlie

above markets, a third of which were short-horns

;

the remainder, in not far from equal numbers of He-
refords, Devons, and Welsh runts, with about 400
Scots and Norfolk home-breds, and not more than 300
Irish beasts have come from Lincolnshire, Leicestsbire,
Northamptonshire, and others of our northern and
north-western districts ; the numbers up the St. Al-
ban's-road, having been 8,060 ; up the other northern
and north-western roads, about 3,300 ; about 950,
in about equal numbers of Devons, Herefords, Welsh
runts, and Irish beasts, with a [ew, but not many,
Scots, and Norfolk homebreds, from Norfolk, Suf-
folk, Essex, and Cambridgeshire: about 1,750,
chiefly Scots, Devons, homebreds, and Welsh runts
with some short-horns and Herefords, from our
western and midland districts : about 225 horned
and polled Scots, but chiefly the latter, bv sea, from
Scotland ; about ISO, mostly Devons and Welsh
runts, with a few Sussex steers, cows, and heifers,
from Kent, Sussex, and Surrey ; and most of the re-
mainder, comprising not an inconsiderable number cf
all the before-mentioned breeds, and about 190 lean
and lusty towns-end cows, from the marshes, cattle
lodgers, cow-keepers, stall-feeders, &c., in the vi-
cinity of London. There has also, been a greatly
increased number of store Devons and poor Irish
steers and heifers offering, both on the Monday's snd
Friday's markets of this month ; but the sellers of
both, though more particularly the latter, when they
sold, were compelled to submit to low prices.

PRICES.
Oct. 28. Nov. 25.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
Inferior Beef 2 0to24.. 2 2 to 2 4
Middling, do. . . 2 8 to 3 2 , . 2 10 to 3 6
Prime, do 3 6 to 4 2 . . 4 to 4 10
Inferior Mutton. . 2 4 to 2 6., 2 4 to 2 6
Middling, do. . . 2 8 to 3 . . 2 8 to 3
Prime ditto, .. 3 10 to 4 6 .. 4 to 4 8
Veal 3 10 to 4 10 .. 4 to 5 6
Pork 3 2 to 4 8 .. 3 2 to 4 8

The following is a comparison of tlie supplies and
prices of fat stock sold in Smithfield Cattle Market,
on Monday, November 23,1835, and Monday, No-
vember 21, 1836 :—

At per 8lbs, sinking the offals.

Nov. 23, 1 S35. Nov. 21 , 183G.

_ , . ^ 9. d. s. d. s. d. 8. d.
Coarse and infenoi- beasts 2 O^to 2 2... 2 2 to 2 4
Second quality do 2 6 'to 2 8...2 10to3 6
Prime large oxen 3 to 3 8..3 10to4 2
Prime Soots. &c 3 10 to 4 4... 4 6 to 1 10
Coarse and inferior slieop 2 4 to 2 6... 2 4 to 2 6
Second quality do 2 6 to 3 o'.!!2 8 to 3
Prime coarse-wonlled sheep 3 4 to 3 8... 3 8 to 4
Prime South Downs d» 3 10 to 4 4. ..4 2 to 4 6
Large coarse calves 3 to 4 2... 4 t© 4 6
Prime small do 4 4 to 4 10... 4 8 to 5 2
Large hogs 3 to 3 10.. .3 2 to 3 8^ eat small porkers 4 to 4 6. ..4 4 to 4 8

Nov. 23, 1835. Nov. 21, 1836.

Beasts 2,878 2,810
Sheep 21,490.... 20,100
Calves 335 200
Pigs 412 420

By the above statement of prices, it appears, that
each kind of fat stock, except pork, has been dearer
this month than last, or in the latter end of Novem-
ber, 1835 ; whilst there wei-e 68 beasts, 1390 sheep,
and 135 calves less, and 8 pigs more, in the market
on the 21st of November, 1836, than on the 23d of
N^ovember, 1835.

This month's Smithfield supplies of sheep, like

those of last month, have comprised not far from
equal numbers of old and new Leicesters, Kents, and
Kentish half-breds, old Lincolns, and South Downs

;

witli a somewhat increasing number of Norfolk sheep,
chiefly polled, as also of white-faced polled Glouces-
ters ; a few pens of horned Dorsets and Somersets,
horned and polled Scotch and Welsh sheep, &c. Not
more than 130 sheep have arrived in the course of
the month, by steamers, from Scotland.

This month's Smithfield supplies of sheep have
been about equally derived from our northern dis-

tricts, Kent, Sussex, Surrey, and our western and
midland districts, with a few from the neighbourhood
of London, Those at Islington cliiefly from Lincoln-
shire, with a few from our other northern grazing
districts.

The quantity ofslaughtered meat sent from diflferent

parts of England to the London carcase markets dur-
ing the month has been great ; we ourselves, having
witnessed the arrival, on Friday, the 25th of about
1,000 carcases of slaughtered pigs and sheep from
Hull by steam-vessels, consigned to Newgate and
Leadenhall Markets; but, from Scotland, supplies
have been very limited.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL REPORT
FOR NOVEMBER.

Soon after our last report reached London, we had
(for the season) an extraordinary visitation, frost, snow,
and intense cold, which was more in quantity, and of
long'er duration, than occurred during the whole of last

winter. Every one seemed amazed, and foddering im-
mediately commenced, as it was judged to be the pre-
cursor of a severe winter, but it gave way, and since
that period, thouglt we have had incessant cold rains,

we have had few or no frosts, and very seldom any
snow, even upon the elevation of Black Hambleton
Down, 1246 feet above the level of the sea at low water.
The very uncongenial state of the weather last month,
prevented three-fourths of the fallows intended for

wheat from being sown, and it was only a little clover
lea which could be broken up ; and that in favoured
and dry situations, and the seed was rather '' daubed
in," (a term well understood in Yorkshire) than sown.
Even of this little, some has not yet appeared, and has
only felt the effects of incessant rain, and some would
sustain considerable damage from vegetating during
the frost. Ihe unsown fallows are generally unma-
nured, and soma the ridging up would not be per-
formed, and it must be exposed to the effects of the
water standing upon it during winter, which will coun-
teract much of the benefits of the fallow. Seed corn is

exhibited very smutty, but the little that has been sown,
has caused a demand for some soft samples, which
otherwise would never have met a purchaser. The
taking up of the potatoes has been equally impeded,
and the greatest part of them remained in the ground
and exposed to the action of the frosts at the latter part
of last month ; and where they were got up, they were
in a very unfit state for preservation, and under almost
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any circumstances, could scarcely be expected to keep
over year. The reports of the produce are g'enerally

unfavourable, although few decided failures have taken
place. There are certainly exceptions to this; Mr.
James Craven, of Richmond, in the North Riding-, took
up a root to which sixty-one tubers were attached, and
one of wliich weighed 2 lbs ! Very general com-
plaints are made, that tliey are watery, and very
badly tasted. Those earliest put into the ground are
certainly the best flavoured. Owing- to the deficiency

of turnips, cattle are beginning to be fed with them
instead of reserving- them for Spring, and owing
to the high prices of the grinding qualities of

barley, most of tlie labourers are feeding- their hogs
on potatoes. These are a root which takes very great
trouble to obtain, and are a source of exhaustion to the
soil, but when they are obtained, they are of great value,

especially in the Spring, when other food is scarce.

Turnips are beginning to show their deficiency very
much. The bulbs are found small and wiry, and in

some casses knotted by the continued attacks of grubs,
and root weevils. The leaves are also poor, small, and
shrivelled, and certainly we never saw the sheep trample
them down, and refuse them so much ; they seem to be
deprived of some portion of their nutriment, which
causes them to be rejected. Our stocks of sheep are

heavy, but their condition, owing to the deficiency

of pasturage through the summer, is only inferior.

Cattle of every description are also rather short of con-
dition, and prime fat is scarce. Fodder of every kind
is dear, and dealt out with the utmost care. Ploughing
is in a backward state, owing to the unfavourable state

of the weather. The pastures were never eaten up so

bare. IMangel wurzel turns up very small, and gene-
rally inferior, it has been unable to resist the effects of

the extreme variations of the weather this season. Our
markets have experienced the most remarkable fluctu-

ations during the month. At one period the demand
was such as the country were unable to supply, but the

immense quantities which were hurried in, in order to

take the advantage of the rise, and to enable the farmers

to meet their Christmas rents, has caused the prices to

flag-, but a general impression prevails, that the prices

will rally after Christmas. Servants' wages have been
high, owing to this improvement in prices, and they are

much hired up. We cannot say that the harvest is all

gathered in ; theremainsofthe bean and oatcrops, arestill

exposed to tiie effects of the weather, very much barley of

the grinding qualities comes into marketstained,and soft,

and fine samples are very scarce. It sells from 3"2s to

40s per qr. Oats are beginning to make their appear-

ance, and the old are falling in price ; the new how-
ever, in many instances are very soft, from 25s to 30s

per qr must be our quotations. Wheat comes in too

very fast, our old stacks are disappearing amazingly, and
our stackyards generally are thinning. The thrasiiing

machines are kept at work, and straw stacks are very

generally making their appearance in the county.

Wheat sells at 8s for white ; red 7s 6d to 7s 9d per bush.

Rye plentiful at 5s to 5s 6d per bush. Beef, 5s 9d to

6s
;
prime scarce, 6s 6d per stone. Mutton, S^d to 6d

per lb. The meeting of the Yorkshire Central Agricul-

tural Association did not go ofl:' with its usual eclat, the

attendance was not so great in past years, and the rise

in prices, and selling of grain, seems to occupy the

farmer's attention, more than political demonstrations.

The Poor Law Commissioners are at present in York-

shire, and have succeeded in forming unions at Beverley,

Malton, Driffield, York, Easingwold, and at Ouse-
burn, where they had united under the provisions of a

previous act, and where fifty paupers are comfortably

provided for, and rates light, they have unanimously

resolved to reject the oflferjto come under the New Poor
Law Act. Whatever may be the general working of

it, the bastardy clause is certainly the most injudicious

piece of legislation, ever stumbled upon.—Nov. 24.

REPORT FOR THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF
DEVIZES.

Seed time, an interesting and important period, is

now nearly concluded, for which the weather has

been particularly favourable ; indeed, this work has

seldom been done under more desirable circumstances

or in better manner
;
perhaps the early sowing on the

hills was rather too dry, but the late heavy rains will

be very beneficial to such in particular, and will

much improve all. The breadth sown is a fair ave-

rage, many pieces being sown with wheat when tur-

nips had failed, which would otherwise have been
left for spring corn. Winter vetches, rye, and winter

oats, are sown very plentifully to meet the deficiency

in the turnip crop, and small stock of hay. The har-

vest though hastily got in, was safely secured, and
in threshing is found to be more productive than was
anticipated ; that on the hills and poor light soils

which lost plant during the winter and spring, is a

deficient crop, but the superior yield from the vallies

will partly make up this deficiency, and the crop

may prove nearly an average. Barley also yields

well from the straw though light from the acre

;

quality not quite so good as last year. Chevalier

decidedly the best. Oats the most deficient crop.

Beans and peas not a good one. Potatoes good in

quality though not an average crop, and some few
are injured by the frost ; the price at which they sell

will prevent many from being given to pigs, gene-

rally the largest consumers.

NORTH RIDING, YORKSHIRE.
We have had all sorts of weather since our last re-

port, but a great proportion of wet ; however, as

what is past cannot be altered, we think it does not

benefit our brother farmers giving a particular account

of it, except so far as it has affected the crops. Ex-
cept on good forward soils we have had a most tedi-

ous harvest for Barley, Oats, &c., but by this time

we hope the greatest part of each will be housed,

though it it is doubtful too much haste has been used.

On high cold soils there may be some out yet, which
will not be of much value when got in. Turnips are

a partial crop ; some fields are excellent, others worth

little. In a field of 11 acres, a parf^of which was
drilled with bones alone, at the rate of two and a half

quarters per acre, another part with bones and quick

ashes mixed, and a third with quick ashes alone, the

first are excellent, second middling, and third very

bad, and very much infested with insects. Wemerely
state this, because we think every one ought to men-

tion any effects different methods have on the crops,

&;c., although it may have been noticed before With
respect to the potatoe crop we cannot say much, as

we have not seen many taken up as yet. It is with

pleasure that we can state a general advance in prices,

not that we are advocates for very high ones, but they

have been long much too low ; the general opinion is

that they are likely to continue, or, however, not

lower. In stock not much alteration.— Nov. 9.

SOMERSETSHIRE,

The extraordinary advance in the price of wheat

has naturally drawn the attention of dealers to the

quantity of corn on hand : as far as I cTan learn but

kw of the millers were prepared with large stock for

advance—the bakers still less so : in the hands of

speculators I may safely assert, that in the western

and southern part of this county, 500 qrs would ex-

ceed the amount. Little of the new wheat (which,

I think, from what I hear and see, is of mucli

better quality than the average of the rest of the

kingdom) has been brought to market, and of old

wheat, although not so large a stock-^as last year, yet

tliere is, I consider, more than the average of the

last five years, and some of the farmers are holders to

a large extent : in tlie yield of the new wheat I have

heard but little complaint, and I know that nearly

2 G 2
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40 bushels has been realized per acre. Up to last

year the growth of wheat has been rapidly on the

increase, and I think I may add the stock retained in

the farmer's hands hare been greater. I quite expect

an abundant delivery before or about the end of the

year. 1 think there has not been a shorter stock of

old beans for many years : I have dealt in the article

for many years ; never knew less brought to market

up to this time : there are a good many new in good
condition, which we may expect shortly on the

market : the price of new is 5s 6d to 5s 9d, old, 6s

to 7s ; I have heard of 7s 6d being given. Flax-

seed is in great demand, and has advanced 2s per

qr—6s 6d to 7s per bushel. Baidey is very scarce
j

the best new is worth from 4s 9d to 5s 3d. Oats,

28s to 30s per qr. Boiling Peas, 6s to 7s. Old
Wheat, top price, 8s to 8s 3d, 641bs. per bushel,

new, 7s 6d to 8s, 62 to 631bs. Flour, 48s to 51s per

sack.

—

Nov. 18.

WILTS.

Winter has commenced much earlier than usual.

Such an event as ploughs stopped by frost in October

has seldom occurred, and though the frost has not

been so hard since the beginning of this month, still

we have a continuance of winterly weather. So far

as food for cattle is concerned this circumstance is to

be lamented, as the country was never in a state to

suffer more from severe weather than at the present

time. In some respects the autumn of 1835 was si-

milar to the present, Then, we had a failing crop of

turnips, and no grass on the downs or pastures, and
so far it agrees with the present ; but ih 1835 we had
secured a good crop of hay, with a very considerable

quantity of old hay ; and now, in 1836, we are be-
ginning the winter with a bad crop of hay, and no
old hay to help it out ; so that any long frost, or such
a peculiar season for the consumption of hay as we
experienced last winter, will put all cattle masters to

great inconvenience and loss. With the exception

of some farms, where there are old wheat ricks (and
these, considering the very low price wheat has yielded

for some years past, are not many^ the peculiar fea-

ture of the times is the small quantity and size of corn
and hay ricks to be seen through the country. From
this cause, coupled with our opinion of the new crop
as stated in our report of August last, v/e do not won-
der at the start the markets have lately taken, and
the lesson to those who, from a command of capital

were enabled to bold their wheat when it sold at 17s
or 18s per 2801bs net, and did not avail themselves
of the opportunity, may be a useful one ; for though
the wheat has been sinking iu value since the year
1830 to the last year, yet it should be remembered
that " it is a long lane that is without any turning."

The low price of wheatin 1829, 1830, and 1831 ; the

low price of hay in 1833 and 1834 ; and the late very
low price of wheat, form historical truths of some va-
lue. These are commodities capable of being held

over without any great deterioation of value. When
the question arises with regard to keeping over cattle

when the price is low (as in the case at present with
sheep), tlienit is quite altered, on account of the great

expense of keeping them. Hay may now he worth 5/ per

ton, and a good down ewe can be purchased at20s. It

is probable that at Lady-day next more poor sheep
than usual will be seen, in consequence of the scarci-

ty of bay and straw. The turnips sown on the wheat
stubbles have this year no bulbs, so that the supply
to the Salisbury, Batli, and other markets is wholly
cut off. Carrots and parsnips are one-third dearer
than of late years, and difficult to be procured. Po-
tatoes are dearer at digging time than they have been
since 1829, being now worth 4s per sack. The Poor

Law Amendment Bill is "carrying out" with as little

individual suffering as any great and sudden change
can be expected to produce. In one parish, not far

from the centre of this county, 69 paupers were work-
ing in gangs, under the superintendence of a paid
overseer, on roads and in stone pits at this time last

year, at the present time there is not a man who is

able to work who is on the parish. On the prin-

ciple that " to be acquainted with particulars is the

beginning of knowledge" it would he instructive to

know the destiny of each of these 69 individuals.—
Nov. 10.

DEVONSHIRE.
As meetings are about to take place in several parts

of this county, with a view to give efficiency to the
Act for the Commutation of Tithes in England and
Wales, we beg to call attention to the accompanying
table. The prices opposite each year express the

averages of the seven preceding years, and the column
farthest on the right hand how much would have been
paid in former years for every 20s rent charge, settled

according to the average of 1835". Ifthe compositions

which have been agreed to during the seven years

ending Christmas 1835, have been calculated on
higher averages than the table exhibits, then the

tithe payers will have good ground for signing a no-

tice to the Commissioners, stating that the sums paid

for tithes will exceed the amount of the rent charge,

which should be fixed. We are the more disposed

to press this observation on our brother farmers, as

we know there has been a great reluctance on the part

ofthe tithe owners, particularly the lay impropriators,

to consent to a fixed and permanent reduction, as if

they had actually known, years ago, the provisions of

the present act, the only protection which it affords

to the payers of tithes being the prevention of that

iniquitous exaction which has been heretofore prac-

tised upon the most spirited and intelligent for the

better culture and improvement of their lands^
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twelve months. There is now a little check, but
looking- at facts which come within our own know-
ledge, we cannot believe the markets can materially

recede. The Poor Law Unions in this part of the

kingdom are working well : the idle^and improvident
bave become more industrions and prudent ; the dis-

solute and impudent more decent and civil ; for the
aged and helpless ample provision has been made,
consistently with the rights of the independent la-

bourer, and the vigilant supervision of the auditors

is fast rooting- out numerous parochial abuses. The
consequence of all this is a great and general reduc-
tion in the poor rates.

SUFFOLK.
Since our last report the weather has continued

unfavourable for agricultural pursuits, and although

in this county the harvest was -all secured (with the

exception of part of the bean crop, and a chance
piece of seed clover) wlien such report left us, yet a

fine autumn is desirable for tlie various farm opera-

tions, which necessarily must be performed at this

season. Carting- manure for wheat and for wheat
seeding-, whetlier dibling, drilling, or sowing broad-

cast, also for carting off and securing- mangel wurzel,

and m-any other kinds of work almost innume-
rable, we again state the weather has during Oc-
tober been the most untoward we ever remember to

have witnessed. At one time heavy falls of rain, at

another the ground so hard from frost, that planting

wheat could only be proceeded with during the latter

part of the day ; at another the ground covered by a

deep snow for three or four days together, wheat
sowing- is therefore not yet completed. Of the pro-

bable produce of the various crops, we see no reason

to alter our former opinion, although wheat rises well

from a given quantity of straw
;
yet when we con-

sider that that straw was the produce of a greater

quantity of acres than have been required for the last

sever-al years, to make the same sized stack, or fill the

same b-arn, we shall be surprised if many are not

deceived as to the acreable rise of their wheat crop.

The rise in the price of all kinds of grain have ani-

mated the minds of the farmers, and we hope will

give a stimulus to an improved and compensating
system of agriculture, and to the employment of the

labouring population.—Nov. 12.

PERTHSHIRE.
Winter has trodden closely on the heels of harvest

and found many unprepared. A frost, unparalleled

for intensity in October, set in on the 28th of that

month, accompanied with a fall of snow. The pre-

ceding- part of the week had been dry, and a very

great part of the late crops was, during- that period,

carried in tolerable condition. INIuch, however, re-

mained exposed in the higher districts, and even in

the earlier parts of the county beans and oats were

not all got in, nor even at this date are we able to re-

port that in any district theoperationsof securing the

crop are concluded. Although the storm in the end

of October was of short duration, frosts have been

frequent since, and rendered potatoes taking up an

unpleasant and expensive process. In the early dis-

tricts they are not yet -dll up. And we are sorry to

be informed, that in some places bordering on the

Highlands, the villagers refused to lend a helping

hand in securing this valuable root, which a slight

frost renders useless. In the Highland glens some
patches of oats still remain uncut, and fields of barley

arc to be seen here and there in the stock, the lateness

of which, exposed as it was to frost while in a green.

ish state, will render much of it useless to the malt-

ster. The loss by frost sustained by potatoes is va-

riously estimated, and they were variously affected

on different soils; those varieties, too, which jjrow

deepest in the soil were most secure. Some esti-

mate the loss at one-third, some at one-fourth, and
some at one-eighth of the whole, but the loss will be
easiest ascertained on an early turning and picking,

which the frozen potatoes unavoidably mixed with
the sound at taking up, renders necessary. We see
no reason for departing from our previous estimate of
the crop, only that as a great deal of beans were in a

greenish state, although cut previous to the 28th ult.

the frost which, on swampy grounds, indicated from
twelve to fourteen degrees below the freezing point,

will have rendered many of such useless even in

feeding horses ; to he used as seed is out of the ques-
tion. The oats, notwithstanding many failures on
highlands, will, in the cultivated districts, give a fair

return, and the quality appears good. Sowing of wheat
after potatoes and bean stubbles has been retarded till

an unusually late period, and without dry and open
weather, that operation cannot well be proceeded with.

Early sown wheat on dry bottoms exhibits a healthy
plant, but the breadth as yet above ground is incon-

siderable. In tlie corn market prices liave advanced
considerably of late. Sound samples of barley are

much in demand, and such are expected to command
higli prices. Oats are not likely to rise much in price,

being, with the exception of late situations, a fair

crop. Cattle, from the lightness of turnips, meet a

dull sale.

—

Nov. 7.

DUMFRIES-SHIRE.—OCTOBER.
The first part of the month continued wet and

very unfavourabla for harvest work. This was suc-

seeded by ten days of mild dry weather, during-

whicli much of the oat crop of this vicinity was se-

cured ; and the higher and later crops were better

ripened than could have been anticipated. On the

27th and 28th, a high cold wind from the north was
of great benefit in enabling the farmer to stack in fair

order the late corns ; and on the first of November,
there does not renrain out more than perhaps a twen-
tieth part of the crop ; of which, however, a part is

yet to cut. The last four days of the month have
been distinguished as the coldest at this season ever

recollected. The eastern part of the county was co-

vered with snow on the night of the 28th, which has

remained for three days, with a severe frost, the

thermometer, generally, in situations about 500 feet

above sea level, falling to 20, on the 31st. This se-

vere frost has of course completely destroyed the

fields of unripened oats, which on moorish soils are

to be seen in every quarter, although to no great ex-

tent. The produce of wheat falls under the lowest

anticipated estimate of it. It probably will not ave-

rage above 15 or 16 bushels per imperial acre, and the

weight 57 or 581bs. Barley, too, is an inferior sample ;

and though bulky in straw, will be rather short in

quantity per acre. The oat crop, on the whole, will

be an average in produce of bushels, but certainly

very deficient in meal. Potatoes, of which not above
a third are yet taken up, are a very defective crop.

On all light and weak soils, even though dry, they

are (exclusive of ^he loss by failure of seed) one-

third below an average ; and on wet soils, generally

more than a-half deficient. Where there is a depth

of good dry soil, and no failure of seed, they are not

much short of an average; and, what could not be

anticipated in a cold year, in general, they are pro-

portionably a better crop on the higher districts, than

on those nearer the oast. In the town markets,

they are at present selling at the unusual high price

of2s6d per cwt ; but as so great a i)roi)ortion in

this county is raised for feeding swine and other bes-

tial, the censumption of which can be much abridged,

any higher rate -at least is not to be expected during

the season,
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

CHESTERFIELD FAIR.—There was a tolerable

supply of horned cattle : good new calved cows and

those near calving, as well as prime barren cows, met
with ready sale at rather advanced prices. All other

descriptions of cattle were either disposed of at ruin-

ously low prices or driven home unsold—arising, doubt-

less, from the extreme scarcity of fodder. The
horse fair was more than usually well supplied : the

few useful nags shewn met with ready sale at high

prices, while all other sorts were scarcely noticed, and

for which there were but few purchasers. There were

a good many pigs in the fair ; for those of a large size

high prices were obtained, the smaller ones fetched less

money. There was but a poor supply of cheese, and

that but of middling quality, the average price was
from 62s to 65s per cwt.

YORK MARTINMAS FAIR.— At this annual

Beast fair there were a thin supply of fat beasts, which
met a fair sale at from 5s 6d to 6s per stone ; of all de-

scriptions of lean beasts and going-on stock there was a

great supply, but there only appeared to be a heavy
market for them, at rather a depression in prices ; there

was also some Cheviot and Masham hogs and ewes
shown, for whicli also the sale was heavy.

—

The Horse
Sjjow.—In the horse fair there was but a poor show of

good ones, which were soon sold, at good prices ; of

inferior ones there were part shown, for which there was
no demand.
At ALRESFORD GREAT SHEEP MARKET

there was but a short supply of sheep,which met rather

a dull sale, except for lambs, which experienced a ready

sale, at about the same prices as at the late Andover
Sheep Fair. Pigs were numerous, and sold at high

prices.

At BRECON NOVEMBER FAIR fat cattle went
off readily at brisk prices, but store cattle had but a

very duU sale. Pigs, of which there was a very large

supply, also went off slowly. Fat pigs, of which there

were but very few, fetched about 8s per score. Cheese,

45s, 50s, and 54s per cwt. Butter in cask and tub, Is

per lb. Hons, a slow sale ; best samples at from 5l

to 5l 12s per cwt.
WIRKSWORTH FAIR.—There was an unusual

number of cattle, chiefly store, and the few that changed
hands were sold at low prices. Good beef kept up its

price.

EASTHOTHLY.—CROSS-IN-HAND FAIR.—
There was a middling exhibition of the different sorts

of stock at this fair, but the business was extremely

dull, and no great number of sales effected. I'he prices

demanded by the Welchmen, may be quoted at about
2s D6r stoiiG«

EGTON FAIR.—The stock shown was not to

plentiful as might have been anticipated, nor of that

prime quality for which this fair is noted ; with the ex-

ception of fresh steers, which met a ready sale at high

prices. It was considered a dull fair.

At FROME FAIR there was a large supply of

horned cattle and! sheep, but pigs were not in abun-
dance. Cheese hung upon hand in the morning, but
afterwards it sold more readily, and prices may be
quoted at from 56s to 63s per cwt. ; a large quantity

was pitched. Fat beef fetched from 9s to 9s 6d per

score ; mutton, from 5d to 6d per lb ;
pigs, from 8s 9d

to 9s 3d per score. Horses were plentiful, but of an
inferior character, and, consequently, there was a dull

sale. Articles, generally, were rather at a decline

in prices than otherwise.

CHESTER CHEESE FAIR.—This fairtook place

on Wednesday last, and at no previous fair has there

been such an extraordinary supply as appeared in the

Halls this day. The buyers were numerous, but they

were somewhat reluctant to give the prices asked.

Good Cheshire Cheese sold at from 75s to 80s per cwt.,

whilst 50s to 65s was asked for middling. A good

quantity of the former was sold, but the latter, from its

inferior quality and high price, went off but sparingly.

The cheese fairs are 'held the day preceding the cattle

fairs,—that is, on the day's preceding the following

—

last Thursday in Februry and April, July 5, 1st Thurs-
day in September, October 10, and last Thursday in

November.
YEOVIL.—The quantity of cattle at our fair was

unusually small, and the quality of the beef very in-

different. The prices ranged from 8s to 9s 6d per 20 lbs,

to sink the offal, but there were but few that were of
the quality to realize the latter price ; of half fat and
poor stock there were a great number unsold. It was
a full fair of sheep, mostly consisting of ewes and lambs,
and but few good feeding wethers ; there was a dull

sale for the ewes, which were mostly inferior ; the best
lambs sold readily, particularly the Downs, which ob-
tained a marked preference over the horned ; the latter,

likely to make the same weight, only fetching 18s to

26s, and the former 20s to 22s ; there was some inquiry
for hogs for grazing, and but very few for sale. Mutton
is a dull sale, 5d to 6d per lb. There was a poor show
of horses. A fine sample of old barley was sold at 44s

;

new, 39s to 40s. Flax at Yeovil market is worth from
51 10s to 61 10s per pack • the quality of the new is not

so as good as the old. Tne linen and sailcloth trade is

brisk.

BAWTRY MARTINMAS FAIR.—This fair was
numerously attended by purchasers. Fat stock which
was scarce, experienced a great demand and fetched

high prices. There was a good supply of lean stock,

which also sold well.

The fair at Marlborough may be stated as the best

since WeyhiU. There was a large supply of sheep

;

and lambs sold briskly at an advance in price. For
ewes the demand was not so great, but they supported

the prices of former fairs. Good horses were in de-

mand, and fetched high prices, especially cart colts.

At DUNSE FAIR, there were 650 head of cattle.

There was a brisk demand for fat, but no advance in

prices. Fat kyloes were from 5s 6d to 6s, and fat cows
5s per stone. There was a number of lean cattle in the

market, and a good deal sold, prices looking down-
wards. Year and a half olds sold at from 41 10s to 6/

10s; small Highland do. 1/ 16s a-head; farrow cows
from 41 to 7/ 10s. Blackfaced ewes, fat, 13s a-head

;

Cheviot Dinmonts from 16s to 18s 6d. There was a
middling show of horses, and sales were in general dull.

KINCARDINESHIRE.—We have received the

following account of the state of the crops in the neigh-

bourhood of Laurencekirk, in a letter dated the 12th of

November:—"I have got my harvest concluded at

last, it being the most tedious one we have had since

1817. Those who had patience, and did not take in too

soon in the beginning, had the crop pretty well settled
;

but it is very different with those who had not. I hap-

pened to be one of the patient, which has proved fortu-

nate to me. I had very little in until Monday fortnight.

We began as 12 struck on Sunday night, and we only

rested nine hours until 2 on Thursday morning, when
we got it all into the stackyard. Snow came on about

6, accompanied with a very high wind, which damaged
very much what was uncut. There is still a good deal

to cut down in the late districts in our neighbourhood.

Barley is below an average both in quantity and weight

;

oats an average in quantity, but not in quality ; pota-

toes and turnips both very deficient. Our grain mar-

kets have started higher than last year, which will, in

some measure, compensate our wants. Servants' wages
have advanced greatly, owing to manufactures paying

so well ; that I should not grudge if our own trade would
follow."

—

Edinburgh Advertiser,

FAT STOCK.—Two bullocks belonging to the Duke
of Devonshire, which were exhibited at the late agri-

cultural show at Bakewell, were sold by Mr. Swaffield,
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bailiff to his grace, 'at Bakewell fair, to Mr. Joseph
Winsor, butcher, of tliat place, for one hundred gui-
neas.

PRICE OF HAY—The average price of good hay,
in Sheffield, is 7/ 10s per ton. In addition to the sup-
plies from Derbyshire, a considerable quantity has
lately been brought up from Thorne.
POTATOES.—Mr. James Craven, of Richmond,

took up a potatoe lately, wliich measured 18 inches
round, and weighed 21bs, there were 60 others of a
snutller dimension attached to the same root.

POTATOES.— (Observations by Mr. John John-
ston, Factor to the Earl of Glasgow.)— In this part of
the country, where many fields of potatoes have been
taken up since the late frost, I have observed that they
are more or less frosted, which renders them not so
pleasant a vegetable for the table. I have, however,
ascertained that potatoes that have been frosted to such
a degree as even to resemble pulp, will still yield, by
proper treatment, a pure farina, without any unplea-
sant taste or smell. I ascertained this by trying a few
of those that were frosted, which I lately gathered
from a field for the purpose of making the experiment,
and I and my family made, from the flour they pro-
duced, when mixed with boiled milk, a most excellent

supper the same evening they were gathered. I was
induced to make this experiment from my having on a
former occasion observed in a pit where the potatoes
were decayed a quantity of the farina in a pure state,

white as snow, lying at the bottom ; this I did not try

at the time, but I liave now ascertained, beyond all

probability of doubt, that, even in the highest degree
of frosting, the farina or flour of the potatoe, in which
the nutriment exists, is not destroyed. I may observe
that it is a common opinion that frosted potatoes are
injurious to cattle ; but this is by no means the case,

and they will only prove hurtful by being given in too
large quantity, which would be equally so had the po-
tatoes been sound. In making potato flour therefore

it will follow as a consequence that the process may
be shortened by exposing the potatoes to a night's

frost, when they may be mashed in place of grating
them down.—Fairley Mill, 14th Nov.

The annual prize of five soveieigns, offered by E.
Bouverie, Esq. to the tenant, occupier of land in the
county, being a member of the Northamptonshire
Farming and Grazing Society, who could show, about
the first week in November, the cleanest and best crop,
of not less than five acres, of Swedish turnips, on old
tillage land which had the preceding year borne a crop
of white grain, has been awarded to Mr. Richard Lin-
nell, of Stowe Nine Churches. The weight per acre,

after the tops and roots were cut off, was 23 tons 7§
cwt.
The sweepstakes for the heaviest crop of mangel

wurzel, of not less than three acres, on old tillage land,
after a crop of white grain, average weight of the crop
taken the latter end of October, was won by Earl
Spencer.

And the sweepstakes for the heaviest crop, of not
less than five acres, of Swedish turnips, on old tillage

land, after a crop of white grain, the average weight
of the whole crop ascertained about the first week in

November, by the judges chosen at the annual meet-
ing in September, was won by C. Hillyard, Esq.

Earl Spencer's prize of ten sovereigns to the hedge-
cutter who should cut, lay, plash, and ditch eleven

yards of hedge row in the best manner, was contended
for at Earl Spencer's farm at Chapel Brampton, on
Wednesday last, by twenty-one cutters. The judges
awarded the prize to No. i), which proved to be the
work of John Whitehead, of Leckhamsted.

The excellent bull Priam, which belonged to Mr.
Denton, of Ilarraby, but was sold at the late sale to the
steward of Lord Cortliouse, was such a general object

of admiration in Ireland that it was exhibited to the na-
tives of the Emerald Isle at one shilling per head, and
in the first day 30/ was paid for tlie sight.

THE HARVEST.-DUMFRIES.—Solate asTues-
day, the 8th current, we were astonished to find acres

on acres of crop, not only unearned, but actually un-
cut in the parish of Terregles, within three miles of the
town of Dumfries. But for the evidence of our own
eyes we could have hardly believed such a thing possi-

ble. Such, however, is the fact, and, perliaps, the re-

mark we have just made applies with equal force to the

higher districts of the parish of Irongray . On the Drum-
stinchel and some other hills,not only stooks, but stand-
ing corn appeared ; and, what is still more extraor-
dinary, matters were nearly equally bad much lower
down along the banks of the Cairn, particularly on the
farm of Waterside. In Dunscore, we are told, the
scene was quite frightful a few days ago ; every stock,
where a stook stood, was hooded with snow, and the
prospect, altog'other, as dreary and unpromising as can
be well imagined. At the same date potatoe harvest
was merely commencing—anxiety for the grain crops,
and most uncertain weather, having for weeks absorbed
every other feeling., When the soil is naturally damp
and the climate cold, the damage done by frost is vei-y

great; say a third in extreme cases, and a seventh gene-
rally. The taint of itself was bad enough, and its new
aide-de-camp. General Frost, has made, as may be sup-
posed, terrible havoc in the poor man's greatest bread
crop. The instances of failure that have fallen under
our own observation, are almost innumerable, but what
will the reader say to the following ! A farmer in Car-
laverock raised this year 11 cart load of potatoes from
the same breadth of land which last year produced 130.
This is a calamitous state of things, which, pinch as
the farmer may by giving little beyond meadow-hay to

the bestial, will occasion serious short-coming in a de-
scription of crop which Colquhoun estimated at the
annual value of fourteen millions sterling : and, if the
potatoes be bad, the turnips are so much worse that

the opinion gains ground that the return will be under
rather than above the fourth of an average. Here and
there exceptions exist ; but they are exceedingly rare,

and, upon the whole, bear tue same proportion to failure

that the prizes did to the blanks in a state lottery. A
friend, who was in Cumberland in the end of last week,
observed at every little distance fields of grain to lead,

and in a few instances patches of oats to cut, and even
barley. Where the land was dry, the natives were busy
raising their potatoes ; but in all low situations, the

water in the furrows and higher up the ridges, pre-

cluded the bare idea of such an operation. The tur-

nips, in so far as he was able to judge, are no better

than they are in Scotland, and yet, strange to say, the

prices of cattle and sheep are rising.

HOP INTELLIGENCE,

BOROUGH, Nov. 28.—Since the declaration of the

Hop duty which took place early last week (for parti-

culars we refer to the foot of this) the trade has expe-

rienced a decided alteration, and prices have fallen

fully 15 per cent. In consequence of the declared

amount being quite 15,000 above what was expected a
short time back, at the present quotations much l)usi-

ness will be done, as the holders must now meet the

consumers if they mean to sell. The growth is quite

equal to the consumption in (/Ha»tjfi/, if not in quality.

PRESENT PRICES.

^ t. j£ s ^ s.

East Kent, Poclvets, fine., 5 5 6 2 fine 7 7
Bags do 5 5 12 7

MidKent Pockets do 4 4 5 3 6 12
Bags 4 4 15 6

\Vc:ild of Kent Pockets 3 15 4 6 5

Sussex, Pockets 3 10 4 4 15

Yeailings 2 10 3 3 4 4
Oldolds 11 2 2 2 10

WORCESTER, (Saturdaij last)— It was generally

expected our Hop market would be much depressed to-

day, in consequence of the duty having turned out

more than the late estimate ; but we cannot quote

more than 2s to 3s per cwt reduction from last week's

prices, and very few could be met with even at that
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trifling reduction ; most of the planters still holding

their stock back in expectation of realizing higher

prices. It is calculated that full two-thirds of our

growth have been disposed of.

An ACCOUNT of the DUTY on HOPS of the Growth
of the Year 1 836, distinguishing the Districts, and the

Old from the New Duty :

—

DISTRICTS. DUTY.
£. s. d.

Barnstaple 46 7
Bath 7 18 8
Bedford 14117 4
Bristol 10 17 8
Cambridge 26 12 2
Canterbury 76,512 1

Chester 1 4 10
Cornwall 10 14 8
Coventrv 6
Derby JC 755 16 8
Dorset.?, 54 7 10
Essex 1,785 7 6
Exeter 4117 10
Gloucester 33 15 10
Grantham 115 16 4
Hants 10,554 15 4
Hereford 26,670 3 10
Herts 570 7 6
IsleofWight 3 13
Lincoln 2,970 18 10
Lynn 3 15 10
Northampton 7 19
Norwich 5 5 6
Oxford 61 13 4
Plymouth 11 13 8
Reading 24 17 10
Rochester 106,993 12 6
Salisbury 6,289 17 10
Salop 14 19 10
Stafford 12
Stourbridge 1,786 18 10
Suffolk 903 18 1

Surrey 52 8
Sussex' 105,715 6 2
Uxbridge 58 7 4
Wales (Middle) 226 19

(West) 11

Wellington 87 17 10
Worcester 5,843 16 2

Total £348,404 12 2

Old duty at Id 12-20 per lb 200,332 12 llf
New |d8-20 148,071 19 2

£348,404 12 2

G. A. CoTTRELL, General Accountant.
Excise Office, London, Nov. 21.

REVIEW OF THE HOP TRADE,
rOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER.

The above declaration of duty payable on this

year's growth of hops, say 200,332^ 12s llfd if old

duty, being much above what was expected some
time since, has produced a considerable fall in prices

of all descriptions of hops, except for very fine par-

cels.

It being admitted that the consumption is equal

to the present growth, particularly when hops are at

moderate rates, it is expected that a considerable de-

mand will immediately take place, as soon as the fall

in prices become generally known.
The old duty paid in 1835 was upwards of

235,000L The principle deficiency this year is in

Kent about 35,000 and Sussex 13,000, but the con-

siderable increase in Worcester, Farnbam, and the

Clays, has tended to swell the duty to an amount not

at all calculated upon by the trade.

PRESENT PRICES.
£. s. £. s. £. s.

Farnhams 7 7 to 8 10 fine 9
East Kent Pockets 5 5— 6 2— 7 7

Bags 5 0— 5 12— 7

Mid Kent Pockets 4 4— 5 5— 6 12

Bags 4 0— 4 15 — 6 6
Weald of Kent Pockets 3 15— 4 6— 5

Sussex Pockets 3 10— 4 0— 4 15

Yearlings 2 10— 3 3— 4 4
Old olds 1 1— 2 2— 2 10

HOP TRADE.
The actual duty appears to have been from 5000Z to

SOOOi more than speculators had assigned as the pro-

bable value of the crops ; 192,000/ to 195,000Zbeing the

last bets made. The duty from Kent and Sussex is

nearly one-fourth less than that of last year, as de-

tained below, the increase having been iu Hampshire,
Hereford, &c. :— 1835. 1836.

Canterbury £98,975 £76,512
Rochester 144,681 106,993

Sussex 127,458 105,715
Hants 4,386 10,554

Hereford 22,704 26,670
Lincoln 350 2,970
Salisbury 2,464 6,289
Worcester 3,480 5,943

Derby 20 755

In the early part of the season, growers flattered

themselves that the produce of the bines would be
abundant, and the duty was estimated as high as

'2b0,000l, the weather, however, proving ungenial, the

bines did not thrive as favourably as was antici-

pated, and the duty receded to 175,000? ; and
though the Hops came down lighter than was
expected, at the commencement of the pickiag,

yet the estimated duty continued to advance until it

attained the above sums, and approximated nearly the

paid amount. The stock on hand of old is not estimated

as large, the demand having been considerable through-

out the year, owing to the increased consumption of

malt liquor, which by the last official return of the malt
duty was 5,664,625 qrs, showing an increase on the

previous year of 581,750 qrs, which, taking the calcu-

lation of lib of Hops to a bushel of malt, which, aver-

aging old and new quality is a fair estimate, is equal to

20,000Z old duty, and making the annual consumption
rather more than 200,000Z exclusive of the quantity

consummed by bakers for yeast, so that the produce

this season is barely equivalent to the computed demand.
ITie declaration of the duty has not materially

affected the trade ; fine coloured Hops being scarce

and forming a very small proportion of the bulk of

the produce, have maintained their previous curren-

cies, which they are likely to continue to do ; but
middling and inferior parcels which are pressing on
the market, hang heavily on hand, and prices in

some instances depending on the offers made ; indeed

the quality of some is so poor, tliat it is feared that they

will not keep the beer brewed with them. But as con-

sumers have refrained from purchasing, they are now
likely to come forward, as the quotations are more set-

tled, which will give the trade more animation, though

a considerable disproportion is likely to prevail in the

currencies throughout the year, and a wide range to

exist between the maximum and minimum points. The
following is the duty for the last seven years :

1830. 1831. 1832. 1833. 1834. 1835. 1836.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £
88027 174864 139018 156905 189713 235207 200332

In 1736 the duty was only 46,482/., and during the last

100 years the minimum duty was in 1782, being only

14,895/. The maximum ranges having been

—

1794. 1801. 1808. 1819. 1822. 1826.

£• £• £• £ £• £
203063 241227 251089 242076 203724 269331
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURIxVG THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER.

A striking instance of the vicissitudes of our
climate, and the frustration of all preconcerted
operations of the farmer, occurred towards the
commencement of the past month, the thermo-
meter sinking below the freezing point, accom-
panied by one of the most general and heavy falls

of snow ever experienced at such an early period
of the season. All agricultural operations were
suspended ; but the frost in union with snow
proved less injurious than if the ground had been
exposed to all the intensity of the cold. The
unfavourable character of the weather enhanced
the demands of holders of wheat, and during the
first week in November, the quotations advanced
6's to 8s per qr., which communicated a fresh

impetus to all the country markets, especially in

the northern and western divisions of the kingdom,
where the currencies were already in an excited
state from the inclemency of the season. Liver-
pool vieing with the metropolis in commercial
importance, and the merchants and speculators
alive to any circumstances which were likely to

give a favourable turn to the trade, entered freely

into speculative purchases, founded on the wea-
ther, the falling oft' in tlie receipts from Ireland,

and reported deficiency of the potatoe crop in

the northern portions of that kingdom, in parts

also of Scotland and England, especially Lanca-
shire and Yorkshire, and transmitted large orders
to London and its neighbouring counties for fine

dry qualities of Wheat. Ireland also in want of

quality for immediate use, became a purchaser
likewise in Mark Lane and on our eastern coast,

prices having risen to 40s per barrel for red wheat,
orders were being at the same time executed for

Scotland ; the new wheats being mostly unfit at

the moment for millers' purposes, such a combina-
tion of circumstances naturally excited speculative
spirit, which when once aroused in English
markets is often carried beyond due bounds,
rendering trade in a fevered and heated state, and
advance rapidly succeeds advance ; the excitement
of one market infects another, which, as it were,
inflames again the one from whence the exciting
cause originated, until speculators eventually
become alarmed at their own creations. The
currencies, therefore, continiied rising 3s to 4s per
qr., until the following' high rates had been attained

at the leading markets :— In Mark Lane e.xtra fine

white wheat realized 76s, and red 68s to 70s per
qr., making the rise from the toj) range of runs of

wheat at the close of October 12s to 14s. per qr.

At Liverpool English white wheat was worth
10s 6d, and white 10s 9d to lis per 70lbs. Irish

old red 9s to 9s 6d, prime brands of flour were
worth 62s to 66s per sack; at Dublin white ad-

vanced as high as 45s, and red 42s per barrel. At
Edinburgh red wheat attained 51s to 60s, and
white 54s to 70s ; many speculators confidently

anticipated that foreign wheat would be liberated

at a nominal duty, and high prices were paid for

lionded wheat ; Danzig qualities found buyers at

50s to 56s; Elbe and Ikiltic reds at 46-;, 48s, to

oOs; stale old Odessa and Russian at 31s to M2s,

and indeed the stalest parcels on hand of any

description were not to be had under 30s. The

currences both of the free and foreign exhibited

during the middle of the month an extraordinary

contrast with the rates prevailing at nearly a

similar period last year, white English wheat being

then quoted at 42s to 45s, red at 37s to 39s, show-
ing a difference of 30s to 31s; Danzig at 20s to

26s, and red 17s to ^Os. Owing to the extent of
the speculative operations and anxiety to pur-
chase foreign wheat, estafettes were dispatched to

Danzig and other ports in the Baltic with con-
siderable orders, and buyers at home considered

themselves fortunate to obtain part of the local

stocks, particularly at Liverpool, where Danzig
wheat attained a quotation of 7s 9d, and red Baltic

fine, 7s to /s 6d per 701i)s. Towards the end of

the third week in November the mania showed
symptoms of subsiding and the aspirants for

obtaining fortunes by possession of foreign corn,

cooling their heated imaginations, a few began to

reflect in something like the following strain :—If

this chilly wet month instead of being November,
were that of June, if the then forth-coming crops

were unpromising, if the stocks of old corn were
known to be exhausted, we should have reason to

look forward to a permanent high range of

currency, and to warrant our speculative enter-

prise ; but we must not forget that the harvest in

England, taking those counties in which wheat is

chiefly cultivated, is an average produce on the

common run of seasons; that though in Scotland

the growth is deficient, especially in quality with

less land sown, yet that the stocks in many districts

are large, as well as throughout England ; that in

Ireland the crop of wheat is an average produce

for the bulk of straw, and better in many instances

than the yield and quality of last year ; but a

diminution in the amount of land cultivated and

condition inferior, with nearly exhausted stocks ;

yet on the other hand, nearly the whole of this

year's crops is now in the barns or rick yards ;

the consumption having been mainly dependent on

old wheat, owing to the condition of the new
growth ;—taking these facts into mature consider-

ation the probabilities are not in favour of the

present range of currencies being maintained at

this period of the year—to which we may add,

that farmers, whose condition, we rejoice is im-

proved, have not been compelled to force their ill-

conditioned produce on the market, and throiigh

their own necessities to depress the prices against

themselves ; but now that the quotations have

out-run their ex])ectations, having exceeded the

maximum point, which would have induced them
to sell, they will thr.ish out freely, especially those

parcels in condition, and with drying winds and

cold weather an influx of corn will ultimately be

pressed on the market, and a decline consequently

ensue : such has been the case, and M'hcat in Lou-

don has receded 8s to 10s j)er qr ; at Liverpool, Is

per 701bs, and at Dublin 6s to 7s per barrel ; hut in

Scotland, the want of fine quality of wheat has

checked the decline of the top quotations to the

same extent as experienced in Kiigland and Ire-

land. In conclusion, we may briefly remark, that

allowing the state of the crops and the stocks of

old wheat to be as we have above mentioned.
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assuming that the consumption will not continue

as lavish as has of late been experienced, the

pressure on the money market having affected the

manufacturing districts, causing a diminution in

work and reduction of labour and wages, and

therefore less capabilities to purchase bread at

advanced rates, even though the regulations of

the New Poor Law Bill may partially increase the

consumption of flour, yet we are inclined to deduce

the opinion, that the finer qualities of wheat are

not unlikely to maintain a high proportionate

range of quotation, hut that the middling and
inferior descriptions will realize much lower

relative rates, not however to the extent to reduce

the value of wheat below a remunerating point,

nevertheless having the effect of checking the

averages from obtaining a quotation, that at the

prevailing currencies of wheat abroad will permit

the entry of foreign corn, unless the appearance of

the futi;re crops should prove unfavourable. But,

as we are likely to meet the ensuing harvest with

exhausted stocks, we shall require a superabundant

produce in 1837, to enable the consumption to

proceed without eventually having recourse to

foreign importation.

We regret this month to have to notice a fact

connected with Ireland, which has been the cause

of temporary inconvenience to the agricultural

interests—we allude to the stoppage in the pay-

ments of the Agricultural Bank. At the com-
mencement of the current year we drew particular

attention to tlie Branch Banks of this establish-

ment, the beneficial results attendant on the ac-

commodation granted to farmers, enabling them
to retail! their stock and to avail themselves of a

favourable turn of the trade, which was leading to

an important revolution in the whole of the agri-

cultural population, creating at the same time a

vast change in the Irish grain and provision trade,

and producing the anomaly of advancing the

prices beyond the currencies of Liverpool and
London ; though stating that if any check was
experienced in the constantflotv of accommodation,

the influx of grain upon the markets was likely to

lead to a considerable depression. Though at i)re-

sent not the remotest doubt can exist of the

eventual solidity of the Bank, yet that class of

persons, the small farmers, depending on the Bank
for credit, are likely, in many cases, to be com-
pelled to convert their produce into money at

some disadvantage to meet their more immediate
engagements, and the belief tViat such would be the

consequence, has not been without its influence on
the trade in this cotmtry, especially at Liverpool.

The occurrence is more particularly to be regretted

as it will tend to throw a doubt upon the propriety

of granting the same degree of credit to the small

occupiers of land, though in the existing state of

society in Ireland, it might be rendered of incalcu-

lable benefit, if judiciously applied.

The depression we Lave alluded to continued un-
til towards the close of the month, when confidence

having been partly restored in Ireland, and a i'evf

fresh orders transmitted from tlience to Liverpool

and London, with a few purchases for Stafford-

shire, &c., and also Scotland, the trade made strong

efibrts to rally, the London currencies improving- 2s

to 3s, Liverpool 6d per 70lbs, and many country

markets slightly advancing. This re-action however,

was to have been anticipated, and tljough slight

fluctuations may take place until after Christmas, yet

no material rise to the extent previously experienced

is likely to ensue, though farmers, by a species of

monopoly, will be enabled to keep the supplies down

and control the markets for a time ;but this must even-
tually cease, and prices will equalize themselves.

Bonded Wheat again found purchasers ; a few fine

fresb cai'goes of Danzig at 48s, and an extra prime
parcel at b'zs, and Stettin, 42s.

Tlie new samples of Wheat which have ap-

peared have varied in quality, and been much
aftected in condition, owing to the prevailing

damp weather, added to the soft, tender state

in which many were housed, and while alluding

to the quality generally, we are sorry to observe the

prevalency of smut this season, which infects the

samples more or less throughout the kingdom. No
blight being so injurious to the miller as smut balls,

it had therefore become a material desideratum in

agricultural economy, that some method should be
adopted of cleansing the grain from this evil atten-

dant. We have lately inspected a Reeing Ma-
criNE, erected at the Mills of the Messrs. Pavitt, at

Rotherhithe, invented by Mr. W. W. Tuxford, of

Boston, Lincolnshire, which seems to have most effec-

tually attained the object in view ; the construction

of the machine being as remarkable for its simplicity

as it is for the efficacy of its operation. One ma-
chine with half-horse power can clean nine quarters

per hour, and as there is little friction in working,
the machine is extremely durable. The cleansing

properties are not confined to smut balls, but

sprouted, mouldy, and perished grains, rat and mouse
dirt, worms and weevils, are removed with equal fa-

cility, and while the loss in measure is trifling, the

improvement of the sample in quality is, in many in-

stances, from js to 4s per qr, and even more in some
instances, where the wheat is previously much de-

teriorated with extraneous matter.

The millers have not been slow in taking advan-

tage of tlie rise in wheat to enhance the price of

flour, which advanced rapidly to 60s per sack, and
some manufacturers naming at one time 65s, but not

being enabled to establish this maximum quotation,

the nominal price remained at 60s ; the succeeding

week it receded to o5s. owing to the reduction in the

value of the raw article, at which rate it remains

firm ; hut tlie short duration of the rates at 60s, is, in

part, attributable to two influential parties, who,
having made large sales at stated prices on delivery,

were anxious to keep down the quotations as much
as possible ; and wheat continuing to decline the en-

suing week, they succeeded in eftecting [their ob-

ject, which, though beneficial to the public, was
no! at all in accordance with the views and wishes of

the trade. The business latterly has, however, been
languid ; most of the country orders having been

executed early in the week, and the bakers of the

metropolis having, just previous to the rise, pur-

chased largely from our town makers, have not heen
anxious buyers.

Little Bonded Wheat has been exported during

the month, and shipments latterly, have entirely

ceased to the United States, as well from England as

the Baltic j)orts, owing to the high range of the cur-

rencies, and the sj)eculative feeling afloat in this

country, that the article will be required for our own
consumption ; it is therefore not unlikely that the

anticipation on the other side of the Atlantic, of not

receiving further supplies from these quarters of

Europe, may have a considertible effect on the value

of wheat in America, provided actual deficiency

exists to the extent represented.

The averages are now exhibiting the effects of the

advance in wlieat and other grain. In the general

averages of the kingdom, the quantities of wheat re-

ported as sold, or rather, the difterent parcels which

have changed hands, many of them several timea
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over, are considerably augmenting, having amounted
in the two latter weeks together, to 267,000 qrs, at

an aggregate average of 55s 6d to 60s 4d, making
the average of the six weeks 51s to 52s. The duties

on wheat during November have, however, only
receded 4s, being 35s 8d ; the reduction in the

duty on Barley has been 3s, on oats, 3s, on rye the

same amount, on beans, Is 6d, and on Peas, 6s.

The supply of barley, as was to have been anti-

cipated, has considerably increased the past month,
having exceeded 53,000 qrs ; and thougli at tiiis

season an active demand prevails usunllj' for the ar-

ticle, yet the trade has continued languid and the

currencies latterly receded Is to 2s per qr on the

finer descriptions, and 2s to 3s on inferior sorts.

The principal cause of this heaviness has arisen from
the high prices affixed to the finer malting parcels,

checking the purchases of maltsters. The malt
trade having renniined dull and unrelieved by the

purchases of the larger consumers, whose stock of

old malt has kept them off the market, added to the

expected import of several cargoes of good distilling

and grinding barley from the Lower Baltic and
Hamburg, and a few parcels of malting quality from
Bohemia and the Saale, has effectually prevented
any animation in the trade ; and if the dut3' remains

at 6s 4d, or should decline to 4s lOd, all tlie foreign

in warehouse and afloat will be brought free on the

market, and if the northern ports remain open longer

than usual we may continue to receive sliipments

principally of secondary and inferior quality during
most part of the winter.

The receipts of Oats from England and Ireland

have been considerably larger than during October,

and the trade having been influenced by the exten-

sive purchases made of foreign Oats, which are likely

to be admitted at a duty at the highest of 7s 9d, has

prevented any extensive ojierations, more especially

as the prices free on board in Ireland have ranged
extremely high, say from 14s to 15s 6d per brl, and
16s to 16s 6d is demanded for tlie finer descriptions.

The principal business, however, latterly transacting,

has been the re-sale of purchases previously made for

forward delivery by parties who had come in at lower
figures. During the month the fine fresh parcels of

English and Scotch Oats have advanced 6d to Is

per qr. and have come sparingly to hand, and the bet-

ter samples of Irish have slightly fluctuated, having
advanced Is per qr, and being now about 6d per qr

higher than at the close of October. Oats in Bond
have advanced 2s to 3s per qr, good fresh feed being-

noted at 18s to 20s, and Brew 22s to 25s, and prices

abroad have advanced in proportion to the reduction
in the duties in this country.

The demand for Beans has continued unabated,
and though the duties have receded and are likely to

decline to 3s 6d per qr, vet the currencies have kept

advancing, and are 4s pt'r qr Iiigher on old qualities

and fine dry new ; middling qualities also of new
have improved about Ss, sales in bond have been

made at from 40s to even 48s per qr.

The high price for all articles of feed has caused

more demand to exist for Peas
;
good boiling quali-

ties have been in limited supply, and the sale proving

free, quotations rose 5s per qr, and Grev and Maple
5s to 6s. Tlie duties, however, having declined dur-

ing the month 6s j)er (jr, and more samples coming
forward, caused the article to give way fully 2s,

making the improvement 3;3 to 4s per cp- since Octo-

ber and the trade steady.

During the month of November the following

quantities of Grain and Flour have arrived in the

port of London :

—

Wheat. Barley. Malt. Oats
qrs. qrs. qrs. qis.

English 36,029 53.085 21,455 25,089
Scotch 1,645 286 11,568
Irish ],89t 190 73,771

Total in Nov. 36,029 56,024 21,931 110,428

Total in Oct. 30,490 27,938 22,337 46,315

Total in Sept. 42,217 4,691 26,770 71,066

Foreign in Nov. 6,287 2r>55 ..., 12,626

Beans. Peas. Linseed. Flour,
qrs. qrs. qrs. sacks.

English 6,7/3 6,701 260 40,694
Scotrh ... 470
Irisli ... ... ... 50

Total in Nov. 6,737 6,701 260 41,411

Total in Oct .. 7,648 0,267 ... 33,755

Total i!, Sei.t. 3,724 4,332 17 32,1/0

Foreign in Nov. 013 314 11,176 brls. 4,078

In Canada the prices of wheat remained steady,
Upjier Canada white being worth 7s to 7s 6d per
601bs, mixed (Js 6d to 6s 9d ; superfine flour 45s,
fine 42s 6d. The weather has been extremely un-
seasonable, snow succeeding rain with frost, which,
though not severe, might, it was feared, prove in-

jurious to the potato crop.

At Hobart Town, Vim Diemen's Land, prices of
wheat had receded, being noted at 7s to 8s 6d per
bushel ; Flour had declined 3s per lOOlbs, being
noted at 27s. The weather was remarkably fine for

the operations of the plough and harrow, and a large
extent of corn land had been sown under the most
favourable circumstances. At Launceston, wheat
was held at 9s to 9s 6d per bushel, owing to a few
shipments still being made to Sydney, where, how-
ever, the currencies were ranging much lower, 10s
per bushel being the average rate ; at the same time
tliat the weather was extremely favourable for the
forthcoming crop.

At Odessa, as well as Taganrog, wheat had rather re-

ceded in value, and was noted at the latter port at 21s
per qr for hard quality ; soft quality at Odessa had ob-
tained 21s to 24s 3d in retail, with little doing ; but
hard wheat in request at 22s 4d to 22s lid, Indian
corn very scarce. Vessels were extremely scarce,
which checked the shipments from the Black Sea.
At Odessa, there were in granary abcut 267,000 qrs
of soft wheat, 25,200 qrs of hard, about 5,000 qrs
of Oats, and 4,200 qrs of Barlev, besides 14,000 qrs
of Rye.

With the exception of a few of the Southern mar-
kets in France, most of the leading markets through-
out the kingdom, having been more liberally supplied
with wheat, are either on the decline or dull, and
prices nominal ; the raw material now feeling the
decline which had already taken place in the manu-
factured article of flour, though there are, however,
some important points where the demand continuing
active, the previous rates are maintained : Soissons,
for instance, is receiving various orders to purchase,
some from the millers on the Oise, some from Ilouen,
some from Caen, and others from J5ourdeaux ; to the
present period tlie large receipts of new wheat which
are brought to market about this period assisted by
old sampling, the stocks of which are still consider-
able, have been fully sufticient to meet the currewt
wants ; but it is ])if)bable, that if the same demand
continues, the supplies in certain districts may not
prove efiuivah-nt, and then the currencies would
rapidly improve : prices at Paris are from 36s 6d to

37s 6d per qr for the better descriptions. The ad-
vance in Mark Lane, and throughout the Baltic, had
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had no effect on the Parisian currencies. At Mar-
seille, though the supplies were sufficient to meet the
demand, yet prices were supported, and the stocks
much reduced ; foreign wheat in Bond had expe-
rienced an improved demand, at rather better prices,

considerable sales having been made on delivery,

principally for the earlier months of the ensuing
year.

At St. Petersburg an improved demand had been
experienced for Rye, which has gradually advanced
to I7s lOd per qr. for delivery in May and June, with
5 to 6 roubles in advance. The new liuseed was fa-

vourably reported, both as to quantitv and quality
;

Morschansky and tlie fine qualities were offering for

delivery for July to the middle of August at 38s 5d
to 39s 9d, with 10 roubles per tschetwert advance

;

fine Moscow was also to be had at the latter price.
At Riga, Courish Wheat had been purchased for
shipment to America at 27s 4d to 29s id. Oats ob-
tained l2s Id to 12s lOd, and barley, I6s 8d to 17s
7d both of Courish growth, which is particularly de-
sirable, because it is of better quality than Russian,
and is brought to the city durhig Winter, and can
therefore be shipped first open water in the Spring.
The crops not being abundant, there is not much
probability of being able to purchase at lower rates.

Some purchases have been made of Russian and
Courish Rye at 17s 3d. At the commencement of
the past month more oi less activity had been ob-
served in the trade at Danzig for all sorts of grain,
and especially for the inferior and middling sorts of
wheat considerably higher prices had been paid,and
much higher relatively than for the finest runs ; the
ardour of buyers however had been checked, partly
by the increased demands of the factors, partly by
the lateness of the season, and the high granary rent
equal (o Is 6d per month per last, and partly by the
pressure on the money market, and difficulty of pro-
curing discounts, and consequently holding stock.
On the arrival however of advices from London of
the 4th inst., announcing the rapid rise in our wheat
trade, several hundred lasts were purchased, and
more would have been taken had not holders with-
drawn their samples ; real fine highmixed wheat of
1834, was sold at 39s to 41s, and real fine of 1835,
obiained the same rates ; the common runs of fine
highmixed realizing 36s, real good mixed 34s, being
a rise of three to five shillings per qr., and when
it is considered .hat in addition to the stocks
available, on the market there were orders
transmitted for resale of parcels in Warehouse
held for British account, it could not have been an-
ticipated that their enhancement would have been
to a greater extent. Granary rent and expenses had
advanced to 2s per last per month. Rye had only
risen to I7s 9d and 13s perqr. At all the ports, as
they approach the lower districts of the Baltic,
where later accounts of the excited state of the
English markets have been received, they have
more or less participated in the improvement. At
Stettin, the limited extent of the stocks checked the
transaction of business, but purchases of superior
quality of Polish mixed Wheat had been made at

33s, and Silesian at 3ls 6d, and prices in the Spring
were expected to rule at about 33s to 34s, unless the
quotations from England materially advanced. Bar-
ley for Spring shipment was held at 16s 6d to 18s.
Light Oats at 12s 6d to 12s 9d. At Rostock, the
stocks of fiue old Wheat are nearly exhausted, and
owners were holding firm at 33s to 34s 6d, and even
36s was named. Stained and damp Barley, not free

from smell, has obtained 20s 3d for English account.
No new Oats were offering, hut boiling Peas were
held at 25s 6d. In Holstein the prices have ad-

vanced about 3s per qr., old Wheat, or old and new
mixed, being held at 33s to 34s, weighing about 62
lbs. New Wheats for Spring shipment were quoted
at 32s ; fine Barley, secured before the rain, was not
to be obtained under 20s, and common runs at 18s
to 18s 6d per qr. Fine old Oats, 17s; old and new
mixed, 16s to 17s. new, 15s per qr. White Peas,

26s to 26s 6d. At Hamburg, the trade is partici-

pating in the excitement of the English markets,

fine old Polish Wheat having realizsd 443 6d ; and
fine old Upland, 41s ; new Upland, S9s to 393 8d
per qr. Before the departure, however, of the let-

ters, the mail of the 11th had come to hand, report-

ing an additional advance of 4s to 5s, especially in

Bonded Corn ; and though time was not allowed for

aclua 1 sales to be reported, yet the pretensions of
holdct were considerably elevated, as we have heard
of offe.f > being sent iiere, for Spring delivery, for fine

old Up/and Wheat, at 50s. Malting Barley was
held at 27s 3d for immediate delivery, and 25s lid
for Spring shipment, and extensive contracts made
for distillers and grinding qualities, for future de-

livery at the out-ports, at 18s 6d to 22s ; con-

siderable contracts had been also entered into for

Oats at 14s to 15s lOd, according to quality, and
place of shipment, from the Jahde oats were selling

at 16s 4d. In Holland wheat had advanced 6s to 7s

per qr during the last ten days, old Rhenish being-

held at 42s 4d to 43s 2d per qr. Oats had ad-

vanced, and heavy quality of 451bs had brought 22s
7d ; 431bs 19s Id to 19s 4d ; old feed, 17s 4d. The
trade has remained firm at Neio York, and Western
canal flour free sale at 43s 4d to 43s lOd per barrel.

The demand for Southern flour from new wheat, was
very limited, the quality being indift'erent. Foreign

wheats were realizing 71s 6d to 73s 4d per qr, and
a fine parcel of German in good condition, was held

at two dollars 3 2^ cents or 77s lid, being the only

large parcel left on hand on the 30th of Oct., the

market being reported steady. At Philadelphia the

transactions in flour were considerable and prices

had advanced to 42s 9d per brl, and the receipts

small. Wheat also met demand at improving prices,

which ranged according to quality, fine old, at from

73s 4d toV7s, and new 58s 8d to 64s 2d ; Rye 45s
fOd to 46s 2d. At Baltimore flour was firm at 42s

9d, but the business on a moderate scale, wheat vary-

ing as in quality from 45s lOd to 73s 4d. Clover-

seed in America is meeting improved demand owing
to the failure in the Southern States ; at New York
6d per lb was being paid, and at Philadelphia 24s

9d to 28s Id per bushel. At New Orleans flour re-

mained at nine dollars 25 to 50 cents, but at these

rates purchasers refrained from buying beyond their

immediate wants. The account showing the incireased

receipts from the interior at this city, and extensive

capabilities of exporting, are of much interest at this

particular period, being more considerable than
many would have anticipated, though no doubt the

augmenting demands of Cuba, tS'c., require a large

proportion of the surplus supplies. The following-

are the imports of flour during the last ten years. A
diminution has however occurred since the year

1834, which, except the prolific year of 1831, exhi-

bits the largest amounts of arrivals. The periods are

calculated from the 30th of Sept, in each yea;.

1827 1828 1829

brls brls brls

131,096 152,593 157,323

1832 1833 1834

brls brls brls

210,887 262,739 326,660

1830 1831

brls brls

133,700 360,580

1835 1836

brls brls

285,705 287,191
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CURRENCV PER IMPERIAI. MEASURE.
BRITISH. Nov. 1. Dec. 1.

Wheat, red, Essex, Kent, Suffolk 44 to 57 46to66
White 48 62 52 69

Norfolk, Lincolnsliiif and Yorkshire... 40 52 48 60
White, do. do 46 56 50 64

West Country Red 40 52 — —
White, ditto 47 56 — —

Nortluimberland and Berwickshire Red — — — —
White, ditto — — — —

Irish Red — — — —
Ditto White — — — —
Barley, Maltinj;, new 38

Chevalier, new 38
Distilling 34
Grinding 32
Irish 28

Malt, Brown 47
Ditto, Chevalier 64
Ditto, Norfolk and Suffolk Pale 54
Ditto Ware 61

Peas, Hog and Grey 37
Maple 38
White Boilers 38

Beans, small 41

Harrow 41

Ticks 3S
Mazagan 36

Oats, English feed 26 6d29 6d 28 6d 30

40
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WOOIi MARKETS.
BRITISH.

The English Wool trade continues in a most perplex-

ing condition, prices nominal according to the nerve of

the holder ; as nearly all the year's produce have

changed hands from the grower to the dealer, as manu-
facturers have been too wise generals this season to be

over-burthened in a retreat, as in the present re-action

the staplers and dealers have half the year's produce on
hand, and to offer any part of it at the present time is

indeed useless at any price. A reduction of Id to 2d

per lb. has been submitted to in many cases for sorts

which have been inquired after, for only in such cases

could sales be made, as in the present state of the

money market no manufacturer will purchase only just

such sorts, and in such quantities as is absolutely ne-

cessary for immediate use ; many holders however have

determined not to submit to general reduction until the

Spring, well knowing that there were no old stocks on

hand of English Wool at the last clip, and the clip of

the current year being short (in some of the dry dis-

tricts nearly a third in quantity,) that a moderate
steady consumption will take off the last clip ere another

can come in operation ; so that in all probability late

prices will be again realized in a very few months. At
such times as the present when money is scarce, and
several failures taking place, there are always to be

found necessitous and timid persons to accept any price

that may be offered ; in a few cases this has been done,

and yet some may be found to do so, yet the quantity

so available is not considerable. Upon the whole
English Wool was bought too high this last summer
for dealer or manufacturer to realise any remuneration,

even before any reaction took place, and the agricul-

turist may congratulate himself in obtaining 3s or 4s

per tod more for this wool than the dealer could make,
in consequence of the competition at the Wool Fairs,

an evil to the wool trade which will work its own cure,

or ruin the dealer on whose shoulders the present bur-

then rest heavily. Kent Wool seems to suffer most
depression, which may be accounted for by the failure

a French house, and another at Canterbury, and which
wool was probably the most unnecessarily advanced to

OS high a price,—prices may be quoted as follow :

Novkmber!. Peckmbkb 1.

Per lb. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

DownTet'x 1 9 to 1 10 1 8 to 1 9

Half-bred do 1 95 1 lOi 1 9*1 lOi

Ewes and Wethers 1 6 1 6| 1 5^ 1 6

Leicester Hogs 15 16 ! 5 1 G

Do. Wethers 1 2| 1 34 12 13
Blanket Wool 9 1 3" 8 14
Flannel 1 3A 1 8 12 19
Skin Combing 1 5' 1 7 12 16

LIVERPOOL.
Week knding November 26.

Scotch Wool.—There has been considerable more
inquiryfor Laid Highland wool this week, and although
the transactions have not been numerous, our quota-
tions have been fully supported. In cross and Cheviot
wool the transactions have been limited, and barely

support our quotation.
perstoneof 24Ibs.

Laid Highland Wool, from 12s 3dtol2s 9d
White do. do 15s 6d 16s 6d
Laid Crossed do I5s Od 16s Od
Washed do. do 16s Od I7s Od
r.aidCheviot do 18s Od 20s Od
Washed do. do 2Gs Od 2Ss Od
White do. do 32s Od 30m Od
Impnrll'or the wcelc IH bags.
Previously this year 20399 do.

English and Irish Wools continue in the same dull,

inactive state as formerly. A small lot of Irish hog
wool has been sold as Is 5d per lb., which may be said

to constitute the entire business of the week,
English Wool.—Down ewes and wethers, 18d to

19d ; Down tegs,20^d to 21 jd ; combing fleece, 18d to

19d ; combing skin, 17d to 19d ; super, skin, 18d to

19d; head skin, 16d to IBd per lb.

Irish Wool.—Irish fleeces, mixed lots, IG^d to

ITgd ; Irish wethers, 16d to 16^d ; Irish hogs, if^d to

18|d ; Irish combing skin, I5d to 16d ; Irish short skin,

14d to 16d per lb. Import this week, 20 bags ; this

year, 5,246 bags.

Foreign Wool has been rather brisker since Mon-
day last ; the inquiry has been principally confined

to Peruvian for which liolders have gladly ac-

cepted the offers which have been made. Tiie imports
of the week amount to 680 bags. The stock on hand
of foreign wool in this market is at present large, and
far exceeds the demand. Holders, to effect sales, seem
inclined to entertain any offers which may be made.

Current Prices.—Russian wool, 8M to 9H ; Odessa,
fine, 2s to 3s 6d; Buenos Ayrcs, 4d to 5jd ; Moga-
dore and Barbary, 45dto 6d ; washed Peruvian, 14d to

16d ; unwashed ditto, lid to 12d ; Portugal R., Is 5d
to is 7d ; ditto, low marks, is Ojd to Is 22d ; German
fleeces, 2s 2d to 2s 6d ; ditto assorted, 2s 6d to 2s 9d ;

ditto lambs, 2s 6d to Ss 6d ; Spanish R, 2s 6d to 2s
9d ; ditto F S, 2s2d to2s4d.; New South Wales, 2s03
to 23 9d per lb. Imports this week, 680 ; imports this

year, 44.040.

FOREIGN.
Nov. 2S.

Electoral Saxony wool, from 4s 6d to 5s 6d ; first

Austrian, Bohemian, and other German wools, 2s 8d to

3s Sd ; second do., 2s Od to 2s 6d ; inferior do. in locks
and pieces. Is 6d to 2s Od ; do. lamb's do., 2s 6d to 3s ;

Hungarian sheep's do., 23 to 2s 6d ; Leonesa
sheep's do., 2s 6d to 3s 4d ; Segovia do., 2s Od to 3s ;

Soriado.,2s toSs ; Caceres do., 2s6d to 3s ; Spanish
lamb's wool, is 6d to 23 6d ; German and Spanish
cross do., 2s to 3s 2d ; Portugal sheep's do., Is 6d
to2s6d; do. lamb's do.. Is 4d to 2s 4d ; Australian,
fine crossed do., 2s 4d to 3s 4d; do. native sheep's do.,

Is Sd to to 2s 6d ; Van Diemen's Land native sheep's
do., is 6d to 2s Sd; Cape of Good Hope do., Is6d to 3s,

POTATOE MARKET.
WATERSIDE.—SouTiiwARK, Nov. 28.—The sup-

ply of potatoes coatways during the week has been li-

mited, chiefly from Guernsey and Jersey, whence about
eight vessels have arrived and the consumption is now
becoming- dependent on Guernsey, Jersey and Devon-
shire ; from the latter county the potatoes come very
superior and take the lead of the market. From Scot-
land during the season not more than eight cargoes have
been received, and in consequence of the wet succeeded
with frost, the artiole proves very inferior, so much so,

that even the few parcels oftering are heavy sale at de-
clining prices. The very small portion of the crop in

Scotland which was lifted before the inclement weather
set in, proves of good quality, and is bearing hig-her pro-
portionate rate? than are being paid in London. Not-
with standing the short supply, the sales continue heavy,
which is to be attributed partly to the mildness of the
weather checking consumption, and in part to the ad-
vancing tendency of the quotations, which induce
dealers to refrain from purchasing in anticipation of in-

creased arrivals. No Irish at market ; subjoined are
the prices paid this morning.

Per ton.
Yorkshire reds —s to 90.=i

Scotch do 70s "-Os

Devonshire do 85s 9iU
Kidneys —s flOs

Shaws.... — s 70s

Pertr.n.
.American natives. ..^3to80s
Jersey& Guern. blues—s 65s
Do. whites 65s 70s
Chats 35s 4Ss
Irish none at market.

THE BONE MARKET.
London, Nov. 26.

There has been a steady demand all the week for

rough bones, and prices remain firm at 54s to 56s per
chaldron.

In Hull no alteration to quote.
In the principal ports on the continent no change has

taken place since last advices.

BONES.
Since our last there have passed the Sound or

Elsinore, the Great Belt, and the Holstein
Canal, ships loaded with Bones, bound for Hull, 2 ;

other parts of England, 1. For Aberdeen, 2 ; New-
burgh, 1 ; other parts of Scotland, 2.
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TURF INTELLIGENCE.
Tlie racing- season closed (the Newmarket

Houghton Meeting) under the frigid influence

of a stern commencement of winter, attended

by the unusual circumstance of a heavy fall

of snow, which, our readers are very well

aware, took place on the close of the month
of October; inconsequence, the amusement
became very much neutralized, and much
vexatious disappoint:i!ent was experienced

in consequence of the untoward and highly

inauspicious state of the weather. Nothing

occurred at the Houghton Meeting which de-

mands particular notice,if we except,perhaps,

the contest between Bay Middleton and

Elis, which ended in tiie defeat of the lat-

ter ; thus verifying our prediction. These
nags had met in the previous Spring at the

same place (Newmarket), where, after a

struggle of extraordinary severity. Bay Mid-
dleton proved the winner by a head. The
speed of these two superior nags was as

nearly equal as possible ; but their trealment

during the Summer was widely diflerent.

Bay Middleton, after his success on Ep-
som Downs for the Derby, which he won
with the greatest ease, was carefully nursed

and reserved for the close of the season
;

while Elis was subjected to a course of ex-

ertion, during that period, unusually severe,

particularly on account of the extra weight

placed on his back. How far it was wise in

Lord I'ichfield to force so good and so highly

promising a colt through so much and such

severe exertion, is a question which most con-

cerns his lordship ; but it can scarcely fail to

produce the worst effects upon his system, and

render his future running very problematical.

Elis might be said to be made up earlier than

usual, which circumstance, added to his con-

formation (being deep ribbed), enabled liim

to sustain or go through more work than

ought to fall to the lot of any three-year-old.

His future progress will be interesting, and

we shall not fail to watch it. His successful

opponent (Bay Middleton) is a splendid ani-

mal, but not so much made up as Elis, and

therefore Lord Jersey evinced good judgment

in not subjecting him to unreasonable ex-

ertion.

The Subscription Rooms at Tattersall's was
but slenderly attended during the month of

November, nor has any very great or decisive

alteration taken place in the odds since our
last publication : however, it may be remark-
ed, that Defender has erc[)t up, and stands at

precisely the same figure as Brother to Bay
Middleton and Jereed ; so that the list pre-

sents the extraordinary appearance of three

equal favourites for the Derby. Flare-up is

rising in public favour, and a similar remark
may be applied to Wintonian. We scarcely

heard the Oaks mentioned throughout the

month.

On Monday, Nov. 21, Flare-up was in re-

quest, and something was adventured upon
him at 8^ against him ; so far he might
then be said to have the call.

STATE OF THE ODDS:—
THE DERBY, 1837,

9 to 1 agst Colonel Anson's Jereed
9 — 1 Lord Jersey's Brother to Bav Midiilcton
9 — I

- Mr. Sadler's Defender
15 — 1 Mr. Gardner's Pliantasima colt
16 — 1 Lord Jersey's Flare-up
16 — 1 Duke of Grafton's Dardanelles
20 — 1 Mr. Wreford's Wintonian
20 — 1 Mr. Greville's Mango.
25 — 1 Mr. Osbaldeston's Pocket Hercules,
30 — 1 Mr. E. Peel's Clifton.

30 — 1 Mr. Wilson's Silvertail colt.

40 — i Lord Chesterfield's Miss Clifton colt.

40 — 1 Lord Exeter's Brother to Augustus.
50 — 1 Mr. Cooke's Norgrove.

We last month received an account of Not-
tingham races from an eye witness and an
inhabitant of the town, containing some re-

marks on the conduct of the judge, in his de-

cision for the King's Hundred, whicli was
given to Mundig, erroneously so, according

to the statement of our correspondent; in

justice to all parties, we insert the following

letter :

—

THE LATE NOTTINGHAM RACES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK-LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Noticing in your valuable and extensively-

circulated paper of tlie 31st of October last, a report

and some remarks as to tlie race at Nottingham, for

his Majesty's Plate of one hundi'ed guineas, between
IMundig, Sylvan, and Goldbeater, one of tlie linest

contested exertions of animal power and speed be-

tween the two former horses ever witnessed, and of

fairness of decision of the judge, I\Ir. Pyatt, tliat

man could give, in justice to whose honourable con-

duct, I feel pleasure in communicating to you, that

not a gentleman of respeclabilili/ who had bet on the

race, and who heard in wliosefavour it was given, had

the least doubt of any unfairness (f decision on the part

or the judge of such race; and that every gentleman

most honowrabiy paid his losings, without the least scru-

ple or doubt ; thereby provi7ig that they were perfecly
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satisfied that Mundig hadfairly won, and that the de-

cision was honourable to the judgment of Mr. Pyatt,

who never bets a shilling on the result of any race what-

ever ; so that it cannot possibly be said of him, that

be had any sinister vi?\v in giving other than a cor-

rect decision.

With regard to your correspondent, Mr. William

North, of Nottingham, sub-reporter or collector of

news for The Nottingham Revieiv—besides being an

excellentjudge of a race—he has ventured to impugn
the character of the judge, and to cast a most unne-

cessary and undeserving odium upon him, without

even the slightest cause whatever. It is a maxim
with you. I am happy to observe, " audi alteram

partem, (to hear both sides), and therefore, through

the medium of your valuable publication, I feel it a

duty to bear honourable testimony to the cha-

racter of Mr. Pyatt on this as on all other occasions.

From the position in which Mr. William North

Stood during the race, amidst an aniious crowd of

spectators, shouting, moving and restless, I defy him to

say which horse absolutely won the race. 1 defy

him, too, to impugn the character of ihe judge on

that or any other occasion or transaction in life ! and

as little as that worthy and officious gentleman could

do, would be to apologize to Mr. Pyatt, and the

public for the erroneous and wilful mis-statement he

has been pleased to make on this occasion.

I remain. Sir, your most obedient servant,

AN OLD SPORTSMAN.
Nottingham, Nov. 10, 1836.

Guided by even-handed justice, we insert

the following letter of Mr. Osbaldeston, and

also the decision of the Jockey Club on the

disputed event. Those unacquainted with

the circumstance to which the following com-

munications allude, we refer to our preceding

number.

THE DISPUTE AT THE LATE YORK
OCTOBER MEETING.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE YORK HERALD,

Sir.—Various reports having been circulated to

my prejudice, relative to the Ladies' Tea Service,

run for last week at York, I have to request the

insertion of the following facts in your journal :

—

First, with regard to the charge of my riding

against Captain Williams. In entering on my
defence, I beg leave to disclaim any intention of

impugning the decision of the Stewards, but as

they decided on the evidence Capt. Williams sub-

mitted to them, without giving mc an opportunity

of producing mine, it is necessary I should trouble

you with my statement.

In all cases of crossing or jostling, the jockies

are invariably examined, and their evidence is

generally conclusive. The four jockies nearest

Capt. Williams when he fell, were Mr. Kent, Mr.
Sirdefield, Mr. Robinson, and Mr. Whitworth, all

of whom can prove that I was not near Zebetta

when she fell, necessarily it is impossible I could

be the cause of her falling. As I was next to

Algiers (at the time of the accident) who was
leading, I can only state Mr. Kent's and Mr.
Sirdefield's account of the collision. Mr. Kent
says—at the turn, Capt. Williams and he both ran

for an opening, which Mr. Kent obtained inside,

directly behind my horse, Zebetta being on his

right, who ran into the heels of Mr. Sirdefield's

horse, and fell outside of all. Mr. Sirdefield

thought that Zebetta clipped up, but be that as it

may, all the four riders agree that I had nothing
to do with Capt. Williams's fall. Capt \Villiams

charged Mr. Sirdefield at the distance post with
throwing him down, within the hearing of several
gentlemen who can prove it.

Another most groundless and malignant report
was in circulation, viz. that Patriot and Whitefoot
both belonged to me, and that I ran against

Zebetta, on purpose that Whitefoot should win.
Rlr. Dawson can prove whether I ever asked him
the price of Patriot ; and those persons who enter-

tain such an erroneous opinion as my running
against Zebetta on purpose, had better try the
experiment among themselves, or endeavour to

persuade the jockies to do so. Mr. Robinson was
commissioned by me to back Zebetta and Patriot,

which ho did ; and he can state I told him I

thought Zebetta could not lose. I never backed
Whitefoot for a shilling ; and I had to pay Mr.
Robinson for my losses on Zebetta.

It is also necessary te state why I rode Patriot

and not Whitefoot. At Heaton Park I promised
Mr. Dawson to ride for him at York, and I wrote
to say that I did not think I should run Whitefoot
at all. When I reached York, I agreed to ride

Patriot for him, not intending to run Whitefoot.

On JMonday night previous to the races, I told Mr.
Kent and a party of friends I should not run, but
they prevailed upon me to do so. I then said to
Mr. Kent " You must ride him, as I have promised
to ride for Dawson, but I would rather ride my
own, as Dawson might think I would not try to

beat Whitefoot." I named this to Dawson, and
he said he had no such idea ; but I told him the
public might if Whitefoot won. He said if Mr.
Kent would ride Patriot he would give me up ;

but Mr. Kent could not ride the weight, so I was
obliged to ride Patriot. I mentioned this arrange-
ment to Mr. William Scott, and my objections to
riding Patriot ; but he said as Mr. Kent could not
ride the weight, he thought I was bound to ride

for Mr. Dawson.

I am, your obedient servant,

GEORGE OSBALDESTON.
Ebberston Lodge, Oct. 27.

DECISION OF THE STEWARDS OF THE
JOCKEY CLUB, ON THE RACE FOR
THE LADIES' TEA SERVICE, AT YORK.
—IN FAVOUR OF WHITEFOOT.

We are of opinion that the Judge, upon finding
that he could not see to judge the race from his
Chair, ought to have made a representation to
that eifect to the Stewai'ds, provided there was
still time for him to do so ; but as there appears
to be no grounds for doubting that his final

judgment was correct, and no suspicion attached
of any intentional misconduct on his part, and
as we think that if the Stewards had been
appealed to, they must have sanctioned the
course which was adopted by the Judge, we are
of opinion that the decision ought to stand good.

CSigned)

LICHFIELD )
Newmarket, C. C. GREVILLE ^-Stewards.

Nov. Ut 1836. CHESTERFIELD J

Printed by Joseph Rogerson, 24, Norfolk Street, Strand,
London.



NOTICE.

The unadvoidable absence from Town of the Editor of The Farmer's Maga-

zine, upon urgent business, has prevented him from completing the further Practical

Directions on the Tithe Commutation Act, which he proposed to give in the

present Number. They are, however, nearly ready, and will positively appear in

the Number for November.

The COMMON FIELDS INCLOSURE ACT would not be complete with-

out the two preceding Acts upon the same subject, which are " made part of this

Act." These Acts will be given in the next Number of The Farmer's Magazine

and will be accompanied with Index and Notes explanatory of the present state of

the Law on the subject of Inclosures.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

As the recent Statute for facilitating the Inclosure op Arable Fields, &c.

(the 6 & 7 W. IV., c. 115,) does not embrace the whole of the law upon this subject,

it has been deemed best, for the purpose of ready reference, to add the three other

Statutes, wherein the law will be found ; and which, together, may he said to embrace

all that is requisite to enable persons about to engage in inclosing any open fields, to

inform themselves upon the necessary mode of procedure.



ANALYSIS OF THE NEW INCLOSURE ACT.

This act, the 6 and 7 Will. 4, c. 115, is intituled

" An act for facilitating the inclosure of open and

arable fields in England and Wales." Its object is

to authorize the inclosure of commons with the con-

sent of a majority of the proprietors of rights of com-

mon, and without the trouble and expense cf an act

of parliament. The consent inclosures that it con-

templates are of two kinds—inclosures with the

assistance of commissioners, and inclosures without

the assistance of commissioners. But the greater

part of its provisions relate to the former kind of in-

closures.

1. INCLOSURES CONDUCTED BV COMMISSIONERS.

Preliminary Proceedings.']—A public meeting of

the proprietors and parties interested is to be called,

for the purpose of taking the proposed inclosure into

consideration, by a notice signed bj^ three proprie-

tors, and affixed to the door of the parish church,

and advertised in a newspaper of the county, four-

teen days previous to the meeting.—s. 1.

The parties tvhose consent is necessary, and the man-
ner in which it is to be giveti.]—Two-thirds in number
and value of the proprietors of rights of common, or

other rights in the lands to be inclosed, must give

their consent to the inclosure— s. 1. The value is to

be ascertained by the assessments of the poor-rates

for the current year, if made according to the full

annual value, but if not, or if the lands are extra-pa-

rochial, then according to the full annual value of the

lands and rights to be affected by the inclosure.

The estates and interests in the rights over the

common, which enable parties to consent to inclo-

sures, are, an estate in fee-simple or fee-tail, or for

life or lives, or by curtesy, or any other freehold, or

for years determinable on a life or lives, or for a

term of years whereof one hundred years are unex-

pired, or any analagous copyhold estate or interest,

—s. 2. But the consent of a person having a less

estate than a fee-simple or fee-tail is not good to

make up the two-thii-ds, Avithout the additional con-

sent of the person entitled to the next vested estate

in remainder or reversion, whether legal or equita-

ble—s. 2. And the consent of the incumbent, in

respect of land held in right of a benefice is not

good to make up the twolhirds. wilhoui ilie consent

of the patron and ordinary. In (ho case of a crown
living of above 20/ a year, in the king's books, the con-

sent of the first lord of the treasury, and in that of a

crown living under 20i a year, the consent of the

lord chancellor, is requisite—s. 2.

The consent of persons under a disability, as in-

fants, idiots, lunatics, and femes covertes, may be

given by their respective guardians, trustees, com-

mittees, and husbands—ss. 1 & 2.

The parties are to give their consent in writing

under their hands ; and persons may be consenting

parties, who were not present at the meeting— s. 1.

Appointment of the Commissioners,']—After the ne-

cessary consents are obtained, the majority of the

proprietors or their agents, are, at a meeting to be

called for the purpose, to appoint one or more com-

missioners—s. 3.

In case of death, resignation, &c., new commis-

sioners are to be appointed by a majority of the pro-

prietors, or their agents, at a public meeting called

in like manner as the preliminary meeting. But, if

no appointment of a new commissioner be made in

this manner within two mouths, then a new commis-

sioner may be appointed within another month by

the remaining commissioner, by writing under his

hand— s. 3.

(Qualification oath, and payment of Commissioners.]—
They must be persons who are not interested in the

inclosure—s. 3. The commissioners, umpire, and

surveyors, are to take an oath in the form prescribed

in the 6th section. The commissioners are to be

paid three guineas a day, or by a gross sum by

agreement with the proprietors— s. 10.

Powers and duties of Commissioners.]—They may
appoint a clerk—s. 4. Where there are two com-

missioners, they are to appoint an umpire, to decide

in matters upon which there shall be a difference of

opinion between them— s. 5. They are to appoint

the time and place of their attendance, and of meet-

ings, and give notice thereof in the manner pre-

scribed—ss. 7 & 8.; and, if necessary, adjourn

meetings— s. 7.

The commissioners are authorized to determine

disputes between the parties concerning the rights

or interests which they may respectively claim in

the lands to be inclosed, or concerning any other

matter relating to the inclosure ; but not to deter-

mine the title to any estat

any right between the parties contrary (o (he posses-

sion, except in cases of encroachments made withiu

twenty years previous—s. 19. But they may de-

termine disputes respecting encroachments within



t'vf eaty years— s. 20, and may ascertain and adjust

the respective rights of the proprietors over the

common in such manner as they shall think just and

expedient, subject to the regulations of the act—s.

26. They are empowered to award costs against a

party whose claim or objection is disallowed, and,

upon refusal to pay them, to warrant the levying of

such costs by distresses—s. 16.

Proceedings in the Inclosure]—Four-fifths in num-

bers and value of the proprietors may agree upon the

adoption of any previous plan, map, admeasurement,

or valuation— s. 11, and upon the rules for the guid-

ance of the commissioners or umpire—s. 12. But

any proprietor may appeal against such agreements

to the next quarter sessions, or, if they shall be held

within one month after the agreement to the next

following sessions, on giving notice to the commis-

sioners of his intention to appeal, seven days pre-

vious to the sessions. And, if the decision be in

favour of the appellant, any party may withdraw his

consent, by giving notice in writing to the commis-

sioners within twenty-one days after the decision :

and, if the number of consenting parties be thereby

reduced to less than the requisite two-thirds, the

agreement for inclosure shall be at an end— s. 13.

Any of the parties may object to the account or

claim of any other party, by a writing of which two

parts are to be signed by the party objecting, and

one of them to be served upon the other party or

his agent—s. 14.

If a party be dissatisfied with any determination

of the commissioners, the party dissatisfied may give

notice thereof in writing to the commissioners and

to the party in whose favour such determination was

made, within thirty days after the determination

shall have been notified to the parties interested, and,

upon such notice in writing being given, bring an

action upon a feigned issue against the person in

whose favour the determination was made, at the

then first or second assizes for the county ; and the

verdict in such action shall be final and conclusive

upon the parties and the commissioners. But, if no

such notice be given, or action brought or prose-

cuted, within the time limited, the determination of

the commissioners shall be binding and conclusive

—s. 17. Such actions are not to abate, or to be pre-

vented from being brought by the death of the par-

ties originally interested— ss. 17, 18.

No such difiference, suit, or proceeding, nor any

dispute respecting the title to any lands, is to impede

or delay the commissioners in carrying on the inclo-

sure—s. 17.

Land cultivated as an orchard or garden, or on

which any building has been erected, or which has

been inclosed by agreement with the commoners, is

not to be allotted to any other person than the actual

proprietor, without his consent in writing—s. 23.

Compsensation is to be made to the owner or

tenant of land to be allotted, by the allottee, in com-
pliance with the commissioners' order in writing for

growing crops, and the tillage and manuring of

lands, and the loss of any following or way-going
crop; and, if such compensation be not duly paid,

the commissioners may issue their warrant for levy-

ing the same by distress upon the goods of the person

making default— s. 25.

The commissioners, immediately after their ap-

pointment are, by a writing under their hands affixed

to the door of the church, or other conspicuous

place, to publish orders respecting the course of hus-

bandry to be pursued in the lands to be inclosed,

and for preventing waste and destrucMon therein,

and are empowered to enforce such orders by inflict-

ing a penalty upon the offending pnitynot exceed-

ing bl an acre—s. 24.

The commissioners are to allot tlio common lands

unto and amongst the proprietors in proportion to

their several rights, and the true value thereof, and

in lieu and satisfaction of such rights—s. 26.

At the desire of several proprietors, the coramii-

sioners may set out their allotments together in one

plot, distinguishing their several portions by metes

and bounds, but not requiring them to make any

subdivision fences— s. 27.

The commissioners are empowered to ascertain

and set out the boundaries between the lands to be

inclosed and adjoining lands— s. 28 ; and also to set

out the rights of herbage in the private roads through

the inclosure to such persons as they shall think

best— s. 29.

Where one allottee has too great and another too

small a proportion of boundary fences allotted to

theifl, the commissioners shall direct a compensa-

tion to be paid by the latter to the former, in erder

to apportion the expense rateably— s. 32.

The commissioners are to avoid leases at rack

rent of the lands to be allotted, so as satisfaction be

made to the tenant by the landlords ; and are em-

powered, with that view, to apportion the rent pay-

able under such leases, either with respect to the

time elapsed since the last rent-day, or in proportion

to the part of the land as to which the lease is de-

termined— s. 34.

The commissioners are empowered to improve the

ditches, drains, watercourses, &c., or make new

ones (the expenses to be raised and defrayed as part

of the expenses of executing the act,) and to order

by whom they shall be in future maintained, and to

divert any streams or watercourses within the allot-

ments—s. 38, and , if necessary to carry the drains

through land not comprised in the inclosure, com.

pensation being made for damage done to such land

—s. 39.

The commissioners are to make and execute

awards, with map annexed, which are to be deposited

in the parish church— s. 51. The award is also to

be inroUed, as required by the 41 Geo. 3., c. 109

—

s. 51, and the provisions of that act generally, and of

the 1 and 2 Geo. 4. c. 23, where applicable, are

adopted for effecting the purposes of the consent in-

closure under the present act— s. 52.

Allotments in respect of Church Property.)—Hec-

tors and vicars are empowered, with the consent of



the patron and ordinary, to erect buildings and

make fences upon the allotments in right of their

benefices (which buildings are to be insured in a

London five office,) and by deed or writing- under

their hand, attested by two witnesses, and with the

consent of the bishop of the diocese, to charge their

allotments, and the buildings erected thereon, with

such sum of money, uot excpeding two years' value

of the allotments, as the commissioners shall thinlj

necessary for defraying- the expenses of sucli build"

ing and fences, and of carrying- this present provi-

sion into effect ; and to raise such money by a mort-

gage for years of their allotments; and are requiied

to pay oft" every year one-thirtieth part of the money

so borrowed, and keep down the interest of the loan :

and the persons lending the money are to have

powers of distress and entry upon the premises for

the recovery of the principal and interest—s. SO-

Rectors and vicars are also emjiowered, with the

consent of the bishop and patron, to lease their al-

lotments for twenty-one years— s. 31.

Exchanges, and communication of fitZe.]—The act

gives the commissioners ample powers for effecting

exchanges of lands within the parish where the in-

closure is made, for other lands in that or adjoining

parish—s. 35., and defraying- the expenses of such

exchanges—s. 37, and contains clauses worded in

the most comprehensive manner for communicating

to the allotments -and the lands taken in exchange

the title— s. 33, and the tenure— s. 36, of the lands

in respect of which such allotments and exchanges

shall have been made.

Sale before the award.']—The 45tb section enables

the allottee to mortgage, sell, demise, or dispose of

his allotments before the execution of the award)

and authorizes the commissioners to allot them to

the purchaser ; and declares, that, if not so allotted,

the conveyance shall he valid and effectual in law,

though made before the execution of the award.

This clause, therefore, enables the allottee to transfer

the legal estate in the allotment, by any kind of dis-

position, before the award.

Expenses of the Jncloiure.]—The general act of the

•11 Geo. 3, enables tenants for life and other persons

in possession, but not having the absolute interest

to charge their allotments with the expenses of the

inclosure to the amount of 5/ per acre. The present

act empowers the commissioners, at the request of

sucli parties, to sell part of their allotments for the

l)uri)ose of defraying- the expenses, though part of

(lie allotments are in one parish and part in another

— s. 47 ; and to convey the part so sold to the pur-

chaser in fee-simple— s. 46. But no sum shall be

raised by sale, or jiaitly by sale and partly by a

charge under the 41 Geo. 3, exceeding the amount

of 5/ an acre in tlie allotments, the expenses wlierof

are tluis sought to be defrayed—ss. 47, 48.

'J'he expenses of tJie inclosure are to lie paid by

the proprietors in such proportions and at such times

as the commissioners shall order, giving thirty days

notice before tiie time of payment— s. 49. Persons

whose respective allotments slull not exceed two

acres, and shall have been thrown together, are not

to be liable to any part of the expenses. And four-

fifths in number and value of the projirietors may

agree at a general meeting that persons whose allot,

ments shall not exceed five acres each, shall be ex-

empt from any part ofthe expenses— s, 49,

Commissioners' accounts.']—^The accounts ofthe com-

missioners are to be annually laid before three jus-

tices of the peace for tlie countv, to be examined and

allowed by them ; and the commissioners shall not

retain out of monies received by them more than one

third of the allowance to themselves or their clerk,

till after six months from the delivery of the award

—

s. 30.

Appeal.]—Parties aggrieved by anything done un-

der this act may appaal to the quarter sessions*

—s, 53.

Lands that may be inclosed.]—Any open and com.

mon arable fields (including any unfilled slips or

balks therein), or any common meadow or pasture

lands known by metes and bounds or occupied ac-

cording to known and legal rights— s. 1, and lying

in the parish where the inclosure is carried on, or

in any adjoining- parish within two miles—s. 3, may
be inclosed. Encroachments within twenty years

are to be included in the inclosure—s. 20, unless

they have been taken or used for the site of a school-

house, or for other charitable purpose— s. 21. But

lands inclosed from the common for more than

twenty years are to be deemed old inclosures—s. 22.

With a laudable care for the health and recreation

of the inhabitants of densely peopled towns, it is

provided that the act shall not authorize the inclo-

sure of any commons within ten miles of London, or

within one mile of any city or town of 5,000 inhabi-

tants, or within one mile and a half of any city or

town of 15,000 inhabitants, or within two miles of

any city or town of 30,000 inhabitants, or within two

miles and a half of any city or town of 70,000 inhabi-

tants, or within three miles of any city or town of

100,000 inliabitants : the population, in each case, to

be ascertained by the last parliamentary census, and

thedistance to be measured from the town-hall, or the

catliedral, or the market-j)lace of the tovi n— s. 55.

ir. INCLOSUUtS WITHOUT -iHli INTERVENTION Or COJI-

MISSIONEItS.

Seven-eighths in number or value of the persons

interested in the common , having such estates and

interests as are required for tlie purjjose of consent-

ing to the other kind of inclosure, may, by them-

selves or their agents, or if under a disability, by

their husbands, guardians, or committees, at a public

meeting to be called for that purpose in the same

manner as the jireliminary meeting for the other in-

closures, enter into an agreement for the inclosure

of the common under the provisions of this act, but

without the intervention of commissioners—s. 40.

A sclu'dule of the land intended to be inclosed,

containing n correct desciiption thereof, and signed

by the persons proposing and consenting to such in-

closure, and, where any of the parties have a less

estate than a fee-simple, then accompanied by a copy
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of the settlement under which they are entitled, is to

be deposited with the clerk of the parish and clerk

of the peace of the county ; and a notice of the in-

tended inclosure and of the schedule having; been so

deposited, is to be advertised in the county news-

paper at three times in three successive months, and

affixed on tlie church door, or in some conspicuous

place for three successive Sundays after the schedule

shall have been so deposited— s. 41.

Compensation is to be given for rights of common

to all persons, nhetlier consenting parties to the in-

closure or not, who are possessed of such rights,

and shall sign the schedule— s. 40. The compensa-

tion may be given in money or otherwise : and any

person in possession of land in respect of which com-

pensation is to be given, or having rights of com-

mon whether as tenants in fee-simple or fee-tail,

or for life or lives, or any freehold estate, or for years

determinable on lives, or having a personal right

merely, may give their consent to the nature,

amount, and manner of the compensation—s. 42:

the consent of parties under a disability or having

a limited interest only, to be given in the same man-
ner as with respect to the first kind of inclosures

—s. 42.

Persons objecting to such inclosures may state

their objections in writing, and deposit them with

the clerk of the peace, within six months after the

last notice of the deposit of the schedule— s. 43.

And the objections shall be heard and determined by

the justices at quarter sessions— s. 44.

Subject to such right of appeal, the inclosure, im-

mediately after the expiration of the notices of the

deposit of the schedule, is to be as valid and effec-

tual in all respects as if it had been effected by means

of commissioners—s. 40,

The o3rd section of the act communicates to lands

assigned r,s a coinpensi'.tioii under these inclosures,

the title of the lands in respect of which such

assicrnments shall be made. B.



ON DEFECTS IN TITLES UNDER IN-

CLOSURE ACTS, AND THEIR PAR-
TIAL REMEDY OR PREVENTION
BY RECENT STATUTES.

The nuiut-'ious and complicated difficulties tliatbosot

tiie deduction of titles to land allotted under com-
missions of inclosure, Jiave originated in the first in-

stance from certain material omissions in the general

inclosure act of the 41 Geo, 3 ; but are attributable,

in a still greater degiee, to the partial and diversifi-

ed manner in which the local acts of inclosure liave

attempted to reuiedy and suppl}'^ those omissions.

So that, besides the evils flowing from the original

imperfections of the statute of Geo. 3, and arising

inevitably, in such a proceeding as an inclosure,

from the complexity of the interests and rights which
it must afiect, the titles derived under each inclosure

take a new and particular colour from the manner in

which the local act has been framed, and the com-
parative care or remissness with whicli it has hap-

pened to be drawn. And, instead of the judicial

interpretations of a single statute, which might have
gradually expanded and adapted its provisions to

the exigencies of the case, or suggested from time to

time the requisite legislative amendments, we are

hampered with the inconsistent and defective

clauses, and the doubtful construction of as many
acts of parliament as there have been inclosures,

which are stated to amount to as many as five

thousand.
To illustrate this b)' an example :—The 7t]i section

of the general act simply provides that the commis-
sioners shall maka the allotments "unto the person
or persons who at the time of the inclosure shall have
the actual seisin or possession of the lands ia lieu

or in right whereof such allotments shall be made,"
without any provision respecting the title or quality

of estate which the allotment shall assume. And it

seems to have been contemplated, that, whatever
were the nature of the interest which the allottee

himself possesseil, the allotment would enure ac-

cording to the actual title of the land in respect of
which it was made.

But it has been considered in practice, that, if the

allotment be made to a person having a particular

interest only, the legal estate in fee would vest in

him : in trust, nevertheless, for the person or per-

sons entitled to the reversion, according to their

several and successive estates in the original land.

For the purpose of avoiding this inconvenience,

most of the local acts contain a clause communicating
to the allotments the title of the lands in respect of

which they are allotted ; and the effect of this clause,

to whomsoever the allotment is made, is, to carry

the legal estate according to the actual limitations of

the original estate. Thus, where copyholds were
granted for lives, an award making an allotment to

one of the persons entitled for life, though not then

in possession, gave the legal estate therein to the

several persons entitled in succession to the copy-
hold tenement.

—

Doe v. Hellard, 4 M. tS: R. 736,

9B.and C. 789.
This clause is worded in a very different manner,

sometimes more and sometimes less comprehen-
sively, in different acts. So that cases may fre-

quently occur which the provisions of some acts are

calculated to embrace, while those of others do not
apply to them. In the case of Dee d. Lotces v.

Davidson, 2 M. and S. 175, the inclosure act contain-

ed a proviso, that the allotments should be held by
the allottees to the same uses and for the same

(States as the original lands. But it was nevertheless

held, that alloltments to copyholders in respect of

their copyhold tenements were of freehold and not

copyhold tenure. And the same decision was made
in the case of Toumley v. Gibson, 2 T. R. 701, though

there was a clause in the act providing that the in-

closure should not " defeat the lord's seignories in-

cident to the manor." In more modern acts, indeed,

it is usuall}' provided that allotments in respect of

copyliolds, shall be of copyhold tenure. But, where
this provision is omitted, which not unfrequently

happens, this strange anomaly and confusion results

—that the allotments in respect of copyhold lands

are freehold, yet subject to the seignorial rights of

the lord of the manor, and to the uses and trusts of

the old copyhold title.

Even where the clause in the local act, com-
municating the title of the original lands to the

allotments in respect of them, is expressed in the

most ample terms, it can of course only have the

effect of clothing the allotments with the uses sub-

sisting at the time, and not with any that shall arise

under future conveyances. But it frequently bap-

pens, that, in conveyances made afterwards, and
particularly in assignments of terms, the old descrip-

tion of the estate is retained, without any allusion to

the new allotments. And therefore it may be doubt-

ful whether they are comprised in such conveyances

and assignments. And, though the ancient rights of

common mighi well pass under the name of " ap-

purtenances" to the land ;
yet it will be at least

disputable whether the allotments are comprehended
in that term, since land cannot be appurtenant to

land ; and, even in a will, a clear intention must be

shown to extend the word " appurtenances" beyond
its strict technical sense."

But, if there are some difficulties whicli the clause

in question fails of obviating, there are others that

are even aggravated by the very potency of its ope-

ration. By the 6th section of the general act, it is

required that all persons claiming rights of common
in the lands to be inclosed, shall, previously to the

inclosure, send in si written claim, particularizing

such rights, and the lauds in respect of which they

claim, and " for what estates and interests they claim

the same respectively, distinguishing the freehold

from the copyhold or leasehold." The statute goes

on to say, that, in case of non-compliance with these

requisitions, the party " shall be totally barred and
excluded of and from all right and title in or upon
such lands so to be divided, and of and from all

benefit and advantage in or to any share or allotment

thereof." It would therefore seem, that, if the

claimant omit thus to distinguish the titles and
tenures of the lands in respect of which the claim is

made, and an allotment be consequently made in

respect of two or more estates held under different

titles, there is ground for contending that the allot-

ment is invalid. But, however this maj' be, the

practice which is very frequent of making allot-

ments to a proprietor without distinguishing the

property in respect of which they are made, is pro-

ductive of the utmost confusion and complication of
titles. I'he estate in respect of which the allotments

are made, may be composed of several portions, j)art

freehold, part copyhold, and part leasehold, and de-

rived under several titles : and, since it is not dis-

tinguishable which part is allotted in respect of

which, the whole of the allotments will be subject

to all those titles ; and it will be impossible to show,

to the satisfaction of a purchaser, of what tenure any

particular ])art of the allotted land is, whether free-

iiold, copyhold, or leasehold.

Similar difficulties arise with respect to exchanges

of land under inclosure acts. Where the act does
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not contain a clause communicating' a reciprocity of
title to the lands given and taken in exchange, it is

at least questionable, whether, as between vendor
and purchaser, both estates ara not subject to botli

titles : and, since the general act contains no express
provision on the subject, it seems to depend upon
the manner in whicli the local act is worded , whether
freeholds can be exchanged for copyholds ; and, if

they can, wliether the freeholds become copyholds,
and the copyholds are converted into freeholds. And
it was not decided until very lately, that the com-
missioners may award land in exchange partly for

otherlandandpartly for money

—

Doe d. Loi-d SuffieUl

V. Preston, 7 B. & C. 392, 1 M. and R. 713. ' But
the exchange clause does not authorize the commis-
sioners to make an allotmant to a proprietor for his

rights of common and an old inclosure to be given
up and allotted in exchange : and therefore the title

to an allotment made in such a manner would be de-
fective— Trfw^^eW V. Tharp, 10 B, and C. 785.

Under the provisions of the 35th section of the
general act, the legal title to an allotment is not ac-
quired until the execution and proclamation of the
commissioners' award. And, even where the local

act authorized the allottees to sell and convey their

interests before the award, and the commissioners to

allot to the purchasers, it was held that these provi-

sions did not sufficiently countervail those of the

general act, to vest the legal freehold in the allottee

before the execution of the award

—

Farrer v. Billing,

2 B. & Aid. 171. The award, however, has such
a relation back to the date of the act as to giva
effect to a conveyance of the land made between the
passing of the act and ihe award

—

Doe d. Dixon, v.

Willis, 3 M. and P. 24, 5Bing. 441. But, if the
act does not authorize a sale before the award, the
allottee has not, until the award be made, a title which
a purchaser can be compelled to take.

It is also extremely doubtful, in general, whether
the allottee can devise his allotment by a will made
between the passing of the act and the award ; and
it must always be a question, in the particular case,

whether the local act is worded in a manner ample
enough to give effect to such a disposition. It is evi-

dent that the clause communicating the original title

to the allotments cannot help us here ; as that applies
only to wills subsisting and in force at the time of
the passing of the act, and not to any future disposi-

tions. Yet, independently of the aid which, in cases
arising under modern inclosures, may be derivable
from the clause now commonly inserted, enabling
the allottee to charge or dispose of his allotment
previously to the award, there seems to be ground
for contending that the same relation of the award
back to the time of the passing of the act, which
effectuates a conveyance, would also give validity

to a will made in the interval, if the will contain ex-
pressions applicable to the new acquisition. Or, if

the doctrine of relation should not be thought ap-

plicable to the case, it might, we think, be maintain-

ed, that a devise of the equitable interest, which it

is admitted the allottee has before the execution of

the award (see Cane v. Baldwin, 1 Stark. 6o), would
not be revoked in equity by the mere accession of

the legal estate under the award, as, from the nature

of the case, it must be acquired in a shape exactly

analogous to the previous equitable interest. But
these are points which are still undecided, and
therefore leave a title to allotted land, which depends
upon a will thus circumstanced, liable in many cases

to the doubts thai they involve.

The general act requires that the award shall be
inrolled within twelve months after the execution

;

and the strict observance of this formality is neces-
sar)' to the validity of the award. It has, however,
been decided, in the case of Casatnnjor v. Strode,

5 Sim. 57, i M. and K. 706, that the general in-

closure act, so far as it enacts that the commis-
sioners' oath, and the appointment of a new com-
missioner, shall be annexed to and enrolled with the

award, is merelv directory, and an omission in those

particulars does not render the award void, or affect

the title to the allotment.

There are also several other points, especially in

reference to allotments in lieu of tithes, that, open-
ing a door to mistake and controversy, have cast

doubt and difficulty upon many titles. But our
limits forbid us from entering at present into the

consideration of them, and we must hasten to inquire

what has been done by the legislature in the way of

alleviating these evils.

By the 1 & 2 Geo. 4, c, 23, the owners of allot-

ments are enabled to distrain for rent and to maintain
an action of trespass or ejectment in respect of their

allotments, before they have acquired the legal seisin

by the execution of the award. And the 3 & 4 Will.

4, c. 87, supplies retrospectively the inrolment of

awards which had not been inrolled, or which had
not been inrolled within the time limited ; and
enables parties concerned to inrol such awards, not-

withstanding that any commissioner shall be dead or

incapable of acknowledging his award ; and provides

for the appointment of new commissioners in cases

where it has been neglected or omitted to be made
within the time limited by any previous act of in-

closure.

The relief afforded by these acts is, it must be
confessed, scanty enough. But the Legislature ma)''

have been justified in supplying omissions in mere
matters of form, though not in repairing the conse-

quences of a departure from its substantial requisi-

tions and intentions ; and to devise, if it were pos-

sible, a retrospective remedy for defects that had
become interwoven with the very title and tenure of

estates, would, perhaps, at the best, be oirly making
" confusion worse confounded." Prevention for

the future may in such a case be a more politic

course, than cure for the past. And accordingly,

we find, that, in the last session, an act, 6 St: 7 Will,

4, c. 115, was passed, enabling inclosures of com-
mons to be made by the mutual consent of the pro-

prietors without the expense of an act of parliament.

It authorizes such inclosures to be made with the

consent of two thirds in number and value of the

persons having rights of common, by commissioners

appointed by the parties. It contains ample provi-

sions for the management of such inclosures, and, as

far as matters of title are concerned, clauses worded
in the most comprehensive manner, for ascertaining

the interests in respect of which the allotments shall

be made ; for authorizing exchanges of copyhold for

freehold, and vice versa ; for communicating to the

lands allotted and exchanged the title and tenure of

the original lands ; and for disposing of the allot-

ments before the execution of the award. It leaves

the general inclosuie acts of the 41 Geo. 3, and 1 &
2 Geo. 4, in full force as to inclosures under acts of

parliament, and adopts and incorporates their provi-

sions whenever they are available towards effectiij^

these conseat inclosures.

—

The Jurist.



AN ACT
FOR

FACILITATING THE INCLOSURE OF ARABLE
FIELDS IN ENGLAND AND WALES.

6 k7 WILL. IV.

l20th August, 1836.]

41. G. III. c. 109.— 1 G. IV. c. 23.—Open and Com-
mon Lands may be inclosed with the consent of Two
Third parts in Number and Value of the Parties
interested therein.

I. Whereas there are in many parishes, town-
ships, and places in England <ir\A Wales divers open
and common arable, meadow, and pasture lands

and fields, and the lands of the several proprietors

of the san)e are frequently very much intermixed
and disjjersed, and it would tend to the improved
cultivation and occupation of all the aforesaid

lands within such parishes, townships, and places,

and be otherwise advantageous to the proprietors
thereof, and persons interested therein, if they
were enabled by a general law to divide and inclose

the same : And whereas an Act was passed in the
forty-first year of the reign of his late Majesty
King George the Third, intituled An Act for con-

solidating in owe Act certain provisions visually in-

set ted in Acts of Inclosure, and for facilitating the

mode of proving the several facts usually required on
the passing of such Acts : And whereas another
Act was passed in the first year of his late Ma-
jesty King George the Fourth, intituled An Act
to amend the Law respecting the inclosing of Open
Fields, Pastures, Moors, Commons, and Waste Lands
in England : Be it therefore enacted by the King's
most excellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent of the Lords spiritual and temporal, and
Commons, in this present Parliament assembled,
and by the authority of the same, That from and
after the passing of this Act it shall be lawful for

two-third parts in number and value (such value

to be ascertained as hereinafter mentioned) of the

several persons who shall be seised or possessed

of, or entitled in possession to or interested in

possession in any rights of common or other rights

in any open and common arable fields (including

any untilled slips or balks therein), or any open
and common meadow or pasture lands or fields,

in any parish, township, or place in England or

Wales, known by metes and bounds, or occupied

according to known and legal rights (except as

hereinafter provided), as tenant in fee simple or

n tee tail, general or special, or for life or lives.

or by the courtesy of England, or for any other

estate of or as of freehold, or for years deter-

minable on any life or lives, or for any term of

years whereof one hundred years shall be unex-
pired, or as a holder of lands or rights of copy-

hold, customary, tenant right, or other tenure, of

an estate or interest equal in quantity to the

estates hereinbefore mentioned or any of them,
and for the guardian, trustee, feoflfee for charitable

or other uses, husband or committee of such per-

son who at the time of any agreement for or on
the making of any inclosure authorized by this

Act shall be an infant, idiot, lunatic, feme covert,

or under any other disability, in such manner and
with such consent as is hereinafter mentioned, to

inclose such open and common arable, meadow,
and pasture lands and fields, or any of them, and
to extinguish the right of inter-commonage which
shall exist as well over as in respect of such land ;

provided that no such inclosure shall take place

without the consent in writing under the hands of

two-third parts in number and value of the per-

sons so seised, possessed, entitled, or interested as

aforesaid, or of the guardians, trustees, feoffees,

husbands, or committees aforesaid of such of the

said persons who may be under disability as afore-

said, such value to be ascertained by the assess-

ments of the poor rates of the respective parishes

or townships for the then current year, which
assessments of the poor rates, in case they shall

not be made according to the full annual amount
or value of the tenements and property thereby

assessed, shall be increased or diminished so as to

represent the full or true annual value of the

several lands, fields, and rights liable to be afiectcd

by the intended inclosure, and where the lands are

extra-parochial, or no poor rates shall exist in

respect of any such lands, then by the full or true

annual value thereof : Provided also that no such

inclosure shall take place, nor shall any agreement
for that purpose be binding, until a public meeting

of the proprietors and persons interested in the

lands intended to be inclosed shall have been pre-

viously called for the purpose of taking the expe-

diency of such inclosure into consideration by
notice under the hands of three or more of such

B 2
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proprietors or persons interested, such notice to

be affixed on the principal outerdoor of the church
or chapel of the parishes, townships, or places

wherein the lands intended to be inclosed shall

lie, or in case there be no such church or chapel,

then on the door of the church or chapel of some
adjoining parish, township, or place, and also ad-

vertised in some newspaper circulating in the

county wherein such lands lie, at least fourteen

days before the said intended meeting; provided

that such inclosure may after such meeting be pro-

ceeded with by and with the consent in writing of

two-third parts in number and value of the pro-

prietors and persons interested in the lands in-

tended to be inclosed, notwithstanding some of

the parties who may approve of and consent to

such inclosure may not be present at such meeting,

and may signify their consent thereto after the

same shall have been holden.

The Consent of the Tenant in Remainder necessary in

certain Cases.

II. And be it further enacted, That whenever
any inclosure shall be proposed to be made or

consented to under the authority of this Act, or

any agreement for compensation in pursuance of

the provisions in that respect hereinafter con-

tained shall be entered into, by any person or

persons who being necessary to make up, and
without whom there shall not be consenting parties

sufficient to make up, the proportion of two-third

parts in number and value hereinbefore required,

or other the proportion hereinafter required in the

case of an inclosure without the assistance of com-
missioners, and who shall have a less estate or

interest in the land to be inclosed, or the said rights

therein, than a fee simple or an estate in tail, or

be an holder of a copyhold or customaryhold
tenant right or other tenure in such lands or rights

for any less estate than an estate or interest in fee

or in tail, or shall be under any disability, such
consent shall not be available for the purposes of

this Act unless the person to whom the next im-
mediate vested estate of freehold or of copyhold
or customaryhold tenant right or any other tenure

of inheritance, in remainder or reversion, shall

have been limited, (provided such person shall be
of the full age of twenty-one years, and being a

female shall be unmarried,) shall consent thereto

in writing; and such consent shall be sufficient for

the purposes of this Act, notwithstanding the per-

son giving the same may have an equitable estate

only in the land intended to be inclosed, or may
have previously charged or incumbered his re-

versionary estate therein : Provided always, that

if the person to whom such next immediate vested

estate in remainder or reversion may have been
limited shall at the time such inclosure is pro-

posed to be made happen to be an infant, feme
covert, idiot, or lunatic, it shall be lawful for the

guardian or husband or committee of such infant,

feme covert, idiot, or lunatic to consent to such
inclosure in his or her stead : Provided always,
that in respect to any land held in right of any
benefice no consent of the incumbent thereof shall

alone be available for the purposes of this Act,

where such consent shall be necessary to makeup
the proportion of two-third parts in number and
value hereinbefore required, or other the proportion
hereinafter required in the case of an inclosure

without the assistance of commisssioners, without
the concurrence of the patron of such benefice, and
of the archbishop or bishop to whose ordinary or
peculiar jurisdiction the said benefice shall be sub-
ject ; and if the patron of such benefice shall

happen to be a minor, idiot, lunatic, or feme
covert, it shall be lawful for the guardian, com-
mittee, or husband of such patron to consent to

such inclosure in the stead of such patron, and on
his or her behalf: Provided always, that if the
patronage of such benefice shall happen to be in

the crown, and the benefice shall exceed the yearly

value of twenty pounds in the King's books, no
consent of the incumbent thereof shall be available

for the purposes of ibis Act, where such consent
shall be necessary to make up either of the pro-

portions aforesaid, without the concurrence of the

Lord High Treasurer or the first Lord Commis-
sioner of the Treasury for the time being, who are

respectively hereby authorized so to concur; but
if such benefice shall not exceed the yearly value

of twenty pounds in the King's books, then no
consent of the incumbent thereof shall be available

for the purposes of this Act, where such consent
shall be necessary to make up either of the pro-

portions aforesaid, without the concurrence of the

Lord High Chancellor, Lord Keeper, or Lords
Commissioners of the Great Seal for the time
being, who is and are hereby authorized to give

such consent on behalf of the crown.

Commissioners to be nominated by the Parties con-

senting to the Inclosure

III. And be it further enacted. That whenever
the persons whose consents are hereby rendered

necessary to any such inclosure shall have con-

sented thereto in manner in that behalf herein

authorized and required, it shall be lawful for the

major part in number and value of the proprietors

of and persons interested in the lands intended

to be divided and inclosed, or their known agents,

who may be present at a meeting to be called for

that i)urpose, to nominate and appoint in writing

under their hands one or more person or persons

(not interested in the premises) to be a commis-
sioner or commissioners for dividing, allotting and
inclosing, and he or they is and are hereby em-
powered to divide, allot, and inclose, all or any of

the open and common arable meadow or pasture

lands or fields in any such parish, township, or

place, or in any parishes, townships, or places

adjoining or lying within two miles of the afore-

said parish, township, or place, which may have
been agreed to be divided, allotted, and inclosed

as aforesaid ; and when and as often as any such
commissioner or any commissioner to be from
time to time appointed in his place shall die, ne-

glect or refuse or become incapable to act, it shall

be lawful for the major part in number and value

of the proprietors of such open common arable

fields, or other lands or fields as aforesaid so

agreed to be divided, allotted, and inclosed, or of

their agents assembled at a public meeting to be
held in manner hereinbefore mentioned in respect

to the meeting for taking such inclosure into con-

sideration, to nominate and appoint any other per-

son not interested in the premises to be a com-
missioner in the stead or place of the commis-
sioner so dying, neglecting, refusing or becoming
incapable to act as aforesaid ; and in case the said

proprietors or persons interested as aforesaid shall

make default in appointing any new commissioner
within two callendar months after any such death,

neglect, refusal, or disability shall happen, and

shall be known and signified to them or any
two of them respectively as aforesaid, then the sur-

viving or remaining commissioner (if any) shall

and he is hereby required from time to time, by
writing under his hand, within one callendar

month next after the expiration of the said period
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allowed to the proprietors or persons interested
for naming such new commissioner to be appointed
as aforesaid, to appoint one other commissoner,
not interested in the said inclosure, in the place of
such commissioners so dying, neglecting, refusing,
or becoming disabled to act as aforesaid ; and
every such new commissioner so to be appointed
shall have the like powers and authorities for
carrying this Act into execution in all respects
whatsoever as the commissioner in whose place
he shall have been so appointed and chosen as
aforesaid was invested with under and by virtue
of this and the said hereinbefore recited Act.

Commissioners to appoint a Clerk.

IV. and be itfurther enacted, That the said com-
missioner orcommissioners shall and they are here-

by authorized and empowered to appoint a clerk to

assist him or themin the execution of thesaid recited

Act and this Act, and shall and may remove such
clei-k and appoint another in his room as to him or

them shall seem meet ; and in caseof the death, in-

capacity, neglect, or declining to act of any such
clerk, then and in any such case the said commis-
sioner or commissioners shall and may appoint any
other person to be clerk.

Umpire to be appointed.—In case of difference of
Opinion between the Commissioners, the Matter to

be determined by the Umpire.

V. And be it further enacted. That in all cases
where two commissioners shall have been ap-

pointed f:)r any such inclosure they shall, before
they proceed upon the business of such inclosure,

by writing under their hands appoint a fit and
proper person (not interested in the said division

and inclosure) to act as umpire between them, and
from time to time afterwards renew such appoint-
ment in the event of the death, refusal, neglect, or
incapacity to act of the person so appointed ; and
if any difference of opinion shall arise between
them touching or concerning any matter or thing
to be done by them by virtue or in the execution of
the said recited Act or of this Act, the matter upon
which such difference shall arise shall be settled

and determined by such person so to be appointed
umpire, whose determination therein shall be
deemed and taken to be the determination of the
said commissioners, and shall be reduced into

writing, and shall be binding and conclusive upon
all parties whomsoever (so far as the acts and de-
terminations of the commissioners are by the said

recited Act or this Act declared to be final and con-
clusive) ; and for the purposes aforesaid such um-
pire shall have and he is hereby invested with the
same powers and authorities as by the said recited

Act and this Act are given or vested in the said

commissioners.

Commissioners and Umpire to take an Oath.

VI. Provided always, and be it further enacted.
That no person shall be capable of acting as a
commissioner or an umpire or a surveyor in the
execution of this Act or the said recited Act until

he shall have taken and subscribed an oath or
made an affirmation in the form or to the effect

follwing before one of his Majesty's Justices of
the Peace for the county, riding, division, or place
in which the lands intended to be inclosed, or
some part thereof, arc situate ; which oath or
affirmation the said Justice is hereby empowered
to administer

;
(that is to say,)

Form of Oath.

" I A. B. do swear, [or, being one of the people
called Quakers, do solemnly affirm,] That 1 will

faithfully and impartially, and honestly, according
to the best of my skill and judgment, execute and
perform the seve;ul powers and authorities vested
and reposed in me as a commissioner [or an um-
pire] or surveyor [as the case may he'] by virtue of
an Act passed in the year of the reign of
King William ihe Fourth, entituled An Act, 8fc,
[here set forth the title of this Act], according to
equity and good conscience, without favour or
affection, prejudice or partiality, to any person or
persons whomsoever."

" So help me GOD."
[Or, being a Quaker, omit the words, " So help

me God."]

Commissioners to give Notice of Meetings, fyc. Ad-
journment of Meeting in case offailure of At-
tendance of Commissioners.—Place of Meeting,
VII. And be it further enacted, That the said

commissioner or commissioners or umpire shall
and he or they is or are hereby required to cause
notice in writing to be affixed to the respective
church or chapel doors of the parish, township, or
place wherein the lands intended to be inclosed
are situate, or if there be no church or chapel,
then in some conspicuous public place there, and
also a like notice to be published in some news-
paper circulating in the county wherein such lands
lie, of the time and place of his or their attendance
or meeting, and of all other subsequent attendances
or meetings for executing the powers hereby or in
and by the said recited Act vested in him or them
ten days before any such meeting (meetings by
adjournment only excepted) ; and if there be two
commissioners, and not more than one of them
shall attend at the time and place appointed for
any such meeting, it shall be lawful for the com-
missioner who shall attend such meeting, or the
clerk of the said commissioners, or if notice shall
have been given of such meeting by any umpire,
and both the commissioners shall not attend the
same, it shall be lawful for such umpire, to ad-
journ such meeting to any future day not exceed-
ing fourteen days from the day of adjournment

j

and such clerk shall cause notice of such adjour-
ment to be given to the said commissioners • Pro-
vided always, that all the meetings of the said
commissioners, or umpire and commissioners,
shall be holden in one of the parishes or town-
ships wherein the lands to be inclosed are situate,
or within seven miles of the boundaries of one of
them.

Mode in ivhich other Notices are to be given.

VIII. Provided always, and be it further enacted,
That all other notices necessary or requisite to be
given by the said commissioner or commissioners
or umpire shall be so given by affixing the same on
the respective church or chapel doors of the
several parishes, townships, or places wherein
the lands to be inclosed are situate, or if there be
no church or chapel, in some conspicuous public
place in such parishes, townships, or places, and
by advertisement in a newspaper circulating in
tlie county wherein such lands are situate.

Allowance to Commissioners, Umpire, and Sur-
veyors.

IX. And be it further enacted, That out of the
money that shall arise for defraying the expences
of executing this Act there shall be paid to each of
the commissioners (if more than one) and to the
umpire who shall act in the execution thereof, as
a recompencc for his pains and trouble, tlie sum
of three guineas for each and every day they shall
respectively be employed in travelling to, return-
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ing from, and attending in the execution of this

Aet, and no more; and at all meetings to be held

in pursuance of this Act the said commissioners
and umpire shall, out of such allowance, defray
their own expences ; and there shall be paid to

the surveyor or surveyors to be appointed for the

purposes of this Act such allowances in respect of

his or their services as the said commissioner or

commissioners shall adjudge to be a full recom-
pence and satisfaction for all his or their expences
and charges whatsoever in attending the said com-
missioners, and in surveying and admeasuring the

lands and grounds to be inclosed, and in planning
and taking out the several allotments intended to

be made, and in making such maps and plans as

maybe required respectively by virtue of this Act.

Major part of Proprietors may agree for Payment
of a Gross Sum to Commissioners, 8fC.

X. Provided always, and be it enacted, That it

shall be lawful for the major part in number and
value of the proprietors and persons interested as

aforesaid to make any agreement with any com-
missioner or commissionei's or surveyor or sur-

veyors to be appointed under this Act for the
payment to them respectively of one sum for the
whole duty or any part thereof to be performed by
them or either of them.

Four-fftfis of Proprietors, 8fc. may agree to adopt
any previous Plan, <?)"c.

XI. Provided further, and be it enacted. That it

shall be lawful for four-fifths in number and value
of such proprietors and persons interested as afore-
said to agree upon the adoption for the purposes
of this Act of any plan, map, admeasurement, or
valuation previously made, and such agreement
shall be binding upon any commissioner or com-
missioners or umpire who may be appointed in
pursuance of the provisions of this Act.

Bour-ffths in Numbermay agreeupon Rulesfor guid-
ance of Commissioners or Umpire.

XII. Provided also, and be it enacted, That it

shall be lawful for four-fifths in number and value
of such proprietors and persons interested as afore-
said to agree upon the rules, conditions, and prin-
ciples according to which any such commissioner
or commissioners or umpire shall act in allotting

the lands to be inclosed to the several persons in-
terested therein, and such agreement shall be
binding upon such commissioner or commis-
sioners or umpire as aforesaid.

Such several Agreements may be appealed against to

the Quarter Sessions.—Notice ofAppeal.—Proviso.

XIII. Provided nevertheless, and be it further
enacted. That it shall be lawful for any proprietor
or person interested as aforesaid, who may deem
himself agrieved by any such agreement as herein-
before mentioned for the payment of a commis-
sioner or commissioners, surveyor, or surveyors,
or for the adoption of any plan, map, admeasure-
ment, or valuation, or for establishing any rules,
conditions, and principles for the guidance of the
commissioner or commissioners or umpire in mak-
ing allotments, to appeal against the same to the
first General Quarter Sessions of the Peace to be
holden in and for the county, riding, or division
wherein the lands, or the greater part thereof, in

respect of which the matter of complaint may
arise, shall be situate, or some adjournment
thereof, or if such General Quarter Sessions shall
be holden within one month from the making of
such agreement, then to the General Quarter Ses-
sions next following such first General Quarter Ses-

sions, or some adjournment thereof; and notice
of such appeal shall in each case be given in
writing to the commissioner or commissioners
seven days at the least before the day on which
such sessions respectively shall be holden : Pro-
vided always. That in the event of the decision
upon any such appeal being in favour of the ap-
pellant it shall be lawful for any party who shall

have consented to such agreement for inclosure as
aforesaid to withdraw his consent from such agree-
ment, by giving notice in writing to that effect to

the commissioner or commissioners at any time
within twenty-one days after the day on which
the decision upon such appeal as aforesaid shall

have been given ; and if by reason of such with-
drawal of consent the proportion of two-thirds in

number and value of consenting parties shall not

remain, the said agreement for inclosure shall

thenceforth cease and determine.

A Copy of the Objections to be left with the Party
objected to, or given to his Agent.

XIV. And be it further enacted. That if any of

the parties interested in the premises shall have
any objection or objections to any of the accounts

or claims which shall be delivered to the said

commissioner or commissioners by virtue of the

said recited Act, or of this Act, such objection or

objections shall be reduced into writing, and two
parts thereof shall be signed by the party or par-

ties making the same, or by some person or per-

sons on his, her, or their behalf, and one part

thereof shall be delivered to the party or parties

whose claim or account shall be objected to, or to

his, her, or their agent, or left at his, her, or their

last and most usual place or places of abode, at

such time or times as the said commissioner or

commissioners shall appoint for that purpose.

For settling Disputes between Parties interested.

XV. And be it further enacted, That if any dis-

pute or difference shall arise between any of the

parties interested, or claiming to be interested in

the said intended division, allotment, and inclo-

sure, touching or concerning the respective rights

or interests which they or any of them shall claim

to have in, to, or out of the lands and fields

hereby authorised to be divided, allotted, and in-

closed, or touching or concerning any other mat-
ter or thing relating to the said division, allotment

and inclosure, it shall be lawful for the said com-
missioner or commissioners, and they are hereby
authorized and required, to examine into, hear,

and determine the same respectively
;

provided
that nothing in this Act contained shall authorize
the said commissioner or commissioners to deter-

mine the title to any manors, messuages, cottages,

lands, tenements, or hereditaments whatsoever.

Commissioners may award Costs.

XVI. And be it further enacted, That in case the
said commissioner or commissioners shall, upon
the hearing and determination of any claim or
claims, or objections, to be delivered to them in

pursuance of the said recited Act or this Act, see

cause to award any costs, it shall be lawful for the
said commissioners and they are respectively

hereby empowered, upon application being made
to them for that purpose, to settle, assess, and
award such costs and charges as they shall think
reasonable to be paid, either for the public account
for or towards the expences occasioned in or re-

lating to the investigation, settling, and deter-

mining ofsuch claim or claims, if finally disallowed,

or to the party or parties in whose favour any
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determination of the said commissioner or com-
missioners shall be made, by the person or persons

whose claim or objection shall be thereby dis-

allowed or over-ruled, or against whom the said

commissioner or commissioners shall have deter-

mined as aforesaid ; and in case the person or

persons who shall be liable to pay such costs shall

neglect or refuse to pay the same, upon demand,
it shall be lawful for the said commissioner or

commissioners, and he and they are hereby au-

thorized and required, by warrant under their

hands and seals, directed to any person or per-

sons whomsoever, to cause such costs to be

levied by distress and sale of the goods and chat-

tels of the person or persons so neglecting or re-

fusing to pay the same, rendering the overplus (if

any), upon demand, to such person or persons

whose goods and chattels shall have been so dis-

trained and sold, after deducting the costs and
charges attending such distress and sale.

Appeal allowed when Parties are dissatisfied ivith

Decision of the Commissioners.

XVII. Provided always, and be it further en-

acted. That in case any person or persons interested

or claiming to be interested in the said intended

division and inclosure shall be dissatisfied with any
determination of the said commissioner or com-
missioners or umpire touching or concerning any
claim or objection which shall be delivered to the

said commissioners in pursuance of the said recited

Act or this Act, or touching or concerning any
property, right, or interest intended to be affected

by such determination, and shall cause notice in

writing of such dissatisfaction to be delivered to or

left at the usual places of abode of the commis-
sioner or commissioners or umpire making such
determination, and of the party or parties in whose
favour such determination shall have been made,
if there be any party or parties specially interested

in the same, or his, her, or their agent, within

thirty days next after such determination shall

have been notified in writing to the several parties

or persons specially interested, if any such there

be, it shall be lawful for such person or person? so

dissatisfied, and giving such notice as aforesaid, to

bring or cause to be brought an action or actions

upon a feigned issue against the person or persons
in whose favour such determination shall have
been made, and to proceed to a trial at law of the

matter so determined by the said commissioners
or umpire at the then first or second Assizes to be
holden for the county wherein the lands relating

to which such dispute shall arise are situate ; and
the defendant or defendants in such action or ac-

tions shall, and he, she, and they is and are hereby
required to name an attorney or attorneys, who
shall appear thereto, and file common bail, and ac-

cept one or more issue or issues, whereby such
claim or claims, rights in question, and the pro-

perty, right, and interest thereby insisted upon,

may be tried and determined ; such issue or issues

to be settled by the proper officer of the court in

which the said action shall be commenced, in case

the said parties shall differ about the same; and
the verdict or verdicts which shall be given upon
the trial of such action shall be binding, final, and
conclusive, unless the court wherein such action

shall be brought shall set aside such verdict or

verdicts, and order a new trial to be had thereon,

which it shall be lawful for the said court to do in

case the said court shall think proper ; and after

such verdict or verdicts shall be obtained, and not

set aside, the said commissioners shall and they

and to allow or disallow the claim, property, right,

or interest thereby determined according to the

event of such trial or trials ; and the costs and

charges payable by the said commissioner or com-

missioners in or relating to such action or actions

shall be paid and discharged out of the monies to

be raised by him or them for the purposes of this

Act : Provided always, that if no such notice shall

be given, and such action or actions at law shall

not be commenced as aforesaid, or if any such

action shall be commenced, and the plaintiff or

plaintiffs therein shall not proceed to trial within

the time herein-before limited for that purpose,

then the determination of the said commissioner

or commissioners or umpire shall be final, binding,

and conclusive to all intents and purposes what-

soever : Provided always, that if any of the parties

in any such action to be commenced as aforesaid

shall die before the determination thereof such

action shall not abate by reason thereof, but shall

be proceeded in as if no such event had happened;

and that no difference, suit, or proceeding as afore-

said, nor any difference or dispute touching the

title to any lands, tenements, or hereditaments,

shall impede or delay the said commissioner or

commissioners in the execution of the powers of

this Act, but the division, allotment, and inclosure

hereby authorized to be made shall be proceeded

in notwithstanding any such dififercnce or pro-

ceeding.

Death of Parties not to abate Actions.

XVIII. Provided always, and be it further en-

acted. That if any person or persons in whose

favour such determination as aforesaid shall have

been made, and against whom any such action or

actions might have been brought if living, shall

die before any such action or actions shall have

been brought, and before the expiration of the

time herein-before limited for bringing such action

or actions, it shall be lawful for the person or per-

sons who might have brought such action or

actions against the person or persons so dying to

bring the same within ihe time so limited as afore-

said against such person or persons as aforesaid as

if actually living, and to serve the clerk of the said

commissioner or commissioners with process for

commencing such action or actions in the same

manner as the party or parties so dying might have

been served therewith if living ; and it shall there-

upon be incumbent upon the heir or heirs or other

person or persons who shall claim benefit of such

determination as aforesaid to appear and defend

such action or actions in the name or names of the

person or persons so dead ; and proceedings shall

be had therein in the same manner as if such per-

son had been actually living, and the rights of all

parties shall be equally bound and concluded by

the event of such action or actions.

Commissioners not to determine Rights heticeen Par-

ties except in Cases of Encroachments within 20

Years.

XIX. Provided also, and be it further enacted.

That nothing in this Act contained shall extend to

enable the said commissioner or commissioners to

determine any right between any parties contrary

to the possession of any such parties, e.\cept_ in

Cases of Encroachments made within the period

of twenty years next preceding the passing ot this

Act ; but in case the said commissioner or com-

misioners shall be of opinion against the right ot

the person or persons so in possession they shall

forbear to make any determination thereupon un-
set asiue, lUB SaiU COIIUUlSSlUUerS SI1U.H auu mcv »vy. "«-— —

f ,, i. i „;„„„ „,> Utr nr-

are hereby required to act in conformity thereto, til the possession shall have been given up by or
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taken from such person or persons by ejectment or

other due course of law.

Encroachments made tvithin 20 Years to be deemed
Part of the Land to be allotted.

XX. And be it further enacted, that all En-
croachments or Intakes which at any time within
twenty years next preceding the date of the agree-

ment for any such inclosure have been made upon
the said lands and fields hereby authorized to be
divided and inclosed shall be deemed and con-
sidered part and parcel of the lands and fields

to be allotted and inclosed by virtue of this Act as

if the same were actually lying open and unin-
ciosed, and shall be divided and allotted accord-
ingly; and in case any dispute or difference shall

arise touching any such Encroachments or Intakes,

or as to the extent thereof, such dispute or differ-

ence shall be determined by the said commissioner
or commissioners.

Lands usedfor charitable Purposes not to be deemed
an Encroachment.

XXI. Provided also, and be it further enacted,
That in case any such lands shall have been taken
or used at any time before the passing of this Act
for the erection of a School-house or School-
houses, or the appurtenances thereto, or for other
charitable purposes, such lands so taken, or the
erections made thereon, shall not be taken or
deemed to be of the nature of an Encroachment
within the meaning of this Act.

Lands inclosed more than 20 Years deemed to be

ancient Inclosures.

XXII. Provided always nevertheless, and be it

further enacted, That all lands which shall have
been inclosed from the open fields, or any of them
for more than twenty years next preceding the
date of the agreement for such Inclosure, shall for
the purposes of this Act be deemed and taken to be
ancient inclosures.

Cultivated Ground to be allotted to Proprietors only,

XXIII. Provided always, and be it enacted. That
it shall not be lawful for the said commissioner or
commissioners or umpire to allot to any other per-
son than the proprietor thereof any land which
may be cultivated as orchard or garden, or on
which any building may have been erected, or
which may have been inclosed by virtue of any
voluntary agreement between the proprietor there-
of and the persons having right of common over
the same, without the consent in writing of such
actual

I
roprietor.

Compensation to be made for Standing Crops.

XXIV. And be it further enacted. That the said
commissioner or comrrissioners shall, by some
writing or writings under their hands, ascertain,
order, and appoint what recompence and satisfac-

tion in money shall be made to the owner or
owners of any crops growing at the time of the
said intended division and allotment, for the said
crops, by the person or persons to whom the lands
on which such crops are growing shall be allotted,

and also what recompence and satisfaction in
money shall be paid, and by whom, to any tenant
or tenants, occupier or occupiers of lands to be
inclosed as aforesaid, as well for the ploughing,
tilling, and manuring of any lands or fields which
shall be allotted to some other person or persons,
and for the profit or advantage which any such
person or persons to whom the said lands and
fields shall be allotted will obtain thereby, as for
any loss or disadvantage which any such tenant or

tenants, occupier or occupiers, shall or may sustain
by the loss of any following or way-going crop in
any of the open and common lands or fields by
this Act authorized to be divided, allotted, and in-

closed, or by means of the said division, allotment,
and inclosure ; and if in any or either of the said
cases last mentioned such recompence and satis-

faction shall not be made at the time and in the
manner to be appointed by the said commissioner
or commissioners, then the said commissioner or
commissioners shall and may, by any warrant or
warrants under his or their hands and seals, di-

rected to any person or persons whomsoever,
(which warrant or warrants he or they are hereby
authorized and empowered to grant accordingly,)
cause the same to be levied by distress and sale of
the goods and chattels of the person or persons
required to make such recompence and satisfac-

tion as aforesaid, together with the costs and
charges of such distress and sale, rendering the
overplus, if any, to the owner or owners of such
goods and chattels.

Commissioners to direct the Course of Husbandry to

befollowed.

XXV. And be it further enacted. That the said

commissioner or commissioners shall, as soon after

his or their appointment as conveniently may be,

by some writing or writings under his or their

bauds to be affixed on the principal outer doors of
the several and respective churches or chapels of
the parishes or townships in which the lands to be
inclosed are situate, or if there be no church or

chapel, then in some conspicuous place in the
parish, township, or place where such lands shall

be, order and direct the course of husbandry that

shall be used in, over, and upon the open arable,

meadow, or pasture lands or fields to be divided,

allotted, and inclosed by virtue of this Act, until

the time when he or they shall have made and
completed the intended division and allotment

thereof, as well with respect to breaking up and
laying down, as the ploughing, sowing, fallowing,

and tilling the same lands and fields ; and by the

same or any other writing or writings under his or

their hands, to be affixed as aforesaid, shall and
may make such orders and regulations touching

the conduct of the owners and occupiers of the

same lands and fields, for the preventing the com-
mitting of waste or destruction by any person or

persons whomsoever upon any of the lands and
fields to be divided and allotted by virtue of this

Act, in the meantime and until the allotments and
divisions thereof shall be effected, as to the said

commissioner or commissioners shall seem expe-
dient : all which orders and regulations of the said

commissioners shall be binding and conclusive

upon all parties interested therein, their farmers
and tenants ; and that the said commissioners shall

set and impose such pecuniary penalties and for-

feitures upon every person not conforming to such
orders and regulations as they shall think neces-

sary, not exceeding five pounds per acre ; all

which penalties and forfeitures shall be paid to

such person or persons and for such uses and pur-

poses as the said commissioner or commissioners
shall by any such writing or writings as aforesaid,

or any other writing or writings, direct or appoint;
and the said commissioner or commissioners are

hereby authorized and required to raise and levy

the same, for the use of the person or persons he
or they may consider entitled thereto, by such
ways and means as the costs, charges, and ex-

pences of carrying this Act and the said recited

Act of the forty-first year of the reign of His late
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Majesty King George the Third into execution may
be raised and levied.

Commissioners to allot tTie Lands to be inclosed,

XXVI. And be it farther enacted, That the said

commissioner or commissioners shall apportion,

divide, set out, and allot the said open or common
arable, meadow, and pasture lands or fields autho-

rized by this Act to be divided, allotted, and in-

closed unto and amongst the several proprietors

thereof and persons interested therein, in propor-
tion to their respective shares, rights of common,
and all other rights, property, and interests, and
in proportion to the true and real value of their

several shares, rights of comrson and all other

rights, property and interests, and the same, when
so apportioned, divided, set out, and allotted, shall

be taken to be in lieu and full satisfaction of and
for such their said several shares, rights of com-
mon, and all other rights, property, and interests,

to be ascertained and adjusted by such ways and
means and in such manner as to the said com-
missioners shall seem just and expedient, but
subject to the rules, orders, and regulations herein
contained or referred to and authorized to be
established concerning the same.

At the Desire of the Parties several Allotments may
be set out together, distinguished by Metes and
Bounds, but notfenced from each other.

XXVII. And be it further enacted. That in case
any number of the proprietors orpersons interested

in the lands and fields agreed to be inclosed imder
the authority of this Act shall deem it expedient
and desire to have their allotments thrown toge-

ther and distinguished by metes and bounds, but
not fenced from each other, and of such their de-
sire shall give notice in writing to the said com-
missioner or commissioners, such commissioner or

commissioners shall and he and they is and are

hereby required to set out the several allotments
of the said persons so giving notice as aforesaid in

one plot or parcel of land, distinguishing the por-

tion of such plot or parcel of land, allotted to each
of such proprietors by metes and bounds, but not
requiring them to make any subdivision fences
or other fences, save such ring or outer fences
as may be necessary and may be ordered by the
said commissioner or commissioners to be made
for dividing the said plot or parcel of land from
the residue of the lands so to be inclosed.

For ascertaining Boundaries.

XXVIII. And belt further enacted. That for the
purposes of shortening or rendering straight or
otherwise improving any boundary fence or fences
between the lands and fields hereby authorized to

be divided, allotted, and inclosed, and the old or
other lands thereunto adjoining, or between such
allotments and inclosed or other lands, or any of
them, and any adjoining lands and grounds, it shall

be lawful for the said commissioner or commis-
sioners (with the consent of tlie lord of any manor
in which the lands are respectively situate, and of
the owners of any such adjoining lands, testified

by writing under their resjjective hands, or under
the common seal of any of them being a corpora-
tion aggregate,) to set out, ascertain, and determine
the boundaries between the lands hereby authorized
to be divided, allotted, and inclosed, aiul any ad-
joining lands or grounds lying in tlie same or in

any adjoining manor, parish, or ]).ace, as the said
commissioner or commissioners shall judge proper
for the purposes aforesaid ; and after such boun-
daries shall be so set out, ascertained, and deter-

mined as aforesaid, the same shall be made, fenced,

ditched, or mounded by such person, in such man-
ner, and at such times as the said commissioner or

commissioners shall direct, and shall for ever there-

after be deemed the boundaries between the said

allotted and inclosed lands respectively, or (as the

case may be) between the said allotments or in-

closed or other lands and such adjoining manor,

parish, or place ; any law, usage, or custom to the

contrary notwithstanding.

Right of Herbage in Private Roads to be set out.

XXIX. And be it further enacted. That the said

commissioner or commissioners shall in and by
his or their award order and appoint the grass and
herbage growing and renewing upon all and every

the private roads to be set out \>y him or them
within the said lands and fields hereby authorized

to be divided, allotted, and inclosed, to be and for

ever hereafter remain to and for the use and benefit

of such persons as the said commissioner or com-
missioners shall in his or their judgment think

best entitled to the same.

Empowering Rectors to erect Buildings on Lands
allotted in right of Glebe, and charge Expences

thereon.

XXX. And whereas the allotments made to any
rector or vicar who may be entitled to any glebe

lands in such open and common arable, meadow, or

pasture lands or fields, or some of such allotments,

may probably require some additional buildings, by
reason whereof, and in order to render the same of

greater value to the said rectors and vicars re-

spectively, and their respective successors, it may
be necessary that some buildings should be erected

thereon, and some necessary division as well as

interior or subdivision fences may be necessary to

be made, planted, and raised in and upon the said

allotments or some of them : And whereas the

erecting of such further buildings, and the making,
planting, and raising such fences, will be attended

with considerable expence, and as the same will

probably be more beneficial to the successors of

such rectors and vicars respectively than to the

rector and vicar in whose incumbency such allot-

ment and inclosure may take place ; be it therefore

further enacted. That it shall and may be lawful to

and for the said rectors and vicars respectively, and
their respective successors, by and with the con-

sent in writing of the respective patrons of the said

rectories and vicarages, and of the ordinary of the

diocese for the time being, to erect or cause to be
erected for agricultural purposes such further

buildings upon the allotment or allotments (which
buildings the said rectors and vicars respectively,

and their respective successors, are hereby re-

quired to cause to bo insured equal to the value

thereof annually In some of the Offices \x\ London
established for Insurance against Fire,) so as afore-

said to be set out unto the said rectors and vicars

and their res])ective successors as aforesaid, and
also to make, plant, and raise such outer division

as well as interior or subdivision fences in and
upon the said allotment or allotments as the said

commissioner or commissioners shall judge neces-

sary and proper for the occupation of the lands so

to be allotted to the said rectors and vicars re-

spectively, and their respective successors, and by
any deed or deeds, writing or writings, under the

respective hnnd and seal of such rectors or vicars

respectively, and their respective successors, and

attested by two or more credible witnesses, by and
with the consent in writing of the bishop of the

diocese for the time being, to charge such allot-
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ment or allotments so as aforesaid to be set out for

the said rectors and vicars respectively, and their

respective successors as aforesaid, and the build-

ings so to be erected thereon, with such sum or

sums of money, not exceeding in the whole two
years annual value of the respective allotments so

to be set out to the said rectors and vicars respec-

tively, as the said commissioners shall think ne-

cessary for the purposes of and in order to be
applied to paying and defraying the charges and
expences of erecting the said further buildings,

and of making, planting, or raising such division

or subdivision fences, or for either of the said pur-
poses, and in applying for and obtaining the con-
sent of the said bishop, and in exercise of the

powers given to and vested in the said rectors and
vicars respectively by virtue of this Act and the

said recited Act ; which sum or sums of money
shall be paid to such person or persons as the said

commissioners shall nominate and appoint, in order

to be applied or disposed of accordingly ; and for

securing the repayment of such sum or sums of

money, with interest for the same, to grant, mort-
gage, lease, or demise the allotments so as afore-

said to be set out unto and for the said rectors and
vicars respectively, and their respective successors,

as aforesaid, and the buildings so to be erected
thereon, unto such person or persons who shall

advance and lend the same, his, her, and their

executors, administrators, or assigns, for any term
or number of years, so that every such grant,

mortgage, lease, or demise be made with a proviso
to cease and be void, or with an express trust to

be surrendered, when the sum or sums of money
thereby to be secured, with the interest thereof,

shall be respectively fully paid and satisfied ; and
such mortgagee or mortgagees advancing and
lending the money so as to be borrowed shall not
be obliged to see to the application or be in anywise
answerable for the misapplication of such monies
or any part thereof; and the said rectors and
vicars respectively, and their respective successors
for the time being, shall be and are hereby required
and made liable, at the end of every year after the
date of such mortgage, to pay to the person or
pei'sons to whom such grant, mortgage, lease, or
demise shall be made, his, her, or their executors,

administrators, or assigns, one-thirtieth part of the
respective principal monies so to be borrowed,
until the whole thereof shall by such annual pay-
ments be paid off and discharged, and also to pay
and keep down the interest of the said respective

monies so to be borrowed, so that the future

rectors and vicars of the said respective parishes

or townships becoming possessed of such respec-

tive lands and fields shall not be subject or liable

Cand they are hereby respectively discharged from
being subject or liable) to pay any further or larger

share of such monies than his or their proportion
thereof according to such last-mentioned condi-

tion, or any interest for the same save only from
the day of the death, resignation, or cession of the
preceding incumbent of the said rectories or vi-

carages respectively ; and that it shall and may
be lawful to and for the person or persons who shall

advance and lend such monies, his, her, or their

heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, for

the more easily recovering the said one-thirtieth

part of the said principal and the whole of the

interest which is enacted annually to be paid, to

have, use, exercise, and take such and the same

powers and remedies, by entry and distress upon

the premises so to be charged, mortgaged, and

demised, and sale of such distress, as by the laws

now in force are provided for and given to land-

lords or as they can use and take for the recovery
of rack rents in arrear.

Rectors, with Consent of Bishop, may demise the

Allotments,

XXXI. And be it further enacted, That it shall

and may be lawful for the rectors of the said rec-

tories and the vicars of the said vicarages respec-

tively for the time being, by indentures under their

respective hands and seals, with the consent and
approbation of the bishop of the diocese for the

time being, and of the patron of the said rectories

and vicarages, from time to time to lease and de-

mise all or any part of the allotments to be set out

and allotted to them respectively by virtue of this

Act, to any person or persons whomsoever, for any
term not exceeding twenty-one years, so that the

rent or rents for the same shall be thereby reserved

to such rectors and vicars for the time being by
four equal quarterly payments in every year, and
so that there be thereby reserved to such rectors

and vicars the best and most improved rent or

rents that can be reasonably gotten for the same,
without taking any fine, foregift, premium, sum
of money, or other consideration for granting any
such lease, and so that no such lessee by any such

lease or demise be made dispunishable for waste

by any express words to be therein contained, and
so that there be inserted in every such lease power
of re-entry on non-payment of rent or rents to

be thereby reserved within a reasonable time, to

be therein limited, after the same shall become
due, and so that a counterpart of such lease be

duly executed by the lessee or lessees to whom such

lease shall be made as aforesaid ; and every such

lease shall be valid and effectual, any law or usage

to the contrary notwithstanding.

Commissioners in certain Cases to apportion Expences

of erecting Boundary Fences.

XXXII. Provided always, and be it further en-

acted. That in case, througii the necessity of situa-

tion or any other accident or circumstance, it shall

happen that one or more of the said proprietors

shall not have an equal or proportionable quantity

of boundary mounds or fences allotted to him, her,

or them on the said intended inclosure, it thall be

lawful for the said commissioner or commissioners,
when he or they shall judge it necessary and rea-

sonable, to award, order, ascertain, and appoint
what sum or sums of money such proprietor or

proprietors shall respectively pay and contribute

towards making the mounds and fences of the
allotments of such other proprietor or proprietors

who shall or may have too great a proportion of
mounding or fencing allotted to him, her, cr them
by virtue of this Act, the same to be settled by the

said commissioner or commissioners in such man-
ner as he or they shall order, direct, or appoint

;

and the money so ordered, directed, or appointed
to be paid shall be raised, levied, and recovered in

such and the same manner as the other expences
of this Act are herein or by the said recited Act
ordered and directed to be levied and recovered.

Act not to affect Settlements.

XXXIII. Provided always, and be it further en-

acted. That nothing in this Act contained shall

extend or be construed or adjudged to extend to

revoke, make void, alter, or annul any settlement,

deed, will, or lease, or to prejudice any person
having any right or claim of dower, jointure, an-

nuity, rent-charge, debt, or incumbrance what-
soever in, out of, upon, or affecting any of the

lands, tenements, or hereditaments hereby autho-
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rized to be divided and allotted, oi- which shall be
exchanged or assigned in compensation for any
other estate or right in pursuance of this Act ; but

as well the lands allotted as the tenements or other

hereditaments which shall be assigned in exchange
or as a compensation for any other estate or right

shall, immediately after such allotment, exchange
or assignment shall be made, be vested, remain,
and enure, and the several persons to whom the

same shall be allotted, assigned, or given in ex-

change as aforesaid shall thenceforth stand and be

seised and possessed thereof respectively, to, for,

and upon such and the same uses, estates, intents,

trusts, and purposes respectively, and subject and
liable to such and the same deeds, wills, settle-

ments, limitations, and remainders, conditions,

charges, tenures, rents, services, an:l incum-
brances, as the several lands, tenements, and here-

ditaments in respect whereof such allotments,

assignments, and exchanges shall have been made
should or would have stood severally limited, set-

tled, or subject or liable to, or been held by, in case

the same had not been allotted, assigned, or ex-

changed, and this Act had not been made or acted

upon ; save and except such rents and services as

shall have been compensated for and extinguished,

and such leases and tenancies at rack rents as shall

become void, by virtue of this Act, and subject ne-

vertheless to all such mortgages and sales as shall

be made by authority of this Act or of the said Act
of the forty-first year of the reign of His late Ma-
jesty King George the Third.

Leases at Rack Rent may be avoided.

XXXIV. Provided also, and be it further en-

acted. That all leases, agreements, and tenancies

at rack rent subsisting of any part or parts of the

lands and grounds hereby authorized to be di-

vided, allotted, and inclosed at the time of the

first appointment of any commissioner or com-
missioners for the inclosure thereof, or which
shall be exchanged in pursuance of this Act, shall,

so far only as respects the lands hereby autho-

rized to be divided and allotted or exchanged,

cease and be void at such time or times as the said

commissioner or commissioners shall by writing

under his or their hands direct or appoint, so as

the respective lessors or landlords of such lands

or tenements do, before or at the respective times

at which such leases or tenancies shall be directed

to cease, make and pay such satisfaction to the

respective lessees or tenants for the loss which
shall be sustained by the determination of such
leases respectively, so far as regards the said lands

the tenancy and leases whereof are hereby autho-
rized to be determined, as shall be mutually set-

tled and agreed between them, or as the said

commissioner or commissioners, being required

by either of the parties, shall ascertain and di-

rect ; and the said commissioner or commis-
sioners, being so required, are hereby empowered
and directed to apportion a reasonable and pro-

portionable part, according to the season of tiie

year, of the rent, reserved on any such agice-

ment for or in respect of the time which shall have
elapsed between the last day on which any i)iiy-

mcnt of the rent shall have become due and tiie

determination of any such lease or agreement

;

and such part of the rent shall be recoverable by
Buch ways and means as may l)y law be used for

the recovery of rent in arruar ; and the said com-
missioners are hereby empowered and directed in

every case where such lands or other heredi-

taments shall be held by virtue of such lease or

agreement, together with other lands or heredita-

ments, by one entire rent, to apportion and de-

termine what part of such rent shall be deducted

in respect of such of the lands or other heredita-

ments in such lease or agreement comprised as to

which the same shall be determined as aforesaid,

and from what time such deduction shall take

place ; and the rest of the rent reserved on any

such lease or agreement shall, during the remain-

der of the term thereof, be the rent of and for the

residue of such lands and hereditaments, and
shall be payable and recoverable in like manner
as the entire rent reserved by such lease or agree-

ment shall immediately before such apportion-

ment be payable and recoverable.

Eachanges may be made.

XXXV. And be it further enacted. That it shall

be lawful for the said commissioner or commis-
sioners to set out, allot, and award any lands, te-

nements, or hereditaments whatsoever, whether
situate within the boundary of such open and
common lands or fields as aforesaid, or adjoining

thereto, within the parishes, townships, or places

in which the lands to be allotted and inclosed are

situated, or any of them, in lieu of and in ex-

change for any other lands, tenements, or heredi-

taments within the same parishes, townships, or

places respectively, or any of them, or within

any parish, township, or place adjoining to the

said parishes, townships, or places respectively,

or any of them
;

provided that all such ex-

changes shall be ascertained, specified, and de-

clared in the award of the said commissioner or

commissioners, and be made with the consent

in writing of the proprietor or proprietors of the

hereditaments and premises which shall be so ex-

changed, whether such proprietor or proprietors

shall be a body or bodies politic, corporate, or

collegiate, corporation aggregate or sole, rector,

parson, vicar, or other ecclesiastical person or

persons, or a tenant or tenants in fee simple, or

for life, or in fee tail, special or general, or by the

courtesy oi England, or for years determinable on
any life or lives, by and with the consent of the

lessor or lessors, but not otherwise, or with the

consent of the guardians, hnsbands, committees,

or attorneys of or acting for any such proprietor

or proprietors who at the time of making such
exchange or exchanges shall be respectively in-

fants, femes coverts, idiots, lunatics, or under

any other legal disability, or who shall be beyond
the seas, or otherwise disabled to act for them-
selves, himself, or herself, or of the trustees

or feoffees for charitable, parochial, or other

uses, or of the person or persons having power
to sell and dispose of the hereditaments and
jnemises which shall be so exchanged (such con-

sent to be testified in writing under the common
seal of the body politic, corporate, or collegiate,

and under the hands of the other consenting par-

ties respectively) ; and all and every such ex-

change and exchanges so to be made respectively

shall be good, valid, and effectual in the law to all

intents and purposes whatsoever: Provided never-

theless, that no exchange shall be made of any
lands, tenements, and hereditaments held in right

of any church, cl)ai)el, or other ecclesiastical l)e-

nefico, without the consent, testified as aforesaid,

of the patron thereof, and of the bishop of the

diocese in which such benefice shall be situate.

Allotments to be under the satne Tenure as the Lands
in respect of tvhich they are allotted.

XXXVI. Provided always, and be it further

enacted, that the lands, grounds, and heredita-
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mentf5 which shall be allotted or exchanged by
virtue of this Act shall be held in like manner,
under and by virtue of the same terms and rents,
and shall be thereafter deemed to be of the same
quality and tenure, as the lands, tenements, or
hereditaments in respect of which such allotment
or allotments or exchanges shall be made were
held or deemed to be of immediately before the
making of every such allotment or exchange
respectively : Provided always, that when the
tithes of any common lands or fields agreed to be
allotted or inclosed under the provisions of this
Act belong to different persons or do not extend
over the whole of such common lands or fields it

shall be lawful for the commissioners or commis-
sioner to allot the tithes as well as the land, in
order that all persons may have tithe-free allot-
ments in lieu of lands which were before exempted
from tithes.

For defraying Expence of Exchanges.

XXXVII. Provided also, and be it further enact-
ed, that all costs, charges, and expences attend-
ing the making any exchanges and partitions shall
be paid and borne by the several persons making
such exchanges and partitions in such manner and
in such proportions as the said commissioner or
commissioners shall, by any writing under his or
their hands, order and direct.

Ditches, S(c. may be cleaned, altered, or ividened.

XXXVIII. And be it further enacted, that the
said commissioner or commissioners shall and
may scour out, widen, and alter all such ancient
ditches, drains, watercourses, tunnels, gates, and
bridges in the respective open common arable, mea-
dow, or pasture lands or fields (or any one of them)
hereby authorized to be allotted and inclosed, and
also shall and may set out, widen, and make iiny
new ditches, drains, watercourses, tunnels, gates,
and bridges in, through, and over the lands and
grounds hereby authorized to be divided, allotted,
and inclosed, (the expences thereof to be raised
and defrayed, as the other expences of ex-
acting the powers of this Act are herein
directed to be raised and defrayed,) and
of such breadth, depth, and dimensions, and
in such directions, as the said commissioners
shall think proper; and the said commissioner
or commissioners shall and may and thev are
hereby directed and required in and by 'their
awards to order and determine by whom, and at
whose cxpence, and at what time and in what
manner, the said ditches, drains, watercourses,
tunnels, gates, and bridges shall be afterwards
cleansed, scoured, and maintained, and also shall
and may direct, order, and award all or any of
the streams, springs, and watercourses within the
said lands and fields hereby authorized to be di-
vided, allotfed, and inclosed to be carried, divert-
ed, and turned into such courses, and through,
over, ar,d across such parts of the lands and fields
hereby authorized to be divided, allotted, and in-
closed, a? they the said commissioners shall in
their discretion judge proper for the draining or
watering the several allotments so to be made as
aforesaid.

Power to Commissioners to make Drains through
Lands not proposed to be inclosed, due Compensa-
tion being madefor Damage done.

XXXIX. Provided always, and be it enacted,
that if it shall be necessary, for the purpose of
carrying off the water from such drains as n:ay
be made under the authority of this Act, to make

drains through any land not to be inclosed, divided,
or allotted under the same, it shall be lawful for
the said commissioners and their servants to en-
ter upon such lands, and make such drains ac-
cordingly, due compensation being made for any
damage done to such lands thereby ; and it shall
be lawful for such commissioners in their award
to direct by which of the persons to whom any
allotment shall be made in any field so divided
and inclosed such drains shall be maintained, and
the persons so directed to maintain such drains
shall maintain the same accordingly, and have the
same authority to enter upon such lands as herein-
before described, for the purpose of maintaining the
same, as is herein-before given to the said com-
missioners and their servants for the making of
the same, making due compensation for any da-
mage which may be done to such lands.

Upon the Consent of Seven-Eighths in Number and
Value, an Inclosure may take place without the

Intervention of Commissioners,

XL. And be it enacted, that in case seven-
eighths in number and value of the persons being
seised, possessed of, entitled to, or interested in
any open and common arable fields, or open and
common meadow or pasture lands or fields in

England or Wales, and any rights of common or
any other rights therein, being persons having
such estates or interests in the said lands, fields,

or rights as are herein-before required for the pur-
pose of consenting to any such proposed inclosure
as aforesaid, shall by themselves or their known
agents, or if covert, infants, idiots, or lunatic then
by their husbands, guardians, or committees, at a
public meeting to be called for that purpose in the
manner and after the notice herein-before pro-
vided for, or at some adjournment thereof, enter
into an agreement for such inclosure under the
provisians of this Act, but without the interven-
tion of commissioners, and for the discharge of
the lands to be inclosed from all rights of com-
mon, and for the granting of compensation to such
persons as may be possessed of such rights, whether
consentingparties toanysuchagreementor not,and
shall sign or seal (as the case may require) the
schedule herein-after mentioned, every such in-

closure shall, from and immediately after the ex-
piration of the notices of such schedule having
been deposited as herein-after mentioned, be as

valid and effectual to all intents and purposes
(subject only to the right of appeal herein-after

given) as if the same had been effected by means
of commissioners to be appointed under this Act.

Schedule of Land proposed to be inclosed to be deposited

u:ith the Clerk of the Parish and the Clerk of the

Peace; and a Notice thereof affixed on the Church-
Door, and puhlislied in some Newspaper circulating

in the Comdry,

XLI. And be it further enacted, that before

any land shall be inclosed under the provisions

herein contained for inclosure without the assist-

ance of commissioners, a schedide of such land,

containing acorrect description thereof, and signed
Ijy the persons proposing to make such inclosure,

and also by the persons whose consent to such in-

closure is herein-before required to be given, and
whenever the inclosure shall be proposed to be
made by any person having a less estate than a

fee-simple or under disability, then accompanied
liy a copy of the several limitations contained in

the deed or will under which such person may be
entitled, shall be deposited with the clerk of the

parish, township, or chapelry, and also with the
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clerk of the peace of the county in which the land
proposed to be inclosed may be situated ; and a
notice of such schedule having been so deposited
(such notice containing a description of the land
intended to be inclosed) shall be published in some
newspaper usually circulating in the county
wherein such land is situated, at three several

times in three suecessive months after such sche-

dule shall have been so deposited, and a copy
thereof shall be affixed on the principal outer-door
of the church or chapel of the parish or township
in which the land may be situated, before the
commencement of divine service, or if there be
no church or chapel then in some conspicuous
place there, for three successive Siuidfli/s after such
schedule shall have been so deposited : Provided
always, that whenever such inclosure shall be
proposed to be made by a corporation aggregate,
or the consent of a corporation aggregate shall be
necessary thereto, the affixing of the common seal

of such corporation to such schedule shall be
deemed a sufficient compliance with the provisions

of this Act.

Incapacitated Persons enabled to enter into an Agree-

ment for Compensation.

XLII. And be it further enacted, that it shall be
lawful for any person who shall be seised or pos-

sessed of or entitled in possession to any land or

tenement in respect of which compensation may be

proposed or ought to be given, or to which any right

of common may attach, or who, h;iving no land in

the common field in which an inclosure is proposed

to be made, may nevertlieless have a right of com-
mon therein, whether such person shall be tenant in

fee simple, or fee tail, general or special, or for life

01 lives, or by the courtesy of England, or for any
other estate offreeliold, or for years determinable on

any life or lives, and also for any person whose right

of common may be merely personal, and for the

guardian, trustee, feoffee for charitable or other uses,

husband, or committee of such person who shall be
an infant, idiot, lunatic, or ferae covert, or under any
other disability, to consent and agree to the compen-
sation which may be offered or which ought to be
given by the persons making such inclosure, not

only as to the nature and amount of such compen-
sation, but as to the manner in which tlie same shall

be secured, and to sign the agreement for that

purpose; but no such agreement shall be valid if

entered into by any person luiving a limited interest

only, or by any incumbent of a benefice, without the

consent of the same persons and to he testified in the

same manner as herein-before required in the case

of such persons being respectively parties to any
agreement for inclosure : Provided always, that iu

case such compensation or any part thereof shall be

agreed to be paid in money, and such money shall

belong to any persons who in the said first-recited

Act are mentioned or described as persons incapa-

citated to receive the same, then such money shall

be paid and applied in such and the same manner as

money belonging to such persons is directed to be

applied under the provisions of the said first-recited

Act.

Persons having objections to such Inclosure to deposit

them with the Clerk of the Peace, within Six Months.
—To be open to Inspection.

XLIII. And be it further enacted, that whenever
any agreement for compenstion may or may not have

been entered into, and notwithstanding any such

agreement, if any person interested in any such in-

closure, other than a person who may have signed

such agreement or otherwise consented thereto, shall

object to such inclosure, or to the nature or amount
of uny compensation which may be offered, or to the

manner in which such compensation may be pro-

posed to be secured, or on account of there not

having been any compensation offered, it shall be

lawful for him testate such objection in writing, and

to deposit the same with the clerk of the peace at

any time within six calendar months from the ex-

piration of the aforesaid notices of the deposit of

such schedule ; and such schedule and copy of

limitations, and every statement and document an-

nexed to such schedule, and every statement of ob-

jection which may be so deposited, shall be open to

the inspection of any person interested, and the de-

posit of such statement of objections in manner afore-

said shall be deemed and taken to be a suflRcient

notice to all persons interested in such inclosure.

Clerk of the Peace to lay the Schedule &;c. before the

Justices at Quarter Sessions, who shall hear and de-

termine upon such objections.

XLIV. And be it further enacted, that the clerk

of the peace shall cause the schedule and statement

of objections, and all other papers relating thereto,

and which shall have been so deposited with him, to

be laid before the justices at the General Quarter

Sessions of the Peace, or at some adjourned meeting

thereof, which shall be held not earlier than twenty-

eight days next after the deposit of such objections,

in and for the county, riding, or division wherein

the lands proposed to be inclosed, or the greater

part thereof, shall be situate ; and all such objections

shall be heard and determined by the said justices

in manner hereinafter provided.

Persons interested in Allotments may sell the same before

the Aivard ; and Commissioners may allot them to the

Purchasers.

XLV. And be it further enacted, that it shall and
may he lawful for any person or persons interested

in the said allotments at any time to mortgage, sell,

demise, or dispose of all such estate, right, title,

interest, and property which he, she, or they shall

then have in or to the said open and common arable,

meadow, or pasture lands or fields (or any one of

them), and of the allotments set out in lieu thereof,

before the execution of the award of the said commis-

sioner or commissioners ; and it shall be lawful for the

said commissioner or commissioners, and he or they are

Jiereby authorized and required, upon the conveyance

or other instrument by which such sale or disposition

is confirmed being produced to them, and the execu-

tion thereof proved to their satisfaction, to allot the

same to the purchaser or purchasers thereof respect-

ively; and if not so allotted such conveyance or

other instrument shall be valid and effectual in law,

notwithstanding it may have been so made before

the execution of the said award.

Tenants for Life empowered to Allotments to defray

Eipences.

XLVI. And be it further enacted, that it shall be

lawful for the said commissioner or commissioners,

in case he or they shall be requested by writing

under the hand or hands of any person or persons

being tenant for life, or other person being in pos-

session of, but not having the absolute estate or

interest in, any lands hereby authorized to be allot-

ted and inclosed, to sell and dispose of any part or

parts of the allotment or allotments belonging to

such person or persons, for the purpose of defraying

his, her, or their shares of the costs, charges, and

expences of putting into execution this Act and the

said recited Act of the forty-first year of the reign of

His late Majesty King George the Third, and the
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expences of fencing, ditching', subdividing, and in*

closing such allotment or allotments ; and the said

commissioners shall accordingly sell such part or

parts of such allotment or allotments, either by pri-

vate contract or public auction, as they shall think

proper, to such person or persons as shall be willing

to purchase the same, and shall convey the same to

such purchaser or purchasers by any deed under
their hands and seals ; and the receipt of the said

commissioners for such money shall be a full and
complete discharge to such purchaser or purchasers
for such purchase mone}' ; and the said commissioners
shall apply the purchase money in or towards the

payment of such expences, and in fencing, ditching,

subdividing, and inclosing the said allotment or

allotments respectively, and not otherwise ; but such
purchaser or purchasers shall not be liable to see to

the necessity or expediency of such sale, nor be
answerable nor accountable for the misapplication of

such purchase money ; and upon the payment of

such purchase money or purchase monies into the

hands of the said commissioner or commissioners,

the lands so to be sold as last aforesaid shall there-

upon be vested in fee simple in possession (if such
allotment or allotments is or are made in right of

freehold) in the purchaser or purchasers thereof, and
the same shall be thenceforth held in severalty by
such purchaser or purchasers thereof respectively,

as his, her, or their private property, and shall be
allotted accordingly by the said commissioner or

commissioners.

When Allotments to a Tenant for Life are in different

Parishes, Commissioners may sell the Land in one

Parish to defray Expences attending the other Po^-tion

of the Allotment,—Proviso.

XLVII. Provided always, and be it further en-

acted, that where any allotment or allotments so to

be made to any person or persons being tennnt for

life or in tail, or other person being in possession,

hut not having the absolute estate or interest in any
lands hereby authorized to be allotted and inclosed,

which stand limited to the same uses, shall be situ-

ated partly in one and partly in another parish or

township or place, it shall and may be lawful to

and for the said commissioner or commissioners, in

case they shall be requested as last herein-before

mentioned, to sell and dispose of, and to convey and

assure to the purchaser or purchasers thereof, any

part or parts of the said allotments belonging to such

person or persons in any one or more of the said pa-

rishes, townships, or places, in manner in that be-

half herein-before mentioned, as well for the purpose

of defraying his, her, or their share or shares of the

costs, charges, and expences of putting into execu-

tion this Act and the said recited Act, and the ex-

pences of fencing, ditching, subdividing, and drain-

ing such allotment or allotments in respect of such

of the said lands as are situated within the same pa-

rish wherein the said allotment or allotments so sold

may be situated, as for and in respect of such of the

said lands or other hereditaments or allotments as

may be situatedin any other township or place : Pro-

vided always, that it shall not be lawful to raise by
such sale any further or greater sum of money than

the person or persons part of whose allotment or

allotments may be sold or disposed of would have

been empowered and authorized to borrow or charge

upon his, her, or their allotment or allotments under

or by virtue of the said recited Act or this Act, reck-

oning five pounds for each and every acre of such

allotment or allotments.

Not to charge Lands with Expences unless the Sum to

arise by the Sale shall be less than 51 per Acre.

XLVIII. Provided always, and be it further en-

acted, that it shall not be lawful for the proprietor
or person from whose allotments lands shall be as
aforesaid deducted to charge his, her, or their lands
or hereditaments, by virtue of the said recited Act
or this Act, with any money towards payment of
such expences, unless the money to arise by such
sale shall be less than the sum of five pounds per
acre : and then and in such case it shall be lawful for

such person or persons to charge his, her, or their es-

tate or estates with, or to raise by mortgage thereof,

or other means or ways, as mentioned in the said
recited Act or this Act, sucli further sum of money
as may be necessary for the payment of the expences
of executing this Act, and subdividing the said allot-

ments, as, together with the value of the lands so
deducted, shall not exceed the amount that might be
borrowed and charged on the lands to be divided and
allotted at the rate of five pounds for each and every
acre.

For Payment of Expences of measuring, dividing, al-

lotting, and inclosing Open and Common Lands.

XLIX. And be it further enacted, that the charges
and expences of surveying, valuing, planning, mea-
suring, dividing, and allotting the said open and
common arable, meadow, or pasture lands of fields

hereby authorized to be divided, allotted, and in-

closed, and of fencing the lands of the persons from
whom a deduction of land shall be made as herein-

before directed, and also the expences of preparing

and enrolling the awards of and the allowances and
payments to be made to the said commissioner or

commissioners, umpire, and surveyors respectively,

as herein-before directed, and all other charges and
expences incident to or attending the carrying this

Act into execution, shall be paid, borne, and de-

frayed by all the proprietors of the lands and here-

ditaments so authorized to be divided, allotted, and
inclosed, or exchanged, in such proportions as the

said commissioner or commissioners shall settle and
adjust, and determine, to be paid at such time or

times and to such person or persons as they the said

commissioner or commissioners shall order and di-

rect ; notice thereof in writing under their hands be-

ing given thirty days before the time such payment
shall be required : Provided always, that in case any
number of persons whose allotments shall not exceed

two acres respectively slnill have required their al-

lotments to be thrown together as aforesaid, such
persons shall not be liable to pay, bear, or defray any
part of the charges and expences as aforesaid : Pro-

vided also, that it shall be lawful for four-fifths in

number and value of the proprietors and persons in-

terested as aforesaid, at any meeting to be held as

herein-before is mentioned, to agree that any per-

sons whose allotments shall not exceed five acres re-

spectively shall not be liable to pay, bear, or defray

any part of the charges and expences aforesaid, and

such persons shall by virtue of such agreement be

exempt from all liability thereto.

Commissioners to account,

L. And be it further enacted, that once at least in

every year, to be computed from the first appoint-

ment of such respective commissioner or commis-
sioners, the accounts of the said commissioners,

commissioner, or umpire, containing a true statement

of all and ever)^ sum and sums of money by them re-

ceived and expended, or due to them for their trouble

and expence in the execution of this Act and the

said recited Act of the forty-first year of the reign of

his late Blajesty King George the Third, until such

account shall he finally settled, shall, together with

the vouchers relating to the same, be by them hxid be-

fore three of his Majesty's justices of the peace for
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the county in which the lands to be inclosed, or the

greater part of them, shall be situated, to be by them
examined and balanced ; and such balance shall be

stated in the books of account to be kept in the office

of the clerk of the said commissioners ; and no
charge or item in such account shall be binding on
the parties concerned, or valid in law, unless the

same shall be so allowed : Provided also, that it shall

not be lawful for the commissioners to be appointed

in pursuance of this Act, or any of them, to retain

or pay to themselves or clerk, out of any monies to

be received by them or over which they may have
any control in the execution of any inclosure to be

effected laider this Act, any sum or sums of money
on account of any allowance herein-before directed

to be made to such commissioners and clerk respec-

tively beyond one-third of such allowance as they

shall respectively be entitled to as aforesaid, until

after the expiration of six calendar months from the

day of the delivery of the award hereby directed to

be made in the church of the parish in which the

lands inclosed may be situated.

Awards,

LI. And be it further enacted, That the said com-
missioner or commissioners shall make and execute
awards, with maps or plans thereto annexed, and
shall cause the same to be enrolled in manner as di-

rected by the said recited Act ; and such awards
shall be deposited in the respective parish churches
of the parishes wherein the lands so to be allotted

and inclosed, or the greater part thereof, are situated.

Provisions of Recited Acts, where not Alterred or Re-
pealed, extended to this Act.

LII. And be it further enacted, That all and every
the clauses, provisions, and enactments contained in

the said Act of the forty-first year of the reign of

King George the Third and of the first year of the reign

of King George the Fourth, or such of them as are

applicable to and consistent with the purposes and
object of this Act, shall and may be in full force and
effect for carrying into effect the allotments, divisions,

inclosures, and exchanges hereby authorized to be
made, as fully and effectually as if such clauses, pro-

visions, and enactments had been herein repeated and
re-enacted, and been made part of this Act, with such
alterations and variations as would adapt them and
render them applicable to the object and purposes of
this Act.

Appeal to Quarter Sessions where Parties think themselves

aggrieved.

LIII. And be it further enacted. That it shall be
lawful for all persons who shall think themselves

aggrieved by any thing done by virtu e o*" this Act
or the said recited Act (except in cases where the

things so done are herein or by the said Act of the

forty-first year of his late Majesty King George the

Third declared to be final, binding, and conclusive,)

to appeal to the General Quarter Sessions of the Peace
which shall be held in and for the county, riding,

or division wherein the lands, or the greater part

thereof, in respect of which the matter of complaint

may arise, shall be situated, or any adjournment

thereof within six calendar months next after the

cause of complaint shall have arisen, first giving

or causing to be given twenty-eight days notice

thereof in writing to the said commissioner or

commissioners, or one of them, or to the jiarties

intended to be appealed against : and tlio justices

at their said Quarter Sessions, or any adjournment

thereof, a'e hereby authorized and required to hear

and determine the matter of every such appeal, and

shall also hear and determine any appeal against the

sum agreed to be paid to any commissioner or sur-
veyor, or against the adoption of any plan, map, ad-
measurement, or valuation, or against any rules, con-
ditions, and principles which may have been agreed
upon in manner aforesaid for the guidance of the
commissioner or commissioners or umpire in making-
allotments, and shall also hear and determine all ob-
jections (if any) which may have been made in man-
ner aforesaid to any inclosure without the assistance
of commissioners, or to the nature or amount of the
compensation which may have been offered, or to
the manner in which the same may have been pro-
posed to be secured, or on account of there not having
been any compensation offered, and to make such
order in every such case respectively, and to award
such costs, as to them in their discretion shall seem
meet, and by their warrant to levy the costs awarded
by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the
parties respectively adjudged to pay the same, ren-
dering the overplus (if any) to the respective owners
of such goods and chattels, after deducting the rea-

sonable charges of such distress and sale ; and every
determination of the said justices shall be final and
conclusive on all parties concerned; and no such
complaint, appeal, or proceeding shall be removed or
removeable by certiorari or any other writ or pro-
ceeding whatsoever into any of his Majesty's Courts
of Record at Westminster or elsewhere ; but in case
suoh appeal shall appear to the said justices to be
frivolous, vexatious, or without foundation, then the
said justices shall award such costs to bepaid by the
appellant or appellants as to them in their discretion

shall seem reasonable, and to be levied in manner
aforesaid.

Act not to affect Rights of Lords of Manors.

LIV. Provided always, and be it further enacted,

That nothing in this Act contained shall in any case
authorize the inclosure of any waste whatsoever,

whether the soil thereof shall or shall not be vested
in the Lord of any Manor, and whether with or with-

out the assent of the Lord of such Manor ; nor shall

any thing in this Act contained prejudice, lessen, or

defeat the right, title, or interest of the respective

Lords for the time being of any such Manors in or to

any of the royalties or seignories, fisheries, manorial

and other rights, customs, and services incident or

belonging to the said respective Manors or any of

them ; but that such respective Lords, and all and
every person and persons claiming in trust for him
or them as such respective Lords for the time being
of the said several and respective Manors, shall and
may at all times for ever hereafter have, hold, re-

ceive, take, and enjoy all rents, services, courts,

perquisites and profits of courts, fines, goods and
chattels of felons and fugitives, felons of themselves

and put in exigent, deodands, waifs, estrays, and for-

feitures, privileges and jurisdictions of their several

and res{)ective manors, to the respective Lords there-

of, or any jierson or persons claiming under him or

them, incident, belonging, or appertaining, except in

respect of any land or estate for which compensation
is herein-before autliorized to be made, in as full,

ample, and beneficial manner to all intents and pur-

poses as the same might or ought to have been held

and enjoyed in case this Act had not been passed.

Act not to authorize the Inclosure of any Open or Com-
mon Fields unthin certain Distances of large Towns.

LV. Provided always, and be it further enacted,

that nothing in this Act contained shall authorize the

inclosure of any open or common arable fields, or of

nny open or common meadow or pasture lands or

fields, situate, and being within ten miles of the city
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of London, or of any open or common meadow or pas-
ture lands or fields situate and being within one
mile of any city or town of five thousand inhabi-

tants, or within one mile and a half of any
city or town of fifteen thousand inhabitants, or
within two miles of any city or town of thirty

thousand inhabitants, or within two miles and
a half of any city or town of seventy thousand
inhabitants, or within three miles of any city or

town of one hundred thousand inhabitants
,
provided

that in all cases the number of such inhabitants shall

be ascertained by the then last Parliamentary census
thereof, and that such distance shall be measured in

a direct line from the town hall if there shall be any
town hall, or if there shall be no such townhall, then
from the cathedral or church, if there shall be only
one church, or if there shall be more churches than
one then from the principal market place of any
such city or town.

Meaning of certain Woi'ds in this Act.

LVI. And be it further enacted, that the words
and expressions herein-after mentioned, which in

their ordinary signification have a more confined or
a difiFerent meaning, shall in the'construction of this

Act, except when the nature of the provision or the

context of the Act exclude such construction, be in-

terpreted as follows
;
(that is to say,) the words

" Proprietor" " owner," and " person," shall re-

spectively extend as well to an individual as to a
body politic, corporate or collegiate, and to a corpo-
ration as well aggregate as sole, whether such cor-

poration be eleemosynary or civil, ecclesiastical or
lay ; the word " benefice" shall extend to and be
taken to comprehend rectorirs, vicarages, donatives,
perpetual curacies, parochial and consolidated
chapelries and churches, and chapels having a dis-

trict assigned thereto ; the word " tithes" shall ex-
tend to any rent-chargef or payment in lieu of tithe

;

the word " land" shall extend to every species of
land, whether arable, meadow, or pasture, and whe-
ther freehold, copyhold, or customary, or held by
any other tenure, and as well to one piece or parcel
as to any number of pieces or parcels of land : the
word " parish" shall be construed to include any
parish, township, libertj', precinct, vill, village, ham-
let, tithing, chapelry, or any sther place or division
or district of a place, whether parochial, or extra-
parochial ; and every word importing the singular
number only shall extend and be applied to several
persons or things as well as one person or thing.

Saving the Rights of His Majesty in respect of the

Duchy of Cornwall, or of the Duke of Cornwall for
the time being.

LVII. Provided further, and be it enacted, that

nothing in this Act contained shall extend or be
construed to extend to affect, prejudice, or derogate
from the estate, right, title, interests, privileges, or

authority of the King's most Excellent Majesty, his

heirs and successors, in right or in respect of his

Duchy of Cornwall, or of the Duke of Cor)iwall for

the time being, or to authorize, sanction, or permit
the inclosure of any lands, grounds, tenements, or
hereditaments whatsoever, or give any right or title

whatsoever to any encroachment or intake heretofore

made thereupon, or otherwise affect any lands,

grounds, tenements, or hereditaments whatsoever be-

longing to or held of or being within and forming-

part and parcel ofany manor, messuage, or tenement,
open field, pasture, common, or other land or ground
whatsoever, or any advowson, rectory, or vicarage,

parcel of the possessions of the Duchv of Cornwall,

or wherein or whereunto, or over, upon, or with re-

ference whereto. His Majesty, in respect of his said

Duchy of Cornwall, or the Duke of Cornwall for the

time being, may have or claim to have any estate,

right, title, or interest whatsoever, nor at any time
or times be admitted in any court of law or equity

or otherwise considered as evidence upon any occa-
sion to affect in any manner his Majesty, his succes-
sors, in right or in respect of his said Duchy of
Cornwall, or the Duke ofCornwallfor the time being.

Saving as to the Duchy of Lancaster.

LVIII. Provided always, and be it further

enacted, that nothing in this Act contained shall au-
thorize the inclosure ofany open land in, to, or over
which his Majesty, in right of his Crown or of his

Duchy of Lancaster has or may have or claim to be
entitled to any estate, right, title, or interest what-
soever.

General Saving.

LIX. Saving always to the King's most Excellent
Majesty, his heirs and successors, and to all and
every other person and persons, bodies politic and
corporate, ecclesiastical and civil, his, her, or their

respective heirs, successors, executors, and admi-
nistrators, (other than and except the persons to

whom any allotment or compensation shall be made
by virtue of this Act, in respect of the interest or
j)roperty for which such allotment or compensation
shall be made to them in respect of such right, and
except such other rights and interests as the intents

and purposes hereby authorized shall absolutely re-

quire to be barred, destroyed, or extinguished by
this Act, and all persons respectively claiming un-

der them or in remainder after them,) all such estate,

right, title, interest, claim and demand as they, every

or any of them, had or enjoyed of, in, to, or out of
the said open and common arable, meadow, or pas-
ture lands or fields hereby authorized to be divided,

allotted, and inclosed, before the passing this Act, or

the carrying the powers thereof into execution, or

could or might have held or enjoyed in case this

Act had not been made, or the powers thereof had
not been carried into execution.
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AN ACT

CONSOLIDATING IN ONE ACT CERTAIN PROVISIONS USUALLY INSERTED IN

ACTS OF INCLOSURE, AND FOR FACILITATING THE MODE OF PROVING
THE SEVERAL FACTS USUALLY REQUIRED ON THE PASSING OF SUCH
ACTS.

4L GEORGE III.

[2nd July, 1801.]

No Person shall act as a Commissioner xinder anyfuture
Act for inclosing Lands, except signing Notice of First

Meeting, and administering an Oath, until he shall

have taken the Oath herein mentioned.

Whereas, in order to diminish tlie expence at-

tending the passing of Acts of inclosure, it is ex-

pedient that certain clauses usually contained in such
Acts should be comprised in one law, and certain

regulations adopted for facilitating the mode of prov-

ing the several facts usually required by Parliament
on the passing of such Acts : May it therefore please

your Majesty that it may be enacted ; and be it en-

acted by the King's most Excellent I\Iajestj',by and
with the advice and consent of the lords spiritual and
temporal, and commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, that no
person shall be capable of acting as a commissioner
in the execution of any of the powers to be given by
any Act hereafter to be passed for dividing, allotting,

or inclosing any lands or grounds, except the power
of signing and giving notice of the first meeting of
the commissioner or commissioners for executing any
such Act, and of administering the oath or affirma-

tion herein-after directed, until he shall have taken
and subscribed the oath or affirmation following

:

'I A. B. do swear, [or, being one of the People called

Quakers, do solemnly affirm,] that I will faithfully,

impartially, and honestly, according to the best of

my skill and ability, execute and perform the several

trusts, powers, and authorities vested and reposed in

me as a commissioner by virtue'of an Act for [here in-

sert the Title of the Act], according to equity and good
conscience, and without favour or atfection, preju-

dice or partiality, to any person or persons whomso-
ever. So help me God.'

Oath and Appointment to be inroVed with the Award.

Which oath or affirmation it shall be lawful for any

one of the commissioners, where more than one shall

be appointed by any such Act, or any one justice of

the peace for the county within which the said lands

or grounds shall be situated, wliere only one com-
missioner shall be so appointed, to administer, and

they are hereby respectively required to administer

the same ; and the said oatli or affirmation so to be

taken and subscribed by each commissioner, and also

the appointment of every new commissioner, shall

be annexed to and inroUed with the award of any

commissioner or commissioners, and a copy of the

inrolment thereof shall be admitted as legal evi-

dence.

Commissioners declining to act to give Notice of such

Intention,— Commissioners not to be Purchasers for a

limited Time.

II. And be it further enacted, that every person

appointed a commissioner in or by virtue of any such

Act, who shall refuse or decline to act as such, shall

forthwith give notice in writing to the other com-
missioner or commissioners of bis intention to refuse

or decline acting as a commissioner : Provided al-

ways, that no such commissioner shall be capable of

being a purchaser of any part or parts of the lands,

tenements, or hereditaments within any parish in

which the lands and grounds intended to be inclosed

are situate, either in his own name or in the name or

names of any person or persons, until five years

after the date and execution of the award to be made
by any such commissioner or commissioners.

Boundaries of Parishes to be ascertained.—Description

of Boundaries to be delivered to one oj the Church-

wardens Sfc, of the respective Parishes, and the Lords

of Manors, or their Stewards.—Appeal to Quarter

Sessions.

III. And whereas disputes or doubts may arise

concerning the boundaries of parishes, manors, ham-

lets, or districts to be divided and inclosed, and of

parishes, manors, hamlets, or districts adjoining

thereto ; be it therefore enacted, That the commis-

sioner or commissioners appinted in or by virtue of

any such Act shall and he or they is and are hereby

authorized and required, by examination of witnesses

upon oath or affirmation (which oath or affirmation

any one of such commissioners is hereby empowered
to administer), and by such other legal ways and

means as he or they shall think proper, to inquire

into the boundaries of such several parishes, manors,

hamlets, or districts ; and in case it shall appear to

such commissioner or commissioners that the boun-

daries of the same respectively are not then suffi-

ciently ascertained and distinguished, such commis-

sioner or commissioners shall and he or they is and

are hereby authorized and requiroil to ascertain, set

out, determine, and fix the same respectively ; and

after the said boundaries shall be so ascertained, set

out, determined, and fixed, the same shall and are

hereby declared to be the boundaries of such parishes,

manors, hamlets, or districts : Provided always, that

C 2
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sucli commissioner or commissioners (before he or

they proceed to ascertain and set out the boundaries
of such parishes, manors, hamlets,or districts,) shall,

and lie or they is and are hereby required to give
public notice, by writing under his or their hands to

be affixed on the most public doors of the churches

of sucli parishes, and also by advertisement to be
inserted in some newspaper to be named in such Act,

and also by writing to be delivered to or left at the

last or usual places of the abode of the respective

lords or stewards of the lords of the manors in which
the lands and grounds to be inclosed shall be situate,

and of such adjoining manor or manors, ten days at

least before the time of setting out such boundaries,

ot his or their intention to ascertain, set out, deter-

mine, and fix the same respectively ; and such com-
missioner or commissioners sliall, within one month
after his or their ascertaining and setting out the same
boundaries, cause a description thereof in writing to

be delivered to or left at the places of abode of one
cf the churchwardens or overseers of the poor of
the respective parishes, and also of such respective

lords or stewards : Provided always, that if any per-

son or persons interested in the determination of the

said commissioner or commissioners respecting the

said boundaries shall be dissatisfied with such deter-

mination, such person or persons may appeal to the

justices of the peace acting in and for the county in

which such lands or grounds shall be situate, at any
general quarter session of the peace to be holden
witliin four calender months next after the aforesaid

publication of the said boundaries, by delivering or

leaving such description as aforesaid, the party or

parties making such appeal giving eight days notice

of such appeal, and ol the matter thereof, in writing

to the commissioners ; and the decision of the said

justices therein shall be final and conclusive, and
shall not be removed or removable bv certiorari, or

any other writ or process whatsoever, into any of

his Majesty's courts of record at Wei^iminster or else-

wliere.

A Survey, Admeasurement, Plan, and Valuation of the

Lands, &c. to be inclosed, shall be made.—Prnprietors

may inspect Admeasurements and Plans, and take

Copies.

IV. And be it further enacted. That a true, exact,

and particular survey, admeasurement, plan, and
valuation of all the lands and grounds to be divided,
allotted, and inclosed by any such Act, and also of
all the messuages, cottages, orchards, gardens, home-
steads, ancient inclosed lands and grounds within
any such pnrish or manor, shall be made and reduced
into writing by such commissioner or commissioners,
or by such other person or persons as he or they
shall nominate and appoint, as soon as conveniently
may be, for the purposes of such Act ; and the num-
ber of acres and decimal parts of an acre in statute

measure, contained in all the lands and grounds di-

rected or authorized to be divided, allotted, and in-

closed, pnd also in all the ancient inclosed lands,

grounds, and homesteads aforesaid, and of each and
every proprietor's distinct property in the same re-

spectively at the time of making such survey and ad-

measurement, shall be therein setforthand specified;

and that the said survey, admeasurement, plan, and
valuation shall be kept by suehcommissioner or com-
missioners ; and the person or persons who shall

make such survey, admeasurement, plan, and valua-
tion shall verify the same upon oath or affirmation at

any meeting to be held after the making thereof
(which oath or affirmation the commissioners, or any
one of them, are and is hereby empowered and re-

quired to administer) ; a::d the proprietors and their

respective agents, and all persons interested therein,

shall at all seasonable times have liberty to peruse
and inspect such admeasurement and plan only, and
to take copies thereof and extracts therefrom respec-

tively.

Lands may be entered npoti to make Surveys, &^c,—Maps
made at the time of pausing Act may be used uithovt

making new ones.

V. And be it further enacted, That for surveying,
admeasuring, and valuing all the said lands and
grounds, and for other the purposes of such Act, it

sliall be lawful for such commissioner or commis-
sioners, erery or any of them, or the person or per-

sons to be appointed by him or them to make such
survey, admeasurement, plan, and valuation, toge-

ther with their and every ot their assistants and ser-

vants, at any time or times v^hatsoever, until such
division shall be completed, to enter, view, and ex-

amine, survey, and admeasure, all and every part of

the lands and grounds intended to be divided and
allotted, and also all the ancient inclosed lands,

grounds, and homesteads directed to be surveyed,
and to do or cause to be done any Act or thing ne-

cessary for putting such Act into execution : Pro-

vided always, that any map or survey made at the

time of passing any such Act, -which shall be ten-

dered to such commissioner or commissioners, and
which shall be in his or their judgment and to his or

their satisfaction a just and true map or survey pro-

per for the purpose of carrying such Act into execu-
tion, may be used for that purpose, if the said com-
missioner or commissioners shall think fit, without
any new map or survey being made of such part of

the lands and grounds as shall be comprised in any
such approved map or survey as aforesaid.

Claimants of Riglits in Lands to be inclosed to deliver

to the Commissioners Schedules of Particulars, or

shall he excluded, which Claims may he inspected, and
Copies taken.— Objections to Claims to be delivered to

the Comynissioners at or before the Meeting for that

Purpose, or shall not be received, except for special

Cause.

VI. And be it further enacted, That all persons
and bodies corporate or politic, who shall have or

claim any common or other right to or in any such
lands so to be inclosed, shall deliver or cause to be
delivered to such commissioner or commissioners, or

one of them, at some one of such meetings as the

said commissioner or commissioners shall appoint
for the purpose, (or within such further time, if any,
as the said commissioner or commissioners shall ior

some S[.ecial reason think proper to allow for that

(mrpose,) an account or schedule in writing, signed
by them, or their respective husbands, guardians,
trustees, committees, or agents, of such their respec-
tive rights or claims, and therein describe the lands
and grounds, and the resj)ective messuages, lands,

tenements, and hereditaments in respect whereof
they shall respectively claim to be entitled to any
and which of such rights in and upon the same, or
any part thereof, with the name or names of the per-
son or persons then in the actual possession thereof,

and the particular computed quantities of the same
respectively, and of what nature and extent such
right is, and also in what rights and for what estates

and interests they claim the same respectively, dis-

tinguishing the freehold from the copyhold or lease-

hold ; or on noncompliance therewith, every of them
making default therein shall, as far only as respects

any claim so neglected to be dalivered, be totally

barred and excluded of and from all right and title

in or upon such lands so to be divided respectively,

and of and from all benefit and advantage in or to
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any share or allotment thereof; all which said claims

or accounts shall, at all seasonable times until after

the execution of the said award, be open to the in-

spection and perusal of all parties interested or

claiming- to be interested in tlie premises, their re-

spective ag-ents or attornies, who may take copies

thereof or extracts therefrom respectively ; and if

any perso i or persons, or bodies politic or corporate,

interested or claiming to be interested in the pre-

mises, shall have any objection to offer to any such

account or claim, the particulars of such objection

shall be reduced into writing and signed by tbem,or

their respective husbands, guardians, trustees, com-
mittees, or agents, and shall be delivered to the sad
commissioner or commissioners at or before some
otlier meeting of such commissioner or commission-

ers, to be bv him or them appointed for that purpose ;

and no such objection shall afterwards be received,

unless for some legal disability or special cause to

be allowed by the said commissioner or commis-
sioners.

Commissioners not hereby authorized to determine Dis-

putes touching Rights ; hut they shall assign the Al-

lotments to the Persons in actual Possession of the

Lands in lieu whereof made.

VII. Provided also, and be it further enacted,

That nothing herein contained shall authorize such

commissioner or commissioners to hear and dstermine

any difi'erence or dispute which may arise touching

the right or title to any lands, tenements, or here-

ditaments ; but such commissioner or commissioners

shall assign and set out the seveial allotments direct-

ed to be made unto the person or persons who at the

time of the division and inclosure shall have the ac-

tual seisin or possession of the lands, tenements, or

hereditaments in lieu or in right whereof such allot-

ment shall be respectively made : Provided also, that

no difference or suit touching the title to any lands,

tenements, or hereditaments shall impede or delay

the commissioner or commissioners in the execution

of the powers vested in him or them by virtue of

any such Act, but the division or inclosure directed

to be made shall be proceeded in, notwithstanding

such difference or suit.

Commissioners before making any Allotments, to appoint

•public Carriage Roads, and prepare a Map thereof,

to be deposited with their Clerk, and give Notice there-

of, and appoint a Meeting, at lohich, if any person

shall object, the Cojnmissioners, with a Justice of the

Division, shall determine the Matter.—If the Com-

missioners by any Bill shall be empowered to stop up

any old Road, it shall not he dvne without the

Order of Two Justices, and which shall be subject to

Appeal to the Quarter Sessions.

VIII. And be it further enacted, Ihat sucli

commissioner or commissioners shall and he or

.they is and are hereby authorized and reiiuired,

in the lirst place, before he or they proceed to make

any of the divisions and allotments directed in and

by any such Act, to set out and appoint the public

carriage roads and highways through and over the

lands and grounds intended to bo divided, allotted,

and inclosed, and to divert, turn, and stop up any of

the roads and tracts upon and over all or any part of

the said lands and gro nds,as he or they shall judge

necessary, so as such roads and iiighways shall be

and remain tliirty feet wide at the least, and so as the

same shall bo sot out in such diieciions as shall, upon

the whole, appear to him or them most commoilious

to the public ; an;] he or they are hereby furl her re-

quired to ascertain the same l)y marks and bounds,

and to prepare a map in whi;li such intended roads

shall be accurately laid down and described, and to

cause the same, being signed by such commissioner,

if only one, or the major part of such commissioners,

to be "deposited witli the clerk of the said commis-

sioner or commissioners, for the inspection of all

persons concerned, and as soon as may be after such

carriage roads sliall have been so set out and such

map so deposited, to give notice in some newspaper

to be named in such bill, and also by affixing tlie

same upon the church door of the jiarish in which

any of the lands so to be inclosed shall lie, of his or

their having set out such roads and deposited such

map, and also of the general lines of such intended

carriage roads, and to appoint in and by tlie same

notice a meeting to be held by the said commissioner

or commissioners, at some convenient place in or

near to the parish or township within which tlie said

inclosure is to be made, and not sooner than three

weeks from the date and publication of such notice,

at which meeting it shall and may be lawful for any

person who may be injured or aggrieved by the set-

ting out of such roads to attend ; and if any such

pei^son shall object to the setting out of the same,

then such commissioner or commissioners, together

with any justice or justices of peace acting in and

for the division of tjie county in which such inclo-

sure shall be made, and not being interested in the

same, who may attend such meeting, shall hear and

determine such objection, and the objections of any

other such ]>erson, to any alteration that the said

commissioner or commissioners, together with such

justice or justices, may in consequence propose to

make, and shall and he or they are hereby required,

according to the best of the'ir judgment upon the

whole, to order and finally direct how s';ch carriage

roads shall be set out, and either to confirm the said

map, or make such alterations therein as the case may

require : Provided always, that in case such com-

missioner on commissioners shall by such bill be em-

powered to stop up any old or accustomed road pass-

ing or leading through any part of the old inclosures

in such parish, township, or place, the same shall in

no case be done without the concurrence and order

of two justices of the peace acting in and for such

division, and not interested in the repair of such

roads ; and which order shall be subject to an appeal

to the quarter sessions, in like manner and under the

same forms and restrictions as if the same had been

originally made by such justice as aforesaid.

The Carriage Roads shall be fenced on both Sides by

such af the Land Owners as the Commissioners shall

direct ; and no Person shall erect any Gate across

any Road, or plant any Trees on the Sides, at less

than Fij'tti Yards Distance.—The Commissioners

shall appoint Surveyo}-s, and if icith a Salary, such

Salary and the Expense of making the Road, over

and above the Statute Duty, shall be raised as other

Expenses, and paid on or before Eiecntion of the

Award.—Surveyors to be subject to the Controul of

the Justices, anil shall account to themfor Monies re-

ceived.—Justices may levy Jiates.—If Surveyors ne-

glect 10 complete Roads within a limited Time, they

shall forfeit 201. and the Inhabitants shall not be

chargeable to them (except Statute Duty) till declared

to be completed at a Special Sessions.

IX. And be it further enacted, Tliat such carriage

roads so to be set out as aforesaid sliaJl be well and

sufficiently fenced on both sides by sucli of the owners

and proprietors of the lands and grounds intended

to be divided, allotted, and inclosed, and within such

time, as such commissioner or commissioners shall

bv any writiag undi>r his or tiieir hands director ap-

point ; and tiiat it shall not be lawful for any person
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or persons to set up or erect any gate across any such
carriage road, or to plant any trees iu or near to the

hedges on the sides thereof at a less distance from
each other than fifty yards; and such commissioner
or commissioners sliall and he or they is and are

herehy empowered and required, by writing under
Lis or tlieir hands, to nominate and appoint one or

more surveyor or surveyors, vi'ith or without a salary,

for the first forming and completing such parts of

the said carriage roads as shall be newly made, and
for putting into comjilete repair such part of the same
as shall have been previously made ; which salary

(if any), and also the expence of forming, complet-
ing, and repairing such roads respectively, over and
above a proportion of the statute duty on the roads

£0 to be repaired, shall be raised in like manner as

the charges and expences of obtaining and passing
any such Act and of carrying the same into execution
shall be thereby directed to be raised, and shall be
paid to such surveyor or surveyors on or before the

execution of the award of such commissioner or

commissioners ; and in case the same shall be thereby

provided to be raised by sale of any part of the lands

so to be divided and inclosed, that then such com-
missioner or commissioners shall make a conditional

rate upon the owners and proprietors of the same, in

case the produce of such sale shall prove insufficient

for the purposes aforesaid ; and such surveyor or sur-

veyors shall and he or they is and are hereby directed

to be in all respects subject to the jurisdiction and
controul of the justices of the peace acting in and
for the county in which such roads shall respectively

lie, and shall account to such justices in like manner
for all monies so to be by him or them received and
expended, and for the repayment of any surplus
which may remain in his or their hands to such per-
sons as shall have been made liable to contribute

thereto, according to the proportion so as above as-

certained by such commissioner or commissioners
;

and such justices shall have the like powers of levy-
ing any such rate as may by them be thought neces-
sary for the purposes aforesaid, according to the pro-
portions previously ascertained by such commissioner
or commissioners, as if such surveyor or surveyors
had been appointed under or by virtue of the gene-
ral highway Act passed in the thirteenth year of the
reign of his present Majesty ; and in case such sur-
veyor or surveyors shall neglect to complete and re-

pair such roads respectively within the space of two
years after such award, unless a further time, not ex-
ceeding one year, shall for that purpose be allowed
by such justices, and then within such further time,
he or they shall forfeit the sum of twenty pounds :

and the inhabitants at large of the parish, township,
or place wherein such roads shall be respectively
situate shall be in nowise charged or chargeable to-

wards forming or repairing the said roads respec-
tivel}-, except such proportion of such statute duty
as aforesaid, till such time as the same shall, by such
justices in their special sessions, be declared to he
fully and sufficiently formed, completed, and repair-
ed ; from which time, and for ever thereafter, the
same shall be supported and kept in repair by such
persons and in like manner as the other public roads
within such parish, township, or place are by law to
be amended and kept in repair.

Commissioners shall appoint Private Roads, 6^c.

X. And be it further enacted. That such com-
missioner or commissioners shall and he or they is

and are hereby empowered and required to set out
and appoint such private roads, bridleways, footways,
ditchei, drains, watercourses, watering places,
quarries, bridges, gates, stiles, mounds, fences,

banks, bounds, and land marks in, over, upon, and
through, or by the sides of the allotments to be made
and set out in pursuance of such Act, as he or they
shall think requisite, giving such notice and subject
to such examination as to any private roads or paths
as are above required in the case of public roads

;

and the same shall be made, and at all times for ever
thereafter be supported and kept in repair, by and at

the expense of the owners and proprietors for the

time being of the lands and grounds directed to be
divided and inclosed, in such shares and })roportions

as the commissioner or commissioners shall in and
by his or their award order and direct.

The Grassand Herbage on Roads shall belong to the Pro-

prietors of the Lands adjoining on either side ; and all

Roads ichich shall not be set out shall be allotted and
inclosed. N-o Turnpike Road shall be altered icithout

the Consent of the Trustees.

XI. And be it further enacted. That after such
public and private roads and ways shall have been
set out and made, the grass and herbage arising

thereon shall for ever belong to and be the sole

riglit of the proprietors of the lands and grounds
which shall next adjoin the said roads and ways on
either side thereof, as far as the crown of the road ;

and all roads, ways, and paths over, through, and
upon such lands and grounds, which shall not bo
set out as aforesaid, shall be for ever stopped up and

extinguished, and shall be deemed and taken as part

of the lands and grounds to be divided, allotted, and

inclosed, and shall be divided, allotted, and inclosed

accordingly : Provided that nothing herein contained

shall extend or be construed to extend to give such

commissioner or commissioners any power or autho-

rity to divert, change, or alter any turnpike road that

shall or may lead over any such lands and grounds,

unless the consent of the majority of the trustees of

such turnpike roads, assembled at some public meet-

ing called for that purpose on ten days notice, be
first had and obtained.

Commissioners in snaking Allotments to have Regard to

the Situation of Houses as well as the Quantity and

Qualitii of Land, as far as may be consistent with

general Convenience.

XII. And be it further enacted. That such com-
missioner or commissioners, in making the several

allotments directed by any such Act, shall have due
regard as well to the situation of the respective

houses or homesteads of the proprietors as to the

quantity and quality of the lands and grounds to be
allotted to them respectively, so far as may be con-

sistent with the general convenience of the said pro-

prietors ; and that such commissioner or commis-
sioners, in making the said allotments, shall have
particular regard to the convenience of the owners
or proprietors of the smallest estates in the lands

and grounds directed to be allotted and exchanged.

Commissioners may direct small Allotments to be laid

together and ringfenced, and stocked and depastured

in common by the Proprietors.

XIII. And whereas the proprietors and persons

interested in open common fields, meadows, pastures,

commons, and waste lands directed to be diviiled

and allotted, whose allotments thereof will be small

and expensive to inclose, may be desirous of stock-

ing and depasturing their allotments in common,
and of sharing such produce ns mav grow thereon,

under proper regulations ; be it therefore further

enacted, That such commissioner or commissioners

shall be and ho or they is and are hereby fully

authorized and empowered, on application of the
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parties interested at their first or second meeting- for

receiving claims, and on an attentive view nnd full

consideration of the premises, to award, order, and
dji-ect any such allotments to be laid together and
rii.g-fenced, and to be stocked and depastured in

common, and to make such orders and regulations

for the equitable enjoyment thereof, and for the par-

ticipation of any produce growing or to grow there-

on, as such commissioner or commissioners may
think beneficial and proper for the said several

parties interested therein.

Allotments to be in fall Compensation for all Rights in

the Lands, which shall cease on Noticefrom the Com-
missioners being affixed on the Door of the Parish
Church.

XIV. And be it further enacted. That the several

shares of and in any lands or grounds which shall

upon any division be assigned, set out, allotted, and
applied unto and for the several persons who shall

be entitled to the same, shall, wiien so allotted, be
and be taken to be in full bar of and satisfaction

and compensation for their several and respective

lands, grounds, rights of common, and all other rights

and properties whatsoever which they respectively

had or were entitled to in and over the said lands
and grounds immediately before the passing of any
such Act ; and that from and immediate!}' after the

making the said division and allotments, and the
execution of ,the award of such commissioner or

commissioners, or at any other time as such com-
missioner or commissioners shall, by writing under
his or their hands to be affixed on the principal door
of the church of the parish in which the lands nnd
grounds shall be situate, director appoint, all rights

of common, and all rights whatsoever by such Act
intended to be extinguished, belonging to or claimed

by any person or persons whomsoever, bodies politic

or corporate, in, over, or upon such lands or grounds,
shall cease, determine, and be for ever extinguished.

Commissioners may exchange by Allotments, Messuages,

Lands, i^'c. with the Consent of the Proprietors, or if
belonging to Churches, S^c, with the Consent of the

Bishop and of the Patron,

XV. And be it further enacted. That such com-
missioner or commissioners shall and he or they is

and are hereby authorized to set out, allot, and award
any messuages, buildings, lands, tenements, heredi-

taments, new allotments, or old inclosures, within

such parish or manors, in lieu of or in exchange for

any other messuages, buildings, lands, tenements,
hereditaments, new allotments, or old inclosures,

within the said parish or manors, or within any
adjoining parish or place, so as that all such ex-

changes be made with the consent of the respective

owners, proprietors, or other persons seised of the

lands, hereditaments, and premises which shall

respectively be so exchanged as aforesaid, or of the

husbands, guardians, trustees, committees, or attor-

nies acting for or on behalf of such owners, pro-

prietors, or other persons respectively who are

under coverture, minors, lunatics, or beyond the

seas, or under any other disability or incapacity of

acting for themselves (such consent to be testified by
writing under their respective hands,) and so that

all sucli exchanges be ascertained, specified, and set

forth in the award of such commissioner or com-
missioners ; and so that all such exchanges of any
lands, tenements, or hereditaments belonging to or

held in right of any church, chapel, or ecclesiastical

benefice, shall also be made with the like consent in

writing of flie l)ishop of the diocese, and of the patron

of any church, chapel, or ecclesiastical benefice for

the time being ; and all such exchanges so made as

aforesaid shall be for ever good, valid, and effectual
in the law to all intents and purposes whatsoever.

Commissioners may make Allotments in Severalty to

Joint Tenants or Tenants in Common,
XVI. And whereas it may happen that some of

the proprietors of messuages, cottages, tenements,
or lands in any such parish or manor, and persons
entitled to allotment or allotments to be made by
vi.-tue of any such Act, may be seised thereof or
entitled thereto in joint tenancy, or as coparceners
or tenants in common, and cannot, by reason of in-
fancy, settlement, or absence beyond seas, make an
efiectual division thereof ; be it therefore further
enacted. That it shall be lawful for any such com-
missioner or commissioners, and he or they is and
are hereby authorized and empowered, (upon the
request in writing of such joint tenants, or co-
parceners, or tenants in common, or any or either of
them, or of the husbands, guardians, trustees, com-
mittees, or attoraies of such as are under coverture,
minors, lunatics, or under any other incapacity as
aforesaid, or absence beyond seas,) to make partitioa
and division of the messuages, cottages, tenements,
lands, and allotment or allotments, to such of the
said owners or proprietors who shall be entitled to
the same as joint tenants, coparceners, or tenants in
common, and to allot the same accordingly to such
owners and proprietors in severalty ; and from and
immediately after the said allotments shall be so
made and declared, the same shall be holden and
enjoyed by the person or persons to whom the same
shall be allotted in severalty in such and the same
manner, and subject to such and the same uses, as
the undivided parts or shares of such estates would
have been held in case such partition and division
had not been made.

Persons to accept t^^eir Allotments in a limited Time, or

toforfeit their Rights.

XVII. And be it further enacted. That all and
every person or persons to whom any allotment or
allotments shall be made by virtue of any such Act
shall and he, she, or they is and are hereby required
to accept his, her, and their respective allotments
within the space of two calendar months next after

the execution of the award directed to be made in
and by such Act ; and in case any person or persons
shall neglect or refuse to accept of his, her, or their
share or allotment within the time before mentioned,
such person or persons so neglecting or refusing
shall be totally excluded from having or receiving
any estate or interest, or right of common whatso-
ever, in any part of the lands and grounds to be
divided and inclosed by virtue of any such Act.

Guardians, &;c,, may accept for incapacitated Persotts,

and Tenants for Life shall accept of Allotments,

Nonacceptance of Guardians, &\c., shall not prejudice

the Rights of incapacitated Persons who shall accept

in a limited Time after enabled so to do.

XVIII. Provided always, and be it further en-

acted. That it shall and may bo lawful for the re-

spective guardians, husbands, trustees, committees,

or attornies of any person or persons being minors,
femes covert, lunatics, beyond the seas, or otherwise
incapable by law, to accept any such allotments as

shall be made by virtue of any such Act to and for

the use of such person or persons so incapacitated

as aforesaid, and also that any person or jiersons

entitled to any allotment or allotments as tenant or

tenants for life or lives shall be, and lie she, and
they is and are hereby respectively enabled and re-

quired to accept of and take such allotment or allot-

ments respectively ; and every such acceptance re-
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spectively shall be and is hereby declared to be
valid and eliectual to all intents and purposes what-

soever : Provided further. That the nonclaim or

nonacceptance of any such guardian, husband,

trustee, committee, or attorne}' shall not exclude or

in any way prejudice the right of any infant, feme
covert, lunatic, or other person- or persons being

under any disability or incapacity as aforesaid, or

absent beyond the seas, who shall claim or accept

such share or allotment within twelve calendar

months next after such disability or incapacity shall

be removed, or of anv person entitled as heir in re-

mainder after the death of any person dying during

such incapacity or disability who shall claim or ac-

cept the same within one year next after his, her,

or their right, title, or interest shall have accrued,

descended, or vested, or be known so to be.

Before Execution of the Award, Allotments may be

ditched and inclosed, with the Consent of the Com-
missioners.

XIX. And be it further enacted, That after the

allotments shall be set out by such commissioner or

commissioners, and at any time before the execution

of his or their award, it sliall be lawful for any per-

son or persons to whom any allotment or allotments

shall be so made and staked or marked out, by and
with the consent of such commissioner or com-
missioners in writing- under his or their hands, to

ditch, fence off, and inclose their respective allot-

ments in such manner as such commissioner or com-
missioners shall so direct and appoint.

Trees, S)C., to he allotted with the Lands ivhereon they

stand, the Parties paying to the Owners such Sums as

the Comm^ssio7iers shall direct ; but in case of Neglect

the Owners may cut them down and take them away,

XX. And be it further enacted. That the timber
trees and other trees, thorns, and bushes standing
and growing upon any waste lands or other lands to

be allotted by such act shall be allotted and go along
with the lands whereon they respectively stand, and
shall be deemed tlie property of the several persons
to whom the same lands shall be respectively allotted,

such persons paying to the owner or respective
owners of the same trees such sums of money for the
same, and at such time or times and place or places,

as the said commissioner or commissioners shall by
writing under his or their hand or hands direct

;

but if the said parties who are to make such re-

spective payments shall neglect or refuse to make
the same accordingly, then it shall be lawful to and
for the respective parties who shall be entitled to

liave and receive such payments, to enter on the

said lands, and cut down, take, and carry away to

their own use the said trees, thorns, or bushes in re-

spect of which the said payments wei-e respectively

to be made to them, at any seasonable time or times
within one year next after such neglect or default,

they doing as little damage on the said lands as
may be.

Where Money is to be jmid for Lands, &;c., and ivhich

ought to he laid ouiin other Purchases to be settled to

the same Uses, the Commissioners may thereout defray
a Proportion of the Expenses of passing the Act, and
putting it in execution, &;c.,and of the Surplus amount
to 2001. it sliall, as soon as may be, be laid out in

other Purchases, and in the meantime he paid into the

Banh, and applied under the Direction of the Court
of Chancery.

XXI. And be it further enacted, Tliat whenever
any sum of money is, under the provision of this

Act, or any such Bill, to be paid for the purchase or
exchange of any lands, tenements, or hereditaments,

or of any timberor wood growing thereon, and which
sum of money ought to be laid out in the purchase of

other lands, tenements, or hereditaments, to be
settled to the same uses, it shall and may be lawful

to and for such commissioner or commissioners out

of such sum to defray such proportion of the expense
of passing such Act, and of carrying the same into

execution, as shall, if any, be charged upon any of

the lands, tenements, or hereditaments of the person

or persons, body politic or corporate, trustees, or

feoffees in possession of the lands, tenements, or

Iiereditaments so sold or exchanged, or on which
such timber or wood actually grew, and also the

expense of any permanent improvement, such as

building, subdividing, draining, or planting, and the

like, which shall in the judgment of such commis-
sioner or commissioners be proper to be made, and
shall be made under his or tlieir direction, upon anv
lands to be by virtue of such Act allotted to such

person or persons, body politic or corporate, trus-

tees or feoffees respectively ; and in case the surplus

of sucli money shall amount to the sura of two hun-

dred pounds, then the same shall, with all con-

venient speed, be invested in the purchase of any
lands or hereditaments, which shall be conveyed and
settled upon and subject to the like uses, trusts, and
limitations as such lands so sold or exchanged, or

the lands on which such timber grew, were settled,

limited, or assured ; and in the meantime, and until

such purchase can be made, such money shall be
paid into the Bank or England in the name and veith

the privity of the accountant general of the high

court of chancery, to be placed to his account there

ex parte the said commissioner or commissioners,

without fee or reward ; to the intent that such

money shall be applied, under the direction and
with the approbation of the said court, to be signified

by an ordtr made upon a petition to be preferred in

a summary way by the ])erson or persons who would
have been entitled to such lands, tenements, and
hereditaments, or timber respectively, either in or

towards the redemption or purchase of land tax, or

towards the discharge of any debts or incumbrances,

affecting the lands or hereditaments so purchased or

exchanged, or on which such timber grew ; or until

the s;uue shall, upon the like application, in a sum-
mary way, be laid out by order of the said court in

the purchase of other lands or hereditaments, to be

settled to the like uses ; and in the meantime, and
until order can be made, such money may, by order

of the said court, be laid out in some of the public

funds, or on government or real securities, and the

dividends or interest arising therefrom shall, by
order of the said court, be paid to such person or

persons as would for the time being be entitled to

the rents and profits of such lands, tenements, and
hereditaments so to be purchased, conveyed, and
settled.

If such Money be less than 200Z. and upiuards of 20/.

it shall, at the Option of the Person entitled to the

Rents of the Lands, be paid into the Bank, or to Two
Trustees to be approved of by the Coinmissioners, to be

applied as before directed ,-

XXII. Provided always, and be it further en-
acted. That if any such money shall be less thnn the
sum of two hundred pounds, and shall exceed the

sum of twenty pounds, then and in such case the
same shall, at the option of the person or persons
for the time being entitled to the rents and profits of
the lands or hereditaments so purchased, or of his,

her, or their guardian or guardians, committee, or

committees, in case of infancy or lunacy, to be
signified in writing under their respectiye hands, to
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be paid into tlie bank in the name and witli the

privity of the said accountant general of the high

court of cliaucer}', and be placed to his account as

aforesaid, in order to be applied in the manner be-

fore directed ; or otherwise the same shall be paid
at the like option to two trustees, to be nominated
by the person or persons making such option, and
ajjproved of by tlie commissioner or commissioners
(sucli nomination and approbation to be signified in

writing under the hands of the nominating and ap-

proving parties^, in order that such ])rincipal money
and the dividends arising thereon may be applied in

manner herein-before directed, so far as the case be
applicable, without obtaining or being re(juired to

obtain the direction or approbation of the said court
of chancery.

And if less than 201. it shall be applied to the Use of
the Person etttitled to the Rents of the Lands, as the

Commissioners shall think ft.

XXIII. Provided also, and be it further enacted.
That where such money shall be less than twenty
pounds, then and in such case the same shall be ap-
plied to the use of the person or persons who would
for the time being have been entitled to the rents
and profits of the lands or hereditaments so pur-
cliased, in such manner as the said commissioner or

commissioners shall think fit, or in case of infancy
or lunacy, then to his, her, or their guardian or

guardians, committee or committees, to and for the
use and benefit of such person or persons so entitled

respectively.

If any person does not accept, inclose, and fence his

Allotment as the Coinmissioners shall direct, theu may
cause it to he inclosed arid fenced and let, and receive

the Rents vntil the expenses are satisfied, or they may
charge them iipon the Proprietor.

XXIV. And be it further enacted. That if any
person to whom any allotment or allotments shall

be made, or any guardian, husband, trustees,

feoffees, committees, or attorney of any infant, feme
covert, charity or charities, lunatic, idiot, person or

persons beyond the seas, or otherwise incapable of
acting respectively, or any tenant in tail or for life,

or trustee or trustees for any settlement, or any
mortgagee or mortgagees, or other creditor in posses-

sion, shall neglect or refuse to accept, inclose, and
fence his, her, or their allotment or allotments

within such time or tiroes as such commissioner or

commissioners, by any writing as aforesaid, or by
his or their award, shall order or direct, it shall be
lawful for such commissioner or commissioners to

cause such allotment or allotments to be inclosed

aifd fenced, and to let tlie same to any person or

persons he or they may think proper, and to receive

the rents and profits thereof until tlie expenses
attending the inclosure and fencing thereof are paid

and satisfied, or to charge sucJi expenses upon the

proprietor or proprietors of the same allotment or

allotments, and by any such writing as aforesaid, or

by his or their said award, to appoint to whom
and at what time or times the same shall be paid,

subject to the same mode, and with the like powers
of recovery thereof, as may be provided respecting

the other expenses of passing any such Act, and
carrying the same into execution, or otherwise

directed by any such Act.

Within Seveti Years afterfencing of Allotments, Fences

may be erected on the outside of the Ditches, and the

Materials carried away by the Proprietors.

XXV. And be it further enacted, that it shall be

lawful for the several proprietors of the allotments

to be made in pursuance of any such Act, their

agents or workmen, at any seasonable time or times,

witliin the space of seven years next after the fenc-

ing of any allotment or allotments, to set up and
erect posts and rails, or other dead fences, on the

outside of the ditches bounding their respective al-

lotments, not exceeding three feet from such ditches,

for the preservation of their quickset hedges, and at

any seasonable time or times before the expiration

of the said term to take and carry away the materials

of such outside fences when they shall think proper.

No Fences or Hedges standing when any Act is passed

shall be destroyed till the Execution of the Award,
luithout Consent of the Commissioners, and if assigned

by them as a Boundary or Division Fence, they shall

be left uncut, the Persons to ivho/n the Allotments shall

belong making Compensalion to the former Owners.

XXVI. And be it further enacted, that no fences
or hedges which at the time of the passing of any
such Act shall be standing or growing in or upon
any of the lands directed to be divided and inclosed

shall be cut down or destroyed by the owners and
proprietors thereof, after the passing of such Act,
until the execution of the award, without the con-
sent of such commissioner or commissioners first

had and obtained in writing for that purpose ; and
if any such fences or hedges shall be assigned or ap-
proved by such commissioner or commissioners as

and for a boundary fence, eras and for a subdivision

fence to and for any of the allotments to be made in

pursuance of such Act, all such fences and hedges
shall be left uncut for the benefit of the person or

persons to whom such allotment or allotments shall

belong; and he, she, or they shall make such com-
pensation in money to the former owners and pro-

prietors thereof as such commissioner or commis-
sioners shall, by writing under his or their hand or

hands, in that behalf order and appoint ; subject to

the same mode, and with the like powers of recovery

thereof, as may in such Act be provided respecting

the other expenses of passing any such Act, and
carrying the same into execution.

Where the Boundary of any Common Fields or inclosed

Grounds shall befenced by any Mound, S^c, thePro-

prietors of the adjoining Allotments shall not be com-

pelled to fence them next such Common Fields and
inclosed Grounds, and such Boundaries shall be main-

tained by the respective Proprietors ; the Expenses of
which the Commisssinners may apportion.

XXVII. Provided always, and be it further enact-

ed, that no proprietors whose allotments or shares

shall, upon any such inclosure, lie and be situated

next and adjoining to any common fields or inclosed

grounds the boundary of which shall be fenced by
any mound, fence, brook, or rivulet, shall be com-
pe'led to make or erect any hedges, ditches, or fences

next adjoining to any such common fields or inclosed

grounds, for inclosing such tlieir allotments or

shares; but that the whole mound, fence, brook, or

rivulet, or other sufficient fences which divide any
sucli common fields or inclosed grounds from such
allotments, shall for ever be and remain a boundary
fence for the purpose of such division, and shall

from time to time be maintained, kept, cleansed,

scoured, and repaired by the respective proprietors

thereof in the same manner as before the passing of

this Act, or in such other manner as sucli commis-
sioner or commissioners shall order and direct : Pro-

vided nevertlieless, that in case it shall happen that

some of the proprietors shall have a greater propor-

tion of fences to make and maintain ujion any of the

I
lands directed to be divided and inclosed, than in
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tbe judgment of such commissioner or commissioners
the allotments of sucb proprietors ought to be charged
with, it shall be lawful for such commissioner or

commissioners, where he or they shall judge it pro-

per, to ascertain and appoint such sum of money
to be paid to every such proprietor towards making
and maintaining such fences, by such other of the

proprietors who may have a less proportion of fenc-

ing, according to the value and quantity of the Innds
to be alloted to them, and to grant such other relief

in respect thereof, out of the money to be raised for

defraying the expences of carrying such Act into

execution, as he or they shall think reasonable, and
in case any such money shall be so directed to be
raised, in order that the said boundary fences may be
brought as near as may be to a just and equal pro-
portion.

If any Person shall destroij or damage any Fence, S^c.

put up under the Autliority of any Act, he shall for-
feit 51., and the Proprietor of the Lands, &jc. may
give Evidence.

XXVIII. And be it further enacted. That in case
any person or persons shall wilfully and unlawfully
break down, destroy, carry away, or damage any
fence, stile, post, rail, gate, bridge, or tunnel v.hirh

may be put up or placed under the authority and for

the purposes of any such Act, every person so oifend-

ing and being thereof convicted before any justice

of the peace for the county in which the lands or
grounds to be inclosed shall be situate, on confession
or on proof of the offence by oath of one or more
credible witness or witnesses (which oath the said

justice is hereby authorized to administer), shall for

every such offence forfeit and pay any sura not ex-
ceeding five pounds; and every person sliall be al-

lowed to give evidence of such offence, notwithstand-
ing l:e may be a proprietor or occupier of lands
within or an inhabitant of such parish, and notwith-
standing he may be the owner of any such fence,

stile, post, rail, gate, bridge, or tunnel : to be reco-
vered as hereinafter provided.

If it shall be provided by any Act that the Expenses of
obtaining and carrying it into execution shall he paid

by the Proprietors, and they neglect so to do, the Com-
missioners may cause the same to be levied htj Dis-

tress, or may take Possession of the Allotments, and
receive the Bents till satisfed,

XXIX. And whereas it may often be provided bj
such Act that the expences of obtaining the same,
and also the expenses of carrying the same into ex-

ecution, shall be paid in proportion by the proprie-

tors of lands or grounds to whom any allotments shall

be made; be it further enacied, that in such case, when
and so often as any such person or persons, except the

persons thereby exempted from ])ayment of any
such charges and expenses, shall refuse or neglect to

pay his, her, or their proportion of the charges and
expences, or shall refuse or neglect to pay the ex-
pences attending the inclosing and fencing of any
such allotments as upon the neglect or refusal of the

proprietors shall be inclosed and fenced by such
commissioner or commissioners as hereinafter men-
tioned, at the respective day s and times to be appointed
for payment of such charges and expenses, it shall be
lawful for such commissioner or commissioners, by
any warrant or warrants under his or their hands
and seals, directed to any person or persons whom-
soever, to cause the said costs, charges, and expences,
and sum or sums of money respectively, to be levied

by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the

person or persons so making default in payment as

aforesaid, his, her, or their husbands, guardians,

trustees, committees, or atlornies, wheresoever the
same shall be found, rendering tbe overplus (if any)
on demand, to the owner or owners of such goods
and chattels, the reasonable charges of such warrant,
distress, and sale being first deducted, together with
the interest, after the rate of five pouiids per centtim

per annum, to be computed on such share or shares,

proportion or proportions, from the time the same
shall be directed to be paid by such commissioner or

commissioners as aforesaid ; or otherwise it shall be
lawful forsuchcommissionerorcommissioners, or any
person or persons authorized by him or them, to en-
ter upon and take possession of the premises so to

be allotted to sucli person or persons refusing or
neglecting to pay as aforesaid, and to receive and
take the rents and profits thereof, until thereby,
therewith, or otherwise, the share or shares, propor-
tion or proportions, and the said costs and charges
so ordered and directed by such commissioner or

commissioners to be paid by such person or persons
as aforesaid, and all interest on such share or shares,

proportion or proportions, to be computed from the
time the same shall by such commissioner or com-
missioners be directed to be paid as aforesaid, and
also all costs, charges, and expenses occasioned by
or attending such entry upon and perception of the
rents and profits of the said premises, shall be fully

paid and satisfied.

Husbands, &;c. may charge Allotments with such Sums
as the Commissioners shall adjudge necessary for de-

fraying the aforesaid Expences ; and if Persons in

Post'CSsion liable to a Share thereof, or enabled to

charge the Lands xoith the same, shall advance the

Money , the Commissioners may mortgage the Lands to

them for Reimbursement.

XXX. And be it furtlier enacted, That in such
case as last aforesaid, it shall be lawful for the hus-
bands, guardians, trustees, committees, or attornies

of any of the owners or proprietors ot such allotment
or exchanged lands, being under coverture, minors,
lunatics, beyond the seas, or under any other dis-

ability, and for any of the said owners or proprie-

tors being tenants in tail, or for life of lives, or years

deteiminable on a life or lives, or on any other con-
tingency, or otherwise interested as aforesaid (ex-

cept the rector or vicar of such parish), to charge
such allotments or exchanged lands and premises
with such sura or sums ofmoney as such commissioner
or commissioners shall by his or their award, or by
writing under his or their hands, either before or
after the execution of such award, adjudge neces-
sary to pay and defray the said respective shares of
the charges and expenses incident to and attending
tlie obtaining of such Act, and carrying the same
into execution, and of charging the said lands as

aforesaid, so that the same shall not exceed five

pounds for ever)' acre of such allotments or ex-

changed lands, and to grant, mortgage, surrender,

lease, or demise, or otherwise subject the lands, tene-

ments, and hereditaments so to be charged, unto
such peison or persons who shall advance and lend
the same respectively, his, her, or their executors,

administrators, and assigns, for any term or number
of years ; or in case any person in possessi(m, who
shall or may be liable to and charged with a share of

the expenses as al'oresaid, or etiabled by this or any
such Act to charge such lands and grounds with the

same, shall choose to advance, pay, and discharge

such sum or sums of money, then it shall be lawful

for the said commissioner or commissioners, by any
deed or writing under his or their hands and seals,

to be attested by two or more credible witnesses, in

like manner to grant, mortgage, surrender, lease,
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demise, or otherwise subject the said lands, tene-

ments, and hereditaments to such person or persons
respectively paying and discharging the same, his,

her, or their executors, administrators, and assigns,

for auy term or number of years, to and for the pay-
ment of such sum and sums of money so advanced,
paid, and discharged by him or them, with interest

for the ?ame, to commence on the termination of Jiis,

her, or tlieir right in the premises, so that every such
grant, mortgage, surrender, lease, or demise be made
with a proviso or condition to cease and be void, or
witli an express trust to be surrendered or re-as-

signed, when such sum or sums of money thereby
to be secured shall be fully paid and satisfied, and
also with a covenant to pay and keep down the in-

terest, so that no person or persons afterwards be-

coming possessed or entitled to any such lands, tene-

ments, or hereditaments, shall be liable to pay any
further or larger arrear of interest than for six calen-

dar montlis preceding the time when the title to such
possession shall have commenced ; and that every
such charge, grant, mortgage, surrender, lease, or

demise shall be good, valid, and effectual in the law
for the purposes thereby intended.

Commissioners mat) deduct from Allotmentsfor Charity

or School Lands what shall be deemed equal to the

proportionable Share of the Expenses of passing and
executing any Act, and allot the same to such Persons

as will undertake to pay it,

XXXI. And whereas in such cases as aforesaid,

where provision may be made in any such act for

charging the expences of passing such Act, or of ex-
ecuting the powers therein contained, or of fencing
tlie respective allotments on the several proprietors
thereof, it may be more convenient for tlie feoffees

or trustees of any charity lands or school lands to

have lands deducted from the respective allotments
to be made for such chaiity lands or school lands, for

paying the proportionable share in respect of such
allotments of such expences respectively, than to

raise money on mortgage for those purposes ; be it

therefore further enacted. That it shall be lawful for

any such commissioner or commissioners, if he or
they shall judge it right or expedient, to deduct from
the resjjective allotments to be made to such feoffees

or trustees as aforesaid so much land as shall in the

judgment of such commissioner or commissioners be
equal in value to their respective proportions of the
said expences, and to a.lot, assign, and award tlie

same to such person or persons as such commissioner
or commissioners shall think proper, and who will

undertake to pay and defray, and shall pay and de-
fray, all such expences.

If it shall be provided by any Act that the Expences of
obtaining and carrying it into Execution shall be paid

by Sale of Part of the Lands, the Commissioners shall

set out and sell such Part as they think will raise a

sufficieyit Sum, and the Pnrrliasers shall immediately

deposit a Part of the Purchase-Money, jchich shall

be forfeited if the Remainder be not duly paid.

XXXII. And be it further enacted, That in case

it shall be provided by any such Act tliat the ex-

pences attending the same shall be paid by sale of

any part of the land so to bo inclosed, tlie said com-
missioner or commissioners sliall mark and set out

such part or parts of the said waste or commonable
lands as in his or their opinion will by sale tiioreof

raise a sum of money sufficient to pay and discharge

all such charges and expences as may liy any such

Act be directed to be paid and discliarged out of the

same; and the said commissioner or commissioners

shall sell such part or parts of the said lands to any

person or persons, for the best price or prices that

can be gotten for the same, by private contract, or

by public auction or auctions to be holden for that

purpose, of which six weeks previous notice shall

be given in such manner as shall by any such Act

be directed with respect to the other notices thereby

required ; and the person or persons so purchasing

the same shall immediately pay (by way of deposit)

into the hands of the said commissioner or commis-

sioners, or such person or persons as he or they shall

direct and appoint, one-tenth part of his, her, or

their purchase-mone3r,and pay the remainder tiiereof

within three calendar months next after, or at such

other time as the said commissioner or commissioners

shall appoint, and in default thereof the money so

deposited shall be forfeited, and shall be applied in

carrying such Act into execution ; and the said al-

lotment or allotments for which the wliole of such

purchase-money shall not liave been so paid, or for

which there shall be no bidding at such auction, shall

be again put up to sale, and sold in manner aforesaid

for the best price or prices that can be gotten for the

same, or be sold by the said commissioner or com-
missioners by private contract for any sum or sums
not less th;in the remaining nine-tenths of the price

or respective prices for which the same was or were

respectively before sold, or the amount of one bid-

ding above the sum or respective sums at which the

same was or were resjiectively put up in the said

former auction ; and every allotment for which tho

full purchase-money shall be paid shall immediately

thereupon be absolutely discharged ofand from all com-

mon and other right thereon or therein, and be vested

in fee-simple in, and be inclosed and thenceforth held

in severalty by, such purchaser or purclnisers there-

of respectively, as his, her, or their private and ab-

solute property, and shall be allotted accordingly by

the said commissioner or commissioners ; and the

said purchase-money shall be applied in defraying

such charges and expenses as may be in any such

charges and expenses as may be in auy such Act
directed to be paid and discharged by the sale of

such land.

Commissioners may summon Witnesses, loho shall ha

subject to Penalty for Neglect.

XXXIII. And for the better enabling such com-
missioner or commissioners to determine the seve-

ral matters and things by this or any other such Act
referred to his or their determination, be ii enacted,

That it shall be lawful to and for the said com-
missioner or commissioners from time to time, as

he or they shall see occasion, by any writing or

writings under his or their hand or hands, to sum-
mon and require any person or persons to appear

before them, at any time and place in such writing

to be appointed, to testify the truth touching the

matter in dispute between any proprietors or inte-

rested persons, or otherwise relating to the execu-

tion of the powers given by this or any such Act,

and to cause a copy of such writing to be served on

such person or persons required to give evidence,

or to bo left at his, her, or their usual or last place

of abode ; and every person or persons so sum-
moned, who shall not appear before the said com-

missioner or commissioners pursuant to such sum-

mons (without assigning some reasonable excuse for

not appearing,) or appearing siiall refuse to be

sworn or examined on oath or affirnratiou, which

oath or affirmation the said commissioner or commis-

sioners is and are hereby empowered and required

to administer, (such person or persons having been

paid or tendered to him, her, or them the reasonable

charges of liis, her, or their attendance,) and being
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thereof convicted before one of his Majesty's justices

of the peace of the county or district in wliich such

lands are situated, upon infonnatiou thereof upon
oath made oefore any such justice, shall for every
such neglect or refusal forfeit and pay such sum of

money, not exceeding ten pounds nor less than five

pounds, as such justice or justices shall think fit and

order.

No Wilness shall be obliged to travel beyond a certain

Distance,

XXXIV. Provided always, and be it further en-

acted, that no witness summoned to attend sucli

commissioner or commissioners shall be obliged to

travel above eiglit miles from the boundary of the

parish, manor, or district by any guch Act intended
to be inclosed.

Commissioners shall draio up an Aicard, containing siui'

dry Particulars, which shall be read and executed a*

a Meeting of the Proprietors, and proclaimed the nex^

Sunday in the Parish Chut ch, and then considered aS

complete.—Award to he enrolled in a Court of Record
at Westminster, or with the Clerk of the Peace of
the County, and may he inspected, and Copies ob-

tained for a certain Suin,—Award and Copies to be

legal Evidence, and Award to be binding on all

Parties interested.—Commissioners mayform Maps of
the Grounds, which shall be annexed to the Aivard,

and deemed Part thereof.

XXXV. And be it further enactedj that as soon
as conveniently may be after the division and allot-

ment of the said lands and grounds shall be finished,

pursuant to the purport and directions of this or any
such Act, the said commissioner or commissioners
shall form and draw up, or cause to be formed
and drawn up, an award in writing, which shall ex-
press the quantity of acres, roods, and perches, in

statute measure, contained in the said lands and
grounds, and the quantity of each and every pan
and parcel thereof which shall be so allotted,

assigned, or exchanged, and the situations and de-

scriptions of the same respectively, and shall also

contain a description of the roads, ways, footpaths,

watercourses, watering places, quarries, bridges,

fences and land marks set out and appointed by the

said commissioner or commissioners respectively as

aforesaid, and all such other rules, orders, agree-

ments, regulations, directions, and determinations
as the said commissioner or commissioners shall

think necessary, proper, or beneficial to the parties
;

which said award shall be fairly engrossed or

written on parchment, and shall be read and ex-
ecuted by the commissioner or commissioners in

the presence of the proprietors who may attend at a

special general meeting called for that purpose, of
which ten days notice at least shall be given in

some paper to be named in such Act, and circulating

in the county ; which execution of such award
shall be proclaimed the next Sunday in the church of
the parish in which such lands shall be, from the

time of which proclamation only, and not before,

such award shall be considered as complete ; and
shall, within twelve calendar months after the same
shall be so signed and sealed, or so soon as con-
veniently may be, be enrolled in one of his

Majesty's courts of record at Westminster, or with
the clerk of the peace for the county in which such
lands shall be situated, to the end that recourse may
be had thereto by any person or persons interested

tlierein, for tlie inspection and perusal wliereofno
more than one shilling shall be paid ; and a copy of
the said award, or any part thereof, signed by the
proper officer of the court wherein the same shall

be enrolled, or by the clerk of the peace for such
county, or his deputy, purporting the same to be a
true copy, shall from time to time be made and de-
livered by such officer or clerk of the peace for

the time being as aforesaid to any person requesting
the same, for which no more shall be paid than
two-pence for every sheet of seventy-two words

;

and the said award, and each copy of the same, or

of any part thereof, signed as aforesaid, shall at

all times be admitted and allowed in all courts

whatever as legal evidence ; and the said award or
instrument, and the several allotments, partitions,

regulations, agreements, exchanges, orders, direc-

tions, determinations, and all other matters and
things therein mentioned and contained, shall to

all intents and purposes be binding and conclusive,

except where some provision to the contrary is

herein or shall be by any such Act contained, unto
and upon the said proprietors, and all parties and
persons concerned or interested in the same, or in

any of the lands, grounds, or premises aforesaid
;

and also that the said respective commissioners, if

they think it necessary, shall form or draw, or

cause to be formed and drawn, on parchment or

vellum, such maps or plans of the said lands and
grounds, the better to describe the several new
allotments or divisions to be made, and premises
that shall be exchanged by virtue of this Act, and
which shall express the quantity of each allotment

in acres, roods, and perches, together with the

names of tlie respective proprietors at the time of

such division and allotment ; which said maps and
plans shall be annexed to and enrolled with the said

respective award, and shall be deemed and con-

strued in every respect as and for part of the said

award.

Coynmissioners shall keep an Account of all Monies re-

ceived and disbursed, which may be inspected at their

Clerk''s Office, gratis,—Penalty for not keeping such

Account, orfor refusing the Inspection thereof,

XXXVI. And be it further enacted, that such
commissioner or commissioners shall, and he or
they is and are hereby required to enter in a book to

be provided for that purpose, a particular account of
all sums of money whatever received from the pro-
prietors or others during the progress of the in-

closure, and also of all the charges, expences, and
disbursements which shall accrue or be made by
virtue of any such Act, and in carrying the same into

execution ; which book of accounts shall be kept
at the office of the clerk, open at all seasonable
times during the progress of the inclosure, and till

all the accounts are finally settled, for the inspec-
tion of any of the proprietors, without fee or re-

ward ; and in case any such commissioner or com-
missioners, or his or their clerk, shall neglect to

provide and keep such book of accounts as afore-

said, or refuse the inspection thereof to any of ti'.e

proprietors at seasonable times in manner before
mentioned, and shall be convicted thereof, upon the
oath of one or more credible witness or witnesses
not interested in the intended division and inclosure,

before any justice of the peace of the county in

which the lands or grounds to be inclosed shall

be situate, or of such other county or place where
such commissioner or clerk so offending shall be or

reside, every such commissioner or clerk so causing
such neglect or refusal, and convicted as aforesaid,

shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any
sum not exceeding ten pounds nor less than five

pounds, to be levied, recovered, and applied in the

same manner as other penalties are by this Act
directed to be levied, recovered, and applied.
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Monies raised under any Act shall be deposited as may
be approved by a Majoritii in value of the Pro-

prietors, and not issued icithout an Order J'rom the

Commissioners.

XXXVII. And be it further enacted, that all

monies to be raised under and by virtue of the

powers contained in any such Act shall from time to

time, as often as the same sliall amount to the sum
of fifty pounds, bo paid to and deposited in the

hands of some banker, or such person or persons as

shall be approved by a majority in value of the pro-

prietors who may be present at the first meeting of
sucli commissioner or commissioners, and in the

notice of which meeting shall be expressed the in-

tention of then appointing such banker, or such
other person or persons ; and no such monies de-

posited or paid into the hands of such banker or

otlier person or persons to be appointed as aforesaid,

shall be issued or paid by him or them without an
order in writing under the hands of such com-
missioner or commissioners, specifying the person
or persons to whom the same are respectively pay-
able, and the service or consideration for which the

same are due ; and the balance, if any, upon the

final settlement of accounts, shall be immediately
repaid to the land owners, in proportion to the sums
respectively paid by them.

The Rector or Vicar, ivith the Consent of the Bishop of
the Diocese and of the Patron of the Living, may
lease Allotments for 21 Years, vpon certain Con'
ditions.

XXXVIII. And be it further enacted, that it

shall be lawful for the rector or vicar for the time

being- of any parish wherein the lands and grounds
intended to be inclosed siiall be situate, by inden-

ture or indentures under liis hand and seal, with
the consent and approbation of the bishop of the

diocese, and of the patron of the said rectory or

vicarage, to lease or demise all or any part or parts

of the allotment or allotments to be set out and
allotted to any such rector or vicar by virtue of any
such Act, to any person or persons whomsoever,
for any term not exceeding twenty-one years, to

commence within twelve calendar montlis next after

the executing the award ; so that the rent or rents

for the same shall be thereby reserved to the rector

or vicar for the time being by four equal quarterly

payments in every year ; and so that tliere be therebv
also reserved and made payable to such rector or

vicar the best andmostimproved rent or rents that can
be reasonably had or gotten for the same, without
taking any fine, foregit't, premium, sum of money,
or other consideration, for the making or granting
any such lease or demise ; and so that no such
lessee by any such lease or demise be made dis-

punishable for waste by any express words to be
therein contained j and so that there be inserted in

every such lease power of re-entry on nonpayment
of the rent or rents to be thereby reserved within a

reasonable time, to be therein limited, after the

same shall become due ; and so that a counterpart

of such lease be duly executed by the lessee or

lessees to whom such lease shall be so made as afore-

said ; and every such lease shall be valid and eflfec-

tual, any law or usage to tlie contrary notwithstand-

ing.

Recovery and Application of Penalties,

XXXIX. And be it further enacted, that all

penalties and forfeitures imposed by this or any
such Act, or which shall be imposed by such com-
missioner or commissioners under or by virtue of

the authority of this or any such Act, shall be levied

and recovered before any one justice of the peace
for the county in which the lands or grounds to be
inclosed shall be situate, and residing near any such

parish, and not interested in the matter in question
;

for which purpose it shall be lawful for any suc/j

justice of the peace, upon complaint made to him,
to summon the party accused and the witnesses on
both sides, and upon the appearance or contempt of
the party accused, to examine such witnesses upon
oath (which oath any such justice is hereby em-
powered to administer,) and upon such evidence to

give judgment accordingly, and to condemn the

party accused ('proof of the accusation being made
by one or more witness or witnesses as aforesaid),

in such penalties and forfeitures as the offenders

shall have incurred, and to levy such penalties and
forfeitures by distress and sale of the offender's

goods and chattels, together with reasonable costs
;

all which penalties and forfeitures, the application

whereof is not particularly directed by any such
Act or this Act, shall, when and so soon as the same
shall be levied, be paid and applied to and for sucJi

uses, intents, or purposes as such commissioner or

commissioners, in and by any writing or writings
under his or their hands, or in and by his or their

award, shall order, direct, or appoint.

Saving of the Rights of Lords of Manors.

XL. And be it further enacted and declared, that

nothing in such Act contained shall lessen, preju-

dice, or defeat the right, title, or interest of any
lord or lady of any manor or lordship, or reputed
manor or lordship, within the jurisdiction or limits

whereof the lands and grounds thereby directed to

be divided and allotted are situate, lying, and being,

of, in, or to the seigniories, rights, and royalties

incident or belonging to such manor or lordship, or
reputed manor or lordship, or to the lord or lady
thereof, or to any person or persons claiming under
him or her; but the same (other than and except
the interest and other property as is or are meant or

intended to be barred by such Act) shall remain in

as full, ample, and beneficial manner, to all intents

and purposes, as he or she might or ought to have
held or enjoyed such rights before the passing of
such Act, or in case the same had never been made.

General saving.

XLI. Saving always to the King's most Excellent
Majesty, his heirs and successors, and to all and
every other person and persons, bodies politic and
corporate, and his, her, and their heirs, successors,

executors, and administrators, all such estate, right,

title, and interest ('other than and except such as

are hereby intended to be barred, destroyed, or ex-
tinguished,) as they, every or any of them, had
or enjoyed of, in, to, or out of, or in respect of the

said lands, grounds, and premises so directed to

be divided, allotted, and inclosed, or exchanged as
aforesaid, before the passing of such Act, or could
or might have had or enjoyed in case the same had
never been made.

Two Justices may take Affidavits of the Notices required

having been given, 8)C., in the Forms t» the Schedule,

without Stamps.

XLII. And be it further enacted. That it shall and
may be lawful for any two or more justices of the

peace to take affidavits on oath or affirmation (which
oath or affirmation such justices are hereby autho-

rized and empowered to administer) of the notices

required for such bills liaving been given, of the

consents of the parties interested therein, of the

allegations contained in the preambles of sucli bills,
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and of the quantity of the land to be inclosed ; and
that such affidavits shall respectively be in the forms

contained in the schedule hereunto annexed, as near

as the circumstances of the case will admit ; and that

such affidavits shall not be subject or liable to any
stamp duties whatsoever.

Persons forswearing themselves to be deemed guilty

of Perjury.

XLIII. And be it further enacted, That if any
person or persons shall in any examination, affidavit,

deposition, or affirmation to be had or taken in pur-

suance of this Act before such justice or justices, or

such commissioner or commissioners, knowingly and
wilfully swear or affirm any matter or thing which
shall be false or untrue, every such person so offend-

ing shall on conviction thereof be deemed guilty of

perjury, and shall suffer the like pains and penalties

as persons guilty of wilful and corrupt perjury are

now subject and liable to.

Powers of this Act to be binding only as far as no^

otherwise provided in any future Act.

XLIV. Provided always, and be it enacted. That
all and every the powers, authorities, directions, and
provisions in this Act contained shall be only so far

effective and binding in each particular case as they

or any of them shall not be otherwise provided and
enacted in any such Act hereafter to be passed
as aforesaid.

SCHEDULE TO WHICH THE ACT
REFERS.

FORM OF AFFIDAVIT OF NOTICES.
A.B. of raaketh oath

and saith [or, being one of the People called Quakers,

upon his solemn affirmation saith], that he did see a

copy of the notice hereunto annexed affixed on the

church door of the parish of in

the County of [or on
the several church doors of the respective parishes
of in the
County of or in the several coun-
ties of and

] on the several Sitndai/s

hereinafter mentioned ; videlicit, [specifying the days
on which the notices were affixed.^

Signed A. B.
Sworn [or solemnl}' affirmed] before

us, two of his Majesty's justices

of the peace acting in and for the

and sub-
cribed in our presence, by the

above-named A, B. this

day of in

the year As witness our
hands and seals.

(B.)

FORM OF AFFIDAVIT OF CONSENT.
A. B. o{ maketh

oath and saith, [or, being one of the People called

Quakers, upon Ijis or her solemn affirmation saith,]

that he [or she] believes himself [or herself] to be
interested in the proposed inclosure of the

in the

[here describe the Place, whether Parish, Hamlet,

or Place.^

in the county of by virtue

of [here set foith the Interest of the Deponent]; [or]

that he [or she] believes that CD. of

for whom he [or she] is guardian [et cetera,

as the case may be] is interested, et cetera ; and that

he [or she] hath seen a copy of an Act [here set forth

the title of this Act], and also a copy of the bill

intended to be presented to Parliament, and hath

subscribed his [or her] name, or hath set his [or her]

mark to the same respectively, and doth consent to

the said bill being passed into a law.

Signed or marked A. B,

Sworn [or solemnly affirmed] before

us, two of his majesty's justices

of the peace acting in and for the

and
subscribed in our presence, by
the above-mentioned A. B. this

day of in the

year As wit-

ness our hands and seals.

The same form may be applied, mutatis miitandis,

to the case of several persons whose interests are

joint, or whose interests, though distinct, are of a

similar nature.

(C.)

FORM OF AFFIDAVIT OF ALLEGATIONS
OF THE BILL.

A. B. of maketh
oath and saith, [or, being one of the People called

Quakers, upon his cr her solemn affirmation saith,]

that [here set forth such of the several facts alleged in

the preamble of the Bill as are within the knoivledge of

the witness,] or, that he [or she] is informed and
verily believes that [here set forth such of the said

facts as are within the belief of witness.]

Signed A.B.
Sworn [or solemnly affirmed] before

us, two of his JVIajesty's justices

of the peace acting in and for the

and
subscribed in our presence, by
the above-named A. B. this

day of in the

year As witness

our hands and seals.

(D.)

FORM OF AFFIDAVIT OF ADMEASURE-
MENT.

A, B. of maketh oath and

saith, [or, being one of the People called Quakers, upon
his solemn affirmation saith,] that he has surveyed

and admeasured the several

lands in the parish or liamlet of

in the county of [or counties

of ] described in the bill

intended to be presented to Parliament, and signed

by the deponent, by the name [or names] of

and that the quantity of such lands

amounts to and no more,

according to such admeasurement, and the best of

this deponent's judgment.
A.B.

Sworn [or solemnly affirmed] before

us, two of his Majesty's justices

of the peace acting in and for the

and

subscribed in our presence, by the

above-named A. B. this

day of in the year

As witness

our haads and seals.



AN ACT

AMEND THE LAW RESPECTING THE INCLOSING OF OPEN FIELDS, PAS-
TURES, MOORS, COMMONS, AND WASTE L4NDS IN ENGLANd!

1 & 2 GEO, IV.

[19th April, 1821.]

Landlords or persons acting under their Orders, may
enter upon Land allotted, and seize and distrainyor

Rent, notwithstanding the Commissioners Award
shall not be executed.

Whereas great inconveniences have arisen to

landlords and other persons, owners of allotments
allotted and set out to them by the commissioner
or commissioners under or by virtue of several

Acts, already passed, for dividing, allotting, and
inclosing of open and uninclosed fields, pastures,

moors, commons, and waste lands in Eiigland, by
reason that such landlords and other persons,
owners of allotments as aforesaid, cannot, before
the execution and perfecting of the award or
awards by such Acts directed to be made by such
commissioner or commissioners, distrain for the
rent in arrear or unpaid for or in respect of such
allotment or allotments, or support an action of
trespass for any damage or injury done to such
allotment or allotments, or an action of ejectment
to recover the possession of such allotment or al-

lotments, in consequence of the freehold or legal

seisin thereof respectively not being vested in such
landlords and other persons, owners of such al-

lotment or allotments, by the award or awards of
such commissioner or commissioners as aforesaid :

for reir.edy whereof be it enacted by the King's
most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent of the Lords spiritual and temporal,
and Commons, inthis present Parliament assembled,
and by the authority of the same, That from and
after thepassingof this Act it shall and may be law-
ful to and for all and every person and persons to

whom any allotment or allotments of land has or
have been set out or allotted, or which shall or
may hereafter be set out or allotted, and to whom
the possession of such allotment or allotments
hath been already given by virtue of any order or

direction, orders or directions, or to whom the

possession thereof shall hereafter be given by vir-

tue of any order or direction, orders or directions

in writing, in the form and specified in the schedule
hereto annexed, and signed by the commissioner
or comnaissioners acting under or by virtue of
any Act or Acts of Parliament now or hereafter to

be passed for dividing, allotting, and inclosing

any open fields, pastures, commons, moors, and
waste lands in England, and who shall have de-

mised the same or any part thereof^ to any tenant

or servant, or for their, his, or her bailiff or agent,
bailiffs or agents, or any person or persons by
them; him, or her authorized and employed for
that purpose, to enter into and upon any such al-

lotment or allotments, and to seize and distrain
any goods, chattels, or effects which may be in
or upon such allotment or allotments, or in or
upon any other lands, tenements, or heredita-
ments held, occupied, or enjoyed by the tenant or
occupier of such allotment or allotments along
and together with any such allotment or allot-

ments, for any rent that may be in arrear and un-
paid for all or any part of such allotment or al-

lotments, and either alone or together with any
such allotment or allotments, and any other lands,
tenements, and hereditaments, held, occupied, or
enjoyed therewith, notwithstanding the award or
awards of the commissioner or commissioners ap-
pointed in or named by or by vii'tue of any such
Act or Acts so made and passed, or to be hereafter

made and passed, shall not be executed and per-
fected by such commissioner or commissioners by
virtue or in pursuance of any such Act or Acts of
Parliament.

Actions at Law may also be brought.

II. And be it further enacted, that it shall and
may be lawful to and for all and every person or
persons to whom any such allotment or allotments
is or are already set out or allotted, or which shall

or may be hereafter set out or allotted ; and to

whom such possession as aforesaid hath been ah-eady
given, by virtue of any order or direction, orders
or directions, or the possession whereof shall here-
after be given to such person or persons by virtue

of any order or direction, orders or directions in
writing, in the form specified in the said schedule
as aforesaid, and signed by such commissioner or
commissioners as aforesaid, and to his, her, or
their tenants, stewards, bailiffs, agents, or ser-

vants, to commence, prosecute, and maintain any
action or suit at law for any injury or damage that

may be done or committed by any person or per-
sons whomsoever to the ground soil, or herbage
of any of such allotment or allotments, or to the

walls, hedges, fences, ditches, gates, posts, rails,

stills, doughs, bridges, or tunnels already erected
or to be erected in or upon any such allotment or
allotment or allotments, and to bring, maintain,
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and prosecute any action or actions of ejectment
for recovering the i)ossession of any such allot-

ment or allotments, or any part or parts thereof,

from any person or persons whomsoever, not-
withstanding the award or awards of the com-
missioner or commissioners appointed in ornamed
by or by virtue of any such Act or Acts now made
and passed, or to be hereafter made and passed,
shall not be executed and perfected by such com-
missioner or commissioners by virtue or in pursu-
ance of any such Act or Acts of Parliament ; any
thing in any Act or Acts, or any construction of or
implication from any Act or Acts, or any law,
usage, or custom, to the contrary in anywise not-
withstanding.

Act not to affect Right of Persons to appeal against
Aivard of Commissioners.

III. Provided always, that nothing in this Act
contained shall prevent or be construed to prevent
or take away the right of any person or persons,
bodies politic or corporate, and his, her, and their

heirs, successors, and assigns, to appeal against
the award or awards, order or directions ofany
such commissioner or commissioners, when made
and executed, or the right of possession to any such
allotment or allotments which may be affected by
the judgement of the court or such appeal ; or to

prevent or obstruct, or in anywise lessen or pre-
judice, any alteration or alterations to be made,
ordered, or directed by any such commissioner or
commissioners as aforesaid for or in respect of
any such allotment or allotments, in and by his or
their award or awards, to be made and executed
by virtue or in pursuance of any such Act or Acts
of Parliament as aforesaid.

Where Leases granted under il G. 3. c. 109. become
void before the expiration of their Term, Incumbents
mag grant new Leases,

IV. Provided always, and be it further enacted
that whenever any lease or leases to be granted
by any rector, vicar, or other incumbent, under
the powers or provisions of an Act passed in the
forty-first year of the reign of his late Majesty
King George the Third, intituled An Actfor conso-

lidating in one Act cei'tain provisions usuallg inserted
in Acts ofInclosure, andforfacilitating the mode of
proving the several facts tisuallg required on the pass-
ing of such Acts, sha.\\ by any means become for-
feited or void, or be surrendered before the expi-
ration, by effluxion of time, of the term or terms
thereby granted, then and in such case, and as
often as the same shall so happen, it shall and

may be lawful for the rector, vicar, or other in-
cumbent for the time being of the same rectory,
vicarage, or parish, by and with the previous con-
sent of the ordinary and patron, to grant a new
lease of the lands so demised for such term or
terms of years as shall, at the time or times of
such avoidance, be then to come and unexpired
of the original term or terms granted by such ori-
ginal lease or leases, subject nevertheless to the
provisions and conditions contained in such origi-
nal lease or leases, and then remaining unper-
formed and capable of having effect.

Powers of this Act only binding in Cases where not
otherivise provided,

V. Provided always, and be it enacted, that the
powers, authorities, and provisions in this Act
contained shall be only so far effective and binding
in each particular case as they or any of them
shall not be otherwise provided and enacted in any
Act hereafter to be passed for dividing, allotting
and inclosing any open fields, pastures, commons,
moors, or waste lands in England.

SCHEDULE TO WHICH THE ACT RE-
FERS.

I A. B. [or, in case of two or more commission-
ers, we. A, B,, C. v., ^c] the commissioner [or com-
missioners] named and appointed in and by an Act
of Parliament lately made and passed, intituled ^7i
Act [here insert the title of the Act by ivhich the coin-

7nissioner or commissioners is or are appointed,'] do here-
by order and direct, permit and authorize T. F. or
his [her or their] bailiff or agent, to take possession
of all that allotment [here describe the allotment or al-

lotments by metes and bounds^ by me \or us] set out
or allotted, and staked or marked out to and for him
[or her or their, as the case may he] under and by vir-
tue of the said Act, and to cultivate and manage, or
to let and demise the same allotment, [or allotments]
to any tenant or tenants as he [or as she or they, as
the case may be,] shall think proper; but neverthe-
less subject and without prejudice to any such order or
orders, direction or directions, as I [or we] may
think proper and expedient to make in and by the
award or awards to be hereafter executed by me [or
us.] so far as respects such allotment [or allotments]
so set out and allotted, and staked or marked out to
and for the said T. F. As witness my hand [or our
hands,] this Day of

Witness, (Signed) A. B.



AN ACT

REMEDY CERTAIN DEFECTS AS TO THE RECOVERY OF RATES AND AS-
SESSMENTS MADE BY COMMISSIONERS AND OTHER PERSONS UNDER
DIVERS INCLOSURE AND DRAINAGE ACTS AFTER THE EXECUTION OF
THE FINAL AWARDS OF THE SAID COMMISSIONERS.

3 & 4 WILLIAM IV.

{24,th July, 1833.]

Mode of proceeding for Recovery of Rates or Assess-

ments in Arrear where no Remedy hath been already

given.—Limiting the Recovery t(r Six Years from
Period of Rate becoming due.

Whereas divers Acts of Parliament have from
time to time been passed for the inclosure, drain-

age, and improvement of divers lands, commons,
and waste grounds, wherein commissioners are em-
powered to set out and make private roads and
drains, banks, bridges, sluices, and other works

:

And whereas it hath been discovered since the pass-

ing of the said Acts, that there are no powers therein

for the recovery of the rates or assessments from
time to time after the making of the respective final

awards of the commissioners acting in execution of

the said Acts, under or by virtue of the said Acts or

the said awards, or under or by virtue of powers,
authorities, or directions given or contained in the

said Acts or Awards, for defraying the expences of

repairing, superintending, or renewing the said

roads, drains, banks, bridges, sluices, and other

works, whereby great inconvenience and losses have
been sustained for want of such powers : And
whereas it is expedient that a summary mode of pro-

ceeding should be granted for the purpose of reco-

vering and enforcing the payment of such rates or

assessments ; for remedy whereof, may it please your
Majesty that it may he enacted ; and be it enacted by
the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the

advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Tem-
poral, and Commons, in this present Parliament as-

sembled, and by the authority of the same. That in all

cases where no such remedy shall have been given,

and where any such rate or assessment, rates or as-

sessments, already made or hereafter to be made, or

any part thereof, and whether made at one time or

at several times, shall have been or shall be in arrear

and unpaid for the space of twenty-one days after a

notice in writing requiring payment thereof shall

have been personally served on or left at the place of

abode of the person or persons, or one of the persons,

by whom the said rate or assessment, rates or assess-

ments, ought to be paid, or at the place of abode of

the tenant or occupier of the lands or grounds in re-

spect of which the said rate or assessment, rates or
assessments, is or are made, it shall and may be law-
ful for any two or more of his ]Majesty's justices of
the peace acting for any county, riding, or division,
in petty sessions assembled, (not interested in the
matter in question,) and who are hereby required,
upon complaint made to them by the person or per-
sons, or any one of the persons, to whom for the time
being the said rate or assessment or rates or assess-
ments ought to be paid, or by the person or persons,
or any one of the persons, who for the time being
shall be duly appointed to make or collect such rate
or assessment or rates or assessments, to summon
the person or persons from whom any rate or assess-
ment, rates or assessments shall be due, and the
witnesses on both sides, and upon the appearance or
contempt of the party or parties accused, or any of
them, to examine such party or parties and witness
or witnesses as may be then present, upon oath
(which oath such justices as are hereby authorized
and and empowered to administer), and to give judg-
ment accordingly upon the matters and things
brought before them, and by warrant or warrants
under the hands and seals of such justices to levy
the amount of all and every such rate or assessment,
rates or assessments, so in arrear and unpaid, by dis-
tress and sale of the goods and chattels of the person
or persons so making default in payment of such
rate or assessment, rates or assessments, where-
soever the same can or may be found, or of the occu-
pier or occupiers of any lauds or grounds belonging
to such person or persons in respect of which such
rate or assessment, rates or assessments, is or are
made, which may be found on such lands or grounds,
together with the reasonable costs and charges of
such proceeding, rendering the ov^erplus arising by
such sale (if any), after deducting the sum or sums
to be levied by such distress and sale, and the
charges of taking, keeping, appraising, and selling
the said distress, to the owner thereof (on demand);
and the respective tenants of all the lands on which
such distress shall be taken are liereby authorized
and required to pay any sum of money for which
such distress shall be made, and to deduct the same

D 2
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out of his, her, or their rent ; and every tenant mak-
ing such pa3'ment shall be acquitted, exonerated, and

discharged for so much money as shall be by him or

her so paid : Provided always, that no such levy by
distress and sale shall be made in respect of any such

rate or assessment when more than six years shall

heve elapsed from the time when such rate or assess-

ment first became due, unless a promise in writing

to pay the said rate or assessment shall have been

given by the person or persons liable to the payment
theieof to some person duly authorized to receive the

same ; and when such promise has been given no
such levy by distress or sale shall take place when
more than sixj'ears shall have elapsed from the time

that such promise was given : Provided also, that

no such levy by distress and sale shall in any case

exceed the amount of the rent due.

Form of Warrant of Distress

II. And be it further enacted, that the justices by
whom any such warrant of distress shall be issued

may cause such warrant to be drawn up in the fol-

lowing form of words, or in any other form to the

same effect
;

(that is to say.)
•' To the constable of the in the county of
"

1 Whereas in and b)' a certain rate or assess-

to wit. J ment, dated the and made for

[herein substance describe the purposes of the rate'\ A,
B. of in the parish of in the county
of was duly rated and assessed in the sum
of [ifinore than one rate or assesment, recite the

others in the same man7ier:'} And whereas it appeareth
unto us, two (or more) of His Majesty's justices of

the peace for the said (county, riding, or division, as

the case may be,) upon the complaint of C. D. of
the person to whom the said rate or assessment
ought to be paid, (or otherwise, as the case may be,)

that a notice in writing, requiring payment of the

said sum (or said several sums,^ was personally
served on the said A. B., (or left at the place of
abode of the said /I. B., or of the tenant or occupier
of the lands or grounds,) to wit on the day
of last, and that default has been made in

payment thereof for the space of twent3'-one days
next after such notice so served (or left,) and that

the same sum (or several suras, or a certain part of
such sum or sums, as the case may he,) is (or are) still

due and unpaid : and whereas it having been duly
proved to us, upon oath, that the said A, B. hath
been duly summoned to appear before us, the said

justices, to show cause why the said rate or assess-

ment (rates or assessments) sbould not be paid ; and
he the said A. B. having appeared before us (or and
he the said A. B. having neglected to appear accord-
ingly before us, as the case may be,) according to

such summons, and not having shown to us any
sufficient cause why the said sum so as aforesaid due
and unpaid should not be paid : these are therefore
to require you forthwith to make distress of the

goods and chattels of him the said A. B. wheresoever

they may be found, or of the occupier or occupiers

of the lands or grounds or some part thereof belong-

ing to the said A. B. in respect of which the said

rale or assessment, (ratesor assessments) is (or are)

made, which may he found in and upon such lands

or grounds ; and if within the space of five days

next after such distress by you taken, the sum
of and also the further sum of being

the costs already incurred in the premises, making

together the sum of together with the rea-

sonable charges of taking and keeping the said dis-

tress, shall not .be paid, that then you do sell the

said goods and chattels so by you distrained, and

out of the money arising by such sale that you detain

the said sum of and also your reasonable

charges of taking, keeping, appraising and selling

the said distress, rendering to him the said A. B. the

overplus, on demand. Given under our hands and

seals this day of one thousand eight

hundred and thirty.

Appeal

III. And be it further enacted, that if any person

or persons shall think himself, herself, or themselves

eggrieved by any thing done in pursuance of this Act,

then and in every such case, he, she, or they may
appeal to the next court of general quarter sessions

of the peace which shall be holden not less than tea

days after the cause of such complaint for the county,

riding, division, or place wherein the cause of com-
plaint shall have arisen : provided that such person

shall give to the complainant a notice in writing of

such appeal, and of the cause and matter thereof,

within eight days after such cause of complaint, and
six clear days at the least before such sessions, and
shall also enter into a recognizance within such six

days, with sufficient surety, before a justice of the

peace for the same county, riding, division, or place,

conditioned to appear at the said sessions, and to

try such appeal, and to abide the judgment of the

court thereupon, and to pay such costs as shall be
awarded by the court ; and the court at such sessions

shall hear and determine the matter of such appeal,

and shall make such order therein, with or without

costs to either party, as to the court shall seem meet.

Warrant not to be quashed for want of Form.

IV. And be it further enacted, that no such war-

rant of distress or adjudication made on appeal

therefrom shall be quashed for want of form.

Rated Persons not to be disqualified from giving Evi-

dence.

V. Provided always, and be it further enacted
that at the hearing of the said complaint and appeal,
or either of them, no person shall be an incompe-
tent witness by reason of his or her being rated or

liable to be rated to the said rate or assessment,

rates or assessments.



AN ACT

REMEDYING A DEFECT IN TITLES TO MESSUAGES, LANDS, TENEMENTS,
AND HEREDITAMENTS, ALLOTTED, SOLD, DIVIDED, OR EXCHANGED
UNDER ACTS OF INCLOSURE, IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE AWARD NOT
HAVING BEEN INROLLED, OR NOT HAVING BEEN INROLLED WITHIN
THE TIME LIMITED BY THE SEVERAL ACTS; AND FOR AUTHORIZING
THE APPOINTMENT OF NEW COMMISSIONERS IN CERTAIN CASES
WHERE THE SAME SHALL HAVE BEEN OMITTED.

3. & 4. William IV.

(IQth August, 1833.J

All Awards already made but not inrolled shall,from
the Execution thereof be as valid as if inrolled

within the Time limited by the Act.

Whereas by divers Acts of Inclosure the awards
or instruments in writing, thereby directed to be
formed and drawn up or made by the commissioner
or commissioners appointed by or by virtue of
such Acts for executing the powers and authorities

thereof respectively, ai-e directed or required to

be inrolled by or with the clerk of the peace of the

county, riding, division, soke, or place in which
the lands to which such Acts respectively relate

are situated, or in one of his Majesty's courts of
record at Westminster, or in some other court,

and, in certain of the said Acts, within certain
times mentioned in such Acts next after the exe-
cution of such awards or instruments in writing
respectively ; and in certain of the said Acts new
commissioners are directed to be appointed within
certain times thereby respectively limited : And
whereas in a great number of instances such
awards or instruments in writing have not been
inrolled, or have not been inrolled within the time
directed or required by the several Acts ; and by
reason of such ouiission the title to the messuages,
lands, tenements, hereditaments allotted, sold,

divided, or exchanged under such Acts respectively

may be considered defective ; and in many in-

stances new commissioners have not been ap-

pointed within the time directed by the several

Acts: And whereas it is expedient that provision

should be made for remedying such defects : May
it therefore please your Majesty that it may be
enacted ; and be it enacted by the King's most
Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the lord's spiritual and temporal, and
commons, in this present Parliament assembled,
and bj"^ the authority of the same. That every
award already made and executed under or in

pursuance of any Act of Inclosure, and which
has not been inrolled, or which has not been in-

rolled within the time limited by the Act under or
in pursuance of which such award shall have been
made, shall from the time of the execution of such

award be as good and valid and of the same effect

in all respects as if such award had been inrolled

in the manner, and within the time, if any, ap-

pointed and limited for that purpose in the Act

under or in pursuance of which the same has been
made.

Proprietors of Lands may cause Atvards to be in-

rolled. Copy of any Atvard so inrolled and signed

by the proper Officer to be delivered to any Person

requiring the same.

II. And be it further enacted, That where ariy

award already made and executed under or in

pursuance of any Act of Inclosure has not been

inrolled, it shall be lawful for any person or per-

sons having or deriving title to any messuages,

lands, tenements, and hereditaments under such

award, at his, her, or their expense, to require

and cause such award, with any maps or plans

annexed or relating thereto, to be inrolled in any
one of his Majesty's courts of record at West-

mimter, or by the clerk of the peace of the

county, riding, division, soke, or place in which

the lands to which such award shall relate are

situated, to the end that recourse may be had
thereto by any person or persons interested there-

in, for the inspection and perusal whereof no more
than one shilling shall be paid ; and a copy of

such award when so inrolled, or of any part there-

of, signed by the proper officer of the court where-

in the same shall be inrolled, or by the clerk of

the peace ^for such county, riding, division, soke,

or place, or his deputy, purporting the same to be

a true copy, shall from time to time be made and
delivered by such officer or clerk of the peace for

the time being, or his deputy, to any person or

persons requesting the same, for which no more
shall be paid than three-pence for every sheet of

seventy-two words ; and every award already

made, whether inrolled or not, and every copy of

such award when inrolled as aforesaid, or of any
part thereof, signed as aforesaid, shall at all times

be admitted and allowed in all courts whatsoever

as legal evidence.
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As to Practice requiring Achiowledgement of Deeds.

III. And be it further enacted, That if any com-
missioner shall be dead or incapable of acknow-
ledgeing his award before such award shall be in-

rolled, the same award may be inroUed without

the acknowledgement of such commissioner, on

due proof being given that such award is the deed

or instrument of such commissioner.

As to the Possession of Awards when deposited.

IV. And be it further enacted. That where any
award already made and executed under or in

pursuance of any Act of Inclosure shall be depo-

sited in any parish church, it shall be considered

as in the custody of the officiating minister and
churchwardens for the time being of such parish

church ; and where any such award shall be in the

possession of the lord of any manor to or for whom,
or to or for any preceding lord of which manor,

any allotment shall have been made under such

award, or in tlie possession of the steward of such

manor, it shall be considered as in the custody of

the lord of such manor for the time being ; and
the steward shall, when required, deliver up the

same accordingly ; and the said minister and
churchwardens, or lord, as the case may be, shall

from time to time, upon the request of any person

or persons interested in any allotment or allot-

ments, or otherwise, under such award, cause the

same to be produced for the inspection of such

person or persons on being paid by him, her, or

them a just and reasonable compensation for such

production, and shall also cause the same to be

produced for the purpose of being inrolled, or iu

any court of law or equity, or on any other occa-

sion, for the purpose of being given in evidence,

on being paid all just expenses.

Pro2)rietors may require Awards to be deposited in

the Church or ivith the Lord of the Manor.

V. And be it further enacted. That where any
such award as aforesaid shall not be deposited in

the parish church of the parish in which the lands

to which such award shall relate are situated, and
shall not be in the possession of the lord or steward
of any manor to or for the present or any preced-

ing lord of which manor an allotment shall have
been made under such award, but shall be in the
possession of any other person, it shall be lawful

for any person or persons interested in any allot-

ment or allotments, or otherwise, under such
award, to require the same to be deposited in the

parish church of the parish in which the lands to

which such award shall relate are situated, and
the person in whose possession the same shall be,

shall on such request, deliver up the same to the

minister and churchwardens for the time being of
such parish church, for the purpose of being so
deposited.

Providing for Appointment of Commissioners in

Cases where they have been neglected or omitted to

be inade.

VI. And be it further enacted. That in all cases
where in or by virtue of any Act or Acts of In-
closure heretofore passed provision hath been made
for the election, nominition, or appointment,
within a time therein limited or directed, of a new
commissioner or commissioners in the event of the
death, refusal, or neglect to act ofthe commissioner

or commissioners appointed by or by virtue of

such Act or Acts, or of his or their becoming, by
reason of absence beyond the seas, or otherwise,

incapable of acting in the execution of the powers,
authorities, and trusts in such commissioner or

commissioners vested and reposed, before the

same and every of them shall have been fully exe-

cuted and performed, and where any such elec-

tion, nomination, or appointment, as aforesaid, or

any of them, shall have been neglected or omitted

to have been made, pursuant to such Aet or Acts-

within the time or times thereby limited or direct,

ed, then and in every such case it shall and may be
lawful to and for the person or persons by any
such Act or Acts of Inclosure authorized or em-
powered for that purpose, and on such notice or

notices, and at such meeting or meetings (if any)
as required or directed by any such Act or Acts of

Inclosure, to proceed at any time after the passing

of this Act to the election, nomination, and ap-

pointment of, and to elect, nominate, and appoint

in such manner as by such Act or Acts of In-

closure is or are directed, one or more fit and
proper person or persons (as the case may re-

quire), not interested in the division, allotment,

or inclosure by such Act or Acts of Inclosure

directed or authorized to be made, and not other-

wise disqualified by such Act or Acts respectively,

as a commissioner or commissioners in the room,
place, or stead of the commissioner or commis-
sioners so dying, refusing, or neglecting, or be-

coming incapable of acting as aforesaid, and to do
all other acts, matters, and things which shall be

requisite or necessary for effecting the purposes
aforesaid, notwithstanding the time so limited or

appointed as aforesaid for doing or performing the

same shall then have elapsed, and so from time to

time as often as any commissioner so to be elected,

nominated, or appointed as aforesaid shall die,

refuse, neglect, or become incapable of acting as

aforesaid ; and the several writings appointing

such new commissioner or commissioners, and all

other documents (if any) relative thereto, shall be
deposited or disposed of as by such Act or Acts of

Inclosure is or are directed ; and every commis-
sioner to be elected, nominated, or appointed by
virtue of this Act to execute the powers, authori-

ties, and trusts of any Act or Acts of Inclosure as

aforesaid, having first taken the oath or oaths,

and complied with the other terms or conditions

(if any) prescribed in and by such Act or Acts of

Inclosure, shall have the same powers and authori-

ties, and no others, for putting or carrying into

execution such Act or Acts, as if he had been duly
elected, nominated, and appointed for those pur-
poses, within the time limited or directed by such
Act or Acts of Inclosure.

Act not to give greater Validity to Awards than as

respects the Dejects.

VII. Provided always, and be it further en-

acted. That nothing herein contained shall extend
to affect any public right, or otherwise to give any
greater force or validity to any award already
made and executed under or in pursuance of any
Act of Inclosure, than such award would have had
if this Act had not been made, except so far as

respects the several defects herein-before respec-

tively specified and provided for.
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ABODE,
description of boundaries to be delivered to the

churchwardens or lords of the manors, or their

stewards, 41 G. 3, s. 3.

copy of summons to be left at the place of abode
of party summoned. 41 G. 3, s. 33.

copy of objection to claims to be left at abode of

party objected to, or his ag'ent, 6 & 7 W. 4,

s. 14.

notice of dissatisfaction at determination of com-
missioners to be left at their abode, id. s. 17.

ACCOUNT
of rig'hts or claims to land about to be inclosed, to

be delivered to commissioners in writing, 41
G. 3, s. 6.

contents thereof, id.

rights barred by neglect to deliver, id.

to be open to inspection and perusal of parties in-

terested, id.

upon whom and how to be served, id. ; also 6 & 7
W. 4, s. 14.

of receipts and disbursements by commissioners,
how to be kept, id. s. 50 ; also 41 G. 3, s. 36.

to be laid before justices of peace, 6 & 7 W. 4,

S.50.

ACCOUNTANT-GENERAL,
what monies to be invested in his name, 41 G. 3,

s. 21, 22.

ACRES,
number and decimal parts of, to be set out in sur-

vey of commissioners, 41 G. 3, s. 4.

number of to be expressed in commissioner's award,
id. s. 35.

owners of allotments, not exceeding two acres

thrown together, not liable to expences, 6 & 7
W, 4, s. 49.

allotments, not exceeding five acres, may, by agree-
ment, be relieved from expences, id,

ACT
does not authorize commissioners to determine title

to manors, lands, &c., id. s. 15.

not to authorize commissioners to alter turnpike
roads without consent of trustees, 41 G.3, s. 11.

not to prejudice rights of lords of manors, id. 40 :

also 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 54.

saving to the crown, 41 G. 3, s. 41 ; also 6 & 7 W.
4, ss. 57, 58, 59.

saving to other persons, bodies corporate, &c. id.

s. 59.

how far powers of binding, 41 G. 3, s, 44.

provisions of, 41 G. 3, and 1 G. 4.

where not allotted, extended to, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 52.

not to authorize inclosures within certain distances

of large towns, id. s. 55.

ACTION
may be brought where parties dissatisfied with de-

cision of the commissioners, id. s. 17.'

how to be brought, id. s. 17.

not to abate by death of parties, id. s. 17.

in what cases may be brought, although defenJant
be dead, s. 18.

ADJOURNMENT,
notice in newspaper of meetings held by, not re-

quisite, id. s. 7.

clerk to cause notice of, to be given to commis-
sioners, id,

appeal to adjourned general quarter sessions al-

lowed, id, ss. 13, 53.

AFFIDAVIT,
persons forswearing themselves, guilty of perjury,

41 G. 3, s. 43.

AFFIRMATION. 5ee Oath.
AGENTS,

may inspect admeasurements and plans, and take
copies, 41 G. 3. s, 4.

may inspect claims and accounts, and take copies,
id. s. 6.

may appoint commissioners, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 3.

may sign claims or objections, id. s. 14.

may enter into agreement for inclosure without the
intervention of commissioners, id. s. 40.

AGREEMENT. See Appeal. Compensation. Con-
sent. Schedule.

for inclosure not bindmg until a public meeting of
persons interested regularly called, 6 & 7 W.
4, s. 1.

may be made for payment of a gross sum to com-
missioners, &c. id. s. 10.

may be made to adopt previous plans, maps, &c.
id.s.U.

rules, conditions, and principles, for guidance of
commissioners and umpires, may be made by,
id. s. 12.

may be appealed against, id. s. 13.

in what cases to cease and determine, id.

encroachments made within 20 years preceding
date of, to be deemed part of the land to be
allotted, id. s. 20.

lands inclosed more than 20 years preceding date
of, to be deemed ancient inclosures, id.s. 22.

lands inclosed by voluntary agreement, not to be
allotted to any person but the proprietor, with-
out his consent, id. s. 23.

for inclosure, may be made by consent of seven-
eighths in value of proprietors, without inter-

vention of commissioners, id. s. 40.

may be made for granting compensation to per-

sons possessing certain rights, id. s. 40.

by whom to be signed, id. s. 42.

in what manner persons having objections to agree-
ment for inclosure or compensation should
proceed, id. s. 43.

appeal against, to quarter sessions, id. 53.

at rack-rent may be voided by direction of com-
missioners, id. s. 34.

ALLOTMENTS. See Expences.
where title in dispute to be assigned to parties in

possession, 41 G. 3, s. 7.

before making, to appoint public roads, &c. id.

s, 8.

commissioners to have regard to convenience of
proprietors, &c. in making, id. 12.

several may be set out together at the request of
persons interested, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 27.

to be in full compensation for all rights, 41 G. 3,

s. 14.

may be exchanged for other lands with consent of

parties, id. s. 15.

may be made in severalty to joint-tenants, or
tenants in common, id. s. 16.

must be accepted within two calendar months,
and parties neglecting will be excluded, id,

S.17.

in case of persons incapacitated, &c. who may
accept, id. s, 18.

non-acceptance of guardians, &c. not to prejudice
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the rights of incapacitated persons for a certain

period, id. s. 18.

may be fenced and inclosed before award, s. 19.

if not accepted by owner, may be fenced, inclosed,

and let by commissioners, id. s. 24.

may be charg-ed with expences, not to exceed 5/.

per acre, id, s. 30.

commissioners may deduct from allotments for

charity or school lands, what shall be deemed
equal to share of expences, id. s. 31.

to rectors or vicars may be demised for certain pe-
riod, id. s. 38 ; also 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 31.

rectors and vicars may erect buildings upon and
charge expences thereon, 6 & 7 W. 4, s, 30.

to be subject to the same trusts, and be liable to

the same incumbrances as land, for which
allotted or exchanged, id. s, 33.

to be xmder the same tenure as the lands in respect
of which they aie allotted, id. s. 36.

may be sold before execution of the award, id,

s. 45.

part of, may be disposed of to defray expences, id.

s.46.
when situated in different parishes, if belonging to

same party, id, s. 47

.

rent of, may be distrained for, although award not
executed, 1 &: 2 G. 4, s. 1.

ALLOWANCE
to commissioners, and umph'e three guineas per

day while employed, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 9.

to surveyors to be fixed by commissioners, id. s. 9.

in one gross sum may be made, id. s. 10.

to commissioners or surveyors, may be appealed
against, id, s, 13.

not more than one-third of, to be paid until six

calendar months from the delivery of the

award, id, s. 50.

ANCIENT ENCLOSURES.
lands enclosed more than 20 years to be so deemed,

id. s. 22.

ANNUITY,
right to, not altered by this Act, id, s, 33.

APPEAL
may be made to quaiter sessions against determi-

nation of commissioners respecting boundaries,
41 G. 3, s. 3.

may be made against the stopping of any old road
by commissioners, if done without the order of
two justices, id. s. 8.

lies against agreements in execution of this act,

6 & 7 W. 4, s. 13.

may be made by parties agrieved by anything done
under this Act, or the 41 G. 3, id, s. 53.

APPOINTMENTS,
of surveyor by commissioners, with or vrithout sa-

lary, 41 G. 3, s. 9.

of commissioners, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 3.

of clerk by commissioners, id, s. 4,

of umpire, id,s,5.

ARCHBISHOP,
consent of, to enclosure when requisite, id, s. 2.

ASSESSMENTS. See Poor-rates.

ASSISTANTS
of commissioners may enter upon lands and make

surveys, &c.,41 G. 3, s. 5.

ASSIZES,
actions against decisions of commissioners to be

tried at, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 17.

ATTORNEY,
claims may be inspected and copies taken by, 41

G. 3, s.6.

may accept for incapacitated persons, id, s, IB.

goods of, may be destrained upon by commissioners
for payment of expences, id, s.29.

may charge allotments with expences, 41 G. 3,s.30.
in action against commissioners, must be named by

defendant, 6 &: 7 W. 4, s. 17.
of proprietors under legal disabilities, may agree to

exchanges of lands, &c, id. s. 35.

AUCTION,
commissioners may sell land to pay expences, by

private contract or by public auction, 41 G. 3,
S.32, also6&7 W. 4,s. 46.

AWARD,
all rights of common, and all rights intended to be

extinguished by this Act, to cease, 41 G.3,s.l4.
exchanges to be declared in, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 35.
persons to accept allotments within two months

after execution of, 41 G. 3, s. 17.

allotments may be formed and enclosed before ex-
ecution of, id,s, 19.

if any person does not accept his allotment pursuant
to award, commissioners may cause it to be
enclosed, farmed, and let, id. s. 24.

no fences or hedges to be destroyed till the execu-
tion of, id. 26.

to be formed and drawn up in writing, id, s. 35.
and shall express, id,

to be fairly engrossed or written on parchment, id,

shall be read and execvited by commissioners in the
presence of the proprietors at a special general
meeting, id,

m what manner execution to be proclaimed, id.

not complete before proclamation, d.

to be enrolled in a court of record at Westminster,
or with the clerk of the peace, ib.

may be inspected and copies obtained for a certain
sum, id,

shall be legal evidence, id.

maps and plans to be annexed to and enrolled
with, id,

right of herbage in private roads to be set out in,

6&7W. 4,s.29.
to order and determine by whom, &c.[ditches, drains,

&c., shall be cleaned and maintained, id, s. 39.

persons interested may mortgage, sell, &c., allot-

ments before execution of, id. s. 45.

how expenses of preparing and enrolling to be
paid, id. s. 49.

not more than one-third of the allowance to com-
missioners or clerk to be made until six months
from the delivery of, id, s. 50.

to be deposited in the parish churches of the pa-
rishes wherein lands are, id, s. 51.

BALANCE
upon final settlement of accounts, to be repaid to

landowners proportionably, 41 G. 3, s. 37.

to be stated in the books of account, to be kept in

the clerk's office, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 50.

BALKS
to be included in inclosures, id. s. 1.

BANKERS,
monies to be deposited in hands of, when same

shall amount to 50/, 41 G. 3, s. 37.

BENEFICE. See Bishop. Patron. Rector. Vi-
car.

exchange of allotments belonging to, may be made
with consent, in writing, of bishop and patron,
41 G. 3, s. 15 ; also 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 35.

when consent of incumbent not available alone,
id. s. 2.

where parties under legal disability, guardian may
consent, id.

interpretation of word, id. s. 56.

BISHOP. See Benefice. Ordinary.
rectors and vicars with consent of, may demise

allotments, id. s. 31.

with consent of, may erect buildings upon allot-

ments in right of glebe, and charge expences
thereon, id. s. 30.

BODIES POLITIC AND CORPORATE,
saving as to, id, s. 59.

consent of, in writing, to exchanges necessary,

id. s. 35.

word " person" to extend to, id. s. 56.

BOOK. .See Balance.
commissioners to enter account of all receipts, ex-

pences, and disbursements in, 41 G. 3, s. 36.

shall be kept at the office of the clerk, and open to

the inspection of the proprietors without fee,

id. s. 36.
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BOOK

—

Continued.
penalty for not keeping account, or for refusing in-

spection thereof, id. 26.

BOUNDARIES
of parishes to be ascertained, id. s. 3.

decription of, to be delivered to one of the church-
wardens, &c., and the lords of manors or their

stewards, id. s. 3.

appeal may be made against determination of com-
missioners respecting, id. s. 3.

what shall be the boundaries of allotments, id. s.27.

between old lands and new inclosures, how to be
fixed, altered, &c., 6 & 7 W.4, s.28.

BOUNDS,
commissioners to set out, 41 G. 3, s. 10.

commissioners may set out allotments together, dis-

tinguishing them by metes and bounds, id. s. 27.

BRIDGES
to be set out by commissioners over, upon, through,

or by the side of allotments, 41 G. 3, s. 10.

penalties for destroying or damaging, id. s. 28.

description of, to be set out by commissioners in

their award, id. s. 35.

old may be altered, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 38.

new may be made, id.

BRIDLEWAYS
may be set out, 41 G. 3, s. 10.

over lands enclosed may be stopped, id. s. 11.

BROOK,
being boundary between lands, to remain, id. 27.

BUILDINGS
may be exchanged with consent of proprietors,

id. s. 15.

rectors and vicars may erect on their allotments,

6&7 W.4, s. 30.

expences of, may be charged upon allotments, id.

CARRIAGE ROADS. See Roads.

CERTIORARI,
decision of justices upon appeal in respect to boun-

daries not removeable by, 41 G. 3, s. 3.

no complaint, appeal, or proceeding to, shall

be removed by, 6 & 7 W. 4, s, 53.

CHANCELLOR. See Benefice.

CHANCERY,
what moneys to be apphed under the direction of

the court of, 41 G. 3, ss. 21, 22.

CHAPEL. See Church.
CHAPELRY,

the word " parish" to include, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 56.

CHARGES. .See Costs.
of carrying act into execution, how raised and en-

forced, id. 49.

CHARITY LANDS,
commissioners may deduct from allotments of, for

paying expences, 41 G. 3, s. 31.

CHURCH. See Exchanges. Notices.
notices of boundaries set out to be affixed on doors

of, id. s. 3.

the like of carriage roads set out, id. s. 8.

writing under hand of commissioners announcing
extinguishment of right of common to be
affixed upon the doors of, id. s. 14.

also notice of meetings to make agreements, 6 5c 7

W. 4, ss. 1, 40.

also commissioners' notices, id. Si. 7, 8,

also direction of commissioners as to the course of

husbandry to be followed, id. s. 25.

also notice of schedule of land proposed to be in-

closed, having been deposited, id. s. 41.

CHURCHWARDENS. .See Abode.

CITY.
within what distance of open and common fields

cannot be inclosed, id. s. 55.

CLAIMS
of rights of common, to be sent to commissioners

in writing, 41 G. 3, s. 6.

objections to when and liow to be delivered, id.

;

also 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 14.

upon the determination ef, commissioners may
award costs, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 16.

CLERK,
map of public carriage roads and highways to be

deposited with, for inspection, 41 G. 3, s. 8.

book of accounts to be kept at the office of, for in-

spection, gratis, id. s. 36.

penalty for not keeping or refusing inspection, id.

commissioners to appoint and remove, 6 & 7 W.
4, s. 4.

. :

in what manner allowance of, to be paid, id. s. 50.

CLERK OF THE PARISH,
schedule of land proposed to be inclosed to be de-

posited with, id. s. 41

.

CLERK OF THE PEACE,
award of commissioners to be deposited with, for

inspection, 41 G.3, s. 45.

schedule of lands to be deposited with, 6 & 7 W.
4, S.41.

objections to agreement for compensation to be
deposited with, id. s. 43.

schedule and statement of objections to be laid be-

fore justices by, id, s. 44.

COMMISSIONERS,
commissioners declining to act, to give notice to

other commissioners, 41 G. 3, s. 2.

not to be purchasers for limited time, id.

how boundaries of parishes to be ascertained by,

id. s. 3.

to make survey, plan, and valuation of lands, id.

S.4.

may enter upon lands for this purpose id. s. 5.

to set out public carriage roads, id. s. 8.

to appoint surveyors of roads, id, s. 9.

to set out private roads, id. s. 10,

in making allotments to have regard to the situa-

tions of houses, as well as the quantity and
quality of lands, id. s. 12.

may direct allotments to be laid together, and ring

ferced, 6&7 W.4,s.27.
to give notice in writing, when rights of eommon

shall cease, 41 G. 3, s. 14.

may exchange messuages, lands, &c., id. s. 15 ; also

6 & 7 W. 4, s. 35.

may make allotments m severalty to joint tenants

or tenants in common, 41 G. 3, s. 16.

directions to, respecting payment of money, id. ss.

21.22.23.
may inclose, fence and let allotments not accepted

by the proprietors, id. ?. 24.

to apportion expence of erecting and marking
boundary fences, id. s. 27 ; also 6 & 7 W. 4,

s. 32.

to cause expences to be levied by distress, 41 G.
3, s. 29.

to deduct from allotments to charity schools, suffi-

cient to pay expences. id. s. 31.

when may sell land to pay expences, id. s. 32.

;

also 6 & 7 W. 4, ss. 46. 47.

receipt of, full and complete discharge, id. s. 46.

may summon witnesses, 41 G. 3, s. 33.

to draw up award in writing, id. s. 36. ; also 6 & 7

W. 4,s. 51.

to keep account of monies received and disbursed,

id. s. 50. ; also 41 G.3, s. 36.

penalty for not keeping account or refusing inspec-

tion, /(/. s. 36.

how nominated, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 3.

to appoint a clerk, id. s. 4.

to appoint an umpire, id. s. 5.

to take an oath or make affirmation, id. s. 6.

form of oath, &c. /</.

to give notice of meetings, id. ss. 7, 8.

allowance to, id . s. 9.

may be paid a gross sum, id. a. 10.

to settle disputes between parties, id. s. 15.

may award costs, id. s. 16.

in %\ hat cases of encroachments to determine rights,

id. s. 19.

iiow to allot cultivated land, id. s. 23.

to make compensation for standing crops, and for

ploughing, manuring, &c. id. s. 24.

to direct the course of husbandry to be followed,

id. s. 25.
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COMMISSIONERS—Cwitinued.

to allot lands to be inclosed, id. s. 26.

to set out, ascertain and determine boundaries, id,

s. 28.

to award the rig'ht of herbage on private roads, 6
and 7 W. 4, s. 29.

may order leases at rack rent to be voided, and
award compensation, id, s, 34.

may ^direct old ditches to be cleaned, altered, or

widened, and may make new ones, id, s. 38.

may make drains through old lands, id. s. 39.

may allot lands to purchasers when sold before

award made, id. s. 45.

what portion of their allowance may be deducted
from monies received, id. s. 50.

COMMITTEE. .See Guardian.
COMMON RIGHTS

claimants of, to deliver schedule of particulars

to commissioners, 41 G. 3, s. 6.

claims of, barred if not made, id.

allotments to be in full compensation for, zrf. s. 14
;

also 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 26.

to cease on notice from commissioners, 41 G. 3, s. 14.

persons interested in may inclose, 6 & 7 W, 4, s, 1.

how objections to claims of, are to be made, id.

s. 14.

when compensation may be made for, id, s. 40.

who may enter into agreement for compensation,
;rf.s,42.

COMMON FIELDS, See Lands to be inclosed.

COMPENSATION,
whose consent requisite before it can be granted,

id. ss. 2, 40.

incase of incapacitated persons, &c., id. s. 42.

objections to, how made, id. s. 43.

appeal to quarter sessions against, id. s. 53.

CONSENT
of trustees, requisite before turnpike road can be

altered, 41 G. 3, s. 11.

whose, necessary in case of exchanges, id. s. 15.

;

also 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 35.

of commissioners, requisite to enable inclosure of

allotments before execution of the award, 41

G.3, s. 19.

of commissioners, requisite to cut down fences or

hedges before execution of the award, id. s.26.

of two-third parts in number and value of parties

interested to inclosure by commissioners, 6 &
7W. 4, s. 1.

when consent of tenant in remainder and reversion

or guardian requisite, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 3.

what necessary in setting out and fixing boundaries,

uZ.s. 2.

whose necessary, to effect inclosure, without inter-

vention of commissioners, id. s. 40.

in case of persons labouring under legal disability,

whose necessary, id. s. 42.

COPARCENERS,
allotments of, may be made in severalty, 41 G. 3,

s. 16.

COPYHOLD,
owner of copyhold lands may consent to inclosure,

6and7 W. 4, s. 1.

consent of reversion or remainderman requisite,

id. s. 2.

CORPORATION,
consent of corporation aggregate to setting out and

fixing boundaries to be under seal, id. s. 28.

consent of, requisite to exchanges, id . s. 35.

words, proprietor, owner, and person to extend to,

id. «. 56.

COSTS,
may be levied by distress, 41 G. 3, ss, 29. 39.

commissioners may award, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 16.

of commissioners on actions, relating to their deci-

sions, to be paid out of monies raised, id. s. 17.

in cases of appeal justices may award, id. s. 53.

OTTAGES,
plan and survey of, upon old lands to be made, 41

G.3,s.4.
held in joint tenancy, may be allotted in severalty,

id. s. 16.

COURTESY OF ENGLAND,
tenants by, may consent to inclosure, 6 & 7 W.

4, s. L
CROPS,

commissioners may award compensation for, id,

s. 24,

CROWN. See King.

CURACIES. PERPETUAL,
included in word, " benefice," id, s. 56.

DAMAGE
to any fence, &c., set up under authority of the act,

punishable by fine, 41 G. 3, s. 28.

when done in making drains, compensation may be
awarded, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 39,

DEATH
of party, not to abate action, id. ss. 17, 18.

DEMISE. See Lease.

DESTRUCTION. See Waste
DETERMINATION

of commissioners respecting boundaries, may be
appealed against, 41 G. 3. s. 3.

commissioners may award costs upon making, 6 &
7 W. 4, s. 16.

when parties are dissatisfied with, may bring action,

id. s. 17.

DISBURSEMENTS,
account of. to be kept, 41 G. 3, s. 36.

DISPUTES,
involving the title of lands, not to be determined

by commissioners, id. s. 7.

commissioners may settle between parties interest-

ed, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 15.

DISTRESS,
penalties may be levied by, 41 G. 3, s. 39.

comjjensation fcr crops, to be levied by, 6 & 7 W.
4, s. 24.

penalties for infringing rules, directing course of

husbandry, to be levied by, id. s. 25.

justices may levy costs of appeal to quarter sessions

by, id. s. 53.

DITCHES AND DRAINS,
commissioners may set out, 41 G. 3, s. 10.

when proprietors of allotments shall not be com-
pelled to make, id. s, 27.

may be cleared, altered, widened, and new ones
made, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 38.

may be made, through land not proposed to be in-

closed, id. s. 39.

DRAINS. See Ditches.

EJECTMENT,
when commissioners to forbear to make their de-

termination until rights of party tried by, id.

8,19.

ENCROACHMENT,
if made more than 20 years, commissioners not to

interfere, id.

if made within 20 years, land may be allotted, id,

land used for school-houses or charitable purposes,
not be deemed, id. s. 21.

ENROLLING
award, how expence to be paid, id. s. 49.

EVIDENCE,
when award to be taken as legal, 41 G. 3, s. 35.

proprietor, occupier, or [inhabitant, may give, id.

s,28.

EXCHANGED LANDS,
management and application of monies paid for,

id. S9.2\, 22, 23.

may be charged with expences, id. s. 30.

quantity of, to be set out in award, id. s. 35.

to be held upon the same trusts, and liable to the

same incumbrances as lands for which they

were exchanged, 6 & 7 W, 4, s. 33.

leases of at rack-rent may be voided, id. s. 34.

to be held under the same tenure as lands for whicli

they were exchanged, id, s, 36.

EXCHANGES,
whose consent requisite to eflfect. 41 G. 3. s. 35.

expences of, how to be defrayed, 6 & 7 W. 4,

S.37.
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EXPENCES,
of making and repairing roads, how to be paid, 41

G.3, S.9.

in what cases commissioners may defray out of

lands, id.s. 21.

what, commissioners may charge upon proprietors

neglecting to inclose and fence, id. s. 24.

of measuring, dividing, plotting, &c., and of other-

wise carrying the act into execution, how to

be defrayed, id. s. 29 ; also 6 & 7 W.4, s.49.

representatives of persons under legal disability

may charge lands with, 41 G, 3, s.30.

part of allotments to charities, or for school lands,

may be sold to pay, id. s. 31.

course to be pursued by commissioners when lands

sold to defray, id. s. 32 ; also 6 & 7 W. 4,

s. 46.

of erecting buildings may be charged upon allot-

ments, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 30.

of making exchanges, by whom to be borne, id.

s. 37.

of cleaning', altering, or making ditches or drains

to be settled by commissioners, id. ss. 38, 39.

in what cases allotments may be sold to pay, id.

ss. 46, 47.

when allotments not to be charged with, id. s.48.

EXTRA PAROCHIAL,
full annual value of lands so situated to be ascer-

tained, id. s. 1.

places included in term " parish," id, s. 54.

FEE,
what monies to be paid into the Bank of England

in the name of the accountant-general without,

41G,3, S.21.

award enrolled may be inspected for one shilling,

id. s. 35.

account of monies received and disbursed may be
inspected gratis, id. s. 36.

FEE-SIMPLE AND FEE-TAIL,
tenants in, may consent to inclosure, 6 & 7 \V. 4,

s. 1.

FEMALE,
consent of, to inclosure requii'ed, id. s. 1.

FEME COVERT. See Legal Disability.
fp:nces,

by whom and how to be made, 41 G. 3, ss. 9,

10, 25.

standing when Act passed, not to be destroyed
before execution of the award, without consent
of commissioners, id. s. 26.

commissioners may order compensation for, id.

by whom to be made and maintained, id. 27 ; also

6 & 7 W. 4, s. 32.

penalty for damaging- or destroying, 41 G. 3, s.28.

description of, to be set out in award, id. s. 35.

where land sold to defray expences, commissioners
to defray expence of making,6 & 7 W. 4, s. 46.

FINE,
rectors and vicars, who may demise allotments, not

to take, id. s. 31.

FISHERIES. See Lords of Manors.
FOOTPATHS,

to be set out by commissioners, 41 G.3, s. 10.

to be set out in award, id. s. 35.

FORFEITURE,
,,, by surveyors for neglecting to completeroads,fd. s. 9.

for destroying or damaging fences, &c. id. s.28.

for disobedience of witnesses to summons, /(/. s. 33.

for not keeping accounts, or refusing inspection of

them, id. s. 36.

for disobeying rules, laying down the course of

husbandry to be followed, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 25.

FUGITIVES. See Lords of Maors.
GARDEN,

to be allotted to proprietor only, unless by his con-
sent, id. s. 23.

GATES,
not to be set up or erected across any carriage-

road, 41 G. 3, s. 9.

to be set out by commissioners, id. s. 10.

ancient, may be altered, and new ones be made,
6 & 7 W. 4, s. 38.

GENERAL QUARTER SESSIONS. See Sessions.

GRASS.
right of, in private roads, to be set out by commis-

sioners, id. s. 29.

GROUNDS,
survey, plan, and valuation of, to be made, 41 G.

3, s. 4.

may be entered upon to make surveys, &c. id. s. 5.

GUARDIANS
of persons labouring under legal disabilities, &c.

may do all acts which might be done by pro-
prietors, id. ss. 18, 30 ; also 6 & 7 W. 4, ss. 1,

2, 35, 40, 42.

HAMLET,
included in word " parish," 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 56.

HEDGES. See Fences.

HEIR,
when to appear and defend actions in name of de-

ceased, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 18.

when not prejudiced by non-acceptance of guar-
dians, 41 G. 3, s. 18.

HERBAGE. See Grass.
HIGHWAYS. See Roads.
HOMESTEADS. See Messuages.
HOUSES. See Messuages.
HUSBANDRY,

commissioners may direct the course of, to be fol-

lowed, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 25.

IDIOT. See Legal Disability.

inclosed lands,
survey and plans of, to be made, 41 G. 3, s. 4.

what to be deemed old, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 22.
may be exchanged, 41 G. 3, s. 15.

INCUMBRANCE,
allotments to continue liable to, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 33.

INFOIUIATION,
persons may be convicted by, upon oath before jus-

tices, 41 G. 3, s. 33.

INHABITANT
may give evidence, id. s. 28.

INJURY,
action for, may be sustained, 1 & 2 G. 4, s. 2.

INSURANCE,
rectors and vicars to insure buildings erected on

allotments, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 30.

INTAKER. See Encroachments.
INTER-COMMONAGE,

proprietors may extinguish right of, id. s. 1.

JOINT-TENANTS,
commissioners may make allotments of in severalty,

41 G. 3, S.16.

JOINTURE. See Incumbrance.

JUSTICE OF PEACE. See Roads.
may with commissioners hear and determine objec-

tions to lines of carriage-roads, id. s. 8.

penalties may be recovered before, id. ss, 28, 33,
36, 39 ; also 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 25.

commissioners, umpire, and surveyor to take oaths
before, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 6.

KING,
saving of right of, 41 G. 3, s. 41 ; also 6 & 7 W, 4,

ss. 57, 58, 59.

LANDLORDS,
in case of leases at rack rent being voided, com-

missioners may direct satisfaction to be made
by, to their tenants, id. s. 34.

LAND-MARKS,
commissioners to setup, 41 G. 3, s. 10.

to be set out in award, id. s. 35.

LANDS TO BE INCLOSED,
plan and survey of. to be made, id. s. 4.

scliedule of claims to, must be sent to commis-
sioners, /(/. s. 6.

LANDS. See Expences. Encroachments. Crops.
Gardens. Husbandry. Boundaries.

roads over, to be set out, id. s. 8.

trees to be allotted with land whereon they stand,

id. S.20.

in case of sale of, how money to be appropriated,

jrf. s.21,

fences or hedges standing upon, not to be destroyed
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before the execution of the award, without

consent of commisioners, id. s. 26.

course to be pursued by commissioners who may
inclose, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 1.

as to maps, plans, and rules for guidance of com-
missioners, &c., id. ss. 11, 12.

who may consent to enclose without instruction of

commissioners, 41 G. 3, s. 40.

LEASE,
fine not to be taken by rectors or vicars, 6 & 7 W.

4, s. 31.

power of re-entry on non-payment of rent, to be

inserted in, id.

counterpart to be executed, id.

at rack rent, id. ss. 33, 34.

LEGAL DISABILITY. See Guaudiaxs. Consent.

guardians, &c. may accept for persons labouring'

under, 41 G. 3, s. 18.

when personp labouring under, not prejudiced by
non-acceptance of guardians, &c., id,

LESSEES,
holding ecclesiastical leases, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 31

;

also 41 G. 3, s. 38.

at rack rent may obtain compensation by order of

commissioners, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 34.

LIBERTY
to be included in word " parish," id. s. 56.

LONDON. See Cixy.
LORDS OF MANORS. See Boundaries.

saving of rights, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 54; also 41 G. 3,

s. 40.

commissioners may set out boundaries of lands ad-

joining lands to be inclosed, with consent of,

6 & 7 W. 4, s. 28.

LUNATICS. .See Legal Disability.

MANORS. See Lords of Manors.

MANURING,
commissioners may award compensation for, id,

S.24.

MAP
of roads to be made, 41 G. 3, s. 8.

commissioners to annex to award, 6 & 7 W. 4, s.

51 ; also 41 G. 3, s. 35.

jNIARKET-PLACE. See Towx-Hall.
MEASURING,

how expences of, to be paid, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 49.

MEETING. See Notice. Claims.
schedule of claims to rights of common to be deli-

vered at, 41 G. 3, s. 6.

objections to claims to be delivered at, id,

objections to setting out of roads to be made at,

id. s. 8.

who may determine objections at, id.

consent of trustees to alteration in turnpike roads
must be given at, id. s. 11.

commissioners may direct allotments to be laid to-

gether at, id. s. 13.

award to be read and executed at, id, s. 35.

banker to be appointed at, id. s. 37.

agreements to inclosure to be signed at, 6 & 7 W.
4, ss. 1 , 40,

commissioners to be appointed at, id. 3.

MESSUAGES,
survey of cottages, orchards, gardens, homesteads,

ancient inclosed lands, and grounds to be made
by commissioners, 41 G.3,s. 4.

may be exchanged, id. s. 15.

in joint tenancy may be allotted in severally, id.

s. 16.

MONEY,
arising from lands sold, how to be expended by

commissioners, 41 G. 3, ss. 22, 23, 32 : also 6
&7 W.4, S.46.

MORTGAGE,
what lands may be mortgaged, and what deed of,

must contain, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 30. ; also 41 G
3, s. 30.

NEGLECT,
effect of, in delivering claims, id, s. 6.
in completing roads by surveyor, id, 9.

NEGLECT—Continued.

in accepting allotments, id, s. 17.

in paying for trees, id. s. 20.

in accepting, fencing and inclosing allotments, as

commissioners may direct, id, s. 24.

in defraying expences, id, s. 29.

in finding account books, id. s. 36.

of commissioners to act, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 3.

of clerks, id, s. 4.

of umpire, id. s, 5.

NEWSPAPERS,
boundaries of parishes set out, to be annnounced

in, 41 G. 3, s. 3.

of roads set out to be inserted in, id. s. 8.

also of meeting for executing award, id, s. 35.

also of meeting for agreement to inclose, 6 & 7

W.4, s, 1., 40.

commissioners to announce time and place of meet-
ing in, id. s. 7.

commissioners to publish returns in, id. s. 8.

announcement of schedule deposited to be made
in, id, s. 41.

NOTICE
of intention to set out boundaries, 41 G. 3, s. 3.

of roads set out, id, s. 8.

of meeting of turnpike trustees, id. s. 11.

of extinguishment of rights of common, id, s. 14.

of sale of lands, id, s. 32.

of meeting for executing award, id. s. 35.

of meeting to appoint a banker, id. s. 37.

of meeting to make agreement to inclosure, 6 & 7
W.4,s. 1., 40.

of commissioners' meetings, id. s. 7.

respecting allotments to be laid together, id.

s. 27.

of schedule of lands inclosed, id, s, 41.

all others to be given in writing, id, s. 8.

OATH OR AFFIRMATION,
surveys, plans, &c., to be verified upon oath or af-

firmation, 41 G. 3, s. 4.

commissioners must take, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 6.

form of, id,

must be annexed to and enrolled with award, 41
G.3,s. 1.

OBJECTIONS
to claims to be sent to commissioners, id, s. 6.

not to be received after period fixed, without con-
sent of commissioners, id.

to be sent to party to whose claim objection is made,
6 & 7 W. 4, s. 14.

in case of inclosure without intervention of com-
missioners, id. ss. 43, 44.

OFFENDERS,
how punished, 41 G. 3, s. 39.

ORCHARD. See Gardens.
survey of, to be made, id. s. 4.

ORDINARY,
consent of, requisite to enable rectors and vicars to

erect buildings, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 30.

PARISH,
meaning of word, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 56.

commissioners may ascertain boundaries of, 41 G.
3, s. 3.

PARTITION,
commissioners may divide lands belonging to joint-

tenants, &c., id.s, 39.

PARTY ACCUSED
of any offence must be summoned, id, s. 39.

PATHS,
commissioners to give notice of private, id, s. 10.

owners to keep in repair, id.

to be deemed extinguished if not set out, id.

s. 11.

PATRON. .See Legal Disaiulity. Gtardians.
rector or vicar cannot demise without consent of,

6 & 7 W. 4, s. 31 ; also 41 G. 3, s. 38.

consent of, to enclose lands requisite, 6 & 7 W. 4,

S.2.

consent of, to the erection of buildings necessary,

id. s.30.

consent of, to exchange ecclesiastical lands requi-

site.
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PENALTIES
upon persons doing wilful damage, of 51, 41 G. 3,

s,28.

upon witness not attending summons, not less than

5/, nor exceeding- lOl, id. s. 33.

upon clerk or commissioners for not accounting,

not less than 5/, nor exceeding 10/, id. s. 36.

recoverable by distress, id. s. 39.

upon persons forswearing themselves, id. s. 43.

for disobeying rules directing course of husbandry
to be followed, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 25.

PERJURY. See Penalties.

PERSONS INTERESTED. See Proprietors.
may inspect documents and plans, and take copies,

41 G. 3, s. 4.

may inspect claims and take copies, id. s. 6.

may make objections to claims, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 14.

several allotments may be laid together at the re-

quest of, id. s. 27 ; also 41 G. 3, s. 13.

may inclose land, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 1.

may appoint commissioners, id. s. 3.

may adopt plans and lay down rules for guidance
of commissioners, id. ss. 11, 12.

may appeal against agreements, id. s. 13.

if dissatisfied with determination of commissioners,

may bring action, id. s. 17.

may agree to inclose without intervention of com-
missioners, id. s. 40.

PLACE.
meaning of word, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 56.

PLAN
of lands inclosed to be made by commissioners, 41

G. 3, s. 4.

may be inspected by persons interested, id.

previous plans, admeasurements, &c. may be
adopted by persons interested, 6 & 7 W. 4,

s. 11.

may be appealed against by persons interested, id.

s. 13.

appeal against, may be determined against by jus-

tices in quarter sessions, id. s. 53.

PLANNING,
how expenees of, to be paid, id. s. 49.

PLANTING,
expence of, in certain cases, may be defrayed by

commissioners, 41 G.3, s. 21.

PLOUGHING,
commissioners may award compensation for, 6 & 7

W. 4, s. 24.

commissioners may make rules in respect of, id.

s. 25.

POOR-RATES,
value of interest of proprietors to be ascertained by,

POSTS AND 'rails,
when may be set up, 41 G. 3, s. 25.

persons damaging to forfeit, 5/., id. s. 28.

PRIVATE ROADS
to be set out by commissioners, id. s. 10.

by whom to be kept in repair, id.

not set out to be for ever stopped and extinguish-

ed, id. s. 11.

to be set out in award, id. s. 35.

right to herbage upon, to be set out by commis-
sioners, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 29.

PROPRIETORS,
tenants for lives enabled to accept allotments, 41

G.3.S. 18.

if sums directed by commissioners to be paid for

trees be not paid, may enter, cut down, and
carry them away, id. s. 20.

monies arising from sale of lands, less than 200Z.

and upwards of 20/., may be paid into the

Bank, or trustees, at option of, id. s. 23.

in what cases not liable to more than six months'
interest, id. s. 30.

what number of, may consent to inclose, 6 & 7

W. 4. s. 1.

may appoint commissioners, id. s. 3.

may agree to inclose, without intervention of com-
missioners, id. s. 40.

PROPRIETORS—Continued.

property in old inclosed lands to be set forth in

survey, 41 G. 3, s. 4.

may inspect admeasurement and plans, and take

copies, id.

may set up posts, &c. after certain period, id. s.25.

to repair fences dividing common fields, id. s. 27.

commissioners may apportion making and main-
taing fences among, (</.

competent to give evidence against persons guilty

of offences, id. s. 28.

names of, to be inserted in maps, id. s. 35.

may inspect books without fee, id. s. 36.

may appoint banker, id. s. 37.

may enter into agreement to inclose at public meet-
ing of, 6 &;i7 W. 4, s. 1.

may pay commissioners or surveyors a sum in gross
for services, id. s. 10.

may adopt old plans, &c. id. s. 11.

may make rules for guidance of commissioners and
surveyors, id. s. 12.

cultivated lands not to be allotted to other persons
without consent of, id. s, 23.

may require to lay allotments together, id. s. 27.
consent of, to exchanges requisite, id. s. 35.
meaning of word, id. s. 56.

PUBLIC FUNDS,
vi-hat monies to be invested in, 41 G. 3, s. 21.

PURCHASER,
what amount to be paid down by, at time of pur-

chase of land, 41 G. 3, s. 32.

not answerable for the misapplication of the pro-
ceeds of the sale of lands, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 46.

QUARRIES,
to be directed in award, 41 G. 3, s.35.

RACK-RENT,
leases at, may be voided, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 34.

compensation may be made to tenants at, whose
leases are voided, id.

rent of lands let at, and allotted, may be appor-
tioned by commissioners, id.

RAILS,
may be set up by proprietors after certain period,

41 G.3, s.25.

penalty for destroying of, id. s. 28.
RATE,

commissioners may make a conditional rate for

making or maintaining roads, id. s. 9.

may be levied by justices, id.

RECEIPT,
of commissioners when a discharge, 6 & 7 W. 4,

s.46.

RECTOR
may demise allotments, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 31 ; also 41

G. 3, s. 38.

may erect buildings, id. s. 30.

REMAINDERMAN,
claim of, when barred, 41 G. 3, s. 18.

when required to join in inclosure, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 2.

RENT,
of allotments how recovered, 1 & 2 G. 4, c. 23, s . 1

.

REVERSIONER,
when required toj oin in effecting an inclosure, 6 &

7 W. 4, s. 2.

RIGHTS,
how commissioners to act in case of disputed, id.

s. 19.

of lords of manors saved, 41 G. 3, s. 40.

RIVULET,
when to remain as boundary, id. s. 27.

ROADS,
to be set out by commissioners, id. s. 8.

may be diverted or stopped up, id.

must be thirty feet wide, id.

must be defined by marks and bounds, id.

notice of, must be given, id.

objections may be made to setting outj id.

objections to be determined by commissioners and
justices, id.

must be fenced on both sides, id. s. 9.

no gate to be set up across public, id.
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ROADS—Continued.

trees not to be planted within 50 yards^of, id.

expences of making and maintaining, how to be
defrayed, id.

penalty upon surveyor for not completing within

given time, id.

to what extent and for what period inhabitants of

parishes are rateable for repairs, id,

ROYALTIES . See Lords of Mano rs.

RULES,
may be made by proprietors, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 12.

to bind commissioners, id.

appeal against, allowed, id.

SCHEDULE,
of lands must be signed or sealed, id, s,54L

by whom to be signed, id.

in case of corporation aggregate, id.

to be laid before justices of the peace, id. s. 44.

SCHOOL HOUSE,
when built upon common, not to be deemed an en-

croachment, 41 G. 3, s. 31.

SERVANTS
of commissioners may enter, to survey, &c. 6 & 7

W. 4, s. 54.

SERVICES. See Lords of Manors.
SESSIONS,

determination of commissioners may be appealed
against to general quarter sessions, 41 G. 3, s. 3.

proceedings not removable by certiorari, id.

appeal may be had against order ofjustices stopping
a road, id., s, 8.

appeals allowed against various agreements by pro-
prietors, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 13.

appeal may be had against any thing done in pur-
suance of this Act, id. s, 53.

SEVERALTY,
commissioners may set out allotments in joint-

tenancy to parties in, 41 G. 3, s. 16.

SLIPS OF LAND
untilled to be'included in allotments, 6 & 7 W. 4,

s. 1. "

SPRINGS,
course of, may be altered by commissioners, id.

s. 38.

STATUTE DUTY,
upon what roads payable, 41 G. 3, s. 9.

STREAMS,
course of may be altered by commissioners, 6 & 7

W. 4, s. 38.

STILES,
to be set out by commissioners, 41 G. 3, s. 10.

penalty for injuring, id, s. 28.

SURVEY
to be made by commissioners and reduced to writ-

ing, id. s. 4.

contents of, id.

to be verified on oath or affirmation, id.

commissioners, &c. may enter upon lands to make,
id. s. 5.

old may be adopted, id.

expences of, how to be defrayed, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 49.

SURVEYOR,
commissioners may appoint, with or without salary,

41G.3,s.4.
subject to controul of justices, id.

to account, id,

penalty upon, for neglecting to complete road with-
in given period, id. s. 9.

to take oath or affirmation, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 6.

remuneration to be determined by commissioners,
id. s. 9.

may be paid in one gross sum, id. s. 10.

TENANTS,
allotments to tenants in common may be made in

severalty, 41 G. 3, s. 16.

when consent of requisite to make enclosure, 6 & 7

W.4,ss. 1,40.
may have compensation, id. s. 24.

to follow rules defining course of husbandry, /(/.

s, 25.

at rack-rent may have compensation awarded to

them, id, s. 34.

TENANTS—Continued.
for life may sell land to defray expences, id. ss.

46,47.
TENURE.

what entitles possessor to enter into agreement to

inclose, id. ss. 1, 40.

as to remainderman and reversioner, id. s. 2.

lands, &c., allotted or exchanged of the same te-

nure as before, id, s, 36.

TERMS,
for what term lands may be charged to pay ex-

penses, 41 G. 3, s. 40.

what term entitles possessor to consent to inclosure,

6&7W.4, s. 1.

for what term ecclesiastical allotments may be de-
mised to liquidate charges of building, id. s. 30.

7ILLING,
compensation may be awarded for, id. s. 24.

TIMBER,
application of money arising from sale of, 41 G. 3,

S.21.

TITHES
of common fields may be allotted, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 36.

meaning of the word, id. s.56.

TITHING,
meaning of word, id.

TITLE,
commissioners not authorised to determine disputes

respecting id. s. 15.
suit in respect of not to delay commissioners, id.

s. 17.

saving of, 41 G. 3, [?. 41 ; also 6 & 7 W. 4, ss. 57,
58, 59.

TOWNS. .See City.
TOWN-HALL,

point from which distances to be measured for the

purpose of ascertaining lands authorised to be
inclosed, 6 & 7 W.4, s.55.

TO\yNSHIP,
included in word " parish," id. s. 56.

TREES,
to go with lands at price to be fixed by commis-

sioners, 41 G. 3, s. 20.

may be cut down and sold if price be not paid, id.

TRIAL,
when parties compelled to proceed to, 6 & 7 W. 4,

s. 17.

verdict binding, id.

new may be had, id.

effect of not proceeding to, in time, id.

TRUSTEES,
consent of, requisite to alter turnpike-roads, 41 G.

3, s. 11.

TURNPIKE-ROADS, See Trustees.
TUNNELS,

commissioners may alter, widen, &c., 6 & 7 W. 4,

s.38.

penalty for damaging, 41 G. 3, s. 28.

at whose expence to be maintained, 6 & 7 W.4, s. 38.

UMPIRE,
commissioners to appoint, id. s. 5.

to determine differences between commissioners, id.

decision of, to be deemed same as of commissionei-s

id.

decision of, to be in writing, id.

decision of, binding on all parties, id.

to take oath or affirmation before acting, id. s. 6.

in what case may adjourn meeting, id, s. 7,

where to hold meetings, id.

what remuneration to be allowed to, id. s. 9.

to be bound by plans, &c., adopted bv proprietors,

id. ss. 11, 12.

USES,
course to be pursued by commissioners when money

paid for lands is to be laid out in other land
to be settled to the same uses, 41 G. 3, ss.

21, 22, 23.

feoffees for charitable uses may consent to inclosure,

6&7 W.4, ss. 1,40.

and may consent to compensation, id. s. 42.

lands allotted or exchanged to be subject to same
uses as befoi'e, id, s. 33.
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VALUATION. See Survey.
VICAR, See Rector.
VICARAGES

included in word " benefice," id, s. 56.

VILL, VILLAGE,
included in word " parish," 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 56.

VOUCHERS
ofaccounts of commissioners to be laid before jus-

tices, id. s. 50.

WAIFS. .See Lords of Manors.
WARRANT,

when commissioners may issue to levy, id. 24.
may be issued by justices in quarter ses-

sions for payments and costs on an appeal, id.

s.53.

WASTE,
when lessee not liable for, id. s. 31.

rules for prevention of, to be made by commis-
sioners, id. s. 25.

inclosure of, not authorised by this act, id. s. 54.
WATERCOURSES

to be set out, 41 G. 3, s. 10.

to be set out in award, id. s. 35.

commissioners may clean, alter, widen, &c., old
and make new, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 38.

by whom to be maintained, id.

WATERING PLACES
to be set out, 41 G.3,s. 10.

and in award, id. s. 35.

WAYS,
if not set out by commissioners to be deemed as

stopped, id. s. 11.

to be set out in award, id. s. 35.

WILL
not to be altered by act, 6 & 7 W. 4, s. 33.

WITNESS,
offendersmay be convicted by oath of one, 41 G. 3,

ss. 28, 39,

penalty for disobeying summons, id. s. 33.

not required to travel more than eiffht miles from
boundary of parish, id. s. 34.

penalty for swearing falsely, id. s, 43,

WRITING,
order of commissioners to inclose must be !in, id.

s,24,
award to be in, id. s. 35.

order for monies to be given in, id. s. 37.
compensation for crops to be ordered in, 6 & 7 W.

4, s. 24.
course of husbandry to be laid down in, id, s. 25,

YEARS,
when tenants for, may agree to inclose, id, ss. 1, 40.

Priuted by Joseph Rogerson, 24, Norfolk Street, Strand, Loudon.
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I

NOTICE.

A plan for the Commutation of Tithes having been sanctioned by the Legisla-

ture, and which, by the co-operation of men of all shades of political opinion, has

been rendered as perfect as any general measure applicable to a question so com-

plicated and difficult could be, the Editor thought it desirable that the Act should

be in the hands of the parties interested as early as possible. This seemed to be

more necessary as the period in which a Voluntary Commutation may be

effected is limited to something more than two years, the Commissioners being

invested with full power to make a Compulsory Commutation after the 1st Oct.

1838. The important point disputed in settling this question was, whether the

Commutation should be voluntary or compulsory. The Act just passed gets

rid of the difficulty by first facilitating a Voluntary Commutation, and if by a

given day no arrangement shall have been effected, then by enforcing a Com-

pulsory settlement. The Editor has both before and since the question has been

agitated in Parliament given considerable attention to the subject, and the result

of his most mature reflection is, that in by far the majority of cases a Volunta ry

Commutation will be found most satisfactory. It cannot be doubted that imprac-

ticable persons will occasionally be met with upon whom reason and argument will

produce no effect; insuchcasesa compulsory mode becomes absolutely requisite:

these, however, are the exceptions. The payers and receivers of tithes in each

parish being the parties interested are likely to be best acquainted with the minute

circumstances attendant upon the quality and production of the soil— the system

of farming—the outlay which has been made in improvements—and a thousand

other details necessary to be taken into consideration, Let them but meet, with a

determination to be reasonable, and the difficulties which seem to impede their

progress will in the main be removed. The Commissioners are necessarily clothed

with large discretionary powers, without which it would be impossible for tiiem to

embrace all cases, many of which differ so widely from each other. The landed

interest, however, has ample earnest that that discretion will not be abused in

the appointment of the Commissioners, W. Blamire, Esq., the late member for

Cumberland, L W. Buller, Esq., and the Rev. R. Jones, M.A. of King's Col-

lege, London. Independentof being a considerable landed proprietor Mr. Blamire

the Chief Commissioner, is well known to be a sound practical agricvdturist,

a qualification which if not altogether essential in a Commissioner will aid
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him much in the performance of his duties, and will be absolutely requisite in an

Assistant-Commissioner. Many valuable improvements were made in the Tithe

Bill upon the suggestion of Mr, Blamire, and for which Lord John Russell

expressed his obligations in the House of Commons. The Rev. R Jones has also

devoted much time and attention to the tithe question, and materially contributed

to the satisfactory arrangement of the pi'esent system of Commutation. Up to the

1st October, 1838, the duties of the Commissioners will be rather to advise and

co-operate with those parties who may wish toeffect a Voluntary Commutation.

After that day they are directed by the Act to take immediate steps for effecting

a Compulsory Commutation of Tithes in every parish. The Editor being

desirous of rendering this edition of the Act practically useful to general readers

has, for the purpose of facilitating reference, given a very copious index preferring

to be guilty of repetition rather than that difficulty shall be experienced iu

finding any subject to which it may be requisite to refer. The very short space

of time which has elapsed since the Act received the Royal Assent, (13th August)

combined with the circumstance of its being published in a magazine, which re-

quired that it should be completed early (26th August) have rendered it impossible

to make this edition as perfect as the Editor could wish : he trusts, however, that

it will be found sufficiently useful for ordinary practical purposes.

WM. SHAW.

3, Church Yard Court, Temple.

August 26, 1 830.



VOLUNTARY COMMUTATION.
A hope was entertained that there would have been sufficient time before

the Magazine went to Press to prepare a statement in detail of the proceedings to

be taken in effecting a Voluniary and a Compulsory Commutation of Tithes

under this Act. That being found impracticable it is necessarily postponed until

the next Number, to be published on the 1st October, when such practical direc-

tions will be given as will very much simplify the course of proceeding. For the

present it must suffice to observe that persons having it in contemplation, to take

steps for effecting a voluntary Commutation of Tithes, will find that an acquaint-

ance with the following points will not only enable them to provide against diffi-

culties which, by presenting themselves at a parochial meeting, may occasion

delay, but also that a previous knowledge of them will tend very much to

facilitate the business of the Meeting.

The meaning of tlie following terms, as explained in s. 12 :

—

" Person," I " Parochial,"
" Lands,"

|
" Land-owner" or " Owner of land,"

" Tithes,"
1

" Tithe-owner" or " Owner of tithes."

Forms of notices, agreements. Sec. will be supplied by the commissioners to churchwardens
and overseers, upon application, s. 22.

If it be expedient, for the purposes of commutation, that a parish should be divided, commis-
sioners have power 'o direct a division. See " Parish," s. 12.

Correspondence with commissioners is exempt from postage, s. 92.

Advertisements, contracts, agreements, awards, and powers of attorney, &c., not liable to

stamp-duty, s. 91.

By whom the ownersliip of lands and patronage belonging to the crown is to be exercised,

s. 13.

An owner of lands, being also owner of tithes and patron, may be treated, and may act and
vote in each separate character, s. 14.

Land-owner, lithe-owner, or patron, or any person interested, being a minor, idiot, &c., or

labouring under other legal disability, may act by his legal representative, and in default

of such, commissioners may name a person to represent him, s. 15.

All acts may be done by agent duly appointed, s. 16.

Leases of tithes commuted may be surrendered, with consent of commissioners, s. 88.

The interest of land-owners and tithe-owners to be calculated by reference to the poor-rate,

if no poor-rate, then according to the rule by which property is rated, to the relief of the

poor, s. 19.

The tithe of mills may be included in parochial agreement, but Easter offerings, surplice

fees, mineral tithes, personal titiies, &c. &c. cannot be included without special pro-

vision and consent of commissioners, s. 90.

MEETING.
Land-owners having an interest in one-fourth of the value of the titheable lands,

or tithe-owners having an interest in one-fourth of the value of the tithes, may
summon a parochial meeting, giving 21 days notice, s. 17.

The notice must be signed by the parties, affixed upon the church-door, or in some other

conspicuous place within the parish, and inserted twice during the 21 days in some one

01 the county papers, s. 17.

Commissioners or assistant-commissioners may attend meeting to advise on terms of agree-

ment, s. 23.

First business of meeting to elect a chairman, s, 18.

Chairman to ascertain the interest of land and tithe-owners present, s. 18.

Correct minutes should be kept.

Meeting may be adjourned; notice of adjournment, signed by chairman, being put up
outside the huilding where the last meeting took place. Business transacted at ad-

journed meetings as valid as if done at original meeting, s. 20.

If there be present land-owners interested in two-thirds of the titheable lands, tithe-owners

interested in two-thirds of the great tithes, and also in two-thirds of the small tithes, an

agreement for commutation by the payment of an annual sum in lii;u of tithes, may be

made and executed, s. 17.

This sum must be the total sum to be paid by ihe parish, the apportionment of the propor-

tional amount upon the respective lands will be made afterwards.

If there be not present the above-required numlicr of land and tithe-owners, then those who
are present, whatever the number, may make a provisional agreement, which if signed
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within six months of the date of the first signature by two-thirds of the owners of land,

two-thirds of the owners of great, and two-thirds of the owners of small tithes, respec-

tively, will be as valid as if made at a full meeling, s. 18.

Consent of patron must be obtained to every agreement for commutation of ecclesiastical

tithes, s. 26.

Twenty acres of land may be given to the owner of ecclesiastical tithes in lieu of rent-charge,

or an equivalent part of it, s. 29.

The agreement should strictly follow the form prescribed, and contain all the particulars

therein required.

The agreement, when properly executed, to be sent to the office of the commissioners, who
will examine into its fairness and correctness, and call for proof if they deem it neces-

sary, s. 27.

If the agreement refer to ecclesiastical tithes, commissioners will give notice to the Bishop

of the diocese before confirraation, s. 28.

If land be given to ecclesiastical tithe-owner, in lieu of rent-charge, commissioners will

satisfy themselves as to the title at the expense of the land-owners, s. 30.

Suits and dillerences pending at the time, or arising during the aiaking of a parochial agree-

ment, may be referred to arbitration, and the decision will be final, s. 24.

Reversioners, &c. will not he hound by decision of arbitrator, without the consent of the

commissioners, who may direct that other persons interested be made parties to the

reference, s. 24.

Expenses of advertising and attending parochial meetings, must be borne by the parties, s. 17

Particulars to be set out in Parochial Agreement.

The date of the first signature.

Particulars of all the lands subject to tithes

The true or estimated statute measure.

The nature of the land, as arable, meadow, pasture, wood land, common land, &c. &c.

Whether any and w/mt lands subject to moduses, composition real, prescriptive or customary

payments, &.c. &c.

What tithes so covered by moduses, &c. &c.

The number of tithe-owners, their respective rights, to what tithes entitled, and upon what

lands.

Whether any and what lands, and how exempt from tithes.

The amount of the sum or sums agreed to be paid by way of rent-charge, in words at length.

And such other particulars as the commissioners may require.

"CORN.
RETURN to an Order of the Honourable the House of Commons, dated 19th February, 1835;—for,

^N ACCOUNT of the Average Prices of British Wheat, Barley, and Oats, in England and Wales,

for the Seven Years preceding 31st December, 1835, computed from the Weekly Averages of the

Corn Returns.

Years Ended.



This average when taken as the basis for commuting- 300/. of tithes, would produce the following re-

sult :

—

Qrs.
100/. laid out in wheat, at 56s. 3d. per quarter, would produce 35-56
100/. laid out in barley, at 31s. 9d. per quarter, would produce 62-98
100/. laid out in oats, at 225. per quarter, would produce 90*9

Suppose that in 1837 the average prices of the seven preceding years, ending Christmas 1836, should
prove to be

—

Wheat 60s.

Barley 40s.

Oats 20s.
Then, a corn rent-charge rendering the number of quarters above specified, and which are this year worth
300/. would produce in 1837, as follows :

—

£ s. d.

35*56 quarters of wheat, at 60s 106 l3 6
62-98 — of barley, at 40s 125 19 2
90-9 — of oats, at 20s 90 18

Total value of rent-charge for 1837 .... 323 10 8

Such is the kind of variation which will take place under the Act.

RENT-CHARGE.

The following rule has been communicated by Mr. JDrinkwater, the Parliamentary Counsel to the Home
Office and published, by which the variations in the value of any rent-charge may be readily calculated.

It will always give less than the true value, but the error will never amount to half a farthing per £1.
Rule. Add together the price of a bishel of wheat, barley, and oats, (as published in the Gazette,

according to the Act,) and subtract one-twentieth part of the sum. Call the remainder (A).

Add together the price of a bushel of barley, and of two bushels of oats ; subtract one-fourth part

of the sum, and one-fiftieth part of the remainder. Call the last remainder (B).

The sum of (^4) and (J3) is the value in any year of that which was £l at the time of commu-
tation.

Ex. 1. Let the price of wheat be 7s. 0|d., barley 3s. Hid., and oats 2s. 9d. per bushel.

s. d.

Wheat 7 0^

Barley 3 11^
Oats . 2 9

13 8i or 13-729-

•68645=^

l3-04255=(^)
6-95494=(B)

s. d.

Barley 3 11^
2. Oats . 5 6

9 51 or 9-46250
2-36562=1

7-09688
14194=i

Answer 19-99749
Accurate value . , 20

6-95494=(i3)

Error i of a farthing.

Ex. 2. Let the price of wheat be 6s., barley 3s. 6d., and oats 2s. 6rf. per bushel.

s. d.

Wheat 6

Barley 3
Oats . 2
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Let the prices in any following year be. Wheat X, Barley Y, Oats Z.

Then the value of £1 converted at the present prices, and reconverted at the supposed prices, X, Y, Z^

s. d.

6 8

=: -.X
7 Oi



AN ACT
FOR THE COMMUTATION OF TITHES

IN ENGLAND AND WALES.
6 & 7 WILL. IV.

[13^/i August, 1836.]

APPOINTMENT AND GENERAL POWERS
OF COMMISSIONERS AND ASSISTANT
COMMISSIONERS.

Appointment of Commissioners.

I. Whereas it is expedient to amend the

laws relating to Tithes (aj in England and
Wales, and to provide the means for an

adequate compensation for tithes, and for

the commutation thereof; be it therefore

enacted, by the King's most excellent Ma-
jesty, by and with the advice and consent

of the Lords spiritual and temporal, and

Commons, in this present Parliament as-

sembled, and by the authority of the same,

that it shall be lawful for one of his Ma-
jesty's principal Secretaries of State to ap-

point two fit persons to be commissioners

to carry this act into execution, and for

the Archbishop of Canterbury , under his

hand and archiepiscopal seal, to appoint

one fit person to be a commissioner to carry

this act into execution, (b) and for the said

Archbishop and Secretary of State at their

joint pleasure to remove any one or more
of the commissioners so appointed ; and
upon every vacancy in the office of com-
missioner some other fit person shall be ap-

pointed to the said office in the same man-
ner and by the same authority as the com-
missioner whose vacancy is thereby sup-

plied ; and until such appointment it shall

be lawful for the continuing commissioners

or commissioner to act as if no such

vacancy had occurred (c).

(a) By the interpretation chiuse, s. 12, p. 11, the

word " Tithes" " shall mean and include all uncom-
muted tithes, and portions and parcels of tithes, and

all moduses, compositions real and prescriptive, and
customary payments."

(b) Thia appointment is to continue in force five

years, and from thence to the end of the next session

of Parliament, after which so much of this Act as au-

thorises any such appointment to cease, see s. 6, p. 10.

(c) As to oath to be taken by commissioners, see

S.9,p.l0.

Style of Commissioners.—To have a Common
Seal.—Awards, ^e. purporting to be sealed

with such Seal, to be received as evidence.

IL And be it enacted, that the said

commissioners shall be styled " The Tithe
Commissioners for England and Wales,"
and shall have their office in I^ondoyi or

Westminster, and they, or any two of them,

may sit from time to time, as they deem
expedient, as a board of commissioners for

carrying this act into execution ; and the

said commissioners shall cause to be made
a seal of the said board, and shall cause

to be sealed or stamped therewith all agree-

ments and awards confirmed by the said

commissioners in pursuance of this act ; and
all such agreements and awards, and other

instruments proceeding from the said board,

or copies thereof, purporting to be sealed

or stamped with the seal uf the said board,

shall be received in evidence, without any
further proof thereof ; and no agreemetit

or award shall be of any force, unless the

same shall be scaled or stamped as afore-

said.

Commissioners to Report to Secretary of State.

—Annual Report to be laid before Parlia-

ment.

III. And be it enacted, that the said

commissioners shall from time to time give

to any one of his Majesty's principal secre-

taries of state such information respecting

their proceedings, or any part thereof, as

the said principal secretary of state shall

require, and shall once in every year send

to one of the principal secretaries of state

a general report of their proceedings ; and

every year such general report shall be

laid before both Houses of Parliament

within six weeks after the receipt of the

same by such principal secretary of state,

if Parliament be sitting, or if Parliament

be not sitting, then within six weeks after

the next meeting thereof.
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Tower to appoiii'. Assistant Commissioners,
Secreltiry, Assista>it Secretary. ^'C.— Liinit-

iiiff the number o/' Appointments.

IV. And be it enacted, that it shall be

lawful for the commissioners from time to

time to appoint asufficient number of persons

to be assistant commissioners fdj, and also

a secretary and assistant secretary, and all

such clerks, messengers and officers as they

shall deem necessary, and to remove such

assistant commissioners, secretary or assist-

ant secretary, clerks, messengers or officers,

or any of them, and on any vacancy in any

of the said offices to appoint some other

person to the vacant office ; and the per-

sons so appointed shall assist in carrying

this act into execution at such places and
in such manner as the said commissioners

may direct : provided always, that the said

commissioners shall not appoint more than

twelve such assistant commissioners to act

at any one time, unless the Lord High
Treasurer, or any three or more of the

commissioners of his Majesty's treasury,

shall in the case of each such appointment
consent thereto : provided further, that the

number of such clerks, messengers and
officers shall be subject to the like con-

sent.

Commissioners not to sit in the House of Com-
mons.

V. And be it enacted, that no commis-
sioner or assistant commissioner appointed

as aforesaid shall during his continuance in

such office be capable of being elected or

of sitting as a member of the House of

Commons.
Operation of Act as to appointment of Com-

missioner, ^-c. limited to Jive years.

VI. And be it enacted, that no commis-
sioner or assistant commissioner, secretary,

assistant secretary, or other officer or per-

son so to be appointed, shall hold his office

for a longer period than five years next

after the day of the passing of this act,

and thenceforth until the end of the then

next session of Parliament ; and after the

expiration of the said period of five years

and of the then next session of Parliament

so much of this act as authorizes any such
appointment shall cease.

Salaries of, and Allowances to, Commissioners
and Assistant Commissioners, Secretary aiul

other Officers.

VII. And be it enacted, that the salaries

of the commissioners, the allowance to the

(d) As to oath to be taken bj assistant commis-
sioners, see s. 9, p. 10 ; and as to the powers of as-

sistant commissioners, see s. 11, p. 11.

assistant-commissioners, and the salaries

of the secretary, assistant-secretary, clerks,

messengers, and other officers to be ap-
pointed under this act, shall be from time

to time regulated by the Lord Treasurei'

or the Lords Commissioners of his Majesty's

treasury, or any three of them : provided
always, that the salary of a commissioner
shall not exceed the sum of one thousand
five hundred pounds a year, nor the allow-
ance to an assistant-commissioner the sum
of three pounds for every day that he shall

be actually employed or travelling in the

performance of the duties of his office, nor

the salaries of the secretary or assistant-

secretary the sum of eight hundred pounds
a year ; and that the salarii'S of the clerks,

messengers and other officers shall be in fit

proportion : provided also, that the said

lord treasurer or lords commissioners may
allow to any commissioner, assistant-com-

missioner, secretary, assistant-secretary,

clerk, messenger, or other officer, any such

reasonable travelling and other expenses as

may have been incurred by him in the per-

formance of his duties under this act, in

addition to his salary or allowance respec-

tively.

Such Salaries, Allowances, and other Ex-
penses, how to he paid.

VIII. And be it enacted, that the sala-

ries, allowances and travelling and other

expenses of the commissioners, assistant-

commissioners, secretary, assistant-secre-

tary, clerks, messengers and officers as

aforesaid, and all other incidental expenses

of carrying this act into execution, not

herein otherwise provided for, shall be paid

by the lord treasurer or the lords commis-

sioners of his Majesty's treasury out of the

Consolidated Fund,

Commissioners and Assistant-Commissionei

s

to tahe an Oath.—Form of Oath.—Notifi-

cation of Appointment to he published in the

Gazette.

IX. And be it enacted, that every such

commissioner and assistant-commissioner

shall, before he shall enter upon the exe-

cution of his office, take the following oath

before one of the Judges of his Majesty's

Courts of King's Bench or Common Pleas,

or one of the Barons of the Court of Ex-
chequer

;
(that is to say)

" I, A. B., do swear, that I will faith-

fully, impartially and honestly, according

to the best of my skill and judgment, fulfil

all the powers and duties of a commissioner

(or assistant-commissioner, a* the case 7nay

be,) under au act passed in the seventh
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year of the reign of King- TVilliam the

Fourth, intituled \_here set fortit the title

of this act.']"

And the appointment of every such com-
missioner and assistant- commissioner, with
the time when and the name of the judge
or haron before whom he shall have taken

the oath aforesaid, shall be forthwith pub-
lished in the London Gazette.

Commissioners or Assistant-Commissioner may
summon and examine Witnesses.

X. And be it enacted, that the said com-
missioners,oranyassistant-commisioner,may,

by summons under their or his hand, require

the attendance (ej of all such persons as

they or he may think fit to examine upon
any matter brought before them or him as

hereinafter mentioned relating to the Com-
mutation of Tithes, and also make any in-

quiries and call for any answer or return

as to any such matter, and also administer

oaths; and examine all such persons upon
oath, and cause to be produced before them
or him upon oath, all books, deeds, contracts,

agreements, accounts and waitings, teyriers,

maps, plans and surveys, or copies thereof

respectively, in anywise relating to any

such matter : provided always, that no such

person shall be required, in obedience to

any such summons, to travel more than ten

miles from the place of his abode, or to

produce any deeds, papers or writings re-

lating to the title of any lands or tithes (fj.

Commissioners may delegate Powers to Assist-

ant-Commissioners, except the Powers to be

exercised under their Seal.

XI. And be it enacted, that the said

commissioners may delegate to their as-

sistant-commissioners, or to any one or more
of them, such of the powers hereby given

to the said commissioners as the said com-
missioners shall think fit, (except the power

to confirm agreements and awards, or to

frame forms of agreements and other instru-

ments, as hereinafter provided, or to do

any act herein required to be done under

the seal of the said commissioners), and the

powers so delegated shall be exercised un-

der such regulations as the said commis-

sioners shall direct ; and the said commis-

sioners may at any time recall or alter all

or any of the powers delegated as afore-

said, and, notwithstanding the delegation

thereof, may act as if no such delegation

(e) See s. 93, p. 36, by wbich a party giving false

evidence shall be deemed guilty of peijury, nnd any

person refusing to give, or withholding evidence

guilty of a misdemeanour.

(f) As to witnesses'^expenses, see s. 73, p. 31.

had been made ; and all acts done by any

such assistant-commissioner in pursuance

of such delegated powers, shall be obeyed

by all persons (^gj as if they had proceeded

from the said commissioners, and the non-

observance thereof shall be punishable in

like manner.

INTERPRETATION CLAUSES (h).

Meaninff of the words " Person," " Lands,"
*' Tithes," " Parish," " Parochial," ''Land
Owner," " Tithe Owner," as vsed in this ,

Act.—\^ §• 14 Car. 2, c. '[2.— Where Par-
ties to he deemed Joint Owners.

XII. And be it enacted, that in the con-

struction and for the purposes of this act, un-

less there be something in the subject or

context repugnant to such construction, the

word " person" shall mean and include

the King's Majesty, and any body corpo-

rate, aggregate or sole, as well as an indi-

vidual ; and any word importing the singu-

lar number only, shall mean and include

several persons or parties as well as one

person or party, and several things as well

as one thing respe(;tively, and the converse
;

and any word importing the masculine

gender only, shall mean and include a fe-

male as well as a male ; and the word
" lands" shall mean and include all mes-

suages, lands, tenements, and heredita-

ments ; and the word " tithes" shall mean
and include all uncommuted tithes, portions

and parcels of tithes, and all moduses,

compositions real, and prescriptive and

customary payments ; and the words
" parish" and " parochial" shall mean
and include and extend to every parish and

every extra-parochial place, and every

township (ij or village, within which over-

seers of the poor are separately appointed

under the provisions of an act passed in the

thirteenth and fourteenth years of the reign

of his late Majesty King Charles the Se-

cond, intituled c^;i Actfor the better Relief

of the Poor of this Kingdom, and every

district of which the tithes are payable

under a separate impropriation or appro-

priation, or in a separate portion or parcel,

or whicli the commissioners shall by any

order direct to be considered as a separate

(g) By s. 12, p. 11, tlie word "Person" shall

mean and include the King's Majesty, and every liody

corporate, aggregate, or sole, as well as an individual.

(h) Particular attention should be given to this

and the three following sections, as a perfect know-

ledge of them will very much facilitate a ready ap-

prehension of all the cases to which the Act applies.

( i) The townships to which the 13 and 14 Car. 2,

applies, are most commoa in the North oi England.

B 2
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district for the commutation of tithes (Jj ;

and the words " land owner" or " tithe

owner," or " owner of lands" or •'*' owner

of tithes," shall mean and include every

person who shall be in the actual possession

or receipt of the rents or profits of any

lands or tithes (except any tenant fk) for life

or lives, or for years, holding under a lease

or agreement for a lease on which a rent

of not less than two-thirds of the clear

yearly value of the premises comprised

therein shall have been reserved, and except

any tenant for years whatsoever holding"

under a lease or agreement for a lease for a

term which shall not have exceeded four-

teen years from the commencement thereof)

and that without regard to the real amount

of interest of such person ; and in every

case (IJ in which any tithes or lands shall

have been leased or agreed to he leased to

any person for life or lives, or for years, hy

any lease or agreement for a lease on which

a rent less than two-thirds of the clear

yearly value of the premises comprised

therein shall have heen reserved, and of

which the term shall have exceeded four-

teen years from the commencement thereof,

the person who shall for the time heing be

in the actual receipt of the rent reserved

upon such lease or agreement for a lease

shall, jointly with the person who shall he

liable to the payment of such rent of such

tithes or lands, be deemed for the purposes

of this act to he the owner of such tithes

or lands : and in every case in which any

person shall be in possession or receipt of

the rents or profits of any tithes or lands

under any sequestration, extent, elegit, or

other writ of execution, or as a receiver

under any order of a court of equity, the

person ag-ainst whom such writ shall have

issued, or who but for such order would
have been in possession, shall, jointly with

the person in possession by virtue of such

writ or order, be deemed for the purposes

of this act to be the owner of such tithes

or lands.

(j) This is a very useful provision, as it will

eniible the commissioners upon application being

made to them, to direct that any part of a parish

subject to any peculiarities which might impede a

commutation, be taken separately.

(k) Tenants at a rent of two-thirds of the clear

yearly value, and tenants for a less term than four-

teen years, are generally considered to be " tenants

at rack-rent."

(J,)
Instances may occur in which there may be

many tenants intervening, between the original les-

sor and the tenant at ruck-rent, in such cases the

consent of the whole will be necessary.

When the Ownership of Lands or Tithes or Pa-
tronage is vested in the Croivn, who shall be

deemed the Owner or Patron.

XIII. And be it enacted, that whenever

tlie ownership of any lands (mj or tithes to

which the provisions of this act are in-

tended to apply shall be vested in his Ma-
jesty, the first commissioner of his Majesty's

woods, forests, and land revenues for the

time being, or in case such lands or tithes

shall be vested in his Majesty in right of

the Duchy of Lancaster or of the Duchy
of Cornwall, the Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster , or the Officers of the Duchy
of Cornwall entitled to grant leases of lands

parcel of the Duchy of Cornwall (dJ, shall

for the purposes of this act be substituted

instead of the owner of such lands or tithes

respectively ; and whenever the patronage

of any benefice to which the provisions of

this act are intended to apply shall be

vested in his Majesty, the Lord High
Treasurer or First Lord Commissioner of

the Treasury for the time being where the

value^ of such benefice is above the yearly

value of twenty pounds in the King's books,

and where such value is of or below the

yearly value of twenty pounds in the King's

books, the Lord Chancellor or Lord Keeper
or First Lord Commissioner of the Great

Seal for the time being, shall for the pur-

poses of this act be substituted instead of

the patron : Provided nevertheless, that

if such patronage is vested in his Majesty

in right of the Duchy of Lancaster, the

Chancellor for the time being of such

Duchy shall for the purposes of this act be

substituted instead of the patron.

When the same Person is Owner of Lands and
Owner of Titties, he may be dealt tvilh in

hotli characters.

XIV. And be it enacted, that whenever
any person shall be at the same time

owner foj of any lands and owner of any

tithes comprised within any agreement to

be executed pursuant to the provisions of

this act, or besides being owner of any

lands or of any tithes shall also be patron

of the benefice to which the tithes in

question may belong-, such person, in rela-

tion to such agreement, may act and be

(m) Bys. 12, p. 11, the word "Lands" "shall

mean and include all messuages, lands, tenements,

and hereditaments."

(n) 1 and 2 W. 4, c. 5.

(o) As to the meaning of the terms " owner op

LANDS," and " OWNER OF TITHES," 666 S. 12, p. 11.
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dealt with in each of the several characters
so borne by him as aforesaid, (pj

In case the Patron or Owner is under legal

Disability, who to act.

XV. And be it enacted, that whenever
the patron of any benefice or the owner of
any lands or tithes to which the provisions

of this act are intended to apply, or any
person interested in any qnestion as to any
tithes, shall be a minor, idiot, lunatic, feme
covert, beyond the seas, or under any other
legal disability, the guardian, trustee, com-
mittee of the estate, husband, or attorney

respectively, or in default thereof such
person as may be nominated for that pur-
pose by the commissioners after due inquiry

shall have been made by them as to the

fitness of such person, and whom they are

hereby empowered to nominate under their

hands and seal, shall for the purposes of

this act be substituted in the place of such

patron, owner, or person so interested.

Acts may be done hy Agents duly authorized.

XVT. And be it enacted, that it shall be

lawful for any land owner or tithe owner,

by a power of attorney (qj given in writing

under his hand, to appoint an agent to act

for him in carrying" into execution the pro-

visions of this act ; and all things which

by this act are directed to be done by or

with relation to any person may be law-

fully done by or with relation to the agent

so duly authorized of such person : and

every such agent shall have full power, in

the name and on behalf of his principal, to

concur in and execute any agreement, and

to vote on any question arising out of tlie

execution of this act ; and every person

shall be bound by the acts of any such

agent, according to the authority com-
mitted to him, as fully as if the principal

of such agent had so acted ; and the power

of attorney under which the agent shall

have acted, or a copy thei'eof authenticated

by the signature of twocredible witnesses, (rj

shall be appended to every agreement exe-

cuted by any such agent, and shall be sent

with it to the office of the commissioners

as hereinafter provided ; and any such

power of attorney may be in the form

following :

—

(}y) That is, the same person may act and vote

ns land-owner, titbe-owner, and patron, if lie be

owner of land, owner of titbes, and patron.

((/ ) Power of attorney is exempt from stamp duty,

see s. 91, p. 35.

(r) It will be most convenient for the agent to

keep the original, and append an attested copy to the

ag-reement.

Power of Attorney.

" I, A. B., of, [&c.] do hereby appoint

C. D. of, [&c.] to be my lawful attorney to

act for me in all respects as if I myself

were present and acting in the execution

of an act passed in the sixth and seventh

years of his present Majesty, intituled

[fiere insert the title of this Jlct']^'

(Signed) ' A. B.'

VOLUNTARY AGREEMENT FOR COMMU-
TATION BETWEEN LAND-OWNERS AND
TITHE-OWNERS.

Parochial Meetings may be called, at which

Owners of Two thirds in Value may agree on

the sum to he paid to the Tithe Oivners, which
Agreement shall bind the whole Parish.

XVII. And be it enacted, that any one

or more of the land owners or tithe owners,

whose interest respectively shall not be less

than one-fourth part of the whole value of

the lands subject to tithes, or one-fourth

part of the whole value of the tithes of any

parish f^*^ in England or Wales, may call a
parochial meeting of land owners and tithe

owners within the limits of the parish, by

notice thereof in writing under his or their

hand, to be affixed at least twenty-one days

before such meeting on the principal outer

door of the church, or in some public and

conspicuous place within the limits of the

parish, and to be twice at least during

such twenty-one days inserted in some
newspaper ftj generally circulated within the

county in which such parish is situated, for

the purpose of making an agreement CuJ for

the general commutation of tithes within

the limits of such parish ; and every land

owner and tithe owner attending such

meeting shall bear his own expenses of

attendance ; and the land owners and tithe

owners who shall bo present at any such

meeting called as aforesaid, and whose in-

terest in the lands and tithes of the parish

respectively shall not be less than two-

thirds of the lands subject to tithes, two-

(s) By s. 12, p. 11, the -words " Parish," and
" Parochiai,," shall mean, and include, and extend

to every parish, and every extra parochial place,

and every townsbij) or village witliin which over-

seers of the poor are separately appointed under the

provisions of the 13 and 11 Car. 2,c. 12, intituled

An Act for the better relief of the poor of this kingdom,

and every district in which the tithes are payable

under a separate imj)ropriation, or appropriation, or

in a separate portion, or parcel, or which the commis-

sioners shall bv any order direct to he considered, as

a separate district for the commutation of tithes."

Ct) Advertisements are exempt from duty, see s.

91, p. 35.

(a) In respect to agreements pending at the time

of the passing of this act, see s. 25, p. 16.
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thirds of tlie great tithes, and two-thirds

of the small tithes of the parish, may pro-

ceed to make and execute a parochial agree-

ment for the payment of an annual sum by
way of rent-charg-e (v), variable as hereinaf-

ter provided, instead of the great and small

tithes (tv) of the parish collectively, or in-

stead of the great tithes and small tithes

severally, to the respective owners thereof

in the said parish ; and every agreement so

made and executed, and confirmed foe) in

manner hereinafter mentioned, shall be
binding on all persons fy) interested in

the tithes or lands subject to tithes of the

said parish (^).

Provisional Agreements mail be made at the

Parochial Meetings.

XVIII. And be it enacted, that the ma-
jority of such land owners and tithe owners
present at every such meeting shall elect a
chairman, who shall forthwith proceed to

ascertain faj the interest (bj of the land

owners and tithe owners then present in per-

son or by their agents (c) ; and in case it

shall thereupon appear that the persons

present at such meeting have not a sufficient

interest in the premises as aforesaid to make
and execute such an agreement which shall

be binding on all persons interested therein,

it shall be lawful notwithstanding for any
number of the persons then present to

make and execute a provisional agreement
for the commutation of tithes of the like

form and tenor ; and every such provisional

agreement which shall be executed within

six calendar months from the day (d) of the

first making thereof by the land owners
and tithe owners whose interest in the lands

(v) Land not exceeding twenty acres may be
given to any ecclesiastical owner as eomrautation of
tithe, see s. 29; for appointment of valuers to ap-
portion rent-charge, see s. 32, 33, 34, and 35.
(w) As to Easter offerings, mortuaries, surplice

fees, tithes of fish or fishing, personal tithes,

mineral tithes, payments in lieu of tithes by custom,
or private Act of Parliament, and tithes already com-
muted and extinguished, see s. 90, p. 35.

(x) For confirmation of agreement by commis-
sioners, see s. 27, p. 16.

(y) Consent of patron must be given to any agree-
ment for commutation of ecclesiastical tithe, see s.

13 and 26.

{z) Tithes due before commutation not to be af-

fected, see s. 89, p. 35.

(a) Correct minutes of the proceedings should be
kept.

{!>) See s, 19, p. 14, as to the mode of ascertaining
the proportional interest of owners of land or tithes.

(c) See s. 16, p. 13, as to the appointment of
agent, and what acts may be done by him when duly
authorized.

(d) The day on which the first signature is at-

tached thereto, see s. 21, p. 15.

and tithes of the parish shall not be less

than two-thirds of the lands subject to

tithes, two-thirds of the great tithes, and
two-thirds of the small tithes of the parish

respectively, shall be as binding as if exe-

cuted by all the parties thereto at the

meeting at which the agreement was first

made.

Proportional interest in Lands and Tithes, how
to he estimated for the purposes of this Act.

XIX. Provided always, and belt enacted,

that the proportional interest fej of the

owners of such lands or tithes, so far as

relates to their power to make any such
agreement or provisional agreement, or to

give any notice to the commissioners or as-

sistant commissioners as hereinafter pro-

vided, shall be estimated according to the

proportional sum at which such lands or

tithes shall be rated ffj to the relief of the

poor, or if there shall be no such rate, ac-

cording to the rules by which property of

the same kind is by law rateable to the

relief of the poor.

Meeting may he adjjurned.

XX. And be it enacted, that in case an ad-

journment of the said meeting for any cause

shall be desired by a majority of the pei'-

sons attending such meeting, the chairman
shall adjourn the meeting to any time fg)
and place then by him to be declared,

and so from time to time in case the same
shall be in like manner desired by a ma-
jority of the persons attending- such meet-

ing ; and notice of every adjourned meet-

ing- shall be given under the hand of the

chairman, and shall be affixed in a con-

spicuous place on the outside of the build-

ing in which such meeting or the last ad-

journment thereof shall have been holden
;

and the like order of proceeding shall be

observed at any such adjourned meeting,

and everything- done at any such adjourned

meeting shall be as valid as if done at the

original meeting.

Form of Parochial Agreement.

XXI. And be it enacted, that every such

agreement (hj shall bear date on the day

(e) As to the mode of settling suits, and differ-

ences touching liability to the payment of tithes, the

boundary of lands, &c., see s. 24, p. 15.

(f) It will be desirable fo have the poor-rate books
at the meeting, and to enter the assessment of each
person who attends on the minutes.

(g) The twenty-one day's notice is only requisite

on calling the first meeting.

(h) Forms of agreement will be supplied by the

commissioners, but especial care must be taken that

the provisions contained in this clause of the Act be

strictly complied with.
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on which the first signature is attached

thereto, and every such agreement or some
Schedule thereunto annexed shall set forth

all the lands of the said parish which are

subject to the payment of any kind of

tithes, and also the true or estimated

quantity in statute measure of land sub-

ject to tithes within the parish which shall

be then cultivated as arable, meadow,
or pasture land, or as wood land, common
land, or howsoever otherwise, and shall

also set forth whether any modus or com-
position real, or prescriptive or customary
payment, shall be payable instead of all or

any of the tithes of the said parish, and

which lands or tithes respectively are cover-

ed thereby, and shall also set forth which
of the said tithes, moduses, compositions or

payments are payable to the tithe owner,

or if there is more than one tithe owner to

each of the several tithe owners in the said

parish, distinguishing in what right every

such tithe owner is entitled to such tithes,

and shall also set forth whether any and
which of the lands of the said parish are

or have been under any and what circum-

stances (ij exempt from the payment of any

and what tithes ; and such agreement

shall also state in words at length the

amount of the sum or sums agreed to be

paid (subject to variation as hereinafter

provided) instead ol the tithes of the lands

comprised in the said agreement, and in-

stead of all moduses and compositions real,

prescriptive, and customary payments (if

any), payable in respect of such lands, or

the produce of such lands or any of them,

distinguishing, if there is more than one

tithe owner, the sum payable to every such

tithe owner, and where the tithes of different

lands in the same parish are payable to

different tithe owners, or to the same tithe

owner in different rights, distinguishing the

sum payable in respect of such different

lands ; and every such agreement shall

also state all such other particulars as the

commissioners shall by any order from time

to time require to be inserted in such

agreements.

Commissioners toframe and circulate Forms of
Agreements, S^c,

XXII. And be it enacted, that the com-
missioners shall frame and cause to be

printed, as soon as conveniently may be

after their appointment, forms of notices

(i) A statement of the circumstances under wbich

the lands are exempt is essential, as it may be

tbat they are only exempt whilst in the hands of the

present occupier.

and agreements and such other instruments

as in their judgement will further the pur-

poses of this act, and supply all or any of

such forms to the churchwardens and over-

seers of any parish who may require Q'J the

same, or to whom the commissioners may
think fit to send the same, for the use of

any land owner or tithe owner desirous of

putting this act in execution.

Commissioner or Assistant Commissioner may
attend to advise Terms of Agreement.

XXIII. And be it enacted, that any

commissioner, or assistant commissioner, if

the commissioners shall think fit, may at-

tend any such meeting for the purpose of

taking pait in the discussion and advising

on the terms of agreement ; but no com-
missioner or assistant commissioner, during

the time that he is actually attending such

meeting- for that purpose, shall have any of

the powers herein given to the commis-

sioners in case of an award or apportion-

ment by the commissioners as hereinafter

provided.

Suits and Differences may be referred to

Arbitration.

XXIV. And be it enacted, that if any

suit shall be pending (kj touchingtherightto

any tithes, or if there shall be any ques-

tion as to the existence of any modus or

composition real, or prescriptive or custom-

ary payment, or any claim of exemption

from or non-liability to tithes, under any

circumstances in respect of any lands or any

kind of produce, or touching the situation

or boundary of any lands, or if any differ-

ence shall arise whereby the making and

executing of any such agreement shall be

hindered, it shall be lawful for the owners,

or if there shall be no owner actually in

possession, for the persons claiming to be

the owners of the lands and tithes respec-

tively, being parlies to such suit or differ-

ence, to submit the same to reference by

any writing under tlieir respective hands,

containing an agreement that such sub-

mission shall be made a rule of any of his

Majesty's courts of record, upon such

terms of reference as the parties may agree

upon ; and the decision of the arbitrator

(j ) Applications for these forms must be made to

the churchwardens and overseers, who may them-

selves apply to tlie commissioners. Letters ad-

dressed to " the Tithe Commissioners for England

and Wales, London," will go and be answered free

ef postage, see s. 92, p. 35.

(k) It should be observed that this section applies

to disputes of any kind respecting tithes existing at

the time of the passing of this act, as well as those

which may arise hereafter.
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or arbitrators named in the said reference

shall for the purposes of this act be final

and conclusive on all persons : Provided

nevertheless, that no person bein^ owner of

an estate in land or tithes, less in the

whole than an immediate estate of fee

simple or fee tail, shall be empowered to

submit to any such reference so as to bind

any person in remainder, reversion, or ex-

pectancy, without the consent of the com-

missioners ; and that it shall be lawful for

the commissioners, if they shall think fit

so to do, but not otherwise necessary, to

direct that any person in remainder, rever-

sion, or expectancy of an estate of inherit-

ance in the said lands or tithes, or any

other person whom they shall deem to be

interested therein, shall be made a party

to such reference.

Agreements pending at the time of the passing of
this Act, if completed and confirmed by the

Commissioners, to be as valid as Parochial

Agreements.

XXV. And be it enacted, that every

agreement for the commutation of a rent-

charge of the tithes of any lands which

shall be pending f^/J at the time of the pass-

ing of this act, and which shall be executed

before or within six calendar months after

the passing of this act by the land owners

and tithe owners, or persons claiming to be

such owners, whose interest in the said

lands and tithes shall not be less than two-

thirds of the said lands, two-thirds of the

great tithes, and two-thirds of the small

tithes of the said lands, and which shall be

confirmed (m) by the commissioners, under

their hands and seal, in the manner herein-

after provided for the confirmation of any

parochial agreement, shall be as valid, and
the rent-charge agreed to be paid by any

such agreement shall be apportioned and

charged, as hereinafter provided, among
and u])on the said lands, as if the agree-

ment had been made and executed at a

parochial meeting.

Consent of Patron to be given to every Agree-
ment for Commutation of Ecclesiastical

Tithes.

XXVI. Provided always, and be it en-

acted, that in every case in which any

tithes shall belong to any ecclesiastical

person in right of any spiritual dignity or

benefice, no agreement for the commiitation

(I) By this section pending agreements are put

upon the same footing with provisional parochial

agreements.
(m) See s. 27, p. 16.

of such tithes made and executed under this

act shall be deemed to be executed by the

owner of such tithes unless such consent fn)

thereto be given as is hereinafter mention-

ed
;
(that is to say), in the case of an

archbishop or bishop, the consent of the

crown signified by the Lord High Trea-

surer or First Lord Commissioner of the

Treasury ; and in case of the incumbent

of any other benefice or ecclesiastical dig-

nity, the consent of the patron or person

entitled to present to such benefice or dig-

nity in case the same were then vacant ;

and every such consent shall be given under

the hand of the person giving the same,

and shall be annexed to the agreement, and

taken to be part of the execution thereof.

Agreement to he confirmed by the

Commissioners.

XXVn. And be it enacted, that every

such agreement, as soon as may be after it

shall have been executed by a sufiicient

number of land owners and tithe owners

whose interest in the lands and tithes of the

parish respectively shall not be less than

two-thirds of the lands subject to tithes,

two-thirds of the great tithes, and two-

thirds of the small tithes, shall be sent by
the chairman of the meeting, or by the

person in whose custody it shall then be, to

the office of the commissioners (oj, and the

commissioners, by themselves, or by some
of the assistant commissioners, shall cause

inquiry to be made and shall require such

proof as will be satisfactory to them, whe-
ther or not the agreement has been made
without fraud or collusion, and whether or

not it ought to be confirmed ; and if they

shall be satisfied that it ought to be con-

firmed, the commissioners shall confirm Cp)
the agreement (qj under their hands and seal,

and shall add to such agreement the date of

the confirmation, and shall publish the fact

(n) The object of this enactment is to guard
against any agreements by persons now in the enjoy-

ment of tithes which might prejudice their successors.

(o) Asa considerable period of time must neces-

sarily be occupied by the commissioners in making
inquiry into the regularity, as well as the proper terms

of the agreement, as also in making the valuation and
apportionment, it is desirable that the agreement

should be forwarded with as little delay as possible

after it is properly signed.

(p) Every agreement relating to tithes belonging

to any ecclesiastical person in right of any spiritual

dignity, cr benefice, must be communicated to the

bishop of the diocese before it is confirmed, see s. 28,

P-
17-.

. .

(q) Commissioners may before confirming it re-

quire notice of any agreement to be given to rever-

sioner, &c., see s. 65, p. 28.
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of such confirmation and the date thereof

within the parish in such manner as to them
shall seem fit : and every such confirmed

agreement shall be binding on all persons

interested in the said lands or tithes fr).

Agreement to he communicated to Bishop of
the Diocese previous to its being confirmed.

XXVIII. Provided always, and be it en-

acted, that before the commissioners shall

confirm any such agreement relating to

tithes belonging to any ecclesiastical person

in right of any spiritual dignity or benefice,

they shall communicate the same to the

Bishoj) of the Diocese for his observations

and opinion ; and no such agreement shall

be confirmed by such commissioners until

four weeks shall have elapsed from the

date of the transmission of such agreement
to such bishop, unless the said bishop shall

sooner signify his approbation of such
agreement to the said commissioners.

Land not exceeding 20 acres, may he given as

Commutation for Tithes, ^-c.

XXIX. And be it enacted, that any
such parochial agreement may be made in

manner and form aforesaid for giving to

any ecclesiastical owner (s), in right of any
spiritual benefice or dignity, of any tithes or

of any rent-charge for which such tithes

shall have been commuted, any quantity not

exceeding in the whole twenty (f) imperial

acres of land by way of commutation for

the whole or an equivalent part of the

great or small tithes of the parish, or in

discharge of or exchangee for the whole or

an equivalent part of any rent-charge

agreed to be paid instead of such tithes,

but subject in every case to the provisions

hereinafter contained ; and every such

agreement shall be made in such form and
contain such particulars as the com-
missioners shall in that behalf direct, spe-

cifying the land whereof the tithes or rent-

charge for which such tithes shall have
been comnmted shall be the subject of

such agreement, and giving full and suffi-

cient descriptions of the quantity, state of

culture, and annual value of the land pro-

posed to be given in exchanofc for such

tithes or rent-charge : Provided, always,

that the same consent and confirmation (iij

(r) Commissioners may require notice to be given

to reversioners, remaindermen, or sucli other j)ersons

interested, as they may see fit.

(s) Lay-impropriators are not included.

(t) This section will enable any incumbent to in-

crease the extent of his glebe by 20 acres.

(ti) Not only is the consent and confirmation of

the commissioners requisite, but they are required

shall be necessary to any such agreement
as in the case of an agreement for a rent-

charge ; and that in case the said agree-

shall not extend to the whole of the tithes

of the parish, an agreement or award as

hereinafter provided may and shall be
made for the payment of a rent-charg-e in

satisfaction of the residue of the said

tithes ; and such rent-charg-e when aofreed

upon or awarded, or the residue thereof,

shall be apportioned in manner hereinafter

provided upon all the lands of the parish
subject to the payment of tithes, unless
otherwise agreed upon by the parties to
the said parochial ag-reement, except the
land so given by way of commutation, in

like manner as if no agreement for giving
land had been made : Provided also, that
the land so given shall be free from incum-
brances, except leases at improved rent,

land tax , or other usual outgoings, and
shall not be of tenure, nor of copyhold or

customary tenure, subject to arbitrary fine

or the render of heriots.

Commissioners to satisfy themselves of the Title

of such Land, ^-c.

XXX. And be it enacted, that in every
case in which any such agreement for giv-

ing land shall be so entered into, the com-
missioners shall satisfy themselves, in such
way and by such evidence as they shall see
fit, of the title to the land proposed
thereby to be given in exchange for such
tithes or rent-charge, and that the same
are of the description and value set forth
in such agreement, and that such agree-
ment is conformable in every respect to the
provisions hereinbefore contained respecting
the same ; and the expense attending every
such ag'reement for giving land, and the

confirmation thereof, and of investigating

the title to the land, shall be borne by the
owners of land liable to the payment of
tithes within the parish, in such proportions

as they may agree, or, in default of agree-
ment, as the commissioners may direct.

Agreements for giving Land to operate as
Conveyances.

XXXI. And be it enacted, that such
agreement for giving land, confirmed by the
said commissioners, shall operate as a con-
veyance of such land to the owner of such
tithes or rent- charge, and the land so con-
veyed shall thereupon vest in and be
deemed to be holden by such person or
persons, and upon the like uses and trusts

to examine into and approve of the title, see s. 3
,

p. 17.
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in every respect as the tithes or rent-charge
in commutation or exchange for which the

same shall have been given shall be vested

and holden ; and for the purpose of mak-
ing and completing any such agreement
the provisions of shis act respecting^ per-

sons under legal disability fvj shall apply to

ever)' person party to such agreement or

in whom any such land shall be vested,

and whose concurrence or consent may be
necessary to the perfectin^f thereof, or of

the title to such land, as fully as if the

same had been here repealed and re-en-

acted.

APPORTIONMENT UPON THE RESPEC-
TIVE LANDS OF THE SUM AGREED TO
BE PAID BY WAY OF RENT-CHARGE.

Appointment of Valuers.

XXXII. And be it enacted, that at the

said meeting or at some adjournment there-

of, or at some other parochial meeting to

be called in like manner, either before or

after the confirmation of the agreement, the

owners of land subject to tithes in the said

parish, or their agents, present at the meet-
ing, may appoint a valuer or valuers (wj

;

and in case the majority in respect of num-
ber and the majority in respect of interest

shall not agree upon the appointment, then

they shall appoint two or such other even
number of valuers as shall be then agreed
on by such land owners, half of such num-
ber to be chosen by a majority in respect

of number, and the other half by a majority
in respect of interest, of such land owners
then present.

Valuers to apportion the Renl-Charr/e.

XXXIII, And be it enacted, that as soon
as may be after the chasing of such valuer

or valuers, and after the confirmation of the

said agreement, the valuer or valuers Ca?J so

chosen fi/J shall apportion fzj the total sum
agreed to be paid by way of rent-charge in-

stead of tithes, and the expenses of the ap-
portionment, amongst the several lands in

the said parish, according to such principles

of apportionment as shall he agreed upon
at the meeting at which the valuer or

valuers shall be chosen, or if no principles

shall be then agreed upon for the guidance

(v) See s. 15, p. 13.

(w) Who may appoint an umpire, see s. S3, p. 18.

(x) Valuers and umpire must make and subscribe

a declaration, sees. 34, p. 18 ; may enter on lands to

make valuations, &c., see s. 34, p. 18.

(y) Tbe apportionment must be made either by
valuers so appointed or by the commissioners.

(:) If apportionment not made within six months
commissioners to apportion, see s. 54, p. 25.

of the valuer or valuers, then, having re-

gard to the average titheable produce and
productive quality of the lands, according

to his or their discretion and judgment,
but subject in each case to the provisions

hereinafter contained,and so that in each case

the several lands shall have the full benefit

of every modus Ca) and composition real,

prescriptive and customary payment, and of

every exemption from or non-liability to

tithes relating to the said lands respectively,

and having regard to the several tithes to

which the said lands are severally liable
,

provided that it shall be lawful for the

said valuers, when an even number is

chosen, by any writing under their hands, to

appoint an umpire fdj before they proceed

upon the business of such apportionment,

and the decision of the umpire on the ques-

tions in difference between the valuers shall

be binding on them, and shall be adopted
by them in the apportionment.

Valuers may enter on Landsfor the purpose of
valuing Tithes.

XXXrV. And be it enacted, that the said

valuers and umpire (if it shall become ne-

cessary for him to act), and their agents or

servants, at all reasonable times, may enter

upon any of the lands to be included in

the apportionment, and make an admeasure-
ment, plan, and valuation of the same,
without being subject to any action or

molestation for so doing: Provided always,

that no valuer or umpire shall be capable

of acting until he shall have made and
subscribed before the said commissioners,

or some assistant commissioner or justice of

the peace, a solemn declaration to the same
purport and effect as the oath hereinbefore

directed to be made by the said com-
missioners, substituting only the proper de-

scription of such person instead of the

word commissioner, and adding to his

signature the usual place of his residence,

which declaration it shall be lawful for the

said commissioners, or any assistant com-
missioner or justice, to administer ; and
every such declaration so made and sub-

scribed shall be countersig-ned by the per -

son before whom the same shall have been

(a) The amount of rent-charge apportioned on
lands having the benefit of a modus must be esti-

mated on the money value of the modus. Some dif-

ficulty may arise where lands pay a modus only

whilst in pasture, but become liable to tithes when
under the plough. See also s. 44, p. 22.

(6) The umpire must be appointed before the

valuers proceed to the performance of their duties,

he need not act unless the valuers disagree.
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made, and sliall be sent by him to the office

of the commissioners.

Old Plans and Surveys may be used if the

Valuers think proper.

XXXV. And be it enacted, that the

valuer or valuers or umpire may fcj, if they

think fit, use for the purposes of this act

any admeasurement, plan, or valuation pre-

viously made of the lands or tithes in ques-

tion of the accuracy of which they shall be

satisfied ; and that it shall be lawful for

the meeting at which such valuer or valuers

shall be chosen to agree upon the adoption

for the purposes aforesaid of any such ad-

measurement, plan, or valuation, and such

agreement shall be binding upon the valuer

or valuers ; Provided always, that three-

fourths of the land owners in number and
value shall concur therein.

COMPULSORY AWARD BY THE COMMIS-
SIONERS IN DEFAULT OF VOLUNTARY
AGREEMENTS.

After \st. October 1838, Commissioners may
ascertain total Value of Tithes in any Parish
in lohich no previous Agreement has been

wade.

XXXVI. And be it enacted, that after

the first day of October one thousand eight

hundred and thirty-eight the commission-

ers shall proceed (dj in manner herein-after

mentioned, at such time and in such order

as to them shall seem fit, either by them-
selves or by some assistant commissioner, to

ascertain and award the total sum to be

paid by way of rent-charge instead of the

tithes of every parish in England and Wales
in which no such agreement binding upon

the whole parish as aforesaid shall have

been made and confirmed as aforesaid : Pro-

vided nevertheless, that if any proceeding

shall be had towards making and executing

any such agreement after the commissioners

shall have given or caused to be given no-

tice of their intention to act as aforesaid in

such parish, the commissioners may refrain

from acting upon such notice, if they shall

think fit, until the result of such proceed-

ing shall appear.

(c) Tbe valuers or umpire will only be compelled

to use old plans and valuations if three-fourths of

the land-owners in number and value present at the

meeting at whicli tbe valuers vrere appointed shall

concur in requiring them so to do.

(d) By this and the sixteen following sections the

commissioners are invested with full powers to effect

a compulsory commutation of tbe tithes in every

parish in wbicli the land owners and tithe owners

have not embraced tbe opportunity afforded them of

making a voluntary agreement before the lat Octo-

ber, 1838.

Value of Tithes to be calculated upon an Average

of Seven Years.—Tithes to be valued with-

out Deduction on account of Parochial and
County Rates, S)-c.

XXXVII. And be it enacted fej, that in

every casein which the commissioners shall

intend making such award (fJ, notice thereof

shall be given in s^ch manner as to them
shall seem fit ; and after the expiration of

twenty-one days after such notice shall have

been given the commissioners or some as-

sistant commissionershall,exceptinthe cases

for which provision is hereinafter made fgj,

proceed to ascertain (^hj the clear aver-

age value (after making all just deductions

on account of the expences of collecting,

preparing for sale, and marketing, where
such tithes have been taken in kind,) of the

tithes fi'J of the said parish, according to the

average of seven years preceding Christmas

in the year one thousand eight hundred and
thirty-five : Provided that if during the

said period of seven years, or any part

thereof, the said tithes or any part thereof

shall have been compounded for or demised

to the owner or occupier of any of the said

lands in consideration of any rent or pay-

ment instead of tithes, the amount of such

composition, or rent or sum agreed to be

paid instead of tithes, shall be taken as the

clear value of the tithes included in such

composition, demise, or agreement during

the time for which the same shall have been

made ; and the commissioners or assistant

commissioner shall award the averag-e an-

nual value of the said seven years so ascer-

tained as the sum to be taken for calcu-

lating the rent-charge to be paid as a per-

manent commutation of the said tithes

:

Provided also, that whenever it shall appear

(e) Having now come to that part of the act

wherein the mode of calculating tbe value of tithes

to be adopted by the commissioners in cases of com-
pulsory commutation is set out, it becomes mBterial

to observe, that the tithe-payers and tithe-owners

neglecting to make a voluntary agreement, lose the

advantage of fixing the amount to be paid, and also

of apportioning it in that way which they might think

best. Tlie commissioners are bound by the rules here
laid down.and can only deviate in certain special cases.

(f) Expenses of award to be paid by land owners,
see s. 74, p. 31,

(g) How to modify extreme cases, see s.38, p. 20,

i(h) How the tithe of hops, fruit, and garden
produce to be valued, see s. 40, p. 21 ; how the

tithe of coppice wood (o be valued, see s. 41, p.
''21; as to land exempt by reason of having been
converted from barren heath, or waste land, and as

to glebe, see s. 43, p. 22 ; as to moduses Ike, see s.

44, p. 22.

(i) Commissioners may hear and determine dis-

putes touching the right to tithes, moduses, &c., see

s. 45, p. 22.
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to the commissioners that the party entitled

to any such rent or composition shall in

any one or more of the said seven years have

allowed and made any abatement from the

amount of such rent or composition on the

ground of the same having in any such

year or years been higher than the sum
fairly payable by way of composition for

the tithe, but not otherwise, then and in

every such case such diminished amount,

after making such abatement as aforesaid,

shall be deemed and taken to have been the

sum ag-reed to be paid for any such year or

years : Provided also, that in estimating- the

value of the said tithes the commissioners

or assistant commissioner shall estimate the

same without making any deduction there-

from on account of any Parliamentary, pa-

rochial, county, and other rates, charges,

and assessments to which the said tithes are

liable ; and whenever the said tithes shall

have been demised or compounded for on

the principle of the rent or composition be-

ing paid free from all such rates, charges,

and assessments, or any part thereof, the

said commissioners or assistant commis-

sioner shall have regard to that circum-

stance, and shall make such an addition on

account thereof as shall be an equivalent (jj.

Commissioners in certain Cases may increase or

diminish the Sum to he paid for Commuta-
tion.

XXXVIII. Provided always, and be it

enacted, that in case notice in writing un-

der the hand of any patron, or the hands

of any land owners or tithe owners whose
interest in the lands or tithes of the parish

shall not be less than one-half of the lands

subject to tithes, one-half of the great tithes

or one-half of the small tithes of the parish

shall be given to the commissioners or as-

sistant commissioner acting in that behalf,

within one calendar month next after the

notice of the intention to make an award
shall have been given as aforesaid, that the

average value to be ascertained as aforesaid

will not fairly represent the snm Avhich

ought to be taken for calculating" a per-

manent commutation of the great or

small tithes of the said parish, the com-
missioners shall have power (Jc) to diminish

or increase the sum to be so taken by

a sum amounting to not more than

(j ) The real value of the tithe must of course in-

clude the amount of all rates, charges, &c.

{k) The discretionary powers given in this and
the following section can only be exercised by the

commissioners in case of compulsory commutations.

one-fifth part of the averag-e value ascer-

tained as aforesaid : Provided always, that

every case which shall appear to the com-
missioners to be fraudulent or collusive, or

which, by reason of the length of time which
shall have elapsed since the making of any
composition then in force, or which, by
reason of the peculiar interest in the lands

or tithes of either of the parties to any
composition, or by reason of any other spe-

cial circumstances, ought in the judgment
of the commissioners to be separately ad-

judicated upon, shall be reserved for sepa-

rate adjudication as hereinafter provided
;

and the commissioners shall certify and re-

port to one of his Majesty's principal secre-

taries of state, under their hands and seals,

before the first day of May in the year one

thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight,

in what manner the discretion hereby vested

in them ought in their judgment to be exer-

ciseed, and shall in the said report lay down
such rules for the guidance of the assistant

commissioners as may to them seem expe-

dient, and such report shall be laid before

Parliament within six weeks after the same
shall have been received, or after the meet-

ing of Parliament ; and, unless Parliament

shall otherwise provide, such rules shall be

observed by the said commissioners and
assistant commissioners in the exercise of

the discretion hereby vested in the com-
missioners.

Special Adjudications, how to be made.

XXXIX. And be it enacted, that the

commissioners shall from time to time re-

port to one of his Majesty's principal se-

cretaries of state, under their hands and
seals, all the cases which under the power
hereinbefore reserved to them in that behalf

shall have been reserved for separate adju-

dication, and shall state in every such re-

port the reasons for so reserving every case

mentioned therein, and the commissioners
shall in every such case award the rent-

charge to be paid as a permanent commu-
tation for tithes, having regard to the aver-

age rate Avhich shall be awarded in respect

of lands of the like description and similarly

situated in the neighbouring parishes: Pro-
vided always, that a draft of such intended
award, with a copy of so much of the said

report as is applicable to such award, shall

be deposited in the parish, and the commis-
sioners, or an assistant commissioner to be
specially appointed by the commissioners
for that purpose, shall hear and determine
all objections to the award in the like man-
ner as is herein provided in an ordinary
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case of award, and the commissioners shall

have power thereupon to amend the draft

of the said award accordingly.

How the Tithe of Hops, Fruit, and Garden
Produce is to be valued.

XL. And be it enacted, that in case any
of the lands in the parish shall be hop-
grounds (Ij, orchards or gardens, and notice

shall be given by the owner thereof to the

commissioners or assistant commissioner
acting in that behalf, that the tithes thereof

should be separately valued, the commis-
sioners or assistant commissioner shall esti-

mate the value of the tithes thereof accord-

ing to the average rate of composition for

the tithes of hops, fruit and garden produce
respectively, during seven years preceding

Christmas in the year one thousand eight

hundred and thirty-five, within a district

to be assigned in each case by the commis-
sioners or assistant commissioner, and esti-

mating the same as chargeable to all Par-
liamentary, parochial, county, and other

rates, charges and assessments to which the

said tithes are liable, and shall add the

the value so estimated to the value of the

other tithes of the parish ascertained as

aforesaid.

How the Tithe of Coppice Wood is to be valued.

XLI. And be it enacted, that in case any
of the lands in the parish shall be coppices,

and notice fmj shall be given by the owner
thereof, or by the owner of the tithes

thereof, to the commissioners or assistant

commissioner acting- in that behalf that the

tithes thereof should be separately valued,

the commissioners or assistant commissioner
shall estimate the value of the tithes there-

of with a due regard to the average value,

estimated according to the best of their

judgment, of coppice wood of the same kind
cut during the said period of seven years in

that parish and the neighbouring parishes,

estimating the same as chargeable to all

Parliamentary, parochial, county, and other

rates, charges, and assessments to which the

said tithes are liable, and shall add the

clear value of the tithes so estimated to

the value of the other tithes of the parish

(I) The owner of hop-grounds or market gardens
should not omit to give notice to the commissioners
to have the tithes separately valued, in order that he
may avail hiiiiself of the iirovision with respect to

change of cultivation, s. 42, p, 21.
(m) In almost every case of coppice wood a sepa-

rate valuation will he called for either hy the tithe

owner or tithe payer, as a calculation upon the ave-
rage of seven years could only be fair where the cut-

ting takes place regularly ouce during that period.

ascertained as aforesaid ; and the commis-
sioners shall, in the report which they are

herein-before required to make to one of

his Majesty's principal secretaries of state

before the first day oi May in the year one
thousand eig"ht hundred and thirty-eight,

lay down rules for the guidance of the as-

sistant commissioners in estimating the

value of the tithes of coppice wood, and,
unless parliament shall otherwise provide,

such rules shall be observed by the said

commissioners and assistant commissioners.

Provision for the Change of Culture of Hop
Grounds and Market Gardens.

XLII. And be it enacted, that the amount
which shall be charged by any such ap-
portionment as herein-after provided upon
any hop grounds or market gardens in any
district so to be assigned shall be distin-

guished into two parts, which shall be called

the ordinary charge and the extraordinary
charge fnj, and the extraordinary chaige
shall be a rate per imperial acre, and so in

proportion for less quantities of ground, ac-
cording to the discretion of the valuers or
commissioners or assistant commissioner by
whom the apportionment shall be made as

aforesaid ; and lands whereof the tithes

shall have been commuted under this act,

and which shall cease to be cultivated as

hop grounds or market gardens at any time
after such commutation, shall be charged
after the thirty-first day of December next
following such change of cultivation only
with the ordinary charge upon such lands

;

and all lands in any such district the tithes

whereof shall have been commuted under
this act, and which shall be newly cultivat-

ed as hop g-rounds or market gardens at

any time after such commutation, shall be
charged with an additional amount of rent-

charge per imperial acre, equal to the ex-
traordinary charge per acre upon hop
groiuids or market gardens respectively in

that district ; Provided always, that no
such additional amount shall be charged or

payable during the first year, and half only

of such additional amount during the se-

(n) It is much to be regretted that there should
be a necessity for making an enactment so completely
at variance with the principle upon which a commu-
tation of tithes has been sought. The subject was
one excessively difficult to be dealt with, and is now
fixed upon a basis perhaps as satisfactory as the cir-

cumstances admit. The legislature should have
lor.g since interfered in the case of hop grounds and
market gardens, it never was intended that a tentli

of the produce arising from the investment of such
immense capital as is requisite in this species of cul-
tivation, sliould be taken.
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coudyear, of such new cultivation ; and an

additional rent-charge by way of extraor-

dinai-y charge upon hop grounds and market

gardens, newly cultivated as such beyond

the limits of every district in which any

extraordinary charge for hop grounds or

market gardens respectively shall have been

distinguished as aforesaid at the time of

the commutation, shall be charged by the

commissioners at the time of such new cul-

tivation, upon the request of any person in-

terested therein, if such new cultivation

shall have taken place during the continu-

ance of the commission of the said commis-

sioners, and after the expiration of the com-

mission shall be charged in such manner

and by such authority as parliament shall

direct, and shall be payable and recover-

able in like manner and subject t ) the same

incidents in all respects as an extraordinary

charge charged upon any hop grounds or

market gardens at the time of commuta-

tion.

Provision for valuing Tithes of Lands to tvhich

the Average of Seven Years cannot apply,

XLIII. And be it enacted, that in case

any of the lands in the parish shall, during

any part of the said period of seven years

preceding Christmas in the year one thou-

sand eight hundred and thirty-five, have

been exempted from payment of tithes by

reason of having been inclosed under any

Act of Parliament or converted from barren

heath foj or waste ground, or by reason of

being glebe (^pj lands or of having been here-

tofore parcel of the possessions of any pri-

vileged order fqj, and notice shall have been

given as last aforesaid to the commissioners

or assistant commissioner acting in that be-

half that the tithes thereof should be sepa-

rately valued, the commissioners or assis-

tant commissioner shall estimate the value

of the tithes thereof according to the aver-

age value which shall be ascertained as

aforesaid in respect of lands of the like de-

scription and quality in that parish and the

neighbouring parishes, or as near thereto

as the circumstances of each case may in

their judgment require, and estimating the

same as chargeable to all Parliamentary,

parochial, county, and other rates, charges,

and assessments to which the said tithes

(o) By 2 & 3 Ed. 6, c. 13.

(j)) Aud therefore exempt from titbe3 whilst in

the occupation of the incumbent.

(q) There are many estates which formerly be-

longed to privileged orders which are still exempt
from tithes whilst in the occupation of the owner,

but become liable when let to a teuaat.

are liable, and shall add the value so esti-

mated to the value of the other tithes of

the parish ascertained as aforesaid.

Moduses, ^c. how to be allowed for in the

A ward.

XLIV. frj. And be it enacted, that if any
modus or composition real, or prescriptive

or customary payment, shall be payable in-

stead of the tithes of any of the lands or

produce thereof in the said parish, the com-
missioners or assistant commissioner shall

in such case estimate the amount of such
modus, composition, or payment as the

value of the tithes payable in respect of

such lands or produce respectively, and
shall add the amount thereof to the value

of the other tithes of the parish ascertained

as aforesaid,and shall also make due allow-

ance for all exemptions from or non-liability

to tithes of any lands or any part of the

])roduce of such lands : Provided also, that

if it shall appear to the said commissioners

or assistant commissioner that any question

concerning any modus or composition real,

prescriptive or customary payment, or claim

of exemption from or non-liability to the

payment of tithes relating to the lands in

question, shall have been decided by com-
petent authority before the making of the

said award, the commissioners or assistant

commissioner shall act on the principle

established by such decision, and shall

make their award as if such decision had
been made at the beginning of the said pe-

riod of seven years fsj.

Commissioners may hear and determine Dis-
putes ;

XLV. And be it enacted, that if any

^mt(tj shall be pending touching the right

to any tithes, or if there shall be any ques-

tion as to the existence of any modus or

composition real, or prescriptive or cus-

tomary payment, or any claim of exemption

from or non-liability under any circum-

stances to the payment of any tithes in re-

spect of any lands or any kind of produce,

or touching the situation or boundary of

(»•) A similar provision in the case of parochial

agreements is made in sections 21 and 33.

(s) That is, if a modus has been established in the

last year of the seven it will be taken as extending

over the whole of the seven years, if on the other

band the liability to tithes has been established, the

land will be taken as having been subject to tithes

during the whole period,

(t) Disputes pending before the passing of this

act, or arising before the 1st of October, 1838, may
be settled by a reference to arbitrators ; such as oc-

cur after the commissioners interfere, or remain un-

settled on the 1st October, 1838, are to be decided

by them or by an assistant-commiasioE' r.
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auy lands, or if any difference shall arise

whereby the making of any such award by
the commissioners or assistant commissioner
shall be hindeied, it shall be lawful for the

commissioners or assistant commissioner to

appoint a time and place in or near the pa-
rish for hearing and determining the same

;

and the decision (iij of the commissioners or

assistant commissioner shall be final and
conclusive on all persons, subject to the

provisions (v) hereinafter contained.

Subject to Appeal by an Issue at Law ;
—or by

taking the Opinion ofa Court of Lato thereon.

XLVf. Provided always, and be it en-

acted, that any person claiming to be inte-

rested in any lands or in the tithes thereof

who shall be dissatisfied with any such de-

cision of the commissioners or assistant com-
missioner may,if the yearly value of the pay-

ment to be made or withholden according to

such decision shall exceed the sum of twenty

pounds, cause an action (w) to be brought in

any of his Majesty's courts of law at West'
minster against ihe person in whose favour

such decision shall have been made, within

three calendar months next after such de-

cision shall have been notified in writing,

in such manner as the commissioners or as-

sistant commissioner shall direct, to the

parties interested therein or to their known
agents, in which action the plaintiff shall

deliver a feigned issue^ whereby such dis-

puted right may be tried, and shall proceed

to a trial at law of such issue at the sittings

after the term or at the assizes then next

or next but one after such action shall have

been commenced to be holden for the county

within which such lands or the greater part

thereof are situated, with liberty neverthe-

less for the court in which the same shall

have been commenced or any judge of his

Majesty's courts of law at Westminster to

extend the time for going to trial therein,

or to direct the trial to be in another

county if it shall seem fit to such court or

judge so to do ; and every defendant in any

such action shall enter an appearance

thereto, and accept such issue ; but in case

the parties shall differ as to the form of

such issue, or in case the defendant shall

fail to enter such appearance or accept

such issue, then the same shall be settled

('w) Sul)ject to an appeal to a court of law, where
the sum in dispute exceeds 20/. See s. 46, ]j. 23.

C?;) Proceedings not to abate by tbe deatli of

parties, sea s. 47, p. 24.

(w) If a party die after tlie decision of commis-

sioners, and before action brought, the action never-

theless to be carried on in the name of the party, see

s. 48, p. 24.

under the direction of the court in which
the action shall be brought, or by any judge

of his Majesty's courts of law at West-
minster, and the plaintiff may proceed

thereon in like manner as if the defendant

had appeared and accepted such issue ; and
the parties in snch action shall produce to

each other and their respective attoruies

or counsel, at such time and place as auy

judge may order before trial, and also to

the court and jury upon the trial of any

such issue, all books, deeds, papers, and
writings, terriers, maps, plans, and surveys

relating to the matters in issue in their re-

spective custody or power ; and it shall be

lawful for the judge by whom any such ac-

tion shall be tried, if he shall think fit, to

direct the jury to find a verdict, subject to

the opinion of the court upon a special

case ; and the verdict which shall be given

in any such action, or the judgment of the

court upon the case subject to which the

same may be given, shall be final and bind-

ing upon all parties thereto, unless the

court wherein such action shall be brought

shall set aside such verdict and order a new
trial to be had therein, which it shall be

lawful for the said court to do, if it shall

see fit : Provided also, that in case any such

decision shall involve a question of law

only, and the parties in difference shall be

agreed upon the facts relating- thereto, and
whereon such decision shall have been

founded, the said commissioners or assis-

tant commissioner, at the request of the

person dissatisfied, (such request to be

made in writing within three calendar

months after such decision, and at least

fourteen days previous notice in writing of

snch request to be given in like maimer to

the other parties in difference or to their

known agents,) shall direct a case to be

stated for the opinion of such one of his

Majesty's courts of law at Westminster as

the commissioners or assistant commissioner

shall think fit, which case shall be settled

by them or him or under their or his di-

rection in case the parties differ about the

same, and may be set down for argument

and be brought before the court in like

manner as other cases are brought before

the court ; and the decision of snch court

upon every case so brouglit before it shall

be binding upon all parties concerned there-

in : Provided always, that after such ver-

dict given and not set aside by th(; court,

or after such decision of the court, the said

conmiissioners or assistant commissioner

shall be bound by such verdict or decision :
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and the costs of every such action, or of

stating such case and obtaining a decision

thereon, shall be in the discretion of the

court in or by which the same shall be de-

cided, which may order the same to be

taxed by the proper officer of the court,

and the like execution may be had for the

same as if such costs had been recovered

upon a judgment of record of the said

court.

Proceedings not to abate by Death oj Parlies.

XLVII. And be it enacted, that no pro-

ceeding (xj of or before the commissioners or

any assistant commissioner, or in any action,

or in any case stated, or reference in pur-

suance of this act, shall abate or cease by
reason of the death of any person interested

therein.

In case of Deaths of Parlies before Actions

brought, ^c. the same to be carried on and de-

fended in their Names.

XLVIII. And be it enacted, that if any

person in whose favour any such decision of

the commissioners or any assistant commis-

sioner shall have been made shall die before

any such action shall have been brought or

case stated, and before the expiration of

the time herein-before limited for that pur-

pose, it shall be lawful for every person

who might have brought such action, or

have had such case stated, against the per-

son so dying, to bring or have the same,

within the time so limited as aforesaid, no-

minally against such person as if living, and

to serve the said commissioners or assistant

commissioner with process and notices re-

lating thereto in the same manner as the

person deceased might have been served

therewith if living" ; and it shall be lawful

for every person entitled to the benefit of

such decision as aforesaid, or, in case of any

such person being a minor, idiot, lunatic,

feme covert, beyond the seas, or under any

other legal disability, the guardian, trus-

tee, committee of the estate, husband, or

attorney respectively, or in default thereof

such person as may be nominated for that

purpose by the commissioners, and whom
they are hereby empowered to nominate

undei their hands and seal, to appear and

defend such action or arg'ue such case ; and

proceedings shall be had therein in the same
manner, and the rights of all persons shall

be equally bound and concluded by the

(x) This clause extends to all proceedings, whe-
ther arising out of voluntary agreements and refer-

ences, or after the compulsory interference of the

commissioners.

event of such action or the decision upon
such case, as if such person had been living

;

and the costs of every such action or case

shall be in the discretion of the court as

aforesaid.

Statutes of Limitation not to be affected.

XLIX. Provided always, and be it en-

acted, that nothing in this act contained

shall revive any right to tithes which now
is or hei-eafter shall be barred by any law
in force for shortening the time required in

claims of modus decimandi or exemption
from or discharge from tithes, or for the
limitation of actions and suits relating to

real property fyj.

Commissioners to award Total Satn to be paid

for the Tithes of the Parish.

L, And be it enacted, that as soon as

all such suits and differences shall have
been decided, or if there shall have been

no suits or differences then as soon as the

commissioners or assistant commissioner

shall have ascertained and estimated as

aforesaid the total value of all the tithes of

the said parish, the commissioners or assis-

tant commissioner shall frame the draft of

an award fzj, declaring that the sum ascer-

tained as aforesaid shall be the amount of

the rent-charge to be paid in respect of the

tithes of the said parish, and every such

draft shall contain all the particulars herein-

before required to be inserted in any paro-

chial agreement or any schedule thereto
;

Provided always, that no such award shall

be made for giving land fa) instead of the

tithes of the parish.

Commissioners may hear and determine Objec-

tions to the A ward.

LI. And be it enacted, that as soon as

the said draft shall have been made by the

commissioners or assistant commissioner

they or he shall deposit a copy of the same
and of any special report thereunto annexed

at some convenient place within the said

parish for the inspection of all persons in-

terested in the said lands or tithes, and

shall forthwith give notice in such manner

as to the commissioners shall seem fit where

the said copy may be inspected, and shall

(y)'2 ico W. 4, c. 100. 3 & 4 W. 4, c. 27.

(z) Meeting to be held by commissioners to hear

objections to the award, see s. 51. p. 24.

(a) Land may be given instead of tithes by a pa-

rochial agreement, see s. 29, p. 17. By sec. 62,p. 27,

land owners may after the interference of the com-
missioners and before confirmation of the apportion-

ment make an arrangement with the owners of eccle-

siastical tithes to give twenty acres of land in lieu

of tithes.
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also in sucli notice appoint some convenient

place and time (the first not earlier than

twenty-one days from the liist giving of

such notice) for holding a meeting to hear

objections to such intended award by any

person interested therein ; and the said

commissioners or assistant commissioner at

such meeting as aforesaid shall hear and
determine any objections which may be

then and there made to the said intended

award, or adjourn the further hearing

thereof, if they or he shall think proper,

to a future meeting, and may, if they

or he shall see occasion, direct any

further valuation of the lands or tithes

or any of them, and from time to time

fix further meetings for the hearing

and determining of objections, of which

further meetings, when not holden by ad-

journment, notice shall be given in manner
herein-before directed with regard to the

original meeting ; and when the said com-
missioners or assistant commissioner shall

have heard and determined all such objec-

tions they or he shall amend the draft of

such award accordingly, if they or he shall

see occasion.

Award to be confirmed by the Cummissioners.

LII. And be it enacted, that as soon as

the commissioners or assistant commissioner

shall have made such amendments in the

draft of the award as to them or him shall

seem necessary, they or he shall cause the

same to be fairly written, and shall sign

and send it to the office of the commis-

sioners, and the commissioners shall satisfy

themselves that all the proceedings incident

to the making of such award have been duly

performed, and if they shall think that the

award ought to be comfirmed shall confirm

(bj the same under their hands and seal,

and shall add to the award the date of such

confirmation, and shall publish the fact of

such confirmation and the date thereof in

the parish, in such manner as to them shall

seem fit ; and every such confirmed award
shall be binding on all persons interested in

the said lands or tithes.

VOLUNTARY APPORTIONMENT BY THE
LAND OWNERS OF THE RENT-CHARGE
COMPULSORILY AWARDED BY THE
COMMISSIONERS.

Commissioners to summon a Parochial ^leetiny

to appoint Valuers.

LIII. And be it enacted, that as soon as

the commissioners shall have confirmed any

(b) The confirmation of the award is the same in

effect as the confirmation of the parochial agreement.

such award, the commissioners or some as-

sistant commissioner shall call a parochial

meeting of the owners of land subject to

tithes in the said parish, for the purpose of

choosing valuers to apportion the amount
so awarded among the lands of the parish,

and shall give notice thereof in writing

under their or his hand, to be fixed at least

twenty-one days before sucli meeting on the

principal outer door of the church or in

some public and conspicuous place within

the parish ; and valuers or a single valuer

may be chosen at such meeting by the land

owners then present in like manner, and the

valuers so chosen shall act with the same
powers (cj and be subject to the same
provisions, as if the rent-charge so awarded
had been agreed to at a parochial meeting

of the land owners and tithe owners of the

parish, and the valuers had been thereupon

chosen as aforesaid.

COMPULSORY APPORTIONMENT BY
COMMISSIONERS.

If Valuation not completed in Six Months Com-
missioners to apportion.

LIV. And be it enacted, that if upon

the expiration of six calendar months after

the day of the date of the confirmation of

any agreement or award no valuer or

valuers shall have been appointed, or the

apportionment by such valuers or valuer shall

not have been made and sent to the office

of the commissioners as herein-after pro-

vided, it shall be lawful for the commis-

sioners or some assistant commissioner to

apportion the rent-charg-e previously

agreed or awarded to be paid among the

lands of the said parish, having regard to

the average titheable produce and produc-

tive quality of the said lands according to

the discretion and judgment of the commis-

sioners or assistant commissioner, but sub-

ject to the provisions herein-after contain-

ed, and so that the several lands may have

the full benefit in each case of every modus,

composition real, prescriptive and custo-

mary payment, and of every exemption

from or non-liability to tithes relating to

the said lands respectively, and having re-

gard to the several tithes to which the said

lands are severally liable.

GENERAL FORM OF APPORTIONMENT.

LV. And be it enacted, that a draught

of every apportionment shall be made, and

shall set forth the agreement or award, as

(c) See sections 32, o5, 34, 3.5.
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the case may be, upon which such apor-

tionment is founded, and every schedule

thereunto annexed ; and the said draught

or some schedule thereunto annexed,

whether made by or under the direc-

tion of the valuers or commissioners

or assistant commissioner, shall state

the name or description and the true

or estimated quantity in statute measure of

the several lands to be comprised in the

apportionment, and shall set forth the

names and description of the several pro-

prietors and occupiers thereof, and whe-

ther the said several lauds are then culti-

vated as arable, meadow, or pasture land,

or as wood land, common land, or howso-

ever otherwise, and shall refer, by a num-
ber set against the description of such lands,

to a map or plan to be drawn on paper or

parchment, and the same number shall be

marked on the representation of such lands

in the said map or plan ; and the draught

of the apportionment shall also state the

amount charged upon the said several lands

and to whom and in what right the same

shall be respectively payable.

CONVERSION OF MONEY RENT-CHARGE
INTO CORN RENT-CHARGE.—f5ee also

s. 67).

Comptroller of Corn Returns to publish Ave-
rage Price of Corn.

LVI. And be it enacted, that immedi-

ately after the passing of this Act, and
also iu the month oi January in every year,

the comptroller of corn returns for the

time being, or such other person as may
from time to time be in that behalf autho-

rized by the Privy Council, shall cause an

advertisement to be inserted in the London
Gazette, stating- what has been, during

seven years ending on the Thursday next

before Christmas day then next preceding,

the average price of an imperial bushel of

British wheat, barley, and oats, computed
from the weekly averages of the corn re-

turns.

Rent-Charges to he valued according to the Ave-
rage Price of Corn.

LVIl. And be it enacted, that every

rent-charge charged npon any lands by

any such intended apportionment shall be

deemed at the time of the confirmation of

such apportionment, as herein-after pro-

vided, to be of the value of such number of

imperial bushels and decimal parts of an

imperial bushel of wheat, barley, and oats

as the same would have purchased at the

prices so ascertained by the adver-

tisement to be published immediately after

the passing of this act, in case one-third

part of such rent-charge had been invested

in the purchase of wheat, one-third part

thereof in the purchase of barley, and the

remaining third part thereof in the pur-

chase of oats, and the respective quantities

of wheat, barley, and oats so ascertained

shall be stated in the draft of every appor-

tionment.

GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO
EVERY APPORTIONMENT.—(See ahos.6Q).

Rent-Charge may be specially apportioned.

LVIII. And be it enacted, that it shall

be lawful for the valuers or commissioners or

any assistant commissioner, upon the request

of any land owner, at any time before (f)
the confirmation of the apportionment, to

apportion the whole rent-charge intended to

be charged upon any lands of such laud

owner held under the same title and for

the same estate in the same parish, spe-f

cially (gj upon the several closes or portions

of such lands or according to an acreable

I'ate or acreable rates, upon lands of diffe-

rent quality, in such manner and in such

proportion, and to the exclusion of such of

them, as the land owner, with the consent

of the person entitled to such rent-charge,

may direct, and the particulars of every

such special apportionment shall be in-

cluded in thedraught of the apportionment

and taken to be a part thereof : Provided

always, that the extra expences of every

such special apportionment shall be borne

by the party at whose instance the same
shall have been made, and shall be recover-

able as other costs of the apportionment

are recoverable, and that no close of land

shall be charged with any rent-eharge or

share of rent-charge on account of the

tithes of any other lands, unless the value

of such lands shall be at least three times

the value of the whole rent-charge upon
such lands.

Commissioners may employ Surveyors.—Com-
missioners to have the power of Valuers as

to Entry in Lands, Sfc.

LIX. And be it enacted, that for the

purpose of making any such apportionment

(f) See s. 72, as to the alteration of apportion-

ment after confirmation.

(g) This is a most valuable enactment, as it will

facilitate the redemption of tithes, by enabling land-

owners to charge particular lands of sufficient value

with the rent-charge, payable out of the whole

estate.
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as well as for the purpose of making any
award as herein-before provided, the cum-
missioners and assistant commissioner may
employ such land surveyors and tithe

valuers as to them shall seem fit, and may
order them to he paid for valuing, sur-

veying, mapping-, and planning after any
rate not exceeding two guineas to every

such person for every day that he shall

have been so employed, and may assess the

same as part of the expences of making-

their award or apportionment respectively

the draught ofany such apportionment, veri-

fied as aforefaid, shall have been sent to

the commissioners they shall cause a copy
of the same to be deposited at some con-
venient place within the said parish for the
inspection of all persons interested fkj in the
said lands or tithes, and shall forthwith
cause notice to be given, in such manner as

to them shall seem fit, where the said
copy may be inspected, and shall also in

such notice appoint some convenient place
and such times as they shall think neces-

and the said commissioners and assistant sary (the first not earlier than twenty-one
commissioners, and the land surveyors and days from the first g^iving of such notice,)

for holding a meeting to hear objections to

the intended apportionment by any person
interested therein, and the said commis-
sioners or some assistant commissioner at
such meeting as aforesaid shall hear and
determine any objections which may be
then and there made to the said intended
apportionment, or adjourn the further hear-
ing thereof, if they or he shall think pro-
per, to a future meeting, and may, if they
or he shall see occasion, direct any further

valuation of the lands or any of them, and
from time to time fix further meetings for

the hearing and determining- of objections,

of which further meetings, when not holdeu
by adjournment, notice shall be given in

manner herein-before directed with regard
to the original meeting ; and when the

said commissioner or assistant commis-
sioner shall have heard and determined
all such objections, they and he are and is

hereby required to cause such apportion-

ment to be amended accordingly if they

or he shall see occasion.

tithe valuers employed by them respec-

tively, shall have all the powers and be

subject to all the provisions herein-before

enacted concerning the valuers appointed

at a parochial meeting, except that they

shall not be bound to adopt any principles

of apportionment agreed to at any paro-

chial meeting: Provided always, that it

shall be lawful for such commissioners and
assistant commississioners to make any agree-
ment fhj with any such land surveyors or

tithe valuers for the payment to the same
of one sum for the whole duty or any part

thereof to be performed by them respec-

tively.

Apportionment to be signed by the Person
inahiny it, and sent with the Plan to the

Commissioners.

LX. And be it enacted, that the draught

. of every apportionment, whether made by or

under the direction of the commissioners or

any assistant commissioner or by any valuer

or valuers appointed as herein-before fij

is provided, shall be signed by the person

by or under whose direction it shall have

been made, and shall be sent (jj, together

with the map or plan therein referred to,

by the person by whom it is signed to the

office of the commissioners, or otherwise

to some assistant commissioner, as the com-
missioners may direct, with such proof as

the commissioners may require that every

proceeding incident to the making of such

draught or apportionment has been duly

performed.

Commissioners may hear and determine Objec-

tions to Apportionment.

LXl. And be it enacted, that as soon as

(h) The provisions in this clause respecting pay-

ment to valuers only applies to such as are employed

by the commissioners, land owners will of course

make their own arrangements with valuers engaged

by them.

( i) See sections 32, 53, 54 and 59.

{j) If not sent commissioners may apportion the

rent-charge, see s. 54, p. 25.

Owners of Lands chargeable with Rent-Charge
may give Land instead thereof.

LXII. And be it enacted, that it shall be

lawful for the owner of any lands charge-

able with any such rent-charge to agree,

at anytime before the confirmation of any
such instrument of apportionment, with any
ecclesiastical person being the owner of the

tithes thereof in right of any spiritual bene-

fice or dignity, for giving land instead of

the rent-charge charged or about to be
charged upon his lands ; and every such

agreement shall be made under the hands
and seals of the land owner and tithe owner,

and shall contain all the particulars herein-

before required to be inserted in a paro-

(k) By sec. 66, p. 28, after confirmation the

award or apportionment cannot be questioned, it

therefore behoves parties interested to inspect the

draft ot the apportionment at an early period so as

to make any objection in due time.

c 2
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chial agreement for giving land instead of

tithes or rent-charge: Provided always,

that no such tithe owner shall be enabled

to take or hold more than twenty imperial

acres of land in the whole by virtue of any
such agreement or agreements made in the

same parish ; and the same consent and
confirmation relatively to the lands and
tithes comprised in the said agreement shall

be necessary to any such agreement as in

the case of a parochial agreement for giving

land instead of tithes ; and all the pro-

visions herein-before contained concerning

a parochial agreement for giving land shall

be applicable to every such agreement as

harein-before last mentioned, so far as

concerns the lands and tithes comprised in

the said agreement : Provided also, that

any amendment which shall be made in

the draft of apportionment before confir-

mation thereof, and subsequent to any such
agreement for giving land instead of rent-

charge, whereby the charge upon the lands

referred to in such agreement shall be al-

tered, shall be taken to annul the execu-
tion of such agreement for giving land, and
any consent which may have been neces-
sary thereunto.

Confirmation by the Commissioners

.

LXIII. And be it enacted, that after

such proceedings as aforesaid shall have
been had, and all such objections, if any
shall have been finally disposed of, the com-
missioners or assistant commissioner shall

cause the instrument of apportionment to

be ingrossed on parchment, and shall an-
nex the map or plan thereunto belonging
to the ingrossed instrument of apportion-
ment, and shall sign the instrument of ap-
portionment and the map or plan, and shall

send both to the office of the commissioners,
and if the commissioners shall approve the
apportionment they shall confirm the instru-

ment of apportionment (IJ under their hands
and seal, and shall add thereunto the date
of such confirmation (nij.

Transcripts of the Award to be sent to the Re-
gistrar of the Diocese and to the Incumbent
and Churchwardens.

LXIV. And be it enacted, that two
copies of every confirmed instrument of ap-
portionment, and of every confirmed
agreement for giving land instead of any
tithes or rent-charg-e, shall be made and

(V) Apportionment maybe altered after confirma-
tion by the commissioners of land tax, at the request
of the owners of the land, see s. 72, p. 31.

(vi) This is in fact the completion of the commu-
tation.

sealed with the seal of the said commis-
sioners, and one such copy shall be de-
posited in the registry of the diocese within

which the parish is situated, to be there

kept among the records of the said regis-

try, and the other copy shall be deposited

with the incumbent and church or chapel

wardens of the parish for the time being,

or such other fit persons as the commis-
sioners shall approve, to be kept by them
and their successors in office with the pub-
lic books, writings, and papers of the

parish, and all persons interested therein

may have access to and be furnished with

copies of or extracts from any such copy on

giving reasonable notice to the person hav-
ing custody of the same, and on payment
of two shillings and sixpence for such in-

spection, and after the rate of three-pence

for every seventy-two words contained in

such copy or extract ; and every recital or

statement in or map or plan annexed to

such confirmed apportionment or agreement
for giving land, or any sealed copy thereof,

shall be deemed satisfactory evidence of

the n}atters therein recited or stated, or of

the accuracy of such plan.

Commsssioners may require Notice of Agree-
ments or Awards to be given to Reversioner.

LXV. And be it enacted, that the com-
missioners, if they shall see fit, before con-

firmingany agreement f'^'J, award (^«9J, or ap-
portionment f^/jj, may require notice thereof

to be given in such manner as they shall di-

rect to the person next in remainder, rever-

sion , or expectancy of an estate of inheritance

in any land or tithes, or any other person

to whom they may think notice ought to be

given, and may by themselves or by some
assistant commissioner hear and determine

any objection made to such confirmation by
any person interested therein, and may di-

rect any award or apportionment to be
amended accordingly.

Agreements ^c. not to be questioned after Con-

firmution.

LXVI. And be it enacted, that no con-

firmed agreement, award, or apportionment

shall be impeached after the confirmation

thereof by reason of any mistake or infor-

mality therein or in any proceeding relating

thereunto.

CONVERSION OF CORN RENT-CHARGE
INTO MONEY RENT-CHARGE.— (See also

seetions 56 and 57),

Lands to be discharged from Tithes, and Rent-

(n) See s. 27, p. 16.

(o) Sees. 51, p. 24.

(f) Sees. 63, p. 28.
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charge paid in lieu thereof.— Payment of
Rent-charge on Reclaimed Lands to be post-

poned until Tithes would have been due.

LXVII. And be it enacted, that from

the first day of January next following

the confirmation of every such apportion-

ment (qj the lands of the said parish shall be

absolutely discharg-ed from the payment of

all tithes, except so far as relates to the

liability of any tenant at rack rent dissent-

ing as hereinafter (rj provided, and instead

thereof there shall be payable thenceforth

to the person in that behalf mentioned in

the said apportionment a sum of money
equal in value, according" to the prices

ascertained by the then next preceding

advertisement, to the quantity of wheat,

barley, and oats respectively mentioned

therein to be payable instead of the said

tithes, in the nature of a rent-charge issu-

ing out of the lands charged therewith

;

and such yearly sum shall be payable by
two equal half-yearly payments on the first

day of July and the first day of January
in every year, the first payment, except in

the case of barren reclaimed lands as here-

in-after provided, being on the first day of

July next after the lands shall have been

discharged from tithes as aforesaid, and

such rent-charge may be recovered at the

suit of the person entitled thereto, his exe-

cutors or administrators, by distress and

entry as herein-after (s) mentioned ; and
after every first day of January the sum of

money thenceforth payable in respect of

such rent-charge shall vary so as always to

consist of the price of the same number of

bushels and decimal parts of a bushel of

wheat, barley, and oats respectively, ac-

cording to the prices ascertained by the

then next preceding advertisement, and

any person entitled from time to time to

any such varied rent-charge shall have the

same powers for enforcing payment thereof

as are herein contained concerning the

original rent-charge : Provided always,

that nothing herein contained shall be

taken to render any person whomsoever
personally (tj liable to the payment of any

such rent-charge : Provided always that

the rent-charge which shall be apportioned

upon any lands in the said parish which

during any part of the said period of seven

years preceding Christmas one thousand

eight hundred and thirty-five were exempt-

ed from tithes by reason of having been

inclosed under any Act of Parliament, or

converted from barren heath or waste

groundf/Zy), shall be payable for the first time

on the first day of July or first day of

January next following- the confirmation of

the apportionment which shall be nearest

to the time at which tithes were or would

have become payable for the first time in

respect of the said lands if no commutation

thereof had taken place.

GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO
EVERY APPORTIONMENT.—(See also sec-

tions 55, 58 to 66 inclusive, and 68).

Lands to be free from Tithes when Lands are

given in lieu thereof.

LXVIII. And be it enacted, that from

the first day of Junuary next follow-

ing the confirmation of every parochial or

other agreement for giving land instead of

any tithes or rent-charge, the lands of the

parish in which any such agreement shall

be made shall be absolutely discharg^ed fvj

from the payment of the tithes or rent-

charge for which it shall have been agreed

that such land shall be given.

RENT-CHARGE LIABLE TO THE SAME
RATES AND INCUMBRANCES AS TITHES.

LXIX. And be it enacted, that every

rent-charge payable as aforesaid instead of

tithes shall be subject to all parliamentary

parochial, and county and other rates (w),

charges, and assessments, in like manner as

the tithes commuted for such rent-charge

have heretofore been subject.

Hoto Rates aad Charges are to he recovered.

LXX. And bo it enacted, that all rates

and charges to which any such rent-charge

is liable shall be assessed upon the occu-

pier of the lands out of which such rent-

charge shall issue, and in case the same
shall not be sooner paid by the owner of

the rent-charge for the time being may be re-

(q) The tithes will of course be payable up to the

1st January, '.ind the first payment of the rent-charge

will become due upon the 1st Julj* following.

(r) In reference to dissent of tenants at rack-rent,

see s. 79, p. 32.

(s) See sections 81, 82.

(t) The remedy for the recovery of rent-charge in

arrear is by distress and entry only, and where lands

are washed away by the sea, or otherwise destroyed

by natural casualty, the rent-charge is gone : see

s. 85, p. 34.

(u) Barren heath, or waste land, brought into cul-

tivation, is exempt from titiies for the first seven

years, by the 2 & 3 Edw. 6, c. 13; see also s. 43,

p. 22.

(v) That portion of rent-charge for which the land

is given will be deducted from the whole rent-charge

of the parish, subject of course to special agreement,

according to the circumstances under which the land

has been given : see sections 29 and 62.

(lo) Sees. 37, p. 22.
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covered from sucli occupier fa^J in like man-
ner as any poor rate assessed on him in re-

spect of such lands ; and any occupier

holding such lands under any landlord and

who shall have paid any such rate or charge

in respect of any such rent-charge shall be

entitled to deduct the amount thereof from

the rent next payable by him to his land-

lord for the time being, and shall be al-

lowed the same in account with his land-

lord; and any landlord fyj or owner in pos-

session who shall have paid any such rate

or charge, or from whose rent the amount
of any such rate or charge in respect of

any such rent-charge shall have been so

deducted, or who shall have allowed the

same in account with any tenant paying

the same, shall be entitled to deduct the

amount thereof from the rent-charge, or by

all other lawful ways and means to recover

the same from the owner of the rent-charge,

his executors and administrators ; Provided

that the owner of every such rent-charge

shall have and be entitled to the like right of

demanding, inspecting, fzj and taking copies

of eveiy assessment containing such rate or

charge, and of appeal against the same, and
the like power of prosecuting such appeal,

and the like remedies in respect thereof,

as any occupier or rate-payer has or may
have in the case of poor-rates, although

such rate or charge is herein made assess-

able upon the occupier, and the owner of

the rent-charge is not mentioned by name
in such assessment.

Rent-charge to be subject to the same Incum-
brances and Iiicidents us Tithe before this

Act.—Proviso.

LXXI. And be it enacted, that any
person having any interest in or claim (aj to

any tithes, or to any charge or incumbrance
upon any tithes, before the passing of this

Act, shall have the same right to or claim

upon the rent-charge for which the same
shall be commuted as he had to or upon
the tithes, and shall be entitled to have the

(x) The tenant should pay attention to this enact-

ment, or he may, after having paid his rent, he com-
pelled to pay the rates.

(y) The landlord has power to deduct the rates

from the rent-charge, or if he omit so to do may re-

cover by all other lawful means.

(z) The owner of the rent-charge should look to

the assessment, as the occupier can deduct whatever
he is charged without reference to the correctness of
the charge.

(a) The object of this provision is to preserve to

claimants, to tithes, and persons having charges
upon them the same rights in respect to the rent-

charge.

like remedies for recovering the same as if

his right or claim to or upon the rent-

charge had accrued after the commutation
;

Provided that nothing herein contained

shall give validity to any mortgage or other

incumbrance which before the passing of

this Act was invalid or could not be en-

forced; and every estate for life, or other

greater estate, in any such rent- charge,

shall be taken to be an estate of free-

hold ; and every estate in any such rent-

charge shall be subject to the same liabil-

ities and incidents (b) as the like estate

in the tithes commuted for such rent-

charge ; and where any lands were ex-

empted from tithe whilst in the occupa-

tion of the owner thereof by reason of

being glebe or of having been heretofore

parcel of the possessions of any privileged

order, the same lands shall be in like man-
ner exempted from the payment of the rent-

charge apportioned on them whilst in the

occupation of the owner thereof ; and
where by virtue of any Act or Acts of Par-

liament heretofore passed any tithes are

authorized to be sold, exchanged, appro-

propriated or applied in any way, the rent-

charges for which tithes may be commuted
under the provisions of this Act, or any part

thereof, shall or may be saleable or ex-

changeable, appropriated and applied, to all

intents and purposes, in like manner as

such tithes, and the same powers of sale,

exchange and appropriation shall in all

such cases extend to and may be exercised

in respect of the said commutation rent-

charges fcj ; and the money to arise by the

sale of such rent-charges shall or may be

invested, appropriated, and applied to the

same purposes and in like manner as the

money to arise by the sale of any such

tithes might have been invested, appropri-

ated, and applied under such particular

Act or Acts in case this Act had not been

passed : and no such rent-charge shall

merge or be extinguished in any estate of

which the person for the time being entitled

to such rent-cliarge may be seized or

possessed in the lands on which the same

shall be charged : Provided always, that

it shall be lawful for any person seized in

possession of an estate in fee simple or fee

tail of any tithes or rent-charge in lieu of

tithes, by any deed or declaration under

(h) As, for instance, in the case of ecclesiastical

tithes liability to sequestration, &c. &c.
(c) That is, the powers of sale, exchange, &c.,

&c., given by local acts are continued by this act so

far as concerns the tithes referred to in such acts.
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his hand and seal, to be made in such form

as the said commissioner shall approve, and

to be confirmed under their seal, to release,

assign, or otherwise dispose of the same, so

that the same may be absolutely merged (dj

and extinguished in the freehold and in-

heritance of the lands on which the same
shall have been charged.

FUTURE ALTERATION OF APPORTION-
MENT.

Apportionment may be altered by Commissioners

ofLand Tax, if desired.

LXXII. And be it enacted, that if at any

time subsequent fe) to the confirmation of

any such instrument of apportionment the

owner of any lands charged with any such

rent-charge shall be desirous that the appor-

tionment thereof shall be altered, it shall be

lawful for the commissioners of land tax

for the county or place where the said

lands are situate, or any three of them, to

alter the apportionment in such manner and
in such proportion and to the exclusion of

such of the lands as the land owner, with
the consent of two justices of the peace
acting for the county, riding, divison, or
other jurisdiction in which the lands arc si-

tuated, may direct ; and such altered ap-
portionment shall be made by an instru-

ment in writing under the hands and seals

of the said commissioners of land tax and
of the said land owner and justices, of the

like form and tenor as to the said lands as

the orig-inal apportionment, and hearing

date the day of its execution by the said

commissioners of land tax, subject to the

provision herein-before contained with res-

pect to the value of lands in wliich any
rent-charge may be charged on account of
the tithes of any other lands CfJ \ and
every such altered apportionment shall be
as valid as if made and confirmed by the

tithe commissioners as aforesaid, and
shall be taken to be an amendment of the
original apportionment ; and in every such
case two counterparts of the instrument of

altered apportionment, under the hands
and seals of the said commissioners of land

tax and justices and land owner, shall be
sent, one to the registrar of the Diocese, and
one to the incumbent and church or chapel
wardens, or other person having the custody
of the other copy of the original instrument

(d) As in the case of land-tax redeemed.
(e) If the land owner has not availed liimself of

the power of making a special apportionment given
by sec. 58, he may at any subsequent time effect it

in the manner prescribed in this sectiom.

(f) See sec. 58, p. 26.

of apportionment ; and one counterpart shall

be annexed to the copy of the instrument of

apportionment in the custody of the registrar

and such other person respectively, and

taken to be an amendment thereof; and

thenceforward such lands shall be charged

only according to such altered apportion-

ment ; and all expences of such alteration

shall be borne by the land owner desiring

the same.

EXPENSES, BY WHOM TO BE PAID, AND
HOW RECOVERED.

Expences of Witnesses to be paid under the Di-
rection of the Commissioners.

LXXIII. And be it enacted, that the

commissioners or assistant commissioner, in

any case were they or he may see fit, may
order such expences of witnesses, and of the

production of any books, deeds, contracts,

agreements, accounts, or writings, terriers,

maps, plans, and surveys, or copies thereof,

and all other expences (except the salary

or allowance to any commissioner or assis-

tant commissioner) incurred in the settle-

ment of any suit or dift'erence or in the hear-

ing and determining any Objection to any

award or apportionment before the said

commissioners or any assistant commissioner,

to be paid by such parties interested in the

production thereof respectively, or in the

event of such suit, difference, or objection,

and in such proportions, as the commis-

sioners or assistant commissioner shall

think fit and reasonable f^g-^.

Expences of making any Award to be paid by

(he Land Owners and Tithe Owners as the

Commissioners may direct,

LXXIV. And be it enacted, the allowances

to, and expences of land surveyors and tithe

valuers necessary for making any award f/ij,

and all other expences of or incident

to making the said award, except the salary

or allowance to any commissioner or assis-

tant commissioner, and except any expences

which the commissioners or any assistant

commissioner, or any court or arbitrator,

may be authorized to order and may have

ordered to be otherwise paid, shall be borne

and paid by the land owners and tithe

owners interested in the said award, in such

Cg) Expenses may be eharged upon estate or be-

nefice for 20 years, see sections 77 and 78, p. 32.

(/i) There is a distinction made as to the expenses

of the award and (he expenses of the apportionment,

see s. 75, p. ^S. The land-owners and titlie-owners

are both 'interested in the award, and therefore botli

contribute ; but the land-owners being alone interest-

ed in the apportionment, the charge of that proceed-

ing is to be defrayed by them alone.
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porpoition, time and manner as the commis-
sioners or assistant commissioner shall

direct (ij.

Expences of Apportionmetit to be borne rate-

ably by the Land Owners,

LXXV. And be it enacted, that all the

expences of or incident to making any ap-

portionment (except the salary or allowance

to any commissioner or assistant commis-
sioner, and except any expence which the

commissioners or assistant commissioner
may be authorized and may have ordered

to be otherwise paid,) shall be borne and
paid by the owners of lands included in

the apportionment in rateable proportion

to the sum charged on the said lands in lieu

of tithes by such apportionment fj).

L'xpcnces may be recovered by Warrant of Dis-
tress.

LXXVI. And be it enacted, that if any
difference shall arise touching the said ex-
pences, or the share thereof to be paid by
any person, it shall be lawful for the com-
missioners or some assistant commissioner
to certify under their or his hand the amount
to be paid by such person ; and in case any
person shall neglect or refuse to pay his

share so certified to be payable by him,
and upon the production of such certificate

before any two justices of the peace for the

county or other jurisdiction wherein the

lands mentioned in the agreement or award
or apportionment are situate, such justices,

upon the nonpayment thereof, are hereby
required, by warrant under their hands and
seals, to cause the same and the costs of
the distress to be levied by distress and sale

of the goods of the person liable to pay the
same, and to render the surplus (if any),
after deducting the charges of the distress

and sale, to the person distrained upon.

Owners of particular Estates may charge the

Costs on the Estate for Twenty Years.

LXXV^II. And be it enacted, that every
owner of an estate in land or tithes less in

the whole than an immediate estate of fee

simple or fee tail, or which shall be settled

upon any uses or trusts, may, with the con-
sent of the commissioners, and in such man-
ner as they may direct, charge so much of

the expences of commutation as is to be
defrayed by him, or any part thereof, and
the interest thereon after the rate of four
pounds by the hundred, upon th-j lands
whereof the tithes are commuted, or upon

76.

(i) And may be recovered by distress, see section

0) See sections 76, 77, and 78.

the rent-charge to be received by him in-

stead of such tithes respectively, but so

nevertheless that the charge upon such lands
or rent-charge respectively shall be lessened
in every year following such commutation
by one-twentieth part at least of the whole
original charge thereon.

Costs of Ecclesiastical Tithe Owners may be

charged on the Benefice for Twenty Years.

LXXVIII. And be it enacted, that every

ecclesiastical beneficed person who shall

commute the tithes of his benefice under
this act may advance or borrow the sum
necessary to defray so much of the expences

of commutation as is to be defrayed by him,

or any part thereof, and as a security for

repayment may charge or assign the rent-

charge to be received instead of such tithes

for twenty years, or xmtil the principal sum
advanced or borrowed, and the interest

thereon after the rate of four pounds by the

hundred, and the expences of such charge
or assignment, shall be sooner paid ; and
every incumbent successively shall pay the

interest of the sum advanced or borrowed,
or of so much thereof as shall then remain
unpaid, as the same shall become due, or

within one calender month next following-,

and also an instalment at the rate of five

pounds for every hundred pounds of the

principal sum advanced or borrowed, and
in default of such payment the ordinary

may sequester the profits of the benefice

until such payments shall be made, provided

that the sum to be so advanced or borrowed
shall be ascertained and certified under the

hand of any commissioner or assistant com-
missioner, and shall be by him stated to have

been the amount of sueh expences properly

incurred by such ecelesiastical beneficed

person in relation to such commutation.

PROTECTION TO TENANT PAYING RENT-
CHARGE.

If Tenant of Lands at Rack-Rent dissent from
paying the Rent-Charge, the Landlord may
take the Tithes during the Tenancy.

LXXIX. And be it enacted, that any
tenant or occupier who at the time of such
commutation shall occupy at rack rent any
lands of which the tithes shall be so com-
muted may, within one calendermonth next

after the confirmation of the apportionment

by the commissioners, signify, by writing

under his hand given to or left at the usual

residence of his landlord or his agent, his

dissent from being bound to pay any rent-

charge apportioned and charged on the said

lands as aforesaid, and in that case such

landlord shall be entitled, from the time
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when the said apportionment shall take ef-

fecr, and during the tenaney or occupation

of such tenant or occupier, to stand, as to

the perception and collection of tithes, or

receipt of any composition instead thereof,

in the place of the owner of the tithes so

commuted, and to have all the powers and
remedies for enforcing render and payment
of such tithes or composition which the

tithe owner would have had if the commu-
tation had not taken place.

Tenant paying Rent-Charge to he allowed the

same in Account with his Landlord.

LXXX. And be it enacted, that any te-

nant or occupier at the time of such com-
mutation who shall have signified his dis-

sent from being- bound to pay any such rent-

charge as aforesaid or who shall hold his

lands under a lease or agreement providing

that the same shall be holden and enjoyed

by him free of tithes, and every tenant or

occupier who shall occupy any lands by any
lease or agreement made subsequently to

such commutation, and who shall pay any
such rent-charge, shall be entitled to de-

duct the amount thereof from the rent pay-
able by him to his landlord, and shall be

allowed the same in account with the said

landlord.

modp: of recovering rent-charge
by distress and entry.

When Rent- Charge is in Arrear for Twenty-
One Days after half-yearly Days oj Payment,
the Person entitled thereto may distrain.

LXXXI. And be it enacted, that in case

the said rent-charge shall at any time be
in arrear and unpaid for the space of twenty-

one days next after any half-yearly day of

payment, it shall be lawful for the person

entitled to the same, after having given or

left ten days' notice in writing at the usual

or last known residence of the tenant in

possession, to distrain (k) upon the lands

liable (Ij to the payment thereof, or on any

])art thereof, for all arrears of the said rent-

charge, and to dispose of the distress when
taken, and otherwise to act and demean him-

self in relation thereto as any landlord may
for arrears of rent reserved on a common
lease for years

;
provided that not more

than two years' arrears shall at any time be

recoverable by distress.

When Rent-C/targes are in Arrear for Forty

Days after half-yearly Days of Payment,

(k) This is the usual remedy for recovering

arrears of rent-charge.

(/) Powers of distress and entry extend to all

lands within the parish, occupied by the owner, or

under the same landlord, or holding, see s. 85, p. 34.

and no sufficient Distress on the Premises,
Writ to be issued directing Sheriff to summon
Jury to assess Arrears.

LXXXII. And be it enacted, that in

case the said rent-charge shall he in arrear

and unpaid for the space of forty days next

after any half-yearly day of payment, and
there shall be no sufficient distress on the

premises liable to the payment thereof, it

shall be lawful for anyjudge of his Majesty's

courts of record at Westminster, upon
affidavit of the facts to order a writ to be
issued, directed to the sheriff of the county

in which the lands chargeable with the

rent-charge are situated, requiring the said

sheriff to summon a jury to assess the ar-

rears of rent-charge remaining unpaid, and
to return the inquisition thereupon taken

to some one of his Majesty's courts of law
at Westminster, on a day therein to be
named, either in term time or vacation ; a

copy of which writ, and notice of the time

and place of executing the same, shall be

given to the owner of the land, or left at

his last known place of abode, or with his

known agent, ten days previous to the exe-

cution thereof; and the sheriff' is hereby
required to execute such writ according to

the exigency thereof; and the costs of such
inquisition shall be taxed by the proper

officer of the court ; and thereupon the

owner of the rent-charge may sue out a
writ of habere facias poesessionem, directed

to the sheriff, commanding him to cause the

owner of the rent-charge to have possession

of the lands chargeable therewith until the

arrears of rent-charge found to be due, and
the said costs, and also the costs of such
writ and of executing the same, and of cul-
tivating and keeping possession of the lands,

shall be fully satisfied: Provided always,

that not more than two years' arrears over
and above the time of such possession shall

be at any time recoverable.

Account hoiv to be rendered.

LXXXin. And be it enacted, that it

shall be lawful for the court out of which
such writ shall have issued, or any judge at

chambers fmj, to order the owner of the rent-
charge who shall be in possession by virtue

of such writ from time to time to render an
account of the rents and produce of the

(m) This is a most valuable amendment of the law
affording by summary means, and at a small cost that

redress whicli could only be obtained by means of a
chancery suit, with all its incidents of expense and de-
lay. Wherever such cases arise the party takingposses-
sion should keep his accounts accurately, or he may
sufler considerable loss when called upon to render
an account.
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lands and of the receipts and payments in

respect of the same, and to pay over the sur-

plus (if any) to the person for the time

being entitled thereunto, after satisfaction

of such arrears of rent-charge and all costs

and expences as aforesaid, and thereupon

to order a writ of supersedeas to issue to

the said writ of habere facias possessionem,

and also by rule or order of such court or

judge from time to time to give such sum-

mary relief to the parties as to the said

court or judge shall seem fit.

For Recovery of Rent-Chargesfrom Quakers.

LXXXIV. Provided always, and be it

enacted, that in all cases in which it shall

be necessary to make any distress under

this Act in respect of any lands in the

possession of any person of the persuasion

of the people called Quakers (nj, the same

may be made upon the goods, chattels,

or effects of such person, whether on the

premises or elsewhere, but nevertheless to

the same amount only and with the same

consequences in all respects as if made
on the premises ; and that in all cases of

distress under this act upon persons of that

persuasion the goods, chattels, or effects

which may be distrained shall be sold with-

out its being necessary to impound or keep

the same foj : Provided always, that no writ

under the provision herein-bcfore contained

shall be issued for assessing or recovering

any rent-charge payable under this Act in

respect of any lands in the possession of any

person of the persuasion aforesaid, unless

the same shall be in arrear and unpaid for

the space of forty days next after any half-

yearly day of payment, without the person

entitled thereto heing able to find goods,

chattels, or effects either on the premises or

elsewhere liable to be distrained as aforesaid

sufficient to satisfy the arrears to which such

lands are liable, together with the reason-

able costs of such distress.

Powers of Distress and Entry to extend to all

Lands within the Parish occupied by the

Otimer or under the same Landlord or

Holding.

LXXXV. And be it enacted, that when-

ever any rent-charge payable under the

(11) Any Quaker refusing to pay tithes may when

the sum is under 10/., by the 7 & 8 W. 3, c. 34, be

summoned before two justices, and distrained upon

for the amount, with power of appealing to the

sessions. The sum is extended to 50/. by the

53 G. 3, c. 127.

(o) This course is manifestly advantageous to the

person who distrains, and looking to the tenets of

the Society of Friends will in all probability be more
agreeable to them.

provisions of this act shall be in arrear, not-

withstanding" any apportionment which may
have been made of any such rent-charge,

every part of the land situate in the parish

in which such rent-charge shall so be in

arrear, and which shall be occupied by the

same person who shall be the occupier of

the lands on which such rent-charge so in

arrear shall have been charged, whether

such land shall be occupied by the person

occupying the same as the owner thereof,

or as tenant thereof, holding under the same
landlord imder whom he occupies the land

on which such rent-charge so in arrear shall

have been charged, shall be liable to be

distrained upon or entered upon as afore-

said for the purpose of satisfying any arrears

of such rent-charge, whether chargeable on

the lands on which such distress is taken

or such entry made, or upon any other part

of the lands so occupied or holden ; Pro-

vided always, that no land shall be liable

to be distrained or entered upon for the

purpose of satisfying" any such rent-charge

charged upon lands which shall have been

washed away by the sea, or otherwise de-

stroyed by any natural casualty (pj.

APPORTIONMENT OF RENT-CHARGE ON
DEATH, REMOVAL, &c.

Powers of4 ^5 W. 4. to extend to Rent-Charges
tinder this Act.

LXXXVJ. And be it enacted, that the

several provisions of an Act passed in the

fourth and fifth years of his present Majesty,

intituled an Act to Amend an Act ofthe Ele-
venth year of King George the Second, re-

specting the Apportionment of Rents, An-
nuities, and other Periodical Payments,
shall extend to all rent-charges payable

under this Act CqJ.

SALE OF TITHE BARNS.
Provision for the Sale of Buildings and the Sites

thereof rendered useless or unnecessary by the

Commutation of Tithes.

LXXXVII. And be in it enacted, that if

any barns or buildings belonging to any

tithe owner having a limited estate or inter-

est therein which shall have been generally

used for the housing of tithes paid in kind,

shall be rendered in the whole or in part

useless by reason of any commutation of

tithes under this act , it shall be lawful for

every such tithe owner (with the consent,

nevertheless, of the commissioners, and sub-

(p) In whicli case the claim to rent-charge is

gone, there being no personal liability, see s. 57,

p. 26,

(q) That is in cases of change by death &c., the

rent-charge, will be calculated up to the day of the

change taking place.
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ject to such directions as they may pfive, to

be signified under their hands and seal,)

to pull down any such barns or buildings

or any part thereof, and to sell and dispose

of the materials, or to sell and dispose of all

or any of such barns or buildings, and the

site thereof, and either with or without any
farm buildings or homesteads thereunto be-

longing, in such manner as the commissioners

may direct; and upon payment of the con-

sideration money it shall be lawful for

every such tithe owner (with such consent

as aforesaid,) to convey and deliver the

premises sold as aforesaid to the purchaser

thereof, or to such uses and in such manner
as such purchaser shall direct ; and the

consideration money in each case shall be

paid to such tithe owner, and his receipt

shall be a good discharge to the purchaser
;

and such tithe owner shall lay out and invest

the consideration money in such manner
and for such trusts as the commissioners

shall direct for the benefit of the persons

entitled to the said rent-charge.

LEASES OF TITHES MAY BE SURREN-
DERED.

LXXXVIII. And be it enacted, that it

shall be lawful for the lessee being in occu-

pation of any tithes commuted under this

act, by an instrument in writing under his

hand and seal, to be made in such form as

the commissioners shall direct, and confirmed

under their seal, to surrender and make
void the lease by which the said tithes are

held or enjoyed by such lessee at the time

of the commutation, so far as the same may
relate to the said tithes ; and it shall be

lawful for the commissioners, by the same
instrument, to direct what compensation

(if any) shall be given by the immediate

lessor of any lessee at rack-rent so surren-

dering any lease of any such tithes to such

lessee, and what allowance (if any) shall

be made by any lessee to his immediate

lessor of any such surrendered lease, in con-

sideration of the non-fulfilment of any con-

ditions contained in such lease, and what
deduction (if any) shall be made from the

rent thenceforth payable by any lessee to

his immediate lessor in respect of other

hei-editaments (r) which may have been in-

cluded with the said tithes in any such

lease : Provided always, that any interme-

diate lessor to whom any such lease shall

have been surrendered shall as regards his

immediate lessor he taken to be the lessee

in occupation of the tithes included in the

said lease.

(r) As in the case of lands and tithes let together.

TITHES DUE BEFORE COMMUTATION
NOT TO BE AFFECTED.

LXXXIX. And be it enacted, that no-
thing in this act contained shall affect any
right to any tithes which shall have become
due before the commutation.

EXCEPTIONS.
Act not to extend to Easter Offerings, 8)C. or to Pay-

ments instead of Tithes in London, or to permanent
Rent-Charges by Custom or Act of Parliament.

XC. And be it enacted, that nothing in this

Act contained, unless by special provision to

be inserted in some parochial agreement and
specially approved by the commissioners, in

which case the same shall be valid, shall ex-
tend f*) to any Easter offerings, mortuaries, or
surplice fees, or to the tithes of lish or of fish-

ing, or to any personal tithes other than the
tithes of mills, or any mineral tithes, or to any
payment instead of tithes arising or growing
due within the City of London, or to any per-
manent rent-charge or other rent or payment
in lieu of tithes, calculated according to any
rate or proportion in the pound on the rent or
value of any houses or lands in any city or
town under any custom or private Act of Par-
liament, or to any lands or tenements the tithes

whereof shall have been already perpetually
commuted or extinguished under any Act of
Parliament heretofore made.

EXEMPTIONS FROM STAMP DUTY.
Advertisements, Contracts, and Awards not to be

liable to Stamp Duty.

XCI. And be it enacted, that no advertise-
ment inserted by direction of the commission-
ers or any assistant commissioner, or by any
tithe owner or land owner, in tlie London Ga-
zette, or in any newspaper, for the purpose of
carrying into eff'ect any provision of this Act,
and no agreement, award, or power of attorney
made or confirmed or used under this act,

shall be chargeable with any stamp duty.

EXEMPTIONS FROM POSTAGE,
Correspondence of Commissioners relating to this Act

to be free of Postage.

XCII. And be it enacted, that the said
commissioners mny receive and send by the
general post from and to places in England
and Wales all letters and packets relating ex-
clusively lothe execution of this Act free from
the duty of postage, provided that such letters

and packets as shall be sent to the said com-

(s) This section contained before the last amend-
ment the following further exemption :

" nor to the

tithe of milk, or calres of any cows except those maiti-

tained hy their owners on the produce of land occupied

by themselves, and the tithe of which has been committed

under thisact." It will be no easy task to adjust tlie

tithes upon stall-fed cows, of wbicli there are many
kept in the neighbourhood of large towns, and fed

partially upon land in the parish, but principally

upon food purchased elsewhere. There may be five

hundred cows kept in a parish at one period and
none at all in a week after.
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niissioners be directed to the "Tithe Commis-
sioners for England and Wales " at their office

in London, and that all such letters and
packets as shall be sent by the said commis-
sioners shall be in covers, with the words
" tithe commissioners for England and Wales,
printed on the same, and be signed on the out-
side thereof under such words with the name
of such person in his own handwriting as the
said commissioners, with the consent of the
lords commissioners of the treasury or any
three or more of them, shall appoint, (such
name to be from time to time sent to the se-
cretary of the General Post Office in London,)
and be sealed with the seal of the said com-
missioners, and under such other regulations
as the said lords commissioners or any three
or more of them shall think fit ; and if the
person so to be appointed shall subscribe or

seal any letter or packet whatever, except
such only concerning which he shall receive
the special direction of his superior officer, or
which he shall himself know to relate exclu-
sively to the execution of this act, or if the
person so to be appointed, or any other person,
shall send or cause to be sent under any such
cover any letter, paper, or writing, or any in-

closure, other than shall relate exclusively to

the execution of this Act, every person so
ofl'ending shall forfeit and pay the sum of one
hundred pounds and be dismissed from his
office, one moiety of such penalty shall be paid
to the use of his Majesty, his heirs and suc-
cessors, and the other moiety to the use of the
person who shall inform or sue for the same

;

and every such penalty may be sued for and
recovered in any of his Majesty's courts of re-

cord in Westminster.

PENALTIES FOR GIVING FALSE
EVIDENCE.

False Evidence to be deemed Perjury ,- withholdiug
Evidence a Misdemeanor.

XCIII. And be it enacted, thai if any per-
son under the provisions of this Act shall wil-
fully give false evidence he shall be deemed
guilty of perjury; and if any person shall
make or subscribe a false affidavit or declara-
tion for the purposes of this Act he shall sufl'er

the penalties of perjury ; and if any person
shall wilfully refuse to attend in obedience to

any lawful summons of any commissioner or
assistant commissioner, or to give evidence,
or shall wilfully alter, withhold, destroy, or
refuse to produce any book, deed, contract,
agreement, account, or writing, terrier, map,
plan, or survey, or any copy of the same,
which may be lawfully required to be pro-
duced before the said commissioners or assis-
tant commissioner, he shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS AGAINST COM-
MISSIONERS, ASSISTANT-COMMISSION-
ERS, JUSTICES, &c.

XCIV. And be it enacted, that no action
or suit shall be commenced against any com-
missioner, assistant commissioner, justice of
the peace, valuer, umpire, or surveyor, for

anything done under the authority of this Act,
until twenty-one days notice thereot shall have
been given in writing to the party against
whom such action or suit is intended to be
brought, or after sufficient satisfaction or ten-
der of amends have been made to any party
aggrieved, or after three calendar months shall
have expired from the commission of the act
for which such action or suit shall be so
brought ; and every such action shall be
brought, laid, and tried in the county or place
where the cause of action shall have arisen,

and not in any other county or place ; and if

it shall appear that such notice of action or
suit was brought before twenty-one days no-
tice thereof given as aforesaid, or that suffi-

cient amends were made or tendered as afore-

said, or if any such action or suit shall not be
commenced within the time befoiC limited in

that behalf, or such action shall be laid in any
county or place other than as aforesaid, then
the jury shall find a verdict for the defendant
therein, or the court, upon summary applica-
tion by motion in any such suit, may dismiss
the same against such defendant; and if a
verdict shall be found for such defendant, or
such suit shall be dismissed upon application

as aforesaid, or if the plaintiff' in such action

or suit shall become nonsuit, or sufl'er a dis-

continuance of such action, or if upun any
demurrer in such action or suit judgment shall

be given for the defendant therein, then such
defendant shall have costs, charges, and ex-
pences as between attorney and client.

Proceedings under this Act m)t to be quashed for
Want of Form, nor to be removed by Certiorari.

XCV. And be it enacted, that no order, ad-
judication, or proceeding made or had by or
before the commissioners or any assistant com-
missioner under the authority of this Act, or

any proceeding to be had touching any off"en-

der against this Act, shall be quashed for want
of (orm, or be removed or removeable by cer-

tiorari, or any other writ or process, into any
of his Majesty's courts of record at Westmin-
ster or elsewhere.

Limits of Act.

XCVI. And be it enacted, that this act

shall extend only to England and Wales.

Act may be altered this Session.

XCVII. And be it further enacted, that this

act may be amended, altered, or repealed by
any act or acts to be passed in this present
Session of Parliament.
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ABATE. See Appeal.

'

proceeding's at law not to abate by reason of the

death of any parties interested, s. 47.

in such cases how to proceed, s. 48.

ABATEMENT,!
amount of averages to be reduced when made on

account of composition being higher than the

value of tithes, s. 37.

ACCOUNT.
in case of entry upon lands by owner of rent-charge,

how account to be rendered, s. 83.

ACTION, See Appeal.
brought against commissioners, <SfC.

limitation of, s. 94.

venue to be laid where the cause of action shall

have arisen, s, 94.

costs in, s. 94.

ADJOURNMENT. See Chairman. Meeting.

ADVERTISEMENT. See Comptroller of Corn
Returns. Meeting. Stamp Duty.

AGENT. See Attorney.
land-owner or tithe-ownermay appoint by power of

attorney, s. 16.

to have full powers to concur in and execute agree-

ments, s. 16.

to vote on any question, s. 16.

acts binding on principal, s. 16.

AGREEMENT. See Attorney. Assistant-Com-
missioners. Commissioners. Churchwar-
dens. Expenses. Land-owners. Land.
Meeting. Notice. Overseer. Rent-charge.
Stamp Act. Tithe.

any agreement for the commutation of tithes into a
rent-charge, pending at the time of the passing

of this act, and executed as the act directs, to

be as valid as if made at a parochial meeting,
s. 25.

made at parochial meeting, regularly called and
held, binding on all persons interested in the

tithes or lands subject to tithes in the parish,

s.17.

provisional agreement may be made at parochial

meetings, and shall be binding, if executed with-

in six calendar months from the day of making
thereof, by owners of two-thirds value of land
subject to tithes, two-thirds of the great

tithes, and two-thirds of the small tithes respec-
tively, s. 18.

forms of, to be framed by commissioners, and sup-
plied, or sent to churchwardens and overseers,

S.22.

commissioners or assistant-commissioners may attend

meeting to advise on the terms of agreement,
s. 23.

disputes may be referred to arbitration, s. 24.

consent of patron requisite, s. 26.

reference not to bind reversioner, &c., without con-
sent of commissioners, s. 24.

consent to be under hand of party, and annexed to

agreement, and taken to be part of the execu-
tion thereof, s. 26.

to be sent to the office of the commissioners, s. 27.

commissioners to examine, and, if approved, to con-
firm and to publish the fact of the confirmation

within the parish, s. 27.

relating to tithes, belonging to any ecclesiastical

person in right of any spiritual dignity or bene-

fice to be transmitted to the bishop of the dio-

cese for his observations and opinion, s. 28.

not to be confirmed until four weeks from the date

AGREEMENT—Cwifinwed.

of the transmission to such bishop, unless he
shall sooner signify his approbation, s. 28.

when confirmed, to be binding, s. 27.

for giving land.

any quantity of land, not exceeding 20 acres, may
by agreement be given to any owner of eccle-

siastical tithes by way of commutation for the

whole or an equivalent part of tithes of any pa-

rish, or of any rent-charge agreed to be paid in-

stead of such tithes, s. 29.

to be made in such form and contain such particu-

lars as commissioners may direct, s. 29.

to specify the land, the tithes, or rent-charge, for

which such tithes shall have been commuted,
and to give full description of the quantity, state

of culture, and annual value of land proposed
to be given in exchange, s. 29.

same consent requisite as in agreement for rent-

charge, s. 29.

if the land given does not extend to the whole of

the tithes, an award or agreement to be made
for the rent-charge, in satisfaction of residue,

S.29.

for giving land in exchange for tithes or rent-charge
to be examined by commissionere, s. 30.

all expenses of agreement and investigating title to

be borne by land-owners, s. 30.

to operate as a conveyance, s. 31.

provisions of this act respecting persons under legal

disabilities to apply to every person party to an
agreement for giving land in exchange, or in

whom such land shall be vested, and whose
consent or concurrence may be necessary to

the perfecting thereof, or of the title of such
such land, s. 31.

may be entered into after award, but before con-
firmation of apportionment, s. 62.

same consent and confirmation requisite as when
effected by a parochial agTeement, s. 61.

execution of, to be annulled if any amendment shall

be made in the draft of apportionment before

confirmation, whereby the charge upon the

lands referred to in such agreement shall be

altered, s. 62.

APPOINTiAIENT
of commissioners, s. 1.

assistant-commissioner, secretary, and officers, s. 4.

limitation of appointment of commissioners, &c. s. 6.

notification to be published in Gazette, s. 9.

of guardian, &c., by commissioners, in case of legal

disability, s. 15.

of agents, s. 16.

of valuers after agreement, s. 32.

of umpire by valuers, s. 33.

of person to defend actions, s. 48.

of valuers after award, s. 53.

of surveyors and valuers by commissioners, s. 59.

APPORITONMENT. See Agreement. Valuers.
after confirmation of agreement, valuers to appor-

tion the rent-charge, s. 33.

if not made within six months after the date of the

confirmation of any agreement or award, com-
missioners or assistant-commissionere to appor-

tion the rent-charge, s. 54.

how to be made by commissioners, s. 54.

draft of, to set forth agreement or award upon which

it is founded, and every schedule annexed,

S.55.

to state the description, quantity, and nature of the
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land, with the names and descriptions of the

proprietors and occupiers, s. 55.

to contain references to a map or plan, s. 55.

to state the amount charged upon such lands, and
to whom, and in what right payable, s. 55.

to state the respective quantities of wheat, barley,

and oats at which any rent-charge is valued,
s. 57,

special apportionment may be made at request of
land-owner, s. 58.

to contain particulars of special apportionment, s.58.

expenses of special apportionment to be borne by
the party requiring it, s. 58.

to be signed by the person under whose direction

it shall have been made and sent to the office

of commissioners, with such proofs as commis-
sioners may require, s. 60.

copy of, to be deposited by commissioners in some
convenient place within the parish for the in-

spection of all persons interested in the land and
tithes, s. 61.

objections to be heard and deternuned by commis-
sioners or assistant-commissioners, s. 61.

when complete to be engrossed on parchment, and
vvith the map or plan annexed, both being
signed, to be sent by commissioners or assist-

ant-commissioners to office of commissioners,
s. 63.

if approved by commissioners, to be signed by them,
and dated on the day of confirmation, s. 63.

not to be impeached after confirmation by reason of
informality, s. 66.

two copies of every confirmed instrument of, to be
sealed with the seal of the commissioners, one
copy to be deposited in the registry of the diocese,
the other to be deposited and kept with the
public books, writings, and papers of the pa-
rish, s. 64.

persons interested to inspect and have copies, upon
payment of 2s. 6d. for inspection, and after the
rate of threepence for every seventy-two words,
s. 64.

every recital in map or plan annexed to such instru-

ment of apportionment, or any sealed copy
thereof, to be evidence of the matters therein
recited, s. 64.

lands to be discharged from tithes from the first

of January, after confirmation of apportion-
ment, unless tenant of rack-rent dissents, s. 67.

expenses to be borne and paid by the owner of
lands included in the apportionment in rateable
proportion, s. 75.

after confirmation, may be altered by commission-
ere of land-tax, with the consent of two justices
of the peace, at request of owner of land, s. 72.

altered apportionment must be under hands and
seals of commissioners of land-tax, land-owner
and justices, of the like form and tenor, as
original apportionment, and bearing date the
day of execution by said commissioners, s. 72.

altered apportionment to be as valid as original ap-
portionment, s. 72.

counterparts to be made and deposited in the same
places as the original apportionment, s. 72.

expenses to be borne by land-owner, s. 72.
expenses may be recovered by warrant of distress,

s,76.
of rent-charge in case of death, ike, s. 86.

APPEAL.
persons dissatisfied with the decision of the com-

missioners or assistant-commissioners, may, if

the yearly value of the sum to be paid or with-
holden exceed the sum of 201. within tlu-ee

calendar inonths, cause an action to be brought
in any of the courts at Westminster against
the party in whose favour the decision shall

have been made, s. 46.
verdict shall be binding unless the court grant a

new trial, s. 46.
if the decision involve a question of law only, a case

APPEAL—Continued.
may be submitted to the opinion of a court of
law, s. 46.

such verdict or decision of the court shall bind the
commissioners, s. 46.

proceedings not to abate by the death of any parties

interested therein, s. 47.
in case of any pei-son being a minor, idiot, 6cc., s. 48.
in case of death of parties, how to proceed, s. 48.

the rights of all parties to be equally bound, s. 48.
costs in discretion of court, s. 48.

against rate assessed on rent-charge given to owner,
s. 70.

ARBITRATION. See Commissioxers. Referrence.
decision of in cases of reference final and conclusive,

s. 24.

ARBITRATOR. See Reference.
decision of final and conclusive, s. 24.

ARREARS. See Distress. Entry.
ASSESSaiENT. See Inspectiox.

owners of rent-charge entitled to the like right of
inspecting and taking copies of every assess-

ment containing rates and charges as an occu-
pier or rate-payer in the case of poor-rates,

s.70.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS. See Action, Com-

missioners.
to be appointed by commissioners, s. 4.

may be removed by, s. 4.

number of, s. 4.

not to be elected or sit as a member of the House of
Commons, s. 5.

appointment of limited to five years from passing of
act, s. 6.

salaries of, regulated by treasury, s. 7.

allowance of, travelling and other expenses, s. 7.

before entering upon execution of office to take
oath, s. 9.

notification of the appointment to be published in
Gazette, s. 9.

what powers may be delegated to by commissioners,
s. 11.

to attend parochial meetings, take part in discussion
and advise upon the terms of agreement, s. 23.

but whilst attending meeting not to have any of the
powers given in case of an award or apportion-
ment by the commissioners, s. 23.

to administer declaration to valuer or umpire, coun-
tersign it, and send it to the office of the com-
missioners, s. 34.

in cases of special adjudication to be specially ap-
pointed by commissioners, to hear and deter-

mine objections, s. 39.

to hear and determine disputes, s. 45.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY.
to be appointed and removed by commissioners, s. 4.

not to be appointed for more than five years, s. 6.

salary to be regulated by treasury, s. 7.

allowance of travelling and other expenses, s. 7.

ATTORNEY. See Land Owner. Patron. Stamp
Duty. Tithe Owner.

Power of
form of appointing agent, s. 16.

original or copy, attested by two witnesses, to

be appended to every agreement, executed
by agent, and sent with it to the office of

commissioners, s. 16.

A\'ERAGE. See Award. Commissioners.
AAVARD. See CoiMmissioners. Meeting. Stamp

Duty.
compulsory to be made after 1st Oct. 1838, s. 36.

twenty-one days' notice of intention to make an
award to be given by commissioners, s. 37.

to contain all the particulars required to be inserted

in any parochial agreement, s. 50.

not to give land instead of tithe, s. 50.

when commutation compulsory, tithes to be valued
at the average value for seven years preceding

Christmas, 1835, s. 37.

prices of grain to be taken from corn returns, s. 57.

expenses of collecting, marketing, 6tc» to be de-

ducted, s. 37.
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compositions to be calculated on annual valuer of

the seven years, s. 37.

composition to be diminished where abatement has

been made upon the ground of its having been
higher than the value of the tithe, s. 37.

upon notice from the owner of one-half of the land,

or of one-half of the tithes, commissioners may
increase or diminish to the extent of one-fifth,

s. 38.

certain cases to be reserved for special adjudication,

s,38,

special cases to be reported to secretary of state,

s.38.

how to estimate tithe of hops, fruit, and garden
produce, s. 40.

provisions for charge of cultivation in hop grounds
and market gardens, s. 42.

how to estimate tithe ofcoppice wood, s. 41.

how to estimate barren heath, glebe and lands be-
longing to any privileged order, which may
have been exempt at any time during the seven
years preceding Christmas, 1835, s. 43.

modus composition, real, prescriptive or customary
payments, how to be dealt with, s. 44.

disputes may be determined by commissioners, s. 45.

subject to appeal, s. 46.

meeting to be held to hear objections to, and to be
determined by commissioners, s. 51.

may be amended by commissioners or assistant-

commissioners, s. 51.

when examined by commissioners, if approved to

be confirmed by them, s. 52.

then to be binding on all parties interested in the
lands or tithes, s. 52.

not to be impeached after confirmation by reason of
informality, s. 66.

money value of rent-charge to vary according to

the alteration in the prices of grain during seven
years preceding Christmas, 1885, s. 67.

expenses of hearing objections to be paid as com-
missioners direct, s. 73.

expenses incident to making' award to be paid by the

landowners and tithe-owners interested, in such
proportion, time and manner as the commis-
sioners may direct, s. 74.

BARNS. See Buildings. Commissioners. Tithe
Owner.

BARREN HEATH. See Exemptions. Rent-Charge.
BENEFICE. See Agreement. Crown. Patron.

patron of benefice if owner of tithes or lands, or
both, may be dealt with in each of the several
charactei-s, s. 14.

consent under the hand of patron or person entitled

to present requisite to an agreement for com-
mutation of tithes, s. 26.

agreement relating to tithes belonging to any eccle-
siastical person in right of any spiritual dignity
or benefice to be transmitted to the bishop of
the diocese for his direction and opinion, s. 28.

any ecclesiastical beneficed person may advance or
borrow money to defray the expenses of com-
muting the tithes of his benefice, and charge
the rent-charge for twenty years, or until the
sum advanced with 4 per cent, interest be re-
paid, s. 78.

BISHOP. See Agreement. Commissioners.
when tithes belong to, consent of crown to commu-

tation requisite, s. 26.
notice of agi-eement in cases of ecclesiastical tithe to

be sent to, s. 28.
BOOK.

production of on oath may be required, s. 10.

party wilfully altering, witholding, destroying, or
refusing to produce, guilty of a misdemeanor,
s. 93.

BOUNDARY. See ARun ration. Commissioner.'.
Reference.

dispute respecting may be submitted to reference,
S.24.

commissioners or assistant-commissioners may hear
and determine disputes respecting, s. 45.

BUILDINGS. See Commissioners. Tithe Owner.
or barns generally used for the housing of tithes,

and rendered useless by commutation of the
tithes, may be sold or pulled down, the mate-
rials sold, and the site disposed of by the tithe-

owner, with consent and under direction of
commissioners, s. 87.

proceeds to be laid out in such manner and upon
such trusts as commissioners may direct, for the
benefit of persons entitled to the rent-charge,
s. 87.

CASUALTY-NATURAL. See Distress. Rent-
charge. Sea.

CERTIORARI.
proceedings not to be quashed or removed by, s. 95.

CHAIRMAN. See Meeting.
to ascertain the interest of the land-owners and

tithe-owners present at any meeting, s. 18.
to adjourn the meeting to a time and place then by

him declared if majority shall require it, s. 20.
to give notice of any adjourned meeting to be

affixed to a conspicuous place outside the
building where the last meeting was holden,
s. 20.

CHANCELLOR, LORD. See Crown.
CHARGE.

persons having a charge upon tithes to have the
same right or claim upon the rent-charge, for
which tithes shall be commuted, s. 71.

CHARGES. See Rates, Rent-charge. Tenant.
CHURCHWARDEN.

form of notices, agreements, &c., to be supplied to
by commissioners, s. 22.

CITY. See Exemptions.
CLERKS TO COMMISSIONERS.

to be appointed and removed by commissioners, s. 4.
not to be appointed for more than five years, s. 6.

amount of salary to be regulated by treasury, s. 7.
allowance of travelling and other expenses, s. 7.

COMMISSIONERS. See Action. Assistant Com-
missioners.

number of, s. 1.

how appointed, s. 1.

may be removed, s. 1.

vacancy, how filled up, s. 1.

in case of vacancy, continuing commissioners to
act, s. 1.

style of, s. 2.

shall have their office in London or Westminster, s. 2.
two of them to constitute a board, s. 2.

to have a seal, s. 2.

to cause all agreements, &c., to be sealed or stamped,
S.2.

to report their proceedings from time to time, as
secretary of state shall direct, s. 3.

to submit to secretary of state an annual report of
their proceedings, s. 3.

to appoint and remove assistant-commissioners, s. 4.

not to appoint more than twelve assistant-commis-
sioners unless with consent of treasury, s. 4.

to appoint and remove secretary, assistant-secretary,

clerks, messengers, or ofl^cers, s. 4.

not to be elected or sit as members of the House of
Commons, s. 5.

appointment of limited to five years from passing
of act, &c., s. 6.

salaries of, regulated by treasury, s. 7.

salary not to exceed 1500/. per annum, s. 7.

allowance of travelling and other expenses, s. 7.

before entering upon execution offofl'icelto take
oath, s. 9.

to summon parties before them, s. 10.

to make enquiries and call for returns, s. 10.

to administer oatiis, s. 10.

to examine persons upon oath, s. 10.

to require production, upon oath, of books, &c., s. 10.

persons not required to travel more than ten miles
in obedience to summons of, s. 10.

may delegate powers to assistant-commissionere

except the power to confirm agreements and
awards, or to frame forms of agreements, and
other instruments, or to do any act required to
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be done under the seal of the commissioners,

s. 11.

may revoke such powers, s. 11.

may act notwithstanding such delegation of powers,

s. 11.

to appoint guardians for persons labouring under
legal disabilities, s. 15.

to frame and cause to be printed forms of notices

and agreements and such other requisite instru-

ments, s. 22.

to supply or send forms of notices, &c., to church-
wardens and overseers for the use ofland-owners
or tithe-owners, s. 22.

may attend parochial meetings, take part in discus-

sions, and advise upon the terms of agreement,
s. 23.

but whilst attending meeting not to exercise any of

the powers given in case of an award or appor-
tionment, s. 23.

may direct any pereon interested to be made party

to reference, s. 24.

to make or cause enquiry to be made, respecting and
to require proof before confirmation of agree-

ment, s. 27.

to add date of confirmation to agreement and pub-
lish the fact within the parish, s. 27.

to transmit any agreement relating to tithes belong-

ing to any ecclesiastical person in right of any
spiritual dignity or benefice to the bishop of the

diocese before confirmation, s.28.

not to confirm agreement until four weeks from the

date of the transmission to such bishop, unless

he shall sooner signify his approbation, s. 28.

to direct the form of, and particulars to be contained

in agreement for giving land by way of com-
mutation of ecclesiastical tithes, s, 29.

to satisfy themselves of the title to the land proposed
to be given in exchange for such tithes or rent-

charge, that the same are of the description and
value set forth in such agreement, s. 30.

to fix the proportions of the expense of the agree-

ment for giving land, and investigating the title

in case of difference between the owners of land
liable to the payment, s. 30.

may administer declaration to valuer or umpire,

and countersign it, s. 34.

to proceed after the 1st Oct. 1838, to ascertain and
award the total sums to be paid by way of rent-

charge instead of tithes of any parish in Eng-
land and Wales in which no agreement binding

on the whole parish has been entered into,

s. 36.

may, if any proceeding shall be had towards making
an agreement, refrain from acting after notice

of intention given, if they shall think fit, s. 36.

to give notice of their intention to make an award,
s. 37.

except in certain cases to ascertain the clear average
value of tithes upon an average of seven years

preceding Christmas, 1835, s. 37.

how to ascertain average value, s. 37.

to award the average annual value of the seven

years ascertained as the sum to be taken for

calculating the rent-charge to be paid as a

permanent commutation of the tithes, s. 37.

to estimate the value of tithes without making,
any deduction therefrom on account of any
parliamentary, parochial, county, or other rates,

charges, or assessments, s. 37.

upon notice from the patron or from the land-

owners or tithe-owners interested in not less

than one half of the tithes that the average value

so calculated will not fairly represent the sum
which ought to be taken for commutation
to diminish or increase the sum to be taken
by a sum not amounting to more than one-
fifth part of the average value so ascertained,

s. 38.

to make a report to one of the secretaries of state

before the 1st May, 1838, how discretion should

be exercised in special adjudications, s. 38.

\

COMMISSIONERS—Cwtmwerf.
to reserve cases involving special circumstances for

separate adjudication, s. 38.

to report to secretary of state all the cases reserved
for separate adjudication, with reasons for re-

serving them, s. 39.

in every such special case to award the rent-charge
to be paid, s. 39.

to hear and determine or appoint assistant-commis-
sioners to hear and determine all objections to

special award as in an ordinary case, s. 39.
thereupon to amend such .specif// award, if requisite,

s. 39.

to estimate the value of the tithes of hop-grounds,
orchards, or gardens separately, upon notice
given by the owners thereof, s. 40.

before the 1st May, 1838, to make a report to the
secretary of state containing rules for the
guidance of the assistant-commissioners in es- ,^
mating the value of the tithes of coppice woo> ,^
s. 41. ,

'

to estimate the value of the tithe of coppice-woi
separately upon notice given by the owm
thereof, s. 41.

upon notice given to estimate separately the value
of the tithe of any lands which shall during any
part of the period of seven years preceding
Christmas, 1835, have been exempted from
payment of tithes by reason of having been
enclosed under any act of parliament or con-
verted during tliat period from barren heath or

waste ground, or by reason of being glebe land,

or of having been heretofore parcel of the

possessions of any privileged order, s. 43.

to estimate the amount of any modus or composition
real, or prescriptive or customary payment, as

the value of the tithes, s. 44.

to hear and determine disputes, s. 45.

decision to be final, s. 45.

as soon as they or the assistant-commissioners shall

have ascertained the total value of all the tithes

in a parish, and that all suits and diflferences,

if any, are settled, to frame the draft of an
award declaring the amount of rent-charge tob e

paid in respect of the tithes of the parish, s. 50.

to deposit a copy of the draft award in some conve-
nient place within the parish for the inspection

of all parties interested in the lands or tithes,

s. 51.

to give notice where it may be inspected, s. 51.

to appoint some time and place not earlier than

twenty-one days from the first giving of notice

for holding' a meeting to hear objections, s. 51.

to attend meeting and hear and determine objec-

tions, s. 51.

may adjourn meeting, s. 51.

direct further valuation of lands and tithes, &c., s. 51.

may hold further meetings, s. 51

.

having heard and determined all objections may
amend award if they shall see fit, s. 51.

to examine award, and if they think it ought to be
confirmed to confirm the same, s. 52.

to add the date of confirmation and publish the fact

of confirmation, and the date thereof in the

parish, s. 52.

to call a parochial meeting of the owners of land
subject to tithes as soon as the award has been
confirmed for the purpose of choosing valuers

to apportion the amount, s. 53.

to give notice thereof in the parish, s. 53.

to apportion the rent-charge if no valuers shall have
been appointed, or being- appointed, if they

have not made an apportionment and sent it to

the office of the commissioners at the expiration

of six calendar months after the day of the date

of the confirmation of any agreement or award,

s,54.

to make a special apportionment at the request of

landowner, s. 58. _

to employ such land surveyors and tithe valuers as

they may think fit, s. 59.
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may order them to be paid at a rate not exceeding
two guineas per day, s. 59.

may make any agreement with land surveyor or
tithe valuer for the payment to them of one sum
for the whole duty to be performed by them,
S.59.

may assess the same as part of expenses of award
and apportionment s, 59.

to have all the powers and subject to all the pro-

visions concerning valuers appointed at any
parochial meeting, s. 59.

not bound to adopt principles of apportionment
agreed to at any parochial meeting, s. 59.

to cause a copy of draft of apportionment to be depo-
sited at some convenient place vnthin the parish

for the inspection of all persons interested in the
lands and tithes, s. 61.

to give notice where it can be inspected, s. 61.
'' to appoint some convenient place and such times for

• holding meetings as they shall think necessary
to hear objections to the apportionment, s. 61.

to hear and determine objections made, s. 61.

to adjourn meetings if necessary, and fix other
L meetings, s. 61.

having heard and determined all olijections, to

amend the apportionment if they shall see oc-
casion, s. 61.

to cause the instrument of apportionment to be
engrossed, and with the map or plan annexed,
both being signed to be sent to the office of
the commissioners, s. 63.

to confirm the apportionment under their hands and
seals, and add the date of confirmation if ap-

proved, s. 63.

to seal two copies of every confirmed instrument of

apportionment and every confirmed agreement
for giving land instead of tithes, s. 64.

may require notice of agreements, avi'ards, or ap-

portionments, to be given to remainder man,
reversioner or expectant of an estate of inherit-

ance or to any other person, s. 65.

may hear and determine objections from such per-

sons, and amend any award or apportionment
accordingly, s. 65.

may order the expenses of witnesses, and the pro-
duction of books, deeds, maps, surveys, or

copies thereof, &c. &c., to be paid by such
parties interested, and in such proportions as

they may think fit, s. 73.

to order payment of the expenses incident to making
any award to be made by the land-owners and
tithe-owners interested, in such proportion, time
and manner as they may think fit, s. 74.

to give directions respecting the sale and disposal of

barns and buildings rendered useless by the

commutation of tithes, s. 87.

to direct in what manner and upon what trusts the

proceeds should be invested for the benefit of
the persons entitled to the rent-charge, s. 87.

to direct what compensation, if any, shall be given
by the immediate lessor to any lessee surren-

dering his lease, and what deduction, if any,
shall be made by any lessee to his immediate
lessor in respect to other hereditaments which
may have been includt^d in the lease, s. 88.

COMMISSIONERS OF WOODS AND FORESTS.
See Crown.

COMMITTEE. See Owner of Land. Owner of
Tithe. Patron.

COMMONS, HOUSE OF.
no commissioner or assistant-commissioner to be

capable of being electttl or sitting as a member
of, s. 5.

COMMUTATION. See Agri ement. Award. Ap-
portionment. Rent-Charge.

COMPENSATION.
may be made, by order of commissioners, to a lessee

of tithes surrendering his lease, s. 88.

COMPOSITION. See Commissioners. Reference.
questions as to the existence of, may be submitted

to reference, s. 24,
|
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in cases of valuation lands to have the full benefit
of, s. 33.

to be taken as the clear value of the tithes during
the time for which it was made, s. 37.

where payable shall be taken to be the vfjue of
the tithes, s. 44. ^x-

commissioners or assistant-commissioners may hear
and determine disputes respecting, s. 45.

COMPTROLLER OF CORN RETURNS.
to publish in the London Gazette annually, and

immediately after the passing of this act, the
average price of com during the seven years
ending on the Thursday next before Christmas
day then next preceding, s. 56.

CONFIRMATION.
of agreement, s. 27.
of award, s. 52.

of apportionment, s. 66.
CONTRACT. See Stamp Duty.

production of on oath may be required, s. 10.

party wilfully altering, witholding, destroying, or
refusing to produce, guilty of misdemeanor,
s. 93.

COPPICE WOOD.
tithe of, how to be estimated, s. 41.
tithe of, may be estimated separately upon notice to

the commissioners or assistant-commissioners
by the owner thereof, s. 41,

rules for guiding the assistant-commissioners in es-

timating the value of the tithes of, to be made
by commissioners, s. 41.

COPY. See Evidence. Misdemeanor.
of all books, deeds, contracts, agreements, accounts

and writings, terriers, maps, plans, and surveys,

relating to the commutation of tithes, may be
called for by the commissioners, s. 10.

of award, and of any special report therein con-
tained, to be deposited at some convenient place
within the parish, for the inspection of the par-
ties interested, s. 51.

of draft of apportionment to be deposited at some
convenient place within the parish for the in-

spection of parties interested, s. 61.

two copies of every instrument of apportionment to

be made, one to be deposited in the registry of

the diocese, the other with the parish books,

s.64.

two copies of every altered apportionment to be de-

posited in the same places as the original, s. 72.

of instrument of apportioment may be had by par-

ties interested on payment after the rate of

three-pence for every seventy-two words, s. 64.

Any sealed copy of a recital or statement in a map
or plan annexed to a confirmed apportionment,

or agreement for land, deposited in the registry

of the diocese, or with the parish books, to be

evidence, s. 64.

sealed copies of agreements, and other instruments,

proceeding from the board of commissioners,

to be evidence, s. 2.

of every assessment may be had by owners of rent-

charge, in like manner as in the case of

poor-rates, s. 70.

COPYHOLD. ^ ., , ^
land given in exchange for tithes must not be of

copyhold tenure, s. 29.

CORN RETURNS. See Comptroller of Corn
Returns.

CORNWALL, DUCHY OF. See Crown.

COSTS. ^, • u J
'in every appeal to a court of law against the de-

cision of the commissioners, the costs to be in

the discretion of the court, s. 46.

of commutation may be charged by owner of estate

upon estate for twenty years, s. 77.

by ecclesiastical persons upon benefice for twenty

years, s. 78.

of proceedings after tender of amends, s. 94.

CROWN.
, . . .

when ownership of lancU or tithes vested lu th« first
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commissioner of woods and forests to be sub-

stituted instead of the owner, s. 13.

if in right of the Duchy of Lancaster the Chancellor

of the Duchy of Lancaster to be substituted,

s. 13.

o in right of the Duchy of Cornwall, the officers of

the Duchy of Cornwall entitled to grant leases

to be substituted, s. 13.

when patronage of benefices vested in, the Lord
Chancellor, Lord Keeper, or First Lord Com-
missioner of the Great Seal, to be substituted

as patron, s. 13.

when patronage vested, in right of the Duchy of

Lancaster, the Chancellor of the Duchy to be
substituted as patron, s. 13.

consent to an agreement for commutation of tithes

of benefice belonging' to bishop or archbishop

to be signified by the Lord High Treasurer or

First Lord Commissioner of the Treasury, s. 26.

DECLARATION. See Assistant-Commissioners.
Commissioners. Justice of Peace. Valuer.
Umpire.

valuers and umpire must make and subscribe to be-

fore acting, s. 34.

to be countersigned by person administering, and
sent to office of commissioners, s. 34.

to the same purport and effect as the oath directed

to be made by the commissioners, s. 34.

may be made before commissioners, assistant-com-

missioners, or justice of the peace, s. 34.

to be subscribed by party making it, and the signa-

ture and usual place of residence added, s. 34.

DISTRESS AND ENTRY. See Rent-Charge.
expenses may be recovered by distress, s. 76.

if rent-charge in arrear for twenty-one days after

any half-yearly day of payment, the person en-

titled may, having given ten days notice, dis-

train and dispose of the distress, and act as any
landlord may for rent arrear on a common lease

for years, s, 81.

not more than two years' arrears to be recoverable
by distress, s. 81.

if no sufficient distress on the premises forty days
after any half-yearly day of payment entry
may be made, s. 82.

for arrears due from Quakers may be made upon
the premises or elsewhere, and may be sold

without being impounded or kept, s. 84.

may be made for arrears of rent-charge upon any
portion of the lands in any parish belonging to

the same landlord, and held by the same occu-
pier, whether the arrears be charged on the
lands on which such distress is taken or not,

S.85.

but not for arrears due upon land washed away by
the sea or destroyed by any natural casualty,

s.85.
EASTER OFFERINGS. See Exemptions.
ESTATE,

no person possessing less than an immediate estate

in fee-simple or fee-tail, shall by any reference,

bind any person in reversion, remainder, or ex-

pectancy, without the consent of commission-
ers, s. 24.

any estate for life, or other greater estate in any
rent-charge, to be taken to be an estate of free-

hold, s. 71.

in fee-simple or fee-tail of tithes, or rent-charge,

may, vidth the consent of commissioners, be
merged in the freehold of inheritance, s. 71.

but not otherwise, s. 71.

EVIDENCE,
instruments under seal and sealed copies to be re-

ceived in, s. 2.

recitals, &c., when to be received in, s. 64.

power of commissioners to call for deeds, papers,

&c., s. 10.

proof that agreement ought to be confirmed may
be called for by commissioners, s. 27.

persons giving false evidence guilty of perjury, s.93.

refusing to give, guilty of misdemeanor, s. 93.

EXAMINATION,
on oath, commissioners may require, s. 10.

under authority of act if false evidence given party
guilty of perjui-y, s. 93.

EXEMPTIONS. See Postage. Stamp Duty.
to be set forth in parochial agreement, s.21.

lands to have full benefit of in valuation, s. 33.

of land from tithe by reason of having been inclosed

under any act of parliament, or converted from
barren heath or waste land, or by reason of
having been parcel of the possessions of any
privileged order, and exempt during some part

of the seven years preceding Christmas, 1835,
S.43.

in cases of moduses, &c. s. 44.

commissions to hear and determine disputes respect-
ing, s. 45.

commissioners to give full benefit of, to lands in

their valuation, s.54.

lands to have the same benefit of in case of

rent-charge, as they had from tithe, s. 71.

and not to extend to Easter offerings, mortuaries,

or surplice fees, the tithes of fish or fishing, or

personal tithes, other than the tithes of mills, or

any mineral tithes, or to any payment instead of

tithes, arising or growing due within the city of

London, or to any permanent rent-charge, or

other payment in lieu of tithes, calculated accor-

ding to any rate or proportion in the pound in

the rent or value of any houses or lands in any
city or town under any custom or private act of

parliament, or to any lands or tenements, the

tithe whereof shall have already been commuted
or extinguished by act of parliament, s. 90.

EXPECTANCY. See Commissioners. Reference.
no person possessing less than an immediate estate of

fee-simple or fee-tail in lands or tithes shall be
empowered to submit to a reference so as to

bind a party in expectancy of an estate of in-

heritance without consent of commissioners,

s. 24.

person in expectancy of an estate of inheritance,

may, upon notice from commissioners or assist-

ant-commissioners, object to any award or ap-

portionment, s. 65.

EXPENSES. See Commissioners. Land-Owners.
to be paid out of consolidated fund, unless other-

wise provided for, &;c. s. 8.

all expenses of agreement and investigating title to

land given in exchange for tithes to be borne

by the owners of land liable to tithes as they

may agree, and in default of agreement as com-
missioners may direct, s. 30.

amount of, having been certified by commissioners,

may be recovered by warrant of distress, s. 76.

expenses incident to making award to be paid by
the land-owner and tithe-owner interested, in

such proportion, tnne and manner as the com-
missioners may direct, s. 74.

of apportionment to be borne by land-owners, s. 75.

of special apportionment by party requiring it, s. 58.

of altered apportionment, by persons requiring it,

S.75.

may be recovered by distress, s. 76.

the owner of an estate in land or tithes less than

fee simple or fee tail, or which is settled upon
any uses or trusts, may, with the consent of

commissioners, charge the expenses, or any part

thereof, upon the lands or rent-charge, s. 77.

such charge to be lessened in every year following

by one-twentieth part, s. 77.

any ecclesiastical beneficed person in commuting
the tithes of his benefice may advance or bor-

row a sum of money to defray the expenses,

and charge the rent-charge for 20 years, or

until the sum advanced, with interest at 4 per

cent, be repaid, s. 78.

evei7 succeeding incumbent to pay the interest,

and an instalment of 5 per cent, on the sum
advanced, s. 78.

the amount to be certified under the hands gf the

commissioners, s. 78.
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EXPENSES-C(Hit»i((erf.
in default of payment, living to be sequestered, s.

78.

EXTRA-PAROCHIAL. See Parish.
FISH OR FISHING,

act not to extend to tithes of, unless specially pro-

vided for, s. 90.

FRUIT,
tithe of, how to be valued, s. 40.

GARDENS,
tithe of, how to be valued, s. 40.

tithe of, may be estimated separately, upon notice

given to the commissionei's or assistant-com-

missioners, by the owners, s. 40.

provision for the change of culture, s. 42.

GAZETTE. See St.^mp Duty.
GENDER,

any word importing the masculine, only, shall

mean and include a female as well as male,

s. 12.

GLEBE
lands exempt from tithe whilst in the occupation of

the owner by reason of being glebe, to be ex-

empt from the payment of rent-charge appor-

tioned on them whilst in the occupation of the

owner, s. 71.

GUARDIAN. See Commissioners. Legal Disabil-

ities. Owner of Lands. Owner of Tithes.

Patron.
HEREDITAMENTS,

designated by the word Lands, s. 12.

HOPS,
how valued, s. 40.

provision for charge of culture of hop-grounds, s. 42.

HOUSES,
act not to extend to, unless specially provided for,

S.90.
HUSBAND. See Commissioners. Owner of Lands.

Owner of Tithes. Patron.
IDIOT. See Commissioners. Owner of Lands.

Owner of Tithes. Patron.
INCUMBRANCES,

rent-charge, liable to, in like manner as tithes were,
s. 71,

INSPECTION. See Assessment.
INTEREST

of the owners of lands or tithes to be estimated ac-

cording to the sum at which such lands or

tithes shall be be rated to the relief of the poor,

or if there shall be no such rate, according to

rules by which such property is rateable to the

relief of the poor, s- 19.

INTERPRETATION C t-^AUSE, s. 12.

person, s. 12.

singular number, s. 12.

mascuhne gender, &c. s. 12.

lands, s. 12.

tithes, s. 12.

parish and parochial, s. 12.

land-owner, s. 12.

tithe-owner, s. 12.

joint-owners, s. 12.

JOINT-OWNER.
for meaning of this term see interpretation clause,

s. 12.

JUSTICE OF PEACE. See Action. Valuer.
Umpire.

to administer declaration to valuer or umpire,
countersign and send it to the office of the

commissioners, s. 34.

consent of two, requisite with commissioners of land-

tax in altering an apportionment of rent-charge
at the request of the owner of land, s. 72.

KING. See Crown.
LANCASTER, DUCHY OF. See Crown.
LAND. See Agreement. Apportionment. Com-

MI.SSIONKUS. ReNT-CiIAUOK.
any quantity, not exceeding in the whole 20 acres,

may by agreement be given by way of commu-
tation with owner of ecclesiastical tithes, s. 29.

land so given to be free from incumbrances, ex-

cept leases at improved rent, land-tax, or other

LAND

—

Continued.

usual out-goings, not of leasehold tenure, nor

of copyhold or customary tenure, subject to ar-

bitrary fine, or the render of heriots, s. 29.

title of land so given to be investigated by com-
missioners, s. 30.

expenses of investigating title to be borne by the

owners of land in the parish liable to the pay-

ment of tithes, s. 30.

award of commissioners not to give land , s. 50.

land-owner may agree to give twenty acres after

apportionment, but before confirmation, s, 62.

in what case such agreement to annul former agree-

ment for land, s. 62.

having been exempt from tithe during any part of

the period of seven years preceding Christmas,

1835, to be valued separately upon notice given,

s. 43.

how to be valued, s. 43.

to be discharged from the payment of tithes, from
the first day ofJanuary next following the con-
firmation of every apportionment, s. 67.

unless any tenant at rack-rent dissent, s. 67.

thenceforward to be liable to a rent-charge, s. 67.

to be discharged from payment of tithes or rent-

charge from the first day of January next fol-

lowing the confirmation of any parochial or

other agreement for giving land instead of tithes

or rent-charge, s. 68.

where exempt from tithes, whilst in the occupation

of the owner, shall be exempt from rent-charge,

S.71.

act not to extend to lands, the tithes whereof shall

have been already perpetually commuted under
any act of parliament heretofore made unless

specially provided for, s. 90.

distress and entry for arrears of rent-charge may be
made upon any portion of the lands belonging

to the same landlord, and held by the same oc-

cupier, wliether the arrears be chargeable on the

lands on which distress is taken or not, s. 85.

but not for rent-charge due upon lands washed
away by the sea, or destroyed by any natural

casualty, s. 85.

LAND, OWNER OF. See Agent. Agreement.
Benefice. Commissioners. Crown. In-
terest. Joint-Owner. Parochial Meeting.
Pathon. Reference. Tithe-Owner. Va-
luers.

for meaning of this term, see Interpretation clause,

s. 12.

owner of lands, being also owner of tithes, may be
dealt with in each character, s. 14.

or if patron of benefice, s. 14.

if a minor, idiot, lunatic, feme covert, beyond the

seas, or under any other legal disability, the

guardian, trustee, committee of the estate, hus-

band or attorney to be substituted, s. 15.

may appoint agent by power of attorney, s. 16.

owner of one quarter value of land with the owners
of great and small tithes to the like extent, may
call parochial meetings, s. 17.

shall bear their own expenses of attendance, s. 17.

land-owners and tithe-owners present at meetings,

if interested in not less than two-thirds of the

land subject to tithes, two-thirds of the great

tithes, and two-tliirds of the small tithes, may
make and execute parochial agreement, for the

payment of an annual rent-change in lieu of

tithes, s. 17.

agreement so made, and duly confirmed, to be bind-

ing on all parties interested in tithes in the

parish, s. 17.

if interest of parties present at meeting not sufficient,

may make a provisional agreement, s. 18.

interest of land-owners lo be estiniatcil Mccording to

the sum at which Ihc lands nrv i;ito(l lo the re-

lief of the poor, or if there be no such rate ac-

cording to the rules by which such property is

rateable, s. 19.

if suit depending, or dispute existing with respect

to liability to tithes, boundai7 of lands, or any
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LAND, OWNER OF—Continued.
other matter impeding agreement, owners or
claimants of lands and tithes may submit the
matters in difference to reference, s. 24,

no person possessing less than an immediate estate
of fee-simple or fee-tail shall by reference bind
any person in reversion, remainder or expec-
tancy, without consent of commissioners, s. 24.

commissioners may direct any person interested to
be made a party to reference, s. 24.

liable to the payment of tithe wthin the parish, to
bear the expense of agreement for giving land
by way of commutation for tithes or rent-charge,
and also of investigating the title thereto, s. 30.

may before or after confirmation of agreement, ap-
point valuers at parochial meeting, s. 32.

if majority in respect of number, and majority in
respect to interest, shall not agree, then two
or any other even number of valuers to be ap-
pointed by the majority of land-owners in re-
spect to number, and an equal number by the
majority in respect to interest, s. 32.

three-fourths of land-owners at a meeting in number
and value may agree upon the adoption of ad-
measurement, plans, and valuations previously
made, which agreement shall be binding on
the valuers, s. 35.

interested in half the lands in any parish, may give
notice to the commissioners that the value of
tithes, ascertained upon the average of 7 years,
will not fairly represent the sum which ought
to be taken for calculating a permanent com-
mutation of the tithes of the parish, whereupon
the commissioners shall have power to diminish
or increase the sum to be taken by one-fifth of
the average value so ascertained, s. 38.

may before confirmation of apportionment agree
with any owner of tithes in right of any spiritual
benefice or dignity to give land not exceeding
20 acres, instead of rent-charge, s. 62.

interested in award to pay the expenses incident to
making it, in such proportion, time and man-
ner as the commissioners shall direct, s. 74.

to pay the expenses of making any apportionment in
rateable proportions, s. 75.

having an estate less than fee-simple or fee-tail, or
which is settled upon any uses or trusts, may,
with the consent of the commissioners, charge
the expense, or any part thereof, upon the lands
for twenty years, s. 77.

such charge to be lessened in every year following
by at least one-twentieth part, s. 77.

if tenant at rack-rent dissent from rent-charge, land-
owner to stand in place of tithe-owner, and
have all the powers for enforcing payment
which tithe-owners have, s. 79.

LAND-SURVEYORS. See Meeting. Valuers.
Commissioners.

may be employed by commissioners, s. 59.
to have all the powers and be subject to all the

provisions enacted concerning valuers appointed
at a parochial meeting, s. 59.

LAND-TAX, COMMISSIONERS OF. See Appor-
TIONMENT.

at the request of land-owner, and with the consent
of two justices to alter apportionment, s. 72.

LEGAL DISABILITIES. See Agreement. Com-
missioners. Owners of Lands. Owners
OF Tithes. Patron.

whenever the patron of any benefice or the owner
of any tithes or lands, or any person interested

in any question as to tithes, shall be under any
legal disabilities, the guardian, trustee, com-
mittee of the estate, husband, or attorney, may
be substituted, s, 15.

and in default thereof, commissioners may substi-

tute a person in the place of such patron, owner
or person so interested, s. 15.

provisions respecting legal disabilities to apply to

every person party to an agreement for giving

land by way of tithes or rent-charge, or in

whom any such land shall be vested, and whose

LEGAL DISABILlTIES-Co»(muerf.
concurrence or consent may be necessary to the
perfecting thereof, or of the title to such land,
s. 31.

LESSOR AND LESSEE. See Agreement. Com-
pensation. Tenant. Rack-Rent.

of tithes commuted may, under the direction of the
commissioners surrender and make void his

lease, so far as relates to the tithes, s. 88.
commissioners may direct compensation, deductions,

&c., s. 88.

when joint owners, s. 12.

LETTERS
and packets, to and from commissioners, to be free

of postage, s. 92.

LIMITATION.
statutes of, not to be affected by this act, s. 49.

LOCAL ACTS. See Exemptions.
the rent-charge of tithes commuted under this act

and which might have been sold, exchanged,
&c., under any local act to be saleable, &c., in
like manner, s. 71.

proceeds to be invested in same manner as under
such acts, s. 71.

LONDON. See Exemptions.

MAP. See Agreement. Apportionment. Evi-
dence. Meeting. Valuers.

MATERIALS. See Barns. Tithe Owners. Com-
missioners.

MEETING, PAROCHIAL. See Agent. Agree-
ment. Assistant-Commissioners. Commis-
sioners. Land-Owners. Notice. Tithe-
Owners. Valuers.

land-owners or tithe-owners, whose interest re-

spectively shall not be less than one-fourth of
the whole value of the lands subject to tithes,

or one-fourth part of the whole value of the
tithes in any parish, may call a meeting, s. 17.

meeting to be held within the parish, s. 17.

twenty-one days' notice in writing, signed by parties

calling the meeting, to be affixed on outer-door
of church, or some conspicuous place within
the parish, s. 17.

notice to be inserted twice, during twenty-one days
in some newspaper generally circulated within
the county, s. 17.

majority of land-owners and tithe-owners present
to elect a chairman, who shall proceed to ascer-

tain the interest of land-owners and tithe-owners

then present in person or by their agents, s. 18.

interest of land-owners to be estimated according to

the sum at which the lands are rated to the

relief of the poor, or if there be no such rate,

according to the rules by which such property

is rateable, s. 19.

land-owners and tithe-owners present at meetings,
if interested in not less than two-thirds of the
land subject to tithes, two-thirds of the great

tithes, and two-thirds of the small tithes, may
make and execute parochial agreement, for the
payment of an annual rent-charge in lieu of
tithes, s. 17.

agreement so made, and duly confirmed, to be bind-

ing on all parties interested in tithes in the
parish, s. 17.

persons attending to bear their own expenses, s. 17.

if interest of parties present not sufficient, may make
a provisional agreement, which shall be binding
if executed within six calendar montlis from the

date thereof, by land-owners and tithe-owners,

whose interest in the lands and tithes of the

parish, shall not be less than two-thirds of the

lands subject to tithes, two-thirds of the great

tithes, and two-thirds of the small tithes respec-

tively, s. 18.

may be adjourned by chairman to a time and place

then by him to be declared, if majority require

it, and so from time to time, s. 20.

notice of every adjourned meeting, signed by chair-

man, to be aflfixed outside the building, where
last meeting shall have been holden, s. 20.
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MEETING, VAROCUIAL—Continued.

business transacted at adjourned meetings as valid

as if done at original meeting', s. 20.

commissioners or assistant-commissionersmay attend

,

take part in discussion, and advise on the terms

of agreement, but not to have any of the powei-s

given in case of an award or apportionment,

S.23.

land-owners may before or after confirmation of

agreement, appoint valuere, s.32.

if majority of land-owners in respect of number,
and majority in respect to interest, shall not

agree, then two or any other even number of

valuers to be appointed by the majority of

land-owners in respect to number, and an equal

number by the majority in respect to interest,

s. 32.

tlu-ee-fourths of land-owners at a meeting in number
and value may agree upon the adoption of ad-

measurement, plans, and valuations previously

made, which agreement shall be binding upon
valuers, s. 35.

ofowners of land subject to tithes to be called by com-
missioners, as soon as an award is confirmed,

for the purpose of choosing valuers, s. 53.

twenty-one days' notice of meeting so called must
be given, s. 53.

MERGER,
rent-charge not to merge, except in certain cases,

and with the approval of the commissioners,

s. 71.

IMESSENGERS OF BOARD,
to be appointed and removed by commissioners, s. 4,

appointment limited to five years from passing of

act, s. 6.

amount of salary to be regulated by treasury, s. 7.

allowance of travelling and other expenses, s.7.

MILLS, TITHES OF.
act extends to s. 90.

MINERAL TITHES. See Exemptions.
MINOR. See Cojimissioners. Owner of Tithes.

Owner of Lands. Patron.
MISDEMEANOR.

party wilfully refusing to attend in obedience to

summons of commissioners or assistant-com-

missioners, or to give evidence, or wilfully

altering, witholding, destroying of, or refusing

to produce any books, deed, contract, agree-

ment, account, or writing, terrier, map, plan,

or sui-vey, or copies of the same, guilty of, s. 93.

MODUS. See Reference. Arbitration. Co.m-

MissiONERS. Valuers.
disputes respecting, may be submitted to reference,

s. 24.

in all cases lands to have the full benefit of, s. 33.

to be estimated as the value of the tithes payable in

respect to lands over which it extends, s. 44.

decisions upon, made by competent authority, to be
acted upon by commissionei's.s. 44.

act not to revive any right to tithes which now is or

hereafter shall be barred by any law in force for

shortening the time required in claims of modus
decimandi or exemption from or discharge from
tithes s. 49.

MORTGAGE. See Rent-Charge.
not to give validity to any mortgage which before

the passing of this act was invalid, and could
not be enforced, s. 72.

MORTUARIES. See Exemptions.
NEWSPAPER. See Stamp Duty.
NOTICE. See Apportionment. Award. Com-

missioners. Coppice-Wood. Disiress and
Entry. Hop - Grounds. Land-Ownfhs.
Meeting. Tenant at Rack-Rent. Tithe-
Owners.

twenty-one days' notice in writing signed l)y the

parties calling a i)arochial meeting requisite,

s. 17.

of adjournment, s. 20.

to be inserted twice during the twenty-one days in

some newspaper circulating generally within

the county, s. 17.

^^OTlCEr—Continued.
forms of, to be framed by commissioners, and sup-

plied or sent to churchwardens and overseers

for use of land and tithe-owners, s. 22.

NUMBER.
any word importing the singular number only shall

nrean and include several persons or parties as

well as one person or party and several things

as well as one thing respectively, and the con-

verse, s. 12.

OATH.
to be taken by commissioners and assistant-com-

missioners, s. 9.

commissioners may administer, s. 10.

may examine upon, s. 10.

may require production of books, &c. upon, s. 10.

OFFICERS OF BOARD.
to be appointed and removed by commissioners, s. 4.

not to be appointed for more than five years, s. 6.

amount of salary to be regulated by treasury, s. 7.

allowance of travelling and other expenses, s. 7.

ORCHARDS.
tithe of, how to estimate, s. 40.

tithe of, may be estimated separately upon notice

being given to the commissioners or assistant-

commissioners by the owner, s, 40.

ORDER, PRIVILEGED. See Exemptions.
OVERSEERS.

forms of notices, agreements, &c., to be supplied to

by commissioners, s. 22.

OWNERS OF LAND. See Land Owners. Tithe
Owners. Crown. Joint Owners. Patron.
Benefice. Agent.

for the meaning of this term see the interpretation

OWNERS OF "tithe. See Agent. Benefice.
Crown. Joint Owner. Land-Owner.
Patron. Tithe-Owner.

for meaning of this term see interpretation clause,

s. 12.

PARISH and parochial,
for meaning of these terms, see Interpretation

clause, s. 12.

PARLIAIMENT.
general report of proceedings of commissioners to

be laid once in the year before, s. 3.

PATRON. See Commissioners. Crown. Benefice.
Agreement.

consent under the hand of patron or person enti-

tled to present requisite to an agreement for

commutation of tithes, s. 26.

if owner of tithes or lands, or both, may be dealt

with in each of the several characters, s. 14.

may give notice that seven years average does not

fairly represent value, s. 38.

if a minor, idiot, lunatic, feme covert, beyond the

seas, or under any other legal disability, the

guardian, trustee, committee of the estate, hus-

band or attorney to, be substituted, s. 15.

PATRONAGE. See Benefice. Crown. Patron.
PAYMENT, PRESCRIPTR'I-: OR CUSTOMARY.

See ARniTRATOR. Commissioners. Re-
ference. Valuers.

disputes respecting, may be submitted to reference,

s. 24.

in cases of valuation, lands to have the full benefit

of, s. 33.

when payable shall be taken to be the value of the

tithes, s. 44.

commissionei's or assistant-commissioners may hear
and determine disputes respecting, s. 45.

PENALTW
person sendintr or causing to be sent under any cover

of the tithe commissioners any letter, &c., other
thnn shall relate exclusively to the execution
of tliis act, to forfeit I'UX)., s, 92.

PERJURY.
persons giving false evidence on examination under

authority of act, guilty of, s. 93.

PERSON. See Interpretation Clause, s. 12.

PERSONAL TITHES. See Exemptions.

j
PLAjV. See Evidence. Valuers.
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POSTAGE.
letters and packets to and from commissioners to be

free from, s. 92.

POWERS.
may be delegated by commissioners to assistant-

commissioners, s. 11.

except the power to confirm agreements and awards
or to frame forms of agreements and other in-

struments under the seal of the commissioners,
s. 11.

PRINCIPAL. See Agent.
bound by acts of agent, s. 16.

PRIVILEGED ORDER. See Exemptions.
PROCEEDINGS.

not to abate by death of parties, s. 47.

how to pi'oceed in case of death, s. 48.

not to be quashed for want of form, nor to be
removed by certiorari, s. 95.

PRODUCTION OF WRITINGS. See Commis-
sioners. Evidence. Misdemeanor. Witness.

QUAKERS. See Distress for Rent. Rent-Charge.
RACK-RENT, TENANT AT. See Land Owner.

Lands. Rent Charge. Tenant.
may, by notice to the landlord or his agent, within

one calendar month after confirmation of the

apportionment, dissent from paying the rent-

charge, s. 79.

in which case landlord shall stand in place of the

owner of the tithes, and have all the powers for

enforcing payment thereof which tithe-owner
had, s. 79.

RATES.
tithes to be valued in all cases of compulsory com-

mutation as liable to, s. 37.

on rent-charge to be assessed upon occupiers, s. 70.

if not paid by owner may be recovered from occu-
pier in like manner as poor-rate, s. 70.

occupier may deduct same from rent, s. 70.

landlord or owner in possession having allowed
rates to tenant may deduct same from rent-

charge, s. 70.

or may recover same by any other lawful means
against the owner of rent-charge, his executors

and adminisrators, s. 70.

REFERENCE. See Commissioners. Tithe Owners.
suit depending or disputes existing with respect to

liability to tithes, boundary of lands or any
other matter impeding agreement, may be sub-
mitted to reference, s. 24.

reference to be made a rule of court and binding

upon all parties, s. 24.

decision to be final, s. 24.

no person possessing less than an immediate estate

of fee simple or fee tail shall by such reference

bind any person in reversion, remainder or

expectancy, without the consent of commis-
sioners, s. 24.

commissioners may direct any person interested to

be made a party to reference, s. 24.

REMAINDERMAN. See Commissioners. Re-
ference.

no person possessing less than an immediate estate

of fee simple or fee taU in lands or tithes shall

be empowered to submit to a reference so as to

bind remainder man \vithout consent of com-
missioners, s. 24.

may upon notice from commissioners or assistant-

commissioners object to any award or appor-

tionment, s. 65.

RENT-CHARGE. See Agreement. Tithes. Te-

nant at Rack Rent.
agreed to be paid by any agreement pending at the

time of the passing of this act, and w;hich agree-

ment shall have been executed within the same

time and by the same parties as required in the

case of a provisional parochial agreement, and

also confirmed by tlie commissioners, shall be

apportioned and charged among and upon the

lands as if the agreement had been made at a

parochial meeting, s. 25.

tithes may be commuted for by parochial agree-

ment, s. 17.

RENT-CHARGE-CoHt/niterf.
any quantity of land not exceeding twenty acres,

may, by agreement, be given to any owner of
rent-charge for which tithes may have been
commuted in discharge of or- exchange for the
whole or an equivalent part of any rent-charge
agreed to be paid instead of such tithes, s. 29.

if the land given does not extend to the whole of
the tithes an award or agreement may and shall

be made for the payment of a rent-charge in

satisfaction of the remainder, s. 29.
to be apportioned on all the lands in the parish

except the land given by way of commutation
unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties to
the parochial agreement, s. 29.

charged upon lands by any apportionment to be
valued according to the average price of corn
to be ascertained by advertisement inserted in

the Gazette, in the proportions of one-third
wheat, one-third barley, and one-third Oats,
s. 57.

may be apportioned specially, s. 58.

on account of tithes of one close not to be charged
on other lands unless the value of such lands
shall be at the least three times the value of

the whole rent-charge upon such lands, s. 58.

payable in lieu of tithes on the first of January
after confirmation of apportionment to the per-

son therein mentioned, s. 67.
how estimated, s. 67.

payable by two equal half-yearly payments on the

first day of July and first day of January in

every year, s. 67.
first payment on the first day of July next after the

lands discharged from tithes, s. 67.

except in the case of barren or reclaimed lands,

s. 67.

to be recovered by person entitled thereto, his exe-

cutors or administrators by distress and entry,

S.67.

to vary after every fii'st day of January so as always
to consist of the price of the same number of

bushels of wheat, barley and oats respectively,

according to the prices ascertained by the next
preceding advertisement, s. 67.

future owners of to have the same powers of en-

forcing payment as given on the original rent-

charge, s. 67.

no person to be personally liable for the payment
of, s. 67.

to be liable to all parliamentary, parochial, county,

and other rates, charges and assessments, s. 69.

owner of entitled to the like right of inspecting and
taking copies of assessment containing rates

and charges in respect to such rent-charge,

and to enjoy the same remedies as any occupier

or rate-payer has in case of poor-rates, s. 70.

although name of owner not inserted in the assess-

ment, s. 70.

to be subject to the same incumbrances as the

tithes were liable to before commutation, s. 71.

not payable where lands were previously exempt
from tithe whilst in the occupation of owner,

may be sold, exchanged or appropriated in like

manner as the tithes commuted might have
been, s. 71.

money arising from sale of, may be invested or

applied as money arising from sale of tithes,

from which it has been commuted, might have
been, s. 71.

not to merge in, or be extinguished in any estate of

which the person for the time being entitled to

such rent-charge may be seized or possessed in

the lands on which the same may be charged,

S.71.

may be merged with consent of commissioners,

s.71.

tenant at rack-rent may, by notice to the landlord

or his agent, within one calendar month after

the confirmation of apportionment dissent from

paying, s. 79.
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RENT-CHARGE-ContJHi/erf.
if in arrear for twenty-one days after any half-yearly

day of payment the person entitled may, having'

given ten days notice, distrain and dispose of

the distress as any landlord may for rent arrear
on a common lease for years, s. 81.

not more than two years' arrears to be recoverable
by distress, s. 81.

if in arrear forty days after any half-yearly day of

payment and no sufficient distress on the pre-

mises, writ may issue directed to the sheriff to

assess arrears, s. 82.

whereupon inquisition being- returned to some one
of the Courts at Westminster, a copy of the

writ having- been given to the owner of the

land, or left at his last place of abode, and ten

days' notice of execution given, sheriff to exe-
cute writ, s. 8'2.

owner of rent-charge may thereupon take possession

of and retain the lands until the arrears of rent-

charge, with all costs and charges, together

with the expenses of keeping possession, and
cultivating the lands, shall be satisfied, s. 82.

not more than two years' an-ears to be recoverable,

s. 82,

Court or Judge may order an account to be ren-

dered from time to time, and upon satisfaction

of the arrears, witli all costs and charges, may
direct restitution, s. 83.

Courjt or Judge may also afford summary relief, s. 83.

distress for arrears due from Quakers may be made
upon the premises or elsewhere, and may be
sold without being impounded or kept, s. 84.

no writ for assessing arrears and taking possession

to issue against Quakers unless rent-charge in

arrear, for more than forty days after any half-

yearly day of payment, and sufficient goods to

satisfy the arrears and costs not to be found
either on the premises or elsewhere, s. 84.

provisions of the 4 & 5 W. 4, entitled " An Act to

amend the 11 G. 2, respecting- the apportion-
ment of rents, annuities, &c." to extend to all

rent-charges payable under this act, s. 86.

REPORT
of proceedings of commissioners to be submitted

once in the year to secretary of state, s. 3.

to be laid before parliament, s. 3.

containing- rules for the guidance of assistant-com-

missioners, to be submitted to secretary of
state before the 1st May, 1838, and to be laid

before parliament, s. 38.

REVERSIONER. See Reference. Commissioners.
no person possessing less than an immediate estate

of fee-simple or fee-tail in lands or tithes shall

be empowered to submit to a reference so as to

bind reversioner without consent of commis-
sioners, S.24.

may, upon notice from commissioners or assistant-

commissioners, object to any award or appor-
tionment, s. 65.

may be made party to reference, s. 24.

RULE OF COURT,
submission to reference to be made, s. 24.

RULES,
for the guidance of assistant-commissioners to be

framed by commissioners before May 1, 1838,

S.38.
for the guidance of assistant-commissioners in esti-

mating the value of the tithes of coppice-wood
to be framed by commissioners, and included

in their report to the secretary of state, before

1st of May, 1838, s. 41.

such rules to be afterwards observed, unless parlia-

ment shall otherwise direct, s. 41.

SALARIES
of commissioners, assistant-commissioners, secretary,

&c. &c., to be paid out of consolidated fund
unless otherwise provided for, s. 8.

SEA. land washed away by. See Distress. Rent-
Charge.

SEAL. See Agreement. Assistant-Commissioners.
Evidence.

commissioners to have, s. 2.

all agreements, &c., to be sealed or stamped with.
S.2.

agreements, &c., purporting to be stamped with, to
be received as evidence, s. 2.

no agreement, &c., to be of any force unless sealed
or stamped with, s. 3.

SECRETARY.
of board, to be appointed and removed by commis-

sioners, s. 4.

appointment of, limited to five years from passing
of act, s. 6.

amount of salary regulated by treasury, s. 7.
allowance of travelling and other expenses s. 7.

SEPARATE ADJUDICATIONS.
when to be made, s. 38.
how to be made, s. 39.

SHERIFF. See Distress. Rent-Charge.
SPECIAL CASE.

commissioners may state for decision of court of
law, s. 46.

STAMP DUTY.
exemptions from.

advertisement in London Gazette'or newspaper,
s. 91.

agreement, award, or power of attorney, made
or confirmed, or used under this act, s. 91.

STATUTES referred to :—
as to townships, 13 & 14 Car. 2, c. 12.
Duchy of Cornwall, 1 & 2 W. 4, c. 5, s. 13.
barren land, 2 & 3 Ed. 6, c. 13, s. 43.
limitations, 2 & 3W. 4, c. 100 ; 3 & 4 W.4. c. 27

s. 49.

Quakers, 7 & 8 W. 3, c. 34 ; 53 G. 3, c. 127.
apportionment, 4 & 5 W. 4, c. 22.

SUIT. See Appeal. Arbitrator. Commissioners.
Reference.

may be submitted to reference, s. 24.
commissioners or assistant-commissioners may hear

and determine cause in dispute, s. 45.
SURPLICE FEES. See Exemptions.
TENANT. See Rack Rent. Rates. Rent-Charge.

dissenting from paying rent-charge, or who holds
his lands free of tithes, or who after commuta-
tion may have been obliged to pay the rent-
charge, may deduct the same from his rent, s. 80.

TENEMENTS. See Exemptions,
TITHES, COMMUTATION OF, See Agreement.

Apportionment. Arbitrator, Assistant-
Commissioners, Award, Commissioners.
Coppice-Wood, Exemptions. Gardens.
Hop-Ground, Land-Owners, Moduses.
Notice. Orchards. Reference. Tithe-
Owners.

any agreement for the commutation of tithes into
a rent-charge, pending at the time of the pass-
ing of this act, which shall be executed within
the same time, and by the same parties as
required in the case of a provisional paro-
chial agreement, and also confirmed by the
commissioners, shall be as valid as if made at
a parochial meeting, s. 25.

consent of patron, under the hand of pei-son giving
the same requisite, s. 26.

any quantity of land, not exceeding 20 acres, may by
agreement be given to any owner of tithes by
way of commutation for tiie whole, or an equi-
valent part of the tithes of any parish, or of any
rent-charge agreed to be paid instead of such
tithes, s. 29.

if no agreement for commuting tithes into a rent-
charge, binding upon the whole parish be en-
tered into before the 1st of Octol)er, 1838, com-
missioners shall proceed to ascertain and award
the total sum to be paid, s. 36.

to be calculated upon the clear average value dur-
ing seven years, except in certain cases, s. 37.

to be estimated without making any deduction on
account of any parliamentary, parochial, coun-
ty, or other rates, charges, or assessments, s. 37.
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TITHES, COMMUTATION OV—Contimted.
whenever tithes raig'ht have been sold, exchang-ed,

or appropriated, before commutation, rent-

charge may be sold, exchanged, appropriated

. in like manner, s. 71.

right to tithes due before the commutation by this

act not to be affected, s. 89.

TITHE-OWNERS. See Agent. Assistant-Com-
missioners. Benefice. Commissoners.
Crown. Interest. Joint-Owner. Land.
Land-Owner. Meetings. Patron. Re-
ference.

for meaning of this term, see Interpretation clause,

s. 12.

owner of tithe.s being" also owner of lands may be
dealt vnth in each character, s. 74.

or if patron of benefice, s. 14.

if a minor, idiot, lunatic, feme covert, beyond the

seas, or under other legal disability, the guar-

dian, trustee, committee of the estate, husband,

or attorney respectively, to be substituted, s. 15.

may appoint agent by power of attorney, s. 16.

may call parochial meetings, s. 17.

shall bear their own expenses of attendance, s. 17.

land-owners and tithe-owners present at meeting, if

interested in not less than two-thirds of the

land subject to tithes, two-thirds of the great

tithes, and two-thirds of the small tithes, may
make and execute parochial agreement for the

payment of an an annual rent-charge in lieu

of tithes, s. 17.

if interest of parties present at meeting not sufficient

may make provisional agreement, s. 18.

as to form of parochial agreement, s. 21.

interest of tithe-owners to be estimated according to

the sum at which tithes are rated to the relief

of the poor, or, if there be no such rate, ac-
cording to the rules by which such property is

rateable, s. 19.

if suit depending or dispute existing with respect to

liability to tithes, boundary of lands, or any other
matter impeding agreement, may submit
matters in difference to reference, s. 24.

possessing less than an immediate estate of fee-

simple or fee-tail, shall not, by such reference,

bind any person in reversion, remainder, or ex-
pectancy, without consent of commissioners,
S.24.

may give notice to commissioners that the value of
tithes ascertained upon an average of seven
years, will not fairly represent the sum which
ought to be taken for calculating a permanent
commutation of the tithes of the parish, where-
upon the commissioners will have power to di-

minish or increase the sum to be taken by one-
fifth of the average value so ascertained, s. 38.

interested in award to pay the expenses incident to

making it, in such proportion, time and man-
ner as the commissioners shall direct, s. 74.

possessing an estate in tithes less than an immediate
estate of fee-simple or fee-tail, or which shall

be settled upon uses and trusts, may, with the
consent of the commissioners, charge the ex-
pense, or any part thereof, upon the rent-charge,
S.77.

such charge to be lessened in every year following,
by at least one-twentieth part, s. 77.

may sell barns or buildings, generally used for the
houseing of tithes, and rendered useless by the
commutation of tithes, or may pull down the
same, sell the materials, dispose of the site, with
the consent and under the direction of commis-
missioners, s. 87.

may convey and deliver to purchaser, and his re-

ceipt be a good discharge, s. 87.

the proceeds to be laid out in such manner, and
upon such trusts, as commissioners may direct,

S.87.

TREASURY, See Appointments. Crown. Patron.
TRUSTEE. See Commissioners. Legal Disability.

Owner of Lands. Owner of Tithes. Patron.

VALUERS. See Action. AssisTANx-CoMMrssiONERS.
Commissioners. Declaration. Justice op
Peace. Land-Owners. Lands. Meeting.
Umpire.

owners of lands subject to tithes, or agents, may
appoint valuers at any parochial meeting, either
before or after the confirmation of the agree-
ment, s. 32.

in case of disagreement, the majority in respect to

number to appoint two or any other even num-
ber, and the majority, in respect to interest, to

appoint an equal number, s. 32.

after confirmation of agreement, valuers to appor-
tion total sum agreed to be paid according to

the principles of apportionment agreed upon at

the meeting, s. 33.

how to act if no principle for the guidance of the
valuers shall have been agreed upon, s. 33.

to give to all lands the full benefit of exemption,
as moduses, compositions, &c. s. 33.

when even number of valuers chosen, may by writ-

ing under their hands apjjoint an umpire before

they proceed upon the business of apportion-

ment, s. 33.

decision of umpire to be binding on valuer, s.33,

before acting to subscribe a declaration, s. 34.

may, with their agents and sei-vants, enter upon
lands to be included in the apportionment,
s. 34.

may make admeasurement, plan, and valuation,

without being subject to any action or molesta-

tion, s. 34.
may use admeasurement, plans, or valuations, pre-

viously made, if agreed upon at meeting, s. 35.

if chosen at a meeting called by the commissioners
after award confirmed, to act vnth the same
powers, and subject to the same provisions as if

chosen at a parochial meeting called by the

land-owners and tithe-owners, s. 53.

if apportionment not made and sent to the office of

commissioners within six calendar months, com-
missioners or assistant-commissioners to ap-

portion the rent-charge, s. 54.

to make a special apportionment upon request of

land-owners, s. 58.

not to charge any land with the tithes of any other

lands, unless the value of such land shall be at

least three times the value of the whole rent-

charge upon such land, s. 58.

employed by commissioners to have all the powers
and subject to all the provisions enacted con-

cerning valuers appointed at a parochial meet-
ing, s. 59.

if employed by commissioners not bound to adopt

any principles of apportionment agreed upon
at any parochial meeting, s. 59.

not to be paid more than two guineas per day, s, 59.

commissioners may make any agTeement for the

payment of one sum for the whole duty to be
performed by, s. 59.

UMPIRE. See Action. Assistant Commissioners.
Commissioners. Declaration. Justice of
Peace. Lands. IMeeting. Valuers.

when even number of valuers chosen they may ap-

point an umpire, whose decision will be binding
on them, s. 33.

before acting to subscribe a declaration, s. 34.

may, with his agents and servants, enter upon lands

to be included in apportionment, s. 34.

make admeasurement, plans, &c. without being

subject to any action or molestation, s. 34.

may use admeasurement, plans, &c. previouslymade
if agreed upon at parochial meeting, s. 35.

WARRANT. See Distress and Entry. Expenses.
Rates.

WASTE LAND. See Exemptions.
WITNESSES. See Evidence.
WOOD. See Coppice Wood.

Piinted by Joseph Rogerson, 24, Norfolk Street, Strand,
Jjondon.














